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Unless the cash register rings, local merchants drop
any advertising medium
WITH

id 25 Years
Page 26

like a hot brick.

So get this:

in Baltimore regularly carries the advertising

of more than twice as many retail stores as any other
station in town!
Why? Because WITH produces low-cost results!
WITH is the biggest bargain buy in Baltimore. For

res Laud Beame<

peanuts, you get a tremendous, responsive audience.

Programming
Page 40

You get more — far more — listeners-per-dollar than any
other radio or TV station in town.
You ought to get the whole story of the radio-TV
situation here in Baltimore. You ought to know about

TELECASTING

WITH's commanding position in this highly competitive
market. Just ask your Headley-Reed man.

gins on Page S3
ti
TH

Local

folks

know

ear
II
•00 Annually
cents weekly

WITH
TOM

TINSLEY,

President

•

Represented by HEADLEY-REED

The Indian signals that broadcast the Jamestown landing
of intrepid Captain john Smith prophesized,
too, another pioneer event in Virginia.
Today the epic story of Captain Smith and his heroine
Pocahontas can be told, in full picture and sound,
to the people of Virginia via television.
In Richmond it can only be told over WTVR, now over three
years old and still Richmond's only television station.
Like Captain John Smith, Havens and Martin Stations
lead the way. Twenty-five years of service by these
First Stations of Virginia have made an indelible
impression on citizens of the Old Dominion. It's an
impression that pays off for advertisers.
Statue of Captain John Smith

WMBG*M

WOOD"*

WTVR
Havens & Martin Stations are the only

n

li i*

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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Represented Nationally by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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MEETING SCHEDULE
D.STR.CT
FINAL
Hotel
District NARTB
NEW YORK BOARD of Regents, which made
Dates
Roanoke, Va.
4
headlines in announcing it will seek 11 non2 Aug. 23-24 Roanoke
8 Sept. 10-11
commercial educational TV stations, now reSyracuse
Book
Cactillac
Syracuse
Detroit
9 Sept. 13-14
Highland Park,
portedly has quietly trimmed its request to
III.
Lake
10
Moraine-on-theSept.
17-18
three stations. Study of costs involved, plus
11
Minneapolis
Radisson
Blackstone
Sept. 20-21
possibilities of cooperation with commercial
Omaha
Broadview
Sept. 24-25 Utah
Wichita
stations understood responsible. With teachers
Salt Lake City
14
Sept.
27-28
17
12
Oct.
4-6
Davenport
making less than janitors or elevator operaOct. 8-9
Mark Hopkins
San
Francisco
Oct.
11-12
tors, employe relations also involved.
Spokane
13
16
Site to be selected
Los Angeles
6 Oct. 15-16
15
St.
Charles
New
Orleans
Shamrock
ANOTHER BIG station transaction — sale of
Oct. 25-26
Houston
St.
Petersburg
5 Oct. 29-30
WOW-AM-TV Omaha — was reportedly in neSoreno
Nov. 1-2
Boston
1
Somerset
gotiation last week. Leaseholds on properties,
7 Nov. 5-6
Seelbach
Louisville
Pittsburgh
3
William
Penn
Nov.
with 19 years to run, are held by group headed
Nov. 8-9
12-13
by Francis P. Matthews, Secretary of the
(Other Upcomings on page 88)
Navy just nominated as Ambassador to Erin.
Woodmen of World Insurance Co., however,
owns physical properties. Figure for 19-year
Bulletins
leaseholds understood in neighborhood of $2,500,000, but prospective purchasers undisTIME
Inc.,
New York, through Young & Rubiclosed.
cam, New York, preparing a radio spot schedPROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Crisco),
ule for Life magazine in 70 markets using
adding 40 markets to its spot radio campaign,
minutes and chain breaks on Thursdays, Frieffective early in July through Compton Adv.,
days and Saturdays to coincide with newstand
release day.
New York.
UNDERSTOOD Time magazine has request
pending before Senate Crime Investigating
Committee to sponsor future telecasts of
hearings. For narcotics sessions, crime committee voted down Time's bid. But door not
closed as yet on other hearing coverage.
OWENS ILLINOIS GLASS CO., through J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York, preparing
television spot announcement four-week campaign starting July 10 in selected major markets to promote throw-away beer bottles.
HALF-SEASON survey of baseball attendance,
to appear after July 4 doubleheaders, will show
slight decline but far below clubowners fears.
Study conducted by Jerry Jordan, Philadelphia
researcher, to show effect of radio-TV on gate
receipts. Korean War believed main factor in
loss rather than play-by-play pickups.
EXCHANGE OF NOTES on revised U.S.Mexican border TV allocations shortly will
be forthcoming following week-long Mexico
City conference of FCC Commissioner Rosel
H. Hyde and Broadcast Bureau Chief Curtis
B. Plummer with Mexican authorities. Amicable adjustment covers removal of two proposed assignments in Mexicali, Lower California, from Los Angeles stations 190 miles
distant with reduction of number of VHF
assignments in San Diego from three to two.
Mexico also relinquishes one Mexicali assignment. Other changes along border involve
interchanges in assignments, giving Mexico
better break on lower channels.
TV ACTIVITY picking up in Mexico. In addition to two existing stations in Mexico City,
it's reported plans are under way for crop
of TV stations along border, approximating
coverage of U.S. stations on this side. Project
understood being pushed by Emilio Azcarraga
and Rumulo O'Farrel, Mexico City publisher
and owner of second TV station in Mexican
capital." Mr. Azcarraga himself contemplates
two additional TV stations in Mexico City
(Continued on page 90)
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BLOCK DRUG CO., Jersey City (Amm-i-dent
toothpowder), starting radio spot schedule effective July 1 for 52 weeks in 40 markets.
Average frequency will be ten announcements
per week on each station. Cecil & Presbrey,
New York, is agency.
CURTIS PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia
(Holiday magazine), through BBDO, New
York, placing radio spots starting July 8
through July 24.
MAGNUSON
AGREES ON
PARTIAL THAW REQUEST
RECOGNITION of ex-Sen. Clarence C. Dill's
call on FCC Chairman Wayne Coy for partial
freeze lift given Friday by Democratic Sen.
Warren D. Magnuson (see story, page 32).
Copy of Dill letter had been sent Sen. Magnuson, also of Washington State.
Senator told Broadcasting • Telecasting
that he turned letter over to Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), who reportedly seconded need
for part freeze thaw. Sen. Magnuson said
he and Chairman Johnson believe start must
be made to provide at least minimum service
to areas now without. He recalled that he had
questioned Chairman Coy on matter during
recent confirmation hearing before Senate
Commerce group, of which Sen. Magnuson is
member.
PSNKHAM NAMES COHEN
LYDIA E. PINKHAM Co., Lynn, Mass., names
Harry B. Cohen, New York, as advertising
agency effective Aug. 1. Million-dollar account had been handled by Erwin, Wasey for
decade.
KELLOGG EXPANDING
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich., expanding its Wild- Bill Hickock program, Sun., 7-7:25
p.m. over MBS from 200 stations to full network (545 stations), effective July 29. Agency,
Leo Burnett Co., New York.

iefly
ss # Br
Busine
QUAKER
TO ADD
Quaker Oats CI
C
Oats Su,-j
• ofQuaker
ADD
TO Challenge
QUAKER
which
sponsors
the Yukon
6-6:30 p.m., over MBS, will add two moflT
broadcasts per week, Tues. and Thurs., 5-5:;
p.m., to schedule beginning July 10.
GE BUYS GOODWIN # General Electilj
Co., New York, to sponsor Bill Goodwin Sho\
Louis G. Cowan package, effective Sept. 11, Jj
NBC-TV, Tues. and Thurs., 3:30-4 §M
(EDT). Agency, Young & Rubicam, New Yotfj
TWO FOOTBALL TV BIDS
SCRUTINIZED BY NCAA
CHANCES for relaxation of proposed skel
ton telecast schedule for college football brigri I
ened Friday as National Collegiate Athlet I
Assn. officials focused attention on two coi
promise proposals submitted by advertisii
agencies (early story page 25).
,j
NCAA had bids from N. W. Ayer & Sol
Philadelphia, for Atlantic Refining Co., ai
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, f
Chevrolet Dealers Assn. Separate and ind
pendent bids submitted by two agencies ha'
many similar provisions. It was understoi
financial terms were not far apart.
Two agencies have often co-sponsored at
letic events where clients have common ma
keting. Ayer offer, proposing extensive ar
independent research, would permit telecas
ing of number of college football games c
community as well as network basis in di
ferent types of markets. Agency favors ft
formula of twice-the-hourly-station-rate-pe
At Thursday NCAA TV Steering Committi
meeting
in New York it was decided to subm
game.
Ayer and Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove bi<
to full TV committee in Chicago next Frida
Robert E. Grove, executive vice president, ar
Lansing B. Lindquist, radio-TV director, r
presented Pittsburgh agency Thursday.
"Our program is flexible and less detailc
than the Ayer bid as to individual cities," M
Lindquist told Broadcasting • Telecastin
"We offered to work closely with the NCA
committee's research organization."
U. S. Justice Dept. informed U. of Pen
sylvania Friday it had given no approvz
formal or informal, to NCAA plan for r
stricted college football telecasts.
MARK WOODS RESIGNS AS
ABC VICE CHAIRMAN
MARK WOODS announced Friday he woa
resign as vice chairman of ABC board of d
rectors, effective Saturday, and said he "tei
tatively" plans to enter advertising agency <
radio-television consulting and brokerage fie
after he returns in September from vacatio
Mr. Woods, 49, who will enter his 301
year in radio and television next Jan. 1, wi
ABC president eight years before his electic
as vice chairman in January 1950. He el
tered radio-TV field via AT&T in 1923. Spe
ulation that he would leave ABC has c|
culated since proposed merger of netwoi
with United Paramount Theatres was a|
nounced several weeks ago
BROADCASTING
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Nebraska,

of

Hush

DOUBLES

By

HAROLD
Sales

Puppy,

in

6HouiS

SODERLUND
Manager

Hush Puppy, Nebraska, is not on the map! But, it typifies hundreds
towns that are on the map in the Midwest Empire covered by KFAB.

of rural

Surrounding each rural town in the KFAB area, are hundreds of farms. Responsible, educated, well-to-do families live on those farms. Like the rural town people and city
people, they listen to KFAB. But, unlike the city people, they do most of their shopping
on Saturday afternoons. They speed to their favorite "Hush Puppy" and shop, visit, shop
and visit. In towns of 1,000 population, the enthusiastic shoppers that pour into them, often
number more than a thousand, and quickly, for a few hours, DOUBLE the population.
These farm families have money. They spend it for farm equipment, for food, for
electrical appliances, cars and hundreds of daily essentials. They buy the things that make
their work easier and their lives more enjoyable.
You can send your advertising messages daily to many

thousands of people who

DOUBLE the population of hundreds of "Hush Puppies" in the Midwest Empire, by using the
50,000 watt voice of KFAB. An announcement schedule is now available that will make it possible for you to reach ALL of the KFAB listeners. Let us know by phone or wire that you are
interested and we'll quickly reply.

v \\ \\ V1 I I I / / / , ,

Represented
OADCASTING

by FREE
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& PETERS

Inc.

-

General

Manager,

HARRY

BURKE
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Fred Fitzgerald, Associate Editors; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor;
Tyler ment
Nourse,
Copy Editor;
DaveChristopher,
Berlyn, AssignEditor. STAFF:
Lawrence
John
H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon, Allen
Riley. EDITORIAL, ASSISTANTS: Kathryn Ann
Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz,
Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the
Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
Manager;George
Winfield R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris Orme; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE:
JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Jonah
Gitlitz, Grace Schorm.

IN BIG TOWNS!
16.0
San Francisco
21.7
Louisville
Minneapolis
IN SMALL

16.5

TOWNS!

NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, Netu
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.

He'll get high ratings for you, too!
Ratings that constantly capture and
hold the largest share of audiences in city after city . . . assuring
your sponsor fop results from his
bottom advertising dollar!
For details, write, wire
or phone at once to

Hattiesburg

TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775;
James
Montagnes.
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast
Advertising
and Broadcast
Reporter
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932

Zanesville
Youngstown
From coast to coast —
BOSTON BLACKIE is winning and holding large
and loyal audiences!
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MEAT

PRICES..

Cattle

are

• from

not

steer

all beef . . . Beef

to

is not

steak

all steak
RETAIL
LBS. PRICE TOTAL

Porterhouse
steak

? —

40 $1.05 $42.00

Hi

Sirloin
steak

50

.95 47.50

Round
steak

Hamburger
stew beef

540

1000

lbs. Steer

lbs. Beef

at 47 1 per lb.

at 30< per lb.
Packer

600

Retailer

pays

pays
$282??

$300°°
To insure an adequate livestock supply, returns to cattle raisers and
feeders must cover maintenance of
breeding stock, death losses, feed
and labor costs, land use, taxes, interest, supplies, equipment and the
other expenses for the three full
years it takes to produce and feed
a good-grade steer.

*Value of by-products, such as hides,
fats, hair, animal feeds, fertilizer,
etc., typically
packers'
dressing, handling offsets
and selling
expenses,
so that the beef from a steer normally
sells at wholesale for less than the
live animal cost.

540

lbs. Retail

.68

Cuts

(including shop fats)
Consumer

pays
$369??

Retail markup must cover such costs as rent,
labor, depreciation on equipment and fixtures, etc., as well as shrinkage in weight of
beef carcass when converted into retail
cuts. Prices are averaged. In some stores
they were lower. In some charge-anddeliver
stores or in high-cost areas, they
were higher.

Based on market reports of the USD A for good-grade beef steers and good-grade carcass beef Chicago style cutting, and on average retail prices for good- grade meat, as reported by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Chicago, during 1950.
Naturally, in these inflationary times, many people are wondering about livestock and meat prices.
The chart above answers a lot of questions about these prices during times when the law of supply and demand is in effect and full-scale competition is hard at work.
It shows that the packer sold beef for less than he paid for the animal on the hoof. This is true
most of the time.
The reason, of course, is efficiency in saving by-products as well as meat — by-products such as
hides for leather, pituitary glands for insulin, and manv, manv others.
This is one of the reasons why meat normally moves from farmer to packer to store at a lower
service cost than almost any other food.
AMERICAN

MEAT

INSTITUTE

Headquarters, Chicago

• Members throughout the U.S.

•
ROADCASTING
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We

said

it

then

• • •

(The above advertisement was published
by Edward Petry & Co., Inc. in 1933)

1933 radio had a lot in common with radio '51. But

who are avoiding that very human tendency to meet

with one big difference: In 1933, it was National Spot

rate cuts with rate cuts, chisels with chisels, and

radio where chisel deals nourished, rebates were ram-

"deals" with bigger deals. And today it appears to be

pant and rate cards were mainly scraps of paper. The

the networks who are indulging in a dog-eat-dog type

networks were doing a clean, up and up business, then.

of selling. The trade press is full of reports of a sort
of industry cannibalism ; each network intently prey-

Today — in 1951 — it's the radio stations who are holding the line, resisting the pressures. It's the stations

ing on its fellow network — totally neglecting a forest
full of advertisers now using; other media.

we

say

!

now

it

We tOOk the position in 1933, that most good advertisers

Although We have a deep and long s funding interest in

preferred not to shop in bargain basements or at

good radio, we do not presume to suggest to the net-

auction sales. They wanted to buy good merchandise,

works acode of ethics. We say only this to the networks :

from a reliable firm, at a fair price. So we ran the ad
on the opposite page — "Our Time is not on the block
— one price to all — no rebates or group rates which
serve to act as an embarrassment
to advertisers and
■
advertising agencies ..."

IF YOU

LACK the will to preserve the basic values of

radio, 3Tou will weaken it.
IF YOU LET FEAR or timidity stand in the way of the
long-range strength of radio, you will weaken it.

Many top radio Stations agreed with this business philosophy. They helped us spearhead a movement which

IF A SEARCH

FOR EASIER REVENUE

in one direc-

tion leads to neglect of radio, you will weaken it.

resulted in Spot Radio washing its face, putting on a
clean shirt, and moving over to the right side of the
tracks. Advertisers liked it. Spot grew and grew, and

IF YOU

today it takes a back seat to no medium.

for the quick dollar to take the place of sound radio

ALLOW

BACK-BITING,

and the temptation

research and constructive selling, you will weaken it.
!n 1933, radio stations kept themselves from killing

Advertisers have a lot at stake. So do the listeners. So

eacli other. They did it by facing a problem squarely,

do the stations. And so, of course, do the networks.

arriving at a sound solution, and then sticking to their
guns. Sure they lost some business at first. Some of the

We have a deep and honest conviction that the best thing

i chiselers dropped away because they could no longer

the networks can do for themselves, the advertiser, the

chisel. But the better advertisers stayed on. They in-

listener and the broadcast industry is to say —

creased spot budgets and were joined by more and
j more blue-chip companies making and selling some
of America's best products.

and mean •— ■
OUR

TIME

IS

NOT
ON

We Sincerely believe that in 1951— when networks are

THE

BLOCK!

This is the third and final message in a series

in danger of killing each other, and so hurting all radio

issued in the interest of good radio.

— the situation can best be met by employing the same
' sane thinking, the same moral courage and the same
steadfast purpose that some of their best affiliates
showed 18 years ago.

EDWARD
NEW

YORK

LOS ANGELES

PETRY
CHICAGO

& CO., INC.
DETROIT

ST. LOUIS

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

agency

AL FALVEY, account executive Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, t
Tim Morrow Agency, same city, as first vice president. He is cc
H founder of W. W. Garrison Agency, also Chicago.
ROBERT N. MANN, account executive in charge of A. G. Spaulding Co i
account for Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery, N. Y., elected vice presided
of agency.
HARRY W. FRIER, account executive Foote Cone & Belding, N. Y
elected vice president of agency.
ROBERT SAWYER, TV advertising film writer, to Kenyon & Eckhardt
N. Y., as supervisor in radio and TV.
DONALD McVICKAR, account executive Anderson, Smith & Cairn
Ltd., Montreal, Canadian subsidiary of Anderson & Cairns Inc., N. Y I
elected vice president of Canadian firm. He will continue to make hi
headquarters at New York offices of Anderson & Cairns.
HERBERT B. WEST director of TV BBDO, N. Y., appointed accoun
group supervisor for Emerson Drug Co. (Bromo Seltzer), Anahist Co.
and others.

on all accounts

ioned within 10 years as
be "as old fashwill
O
RADI
ng
"
plumbi
outside
the
manageris ofnow,
White,
says Phil
en,
ago
ins
e
& Hold
offic of Calk
Chic
Carlock, McClinton & Smith. An
advocate of television, "the modern medium," Mr. White is a vete
o
ia as
well. eran of radi and spac med

His infiltration into radio took
place in 1919 when, as an ex-ham
operator and a sailor, he played
"Red Wing" or some
such epic on the
banjo and mandolin
via "wireless telegraphy" to three dozen ships in the harbor of Brest, where
he was stationed
aboard the U. S. S.
M ichi g an. His
''broadcasts" reached

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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BLAIR

&

CO.

our

joined
father's Adv.,
company,
th('
Frank his
B. White
Chicago
Mr. White's knowledge of ad
-«
vertising,
picked up in random conversations at home, expanded rapidly at the agency, where he workec
from 1922 until 1932. Starting ir
copy and production, he branchec
outward and upward to contact
work, management and solicitation
of new business, ending up as secretary of the his
company.
He wrote
first radio
copy
"sometime before

1930" for Mackinaw
coats, manufactured |
by the Burlington
Blanket Co., which
was spotted on
WJJD Chicago.
Ten years in di
rect mail for the
Blakely Co. counter
balanced his previ
26 miles in all direcous experience. After
tions, and created
such a stir aboard
an indoctrination period of hard selling
his battleship that a
he wrote and prospecial report on the
duced sales manuals
phenomenon was sent
to the Navy Dept.
and house organs
for such clients as
A rank 18-yearold at the time,
Standard Oil of In
diana,
Hotpoint and
young Phil returned
Mr. WHITE
after his release
Fairbanks - Morse
from service to his home in Oak
Reverting again to the agency pattern, he joined Needham, Louis &
Park, 111., where he was born, and
Brorby,
Chicago, in 1942 as a copy
enrolled shortly at Wabash Colwriter
for
& Co.'s Sunbrite
lege. He was graduated from Indi- cleanser. HeSwift
was soon upped to
ana U. with a degree in English
executive on the Sunbrite account,
literature and is a member of Phi
and to work as Maurice Needham 's
Delta Theta. After a brief work
assistant.
excursion through offices of the
Later, as supervisor on all Swifl
(Continued on page 76)
Indiana Bell Telephone Co., he
BROADCASTING
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IS NO

JEREMIAD,
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Jt

beat
What's
RICE METCALFE,

copy director Strauchen & McKim, Cincinnati, appointed creative director, in charge of agency's copy,
art and production departments.

RALPH GROSS Adv. Inc., Akron moves to new offices
at 220 W. Market St.
HARRIE W. BONNAH and THOMAS H. MILLDEBRANDT, to production department Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance, Detroit. JAMES L. REASON
named to BSF&D TV department.

y.pVIr. Metcalfe
,. ANDERSON

ANDERSON-McCONNELL Adv. Agency, Los Angeles
merged with Anderson-Bever-Grant Adv., and moved to
731 N. La Brea Blvd. Agency headed by DOUGLAS
and GEORGE A. McCONNELL.

„THOL C. STEWART, radio director Walsh Adv. Co., Montreal, writing
eries of quarter-hour talks on prominent Canadian businessmen for
«v. 'anadian Broadcasting Corp.'s International Shortwave Service.
♦AWSON NEWTON, advertising manager Florida Citrus Commission,
a Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., handling food accounts. RALPH HENRY,
lis assistant, becomes acting advertising manager of Florida Citrus
Commission, effective July 1.
,|IENRY GREENWOOD, executive secretary Citizen Charter Committee,
'hila., to production and new business department Beacon Adv., same
|ity.
i VILLIAM H. BOTSFORD, Detroit News and Sills Inc., Chicago public
elations counsel, appointed public relations director Betteridge & Co.,
)etroit.
RASCAL B. OWEN
' 3hila.

appointed copy chief Hening & Co. Adv. Agency,

fACK L. MATTHEWS, media director for past two years at Ross Roy5?ogarty Agency, Chicago, to Price, Robinson & Frank, same city, also
us media director. He is former media buyer Sherman-Marquette, also
Chicago.
|iARL SUTPHIN, network TV sales ABC Chicago, to BBDO, same city,
.for account work late in July. He is former ABC Central Div. promotion manager.
'iJOHN
H. BATTISON,
assistant
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample,
N. Y., editor
in radioTele-Cue
and TV magazine,
department.N. Y., to
WASSER, KAY & PHILLIPS Inc., Pittsburgh, held open house recently
in their new quarters in the Clark Building. New offices contain complete
'motion
picture
studios,
designed
to accommodate
productions,
bothcamera
live and
animated
TV film
commercials. multiple film
jJANICE FORGETTE, assistant media director Mogge-Privett Inc., L. A.,
Selected president of Los Angeles Junior Advertising Women. Other
^officers elected were CAROLYN
McCLYMAN,
first vice president;
^GEORGIA REED, Elwood J. Robinson Adv., second vice president;
BARBARA LEONARD, Weed & Co., treasurer; BEVERLY BECK,
CAROLINE ROA, corresponding secretaries; DOROTHY KELLER,
BBDO, recording secretary. New directors are EDITH KRAMS, TRUDY
DRUCKER and BARBARA RAUSH.

the

With

Matter

Radio?

First, we don't agree that it's television. TV isn't going to stop
newspapers, magazines, books — and certainly not radio.
Next, nothing much that radio itself can't remedy.
Third, the nation needs the vast communications, entertainment and information system which has been woven into the
fabric of our lives.
BUT the things that are hurting radio are numerous and
varied, and every segment of the industry that has been built
up on it needs to do some soul-searching.
We have over-commercialized radio, with hitch-hikers, cowcatchers, spots and double spots and maybe snow-plows and
cabooses. Instead of giving it a chance to do the selling job it
can do, aren't we treating the audience like a crowd at a side
show, and yelling louder — and longer?
that's such
good methods
advertising,
doubt, it isn't good radio.
Of Ifcourse
buildwhich
sales we
resistance.
So, torateget reductions,
their money's
worth,
segment ofand
the unsound
industry
forces
which
are one
uneconomical
for a medium which still is as good a buy, if not better than
any, at the price. Compare the stability of radio rates and retising. turns with the increased costs of every other medium of adverUnderstand that we are not talking exclusively about network
operations; we refer, also, to the slipping that has been going
on in individual stations — a case of the industry slipping on
something more than a banana peel.
And what are receiver manufacturers doing to help radio?
Recognizing that there are exceptions to generalizations, it
nevertheless is a fact that the industry as a whole is making it
harder for the average listener to tune in his favorite station or
stations than ever before.
With the over-crowded condition of the AM broadcast band,
stations are jammed closer together than ever before. At the
same time radio dials are pushed together so that you can tune
only by guess and by gosh.
We used to have electronic and other aids to tuning. Whither
have
gone?
Haven't
we, inrespects
a suicidal
cut they
the
qualitythey
of the
receivers
in these
to theprice-war,
point where
no longer deliver the convenience to which the listeners are
entitled?
If these same conditions prevail, as efforts are made to
establish FM, that medium never will get out of swaddling
clothes. If the automobile manufacturers followed the same kind
of policy we today would have poorer cars instead of better;
rather, by raising the quality and standards, the auto industry
has earned and commanded higher prices.
This is not a one-man nor a one-station program to reform
the industry; we scarcely have time enough to run our own
business in a manner to minimize some of the conditions we
call to your attention. We don't pretend to be blameless, but
we are taking a sharp look to see that this self-criticism is put
to work in our own back yard.
And we hope that some or many of those having a great
interest — and the advertisers surely do by reason of their vast
investment in the medium over the years — ■ will do some real
skull practice. We hope all will decide to do something about
it individually and so far as conditions permit collectively.
There is no benefit to anyone, least of all the advertiser, in
down-grading a medium of advertising which he needs and
which in our judgment will be used by many for long years
to come.
A. H. KIRCHHOFER
Vice President
WBEN, Inc.
P.S. — And isn't this the ti?ne to stop similar practices in TV?

,ELEANOR LINDSAY, media and traffic director Lockwood-Shackelford,
S. F., resigns.
N. B. COLE, production department BBDO, S. F., named production
manager.
MURIEL S. CLAIRE, sales department WMCA
Adv., N. Y., as assistant radio director.
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Gone Fishin'
Sted of Just
a Wish in'
Tay!

B. Raymond
Evans

TAYLOR-EVANS

FARM STORE
J. F

THE TIME:

The week of June 5th through June 9th and especially June 7th. 1951.

THE PLACE r

TAYLOR-EVANS FARM STORE in Tulia, Texas.
50 miles south of Amarillo at the beginning of the
cotton-growing region. Population, 4,300.

THE LOOT:

400,000 pounds of cotton seed, valued at $15.00 per
hundred weight. Almost 120,000 worth disappeared
on June 7th. The remaining $40,000 worth was
discovered missing on June 5th, 6th, 8th and 9th.
The total volume of the vanishing cottonseed (8
regulation box cars) made it evident that a very
strong and hefty character was at work.

THE SUSPECT:

KGNC, the power station of the Great High Plains.
Circumstantial evidence showed that KGNC and
only KGNC knew about the existence of TAYLOREVANS' large stock of cottonseed.

SOLUTION:

At the end of the hectic week, money (lots of
money) was discovered in the TAYLOR-EVANS
FARM STORE. It came from the pockets of
Tri-State cotton farmers who loaded the cottonseed
into their trucks and made a hurried get-away.
They were involved in the case by TAYLOREVANS' three, 10-minute early morning KGNC
newscasts (6:15 to 6:25 A.M., Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday). The early-bird listeners, thousands
of them, got the cottonseed.

FOOTNOTES:

Mr. J. P. Taylor and Mr. B. Raymond Evans
have been in business since February 18, 1950.
KGNC came into the picture bx/x months later.
Mr. Taylor says: "KGNC has more than doubled
our volume of business."
Mrs. Evans says (because Mr. Evans really has
gone fishing): "B. Raymond and Mr. Taylor think
KGNC is the only radio station there is".

its radio and TV spc
Co. intensifying
BREWINGeastern
R throughout
GKRUEGE
seaboard area. Firm looking for T
campaign
• spots in Norfolk, Richmond and other southern cities. Agency
Charles Dallas Reach Co., N. Y.
GOLDEN AGE BEVERAGE Co., Akron starts sponsorship of 148 new
broadcasts weekly on WCUE Akron. Package is divided, equally betwee
30 second "headlines on the half-hour," and five and 10 minute "new?
casts on the hour." Designed as keystone of company's summer advei
tising campaign, the agreement runs through Sept. 25.
NEW YORK branch of GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCE Inc., an
GENERAL ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTORS sponsoring Symphony Hal
Fri., 8:05-9 p.m., over WQXR New York and 13 FM stations of th
Rural Radio Network, New York State, respectively.
THE GEORGE WIEDEMANN BREWING Co., Newport, Ky., to sponso
Boston Blackie, produced by Ziv TV Programs Inc., N. Y., in Cincinnat
Columbus, Dayton and Indianapolis, starting Sept. 1. Agency: Strauche
& McKim, Cincinnati. E. R. Strauchen is account executive.
BARDAHL LUBRICANTS Ltd., Montreal (motor oils), starts TV filr
strip spots on Boston TV stations during home games of Boston Red So:
baseball team. Agency: Walsh Adv. Co., Montreal.
A/etwotlc • • •
MENNEN Co., Newark, N. J., for Spray Deodorant, Skin Bracer, an(
Shave Creams to sponsor Twenty Questions, featuring a panel of expert:
who guess identity of things described with Bill Slater as emcee, ove:
DuMont TV network (Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.), beginning July 6 for five years
Agency is Duane Jones Co., N. Y.
ESSO STANDARD OIL Co. replacing its Alan Young Show, CBS-T\
(Thurs. 9-9:30 p.m.) with half-hour TV version of Your Esso Reporter
for 8 weeks, beginning July 12. CBS and Telenews Inc., to co-product
show which will feature reports from CBS domestic and foreign correspondents. Agency: Marschalk & Pratt Co., N. Y.
BLATZ BREWING Co. to sponsor Mutual Newsreel, 7:45-8:00 p.m. Mon.Fri., on minimum of 140 MBS stations. Agency: William Weintraul
Co., N. Y.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co. (Lucky Strike Cigarettes) introducing
Go Lucky, comedy quiz series on CBS, featuring Jan Murray, Suns.
7:30-8 p.m., as summer replacement for This Is Show Business, through
Sept. 2. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
WHITE KING SOAP Co., L. A., June 25, renewed alternate sponsorship
of Frank Hemingway newscasts on full Don Lee network (45 stations)
plus 27 Mutual Intermountain Group stations, Sun.-Fri., 7-7:15 a.m. and
4:15-4:30 p.m. (PST). Contract for 52 weeks. Soap company alternates
sponsorship with Folger Coffee Co., S. F. Agency for both: Raymond
R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.

ntment* • • •
■Qgency -Appoi
RAMFJELD
& Co., N. Y. (importers of Denmark cheese and Norwegian
fish products), appoints Gordon Baird Assoc. Inc., to handle publicity
advertising and merchandising of its grocery store products. Firm using
participation radio for its importation "Tomtit" cheese, over WTIC
Hartford, three times weekly and plans extension of radio campaign.
QUAKER OATS, Chicago (Ken-L-Ration Dog Food), names Needham,
Louis & Brorby, same city, to handle its advertising. Radio and TV
will be used. Former agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
■Hdjaeojale
L. E. ROCHESTER, advertising manager Kellogg Co. of Canada Ltd.,
London, Ont. (cereals), appointed vice president in charge of advertising.
He has been in Canada since 1947 coming from parent company headoffice at Battle Creek, Mich.
Represented Nationally by the O. L. Taylor Co.
Page 12
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DOUGLAS BALLIN Jr., supervisor of radio and TV for Whitehall
Pharmacal Co., N. Y., named advertising manager of all Whitehall Co.
brands.
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MR.

SPONSOR:

....AND
IN THE

WJBK,
TIGER

THE

KEY

BASEBALL

STATION
NETWORK

The kind of Tigers we're talking about make
their mark with baseball bats in Detroit, a town
whose

metropolitan area holds a baseball fan

club over 2Vi million strong.
In case you didn't know, the Tigers
represent Detroit in the American League
. . . and WJBK,

for the third straight year,

is the key station of the network
carries the Tiger broadcasts.

WJBK

NATIONAL

SALES

that

-AM
-FM
-TV

A baseball fan club over 2Vz million strong
carries a lot of wallop in the "Sales League."
For a "Sales League" fourbagger, metropolitan
Detroit is the ball field and WJBK is your
best bat.
Get the facts on this home-run

sales

story now. Your local Katz Agency man
will show

you how

to bat 1.000 in

Detroit's buyers league.

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
488
MADISON
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK

22,

ELDORADO

5-24 5 3

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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feature
There is no frigate like a book,
To take ws lands away. . . .
Emily Dickinson
THE
SAM E— Miss Dickinson
should excuse the expression —
might be said of a WE EI Boston
program.
Priscilla Fortescue, through her
program, Listen Ladies, is taking
listeners on an armchair tour of
Europe.
Miss Fortescue has just returned
from a month abroad and brought
back with her two miles of tape
recordings which she made on a
portable Minatape Recorder.
Listeners to the daily 4:30-5:30
p.m. show have flown vicariously
to Shannon, Ireland, kissed the
Blarney Stone, and heard the Bells
of Shandon in Cork.
They'll visit the Festival of Britain in London, Scotland Yard,
and hear what English homemakers have to say about rationing
and marketing.
The WE EI itinerary includes a
flight to Switzerland with air interviews and interviews on trains,
hearing from Europeans themselves how they live. Through Miss
Fortescue's tape recordings, listeners5 also will be taken into several European homes.
Toward the end of the trip, listeners will stop off in Paris and
attend a showing of Jacques Fath's

of the meek

Miss Fortescue shows Joseph F.
Shields, consul general of Ireland
in Boston, how she used her small
tape recorder.
new summer styles.
Then, alas, home again aboard
the Queen Elizabeth.
Miss Fortescue used the same
type Minatape Recorder which
Lowell Thomas had on his trip to
Tibet. It is a self-contained unit
with battery and has a lapel-type
mike.
Listen Ladies is a participating
program. Included among 20 sponsors are Barbor Bros., Touraine
Store, MGM, John P. Squire Packers, First National Bank, Continental Baking Co., and Royal
Desserts.

Only ONE

DOMINATES
This
Rich,

'= a> o
5 n *
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Station

Growing

15-COUNTY
ss
ine
bus
ly
ict
str
J£
a comp
medilery
the AST
heavy artil
inrise
the
BROADC
MARKET
barrage of advertising used
by Peter Hand Brewery Co., Chicago (Meister Brau beer), to comWith
pete with 98 beer products distributed in its 200-mile greater Chicago
metropolitan area.
GENERAL MER
Andrew S. Gantner, advertising
manager of the 60-year-old firm,
has used radio and TV for 15 years
SALES
to sell Meister Brau's 7- and 12ounce, quart and half-gallon bottles
and cans to the thirsty public. Because Chicago "has the heaviest
concentration of beer promotion in
the country," Meister Brau does
not release its gross sales or ad*Sales Management, 1951
vertising expenditures ("radio and
TV get a fair share"), but its
Survey of Buying Power
production volume is about half
a million barrels yearly.
Mr. GANTNER
Mr. Gantner, with the company
since 1936, believes in selling the
and television can "talk"
product name in ads of high quality to Radio
the consumer, and people are
and good taste. Commercials "are "more receptive to a sincere, perAM-FM
50% of radio or TV," but are used
sonal message," Mr. Gantner believes. Advertising is pegged on
infrequently and without high
WINSTON-SALEM
pressure. "We always sacrifice the viewpoint that beer is an ac(
Continued
on
page
50
)
time to be in good taste."
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

other

comment

the

history

of

radio

iver

Over

two

million

received

by

531

Congress

to

poll

Fulton
on

two

like

power

pulling

Lewis,

this!

replies
Members

of

conducted
Jr.

broadcasts

^~^N APRIL 9 Fulton Lewis, Jr. asked his listeners
15 questions, suggested that they send "yes" or
"no" answers, numbered 1 thru 15, to their Congressmen. On April 11, after General MacArthur was fired,
he repeated the questions and added one more. Each
member of Congress was provided with a copy of the
questions.

Total replies received:

Over 2 million.

Not since a Lewis-inspired avalanche of mail on the
Taft-Hartley labor bill (which increased Senatorial mail
by 800% at that time) has Congress felt the impact
of such an expression of public opinion generated by
a radio commentator.

Never before in the history of

radio commentating has Congress experienced anything
like it. One commentator — two broadcasts — over two
His sponsors alone
make a sizable audience!
Fulton Lewis, Jr. is sponsored by:
93 automotive agencies
19 auto supply and repair companies
6 bakers
51 banks and savings institutions
26 brewers and bottlers
58 building materials firms
29 coal, ice and oil companies
14 dairies
30 department stores
23 drug stores
16 food companies
43 furniture or appliance stores
17 hardware stores
14 jewelers
14 laundries
25 real estate and insurance agencies
94 miscellaneous

OADCASTING
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million replies!
The Lewis capacity to influence listeners has been shown time
and again. His zeal for covering the important stories of the day —
his ability to uncover stories which subsequently become important
— is responsible for his fantastically large, fanatically loyal audience.
If you want a ready-made audience and a program with network
prestige at local time cost (with pro-rated talent cost) investigate
now.

Though currently sponsored on more than 340 Mutual stations by 572 advertisers, there may be an opening in your locality.

Check your Mutual outlet.
William

B. Dolph,
Manager

July 2, 1951
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Plaudit From Pulse
EDITOR:
Recently your publication carried the story on the U. S. Census
findings on television ownership
for April 1950. This result showed
5,120,000 television homes.
Out of curiosity, I compared this
finding with the estimate published
in Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 3, 1950. That estimate was
4,770,000. Also your next estimate
in the issue of April 10, 1950, was
4,906,365. I think that you will
be pleased with this comparison.
You are to be congratulated upon
the closeness of the estimates published in Broadcasting • Telecasting with the Census findings
for about the same period.
Sydney Roslow
Director
The Pulse Inc.
New York
EDITOR:
. . . You did [a] nice write-up
about savings and loan associations
in radio in the June 11 Broadcasting • Telecasting.
We are pleased and honored that
Home Federal is included.
Phyllis Edmonds
Assistant Vice President
Home Federal Savings
& Loan Assn.
Tulsa, Okla.

Genesis
EDITOR:
In your issue of June 18 [Open
Mike] you published part of a letter by Mr. B. G. H. Rowley commenting on the article in the March
19 issue which purports to prove
that Nathan B. Stubblefield had
anticipated Marconi in the invention of radio.
The treatment of Mr. Rowley's
letter and the accompanying "editor's comment" leaves the matter
very much in the air. The facts are
the following: The Stubblefield
patent referred to in the story, U.S.
No. 887,357, applied for in 1907,
has nothing whatsoever to do with
radio. It is merely an induction system of the type used by Phelps,
Edison, Sir William Preece and
others and the principle dates back
to 1886. Preece operated such a
system for telegraphic purposes
over a distance of three miles.
For the sake of the record, I
would like to point out that the
first successful radio telephone was
due to Prof. R. A. Fessenden. It

was operated at Brant Rock, Mass.,
in the latter part of 1906. . . .
Edwin H. Armstrong
Columbia U.
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING'S thanks to Mr. Armstrong, himself no mean inventor
("father
FM"), for
shedding
new
light on a ofheretofore
clouded
question.]
Last Commercial
EDITOR:
. . . "Guff" by some of the artists
appearing on TV about the "oldfashioned medium — radio" is occurring all too frequently. ... Is
the broadcaster going to permit the
cooking of his own goose? First
the rate cut; now the degrading
comments fouling the air-waves.
How cheap can you get?
Is this going to continue: "Folks,
don't be bothered with the old radio
drudgery. Make the 30-day wildness test. Be happy. Go lookie."
Shirl K. Evans
Program Manager
WXLW Indianapolis

We Cooked Red Goose I
EDITOR:
. . . Your issue of June 11 . 1
you have ... an article conce: I
ing a program that we are conte I
plating sending out of New Yc j
over the network [for Red Gocl
Shoes] . In this article you sts I
that we are reversing our forn
policy of sponsoring local 1
shows. This is an error since
are not reversing our policy.
We have had film shows in c<
tain markets and in other mark*
in the East we have broadcast
local program. But what we a
now doing is consolidating 10 mi
kets into this one program. \
will maintain our film programs
the remaining markets in whi
we are telecasting. . .
Westheimer & Block will hanc
only the program over the DuMo
Ernest Just
Network.
. '. .
Advertising
Manager
Friedman-Shelby
St. Louis
% * *
Glass House
EDITOR:
This is the kind of thing th; |
draws fire upon the television ill
dustry: In your story [June 2ll
(Continued on page 86)

BILLION-DOLLAR

BUY!

Central Ohioans Make It Annually In Retail Sales
WBNS has more listeners than any other station in these
24 Central Ohio Counties which annually ring up a neat
retail sales figure of $1,024,914,000.* This includes
thousands of consumer products from drugs to hardware,
From clothing to cars. You're sure of having listeners
when you're on WBNS because WBNS carries all 20 toprated programs, day and night.
Winter-Spring Hooper Report shows WBNS with the
highest number of listeners in every rated period but
one, and we're a close second there, too! You get more
listeners per dollar than on any other local station. For
rates and time availabilities, write or call your John Blair
representative.

STAY
TO THIS
CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

TUNED
BILLION!

DOLLAR MARKET
THROUGH

OUTLET

WBNS

PLUS
WELD-FM
Ask John Blair
POWER

WBNS

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,

OHIO
'Source: SM Survey of Buying Power 1951
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That's
of

WMAQ

the

program

direction
ratings*

More and more listeners in the prospering Middle West are
joining the big WMAQ

family all the time.

For instance, in spite of a slight seasonal decline in all
Chicago area listening during the first four months of 1951:
C OCV
^) O 0

of rated WMAQ quarter-hours showed
increased ratings.

X

of rated WMAQ quarter-hours either
increased or remained constant.

X 0/
0

Contact WMAQ, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales office NOW for assistance in placing
your sales messages before this ever-growing audience.
* Pulse of Chicago

(OADCASTING
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M

customers

sold

TOTAL WEEKLY NIGHTTIME AUDIENCE— WTAR

1951

188,013 (with TV)

WTAR doesn't . . . not because we are cantankerous, but because
all the facts establish conclusively that WTAR rates are too low.

127,713 (Radio only)

We feel, therefore, that we should provide our advertisers with
the true facts:

1951

$160
25 c/r.

25% $200

1951

IF RATES WERE ADJUSTED NOW
To match increase in radio audience
| (+50% based on 1942)
HHnffiHHl
$240
To adiust for reduced buying power of dollar
* (+59% based on 1942)
To combine audience increase$254and decline in dollar value
$382
Sources: Total Weekly Nighttime Audience — NBC 19421951 — BMB 1949 figures adjusted £or 3.6% increase iri
radio families nationally; rates from SRDS — June 1942.
April and May 1951: dollar value computed from U. s!
Bureau of Labor Statistics — Consumer Price Index, Feb
1942 and Department.
Feb. 1951. TV set estimate April 1951 — NBC
Kesearcli
•

July 2, 1951

of radio station audiences became

available in 1942, so let's take that year as a base. Since that time, you've
invested millions of dollars in WTAR time. Your repeated renewals and
the sales successes you have achieved in the Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport
News market indicate that your money was well spent.

ONE HOUR SPOT RATE

Page 18

The first uniform measurement

5C°, '"crease

1942

radio

The ANA Report states radio rates should be reduced. The networks apparently agree.

85.392
1942

fa

Through the years since 1942, WTAR
Just 25%!

has increased its rates only

In 1942 WTAR's total audience was 85,392 homes. Today WTAR's
audience totals 187,910 homes! Now if we agree — which we certainly don't
— to the ANA theory that as soon as a TV set is installed in a home the
radio is never again turned on, we can subtract all TV homes and still
have 127,713 homes untouched by TV.
This is an increase of 50%!
If we
vs. 1942, and
medium has
rate for an
of $200.

adjust our rates to the decreased value of the dollar in 1951
to the increased cost of production — which every other major
done . . . the newspapers, magazines, outdoor, etc — the proper
hour on WTAR should be $382 instead of our present rate

This logical approach to a fair rate is not just theory. WTAR has
for years . . . and still does . . . actually deliver the listeners. Not just
potential homes. Homes that Usten to WTAR. This year the Hooper
continuing measurements show that WTAR delivers 35.8% of all mornBROADCASTING

• Telecasting

ing listeners, 44 cc of all afternoon listeners, 42.7 c;c of all nightime listeners
— with nine stations competing in the market!
BMB shows 44^ of all radio listeners tuned to WTAR six to seven
nights a week and 37^ in the daytime. No other station in the market
can approach this kind of coverage.
Despite the insistence of the ANA that TV has reduced the value
of radio time, the advertisers in our market are so well satisfied with
WTAR's past and present performance as a sales medium
difficulty finding time for them.

that we have

If today's customer is worth as much to you, our advertisers, today
hs he was in 1942, you are getting that customer's ear through WTAR
at bargain rates — at little more than half what you paid for his attention
in 1942!
Every logical reason and cost factor indicates that WTAR
raise, not lower, its rates.

WTftft
Virginia's
190
97.3

kc
mc

pioneer

am,

5000

fm,

nor folk
broadcasting

watts

50000

should

day

watts

and

day

station
night

and

night

REPRESENTED BY PETRY
Campbell Arnoux, President
ROADCASTING

Robert M. Lambe, Sales Manager
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BRONZE plaque commemorating 20 years of affiliation with NBC was presented to WDAY Fargo, N. D„ on the eve of station's 29th anniversary.
Don Mercer (I), NBC public relations officer, extends network congratulations
to Jack Dunn (center), WDAY station manager, while Tom Barnes, sales
manager, holds NBC plaque. Mr. Dunn accepted the award on behalf of
WDAY President Earl Reineke. Congratulations were wired to station by
NBC President Joseph McConnell and Board Chairman Niles Trammell.
Special birthday program featured a history of radio and WDAY achievements and recorded program highlights.

► C. L. (Chet) Thomas, general
manager of KXOK-AM-FM St.
Louis, on June 12 observed his 23rd
anniversary in radio. Mr. Thomas
has been general manager of the
St. Louis stations since March 1943,
when he transferred from KFRU
Columbia, Mo. He began his career
at WLW Cincinnati where he served
as traffic manager of WLW and
WSAI Cincinnati. He served also
at WINS New York and WCAE
Pittsburgh.
# * *
► Wiley Walker and Gene Sullivan, song and comedy duo of WKY
Oklahoma City, have just made
their 2600th broadcast for the same
sponsor — Superior Feeds — and at
the same time celebrated their 10th

Notre

Dame

anniversary with that sponsor.
D. Eddie, head of Superior Feec
commented, "We're certainly hapj
with the boys and with the resul
we've received from their progran
❖ * *
and from WKY."
► WSAM Saginaw, Mich., "bon
June 1, 1940, shared birthday ho:
ors with a Saginaw youngster hoi
the same date. An 11th birthdE
party was held for both WSA:
and the boy on the program, Unc
Howie's Kids Club.
# * *
► Alvin Epstein Adv. Agenc I
Washington, D. C, in June bega I
its
year 12of persons,
business.handle
Fin .1'
now sixth
employs
a reported gross exceeding $750,0C
annually.
* * *
► WOW Omaha has extended cot
gratulations to Mai Hansen, fan I
service director, who has just con
pleted his fifth year with the stt
tion. The "wooden" anniversar
drew from listeners such gifts a
a carved cherry wood walking stic
and a miniature stepladder.
MEXICO'S RADIO
Is Continental Ambassado

Football

SOUTH of the Rio Grande radi
has been Mexico's top-notch am
bassador by taking the best musi
of the country throughout the con
tinent and throughout the world
ing.
according to speakers at a Mexici
City Rotary Club radio-TV meet
Main address was given b}
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LOW

PACKAGE

PRICE

• All Line Costs

WRITE,

WIRE

today for brochure "1951
NOTRE DAME FOOTBALL" with complete information for your station
or client.
IRISH FOOTBALL NETWORK
</o WSBT, Tribune Building
South Bend, Indiana
★TOP
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• All Broadcast
• Play-by-Play
— Nationally

Report

Famous

Fees

by Joe

Boland

Football Announcer

Another feature event was a
new league."
special TV program, a documentary on the ambitious Mexican TV
project,plained
"Televicentre."
exaspects of life whichItvideo
will cover, cultural and recreational programs, sports, musical
shows, children shows and news
events. Serna Martinez, another
speaker, said the function of radio
has been one of the most important
in the consolidation of continental
friendship.

SOME 200 network commentators,
newscasters, news editors and special
events directors are now receiving
Operated by WSBT, The South Bend Tribune Station
weekly bulletins of "News from Behind the Iron Curtain" from Crusade
for Freedom. The material is compiled and distributed by Alton KastANNOUNCER!
* TOP
RATING!
ner, radio-television director.
BROADCASTING
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IRISH

TOP

Privilege

Emilio
Ascarraga,
Mexico's
radii
and
television
magnate,
who spok<
on the future of television. He saic
color TV would not be available ir
Mexico for the next few years
XE W-Television personnel are wel
prepared to offer the public whal
it expects of the new art, Mr
Ascarraga said, explaining hi
wanted "a bit of indulgence" until
he got "the hang of batting in this

FOOTBALL

NETWORK

now
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North Carolina Rates More Firsts
In Sales Management

Survey

Than Any Other Southern State.
More North Carolinians Listen to
WPTF

NATIONAL
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•
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REPRESENTATIVE

Than Any Other Station.

FREE

&

PETERS,

INC.
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Delays

SPEED

Allocation

Hearing

THAW

TO
MOVES
CC
ETERMINED to thaw the threeEqually significant, some point
nent of FCC's policy, made such an
?ar old television freeze with offer during Thursday's oral arguout, was the division within the
Federal Communications Bar Assn.,
ment and asked FCC specifically
ceatest possible dispatch, the FCC
which posed the original challenge
st Friday postponed until July 23 to invite parties to file suggested
expediting plans. FCC made no to the Commission authority on
lie scheduled July 9 city-by-city
pre-determined allocation by rules.
location hearing and pondered al- comment.
•rnative shortcuts toward the auOne FCC source pointed out the
FCC questioned at length FCBA's
lorization of perhaps 2,000 new
own authority to present the chalsuccessful plan probably will have
HF and UHF stations.
lenge since its membership had not
to come from the industry and
been polled on the issue. FCBA
Plagued by a series of legal carry broad support.
at the end of the argument, howmundrums which could throw its
Prompt Action Seen
ever, explained the membership
lans into litigation, the FCC clarihad voted for the petition at its
Prompt action on the legal quesed most of these at an all-day
tion is expected, most likely this annual meeting in January 1949.
!ral argument last Thursday. It
week,
particularly in view of the
Wants Final Plan Now
expected to act promptly on the
uestion of legality of its fixed fact the ranks of both supporters
FCBA urged FCC to make its
and non-supporters of the FCC's
Ilocation plan. It will determine —
allocation plan final now (but not
authority
appeared
split
on
the
ossibly this week — whether it will
by fixed rule which it held is
ursue a nation-wide fixed alloca- various legal issues. Many quar"illegal")
and to commence hearters
feel
FCC
must
and
will
stand
on or a key city allocation based
ings on new applications. This
firm on its legal authority to al- would eliminate the forthcoming
pon rigid engineering requirelents, such as the 180-mile colocate specific channels to specific city-by-city hearing, it was noted.
hannel separation between stations
communities by rule-making since
Supporters of the FCBA plea
md the 70-mile adjacent channel
several witnesses conceded during
for
an informal "non-rule" allocasparation now tentatively protion plan stressed this method
the oral argument FCC's jurisdicosed.
would confine litigation to a specific
tion in virtually all other communiAs soon as the FCC finalizes its
cation services would be similarly
area rather than tie up the entire
ourse of action it will set a startaffected.
country indefinitely. They also emig date for the filing of new aplications to supplement the 400dd now pending. This period
lust run for 60 days, by prior
ommitment, and it is expected
RADIO
TOPS
PAPERS
hat perhaps another 400 requests
RADIO consistently produced more
in percentage of dollar value of
/ill be filed. Simultaneously, too,
traffic for two major Washington,
purchases but here again the value
t is thought the Commission will
of using both newspapers and radio
D. C. stores than parallel newsmmediately consider pending appaper advertising, according to a was demonstrated.
■lications of existing stations for
ARBT has conducted a large numnaximum power increases, and
series of tests conducted by Advertising Research Bureau Inc.
ber of traffic-pm-chasing tests in
'artially lift the ban, notably in
\he territories where there are no
Moreover, radio traffic bought more
all parts
of the nation May
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
7].
nterference conflicts.
goods than newspaper traffic.
Studies were conducted in WoodThe findings point to the conEducational Issue
ward & Lothrop department store
clusion thatthe
largeproper
retailers
haven't
1 Inevitably interwoven into these
been using
advertising
and Jelleff's Inc., woman's specialty
onsiderations are the 10% reserstrategy
in
their
radio
campaigns,
store,
tailers. both nationally known re'p.tions for noncommercial educaa fact emphasized in the 1945 findional stations. Recent developArrangements were made with
ings during the
studies in
nents, indicating that many of the
San Antonio
and Joske'c
demonstrated
the cooperating stores by Mahlon
educational institutions are cooling
Glascock, sales manager of WRC,
perhaps a hundred ARBI studies.
|»ff on operation of stations of their
NBC-owned Washington outlet on
Four separate tests were con,iwn, are expected to stimulate a which all radio advertising was
ducted at Woodward & Lothrop's
lew tack by the FCC when it finally
carried.
and Jelleff's. The Woodward &
■onsiders the reservation plan.
Lothrop
tests involved nylon lingeFour Studies Made
rie. The JeUeffs studies were built
Support appeared to be growing
ast week for a preliminary conFour studies were conducted,
around women's robes and suits.
erence of broadcast attorneys to with the stores having complete
Neither store has been a connformally thrash out legal issues
freedom in selection of items to
sistent or important user of radio
n procedures to expedite lifting of be advertised as well as the size advertising. Both buy heavily of
/he freeze and to confer on shortand placement of newspaper ad- newspaper space. Shortly after
World War II Woodward & Lothrop
vertising. Normal advertising and
■ut proposals.
The ice could break this week, it sales procedures were used by the ran a live symphonic series de>vas pointed out, should someone
stores and there were no special
signed to emphasize the firm's
ile a firm suggestion which others
sales or prices.
prestige.
In
a
nutshell,
the tests showed
In a fifth study at Brooks, wom■ould support or modify through
these results:
subsequent petitions.
en's specialty shop, radio ran a
© Radio advertising produced
little under 2% below newspapers
WKMH Dearborn, Mich., oppo3RO ADCASTING
Telecasting
i

N

phasized that getting down to considering firm applications would
have the effect of (1) cutting out
"elaborate" alternative proposals,
(2) sift out the real applicants
from the many who merely filed
comments because they felt it was
their "last chance" under FCC's
plan, and (3) bring about mutual
compromises as in AM which would
forestall the feared "chain reaction" of mass comparative hearings.
Those supporting FCC's position
did notmass
see such
an easy "out"
the
comparative
hearingto
problem, noting that if, as FCBA
argues, all who file must be heard,
the hearings would become bigger
than ever.
DuMont, however, has wired FCC
it wants a full hearing on its plan
and could not do it justice by a
paper
68). presentation (see story page
WKY-TV Oklahoma City also
has petitioned FCC to sever from
the general
proceeding
(Continued
on page the
68) ComIn D. C. Store

Tests

more traffic than newspapers.
# Duplicate radio-newspaper
coverage was small but this traffic
had a high conversion rate to sales
— highest of any traffic.
0 Radio had a higher accumulative effect than newspapers, building up during the three-day test
periods as newspaper traffic declined sharply after the first day.
£ Consistent repetition of the
same commercial message over a
period of days, while a proved radio
Strategy,
should be used by retailers.
@ bersRadio
brought
large
of customer
3 who inhad
not numseen
the newspaper adver.ising, indicating a separate merket which
would have been lost had newspaper-only advertising been used.
In one of the Jelleff's tests the
study was carried over into a
fourth day with no additional advertising in either newspapers or
radio. Interviewers were kept in
the store on the fourth day for the
sole purpose of checking the accumulative effect of both newspaper and radio advertising.
Radio reached its peak perform(Continued on page 89)
July 2, 1951
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CITRUS ADV.
Half Million for Radio-TV
HALF MILLION dollars has been
earmarked for radio and TV advertising during the coming fiscal
year by the Florida Citrus Commission, with current ad schedules
in 14 major northeast and north
central markets renewed.
Meeting in Lakeland June 22,
the commission approved a $2 million advertising budget, of which
25r'r was allocated for radio-TV,
23% for newspapers, 28% for
magazines and the remainder for
ethical and trade advertising.
The increased use of radio and
TV was described by Ralph Henry,
acting advertising manager, as the
result of "many requests from
trade factors for this type of advertising— especially TV." Mr.
Henry was appointed acting advertising manager following the
resignation of Dawson Newton
(see Agency Beat, page 10).
Commission's consumer advertising is handled through J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York. The
commission's advertising year, formerly beginning each November,
was changed to coincide with the
beginning of the fiscal year, July 1.
Income for Florida citrus advertising- is derived from a per box
assessment on fruit sold during the
season beginning in September.
Campaigns will be aimed at increasing consumption of Florida
oranges, grapefruit and tangerines.
KRAFT
HEADS
New Fort Industry Office
PLANS for the opening of a Fort
Industry Co. sales office in Chicago
and the appointment of Reynold
Kraft to head it
were announced
last week by Lee
Wailes, Fort Industry vice president in charge of
operations. The
office is to be
opened in about
two weeks.
Mr. Kraft, veteran radio and
Mr. Kraft
TV executive,
who resigned recently as vice president in charge of television activities of the Paul H. Raymer Co.,
will report to Tom Harker, vice
president and national sales director, in New York.
Mr. Kraft served with NBC for
13 years — eight with the radio network and five as TV sales manager.
In the latter post he was" credited
with several TV sales "firsts."
Sterling Drug Renews
STERLING DRUG Inc., New
York, for the third successive year,
is renewing My True Story, 1010:25 a.m. five times weekly on
ABC, for 52 weeks. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, is the
agency.
Page 24
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NBC'S ANSWER
Given to Gould Article
NBC took a full-page advertis
ment in The New York Times la,
Friday to answer Times Radio-T
Editor Jack Gould's appraisal (
TV's effects on network radio, ca
ried two days earlier as part of t\
Times series on television's soci;
and economic impact (see stoi
"Yes,
page
56).Mr. Gould, television doe
have impact, but — network rad
reaches more people in more place
at
the lowest cost," the NBC a
asserted.
The Times story had been hea<
lined: "TV Makes Inroads in Bi

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix

NIELSEN

and '51
N.Y. Radio Figures
'48 AND
ES National
COMPARIssues

A. C. NIELSEN figures comparing 1948 and 1951 radio ratings
on a national basis were released
last week after The New York
Times published C. E. Hooper Inc.
figures for the New York area to
show "the deterioration of the network radio situation in New York"
(story page 56) .
Nielsen Co. also released figures
on the New York area. Certain
MARCH

differences in the periods
and New
'
'51 sampled48 in the two
York areas
surveys
were noted. The period
'48
during
which the Hooper samples

were taken was that of "late winter and early spring," whereas
Nielsen figures represent the month
of March for 1948 and 1951, respectively.
The Nielsen radio ratings were
as follows :
1948 AND MARCH 1951 COMPARISON
AVERAGE AUDIENCE BASIS
NationalTV
New York Station Area

Program
22.5
Jack Benny
15.7
Amos
Andy
23.6
Talent 'n'
Scouts
Radio Theatre
27.2
19.2
My Friend Irma
Bob Hope
15.7
Fibber McGee
17.9
17.0
Big Town
Groucho
Marx
10.3
14.8
Bing Crosby
Average
18.4
(Percent change — 67.9)

7.6
4.2
6.8
6.9
3.0
7.2
4.6
6.3
6.9
5.4
5.9

'MRS.
AMERICA'
Stations
Sign for Contests
SEVEN stations have signed to
hold "Mrs. America" elimination
contests in their areas, Mrs. America Inc., 152 W. 42d St., New York,
announced last week.
The stations signed include WTSA
Brattleboro, Vt.; WBRD Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; KNEA Jonesboro, Ark.;
KWLM Salem, Ore.; WMUR Manchester, N. H.; WHAN Charleston,
S. C, and WARD Johnstown, Pa., the
announcement said. Other stations are
joining WARD
in Pennsylvania.
Finalists in the contest will receive an all-expense-paid trip to
Asbury Park, N. J., where a "Mrs.
America" will be selected Sept. 9
and will receive over $7,500 in
prizes. Stations sponsoring local
contests pay for the campaign material furnished them, but are free
to sell the contest to sponsors, it
was announced.

22.8
21.2
21.8
25.6
18.7
20.7
25.2
17.8
11.8
9.1
1.9.5

Homes
Total Homes
Non-TV
13.6
2.4
17.3
1.4
17.1
13.2
3.4
16.3
15.7
5.5
19.1
1.8
12.6
4.4
8.1
1.3
10.3
15.4
9.8
12.4
14.3
9.3
2.6
11.4
11.2
1.7
14.6
12.1
2.0
11.6
2.7
(Percent
9.6 change — 40.5)

WORLD RELEASES
Three Jingle Campaigns
RELEASE of three new jingle
campaigns by the World Broadcasting System, New York tranlibrary firm, was announcedscription
last week.
Two campaigns — "Dry Cleaners
and Laundry" and "Savings Bank
and Building and Loan" — are designed for year-around local sponsorship, while a third — "Back to
School" — is for local sponsors with
merchandise for sale to school children, particularly in the AugustSeptember and post-Christmas periods.
Meanwhile, World reported sales
of time-signal jingles to three additional stations, and of musical
weather jingles to four.

Radio
In itsChains."
answer, NBC said: "Fi{
ures presented in the article, amor
others, portrayed radio listening i
one city — New York — but neithc
New York nor the five U. S. citit
with equal television strength
the nation . . . and the only fa
measurement of network radio li
tening is on a national basis.
"Network radio is a nation-wic
selling force . . . reaching peopl
inside and outside of televisio
areas. On a national basis, thei
how does network radio stand t<
Answering this question, NB
noted that the average sponsored
evening,
half-hour
this
fall will
reach network
8,289,000 sho1;
pe:

sons at a cost of $2.23 per thousan
to the advertiser. The averag
black-and-white
page ad in Lif<
day?"
the network continued, will be see
by 5,509,000 and cost $3.18 pe
thousand. The average page in Th<
Week, Sunday supplement, wi I
have 7,149,000 noters at a cost-pei
thousand of $3.34, while the avei
age sponsored evening networ
television show will reach 5,899,00
persons and cost $4.23 per thov
sand, NBC declared.
Its conclusion : Network radio i_
still the nation's most economics
advertising force.
ABC

STOCK

SALE

By Zeckendorf, Anderso
ABC Directors William Zeckendor
and Earl E. Anderson, who also i
a network vice president, las
month between them sold 3,90shares of ABC common stock, ac
cording to reports last week by th
New York Stock Exchange.
Mr. Zeckendorf sold 2,000 shares
representing his entire ownership
in the network, while Mr. Anderso;
sold 1,900 shares, leaving hin
owner of 6,600 shares, the Exchang
reported.
Franco

to Weintraub

CARLOS FRANCO, Kudnei
Agency, New York, joins Willian
Weintraub Co., same city, effective
today (Monday), in an executive
capacity. Mr. Franco previously
had been with Young & Rubicam.
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SET

SITUATION

INSISTENT claim of FM stains that set makers will not sup•: [ 7 a pentup demand for FM-tunp receivers was met last week by
a makers with the claim that
rly 200,000 units are on shelves
d in factory storage.
nThe two groups, often at arm's
igth over who wants FM sets and
!w many, moved toward cooperate effort at a meeting held Tues,jy at NARTB Washington headjarters. Represented were
\RTB, FM Industry Committee
lso representing stations) and
idio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Presidents
of NARTB and
7MA took part, along with the
iustry
committee's
Out
the session
came chairman.
considerable

ages will be reported first to
NARTB, which in turn will give
them to RTMA for relaying to individual manufacturers each week.
Both stations and set makers
agreed the problem should be attacked on a market-by-market basis
as shortages develop.
Presidents of the two associations will form a joint committee
to explore the feasibility of cooperative effort in publicizing and promoting the advantages of FM listening. Among ideas considered are
issuance of transcriptions carrying
comments by name personalities in
entertainment, music and sports.
Both AM and FM broadcasters
would use these promotional discs
in their programming, in accordance with a resolution adopted by
NARTB FM members at the April
convention.
RTMA's
survey
AM-FM
tories was
made of in
Marchinvenand

Tripartite

Meet

Held

models whereas 10 companies reported they had found such markets. Seven companies said there
was a substantial market for AMFM combination receivers but 14
said they had found no such demand.
Discussion was heated at times
during the Tuesday meeting, especially when RTMA submitted its
inventory data. FM broadcasters
contended manufacturers showed
an inventory of 619 FM sets in
Hawaii, where there are no FM
stations. They also pointed to New
Mexico and Montana inventories
and said these states have no FM
stations.
Distribution Areas
In reply, RTMA spokesmen said
some of these sets are high-priced
phono combinations with built-in
FM tuning. They claimed the locadistributor's
does tionnotof a indicate
extentheadquarters
of the area
serviced.
Manufacturers conceded their allocations of AM-FM sets were
faulty at times. FM interests
claimed manufacturers making diversified appliance lines might allocate FM receivers to an area on the
basis of demand for all appliances,
disregarding the area's FM situation. Here again the manufacturers agreed they might be at fault
some of the time.
When FM stations charged that
the inventory was loaded with
"dogs," or sets that were of poor
quality and could not be sold, the
set makers contended there was

, derstanding of common probms and divergent interests.
XARTB and the industry group
ed a NARTB survey [Broadsting • Telecasting, May 21]
owing shortage of supplies of April. It indicated some regions
where distributors believed addiVI-FM table models in nine-tenths
the distribution areas covered in
tional FM sets might be sold but
e survey.
RTMA insisted there was no general shortage. Mr. Craig said pubLarge Inventories Cited
lic demand for AM-FM was great;RTMA countered with a survey
est in the South and Southwest.
owing at least 145,059 AM-FM
Answering
questions about AMdios in distributors inventories
FM supplies since the Korean war
d another 42,872 in factory in- started, 15 set makers said they
ntories. These figures apply only found no serious shortages with
RTMA member companies.
three noting minor shortages in
^Representing NARTB stations at limited areas. Two firms said shortle meeting were Harold E. Felages had increased since the Ko,.vs, president; C. E. Arney Jr.,
rean outbreak.
:retary-treasurer, and Robert K.
Replying to other questions, 13
chards, public affairs director,
manufacturers
reported no "subspearing for the NARTB FM
stantial" market for AM-FM table
■mmittee were
Ben Strouse,
WDC-FM Washington, chairman;
NCAA Unit Meets
sh L. Home, WFMA (FM) Rocky
ount, N. C; Everett L. Dillard,
July 6
FOOTBALLCASTS
ASH (FM) Washington.
For the FM Industry Committee
ALL PROPOSALS submitted to the NCAA TV Steering Committee
sre Morris Novik, radio consultfor telecasting of football this fall will be presented to the full TV comt, chairman; Raymond S. Green,
mittee in Chicago July 6 (Friday) for its consideration, a spokesman
FLN (FM) Philadelphia; Leonfor the committee said last Thursday.
id Marks, attorney.
The announcement followed a *
Appearing for RTMA were Robseries of conferences held by the are to find what type of live telet C. Sprague, board chairman;
casts would benefit the largest
TV Steering Committee last Thurs( en McDaniel, president, and
number of colleges and bring a fair
day with various groups interested
mes D. Secrest, general manager,
in effecting compromise plans with return
sors. to colleges as well as spon^presenting RTMA's FM Policy
the original NCAA-TV decision for
!>mmittee were John W. Craig,
While the scheme is based on
limited television.
-osley Div., chairman; J. M. ClemAtlantic's 18 TV markets in the
Members
of
the
committee
pre:t, Crosley Div.; Ernest H. Vogel,
East, it offers many ideas applisent were Thomas Hamilton, commeral Electric Co.; A. B. Mills,
cable to the national picture.
mittee chairman and head coach
A Victor; Leonard Cramer, AlLimitations Seen
of the U. of Pittsburgh; Max Farji B. DuMont Labs.
rington, George Washington U.,
The Ayer proposal suggests
(After the meeting Mr. Novik,
and Ralph Furey, Columbia U.
eaking for the FM Industry ComNCAA's proposal to limit live telecasting to one or two games a
Representatives from N. W.
ittee, said he was impressed with
week makes it impossible to study
Ayer & Son, Phiadelphia, submitted
|e sincerity of the manufacturers.
a wide range of questions inasmuch
IP agreed to hold up a plan to a plan which called for amplified
as many factors affect attendance
telecasting of the games and CBS
oadcast the slogan, "Unless you
was known to have had an official and the results would be worthless.
ive FM your set is obsolete." This
At the same time the National
at the conferences.
ctic had been approved at the
Opinion Research Center analysis
Central topic of the NCAA
ARTB convention in April. Mr.
indicated local telecasts hurt an
,ovik said the committee appregroup's discussions Thursday was
ates the cooperative attitude of the N. W. Ayer & Son compromise
individual college's attendance
most. Any decisive test must be
proposal, based on 15 years ex•esident Fellows and other
based
on the community issue, N.
perience by Atlantic Refining Co.
ARTB officials in promotion of
M.
in sportscasting.
W. Ayer contends.
Out of the session also came a
The Ayer plan points to the FCC
Several types of tests were proposed to NCAA. In the first, the
proposal to open new TV channels,
■eision that broadcasters report
home community test, four to eight
lortages of FM set stocks in their with 900 applications on hand.
Basic objectives of the Ayer idea markets would be picked to show
: eas to the manufacturers. ShortROADCASTING
Telecasting

HORACE SCOTT (r), account executive, WGBS Miami, Fla., retiring president of the Advertising Club of
Greater Miami and a director of the
Fo-JFth District, AFA, receives a
plaque from AFA President Elon Borton. The plaque represents the First
Award in the national competition for
activities of the Miami Club in public
relations for advertising during the
past year. Presentation was made at
the AFA St. Louis convention.

only one such model that had appeared in any quantity. They readily agreed that now and then a
manufacturer will have a batch of
sets with flaws but claimed these
tory.
are hastily pulled back to the facMr. Dillard commented that the
District of Columbia distributor
inventory of 1,226 sets actually
would move in a relatively brief
interval, adding that Washington
had 130,000 FM equipped radio and
TV sets as of last May 1, according
to American Research Bureau figures. The figure was based on verified set ownership data.
the effect of complete telecasting
of local colleges'games, using different types of situations.
For a large market, the agency
suggested Philadelphia with its
60-70 % TV set saturation, highest of any having a million or more
families. This city has the highest
percentage of owners out of the
novelty period and football has been
telecast 11 years. It has the highest paid admission total for college football of any similar 60-mile
area in the world.
Games of U. of Pennsylvania,
Villanova and Temple would be carried. Baltimore was suggested as a
possible test site.
For small centers the agency
suggested Lancaster, Pa., with
Franklin & Marshall and several
high schools. Richmond, Va., also
was proposed.
Suggested as an average community was Providence, R. I., with
Pittsburgh as another site. Binghamton, N. Y., was proposed for
high school and secondary school
tests.
A series of games was proposed
for a test of the effect of network
telecasts. Special studies would
survey the effect of TV in large
centers on travel attendance to
games. This test would telecast
Princeton and Yale games in New
(Continued on page 70)
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A REMOTE in 1929 was planned in the face of incalculable odds. When the
Graf Zeppelin arrived at Lakehurst, N. J., that year (left photo) Floyd
Gibbons, wearing a pack transmitter, described it for NBC listeners while
G. W. Johnstone and William Burke Miller struggled with a portable aerial.

By 1936
when the
age from
by NBC

the remote technique had improved considerably (center photo) an
Hindenburg arrived at Lakehurst May 9 NBC gave exclusive cove
its remote truck. The 1927 World Series was covered (right photi
when Graham McNamee
(with hat) handled the announcing

ns
Feb. 22: President Calvi
1926
starts famed Collier's25
Hour.
NBC weekly broadcasts still conNBC's
Feb.
18:
Cities
Service
Co.
Ye
ars
tinuing in 1951.
.
Sept. 9: NBC organized as a
.Birthda
Coolidge's Washington
.
address broadcast on coast-to-coas
service of RCA with aim "to proNBC network of 42 stations.
vide the best programs available
April 11: NBC Pacific Coast Nei
for broadcasting in the United
THE National Broadcasting Co. will be 25 years old this fall. NBC,
work organized.
first of the radio networks to be formed on a permanent basis,
States." First network included 21
June 11: Presidential receptio
stations, to begin operation Nov.
began operations Nov. 15, 1926, with a gala all-star program. In of Charles A. Lindbergh, horn
15. Merlin Hall (Deac) Ayles- addition to presenting such headliners as Walter Damrosch, Titto Ruffo
from solo flight to Paris, broac
worth named first NBC president.
and Weber & Fields, this inaugural program included the then daring
cast on coast-to-coast network.
Nov. 15: Inaugural broadcast
experiment of making two remote pickups, bringing in the voice of Mary
July 24: First broadcast linkin
Garden from Chicago and that of Will Rogers from Independence, Kan.
with Walter Damrosch and a symU.
S. and Canadian stations.
phony orchestra, Titto Ruffo, GoldThe founding of NBC was based on good business sense. The novelty
Sept. 22: Dempsey-Tunney cham
man Band, Weber & Fields, Mary
of radio was wearing thin in 1926; people were beginning to demand
pionship bout broadcast on 69 sta
Garden, Will Rogers, New York
better programs than were then available; the sale of receiving sets was
tion-network, largest to this time
Oratorio Society, and the Vincent
falling
off
alarmingly.
Better,
more
widely
distributed
programs
seemed
Oct. 1 : NBC opens new studio
Lopez, Ben Bernie, B. A. Rolfe and
to be the answer. RCA, which then served as sales agency for the radio at 711 Fifth Ave., New York.
George Olsen orchestras.
sets manufactured by Westinghouse and General Electric, joined with
Nov. 7 : General Motors Corp
1927
those companies to form NBC.
starts first network series.
Jan. 1 : NBC-Blue Network, with
Dec. 2: Pahnolive Hour starts oi
The network's purpose, as set forth by Owen D. Young, GE board
WJZ New York as key station, be- chairman,
at the first meeting of the NBC advisory council on Feb. 18, NBC.
gins operation as adjunct to NBC1927, "is to provide the best programs available for broadcasting in the
Red, original network, with WEAF
United States and to secure their distribution over the widest possible
New York as key.
March: Pacific1928
Coast stations of
First coast-to-coast broadcast —
To celebrate its quarter-century of progress, NBC will devote much
fered to advertisers on "specia
Rose Bowl Game from Pasadena —
time
facilities hookup.
basis" as part of coast
area."and many programs during the last half of 1951 to saluting broadbroadcast over 4,000-mile hookup.
to-coast
Jan. 5: General Foods Corp.
casting's veteran performers and recounting its great achievements.
March:
First nationwide survej
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING presents this chronology, abridged
starts its first network series.
(Continued
on page 78)
Feb. 6: Crowell Publications
from NBC's own compilation, for the industry's official record.

When the Metropolitan Opera was broadcast for the first time in December
1931 (left photo), Milton Cross (center) did the announcing while other details were handled by Herbert Liversidge (I), production expert, and Charles
Grey, Engineer. At the 1936 Democratic National Convention (center photo).

NBC used a portable microwave transmitter to pick up the comments of thi
delegates. Handling this phase of the coverage were Fred Shawn (back ti
camera) and Tom Manning. Sound effects in early days (right photo) wer(
of the crudest design and often were the actual items to be reprodu
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Certainly
radio
has
a
vital
story
other organization better equipped to
AB
riVE BAB membership total of
assure
a sound future for broadcastto
tell
and
BAB
has
been'
and
I
am
by
disclosed
was
Friday
as of
confident will continue to be radio's
ing than BAB. Under present condiliam B. Ryan, president, in the most aggressive salesman."
tions BAB is not just something we
. public report of membership
Jack Harris, KPRC Houston — "In should join but an organization we
must actively support with our funds
my opinion,
the central sales pro- the
forbureau.
(res ton
next 20 broadcasting's
years depends future
upon for
far and our energies."
sighted and aggressive action by
Thomas H. Anderson, KALL Salt
e announced that "a vigorous
broadcasters today. I know of no Lake City — "When all the cold, hard
radio
of
h in the proven values
ertising and a growing spirit
cooperation in industry-wide
s promotion" had combined to
3uce "a numerically strong stamembership foundation for the
BAB."
eporting that broadcasters were
acting "a feeling of optimism
at the new BAB," Mr. Ryan
died that Niles Trammel, NBC
Ird chairman, had referred to
B's recent accomplishments as
pressive" and its establishment
"one of the most progressive
is taken by the radio industry
e World War II."
Between that appraisal," Mr.
.n continued, "and the large
.ety of reasons given by veteran
adcasters in key markets as to WCAO Baltimore gave a cocktail party so that New York timebuyers could
get to know Hugh Wanke, the station's newest morning man. Among those
r they have united in support
present were (I to r) Robert Richmond, WCAO assistant general manager;
BAB, lies the necessity for it; Mr.
Wanke, new WCAO disc jockey; Frank Silvernail, BBDO, and Ralph
outline of its functions and
McKinnie, sales manager, Paul H. Raymer Co., WCAO station representative.
%es; its role in the selling sphere;
overall and day-to-day job."
he BAB
head made public
In Selling Radio,
;ements by prominent broad[;ers of their reasons for joining
AGGRESSIVENESS
Urged by Ryan
B:
RADIO, like any other medium facing competition, must adopt a more
alter J. Damm, WTMJ Milwau— "For years we have felt that
aggressive
sales procedure and "go out and fight like hell to defend and
radio industry has for a long time
improve its position." This warning was sounded last week by William
fled a cooperative effort to 'sell' B. Ryan, BAB president, before managers and salesmen of the Southern
California Broadcasters Assn.
1 o in competition with other media,
are satisfied the revitalized BAB
casters give intense attention to
Expressing the optimism that
| and must be the answer. Radio,
improved
programming and exploi■ ago, should have prepared itself "radio is here to stay," Mr. Ryan
tation, stick to their rate card
said the medium is now going
i the 'facts' of its true selling
*r, and it is our feeling that it is through the same period of self- prices and avoid P. I. deals, which
too late to make this effort. To us
examination, adjustment and con- he stated have been as important
5 is the answer to correlating and
as TV competition in causing buycerted industry-wide promotion
g these facts."
which all other media experienced
ers to demand general rate reducE. Baudino, KDKA Pittsburgh —
tions for radio time.
dio with its usual reticence has on the advent of radio itself.
Admitting that television had
Deploring network rate cuts, he
jys underplayed the amazing story
cut into radio listening, Mr. Ryan
^he medium that reaches the most
attributed them to undue dependijole most efficiently and for the nevertheless said that "in the
ence on ratings and lack of suf■it amount of money. We feel that blackest picture" he had ever seen
ficient basic research on cumularadio story must be presented
painted, radio listening was shown
tive values of radio. BAB will
:inuously and BAB is proving it- to consume more than two hours
undertake to supply such research,
to be the aggressive, alert organia day in homes with television —
he said, first on pilot basis in seon necessary to give the complete
"more time than is spent reading
lected markets and later nation0 picture."
wide.
newspapers,
magazines
or
books."
. Newton Wray, KTBS Shreveport
Further,
the
millions
of
homes
3y producing tangible and direct
"The buyer will determine rawithout TV still listen to radio
s aids and promotional material
dio's real value by the extent to
more
than
four
hours
daily,
he
1 simple and usable form adaptwhich
it accomplishes his objecadded.
for both national and local sales,
tives," he stated, "including, but
1 will give radio the stature it has
not necessarily limited to, volume
Realign Selling Perspective
': deserved. A comparative study
He further urged broadcasters
case histories should prove the
Ryan suggested three major
iriority of radio over newspaper
to stop selling radio on the basis of Mr.
sales."
i sales medium."
of how small an audience it de- efforts to increase local business:
artin B. Campbell, WFAA Dallas
livers, through excessive use of combining
(1) Study background
the prospect's
business,of
material
"Jow, more than ever, broadcasters
program ratings, and start pro- BAB retail sales aids plus conversa1 a central advertising bureau to
moting it on basis of total auditions with store personnel and cusradio for what it is — a trementomers; (2) present the prospect a
ence
plus specific results. "Good
sly potent sales force. I don't see
rating services have their place in plan based on good copy approach to
r any except the most short sight- the evaluation of radio programhis sales problems; (3) after selling,
station operators can afford to
service the account constantly with
ming," he agreed, "but they must
out of BAB."
arry Butcher, KIST Santa Bar- be used only to study trends of new information and merchandising
program popularity and be con- suggestions.
a — "BAB is a critically important
sidered only as one factor in total
Mr. Ryan has returned to New
■motional arm for all radio
staYork following conclusion of a
is. I find it gives intelligent and framework of radio's values."
:ific assistance even in local marMr. Ryan suggested that broad- round of speeches in the West.
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

facts are assembled,
still be on top. . • .
membership in BAB
valuable, hard-hitting

AM radio will
We expect our
to pay off in
sales ammuni-

Bill Schroeder, WOOD Grand Rapids— BAB is "a necessary element
to the continued prosperity of those
radio stations rendering genuine service to their listeners and advertisers.
Radio advertising continues to be one
tion."
of the strongest, least expensive tools
available.
."
William .M. . Dawson,
WARM Scranton, Pa. — BAB "is one of the most
practical and useful aids in selling
radio time. ... It not only gives our
salesman an intelligent approach to
the situation, but arms him with a
powerful selling tool, and its continuous help for all phases of business is aI. must."
Elias
Godofsky, WHLI Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y., considered
BAB a "necessary tool" for telling
radio's tisersstory,
developingpropaganda
new adver-of
and combatting
competitive media. "If BAB succeeds,
and with industry-wide support it
must, good stations everywhere will
experience a healthy increase in income and will be even more useful to
the communities they serve," he said.
KING

INTEREST

Hearst Buys One-Fourth
ACQUISITION OF one-fourth interest in King Broadcasting Co.,
Seattle (K I N G - A M - TV) , by
Hearst Radio Inc., was announced
jointly last Friday by the Hearst
subsidiary and Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING president. The price
was in the neighborhood of $375,000.
The Post Intelligencer is the
Hearst newspaper in Seattle and
the arrangement, according to Mrs.
Bullitt, will make for closer association between the newspaper
and the station operations in providing the public with news and
sports coverage, as well as community service. Majority ownership is retained by Mrs. Bullitt.
The transaction was consummated following negotiations which
had been conducted by the late Tom
A. Brooks, Hearst Radio vice president. Hearst owns three AM stations— WBAL Baltimore, WISN
Milwaukee, and, via Hearst Consolidated, WCAE Pittsburgh. It
also has one television station —
WBAL-TV. President of Hearst
Radio Inc. is Charles McCabe, also
publisher of the New York Mirror.
AMERICAN TOBACCO
FTC Issues Cease Order
AMERICAN Tobacco Co., New
York, maker of Lucky Strike
cigarettes, a leading radio and television advertiser, last week was
ordered by the Federal Trade Commission to stop making certain advertising claims.
The order specifically outlaws
claims that Lucky Strike cigarettes
— or the smoke from them — contain
less nicotine or less acid than other
leading cigarettes. Also banned are
representations that Luckies are
less irritating to the throat than
other brands and that Luckies are
preferred 2-to-l by independent
tobacco experts.
July 2, 1951
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Q
studios reported no such difficulties
with reception.]
Easily the high point of the entertainment on the program was a
presentation
of "LaYork
Valse"Cityby Ballet
members of the New

Program: Premiere commercial
color telecast; CBS-TV stations
in New York, Washington,
Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore; 4:30-5:30 p.m., June 25.
Sponsors: General Mills, LincolnMercury. Longines-Wittnauer,
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer, William Wrigley Jr. Co., Revlon,
ThomastionalJ.BiscuitLipton
Inc.,Home
NaCo., Toni
Permanent, Monarch Finer
Foods, Procter & Gamble,
Standard Brands, Quaker Oats,
Best Foods, Pepsi-Cola, Liggett & Myers (Chesterfields).
Cast: Arthur Godfrey, Faye
Emerson, Sam Levenson. GarryertMoore,
Alda, Patty
Isabel Painter,
Bigley, RobNew
York
City
Ballet,
Bil Baird
Marionettes.
Music:
Jerry-Frances
Bresler'sBuss,
orchestra.
Directors:
Fred
Rickey.

Revlon
SEVERAL bottles of
nail polish stole the show
from Faye Emerson, Arthur Godfrey and other resident divinities of CBS on the
premiere commercial broadcast of
color television.
This is not to underrate Miss
Emerson, whose radiance has now
been liberated from the cruel limitations of black-and-white, or Mr.
Godfrey, whose ukelele, familiar
as a gray instrument, turned out
to have a splendid field sequential
patina. But the nail polish was the
subject that proved how great is
the advantage of color over monochrome.
This reviewer reached a procolor opinion — mind you, not profield sequential or pro-dot sequential; just pro-color — despite rather
mysterious afflictions that beset the
receiving apparatus on which he
watched the premiere in Washington.
The set under observation was
a "slave" unit attached to a (let
us whisper the name) RCA blackand-white receiver that included
an adapter. During the first few
minutes of the program the slave
seemed to be struggling to be free.
Its overseer, a Legree from the
CBS engineering department, finally subdued the gyrating picture,
which was turning Patty Painter's
face into an interesting montage
of pastels, and kept it under reasonable control for the rest of the
show.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting
editors who saw the program on
receivers in the CBS New York
Page 28
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Company. The chorus wore flamecolored underskirts that made exquisite patterns swirling against
the background of a black-andwhite checked floor in overhead
camera shots,. The rapid movement of the ballet did not disturb
the color registration.
The flesh tones of the dancers
were transmitted more faithfully
than those of some others who appeared on the show, perhaps because the dance was the last performance and by that time technicians had tuned up the system
that had faltered at the start.
Among those appearing earlier
on the program were William S.
Paley, CBS chairman of the board;
Frank Stanton, CBS president, and
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, none
of whom was treated particularly
kindly by the invention they have
all so earnestly espoused.
The Revlon commercial presented
a brunette model who was, to display the least possible enthusiasm,
a wow. She wore a red dress that
tamed the receiving slave unit completely. Occasionally she raised
a languid hand to show an impeccable manicure that must have sent
the women who saw the program
rushing to the corner drug store
for a supply of Revlon. The small
battles of polish on a table at her
side were, even to a male's uninterested eye, beautiful.
Another product that showed off
to remai-kable advantage — although all looked fine — was Pabst
beer. The color of the beer as it
was poured, foaming, into a glass,
seemed exact.
There can't be any doubt that
for advertisers color TV will do as
much as the best color reproductions in slick magazines, and far
more than color in newspapers.
Assuming technical difficulties do
not restrain it, color television
seems destined to become the major
TV service.
DOWN YOU GO is another parlor game transplanted to a television studio and re-delivered to
the parlor, a process that relieves
the company in the parlor of the
need to do anything more taxing
than just watch. Such programs
are no better than their participants. This one suffers from an
unequal distribution of wit. Too
often most members of the panel
find themselves hopelessly stranded
Program: Down You Go, 99:30
p.m.. Wednesday, DuMont
TV Network.
Producer: Gail Compton; assistant, Jay Sheridan.
Director: Barry McKinley.
Cast: Dr. Bergen Evans, moderator; Fran Coughlin, Toni Gilman, Robert Breen, Carmelita
Pope.

o, s

to be rescued, if that is not too
strong a word, by Fran Coughlin,
continuity director of WGN Chicago, who seems adept at this sort
of thing.
The object of the game is to guess
the slogan, book title, proper name
or familiar phrase suggested by
a clue. Sample clue on the prounder inspection:
"Very
famous gram
people
who were deeply
attached to each other." The
answer, in case you're still struggling, was Eng & Chan, the Siamese twins. As the series continues itseems likely that the panel
will overcome the stage fright that
has been evident so far. Parlor
games, including those played in a
parlor,
a while. usually don't warm up for
THE RAMPARTS WE WATCH
was a one-shot fired from a shotgun instead of a rifle, splattering
several targets instead of drilling
one. Described as a "documentary
study of the defenses of Western
Europe," the show began as a
dramatic presentation of the strugProgram: The Ramparts We
Watch, June 25, 9-10 p.m., on
ABC.
Producer: Robert Saudek, ABC
vice president.
Writer: Joel Sayre.
Director: Martin Andrews.
Music: David
Broekman, composer and conductor.
Cast: Luis Van Rooten. Doris
Rich, Joe Julian, Ronald Liss.
gle between a woman Communist
and a free trade union leader for
control of the miners working a
Lorraine coal mine, but it degenerated into a series of speeches that
undid everything done at the start.
About half the time was consumed by a dramatization of a
mine explosion (caused by German
bombs left over from the war) in
which 20-odd miners, not to mention the script, perished. Doris
Rich, as the villiage Red, was eminently treasonable, and other principals did as much as could be done
with their lecture assignments. The
script, by Joel Sayre, was not as
good as his best nor up to the high
standards set by the eight major
ABC documentaries that preceded
this one.

WISCONSIN

LAW

Legalizes Giveaway Show
BROADCAST and telecast of giv(
away programs will become leg;
in Wisconsin this week, making tin
state the first in the country t
enact such legislation. The bil
after being signed by the governc
late last Wednesday, is now in tr
process of publication in the Wii
consin State Journal. The day aft? I
publication, the bill (Chapter 46 (
for 1951) will become law.
The new bill, introduced as A: I
sembly Bill 315 A, redefines coi [
sideration, one of three elemenl J
with prize and chance in the state |
stringent anti-lottery laws. As r<
defined, giveaways — both local an
network — can be aired. Previously ;
the state attorney general rule.l
that such shows were illegal be 1
cause of the consideration, define [
as listening to or watching pre ,
The final bill was approved b 1
the Assembly, Senate and Governo
grams.
after inclusion of an amendmen )
eliminating the qualification thai
such broadcasts could be aired onl J
if legal in the state of origin.
The legislation was introduce I
under prompting of the Wisconsi j
Broadcasters Assn. after an un
favorable
opinionThomas
by Wisconsin'
Attorney General
Fairchil
was circulated through the stat
last fall. He said giveaways vio
lated lottery laws because of th
lottery element, and would be lega
only if this was removed and th
shows became "pure entertain
ment." Several stations complie
with the opinion, pending a legis
lative test.
There is a possibility that consti
tutionality of the new law will b
challenged in the courts, one attor
ney said. The FCC's ruling agains
giveaways is still being contested i.:
at least two federal district courts:
one inYork.
Chicago and the other ii, •.
New

Stopette Success Story
EARLE LUDGIN, president of th.
Chicago agency of the same name [
will outline the success of Jule
Montenier's Stopette spray deodor[ ^
ant today (Monday) at the lunch
eon meeting of the newly-formei
Advertising Club of Chicago. Mem
bers will meet in the Pearson Hote
at 12:15. Stopette, a Chicago prod

Officers Hear Saudek
uct,
sponsors What's My Line? oi
CBS-TV.
ROBERT SAUDEK, ABC vice
president for public relations, addressed 51 officers of the armed
Colodzin to C&P
forces in New York Wednesday on
"The Scope and Importance of ROBERT
(Bob) COLODZIN, co
Radio." The officers, studying
author of Our Career in Television
modern techniques of public relajoins the executive staff of Cecil &
tions and psychological warfare,
Presbrey, New York. He will b<
also heard John Madigan, the network's director of news, who dis- the agency TV production super
visor for Bymart Inc., to work or
cussed "How a Network covers the
Somerset Maugham Theatre, San
News," and ABC Correspondent
Gordon Fraser, who described the Levenson show and Cavalcade o)
position of war correspondents.
Stars.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Ask

OODWILL

Immediate

Renewal

STATIONS

3ERTING that FCC Hearing
. miner James D. Cunningham's
ummendation to dismiss the
brated Richards' proceedings
proper, stations counsel last
counter-petitioned for immejk
< e grant of license renewals to
iPC Los Angeles, WJR Detroit
J WGAR Cleveland,
ilhe brief was in answer to a
' e 15ll petition
by Broadcast
BuChief Curtis
B. Plummer,
\eral Counsel Benedict P. Cote and Frederick Ford, Comsion counsel. They had charged
't Mr. Cunningham's June 34
|ial decision failed to make a
.ing of fact and determination
required by Commission rules,
1 Administrative Procedure Act
: the FCC's order of Sept. 28,
'•(9, setting the hearings. [Broadting • Telecasting, May 18].
k-lso filed last Wednesday was
application for involuntary
nsfer of control of the three
:^ions in which the late G. A.
lick) Richards was principal
::-kholder.
Cites Sections
jThe counter-petition cited the
'tions
of Sec.
8(b) of Act
the Adlistrative
Procedure
and
. 1.851(c) of the Commission
,es that specify decisions shall
tain findings of fact and con-sion upon "all material issues"
'.iphasis supplied
brief],
likewise,
referencein was
made to
Commission's
1949 hearing
Her in which issues were pressed on "certain alleged acts" of
. Richards and subsequently it
s ordered that determination
Juld be made of the qualifica^as of the stations to operate in
public interest convenience
[3 necessity "in the light of the
'■ ts adduced under the foregoing
"ues" [emphasis supplied].
These issues become "moot" by
.son of Mr. Richards' death May
stated the counter-petition, add• that "no issue is 'material'
Iich becomes moot in any court
before
any administrative
?ncy." It continued:
i.'he hearing examiner made the only

finding which he could possibly have
made with respect to said issues;
namely
they detailed
had become
moot.of
For him that
to make
findings
fact on such issues . . . would entail
a waste of public funds and of the
time of Commission personnel, and inon the parties
becausejustice
of theand hardship
time, procedural
steps and
expense involved.
Neither the Administrative Procedure Act nor Commission rules
require a grant or denial, continued
the counter-petition, and "an appropriate rule, order, sanction, relief or denial" can be entered.

Initial decision in this case is in
effect a conclusion that there are
no issues for determination, it was
added.
The examiner's action leaves the
Commission free to grant renewals
before or in conjunction with the
involuntary transfer of control application, Richards counsel declared.
It was further held that the
June
14 petition
"misconstrues"
testimony
about future
policy by
John F. Patt, president of the sta-

RECORD audience of more than 100 members and guests of the Advertising
Club of Greater Miami turned out in May to hear J. Gilbert Baird, sales promotion manager of Westinghouse Electric Corp., Mansfield, Ohio, speak on the
future of television. Miami station executives chatting with Mr. Baird are
(I to r) Bernard Neary, account executive, WWPB; Lynn Morrow, sales promotion manager, WTVJ (TV); Mr. Baird; S. P. Kettler, general manager, WGBS;
L. L. Zimmerman, account executive, WQAM, and John Allen, general
manager of WTVJ (TV).

tions, in that "quotation was taken
out of context, but even on its face
does not justify the interpretation
placed on it by the petition. Applicants' policies have been exemplary
in character" and the acts alleged
to have been committed by Mr.
Richards from time to time cannot
properly
referred to assaid.
"poli-It
cies," thebecounter-position
continued:
. . . the Commission's attention is
invitedtarytotransfer
the of
application
for involuncontrol filed
on this
date by all three applications, in which
Frances S. Richards, executrix of the
Estate of G. A. Richards, has stated
under
each ofscrupulously
applicants'
stations oath
will that
be operated
in accordance with the policies set forth
in said statements.
Differentiating between voluntary and involuntary assignments
or transfers of control, the counterpetition points out that in the
Richards case the ownership and/or
control of the property is governed by the law of California. If
this law is not recognized, concluded the document, there is a
complete hiatus in the ownership
or control and the Commission has
no one on whom to place the responsibility for proper operation of
the stations.
In support of the request for
immediate grant of station licenses, the counter-petition pointed
out that proper procedures had
been instituted. Accordingly, it
was stated:
To carry out the provisions and intent
of theance will;
possible compliwith the tolawmake
of California
and the
orders of the court having jurisdiction
over the
pay which
estate, may
inherit-be
ance andestate;
other totaxes
chargeable against the estate; to make
accurate appraisals; to make accurate
reports to the federal and state tax
(Continued on page 38)
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Typifies K°reqn G| suppor
N
AV
CARworth
the only heroes over there, are the
theA
whole trip over, these
CA
By ME
BRUCE L
ROBERTSON
poor kids are so hungry for enterTHE CAMEL CARAVAN got back
Theinaim
is not to make heroes of
boys
uniform."
tainment," Vincent Carbone, carahome last week. Back from Japan,
the Camel Caravan performers,
van manager, wrote in his report
where it entertained servicemen in after the first performance in nor of Bob Hope or Jack Benny or
theatres and hospitals. Back from
the other entertainers who have
Pusan. A sentiment repeated again
Korea, where it was the first and again in letters from the men
made or will make personal apbig show to play for front line themselves. "Talent, personality
pearance tours in the Korean battle
troops above the 38th parallel.
and extreme friendliness that the
areas. This is simply another
Back to remind us that American
reminder that when the chips are
troupes displayed was a tremendous
advertising knows how to give as morale booster and was happily
down American industry does its
well as to get and that sponsorduty; that big business, favorite
received
by
all
of
us,"
wrote
one
ship need not end at the home front
whipping
boy of many so-called
soldier.
And
another
wrote:
"You
boundry line.
have shown us that the folks at cultural special interest groups,
AMES MATTHEWS
Back with a dozen scrapbooks
home haven't forgotten us at all can and does provide entertainment
Ambassador to Ireland
full of memories of sleeping in . . . The show is gone and the war
and give cigarettes to the country's
DMINATION of Francis P. Matgoes on but the memory of the
fighting forces as readily as it protents, washing in helmets, travelCamel
Caravan
makes
the
whole
vides entertainment to sell cigarling in Jeeps on roads so dusty that
|;ws, Navy Secretary and presidrivers had to use their headlights
ettes to the public at home; that
lit of WOW-AM-TV Omaha, as
mess
so
much
easier
to
take."
j S. Ambassador to Ireland was
American advertising has an active
by day, giving daily shows, or two,
Now Touring U.S. Camps
social conscience as well as a keen
it to the Senate Thursday by or three a day — one at 9 a. m.
esident Truman.
Back home from entertaining
business acumen.
when a quiet period permitted the
soldiers to come back from the some 80,000 men in Japan and
The Senate must confirm his apOn this Fourth of July, 175th
intment. Dan C. Kimball, Navy
front line, one under the great Korea, made at the request of the- anniversary of the birth of our
idersecretary, was nominated to searchlights used to pick out enemy
Adjutant
General's
Office,
the
national independence, the broadCamel Caravan
is now on
the road
;-ceed Secretary Matthews,
positions in the dark. One show
casting family — station operators,
in
the
United
States,
giving
its
jtt was understood that Secretary
advertisers and agencies alike —
given in the "outgoing mail"
nightly
performances
at
Army,
Htthews had been offered the po- was
zone between the artillery and the
can well be proud of its long record
Navy, Air Force and Marine camps
tion some time ago but only reof public service to the nation at
itly advised Mr. Truman he front line, with Caravan Comedian
for which it was organized. Dishome and its shorter but no less
cussing their tour of the Far East
uld accept. An official and stockJay Kirk living up to the troupe's
praiseworthy record of serving the
motto of "laugh it up no matter
lder in WOW
Inc. for many
Command, the troupe's one request
nation's fighting forces abroad
was "don't make us heroes. We
ars, he assumed presidency of what happens" by doing a bump
with information and entertainwent in and came out after an exje corporation after the death of each time a shell went overhead.
ment.
citing experience. The real heroes,
3 late Johnny Gillin last July.
"The first show in Korea was
* OADCASTING
• Telecasting
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ln Techniciqn ^charges
WBT
S
HOLD
UP
RB
NL
cate that they sought to secure any
state that it was related to a labor
DISCHARGE of nine technical employes of WBT-AM-FM and WBTV
dispute or any other concerted ac- benefit for themselves, as employes,
by casting discredit upon their emtivity of employes.
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, for circulation of handbills attacking the proThe handbill was titled "Is Charployer.
Going into the finding that cirgrams of WBTV was upheld Frilotte a Second-Class City?" It
culation of the handbill was not a
attacked
the
quality
of
WBTV
day by the National Labor Relaconcerted activity of employes protions Board.
signed "WBT Techtected by statute, NLRB said:
The board held the employer did programs and
nicians." The board found, howIn our judgment, these tactics, in
not violate the Labor Management
ever, that it was issued and dis- the circumstances of this case, were
tributed by Local 1229.
Relations Act. Signing the majorhardly less "indefensible" than acts
ity opinion were Chairman Paul M.
Negotiations with station tech- of physical sabotage.
nicians for a new contract started
Herzog and board members James
The board has held, and we reaffirm, that the act protects employes
J. Reynolds Jr. and Paul L. Styles. in January 1949 but an impasse
against
reprisal when they speak
Abe Murdock, board member, dis- developed and negotiations were
sented.
suspended a few months later. freely "on organizational matters,"
(to borrow the trial examiner's exThis final action by the board re- About July 9, according to the
versed aprevious intermediate re- board, the union started picketing
port which had recommended rein- the station's downtown offices withPROGRAM CLINIC
out calling a strike. Placards and
statement of the discharged emABA-BMI Hold Session
handbills
were
circulated.
This
ployes [Broadcasting • Telecastpressure,
according
to
the
board,
ing, Aug. 28, 1950].
SIXTY persons attended the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. BMI
NLRB also ruled that the com- apparently was unavailing "for
pany had violated the statute in within a few weeks after the comprogram clinic last Tuesday in
giving a technician, S. L. Hicks, an
pany had placed its newly installed
Little Rock's Lafayette Hotel. S.
"unsatisfactory" rating with the television broadcast facilities into C. Vinsonhaler, general manager,
operation, the union resolved to get KGHI Little Rock, and association
FCC. No action against the company was ordered, however, because
'tough' and published the 'second- vice president, called the clinic to
the board found the rating had not class' handbill which provoked the order. Clinic chairman was Dorsey
injured the technician. Member
Owings, BMI field representative.
Reynolds did not concur in this rul- discharges."
Glenn Dolberg, director, station reWidely
Circulated
ing on the ground he was not conlations, BMI, spoke on "Your Music
The
board
said
the
handbill
was
vinced the technician's union acLibrary;" Murray Arnold, program
director, WIP Philadelphia, discussed
widely circulated around Charlotte.
tivity motivated the company's
rating.
"Programming Aids and Twists;"
It charged the station was "mulcting the public by furnishing tech- Wallie Ingalls, program director,
Crux
of
the
board's
ruling
in
KGRH Fayetteville, Ark., talked on
favor of the station was the fact
inadequate, 'second-class,'
Town Program Problems." The
that the handbill did not bear the televisionnically
service," the board said, "Small
"Importance of Preparations of News
with
the
text
making
no
reference
name of the employes' union
Programs — Local and National" was
(IBEW, Local 1229) nor did it to the labor dispute.
examined by J. E. Pat Garner, news
"It occasioned widespread comdirector, KFPW Fort Smith- Mr. Vinment in the community, and caused
sonhaler presided over the clinic
respondent to apprehend a loss of luncheon. D. Gordon Graham, assistadvertising revenue due to dissatisLEROY WILSON
ant program director, WCBS New
faction with its television broadYork, opened the afternoon session
AT&T President- Dies
with a discourse on "The Art and
casting service," the board decision
LEROY A. WILSON, 50, presi- held. It added:
Science of Programming;" Robert
Rounsaville, owner-operator of WQXI
dent of American Telephone &
In short, the employes in this case
Atlanta, Ga., WBAC Cleveland, Tenn.,
Telegraph Co., died June 28 at the deliberately undertook to alienate
and WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn., talked
Presbyterian Hospital in New
their employer's customers by impugning the technical quality of his on "Operating and Programming
York, following
an illness of product. As the trial examiner found, Three Small Town Stations;" Tom
they did not misrepresent, at least Slater, vice president and associate
about two weeks.
director of radio and TV, RuthraufT
willfully, the facts they cited to supHis death came
& Ryan Inc., New York, chose the
port
their
disparaging
report.
And
one day after their ultimate purpose — to extract a topic, "Three Men in a Boat;" Charles
Cleo F. Craig,
B. Seton, associate member of the
concession from the employer with
law firm, Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin
vice president of respect to the terms of their employment— was lawful. That purpose,
AT&T, was elect& Kaye, discussed "Copyright Problems in Radio," and William H. Mced acting presi- however, was undisclosed; the emdent because of
ployes purported to speak as experts,
Cain, program director, WBRC Birin the interest of consumers and the
the illness of Mr.
mingham, Ala., spoke on "Program
Wilson.
public at large. They did not indi- Director's Direction of Personnel."
Mr. Wilson
Mr. Wilson was
born in Terre Haute, Ind., where
he joined an AT&T subsidiary in
1922 following his graduation from
Rose Polytechnic Institute there.
Subsequently he rose through the
ranks to be elected president of
the corporation in February 1948
just before his 47th birthday.
Surviving him are Blanche Willhide Wilson, his widow; Shirley
Ann Wilson, his daughter; and his
father, Barrett A. Wilson of Brazil, Ind.
At the meeting at which Mr.
Craig was elected AT&T acting
president, T. Brooke Price, AT&T
general attorney, was appointed
general counsel and elected vice
president to succeed Vice President
Among those attending the clinic were, seated (I to r) Messrs. Graham,
John H. Ray, who will retire Sept.
Ingalls, Vinsonhaler, Owings and Arnold; standing, Messrs. Dolberg
30.
and Garner, Carl Haverlin, BMI president; Messrs. Slater and Seton.
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pression), and in one way or anothe !
denounce their employer for his con (
duct of labor relations or affairs ger i
mane to the employment relationship
Moreover, employes acting in concer
may exhort consumers to refraii
from purchasing
product
unless and their
until employer';
he alter;
his labor policy or practices.
But this is a different case. Here
the subject matter of the employes
verbal attack upon the employer wa;
not related to their interests as em
ployes. And the gist of their appea
to the public was that the employe]
ought to be boycotted because he offered a shoddy product to the consuming public — not because he wa;
"unfair" to the employes who worker
on that product. . .
For these reasons, without attempt
ing to formulate a test which wili
decide every imaginable case involving similar questions as to the scope
of Section 7, we hold that the employes in this case went beyond the
pale
when
they published
the therefore
"secondclass" handbill.
We shall
dismiss the complaint insofar as it
alleges that the respondent violated
Section 8 (a) (1) and (3) of the Act
by discharging those individuals who
were actually implicated in the publet.
lication and distribution of that leafThe government panel also dis- 1
missed the complaint that the com- 1
pany refused to bargain with the 1
AFL unit, upholding the company's }
position that Local 1229 lost its |
majority.
Charles H. Crutchfield, vice pres-J
ident and general manager of thefl
WBT Stations, commenting on theB
NLRB findings said: "The companyM
is gratified at the decision of the!
labor board reaffirming that the '
company's action, with regard to
the matters which brought about
the labor board hearing, was jusUNEMPLOYMENT
IBEW Asks Truman to Help
tified."
APPEAL
to President Truman to
halt the increasing unemployment
of radio-television manufacturing
workers in the Chicago area was
sent Wednesday by M. F. Darling,
president of Local 1031, International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL). Mr. Darling, in
his letter, said immediate action is
needed because 13,000 members of
his Chicago local are out of work.
He attributed the unemployment
of half the local's membership to
federal restrictions on credit buying relative to radio and TV sets,
to FCC restrictions on construction of more TV stations and to a
lack of enough war contracts to
take up production line slacks.
"This is a tragic waste of skilled
manpower, and an unfair load
upon resources of the state. I
don't think Chicago is getting a
proportionate share of war contracts being let in the nation. I
don't know whether manufacturers in the electronics industry in
other cities have better connecsaid.
tions in Washington or what," he
Manufacturers in all parts of
the country have reported a continuing lag between civilian production demands and defense contracts.
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WCBS

has always been the best station-break buy in New York. Now

it's better than ever. Now WCBS

offers advertisers a new plan. Now you can

have your commercials delivered by your choice of WCBS

local stars:

Margaret Arlen, Jack Sterling, Phil Cook, Bill Leonard, Tommy

Riggs

and Betty Lou, John Reed King, or Harry Marble.
Their familiar voices— heard at unexpected times— mean extra attention
to your recorded announcements. And extra sales.
Their entree into New York homes is your entree . . . their success can
be your success. For complete information about star-studded
station breaks custom-cut to your product, just get in touch with . . .
New York's #1 Station • Columbia Owned • Represented by Radio Sales

Dili

FLAYS

THE

Daddy of the Communications Act of 1934 and its predecessor Radio Act of 1927— ex-Sen.
Clarence C. Dill of Washington
State — last week administered a
sound spanking to his regulatory
child, the FCC, for its three year
TV freeze.
Sen. Dill turned FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy over his knee because
the FCC had failed to give equal
treatment to all parts of the country in the use of frequencies for
television and called for a partial
thaw so most of the nation can have
at least some service in the near
future.
Some years ago the Senate had
to rewrite his original law because
the old Federal Radio Commission
had disregarded the principle of
equal treatment to all sections of
the United States, Sen. Dill wrote
Chairman Coy.
Now Congress may have to pass
another amendment to bring the
RADIO

CONTROL
Hill Review Sought
A PASTEL shade of "Blue Book"
tinted the request last week of Rep.
E. C. Gathings (D-Ark.) that Congress view radio and television programs and seek out "offensive and
undesirable" content.
Rep. Gathings dropped a resolution in the hopper in an attempt to
make his request stick. The call on
Congress (H Res 278) would direct
the House Interstate Commerce
Committee to do the investigating.
This probe would "determine the
extent" that programs "contain immoral or otherwise offensive matter, or place improper emphasis
upon crime, violence and corruption."
The committee would recommend
legislative action to eliminate such
programs "to promote higher radio
and television standards as it deems
advisable," according to Rep. Gathings' resolution.
Legislation followed a statement
by the congressman printed in the
Congressional Record a fortnight
ago in which he praised radio-TV
on the one hand as "having proven
their worth" but said many programs "are corrupting the minds
and morals of the American people."
The proposal need only be approved by the House to become
effective. However, the House Rules
Committee, to which it was referred, must first clear the measure
for consideration.
Rep. Gathings told Broadcasting • Telecasting that proa-rams
"just have to be cleaned up" and
that he thought it would be necessary for federal regulation on programming in order "to stop practices" that are prevalent "mostly
in television."
In any event, he said, an investigation was necessary.
Page 32
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FREEZE
FCC into line, Sen. Dill observed.
He now is a practicing attorney in
the state of Washington.
These historic observations from
the man who made a large chunk
of early radio history appear in a
letter from Sen. Dill to Chairman
Coy, dated June 22.
A copy of the letter was sent to
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), member of the Senate Interstate Foreign Commerce Committee.
"I hope he will call this situation
to the attention of the chairman
of the committee," Sen. Dill wrote.
"Let me just add, I do not represent
any client who has any application
on file nor do I have any interest
in any existing or proposed television station.
Acts as Free Agent
"I write this letter as a private
citizen who knows personally of
the intent and purpose of the act
creating the FCC and who believes
the Commission is not fulfilling its
first duty to the country as a
Opening his letter to Chairman
whole."Sen. Dill congratulated him
Coy,
on his confirmation for another
term.
Then he jumped .quickly into
the subject that he feels is of national concern. Sen. Dill wrote:
Let me tell you what I think and
what I know thousands of other people in the country think about the
latest refusal of your Commission to

Urges

Partial

Thaw

consider any applications for television stations, simply because the
Commission has not decided what
should be done about an entire band
of high frequencies for television use
and some objections filed by certain
firms and stations.
Here Sen. Dill reminded that, he
wrote the original Radio Act when
he was in the Senate. This law
set up the Federal Radio Commission in 1927. Previously broadcast
stations had been regulated loosely
by the Dept. of Commerce under
terms of early wireless legislation.
After stating that he was chairman of the Committee on Interstate Commerce in 1934 when he
rewrote the law, Sen. Dill laid out
these historic facts:
"The primary purpose of Congress was that the Commission
would, so far as possible, give reasonably equal treatment to the people of all sections of the United
States. At one time we found
the Commission disregarding that
principle so often that Congress
passed an amendment to the law,
compelling the equalization of the
allocation of wavelengths for radio
broadcasting. It was under that
amendment that the Supreme Court
of the United States made its first
decision declaring the law constitutional."
Once again the equal treatment
provision is being ignored, Sen.
Dill said, referring to the freeze.
"It appears to me that Congress

may find it necessary to pass sue
an amendment in order to compe
the Commission to give equal treat 'J
ment to all sections of the countr
in the use of frequencies for tele
vision," Sen. Dill observed. "Nearl;
three years is too long to dela; I
action on at least enough applic;
tions to serve regions withoii
Sen. Dill reminded Chairman Co;
that
"way down in Washington, JjJ
television."
C,
you
don'thas realize
latest order
affected how
many youlo
Referring to specific cases o:
hardship,
he wrote, "It is not pos
calities."
sible for many cities like Portland
Ore., to have a station, yet Seattle
San Francisco and Los Angeles di
have them. Nor can Spokane, Ta
coma, Butte or many other citie
even attempt to organize financinj
arrangements for television, all be
cause of this flat order known a;
a freeze of television applications
Wants Some Assignments
"Surely the Commission couli
process some of these application
for use of frequencies available ti
certain sections. It is not neces
sary to provide for all small town
immediately. It is highly unjus
not to provide for at least on<
station for thickly populate!

Here Sen. Dill used more forcefu
language as he spoke of wha S
should be done to end the lonj
freeze.
"If I were in the Senate,:
heareas."
said, "I would address that bod;
on this subject and introduce ;
resolution that would bring you
members before the Senate Com
mittee on Interstate Commerce fo
the purpose of impressing then
and Congress with the injustice
of the orders of the Commission b;
the continuation of this freez<
order.
"May I respectfully suggest tha
your Commission seriously considei
doing something about this situa
tion by making exceptions to thej^tai
freeze order at once, for those re
gions that do not have and cannot
have any television stations undef
the present conditions. Cut dowi til
the time for hearings and act with-'
i
out months of delay."
WTNJ SUIT

Out of Court1 Settlement Seer
TWO EX-FCC CHAIRMEN, James Lawrence Fly (seated I) and Paul A. SUIT against WTNJ Trenton foi
Porter (seated r), representing respectively KTHS Hot Springs and KGRH
$15,000 by three former employe;
Fayetteville, Ark., competing applicants in revived 1090 kc case, get to- charging breach of contract, whicr
the station contends did not exist
gether on points of procedure before commencement of hearing in Washreportedly was about to be settlec
ington last week before FCC Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper. Adding
their advice are (seated center) Jack P. Blume, ex-FCC hearing examiner
out of court, last week. Trial benow associated in private law practice with Mr. Fly and Peter Shuebruk, and
gan Monday and was interruptec
in order that a settlement mighi
(standing, I to r) A. Earl Cullum, consulting engineer, appearing for KTHS;
George P. Adair, former FCC chief engineer and now consulting engineer, be negotiated, Broadcasting •
Telecasting
was informed.
appearing for KGRH; and Fred J. Stevenson, KGRH general manager. KTHS
President John D. Ewing also appeared later to testify on his station's
The suit was brought Oct. 20
proposal to move to Little Rock and increase power on 1090 kc from present
1950, in the State Superior Court
Mercer County Division, by Johr
10 kw day and 1 kw night to 50 kw fulltime, directional night. KGRH's
competitive bid is to change from 250 w on 1450 kc to 50 kw fulltime on A. Yount Jr., an announcer; Haze
1090 kc, directional night. KTHS' license renewal also is involved in pro- M. Gebert, stenographer-bookkeeper, and Walker J. Lewis, program
ceeding. James A. Noe's WNOE New Orleans last week was granted permission to dismiss its bid for change in frequency
director. Each alleged a one-yeai
to 1090 kc with power
of 50 kw day, 25 kw night, directional fulltime (DA-2). WNOE, now out contract of employment signer
of the hearing, had asked switch from present assignment of 50 kw day, denied.
March 17, 1950, which the statior
5 kw night on 1060 kc, directional fulltime (DA-2).
Tel ecasting
BROADCASTING
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AME ALLEN
As FCC Chief Engineer
POINTMENT of Edward W.
lien Jr. chief of the FCC technical
earch division, as Chief Engir was announced last Wednes■ by the Commission [Closed
cuit, May 21]. Mr. Allen fills
vacancy that has existed since
irtis B. Plummer, former chief
•ineer, was named to head the
jC's new
Broadcast Bureau
HOADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
y 7].
he new Chief Engineer is now
Geneva, Switzerland, as a memof the United States delegai to the International Radio
lsultative Committee currently
inference there. He is expected
:k during the week of July 23.
the present time, Virgil R. Simpis acting chief engineer.
Jr. Allen, a 16-year veteran at
FCC, was born Feb. 14, 1903,
Portsmouth, Va. He received
electrical engineering degree
m the U. of Virginia in 1925 and
ained his LL.B. from George
hington U. in 1933.
)uring this time he was a stut engineer and research assist. with the Westinghouse Electric
,'Ifg. Co. from 1925 to 1927. Dur1929-1930 he was assistant eneer with the Chesapeake & Poiac Telephone Co., Washington,
C.
Vlr. Allen entered government
vice in 1930 with the U. S. PatOffice, rising from junior to
;istant patent examiner.
Dn April 16, 1935, he joined the
C as assistant technical engineer
the special telephone industry
estigation staff. The following
ar he was made an assistant
ephone engineer on the Comssion's regular staff. In 1939
achieved the grade of electrical
g-ineer and in 1942 became a
lio engineer.
3n Feb. 24, 1946, he was apnted chief of the technical inr; mation division of which he had
-ved as assistant chief. That
'ision is now the technical reirch division, a component of
i Office of Chief Engineer.
Mr. Allen was chairman of the
3C's Committee 1, which rented on what determines satis:tory signal characteristics, as a
sliminary to the Commission's
; ar-channel sessions in January

DON LEE SHIFT
Ingrim Upped; Boggs Joins
IN A realignment of administrative responsibilities and duties
within Don Lee Broadcasting System, Ward D. Ingrim, vice president in charge of sales last week
was elevated to executive vice
president.
Willet H. Brown, president, Don
Lee, simultaneously announced that
Norman Boggs, vice president and
general manager of WMCA New
York, joins Don Lee July 23 as
vice president in charge of sales,
taking
Ingrim's
duties, over
and Mr.
William
Pabst,former
vice
president and general manager of
KFRC San Francisco, owned-andoperated station, was elected to the
board of directors of Thomas S.

: . . :,

WAR

ON

NARCOTICS
Senate Hearings Telecast; Stations Join Fight

SENATE crime investigators re- three Reading radio outlets —
turned to television screens last WEEU WHUM WRAW— planned
to cover the hearings.
week when hearings on narcotics
were held in Washington Tuesday
In local campaigns, two more stations reported special programs
and Wednesday, while more radio
aimed at bringing the narcotics
and TV stations joined the war
problem before the public.
against dope peddlers.
Prisoners and other volunteer
WIP Philadelphia, in an hourwitnesses before the Senate group
long broadcast Friday, took listeners through tape recordings to the
were permitted to testify anonymously with cameras pointed away
very
of the
marketheart
in that
city.dope peddlers'
from their faces. Some witnesses
Varner
Paulsen,
veteran WIP
gave permission for telecasting of
their faces but names were with- producer, and John Facenda, newsheld.
caster, accompanied federal narcotics agents on a raid.
The dramatic teleview of the
Listeners eavesdropped on a
seamy side of the criminal world
smooth federal agent posing as an
was a pooled operation with NBC
addict, talking his way into a den;
handling arrangements. Stations
the smashing of doors as agents
carrying the telecast in Washingmade forced entries; the confusion
ton were WMAL-TV WNBW (TV)
of addicts caught by surprise, and
WTOP-TV and WTTG (TV).
a ring leader's reactions as he was
All TV was sustaining with some
stations using commercials on arrested in the sight of his sevenyear-old son.
breaks, without tailoring.
WCCC Hartford on Saturday was
NBC offered the video coverage
to all stations. ABC estimated at to present a two-hour special documentary program which highlightleast 16 outlets were carrying pored tape recordings of recent nartions of the hearing on television,
cotics hearings in New York City.
including WJZ-TV New York.
The WCCC news staff edited the
MBS carried excerpts on its ratapes and filled in explanatory madio show, Mutual Newsreel, and a terial.
special recorded program WednesPublic indignation over the wideday 10:30-11 p.m. on the hearings.
spread use of narcotics was reflectIt also broadcast an interview with
ed in a statement of Mrs. H. C.
Barney Ross, who had testified, on
Houghton, Sylvania TV Awards
Committee member and president
Reporter's Roundup Thursday
night, based on the hearing.
of theen'sGeneral
Federation of WomClubs.
Other Broadcasts
Mrs. Houghton announced that
ts- _
Other radio pickups which added
she had written President Truman
to local station coverage of the big asking him to consider the narcotics
ew GAB Officers
crime story: WWDC Washington
problem a national emergency. She
carried the hearings 2:30 p.m. to urged the Chief Executive to call
•5W officers of the Georgia Assn.
Broadcasters took office as of the end of the afternoon sessions,
upon "the
teleusually about 4 p.m., and a 7:45-8
vision to heads
dedicateof radio
their and
facilities
ly 1, serving during the 1951-52
p.m. recap. WFDR (FM) New
ar, according to W. R. Ringson,
to uprooting and destroying the
;RDW Augusta, GAB president,
York picked up NBC-TV's audio.
blight.
Thursday the hearings switched
ey are Ben B. Williams, WTOC
Keeping pace with current headlines, the filmed TV package, March
vannah, president;
W. Fred
to Reading, Pa., where the committee said it would show interstate
ott Jr., WKTG Thomasville, vice
of Time Through the Years, is givesident; S. J. Carswell, WSFT
aspects of gambling and other uning a pictorial report on dope adderworld operations as they take
diction. Shots made in 1935 draiomaston, secretary-treasurer; E.
J MacLeod, WGGA Gainesville,
place in a relatively small commumatically point up the fact that the
nity.
s yd James E. Bailey, WAGA Atsmuggling
of narA committee spokesman said the
rta, directors.
cotics is notanda spreading
new development.
ROADCASTING
Telecastiti;

Mr. Boggs

Mr. Ingrim

Lee Enterprises Inc.
Mr. Ingrim joined Don Lee in
November 1948, coming from John
Blair & Co., New York. He started
his radio career at KJBS San Francisco, as account executive. He left
that station after four years to
become KFRC sales manager. Upon
discharge from the Army Air
Force after three years service
with the rank of major in 1945,
he joined John Blair & Co., Chicago.
Entering radio as a salesman
for WAAF Chicago in 1932, Mr.
Boggs became commercial manager
of that station before leaving it to
join WGN Chicago in 1937. Three
years later he moved to New York
as head of WGN's sales staff in
that city and in February 1945 he
returned to Chicago as WGN sales
manager.
In January 1946, Mr. Boggs left
WGN to move to Minneapolis as
president and general manager of
that city's then new station, WLOL,
where he remained until February
1949 when he returned to New
York as general manager of
WMCA. A year later he was elected
vice president and a director of
WMCA. Last month Mr. Boggs
was elected president of the Radio
Executives Club of New York for
the 1951-52 season.
With KFRC for more than 15
years, Mr. Pabst has served as
president and general manager for
past 10 years.

'VOICE'

DELAY

Expansion Awaits Funds
VOICE of American expansion
plans were temporarily shelved
by Congress' failure to pass a federal appropriations bill as the
fiscal year ended Saturday night.
At crats
press
time toFriday,
Demowere trying
ram through
emergency funds to keep government agencies functioning. This,
at best, however, would be only a
stopgap
measure with passage of
away.
a full appropriation bill weeks
Under these circumstances,
Voice can only keep present operations running. It will not be able
to go ahead with expansion plans
until it finds out how much of its
requested $115 million will be
granted. Edward W. Barrett, assistant secretary of state for public affairs, appeared last week in
closed sessions before the Senate
subcommittee on appropriations to
explain why $115 million is needed.
Another effort to move the Voice
out of the State Dept. appeared
Wednesday when Rep. Thomas J.
Lane (D-Mass.) proposed establishment of a government Dept. of
Information with cabinet status.
July 2, 1951
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Coming

September

10 o
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ni<
Dayf?
FRANCES
LANGFOR

Every

Monday

throug

NIGHTTIME STARS! Biggest nighttime show in the daytime!
Frances and Don are an unbeatable team : full of fun and songs
and enthusiasm and sincerity. . backed by a top-notch cast !
NIGHTTIME BUDGET! A multimillion-dollar -a- year budget
for the biggest show in daytime television ! It will be broadcast
every weekday at noon (ET) from the Little Theatre in the heart
of Times Square. When extensive alterations are completed,
this will be one of television's best equipped theatres !
--

NIGHTTIME PRODUCER ! He's ABC's Executive Producer for 4
Television, Ward Byron^ who has done such an outstanding job
on the Sunday night Paul Whiteman Revue.
NIGHTTIME GUESTS, SPECIALTIES, FORMAT! The
Frances Langford-Don Ameche Show will be a fat, fast, full hour
of music, laughs, stars, games, prizes, service — and inspiration. Frances and Don will sing — they'll act as team captains in a
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TELEVISION

Television

SHOW"
AMECHE
•ON
day, 12 noon — 1 pm (ET)
?ly audience -participation quiz called "Hang the Stars."
^re'll be a woman's service spot — an interview each day
h a celebrity — an exciting new specialty act on every show !
md that's not all ! A cast of actors will go to town on a great
if/ gimmick called "A Deadline Drama." All this — plus a 65ce "name" band — PLUS a wonderful, heartwarming version
•Frances Langford's popular and widely syndicated Purple
prt Diary! What a show— in the middle of the day!
iYTIME OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME! The Frances
ngford-Don Ameche Show will be telecast live over the ABC
srconnected network (no kinescopes). It is for sale in quarterit segments. Sponsors need not buy the entire network, but
ertain number of markets will be required.
,-Iere is the most exciting television buy of the coming season. (Big
sngs are happening at ABC — and this is one of them! ) Let us
iw you our brand-new presentation that tells the full story. In
w York, call ABC TELEVISION SALES, Circle 7-5700, today!

VBG
merican

OADCASTING

TELEVISION
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WMIT REOPENED
FM Station Returns to Air
WMIT (FM) Clingman's Peak,
N. C, which reports its coverage
will be greater than any other FM
station in America, was slated to
return to the air yesterday (Sunday).
Operating fulltime on 106.9 mc
with 325 kw, the station will reach
into six surrounding states.
WMIT studios are located atop
Clingman's Peak and in Charlotte,
N. C. Programs will be beamed
from Charlotte to the mountain-top
transmitter over a 943 mc studiotransmitter link. This beam will
transmit over a path 90 miles long.
Liberty Broadcasting System program service will be carried.
Located in western North Carolina, it is situated adjacent to
famed Mt. Mitchell, highest point
of land in the eastern United
States. It has an antenna elevation of 6,773 feet above sea level.
WMIT Ownership
Mt. Mitchell Broadcasters Inc.,
new WMIT owner, is headed by
W. Olin Nisbet Jr., president; John
C. Erwin, vice president, and W.
H. B. Simpson, secretary-treasurer.
Messrs. Nisbet and Erwin are
prominent businessmen in nearby
Charlotte, N. C, and Mr. Simpson
is a department store operator
from Greenville, S. C.
WMIT was purchased from Gordon Gray, president, U. of North
Carolina on leave to head the new
Psychological Warfare Board and
president of WSJS-AM-FM Winston-Salem. Mr. Gray closed down
WMIT in April 1950 after eight
years of operation [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, April 10, 1950].
The station opened formally June
i, 1942, as W41MM in the old 50
mc FM band. The call letters were
changed following the war when
the station moved to its present
assignment.
At the time WMIT was closed
Mr. Gray said "I still feel that the
frequency modulation system of
broadcasting is the superior system of sound broadcasting and
sincerely hope that some day this
feeling, which is shared by quite
a few other broadcasters, will prove
to be right from a financial as well
as technical standpoint."
WITH Sales Up
TESTIMONIAL for radio is offered by WITH Baltimore which
reports May was its biggest month
during its 10 year history. Business increased 13% in May this
year over the same month last
year, the station says. WITH
adds that this boost was chalked
up despite its increase in radio
rates, which were effective last
November (20% daytime and 11%
nighttime), and in spite of "no per
inquiry business, no package deals,
no deviations from rate structure
whatsoever."
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FUNCTIONAL
NARTB Adds FM
Suppor

GETTING some sun at the Bloomfield Hills Golf Club are these Fort Industry Co. executives, who met June 18-20 at the firm's executive offices, Birmingham, Mich. (I to r): Back row; Tom Harker, vice president and national
sales director. New York; H. A. Steensen, assistant treasurer and comptroller, Toledo, Ohio; S. P. Kettler, vice president and managing director,
WGBS Miami, Fla.; James E. Bailey, vice president and managing director,
WAGA-AM-TV Atlanta; George B. Storer, president. Fort Industry Co.; E.
Y. Flanigan, vice president and managing director, WSPD-AM-TV Toledo,
Ohio; William E. Rine, vice president and managing director, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.; John B. Poole, secretary and general counsel, Detroit; Lee B.
Wailes, vice president in charge of operations; front row, Glenn G. Boundy,
chief engineer; John E. McCoy, attorney; George B. Storer Jr., manager,
WAGA-TV Atlanta; Allen Haid, vice president and managing director, WSAI
Cincinnati; J. Robert Kerns, vice president and managing director, WMMN
Fairmont, W. Va.; Richard E. Jones, vice president and managing director,
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit.

NARTB last week added its sup
port to the May 25 joint statemen
of 13 FM licensees and permittee;
fighting for the right to continu
functional music broadcasting
FCC in a policy statement las
April sought to sound a death knel
for such operations, indicating tha
such FM functions were illega
[Broadcasting • Telecastinc
May 31, 21, 7, April 16].
NARTB last week submitted it |
statement to the FCC, in alternate j
asking for reconsideration of it I
policy; or, institution of appropri I
ate rule-making proceedings; o;
issuance of a declaratory ordeijl
pursuant to the Administrate I
Procedure Act, to terminate th j
controversy ; or, the granting of an \
further relief deemed appropriate;]
The NARTB document cited th J
action of its convention in Chicag J
last April 18 as well as the June ■ I
meeting of the Radio Board o|
Directors of the association. LJ
Chicago a resolution had beei
passed viewing the danger, if sucljj
specialized FM operation was wipei
out, to stations, the public and thij
industry as a whole.
The Board resolution recognizee
the effort of FM operators t<!
broaden the scope of their service!
through specialized operations sucl !
as storecasting, functional musifl
and transit FM. Consequently, th<
NARTB president and genera]
counsel, were authorized to tak<
"all reasonable steps" to preserve
the "opportunity" to engage ii
such specialized services, providei
actions outside the "budget of thij
FM
general counsel's
offio
shalland/or
be submitted
to the Radii

WALTER

DUNLAP

Agency Executive Dies
WALTER F. DUNLAP, 71-yearold president and treasurer of
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Agency, Milwaukee, died there June 24
after a two-week illness. He was
one of three founders of the 45year-old agency, and helped build
it into national prominence and $5
million yearly billings with a oneoffice operation.
Born in Princeton, Wis., Mr.
Dunlap attended Wayland Academy in Beaver Dam and lived
most of his life in Milwaukee. Before entering advertising, he was
a superintendent of the National
RERROADCASTING
Hear WWDC-WEAM Case
A FEDERAL court must decide
how to treat FCC rules on rebroadcasting. Involved is a case
whereby WWDC Washington has
filed for damages in the U. S. District Court of Alexandria, Va.,
against WEAM Arlington, Va.,
for alleged infringement of property rights and copyright laws
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
March 26].
The suit stemmed from WWDC's
charge that WEAM was rebroadcasting digits given by the Washington station in its giveaway
"Lucky Social Security Numbers."
The court continued a previously
issued restraining order against
the suburban Washington station,
prohibiting the broadcasts unless
proper credit is given WWDC.
Following oral argument on the
case last Monday, attorneys were
given 10 days to file data on the
issue of what constitutes a rebroadcast.

Life Insurance Co. of Chicago and
a leading salesman for the Fidelity
Mutual Life Insurance Co.
In 1906 he helped form KlauVan Pietersom-Dunlap, of which he
served as president and treasurer
the last 19 years of his life. A
specialist in merchandising and
sales, as well as agency management, Mr. Dunlap was interested
in the broadcast media and encouraged his accounts to use them. He
was one of the first "ham" radio
operators in Milwaukee.
He was a director of the Milwaukee Assn. of Commerce, past
president of the Sales Managers
and Rotary clubs, and a member
of the Better Business Bureau's
convention committee, the Wisconsin Club, the Blue Mound Country
Club and several Masonic orders,
in which he held a 32d degree rank.
Until his death, the agency was
owned by six persons, all directors
on the board. The new president
will be elected shortly. All of the
original founders are dead.
BENDIX ACTIVITY
Subcontracts $33 Million
SUBCONTRACTING of over $33
million in a 10-month period by
Bendix Radio Div. of Bendix Aviation Corp. was announced by E. K.
Foster, general manager, last week
in Baltimore.
Included in the division's subcontracts were over 12 million in
production assigned to firms with
500 or less employes, he said. He
also disclosed that 622 suppliers
are working with the radio division
on a subcontractual basis. Bendix
radio currently is engaged in. a
substantial volume of classified
activities.

Board
for approval."
NARTB
said that the Commis
sion's proposals came "as some :
thing of a shock," adding:
The financial plight of FM broad
casters is a matter of common knowl
edge. "Functional music," transit radio
storecasting
and occasional
local advertising are largely
the sources
upoi
which FM broadcasting depends fo!
continued existence at this time. Thi
Commission's
one
such sourceproposed
of incomeelimination
seems to bio:
acasting.
reversal of its past policy of encouraging the development of FM broadNARTB concluded by joining tht
FM station petitioners in requesting oral argument.
Guy Heads Committee
ENGINEERING Committee tc
counsel with NARTB's Television
Division will be headed by Raymond F. Guy, NBC manager of radio and allocations. Other members
of the committee, one of several
named by the division, are Rodney
Chipp, DuMont TV Network; Joh*
Leitch, WCAU-TV Philadelphia;
J. E. Mathiot, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Carlton G. Nopper
WMAR-TV Baltimore; Jack R
Poppele, WOR-TV Newark; R. J.
Corp.
Rockwell, Crosley Broadcasting

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

NEW! Sensationally modern . . . Collins 300 J 250 watt AM broadcast transmitter . . . completely contained in full size beautifully
styled cabinet finished in attractive high gloss two-tone grey
enamel, streamlined with polished chrome trim . . . advanced engine ring .. . greatly simplified circuits . . . rugged, long life, high
efficiency, high gain tetrodes in both modulator and power amplifier
stages . . . only 16 tubes, of but 7 types, employed in the entire transmit er ,. . operating and meter controls immediately available at
front . . . highest Collins quality materials, components and construction throughout . . . prompt delivery. Write, wire or phone
our nearest office for further information.
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Goodwill

Stations

(Continued from page 29)
authorities as required by law on the
value of the property in the estate (the
principal portion of which is believed
to be stock in the said three corporations); to avoid injustice and hardship
to
the
beneficiaries
under Mr.theRichards'
will: and to make possible
orderly
administration of his estate, it is necessary and just that the temporary licenses now held by applicants be replaced by regular licenses and that
applications
now have
ing, which which
are intheyproper
statuspendfor
action, be freed from any obstacle to
the action which might normally be
taken by the Commission in the absence of the pending proceedings.
Counter-petition was filed by
Hugh Fulton, of Fulton, Walter &
Halley, which represented the
Richards stations throughout the
lengthy proceedings; Clair L.
Stout, of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, attorneys for KMPC; and
Louis G. Caldwell, of Kirkland,
Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis,
attorneys for WGAR and WJR.
Division of Holdings
Under the involuntary transfer
application, the holdings of Mr.
Richards would go to his widow,
Mrs. Frances S. Richards. This
includes 26.12% of WJR, 64.94%
of WGAR and 55.59% of KMPC.
Mrs. Richards already has 32.72%
of WJR, and 5.89% of WGAR.
Rozene R. Moore, daughter of
Mr. Richards, owns 1.43%. of WJR
and 18.65%. of KMPC. F. Sibley
Moore, her husband, has an 1.18%
interest in WGAR.

KANSAS

RIVALS

Oral Arguments Ordered
ORAL argument July 16 in the
competitive case involving Kansas
City Broadcasting Co. Inc. and the
Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints was
ordered last week by the FCC.
In an initial decision last Dec. 29
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 1], Commission Examiner J.
D. Bond had proposed denial of
the church's application for a new
non-commercial outlet in Independence, Mo. He contended that
the applicant's proposal to program to further its own religious
interests was a violation of the
First Amendment. Examiner Bond
also proposed to deny the rival
application for Kansas City, Mo.
Both are seeking 1380 kc with 5
kw daytime operation.
FCC last week noted that in line
with its petition of last July,
Kansas City Broadcasting Co. on
Jan. 23, 1951, had amended its
application to withdraw certain
minority stock subscribers. Qualification of the proposed ownership
was one of the questions raised by
the FCC earlier in the case.
Commission last week stated
that the reported changes in ownership had not been raised in the
initial decision or the subsequent
exceptions filed by the competing
parties. Such a discussion would
be helpful to the Commission in its
consideration, the order added.

AM-FM-TV
ON THE BALL . . .
Detroit Tiger broadcasts always win afternoon audiences in Michigan.
In Grand Rapids, it's WLAV and WLAV-FM.
DOUBLE HEADER . . .
WLAV and WLAV-FM are combined to give intense AM local coverage
plus widespread bonus of 50,000 FM sets.
A HOME RUN . . .
Your advertising message reaches more homes, more business places, more
auto listeners, more of everybody you want to sell on WLAV and WLAV-FM.
GET ON BASE . . .
Any position between 1:00 PM and 6:00 PM is a strong
selling position every day on these baseball and planned
music afternoons. No other baseball on radio or television in Grand Rapids.
Note: WLAV-TV will not carry baseball nor will any
other radio station in Grand Rapids carry baseball.
(WLAV

^../.^gi-

For availabilities call JOHN
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CO.

CEDRIC ADAMS (r), star of CBS
and WCCO Minneapolis, was one of
four persons singled out to receive
Minneapolis Awards at the annual
meeting of the Minneapolis Chamber
of Commerce. Mr. Adams was cited
for "the publicity he has brought
Minneapolis through his radio work
and personal appearances throughout
the country." The award is presented by Henry T. Rutledge, chamber president and vice president of
the Northwestern National Bank of
Minneapolis.
NPA

BOOKLET
Outlines Materials Plan
ANSWERS to questions about the
National Production Authority's
Controlled Materials Plan are published in a booklet announced last
week by NPA following a series of
educational meetings for businessmen. Free copies of the booklet,
titled "80 Questions and Answers on
the Controlled Materials Plan,"
may be obtained from NPA in
Washington or Dept. of Commerce
field offices.
NPA announced Thursday that
Frank H. Hayes Jr., of the NPA
staff, had been appointed director
of the Copper Division, of which
he has been acting director.
Harry L. Erlicher, vice president of General Electric Co. in
charge of purchasing and traffic,
has been named special assistant
to Undersecretary of the Army
Archibald S. Alexander. He will be
in charge of Army procurement
and production.
NPA last week tightened controls over aluminum, copper and
other scarce metals used in such
items as radio and television sets.
Because some large manufacturers
are said to have acquired larger
quantities of these metals than
small firms, NPA directed that
effective July 1 assembly manufacturers will have percentage
limits on quantities they may use.
NPA disclosed Thursday that it
is preparing to order rationing of
nickel for industrial purposes.

BAB Chicago Office
LEE HART, assistant director of
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau,
has opened offices in Room 810 of
the 612 N. Michigan Ave. Bldg. in
Chicago. She will service agencies,
broadcasters and advertisers in the
area with the bureau's aids and
developments.

RADIO-TV TAX
Requested Again by Snyde
TREASURY Secretary John Sny
der last Thursday asked the Sen I
ate Finance Committee to reim 1
pose boosts
the administration's
requesj
for
in radio and televisio;
set excises when it draws up it i
version of the tax bill.
The House Ways & Means Com
mittee dropped the proposed in
creased excises, from 10 to 25%
on radio and TV receivers at th !
manufacturing level, while writin:
its
tax bill in May
• Telecasting,
May [Broadcastin
28].
The House has passed the ta:
measure since. It calls for th
raising of $7.2 billion in increasec
taxes — personal, corporational, am
certain excises but minus the radio
TV boost.
However, President Trumai
wants Congress to pass the ful
$10 billion raise in taxes that hi
had requested earlier in the year
As part of this request, Secretar;
Snyder renewed the administratioi
plea for greater excises on radio
TV sets as well as a number o
other electrical appliances.
Secretary Snyder warned that i
the Senate does not act quickly ti
raise the level of taxation the reve
nue hike will be too late to offse
increased government expendi
tures.
It was predicted last week tha
the Senate may act to knock ou
of the House version its provision:
which toughen the excess profit:
tax act. Under the House bill, th<
effective excess profits tax rate oi
all companies would go up to 8291
from the existing 77% with thi
ceiling on the total take from any
company's
62% to 70%.earnings boosted fron
WU OPERATORS
Walkout Threatened
NEGOTIATIONS were still ir
progress
lastthe
Friday
in an attempts prevent
nationwide
strike
today (July 2) against Westen
Union by the Commercial Tele j
graphers Union (AFL). The unior
represents company employes!
throughout the country with the
exception of New York City where
4,000 workers are members of the
independent American Communica
tions Assn. A 25% wage increase]
is sought.
Many radio stations currentK
broadcast play-by-play reconstruc
tions of baseball games, based orj
wire
originated
Unionreports
operators
in the byballWesten
parks r'<
Baseball

Post

JUSTIN MILLER, NARTB boa re
chairman and former Federal
judge, said Thursday in Los Angeles that he had not been contacted for the job of baseball commissioner. Judge Miller was told
on his arrival at his Los Angeles
home that the Dayton (Ohio) Daily
News had carried an item stating
he wastion" forgiven
"seriouspost.
considerathe baseball

BROADCASTING
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Heller Urges Senate Okay,
ABA's Letter Disclosed
BID
(ENNOCK
:I?EEDY Senate confirmation of FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock's nomiition for the federal bench in New York's southern district was urged
uesday by Rep. Louis B. Heller (D-N. Y.).
The congressman's strong appeal came as full contents of the Ameri;.n Bar Assn.'s letter opposing the *
opointment was disclosed. The York State Bar Assn., reportedly
ar's letter asked the Senate Ju- has informed the Senate commitciary Committee, which must
tee, headed by Chairman Pat Mcinsider the nomination for Senate
Carran (D-Nev.), that it is investimfirmation, to defer consideration
gatingIt has
Comr. Hennock's
tions.
not filed aqualificaformal
t least until after July 15 [Bkoad's letter
iSTiNG • Telecasting, June 25]. recommendation.
At his news conference Thursday
The American Bar Assn. Burns,
resident Truman said he would
was signed by Howard J.
of Cleveland, chairman of the
Miss Hennock's nomwithdraw
>tation
because of bar association
ABA's standing committee on the
^position. Bar associations have
Federal Judiciary.
oposed nominees before and they
Mr. Burns said that after "inave been confirmed, he said, but
vestigation ofthe qualifications of
e would prefer to have their apthis
candidate,"
the committee
roval rather than their objection
found it necessary "to oppose the
i nominees.
of this nomination."
In a statement printed in the confirmation
As did the New York City bar, in
ongressional Record, Rep. Heller its letter to the Hill group, the
lid President Truman made an
ABA unit recalled the city bar's
excellent choice" of a "loyal Amerrejection of Comr. Hennock when
■an, a fair-minded citizen, and a she was being considered for a
apable official, who has always had
ie interests of the people and the judgeship appointment in 1949.
"Our present investigations have
•elfare of the nation close at indicated
that there is no change
eart."
in
that
situation,
but, on the conHe said Comr. Hennock has
trary, we believe this candidate is
arved on the FCC with "great totally unqualified to be a United
istinction" and that service on the
States district judge," the letter
ench "will prove to be of great said.
redit and honor to the judicial
As reported in Broadcasting •
Telecasting a week ago, the ABA
\ iystem in New York."
"a asked hearings "be commenced
shownites
Comr.
jeen
graspHennock
of thosehasprerequis
some time after the 15th of July"
Much are so necessary for judicial because
the southern district court
ffice — tolerance, understanding,
"is
about
to commence its summer
ympathy, a sense of righteousness,
recess and particularly in view of
nd an appreciation of the rights the fact that other professional
f all citizens," Rep. Heller said. engagements will keep me [Mr.
Cites Editorials
Burns] involved until the 15th of
Rep. Heller cited two editorials
n the nomination, by the New York
July . . ."
)aiiy News June 14 and the WashiRADIO-TV ADV.
ngton Star June 17. The News
! aid it held "no brief for or against
Newspapers' Problem Grows
liss Frieda Hennock . . . but it
GROWTH of radio and television
eems to us that the bar association
f the city of New York is acting
advertising by "leaps and bounds"
pretty unfairly and stuffily in this adds to the newspaper publisher's
problem of how to keep in busilase."
ness, Rep. Charles A. Wolverton
The paper noted "no explanation
(R-N. J.) said last week.
s given by the bar association as
According to the Congressman,
0 why it thinks the lady unquali,ied. It seems that this is an old "the increasing cost of Canadian
together with the compe'f>ar association custom — merely to newsprint
tition of the radio and television,
lap an all-out blackball on any
constitutes a real menace to the
udgeship nominee the group
loesn't want confirmed, and refuse newspaper industry."
". . . The income receivable by a
; o The
go into
Stardetails."
scored failure of the publisher cannot in general be exar to "specify its objections pend- becomespected toeven
increase,"
said. "This
more hecertain
when
ng Senate hearings on the appointit
is
realized
that
advertising
rates
ment ... it is only fair to Miss
must be kept at a figure that can
Jennock to point out that her
successfully meet the competition
;ervice as the first woman member
of the FCC has been such as to of radio and television advertising.
nerit Presidential reward. And if The latter forms of advertising
ler FCC service is any criterion
have grown by leaps and bounds."
Rep. Wolverton is a member of a
)f her abilities, she ought to make
House Interstate Commerce sub1 good judge."
committee that is studying newsBoth editorials referred to oppoprint costs and supply. He alluded
sition expressed publicly and to the
Senate Judiciary group by the
to the latest casualty in the newsVssn. of the Bar of the City of
paper world, the sale of the St.
Louis Star-Times to the St. Louis
Mew York [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18].
Pist-Dispatch [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, June 25].
Still another group, the New
JROADCASTING
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PROMOTION
PROM

HERE

HELEN

10

GONE

When you're advertising on
RMBS . . . YOU KNOW IT.

LAS VEGAS •KIAS-CBS

And so do your customers.
We tell them with newspaper
ads, car cards, billboards,
Shaded area around
Salt Lake indicates
market now covered by
television - COMPARE.

direct mail, promo-spots and
personal visits with the retailer
by 175 RMBS salesmen.

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

BROADCASTING
SALT LAKE CITY

SYSTEM

REPRESENTED BY

GEO.

P.

HOLLINGBERY
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BEAMED

PROGRAMMING

OCCASION for this gathering was the
of Omaha, of the 1951 NRDGA award
show on KOIL. Left to right are Sam
Byron Head, emcee of the program, and

award to Philip's Department Store, f
for the Good Morning From Philip's
and Henry Greenberg, store owners;
Bill Newens, manager of the station.

»»»»»»»»»»
Earns

ED programming is
BEAMvin
pro g the answer to the
problem of successful radio advertising for many department stores.
Reports from widely separated
markets in the midwest and far
west all agree that results are
proving more than satisfactory.
The following are typical:
$ Leonard Bros., of Fort Worth,
finds radio fills one of the most
important functions in its advertising program. One campaign, for
the lingerie department, brought a
22% increase in sales, the department manager told KFJZ Ft.
Worth.
# Weinstock-Lubin & Co., Sacramento, Calif., has found that radio does a fine job. For years it
has carried a heavy schedule on

Accolades

From

KFBK Sacramento.
0 Philip's Department Store of
Omaha says its programs on KOIL
Omaha are doing a "wonderful
job" of general merchandising and
establishing institutional good will.
® In Tulsa, Montgomery Ward's
catalog office has found spots on
KTUL Tulsa so effective that it
has
tising.discontinued newspaper adver-

day sales of
FROM
$195.26 openin
to a gyearly volume of
$30 million is an almost incredible
success story but those are the facts
recorded by the ledgers of Leonard
Bros., Fort Worth.
Aggressive advertising played an
important part in that record and
radio was one of the most important facets of that advertising.
At present the store uses the

More

Department

6:30-7:30 a.m. wake-up program
six days a week; 10 p.m. news
seven days a week; 11 p.m.-l a.m.
six days a week, and 60 spot announcements per week — all on
KFJZ. In addition Leonard's uses
three 5-minute news programs per
day, Monday through Saturday, on
KXOL and one hour per day, six
days per week and three spots per
day, six days per week on KCNC.
In television Leonard Bros, uses
WBAP-TV Ft. Worth 12:45-1 p.m.,
five Tuesday.
days per week, and 8:30-9 p.m.
on
The store's first radio venture
came in 1930 when it initiated a
Sunday morning program on KFJZ
urging regular church attendance
and featuring old hymns. These
first programs used no commercial
tie-ins — not even the store's slogan.
Favorably impressed with the
results, store executives ventured
into a single high school football
broadcast on the station. Its success was immediate and resulted
in a schedule of high school sportscasts which has continued for 21
years. This schedule continued on
KFJZ until four years ago when
network problems made it necessary for that station to give it up.
The program now is heard on
KXOL.
Deciding to expand their sched-

Stores

ule after these initial ventures
Leonard's hit on the western and
"hillbilly" type programming as
of particular interest to its customers. The store employed the disc
jockey technique and put the show
on from a central point in the
store. Full use was made of store
personnel and department heads
and money-saving specials of the
day were featured. Called Shopping at Leonard's, the show filled
an hour in mid-morning and another hour in mid-afternoon, Monday through Friday on KFJZ.
Western Musical Show
Presented Seven Days Weekly
After three years the disc jockey
show was shelved in favor of a
western group under the wing of :
Mark Williams, an early day NBC
star. Mr. Williams and his western
band built up a good following. The
program was presented seven days
a week on KFJZ, featuring western
ballads on week-days and hymns on

EFFECTIVE use of radio through
KFBK Sacramento is credited with
doing a sales job by executives of
Weinstock-Lubin and Co. of that city.
Here (I to r). Advertising Manager
Max Murphy and Sales Promotion
Director John Stuart, both of the department store, study the KFBK
program schedule.
JOHN ESAU, vice president and general manager of KTUL Tulsa, which
is carrying a successful spot campaign for Montgomery
Ward's
catalog
office in Tulsa.
BROADCASTING
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•Unday. This feature continued for
i ore than two years.
' Leonard's has constantly expand1 radio advertising and has tried
fearly every kind of program. It
ks also taken full advantage of
ioots on all available stations. Durjig the war the store sponsored a
ake-up program from 6:30-7:30
m. on KFJZ with chit-chat by
leorge Erwin six days a week. The
rogram featured popular recordings and a 15-minute news sumnary at 6:45. Appealing to a rural
3 well as a city audience there
ere frequent weather forecasts
gnd temperature readings,
j In the evening the department
:ore followed through to "put 'em
j bed" with a 10 o'clock news
Dundup on KFJZ. About five
lonths ago, with defense plant acvity stepping up, the store began
n 11 p.m.-l a.m. recorded show
nth Blanchard McKee as m.c.N to
ppeal to night workers and late
ight drivers.
, As a test of the listeners to this
(rogram, KFJZ on Valentine's Day
ffered a free box of candy on a
ingle announcement a little after
lidnight. The station received
lore than 1,200 requests for the
andy. Another feature of the proram is a standing Friday night
rift of $25 in merchandise to a
ame selected from those writing
i to the "Listeners Club."

Sacramento Junior College and
featured news of students and their
activities.

ule.
in Fort Worth carries a heavy radio
LEONARD'S modern department store
scried
show on WBAP-TV.
Of the Leonard's advertising
budget 11% goes into radio and
television. About 68% of this
budget goes into radio and the rest
to TV. Over 50% of the radio
budget is spent on KFJZ.

ed"
"beam
R believ
THEramm
ANOprog
ing eris inWeins
tockLubin & Co. of Sacramento. Established in 1874, this progressive
store does over $8 million gross in
a city of 135,000.
"Radio does a fine job for us in
keeping our name before the public," says Lawrence Ellis, president.
"We have used radio as an institutional advertising medium and,
more important, we have used radio
to do a strictly merchandising job.
We have had some very excellent
sales results from it."
The firm's radio schedule includes
a 7 a.m. newscast, six days a week,
The World Today: This is followed
by a five-day-a-week 7:15 a.m. program, The Sporting Extra. At 4:45
p.m., Monday through Friday, the
store presents The Adventures of
Scooter. Saturday the store sponsors ABC's No School Today. All
of these programs are on KFBK.
The 7 a.m. program features a
review of spot morning news and
includes commercials spotlighting
Weinstock's downstairs store and
general merchandise for the whole
family. The Sporting Extra is handled by KFBK's manager of sports
and special events, Tony Koester,
who has a wide following for his
broadcasts of the Pacific Coast
League baseball games. Commercials feature the men's department.
The Adventures of Scooter promotes merchandise from the
Youth's Center. The story is about
a modern good fairy whose antics
have a strong appeal for all age
groups. Locally written the show
is voiced by KFBK staff announcer
Bert Barry. The program has been
endorsed repeatedly by parents and
parent - teacher associations. It
ranks consistently higher than similar Shows in rating surveys.
As an extensive radio user of
considerable experience the firm
has kept a consistent radio policy
of avoiding "scare copy" and has
donated a great deal of radio time
to promote charitable organizations
and cultural events. The friendly,
casual atmosphere which makes
customers feel secure in the store is
projected into the advertising policy.

upports Promotion
)i Special Articles
Leonard's maintains its own raio division within the advertising
epartment. The department f olbDws the "beamed program" technique in seeking to promote paricular lines being pushed in the
tore. As an example a carefully
hought-out campaign on ladies'
ingerie recently brought a 22%
nerease in that department. The
'uyer said "We feel the full credit
■ or this increase belongs to staion KFJZ."
Another promotional job was
lone with an audience participation
•rogram from 8:15-8:45 each mornrig from the cafeteria of the store
<n the interest of getting shopDers
o come to the store earlv. Conests, which are changed often,
eature this program. One used a
Secret Sign" at strategic spots
n the store. If picked contestants
lad seen the secret sign and could
iame the item or items where it
vas displayed they were awarded
nerchandise prizes.
A highly successful radio-nrooted traffic builder was the "Canlle-Car" contest. With a free Buick
is the prize, contestants were asked
0 guess how lone: it would take
1 huge candle to burn to a certain
joint. More than half a million
>eonle took part in the contest.
Leonard's is still experimenting
vith TV. A first try with high
ehool football was not entirely
aiccessful and was dropped. It
hen tried a staff produced program
milt around a musical comedy sitlation which has proved of value.
\t present it has a quarter-hour,
The store management had ini /e-day-weekly daytime shopping
iROADC ASTING
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augurated a technique similar to
that
Joske'swere
of Texas
beforestudied
NAB bystudies
made
there.
From time to time special promotions are publicized through the
"saturation" technique of spot announcements. During these periods
the store often buys most of the
available time on KFBK for a
three or four day period.
In the years it has used radio,
Weinstock's has sponsored various
institutional programs including
ABC's co-op, America's Town Meeting of the Air, and MGM's Theatre
of the Air. Last winter it presented Information Please on Sunday afternoon. For a number of
years the store sponsored a school
program called The Campus Reporter which was voiced by the
store's personal representative at

found's radio
istment
Store has
adDepai'
Philip
IN Omaha
ising
all
to advert
mirably, suited
of its lines.
The store, owned by Sam and
Henry Greenberg, has used radio
for the past 13 years. During that
period the store volume has increased from $300,000 to more than
$2.5 million. "Radio has been a big
factor in this increase," according
to Sam Greenberg. His brother,
Henry, says "Whether it be leader
item advertising, general merchandising or institutional good will,
KOIL has done and is doing a wonThe store's
present radio format
derful job."Three
includes:
15-minute programs, 6:45-7 a.m. Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, Good
Morning
Philip's; three
8:15 a.m. From
news programs,
both on8KOIL. On KBON two 15-minute
programs are beamed toward the
South Omaha area. Called South
Omaha Salute, the program features polka music, requests and
dedications.
Philip's Department Store came
into being in 1915, when Philip
Greenberg, its founder, Saw the
need for a progressive store in the
fast-growing livestock and indus(Continued on page 75)

ARTHUR GODFREY talks to
millions of houseivives over WJR
Monday thru Friday.

~t£&K,

GREAT

VOICE

REATof theLAKES
* WJR OETROII
50,000 WATTS CLEAR
CHANNEL • CBS
Radio — America's Greatest
Advertising Medium.

Represented nationally by Petry
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COMMENT

CA

VA

A

QUEBEC?

How are things in Quebec ? Never better, thank you ! Business
is good! Sales were never higher. Before you send your sales
force to sell in Quebec, paste these facts and figures in their
chapeaus:
1. Quebec's four million population is 82% French-speaking.
2. It's a big and lucrative market — 22.4% of Canada's retail
sales are made in Quebec. Effective buying income is 24.5%
of the Canadian total.
3. Quebec families are larger than the average for Canada — 4.4
persons per family as compared to the national average of 3.9.
4. The Quebec family is a "home-loving" family — finding much
of its entertainment in the home. It likes to listen to its own
French-speaking radio shows, its own stories, its own announcers and commentators. Radio means more in Quebec
than anywhere else in the world.
5. The distribution of printed material is substantially less than
average in Quebec. Radio, in some areas, is the sole means
of communication.
6. In Quebec, you sell 'em when you tell 'em — tell 'em in their
own language — thru the most effective medium. In Quebec,
that medium is radio.
Like any worthwhile marketing area in Canada, Quebec presents
individual problems to the salesman. Your advertising will pay
off only when you know these problems and draw the only logical conclusion:
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"

A message from the 103 member stations of the Canadian Association ofBroadcasters whose voices are invited into over 3
million homes every day.

Canadian

Association

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West.
Toronto.

TOP EXECUTIVES involved in the reorganization of ABC into four division:
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 25] are (I to r): Ernest Lee Jahncke
named vice president for the Radio Network Division; Alexander Stronacl
Jr., vice president for the Television Network Division; Slocum Chapin, vice
president for Owned TV Stations and Televsion Spot Sales, and James
Connolly, vice president for Owned Radio Stations and Radio Spot Sales
The reorganization, announced by ABC President Robert E. Kintner, become;
effective today (Monday).
functions casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJune 25].
ABC CHANGES
Promote Three Executives
PROMOTION to new positions in
ABC research and sales development of Dean Shaffner, Don Coyle
and Eugene Accas was announced
by Oliver Treyz, director, last week
on the
heels
of ABC'sradio
reorganization move
separating
and TV

SCHEDULE
SHIFT
ABC Realigns Morning Shows
ABC will realign its morning radio
schedule to feature a full hour of
daytime serials, Leonard Reeg,
radio programs vice president, announced last week in New York.
Effective today (Monday) the
network's morning schedule will
feature: 10:45, Modern Romances;
11, Romance of Evelyn Winters;
11:15, David Amity; 11:30, to be
ney.
announced;
and 11:45, Lone Jour"This basic change in the network's programming policy," Mr.
Reeg said, "has resulted from long
study of the ability of time-tested
programs such as these to attract
and hold large audiences over long
periods of time. Our network has
experimented with various types of
programs during this segment of
the broadcast day and we believe
that this type of coordinated program presentation is the best way
for a mass medium to attract a
mass audience."
The empty 11:30-11:45 slot will
be filled with "an outstanding daytime serial of proven strength and
listener appeal which will be integrated into the new morning hour
of radio presentations,"
the that
announcement said. It added
negotiations were going on for
Portia Faces Life, now on NBC.
Saying the new serials had
"proved themselves to be the leaders in their field," and that in presenting them "ABC is joining
forces with some of the outstanding
experts in this field," Mr. Reeg
indicated the network might further
expand the time devoted to such
programs.
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Mr. Shaffner, a sales presentation department writer, will be
manager of the television sales department; Mr. Coyle, manager of
the network research department,
and Mr. Accas, manager of radio
sales development.
Mr. Shaffner, who joined the network in 1949, previously managed
radio and television research for
the Biow Co., New York, for five
years. Earlier he was associated
with the Crossley and Hooper organizations.
Mr. Coyle, before joining ABC
in 1950, was in the credit analysis
and new business development de
rartment of the Commercial Bank
& Trust Co.
Mr. Accas has been a writer in
the NBC sales presentation de
partment, and earlier was assistant
account research supervisor for
Foote, Cone & Belding.
The appointments fallowed the
preceding week's reorganization of
ABC into four divisions.
SELLING DRIVE
WCAU Unveils New Programs
IN the belief that "radio is still the
advertiser's best buy," Joseph T.
Connolly, vice president in charge
of radio for the WCAU Philadelphia stations, has announced a
drive "to sell radio next fall as it
has never before been sold in PhilOpening gun of the drive was
the announcement of new package
adelphia."
snows and programs tailored to
specific advertisers. WCAU said it
pians to center many of its new
programs around prominent Philadelphians to add to community interest.
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iAAA

ROSTER

Standing Committees Set
iAIRMEN and vice chairmen for
51-52 of 12 national AAAA
anding committees, including
uiio and Television Broadcasting
jramittee Chairman Frank G.
Ivernail of BBDO, New York,
id Vice Chairman Vernon L. Moreck of Winius-Brandon Co., St.
)uis, were announced by Louis
. Brockway of Young & Rubicam,
AAA board chairman, in New
ork last week.
: Also appointed were Radio and
television Production Chairman
'alter Craig of Benton & Bowles,
iew York, and Vice Chairman R.
Scott of Schwimmer & Scott
sc., Chicago.
Other appointees included AAAA
saminations for Advertising Comittee Chairman S. H. Giellerup of
arschalk & Pratt Co., New York,
id Vice Chairman Thomas F. Coniy of Thomas F. Conroy Inc., San
5(ntonio; Agency Administration
hairman Walther Buchen of The
Tuchen Co., Chicago, and Vice Chairijan D. C. Stewart of Kenyon & Eckardt, New York; Business Papers
hairman H. E. Cassidy of The Mcarty Co., Los Angeles, and Vice
hairman (to be appointed); Governent, Public and Educator Relations
hairman William Reydel of Cuningham & Walsh Inc., New York,
id Vice Chairman A. W. Seiler of
ihe Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee;
iagazine and Farm Papers Chairman
uy Richards of Compton Advertisiig Inc., New York, and Vice Chairan E. Ross Gamble of Leo Burnett
o., Chicago; Mechanical Production
hairman George B. Dearnley of Mcann-Erickson, New York, and Vice
hairman E. Thomas McBreen of J.
-'alter Thompson Co., Chicago; Meia Relations Chairman H. H. Dobbereen of Benton & Bowles, New York,
nd Vice Chairman E. E. Sylvestre of
nox Reeves Adv. Agency, Minneaplis; Newspapers Chairman H. H.
Cynett of The Aitkin-Kynett Co.,
hiladelphia, and Vice Chairman John
.'. Jackson of Anderson & Cairns Inc.,
pew York; Outdoor and TransportaSANK
KRNO

tion Advertising Chairman J. J.
Hartigan of Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, and Vice Chairman Milton L.
Kiebler of Benton & Bowles, New
York; Research Chairman D. E. Robinson of Price, Robinson & Frank,
Chicago, and Vice Chairman Fred B.
Manchee of BBDO, New York.
AAAA Operations Committee announced a fortnight ago includes
Henry M. Stevens, J. Walter
Thompson Co., in charge of personnel; Earle Ludgin, Earle Ludgin
& Co., Chicago, in charge of research; John P. Cunningham, Cunningham & Walsh, New York, in
charge of ethics; and B. C. Duffy,
BBDO, New York, in charge of
relations.
Also announced were Committee
of Board on Press Relations, including Chairman Lawrence L.
Shenfield, Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, New York; Gordon E.
Hyde, Federal Adv. Agency, New
York; and E. E. Sylvestre, Knox
Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.

DAY

HADACOL
CANCELS
Revising Radio Copy
LeBLANC Corp., Lafayette, La.,
making and marketing Hadacol
tonic, has ordered stations on its
schedule to discontinue all announcement and programs and has
tacitly admitted negotiations are
under way for sale of the company
[Closed Circuit, June 25].
In a letter "to all radio stations,"
George Dupuis, director of radio
advertising, observed the company
is "in the process of revising all
of our advertising at this time because we are not satisfied with the
effectiveness of our present copy.
It will be approximately 30 days
before this new copy is approved
and transcriptions processed. Every
effort is being made to have this
material available at the earliest
Mr. Dupuis said there is nothing
opportunity."
definite in rumors that several of-

fers have been made to buy LeBlanc Corp. "Should such a sale
be consummated," he continued,
"the corporation will continue under virtually the same management
and the same promotional and merchandising methods employed in
the past will continue."
HUNTINGTON OUTLET
WGSM Plans Aug. 1 Opening
WGSM Huntington, L. I., N. Y.,
plans to start operation approximately
1 kw independent onAug.
7401. kcThe
is managed
by
Edward J. Fitzgerald.
Jack Ellsworth, formerly with
WHIM and WFCI Providence and
WVNJ Newark, has been named
program director. Other staff members include Lee Fremault, formerly
with WBZ Boston and WFCI Providence; Walt Neiman, from WDEM
Providence, and Ted Withall, who
has been with Hollywood stations.

*»<wa„ >°-

Airs Bank's Opening

'HE staid offices of the newlyormed Fontana National Bank became studios of KRNO San Ber; ardino, Calif., when the station
clped publicize the bank's opening

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

DETROIT

DALLAS
. . •>';
Officers of,
the new bank decided
]ayv
hey wanted something new in- the
ATLANTA
■'ay of an opening. Arrangements
tfere made with KRNO to bro'adCHARLOTTE
ast directly from the bank during
he entire opening day.
ST. LOUIS
KRNO's disc-jockeys, staff anMEMPHIS
ouncers and program director
noved en-masse to Fontana. RegSAN FRANCISCO
ilar commercials were carried and
nterviews were conducted with
LOS ANGELES
.ank visitors. R. N. McCook, bank
nesident and manager, reported
'ery satisfactory results.
1ROADCASTING
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SET

Radios Up 3% in May
Telesets Fall 28%

PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION of radio receivers increased B% in May, compared to
April, whereas TV set output fell off 28% for the month and 54%
below the monthly average during- the first quarter of this year, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Figures apply to both member
and non-member companies. ★
May radio production totaled 1,- manufacturers; 2,580,935 to pro372.609 sets compared to 1,337,042
ducers of other electronic devices;
in April and a first-quarter aver8,113,122
for replacements; 1,930,age of 1,411,866 sets. TV . output
983 for export, and 261,353 sold to
in May totaled 339,132 sets comgovernment agencies.
pared to 469,157 in April and a
Radio-TV output during the first
first-quarter monthly average of five months of 1951 is shown in the
733,223.
table below.
FM production constituted 12 1 ,
of the May home set output, or 75,337 receivers. Another 15,679 FM
Population Increase
circuits were turned out in the form
of TV sets with audio circuits tunTOTAL population of the United
ing the FM band.
States, including armed forces
Sales of radio receiving tubes overseas, was about 153,900,000 as
fell off in May, totaling 34,074,356
of May 1, 1951, according to Roy
compared to 35,883,627 in April. V. Peel, Director of the Census.
Total number of tubes sold in the The figure represents a gain of
first five months of 1951 was 188,- 2,768,000, or 1.8%, over the estimate for April 1, 1950, according
235,226. Of May tube sales, 21,187,963 were sold to radio-TV set to Mr. Peel.
Radio-TV Output for Five Months 1951
Television
Home Radios
Portables
780,410
645,716
75,294
795,377
679,319
February
79,859
147,037
874,634
March (Five Weeks)
1,027,745
644,527
469,157
April
150,494
339,132
164,171
May
604,904
TOTAL
616,855
3,007,958
3,852,963

Auto Sets
346,799
437,779
545,297
542,021
603,534
2,475,430

HOME
RECEIVERS
Three Firms Cut Output
CUTBACKS in production of home
television and radio receivers and
full-scale output of government
electronic equipment had been announced last week by RCA and
Philco.
In addition, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. said that government regulations may reduce its
output as much as 50^.
RCA said it would cease production of home television receivers
in its Camden plant, and in the fall
would begin manufacturing radar
and other electronic equipment for
the armed forces.
Production of home TV receivers
will continue, however, in an RCA
plant in Indianapolis. Another
plant, at Bloomington, Ind., still is
making receivers but also has been
making electronic equipment.
Philco President William Balderston explained that "While Philco
will continue full-scale production
on automobile radios, and all strategic government equipment . . .
its home radio and television production will be temporarily curThe Philco executive said that
the move was necessary to balance
tailed."
inventory with sales, starting the
latter part of this month (June).
"In addition," said Mr. Balderston, "the entire capacity of Philco's Philadelphia Plant 50 will be

made available to the government j
and for production of high priority i
marine, aircraft and ordnance
Charles Robbins, Emerson vice
president for sales, said that to I
equipment."
"best
utilize the material now |
available for the manufacture of
civilian receivers" his corporation
had decided to concentrate for
1952 on a few basic chassis and a
limited number of models.
Mr. Robbins announced a series
of regional dealer meetings to be
tives.
conducted by field sales representa-

Kaufman

SEVEN
first
placewonawards
in vari-J.
ous media
were
by Henry
Kaufman & Assoc., Washington, at
the 20th annual conference of National Advertising Agency Network
a fortnight ago in Highland Park,
111. Awards by Kaufman clients
included Arthur Murray Dance
Studios, Washington-Baltimore, for
a TV program, and WMT Cedar
Rapids, for a business paper campaign. Others include:
Peoples
Stores,Farms
institutional
vertising; Drug
Chestnut
Dairy, adTV .
spot campaign; Christian Heurich
Brewingments, andCo..
announceLaurelradio
Race spot
Course,
Laurel,
Md., radio spots. It also was announced
that Mr. Kaufman, managing partner
of ad agency, was elected chairman of
National Advertising Agency Network
steering committee, which will guide
operations in coming year.
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—Benjamin
Franklin

REEVES

CORPORATION
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, N. Y.
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YDE

ON

NARBA

Answers Craig's Criticism
.LL pertinent facts" about the
jrth American Regional Broadest Agreement will be brought
t in hearing before the Senate
nnmittee on Foreign Relations,
clares FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
the current Julius Klein Newster. The bylined article answers
arges made in the May issue
the same publication by Edwin
. Craig, president of National
fe & Accident Insurance Co. and
»ard chairman of WSM Inc.,
ashville [Broadcasting • Tele.sting, May 3]
"The principal and virtually only
>position to the treaty arises from
e Clear Channel Broadcasting
'rvice, a small group which is
mposed of a bare majority of
e Class 1-A stations on the 25
ear channels," writes Comr.
yde. "The other half of the Class
A stations operating on clear
:annels either approve or do not
)pose the agreement."
Four of the six 1-A stations,
hose channels will be shared on
second basis by Cuban operations,
re not opposing the agreement, the
nmmissioner says, pointing out
.at the remaining two of these
ations, members of CCBS, would
■ceive "substantial benefits" under
ieir present operation.
The article says NARBA would

eliminate interference on nine of 15
channels, where such trouble exists,
and maintains that the remaining
six will be afforded protection
"much higher" than that which now
prevails.
Comr. Hyde
contention
that denies
ArticleMr.
44 Craig's
of the
International Telecommunications
Convention provides a vehicle for
settlement of existing interference
problems. The provisions are
"much too indefinite to be effective,"
he contends.
Comr. Hyde admits it would be
"desirable" to have Mexico and
Haiti signatories to NARBA, but
points out that Cuba, rather than
Mexico, has created the most difficult problems to U. S. radio reception. "In any event, how can
the temporary absence as signatories of Mexico and Haiti eliminate the great advantages which
are gained to the United States
from stabilizing our other radio
fronts?" questions the article.
Aid Evaluation
Disclosure of the facts to the
Senate, which must ratify the
agreement, will aid that body in
evaluating NARBA, Mr. Hyde
says. "I am confident that no small
pressure group will succeed by
the use of glittering generalities
in seriously prejudicing the future
of United States radio listeners
and the bulk of United States radio
industry."

AUTO

RADIOS

Owned by 45.5% — Pulse
IN A SURVEY based on 15,000 interviews in 15 major markets during May 1951, The Pulse Inc. found
that 45.5% (4 million of 9 million
families) in the areas owned automobiles with radios.
A similar survey was conducted
by Pulse in January in New York
City,audience
which indicated
a "potential
car
of well over
1 million

ROBERT M. BEER, general manager
of WATG Ashland, Ohio, has arranged an exclusive series with the
noted novelist and columnist, Louis
Brosrifield (r), whose many books include The Rains Came. Wayne
Byers (I), WATG production manager
and sports director, conducts the interviews at the author's farm, Malabar, near Ashland.
Out-of-Home Listening
OUT-OF-HOME listening was responsible for a 17% boost in the
New York radio audience during
May, according to a report by the
Pulse Inc., New York. Pulse reported that on the average day
30% of Metropolitan New York
people listened to the radio away
from home. Of these, 58% were
male. Automobile listenership accounted for 53% of the out-of-home
audience.

families" in the metropolitan area.
Figures for the individual markets were:
Families
With
Metropolitan Area
Car Radios
Atlanta
71,100
Birmingham
66,700
Boston
288,200
Buffalo
138,400
Chicago
716,700
Cincinnati
130,900
Detroit
501,900
Los Angeles
857,900
Minneapolis-St. Paul
171,800
New Orleans
81,300
Philadelphia
301,600
Richmond
43,600
St. louis
234,800
San Francisco
350,100
Washington, D. C
151,200
KATY

Joins ABC

KATY (formerly KMNS) San
Luis Obispo, Calif., operating on
1340 kc with 250 w, has become a
bonus affiliate of ABC. The station
is licensed to and operated by San
Luis Broadcasting Co., Morden R.
Buck and John R. Rider are coowners, with the latter also general manager.

99

As

X

Good
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As

His

Tools!

will find the best in recording apparati comes

from the Reeves Soundcraft Laboratories. Magnetic
tape with ten distinct features that contribute to its

Soundcraft tape is made in all types and
lengths to accommodate all tape recorders.

higher efficiency and fidelity; an assortment of recording
discs to answer every requirement — a sensational line
backed by the greater integrity and experience of the

Soundcraft recording discs available in a
variety of sizes, single and double face.

Reeves name, for twenty years a foremost manufacturer
of recording and electronics accessories.

tEEVES—

"20

YEARS

WITH

SOUND

RECORDING

MEDIA"

Export— Reeve* Equipment Corp., 10 East 52nd St., New York 22, N. Y.
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Those
editorial

A

New

Medium

4

Is Born

THE SPEED that animates the broadcast arts
was significantly demonstrated last week. CBS
introduced regular color television. This week
commercial television observes its tenth anniversary.
More than a generation elapsed before color
motion pictures were developed — and they are
still sparse. Magazines have offered full color
for about the same span. Newspapers — after
200 years — are just entering the color field.
Without belaboring the issue of compatible
versus incompatible, or dot sequential versus
field sequential, the reality of color television
is evident. It is acceptable, feasible and practical. It is CBS color today. There doubtless
will be a compatible system — admittedly desirable. But on June 25 a new medium was
born.
The biggest plus for video color however, is
the economic factor. Technically, it costs little
more to produce live TV color than it does
black-and-white. There may be factors of production, lighting and rehearsal that will add
to cost, but these are in no wise comparable
to the production of four colors by letter-press,
rotary newspaper press, or by Technicolor.
Those costs run up astronomically.
That which a few hundred people saw over
the CBS hookup linking five cities on June 25
was good color. Intricate sequences, like the
ballet, were picked up with extreme fidelity.
The commercials — all 16 of them — demonstrated that color TV advertising will deliver
an impact unparalleled in advertising or demonstration.
Thus a new medium has emerged from the
laboratory, and from the fever of almost
acrimonious competition. The brand-name is of
abstract importance in the birth of an art form.
In the months and years ahead there will be
a battle among the color Titans in a new era
of advertising competition. The battle will be
among the magazines, the newspapers and television. As to both economics and impact, .it
would appear that TV enters the affray with
colors flying.
That obvious question. "What about radio?"
The answer is unchanged. Radio is the only
saturation medium. It covers 95% of the American firesides. It is, and, by the very nature
of the medium, will continue to be the cheapest
way of reaching most of the people most of the
time.

Put Up or Shut Up
A COMMITTEE of the American Bar Assn.
now backs up a New York bar group in opposition to FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock for a
Federal district judgeship in New York. Both
say abstractly that Miss Hennock is "unqualified."
Does this Committee represent the view of
the entire association? Many ABA members think Miss Hennock will make an excellent
judge. We think these groups should come out
in the open with their charges or shut up.
Miss Hennock's stewardship as a leading New
York lawyer, and as a public servant would
appear to qualify her for any Federal judgeship hands down.
Page 48
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Credit

Risks
our respects to:

WE have received numerous reports from
stations that have been given bum checks by
a Seattle agency which is notorious for its
cut-rate deals.
Naturally we're sympathetic with stations
that got
but we losses
can't help
that
most
of stuck,
these credit
could feeling
have been
avoided if the stations had been more cautious.
Propositions from unrecognized agencies should
be investigated. Even if the product and copy
are acceptable, the credit standing of the buyer
should be checked.
In such circumstances, it seems to be a good
rule to operate on a cash-on-the-barrel-head
basis until the account or the agency has
established its reliability.

TV's Already Teaching . . .
THE New York Times' series of articles on
television's influence on American life (see
page 56 this issue) is the most comprehensive
job of its kind we've seen and contains invaluable information. No part of it, however,
can be more gratifying to telecasters than the
survey of working educators, a majority of
whom believe that TV is benefitting the children of this country.
We emphasize that these are "working"
educators who are in daily contact with children. Their views are at astonishing odds with
those that have been expressed by higher-level
educators who do their thinking in sanctuaries
remote from the classroom and who have about
the same intimate association with small fry
as do Trappist monks.
The Times turned up some other intelligence that cannot be comforting to those who
have asserted, without adequate research, that
TV is creating a generation of illiterates. The
Times learned that TV was enlarging children's vocabularies and also was stimulating
youngsters to read more books.
We applaud the industry of the Times and
its radio and television editor, Jack Gould, for
doing a craftsmanlike job of reporting an
intricate subject.
. . . And

Will

Teach

More

THE educators who told the New York Times
that they thought commercial television was
already benefitting American children feel
that there is still a bigger TV educational job
to be done. Most of them favor the reservation of television channels for education.
Commercial telecasters have a chance to
make a completely favorable record with these
educators — if the promises of the Ford Foundation grant for educational programming
materialize.
The Ford grant will be forthcoming only if
the telecasters recognize the extraordinary
opportunity it offers and exert their most
serious efforts to develop a workable plan. The
best brains in the field — those trained not only
in practical programming but also academics —
should be assigned to work with the Ford
Foundation on this project.
The success of such a project would elevate
commercial telecasting to a cultural level equal
to that of our greatest universities. Were the
project to fail because of the default of broadcasters, the failure would present the advocates of non-commercial TV with an unanswerable argument.
We are sure that these facts are obvious to
alert telecasters and that the Ford Foundation may appropriate funds in the confidence
that they will enormously enrich the cultural
life of this country.

BARTON

ROBERT

McLENDON

boardT ofMcLEN
the Liberty
chairDON, BroadROBER
BARTONman of the
casting System, entered radio under
turnabout circumstances.
Instead of a son following in his father's
footsteps, Barton McLendon was brought into
radio through his son, Gordon.
Gordon
felt so permitted
strongly the
of radio'
that
his parents
him lure
to withdraw
from study of the law at Harvard U. Barton
and Gordon possess an unusually close fatherson camaraderie. There is little that Barton
would not do for his son. If Gordon wanted a
career in radio, his father would help him.
So Barton in 1946 bought for Gordon KNET
Palestine, Tex. Later Gordon tried unsuccessfully to obtain a job announcing sports at a
Dallas station.
After this disappointment, young McLendon
persuaded his father to finance construction of
a new Dallas station. Thus was born KLIF
Oak Cliff in a Dallas suburb. This was in 1947.
In 1948, Gordon launched major league
broadcasts over KLIF and immediately found
other stations anxious to take the programs.
That was the birth of LBS, which today boasts
some 400 stations in about 40 states, Hawaii
and Alaska. KNET was sold in 1949 and KLIF
is today the only station owned by the McLendons.
While his father serves as chairman of the
LBS board, Gordon actively fills the position
of LBS president.
At 51, Barton McLendon can look back on
a very busy life. Radio is his seventh successful career. There has been little time for play
and today his hobbies are said to consist of
only his work and, of course, his son.
Born in State Line, Miss., March 21, 1900,
Barton was the only child of Maggie and
Jefferson Davis McLendon, who are still living.
He received his formal education from public
schools in Oklahoma and Texas where his
lawyer-father moved a few years after Barton's
birth.
Barton McLendon left high school to start
on his varied business career. His first employment placed him in charge of shipping and
delivering bundles for a laundry company in
Sherman, Tex.
After a year of this, he entered the insurance business, still a young boy. At 20, he
owned one of the largest insurance agencies
in southeastern Oklahoma, with a premium
income of $50,000 annually.
While in insurance, Barton began studying
law at his father's office in Idabel, Okla. His
industriousness was rewarded. He passed the
(Cojitinued on page 50)
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It's America's birthday, for one thing — Independence Day.
And for another, it's the birthday of Giuseppe Garibaldi, the father of Italian
independence He was born on July 4, 1807 In his own country he is revered as we revere Washington.
So it is altogether fitting that his statue in New York should stand in Washington
Square. ..uniting the fame of the two great patriots, Washington and Garibaldi, on common ground.

Everywhere you go, in and around New York, you'll find equally apt reminders
of the importance of the Italian-American population of this area. More than 2,000,000
consumers, with a yearly purchasing power exceeding $2,300,000,000, make this
the most important single economic group in greater New York. Both sales research and advertiser
experience show that WOV

is the sole medium you need Jo reach these consumers — and sell them

Let us tell you how inexpensively you can open this door to sales success in the
New York area. You'll profit by seeing WOV's fast-moving new sound film,
"Three Million People." We'll bring it right to your office!
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(Continued from page 48)
bar, sold his insurance business and
joined his father's law firm.
Law was interesting but insufficient to contain Barton's drivingenergy. While practicing law, he
became interested in the theatre
business and bought the Idabel
movie-house.
It was typical that one theatre
was not enough for Barton. Soon
he had six small-city theatres.
His father retired from active
law practice in 1930, and Barton
decided to close the law firm and
devote full time to the rapidly expanding theatre chain.
Today there are 25 movie houses
in his Tri-States chain — in Oklahoma, Texas and Louisiana.
In 1918, Barton married Jeanette
Eyster,
of Los
he'd
met when
she Angeles,
visited whom
her sister
in Oklahoma. Mrs. McLendon works
side by side with her husband,
trying
make sure he doesn't
overworkto himself.
In addition to Gordon, the couple
has a daughter, Mrs. Lester L.
May, also of Dallas.
Although Barton takes little time
for recreation, he belongs to the
Dallas Country Club, the Athletic
Club, Lakewood Country Club and
is a Shriner.
One would imagine that after
Such a succession of careers, that
Barton would be willing to slow
down. But if ever such a willingness shows itself friends will begin
to worry, because Barton wouldn't
be himself if he wasn't trying to
push forward.
Barton, shoulder - to - shoulder
with his son, is determined to make
Liberty the top network for sports
and news. Does he plan to enter
television? Definitely!
Newsmen to Meet
ANNUAL convention of the Carolina Radio News Directors Assn.
will be held July 27-29 at Ocean
Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Speaker at the July 28 banquet
will be Robert K. Richards, NARTB
public affairs director, according
to F. O. Carver Jr., WSJS WinstonSalem, association president.

L. J. APPELL
WSBA Owner Die
LOUIS J. APPELL, 57, owner i
the Susquehanna Broadcasting C( I
licensee of WSBA-AM-FM Yor I
Pa., died suddenly June 23 at h I
estate near York.
A prominent industrialist ar
banker, Mr. Appell was stricken o 1
the eve of a departure for a summe ll
residence in Maine.
An active Democrat, Mr. Appe I
knew President Roosevelt and er j
tertained President Truman, the
a senator, at his York country,!
estate.

VERY HAPPY at outdoor steak barbecue held on WNAX Yankton, S. D.'s
transmitter grounds, to celebrate station's first day as a CBS affiliate, were,
standing (I to r): Peter Lund, Geoffrey Wage Agency, Chicago; Bob Gardiner
and Bill Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Bob Tincher, WNAX manager;
Roy Miller, Tom Flanagan and Frank Fitzpatrick, Katz Agency; (kneeling).
Art Mertz, Advertising Age; Lew Van Nostrand, WMT; Don Sullivan, WNAX.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 14)
cepted beverage, a part of the dinner menu, and is considered so by
housewives. Women have become
a major factor in the brewing industry with the increased home
consumption of beer, Mr. Gantner
said.
A client who never "buys on
ratings," he tenderly watches over
commercial copy. In sports, for
example — which Meister Brau has
bought extensively — "It's hard to
sell if the audience is high-pitched
and enthusiastic about the game,
because people resent the interAlthough Peter Hand uses both
ference."
radio and TV, "radio has a distinct
advantage, as viewers get tired of
seeing the same faces. When this
happens, they don't bother watching or listening."
In radio,
people's
imagination
sustains
interest
in a
commercial. "It's easier to find
voices that are pleasing than faces
that
good voices."
Mr.match
Gantner,
who told station
men three years ago "you will see
the day when morning time will
become
your Class
A time,"
other brewers
recently
by startled
buying
an early-morning (7:30-7:45) sixa-week show on WBBM Chicago.
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With it "we are reaching an untapped audience with commercials
geared to the time and the composition of listeners."
Peter Hand traditionally has
favored sports and mysteries. In
1946, when BBDO was named its
agency, The Whistler received the
highest ratings of any locally produced program ever broadcast in
the city, reaching a peak Hooper
of 17.2.
Meister Brau's ad manager is a
native Chicagoan, who learned pictorial and scenic design while working for his father, and commercial
art at the Art Institute and Academy of Fine Arts. A speedboat
racer most of his early life, he
joined Peter Hand after encouraging the company to sponsor him
in a Chicago boat show. He made
boat history when his craft's tank
was refueled from an airplane for
the first time. He was hired soon
afterwards as a Peter Hand salesman. As city and sales advertising
manager in 1942, he left to join the
Army engineers and served in the
South Pacific. He returned as a
lieutenant colonel in 1945 to resume duties as ad manager.
Now a Park Ridge suburbanite,
Mr. Gantner's compulsory hobby
is plucking dandelions from his
lawn, for which he attempts to
draft his youngsters, Andy Jr., 12;
Carolyn, 10, and Joanne, 4. His wife
is the former Avelina Bodnar of
Chicago. He is a member of the
Chicago Press Club, Veterans of
Foreign Wars and American
Legion.
Government Procedure
SENATE has passed a bill (S 17)
that would set up a board to study
what rules of practice and procedure should be followed by federal
agencies. In approving the legislation, which now must be passed by
the House, the Senate voted $25,000
for the board to consider judicial
proceedings for the enforcement or
review of agency action [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 25].

Surviving
his widow, thre
th'
former
HelenarePfaltzgraff;
children, Louis Jr., George an
Helen; and his mother, Mrs. Nelli
Appell,
FuneralYork.
and burial services wer
held in York.
VICTORY JAUNT
WDAK Marks Record Sale:
WDAK Columbus, Ga., supplied its
answer to the network rate-cutting
debacle by taking to the air.
Celebrating the most successful
month in WDAK's eight-year history, Allen assembled
M. Woodall,
president,
the WDAK
entire
staff, plus husbands, wives, and
dates, for a two-day vacation titled
"Operation Victory."
Instead of a jaunt to the nearby
hills, staff members were breakfasted and led to the airport where
a chartered airliner flew them 350
miles to Daytona Beach, Fla.,
where a two-day round of entertainment had been arranged.

|
.
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John Calvin Willever
JOHN CALVIN WILLEVER, 86
a pioneer of the telegraph industry, died June 24 following a week j
of illness at his Carrville, N. J.,
home. After a career of 63 years
with Western Union, he had retired as first vice president of the
company in 1943. He continued for
two years thereafter as a director
of Western Union, and at the time
of his death was a director of two
subsidiaries, the American District
Telegraph Co. and Teleregister
Corp. Services were held Wednesday in East Orange, N. J.
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LEE GORMAN, advertising manager WABI Bangor, Me., elected to
board of directors Community Broadcasting Service (WABI). Other
members of the board are HORACE HILDRETH, ex-governor of the
state; MURRAY CARPENTER, manager of WABI; JAMES WHITE,
and GEORGE EASTON.
front o
ffic

e

f|jp
"^LINTON H. FOWLER, assistant manager KUOA Siloam Springs,
Ark., appointed manager KGER Los Angeles. STORM WHALEY
will serve as general manager of Brown Schools radio stations
iUOA-AM-FM and KGER).

CHARD B. RUDOLPH, sales staff WITH Baltimore, appointed general
sales manager. GEORGE SHAFFER,
sales staff, appointed local sales manager. Mr. Rudolph has been a member
of the station's sales force for many
years, and Mr. Shaffer has been with
the station since it began operations.
JOHN W. DOSCHER, account executive WOR New York, to ABC Radio
Spot Sales department, as account
executive.
Mr. Shaffer
"Ir. Rudolph
KOLIN HAGER named general maner of WENT Gloversville, N. Y., effective June 18, to succeed I. F.
2ETSELL, resigned. Mr. Hager's radio career began in 1921 with his
pointment as studio manager and chief announcer of WGY Schenectady,
e General Electric station. Subsequently he became vice president of
e Buffalo Broadcasting Corp., returning to WGY in 1931 as general
anager. In 1946 he became assistant to the president of Sesac Inc.,
;w York, a position he left in 1949 for re-association with General
ectric in its Strategic War Materials Div., where he remained until
s current appointment.
3ANCIS MARTIN Jr. appointed account executive of Blair-TV Inc.,
'. Y., TV stations representatives, effective July 2. Mr. Martin, associated
' r past year with DuMont Television Network as spot salesman, earlier
presented Music Corp. of America in 29 cities. Other experience inudes organization of the Harlem Broadcasting Co., N. Y., and service
WOR New York recording studio sales manager and sales manager
WLCR Torrington, Conn., WATR Waterbury, Conn., and WNAB
:idgeport, Conn. Also he served during 1946-47 as assistant to the
dio department chief of Abbott Kimball Co., New York.
ALTER V. TURNER appointed manager KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.
jr. Turner has been with WAAB and WKRG Mobile, Ala. and has
served with two Fort Industry stations during his 15
years in radio.
JIM McCORD, commercial manager KAYL Storm Lake,
Iowa, appointed general manager, succeeding TOM
SHUMATE, who has resigned to become production
director at KICD Spencer.
RAY TROTTER appointed to sales staff WNJR Newark. He was with station relations staff Progressive
Broadcasting System.

Mr. Turner
EL SCHMIDT appointed local sales manager WAAM
|e was with WITH same city.

(TV) Baltimore.

HOMER GRIFFITH, commercial manager KAFP Petaluma, Calif., to
KBIS-KMAR (FM) Bakersfield, in same capacity.
H. MALCOLM STUART, account executive for American Weekly, to
ABC Radio Network Sales Dept., as account executive.
TOM W. JUDGE, sales staff WBZ-AM-TV Boston, named account executive on television sales staff CBS Radio Sales.
PetAonali

• • •

H. WILLIAM KOSTER, general manager WPJB Providence, presented
citation by Rhode Island Federation of Music Clubs, for series of Musical
Horizons programs presented by station. . . . HARRY MAIZLISH, president and general manager KFWB Hollywood, presented citation for Job
Well Done in field of public service for medium of radio by National
Vocational Guidance Assn., Southern California Branch, June 29.
FLOYD FARR, general manager KEEN San Jose, Calif., appointed
member executive committee, San Jose Chamber of Commerce Advertising Bureau. . . . ROBERT KLEIN, general manager WDAS PhilaUniversity.delphia, has received his Master's degree in Education at Temple
DOUGLASS M. BRADHAM, general manager WTMA Charleston, S. C,
named director Charleston County Tuberculosis Assn. . . . E. J. (Mike)
HUBER, general manager KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, re-elected president
of Advertising Club. . . . TOM DAISLEY, sales representative WIS
Columbia, S. C, named one of "Key Men" by Columbia Junior Chamber of Commerce.
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coverage in Wisconsin. That's why
WKOW
ing buy! is Wisconsin's hottest advertis-

DAM J. YOUNG Jr., N. Y., appointed representative
pr WMIE Miami, Fla. Station will become LBS affilite effective Oct. 2.
1070
Mr. Campbell

Norfolk, Va., has severed connection
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HOT

Blankets the capital and 13 prosperous
counties. Gives you the largest radio

DWIN J. TURNER, chief announcer and director of
;udents, WFUV(FM) New York, Fordham U. station,
ppointed station manager.

ROADCASTING

HEAT!

\ 7KOW-CBS
MADISON,
WISCONSIN

OUGLAS CAMPBELL, general manager WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich.,
ppointed to sales staff WXYZ Detroit. RALPH DAWSON, radio sales
:aff WXYZ, to TV department.

f. A. SEVILLE, manager WCAV
t WCAV.

THE

There's a warm
reception
waiting for your product in America's
NS***
YtSCO... a half-billion dollars' worth of milk checks
richest V
dairyland
that Bossy will earn this year. Get your share of this "moo-la."
Take
advantage
half-millivolt
area.of WKOW's concentrated, low-cost coverage — a

rARD GLENN, announcer-newscaster WIRE Indianapolis, named adv.
lies promotion and public relations director. He succeeds JAMES N.
< aLLINGHAM, resigned.

UY CARON appointed general manager CJNT Queec. He was with CIBR Rimousk'i.

ON

K. C.

Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

WISCONSIN'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION
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CONTRACT
Signed With KNBH

CONTRACTS providing for increases ranging from 22 ' to 40<7f
for directors, assistant directors
and floor managers and KNBH
(TV) Hollywood were signed last
week by Radio & Television Directors Guild. Signing followed nine
months of negotiations between the
s.-uild and NBC and its Hollywood
outlet (KNBH).
Retroactive to Dec. 1, 1950, the
contract covering 12 men extends
to May 31, 1952. It covers minimum payments for workers on local and network shows. Minimum
payment for directors on a network
show is S140 plus commercial fees,
for which no pattern has yet been
set; for assistant directors and
floor managers, sliding scales ranging from $70 to $80 per show on
local shows, and §85 to S100 for
network shows, plus overtime in
both show categories.
The contract further calls for a
five day week, eight hour day plus
overtime compensation for assistant directors and floor managers;
and two weeks vacation with pay
after one year's employment for all
three categories of directors.
The guild currently is negotiating with CBS Hollywood and its
recently acquired outlet KTSL
(TV) for similar contracts. Approximately five men are involved
at the network; about 12 at the
station.

FILM TRANSMISSION
WHAS-TV,
USE of newspaper wirephoto facilities for the transmission of television newsreels is being tested by
WHAS-TV Louisville and Associated Press.
While the technique is in the
early experimental stage, enough
progress has been made to offer
hope that newsreels eventually can
be transmitted by wirephoto equipment. Such a process would offer
a fast and economical means of
compiling daily newsreel programs
for TV, according to Dick Oberlin,
news director of WHAS, who conceived the idea.
First tests were started about six
months ago by H. B. (Goldie) Littell, AP photographer in Louisville,
with the approval of Oliver S.
Gramling, assistant to the general
manager for radio at AP.
In a transmission of a newsreel
strip from one machine to another
in the Louisville AP bureau the
finished product compared favorably with a newspaper wirephoto
of 15 years ago though it showed
scanning lines and was not sharp.
The strip was intelligible, however,
offering hope for marked improvement in quality as experiments
proceed.
The tests have been conducted
with 35mm film since the wire-

HOW
TO
COVEK
A THRIFTY
STATE
Few states have more diversified industries than has
Maine with 1363, not including agriculture and commercial fishing.
People prosper better when their dollars and their
labors are invested in many enterprises.
The Maine Broadcasting System stations serve more
of the homes of Maine's employed men and women
than any other radio group.* They speak regularly
to these thrifty people who know values, buy wisely
and enjoy the good life.
*BMB Study #2

W C S II
Portland

WRDO
Augusta

WLBZ
Bangor

SYSTEM
BROADCASTING
Represented by
Bertha Brnnan
Weed & Company
New England
Nationally
MAINE
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SET
RCA TRADE-INS
Plan Works, Mills Sa |
AP Testing Wirephoto Facilities

Severaltransmitted
frames frommovie
the wirephotofilm.
photo equipment cuts the size of
transmitted photos in half. Actual
size of the delivered strip was
17V2mm, an engineering detail
which the developers believe can
be worked out in view of the almost
universal use of 16mm film by TV
stations.
With the growing demand for
speed in TV newsreels, Mr. Oberlin
believes the process offers hope for
quick and economical compilation
of such programs. He suggested
two cameramen could be assigned
to New York, Washington and Chicago, as key points in a wirephoto
network. These teams could cover
much of the top news of the day,
with each providing two or three
minutes of programming.
Present wirephoto equipment
could handle this volume of traffic
in about 20 minutes. The films
could be put on the wire as late
as 5 p.m. for use on dinnertime
newsreel programs.
BUENOS AIRES PLANS
Station Equipment Ordered
A CONTRACT has been signed toward construction and installation
of the first television station to be
placed in commercial operation in
Buenos Aires. Signers were the firm
of Radio Belgrano y Primera Cadena Argentina de Broadcasting,
and International Standard Electric Corp., an associate of IT&T.
Most of the equipment is being
furnished by Federal Telecommunications Labs Inc., Nutley, N. J.,
IT&T's research associate in the
United States. A 150-foot tower is
now being installed atop a 22-story
building in Buenos Aires to accommodate Federal's new 8-bay triangular loop antenna.

"OPERATION TRADE," a pli
enabling dealers to offer liber]
allowances on small-screen RGj
Victor trade-ins for larger R0
models, has proved very successfi
according to A. B. Mills, genetsales manager of RCA Victor Hoi:
Instrument Dept.
The plan centers around a gua
antee that distributors will pu
chase, from the dealer, each 10-inc
RCA TV set traded in on a ne
RCA set, or will arrange to ha1
it reconditioned by the RCA Servi<!
Co. at a nominal fixed sum if til
dealer wishes to retain it for resalij
( Under the latter plan, all par
except the kinescope and cabin^
are reconditioned.) Mr. Mills sa:
that the TV trade-in market "ha
scarcely been tapped.
There ad
more than 250,000 RCA Victor 1(
inch
receivers. . . . Experience
shows that many of the owneii
. . . welcome the chance to turi
them in on a new, large-screen i»
strument, if offered a liberal trade
in allowance."
ROGELL NAMED
Film Firm Vice Presiden
SID ROGELL, formerly executivl
on the committee in charge cj
studio operations and executive prd
dio
Pictures
ducer,
RKO Inc]
rJ
last week joinel
the merged Offij
cial Film Inc.-J
Productions
opej
Jerry
Fairbanks
ration as vie!
t am
P re si d e nmanage
mk
Wkw in
general
ggj #l|Hj^H
charge o
Mr. Rogell studio operations
According ti
the long-term contract finalized in
New York, Mr. Rogell will be iJ
complete charge of the Official
Fairbanks studios, reporting onh
to Jerry Fairbanks, who is ir
charge of production. His head]
quarters
will be at the firm's Holly
wood
studios.
Immediate plans for the filn
pioneer include working on ex
pansion plans with Mr. Fairbanks)
for the mass production of tele
vision films. Firm has availabli
over $5 million for its planned TV
film production program.
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1,038,750 TV Receivers in Los Angeles area, May 1, 1951
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
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TV'S
10TH
CIA
COMMERCIAL television
was 10 COM
audience a MER
special telecast
of TruthL
or Consequences.
years old yesterday.
On July 1, 1941, four advertisers
The posessors of New York's
4,000 TV sets, their families and
became the first full TV sponsors
their friends on that first day of
in broadcast history by buying
time on WNBT, NBC's video sta- July in 1941 were possibly not as
greatly thrilled at the beginning of
tion in New York. Only that day
had this TV station discarded its sponsored TV as they were by the
11-year old experimental call of new opportunity to choose their
W2XBS and issued television's first program fare from the offerings of
rate card in celebration of its new
three stations. CBS's WCBW,
commercial license.
another pristine call replacing the
experimental W2XAB. and Du(A far cry, this, from last MonMont's W2XWV joined WNBT in
day's inauguration of commercial
offering the New York audience the
color TV just 10 years minus one
first
week later, when 16 advertisers
history.three-way choice in video
joined in sponsoring the afternoon
60-minute colorcast on a five-staRevenue to WNBT
tion CBS video hookup.)
Television's revenue from the
A baseball game between the
sale of time on that first day of
Brooklyn Dodgers and the Philcommercial operation, however, all
adelphia Phillies was the first item
went to WNBT. CBS decided to
on WNBT's schedule for the day, devote its station to program exbut viewers saw first the original
perimentation for the time being
Bulova video time signal, which
and
did
not
begin
to sell time until
was repeated to close the day's
Nov. 1, 1946, when it adopted its
telecasting at 11 p.m. In between,
three other advertisers helped make
present identification of WCBS-TV.
TV history: Sun Oil Co. put the W2XWV continued with expericamera on Lowell Thomas as he did
mental operation until May 2, 1944,
when its commercial license as
his evening newscast on NBC-Blue
WABD became effective.
for the first sponsored simulcast;
Lever Brothers Co. presented
Not that WNBT's first day's take
was anything to rave about — $60
Uncle Jim's Question Bee, and
Procter & Gamble Co. brought the
each for the two evening half-hour

shows,YEA
$30 for R
the quarter-hour
newscast and $12 for the time
signals ($4 daytime, $8 evening)
gave total time sales for the day
of $162. Even if the studio charges
— $90 for the half-hour big studio
programs, $30 for the small studio
quarter-hour and $5 for each spot —
are added in, the aggregate is still
only $382. But after years of no
revenue at all even that small sum
seemed to the TV broadcasters a
long step in the right direction.
They felt also that it was a step
that was long overdue and possibly
too late to do much immediate
good. More than a year before the
Commission had authorized limited
commercial operation for television
as of Sept. 1, 1940,. but that grant
had been promptly withdrawn when
an aggressive sales campaign for
RCA receivers had aroused fears
that TV standards might be prematurely frozen on that company's
system, which was vigorously opposed by some other manufacturers,
notably DuMont. An all-industry
National Television Systems Committee devoted most of 1940 to research and field testing and, early
in 1941, presented to the FCC recommendations that commercial
operation be licensed on what was
practically the RCA system of the

Flanked with his spo-nsor's product, Lowell Thomas did his July 1, 1941,
newscast before the WNBT camera as well as the NBC-Blue
microphone
for the first sponsored simulcast in broadcasting history.

Botany's woolly lamb, whose cartoon antics forecast tomorrow's weather
and depicted the durability of Botany ties, was a familiar character with
19 Ul TV families and friends.

AT

year before. The two major pre
posed changes were from 441-lin
picture definition to 525 lines an
transmission of the aural signal
accompanying the pictures by FS
instead of AM. The Commissio;
accepted the NTSC proposals am
set commercial operation for Jul;
1, 1941, on which date it began.
War Cuts Hours
But war was drawing ever close:
to our shores and already the elec
tronic industry was fully engaget
with defense orders and had littli
material or manpower to devote t<
the production of TV sets to pro
vide circulation for this new ad
vertising medium. When 1942 sav
the commercial operation require
ment for 15 hours of programming
a week cut to four hours for the
war's duration, WNBT and WPTZ
(TV) a Philadelphia—
hadhorn
is- H
sued
rate card askingwhich
$60 an
for its time, day or night, on Sept.
16, 1941, date of its commercial license, were the only time sellers of
the seven U. S. video stations then
in operation.
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, whose
history dates back to 1928, was
in 1941 rebroadcasting many of;
WNBT's programs, including sponsored shows, picked up direct by a
(Continued on page 71)

OHUMRCIAL

COLOR

KKKOFF

CBS

IS INTRODUCED color televiii to commercial broadcasting
it week (see In Review, page
with an hour long program
owed by two half-hours daily,
file the controversy over CBS
jr vs. compatible color of the
type continued undiminished.
Coincident with its color open, CBS accused RCA of trying
"confuse" the public and indusand of resorting to "sheer distion" in the process. CBS also
aierht it noteworthy that Allen
"whose is
opposin DuMont
to colorLabs,
television
well
own," had already been given
sample of RCA's tri-color tube
ile CBS had not, though RCA
d promised samples to all its
jnsees and Columbia too is a
msee.
?BS President Frank Stanton
closed that Peter C. Goldmark,
e president in charge of engimng research and development,
o developed the CBS color sys|n, is in Europe working for
option of the CBS standards
ere. He is in Geneva, conferring
,th the International Radio ConItative Committee
(CCIR), an
visory group of the International
lecommunications Union.
.Dr. Goldmark, President Stan. i reported on the kickoff colorst, is "trying to make sure that
e people of Europe too can en|? this great advance in televi:.n."
Other Demonstrations
RCA meanwhile went ahead with
ans to begin public demonstran of its own system, on an exrimental basis, in New York
xt Monday, while DuMont Labs,
buffed in a last minute attempt
secure FCC postponement of
3S commercial colorcasting
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ne 25], staged its own demonration of the RCA tri-color tube
d also showed newsmen a pickup
the initial CBS color broadcast.
CBS spokesmen estimated that
,000 to 40,000 persons in five
arkets — including "several thound" persons watching on homeolor Debut Confusion
NEAR casualty of the CBS
commercial color debut in
Washington last Monday was
Marie McGrain, chief telephone operator of WTOPAM-FM-TV. Before, during
and after the color telecast
she handled 167 calls from
viewers, many of whom
blamed her for the chaos on
their receivers. They'd read
in the paper they could get
the pictures; why couldn't
they get a picture when they
could hear the sound?; where
do they sell converters?;
that's
and on. a dirty trick, and on
elecasting

On the set as CBS inaugurated commercial color telecasting last week
were (I to r) CBS President Frank Stanton, Arthur Godfrey, Board
Chairman William S. Paley and FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
built color converters — witnessed
Monday afternoon's opening color
show "premiere." The show was
originated by WCBS-TV New
York and fed to a network composed of WNAC-TV Boston,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WMARTV Baltimore, and WTOP-TV
Washington. These stations, except WTOP-TV, also carried
WCBS-TV's daily 4:30-5 p.m. program and all aired the 10:30-11
a.m. color program, which started
Tuesday and Wednesday, respectively, spokesmen said.
In addition to special showings
in each of the five cities carrying
the opening color show, Colortone
Inc., New York, reported more than
400 dealers watched on sets installed in its New York headquarters and Muntz-TV, also in New

York, demonstrated its CBS color
companion set to the public. Colortone officials said they were turning their full facilities over to production of CBS-type adapters and
expected to have 3,000 units in
distributors' hands by last weekend.
CBS Vice President Adrian
Murphyluncheon
reportedforat newsmen
a pre-broadcast
on
Monday that about 20 manufacturers— none of them "major" manufacturers— had approached CBS
for patent licenses to build CBS
color equipment. He also disclosed
that Columbia's newly acquired
Hytron tube division is working
on a tri-color tube, along with
many others in the industry, and
reported that he knew of two
manufacturers who are planning

Show

Received

to offer CBS a tri-color tube.
Color time charges, Mr. Murphy
reported, were worked out last
September and consist, for the
present, of 10% of the then-effective black-and-white card rate. In
New York, this amounts to $250
an hour. Additionally, the advertiser pays program costs and, in
facilities charges, $225 per hour
for studios, etc., as compared with
$275 an hour for black-and-white
productions.
For its initial program, CBS had
what it believed to be the largest
group of advertisers ever to sponsor
a single network broadcast — 16. In
addition, General Mills (one of
Monday's 16) also sponsored the
first broadcast of the regular 4:305 p.m. series, The World Is Yours,
a nature show. The succeedingbroadcasts in this series, and also
the 10:30-11 a.m. show, Modern
Homemakers, were unsold.
Will Help Set Dealers
President Stanton told newsmen
at the pre-broadcast luncheon that
TV introduction
set dealers of
should
the
color."applaud"
It gives
them
"something
new speed
to talkrecently
about"
in their
efforts to
slow sales, he explained, pointing
out that their present black-andwhite inventories can be adapted
internally for reception of color
signals as well as standard monochrome.
He predicted that many new stations in the future will begin
broadcasting in color rather than
black-and-white.
"Far more than just a handful
of stations
will on
broadcast
(Continued
page 60)color,"

Shown
UHF
CONVERSION
THE JOB of converting the average
"These demonstrations make it
clear that owners of VHF television
VHF TV receiver for UHF recepreceivers have nothing to fear
tion will be "relatively simple and
inexpensive," judging by observafrom UHF," according to Mr. Mctions of Glen McDaniel, president of
Daniel. "Manufacturers will be
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., and
ready with simple and relatively
inexpensive conversion equipment
by inspection of a series of converters demonstrated Friday at once the FCC is prepared to issue
Bridgeport, Conn.
construction permits for UHF teleNo present TV set will be made
vision stations."
obsolete by UHF, Mr. McDaniel
UHF Conversion
said.
Reminding
that many VHF set
Under RTMA sponsorship UHF
converters and other reception de- owners may not want UHF reception facilities for some time inasvices were demonstrated for the
much as present VHF services are
benefit of FCC officials, manufacturers and others. The idea was
not slated for curtailment and supply all network programs in many
suggested by FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy, who voiced a desire to see
areas,
added:
even inMr.
areasMcDaniel
which now
have"But
inwhat progress manufacturers have
adequate service and where UHF
made in preparing for the UHF
stations will supplement VHF
services expected in early 1952
under FCC authorization.
telecasting, there is no need for
Eight manufacturers showed
anyone to wait for VHF-UHF combination receivers.
their latest deve^pments in the
Bsrnum and Stratfield Hotels,
"The industry is agreed that
UHF telecasting is satisfactory
Bridgeport. Five Commissioners
and five FCC staff members saw
from a technical point of view and
the demonstrations.
will be a welcome addition to our

Well

at Bridgeport

present limited VHF telecasting
channels. It will make possible a
nationwide telecasting system,
eventually embracing as many as
2,000 TV stations. Consequently,
we look forward to its early entry
into the television field."
Considerable time will be required for any extensive development of UHF telecasting, even
after FCC opens UHF channels
for commercial operation, Mr. McDaniel said. He felt it may be a
long time before UHF stations
are tuft in cities now well served
by VHF outlets.
"Regardless of the timing," he
said, "no present television set
will be made obsolete by the advent
of UHF telecasting. Where UHF
stations are added to present VHF
stations, ample conversion devices
will be available. Meanwhile, anyone who waits for UHF- VHF sets
will be depriving his family and
himself of many hours of enjoyAmong
thosp at
(Continued
on the
pagedemonstra61 )
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TV

BENEFITS

THE NATION'S school officials—
an "overwhelming majority" of
them — think television "is benefitting youngsters in many different
ways and is not having significantly adverse effects."
This contradiction of a favorite
contention of advocates of "pure"
educational TV stations was reported by The New York Times
last week in what was regarded as
one of the most comprehensive
studies of the effects of television
yet undertaken.
The study covered TV effects on
radio, politics, education, sports,
theatres, reading, civic meetings,
retail businesses, and other phases
of the social and economic scenes.
In one of seven articles based
on reportorial studies conducted by
more than 100 Times correspondents, including those in all TV
markets, Times Radio-TV Editor
Jack Gould reported:
"In a remarkable unanimity of
opinion, which undoubtedly will
come as a pleasant surprise to the
television industry, state superintendents of school systems, principals and teachers agree that at
first children may look at the video
screen excessively or neglect other
activities, but that they soon return to their old habits and maintain their scholastic standing. . . .
"Use of television to introduce
children to many personalities,
events and topics to which they
otherwise might not be exposed, a
large number of school officials
said, actually was contributing to
the education of the younger generation, according to correspondents
of The New York Times.
"Improved vocabularies for children in the primary grades apparently was one benefit of TV,
several school officials also observed."
New Educational Tool
The Times study found TV "recognized by educators throughout
the country as a new tool of learning that has vast potentialities
for shaping democracy's future."
But "a preponderance" of educators
were "critical of the cultural quality of today's general run of commercial video programs and a majority favored the reservation of
special TV channels for non-commercial and educational use."
Nevertheless, the study found
educators who see good in some of
the prime targets of the organized
proponents of educational-channel
reservation.
Dr. Phillip Polatin, assistant
clinical professor of psychiatry at
the College of Physicians and Surgeons at Columbia U., was quoted
as saying that cowboy films, despite
general parent disapproval, are
"an excellent outlet" for children's
hostility and aggression. But
another thought TV is leading
children to "confuse violence with
Page 56 • July 2, 1951

CHILDREN

strength, low necklines with feminine ideals, sadism with sex and
criminals and police."
Woolf Colvin, principal of Seward
Park High
Schoolwason described
New York'sas
lower
east side,
seeing TV as a factor which widens
youngsters' experience, though he
also wondered whether it isn't also
withdrawing children too much
from home-work and open-air
play.
The Times noted that a parentteachers organization at Garden
City, Long Island, had come up
with a survey of TV effects which
showed:
EFFECTS
Interests
Beneficial Unchanged Harmful
Intellectual
56.6%
35 %
1.7%
45.4 46.4 4.0
Creative
19.5 64.2 9.6
Recreotional
Despite a number of more critical
appraisals of TV's effects, Chicago's
general superintendent of schools,
Herold C. Hunt, was quoted as
saying that "particularly in the
lower grades, students with television sets seem to be more aware,
have a somewhat larger vocabulary
and seem to have greater sense of
the world at large."
On the negative side, he found
frequent cases of "over-identification" with Hopalong Cassidy or
Howdy Doody and said some young-

'Times1

Survey

Uses 100 Correspondents
THE New York Times report
on television's effects on "major segments of American
life," published in a series of
articles last week, was acclaimed as one of the most
comprehensive appraisals yet
attempted in this field. For
it, the Times called upon
more than 100 of its correspondents incities, towns and
villages throughout the U. S.
— including all TV markets —
in addition to members of its
principal departments in New
York and additional help
from its major bureaus. Radio-TV Editor Jack Gould's
series of seven articles, published June 24-30, was distilled from some 110,000
words of copy filed by the
bureaus and correspondents
based on their grass-roots
interrogations.
sters appear at school with "TV
hangovers."
With respect
to educators'
reactions, Mr. Gould
also reported
that the Times study showed that
"cities in the East having somewhat extensive experience with
university and school video programs— notably Philadelphia, BaltiANI

Files Answer
To WGST

WSB-TV
CASE
PRINCIPALS in the proposed transfer of WSB-TV Atlanta last week
denied there was any basis for the contention of WGST Atlanta that
the television license should be surrendered [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 25].
question are explained in the appliAtlanta Newspapers Inc. and
cation of ANI and Broadcasting Inc.
Broadcasting Inc., transferor and
4. Since the promulgation by the
transferee, respectively, filed the FCC of the Multiple Ownership Rule
answer to WGST, which is operattempted to force surated by Georgia Tech under the it neverrenderhas
of any license but has always
University System of Georgia.
permitted the owner to sell one of
ANI, a merger of the Atlanta
the stations to a qualified transferee.
Journal (WSB-TV licensee on Language which the petition quoted
Channel 8) and the Atlanta Confrom the Commission order of May
stitution (permittee of WCON-TV
12, 1950, is completely lacking in legal
for Channel 2) proposes to shift its
effect;
said language having been inWSB-TV call letters to Channel 2
corporated insaid order without legal
when WCON-TV is completed. The authority and is therefore of no conChannel 8 license would then be
sequence and is not binding on FCC
assigned to Broadcasting Inc., a or ANI.
new corporation of leading local
5. With regard to the two merged
citizens.
companies making statement that they
were fully aware that the merger
The joint document last week
answered WGST to this effect:
would result in the required surrender of one of the authorizations, ANI
1. There is no law, rule, regulation,
is beyond criticism for the mistake it
policy or precedent to legally sancmade in making the statement; there
tion or support the WGST petition.
is no law, nor is there any rule or
2. The FCC has abolished its Avco
regulation which required surrender
of one of the authorizations.
rule, requiring filing of competitive
law requires that if an order
applications
for
Commission's
consent to transfer or assignment of a can6- beTheconstrued
in a reasonable way
license; further, the petition does not as to hold it valid and legal, that
comply with the rescinded Avco rule. construction must be placed. The
3. There is no basis that requires
order of May 12, 1950, can be held to
ANI to surrender its TV license, nor
be valid and legal, only if construed
was there anything to necessitate
to mean what the FCC had the right
ANI to offer to surrender its license.
under law to require. There is no
The reasons which actuated ANI in necessity or requirement under Comoffering to sell and enter into an
mission rules for promise to surrenagreement to sell the TV station in
der one of the authorizations and it

Quotes

Educators]

more and Syracuse — report public j
reaction has been favorable. Similar verdicts on educational TV \
came in from Detroit and Minne- i
The Times
undertaking to
apolis,
amongstudy,
others."
evaluate television's effect on "masegments
American
got jor
under
way ofSunday,
Junelife,"
24,
and continued through Saturday,
June 30.
In the opening report Mr. Gould
said the newspaper's inquiries
showed that TV "is influencing the
social and economic habits of the
nation to a degree unparalleled
since the advent of the automobile."
Cites Effect of TV
TV's effect, he reported, extends to "the way the public passes
its leisure time, how it feels and
acts about politics and government,
how much it reads, how it rears its
children, and how it charts its
cultural future. The country never
has experienced anything quite
In a subsequent article Mr. Gould
noted that "established evening
like
habitsit."of the American people are
undergoing drastic revision in the
wake of television's upward surge.
Playing an almost equal part, however, is the rising cost of living."
He said major radio network
(Continued on page 71 )
must be assumed legally that the parties to the application intended to do
only what the law requires; and it
must be assumed the Commission did
not exact the making of a promise not
required by law or FCC rules. Actually it cannot be claimed that the
Commission intended that its order
be different from previous orders in
similar circumstances, unless it is
maintained that the FCC wanted to
punish ANI for some undisclosed
reason, and this we cannot and do
not believe.
7. ANI hereby represents, in spite
of petitioner's allegation, that no offer
to purchase the TV station or procure assignment of license was made
by petitioner to any officer or employe of ANI who had any authority
to negotiate or discuss such an offer.
In summation, ANI and Broadcasting Inc. requested dismissal
of the WGST petition.
Document was filed jointly by
Paul A. O'Bryan, of Dow, Lohnes
& Albertson, attorney for Atlanta
Newspapers Inc., and Paul D. P.
Spearman, Spearman & Roberson,
attorney for Broadcasting Inc.

Kreisler's New Show
JACQUES KREISLER Mfg. Co.
(wrist watch bands), is sponsoring
a new series, Tales of Tomorrow,
alternate Fridays, 9:30-10 p.m.
over ABC-TV beginning Aug. 3.
The program replaces Kreisler
Bandstand on ABC-TV Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m. which left the air
June 6. The agency is HirshonGarfield Inc., New York.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

OFFICE
IOX
bTION-PICTURE theatre oper)is, looking for a cure for rei-ded box offices, got two apparent
osts from television last week:
) Disclosure that NBC has a TVogram film project for theatres
the thinking stage, and (2) the
suits of a theatre group's second
jperiment with theatre-TV netn-king.
'The NBC plan, which authorities
id still has several hurdles to
bar and on which there was no
ficial comment, would involve the
ming of the best sequences of
p TV performers' network prorams for distribution and showg in theatres on a regular fullature basis.
For the most part, it was underood the films would be made from
ive" re-enactments of the dered portions of the original TV
aows. Kinescopes would be used

Two
BALM
as little as possible but would have
to be employed when, for example,
one of the original participants
could not be available for the filmed
version.
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC
vice president for television, is
heading the planning on the project.
He reportedly hopes to get it under
way in the late summer or early
fall provided he can secure all
necessary clearances including arrangements with performers, etc.
Presumably the films — each of
which could be made, it was
thought, for $200,000 or less—
would be distributed through regular motion - picture distribution
channels, though it was said that
this point and the question of who
would make the films were among
the problems yet to be settled.
Theatre operators meanwhile
were enthusiastic over the boxoffice outcome of the second test
of theatre-television networking —
the Bob Murphy-Jake LaMotta
bout Wednesday night which was
telecast exclusively to 11 theatres
in seven cities.
Spokesmen for the theatre group
which swung the exclusive theatreTV deal with the International
Boxing Club reported that the results were "terrific," with turnaway crowds at all 11 theatres
except one (unidentified).
They promptly reported that the
Rex Layne-Rocky Marciano bout
July 12 would provide their third
theatre-TV test. The first was the
Joe Louis-Lee Savold fight June
15 [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18, 25.] None of the fights
are being carried by TV broadcast
stations nor by theatres In the New
York area, where they are staged.
From boxing's standpoint, the
theatre-TV experiment appeared
more successful in the case of the
Murphy-LaMotta fight than in the
Louis-Savold match. The latter
drew a gate estimated at somewhat less than $100,000, while the
Murphy-LaMotta bout brought an

Sllver Linin9s Seen
estimated $116,000 into the park
aside from payments from the
theatre group, estimated variously
from $10,000 to $28,000.
The 11 theatres which carried
last week's fight represented a
gain of two — one in Richmond and
one in Cleveland — over those which
carried the preceding week's. These
are in Albany, Baltimore, WashChicago. ington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and

Despite the theatre group's
exuberance, members of the "Fair
Television
organized Practices
two weeksCommittee"
ago by —10
New York professional men, mostly
attorneys — said they were holding
firm to their plan to oppose theatreTV and home box office TV on legal
grounds.
Attorney Jerome Marks, chairman of FTPC, said he will go to
Washington within a fortnight to
determine procedures for presenting his group's views to the FCC.
Acts for Members
Mr. Marks reiterated that the
FTPC represents no one but its
members [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 25] and is "strictly
non-profit." He said the committee
grew out of a group which met to
discuss Supreme Court decisions,
all of whom were TV set owners
but not attorneys in any sense for
the TV industry. The discussion,
in the course of which it was generally agreed that box office television was a "definite injustice to
the public," led to the formation
of the committee, he said.
About 50 "fan mail" letters had
been received so far, Mr. Marks
continued, mostly from New York
City, but a few from Albany and
Schenectady, as well as Washington, D. C.
Two separate legal questions,
one relating to Telemeter and
Phonevision and the other to
"closed circut" telecasts such as
the theatre fightcasts, are involved,
he said, adding that research on
each already had been begun by

ILM PRODUCERS
Urge Subscription Video
MARKING the first motion picjre industry approval of a gen•al plan of subscription television
•/stems, the Society of Independit Motion Picture Producers at
s annual convention in Los Anleles last week unanimously passed
! resolution urging FCC to "speeds' license worthy systems of sub:ription television."
The motion picture market
,-iould be expanded "without articial
limitation
^solution
stated.or restriction," the
Anxious to explore new aproaches and avenues for the
tilization of television for the
greatest good to the greatest
umber," the association urged
. doption of one such subscription
ystem so that the pubHc would
ie afforded a "more abundant oportunity to enjoy quality feature
mgth motion pictures, educational
nd cultural programs."
* No particular system was recomnended by the group. Any method
■r methods that would provide
idded revenue for films, it felt,
hould be released for general
use. The question of whether
ilms would be released simultaneously in theatres and for television will await FCC approval of
a subscription plan and testing by
producers in various places.
Coming in for criticism at the
onvention by SIMPP members
was the treatment given old films
oeing commercially telecast. Editng of films to fit required time
slots in many instances mangled
them, they said. Also, the public's appetite for motion pictures
is dulled by the insertion of commercials during telecasting.
Producers also were urged to
release feature films on closed TV
ARCHITECT'S drawing of how Television Square, proposed television production center of WOR-TV New York, will look from the 67th St. and
circuits, as another opportunity for
Columbus Ave. corner. Designed exclusively for video production, present
additional revenue. Such release,
it was felt, would not affect reguplans are to have the building completed late this year [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 21].
lar theatre business.
Tel ecasting
BROADCASTING

a committee of NTPC members.
"We are not trying to make this
a closed thing," Mr. Marks went
on. "Anyone who feels the way
we do is welcome. In fact, we may
try to interest prominent attorneys
more experienced in such questions
than we are in the committee."

LUTHERAN

SHOW

Spends $750,000 for TV
LUTHERAN CHURCH - Missouri
Synod,berswhich
coveringhasalltwo48 million
states,memwill
spend $750,000 on a television show
with a documentary-dramatic format. This was announced last week
by the Rev. Oswald C. J. Hoffmann,
Synod public relations director who
headquarters in New York.
The Rev. Mr. Hoffmann, in outlining the proposed plan to members of the South Wisconsin District of the Synod in Milwaukee a
fortnight ago, described the venture as the largest ever to be
undertaken in television by a
Protestant religious group. He
noted that the Seventh Day Adventists recently appropriated
$350,000 for the medium.
A non-profit organization, Lutheran Television Productions, will
be incorporated soon in New York,
and will handle all production details. The group plans a series of
26 half-hour shows, which may be
put on film. No details have been
worked out, but the TV group
hopes to find "an entirely new format" which will combine fiction and
documentary techniques, the Rev.
Mr. Hoffmann said.
Purpose of the show will be an
attempt to point to the Christian
faith and to the Bible as solutions
for mankind's problems, he said.
The money will be collected in a
special membership fund drive.

'BOSTON
Sold BLACKIE'
in 21 TV Markers
ZIV TELEVISION Programs Inc.,
New York, last week announced it
already had sold its Boston Blctckie
in 33% (21) of the TV markets,
and expressed confidence that the
transcribed program would be sold
in all markets by the time it is
released on Sept. 10.
Southern Biscuit Co., through
Dan Lindsay Adv. Co., Richmond,
will sponsor the program over
WTVR (TV) Richmond WTAR-TV
Norfolk and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, all beginning Oct. 3, it was
announced.

Florsheim on ABC-TV
FLORSHEIM SHOES, Chicago,
for its men's line, will sponsor Red
Grane's football commentary for
the second year on ABC-TV from
Sept. 27. The show will be telecast
Saturday, 9:45-10 p.m. CDT. E.
A. Trizil, media director of Gordon Best Agency, handles the account business.
July 2, 1951
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Highlights NTFC
Forum
FILM PRODUCTION
QUARTERLY FORUM of the National Television Film Council, which
is celebrating its third anniversary, was held in New York Wednesday,
with 15 speakers leading kaleidoscopic discussions of the subject of
TV films.

HAZEL BISHOP Inc. (lipstick) ncars $2 million ad budget with Freddy Martin
Show on 62-station NBC TV network starting July 12. Completing arrangements are (seated) Hazel Bishop and George Frey, NBC v. p.; standing (I to r)
Raymond Spector, pres., Raymond Spector Co., Bishop agency; Robert Button,
NBC salesman, and Band Leader Martin.

Beginning with "Television Station Forum," presided over by
WCBS-TV New York Film Director David Savage, the council heard
Stan Parlin, broadcast film director for NBC, discuss station film
production. A radio show, Mr.
Parlin said, under the right circumstances is"merely a tape of a television show." He said some programs were better filmed than telecast "live," because of production
cost factors. He cited script or
serial shows, five of which could be
filmed in two days, at substantial
savingstelecasts.
in comparison with five
"live"
Mr. Parlin urged "serious consideration" of the claim that the
networks had spent millions on
facilities
"live"to
shows, andfor
weretelecasting
not anxious

McALPIN
sponsoringCincinnati
Peggy's
Guest
HouseCO.on isWCPO-TV
under contract signed by R. Nelson
Shaw (seated), McAlpin pres. and
gen. mgr. Standing (I to r) are Peggy
Sherwood, emcee; William Levi, acct.
exec, Robert Acornb Agency, and
Harold Parry, WCOP-TV.

SPONSORSHSP of 10 Cleveland Indians games on WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.,
by
Erie
Brewing
Co. (Koehler's
is assured.
Completing
detailsbeer)
are
(I to r): Herb Stewart, WICU mgr.;
A. W. Brevillier, v. p., brewery firm;
Malcolm A. Yount, Yount Adv. Agency, and J. M. Magsnau, Erie pres.

PLANS for Hopaiong Cttssidy series
on WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., reach
fir.al sicg; cs L. H. Harvin Jr.
(seated), gen. mgr. of Norfolk Center
Shops, signs for P. H. Rose Corp.
witn (I fro r) C. E. McCurry, WTAR
acct. exec; J. R. Browning, Center
cdv. r.-.gr.; W. J. Miilican, asst. mgr.
CONTRACT DETAILS were concluded for sponsorship of Big Five Rodeo on
KGO-TV San Francisco by William Derbyshire (seated, r), TV sales mgr. of
Graybar Electric Co., Sylvania distributor. Also seated, David Sacks, KGO-TV
sales rep. Standing (I to r): Barrett Wells, George Holden, American TV; Neil
Hurd, Walter McCreery Inc., San Francisco, and Ted Johnson, star of show.

ARRANGING for weekly cowboy series of The Range Rider on CBS TV
affiliates in San Diego, San Francisco
and Seattle ere Lament Thompson
(standing), CBS acct. exec, and Norman E. Mork, S. F. mgr., Biow Co.,
who signs for Langendorf United
Bakeries.

"compete against themselves" by
going into film production.
Suggesting that best results were
obtainable with 35mm rather than
16mm film, Mr. Parlin said that
the latter lost about 15% in picture, and 25% in sound quality.
Gordon Kinney, the Advertising
Council's radio and TV director,
described the Council's difficulties
in extending emergency public
service campaigns to television film
spots, because of the inelasticity of
current TV film programs. He
asked his listeners to call upon
film producers to make more allowance for spots.
Clearance Covered
Speaking on "Film Clearance —
Legal and Music," Theodore R.
Kupperman, NBC attorney, said
that "three basic problems" of
clearing TV films were literary
lights, personnel rights and music
rights. Every film should be examined for a copyright notice. If it
carried none, the film might be in
the public domain, although that
was a matter to be checked, he said.
Personnel rights and music rights
each contain numerous points to be
considered, he continued, adding
jocularly that from a legal standpoint the ideal film would be one
from the silent era, all performers
in which were dead.

council's three years of existence,
pointed out that its growth reflected the increased importance of film
in television. An August meeting
for nominating officers during the
coming year, and a proposal to
establish annual NTFC awards now
being considered, also were reported by Mr. Gold.
At a "Distribution Forum" following luncheon, Saul Turell, Sterling Films Inc. president and chairman of the distribution committee,
presented
the committee's
report.
He was followed
by Archie Mayers,
Unity Television Corp. president,
who discussed "Phases of Film Distribution," and Isabel Leighton,
authoress and Town Hall board
member,tional who
"EducaFilm andtalked
TV, Aabout
Distribution
Production Problems
Larry
Gordon, Vidicam Picture
Problem."
Corp.
president and chairman of
the council's production commit-'
tee,
presided
"Production
Forum"
after over
that. a Norman
Mathews, Ruthrauff & Ryan production chief, discussed "The Budget
Breakdown"; John Battison, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample TV commercials director, spoke on "TV
Film Commercials"; Marshall
Grant, Ruthrauff & Ryan TV director, on "Producer - Client Relations"; Mr. Gordon on "The Raw
Stock Situation." A demonstration
of "The Editola," a cutting, editing and production machine, was
conducted by David Decesare and
Egon Neilson.
COAST FOOTBALL
Delayed TV Pact Signed
KTTV (TV) Los Ansreles, in negotiations with Sportsvision Inc., has
acquired exclusive West Coast sales
and distribution rights for delayed
telecasting of films of 1951 Pacific
Coast Conference football games.
The price involved was not revealed.
The contracts were signed by
Frank G. King, KTTV sales manager, and W. J. Parry, president,
Sportsvision Inc., which will film
the games.
Station plans to telecast home
and road games of the two local
universities, U. of Southern California and U. of California at Los
Angeles, and to sell films of games
of the other seven PCC schools to
other local stations where the particular colleges are located.

Mr. Savage presided over a period devoted to "resolutions, recommendations and gripes" of NTFC
members present.
During the luncheon period, C.
Edward Carrier, president of Hollywood Enterprises Inc., spoke on
"Extra Program Revenue Through
Commercial Exploitation and Licensing." After citing examples of
successful film exploitation, he
Plastics TV Drive
urged his listeners to consult "a
PLASTICS
MFG. Co., Dallas, apgood
firm specializing
in the
of exploitation,
which,
he field"
said,
points Product Services Inc. for a
usually would accept an account on
nationwide TV campaign for its
a percentage basis.
2 Texas lines of plastic dinnerware.
Mel Gold, NTFC founder and
The campaign starts Aug. 1 in
past president, in reviewing the
16 key cities.
Telecasting
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RE-TELECASTS
New FCC Problem Growing
A NEW

ivo passengers who witnessed re'ption of KRON-TV signal aboard
AL Stratacruiser were H. A.
' 'kite, president of Hawaiian Pinepple Corp., and his daughter, Pat.
■ ignal ivas received up to 300 miles
from station's transmitter.
IT RAT A TESTS
KRON-TV Reports Results
OUTSTANDING"
results have
i>en reported to KRON-TV San
'rancisco which collaborated with
Jnited Air Lines in a test designed
d provide trans-Pacific passengers
nth regular commercial TV shows.
! A standard RCA home TV re•eiver was installed in the lounge
if UAL's Stratacruiser Flight 49
} Hawaii last month. The Strataj ruiser's regular antenna was used
o pick up telecasts from KRONTV operating on Channel 4. Spe1 ial technical personnel from the
vir lines company and the station
tccompanied the flight to measure
esults.
KRON-TV received three mesages from the plane which relorted reception ranging from
good" for 17,000 feet to "fair to
>oor" for 20,000 feet. Reception
aded on the latter, possibly due
o expiring signal strength or
curvature of the earth. Measurements on "statute miles" varied
Torn 155 to 306.

and growing problem involving illegal re-broadcast of
existing television programs may
be facing the FCC. Already approximately 16 cases have been
called to the attention of the FCC's
monitoring staff wherein telecasts
have been picked up off the air and
re-amplified without the use of
wires to certain areas.
Eight of these situations have
been reported in West Virginia, involving such communities as Logan
and Marmet. It is believed that
many of the cases are in honest
ignorance of the law and stem
from confusion about community
antenna system. The latter operation, involving pickup of signals
off the air and transmission to
homes by lines, is a legal function
not needing FCC approval.

IT'S
RESULTS

One

JOINT

FACILITY

Congress Must Give Go Ahead
IF CONGRESS wants to give the
green light and possibly additional
funds, television will be added soon
to the Joint Radio Facility, it has
been learned.
Ralph R. Roberts, House Clerk,
said if Congress orders by resolution that the facility pay for TV
equipment out of its reserve fund,
it will be done. However, Mr. Roberts Said it would be helpful if
funds were appropriated. This
Congress thus far has failed to do.
Reason why an appropriation
would help the facility, operated
by its superintendent, Robert Coar,
is that the cost of TV equipment
may go as high as $65-85,000, Mr.
Roberts said.
It has been revealed during testimony before an appropriations subcommittee that the facility, which
currently

records Congressmen's

t&at

count.

of WGN-TV's

a sporting
feature

goods

film on

Results of the first program

newest

reports for broadcast station use,
has built up a $100,000 reserve in
the past 2% years.
Estimates have been received in
answer to advertisement of bids.
Lowest was $61,000, it was disclosed. Mr. Roberts has told the
subcommittee that he and Senate
Secretary Leslie Biffle are ready
to proceed with expansion of the
radio service to television.
SMPTE

. . .More

Set

SOCIETY of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers will hold its
70th Semi-annual convention at
Hollywood (Calif.) Roosevelt Hotel, Oct. 15-19. W. C. Kunzmann,
convention vice president, is in
Hollywood conferring with Peter
Mole, president of the society, and
other officers, on convention plans.
They anticipate an attendance of
500 members from all parts of the
world.

.

.

local advertisers,

firm, sponsors
Thursday

Convention

an 11:00

P.M.

nights . . .

than 600 balls and gloves

sold in two hours the next day.
Results of the second

program

. . .More than 2000

DOZEN

golf

balls sold the following day.
TELEMENS10N
Film Scenery Leasable
TELEMENSION SYNDICATE of
America has been organized to develop and lease to TV stations the
Telemension Suspended Image
System. Headed by Stevens Macey,
firm is headquartered at 550 Fifth
Ave., New York.
Developed by Emil H. Frank, the
system employs transparencies,
thus creating the impression of
(scenery around live, moving figures, it was explained. It is designed to cut the cost of program
scenery through the use of film.
Equipment is available to stations
on a lease basis only, with all film
to be processed through Telemension laboratories. Charges will be
computed on a to-be-determined
percentage of stations' Class A
card rate, Mr. Macey said.
WEST Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce honored WFIL-TV Philadelphia
for station's "excellence in programming" at organization's 10th annual
meeting. Scroll was given Roger W.
Clipp, general manager.
Telecasting
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it*4, %e&0t(t& yOU want. . , you need WGN-TV
(P. S. The company has signed for an additional film program)

in Chicago

Clje Chicago tEribune {Keletateton Station
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Commercial

(Continued from page 55)
a CBS statement said. "Most of
our own affiliates will carry many
of our network programs. Some
television stations already have
color equipment on order so that
they can broadcast color programs."
Major manufacturers who have
refused to build CBS-type sets,
Columbia asserted, "will either
change their minds because the
public and the television dealers
will insist that they do, or they will
no longer be large manufacturers."
Mr. Stanton reported that CBS
has been "beseiged" with calls from
manufacturers and dealers wanting
to get necessary equipment.
He reiterated Columbia's estimate that its own color-monochrome sets — CBS-Columbia, formerly Air King — would reach the
market by Sept. 1. The CBS statement said these sets would be of
two types: One with internal adaptation to premit reception of CBS
color in black-and-white, slated to
Sell for "only a few dollars more"
than present monochrome sets, and
one capable of reproducing CBS
color signals in color. Both types
will also receive standard monochrome telecasts.
The CBS statement also quoted
RCA officials as having testified, in
FCC's color hearings, that the RCA
tri-color tube could be used with
the CBS system.
"Yet RCA's determination to
keep the public and the industry
confused on this point is clearly
shown by the fact that at last
week's tube 'symposium' in New
York, RCA refused to discuss the
application of the tri-color tube to
the field sequential (CBS) system," the statement asserted.
Noting that RCA had delivered
COLOR SPOT
CBS Provides Fact Sheer
WHAT DO spot announcements
cost on CBS color TV? The answer
is provided in a CBS color fact
sheet supplied by the network to
its salesmen. At present, the salesmen were told, t^e only local availabilities on WCBS-TV New York,
which will originate the color
shows, are an eight-second announcement with shared station
identification, the same format as
in black-and-white. .
Costs: Eight second — $50 flat; 20
second — $75 flat: one-minute when
available — $100 flat.
Cost for preparation of each flip
card at WCBS-TV (art work)— $50
net.
A staff announcer off camera will
be provided at no charge.
In event an actor appears on camera but does not speak (demonstrates
while off-camera voice narrates)
charge is $13.50 net.
If actor speaks on camera up to
five lines, cost per announcement is
$33.75 net.
If actor on camera speaks more
than five lines, $40.50 net.
Advertiser must use continuous
schedule of 13 spots.
Page 60
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view color tube possess the sami
line and field scanning standard,
which are employed for black-anc
white
Aftercommercial
its initial broadcasting."
broadcast. CEi

Color
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said reports from all cities carry ;I
ing the program indicated it wal
"a technical as well as artisti

Viewing commercial colorcasts at the Carlton Hotel in Washington were
(I to r) Comrs. George E. Sterling and E. M. Webster, Sen. Ed Johnson
(D-Col. ), chairman, Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee ; Comr.
Paul Walker; Earl Gammons, CBS Washington vice president, and Sen.
Charles Tobey (R-N. H.), ranking Republican member of the Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
a sample tube to DuMont Labs,
but had not yet to CBS, the statement, released Monday, declared;
"Actually there is no great rush
in view of the fact that the tube
cannot be produced for at least two
The new "composite" color system proposed by the National Teleyears." vision System Committee, CBS
said, "is not a working system at
all. It is no more than a vague
outline on paper. . . .".
On Monday's opening commercial colorcast, CBS Board Chairman William S. Paley hailed the
event as "a landmark in television
history" and the beginning of "a
new dimension" which will exert a
significant influence in a relatively
short time.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, who
appeared on the program with
Messrs. Paley and Stanton, called
it "a day of fulfillment," marking
"an hour of triumph" for CBS scientists who developed the color
system and for the owners and
executives of CBS "who had the
vision, the faith and the courage
to fight the long, up-hill battle to
develop the system and secure its
adoption as the only system authorized. .. ." paid tribute to Dr.
Mr. Stanton
Goldmark, developer of the system. "This day certainly belongs
to Dr. Peter Goldmark and the
mendeclared.
and women in his laboratory,"
he
Johnson Commends
Mr. Paley read a telegram from
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
who called it "a historic day in
the progress of man." and offered
congratulations for "your persistence in the public interest in fighting the good fight for improving
the art of television."
Meanwhile, at its Passaic laboratories DuMont Labs was picking up the CBS program for showing to newsmen, and also demonstrated the RCA tri-color tube using DuMont equipment.
The tube demonstration consisted of a succession of color

slides, shown simultaneously on
three sets. The color set and a
companion black-and-white set received the "program" by wire,
while a third black-and-white set
received the same "program" from
a small, intra-laboratory transmitter. Quality of the color picture
and its companion black-and-white
wire-fed picture was good, but that
of the transmitter-fed black-andwhite picture was somewhat less
so.
Sets Compared
Following the tri-color tube demonstration, which was under the
direction of Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., director of research, arrangements were made for newsmen to watch the CBS "Premiere."
Four receivers were lined up — a
black-and-white set tuned to
WCBS-TV, another black-andwhite set tuned to WNBT (TV),
a color set using the CBS rotating
wheel, and a fourth color set using
a rotating drum.
When the CBS program started,
it appeared on both color sets, although somewhat less crisply on
the "drum" receiver than on the
"wheel" receiver. Incompatibility
was demonstrated on the blackand-white set tuned to WCBS
which, of course, did not show the
telecast. The other black-white receiver produced the WNBT (TV)
program for purposes of comparison.
Dr DuMont, who watched the
CBS color telecast with newsmen,
commented on the studio lighting
difficulties involved, and called attention to what he considered the
unnatural complexion of Ed Sullivan as the latter's image appeared
on the color receivers.
Dr. Goldsmith said that "we believe the significance of this broadcast (CBS "Premiere") can be better appraised when considered in
comparison and contrast with the
possibilities of other systems and
experiments which have been under way by the best engineers of
the entire television industry."
With respect to the tri-colnr tube
demonstration, he continued, "the
pictures reproduced on this direct-

In New York, where almost 40l
persons
in a studii ]
success." watched
equipped with eight color sets, thi
network quoted Statesman Ber
nard Baruch as calling color "j|
vast improvement . . . over black 1
and-white
television."
Other quotes
reported by CBSl
included :
FCC Comr. George E. Sterling— 1
"The potentiality from the advertis- f
ing standpoint has tremendous promC.I Johnson
"This
is Sen.
the wardEd
dayto for
have
been(D-Col.)—
looking
a long,
long
time.for-I
think
was great."
Sen. itCharles
W. Tobey (R-N. H.),
another merce
member
Senate's
Committeeof —the
"What
we Comsaw
this afternoon enhances the beauty
and pleasure of television ta a degree that words fail to express. This
will bless American homes."
Sen.
P. Kem (R-Mo.), also
ise."James
on the
Senate Commerce Committee
— "It was wonderful, natural and lifelike, andJ.completely
realistic."
Henry
Kaufman
of Henry
Kaufman
Assoc.,
Washington
agencyJ.
— "This is by far the closest we have
come to having the product actually
B. McCann, vice president
in Dorothy
the home."
of McCann-Ericson
Agency — ". step
. .
An
excellent and tremendous
William H. Weintraub, president,
William H. Weintraub & Co. Agency
—forward."
"Color adds a third dimension. . . .
Today's demonstration
broadcast by that
CBSthiswas
brilliant
thirda
dimension is practical, exciting — and
Henry Legler, vice president, Wareffective."
& LeglernewAgency
opens
up a wickbrand
field— of"Color
wonderful
advertising
television."
William B.forLewis,
vice president,
Kenyon
&
Eckhardt
Agency our
— "Color
. . . certainly will enhance
sales
messages. I was greatly impressed."
Alex W. Griffin, radio and TV director, Al Paul
Agency
— "Theof
possibilities
for Lefton
arresting
displays
major
products
are
tremendous."
Edward Ingle, radio and TV director. Republican National Committee —
"Truly marvelous . . . just look what
it's going to do for political candiThad Holt, general manager, WAPI
and
WAFM presentation.
(TV) Birmingham
wonderful
. . ." — "A
dates." Washington Viewers
An estimated 550 persons were
reported by CBS to have seen the
color kickoff show in Washington.
This included the 100 government
officials and press at the Carlton
Hotel, 100 advertising men and additional newsmen at WTOP's downtown studios, 150 technicians and
employes of WTOP and about 200
amateurs in the area who have built
their own color sets.
In Baltimore, WMAR-TV reported an overwhelming verdict in favor of color .TV from those who
observed
on Monday. Somethe
200 "premiere"
persons crowded
the
lobby of the new Sunpapers building at Calvert and Franklin Sts.
to watch a set there while another
400 persons were reported on hand
to view another set in the old
Sunpapers building at Charles and
Baltimore Sts. At the latter location some mechanical difficulties
marred reception, it was said, although general opinion was quoted
as favorable.
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UHF

Conversion

(Continued from page 55)
J/a were these FCC officials: Chairtin Coy and Vice-chairman Paul
Walker, and Comrs. Rosel H.
de, Edward M. Webster and
Di-ge E. Sterling. FCC staff
,mbers included Benedict P. Cotne. general counsel; Cyril Braum,
•ef of TV Facilities Division;
rgil R. Simpson, assistant to
[ef engineer; E. W. Chapin,
jef, Laboratories Division; Wilm C. Boese, chief, High-Fre?ncy Radio Branch.
John W. Craig, Crosley Division,
airman of the RTMA Set Di';ion,
<n in conducted
Bridgeport. theHe demonstrawas host
a luncheon to FCC officials, exMtors, the press and other guests.
HF demonstrations were geared
the experimental transmissions
XBC from KC2XAK Bridgeport,
"lests visited the station after
■ ceiving
strated. equipment had been demList of manufacturers who took
.rt in the demonstrations and the
pe of equipment demonstrated
llows:
Tapehart - Farnsworth Corp., Fort
iayne, Ind. — Demonstrating the ease
conversion of a standard Capehart
L.evision set to UHF reception, the
tpehart test was conducted about four
iles from the transmitter on a regu-

IROSLEY SHOW
Color Converter Used
ROSLEY DIVISION of Avco
~lg.
Corp.dealers
on Thursday
gave the
its
ew York
and newsmen
rst public demonstration of recepion of commercial color telecasts
uough a converter attached to a
:ock model TV set.
Converters used in the demon:ration were described as "enineering models" by company
secutives, who said they were
nable at this time to say what the
mverters would sell for or when
ley would be available to the
jublic. Admitting freely that they
id not consider the CBS system the
jnal answer to color telecasting,
ie Avco executives said that Cros'V is cooperating with other com>anies in trying to develop a comatible color system, but that in the
leantime the company is preparing
3 enable the purchasers of its
lonochrome receivers to use them
receiving CBS colorcasts if they
"ant
to do
these
sets.so by adding converters
Converter unit, which sits on
op of the black-and-white set,
o which it is attached by two
onnections, easily made, has its
.vn 10-inch cathode ray tube,
quipped with a color wheel and
magnifying lense which gives a
2 % -inch picture. The unit is made
0 work only with Crosley TV
ets, and only with those manuactured within the last 18 months,
ompany spokesmen emphasized, in
he demonstration, the regular
.fternoon CBS color telecast was
eceived with good quality images
.nd color.
Telecasting

lar
Capehart
television chassis
currently
used CX-33
in all instruments
in the
company's byline.
UHF reception
was
achieved
inserting
UHF channel
strips in the standard coil tuner already
a part of the instrument.
Crosley Division, Avco Mfg. Corp.,
Cincinnati Hotel
— Crosley
repeated at theof
Barnum
its demonstration
Aprilley11 Ultratuner,
when it first
unveiled
the Cros-A
a UHF converter.
product of three years of work and
research, the Ultratuner, small and
attractive (7X6T8XJH2 inches), was attached with a screwdriver to a regular
Crosley receiver. The Ultratuner requires
no internal
the television set itself.
This work
is madeon possible
by
the Crosley continuous tuning system,
which covers the entire frequency
range between channels six and seven,
including
area 122can tobe 132
cycles. Thethe
Ultratuner
usedmegawith
every Crosley set ever built and will
give complete continuous coverage of
all the 65 to 70 channels proposed under
UHF.
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
— General Electric Co. demonstrated its
continuous UHF Translater at the Barnum Hotel. This Translater (Model
UHF-101) is capable of receiving all of
the proposed UHF station allocations.
The Translater
was operated
in conjunction with a current
model General
Electric VHF receiver. It was housed
in a compact wood cabinet constructed
of genuine mahogany veneer. The dial
scale is in a semi-circular design, and
below the megacycle numerals there is
a logging scale for added convenience
in tuning. One of the features of this
Translater is a traveling dial light which
automatically spot illuminates each
numeral on the dial face when the station point is rotated and can be turned
off when the set is in operation. This
unit can easily be attached to any VHF
receiver. This Translater, a successor
model to the G. E. Translater which
has been tested for a year and a half
in the Bridgeport
is now in production in limited area,
quantities.
Hallicrafters
Co.,
Chicago
— Hallicraft-at
ers conducted two demonstrations
the Stratfield Hotel. The equipment
was: (DA new Hallicrafters UHF converter with a current 20-inch rectangular tube table TV set; and (2) a
current 20-inch rectangular tube table
TV set with a UHF coil strip inserted
in
Hallicrafters is"Dynamic
Tuner."
Thisthenew
oper-a
ation fromconverter
450 to 900 capable
mc and ofuses
tuned low-noise germanium crystal
mixer. The output (at 63 mo feeds into
channel 3 or 4 of any present day TV
receiver. A cascode amplifier provides
an overall
gain in ofsignal
out the addition
circuitstrength
noise. withPhilco
Corp.,
Philadelphia
— While
Philco Corp. has been experimenting
with several types of UHF conversions,
it demonstrated
one 'ofIt its
methods at the BarnumonlyHotel.
consisted
of an external converter with continuous tuning which may be attached to
any Philco TV set. It covers the full
range cf proposed UHF channels and
is easily attached.
RCA Victor Division. Camden, N. J.
— RCA Victor's
latest
high-quality
conto bring
all UHF
channelsverter,
anddesigned
suitable
for inattachment
to any television
receiver,
was An
demonstrated at the Barnum
Hotel.
outintensive
of UHF growthforof RCA's
the past
several exploration
years, the
converter is designed for quality performance, giving pictures that compare
favorably in every respect with VHF
reception. On the face of the attractively designed converter are two knobs
and an easily read dial. Installation of
the converter is sufficiently simple to
be performed from an instruction sheet
by the average set owner.
Stromberg - Carlson Co., Rochester,
N. Y. — Stromberg-Carlson Co. demonstrated its UHF converter at the Barnum Hotel. The converter provided
simplified tuning of all 70 channels in
the UHF bands. It will operate on all
Stromberg-Carlson receivers and on the
modern designs of all other manufacinstalled
the customertuinrersa. It may
few be
minutes
time.by The
unit
is small and of pleasing appearance.
ZenithCorp.
Radiodemonstrated
Corp., Chicagoits— Zenith
Radio
turret
tuner at the Barnum Hotel. Actual
addition ceptionof was the
UHF
strip
to
tuner
reshown to illustrate that the
conversion of a VHF set for UHF reouires only a very few minutes and
that no other change in the set is required.
VETERANS of Foreign Wars' buddy
poppy scroll was presented to producers of Cavalcade of Bands, over the
DuMont TV network, in recognition
of program's service to hospitalized
veterans.
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HOURS

TRIMMED

Strike Hits KFI-TV
FIVE more hours weekly have been
shorn from the dwindling program
schedule of KFI-TV Los Angeles
as the TVA strike against the station goes into its 13th week.
The latest loss was the hourlong, five-weekly Songo show, removed when the program's emcee,
Del Moore, and Producer Hy Heck,
who own the program, were declared unfair by the union which
charged Ihem with strikebreaking
and threatened union action if they
continued working on the station.
The program was sponsored on a
cooperative basis by California
Songo Merchants Assn., Los Antising
geles,agency.
through Mr. Heck's adverMr. Heck has since signed the
TVA code and has been removed
from the union's "unfair" list effective June 24. Mr. Moore, on
the other hand, was the object of
the first disciplinary action taken
by the union since its organization
over a year ago. Declared guilty
of strike breaking by the TVA
national board at a recent meeting,
he was fined $500 and "severely
Now on the air 39 hours weekly,
censured."
the
station has lost approximately
28 hours weekly since inception of
the strike April 4 which still shows
no promise of early settlement. No
meetings have been held in the past
several weeks between the union
and station which has been holding
out mainly on a closed shop issue —
Station Owner Earle C. Anthony
insists on an open shop. In the
meantime station affairs are further complicated by its being in the
process of being sold, subject to
FCC approval, to General Tire &
Rubber Co. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11]. The fear is that
settlement of the strike may have
to await completion of the sale.
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MECK CONVERTER
Priced Less Than $159
ATTACHMENT which will convert black-and-white to color and
sell for less than $150 retail will
be delivered to customers in August
by John Meek Industries, President
John S. Meek said in Chicago Thursday. The company's new "Add-AColor" unit will have a 14-inch
picture tube, and can be plugged
into all Meek sets made since
January and other brand receivers
with addition of a connector socket
and some wiring changes.
Mr. Meek, in a letter to distributors, predicted that color TV
will stimulate the receiver business
and bring added importance to the
TV market. "Sometime, some day
a complete electronic color system
will be created that gives full
color on large tubes without rotating discs. . . . Many people will
want color television, and it can
be best brought to them now by
optional color accessory units."

Participating spots in some of
our Best
^
-00 still
,000Shows
$5Rated
^
available.
EDWARD

LAMB,

Pres.

Headley - Reed, Nat'l Rep.
NBCCBS-ABCDUMONT
WICU
Channel
ERIE,

6

PA.

.J

Closely affiliated with WTOD,
Toledo, Ohio and WTVN,
Channel 6, Columbus, Ohio.
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GREENVILLE and SPARTANBURG
SOUTH CAROLINA
Twin textile cities of the South
Carolina Piedmont, the contiguous
counties have 313 industrial plants
with total payrolls of $110,000,000
annually. Farms add another
$29,000,000. The 315,048 people
of Greenville and Spartanburg
counties receive regular television
service ONLY from WBTV,
Charlotte.

ENTIRE personnel of WLWD (TV)
Dayton, Ohio, was kept busy last
Wednesday morning scooping water
and mud from the main studio building. A "terrific storm" struck at
7 a.m. Soon there was two feet of
water in the film room. Studios and
offices also were flooded. At 1 1 a.m.,
WLWD was again on full operation
at supplementary studios. Operations
were expected to return to the above
building by week's end.
ENGINEERS James Hurley (I) A
and Roy Poland (c) examine an ™
equipment diagram in the flooded
film room while Commercial Manager
W. J. Williamson looks on.

CABLE

TELEVISION

TOR

3

CAROLINIANS
JEFFERSON STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY

EDUCATIONAL

TV
Programming Unit Formed
NATION'S educators last week
took initial steps to provide a cooperative educational television
program service.
Meeting in Washington at the
offices of the American Council on
Education, university presidents
and public school administrators
followed through on a unanimous
decision of a June 20 conference
of educators that such a cooperaance. tive service was of prime importDr. Arthur S. Adams, council
president, announced appointment
of a drafting committee to work
out specific procedures whereby
the cooperative television program
service can be formed.
Members of this committee include Dr. John R. Richards, Wayne
U., chairman; the Rev. John J.
Cavanaugh, Notre Dame president,
and Dr. L. A. Wilson, commissioner
of education, New York State.

Sylvania Awards
CHIEF AWARD of the Sylvania
Television Awards Committee will
go to that TV program considered
by theinglyjudges
to have
"outstandmet its social
responsibilities
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY RADIO SALES
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to the community and the nation,"
as well as having "blazed the most
notable creative television technique trail between Jan. 1 and
Aug. 31, 1951," Don Mitchell, Sylvania Electric Products president,
has announced. Supplementary
awards will go to all categories
of TV personnel, from actor to
make-up man, he said.

PEACE MOVE
In DuMont-RTDG Riff
SETTLEMENT of the prospective
strike against DuMont network by
the New York local of Radio &
Television Directors Guild reportedly was in the offing late last
week, although neither side would
comment formally on the matter.
RTDG national executive director
and local executive secretary, Newman H. Burnett, served notice on
the network a fortnight ago that
a strike could "take place at any
time without further notice." He
charged that DuMont had refused
to sign a formal contract embodying an earlier interim agreement
which it had signed. The network
had no comment.

EAGLE LION SUED
Action Asks $720,000
CHARGING breach of an oral
agreement covering perpetual TV
rights to 81 feature motion pictures
and demanding $720,000 damages,
George Frank and Mrs. Levenoria
Batchelor, widow of the later Walter Batchelor, New York agent,
have a suit on file in Los Angeles
Films Inc.
Superior Court against Eagle Lion
The plaintiffs contend an oral
agreement was made in October
1949 with the price set at $90,000
and they made a $1,000 down payment. About 20 days later the deposit was returned and the TV
rights were sold elsewhere, according to the complaint. Films involved are now worth $810,000 for
telecasting, it is claimed.

ROGERS SUIT
Asks Protection on Fill
ROY ROGERS has filed suit
U. S. District Court, Los Angel
asking Republic Productions 111
and subsidiary Hollywood Te
vision Service Inc., be restrair
from issuing any of his old starri
Westerns in a manner whereby 1
cowboy actor's name and that
his horse Trigger are used i
commercial purposes.
With Republic planning to i
lease a backlog of Mr. Roge
Westerns for television throu
HTS, the suit is in the nature of
test. It will determine the leg |
position of the cowboy actor a
other motion picture personaliti
whose films might be released
video. Contention is that the u
of his old Westerns on televisii
would convey the impression th
he is endorsing products advertise
The suit, if successful, could s
an important precedent for the fil
industry, observers declare. U:
less the
cowboy contained
actor's contra
with
Republic
speci
motion picture-television clause
the granting of the injunction cou
mean that studios could not offi
their backlog of old films to vide
without consent of the players aj
pearing in them, it was pointed ou
Gene Autry, singing cowboy sta
once under Republic contract, ah
has threatened suit if that stud
releases any of his old starri:
Westerns to video. Inasmuch s
he is now making his own televisio
films, charges would include unfai
competition.
TVA-SAG VOTE
Ten N. Y. Firms to Picl
PERFORMERS of 10 New Yor
film companies will choose as thei
bargaining agent either Televisioi
Authority or Screen Actors Guili
in an election to be held by mai
between Sept. 15 and Oct. 15, ac
cording to a stipulation signed b;
both sides in New York, undei
supervision of NLRB Attorney Eu
gene
Purver.
WithM. announcement
of the stip
ulation, which marks a third majoi
step toward settlement of the yearand-a-half-old dispute, SAG Presi
dent Ronald Reagan issued a statement in Hollywood denouncing
TVA. In consenting to the Neu
York area election, TVA had chosen
to "challenge the entire jurisdiction of the Screen Actors Guild,'
he said.
In New York, George Heller,
TVA national executive secretary,
said that if TVA wins the election,
it
offer totoSAG.
"give back" non-TV
filmwillactors
Auctions

Banned

USING an auction sale to establish
a market place for a mass selling
of TV receivers has been banned
in New York by License Commissioner Edward T. McCaffrey. In a
statement he warned two licensed
auctioneers who conducted a fourday sale in New York last month.
Telecasting
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of a series

featuring

the

men

who

make

free

&

peters

TELEVISION

service

University of Michigan (B.A.)
Two years, U. S. Navy
Three years, General Electric Co.
Five years, WWJ-TV, Detroit
Free & Peters (Detroit Office)
since February, 1951

m

6 ft. %

he's all 11

EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
TELEVISION
REPRESENTATIVES
Keith

When Keith McKenney decided to "get
in on the ground floor of television",
he really went all out — spent three
years as camera man, stage manager,
program supervisor, production manager and script-writer, and then added
three more years in television sales,
before joining F & P. Today, Keith
obviously qualifies as a true Television
Specialist, and is anxious and ready
to serve you.
"Serving you" is the main reason our
TV department has grown so tremendously in the past few years, even

ree

DAVENPORT
WHO-WOC) WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co. —

T.McKemey!

&

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

though these years have of course been
ones of enormous growth for television
in general. New men, new accounts,

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)

new highs in billing — they're all a
reflection of F & P's basic philosophy
that our biggest job is to help you get
the greatest possible value for your
TV dollars.
We think a visit with any one of our
"Colonels" will convince you that we
really work at that job — and that we
do it well, here in this pioneer group
of radio and television station representatives.

Peters,

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦Primary NBC Affiliates

inc

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
EW YORK
elecasting

CHICAGO

DETROIT
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in a v
Co-op
NBC
Y
CBS
ABC
NBC
ABC
DuMONT
ABC
CBS SL>ADuMONT
Film
Film
Swanson
Cactus
Gen. Mills
HearOpening
Jim
[ 6:00 PM
«
General
L
(alt. wks.)
Foods
Hopalong
Cassidy
TedFamily
Mack
Peoples
6:15
1
Platform
6:30
Jimmy
F
Space
Hour
(7/29)
kello,r,T
Cdt.
Ronson
Blaine
Co-op
Peter
Lind
L (E-M)
1 layes
Jimmy
Wrigley
Club
16:45
Regent Cig.
Gen.
Goodyear
Leave It
Foods Ernie KovacF
Paul
Gene
To The
Show
W hit 6m 3.1]
Co-op
Fa ye
Video
Pepsi-Cola
|7:00
Capt.
Girls
Show
L
L (E-M)
Blaine*
Seven*
Emerson
L
P&G
5
1
Dodge
:
Revere
Ironrite
|7
Man at the
News
Dealers
American
(
J
YlCopper
Hollywood
OIds
Keyboard
I.
Meet
the
Showtime GoTobacco
Chesterfield
Screen
Press
Camel
Beulah
Lucky
News
USA
|7:30
Not For
Test
L
Jerry
Peggyforme
Lee Publication Caravan L
Mel
L (E-M)
Noxema
17:45
Lever
Lincoln- 1
American
1
'
nventor\
Lux
Colona
Hollywood
iviercury
Pantomime
Shotv
Cameo
Hollywood
Mystery
18:00
Theatre
L
8:15
Dealers
Adventure
Co-op
Time
Firestone
Toast
Bill
Time
Voice of
8:30
TV Recital
F (E-M)
Lipton
LeverPentagon —
Hall
Gwynn
of the
Al Morgan Firestone
Talent
L
Washington
Quiz
Show
L
Town
Scouts
Godfrey's
A. Murray
5
Admiral
P.Horace
Morris
King
9:00
[8:4
Rockey
Murray
BromoStudios
Seltzer
Gen.
Arthur
Heidt
Film
Lights
Out
Philco Corp
Electric
Show
L
Show
9:15
Detective Philco TV
Bakery
Co-op
G.E.
Gen.Fds.
Q.E.D.
Playhouse
Arnold
L
Sanka
Larus &
On Trial
9:30
Guest
Marshall
Somerset
Bymart
Brother
Whose
L (E-M)
Wrestling Maugham
atLife80
House
Plan
Begins
Co.,TheInc.
Phil
Theatre
9:45
Baker
L
Boh ii
wi th
Clothesman
Who's
Aluminum
B.F.
PlainFilm
10:00
Feature
American
Derby
Goodrich
Dennis
TBA
Forum
of
Celebrity
Roller
the
Air
house
WestingTime
Co-op
James
Film
10:15
L
Summer
Jules
Young Ppl.
10:30
Theatre
Church
Montenier
Who Said
of Air
That
Youth on
L
Faye
MyWhat's
Line
March
Pepsi-Cola j
j10:45
Norwich
Sunday
11:00
Emerson
News Spec.
Feature
Film
TBA
1115PM
Chro'no-

AEC

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

MONDAY
CBS

FRIDAY
DuMONT

NBC

Co-op
Tl 1 EC hAV
CBS
DuMONT NBC

ABC
Kellogg

C8

Cactus
Jim
L
Co-op
Gen.
Foods
Video
Capt.
Fatima
Stork
Club
Film
Theatre
on the Air
It's News
To Me
Electric
Drug
Lite
Suspense
AutoBlock

ErnieCo-op
Kovac
Show
L

Space
Cdt.
Edition
Junior
Schenley
Faye
Russells
(to 7:05)
Emerson
Pepsi-Cola

Man at theI Bendix
of a
Keyboard
Chance
Washington
News
Lifetime
Camel
Caravan
Report
PublishingL
University "MiCurtis
nnesota •Sawyer
Georgetown
Meet
Jurythe
Views
Mfg.
Press
Forum
Hollywood
L
Mfrg.
._
Mining &
Kreisler
Johns
Science
Drug
Hopkins
Juvenile
stand
Review
L
P&G
Philco
Fireside
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BandDon
Theatre
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TVStore
Prod.
Wrestling
F
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Cavalcade
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Circle
They
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Theatre
n
L

Stand
Accused

P. Lorrillarc
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Original
L

GIV
Frien
Ton
Ligge
Godfr,
& Myi
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Godfrf
Colga

P. Loril
Web
The

n
n

Clul

n

Hocking
Broadway
Anchor12)
Open(to LHousi

New
Chestei
Mel T(

TBi>
Sales
Pabs
Boxin

m

Danger

Peggy

(to 12)

NBC
ABC

CBS

1 9:00 AM
1 9:15

DuMONT

ABC
1:30 PM
1:45

1 9:30
9:45

2:15

10:00

2:30

10:15
10:30
10:45
Modern
Homemaker
(Color TV)

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45

Soup
Box
Theatre

R. Joe Inc.
Ranger
Joe
Chester
Pup
The
12:15PM
Voice
12:30
of
Prophecy
Faith
For
12:45
! . ida ^
1:00

Bonafide
Mills
Versatile
Varities

1:15

Walter
JohnsonH.
FlyingCo.
Candy
Tigers

Steve
Allen
Show

2:45

Brown
Smiling
Shoe Ed
Top
McConnell
(st. 8/11)
BT Babbitt
Dairy
Two
Girls
Named
TheNatl.Big
SmithBroj.
Seaman
I CoverSq.
Times
MaidenFon
F. Baldwii i
(alt, wks.)
Northam
L.
Day
Corp.
Warren

3:45
4:(

McKesson
&withRobbins
Judy
A Date

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich

12:00 N

Scouting
in Action
Gen. Shoe
Acrobat
(Wo
men s
Ranch
uon
Program) Fasl
M ;c
r, j Internatl.
,S,',\
Late"

12 o'clock
Headlines
For Your
H.Information
F. Keane
Premier
Rumpus
Prod.
Drug
Room
Okay
Sterling
Mother

Show

3:(

3:15
3:30

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Dry
Ralstoi i
Your P.
Co.
Paradi
Purin1
Canadi
Black
Bauer
Super .
Circus

N %»
AONT

NBC

ABC

THURSDAY
CBS DuMONT

Co-op
Cactus
Jim
L

iods
kpt.
deo

■vnce

Junior
Edition
Schenley
Russells
(to 7:05)
Laraine

Co-op
Ernie Kovacs
Show
L
Co-op
Man at the
Keyhoard L
Camel
News
Caravan L

DayGen.
Mills
Lone
Ranger
Stop
Admiral
The
Music

Motorola
Pet Milk
Norge
Four Star
Revue
L

n in
»ll Co
ailow
f 'he
'loak

Stop
Lorillard
The
Music
Packard
Motors
Holiday
Hotel

Kraft Fds.
Kraft
Television
Theatre
L

Gruen
Blind
Date
US Army
Roller
Derbv
Blatz
Roller
I >■ -r 1 1 \

BristolMyersthe
Break
Bank
L
Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood
F

SUNDAY
1 CBS DuMONT

NBC

Fatima
Stork
Club
Carnation
Burns Allen
(alt.)
SC Johnson
Starlight
Theatre
Blatz
Brewing
Andy
Amos n
Esso
Your Esso
Reporter
Kroger
C. Archer
Big
Lever
Rinso
Town
Philip
Morris
Racket
Squad
Carter(alt
Prod,
wks.) Crime
Photographer

ABC

Lamp
I nlo
My Feel

Treasures oj
America
alt. with
H'wd. Cand
Hollywood
Jr. Circus

MONDAY
CBS
Best Foods
Labs, P&G,
Hansen's
Qkr.
Oats,
Reynolds.
Standard
Brands
The Garry
Moore
Show
P&G
First 100
Years
Vanity
Fair
Marlene's
VanityFair*
iW.'d.i
Interntnl.
Latex
Fashion
(Tues.)
Magic*
Aluminum
Cooking
Utensil
makers
HomeExchange
The World
Is Yours
(Color TV)

Quaker
Zoo Oat
Parade
L
Open
'Hearing

Cactus
Jim
L

Kellogg

FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC
Co-op

Space
Cdt.
Junior
Edition

Co-op

Ernie Kovac:
Show
L
Co-op

Hocking
AnchorBroadway
Open House
(to L12)

Stud's

FRIDAY
DuMONT

NBC

ABC

Cactus
L
Jim

Club
Gen.
Foods
Seven
Ernie Kovacs
Capt.
Video
Faye
I Vpsi-I < .la
Co-op
L
Show
Emerson
I lids
GM
t iri-t-riCo.
Man at the Giant
Man at the
Life
News
Keyboard ]
( ihestertield
Keyboard
Camel
Washington
News I
with
Camel
News
Not For
Publication
Caravan L Linkletter Mel
PeggyTorme
Lee
Report
Caravan L
20
DeSoto
It Pays
Ronson
Miles Labs.
Gen. Fds.
Skipp)
Max.H.Cof
to Be
TBA
Quiz LKids
Ignorant
F
Questions
R. J.
Borden in
Peanut
Best
Party
T-Men
Tydol
Man
Headline
Butter
Reynolds
GulfClock
Oil
Foods
Clues
The
Action
Penthouse
You
Bdw. to
L
L
Asked
Against
Crime
Hwood.
For
Co-opIt
Amer. Cig.
Ellery
Hands
The Door
Frazer
KaiserDestiny
With No
of
Brewing
Schlitz
Name
Ford
Brewinj
L
Schlitz
Ford
Pulitzer
Queen
Festival
Prize
DuMont
Film
Firsts
L
Playhouse
Battle
Labs
DuMont
F
Royal
Report
Playhouse
Drug
Gen. Like
Mill: a
Hazel Bisho]
Live
Freddy
Gillette
Marhsall
Lipstick
Millionaire
Plan
Martin
(alt. wks.)
C. Archer Store TV Sports Film
L
10:05-10:30
Chesebrougl
Prod.
Cavalcade
Greatest
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Nature
Place
Things of
Gen.
Foods
Video
Capt.

:ba

Mrs.
Roosevelt
L

ABC

Co-op

Pepsi-Cola
Faye
Emerson

TBA

NBC
Co-op

Stars
Over
Hollywood

ABC

To You
Anthracite
Int.
Better
Home
Show

6:15
6:30
Mr.Kellogg
Wizard
L

Kid Cloves

Theatre
Hollywood
Time

Lambert
Pharmacal
The
Sammy
Kaye Show

5pace^Cadet

Gen.
Mills
Stu
Erwin
Show

Beat
The
Sylvania
Clock

TBA

6:45

7:15
7:30
7:45

Co-op
8:t

Kelvinator
Co.
Whiteman
TV Teen
NashClub

Anheuser
Busch
Budweiser
SlMIIflHT
Theatre

Western
Film
Co-op

Faye

Chicago)
Baseball
(from

Pepsi-Cola
Emerson
Safety
American
Razor
The Show
Goes On
Carter
Songs
Sale for
Songs for

Girls'

Hocking
Broadway
AnchorOpen(to LHouse
12)

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

fUK JULT I a D
NBC
It's Up
SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

Sale

Mid-West
Hayride

8:15
1:30
:45

9:1
9:15
9:30
9:45

Co-op
Wresting
from
Chicago

Lehn&Fink
Doodles
Weaver
L

10:00

10:15
Amer. Tob. 10:30
Hunt
Man
Rrickhouse
Jack
L
Max Factor 10:45
S. Graham 7T7DT
F
11:15i

NBC
Programs in italics, sustaining; Time,
EDT. L, live; F, film; K, kinescopic
recording; E, Eastern network: M, Midwestern; NI, noninterconnected stations.
ABC
7-7:05 PM, M, Tu., Schenley, Andy
& Delia Russell;
Champagne
Party.F. Schenley, Cook's

Co.-P.-Peet
Miss Susan
L
Vacation
Wonderland
F
America
F
Speaks

NBC Takes
YouRaces
to the
L

CBS
3:15-3:30 PM, T, Th., Bride & Groom;
Th„ Hudson Paper Co.
3:30-4 PM. M-W-F, All Around The
Town, s.
3:30-4 PM, Th., Meet Your Cover Girl, s.

Co-op
Strawhat
Matinee
L

Lois 4
Looie
Mary

Lever
Hwkns.L Fall

Hartline
Show
The
Magic
Screen

TBA
Welch,
Klg.
Mars,
C-P-F
Int. Shoe,
Howdy Ddy
L
Wander*

NBC
Races
L
Carting's

5:30-6 PM M-F, Firms listed sponsor
Howdy Doody in 15 min. segments.
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Eyes

of

a

and

GOOD

Ears

CITIZEN

You don't declare yourself a good citizen. That distinction is something
you earn — through faithful service to your community's needs and aspirations.
Ask our fellow citizens in Dayton! WHIO-TV has become the recognized
forum for Dayton's civic efforts. Dayton turns first to WHIO-TV for
programs in the public interest — just as Dayton's civic leaders come to
us first for airtime in support of their most important causes.
This identification with civic causes has won WHIO-TV a unique place
in the hearts of a great community. It has established, throughout our
broadcast period, a listening preference and an audience loyalty which
we make every effort to continue to deserve. WHIO-TV is represented
nationally by the George P. Hollingbery Co.

f

WHIO-TV
is currently

supporting

these

Armed Forces enlistment
U. S. Savings Bonds
Red Cross
Civil Defense
Green Cross Safety Campaign
Community Chest
Social Security
Montgomery Co. Ministerial Assn.
Dayton Council on World Affairs
U. S. Air Forces
St. Elizabeth Hospital Fund

worthy

organizations

Cancer Drive
Cerebral Palsy Campaign
Save-A-Life Campaign
YMCA
YWCA
Dayton Division of Health
St. Joseph Orphanage
Boy Scouts
Girl Scouts
Public School Activities
Paint-Up and Clean-Up Week

WHIO-TV also schedules regular public service features such as the
weather and market reports; and scheduled public services included regularly in participating programs throughout the day.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU^
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Fourth
jlestatus

On
1

IDE the first time in four years of
scking, sales of television sets
Videotown, undisclosed test commity, have been lower in volume
an for the corresponding period
the preceding year.
Fewer sets have been sold in
deotown thus far in 1951 than
!?re sold during the same period
1950.
This was revealed in a fourth
.nual survey by Cunningham &
lalsh Inc., New York, of Videojwn, a secret test community of
|,000 inhabitants.
The agency has used Videotown
. a research lab to measure TV
atistics since 1948. Using the
me community year after year,
anningham & Walsh feels that
B reports offer a comparison of
•havior patterns.
! In Videotown, 50% of the fami■;s now have TV sets. During the
;ar ending Dec. 31, 1950, owneriip increased 11%. The agency
tributes — partly, at least — the rent decline in set sales to the buyg spree last fall.
C&W predicts, however, that set
iles for the whole of 1951 will be
wer than the 1950 figure. This is
?cause (1) the second set market
as not materialized; (2) sets are
.ill too new to produce a large
Mume from the replacement maret; (3) with half of Videotown's
imilies now owning sets, interest
i buying is diminishing.
Set ownership is highest in the

middle income group, where 54%
now have telesets. Buying is falling off in the upper income group —
just not interested — and in the
lower income group which often
does not have sufficient cash for
the increased down payment. It
was indicated that most of the nonowners in the lower income group
would like to buy a set when they
can afford it.
Color television was not found
to affect sales to any considerable
degree. Only a handful gave that
reason for not buying a set this
year. It was pointed out, however,
that color television might prove a
stimulant to sales when it becomes
popularly priced.
To C&W, the most important
fact uncovered in its four years of
studying the effects of TV on community life is the respect mothers
have acquired for the television
set.
Mothers feel that_ it is a deterrent to juvenile delinquency — "It
keeps
theit kids
off the the
streets"
—
and that
strengthens
family
group — "It keeps my husband home
far as school homework is
at As
night."
concerned, many mothers used televiewing as a reward for homework
completed.
Another interesting value of TV,
the survey points out, is that Videotown mothers are able to keep children off streets during polio season
and resting on very hot afternoons.

Survey

Released

'Videotown'
(Report 170)

G. W. Tasker, director of C&W
research, emphasized these other
aspects of the survey:
On the average week-day evening,
66% ofvisionthemore new
watched telethan owners
three hours.
In these new-owner homes, radio
listening dropped 88%-; among adults,
visits with friends dropped 74%; evening entertainment in the home fell
87%; movie-going was off 77% as
compared with movie attendance by
these same persons before they acquired a teleset.
In the over-all picture, C&W
found a slight downward trend in
televiewing. Yet, the agency
added, when persons do watch television, they spend more time at it
now than formerly. Set-owning
families are definitely engaging in
fewer activities which take them
out of their homes.

THE

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS
Heat

Taking

Viewer

Toll

On Early Shows — ARB
DAYTIME and early evening viewing was most affected by the summer weather during June 1-8, but
most of the top network programs
maintained relatively high ratings,
American Research Bureau TVNationals indicated last week.
Many programs presented after 9
p.m. showed relatively small rating
losses.
Texaco Star Theatre continued
to lead the top 10 ratings, closely
(Continued on page 70)

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

there are

City

ty
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
(buquerque
90,526
WMCT
mes
Memphis
WOI-TV
56.161
87.871
8,600 Miami
anta
WTVJ
115,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
70,000
Milwaukee
sltimore
297,368
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV
-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
243,193
WNBF-TV
inghamton
256,400
40,112 Minn.
31 A71
Nashville
irmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
46,200
153,800
WSM-TV
WTTV
New
Haven
loomington
WNHC-TV
16,400
New
Orleans
oston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
867,756
WDSU-TV
62,150
■ Talo
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
New York
WBEN-TV
204,754
WBTV
r arlotte
WOR-TV, WPIX
79,948
2,250,000
WATV
Newark
Ticago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
930,399
incinnali
275,000
Norfolk City WTAR-TV
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV. WLWT
69,130
Oklahoma
leveland
WKY-TV
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
87,636
477,196
olumbus
Omaha
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
KMTV,
WOW-TV
176,541
79,931
834,000
alias,
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Ft. Worth
117,068
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
37,900
Pittsburgh
WDTV
venport
WOC-TV
260
000
152,000
Providence
WTVR
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline56,384 Richmond
WJAR-TV
190,000 Rochester
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
ayton
73,992
etroit
464,135
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WHAM-TV
83,077
WICU
rie
Rock
Island
55,890
WHBF-TV
56,384
E.
Moline
t. WorthQuadCityCities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.
117,068
Salt Lake
Dallas
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
46,600
San Antonio
and Rapids- WLAV-TV
47.354
KEYL, WOAI-TV
San Diego
Kalamazoo
115,600
KFMB-TV
97,500
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
San
Francisco
196,449
69,556
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Schenectady
Houston
K PRC-TV
80,110
Albany-Troy
WRGB
Huntington157,500
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
Seattle
46,100
KING-TV
293,000
85,600
148.000
ndianapolis
WFBM-TV
St.
Louis
KSD-TV
acksonville
WMBR-TV
32,000 Toledo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
120,671
lohnstown
Syracuse
125,000
WJAC-TV
74.140
WSPD-TV
Tulsa
(alamazoo
KOTV
87,275
WKTV
133,122
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
Utica-Rome
Wnshington
26143,500
.300
121,832
WDAF-TV
<ansas City
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
-ancaster
WGAL-TV
Wilmington
WDEL-TV
97,105
69,010
49,000
■ansing
W JIM-TV
KECA-TV. KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
-OS Angeles
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated Sets in Use 12,458,000
Total Markets on Air 63
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
area. WhereTVcoverage
areascommittees,
over'ap set
ro'intscompanies
may be
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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Moves to Speed Thaw
(Continued from page 23)
mission order directing the station
to show cause why its frequency
should not be changed from Channel 4 to Channel 7 and requested
a separate hearing as required by
the Communication Act.
Leading off those supporting the
Commission's allocation authority,
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
Cottone emphasized the Commission's decision on this issue would
affect the fundamental legality of
comparable authority in virtually
all other communication services.
Mr. Cottone argued FCC's basic
authority is clearly and specifically
spelled out in Sec. 303 of the Communications Act, where Congress
has delegated the appropriate
power to FCC, in these subsections,
to:
(a) Classify radio stations;
(b)ice Prescribe
the nature
of the
serv-of
to be rendered
by each
class
licensed stations and each station within any class;
(c) Assign bands of frequencies to
the various classes of stations, and assign frequencies for each individual
station and determine the power which
each station shall use and time during
which it may operate;
(d) Determine the location of classes
of stations or individual stations;
(e) Regulate the kind of apparatus
to be used with respect to its external
effects and the purity and sharpness of
the emissions from each station and
from the apparatus therein;
(f) Make such regulations not inconsistent with law as it may deem necessary to prevent interference between
stations and to carry out the provisions
of this Act; PROVIDED HOWEVER,
That changes in the frequencies, authorized power, or in the times of operation of any station, shall not be made
without the consent of the station
licensee unless, after a public hearing,
the Commission shall determine that
such changes will promote public convenience or interest or will serve public necessity, or the provisions of this
Act will be more fully complied with;
(g) Study new uses for radio, provide
for experimental uses of frequencies,
and generally encourage the larger and
morelic effective
interest; use of radio in the pub(h) Have authority to establish areas
or zones to be served by any station;
*
* *
(r) Make such rules and regulations
and prescribe such restrictions and
conditions, not inconsistent with law,
as may be necessary to carry out the
provisionsnationalofradio this
Act,communications
or any interor wire
treaty or convention, or regulations
annexed thereto, including any treaty
or convention insofar as it relates to
the use of radio, to which the United
States is or may hereafter become a
party. ;.
Mr. Cottone explained the only
exception was detailed by Congress
in Sec. 303 (f) where a hearing

SRT-TV
INTENSIVE PROFESSIONAL
COURSES
i. TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast profetsloncondition*
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Approved for Veterans
Send for free prospettui
"Carters in Television"
SRI
(School ol Radio Tochnlqyef
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America's57Oldetl
Moot
3t6We»i
Street,Broadcasting
New York tt.N.Y.
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must be afforded an existing station whose operation would be
changed.
The bygeneral
"cover-all"
provision
cited
Mr. Cottone
was Sec.
4 (i)
of the statute:
The Commission may perform any
and acts, make such rules and regulations,consistent
and issue
not inwith thissuchAct,orders,
as may
be
necessary
in
the
execution
of
its
functions.
"We think that language is very
plain," he stated.
To the FCBA argument applicants would be deprived a full and
fair hearing under Sec. 309 (a)
of the act if FCC were to fix by
rules a pre-determined allocation
plan, Mr. Cottone noted this issue
has been upheld in favor of FCC by
the courts in comparable cases. He
said the courts "have consistently
sustained the authority of the Commission to adopt general rules and
regulations in connection with its
licensing functions."
Hearing Right Issue
He said under the FCBA argument, an applicant for a broadcast station in the police frequencies could demand a hearing
on his application, and if denied,
appeal under Sec. 309 (a).
In his memorandum brief on this
subject, Mr. Cottone indicated the
FCBA contention respecting rights
to hearing under Sec. 309 (a)
would prevent the Commission
"from adopting any general rules
which define and declare elements
of the public interest in advance
of individual licensing proceedings"
and "is, therefore, a contention not
only unsupported by the provisions
of the Communications Act but
one squarely in the teeth of every
judicial decision bearing upon the
The brief continued:
subject."
It would necessarily follow from the
contentions of petitioners that no rule
or statement of policy which might be
adopted by the Commission could forean applicant from reopening the
entireclosequestion
in a hearing on its
application.
This necessarily means that the Commission has no power at all to adopt
any effective general policy, by rule or
otherwise, to be applied in determining
whether the public interest would be
served by the grant or denial of an
application.
Every beonetransformed
of the Commission's
would
into a mere rules
advisory declaration. However, it has
been consistently held that the Commission's Rules and Regulations are not
merely tentative advisory pronouncements
of law. but have the force and effect
Mr. Cottone explained that under
FCC's proposal anyone wanting a
channel not listed for his city in the
allocation table may petition for a
change in the rule to provide such
a channel if available. If the petition is denied, he explained, the
party has full judicial review provided under Sec. 402 (a) of the act.
The one-year limitation on filing
of such petitions, he stated, is a
"reasonable limitation" imposed by
administrative necessity and which
has been upheld in comparable circumstances by the courts in such
decisions as the Ashbacker case.
Noting FCBA's chief objection to
FCC's plan lies with Sec. 307 (b) of
the act, Mr. Cottone argued there
is nothing in this section which prohibits the rules proposed.
There would have to be "pretty

DUMONT
REQUEST
Wants Early FCC Hearing
REQUEST for an appearance in
open hearing at the earliest possible moment was made Thursday
to the FCC by Allen B. DuMont
Labs, which is advocating a plan
of TV channel allocations widely
variant from that proposed by the
FCC. Hearings on video allocations are scheduled to begin July
23 in Washington.
The DuMont request was contained in a telegram sent to T. J.
Slowie, FCC secretary, by William
ing:Roberts, DuMont counsel, readA.
Regarding proposed hearing under
Section 13 (A) of third notice of proposed rule making, Docket No. 8736
et al., DuMont advises that it desires
to appear for the purpose of giving
evidence regarding
the Commission's
proposals
in Appendices
C and D and
in support of its comments filed
thereon, in open hearing at such time
and place as the Commission may
designate.
as related
DuMont'sto
presentation Inasmuch
and proposals
the allocation plan for the entire
United States and adjacent foreign
territory we request that if practicable we be assigned for appearance
at the earliest possible date in the
proposed hearing. It is our understanding that
Commission's
amended notice
now the
assigns
this hearing for July [23], 1951. We do not consider that our evidence could be presented otherwise than in open hearing.
explicit language" in Sec. 307 (b),
he said, to defeat the specific authority granted in Sec. 303 cited
above.
Sec. 307 (b) provides:
In considering
applications
for licenses, and modifications
and renewals
thereof, when and insofar as there is
demand for the same, the Commission
shall make such distribution of licenses,
frequencies, hours of operation, and of
power among the several States and
communities as to provide a fair, effiand equitable
dio cient,
service
to each ofdistribution
the same. of raMr. Cottone charged he could
"advance more arguments" why
rule-making will provide a more
equitable allocation than not. Small
cities would never get a chance to
have a TV outlet if channels were
not allocated, he pointed out, because big city money and knowhow would beat them to the draw.
His brief on this point explained
FCBA is correct that a specific
assignment cannot be made without
a proper application being filed for
such an assignment, "but it is completely without foundation to state
that Sec. 307 (b) prohibits the exercise of such rule making authority pursuant to Sees. 303 (d)
and (f) of the Act, and requires the
location of stations in any service
to be determined solely on a caseto-case basis upon the consideration of individual applications."
Mr. Cottone argued the legislative history of the statute supports
FCC's position fully, and noted his
brief contained considerable detail
on this subject.
FCC authority to reserve channels for noncommercial educational
stations "is the same" as FCC's
authority to specify special types of
T e Ie c s

stations contained in Sec. 303, f
contended.
Respecting the controversy cj
Sec. 307 (c) of the act as it rehi
to
toneeducational
held therereservation,
is nothing Mr.
in le;( 1 I
lative history indicating FCC dj|
not have authority to reserve
allocate educational facilities,
said through Sec. 307 (c) Cong?
only wanted to determine whet
it should by statute either dii
FCC to fix educational reservat
or make such reservation itself.
JCET Support
Brig. Gen. Telford Taylor,
behalf of the Joint Committee I
Educational Television, also argi
in detail that Sec. 307 (c) did I
withdraw
from the Commiss
any
power
reservatic 1
for education.to make
He affirmed
Cottone's view that the section oi
asked FCC's advice on whether
make such reservation by statu
He also held the legislative h
tory upholds this view.
As directed by Sec. 307 (c), Fi
in 1935 told Congress in a spec
report that no such statute yi
needed at the time.
Gen. Taylor's memorandum br:
gave further details on the legisl
tive history of Sec. 307 (c)
answered the opposition of WKM
Dearborn, Mich., on these issu*!
He charged WKMH was "obligi
to mis-describe" that statute in i
petition in order to make its poir
educational
Gen. Taylorreservation
emphasized and
thatfix*t'
allocation issues are one and tl
same, and
holding
the terms are
"reserv
tion"
"allocation"
inte
changeable as in other services.
Gen. Taylor contended the bas
question is whether FCC will ket
on has
exercising
the samesince
authoril'
it
been exercising
1927
Symour Krieger, JCET associal !
counsel, detailed how the issue ( '
allocation
legality would regulator
affect tl"
entire communication
field and noted fixed facilities fo
education were first established b,rule, without opposition, as earln
as 1938.
Henry G. Fischer, arguing fo;
the Board of Regents of the U. o„
New York State, which has pre!
posed a state-wide
network,
supportededucational
fully FCCT1
position on allocation and reserva
tion. He offered a detailed brie
in support of this view, pointin;
out no new questions were bein;
considered which had not alread;
been settled through 15 years o
FCC administration and sustained
in court.
Richard S. Salant, appearing fo
CBS, held FCC has full lega
authority for its proposals. Hi!
contended there is no legal differ
ence between allocation^ and reser
vation.
Although there are some feaWANTED
to
TV ANNOUNCER
Send disc, photo, qualifications
WAAM, Baltimore 11, Md.
sting
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3s CBS "feels unwise," he said,
3 "tries to distinguish between
it we don't like and what we
eve is illegal."
Effects Described
alternatives to a fixed plan were
i "terrible to contemplate" by
Salant. He thought adding the
jie of which city merited the
■cation of a channel to the norissues of a comparative hearJ would multiply the complexity
the case innumerable times,
f FCC were to junk its fixed
n and proceed on a strictly
ilication basis, Mr. Salant said
IS' "proposal C" to get a channel
Chicago would create a chainction hearing involving city
jer city ranging from Norfolk,
., to Grand Forks, N. D. He
,med this illustration an "exmely limited example."
]omr. Robert F. Jones quested Mr. Salant at length on
at happens to applicants for
iinnels not listed in the fixed
jle once it is set by the Com^sion. The attorney replied in
)stance all potential applicants
I having their hearing and due
:-)cess "now" on such issue, in
■ oral argument and in the forthning city-by-city hearing. It
o was noted the right to appeal
provided after the table is made
Wi.
Seorge 0. Sutton, appearing for
'eral existing TV stations and
ler applicants, said all of his
ents
FCC's but
authority
ike a support
firm allocation
he wouldto
t comment on the educational
ue.
'Neither do we question the
thority of the Commission to
jike
he said.
Mr. such
Suttonreservation,"
informed FCC
none
the existing TV stations he
'presents, whose frequencies the
unmission proposes to change,
pose the switch.
These are
;DEL-TV Wilmington, WBRC-TV
umingham and WGAL-TV Lanster, Pa. He also appeared for
FBG
Altoona,
Pa.; KOKX
jokuk, Iowa; KQV Pittsburgh:
:DAM
Pittsburg, Kan.; KFVS
jipe Girardeau, Mo.; WDBO Or'ndo,
WKRG Mobile,
LVA Fla.;
Lynchburg,
Va., Ala.;
and
FRU Columbia, Mo.
James A. McKenna Jr., appearg for ABC, stated the network
pports FCC's allocation author<; and believes exceedingly comex hearings would ensue if a
ied plan is not adopted.
Similarly pointing out the long
mt-up demand which will be unashed in a flood of new applicajons upon lifting of the freeze,
jernon L. Wilkinson told FCC that
o cut the Gordian knot there
ust be an allocation." He appeared

in support of FCC's position in
behalf of WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.;
WFTL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and
KING-TV Seattle.
Other attorneys concurring in
support of the FCC plan included
Abe Stein, for WTTV Bloomington,
Ind.; Maurice R. Barnes, for
Michigan State College; and Ernest
W. Jennes, for Lowell Cooperative
Broadcasting Council.
William A. Porter, president of
FCBA, opened the afternoon session in opposition to FCC's allocation plan by rule. He held it is
"absurd" to challenge FCC's general powers of allocation and rule
making but the bar group does
oppose a table of fixed allocation by
rule.
He saw court litigation on a
fixed plan by rule delaying TV
service to the whole country.
FCBA does not oppose an allocation plan, Mr. Porter reminded. In
fact, he said, "we urge that one be
adopted." Such a plan must not
be by rule, however, he said.
'Discretion' Hit
When a plan is fixed by rule,
Mr. Porter indicated, FCC at its
own discretion can decide who may
have a hearing on a request to
allocate a channel not listed in the
table. Such discretion is unlawful, he indicated, since all applicants must be afforded hearing.
As an example of such discretion
being used against an applicant,
he cited the Yankee Network effort
to acquire Channel 10 at Bridgeport and to be included in the Hartford-New Britain comparative proceeding..
The FCBA president noted the
FM allocation is only a tentative
plan and has been changed every
now and then to meet a particular
change of need. Chairman Coy
noted FCC has been issuing notices
of nroposed rule changes in FM
during the past three years, however.
"If that same liberality could be
aoplied to the television allocation,"
Mr. Porter stated, "there would be
much less trouble with it."
In answer to Comr. E. M. Webster, Mr. Porter thought the FM
allocation would be "illegal" if
finally fixed by rules.
"Our position is not one of obstruction," Mr. Porter advised the
Commission, noting, "We have been
accused of that." He explained
FCBA feared further delays otherwise, hence spoke out.
To Chairman Coy's inquiry respecting "intimidation," Mr. Porter
replied there "absolutely" was no
intimidation involved, FCBA merely "fearing possible upset later."
"We couldn't intimidate you if
we wanted to," Mr. Porter commented.

"I quite agree with that," Chairman Coy retorted.
"We are officers of your court,"
EXTENSIVEFILMS
LIBRARY Of " Mr. Porter told the chairman, explaining it was for this reason
FCBA felt it should advise FCC on
(including Cartoons)
Available For ■
the legality problem.
TELEVISION
The FCBA spokesman explained
Send for Catalog
the "general language" of Sec. 303
729 Seventh Ave.. N.Y, 19 of the act "is modified by the specific language of later sections,"
Recasting
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namely Sec. 307 (b), (c) and 309
(a).Referring to FCBA's views on
shortcutting the further procedure
to expedite a lifting of the freeze,
Mr. Porter said, "I think you
should have hearings on applications now. Take out one step."
This step to be omitted is the cityby-city hearing, he indicated.
To Chairman Coy's inquiry
whether FCC should "take a long
term lease on the Chicago stadium"
in order to hold comparative hearings on applications, Mr. Porter
replied, "I don't think it will be
necessary. Not based on applicaHe explained he did not feel all
who filed comments would come
tions." with firm applications beforth
cause of the cost of TV and other
considerations. So many comments
were filed, he indicated, because all
parties felt that under FCC's proposal thisTV.
was the
chance"
to
get into
Such"last
would
not be
the effect under FCBA's proposal,
he argued.
Chairman Coy indicated perhaps
three times as many applications
may be filed as there were comments. Initial comments totaled
about 700, and replies about 300.
"You're really a pessimist on
this, aren't you?" Chairman Coy
asked Mr. Porter.
"No, I'm not," was the reply, as
Mr. Porter stressed the high cost
of application hearings in TV itself "will separate a lot of wind
from the substance." He emphasized he believed the so-called
"chain-reaction" problem of comparative hearings would therefore
wash out.
Chairman Coy suggested FCBA
might be more concerned over channel scarcity than the law involved,
but Mr. Porter disagreed, statins:
again the fear of a law suit which
would tie up the entire country.
"You've mentioned that before,
Mr. Porter," Chairman Coy interjected sharply.
"We see a threatened case of controversy
continued,
whichhere,"
canMr.
delayPorter
television
for a "very long time."
No Education Comment
When asked about the educational reservation issue, Mr. Porter
stated he was not authorized by
FCBA to comment, but personally
felt the "asterisk" (reservation)
could remain on the channels now
so tagged, but would be open on
"ecmal basis" to all applicants.
"Now that would really be ducky,
wouldn't it," Chairman Coy tartly
observed, further commenting FCC
really would be showing "good
faith" to educators by such policy.
Mr. Porter explained he thought
educators should have facilities but
they
should
on "equal basis"
with all
other beapplicants.
"You feel that is real generous,"
Chairman Coy suggested.
Mr. Porter replied he did not
think FCC had the right to reserve
channels.
To Comr. Webster's inquiry
whether the FCBA view on allocation legality would apply to all

FILM PRODUCERS are showing
increasing originality in subject
matter and treatment of films for
television.
There were reports last week of
a new production planned by
FRANKLIN Television Productions, Hollywood, to be made in
Hawaii. It is to be based on The
Lord's Annointed, a "Book-of-theMonth" a few years ago which
"tells the real story of the tragedy
of Hawaii when many foreign
countries tried to take the Islands
from the Hawaiians." According to
Manager John Jay Franklin, it is
the first in a half-hour series of 52
great novels produced especially
for TV. . . . Franklin also has completed Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde,
first in a series of five- and sevenminute classics which will be billed
as Franklin's Drama Hicfhliahts.
. . . The firm also has filmed an
authentic Hawaiian musical featuring Alfred Apacka, Decca recording
artist, to be released in a series of
15- and 30-minute productions.
A new documentary series, World
Report, filmed by Clete Roberts for
INS-TELENEWS, New York, is
now available. First films are based
on the Far East, with Middle Eastern and European locales now being shot. The quarter-hour, five-aweek news feature films are "treated with the kind of dramatic documentary techniques that made the
'March of Time' newsreel so famous in the theatrical field." . . .
INS also announced that its weekly
sports review, This Week in Sports,
has been purchased by Jax beer for
showing on WKY-TV Oklahoma
City and WOAI-TV San Antonio,
Tex.
other services equally, Mr. Porter
replied,
think so."
Comr. "IGeorge
E. Sterling asked
if an applicant could take the allocation-by-rule plan to court when
he
had could
not proven
channel
not fill ahis"flexibility"
need. Mr.
Porter answered he felt an applicant has the right to apply for a
"specific channel" and may appeal
if denied that facility.
W. Theodore Pierson, appearing
for several applicants, stated his
clients opposed both the allocation
and reservation proposals, although
not all of them "oppose or have
(Continued on page 88)
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 67)
followed by the Comedy Hour, starring Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
ARB-TV Nationals are issued
monthly based on a probability
sample of 2,200 TV homes representing- all video urban and rural
areas. The ratings follow:
RANKING BY PROGRAM CITY RATING
1. Star Theatre
55.6
2. Comedy Hour
43.2
3. Talent Scouts
43.1
4. Your Show of Shows
42.6
5. Godfrey and Friends
39.2
6. Wayne King
37.8
7. Philco TV Playhouse
37.7
8. Fireside Theatre
37.1
9. Groucho Marx
36.8
10. Private Eye
35.2
RANKING BY HOMES REACHED
000)
1. Star Theatre (Add 7,170
2. Your Show of Shows
5,450
3. Comedy Hour
5,370
4. Godfrey and Friends
4,670
5. Philco TV Playhouse
4,640
6. Groucho Marx
4,640
7. Fireside Theatre
4,550
8. Private Eye
4,430
9. Studio One
4,280
10. Original Amateur Hour
4,170
New

KTSL

Rate Card,

No. 5, Effective July 15
KTSL (TV) Hollywood, owned and
operated by CBS, has issued Rate
Card No. 5, effective July 15, which
increases Class A time in the onehour classification from $900 to
$1,200. Class B rate is being increased from $675 to $900 and Class
C rate from $360 to $480, with corresponding increases for program
periods of less than one hour.
Latest Hooperatings
Show Berle Tops
MILTON BERLE'S Texaco Star
Theatre led the TV "Hooperatings
Pocketpiece" for the first two weeks
in June, with a 44.5.
The first 10 sponsored network
programs were:
1. Texaco Star Theatre — Milton Berle 44.5
2. Fireside Theatre
35.4
3. Comedy Hour — Martin & lewis 33.8
6/3 only
4.
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
33.6
5. Mama
27.5
6. Philco TV Playhouse
27.2
7. Studio One
27.1
8. Original Amateur Hour
26.6
9. Kraft TV Theatre
26.6
10. Godfrey & Friends
26.4
Special Event
President Truman's Speech 6/14 39.5

Effect on Adolescents
Surveyed by USC
EFFECTS of television on adolescents' home life and family relationships are covered in a one year
survey made at U. of Southern
California School of Education by
Linden G. Leavitt Jr., radio-television instructor of Pasadena City
College.
Encompassing 322 boys and girls
from six junior high schools the
sui'vey shows that 30% like their
homes more because of television.
Only 7 out of the 322 reported
video has been a bad influence in
their home. Some 75% said they
stay home more now because of
video and 22% admitted enjoying
company of their parents more
since the family acquired a set.
From the parental side, 85%
stated their parents gave them the
same amount of attention they received prior to television, but 5%
reported receiving less attention.
There has been no change in the
way members of the family treat
each other was the opinion of 65%.
It was the belief of 15% that the
family seemed to get along better
since they got TV.
Berle Tops Ratings
In Trendex Report
TOP 10 TV shows was headed by
Texaco Star Theater according to
Trendex Ratings covering interconnected network programs in 20
cities for the week of June 1-7.
Survey lists the top 10 as follows:
49.1 NBC
Star Theatre — Berle
42.2 CBS
Godfrey'sHour
Talent Scouts
39.3 NBC
Comedy
37.7 NBC
Fireside Theatre
Your Show of Shows
36.4 NBC
TV Playhouse
35.7 NBC
32.8 CBS
Godfrey
n
Friends
31.3 NBC
Your Hit Parade
30.5 CBS
What's
My Line?
Martin Kane,
Private Eye
28.2 NBC
NOTE: The above figures are based on the
one live broadcast of the program during
June 1-7.
Tele-Que Reports
On L. A. Televiewing
FAVORITE television program in
the Los Angeles area for the second consecutive month was Spade
Cooley, according to the June TeleQue survey released by Coffin,
Cooper & Clay Inc., Los Angeles.
Taking the next nine places in
popularity among evening shows

were Milton Berle, KTLA Thursday Wrestling, Bandstand Revue,
KTLA Movies, Ina Ray Hutton
show, The Lone Ranger, Harry
Owens show and You Bet Your Life
tieing for seventh place; KLACTV Friday Wrestling, Wild Bill
Hickok, The Ruggles.
Rated as top daytime show was
Flash Gordon. Time for Beany was
named favorite among multi-weekly shows.
Sets-in-Use Drop
Shown by Trendex
COMPARISON of evening TV setsin-use for network viewing covering the months of June and February 1951 indicate a drop of 9.7 in
June, according to Trendex survey.
Individual evening comparisons are
as follows:
February June
Sunday £9.5 48.2 —11.4
Monday 60.8 56.2 —4.6
Tuesday 61.9 56.7 —5.2
Wednesday 60.7 £0.5 —10.2
Thursday 59.5 49.7 —9.8
Friday 58.7 45.9 —12.2
Saturday 53.0 43.6 —14.4
NBC-TV
CHANGES
In Production Services
REALIGNMENT of operating
functions and personnel in NBC
television production services, reporting to Fred Shawn, director,
was announced last week by Lyman
Munson, television operations director.
Formation of two sections, production operations division, under
James Kovach; and staging services division, under Benjamin L.
Webster, was announced. Each
will report to Mr. Shawn.
Mr. Munson also announced appointment of Robert J. Wade, production services manager, as executive coordinator of production
development for the production
services department. Mr. Wade, he
said, will
"developmentalconcentrate
activities in all on
staging
production areas, with emphasis on
new techniques and on color. . . ."
Reporting to Mr. Kovach will be
Ernest V. Theiss, broadcast operations supervisor; Stanley Parian,
broadcast film supervisor; William
Ervin, studio operations supervisor; Hugh Graham, production coordinators' chief coordinator.
Robert Brunton, who will report
to Mr. Webster, has been appointed
supervisor of staging services'
stage special effects. Also under
Mr. Webster's direction will be
M. M. Elwell, art director in
charge of design, and Walter
Giebelhaus, scenic production supervisor.
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Seeks UHF Tests
CONESTOGA TELEVISION
Assn., Lancaster, Pa., has filed
anew with FCC for authority
to conduct UHF propagation tests
in the 590-610 mc band. The group
earlier this year was denied further extension of UHF test authority on the grounds that rebroadcasting of Philadelphia TV programs did not constitute proper
experimental work [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 12].

Footballcasts
(Continued from page 25),
York and Boston. Night game \
pact would be studied at Bos
College and Syracuse U., perh
including high Schools.
Careful promotion studies wo
be conducted since it was poin
out many observers believe the
tent of impact on attendance
pends primarily on the skill ;
weight of promotion. Attent
was directed to NARTB and Rac 1
Television Mfrs. Assn. cooperat ;
with organized baseball. Good p
motion can cancel out the loss fr
home viewing by widening
group of fans interested in
game, it was stated.
In baseball, total radio-TV rig
fees nearly equal the entire g
receipts of the National League
1940, baseball's biggest pre-v
The Ayer study warned that c
lege football, like baseball, fa>
difficult problems this year es]
year.
cially in view of the loss in <
rollment.
A rights fee of twice-the-hour
station-rate-per-game is propos
based on Ayer's experience. Hou:
rate for eight games on 107 TV sf
tions is about $500,000, with rigl
fees
about formula.
a million Bo'd
lars, totaling
under this
games and similar classics woi
not be included in this figure. W:
the number of stations expected
multiply rapidly following the li
ing of in
the several
freeze, the
formula
coi '
bring
million
dollars
year. Open competitive bidding
favored because it avoids restrai
of trade and allows ample room f
careful research.
Bonafide

Cancels

BECAUSE of CBS-TV's no-hiat
policy, Bonafide Mills Inc. (flo
coverings), New York, is cancelli
its Bonny Maid Versatile Varieti
(CBS-TV, Sunday, 11:30 a.m.->
noon) for this summer. Since t:'
show's talent consists of childr
amateurs, most of whom are aw;
at camp during the summer, Gibr<
tar Adv., New York, agency f
Bonafide, said the move was nece
sary- Agency said the show w
return to the air in September, (
a network and at a time to be s(

Ror

Thompson

25 years of radio experience and personal participation in his community's
projects
and Thompson
services havea
made Roy
household
word
in industriR
al y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
the
Roy Thompson
Station,
will assure
you a loyal,
buyT
ing
audience
throughout
the
listening hours.

W

A

Telecasting

ABC

1240 KC

Altoona,
Pa
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
• BROADCASTINI

Dth Commercial Year
; (Continued from page 54)
Mcial receiving array at the
,ptGB transmitter site in the
Hderberg Mountains. But WRGB
- not begin charging for its own
ie until Dec. 1, 1947. WBKB
ffl) Chicago, which began telekting programs in March 1941
id received its commercial license
October 1942. did not go comIrcial until 1945. KTSL (TV)
s Angeles, which as W6XAO
sgan electronic TV operations in
cember 1931, delayed the start of
commercial career until May 6,
IS, when it telecast a kinescope
•ording of the Old Gold Original
lateur Hour.
Study Medium
These bare dates alone, however,
" not give any thing like a compte account of pictorial advertisr on the air, even in the prewar
riod of video infancy. As soon
the television experimenters put
.-ognizable images on the air adrtisers began to study this new
;ans of communication, which
'en then they saw as a potentially
werful advertising medium. Instrial films, made for showing in
ftiools, factories, clubs and dealer
;etings, were freely offered to the
oneer telecasters, who were glad
receive this ready made program
jterial to augment their meagre
pply of video entertainment.
Other advertisers adapted their
jdio programs, however ineptly,
l sight as well as sound broadsting. A few even developed
ecial programs for video prentation, paying the program costs
lile the stations contributed their
cilities without charge in a
utual campaign of advertising exrimentation. NBC's W2XBS, in
e 12 months following its induration ofregular programming
April 30, 1939, telecast experiental commercial programs in
operation with 73 individual adtrtisers whose TV-promoted items
jjnged from disinfectants to steamip cruises.
In the fall of 1941, WPTZ's tele-

Television's first commercial, a
one-minute spot at 2:30 p.m. on
July 1, 1941, not only presented
the name of the sponsor (Bulova)
but also that of the station (WNBT
(TV) New York) and the manufacturer ofthe transmitting equipment (RCA), as well as the date,
weather and time of the next program. Picture shows final commercial of the first day of TV commercial operation duplicating the time
signal whichbroadcasting.
had opened that day's

casts of the U. of Pennsylvania
football games, which had started
the previous year, acquired a sponsor, Atlantic Refining Co., which
has continued its sponsorship of the
Penn grid games on WPTZ each
fall since then. But although
WPTZ had a rate card in 1941, its
arrangement with Atlantic was for
the oil company to pay for the announcers, spotters and incidental
program expense, while the station
contributed the facilities and technical personnel necessary to transmit the football pictures from the
gridiron to the Philadelphia viewing public. It was not until 1946
that a straight time charge was instituted for these telecasts.
DuMont Offers
Early in 1943 DuMont offered
advertisers and agencies the use of
W2XWV (now WABD) without
charge as a laboratory for experimentation in video advertising
techniques. First to accept was
Benton & Bowles, which put on a
series of ten-minute dramatic
sketches for Post Tens, a General
Foods assortment of breakfast
cereals. Another of these early
quasi-commercial telecasts on the
DuMont station was a Chesterfield
program featuring Fred Waring
and his vocal ensemble; AFM
would not permit instrumental
musicians to perform before the
TV cameras at that time.
As the war neared its climax,
TV programming schedules were
expanded and advertisers began to
prepare for full-fledged video activity in the postwar era. NBC
launched an extensive schedule of
sports telecasts, installing sets in
service hospitals to bring these programs to invalided fighting men.
These sports shows, many of them
paid for by Gillette which in the fall
WEVD
of 1944 began its regular weekly
117-119 W. 46 St sponsorship of boxing matches
1HNRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director H.Y.19
from Madison Square Garden, were
ROADCASTING
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strong following. Straight musical
presentations, both popular and
classical, and news programs — the
two fields in which television is
weakest — are growing in acceptance.
The extent of the decline in network radio bears an almost direct

broadcast in a three-city hookup.
WPTZ, which became the first
regularly affiliated station of the
NBC-TV Network, aired them in
Philadelphia, and WRGB in Schenetady, as well as WNBT in New
York.
Television's postwar expansion,
from seven to 107 stations, from a
few thousand receivers to well over
12 million, from a handful of sponsors to thousands of regular video
clients, needs no recounting here.
Its commercial growth can be epitomized best, perhaps, by a comparison of WNBT's
Rateof Card
No. 1, with
a base rate
$120

relationship to the rise of video."
To show "the deterioration of
the network radio situation in New
York," the Times cited a tabulation by C. E. Hooper Inc. comparing ratings of major network shows
among New York listeners during
late winter and early spring of
1948 and 1951, as follows:
1948 1951
PROGRAM
Rating Rating
Jack Benny
26.5 4.8
Amos 'n' Andy
13.6 5.9
Ari'iur
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
20.3 5.9
Radio Theatre
25.3
8.4
My F'iend Irma
18.8 6.6
Bob Hope
16.0 3.2
Fibber McGee & Molly
17.2 5.0
Big Town
12.7 2.2
Grourho Marx
12.0 5.0
Sing Crosby
18.0 3.8

per evening
and night-at
time one-minutehour
announcements
$8 each,
current
rate
card and(No.that9), station's
which calls
for
$3,250 per evening hour and quotes
20-second announcements at $675
apiece.
TV Benefits Children
(Continued from page 56)
shows have lost "a sizable proportion of their after-dark audiences," but that up.radio's local business is holding
The Times also found that night
clubs, bars, and restaurants have
experienced a general decline in
business; civic and community
meeting schedules have been revised to avoid TV competition; bus,
trolley and taxicab firms report a
stay-at-home trend which is slowing their business.
"Conversely, retail clothing
stores report increased sale of
lounging apparel for use in the
home,'TVparticularly
women's
robes
and
slacks,' " the
newspaper
asserted. "Furniture manufacturers
also say they have benefited from
the 'back-to-home' movement as
viewers decided to 'dress up the
While the Times found network
living room.' "
radio suffering from TV competition, itofalso
that continues
"local business
radiofound
stations
at
a good level all over the country.
"Few individual stations have
cut rates for programs originating
in their own studios, and several
have announced increases. Daytime
shows, which on the radio can be
enjoyed without neglecting work
or household chores, still have a

WIBW

The eral
Times
reported
that "sevbroadcasters
expressed
the
view that while radio and TV were
now compared economically, the
growing disparity in rates would
soon make radio virtually a 'new
low-priced medium' that could
stand
its own."
The ontrend
toward lower-priced
radio programs was noted, along
with the radio networks' reductions
in time charges effective yesterday
(Sunday).
In Cleveland it was reported the
"asking price for one large station
has skidded from $3,000,000 to
Movie attendance
was cited as an
$1,250,000
in a year."
illustration of "what happens when
the screen lights up in the home
and the public curtails its spending.
The Times reported:
"Attendance at theatres has
dropped 20
40% since. .the. introduction oftotelevision.
Many
film distributors believe the national
decline is roughly 35%.
"In contrast, representative cities
that do not have television report
business is holding up well and attribute at most a 10% decline to
theIn higher
of living."
contrastcost
to the
number of theatre-closings, the Times notes, have
been the approximately 800 new
drive-in theatres which were opened
during(Continued
the past year.
At drive-ins,
on page
72)

TheVoiLwKansas
in TOPE
K A
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TV Benefits Children
(Continued from page 71)
it is pointed out, "customers can
avoid parking charges, baby-sitter
fees, and traffic congestion, and
can dress as they please."
The Times study found that "isolated and highly tentative reports
. . . give the first hints that veteran video viewers are beginning
to resume the movie-going habit
after a steady dose of TV."
Referring to experiments in theatre television, Mr. Gould says that
"by fall perhaps more than 100
houses will have theatre TV equipment and will be in a position to
outbid an advertising sponsor on
home video."
"But," he said, "overshadowing
all other considerations in the relationship between television and the
motion-picture world is the fact
that television is still only in its
relatively early stages of development."
The Times found sports especially
concerned about the effects of TV.
In the case of high schools particularly itwas found "loss of revenue
from football and basketball is
jeopardizing other sports and such
extra-curricular activities as dra-

For the 'Record'
FIRST two of The New YorkTimes seven articles, written
by Jack Gould, on the effect
of television on American life
were re-printed in the Tuesday Congressional Record.
Sen. William Benton (DConn.) , who was responsible
for the insertions, said the
Public Printer informed him
the cost of printing the articles in the Record was
$266.50. The Senator also
noted that Mr. Gould's reference to him and to Sen. Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) as "favoring telecasts of Congress
because they would prove an
educational force in demonstrating the workings of a
democracy" was not quite accurate as he has not made up
his mind whether such procedure "would not actually
reduce the efficiency of the
Congress."
KSWM
JOPLIN,
MO.

matic clubs, school newspapers,
and student bands." From a collegiate standpoint, it was pointed
out, 24 institutions have abandoned
football since TV came in.
Yet on a national basis, the
Times reported, TV's effect on
sports "does not follow a consistent
pattern, and varies widely in different locations."
The roundup found that "the
surest guarantee of immunity from
the inroads of TV is what always
has been the basic test for success
in sports — a winning team or a
championship
For instance,participant."
it was pointed out
that the New York Yankees,
Brooklyn Dodgers, and New York
Giants baseball teams "are drawing large or sell-out crowds" for
their top games, "and sale of the
TV rights is just that much added
revenue."
Minor league, high school, semipro, and neighborhood events are
suffering from top collegiate and
professional telecasts, the newspaper reported, because "with big
games on TV, people won't go to
little
games."
Book-reading
in general, the
study revealed, "has withstood the
onslaught of television and the
printed word at present is not
seriously endangered . . ."
Mr. Gould
reported
that "sale
books
to adults
has fallen
off of
in
most cities, but public libraries in
the main report an upward trend
in
the lending of books." Mr. Gould
continued:
"A major surprise in the reports
on the nation's reading habits . . .
is a refutation of the persistent
assumption that the young books
reader would be lost to television.
An overwhelming majority of public libraries reported that children,
once they were accustomed to having TV, actually were reading more
books, not fewer."
TV on
andmagazine
the inflationary
spiral's
effect
reading brought
a divided answer, and in the case
of newspapers it was reported that
circulation "has been sustained or
even increased in television cities,
but distributors said that early editions of morning papers and the
very late editions of afternoon
newspapers were affected in some
communities."
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND..,
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IH TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin,
Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service.
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLI
[Nationally Represented by WILLIAM
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POLITICAL

MUST
'Times' Reports Truman's Views On Vi<

PRESIDENT TRUMAN considers
television an essential in modern
politics, The New York Times reported last week as part of its
study of TV's effects on "major
segments
story
page of
56).American life" (see
New York Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey, titular head of the Republican Party, shares this view, but
they both take a dim view of telecasting Congressional investigations, the Times asserted.
The Times quoted a White House
spokesman as saying:
"In general it is pretty obvious
that the President thinks highly of
television. He insists on full use
of it in all of his major speeches.
"The President has real misgivings, however, about the use of
television at hearings because of
the tendency to make Roman holidays of them.
"One day he observed that one of
the major factors in the weakening
of the governments of Athens and
of other democratic Greek states
was the adoption of trial by mass
jury. In that way emotions sway
CBS-FORDHAM
Symposium Starts July 5
COURSES of the CBS-Fordham
U. Summer Institute of Professional Television and Radio, to be
held July 5-Aug. 14, will cover
television production, radio-TV acting, radio-TV station operation
and management, radio direction
and production, radio-TV dramatic
script-writing, and a "symposium
of professional radio and television," William A. Coleman, Fordham radio-television division chairman, announced last week.
All courses will be accredited and
come under the "G.I. Bill" educational provisions, which expire July
25 for veterans not enrolled in
some school by that date, it was
announced.
CBS television and radio studios,
equipment and professional staffs
will be available, the announcement said. Television production
will be taught by CBS-TV directors John Peyser, Paul Nickell, Dick
Linkroum and Len Valenta, with
staff specialists to lecture on
lighting, visual effects, cameras,
make-up and other phases.
Joseph Scibetta of Young &
Rubicam will conduct radio direction and production courses, while
dramatic script-writing will be the
subject of lectures by Richard McDonagh of J. Walter Thompson
Co.; tor,
Wyllis
Cooper,
writer-direcand Maeve
Southgate,
TV
writers' agent and representative.
Symposium speakers will include
Jack Gould, New York Times radioTV editor; Burke Grotty, ABC-TV
executive producer; Joseph A.
Moran, Young & Rubicam vice
president; Louis G. Cowan, producer, and John Daly, Overseas
Press Club president.

over reason. Socrates was trieq
that way and the result was n
unfair.
"On this the President is rrl
seriously concerned. The troi'
with television hearings, he said
that a man is held before came
and 40 million people more or )
hear him charged with so-and \
and the public, untrained gener
with evaluating the presentatior |
evidence, is inclined to think 1
guiltv
just the
because
he isecharg
"Then
pressur
beg
mounting on the committee and •
result can be that the witness
pushed around. It is the very ne
tion of judicial process, with
committee acting as prosecutor i
defense, and the public acting
On the same subject, Gov. Devj
was
quoted, in part:
the jury."
"Politically, television is an
ray. If aof man
doesn't he
know
business
government,
cani I
long stand its piercing lights al
stark realism. It should make
constructive advance in politi
campaigning. . . .
"The use of television and ra>
to broadcast testimony of witnesi
is of very doubtful legitimacy,
use the power of government
subpena individuals, put them i
d°v the piercinq- glare of kli
lights and ouestion them smac
too much of the Russian method
fit in with our institutions and
SDect for the dienity of t^e iu<
cial process and the rights of i
dividuals."
SWG Cautions Membe
DISCIPLINARY Committee
Screen Writers Guild has caution
members not to accept less th;
the SWG minimum of $500 for ti
weeks' work on television writii
assignments. Minimum had be
$375 until recently when the ra
was raised. With two membe
having been fined $100 each f,
working for less than minimum
SWG is now stressing the fact th
future violators may be given stiff
fines.
Tlcdtional

PEORIA
ILLINOIS
EdgarV. L.Watson
Bill
Merle
<§>
Julian Mantell,
Sales Manager
•Jr Weords can
produce
sales recand letters
of more
recommendation
that members of our Organization
have received while working for over
300 AM, FM & TV Stations and Newssimilar company.
papers from coast to coast, than any
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: ADCAST data is studied at NARTSR Spot Radio Clinic Luncheon at
York's Biltmore Hotel June 19 by (I to r): Barry Keit, Headley-Reed;
es LeBaron, Ra-Tel Representatives; Jerry C. Lyons, Weed & Co.; Mrs.
e Wallace, adv. dir., textile division, and Edward Loewenton, in charge
radio-TV, Celanese Corp. of America, guests; James Turck, Weed.

HELPING disabled and hospitalveterans, WJBK-AM-TV Detroit
ives bronze plaque from Disabled
erica n Veterans. Richard E. Jones
p. and gen. mgr., accepts
or from DAV Commander Boniface Maile.

BLINDNESS handicap is overcome by
Jack Stovall of West Point, Miss.,
who
daily
radio that
show.city.
Jack's
Recordconducts
Rack, on
WROB
He
charts from memory entire program
that is sponsored by local merchants.
With him is faithful dog "Mickey."
;

WORD
SWITCH
Move to 910 kc Proposed
SWITCH from 1400 kc to 910 kc
and power increase from 250 w to
1 kw directional for WORD Spartanburg, S. C, were favored in an
initial decision issued by FCC
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith last week. WORD would
continue fulltime operation.
In favoring WORD's application
for the change, the initial decision
asserted the proposed operation
"would provide a new primary service, daytime, within its interference-free contour over an area of
1,824 square miles with a population of 115,583 persons and, nighttime, over an area of 79.2 square
miles with a population of 24,759."
Moreover, Examiner Smith found
the new assignment would enable
WORD to furnish a second primary service to 35 c/r of the city
of Spartanburg at night and give
"residents of the area a choice of
locally
stations."noted the
The operated
initial decision
switch does not directly comply
with the Commission's rules and
standards of good engineering
practice "interferencethat
inwill be objectionable
received within
its normally protected contours.
. . . While the daytime interference
is within the tolerance contemplated by the standards, nighttime
interference is substantially in excess of such standards. . . ."
"However,"
the decision con-

WHEC

tinues, "the increased number of
persons who would receive service
from station WORD, both day and
night, and especially the extension
of the station's nighttime interference-free service to a substantial
portion of . . . Spartanburg . . .
as well as adjacent areas which
now receive only one primary service, justify the deviation from the
The examiner could find no basis
standards."
for the objections of WJHL Johnson City, Tenn.,interference
and declaredwithin
"no
objectionable
the normally protected (5 mv/m)
daytime contour of station WJHL
would result from the proposed
operation." She also found that
the proposed switch "would not
cause objectionable interference to
any existing domestic station or
any such station proposed in a
pending application ... (or) any
foreign
WORD station.
agreed . to. ."accept a grant
conditioned by the provision that
it bear any expense necessary to
eliminate re-radiation problems
with WSPA Spartanburg.
IBA To Meet Aug. 23
FIRST SUMMER meeting of the
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. will
take place Aug. 23 at Pere Marquette State Park, President Ray
Livesay of WLBH Mattoon has announced. The park is located on
the Illinois River 30 miles northwest of Alton.

helps clear up

the Rochester

picture

for time buyers

T WEST are (I to r) Hugh B.
ry, KLZ Denver v. p. and gen.
r.. Bill Ryan, BAB president, and
■ ert J. McAndrews, managing dir.,
Calif. Broadcasters. Trio attended
iual convention of the Adv. Assn.
- the West where Mr. Ryan spoke.

CANADIAN Assn. of Broadcasters'
Board Chairman Malcolm Neill (I),
CFNB Fredericton, hands silver tray
at Toronto June 20 meeting to William Guild, CJOC Lethbridge, for
services as CAB board chairman for
two years.

LD plated microphone trophies for outstanding performance in radio-TV
erage during 1950 given by Radio News Club of So. Calif. L to r: Top
George Martin Jr. and Ray Goldman, KTTV (TV), news writing; Dave
:erson, NBC Hollywood newscaster and club president, who presented
: rds; Clete Roberts, KLAC-TV, news presentation; Klaus Landsberg, KTLA
i. mgr., station on-the-spot coverage of special event; bottom row, Sam
ter, KLAC-TV, all-around sports program; Jack Beck, CBS Pacific news
ector, news bureau coverage; Nat Kaplan, ABC, news writing; Elmer
Peterson, NBC, news commentary.

The WHEC Service-Ad illustrated
here gives useful information not
covered in the regular SRDS listings;availinformation
that'satoften
unable or inaccessible
the time
when you're weighing radio advertising opportunities.
The Service-Ads of many other stations, too, are matching the suggestion one radio director made when
he said: "When radio stations tell
me something about themselves in
their ads — something their SRDS
listings do not tell — I welcome it.

ROCHESTER
The Kodak City.
ION LISTENING INDEX — ROCHESTER. N T
I
iulhofily-C. E. HOOPER. INC.

Remember, when you're
checking
and for
CONSUMERRARD*
MARKETS
station and market information, check the ServiceAds
listings.as well as the

and I use it."
You, too, probably find that such
additional on-the-spot information in
the SRDS Radio Book saves your
time . . . makes your job easier.
And Service-Ads near their market
listings in CONSUMER MARKETS
go to make that selection job even
easier.
* Formerly Known as the Radio Section of SRDS
a. mecio-b.vin, >eQtn!

radio ADVERTISING
AND

RATES

DATA

Published by Standard Rate & Data Service, Inc. Walter £. Botthof, Publt
333 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago 1. Illinois ■ New York ■ Los Angel
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D. (Jack) FUNK, program dircetor-commercial manager KCHI
Chillicothe, Mo.,
appointed program
director KTOE
Mankato, Minn.
JIMMIE DOLAN
starts The Ramblin' Jimmie Dolan
Show on KLAC-TV
Hollywood.
AL LEVITT, Continuity Department KNX HollyMr. Funk
wood, and JOHN
HAMMOND, KMPC Hollywood, to announcing staff KEEN San Jose, Calif.
GEORGE SNELL, program director
KEEN, named radio chairman, San
Jose Better Business Bureau.
FRED GARRIGUS, director of public
affairs WEEI Boston, to CBS public
affairs department, as writer-producer, effective today (Monday).
ROBERT
L. (Bob) SILVERBERG,
program director and announcer
WICH Norwich, Conn., to announcing
staff WTHT Hartford.
EARL WELDE, program director
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio, appointed program director WKRZ Oil City, Pa.
He replaces JIM GUSTAFSON, resigned to finish his studies at Ohio
State U.
CARROLL McKENNA, sales promotion assistant to JOHN HANSEN,
promotion director ABC (Hollywood),
and Rosemary Hodgkiss, will be married August 18 in Los Angeles.

The

Circus

plays

Waterbury,

Conn,

every
f

day

on

BRY

ROD

HUFF'S

"Melody
Mon.
thru Fri., Circus"
4:30 to 5:45
Sat., 4 to 6
When Ringmaster Rod opens
the tent-flap, WBRY really takes
a strangle hold on top Pulse
rating.
Avery-Knodel's
man willPulse.
tell The
you
about
the new Waterbury
Pulse will tell you why Rod sells
watches, furniture, ice cream, paint,
auto accessories, soft drinks, drive-in
movies, etc. What can he sell for you
to Waterbury's 30,000 radio families?
WBRY
5,000 Watts
CBS in Waterbury, Conn.
Page 74
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DEAN MARTIN and JERRY LE
stars of The Colgate Comedy 1
over NBC-TV, were selected "C
dians of inthetheir
Year"annual
by Gagwrite
America
poll, the
tional Laugh Foundation annou
last week. The gagwriters polle
members
of the Gagwriters'
Inst
and Gagwriters
Protective Assn

air-casters
ARMINE WOOD, staff announcer
WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss., appointed
program director WBHB Fitzgerald,
Ga. His wife KAY LEWIS appointed
women's
at WBHB. director and traffic manager
BILL GARIN appointed assistant director and floor manager KSTP-TV
Minneapolis.
EDWARD CARLIN, author and radio
consultant, to WLIB New York, as
head of research, merchandising and
promotion.
WALTER BENNETT Jr., trade news
editor WOR New York publicity department, father of daughter, Beatrice Gay, J une 24 in Northern Westchester Hospital, Mount Kisco, N. Y.
JAY RUSSELL, publicity representative WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, resigns.
DICK ELLIOT, disc jockey WIRE Indianapolis, resigns to devote his full
time to automobile sales.
FAY HAUER to music department
WCKY Cincinnati.
FRANK BOWERS, program director,
BOB LEE, announcer, PEGGY DAVIS,
continuity department, and BILL
GWALTNEY, announcer, have severed
connections at WCAV Norfolk, Va.
GLORIA SCHULTHEIS, continuity
writer WIRE Indianapolis, and Nelson Joyner, married, June 16.
DARRELL VEERHUSEN to announcing staff KAYL Storm Lake, Iowa.
NORB MOORE, news writer-announcer WIBV Belleville, 111., to continuity department KXLW Clayton,
Mo. SAM WOODALL, Krupic &
Assoc., St. Louis, named to announcing staff.
JOE
FOSS to announcing staff WBBM
Chicago.
HERB EVERITT, program department KIDO Boise, Ida., resigns to
return to college. LOWENE WOOD
named copywriter in program department. NORMAN WALLACE, staff
announcer, resigns to return to Spokane, Wash. JACK LINK, program
director KCID Caldwell, Ida., named
announcer and assistant in program
department. WIFF JANSSEN, new
to radio, appointed to announcing
staff. LOUISE BURJARYN, former
receptionist at KIDO, rejoins staff as
copywriter in program department.
BILL JOHNSON, staff announcer
WNAX Yankton, S. D., married.
MIKE MEARIAN appointed to announcing staff WXRA Kenmore, N. Y.
RUSSELL D. LONG, program manager WCSC Charleston, S. C, elected
president of Charleston Lions Club.
LaVAR REESE, production director
W. E. Featherstone Adv., Salt Lake
City, to promotion department KSLAM-TV Salt Lake City.
BOB FOUTS, sportscaster KYA San
Francisco, father of boy.
WILLIAM O. BULLARD, Club Lido,
San Francisco, to KCBS San Francisco, as pianist on staff orchestra.
BILL GRIFFITHS, KOL Seattle, to
KYA San Francisco, as staff announcer.

JERRY DEVINE, producer-director
ABC This Is Your FBI, in Europe
with
tinent.family for six weeks tour of conWILLARD WIENER, writer, to publicity department ABC Western Div.,
assigned to trade press beat.
ROBERT RAISBECK, producer of
ABC-TV The Ruggles Show, in New
York on month's combined business
and pleasure trip.
BOB SHELDON, page ABC Hollywood, named floor manager KECA-TV
Hollywood.
ROLLY FORD, manager CHUM Toronto, now editing monthly house organ Top Dog CKNW New Westminster, B.C., which gives local news, features aired by CKNW, and round-up
of news of Canadian radio personalities.
LYNN POOLE, director of public relations for Johns Hopkins U., Baltimore, and creator of The Johns Hopkins Science Review on WAAM (TV)
Baltimore, and DuMont Network, presented "outstanding achievement
award" from American College Public
Relations Assn. Award is made annually to the ACPRA member who has
done the most for the advancement
of educational public relations during the year.
FRANK CARTER named to announcing staff WPEN Philadelphia. He
was with WCAU Philadelphia.
JOHNNY LANE, Western ballard
singer KEYL (TV) San Antonio,
signed to contract by MGM Recording
Co., Hollywood.
MONA McCORMICK, radio student
State U. of Iowa, to continuity department WERE Cleveland, as summer replacement.
FRANK HARDEN, program director,
and STEVE LIBBY, publicity manager WIS Columbia, S. C, named two
of "Key Men" by Columbia Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
ULY NICK PANOS. advertising department Oklahoma Publishing Co.,
Oklahoma City, to WKY-TV Oklahoma City, as artist.
JOE AGNELLO, producer-director
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, father of girl,
Francesca, June 19.

swi • • •
RON MILLER, news editor W
AM-TV Huntington, W. Va., appoi
news editor WOWO Ft. Wayne.
GERRY
news
tor
KWFTWRIGHT,
Wichitawomen's
Falls, Tex.,
the woman commentator contest
cently conducted by "Wendy Wa
and
News," human
over CBS
week" s
with the
an unusual
interest
about a handicapped child of her <
munity, it was announced last v
IN A "move to add speed and f
bility to AP radio coverage in
northwest,"
the a Spokane
bureai
AP has become
filing point
on
service's radio wire, it was annou J
in New York last week. Spol
bureau filing will be coordinated
that of Seattle, main regional fi
point for Washington, north I<
and Alaska, the announcement sai(
JOHN ROLFSON, KGVO Missc
Mont., to news staff WNAX Yank
S. D.
GORD
SINCLAIR
Jr., annou,
CFNB Montreal.
Fredericton, to news ' <.l
CFCF
RAY WATERS named to news s|
Morristown,
N. J.He was with Wj",
WNJR Newark.
JACK McCLEAN, news editor W
Buffalo, appointed news editor
nouncer WXRA Kenmore, N. Y.
FRED EDGE appointed roving Ei
pean correspondent of CKEY Toro
and CKOY Ottawa. He will 1
recordings with important Europe
and descriptions of events, and
mail these back weekly.
BILL O'HALLAREN, newspaperi
and free lance writer, to newsn
staff ABC Hollywood.
MERRILL MUELLER, news cormr
tator NBC, leaves for five-week t
of world to visit major news cent
His itinerary will include Ko
Japan. London, Manila, Hong Kc
French Indo-China, Singapore, In
Iran, Palestine, Rome, Paris, }
New York. In his absence, B
LETTS, KNBC San Francisco, r
substitute for Mr. Mueller on
regular NBC Western Network n<
analysis program.

RADIO SALES TRAINING SCHOOL
New England Area
will be held July 17-18-19
Boston, Mass.
Give your salesmen this training —
Better tools to work with —
A Bonus for both salesman and station.
Write or wire for information and reservations
THE
CO.
WORTHINGTON, OHIO
BROADCASTING

• Telecastiti

amed Programming
Continued from page 41)
center. Since the name Greenwould not fit in appropriately
letters across the top of the
aws of his first store building
>ok his first name, Philip, as
tame for the store,
e store prospered but did not
•adio until 1939 when a fire
oyed the original building,
i Philip's was rebuilt radio was
to advertise the opening,
were credited with pulling
6,000 people into the store
pening day.
lots were continued until 1941
k the store bought the 6:15-6:30
segment three days a week and
! quarter-hours weekly at 8:15
six carried
Open
;:.(,Allwhich
followedPhilip's
the musical
: format, with light music,
and weather reports. In 1943
name of the programs was
ged to Liberty Bell and were
zed almost entirely to the war
t until 1945.
inciding with the store's first
of radio was its inauguration
ie Green Stamp premium plan,
uccess was credited largely to
continued promotion received
he program.
nong the more conspicuous rauccess stories which the Greenbrothers credit to radio are:
jur announcements
on Good
\ming from Philips sold 11,000
s of 29 to 35 cent cotton perin two days at the special
: : 3 of five yards for $1.
' our announcements on the same
ram sold 1,800 men's shirts at
e shirts for $5 in one day.
gross of multi-colored sports
s were sold for $3.98 each after
mncements on one 6:45 a.m.
rram.
lilip's plans to keep the present
cram lineup supplemented by
schedules for special promo. Advertising is handled by
■Universal Adv. Agency of OmaThe KOIL account executive,
has handled the account for
years, is Margaret Croghan.
:er than 50% of the store's

$3,500 advertising budget goes into
radio.
Sam Greenberg feels that beamed
programming is the best answer
to the problem of department store
radio format. The early morning
format of music, club news, time
and weather appeals to housewives,
office workers and laborers — all
early risers in the area. Omaha
surveys show peak unloading time
downtown to be 7:45 a.m. The 8
a.m. news reaches the professional
group.
Evidence of the popularity of the
Philip's shows is found in ratings
for October 1950 through February
1951 which, according to KOIL,
indicate that Good Morning From
Philips has better than 50r'r of the
early morning audience for the area
and has almost 50% for the 8 a.m.
news segment although seven stations compete for the audience during these time segments.
ANOTHER radio success story,
. which, while not strictly in the
department store field, seems appropriate tooutline briefly here. It
is that of the Montgomery Ward
catalog office in Tulsa.
A year ago this May the office
placed one 50-word spot per week
on KTUL, advertising catalogs for
call-ins, according to KTUL vice
president and general manager
John Esau. This first spot brought
36 immediate calls, swamping- the
telephones.
Francis Samuelson, office manager, felt that the response indicated the money was well spent and
increased the spots to three a week.
Now, a year later, Miss Samuelson is able to report a 26.7% increase in business. Although Montgomery Ward's company policy
forbids the use of radio except in
a few isolated instances, this experiment has proved so successful
that all newspaper advertising has
been cancelled and radio is being
used exclusively in this market.
The schedule on KTUL has been
increased to 10 spots a week.
Says Miss Samuelson: "We're
KTUL fans — and very pleased with
the results of radio advertising."

CAPITOL
RECORDS
Moves to N. Y. July 7
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc., effective
July 1, moves its national sales
headquarters to New York. The
announcement was made last week
by Glenn Wallichs, president of the
firm, at the annual meeting of regional vice presidents and sales
promotion men in Hollywood.
Directing sales in New York as
general sales manager will be William H. Fowler, vice president and
treasurer of Capitol. Mr. Fowler
has been with the organization for
the past seven years, heading over
that time such departments as
manufacture, personnel, purchasing, market research and systems
engineering.
Also being transferred to New
York will be Paul Featherstone,
vice president of Capitol Records
Distributing Corp., Western Division, who will take over special
sales duties under Mr. Fowler; and
Willis Wardlow.
Other changes announced within
the organization were the transfer of
James Gordon, personnel director, to
Scranton, Pa., where Capitol has its
main plant, and his replacement on
the West Coast by Robert H. McDonald; naming of Hal B. Cook as
director of sales promotion, advertising and publicity, assisting Lloyd
W. Dunn, General Merchandise manager. Floyd Bittaker, executive vice
SALES RIGHTS
Acquired by Goodman
ACQUISITION of the exclusive
sales distribution rights for Let
George Do It, transcription of live
programs sponsored by Standard
Oil of California from Hollywood,
by Harry S. Goodman Productions,
New York, was announced last
week. The Goodman firm reported
sales in 18 markets before the
pressings were released.
Purchase of five Goodman programs by Blackstone Corp., for
sponsorship of dealers throughout
the United States and Canada, also
was reported. The five selections
were Mystery House, All Star
Western Theatre, Mary Foster the
Editor's Daughter, Jim Ameche,
Storyteller, and Mystery Chef.

president, will take the position of
vice president of the Western Diviwood. sion, choosing to remain in HollyIn line with the proposed strengthening of the firm's merchandising
program, Mr. Wallichs also announced
the following appointments: Jack
Coerne, as advertising manager; Lou
Schurrer, manager of creative services; Ray Polley, manager of production services; Bud Freeman, manager of publications and West Coast
publicity; Dick Linke, national publicity manager, with headquarters in
New York. The Eastern offices are at
250 W. 57th St.
PRICE

ORDER
OPS Issues Changes
THE PRICING order that sets the
pattern of Office of Price Stablization ceilings at the manufacturers'
level during the so-called "interim
period" that followed the government's general price freeze has
been amended to permit certain
readjustments.
OPS' summary is herewith reproduced in part:
The amendments to the two orders
(CPR 22 (for manufacturers) and CPR
30 (machinery regulations)) permit
manufacturers to consider their increased cost, between the end of their
base periods and March 15. 1951, caused
by required
payments
under the
eral Insurance
Contributions
Act, Fedthe
Federal Unemployment Tax Act, and
any state or local unemployment comlaw. clear that retroactive
It is alsopensationmade
wage increases or fringe benefits
granted after March 15. even though
before the date the regulations were
issued and even though under prior
contracts, cannot be included in labor
cost adjustments. The regulations have
already been so interpreted.
The amendments provide additional
optional methods for determining the
costs of manufacturing
facturers now may usematerial.
the net Manuprice
per unit of material shown on the
invoice for the last delivery date even
though made
days Also,
before they
the prescribed cutoff30date.
now
may use the price in the last contract
or written offer even though made
more than
days before the prescribed cutoff60date.
These optional methods will enable
manufacturers to compute permitted
cost increases without applying to OPS
on the grounds they cannot determine
net cost of a material as of the predate because
of delivery, contract,scribed
or offer
date restrictions.
Manufacturers who have already filed
Forms mine
8 ceiling
are now
permitted
to redeterprices
based on
changes
resulting from CPR 22 or CPR 30
amendments,
revisions,
and
interpretations and to file new forms. In case of
redetermination because of the extensiontions,
of the
effective
of theby regulathe forms
must date
be filed
July 2.

CHURCH

!ati onal Advertisers
ien Shopping for BIG RETURNS in
; Maritimes, your best "MARKET
.SKET" is CHNS ... Ask
JOS. WEED & CC.
350 Madison Ave., New York
They also know about our new
5000-WATT TRANSMITTER
4LIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
CHNS
&UFAX
OADCASTING

NOVA SCOTIA

JOINS NARTB
Legal Staff Enlarged
ABIAH A. CHURCH will join the
NARTB legal staff Aug. 1,
NARTB's board chairman and general counsel, Justin Miller, has announced. Mr. Church is a 1950
graduate of George Washington U.
law school where he ranked first in
a class of 121. At present he is
associated with the U. S. Court of
Claims.
A native of St. John's Park, Fla.,
where he was born Aug. 3, 1922,
Mr. Church was educated at Bartow, Fla., before moving to Washington in 1940. He has been in
government service since that time
except for three years in the Coast
Guard. He is a member of the
District of Columbia Bar Assn. and
Florida Bar Assn.

• Telecasting

300

Million

DOLLARS
WORTH
covered with
ONE STATION

AM
m
LEBANON,
PA.
.
1000
WATTS
.
1270
KC
R
B
WL
The STAR MARKET of Central Pennsylvania
JULIAN F. SKIN-VJELL — Operations Mgr.
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
July 2, 1951
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
products, he handled Derby Foods'
Peter Pan peanut butter, spending
most of his time on the leading item
in the Swift line. From 1943 until
1951, while he was account executive, Peter Pan was carried to the
top of its field and gained much of
its appeal to children through use
of radio and TV. Peter Pan bought
Sky King and Jack Armstrong on
ABC, and was the first Chicago
sponsor to sign for a network video show, Super Circus, on ABCTV. Magic Slate on NBC-TV was
purchased the day Mr. White resigned. As a farewell gift, NL&B
employes signed a full-page color
layout for the peanut butter, which
is now framed and serves as the
focal
office. point on a wall of Mr. White's
Married to the former Helen
(Hank) Ortstadt, Mr. White is
the father of two sons and a
daughter. Lyman, 23, is a senior
at the U. of Illinois, and was a
member of the Byrd Antarctic expedition. David, 21, is a track star
in his junior year at the U. of
Indiana, and 17-year-old Priscilla
is a junior at Oak Pai-k High
School, the suburb in which the
family lives.
Mr. White is state publicity
chairman for the American Cancer
Society for the second year, a
member of the board of directors
of the University Club and a member of the Television Council. He
is a former lecturer in advertising
at Northwestern U.
Fisher To Europe
BEN S. FISHER, partner in the
Washington radio law firm of
Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd, leaves for Paris by plane
July 3 to attend the 2,000th anniversary celebration of the founding of Paris. He is one of two
official delegates from the District
of Columbia. • Planning to stay in
Europe until early September, Mr.
Fisher is to survey television operations and developments in France
and England for the American Bar
Assn.'s Communications Committee, of which he is chairman. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Fisher
and their daughter, Nancy.

STEEL, IRON

SCRAP DRIVE
Radio-TV Called to Aid Defense Project

RADIO, America's crackerjack
salesman, has another man-sized
job cut out for it on the defense
scene.
Availability of steel and iron
scrap on the industrial supply
counter may get as scarce as a nonappropriated gold ingot.
While as precious and valuable
to the nation's productivity, and,
incidentally to radio-TV industry's
health as well, iron and steel scrap
unfortunately is dull in drama to
the average American, like the
ingot is to the eye.
An alarm already has been sent
out by the National Production Authority along with the Iron and
Steel Institute. The Advertising
Council has joined in with its nationwide sales power.
Use Commercials
U. S. Steel and other steel companies have begun emphasizing the
scrap drive on their radio commercials. It can be expected that
other sales muscles will be flexed
in the broadcast media.
The story certainly is easy to
explain. Basic to top-level production both for defense and for
domestic consumption are the
sprawling steel mills.
Scrap is needed to feed hungry
furnaces which turn out this steel.
And lately these furnaces have been
consuming scrap at a terrific pace,
threatening to outstrip the scrap
supply on hand.
Melting figures down, the Iron
and Steel Institute finds inventories
of heavy industrial iron and steel
scrap dangerously low. "Supplies
recently have been fluctuating between days and only a few weeks
compared with the normal safeworking inventories of about 60
days," Robert W. Wolcott, chairman, AISI's committee on scrap
iron and steel, has informed Broadcasting •Telecasting.
Radio-TV's stake in this drive is
greater on the projected front than
on the immediate scene. As pointed
out by this publication in an editorial June 25, steel not only pro-

F HE POFSN'T
TEAR HIMSEIF AWAY
FROM KGLO

, WE

WON'T EVEN EE ABLE
AUK THI5
\HTER

kglo
1300 KC, 5.000 Wafts CBS
MASON CITY. IOWA
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V

15th year of SERVICE to 69,740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.

vides for military and defenserated uses but also to supply consumer items, most of which find
their
way
along radio sales channels.
Yet another relationship is the
continued supply of adequate repair
and replacement parts for broadcast services, both transmitting and
receiving.
addition,to there's
the
question of In
materials
physically
handle any lifting of the TV freeze.
As easy as it is to explain the
scrap shortage — it came about because (1) we sent between 110-120
million tons of steel overseas without getting back the tonnage which
became scrap and (2) steel production now is running about 10 million tons above the World War II
peak. It also is not difficult to
show
scrap. where we expect to get more
The steel producers are appealing
to "administrative officials in business, industry, agriculture and
other places" to conduct "an emergency inspection of plants and
properties and channel idle, obsolete machinery and equipment to
the nearest scrap dealer."
In other words, if there's an old
piece of iron or steel machine that
has seen its best day and is unworkable, turn it in. It will help
industry in general, radio-TV, too.
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS*
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U.S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urbanand Homes
— and including
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephone
Ratings
REGULAR WEEK MAY 20-26, 1951
Current
Homes
Rank Programs
%
EVENING,(Average
ONCE-A-WEEK
For All Programs) (5.4)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 13.0
2 Jack Benny Show (CBS) 11.4
3 My Friend Irma (CBS)
10.3
4 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 10.0
5 Gene
Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 9.2
9.6
6
AutryTalent
(CBS)
7 Mr. Keen (CBS)
8.8
S Walter Winchell (ABC) 8.7
9
Gangbusters (CBS)
8.7
10 Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
8.5
EVENING,(Average
MULTI-WEEKLY
For All Programs) (3.4)
1 Beulah (CBS)
6.2
2 Lone Ranger (ABC)
5.9
3 Club 15 (CBS)
5.7
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (4.6)
1 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 8.7
2 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS) 8.3
3 Ma Perkins (CBS)
8.2
4 Big Sister (CBS)
7.8
5 Wendy Warren and the News
(CBS)
7.2
6 Arthur
Godfrey (Liggett &
Myers) (CBS)
7.1
7 Rosemary (CBS)
6.9
8 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
6.8
9 Guilding Light (CBS)
6.5
10
Pepper Young's Family (NBC) 6.5
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average For All Programs) (1.8)
1 Martin Kane, Private Eye (MBS) 3.3
2 True Detertive Mysteries MBS) 3.3
3 Symphonette (CBS)
2.8
DAY, SATURDAY
(Average For All Programs) (4.5)
1 Grand Central Station (CBS) 7.9
2 Armstrong Theatre (CBS) 7.8
3 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 6.7
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apthe "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000
—plyingthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio
Homes

AT&T GROUPS
Long Lines Dept. Char
for
its various
departments,
TO SET
UP common
bounds']
decentralize some of its operat J
and to place higher levels of su
vision closer to field activi
AT&T's Long Lines Dept. last v I
appointed general managers of:
newly formed eastern, central
western divisions.
Carl E. Wideberg, former j
eral traffic manager, on July 1 \ I
came general manager of
eastern area, comprising the 1 1
England states, New York, r I
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delawl
Maryland, Virginia, West Virg l
and the District of Columbia.
Harold A. White, former gent
commercial
manager, was
pointed general manager of
central area, which includes Mid
gan,
Indiana,
Ohio, Kentuc
Tennessee, North and South Ca
lina, Louisiana, Mississippi, A
bama, Georgia and Florida. C
tral area headquarters are in C
cinnati.
Vernon
B. Bagnall,
rector
of personnel,
was former
made g '
eral manager of the western ar
comprising
headquarters thein other
Kansas states,
City, Mw,'
George G. Jones, former gene
plant manager, on July 1 beca
director of personnel for the ('.
tire Long Lines organization, wi'
headquarters in New York. Ai
legal staffs also were establish
effective that date, with E.
Krause named eastern area ;
torney, J. C. Higgins central ar
attorney and P. C. Elvis weste
area attorney.

New

Home

for WCAE

NEW HOME next year for WCA]
AM-FM Pittsburgh is being planm
now, President Leonard Kapner a i
nounced last week. It will be 1
cated on the fifth floor of the ne,
Carlton House, still under constru
tion, at 550 Grant St. Static
currently is in the William Pen
Hotel.

WDRC

(*) Homes reached during all or any part
of the program, except for homes listening
only
1 to 5 1951
minutes.
Copyright
by A. C. Nielsen Company
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SENT CRISIS
TB Hollywood. The Dope TrafSun., 10-10:15 p.m. (PST).
cly series of panel discussions
rominent local citizens on the
otic problem in Los Angeles
Permanent panel consists of
nond V. Darby, member L. A.
uty Board of Supervisors;
e' Charles
W. Fricke,
A.
rior
Court Judge;
Lt. RayL. Huof Sheriff's Office, in charge
larcotic Detail; Joe Micciche,
program moderator.
ERS LAUNCHING
kR-TV Norfolk used mico-wave
' ; 7 to cover the launching of
S. S. United States, largest
enger liner ever built in this
-i try, June 23. Some sources reed that it was the first launchever telecast live. Station ofds estimated that about 240,000
.00,000 viewers witnessed the
!. ching and festivities.
E TICKETS
New York is offering its liss free tickets to Loew's Theshowing of "The Great Ca" upon submission of a grocer's
apt from purchase of gallon
| ofwith
Caruso
the Olive
stationOil.areCooperatCaruso
T "ducts
sponsor
Room
18
tram Corp.,
on which
offerof is
made,
Loew's Theatres, N. Y.

BY TV*
VCHING Miami,
i VJ(TV)
in cooperation
i U. of Miami, presenting sixty.k educational show Introduction
Sculpture, June 19 to July 26.
gram designed to combine seriart education with cultural
eation. "Telestudents" may
ster for summer "telecourses"
SI. 00 and receive outline guide
lessons, recommended lists of
ling and related studies, and on
.ence of satisfactory results a
ificate of completion. Show is
iuced by students studying teleJ3n production in workshop
Irses under direction of O. P.
ider Jr., associate professor of
0 and television.
•— •-•
,1
RKET BOOKLET

programs

promo|jOI1
premiums

'WELCOME MAT'
MBS is distributing stiff -backed,
nine-page, illustrated promotional
booklet in color having appearance
of a "welcome mat," which serves
as the theme of the sales message
giving the "key" to greater sales
within "Hometown America", as
contrasted with "Big Town America." Contents give "major highlights from two Crossley studies
(April and November 1950)."
WINDOW BROADCAST
WCUE Akron, Yawn Patrol,
daily, 5 to 9:40 a.m., June 15
presented its early morning
show from display window of
local department store involved in the recent price
war. Art Ross, colorful emcee
of show, slept in window fitted with striped pajamas, and
equipped with pot of coffee.
He entertained the onlookers
who watched from the outside, and talked with persons
requesting more information
on price cuts offered by store.
Station reports that traffic
became jammed with motorists who stopped to watch
Mr. Ross while listening to
him on their radios.
EDUCATIONAL TV
ABC-TV has set aside two-hour
period, Mondays, 8-10 p.m., for
"timely education on past and present history" with series of programs— Marshall Plan In Action,
March of Time Through the Years,
Everybody's Business, United Or
Not, and On Trial — starting July 2.
Successively the programs will include films taken throughout the
18 Marshall Plan nations to show
results of U. S. aid; reviews of
latest phases of American life; new
developments in health, education
and public service; interviews of
U. N. delegates and world leaders
on timely issues; and discussion of
both sides of problems of major
importance to nation.

jBR Baltimore sending trade and
ertisers colored booklet based
Baltimore market. Booklet gives
a on different industries that are
.ited in city, population, retail
1 e s, coverage maps and the
punt of monies spent in area.
;lso has short history of station
ig with different shows that
ear on station. Part of piece is
oted to letters received from adtisers praising station for its BASEBALL SCOOP
ling power. It has short section
WWPA Williamsport, Pa., regisstation promotions and public
tered a scoop for local baseball
vice programs presented.
fans by interviewing Tommy
E TOURNEY SHOW
Holmes 15 minutes after the news
)TV(TV) Pittsburgh, Golf Pro
broke that he had just been ap•ty, 8 p.m., June 25, sponsored
pointed new manager of Boston
Kaufmann's Department store,
ow will interview pros about to Braves. Bill Gardner, WWPA
sports director, called Mr. Holmes
ticipate in national PGA Toursnent at Oakmont. Guests will in Elmira, N. Y., where his Hartford team was playing, and interw their wares to the viewers,
viewed him via the phone, using
jn Snead, Lloyd Mangrum and
ie Sarazen are a few of the special telephone recording equipis that will appear.
ment.
asting
OADCASTING
• Telec

SWORN STATEMENT
KDKA Pittsburgh sending advertisers promotion
"6
Case Histories
frompiece
the headed
file of one
of America's greatest salesmen."
Inside on first page is notarized affidavit asserting the facts presented are true. After each case history on selling via KDKA is presented there is a comment on the
procedure used.
•— • — •
STATION MAGAZINE
CKNW New Westminster now publishing monthly magazine entitled
Top Dog. The pocket sized publication isedited and styled for quick
informative reading, featuring
stories,
pictures,
surveys
and business
and listeners'
sponsor reports.
•— • — •
■
OPERATING WITH RADIO
WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla. presenting new public service program
using interviews with local servicemen serving here and abroad. After
interview, Announcer Pat McGuinness, took a recording of interview and his tape recorder and
visited wife of man interviewed,
to present the recording and get
a few comments. The wife, a nurse
at a local hospital, was on duty in
the operating room. Foreseeing she
could not get to a radio, she took
one with her into the operating
room. The surgical group with the
exception of the patient, who was
having a hernia removed, heard
the program, and her comments
produced some good humor for the
first show.
•— • — •
CLIENT-STATION RELATIONS
WWL New Orleans, June 9, presented talent show taped at Borden
Co.'s New Orleans plant in connection with observance of National Dairy Month. Talent from
the station appeared on the show
entertaining nearly 300 Borden employees who attended. Advertisements were placed in newspapers
calling attention to the National
Dairy Month Show.

immediate

ANNOUNCING THE SWITCH
WNAX Yankton used almost every
promotion stunt to inform listeners
of its switch to CBS. Nearly 25
CBS stars recorded
"welcome"
announcements for use
on station.
News stories were sent to 1,010
newspapers in the area. Screen
trailers were used in 43 movie
houses. Advertising space was
bought on taxicabs in Sioux City
and billboards were leased in Sioux
Falls. Clowns handed out 5,000
balloons saying, "WNAX now
CBS." Full page newspaper ads
were used, letters were sent out
to interested groups and program
schedules were sent to listeners
who requested them. This was just
part of what station did to inform
listeners of the change.
-• — • — •WEDDING SHOW
WHTC Holland, Mich., Holland
Wedding, conducted 13-week contest in cooperation with 39 city
retail establishments. Many young
couples registered for competition.
Customers voted for the best couple
who were presented with $1,600 in
gifts. Station reports that contest
attracted wide interest and resulted
in an estimated $275,000 in retail
sales for the participating stores.
-• — » — •FREE MOCCASINS
WOOD Grand Rapids presenting
new advertisers free pair of Bass
Moccasins. On receipt of each new
account, station writes letter of
thanks to person concerned, enclosing a "WOODsy" diploma proclaiming the person a true
"WOODsman." A postcard order
blank to the company that makes
the moccasins is sent along for the
person to fill in his name, address,
and shoe size for his free pair of
moccasins.
-• — • — •COVERAGE FACTS
CANADIAN BROADCASTING
Corp., commercial division, Toronto,
has issued booklet, complete with
maps, of coverage statistics of
Trans - Canada, Dominion and
French networks. Booklet lists all
data for national and regional sections of each of three CBC networks.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

revenue

produced

ith regional promotion
campaigns
23
serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry
HOWARD
m

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General ■Manager
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NBC's 25 Years
(Continued from page 26)
of listening habits conducted for
NBC by Dr. Daniel Starch.
April 4: NBC receives first TV
station CP.
Oct. 2: First broadcast of National Farm and Home Hour.
Oct. 26: Walter Damrcsch's Music Appreciation Hour begins.
Dec. 4: Voice of Firestone first
heard, still on NBC in 1951.
Dec. 23: Coast-to-coast 5S-station
NBC network put on permanent
basis.
1929
Jan. 18: Crooning goes network
with Rudy Vallee radio debut on
NBC.
Feb. 1: First shortwave broadcast rela;/ed by NBC — symphony
concert from London.
March 4: Inauguration of President Hoover and Vice President
Curtis broadcast, vice presidential
ceremonies marking first time
microphone had been admitted into
Senate Chambers.
Aug. 19: Amos 'n' Andy become
first network serial program.
November: NBC chimes introduced.
1930
March 27: First broadcast from
ship at sea to listeners on shore.
April: California Packing Co.
starts first nationwide commercial
program originating on Pacific
Coast.
April 1 : Mobile unit first used in
Bronx Zoo broadcast.
May 12: First use of p?.rabolic
microphone.
June: Plans announced for erection of $250 million Radio City in
New York.
July 7: NBC's first telecast (mechanical system ) .
Sept. 14: First broadcast from
NBC studios in Merchandise Mart,
Chicago.
Sept. 18: American Legion program includes pickups from nine
cities.
Sept. 29: Lowell Thomas starts
news commentaries.
Oct. 1 : First premium offer on
NBC.
1931
April: First integration of an-

nouncer into program format when
James Wallington becomes straight
man for Eddie Cantor.
June: NBC facsimile broadcasts
begin over W3XL New York.
June : Empire State Bldg.,
world's tallest skyscraper, chosen
as site for NBC's New York TV
transmitter.
Oct. 11: American Album of Familiar Melodies starts on NBC.
Oct. 30: Start of 120-line TV transBldg. mission from W2BS atop Empire State
Dec. 25: First regular Metropolitan
Opera series starts over combined
Red-Blue hookup, with "Hansel and
1932
Gretel."
March 2: Report of Lindbergh baby
kidnapping followed by hourly bulletins, description of child and appeals
to kidnappers, with intense network
coverage through March 8.
April 29: One Man's Family enters
radio.
May 2: Jack Benny starts first NBC
series.
June 27: First product price mentions on NBC daytime programs.
Sept.: First product price mentions
on NBC nighttime programs.
Oct. 6: Maxwell House Showboat
commences star-studded series.
1933
Feb. 1: Adolf Hitler outlines policies in address rebroadcast here.
Feb. 11: Pope Pius XI and Senatore
Marconi heard during inauguration
of new Vatican radio system.
March 4: Roosevelt inauguration
most elaborate radio set-up to date,
a seven-hour broadcast, shortwaved
overseas via five international transmitters.
March 9: Opening of 73d Congress
marks first broadcast from floor of
House of Representatives.
March 12: President Roosevelt
makes first "Fireside Chat" in broadcast on banking moratorium.
April 11: George Bernard Shaw
heard via NBC in only American talk.
May 17: Hitler address to Reichannouncing
foreign
policy stag,
under
Nazi Germany's
regime, translated
by NBC's Max Jordan.
June 8: Bob Hope's radio debut.
Aug. 5: NBC starts first regular
interchange of programs with Canada.
Aug. 19: WLS National Barn Dance
starts on network.
Oct. 15: Start of Chicago Round
Table.
Oct. 22-28: Graf Zeppelin— first

carries
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broadcast from over ocean during
flight from South America to Miami;
from Miami to Akron; description of
landing at Akron; cruise over Chicago's Century of Progress.
Nov. 11: First broadcast from Radio City, with M. H. Aylesworth,
David Sarnoff, Owen D. Young, Gen.
G. Harbord, Sir John Reith of BBC
participating as well as top flight entertainers.
Nov. 20: NBC Radio City guided
tours begun.
Dec: American Tobacco Co. starts
first sponsored series of opera from
Metropolitan Opera House.
1934

national Broadcast Union, in anoti-,!
plane flying the same route; anti B
world-wide program with 13 pick'J
points,
ranging of
fromplanes,
an undersea
to
a squadron
featuring-bc!1i
conversation
between
announcers
streamlined planes traveling in Nil
England and in Germany.
Dec. 17: NBC makes first pick j
from Nanking, China, as day's hea 'j
lines focus on kidnapping of MarsV <
Chiang Kai-Shek.
Dr. H. H. Kur
finance minister and acting head
Nationalist government, address
American listeners in the exclusi
NBC presentation.1937

Jan. 30: Combined networks of NBC
join nation in the President Roosevelt Birthday Ball in honor of his 52d
birthday.
July 15: Gulf Oil Co. launches first
regularly
tionalsponsored
broadcasts. series of internaSept. 15: Gibson Family broadcast,
first musical comedy with music specially written for radio.
Sept. 22: First voice broadcast
round the world in fraction of second demonstrated by shortwave station
W2XAF Schenectady and broadcast by
NBC.
Oct. 6: Mussolini talk in Milan on
Italy'scast foreign
and social
policy broadwith an English
summary.
Nov. 29: Kraft Music Hall premieres on NBC.
1935
April 16: Fibber McGee & Molly
begins NBC careers.
May 30:
Start of America's Town
Meeting
of Air.
Aug. 23-24: U. S. Army maneuvers
at Pine Camp, N. Y., covered by NBC
in most extensive field broadcast hookup to that time, four mobile units
from all fronts demonstrating use of
radio during war conditions.
Oct. 27: Most comprehensive international hookup to date arranged for
Youth Sings Across Borders nationwide broadcast with pickup from 31
countries.
Nov. 11: Stratosphere Balloon Explorer IPs entire record-breaking fight
broadcast exclusively on NBC, including special broadcast linking Capt.
A. W. Stevens and Capt. O. A. Anderson in balloon at 72,395 feet (13.7
miles) with China Clipper flying over
California coast and an English editor
at his desk in London.
Dec. 7: NBC opens Hollywood studios.
1936
Jan. 1: Lenox Riley Lohr becomes
NBC president.
April 12: Top-hat transmitter, miniature micro-wave unit, used by George
Hicks, NBC announcer, to describe
New
Avenue.York's Easter Parade up Fifth
June 10: Bell System provides first
coaxial cable for TV use between NBC
studios in Radio City and transmitter
on Empire State Bldg.
June 29: RCA and NBC start TV
tests between transmitter and experimental receivers in homes.
July 7: First public demonstration
of RCA electronic system of TV witnessed by radio manufacturers.
Nov. 6: NBC demonstrates TV live
and film
programming on 7%- by 10inch
screen.

Jan.: South American stations sta-;
rebroadcasting NBC's Metropolit;
Opera
May programs.
6: Hindenberg disaster at Lak
hurst, N. J., covered with interview]
and on-the-scene post-accident d
scriptiors. Eye-witness account
fire and crash made by Herb Morrisi
of WLS Chicago and recorded 1
Charles Nehlsen for that station, su'
sequently broadcast
transcription
ever putbyonNBC,
that fir3
ne
work.

Nov. 15: NBC's 10th birthday celebration included
two President
radio "firsts":
Conversations
of RCA
David
Sarnoff at his desk in Radio City with
Guglielmo Marconi on his yacht in
the Mediterranean, with Robert Jardillier, French Minister of Communications, on an airliner between New
York and Washington, and with
Maurice Rambert, president of Inter-

May 9: Edgar Bergen and Charl
McCarthy make their radio debut.
May 12: First coronation broadca
— King George VI and Queen Elizabe
of England.
Oct. 14: TV on 3-by-4-foot sere:
demonstrated to Society of Motic
Picture Engineers.
Nov. 4: NBC Symphony Orchestr
first ever assembled and maintained 1 fa U. S. broadcasting company, star'
weekly
series
of full-length
Dec. 25:
Arturo
Toscanini concert
condue
NBC
Symphony
Orchestra
in
first
of :
10-concert series.
1938
March: Mobile TV vans operate
by NBC make first remote pickup i
New York.
March 12-14: Complete coverage e
absorption of Austria by German,
from Vienna and other European cat
itals. For more than 24 hours NB
provided
radio States.
link betwee
Vienna andonly
the United
June 22: Joe Louis-Max Schmelin
championship fight given most exter
sive coverage in sportscasting histor
to that time — an NBC exclusive on 14
stationsstations
in the U.
plus five short5
wave
to S.,
practically
entii
globe
exceptdescribing
Orient, with
sets cannouncers
fight five
in Englisl
Spanish, Portuguese and German.
Sept. 12: NBC devotes 90 minute
of network time to Hitler's Nuren:.
berg address.
Sept. 27: Bob Hope starts radio sc
ries.
Sept. 29: NBC broadcasts full off
cial text of Four-Power Agreemen
46 minutes ahead of its nearest con
petitor, with Max Jordan reading thl
communique in English.
1939
Jan. 27: NBC-RCA demonstration of
electronic TV in Washington.
Feb. 9: First broadcast account o
passing
Pope — Popeof Pius
March of11:a Coronation
Pope XI.
PSi I
XIIApril
— first22:ceremony
of its kind
on Oh
ah'
World premiere
of The

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO

BROADCASTING

BALTIMORE"

• Telecastinf

and the Thief, opera commisby NBC and written especially
ij.dio
by NBC
Gian-Carlo
il 30:
starts Menotti.
regular daily
■ogram service in New York area
elecast of opening of New York's
,. Fair by President Roosevelt,
rideo broadcast of a Chief Exec.- 3: First studio program from
City over W2BS (now WNBT)
kular public service.
,- S: Duke of Windsor breaks
ear silence to plead for peace in
Live NBC broadcast from battlepf Verdun.
*- 13-June 15: Series of 34 broadcovering American visit of Briting and Queen.
. 17: First baseball telecast —
jeton
i New vs.
York.Columbia — from Baker
y 20: First U. S. TV relay over
lone wires — telecast of Six Day
le Race from Madison Square
fen.
le 1: First telecast of a profesnal boxing contest — Lou Nova vs.
Baer at Yankee Stadium,
te 20: Inauguration of 10-hour
iy TV schedule.
,y 13: NBC first major network
'je.
ply26:
for First
FM station.
major league baserame telecast — Brooklyn Dodgers
incinnati Reds at Ebbets Field,
piyne. 29: NBC sends Hilmer Baukto Europe — first network to send
correspondent abroad.
Dt. 3: British declaration of war
ermany broadcast by Prime MinChamberlain. France's declaraof war broadcast by Premier
dier. W. L. McKenzie King,
>e Minister of Canada, broadcast
Canada would answer the call of
-overeign.
:pt. 30: First football telecast —
ham vs. Waynesburg — from Triigh Stadium.
\v. 15: United Fruit Co. starts
sponsored series to Central Amerver NBC's International facilities,
c. 24: First broadcast from SiegLine. . . . Christmas Eve on
inot Line broadcast.
1940
r.. 11: NBC FM station, W2XWG
York, opens atop Empire State
b. First all-country census of stapreferences and listening habits
by NBC, with cards sent to
to.OOO U. S. homes.
Ib>. 1: FCC members witness in
I nectady pictures telecast from
York (130 miles away) and redcast through automatic relay

NEW home of WLAK Lakeland, Fla., is a modernistic building which houses
both studios and the transmitter. The NBC affiliate is owned and operated
by S. O. Ward. WLAK operates fulltime with 1 kw on 1430 kc. The new
building is suitably landscaped.
over first TV network of WNBT New
York and WRGB Schenectady.
May 10: Neville Chamberlain broadcasts resignation as Prime Minister.
May 19 : Winston Churchill makes
first broadcast as Prime Minister.
June 10: Mussolini heard from Rome
as Italy declares war on Allies.
June 17: Marshal Petain of France
broadcasts French capitulation to
Germans.
June 22: German-French Armistice
proceedings described from Compiegne
Forest. France.
June 24: Coaxial cable used for first
time in program service by NBC in
telecasting in New York the Republican National Convention in PhiladelJuly 12: Niles Trammell elected
phia.
NBC president.
Oct. 7: First broadcast between refugee children in New York and their
parents in London.
Nov. 5: First telecast of Presidential
election returns.
1941
Jan. 24: NBC's mobile TV relay
units transmit program from Camp
Upton, L. I., to New York via RCA
automatic radio relay. Program simultaneously received in New York theatre where images 15-by-20-feet are
projected on a motion picture screen.
April 6: First radio flash of German
invasion of Yugoslavia and Greece.
Aoril 15: NBC Sports Department
formed under direction of Bill Stern.
May 6: Bob Hope plays first Armed
Forces Camp Show (March Field,
Calif.).
June 21: NBC first to broadcast
news of German invasion of Russia.
June 27: NBC publishes first TV
rate card.

son s economy is completely
rsified . . . which means a
dy, prosperous market,
w bast way to reach this big,
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
i/, ready-ic-buy market is through
use of Mississippi's most listenedGEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY GO.
jtatien . . . Kooper-high WJDX.
OADCASTING
• Teleca^ins

July 1: Commercial television starts,
with four sponsors buying time on
WNBT (formerly W2XBS) New
York, first time-selling TV station.
July 23: Listening post established
at Bellmore, L. I., to monitor news
broadcasts from Western Europe and
European Russia.
Aug. 14: Asiatic listening post set
up in North Hollywood.
Oct. 4: Weekly shortwave broadcasts of major football games begun
for benefit of military personnel
throughout hemisphere.
Dec. 7: Radio alerts nation after
Pearl Harbor.
Dec. 8 : President Roosevelt's war
message to Congress and the declaration of war broadcast on record-breaking world-wide hookup.
Dec. 8: Eyewitness account of first
Jap bombing raid on Manila broadcast
fire.
against background of anti-aircraft
1942
Jan. 9: Blue Network separated
from NBC and established as Blue
Network Co. Inc.
Jan. 23: First mass education by TV
initiated by NBC-RCA in training
New York's Air Raid Wardens.
April 5: Army Hour — official weekly
radio report of War Dept. to public —
starts on NBC.
May 22: TV schedule cut to four
hours a week as wartime measure.
July 6: NBC University of Air begins as first endeavor in U. S. network
history to provide systematic subject
matter with existing class-room instruction in American universities.
Nov. 1 : All shortwave operations
taken over by government through
OWL
1943
Jan. 26: John McVane's eye-witness
account of Roosevelt-Churchill meeting at Casablanca read on air from
London by Stanley Richardson.
May 10: John McVane, first radio
man to enter Tunis after its fall,
broadcasts from Algiers.
Aug. 18: First use of wire recorder
in combat, bombing raid of Germanheld Bourget Field in France recorded
in Flying Fortress and broadcast from
London.
Oct. 25: First of TV series of Madison Square Garden sports events for
special benefit of wounded servicemen
in hospitals equipped by NBC with
video receivers.
1944
March 1: NBC announces plans for
nationwide TV network.
June 6: NBC first with flash on allied invasion of Europe. All commercial programs cancelled for uninterrupted flow of news from Normandy
beaches. President Roosevelt leads
nation in D-Day prayer.

June 13:
NBC's special
day —
21-hour
continuous
broadcastbondclimaxed
with 90-minute all-star show starts
NBC's Fifth War Loan campaign.
Oct. 1: "Welcome Home" Auditions,
offered free to members and former
members of Armed Forces, with audition records sent to NBC affiliate stations in home areas of persons auditioned.
1945
Feb. 7: Bert Silen, announcer liberated from Santo Tomas, broadcasts
recapture of Manila on NBC.
April 12-15: News of death of President Roosevelt followed by 3% days
of broadcasting confined to appropriate
music, news and memorials, with schedules disrupted and all commercials
cancelled.
May 8: V-E Day celebration takes
over network, with all commercial programs cancelled for the day.
Aug. 14: Max Jordan again scores
beat with broadcast from Basle, Switzerland,papers.
of arrival there of Jap surrender
Sept. 1: NBC Reporter Merrill Mueller broadcasts "on the spot" description
of Japanese surrender on the deck of
the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay.
Sept. 9: WNBT telecasts films of
Jap surrender.
Oct. 25: NBC gives first public demonstration of RCA-developed ultrasensitive image orthicon TV camera
tube.
Dec. 1 : Army-Navy football game
telecast on WNBT from Philadelphia
via coaxial cable. 1946
March 25: NBC telecast opening
sessions of UN Security Council at
Hunter College, New York.
June 19: Louis-Conn heavyweight
championship fight at Yankee Stadium
(Continued on page 84 )
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value

. . . PLUS

in "BRUSH

CREEK
Wl ith
HIRAM

FOLLIES"
HIGSBY
KMBC
on
KFRM
PLUS ONE-^Brush Creek Follies" is
in its fourteenth successful season!
PLUS TWO— Playing again to a live
audience from the stage of the huge
new KMBC studio playhouse!
PLUS THREE— A great new arranqement on commercials for advertisers!
PLUS FOUR — An outstanding new
promotion and merchandising plan!
PLUS A DOZfN-Write, wire or
phone KMBC-KFRM or your nearest
Free and Peters colonel!
KMBC
of Kansas City
K FRM
for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate
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hearing for a period of not less
30 days, re its application and tl
Capitol Radio Enterprises and h
was continued from July 9 to A,
dismissed as moot petition inso;
it opposes petition of Capitol
Enterprises to change place of h.:
and adjust hearing date.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. I
WHOB
Mass.—
tition for Gardner,
continuance
of Grante
consol
hearing from June 26 to July
Washington
re
its
application
an'
of City Bcstg. Corp.

WEAW POLICY
No Functional Music Pacts
"ALTHOUGH we feel that such
service is within the rules and regulations of the Commission," Edward A. Wheeler, president of
WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111., last
week stated WEAW "does not now
have, and has never in the past
had any arrangement with anybody
for the provision of program service on a functional music service
basis."
WEAW was incorrectly listed
among stations which hold or have
held contracts for functional music
service in the June 11 Broadcasting • Telecasting story on Court
of Appeals action in the transit radio case in Washington, D. C. FCC
currently is studying the functional music services and has under
consideration statements on such
operations from about a dozen FM
outlets [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 31].
WLBJ Now on 1410 kc
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky., now
operates on 1410 kc with 5 kw day,
1 kw night. Shift of the station,
owned and operated by Bowling
Green Broadcasting Corp., was
completed June 17 from its old frequency of 1340 kc, 250 w. WLBJ,
which celebrated its 11th anniversary last Tuesday, is an MBS affiliate and is owned by L. B. Jenkins. Manager is Ken D. Given.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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fCC

actions
JUNE 22 THROUGH

JUNE 28

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
June 25 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 900 kc
KFAL Fulton, Mo. — CP to increase
powertrans.
from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new
AM— 1460 kc
Freeport,
Tex.
AM station on 1490 kc —250CP w forunl.newAMENDED
to change name of applicant from
Kelly Bell and J. C. Stallings d/b as
Brazosport Bcstg. Co. to Kelly Bell,
J. C. Stallings and H. F. Twombly d/b
as Brazosport Bcstg. Co. and change
from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to 1460 kc
500 w D.
Modification of CP
KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo.— Mod.
CP to change frequency, increase
power
install ofnewcompletion
trans, anddate.
DADN for and
extension
WSGN-FM
Birmingham,
Ala.—
Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
WCUM-FM Cumberland, Md.— Same.
WRVC (FM) Norfolk, Va.— Same.
WBCACP (FM)
Schenectady,
Mod.
authorizing
changes N.in Y.—
FM
station for extension of completion
date.
Bloomington,
Ind.— Mod.of
CPWTTV
new (TV)
TV station
for extension
completion date to 1-1-52.
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J.— Same
to 1-9-52.
License for CP
WEVD-FM
New York— License for
CP new FM station.
FM— 106.1 mc
WSTP-FM
Salisbury, N. C— CP to
change from 106.5 mc 20 kw to 106.1
mc 20.960 kw etc.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KDLK Del Rio, Tex. — RETURNED
application for assignment of license
to a new partnership.
KHMO
UNION
NLRB Dismisses Petition
A UNION petition involving representation of five announcer-control room operators of KHMO Hannibal, Mo., was dismissed last week
by the National Labor Relations
Board.
The union, IBEW, Local 1272,
AFL, sought to represent the five
employes as a unit separate from
straight announcers or, alternately,
to have these five employes added
to the unit of radio engineers the
union currently represents.
KHMO contended that all employes with announcing duties
should be included in the same unit
apart from any other employes.
After reviewing duties of the
employes, NLRB found that their
principal job was announcing and
that the appropriate representation would be one embracing all
announcers. NLRB concluded that
since the local had not made a
sufficient showing of representation as to announcers, it therefore
dismissed the petition.

June 26 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
WJBF Augusta, Ga. — Denied petition
insofar as it requests dismissal without
prejudice of application, but petition
granted insofar as it requests dismissal
of said application.
WOL toWashington,
D. C—from
Granted
petition
continue hearing
July
10 to Oct. 10 in Washington, re its
application for renewal of license for
synchronous amplifier located in Silver
Spring, Md.
WHIP toMooresville,
N. C—prejudice
Granted
petition
dismiss without
his application.
WJDX
Miss. —ofGranted
petition forJackson,
continuance
consolidated
hearing on its application and that of
WGGA from July 31 to Oct. 1 in Washington.
WNOE New Orleans, La.— Granted
petition for dismissal without prejudice
of application and dismissed as moot
motion for continuance of consolidated
hearing
application and those
of KTHS inandre his
KGRH.
Suburban Bcstrs., Jackson, Mich. —
Granted petition to dismiss as moot
petition requesting rehearing of grant
of renewal of license of WJIM Inc.,
Lansing, Mich.
Waldo W. Primm, Sanford, N. C—
Dismissed
as moot action
petitionof toMarch
recon-7,
sider Commission
granting application of Royal Bcstg.
Co., Lancaster, S. C„ as his pending
application
cify 1290 kc.has been amended to speKSMN Mason City, Iowa and KEYD
Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted petition
of KSMN to dismiss without prejudice
its application; and Commission on own
motion removed from hearing docket
and returned to pending file until after
conclusion of hearings re clear channels and daytime skywave transmissions the application of KEYD.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition for extension of time to June
19 within which to file proposed findingsdena,re Calif.
applications of KXLA PasaAmerican Communications Assoc.
and The U.S. of America — Granted petitionsceedingforinleave
intervene
in pro-of
Docketto 9980,
in matter
charges, etc. in connection with intertelegraph service
Union state
Telegraph
Co. of the Western
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
KJAY
Granted
petition for Topkea,
extension Kans.—
of time
from June
25 to July 5 within which to file proposed findings on engineering phases
involved in his application.
Radio California, Sacramento, Calif.
— Granted petition insofar as it requests continuance of consolidated

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

By Hearing Examiner Fanney N.
WHDH
Boston, Mass.—
tion
for extension
of timeGranted
to Ju
within which to file proposed fir
in matter of petitions of WHDI
KOA and application of WXKW
By Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison
KLMR Lamar, Col. — Granted pe
for leave to amend application b
eluding therein a substituted Exh
showing proposed nighttime hori;
pattern, etc., and application
amended is retained in hearing s
BY THE SECRETARY
WSBB license
New Smyrna
Beach, or 1 \Granted
for AM station
kc 100 w unl.; cond.
KONO forSan
Antonio, new
Tex.—
Gr;
license
installation
trans
ternate) for night only: cond.
WSAP Portsmouth, Va.— Grante
cense for installation of new
trans.
WFPL Louisville, Ky.— Grante<
cense for noncommercial educat
FM station, 89.3 mc 150 w ant. 3f
WFNCCP Fayette
ville,FMN. ant.
C— Grs
mod.
to install
on
of northwest AM tower; cond.
Following were granted mod.
for extension of completion date
shown: KNBR North Platte, Nel
8-15-51: WGAF Valdosta. Ga. to 10
WBUD Trenton, N. J. to 12-2
cond.:
WHO Des Moines to 10cond.;
11-15-51. WSUN St. Petersburg, Fl;
WMFS
Chattanooga,
mod.
CP to
change typeTenn.—
trans.;Gr
KFRB for Fairbanks,
license
aux. trans. Alaska— Gra
WHBF Rock Island, 111.— Grantee
to install new trans.
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.— Graflf
CP to install new trans.
KRKO for Everett,
Granted
cense
changes inWash.—
DA pattern
WNAG Grenada, Miss. — Granted
to install new trans.; cond.
KWTN Crystal City, Tex Gra
mod. CP for approval of ant., ti
and main studio locations and ch;
WFIN-FM
Findlay, Ohio— Gra
type
trans.
CP 240
to change
ant. height from 24.'
to
ft.
KDON Santa Cruz, Calif.— Gra/
CP to install old main trans, at pre.
location
of main
be usee"
an aux. on
1460 kctrans,
I kw to(DA-1).
The Radio Voice of New Hamps
Inc., Manchester, N. H. — Granted
quest to cancel license and de
remote pickup KA-3070.
Chambersburg Bcstg. Co., Chamb
burg,
— Granted
caij
license Pa. and
delete request
remoteto pic
KGB-378.
June 26 Applications . . ,
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1580
WBUT Butler, Pa.— Special ser
authorization to operate 6:30 a.m. 1
to sunrise for period ending 3 i
EST, May 1, 1954.
AM— 746 kc
WBAM Montgomery, Ala. Mod.
new AM station to
increase po>

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAQ
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEN1
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, hi
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a.
CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEER

JANSKY & BAILEY
jtive Offices
National Press Building
s and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
lington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

A U3-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

nmercial Radio Equip. Co.
'erett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
RNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

aven, Lohnes & Culver
NSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

Member AFCCE*
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
■ : Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
' 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.
■LYNNE

C. SMEBY

legistered Professional Engineer"
1 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

iE WES TURNER GO.
1 ytars TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
18 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1B30 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 44721

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
Acting petition
Chief, for
Broadcast
Granted
extension Bureau
of time—
from June 25 to July 16 within which
to file proposed findings re applications
of Ionia Bcstg. Co., Ionia. Mich., and
Seneca Radio Corp., Fostoria, Ohio.

Of. H. Sitter
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

I 250 w to 50 kw on 740 kc etc.
new FM station for extension of comAM— 790 kc
pletion date.
Lawrence, educational
Kan.— Mod.
IRA
Cairo,
Ga.
—
CP
to
change
CPKANTJ
new (FM)
non-commercial
1300 kc to 790 kc etc.
FM
station.
AM— 1320 kc
Antonio,
Tex.— Mod.of
CPKONO-FM
new FM San
station
for extension
II Gladewater, Tex. — CP to change
completion
date.
1430 kc 1 kw D to 1320 kc 1 kw-D
Modification of License
v-N DA-N AMENDED to change
;system.
WLAW-FM
Lawrence, Mass.— Mod.
license to specify an additional main
License for CP
studio
in
Boston.
1TE Manistee, Mich. — License for
License Renewal
ew AM station and specify studio
lion.
WABE
(FM)
Atlanta, Ga.— Renewal
'OD-FM
for non-commercial educalew FM Miami,
station. Fla. — License for of license
tional FM station.
4IN-FM
St. station.
Paul, Minn.— License
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
:p new FM
KSWB Yuma,
RETURNED
apModification of CP
plication for mod.Ariz.CP— new
AM station
for approval of ant., trans, and studio
liEN-FM Buffalo, N. Y. — Mod. CP
L
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

locations.
WMME Menomonie, Wis.— RETURNED application for license to cover
CP new AM station etc.
June 27 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
Trans-Pecos Bcstg. Co., Ft. Stockton,
Tex. — Denied petition requesting leave
to intervene in matter of revocation
of CP of KFST Ft. Stockton, Tex.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WELS Kinston, N. C— Granted petition for leave to amend application, to
show mean sea level height of proposed
towers to be 267 ft. instead of 250 ft.

June 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WACL
Waycross, Ga. — License for
CP new AM station.
Modification of License
WLAWcense to maintain
Lawrence, an Mass.
— Mod.main
liadditional
studio in Hotel Bradford, 275 Tremont
St., Boston, Mass.
Modification of CP
WRJW Picayune, Miss.— Mod. CP to
increase power, install new trans, and
change ant. system for extension of
completion date.
KOB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. — Mod.
CP new TV station for extension of
(Continued on page 87)
July 2, 1951
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Situations Wanted
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<? per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 200 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 2S$ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Reliable, steady commercial manager
for 1 kw independent midwest station.
City 30,000. Draw and commission. Box
100K, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Commercial manager — Aggressive 1 kw
station in good southeastern market,
fulltime, net-affiliated, seeks experienced radio salesman with supervisory
ability and southern background or experience. Good base with incentive plan
for man who will work into our plan of
operation. Box 17K, BROADCASTING.
Permanent sales position. One station
market. Station on air over 25 years.
Protected account list. Station within
60 miles of Chicago. 15% commission
with guaranteed draw. Box 33K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, one who can offer honesty,
neatness and pleasing personality combined with top radio knowhow in exchange for extremely pleasant position
in attractive town noted for its fine
livingnityconditions.
opportufor right man.Unlimited
Must have
car.
Box 137K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman or sales manager. 250 watt
middle east network affiliate. Rush references and full particulars. Box
168K. BROADCASTING.
Head salesman wanted — New England
area. 15% commission $75 guaranteed
draw.
ING. Reply Box 176K, BROADCASTHave opening for salesman who wants
to do some announcing. ABC affiliate,
3 oil refineries of major companies located here. Send disc, snapshot, letter
air mail to KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Salesman for dual net station. Excellent working conditions, guaranteed
base plus commissions. Details first
letter. WDYK, Cumberland.
Aggressive salesman who knows the
radio sales game has an opportunity to
make money with a livewire network
station located in a good market. Good
salary and commission to producer.
Contact Tom W. Talbot, Manager,
WJJL, Niagara Falls, New York.
Salesman, metropolitan market, 15%,
good draw. Car necessary. Contact
Willard Belote, WTJH, East Point,
Georgia.
A nnouncers
Singing announcer — Southeastern station putting accent on live talent wants
announcer with ability to sell and entertain on the mike, combining pop
vocals with routine announcing and
deejay work. Adequate salary to start,
plenty opportunity to increase it by
producing results for station. Box 18K,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, qualified for all-round
duty by experience or training, wanted
by progressive 1000 watt independent
near Chicago. News gathering ability
desirable. Personal interview essential.
Box 105K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer
phone, Give
250
watt
Mutual, 40 milesfirst
Atlanta.
full
particulars.
Box
114K,
BROADCASTING.
Radio announcer leading middlewest
regional radio-television station. Prefer personality with disc jockey experience. State age, family, military
status, education, previous experience,
references. Box 139K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer for Louisiana station. Experience desired but not necessary. Box 160K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted, announcer-copywriter for one
thousand watt fulltime midwest affiliate. Interview necessary, act quickly.
Box 170K, BROADCASTING.
Do you live in Oregon, Washington or
midwest? Do you want to improve
your position? Northern California 5
kw station is adding one announcer and
one news reporter. Send complete
background, ability and desires. Box
179K. BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Virginia daytime independent. Experience desired but not
necessary. Call Warsaw, Virginia 690
for discussion and further information.
Announcer-engineer. First phone. Sixty
dollars. Contact Ted Rand, KDRS,
Paragould. Ark.
Announcer-engineer. Starting salary
$70.00 week, with increases to follow
determined
by your
ability.
Sendstation
disc.
Salesman also
needed.
Radio
KLIC, Monroe, La. Phone 3-4617.
Announcer-salesman: Excellent opportunity for aggressive
"salesgetter"
1 kw indie
in major southern
market.on
Twenty hours air work per week. Send
disc or tape plus sales references and
all details first letter to Robert Murphy, WBOK, New Orleans, La.
Experienced announcer for 1000 watt
daytimepletestation.
and comdetails to Send
WDBL,discSpringfield,
Tenn.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Experienced announcer. One of America's pioneerannouncer
stations has
opening
for
experienced
strong
on news
and sports. Good wages, talent. Send
audition,
photo WFDF,
and letter
qualifications to Station
Flint,of Michigan.
Combination announcer - engineer
wanted catedbyin heart
1000 watt
NBC affiliate
of citrus
region lo-of
Florida. No engineering experience required, but must hold first class license.
Southern man preferred. William P.
Lee, WLAK, Lakeland.
Announcer wanted — dependable, conscientious staff man. No play-by-play.
Must have at least one year staff experience. Send details, audition. WPIC,
Sharon, Pa.
Sound operation needs announcer with
first class ticket. Permanent position.
Full information on request. Send full
details Manager, WTWN, St. Johnsbury, Vermont.
Technical
Position open! Transmitter engineer.
Immediate opening. Car necessary.
Northern
CASTING. Michigan. Box 92K, BROADEngineer, first class ticket. No experience necessary. Permanent job. VirING. ginia station. Box 101K, BROADCASTEngineer or combination, 250 watter.
90 miles from N. Y. Box 106K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief engineer for fulltime
commercial FM station in north central
states. Must have thorough technical
training and experience in maintenance, control room, taping and remotes. Man experienced with Westinghouse transmitter preferred. Permanent job, guaranteed salary. Box 107K,
BROADCASTING.
Local South Carolina network station
needs first class operator. Experience
not necessary.
No letter.
announcing.
plete details first
Box Com157K,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, mature, experienced, capable
of
taking
of 1000to watt
One who ischarge
accustomed
doing station.
a good
job on maintenance. Must have car.
Position offers security and good living
conditions in attractive town. Box
138K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer, announcer-engineer
preferred. Experience desirable but not
essential. 250 watt middle east network
affiliate. Box 167K, BROADCASTING.
Husband-wife team. Man with good
voice tion.
and Woman
firstto phone
for combo
posihead copy
dept. Some
experience. Good opportunity progressive 250 net affiliate. Rush salary reNew Bern, N.quirements,C.disc, full details. Box 551,
Wanted — Combination first class engineer-announcer. Salary according to
ability. gineer,
Contact
Pat KFLD,
Jeter, Chief
EnRadio Station
Floydada,
Texas.
Combination
chiefMustengineer
announcer wanted.
be tops and
in both.
Want married man who is looking for
permanence.
based onOrthexperience. Contact Salary
me quickly.
Bell,
General Manager, KLMR, Lamar, Colorado.
KPET in Lamesa, Texas has just lost
first engineerplacement ain
4 years.
Need asome
ret once.
40 hours,
combination. Bob
Bradbury,
Manager.
Progressive LBS station in college city
has immediate opening for first class
engineer. Prefer combination man, but
not necessary. Good salary. Ideal
working conditions. Contact WAUD,
Auburn, Alabama.
Transmitter operator, first phone, experience unnecessary, for 250 watt staYork. tion. Inquire WBTA, Batavia, New
Wanted. First class engineer or enPrefer experienced
maintenance man. gineer-announcer.
Reasonable
salary.
Good living conditions. Reply WBUY,
Lexington, N. C.
First phone-announcer. $75.00, 44-hour
week
bama. start. WCTA, Andalusia, AlaWanted — First phone transmitter engiExperience Contact
not necessary.
Detailsneer.
first letter.
immediately
M. J. Craig, WGCD, Chester, S. C.
ChiefMBSengineer-combination
man forper5
kw
affiliate. Will pay $100.00
week.ter.Write
complete details
first letWKNK, Muskegon,
Michigan.
First class transmitter operator for
WKAL, Rome, New York. Possibility
of future transfer to WKTV or TV
affiliate. Contact D. T. Layton, WKTV,
Box 386, Utica.
Wanted — Transmitter engineer with
first phone, experience not necessary:
$50.00
weekly:
Carrollton,
Ga. Chief Engineer, WLBB,
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted,gramexperienced
draft exempt
profor
investment director
in newwith
1 kw $5,000
station cash
in south
Florida. Box 166K. BROADCASTING.
Writer — with ideas, showmanship, imagination, and solid sell for a midwest
NBC regional. Even if you're in a
smaller
operation,
here'sin aa well
paying,of
creative opportunity
market
150,000. Send samples and details to
Box 169K, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter
for conditions
progressive insta-a
tion. Idealneeded
working
friendly town. Experience preferred,
but college training in lieu of this acWrite, including
recent salary,
snapshot, cepted.
copy sample
and expected
Dave Button, KSVP, Artesia, New Mex-

Managerial
Manager — sales manager, 20 years
plete radio management, sales, ai
tising and program experience. Ma
responsible, dependable, eomnv
minded with past record of inert
profits. National agency com
Family man, college graduate, de
manager position in middle Atlant
midwest area. Box 945J, BRr
CASTING.
Manager-commercial manager
proven radio
sales operation.
record. Experience)
phases
College (
uate. promotion and civic minded,
cash to invest or purchase contrc
AM operation. Prefers tough ma
Box 57K, BROADCASTING.
No genius . . . just thoroughly ex
enced in all phases of good clean i
. . . strong on sales. Successfully i
aged 250 watt network affiliate a
kw independent. 32 years old, :
ried, one child. Best references
nished from all former employers,
sire
manager's
with Prefer
good resc
following
proven job
results.
west, but not immune to other i
tions. Well known in Texas r;
Would consider investing in
deal. If your station has any poss;
ties and you are interested writ
wire Box 89K, BROADCASTING.
Station manager, looking for st;
with progressive owners. Came
through the ranks in radio. Knowl
based on practical experience and t
college years. Presently emplc
minimum salary considered S
yearly. Box 149K, BROADCAST:
Manager, sales manager. 16 j
broadcasting experience. Constru
2 stations. Know all departm
Engineer. Presently employed as.r
ager. Available 60 days. Desires )
west. Mature, responsible business 1
Have good record in sales and r
agement. Family man. Write
156K, BROADCASTING.
Assistant manager at established J
tion,
in midwest
Vii
area. preferably
Twenty years
in radio,or incj
ing; station construction, engineei
announcing, sales, copywriting
management
"local"
stations. 4supervise
and of
accept
responsibility,
give
in return for torea1
able good
salaryservice
and opportunity
and apply progressive manager :
practises. Available soon. Box 1 i
BROADCASTING.
Manager who can produce more pr<
Seventeen years in broadcasting
eluding ownership, management,
gramming, announcing, engineei
presently Box
managing
city netv
station.
163K, small
BROADCAST!
|
Station manager-commercial man
Currently employed executive s
nation's first
markets, desires
position
top 10
independent
in one"\
tion
manager's
position
sm;
metropolitan
market.
Newin Engl;
middle Atlantic preferred. Local
national sales experience, sales pro
tion, programming. Married. Col
graduate.
interview reques
Box 175K, Personal
BROADCASTING.
1
Salesmen
Announcer-salesman, clean record,
tails by letter, audition. Box II
BROADCASTING.
Salesman - announcer. Presently
ployedmanager,
at same salesman
station where
comr I
cial
and annoui,
for
past five
31, 2 children,veteso;
reliable,
bestyears.
of references,
car. Demand commission. Before
after hours announcing apprecia j
but not necessary. Box 150K, BRO. !
CASTING.
Announcers
Stop! Dirt cheap! Draft exempt yo
man desires to train as announcei
combo man, also learn continuity. 1
and photo. Box 846J, BROADCAST!
Experienced, versatile announ
single, age 22. draft exempt vet.
sires opportunity develop special a
tude news, sports, western disc sh i
Smooth board and team man. Effec
delivery. Air check available. J
71K, BROADCASTING.
Top newscaster and editor with
years announcing background w;
permanent job eastern city. Farn
Presentlv employed 50,000 watt statl
Available July 15. Box 82K, BRO/
CASTING.

situations Wanted (Cont'd)
ilncer-salesman: Familiar with all
of radio including control board.
. sports, some
experience.
married,
no children,
willingVet-to
disc available. Box 99K,
ilDCASTING.
tncer and/or copywriter. Thorexperienced
all phases writing,
of proving, traffic, announcing,
udition or disc. Vet (no reserve)
25. New England only. Box
BROADCASTING.
nnouncer. Experienced. College
late. Capable.
Operates board.
,kn. Young.
Prefers east or
Box 104K, BROADCASTING.
tv speaking: Three years radiotic, deejay/events. S60. Exempt.
34K, BROADCASTING.
ienced announcer, music, news,
.tics. Want TV or radio job. Box
BROADCASTING.
ible July 1st! Two metropolitan
York announcers, draft exempt,
family men. Desire progressive
. If opening definite, will travel.
45K, BROADCASTING.
nicer, versatile, vet. family, colEmploved metropolitan station,
lal
ING.interview. Box 146K, BROADbut right. Experienced radio and
nnouncer. Married, with family,
g on personality shows. Live and
will re-enter business for right
Box 148K, BROADCASTING.
uncer, experienced in all phases
dio broadcasting, desires steady
.dable job. Excellent voice,
able immediately, draft exempt,
'3,Box
negro.
and photo avail152K,Disc
BROADCASTING.
ne! Disc specialty, hillbilly, pop,
"r.arried,
draft exempt,
college,
yearsseller.
experience.
deable
QualifiedFriendly,
PD. Will
nvwhere for S100 weekly. Box
"BROADCASTING.
illy DJ. Announcer, news, corneals. Musical knowledge. Know
■like hillbillies. Looking for right
anent spot. No "stuffed shirt"
'»n. Available,
Details, transcription
reone week.on Box
BROADCASTING.
announcer. Experienced, responHave clean-cut disc show on air
h is original, different. Good
;«ily selling voice. Leave two weeks
e. College graduate, draft exempt,
tion disc available. Box 162K,
ADCASTING.
^ition: Eastern stations. Announcer,
rienced commercials, news, DJ,
. le copy, know board. Exempt vet,
Med, 28. Box 171K, BROADCASTrienced announcer in all phases of
[i,
presentlySome
employed,
married,
: exempt.
shows sponsored
,y on my ability (one a sports
• in its in3rdeastern
year). met
Am city.
interested
osition
1 interview
and audition
on Perret. Box 174K, BROADCASTING.
ndable, ambitious, energetic anJicer, MC, special events director
former program director. Desires
act with larger station in midwest,
ently employed 5000 watt network
on. Five years experience. For
i'ng,
- andJune
picture
seeVeteran
Page 89notBroad25th.service.
subto military
Box 181K,
ADCASTTNG.
;rienced, draft exempt newscaster,
innouncer. First phone ticket. Car.
!light network caliber in announcprogramming and engineering,
.mum $70. Prefer 100 miles of
K. C. or southern California, but
ider any station with future. Ed
hell,
N. J.528 East 29th Street, Paterbination man. Network experiif. First phone. Emphasis on an''le.
icing
Vet,
draftnews,
exempt.commercials.
Florida preferWilliam
-C,
N. Y. Rogel, 1275 Gr^nt Avenue,
;atile announcer-sportscaster, strong
all sports and newscastMarried,
Three
it"^y_Play
CresSanford,e. 2035
exempt.yearsKenexperienc
Avenue, New York 53, N. Y.
Technical

•nty
years experience
. Highly
qualsouthwest.
l. Permanen
t south,
minimum. Box 14K, BROAD0STING.
ne first,
hours, first letter,
liable. Boxsalary,
36K, BROADCA
STING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Northeast-midwest: Licensed engineer,
veteran, 27, six years experience (mostly 5 kw), seeks progressive AM and/or
start tionin or TV
No combinasmalltransmitting.
operation. Will
start at
sixty-five weekly after two weeks notice.
Permanent.
Box
140K,
BROADCASTING.
First class operator, draft exempt, single. Preferably low wattage station.
Box 144K, BROADCASTING.
First class operator, draft exempt. Prefer New England, small station. Box
172K, BROADCASTING.
1st phone combo. Experience 5 kw.
Board work, married vet. State salary,
hours, living conditions first letter.
Southwest. Minimum $60. Box 173K,
BROADCASTING.
Available after July 15. First phone,
single, ageployed.26,Box 180K,
draft exempt.
Now emBROADCASTING.
First phone, graduate top announcing
school. Married. Draft exempt. Wants
combo job Wisconsin or nearby. Available Aug. 7. Disc and details on request. Box 182K. BROADCASTING.
Colored vet. Age 30, first radio-phone
license. Broadcast transmitter experienced. Employed at present by local
broadcast station. Desires change.
Available after one week notice. Contact J. Allen, P. O. Box 374, Laurinburg, N. C.
Radio operator with thirty-two months
experience available upon weeks notice. No announcing. Vet, single, prefer south. Address Travis Gunter, 66
Greenville St., Newnan, Ga. or phone
1403 between twelve and one P.M.
Production-Programming, others
Program director, experienced all
phases including publicity-promotion.
Progressive programming. Looking
for permanent, solid position. Married, two children. Box 13K, BROADCASTING.
Staff organist — thoroughly experienced.
Write Box 70K, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer,
continuity account
writer, woman's
feature
servicer.
Excellentferred.references.
Southwest preBox 80K. BROADCASTING.
Advertising executive presently employed as assistant radio-TV director
of national 4A agency in major metropolitanagency
center desires
director's
job
with small
preferably
in midwest or as executive with substantial
radio or TV station. Experienced in
sales, programming, production, public
relations and network announcing.
College graduate. Married. Ambitious.
31.
$8000 to $10,000 bracket. Box 98K,
BROADCASTING.
10 years of solid commercial radio and
TV experience as department manager
and writer for top midwestern stations.
This experience has paid off for others.
Can you use it? Write Box 142K,
BROADCASTING.
Want more than just a PD? Want supervisor experienced all phases advertising, production too? Have successful record local, regional stations.
College education. Excellent recommendations. Veteran. Looking for executive job in bigger city with progressive station which believes in getting
results for sponsor. $400. Box 147K,
BROADCASTING.
Program director; experienced production, promotion, programming, writing,
announcing. Headed program, news,
sports departments. Baseball play-byplay. References. Family man. Desires midwest position. Box 177K,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity director capable of announcing, board operation, news writing and reporting. 3 years experience,
knowledge of programming traffic.
Draft exempt. Single, available immediately, good references. Write
Charles Read, 15 Third St.. Northwest,
Oelwein, Iowa, Phone Oelwein 1345W.
Television
Announcers
Seek TV opportunity. 5 years experience. Responsible MC, topflight announcer, DJ, actor. Single, veteran.
Currently employed major network
affiliate. Prefer personal interview.
Box
132K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Ex GI, 1st class phone. No experience.
Single.
24.Box
amateur.
without car.
136K, Experience,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
For Sale

Wanted to Buy
Need onemitter.good,
kw transGuaranteeused
Radio1 Supply
Co.
Laredo, Texas.
10 kw FM transmitter. Must comply
with FCC specifications. Write Univ.
of Wisconsin Purchasing Dept., Madison, Wisconsin.
Employment Service

Stations
Prosperous
eastern
250over
watter-one
station market. Earning
25% on
asking
price.
$145,000.
No
Box 178K, BROADCASTING. brokers.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Western Electric limiter, model 1126-C,
in perfect condition. Price $395. Also,
brand new FM receiver, REL model
646-B in original factory carton. Price
$275. Both
items guaranteed.
Engineering information
available on either
item. Box 97K, BROADCASTING.
Three (3) complete Universal RMC
reproducer groups with extra new Universal head used short time, good conCASTING.dition. $150.00. Box 131K, BROAD-

OBSCURE TIME SALESMAN
BECOMES STATION MANAGER
A successful salesman of a hard-tosell stationPlacement
came to Service.
Broadcasters'He
Executive
wanted to sell for a larger station
in a less competitive market. We
thoughtrial.heMore was
management
important,
in just matethree
weeks we found a station owner who
agreed.
The
result
was
an
immediate
increase of 30% in earnings, plus a
share of profits, plus a management
future.
We may be able to assist with the
next move in your executive career.
Every inquiry
receives attention.
prompt, confidential and personal
If you own or manage a station,
large or small, AM or TV, we probablyutivehavevacancies
the right
answer
for execin your
organization.

Attention: Traffic departments! For
sale, thirteen drawer Acme visible
record cabinet. Holds 845 standard
8x5 inch cards. In perfect condition.
Box 151K, BROADCASTING.

Howard S. Frazier
Broadcasters Executive Placement
726 Bond Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.

Towering 150'
insulated
Wincharger
101 base
two A-3
yearslightold
available for immediate shipment. Box
161K, BROADCASTING.
RCA 308-A field intensity meter.. KFNF,
Shenandoah, Iowa.
GE 250 watt BT-l-A transmitter, GE
FM monitor, single GE FM do-nut, GE
model 4-FA-14AI line equalizer, 100
lbs. #10 soft drawn bare copper wire,
approx. 2,200 feet. Make offer on all
or anyger. item,
availablePark,
result
WJLK, Asbury
N. J.of merMicrowave equipment. Three General
Electric TL-l-A 2000 megacycle video
microwave links complete with lines
and six foot parabolas now operating
in intercity relay system. Can be used
also for studio- transmitter video links.
Also one 240 foot and one 200 foot
guyedtricrelay
One General
ElecBL-2-A towers.
1000 megacycle
S.T. audio
link complete with six foot parabolas.
All
in like-new
and equipment
available August
first. condition
Contact
Lee G. Stevens, Chief Engineer,
WLAV-TV, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
300-ft.,tower,
4 leg,complete
self supporting
BlawKnox
with insulators
and
all
lighting
equipment.
Available
now. In excellent condition. Good bet
for TV. Call, write or wire Ken Given,
WLBJ, Bowling Green, Kentucky.
One kw used
BC-1E R.
transmitter, likeGates
new, model
for sale.
H.
Thompson, WWNS, Statesboro, Georgia.
Two Presto 6-N's. Like new. Also two
50 watt RCA amplifiers. Bill Connor,
214 Vine Ave., Park Ridge, HI.
RCA 1 kw FM transmitter, 2 sectioa
pylon, Hewlett Packard FM monitor,
106 ft. Truscon tower. Combination
price, $5,500.00. Address Charles W.
Hoefer, Aurora (111.) Beacon-News.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
Stand-bv AM transmitter 100-1000 watts.
Reply CFBC, Saint John, N. B.
Will buy any good one kw transmitter,
air cooled. Contact KTRN, Wichita
Falls, Texas.
Tower
self-supporting,
approx. 180'Jones,
new
or used
Truscon preferred.
WJET, 1607 Oak Street, Youngstown 6,
Ohio.
Wantedter. toPreferbuy:
transmitRCA250orwatt
GE.FM Must
have
monitor and bay. WVOP, Vidalia,
Georgia.

Help Wanted
Announcers
Are You a Good Announcer
, Unaffected Voice
• 2 years experience
Air mail letter of application to:
M. N. Bostick
KWTX, Waco, Texas
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Three top-level men available
Manager: employed 1000 watt, fulltime, network,
majoi
market station. Fifteen years' successful
management.
Program-Production: employed same station. 23
years
independent
operations;
and special
eventsanda network
speciality.
Every news
show
sponsored.
Announcer-Producer: d.j., promotion and publicity. Plenty of sell and originality. Five years.
Available as team or individually.
BOX 183K, BROADCASTING
Announcers
NOW AVAILABLE
One of America's most experienced symphonic music announcers; also solid,
successful newscasting
background.
BOX 153K,
BROADCASTING
Production-Programming, Others
AVAILABLE JULY 31
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
(Sales, proc/wcf/on,
television, education/ merchandising, station administration)
Currently employed
station major
east. metropolitan
BOX 133K, BROADCASTING
(Continued on next page)

For Sale
Stations
FOR

SALE
Fulltime network affiliate
in desirable single-station
New England market out
of TV area. Good earnings. Priced at $45,000
for quick sale. No broCASTING.kers. Box 155K, BROADWanted to Buy
Stations

* FLORIDA
*
Three men : top level radio management, engineering and sales,
looking for large or small market radio station in Florida.
250 watter up. Fulltime, daytime or network. Ready to act.
Cash on the line. Box 72K,
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
for lease: radio & television school
equipped with beautiful
litte theatre, control rooms,
etc.
address: Radio Arts Bldg.
5927 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
School

* announces; "

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th • PORTLAND, OREGON

NBCs 25 Years
(Continued from page 79 )
telecast in New York, Washington,
Philadelphia and Schenectady via
NBC, marking first use of portable
equipment with image orthicon cameras on a regular TV program.
June 30: NBC newsmen report
Operations Crossroads from Bikini,
with bombardier of B-29 heard over
the target
and scenes following explosion described.
1947
Jan. 2: NBC TV cameras enter Halls
of Congress for first time at opening
of 80th Congress.
May 7 : Kraft Television Theatre begins series still running.
June
27: WNBW, begins
NBC'soperations.
TV station in Washington,
Sept. 13: Paving way for syndication
of TV programs to non-interconnected
cities, NBC announces special camera,
developed with Eastman Kodak Co.,
for photographing video images off
kinescope tube.
Sept. 30: World Series telecast
for first time. Carried on NBC stations in New York, Philadelphia,
Washington and Schenectady to estimated total audience of 3,962,000.
Oct. 5: First telecast from White
House.
Oct. 9: Charles R. Denny Jr. joins
NBC as vice president and general
counsel after resigning as FCC Chairman. Elected executive vice president
of NBC July 2, 1948.
Nov. 13: Bell System radio relay
set-up between New York and Boston
proves successful carrier of TV programs.
Dec. 27: Howdy Doody debuts on
NBC-TV.
1948
Jan. 12: Kukla, Fran & Ollie join
NBC-TV with completion of cable connection of eastern and midwestern TV
hookups.
March 20: Toscanini conducts NBC
Symphony in its first telecast.
June: "College by Radio" plan announced as part of vast adult education project. Controlled experiments
started by WAVE Louisville and the
U. of Louisville.
June 8: Texaco Star Theatre and
Milton Berle start on NBC-TV.
June 21 and July 12: National political conventions at Philadelphia get
full TV coverage, NBC devoting 54
hours of TV time to GOP, more than
41 hours to Democratic sessions.
Sept. 18: WNBQ, NBC's TV station
in Chicago, begins test transmissions.
Sept. 20: NBC Midwestern TV Network opened.
Oct. 21: Ultra-Fax demonstrated in

Southern
Network
Station
$55,000.00
One of the old established network properties
located in an excellent and rapidly growing market.
Station has always made money in spite of absentee
ownership. With a down payment of $25,000.00 we
can finance the balance
on reasonable terms.
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
Tribune
Tower
235
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
Pa<?^ 84
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Washington. A million words a minute
transmitted from WNBW (TV) to
demonstrate results of combined efforts
of RCA Labs, NBC Engineering Development and Eastman Kodak Co.
Oct. 31: WNBK, NBC's TV station
in
Cleveland, starts commercial operation.
1949
Jan. 20: Truman's inauguration is
first one to be televised.
April 9: Milton Berle raises $1,100,000 in pledges for Damon Runyon Memorial Cancer Fund in 16-hour marathon telecast on NBC-TV.
July 21: Films of Sen. Tom Connally (D-Tex.) announcing Atlantic
Pact ratification processed and shown
on NBC-TV 65 minutes later, setting
a new speed record.
Oct. 7: Niles Trammell elected NBC
board chairman. Joseph H. McConnall
elected president of NBC.
1950
Feb. 25: Saturday Night Revue
starts on NBC-TV.
April 9: Bob Hope makes network
TV debut.
July: NBC sends accredited newsreel correspondents to Korea, a TV
"first."
July 6: The Quick and the Dead,
NBC's four-part documentary on the
atomic and hydrogen bombs, begins.
Nov. 3: NBC inaugurates new sales
concept with Operation Tandem, enabling advertisers to buy participation
in a group of evening programs.
Nov. 4: The Big Show with Tallulah
Bankhead premiers as 90-minute Sunday evening radio series.
DUTCH PROGRAMS
Recorded Series Offered
NETHERLANDS Information
Service, an agency of the Netherlands Government, is offering to
radio stations a transcribed series
of diversified Dutch music entitled
Holland Calling. Series consists of
26 programs. 14:30 minutes each.
Holland Calling is produced in
The Netherlands and pressed in
New York by Gotham Recording
Corp. There is no charge for the
series. Records are sent express
prepaid. Stations may retain the
records for their library, or for
donation to a school. Some 300 stations are now using the- service,
NIS reports. Address of the information service is 10 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York 20.
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WAGE POLICY
Panel To Report July
WAGE policy in the radio and till
vision field may be determined t
summer with a target date ten j
tively set for July.
A panel, appointed by the Ws
Stabilization Board to consii
wage stabilization in industries i
empt from price ceilings, meets
Cincinnati July 5 to report on hei
ings it conducted in Washing!
early in June.
Radio-TV stations as well as
number of other industries a
services are specifically exempt
from price controls under Sec. 4
(e) of the Defense Production A
Majority of witnesses who ;
peared before the wage panel J
vored lifting of the wage freeze
those industries which do not coi
under price controls.
A widely circulated news repc
last week claimed that the par
would recommend the lifting of t
wage freeze in the exempt indust
category. WSB could not confii
this report and pointed out th
the board, and not the panel, to
the authority to "make final dete
minations on the problems on whi<
it [the panel] received testimonj

STATION BREAKS
WCBS Announces New Polk
WCBS New York will sell static!
break announcements on a "fixt
position basis." effective toda
(Monday), G. Richard Swift, gel
eral manager,- announced last weel
The "rotating station breaks po
icy" will be abandoned, he said.
Also announced was the avai
ability of nighttime radio statio
breaks for 20 seconds transcribe
or 45 "live" words, which reduce :
nitrht time-signal availability
five seconds or 12 "live" words, i
50% of the base station break ra
of $200 Class A time. Present ra
of $100 for daytime station breal
and t,-me signals will continut
First choice of fixed station-bre
availabilities will be given to cu
rent advertisers, Mr. Swift said

SALE=
FOR
GE transmitter console for 1 kw transmitter type XT-l-A
GE FM exciter type, model 4-BtlAl
GE FM 3 kw amplifier type BT-3-A model 4-BF2A1
GE AM 1 kw amplifier type XT-l-a model 4XT1A
GE frequency monitor FM type BMIA model 4BE1A1
GE frequency monitor OM type BM 3A model 4B3A1
GE
modelregulated
4BP2A1 power supplies for frequency monitors, type BP2A
GE program amplifiers type BP2A model 4BA2A1
GE monitoring amplifier type BA4C model 4BA4G1
Table holding GE console
6 ft. racks, holding frequency monitor, etc. GE racks
GE console type 4FS1A1 monitoring speaker
GE speaker base model 4FA17A1 (for above unit)
GE monitoring amplifier model 4Ba4Cl type bA4C
GE crystal thermocell Cat. 32C401G63 213.657 kes
GE utility input amplifier type BA10A
GE 2 channel console
8 ft. GE rack
GE relay assembly (4 relays)
BOX

165K, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

IY CONVERTS
Hollywood Offices
remodeling cost reported as
$250,000," Gene Autry is
ting a recently purchased
rood building at 6920 Sunset
into 22 offices to headquarter
lio-television and other enterSpace, on a rental basis,
I available to independent TV
?tion units.
merly a one-story supermar•ccupying more than 9,000
■ feet of floor space, it will
vvo-story structure upon coml. Included will be a com7 equipped sound stage to be
»y his Flying A Pictures Inc.
production of TV films. Occy is expected by late August.
I0R DANGER
■ed in 'Redbook' Article
RNING that thoughtless cen'(p
"a dietprograms
of movadiomayandmean
television
epresentative of life as it is
lived that you are almost
.ed by the unreality" was
[ by Collie Small in "What
rship Keeps You From Knowpublished in the July issue
dbook Magazine,
ing that "censorship is on
ncrease in America," Mr.
attributes it to larger numjf organized minority groups,
ie growing fear on the part
iblishers and motion picture
radio producers of offending
groups," to "the appearance
evision — which creates a new
tan to be censored," and to
ical insecurity."

allied

arts

OLL,
RTSorkCARR
ROBE
ARD
EDW
nt TV
teletranNetw
DuMo
scription department head, appointed vice president and general
manager of Vidicam Pictures Corp.
SHERMAN GREGORY, veteran broadcast executive, appointed chief of
technical operators for Radio Free
Europe's stations and transmitters
in Western Germany. He will leave
the United States July 2 for his new
headquarters in Munich, from which
he will supervise the engineering and
technical operations of the RFE stations at Frankfort and Munich and
their transmitters, as well as other
RFE stations now in the planning
stage whenever they are ready to
begin operations. He will report directly to Richard J. Condon, European director of RFE.
CHARLES SEAVER, Chemical Rubber Co., Cleveland, to editorial staff
of The Jam Handy Organization,
Detroit.
STORECAST Corp. of America added
24 new sponsors, including General
Foods Corp., Airline Foods Corp. and
Kraft Foods Co., during month of
May. Thirty-nine new sponsors and
renewal by 25 old ones during April
and May also were reported.
CHARLES DOCKER, operator of own
advertising agency, to Sales-O-Matic,
as San Francisco representative. Firm
sells and leases point-of-sale tape
recorded commercials.
BENNETT S. ROSNER, advertising
and promotion manager Custom Record Sales Div. RCA Victor, father of
girl, Druanne Gale.

A Elections
;RLES R. VINT, president of
ite-Palmolive-Peet Co. Ltd.,
ito, has been elected president
ireau of Broadcast MeasureToronto, at a board meeting
3M held at Toronto fortnight
Horace N. Stovin, president
N. Stovin & Co., station reptative, Toronto, was re-elected
'president. Charles J. Follett,
L of Canadian Advertisers,
nto, was elected executive
;tary, and Athol McQuarrie,
ral manager of ACA, reed treasurer of BBM.

JAMES W. SHACKLEFORD, southeastern district
sales manager,
Scott & Mack Television, named
southeastern district sales manager for radio &
television division,
Sylvania Electric
Products, Inc. Mr.
Shackleford will
establish his headquarters in AtMr. Shackleford \.
lanta, Ga., to cover
Georgia, Alabama,
Louisiana and Florida.
SCOTT MORENCY, sales representaW New York will carry a sumtive Western Automatic Machine
ivater-safety spot campaign feaScrew Co., Elyria, Ohio, appointed
g transcribed personal messages,
Washington representative of War
jiced under American Red Cross
Contract Div. Zenith Radio Corp.,
ces, volunteered by Esther WilChicago.
Buster Crabbe, Eleanor Holms
THE TURNER Co., Cedar Rapids,
Johnny Weissmuller, together
three swimming champions of Iowa, announces new television boostVomen's Swimming Assn. of New
er, model
TV-1, capable
all TV
channels
from 2 ofto covering13.
RAY A. MORRIS, assistant sales
manager Industrial Development Engineering Assoc., Indianapolis, apIOE ADAMS
pointed chief engineer.
REACHES ALL
ROGER B. YEPSEN, executive department, marketing research division
NEGROES
General Electric, Syracuse, appointed
*> N IOS ANGELES
manager of marketing research for
WATTS
5000 CHANNEL
f\ \KI
£X \J
W I
L CLEAR
tube divisions. He makes his headS ANGELES - SANVA MONICA. CALIF
quarters in Schenectady.
3ADCASTING
• Telecastin

DICK MITCHELL appointed sales
manager Radio Apparatus Corp., Indianapolis. He will also continue his
duties as sales manager Industrial
Development
Engineering Assoc.,
same city.
FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION
Labs, Nutley, N. J., research unit of
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., announces new television picture monitor which will not "cut into"
picture signal resolution. Described
as "especially useful in the laboratory and production testing of television video amplifiers," with a picture size of 14 inches, the new monitor, FTL-84a, has a "revolving power
. . . designed for operation well beyond the specified 600 horizontal line
minimum." Deflection circuits of the
monitor, designed to operate stabley
and independently of the "separately
driven horizontal
pulse high-voltage
supply,"
permit
linearity and
size
adjustments without regard to the
effect on high voltage of 16 kv.
SANDERSON SMITH, assistant advertising manager Golden State Co.
Ltd., S. F., to Varian Assoc. (microwave electronics), San Carlos, Calif.,
as advertising and public relations
director.
NATIONAL
UNION
RADIO Corp.,
Orange, N. J. announces new portable
checker for picture tubes. The new
cathode ray tube checker is designed
for use both in the shop and in the
customer's home. It also can check
tubes while still in cartons, makingit easy to check for damage in transportation.
LEO G. SANDS appointed director of
public relations and advertising Bendix Radio, Phila.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Tube Div. announces new heavy-duty thyratron
tube for control application. Designed
for airborne electronic control equipment, the GL-6044 provides both electrical connection and mechanical supM. R. RODGER, assistant general
sales manager central division of
port.
Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati, appointed central division
sales manager.
E. W. GAUGHAN,

who is in charge of special activities,
named eastern divisional sales manager. T. H. MASON, sales promotion
manager, named western divisional
sales manager.
M. J. STREHLE, assistant manager
of replacement tube sales General
Electric, Syracuse, appointed intracompany sales manager for the G.E.
tube division.
IDECO, division of Dresser Equipment Co., has announced contracts
for construction of two of "world's
largest
television
towers." MilwauTowers
will
be built
for WTMJ-TV
kee and WBEN-TV Buffalo, and are
being furnished through RCA by
IDECO of Columbus, Ohio.

"Tccknlcal • • •
LAWRENCE J. SCANLON, WIBX
Utica, N. Y., rejoins engineering staff
WLAW Lawrence, Mass.
H. WALTER THOMPSON, engineer
WGN Chicago, on leave of absence,
was re-elected president of International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (AFL), Local 1220, for another two-year term at recent membership meeting. M. A. (Maxie) BAER
and JOHN BAKER, also of WGN,
were elected vice president and treasurer, respectively. JAMES FELIX,
WJJD, and KURT DARR, WBBM,
were re-elected recording and financial secretary, respectively.
EDWARD EDISON, manager San
Francisco branch RCA Service Co.,
to engineering staff KLAC-TV Hollywood, as assistant to director of engineers, ROBERT CONNER.
July 4 Features
INDEPENDENCE DAY will be
an occasion for special programs
for all Lang- Worth affiliates, LangWorth Feature Programs Inc. has
announced. Special programs
planned included A Summer Day,
a half-hour show utilizing words
and music in a patriotic vein.
Another, Independence Day — 1951,
also runs 30 minutes and interprets
July 4 with brass band and choral
singing. An informal show about
baseball was also announced
— A Sidelight on the Baseball
Sto>-y, allowing for introduction of
local baseball scores and stories.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
about NBC's new code of radio and
television broadcast standards, as
unveiled by NBC Executive Vice
President Charles R. Denny, you
quote the code as follows: "NBC
seeks to have such backdrops or
properties used judiciously (showing the sponsor's name, name of his
product, etc.). • ."
Item : Three days prior to this
release, NBC-TV carried a summer
replacement show called Juvenile
Jury. This was sponsored by the
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Corp.
for Scotch Cellophane Tape.
The five moppets who constituted
the panel were introduced through
a giant Scotch Cellophane Tape
Dispenser. Each of the moppets
spoke his or her witty saying into a
small individual microphone, made
in the form of a Scotch Cellophane
Tape Dispenser. Jack Barry, mc,
spoke his lines into a larger microphone made in the form of a Scotch
Cellophane Tape Dispenser. Behind
Mr. Barry's head, but fully in every
camera shot, was a large, overbearing replica of the Scotch Cellophane Tape trademark.
And not only that but one of the
questions which the cute little tykes
grappled with had to do with the
needs of a subject for various uses
of Scotch Cellophane Tape. This
little model also stepped through

read ads, too, And
so advertising in
Printers' Ink is read by
the leading

only because they are
interested in the

'B mWPI anc*
markets they, might use,
but also because they
have a professional interest in
your copy, layout, etc.

Page 86
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the giant size Scotch Cellophane
Tape dispenser.
NBC says this is incidental background .. .?
Richard Krolik
Project Supervisor
The March of Time
New York
Enough is Enough
EDITOR:
After reading the editorial of
June 11 entitled "FM's Aches, TV's
Balm?" ... we are writing as representatives of the FM listening
public. We wonder why your publication continually persists in
knocking the best means of sound
broadcasting — FM . . .
Bruce Elving
Richard Gottschald
Duluth, Minn.
* * *
EDITOR:
... I have noted with interest
your replies to Ed Wheeler and Mr.
Adams [Open Mike, June 25, 18]
in regard to defending your statement, attributed to engineers, that
FM could be accommodated on two
megs. You state in only the densely
populated areas such as their markets are it might not work. Please
then explain what would happen in
our area (Washington population
12,000) to the 15 or 16 FM stations
that are listened to with regular
consistency by the people of this
area. . . .
You say, with a twang of bitterness, there are only 700 FM stations on the air. How many AM's
were there on the air five years
after the advent of radio? How
many TV's after five years? What
industry or business can invest
what we have in a new business,
speaking of the FM broadcasters,
and expect it to give an immediate
return ? We who have stuck it out
for three or four years are getting
on our feet, much to the consernation of those who like to see us
die. . . .
Please don't try to add insult to
injury by stating that anyone who
thinks your publication is opposed
to FM hasn't read it very closely.
I have long defended you of these
charges, but now it is so obvious
that it is indeed an insult, even
though we have shown our lack of
intelligence by staying in FM, a
thing we believe in, and even some
of us making it pay.
Robert E. Williams
Station Manager
WFML (FM) Wash., hid.
EDITOR:
I am sorry to have to say that
Broadcasting • Telecasting certainly does discriminate against
FM broadcasting. Invariably,
Broadcasting e Telecasting calls
aural broadcasting AM instead of
Rad:o. The letters AM mean amplitude modulation and so exclude

the frequency modulation segment
of the broadcasting art. Your reference to radio as AM is grammatically wrong, too. This is of course
a calculated deliberate, cutting slur
of the superior FM medium.
Richard F. Lewis Jr
(licensee)
WRFL (FM) Winchester,
Va.
% Ifc %
v
EDITOR:
. . . Upon carefully re-reading
your editorial ["FM's Aches, TV's
Balm?". June 11] and the comgiven toMike,
EdwardJuneWheeler's
letter ments
[Open
18], I
agree with you that in substance
Broadcasting • Telecasting has
not come out against FM. However, in effect you have. You are
actually denying that there is any
future to FM; that someday there
might be broadcasters clamoring
for space on the FM spectrum. The
suggestion is a bit far-fetched, perhaps, but you know what I mean.
There are broadcasters who are
making money by providing a listener program (as contrasted with
Storecast, Air Music, etc.) on
strictly an FM basis. WBIB,
WABF and several others can be
cited as examples. Sol Chain and
Ira Hirschman and others have the
hope that someday others will join
them. By reducing the FM band,
they are denied that chance; for
once lost, the FM spectrum will
never be regained. FM growth may
be slow, but it's steady. Let's plan
for a brighter FM future, and
leave 88 to 108 mc intact.
George W. Hamilton
Maplewood, N. J.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We're glad that Mr.
Hamilton's fears for our scuttling FM,
as expressed in his letter published in
OPEN MIKE last week, have been reby a re-reading
our editorial.
To Mr. lievedHamilton
and toofother
avid FM
partisans
who
misinterpreted
intent of the editorial, a finaltheword:
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
desires no end to FM but believes the
fact that the FM spectrum is not fully
occupied justifies a consideration of the
question of diverting some spectrum
space to TV].
♦ -.♦<♦
Old Wheeze
EDITOR:
As a theatre operator [The
Georgetown Theatre in Washington] and as a public relations adviser on films and television, I
can't quite agree with the premise
you outline in your editorial,
"Theatre TV No Knockout" [June
25 issue] . . .
And frankly what makes television so sacrosanct that you, in your
omnipotence, can blithely, and carelessly, insist that "the retail price
of a radio or television set should
be the total admission charge to all
the programs on the air?" Especially when you know that the customer is paying for the show in the
form of a pitchman's approach to
"hurry, hurry, hurry," to buy a
sponsor's product? . . .
Al Sherman
Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S
No to
viewer
commercial TVNOTE:
is obliged
buy of
a sponsor's
product
unless
he
wants
to.
difference between that and buyingThea
ticket atmitted toaa box-office
before being adshow is obvious.]

Perennial Chisel
THE summer planting se;,j
son has brought a new flowi J
offer from a perennial perei I
nial offeror, National Rac I
Adv. Co., Seattle. In a lett<§
to stations, Edward A. Krai I
manager, wants to buy tvij
five-minute periods a day, f j
six days. That adds up to a I
hour of broadcasting so tl j
one-hour
rate"Wetowant
applytl
agency says,
Product is a collection of 2
perennials plus a rose bus)!
"The offer is presented vei •!
well on a five-minute trai
scription," the letter e>]
plains,
will ser.
you ouradding,
check "We
covering
th
first week's broadcasts phr
transcription and shipping ir
structions if you will agre
to the foregoing and will as
sist in every way to mak
the account pay out."
AMA
CONFERENC
Marketers Meet in Det
SEVENTEEN
mation"
climaxed"circles
the of
three-in ::
conference of the American }
keting Assn.
Hotel This
Sta'
fortnight
ago atin the
Detroit.
novation made the last day of
conference into an open for
where those with specific questi ".
and problems could take them

rectlyexperts
to a table
thre<~,
five
in containing
a particular
c: jj

Two of the "circles" were
voted to radio and TV proble
gory.
At
"Radio ;l |
TV the
as a table
Sourceheaded
of Marketing
formation" were: Robert J. /
derson, ABC; Warren Middlet- WLS Chicago; Donald L. Mil.j
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., ;
Edward Shurick, of CBS.
Under "Measuring Advertis.
Effectiveness on Radio and T,
questions were being answered
Thomas Coffin, NBC; Sydney R
low, The Pulse Inc.; E. E. Sub
quist, A. C. Neilsen Co., and
hardt.
Maxwell Ule, of Kenyon & E'[
The success of this new idea w
measured by the fact that well ovj
half of the 400 delegates took ;
vantage of one or more of the I
roundtables. The theme of V
meeting was "Marketing For Ti
morrow," with future techniqu
being discussed in the light of }■
day's indications of future coiii
tions.

Advertising's place in marketii
was well covered at one mornii,
session, when the delegates we j
addressed by John L. McQuigg,
Geyer, Newell & Ganger; H. .
(Ken) Jones, vice president ai;
director of research for Brook
Smith, French & Dorrance, ar
Walter B. Booth, account exeol
tive for Campbell-Ewald.
BROADCASTING
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FCC

ests, formerly
by same company.
Granted
June owned
27.
KSTV Stephenville, Tex.— Granted
assignment of license from John Blake,
individually, and as administrator of
estate of Mrs. Pauline Buckner Blake,
to Galen O. Gilbert (66%%) and J. R.
Kincaid
(3314%) offorKGER
$17,500.
Gilbert is manager
LongMr.Beach,
Calif. Mr. Kincaid, his father-in-law,
is
a hardware
Granted
June 27.dealer at Decatur, Ark.
KPETment of Lamesa,
Tex.—R. Granted
license from
O. Parkerassignand
R. A. Woodson d/b as Lamesa Bcstg.
Co. to R. O. Parker, R. A. Woodson and
W. J. Beckham d/b as Lamesa Bcstg.
Co. Mr. Beckham, an auto dealer, buys
12% interest from Mr. Parker, who
retains 51%. Granted June 27.

Actions

. s ' Continued from page 81)
1
locations Cont.:
etion date.
License Renewal
VLrenewal.
Waterville, Me. — Request liCX LaCrosse, Wis. — Same.
I : 28 Decisions . . .
THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Request Granted
RA
Mayaguez,
— Granted date
refor extension ofP.R.completion
which
authorized
increase
1J"• jf? to
5 kw,
installation
of newin
. i, change in trans, location and
: latic
lation of DA-DN on 1150 kc.
£f
Application Granted
SI
AM Camden, N. J. — Upon petition,
^ed from hearing docket and
•ed application to change trans,
ion, ant. and ground system of
M subject to cond. that proposed
be painted and lighted in acjjUjnce with specification B6-16 plus
' jrary
lighting.
D Anchorage,
Alaska — Granted
_|_ ation for CP to replace expired
fhich authorized change in fre«:y
fromtrans.
790 kc to 600 kc, and
1 new
Slff Designated for Hearing
LS Kinston, N. C. — Designated for
ng in consolidated proceeding with
£:ation of WELS to change facilind application of WFTC to change
ties — the application of WELS,
Dnsent to relinquish negative conyt licensee by E. L. Scott, Jack
1 and Robert Wasdon to Leroy
.Id, et al.
Authority Extended
oley Broadcasting Corp. — Extended
srary authority to operate experial TV relay stations KQA-40 and
-44, now providing Crosley with
•wave relay service between Day;nd Columbus, Ohio, for one month
July 31.
BY THE COMMISSION
License Extended
leral Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
nted extension of developmental
n KE2XCV license on temporary
for period ending Sept. 1.
sdom Essay
BE PLOUGH, owner of
'MPS Memphis, and presi;nt of Plough Inc., wanted
develop employe interest
a S5 million pharmaceutiil plant he has just dediited. To that end he anDunced a scholarship award
' children of radio-pharaceutical employes in a
>mpetition for the best esav entitled, "Freedom Is
verybody's Job." The con:st was won by Richard Lee
relstein, 14-year-old son of
arold R. Krelstein, vice
resident and general manger of WMPS.

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH JUNE 28
^COtQ
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
AM Stations
2278
2246
140
275
123
FM Stations
651
527
132
1*
11
3
TV Stations
107
81
28
414
171
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Ottawa, III. — Announced final decision and order adopting initial decision
of May 22 which, as amended, granted
application of Carl H. Meyer for a construction permit for a new AM station
on
1430 kc,
Decision
June500 21.w, daytime; condition.
INITIAL DECISIONS
WORD
C. — Hearing
Examiner Spartanburg,
Elizabeth SmithS. issued
initial
decision favoring grant of application
for switch in facilities from 1400 kc,
250 w, fulltime to 910 kc, 1 kw, fulltime,
directional; conditions. Decision
June 25.
MEMORANDUM
OPINIONS .
AND ORDERS
WTUX Wilmington, Del.— By order,
granted Port Frere Bcstg. Co. Inc.
authority to continue temporary operation of WTUX from July 2 until midnight Sept. 10, 1951, pending action on
petition for rehearing and other relief
filed on Nov. 1, 1950, directed against
FCC decision released Oct. 12, 1950
denying
June
21. renewal of license. Order
KGBS Harlingen,
— By vacated
memorandum opinion and Tex.
order,
and set aside initial decision of Nov.
21, 1950cationrecommending
grant from
of applifor switch in facilities
1240
kc, 250 w, fulltime to 850 kc, 5 kw,
fulltime, employing
same
night-day
directional, in order to allow time for
proposed site survey; remanded to examiner for further study. Also authorized applicant to conduct proposed
survey on 850 kc with 100 w, unmodulated signal except for voice identification every half-hour. Order June
27.
Kansas City, Mo. — Adopted order requesting Kansas City Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Kansas City, and Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Independence,
to direct bytheir
argu-at
ments to issuesMo.specified
order
oral argument scheduled for July 16,
in addition to issues raised by their
exceptions. Order June 27.
Sacramento,
Calif.and— Adopted
memorandum opinion
order denying
petition of Capitol Radio Enterprises
for review
examiner's
on
May
31 which ofdenied
request ruling
to change
place and date of hearing in consolidated proceeding involving its application June
and that
der
27. of Radio California. Or-

Non Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Marion, Ala. — Neely Bcstg. Co.
Granted
1310 kc,Estimated
1 kw, day;construction
engineering conditions.
cost $27,250. The partners, Lester M.
Neelyers ofand
Kathleenof W.
Neely are
owna chain
Alabama
theatres.
Granted June 27.
HAS, MICHELSON HIT!
WINZ
Miami-Hollywood,
Granted modification
of permit Fla.—
authorizing
fulltime operation on 940 kc with 1 kw,
Phil Brito
to increase power to 50 kw-day, 10 kwnight, day-night directional.
WINZ Miami-Hollywood, Fla.— Granted switch in facilities from 1 kw, full* "a Vote ?Vit6
time to 50 kw-day, 10 kw-night on
940 kc with day and night directional
antenna systems and an additional studio in Miami;
15 MIN. SHOWS
Granted
June 27.engineering conditions.
TRANSCRIBED
TRANSFER GRANTS
for particulars
WLYC-AM FM Williamsport, Pa.—
ARLES MICHELSON, Inc. Granted
consent to John T. Keliher,
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
present stockholder, to acquire control
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

of Lycoming Bcstg. Co., licensee,
through purchase of 226 additional
shares Granted
issued byJunethe 19.company for $13,580.
WPJB (formerly WFCI) Providence,
R. I. — Granted assignment of license
from Pawtucket Bcstg. Co. to Providence Journal Co., sole owner of
PawtucketJuneBcstg.
Granted
19. Co. since May 31.
WJER ment Dover,
— Granted
of licenseOhiofrom
AgnesassignJane
Reeves Green to Dover Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
owned 99% by Agnes Green, 14% by
R.
A. RaeseJuneand 19.yz% by Jane G. Raese.
Granted
WDYK Cumberland,
assignment
of license fromMd.—
R. A.Granted
Raese
to The Western Maryland Bcstg. Co.,
owned 98% by Mr. Raese and 2% by
James A. Avirett, attorney. Mr. Avirett
pays est.
approximately
Granted June 19.$300 for his interWLStion of control
Chicago,Prarie
111. — Farmer
Granted Pub.
acquisiCo.,
sole owner of licensee corporation, by
Gus A. Holt and five others, individually and as trustees of the Burridge D.
Butler Memorial Trust of Chicago,
through transfer of 1750 shares from
Thomas E. Murphy and James E. Edwards, co-executors of the will of BurJune 18.ridge D. Butler, deceased. Granted
KPLC Lake Charles, La.— Granted
involuntary assignment of license from
T. B. Lanford, R. M. Dean and L. M.
Sepaugh d/b as Calcasieu Bcstg. Co.
to T. B. Lanford, L. M. Sepaugh, R. M.
Dean and the Viola Lipe Dean Trust
through its trustees d/b as Caleassieu
Bcstg. Co. Action required by death
of
M. Dean's community
wife in accordance
withR. Louisiana
property
laws.
No
money
involved. Granted
June 27.
KRMD-AM-FM Shreveport, La.—
Granted involuntary assignment of license (AM) and construction permit
(FM) from T. B. Lanford, R. M. Dean,
Mrs. Mary J. K. Lanford and Mrs. R.
M. Dean d/b as Radio Station KRMD
to T. B. Lanford, R. M. Dean, Mrs.
Mary J. K. Lanford and the Viola Lipe
Dean Trust d/b as Radio Station
KRMD.27. (See KPLC above.) Granted
June
WFRO - A M - F M Fremont, OhioGranted assignment of license from
Robert F. Wolfe Co. Inc. to Wolfe
Bcstg. Corp., a formality designed to
separate
RoberthisWolfe's
broadcasting
interests from
office supply
inter-

New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Carmel, Calif. — Dr. Harry Morgan,
1150 kc,
w, day; first
estimated
construction cost500$21,915;
year operating
cost $24,000; first year revenue $36,000.
Mr. Morgan is 16%% owner KSTN
Stockton, Calif. Filed June 26.
Lebanon, Tenn. — William O. Barry,
1340 kc, 1 kw, fulltime; estimated cost
$11,944; operating cost $24,360; revenue
$36,000. Mr. Barry is program director
WCOR Lebanon, Tenn. Filed June 27.
Edenton, N. C— William J. Davis &
Ressie C. Dukes tr/as Tar Heel Bcstrs.,
860
1 kw, day;costestimated
$16,275;kc,operating
$24,000; cost
revenue
$36,000.
Mr.
Davis
was
formerly
manager of WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C.
Mr. Dukes is owner of Tar Heel Adv.
Agency, Raleigh. Filed June 27.
Springhill, La. — Springhill Bcstg. Co.
Inc., 590 kc, 500 w, day; estimated cost
$14,275; operating cost $24,000; revenue
$36,000.
President RoyOne-fourth
M. Fish, V3owners
partner are
is Bolin,
Lowe & Fish law office; Vice President
Jesse L. Boucher and Vice President
Wilburn A. Slack, partners in Boucher
& Black Insurance
SecretaryTreasurer
James B. Service;
Branch Jr.,
owner
Dixie
Queen
ice
cream
manufacturing
and retailing. Filed June 27.
Guthrie,andOkla.
Winston Carroll
Blewster
Ray — Henderson
Wells d/b
as Guthrie Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc, 250 w,
day; estimated cost $11,004; operating
cost $28,000; revenue $48,000. Mr. Blewster is an engineer with KSPI Stillwater, Okla. Mr. Wells is an engineer
with
June 27.KVMA Magnolia, Ark. Filed
Seminole, Tex. — New Frontier Bcstg.
Co., 1050 kc, 250 w, day (contingent on
KTFY relinquishing 1050 kc); estimated
cost $17,475;
cost partners
$30,000; revenue $40,000.operating
One-fourth
are
E. J. Watkins, owner South Plains
X-Change Co.; George Burke, owner
Burke rett,
Real
Mike A. Tex.;
Barowner Estate
KTFY Co.;
Brownfield,
David
R.
Worley,
general
manager
KTFY. Filed June 26.
Darlington,Bcstg.
S. C. — Co.,
Frank590A. kc,
Hull500tr/as
Darlington
w,
day; estimated cost $14,275; operating
cost $24,000; revenue $36,000. Mr. Hull
is president and treasurer of Royal
CrownJune
Bottling
Co., Durham, N. C.
Filed
27.
FM APPLICATIONS
Dawson, Ga. — Dawson Bcstg. Co., Ch.
266
mc), cost
11.64 $9,784.45;
kw, antenna
222.5
feet;(101.1
estimated
operating
cost $1,200; no revenue. Applicant is
(Continued on page 88)

7V fat 1(k BMI

Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit— Published by BMI

YOE
OF
BECAUSE
On Records: Johnny Desmond — MGM 10947;
Bennett— Col.
Bob Crosby— Coral 60440; Tony Ray
Barber—
5;
10-342
Vic.
—
39362; Jan Peerce De Haven-Guy Lomba
rdo—
5625; Gloria
Mer
1493.
Cap.
—
Dec. 27666; Les Baxter
On Transcriptions: Mindy Carson — AssociCocoanut Grove Orch.— Standard ; Monica
World.
Lewis —ated;
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COAST

RADIO
Court Upholds Grant
U. S. COURT of Appeals for the
District of Columbia last Thursday
upheld the FCC's grant of new
station facilities to Coast Radio
Broadcasting Corp., Los Angeles.
The. decision had been appealed by
Huntington Broadcasting Co.,
Huntington, Calif. [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 26].
Grant had been made following
a consolidated hearing involving
Coast Radio, Huntington Broadcasting and Gabriel Valley Broadcasting Co., all three asking 1540
kc, 5 kw daytime only.
The court considered the appellants' contention that the Communications Act required the FCC to
determine which of the two cities
was more in need of new broadcast
facilities. It upheld the Commission's reasoning that Huntington
Park, six miles from the center of
Los Angeles, might be entitled to a
Class IV outlet with maximum of
250 w, but that the proposed facility would serve not only Hunttington Park, but 83% of the Los
Angeles metropolitan district. In
like manner, it was said, Coast Radio would serve almost all of that
area including Huntington Park.
The appellate court then affirmed
the choice of Coast Radio as being
in a better position to carry out its
service plans because ownership
was more largely local residents
and because it proposed greater integration of ownership and management in its operation.
Abe L. Stein and P. W. Seward
appeared for Coast Radio. Edward
Kenehan, Welch, Mott & Morgan,
represented Huntington Broadcasting.

L

July
7-13: International
Advertising
Conference,
London. England.
U. S.
registration handled by E. G. Borton.
AFA, 330 West 42nd St., New York 18.
July 23:tions
FCCProceeding
City-by-City
TV AllocaBegins, Washington.
July
27: United Meet
Paramount
Theatres'
Stockholders
on UPT-ABC
Merger.
July 27-29: Carolina Radio News Directors Assn., Ocean Forest Hotel,
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
Aug. 2-3: Annual Conference on Radio
in Education, Workshop and Clinic,
Indiana
U., Bloomingtori'."
Aug.
5: Arkansas
Broadcasters Assn.
First Annual Sales Clinic, Hot
Springs, Ark.
Aug. 20-23: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Portland, Ore.
Aug. 22-24: Institute of Radio Engineers
Western Convention and Seventh Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco.
Aug. 23: Illinois Assn. of Broadcasters,
First Summer Meeting, Pere Marquette State Park.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annual
Edward L. Bernays Foundations Radio-Television Award by American
Sociological Society.
Sept.
Premium
Assn.
of 17-21:
America,
New Advertising
York Premium
Centennial
Exposition,
Hotel
Astor,
New York.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers. Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertising
Agency Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Page 88
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Moves to Speed Thaw
(Continued from -page 69)
views on educational reservation."
Going into details of the Yankee
Network's unsuccessful efforts to
get Channel 10 at Bridgeport, Mr.
Pierson attacked the provision of
"arbitrary denial" he held is involved in FCC's proposal. He said
if FCBA has a better method, FCC
should follow it in the public interest.
He saw FCBA's plan for a final
guide now and commencement of
application- hearings as a means of
discouraging litigation later which
would delay TV indefinitely. He
saw a worse "chain reaction" inherent in FCC's plan than in that
of FCBA.
Mr. Pierson argued the "last
chance" nature of FCC's proposal
makes greater the desire to take
a denial to court, whereas under
the FCBA plan an applicant has
as many chances as he wishes to
take and his ingenuity can devise.
He also pointed out litigation under FCC's plan would tie up allocation of the whole U. S. while any
litigation under the FCBA plan
would be confined to only one area
or city.
Under FCBA's plan applicants
would forego unduely complicated
"alternate proposals" and work out
mutual compromises as they do in
AM, he suggested.
Mr. Pierson appeared in behalf
of WTTM Trenton, N. J.; WEEK
Peoria, 111.; WIND Chicago; WIRE
Indianapolis; WJLS Beckley, W.
Va.; KIOA Des Moines; KUTA
Salt Lake City; WWST Wooster,
Ohio.
Paul D. P. Spearman, who called
television "God's greatest radio gift
to man," held FCC can't assume
any authority except that "affirmatively" granted by the Communications Act. Even though the act
may be out of date, which he indicated it is, FCC is obliged to
follow the intent of the law as
originally legislated in 1927.
Mr. Spearman pointed out Sec.
303 (c) of the act allows FCC to
assign frequencies to classes of stations, but says nothing about assigning multiple types of stations
to the same frequency.
Asked by Chairman Coy if FCC
could take Channels 2 through 6
and assign them as a block to education, Mr. Spearman agreed this
was lawful although doubting the
wiseness of such action.
"Take Channels 2 to 13 and
allocate them to education," Mr.
Spearman suggested, adding, "Mess
it Mr.
up good."
Spearman sympathized with
Mr. Cottone for being "made" to
argue
of FCC's
policy
rather in
thansupport
to submit
his advice.
He charged Mr. Cottone took
"poetic license" with his brief and
in quoting authority contained in
provisions of Sec. 307 (b) of the
act left out the most important
part, "in considering applications"
FCC must allocate equitably among
the states.
Mr. Spearman agreed television
must have some jumping off place

from which to measure minimum
engineering standards, and felt the
statute supports a skeleton plan
for about 50 cities.
He urged strongly that once the
engineering rules are set that FCC
stick to them firmly.
"Let's protect television as we
didn't protect AM. There's something worth protecting in television," he said.
Mr. Spearman argued in behalf
of WHB Kansas City; WSMB New
Orleans; WAGE Syracuse; WCKY
Cincinnati; WGH Newport News,
Va., and WSFA Montgomery, Ala.
Robert M. Booth Jr., appearing
for WKMH Dearborn, Mich., urged
limitation of litigation to specific
areas through use of a guide plan
rather than FCC's fixed rule plan.
Asking FCC to request all parties
to submit shortcuts to ending the
freeze quickly, he said WKMH had
a plan which would be submitted
this week if desired. WKMH also
opposes
as illegaleducators.
the "preferred
status" accorded
Thomas W. Wilson directed his
appearance only to opposing the
educational reservations. He felt
FCC legally can allocate a certain
number of frequencies to education,
but argued it is illegal to do so in
advance in specific cities. He appeared for WIBC Indianapolis,
WMBD Peoria, 111., and WIP Philadelphia.
NARTB-TV View
Thad H. Brown Jr., arguing for
NARTB-TV, fully supported CBS'
Salant on legality of a predetermined, fixed allocation plan. He
considered such a plan "extremely
wise." Mr. Brown, however, argued
FCC has no authority to reserve
educational channels in view of the
history and intent of Sec. 307 (c).
E. D. Johnston, appearing for
DuMont, pointed out that although
the legality of fixed allocation is
agreed to by DuMont, corrective
legislation on the subject has been
submitted to Congress in view of
the questioning of this authority.
He held the educational reservation, however, is illegal and such
principle
would apply to all services as well.
FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 87)
licensee
June
21. of WDWD Cairo, Ga. Filed
TV APPLICATIONS
Duluth, Minn. — Midson Inc., Ch. 6
(82-88 mc), 15.8 kw visual, 7.9 kw aural,
antenna 725 feet; estimated cost $295,500; operating cost $228,858; revenue
$275,000. Ridson Inc. is licensee of
WDSM Duluth-Superior. Ridson is
controlled by Ridder Pub. Inc., XA> owner WTCN-AM-FM-TV Minneapolis and
owner of controlling interest in KILO
Grand deen,Forks,
N. D. June
and 26.
KSDN AberS. D. Filed
Hammond, Ind. — South Shore Bcstg.
Corp., Ch. 56 (722 or 752 mc), 17.6 kw
visual, 8.8 kw aural, antenna 429 feet;
estimated cost $162,000; operating cost
$100,000; ofrevenue
licensee
WJOB $125,000.
Hammond Applicant
and WJIZis
(FM) Hammond.
Filed June 27.
Eau Claire, Wis. — Badger Bcstg. Co.,
Ch. 13 (210-21S mc), 10.3 kw visual, 5.15
kw aural, antenna 466 feet; estimated
cost $170,299.50; operating cost $6090,000; revenue $50-75,000. Applicant is
licensee
WIBA-AM-FM
Madison,
Wis.
Filedof June
27.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KHOZ Harrison. Ark. — Acquisition of
control Harrison Bcstg. Corp., licensee,
B R O A

by Robert S. Wheeler Jr. through {I
chase of 260 shares from Charlcll
Myers for $9,360 plus. Mr. Wheel I
a present stockholder. Filed Jun J
WKXY application
Sarasota, forFla.assignmei
— R ESI |
MITTED
license from partnership of Anton. I
Fernandez, Charles J. Fernandez, \
liam P. Carey and Gonzalo Ferna j
to new partnership, without Mr. C;
d/b as Sarasota Bcstg. Co. The (
three pay Filed
Mr. Carey
$12,712.68 fo
interest.
June 26.
WOSC from
Fulton,
N. Y.—
license
Harold
W. Assignmei
Cassill to
sill Radio Corp., owned 100% by
Cassill.
No
money
involved.
)
June 26.
KBTA Batesville, Ark.— Transfe
control White River Bcstrs. Inc. ;
censee,
fromto J.
Fredpresent
Livingston
nine
others
three
stock] 1
ers who will own y3 each after ti
fer:
Trevathan, W.They
A. '
and Jared
J. F. E.Higginbottom.
$21,000 for the stock. Filed Jum
KHIT Lampasas, Tex. — Assignme
licenseandfromM. W.
Pierre,d/bT. A.
man
A. R.Frenkel
as I1 1:
pasas Bcstg. Co. to Lampasas B
Corp. for $22,500.
President
Lee H. One-fifth
Gripon, owner;
y3 oi
Lampasas
Feed
&
Elevator
Co.;oi ■
President Ryan M. Howard, 1/7
Park-O-Tel Corp. and agricultural
structor; owner
Secretary-Treasurer
Smith,
CPA firm; Dr. WK ,
Brook, physician; Harold Bakke, i
ent
manager of KHIT. 1
June general
27.
KVKM of
Monohans,
Tex. — Involur
transfer
control from
Charles
Stuckey, deceased, to Mrs. Ch;
Stuckey.
Filed
June Mr.27. Stuckey was 98% ovi !
WGAR Cleveland, WJR Detroit
KMPCof control
Los Angeles
— Involuntary
fer
and interests
from trG
Richards, deceased, to his widow,
Frances S. Richards, executrix of
estate. Mr. Richards owned 64.94'
WGAR,
of WJR,page
and 29.)
55.58' 1
KMPC.27. 26.12%
(See story,
June
WGGH from
Marion,
license
Hartley111. —L.Assignmen
Grisham
George W. Dodds d/b as Marion B<
Co.
to
George
W.
Dodds
for $10
Filed June 27.
ANTI-TRUST SUIT
Filed Against Blaw-K
JUSTICE Dept. last week file
civil anti-trust suit against Bl
Knox Co..
Pittsburgh, equipm
manu '
turer
of radio-TV
charging unlawful restraint
trade in cast metals rolls, i
was filed in the U. S. Dist
Court, Pittsburgh.
Attorney General J. How.
McGrath accused the company
taking part in an internatk
cartel agreement, which, he s;
had the effect of restricting b:
export
and import
cast mi1
rolls. These
rolls, ofaccording
Mr. McGrath, are vital prodi,
"in this period of defense prepa'
tion." The court was asked
cancel alleged agreements betw
Blaw-Knox and four other fit
in England.
Savitt Becomes

Judge

MAX M. SAVITT, co-owner i
secretary-treasurer, WCCC Hi
ford, will be spending his first (
on the bench today unless th
was a Sunday sitting in Hartfi
of its police and city court. 1
Savitt, formerly prosecutor in
Hartford Court, was appointed
a judgeship
Connecticut's
G
John
David by
Lodge,
effective J'
1. His was one of 68 appointing
made by the governor throughi
the state.
CASTING

• Telecast!

^adio Tops Papers
Continued from page 23)
on the fourth day, accounting
ik.8% of traffic that day cornto 22.6% for newspapers,
f was construed as an indicathat radio did a better selling
than the three-day studies
Id indicate, in view of its
![dor carry-over effect.
J each of the Woodward &
irop and Jelleff's studies only
w related items were adverThe use of repetition on
i k instead of newspaper advermethods was found to sup•i : g the
broadcasting contention
s J.
it can steadily produce superales results for the same adsing dollar.
Interviews Incorporated
RBFs technique is built around
; measurement of store traffic,
g with detailed interviews coned at point of sale. Four types
•ustomers are covered — radio,
ijf^paper, both and other. Trained
^viewers contact store traffic
le tested lines, obtaining com•its on reasons for appearance
pe store. Purchases are care• checked to show what each
'mm produces from a dollar
<me standpoint.
le Woodward & Lothrop test
ij built around nylon lingerie,
$273 spent in the Washington
day Star for one display ad
$269.19 on WRC for 15 anlcements. Detailed results folNewspaper Both Other Total
23
8 32 118
19.5 6.8 27.1 100.0
19
7 18 85
82.6 87.5 56.3 72
25.2 10.9 20.2 100.0
by Medium, by Day
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
snday
33.3 33.3 9.1 24.3 100.0
esday
54.3 17.4 8.7 19.6 100.0
/ednesday 48.7 10.3 2.6 38.4 100.0
nt of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
City
63.6 78.3 75.0 59.4 66.1
.utside City 36.4 21.7 25.0 40.6 33.9

Radio
fc
55
affic
46.6
urchasing
rchandise* 41
irchasing
rchandise* 74.5
" 'liar Value
I Purchases* 43.7
: cant of Traffic

Percent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio paper Both Other Total
% In City 56.4 News66.7 50.0 65.6 62.2
% Outside City 38.5 33.3 50.0 34.4 36.4
% Unascertained 5.1
1.4
* These
figures
include
all purchases
madewhoin
the
knitinterviewed.
underwear
section
by customers
were
One of the Jelleff's tests dealt
with $25 misses and juniors suits.
The store used Evening Star space
at a cost of $312.40 and spent
$313.07 for 15 announcements on
WRC. Results follow:
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic
59 60 18 77 214
% Traffic
27.6 28.0 8.4 36.0 100.0
No. Purchasing
Merchandise*
% Purchasing 28 22 13 27 90
% Merchandise*
Dollar Value 47.5 36.7 72.2 35.1 42.1
of Purchases* 32.7 21.8 13.7 31.8 10O.O
Percent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio paper Both Other Total
% Tuesday 14.3 News39.7 7.9 38.1 100.0
% Wednesday 26.5 24.5 8.2 40.8 100.0
% Thursday
36.3 22.5 8.8 32.4 100.0
Percent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
% In City 69.5 56.7 66.7 55.8 60.7
% Outside City 30.5 43.3 33.3 44.2 39.3
* These
figures include
all purchases
the
department
customers
showingmade
an in-in
terest in the testby merchandise.
Second Jelleff's test was based on
women's robes selling for $10.95
and $12.95. Two advertisements
costing $320.10 were used, in the
Tuesday Evening Star and Thursday morning Post, and $329.98 was
spent for a total of 15 announcements on WRC Tuesday through
Friday. Results follow :
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic
52 38 16
7 113
% Traffic
46.0 33.6 14.2 6.2 100.0
No. Purchasing
3 59
% Merchandise*
Purchasing 24 23 9
Merchandise*
46.2
60.5
56.3
42.9
52.2
% Dollar Value
of Purchases* 40.9 39.1 17.0 3.0 100.0
Percent of Traffic by Medium, by Day .
Radio paper Both Other Total
% Wednesday 44.0 News52.0 4.0 . . 100.0
% Thursday 43.2 32.4 21.6 2.8 100.0
% Friday 40.0 30.0 15.0 15.0 100.0
% Saturday
54.8 22.6 12.9 9.7 100.0
Percent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total
% In City 63.5 81.6 87.5 57.1 72.6
% Outside City 36.5 15.8 12.5 42.9 26.5
% Unascertained ... 2.6
0.9

j se figures include all purchases made
e lingerie department by customers show* These figures include all purchases made in
•an interest in the test merchandise.
the department
customers showing an interest in the testbymerchandise.
5he other Woodward & Lothrop
In the test at Brooks, newspapers
also covered lingerie but mened items costing as much as were slightly more effective in pro95. A total of $612.61 was
ducing traffic and in dollar value of
it over a four-day period in purchases, but radio was slightly
Sunday Star, Times-Herald
ahead in percent of customers buying the advertised merchandise,
j Post, with $598.12 spent for
innouncements and two partici- women's robes and brunch coats.
ion programs on WRC. Results
Four newspaper advertisements
dw:
were carried, using all of the
Radio Newspaper Both Other Total Washington newspapers, for a total
cost of $214. Ten announcements
39 30 10 64 143
"raffle
27.3 21.0 7.0 44.7 1 00.0 were used on WRC at a total cost
Purc
21
of $219.34.
39 94
irchanhadisiseng* 25
urchasing
.0 60.9 65.7
The Woodward & Lothrop and
irchandise* 64.1 70.0 90
'ollar Value
Jelleff's
tests showed newspaper
5
9. 44.6 100.0 traffic declining
Purchases* 23.7
rapidly after the
first
day
but
in
the
case of Brooks
ercent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
9~ the newspaper traffic increased
NewsRadio paper Both Other Total whereas radio traffic declined. The
londay 19.7 21.3 4.9 54.1 100.0 Brooks newspaper advertising utiluesday 31.3 22.9 8.3 37.5 100.0
Wednesday
35.3 17.6 8.8 38.3 100.0
ized the small-space repetition
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

WHEN THE Hofstra College television
study [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18] was shown in Chicago,
among those attending were, TOP
PHOTO (I to r): Walter Krause, McCann-Erickson; E. M. Hoge, sales
manager, NBC-TV Chicago; Edward
Madden, NBC vice president; Sterling
Peacock, N. W. Ayer & Son, and
Harry Kopf, NBC Chicago vice president and host at the showing. BOTTOM PHOTO: D. E. Robinson and
John F. Price, both partners of Price,
Robinson & Frank agency.
Hofstra

Study Showing

NBC presented its story of television's role in the business world at
a Washington luncheon held last
Monday for members of the FCC,
officials of other government agencies and station affiliates in nearby
cities. The story was told by Robert McFadyen, manager of sales
planning and research for NBCTV. Mr.tratedMcFadyen
illustalk based ongavethean second
Hofstra study, "Television Today
— It's Impact on People and Products," conducted by the Psychological Workshop of Hofstra College
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18]. William R. McAndrew,
general manager of NBC Washington stations, presided at the
luncheon.
technique, an adaptation of the radio announcement method where
the value of repetition is effective.
The Brooks radio copy sacrificed
considerable sales impact to include detailed instructions for
phone and mail orders, include tax
and shipping charges plus telephone number.
Details of the Brooks study follow :
Radio paper Both Other Total
Traffic 50 56
18
9 133
News%No.Traffic
Purchasing 37.6 42.1 13.5 6.8 100.0
47 15
111
% Merchandise*
Purchasing 42
Merchandise* 84.0 83.9 83.3 77.8 83.5
% Dollar Value
of Purchases* 39.2 40.9 12.4 7.5 100.0
Percent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
Radio
% Thursday
48.6
% Friday 35.2
% Saturday
31.0
Percent of Traffic by
Radio
% In City 74.0
% Outside City 26.0

paper Both Other Total
32.4 16.2 2.8 100.0
News42.6 14.8 7.4 100.0
50.0 9.5 9.5 100.0
Medium, by Residence
paper Both Other Total
82.1 77.8 77,8 78.2
News17.9 22.2 22.2 21.8

* These figures include all purchases made in
the
robe department by customers who were
interviewed.

FM

SALES DRIVE
Station Income Up 500%

EXTENSIVE Selling campaign by
KRFM (FM), affiliate of KFRE
Fresno, Calif., increased advertising volume 500% in 30 days, according to Paul R. Bartlett, president. The station has started
publication of a program schedule
covering its good music service.
"We chose the policy of good
music not because we believe everyone is interested in the highquality aspects of FM reception
but because there is no other station between San Francisco and
Los Angeles providing such a
schedule," Mr. Bartlett said.
"Surveys in this area indicate
FM set ownership of approximately 27% of the total homes. We
believe the future of our station,
and of all FM stations, depends
not on fhe high-quality characteristics of FM broadcasts, or the
static-free qualities, though these
are desirable, but upon the ability
and willingness of the station to
provide a kind of programming not
available elsewhere.
"We broadcast programs for the
reception of the public as a whole.
We are in the broadcasting, not
the wired music business. In selling the station we stress the importance of using all kinds of media. Even tobacco companies with
their mass advertising use slick
paper magazines like the New
Yorker as well as popular magazines like the Post avd Life. Most
advertisers using newspaper and
AM radio in our area could also
well afford to devote some small
portion of their budget to the class
audience we serve."
ABC has acquired the rights to Hollywood Star Playhouse, weekly dramatic
show currently heard over CBS, ABC
announced last week. First ABC performance is scheduled for July 25,
8:30-9 p.m.
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area to be operated in conjunction with h
existing three AM stations.
THOM
McAN
Shoes, New York, throug
Neff-Rogow,forsame
preparing
radio onlji
sp't
campaign
fall city,
in Negro
markets
similar to its schedule last year.
DuMONT SAYS DEFENSE
HITS TV SET OUTPUT
ALLOCATION of materials for defense already effecting production of video receivers,
Allen B. DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont
Labs., told stockholders Friday at annual
meeting. Company has defense orders totaling
about §30 million.
Dr. DuMont said production has been cut
since April 1 and that output of receivers
might be expected to run at 40% of 1950 rate
for rest of year.
For first five periods of 1951 (Jan. 1-May
20), DuMont sales of all products totaled $23,970,334, compared to $22,474,562 year ago.
Profits are down despite increased sales, however, with Jan. 1-May 20 profits of $832,018
before taxes and $487,618 after taxes. In
same time of 1950, profits before taxes were
compared to $3,885,166 and $2,380,886.
Predicting black-and-white telecasting will
remain backbone of video industry for some
years, Dr. DuMont called CBS system interim
measure which will last "at the most, one or
two years." He reaffirmed conviction final
answer will be all-electronic fully compatible
system. Stockholders saw a demonstration of
field sequential and tri-color systems at DuMont Laboratories in Passaic.
Full slate of officers and directors reelected.
KTHS OBSTACLES REMOVED
WAY cleared Friday for FCC consideration
of KTHS Hot Springs move to Little Rock,
Ark., with 50 kw operation on 1090 kc. KGRH
Fayetteville, Ark., also seeking 50 kw on 1090
kc and participant in the week-long hearings
last week, requested FCC permission to withdraw without prejudice (see picture, page 32).
Paul A. Porter, KGRH counsel, explained
cost of installation was higher than originally estimated and it was felt advisable
to drop application. WNOE New Orleans, originally party in hearing, withdrew
before June 25 start of sessions. KTHS represented by Fly, Shuebruk & Blume. John D.
Ewing, owner of KWKH Shreveport and publisher of Shreveport Times, also owns KTHS.
Henry B. Clay is KWKH general manager.
B. G. Robertson, KWKH assistant manager,
slated to become manager of KTHS in Little
Rock.
AMA RADIO-TV PROJECT
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN., which plans
to continue its campaigning against the government's socialized medicine proposals, considering recommendation of Russel M. Seeds
Agency, Chicago, to use "high-level" radio and
TV drama series. Shows would be networked,
reportedly paid for by "contribution" of $100
from each of nation's 45,000 physicians. Seeds
handled AM-TV billing during AMA's national
saturation campaign last fall.
WISCONSIN BILL NOW LAW
WISCONSIN giveaway bill became law Friday after publication in Wisconsin State Journal (early story page 28). Interpretation of
law will be outlined by group of experts to
members of Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. July
13 in Northland Hotel, Green Bay, at special
meeting called by President Ben Laird, WDUZ
Green Bay.
Page 90
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COY

URGES

FACTORIES

TO

ROAD SHOW' UHF DEVICES
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy declared Friday,
after seeing demonstrations of UHF television
converters at Bridgeport, Conn., that manufacturers should make "road show" demonstration to let more prospective telecasters
"have a look at what can be done with the
UHF." (See early story page 55.)
Such demonstrations, he said, might contribute to lifting of freeze in addition to selling
UHF to dubious telecasters. He praised industry for UHF progress to date, and said
public can now be told that "here is a service
that is excellent and in some ways superior
to VHF." His remarks came at luncheon
given by J. W. Craig, vice president and general manager of Avco's Crosley Division, for
more than 100 industry representatives and
visitors at demonstration.
Several industry members echoed Mr. Coy's
suggestion that converters be shown to telecasters. Possibility of having such demonstration at early broadcasters convention has been
broached to NARTB officials, it was learned.
Visit to RCA-NBC experimental UHF transmitter, employed for demonstrations, and trip
to New Haven to show pick-ups from greater
distances (about 18 miles) followed Bridgeport
showing.
Besides showing converters, RCA Service
Co. announced it had developed new UHF receiving antennas during Bridgeport tests. They
were called "highly satisfactory."
TWO SEEK TV SEGMENTS
TWO major advertisers currently battling to
buy remaining half-hour alternate weeks on
Your Show of Shows, Sat., 9-10:30 p.m. on
NBC-TV. They are Bymart Inc. (Tintair)
and Revlon polish. Lehn & Fink (Lysol) signed
late last week to sponsor half-hour every other
week. Other sponsors are Camel cigarettes
for first half-hour, and Benrus watches, Scotch
Tape and SOS sharing middle half-hour.
MILLER RESUMING TOUR
JUSTIN MILLER, NARTB board chairman,
embarks late this week on remaining leg of
Latin American inspection tour on behalf of
Dept. of State and U. S. Advisory Commission on Information, of which he is member.
Judge Miller is surveying and evaluating U. S.
information programs, especially the Voice.
VAN LINES ON ABC
NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES, Fort
Wayne, Ind., sponsoring Jay Stewart Show,
Friday, 4-4:05 p.m. on 289 ABC stations, beginning July 6. Agency for 13-week contract is
Joseph Castor & Assoc., Los Angeles.

FORD MOTOR CO. preparing six-week radi
spot campaign, effective July 16, in Texas
J. Walter Thompson, New York, is agency.! I
APPLICATIONS for transfer of ABC's radi.
and TV Station licenses to newly formei
American Broadcasting-United Paramoun
Co., which would consummate $25-millioi
merger, expected to be filed this week witl
FCC. Also to be filed will be proposed $6-million sale of WBKB (TV) Chicago, by United
Paramount's subsidiary Balaban & Katz ti I
CBS, as part of overall transaction. Applications will be filed contingent upon stockholder approvals at meetings scheduled for Julj I
27 of ABC-United Paramount merger.
STEGMAIER BREWING CO., Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., slated to name MacManus, John & Adams,
New York, as advertising agency. Firm cure
rently sponsoring Frederic W. Ziv package
Bold Venture in 20 markets. Advertiser exl
pected to use TV and radio spot campaign.
ZENITH RADIO Corp., sponsor of Phonevision, circulating letter on Capitol Hill that
challenges theatre TV acquisition of rights to
sports events.
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO., Cincinnati
(Drene), increasing its current radio spoil
schedule from three to five times weekly, effective early in July. Compton Adv., New York,
is agency.
READY for private showing is battery-driven
portable television receiver, almost as easily
moved about as larger portable radios.
STATE ASSOCIATION
ORGANIZED IN IOWA
BROADCASTERS from 23 Iowa stations, on'
call of William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar Rapids, unanimously voted Friday to organize
state association and approved writing of
ethical code.
Code was termed positive approach to that
set for radio men by outside group, Iowa High
School Athletic Assn., with which stations have
had many policy run-ins. High school group,
private union of public school principals, "censors" sportscasts and makes illegal demands
on broadcasters, radio men charge. Principals recently banned KRNT Des Moines sportscaster from appearing on high school track
meet telecast because of his comments [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 4]. Broadcasters charge high school group not authorized
officially by school boards and does not have
representatives from public.
TRUMAN

ON

NETWORKS

GENERAL MILLS SERIES
GENERAL MILLS sponsoring new adventure
program Silver Eagle, 7:30-8 p.m., Thurs.,
over ABC beginning July 5. Agency, KnoxReeves Adv., Minneapolis.

PRESIDENT TRUMAN's Independence Day
address will be carried by four radio networks
and four TV networks, July 4, from Washington, D. C. ABC, ABC-TV, CBS, MBS and
DuMont will air program from 9:30-10 p.m.
(time President is scheduled to speak) ; NBC,
11:30-12 p.m.; NBC-TV, 11-11:30 p.m., and
CBS-TV (kinescope) 10:45-11 p.m.

BROWN BROTHERS, advertising agency,
Nashville, preparing to open New York office.
Firm has Gloria Swanson radio show.

KGFT Fremont, Neb., denied increase from
100 w to 250 w on 1340 kc unlimited on interference grounds, FCC announced Friday.
BROADCASTING
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HOLLYWOOD

CHICAGO

140 W. Ninth St.

630 Fifth Ave.

360 N. Michigan Ave.

6381 Hollywood Blvd.

Cincinnati 2, O.

New York 20, N. Y.

Chicago 1, III.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone CHerry 1822

Phone Circle 6-1616

Phone STate 2-6693

Phone HOIIywood 9-5408

DAYTON

COLUMBUS

San Francisco 4,

4595 Dixie Highway

3165 Olentangy R. Rd.

California

Dayton 9, Ohio
Phone WAInut 2101

Columbus 2, Ohio

SAN

FRANCISCO

Phone EXbrook 2-8033

Phone JEfferson 5441
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PULLING,

-BUILDING

On radio stations in 18 leading markets,
a manufacturer recently offered a booklet.
Nor for free. For 10c in cash!
KDKA's "Shopping Circle" (9:30 AM
Monday through Friday) sold more booklets than any other station. . more than the

KTlYate

KDKA

tyJe^UtXfJuHt&e

second and third stations combined!
That's the kind of result you can expect
on 50,000-watt KDKA.. the station that's
a tradition to more than 7 million people
in the bustling, tri-state Pittsburgh area.
For further information, get in touch with
KDKA or Free & Peters.

PITTSBURGH
Radia

Station*

9*tc

WBZ • WBZA • W0W0
• KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

JULY

I

9,

Left

TELECASTING

We worked a solid year on this big group of independent grocers.
They'd never used radio. A few weeks ago, they bought a half-hour
show on WLEE. On the very first day, the switchboard at their
warehouse was swamped with telephone calls. They had to transfer
the calls to WLEE.

RECASTING
i ins on Page 53
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With WLEE's new 5000 watts power, fast results like this are
more common than ever before. That new power means thousands
of extra listeners for your message on WLEE in our bigger coverage
area. It means a better signal in Richmond proper. It means more
value for every dollar you spend on WLEE.
-it's
Just ask your Forjoe man for all the facts about WLEE
quite a story.

ear
WLEE
00 Annually
• cents weekly
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SECOND

WAVE of rate increases being announced by major national magazines effective first of next year giving pause to many
national advertisers, will probably be major
topic of discussion at meeting of ANA Magazine Committee July 17. (Note: In keeping
with ANA policy, committee will confine its
discussions to "values" of magazine advertising in light of changing conditions, will not
mention "rates," word generally avoided by
associations for anti-trust reasons.)
EXPLORATORY conference (second) between
officials of Assn. of National Advertisers and
leaders of special radio-wide Affiliates Committee (formed to protect radio rate structures) expected shortly, perhaps within fortnight. First conference, in mid-June, inspired
hope for closer, mutually beneficial liaison
between advertisers and stations.
ONE MILLION DOLLAR civil triple damage
Anti-Trust suit against Lorain (Ohio) Journal,
premised on Supreme Court decision holding
Horvitz brothers guilty of Anti-Trust violations, shortly will be filed in Cleveland courts.
WEOL Elyria-Lorain, Ohio, which won case,
will be plaintiff.
RUBBER-CHECK and non-delivery tactics in
mail-order business bringing renewal of demand for agency certification bureau. NARTB
has ducked this function for years on legal
grounds.
WILL FCC Vice Chairman Paul A. Walker
pick up cudgels on educational television as
chief advocate on FCC after Commr. Frieda
B. Hennock assumes her New York Federal
District Judgeship? That's guess around the
FCC, particularly since veteran Oklahoman
has always evinced great interest in education.
Backing this up was trip last week to San
Francisco for speech on education before National Education Assn. (story page 55).
FIELD TESTING today (Monday) of NBC
compatible color in New York, expected to be
forerunner of formal application to FCC, for
experimental authorization. But it may be first
of year before FCC will be asked to consider
approval of RCA or composite system incorporating RCA tri-color tube, on regular basis.
PEPSODENT DIVISION of Lever Brothers,
expected to name McCann-Erickson, New York,
as advertising agency on its $3.5 million account, now handled by Foote, Cone & Belding.
UNITED PRESS negotiations with 20th Century Fox Film Corp. for new TV film service,
planned for long period, reportedly nearing
completion. Service would be offered television stations for use on basis comparable
to UP news service to newspapers.
SEN. ED JOHNSON understood taking waitand-see attitude on current FCC hearing on
legality of its TV allocation plan. That's what
(Continued on page 90)
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July 7-13: International Advertising Conference,
London, England.
July 23: FCC City-by-City TV Allocations Proceeding begins, Washington.
July 23: BMI Clinic, Seattle.
July 24: BMI Clinic, Portland.
July 26: BMI Clinic, San Francisco.
July 27-29: Carolina Radio News Directors Assn.,
Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
July 31: BMI Clinic, Los Angeles.
(More Upcomings on page 42)

Bulletins
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo (cream oil), through
BBDO, New York, planning radio campaign
in 40 markets starting this month.
STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA
ENTERS NCAA BIDDING
STANDARD OIL of Indiana and McCannErickson entered bidding for college football
television rights as National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. TV Committee met Friday
afternoon in Chicago, opening two-day session.
Nine-man group, headed by Tom Hamilton,
athletic director of U. of Pittsburgh, heard
offers from organizations interested in telecasting football games next season.
Others represented were Skiatron, pay-asyou-see TV system; N. W. Ayer for Atlantic
Refining; Ketchum, McLeod & Grove for
Chevrolet Dealers Assn., and U. of Pennsylvania. Penn, which bucked NCAA monopoly
and sold its telecast rights to ABC, asked for
hearing. One NCAA official speculated Penn
"might have its own proposal."
Mr. Hamilton, who said cost of football rights
had been "overestimated" and "it is not a million-dollar deal," claimed games "are a good
TV package." Rights money paid will be
used, first, to defray expenses of corollary attendance survey during experimental telecast
period, and, second, to reimburse participating
schools. Mr. Hamilton said he expected one
agency, rather than two in combination as has
been suggested, to be approved as final buyer.
Details were slated for solution at special Friday-Saturday sessions, but enough groundwork
was to have been laid so that completion would
be effected simply and shortly. TV Committee met in conjunction with NCAA Executive
Committee.
ASCAP TV SUIT LOOMS
POSSIBILITY that legal action to determine
fair fees for use of ASCAP music on television may be instituted this week by majority
of nation's video stations loomed at weekend
when no extension had been set for final
filing date under terms of consent decree,
previously extended from June 10 to tomorrow
(Tuesday). Conversations between counsel for
All-Industry TV Per Program Committee and
ASCAP continuing, however, with likelihood
that another extension will be agreed on before tomorrow's deadline.

Business

Briefly

SHAMPOO EXPANSION # Jene (shamp'
permanent wave) will extend its spot schedul
into 28 radio and TV markets in fall. Rac
will be used in non-TV areas. Agency, She
win Robert Rogers & Assoc., Chicago.
CITRUS SERIES # Minute Maid (froz
orange juice), New York, starting spot rac
campaign in about 15 markets, to run throug
Oct. 26. Agency, Ted Bates, New York.
SHERATON LOOKING # Sheraton Cor
of America (hotels) looking over five and 1
minute TV spots in 25 markets through Ea
and Midwest. Agency, BBDO Inc., New Yor
MUTUAL'S BILLINGS
FOR HALF-YEAR INCREASE
FOUR percent gain in gross billings for fin
half of 1951, compared to same period of 195'
reported by Mutual network Friday. Netwoi
estimated first six months' billings at $8,850
000. Major advertisers buying MBS time th
year, network reported, include P. Lorillar
Kraft Foods, B. T. Babbitt, State Farm
tual auto insurance, Pearson Pharmacal, Re;
nolds Tobacco, Personna Blades, VCA Lab
Toni Co., Joe Lowe Corp., Miles Labs, ar
Pal razor blades.
New MBS advertisers starting in July i
elude American Tobacco and Blatz Brewin
with Kellogg Co. and Quaker Oats expandin
and Williamson Candy, Cudahy Packin
Johns-Manville, Noxzema Chemical and B(
tone Hearing Aid Co. among renewals.
CECIL
& PRESBREY
THREE executives
of Cecil & V-P#S
Presbrey nam
vice presidents. They are John C. Legler, a
count executive on International Business 1V1
chines; J. Frank Gilday, director of televisi
and account executive on Electric-Autolite a
Archibald McGhee Foster, account executi
for Block Drug Co.
LISTENING GAIN SHOWN
STUDY to be issued shortly by WOR N
York Research Dept. will show that, desp
almost 25% increase in TV homes in N
York area, radio's cost-per-thousand is si
46% lower, with radio listening up in b(
TV and non-TV homes.
MATTHEWS

CONFIRMED

SENATE
Friday confirmed nomination
Francis P. Matthews, Secretary of the Na
and head of group with leaseholds on WO
AM-TV Omaha, as Ambassador to Irela
(see story page 27).
MARS

FALL

CAMPAIGN

MARS Inc., Chicago (candy), will sponsor 1
Linkletter's People Are Funny on CBS alt
nate weeks starting late September or ea
October, Tues., 9-9:30 p.m. (CDT) throv.
Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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Every Sunday evening at 6:30 P.M., WDEL-TV
televises a half-hour religious service under the auspices of the Wilmington Council of Churches.
Representative clergymen and choral groups from
the City's churches are invited to participate in this
weekly service. The half- hour program of spiritual
guidance and interpretation is under the direct supervision of the chairman of the Television and Radio
Committee of the Church Council.
This program is one of many local features
carried by this station in an endeavor to meet
the public needs of I he communities it serves.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON
• DELAWARE
A STEINMAN STATION

NBC
TV -Affiliate

Represented by
WDEL
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CLUB 1300, WFBR's great
daytime audience show, has
the highest Hooper of any
radio show in Baltimore one
hour or more in length.*
This is it! The show that does
everything, that always plays
to a full house, that has
broken records year after
year, that attracts visitors in
such droves that tickets are
gone months in advance! This
is the # 1 radio buy in Baltimore — far and away the
leader in its time bracket —
or practically any other
bracket! CLUB 1300 is a must
in Baltimore!
Other WFBR-built shows are
making history, too! Ask
about Morning in Maryland,
Shoppin' Fun, Melody Ballroom, Every Woman's Hour,
and others!
*May, 1951, Hooper report.

FABULOUS
RESULTS:
VEGETABLES
A spot advertiser on CLUB
1300 tried a coupon writein offer. Three announcements brought 9, 000 replies!
TICKETS
CL UB 1300' s m.c. made one
announcement that there
were a few tickets available
for Monday broadcasts.
Three days later, he dug
out from under requests
for 125,000 tickets!
CANCER DRIVE
We took CLUB 1300 to a
local theatre for one broadcast. Ticket holders — (no
big donations) paid over
$1600.00 to American
Cancer Society to see the
regular show! (No big
names, either!)
FOOD SHOW
Biggest crowd in Baltimore
Food Show history came
to see one broadcast of
CLUB 1300.
. . and others too numerous
to mention.

ARyL

ALr

BR0A»cAS]
STATION

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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directly
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$250,000,000

the

...

MARKETBOOK

a quarter billion dollars of spot and network radio and TV is placed by the

buyers of time who

use the MARKETBOOK

every day.

The MARKETBOOK,

the Spot Rate Finder, is the book that the buyers want and need.

with

It contains the

information they have asked for ... it is prepared with their advice and counsel.
THESE decision-makers use the MARKETBOOK

every day because it contains exclu-

sive, copyrighted radio features found nowhere
and you will see why the MARKETBOOK

COUNTY-BY-COUNTY
INDIANA
County

MARKET

DATA

f Families a ' {Radio-Families 1

Adams
Allen
Bartholomew.
Benton
Blackford. . . .
Boone

22,395
182,859
36,109
11,439
13,988
23,950

these major features

is the daybook in the marketplace of radio.

BREAKDOWN
RADIO

else. CHECK

^^puU^to*^^
21,254
950 ^
^^6,255
1950
\ W 6,048
155,084
50,208
51,077
10,086
28,276
9,702
11,117
3,118
3,195
13,783
3,907
3,793
22,081
6,501
6,689

. . .
BY COUNTIES
Radio
98.3
96.7
97.6
96.2
97.1
97.2

—

(Specimen)

taxable
PayI Income ^
Ills— 1st($000)
Qtr.
1 I Midi-March i M949
Retail1950
Sales^\M\
($000)
vrIftTEst.)
#/total Farm
^Employment
15,435
1,800
000,000
9 ^1949 J
49,442
000,000
185,315
3,122
860
70,062
000,000
26,562
400
000,000
5,827
9,333
9,707
000,000
8,974
1,659
000,000
2,907
17,229
1,425
2,769

The nation's 3,000 counties are broken down into nine categories including 1950 Population, 1950 Families,
1950 Radio Families, Per Cent Radio, 1950 Retail Sales, 1948 U. S. Retail Sales, and latest employment, payroll
and business data from the Bureau of Census.
Easy to read . . . easy to use.

1 950

CENSUS

DATA

The MARKETBOOK

will include the latest official 1950 Census fig-

ures. Latest up-to-the-minute 1950 population figures, retail data,
employment, payroll figures, and other Census computations never before combined in a single reference volume.

MAPS

New state and regional maps will graphically show locations of AM, FM and TV stations by city and county.

PIUS the new 1951 BROADCASTING

map of the United States. This master

county and city map of the U. S. measures 25 by 36. It is printed in two colors
and will be mailed with the MARKETBOOK.

SPOT

RATE

FINDER

. .

CONNECTICUT
SPOT RATE
BRIDGEPORT, Fairfield, 140,253 fam., 98.8%
radio, 138,710 radio fam.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N 12.50 1400 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WICC, 500w-N, lkw-D, 600kc, MBS, Petry
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WLIZ, Ikw-D, I300kc, Youna

FINDER
WLAD, 250w-D, 800kc, Ra-Tel, Hooper
SB
1M
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
GREENWICH, Fairfield, 140,253 fam., 98.8%
radio, 138,710 radio fam.
WGCH(FM), Chan. 240, 95.5mc, 0.34kw
D
4.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
4.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
HARTFORD, Hartford, 149,662 fam., 99.3%
radio, 148,614 radio fam.

This copyrighted feature enables the
buyer to compute in a matter of minutes a preliminary estimate of a spot
campaign. The tables have been carefully prepared to save time. The day
and night one-time rates of every station in the U. S. — AM, FM, and TV are
listed in six basic time segments. A
special table for computing frequency
discounts is included. The Spot Rate Fin der also lists audience studies available, the home county of each
station, percentage of radio families, and number of radio families. No wonder time buyers say the Spot
Rate Finder is what the Statistical Doctor ordered!

STATE

STATISTICS

. . .
MARKET

ONLY

CIRCULATION

RATE

FINDER

NEW

YORK

YR.
'50
'50
'50
'49
'50
'50

. . .

COUNTY-BY-COUNTY

NETWORK

FOR

CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Population
14,743,210
% of U.S
9.84%
Families
4,118,215
Percent Radio
96.8%
Radio Families
3,986,432
Retail Sales
$13,365,097,000

Factual data for each state is published in 19 categories. From these
figures, the MARKETBOOK gives
the economic picture of each state
at a glance. Comparisons with
previous years show the economic
progress of each state as a whole.

TELEVISION

INDICATORS

LISTING

EVER

PUBLISHED

OF TELEVISION

SET CIRCULATION.

.

The four nationwide networks are listed by affiliates with
one-time day and night rates for each affiliate. Using the
Network Rate Finder it is possible for national and regional buyers of time to readily estimate any
network combination of stations.

REGIONAL

& STATE

NETWORK

RATE

FINDER

This section is designed to give time buyers ready rate information
on regional and state networks and FM groups. The listing includes
the names, addresses, and principal officers of each group, a list
of all stations, and combination rates for the group.

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

STATIONS

MAJOR

U.S. CITIES

The Foreign Language Section lists stations by states, indicates
languages broadcast by each station, and foreign language population in each market.

Send in your reservation today
for selected positions.

WHY THE 1951 MARKETBOOK
IS IMPORTANT TO YOU:

Markers have changed so rapidly in
the last few years that radio stations
have an aggressive selling job to do
based on the new market information.
The MARKETBOOK
market.

will sell your

Circulation is 17,000. Closing date is
July 24. Publication date August 13.
County-by-County section will carry 4
column halves and full pages. Other ular
sections,
1/8 pages and up. Regrates apply.

N. W. AY I
"Your 1951 %
lent 1950 Marketbook which I am still usinc
MORSE INTERNATIONAL . . . . Chet Slaybough:
"The Marketbook: is indispensab1business."
COMPTON ADVERTISING . . . . . Frank Kemp:
"A most valuable tool. Convenient and time saving."

Lillian Selb
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING
"The new BROADCASTING Marketbook is not a gold
mine, it's pure uranium, and the Spot Rate Finder is

D-F-s ....^^^^^^ffliS^^ElF^^^^r
"A masterfully-designed one volume reference source
for blueprinting network spot and television campaigns quickly and intelligently; the greatest possible
help when it is necessary to — 'get this out fast.' "
ra£^flMH&%^^HKMHrc 5hS» ^WSlwflf ■ IV"iff
S S C & B . . . . Frank Mineham:
"We find BROADCASTING'S Marketb
when we need data on radio markets
HARRY COHEN ADV. .... Mary Dunlavey:
"The BROADCASTING Marketbook is one of our im
portant timebuying yardstic
B.B.D.&O
Frank Silvernail
"It's the timebuyer's Encyclopedia. Has all the market answers from Andalusia to Zanesville."

BENTON & BOWLES .... Mary McKenna:
"It's a very useful tool and has a convenient assemblage of data."
McCANN-ERICKSON .... Bob Reuschle:
"BROADCASTING and its Marketbook is still my
JOSEPH KATZ CO
Elizabeth Black:
Bible."
"For
rapid estimating jobs, I find the Marketbook of
invaluable assistance."
J WALTER

THOMPSON

....

James Luce:

"Delighted that the BROADCASTING map will be distributed with the Marketbook.
The BROADCASTING
aps are extremely useful to us."
Frank Coulter:
& RUBICAM
ed and constantly rei'A genuine servi
OUNG

erred
UANEto."JONES .... vera brennan:
"The Marketbook is one of the finest books on the
ichard Grahl:
work."
CF^fOr
"Highly useful and a great
time saver for arriving at
estimated costs."
MARSCHALK & PRA
"The Marketbook is a must."
CECIL & PRESBREY
very helpENYON & ECKHARDT . . . . . Philip
look forward to the 1951 edition of the Marketbook because we find it useful ever)
VICTOR VAN DER LINDE
"The Marketbook county-by-county bre
dio homes is indispensable."

new

busines

s

f j^f

• • •
jpl
BRACH
& SONS,
Chicago, forcampaign
its mint of
candy
H . J.week
minimum
test saturation
radiobar,andwill
TV begin
spots 13in
nine Midwest cities Sept. 7. They are Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,
[inneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, Indianapolis and Milaukee. Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff, Chicago.
iSUNTE BROS., Chicago, will use TV spot through the summer to
dvertise three cellophane-bagged products, Butterscotch, Starlight
lint Kisses and Assorted Whirls, and the Home-Sweet-Home package
nth four different candies. Agency: Schoenfeld, Huber & Green.
ENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago, has completed filming of four onelinute commercials for its new Trans-Oceanic portable radio. Spots
ave been released to 48 distributors in all TV markets for local sponsorhip. Agency: MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicago.
IORTON SALT Co., Chicago, smoke salt division, plans to broadcast
he transcribed quarter-hour Visitin' Time on some 100 AM stations
hrough Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., Milwaukee. Show is AM
gency package.
FILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee (Miller's High Life beer), is planning
i national TV spot campaign through Mathisson & Assoc., same city.
..EVER BROS. Ltd., Toronto (Lifebuoy soap) starts either five-minute
lewscasts, quarter-hour local programs or spot announcements on about
J!5 Canadian stations. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Toronto.
VIIRACLOTH Corp., Chicago, for Mira-Sham chamois substitute, will
>xpand its TV spots from Chicago with distribution into New York,
Cleveland and West Coast later this year. Agency: C. Wendel Muench,
Chicago; W. O. Yocum is account executive.
aOBERG PAPER MILLS, Green Bay, Wis., is checking AM spot availabilities nationally through Cramer-Krasselt Agency, Milwaukee.
VI ICHIGAN BAKERIES, for Perfect bread, has added syndicated show
Tello-Test on four stations, WIBM Jackson, WKZO Kalamazoo, WBKA
Muskegon, and WBCM Bay City, and is airing Tune-Test on WJEF
Grand Rapids. Agency: Karl Behr Agency, Detroit.

OPEN

HARVEY CLOTHING, Chicago, which operates a chain of men's and boys'
clothing stores, to sponsor The Chimps, Bing Crosby Enterprises film,
on WOW-TV Omaha starting early Aug. and plans to expand its video
schedule if the Omaha test is successful.
L
REHRIG Mfg. Co., L. A. (White House all-purpose dressing) starts
sponsoring for 26 weeks, Sat. night 60 minute Al Jarvis Show on KLACTV Hollywood. Firm also plans spot radio campaign on local stations.
Agency: Rockett-Lauritzen Adv., L. A.

From 2 to 5 every weekday, Hoosier
radios just naturally stay tuned to 1310
—WISH— for Chuckles' OPEN HOUSE.
Chuckles Chapman is by far Indianapolis'
outstanding
personality.
He's more
made more radio
personal
appearances,
public talks, is probably better known
and better liked than anyone else in
Hoosier radio. In just a few short weeks
this new show has taken over in the

CATELLI FOOD PRODUCTS Ltd., Montreal, starts transcribed quarterhour program on 13 Canadian stations. Agency: Cockfield Brown & Co.,
Toronto.
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co. of Canada Ltd., Montreal (Toni hairproducts) starts thrice daily one minute spot announcements on number
of Canadian stations. Agency: Spitzer & Mills, Toronto.
A/atwotk • • •

afternoon, in Indianapolis. Listeners'
comments show it. Advertisers' sales
results prove it.
"The StoMon that never out-promises
BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS"

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron, will replace Paul Whiteman
Revue for eight weeks with summer show, Goodyear Summertime Revue,
starring baritone Earl Wrightson and songstress Maureen Cannon,
effective July 15, 7 p.m. on ABC-TV. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
WINE CORP. of AMERICA (Formogen David wine), will sponsor
Charlie Wild, Private Eye on NBC-TV's cable network and non-cable
stations from Sept. 26 for 52 weeks through Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
Show will be aired Wednesdays, 11-11:30 p.m. local time.
KRAFT FOODS Co., Chicago, renews Wednesday 7:30-8 p.m. CT
period on the full NBC radio network and Canada's Dominion Network
(Continued on page 76)
BROADCASTING
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HOUSE

WH0T — South Bend
WA N E - Fort Wayne
WHBU-a
INDIANAPOLIS
1310

nderson

Owned and Operated by
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., Inc.

KC
Represented Nationally by The BOLLING COMPANY
July 9, 1951
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Plan

Your

Sales

for

m
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ra

GRO

INFLUENCE

PHILADELPHIA... THE

CITY

Influence counts in Philadelphia . . . and
WFIL

has it! When

you sway these cus-

tomers you're tapping a city whose

market

index is 22 per cent above the national
average . . .whose buying power is a staggering $3,682,770,000. You'll reach more
the market with WFIL

of

. . . 1,400,000 people

INFLUENCE

The

THE

city's market

14-C0UNTY

MARKE

quality is typical of tta

entire 14-County Retail Trading Area . . . wel
above average. And WFIL's

signal is stronges

outside city limits ... in 147 "home
where

markets'

a majority of the zone's 4,400,00(

people lives or shops... people with an effectivi

in city radio families that regularly listen

buying income of nearly $3 billion. WFIL's voia
reaches also into a rich bonus area beyond the

to WFIL.

14 Counties. Total coverage : 6,800,000 people

To cover four-fifths of the city,

for top sales effectiveness . . . schedule WFIL.

with a buying power of more than $9 billion

bove-

Average

Market

ero

Where

ELSIE CARDER, Pottstown
beautician — Owner of the
Marguerite Beauty Shop, she
knows that 14,398 other
personalments doservice
establish-in
big business
WFIL-adelphia where the
per capita income is a whopping $1,507.

all

JOSEPH B. ALEXANDER,
Philadelphia
— As
President of wholesaler
Alfred Lowry
and Bro., groceries are his
specialty. He accounts for
part of a wholesale volume in
the 14-County area that runs
from 3'/2 to 4'/2 billion dollars.

roads

to

JOHN H. McCOUBRIE,
Salem druggist — Drugs are a
$100,000,000 business in the
14-County Retail Trading
Area . . . and in his New Jersey
town, Mr. McCoubrie hears
Andrew's chandise
Drug
meradvertisedStore
on WFIL.

profit

ALMA M. BARNETT, Camden she
housewife—
WFIL
listener,
does theA buying
for just one of the ttading
zone'sreached
1,242,000
who
are
bestfamilies
by WFIL,
first onlargest
the dial
in America's
third
market
area.

start!

HERMAN SPIEGEL, Trenton
furniture
dealer —sells
Spiegel's
Furniture Store
Trentonians aworth
portionol offurnishings
the $ll'/2
million
they buy every year . . . just a
small sliceofWFIL-adelphia's
huge
total, $198,872,000.

560 kc.

inquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
When is 5,000 watts more than 5,000 watts?
When it's first on the dial ! Operating at 560 kilocycles,times
WFIL's 5,000
watts atprovide
equal
to twenty
the power
double coverage
the frequency
. . . 100,000 watts at 1120 kilocycles.

In America's Third Market

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY

agency

Oklahoma
Only

50,000

City's

Q Watt

Station

DWARD W. MURTFELDT, account executive Benton & Bow
E N. Y., elected vice president. He was with General Food-':
as associate advertising manager, and before th
Young & Rubicam.
WENDELL J. ASHTON, account executive and
of public relations Gillham Adv. Agency, Sal
City, named vice president of firm.
PHILIP G. OETTING and ROBERT KEEDK
pointed to executive staff at headquarters of Ar
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, N. Y. Mr. Oetti
assist RICHARD TURNBULL, vice president,
Murtfeldt
fields of agency administration, personnel and n
ical production. Mr. Keedick will assist MA'
NESS H. GOODE, in membership, council and chapter activitk
ethics.
JOHN A. PIERCE, general manager Tea Assn., N. Y., to Ken!
Eckhardt, N. Y., as merchandising executive.
GLENN HOLDER, McCann-Erickson, to J. D. Tarcher & Co., N.I
marketing and research director.

How

much

do . . .

50,000 WATTS WEIGH?
It depends on where you are. Here
in oil and agriculture rich Oklahoma, KOMA's 50 kw weighs about
101 Vz thousand tons, reckoned in
terms of gold bullion.

on all accounts

g agency
scribe an advertisinlightl
y deTBO
TEXas
for sprouting
hothousemay
a OKS
ideas to stimulate sales, but Maurice Azrael, according to the record, is chief sprouter in his own
use
at 1000 N. Charles St. in
hotho
Baltimore, y.also known as Azrael
Adv. Agenc
His most noteworthy recent hybrid is the origination and marketing of Lucky Social Security Numbers, asyndicated program carried
by nearly 100 radio
stations throughout
the nation. He reports the program
"has now been ex-

65 percent of Oklahoma's retail
sales occur in the KOMA BMB daytime counties. That's l-billion-137
million dollars worth. Gold is worth
35 dollars an ounce, hence the
heavyweight figure. Your share of
this market can be in direct proportion to the size of your next schedule on KOMA. For facts, figures
and success stories, call your AveryKnodel man or
J. J. Bernard
VP and General Manager

Outlet for the Columbia Broadcasting System
I

■

W

REPRESENTED
Page 14
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III
BY

uu
> INC.

tive
"specializing
in radioto il1
Azrael
Adv. is claimed
of the oldest in the Maryland
and Mr. Azrael says the thin;
has made life "consistently
fying" is his "loyal staff of
Mr. Azrael is convinced
"will have a place in the co r
workers."
nity
side by side with televi
"Our agency uses both exte
ly," he said, "and "For
we believe
examph i
old adage: 'If you can't lick

the
advertis
stated,
"weingh
the motion " pi
join them.'of J
exhi
rsion pi,
land
Mot
.bito
exhibitors thr<
out the nation
that televisio
ruining the
business. Instea [
have bought t<
sion and radio
for the client

streamlinedpandedwithand entirely
new features which
give each listener as
many as 500 chances
to win on every single number broadFormer standard
prizes of $100 have
been increased, he
indicated, and he
gre
inerti
y the
scale,atl
and
cast."
has
paid out some
has been that !
$200,000 to date in
tion
picturestepbus
has been
pe
cash prizes to wintre
men
dously
ners throughout the
U. S.
the association i
Mr. AZRAEL
If you should ask him
This enterprising ad man
was able to develop this successful
how he bers."
makes a business of his hob
format, as well as the five other
About six months ago he laur
"original" radio and TV program
ideas he is now putting on the the "Executives Dinner Club
which he is both sole stockh
market, Mr. Azrael will explain it's and advertising agent. The
easy after the first hurdle — his issues
identification cards to
background of 25 years' experience
(Continued on page 72)
as an advertising agency execuBROADCASTING
• Telecast

Obviously
beat

OUTSTANDING
fi ALD McDONALD, vice president Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., ap•^ ed manager of Louisville operations for Griswold>man Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
■ L,(N EASTMAN, account executive Hixson & Jor' :=ncapacity.
Inc., L. A., to Dan B. Miner Co., L. A., in

Bio;
, AVHITE, associated with Republic Pictures, L. A.,
. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, as buyer of
• t and story properties.
J EWARD (Bud) SPENCER, radio-television directs Valter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., resigns.

Mr. McDonald

SMITH, time buyer Buchanan & Co., N. Y., to Lennen & Mitchell,
. in similar capacity.
D GARDNER Co., N. Y., has moved to larger quarters at 244 Madi' Ave. Telephone Murray Hill 3-7576.
" ... W. SCHULENBURG,
vice president
of media and
research Gardner
Adv. Co.,andSt. director
Louis, announced
his
retirement from active participation in business after
46 years with agency. Mr. Schulenburg will continue
to serve as consultant for firm.
BIOW Co. has added four new members to its TV department. They are: ROBERT McNEIL, formerly with
Duane Jones Co.; JOHN SEEHOF, previously with
William Esty Co.; JOHN DEMOTT, formerly with CBS,
who will work on the Philip Morris account, and
JAMES BEECH, from BBDO, who will be associated
.with ROY WINSOR, head of department, on the
Schulenburg Gunther Brewing account.

Peoria-built TOURNADOZER
moves 2Vi tons
of dirt in a single pass . . . travels 19 mph!
Peoria is known the world over as the home of LeTourneau —
builder of the famous high-speed Tournadozer, a materials moving tool that's outstanding in the construction field. This 15-ton
monster is steered and its 11-foot-wide blade is electrically conbypush buttons! — an extraordinary advance in a fabulous
industrytrolled!
the
WMBD
Rich

Dominates
Peoriarea
OBVIOUSLY

Peoriarea market. Hooper Index after Hooper Index shows

.LARD G. GREGORY, president Willard G. Gregory & Co., L. A.,
'ted president Southern Calif. Advertising Agencies Assn. Also
ted were: HENRY WELSH, partner Welsh-Hollander Adv., first vice
lident; EDWARD ROSS, partner, Ross, Gardner & White Adv., secn vice president; EARL TAGGART, partner Taggart & Young Adv.,
f etary-treasurer. New Board members elected to three-year term
■"tie: RALPH YAMBERT, president, Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh &
Pfjaulay, Inc.; Mr. Ross and Mr. Taggart. RAY GAGE, president
J. Juneau Inc., is retiring president.
Philip Klein Adv., Phila., to David Zibman Adv.,

jUR more advertising agencies have joined the newly-formed National
eration of Advertising Agencies, bringing total membership to 15.
|v members are The BLAINE Co., Attleboro, Mass.; CARY-HILL Inc.,
'ianapolis.
Moines, Iowa; ROMAN ADV. Co., St. Louis; G. A. SAAS & Co.,
\" WHITE,
jfeirl,
Barbaratalent
Carol,buyer
June J.9. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood, father
m
ANCIS M. STEELE appointed art director Betteridge & Co., Detroit.
, was with Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, in same capacity.

OUTSTAND-

ING, also, is WMBD's continuing dominance of the prosperous

IE CROCKETT appointed radio and television director for Seattle
e MacWilkins, Cole & Weber, Portland, Ore. He was assistant
.c?ram director at KING-TV Seattle.

J'bRGE
GOLDMAN,
i|ie city.

Market

that WMBD

maintains a listen-

ership that exceeds the next two
stations COMBINED ... at
many time periods has more
than 50% share of the audience.
BOB HOLBEN . . .
DIRECTOR OF SPECIAL
Skillful programming and sellEVENTS has been in radio
for 5 years. He is moderator
ing know-how combine to make
of WMBD's outstanding
WMBD
the NO. 1 BUY IN
public service program,
"Question, Please" ... is
also featured in many other
THE MIDWEST'S NO. 1
prominent public service
TEST MARKET.
programs.
CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice President and
General Manager
DON D. KYNASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters

N PIERSOL, vice president and media director The Bogerts & Tibrcs, Inc., L. A., and Clancy Dayhoff, director public relations, Los
ieles Harbor Dept., married.
jL HARDING, producer of NBC Dennis Day Show, Ted Bates Inc.,
,A., resigns to become free lance television producer. He was with J.
Iter Thompson Co., N. Y. He is currently producer of ABC-TV
\vyer Looks at Hollywood.
OADCASTING
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FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
Page 15
5000 Watts
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WORLD

STATIONS

MAKING

MONEY

ARE
WITH

THESE JINGLES NOW!
• HOME IMPROVEMENT
JINGLES CAMPAIGN
• FUR STORAGE
SERVICES JINGLES
• FLORIST YEAR-ROUND
CAMPAIGN
• FARM PRODUCTS
SIGNATURES
• APPAREL LINES YEARROUND CAMPAIGN
• BEAUTY SHOP
PROMOTION JINGLES
• FURNITURE STORES
JINGLES
More Money- Makers
• LOAN COMPANIES
JINGLES
• USED CAR DEALERS
JINGLES
• BAKERS JINGLES
• CREDIT CLOTHIERS
(MEN) JINGLES
• JEWELERS JINGLES
• SAFETY JINGLES
CAMPAIGN
• CREDIT CLOTHIERS
(WOMEN) JINGLES
WORLD MUSICAL
WEATHER JINGLES
FURRIERS CAMPAIGN
FOOD PRODUCTS
JINGLES CAMPAIGN
HOMEMAKING JINGLES
CAMPAIGN
BASEBALL SIGNATURES
CAMPAIGN
SPORTS SIGNATURES
CAMPAIGN
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JINGLES CAMPAIGN
WORLD MUSICAL
TIME SIGNALS
KIDDIE PRODUCTS
SIGNATURES CAMPAIGN
FOOTBALL SIGNATURES
CAMPAIGN
BASKETBALL SIGNATURES
CAMPAIGN
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AT WORLD STATIONS!
m CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
JINGLES
• CHRISTMAS SALES
JINGLES
• FOOD PRODUCTS
CHRISTMAS CAMPAIGN
» TOYS AND CHRISTMAS
GIFTS CAMPAIGN
• CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
AND GIFTS JINGLES
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And More MoneyMa kers!
m VALENTINE'S DAY
JINGLES
» EASTER GIFT JINGLES
* EASTER APPAREL
PROMOTION JINGLES
» MOTHER'S DAY
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;On It your best for top qualIfy ihowi totally. Chodc your WORID station for the new
BUSINESS,"
Robert Montgomery »how, "FREEDOM IS OURShow,"
"For"Steamboat Jamboree," the "Dick Haymei
ward America" and the "lyn Murray Show." W0W.0 Comtime
Include
feature.
mercial Jingles, another WBS special
and weather attention-getters and all manner of arresting
sponsor-identification for jewelers, furriers, automobile
s, apparel shops and many more
SMTfO
THf RATINGS, THE KNOW-HOW!

EXCLUSIVELY

and

DAY

9 JUNE
JINGLESWEDDING
* FATHER'S DAY
JINGLES

Loan

s.

PROGRAM

SERVICE

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York

TIME

WASHINGTON

BILL

HERSON

By popular demand Bill's
morning show is now heard
Monday through Friday
6:00 to 10:00 A.M
Saturdays till 9:00

t~f
feature of the meek
spots in a period of 35 consecutive
IOWA's largest department store,
Ginsbergs, took the appliance buy- days, that is, an average of over
43
spots daily.
ers' strike in Des Moines by the
Tabulating the amazing figures,
horns, which
S. H. McGovern, general manager,
were being pulled
KSO Des Moines, ABC affiliate,
in by other merwas moved to tag the campaign
chants, and ratop. dio came out on
"so colossal that KSO's programming had to be arranged to handle
Ginsbergs did
theFirst
gigantic
schedule."
barrage
went over the stait by radio "mass
tion for Union Furniture Co., Ginster-m
i n d e dmasby
spotting,"
berg-owned, for Crosley refrigerators, May 17, with 54 chainbreaks
two
radio
conMr. Strauss
vinced gentlemen, per day from early morning until
Aaron Klein,
late
at night. This continued for
11 days.
Ginsbergs' advertising director,
Ginsbergs then followed with 50
and Gus Strauss, account executive for Son De Regger Adv.
spots daily featuring the FreeWestinghouse sewing machine,
Agency, Des Moines.
Mr. Strauss, who has handled
May 28, 30 and June 7-8. On May
31 it was Arvin small appliances
the furniture store's account since
for 50 chainbreaks daily, running
1929, resorted to the up-to-date
through June 6. The next two days
method of selling — radio spot - —
when shoppers in Des Moines fol- were set aside for the Westinghouse campaign. June 10 ushered
lowed the anti-appliance purchasin a Remington Shaver promotion
ing trend plaguing other markets.
by Ginsbergs. It ran four days
The two advertising men came
with 40 spots per day.
up with what they believe is the
Picking up on June 14, the store
largest retail spot saturation cam(Continued on page 7U)
paign in radio's recollection: 1,580
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ou'U PROFIT
From WISN's Better Programming
and
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WISN"

for Good Radio
Year
i,Long.

let Your
Man
strictly
GENE

ARCHER

Gene Archer and the Cliff
Quartette with Gene's
songs and easy chatter in
a full hour feature each
noon-time
12:15-1:15 PAA

NANCY

OSGOOD

Now heard in her regular
half hour at 1:15 each
weekday afternoon. This is
a great combination with
Gene Archer.
IRST in WASHINGTON

esentej by NBC SPOf
e 18

business
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WISN— -Milwau-

C.
ded to
O rs- TRA
Roge
was INE
recoDmmenDale
RADI
m
ent
oleu
tin
Mid - Con
Petr
Corp. by an anonymous letter
writer.
As advertising and sales promotion manager of the firm, which
annually budgets in excess of $1.5
million, Mr. Rogers is anything but
an unknown in his field.
The topvertisingman
the firm's arm,
adand salesin promotion

Mr. Rogers' duties consist of supervision of all art, advertising and
promotional activities as well as
the company's public relations program.
Mid-Continent spends more in
radio advertising than in any other
media. And Mr. Rogers is just the
man to keep one eye on the books
and the other on sales for he expounds:
"We have found that the medium
[radio] really pays off in selling
petroleum products."
An example of this Mid-Continent pro-radio and pro-sales outlook is the D-X Flaming Proof
campaign, embers of which just
now are cooling. In addition to
newspaper advertising, the D-X
drive in the Mid-West used 60
radio stations. The campaign promoted Mid-Continent's D-X lubricating gasoline and "its unique
upper cylinder lubricant" with

KATZ

Show

Just How

All

kee's Most Productive Station.

1

ou'll

Like

Doing Business
With WISN.

Mr. ROGERS
"D-X guaranteed bond and saucer
Mr. Rogers has served up other
dishes in his time. Back in 1939,
he recalls, he stepped out in the
world fresh from college but extest."
perienced enough to transact a
$50,000 radio contract covering the
state of Texas with 25 stations
involved. The deal revolved about
a dramatic news show for a large,
regional brewery, that won acco(Continued on page 78)
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we

cotton

to

you

Carolina farmers raise a $135,000,000

.

. •

crop yearly

and 463 Carolina cotton-textile mills process
almost as much

as the other 46 states combined.*

rosperous cotton farmers and textile workers
re the basic fiber of WBT's
,000,000 listeners —

audience of

the largest group

f your prospects you can reach by any
ingle advertising medium

in

he two Carolina s.

*39% of U. S. mills producing
broad-woven cotton fabric and
55% of U. S. cotton yarn mills
. . . value of annual production
2 billion dollars!

COLOSSUS

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

Represented

OF THE CAROLINAS

BROADCASTING

Nationally

by

COMPANY

Radio

Sales

Type TT-500 A /B
(All Air-Cooled)

10 kw, for UHF
Type TTU-I0A

20 kw, for VHF
Type TT-20BL/H

Type TT-50AI/H

Wifh RCA's complete line of transmitters
(seven different models), you can get any
ERP* up to 200 kw — on any channel from 2
to 83. And in most cases, you can get the
power you want in several different ways!
If your requirements are best met with a
low-power transmitter and a high-gain
antenna, RCA has the combination! However,
if your needs are better met with a higherpower transmitter and a lower-gain antenna,
RCA has that combination too!
Ask your RCA Sales Representative to sit
down and help you plan the most practical
and economical equipment setup for your
station. He has an intimate knowledge
of station planning — knows TV equipment
from A to Z. He can tell you exactly what
you'll need to get "on the air" . . . with
the power you want ... at the lowest cost.
Call him today. Or write RCA Engineering
Products Department, Camden, N. J.
*Effective radiated power

Judgment
EDITOR:

Day

. . . Radio is here to stay. Radio
can move goods. You know it. I
know it. But can we prove it?
Sure — if radio had the guts —
if every radio station in the United
States voluntarily and simultaneously closed up shop for a period
of 24 hours.
The jammed telephone exchanges— the headlined newspaper
stories might even penetrate into
the advertiser's ivory tower and
prove to him once and for all:
Radio sells. Radio lives! People
listen! . . .
Ken Goldblatt
MBS, New York

One of America's
First Stations!

$971,136,000 to spend

The wealthy Greensboro — High Point Metropolitan market led all other markets in
the Carolinas in 1950 General Merchandise
Sales.

WBIG

ion

of the (^aroiinai

Gilbert M. Hutchison,

CBS

5000

Affiliate

EST.

represented
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President

1926

by Hollingbery

watts

Idea Swap

Shop

EDITOR:

Back to the Farm
EDITOR:
A sixteen county market of
241,000 families with

question of how many people li
to your station can be solved,
have accomplished it by a
simple rules. . . . Our news ?|
was increased to supply us i
more local news. The special ev
staff (which includes almost e^
member of the staff) covers e\\
of local interest. . . . When
get your listeners to a point wlj
they are afraid to turn off i\
radio because they might ij
something of local interest, a i
vey won't be necessary. . . .
Pat O'Halloran
Sales Manager
KPQ Wenatchee, Wash.

. . . My work is as an independent writer/producer, not a
packager, but occasionally when a
program on which I have worked
becomes available, I endeavor to
sell it on the basis that I either
write or produce the show, if sold.
Recently a known, established
property
which I've
worked . for
two yearson became
available.
. .
In due course [I] approached a
certain agency which shall be
nameless
. . one ofradio
the "top
and has .separate
and 20"
TV
directors. My approach was to the
radio director, of course. First I
got his secretary on the phone and
she told me "they couldn't sell any
radio shows, so they weren't interested in looking at any." . . .
I then wrote to Mr. Radio Director himself. Following is a wordfor-word quotation from his written answer:
"Sorry to say that we don't have
any clients who are looking for radio shows. As you know, all the
swing today is toward TV. As a
result our radio operation is down
to a minimum. Under these circumstances, I'm sure you recognize
it would be useless for you to exyour show
me."up the ghost
. . pose
. Let's
all togive
and go back to the farm, because
surer'n hell we're not going to get
anywhere when the very people
who should be beating their brains
out trying to sell radio are taking
the attitude that it is a lost cause.
Richard Marvin
New York
* * #
Local Interest
EDITOR:
Radio had sunk enough money in
surveys to build a "survey building." It's about time we of radio
sell in the same manner as our
competition does. Newspapers sell
circulation — why not radio? . . .
The problem of eliminating the

. . . Within the past mo -J
[WJVA South Bend, Ind., 250
daytime] has sold three progn
to distributors without any de;
participation . . . now has on
air four distributors who have p
chased time outright. Tentat
plans are now being worked
for the fifth distributor to go
the air in October.
WJVA has worked out a sell
formula that is clicking with <
tributors and is willing to pass
this formula to any station t
is interested. It is hoped that s
ing ideas may be exchanged
the benefit of all concerned . .
think there should be more sa
success ventures made known .
There is no reason why statii
themselves cannot help one anoth
Come on, pavement beaters, 1
forget about rate reductions at
lets help one another sell radio
Charlie Sharpless
Commercial Manager
WJVA South Bend, Ind.
New

Low

EDITOR:
I add written
a resounding
"am
to May
the letter
by Anna
lin, published in the June 18 is:
["Cheap Labor," Open Mike]
Anna doesn't know how low
new low is. Not too many wei
ago
a certain
"executive"
asked i
I knew
of a good
man whom
could hire for $50 per week
inquired as to the qualificatic
and duties of the position op.
This was his reply, verbatim:
need a man who can do news a
sports, do a good d.j. show a
do some selling on the side. H>
need
pre:
that ahecar,
be ofa course,
family and
man,I'dbecai
family men are more dependabl
Not bad, for $50 a week
(Continued on page 79)
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KEX

The mail KEX receives every day from listeners throughout the
Pacific Northwest proves Westerners prefer KEX over any other
Portland station.
DAY

after
WEEK

DAY
after

MONTH

WEEK
after

MONTH

. . . KEX receives listener mail from every county in Western
Oregon and Western Washington. And listeners regularly write
from as far away as Southern California, British Columbia and
Alaska. In the month of May, KEX received letters from 135
different towns in Northern California alone. That's because the
KEX signal is dominant, interference free, with programs that appeal.
To sell the BIG Oregon Country, use KEX, Oregon's most powerful
radio station... the only 50,000 watt station in Oregon.
In the BIG Oregon Country . . . think BIG . . . sell BIG ... use KEX.
Contact Free and Peters or KEX now for availabilities.
LEGEND:
( Response per Radio Family more than 50% of home county (Multnomah),
flllllllll Response per Radio Family 25 % to 50r/r of home county.
§§mHH| Response per Radio Family under 25% of home county.

Oregon's #^50,000
ABC
AFFILIATE
IN
WESTINGHOUSE
(EX

RADIO

Watt Station
PORTLAND

STATIONS

INC.

WOWO. KYW.KDKA.WBZ.WBZA. KEX.WBZ-TV'
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except (or WBZ-TV; tor WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

sBank deposits in the TWO BILLION DOLLAR Pacific Northwest market have increased
276% since 1941 ! (Federal Reserve District Office figures.)

In

The

Public
Interest

On

the

dotted

line .

PENNING 52-week pact for daily 1 5-min. portions of Johnny G Show on
KOB Albuquerque is John McCormack, ex-radio man now using radio to
sell John McCormack Inc., southwest home furnishing store. He's former
co-owner KTBS and mgr. KWKH, both Shreveport, and pres. KTHS Hot
Springs. Watching are ( I to r) Phil Hoffman, KOB mgr.; Johnny G (Griswold); Charles Teas, KOB a.e.; Phil Willmarth, a.e., Steven A. Box Adv.

LONG-TERM renewal for First Street
Department Store sponsorship of
daily KDAL Karnival on KDAL Duluth, is set by A. Oreck (center), store
pres. Looking on are Pat Scanlon
(I), store adv. mgr., and KDAL Account Executive Rex Hudson.

SIPPIN' milk toast to two-year reEnd Diary
of Ziv's
Cisco newal
Kidby West
on WTMA
Charleston,
S. C, are (I to r) Douglass M. Bradham, gen. mgr. WTMA; Odell Hawkins, West End sis. mgr., and Grange
Cuthbert Jr., WTMA sis. mgr.

THREE-YEAR pact for Ziv's Boston
Blackie on WSYR Syracuse for Superior Beverage Co. is made firm by
Alfred K. Biel (seated I), Superior
pres., with approval of E. R. Vadeboncoeur (seated r), WSYR gen. mgr.,
and (standing, I to r) Wm. Margeson,
agency rep.; Fred I. Geiger, WSYR.

COMPLETING pact for quarter-hour
farm show across the board on KEEN
San Jose, Calif., is W. A. Stine (r),
president, Santa Clara County Farm
Bureau. Smiling approval are Bob
Glum (I), KEEN sales manager, and
Ed Paul, executive secretary. Farm
Bureau.

FIFTH annual KOA Denver-Standard Oil
by (seated) Wesley I. Nunn. On-lookers
gen. mgr.; Tracy J. Wolfe, mgr. Col. Div.
caster; D. H. Lewis, asst. mgr Col Div
Rocky Mt. Div. of SO. Contract covers

(Ind.) fall gridiron pact is signed
(I to r) Charles C. Bevis Jr., KOA
of SO; Starr Yelland, KOA sportsSO; Ward Egbert, asst gen. mgr.
all Colorado U. games this fall.

Good Citizenship Efforts
KXYZ Houston series, My Best to
You, a public service feature in the
interest of good citizenship, has
earned the plaudits of the local
police. L. D. Morrison, chief of
police and several times a guest on
the morning show, wrote WriterProducer Robert H. Nolan that
the program was "rendering a very
valid community contribution . . .
citizens have become conscious of
the existence of their police department, its duties,
limitations."
He added
that theits program
had
"carefully planted the seed of community responsibility."
Backs Blood Drive
WCSC Charleston, S. C, assisted
the Red Cross Bloodmobile in getting arecord turnout in that island
area. A loudspeaker-equipped car,
manned by George Norwig, sports
director, and Ken Klyce, disc jockey
of WCSC, started out at 7 a.m. in
a tour of all the surrounding istions. lands, urging the blood contribuCincinnati Safety Drive
Cincinnati and the Cincinnati Traffic Safety Council June
25-Aug. 22 are conducting what is
described as the most extensive
safety campaign in Queen City history. Traffic phase is aimed at
children, their parents and drivers
as well. Plan has been widened to
include all safety at play, from
bicycle riding and swimming to
play at home on a rainy day. Civic,
school, automobile, recreation and
court groups and many other associations are . cooperating. All
types of WKRC announcements
and promotions support the drive,
including participations by Newscaster Tom McCarthy, junkets to
playgrounds by Chuckwagon Vic
Moore, children's character, with
a Conestoga wagon. Contests and
designation of certain weeks in
particular fields of safety also are
among the projects planned.
Traffic Series
TO FOSTER traffic safety,
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla. is
producing For Us, The Living, in
cooperation with the Jacksonville
Safety Council, North Florida Society of Safety Engineers, MayorSafety Commissioner of Jacksonville, Florida State Highway Safety
Commissioner and the National
Safety Council. Telecast 10:15-10:30
p.m. each Monday, show's first section portrays "Accident of the
Week" in which key traffic officers
discuss traffic destruction in the
past week, illustrated with photos
WKRC

and a special magnetic boa
Middle portion features "Guest
the Week." Final part of sh<
"The Panel Speaks," compris:
safety experts, discusses issi
raised by the guest speaker.
Problems of Alcohol
KOIN Portland, Ore., has co
pleted 10 quarter-hour intervie I
on the problems of alcohol. Titi [
Alcohol Is Your Problem, the nigi
ly series was produced by KOIN
cooperation with the Oregon Alt
hoi Education Committee and t
Portland Summer Session of t
Oregon State System of High
Eduaction. In it, Ken Ferrier, i
rector of the Oregon School
Alcohol Studies, interviewed ed
cators, scientists and church lea
ers, on the magnitude of t
problem, its effects and treatmei
and other related subjects.
Ontario Pool
FOUR
ONTARIO
stations a
pooling resources on local comm
nity events which are of intere
to neighboring communities. CFC
Owen Sound, CKBB Barrie, CKN
Wingham, and CFOR Orillia, a:
recording on tape such events :
ship launchings, community sport
farm
tournaments,
local fail
school activities, etc., and sendir
them to other stations in group f( ; .
airing. As an example a series <
11 half-hour programs of a loci
high school glee club have bee
recorded by CKNX and the ta|
sent to the other three stations fc
airing as a public service broac
cast and a method of developin
local talent.
Off the Griddle
COMMERCIAL that sang:
"They're cooking with Crisco
from New York to Frisco"
has been changed
to "They're
cooking
with Crisco
from
Maine to San Francisco."
Copy rewrite by Compton
Adv. Agency came after the
local Chamber of Commerce
joined with KCBS San Francisco's program, This is San
Francisco, both recipients of
citizenry ire, to research and
petition the question. According to Golden Gaters the
term "Frisco" is looked at by
the locality "as a low or crude
slang term and as a result
[they] may be transfering
their feelings to the commercial which makes use of it."
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a

Time-Buyer's

With

Vacation

Secretary

on

Her

Mind

-[

i

be rough without you for two
weeks. Especially when The Man
to scratch around in the files. Tell
1, when he needs some examples of
io's pulling power, to look under
:ar—WMT. Take the case of the Bown Cattle Company. They considered
celling their noon hour sale anmcement on WMT. "Looky," said
AT. "Next time you have a sale, ask
ir buyers how many of them heard
•ut it on WMT." Bowman did. 90%
1. Bowman reconsidered.
nind him about Tait Cummin's
vIT Sports Contest last March to
;ss the championship team and score
the title game in the boys' state
■ketball tournament. Prizes were 3
;-week all-expense vacations to Midst resorts. Results: 49,363 entries
ten days.

Tell him, when he needs some examples
of radio coverage, to check BMB's Study
No. 2 for WMT, where total weekly
radio family listening is 338,480 (in 87
counties) daytime, 303,880 (in 71 counties) nights.
Incidentally, where are you going on
your vacation? Iowa's Okobojis and
Clear Lake and Spirit Lake are great
spots for relaxing; Iowa's young men

are real stem-winders — tall, sun-bronzed
and . . . interesting. The air is clear —
the only pall on the horizon is a bit of
smoke from traditional burning ceremonies for the few remaining mortgages, just paid off.
Have a nice time, honey. Everything
will be okay. Just leave several blank
schedules behind — with WMT filled in
in the strategic places.

5000 WATTS
BASIC COLUMBIA

600 KC

REPRESENTED

NETWORK

NATIONALLY

BY THE KATZ

AGENCY

KWKH

SWEET

IT'S

MAKES

EASY,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

:Jc Percentages ore in
units of merchandise
— not dollar volume.

COMPANY

SYRUP

FOR

SALES

OF

JOHNNIE

BUSINESS

FAIR

SYRUP

1949 INCREASE
OVER 1948*

1950 INCREASE
OVER 1949*

1 st QUARTER

26.6%

35.1 %

2nd

QUARTER

28.6%

54.1 %

3rd QUARTER

45.2%

90.6%

4th QUARTER

59.0%

5.4%

ANNUAL

TOTAL

38.5%

TOTAL SALES FOR 1950—102.7%

47.4%
GREATER THAN 1948!

J.J ATE in 1948, Mr. J. R. Murphy of the Shreveport Syrup
Company came to us for advice. Syrup sales, including
those of his company's Johnnie Fair Syrup, had been going
down steadily for years. Would radio help — or should he
look for another product?
We believe in radio, and told him so. He decided to try a
campaign on KWKH. The chart above shows the results.
1950 sales of Johnnie Fair Syrup were 102.7% greater than
in 1948! Yet competitive brands continue to decline!
What kind of campaign did it take to do the job? During
all of 1949, Johnnie Fair Syrup was advertised exclusively
on KWKH — at first with a 15-minute, Class C strip on weekdays; and then, later, an additional 15-minute, Class B strip.
Today the company is also using several radio stations outside
KWKH's

territory. But these two programs on KWKH

still

represent over half of Shreveport Syrup's advertising budget!
What may we sweeten for you?

KWKH
Texas
SHREVEPORT
The Branham

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

f

LOUISIANA

Company

v Arkansas
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

Wm
111
I
WASHINGTON,
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MAN

TRUCE

ASE-FIRE developments in Kowill have only slight effect
actual operation of radio and
vision stations in the coming
ks, judging by the views of
government and industry figis.
\. policy of "no letdown" in the
bilization program prevailed
ong government officials at the
skend. President Truman and
|er Administration officials sent
the word to maintain controls
1 keep the defense effort moving
ng without interruption.
Vith a truce near negotiation,
vever, Congress found itself in
middle. Pressure for relaxai of controls and easing of pro.ed tax increases had started to
'elop last week and there was
r among businessmen that retail
es would slow up and prices head
vnward.
!ome Congressmen, both Republii and Democratic, openly called
a softening of production conIs and efforts to prevent inflap.
£ey to the situation was the
itude Congress would take after
'elopments in Korea and public
itiment can be weighed in reion to the present mobilization
1 anti-inflation program. Belief
it Congress would relax the proim was noted in many Washingi quarters despite the overelming belief that Russia would
ike elsewhere should fighting
1 in Korea.
Bright Promise
advertisers and media were enraged Thursday by a promise
t appropriate advertising budgwill continue to be legitimate
uction expenses in tax reportSecretary of the Treasury
in W. Snyder made this promise
Kal Jorgensen, chairman of Hix& Jorgensen Adv. Agency, Los
geles, who called at the Treas-

IMPACT

casting station, WEEU Reading,
Pa. WEEU was given permission
to construct a $50,000 plant after
lengthy negotiation with NPA.
The WEEU grant, however, was
an exception to the rule and was
not considered an indication that
NPA or other agencies will soften
restrictions in the near future.
Widening demands for easing of
government controls over business
and labor were expected. Already
these demands are gaining strength
and many Congressmen are opposed
to the idea of spreading government controls.
No Employment Ease
There appeared no immediate
hope of an easing in the broadcast
employment picture as a result of
truce developments. The armed
forces and government agencies
have been draining off trained per-

G
-j {■■■ ' ■

$7.00 A YEAR — 25e A COPY
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Slight Effect

sonnel from radio and TV stations
alike. Shortage of operators, especially combination men, is harrassing small stations.
Attitude of Congress will determine ifcorporation taxes are to
be increased to any marked degree.
Should there be cutbacks in the
mobilization program broadcasters
might be able to get such materials
as steel for antennas and other
construction but it is too early
to find any definite pattern in the
rapidly changing picture.
The truce situation was not expected to bring any letup in the civil
defense program, one of the slower
moving phases of mobilization.
Broadcasters will be active in the
alert tactics to be used in case of
air attack.
Industry observers could notforesee any major impact within the
next fortnight on advertising bud-

on

Radio-TV

Seen

gets. Some lines of hard goods,
including radios and TV sets as
well as automobiles and refrigerators and similar items, continued
to move slowly. This called for
fuller use of advertising media.
Aside from seasonal influences, the
sluggish movement of hard goods
was ingtraced
in part
"fear" buylast autumn
and towinter.
Buying Capacity
Maintenance of the industrial
productive pace, geared to creation
of mobilization machinery on top
of the normal capacity, would mean
that general employment levels
will hold up and buying capacity
will not be curtailed because of
sudden unemployment.
Effect of Korean developments
on the radio manufacturing indus(Continued on page' 34)

Reported $2-5 Million
—
WOW
BUY
TO
MB
LA
chase option and had deposited
publisher of The Erie Dispatch.
AN OPTION to purchase WOWBoth Mr. Lamb and Francis P. earnest money in the amount of
AM-TV Omaha for a figure re$100,000. It is expected that the
Matthews, Secretary of the Navy
portedly in excess of $2,500,000
and president of WOW Inc., flatly transaction will be consummated
has been acquired by Edward
this week.
declined comment last week when
(Ted) Lamb, it was learned
WOW, operating on 590 kc with
authoritatively last week.
queried by Broadcasting • Tele- 5 kw,
is an NBC affiliate and has
casting. But it had been ascerMr. Lamb, owner of two television stations (WTVN Columbus,
tained that an agreement had been been on the air since 1923. Originally owned by the Woodmen of
Ohio, Channel 6, and WICU Erie, reached for sale of the station to
the station was transPa., Channel 12) and -of WTOD
unknown purchasers [Closed Cir- the World,
ferred to Radio Station WOW Inc.
(AM) Toledo, is a well known
cuit,-July 2]. figure in both newspaper and
Last Friday it was learned that in 1942 in a unique proceeding
broadcasting circles. He also is the |Mr. Lamb had acquired the pur- which precipitated several years of
litigation. The transaction, as
finally evolved, covered leaseholds
on the properties to the operating
company, with the licensee corporation to return the physical
properties to the Woodmen of the
World Insurance Co. These leaseholds have 19 years to run.

■^ree dissemination of news dejids largely on the advertising
j.t makes media operation profit,e, Secretary Snyder was quoted
saying to Mr. Jorgensen. In
lition, Secretary Snyder was said
Ihave assured Mr. Jorgensen that
pmal and reasonable expendifes for advertising will remain
iluctible as a business cost.
N'ational Production Authority
axed its restrictions on new conduction in the case of one broadiOADCASTING

N
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Mr. LAMB

Mr. MATTHEWS

On Air
Since '49
WOW-TV,
operating:
on Channel
6, is one of two TV stations in the
Omaha market. It has been on
the air since 1949.
While no official comment was
forthcoming from any quarter as
to the new transaction, it was
thought that Secretary Matthews,
who recently was appointed Ambassador to Ireland, will remain
with the corporation as chairman
of the board of the new operating
company. Presumably Mr. Lamb
would become president. The
(Continued on page 35)
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Three
FORT

INDUSTRY

Districts Formed

In Reorganization

The Florida Suit, Miami Beach
newspaper owned by The Fort Industry Co.
The three district vice presidents
— Messrs. Jones, Rine and Kettler —
will report directly to Lee B.
Wailes, vice president in charge
of operations of The Fort Industry
Co. who, in turn, reports to George
B. Storer, president.
Appointment of resident managers in Detroit, Miami and Wheeling shortly will be announced.

SUNK 1ST DRIVE
Starts $200,000 Campai
CALIFORNIA Fruit Growers I
change, Los Angeles (Sunkis
currently is expending appro
mately half a million dollars
radio and television to proni<
frozen
citrus
products. Toe
(Monday) the group starts a s]
cial $200,000 two-week radio a
TV participation campaign on
half of fresh lemons on 17 vie
and about nine radio stations
eight East and Mid-West marke
TV participations will run
weekly on all TV stations in I!
troit, Cleveland, Minneapolis a |

EFFECTIVE July 5, The Fort Industry Co. completed a reorganization of its operations which has resulted in the division of the company
into three geographical districts. The Northern District now comprises
Detroit, Toledo and Cincinnati. The Central District covers the two
—
*
West Virginia stations (Wheeling
and Fairmont) and the Southern
District comprises Atlanta and
Miami.
Under the reorganization plans,
three district vice
presidents have
KITE RATES
been appointed,
New Card Separates AM, FM
each of whom will
be responsible for
NEW AM-FM rate card, specifythe operation of
ing separate rates for the AM dayall Fort Industry
time-only operation and FM at
Mr. Rine
Mr. Kettler
the sole TVthree
stations
in St. Loia!~(
Cincinnati;
in Chicago,
properties within
night, has been announced by on
Charles W. Balthrope, owner of (KSD-TV),
his particular dischange
managing
director
of
Buffalo (WBEN-T
trict.
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., has KITE-AM-FM San Antonio. The
Mr. Jones
and Milwaukee '(WTMJ-TV). E
FM
station
has
been
on
the
air
For the Northdio spots run 20 weekly on statio
been appointed district vice president of the Central District. J. only a short time.
ern District, Richard E. Jones,
in Milwaukee, Buffalo and St. Lou
A similar campaign is to be i
presently managing director of Robert Kerns, managing director
The new card specifies a retail
of WMMN Fairmont, will report rate for KITE-AM, with 1 kw
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, has been
peated in September.
to Mr. Rine.
appointed district vice president
daytime on 930 kc. The FM outIn the special 13-week radio a;
let is on 97.3 mc with 8.3 kw
and will supervise the activities of
The Southern District will be
TV campaign on behalf of froz 1
WSPD-AM-TV Toledo and WSAI
in charge of Stanton P. Kettler,
power. The 5 a. m. -sundown rate
products, participations and fill J
Cincinnati, in addition to his own
for KITE is $5 for a one-minute
managing director of WGBS
are being run on about 40 radio ai I
duties at WJBK-AM-TV. E. Y. Miami. James E. Bailey, managspot, for example. A S2 rate is
stations in 14 markets — :i
video
Flanigan, managing director of
specified for FM, sundown-11 p.m.
ing
director
of
WAGA-AM-TV
The promotii
market.
per
spots June
WSPD-AM-TV, will continue in
to Mr. Balthrope the started
15 in southern citi
Atlanta, reports to Mr. Kettler, as FMAccording
station
is
already
sold
out
that
Mr. Jones'.of does L. C. McAskill, publisher of
and July 2 in other markets inclu
Allen role,
Haid,reporting
managingto director
7:15-9 p.m. and 9:15-10 p.m. plus
ing New York, Chicago, Los A
WSAI, continues in that capacity,
three hours Sunday afternoon.
geles,
Boston, San Diego, Memphi j
also reporting to Mr. Jones.
Music is featured in the FM proPhoenix, Birmingham, LitVe Ro< j
William E. Rine, until this
Packard Drops Y&R
gramming.
(Ark.), Atfanta, Augusta, FresnJ
Sacramento and Stockton, Calif, j
ONE of the longest (19 years)
Sunkist has an approximate ovei
advertiser-agency relationships was
LBS Moves Foster
all million-doHar budget for tl
severed
this
past
week
when
the
FOOTBALLCASTS
Packard Motor Car Co. announced
IN A MOVE to expand its national
promotion of canned and froze
Five Schedules Announced
Foote. Cone
citrus products.
the dissolution of its advertising sales and to strengthen its execuis the agenc
tive
staff,
Liberty
Broadcasting
Angeles,
Los
Belding,
KFI-TV Los Angeles last week anaffiliation with Young & Rubicam
nounced plans to telecast junior
System
has
moved
James
W.
Fosafter "19 years of pleasant relationcollege football games and four
ter, executive vice president of the
ships." Packard said its account
broadcast contracts also were dis- was being
network,
to New York on a "semitransferred
to
Maxon
closed.
PEARSON EXPANDS
permanent" basis. Mr. Foster, as
Inc., Detroit, effective Dec. 15, 1951. head of the sales
department of the
Games to be telecast by KFI-TV,
Maier Heads Dallas Off i :
Packard has been sponsoring the network, will be responsible for all
23 in all, will be carried twice
executive
decisions
in
New
York.
TV
show,
Holiday
Hotel.
OPENING of a new sales office i
weekly. Hoffman Radio & Television Corp., Los Angeles, will
Dallas, with H. W. Maier Jr. as it
sponsor the telecasts.
head, was announced last week b
Notre Dame grid contests on
the John E. Pearson Co., station
a city exclusive contract basis have
been signed by KXOK St. Louis
representative orand WCUE Akron.
President
n. John
ganizatio
In St. Louis, the Notre Dame
E. Pearson said
games plus the Army-NorthwestMr. Maier, who
ern games, will be sponsored by
joined the
efGeneral Electric and General Elecfectivefirm
last Montric Appliance Dealers in the
day, would open
the Dallas office
greater St. Louis area.
this week after a
Mr. Maier
Sponsorship of the schedule in
Akron has not yet been announced.
period oftrinationindocat the Chicago office
WJBK Detroit, for the sixth
Mr. Maier, of Greenville, Tex
has been with the sales and advei
consecutive year, will carry broadcasts of the complete schedule of
tising staff of the Internationa
the U. of Detroit. For the second
Milling Co. in Greenville an
straight year, the games will be
it tire
Minneapolis for the
sponsored by the Plymouth Dealyears. Joining International Mill
ing following war time service a
ers of greater Detroit. The Plya Navy pilot, he rose to be as
mouth Dealers account is handled
sistant advertising manager in
by the Powell-Grant Agency,
charge
of media, then advertising
Detroit.
manager,
before he returned to
KOA Denver will broadcast all
Greenville
for
reasons of his wife's
U. of Colorado games this fall,
health. There he was in charge of
sponsored for the fifth consecutive
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix all of the company's advertising
season by the Standard Oil Co. of
activities in family flour for five
'Today WOF brings you two of the city's outstanding social leaders for southern sales divisions.
Indiana.
Telecasting,
a friendly chat on women's hats!"
BROADCASTING
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Revamping
IARTB-BAB
\ By J. FRANK BEATTY
HTB'S complicated dues struci is due for long-range revamppe present three-way system of
ssing stations, employing sepatypes of dues covering radio,
nsion and Broadcast AdvertisBureau membership, is about to
r the first phase of this reping process in the near future
•ssibly this week.
A.B, too, is working out a new
, setup making provision for
lion representative and network
ARTB will issue a revised rate
for its radio members. The
sion was approved last week by
NARTB board in a poll of radio
:tors. The card will list a scale
IARTB dues for new members,
ying rates 30% below existing
s. This is an interim schedule.
Membership Rates
;ations that were NARTB memprior to July 1, 1951, are end to get BAB service until next
il 1 if they pay dues under the
NARTB rates. If they elect not
ike BAB service they pay 30%
to NARTB.
;ations joining NARTB after
' 1, 1951, are not eligible to get
joint NARTB-BAB rate. To
BAB they must pay a separate
a.based on BAB's rate card for-arting next April 1 NARTB
BAB will be completely sepa. Revision of the NARTB rate
: ALLMAN CO.
ew Detroit Agency Formed
1 ALLMAN, former executive
president of the Fruehauf
iler Co., has announced the forion of a new advertising
icy, The Allman Co. Inc., with
ses in Detroit. Basic account
he new company will be that at
ehauf, but other related aclts will be serviced, including
Trucking Industry National
nse Committee.
orman Rowe, director of adising for the trailer firm, will
the agency as vice president,
personnel of the Fruehauf adising department will join the
firm.

cardDUES
now throws NARTB and BAB
into competitive selling as both
solicit station memberships.
BAB is working on a new formula
covering membership of station
representatives. National Assn. of
Radio-Television Station Representatives has worked out a BAB
dues formula, based on participation of NARTSR members and nonmembers alike. This would give
BAB possibly $30,000 to $35,000
compared to the $60,000-$65,000
total BAB had originally planned.
Soon to be discussed with networks will be a new scale of dues
for their participation in BAB. By
the end of its first year, next April
1, BAB hopes to have an income of
$225,000 of which about 70% would"
come from NARTB members' dues.
As of that date BAB no longer will
obtain income from NARTB's receipts.
Here is the way the dues situation stands at this time:
# NARTB members pay
NARTB dues based on their income, starting with a minimum of
$15 a month ($10.50 a month without BAB for stations joining since
July 1).
# They can get a 30% discount
if they elect not to take BAB.
0 New NARTB members since
July 1 (except for prior commitments) who want BAB must pay
the BAB-only station dues of half
the highest hourly card rate per
month.
# NARTB television stations
pay monthly NARTB dues based on
the highest five-minute or half the
highest quarter-hour rate, whichever is lower.
0 Combined radio-TV stations
can belong to NARTB-radio only,

RADIO

VS.

A TEST designed to determine
which kind of broadcast advertising— radio or television — is the
more effective salesman for paper
napkins has ended in a draw, with
a highly delighted advertiser deciding to continue his use of both
media.
The advertiser, Hudson Pulp &
Paper Corp., made the test a simple one. A free offer of four packages of Hudson napkins was broadcast June 7 on the newscasts sponarles A. Wolcott
sored by Hudson on seven major
LRLES A. WOLCOTT, 53, vice market radio stations and telecast
ident in charge of radio and the same day on Bride and Groom
/ision sales and client service on a 31-station CBS-TV hookup.
A. C. Nielsen Co., died Monday
Women writing in received coupons
'r a brief illness. Before join- redeemable at their grocers, who
the Nielsen organization in were compensated for redeeming
., Mr. Wolcott had been re- the coupons with the full resale
ch director of the Chicago of- price of the napkins, plus 2 cents
of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
per coupon for handling costs.
wing previous associations with
More than 400,000 requests were
iel Starch & Staff and The
received as a result of the one-time
I Street Journal. He is sur- offer. "So far as we know, there
has never been a response like this
d by his widow and two daughfrom a single commercial," Abra3ADCASTING
• Telecasting

Is Storied

to NARTB-TV only, or to both. If
both, they pay the combined dues.
Demand for special NARTB radio-TV combination rates was made
last spring by a number of station
operators. The subject was considered by a joint board committee
during the April convention in Chicago but it was felt no action could
be taken until a thorough analysis
had been made.
Since that time the NARTB Research Dept. has submitted exploratory rates to Itthe
board's
Finance Committee.
is now
developing other formulas for submission to the board in November.
Some joint radio-TV operators
contend they should be given a
combination fee with an appreciable reduction. They point to the
fact that the TV organization pays
the parent NARTB $50,000 a year
for overhead. To belong to NARTB
a joint radio-TV operation must
pay the NARTB dues based on radio station revenue plus the TV
dues based on five-minute or halfquarter-hour rate.
TV Belongs, Not AM
Incongruity of the rate structure
is shown by the fact that such
joint operations as WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WWJ-TV Detroit and
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee have NARTB
television memberships but their
AM outlets don't belong to the association. Then there are the Westinghouse stations, which belong to
BAB but not NARTB. The Westinghouse-NARTB stricture is of long
standing. CBS O & O stations belong to BAB but not NARTB.
Upsetting element in the whole
situation is the fact that the BABonly rate is almost as much, even

TV

Hudson

ham Mazer, Hudson board chairman, commented. "We were really
staggered by the results," R. C.
Staelin, advertising manager, reported, noting new
that "the
offer helped
us to achieve
distribution
and
to introduce our full line of products into chains that formerly carried
only oneandor television
two Hudsonproved
items."to
Both radio
be "extremely effective," he stated,
announcing that both media would
continue to carry Hudson sales
talks to the American housewife.
WOR Show Named
Mr. Staelin declined to divulge
the breakdown of returns between
radio and television or among the
individual markets, but he did single out the John B. Gambling
Musical Clock program on WOR
New York for complits
"amazing"
acishment in pulling
183,076
mail requests with its single announcement (as of June 29, with
mail "still arriving," the station
reported).

RADIO VETERANS with 25 years or
more of experience have met in
Chicago to organize a club. Among
them are (I to r) Herbie Mintz,
pianist and TV personality at WNBQ
(NBC); Walter Preston, local salesman for WBKB (TV), and Harold
Safford, program
director of WLS,
all Chicago.
more, than the combined rate in
some cases. In other words, some
stations can belong to NARTBBAB under the combination rate
for less money than BAB-only. This
situation will last until next April,
when the joint NARTB-BAB arrangement comes to an end.
When the BAB separation plan
was adopted last August it was felt
BAB should become self-supporting. This could be done, it was believed, by charging for various
types
of
service. shows
A glance
BAB's
specific services
thatat assessments are made for many of the
sales and promotional aids offered
to its members. NARTB seldom
makes charges for its services.
The 1950 BAB separation plan
envisioned a million-dollar sales
promotion agency, free to hit hard
and often without worrying whether
a newspaper-owned station might
resent aggressive radio selling and
decide to pull out of NARTB.
Decides

To

Use

Both

"We fully expected it would take
many weeks on our program to fill
the quota of coupons we wished to
distribute," Mr. Staelin commented.
"We carefully cautioned our salesmen not to expect quick results on
this promotion. Needless to say,
we are overwhelmed and delighted
with the results."
Ralphident ofSmith,
viceagency
presDuane executive
Jones Co.,
for Hudson, lauded WOR and the
Gambling program for producing
these inquiries at a cost of less
than a half-cent apiece. "Even in
the old days of lower advertising
costs that would have been amazing," Mr. Smith said. "Today a
cost-per-inquiry of less than a halfcent is sensational."
Mr. Gambling made the Hudson
announcement on his Thursday
morning (7:15-8 a.m.) broadcast.
The afternoon mail of that same
day, WOR reported, brought 1,800
requests for the coupons. "Then
came the deluge."
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MYSTIC
KNIGHTS
of r hi SEA

represent anything but a world
Andy, for this episode, were rele- their
own. Their behavior is a cor
A MOS 'N' ANDY, the radio classic, has suffered in transgated
to
minor
roles.
Zl
lation to TV.
In its new language, slapstick has been
All the performers did better by ic satire on the behavior of
substituted for subtlety and rough-house action for the script than the script did by kinds of people, no matter whi
imaginative dialogue.
It is not bad television comedy, by them. With improvements in the their pigmentation.
present TV standards, but neither
writing, there is no reason why the
is it the fanciful and wonderful
activities around the lodge hall of
Program:
Amos
'n'
Andy
on
50
CBS-TV
stations, Thursday,
fun of Amos 'n' Andy on the radio.
the Mystic Knights of the Sea can8:30-9 p.m.
Too much attention is given to
not become as marvelously comical
AMOS W
ANDY
Sponsor:
Blatz
Brewing
Co.
the maxim that the television camin television as they have been on
Agency:
William H. Weintraub,
NAACP
Denounces
Sh
New
York.
era hates inaction, not enough to
radio since shortly after the inCo-producers:
Freeman
Gosden
vention
of
audion
tube.
the equally valid rule that action
TELECASTS
of
the
new
Amos
4
and Charles Correll.
Associate
Producer: James
One
note
of
social
consciousness:
Andy
program,
sponsored
by
Blai
I
for action's
sake
alone
is
no
guarFonda.
antee of sustained interest.
Brewing Co. on CBS-TV throug
Director: Charles Barton.
The National Assn. for the AdMessrs. Gosden and Correll would
Writers: Joseph Connelly, Robert
William Weintraub, New Yor
vancement of Colored People has
Mosker, Robert
do well to remember that the Mack
went ahead last week despite threj
threatened to boycott all Schenley
Cameraman:
LucienRoss.
Andriot.
Sennett school did not survive after
Cast: Alvin Childress, Spencer
products (a terrible demand on the
of boycott by the National Assi
Williams,
Pim
Morse,
Ernestine
sound was introduced to movies.
membership) if sponsorship of this for the Advancement of Colore
Wade, Amanda Randolph,
People.
Johnny
Lee,
Horace
Stewart,
The second episode of the new
program
continues.
Jester Hairston.
The NAACP at its Atlanta cor;j
The NAACP has protested that
series (July 5) included a chase
the TV Amos V Andy provides a vention last Tuesday had passed
that ended with the Kingfish and
resolution denouncing the prograi
Andy hiding in two ash cans, two
shrew but, at least in the July 5 "sterotyped attitude" toward the
bits in which outraged women beat
Negro
community.
This
reviewer
program, is elevated to a promias depicting Negroes in a "sterec
helpless men over the head with
nence in the plot that the character
typed and derogatory manner,
regards the protest as hypersensidoes
not
deserve.
umbrellas, another sequence in
tive. Neither in the radio nor tele- and condemned the practices o
vision version do the characters
The characters of Amos and
manufacturers,
distributors, rt
which the Kingfish prepared sevtailers or others who sponsored
eral bed-time snacks, was repeatedly distracted to other chores,
promoted the program.
All con
KFI and KHJ Win Five
such as putting out the cat, and
fei'ences and branches of th !
each time returned to find the
organization were urged to registe
Out of Seven Surveys
TOP
PAPERS
snacks missing (they had been takprotests with local stations aiv
en by a boarder in his house). All TWO Los Angeles stations, KFI and KHJ, produced better results than
sponsors of the program and i
of these incidents were stock sit- newspapers in five out of seven store surveys conducted by Advertisnecessary, to boycott the product
uations in the earliest film comeof the sponsor.
ing Research Bureau Inc.
dies.
In a letter to Lewis Rosensteil
Kevin Sweeney, general sales manager of KFI, told BroadcastingTransplanting Show
• Telecasting Thursday that radio *
president, Schenley Industrie
(brewer of Blatz beer), Lindse
superiority in five of seven tests
So far, Amos 'n' Andy on TV
in the Los Angeles market, where
In Los Angeles radio won the H. White, president of the New
owes its ancestory more to archaic
spent.
York branch of the NAACP, an
motion picture techniques than to television has made unusually deep following tests:
radio. It may not be possible to penetration, is of special signifiBarker Bros. — Patio chair ad- James
E. Allen,
of tho '
New York
statepresident
conference
cance "and should be a source of
transplant the program intact from
vertised. Store described as probencouragement
to
broadcasters
expressed their apprecia
radio, where each member of the
ably the largest furniture store NAACP,
tion for the efforts of the agenc
in America.
audience creates his own picture
and sponsor in behalf of Negro em |
of the characters and incidents, to everywhere."
Six leading Los Angeles departBullock's — Cotton dress and topment stores and special shops were
television, where the screen supper coat advertised for downtown
ployment,
but wesaid:
used in the surveys. Space was
Negroes,
cannot subscribe t
store, which sells over $50 million theAs methods
plants the listener's imagination.
of advertising used b
But the transplantation could be bought in all Los Angeles newsin merchandise annually.
your organization which perpetuate
more faithful than it is.
papers at various times during the
Harris & Frank— Men's $42 Or- a stereotyped attitude regardin
tests.
ion
suit
advertised
by
this
chain
To this reviewer, the actors seNegro life. . . .
clothier.
Technique Used
. . . We call upon you to cancel a
lected to play the various roles corOwl Rexall Drug Co. — Sun further reproductions of this exhibi
Under the ARBI technique equal
respond remarkably to his own imtion. There is already some opinio
glasses advertised.
pression of how the radio people
sums are spent for radio and newsSears Roebuck — Coldspot refrige- in many communities throughout th
in Amos 'n' Andy would look. The
paper advertising covering the
rators advertised. Sears has 12 country calling for a nationwide boy
clash between the flesh and fancy
same merchandise. Trained reof Schenley products until thi
large
metropolitan
stores in Los cott
characters is caused by the masearch specialists at the stores in- Angeles area.
objectionable show is removed fron
terial they are given.
terview customers in considerable
the screen. ...
Radio lost these tests:
The NAACP resolution, it was]
detail to find out why they came
The Kingfish, who on the radio
has been one of the most lovable
in to look at the merchandise.
Sears Roebuck — China cups and
reported,
was adopted before more,
saucers.
than a relatively small group of
ARBI compiles reports showing
rogues of all time, becomes on television less roguish than stupid.
why customers came in, whether
the membership had seen the proEastern
Columbia — Children's
outdoor
gymnasium.
His wife, Sapphire, remains the they purchased, and how much they
gram which started June 28.
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IBC-UPT
MERGER
BID
605 for all of 1950 APPROVAL
and a $519,000
and local, $6,972,016 from pack'PLICATIONS for FCC aploss
for
1949.
nal of the record $25-million
ages and co-op programs, and $2,ABC's total net sales for the 392,108 miscellaneous.
1 rger of ABC and United Paraunt Theatres, accompanied by first quarter (after discounts and
United Paramount's net profit
for 1950 was placed at $12,142,000
2 contingent application covering
rebates) were placed at $14,560,345— consisting of $8,585,924 in and for the first quarter of 1951
[ $6 million sale of UPT's
; >BKB (TV) Chicago to CBS, are network time sales; $2,763,281 in at $2,726,000. These figures innational spot and local time sales of
; .ted for filing with the Commisclude profits from UPT's WBKB
n this week.
owned stations; $2,180,911 in sales
and "small" losses by its WBIK
of package and cooperative pro(FM) Chicago — which together re: While attorneys for the respeesulted in $361,601 in profits after
grams, and $1,030,229 in miscele companies pushed toward
laneous
sales.
taxes
in 1950 and $186,871 profits
npletion of the papers on the
These figures compare with total for the first quarter of 1951 —
nplex transfers, a 68-page proxy
but do not include earnings other
net sales of $45,879,660 last year,
itement was circulated to 705
than dividends of controlled partlycomposed
of
$27,229,528
in
network
| 3T stockholders explaining in detime, $9,286,008 in national spot owned companies and companies in
1 the merger plan and prospects
ROADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
].
28
y
ja
Since the stockholders of both
BC and UPT must yet approve
? action — both groups meet July
— the FCC applications will be
;d contingent upon clearance by
ffi necessary two-thirds majority
the respective stockholders,
le of WBKB to CBS also is conigent upon FCC approving the
3C-UPT merger into a single
npany, to be known as American
oadcasting-Paramount Theatres
h.
The proxy statement made clear
(kt ABC's television position —
ije owned stations, the TV netIrk
"the brightof prospects
ture and
development
television of
in
Detroit's 250th birthday festival, the Metropolitan Life Insur|s nation" — formed the main at- TO SALUTE
ance Co. took its CBS Newscaster Allan Jackson to the Motor City. Mr.
jaction for UPT merger.
Jackson originated his news progrom from WJR Detroit and later addressed
TV Hits the Brack
a meeting of Metropolitan executives and guests. Among those attending (I to r): Felix Bruner, General Motors public relations executive;
•After losing money for three
Edwin A. Tomlinson, regional manager of Metropolitan group division; Mr.
tars, it was pointed out, ABC's
revision operations for the first Jackson; Harry W. Anderson, GM vice president in charge of personnel;
Edwin C. McDonald, Metropolitan vice president; Jerry Crowley, Metropolitan
■iree months of this year netted
advertising promotion manager.
,012 before federal income taxes,
d ABC's television position proMosby Plan to Revamp
les "an excellent foundation for
Gets Network Chill
>owth. The network's TV losses
OPTION
TIME
hj the past were listed as $1,737,RADIO NETWORKS last week showed little interest, less enthusiasm,
n2 in 1948; $4,544,545 in 1949,
Id $1,972,568 in 1950.
for a proposal that they revamp their option time agreements with
their affiliates so as to provide additional time during the more saleable
But the ABC-UPT management
J id it places faith also in the fu- hours which stations can sell locally without fear of sudden cancellation
re of radio:
to make way for network clients.
centage of sets tuned in, to the
In identical letters to the presii"The management of the resultdents of the four nationwide radio benefit of the entire industry."
ing company (AB-PTI) intends to
Network comments, when quenetworks, A. J. Mosby, president,
velop both radio and television
ried on the plan by Broadcasting
ioadcasting to the fullest extent
KGVO Missoula, Mont., a CBS af• Telecasting, indicated that Mr.
:,ssible. It believes that radio
filiate,
pointed
out
that
"with
all
the network interest in TV and Mosby's proposal does not fit into
« oadcasting, despite its present
their intei-est in economy in the the established structure of option
k'line, will survive the growth
Tid competition
of television,
AM operation, it seems like a good time practices and that unless it
qadio can reach certain audiences
and opportune time for me to call should receive strong industry support it has no chance of adoption.
|id satisfy certain needs for re- attention to the old Mosby plan of
lation and information far more
E.
M. Johnson, MBS vice presioption
time fordated
all affiliates."
dent in charge of station relations
The letters,
June 29, noted
lcectively and economically than
and engineering, said that Mutual
Revision, at least as the latter is that whereas the original Mosby
>w organized and conducted.
plan called for granting the last was opposed to the Mosby idea as
!' "It will be necessary to adapt quarter of each hour to affiliates, it would disrupt the block-booking
tdio operations to new conditions
"the present situation in AM might program pattern. John J. Karol,
CBS AM sales manager, saw no
warrant granting the affiliate every
■suiting from the growth of a new
other half-hour of the day and need for a change in his network's
■mpetitive medium, but the mancement believes that sound and evening for local programming,
present "give and take" option
?gressive operation will enable
thus relieving you of many sus- time practice. Any conflict between
tdio to continue to be a vital and
taining program costs and a pos- local and network demands for a
ieful public service and a profitsible large reduction of line cost." particular station time period, he
"Uniformity and regularity of said, can usually be worked out by
Die business enterprise."
The statement showed that dur- affiliate option time periods is my
g the first three months of 1951 interest," Mr. Mosby concluded his station and network executives
without undue difficulty.
BC's overall net income totaled letters, "as through this procedure
Other networks had no comment.
221 58 — as compared with $84,- I believe we can increase the perROADC ASTING
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which UPT has less than 50%
interest.
Created as of Jan. 1, 1950, under
an anti-trust consent decree providing for separation of Paramount
Pictures' exhibition and production-distribution activities, UPT
last May 15 had 694 wholly owned
theatres and partial interests in
298 others. Under the consent
decree its theatre holding must be
reduced to about 650 wholly owned
houses by March 1952.
Officials decided to sell WBKB
rather than ABC's WENR-TV
Chicago,causeitthe studio
was explained,
facilities"beof
WBKB are not adequate for the
origination of certain important
programs which now originate in
the studios of WENR-TV and are
carried
the benetwork."
WBIK onwill
discontinued upon
completion of the merger, the report showed. (ABC already owns
an FM station in Chicago.)
To Vacate Space
The report also confirmed speculation that ABC will vacate New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles and
San Francisco quarters which it
heretofore has leased from NBC.
The leases expire next March, and
the report said some of the operations and staff in New York will
be moved to ABC's Television Center on W. 66th St. and that in Los
Angeles the radio studios and offices will be moved to new quarters
now under construction. New locations reportedly are yet to be
chosen in Chicago and San Francisco.
On the subject of theatre television, the statement said:
The future of large-screen theatre
television appears promising from the
viewpoint of its contribution to a
comprehensive system of national
television and to operating income.
We regard it as a supplement to
broadcast television and to regular
motion picture entertainment. It will
not duplicate or replace either. . . ."
The ABC-UPT merger is to be
accomplished through an exchange
of stock. For each ABC share now
held, stockholders will receive
$14.70 in new stock — 87.50 in common and $7.20 in prefered.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president
of UPT, would head the new company, and Robert E. Kintner, ABC
president, would head the radio
and television division. Edward J.
Noble, board chairman and principal stockholder (57%) of ABC,
would be chairman of the finance
committee of the new firm. Robert
H. O'Brien, secretary, treasurer
and a director of UPT, would become executive vice president of
the radio-TV division, and Robert
M. Weitman, a vice president of
UPT, would become vice president
in charge of program and talent
development.
The new
company's
of directors would
have 18 board
members
—
the present
13
UPT
directors
(Continued on page UO) and
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Soloists June Browne and Ad
Norman, stars of The Northern?
are flanked by Emcee Norman P
(I) and Conductor Glenn Welty (
In the rear are the eight-voice m
chorus. Program has been sponso
Jk for 20 years by the North.
^
Trust Co. of Chicago.

Northern

Trust

Co. 's 'Northerners

A

IT IS NO news when a bank
makes a heavy investment, but
it is extraordinary when the
fifth largest bank in the U. S.
under one roof plunks a lot of
money into an intangible.
That is what the Northern Trust
Co. of Chicago has done for 20
years, and company officers are
still uncertain about what the
exact rewards have been — although
they know the rewards are there.
In January of 1931 — when banks
were struggling to keep their doors
open and donning an extra coat
of conservatism — S o 1 o m o n D.
Smith, president of the Northern
Trust Co., decided to gamble. The
gamble, because of time and
method, was about as adventuresome as any professional indulgence could be for a banker. That
gamble was purchase of radio time
(the first for a Chicago bank) and
origination of The Northerners
musical broadcast. It now ranks as
the city's oldest continuously sponsored program.
Mr. Smith, whose father pioneered in bank promotion in the
1880s (to the bewilderment of his
associates), established a format
of a chorus and soloists singing
middle-of-the-road selections with
a generalized appeal, while the
commercials were paced to the
movements of upper-middle-class
families. The formula and the
show stand the same today — 20
years later.
Forty percent of the 61-year-old
bank's advertising budget is appropriated for The Northerners,
Page 32
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in Radii

20-Year

which has been broadcast on WGN
Chicago since 1934.
Why has this big a slice of the
promotion budget been allocated
to an "intangible"? Bank officials
are not quite sure, but they know —
for example — that 75$ of all persons opening new accounts are listeners, a fact mentioned during
the initial interview with bank
personnel.
They alsogathering
know ofof the
show's
cumulative
thousands
of consistent listeners because of
higher ratings, which is considered
secondary, and first-hand reports
from their field men, who solicit
new business from industry and
other banks throughout the greater
Midwest area. Invariably, the
opening conversational point is the
success of The Northerners, and
how listeners
become a natural enjoy
entree it.
for "It's
our men,
in city and country alike," one
bank spokesman said.
Show 'Sells' With
Soft- Pedaled Message
Northern Trust "sells" via its
radio show in soft-pedaled, easygoing but convincing messages.
The company — fifth largest in the
country under one roof, third
largest in Chicago when it comes
to deposits (§650 million) and 22d
in general size in the nation — is
classed as a "financial department
store" by its executives, although
its only real product is service.
Located in the heart of Chicago's
financial district, the bank houses
in the basement such "merchandise" as vaults and commercial
deposits, and on the first floor, the
savings division and such collateral
services as issuance of traveler's

and cashier's checks and Series E
savings bonds.
On the upper or banking floor,
a customer finds commercial and
personal accounts, and a regiment
of men who sell the idea of opening checking accounts and borrowing money. The trust division,
bond department and foreign department are "for sale" there also.
All
these are stressed in the
radioofcopy.
Musical Feature
Uses Chorus and Sopranos
The weekly show is broadcast on
Tuesday from 9:30 to 10 p.m.
(CDT) with a male chorus and two
sopranos, Adele Norman and June
Browne. Backing them is the octet
of men, who also handle solo work,
one of whom — Bass Willard Andelin — has sung with the show since
it took the air. Earle Wilkie, baritone, and Robert Kessler, tenor,
have been with The Northerners
16 years; John MacDonald, bass,
11. Others are Edward Stack,
baritone, and Paul Nettinga,
Wayne Van Dyne and Richard
Paige, tenors. Glenn Welty, musiCitation commending the Northern
Trust Co. for "the vision to conceive, the courage to present, the
enterprise continuously to sponsor"
went from WGN and General Manager Frank P. Schreiber (I) to
Bank President Solomon B. Smith
on the 1,000th broadcast of The
Northerners last year. WGN saluted its pioneer sponsor with a special
half-hour program preceding ^
the regularly scheduled show. W

cal director since 1949, is an a
ranger and composer as well <
conductor. Under his direction, tl
show is wrapped around such
palatable selection of compositior
as — in one instance — "Swanee
"D'ye Ken John Peel," "Serenade,
"A Bushel and a Peck," "Whe
Johnny Comes Marching Home.
"Younger Than Springtime" and
medley of "I Love a Parade,
"Sweet and Lovely" and "Love 1
Sweeping
Country."
Norman theRoss,
Chicago radi
veteran and TV personality, har.
dies the announcing duties, unde,
direction and production of Pete
Cavallo Jr. of J. Walter Thompsoi
Co. Mr. Ross also narrates spe
cial features, presented severa
times yearly, which mark some out
standing Chicago event. Amoni
these have been observance of thi
Chicago Bar Assn.'s diamond jubi
lee, The International Livestocl
Exposition, salute to Northwester!
U.'s centennial anniversary ant
the exhibition of Viennese paint
(Continued on page U2)
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STRIKE ROLE
Draws Praise From Traffic Dir.
WASHINGTON radio and television has drawn the praise of
Capital Traffic Director George
Keneipp for the role it played in
easing conditions during the threeday transit strike there last week.
In a letter to all the stations, he
particularly cited the orderly accomplishment of a pre-arranged
public
service
plan of the broadcasters.
June 29, when the strike appeared
inevitable, radio-TV planning was
begun, with
stations'
program
directors setting
final plans
the next

•OPULATION
DENSITY
;PULATION density of 750 inhabitants per square mile in Rhode
802,178 persons living on a land
End tops the 48 states, according to the 1950 U. S. Census. The state area of 61 square miles, or 13,150
791,896 persons living on its 1,057 square miles of land area, about
inhabitants per square mile. This
e-tenths of an acre per inhabitant.
amounts to about one-twentieth of
Nevada continues to be the most
an acre of land per person.
area
of
2,974,725
square
miles.
'rsely populated state with IV2
The
District
of
Columbia
has
Density table of states follows:
sons per square mile, or 160,083
isons living on 109,789 square
s.
Land Area Population Population
State
Sq. Miles in 1950 Per Sq. Mi.
lanking second in density is New
UNITED STATES
2,974,725 150,697,361 50.7
isey, with 643 persons for each
Alabama
51,078 3,061,743 59.9
113,575 749,587 6.6
its 7,522 square miles, or 4,835,- Arizona
Arkansas
52,675 1,909,511 36.3
inhabitants. Third state is
California
156,740 10,586,223 67.5
ssachusetts, with 596 per square
Colorado
103,922 1,325,089 12.8
day. Special transcriptions and
4,899 2,007,280 409.7
announcements were prepared to
e or 4,690,514 persons on 7,867 Connecticut
Delaware
1,978
318,085 160.8
are miles.
appraise the citizenry of the strike,
District of Columbia
61
802,178 13,150.0
Florida
54,262 2,771,305 51.1
its progress, traffic conditions,
New York Most Populous
Georgia
58,483 3,444,578 58.9
parking
regulations and other
Idaho
82,769
588,637
7.1
^he most populous state, New
Illinois
55,935 8,712,176 155.8
emergency notes.
36,205 3,934,224 108.7
irk, has 14,830,192 persons on Indiana .
The success of this particular
i
56,045 2,621,073 46.8
344 square miles, or 309 per Iowa
Kansas
82,108 1,905,299 23.2
effort, reported the Traffic Division,
'.are mile. Texas, largest state
Kentucky
39,864 2,944,806 73.9
is reflected in many complimentary
Louisiana
45,162 2,683,516 59.4
area, has 7,711,194 persons on Maine
31,040 913,774 29.4
letters received from citizens ad,513 square miles, or 29 persons
Maryland
9,881 2,343,001 237.1
Massachusetts
7.867 4,690,514 596.2
vising how the radio-TV effort had
square mile. Fastest growing
Michigan
57,022 6,371,766 111.7
aided them.
te, California, has 68 inhabiMinnesota
80,009 2,982,483 37.3
Mississippi
47,248 2,178,914 46.1
ts per square mile, or 10,586,223
Missouri
69,226 3,954,653 57.1
sons on 156,740 square miles.
Montana
145,878 591,024 4.1
and one TV station break.
76,663 1,325,510 17.3
WOL sold Class A time to the
Jopulation density for conti- Nebraska
Nevada ...
109,789 160,083 1.5
ital United States is 50.7 per- New Hampshire
9,017
533,242 59.1
transit
workers' union to tell its
New Jersey
7,522 4,835,329 642.8
s per square mile, or 150,697,side of the dispute. The station
New Mexico
121,511 681,187 5.6
persons distributed over a land New York
47,944 14,830,192 309.3
offered equal time to the company
North Carolina
49,097 4,061,929 82.7
but it was declined.
North Dakota
70,057 619,636 8.8
Ohio
41,000
7,946,627
193.8
WRC-AM-FM and its affiliate
\ OODWILL
CASE
Oklahoma
69,031 2,233,351 32.4
WNBW (TV) sold two TV spots
Oregon
96,315 1,521,341 15.8
FCC Exceptions Filed Pennsylvania
45,045 10,498,012 233.1
and 22 radio spots.
Rhode Island
1,057
791,896 749.2
POSITION
to the hearing
South Carolina
30,305 2,117,027 69.9
South Dakota
76,536 652,740 8.5
Dept. Store Ads
41,797 3,291,718 78.8
uminer's initial report on the Tennessee
Most of the extra advertising
Texas
263,513 7,711,194 29.3
iceedings involving the Goodwill
Utah
82,346 688,862 8.4
was done by three big department
utions again has been stated by Vermont
9,278
377,747 40.7
stores — Hecht Co., Woodward &
39,893 3,318,680 83.2
C General Counsel Benedict P. Virginia
Washington
66,786 2,378,963 35.6
Lothrop and Lansburgh & Bro.
West Virginia
24,080 2,005,552 83.3
:tone, Commission Counsel FredStations also rendered invaluable
Wisconsin
54,705 3,434,575 62.8
irk W. Ford and Curtis B. PlumWyoming
97,506 290,529 3.0
public service by carrying special
r, Broadcast Bureau chief,
programs, bulletins and frequent
iling exceptions July 3 to
spot news announcements on the
strike. All Washington area staaminer James D. Cunningham's
D.C.
MEDIA
WINDFALL
tions, both radio and television,
- ommendations that would clear
Transit Strike Brings Extra Advertising
were credited with helping to alleviway for the renewal of licenses
ate traffic and transportation probKMPC Los Angeles, WJR Delems resulting from the strike.
franchise with Capital Transit Co.,
A TRANSIT strike in the Nation's
it and WGAR Cleveland [Broadstations aired the names
ting • Telecasting, June 18], Capital early last week resulted in continued programming for its of Several
motorists who had extra auto
a windfall of several thousand dol- "loyal, in-the-home audience."
§y reiterated the contention that
WTOP-AM-FM-TV sold some 22 space and of other persons who
lars tovision
Washington's
radio and telestations.
needed rides.
initial report was an "illegal
extra AM spots and station breaks
- ument."
Some 900,000 Washingtonians,
VIr. Cunningham, noting that normally dependent on bus and
streetcar transportation, were
' policies of the late G. A. (Dick)
forced to use automobiles or shoe
,-hards, principal stockholder,
*k been the principal point in leather. Those who rode in private
conveyances received up to the
renewal proceedings, had conminute developments through the
Richards' death
Mr. moot.
jded
Capital's estimated 151,000 auto
ide thethat
issues
radios.
The four-point document last
During the strike, which lasted
k declared:
from July 1 (Sunday) to early last
As contended in an earlier petition
Wednesday, many retailers en;et aside the initial decision, Examcouraged customers to shop by
Cunningham should be directed to
telephone.
'pare
an
initial
decision
within
his
bority under the Administrative
WMAL-AM-FM-TV sold 2% excedure Act, the Commission Rules
tra hours of TV time to departthe
FCC's
original
order
designatthe stations for hearing.
ment stores which wanted to disThe examiner had failed to make
lings of fact and conclusions of law
play their wares via video.
ignated for determination.
WWDC - AM - FM conducted a
Mr. Cunningham failed to make
lings of fact and conclusions of law heavy "shop by telephone" comdicated on the record of the promercial schedule and sold blocks of
dings.
It was asked that the Commission,
time to various retailers. A classialternative, strike out portions of
fied ad show, similar to newspaper
Cunningham's initial report and
ept the proposed findings of fact classified columns, was sold out as TRANSIT strike in Washington put WWDC in the horse-drawn taxi business.
1 conclusions of law of the general
Contestants in WWDC's Miss Washington contest were driven to rehearsal.
soon as time was offered. WWDCStation employes and hitch-hikers were given free lifts.
>nsel,
asked.filed May 14. Oral argument
FM, which has the Transit Radio
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Korean Truce Impact
(Continued from page 27)
try will depend on what Congress
and executive agencies do, according to James D. Secrest, general
manager of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn.
If regulation W credit restrictions
are eased the industry can sell more
radio and television sets, he said.
Otherwise the present inventory
problem may remain serious for
some time.
Should the scheduled rearmament pace be maintained, the Korean situation will make little difference to manufacturers, he said,
but if there are cutbacks the manufacturers will face possible layoffs
until radio-TV set business improves. Main effect of a cease fire
order would be psychological, he
added.
Chances of eased credit restrictions might improve if deflationary
pressures develop, Mr. Secrest believes.
Move is developing on Capitol
Hill to avoid tax increases by cuts
in government expenditures. Sen.
Walter F. George (D-Ga.), chairman of the Finance Committee, prefers ageneral excise tax to specific
taxes on such items as television
receivers. 'The House already has
voted against an increase in the TV
excise tax.
Defense Orders Low
Defense electronic orders are far
below expectations, according to
Mr. Secrest. Plants are slowing
down due to heavy TV inventories.
They had expected defense orders
to take up this slack. Factory
electronic empolyment if off about
50,000 and some plants have shut
down for a month or more. The
result, of course, is loss of trained
employes to other industries.
The materials situation is not
too bad at this time, Mr. Secrest
said, because of production efficiency, redesign of receivers and
falling off in production. A few
tights spots exist in such materials
as selenium, tungsten, nickel and
cobalt but the shortages are not
critical in most cases.
The truce developments gave
broadcast and TV stations a chance
to keep the nation posted on hourby-hour developments in this important turn in world history.
Coverage started with extensive
broadcasting of a UN radio talk
by Jacob Malik, USSR delegate
(see story page 77). Gen. M. B.
Ridgway presented the UN cease
fire proposal and the excitement
was under way. Both radio and
TV calmly and faithfully described
events as they happened.
Developments evolved rapidly in
Congress and around government
agencies. The call for continuation of the mobilization program
was heard all over the nation,
countered by requests for softening
of production and price controls as
well as proposed tax measures.
The , radio manufacturing industry, in the throes of a slowselling period plus summer shutPage 34
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sumers entered the second half*
1951 by ignoring warnings of she 'I
ages.
These shortages had
spired the buying rush of
autumn and winter.
Secretary
Snyder said
defense program has been devo
largely to tooling up for milit;
production.
He said the seccj
phase will bring heavy delivery
goods to military services, w
much higher government spendi
At mid-year the spending ri
reached an annual rate of abi
$30 billion and this was slated I
be almost doubled in not too ma I
weeks.

PROGRAM conference launches sponsorship of two morning Mutual shows
by American Tobacco Co. for Lucky Strike cigarettes. L to r: Bill Lyons,
BBDO producer of the shows; Happy Felton, m.c. of Talk Back, aired five
days weekly, 10:55-11 a.m.; William Fineshriber Jr., MBS vice president
in charge of programs, and Les Higbie, who comments on the news five
mornings a week, 8:55-9 a.m., for Luckies.
downs, hoped it- could avoid higher
excise taxes on TV sets.
Two governmental agencies, the
Army and the ^Munitions Board,
drew sharp criticism Thursday for
failure to stockpile tungsten, a
metal used widely in war materials and radio tubes. Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.), heading a
"watchdag" group, said the free
world "stands on the verge of
tungsten starvation" because of
"bureaucratic blindness" in these
two agencies.
TV production is now at the rate
of 75,000 a week compared to a
peak of 200,000 late last year. This
is normally a slow season, however. Demand for TV sets has
picked up slightly but it is not a
sharp upturn, according to Mr.
Secrest. He indicated further improvement may develop in August.
Fewer new models than usual are
appearing this summer.
Wilson Warning
On three separate occasions last
week Defense Mobilizer Wilson
warned that any cease-fire order
should not interfere with the rearmament program. Mr. Wilson
testified Tuesday before the Senate
Finance Committee, considering
tax-increase legislation. He reiterated his views in a news conference Wednesday and in a quarterly
report to the President.
Keynoting his position was this
observation: "Whether the men of
the United Nations are engaged in
combat or are standing on a truce
line makes no fundamental change
in the need for building strength
for the defense of freedom throughthe world."
Onout the
legislative side Mr. Wilson
said Congress must raise taxes to
meet the mobilization. Alternatives
ar^ ^curtailment of the program,
which he called "unthinkable," or
inflationary borrowing.
He said $42 billion in military
orders has been placed since Korean
fighting started and contracts are
now being awarded at a rate of
$3.5 to $4 billion a month. De-

liveries and construction activity
have reached $1.5 billion a month,
he said, and will rise to $4 billion
a month within a year. He expressed himself as dissatisfied with
progress in production and cited
steps being taken to increase outW. Averell Harriman, adviser
to President Truman, told the
Senate committee the main purpose of the greatly enlarged reput.
armament program is not to fight
the Korean war but to develop
strength to prevent a world war
or to be prepared should it be
forced upon us.
President Truman said at his
news conference Thursday that the
controls law should be passed by
Congress with authority to roll
back prices.
In submitting the Wilson message to Congress, President Truman said: "The heaviest burdens,
the hardest part of the job lie
ahead. The full impact of our program will begin to be felt next
Eric Johnston, Economic Stabilization Director, said the economic
controls law now pending in Congress likely would mean a $l-a-day
increase in living costs for every
American
family. He said Presiyear."
dent Truman had agreed that all
Administration elements should
join a campaign of speeches, statements and appeals to tell the public
about the hazards of inflation.
"We don't want an economic
Pearl Harbor or Dunkirk he said,
and we don't want a Munich of

Future of Advertising
In his observations to Mr. J<
gensen, Secretary Snyder gave tl
view on the future of advertisi
in the defense economy: "You w
know that to prosper business mi
maintain advertising. I know y
have tothekeep
clients'
before
publicyour
if they
are tonair
ke
their markets. There is no que
tion about that. I do not think j
is possible for a going concern
forget the fact that it has to ke< I
up its public contact and relations I
According to Mr. Jorgensen, tl
Secretary warned that experiein
gained by the Bureau of Intern
Revenue would enable it to segr
gate reasonable and unreasonab
advertising deductions.
"I gained the impression," M ,
Jorgensen said, "that Secretar
Snyder was fully aware of the m
cessity for allowing taxpayers t
maintain, through advertising
their trade names and the know
edge of the quality of their proc
ucts and goodwill built up over pas
Total employment was aroun
62 million persons in June, 500,00
over the same period last yeai
Unemployment dropped f roi
3,400,000 a year ago to less tha:
2,000,000.
years."
Personal income is about $24
million a year, 13% above on*
year ago. Cost of living is arouni
9% above a year ago, with foot
costs especially high.

NEW GE BUILDING
Planned at Springfield, N. J
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. las
week announced that it would buili
a 20,000 square-foot manufacturing
building for its Precision Labs a
Springfield, N. J. Precision is !
manufacturing unit of GE's Com
ponents Division. The plant wil
be completed in about four months
If Congress passes a final
Precision Labs makes smal
appeasement."
Defense Production Act written
metal
parts for radio, television
along lines of the proposed 31-day
and other electronic tubes pro
extension, he said, it could mean
price increases of 5% to 7% in duced by GE and other tube makers
the next year, or a $12 to $14 The added plant space is designee
billion increase in the cost of living
to help GE meet the increased deto consumers.
mand for parts needed for elecMr. Johnston called for a $10
tronic tubes used in civilian and
billion tax increase to help finance
military
applications, according to
the scheduled billion-a-week mobilization program.
E. L. Hulse, manager of the ComIn typical fashion American conponents Division.
BROADCASTING
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JRITIES SALES

STIMULUS
Wellington Experiments With Radio

i:)IO offers a means of stimuqig securities sales in the $2
m mutual fund industry,
|ite sharp restrictions in use
.dvertising because of federal
dctions.
ellington Fund, Philadelphia,
ribed as a leader in this field,
other mutual funds of the
, has seldom used radio adising because of restrictions
Used by the Federal Securities
This act prescribes limits on
uage used in advertising reg•ed securities to the public.
new idea for mutual fund
irtising was conceived by E.
'ard York, vice president of
emus & Co., Philadelphia, and
t Messervey,
KYW Philahia.
id it work ?
I. Wilkin s,
:utive vice
;ident of Wellon Fund, in.ted the sixe k schedule
1 on KYW
Mr. Wilkins
jght in an avge of 30 quera week. The number of sales
He as a direct result of the
idcasts was "substantial," he
1.
;The experiment was success" Mr. Wilkins explained, "not
1 in securing leads but what is
[jfe important had considerable
cational value as far as the
eral public was concerned.
We feel that the inauguration
our investment plan for the
chase of Wellington shares has
ated thousands of potential
chasers whom we have not been
ching with our advertising and
2s promotion. We wanted an
ertising vehicle that would
eh these people. We think we
y have found it with this prom." the idea was in its creative
Vhen
tse, Mr. Wilkins had doubted if
Aras possible to write an entering minute-and-a-half commer. that complied with terms of
securities law. Messrs. York

SEPH JACOBS
Agency Executive Dies
'NERAL services for Joseph
•obs, 57, manager, Los Angeles
ce, Bozell & Jacobs Inc., adverng agency, who died of a heart
nent July 4 in Rochester, Minn.,
jre held July 6 from Burkets
apel, Omaha. Burial followed
Omaha. Mr. Jacobs was manix of the Los Angeles office for
past seven years. Before that
was with General Outdoor Adv.,
laha. Besides his widow, Tillie,
leaves one son, Alan, vice presiit and manager, Chicago office,
zell & Jacobs.
OADCASTING

and Messervey turned up with the
idea of adapting commercials to
the earthy style of Jack Pyle, disc
jockey.
The Securities & Exchange Commission scanned four proposed
scripts, suggesting minor revisions
and advised they be used in transcribed form to prevent ad libbing.
The Wellington radio campaign
was started simultaneously with
inauguration of the Wellington Investment Plan for systematic
purchase of shares on a monthly
or quarterly schedule. Programs
were started the first week in May
to run for six weeks on KYW,
7:45-8 a.m., thrice weekly. Cost
was $35 per program.
Disc Jockey Pyle handled the
work "prospectus" in a light, informative fashion, remaining
within the legal requirements. With
his aide, Paul Taylor, he injected
humor into commercials preceding
and following the transcribed commercials. He reminded that a prospectus could be obtained by writing
the station. Last commercial was
heard June 14.

COY

TESTIFIES
On Government

Ethics

CHAIRMAN WAYNE COY said
Thursday he did not think the problem of "pressures" on the FCC
from outside sources were great
nor serious. His opinion was given
in testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Ethics, chairmanned
by Sen. Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.).
Chairman Coy said that as a rule
it was not particularly difficult for
staff or Commission members to
resist any pressures should they
be exerted.
On the subject of so-called jobjumping, that is, the leaving of a
position within an agency to accept
employment or association with a
private firm, Chairman Coy said
the practice was not prevalent in
the FCC. He saw no objection to
what job shifting has occurred in
recent years.
According to Chairman Coy, jobjumping was not objectionable,
provided the shift from government to industry does not involve
the handling of the same subject
matter the employe was concerned
with while in the government.
Chairman Coy cautioned against
too many regulations on government employes as he thought they
tend to restrict the freedom of the
public servant.
The subcommittee is currently
engaged in hearing testimony on
the general subject of ethics in government with an eye toward legislating for a Commission on Ethics,
which would be set up within the
government. Sen. J. W. Fulbright
(D-Ark.) is sponsor of a measure
(S Con Res 21) that would do this.

• Telecasting

INTERNATIONAL Farm Exchange
Program will be studied on a fiveweek flying tour of Europe and the
Middle East by Everett Mitchell (1),
emcee of NBC's National Farm and
Home Hour, and Gerald Seaman,
radio executive of Bert S. Gittins Adv.
agency, Milwaukee. Mr. Seaman
represents Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.,
which sponsors the program. They
leave July 20.

WAGE
FREEZE
Stations Effect Studied
THE GOVERNMENT control
agencies are far apart in setting
a policy on how the wage freeze
affects the employes of radio and
television stations. And that goes
for talent, too.
As the law now stands, radio-TV
stations as well as a number of
other industries and services are
specifically exempted from price
controls under Sec. 402 (e) of the
Defense Production Act. But they
are subject to wage control.
There have been studies looking
to a decision by the Wage Stabilization Board on whether the ceiling ought to be cracked open on
wages for these exempt industries.
A WSB panel tackled the problem in hearings held in Washington
early in June and the board at
Broadcasting • Telecasting's
deadline last week was waiting for
recommendations. The panel met
in Cincinnati last Thursday, with
a board decision expected early
this month.
But the government diluting of
a fixed policy set in a fortnight
ago with the surprise statement by
the Salary Stabilization Board, an
off-shoot of WSB, to the effect that
it plans to "control" salaries of
stage, screen, radio and television
entertainers unless any new government regulations exempt these
employes from control.
This brought up the question of
whether the WSB would buck the
control issue to the SSB. Government spokesmen came up with a
shrug of the shoulders and cocked
a jaundiced eye at the SSB announcement given out by Director
Joseph D. Cooper.
The result is that as the weekend approached, WSB officials were
waiting for the advisory panel to
do some hurry-up advising so that
the board could get on with the
problem and let the industries concerned know about it.

Lamb To Buy WOW
(Continued from page 27)
organization otherwise, it was
anticipated, would remain intact.
So far as is known, Mr. Lamb and
his family would become the sole
owners of the properties.
Under the original leasehold
evolved in 1942, the late John J.
Gillin, general manager of WOW
since 1932 and an employe of the
station prior to that time, was to
have acquired substantial control.
His holdings, about 25%, were left
largely to
widow.
Other stockholdershisinclude:
Mr. Matthews
and
Guy C. Myers, West Coast and New
York business man, with 25% each;
Robert Samardick, former police
commissioner of Omaha; J. J. Isaacson, and M. M. Meyers, of Omaha,
the latter three holding 25% among
them.
Takes Leasehold
The leasehold finally evolved in
1945, following the litigation, was
for 25 years at an annual rental
of $140,000 or $3,500,000. It is this
lease which has 19 years to run,
and which Mr. Lamb, as the new
owner, would take over.
Since the death of Mr. Gillin in
July 1950, Secretary Matthews has
headed the operating company as
president and has controlled policy.
Frank P. Fogarty, of Omaha, is
general manager of the operations,
and Lyle DeMoss, veteran station
executive, is assistant general
manager.
James Lawrence Fly, former
FCC chairman and the senior partner of Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
represents the Lamb properties.
He had also represented WOW in
the litigation following the Woodmen of the World leasehold along
with the firm's regular counsel,
Segal, Smith & Hennessey.
Mr. Lamb, 49, is a native of
Toledo. He is a 1924 graduate of
Dartmouth, later receiving his
A.B. at Harvard and LL.B. from
Western Reserve. He was admitted
to the Ohio bar in 1927. After
serving as assistant law director
of the City of Toledo, Mr. Lamb
went into private law practice in
1928. Since 1946, he has been the
senior member of the law firm of
Lamb, Goerlich & Mack which last
week became Lamb & Mack (see
In 47).
1945 he became owner and
page
publisher of the Dispatch. With
the advent of commercial television, Mr. Lamb founded both
WTVN and WICU in 1949.
Mr. Lamb is a member of the
American National Lawyers Guild,
Ohio State, Toledo and InterAmerican bar associations, as well
as the American
Newspaper Publishers Assn.
Matthews Nomination
SENATE Foreign Relations Committee last Thursday approved and
sent to the Senate President Truman's nomination of Navy Secretary Francis P. Matthews as U. S.
Ambassador to Ireland [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 2].
Mr. Matthews is president of
WOW-AM-TV Omaha.
July 9, 1951
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How is your sales-prospecting these da
Over here on the Mutual range, some
fhe smartest oldtimers in the business
making new discoveries every day. . . m
listeners ... at lowest costs ... all aroi
the clock ... all week long . . .
I
This simply confirms what Mister PLUS I

oeen saying right along: network radio (on

Alka-Seltzer, Bab-O, Kraft, Lucky Strike, Old

Mutual, the one network concentrating 100%

Gold, Quaker Oats . . . this is the company

on radio) is second to none as an efficient,

of advertisers whose programs are now

low-cost tool for mass sales.

reaching bigger audiences than ever— in
the forenoon on the PLUS Network.

And now Mutual morning time, one of the
richest customer-deposits of all, is cinching

The signpost below can point an immediate

'(he proof of these values, as sure as sunrise.

route to better sales prospects for you!

WLOF's

ORLANDO,

IN

SWEET

MUSIC
f ¥
SHOW

SUNDAY
4:00

AFTERNOONS

PM

HAS

RATING

A

D

THAN

STATIONS

HERE.

FOR

SPOT

Paul

HIGHER
CBS,

AVAILABILITIES

H.

12:30

Rayaaer

TILL

HOOPER

NBC

&

ABC

CONTACT:

Company,

Inc.

SATISFACTION seemed to be the order of the day when these spons
agency, network and talent representatives involved in the Columbia Paci
Frank Goss newscasts met in Hollywood. Present were, standing (I to r) Fi
E. Johnson, Pacific Coast sales supervisor, American Safety Razor Cot
New York, which sponsors program Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday; Jose
Ungar, sales promotion manager, ASRC, New York; Frank Goss; M. Leowi
ASRC Los Angeles representative; Ed Buckalew, sales manager, Columl
Pacific, and, seated, George Bliss, McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, ager I
representing the razor firm. Peter Paul Inc., New York, sponsors Mono
Wednesday, Friday segments of the newscasts.

SET TAXES
Hill Studies New

Excises

THE TAX SCUFFLE may be only
beginning for the radio and television industry, it was indicated
last week.
There are increasing signs that
the Senate Finance Committee may
start almost from scratch in considering a new tax bill. It currently is conducting hearings on
revenue.
RTMA Seeks Hearing
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. has
asked for a hearing, but as yet no
date has been set. Robert T.
Sprague, RTMA's chairman of the
board, may testify. Emphasis
probably will be laid on Treasury
Secretary
John committee
Snyder's increase
request
that
the Senate
excise taxes on radio-TV sets from
10 to 25% on the manufacturing
level, an action that was dropped
by the House Ways & Means Com• Telecastmittee
[Broadcasting
ing, July
2, May
28].
The All-Industry TV Broadcasters Tax Committee, chairmanned

"FLORIDA'S
5000

WATTS

SWEET

• 950

ORLANDO,

D

30.3

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
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• MBS

NETWORK

FLORIDA
J. ALLEN

BROWN

VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER

by George B. Storer, has appli
for hearing before the Sem
group. The broadcasters woi
like to present individual hardsl
cases within the industry whe
the excess profits tax is taking
toll.
It is understood that the Sena
committee, of which Sen. Walt
F. George (D-Ga.) is chairman,
levy.
becoming increasingly aware
demands for a rise in the exci
Such a request has been made i
Roswell Magill, chairman of t
Committee on Federal Tax Polic
Mr. Magill is a former Unde
secretary of the Treasury. He
advocating an across-the-boa
boost in the form of a gener
manufacturer's excise tax. M
Magill has been invited to testi:
before
Sen. George's committ
today (Monday).

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS TOP
RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Fa
and Urban Homes and including Telephone
and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
May 27-June 2, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATING *
Current Rati
Current
Program
Rank1 Lux Radio
Theatre (CBS)
2 Jack Benny Show (CBS)
'Craned'
Gets
W
WLA
PEOPLE
are sometimes
3 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
amazed at the skill with
Hoi
4 Amos V Andy (CBS)
which engineers manipulate
5
Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS)
steam shovels, cranes and
6 My Friend Irma (CBS)
7 Walter Winched (ABC)
pile drivers — "right to a
8 Red Skelton (CBS)
dime." It didn't work out
9 You Bet Your Life (NBC) f
that way, however, on a new
10
Boston highway. An operator
Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) swung his towering crane
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by a
around trickily. The result?
plying
"Nielsen-Rating"
to 41,90!
000
— thethe 1951
estimate of (%)Total
Uniti
Two telephone poles downed,
States Radio Homes.
power wires separated and
(*) Homes reached during all or any pari
50 kw WLAW Lawrence off
the program, except for homes listening en
1 to 5 minutes.
the air for five hours.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
BROADCASTING
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

often-

other

radio

to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humboldt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
Eureka-Humboldt County
• Population — 68,548, an increase of 49.6%
from 1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income*— $96,950,000, an
increase of 155.6%
• Retail Sales* -$76,790,000, up 215.5%
• KNBC Audience — Week after week, over
half of the radio families listen regularly
to KNBC
"Sales Management's 1957 Survey of Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
50,000 Watts -680 K.C. San Francisco Represented by NBC Spot Sales

OADCASTING

• Telecasting
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CBC FINANCES

LOOK
AT
CHATTANOOGA

IN AUDIENCE
IN THE

IN
PER

MORNING

COST
LISTENER

IN

LOCAL

ACCEPTANCE
Outstanding Local
Personalities Build an
Outstanding Audience

1 370 KC 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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Deficit Seen for Fiscal '51
A DEFICIT OF $1,149,000 for the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., for
the fiscal year ending March 31,
1951, was announced in the House
of Commons at Ottawa last week.
Income from receiver and transmitter license fees totalled $5.5
million; from commercial programs $2.4 million and from miscellaneous sources $266,000, for a
total of about $8.3 million. Expenditures of $9.2 million included
$4 million for programs, $1.9 million for engineering, $1.1 million
for networks, $540,000 for administration, $271,000 for press and
information. News services cost
$147,227, including $108,227 for
Canadian Press, §35,000 to United
Press and $4,000 to a French news
agency.
In the present fiscal year, which
started April 1, BCC estimates
revenue from license fees at $5.7
million ; from sponsored programs
$2.5 million, and from miscellaneous sources $620,000, for a total
of $8,820,000. Expenses are
estimated at about $11 million. A
government grant of $3 million
has been promised.
ABC-UPT Merger
(Continued from page 31)
five from the present ABC board.
The ABC
representation would
consist of Messrs. Noble and Kintner, and Earl E. Anderson, Robert
H. Hinckley and Owen D. Young.
If Mr. Young should cease to be a
member of the board, the total
membership would be reduced to
17.
The statement showed that UPT
President Goldenson received $156,000 in salary (and $25,000 for expenses) plus options on 75,000
shares of stock in 1950. Messrs.
O'Brien and Weitman and two
other vice presidents, Walter W.
Gross and Edward L. Hyman, each
received $44,350 in salary, $5,000
in bonus and options on 12,500
shares of stock.
Whiteman Top Salary
At ABC, top salary in 1950
($87,000) was received by Vice
President Paul Whiteman. Vice
Chairman Mark Woods, who resigned aweek ago, received $75,000
(and had an employment contract
extending to the end of 1953, provisions for the termination of
which were not disclosed) ; President Kintner received $58,333, and
Vice President and Treasurer C.
Nicholas Priaulx received $27,500.
Messrs. Kintner, Priaulx and
Whiteman also have employment
contracts with the network — Mr.
Kintner's extending through 1957
with ABC having the option then
to extend it for three more years:
Mr. Whiteman's extending to April
I, 1956, and Mr. Priaulx's to Dec.
31, 1953.

PEOPLES BCSTG.
Executives Realign

Mr. Dreier (center) is greeted at
KOA studios by General Manager
Charles C. Bevis Jr. ( r) and G.
R. Dunehoo, division manage)' for
Skelly Oil.
-k ir -k
HOSPITALITY
Dreier Opens Denver Center
OPENING of Denver's Hospitality
Center last month was highlighted
by a visit to the city of Alex
Dreier, NBC news commentator,
who made the dedicatory address
at the center. Mr. Dreier is well
known to Rocky Mountain listeners for his early morning newscasts over NBC's KOA Denver,
sponsored by Skelly Oil.
Patients at Fitzsimmons General
Hospital were visited by the newsman during the day and he made
a short address before a full house
in the Post Theatre. In the evening Mr. Dreier made his major
address at the Hospitality banquet and the dedicatory address
from the Hospitality Center. Latter speech was broadcast by KOA.
While in Denver, Mr. Dreier
originated his NBC news commentaries from the KOA studios.
NAME
FLEISCHL
To Succeed Boggs at WMCA
MORT M. FLEISCHL, local sales
manager of WMCA New York, last
week was named acting general
manager succeeding Norman
Boggs, who is resigning as president and general manager to become vice president in charge of
sales of the Don Lee Network.
[Broadcasting* Telecasting, Julv
2].
Mr. Fleischl's appointment, announced by WMCA President
Nathan Straus, becomes effective
July 23, when Mr. Boggs leaves to
assume his new west coast duties.
Mr. Fleischl has been with
WMCA for approximately 10 years.
During World War II he was on
leave for service in the Army Signal Corps, returning to the station
in 1946 upon his separation from
military duty with rank of captain.
KEY personnel of KCSB KFXM
KITO KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.,
have been blanketed into city Civil Defense Communications Corps under
chairmanship of Gene W. Lee, KFXM
general manager. Executives, engineers, announcers and salesmen underwent mass photographing, fingerprinting, loyalty oaths and indoctrination
at city police headquarters.

SHIFT in the executive alignmj
of Peoples Broadcasting Corp.,
censee of WRFD Worthingtc
Ohio, and WOL Washington, w
announced Friday.
Herbert E. Evans, vice pre:
dent in charge of personnel of t]
Farm Bureau Insurance Cos.,
which Peoples is a wholly own
subsidiary, will take over the b
reau's broadcasting operations
vice president and general manag
in addition to his other duties. M
Evans, who succeeds James Mooi
has been with the bureau nil
years. He will be responsible
the board of directors and to tl
president of Peoples, Murray 1
Lincoln. Mr. Moore has been a
signed to other duties with tl
bureau.
J. D. Bradshaw, commercial ma
ager of WRFD, becomes managi
of the station. Ben E. Wilbur, a
sistant manager of WOL since la
March, will manage WOL. M
Wilbur formerly was associat*
with the Voice of America.
Fred A. Palmer, who has becj
radio consultant to Peoples adj
WOL acting general manager, coi|
tinues his association with the finl
bv becoming consultant to III
Evans. Mr. Palmer for seven yeai-l
has operated the Fred A. Palmt
Co., radio consultants', with head
quarters in Columbus. Both WO I
and WFRD are affiliated with Lit]
erty Broadcasting System.
George Campbell, who has dl
rected Liberty's Washington newj
operation, assumes the post of pre j
gram director at WOL. Succeec:
ing him is Richard T. Roll, foil
merly program and sports directo;
at WLOK Lima, a Fort Industr ;
Co. station. Other changes will b|
forthcoming, it was said.

MANUFACTURING
Sales High, Profits Dro|
DESPITE an all-time sales peal I
of $53.1 billion reached in the fira|
quarter of 1951, profits of U. 11
manufacturing
corporations fe|B|
%'/', from
1950
f ourth-quartei 1
profits. This was disclosed in ; i
joint report on quarterly estimate. \
made public last week by the Fed |
eral Trade Commission and Secu
rities & Exchange Commission, i
After taxes, net profits in tti
1951 first quarter amounted to $3
billion. These profits, howeve
were bettered only in the last tw
quarters
1950first
and quarter.
were 36'I
above theof1950
making quarterly comparisons, tr
report pointed out that early 195
was a period
pressed"
businessof "somewhat
activity, witd"
the tempo increasing in the seconi
quarter after the outbreak d
hostilities in Korea.

WEVD-FM New York began operatior
July
1, operating
on 107.5
mc an*oj
duplicating
the AM
programs
WEVD.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GraybaR
ONTINENTAL
'ou are now planning to replace your
Isent equipment ... or provide for
ergency transmitting facilities, you'll
i it profitable to investigate this new
:.0 transmitter. Manufactured by the
itinental Electronics Corporation of
lias, Texas and distributed by
aybar, this unit embodies many feaes never before available in AM transfers — features developed through
irs of experience in the fields of highver and high-frequency transmitter
nufacture.
:W! . . . Improved high-efficiency amler in output stage. For the first time

recommends

5/10

KW

AM

in any commercial transmitter, this
amplifier incorporates equipment for
matching the transmitter output to
sharply tuned loads encountered in directional arrays.

NEW! . . . Completely self-contained
(exclusive of the automatic voltage regular). No external transformers, chokes,
or blowers are required. Installation is
greatly simplified.
NEW! . . . 'Transview" cabinet design
and vertical chassis construction enhance this transmitter's appearance and

the

TRANSMITTER
provide an unobstructed view of the
functional equipment.
There are other features you'll like, too.
Features such as : forced-air ventilation
of all components; use of vacuum-type
capacitors in output stage to provide
maximum stability of tuning; use of DCoperated relays to give a hum-free operation of control system; easy conversion
from 5 to 10 kw operation by simple
output tube change.
Your near-by Graybar Broadcast
Equipment Representative will be glad
to give you all the facts about Continental transmitters. Or, if you prefer,
send for a completely descriptive bulletin on this new Graybar-distributed
equipment.
Graybar has everything you need in
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling,
and lighting for your entire station and
grounds! Whatever your requirements
— to get the most suitable items conveniently, call your nearest Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar Electric Company, Inc., Executive offices: Graybar Building, New
York 1 7, New York.
175-17

Distributor of Western Electric products

Manufactured By . . .
/bar Brings
(1) Altec Lansing
blifiers
(1,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
(2) Ampex
i?nna Equipment (23)
(3) Blaw-Knox
■nuators (8)
(4)
(5) Bryant
Communication Products
Linets (15)
(6) Continental Electronics
soles (23)
(7)
Crouse-Hinds
dspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
(8) Daven
(9) General
Fairchild Cable
'ophones, Stands, and Acctssories
(10)
-1,13,14,16,23,25)
(11) General Electric
nitors (12)
(12) General Radio
(13) Hubbell
irders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
(14) Hugh Lyons
fib Input Equipment (23)
(15) Karp Metal
(16) Machlett
Equipment (1,8,12,24)
(17) Meletron
•ers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
(18) National
Products Electric
er Lighting Equipment (7,11)
(19)
Presto
nsmission Li->e and Accessories (5)
(20) Standard Electronics
-ismitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
(21) Triangle
es (11,16,23)
(22) Webster Electric
(23) Western Electric
-itables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23) (24)
Weston
ing Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)
(25) Whitney Blake
OADCASTING
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Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
L. B. Hathaway, Cherry 1 -1 360
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
C C Ross, Randolph 6454

MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Stillwell 6-5858
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-410C
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
July 9, 1951
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Radio

Listening

Still

Climbing

Springfield
Illinois
Evening — 37.8 per cent up
2 per cent from '49-'50.
Morning — 23.3 per cent up
4.3 per cent from '49-'50.
Afternoon — 23 per cent up
4.7 per cent from '49-'50.
Listening percentages quoted (setsin-use) are from Hooper FallWinter Reports '50-'51 and '49-'50.
Perhaps there is a downward
trend in some markets but NOT
in Springfield, Illinois.

AND — may we remind you that
the Hooper Report '50-'51 also
shows that WTAX is
MORNING
AFTERNOON
EVENING

FIRST

with more than DOUBLE the
audience of any other station
heard in Springfield afternoons
(Monday thru Friday) and evenings (Sunday thru Saturday).

WTAX
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate
REPRESENTED

Page 42
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City
NARTB DISTRICT MEETING
SCHEDULE
Dates Dist. Hotel
Aug.
Roanoke, Va.
23-24 4 Roanoke
Sept.
2
10-11 8 Book
Syracuse
Syracuse
Cadillac Detroit
13-14 9
17-18
Highland
Park
111.
10 Moraine-onthe-Lake
11 Radisson
Minneapolis
Blackstone
20-21
Omaha
24-25
Wichita
27-28 12 Broadview
Oct.
14 Utah
Salt Lake City
4-6 15
8-9 17 Davenport
11-12
Mark Hopkins Spokane
San Francisco
to be
15-16 1613 Site
Los Angeles
selected
6 St. Charles New
Orleans
25-26
Houston
Shamrock
29-30
Nov.
5 Soreno
St.
Petersburg
1-2
Boston
1 Somerset
5-6
7 Seelbach
8-9
Louisville
12-13 3 William Penn Pittsburgh
July 7-13: International Advertising
Conference, London, England. U. S.
registration handled by E. G. Borton.
AFA, 330 West 42nd St., New York 18.
July 23:tions
FCCProceeding
City-by-City
TV AllocaBegins, Washington.
July 23: BMI Clinic, Seattle.
July 24: BMI Clinic, Portland. Ore.
July 26: BMI Clinic, San Francisco.
July 27: ABC and United Paramount
Theatres'
meet
to passrespective
on UPT-ABCstockholders
merger.
July 27-29: Carolina Radio News DirecAssn., Ocean'
Myrtle torsBeach,
S. C. Forest Hotel,
July 31 : BMI Clinic, Los Angeles.
Aug. 2-3: Annual Conference on Radio
in Education, Workshop and Clinic,
Indiana U., Bloomington.
Aug. 5: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.
First Annual Sales Clinic, Hot
Springs, Ark.
Aug. 20: BMI Clinic, Harrisburg, Pa.
Aug. 20-23: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Portland, Ore.
Aug. 21: BMI Clinic, Columbus, Ohio.
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 22-24: Institute of Radio Engineers
Western Convention and Seventh Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco.
Aug. 23: Illinois Assn. of Broadcasters,
First Summer Meeting, Pere Marquette State Park.
Aug. 24: BMI Clinic, White Sulphur
Spring, W. Va.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annual
Edward L. Bernays Foundations Radio-Television Award by American
Sociological Society.
Sept.
: Premium
Assn.
of 17-21
America,
New Advertising
York Premium
Centennial
Exposition,
Hotel
Astor,
New York.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers, Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertising
Agency Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 15-16: Boston Conference on Distribution, 23rd Annual Forum, Hotel
Statler, Boston.
Oct.
15-19: Society
of Motion
Picture
& Television
Engineers
Convention,
Hollywood
Roosevelt
Hotel,
Hollywood.
Oct.
22-26: AIEE Fall General Meeting,
Cleveland.
Nov. 12-14: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors Convention, Sherman
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 14-15: American Public Relations
Assn., Seventh Annual Meeting,
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn.,woodAnnual
Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.
Nov. 28-Dec. 1: Fifth Annual NBC Radio and Television Affiliates ConvenHotel. tion, Boca Raton (Fla.) Club and

JOHN D. SCHEUER, Jr. (1), operations assistant to the general manager of The Philadelphia Inquirer
stations (WFIL-AM-TV), accepts the
National Safety Council's Public Interest Award for 1950 from Roy M.
Godwin, chairman of the board of
governors of the Philadelphia Safety
Council, as the stations were honored
by the council for exceptional service to the cause of safety.
Northern Trust
(Continued from page 32)
ings at the Art Institute.
Musical comedy stars appearing
locally often visit the program to
sing their show's hit tunes. An increasing number of top-flight name
singers, such as Patrice Munsel of
the Metropolitan Opera, have been
signed for future dates.
Television is being watched
closely, but there are no plans now
"to abandon radio, which has
served us so well."
First TV Test
The company's
— andplace
only —in
experiment
in TVfirsttook
October 1948, when The Northerners was simulcast. Shortly
thereafter, an editorial feature in
the company's house organ noted
"we are particularly interested in
this television experiment because
the medium gives us an opportunity to stress visually the warmth,
humanness and understanding
which the bank, through its of-

'SPIRIT OF '51 '

KTUL

THE Spirit of '76 was draped in
language of 1951 in a patriotic
pledge drawn up by KTUL Tulsa
and distributed to congregations
of nearly every Tulsa church July
1 (Sunday).
Some 100,000 copies of the pledge
were distributed and Tulsa ministers were asked to make freedom
the subject
sion on that ofday.their pulpit discusIn addition, the
"My Declaration
— 1951," was aired
stations: KTUL
KOME KFMJ

pledge, entitled,
of Independence
over these Tulsa
KVOO KRMG
KAKC KOTV

(TV).tion"Reading
of the by
"Declarawas accompanied
tolling
city.
of church bells throughout the

ficers and employes, brings to :
family
problems involved
trusteeship." The trust depart™
had been advertised on the sin
cast.
Commercials adhere to a po;
set by Mr. Smith and his j
leagues, who believe "friends
for a bank doesn't just happen,
must be created. Banking has
come a business of merchandise
and merchandising is selling. 7
Northern Trust Co., like ev.
other bank, has only one type
merchandise to sell — and that
service. The bank that sells go
friendly service is a good pi;
Most of the commercials
phrased in dialogue with a p
to
bank."
sonal
banking problem of an
dividual or family being ci
sidered. The convincing sincer
and humanness of the comm
cials — and the comfortable ent
tainment of the programming
have been superimposed into 1
personality of the bank itself,
always has influenced people, \\
radio has helped it make ma
friends.
WOL's

Winner

MARCELLA BLACK, WOL Was!
ington continuity writer, last we |
won the Miss U. S. Television co i
test staged by WTTG (TV) Was
ington. Miss Black also is enter
in the Miss Washington conte
conducted by WWDC Washingto
The WWDC contest winner will 1
entered in the Atlantic City Mi
America competition.
RADIO FREE EUROPE is now broa ;
casting daily 15-minute news progra
to
Albania, inusing
RFE's shortwatransmitter
the Frankfort
area
Western Germany. Albania, RFE sai
is the "Sixth prisoner state of tl
Kremlin" on RFE schedule, the othebeing Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hui
gary, Poland and Rumania.

Draws UP 1951 'Declaration
Bank of Tulsa and the Scott Ric
Printing Co. Headed by L. A
Blust, KTUL's general sales man
ager, the Tulsa Advertising Fee
eration helped distribute care
bearing the pledge in conjunctio
with its campaign to make th
175th anniversary of independenc
truly significant.
John Esau's Idea
Idea for the modern "Declara
tion
was pres
con
ceivedofbyIndependence"
John Esau, vice
dent-general manager of KTUL
It was written by Harry Abbott,
head of the KTUL continuity de
partment, and Rudy Cohen, KTUL
continuity writer.
The "Declaration" pledges "to
work for Freedom as Freedom has

The five paragraph pledge was
sponsored by KTUL, the National
worked for me. . . ."
BROADCASTING
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TOWER
HAr BROADCASTING
*

2-WAY

ANTENNAS

COMMUNICATION

*

TV-FM

SUPPORT

^

MICROWAVE

TOWERS

RELAY

TOWERS

2-WAY

SPECIFY

^TOVUtRS

for

tTS
e RESU
positiv

RADIO

POLICE
TAXI

TOWERS

- UTILITIES
-

R.E.A.

AIRLINES

-

-

■ PIPE

LINE

RAILROADS

GOV'T.

SERVICE

Some of Wincharger's most interesting tower jobs are not always the biggest,
tallest or most expensive. We have pioneered custom-made 2-way radio tower
equipment for police, utilities, pipeline, taxi, R. E. A., railroads, air lines and government service as well as many other special jobs.
Long experience has proven that the cheapest power is a tall Wincharger
Tower — now new improvements assure even greater strength, durability and versatility to best fit the specific requirements of each individual installation.

SERVICE
NEERING
GI
fjfiCHARGER EN
It takes more than steel guys, insulators and
anchors to build an efficient short wave
tower. Wincharger engineers are well qualified
to advise you on your particular problems. A
new booklet describing this versatile equipment in detail is yours for the asking. Our
consultation service is also available without
any obligation on your part.
WRITE
WIRE
PHONE

0GDIBHEG3©lJ
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TELEPHONE

8-6513

Dept.(\,.. -, )
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Collins' seeingRADI
the kmajor sales tool
— is Chuc
eyeO—
for King "Soopers," Denver, a major chain of independent
grocery markets.
Mr. Collins, a blind entertainer,
and the grocery chain go together
in this respect: They both got their
big push with radio — KOA Denver— and are as close to the broadcast business as doves in a love
nest.
In the suburbs of Denver four
years ago, a modest little grocery
market, owned by Lloyd J. King,
was providing food service to residents of Arvada. That was before
it tackled the highly competitive
field of food marketing with the
assistance of radio's selling impact.
Advertising played a modest
part in the King "Soopers" growth
at the beginning. King "Sooper"
No. 1 began to enjoy an increasing
volume of business after Mr. King
drew on sound merchandising experience gained prior to a stay in
the Navy during World War II.
When expansion loomed, so did
radio. As if on cue, Mr. Collins
entered on the scene. He had
moved to Denver from Los Angeles afew months earlier and had
been gaining popularity and a
growing audience on KOA.
Mr. Collins sold himself to
"Soopers" as easily as radio sells
itself. He prepared a quarter-hour
show on record for audition, displaying his charm and talents on
the piano, in his singing voice,

a

Super

friendly sound humor and his persuasive speaking voice. That did
it; Mr. King signed the dotted line
for a 52-week contract, placing
The Chuck Collins Show on the
station 10:15 a.m., Mon.-Fri.
This marriage in December
1949 of a self-contained entertainer to a bursting-at-the-seams
food mart was a natural. It paid
off with Mr. Collins becoming an
asset, so much so that the little
grocery in Arvada, later turning
to big-time food marketing, grew
to a formidable four-store supermarket enterprise in less than
three years.
'Collins Show'
Renewed Consistently
Much of the credit goes to Mr.
King's experience in merchandising, but radio and Mr. Collins also
helped tune up the cash register.
The Collins Show has been renewed
consistently by the King stores
and still serves friendly fare for
Denver folk.
Mr. Collins in the nearly twoyear "Sooper" period has established himself as "King of Entertainers," as KOA bills him, and the
"Sooper" salesman and personal
goodwill ambassador for Mr. King
and his enterprises.
The show is Mr. Collins' project
He writes the program, including
all commercials which are integrated with the copy theme for the
day. The copy may dabble in
poetry and flirt with bits of philosophy, perhaps numerous anec-

Salesman

dotes, appeals for worthy charities and what-have-yous. Only
"must" is Mr. Collins' light-hearted touch.
He turns out two sets of scripts,
one in Braille at a 60-word per
minute clip, the other on a standard typewriter at 80-words per.
Mr. Collins has the exemplary
honor of being one of few persons
in the country who reads the language of the blind at about 250words per minute and whose sensitive finger-tips scan one line
ahead of his speaking voice.
Chuck Collins is indeed an unusual specimen. To add to his accomplishment inobtaining a political science degree at the U. of
Idaho 20 years ago, he is a man
who goes without white cane, without seeing-eye dog, mows his lawn
with little aid, works persistently
on his huge library housed in the
family garage.
The King "Soopers" have not
been idle
"Sooper"medium,
salesman andwith
the this
broadcast
for which it allocates 40% of its ad
budget to the Collins Show alone.
Currently the firm is expanding
into the retail drug field with
"Sooper K Drugs," rushing to completion a modern city shopping
center (housing a King "Sooper")
to be known as the Mayfair Development and a similar suburban
project, to be called Lakewood
Development.
Radio Main Factor
In Expansion
Mr. King looks to radio as the
"principal factor enabling us to
continually expand our operation.
. . . We are building for the future, and our radio program is doing an outstanding job of building
goodwill and a steadily increasing
When Mr. Collins did a one-time
business."
pitch for a special price item — to
help King "Soopers"
* * * dispose of an

Another Chuck Collins Show is i
the works. Mr. Collins prepares h
own scripts, including commercial
on both a braille and standar
typewriter. He reads from braill
at the rate of 250 words per minui
while on the air.
overload of fresh roses — six houi
later the sponsor called to as
there be no further mention of th
flower as the entire supply ha
been sold.
Mr. Collins doesn't think of hini
self as bearing up under a handi
cap. His ability, vision and er
thusiasm is best explained in thi
anecdote. When visiting friends h
was noticed as he paused at :
door of a darkened room. Mr. Col
lins overheard the hostess remark
"Can he find the light?" To which
he answered quickly: "What for?
Huilntii oft

Utoadcaitln \
King "Soopers" President Lloyd J.
King points with pride to an architect drawing of the huge new Mayfair shopping development nearing
completion in east Denver, which
A will house the fifth King "SoopOne of a Series
^ crs" and King's No. 1 drug store.
BROADCASTING
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MARSHALL WELLS, WJR'S Farm Editor,
sells thousands oj farmers in the
Great Lakes area on the merits oj
RALSTON PURINA farm feeds. Wells
conducts fou? shows tailored to the
interest of his large farm audience.

THE

GREAT

VOICE

GREATof the
LAKES

DETROIT

50,000 WATTS CLEAR CHANNEL

CBS

The best way to reach the prosperous farm market of the
Great Lakes area is through the influential voice of
its favorite farm reporter, WJR's Marshall Wells.
A major portion of the area's great farm audience —
and thousands of city folks, too — are regular listeners.
Get greater coverage and greater sales
throughout this rich, important market area.
Use WJR, the Great Voice of the Great Lakes.
Remember . . . First they listen . . . Then they buy!
Represented nationally by Edward Petry & Company
WJR's mobile studio — from which he frequently broadcasts —
keeps Editor Wells constantly in touch with the farmer at State
and County Fairs, AH Club meetings and other such events.

lOADCASTING
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FREE
SPEECH
MIKE

"~^T

Radio— America 's greatest advertising medium
"and city folks litlen, too
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Rivers
TO

SELL

ARTHUR B. McBRIDE and
Daniel Sherby, his Cleveland business associate, "have reluctantly
but definitely determined to dispose of their interest in the . . .
permittee" of WMIE Miami, Fla.
They have contracted with E.
D. Rivers Sr., licensee of WGOV
Valdosta, Ga., to sell their majority stock holding for "one cent on
the dollar," plus assumption by
Mr. Rivers of substantially all outstanding loans made by them to
WMIE.
The stock, representing an investment of 8150,410, is to be sold
for $1,541 and notes for loans
totaling §227,250 are to be sold
for $218,459.
The proposed sale was disclosed
last week in a petition — printed in
red ink— filed with FCC by
WMIE's Washington counsel, Paul
M. Segal, requesting the Commission to give "immediate consideration and expedited action" to the
case including approval of the
transfer to Mr. Rivers.
Hits Delays
Attacking the lengthy delays in
the WMIE transfer case now before the Commission — involving a
"pro-forma application" to assign
the permit of the station from Lincoln Operating Co. as trustee for
Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp. to
Sun Coast itself — the petition
stated "the applicant believes that
there is joint action" on the part
of three other Miami stations —
WQAM, WIOD and WKAT— "to
prevent the placing of radio advertising on WMIE, to bring the
station into discredit, and to cause
it to operate at a loss."
WMIE has made this allegation
to FCC in an ealier pleading
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14].
The petition contended it was
because of the operating losses
that Messrs. McBride and Sherby
must dispose of their interest.
"Messrs. McBride and Sherby
believe that the type of competition encountered by WMIE is
basically responsible for the losses
incurred by that station. They further believe that that type of competition and continued newspaper
attacks upon WMIE will be unavoidable and incurable so long
as Mr. McBride continues identialleged.fied with 'WMIE," the petition
In mid-May -FCC stayed, pending further review, the initial decision of Hearing Examiner Leo
Resnick recommending a grant of
the pro-forma transfer and finding nothing to disqualify Mr. McBride as a radio station stockholder.
Rather, the examiner noted numerous witnesses testified highly
of Mr. McBride's character and
integrity. Similarly, Continental
Press, national racing news service founded by Mr. McBride and
now owned by his son, Edward J.
Page 46
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McBride,

Sherby

WMIE
McBride, was found to have violated no federal laws [BROADCASTING 8 Telecasting, May 21,
March 19].
Later, FCC records showed the
Commission had asked authority
of Treasury and Internal Revenue
officials to re-examine the McBrides' income tax returns in order to help resolve the "question

of ownership" of Continental Press
"inasmuch as it may have a direct
bearing on the question of whether
or not Sun Coast Broadcasting
Corp. is qualified to be the licensee" of WMIEJune[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
4].
Examiner Resnick's initial finding was protested by Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.) and his Sen-

CHARLES CRUTCHFIELD (center), vice president and general manager of
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. (WBT-AM-FM WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C.) was honor guest at a dinner June 29 given by the Men's Fellowship
Class of the Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church of Charlotte. Among
those present were (I to r) James Paschal, Basil Whitener of Gastonia, solicitor of the local judicial district; George A. Trakas, Gastonia, and Very
Reverend Chrys Papalambrou, pastor of Holy Trinity. Mr. Crutchfield leaves
soon as an adviser and consultant to Greek radio officials [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, June 18].

HIGH

DAWN

AFTER midnight listeners constitute a sizable market in the New
York Metropolitan area, with 23%
of all families listening on a typical
night and 38.4% of them listening
at least once a week between midnight and 6 a.m., according to a
survey conducted the first week in
May by Pulse for WNEW New
York. Survey showed that 2,225,900
persons in 1,340,900 New York area
homes are after-midnight listeners.
Somewhat surprisingly, housewives make up the largest share of
the midnight-to-morning audience,
accounting for 25.6% of total, the
Pulse interviewers found. Clerical
and sales workers ranked second,
19.1% and manual workers third,
16%. Next were students, 13.3%;
followed by professionals, managers, proprietors and executives,
12.3%; service workers, 10.4%;
retired, 2.2% and unemployed 1.1%.
"This latest survey proves conclusively that the post-midnight
audience is not limited by any
means to night-owls and such late-

LISTENING
night workers as taxi drivers and
short-order cooks," Claimre Himmel, WNEW research director,
commented. "In this densely populated area there are a lot of people
on any given night who are returning home late from such ordinary activities as visiting or attending the theatre, ball games,
club meetings — all of which makes
for a very substantial amount of
radio listening after midnight, both
while driving home and at-home
before retiring," the report said.
Another breakdown showed men
to outnumber women listeners in
the after-midnight hours by 58%
to 42%. Median age of these late
listeners was 38 years, with 6.8%
aged 13-19; 19.6%, 20-29; 44.5%,
30-44 and 29.1%. 45 years and over.
On an average night the postmidnight audience includes 86.5%
listening at home, and 0.4% both;
13.1% away from home. On a fullweek basis the out-of-home audience decreases slightly to 11.2%,
the at-home also drops a little to

ate Crime Investigating Commi'
tee, which charged that Confine 1
tal P ress is linked with illeg
gambling operations across tl|
nation.
WMIE is assigned 10 kw da
5fulltime.
kw night on 1140 kc, direction

Reviewing the history of the co
troversial proceeding, the WMI
petition said the application ft
WMIE was filed by Sun Coast Ja
30, 1947. In conflict with anoth.
bid, the two requests were desij
nated for comparative hearing c
Feb. 27, but the applicants resolve
their differences and on April \
of that year filed papers for merg<
of their interests, the petition sai
FCC was asked to approve Lincoi
Operating Co. as trustee for St!
Coast with the understanding tin
as soon as possible an approprial'
request for transfer of licens
would be filed.
Reviews Case
The petition indicated FO
granted the application July li
1947, "upon the terms indicateo
and "the promised application fc
transfer," dated Oct. 27, was file
Dec.
3 of that
WMIE's
struction
was year.
completed
July cor*
1!
1948, the petition continued, an
equipment tests begun.
"Thereafter, the station bein
completed, the Commission desig
nated for hearing the pro-form
application for transfer of cor
structionthepermit
which 'for
had seve
lai
before
Commission
months. The delay . . . was ver
unusual," the petition charged.
WMIE began program test opera
tion Sept. 17, 1948, and has opei
ated under temporary authorit;
since then, it was noted. Mean! li
while, on Aug. 13, a petition to re

consider
had
been and
filed. grant the transfer 1111
"On May 16, 1949, nine month
(Continued on page 84)

Pulse

Find;

4.9%.
83.9% while the percent listening
both at home and away rises t<
Listening in the Greater Nev
York Area rises at midnight, Pulsi
discovered, the audience at mid
nightat being
largerratings
than oJi'
was
11:45 19.5%
p.m. While
other stations changed slightly, ii
no case as much as 1%, WNETViiK
registered a gain of 2.8 ratine
points, up from 1.3 at 11:45 p.m
to
4.1 at on12.from
WNEW's
Matinee,
12 to 5Milkman'^
a.m. was

the most popular program, tunec
in by one out of three families on
an average night, by more than
half, (51.3%) of the listening
families during the entire week
There are 15 New York area stations on the air after midnight of
which five sign off at 1 a.m., two
at 1:15 a.m., three at 2 a.m. and ]
three at 3 a.m. with only two sta
tions — WNEW and WJZ remaining
on through the night.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

LEE

front off
ice

jggf

3 AVID WILBURN, program director WKYW Louisville, appointed
general manager WXGI Richmond, succeeding GRAEME ZIMMER, resigned. Mr. Wilburn served as combat correspondent in
arine Corps during World War II. He also has been with WGRC Louistie, as program director, and has been connected with WLS Chicago
id KYSM Mankato, Minn.
2VERLY M. MIDDLETON, business manager WHKP Hendersonville,
C, elected president and director of Radio Hendersonville Inc.
VHKP), succeeding BOB AMOS, resigned to accept position with
FMY-TV Greensboro. Other officers are: C. E. MORGAN, Mayor of
sheville, re-elected vice president; KERMIT EDNEY, program direcr WHKP, elected secretary on board; EVELYN H. MIDDLETON,
acted treasurer on board, and FRANK EWBANK, elected to board.
LARK BARNES, manager of Burns Smith Co., Hollywood, named
.anager of Headley-Reed Co., L. A., succeeding HAROLD LINDLEY,
ho resigned to become vice president in charge of western operations
I r H-R Representatives Inc., L. A.
3RRY FITCH, mountain states news editor of United Press, appointed
anager KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col.
RTHUR W. KELLY, assistant sales manager WHAM Rochester, N. Y.,
mointed sales manager for WHAM. TRUMAN BRIZEE, assistant sales
anager, appointed sales manager WHAM-TV. Both served under JOHN
'. KENNEDY Jr., who continues as general sales manager.
4CK PALMER appointed to sales staff WKRC-TV Cincinnati. He
as account executive with Pacific Broadcasting Corp.
. NEEDHAM SMITH, account executive WSAI Cincinnati, to WBNSV Columbus, in same capacity.
AMB, GOERLICH & MACK, Toledo, law firm, changes name to
amb & Mack, and moves offices to Suite 500 Security Bldg. LOWELL
OERLICH, former partner in firm with EDWARD LAMB and
TEPHEN MACK, appointed associated general counsel of the Interational Union, United Automobile, Aircraft and Agriculture Implement
7orkers of America, UAW-CIO.

ESTATE

Hearing Set on Claims
OFFER by two adopted daughters
of the late Don Lee, founder of Don
Lee Broadcasting System, to take
$150,000 each as compromise settlement on their claims against the
$12,726,944 estate of his late son,
Thomas S. Lee, is scheduled for
hearing by Superior Court Judge
Newcomb Condee in Los Angeles
tomorrow (Tuesday).
Petition for authority to accept
compromise claims filed by Mrs.
Christine L. Rieber of Metuchen,
N. J., and Mrs. Elizabeth L. Fry
of West Los Angeles, was made by
Public Administrator Ben H.
Brown late last month.
The sisters contended that all of
Thomas S. Lee's estate came from
bequests made him by Don Lee.
Mrs. Rieber and Mrs. Fry asserted
that at the time of adoption by Don
Lee he promised their natural
father, the late Robert Boyd, they
would receive equal treatment in
all respects with his son. They
were left but $1.00 each in the will
of Don Lee. Accordingly, following the death of young Mr. Lee,
they each claimed a third of his
estate.
Thomas Lee fell to his death
from a Los Angeles building on
Jan. 13, 1950. He willed his entire
radio broadcasting and automobile
distributing fortune to R. Dwight
Merrill, Seattle lumberman, whose

Young

to serve as deputy director of
the Radio-Televisionsion-Film
Diviof the Office
of
1 i z aPrice
t i o n.StabiMr.
Young sumewill
ashis new
duties at once,
OPS said. He is
nationally known in the radio industry and has been in general
advertising for the past three
years. In 1947 he left WKBN
Youngstown to aid in setting up
WPGH Pittsburgh where he was
general manager. Before World
War II, trative
Mr. assistant
Young towasJ. adminisHarold
Mr. Young

Ryan, vice president of the Fort
Industry Co.

"Chief's local business sure is booming,
Let Cleveland merchants tell you why:
Their spot campaigns send sales a-zooming;
Chief Station's shows sure make folks BUY!'
LOCAL

BIZ

TRIPLED

AURIE SEWARD to sales staff WBBM Chicago. He was with sales
:aff at Ralston-Purina and P. F. Collier Co.

Take your tip from focaf sponsors. They know Cleveland
—they demand results. Since February, local business

^eW»/itf/j • • •
»TLLIAM J. FLYNN, assistant treasurer CBS, elected chairman of
adio-TV Broadcasting, New York Credit & Financial Management
i.ssn. Other members are: C. A. HEUSER, WINS New York; HENRY
I KERWAN, WPLX (TV) New York; T. E. MITCHELL, WATV (TV)
Tewark; MAXWELL HURST, WMCA New York; FRED DYSON Jr.,
VABD (TV) New York; M. H. MORGAN, WMGM New York; ARTHUR
* EILL, WPAT Paterson, and THEODORE GERSELHART, NBC. . . .
RA HIRSCHMANN, president of WABF New York and Metropolitan
broadcasting and Television Inc., N. Y., elected president of National
Tssishkin League, organization of the Jewish National Fund. . . .
-EONARD REEG, ABC vice president in charge of radio programs,
rrives in Hollywood July 19 for week's conferences. . . . GILBERT
^ ELLINGTON, national advertising manager Midnight Sun Broadasting Co. (KFAR Fairbanks, and KENI Anchorage, Alaska), named
olunteer radio-TV chairman for Seattle-King County Chapter, Amer:an Red Cross. . . . LARRY SURLES, account executive WOR-TV
lew York, father of boy, June 24.
ROADCASTING

Names

Chief Says:

Bakersfield, Calif., to

AUL MULVIHILL, Toronto, station representative, appointed repre;ntative for CHOK Sarnia.

OPS

GEORGE L. YOUNG, advertising
and sales promotion manager,
bronze division of James H. Matthews &Co., Pittsburgh, is on
leave of absence

CLEVELAND'S g/utfi STATION • wj W • CLEVELAND'S/jfew^SICNAl' wjvv • CLEVELAND'S CHty S T4

RAN RICHMOND, continuity director WMGW Meadville, Pa., apDinted commercial manager. Miss "PIE" JACOBS, new to radio,
ppointed to sales staff.
OBERT GLEASON, account executive KERO
VOE Santa Ana, Calif., in same capacity.

late wife was a sister of Don Lee.
Mrs. Nora Patee, maternal aunt
of Thomas Lee, also contested the
will. Her contest was dismissed
about a month ago. Mrs. Patee
reportedly also agreed on a settlement with the estate. Terms have
not as yet been revealed.

• Telecasting

has tripled on WJW —Cleveland's only network station
with net-calibre daytime local programming.
STATION

CLEVELAND'S

BASIC ABC
5000 W.
CLEVELAND 15. OHIO
WJW
BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
July P, 1951

INC.

•
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This old stunt points up a most important moral
Mr. Kearney

83c

HOURS

to time-buyers.

was selling a high grade product at a real bargain price,

and the public turned him down

cold . . . except for three buyers who

were his friends and neighbors.

The one thing lacking to make

this sale a success was the public's

confidence in the medium — Mr. Kearney. We
offer to Mr. Kearney

like to make

this

. . . and to you. Advertise your product to the

same public over any or all of the seven FORT
below

would

INDUSTRY

stations listed

and you will get action.
FORT

INDUSTRY

stations, you see, have built a steady, loyal,

responsive audience

that regards them

FORT

stations, because of their consistent broadcasting

INDUSTRY

as old friends and neighbors.

in the public interest, are listened to, believed in, acted upon.
If your product is sold in a FORT

INDUSTRY

message will get the highest results on a FORT

THE

FORT

WWVA, Wheeling,
WSPD, Toledo, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo,
National Sales

OADCASTING
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market, your sales

INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY

station.

COMPANY

W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
•
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
• WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
•
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
Headquarters : 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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What's Normal?
THE "back to normal" boys will begin whooping it up, now that the end of the shooting
in Korea is in sight, and may succeed in modifying the U. S. rearmament program.
What will it mean to broadcasters if the
pace of the arms build-up is arrested and the
proportion of military production to civilian
production reduced?
For one thing, essential metals for transmitter and receiver equipment will be in
greater supply, thus enabling television to expand as soon as the FCC lets it.
For another, increased manufacture of consumer goods would require stepped-up advertising to sell them, and broadcasting would be
called on to make its share of the sales.
We cannot, however, expect complete return
to the pre-Korea economy. Much as some Congressmen may demand it (for political reasons) there will be no disarmament of the
drastic kind that followed World War II.
The fact is that in our generation we will
never know normalcy again. We may shift
from armed action to armed truce, but the
threat of violence will remain. At best a halfwar, half-peace economy is our future lot.
The

Small

Picture

THE injustice that radio has done itself in
supporting, indeed cherishing, the principle of
the program rating was never more clearly
shown than in the statistics released a fortnight ago by Hooper and Nielsen.
Both Hooper and Nielsen released figures
on 10 leading radio programs to show how
their ratings have gone to pot since the advent
of television. As a means of measuring the
true dimensions of radio, this examination of
10 evening shows is roughly comparable to an
attempt to visualize the contours of Lana
Turner by looking at her ear-lobe.
You'd say that anyone who looked at Lana
Turner with such a limited field of interest
was nuts. Isn't it odd that no one questions
the condition of Hooper and Nielsen when they
look at radio with no broader view?
The release of the then-and-now ratings on
10 programs by these two firms is deplorable
on two counts: first, that neither has more
professional conscience than to announce such
fragmentary findings, and, second, that the
advertising industry will accept this grossly
incomplete information as conclusive proof
that TV has knocked radio in the head.
The fetishism attached to program ratings
has led to disorderly competition, especially
among networks, and driven talent prices into
the troposphere. So intense was the networks'
preoccupation with ratings that to a large extent they lost interest in more fundamental
research and selling tools — such as cost-perthousand comparisons with other media — until ratings began to tumble before the advance
of TV.
The radio program rating has no counterpart in any other medium (except television,
which is already preparing itself for a life
of frustration by capitulating to the same
services.)
Newspapers and magazines sell space on the
basis of circulation — the circulation of the
whole package, not just a page or a part of
a page. Contrast this technique with that of
radio. The ratings of some evening programs
Page 50
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drop in TV markets, and suddenly the whole
network rate structure goes down — despite the
unquestioned fact that radio still delivers more
audience per dollar than any other medium.
Bed-rock research is needed in radio, the
kind of research that is comparable to that
used by newspapers and magazines and accepted by their advertisers. Such research
must be an industry-sponsored project, conducted either under the aegis of BAB or, if
it can be given the breath of life, Broadcast
Audience Measurement Inc. which has been a
paper organization for a year or more.
Had radio sponsored such research in past
years, it would not be in its present dilemma
— belatedly attempting the very great job of
overcoming the devotion to program ratings
that afflicts most advertisers.

Spectrum Speculation
WHENEVER trouble brews, there's always
the quest for a whipping boy. FM is a trouble
area now in sharp focus — much more so than
most FM-ers realize. Simply stated, the FCC
is pondering what it should do about the vast
expanse of spectrum space assigned to, but
not being used by FM.
On June 11, we published in these columns
our comments on the plight of FM, and suggested that consideration be given to possible
diversion of a large portion of the 88-108 mc
band for TV. We knew it would excite some
FM partisans to violence not far short of mayhem. Our Open Mike column of the past few
issues proves we weren't in error.
In this issue we publish a letter to the
editor from the father of FM, Dr. E. H. Armstrong. He resurrects the upstairs-downstairs
battle with FCC. Whether he is right is now
academic. It is allocations history.
We must view conditions as they exist. It's
no longer a question of who is responsible for
the woes of FM. It's a matter of what's to
be done now, when the FCC must decide what
it is to do with the unused spectrum space.
Let's take another look at the spectrum
chart. In the area 88 to 108 mc, there are 100
FM channels. These are adjacent to the lower
end of the VHF TV band (54 to 88 mc) which
accommodates five TV channels, each 6 mc
in width. In this FM range are 652 licensed
stations. It can accommodate several thousand FM stations. The demand does not exist.
Will this vast spectrum space be permitted
to lie fallow? The answer should be obvious.
There are many common carrier and mobile
services that want high frequency space. And
there is TV, with its need for channels.
How good a case the common carrier services can make for these VHF expanses, we do
not profess to know. Safety-of-life arguments
cannot blithely be ignored. But these services
are being accommodated elsewhere, and probably can expand in those areas which are not
adaptable for video or aural transmission. It
will require detailed studies to find out.
Major Armstrong and his disciples question
the suggestion, based on "substantial engineering opinion," that the fewer than 700 FM
stations might be compressed into a 2 mc
band, with the remaining 18 mc assigned to
three VHF TV channels. Maybe the answer
might be in holding 8 mc for FM, leaving
12 mc to be diverted into two TV channels.
This is not a case of being for or against
FM. No one questions the fidelity or quality
of FM as the "finest broadcast service known
to It's
the a art."
matter of realism. The problem exists.
It is our duty to ferret out the facts and report them. The question is whether a valuable strip of ether domain earmarked for the
broadcast services (whether aural or visual)
should go by default.

f-

our respects to:

IRVIN GOODES

ABELOFF

Hudson,
FRIEND
Rich
of WLEE
managerHarvey
operations visiting
mond, suddenly turned to him and said
"That Abeloff must be a 'blankety-blank' slaw
driver. This is the third time I've been hen
and each time the staff seems to be working
A

like the dickens."
To which Mr. Hudson replied, "What c&a
you do? He works harder than anyone else."
Industriousness, however, is only one ingre
dient of the success of Irvin Goodes Abeloff
who currently is celebrating his 20th an
niversary in radio.
Mr. Abeloff is general and commercial man
ager of WLEE-AM-FM but it would be hare
to delineate his duties. A member of his stafi
throught it over and replied, "In addition t<
being sales manager, he directs the entire sta-

tion activities."
Although
Mr. Abeloff now has deep roots
in Richmond, once the capital of the Confederacy, he was born a Yankee.
He was born Dec. 29, 1911, in Boston, Mass.
Following his early schooling there, his fathei
took the family to Richmond.
In 1929, he went to Augusta, Ga., and com :
pleted high school at the Academy of Richmond County in Augusta. He began college
in Augusta but completed his formal schooling at the U. of Richmond. While in Augusta
he worked for United Leather Co. after
school and traveled for the firm during summer vacations.
It was while attending the U. of Richmon
that he lost his heart to radio. Brother George
was playing in the orchestra at WRVA Richmond. One day while visiting George, he was
invited to participate in dramatic programs.
Two weeks later he joined the staff of WRVA. i
That was in June 1931.
Mr. Abeloff would attend classes from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. then work at WRVA from 2^.
p.m. until midnight. He progressed through
writing, selling and producing at WRVA to 1
the position of program service manager.
l
In 1945, he was approached by Tom Tinsley,
president of WITH Baltimore, who was preparing to open WLEE in Richmond. Mr.
Tinsley offered Mr. Abeloff the post of WLEE
general manager. Mr. Abeloff took over that
post in August, and was elected secretary of
the Lee Broadcasting Corp.
Coming up through the ranks as he did,
he knows well all branches of the broadcasting
field. He is regarded as an authority on program planning and commercial copy writing.
Working so diligently at the station, one
(Continued on page 86)
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URGES REVIEW
Wolverton Cites Color Ruli
FCC should review its color Tfl
decision now, Rep. Charles A. Wolj
verton, ranking member of th |
House Interstate Commerce ComS
mittee, said last week.
The New Jersey Republican sail
it was "unfortunate" that the FC(
decision "has had the effect of deny!
ing to owners of television sets ;(
system that could be utilized t
receive broadcasts in color or plai t
black-and-white
interchangeably. |
Rep. Wolverton, chairman of th j
House committee when the G01
was the majority party in the 80£i
Congress,
saidmade
the in"advancemeni
that has been
this art no^i
makes it possible to have a systenj
added:
that can be interchangeable." H ]
The sensible thing for the FCC to d
under the circumstances would be t
review the decision previously made t
the end that the best possible systec
be
madewould
available
public.
Sue)
action
be in tothethepublic
interest
The Congressman had printed it
the Congressional Record an edi
torial of June 27 from the Washl

chairman; Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman,
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee; Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president; Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
New York, NARTB-TV board chairman; George B. Storer,
Fort Industry Co., NARTB-TV director.
sages in each TV program will be
recorded by the program director,
FOLSOM, WARNER
with a detailed report to be sent
NBC REPORT
On NBC Closed Circuit
each month to the agency involved.
Where the commercial lengths ington Daily News entitled "ProgOn
'Runover'
Issued
Monthly
PRANK FOLSOM, president of
ress (?)." This editorial, citing th<
RCA, and Maj. Albert Warner of A MONTHLY report service on prescribed by NBC's new radio and
RCA color system and the NTS(
TV broadcast code are exceeded,
Warner Bros., were among the "runover" commercial time in NBC
proposed system which would offe:
celebrities featured on a closed- television shows was initiated by elimination of the runover in subsequent programs will be re- Telecasting,
circuit NBC telecast for the open- the network last week, similar to
4], concluded' *\
compatibility June
[BROADCASTING
ing of the Warner Theatre (form- NBC's reporting service on lengths
quested.
Since
this
[CBS
opening
commer
erly the Strand) in New York, last of radio commercials.
The new code [Broadcasting • cial color] broadcast was such
ar
Tuesday.
Edward D. Madden, vice presi- Telecasting, June 25] provides exciting occasion for Mr. Coy, imTelecast was seen at the Warner
dent in charge of television sales commercial messages limitations
agine what an exciting day it will b<
and operations, said the amount of ranging in the case of evening pro- for all television set owners, and &\
Theatre through RCA's instantantime devoted to commercial meseous theatre TV system.
grams, from one minute per five- television set makers and merchants
minute show to six minutes in a who have had their businesses verj
60-minute show. The limits apply badly hurt by the FCC's decisions
when Mr. Coy and his Commissior
to both radio and TV, but NBC
PLUS!
Reach
noted that television is still devel- finally catch up with scientific progoping and that accordingly on TV
ress,
recognize
"his-a
toric"officially
boner, and
at leasttheir
permit
shows departures from the fixed fair choice
to be made between the
limits may be allowed on a pro- two systems by submitting both to
the final arbiter which must pay foi
gram-by-program basis.
Announcing the runover report television, namely, the public.
service in a letter to TV adver^0
0
tisers and agencies, Mr. Madden
Canadian TV Delays
said factors which NBC considered
in fixing commercial-time lengths SHORTAGES OF MATERIALS
were :
and labor are now being stated by
^
0
00
(1) Public acceptance of the in- the Canadian government as the
dividual advertiser's message, as well main reasons why Canadian Broadas the advertising volume of the encasting Corp. is not hearing applitire schedule; (2) proper balance
cations for TV station licenses.
betweentisingprogram
content
and
adverRevenue
Minister J. J. McCann
in individual time segments;
(3) the ability of the medium to sell told Parliament June 29 that CBC
goods and services at economical cost. had received 10 applications for TV
stations from all parts of Canada
He noted that a principal reason
"
F
except the Atlantic Coast profor
TV's
success
is
"public
acceptThe DETROIT Area's GreaterI
Buy!
vinces. Opposition member Donald
ance," and added: "In the interest
of maintaining this vital quality Fleming, Toronto, stated that
— at the lowest rate of any major
. . . television must now adopt shortages of materials were not a
station in this region!
sufficient reason for withholding
standards which are clearly defined
and conscientiously followed . . . TV station licenses. Shortages
particularly ... in relation to the were blamed by Mr. McCann for
CKLW with 50,000 watt power is hitting an audience
probable further delays in TV stalength
of time allowed for comof 17,000,000 people in a 5 state region. This mighty
tions at Toronto and Montreal.
power, coupled with the LOWEST RATE OF ANY
Mr. Madden called upon advermercials."
MAJOR STATION IN THIS REGION means that you
tisers and agencies to cooperate
get more for every dollar you spend in this area when
"in this effort to maintain the
stature and effectiveness of a
you use CKLW — plan your schedule on CKLW now!
medium that serves us all so well."
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National
WABD (TV) New York has acquired
• Rep.
exclusive New York rights to Snader
J. E. Campeau
Telescriptions Corp. Library. Films
President
•
are scheduled for regular half-hour
CKLUI
evening showing starting this month.
Guardian Building
Detroit 26
Liggett Drug Co. has signed as first
mm
sponsor.
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KEY FIGURES in NARTB's television workshop session,
held in Washington [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June
25] (I to r): Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans,
chairman of TV Program Standards Committee; FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy; Justin Miller, NARTB board
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Erie's only video outlet, WICU, and The
Dispatch cooperated to win the award of
gate-Palmolive-Peet and NBC for the
merchandising promotion in connection

m Studios Prepare
For Move to TV

Colgate Comedy

Hour.

It's not that we

won

over more

Erie
Colbest
with

than sixty

other TV stations, it's what we did in showing
how effective TV and newspaper tie-ins can
move merchandise.

Page 55

In the few days of the contest, more than 55,000 box tops were turned in by the 160,000
Erie people and the thousands of folks in the
rich Tri-State area who watch the TV shows
on WICU and subscribe to the famous Erie

elefile: WMALPoge 56

Dispatch.
For this one advertiser, WICU gave more than 600
promotional plugs, we ran more than 100 stories in

—

Latest Set Count
By Markets
Page 62

>

IWICU

The Erie Dispatch, we had a whole raft of merchandising tie-ins, we staged a civic parade and really
showed what effective newspaper-TV cooperation
can do.

afely D,
with WTO
isfiliatedclos

Thanks for the award. We're
going to win a lot more!
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how

to

save

money

in

television

...by

the

watching

ball

Comes the baseball season, and some
s people in advertising suddenly
game
discover there's more to television than network programs. What
they "discover" is something as old as broadcasting: Spot program
advertising.
For those ball games you see on your screen are Spot programs. So
is that homemaker show your wife watched yesterday. And that
Western that had your kids digging spurs in the sofa. And that halfhour mystery show, and that feature-length film, etc.
Yes, Spot programs cover practically every form of television entertainment. They may be live or film . . . day or night . . . long or short
. . . directed to the entire family, or to one specific member. They can
be all these things — and much more. Spot programs can be your
highway into successful television advertising.
For Spot program advertising saves you money. Compared to network
rates, it saves you up to 19% for the same period . . . over the same
stations. Saves you more than enough to take care of the extra film
prints involved and their distribution to stations.
Spot program advertising saves you money in another way. You're
never saddled with "must" stations, or minimum station requirements.
And you get more for your money with Spot. You're a more profitable
customer to the stations. So stations clear time more readily . . .
cooperate wholeheartedly.
If you'd like to know more about Spot program television advertising,
just call any Katz representative. You, too, may find that in television .. .
,(:
you can do better with Spot. Much better.
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FCC Opinion Seen Upholding Legality
ALLOCATIONS
nels cannot be reserved forever.
LEGALITY of its pre-determined
have noted an increasing trend to- bone, but FCC so far has heard
elevision allocation plan by rule- He explained:
ward finding a formula for an ex- only informal comment.
The FCC is under a Congressional
naking procedure is expected to
One Commission source has inpeditious lifting of the TV freeze,
mandate to allocate frequencies and first imposed Sept. 30, 1948. Pub)e sustained by FCC in an opinion
dicated a paper hearing and short,o be issued early this week.
regulate their "use" in the public incut plan can win approval only if
lic, Congressional and industry
terest.
The
radio
spectrum
is
public
it
bears
broad industry support,
Such a decision, tentatively
domain. Clearly, it would not be in displeasure of the new-station ban
even though it would be lawful
idopted by the Commission last the public interest to permit frequenalready had long been felt.
under the terms of the AdministraThe search for a shortcut has
veek, was in preparation at staff
cies to remain idle indefinitely where
tive Procedure Act.
evel over the weekend and may
neared a climax during the past
there has been no real plans or effort
DuMont already has told the
on the part of educators to apply for several weeks. The Federal Com>e finally approved today (MonCommission it must have oral
and use them.
munications Bar Assn. and others
day).
This would be especially true in who contested the lawfulness of the hearing on its national allocation
The action will open the way
those communities where there is an
plan, contending a paper presenCommission's allocation plan dur'or prompt consideration of further
tation will not do it justice. Edu;teps to expedite lifting of the evident demand on the part of other
ing the oral argument June 28
cational interests also are said to
qualified applicants to provide tele- pleaded for dismissal of the cityhree-year-old freeze on new stavision service where it is needed.
be
in
favor
of an oral hearing.
ion construction — steps which last
by-city
hearing
and
commenceIt is imperative therefore, that if
veek still were in the preliminary
ment of hearings upon applicaIn view of these dissents and
and when the Commission makes final
tions.
liscussion stage and awaiting
its proposed frequency allocations,
the paucity of formal support or
ormal suggestion and support
educational organizations be ready to
WRS
Petition
suggestion of proper shortcut
demonstrate by more than mere lip
rom the industry.
methods,
the Commission in some
service their interest in establishing
FCC a fortnight ago postponed
Westinghouse Radio Stations
stations.
antil July 23 its scheduled hearing
quarters is seen disposed to proInc. in late June petitioned FCC
Careful and vigorous planning on
to accept its further allocation
ceed with the formal city-by-city
m city-by-city allocation proposals
national and local levels should begin testimony
o the legality issue, argued before
in written form in order
hearing even though it may atpromptly
so
that
once
the
freeze
is
ihe Commission en banc June 28, lifted educational television will be to save time in the city-by-city
tempt to hold it down to something
night be finally resolved and ways
hearing. WRS said its witnesses
ready to move full speed ahead.
like a six-weeks' session. Thus, all
o shortcut further lengthy prowho want to be heard orally would
Ever since the Commission is- would be available for cross-examination, however, and asked the
eedings investigated [Broadcastsued its third allocation proposal
be afforded due process. Crosssame privilege of other parties
ing • Telecasting, July 2].
in March to provide for some 2,000
examination and rebuttle, how[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
new VHF and UHF stations in June 25].
NARTB to File
ever, would be expected to be held
to a bare minimum. Earlier exSuch a suggestion was to be more than 1,200 U. S. communities,
Some felt this suggestion would
iled with the Commission late Fri- including a 10 '/< educational reserpert guesses on length of the final
key off additional support for cutvation [Broadcasting • Telecast(Continued on page 89)
lay, or is to be filed today (Monting
further
legal
procedure
to
the
ing,
March
26
et
seq.],
observers
lay), by the television branch of
•JARTB, asking that the city-byity hearing be confined to a
paper" presentation and that oral
xamination be waived except in
ux
PREPARE of the^^u
lardship cases determined by FCC
STUDIOS
HIMtalk that
film studio [Broadcasting
DESPITE
the Hollywood
independent TV film producers
•n a case-to-case basis. Acting
•
Telecasting,
June
25].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
ipon the approval of its TV board, film industry is not ready to get June
25].
Paramount
Pictures
Corp., tied
-JARTB expects additional peti- into television, there is hardly a
with video in a variety of ways,
Universal-International
Picstudio
that
hasn't
made
a
definite
ions may be filed with the Comreportedly will shortly offer many
move in that direction, one way or
tures' subsidiary, United World
nission to endorse the shortcut
another.
of its old
Films, besides making TV trailers
vision motion
showing. pictures for tele•roposal.
Major
film
studios,
long
time
for
U-I
motion
pictures,
also
is
Meanwhile, a warning went out holdouts on selling their product
This is the only film studio that
negotiating with Ruthrauff & Ryan
ast week to educators that they
has actually pioneered in the deInc.
to
film
Mayor
of
the
Town
directly
to,
or
having
any
relationnust act quickly to put into use
velopment of television. Besides a
ship with video, are gearing themfor video. UWF both produces
hose channels proposed to be re29.5% stock interest in Allen B.
selves
for
a
fast
move-in.
Various
and
distributes
for
television.
erved for their noncommercial
DuMont Lab. Inc., Paramount
affiliations or associations that tieowns and operates KTLA (TV)
ise — "if and when" the Commisin with TV have been made within
Warner
Bros.
Action
ion should make final its reservaHollywood through subsidiary
recent months and others are in
Warner Bros., which helped in Paramount Television Productions
ion proposal.
the planning stages.
The admonition was given by
the
development
RCA's big Inc. The station also produces and
Republic Productions Inc. and
screen
unit, andof subsequently
syndicates kinescope films daily to
PCC Vice Chairman Paul A. Monogram Pictures have already
bowed out, is making some 600 some 40 other TV outlets nationally
Valker in an address Friday in leased some of their old features
Paramount Television
story properties available to tele- through
5an Francisco before the delegate
to television and each has signed
vision as well as other motion pic- Network.
.ssembly of the National Educathe AFM standard 5% agreement.
ture production companies. WarThe film company entrenched
ion Assn., said to represent "the Republic has set up its own sales
ner Bros, also is selling 30 acres
itself still further recently by benterests of about 800,000 teachsubsidiary, Hollywood Television
coming a substantial stockholder
rs and 30 million pupils and stuService Inc., and announced that a adjoining its Burbank studios to
ents."
in Intel-national Telemeter Corp.
huge backlog of old Westerns and
NBC as part of the network's
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
feature films is available to video projected $25 million radio-TV cenWhile acknowledging the vast
ter. The agreement with Warner
June 4]. Telemeter will manufac•ducational potential of television
on a license-rental basis. Monoture a device whereby motion picgram eventually will set up its own
f properly employed, Comr. WalBros, assertedly involves a worktures and other entertainment can
ter reminded his audience of edusales department. Republic, in ading agreement for use by NBC-TV
(Continued on page 88)
dition, is offering rental space to of sound stages and other facilities
istional leaders that "these chanJuly 9, 1951
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TeUlU:

WMAL-TV

Capital

Outlet's

Reflected

tion WashIN THE four-sta
ington television market,
WMAL-TV boasts that it
is the only one of the quartet
with its own specially designed studio-office quarters.
As the Washington Star-owned
outlet approaches the end of its
fourth year of telecasting, it is
spreading out over a new 35,000foot headquarters that has all the
room and all the facilities that
General Manager Kenneth H.
Berkeley and his staff are likely to
need — for the next several years,
at least.
WMAL-TV is housed in what
once was Chevy Chase Ice Palace,
haven for thousands of Washington ice skaters. This uptown site,
some
four center
miles in
fromthe thefashionable
Capital's
business

Connecticut Ave. apartment belt,
is an engineer's fondest dream
come true and a producer's delight.
General Manager Berkeley and
his 100-plus employes like to talk
about some of W M A L-TV's
"firsts." These include: First station in the United States, not excepting networks, to announce a
seven-night-a-week schedule; first

in

fices are housed. Executive, sales
and engineering personnel served
both radio and television, sitting
in each others laps and threading
among desks and gadgets snugly
fitted into scant space.

station in the country to telecast
on the upper band (Channels
7-13) ; first station in Washington
to start daytime programming on
a regular basis.
When WMAL-TV took the air
Oct. 3, 1947 as the Capital's third
TV outlet the station was wedged
into the overcrowded offices of
WMAL on the second floor of the
Trans-Lux Bldg., where NBC's radio (WRC) and TV (WNBW) of-

where'sa crowd
down-is
squareed foot
ngton
IN Washitown,
more precious than a pork chop,
WMAL-TV snatched a small suite
of the Commonwealth Bldg. for
studio use. Films studio and master
control operated at the transmitter,
located several miles to the northwest on the campus of American
U. Easing the space problem
slightly was an arrangement by
which NBC's Washington engineerd
staff handle
ofct.WMAL's
ing ering
contra
undersome
engine
The Ice Palace site was picked
after the whole area had been
thoroughly scanned in an effort to
meet the acute needs of a fastgrowing TV operation. A 15-year
lease was signed in July 1950.
Construction was started immediately and by October a temporary
studio had been set up at the new
site though the downtown studios
were still used because the station
has a heavy list of local pickups,

Progress

Expansion

including shows back-to-back at
frequent intervals.
TV production and office personnel moved into the new television
center last February and all broadcast operations were concentrated
there despite the clatter of construction gangs. The Commonwealth Bldg. studios were thereupon closed.
Completion of the construction
phase of the operation is still a
long ways off but WMAL-TV is
getting along nicely, if somewhat
frantically, during the downtownuptown phase much to the delight
of the Capital taxicab industry.
The new quarters are vast and
efficient. Minus pillars, the ice
rink gave architects and engineers
wide open spaces and high ceiling
space. Into this area they fitted
two large television studios and an
auditorium. The rink's balcony was a
utilized for control and sponsor
viewing rooms. Studio B went into
operation first. It is 30x50 feet and
■
has a permanent set for Ruth
Crane's Modern Woman program,
including complete operating
kitchen, living room and similar r
Studio A is much larger, 40x70
(Continued on page 84 )
gear.

Mr. Kaufmann
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Mr. Berkeley

Mr. Baylor

Mr. Harvey

Mr. Kelly
Telecasting

Mr. Hoskinson
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erates WNAC - AM - TV Boston,
Providence, WICC Bridgeport, WONS Hartford and WGTR
(FM) Worcester.
KFI-TV is assigned Channel 9.
The transfer application disclosed the net income of the Yankee
Network for the fiscal year ending
Nov. 30, 1950, was $464,667.39,
before taxes. A net operating
deficit of $258,134.16 was reported
for the previous year.
Don Lee net before taxes for the
1950 calendar year was reported a.3
$1,041,153.26. Net for 1949, before
taxes, was given at $888,369.87.
The KFI-TV transaction includes
property rights in Hollywood and
Mount Wilson, the latter also subjectestry
to approval
by the U. S. ForDept.
WEAN

Saie$ Pacts F,nai,zed
WLAV~TV
I-TV
(F
nel
station
on
640
kc.
dent in charge of engineering.
3RMAL application for approval
Other station executives given
Only personnel changes indicated
I General Tire and Rubber Co.'s
by General Tire in the application
in the application included: George
,500,000 - acquisition of KFI-TV
for KFI-TV at the present time
Whitney, general manager; Haan
os Angeles from Earle C. Anthony
J. Tyler, manager; Kenneth C. Higc, was tendered for filing- with involve the posts of comptroller
ZC last week [Broadcasting • and chief engineer. J. W. Cunninggins, program manager; John Bradclecasting, June 11].
ley, sales manager, and Charles E.
ham, present KFI-TV comptroller,
Meanwhile, the contract for pur- is to be succeeded by A. M. Quinn, Hamilton, director of public service.
In addition to KHJ Los Angeles,
Don Lee secretary-treasurer, and
lase of WLAV-TV Grand Rapids,
lich., by Harry M. Bitner Sr. and Curtis W. Mason, KFI-TV chief Don Lee owns and operates KFRC
San Francisco and KGB San Diego.
sociates for $1,400,000 from
engineer, is to be replaced by Wal?onard A. Versluis was forwarded
ter Carruthers, Don Lee vice presi- The Yankee Network division opWashington counsel last week
r preparation of transfer papers
llowing formalization by the
•incipals TClosed Circuit, May
1. Th° Bitner eroun op»rat°s
OOD Grand Rapids and WFDF
int as well as WFBM-AM-TV
dianapolis.
Transfers to Don Lee
The KFI-TV application requests
iproval for transfer of the TV
itlet from the Earle C. Anthony
terest to Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. doing business as Don
;e Broadcasting System, now
vned by General Tire and reGeneral Tire's•
jntly
ankee merged
Networkwith
rBPOADCASTTNr;
3lecasting, May 14, April 16].
Sr. Anthony will retain KFI-AM,
BC outlet and 50 kw clear chan-

IARCH OF TIME
Movie Series to Be Ended
ARCH OF TIME is ending the
•'■eduction of its theatrical "March
•' Time" movie series this fall
ith the completion of its 16th
fear. It will devote the majorat of its creative facilities to TV
oductions, Roy E. Larson, presi■nt of Time Inc., announced
hursday. Rising costs made the
*ove necessary, Mr. Larson said,
:spite increased sales of this
"jjar's "March of Time" releases.
1 In his announcement, Mr. LarIn noted that "our company has
'ien increasingly active in recent
ijears in developing and producing
I'ograms for television and the
arch of Time facilities are adorably suited for the new medium,
a addition to the Crusade in Euhpe series, which won many
Awards, we've produced March of
ime Through the Years. We are
i>w producing Crusade in the Paific, a companion series to Crusade
I Europe, and have various other
pedal projects in the investigate, planning or production
ages."

EXAMINING a developmental TV tube at General Electric's cathode ray
plant in Syracuse, N. Y.# are (I to r) K. C. DeWalt, manager, cathode ray tube
division; Gerard Swope, honorary GE president, and Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice
president and general manager of the electronics department.
How

Big?

HOW BIG will television
be and '5
how much
5 will it cost in, say, 1955?
IN
VIDEO
The wide differences of viewpoint on the answers to such highly "iffy"
questions are reflected in predictions ventured by two men whose prophecy
carries much weight in the television field — Edward D. Madden, vice
president in charge of television *
Other predictions:
operations and sales of NBC, and
Rodney Erickson, manager of raMr. ment
Madden:
"A 15-minute
segof afternoon
time on NBC
dio and television operations of
Young & Rubicam.
today is $5,000. This includes time,
Mr. Erickson told a client meettalent and production charges. In
ing in St. Louis a short time ago
1955 we estimate it will cost $14,that a half-hour network show in 000 per week for this 15-minute
1955 will cost in the neighborhood
program once a week in the 58 largof $3 million in time and talent for
est markets in the country."
52 shows a year, as against about
Sees $5 Million Cost
$2.1 million now.
Mr. Erickson: A one-hour draMr. Madden told the Washington
matic show in 1955 (125-station
(D.C.) Advertising Club, last Febnetwork) will cost $5 million on a
ruary, that NBC estimates an eve52-week basis as compared with
ning half-hour show's average time,
talent and production costs will go $3.4 million now; the cost of a
from $19,000 now to $50,000 in nighttime quarter-hour news strip,
five times a week, will go from $4.6
1955_or from $988,000 to $2.6 milmillion for 52 weeks now to $6
lion on a 52-week basis.
et Milk Sponsorship
Mr. Erickson was estimating in million in 1955.
Where will the money come
terms of a 125-station network;
ET MILK Sales Corp. will be one
from ?
I three sponsors of the new All Mr. Madden's figures assumed
tar Revue, Saturday, 8-9 p.m.,
delivery of the program to the naMr. Madden thought "new" TV
ver NBC-TV. The new comedy
money "will come from several
tion's top 58 markets.
Mr. Madden estimated that in sources" — including "more adverrogram which begins in the fall
matures Jimmy Durante, Ed Wynn,
1955 there will be 27 million teletisers with $2 million budgets" (he
anny Thomas and Jack Carson
vision homes, or 81 million viewers.
had counted 77 who spend $2 million
or more in all media) ; a
h a weekly-rotating schedule. The
Mr. Erickson was assuming 35 mileency for Pet Milk is Gardner
lion TV homes, or 105 million view"goodly share" of an estimated
jdv. Co., St. Louis.
$585 million gain in overall national
ers.
elecasting
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Includes Inter-City Relay
The WLAV-TV sale, in addition
to several property rights, also
includes the inter-city radio relay
constructed by Mr. Versluis to Chicago to provide network service to
Grand Rapids. The purchase price,
$1,382,067.93, is to be paid at
closing date in cash amount of
$375,000 plus payment of certain
equipment obligations, and notes
for a total of $925,000 to run at
4%
1963. per annum through December
Gross billings of WLAV-TV for
February, after deductions for
agency commissions, rebates and
frequency discounts, were reported
to total not less than $41,000 with
March reported not less than
Mr. Versluis retains WLAV-AM,
$51,000.
an ABC outlet on 1340 kc with 250
w fulltime.
What

Will

It Cost?

advertising by 1955, and increases
in TV appropriations
as TV's sales
effectiveness
is demonstrated.
Mr. Erickson took the view that,
although TV costs are going up,
TV's selling power will be more
than enough to convince advertisers that it's worth it, and that
they will continue buying TV time
— using, if necessary, some of the
money they now are putting into
other media.
Mr. Madden, who emphasized
that his predicted rise in TV costs
still meant a lower cost-per-thousand than television offers today,
also made plain that he felt that
"today and for some time to come
in the future, there is no other way
for the advertiser to achieve, over
a period of time, the maximum of
100 % family coverage except by
the companion use of radio and TV,
and at the lowest cost."
He felt that "rather than take
radio money to go into TV, advertisers would be better advised
to use them both — in companion
selling. Use television for its impact in the largest markets. Use
radio to reach the non-TV homes in
those markets — and more importantly, toachieve truly national
coverage."
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Easy

REACTIONS

TO

TELEVISION can leap upstairs
into the UHF range without even
breathing hard, according to enthusiastic comments made last
week by industry and government
leaders who saw UHF demonstrations June 29 at Bridgeport and
New Haven, Conn. [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 2].
Eight manufacturers showed
converters to enable present VHF
Sets to receive UHF transmissions. Some of the receivers were
demonstrated at Bridgeport, slightly less than five miles from the
transmitter of KC2XAK, the experimental UHF station that NBC
has been operating, and observers
pronounced the reception as good
as and perhaps better than VHF
reception.
Later four of the manufacturers
demonstrated receivers with UHF
converters at New Haven, some 18
miles from the station, and although the picture was said to
have been inferior to that received
at Bridgeport, it was regarded as
completely satisfactory.
Low Power Cited
It was pointed out that KC2XAK
was using only 15 kw radiated
power, "a far cry," as one broadcaster put it, from the 200 kw
maximum proposed by the FCC.
Similar demonstrations may be
undertaken in other locations.
Glen McDaniel, president of the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., sponsor of the Bridgeport-New Haven
showing, said last week he was
canvassing the transmitter situation to find out whether adequate
UHF facilities existed elsewhere.
He said that on the basis of as

yet incomnlete information he
thought that in New York, Chicago
and San Francisco there were UHF
transmitters that could be used
for demonstrations like that of
June 29.
Though FCC members and staffmen attending the Bridgeport
demonstrations asked that newsmen be excluded from the showings while the official party was
viewing, FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy's open enthusiasm made it
clear the Commission people liked
what they had seen.
Mr. Coy not only voiced a hope
that RTMA would make the UHF
converter demonstration into a
"road show," so that more prospective telecasters could see it, but
said that to do so might shorten
the road to lifting of the TV licensing freeze.
He said it was "quite clear that
there's a good product available
for the American people," and that
the public can now be told that
"here is a service that is excellent
and in some ways superior to

CROSLEY'S color converter which
was demonstrated to New York dealers and newsmen fortnight ago
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, July
2], The converter is tuned through
the standard receiver, Crosley explains, but separate dials on the
right are used to control coior brightness, focus hold and contrast. The
unit uses a 10-inch screen with a
magnifier, which brings the color
picture up to 12' 2 -inch size. Converters will be put into production
when public demand and hours of
color telecasting warrant the move,
Crosley officials said.
Page 58
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Conversion

Seen

UHF

Although they would not comVHF."ment directly, others in the FCC

party appeared to have been well
impressed by the eight-company
demonstrations.
Mr. McDaniel said last week he
was sure that manufacturers would
be eager to "take the show on the
road" if adequate UHF transmitting facilities could be found.
One broadcaster, now a VHF TV
operator, said last week that the
Connecticut demonstration convinced him that it was "probable
UHF is the program service the
majority will receive, if skeptics
will take the gamble on UHF."
Eight Show Units
Although asking not to be named,
this broadcaster said he believed
that "for a cost of from $10 to $40
most TV sets can receive UHF at
reasonable distances."
Eight manufacturers, CapehartFarnsworth, Crosley, General Electric, Hallicrafters, Philco, RCA
Victor, Stromberg-Carlson and
Zenith, showed converters. Estimates as to retail prices of the
devices ran from $10 to $50, with
the price generally determined by
the range of the UHF band
covered.
During part of the Bridgeport
CBS

Will Carry

ATTRACTIVE Evelyn Miller of Syracuse demonstrates
new UHF
translator General
which wasElectric's
shown
to FCC officials, manufacturers and
others June 29 in Bridgeport, Conn.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, July
2]. The unit, which GE says can be
used with any TV set, provides continuous tuning, covering the UHF
band from 475 to 890 mc.
demonstration, VHF sets that were
receiving signals from New York
developed severe interference which
engineers reported was caused by
diathermy machines. The UHF
converted sets were not at all
disturbed.
Engineers said at the time that
UHF was less susceptible to manmade interference than VHF, and
they speculated that such a characteristic would be an advantage
in cities, where much interference
of that kind exists.
Idea Not New
The idea of a wider demonstration of UHF converters to broadcasters had been broached by
RTMA even before Mr. Coy suggested a "road show." The proposal has been taken up with
NARTB officials, looking toward a
demonstration at an early broadcasters' convention, it was learned.
The FCC group included, in addition to Chairman Coy and Comrs.
Paul A. Walker, Rosel H. Hyde,
George E. Sterling and E. M. Webster, the following staff executives:
Benedict P. Cottone, general counsel; Virgil Simpson, then acting
chief engineer; William Boese, acting chief of the Technical Information Division; Wilmar Roberts of
the Laboratory Division; Cyril
Braum, chief of the Television Division, and Joe Brenner, FCC's Los
Angeles regional attorney.

Horse Races
SPORTS
COLORCAST
COLOR television will move into the sports field via the horse races,
starting next Saturday, CBS announced last week.
The network said it would colorcast the fourth, fifth and sixth races at
the Monmouth Park Jockey Club, Oceanport, N. J., on successive Saturdays from July 14 through Aug. 4, *
demonstrations by CBS, CBSfrom 3:45 to 5:15 p.m.
Rounding out its second week of Columbia Inc. (set manufacturing
division), and Columbia Records
regular commercial color TV operations, CBS also pointed out that the Inc. at the National Assn. of Music
Mfrs. annual show. The demonturf programs will mark the first
strations will be held July 16-19 in
use of remote pickups in color
the auditorium of WBBM Chicago.
since the service left the "experiIn New York, three department
mental" stage.
That the network also would like stores are now carrying daily demonstrations of CBS color — Gimbel
to use collegiate football as a tool
Bros., Abraham & Straus, and
to whet public appetites for color
Kertz. It was estimated that 2,000
TV, particularly in view of Napersons saw the first pickups at the
tional Collegiate Athletics Assn.'s
three stores.
stand against widespread blackThe CBS daily shows, 30 minutes
and-white telecasting of games, has
been known for some time [Closed
each, are at 10:30 a.m. and 4:30
Circuit, June 4], but spokesmen
p.m. They are unsponsored.
said last week that arrangements
were still incomplete.
The negotiations with NCAA, it To Seek UHF
was understood contemplated colorcasting the complete schedule of WAVZ New Haven, Conn., will apone team in the New York area.
ply for a UHF television channel
NBC-TV Names Glenn
While CBS proceeded with its as soon as the construction freeze
colorcasts on a two-a-day basis, is lifted by FCC, according to an JAMES A. GLENN, photographic
RCA continued with plans to comannouncement by Victor W. Knauth
engineer and consultant, has been
mence New York showings of its and Daniel W. Kops, owners. The
appointed manager of the newly
own, compatible color system today
formal statement from WAVZ
formed special effects department
(July 9). These showings will be
pointed out "it was inevitable that of NBC-TV. Mr. Glenn, supervisor
on an experimental basis and are
of all photographic activities of the
the men who have provided anslated for expansion with networkother source of news in a city Army (excluding the Air Force)
ing to stations in other cities at a
later date.
dominated by newspapers under
during World War II, has designed
single ownership should see to it special equipment and techniques
Columbia's own color promotion
that there would also be another
is scheduled to be carried to Chifor various industries and governmental agencies.
cago next week with four days of source of television entertainment."
Telecasting
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las shown by PULSE reports for last 3 months of 1950 and first 5 months of 1951)
Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC. . . . New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios
in the San Francisco Chronicle Bid g ., 5th and Mission Sts., San Francisco
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AT STARTING line for cross-country promotion in behalf of Amos ' n Andy
TV show are (I to r) Robert N. Ekstrum, WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul sis.
mgr.; F. C. Verbest, pres., Blatz Brewery, sponsor; William H. Weintraub,
pres., Weintraub agency; Sherman K. Hcadley, dir. TV opr., WTCN. Twin
Cities was first market visited by program's troupe.

VICTOR BORGE (c), star of Kellogg's
Victor Borge Show on NBC-TV, gets
achievement award from Chicago
Musical College from (I to r) Mrs.
Winefred Loggans, Home Economics
Services; Dr. Hans Rosenwald, college's of
dean; adv.,
RalphandOlmstead,
v. p.
in charge
E. T. Swan,
pres., Kellogg Sales Co.

HOLDING $100 check for WDSU-TV
New Orleans' placing fourth in Colgate-Pa Imolive-Pcet Co. nationwide
merchandising
contest
is station's
prom, mgr., Marion
Annenberg.
Louis
Read (I),(2dstation's
D. H.
Guillot
r), dist. coml.
mgr., mgr.;
soap dept.,
C-P-P, and R. J. Martiny, firm's dist.
mgr., admire plaque.

NEWSPAPERS should be "realistic"— but not "panicky"—
about '
th
S
?director
competition
of television,
TV S."
to Harold
OF
Barnes,
of th<
N
ITIOaccording
COMPET
American Newspaper Publishers Assn.'s Bureau of Advertising.
Speaking before the summer meeting of the Newspaper Advertising
Executives Assn. at Denver, Mr. ★
Barnes conceded that TV "prob(2) "42% of the national account:
ably" is "the best alibi a salesman
in the paper in 1950 did not run the
ever had." But, he added, although
preceding
year";by (3)national
"The averagi
"we don't want to be complacent
schedule used
adver
about [it], at the same time we
tisers in 1950 was 3,089 lines."
shouldn't see things that aren't
The 3,089-line schedule, he said
represented an expenditure of $1.1:
He continued:
"I'm sure we'd all be better off per thousand families per year. Ii
contrast, he said without indicating
ifthere."
— for the next 12 months — we
the basis of his computations, i
paraphrased the three Chinese
five-times-a-week daytime radi(
monkeys and thought no TV . . .
program would cost about $1.50 pe;
heard • no TV . . . and spoke no
1,000 families per broadcast, whik
TV. Especially the latter.
"in TV a figure of $15 per 1,00(
Sell on Merits
families — also per broadcast — is
"We'd be better off to concentrate
considered quite affordable."
on selling the merits of our own
Answering contentions that
medium."
newspapers'
days were numbered,
Mr. Barnes noted that similar predictions were made for magazines
and newspapers with the advent of
radio. At the 1933 low point, he
said, outdoor advertising, magazine and newspaper business were
down $36 million, $100 million, and
$115 million, respectively, as compared with 1929.
"That's a total loss of $251 million," he said. "All due — so we
were told — to the invasion of raBut radio's gain for the same
period was not an equivalent $251
million, but $13 million, he said.
"The real villain was old man depres ion," he asserted.
"So
it will help us, I believe, to
dio."
look a little bit deeper than the
gains or losses of a particular
medium," Mr. Barnes continued.
"We should examine those gains
or losses in relation to the entire

TALKING video advertising at Cincinnati showing of new NBC Hofstra
study are ( I to r): John T. Murphy,
dir. TV oper., Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.; Kathryn Hardig, radio-TV dir.,
Ralph Jones Adv. Agency, and
George Frey, v. p. of TV network
sales, NBC.

AWARD for best television advertising goes to Lee Ringer (r), pres.,
Ringer & Assoc., Los Angeles ad.
agency
(for 20th
Le Roy's
Jewelers).
Award
given at
annual
conference.
National Adv. Agency Network,
Chicago, by Howard Peck, Hoffman
& York, Milwaukee.

TECHNICAL aspects of television gets the Worthington Miner touch at
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio. Discussing the production field are (I to r) Bill
Turner, station's art director; Mr. Miner; Harlow Lucas, supervisor, studio
and mobile operations; Richard A. Borel, TV dir.. Dispatch Printing Co.,
station owner. Mr. Miner, CBS-TV producer, was guest of honor at luncheon
given by station.

Let's remember, for instance, that
picture.
so far the phenomenal gains of TV
have not been made at the expense
of the
other major
media. The
We'retotalin
an
expanding
economy.
advertising expenditure is rising.
Volume Tripled
Last year television (network and
spot combined) tripled its volume
over 1949. It registered an increase
of $36 million.
But at the same time newspapers
gained $54 million — magazines $24
million — and even doomed AM radio
increased $15 million.
Mr. Barnes said a report from
"A medium-sized paper" indicated
that (1)tional"just
half the
accountsunder
that were
in nathe
paper in 1949 did not run in 1950";

SALES

BOOST

Stopette Lauds Video
TELEVISION was a "wonderful
break" for Stopette, Earle Ludgin.
president of the Chicago agency
of the same name, said Monday in
outlining the rapid growth of Jules

Montenier
Inc., which
manufac-'
tures
the spray
deodorant.
Mr.
Ludgin, speaking to members of
the newly-formed Advertising Club
of Chicago, said TV has been a
"good" medium for the product
because the major selling point —
the
spray action — could be de- II
monstrated.
Move 'On Faith'
sponsored
my Stopette
Line on has
CBS-TV
weeklyWhat's
since
last fall, and was alternate-week
sponsor with Toni several months
before that. The move to weekly
sponsorship
"on TV
faith,".
Mr. Ludgin was
said,made
because
at
that time "hadn't shown itself to
be
major out
advertising
He apointed
that themedium."^
use of
network television made it possible for the agency to concentrate on
bigger markets.
A four-year-old product, Stopette was the first anti-perspirant
to make use of a spray and a
pliable, plastic container. It also
pioneered last year in continuing
its advertising throughout the fall
and winter months, despite industry precedent of advertising only
during warm and hot months.
Mr. Ludgin
important thing said
about"the
the most
Stopette
story is that it could happen —
that a man with an idea and
courage could build an enterprise
in a highly competitive field and
carve out an important part of
that field for himself."
Dr. Montenier, a Swiss chemist,
developed the product himself and
designed He
the was
spray described
and the plasticbottle.
as a
"good client" by Mr. Ludgin, who
said "an advertising agency can
only produce good copy for a good

Canadian Receiver Sales
SALES OF television receivers in
Canada in the first five months of
1951 totalled 19,577, valued at $19,752,979, according to the Radio
Mfrs. Assn. of Canada. This
brought total sales of TV receivers
in Canada to $27,029,562 at the
end of May 1951.
Telecasting
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FCC

UPHELD
In WJAX-TV

Case

pCC's refusal of additional time to
;he City of Jacksonville for the
ronstruction of WJAX-TV has been
iffirmed by the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Case also involved a petition earlier this year in which the city
the FCC's hearing
to delay
,ought
n proposed
city-by-city allocations,
ontending that if the proposals
vere made final the Channel 2
niginally granted to WJAX-TV
vould no longer be available
Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
'vlay
21].
The
court
at thaton time
lecided to withhold a ruling
the
it
said
and
petition
jtay order
'ivould
decide
the
earlier
appeal
in
ime to obviate need for action on
he petition.
The earlier appeal was the out■rowth of a Channel 2 construction
..ermit granted Aug. 8, 1948, to the
ity, which also is licensee of
VJAX. In May 1949 extension of
:he construction permit was denied
And after subsequent hearing and
"ral argument, the FCC issued its
;,.nal decision July 26, 1950, denying the extension.

;ag

selected

By Hollywood TV Actors
.N OVERWHELMING vote last
eek won for Screen Actors Guild
jrisdiction over actors employed
y six Hollywood television film
roduction units, following an
JLRB election. The nine to one
ote brought a settlement of one
hase of the bitter jurisdictional
ispute over actors in television
■ lms that has been raging for aproximately two years between
lat guild and Television Authority, starting even before TVA was
fficially formed.
The next phase of the two-way
'ispute will be settled following
IjlLRB elections at 10 New York
jlm companies [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 2].
The six Hollywood studios involved in the elections were Apex
;'ilms, Bing Crosby Enterprises,
(iisco Kid Pictures, Hal Roach
itudios, Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Flythe
r'< of part
A Pictures.
yig
Lctors
eligible toOver
vote80 took
m the elections, conducted by mail
inder supervision of George
[j'ager, NLRB officer.
SAG also proved victorious in
hree additional elections uncontested by TVA. These elections,
eciding between SAG or "no
nion," were among actors em|loyed by three motion picture
roducers' associations.
OA Engineering Products Div.,
amden, announces two new "Custom
tandard" RCA Antenaplex systems
re now available. The new systems
re designed to meet master televion antenna needs of small hotel,
rartment house, store, school or
Rce buildings.
elecasting

THE
TIME
THIS is just part of the typical crowd that daily has jammed the lobby of the
new Sunpapers building in Baltimore to watch the CBS colorcasts over the
paper's WMAR-TV Baltimore. The station has been carrying the shows in
the morning and afternoon, with an average of ISO persons crowding the
lobby at every showing. WMAR-TV reports that reaction to the colorcasts
has been favorable.

BUYER
WITH

THE

LONG
RIGHT

MIAMI SCHOOL
Files Station Application
NEW non-commercial educational
television station application was
filed last Tuesday at the FCC. In
it, the Lindsey Hopkins Vocational
School of the Dade County Board
of Public Instruction, Miami, Fla.,
revealed plans for construction at
an estimated $201,000 cost.
Applicant, which also is licensee
of WTHS, non-commercial FM outlet in Miami since 1949, is seeking
TV Channel 2 with power of 16.32
kw visual and 8.16 kw aural. FCC
already has proposed reservation
of Channel 2 in that area.
The school, in filing comments
on the proposed allocation plan
last May 7, stated intention to
make its facilities available to "all
other recognized educational agencies within the area." Applicant
added that it would train school
and educational personnel in the
use of TV as well as training for
vocational purposes and provide
the industry with "a continuing
source of well-trained and skilled
Programs for formal class room
personnel."
use would be developed, it was
said, along with programming for
continuing adult education in the
homes and other shows of benefit
to the community.
The $201,000 estimated construction cost included $90,000 for transmitter, $68,000 for studio technical
equipment, $18,000 for antenna system, $10,000 for monitors, $5,000
for buildings acquisitions, and
$10,000 for contingencies. There
is no cost for land.
Proposed transmitter location is
1410 N.E. Second Ave., Miami. A
three-bay General Electric antenna
system would include 100-foot towers on the Lindsey Hopkins Vocational School Bldg.
Vernon Bronson, chairman of the

• BROADCASTING

radio committee for the applicant,
would be station director of the TV
outlet. Herbert Evans, to be consulting engineer on construction,
would be the station's chief enPersonnel also would include two
gineer.
film operators, four remote operators, two program directors, one
film director, and a librarian.
MORNING
SHOW
NBC to Feature Vallee
RUDY VALLEE, NBC's pioneer
radio crooner, will be featured on
NBC's initial morning TV program,
scheduled to start in the fall, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NBC vice
president in charge of television,
announced last week.
Mr. Vallee will head a list of
musical, comedy and dramatic features on the one-hour variety proFriday) gram. (11 a.m. -12 noon, MondayIn announcing inauguration of
morning network programming,
Mr. Weaver said: "Just as Kate
Smith revolutionized viewing habits
for television in the afternoon, so
do we expect that Rudy Vallee will
completely change the face of
morning viewing. We are planning
a full hour of outstanding variety
entertainment to support Rudy, and
expect that he will become one of
television's truly great new stars."
'No Comment'
"NO COMMENT" was only
comment both FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy and RCA officials
had to offer last week following Comr. Coy's inspection
of the tri-color tube developed by RCA at its Lancaster, Pa., plant. FCC was
not present at RCA's unveiling of the tube in Washington in early 1950.

ARM

. .

Once upon a time there
was a* time buyer who
wanted to reach into a
multi-million dollar market
and cash in on daytime
spot
participation
shows.he
He found
that when
used KOTV's afternoon
shows, Lookin' at Cookin',
Glass Showcase, and Musical Jigsaw, his arm grew
longer and he reached into
73,000 TV homes with no
competition from other TV
stations. That's not all, his
arm reached into the best
daytime shows from four
networks, NBC, ABC, CBS,
and DUMONT. Yes, this
Time Buyer is proud of his
long right arm.

CAMERON TELEVISION, INC.
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa 3, Oklahoma
July 9, 1951
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Alternate
YESTERDAY

Surveyed

telestatus
and

1

TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Today
there

....
are

148,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6
4ln •
t •
4>LftAt. lfL.
s^J '
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MAIN disadvantage to alternate
week programming is the difficulty
of viewers to follow the schedule,
according to Advertest Research's
latest survey, "The Alternate Week
TV Program."
The survey is part of the firm's
study, The Television Audience of
Today, and was compiled during
the period June 4-15, employing
personal interviews with 770 viewers in television homes throughout
the New York area.
It set out to find viewers' general opinions and reaction to current alternate week programs and
get comparisons with weekly programs.
Advertest found only 42% could
name one alternating week program, without getting aid; 40%
know in advance of a performance
which alternate of a pair will be
presented.
Newspapers were the best source
material for viewers to put their
finger on the program although
37 % went without the program
because they didn't know it was
being aired.
Som? 41% saw advantages in
alternate programming, many of
them citing improved quality. The
32% who indicated disadvantage
thought so because of the problem
of keeping up with the schedule.
A large majority (68%) liked
weekly programs because they
could follow them easily.
Actual viewing ranged as high as
72% to a low of 6% for six pairs
City

Week

of current alternating programs
surveyed by Advertest. The pattern
of viewing preference was diversified, some pairs getting a high percentage of audience, others a small
joint audience. The weaker of the
two programs at times drew a
larger audience because of the
greater popularity of its companion,
it was found.
More than one-third of respondents don't watch any program
pairs. But 64% watch at least one
pair of alternate week programs.
Identification of sponsor also
varied with a reported high of 87%
to a 6% low. Average for six pairs
was 38%. Weekly program average
varied with a viewing high of 74%
to a 15% low with the average for
12 weekly programs at 44%.
WTOP-TV Washington
Sets New Rates
WTOP-TV Washington, Washington Post-CBS station, has issued
Rate Card No. 2, now in effect,
which sets Class A time in the
one - hour classification at $550.
Class B rate is $367 and Class C,
$275, the station announced. WTOPTV said this was its first rate
change since Aug. 1, 1950.
Videodex Releases
June Report
LATEST Videodex report, covering 63 markets for the period June
1-7, showed Texaco Star Theatre

Programming

by Advertest
(Report 171)

as the leading program in number
of homes and percent of TV homes.
The top 10 shows were listed as
follows:
Percent of TV Homes
1. Texaco Star Theatre (60 cities) 52.6
2. Comedy Hour (58)
43.1
3. Talent Scouts (22)
39.9
4. Your Show of Shows (61)
36.5
5. Fireside Theatre (53)
35.4
6. You Bet Your Life (59)
33.1
7. Philco Playhouse (56)
32.8
8. Mar'in Kane (60)
32.0
9. Studio One (49)
31.9
10. Wayne King Show (10)
31.9
Number of TV Homes in Thousands
1. Texaco Star Theatre (60)
2. Cemedy Hour (58)
4,532
3. Yrur Show of Shows (61)
6,447
4. Fireside Theatre (53)
5,161
5.6. You
Bet
Your
Life
(59)
4,148
Philco Playhouse (56)
7. Martin Kane (60)
3,916
8. Studio One (49)
4,020
9. Ta'ent Scouts (22)
3,894
10. Godfrey and Friends (49)
3,686
Programs

Hours Up;

3,606
3,541

Ratings Decline— Ross
SIX New York TV stations in May
telecast 516 hours, 45 minutes of
video programs, a gain of 93
hours, 15 minutes from a May
week in 1950, according to an
analysis made by Ross Reports on
television programming. Explanation for the increase, Ross found,
lies in feature films, which had
over 50 hours a week more air
time this year than last (114%
hours to 62x/4) and in daytime
women's programming, which rose
from 94 hours to 117% hours a
week in theurvey
year's time. Sports
(Continued on page 68)
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Weekly Television Summary — City
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
90,526
Albuquerque
Memphis
WMCT
87,871
KOB-TV
8,600 Miami
Ames
WTVJ
70 000
59,634
115,000
WOI-TV
Atlanta
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV
Baltimore
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
243'
193
297,368
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
256 400
Nashville WSM-TV
31 671
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
40,112
Birmingham
46,200
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
New Haven WNHC-TV
153|800
Bloomington
62 150
WTTV
16,400 New Orleans WDSU-TV
867,756
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
New
York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
Buffalo
204,754
WOR-TV,
WPIX
2,250
000
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
79,948 Newark WATV
Chicago
275,000
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
930,399
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
69
130
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
City WKY-TV
87 636
477,196 Oklahoma
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
80
000
176,541
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
117,068
Philadelphia KPHO-TV
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
834'
000
Phoenix
37 900
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
Ft. Worth
WDTV
260^000
56,384 Pittsburgh
Davenport
Providence
WJAR-TV
152
000
WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise , E. Moline190,000 Richmond WTVR
73 992
Quad C ties WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Dayton
464,135 Rochester
WHAM-TV
83'077
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Island
Erie
60,050 Rock Quad
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline561384
WICU
117,068
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
46 600
Ft. Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
47,537
115,600 San
Grand Rapids
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
97
500
Kalamazoo
WLAV-TV
70,808 San
Francisco KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
196,449
Schenectady
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
80,110
Houston
Albany-Troy WRGB
157 500
KPRC-TV
46,100 Seattle
KING-TV
85 600
HuntingtonCharleston
148,000 St.
Louis
KSD-TV
293
000
WSAZ-TV
Indianapolis
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
120
671
WFBM-TV
32,000
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
Toledo
WSPD-TV
125,000
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Tulsa
KOTV
83
525
Kalamazoo ds
133,122
452OC
87,275 Utica-Rome WKTV
Grand Rapi
121,832
WKZO-TV
Washington
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
261
300
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
69010
101,129 Wilmington WDEL-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
49,000
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
KECA-TV,
Los Angeles
877,421
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated Sets in Use 12,478,000
Total Stations on Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
an() manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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SPOT

BUYERS
ATTENTION!

Desirable

Availabilities

* Full-Length Western 6:00 to 6:55 Monday
through Friday. 20 second or 1 minute spots,
$100; 8 second time signals, $40.
* Hollywood Guest Book (Snader Telescriptions). Sundays 1:30 PM and 4:00 PM.
20 second or 1 minute spots, $100; 8 second
time signals, $40.
* Adventure

and Action Theatres

(Feature

films). 1 1 :00 PM Thursday and Friday evenings respectively. 20 second or 1 minute spots,
$62.50; 8 second time signals, $25.
* 6:55 to 7:00 Program Strip (Weather
forecast or Snader Telescriptions). Monday
through Friday. 1 time rate, $130 and $20
talent fee. Frequency discounts allowed.

WMAR-TV
CHANNEL
2 * BALTIMORE,
MD .

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY,
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES

Recasting

• BROADCASTING

INC. new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
*
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WATV CONFERENCE
Education Council Formed
A TELEVISION Council of Higher
Education was formed last month
at a meeting called by Robert B.
Macdougall, director of educational
activities for WATV (TV) Newark. The conference was attended
by 21 New Jersey colleges and universities.
The meeting had been called to
explore possibilities of cooperative
action leading to telecasting of educational programs. Members of an
interim committee of the council,
who, with Mr. Macdougall, will
study and recommend programs for
early fall presentation by WATV,
are:
Committee Members
Edward Robert Isaacs, assistant director public relations, Rutgers U.,
New Brunswick, N. J.; Edward C.
Rasp Jr., director, audio arts, Montclair State Teachers College, Montclair, N. J.; Marion G. Hennion,
director, public relations, College of
St. Elizabeth, Convent Station, N. J-;
Joseph P. Davis, assistant director of
admissions, Upsala College, East
Orange, N. J.; Wesley D. Camp,
chairman, social science, Monmouth
Junior College, Long Branch, N. J.;
Nicholas J. Rose, assistant dean, Stevens Institute of Techonology, Hoboken, N. J-, and Lewis E. Arnold Jr.,
assistant director communications
arts, Seton Hall U., South Orange,
N. J.

Operation

HOTTEST
NEWS

OF

SUMMER
RADIO

THE
IN

AND

TV

ADVERTISING!

WLW

WLW-TELEVISION
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'BRIDE

INFORMAL chat among advertiser, agency and network representatives
heralded the debut of Nash-Kelvinator as new sponsor of Paul Whiteman't
TV Teen Club on ABC-TV. On stage at WFIL-TV Philadelphia, where program originates (I to r) are N. F. Lawler, advertising and sales promotion
director of Nash Motors; Mr. Whiteman, Jack Huntress, Nash advertising
manager; Ted Long, radio-TV director, Geyer, Newell & Ganger, client's
agency, and Edward Friendly, eastern TV sales manager for ABC-TV. The
Whiteman show features Nancy Lewis as co-emcee with Mr. Whitman and
Junie Keegan, 13-year-old singing discovery of the orchestra leader.

CUBAN

VIDEO

Mestre Plans More Outlet's
EXTENSIVE purchases of equipment to permit television coverage
of all Cuba have been announced
by Goar Mestre, director general of
the network keyed from CMQ Havana. TV is off to a flying start in
the island nation following its formal debut in March.
Mr. Mestre expects to have four
more stations on the air within four
to six months. Pending completion
of relay facilities they will operate
with kinescope recordings made on
a new General Precision Lab video
recorder.
Microwave relay facilities will be
completed to Santa Clara early next
year and on to Santiago in late
1952 or early 1953.
During a recent trip to New
York Mr. Mestre completed purchase of four more TV transmitters. The list includes two 5 kw
low-channel air-cooled GE transmitters and two 500 w DuMont transmitters, one low and one high-channel. They will be operated in Mantanzas, Santa Clara, Camaguey and
Santiago on Channels 9, 5, 6 and 2,
respectively.
The transmitters will be connected by a Philco TV microwave relay
system. Expansion of the CMQ
network involves an expenditure of
another million-and-a-half dollars,
according to Mr. Mestre.
CMQ's TV network operation is
centered in the modern Radiocentro
operated by Mr. Mestre and his
two brothers, Abel and August.
CMQ
programs
daily two-hour
afternoon
schedulea directed
mainly
at housewives along with nightly
service from 6:30 to midnight or
later. With Sunday telecasting
starting at noon, the station programs 50 to 60 hours weekly.

PROFESSIONAL
LAB
ATW, NBC Start Series
AN ADVANCED professional laboratory in television has been inaugurated by the American Theatre Wing, using NBC staff members
and facilities. Lab runs through
Aug. 25.
Designed to cover "every phase
of production" and to present over
WNBT (TV) New York a 15minute telecast each week, the laboratory is sponsored by Ted Cott,
WNBT general manager; George
Wallach, news and special events
supervisor, and Ivan Reiner, program WNBT.
manager, all of WNBC-AMFM and
Programs for telecasting are
produced by NBC staff members
and technicians, with a student assigned to each of them. The student-assistants are rotated each
week so that students will, in turn,
participate
in all phases of production.

&

GROOM

Court Awards $800,00
A LOS ANGELES Superior Cour|
jury awarded the owners of Brid)
and Groom television program
decision for §800,000 damage
against the producers of the Wen
ding Bells on KLAC-TV there, thl
station and its owner, Mrs. Doic
thy Schiff, last Tuesday.
Attorneys for the defendants an
nounced they would file applicatio
for a new trial within 10 day;
An appeal to the court by the de
fense to overrule the 11-1 jury de
cision, reached after four week
trial, was denied Thursday.
The Bride and Groom producers
John Masterson, John Reddy an
John Nelson, had sued for SI mil
lion charging their radio and tele
vision format had been "pirated
by the KLAC-TV show. The judg
ment was entered against the sta
tion; Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, als<
owner of the New York Post; Sta
tion Manager Don Fedderson am
G. A. M. Productions, producer o
Wedding Bells.
Bride and Groom, for five year;
a top daytime radio program oi
ABC, is now a daytime program or
CBS-TV, sponsored by Hudsoi
Paper Napkin Co. Wedding Bell
is telecast locally in Hollywooi
and had been kinescoped and showi
in Cincinnati and Detroit.
This is one of the first cases ii
television litigation in which th<
verdict supported protection of i
program idea from alleged imita
tion, and Harold Fendler, counse
for Bride and Groom producers
called it "the most important de
cision in the protection of enter
tainment of ideas in the last 10(
J. G. Moser also is an attorney
for the plaintiffs. Defense attor
neys are John P. Hearne and
Joseph J. Burris.
1

years."
UNITED TV MEET
Set for N. Y. Tomorrow
With WNBT carrying the programs on a sustaining basis, actors
TOP EXECUTIVES of United TV
are chosen so far as possible from
Programs will meet in New York r
among past and current Wing stutomorrow (Tuesday) to discuss en
dents and receive minimum-scale
of facilities and marketpay. Although scripts from all largement
ing of new properties. Attending
writing courses will be encouraged,
the session will be President Jerry
the program is not limited to their
King and Executive Vice President
use, the announcement said.
Dick Dorso, who headquarter on
the West Coast, and SecretaryTreasurer Milt Blink from Chicago.
Helps Zoo Gate
With them will be Edward Petry,
ATTENDANCE at Druid Hill
head of the representative firm of
Park Zoo has jumped a third
the same name, and Edward Voy
since WAAM (TV) Baltimore
now, Petry's Chicago manager.
started its weekly telecasts
two years ago, according to
New properties acquired include
the Suspense series of Bing Crosby
Arthur Watson, zoo director.
Attendance in 1949 was about
Enterprises; Cry of the City, on
which shooting will begin July 15;
370,000 at the time he started
a half-hour puppet feature, Sleepy
the series, Mr. Watson said,
Joe,
which is being filmed now and
and should pass the half-milwill be ready for release within a
lion mark this year, eventually leveling off around a
month, and two programs tentamillion.
tively titled Justice in the Universe,
a stop-action film, and Kids' Quiz.
• BROADCASTING
Telecasting

ty DIPLOMA
College Course Begins
300KLYN COLLEGE, New
Dik, last week announced estabi.hment of what it said is the first
:'idergraduate course culminating
| a college diploma in television.
iThe classes, which begin today
rlonday), center on television
iudio training provided by the
ilevision studios of the School of
idio Technique in New York. The
,hool of General Studies of
ooklyn College will furnish acaimic courses in theatre, speech,
lglish, community relations, psy|,ology, art and music appreciam, literature, American culture,
ysical science, merchandising and
pAn opportunity to observe com3icial telecasting also will be
esented to the students since
.3C-TV's Tom Corbett, Space
clet is telecast from the SRT
idios.
School authorities said they had
reived hundreds of inquiries conning the scholastic experiment.
Harry D. Gideonse, president of
ooklyn College, termed it a "pioir development offering new eduional opportunities to the youth
our city. The program combines
;ellent technical training with
■ best general education offered
our School of General Studies.
'It is a realistic community cole program, directly in line with
- own extensive use of audioual material," he said.
XEL FACILITIES
Expansion Plan Announced
ANS for expansion of building
1 equipment facilities of WXEL
V) Cleveland, at a cost of apjximately $500,000, have been
Tounced by General Manager
anklin Snyder.
3resent transmitter-studio at
?asant Valley and State Roads,
rma, Ohio, will be enlarged to
000 sq. ft. of space. It will inde office facilities for station
•sonnel; a 45 x 50 ft. studio two
ries high with overhead doors;
audition and conference room;
itors lounge with glass window
Wing main studio; construction
1 storage area for the program
)artment; a music library; film
rary; dark room; news room;
■ssing room for talent, and the
,aller studios already in the
!lding. Sales offices and a small
Idio in downtown Cleveland also
planned.
Vew equipment includes six
re camera chains, new film
jjection equipment and latest
•e of lighting. Complete master
itrol facilities will be put in
h Consulting Engineer Ben
ler doing the design and installa-

EDUCATIONAL

COOPERATION
Johnson Forwards Student's Views to FCC

EDUCATIONAL institutions and
commercial TV station operators
can do the best educational job if
they work together. If an institution operates fulltime and noncom ercial itwill get into financial
and programming hot water.
That is the opinion of a young
Syracuse U. graduate student, Sidney Dashefsky, who is working for
his masters degree in television.
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col),
chairman of the Senate Interstate
Commerce Committee, liked the
student's letter so well when he
received it, that he sent it along
to the FCC last week as an appendix to additional comments he
has filed on the TV allocations
In his additional comments, Sen.
plan.
Johnson had stated he went along
"completely" with J. Webb Young,
Ford Foundation consultant, who
would coordinate educators' plans
with those of commercial TV operators [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 25].
Mr. Dashefsky wrote the Senator
that he had noted news reports
about the Coloradan, Sen. William
Benton (D-Conn.) and the FCC
"concerning educational programming and educational television
channel allocation." In view of
this, he said, he wanted to explain
his school's plan of operation with
WSYR-TV Syracuse.
The university, Mr. Dashefsky
said, has its own TV studios and
equipment, including three cameras,
projection facilities and an audio
set up. WSYR-TV's tower and
transmitter are used, however.
The station, in turn, makes use of
the university's facilities on a
rental basis for local live telecasts.
Students operate the technical
equipment for these programs "free
of charge
as part of our course,"
he
said.
This combined operation permits

students to "receive both the practical and commercial experience,"
and the station receives technical
help. Schedule at present is seven
days weekly of local live shows,
a total of an average nine hours
a week.
Mr. Dashefsky said: "We do 45
minutes of educational programof a children's
show ming
andwhichaconsists
daily weather
show.
During the regular semester year
we program approximately two
hours a week for educational proThe student observed: "I cannot
conceive of all the universities and
other educational institutions who
grams."
have
asked for educational channels to be able to operate them
on a fulltime non-commercial manner. It is unsound both program
wise and economy wise."
Mr. Dashefsky said that "even"
Western Reserve U., "which has
been actively producing educational
television programs on WEWS
(TV) Cleveland for the past four
years, announced . . . that it did
not want its own TV Station and
felt that 'the interests of education
can be best served by cooperation
with existing commercial TV staPoints underscored by Mr. Dashefsky for "ideal programming
which istions.' " beneficial to all," are (1)
educational institutions should purchase their own necessary studio
equipment but not transmitting
equipment, and (2) it should be
"obligatory
not mandatory"
for
the local TVif station
in the area
to set aside a portion of local programs specifically for the institution's programming.
This type of programming "is
being done here at Syracuse U.,"
he told Sen. Johnson, adding that
its benefits have been shown ". . .
and I and 20 other students are
living proof if any is needed."

BETWEEN

<i

COMMERCIALS
BY KAY MULVIHfLl

^»

BY KAY MULVIHILL

In the short time its been on the
screen— "Around the Bay"— KPIX's
weekly news show, highlighting
local events around the Bay Area,
has brought viewers the cream of
headline news.
Emceed by KPIX program director, Sandy Spillman, "Around
the
Bay" includes
i n te r v i e w s
with 'names
in the news',
ssupplementi v ede by news
excluAmon
g
clips
filmed
by the KPIX
crew.
KP
IXes,
's havex-e
clusiv
Sandy Spillman interview with
Galo Pla
za, President of Ecuador:
been
Spillman's
guest appearance of General Albei t
Wedemeyer; and the screening
of the San Francisco arrival of
the 'General Pope'— Army transport which brought home 350O
Korean war vets.
KSFO AIRINGS

Dude Ranch Breakfast, now inks fifth year on KSFO, features
Mel Fritze and Wanda Ramey in
the Sunday morning broadcasts
from the Old Hearst Ranch in
Pleasanton. Each week, Mel and
Wanda don their Dude costumes
for the show, interview members of
the audience, exchanging conversations and gags, that make for an
entertaining half hour.
The mounting fan mail for
KSFO's "Parade of Melody"— gives
good indication that the two hour
afternoon musical series has met
with overwhelming success among
Bay Area listeners. The two hour
airings include a cavalcade of song
favorites from leading musical comedies, operettas and light symphonic
scores.

Represented by The Koti Agency, Inc.
DAGMAR, Huntington's famous TV daughter, receives a plaque from the
mayor of Huntington, W. W. Payne, for the large amount of publicity she
has given the city through her TV appearances. Looking on are, seated
(I to r), Mary Kercheval, women's program director, WSAZ Huntington;
Danny Dayton, Dagmar's husband, and Don Baker, manager of the Huntington
Chamber of Commerce. The presentation was carried over WSAZ on the
Botdon 930 Club Calendar.

; INSTRUCTION PLANS for Sacred
art Cathedral, Newark, to be corasd in time for Archdiocese centenl ceremonies in August 1953, inie special lighting and sound equippt for TV broadcasting.
lecasting
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Artist Yo Hara makes original topographical maps of Manchuria, Korea and China. Most of his work is used by Commentator Clifton Utley (I), talking with News and Special
Events Director Bill Ray and Jack Chancellor (r), staff writer.

WNBQ

(TV)

Chicago

Roster of writer-commentators employed by NBC Chicago on it
five-a-week mid-day video news roundup includes (I to r) Norma
Barry, HughNews
Downs,
Louis Roen,
Angell fashion.
and hen O'Connor
is presented
in anJackinformal

News

Takes
standard ingreNEWS was
dient inaprogramming at
WNBQ (TV) Chicago long
before the outbreak of hostilities
in Korea. Since then, however, it
has transcended the routine to a
primary position.
Despite a basic antipathy evinced
by many station men and advertisers to news on television, WNBQ,
an NBC O & 0 outlet, was programmed with news and special
events the day after it took the air
two years ago. News and Special
Events Chief Bill Ray, who has
followed radio news trends since he
entered the industry in 1933, predicted in 1948 that TV news would
carry its own weight and also
maintain and raise ratings on adjacent shows.
He
started
for newscasts. with
Video radio's
newsmentiming
first

appeared before the cameras during the evening dinner hour. Programming subsequently stretched
back to lunch, and will retreat to
breakfast some time this year.
In the meantime, following these
broad outlines of scheduling, Mr.
Ray implemented each of the two
basic hours for TV news — dinner
time and noon.
From dinner, he jumped across
the highly-popular evening viewing periods to the time when the
network goes down. From noon,
he hopes to bring into the picture
a mid-afternoon feature for housewives. Morning plans are still
nebulous.
He believes news on TV is an
established feature, equal to TV
programming with less factual and
more strictly entertaining contents.
However, with network facilities
Page 66
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and budgets, a large, capable staff
working at Radio Writers' Guild
salaries, and a metropolitan location, he is able to "dress up" his
operation. Principles, though, are
the same which motivate a small
station's news chief working with
less leeway and fewer appurtenances.
Primarily, the end results are
"clean" — news is straight, factual,
authoritative. Writers are trained
thinkers and observers, and are
logical. Commentators are selected
for character and integrity as well
as insight into such basics as
human
chology. nature, politics and psyThe trimmings — for example,
three cameras, stills, movies, slides,
charts, graphs, gimmicks, expensive production aids, trick camera
work, celebrated guests and special art work — are tertiary.
WNBQ programs from two to
three times as much local news as
any other station in the country.
A late analysis shows 32 local
live shows weekly, in addition to
five network live programs. Local
newscasts total 6 hours, 55 minutes,
of which 4 hours, 35 minutes are
sponsored. Several slots are in the
"sale" stage now.
News Sells
Wide Product Variety
TV news at NBC Chicago sells
gas, lard, cigars, men's slacks, 100pound bags of flour, tons of coal
and commuter rides. It's just happenstance that most of the products now advertised tend slightly
toward the upper-income consumer,
Mr. Ray says.
The station has implemented its
schedule of five five-a-week strips

Position

of

Prime
Importance
___-JL. •:> ::r

and a three-a-week feature with
week-end programming, adding
three Sunday evening shows and
one on Saturday afternoon. Almost
every kind of news available, from
human interest to detailed analytical commentary, is covered by at
least one of the programs. The
ever-broadened video lineup is reversing the tradition of radio,
where newsrooms seldom, if ever,
carried their own weight financially, Mr. Ray says. In television,
news presentation is showing "a
distinct tendency" to make money
for the operator, because the impact warrants the expense borne
by the advertiser.
The week-day schedule begins
with WNBQ Newsroom, Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 12:15
to 12:30 p.m. This is followed by
The Weatherman, 5:35 to 5:45;
Clifton Utley and the News, 5:30
to 6 p.m.; The Weatherman, 10 to
10:10; Clifton Utley, 10:15 to
10:30, atand
Tom 10:30
Duggan
in Let's
Look
Sports,
to 10:45.
Each show can draw news from
the wire services, staff reporters,
local tipsters, and three NBC television film features, the Daily
News Reel, the Weekly Sports
Reel and the Weekly News Reel.
The local operation also uses occasional Chicago-area films shot by
a cameraman assigned to Camel
News Caravan, which WNBQ carries nightly from the network.
The noon show, with a full lineup of commentators-writers, presents Network Commentators Clifton Utley and Alex Dreier, Reporter-at-Large Jim Hurlbut, starred
on the Zoo Parade on NBC-TV,
AM
Newscaster
Len O'Connor,

News Announcers Louis Roen am
Norman Barry, Newswriter Jacl
Angel and Network and Local An
nouncer Hugh Downs. The WNB{ 5.
tary
Newsroom,
most informal on tb
slate, is handled by newscaster;
who can write their own copy, am
writers who can deliver commen J si

Two late-evening features, Mi Id
Utley's commentary and Th
Weatherman with Clint Youle, hi
wife, Jeanne, and brother, Bruce
are regulars which have been o;
the air as long as the station
Wide Sponsorship
For Utley Commentaries
Mr. Utley has been bought sina
late last spring and his 5:50 to t
p.m. show is sponsored on Tuesda;
and Thursday by Peabody Coal Cc
The evening commentary is sharei
by Englander Mattresses, Tuesday

Thursday
Friday,on and
' thi {(
Rock
Islandand
Railroad
Monday
and Wednesday. His Saturda;
show from 6 to 6:30 is sponsoret
July.
by the First National Bank, whicl
picked up the show originally las'
Mr. Youle, a former newswritei
at the station, has been sponsorec
since September 1949. His K
o'clock feature is paid for by Ceresota Flour three evenings weekly
and by Commonwealth Edison Co
and the Public Service Co. twj
nights. The same show on Sundaj
has
been picked up by the SantJ
Fe Railway.
Mr. Youle, with his wife an<
brother, join hands (and voices]
to deliver an integrated commer
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il in a kitchen situation. His ear- r show also finds him illustrating
father conditions on a wall map
d giving predictions.
[Let's Look at Sports five nights
/>ekly is sponsored one night each
i Benson & Kixon (men's clothVs), Van Dyke Cigars, Lucky
iger Shampoo and Mcintosh Real
state, which is selling plots in
|e Inverness subdivision in subiban Palatine, and each of the
Bar buys participations on the
mrsday evening program. Mr.
■ lggan telecasts a Sunday show
the same time. He follows a
mmentary by NBC AM network
>mmentator Alex Drier, who is
onsored by Home Federal Sav,gs & Loan Assn. from 10:15 to
:30 each Sunday.
Missing from the extensive news
verage is a daily newsreel, which
r. Ray says would be a welcome
dition if (1) there was enough
ot news in the area to sustain a
-minute program, (2) reels could
processed rapidly enough, and
) a sponsor would be willing to
y the tariff, "which could easily
in to $1,000 a day."
Ratings Higher
The station's programming straty has added up. American Rearch Bureau TV ratings for the
licago area for the week between
ay 1-8 gave WNBQ "a greater
vantage than ever before" over
e other local stations in news
Pow ratings, with WNBQ carryh the first six news shows (five
'oduced locally) and eight out of
e first nine, Mr. Ray reported.
ie five top rated shows for
NBQ were (1) Clint Youle, (2)
if ton Utley, (3) Weatherman,
I) Camel News Caravan, (5) Tom
iggan's Let's Look at Sports.
fBC, incidentally, does not make
E y money on the sale of its packes, just the time, the news chief
ports.
All talent, including writers, are
red only on an exclusive basis.
) outside writer or commentator
n handle a news show. Most
ws programs remain in the same
e slot in which they started.
lecast at a constant hour, they
e able to build an audience, get
meaningful circulation and be
Id. The principle of strip proamming, sound in radio, pays
i; in TV, too.
edical Diagnosis
THROUGH use of a revolutionary X-ray machine, 14
million persons in more than
a dozen cities had the chance
to view a medical conference
on The Johns Hopkins Sci. ence Review at 8:30 p.m.
June 26. Three doctors — one
( each in Chicago, New York
and Baltimore — held an intercity consultation to diagnose the ailment of the patient whose X-rayed chest was
shown on TV. The program
originates in the studios of
WAAM (TV) Baltimore and
is carried on the DuMont
Television Network.
Recasting

*TiLm

JQepott

THREE "three-reelers" — old-time
melodramas loaded with buckets of
sentiment and blood-curdling chills
have been acquired by STEPHEN
SLESINGER Productions, Los Angeles, for use in a series now in
preparation, It Seems Only Yesterday. The three masterpieces are
characteristically titled: The Way
of the Transgressor Is Hard; Nellie, The Beautiful Cloak Model;
Jerry The Tramp.
Another purchaser of old silents
is KTSL (TV) Los Angeles which
bought 120 feature films from
COMMONWEALTH Film & Television Co., New York, including 10
silent movies for use on its weekly
Movie Milestones.
Prison life gets a going over in a
projected series, tentatively titled
In My Cage. HYPERION FILMS
Inc., New York, is negotiating with
John Kullas, independent producer,
to make the 26-film series.
TV promotional activities at
UNIVERSAL - INTERNATIONAL,
New York, have been supplemented
by a five-minute bi-weekly Movie
Star Album, featuring lives of
screen stars. This new service was
prompted by wide use made of
Hollywood Star Flashes, company's
original promotion series.
Joel Chandler Harris' old South
will live again — on TV — in a new
marionette film series, Sleepy Joe.
Produced by THE CARDINAL Co.
and based on the "Uncle Remus"
stories, the series will be distributed by United Television Programs. A transcribed radio series
of the same name has been produced for five years and is currently being carried on 195 stations. Gerald King, UTP president,
announced that contingent committments already have been
received for Sleepy Joe from TV
stations in St. Louis, Chicago, San
Francisco,
New York and Kansas
City.
A new building for DUDLEY
PICTURES Corp., Beverly Hills,
color film specialists, is in the planning stage. It will be erected at
La Cienga and Beverly Blvds., Los
Angeles, if company's $70,000 bid
is accepted. Building will contain
nearly 6,000 square feet of studios,
offices and sound stages.
An option to produce a TV situation comedy based on comic strip,
"Mickey Finn," has been granted
to Al B. Perlman and Paula Spitzer
by McNaught Syndicate. New show
will be written by Albert Bannister
and will star Guy Kibbee as "Uncle
Phil." An estimated 35 million
readers
cartoon follow
feature.Lank Leonard's daily
In Production . . ,
FILMCRAFT Productions, Los Angeles, starts a series of 52 twominute commercials for Meyenberg Milk Products, San Francisco.
They will be released this fall.
J. Walter Thompson Co. arranged
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. . .

the purchase and Harpo Marx will
be star salesman.
ROOSEVELT
E N T E RPRISES,
New York, announced production
plans for The Parade of Detectives,
half-hour TV series based on the
"Baker Street Irregulars," famous
group
dicts. of "Sherlock Holmes" ad* ❖ *
SUPERMAN Inc., Los Angeles, has
signed Lee Sholem to direct new
series of Superman, half-hour TV
shows scheduled for production at
RKO Pathe Studios.
* * #
WALKER Productions, Hollywood,
has packaged I Want To Be Married and plans to produce 30-minute
TV show live for viewer reaction
before filming. Steve Fisher is production head with Robert Reed
as sales manager.
* * *
GEORGE CARILLON Productions,
Hollywood, starts filming a halfhour TV drama-narration series,
Tales of Miller, at Charles Chaplin
Studios this week. Marvin Miller,
announcer-actor,
* *will* be starred.
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
Hollywood, has completed a 15 minute documentary, The Mount Clemens Story, made especially for U. S.
Air Force and scheduled for release to TV stations in August.
. . . Bigelow Theatre series has
been resumed and will be telecast
on 34 stations beginning in September. .. . Mike Simon joins Fairbanks as production assistant. He
was formerly with Sol Lesser Productions and Universal-International.
j(e 4« #
CAMERON-WADE Television Productions, Hollywood, has been organized by George E. Cameron Jr.,
owner of KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.,
and Russell Wade, actor-producer.
Headquartered on KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles' studio lot, the new firm
has started producing a quarterhour
starring
Pat O'Brien
in
roleseries
of story
* teller.
* *
HOTPOINT Inc., Chicago, through
Maxon agency, same city, will release soon a series of dealer film
spots for TV featuring electric
kitchens and home laundries.
* * *
TELEVISION ASSOCIATED Productions, Hollywood, has started filming a comedy series titled
Digress of the News starring Alan
Mowbray.
* * *
FILMS FOR TELEVISION Inc.,
Beverly, Mass., announced the sale
of its studios and laboratory to
Harry Mamas, former Warner
Bros, cameraman. FFT will continue to produce, sell and distribute
open-end shows and will shortly be
ready to distribute Crime Clues —
daily five-minute mysteries — and
Quizzed By The Stars, sports quiz,

through Harry S. Goodman Productions.
* * *
ADRIAN WEISS Productions, Hollywood, is shooting TV film series
Craig Kennedy — Criminologist at
Key-West Studios. Ten have been
completed. Louis Weiss & Co.,
Hollywood, will handle sales and
distribution.
* * *
HOLLYWOOD NEWSREEL,
started originally for theatrical
release in 1940, has been converted
for TV showing and distribution
to stations on a weekly 15-minute
basis, according to Erman Pessis,
producer.
FILMCRAFT PRODUCTIONS, Los
Angeles, has been re-signed by
NBC-TV for filming of Groucho
Marx You Bet Your Life programs
for 1951-1952 season. Program is
sponsored by DeSoto - Plymouth
Dealers through BBDO.
PROMOTION
FILM
Being Shown by KNBH
WITH "around 1 million TV sets
in the area," Southern California
as a market is graphically demonstrated in an 18-minute sales promotion film being shown to advertising agencies and clients by
KNBH (TV) Hollywood.
Titled "The Gold Rush Is Still
On," film concentrates on population-industry growth of Southern
California and its increasing purchasing power. Stressed throughout is the fact that TV is "a new
design for selling." Only the last
two minutes of the film are devoted
to KNBH promotion.
Presenting statistics and crediting various sources for figures, percentages and market calculations,
the film's narrator, Eddie King,
points out that Southern California
has become the second largest TV
market in the nation, whereas the
area had only 45,500 sets in 1948.
Promotion film was produced at
estimated cost of $7,000 by Arnold
Marquis Productions, Hollywood.
Research data was made available
by 21 sources.
MUNTZ TV Inc., Chicago, after its
first year of operation, has reported
a net income of $749,852 or 74 cents
per share on 1,013,994 shares of common stock outstanding. Net sales for
the fiscal year ending March 31 were
$27,147,846, and during the final three
months amounted to more than $3
million monthly, the company reports.
Income amounted to $1,781,352 or $1.75
per share before taxes of $1,031,500.
President Earl Muntz said his company "will definitely be in the vanguard ofporting
colorconstruction
TV manufacturers,"
reof three models
so far.

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD 0-7205
July 9, 1951
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 62)
programming meanwhile dropped
more than 11 hours a week from
104% hours last year to 93 hours
this year.
The rise in program hours has
been accompanied by a decline in
program ratings, Ross noted. Comparison of figures for the first six
months of this year with the same
period of 1950 showed an increase
of 56.5% in program time, but a
decline of 43.2% in the combined
average Pulse ratings for the programs, which dropped from 7.69 in
the first half of 1950 to 5.37 in the
first half of 1951.
Analysis by program types
showed the average rating for
every class of video program, without exception, to be lower this year
than last. Although the amount of
time devoted to baseball telecasts
nearly doubled, the average rating
for baseball was down from 18.2
last year to 10.4 this. Average
ratings of comedy-variety programs dropped from 21.1 last year,
when this was the most popular
type, to 12.8 this year, while drama
and mystery programs, which head
this
19.3 inyear's
1950. list with 15.4, rated
DuMont Surveys
Set Increases
TV SETS-IN-USE in seven cities
during daytime have increased 54%

within the last year, according to a
survey released by DuMont Television Network's Planning & Research Dept. Percentage increases
range from 117% in Chicago to
66% in Washington, 65 in Cleveland, 50 in Baltimore, 41 in New
York, 34 in Los Angeles and 31 in
Philadelphia.
Nielsen Reports Berle
Tops in Latest Report
PRE-SUMMER hiatus, the Texaco
Star Theatre, starring Milton
Berle, continued on top of the Nielsen television ratings by reaching
46.2% of TV homes in program
station areas in the two weeks ending June 9.
Close second was provided by
Philco TV Playhouse which reached
42.3
of homes and Colgate Comedy Hour, which compiled a like
percentage rating. The Nielsen
summary of the top 10 follows:
HOMES REACHED IN TOTAL U S.
HOMES
PROGRAM
RANK
(000)
1 Texaco Star Theatre
5,728
Philco TV Playhouse
2
5,042
Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts
3
4
4,890
Colgate Comedy Hour
5 Martin Kane, Private Eye
4,490
4,418
Fireside Theatre
6
4,356
Your Show of Shows
7
4,102
8 Your(Swift)
Show of Shows
(Participating)
4,062
9
Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett
&
Myers)
3,857
Studio One
10
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED 3,855
IN
PROGRAM STATION AREAS
RANK PROGRAM HOMES
(%)
1 Texaco Star Theatre 46.2
2 Philco TV Playhouse 42.3
3 Colgate Comedy Hour
42.3
4 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts 41.7
5 Fireside Theatre
40.9
6 Arthur
Scouts 37.4
7
Gillette Godfrey's
Cavalcade
37.2
8 Martin Kane, Private Eye
36.4
9 Your
Show
of
Shows
36.1
(Participating)
10
Alnn Young Show
35.5
(Esse)
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
New

WLBR
|
LEBANON, PA. • 1000 WATTS •
1270 KC
The STAR MARKET of Central
Pennsylvania
REACHES THIS RICH 300 MILLION
DOLLAR MARKET IN SIX COUNTIES

f. SKINNELL-Operations Mgr
Represented by RAMBEAU
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Hooperating

Theatre' with
'StarTHEATRE,
Lead bySTAR
TEXACO
Milton Berle, registered a 47 rating to head the first 10 TV programs in the June, New York TV
Hooperatings Pocketpiece of C. E.
Hooper Inc.
First 10 programs were:
TV Home Hooperatings
47.0
1. Texaco Star Theatre — Berle
2. Comedy Hour — Martin-Lewis
43.6
6/3 only
3.
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
33.9
4. Fireside Theatre
31.2
5. Mama
30.9
6. Philco TV Playhouse
29.7
7. Comedy
29.6
6/10 OneHour
only — Jackie Gleason
8. Studio
25.8
28.1
9. Man Against Crime
10. Kraft TV Theatre
25.3
Special Event
President Truman
43.8
WTCN

JULIAN

York

Surveys Sets

Town'
In Average 'TV
PHENOMENAL
growth in the
ownership of television receivers in
an average "TV Town" — New
Richmond, Wis. — has been reported
by WTCN-TV Minneapolis - St.
Paul, whose transmitter is located
some 45 miles from the study area.
The station's survey, embracing

THROUGH television, the Detroit Edison Co. has been able to hold per
sonnel meeting for 12,000 employes. Executives discussed company plan:
and policies on a special half-hour program. Open Meeting, over WXYZ-TV
Detroit. Shown checking last minute plans are (I to r) Reginald Carey, Detroit
radio & television director for Campbell-Ewald agency; James W. Parker
president, Detroit Edison Co., and John Pival, program director, WXYZ-TV
The (how, featuring Mr. Parker and Prentiss M. Brown, board chairman, we
directed specifically at Edison workers and their families, 70% of whom owi
TV sets. There was, however, much of interest to stockholders and the general public. The program included a film summary of company activities,
with commentary, and plans for future expansion.
a series of findings ending last
February, covered 100% of the
homes in "TV Town," reporting an
increase of 383% in TV set ownerership. An even larger gain was
recorded for families in farm homes
within the WTCN-TV coverage
area, with the amount jumping
590%.
Studying 785 homes among an
estimated 3,000-plus population of
New Richmond, WTCN-TV found
that 40.6% have TV receivers compared to 21.8% for all farm homes.
While farmers generally lagged
behind urban dwellers in purchasing sets at the outset, they bought
them at a faster rate, the station
claims, after its study of so-called
primary (urban) and secondary
(farm) areas.
PUBLICATION of technical bulletin,
Multivision Antenna System, which
describes a "New multiple antenna
system . . . practical for fringe area
installations as well as strong signal
locations," and "suitable for large or
small installations, including community
antenna systems,"
was Inc.,
announced by Industrial
Television
359 Lexington Ave., Clifton, N. J.
WTAD

SEEKS

TV

POWERS

BILL to N.Y.
create State
a New 'Authority'
York state
television authority similar to the
State Liquor Authority, and with
comparable powers over the industry, is being drafted by State
Sen. Arthur Wachtel, the legislator
told an open meeting of the Television Dealers Assn. in New York.
Sen. Wachtel was invited to
speak to the group of about 400
metropolitan New York dealers,
who recently began a campaign
for state control of the industry
to compel ethical practices among
retailers, require TV service firms
to fulfill their contracts, demand
truthful advertising and pricing of
merchandise and to suppress unfair business practices.
The legislator said he was working on a bill which he believed
would stabilize conditions in the
industry thi-ough state control, and
that he already had received broad
support in discussions with other
members of the legislature.

OR

NO WTAD, SHE
BETTER COLLECT
THESE EGGS
PRETTY

500M»

930 KC, 1.000 Watts CBS
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
A Lee Station

Our
Silver Anniversary
of Service
rural-urban
homes in theYeartri-state
area —of toIII.,88,210
Mo.
and Iowa, with farm income $315,669,000; retail
sales $417,326,000. Represented by Weed & Company.
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DUCATION

FOR HANDICAPPED
WPIX and Board of Education Plan Video Series

O.ANS for a cooperative venture
educational television were anjnced last week by WPIX (TV)
m York and the New York City
;ard of Education, with a continiig series of programs for stunts confined to their homes schedd to begin about Oct. 15, under
■ name The Living Blackboard,
j. Bennett Larson, WPIX vice
^asident and general manager, and
lliam Jansen, superintendent of
lools, said preliminary planning
• the thrice-weekly series had
?:jn in progress since WPIX ofed air time and facilities to the
jy's schools last December.
Stasheff Named
'The programs will be planned
d produced through the city's
t<YE (FM), where staff man Edrd Stasheff, who also has had
oerience as a commercial TV
)gram director and producer, has
3n assigned to TV on a fulltime
sis. Covering the fields of scice, liberal arts and vocational
ijidance and home industries for
' handicapped, the series at the
:set will be aimed primarily at
er students who receive home inuction but eventually will be
ected at classroom viewers,
ikesmen reported.
They said a survey showed 80</r
"homebound pupils" — those coned to their homes by illness or
IN MONTREAL
1
it's

CFCF
nuda's FIRST station — wise in the
U of PROGRAMMING, PROMO|DN and MERCHANDISING . . .
is you the coverage and the listenhip needed to do a real selling job
this rich market area.

U. S. Representative — Weed & Co.
!ecasting

other physical conditions — have
television sets. The TV programs
will supplement regular instruction these children now receive
from visiting teachers and from
WNYE, and also will instruct hospitalized veterans who are completing their high school education
as well as other homebound adults.
Cites WPIX Offer
Supt. Jansen voiced appreciation
for WPIX's offer of time and facilities, saying "television makes it
possible for us to expand our educational services not only to those
children regularly reached by visiting teachers . . . but also to
adu'ts whose interest in continuing
their education has been hampered
by physical limitations."
Mr. Larson said WPIX is "happy
to cooperate" and feels the arrangement "is another step in working out an educational pattern that
can be adapted to the New York
City Board of Education schedules."

TV

TIEUP

N. J., L. A. Producers Join
AFFILIATION agreement for the
coordination of sales and production activities has been made between two newly-formed television
organizations — M o t i o n Picture
Television Center, Hollywood, and
Fort Lee (N. J.) Television Co.
William Norins, president of the
Hollywood firm, made the affiliation announcement.
Latter group will produce television film programs; the Fort Lee
firm will act as eastern sales representative for MPTC, coordinate
sales and production activities, in
addition to filming TV commercials.
Fort Lee has been set up by Lee
and J. J. Shubert, until now associated only with the legitimate
stage, following their acquisition
of the Fort Lee motion picture
studios. The studios are now being
renovated in preparation for their
being used as a television center,
to be available about Aug. 1.
Studio facilities include an 80 by
120 feet main stage; a 40 by 80
feet second stage; plus backdrops,
props, and over 2 million costumes.
Nelson Schrader, associated with
motion pictures, will be director of
the TV center in New Jersey.
FORMATION of the New Era Television Co.. a t ew organization for
national sale of custom-built television-radio-phonograph units "with
consoles designed in the finest glass
a^d mirror combined with wood,
fabrics and bambon," h^s been ani ounced by George H. Mildwoff, president a-,d founder, in New York. Included in the cabinets will be the
r.CA-licensed 630 chassis with 20inch picture tube.
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CIVIL LIBERTIES PROBLEMS
ACLU Studies Hill Probe Telecast Effects
STUDY of "the long list of civil
liberties problems posed by the
televising of Congressional inquiries" has been undertaken by the
American Civil Liberties Union,
Patrick Murphy Malin, executive
director, told House and Senate
leaders in letters supporting a
congressional inquiry into the
problems of committee hearing
telecasts [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11].
To Study Closely
"We are most concerned over
these problems," Mr. Malin said,
"and are giving them careful study
in an effort to suggest solutions
that will preserve the rights of
Congress, the public and the witnesses. When this study has
reached a conclusion, we should
appreciate an opportunity to appear before any legislative committee which may undertake an inquiry."
As "more and more publicity
media cover the events," he continued, the need for procedural
fairness grows, and ACLU also
feels that "differences between the
media may be great enough to justify separate sets of rules to govern the conduct of each."
Among possible safeguards be_J^7^e cgJl, oh eat Aotnt
. . . the chances are you'll find the
radio listener tuned to KROD, the
CBS affiliate in the rich El Paso
Southwest . . . REASON . . . such
top-flight programs as Jack Benny,
Arthur Godfrey, Lux Radio Theater,
Amos {*■ Andy, Bing Crosby, Edgar
Bergen and other stellar CBS production .. . gel on the KROD band
wagon and go to town I «

CBS
Affiliate
S00 on Your Dial
5000 WATTS
Southwest Network
Roderick Broadcasting Corp.
Dorrance D. Roderick
President
Val Lawrence
Vice President & Gen. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
THE O. L. TAYLOR CO.

Reach This Rich Market
Through Your Southwestern Salesman
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ing considered,
he said,
are "complete and accurate
testimony
and
full information about witnesses,"
and "preservation of the rights of
privacy — at least to the extent
common in other types of publicSome questions ACLU will look
into :
0 Should press cameras (with
flash
ity." bulbs), television, newsreel
cameras (with klieg lights) and radio
microphones be excluded from the
hearing room?
% tract
Is there
chancegiving
they complete
will diswitnessesa from
and accurate testimony?
% Should body conducting hearings decide what media are to be
barred? Or should the witness?
% Should there be a requirement
that any material adverse to a witness carried by newsreel, television
or broadcast must be accompanied
by adequate rebuttal?
0 Does heightened publicity require changes in libel or slander
laws?
DETROIT STRIKE
Video Covers Mediation
TELEVISION enabled the citizens
of Detroit to sit right in on negotiations during a transportation
strike that had halted all public
transportation for 59 days. Conferences between city officials and
strikers had been showing little
progress, but the one public hearing, which was telecast by WWJTV and WJBK-TV Detroit, was
credited with helping to end the
strike two days later.
A Detroit News story said:
Referring
to the
lastmayor
Saturday's
vised hearing,
(Alberttele-E.
Cobo) said they were helpful because
they permitted the public and the
operators to hear the truth.
Mobile units from both stations
were set up at City Hall where a
public hearing was being held before the Common Council. The telecasts lasted over three hours, and
audience interest was compared to
that generated by the Kefauver
hearings in the Motor City.
CANADIAN UNION
Capitol Film Gets Studio
ACQUISITION of Sovereign Studios by Capitol Film Productions
is seen in Canadian circles as the
"first union of radio and motion
pictures to serve Canadian television needs."
As reported by The Canadian
Film Weekly, Toronto, the formation of Capitol Film by Edward
L. Harris, former general manager, Gaumont-Kalee, and Johnny
Wayne and Frank Shuster, Canadian writing - acting - production
team, puts Canada in a position
where it can quickly join the
broadcast-film arts for television.
In the union, Capitol Film took
over studio facilities July 1, the
scene of experimental production
for Canadian television during the
last few months.

An assistant (r) introduces a Baltimore contestant to Mr. Hickman on
Quiz of Two Cities.

TV's

>■

EFFECT

Paper Circulation Surveyed
TELEVISION has had no apparent effect on newspaper circulations, according to an analysis
made by Geyer, Newell & Ganger
of 168 papers in 62 TV localities.
Total circulation of all papers rose
2.1% from Sept. 30, 1948, to the
same date of 1950, with 132 papers
showing gains and 36 showing
losses.
A higher percentage of evening
papers (81%) showed circulation
gains than did morning papers
(75%), which Geyer, Newell &
Ganger noted "is especially significant in view of the feeling expressed that the circulation of evening newspapers might be affected
by the amount of time being spent
in evening TV viewing."
The following table, comparing the fall circulations of 1948,
1949 and 1950, shows that morning
papers lost circulation from 1948
to 1949, but more than made up
that loss in the following 12
months.

GUNTHERQUIZ
Uses Inter-City Swtt
AFTER 11 years on radio, Guntl
Brewing Co., Baltimore, Md., 1
debuted its Quiz of Two Cit
featuring competing contesta
from Baltimore and Washingl
and involving a switching of aud
video facilities between WAJ
(TV) and WMAL-TV. Anott
sidelight was the use of simulca
with WFBR Baltimore carryi
the radio version.
First program went off withou
hitch after two full rehearsals te
cast on closed circuit. WAAM I
ordinates the weekly quiz, throu
Paul Kane, WAAM studio prodi
tion supervisor. Emcee duties e
handled by Henry Hickman in B
timore and Bill Malone in the r
tion's capital. Nelson Baker a
Baxter Ward also share announci
chores.

Program Technique
Pitting contestants of the t\|
cities against each other for I
minimum $250 jackpot which gro I
in value, the program opens
Baltimore, with name of show a |
sponsor, then shifts to Washingt
for camera shots. The WMAL p;
ture goes to WAAM's control roo:
is cut in to the show by Mr. Kar
returns by cable to Washington ai
finally appears on the air (
WMAL-TV's Channel 7.
Every time a contestant miss

a question, the amount bid for go1 H
into the "Premium Jackpot." i
the end of each program, highe
contestant in each city gets
chance at the question, with tl
correct answer winning the jac r
pot. Agency for Gunther is Bio
Co., New York.

CIRCULATION

COMPARISON OF NEWSPAPERS IN TELEVISION CITIES
(Sept. 30, 1948 vs. Sept.Morning
30, 1950)* Evening
Total M
1
Number of papers
72
96
30,360,0
Circulation— Sept. 30, 1948
15,587,000 14,773,000
640,0
30,319,0
—Sept. 30, 1949
15,468,000 14,851,000
31,000,0
30, 1948
1950
15,775,000
Net Gain —Sept.
1950 over
188,000 15,225,000
452,000
Percentage of gain
1.2%
3.1%
1
Papers showing a gain
54
78
Papers showing a loss
18
18
* Latest audit released to date for all papers.
2.1
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KBN NEW
HOME
Swings Into Operation
CBN Youngstown, Ohio, began
i adcasting from "Radio Youngs;m," its new, modern structure,
iterday (Sunday). The new
toe, housing AM and FM and
lich was three years in the build, is located in the south outjrts of the city.
7he CBS affiliate's building em7Lies the latest technical advances
radio with modern principles of
struction and modern office furnings. WKBN was located preiisly in the downtown area.
Vhile final details in its conaction are not yet complete, ofs and studios were ready for
-upancy at yesterday's broadcast
ning.
Vorkmen will continue at the
lding through the summer with
ilic inspection slated for the fall.
i building is on a 60-acre tract
rolling lawn, and contains transting equipment in addition to
ces and studios. There are five
adcast studios, one two-story
jdio planned for eventual televin. Also planned for this occa,i is a 500-ft. tower which has
in constructed in addition to an
? ay of four WKBN radio towers,
jlrand opening is planned to
icide with station's 25th annisary. It operates with 500 w
570 kc.

HYN-FM Grant
IYN-FM Holyoke, Mass., has
n granted special experimental
]hority by FCC to operate by
lote control from the transfer of its sister station, WHYN,
hout a licensed operator in atdance at the FM transmitter,
s FCC in making the authorizan until Dec. 20, 1951, said that
iad some doubts as to how suc'sful such control might be,
j-ticularly as to length of time
J.t might be required for minor
major repairs. A full report on
operation was requested by
v. 1, 1951.

3REENVILLE
is
PUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
In EMPLOYMENT
-REENVILLE

45,964

olumbia

26,634

[harleston 23,217
S. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1950

For the Greenville-AndersonSpartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel
OADCASTING

IT'S a happy exchange as Robert
(Jake) Embry (r), manager, WITH
Baltimore, succeeds Denis Sartain,
news director, WWDC Washington,
as president of the Chesapeake Associated Press Broadcasters. New
officers were elected at a meeting in
Annapolis, Md., June 21. Elected
vice presidents were Ted Koop, WTOP
Washington; William Paulsgrove,
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md., and Dan
Hydrick, WDYK Cumberland, Md.
FCC SURVEY
McKinsey & Co. to Conduct
McKINSEY & Co., New York
management consultant firm, has
been awarded the $25,000 contract
to conduct the remaining management survey at FCC. The study is
to be completed by Nov. 30 and
will be directed by John J. Corson,
McKinsey executive, in Washington.
The analysis will cover the field
engineering and monitoring division as well as those staff offices
not included in the recently-completed Commission reorganization.
Common Carriers, Safety & Special Radio Services and the Broadcast Bureau were the three phases
contained in that reorganization.
Rep. Albert Thomas (D-Tex.),
chairman of the Appropriations
Subcommittee on Independent Offices, last week said his group had
been urging the FCC to undertake
such a survey for two years.
Elect McAndrews
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing director, Southern California
Broadcasters Assn., has been elected
president of the
Hollywood Advertising Club.
Elected to other
offices were:
James Morgan,
radio and television director, Raymond Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, first
vice p r e s i dent;
Harlan Palmer Jr.,
Mr. McAndrews assistant
publisher,
Hollywood Citizen-News, second vice
president; Martha Jeffres, executive
secretary, Southern Calif. Advertising
Agencies Assn., secretary; Robert
Coleson, Western representative, Advertising Counsel, treasurer. Also
named were two new directors, Vid
Rosner, advertising manager, Lucy's
of Hollywood (women's apparel
store); Georgia Holbeck, assistant
advertising manager, Van de Kamp
Bakeries.

• Telecasting

KPRO FILES SUIT
Cites Anti-Trust Violation
VIOLATION of the Sherman AntiTrust Act is charged in a half million dollar triple damage suit filed
in U. S. District Court at Los Angeles by Broadcasting Corp. of
America, operator of KPRO Riverside, against San Bernardino
(Calif.) Broadcasting Corp., former
licensee of KITO San Bernardino
and former owner Carl E. Haymond of Tacoma, Wash.
Named also as defendants are
his son Carl Dexter Haymond,
George Lindemann, former KITO
manager, and Robert S. Conlan &
Assoc. Inc., Kansas City, Mo., radio
audience survey organization.
Suit cites that the defendants
during 1947 and 1948 continuously
conspired
to injureitsKPRO's
ness and restrain
trade inbusiinterstate commerce by unfair competition and false representation
in violation of the anti-trust laws.
The charge is made that KITO's
management induced ABC to shift
affiliation from KPRO to the San
Bernardino station "by exhibiting
certain fraudulent and false audimaterial."
Useenceofsurveythis
alleged fraudulent
survey material was made in raiding advertising accounts of KPRO
and the diversion of prospective
advertisers from the Riverside station also is included in charges.
Although KPRO allegedly suf-

You
New

ONE

Can

fered actual damages of $171,000,
triple that amount is being asked
for under Section 7 of the Sherman Act. Defendants also are asked
to pay Broadcasting Corp. of
America attorneys' fees (which
amount to $51,300) under a provision of Section 7.
Carl Haymond is owner of KMO
Tacoma and KIT Yakima.
NEWS COMMITTEE
NARND Sets Up Study Arm
MITCHELL V. CHARNLEY, U.
of Minnesota journalism professor, will serve as co-chairman of
the National Assn. of Radio News
Directors' wire services committee
with Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis news director, according to
Ben Chatfield, NARND president.
Mr. Chatfield also announced the
committee study will begin at once
with the U. of Minnesota cooperating with the radio news group.
The report, which will study wire
services with the aim of improving
their radio news coverage, will be
made in November at the annual
NARND convention, Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Other members of the committee
are Johnny Murphy, WCKY Cincinnati; Orrin Melton, Sioux Falls;
Bob Lyle, WLS Chicago; William
Jenson, WHAS Louisville and U.
of Minnesota; Rex Loring, CFCF
Montreal; E. L. Heywood, Calgary,
Alberta; John Beck, KNX Hollywood, Calif.; John Thompson,
KNBC San Francisco.
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GANNETT

TAKING part in The Gannett Radio Group conference
are, seated (I to r) John Henzel, manager, WHDL Olean,
N. Y.; Paul Miller, vice president, Gannett Co., Rochester;
Glover DeLaney, chairman. The Gannett Radio Group and
manager, WTHT Hartford; Frank E. Gannett, president,
Gannett Co.; Max Everett, president, Everett-McKinney
Inc., New York; standing, Lowell H. McMillan, production director, WHEC Rochester; Robert J. Burow, manOn All Accounts
(Continued from page lb)
sponsible businessmen so they can
merely sign dinner tabs at restaurants, hotels and night clubs
throughout the U. S. instead of
paying cash. Once a month the club
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ager, WDAN Danville, III.; Gunnar O. Wiig, chief counsel, Gannett Radio and general manager, WHEC; Dale
Taylor, manager, WENY Elmira; LeMoine C. Wheeler,
commercial manager, and William J. Adams, program
director, WHEC; Bernard C. O'Brien, engineering counsel
for Gannett and chief engineer, WHEC; Ralph Barber,
sales representative, WHEC. The meeting was held in
the Rochester Club June 18.

issues a convenient, consolidated
bill for all dining and entertainment expenditures — "an ideal record for tax purposes and business
needs," Mr. Azrael points out.
Aside from radio, Azrael Adv.
enjoys identification as specialist
in
ing.the field of mail order advertisMr. Azrael also claims associate
careers of a "Sunday painter" and
"a good many civic, club and association activities" as well as a
"small vegetable garden." His son,
16, and daughter, 13, keep things
lively, he says, by their "all-embracing wisdom" and "keep him off
balance consistently."
CRAIG PRESIDENT
Succeeds Wilson at AT&T
CLEO F. CRAIG, acting president
of AT&T, was elected president last
Monday, succeeding Leroy A. Wilson, who died June 28 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 2]. He
had been named acting president
the preceding week, shortly before Mr. Wilson's death after a
brief illness.
A vice president of the company
since 1940 and vice president in
charge of finance since November
1949, Mr. Craig at various times
also has been in charge of the
Long Lines Dept., personnel relations, operations and engineering,
revenue requirements and finance.
Now 58, he is a native of Rich
Hill, Mo., and joined AT&T at
St. Louis upon graduation from
the U. of Missouri in 1913.
ADVERTISING Federation of America has announced the creation of an
advertising internship for college professors. The first internship was
awarded to Frederick T. Bryan, chairman of the Dept. of Marketing at
Boston
College's School of Business
Administration.

Deane Replaces Baker
BUDDY DEANE, WITH Baltimore
emcee, has been named to replace
Phil Baker on the station's 2-4
p.m. program. Mr. Baker had requested his release from the show
due to his heavy schedule of network radio and television programs
and because "there just aren't
enough hours in the day to do
justice to everything." Tom Tinsley, WITH president, expressed his
regret at Mr. Baker's departure.
In announcing the shift he said:
"Buddy Deane has already created
a sensation in Baltimore with his
popular morning show Wake Up
Baltimore. I feel sure he'll do even
better with his additional time from
2-4 each week-day afternoon."
TWO semi-automatic machines for
printing electronic circuits, one for
flat surfaces and other for cylindrical
surfaces, have been developed by National Bureau of Standards. Printers
are products of continuing program
of printed circuit development sponsored by Navy Bureau of Aeronautics,
NBC said.

GROUP

Wiig Examines Radio Pow
NEW VIEWPOINT on progran
ming and selling must be part c
radio's re-examination in light c
present-day factors affecting th
broadcast medium, Gunnar (
Wiig, WHEC Rochester manage
and chief counsel, The Gannel
Radio Group, told delegates at
two-day conference of the five-ste
tion group held in the Rocheste
Club June 18.
Factors affecting radio and telt
vision include taxation, gove?fr
ment regulation, and the norms
changes in listener preference, Mi
Wiig said.
A better understanding of th
radio audience will help both pre
gramming and selling, the con
ferees were told. See adjoinim
photo for others participating.
Among others, talks were give:
by Paul Miller, vice president o
The Gannett Newspapers; Jac)
Knabb, public relations counsel
Radio Broadcast Managemen
Council of Rochester, and John P
Street of Hartford-Conway Adv
Agency.

NAME HARLEY
TO NAEB Program Post
WILLIAM G. HARLEY, progran
director of WHA, U. of Wisconsii
and the state station's FM network, has been named by the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters to serve as program coordinator for several series of national educational broadcasts. He
has been granted a year's leave ol
absence, until June 1, 1952, to accept the position.
He will be in charge of planning
and presenting the programs which
will fall into four general categories: International understanding, public affairs, our American
heritage and the nature of man and
human behavior. The project will
be financed by a $300,000 grant ■
from the Ford Foundation Fund
for Adult Education and will be
supervised by a special NAEB committee of which H. B. McCarty,'
WHA director, is a member.
TOPS THE FIELD
FROM 6 P.M. TO 8 P.M.
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I^DIO-TELEPHONE CHATS
LS Chicago, Purina Party Line,
Jturday, 12:30-1 p.m., sponsored
. Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis,
ita Ascot and Jim Ameche, stars
| program, call persons living in
ift-al Purina distribution areas,
;k such questions as "How old
!::>uld a g:rl be before dating?"
d "Should the son or daughter
'jth summer job pay room and
lard at home?" Personal discusn program ties in with spot
nouncements and other promote.
uL OUT PROMOTION
,WL New Orleans went all out
promotion of Mario Lanza
..low, summer replacement spon'ed by Coca-Cola Co. Three-way
-up with station, local RCA
ztor record distributor and manners of local variety stores, used
vertising and promotion cam■ ign to push products. Dashboard
ids were used on buses and
•eetcars during month of June.
"oor displays, window display
Uturing life size cut out of Mr.
nza standing before WWL mike,
inter displays and 1,500 postrds were sent out and posters
re used. WWL prepared two
scial five-minute records introcing "this great RCA Victor
wording artist as sponsored by
!i.ca-Cola over WWL-CBS" with
zord closing with Song by Mr.
' nza..
•— •— •
¥ PACKS IN CUSTOMERS
tlERICAN National Video Pro.ction Inc., Chicago, Parade,
: 15-11 Monday, sponsored by Nafjnal Clothing Co., Chicago. Firm
,ppily reports selling power of TV
monstrated during four-hour sale
clothing company held 8-12 p.m.
.ien more than 6,000 persons jammed Loop area streets, greatly
xed efforts of Chicago Police
hpt. to keep
traffic moving,
■amped clerks. Announcement
J sale carried on Parade just once
'ight
before sale scheduled)
no
iier announcements
made,— no
ner media used.
Results so
lazing, response so good, store
-inager reports more than a third
I potential customers had to be
rned away, said 70 more clerks

immediate

programs

promo|joll
premiums

would have to be hired to handle
customers at next sale advertised
on program.
•— • — •
JAPANESE 'FCC HEARD
KLZ Denver, June 27, host toJapan's equivalent of FCC — Radio
Regulatory Commissioners — who
were interviewed by Hugh B.
Terry, vice president and general
manager of station. Japanese
commissioners are visiting U. S.
studying American broadcasting
methods.
*— * — *
DOPE DRAMAS
WMAQ Chicago, The Black
Mark, series of three drama
documentaries on teen - age
dope addiction in Chicago.
First show featured addicted
youths in recorded interviews
conducted by Leonard O'Connor, station newsman, who
has worked on problem for
five months. Name of show
taken
marks"
left on from
heroin"black
addicts
arm
from needle injections. Final
show, July 21, will outline
measures which should be
taken to halt spread of narcotic addiction. Station reports that data will be made
available to the Senate Crime
Committee.
*— * — *
PERSONALITY CONTEST
TWO-AND-ONE-HALF weeks of
on-air promotion netted KAYL
Storm Lake, Iowa, 262 entries from
35 towns in its third annual child
personality contest. Youngsters of
6 years and less were entered in
the competition, which was tied-in
with local photo studio. Tex Ritter
served as judge of photographs in
two groups, children up to 3 years
and from 3 through 6. Response
came from seven counties in
KAYL's listening area. Station
used two spots and one program
daily, and no newspaper or other
outside promotion.

revenue

produced

ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
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NEWS BEAT SCORED
WPTR Albany, June 24, aired first
bulletins and telephone interviews
with State Police, after apprehension of suspect sought in connection with the murder of State
trooper. News Editor Ed Graham
broadcast first of bulletins 15minutes after the suspect was taken
into custody, following with more
complete story in 45-minutes. Mr.
Graham, June 6, broadcast the first
bulletin, 90-minutes, following the
death of the trooper. He followed
that up with interview with newspaperman covering story. Chief
Inspector Francis McGarvey, who
helped in breaking the case, praised
radio and television for their coverage and keeping the case before
•— • — •
public. ACTION
DRAWS
KFMB San Diego, Editorial Page,
Fri., 6:30 p.m., presents controversial facts on subjects of interest
to local listeners. It has both pro
and con factions with station giving
its own outlook on subject and asks
listeners for their comment. Recent
program toanalyzed
reasons
failure
meet blood
quotaforforcity's
the
Armed Forces. Station exposed
friction between local blood bank
and local chapter of the Red Cross.
Within 48 following the program,
representatives from both organizations along with station official
as a guest, visited the city managers office. A new policy was
adopted for procurement plan for
blood.
•— • — •
CRIME HEARING
WTVJ (TV) Miami, June 21-22,
carried Senate crime hearings held
in Miami. Prior to hearings there
was some doubt that night sessions would be carried on WTVJ.
Station received over 800 telephone
calls in two hours from viewers
asking that every effort be made
to persuade Senators to allow telecasts. After committee gave permission, station cancelled over 18
hours of commercial programming
to carry hearings as public service.
WTVJ reports letters and postcards poured in praising it for
carrying proceedings.
•— • — • — ■
NARCOTIC INVESTIGATION
WWDC Washington, June 26-27,
carried Senate Crime Committee's
investigation of narcotic traffic.
Station claims it was only local
outlet to carry show live, cancelling all afternoon commercial
shows. In addition to live broadcast, station carried 15-minute
tape recorded highlights each
night. June 28, station aired MBS
interview with Barney Ross, exlightweight boxing champion, and
Comr. Harry J. Anslinger, Narcotic Bureau chief, on problems of
narcotic addiction.

MAILING PIECE
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, sending trade and advertisers mailing
piece citing listener coverage.
Cover has picture of rooster crowing andthe
backstation
says "In
Salem
mostWinstonpeople
listen to most is WSJS!" Inside
gives facts on listening in the
morning, afternoon and evening.
•— • — •
KOREAN REQUESTS
KLKC Parsons, Kans., Request
Time, 4:15-6 p.m. Monday through
Saturday. Jay Pratt, program's
announcer, gets requests from
area's servicemen serving in Korea, calls family to make sure they
family.
are home, plays requested tune for
•— • — •
BILLBOARD PROMOTION
MBS sending trade and advertisers
large tear sheet with picture of
billboard, saying "More radio homes
than ever before." Note attached
reports ". . . these six words state
one of the most significant differences between Mutual and all other
networks today ... so we've taken
these six words off our sky-high
signboard and placed them on your
desk for close-up scrutiny."
Further ideas or samj^les of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

IANG
WORTH
• FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Network Calibre Programs at Cocal Station Cost
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 18)
promoted Leonard refrigerators
with 40 spots per day, for six consecutive days. During the campaign only chain-breaks were used.
Adding up the score-sheet, Mr.
Klein found Ginsbergs sold out of
Arvin electric fans three days
after mass spotting started. For
the sewing machine campaign, a
waiting list of 200 customers suddenly was created. From the very
start when Union Furniture used
mass-spotting to announce its appointment as Crosley dealer, store
traffic increased on each succeeding day in relation to potential
Crosley purchasers.
According to Mr. Klein: "Ginsbergs definitely feels that this is
the only way to really hit the radio audience with effect. Ginsbergs
is now planning a fall campaign
built around mass spotting."
Mr. McGovern says mass-saturation is the solution for retail
selling over the air. Forty chainbreaks a day will do a better job
of retail or "tomorrow-morning"
selling than a full page ad in the
newspapers. And at a lower cost,
he reminds.
With the Ginsberg campaign in
mind, Mr. McGovern concludes
that the radio industry should
adopt the slogan "Forty Spots A
Day Will Outpull Any Full-Page."
To that he adds, BAB should take
the matter up.
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TORNADO COVERAGE
WRVA, WCCO, KGNC

Perform Emergency Service

TORNADOS which ripped through
Texas, Virginia and Minnesota
drew on-the-spot radio coverage,
with KGNC Amarillo, WRVA Richmond and WCCO Minneapolis reporting their activities to Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Two technicians of KGNC were
officially commended by the U. S.
Weather Bureau's local office for
their role in giving a tornado warning.
Bill Curbow and Marvin Armstrong, on duty at the transmitter,
saw the tornado cloud forming
near the KGNC towers. The regular observation system had not revealed the storm. The KGNC technicians notified the Weather Bureau and followed up with information on the storm's movement. In
all they saw eight storm funnels.
Commenting on the warnings,
Meterologist H. C. Winburn, of the
bureau, wrote Bob Watson, KGNC
assistant manager: "Their report
allowed warnings to be broadcast
to residents of the northeastern
Panhandle. Both Amarillo papers
mentioned residents of White Deer
had heard radio warnings of the
storm in their area' and this allowed them to warn their neighbors
and to take shelter from the storm.
The fact that no lives were lost in
the vast destruction at White Deer
attests that they had been foreKGNC has a storm cellar at the
warned."
transmitter, complete equipped
with a speaker system so the station can be monitored from underground.

60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

which the station is justifiat!|

Richmond Storm
Richmond's twister struck June
13 just before the peak of homeward-bound traffic. Many persons
were trapped in their autos by
falling trees, 600 buildings were
damaged, power was cut off in
hundreds of homes, phone lines
were down — for a while, even the
police radio was out.
WRVA sent out the first bulletin
just three minutes after the tornado hit. Emergency announcements recalling police and firemen
were aired every 10 minutes.
George Passage, WRVA news editor, and John Tansey, assistant
program manager, were among the
first to spot the twister. Going into
action, they were able to present
a half-hour program combining
news, emergency instructions, and
tape recordings of victims only an
hour after the tornado first struck.
Another half-hour program at 10
p.m. the same evening gave early
developments.
WRVA won praise from city
officials for its invaluable liaison
work between the public and emergency crews.
Three tornados in Minnesota left

Dermit Sueker, control room ei>
gineer, phoned WCCO from hij
proud.
home and gave an eye-witness a<
count of the damage. The newsrooi
used a tape - recording - telephon
hookup another
to get eye-witness
from
area. Larryaccounl
Haet
WCCO farm service director, wh
lived near a different damage
area, gave a telephonic eye-witnes
account. All were used on the Cec
ric Adams News show.
WHBU

strong. (I) and ArmTechnicians Curbow

in their wake one dead, more than
25 injured, and countless buildings
leveled. It also blew WCCO into
action and resulted in coverage of
WASHINGTON FM
University Outlet Set
FCC-APPROVED FM station for
the U. of Washington, at Seattle,
will go on the air about Oct. 15,
Broadcasting • Telecasting was
informed last week by Prof. Edwin
H. Adams, executive officer of the
university's Dept. of Radio Education. Operating on 90.5 mc, with
a 1 kw transmitter and a new
Western Electric control board, the
station otherwise will utilize existing studio and control facilities,
which were developed for the university's radio-training courses and
its statewide transcription service.
Studios will remain in Radio Hall,
on the university campus, and the
transmitter will be atop the Administration Bldg.
Prof. Adams, who will serve as
station manager, also announced
the staff positions, as follows:
Bruce Calhoun, program director;
Ken Kager, production manager; Al
Roberts, chief engineer. The station
will be largely student-staffed, Mr.
Adams said, because of the recent
budget cut imposed on all university
operations by the state legislature.
Women

Broadcasters

AID

Power Failure Emergent
EMERGENCY instructions fc
Anderson, Ind., following Iocs
power plant explosion in mic
afternoon June 18 were aired b
WHBU there in public service el
fort.
Relying on emergency powe
equipment to return to the ai;
WHBU told citizens to conserv
depleted water supply and stay oi
streets to ease traffic light-les
congestion. Station also repeate
bulletins from police, fire and wate
departments throughout nighReturn of power to some area:
plus auto and battery radios, wer
credited by WHBU as enabling i
to keep public informed.
Godfrey to Paris
ARTHUR GODFREY, CBS radi
and TV star, left on a flight t
Paris July 5 at the request of Bei c a
nard Baruch, U. S. elder states
man. While in Paris, Mr. Godfre
will confer with Mr. Baruch an
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower. Sut
stituting for Mr. Godfrey until hi
return, July 15, will be: Robert Q
Lewis, 10-11:30 a.m., Mon.-Fri
CBS; Herb Shriner, CBS-TV an
radio Talent Scouts, Mon.. 8:30p.m., and Frank Parker for Goa
8-9 p.m.
frey
and His Friends, CBS-TV
WFRP

Joins Liberty

WFRP Savannah, Ga., has signei
a contract for affiliation with Lib
erty Broadcasting System, effectiv
yesterday (Sunday). WFRP, oper
ating on 1230 kc with 250 w, is li
censed to Georgia Broadcasting Cc f
John F. Pidcock is president; Jamej
M. Wilder, secretary, and John
Williams, treasurer.

"WITH..
KEITH, president National Academy of Broadcasting,
THE LITTLE
Washington, struck a blow for employing more women in the broadSTATION
casting field fortnight ago while
a d d r e s sing representatives of
church groups in Koinonia House
near Baltimore. "Since women, as
a whole, are the chief purchasers
of advertised products and since
they are keenly aware of the needs
THE
in the home, their active cooperaBIG WALLOP!
tion is called for, not only as listenBY
WISCONSIN
REP.MEEKER
ers, but as participators and emMARINETTE
ployes," Miss Keith declared.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj
ALICE

TRADE

CODE

FTC Plans Second Meeting
, SECOND session devoted to discissions on trade practices of the
idio and television industry is
air-casters
ntatively scheduled for late Sep:mber, the Federal Trade CommisJon announced last Monday.
First meeting was held in WashDAVID A. MOSS, program director
and sales and sports representIgton June 21 [Broadcasting •
ative WCTC New Brunswick,
elecasting, June 25]. At that
N. J., appointed program director
ssion, convened at the request of WESC
Greenville, S. C.
adio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
her groups to blueprint new rules MARGARET MAU, promotion manager WSAI Cincinnati, to WBNS-TV
r television practices, color TV
Columbus, as sales promotion and
nerged as a bitter issue.
merchandising manager.
, FTC in its announcement last
to KLAC-TV Holeek said those attending the ROBERT lywood,PETKLN
of Joe Graydon
eeting agreed a second conference Show. He as producer
replaces AL LAPIN Jr.,
as necessary. They also recomresigned to become assistant in charge
: ended, FTC said, that "a staff of television film production for U.S.
^aft of suggested trade practice Office of Civilian Defense, Washinglies should be prepared by the
ton, D. C.
ivision of Trade Practice ConferBOB KINDER to announcing staff of
-ices of the Bureau of Industry
CKSF Cornwall, Ont. He was with
CBO Ottawa and the Canadian Assn.
Doperation."
' This draft will be distributed of Broadcasters.
nong members of the industry for TOMMY CHURCH, program director
CFBC St. John, N.B., resigns.
:udy in advance of the second
>nference, the commission said, MIKE HOPKINS, announcer CKFH
be staff will draw up rules on all Toronto, appointed program director
i.e subjects suggested by the "vari- of CKCW Moncton, N. B.
es associations and members of EDWARD
ARNOLD,
of ABC Mr.
e industry" and will be a basis President will address convention of
International Retail Clerks Assn. July
ir further talks, FTC added.
17 in Washington, D. C. Mr. Arnold
recently completed four years of 208
broadcasts of the President series.
Canadian Radio Rules
JEANNE GRAY of CBS-TV Jeanne
PPOSITION PARTY leaders in Gray Show and Dr. John Brown McDonald, chief of medicine, for William
e House of Commons at Ottawa
E. Branch Clinic, Hollywood, married
me 29 urged the Canadian gov- June 30, in Santa Barbara, Calif.
'nment to appoint a committee in CHARLES HAMILTON, public service
: e fall to study the radio section
director KFI Los Angeles, received
the Massey Report, of which
"Job
Well Done" citation from Nae minority report recommended
tional Vocational Guidance Assn. for
(tablishment of a separate regula"most cooperative attitude and un^ry body for broadcasting in equaled public service in making radio and television time available for
.inada. Subject came up during
.discussion of money matters prior interpretation of community probadjournment of the session, with
e government asking for $1.5 mil- ED
WALLICK, accounting department
lems."
>n interim advance to Canadian
KNBH (TV) Hollywood, to NBC Hol:oadcasting Corp. to tide it over
lywood, on accounting staff.
rrent deficits. Should the govGEORGE RAFT, movie actor, takes
nment implement the Massey Retitle role of CBS Rocky Jordan series,
>rt majority recommendations,
9-9:30 p.m. (PDT). Program formerly
BS would receive an annual grant
on only Columbia Pacific stations.
$5 million, Revenue Minister J. MARVIN MILLER, announcer on NBC
McCann told Parliament. There
The Railroad Hour, now appearing in
is been no Parliamentary Radio
stage presentation of Detective Story
jmmittee since last vear.
at Ivar Theatre, Hollywood.
carries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAYjor

Market

NIGHT

V

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PS TRY & CO.
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J. CARROLL NASH signed for CBS
Life With Luigi for third consecutive
season, resuming August 28.
SHELLY GROSS, announcer WFIL
Philadelphia, father of boy.
TED SCHNEIDER, operations manager WMGM New York, father of
daughter, Lynn, born June 18.
JEAN
HERSHOLT
of CBS Dr.
Christian program, elected director of
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce.
DANNY O'NEIL, Chicago TV singer
and recording star, was injured July
1 when car he was driving skidded
and rolled over four times near Almo,
Minn. He was on fishing trip with
friend, and is reported in normal
condition now.
Capt. WALTER KARIG, special deputy chief of information U. S. Navy,
to NBC-U. S. Navy television project,
as Navy technical advisor.
JAMES FASSETT, supervisor of music CBS, visiting Holland as guest
of Holland Festival Committee and
Radio Nederland.
FOUR ABC Hollywood staff members
have been honored with "Nurse of
Mercy" awards from City of Hope,
Duarte, Calif, for their recent efforts
on behalf of hospital's campaign for
funds towards its projected cancer
hospital. The men, FRANK La
TOURETTE, director of news and
special events, ABC Western Div.;
HANK WEAVER, ABC news and
sports commentator; MARK JORDAN
and BILL DAVIDSON, network announcers, conducted 15 hour marathon on KECA-TV, local ABC outlet
that netted the hospital over $175,000
25].
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June

CARROLL ALCOTT, news analyst
CBS Hollywood,
starts
The World
Today on Columbia
Pacific,
replacing
WILLIAM SHADEL, returned to CBS
Washington headquarters.
BERTRAM LEBAHR III, sportscaster
on WMGM New York under name
Bert Lee Jr., on June 23 married
Dorothy Joyce Cohn. Mr. Lebahr is
son of BERTRAM LEBAHR JR., director of WMGM and Metro-GoldwynMayer Radio Attractions.
GEORGE MILLER, sports director
WPTR Albany, registered a hole-inone on the Western Turnpike golf
course, June 27.
ELECT TEICH
Heads Iowa Tall Corn
W. J. TEICH, KROS Clinton, has
succeeded Ben Sanders, KICD
Spencer, as president of the Iowa
Tall Corn Network, it was announced following the regional
group's
June
14-16 annual meeting
at Lake Okoboji.
Other officers appointed were
Hugh R. Norman, KSTT Davenport, and Dietrich Dirks, KCOM
Sioux City, vice presidents; and
William P. White, KFJB Marshalltown, secretary-treasurer. During
the meeting, KCIM Carroll was
welcomed as the Iowa group's 13th
addition.
WLIB New York adding 8% hours
weekly to its Negro broadcasting
schedule, bringing total time devoted
to such programs to more than 38
hours a week.

Mr. Phil Archer
Knox Reeves Adv., Inc.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Dear Phil:
Youtionfellers
inflawhen yuhain't
buystroubled
timeNosirree,
onwithWCHS!
West

A/euri •

Number One
Station gives
Virginia's
yuh
more fer
ythen
e r money
yer kin
shake
stick
at! Why,a Phil,
even with five
radio stations
latest Hooper
shows
in
town,thet
th'
W CH S has

KEN PARSONS, assistant farm director KMBC-KFRM
team
Kansas City,
Mo., appointed
sociated farm asdirector.
BILL O'DONNELL,
sports
WIBX
Utica,director
N. Y.,
to KWIK Pocatello,
Idaho, as Hesportscaster.
will
handle baseball,
Mr. Parsons
football and basketball broadcasts.
BOB FERRIS, news and special
events director KJR Seattle, to news
staff KFWB Hollywood, Mr. Ferris
writes and conducts seven daily newscasts on station.
CHARLES T. WADE, news director
WCYB Bristol, Va., appointed director of news and special events WCSH
Portland, Me.
JOE ANDREWS, editor Bartow
Herald, Cartersville, Ga., appointed to
news staff WMAZ Macon.
STUART NOVLNS, associate director
of public affairs CBS New York, has
received Job Well Done citation from
National Vocational Guidance Assn.
for "outstanding job" while he was
CBS Hollywood public service director.

audience
■as—
amor'n
half times
two
an'
43.1%
uv th'
station ! An so
much ranas kin'
next
cerned,th'yuh
kin
take
day jest
con-o'
far
asistime
selectpick.
anytime
yer
Jest
chances are 6
outaAlgy7 thet
atall, an' th'
highestbe inrated
you'll
th'
quarter-hour
on
time!
Yuh
jest
th'
air
at
th'
cain't beat thet
Yrs. Phil!
thin',
fer a s h 11 r e
WCHS
Charleston,
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New Business
(Continued from page 11)

Provo Joiners
THREE

prominent civic organizations in Provo, Utah,
are now headed by KVOO
staffers. Both chambers of
commerce — senior and junior
— are presided over by Station Manager Arch L. Madsen and Sales Manager L. H.
(Curt) Curtis, respectively.
Provo's Twenty-Thirty Club
is headed by Salesman Harold
Toldboe.
WJWL

GEORGETOWN

New Del. AM Daytimer
NEW DAYTIME AM station in
Georgetown, Del., WJWL, began
operation June 27 with 1 kw on
900 kc. Outlet is owned by the
Rollins Broadcasting Inc., which
also owns WRAD Radford, Va.,
and WFAI Fayetteville, N. C.
Frank Knutti, former manager
of WLSI Pikeville, Ky., is WJWL
general manager. Other staff
members include: Norman Glenn,
commercial manager and publicity
head, formerly manager of remote
studios for WBOC Salisbury, Md.;
Bill Jaeger, former WBOC announcer, program director; Chief
Engineer Edward Marzoa, former
chief engineer at WFAI; Muriel
Meade, continuity and traffic;
Frank Delle, announcer, and Jo
Lee Downing, receptionist.

GENHETT-

from July 25 for 52 weeks through Needham, Louis & Brorby, also
Chicago. The Falcon is heard during that time period now, and will be
replaced with the Great Gildersleeve in the fall.
RCA
Sun.
8:30
p.m.

VICTOR Div. of RCA renews The Phil
over NBC, effective Sept. 30. New time
p.m., with The Big- Show, NBC, Sundays,
spot. Agency for RCA Victor: J. Walter

Harris-Alice Faye Show,
period for program is 8moving up to the 6:30-8
Thompson Co., N. Y.

NBC-TV renews contract with Firmcraft Productions, for filming
Groucho Marx-You Bet Your Life, sponsored by DeSoto-Plymouth
Dealers. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
U. S. ARMY AIR FORCE to sponsor Sports Newsreel, starring Bill Stern,
on NBC, Fri. 10:30 to 10:45 p.m., starting Nov. 30, for 26 weeks. Agency:
Grant Adv., Chicago.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, in early fall moves two programs, Mark
Trail, multi-weekly adventure series, and Victor Borge Show, five minute
multi-weekly music and comedy program, from MBS to 250 ABC stations, 5:30-55 p.m. for Mark Trail and 5:55-6 p.m. for Victor Borge Show
[Closed Circuit, June 11]. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.
CORY CORP., Chicago (household appliances) to sponsor Tues.-Thurs.,
12:45-1 p.m. segment of new Frances Langford-Don Ameche program
(Mon.-Fri., 12 noon to 1 p.m.) over ABC-TV.
GENERAL FOODS (Sanka Div.), N. Y., replacing summer show, Who's
Whose, after one performance with another panel show, It's News to Me,
John Daly moderating, Mon., 9:30-10 p.m. (EDT) on CBS-TV. Agency:
Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
R. J. REYNOLDS, (Camels) to sponsor Your Show of Shows, NBC-TV,
Sat., 9-9:30 p.m. Firm had sponsored Jack Carter Show, Sat. Crosley
which sponsors that half-hour of Your Show of Shows, undecided about
autumn plans. Camel agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.
APPLY VALLEY INN, Apply Valley, Calif, (resort) to Sponsor July 14
only. 5-5:30 p.m. (PDT) $100,000 Gold Cup Handicap Race at Hollywood Park, Inglewood, Calif., on 34 CBS Western and Hawaii stations.
Agency: Swafford & Co., L. A.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL
Prophylactic Toothbrushes),
featuring Sammy Kaye, over
Contract is for three years
Feasley, N. Y.

Co., St. Louis (Listerine Toothpaste and
to sponsor So You Want To Lead a Band,
CBS-TV, Sat., 7-7:30 p.m. beginning July 28.
in 26-week segments. Agency: Lambert &

SPEEDY-Q

WELCOME

THE HEW

JEWEL MATTRESS Co., Detroit, appoints Ruse & Urban Inc., same
city, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
TILETONE Co., Chicago (shower cabinets), names Casler, Hempstead &
Hanford, same city, to handle advertising. Charles O. Puffer is account
executive. Radio may be used later.
DICTOGRAPH PRODUCTS Inc., Acousticon Div., N. Y., appoints Walter
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif., to handle advertising. Network
and local radio and television will be used. Robert Svensson is account
executive.
BRITISH FORD DEALERS of Northern and Central California appoint
Richard N. Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F., to handle advertising. Fall television show is planned.

SOUND
EFFECTS
AND MOOD MUSIC RECORD LIBRARY
to the U.S.A.
All three now under one roof in New York.
Largest combined effects and mood music
library in the world! Faithful reproduction
and flawless recording on non- breakable
vinylite12"• pressings,
double-faced.
10"
£m
and
78 r.p.m.
Each $j£.
Regional distributorship inquiries invited.

COLUMBIA TOBACCO Co., N. Y. (duMaurier filter-tip cigarettes), appoints Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., as agency. Firm probably will use
nation-wide radio spots.
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc., St. Louis (Fitch hair preparations),
appoints Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto, to handle Canadian advertising.
Agency already handles number of other Grove Labs products.

B. L. West (I), first vice-pres
dent of Cussins & Fearn, an
WHKC Sales Manager Harr
Hoessly, watch Mr. Wunderlic
complete the *giant
* contract.
*
RADIO IMPACT
Chain Stresses News on WHK(
FOLLOWING a check of its radi
advertising's impact, Cussins i
Fearn Co., Ohio chain of 40 stores
has signed for a total of one an<
one-half hours daily in newscast;
on WHKC Columbus, Ohio.
firm's presi
dentRayand Wunderlich,
general merchandise
man
ager, explained that the huge bloc!
is broken down into 10 daily pro
grams, ranging from five to 15]
minutes. First show goes on wit!
WHKC's 6 a.m. sign on and th<
final newscast is during the 6:3(X
p.m. dinner hour. Contract started
July 2.
Cussins & Fearn's radio witl
WHKC during the past severa.
years has
been"Quotas
checked,for Mr.
derlich
said.
our Wun1951 "
anniversary sale were set beyond
our actual expectations, yet the
repetition theme in our radio advertising brought results that far
exceeded our pre-set goals." He
pointed out the company's slogan
is "Repetition is Reputation in t
WHKC covers all Cussins &
Fearn's Ohio markets and reaches
Business."
"five million present and potential
customers," Mr. Wunderlich offered as the reason for choosing
WHKC to carry the bulk of thecompany's advertising.
GE Tube Plant
GENERAL ELECTRIC expects to
have its new $6 million receiving
tube plant built at Anniston, Ala.,
by early 1952, according to J. M.
Lang, manager, GE's tube divisions. The plant is part of GE's
expanding activity in the manufacture of "high-reliability" tubes for
military purposes. Firm plans to
employ 2,000 persons in the new
plant's 150,000 square feet of floor
space.

buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on ' RADIO BALTIMORE V
Why

Exclusive U.S.A. Distributors
INC.
CHARLES MlCHELSON
St., New
15 West 47thPlaza
7-0695York 19, N. Y.
: CATALOG AVAILABLE!
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KENNETH B. BONHAM, former president
American Home Products Corp., as assistant
SACK' PresidentREESE H. TAYLOR, president Union Oil
alumnus trustee Cornell University, Ithaca, N.

of Emerson Drug. Co., to
to WALTER F. SILBERCo., Los Angeles, elected
Y.

Con'ocl CO.
PETRY
EDWARD
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Media's Diplomacy Role Outstanding

E HIGH STRATA of diplomacy
:aking to radio like the duck to
Iter, as can be seen by the radio
jplay that drew the U. S. and
Korean-Chinese Communists
per to the negotiating table.
i?he first fuse was lit by the UN
IfJio talk of Jacob Malik, the
SR delegate, June 23. This was
owed by Gen. M. B. Ridgway's
lmunication to the Communists,
;) via radio, presenting the UN
posal for a cease-fire. Peiping
lio accepted, and its conditions
cifying a delay of talks also
•e broadcast.
tate Dept.'s International Infortion Program (Voice of Ameri relayed the Ridgeway offer in
.r Chinese dialects — Mandarin,
itonese, Amoy and Swatow. The
'rement was carried in 45 lan,.ges in all by Voice, with heavemphasis on its output to Koand China,
'he Malik broadcast, recorded as
13th in a series of 14 weekly
grams, was prepared and disputed by UN Radio as part of
On The Record series (forjply called Memo
From Lake
reess).
;7N Radio spokesmen said that
jle the program is carried weekUTH CAMPAIGN
Ad Council Asks Help
E ADVERTISING Council will
on the radio and TV industry
lelp support its September camign, "Help Truth Fight Commui"n, Join the Crusade for Freein behalf of the Crusade For
edom. The new campaign will
impt to enroll 25 million U. S.
zens in the Crusade, and raise
2 million publicly to support
j lio Free Europe and Radio Free
'-s..
Volunteer coordinator of the Ad.
Jincil project is Allan Brown,
| president of the Bakelite Co.
I former chairman of the Assn.
National Advertisers. Hewitt,
Ivy, Benson & Mather, New
•k, is the volunteer agency.

UVDRC
RTFORD 4 CONNECTICU"
D R C — F m

ting*'
The 3 R'» • • Ra
Rate*. Result*
moo"
choice »«
rtford Market V/rite
V/m.
bVCommercial
for cw abi\itie»Repre setvtcd
RoVrier
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ly on Saturday over the CBS network, the division was swamped
with requests from other radio networks and outlets for the recording following the electrifying release of the Soviet delegate's prepared script the night before the
broadcast.
The same program also is heard
in various languages in at least 10
other countries in addition to all
of the Middle East and Latin
America.
Highlights of the Malik talk had
been put on film for later distribution for television and movie coverage. UN Radio is now putting together afilm series, which will be
15-minutes in length, with three to
four talks combined in each program.
When the content of the Malik
speech was made known, however,
filmed highlights of the talk were
released for general consumption
immediately, UN Radio reports.
LATIN AMERICA
New Facilities Announced
TWO new Latin American stations
and three changes in existing: stations were reported by FCC following notification from the Dominican Republic and Mexico under
provisions of the 1941 North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement. Changes reported (probable
commencement date in parentheses) are:
HI6T Santiago, Dominican Republic,
new Class II station, 1 kw fulltime on
1090 kc (July 30).
XEFJ Teziutlan, Puebla, Mexico, new
Class II station, 1 kw day on 680 kc
(Sept. 5).
XEAW creasesMonterrey,
N. L.,
inday power from
1 kwMexico,
to 3 kw,
retaining
500
w
night,
on
1280
kc.
Class
III-B. (Sept. 1.)
XEAS Nuevo Laredo, Tamaulipas,
Mexico, increases day power from 250
w to 1 kw, retaining 250 w night, on
1410 kc. Class IV. (Sept. 1.)
XELC La Piedad, Michoacan, Mexico,
increases day power from 1 kw to 5
kw, retaining 1 kw night, on 1600 kc.
Class III-A. (Sept. 1.)
CBC

Actions

CKVD Val d'Or, Que., has been
given permission to increase power
from 100 w to 250 w on 1230 kc,
to improve service in its area, by
the board of governors of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., at Ottawa,
June 21-22. Emergency transmitter licenses were recommended by
the CBC board for CFRN Edmonton, CJOY Guelph, CJOR Vancouver and CHSJ St. John, N.B.
Broadcast pick-up licenses were recommended for CFCF Montreal
and VOCM were
St. John's,
Nfld. Share
transfers
recommended
for a
number of stations; CJRW Summerside, CHLP Montreal, CKOY
Ottawa, CKCK Regina, CFAB
Windsor and CKEN Kentville, N.
S., CFCH North Bay, CJKL Kirkland Lake and CKGB Timmins,
Ont.

• Telecasting

Advertisement

From

where

d>y Joe

What's

So

I sit

Marsh

Funny?

Just finished reading a magazine
article that "proves" you and I don't
know what's funny.
A bunch of psychologists came to
this sad conclusion after telling jokes
to college students. Very often they
would give out with what they considered aside-splitter — and not get
even a chuckle in response. Other
times the students would laugh their
heads off at stories that weren't considered really funny.
Maybe I'm wrong, but what makes
a psychologist such a better judge of
humor than the rest of us? If a man
gets a kick out of a joke that proves
it was funny to him — doesn't it?
From where I sit, when psychologists try to set up a standard for a
sense of humor they're getting too
serious for me. Stands to reason that
different people laugh at different
things, just as they have different
tastes for most everything. I'm partial
to a glass of beer with meals myself —
but I promise not to make any "wisecracks" ifyou prefer tea.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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Strictly Business
(Continued from -page 18)
lades although never tried before
in the Lone Star State.
Born in Springfield, Mo., June
12,
with
radio1917,
date Mr.
backRogers'
to the ties
twenties
when he started as a cub announcer
at KXYZ Houston.
To get his start in the advertising field, Mr. Rogers expended
vitality in a versatile array of
positions in radio including selling,
writing, commercial and station
memberships.
From this indoctrination, Mr.
Rogers had a close look at the
printing media, working on the
display staff of a few Texas dailies
and knocked on the door of the
advertising world by becoming account executive at Houston's
Rogers-Gano Adv. Agency.
Heads Agency
There, Mr. Rogers busied himself
in the position of radio director,
and when his father died, he became the agency's president.
With World War II, Mr. Rogers
exchanged civies for the forestgreen of the Marine Corps. The
war's end brought dissolution of the
agency and the anonymous letter
to Mid-Continent.
For Mr. Rogers, the advertiser's
basic philosophy boils down to this:
Strong advertiser-agency and media relations and more truth in
advertising.

KSWM
J O P L I N , MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

M
V
C/
B S in
KS
JOPLIN,
MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.

Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
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His professional affiliations include membership in various Assn.
of National Advertisers' committees, lieutenant governor of the
10th District, Advertising Federation of America; Tulsa Press Club,
immediate past president of Tulsa
Advertising Federation. He also is
a member of the Episcopal Church
of Tulsa, Tulsa Country Club and
Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.
Mr. Rogers' wife is the former
Ruth Bellows of Houston. They
have two children, Lee, 10, and
Carolyn, 5.
When not engrossed in the advertising-sales momentum of MidContinent, Mr. Rogers engages in
his hobby, "all sports." He particularly likes golf, hunting and
football.

book

reviews

ADVERTISING MEDIA. By Ed Brennen. McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., 330
W. 42d St., New York 18, N. Y. 284
pp. $6.
ED BRENNEN presents a panoramic view of the major forms of
advertising media and the effective
methods of buying and selling
space and time.
Although the book is somewhat
elementary in its approach, Mr.
Brennen said he wrote it specifically for buyers and sellers of advertising.
For the inexperienced student of
advertising, it offers a primary
understanding of the functioning
of each form of media. For the
professional it reviews some of the
most practical current-day techuniques.
Mr. Brennen hopes that his book
will be both explanatory and inspirational. By its primary approach, he hopes that it may lead
the student to proceed further in
his exploration of advertising and
that it may lead experienced advertising men down new avenues
of thought.
# _sjs ' -iifTHE TELEVISION PROGRAM. By Edward Stasheff and Rudy Bretz. A. A.
Wyn, 23 W. 47th St., New York 19.
READIED for the book mart in
September, this volume, which correlates the writing, direction and
production of a television program,
is designed to be "a complete, practical introduction" in these spheres
of endeavor. The book is illustrated with charts, diagrams and
photographs, reproduces scripts —
with marginal notes and camera
cues. Photographs are enlarged
from film transcription of programs, demonstrating director's
planned key shots.
NBC inaugurating eight-week dramatic
series American Portraits July 10Aug. 28, Tuesdays, 8-8:30 p.m. New
programs will feature characterizations of distinguished Americans, to
replace Cavalcade of America on
hiatus until Sept. 4.

SHOPPER

STUDY
WTAG

WTAG Worcester, Mass., is putting the bee on where the shopper
shops for her bonnet.
Its just completed survey finds
a strong trend among shoppers to
live away from the busy city but
an equal motivation for them to
come to the city for things to buy.
The survey, directed by Prof.
Eugene J. Kelley, assistant professor of economics and business administration, with cooperation of
Ed Quinn, station's research director, was conducted by Clark U.
students. They looked at the buying
habits of 600,000 residents in the
Worcester market area, covered by
Worcester County.
For clothing, men's, women's and
children's, the percentage runs to
about 50% of shoppers who go to
the heart of the city's store front.
Other categories of things to buy
in the city get a dwindling percentage of buyers respective to
their essentiality and their availability in smaller or rural areas,
the survey discovered.
A 20% return was received on a
random list mailing to over 5,000
residents in 22 towns scattered
through Worcester County. Some
RICHARDS BURIAL
Services Held in Calif.
BODY of George A. (Dick) Richards, who died May 28 in Detroit,
has been entombed in Forest Lawn
Memorial Park Mausoleum at
Glendale, Calif.
Only members of the immediate
family were present at private
services held late June 29 when
Dr. James W. Fifield Jr., pastor of
the First Congregational Church
officiated. Mr. Richards was principal owner of KMPC Los Angeles. WJR Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland.

Although reported as "around
two million dollars" exact amount
of Mr. Richards' estate is not
known. Court is to appoint an appraiser to take inventory to determine estate's value.

PROTECT

Looks at Area's Buying Hab
of the questionnaires went to W
cester city residents.
To qualify accuracy and also
formation on the beamed circu
tion of WTAG, the station asl
radio set ownership and stat:
preference. Answers were checl
with known figures. They coincic
with such data as that of Pul
According to WTAG, 59% of 1
respondents indicated that stat
as the one to which they lis1
"most often." This, WTAG se
compares to Pulse figures givi
the station about 55% of the au
ence for the same period.
In order to assure retailers s
other business firms of getting t
use of the data, WTAG is putti
together the results and will ti
them over to the Worcester Cha
ber of Commerce for commun
distribution.
WSOY

Staff Changes

MILTON H. STUCKWISH, tech
cal director of WSOY-AM-FM I
catur, 111., has been named stat
supervisor, a new post. Charles
Bruce continues as commerc
manager with both reporting
Merrill Lindsay, general manaj
of the stations. Jay Giles, ;
nouncer, becomes program direct
succeeding Bernie Johnson, Vi
joins the CBS Housewives P
tective League.

o-TV ridi
Highlights Radi
ELECTRONICS
industry,
on the growth of television to s
to radio which was its big prod'
in 1940, now is a $2.5 billion opi
ation, by next year it may go
high as $5 billion, according 1
June 29 issue of Fortune maf
article, "The Electron ;
An Lawrence
zine. by
Era"
P. Lessing, w
accompanying illustrations, tra
this growth and highlights ra
and television as an import;
part of the industry.

YOURSELF, your STAEF, yonr CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
libs, Financial
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, AdMan-on-the-st
reet
Comment. Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements,
Interviews.
guard this continuHundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers
ous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.

—
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Open Mike
ontinued from page 22)
: haps radio should do as it
the sponsor to do. Spend a
r amount of money on suf: help to get the job done
Mel Haines
KWBW Hutchinson, Kan.
"Visit to the Land of Per[a fable about the Doubleted Broadcaster
and the
'-Crested Oracle, [BroadcastTelecasting, June 18] was
-good. More! More!
The River
OR:
uld it be at all possible for
0 spare us your material en'Map of Broadcasting of the
d States and Canada" . . .
are anxious to obtain this
ial for our own reference,
1:11 as for display purposes to
orientation classes — classes
are held for all newly ad1 men to our institution. . . .
Herman K. Spector
^ Senior Librarian
San Quentin Prison, Calif.
* * *
End to This
OR:
editorial entitled "FM's
ik, TV's Balm?" of June 11
jlrs to have been properly ap^d in the letters- from your
jrs, particularly that of Mr.
:e Hamilton.
However, one
has been overlooked,
at is the source of the "subopinion" in
: alof engineering
compressing the 700 FM
ns now operating into 2 mc
« Cs band ? Is it some more of
: j ackpot . . . variety which int \ that interference resistant
jmust be moved upward beof "intolerable" skywave inence and which now sits silby while the key TV stations
country are being set up perlitly on exactly the wave
is where these former repre\ *,:ives of the Commission said
juldn't work? . . .
s now clear for all the world
e that a former FCC made
Df the colossal engineering
ers of the century. The three
J'TV freeze is sufficient proof
jiat. Apparently what the
wants to do is to compound
lunder by cramping the operarf the one radio service which
ally working without interA CHAS. MICHELSON HIT!

30 MIN. TRANSCRIBED
MYSTERY SERIES
for particulars
LES MICHELSON, Inc.
WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
ADCASTING

ference. Taking all of FM's space
would not begin to solve TV's
troubles — nor will they be solved
until operation is transferred to the
UHF band.
Perhaps, however, the editor is
not interested in engineering.
Perhaps he is interested in the
setting up of a monopoly based on
the shortage of channels in the
VHF range to recreate the clear
channel situation of AM broadcasting. And what an adroit operation it would be to simultaneously
again cripple the only possible
competitor to that service. If so,
the editorial begins to make sense,
although I doubt if another radio
"Teapot Dome" could now be successfully put across.
While we are about it, we might
settle a further question raised in
the Editor's Note to the letter of
Mr. R. P. Adams. Is Broadcasting's yardstick of the value of a
public service to be measured by
the editor's statement, "FM . . .
has not been spectacularly profitable" or by the fact, never admitted by Broadcasting, but quite
indisputable,
thatservice
it is "the
finest
aural broadcast
known
to
theI art?"
am sure your readers will
await the answers to these questions with great interest.
Edwin H. Armstrong
Columbia U.
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: • Quotations
from
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
editorials may answer Major Armstrong's questions.
Do we favor monopoly for AM, minimize
the
of FM?
. (FM)
should showquality
the same
sort ".of .dynamic
development that animated AM broadcasting in the '20s. ... It is providing
an improved and more abundant serv. . ."—Sept.
1948. a".name
. . More
and icemore,
FM is 27,
building
and
an Doaudience
for
itself
.
.
."
—
Jan.
we want to hog VHF for9, 1950.
TV?
". . . The FCC must consider opening
of the 'upstairs' band for commercial
television
."—Marchsee22,editorial
1948. this
For other. . answers
issue, page 50.]
EDITOR:
Just a note to tell you that I
think the article you did on our
Feature Foods and Feature Drug
plans in your June 25 issue is
super — a very clear, understandable statement of what many seem
to make very complicated.
Pete Weld
President
Feature Radio Inc.
Chicago
Kalrenborn Scholarship
AN ANNUAL radio scholarship
amounting to about $500 per year
is now available for the next school
year at Wisconsin U. Supported by
a $15,000 trust fund set up by H. V.
Kaltenborn, radio commentator,
the scholarship was established to
help deserving students study and
train for some phase of broadcasting with particular emphasis on
news presentation and analysis.
Any student of junior standing or
above is eligible. Inquiries should
be sent to Prof. H. L. Ewbank,
Wisconsin U., Madison 6, Wis.

WRFD'S

'RADIO ToFARM'
House Studios, Other Scenic Buildings

WRFD Worthington, Ohio, soon
will be wearing its blue jeans
around its new showplace home,
"Radio Farm, a central meeting
place for all rural Ohio," as Manager Fred A. Palmer puts it.
The new farm, which will house
WRFD's broadcasting studios, is
being constructed on 260 acres five
miles north of Worthington at the
intersection of U. S. Route No. 23
and Powell Rd.
It will be built with the colonialtype architecture that makes Williamsburg, Va., one of the nation's
early American showplaces. More
than 100 acres of the WRFD new
location will be used to recreate
this early-American village.
While including the new broadcast facilities for Ohio's "Rural
Radio" station, the buildings also
will consist of a blacksmith shop,
town hall, general store, Grange
BMI CLINICS
July, August Schedule Set
SCHEDULE of BMI clinics to be
held during July and August,
through the cooperation of state
broadcasters associations, was announced last week. In addition to
an Atlanta meeting last Monday,
sponsored by the Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters, headed by Ben Williams, the schedule includes sessions
sponsored: by state associations as follows
Washington Broadcasters Assn.,
Fred P. Chitty, president, in Seattle,
July 23; Oregon State Broadcasters
Assn., Ted Cooke, president, Portland, Ore., July 24; California Broadcasters Assn., William Smullin, president, San Francisco, July 26; Southern California Broadcasters Assn.,
Bob McAndrews, managing director,
Los Angeles, July 31; Pennsylvania
Assn. of Broadcasters, J. S. Booth,
president, Harrisburg, Aug. 20; Ohio
Broadcasters Assn., L. A. Pixley, president, Columbus, Aug. 21; Virginia
State Assn., Charles Blackley, president, Roanoke, Aug. 22., and W. Va.
Broadcasters Assn., Joe L. Smith Jr.,
president, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va., Aug. 24.

the

Hall, a "Theatre Barn," a church
and a restaurant.
The other 160 acres, which lie
north of Powell Road, will be used
to house the station's staff and
other radio personnel.
Mr. Palmer says the new studios,
which will be the first building in
the series to be constructed, "will
compare with the very finest stuthe country."
locateddios inmain
studio is toA becentrally
flanked
by four smaller studios and office
space for all executive personnel.
WRFD hopes to have the studios completed by September in
order that staff and equipment can
be moved from Worthington where
temporary quarters have been
maintained since the station took
the air, Sept. 28, 1947.

It's About

Time

RICHARD (Cactus) PRYOR, a hillbilly singer on
KTBC Austin, Tex., whose
tastes run to ballads like
"Dad Give My Hog Away"
and "I Married the Thing,"
announced last week that he
was turning a new leaf. Beginning Aug. 1 he starts
voice lessons under instruction of Chase Baromeo, onetime Metropolitan Opera
singer. In addition to his
vocal performances, Mr. Pryor is program director at
KTBC.
ASCAP

Commemoration

PLAQUE commemorating a meeting of Victor Herbert and eight
associates at Luchow's Restaurant
in New York in February 1914, at
which the first plans for ASCAP
were drafted, has been presented
to the restaurant by ASCAP during a dinner there June 27. John
Golden, who celebrated his 77th
birthday that day, and Raymond
Hubbell, 78, only surviving ASCAP
founders, were guests of honor at
the dinner. NBC broadcast part of
the ceremonies.

KOKOMO

market

is

rich!

Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%
Latest Conlan Figures .
74,210 8302,329,000^
RETAIL SALE. SALES
FOOD SALES
8181,967,000 $46,980,000
WIOU
DRUG SALES
HO' EttaD STORES
591
$6,539,000
NO. Oaufr STORES FARt*ft

KOKOMO, iNDIANA
Columbia Broadcasting System
National Rpp: Weed 4 Co.

|V No»oau&s
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NEW DAYTIMER
WLYC Starts Operations
WLYC Williamsport, Pa., went on
the air last month with greetings
from Vice President Alben Barkley, Gov. John S. Fine, Sen. Edward Martin (R-Pa.), Sen. James
H. Duff (R-Pa.), Mayor Williamson of Williamsport and other local
dignitaries. First day's programming, June 10, was opened with a
description by Mel Allen of the
New York Yankees-Chicago White
Sox doubleheader.
WLYC is licensed to Lycoming
Broadcasting Co. and operates daytime on 1050 kc with 1 kw. Dick
Bower is manager of WLYC which
features sports, music, news and
farm programs.
AM Grant Delayed
INITIAL decision to grant a construction permit to Robert Hecksher for a new AM station at Fort
Myers, Fla., on 1400 kc with 250 w
fulltime have been stayed by
FCC pending further review of
alleged interference to a Cuban
station under terms of the new
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement which is awaiting Senate action. FCC said the
Fort Myers outlet "would impose
an interfering signal at the boundary of Cuba within the 0.5 mv/m
contour" of CMGL Matanzas "in
excess of that provided in said
agreement."
FOR FINEST*. TAP E RECORDING

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR COMSOIETT6 ;
Operation ovottoble by com* ,
bining «r>!is< <>< <kh '•ror new catalog — »r.le
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
Page 80
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fCC

actions
JUNE 29 THROUGH

DAVE GARROWAY (r) settles AM
and TV program details before leaving on a European vacation. The
star of NBC-AM's Dial Dave Garroway and NBC-TV's Garroway at
Large chats with Don Hause (I), advertising manager. Armour & Co., the
sponsor, and Richard Davis, radio
and television production manager
at Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
WIPC ON AIR
New Liberty Outlet Opens
WIPC Lake Wales, Fla., a new
LBS affiliate, commenced operation June 29 on 1280 kc with 1 kw,
daytime only. Station is owned
and operated by the Imperial Polk
Broadcasting Corp. G. Max Kimbrel is general manager and chief
engineer. He has been in radio
since 1936, having served with
WJBC Bloomington, 111., WDWS
Champaign, 111., WKRC Cincinnati, and the Naval Air Technical
Training Center, Corpus Christi,
Tex. R. Ted Linton, formerly manager of WTSV Claremont, N. H.,
is commercial manager. Program
director is Joan Galloway, onetime women's director for WKID
Urbana, 111. Other members of the
staff are Dottie Shouse and Jim
Davidson.
WIPC gives its total cost as
$39,475.54. It is broken down as
follows: Transmitter, $2,800; antenna system, $4,833.51; frequency
and modulation monitors, $500;
studio equipment, $7,181.99; land,
$1,159.20; building, $13,622.04;
test equipment, $481 ; emergency
power, $500; furniture and fixtures, $1,955.82; organizational,
engineering and legal expenses,
$1,938.65; expenses applicable to
current year's operation, $3,577.42;
insurance, miscellaneous, $925.91.
AIEE Meet Aug. 20-23
AMERICAN Institute of Electrical Engineers holds its Pacific General Meeting Aug. 20-23 at the
Multnomah Hotel, Portland, Ore.,
H. H. Henline, institute secretary,
announced today. Charles B. Carpenter, Portland, equipment maintenance engineer for Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co. and general chairman of the meeting, will
preside at the opening session.
Portland's Mayor Dorothy McCollough Lee will give the welcome
address.

JULY 5

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modificatiei
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmit! ;
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unL-unlimited hi
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and trans
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of
station and transfer applications.
June 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WKAP Allentown, Pa. — License for
CP,
as mod.,
switch in
facilities
to 1320 authorizing
kc etc.
WEPM-FM
W. Va.— License for CP Martinsburg,
new FM station.
Modification of CP
Wrvi Christiansted, V. I.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
(FM)station
Allentown,
Pa.— Mod.
CPWFMZ
new FM
to change
ERP
from 6.9 kw to 20 kw, ant. from 745 ft.
to 190 ft. etc.
AM— 960 kc
WTCH Shawano, Wis. — CP to change
from 1 kw D to 1 kw unl. DA-DN
AMENDED
to change
to DA-N and
change from
MEOV DA-DN
of N
FM — 96.9 mc
pattern.
WOPI-FM Bristol, Tenn.— CP to
change 37.7
ant.ft.height
minus
etc. from 2210 ft. to
Renewal of License
Following stations request license renewal: WSSB Durham, N. C; WBUTFM Butler, Pa.; WITJ (FM) Ithaca,
N. Y.; WUOT (FM) Knoxville, Tenn.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa. — RETURNED
application
from
D to for
unl. mod. license to change
WSBB New Smyrna Beach, Fla.—
RETURNED
ment of CP. application for assignJuly 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 630 kc
Calif.—
CP
newMonterey,
AM station
on S.
1490A.kc Cisler's
250 w unl.
AMENDED to change to 630 kc 500 w
D etc.
Modification of CP
Following stations request mod. CP
for extension of completion date:
KLVC Leadville, Calif.: WAFM (FM)
Birmingham, Ala.; WRGA-FM Rome,
Ga.; KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.
WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.— Mod. CP,
as mod.,quency etc.authorizing
in fredate.
for extensionchange
of completion
License for CP
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.— License
for CP to change frequency etc.
forWMFS
CP newChattanooga,
AM station Tenn.
etc. — License

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

newWKLJ
AM Sparta,
station. Wis.— License for
KFOX-FM
cense
for CP Long
new FMBeach,
station.CalifWSAT Salisbury, N. C— License
CP to change hours etc.
License Renewal
WLBR-FM Lebanon, Pa. — Request
newal of license.
TV— Ch. 6
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, Pa. — CI
increase ERP from 27 kw visual,
kw aural to 100 kw visual, 50 kw a,
and change type trans.
APPLICATION
RETURNEDapp: '
Calhoun,
Ga.— RETURNED
tion for CP new AM station on
kc 250 w unl. filed by Gordon Coi
Bcstg. Co.
APPLICATION DISMISSED I
KWEM West Memphis, Ark.— 1
MISED application for relinquishn
of control licensee corporation.
July 3 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WBCC-FM
license for FM Bethesda,
station on Md.—
Ch. 292Grai(i
mc) 500 w, 320 ft. ant.
WHOM-FM New York— Granted
cense for FM station on Ch. 222 (
mc) 11 kw 630 ft. ant.
KSL-FM Salt Lake City, Ut:
Granted license for FM station on
262W (100.3
kw 390 ft. Georg
ant. G B A mc)
- F M5.9 Columbus,
Granted license covering changes
existing FM broadcast station: Ch.
(95.1 mc) 15.5 kw 50 ft. ant.
NBC, Chicago, 111. — Granted lict
for standard STL station KSC-21.;
James A. Noe, New Orleans, Loi
ana — Granted license for standard :
station KKB-52.
NBC, San Francisco, Calif. — Grai
license for STL KMB-46.
Following were granted licenses
remote
pickup
6708; 6709;
6710; stations:
6713; (NBCKA-6711;
Inc., He6
wood, Calif.) KMA-868 (NBC Inc., 1*
lywood, Calif.) KA-5340, 5341, f
(NBC Inc., Area Hollywood, Cal
KA-6024, KA-8159, KA-8158, 5173 (I
Inc., New York); KA-6026 (NBC 1
Cleveland, Ohio); KA-6025 (NBC. I
Chicago, 111.); KA-6023 (NBC 1
Washington, D. C); KA-5016 (Cam<
Bcstg. Co., Inc., Lafayette, Ind.); 1
8696 (WGCM Bcstg. Co., Gulf]
Miss.); KA-8964, 8963 (Forrest Be
Co., Inc., Hattiesburg, Mississippi)
WFGM
Fitchburg, Mass. — Grar
request for authority to sign off at

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAN
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEN
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS years'
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Bex 7037
Kansas City, M
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CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 12S0— Executive 6851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

HE WES TURNER GO.
// years TV Eng. Experience
Construction & Operation
Supervision
918 E. Camino Real DO 7-6335
ARCADIA, CALIF.
(A Los Angeles suburb)
1
n. EDST, from May 1, through Aug.

WNAC-FM Boston, Mass. — Granted
license for FM station on Ch. 253 (98.5
mc) 20 kw 460 ft. ant.
WVCV Cherry Valley Twp., N. Y. —
Granted license covering changes in
existing FM station: Ch. 270 (101.9 mc)
5.4 kw 1080 ft. ant.
WFNF Wethersfield Township, N. Y.
— Granted license covering changes in
existing FM station: Ch. 299 (107.7 mc)
5.4 kw 460 ft. ant.
WFMD-FM Frederick, Md.- Granted
license covering changes in existing
FM station: 99.9 mc 2 kw 1150 ft. ant.
WFBC Greenville, S. C— Granted CP
to install new trans.
KGKB newTyler,
Tex.—
Granted CP to
install
trans.;
cond.

■"ollowing
granted mod.
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
own: KA-5776 Lewisburg, Tenn. to
•-51: WFMZ Allentown, Pa. to 8-22WTTV Bloomington. Ind. to 1-1-52;
IB-TV Albuquerque, N. M. to 8-1-51;
\TV Newark, N. J. to 10-9-51.
4FEL-FM Denver, Colorado— Granted
|snse for FM station on Ch. 247 (97.3
23.5 kw, 60 ft. ant.
!'VMIN-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Granted
ense for FM station; Ch. 258 ( 99.5
) 46 kw, 360 ft. ant.
VSLB-FM Ogdensburg, New York —
snted license for FM station on
291 (106.1 mc) 13.7 kw, 320 ft. ant.
iOADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buclcner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM,

JR.

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KPSS Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted
mod. CP for new non-commercial educational FM station to make changes
in ant. system.
KOSY Texarkana, Ark. — Granted
mod. CP to change type trans.
WEKZ Monroe, Wis. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. trans., and
studio location.
Following were granted mod. CPs
for extension of completion dates as
shown :
WBEN-FM Buffalo, N. Y. to 2-1-52
KANU
Lawrence, Kans. to 1-10-52
KA-7896 San Antonio, Tex. to 8-1-51
KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo., to 11-30-51
WBCA Schenectady, N. Y. to 7-15-51
WRVC Norfolk, Va. to 9-15-51; WTVB
FM Coldwater, Mich, to 12-18-51
WGBS-FM Miami, Florida to 10-12-51;
WPBC Greenville, S. C. to 10-1-51
(cond.); WCUM-FM
WAZL-FM Cumberland,
Hazleton, Pa. Md.to
1-12-52;
to 12-13-51.

WJWL Georgetown, Del. — License for
CP new AM station etc.
AM— 1510 kc

July 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KRLW
Walnut
for CP new AM Ridge,
station. Ark. — License

KOCS MITTED
Ontario,
-RESUBapplicationCalif.
for CP
to change
from D to unl. with 250 w DA-N.
Modification of CP
WDSU-FM New Orleans, La.— Mod.
CP authorizing changes in FM station
for extension of completion date.
KOMA-FM Oklahoma City— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
WKBR-FM
Manchester, N. H. — Request renewal of license.
WFOW
(FM) Madison, Wis. — Same.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WTTT Coral Gables, Fla. — RETURNED mentapplication
of license foretc.involuntary assignKDEF Albuquerque,
— RETURNEDfor
application
for N.
mod.ofM. CP
AM
approval
ant.new&
trans.station
locations.
(Continued on page 87)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOtf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
transcriptions,
photos,
etc.,
sent
to
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any liability or responsibility for their custody
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
Head salesman wanted — New England
area. 15% commission $75 guaranteed
draw.
ING. Reply Box 176K, BROADCASTHave opening in Colorado station for
salesmen. On 15% commission and
good draw you can earn $600.00 to
$700.00 per month. Give full details in
first
ING. letter. Box 233K, BROADCASTHave opening for salesman who wants
to do some announcing. ABC affiliate,
3 oil refineries
companiesletter
located here. Sendof major
disc, snapshot,
air mail to KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Salesman for dual net station. Excellent working conditions, guaranteed
base plus commissions. Details first
letter. WDYK, Cumberland, Md.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer for Louisiana station.essary.Experience
but not necBox 160K,desired
BROADCASTING.
Do you live in Oregon, Washington or
midwest? Do you want to improve
your position? Northern California 5
kw station is adding one announcer and
one news reporter. Send complete
background, ability and desires. Box
179K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/engineer wanted new Michigan station. Good working conditions
and salary. Box 204K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Sports announcer to broadcast
football, basketball games and regular
shift on board. Must be good. Station
a recognized sports station. Anxious for
right man September 1st. State salary
expected. Box 223K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination announcer-engiGood salary. Alabama
Chance for
'chief
engineerneer. position.
network
station.
CASTING. Apply Box 224K, BROADAnnouncer.
Oneexempt.
year minimum
rience. Service
Straight expestaff,
some play-by-play. Long established
midwest 250 watt ABC, newspaper affiliate city 25,000. Best working, living
conditions. Send complete information
about yourself including references,
expected
CASTING. salary. Box 228K, BROADCombination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket, Virginia daytime independent. essary.
Experience
desiredVirginia
but not690 necCall Warsaw,
for
discussion and further information.
Announcer-engineer.
Starting
salary
$70.00
week, with increases
to follow
determined
by
your
ability.
Send
disc.
Salesman also needed. Radio station
KLIC, Monroe, La. Phone 3-4617.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Announcer with first phone, minimum
hours in local 250 watt independent,
located in the rich Blue Grass section
of Kentucky. Send disc or tape with
references together with complete
background, experience and salary expected. Call or wire David B. Highbaugh, WHIR, Danville, Kentucky.
Immediate opening, experienced announcer with writing ability, emphasis
on news. Permanent. Earnings comtown, N. Y.mensurate with ability. WJOC, JamesAnnouncer-engineer, first phone, good
opportunity 250 watt Mutual, modern
air-conditioned
Air New
mailBern,
full
details,
voice discplant.
Box 551,
N. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer — Immediate opening for
good staff man. 1 year minimum experience. Send complete
detailsphoto
first and
letter, minimum
starting salary,
transcription.
No
ET's
returned.
Talent.
Replies confidential. Bob Kirby,
WLAV AM-FM-TV, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Announcer wanted — dependable, conscientious staff man. No play-by-play.
Must have at least one year staff experience. Send details, audition. WPIC,
Sharon, Pa.
Technical
Local South Carolina network station
needs first class operator. Experience
not necessary.
No letter.
announcing.
plete details first
Box Com157K,
BROADCASTING.
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Two engineers. Experience
not necessary. Starting salary $50.
Write or contact Vernon Townsend,
Radio Station KNAL, Victoria, Texas.
Engineer with announcing capabilities,
not necessarily exDerienced, needed
immediately by CBS affiliate. Contact
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, N. M.
Transmitter operator needed for 1000
watt station. Experience unnecessary.
KTAE, Inc., Taylor, Texas.
Experienced transmitter operator, vacation with pay, paid insurance and
bonus. No floaters. H. B. Greene,
Chief
Engineer, WAIM, Anderson,
South Carolina.
Transmitter engineer. Permanent. Car
essential. Contact Chief Engineer,
WEOL, Elyria, Ohio.
Engineers and
our adver-S.
tisement on operators
page 83.see Howard
Frazier.
Pro due Hon -Pro g ramming , Others
Writer — with ideas, showmanship, imagination, and solid sell for a midwest
NBC regional. Even if you're in a
smaller operation,
here'sin aa well
paying,of
creative
opportunity
market
150,000. Send samples and details to
Box 169K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Continuity writer - female,
westernnity.Pennsylvania
collegephoto
commuForward copy, recent
and
salary
expected.
Box
215K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: program director, good ideas,
experience and voice. $75.00 per week
to right party with talent possibilities
and upgrading. Personal interview to
follow receipt of tape or et. Complete
experience and details first letter, confidence assured.
Regional
Floridato Box
major network
affiliate.
Air mail
240K, BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Experienced staff of 250 watt metropolitan network affiliate desires change.
We like each other but dislike new
manager. Included; newsman, continuity editor, commercial manager, sales
manager, two announcers, program director-an ouncer, two engineers, traffic manager,Canbookkeeper
plusstaff
an exmanager.
hire entire
for
$1,000
per
week.
Write
Box
199K,
BROADCASTING.
Managerial
Combination,
studio3 manager
and general radio man.
years experience.
Married. Vet, 27. Midwest preferred.
Minimum
CASTING. $70. Box 203K, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Manager-salesmanager, recognized top
sales producer past 12 years in highly
competitive metropolitan market with
5 kw. filiate
Have experience.
both affiliate
non-afDesire and
opportunity
with station, representatives or transales offering
and Want
commis iscription
on in large
or smallsalary
market.
location in midwest or the state of Oregon.ground
Have withcompletely
successfulnumber
backsound
unlimited
of references.
Presently
employed in
10 largest met. market. Available after
proper notice to present employer. 36
yearsNorse
old, married
threeBoxchildren
of
descent. with
Write
243K,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager with
proven sales record. Experienced all
phases radio operation. College graduate, promotion and civic minded. Has
cash to invest or purchase control in
AM operation. Prefers tough market.
Box 57K, BROADCASTING.
Manager who can produce more profits.
Seventeen years in broadcasting includinggramming,
ownership,announcing,
management,
proengineering,
presently
managing
small
city
network
station. Box 163K, BROADCASTING.
Manager-program director. Topflight
experience. Presently employed. 14
years as well-known New York network executive and producer-director.
Television and radio. Desire managerial post with AM and TV station
outside ences.
NewCurrent
York.
refer-of
incomeExcellent
in excess
$15,000. Money not prime reason for
change. Box 202K, BROADCASTING.
Manager. 5 years experience. 10 years
in radio. Presently employed at salary $4500.
Commission
pletely versatile.
Strong $1750.
sales. ComCivic
minded. Family. Small investment
possible. Prefer south Atlantic area in
average size town. Box 212K, BROADCASTING.
University degree in radio: extensive
practical experience all phases radio.
Want management opportunity small
market station, midwest or southwest.
Box 213K, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesmanager. Highly qualified. 24 years thorough radio-agency
experience in sales, programming, production, promotion, announcing. Plenty
knowhow, know-what and what not to
do, 42, family, employed. Location and
incentive
CASTING. important. Box 217K, BROADExperienced small market commercial
manager. Excellent sales record. Wants
to relocate in slightly larger city. Box
220K, BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Middlewest only! Available immediately.rience.PreferBox Illinois.
Vast sales expe229K, BROADCASTING.
Dispossessed Star Times advertising
salesman available immediately. Proven
ability, plenty experience, references.
Journalism
graduate.$125Salary
ment approximately
weekly.requireWire,
write
or call, Herman Weinsteen, 827
5607.
Westgate, University City, Mo., Cabany
Announcers
Experienced announcer, music, news,
dramatics. Want TV or radio job. Box
141K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-PD. Five years experience,
married, fornia.
33, two
now in shows
CaliAuthoritychildren,
on childrens
with
network recommendations. Want
ING^
permanency. Box 190K, BROADCASTSportscaster. Like start broadcasting
play-by-play. No experience, but know
all sports. A-l announcer, special
events. 5 years. Willing worker. Asset
to station. Pleasing voice. State offer.
Married, 25. Anywhere, qualifications.
Box 194K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
College graduate radio speech wail
first break, interested all phases, sing '
26,
exempt.interview
Prefer ifsmall
personal
good independe
opportuni j!
Box
195K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, newscast
Platter
show, excellent mail pull. Pi
CASTING.
fer midwest, near Chicago. Availar
September 1. Box 200K, BROA
Is there a station in New England
middle Atlantic states seeking a temj:
rary replacement? Contact this your
sober, partially experienced announc
with good personality. Particulai
help
sports
staff withING
background
BRO
ADC
. 201
player,
coach, AST
sportswriter. Box
Announcer-single, 2 years experiem
desire
eastern location, but will acce
BROADCASTING.
good
offer elsewhere. Box 205

Experienced announcer. A recent \>
eran with all phases of announcing a
emphasis
placed journalism
on play-by-play
CASTING.
news.
I attended
school aa
prefer the south. Box 206K, BROA
New York stater; announcer 9 yea
BROA
TING
. 207
sales
% DCAS
year, family.
Box
Announcer, 25, single veteran, ei
ployed, southeast.
desires position
announc
Prefer
Four as
years
expe
ence as announcer and program dire
tor with networks and independen
Disc shows, hillbilly to classics. If yo
staff is continually changing, pies
don't waste our time. State starti
salary in first letter. Box 209
BROADCASTING.
Station
break.
Young inmarried
in
search
of break
radio. veter
The
oughly trained all phases of radio i
eluding
board Good
operations.
resume control
available.
referencDi
Will
ING. travel. Box 216K, BROADCAS
Announcer entertainer available ii
mediately. All popular vocals frc
snappy with
rhythms
Work
combotoorsmooth
single balla<
accoi
panist. Fine commercial selling voii
good DJ personality. Experienced, c
write, draft exempt. Audition d
available. Box 222K, BROADCAS
ING.
Newscaster-announcer,
DJ. Ten
experience.
Former news
editoryei' >
large newspaper owned outlet war
news
Will also
other department
commercial job.chores.
Box acce
225
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
6 years
experience indepen
at 3 n(
work
5 kws and
metropolitan
ent. Married, draft exempt, veter;
28,
Excel atpatch
news,parI
Work,college
handlegrad.
any console,
or recorder made. AM & TV expe
ence. Presently employed. Box 226
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, ambitious announc
Strong commercials, MC, news, drarcj.
narrator,
musician.
employed writer,
50 kw NBC
affiliate Present^'
AM aL
TV, big market. Excellent referenc
Disc,
particulars
on BROA:
reque' Salary photo,
and talent.
Box 234K,
CASTING.
Announcer-sales, sales promotion. Sat
executive background. Worked in niL |J
foreign countries. Good on continuiii \
University graduate. Family man, d' j
pendable.
details avaiable.
Box Disc,
235K, photo,
BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer with good friend i1
selling
and authoritative
delivery.voice
Experienced,
responsible,ne-tc
write. Creator of own original d;
show. Startdisc
immediately,
Audition
available.draft
Boxexem]];221
BROADCASTING.
Top sportscaster, former college athle j :
Outstanding
major experience
sports. Box 241K, BROADCASTIN
Morning man, draft free, available no
Phone 705-W, Morganton, N. C.
Specialist in newscasting. news a
alysis; 25 years editor, reporter, pu
lisher. copywriter. Veteran Wars I
II. Single. No liquor. Member Ell
Shrine. Churchman. Pro athlete — foe
ball, boxing. Ex-Rotary presidei
Mixer. Height 6 ft. 4 in., weight 21
Physically
perfect.
thr
weeks. South
only. Available
Salary startJ
$100 and car expense. University ed
cation. Karl Broadley, Portales Tri
une, Box 779, Portales, New Mexico.
Technical
Northeast-midwest: Licensed engine*
veteran, 27. six years experience (mcs
ly 5 kw),
seeks progressiveNoAMcombin
and'
start
in TV
tion
or
smalltransmitting.
operation. Will start
sixty-five
weekly after
tice.
Permanent.
Box two
140K,weeks
BROA!n
CASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
•st class operator, draft exempt, sin« .1 Preferably low wattage station.
<& !bx 144K, BROADCASTING.
' ^':stNew
class England,
operator, small
draft station.
exempt. PreBox
?t-it
;.2K, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Nine years exijagineer.
perchange,
AM-FM desires
•rience, Midsouth
. Married,
preferred
anent.
Taft exempt, sober. Box 196K,
ROADCASTING.
lgineer. Have first class ticket. Six
Northeast
experienc
onths Box
TING.preBROADCAS
197K. e.
rred.
rst phone operator, single, will travel,
ng, ambibroadcastiTING.
> experience
tus. Box 210K,in BROADCAS
,h- )mbo. Available July 15th. First
'— 'iione.
8 months experience.
DJ, Radio
news,
So. California.
art Employed
3 hool grad. Vet, 23. $70.00. Box 211K,
1 s ROADCASTING.
--■ isineer,
experience
all
MDhases
AM,four
FM. years
Married,
28. Draft
T,:empt. Now employed. Box 232K,
BROADCASTING.
rst class phone. Travel anywhere,
Excellent references.
anytime.
JadvForman
Avenue, Point Pleasant,
iicpi. J'.
M-Production-Programming, others
. L emo to topflight radiomen: Eleven
ei ="ars programming and announcing
-•;as taught me a lot of practical radio,
if you want an exceptionally good man
pho can be made better with the right
rection, contact Box 192K, BROADdj ASTING.
-[arm director? 5 years radio. IV2 years
f.arm service. Raised on farm. Know
Termers; can talk their language. Make
~'~f Dur
department
Some Box
colge. farm
Married,
26, go click.
anywhere.
1 I3K,
BROADCASTING.
e agency, production deJ^fs progressiv
partment or TV outfit can well afford
talented writer-pro
:j ie energies
acting in
currentlyof producing,
:.(pacer
yjne man plays from start to finish.
hree years announcing. First phone.
I apes, photo available. Now employed,
dkraft free! Box 198K, BROADCASTING. ___
Ienation,
here is leadership,
the station new
that ideas,
needsquality
reju,
roduction,
better
programming
and
-increased billing. Interested, 24 years
Network, independent and agency experience. Employed. Mature, respon' ASTING.
ble, family man. Box 218K, BROAD-

Copy-promotion
writer. creative.
Long experience. Fast, competent,
Also
sell, announce.
Box
237K,
CASTING • TELECASTING. BROADFor Sale
Stations
Local station (250 watts) in progressive
industrial city of 15,000 on east coast.
Good buy. Principal owners have other
interests demanding their attention.
Must be able to swing $50,000 cash deal.
Principals only, no brokers. Box 214K,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Truscon H-30 295 foot tower GE 2bay FM antenna. 1 kw GE FM transmitter, limiter, Magnecorders. 1, 2 and
4 channel Collins — WE remote amplifiers, model G-2 Rek-O-Kut transcription cabinets with W. E. arms equalizers. Preamps. Best offer takes any
or all. Location northern Illinois.
Box 881J, BROADCASTING.
Towering 150'
insulated
Wincharger
101 base
two A-3
yearslightold
available for immediate shipment. Box
161K, BROADCASTING.
RCA, 1 kw antenna tuning unit, with
remote thermocouple kit, less thermocouple and meter. GE photo cell, handles single tower. Two wire tower
lighting choke, weather proof housing
mounts on tower. Crouse Hinds flasher
unit, 4,000 watts capacity. Went directional on higher power, must sell,
everything
for $325. KOKX, Keokuk,
Iowa.
Five Western Electric 9-A heads (sapphire stylus).California.
Make offer. KOWL,
Santa Monica,
Western Electric type 304-A 1 kw transmitter with a complete set of spare
tubes. $2,000 f. o. b. Lawrence, Mass.
WCCM, Lawrence, Mass.
Gates 30-A deluxe console complete in
excellent condition. $500 cash or best
offer. WDSC, Dillon, S. C.

rogram director-announcer, vet, collie grad, 6 years in radio. Have proven
scord as P. D. at metropolitan AM
idie.
employedBoxas 227K,
anouncer Presently
AM-TV outlet.
ROADCASTING.

One 250-watt-Cl Gates transmitter with
exciter and two crystals 1490 K. C.
$2,000.00 cash F. O. B. Anniston, Alabama. Write W. S. Weatherly, c/o
WSPC, Anniston, Alabama.

, 'ewscaster-editor: Personable, authoritative delivery. 10 years news background: reporting, rewriting, broadlasting. BS Degree. Family. Dependable. Draft free. Want lst-rate news
Conscious operation. Minimum $100.
Currently employed 50 kw. Highest
eferences. Box 231K, BROADCASTNG.
I opy writer. 8V2 years experience all
ype
Clean-cut;
30, hard
'orker.products.
Box 236K,
BROADCASTING.
Mave
experienced
proJram money.
director Hire
and an
promotion
manager
|!t a price you can afford. Excellent
ackground, two degrees, veteran,
billing and able to do everything in a
jtation. Like people, like work. Wish
move to more progressive station
mywhere.
Box 239K, BROADCASTNG.
Vhat a combination! Husband and
/ife team available for Mr.-and-Mrs.
rograms. Also combined talents inlude continuity and script writing,
roduction, direction, time sales, genral announcing, newscasting, disc
ockey
shows andandcontrol
boarddiscs
operaion. Resumes
audition
on
equest. Mr. and Mrs. Eric M. Lehman,
' r., 240 West 73rd Street, New York 23,
J. Y., SUsquehanna 7-1260, Rm. 706.
Television

One kw used Gates model BC-1E transmitter, like new, for sale. R. H.
Thompson, WWNS, Statesboro, Georgia.

Production-Programming, others
Sxperienced
in television.
Master's
deree. Management
experience
in other
ields. Seeking TV production super7:sory
position,possible.
or directing
idvancement
Box where
219K,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

Employment Service

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

Wanted to Buy
Stations
Will buy controlling interest or all of
station 'not now realizing full net in
potentially good market and needing
development
ownermanager. Gladbyto aggressive
show improvement
figures for present connection. Box
208K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.
Wanted to buy: 250 watt transmitter,
console, turntables, monitors. Box 191K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted— 2 RCA 70-A, B or C turntables. Pick-ups, KVOA,
arms unnecessary.
State condition.
Box 2911,
Tucson.
One used Western Electric 23-C console
in good condition and two professional
turntables with arms adapted for G. E.
heads and matched equalizers. Mr.
F. W. Bartol, C. E„ WKOX, Smith
Building, Framingham, Mass.
Wanted
— 1 533P
used, tube
good tester
condition,
ock model
and 1 HickRCA
89-C attenuator panel. WWST, Wooster, Ohio.

Broadcasters Executive Placement
needs engineers & operators immediately for government project in U. S.
Territory. Men with higher power
FM or TV trans, exp. preferred. Salary
range $5000-$9000
on oneallowance
year con-of
tract. Additional living
$11 per day. Please include resume
of exp. & education in first letter.
AlsoAMopen
in this country
for
chiefspositions
& TV operators.
Howard S. Frazier
726 Bond Bldg. Wash. 5, D. C.

GAMBLING

PROBE

Sparked by WWSC

Newsman

For Sale
Stations
FOR

SALE
Fulltime network affiliate
in desirable single-station
New England market out
of TV area.
earnings. Priced Good
at $45,000
for quick
sale.
No
brokers. Box 155K, BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous

for lease: radio & television school
equipped
litte theatre,with
controlbeautiful
rooms,
etc.
address: Radio Arts Bldg.
5927 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
FTC RULES
Amendment to Speed Cases
FEDERAL Trade Commission last
week announced an amendment to
its Rules of Practice to specify in
detail a consent settlement procedure designed to save time and
money in the disposition of its
cases. Rule V had previously provided for offers of settlement only
in general terms.
respondents
g that
providin
By in
cited
an FTC
complaint may
consent to the entry of an order to
cease and desist without admitting
participation in unlawful practices,
the amended rule is expected to encourage speedy settlement of cases
which otherwise might require prolonged litigation.
Provision also is made in the
amended rule for modifying or setting aside consent settlements when
necessitated by a change of law
or facts or "when the public interest so requires." The amended
rule was published July 5 to become
effective 30 days thereafter.

Mr. Wiley (I) and Mr. Karig waiting to testify
before
the Board of
Public
Safety.
WWSC Glens Falls, N. Y., is leading a drive against gambling in
that community and has succeeded
in activating police and civic officials.
Vic Wiley, WWSC news editor,
strongly backed by Martin R.
Karig, station manager, charged
on a broadcast that gamblers were
operating openly. Summoned before the Board of Public Safety
for questioning, Messrs. Wiley and
Karig supported their charges.
The station demanded police action.
A few arrests reportedly resulted but Mr. Wiley, unsatisfied
with police action, successfully
prodded for appointment of a
police officer as a special investigator independent of the regular
force.
Aid to CBC
ACTING on recommendations of
the Royal Commission on Arts,
Letters & Sciences, Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent, in Parliament at Ottawa has announced the
government will provide the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. interim
financial assistance. He did not
name the sum to be given the CBC,
but the Royal Commission had
stated CBC would require about
$3 million a year in addition to its
present revenue from commercial
programs and listener license fees.

For reasons of health, must immediately dispose
of a very successful, firmly established daytime
independent in one of the nation's major markets
(Midwest). This station will show earnings this
year of over $35,000 after owners salaries of
$22,000. Will dispose of 100% of stock to immediate buyer for $115,000 plus net current assets.
Qualified principals only. Box 230K, BROADCASTING.

WMIE has been brought to a comTo Sell WMIE
(Continued from page 4-6)
after the filing of a perfectly routine petition for reconsideration,"
the WMIE petition said, "the Commission finally came around to
denying- it." The petition continued:
"A full month later than this and
a total of 13% months after the
Commission had designated the application for hearing, the Commission amended the issues of the
hearing and for the first time interjected the question of the character
of Arthur B. McBride as a stockholder of Sun Coast Broadcasting
Corp.
"A complaint to the Commission
about Mr. McBride had been made
prior to the action of the Commission in designating the application
for hearing and there is no explanation why for almost a year and a
half the Commission was reluctant
to reveal what had caused its disquiet about a purely formal application." Cites Hearing
The petition further pointed out
a hearing was held June 27-28,
1949, in Miami "at which full opportunity was given all complainants against WMIE to substantiate
their accusations."
"Not only was no accusation
substantiated, but none was even
revealed by competent evidence,"
the petition argued.
On July 14, 1949, WMIE again
filed for reconsideration but "this
motion was permitted to lie before
the Commission until Jan. 18, 1950,
. . . after which it was denied outof-hand. At the same time the
Commission announced that further
hearing would reconvene in Miami . . ."
Further hearing was held in Miami April 11-12 and in Washington
June 5-6, 1950, WMIE filing its
request for findings of fact and
conclusions of law on Aug. 21,
1950, accompanied by "a complete
printed digest of all the evidence
which had been taken."
Noting nine months elapsed before an initial decision was issued
on March 14, 1951, WMIE pointed
out "this long delay was not due
to any fault of the hearing officer"
Radio

Station

IN LONG ISLAND ceremony Agnes
Raeburn, recently of Toronto and
now of Washington, was married to
William Simmons, supervisor of NBC
master controls in New York. Mr.
Simmons was with WRC Washington
16 years.
since the Commission by "special
order" had designated him to "lay
down his work and devote his time
'to give priority to the expeditious
preparation of an initial decision' in
the case of Garfield Medical ApWMIE paratus
observed
it did not object
Co."
to the Commission counsel's asking
for his first extension of time to
file opposition to the initial ruling,
but did object to the second request
and was upheld by Motions Comr.
George E. Sterling, "who promptly
denied it and in so doing suggested
that it was high time some disposition be made of this long-drawnout case." 'Standstill'
"Notwithstanding the foregoing
action of Comr. Sterling," the petition observed, "and without reference to any pleadings, the Commission en banc on May 16th, without argument, extended indefinitely
the running time within which the
Initial Decision was to become effective. As a result of this action of
the Commission, there is no way of
knowing at what remote point in
time action may be had upon the
present application, whether or not
the record will be re-opened,
whether or not other parties will be
admitted, whether or not there is
to be oral argument.
In short,
and

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Tribune Tower
235RayMontgomery
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
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TV, including
sales, news,
neering,
management,
music, engi'
pre
motion
and
publicity.
However
AJ
WMIE
estimated
further
legal
plete standstill."
procedures will keep the case in and TV stations have separat
operating
litigation until 1955.
Peering units.
into the future, Vic
"So long as the Commission with- President Berkeley surveyed th
holds from WMIE the license to vast corridors and cavernous stu
which it is entitled, the station is dios in the new plant and observed
bound to lose money in its opera"Evening Star Broadcasting Cc
tions and it would inevitably be now affords the advertiser complet
destroyed within a very few more production tools and engineerinj
facilities with which to produc
months," the petition contended.
Mr. McBride initially made a under one roof any type of show
capital investment of $79,550 and
"We have the space, facilitie
Mr. Sherby $74,550 in WMIE, the and personnel to build the simples
petition noted. At the time of hear- or the most elaborate live origina
ing Mr. McBride had loaned the tions. WMAL-TV is already pro
station $117,250 and Mr. Sherby ducing the greatest number of loca
half and quarter-hour spon
had loaned $64,000, "primarily for live
sored studio features in the city
operating
expenses,"
it
said.
We have plans to continue to in
Since the hearing Mr. McBride
has loaned WMIE an additional crease our program and productioi
schedules and have provided ampli
stake" room for this expansion at the T\
of
the two
stockholders
the "gross$381,350,
making
$46,000,
"and the station is continuing to center.
"Next year all WMAL radii
lose money," FCC was told.
operations will be transferred t<
The
petition
contended
that
"if
this case is further delayed and if studios now in the constructioi
WMIE does, as it must, continue process at the center. At that tim<
to sustain its present losses, it will our entire radio and televisioi
not be possible to operate the sta- operation will be located on ont
tion. WMIE will have been de- floor of a conveniently situated
stroyed without recourse to the
courts. To put it bluntly, the Com- easily accessible modern building,'
Call Letters
mission will have accomplished
for certain of the competitors of
WMIE exactly what they want and Adopted in 1925
Call letters of WMAL, foundec
it will have been accomplished
in 1925, came from the name of the
ultralegally, if not illegally."
first owner, M. A. Leese, operating
an optical business in Washington.
Telefile
The 15 w outlet thrived and soon |
had become a fulltime regional
(Continued from page 56)
with an NBC Blue affiliation. The
feet. The auditorium accommodates
Evening Star bought WMAL in
some 200 guests and has a fully 1939. A lease arrangement by
lighted stage 30x24 feet. Each stu- which NBC operated the station I
dio has a large property room.
was terminated in 1942, when the1
Control rooms are located on mezStar took over with S. H. Kauffzanine floors, along with client's man as president and Mr. Berkeviewing room, master control, engiley as vice president and general
neering maintenance shop, rack manager. When NBC sold the Blue
room, projection room and an- to Edward J. Noble, WMAL be- J
nouncer's booth.
ABC Washington outlet. The>|t
Office facilities and radio studios came
station operates on 630 kc with^
are not yet complete and won't be 5000 w.
until next year but the productionMr. Berkeley entered Washing-,
engineering end of the operation is ton radio in 1923 and was with ,
efficiently housed. Already at least NBC from that network's begina half-million dollars has gone into
ning. He was general manager of
the project.
the NBC O&O station, WRC, until
The staff works on both AM and
he became general manager
of v

FLORIDA

WEST

- $60,000

COAST
-

Only station in a fast growing market.
Excellently equipped. Will gross approximately $60,000 a year. Reasonable operation. Owner willing to sell because of
family reasons. Financing arranged.
Write Box 242K, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting'

kL when the Star took over
Operation.
id how's business at this busy
i operation? Good — very good
iging by a glance at the state log. Already WMAL-TV has
-al times exceeded the highest
:«e of the AM outlet from the
sources.
|ce its aural brother, WMALs an affiliate of ABC network.
Katz Agency was named in
June as national representasucceeding ABC Spot Sales,
arrangement covers both the
and TV outlets,
e new studio setup has some
nicks that tickle the producers
:echnicians. Each studio's video
(audio output is available for
Storing and switching in any
'of
the adjustment
control rooms.
rvideo
are Shading
handled
aster control. Camera switchas done in individual studio
>ol rooms, where film may be
■ rated with live programming.
>ctor start and stop controls
ivailable in each control room.
>ased operating efficiency and
.oility are claimed by separa^of such functions as shading
partitioned units,
yen unit types of lighting have
installed by Kleigl Brothers,
elaborate means to move and
st lighting from patch panels
dimmer boards.
deo equipment includes four
re orthicon camera chains,
i these cameras are two pedesiollies as well as Fearless and
<!er dollies. Motion picture,
s strip film and clock balopi originations are multiplexed
i three iconoscope camera
is. Projection equipment in|s two RCA 16 mm projectors,
idaslide 2x2 projectors, 2 SVE
i 1 35 mm pulldown strip film
8 sctors and custom balopticon
ri slocks.

js Rear
fj f2crion Screens
■: west addition is a pair of
s-Lux rear projection screens,
'4 ped to provide any desired
: ground at low cost and elim- 1ig much of the job of prepar: pecial scenery.
:: mobile unit is seeing heavy
: ';e. Other equipment includes
■ iar lens, Raytheon high-power
jwave link, RCA microwave
md 7.5 kw gasoline generator
ted in a trailer. The tower
nerican U., on one of WashVs highest hills, puts out 22.4
lideo and 11.2 kw audio sigm Channel 7.
fe last rate card, No. 4, effeci 3ct. 1, 1950, calls for a one-

ITUTES, INC.
RCA ofINST
-jgj
S v One
the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
rhnology In America, offers Its
inecl Radio and Television techlanB to the Broad cast in K Initry.
Address Inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
Service of Radio Corporation
of America
W. 4th St., New York 14, N. T.
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time Class A hourly rate of $500,
scaling down to $90 for announcements.
Ben B. Baylor Jr., veteran Washington radio executive, is assistant
general manager and sales director. Frank Harvey is chief engineer. Charles Lee Kelly is director
of programs for AM-FM and TV.
Harry Hoskinson is TV operations
manager.
Ownership of WMAL-TV by the
parent Evening Star doesn't get
the TV station any sort of break
in the newspaper's columns. A
close look at the Star's radio page
gives no obvious indication that
WMAL-TV lives under the same
corporate tent other than a halfinch box about news flashes. Moreover, the station gets minimum
recognition in the program review
column.
Local Programming
Station's Pride
The WMAL-TV executives like
to talk about their extensive local
programming. Back in 1947 a
complete musical comedy, the
Prince Triangle Club show, was
telecast. Another time a TV camera was hitched to the Naval Observatory's telescope and Washington viewers got a closeup of the
heavens. WMAL-TV made arrangements for the first TV pickups of House and Senate hearings.
In the spring of 1949 WMALTV picked up the famed Winchester (Va.) Apple Blossom Festival, described as the longest
single portable microwave relay of
a special event (at that time, at
least). The picture was beamed to
a nearby ridge and relayed from
the top of a fire observation tower
some 70 miles to a pickup antenna
at the American U. transmitter
site.
One of Washington's more popular local programs is the Tail
Waggers Club, a pet program
where anything can happen and
it's usually funny. Bryson Rash,
generally cast in his more serious
role as ABC White House reporter
and news commentator, serves as
maestro of this human interest
series, aided by Marnie Arnold
and sponsored by Arcade Pontiac.
Then there's the brand new TV
version of the Quiz of Two Cities,
a Washington-Baltimore radio
feud of 11 years standing. Gunther beer is sponsoring the TV version, too. The program is a nightmare for producers and technicians, switching back and forth
between the cities at frequent intervals. Baltimore station in the
hookup is WAAM (TV).
Off-the-air pickups between
Washington and Baltimore stations are not at all unusual, especially in the sports field. Every
weekday afternoon WMAL-TV
catches the Bailey Goss sports
roundup from WMAR (TV), Baltimore station on Channel 2.
CBS launching six-week documentary
crime series, The Nation's Nightmare,
on July 19, utilizing tape recordings
of crime figures, officials and victims.
Series to be heard Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m.

PARTICIPATING in a second anniversary celebration for Shopping Vues on
WNAC-TV Boston June 27 are (I to r) Jack Lawlor, cameraman; Spuddy
Stone, engineer supervisor; Louise Morgan, emcee of the show; Andy Hotz
and Tom O'Keefe, cameramen. The show is seen Monday through Friday,
12-12:30 p.m., and reportedly was
time TV Boston's
origination.first regularly scheduled day*
* #
► WFAA Dallas observed its 29th
anniversary June 26 as the Southwest's first 50 kw and oldest clear
channel station. Frequent playing
of "Anniversary Waltz" on WFAA820
during the day marked the
birthday.
► SECOND YEAR anniversary today of WERE Cleveland noted by
station which points out that during the 24 months of operation it
has been presented with seven
awards for public services and aid
in bettering the community. On
opening, WERE, an independent,
claimed only two advertisers. Today's figure, according to the station, tops 70. Bob Neal, general
manager, also reflects that operating staff has about doubled.
RADIO & TELEVISION Directors
Guild, Hollywood, has scheduled election of officers July 10.

DONALD J. MERCER (on ladder),
NBC stations relations department,
hangs a bronze plaque at KFYR Bismarck, N. D. Plaque was presented
to F. E. Fitzsimonds (1), station manthe station's
20
years ager,
ofin honor
NBC of
affiliation.
Everett
Mitchell (r), of the National Farm
and Home Hour, assistant in the
ceremonies.

TOie* lU. BM1 ft* #<ww
by Duche.*
Another BMl "Pi" Vp" BU-TMUM
COME

ON-A

MY

HOUSE

;
On Records: Rosemary Clooney — Col. 39467
^en-King
Richard Hayes-Mer. 5671; Kay 111;
E lat FitzHood
bin
a-Ro
Prim
Louis
;
14001
1710;
ol
Capit
—
Starr
Kay
;
gerald—Decca 27680
Bert Keyes — Savoy 793.
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More Ideas Wanted
IDEAS to be used in the war
of truth against Soviet Russia have been requested of the
American people by Crusade
for Freedom's Chairman,
Gen. Lucius Clay. In a letter
to 3,000 U. S. Chambers of
Commerce, Gen. Clay urged
the local groups to form action committees which could
submit outstanding ideas to
Crusade for Freedom for use
on the Radio Free Europe
broadcasts "behind the Iron
Curtain."
AFRA Disc Code
PROPOSED code between AFRA
and five phonograph record firms
covering singers, actors and announcers making records is to be
submitted to Los Angeles AFRA
members at the regular membership meeting tomorrow (July 10),
following the lead of New York
and Chicago locals. The code was
arrived at over fortnight ago following approximately two years of
negotiations between the union
and record firms — RCA, Columbia,
Capitol, Decca and MGM.
NEW YORK Herald Tribune is now
airing its 4-minute hourly newscast,
17 hours daily, over WINS New York.
Newspaper formerly aired its newseasts over WMCA New York.

Your greatest
sales asset is
advertiser RSfJTffflf
Your advertising
in Printers' Ink

acceptance among

the leading ||jfip'#j
and so helps
you sell more
advertising to them.
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appointed vice
HORWIC
DAVID
t for Hprogramming depresiden
velopment TV-Programs Inc.,
N. Y. Mr. Horwich was vice president
and copy chief at Lord & Thomas.
HAROLD CHILES, Republic Studios,
named casting director Superman Inc.,
L. A., for firm's series of half-hour
TV Superman
production tomorrow (July starting
10).
WILLIAM USKALI, sales manager
Jam Handy Organization, N. Y., named
production manager.
BOB LEHMAN appointed merchandising field representative, and LOU
DELLARA as merchandising field
supervisor, in Kearny, N. J., Div. of
Storecast Corp. of America. Mr. Lehman was with Duane Jones Co. Mr.
Dellara was with Paul Sayres Co.
C. E. HOOPER, president C. E.
Hooper Inc., named to committee on
Television Commercials, American
Television Society. Other members
are: GENE REICERT, G. M. Basford
Co., chairman; THOMAS J. DUNFORD, Transfilm Inc.; JOHN
FREEZE, Young & Rubicam; G.
DAVID GUDEBORD, N. W. Ayer &
Son, and LESLIE ROUSCH, Leslie
Rousch Productions.
BETTE J. FRENCH and BARBARA J.
MILLER, both new to radio, to Robert
S. Keller Inc. (sales promotion representative), N. Y., as research specialists.
ALFRED SCHROEDER named to writing staff Arthur H. Miller (publicity
and public relations), N. Y. He was
with Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Adv.
ALFRED POLITZ RESEARCH Inc.,
N. Y. moves to larger quarters at
270 Park Ave.
UNIVERSAL RECORDERS, L. A. has
completed final program of its series
of 26 Adventure Is Your Heritage radio transcriptions for the U. S. Navy.
Programs featuring name motion picture actors being released nationally
on 1800 stations. They were produced
under superivsion of William J.
Bailey, radio-TV director, U.S. Navy
Recruiting Service with cooperation
of Irving Lande of Hollywood Coordinating Committee, through which
talent was obtained.
WALTER SCHWIMMER PRODUCTIONS, Chicago, has sold two syndicated shows to 34 new stations within
past month, Sales Manager George
Guyan announced in Chicago last
week.

nt
HARRY
L. me
ERLICHER,
vice president
£<fiuija
General Electric, Schenectady, named
special assistant to Under Secretary
of the Army Archibald S. Alexander.
Mr. Erlicher will be in charge of
Army procurement and production
expediting in the office of the Under
Secretary. CHESTER H. LANG, vice
president in charge of apparatus marketing, General Electric, Schenectady,
appointed to new post in charge of
public relations. CLAYTON S. COGGESHALL, manager of sales Turbine
Div., General Electric, Schenectady,

appointed assistant to GLENN B.
WARREN, manager of division. ROBERT S. NEBLETT, assistant manager
of sales for division, appointed manager of sales. A. F. VINSON, manager of welding division General
Electric, Fitchburg, Mass., appointed
manager of employe and community
relations for company's small apparatus division, Lynn, Mass. PAUL M.
DEAL, administrative assistant to
manager
General
Fractional
Horsepower
MotorElectric's
Div., Ft.
Wayne,
appointed assistant accountant. CLIFTON DUNCAN, supervisor of costs
for division, succeeds Mr. Deal.
Lt. Gen. ALBERT C. WEDEMEYER,
commander of the Sixth Army, appointed vice president and director
Avco Mfg. Corp., N. Y.
RCA Engineering Products Dept.,
Camden, issuing 16-page illustrated
brochure describing new magnetic
tape recording equipment for broadcast use. Piece gives full descriptions of uses, features, specifications
and test and performance data.
THE DAVEN Co., Newark, announces
new video line pad type V-102, assembled in aluminum cases. It is
provided with connectors for connecting one or two line amplifier outputs,
line outputs and monitor inputs.
OPTICAL PRODUCTS Co., Burbank,
Calif.,screen.
announces
new comes
"Kolor-Vision"
TV
Screen
in four
different sizes ranging from 10 inches
to 20 inches. It is designed for better viewing and will cut down glare.
MAGNECORD Inc., Chicago has issued new illustrated catalogue, describing the versatility of their line
of recording machines. Booklet gives
complete line listings with prices.
EDWIN I. GUTHMAN & Co. Inc.,
(electronic components), Chicago,
open new plant in Attica, Ind.
P. B. REED, vice president in charge
of RCA Victor's government service
division, Camden, left July 6 on extended tour of military bases in
Europe, to inspect company's engineering forces.

Our Respects to
(Continued from page 5(
would hardly imagine thatj|
Abeloff has time for much of,
thing else. But that would n
reckoning
less
energy.with his seemingly
Golf gets him out in the
shine once in a while and he s
in the low 80's. About his
other hobby is participate
civic projects.
He hardly ever turns dow
invitation to Serve on a comr
which would serve a worth
civic purpose. In 1944 he
designated
Year" andRichmond's
received "Man
the D(
guished Service Award of the
Junior Chamber of Commer<
the "Richmonder under 35
of age who has contributed
to the welfare of his city ii
Club Memberships
Mr. Abeloff is a member o
past year."
Jefferson-Lakeside
Country
Phi Alpha fraternity, memb
the board of the Richmond (
ter, National Conference of (
tians and Jews, board memb
the Richmond Chapter, Ame
Cancer Society; vice preside
the Richmond Jewish Center;
member of the Richmond J'
Community Council; board
ber of the Virginia State C
ber of Commerce, is on the
ings committee of the Rich
Chamber of Commerce; is a
ber of the Richmond Kiwanis
the Richmond
Public Relf
Assn. and is an honorary life
ber of the Richmond Junior C
ber of Commerce.
Any remaining time is
with his family. He is marri
the former Pearl Anderson,
have three children, Howard
liam,
16; Judith
Merle, 12,
Ellen Sue,
7.
Mr. Abeloff is interested in
vision for WLEE.
In fact,
looking forward to it. On
to New York he consults mf
the TV field.
Nevertheless, he feels that
is room for both radio and t
sion. He is very enthusiastic
WLEE's
power increase
August from 250 w to 5 kw

Dept. Store; Vice President Sam Leder,
17>/2% owner Leder IsaacBros.
Inc.;
y2 Secreowner
Kadis Inc. Filedtary-Treasurer
July Kadis,
5.
Continued from page 81)
Kileen,
Tex.—
John
Blake
and
Charles
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
R. Wolfe, 1050 kc, 250 w, day; estimated
fCC roundup
cost $18,700; operating cost $24,000; revdies. Calif.— DISMISSED applicaenue $36,000. Mr. Blake is owner of
nt Community Bcstg. Co. for CP
KSNY Snyder, Tex.; Mr. Wolfe is
■AM station on 1340 kc 250 w unl.
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Application
manager of KSNY. Filed July 5.
AB Lebanon. Pa.— DISMISSED
ation Lebanon
for relinquishment
of conGrand Island, Neb.— Grand Island
tadio
FM and Television
Bcstg. Co., 1430 kc, 1 kw, fulltime; estitc, permittee corp.
mated cost $41,334.18; operating cost
$72,000; revenue $96,000. Partners are
Wick
M.
Heath (20%), former business
JULY
THROUGH
SUMMARY
5 Applications . . .
HoX ^COtQ
manager KMNJ Grand Island; Robert
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
L.
Lester
(10%), y2 owner Webb LiveHearing
stock Commission Co.; Wilber J. BachCPs
Cond'l
Appls.
AM— 810 kc
Class
On Air Licensed
Grants Pending
man
(10%), (20%),
y2 owner Webb
Jake
28
Gramsick
ownerCo.;Grand
:i860Honolulu,
CP 1to kwchange
127
140
AM Stations
2,282
Island
Baking Co.;35%
1* 2789
kc 250 w Hawaii
to 810— kc
and
Walter E. Siebert
FM
Stations
651
3
534
127
t new trans.
(20%), tional
assistant
cashier Island;
for First Na2,24681
TV Stations
107
171
Bank of Grand
Samuel
AM— 1220 kc
N.
Wolbach
(20%),
vice
of
414
First National Bank. Filedpresident
July
5.
AX Falls Church, Va.— CP to in* On the air.
In
; power from 250 w to 500 w.
TV APPLICATIONS
TV— Ch. 5
Miami, Fla.— Lindsey Hopkins VocaDocket
Actions
.
.
.
tional School of The Dade County
rG-TV
Seattle,
$10,000ling plus
assumption
of debts
totalabout $18,000.
Partners
are James
e ERP from
19 kw Wash.
vis. 10— kwCP aur.to
Public
Instruction,
non-comFINAL DECISION
H. Gray Sr. (37.5%), 50% owner G & S Board ofmercial
educational
■ kw vis. 50 kw aur. ant. 1567 ft.
Ch. 2 (54-60
mc)
Motor
Co.;
Henry
A.
Johnson
(25%),
hange type of trans, and ant. etc.
16.32 kw visual, 8.16 kw aural, antenna
KFGT Fremont, Neb. — Announced
real
estate
owner;
Charles
R.
Gray
318 ft. Estimated cost $201,000; operatfinal decision denying application of (37.5%), warehouseman. Granted
Walker Newspapers Inc. for an increase July 5.
cost $18,000;
5 Decisions . . .
(See
story ingthis
issue.) revenue
Filed Julyn6ne
in power from 100 w to 250 w, operating
3.
WIBL
Medford,Conant
Mass. —Bcstg.
GrantedCo.transon
1340 kc, fulltime. Decision June 29.
BY THE COMMISSION
fer of control
Inc.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Designated for Hearing
from ers C.
Henry Glovsky
and three
othKPDN Pampa, Tex.—
to Sherwood
J. Tarlow
for $2,500.
of
license from C. H. Hoiles,Assignment
BK Tampa, Fla. — Designated for Non-Docket Actions . . .
Harry Hoiles
Mr.
Tarlow
is
administrative
director
Jane
Hoiles
■■ig in Washington on Aug. 10 re
Hardie,
a
partnership
AM
GRANTS
d/b
of Suffolk Knitting Co., Lowell, Mass.
ation to change from D to unl.
as Radio Station
to Freedom
Camden, Ark. — Mid-South Bcstg. Co., and an attorney. Granted July 5.
Newspapers Inc. forKPDN
500
N on 1590
1 kw-LS.
$75,000. Principals
WSCR
Scranton,
Pa. — Granted Valley
transSR wPulaski.
Tenn.kc and
Richland
in transferee are President
1370 kc, ditions;
1 kw,
day;
engineering
conR. C. Hoiles
fer
of
control
Lackawanna
to acceptance of any
. Pulaski. Tenn. — Designated for interference subject
(13.16%), publisher; Vice President C
Co. from Mary E. Doherty and
resulting from grant of Bcstg.
idated hearing in Washington on
H.
Hoiles
(15.85%),
also
trustee for
16 other stockholders to David M. Bal14 re application of WKSR to Malvern Bcstg. Co. (below). Owner
10.47% and a former partner; Vic°
timore for $150,000. Mr. Baltimore is President
e facilities from 730 kc 250 w D Leo Howard is manager KDMS El
Harry
H.
Hoiles
(9.81%),
also
general
WBRE
0 kc 1 kw, unl. DA-N. and ap- Dorado, Ark. Estimate construction
trustee for 2.98% and former partner;
Barre, Pa.manager
GrantedofJuly
5. Wilkescost $16,000. Granted July 5.
~ '.on of Richland Radio for new
Mabel
M.
Hoiles
(8.35%),
also trustee
KXGI of
Ft. control
Madison,fromIowaA.— Granted
Malvern, Ark. — Malvern Bcstg. Co., transfer
for 19.41%; Jane Hoiles Hardie (11.64%),
\ iertown
on 1420Radio,
kc 1 kw
DA-N. Wis.
O. and
Inc., unl.
Baraboo,
also as trustee
1380
kc,
1
kw,
day;
engineering
confor
1.73%;
Barbara C
Robert
M.
Carson
to
KXGI
Inc.
for
7illiam C. Forrest, Reedsburg, Wis.
ditions; subject to any interference reHoiles (2.10%) and Robert Hardie
i.gnated for consolidated hearing
sulting from grant of application of 533,000 and cancellation of $3,050 note
(1.52%),
newspaper
distributors.
Filed
Mid-South Bcstg. Co. (above). Granted
pa.yable ferors.
by licensee
one of transishington on Aug. IS re applicaJuly 2.
Principals areto President
Wilnt Watertown and application of July 5.
liam
E.
Walker
(45.45%),
president
and
WBAT Marion, Ind.— Transfer of con;T. both requesting 1400 kc 250 w
FM GRANTS
trol Marion Radio Corp. to John Ramp
Yz owner WMAM Marinette, Wis.; Vice
simultaneous co-channel operaEmporia, Va.— Stone Bcstg. Corp., Ch. Fresident W. R. Walker (9.1%), 2.9%
through purchase by the corporation of
ia two cities with physical separaowner
WBEV
Beaver
Dam,
Wis.;
Sec261
(100.1
mc),
790
w,
110
ft.
antenna.
50% interest from Kermit A. Botkin,
I if approximately 14 miles; made
Granted July 5.
retary-Treasure J.D. Mackin (45.45%),
Dr. G. E. Bctkin, and Harry G. Hipps
J Wausau,
proceedVs owner WMAM and 38% owner
Rexburg,
Idaho—
Snake
River
Radio
(retired as treasury stock) arid purchase
ed WDUZ Wis.
Greenparty
Bay,to Wis.,
and
Granted July 5.
& Television Co., Ch. 229 (93.7 mc), WBEV.
by
Mr. Ramp of other 50% interest
a, Racine, Wis., parties to pro16.5
kw,
antenna
150
ft.
Grantee
is
from John Hertry Bone for $1, with conKWAT ofWatertown,
S. D.— National
Granted
[ig.amette
with regard
on'y. licensee of KRXG Rexburg. Granted
transfer
control
Midland
Bcstg. to Watertown
Corp., Eugene,
dit;ons.
Mr. Ramp has advanced $27,230.50 to the company for purpose of
Life Insurance Co. from F. L. Bramble,
and Coast Fork Bcstg. Co., Cot- July 5.
purchasing
the aforesaid stock. Mr.
iGrove, Ore. — Designated for conJ. J. Bell et al., trustees, to W. J. AlliWFOB in (FM)
Fostoria,
Ramp, with wife, owns John Ramp Inc.,
ted hearing in Washington on switch
son and 58 others; no money involved.
facilities
from Ohio
Ch. —288Granted
(105.5
auto
agency.
Filed July 2.
23 re applications of Willamette
Also granted simultaneous request for
mc), 450 w, to Ch. 244 (96.7 mc), 1 kw, transfer
of control from F. L. Bramble,
antenna 95 ft. Granted June 25.
Coast Fork requesting simultaWSDC
Marine
City, Mich.—
AcquisiDana L. Bramble and 25 other stock, co-channel operation in these
tion of control Radio
St. Clair
Inc.,
TRANSFER GRANTS
holders to a new voting trust. Granted
with a physical separation of aplicensee,
by
Mrs.
Wilma
Drysdale
July
5.
1 nately 18 miles, on 1400 kc 250 w
KWRN
Reno,
Nev.—
Granted
assignthrough
purchase
of
49.8%
common
ment of license from Kenyon Brown to
A i;
stock and 200 preferred shares by herNevada Radio Television Inc.. new corself and Jerry Coughlin, both present
2<
CP to Replace CP
New
Applications
.
.
.
poration
owned
solely
by
him.
Granted
stockholders,
from Everett W. Sawyer
June 25.
\0-FM Springfield, Mass.— Grantfor $2,500. Mrs. Drysdale will own
AM APPLICATIONS
3
to
replace
expired
permit
for
74.7%
after
transfer.
Filed July 2.
KHUB
Watsonville,
Calif.
—
Granted
! B station.
Ft. Walton, Fla.— West Florida Bcstg.
assignment of license from Luther E. Service,
KFI-TV Los Angeles — Assignment of
Extension Granted
1260 kc, 1 kw, day; estimated license
Gibson to Patrick H. Peabody for construction
from Earle C. Anthony Inc. to
cost $26,590; first year
I'Y-FMto Jan.
Bangor,
Me. of
— Granted
Mr. Peabody is 55% owner
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises Inc. d/b as
sion
10, 1952,
special $35,000.
cost $26,500; first year revKSJO San Jose, Calif. Granted July 5. operating
Don
Lee
Bcstg. System for $2,500,000.
enue
$36,000.
One-third
partners
are
H.
ipimental authority to operate
WMIK Middlesboro, Ky.— Granted as- French Brown Sr., y2 owner WCNU
Y-FM by remote control from
Application
declaresTV that
"assignee
desirous
of
adding
service
to otheris
signment of license from Tri-State
:s: same conditions as in original
James OilC. Co.,
O'Neal,
repbroadcast services it provides to the
Bcstg. Co. to Cumberland Gap Bcstg. Crestview, Fla.;
r
e
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
f
o
r
Lion
ShreveCo. for $50,175. The five owners of port, La.; Tom C. Miniard, engineer for Los Angeles area." Filed July 2.
THE COMMISSION EN BANC
WCNU. Filed July 3.
Tri-State are majority owners of CumExtension Granted
WTND
Orangeburg,
C. — Co.
Assignberland. Transferee assumes all of Triment of license
from SimsS. Pub.
Inc.
Bennington, Vt. — Catamount Bcstrs.
State's obligations
to
five
owners.
3K Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted ex- Granted
to
WTND
Inc.,
a
new
subsidiary
which
Inc.,
1370
kc,
500
w,
day;
estimated
cost
July
5.
tn of temporary authority to Sept.
will
be
owned
by
the
same
stock$11,000;
operating
cost
$40,000;
revenue
holders as now own Sims Pub. Co.
0 Ir until 30 days after entry of
WKXL Concord,
H.— Granted
President
on by the U. S. Court of Appeals
signment of licenseN. from
Charles asM. $50,000.liam H.Principals
Eddington are
(16.7%),
ownerWil-of Filed July 5.
istrict of Columbia, whichever is Dale to Capitol
Co. Inc. for Chevrolet sales and service center;
KIJV Huron, S. D. — Transfer of con;r, to operate WIBK on 800 kc $50,000. PrincipalsBcstg.
in transferee
are Treasurer James G. Keyworth (50%),
trol James Valley Broadcast Co., liD. In event said appeal has not Treasurer S. G. Camann,
(50%), owner
y3
owner
WMNB
North
Adams,
Mass.;
censee, from George W. Chitty and
terminated by Sept. 29, petitioner
Pariseau's retail store; President Francis E. Morrissey (3.3%), attorney;
Kathryn
Chitty to Maxwell F. Staley,
app]y for further extension of of
Morris
Silver,
(25%),
and
Vice
PresiJames
F.
Nelson
(3.3%),
farm
equippresent
owner of approximately 49%.
arary authorization.
dent Harry Silver, (25%), owners of
ment
&
home
appliance
dealer;
Robert
He
will
own 65.79% after transfer,
Silver Bros. Co. Inc., beverage and soft M. Werblow (16.7%), president of Polywhich will be effected through purdrink
firm.
All
three
owners
are
partgraphic
Co.
of
America
Inc.;
Robert
T.
owners of WFEA Manchester, N. H. Holden (6.7%), farm manager of Fairchase of the Chitty's stock by the corGranted July 5.
poration for $14,000 and retirement of
dale Farms Inc.; George D. Pierce
*mans Tour U. S.
same
to
treasury stock. Filed July 5.
(3.3%),
plumber
and
steam
fitter.
Filed
WPTW
Piqua,
Ohio
—
Granted
transJuly 3.
fer of control from Byron F. London
.EE German radio visitors ar- to Richard
WIKC Bogalusa, La. — Assignment of
E. Hunt for $7,000. Mr.
Richfield, Utah — Scenic Bcstg. Co., license from I. K. Corkern tr/as
3 in the United States last Hunt, formerly
44% owner, now owns
1 kw, day;costestimated
$20,- Bogalusa Bcstg. Co. to William C. Moss
by reason of retirement of Mr. 900
900;kc,operating
$30,000; cost
revenue
day for a month-long inspec- 58.7%
and Dorothy Moss Siegelin d/b as The
25% interest
to treasury stock. $34,000. Principals are President Arlond
trip under the State Dept. ex- Landon's
Granted July
5.
T. Christensen (4.6%), manager of Enterprise Pub. Co. (Bogalusa EnterHuish-Gilhool Theatres; Vice President
prise and Bogalusa Bulletin.) for $50,KMBY Monterey, Calif. — Granted
ge-of-persons program. ItinWillis Franklin Johnson (42.5%), part- 000. Filed July 5.
of license from Monterey
y was arranged by Oscar Elder, assignment
owner KNEU Provo. Utah; Secretary
Radio
Bcstg.
Co.
to
The
Monterey
Raitant to Robert K. Richards,
dio-Television Co. Principals and one- Ruth H. Christensen (5%), part-owner
Deletions . . .
KNEU; Treasurer Everett L. Anderson
?TB public affairs director. The third owners are President Kenyon
Brown,
part
owner
KWFT-AM-FM
(2.3%),
*4
owner
Christy's
Grocery
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
Wichita Falls, Tex. and licensee of Store; Reginald M. Johnson (42.5%),
_e Germans — Carl Haensel,
clerk Granite District Radio Bcstg. Co.; AM 19, FM 46, TV 0. New deletions,
KWRN Reno, Nev.; Vice President
effective dates and reasons follow:
L. Coleman Jr., president of
Ji-hard
Albert X. George
(4.6%), owner wallniker — Beckmann
will cover andNew
Coleman Motors Corp., 5.5% owner of Reed W.paperEverett
York,
store; Marvin C. Anderson
WNDI Montevallo, Ala. — Shelby
KGLC;
Vice
President
and
Treasurer
(hington, St. Louis, Los Angeles,
County Bcstg. Co., construction permit,
(2.3%),2. 14 owner Christy's store. Filed
Harry L. Crosby Jr., minority stock- July
June
25. Economic.
holder in KMPC Los Angeles. Granted
• Orleans and Camden, N. J.,
Wallace, N. C. — Duplin Bcstg. Co.,
r.g their tour. They will leave July 5.
WCHF New Orleans, La. — Louisiana
1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated cost
Bcstg. Co., construction permit, July
WIAM Williamston, N. C— Granted
$15,500; operating cost $45,000; revenue
• York about Aug. 1 or 2 for assignment
of license from S. S. Ad3. Failure to file for extension of comOne-third owners are Presi'nany.
cock to Martin County Bcstg. Co. for $55,000.
pletion date.
dent Harry Kramer, l--> owner Kramer's
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Film Studios Prepare
(Continued from page 55)
be viewed on home TV receivers
and paid for through a coin slot
attachment to the set.
Paul Raibourn, Paramount vice
president, is board chairman of
Telemeter. Other motion picture
interests also are in the firm. David
Loew serves as president. He is
the son of the Loew theatre chain
founder. Carl Lesserman, former
United Artist sales vice president,
is ITC vice president and Eugene
Zukor, secretary-treasurer. He is
a Paramount talent department
executive and son of Adolph Zukor,
film company founder.
Twentieth Century-Fox also is
committed to TV in various ways.
Primary interest is in theatre television, having early this year acquired American rights to the
Eidophore television system developed by Swiss Institute of
Technology.
Spyros Skouras, president of
20th Century-Fox, at the time declared, "We plan many new applications of television, using the new
system," indicating it would eventually be utilized for home as well
as theatre video. He predicted
that it will take from 18 to 24
months to overcome technical and
manufacturing difficulties before
production gets into full swing.
Twentieth Century-Fox also is going into the business of distribution of old motion pictures to television.
Columbia Projects
Columbia Pictures, through subsidiary Screen Gems, now is engaged in video production. Besides
two pilot films for DuPont's Cavalcade of America, Screen Gems sold
a series of disc jockey TV films,
and has other production plans
in the' works.
Of the five major producers,
MGM and RKO Radio Pictures apparently are the only ones that
continue their watch-and-wait attitude, but reports circulated in
Hollywood indicate that much is
going on behind closed doors at
those studios that will link them
with video in the near future.
Although Red Skelton, under
contract to MGM, has a clause in

his agreement which permits TV
as well as radio performing, that
film studio is firm in its stand
against contract players making
video appearances.
Although very little is said about
it, RKO is making its RKO-Pathe
Studios in Culver City available
to independent TV production
units. Bing Crosby Enterprises is
now shooting on that lot. RKO
also is taking more and more
advantage of TV plugs for its
products, even to the extent of
making available contract players
for interview programs.
United Artists moved more
strongly into video several months
ago by incorporating that department into a wholly owned subsidiary with John Mitchell as vice
president and general manager.
United Artists-TV doesn't plan
to finance production of TV films,
nor will it sell old movies for
distribution to the new medium, it
was said. Product to be sold will
be filmed especially for video.
Walt Disney Productions,
through subsidiary Hurrell Productions Inc., is making TV commercial spots and doing "behind
closed doors" experimental work.
Lippert Pictures Inc. has already
leased a block of old feature movies
to television stations and currently
is producing a series of 58-minute
TV films at Hal Roach Studios.
Such studios as Samuel Goldwyn,
Eagle-Lion and Hal Roach are
renting most of their space and
facilities to independent TV production units. Motion Picture TV
Center, General Service Studios
and KTTV Studio lot also house
many independent TV film units.
There are at least 60 independent
TV film units currently in production in and around Hollywood,
with new ones being added to the
list weekly. Turning out pictures
for TV are also such firms as
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Snader Telescriptions, Consolidated
Television Productions, Hal Roach
Studios Inc., Bing Crosby Enterprises, Flying A Productions,
Revue Productions, Frank Wisbar
Productions, Williams Productions,
Frederic W. Ziv Co., Dudley Pictures. Heavy producers of commercials are Five Star Productions and Telefilm Inc.

RADIO SALES TRAINING SCHOOL
New England Area
will be held July 17-18-19
Boston, Mass.
Give your salesmen this training —
Better tools to work with —
A Bonus for hoth salesman and station.
Write or wire for information and reservations
the 'ptcd
?4. "Potmen
WORTHINGTON,
OHIO
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co.

Protests Proposed
RIVERS

OPPOSES

WSB-TV

Assignmet

FURTHER
the proposed
of WSB-r.
Atlanta was opposition
filed last toThursday
with assignment
the FCC by ofE.license
D. Rivers
Jr..
censee of WEAS Decatur, Ga. Sale of the Channel 8 facilities already
being
25]. contested by WGST Atlanta [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Ju
Under the proposed assignment,
Atlanta Newspapers Inc., a merger
of the Atlanta Journal (licensee of
Channel 8 WSB-TV) and the Atlanta Constitution (permittee of
Channel 2 WCON-TV), would shift
the WSB-TV call letters to Channel
2 when WCON-TV was completely
constructed. The Channel 8 facility
would be sold to Broadcasting Inc.,
a new corporation of local citizens.
Mr. Rivers joined WGST in its
allegations
set forth in
the latter's
June 21 petition.
Further,
the
Rivers opposition declared that
granting of the assignment and
adoption of the FCC's proposed allocation for the city of Atlanta
could mean that there would be no
more channels available in Atlanta for TV.
Action Delayed

*
Newspapers Inc. could not ret;
WSB-TV and WCON-TV, and that t
duopoly regulation applied only wh ,
two operating stations were involv
in the same area. The arguments :
forth in the letter of Sept. 8, 19
certainly are not in accord with t
promises made on June 7, 1950.
The petition then charged:
Ever long
since before
March 28,
and whl
&'
tainly
that1950,
time,
negotiations were going on, Atlai
Newspapers Inc. knew that the WS !
TV license had to be deleted or tl i
the construction permit for WCO i
TV had to be turned in for cancel m
tion. In spite of this fact, as tlj
petition shows, Atlanta Newspapt
Inc. continued to operate WSB-jnf
and by various manuevers has nu
aged to hold on to the construct!
Nev,
permit for WCON-TV.
It is clt
that at no time in the
correspondence with Atlanta
papers Inc. has there been
any si
Commissio'
gestion that Atlanta Newspapers Ii
could dispose of one of its properti
by sale. The Commission, from t
time of the merger, has insisted tl
an election be made, and that or
having decided on the station to
continued in operation, the other svfyii
tion had to be deleted and its licer
or construction permit surrender'
There was certainly no misund<
standing on the part of Atlanta Nev
papers Inc., as shown in its letter
June 7, 1950. The letter speaks
deletion of one of the stations,
speaks of dismantling the equipmei. ■ seis;er
In summation the petition i
quested: (1) the assignment app
cation be dismissed, or (2) applic
h
tion be placed in pending file undj i
termination of the allocations pi- 1
ceedings and thereafter designate i
for comparative hearing with appr r
cation of E. D. Rivers Jr. and oth :
applicants for Atlanta, or (3) t
assignment application be desi
nated for hearing and that E.
hearing.
Rivers Jr. be made a party to su|

"Mr. Rivers in good faith filed
his application for television facilities [in Atlanta] almost three and
one-half years ago," it was pointed
out, and "no action could be taken
on that application on account of
the television freeze."
Petitioner then requested the opportunity to show in comparative
hearing that "he is best qualified"
to utilize TV facilities in the Atlanta and Decatur areas.
The opposition cited Commission
records that the WCON-TV construction permit was granted Jan.
8, 1948, and that since that time
WCON-TV has received six extensions of time to complete construction, the last until Aug. 15,
1951. Two modifications of CP already have been granted and a
third such application is in the
pending file, according to the petitioner.
The Rivers document traced the
history of correspondence between
the FCC and the Atlanta newspapers, pointing out that on March
21, 1949, WCON-TV had advised
No Eulogy
the Commission construction would
be completed and tests started approximately eight months from
ft
the time FCC granted the last extension.
BEFORE
eulogizing
radio's
so-called demise, WPTR AlPetition next said that two more
bany, N. Y., would like to
subsequent extensions were granted
get in a word about station
and that in February 1950 the Comsales which are alive and
mission had advised the permittee
kicking. WPTR reports its
that it would not consider any
billing for the second quarfurther applications for additional
ter of the year to be ahead
time. Further extensions and auover the first half
thorizations after that date were
of last year, and 140% over
listed in the Rivers document.
June 1950. This is in the way
FCC had advised Atlanta Newsof saying "nuts to the profits
of doom on radio's demise . . .
papers Inc. that it would have to
tobythese
99 1 jinxers we say stop
choose which facility it wished to
retain, petition declared.
boys
ain't seen
nuthin'
yet," you
according
to H.
W.
Instead of complying with the diMaschmeier, director of sales
rective of the Commission, WCON's
promotion of the 50 kw indeattorneys, in a letter dated Sept. 8,
pendent that celebrates its
1950, advised the Commission that it
third birthday Aug. 6.
was wrong in its opinion that Atlanta
RO ADCASTING
Telecast! n

Video Allocations
Continued from page 55)

TV

ling ranged from two to nine
jths.
^ere is still possibility the Coni(ion may compromise, some
by calling for a part paper
part oral hearing on the city»J.ty proposals. Still others specL there may be a chance the
ission might go ahead on its
to order its allocation plan
ized on a guide basis without
ity-by-city hearing and swing
application hearings.
ARTB's proposal calls for a
pdfileof further
30 days direct
in which
partiesin
evidence
ing and another 30 day period
riling of rebuttal statements,
hearing would be afforded
in
vetion.hardship cases at FCC's
le FCC representative has inlally "guaranteed" that if a
1 shortcut plan is worked out,
freeze could be lifted by the
iof the year.
' pre-trial" conference of Washon attorneys is expected to be
\d by FCC, probably next week,
liscuss details of the city-byhearing regardless of what
i it may take. Other pertinent
edure for more quickly lifting
freeze may be included in the
issions.
Notes UHF Success
i his talk before the NEA,
|r. Walker related success of
UHF equipment demonstraS in Bridgeport on June 29
told educators they "should
underestimate the value of the
F assignments for worthwhile,
definition broadcasting."
bserving
"the great
elevision stations
will majority
continue
be commercial ones," Comr.
ker told the NEA delegates,
re is a rich opportunity which
ators should take full advanof." He outlined examples of
f and present successful pron cooperation between commerstations and educators across
country.
oting current comments that
evision is so expensive that
)ols cannot afford it," Comr.
ker observed, "On the contrary,
need for education is so great
iy and television such an effeceducational tool that educacannot afford to be without
. . Millions of dollars are
it each year for the construcand upkeep of athletic stands and union buildings. ... If
niversity or board of education
afford these huge expenditures,
icipally for entertainment and
•eation, is it expecting too much
ne or several schools in an area
•aise $250,000 or more for the
traction of a television sta? The cost of a television stais small compared to the an1 budgets of our major univer2S and city boards of educa-

LEADERSHIP
Wins Award for BBB

FOR PROVIDING "leadership to
the
industry,"
the
Bettertelevision
Business Bureau
of New
York City has received the "Los
Angelesof Trophy"
awarded Bureaus
by the
Assn.
Better Business
to the member rendering "the most
important public service in

SIGNING lease with the Empire State Bldg. Corp. to transmit programs from
Empire State's new video tower is Irving R. Rosenhaus (seated), president of
Bremer Broadcasting Corp., Newark, N. J., operator of WAAT-AM-FM and
WATV (TV) Newark. Witnessing the pact are (I to r) William Lyons, vice
president of Empire State; Frank V. Bremer, vice president in charge of
engineering for WATV, and Malcolm Ruddock, attorney of Cadwalader,
Wickersham & Taft, representing Empire State Bldg.
resources, Comr. Walker also commented, "I can think of no better
way for a foundation to spend
money in the public interest than
by providing funds which support
educational broadcasting."
Meanwhile, the executive committee of the Governor's Committee on Children and Youth, formed
by Gov. John S. Fine of Pennsylvania, has asked FCC to make
available a TV channel for an educational institution or a group of
cooperating schools in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, State College and
Erie.
Geoffrey S. Smith of PHladelphia, committee chairman, declared
television is a "medium of communication that should not be the
exclusive province of commercial
stations."
CAMERA

TRICK
Mixes Live and Film

THROUGH the use of a gimmick
known as "Camera 6," KFI-TV
Los Angeles has developed a new
technique which allows the director
to bring a "live" person into the
scene of a motion picture. Wayne
Johnson, KFI-TV staff engineer,
invented the camera technique,
with production and direction
worked out by William Rapp, producer.

How it is done, station management will not reveal, but the film
can be kept rolling or stopped
on a particular frame, while the
announcer or "outsider" actually
appears and mixes with the actors
in the movie. The "live" person
who is brought into the film furnishes all the acting and dialogue
as part of the actual scene itself.
elieving the financial burden
The technique is used only on
| be easier if schools pool their one program, Frigidaire Theatre.
OADCASTING
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WLWT

FINALS
Wrestling July 14

WLWT (TV) Cincinnati not only
has aired weekly wrestling exhibitions since December 1950, but is
mapping plans for the finals of its
own championship grappling tournament for both men and women
July 14.
WLWT and the other two TV
outlets of Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.— WL WD (TV) Dayton and
WLWC (TV) Columbus— will telecast the finals from the U. of Dayton (Ohio) for which some 7,000
tickets are now being placed on sale.
Station will pit Champion Mildred Burke against its own tournament winner for the new women's
championship title after holding a
series of elimination matches to
select a contestant for the men's
July 14 showdown. Winner of the
men's clash will receive a special
WLW Television championship belt
and a $5,000 purse. Eliminations
will be announced July 7. Highlight of the July 14 matches will
be a half-hour of entertainment
by WLWT stars.
Both tournaments have included
a host of well-known wrestling
entries from both groups and are
the outgrowth of studio matches
inaugurated in Dayton in February
1950, on a regular television basis.
CBC

Selection of the New York Bureau was based on its development
1950-51."
and administration of a "continuing
program for the improvement of
advertising, selling and service of
television receivers," and in education of "the public regarding the
basic facts about the purchase and
service of television sets."
Presentation of the award was
made by W. G. Paul, chairman of
the Los Angeles bureau and president of the New York BBB, at the
association's annual convention in
Colorado Springs. Mr. Jackson
lauded leaders in the TV distribution, retail and service industries
as well as the radio and press for
their cooperation in the public
service program.

BOOTH'S GIRL
TV Made Her Famous
TELEVISION impact is unpredictable. Of that, Booth Bottling Co.
and Harry Feigenbaum Adv.
Agency, both Philadelphia, are convinced.
Booth carries as its trademark
the likeness of the Feigenbaumcreated "The Booth Beverage Girl."
She shyly smiles from posters and
other display advertising, but finds
her real popularity on all three
Philadelphia TV stations— WCAUTV WFIL-TV WPTZ— reaching
over 850,000 television homes.
That is where the "Beverage
Girl," a drawing of a Jamaican,
whose fancy head-dress merchandises each flavor, got her start.
Commissioned to work out an identifying trademark for Booth to
spur merchandising potential and
appeal, Feigenbaum Adv. two years
ago placed the project as longrange. But with the advent of TV
the Jamaican girl drawing, used to
highlight the phrase, "Taste that
imported
ginger flavor,"
caught the Jamaica
eye of televiewers.
Now
Booth has a stellar attraction for
its TV, outdoor and point-of-sale
advertising as well as a new label
design.

Building

CONTRACT has been let for a
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. TV
transmitter building on Mount
Royal, Montreal. The 141,000
building will be one story, 75 by
56 feet, of reinforced concrete
frame with natural stone walls.
Work is to start soon.

Here "The Booth Beverage Girl"
wears candy canes in her headdress on the company's Christmas
July posters.
9, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page k)

j

ington State, daddy of Communications A
Sen. Johnson
at least
Dill's lett
asking
end ofsays
freeze,
went Sen.
to proper
pli
(to FCC), stating position "better than

RCA TO DEMONSTRATE
COLOR TV SYSTEM
COLORCASTS by RCA's compatible system,
which means owners of black-and-white TV
receivers can get color programs on their
sets in monochrome, start at 10 a.m. today
(Monday) in New York area, with half -hour
daily color telecast scheduled at that hour
through week.
Initial color broadcast, plus closed circuit
demonstrations at 2:30 and 4 p.m., will be
received on RCA color sets in company's
Johnny Victor Theatre, New York, with newsmen as viewers. During rest of week, representatives ofradio and television industry will
make up audience at theatre. Public color
demonstrations will be held later at date still
to be announced.
JOHN M. WILKOFF NAMED
TO BAB POSITION
JOHN M. WILKOFF, promotion and merchandising manager of WCOP Boston, named
to BAB New York headquarters staff Friday
by BAB President William B. Ryan, who said
Mr. Wilkoff will work in general sales promotion with emphasis on development of individual station and spot sales material.
Two other major changes in BAB personnel
also understood to be in offing.
In radio for 10 years, Mr. Wilkoff spent last
three with WCOP and formerly was in similar
post at WCAE Pittsburgh. He also has been
program manager of WWSW Pittsburgh and
in radio department of Walker & Downing
Agency, Pittsburgh.
SEN. McFARLAND DOUBTS
CONTROLS WILL BE EASED
RELAXATION of material controls by Congress due to Korean truce developments would
be unfortunate for country, Sen. Ernest W.
McFarland (D-Ariz.) said Friday (see early
story page 27). Sen. McFarland is Senate
Majority Leader.
Conceding there is definite tendency in Congress to ease controls on the defense front,
Sen. McFarland said he personally doubts if
it will happen, particularly in connection with
material allocations.
CHICAGO TV STRIKE
CHICAGO members of Radio-Television Directors Guild may issue strike call against WBKB
(CBS affiliate), WNBQ (NBC) and WENR-TV
(ABC) if one final negotiation meeting with
each station is not resolved to their satisfaction this week. Money is major block in each
instance. President Alan Fishburn and Attorney Sanford Wolff have been instructed by
Guild to return to members only with contract they approve personally. TV directors,
not heretofore organized, ask recognition of
union initially, then authority to go with
responsibility of their job.
JOINS NEW YORK AGENCY
MRS. CHRISTINE LEVATHES, Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, New York, to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, in copy department.
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NARTB-TV URGES WRITTEN
TESTIMONY IN TV HEARING
PREDICTING oral hearing scheduled to begin
July 23 on city-by-city TV allocation proposals
would run between 8 to 15 months and further
delay now three-year-old freeze, NARTB-TV
Friday petitioned FCC to permit filing of
testimony in written form (see early story 55).
Filed by Thad H. Brown, manager of
NARTB TV operations, petition said further
hearing in "paper" form is permitted by Communications Act and Administrative Procedure Act and held that "exercise of this
discretion in this instance would serve public
necessity and promote public convenience and
NARTB-TV petition is not intended to apply
interest."
to sh ow cause orders FCC issued to 31 existing stations for changes in their assignments
to reduce interference and also indicated oral
hearing could be allowed others if good cause
were shown in special petition.
AFRA ANNOUNCES
STRIKE
AT WMAL-AM-FM-TV
MEMBERS of Washington chapter of AFRA
prepared to go on strike Saturday after breakdown in negotiations with WMAL Washington. Strike was to include WMAL-TV though
video scale was not involved in negotiations.
General Manager Kenneth H. Berkeley said
Friday he was available for resumption of
negotiations at any time. Union asking $80,
$90 and $100 per week with station offering
$60-$85, which is scale for other large Washington stations under contracts negotiated
within last two months. Supervisory personnel
prepared to carry on station operations.
BOYCOTT THREAT
LINDSEY WHITE, president of New York
branch of National Assn. for Advancement of
Colored People, said Friday that meetings
among Harlem liquor store and bar owners
for discussion of possible boycott against
Schenley Industries, whose Blatz Beer sponsors Amos V Andy on CBS-TV (see story
page 30) will be scheduled shortly. Spokesmen for representative groups, Metropolitan
Package Store Assn. and United Restaurant
Liquor Dealers of Manhattan, disclaimed
knowledge of such plans.

DREW PEARSON and Robert S. Aljl
Public Service Radio Corp. to file appeal \v
FCC for rehearing on its new station den
could."
and
simultaneous license renewal to WB.
Baltimore [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Ji
18]. Filing deadline today (Monday).
AIR FORCE understood close to Senate Int
state Commerce Committee staff thinking
electro-magnetic radiation control legislati
New Air Force request to amend Sec. 606 i
of Communications Act, expected in hands
Senate Committee soon. Modifications s<
as meeting most of broadcasters' initial obj
tions
measure.to initial punitive "radio sileni
IT'S AN OPEN SECRET that almost all
independently owned TV stations are beij
romanced about possible acquisition by nu
ber of groups already in field and which st
to build up ownership to maximum of f
permitted under regulations. Fewer and few
however, are on block.
IN WAGE Stabilization Board Washingt
quarters they're privately calling statem*
by Salary Stabilization Board Head Jose
D. Cooper that the SSB intends to cont:
salaries of radio-TV talent, unless govei
ment decides to unfreeze wage control i
broadcast industry, "ill-advised" and "hast;
If WSB decontrols wage formulae in rad
TV, officials could add word, "unnecessary."
PRACTICE of setting up separate organi*
tions to do specific trade association jobs cai
ing mounting resentment. One promine
southern station has quit BAB because of tre
toward multiple organizations headed by hig
Salaried executives.
WASHINGTON city officials still talking abo
perfect execution of area stations' joint pub
service plan during Capital's three-day tram
strike (story, page 33). "Best thing ev!
done," District Commissioner John Russi
Young remarked. Consensus at post-stri
meeting: Radio-TV should be called in i]
mediately, whenever such public emergenci
loom.
CLORETTES PARTICIPATIONS
AMERICAN CHICLE Co. (Clorettes), undl
ABC's pyramid plan is purchasing particip
tions in Stop the Music (Sun., 8-9 p.m.), T,
Fat Man (Wed., 8:30-9 p.m.), and The Sher
(Fri., 9:30-10 p.m.), effective yesterday (Su
day) for eight weeks. Agency, Dancer-Fit
gerald-Sample, New York.

TV TUBE SALES DOWN
MAY sales of TV picture tubes to factories
down sharply from April, according to RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. Monthly summary
showed 229,250 tubes valued at $5,120,553
sold in May compared to 278,955 valued at
$6,869,18
1 inh April.
May 7.73%
sales', 80% were
in 16-17-inc
bracketOf and
18 inches
and over.

PABST SEEKS FIGHT RIGHTS
WARWICK & LEGLER, New York, for Pab
beer, still negotiating late Friday for TV fil
rights to Ray Robinson-Randolph Turpin fig!
tomorrow (Tues.) in London. Pabst also eyi'
proposed Robinson fight with Rocky Graziai
in September.

WU NET INCOME UP
WESTERN UNION'S net income
$678,407 after provision of $464,00in0 May
for
eral income taxes, WU reported Friday.
compares with $997,835 in May 1950
no provision for income taxes.

W. E. LONG RETIRES
W. E. LONG, founder of W. E. Long Agenc;
Chicago, retires as board chairman and froi
active participation in the company. He sol!
his interest in 1949 to six persons who helpe
him build organization.
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Consumers

in the Heart of Amer-

ica buy wisely — but certainly
WHOLEHEARTEDLY!
Evidence

of this statement

fact that, while
Kansas

the

is the

greater

City Metropolitan

Area is

now

17th in the nation in population, itranks 15th in retail sales!
And -KANSAS
CITY MAKES
A BETTER
SHOWING
IN
RETAIL SALES BASED
ON
POPULATION
THAN
ANY
OTHER

CITY

IN

THE

NA-

TION'S "TOP TWENTY!"*
The

analysis is simple enough.

The powerful and popular voice
of The KMBC-KFRM Team is doing a wholehearted job in the
great Kansas City Area for its
advertisers. The Team "has the
audience" by a margin of almost
3 to 2 over all other broadcasters,
according to the latest audience
surveys.
In the city — on farms, now more
than ever before, consumers are
responding to the sales messages heard on KMBC-KFRM.
Get the benefit of the most powerful selling force in the rich Heart
of America. Write, wire or phone
KMBC-KFRM
or your nearest
Free & Peters Colonel.
* 1951 Sales Management Survey
of Buying Power.
To sell the whole Heart
of America, WholehearU
edly, use ....

Team

The

KMBC-KFRM
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
• PROGRAMMED BY KMBC
NED

AND

Y

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

One way to make America stronger is to
give our Armed Forces more and better
weapons— built without wasting the nation's defense dollars. An example is seen
in our vital guided missiles program.
Using an electronic calculator— an analogue computer developed by RCA Laboratories for the U. S. Navy— the designs of
guided missiles can now be tested in the
drawing board stage. Information representing the rocket's design is fed into RCA's- calculator. Other information represents flight
conditions, and the two are then combined
to show how the rocket performs ... at any
split second.
Millions of defense dollars— thousands of hours
—are saved by these mathematical "test flights."
And RCA's calculator will test any man-made
device that flies or swims . . . planes, ships,
bullets, shells, rockets, submarines.
#
*
*
See the latest in radio, television, and electronics at
RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y.
Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America,
RCA Building, Radio City, Neiv York 20, N. Y.
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market!

FEATURE

FOODS

a radio program
and
merchandising

service
featuring
MARTHA CRANE and HELEN JOYCE

Radio'sof Ever
Magic ofTouch
reaches
into .
the kitchens
thousands
Midwest
homes
and onto the shelves of thriving Midwest grocery
outlets ... thru the services of WLS FEATURE
FOODS. For more than 16 successful years, FEATURE
FOODS, a daily half -hour participating homemaker
program, has helped leading manufacturers of kitchen
used products to increase sales in this great market . . .
in which over I0c/c of the nation's food sales are made.
The program combines the talents of Martha and Helen
(the Midwest's most popular homemaker team) with
an extensive merchandising service that keeps
manufacturers constantly advised of what is happening
in retail outlets ... to theirs and competitive products.

RECENT RESPONSE
• Martha and Helen mentioned once that listeners could receive a copy of a free booklet
on gift wrapping techniques by dropping them
a card. From this one mention came 3,171 individual requests!
• During a discussion on making candy at
home, Martha and Helen offered listeners a
booklet containing recipes for making homemade candy. 1,554 requests for the booklet
resulted.

Through its highly personalized merchandising service,
FEATURE FOODS offers continuous day-after-day contact with
points of sale to:
• Improve distribution
• Stimulate promotion by dealers
O Get greatest possible visibility of
• products
Know how many stores are out-ofstock and do something about it
Further, advertisers receive regular reports
showing exactly what happens from month to month
at the retail level.

The
PRAIRIE
FARMER
STATION
890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, AMERICAN AFFILIATE.

REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR ^ AND COMPANY

"I spo
ke
at

mm

town

up

meeti

ng
"This picture shows how I didn't look
when I got home. Actually, nobody laid
a finger on me.
"But I did speak up at Town Meeting
that
. . . town
something
didn'tbeing
like
about night
the way
funds I were
spent. I'm not much of a guy for making
speeches, understand ... I just work in
a steel mill. And both we and Republic
have a big stake in this town.
"But nobody beat me up! Now, you might
say, what's so unusual about me not
getting beat up for speaking out against
the local government?

7>-

Mm

"That's just my point... it isn't unusual!
Not in this country. Here we all have
free speech. It's part of our Constitution,
even if we hardly think about it twice.
But just think of folks in other countries who'dcitizens
give their
rightouteyeat to
be
American
and talk
town
meetings. And not get slugged.

HZ

"Ever stop to think that while all these
people are trying to get into America,
nobody here
is trying
to getNo,out?notThat's
because
we like
it here.
just
because
autos The
and phones
and
bathtubs we've
and got
all that.
real reason
is . . . we've got Freedom! Seven days a
week! We're free to follow our own
religions . . . free to choose our own
jobs in any industry we like ... or go
into business for ourselves, if we prefer.
We can vote as we please ... or not vote
if we want. Though I personally think
anyone who doesn't is a 14-carat dope.
"And here, like I said, you can talk up
at Town Meeting. No black eye. No
bloody nose. Though, if you don't know
what
talking about,
for a you're
lot of kidding
later. you'll be in
"Now this is no Town Meeting, of
course . . . it's an ad. But, in this ad,
I am speaking up . . . for Freedom.
Corny? Maybe . . . but I happen to
believe in it. And 10 to 1 you do, too!"
REPUBLIC
STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland l,Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong
and free America. Republic can
REMAIN strong only in an America
that remains strong and free ... an
America whose many mighty industries have
set
history's
standardtheseof everlivinggrowing
for her
people.
And highest
it is through
industries that Republic serves America. For
example : our great Automotive Industry
which depends so heavily on steel . . . carbon,
alloy and stainless . . . the kind of fine steel
produced by Republic to help make America
the No. 1 nation on wheels.

Mm

mm®®

"This
messageandis one
of a series appearing
in national
magazines,
in newspapers
in communities
where
Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a
full color reprint, or permission to broadcast or telecast, write Dept. M, Republic Steel, Cleveland I , Ohio. .

-ished every Monday, 53rd
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1Closed

Circuit

NEGOTIATIONS nearing completion whereby
Secretary of Commerce Charles Sawyer and
family will purchase WCOL-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio, from Lloyd Pixley for $100,000 plus
10-year lease on studio facilities in Pixley
Bldg. at $20,000 per year. Contract may be
finalized this week. Mr. Pixley acquired WLOK
Lima, Ohio, last March, retains 51% of
WLOK after re-selling 49% to local citizens.
Sawyer interests control WING Dayton and
WIZE Springfield, Ohio.
DESPITE silence on status of sale of WOWAM-TV Omaha, report persists transaction will
be closed shortly — prior to departure of Navy
Secretary Matthews, WOW president, for his
new post as ambassador to Ireland. Besides
Edward Lamb, owner of WTVN (TV) Columbus, WICU (TV) Erie and WTOD Toledo, who
reportedly has purchase agreement (Secretary
Matthews denies he had option), it's now indicated that several others are interested, including Meredith Publishing Co., which owns
WHEN (TV) Syracuse and Lincoln (Neb.)
Journal, which owns KFAB Omaha.
DON'T HOLD your breath waiting for that
report on FCC's horserace questionnaires.
Still "nearly completed," it languishes on
desks reshuffled in recent reorganization, pending disposition of "more pressing business."
Report said to show some 50 outlets have had
format comparable to that which flipped WTUX
Wilmington, Del., into Commission frying pan.
SPECULATION on department head appointments running in all directions at CBS Friday
following announcement of split-up in radio
and TV operations (story, page 23). Department heads for unintegrated divisions due to
be announced this week, when they've finished
picking top assistants. Names frequently mentioned: Louis Hausman, now v.p. for sales
promotion and advertising, to head radio sales
promotion, public relations, publicity, research. His counterpart in TV, Oscar Katz
or John P. Cowden. V. P. Kelly Smith to
head owned and operated radio stations with
Radio Sales-represented stations; Merle Jones,
from KNX-KTSL Los Angeles to TV job in
New York opposite Mr. Smith; John Karol, to
head radio sales department; Dave Sutton,
TV sales. George Crandel, to head press for
radio; Michael Foster, to head press for TV.
TOP-LEVEL local and national promotion
post at BAB due to be filled shortly. Top
candidates: Kevin Sweeney, general sales manager of KFI-AM-TV Los Angeles, where BAB
President William B. Ryan formerly was general manager. Mr. Sweeney's also former
general manager of Housewives Protective
League and West Coast promotion manager
of ABC.
UPTON CLOSE, controversial commentator,
again circularizing radio executives and others
for contributions to Broadcasts Inc. in interest
of "publishing" his record of "treachery in our
government." Contributions, he reports, are
only one-third those received in 1950. Con(Continued on page 86)
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deadline

July 18: FCC Chairman Wayne Coy testifies before Senate Interstate Commerce Committee,
Room G-16, Capitol, 10 a.m.
July 23: BMI Clinic, Seattle.
July 24: BMI Clinic, Portland.
July 26: BMI Clinic, San Francisco.
July 27-29: Carolina Radio News Directors Assn.,
Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
July 30: FCC City-by-City TV Allocations Proceeding begins, Washington.
July 31: BMI Clinic, Los Angeles.
(More Upcomings on page 38)

Bulletins
MONTICELLO DRUG CO. ("666" cold
remedy), Jacksonville, Fla., through Charles
W. Hoyt Co., New York, planning radio spot
campaign to start Oct. 1 in 25 to 50 southern
markets.
DONALDSON, NOURSE
JOIN RTMA OFFICE
FORMATION of two committees and three
personnel changes were announced Friday by
Glen
McDaniel, president, Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn.
Committees, which will assist Mr. McDaniel
in providing additional services for association members, are Small Business Survey
Committee and Legal Committee which will
supersede Legislative Committee.
Personnel changes involved two additions,
one promotion. Ray S. Donaldson, administrative assistant to Sen. Homer E. Capehart
(R-Ind.), will join RTMA staff as attorney
Sept. 1. Tyler Nourse, former copy editor of
Broadcasting • Telecasting, last week became assistant to Peter H. Cousins, information director. Ralph M. Haarlander, for four
years staff assistant to RTMA Transmitter
Div., has been given additional duties and title
of Assistant Secretary.
FCC
Acts
to Speed
STRIKING AT HEART of TV allocation
deadlock (early story page 53), FCC late
Friday:
1. Reaffirmed opinion it has legal right to
prescribe fixed allocation table through rulemaking procedure and to reserve channels for
noncommercial educational use.
2. Proposed shortcuts to speed completion
of allocation proceeding— in essence adopting
suggestion of NARTB-TV — by substituting
"paper" presentation for oral testimony at
forthcoming final hearing on city-by-city allocation proposals.
3. Set July 20 (Friday) for formal prehearing conference to discuss proposed shortcut procedure and invited written support or
opposition to such proposal which can be filed
on or before date of conference.
4. Continued oral city-by-city hearing, heretofore set July 23, scheduling July 30 as new
date should paper procedure not be adopted.
FCC earlier in week ordered 470-500 mc be

Business

Brief

MARATHON AGENCY # Marathon C
Menasha, Wis. (Waxtex, protective food )
age), names Needham, Louis & Brorby,
cago, to handle advertising. Paul Harp
account executive.
TO SIGN HEATTER
# American S
(correspondence courses) and Beltone i
ing aid ready to sign for alternate Mo
night
sponsorship
Heatter's ]
on MBS.
Beltone ofnowGabriel
has Wednesday
wants new audience. Agencies, Ruthrai I
Ryan, Chicago, for Beltone and Olian .
Chicago, for American School.
FCC REVISES RULE
ON OPERATOR REQUIREMEM
IN REVISION of AM-FM operator lie 1
requirements, FCC Friday finalized pro] I
to allow stations to use non-first class o{
tors for 120 days (instead of 30 days as ■ I
inally
proposed) where first class man is]
available.
To be eligible for relaxed requirements,
tion must show that "qualified radiotelep
first-class operators are unavailable, have
clined employment, or have been rejectee
the station." Applications for such tempo
permission should be made to engineei
charge of FCC district field office in stati
area.
NARTB, IBEW and others had fa v.
change in decision. FCC described actioi
"codification of the procedure to be folio
by broadcast station licensees when opera
cannot be obtained and relief is reque
under
Sectionperiod
0.151 had
of the
Whileexisting
a six-month
beenrules."
propo
FCC accepted NARTB's 120-day sugges
"since it would relieve administrative probl
for the Commission's field offices and simil;
reduce the burden to station licensees w
at the same time the procedure would :
quately perpetuate surveillance by the C
mission to prevent reduction of operal
standards."
New

TV

Allocation

retained as part of UHF television ban
to provide five more channels — rather tl
diverted to broad band common carrier sen
as requested by Bell Telephone Labs.
Although supporting FCC's "general r
making authority," Comr. Robert F. Jones
dissent to legality opinion stated:
"It is clear to me that an inflexible g
graphical assignment plan [fixed city-by-c
table and rigid procedure for changes] d
not meet the criteria of the Commission
serted as a basis for it, and therefore it
FCC notice observed NARTB-TV petit
suggested submission of written views £
data in lieu of July 23 oral hearing, w
illegal."
30 days allowed for initial filing and anotl
30 days for reply. Order also observed nu
ber of supporting petitions were filed, so
commenting, as much as year's time coi
(Continued on page 86)
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York, P

Six stations important in your selling. Each
is outstanding in the market it serves. Each is a
regular habit with its listeners — exerts a powerful
influence on their daily living and buying. This
strong pulling power sells for you when you tell
about your product on these stations. The many
national and local advertisers now using them are
proof of the responsiveness of their audience-proof
of the profits. For availabilities and rates, write
direct or contact
ROBERT
New York

MEEKER
Los Angeles

STEINMAN STATIONS

DADCASTING

• Telecasting

Chicago

Associates
San Francisco

Clair R. McCollough, Gen. Mg
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISK
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, a
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offic
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 10
IN THIS BROADCASTING

\n
Vote

CBS Realigns Management
Changes Seen at FCC
Six Major Advertisers Change Agencies
P&G Increases Time Buys — PIB
Auto Dealers Sell By Radio From Boston to Spokane
Coy Summoned for FCC Review
Liberty Network Expanding
FCC Gets ABC-UPT Merger Application
Senate Studies Signal Control
Reserve Board Hit
WOR Study Shows Radio Top Seller
Set Maintenance Assured by NPA Action

Amazing
of Confidence

in WOW!

• Here's the Story
WOW's "Fourth Annual Farm Study Tour" was
announced on June 1 on the "Farm Service Reporter" Program, (6:30 to 7 a.m. weekdays).*
Farm Director Mai Hansen simply said that the
tour would be to the East Coast; would last 15 days,
and would cost about $500.00 per person.
On that information ALONE, within one week
125 farmers responded— WITH CASH! 206 others
in the same period wrote for information and application blanks.
Reservations made in one week represent a $72,500 vote of confidence in WOW's service to farmers.
So large and instant a response PROVES that the
great WOW-LAND farm market is solidly behind
WOW — and WOW's farm listeners are today the
WORLD'S FINEST CUSTOMERS for any goods
or services.
For availabilities call the nearest John Blair Office.
#CO-SPONSORED BY:
Garst & Thomas, Coon Rapids, Iowa, Pioneer Hybrid
Corn; Handled by the Compton Agency; and the Walnut
Grove Products Company of Atlantic, Iowa; Allen &
Reynolds Agency.
WOW's "Farm Service Reporter" observed its 5th Birthday June 19th on the air.

590 KC
NBC
L5000 WATTS
OMAHA,

NEBRASKA

FRANK P. FOGARTY, General Manager * JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, Representatives
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DEPARTMENTS
New Business
J
Agency
Beat
12
Aircasters
70 On All Accounts .... 1
AUied Arts
75 Open Mike
]
Editorial
46 Our Respects To ... 4
Promotions,
FCC Actions
76 Programs,
Premiums
1
FCC Roundup
84 Radiorama
i
Feature of Week
16 Strictly Business . . . . 1
Front Office
67 Upcoming
3
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Fred Fitz
gerald, Associate Editors; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor
Tyler
Nourse, STAFF:
Copy Editor;
DaveChristopher,
Berlyn, Assign
ment Editor.
Lawrence
Joh)
H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy, John Osbon, Allei
Riley. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Kathryn Am
Fisher Pat Kowalczyk, Doris Lord, Jean D. Statz
Keith
'Trantow; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to thi
Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Wnr
field R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; George
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens
Classified
Manager;
EleanorIrving
SchadiC
Doris
Orme;Advertising
B. T. Taishoff,
Treasurer;
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston
Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P,
COSGROVE,
Gitlitz,
Grace Manager;
Schorm. Doris J. Buschling, JonalNEW YORK BUREAU
, 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, Neu
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pete
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretchen
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director,
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative
Chicago bureau; 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral
6-4115; William
Shaw, Midwest
Advertising Representative
; Jane H.Pinkerton,
News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
_
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:Montagnes.
417 Harbour Commisison, EMpire 4-0775
James
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Five rich markets
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WJIM-TV.
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when
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WJIM-TV
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- F lint markets

service.

buy

It is a market of one million people
retail sales of more than one billion dollars.

with

reaches this vast audience with the best in television. WJIM is the primary outlet for the four major
networks.

For full details on WJIM-TV
H-R

tele-

you

WJIM-TV.

only

primary

WJIM-TV

audience

6

WJIM

and WGFG,

REPRESENTATIVES,

Kalamazoo,

consult

INC.
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If you are trying to get a better insight into conditions in any of the
markets listed at the right, F&P

has some

very rare but simple magic

for you . . . the magic of complete and completely honest information.
Win, lose or draw, we know

that no other kind of service can really

serve your own best interests —

or ours.

In this cynical day of the "seller's market", that sort of policy may
sound too good to be true. But it's the way we always work, here in
this pioneer organization of radio and television station representatives.

REE
Pi@mer

&

ETERS,

INC.

Radio mid Television Station Representatives
Since 1932
NEW

ATLANTA

P
JT

DETROIT

YORK

FT. WORTH

CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

MIDWEST

EAST,

.

.

or

FAR

WEST?

SOUTHEAST
WBZ-WBZA

Boston-Springfield
Buffalo

NBC
CBS

New York

IND.

Philadelphia

NBC

50,000

KDKA

Pittsburgh

NBC

50,000

WFBL

Syracuse

CBS

5,000

WCSC

Charleston, S. C.

CBS

5,000

WGR
WMCA
KYW

50,000
5,000
5,000

WIS

Columbia, S. C.

NBC

5,000

WGH
WPTF
WDBJ

Norfolk

ABC

5,000

Raleigh
Roanoke

NBC
CBS

50,000
5,000

MIDWEST,

SOUTHWEST

WHO

Des Moines

NBC

WOC

Davenport

NBC
ABC

WDSM

Duluth-Superior
Fargo

NBC

WDAY
WOWO
KMBC-KFRM

Fort Wayne
Kansas City

WAVE

Louisville

WTCN
KFAB

NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS

Peoria

CBS
NBC

St. Louis

KFDM

Beaumont

ABC
KRIS

5,000
5,000
5,000
10,000
5,000
5,000

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Omaha

WMBD
KSD

50,000

5,000
50,000
5,000
5,000

NBC
5,000
1,000
50,000

WBAP
KXYZ

Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
Houston

KTSA

San Antonio

CBS

5,000
5,000

MOUNTAIN

AND

NBC-ABC
ABC

WEST

KDSH

Boise

CBS

5,000

KVOD

Denver

ABC

5,000

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO

Honolulu-Hilo

CBS

5,000

Portland, Ore.

ABC

50,000

Seattle

CBS

50,000

new

business

• • •

McLAUGHLIN & Co., Chicago (Manor House coffee) has purchased series of 26 quarter-hour Little Theatre TV film programs
* for once weekly showing on TV stations in seven mid-west markets starting about Sept. 15. Markets include Chicago, Grand Rapids,
Kalamazoo, Lansing, Milwaukee, Indianapolis and Davenport. Programs
made up of two-five minute dramatic shorts produced by The Tee Vee Co.,
L. A. Each quarter-hour segment priced from $60 to $600, according to
number of sets in market. Film company expects to have programs on
22 markets throughout country by fall date. Agency for McLaughlin,
Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago.

WF.

ESSERMAN MOTOR SALES (Dodge dealer), Chicago, starts extensive TV spot campaign using 85 spots in Chicago market weekly. Agency:
Phil Gordon Inc., same city.
UNION

OIL CO. initiates first television program series with sponsorship of half-hour weekly Ben Alexander Watch & Win program on
two West Coast stations, KPIX (TV) San Francisco, starting Aug. 1;
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, Aug. 2. Both contracts, 13 weeks. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.

CAMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111., for Italian Balm, will spo:
first quarter-hour of Ruth Lyon's 50 Club on NBC-TV starting Oci
for 52 weeks through H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago. Show is aired
times weekly from 11 to 11:30 a.m. from WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
QUAKER OATS, Chicago, renews daily quarter-hour and weekly h
hour of Gabby Hayes Show on NBC-TV through Sherman-Marqm
Chicago. Strips will be seen Mon. and Fri., 4:15-4:30 p.m. CDT f
Aug. 27 for 15 weeks, with the half -hour telecast Sun. from 4-4:30 ]
starting Sept. 30 for 52 weeks.
WANDER CO., Chicago, for Ovaltine, renews the 4:45-5 p.m. (
segment of Howdy Doody on NBC-TV starting Aug. 29, through Gi
Adv., same city. KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, through Leo Bun
Chicago, has renewed same portion on Tues. and Thurs. starting S
5, for 26 weeks.

FLORIDA CITRUS EXCHANGE, Tampa, names Ruthruaff & R; |
N. Y., to handle advertising and promotion of its major brand Se I
sweet (brand name on fresh fruit, full strength juice and frozen i I
centrate).
RADION Corp., for its television antennas, names Calkins & Hol< !
Carlock, McClinton & Smith, Chicago, to handle its advertising,
spots will be used in a test market before complete video plans are mi
M. J. Pulver is account executive.
BEN-GEE PRODUCTS Co., Oak Lawn, 111., for the new bean spi j
balm, names Schoenfeld, Huber & Green, Chicago, to handle its adver |
ing. Radio and TV will be used.

^/tturotk • • •

•flctpeojale

GRUEN WATCH
series of dramatic
Sept. 27. Program
McCann-ErickSon,

NORMAN GLADNEY, Franklin & Gladney Adv., N. Y., named dire<
of television merchandising of Bulova Watch Co. He will super
newly formed TV-Merchandising Division, formed to help Bulova dea!
use TV advertising more effectively.
E. M. TARPLIN appointed advertising and sales promotion mana
Schenley Laboratories Inc. He will maintain offices at company's \
duction headquarters in Lawrenceburg, Ind.

Co., Cincinnati, to sponsor Gruen Guild Theatre, new
films, over ABC-TV Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m., beginning
replaces Blind Date, scheduled at same time. Agency:
N. Y.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S CHURCH OF THE AIR, Phila., renewing Youth
on the March, Sun., 10:30-11 p.m. over ABC, effective Aug. 26. Agency:
J. M. Camp & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

EVEN
UP

TO

"ODDS

$117

AND

MILLION

IN

ENDS"

AD

CENTRAL

0HI

Miscellaneous sales add up to big business in Central Ohio. And
powerful WBNS, Central Ohio's only CBS outlet, gets through to the
24 Central Ohio Counties with all 20 top-rated programs, day and
night! (Winter-Spring Hooperatings). And you get more listeners per
dollar than from any other local station.
For time availabilities and rates, write us
or contact your John Blair Representative.

CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS

WBNS
POWER

Page 10
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WBNS

WELD-FM
Ask John Blair

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,
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* Source, SM Survey of Buying Power 1951
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WE

LOVE

TO

EARN

THEM!

IT'S THE "EXTRA PROMOTIONAL PUNCH" THAT WINS
FRIENDS and INFLUENCES CUSTOMERS for ADVERTISERS
on

K T U L and
STATIONS

K F P W
in TULSA

— The FRIENDLY
and FORT SMITH!

CBS

76e
AUDIENCE
KTUL-KFPW
* Fort Smith
. ..
• Tulsa
JOHN ESAU — Vice President, General Manager
AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Nat'l Representative

TEAM

AFFILIATED WITH

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

KOMA, OKLAHOMA

CITY
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STANLEY A. LOMAS, head of television commercial product 1
department William Esty Co., N. Y., named vice president,
has been with agency since 1948.
JOHN TOIGO, D'Arcy Adv. Co., N. Y., to Biow (M
same city, as vice president in charge of special plana
ED SHERRY, D'Arcy Adv. Co., N. Y., to Biow (1
N. Y., as member of creative staff.
MARFREE ADV. Corp., N. Y., last week announl
the addition of three new members to its radio 1 I
TV staff. CAROLE GOTTLIEB, TV production assil
^^PHjjjjjfl
ant, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., appointed assist,'1*
Mr. Lomas
television and radio director; HELEN LIVINGTCl
radio production assistant, Affiilated Program Serv I
N. Y., and JOAN GAMBLE, daughter of FREDERIC R. GAMBI I
president of AAAA, named TV and radio production assistants.
j

John North, Vice President and Chicago
manager of Radio Representatives, Inc.,
with offices at 75 East Wacker Drive.

.T HAS BEEN SAID, "Give John North
a sales job to do — any sales job — and
he'll chalk up a record performance." We
agree that his sales are an accurate in-

WILLIAM H. GAGE and WAYNE E. WHITE, account executives Can I
bell-Ewald, Detroit, appointed vice presidents.
DAVID COOK, HAL MARKS, and JANE WORTHINGTON, BBI I
S. F., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-McDougall Inc., S. F., as general manag 1
art director, and copy department, respectively.
SHEP CHARTOC to Marfree agency, Chicago, as manager, succeedi I
Vice President AL EICOFF, who has resigned to become advertisil
manager of D-Con Co. (exterminators), same city.

strument which points to the true, magnetic North.
Winner
Award"

of the "Distinguished Salesman
of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce in 1940, this fast-moving individual
has since charted a brilliant course into

big time radio sales. In teamwork
Peggy

Stone of New

with

York, Mr. North has

played an important part in the success
of
RADIO

REPRESENTATIVES,

Among the Accounts Placed on WMPS
Radio Representatives, Inc., Are:
The Mermen

Company

Bristol-Myers Co.
J. A. Folger & Co.
Peter
Paul, Inc.

Griffin

INC.
by

Mfg.

Co.

Walgreen Drug Co.
Carter Products
International Salt

Pardon us for pointing . . . but the compass says, "North!"

If

MP
MEMPHIS,

IAMERICAN
Page 12
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TENNESSEE
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COMPANY

I

on all accounts

p-LEY, timebuyer at Com
HURnot
HANE
YorSk, is
AdvD., New
tonAR
RICH
a temperate man when it comes
to radio. He is not one of those
persons who can take it or leave
it alone. The man is a confirmed
addict.
Born in Middletown, N. Y., Feb. 13,
1925, Mr. Hurley
came tion
by innocently
his addic-

drank in the entire eastern si
board, writing and selling sho
for a radio package firm.
In January 1949 he gradual
to a stronger brew, the gene
managership of WVAM Altooi
Pa., and in June of that sai
year
his immersi
was complete
as
ing agency, Con
ton in anNewadvert'
Yo:
joined
as an estimat
Within two years
had moved up frc
that level to succ<i
sive advancemei
as assistant tin

enough at Bucknell
U., where he indulged himself to
the extent of helping build station
WVBU there. He
buyer,
and
h i stimebuyr
prese
liked what he tested,
eminence as assi:
and when he moved
ant head of the e
to the U. of Michitire timebuying c
gan he was a ripe
leaf for the gang
there who picked
Among the
partment.
counts he supervis
him to serve as announcer at WKAR.
are Crisco, Ivoi
Hopelessly gone
Soap, Drene,
Ivory Flak
Mr. HURLEY
by then, he spent
Ouz,
Pe
his summers in a riot of duties
sonal Products, New York Life I
surance, Allis Chalmers, Standa
at his hometown station, WALL
Brands, Chase and Sanborn coff
Middletown, cavorting in every
and Tender-Leaf tea.
capacity from news writer to anMr. Hurley and his wife, t
nouncer of horse races.
former Joanne Perry, live in
apartment in Bergenfield, N.
By graduation time he couldn't
get enough of the stuff. After a They have been married since 19Reading, traveling and collet
swig of service as news editor at ing
colonial antiques are 1
hobbies.
WHBF Benton Harbor, Mich., he
BROADCASTING
Telecastir

beat

', BAYARD,
accountcreated
manager
McCreery
Inc., board.
Beverly Hills,
named to newly
post Walter
of chairman
of plans

:-

tERT THWAITE, account executive Cunningham & Walsh Inc.,
N. Y., elected vice president. He had been with firm
for seven years serving on Sunshine Biscuits Inc. account.
DOROTHY KAHN, publicity staff Cancer Crusade, to
David Zibman Adv. Agency, Phila.
JERRIE C. ROSENBERG, account executive Lavenson
Bureau of Adv., Phila., elected president Philadelphia
Club of Advertising Women.

vj j Thwaite

WILLIAM M. MOORE Jr., copy staff, Young & Rubicam, Chicago, to Gourfain-Cobb, same city, as copy
chief. He will also work in dealer development.

ESOl JAM L. LAVICKA to Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, as acexecutive on Quaker Oats' Ken-L Products Division, from account
and sales analysis at Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city.
it.
ERT E. MANGAN, BBDO, S. P., elected vice president.

radiocontrolled

trUCk

• • • /

LIAM R. DAHLMAN, vice president and account executive on AmerHome Products at W. Earl Bothwell Inc., N. Y., to Compton Adv.
ember of Procter & Gamble account group.
"RY
publicityCouncil,
director,succeeding
CIO, named
to public
policy
nitteeC. ofFLEISHER,
The Advertising
ALLEN
L. SWIM,
erly of CIO and now with Economic Cooperation Administration.
;ES HACK, copywriter Young & Rubicam Inc., Chicago, to Erwin,
y & Co., L. A. radio and television department, in similar capacity.
RGE KOSSMAN, art director Leo Burnett, Chicago, to BBDO,
oik i ., in same capacity. RICHARD E. JOHNSTON, art director Foote,
gene a : & Belding, Chicago, also joins BBDO, S. F., in same capacity.
Altai i
TON MARTIN, production manager Emporium, S. F. (department
i , to Botsf ord, Constantine & Gardner, S. F., in same capacity.
iES N. MANILLA, film supervisor BBDO, N. Y., named to radiorJHsion department Geyer, Newell & Ganger, same city, as film
•; { rvisor.
, »ERT H. ROOT, assistant advertising manager Sweden Freezer
. Co., Seattle, to Pacific Advertising, Oakland.
sawr JONES, KVON
*land.

Vallejo, Calif., to Merle C. Blair Adv. Agency,

iLY HOSMER, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to television production
'^JJartment Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, S. F.
;,':t\'IN
ctor. de ST. MAURICE, to Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., S. P., as art
I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJz WALKER W. DA VIES, account exIll
ecutive National Adv., Long Beach,
Calif.,
transferred
to S. F. office.
rank Coulter:
ROLAND HAUCK, to Wank &
' i7 JUNG & RUBICAM
Wank, S. F., as director of creative
department.
'The Broadcasting Market- E
300k is a genuine service. E CLEMENT T. HANSON ADV.
AGENCY, Moline, appointed to
Widely used and constantly = handle advertising for WHBF-AMreferred to."
1 TV Rock Island and the Rock
Island Argus and Moline Dispatch,
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli affective Sept. 1.
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new

york

style!

Mt. Morris, N. Y., is a lovely
little town of some 3600 popula-

ERTO and KATHERINE PA VIA, Pavia Agency, S. F., leave for
nonth tour of Italy and other European countries. ERIC COSTER
manage office in their absence.
ENE M. SCHWARTZ, radio and TV director Ray Hirsch Co., N. Y.,
uber Hoge & Sons, N. Y., as copy chief.

western

tion—one ofthe state's most picturesque communities, but hardly big
enough, you'd think, to support a large
retail furniture store.
How come, then, that the Mt. Morris
Furniture Company trucks will be seen delivering merchandise all over a dozen surrounding
counties?

WHAM

did

the

job!

One year ago, the store started a modest spot campaign on station
WHAM— knowing that WHAM's clear-channel 50,000 watts is
the least expensive yet most effective way to cover 23 western New
York and Pennsylvania counties. Results were almost overnight —
inquiries, shopping visits and sales. And perhaps the most impressive fact is that radio has pulled so well that Mt. Morris Furniture
now makes deliveries to customers in Rochester itself, home of the
radio station and of a dozen top furniture stores!

now uppedn its
nas participatio
^e "^t*toMorris
^yVLohdll efforts
regularstore
daily
in
WHAM's morning "Clockwise" program.
You, too, can use the powerful influence
of station WHAM for business in this
profitable market.
The
WHAM

Stromberg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts — clear channel — 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
July 16, 1951
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SELL

THE

HEART

OVER

KOY

OF

ARIZONi

PHOENIX,

ARIZONA

Advertisers with no time or money to waste have found KOY the direct
route to the rich Arizona market whose hub is fast-growing Phoenix and
the Salt River Valley.

:

As exclusive representatives of KOY
Blair & Company knows how KOY

for the past twelve years, John

can sell and why. Here is a station

that makes wide-spread coverage count with a proven record of unusual
acceptance. Arizona's pioneer radio outlet, KOY has been building its
reputation for public service over 29 years. It is home-owned, homeoperated, and an integral part of the community and all its affairs. It is
the only Arizona radio station that owns all of its facilities, including
studio, office and transmitter properties. KOY gives non-directional coverage of 85% of the state's population with 5000 watts on 550 KC.
Sales-minded management has converted KOY's listener loyalty into big
spot radio business that has paid off for one advertiser after another.
Your John Blair man has all the facts on merchandising and selling
at surprisingly low cost over KOY. It will pay you to call him today.

KOY transmitter property and single
tower, giving non-directional coverage
over 85%
with
5000
watts ofonArizona's
550 KC. population
A 5 KW main
transmitter and 1 KW standby, with
auxiliary power plant, are both Western
Electric equipment of the latest design.
Page 14
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KOY studio building with recent $100,000 additio j,
Studios and control equipment are the most modern
the State of Arizona and include three high-fidelity rac
mounted Stancil-Hoffman tape recorders. All equipme
exceeds F.C.C. standards for high-fidelity reproductio

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

0

KOY'S management team, experts in three fields: left to right, John L. Hogg, President,
Commercial Manager and a salesman of twenty-five year's experience. Albert Johnson,
Vice President, General Manager and the man behind KOY's splendid record of public
service. Jack Williams, Director and Secretary with twenty-three years at KOY behind
his reputation as one of the outstanding program men in the radio industry.

HE RAPIDLY- EXPANDING city
I Phoenix, Capita' of Arizona, is sur•unded by prosperous residential cornunities and rich agricultural land.

GEORGE GRAHAM, popular master
of ceremonies for KOY audience shows
and his morning "Disc Show", a hardsell.ng program and housewives' favorite.

BILL LESTER'S afternoon "Record
Matinee" has a consistently loyal following of listeners and commercial sponsors.

OHN BLAIR & COMPANY
pecializes in radio repesentation exclusively,
j^ince we are entirely removed from any other operation or function, we
ire able to give the sta[ ions we represent our
ull time and our full ef:orts ... as specialists in
Belling via spot radio.
& COMPANY
REPRESENTING
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS

PAUL GRIBBEN, KOY News Editor
and radio veteran, keeps KOY ahead of
the field in news. His coverage of the
Legislature has won him widespread recognition in high circles in the State.
July 16, 1951
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Like

A
feature

of the meek

Blanket!

OF THE PIEDMONT
Radio Stations are built
listener acceptability.
CONFERENCE to discuss debut of It's the Texas Fashion is attended by
(I to r): Lester Ring, Ring of Dallas Inc.; Edward Cupaioli, Wm. S. Miller
& Co. Inc.; Dave Robbins, Jan Leslie Hats Inc.; Miss Benell; Ike Clark, Ike
Clark Sportswear; Walter Meyers, Gordon Edwards Inc.; Ralph W. Nimmons,
WFAA-TV manager, and Bob Scott, WFAA-TV sales representative.

WRC

covers the entire

Washington area at lowest
cost per thousand listeners.
We can prove it with up-todate figures on spots, breaks

A BOOST for television and the
fashion world will be scored by
Dallas fashion manufacturers when
Julie Benell launches her It's the
Texas Fashion series on WFAATV, Friday at 8:30- p.m., beginning
July 20.
Sponsored by seven fashion
houses of Dallas, the weekly program is claimed to be the first time
that a group of manufacturers in
one city has sponsored a television
series to acquaint viewers with the
style offered by the makers in a
city.
Miss Benell, woman's editor of
WFAA-AM-TV, radio and television services of The Dallas Morn-

ing News, lists as her sponsors the
following dress manufacturers:
Wm. S. Miller & Co. Inc., Ike Clark
Sportswear, Gordon Edwards Inc.,
Shirlynn Mfg. Co., and L&L Mfg.
Co., with accessory sponsor Ring
of Dallas Inc. and millinery sponsor, Jan Leslie Hats Inc.
Miss Benell will be guest commentator at the breakfast clinic of
the American Fashion Assn., to be
held in the Crystal Ballroom at
Dallas' Baker Hotel, Tuesday, Aug.
21, at 7:30 a.m. Theme of the,
clinic will be "Color-Vision," a
forecast of winter and holiday
(Continued on page 82)

papers infour department
store studies. That's proof
of selling coverage.

To sell Washington you
blanket cov-

erage.

FIRST m I

I 5,009 Watts * m
■j-in r 1 1 - r m
•

ing shows as:
The Telephone Hour
The Railroad Hour
Cities Service Bands
Cavalcade of America
MGM Theatre of the Air
'Cisco
Dr.
Kildare
Kid
Crime Does Not Pay
John Charles Thomas
best buy.
In Spartanburg — WORD is y<

WRC outpulled all news-

Page 16

by good programming.
WORD has won this listei
acceptability in the Piedm
by interweaving into its sch
ule the fine programs of AJ
some of the superior ra<
productions of the NBC ]>
work, MGM and other prod
ers of great shows.
In addition to ABC and top
cal programs, WORD has fit
into its schedule such outsta

Second Spring

and programs.

need WRC's

Listener acceptability is gaii
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&

strictly

ens just
happsay.
MES
For
storyitbooks
ETIthe
SOMlike
what youngster standing by
the railroad tracks as a powerful
locomotive goes by, pulling a string
of cars that spell adventure, hasn't
vowed to himself — that's the job
for me.
And that's just what happened to
one youth whose earliest memories
go back to train rides on the way
to his grandfather's house in his
home state of Tennessee. It took
time, as do most ambitions, but
even today, Robert S. Henry, vice
president in charge of the public
relations department of the Assn.
of American Railroads, admits that
he always got a thrill out of a
train ride. "Always thought railroading would be a nice business
to be in," he recalls.
"Indeed it has been a nice business to be in," Mr. Henry still says.
And he should know, for after more
than 30 years in the business now,
he has seen a lot of his combination hobby and job.

business

serving

the hear

of the Piedmont
ABC

WDXY-FM

• DllPLICATfi

Walter J. Brown, Presiden
Mr. HENRY
Today, as head of the railroad
industry's active public relations
program, which includes sponsorship of the Railroad Hour on NBC
and direction of a total advertising(Continued on page 82)

SPARTANBURG
South
SEE

Carolina

HOLLINGBEf

BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

OTHER

Students at North Dakota Agricultural
College recently conducted an independent
survey among 3,969 farm families in a
22-county area around Fargo. Each family
was asked, "To what radio station does
your family listen most?" 3,120 of the
families named WD AY; only 174 named
Station "B"! WDAY WAS A 17-TO-l
CHOICE OVER THE NEXT STATION
— A 3y2-TO-l FAVORITE

OVER

STATIONS

COMBINED!

Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers prove that
WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater
Share of the "in-town" Audience than
all other stations combined*!
BMB

figures and mail-pull stories also

prove that WDAY "hogs the show",
throughout the entire Red River Valley!
Write for all the facts today, including
availabilities.

ALL

^Despite the fact that the other three major networks maintain local studios!
WDAY

•

NBC

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000 WATTS

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

ing radio "with no broader vl
than ratings. The Nielsen R>:
Index in itself makes the ch*
seem a bit preposterous, wit!
intense marshalling of perti
facts on the audience and its ha
And it must also be noted thai

HllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllH
open mike

= Carlos Franco:

| WILLIAM

H. WEINTRAUB

|
= "Broadcasting Marketbook is =
§j a friend at your elbow . . . E
= and harder to stump than =

= Kieran."

j|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii

Think

this

When

you

WIBW,

our

J^Q
gjg pjcfure
EDITOR:
It was quite disturbing to read
your July 9 editorial, "The Small
Picture," in which you castigated
A. C. Nielsen Co. and Hooper alike
for releasing comparative figures
on "then-and-now" ratings for 10
radio programs.
Our figures were, in fact, assembled and released to Broadcasting • Telecasting in answer

over!
use
list-

to your request, for purposes of
comparison with the Hooper New
York figures quoted by Jack Gould
in the New York Times.
You are correct in urging the
de-emphasis of mere ratings; this
company has repeatedly maintained
that ratings form only a small
fraction of the total audience
measurement picture, as our clients
well know.
But you are somewhat presumptuous in criticizing us for examin-

Last year, WIBW listeners sent us almost a quarter-million dollars* in cold, hard cash.
This money came direct to WIBW

because our

listeners have absolute confidence in the merchandise we talk about on the air.

eners have confidence in YOU,

When our listeners hear any product advertised
on WIBW, that's all the recommendation they need.
They buy!

too.

reluctantly began to release "
10" rating figures on radio
TV only in response to insis
requests from agencies and
gentleman of the trade pi
so firmly do we believe in the
ratings. misinterpretation of ni
quent

To say that ratings have
counterpart in any other mediu f
and to point up the apparent su]
iority of newspaper and magas
research is to ignore the fal
An
advertiser
me'
knows
that hisbuying
dollarprinted
may bu
claimed circulation; he has cl
a rough idea of how many read
will see his two-column mess; j
on page
in radioexact
and ill
'.k
he
has 64.
very But
definite,
continuous data from us on the 1 1
size and nature of the audience t
the commercials themselves,
habits, its fluctuations, its turnovji
its distribution and variations 9
markets, and so many other facte I
Isn't this the "bed-rock
search" you ask for? Isn't i.
the "big picture"? Isn't this ll
type of measurement that rai|
must use (as indeed it has) to de
onstrate its strength against otl 1
media ?
Your editorial was a puzzli |
exception to the usual high level
your understanding of the industi 1 TO
And with it, you seriously unck
estimated both A. C. Niels W
Co. and the broadcasting indust
as a whole by suggesting that th
are content to "accept this gross In
incomplete information" (10 n
ings) as proof of anything at all.
A. C. Nielsen
President
A. C. Nielsen Co.
[EDITOR'S NOTE:hasBROADCASTING
TELECASTING
no quarrel wi
most
the research
service aimed
that ti'i
Nielsenof company
provides,
attack has,
only to
at athelarge
"rating
worshi"
which
extent,
su
ordinated more profound research
the inadequate measurement of t)
program
hopi
to
make rating.
was thatThetoopoint
manywe peopl
both broadcasters and advertisers, <
not go beyond the program rating
assess the worth of radio. Becau
this is so. we feel it was unfortuna
that the Hooper and Nielsen firms r> r
leased the before-and-after-TV ratini
on 10 radio shows — no matter at who:
request. Like Mr. Nielsen, we ur{
de-emphasis
program
ratings (s<
editorial
this of
issue,
page 46).]
EDITOR:

*$2 04,800.9 3

to

SERVING AND SELLING
"THE MAGIC
CIRCLE"
WIBW • TOPEKA, KANSAS • WIBW-FM
Page 18
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be

exact.

... I was pleased to discove
that On All Accounts had bee:
devoted to me in the June 18 issu
of Broadcasting • Telecastinc
Proof of the widespread circula
tion and acceptance of this maga
zine is found in the numerous let
ters I have received from friend
in the business with whom I havi
not been corresponding as regular]}
as one might. This is not new
(Continued on page 7h)
BROADCASTING

• Telecastinj

MIGHT

OU

CLEAR

7

15'

UT...

)U

NEED

:
KZO-WJEF
) GO

OVER

AND

WKZO-TV

THE

TOP

WESTERN

Si 1ZO, Kalamazoo,

MICHIGAN!

and WJEF,

Grand

Rapids, have

|n radio leaders in their home cities for so long
t time buyers automatically recognize them as first

WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the official Basic CBS Outlet
for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. It is a multiple-market
station, serving five Western Michigan and Northern
Indiana cities, with a total buying income of more

•ices "in town".
BMB Study No. 2 proves that
wZO-WJEF are an exceptional buy for rural WestMichigan, too. Since 1946, WKZO-WJEF have
reased their unduplicated Audiences by 46.7% in
til

than one and a half billion dollars! WKZO-TV's
coverage area embraces 133,122 sets, making this

daytime ... by 52.9% at night! But here's the
sting on the cake: WKZO-WJEF not only deliver
l»ut 57% more listeners than the next-best two-

America's 23rd television market — ahead of such
metropolitan cities as Seattle, Memphis or Miami!
Better get the whole Fetzer story today! Write direct

'* jtion choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — they
o cost 20°fc less than the next-best combination!
ornelius Warmerdam

■

or ask your Avery-Knodel

of the San Francisco Olympic Club set this world's record on May 23, 1942.

WKZO-TV

WJEF

ppH in GRAND RAPIDS
AND KENT COUNTY

*frp& in WESTERN
AND NORTHERN

ALL
FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

■

WKZO
GREATER
frit AND
in KALAMAZOO

MICHIGAN
INDIANA

WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS)

(CBS)
ImJ

representative.

THREE

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

BY

HO

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

1

E

OF

THESE

TRANSMITTERS

I kw, for UHF
(All Air-Cooled)
Type
TTU-IB
:iilsi'tiipiwsiss

500 watts, for VHF
Type TT-500 A /B
(AH Air-Cooled)

2 kw, for VHF
Type TT-2AL/H
<AII Air-Cooled)

lOkw, for VHF
Type
TT-IOAl/H
(All Air-Cooled)

10 kw, for UHF
Type TTU-I0A

20 kw, for VHF
Type TT-20BL/H
(All Air-Cooled)

50 kw, for VHF
Type TT-50AL /H

-

,

ower

up

to

200

KW

!

POWER

With RCA's complete line of transmitters
(seven different models), you can get any
ERP* up to 200 kw — on any channel from 2
to 83. And in most cases, you can get the
power you want in several different ways!
If your requirements are best met with a
low-power transmitter and a high-gain
antenna, RCA has the combination! However,
if your needs are better met with a higherpower transmitter and a lower-gain antenna,
RCA has that combination too!
Ask your RCA Sales Representative to sit
down and help you plan the most practical
and economical equipment setup for your
station. He has an intimate knowledge
of station planning — knows TV equipment
from A to Z. He can tell you exactly what

3-section
TypeSuper
TF-3 Turnstile
TV

6-section
TV Super Turnstile
Type TF-6

you'll need to get "on the air" . . . with
the power you want ... at the lowest cost.
Call him today. Or write RCA Engineering
Products Department, Camden, N. J.
*Effective radiated power
5-section
TV Super Turnstile
Type TF-5

1 2-section
TV Super Turnstile
Type TF-12

RADIO
ENGINEERING

TION
of AMERICA
C( RRORA
PRO UCTS DEPARTMENT.
CAMDEN. N.J.

I
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Into

Six

Divisions;

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY
'""
7 /~

Radio

and

TV

Separated

^ORGANIZATION of CBS into
: separate divisions, divorcing
! network's radio and television
nations and setting up a new
■oratory unit, was completed last
iday for announcement today
[onday).
President Frank Stanton said the
sv lineup — including the radio
;d TV manufacturing properties
juired from Hytron Radio &
ectronics Corp., and with the diviMr. Murphy
Mr. Cogan
n chiefs in each case coming
Mr. Van Volkenburg
Mr. Meighan
Mr. Conkling Mr. Coffin
>m Columbia's existing executive
;ter — will be as follows, effective
and Television Divisions.
3ay:
set-manufacturing divisions and
in charge of the Central Division;
CBS Radio Division — Howard S.
Departmental heads within the other organizations in the elec- Arthur Hull Hayes is vice presitronic field, CBS reported.
Radio and Television Divisions
?ighan, president.
dent in charge of the San Francisco
CBS said operations in Chicago
CBS Television Division — J. L. were not disclosed.
office, and Harry S. Ackerman is
The new Laboratories Division,
in Volkenburg, president.
and on the West Coast also "will
in charge of procontinue as in the past, with the vice president
under Mr. Murphy, who has been
CBS Laboratories Division — Adgrams in Hollywood, with Merle
a CBS vice president and general
m Murphy, president.
heads of the various operations re- Jones general manager of KNX,
porting to their counterparts in KTSL, and the Columbia Pacific
CBS-Columbia
Inc.— David H. executive, and who to a great exRadio Network.
'gan, president.
New York." This includes nettent
shepherded
Columbia's
color
TV case successfully through the
work program originations in those
Columbia Records Inc. — James
There was no split-up of the CBS
areas: WBBM Chicago, KNX and
Conkling, president.
general service departments, which
FCC, will coordinate the company's
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, KCBS
electronic developmental opera"will continue as integrated units
Hytron Radio & Electronics
San Francisco, and the Columbia
up. — Bruce A. Coffin, president.
tions, including color TV "in its Pacific Network.
serving the various divisions."
Only in the case of the Radio,
various applications." It will serve
These (Continued
include the ontreasurer's
page 85) office,
H.
Leslie
Atlass
is
vice
president
the
broadcasting,
recording
and
Revision and Laboratories Divijns does the new structure reprent a change from the existing
der. Messrs. Cogan and Coffin
ere presidents of the Air King
i-oducts Co. (now CBS-Columbia
End of '51
ted by
Predic
hasFC
been
THE COMPLEXION — and the
(1938-1944),
president of the NAB.
C?loathe to depart until
INhe
jic.) and of Hytron Radio & ElecS
GE
AN
certain
unfinished
business
at
the
Mr.
Miller,
it
is
believed, would
CH
policies — of the FCC might undergo
|Onics, respectively, when those
sweeping change before the end of FCC has been completed. Most im- accept the chairmanship, if proanuf acturing interests were
portant has been the thawing of ferred. There is no doubt that
1951. Conceivably four of the
mght by CBS, and Mr. Conkling
Vice President Alben Barkley will
seven members of the Commission
the three-year old TV freeze, now
is headed Columbia Records since
could depart during the next six anticipated prior to the year's end. support his candidacy to the hilt.
'ebruary.
Comr. Robert F. Jones, who has
months. This includes the chair- What Chairman Coy will do is not
The Radio Division under Mr.
manship.
indicated, though it is known he served since 1947, likewise is known
• tighan, who has been a vice preshas considered a number of pre- to have under consideration deOne change already is practically
ent and general executive, and
liminary propositions. It is
parture from the Commission in
assured, with the appointment last
le Television Division under Mr.
doubted,
however,
whether he will the not too distant future. An
month
of
Comr.
Frieda
B.
Henan Volkenburg, who has been vice
nock to a Federal District judge- join any existing network organi- attorney, and a 10-year veteran of
resident in charge of network
House, the Ohio Republican
ship in New York. Her appointlated. zation as has been widely specu- the
ales, will each have its own sephas
had
under consideration return
ment
awaits
Senate
confirmation
rate departmental units. These
which
is
confidently
expected
in
to
private
law practice. It is
Coy's Status
lclude departments for programs,
doubted whether he will reach a
spite
of
vigorous
opposition
of
the
ales, sales promotion, companyAlthough Chairman Coy has just decision prior to this fall.
American Bar Assn. and the Assn.
wned station operation, station
of the Bar of the City of New
been reappointed for a new sevenThe fourth possible Commission
year tenure, which began July 1,
jivices, research, press informaYork (see story, page 30).
departure is that of Vice Chairman
.on, operations, business affairs,
that he has an underPaul A. Walker, whose present
Miss Hennock's successor also it is believed
:gal and accounting.
standing with President Truman
term
does not expire until June 30,
appears
to
be
set
—
in
the
person
of
William S. Paley continues as
that he will not necessarily com1953. Mr. Walker, however, passed
Robert T. Bartley, Texas Demoplete his new term. The rigors of the customary retirement age of
oard chairman of CBS; Mr. Stannephew of Speaker Sam Ray- the chairmanship
have caused his 70 last January. Chairman Coy
on as its president, and Joseph H. burn crat,
and his present administralearn as its executive vice presifamily
some
concern.
The Chairtive assistant, and a former broada waiver from President.
man, nevertheless, has been insist- requested
dent Truman on this retirement,
caster. His appointment by Presient
upon
completing
the
TV
task.
dent Truman is expected promptly
No change in the network's stato Comr.
Walker's
exion relations structure was inMost likely appointee to the attesting perience,
which began
when the
upon
Miss Hennock's confirmation.
icated. Herbert V. Akerberg will
FCC was created in 1934. Such
While Chairman Wayne Coy re- chairmanship, if Mr. Coy leaves
ontinue as CBS vice president in
mains non-commital, it is known
waivers are indefinite, unless a
this year, is Neville Miller, Washington attorney, former Mayor of
barge of station relations, superthat he contemplates eventual re(Continued on page 36)
turn to private business. But Louisville and for four years
'ising this field in both the Radio
ii ROADCASTING
Telecasting
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P&G

RENEWS

Six For
NBC Another
Day Shows
YearOk'd

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.'s renewal of six NBC daytime programs, a
morning half-hour and five afternoon quarter-hour shows, all five times
a week for another year apparently ends any lingering doubts as to
NBC's ability to retain this business in the face of strong competitive
* ■—
bids from other networks.
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. All are
Most vigorous attempt to move
the P&G daytimers to another net- broadcast Monday through Friday.
work came from ABC, which in
Following its unsuccessful attempt to raid NBC, ABC effected a
March offered this advertiser a
45% discount on time charges plus change in its own daytime line-up,
a contribution of SI, 000 a week per also effective July 2, to introduce
program toward defraying pro- four serial programs — Modern Romances (10:45-11 a.m.) ; Romance
gram costs to shift the serial shows
of
Evelyn
Winters (11-11:15 a.m.);
to ABC's afternoon hours [BroadDavid Amity (11:15-11:30 a.m.)
casting • Telecasting, March
and Lone Journey (11:45 a.m. -12
19].
ABC made the same offer to noon), with negotiations in progress for a fifth serial for the 11 :30other NBC serial sponsors — Gen11:45 a.m. spot [Broadcasting •
eral Foods Corp., General Mills,
Telecasting, July 2].
Sterling Drug and Whitehall Pharmacal Co. — but with no more success than in the case of P&G.
ZIV SHIFT
Shows Renewed
Sillerman East Sales Mgr.
NBC programs renewed by P&G
APPOINTMENT of Michael M.
effective July 2 for 52 weeks, are:
(Mickey) Sillerman as eastern sales
Welcome Travelers (10-10:30
manager of Ziv
a.m.), for Spic & Span, through
Television P r oBiow Co.; Life Can Be Beautiful
grams Inc. was
(3-3:15 p.m.), for Ivory Snow and
announced last
Crisco, through Benton & Bowles;
Wednesday b y
Road of Life (3:15-3:30 p.m.), for
President John L.
Crisco, through Compton Adv. Inc. ;
Sinri, effective immediately.
Pepper Young's Family (3:30-3:45
p.m.), for Camay, through Pedlar
Mr. Sillerman
& Ryan; Right to Happiness (3:45has been director
4 p.m.), for Ivory Soap and Duz,
of station relathrough Compton Adv. Inc.; Backtions of World
Mr. Sillerman
stage Wife (4-4:15 p.m.), through
Broadcast ing
System, a Ziv affiliate, since last
year. He founded the Keystone
L&M Contracts
Broadcasting System and Served
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co., as its president from 1938 to 1949
for Chesterfield Cigarettes, has re- when he joined the Frederic W.
Ziv Co. as a radio program account
newed its contract with the Texas
executive.
State Network to sponsor its ABC
Roundup, over 17 Texas stations,
A native of Baltimore, Mr. Silfor the sixth year. The musical
lerman, now 41, was in the advertising agency field for five years
show, featuring Disc Jockey Zack
Hurt, will run until June 1952. before forming Keystone, serving
with Alfred Austin Adv. and with
Agency is Cunningham & Walsh,
Biow Co.
New York.

MARKING the 11th consecutive year of sponsorship, Ed Vandervoort
president of Vandervoort Hardware Co., inks a contract with WJIM La nsin
for the annual Santa Says Hello, Christmas show. With him are Howar
Finch (I), station manager, and Harold Gross, WJIM president. The sho
which affords children a chance to have a personal talk with Santa, wi
begin Dec. 1.
JONES
NEW
BILLINGS
CBS Reports $4 Million
RADIO and television time sales
representing approximately $4 million in billings were reported by
CBS last week.
Two 52-week television contracts
— with American Home Products
Corp. and Procter & Gamble, both
through Biow Co. accounted for
about $3 million of the total. American Home Products bought the
12:15-12:30 p.m. period Monday
through Friday, and Procter &
Gamble bought the following quarter-hour, also five times weekly.
In radio, the Carnation Co.,
through Erwin, Wasey & Co., New
York, signed for a dramatic series
to start this fall in the Saturday,
11:30-12 noon period being given up
by Bymart Inc. Time costs in this
deal were estimated at $500,000.
In an estimated $400,000 radio
contract, Mars Inc. (candy) signed
for alternate-week sponsorship of
People Are Funny, 8-8:30 Tuesday, through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago. Economic Labs Inc., lor
Soilax, meanwhile bought the
10:25-10:30 a.m. spot on Saturday
for the Galen Drake Shoiv to start
Aug. 18. Cunningham & Walsh,
New York, is the agency.
Schubert To Compton
GENEVIEVE SCHUBERT, Ted
Bates Inc., New York, has joined
Compton Adv., New York, as timebuyerdio and
on television
the Standard
Brands' raaccount.
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Britannica Names
ENCYCLOPAEDIA Britannica
Films, Chicago, has named Price,
Robinson & Frank, same city, to
handle its advertising. Sterling
Mitchell is account executive. All
media are being considered.

QUITS

Agency Head to Europ<
DUANE JONES, chairman of thi
board and major stockholder o:|
Duane Jones Co., New York adver
tising agency, has resigned to make
an international advertising surJj
vey. Robert Hayes, president, wil
continue in that capacity with nc
manship.
replacement slated for the chair
Mr. Jones, it was understood
had sold much of his stock to thi
company stantial
but financial
will interest
retain ain subthe
business. No one person under the
new arrangement will be a major
stockholder. Members of the board
of directors, however, all hold
stock in the firm.
he would make'
a Mr.
briefJones
trip said
to Washington
and
then sail for Europe where he
plans to study international trade
in the Atlantic Treaty countries.
He did not reveal any further
Smith Resigns
plans.
Meanwhile, Ralph Smith, executive vice president and general
manager of Duane Jones, has resigned to join Sullivan, Stauffer.
Colwell & Bayles Inc. as vice president. Mr. Smith had been with
the Jones agency for the past eight
years and was chairman of the
plans board.

Mr. Jones

BROADCASTING

Mr. Smith
• Telecasting

SWITCH
GENCY
radio advertiser, Mohawk Carpet
ERICAN CHICLE CO., a more
n million-dollar annual account,
Mills Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y., announced last week the appointment
soon appoint Sullivan, Staufof Maxon Inc., New York, as its adColwell & Bayles as its adververtising agency effective Sept. 12.
ting agency, becoming the sixth
Howard P. Hildreth, manager
[or radio and television adverof advertising and public relar to change advertising agenwithin some 10 days.
tions for the carpet company,
stated that Maxon will handle all
Jthough no common-denominareasoning could be determined
of Mohawk's television and blackand-white advertising, but that
all the moves, it was underradio will remain for the balance
')d that economic sales slumps
| 1 in some instances unhappy
of the year with the George Boilertising campaigns were facwhereupon it, too, will
3 in the kinetic switching at this move ingtoCo.,Maxon.
Je.
The account, estimated at a mil|American Chicle Co., of New
lion and a half dollars in billings,
±, has been handled by Badger
had created quite a stir last Janu1 Browning & Hersey, New
ary [Broadcasting • Telecastrk, for the past 20 years. The
ing, Jan. 22] when it first placed
cle firm has used radio and
its spring spot radio campaign
;vision spots in national camthrough George W. Boiling Co., a
gns consistently.
station representative firm. Boiling
Agency Staff Cuts
acted as a consultant to Mohawk
•5adger and Browning & Hei'sey,
the spots on a 15% coma result of the looming loss of and placed
mission basis. Both advertiser and
gum client (one of its major
the Boiling company stressed at
ounts) already has cut down
that time that the business was
personnel, with at least four
channelled through separate na:urCj .'cutives-let
agency,
tional representatives and on naC&B, will out.
serveThethenewadvertiser
tional time rates.
I the following products: ChicThe board of directors of the
Dentyne and Beeman's chewNational
Assn. of Radio & Telegum.
vision Station Representatives was
d "Another strong television and
reported then to have advised memAIRY STUDY
BAB To Mail Sales Aid
DETAILED report on the dairy
I jfcustry will be mailed by BAB to
member stations this week as an
• jl to better selling of radio time
8 that field.
The 30-page study is the 17th in
continuing series of BAB reports
specific types of business (also
; BAB story page 48).
BAB President William B. Ryan
lphasized that "the sales topic
permost in the mind of an adrtiser is his own volume of busiss, so the first requirement for
od selling — to dairies, for exlple — is some knowledge of the
pry business and its problems."
The dairy report is based on maial from several dairy industries
d related associations, and deals
th such subjects as the history of
:1k, milk cow breeds and populaj i<n, milk production and consumpfn rates, milk's relationship to
I \rm income and its effect on the
( tional economy, as well as data
butter, cheese, ice cream, and
aporated milk. Ideas on radio's
le in dairy and dairy-outlet adirtising plans are advanced.
"These studies," Mr. Ryan said,
elp sales and continuity staffs to
rvice accounts realistically, and
establish good relationships beeen advertisers and stations that
sure long schedules and steady
venue . . . because a knowledgele account service, based on
utual understanding of problems
d objectives, produces radio adrtising that gets results."
*OADCASTING
• Telec

Six Major

Advertisers

bers to ask their client stations
not to accept the Mohawk business
on the grounds that the Boiling
company was acting improperly as
an advertising agency.
The Boiling company responded
that it was not actually serving
as an agency for Mohawk but
rather as a consultant in setting
station lists and organizing the
campaign.
Mohawk currently sponsors,
three times weekly, the Roberta
Quinlan Show, quarter hour on
NBC-TV.
Pepsodent Division of Lever
Bros, (said to be about $3% million in billing) this week officially
named McCann-Erickson to supervise its advertising plans [Closed
Circuit, June 9]. Foote, Cone &
Belding had been handling the
business. Pepsodent sponsored My
Friend Irma on CBS but cancelled
the show recently. Future radio
and TV plans are being worked
out by McCann-Erickson.
Packard Cars to Maxon
Packard cars, another account
associated for 19 years with its
agency, Young & Rubicam, New
York, changed its affiliation to
Maxon Inc., Detroit, effective Dec.
15 [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 9]. Packard has been spon-

Change

Firms

soring the Don Ameche show on
ABC-TV in cooperation with Cluett
Peabody, another Y&R client.
Future of the show is currently
up in the air, although one Y&R
executive
pointed out that
to BROADCASTING •Telecasting
the client
probably would continue with the
program
until ofDecember
official transfer
agencies when
will take
place. Packard's billing is about §2
million with approximately half of
that amount budgeted for television.
Cohen Gets Pinkham
Lydia Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.,
with billings of about $1% million,
recently
broke its
than Wasey
a decade of alliance
withmore
Erwin,
& Co., to name Harry B. Cohen,
New York, to handle its account.
The advertiser was one of the
earliest users of spot radio and
currently employs both radio and
television spot campaigns.
General Cigar Co., New York,
will sever relations with J. Walter
Thompson Co., for its White Owl
cigars, effective today (Monday),
when it names Young & Rubicam
as its agency. JWT, however, will
continue to handle White Owl's
sponsorship of the New York
Yankees baseball radio broadcasts
on alternate days for the balance
of the baseball season.

h»»=s
BUYS
TIME
INCREASES
P&G
Frank
H.
Lee
Co.
as the leading
the
top
10
in
May
1951
also
were
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., perennetwork user in the Apparel &
included in the leaders for May
nial leader among users of national
1950, when American Tobacco Co. Footwear class; General Foods renetwork time, bought $2,064,150
places General Mills as top Food
and Philip Morris Co. ranked nine
worth of this commodity (at gross
rates) in May, increasing its April
and 10. In this year's May list advertiser, and Cannon Mills Co.
replaces Burton-Dixie Corp. as
expenditures by more than $200,- these two cigarette companies are
main Household Furnishings adreplaced by American Home Prod000, according to a Broadcasting
vertiser on the nationwide netucts Corp. and Colgate-Palmolive• Telecasting compilation of Pubworks.
Peet Co.
lishers Information Bureau data
on individual program-time exTable II, listing the top adverOnly 10 of the 25 classes of nettiser in each product classification,
penditures of network advertisers
work-advertised products had a
for that month.
has only three changes from April
(Continued
on
page 83)
P&G total time purchases for to May: Brown Shoe Co. replaces
the month almost tripled in gross
dollar value those of Sterling
Drug, which ranked second with
TABLE II
gross network time purchases of
TOP NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS FOR MAY 1951
Class
$748,245.
Advertiser
Gross Time
It is perhaps significant that the
Allis-Chalmers
Mfg.
Co.
Expenditure
top 10 network advertisers, listed
Agriculture & Farming
Brown Shoe Co.
ElectricBrewing
Auto-LiteCo.Co.
in Table I, are the same ones which
Apparel,
Footwear
& Acces.
$ 33,486
Automotive,
Auto
Acces.
&
Equip.
Pabst
were listed in the April top 10, Beer, Wine & Liquor
7,916
95,895
with the first five in the same order
Building Materials, Equip. &
Johns-Man vi lie Corp.
135,549
Fixtures
Mars Inc.
in both months. And it is probably
112,353
180,077
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Sterling
Drug
U. S. Government
even more significant that eight of Consumer Services
71,328
General
Foods
Drugs
Remedies
706,320
Foods && Food
Products
Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
675,955
117,305
Gasoline, lubricants & Other Fuels
Ferry-Morse
Philco
Corp. Seed Co.
Horticulture
18,063
Household
Equip.
&
Supplies
Cannon
Mills
Co.
TABLE I
145,851
Household Furnishings
U. S. Steel Corp.
50,949
Industrial
TOP 10 NETWORK
ADVERTISERS FOR
Prudential Insurance Co.
Insurance Materials
MAY 1951
107,200
123,977
Longines-Wittnauer
Watch
Co.
OpticalStationery
Goods & &Cameras
100,117
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$2,064,150 Jewelry,
Equip.,
Hall Brothers
2. Sterling Drug
748,245 Office
Writing Supplies
First
Church
of
Christ,
Scientist
Airways
10,248
3. General Foods Corp
675,955
88,410
248,602
Publishing & Media
4. General Mills
640,625 Radios,
TV sets. Phonographs, etc.
5. Lever Bros. Co
592,039 Retail Stores
12,118
RCA
& Direct by Mail
6. American Home Products Corp. 568,963
497,118
Liggett
Myers Tobacco
Co.
Smoking Materials
Procter && Gamble
Co.
7. Miles Labs
562,383
1,250,092
Procter & Gamble Co.
Soaps, Cleansers,
S. Colga'e-Palmolive-Peet Co. .. 510,577 Toiletries
& Toilet Polishes
Goods
688,968
Assn. of American Railroads
9. Campbe'l Soup Co
508,973
67,660
American Federation of Labor
10. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co... 497,118 Transportation,
Miscellaneous Hotels & Resorts
105,198
• Page 25
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau
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An hour-long record show
KABC San Antonio is gett
results for the Charles Dill Mot
Co. L to r: Charles Dill; Ra!
Granger, vice president and gt
eral manager for Dill; and Jo,
± W. Fraser Jr., KABC repr
mm sentative who made the sa,

AUTO

Make

Radio

AUTOMOBILE DEALERS, for
/% both new and used cars, al-L A. ways have been among the
most successful users of radio
time.
Almost every type or program
is used successfully in various areas
ranging from sports broadcasts to
morning show participations.
A just completed spot check of
typical accounts from Boston to
Spokane turned up three firms favoring disc jockey shows and two
who prefer newscasts.
They include:
• Rail Splitter Motor Sales, of
Springfield, 111., credits one third
of its business to a disc jockey show
on WMAY Springfield.
# Charles Dill, San Antonio
Lincoln-Mercury dealer, finds an
hour-long record show, on KABC
San Antonio, is the answer to his
radio advertising problems.
£ Buxton Motors, of Portland,
Ore., finds its Monday through Friday 8-8:15 a.m. newscasts on KXL
Portland "the most valuable advertising medium" the firm has ever
used.
% Hillman-Minx British Motor
Car Co., Boston, attributes a "very
definite response in sales volume"
to one-minute announcements on
the WCOP Morning Watch show.
9 Ernie Majer Inc., of Spokane,
uses quarter hour news programs
on KXLY Spokane to feature its
Fords and Ford Service.
Bill Taylor, 36-year-old head of
Rail Splitter Motor Sales, Springfield, 111., tried radio without outstanding success for three years.
In spite of poor results, his confidence in the medium was such that
Page 26
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Sales

From

he consented to another trial in
November 1950 when WMAY offered him time on Bob Irving's disc
jockey show.
The used car company had sponsored sports and news broadcasts
previously and Bill Taylor decided
to try the changed format with a
quarter-hour show once weekly
5:45-6 p.m.
Bob Irving had never sold a car
in his life and was somewhat apprehensive about taking on the
motor firm. He decided to make the
approach a super-personal one.
First, he personally inspected each
car before going on the air and
talking about it. Next, every commercial was carefully checked and
double checked before being used.
Finally, he worked out special Rail
Splitter lyrics and adapted them to
his theme song, "On the Other Side
of the Street."
Rapid Response Brings
Increase in Budget
The response was instantaneous.
Cars sold, sometimes before the
program left the air. The motor
company increased its appropriation to take care of three quarterhour shows weekly and cut its
newspaper appropriation 50%.
A man who checks with great
Rail Splitter Motor Sales, Springfield, III., finds radio creates onethird of its business. L to r: Owner
Bill Taylor; Bob Irving, WMAY
disc jockey who is given a free
hand in handling the motor company program; and motor com- ^
pany manager, Leo Fehr. jto

DEALERS

Boston

to

care the media which bring prospects to him, Bill Taylor believes
that fully a third of his sales stem
from radio. WMAY is the only station he is using. He estimates that
for every $50 he invests in time he
grosses from $1,500 to $2,500 in
sales.
Bob Irving has been given free
rein in the writing and air presentation of his commercials. His
wife, Peggy, aids in planning and
copy writing. Mr. Taylor never
sees the copy or takes a direct hand
in the program.
Charles Dill, San Antonio Lincoln-Mercury dealer, is using an
hour-long record show, the Night
Oivl Club, starting at 11 p.m. on
KABC, seven days a week.
Commercials are held to a mini-

Spokane

mum (five during the entire hour
and good, popular music is stresse^ |
There is very little "chatter" frot
Disc Jockey Gene O'Bannon.
The show opens and closes with
five-minute newscast.
Now on the air for more tha
16 weeks, the show was tested fo
listenership by a free pocket knif
offer made on one show only. Dur;
ing the 50 minutes calls were re^ft
ceived four operators took dow. 9
342 names and addresses. Man;
more were believed to have callei
and found the switchboard tied up 1
In addition to the Night Ov<
Club,
vic< i]
presidentRalphand Granger,
general Dill's
manager
(Continued on page 38)
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Senqte Group To Review FCC
HILL
TO
SUMMONED
OY
done and perhaps what it expects
By DAVE BERLYN
freeze thaw progress. Every one of
may have some specific questions
to do in the future with the con- to ask about educational TV.
the Senators are aware that their
EC activities that touch upon
troversial WMIE Miami case.
Sen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.),
constituents are very much interbad regulatory policy in the
ested not only in what channels
The committee reserved the right another member of the committee,
mdcast field are scheduled for a
they
are
going to receive but just
is
also
a
co-sponsor.
Both
Sens.
to
bring
up
any
other
subject
durwhen.
ing-over
lio arm inWednesday
the Senate.by Congress'
Bricker and Hunt supported Sen.
ing the session.
The so-called Richards case is
Members of the Senate Interstate
Benton when the former advertisAll of these issues, which have
mmerce Committee want to know
replete with thin-ice coatings. G. A.
been a bone of contention at one
ing agency executive testified.
re about what the FCC has been
(Dick) Richards, who was chief
time or another in the past year
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
stockholder of KMPC Hollywood,
ng, what it is doing and what
and in some cases even longer, the Commerce committee's chairWGAR Cleveland and WJR Dehave been the concern of various
expects to do on certain matters
man, holds interest in both educatroit, died May 28. Prior to his
tional TV and in the lifting of the
rrently pending Commission dis- Senators on the committee.
death he was involved in renewal
"freeze."
sition.
Currently a special Interstate
proceedings with the FCC regardtn order to bring them up to Commerce subcommittee, headed
Educational Programming
ing his stations. FCC had charged
be, the Senators voted in execuby Senate Majority Leader Ernest
Mr.
Richards with allegedly directe session last Wednesday to sumOnly
a
few
weeks
ago,
Sen.
JohnW. McFarland (D-Ariz.), has uning the slanting of news on the air.
son
said
he
favored
a
joint
effort
in Chairman Wayne Coy to Capder consideration a bill and a resoSubsequently there has been a
1 Hill for consultation.
of broadcasters and educational in- series
lution introduced on educational
of filings on the case by both
stitutions on behalf of educational
Chairman Coy will appear at TV by Sen. William Benton (DFCC and the Goodwill Stations.
Conn.).
a.m. Wednesday, in open session
programming. He suggested FCC
In the latest action, counsel for
G-16, the committee hearing
impose a condition in all TV liThe bill (S 1579) would set up
the stations has petitioned the
mi in the Capitol.
censes
that
would
require
a
certain
a national citizens advisory board
amount of time made available for Commission to strike exceptions by
Following the Senate commiton
radio
and
television
and
appareducational purposes in the public FCC's General Counsel Ben Cot:'s decision to hear Chairman
ently would institute an annual
interest and as a sustaining fea- tone and Broadcast Bureau Chief
y, it was disclosed that the mat"blue book" to weigh value of radio
Curtis Plummer to a hearing exam's which will be given priority
ture [Broadcasting • Telecastand television programs [Broadiner's initial decision to dismiss
ing, June 25].
d about which Chairman Coy
casting • Telecasting, June 4].
the renewal proceeding because of
Q in be expected to answer specific
Sen. Johnson has been instruMr. Richards' death (see story,
Sen. Benton's resolution (S J Res
iestions ai-e:
mental in prodding the FCC on the
76), would in effect extend the
# FCC's plan for the granting
The 83).
WMIE Miami case is only
"legality" question, i.e. whether the page
FCC's TV freeze at least another
television channels to educaCommunications Act can be intersix months to a year.
■nal institutions for non-commerslightly
less a "hot potato." It is
preted so as to permit the Comnow up for sale by Arthur McBride
tl use (for other educational TV
Sen. Benton explained his plan
mission to legally allocate by what
July
9].
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ws, see story, page 58).
for an advisory board at a special
the Senator called a "block" methhearing held by the McFarland
# Status of the "freeze" on
od. Oral argument on this test of
Mr. McBride was named by the
evision station applications (see subcommittee. To date, the FCC,
legality already has been held by
Senate
Crime Investigating ComDry, page 53).
which proposes to ear-mark 10%
the Commission [Broadcasting •
mittee— three members of which
of 2,000 stations contemplated in Telecasting, July 2].
# FCC's stand on the so-called
also serve on the Senate Commerce
'chards case with possibly a re- both UHF and VHF when the
Sen. McFarland has sharp in- Committee, Sens. Hunt, Herbert R.
est that Chairman Coy review
"freeze" is lifted, has not sent its
terest in the progress of the O'Conor (D-Md.), chairman, and
e voluminous history concerning
comments on the Benton proposals
"freeze,"
particularly in the educaCharles W. Tobey (R-N. H.)— as
e Goodwill Stations (see story, to the Senate group.
tional TV question since he heads
;.ge 83).
not
being qualified to be a broadthe special subcommittee studying
However, such educational TV
cast station licensee despite a find9 What the Commission has
this phase.
supporters as Sen. John W. Bricker
ing by an FCC hearing examiner,
Leo Resnick.
Other Senators, for example
(R-Ohio), member of the ComMr. Resnick in an initial decision
merce group and a co-sponsor of Warren D. Magnuson (D-Wash.),
(Continued on page 3h)
IEARST RADIO
also
are
intently
interested
in
Sen. Benton's proposed legislation,
•ovosr Is Acting Gen. Mgr.
' PPOINTMENT of DeLancey
I j?ony) Provost as acting general
manager of
Plans Capital Expansion
Hearst Radio Inc.
LIBERTY
GROWS
was announced
Friday by PresiLiberty is serving well over 200
dent Charles B. LIBERTY Broadcasting System, operating since last autumn as a 48stations
with major league baseball
McCabe.
state network, is planning to add new capital as part of a steady exM r. Provost,
play-by-play accounts. In addition
pansion program designed to carry it well toward the top of the national
it has nationwide program services
who currently is
*
network picture.
that include a lineup of newscasts
business manager
Owners of Liberty — Barton R. ground steadily, and holding on and commentaries as well as sports
of the HearstMcLendon,
chairman
of
the
board,
to
it.
owned WBAL
specialties.
and his son Gordon, who is presiPlans for the autumn include five
ir. Provost
Baltimore radio
The entirely
proposedcompleted,
stock issuehe hasn't
been
said,
dent—
are
working
on
the
expansion
and television
football games each weekend — colproject as the network enters its in conceding that additional financoperties, takes over the duties
lege and professional. Sponsornew fiscal year.
>rmerly held by Tom A. Brooks,
ship contracts have not been dising
is
"imminent."
New financing is expected to
closed, but it is understood over
earst Radio vice president and
New Hollywood Studios
neral manager, who died June 19 come through private sale of stock
400 stations will carry Liberty's
to southwestern oil interests.
football.
ROADCASTING
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H. W. (Bob) Bumpas, Liberty's
Just a year ago Liberty was
vice
president
in
charge
of
prome 25].
n
McLendo
At present the Messrs.
serving 241 affiliates in 33 states,
Mr. Provost is a former program
grams and production, is in Hollyown all of Liberty's stock.
wood lining up new studio facilities
anager of WNBC New York.
reaching a 48-state basis in the
Barton McLendon told Broad- and additional programs, according
casting • Telecasting Thursday
autumn. Operating hours were inThe Hearst radio properties increased during the autumn. Liberty
'ude WISN-AM-FM Milwaukee in that Liberty eventually will be "one to Mr. McLendon. He said present
New York offices are adequate for
Edition to WBAL-AM-TV.
netnational
major
grew
out
of an independent basefive
the
of
the time being. Headquarters and
: WCAE Pittsburgh is owned by
ball hookup set up in five states
works." He added: "People will business
offices are in Dallas, three years ago. By early 1949
fcearst Consolidated, and is headed
look at the five networks and they
jy Leonard Kapner, president and won't say Liberty is the smallest." where the elder McLendon operates
it had reached a 40-station total
the Tri-State Theatre chain, which
leneral manager.
by autumn of 1949 there were
over"go
to
going
not
is
Liberty
Texas, Oklahoma and and
Mr. Provost will continue to
board" in its expansion, Mr. Mc- includes
71 outlets.
^adquarter in Baltimore.
Lendon said. Rather it is gaining Louisiana.
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FCC

Gets

Application

ABC-UPT
MERGER
following UPT subsidiaries would
Weitman, a UPT vice president,
RECORD $25-million "statutory
would become vice president in
merger" of ABC into United Para- be dismissed upon approval of the
merger: Gulf Theatres Inc., Tampa;
mount Theatres Inc. was placed
charge of program and talent development. C. N. Priaulx, vice
New England Theatres Inc., Bosbefore FCC for approval in multiton;
United
Detroit
Theatres
Corp.,
president and treasurer of ABC,
ple transfer applications tendered
Detroit; Tri-State Television and would become treasurer of the new
late last week [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 9, May 28].
radio-TV division.
Broadcasting Co., Des Moines.
They were accompanied by bids
The ABC-UPT merger is to be
"Consideration and study will alaccomplished through an exchange
so be given to the integration of
for the contingent sale of UPT's
WBKB (TV) Chicago for $6 mil- of stock. For each share of ABC
other
qualified into
members
United's
organization
the ofbroadcast
common stock now held, stockholdlion to CBS and a pro forma transfer of 50% interest in WSMB New
ers will receive $14.70 in new
operation and it is expected that
Orleans.
stock — $7.50 in common and $7.20 excellent additions to the organiFCC has not scheduled a date preferred.
informed.zation's staff will result," FCC was
Leonard H. Goldenson, president
for hearing on the merger, but it
"The fundamental purpose of
is generally conceded that public of UPT, would head the new ABPTI and Robert E. Kintner, ABC
policy and Commission precedent
this proposed merger and the represident, would head the radio
quested assignments, involving as
require an inquiry into the transthey do basic network facilities in
fers— particularly since they in- and television division. Edward
both the aural and video broadcast
volve the combination of the ownJ. Noble, board chairman and maership of competing media of mass
jority owner (57%) of ABC, is to fields," FCC was told, "is to estabcommunication.
become chairman of the finance
lish a resulting company which
committee of the new firm.
can function more effectively in
United Paramount represents
the exhibition interests of the
Robert H. O'Brien, secretarystatement
continued :
theThepublic
interest."
former Paramount Pictures Inc., treasurer of UPT, would become
which had been ordered to sever
"United Paramount Theatres
executive vice president of the radio-TV division and Robert M.
its production and exhibition acInc., will bring to the merger subtivities two years ago in a civil
anti-trust consent decree. UPT is
now an independent entity.
Gale, Cone, Gamble
In view of the large sums involved and other business probLONDON
MEET
Among Speakers
lems, early FCC action on the merADVERTISING
can
and
should
make
a
substantial
contribution toward
ger was requested. The stockholders of ABC and UPT have yet to solution of the world's social and ideological problems, Samuel C. Gale,
vote on the merger on July 27, but vice president of General Mills, told the International Advertising Conference in London last Thursday.
the transfer papers, conditioned
He
was
one of several U. S. ad- *
upon stockholder approval, were
Mr. Gamble estimated that 90,000
filed with the Commission early to vertising authorities who addressed
the conference. Fairfax Cone, persons are now engaged in U. S.
permit initial processing.
advertising and that 30,000 are in
chairman of the advertising counWill Be AB-PTI
cil, cautioned against "captive au- the advertising agency business.
Broadcasting properties includOf this 30,000, he estimated about
dience" advertising, and Frederic
ed in the merger are the ABC AM
half are advertising specialists and
R. Gamble, president of the Ameriand TV networks and the ABCthe remainder are stenographic
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
owned and operated AM, FM and
reviewed the U. S. advertising in- and clerical personnel. The adverTV stations. These include: WJZtising industry, he said, has room
dustry picture and outlined measAM-FM-TV New York, WENRures being taken to attract high- for about 6,000 new persons each
calibre young people to the field.
AM-FM-TV Chicago, KGO-AMFM-TV San Francisco, KECAHe called attention to the 4-A's
Mr. Gale, speaking on "The So- annual
examinations for advertisAM-FM-TV Los Angeles and
year.
cial
Responsibility
of
Advertising,"
WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit.
cited the work of the Advertising
ing— taken by more than 3,500 perResultant company following the Council as an example of adversons in the past five years — as a
merger will be American Broadsuccessful organized effort to bring
tising being used for public service
casting-Paramount Theatres Inc. and mass education. "Never before
the best possible candidates into
AB-PTI would retain the WBKB
in the history of our country has the advertising business.
Mr. Cone warned the conference
call letters in Chicago, switching
mass communication been voluntarily made available and effec- against forcing advertising on authem to WENR-TV's present facilities on Channel 7. License for
diences. People, he said, must have
tively organized on such a gigantic
WBIK (FM) Chicago, WBKB af- scale," he asserted. For every dol- a free choice either to pay attenfiliate operation, is to be surrendtion to an advertising message or
lar spent to administer council acered in favor of WENR-FM.
to ignore it.
tivities,
he
said,
"approximately
FCC also was informed that the $200 are donated in space, time and
To complaints
of morals
advertising's
that ethics and
often
pending TV applications of the service by media, advertisers and critics
BONDY NAMED
Succeeds Duram at Lever
ANTON (Tony) Bondy, former media buyer, Kenyon & Eckhardt, who
has been with Lever Bros, for the
past months, will take over as
acting media director succeeding
George Duram, who has resigned.
Mr. Duram has not announced his
future plans.
Mr. Duram is head of the Assn.
of National Advertiser's Radio-TV
Committee, which made the latest
rate study recommending a reduction in radio rates.
Page 28
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"People everywhere yearn for a
agencies."
way
to end destructive war and
utilize our resources for technology
for providing a better life," Mr.
Gale said. "We have the added
stimulus of competition — ruthless,
skilled competition which will test
our mettle. We would be boastful
and foolhardy to hold that advertising alone can win the minds and
hearts of mankind in the ideological struggle ahead. But we would
be equally culpable if we did not
recognize the tools and skills that
we have wrought have a great potential contribution to make."

WILLIAM
V. HUTT
(I), gene)
manager of KLRA Little Rock, is pi i
sented a National Safety Counci I
Public Interest Award for 1950
Ned Dearborn, president of the safe
council. The certificate was award
for KLRA's cause
outstanding
service to t
of safety.

stantial resources and personr
with experience and a record of e
complishment in the public entc
tainment and information field,
addition, United, through its CI
cago subsidiary [Balaban & Kat2
has an outstanding record of pe
formance as a television licens
[WBKB]. All of these will ser
to build ABC to a point of coi
petitive vigor.
"It is apparent that the resul
ins: companv can hope to bene
from this transaction only in dire
proportion to the extent to whit
its fused operations prosper. T
obtain such benefits, funds will )
available to promote the operatic
of the resulting company to a p
sition of equality with those wl£
now lead in the network field."
The statement stressed that "tl< '
inevitable
result ofof the
the Commi
sion's approval
propos k
now made will be to stimulate cor
petition in network broadcastir
to a degree heretofore non-exis ent. This will benefit the networ
its affiliates and the public."
Program Policies
Respecting program plans, FC
was advised as follows:
. . . Initially the program policies
the resultant corporation will be su
stantially the same as those heretofo
followed by the American Broadcast
Co. Thesea sound
policiesandhave
been directbs
towards
constructive
ance among entertainment, public ser
ming.
ice,
education
information,
commercial
andandsustaining
prograiai
We are as fully intent upon impro
ing and strengthening the radio ope
ations of the stations and the netwo
as intelevision.
making new and important strid
in
The advent of television requires r
evaluation of the proper roles of bo
types of broadcasting.
This merger will strengthen our c
pacity to develop appealing and stir
ulating material to maintain radio as
vital element, with emphasis upon i
own distinctive characteristics.
To the forces which have develop* I
ABC to its present size and impc
ance, there will be joined strong fina
cial resources and the experience of
nationwide corps of trained personni
skilled in the theatrical, entertainme
and public service fields.
These include numerous local mai
agers, sensitive to the needs of the n
tion's smaller
communities,
who pre
ha'
played
in the civic
ress ofleading
their roles
communities.
Amoi
other
things, weof will
lookprogram
to them pef'
the discovery
fresh
sonalities and ideas. . . .
Until now, television has natural
(Continued on page 38)

are sacrificed to "good business,"
Mr. Cone replied that "when ethics
and morals are lost, it is not good
business — in fact, it is very bad
business. No amount of advertising will sell a bad product twice to
the same customer."
Other U. S. speakers at the London
conference included George D. Dryson, managing director, Young & Rubicam; Elon G. Borton, president of
the Advertising Federation of America; Paul West, president of the
Assn. of National Advertisers; Leonard Raymond, president of DickyRaymond Inc., and Elmo Wilson,
president of International Public
Opinion Research Inc.
BROADCASTING
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SIGNAL

CONTROL

PROPOSED amendment to the
jmmunications
Act, embodying
ithority over non-broadcast deces capable of serving as homing
ids and eliminating certain objecpns posed by broadcasters and
Revision set manufacturers, was
ivigated to the Senate floor last
ek [Closed Circuit, July 9].
The Senate Interstate & Foreign
ommerce Committee resurrected
te dormant Defense Dept. electroagnetic radiation measure (S
'37) and unanimously reported it
the upper chamber after receiv'« kg long-awaited comments from
<ae U. S. Air Force on the com'■i I ittee's substitute alternative for a
ijw law outside the Communica3t» ions Act.
In reporting it favorably, the
!immittee noted the legislation rep^sents an agreeable compromise
jp the part of all parties concerned
NARTB, Radio-Television Mfrs.
; ssn., the FCC and the Dept. of
fd '.ill
efense,
which had
advocated
last December
to include
radio-a
; V stations in the same category
ith non-broadcast devices.
Action Status
Whether the Senate would take
ction on the bill momentarily was
ot known late Thursday, but aulorities felt that it would encounsr a minimum of opposition under
le steering hand of Sen. Edwin
. Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of
le Senate Commerce Committee
'hich held hearings on the measure

last February. It was believed the
measure would be called up this
week.
The proposed legislation constitutes a minor change to the Communications Act, bringing in radiating devices other than emissions
of radio-TV stations, and prospect
was held out that the Senate would
speed it through with alacrity under the guiding hand of Senate
Majority Leader Ernest McFarland
(D-Ariz.), himself a member of the
Senate committee and chairman of
its communications subcommittee.
The new version, which would
amend Sec. 606 (c) of the Communications Act, is substantially the
same as that proferred by the Senate group upon completion of its
February hearings [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Feb. 26], with one
modification — the provision dealing
with electromagnetic devices is
spelled out to include only those
deemed "suitable for use as a navigational aid beyond five miles. . . ."
Penalty provisions encompass
one year's imprisonment and a
$1,000 fine — or both — for individuals and $5,000 fine for corporations or groups violating those provisions.
The five-mile limitation originally had been proposed by RTMA and
was incorporated after committee
staff consultation with the manu-

RESERVE

Senate

Gets

Bill

facturers' group, FCC and the Defense Dept. RTMA maintained that
devices not intended as radiators —
viz., receivers, etc. — are not navigational aids beyond five miles. It
held that all receivers are useless
because of "low power, diffuse locaand intermittent
usage."
Thetion committee
version
reflected
the unanimous opinion of Sen.
Johnson and other members that
the purpose of the legislation could
best be accomplished with a simple
change in the Communications Act
rather than through a new law as
advocated by the military. Sen.
Johnson has been dubious lest the
military usurp carte blanche authority to silence or "distort" radio
signals almost at will.
Opposes Suggestion
In that connection, the committee
did not look favorably upon the
Defense Dept.'s recent suggestion
that the President be empowered
to exercise such authority "in the
interest of national defense." This
was contained in Air Force comments on the committee substitute
released last week.
The amendment is flatly conditioned upon a subsequent Presidential proclamation.
In virtually every other instance,
the military went along with the
committee version — implemented by

BOARD
HIT
OY DENIES
introduced a resolution calling for
RESTATING its opposition to any
Any FM Plan Changes
relaxation of credit controls on
a probe of FRB and consumer
credits by a select committee.
radio-TV sets and other appliances,
5CC CHAIRMAN
Wayne Coy
Pressure for easing of credit and
the Federal Reserve Board last
' ienied last week that the FCC was
other controls has been mounting
Dntemplating allocating parts of week found itself the storm center
steadily since first word of peace
of controversy on Capitol Hill.
:ne FM band to other services.
negotiations with Communist China
Heated
House
debate
on
the
naMr. Coy's denial was contained
9].
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
tion's economic control law — the July
i a letter responding to one writDefense Production Act — was fla;n to him by Josh Horne, owner
vored with charges that FRB is
nd president of WCEC and
Indirect Controls
VFMA (FM) Rocky Mount, N. C. indulging in "rough house" tactics
One
indication
of sentiment on
y (loth letters were made public by and "smashing our economy and
Capitol
Hill
was
seen
in a House
iafae
FCC.
persecuting innocent people" by
■iirs
actively seeking out violators of action which rejected an amendMr. Horne had asked the chairment proposing that consumer
installment credit controls.
lan to make a public comment on
credit controls and wage stabiliIn refusing to ease installment
part of an editorial published in
zation not be used unless indirect
regulations, the board thus also controls of the Federal Reserve
j.ROADCASTING • TELECASTING, June
indirectly answered organized in- Board and the Treasury Dept. are
I 1 ("FM's Aches, TV's Balm?").
dustry opposition to present regufirst utilized to the fullest extent.
"As I have told you repeatedly,"
lations, including that of RadioThe amendment, offered by Rep.
Television
Mfrs.
Assn.
which
had
jlr.
Coy wrote,
"the FCC
not
onsidering
the deletion
of theis FM
requested a 90-day suspension of Jesse Wolcott (R-Mich.), was deand or any part of it. The FCC
signed to line the Defense Production Act with standby controls
s not considering allocating the Regulation W "to relieve current
distress in the industry."
only and to urge the FRB to adopt
•"■M band or any part of it to any
FRB policy was outlined by
ther service. The approximately
Chairman William Mc. Martin, Jr. a program that would render their
use unnecessary. The vote, 169~> ■ 00 stations now operating in the in identical letters to Sen. Burnet
149, was along party lines.
•''M band is real testimony to the
R. Maybank (D-S.C.) and Rep.
The administration was beaten,
trength of the service, particularly
Brent Spence (D-Ky.), chairmen
however, on a bid for presidential
yhen one considers that many
of the Senate and House Banking
authority to build defense plants.
nanufacturers do not make sets
&
Currency Committees, respectively.
Provision for relaxation of con' .nd none of them have carried on
trols on radio-TV sets — cutting the
- i ontinuously aggressive sales camThe temper of floor discussion
down payment from 25% to 15%
jiaigns. In almost every area in over the board's role in combatting
and spreading out the period of
inflation drew fire from Rep. Boyd
. :■ he country there is an unfilled
payment from 15 to 18 months —
Tackett (D-Ark.), who promptly
It-mand for FM receivers."
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

the five-mile limitation — as reported exclusively in Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 19.
The modified bill now reads in
part as follows (italicized lines are
new provisions) :
Sec. 606(c). Upon proclamation by
the President that there exists war or
a threat of war, or a state of public
peril or disaster or other national
emergency, or in order to preserve
the neutrality of the United States
the President, if he deems it necessary
in the interest of national security or
defense, may suspend or amend, for
such time as he may see fit, the rules
and regulations applicable to any or
all stations or devices capable of emitting electromagnetic radiations within
the jurisdiction of the United States
as prescribed by the Commission, and
cause the closing of any station for
radio communication, or any device
capable of emitting electromagnetic
radiations between 10 kilocycles and
100,000 megacycles, which is suitable
for use as a navigational aid beyond
five miles and the removal therefrom
of its apparatus and equipment, or he
may authorize the use or control of
any such station or device and/or its
apparatus and equipment, by any department of the government under
such regulations as he may prescribe
upon just compensation to the owners.
Presumably the Chief Executive
would exercise this authority
through the FCC upon a formal
proclamation or executive order,
which will be forthcoming shortly.
The executive order will serve notice that the President may invoke
(Continued on page 85)

Target

on

Hill

now pends before the House. The
Senate made similar provisions for
automobile purchases but excluded
household appliances [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 25] in
extending the act for 31 days.
Another controversial amendment hanging fire was one which
would drastically revamp the Wage
Stabilization Board, giving the
number of public members greater
representation than that enjoyed
by the industry and labor groups.
(Also see story page 50.)
The proposal drew charges from
WSB Chairman George W. Taylor,
who said that if passed it would
"seriously and maybe fatally interfere" with wage stabilization. The
amendment, he noted, would divest
the board of power to issue wage
policies and regulations and to
decide individual cases. WSB would
be prevented from handling nearly
all management-labor disputes, he
added. The recommendation, sponsored by Rep. Wingate Lucas
(D-Tex.), still was pending on the
House floor last Thursday.
Mr. Martin took exception to
the appraisal of inventory accumulations as the yardstick for relaxing terms of Regulation W, and
said the board is concerned with
(Continued on page 36 )
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P
O that TO
RADI
STUDIES
to show
radio not
only costs less than television but
can match or surpass the visual
medium's selling power were released last week by WOR New
York [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 9].
One survey, covering nighttime
rates in the New York area, showed
that although the number of TV
homes has increased approximately
25% in the last six months, radio's
nighttime cost-per-thousand is still
46% below TVs, thanks in part to
increased radio listening in both
TV and non-TV homes.
The other study, conducted in
1949 and 1950, was released as an
answer for radio to the recent
NBC-Hostra study on TV's selling
power. In eight out of nine WOR
radio programs examined, officials
said, eight had a sales pull above
that of the average calculated for
television in the NBC-Hofstra project.
Robert M. Hoffman, WOR research director, circulated to the
station's salesmen a memo pointing out that the NBC-Hofstra study
found that the average sales effectiveness of 143 TV programs
studied was 37% — that is, that
there were 37% more customers
among set owners who had watched
the program recently than among
those who had not.
"While these sales results are
impressive," Mr. Hoffman said,
there has been a tendency to overemphasize their signifiance because
of the absence of comparable information for radio.
"No one can say how many additional customers the average
radio program delivers. However,
during 1949 and 1950, nine separate
'impact' studies were conducted by
Pulse to measure the sales effectiveness of individual WOR programs.
These surveys employed the same
matched-sample technique used in
the NBC-Hofstra study."
Radio Sales Impact High
By comparison with the 37%
average for the TV programs under
study, it was reported, WOR found
sales impacts ranging from 41 to
360% for eight of the nine WOR
programs studied. The one below
the NBC-Hofstra TV average rated
26% . For the others, these figures
piiiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii|
| Frank
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SELLER
were given: 41, 58, 60, 86, 96, 229,
260 and 360%.
"These WOR percentages represent differences in purchases of
product advertised on each program among matched samples of
listeners and non-listeners," Mr.
Hoffman asserted. "This is a valid
way of measuring sales impact
which WOR has been using for
more than two years.
"I only wish that more radio
stations were doing the same thing.
There's no question about TV's
ability to sell. On the other hand,
there's no question about radio's
ability to sell. It just hasn't been
measured as thoroughly as television's. When you do measure
radio's sales ability, it's terrific."
NBC also has used the findings
of the NBC-Hofstra study, conducted in the New York area, to
show network radio's "strength and
vitality." Edward D. Madden, vice
president in charge of TV sales
and operations, has noted that the
survey showed that in TV homes
the average adult viewer, although
spending more time with TV (135
minutes a day), nevertheless devotes more time to radio listening
(61 minutes) than to newspapers
and magazines combined (58 minutes). Counting both TV and nonTV homes, radio came out ahead
with 90 minutes a day, as against
73 for TV, 49 for newspapers, and
13 for magazines.

s»rvey shows
W0R
WOR's New York radio rate
survey conducted under the direction of Mr. Hoffman, was a reap raisal ofthe situation as originally examined by the station in a
similar study last October.
Made during April, the latest
survey showed that, in the six
months since the October study:
(1) Number of TV families in
the New York area has gone from
41.2% to 51.6%.
(2) Nighttime radio rates in
April were 46% below the TV level
("in terms of audience delivered"),
compared to 48% last October.
(3) Between October and April,
radio listening increased 37% in TV
homes and 19% in non-TV homes.
Increased listening and rate
boosts by five TV stations during
the six-month period were considered principal reasons for the
"relatively unchanged" picture
with respect to radio's cost per
thousand in relation to TV's.
Lowest Cost-per-Thousand
For the nighttime hours — 6-11
p.m. — WOR reported these costs
per thousand: In October, radio's
was $3.20 and television's $6.16;
in April, radio's was $2.93 and
television's $5.43.
During the "early evening,"
radio's cost per thousand in April
($2.94) was found to be 57% below
television's ($6.78).
During the
No

HENNOCK

DELAY

Hearing

Date

Set As Yet

8-11 p.m. period, radio's ($2.93) was
39% below TV's ($4.84).
The findings were based on a
study of 10 New York stations
which, WOR said, account for an
estimated 90% of nighttime listen*
ing. Television costs were based
on figures for all New York stations. Audience data were based on
Pulse reports.

CHAIRMEN
NAMED
For NARTB Committees
SELECTION of chairmen to direct
work of two NARTB committees
was announced Thursday by Harold
E. Fellows, NARTB president.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, was appointed chairman of the new Television Program
Standards Committee, formed in
line with a directive approved at a
June 22 program clinic for TV stations.
Frank U. Fletcher, WARL Arlington, Va., was named chairman
of a Legal & Legislative Advisory
Committee, representing FM and
independents on the group.
The TV program committee,
under orders of a hundred TV
broadcasters meeting in Washington, will make an immediate ami
thorough investigation of all aspects of promulgating standard?
for TV; consult with public, government, civic and other special
groups; draft a proposed set oi
standards for consideration by th(
NARTB membership.
In announcing the appointmen!
Mr. Fellows said: "Mr. Swezey is
one of the outstanding broadcaster;
in the nation and we are gratefu
that he is willing to take the timt
and exert the effort in a majoi

SENATE proceedings on the nomination of Frieda B. Hennock, FCC
of the membership
association." will b<
Commissioner, to be on the federal bench of New York's southern judi- project
Committee
cial district, portend to be drawn out, judged by guideposts of the past
few weeks.
completed by mid-July. It will in
eral council (1935-36), was a state elude NARTB directors, non-boarc
As yet no date has been set on a
delegate (1936-39), on board of members and network represents
hearing of Comr. Hennock's nomination by President Truman for ap- governors (1941-44) and president fives, with geographical represents
of the American Bar Assn. 1945-46. tion considered. First meeting oi
pointment to the bench [Broadthe committee will be held in th|
casting
•
Telecasting,
June
18
Comr. Hennock's appointment
et seq.].
near future. It will work closelj
has been protested by the American Bar Assn. and also the New
with Mr. Fellows along with Chair
Sen. Pat McCarran's Judiciary
Committee, which must approve
York city bar group. The ABA re- man Justin Miller and Thad Brown
NARTB TV manager.
the nomination before the Senate
quested aholdover in hearings until at least July 15. Sen. McCarran
can confirm the appointment, has
Other members of Chairman Fletch
named a subcommittee to hear the has granted this request.
er's committee are Frank M. Russell
Commissioner.
Sen. Wiley currently is with the NBC, for TV and networks; Hugh B
Terry, KLZ Denver, medium AM sta
Naming of the subcommittee, to Senate Foreign Relations Committions; Robert T. Mason, WMRN Mar
tee which is taking a quick, twobe headed by Sen. McCarran, himion, Ohio, small AM stations; Johl
self, took place July 2 but was never week look at Europe's economic
H. DeWitt Jr., WSM-AM-TV Nash
announced publicly.
progress. The Senator left Washville, large AM and TV stations.
ington July 7 and is not due back
Other members of the group are
The committee's function is ad
July 23. However, only two
Sens. Willis Smith (D-N. C.) and until
visory
and its duties are to advis*
Senators of the subcommittee need
the NARTB board and officers oi
Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.). Some
be
present
for
a
quorum,
and
a
radio-TV legal and legislate
observers saw in these appointthird Senator could be appointed if problems. President Fellows wil
ments, the formation of a group
needed.
call meetings.
who may be quite critical.
Few comments were made last
Sen. McCarran, Nevada Democrat, wields much influence as week in connection with the pending appointment. But it was
Sweetow Changing
chairman of the powerful judiciary
learned that the Judiciary commitcommittee.
tee is not planning to set forth ALAN R. SWEETOW, Schwini
Sen. Wiley is a former chairman
notice of hearing (day of hearing
mer & Scott agency, Chicago, T^
of the judiciary committee and
follows exactly one week after
holds high rank in the Republican
notice of hearing is given in the director, joins Sander Rodkii
agency, same city, as vice presi
Party. Comr. Hennock is a DemoCongressional Record according to dent
in charge of radio and TV
cratic appointee.
upper chamber procedure). It was
He is account executive on D
Sen. Smith, a freshman in the said that the committee is waiting
Met Pontiae, also Chicago, whicl
upper chamber, served on the gen- for "additional information."
uses a heavy TV schedule.
BROADCASTING
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TRANSIT
FM
CASE
.S&S.
REBUFFED in their joint efforts to obtain a rehearing on the constitutionality of FM-equipped vehicles, transitcasting forces in the
District of Columbia last week moved ahead with plans to carry the
fight to the nation's highest tribunal.
The controversial and bitter issue will be laid in the lap of the
Co. and the Public Utilities ComSupreme Court next October.
mission for the District of ColumThe issue, prompted by the rehad asked the court to stay
cent decision of the U. S. Court of its bia—mandate,
vacate the judgment,
Appeals [Broadcasting • Telegrant
a
rehearing
before the full
casting, June 18, 11], is without
nine-man body en banc and enter a
juridical precedent in the history
judgment affirming the decision of
of SCOTUS or, for that matter,
the U. S. District Court handed
any other high court.
down last year.
Upon action taken by the SuThe refusal last Monday involved
preme Court, if it agrees to review
eight
of the nine judges, one of
the case, hinges the future of tranthem disqualifying himself. The
sit radio in at least 14 cities, with
original decision was given by three
an estimated $1.5 million tied up
judges, with Judge Henry Edgerin equipment and an annual combined station gross revenue of ap- ton delivering the opinion.
It was expected, though unconproximately $1 million at stake.
firmed, that the transit radio firm,
While Storecasting and other specialized services are not directly
transportation company and utilities group would again file a joint
involved, authorities are certain to
plea for a writ of certiorari to the
watch for ramifications touching on
Supreme Court. The three forces
these new developments.
An appeal to the high court by filed a motion last Monday with
Washington Transit Radio Inc. and
the appellate court to stay the effective date of its mandate.
others was assured last week as the
The court, which usually grants
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
rejected a plea for review of the the request as a routine action
within three or four days, had not
decision which, in effect, would
prohibit all transit FM, though
granted the stay as of late Thursday. But authorities expressed
literally only "commercials" and
little doubt that it would be given,
"announcements."
thus enabling Washington Transit
Three groups — Washington
Radio Inc. to continue commercials
Transit Radio Inc., Capital Transit

there's

a

and other announcements through
WWDC-FM Washington. Deadline for filing for writ of certiorari
is 90 days from June 1.
Perhaps the closest that the Supreme Court has come to a ruling
related to commercial advertising
are those cases involving the distribution ofcommercial advertising
circulars. The court held while a
city may prohibit the use of its
streets for the distribution of purely commercial leaflets, it cannot
prohibit the circulation of leaflets
disseminating constitutionally protected information, merely because
they also contain commercial advertising." Transit FM advocates
argue that District transitcasts
are not purely commercial.
Preparing Pleas
Attorneys at Pierson and Ball,
representing Washington Transit
Radio Inc., and at other law firms,
representing CTC and PUC, last
week were preparing their pleas
for submission to the Supreme
Court. The triumvirate will argue
that the appellate court erred in
certain findings, assumed authority
which is "novel in its constitutional
concepts" and disregarded "uncontradicted evidence" that riders are
not a "captive audience" and, in
fact, desire the broadcasts.
The decision to carry the fight
to the high court was confirmed by
the board of directors of Transit
Radio Inc., parent firm, at a special
meeting in Boone County, Ky.,
June 27.

Hooper

NEW

NOW—

FLEISCHMANN TO DPA
Nomination Sent to HI
NOMINATION of Manly Fleis, I
mann, administrator of the J I
tional Production Authority,
head up the nation's top prodi 1
tion agency — the Defense Prodi |
tion Administration — was sent i
to
Hill by President Ti J
manCapitol
last Tuesday.
If confirmed by the upper cha I
ber, Mr. Fleischmann, a Buff;
attorney, would succeed Edw
Gibson, acting DPA administi
tor who has been filling in sin I
the resignation of William
Harrison. In that position, IV
Fleischmann would hold the to
top production posts in the natioi
mobilization program. DPA is t \
policy-making agency for prodc >
tion requirements, while NPA a 1
ministers actual allocation co
trols.
ABBB Names Hardy
RALPH W. HARDY, NARTB go
ernment relations director, has bet
elected a member of the board
governors of Assn. of Better Bus
ness Bureaus, one of four memhe
to represent ABBB's District 1. I j
serves a one-year term startin
Aug. 1. Election to the board fo
lowed an address Mr. Hardy mac
before ABBB's annual conferen<
at Colorado Springs last montl
He Spoke Do
on the
"What
Business
to topic,
Increase
the Ca
B<
lievability of Its Advertising."

in Worcester!

get the NEW

FACTS

about the NEW

—
COVERAGE
THAT COUNTS

The latest (June, 1951) Hooper Index proves

But, the B I G C H A N G E is yet to come!

the amazing progress ofWAAB's NEW
owner-management in just six months!
In one important two-hour across-the-board
segment (mainly free of prior network commitments) the N E W W A A B has almost
TRIPLED its audience; and is N O W in
a practical tie for first with its two longdominant competitors! In every segment,
our ratings are up!

Come October 15, the NEW
will be aM NEW!

MORE

LISTENERS

FOR

Vx THE COST!
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WAAB

Our new dominance in local programming
will bolster the added strength of our
NEW
Basic ABC Network affiliation!
Already, our representatives will show

THE

DOLLAR

—

&lU
EVERETT-McKINNEY, INCORPORATED
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO • you
LOS— ANGELES

for
less than

WAAB!

WORCESTER,
MASS.

WAAB
LISTENERS

MULTIPLYING

LIKE

WAABITS
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BESIDE

Louisville's 3-county Metropolitan Area ranks
"i
ahead of Metropolitan
Memphis,
en!Miami!or
Wom
d
tfy
tfeau
Omaha
in both Retail Sales and Effective
Buying Income.*
Louisville's WAVE gets a Daytime BMB Audience of 238,490 families. Its BMB Area contains less than a third as many people as
Kentucky's total, but accounts for 66.2%
much Food Sales as the entire State.
WAVE-TV

pioneered in Kentucky

os

... is now

far and away Louisville's favorite television
station. It is Channel 5 — NBC, ABC and
Dumont. There are 90,526 TV receivers in
and around Louisville.
Make WAVE and WAVE-TV your Kentucky
choices. Free & Peters can give you all the facts.
*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1950

WAVE* has a Daytime BMB Audience
of 238,490 families in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. This area has an
Effective Buying Income of SI. 67
billion, as against $2.51 billion for
the entire State. The Effective BuyIncome within
WAVE'sof Daytime
BMB ingcounties
is 151%
the Income in those Kentucky counties in
which WAVE does NOT have a BMB
audience I
*The WAVE-TV Coverage Area
contains 256,400 families.

LOUl

FREE 6- PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

Coy Summoned
(Continued from page 27)
March 14 proposed to grant consent to WMIE for assignment of
its construction permit from Lincoln Operating Co. as trustee for
Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp. to
Sun Coast itself [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 21, March 19].
Mr. McBride is principal stockholder in Sun Coast.
The Senate Crime group has
taken the FCC to task for its examiner's conclusion that the Continental Press, a national racing
news wire, of which Mr. McBride
was once owner, has not violated
any laws and that no evidence was
produced during the WMIE transfer hearing respecting Mr. McBride's reputation or past ownership of Continental to disqualify
him from being a station stockholder.
This decision was challenged by

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiM

I Stanley Schloeder:
| RUTHRAUFF

& RYAN, Inc. |

= "Broadcasting Marketbook is =
= comprehensive,
constructive =
= and extremely useful."

=

?niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiifi;

18

of

the

20

top-rated

programs

are

. . . and

Buffalo

CBS

in

on

CBS

Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
former chairman of the Senate
Crime group, which had charged
that Continental Press is linked
with organized gambling.
Tax Returns
FCC, it was disclosed early last
month, wanted to take another look
at the income tax returns of Mr.
McBride and his son, Edward J. McBride, and also confer with the Bureau of Internal Revenue employes
"who conducted the investigation
of the McBrides" for the bureau
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
June
4].
Meanwhile, the case has been
held in abeyance by a Commission
order staying the examiner's decision.
The Commerce committee is
scheduled to take over the function
of the crime investigating unit in
the upper chamber in September.

WELS

TRANSFER 1
Made Hearing Is; i

ALLEGED stock transfers "witll
out prior consent" of the FCC hail
been injected by the Commisskl
into the hearing on the competithjl
applications of WELS and WFT1
Kinston, N. C, for improved facii
ities on 960 kc. The new issue cairi
up when WELS filed an applicatiol
for transfer of control which tt a
Commission claimed "had alreadl
been
consummated."
Because
of these allegations, thl
Commission has designated tb 1
transfer application for hearing iJ
the consolidated proceeding any
stated it would seek "to determin I
the legal qualifications of Farmer I
Broadcasting Service Inc., its oflij
cers, directors and stockholders, t !|
construct and operate Statio I
WELS as proposed." The consoli i
dated hearing was postponed las|
week until Aug. 1.
The competitive applications wera
first ordered for consolidated hear i
ing last March when WELS, now
on 1230 kc with 250 w fulltime i;
asked for 1 kw fulltime on 960 kci
and WFTC, at present assignee1 kw daytime on 1010 kc, requested
5 kw day, 1 kw night on 960 kc
The WELS transfer applicatioi
was filed May 1. It requested re
linquishment of negative contro
by Ernest L. Scott, Jack Siegel anc
Robert E. Wasdon through issuanct
of new stock to eight new stocksaleScott.
of Mr. Wasdon's
interest holders
to andMr.
Among issues to be included if
the hearing,
the
following:according to FCC, are
To obtain full information as to all
contracts, agreements, or understandings, past orE. present,
between
E. Wasdon,
L. Scott and
Jack Robert
Siegel,
on the one hand, collectively or individually, and Leroy Arnold, Irwin
Berger, Forest H. Smith, G. W. Carter.
A. D. Harris, P. T. Meyers, Clifton Rice
and Edwin J. Schuffman, on the other
hand, collectively or individually, reto the ofsale,theassignment
transfer oflatingany
stock of orFarmers
Broadcasting Service Inc. . . .
To determine the authority and control exercised by E. L. Scott, Jack
Siegel and Robert E. Wasdon from
Sept. 21, 1950 to date.
To determine the disposition since
Sept. 21, 1950 of income received from
the operation of Station WELS and
the manner and authority for such
disposition.
To determine whether Farmers
Broadcasting Service Inc. has at any
time since
Sept. 21,
controlled or operated
by 1950
personsbeenwithout
a license
or
construction
permit
therefor and in violation of Section 301 of
the Communications Act. . . .

is WGR
WM. FRANKLIN

1

Corpjoratum,
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
teo J. ("Fitz") Fifzpatrick
I. R. ("Ik»") loimiberry
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WLCR Manager Dies at 46
WILLIAM C. B. FRANKLIN, 46,
station and sales manager of WLCR
Torrington, Conn., died July 11
at his home in Torrington.
Prior to going to Torrington a
year ated
ago,
Mr. Franklin
associwith radio
stations was
in Meriden,
Conn.; Providence, R. I., and Syracuse, N. Y., his native city. Surviving are his widow, a son, William, and his mother, Mrs. Harriett
Franklin, all of Torrington, and a
sister, Mrs. Frank B. Sturdevant,
of Williamville, N. Y.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

DEPENDABLE

SPEECH

X

Whether for video or standard broadcasting, Engineers,
with an eye to the future, will appreciate the exceptional
versatility of GATES Speech Input Equipment. Here is
equipment with unusual adaptability to the ever-changing
demands of programming techniques. If you are planning
a studio' installation today — think of tomorrow, and consider the flexibility, the expandability of GATES Speech
Input Equipment.
Space prevents fully describing the circuit handling capabilities ofthe three consoles shown. You are invited to
write for the GATES SPEECH INPUT CATALOG where
functional block diagrams and additional data will better
acquaint you with these versatile GATES Consoles — truly,
Speech Input Equipment With A Future.

*

ft

*

•

INPUT

*

EQUIPMENT

9 *

GATES SA-50 DUAL SPEECH CONSOLE
Typical of a comprehensive GATES Speech Input system is
the SA-50 Dual Speech Console illustrated above.
Consis.ting of the main console and power supply unit, the
SA-50 provides almost unlimited facilities for smooth uninterrupted studio operation of the most complex nature. Nine mixing channels: five for microphones, two for turntables and one
each for remote and network service. Separate PBX type keys
allow selection of any mixing channel into one of two program
amplifiers.
NINE AMPLIFIERS
Five 2-stage preamplifier; and two 4-stage high gain program amplifiers are contained within the console. A ten watt
low distortion monitoring amplifier and a two watt cueing amplifier are part of the separate power supply unit. Space is
provided in console For two additional preamplifiers if needed.
Sub-chassis units are individually removable for servicing without disrupting operation of balance of console.

SA-40 SPEECH

52-CS STUDIOETTE
Ideally suited lor small station studio applications or as part of
larger master control type installation, the GATES 52-CS Studioette
has all of the necessary facilities for complete studio operation and
will fulfill the most rigid requirements of fidelity, low noise and distortion. Facilities include four mixing channels. Two preamplifiers, one
program amplifier and one monitoring amplifier plus complete power
supply are self-contained.
Send for GATES SPEECH INPUT CATALOG Today.

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

INPUT CONSOLE
Similar in size and
symmetry
the SA-50,is
the SA-40to Console
characterized by its extremeOf modern
flexibility ofdesign,
operation.
it is generously equipped for hensive
a most
compreinstallation.
Nine channels are provided; five for preamplifiers, three for
turntables and one for net-remote. Seven amplifiers include
five 2-stage preamplifiers, one 4-stage program amplifier and
one 3-stage monitoring amplifier. Provision is made for connecting external cueing amplifier. Cabinet construction follows that
of the SA-50 and features easy accessibility of all components.
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VOICE

FUND

CUT

'Slanting' Charges
Aired on Hill

FUNDS for the State Dept.'s Voice of America were wrung through
a legislative wringer on Capitol Hill last week amid charges that the
overseas radio arm has been serving as a dummy for the ventriloquistic
propaganda of Soviet sympathizers in the United States.
In an almost unprecedented
week held a series of super-secret
move, the Senate Judiciary Internal
Security Subcommittee, headed by sessions, with the Senate's State
Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), last Dept. Appropriations subcommittee sitting in attendance, to hear
testimony that Voice broadcasts to
USSR satellite countries have been
Changes in FCC?
"slanted" out of VOA's New York
(Continued from page 23)
office.
definite period is stipulated. In
Concurrently the House ApproComr. Walker's case, nothing was
priations Committee recommended
specified. Thus, Comr. Walker, at
a
sharp
reduction
in 1951-52 exhis option, or at the option of the
penses for the U. S. information
President, could retire at any time.
program — from $115 million to $85
The other three Commissioners
million — with proportionate cuts in
— Rosel H. Hyde, whose term ex- the
Voice program. Voice officials
pires next June 30; Comdr. Edhad
sought $25 million for radio
ward M. Webster, whose term runs
broadcasting activities alone.
until 1956; and George E. Sterling,
Observers generally differed on
with a tenure until 1957 — are exthe evaluation to be placed on tespected to remain. Mr. Hyde, an
timony given by witnesses during
Idaho Republican, is a career memthe security sessions. But Sen. Mcber of the Commission, having risen
Carran was categorical in his statethrough the ranks from docket
clerk in 1928.
ment that "facts have been developed which show definite CommuThe present Commission comprises three Democrats (Coy, Walnist slanting of the Voice. . . ."
ker and Hennock), three RepubliSuch a situation, he held, "may be
justification for a very radical cut
cans (Hyde, Jones and Sterling)
and one Independent (Webster).
in the $115 million appropriation."
Others labeled the testimony as
Under the statute, not more than
four members of the same political
"hearsay" and said more checking
would be necessary.
party may serve on the Commission. Hence it is reasonably exPlans Probe
pected that replacements will be
on an identical party basis in view
The State Dept. later announced
of the presence of one Independent
that it would launch its own inveson the Commission. Actually, there
tigation of these charges. The
could be four Democrats under the probe was hailed by Sen. McCarran
present administration.
as one which should prove "very
=±JIIIBIIIIII11II1II III lillll III Illf Bill I1IB lllllllll III III ■lllllll ■IL±= worthwhile."
Upwards of a dozen witnesses —
described as "experts" in analyzing
radio broadcasts, and one of them
= Richard Grahl:
as a Hungarian-born language
translator — testified before the in= WILLIAM ESTY
ternal security group, as the Senate Appropriations subcommittee,
of which Sen. McCarran also is
"Broadcasting Marketbook is =
chairman, sat in as observers.
highly useful and a great =
Last Tuesday the full Senate
time saver for arriving at =
Appropriations Committee held
hearings on the State Dept. ex= estimated costs.
penditure bill, receiving testimony
from Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
iilljllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimillllllimilllllllllllllllMlllln Secretary of State for Public Af-
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60%
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A DAY
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fairs, who reported on progress of
the Voice program. It also was understood that Secretary Barrett
requested restoration of the 90%
cut in the Voice $97.5 million supplemental.
In reporting out the fiscal 1952
State Dept. budget, the House committee approved funds (not specified) for the addition of six new
language desks, but denied a request for $2,834,000 to purchase radio sets for free distribution
abroad. These sets are being made
for around $15 per unit under similar funds allowed by Congress
last year.

LAVERY SUIT
ABC Among Eight Defendants
WITH ABC and Town Hall Inc.
included among eight defendants,
the trial of a $1 million slander
suit brought by Emmet Lavery,
playwright and screen writer,
against Mrs. Lela Rogers, over a
Town Hall debate on Sept. 2, 1947,
got under way in Los Angeles
Superior Court last week. The
trial is expected to last at least
three weeks. Suit was filed eight
days after the broadcast.
Mr. Lavery charges that during
ABC's Town Hall program debate
on "Is There Really a Communist
Threat in Hollywood?" he was unjustly accused of Communist sympathies by Mrs. Rogers. He also
claims she referred to his play,
"Gentleman from Athens," as being unpatriotic and following Communist lines. Part of the $1 million asked is because of this "disparagement of property."
Mrs. Rogers and State Senator
Jack B. Tenney took the affirmative side, while Mr. Lavery and
Albert Dekker, actor, took the
negative, during the radio debate.
Mrs. Rogers is the mother of film
star Ginger Rogers.
Also named as defendants are
Morris Ryskind, producer and
writer; Robert Arthur, producer;
Ann Rand, novelist, and Frank
O'Connor, her ranger husband;
estates of Sam Wood, director, and
James J. McGuinness, producer.
The latter two have died since the
broadcast. Another damage suit,
filed by Martin A. Gosch, producer
of the Lavery play, asking the
same sum, is pending against Mrs.
Rogers. Its disposition is expected
to depend upon outcome of current
trial.

Reserve Board Hit
(Continued from page 29)
measuring the overall supply of
credit and money and the soundness of the credit structure and
resultant impact.
Mr. Martin also questioned
whether the present terms on radioTV sets and other appliances "are
as serious a factor in the immediate problems" confronting industries as their spokesmen would
represent.

!
MBA CLINIC
Rates, Programming Topi

Chatting at the Mississippi Broa
casters Assn. sales clinic in Jat
son are (I to r) Bob Evans, WEI
Tupelo; Mr. Ryan and P. B. Hi
man, WROX Clarksdale.
LOCAL programming and rac
rates were leading topics at t
Program and Sales Clinic held u
der the auspices of the Mississip
Broadcasters Assn. in Jackson Ju
28-29.
Opening day was devoted to pi
gramming, with local prograi
ming favored over transcribed
cooperative shows. Opening s<
sions were jointly sponsored ]
MBA and BMI.
Program personnel were urged
air as many local presentations
possible, particularly at statio
with staffs of fewer than six met
bers.
Block programming
was di
cussed
by Robert Rounsavill
president and general manager
WQXI
Atlanta,
Ga., waswhoable to
radiomen
his station
double its Sunday rates because
its benefits. Dr. Gordon Grahai
WCBS New York, also spoke
representatives of 5 kw and 2!
w outlets. One-day session w
coordinated by P. B. Hinman, MB
president, and Dorsey Owing
BMI representative.
The second day was given ovi
to discussion of rates. William
Ryan, BAB president, told tl
Mississippi
call
of the broadcasters
moment is tothatbe "tlir
portant in your community.
"Radio is going through tl
same process that every othi
media has gone through in tl
face of major competition," sa
Mr. Ryan, "and there's a grei
need to restudy the basic fund:
mentals
radio's rates,
position."
As forof radio
Mr. Rys
said: "When you don't maintai
your list prices you're in a bs
way
can't hat
faithwith
in the
the buyer.
prices Hequoted,
ar
never knows when he is gettin
the right price."
cautioned
also:
letMr.
the Ryan
cutthroat
guy in
your"Doncii
ruin
standards."
Theyour
executive
board of MB
made plans for broadcasting tl
Mississippi State and Ole Mii
football games this fall on a stati
wide basis. Gene Tibbett, manage
WLOX Biloxi, was named chairma
of the football committee.

BROADCASTING
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Radio salesmen in Washington lead tough lives.
It's root hog or die for them. A dozen other guys
are breathing down their necks every day for that
advertising buck.

We stacked WWDC up against big daily papers in
direct competition to see which pulled best. We

The reason: The Washington area has no less than
17 radio stations! And in addition, 4 daily newspapers, 4television stations.

had our fingers crossed, but we're happy with the
results.

But WWDC salesmen thrive on this competition.
For just one reason . . . WWDC sells goods! . . .
at low, low cost.

We'd like you to see the figures .
Blair man, or drop us a line.

5000

WATTS—

WASHINGTON,

ROADCASTING

We always knew this fact. Now we've proved it
with a series of tests as tough as the Advertising
Research Bureau could make them.

• Telecasting

24

HOURS

A

just ask your

DAY

D. C. WWDC
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ABC-UPT Merger
(Continued from page 28)
drawn heavily from the older entertainment media — the stage, radio and
motion vision
pictures.
believe that
should now Weconcentrate
moreteleon
the cultivation of the great strength
which it has and the other media lack.
Future programming must tap the
stream of spontaneous occurrences of
everyday life, reproducing the infinite
variety of activities in the industrial,
social, political and academic fields
with which the people of this nation
are concerned.
ABC's balance sheet, dated
April 30, showed total assets and
liabilities of $27,723,902.80. Total
current assets were $10,153,914.72
with plant and equipment totaling
$8,734,227.42 and intangibles at
cost totaling $8,756,619.89. Total
current liabilities were given as
$5,158,799.20 with long term debt
given as $8,055,707.64. Capital
stock issued and outstanding was
listed as $1,689,017, with paid-in
surplus totaling $8,843,967.29 and
earned surplus $3,976,402.67.
AB-PTI's
board of directors

would have 18 members — the present 13 UPT directors and five from
the present ABC
board.
ABC's
representation would
includes
Messrs.
Noble and Kintner, and Earl E.
Anderson, Robert H. Hinckley and
Owen D. Young. If Mr. Young
should cease to be a member of the
board, the total membership would
be reduced to 17, it was pointed
out.

July 18: FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
testifies before Senate Interstate
™ 10
Committee, Room
a.m.
ng Capitol,
miG-16,
upco
July 23:tions
FCCProceeding
City-by-City
TV AllocaBegins, Washington.
July 23: BMI Clinic, Seattle.
July 24: BMI Clinic, Portland, Ore.
July 26: BMI Clinic, San Francisco.

The Fisher Body Tank Plant,
to be operated just outside
Flint, under a $195,000,000
order from the Army.

This

means

WHKY-FM
DIES
N. C. Station Ceases
WHKY-FM Hickory, N. C, Class
B outlet on Channel 275 (102.9 mc)
with effective radiated power of 210
kw, has ceased operations, it was
learned last week. Station was
companion to WHKY there, licensed to Catawba Valley Broadcasting Co. Carl V. Cline is president.
WHKY-FM is reported to have
left the air June 30, asking listeners to tune to another southern high
powered-FM outlet which returned
to the air the following day, WMIT
(FM) Clingman's Peak, N. C.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
July
2].
It was understood WHKY-FM
ceased operations due to the lack
of listener acceptance of FM in that
area. The station was first authorized in 1946 and began operation in early 1948.

Buick Motor Division, with $65,000,000
in Government Contracts; Fisher
Body, with $195,000,000; AC Sparkplug, with $35,000,000; Chevrolet,
with a tremendous sum in
contracts — these mean a continually
growing, booming Flint — a Flint
with more money . . . eager to

. }

spend it!

Part of the new Buick
Plant for the production of
jet engines . . . part of a
$25,000,000
initial expenditure for jet production
in Flint.

. . . that

this

willfcontinue!

Flint has an effective buying income, per
family, of $6134 per year (higher than New
York, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit) — $1613 above
the national average! Best of all, Flint's
prosperity is stationary! Huge defense contracts
still to come assure a continuing ability among
Flint people to buy — regardless of the
future — thanks to the great General Motors
installations here.

where

Vi

\
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THE

KATZ

Associated with: WOOD
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the MONEY
money

Sell FLINT

FLINT
0
^^^.AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY.^^

is . . .

is SPENT!
through

its

station*
first
WFDF
See your latest Hooper!

Grand Rapids— WFBM

has purchased two spots daily
KABC, 20 spots weekly on KI1
San Antonio and two play-by-pl
broadcasts weekly of the San A \
tonio Missions baseball games
KCOR San Antonio. Bob Holler
is the agency handling the accoui j
He also does play-by-play for bas
ball broadcasts. John W. Fras
Jr. is the station representati
handling the sale.
Important Operation
An official of Buxton Motors,
Portland, Ore., wrote to KXL:
consider your station a most ir i
portant part of my operation. Y(
have brought many, many new cu I
tomers into Buxton Motors and i
feel KXL has been the most vab
able advertising medium I ha\
In February 1949 the motor con
ever used."
pany
purchased
five 15-minul
newscasts
a week, 8-8:15
a.m. Tt
schedule has continued since thi
time. The original signing wa
partly due to the fact that the mai
ager of the firm had been a listent
to the program. He felt that th
time was ideal to catch drivers b<
fore they left home for work.
Copy for the show features nei
and used cars and the shop servic
offered by the advertiser. Spot an
nouncements are used to supple
ment newscasts when new model
come onto the market. Sales hav
been made to people from all part
of the area.
In Boston, the Hillman-Min:
British Motor Car Co. started :
campaign a year ago with a serie,
of five one-minute announcement!
each week on the Nelson Bragj
Morning Watch show on WCOP.
The number of leads which ultimately resulted in sales was such
that the 13-week contract signed
at that time has been renewed
four times.

. . .

Sell where

Auto Dealers
(Continued from page 26)

and WFBM-TV

Indianapolis— WEO A Evansville

A letter from the general manof the firm
we
have agerspread
thesays:
word"Since
through
Nelson Bragg, we have had a very
definite response in sales volume
directly attributable to station
Good Drawing Power
Ernie Majer Inc., Spokane, has
WCOP." two quarter-hour news
sponsored
programs, 10-10:15 p.m., Sunday
and Wednesday, on KXLY Spokane
since Feb. 2, 1941.
In a letter to the station Mr.
Majer said: ". . . Throughout the
years, we have made spot checks
on individual items and services
to test the drawing power of your
radio station's programs. In no
instance have we been disappointed
with the result obtained."
The commercials on the program feature new Ford cars and
Ford service as well as used cars.
During the summer months special
additional programs and announcementsservice
featuring
summer automobile
are used.
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WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed"& Co.
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Asks $1 Million Damag
WEOL

SUIT

Of 'Lorain Journal' '
TOTAL damages of nearly $1 million were asked last week by WEf
Elyria, Ohio, against the Lorain Journal Co., and three of its offie
Suit was filed in U. S. District Court, Northern District of Ohio [Cix
Circuit, July 9].
*
j
The newspaper has been adcontinues, it has not been able!
judged in violation of the anti-trust
charge rates comparable with tto
laws by the district court following
charged by other broadcasting ccjj
complaint by the U. S. Dept. of panies similarly situated.
Justice, entering final judgment
Because of its loss in net incor
last Jan. 5. The U. S. Supreme
competitive
position and going-cl
Court on April 30 noted probable
cern value, along with difficulty
jurisdiction in the case [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 7, keeping a competent staff and!
financing improvements, stockhc!
Jan. 8]. The case comes before the
ers have suffered, it is charged.!
Supreme Court next autumn.
Judgment of $328,000 is claim
Named as defendants with the
or $984,000 for triple dama^
newspaper are Samuel A. Horvitz,
Signing the complaint were Mi
vice president, secretary and direccus Cohn, Paul A. Porter i
tor; Isadore Horvitz, president,
Herbert A. Rosenthal, as attorne
treasurer and director, and L. P. for the station.
Self, business manager.
Damage suit grows out of the
LEE ESTATE
newspaper's
tactics.
According to competitive
the complaint
by
WEOL, the newspaper caused advertisers "to refrain from using
the facilities" of the station and
"to withdraw the use of those
The station contends the newsfacilities."
paper tried to force it out of the
broadcasting business "and thus to
secure to themselves a monopoly of
the advertising patronage of local
and national merchants who desire
to reach prospective purchasers in

If you're fishing for greater sales impact increased sales, then the Rocky Mountain
Broadcasting System is the "stream" for you.
Drop your bait in a five-state market of better
than 400,000 radio homes spending nearly
2
billion dollars for retail goods. And that isn't
counting the "schools" of summer tourists which
bring you a multi-million dollar vacation trade.

We've got the tackle . . . you've got the bait.
At just $55 per cast (52 or more Class "B"
announcements)

we'll drag 'em in.

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM
PRES. F. C. CARMAN

SALT LAKE CITY

. . . VICE PRES. S. JOHN

Represented by
GEO.
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SCHILE

Elyria and Lorain."
Station's Charges
WEOL charges the newspaper
cancelled contracts of its advertisers who also bought time on the
station and refused to accept advertisements from firms that had
used WEOL. It charges the newspaper would not carry WEOL logs
though Cleveland station logs were
printed free, and that it refused to
accept paid classified advertising
offered by WEOL.
The newspaper is charged with
influencing merchants not to advertise on WEOL by publicizing
the Journal's general policy not to
accept advertising from those who
advertised on the station.
All these actions, WEOL alleges,
kept merchants, manufacturers
and service firms from buying time
on WEOL and the station's advertising volume "is substantially less
than that enjoyed by other radio
broadcasting stations similarly sit-

Daughters Get Settlemel
COMPROMISE settlement und
which the two adopted daught^
of the late Don Lee, founder I
Don Lee Broadcasting System, w
receive a total of $300,000 from t'fl
$12,726,944 estate of his late soj
Thomas S. Lee, was approved a
Superior Court Judge John <]
Clark in Los Angeles last wea
upon petition of Public Admini
trator Ben H. Brown, who is j
charge of the estate pending dii
tribution.
The two sisters, Mrs. Christiil
L. Rieber of Metuchen, N. J., an
Mrs. Elizabeth
L. Fry$150,000
of West eaLc'
Angeles,
receive
through the settlement. They m
pay their own attorneys and oth
costs. Originally, the sisters ha
claimed a third each of the Thoma
casting,
9].
Lee estateJuly
[Broadcasting
• Telj
Young Lee's will, leaving th
entire estate to an uncle by mar
riage, R. Dwight Merrill, Seattl
lumberman, also was contested b;
his maternal aunt, Mrs. Nora Patee
She dropped the contest recentl;
after making a reported settlemen
with Mr. Merrill. Exact terms o: J
that settlement, however, have no I
been made public.
Records show that the compro
mise settlement with the sisters;
was executed with both Mrs. Pate(
and Mr. Merrill.

HJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllllllU
The complaint continues: "Since
the number of persons, firms, assouated." ciations, organizations and corporations which have been free to | Thomas McDermott: |
advertise over WEOL has been decidedly below the number which
can be served, such advertisers as | N. W. AYER
have used the radio broadcasting
facilities of WEOL have been able | "Your
1951
Marketbook |
to secure contracts for time at sums
H should surpass your excellent p
considerably less than that which
would have been reasonable and
j| 1950 Marketbook which I am =
§j
applicable had advertisers been free = still using."
to choose the manner in which they
desired to allocate their advertis^lllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli
ing budgets." As a result, WEOL
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Meeting tower construction

emergencies

of all kinds . . . solving tower problems

and small . . . being on the job with knowledge
that's the type of service which has made
Truscon

experience embraces

or uniform

and skill that gets the job done . . .

Truscon a world leader in radio tower engineering!

all types of topographical

conditions ... and supplying many

and meteorological

different tower types: guyed or self-supporting ... tapered

in cross-section . . . for AM, FM, TV, or microwave

Your phone
Youngstown,

big

call or letter to any convenient

Truscon

applications.

district office, or to our home

office in

will bring you immediate, capable engineering assistance. Call or write today.

TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN
1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation

TRUSCON

f
W

ING
SELF-S
M
UNIFOR
AND UPPORT

f CROSS SECTION GUYED TOWERS
L
TRUSCON COPPER MESH GROUND SCREEN
<OADCASTING
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SET

Assured

MAINTENANC!

ASSURANCES that the nation's radio and TV sets will be maintained
in good working order for the emergency and that manufacturers will
be allotted a reasonable share of raw materials for consumer goods
were firmly backed up by the government last week.
The action that spoke louder *
than any words came as the Nagroups [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, June 18, 11].
tional Production Authority directed manufacturers of AM-FMUnderB the
government's
revised
TV combinations and table models,
Class
Product
List, household
as well as phonographs and other
radio receivers and TV sets, rehousehold appliances, to file for
corders, phonographs and other
allotments for the fourth quarter,
equipment would be lumped with
commercial broadcast equipment,
beginning Oct. 1.
At the same time NPA issued
for which manufacturers have apregulations designed to assure adeplied for controlled materials allotments. All manufacturers of these
quate replacement parts for homeand other appliances using Steel,
type receivers at the repair shop
level.
copper and aluminum are affected.
NPA stressed that it took this
Both plans had been under study
by the government for some time
action "to insure an equitable share
of controlled materials for these
and stemmed largely from requests
for such relief at the initiative of industries if it is decided to include
electronics distributors and related
them under CMP in the fourth

23,320

from

ONE

by NPA

Action

quarter." Household goods, while
redesignated as Class B products,
are still technically outside the
CMP fold and manufacturers have
been competing in the open market
for raw materials in past quarters.
Manufacturers of r a d i o - T Vphonograph items are asked to file
on Form CMP-4B, sending their
applications to NPA, Washington
25, D. C. Reference to CMP Class
B on the envelope would be helpful.
Applications can be obtained
from field offices of the Dept. of
Commerce and must be submitted
by July 31, NPA said. In cases
involving manufacturers of other
than consumer goods who filed for
third quarter allotments, NPA said
it would mail the forms and instruction sheets to them. The
forms must include all anticipated
requirements for steel, copper and

Returns

Announcement!

That's an advertiser's success story on WGN

. . . and

that's a story that should startle you crepe-hangers
who

have been writing radio's obituary.

Throw

away

who use WGN

the crepe —

join the smart advertisers

(still reaching more homes

than any other Chicago station* —

per week

bar none).

*1 949 BMB

Chicago 11
Illinois
A Clear Channel Station . . .
50,000 Watts
720
Serving the Middle West
On Your Dial
MBS
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
West Coast Representatives t Keenan and Elckelberg
638 S. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles 5 • 235 Montgomery St., San Francisco 4
710 Lewis Bldg.. 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4
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aluminum to be used for the foi 1
quarter, as well as for the 1
nine months of 1952.
government'srepair
new and
MRO oi
derThe(maintenance,
ation) involves no applicati
from repair shops and is, in f,
a self-allotment procedure.
The term "repairmen" is defi:
to include those connected witl
"radio and /or television rep;
shop" or "domestic appliance 1
pair shop." The repairmen appl I
a rating on materials, not to exc< 1
20 tons of carbon steel, 500 poui I
of copper and copper-base alio |
and 500 pounds of aluminum |u
each quarter.
Under another new directive,
allotments for materials for Ml
are placed directly under CM
with manufacturers of commerc
and consumer electronics equ
ment computing requirements I
der CMP Regulation 1 rather th
extending their own MRO symbc
Standard quota is 30% of MI
materials bought during 1950.
These actions came as the I
fense Production Administrati
made public allotments to indivi !
ual industries during the prese
third quarter. Similar data is u j
der study for the fourth quarter. I
As allotted to NPA industry q
visions, communications, electroni
and electrical equipment — and eo
sumer durables — ranked high
point of steel, copper and aluminu
poundage. A top allottee was l||
building materials industry. Ele i
tronics' greatest allocation was
aluminum in which it dwarfed con
munications equipment.
Restrictions
Both copper and aluminum can:,
in for severe restrictions, with r<
spect to new construction, undej
an amended NPA directive. Eai
lier broadcasters had no clear ir ;
dication on the raw material
phase, though they were told tha
approval of any authorization t
build new facilities would not nec
essarily carry with it priority rai
ings for these vital metals.
Another thorny problem involve
installation of additional equip
ment under a $2,000 ceiling im
posed by cases"
NPA not
in so-called
missive
requiring"perit
authorization. Some broadcaster
have expressed doubt they cai
make installation changes for lesi
than the amount, and also havi
contended that TV transmitter!
are "personal property" and no1
part of station construction. NPi
set the $2,000 exemption eliminat
ing references to fixtures anc
equipment and specifically citing
video transmitters as attachabk
personal property, thus giving the
broadcast industry a moral victory,
To help resolve confused government thinking, NARTB is preparing a compilation setting forth the
amount of materials required for
broadcast equipment, such as transmitter towers, transmitters, etc.
NARTB wants to find out what
poundage would be involved in
cases for power increases, installation of new equipment, addition
(Continued on page 75)
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STATE
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PROGRAM

PLAN

NOW

TO

ATTEND

Watch for the date and announcements
from your State Broadcasters Association

A

TIMELY

AND

VALUABLE

EXCHANGE
ON

OF

THOUGHTS

EVERY
OF

AND

IDEAS

IMPORTANT

PHASE

PROGRAMMING

BY

SPECIALISTS

SUCCESSFUL

OPERATIONS

BASED

UPON
AND

PRACTICAL

EXPERIENCE

Each Clinic comes loaded with shirt-sleeve
talks by recognized experts in their field;
down-to-earth discussions of programming problems; and such phases
of broadcasting as modern uses
of news and music; Station
public relations; how to make
the most of the tools of
your trade; what management
expects from its program
department; handling of rural
and farm programs; importance
of the disc jockey; small
station operations; your music
library; copyright matters
and many other pertinent topics.

"Better Programming

Requires More

Thought

Not More

BROADCAST
MUSIC,
580 FIFTH AVENUE
•
NEW YORK
CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL
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Dollars"

Inc.
19, N. Y.
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THE

LATEST

WCRY

WCKY

OUTSELLS

STORY

NEWSPAPERS

60%

FOR

POGUE'S
CINCINNATI'S

TWO

AND

SHILLITO

LARGEST

S

DEPARTMENT

STORES

In a survey conducted in Cincinnati by Advertisers' Research
Bureau, Inc. of Seattle, equal amounts of advertising money
were

spent on newspapers

Point of sale interviews

1. WCKY

2. WCKY

and on WCKY

for the same

item.

by A.R.B.I. shows:

IS MORE EFFECTIVE IN PRODUCING

TRAFFIC

43.5%

of all traffic came

in as a result of radio advertising.

35.5%

as a result of newspaper

advertising.

DOES A BETTER SELLING JOB THAN NEWSPAPERS
84.8%

of the Radio

Newspaper

Traffic purchased

Traffic purchased.

dollar volume

and newspapers

WCKY— ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE

WCKY

and

70.4%

sold 51.0%

of the

of the total

31.8%

24 HOURS A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK 365 DAYS

A YEAR WITH A NEW 1951 GE TRANSMITTER.

INVEST

YOUR

AD

DOLLAR

WCkY'S

THE

THE

LATEST

COMBINED

ARM

WCKY

SURVEY

RADIO

NEWSPAPER

FOR

STORY

THE

BOTH

TWO

STORES

OTHER

TOTAL

%

TRAFFIC

43.5

35.5

10.5

10.5

%

PURCHASING

84.8

70.4

62.5

62.5

%

DOLLAR

51.0

31.8

12.1

5.1

OF

100.0
75.0

VOLUME

PURCHASES

100.0

(Copies of ARBl Survey available on request.)

INVEST YOUR ADVERTISING

DOLLAR

WHERE

IT WILL PRODUCE

SALES

INVEST IT WCRYs-Iy

Call Collect: Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
WCKY

C. H. "Top" Topmiller
WCKY Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci. 281

FIFTY

THOUSAND

WATTS

CINCINNATI

OF

SELLING

POWER

editorial

The

Mike

*J<

Is Mightier

. . .

WHATEVER the outcome, the history-making
use of radio to arrange the Korean truce conferences clearly demonstrated that broadcasting
has achieved a definite status as an instrument
of international relations.
We think it important to point out that all
negotiations leading to the cease-fire meetings
were carried out over existing radio systems.
Mr. Malik put out the Communists' peacefeeler on a regular UN program carried in the
U. S. by CBS. General Ridgway sent his instructions by Voice of America stations, and
the North Koreans and Chinese commanders
replied by the official Red Chinese station at
Peiping. The fact that the hostile parties met
on schedule at Kaesong must dispel any doubts
that overseas broadcasts are not listened to.
There is a lesson here for those who question the value of the American government's
international radio program. The power of
radio to end a war is no greater than its power
to prevent one, providing it is used as skillfully to create amity as it was used to arrange
the cease-fire meetings in Kaesong. Radio can
leap a forbidden boundary far more easily
than a bomber, and can carry ideas which will
spread more virulently than a fire storm set
by a fleet of B-29's.
In the indefinite period of armed truce to
which this country is committed, the microphone, properly used, will be the best weapon
in democracy's arsenal.

The

Small

Picture:

II

NEEDLESS to say, we received a lot of comments on an editorial we ran last week, pointing out the great injustice radio had done itself
in its obeisance to program ratings, a form
of self-exposure in which no other medium,
save television, indulges.
One correspondent asked: "How can you turn
the clock back?" Well, you can't, but you can
certainly analyze the past to help you chart a
course for the future.
It's true that the program rating has become such an ingrained habit in the system
of radio buying and selling that it probably
can never be eliminated. But it certainly can
be de-emphasized if broadcasters will only
begin using other kinds of research that are
more comparable to the means by which other
media are measured.
A good example is the ARBI type of study
by which direct results of comparable newspaper and radio campaigns are measured.
We've carried a number of stories about studies
in various cities (including big TV markets).
Almost invariably radio has delivered more
customers than newspapers have.
A national network salesman might say that
such local cases don't provide him with anything to talk about. He would be wrong. A
network advertising campaign is successful
only if it induces people in many, many communities to visit their local retail outlets and
buy the network advertiser's goods. The value
of a national campaign can only be measured
by adding up the individual results obtained in
all the local stores.
The local retailer and distributor are pretty
good judges of the effectiveness of advertising
because they don't measure a campaign by the
Page 46 • July 16, 1951

fluctuations of rating points. They know precisely how many customers it delivered to
their stores.
It is significant that more and more local
advertisers are turning to radio to move goods
off the shelves while some national network
advertisers are poring over the program rating
reports and proclaiming the decline of radio.
The newspapers' Bureau of Advertising has
been harping on the theme that "all business
is local" with considerable success. Radio
could beat the newspapers at their own game
if it would get down to bedrock research and
bedrock selling. Let the program ratings dip
or even disappear. As long as radio can prove
it sells more goods for less, it can sell itself.

Enter:

TV

our respects to:

Politician

TELEVISION is in the future of every broadcaster. He must either look to the day that he
adds TV to his call letters, or he must consider adjustment of his operations to conform
with the inevitable TV era — no matter what
size his market.
Not many years ago, the thesis was that a
broadcast station could not make an economic
go of it in a market of less than 50,000. Today
there are more stations in secondary markets
than there are daily newspapers — and in many
instances, weekly newspapers.
Back in 1927, when TV was "just around
the corner," we held the view that TV was the
heritage of the broadcaster — not the motion
picture exhibitor. Many newspapers, which
pioneered in radio, also had the vision to appraise TV, and consequently they represent a
formidable segment of the 107 licensed stations— 40 of them.
Now that the resumption of TV licensing is
in sight (though when can't be precisely predicted) every licensed broadcaster should give
serious thought to his future in the TV era.
TV won't spell the doom of radio. But it will
bring changes in values and in impact. It has
already.
And in appraising their TV future, broadcasters must take into account a new ingredient— and a potent one. In the earlier days
of broadcasting, when it was regarded as a
passing fancy, the professional politicians paid
little attention to it. Thus many small business
men, willing to take the gamble, procured licenses and grew with the medium. It was in
the '30s, when radio had reached gross billings
in excess of $150 million, that the ward heelers
began to infiltrate.
It's different in TV now. The tribute-grabbers know that the chips are vastly bigger.
They know that the red ink has all but disappeared. They know that moreover, TV will
play perhaps the most vital role in elections
henceforth.
When it took hundreds of thousands to start
a TV station, with astronomical operation
losses, the machine politicians gave TV wide
berth. So did many broadcasters, to their
present chagrin.
So, in prosecuting applications for TV, the
broadcaster will have a new adversary element
— the political hack. All other things equal, the
broadcaster who has rendered good public
service over the years, should be entitled to the
grant over the newcomer, with no record of
achievement and with only will-o'-the-wisp
promises, and perhaps a bankroll. The broadcaster has the know-how, the staff, and the
record of stewardship.
The unscrupulous politician has — politics.
Those are the facts. It behooves every
broadcaster to recognize them as he ponders
long.TV future. And he shouldn't ponder too
his

LEWIS WATERS

MILBOURNE

ce
of a MJ
the turn
ago atLewis
years ter
BORN
tury, 50 broadcas
Waters
bom-ne has lived through the aggressrfl M
growth of the U. S. economy and the rap:' f
development
of radio as an outstandin
medium.
Mr. Milbourne, president of The Monument
Radio Co., licensee of WCAO Baltimore
firmly believes in both.
For example, he thinks the capitalist
system that nurtured this economic expai
sion should be maintained because under th:
system "the most marked progress and a lif
more abundant accrue."
Radio, he feels, will prosper as long as i ■
serves the public. He believes there alway '
will be a big job for it to do.
Ever since he first tasted the excitemen
of the broadcast business in 1931, Mr. Mil
bourne has been conscious of its accomplish
ments and potentialities.
During a financial reorganization of WCAC
in that depression year, his dad, Lewis M
Milbourne, a former assistant U. S. Collectoi
of Internal
Revenue,
became the
new
president
and treasurer
withcompany'fi
a large U
stock holding. The younger Milbourne also M
obtained stock and the title of assistant treasurer and director.
WCAO, "The Voice of Baltimore," has been( gi(
affiliated with CBS since 1927 and was one
of the first 16 stations comprising the net- > b
work. This development and the public's andi
advertiser's thriving interest in radio convinced Mr. Milbourne that he was in the type I
of business that was at once both creative1! I
and dynamic.
He also found delight in the celebrity glamor I,
which accompanied radio in its rubber pants
days — and still does in its grown-up stage.
Mr. Milbourne has fond memories of visiting
"names" of the talent world — Kate Smith.
Ben Bernie, Guy Lombardo, Paul Whiteman.
Burns and Allen, Singin' Sam, Eddie Cantor,
Julia Sanderson, Frank Crummit, Helen Hayes,
Mildred Bailey.
Most of these leaders in show business, and [
in radio entertainment, continue to thrill \
audiences in radio, television and the stage.
Mr. Milbourne is a Marylander.
He was j
born in the Free State at Kingston in Somerset
County, southernmost on the Eastern Shore,
Oct. 20, 1900.
His early life was spent on the farm, living
each alternate winter in Annapolis, where his
father was serving in the state legislature
as senator from Somerset County.
After his early education, Mr. Milbourne
(Continued on page 72)
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again

that

PRODUCING
Since the first of the
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SALES
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LOWER

COST!

year, we have spent
$1,605 with WBZ in
advertising the Jacques

So matter what you want to sell in New

England. . foods, drugstore

products, household or automotive items., you'll find WBZ
ill-time champ in delivering results!

the

orders, at an individual

Take the word of mail-order advertisers. They know the score. One
example is Doubleday, Inc., publisher of the Jacques Tray Piano
Course Book. According to Doubleday's agency, WBZ
most effective sales job of all media used.

Fray Piano Course. We
have received 5,770

is doing the

That's typical. WBZ gives you traditionally intense coverage of the
high-income metropolitan Boston area . . plus more far-reaching
.coverage of all New England than any other single medium!

cost of 28c."

??Of all media, radio has
95
proved the best selling
device for this book

ff Of all radio stations,
WBZ

Don't be satisfied with anything but a bright sales picture in New
England. Check now with WBZ or Free & Peters for availabilities.

has sold it at the

lowest order-cost.

John Southwell
Account Executive
Huber

Hoge and Sons

BOSTON

3
a
WBZ

50,000

KDKA
• W0W0
National Representatives, Free &
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BAB

BROCHURE

cations enumerated in a contest
folder sent out to BAB members
were the following, with grand
award plaques to be given in each :
"Amusements, appliances, automotive, bakeries, banking, beauty
parlors, Chambers of Commerce,
dairies, department stores, drugs,
florists, furniture, furs, hardware,
hotels, home builders, ice cream
and confectioners, jewelry, laundries and dry cleaners, men's, women's and children's wear, music
dealers, optometrists, photographic
dealers, public utilities, real estate,
restaurants, shoe stores, service
stations — and any other merchandise classification not here listed."
In each classification, first, second, third and honorable mention
scroll awards will be presented.
Sept. 1 is deadline for entries.

Sales Tips On Stores
Sent to Members

TIPS on selling department stores on the value of radio advertising were
circulated by BAB last week in a 64-page folder to its member stations,
concurrently with announcement of BAB's first member-wide retail
radio advertising contest.
*
—
The BAB department store
same time to reward member stabrochure contains a detailed report
tions which originate resultful advertising.
on 13 notable entries in the 1950-51
BAB President William B. Ryan
retail radio contest conducted jointannounced that awards will be
ly by BAB and the National Retail
Dry Goods Assn. It includes an
given to BAB member stations submitting the best radio advertising
introduction by Howard P. Abrahams, manager of the NRDGA
story in any local merchandise
Sales Promotion Division, outlinclassification, and to stations submitting the largest number of sucing 12 reasons why retailers' use
of radio is on the up-swing.
cess stories judged to provide practical
information about how radio
The retail radio advertising contest, BAB explained, is designed to gets results for each local advertiser.
provide BAB with data on effective
advertising techniques and at the
Among the merchandise classifi-

GUT

problem

with

The problem is inflation, defined as "a
large price rise lasting a long time." Because it cheapens dollars, inflation dislocates our national economy and endangers
our standards of living.
So what's to be done about it? The
Mutual Life has long taken an active part
in combating inflation. We have advocated
anti-inflation measures to our million
policyholders, as well as to others in a
position to influence, or actually form,
public policy. The Company has also supported the campaign against inflation conducted by the Institute of Life Insurance.
But the ultimate solution rests with the

WEATHER

~.f- STAR ATOP OUR HOME

a SMALL

solution

individual . . . with the worried little man
cartoonists use to symbolize the public.
What he does in the months ahead will
have an important effect on the fate of
inflation.
To fight inflation, the individual should
buy less, save more, borrow less and support government efforts to economize and
"pay as it goes "
The Mutual Life is currently making
available to radio stations a 15-minute
dramatic and entertaining transcription on
the subject of inflation. The material is
handled in simple, down-to-earth style.
We'd be glad to tell you more about it.
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For the manufacturer, "Lancameans that he has a practi
cal cor
trollable, economical means of usin
a network program as a supplrei
retailer co-op vehicle which may b
handled as easily as any newspape
or outdoor campaign, and with al
the advantages of locally place,
dealer advertising, Mr. Ingran
emphasized.
He declared considerable interes
has been aroused among advertis
ing agencies in the plan "becaust
it brings under their control anc
placement, cooperative monies
which, in the past, in many instances, have been spent at s
dealer level at retail rates not commissionable to the agencies."
WVBA

Meets in August
MEETING of West Virginia
Broadcasters Assn. is scheduled
for Aug. 23-25 at the Greenbrier
Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, "W
Va., it was announced last week.

The LITTLE Station -with

OFFICIAL WEATHER FORECASTS

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
1 7 40 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET

DON LEE PLAN
Would Co-op Sponsorsl
NEW cooperative sponsoring p
for national and regional manuf
turers, distributors and suppli
who distribute products throu
franchised dealers has been inauf
rated by Don Lee Broadcast!
System, Hollywood.
Identified as "Lanca" and der
ing the name from local and n
work cooperative advertising, t
plan makes available a network 1
dio program for the advertis.
which allows retailers in individi
station cities to cooperate throu
local participation and commercis
within the body of the show.
Basically, it provides that (1)
national or regional advertiser p;
talent and a percentage of the t
tablished network rate to Don Le j
(2) retailers located in the 49 str J
tegic Don Lee cities underwrite tl I
remainder of the time cost by pa
ing local stations a percentage .I
the local rate of the individual Dc [
Lee outlets.
"The supplier through 'Lane I
makes it possible for his retail
eij
to purchase sales-producing loci ;
radio advertising on network cal ;
ber programs at a fraction of tfc
price they would normally pay
fc j
local programs," explained War
Ingrim, executive vice president c
Don Lee.

•

NEW YORK 19, N. Y;

REP.
MEEKER
BY
!■# ^ M J\ WLM MARINETTE
WW IWI#%IVI WISCONSIN
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OIL
PUBLISHED

FOR

BY THE OIL INDUSTRY

YOUR

NEWSLETTER
INFORMATION

COMMITTEE

NUMBER

OF A SERIES

INFORMATION:

The expanding role of small business men in the distribution of petroleum products assumes top-flight importance in the face of mounting
demands of national defense and greatly increased civilian usage.
With their competitive initiative honed to a fine edge, 15,000 independent jobbers and distributors today are performing indispensable
wholesale functions in getting record oil supplies to the public.
As a
result, they have tripled their dollar volume of business since 1940.
Establishing high standards of service in their communities, these
local oil men are competing against both large firms and small, in the
largest cities and the remotest villages across the land.
Representative of the resourcefulness that is the hallmark of petroleum jobbers and distributors in our competitive system are the accomplishments of the White Fuel Company, in Boston.
In 1931 its storage
facilities had a capacity of 400,000 gallons.
Seeing opportunities for
specialization,
the firm's co-founder and president, John P. Birmingham,
adjusted his operations to cultivate markets for heavy oils for industrial
use, and heating oils for dealers and direct consumers.
A $2 million expansion program now nearing completion will give him a storage capacity
of 65,000,000 gallons to better serve his customers.
This means less dependence on tanker transportation during winter months, and many extra
days' supply during heating months.
His foresight over the years for
both himself and his customers is expected to yield a sales volume of
about $33 million this year.
It is easy to see the economic importance
to the community of this jobber who stimulates so much local business.
Resourceful small business men in the oil industry find opportunities for profit and public service wherever they are, in small communities as well as large.
To cite one more example, W. L. Dickey, pioneer
oil jobber at Wayzata, Minnesota, sold 5,000 gallons of gasoline in 1910.
His son, Don, now company president, sells five million gallons a year.
In the production, refining, and distribution of oil, the competitive talents and contributions of small business men are invaluable for
the big job ahead.
If you would like further information
its operations, please write to me.

about the oil industry

and

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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Starts All-Out
Campaign

KFI; Wilbur Edwards, direci
KNX and Columbia Pacific; Fj
Conrad, manager, KECA and _A|
Pacific Radio Network; Ward
Ingrim, executive vice presidl
Don Lee Broadcasting Syst<
Sydney Gaynor, commercial ra
ager,
KFWB.said a joint statem
"Radio,"

PROMOTES
RADIO
BENT on selling the merits of radio as an advertising medium, member
stations of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn. have temporarily
put aside their local rivalries and are cooperating in an all-out promotion campaign for the medium, launched yesterday (Sunday).
Three types of promotion are be- *
ing used in the campaign: (1) the tion, in cooperation with commitby the promotion
committee,
tees of station representatives.
station's own air time, utilizing
terrific
story which
it has"hab
spot announcements, newscasts, inkeeping
to
itself
too
long.
Sou
in the "air" promotion
terviews; (2) written promotion in willIncluded
ern California radio has the ni
be information on in- and outthe form of correspondence, print- of-home radio listening hours in impressive story of all. There
ed trade advertising, direct mail
hundreds of thousands of ho
the area; comparisons between
promotion, schedule covers, pubmore listening here today than e
Southern
California
other seclicity releases; (3) sales presentations of the
country;and'
surveys
and
tions to be made to advertisers and
before in history."
case histories giving radio's strong
agencies in Southern California by points;
interviews with sponsors,
station executives and researchers
salesmen's committee's representWHAR
SUIT
ing groups of competitive stations.
offering stories on radio's basic
values.
Awarded $2,185 Judgme
Specific aspects of radio will be
concentrated on for two-week periJUDGMENT
of $2,185 in favor
To put across the sales presenods during the promotion.
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va., vl
tations, over 200 salesmen of memIn addition to spreading the good
ber stations and station represengranted July 9 against R. L. Ei
word around Southern California,
tatives will be briefed in the necley, trading as Dixie Engineerij
the sales presentation will be
essary facts to present on their
Co., Washington, in an order sign
calls.
brought to timebuyers in key eastby Judge Matthew F. McGuire,
ern cities including New York and
the U. S. District Court, Distr
In August an all-day clinic on
Chicago by Robert J. McAndrews,
how to use radio more effectively
of Columbia.
WHAR was found entitled to J
will be held for members by the
managing director of the associaassociation.
cover for breach of contract
which the defendant is charg
Named by A. E. Joscelyn, SCBA
with having failed to prepare a
president, to conduct the drive was
WAGE
REVIEW
carry
out an application to switl
a special promotion committee conWSB Decision Expected
sisting of Calvin J. Smith, presi- WHAR to a regional assignmeii
dent and general manager, KFAC;
Suit for $100,000 damages was fill
WAGE Stabilization Board is exlast Nov. 3 by Stephen Tuhy jl
Kevin
Sweeney,
sales
manager,
pected to take up today (Monday)
attorney for WHAR.
its advisory panel recommendations
Judge McGuire allowed a totl
on whether price-exempt industries,
WMAL STRIKE OFF
of $2,175 in damages plus $10 cosn
such as radio-TV, are to be conThe total included a $500 paymeil
tinued under the wage freeze.
Wage Compromise Reached
to
the defendant; $1,000 spent f(l
STRIKE of AFRA announcers at
The tri-partite panel held a oneland now described as useless; $58
W
M
A
L-AM-FM-TV
Washington
day meeting a week ago last Thursfor a trip to Utah to raise monej
was averted shortly after midnight
day in Cincinnati [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 9].
for the project; $40 for a trip ij
July 8 when an agreement was
Washington and $55 state cert]
Speculation has been heard in reached before Federal Mediator
Washington and given wide play in James Holden. Mr. Holden stepped
ficates used in prosecuting the cas>
The court did not allow claim
the nation's news outlets to the in after the station and union had
effect that the majority on the reached a deadlock.
for loss of potential revenues d
panel favor the lifting of wage
The union had prepared for a
damage to the station's reputatioi
strike if demands were not met.
control for these industries. Washington officials, however, say that
Compromise
was
reached
between
the final WSB decision can not be
the $60-$77.50 scale in the old conKFAR, KENI to NBC
made known until the advisory
tract and the $80-$100 scale proMIDNIGHT SUN Broadcastinj
panel's recommendation is received
in its polished form.
Co. (KFAR Fairbanks and KEN]
posed by the union, it was understood. Participating in negotiaThat polishing was underway
Anchorage, Alaska) last week ar;
tion were Kenneth H. Berkeley,
nounced NBC affiliation for Alasks
last week by staff members of
WSB, who were making a detailed
station general manager, and Mrs.
study of the panel report.
Stations
are affiliated
wit'
Evelyn Freyman, secretary of ABC
and also
Mutual-Don
Lee Broad
Meanwhile, the Office of Price
casting System.
AFRA's Washington local.
Stabilization issued a "clarifying"
order that specified which services
RV3 exempt from price regulation.
Included pre radio and other ena radio program and
tertainment and so-called "package" productions. Rates, fees and
merchandising service
charges of actors, authors, musifeaturing
cians and news indicate services
ere not controlled. Neither are
services by correspondents and
news commentators, nor urogram
MARTHA CRANE
elements (package productions)
furnished by independent contracand
tors (package producers) for use
HELEN JOYCE
in radio or television broadcasting.
As of July 2, selling price of radio and television sets had to be
marked or tagged in retail stores,
(see inside front cover)
CHICAGO 7
according to OPS. This pricing
measure comes under Ceiling Price
Regulation 7 or "margin control"
IClear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
regulation.
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YOU

GO

Pushes Towarc
Freeze Lift
Page S3

Newsweekly

panel ot literate and
amusing personalities . . . manage to
keep things moving along with
brisk good humor. Above the
level of most—Ben
such Gross,
items on television.
New York Daily News

"Down You Go

CA Shows Its
Color System
Page 53

offers a bright and breezy
new quiz. It stresses intelligence
—Walter Winchell
York Daily Mibror

The show's originality
and genuineness stem from the
imunity Antennc
oblem Looms
Page 54

atest Set Count
By Markets
Page 56

panel's give and take, plus the
fluidness —Variety
ot the moderator
"Down You Go" is a word
game and a good one . . . The
M
people involved . . . are all
people ot obvious intelligence
and spirit, and Dr. Evans keeps
things moving at a stimulating pace
—Philip Hamberger
The New Yorker

Intelligent, witty
well-spoken personsgentlemen and scholars— are
at last being admitted
to the brave new medium.
—Harriet Van Horne
York World-Telegram
r
and Sun

's the kind of show
MODERATOR:
Dr. Bergen Evans
PANEL:
Toni Gilman
Carmelita Pope
Fran Coughlin
Robert Breen

hat makes you say of Chicago's
television stock, "Up you go."
—Larry Wolters

DOWN
The Studios
and is

Chicago Tribune

9:00-9:30 PM

iginates in
Thursday
fV. Chicago
the

DU
MONT
TELEVISION NETWORK
62 affiliated stations
A Division of Allen B. Du Mont Lah oratorie: , Inc. • 515 Madison Avenue, New fork 22 • MU 8-2600

Portable microwave reflector — used in locating best radio relay routes
Network television rides microwaves
in the Bell System's new radio relay
systems and travels underground in
coaxial cables. About half of the total
television channel mileage is now provided by radio relay.
BEST ROUTES FOUND
But which are the best locations for
the radio relay stations? No charts
exist for microwave routes. So the engineers of the Bell System pioneer —
pore over maps and aerial photographs
to plot possible station locations.

Then scouting parties take over.
They cross the country step by step
testing the most likely routes. Like
rays from gigantic searchlights, microwaves are shot from point to point
to determine which of the proposed
paths are most suitable.
200-FOOT STATIONS
Then the costly construction begins.
Relay stations — some over 200 feet
high — span forest, mountain and plain.
Facilities valued at $73,000,000 are
now used by the Bell System for
BELL

PROVIDING

NETWORK

TRANSMISSION

CHANNELS

TELEPHONE
FOR

THE RADIO

AND

television
dio relay
associated
television

purposes. This includes rasystems, coaxial cable and
equipment — 18,000 miles of
channels.

COST KEPT LOW
Yet the cost of this service is relatively low. The facility
Telephone
Company's
total network
charges
average
about 10 cents a mile for a half hour of
program time, including both audio and
video channels. This averages less than
5 per cent of the total cost of a typical
drama, comedy or variety program.
SYSTEM

TELEVISION

INDUSTRIES

_
TODAY

AND TOMORROW

etwee
I press BUj.
rton 4, D. C.
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$7 annually, 25c weekly

Adds 5 Channels
CC
PUSHES
TOWARD
FREEZE
LIFT
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
The legality of this policy was
this would be supported or modifrom Thursday's decision to retain
challenged by the Federal Comfied by contributed suggestions durRENEWED effort to crack the 470-500 mc for TV broadcasting.
munications Bar Assn. and certain
He favored a grant of the channels
ing the proposed July 20 confer?e-year old television freeze and
to common carrier use instead.
ence with industry attorneys.
others on June 28 in oral argument
cation deadlock, FCC at Broadbefore the Commission en banc.
The Commission majority conThe city-by-city hearing was to
ting • Telecasting deadline
cluded the common carrier services
The decision on the legality issue
be postponed to July 30 if it were
irsday was reported poised to: have other alternatives such as
and the orders respecting the other
to go ahead as an oral proceeding.
> Reaffirm the contention its
making use of smaller channel
Some attorneys and engineers last
procedural proposals were schedn for a fixed table of allocations
uled
to
be
released
late
Friday
separation,
developing
more
effiweek
appeared not ready to comrule-making procedure is lawcient techniques like single side
(See page 4 for late developments).
mence with the hearing, complainSame for educational reservaband transmission and multiplex,
Comr. Robert F. Jones was exing they could not be expected to
b
as well as channel sharing with
pected to dissent on the legality
9 In essence adopt the propresent a firm case when the "rules
other services in some areas. They
ruling in view of his extensive
al of NARTB-TV for a shortof the game" had not been settled.
questioning of attorneys during the
found television broadcasting canThey meant by this FCC should
"paper" presentation in lieu of
not use these alternatives and for June 28 argument. He had in- adopt as final Appendices A and B
1 testimony at the forthcoming
the development of a fully national,
of its revised allocation plan isespecially
applicants'
ring on city-by-city allocation
competitive system must have a hearing quired
rights
and into
flexibility
of the
sued in late March [Broadcastposals.
administration and function of the
ing • Telecasting, March 26],
contiguous band of frequencies.
0 Postpone the city - by - city
FCC tangled with the allocation
which spell out technical standards
proposed fixed-allocation plan.
.ring from July 23 to July 30.
such as minimum spacings between
FCC was expected to issue an
I Schedule a conference with problems at more than one meeting
order Friday proposing to adopt stations, service areas and power
although it had tentaustry attorneys on July 20 to last week,
tively determined the previous week
the NARTB-TV suggestion for a and antenna height requirements.
cuss shortcut procedures for the
to sustain its belief that fixed allo- "paper" presentation at the forthA list of appearances and wit>--by-city hearing and indicate
nesses for the city-by-city hearing,
cation by rule-making is lawful
coming hearing on city-by-city alier suggestions for expediting
(Continued on page 66)
under the Communications Act.
location proposals, with the hope
final allocation phase and lift■ of the freeze would be welned at the meeting.
Bid for Dual Standards Seen
Earlier on Thursday, the Comsion:
RCA
COLOR
Ordered that the 470-500 mc
ible color system to newsmen and
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
"thorough field testing of all equiption of the 470-890 mc UHF
ment" and that "what the next
A REOPENING of the color tele- industry officials. Observors agreed
step will be, I can not say. We
that vast progress had been made
' spectrum be retained as part of
vision
question,
probably
on
a
peti• TV broadcast band rather than
since December demonstrations.
tion for dual standards of comhave no time-table in mind."
?d for broad-band mobile comRCA has at this time no plans
mercial colorcasting supported by
Timing of such a petition was
n carrier services as requested
less certain, however. Frank M. for inviting FCC members to its
most of the TV receiver manufacthe Bell System — adding five
Folsom, RCA president, said that color demonstrations, Mr. Folsom
turers, seemed inevitable last week
■re channels to TV for a total of
immediate
plans called only for said. He added that "they would
as
RCA
demonstrated
its
compatVHF and UHF channels.
be welcome if they showed up."
Way Is Open
Dr. E. W. Engstrom, vice president in charge of research of RCA
Climaxing what appeared to be
Growing impasse in the TV alloLabs, told newsmen following Mon:ion deadlock last week, the Comday morning's initial test colorcast that RCA's field test experission decisions pave the way for
ence will be made fully available
ccific and concrete joint action
FCC and industry on a reasonto
the
and
also to company's
members oflicensees
the various
le formula by which the city-bypanels of the National Television
y hearing may be expedited, the
Systems Committee, comprising
ocation plan and relative rules
leading television manufacturers.
d standards finalized and the
"Schedules for some of this are
erall freeze lifted at an early
already being set," Dr. Engstrom
te — perhaps by the end of the
said. "Later during the summer
ar [Broadcasting • Telecastwhen our transmissions become
g, July 9].
more
regular we will keep the apAlready, several industry legal
propriate NTSC panel advised as
fices in Washington have indito the times and conditions of
ted they have firm suggestions
transmissions. We have already
mind. These include (1) leaving
provided specifications on the sige allocation table in tentative
nals we are currently using. It is
rm like FM for the present,
our plan to participate in the work
inch could forestall court litigaof the NTSC in arriving at induson; (2) finalizing technical standtry standards. This, of course, is
rls and (3) proceeding with new
for the purpose of seeking ap^plication hearings — combining
proval for the establishment of a
lese with any rule-making petiNanette
Fabray,
Broadway
musical
star,
rehearses
before
an
RCA
color
ons which may occur to change
compatible
color system."
The compatibility
of the RCA
camera prior to her appearance as mistress of ceremonies duririg the
te table in specific cities.
(Continued on page 6U )
Comr. Paul A. Walker dissented
field tests.
July 16, 1951
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status of these services are knc
To be subject to regulation
the FCC, a common carrier n
be engaged in carrying other ]
pies' communications for hire
interstate commerce.
Since these services charge .
and since they carry broaden
which in many instances h ,
originated from out-of-state (eit
from an out-of-state transmittei
by network from out-of-state to
in-state transmitter), some I
staff members believe they are s
ject to regulation.
No matter what decision
reached by the FCC, the status
these services can become a d
cult problem in the television s
tern.
Assuming they grow in anyth
like the abundance predicted by 1
Mass, they may constitute a c<
(Continued on page 62)

ort
FCC Awqits Stgff Rep
SYSTEMS
ANTENNA
other smaller Pennsylvania comsignals are delivered to their reCOMMUNITY TV antenna servmunities, Kingsport, Tenn.; Grass
gular sets by coaxial cable.
ices which are cropping up in many
These fees are said to be typical
Valley, Calif., and Astoria, Ore.
areas beyond easy reach of existof most installations, although a
Mr. Mass, of the Jerrold coming television stations have introlocal television set repairman in
pany, declined to reveal the locaduced a new and perplexing eletions of others in the 100 he said
Franklin, Pa., is reported to have
ment into the U. S. television syswere being built, on the grounds it
built his own equipment and is protem, of concern to broadcasters and
would provide useful information to
the FCC.
viding service at $5 a month with
no installation charge.
competitors.
So far the Commission has taken
About the only other important
According to Stratford Smith,
no official recognition of these servbig organization that is known to
FCC attorney in the Common Carices, but a staff report is being prehave entered the field is RCA. The
rier Division, who examined the
pared for the Commissioners' conextent of its operations could not
Franklin installation, ordinary ansideration, and it is likely that
tenna leads are used instead of the
be learned last week, as all exsoon the FCC will decide whether
ecutives connected with that activmore expensive coaxial cable, and
community antenna systems come
inexpensive amplifiers are placed
under its jurisdiction.
ity wereterestonin community
vacation. RCA's
inantennas,
along the routes.
Some FCC staff members believe
however,
is
known
to
be
extensive.
Aside
from
Panther
Valley,
comthey do, not as broadcasters but as
Questions which the FCC must
munity antenna services are known
common carriers.
resolve in respect to the regulatory
to exist in Harrisburg and several
Basically all these services are
alike in technique. By using high
antennas they take television signals off the air from distant staNARTB
Study Fine
tions, feed the signals by cable to
TV
PAYROLLS
UP
subscribers' sets.
The Jerrold Electronics Corp. of
43:32 hours of network and 39:37
formers on shows produced •
Philadelphia, a pioneer supplier of STAFF employment at television
stations and networks has risen
of local program originations, or agencies.
The
data used
equipment, estimates that as many
a ratio of 52.4% network to 47.6%
as 100 communities now have or sharply during the last two years,
NARTB's compilation are based
local.
soon will have such services.
questionnaires returned by 63 st
totaling some 12,500 persons, actions.
cording to the fourth annual study
Staff employment ranged from
Wide Interest
of TV employment and wage scales
19 to 299 persons, according to
Of 46 identical stations that l
According to Sydney J. Mass,
by the NARTB Employe-Employer
ported in both the 1950 and 19.
NARTB's 1951 employment anJerrold director of advertising and
NARTB surveys, average progra |
Relations Dept., of which Richard
alysis. Four stations reported
sales promotion, the interest in P. Doherty is director. The averhours increased 79.3%.
staffs of fewer than 30 persons.
such projects is rapidly increasing,
age station employed 85 persons
The largest staff, 299, consisted of
NARTB's study shows the ave
and he believes that by the end of during the spring of 1951, of which
162 fulltime and 137 parttime-freeage
weekly payroll per TV static
next year, 1,000 community an61 were fulltime.
lance employes. Largest number
was $6,267 in 1951, ranging fro
tenna systems will be in operation,
of
fulltime
employes
at
any
one
Average employment per TV starepresenting an investment of as
$1,050 to $28,029.
TV station was 205.
tions has increased mainly because
Parttime employment was four
much as $3.5 million.
More Employes
of the additional number of hours
to lie mainly within the progra
One of the first such systems to on the air, it was found.
field, especially freelance or par
be installed is one situated in
Average number of fulltime emtime announcers, actors, singei
A breakdown of program hours
Panther Valley, some 70 miles from
ployes per station increased from
46 in 1949 and 39 in 1950 to 61 in and musicians. Some stations irj
Philadelphia and lying behind hill shows that the average TV station
was on the air 92% hours, includported a considerable number c
masses that make private installa1951. In the case of parttime eming test patterns, during the spring
ployes the average rose from 20 in parttime clerical workers becaus
tion of a television antenna pro1951 compared to 67 hours in 1949 and 18 in 1950 to 24 in 1951.
of combined aural-visual oper;
hibitively expensive for the in- of
1950 and 62 hours in 1949. Hours
tions. This was true also in sale
dividual.
NARTB's figures do not include
of test patterns in 1951 totaled
and promotion.
pei-forming artists (actors, singers,
There, a group of appliance
only a third of the 1949 figure, with
dancers, etc), who are employed for
The analysis showed that 43.55
dealers set up a community system
individual performances by the of TV stations pay their salesme:
with a single antenna fixed atop program hours in 1951 averaging
2V2 times the 1949 figure.
straight salary, 9.68% straigh
station or by sponsors and their
a high hill. Subscribers pay a $125
During the spring of this year
installation fee (it used to be $100)
producing agencies. The figures do commission, 43.55% salary plu
and $3.50 a month for service. The
the average TV station carried
not include regularly employed per- commission and 3.22% other.

HIGH-FREQUENCY trio at Bridgeport, Conn., demonstration of UHF converters [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 9, 2] included (I to r) Glen McDaniel, RTMA president; FCC Chairman Wayne Coy; John W. Craig, Crosley
Division, chairman of RTMA Set Division, who conducted the demonstration.
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FCC OBSERVERS at Bridgeport, Conn., UHF converter demonstration discussed devices with Col. Harry C. Wilder (r), president of WSYR Syracuse.
L to r: Comr. Rosel H. Hyde; Comr. Edward M. Webster; Benedict P. Cottone,
general counsel; Col. Wilder.
Telecasting
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Limited
ASEBALL
THE half-way mark of big
iue baseball, the anti-TVites
•unning low in the RBI column.
fact, attendance figures re»d last week by the 16 clubs
the National and American
?ues seem to point the other
With many clubs imposing
•ictions on the number of
asts, overall attendance, acing to a United Press survey,
off 9.4%.
le Washington Senators, placlow in the American League's
nd division last year, were doa bit better in place this year
th place at All-Star game
). Nevertheless, they slumped
in attendance, from 376,696
mid-way 1950's season, to
355.
ne Senators, who had telecast
ilarly in 1950, have been per(ing only 21 games on screens
year in the belief they could
t slumping receipts.
ie National Leaguer's Boston
wes, which also limited its teles to 45 for the same reason,
?red the most tremendous drop
ither league — a whopping 41%.
ir attendance was down to
218 from last year's 486,536.
his was true despite the fact
Braves Field seats more in
acity than the Fenway, home
< of the Boston Red Sox, who
a decreased attendance of less
i 3,000. The Sox, who got off
a poor start this season, at
-way were in second place.
Sox telecast their games.
Leading Teams Draw
n the other hand, the red-hot
:-ago White Sox, a 1950 second
sion club but which led the
erican League at the mid-point
season, were walking away
i top honors in increased atlance figures.
his season, at the mid-way, the
ite Sox were packing them in
the rate of 19,654 per game
igainst the July 1950 per game
e of 12,994. Total attendance
ires for Chicago: 402,817 in
0; 648,592 in 1951.
his could be explained in two
is: "They
lead,"fact
but that
also the
of
•ortance
is the
cago team telecasts all day
es.
es. They don't telecast night
'oincident with the UP survey,
W. Ayer's sports department
1 Jerry Jordan, Philadelphia
earch specialist and son of C.
Jordan, executive vice presijit of N. W. Ayer, released atdance figures.
The Ayer-Jordan analysis runs
se to the UP except that the
-e service based most of its peritages on attendance "per open:." while the agency and Mr.
•Ian based their analysis on
ial figures, regardless of how
ny openers there were. Accordr to the agency, the club owners
Is mainly interested in profiti-loss, thus breakdowns per
jnings mean very little for even
lecasting

TV

Clubs

Down

CROWDS
if a game rains out, fans come
back another time.
The agency-Jordan survey found
the overall attendance drop at
7.8% as against UP's 9.4% for
"openers."
C. L. Jordan referred to this
amazing baseball TV chart when
speaking before the Atlantic Refining Co.'s radio-TV sportscasters
at their annual Philadelphia meeting last Tuesday. N. W. Ayer
places radio-TV sports for the refining company.
Mr. Jordan pointed out that it
was performance of the clubs
rather than weather, economic
conditions or television which determined individual baseball attendance.
"The eight teams in the first
divisions of the two leagues had
a total gain in paid admissions

of nearly 4% on July 4," he said.
"Seven of these eight televised
all or most of their games.
"The eight teams in the second
divisions were fighting a total loss
of about 20% at the gate. Two
of these teams didn't televise at
all. Three had limited television
severely — and only three were televising regularly. It was obvious
that television itself could not be
the major factor in the over-all
loss of about 8% in paid admisFan Interest Important
sions."
Mr. Jordan pointed to fan interest in a hot race as a powerful
factor. The American League, he
said, was doing better comparatively than the National, where
the Brooklyn Dodgers are in a
run-away
lead.
The Dodgers,

ANNOUNCERS of the Atlantic Refining Co's baseball television staff gathered for a mid-season meeting at the Barclay Hotel in Philadelphia. L to r:
Richard E. Borden, Atlantic's advertising manager; Tom Hussey, Bob Delaney
and Curt Gowdy, Boston; Bill Brundige, Byrum Saam and Claude Haring,
Philadelphia, and Les Alexander, Baltimore.

LES
SA
ME
TIsaw
MAY
no fall-off
in TV network
time sales but a 3.6% increase over
April, according to records of video
network advertising released last
week by Publishers Information
Bureau to Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Gross TV network billings in
May totaled $10,011,144, PIB reported, compared with a gross of
$9,663,479 in April. Figure for this
May is not directly comparable
with that for May 1950, as this
year's gross covers all four TV
networks while the 1950 total included only three networks, DuMont not reporting at that time.
As in April, Procter & Gamble

TABLE I
TOP 10 TV NETWORK ADVERTISERS
FOR MAY 1951
1. Procter & Gamble
$642,432
2. General Foods
482,532
3. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
417,110
4. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
365,228
5. Ford Motor Co
271,858
6.
& Myers
Tobacco Co. ... 249,970
7. Liggett
P. lorillard
& Co
249,050
8. Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp
227,430
9. Lever Bros
222,053
10. Quaker Oats Co
200,913
• BROADCA STING

themselves, he said, are not drawing as well as when they were
fighting for first-place.
Dodgers' figures, according to
UP, were 667,545 in 1950, 581,329
in 1951, a drop of about 11%.
Significantly, the Pittsburgh
Pirates (National), the St. Louis
Browns (American) and the St.
Louis Cardinals (National) are
not telecasting games regularly
and none shows a gain. However,
the Pirates are showing up well in
average daily attendance even
though they were in last place in
standings at the mid-way mark.
Mr. Jordan said: ". . . anyone
who
doubted
Ralph Kiner's
big bat
means what
to Pittsburgh
only
needed to look at the 3,000 day
gate last week when he was suspended, compared to the amazing
Pirates' average of nearly 18,000
Mr. Jordan in looking over
statistics — his son has been maka continuous study for the past
per ing date."
three years — found no time in
that period when the clubs with
high performance have not had a
better attendance record than
clubs with low performance,
regardless of amount of TV used.
Still another club record that
bears out the TV protagonist is
that of the Detroit Tigers, who
had the biggest slump in the
American League — 33%. The
Tigers' policy has been telecasts
only on selected weekdays, none
on weekends or holidays.
American's Philadelphia Athletics, who traditionally telecast
regularly and who have been a
sure-bet for the second division
in past seasons (they were in
seventh place at mid-season),
pulled up 10% in attendance. Figure last season at the middle was
211,968, this season's, 214,470. The
(Continued on page 65)

0n Networks ln Mqy
3.6%
UP
newcomer — Lever Brothers Co. — in
Co. was the top TV network client
ninth place in the May list, replacin May. In fact, the first five —
ing American Tobacco Co. which
P&G, General Foods Corp., R. J.
ranked 10th in April. Top 10 for
Reynolds Tobacco Co., ColgateMay are listed in Table I.
Palmolive-Peet Co. and Ford Motor
Co. — are the same advertisers and
Table II, listing the top TV network advertiser in each product
in the same order as the April
(Continued on page 68)
first five. Second five includes one
TABLE II
IN EACH PRODUCT GROUP FOR MAY 1951
Gross TV Network
Class
Advertiser
Time Expend.
Apparel, Footwear & Acres
International Shoe Co
563,296
Automotive, Automotive Supplies & Equip Ford Motor Co
271,858
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Pabst Brewing Corp
98,388
Building Materials & Equip
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Mars
54,663
Consumer Services
Arthur Murray School of Dancing 55,500
Drugs & Remedies
Sterling Drug Co
54,135
Food & Food Products
General Foods
482,532
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Texas Oil Co
132,250
Household Equip. & Supplies
Westinghouse Electric Corp
92,900
Household Furnishings
Mohawk Carpet Mills
121,680
Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp
227,430
Insurance
Mutual
Benefit,
&
Accident
Assn. Health
of Omaha
31,360
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Jacques Kreisler
53,955
Office Equip., Stotionery & Writing Supplies ... Eversharp Inc
36,040
Pub'ishing & Media
Time Ine
72,225
Radios,
TV Sets,
Phonographs,
& Musical
Instruments
Phileo Corp
101,500
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Drugstore TV Productions
124,200
Smoking Materials
J- Reynolds Tobacco Corp
417,110
642,432
Gamble
&
Procter
Polishes
&
Soaps, Cleansers
243,263
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Miscellaneous
Quoker Oats Co
49,920
July 16, 1951
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Pulse Reports
Out-of-Home

TV
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telestatus
(Report 172)

=

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS
FT WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .

THE "OUT-OF-HOME" audience
is providing the same sort of bonus
for television advertisers that it
does for radio sponsors, according
to The Pulse, which reports that
during May these extra viewers in
the New York metropolitan area
represented a "plus" of 10.6%
from noon to midnight, over the
normally-measured at-home TV
audience.
In the evening, from 8 p.m. to
midnight, the "out-of-home bonus
TV audience included an average
of 127,400 families who were viewing with friends, in public places,
etc., an increase of 12.9%."
In releasing these findings Dr.
Sydney Roslow, director of the
Pulse, said that these reports on
the out-of-home video audience will
be issued quarterly for the New
York market and may be expanded
into other markets in the future.
Contrary to general belief, he
noted, most out-of-home viewing
(62%) takes place in the homes
of other TV families, with restaurants and bars accounting for only
26%, and the balance in other public places.

920,500
Baltimore
NOW

ik ere

are

Dealer

Surveys Set Sizes
RESULTS of a Baltimore TV survey being released today (Monday)
showed that 16 and 17 inches are

the predominant screen sizes there,
that about 75% of the sets are
covered by service contracts, and
that more than 60% of the TV
families questioned had bought
their sets within the last year.
The survey was conducted by
Television Co. of Maryland, DuMont dealer as part of a promotion
program covering all five of its
stores in the Baltimore area. The
survey covered 6,923 families, of
which 4,744 were found to be TV
set owners and 2,179 non-owners.
The findings, spokesmen said, have
been turned over to Henry 0. Berman Co., DuMont distributors in
Baltimore, for use as market reretailers.search material by other DuMont
Among the 4,744 TV families
questioned, the survey found 244
19-inch screens; 1,773 16 or 17-inch
screens; 1,543 12 or 14-inch screens;
1,020 10-inch screens, and 164 7inch screens. The smaller sizes were
oldest; the larger ones newest.
Viewing Effect
On School Grades
SENIORS in high school receive
higher grades because of television,
while high school students in lower
classes earn lower academic records. This was reported
last week
City
in Chicago by Philip Lewis, faculty

member at South Shore Hi
School, who said seniors at 1
school spent an average of 13 to
hours weekly in watching TV wh
pupils in lower grades avera
more than 15 hours a week. Fir
ings of the survey were submitt
at a Northwestern U. conferei
on educational problems as relat
to the medium.
Mr. Lewis, with Isabel Kincheli
inaugurated and taught the or
public school television course
South Shore last year, using te
vision shows instead of textbool
Miss Kincheloe, in her summa
report,
said "the forscreen
has t€
same possibilities
enriching
perience as reading, and is as go
for teaching critical material

New
Rate Card
any book."
Announced by WTVN
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, la
week announced Rate Card No. I
The new rates, which became <
fective July 1, are for either li J
or
rates. New rates for o
timefilmonly:
Class A (6-11 : 30 p.m., weekday
noon-ll:30 p.m. Saturday-Su
day), one hour, $675; one minul
$110. Class B (5-6 p.m. wee
days), one hour. $500; one minul
$80, and Class C (all other times
one hour, $350; one minute, §65.

City

C^liannei 4-

July 16, 1951, Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summar
in Areay—
90,5
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Louisville
Albuquerque
Sets
in
Ar
Sets
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Memphis
WMCT
KOB-TV
75,0
Ames
59,634 Miami
115,000
WTVJ
WOI-TV
243,1
Milwaukee
Atlanta
8,600
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
297,368
Baltimore
WAAM,
256,4
Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV,
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Binghamton
31,6
40,112
46,200 Nashville
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WSM-TV
87.8
16,400 New Haven
Bloomington
WNHC-TV
WTTV
New
Orleans
Boston
740.940 New York
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
207,322
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WDSU-TV
62,1
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WBTV
Charlotte
WOR-TV,
Chicago
WATV WPIX
71,6
Newark
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
82,559
930,399
153,8i
275,000 Norfolk
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
2,250,01
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
482,041
WKY-TV
Omaha
Columbus
176,541
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
KMTV, WOW-TV
Dallas,
87*6
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
117,068 Philadelphia
863.3
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
Davenport
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline56,384 Providence
WTVR
WDTV
Quad Cities WOC-TV
WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
190,000 Richmond
Dayton
511,434
Rochester
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
Detroit
152,01
WHAM-TV
80,3 I
300,01
37,91
Erie
60,050 Rock Island
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
WHBF-TV
117,068 Salt Lake
QuadCityCities KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Diego
115,600 San Antonio
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
70,808 San Francisco
56,31
KFMB-TV
WFMY-TV
Schenectady
48, r.
Greensboro
KGO-TV,
KPIX, KRON-TV
WRGB
KPRC-TV
Houston
80,110
Albany-Troy
196V*
46,100
WSAZ-TV
Huntington83, :
Charleston
Seattle
148,000
KING-TV
97,51
KSD-TV
WFBM-TV
Louis
32,000 St.
157,51
Indianapolis
WMBR-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
Jacksonville
297,01
WJAC-TV
Tulsa
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
Johnstown
87,275
KOTV
133,122
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
120,6;
85,64(
45,2
WKTV
Utica-Rome
47,7'
125.01
Grand City
Rapids WDAF-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
270,0 i 7
125,047 Washington
Kansas
Wilmington
WGAl-TV
101,129
49,000
WDEL-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
83.K
W JIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
72,4
KECA-TV,
Los Angeles
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421

i J your Ledt buy
I be
TIMES HERALD Station
\ational Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Estimated Sets in Use 12,503,(0
Total Markets on Air 63
Total Stations on Air 107
Editor's Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. WhereTVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanit
may b
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and manufactures. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas ai
necessarily approximate.

AM-FM-TV
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Sherman

was

right!

In describing the strategic importance of Atlanta,
General Sherman likened the city to a point
in the palm of his hand. Outstretched fingers
represented vital supply routes on which depended
the life of the Confederacy.
"I close my fist on Atlanta," said he, "and
I capture the whole great Southeast."
We relate this incident — not that we enjoy the
recollection — but because, in effect, the
same dramatic strategy applies for a successful
sales attack on this region today.
In its role as the distribution center and commercial
capital of the Southeast, Atlanta wields a
tremendous sales influence on the entire market.
Concentrate major effort on Atlanta through Dixie's
most powerful advertising media — WSB and WSB-TVand make an impact that will be felt throughout
the entire Southeastern Empire.

wsb
THE VOICE
OF THE SOUTH

wsb-fv
ON PEACHTREE STREET

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
Represented by Edward Petry & Company, Inc.

ecasting
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How
EDUCATIONAL
By EDWIN H. JAMES
IN EXPLAINING his reasons for
introducing legislation that would
prolong the television freeze, Sen.
William Benton said recently that
educational interests needed the
additional time to figure out how
to use the TV channels the FCC
has proposed to give them. As the
Senator put it: "Educating educators is the toughest educational
all."
of
jobThere
was evidence last week
that the job which the Senator and
other professional advocates of
educational television have undertaken has proved to be every bit
as tough as he said — so tough that
Sen. Benton has enlisted the government-sponsored U.S. National
Commission for UNESCO on his
teaching staff and the Joint Committee on Educational Television
has stooped to methods that are
unscholarly, to say the least, in an
effort to prod educators into taking
an interest in TV.
These developments cannot result in anything but the presentation of a distorted case for educational TV. The pressures being
brought against the FCC do not
come from the nation generally;
with few exceptions they come
from the professional, and in some
cases self - appointed, educator
spokesmen in Washington, D. C.
The Joint Committee on Educational Television, which has headquarters in Washington, has been
spending a $90,000 Ford Foundation grant to awaken educational
institutions to the need for educational TV.
The technique it is using in this
awakening process is illustrated
in a case that came to the attention
of Broadcasting • Telecasting
last week. It involves a midwestern college, one of many
schools that were sent a questionnaire several months ago by JCET
suggesting they take an interest
in educational television.
Cannot Afford TV
In answer to the questionnaire,
the college told the JCET it was
interested in TV but was unable to
define the extent of its interest.
Later the president of the college
received a letter from Seymour
Krieger, counsel for the JCET,
suggesting that the interests of the
college and of educational television generally would be advanced
if the college would advocate the
reservation of a certain VHF channel in its community. The president authorized JCET to make
such a representation to the FCC.
In a telephone conversation with
the president of this college last
week, Broadcasting • Telecasting
was told that the college had no
plans to go into educational telecasting since it had barely enough
funds to support its current operations and no hope of falling heir
Page 58
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to any amount big enough to
underwrite TV.
"I can't see it except for the
very
said. big schools," the president
As to the school's recommendation that the VHF channel be reserved, the president said he authorized its filing with the FCC only
because of the advice of the JCET.
This publication asked the president why he did not think that
the UHF channel earmarked for
education in his community under
the FCC's proposed allocations
would be suitable. He said he was
unaware that such a proposed reservation had been made.
"If there is a UHF educational
channel for this area I don't know
about it," he said.
So far as he knew, none of the
material that the JCET had sent
him had included the information
about the reservation of a UHF
station for education there.
The president added that, after
conferring with operating-broadcasters in his community recently,
he had instructed the JCET to withdraw his college's comment requesting reservation of VHF.
How many other educational institutions have filed comments with

the FCC with so little hope of ever
operating a station and with so
slight an understanding of the facts
cannot be known until the FCC
lifts the freeze and educators are
confronted with the necessity of
applying for the channels they have
requested.
It is to forestall that show-down
that Sen. Benton has been vigorously working in the Congress and,
as it became evident last week, in
other government quarters.
UNESCO Policy
When Sen. Benton was Assistant
Secretary of State, he set up the
U. S. National Commission for
UNESCO, a group of 100 national
figures authorized by Congress to
advise the U. S. State Dept. on
matters relating to UNESCO.
Sen. Benton today is a member
of the executive committee of this
commission which is in the throes
of creating a panel on television
to advise the commission on this
question, in addition to some others:
"To prepare for the consideration of the executive committee a
statement of policy regarding the
national commission's appropriate
role in relation to possibilities of
obtaining private financial support

for experiments with, and proc
tion of, educational television j
grams to be utilized by either ei
mercial or educational facilities
Since Sen. Benton has publ
announced he virtually despair;
elevating the program standa
of commercial broadcasting,
emphasis in the last phrase ab
must
on "educatio
both."be placed
facilities"
rather than commeri
ones if, as must be assumed,
Senator influences whatever pol I
statement is written.
In the resolution authorizing I
formation of the television pai I
the U. S. National Commission
UNESCO pointed out that some
the "serious" problems confro
ing TV were:
0 How many channels sho
be reserved for educational te
vision ?
# How
can any "considerab
number
of educational
TV static
be financed?
Except in size, the U. S. Natioi
Commission on UNESCO, est;
lished at the behest of Sen. Benti
is not unlike the National Citize
Advisory Board for Radio and Te
vision that he has proposed t
(Continued on page 62)
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TESTING

A DEVICE called Simutel— for
"simulated television" — was reported last week . by its developer,
Edward Petry & Co., to be winning acclaim of both agencies and
advertisers as a means of pretesting TV film commercials and
programs.
Spokesmen for the station representative firm said more than
300 national advertisers and
groups of agency executives have
"pre-previewed" films via Simutel
in
the Petry
New York
offices
alone. company's
This represents
an
average of more than six a week
since the equipment was installed
in April 1950. The Petry firm also
has Simutel equipment in its
Chicago office — which has received
"equally extensive usage" — and
has a portable version in its
Detroit quarters.
Using specially built studios, the
Simutel process consists of projecting sound films onto the rear
of a specially designed projection
TV screen, employing a train of
transparent mirrors to produce
the illusion of broadcast TV pictures. Any combination of film,
slides, "Balop," live mike and
music may be projected.
Among the benefits stemming
from Simutel, according to the
Petry company, which originated
and developed it, are these:
"(1) Programs, on film, can be
studied, edited, criticized; (2)
commercials can be tested as they

Petry

'come over the air' — no guess what
will
when it's
late to
make happen
corrections;
(3) too
successful
television techniques — programs
and commercials — can be studied
at leisure, ideas thrashed out and
refined for most effective air performance; (4) most important, an
agency can show its completed
product to the advertiser in its
One ofsetting."
the national advertisers
proper
using Simutel is Elgin National

Device

Wins

Acclaii

Watch Co. The Petry firm quot
Elgin Vice President Andrew
Rowe as saying, in connection wi
Elgin's
method : search for a pre-testii- ii
"We discovered early that direr . .
view
convention
beadedprojection
screen on
or the
other
types
front-projection screens gave
false picture — too much clarit
definition, and illumination to gr
any idea of the final effect on tl i
J u
eyes of actual viewers.
"A preview of the same filn
on the monitor system of a tel
vision station (thrown on a rea 1

station
through
of tl 3'
projection
screen the
in lens
a televisic'
studio television camera ) still df
not give the same effect as whe
the picture had actually gone oi
on the air and been picked up b
a home television receiver.
"The best system found was t
persuade a television station to pi
films on the air during some tiro
when they were running a tes
pattern and not on a regular con
mercial schedule, but this,
course, proved inconvenient, curt
bersome, and extremely difficult.
"All of this lead to our eventu
discovery that Petry's facilitie
settled our problems of pre-testim
Looking over Simutel equipment
Before
any television commercia
are (I to r) : Andrew L. Rowe, vice film is released
by our agency t
president in charge of sales and television stations, we are absol
advertising for Elgin; Gordon
utely sure now that we know wha
Howard, Elgin director of adver- that film is going to look lik
when sent into the homes of Amer
tising, and J. Rolston Fishburn
(kneeling), Petry TV salesman.
ica's television viewers."
Telecasting
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RETAINS

jED-FIST control on football
ists by the National Collegiate
ttic Assn. is as tight as ever,
only slight changes in its originated TV plan announced last
- after high-level talks in Chimaintaining its TV clamp,
A's TV Committee blew cold
i d a program presented by the
f Pennsylvania in the person
i'rancis Murray, director of
tics.
omas J. Hamilton, athletics di\t, TJ. of Pittsburgh, and chairof NCAA's TV committee, pred after the Chicago meeting,
h was held July 6-7, that teleers would know within two
s which games they will see
he fall.
ie controlled program, an'jced by NCAA, is explained in
(general steps:
!) Three blackouts in each TV
|er interspersed through the
oall season. Mr. Hamilton said
ge football games will be availon seven of the 10 Saturdays
l Sept. 22 through Nov. 24.
) Three games telecast in the
svest will be carried to the East
three Eastern games to the
t.
■!) Three games will be telecast
ihe Midwest region and three
be telecast in the East.
I) On one Saturday in the Midseveral Midwest games will
l-TV CUTBACKS
74 Staff Members Released
LLING in its belt a little
iter, KFI-TV Los Angeles, sufng its 15th week of strike by
evision Authority, last week
harged 14 staff members bese of station inactivity. Afed by the move, first major
sonnel cutback since the strike,
e members of most all departits, including traffic, production,
lities.
Employes were given two weeks
ice, effective July 10, during
ch time they had no station
ignments, giving them an optunity to replace jobs,
n the meantime, TVA pickets
1 continue their march at the
tion. TVA West Coast head,
er Prouse has indicated that the
on will await FCC approval of
e of the station to General Tire
Rubber Co. before further talks
strike settlement are attempted,
ansfer decision is expected late
July.
^o meetings have been held been the union and present owner,
lie C. Anthony, for several
eks. The last sessions met a
g on the issue of closed shop
KOADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
ly 2].
Station is now operating 39
urs weekly from an approxitely 70-hour weekly schedule at
eption of strike April 4.
lecasting

TV

CONTROL

be telecast there and several Eastern games will be telecast in the
East.
(5) A total of seven games
available in each TV area selected
by the advertiser.
In modifications, the NCAA plan
now provides for a minimum rights
fee of twice the station time costs
at present rates. Contractual negotiations are to be handled by
the sponsor and the agency with
the individual school rather than
with NCAA. All sports rights receipts will go to the colleges with
NCAA receiving a pro-rated return to cover expenses of its television studies in 1950 and 1951
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 9].
Under the adopted plan, no
member school of NCAA can have
more than two of its games telecast, one home and one out of
town. There is no moratorium,
however, on games which do not
fall within the Sept. 22 and Nov.
24 period. Army vs. Navy is scheduled Dec. 1 and there are numerous
bowl games on New Years Day
which would come under this TV
harvest.
Also exempt from NCAA's controlled program are games which
can be picked up by an adveritser
that are played Friday and Saturday evenings or on Sunday.
All schedules will be negotiated
directly with schools after the TV
committee of NCAA approves, it
was announced.
NCAA, which had proposed a
60-40 division of TV receipts in
favor of the association, now intends to defray expenditures for
TV surveys conducted by the National Opinion Research Center at
the U. of Chicago by levying prorated fees on each participating
school.
Fees Can Be Raised
It was stated further that although the minimum fee for rights
has been prescribed by the association, each school can ask for more
if it so desires.
Mr. Murray presented his plan
and also explained the U. of Pennsylvania's position of continuing to
telecast all its games.
The U. of Penn's program was
said by legal authority not to violate the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
and to be in accordance with the
NCAA constitution. Specifically,
Mr. Murray proposed designation
of two Saturdays, one in October
and one in November, on which all
colleges would blackout football
TV. Additionally, he suggested
another Saturday be set aside in
each of the two months for the
top 30 teams in last season's Associated Press poll — or other teams
if the committee so decides — which
would refrain volunatrily from
telecasting so that other (and
probably smaller) colleges would
have a TV-chance.
Other parts of the U. of Penn's
proposals: On five other Satur-
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days, colleges may or may not telecast depending on their choice;
all colleges required to report to
NCAA TV unit all contracts, records of TV revenue and gate recepits; all members pay a proportionate share of approved expenses of the committee, based on
individual TV revenue.
While the NCAA committee
turned thumbs down on Mr. Murray's suggestions it was noted that

a\

some of the modifications swung
toward the direction he outlined.
The U. of Pennsylvania is the
only school to officially buck the
NCAA TV line and be declared
"not in good standing." Mr. Murray appeared before the group at
his own request.

Renews 'Lone
AMERICAN
BakeriesRanger'
Co., Atlanta,
is renewing The Lone Ranger on
ABC-TV Thursday, 7:30-8 p.m., for
52 weeks, effective Oct. 4. Agency
is Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta.

/ Thousands of TV Kitchens 's
ral Ohio
Your Key To Cent

KITCHEN

FAIR
s
an'
withJe
Jean
Phair

Jean's Kitchen Fair is a perfect setup for
more sales in America's fastest growing TV
market. Under the contagious enthusiasm of
Mrs. Jean Phair, this popular new participation program
is fastand
becoming
a "must see"in
TV show
for more
more homemakers
the big WBNS-TV area.
At home in any kitchen, Jean Phair combines complete menus with kitchen talk close
to the heart of every homemaker. She draws
from a wide and varied background in the
food field— plus extended TV and radio experience, with a "top drawer" record as a
home economist, to demonstrate foods, appliances and other homemakers' items.
For program resume and complete details
phone Blair TV, Inc., or write direct.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10
WBNS-TV
CBS-TV Network • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM • Sales Office: 33 North High Street
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ANNIVERSARY
20TH
NEXT Saturday, July 21, will mark
ment of a more satisfactory system.
the 20th anniversary of the launchIn 1936 CBS set aside $2 million
ing of the first regular schedule of
TV broadcasting in this country by for TV experimentation. In 1937
W2XAB, the CBS experimental
it ordered a high-powered transvideo station in New York.
mitter and in 1938 began installing
Following a gala opening night,
it in New York's Chrysler Tower.
when Mayor James J. Walker of On Oct. 10, 1939, this new transmitter got its first test operation
New York officially inaugurated the
and, on July 1, 1941, date when
city's first regular TV programcommercial TV operation was first
ming, W2XAB stepped up its schedule until by the end of that year it authorized, W2XAB became WCBW
and began a 15-hours-a-week
was offering video programs to
viewers in the New York area on
schedule of programming on Channel 2, its present channel number.
a seven-hours-a-day, seven-days-aMeanwhile, on Aug. 27, 1940, CBS
week basis.
recalled last week, "the first transAnd there were viewers, too, even
mission of the field sequential sysfor the 60-line pictures of those
tem
of
color television — and, as
days. In July 1932, just a year
far as is known, the first color
after the CBS-TV inaugural, estitelevision broadcast in history —
mates put the number of TV homes
was broadcast from the Chrysler
in the New York metropolitan area
at 7,500. But it soon became eviThen came a year of color demonTower."
dent that 60-line pictures would
strations, to industry, newsmen,
never be adequate to support practical TV service and on Feb. 23, and public, before the CBS TV
labs went into government war1933, CBS discontinued its video
service for the duration. Even beprogramming pending the developfore the war's end, in April 1944,
CBS began its campaign to move
TV into the ultra high frequencies
PROGRAM
SUIT
KL AC-TV Seeks New Trial
APPLICATION for new trial in
Bride & Groom suit against those
responsible for KLAC-TV Hollywood Wedding Bells program was
expected to be made late last week
by attorneys representing the defendants — KMTR Radio Corp.,
owners of KLAC-TV; GAM Productions, show producers, and Don
Fedderson, station manager.
The move followed the Los Angeles superior court award of $800,000 judgment to producers of Bride
& Groom two weeks ago, after almost a month-long trial [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 9].
Producers of Bride & Groom,
John Masterson, John Reddy and
John Nelson, had sued for $1 million charging the KLAC-TV program was patterned after their
successful radio show which they
plan to duplicate on television.
In meantime Wedding Bells continue ringing on KLAC-TV, with no
cease and desist orders on immediate agenda from Bride & Groom
producers. Attorneys Harold Fendler and J. G. Moser say that "additional steps" will be taken in this
direction, however, after suit is
settled.
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and into full color for its postwar
development — a cause that the network prosecuted most energetically
right up to March 18, 1947, when
the FCC rejected the CBS petition
for "color now" and sent color experimenters back into the laboratory to improve their product and
processes.
The following year, Oct. 22, 1948,
CBS demonstrated to the FCC its
success in compressing the bandwidth needed to transmit field sequential color from 16 to 6 mc,
same band width as is needed for
black-and-white picture transmission.
'Colorvised' Operation
In May 1949, color TV made its
medical debut when an operation at
the hospital of the U. of Pennsylvania was televised in color — first
such in history — with equipment
constructed by CBS for the pharmaceutical house, Smith, Kline &
French Labs.
That fall— Sept. 26, 1949— the
FCC inaugurated a new series of
hearings on color TV which concluded nine months later, on May
CBS

Asks Suggestions

INVITES
NAACP
On 'Amos V Andy'
CBS last week invited members of the National Assn. for Advancement
of Colored People, including Walter White, secretary of the organization, to make recommendations for social improvement of the Amos 'n'
Andy TV program, Mr. White reported Thursday.
Mr. White said CBS had asked *
We could not conceive of your spon"what changes in the script would
soring a similar distortion of Jewish,
make it more palatable and less
Catholic, Irish or other minorities.
objectionable?" Organization of a No
one of the 15 million American
small representative group to view
Negroes who spend annually today
the , program and present criti- in excess of 12 billion dollars, which
cisms and objections has been
includes Blatz Beer and other Schenundertaken by the NAACP, Mr.
White added.
libel.ley Products, can fail to resent such
His principal objection, he said,
is that "dialect on such programs
as The Goldbergs, or / Remember
Mama, is first generation and on
these programs you do have some
decent characters that present a
lovable picture," while on the
Amos 'n' Andy program, he
claimed, there is not "one admirable character."
Mr. White said the CBS request
followed a wire he sent July 6 to
Blatz Brewing Co. (Schenley Industries) and Lewis Rosenstiel,
president of Schenley Industries in
New York, asking the company to
drop its sponsorship of the program [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 9].
Telegram said :
National Assn. for the Advancement
of Colored People vigorously requests
you withdraw your sponsorship of
television show, Amos 'n' Andy, as a
gross libel on the Negroes and distortion of the truth.
In picturization of Negroes as
amoral, semi-literate, lazy, stupid,
scheming and dishonest, the caricature thus circulated perpetuates and
extends the harmful stereotype which
went out with the oldtime minstrel
show.

Nor can fair minded white citizens
similarly fail to do so by purchasing
products of other manufacturers who
do not gratuitously insult their customers, at least one of whom refused
to sponsor this show.
This request that you transfer your
sponsorship to a TV program which
is not in contradiction with contemporary concepts of racial democracy at
this period of world peril, is made at
unanimous request of delegates to
recent 52d annual convention of
NAACP at Atlanta. Copy of full text
of resolution being mailed to you,
and to Lewis Rosenstiel, president,
Schenley Products. We await your
reply before taking further steps.
CBS Declines Comment
Mr. White said that no reply
nor recognition of the telegram has
yet been received from either Blatz
or Schenley, nor did CBS have
any immediate comment.
Mr. White also said that Pabst
Brewing Co. had rejected sponsorship of the program upon advice of a conservative Negro public relations man who had emphasized the controversial nature of
the program.

26, 1950. On Oct. 11, 195(
Commission adopted the CBS
tern as the standard for con<
cial color telecasting and — fi
ing interludes in the courts r
ing in a Supreme Court rulin
holding the FCC decision — CB
on the first regular comm
colorcast on June 25, 1951.

COLOR

SALES
CBS Names H
DIRECT responsibility for s<;
color television time for CBS
assigned last week to Williai
TV account
Hylan, with
a 1
utive,

appointment
the telev
network's
ant sales as
agercolorinsalech
of
In his new
he will start :
scratch,c u non>
CBS's
rr
Mr. Hylan
color sche
having been sold. The initial <
mercial color program on Jun<
had what was said to be a reco:
setting 16 sponsors, and the
program in the current day
color series also was sponso
but otherwise the color progr
thus far have been sustainers
Mr. Hylan, whose appointn
was announced by CBS-TV S
Manager
David V. Sutton,
been with CBS since 1937. Gi
uating from Yale U. in that y
he was a member of the orig
apprentice group of college gi
uates selected for a six-mo ili
rotating
courseHe inwasvarious
sions
of CBS.
assigneed"
Radio Sales, where he worked u
he joined the Army in July li >
Upon his return from the An uu
in November 1945 he became
sistant to the director of stat
administration, and in 1948
joined CBS-TV sales.
Grae Appointed
CoincidentPresident
with Mr. D.Hylan's
pointment,
H. Cog
of
CBS-Columbia
Inc.,
CBS's
manufacturing
subsidiary (fn
merly Air King Products Ct
announced appointment of Bern£p
Grae as product design manage
in
charge
of all
and '. «
cabinet
design.
Mr. radio
Grae forme;
was with
Motorola, Capeha
Farnsworth, Admiral, and Em
son.
CBS meanwhile showed its col
system to representatives of t
North Atlantic Treaty Organiz
tion countries last Thursday
New York, and announced pla
for special color demonstrations
the annual National Assn.
Music Mfrs. Show in Chicag
Monday through Thursday of th
week. The Chicago showings a
being presented by CBS, CB
Columbia Inc., and Columbia Re
ords Inc.
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Set Makers
IARLES

FIGHT

DuMont

To Sponsor

TV Coverage

'HAT appeared to be broadcast television's first serious challenge
■ let
'atremanufacturers
television's "experimental"
move together
into the fight
field, nine broadmajor
last week banded
to underwrite
TV coverage of the Ezzard Charles-Joe Walcott bout on Wednesday
Mont Television Network acd both radio and TV rights —
figure placed unofficially at
000 — and then sold the radio
s to CBS while signing the
^ifacture group to sponsor the
;overage on the DuMont netis reported that the theatre
p which has been sponsoring
ere TV fightcasts bid from
[ 00 to $70,000 for the Charlesott bout, but obviously were
id.
the $150,000 reportedly paid
adio-TV rights, about $100,000
said to be for TV rights and
[[•00 for radio rights.
Exclusive Rights
,ie rights were acquired from
International Boxing Club,
h has been dealing with the
ffltre group in experiments with
rtre telecasting on an exclubasis, the third and latest of
;h was last Thursday night's
Layne-Rocky Marciano bout.
;,3m S. Gallery, DuMont sales
;tor, who negotiated the con|t with IBC for the Charles.cott heavyweight championfight, said the nine TV manuurers are sponsoring the show
public service,
he sponsoring companies are
;iiral, Crosley, DuMont, GenOVIE

THEATRES

Now at All-Time High
]fE Council of Motion Picture
anizations last week cited the
nber of motion-picture theatres
•he U. S. as refutation of claims
||t television has forced wideead theatre closings,
he number of movie theatres
this country is now at an allie high of 23,120, Executive
l;e President Arthur L. Mayer
ported.
Published reports of television's
act on the film industry," he said,
Ive given an entirely erroneous
; ression. Actually, since 1948, when
vision first became a factor in the
ertainment industry, the number
picture theatres, far from declin, has increased more than 20%."
le said "investigation has shown
it most of the movie houses
ich have been recently reported
' closing were small, marginal
rations and that television was
y one of several factors that
nbined to make them business
■ualties."
Mr. Mayer said U. S. Commerce
pt. figures show the number of
tion-picture theatres has inased 4,026 since 1948, and said
|al seating capacity has gone
•m 12,316,072 to 14,684,150 in
it period.
Iecasting

eral Electric, Motorola, Philco,
RCA, Sylvania and Westinghouse.
The CBS radio account of the
fight will be sponsored by Pabst
Sales Co. (beer).
DuMont telecast will be networked to 40 cities. By comparison
the closed circuit telecasts have
been going into seven cities. The
bout is to be staged in Pittsburgh,
starting at 10 p.m.
DuMont Favors Plan
In reporting plans for coverage
of the match, DuMont saw the TV
manufacturers' group-sponsorship
plan as a move designed to establish a pattern that will assure
home televiewers of continuing to
get coverage of the nation's top
sports events.

DO

MOVIES

for #>V
^

field and in conjunction with its
acquisition of new
Mr. Maloney
TV film properties.
Television Manager Robert H.
Reid said Mr. Maloney, formerly
with KEYL (TV) San Antonio,
KBTV (now WFAA-TV) Dallas,
WGN-TV Chicago and American
Television Inc., Chicago, will work
out of the company's main offices
in New York. In addition to assisting the INS-INP television sales
staff, his assignment includes TV
station relations on all film matters
and assistance in procurement of
new TV film products.

STEWAR

T

AND FIGHTS MIX?
Movie Counsel Warns Against TV Plunge

IN regard to billing telecasts of
prize fights into movie theatres, a
movie counsel last week cautioned
motion picture exhibitors to look
before they leap.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel and chairman of the board of
the Allied States Assn. of Motion
Picture Exhibitors, warned that
boxing telecasts may not be the
bonanza to theatres they now appear to be.
"Only a fool would try to stay
the hand of progress or to argue
against success, but it is sometimes wise to consider the possible
ultimate effects of any innovation— even a seemingly successful
one — before committing oneself to
it," said Mr. Myers.
"The standout crowds at the
theatres showing the Louis-Savold
and Murphy-La Motta fight seem to
have started a stampede towards
large-screen television. Times being what they are," Mr. Myers
added, "that is only natural."
Another source estimated that
theatre television may reach 100,000 seats in the next three months.
Installed projectors are now said
to cover 61,123 seats.
Mr. Myers, whose organization
is a federation of 19 regional and
group associations across the country, foresees several possible impediments to the unlimited growth
of theatre sports telecasting.
"The cost of a television installation is very high; there is a dearth
of first-class fighters; the attitude
of other sports toward theatre television has not crystallized; the
public reaction to having to pay
for programs which were promised
free remains in doubt; the ultimate
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INS-INP EXEC.
Moloney To Aid Expansion
APPOINTMENT of Tom J. Maloney, TV producer-director, as a
business representative and television film specialist was announced
last week by the
INS-INP Television Dept., which
said the move is
part ofsion an
expanin the
TV

effect on regular movie attendance
is not known, and, of course, there
are still the same old uncertainties
as regards systems and channels."
Mr. Myers points out that regular movie goers, after experiences
with the often coarse enthusiasm
of fight fans, might cease to
regard the theatre as a place of
polite entertainment. Cost permitting, Mr. Myers suggests the ■ft
advisability of having an all-fight
program
nights
ture boutonis the
to be
held.when a feaThe exhibitor counsel alluded to
Texas Guinan's greeting, "Hello
Sucker!" and commented: "That is
the salutation which we are
tempted to revive in greeting those
patrons who were induced to invest
in home receiving sets by the
slogan, 'Buy TV and see the fights
Appeal to FCC Seen
It seems reasonable to Mr. Myers
to suppose that "when they (the
home
free.'set" owners) find that all the
good things they were led to believe came with the set can only
be seen at the theatre for a high
admission price, they will squawk
to the FCC.
"Whether that body in its anxiety to build up television will be
deaf to the complaints of mere
citizens and taxpayers — an unorganized and helpless group — retinued. mains to be seen," Mr. Myers con"Nevertheless," he pointed out,
"it is an added element of uncertainty and one that must be
taken into account in deciding to
take the deep plunge into theatre
television."
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Antenna Systems
(Continued from page 54)
fusing element in the development
of television after the lifting of
the freeze.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
asked Michael R. Hanna, general
manager of WHCU-AM-FM Ithaca
and of the Rural Radio Network,
for his views on the question. Mr.
Hanna, it was felt, represented the
kind of broadcaster who would be
most sensitive to the problems imposed by community antenna services since he is not located in a
large market and aspires to have
a TV station when the situation
permits.
Mr. Hanna pointed out that no
matter what allocations plan is
adopted by the FCC, many medium
to small markets will be in line
for TV stations, and prospective
licensees in such places, faced with
a tough economic problem basically because of the size of their
markets, would face an even tougher time if community services were
already feeding big-market TV
shows into their areas.
"For example," Mr. Hanna said,
"such an installation of a community antenna service in 5,000
or 6,000 homes in a small market
at this time would inevitably mean
a rush for the VHF receivers which
are now on the market in abundance. It becomes immediately evident that a UHF allocation subsequently assigned to such a market

Operation

TELEVISION IMPRESSIONS
as low as
64c PER THOOSAND!
Brochures explaining
this unique operation
have been mailed out.
If you haven't received
yours, write or call
your nearest WLW
sales office.
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would present a serious problem
in terms of selling the market on
conversion by which means the
local station may acquire the necessary circulation."
Another "interesting factor," he
said, is "the early and free delivery
of 'outside' coverage for metropolitan stations."
"At first blush the licensee of the
station whose signal is relayed
might well lick his chops. Here
is a plus for the advertisers. Here
is a justifcation for rate increase.
Here is power," he said.
"But let's see what really happens. Two results are quickly evident: First, the small market licensee is faced with serious economic uncertainty. He not only
has the unnatural competition from
the metropolitan market, but since
the national advertiser already has
coverage via the community antenna, the need for added budget is
removed.
Problem Raises Questions
"And what will be the relationship between the licensee and the
operator of the community antenna? Here is a problem for
both the licensee and the Commission. How is the licensee's responsibility from the standpoint of
services in the public interest, convenience and necessity affected?
"Certainly this new synthetic
type of coverage could be presumed
to establish new responsibilities to
the areas which the licensee serves
by virtue of the community antenna. On the other hand, the operator
of such an antenna at this time is
a free enterpriser responsible to
none, either the community or the
Commission, or, as a matter of
fact, to the stations whose signals
he relays.
"We must not sponsor the growth
of a system which will prevent the
establishment of television stations
in smaller mai'kets."
In Mr. Hanna's view the "ideal
time for the nationwide launching
of the community antenna system
would be, from the point of view
of the public interest, after the
grant of licenses across the country
to all who would qualify in the
markets where allocations are posHe admitted, however, that such
sible."wishful thinking and that it
was
would be difficult to hold up the
enterprising businessmen who are
going into the community antenna
business.
Educational Dilemma
(Continued from page 58)
Congress create to give advice
to the FCC on how broadcasting is
serving the public.
Whereas the UNESCO commission has 100 members, his proposed radio-TV board would have
11. Sen. Benton's proposals for
an extension of the freeze and a
creation of the advisory board are
still in committee.

Present, Future Ow/
Score Protests

WSB-TV
SALE
PROTESTS OF WGST Atlanta and E. D. Rivers Jr., licensee of W
Decatur, Ga., to the sale of the Channel 8 facility of WSB-TV At.
were vigorously attacked last week in replies filed with FCC by At;
Newspapers Inc. and Broadcasting Inc., present and prospective o\
respectively, of the Channel 8 TV
Albertson, attorneys for Bi
facility [Broadcasting • Telecasting Inc. and Atlanta N
casting, July 9, June 25].
papers, respectively, contendec
WSB-TV declared the protests
should be dismissed because they protest was an attempt to in
"the old and now rescinded A
are unlawful and "without merit."
rule," which had specified pre
Atlanta Newspapers Inc., a merure for competitive bidding.
ger of the Atlantic Journal (liWith repeal of that rule,
censee of Channel 8 WSB-TV) and
the Atlanta Constitution (permittee
cording to the answer, "there i
of Channel 2 WCON-TV there), law, rule or regulation left w
proposes to switch the WSB-TV call gives any third party the righ
to Channel 2 when construction of oppose or object to the assignr
WCON-TV is completed, selling the or transfer of a radio statioi
cense from one party to anotl
Channel 8 plant to Broadcasting
Repeal of the rule, it was sta
Inc., a new corporation composed
was designed "to get rid and
of leading local citizens [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18]. pense with third parties attemp
to butt in or become interloper;
The WGST protest, filed by Paul
A. Porter, Washington counsel for an application for the Commissi
consent to the assignment or tr;
the U. of Georgia, WGST licensee,
charged Atlanta Newspapers could fer of a station license."
not sell the Channel 8 plant to
'No Law'
Broadcasting Inc. because FCC's
The answer contends the O j
approval of the Journal and Constitution merger a year ago speci- mission "without exception has ]
mitted licensees of two stations
fied one of the two TV authorizathe same city to sell one of tl
tions would have to be surrendered.
and assign the license under wl
WGST charged it had attempted
to purchase WSB-TV earlier but it is operated. There is no 1
rule or regulation which requi
had been refused.
Answering the Rivers protest, or authorizes the Commission
Paul D. P. Spearman and Fred W. force such a licensee to surren
back to the Commission one of
licenses. It has never been requii
and if such a thing is stated, il
RTDG CONTRACTS
surplusage, and is not and sho
not be considered of any le
Signed by DuMont Network
THREAT of a strike of Radio and
In another pleading, answerinj
Television Directors Guild against
the DuMont Television Network
protest by WGST Atlanta, agai;
has disappeared following signing sale of the Channel 8 facility
effect." to Broadcasting Inc., 1
WSB-TV
of contracts bringing to guild members employed at DuMont the same
same attorneys describe as "p
salary and working conditions ef- posterous" this WGST clai
fective at other networks, the guild "Thus, as a result of this appli<
announced last week.
tion, if granted, transfei
A DuMont executive pointed out
(WGST) will be authorized
that the delay in signing had been operate a television station in I
due to still undissipated doubts as lanta and will compete with pe
to whether directors can be union- tioner both for sponsors and au
ized without violating the TaftHartley Act and whether the Wage
The WGST contention that it th
Stabilization Board will allow the
is
"a person aggrieved or whe
called-for wage increases of more
than 10%. Contracts with RTDG,
interests are adversely affected"
he said, have been submitted to described as "ridiculous." Citati
WGST of the Sanders case
the WSB. Since the inception of by
attacked
ence." and another case (Voi
negotiations
the directors'
of Culman), it is added, "literal
union,
he said,with
DuMont
has been
setting aside the wage increases,
emasculates and destroys" t
to be paid to the directors upon
WGST claims as to potential "coi
petition" since such competitii
WSB approval.
would be between an AM and 1
station.
Folsom Presents Awards
The reply attacks the WGS
claim it had offered to purchase tl
"PRESIDENT'S Cup" awards were
WSB-TV facility, contending
presented by RCA President Frank
such offer was made. An effort I
M. Folsom last week to four telediscuss the question of purchase
vision service branches of the RCA
a far cry from an offer to purchas
Service Co. for "extraordinary
it is claimed.
achievement" in maintaining customer satisfaction during a recent
three-month campaign by the company. They were the service
NBC presenting tape recorded serie
branches at Flushing, N. Y.; Toof eight concerts from Hollywco
Bowl,
ledo, Ohio; Omaha, Neb., and EasJuly 21.Sat., 6:30-7:30 p.m., beginnin
ton, Md.
Telecasting
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NOW you can view, preview, switch, fade and
dissolve with studio flexibility in the field. The
new GPL Video Switcher simplifies field operations,
reduces setup and operating time and trouble, and
matches the full resources of the studio for programming variety.
Portable, and entirely self-contained, the GPL
Switcher sets up in seconds and may be used with
your present studio or field equipment. The monitor can view any of 5 camera inputs, plus 2 remotes, and an additional "Transmission" button
switches the master monitor to view the outgoing line. Lucite self-illuminating buttons
light up when depressed. Twin fading levers
afford complete flexibility in fades and dissolves. An "effects" bus permits effects to be
previewed on the master monitor before
switching to the air.
This newest GPL development matches
the other compact elements of the GPL
Image Orthicon Chain, bringing to a
full complement the industry's leading
line in quality and design. Investigate
its advantages for your operation at the
earliest opportunity.
Write, Wire or Phone for Details
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RCA Color
(Continued from page 53)
system was stressed in the company's advertisements in New
Yoik newspapers, telling set-owners in the area that "you can help
test RCA COLOR TELEVISION
. . . now!" Copy of the ads explained that following the original
colorcasts, to be "viewed by members of the press and of the radiotelevision industry on experimental RCA color receivers," RCA at
some later date "plans to place
color sets where the performance
of this modern all-electronic system can be seen by the public."
The ads went on to ask the public to tune in on Channel 4 at 10
a.m. any day last week, Monday
through Friday, and then to report on how the reception of the
color transmissions on their blackand-white sets compared with their
normal monochrome telecast reception. From the first mail Tuesday morning, RCA reported a continuing deluge of mail in response
to this appeal.
NBC also reported a sizable telephone response to the 10 a.m. transmissions, with many viewers commenting on the clarity and contrast of the black-and-white images
received during the color transmission.
The fine quality of the blackand-white reception of the colorcast images also was noted by the
audience of newsmen at the opening colorcast on Monday in RCA's
Exhibition Hall in New York,
where the program was received on
two monochrome sets as well as
thi-ee color receivers. In addition
to the regular demonstration studio program of singers, dancers,
models and love birds, the opening
RCA demonstration color program
also included an outdoor pickup
from the pool at Palisades Amusement Park, across the Hudson
River from Manhattan, where an
RCA mobile color camera caught
Buster Crabbe and an aquatic ballet in a diving and swimming exhibition.
RCA's colors, as received in the

Tuning in the new RCA 21 -inch
color television receiver is an easy
task for Marie Dube, who appeared on the field tests. This receiver has the largest direct-view
color picture produced by RCA.
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initial demonstration, seemed to
tend toward the pastel shades,
pleasing but less vivid and exciting than the hues shown by CBS
in its inaugural of commercial
color on June 25 [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 2]. There
was no fringing in RCA colors,
however, such as could be noticed
in the CBS images when a viewer
turned his head from the picture.
The RCA colors stayed steady even
during a momentary period of
interference during the initial
transmission when the picture was
streaked with static.
Most noticeable advantage of the
RCA method of color transmission
and reproduction over that of CBS
was in the flesh tints. RCA's were
true and lifelike at all times during the test program, while the
faces of the performers before the
CBS color cameras paled and
darkened as they turned toward
and away from the studio lights.
Ironic Satisfaction
RCA engineers must be taking
an ironic satisfaction in the general commendation accorded their
skin tone reproduction by newsmen at the initial demonstration.
Last fall, when the FCC handed
down its long-awaited decision on
color TV, awarding commercial authorization tothe CBS system and
dismissing the applications of RCA
and CTI,
the Commission's
sions included
this comment: conclu"At none of the demonstrations
on the record could RCA consistently produce pictures with adequate color fidelity. The inability
accurately to reproduce skin tones
is a particularly serious handicap.
There appears to be no reasonable
prospect that these difficulties in
the RCA system can be overcome
. . ." [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 4, 1950].
"Reasonable prospect" for correction or not, no one could ask for
better color fidelity or more accurate skin tone reproduction than
was demonstrated in the pictures
of Nanette Fabray, mistress of
ceremonies of the initial RCA experimental color telecast last Monday morning.
That morning, and through the
week at 10-10:15 a.m., the RCA
colorcasts were broadcast by NBC's
experimental transmitter, KE2XJV, atop the Empire State Bldg.,
utilizing Channel 4 which is normally used for the telecasts of
WNBT, NBC's regular TV station
in New York. The same demonstration programs also were repeated at 2:15 p.m. and 4 p.m. each
day by closed circuit, as NBC's
experimental license does not permit the interruption of regularly
scheduled black-and-white telecasts
for the network's color experiments.
In the demonstration hall, the
colorcasts were received on two
RCA sets with 16-inch screens
and one set with a 21-inch screen.
Because the color plate in the receiving tube has to be set back
from the tube face, the images
were somewhat smaller than would

COMMENTS

ON

RCA COLOR
Industry, Public Laud Field Test Res

RCA reports many favorable comments on its color system from the
150 industry officials who viewed
the field tests in New York last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Q. Public
also liked the black-and-white
images they saw on their receivers,
according to the first 7,500 letters
and wires received by RCA. Frank
M. Folsom, RCA president, said
over 5,000 viewers had communicated with RCA within 48 hours
of the Monday tests. Comments
ranged from satisfactory to enthusiastic. Many viewers said the
pictures were clearer and brighter
than normal service. Others commented on the compatibility feature.
Among industry leaders expressing enthusiasm for the RCA system were :
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president,
Allen
"It
was a B.lotDuMont
better Labs
color Inc.:
television
picture than RCA showed us in
Washington last December. The
picture was good enough, in fact,
to start commercial operations imWilliam Balderston, president,
mediately."
Philco Corp. : "We feel that there
has been a marked improvement
in RCA's color TV system. We
were particularly impressed with
the color fidelity and the remote
pickup. The production of the
color picture in black-and-white
was even better than the blackand-white pictures being received
on existing sets."
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president in charge of electronics, General Electric Co.: "It was a most
excellent picture. It was outstanding. Ithought the color was really
beautiful and the black-and-white
was outstanding. All we've got
to do now is to get compatible
standards
adopted."
Jack Binns,
president, Hazeltine
Electronic Corp. "This is a great
step forward. The black-and-white
reproduction on black-and-white
sets is improved because of the
transmission in color. The color
is very good particularly in rapid
motion and there is no color breakup at all. The compatible color
system has got to win for it is
in the public interest."
have been the case with monochrome images received on the
same size tubes. Those on the 16inch tubes were about nine by 12
inches, and on the 21-inch tube
about 12 Vz by 16 V2 inches. The
images on the smaller color receiving tubes were approximately the
same size as the black-and-white
images shown on the two monochrome sets, with 14-inch tubes.
With the RCA system there is
"complete freedom" as to tube size,
Dr. Engstrom explained, with no
limits to the potential size of the
screen. The 16-inch tube color
screen contains 600,000 phosphor
dots, 200,000 for each of the three

R. W. Durst, executive
president,
Inc.: g'
thought it Hallicrafters
was particularly
especially the high fidelity du
rapid movement. Compatihi
however, is the thing that
presses us the most and which
think is particularly desirable
Robert Galvin, vice presid
Motorola Inc. : "I was very pies
with the demonstration. I thou
the color picture was excellent
the black - and - white was f
Colors were true in every respe
W. H. Myers, production m
ager, Crosley Div., Avco IV
Corp.: "The RCA all-electro II
compatible color system has she I
a tremendous improvement o \
the last demonstration in Wa
ington. It is unquestionably
best color show I have ever sc.
We should get it out to the puV
as Dr.
soonT.asT.weGoldsmith,
can."
chief
gineer, Allen B. DuMont La
"RCA has done a wonderful
in getting a color TV camera i:
the
for remoteI was
shots.
It's |
real field
step forward.
impres:

by the brightness, definition a^ ri.t
fidelity of the big 21-inch trico
tube. It shows great promise :

the big picture, direct-view ti'
of R.theJ.future."
Sherwood, vice presidt ine
in charge of sales, Hallierafb
Inc.: "Remote control pickup a
the tremendous action with t
color staying true were remai
able performances. Anybody w
doesn't like compatible color nee
their head examined."
J. H. Carmine, executive vi 1
president,
Philco
"T5jpi
progress made
in theCorp.:
developme
fel
of
compatible,
all-electronic
television in the last yearcot
nothing short of phenomenal. Tl
demonstration by RCA today h
definitely proved that a practic
tricolor tube has been develope
It's a tube that can put this cou
try out in front of the world
television. If we accept anythii
less than this all-electronic ai
compatible system, our count]
would fall behind the world in tl,

development
of television.
no
question that
the systemThere
show 1",
by RCA today is ready for con
mercial operation."
colors, he explained, while the 2;
inch tube has 800,000 dots. Th:
tube is the largest color tube prt
duced by RCA to date, he sai<
adding that color pictures 9 by 1
feet in size have been reproduce
on an experimental model proje(
tion receiver.
Describing the improvement
made in the RCA color system sine
its showing in Washington last De
cember,
Dr. Engstrom
"W
have refined
and put said:
into pilo
plant production our tri-colo
kinescope, details of which weri
turned over to the radio-televisioi
industry three weeks ago. Wi
have improved the circuitry o:
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■
equipment and receivers,
ve have also improved the
ion of our system,
e improvements have showed
;11 in our laboratory tests
ijlso have performed well in
•eliminary operation in New
We propose to proceed with
1 and extensive field tests
se and other improvements."
jing these field tests, Dr.
•om disclosed, color programs
ating in New York will be
d over TV network facilities,
adio relay and coaxial cable.
3 Commission, in its conclu'•on color already cited, had
oned whether
RCA color
lissions could be passed sat'|»rily through the 2.7 mc
el provided by current co;able facilities, this reporter
' Dr. Engstrom specifically
er the RCA images could be
i litted through present cor- ' intercity connections and proadequate pictures at the ret end. The answer was an
lifted affirmative that this
done.
How It's Done
^ color television signals may
?tworked over radio
radio relay
:s and over coaxial cable
s which pass signals up to
tud in just the same way as for
and-white, Dr. Engstrom exr
in ?n black - and - white TV
s are networked over the
w band coaxial cable, 2.7 mc,
ctures at the far end suffer
of detail, he said. Accordwhen the RCA color signals
etworked over this narrow
zoaxial, they are heterodyned
in frequency so that the color
trrier is just below the cutequency of the cable. At the
nd, the signal is multiplied
im jt frequency by the reverse
so that the standard subr frequency is obtained,
i result, Dr. Engstrom said,
it with these color pictures,
' s with black-and-white, there
loss of detail because of the
irrow pass band of the cable,
ver, he added, the signal does
t a picture in true and full
:

the first postwar RCA TV receiver
was priced at $375 when it made
its appearance in 1946, but that
with increased know-how in manufacturing procedures the price had
now been reduced to $139.50 for
the identical model.
The RCA color sets used in the
demonstration employed a total of
54 tubes, compared with 20 to 30
required for a black-and-white TV
receiver. Dr. Engstrom explained
that during the experimental period when the goal is to receive
the best possible images the engineers do not stint themselves.
Usually, he noted, when this goal
has been achieved and the laboratory model put into production, it
is found that a larger safety factor
has been allowed than is necessary.
He predicted that by the time the
RCA color sets are ready for retail
sale they will have fewer tubes
than at present.
In answer to a question, he said
he saw no reason that there should
be any difference in the number of
tubes required for a receiver to
operate under the CBS system than
under the RCA system, provided
the tri-color tube is used in either
set.
Questioned as to CBS statements
concerning that network's inability
to get an RCA tri-color tube, Dr.
Engstrom stated: "CBS has asked
for a three-color tube and it has
been delivered to them."
In answer to a query from
Broadcasting • Telecasting, a
CBS spokesman said Thursday:
"We have the tube and we are
working on it." A delegation of
CBS executives witnessed the Friday morning demonstration on invitation from RCA.

Baseball Crowds
(Continued from page 55)
Phillies in the Quaker City fared
a 15% loss. But they are foundering in the second division after a
1950 season that brought them the
National League pennant. They
telecast games regularly.
Cleveland Indians in the American League are on television as
are the New York Yankees in the
younger league. New York Giants
:ed about the relationship of in the National have full TV coverto the NTSC, Dr. Engstrom
age as do the Chicago Cubs. The
Cincinnati Reds have some TV
jd that the chief goal is a set coverage.
ndards for color TV on which
ndustry can agree, although
All of these teams fared pretty
idual companies may have well in a year of attendance deent methods of achieving the cline.
ally approved results.
In fact the Reds, a National
. Folsom said that no con- team that was in fourth place at
ation had yet been given to All-Star game time, ran up an 18%
ig the RCA color sets. That increase at the box office. The Cubs
ome only when RCA is ready were off some 15% but they were
in seventh place, where
it them into production for hovering
have been visiting the past
al sale he said. He noted that they
two years. In addition, they are
in the city which boasts the reawakened White Sox.
The Cleveland Indians, not the
FILMS
drawing card of old when they
(Including Cartoon*)/;
Available For
were a pennant factor through the
season, slumped 17%; the Yankees
TELEVISION
S«nd
for Catalog ' were about even with last year.
Mr. Jordan concludes:
"Television may make good percasting
• BROADCASTING

CONSERVATION
RCA Supplies Tested Hints
TESTED methods for conserving
critical materials and supplemental
data dealing with alternative parts
and tubes it has developed are being supplied by the RCA Service
Co. to television service organizations within the industry.
The data is contained in a
Handbook on Conservation of Materials now being mailed to these
associations in accordance with the
company's policy of sharing information and developments toward the end of improving standards of TV installation and servicing, according to E. C. Cahill,
president of RCA Service Co.
The 34-page handbook lists a
variety of alternates for any given
subspecifies
operation, stitutions
can be madewhether
directly or
require compensating adjustments,
and gives a performance rating for
each alternate. Use of alternates
assures top quality operation and
complete satisfaction to the customer, Mr. Cahill added.
Color Demonstrations
DEMONSTRATION of its new
"universal transformer" for reception of both color and black-andwhite telecasts is slated by Color
Video Inc. for today (Monday) in
New York. Two showings are
scheduled, one at 10 a.m. for newsmen, and one at 3:30 p.m. for
wholesale distributors. Color Video
President William N. Ivler said
would
complete testing equipment of
the
be available to show details
and
mer
transfor
the
operation of
use of an adapter kit.
Lewis' TV Debut
JOHN L. LEWIS, president of
United Mine Workers, was to appear on television for the first
time yesterday (Sunday), on Meet
the Press, 7:30-8 p.m. on NBC-TV
sponsored by Revere Copper &
Brass.
Renew

Don McNeill
PHILCO CORP., Philadelphia, renews Don McNeill's TV Club alternate Wednesdays, 8-8:30 p.m.
through HutchABC-TV
(CDT)
ins Adv.,on same
city.
formance more necessary, but it
certainly does not prevent the hot
team or outstanding star from
drawing well at the gate.
'Real Answer'
"The real answer, if there ever
is one to this controversy, probably
will be that television is just another competitor for entertainment
time.
"People can be more selective
and they pick the top performers —
whether in sports, movies or TV
shows. With all due respects to
NCAA, banning television is not
the answer. Putting on a good
show is."

IN DIRECT opposition to a current
fad for running and re-running old
movies for TV audiences is WLWT
(TV) klingCincinnati's
plan oforiginal
sprinin new, completely
feature films. Last summer rights
to 68 J. Arthur Rank full length
features were bought by the station,
and last week an exclusive purchase
of 26 films never before seen on
local TV or first-run movie screens
was announced. All the films were
made in the past Inc.,
fiveHollywood.
years' by
TELE-PICTURES
Bed and Board Inc., a California
corporation, has signed veterans
Charles Coburn and Spring Byington for Bed and Board, a half -hour
TV film series. Production costs
are running at $25,000 per picture
and Morris M. Wein, former eastern motion-picture attorney, is the
producer.
Beulah, radio voice and all, will
be on television next spring, according to ROLAND REED TV
Productions, Los Angeles. Procter
& Gamble's Dreft and Oxydol will
sponsor the show, which has been
seen on ABC-TV during the past
season with Ethel Waters in the
title role. Hattie McDaniel, the radio Beulah, is star of the new production, tentatively scheduled for
initial telecasting in April 1952.
Producer will be Tom McKnight,
representing P&G's agency,
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc.
One man, Clete Roberts, is said
to be outproducing the big movie
studios with his daily quarter-hour
film documentary, World Report,
now available from INS-TELENEWS, New York. During the
next year, he will produce 260 of
the daily programs, totalling 65
hours running time, more than a
major Hollywood movie studio puts
out in a year.
Life With Linkletter, a live ABCTV show during the past season,
turns to film next season with
JOHN GUEDEL Productions, Hollywood, producing. Each program
will be shot for 40 minutes and then
cut to half-hour segments for telecasting. Sixteen films, costing $11,000 each, are now planned. The
series starts Aug. 21 and will run
alternately for 44 weeks, Friday
7-7:30 p.m. In order to complete
the season, six of the films will be
repeated. Green Giant Co., Le
Sueur, Minn., will continue sponsoring the show.
FILMS
[INDUSTRIAL
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Pushes to Freeze Lift
(Continued from page 53)
running some 100 pages, reportedly
has been prepared by the Commission and should be ready for distribution atthe July 20 conference.
The city-by-city hearing deals
with Appendices C and D, the former containing the table of specific
channel assignments to each city
in the U. S. and the latter dealing
with "tentative" border allocations
with Mexico arid Canada.
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde recently returned from conferences in Mexico
on the U.S. -Mexican border allocation proposals and some revisions
are understood to have been made.
The Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers met
last Monday at the offices of its
president, George Davis, to discuss
the TV allocation proceeding. It
was decided not to file a formal
support of the NARTB-TV plan at
that time, but it was determined
that should the NARTB-TV plan
be adopted, AFCCE would request
that an initial period of 60 days be
allowed rather than 30 days for the
filing of direct evidence.
The NARTB-TV plan also provides that 30 days be allowed for
the filing of counter-comments and
replies, but AFCCE had nothing to
say on this.
Formal support for the NARTBTV suggestion was filed Thursday
by the Washington law offices of

Personalities

George O. Sutton in behalf of a
number of TV applicants and operating stations. The Sutton petitions, however, suggested that 45
days rather than 30 days be provided for initial filings.
The FCC on Thursday also dismissed as premature a petition by
WKY-TV Oklahoma City which requested that (1) FCC's order to
show cause why it should not be
moved from Channel 4 to Channel
7 be severed from the general
proceeding and (2) a separate formal hearing held thereon. FCC indicated the petition could be re-filed
at a later date without prejudice.
Bell Request
The request for 40 mc in the
UHF band for a broad band common carrier service, initiated by
Bell Telephone Labs., was first considered in 1948 in connection with
allocation of the 450-460 mc band,
now designated for the domestic
public land mobile radio service.
It its April 27, 1949, report in that
case, the Commission recognized
the need for development of the
broad band common carrier plan
and ruled that the merits of such
a plan would be disposed of in the
proceeding on allocation of UHF
television.
The issue of whether to take
470-500 mc away from TV for common carrier use was formalized in
subsequent orders and heard by

. . . Plus!

WVAM features more, better known local personalities
than any other local station.

★

"HI, NEIGHBOR"*
With Bob Walter, "the Hi, Neighbor man." Biggest mail
pull show in the area. (4:30-5:30 PM, Mon. thru Fri.)

★ "INFORMATION UNLIMITED"
Altoona's favorite women's show, featuring
Jeanne Lindaman. (9:15-9:45 AM, Mon. thru Fri.)
★ "RILEY'S ROOSTER REVIEW"*
Altoona's top morning show, with Johnny
Riley. (6:00-8:00 AM, Mon. thru Sat.)
★ "HOEDOWN HIT PARADE"*
With Blair Kelly— a D. J.
show with a new twist.
* Participation spots available
THESE PERSONALITIES GIVE ADVERTISERS
A PLUS AUDIENCE— AND HELP TO MAKE . . .
WVAM

FIRST

WITH

LISTENERS

ALTOONA-PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE
AREA.

WARD1WVAM
JOHNSTOWN

A L T O

Represented by W e e d and Company
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the full Commission in latter 1950.
The Commission's order denying
the common carrier plan, to become
final Aug. 27, pointed out the FCC
was "forced to resolve a conflict
between two socially valuable services for the precious spectrum
space involved. We find that the
needs of each of the two services
are compelling.
"But while we find and conclude
that there is, on the part of the
common carrier mobile service, the
need for further expansion of service beyond that already provided
by our rules and regulations and
by techniques now being employed,"
FCC stated, "we do not conclude
that the only available solution to
the common carrier land mobile
service lies in the utilization of the
frequency band 470-500 mc."
FCC's conclusion pointed out
these alternatives are available to
the common carriers:
(1) Requiring
smaller
separations
tween frequency
assignments
in bethe
bands below 162 mc, i.e., 40 kc. 30 kc,
or even 20 kc frequency separation.
(2) Development and use of more
efficient techniques of operation such
as single side band transmission, multiplex, etc.
(3) Utilization of geographic frequency sharing so as to obtain utilization of frequencies
assignedin tocritical
noncommon
carrier services
population
centersfrequencies
where such
common carrier
are nonnot
required for local use.
"We find and conclude that the
television broadcasting service likewise requires an enlargement of its
existing and exclusive frequency
allocation — certainly to the extent
of the 30 mc of spectrum space
here in issue — to ensure that an
adequate nationwide and competitive system of television broadcasting may be established," FCC
said.
The decision continued:
However, unlike the common carrier
mobile
proper cannot
television
broadcastservice,
service aallocation
be
achieved through the utilization of
spectrum space at some other portion
of the spectrum, or through the emof similar to
techniques
and
alternativesploymentavailable
the common
carrier services.
If the television service is to be expanded to the extent indicated, it must
expand in that portion of the frequency
spectrum immediately adjacent to and
comprising
part for
of the
spectrum use,
already set aside
its exclusive
i.e.,
It is toforthe
theseconclusion
reasons
that 500-890
we aremc.
forced
that the allocation of the frequency
band 470-500 mc should be made to the
television broadcasting service.
Cites Facsimile
FCC's ruling noted that at present 470-475 mc has been allocated
to facsimile broadcasting, but "no
one has objected to the deletion of
facsimile broadcasting from this
band. Further, the Commission believes that if facsimile broadcasting is to be conducted it will be
accomplished on existing broadcast
stations such as the FM broadcast
stations in portions of the spectrum in which those stations are
assigned. Accordingly, the Commission has concluded that facsimile broadcasting, as such, should no
longer be permitted in the 470-475

service and (2) that the fr<
cies allocated to such servi
those proceedings would not
be sufficient to take care o
ultimate requirements of the
ice.
"I am constrained to vie\
proposed
alternatives
sugges':
the majority
as inadequate,
stated.
Contending that the reco I
the present case supports ci*
sions and evidence of need |
cated in the earlier proceed
Comr. Walker continued:
It is my viewandthatnecessity
the publicwou;
int
convenience
better served by the allocation c .
470-500
mc band to the common
casting.
rier
mobile service than to TV rj j
The point of difference betweecj
self and my colleagues, therefore/
to the question of the relative
of the television broadcasting s<
and the common carrier mobile se
I do not believe these needs are
but believe the needs of the cob
carrier service are greater. On
point, it is my feeling that the ma,
are placing undue emphasis upoi
needs of the television service.
I do not believe that it is neces
in order to establish an adequate
tionwide and competitive syster \
television broadcasting, to allocati
470-500 mc portion of the spectru
television broadcasting. For this
son,
I dissent from the decision o
Commission.
Harold

Berman

FUNERAL services for Ha
Berman, 37, television and sj
actor known professionally
Harry Kingston, were held Ju »1RI
from Church of the Recessio
Forest Lawn Memorial Park, G
dale, Calif. Mr. Berman died al
Los Angeles July 4 followinj
heart attack while playing b: mi

ball. Burial was in Forest Lav tJ Si
Campana

Buys

CAMPANA Sales Co., Batavia,
(Italian Balm lotion), is to spon
12:15-12:30 p.m. segment of E
Lyons 50 Club on NBC-TV for
weeks starting Oct. 5. Progr
will be seen Monday through
day, 12-12:30 p.m., commenc ,v
Oct. 1. Campana agency is H.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.

In his dissent, Comr. Walker
mc
band."
argued
that in the earlier proceedings "it became evident that (1)
there was a genuine public demand
and need for [the common carrier]
Telecasting

RESULTS?
THAT'S US
C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
Maritime* Busiest Station
5000 WATTS-NOW!
Interested? Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madiion Ave., New York
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RAY D. SCOFIELD named account executive John E. Pearson Co., N. Y.,
station representative firm. He has been vice president
in charge of sales for Trans-Radio Recoi-dings, Boston,
and before that was1 New England sales manager for
Louis G. Cowan Inc., program production firm.

front off
ice
RMAN

-3■

111! I

fllf

J. OSTBY, station relations director Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, appointed vice president in charge
of station relations. Mr. Ostby joined Don Lee organization in Sept. 1949, as sales service manager. Mr.
Ostby was instrumental in setting up its cooperative
program structure as well as coordinating all network
program sales. Prior to Don Lee, he was assistant to
ABC Western Division vice president for three years.
Before going to Hollywood in 1946, Mr. Ostby was
with ABC New York station relations department for
four years.

TED LAZARUS, advertising manager Eagle Lion Classics, N. Y., appointed advertising and sales promotion manager, WMGM New York, succeeding HERMAN
;EN recently resigned.
Ostby

I ft H. MAYBERRY, manager KUNO Corpus Christi, Texas, aped general manager KUNO and KWTN Crystal City, Texas. BEN
TKMON Jr. appointed station manager KUNO. He was with KEYS
both Corpus Christi.
ilea ■:£WBU,
i
; iEME ZIMMER, former general manager WXGI Richmond [Broaden G • Telecasting, July 9], appointed general manWCAV Norfolk, succeeding H. A. SEVILLE.
iRT S. SINNETT,
, Mass., appointed
eding THOMAS H.
all time to national

commercial manager WARE
to sales staff WEEI Boston,
CALHOUN, who will devote
accounts.

ARD ECKER appointed to sales staff WKRC-FM
nnati.
REPRESENTATIVES Inc., N. Y., opens new ofMr. Zimmer
■ 4n Los Angeles in Equitable Building at Holly■~ Blvd. and Vine St. Telephone: Granite 1480.
tli £BY MYERS, commercial manager KDB San Diego, to KFMB that
in same capacity.
ID E. BIGLEY, general manager WALD
re plans not announced.
McKIBBEN,
;d Forces.

co-manager WACB

JOHN L. SINCLAIR Jr., account executive WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., appointed sales manager.
C. S. WILLIS, president Southern Virginia Broadcasting Corp. (WSVS-AM-FM) Crewe, Va., re-elected
president of corporation. Other officers elected are:
J. P. QUISENBERRY, elected first-vice president; C.
E. WILSON, second-vice president and secretary, and
M. SCHAUBACH, re-elected treasurer.

Mr. Scofield

B. M. PRENDERGAST, advertising staff St. Louis Star-Times, to sales
department KXOK-FM St. Louis.
FRANK MAGEE, recent graduate Yale U., to sales staff of Donald
Cooke Inc., N. Y.
BERNARD MUSNIK, eastern sales manager Crosley Broadcasting AM
and TV stations, flew to Paris Thursday for vacation in his native city,
returning to New York about Aug. 1.
ftetl&nali • • •
WILLIAM L. KLEIN, founder and president of United Broadcasting Co.
(WOP A Oak Park, 111.), received honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree
from Boguslawsky College of Music, Chicago, "for his many years of
faithful interest and service in the young artists of the country and for
his promulgation of the fine arts and cultures" . . . ROBERT A. KLEIN,
manager WDAS Philadelphia, inducted as member of City Business
Club of Philadelphia . . . HARRY MAIZLISH, president and general
manager KFWB Hollywood, appointed member of executive committee of National Conference of Christians and Jews . . . LAWRENCE
McDOWELL, commercial manager KFOX Long Beach, awarded National Engine Manufacturers cup for winning annual Long Beach Yacht
Club San Diego-Long Beach race for third successive year. His boat
is Vera Lee 11.
SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S Pi(Mt£e/l RADIO STATION

Walterboro, S. C, resigns,

Kittanning, Pa., inducted in

ART WEISSMAN, space sales department International Confecr, to sales department WOR New York as assistant to WILLIAM
WFORD, sales manager.
IN DANTA, news editor KLX Oakland, to KYA San Francisco as
'mt executive.
PRINCE RETIRES
Leaves GE After 32 Years
RETIREMENT of David C.
WDRC
Prince, a vice president of General Electric Co. and veteran of
ARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
the firm for 32 years, has been anW D RC-FM
nounced by Ralph J. Cordiner, GE
president. Mr. Prince plans to enter the consulting engineering field,
with headquarters in Schenectady.
A former head of the company's
General Engineering and Consulting Labs, Mr. Prince has been
responsible for various developments in electrical engineering and
holds nearly 100 U. S. patents. In
1940 he was recipient of the
Modern Pioneer Award for outstaring contributions to engineering science. Mr. Prince was named
to head the engineering and consulting lab in 1945 and early this
year was appointed to the president's staff at GE.
DADC ASTING
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*C. E. HOOPER, Inc.
Get the entire story from FREE & PETERS
CBS ■ 5000 WATTS • 960 KC
_
Owned and Operated by the
TIMES WORLD CORPORA TION
ROANOKE,
VA. ftf
WDBJ
fREE 3. PETERS. INC.. National Representatives <^VV)'
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TABLE III
Jan. -May
TIME-MaySALES BY PRODUCT
GROUPS FOR MAY AND FIRST QUARTER 1950 AND 1951
Jan.
Jon. -May
Jor
Product Class May 1951
1950
Product Class
May 1951 1951
1951
May 1950
May 1950
207,790
Insurance
31,360
Apparel, Footwear &
A«es.
$226,695 $1,199,046
$89,943 $298,613 Jewelry, Optical Goods
Automotive, Automotive
& Cameras
216,659
996,206 23,875
Office Equip., Stationery
Supplies & Equip. .. 736,853 4,076,380
387,901 1,729,455
129,090
584,786
Beer, Wine & Liquor.. 404,984 1,898,281
& Writing Supplies. . 53,040
110,787
Building Materials, Equip.
Publishing & Media . . 72,225
299,533
26,467 ll
& Fixtures
7,690
Radios, TV Sets, PhonoConfectionery
& Soft
345,208
142,117
Musical Instru- 378,130 2,165,842 297,980 1,11
Drinks
220,931 1,082,390
mentgraphs,
s & Acces
Consumer Services ...
55,500 287,600
17,580
Retail & Mail Order... 145,875
835,705
76,815
24,660
Drugs & Remedies ....
158,325 686,890
97,470
Smoking Materials ... 1,369,139 6,119.084 546,457 2,01
Food & Food Products . 2,255,782 9,912,796 406,514 1,512,967
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Gasoline, Lubricants &
Polishes
1,031,900 3,545,401 56,395 !<
476,240
Other Fuels
258,557 1,081,902
Toiletries & Toilet
135,565
Horticulture
620
Goods
1,112,768
4,853,575 233,731 91
Household Equip. &
1,140 Miscellaneous
95,464
196,973
764,743
602,792 14,196 ;
Supplies
555,847 2,967,559
751,756 TOTAL
Household Furnishings.
330,585 1,653,264
197,004
Industrial Materials .. 300,525 1,467,250
$10,011,144 $46,076,066 $2,959,299 $11,1!
9,698
9,698
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau.
* 1950 figures cover ABC, CBS and NBC TV networks but not DuMont; 1951 figures cover all four networks.
GROSS TV NETWORK

Back

in

the

Saddle

Time

Yes, the "Bellowing Bowtegged
Boy/' Biff Collie, comes back to
K-NUZ July 1st. Biff, one of
K-NUZ's top stars, returns with
"Collie's Corral," 11:00 AM to
1:00 PM daily, and "Houston
Hoedown," 7:00 to 10:00 PM
nightly.
Step up your sales with a proven
air salesman who has made
record-breaking sales and Hooper
Jiistory on K-NUZ— Biff Collie!
For information call
FORJOf
National Representative
or DAVE MORRIS
General Manager
at KEystone 2581

Sales Up

(Continued from page 55)
class, shows only five changes in
the 22 categories from April. Pabst
Brewing Corp. replaced AnheuserBusch as the leading Beer account;
Westinghouse Electric took first
place from General Electric in the
Household Equipment class;
Jacques Kreisler became top Jewelry advertiser on the TV networks
in place of Speidel Corp.; Eversharp took the office equipment
leadership from Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co. There was an absence of Building Materials advertising from the video networks
in May, this group being represented by Kenwill Corp. the previous month.
Top Last Year
Table III, comparing total gross
TV network time sales made to each
class of product for May and January-May 1951 with May and January-May 1950, shows this year's
billings far ahead of last year's.
Again it should be noted that the
1951 figures cover four TV networks, the 1950 figures only three.
Compared to April, use of TV
network time in May increased for
Beer, Food, Gasoline, Industrial
Materials, Insurance, Office Equipment, Retail, Smoking Materials,
Soaps & Cleansers, and Toiletries;
decreased for Apparel, Automotive,
Building Materials, Candy & Soft
Drinks, Consumer Services, Drugs,
Household Equipment, Household
Furnishings, Jewelry, Publishing,
Radio & Video sets, Miscellaneous.
Kenneth W. MacMullen
KENNETH W. MacMULLEN, 59,
former news editor of WTAG
Worcester, Mass., died July 6. An
illness had forced his retirement
some 18 months ago from newspaper work, where he had been on
the copy desk of The Worcester
Gazette (WTAG-AM-FM) . A son,
Dexter R. MacMullen is news
editor at WEAN Providence, R. I.
Mr. MacMullen was on the copy
desk at the Providence News and
assistant managing editor of The
News Tribune in Providence. Surviving are his widow, mother, and
three sons.
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ABC AD DRIVE
Budgets $35,000 for N. Y.
A SUSTAINED advertising campaign calculated to convince advertisers and public that "America
Is Sold on ABC" was initiated by
the network last week.
Mitchell De Groot, ABC advertising director, said advertisements
in three New York newspapers —
Times, Herald-Tribune, and Wall
Street Journal — are scheduled at a
frequency of at least three insertions a week until September, and
that the campaign then will be
extended into leading trade publications.
The drive is in addition to ABC's
regular advertising program, which
will be increased substantially in
anticipation of the fall radio and
TV season, Mr. De Groot reported.
He said ABC already outspends
any other network in radio and TV
program promotion in national
magazines and major market
newspapers.
The special New York campaign,
budgeted at $35,000, is aimed at
top-level management. Aside from
the full-page kickoff last Tuesday,
13 advertisements are being prepared. Each points up a specific
ABC strong point — ownership of
five television stations, extent of
radio coverage, number of advertisers which have been on ABC for
long periods, TV production facil-

ABC's "Pyra
Plan" ities,
offlexibility
radioof sponsorship,
Six of the 13 advertisements
boost ABC radio; six ABC
and one will be devoted to bot I
The also
"America
Sold on inA'.1>- \
theme
will beIsfeatured
advertising
of for
ABC's
ownedpro
tions, and kits
similar
tion by other affiliates are in ]
paration. The network also is jk:
the "America Is Sold" identi
tion on station breaks in both n,
and television.
Mr. De Groot said ABC additi
ally plans to increase the freque ■
of its regular program promot
"strip" ads on the radio-TV pa M
of New York papers, and will st tors
similar ads wherever possible
newspapers in markets where A
owns stations. ABC Agency
BBDO New York.
BBC CHARTER
Renewed for 15 Yei
BRITANNIA will rule the
waves of the British Broadcast)
Corp. for at least another 15 yea
it was decided last week.
The government announced
would retain control of the BI
described as the largest and nn
far-reaching radio monopoly in 1
world. Advertising is barred, a
listeners
will continue
to bea tax1
for
the privilege
of owning
rat !
set and listening to broadcasts. r

Af as/re f/$

300

FM
AM

Million

DOLLARS
WORTH
covered with
ONE STATION

LEBANON,
PA. .B
1000 R
WATTS . 1270 KC
WL
The STAR MARKET of Central Pennsylvania
JULIAN F. SKINNELL — Operations Mgr. I
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
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X discussion pointing up "175 Years of Freedom" was led by Comator Robert Trout (r) in a special July 4 simulcast from the studios of
R-TV Norfolk, Va. The special Independence Day program, which was
cast by WTAR and WLOW Portsmouth, Va., was patterned after Mr.
's Who Said That?, NBC series, and featured newspaper and military
tentatives. L to r: Col. Thomas J. Weed, U. S. Army, commanding ofNorfolk Sub-Port of Embarkation; Robert L. Stern, director. Social
es Dept., Norfolk Div., College of William and Mary; Vice Adm. Felix
'.imp, U. S. Navy, acting commander-in-chief, Atlantic and U. S. Atlantic
in K A. T. Dill Jr., associate editor, and Joseph A. Leslie Jr., editor, NorLedger-Dispatch, and Mr Trout. The program also was recorded for
xast over WGH Newport News, Va. Mr. Trout visited Virginia, the
"Cradle of Liberty," to stage the special event.
munity activities or problems. TV
candidates are to send a general
description of the station's news
activities, including personnel
strength and news schedule, and
similar reports on coverage of
major news events and community
activities. Presentations must fall
within the period Sept. 1, 1950, to
Sept. 1, 1951.

RND AWARDS
Mosse Heads Committee
CHATFIELD, WMAZ Macon,
has announced the appointof Baskett Mosse, North3
ern U., as chairman of the
rv National
Assn. of Radio News
ctors awards committee comion, details of which were reed last week. NARND will
d plaques to one AM and one
tation and certificates of honle mention to three stations
in the AM and television
2-ories.
'adline of Sept. 22 was set
entries, to be mailed to Mr.
=e at Northwestern U.'s Medill
ol of Journalism. The judges
15j
weigh individual "meritorious"
rams against the background
general excellence," taking into
unt facilities and news staff
of stations. NARND awards
7?1 5 won last year by WOW Omand WHAS-TV Louisville and in
by WHAS
and WFIL-TV
adelphia.
the radio classification, candis should submit a report on
Hal coverage of one or more
for news events and one on com-

a radio
A

program

merchandising

AAAA Issues Roster
AMERICAN Assn. of Advertising
Agencies has issued its 1951 "Roster and Organization," compiled as
of May 30. It lists 254 member
agencies, with 453 cities and 24
foreign countries. Also contained
are names of 428 persons from
member agencies serving on the association's committees and related
bodies. Roster includes "AAAA
Standards of Practice for Advertising Agencies" with changes
made to "more clearly correspond
to present judicial thinking."
AVCO MFG. Corp. has completed arrangements with two insurance companies for additional long-term loans
amounting to $10 million to be used
in present and anticipated defense
production.

service

CRANE

and
HELEN JOYCE
(see inside front cover)

jpar

Channel Home
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HARRY HERMANN
Famed Sportscaster Dies
HARRY EDWIN HEILMANN,
56, four-time American League batting champion and one of the most
popular sportscasters in the Great
Lakes area, died last Monday as
many of his old team mates gathered in Detroit for the Ail-Star
Game. Cause of death was listed
at Detroit's Henry Ford Hospital
as cancer of the lungs.
After ending his Detroit Tiger
playing career in 1929, Mr. Heilmann entered the radio field in
1933 and built a large following
with his broadcasts of Tiger games.
He had broadcast Tiger games
since that time and was taken ill
last March at the Tiger training
camp in Lakeland, Fla. A native
of San Francisco, he leaves his
widow, Mae; a daughter, Mary
Ellen, and a son, Harry Heilmann
Jr.

and

featuring

MARTHA

IRE FALL MEET
Scheduled for Oct. 29-31
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers'
1951 radio fall meeting will be held
Oct. 29-31 at King Edward Hotel
in Toronto, Meeting Chairman Virgil M. Graham, director of technical relations of Sylvania Electric
Products, announced last week.
Tentative program includes an
address by IRE President Ivan S.
Coggeshall at a general session
the morning of Oct. 29, followed
by an afternoon meeting on reliability of tubes and circuits, sponsored by the IRE Professional
Group on Quality Control. D. B.
Smith, vice chairman of the National Television System Committee, will be in charge of a symposium on color TV at the Oct. 30
morning session. Presentation of
plaque awards for individual contributions to the radio-electronic
industry is slated at the dinner on
Oct. 30.
The morning session on Oct. 31
will be sponsored by the IRE Professional Group on Audio, while
the afternoon session will be devoted to television.
Mr. Graham said there will be
no advance registration for the
meeting and advised prospective
participants
tions early. to make hotel reserva-

CHICAGO

7

of the National Bam Dance]
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Fanny Brice Will
WILL of the late Fanny Brice,
star of NBC Baby Snooks Show,
has been filed in Los Angeles
Superior Court for probate. It left
most of her estimated $2 million
estate to two children, Mrs. Fran
cis Stark and William Brice. Bulk
of the estate was ordered placed
in trust and disbursed to her son
and daughter over a 20-year pe
riod. Miss Brice died May 29 after
being stricken by a cerebral hemorrhage five days before [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4]

If it's ears you're missin'
The kind that'll listen

When you say your product is good;
Make sure you get on

The station folks bet on
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOODI
mm

Want Katz
factsforon the
WOOD's
Call
dope. scope?
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
Gives
you best local
programming
and promotion
Is Greater Grand Rapids' only 5000 watt
station
For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids ...

>
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS •• NBC AFFILIATE
Also WFDF— Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evansville,
Ind. WFBM — Indianapolis, Ind.
National
Representatives
Katz V
Agency,
4887
Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
2
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FRANK GONZALES, production and
traffic departments Morris-Timbes
Adv. Inc., Mobile,
Ala., appointed
promotion m a n ager
ville. WLAC NashJOHN W. JONES,
music and promotion manager
WHOP Hopkinsv i 1 1 e, Ky., appointed program
director, succeeding CHARLES
Mr. Gonzales
STRATTON, now
manager WRAG Aliceville, Ala.
BOB JONES appointed to announcing
staff WKRC-TV Cincinnati. He was
station manager and program director WJEL Springfield.
JAMES McKINNEY, program director
WKDA Nashville, Tenn., appointed
director of programs and public relations WSIX Nashville.
JOHN WILLIAM QUINN, morning
man WTYC Rock Hill, S. C, appointed
production manager WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C.
MADONNA TODD, continuity editor
KCBS San Francisco, resigns. She
is replaced by MILLICENT BENIOFF,
program department.
MARILOU MILLER, sales department,
KCBS San Francisco, transfers to promotion department. She succeeds
MARY MANN, now with Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, S. F.
JEROME WALTER, PAX Productions,
to announcing staff KCBS San Francisco.
STAN ORLIN, graduate Columbia Institute, Phila., appointed to announcing staff WWBZ Vineland, N. J.
ERNIE PAYTON,
graduate, to an-

air-casters

nouncing staff WCAM Camden, as
disc jockey on Pay ton's Platter Parade.
DICK GRAHAM, announcing staff
WWBZ Vineland, to WMID Atlantic
City.
JOSEPH BUSH and BOB EDGRON
appointed to announcing staff WIP
Philadelphia, as summer replacements. Mr. Bush was with WTIC
Hartford, and Mr. Edgron was with
WSNJ Bridgeton, N. J.
WARREN HEWITT, KHMO Hannibal, Mo., named staff announcer and
sportscaster KIRX Kirksville, Mo.
ED DEMBINSKI, recent graduate
Duquesne U., Pittsburgh, appointed
to announcing staff WSTV Steubenville, Ohio.
ED KANE, WPEP Taunton. Mass.,
working as summer replacement announcer at WEEI Boston, handling
daytime schedule. JOHN DOUGLAS,
WJDA Quincy, takes over nighttime
schedule as summer replacement.
JAMES STANLEY working as summer
replacement announcer at WDRC
Hartford.
TOM PARRISH, WXGI Richmond, to
announcing staff WCAV Norfolk.
JOYCE URBAN, music librarian
WNJR Newark, resigns to assist her
husband in construction business.

speaking
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OF THE
LISTENERS
TIME
The station most people listen to most in the Altoona Metropolitan Area
The prestige and good will built by 26 years
of fine programming and public service
makes WFBG your best buy in the Altoona
Metropolitan Market.
Ask H-R Representatives
Conlan, Altoona Met. Area, Jan.
t Altoona Met. Area Pop. U. S.
Census 1950. (115,000 est.)
1951. (All stations participating)
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BOB HICKS, announcer KLRA Little
Rock, Ark., appointed director of
merchandising in
station's promotion
department. He has
been with KANS
Wichita.
JACK BENNY
named campaign
chairman for 1952
Radio- Televisionand AdMr. Hicks Recording
vertising Charities
drive, starting in
Los Angeles Sept. 15.
JOHN O'REILLY, announcer WOR
New York, father of boy, Robert Laux,
born York.
June 30 in Doctor's Hospital,
New
BLAKE RITTER, announcer WOR
New York, father of boy, Martin
Harris, born
Hospital,
NewJune
York.20 in St. Vincent's
DONALD O'CONNOR, TV and motion
picture actor, signed by NBC-TV to
an exclusive contract for the 1951-52
season. He will be featured on NBCTV's Colgate Comedy Hour, Sundays,
8-9 p.m., and on other programs.
HELEN FAITH KEANE, fashion
counsellor featured on For Your Information DuMont TV Network, signed
to three-year contract. Miss Keane's
program televised from 12:15-12:30
p.m., Mon.-Fri.,
provides "problem
clinic"
for housewives.
PACE WOODS, publicity staff ABC
Hollywood, named to newly created
post of director of audience promotion, under JOHN HANSEN, director
ABC promotion, Hollywood. EDWARD V. VELARDE, newspaperman,
replaces Mr. Woods, assigned to cover
daytime television.
WALT DeSILVA, announcer KXRX
San Jose, and ED DEIDEN, announcer
KSPA Santa Paula, to KVEN Ventura,
Calif., in similar capacities.
DALE SHEETS, chief of guest relations KTTV (TV) Hollywood, and
his wife, ANITA GORDON, singer,
29.
are parents of girl, Linda, born June
DAN RUSSELL, producer and public
service representative KPWB Hollywood, appointed broadcast liaison
with National Council of Christians
and Jews by Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. He works with
DAVID FENWICK, account executive
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton
& Smith, volunteer public relations
advisor for organization.
MARSHA WILLIS, actress, starts
Marsha At The Del Mar interview
program five times weekly on KFVD
Los Angeles.
JACK WHEELER starts Club 11 disc
jockey television program five times
weekly on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Dr. RUFUS B. VON KLEINSMID,
chancellor U. of Southern Calif., L. A.,
is new moderator of KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles Teleforum.
LARUE KUBANT, control operator
WMCK McKeesport, Pa., and Tony
Ponte, plan to be married in Sept.
JIM KEY, staff announcer KLRA Litliam.tle Rock, father of boy, Thomas Wil-

BILL LEWIS, announcer ]
Phoenix, father of boy, Charles A
SALLY PRATT, dirctor of Peppery
stick Parade on WTAG Worce
Mass., has enrolled in Women's
Force Officers' Candidate School, I
land Airforce Base, San Antonio.
ALICE JOHNS to accounting dej
ment WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
BEN HUNTER, announcer KFI
Angeles, starts 45 minutes we
For Men Only on KFI.
BARRETT PIERCE, disc jo.
KWBU Corpus Christi, Texas, fa
of boy, Kirk.
A/eur£ • • •
LEW CLAYTON, sportscaster
Wheeling, WWV
elected
of West presi<
Virg
Sportscasters A
for
was 1951
named- 52.at

Mr. Clayton

meeting S held'
White
u 1p h
Springs, W. Va
LEY appointed
sociate
CLYDE farm
E. KEA'se
ice director WR
Worthington, 01

LEE ALLEN appointed to sports si
KYW Philadelphia. He was public
director for Cincinnati Reds baset
team.
DON O'BRIEN, secretary of West(
Baseball League, to WDGY Minne;
olis, as sports director. He was spo
editor KIOA Des Moines, and WN;
Yankton.

ni

CLIFF ENGLE, KNBC San Francis
to KFRC San Francisco, as nev
caster.
ELMER DAVIS, veteran ABC eo mentator, to air his Friday ne
analysis (7:15-7:30 p.m.) from A
lantic Pact countries in Europe du.
ing August. Substituting for IV.
Davis Mondays through Thursdays
his regularly
week
programscheduled
will be five-times-1
MARQU
CHILDS,
QUINCY
HOWE
and a1
other newsman, to be announced.
DICK SCHNEIDER, news edit?!™
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., and Lois MaPir
guerite Elliott, married June 30.
JOHN BRUBAKER, news editc;
WCCC Hartford, father of girl, Ga]
Sharon.
REX GOAD, head of Washingto j
office, Transradio Press, to news sta;,
WRC Washington.
FRANKIE ALBERT, quarterback anil
field coach of San Francisco 49er
foottball team, starts weekly 15 min !
ute television sports program or\
KRON-TV San Francisco.
NEENIE CAMPBELL, sportscasteil
WMCK McKeesport, Pa., appointecu
deputy boxing commissioner for Penn |
sylvania.
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Public Service Radio Corp.
Seeks FCC Review

BAL CASE
LIC SERVICE Radio Corp., unsuccessful bidder for the facilities of
.L Baltimore and headed by Columnists Drew Pearson and Robert
len, last week petitioned FCC to rehear and amend its ruling which
ted a license renewal to WBAL [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
*
25].
WBAL's staff or ownership to conblic Service charged FCC's
ion is "unjust and unwartinue its present "improved" programming. Improvement in
;d, and therefore unlawful,"
1 on past Commission policy WBAL's programming was brought
Jaw.
about by the "duress of the hearits decision, the Commission
ing," the petition charged.
irity concluded that although
"Accordingly," the petition said,
"the Commission must find that it
iL's programming had been
has available a reliable commitalanced," the condition had
ment from Public Service that this
rectified and it therefore precompany will offer an outstanding
■d to continue "the established
excellent service now furnished
program service, while it has no
A'BAL . . . when compared to commitment whatsoever from
Hearst Radio. For this reason
isks attendant on the execualone the application of Public
of the proposed programming
ublic Service Radio Corp., ex- Service should be granted in this
nt though the proposal may
proceeding, the Commission having
found Public Service to be legally,
technically and financially qualified
i this point, Public Service's
ion charged: "The majority is to construct and operate a broadad naive if it concludes that a
cast station."
-med sinner on parole is more
Public Service's petition charged
3 entrusted with the public in- the record shows that Harold
st than one who has never
Burke, WBAL manager, testified
he would have to consult Hearst
fd." Paul A. Walker, Rosel H. officials before making a commit•mrs.
ment on programming proposals,
e and George E. Sterling cornwhile Hearst officials testified they
el the majority voting to renew
A.L's license for Class I-B operi on 1090 kc with 50 kw, direcLIBRARY MEET
al night, while Chairman
Lunt Criticizes Radio-TV
ne Coy and E. M. Webster
nted, preferring to grant the RADIO AND TV "are substitutes
station bid of Public Service
for the lazy mind," in the opinion of
VBAL's channel,
Storer B. Lunt, president of W. W.
Norton & Co. Inc., publisher, who
ne of the Commission's original
spoke at the 75th anniversary conle Book" cases, WBAL's license
ference of the American Library
wal application was set for
ing in February 1946 and later
Assn. in Chicago's Stevens Hotel
year consolidated with the July 8.
petitive bid of Public Service.
"There is no time for reflection.
AL has operated under temOne cannot stop to think. One caniry authority since that time,
not re-read and ponder a paraublic Service attacked the Comgraph. One grows to take it as it
comes. In large part, it is splitmon's decision for comparing
second entertainment, addressed,
"hired help" of WBAL with
primarily, to the trigger-happy
'principals" of Public Service,
ending the record shows no
mind." Television, Mr. Lunt asserted, will never replace books,
d "commitment" from either
"the silent and imperishable
springs of the eternal truths." The
typewriter, he said, "is mightier
than the television set."
Charging radio and television
are mistakenly described as instruments of communication, the
speaker
said
television,
the "latest
American toy,
will outlive
its
novelty and assume its place among
the other gadgets in the American
household." Television, however,
is a "stimulant" to reading, said
the association president, Clarence R. Graham. "It has been
proved time and time again that
any means of communication stimulates inquiry and study. The book
is always the final resort of people
who are interested in any subject."
More than 5,000 librarians in the
U. S. attended the seven-day conference, which planned a year-long
program to encourage public disWEVD
cussion of the conference theme,
117-119 W. 46 St
"The
Heritage
of the U.S.A. in
9. Ml. Director M.T.I 9
Times of Crisis."
OADCASTING
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left such decisions up to Mr. Burke.
"The Commission is thus placed
by this testimony on a 'legal merrygo-round'," the petition argued.
In addition to the programming
issue, Public Service charged FCC
failed to properly compare the factors of ownership and management
integration, local ownership, diversification of control of media of
mass communication and other
conditions which should make Public Service the preferred applicant.
RANDALL SCHOOL
Plans Radio-TV Expansion
PLANS for expansion of the
Randall School in Hartford, including enlarging the radio-TV department, have been announced
along with a change in name and
the incorporation of the school as
a non-profit institution devoted to
creative work in the contemporary
arts. The school will be known as
The School for Creative Work Inc.
Address is 174 Ann St., Hartford.
Among those listed on the
school's advisory board are C.
Glover DeLaney, general manager,
WTHT Hartford; Walter B.
Haase, station manager, WDRC
Hartford, and Edward Stasheff,
director of radio and television,
New York City Board of Education. Immediate expansion plans
call for a further development of
the radio-television department to
embrace a TV workshop and research unit, for video films and
programs.

Cost

'Voluntary Fee'
A NEGOTIABLE demonstration of appreciation was
received last week by Rural
Radio Network from a Canadian listener.
J. E. Smyth, of Kingston,
Ont., sent a S3 money order
to WHCU-FM Ithaca, key
station of the network, and
with it a note:
"I enclose $3 which in U.
S. money is about what I pay
for my radio license here. As
I divide what listening time
I have about equally between
the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. and RRN (and practically nothing else), I
thought I would send this
along for whatever encouragement it may offer and as
a token of appreciation for
your service."
Buys Ball Club
JACK COOKE, owner of CKEY
Toronto, has bought controlling interest in the Toronto Maple Leafs
baseball club, not only as another
business enterprise, but also to assure that CKEY-TV, when and if
it is licensed, will have baseball
games for TV viewers. As part of
Mr. Cooke's training schedule for
his staff, CKEY television cameras
will be trained on all home games
for closed circuit telecasting.

per

Listener

.

The cost per listener measurement is the only fair and honest
measurement to apply to the cost of radio broadcasting.
This is true whether it be single station or network cost.
When a cost per listener yardstick is applied to KVOO rates,
the station's TOP VALUE is apparent. Check BMB figures,
particularly the 6 and 7 day per week listening columns!
You'll find convincing proof that KVOO is Oklahoma's
Greatest Station . . . measured by service rendered . . .
listeners served . . . and low cost per listener to the advertiser! Call, wire or write KVOO or your nearest Edward
Petry & Company office for availabilities.

KVOO
Oklahoma's
Greatest Station
50,000 WATTS
1170 KC
NBC AFFILIATE
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Respects
(Continued from page 46)

WBRYisTops
in
44

out

of

48

daytime quarter hours

The New Waterbury Pulse
shows WBRY leading all
local stations by far in 44
quarter hours between 7
a.m. and 7 p.m.
Ratings for 20 of those
quarter hours are
earned by local WBRYproduced shows. You
can buy time on most
of them to sell YOUR
products.
Ask Avery-Knodel about
WBRY
5,000 Watts
CBS in Waterbury, Conn.

thef acilities

of

7,feflfc State*
**
constitute

the

»

dominant
advertising
medium
in the
billion
dollar
pacific
northwest
market
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
Sales Managers
Wythe Walker
Tracy Moore
Eastern
Western
Page 72
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entered the Baltimore City College
(secondary school). His family
moved to Maryland's biggest city
when his father entered the Internal Revenue Bureau.
Military science was a top interest to young Milbourne and he
was commandant of the cadet corps
and rifle team captain at the college.
Then came higher education and
a year at Johns Hopkins U., Baltimore. He transferred to Washington and Lee U., Lexington, Va.,
from which he was graduated in
1922 with a B. A. and a certificate
from W & L's school of commerce
and business administration. On
campus, he was president of his
college fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi,
and in his university pursuits
rowed on the crew, ran crosscountry and pitched for the baseball team.
Sells Real Estate
From the university, Mr. Milbourne entered real estate, selling
property in the budding Florida
by-the-sea community, Hollywood.
That stint was cut short by a
hurricane in the fall of 1926 and
Mr. Milbourne returned to Baltimore where he sold stocks and
bonds
one of houses.
the city's wellknown for
investment
In 1931 came the Milbourne,
father and son association with
WCAO. In 1938, J. Thomas Lyons,
directing head, died, and L. Waters
Milbourne, as he signs his name,
became general manager.
In this job, Mr. Milbourne was
happy. He had found his niche
in an expanding medium. The company directors observed and were
convinced, and a few months later
he was elected vice president and
general manager, the position he
has held through the years until
last February when he succeeded
his father who retired from the
presidency.
Mr. Milbourne has nursed
WCAO through its years of growing pains. Soon after he took over
direction of activities at the station, it increased operating power
to 5 kw unlimited from its former
1 kw daytime and 500 w night.
This power boost demanded additional land purchase outside the
city and construction of a building
and tower. In addition, there was
hiring of more employes as WCAO
became bigger and a more potent
factor in the advertising field.
Then came World War II and
the host of problems for the manager of a big city outlet and participation in local civilian committees working on the home-front.
In August 1947 the station completed construction and moved to
its new home at 1102 North
Charles St. in the heart of downtown Baltimore.
Mr. Milbourne is a bachelor and
a great enthusiast in outdoor
sports. He is a well-known golfer
at the Hillendale Country Club and
a winner of the Broadcasting •
Telecasting trophy, awarded at

the NAB convention in Cleveland
in 1942.
Chesapeake Bay country whets
the appetite to angle for salt water
fish and provides ample duck
hunting areas. Mr. Milbourne is
familiar to many in the broadcasting field as their host at his Gunning Club in the lower bay.

C. H. FERGUSON
BBDO Vice President- Dies
CHARLES H. FERGUSON, 51,
vice president and Pacific Coast
manager of BBDO, died in San
Francisco July 8
following a brief
illness. Funeral
services were
held last Tuesday. Burial was
at Cypress Lawn
Memorial Park in
Colma, near San
Francisco.
Scores of leaders in the adverMr. Ferguson
tising and other
business fields in
the West attended the funeral. A
brother, J. L. Ferguson, president
of Sawyer, Ferguson & Walker
Inc., New York, flew to the West
Coast for the services.
Mr. Ferguson had been in advertising and related fields most of
his adult life. He started work
in the advertising departments of
midwestern newspapers and eventuallysentative
becamefor Chicago
a publisher's
reprenewspapers
and the American Weekly. He also
worked for Curtis Publishing Co.
and in the advertising department
of a large Minneapolis flour concern before entering the advertising agency business in 1931.
His first agency association was
with Erwin, Wasey & Co. in
Chicago. He joined BBDO in 1938,
working in offices in Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis. He moved
to the agency's San Francisco office
in 1941.
He served as chairman of the
Pacific Coast Council of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
and in 1950 was vice president and
director of the San Francisco Advertising Club. He also was a memKGLO

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATI>
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U.S. Area, Including Small-Town,
and Urbanand Homes
— and including
Non-Telephone
Homes) Teie
Current
REGULAR WEEK JUNE 3-9
1951 R
Current
r
Rank Programs
EVENING,(Average
ONCE-A-WEEK
ForTheatre
All Programs)
1 Amos
Lux Radio
2
'n' Andy
(CBS)(CBS)
3 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS)
4 Jack Benny Show (CBS)
5
Irma(CBS)
(CBS)
6 My
Life Friend
with Luigi
7 Mr. Chameleon (CBS)
8 Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
9 Mystery Theatre (CBS)
10
Dr. Christian (CBS)
EVENING, (Average
MULTI-WEEKLY
1 Beulah (CBS)For All Programs)
2
Family
3 One
LowellMan's
Thomas
(CBS)(NBC)
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
1 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
2 Arthur
(CBS) Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers)
3 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
4
Big Perkins
Sister (CBS)
5 Ma
(CBS)
(CBS) Warren and the News
6 Wendy
7 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS)
8
to Happiness
(NBC)
9 Right
Rosemary
(CBS)
10 Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average
For AllMysteries
Programs)(MBS)
1 True
Detective
2 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC)
3 Symphonette (CBS)
DAY, SATURDAY
All Programs)
1 (Average
Armstrong ForTheatre
(CBS)
2 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
3 Grand Central Station (CBS)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by
plying the NIELSEN-RATING (%) to 41/
000 — the 1951 estimate of Total United Si
Radio Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any pai
the program, except for homes listening
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPJ

ber of the San Francisco Stock 1 PI
change Club.
rtni
Mr. Ferguson is survived by m
widow, Helen; his mother, M
James L. Ferguson of Richmo
Va.; a son, Charles H. Jr.; a
three daughters, Nancy of Sf
Francisco
and
Mrs. Richa
Ehelebe and Mrs. Richard At
bothL. ofof Portland
; and his broth1 »
J.
New York.
iif
WTTM Trenton has registered biggi
summer in its nine-year history, •
cording to Fred L. Bernstein, stati
and sales manager. Fourteen ni
sponsors were added in May and Jui
Mr. Bernstein said, placing station
the "SRO" category at this time.

OR

NO KGLO, SHE
SETTER COLLECT
THESE EGGS
PRETTY

SOON.'

kglo
1300 KC. 5.000 Watts CBS
MASON CITY, IOWA

i

15th year
SERVICE
69.740 rural-urban
homes,
withoffarm
incometo $535,703,000;
total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin)

ISOCRACY ESSAYS
j Denver, What Democracy
%s to Me, started July 4, 12:05
featuring prominent citizens
Denver and Colorado. One
;er will be heard nightly,
Icasting series of essays. Hugh
erry, KLZ vice president and
•~al manager, said: ". . . The
•s are part of the Denver stacontributions to the 175th
day celebration of the United
CIAL CRIME SHOWS
/E - TV Louisville presented
special shows in connection
Senate Crime hearing dealing
gambling and narcotics. First
', July 10, had as theme "The
te Crime Committee Report on
bling in Kentucky," and fea1 noted community and civic
ers, including state police chief,
ning their plans to combat
bling in their areas. Second
\, July 14, featured "The SenCrime Committee Report on
?oticS in Kentucky," and pre»ed Dr. Victor Vogel, medical
fer, U. S. Public Health Service
;otics Hospital, Lexington, Ky.,
outlined addiction among Kenians. Dr. David Maurer, U. of
isville, commented on addiction
ng teen-agers. Former addicts
high school student president
e their views on how to stop the
of drug traffic to young people.
Caldwell, news director WAVEacted as moderator on both
) FEATURE SHOW
VIMITTEE for Economic Devellent, New York, offering as pubservice, new 15-minute recorded
gram, We Can Do It, based on
iy of United States military and
nomic aid to Western Europe,
gram features interview by
amentator Ben Grauer with two
3 trustees, Meyer Kestenbaum,
?ident of Hart Schaffner &
rx, and chairman of CED's reich and policy committee, and
dner Cowles, president of Look
plications, and chairman of CED
committee on international
^cy.

immediate

programs

promotj0(1

RECRUITING SHOW
WATV(TV) Newark, Career Day,
Mon.-Fri., 12:30-1 p.m., started
July 11. Produced by Sanft-Costa
Television Features, N. Y., on behalf of Armed Forces Recruiting
drive, show is designed to inform
and analyze positions held by military men equivalent to position
held by civilian in different industries. Each show deals with different aspect of service duties.

THE use of this two-sided advertising card by Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
(KXL Portland, KXLY Spokane, KXLF Butte, KXLL Missoula, KXLJ Helena,
KXLK Great Falls, and KXLQ Bozeman) seems to be clicking very well, according to station reports. The yellow and red card — made to fit two different
size store counters — is distributed to station advertisers for their use in
promoting radio-advertised products.
•* — ★ — ★TRIBUTE TO PARIS
DAIRY MONTH SHOW
KSBW Salinas presented special
WNEW New York, Milkman's
half hour show June 27 "as a salute Matinee,
July 7, 10:35-11:35 p.m.,
to Dairy Month in California." Pro- through special two-way shortwave
gram Director Ray Wilson took facilities, hailed 2,000th birthday
tape recorder to local dairy inter- of city of Paris in unique hour-long
viewing owners, milkers and helpProgram featured Amerers. He also recorded all sounds of broadcast.
ican and French artists, and an
milking equipment, following up address by Pierre De Gaulle, Mayor
with interviews in processing plant.
of Paris, shared
with master
of ceremonies'
There he interviewed employes who
honors
by Mr.
Ford and
described process milk goes through
Pierre Crenesse, director of Radio
before it reached consumer. Milk Diffusion Francaise in America.
•— • — •
producers, processors and distributors engaged in extensive promoFEEDS
NETWORK
tional campaign to attract listeners
to public service show.
KELP El Paso fed coast-to-coast
broadcast of "Carnival Daze" to
FLOWER HOLDER
entire Liberty Brodacasting System. Gala event was held at Biggs
WIBW Topeka, Kan., sending advertisers and trade lapel vases at- Air Force Base, El Paso, and was
tached to large card in box. Piece
open to all people in El Paso. Show
featured many name radio, stage
headed, "To keep sales blooming,
and screen stars.
Hire WIBW."

revenue

produced

Jith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
i

HOWARD

PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

iOADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA

premiums
TAPED NEWS SHOW
KFMB San Diego, Stand By, San
Diego, Sat., 8-8:30 p.m. (PST).
Features tape recordings of human
interest stories, interviews, and
news events in community. Harold
Keen, newsman, is interviewer.
Russ Plummer is narrator. Program is presented as public service
by Amalgamated Butchers & Meat
Cutters Union (AFL), Local 229.

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
Genera/

• Telecasting

Manager

TROOP DEPARTURE
WDSU-TV New Orleans, July 4,
telecast actual departure of 2d
Armored Div. for Europe, directly
from port of embarkation. Station
personalities, using remote equipment, interviewed soldiers and
their families.
CD SERIES
NEW Plan for Survival series,
featuring dramatized versions of
civil defense activities, started
July 11, 11:30-11:45 p.m., over New
York State 138-station emergency
CD network. Documentary programs in four week series are being
produced by James Fleming, NBC
commentator and editor of Voices
and Events radio series.
ACCOMPANIES PARADE
KXYZ Houston covered parade in
honor of General Douglas MacArthur with mobile unit, traveling
alongside parade, and from vantage point in office building. Station reports both origination points
were mixed, allowing rapid-fire
dual commentary which sustained
high interest. Station says event
marked first time in that area a
parade had been covered in such
manner.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

LANG

WORTH

nmm

programs

FOOD

PRODUCTS

!

FAST DISC JOCKEY
KXOK St. Louis, July 9, aired
taped interviews and descriptions
of jets and pilots in action. Ed
Bonner, KXOK disc jockey, celebrating the eighth birthday of the
Headquarters Air Training Command at Scott Field, taped sensations of his jet flight at speeds up
to 720 mph.
CIGARETTE BOX
PLASTIC piano cigarette box was
sent to TV editors by Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to promote General Electric Guest House, Sun.
on CBS-TV featuring Oscar Levant. Card in piano suggested joining Mr. Levant on show.

LANG-WORTH
F K AT IKK PROGRAMS, inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
.Wfuvri lulitn Procirams at £ocal Stalieu fivt
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 18)
to me, because I have long known
that your publication is truly the
"bible" of the radio-television
field. . . .
Jack Peterson
Barnes Chase Co.
San Diego

Don't Give Him Liberty
EDITOR:
I just hope the Liberty Broadcasting System doesn't let the
things that made it kill it. By that
I mean sports and its affiliation
with small stations. What was a
first class sports schedule is now
a mediocre list of live on the spot
broadcasts that is so filled with the
ego building propaganda for the
old Scotchman that after two
hours or more you're sick in the
gullet, and a recorded and transcribed rebroadcast of a genuine
wire report of a game that was
played before we knew about the
wireless reporting of sports. . . .
Now a word about their beautiful relationship with the small
station. You can't even get them
to answer a telegram you send
them in regards to clearing time
for a national sponsor. . . . God
bless you and pass the independents.
F. M. Brooks
KEY A Shamrock, Tex.

ST in
CHATTANOOGA
in the morning

ND

in

CHATTANOOGA
in the evening

Source: March, April, May— Hooper
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
1370 KC • 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
Page 74
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Defective
EDITOR:

Receivers

. . . My brother-in-law is an auditor for a chain of furniture stores.
He reports that the radio sets received by the store are in such a
condition that each must be checked
by the service department before
being sent out. A shipment of 50
[brand name deleted] table model
AM-FM sets were placed on sale
direct from stock without being
checked and more than half were
returned to the store.
. . . Bad radios certainly won't
help anyone, the manufacturer, retailer or the broadcaster. Have you
had any other reports which might
indicate inexperienced employes on
the [radio] assembly line with all
the old hands probably being used
on TV? . . .
Frank E. Shaffer
General Manager
WEIR Weirton, W. Va.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: No, but if others
have, we'll print* their
* * complaints.]
Engineer's Dilemma
EDITOR:
. . . Can or cannot a non-licensed
man keep the transmitter log, provided that I am on the premises?
What is the status of a man holding the third class permit in the
above situation? . . .
Rudolph Cehak
Chief Engineer
WAND Canton, Ohio
[EDITOR'S NOTE: FCC Rules & Regulations state only that "each log shall
be kept by the person or persons competent
to do so," butMr.for Cehak
exact answers
to his questions
should
write T. J. Slowie, Secretary, Federal
Communications
Commission,
Washington 25, D. C]
On . . .
EDITOR:
. . . Come to Dallas, you doubters who insist upon the abandonment of FM. . . . The superduper
stations here still don't realize it,
but they've lost half of their old
audience to this FM outlet [KIXLFM] which plows through the
static of summer nights to bring
us the clearest and finest of music
all night long until the sun rises.
Who listens to AM any more? . . .
Thomas Hudson McKee
Dallas, Tex.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: From
a.m.thanto
noon
over four-week
period 6more
39 million U.S. homes tune to AM radio; from 6 p.m. to midnight, more
than 33 million — according to special
A. C. Nielsen survey for CBS.]
. . . And On
EDITOR:
Having read both your editorials
on the FM spectrum, I am moved
to make a few comments . . .
One of the great hopes for FM is
its demonstrated ability to relay
programs without the use of telephone lines and with the utmost
fidelity of sound. Expert engineering opinion agrees that a contraction of the FM spectrum vrould

make relaying from station to station impossible at distances of more
than 30 or 40 miles, whereas today
we are operating without any interference over almost twice that
distance.
A multitude of stations crowded
into a narrow band would create
such interference as to make impossible a satisfactory network
operation. The public in New York
State, Pennsylvania and Connecticut, which has been receiving
WQXR work inprograms
FM than
netthese statesoverforanmore

BRONZE STAR
Broadcaster Wins r
A FORMER South Carolina
man, now with the Army iij
Far East, has been
awarderS
Bronze
Medal for
torious servi
Korea.
James W. IV
field
Sgt. was
1st '
for his wor
effectively oi
izing and di
Radio Seoul,
ing operatioi
Sgt. Mansfield
psycholo]
warfare
ra
outlet for the United Nations (
mand
1950. in Korea, Sept. 29-Nc

a year [through the Rural Radio
Network], will not tolerate any
change which would harm this important service. Even if the FCC
should seriously consider your
scheme, FM listeners will rise in
protest, and you may be sure that
WQXR will fight for them.
Elliott M. Sanger
Executive Vice President
WQXR-AM-FM New York

Sgt. Mansfield formerly se
as an announcer-writer
WMRC-AM-FM Greenville, S
He also has served on the stal
KVGB Great Bend, Kans.
As a member of the psycho]
cal warfare team in Korea,.
Mansfield efficiently organize
staff of announcers from indij
ous personnel and within 24 hi
the station had initiated br<
casts to the local populace. Li!
During World War II, he sei
with the U. S. Air Force in El
land, with the RAF Coastal C
mand, and with the U. S. Na
15th Fleet Air Wing in Nc
Africa where he was decor
with the Air Medal in conned
with his communications work.

BUILDING PROJECT
Bared in Salt Lake City
BLUEPRINT for construction of
a 22-story building in Salt Lake
City beginning this October, with
provision for radio and television
studios, has been unveiled in hearings before the city's zoning commission. An insurance fh-m and
group of local individuals reportedly are backing the project, with
completion date set for late 1953.
While the plan calls for reservation of top floors for radio and TV
studios, it was understood that
local broadcasting officials had not
been approached on the project.
The $8,225,000 structure envisions
250 offices and some 50 apartments,
aside from those earmarked for
radio-TV, and would be located at
S. Temple and "A" Sts. in Salt
Lake City. Four stories would be
built underground.
Whether adequate video interests
could be offered reasonable rentals
as a supplement to other use of
office space and materials would
be available was questionable in
the minds of some Salt Lake City
broadcasters, though it was conceded the building could be utilized
to house studios of local radio stations.

RADIO

OUTSELLS

Ka1
Canada Set Sales
WHILE THERE has been a ifjnai
ing off in Canadian radio recei <::<
sales since application of a 2
excise tax instead of 10% tax
increased sales tax from 8 to 1
since April, total sales for the fi
five months of 1951 exceeded th<
of the same period of 1950. Figu
of the Canadian Radio Mfrs. As
show sales for first five months 5 3 I
1951 totalling 258,276 sets vak
at $22,231,244, as compared
251,955 sets valued at $18,750,2
in 1950. Drop in May 1951 sa
is shown in figures of 37,781 si
sold compared to 52,011 sets sc
in May 1950.

NEWSPAPERS

See Centerspread
•
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE

60%

This Issue -^fc
24 HOURS

A DAY

WCKY
CINCINNATI
50,000

WATTS

OF

SELLING
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Set Maintenance
Continued from page b2)
ay, TV to present AM facilii and site location changes. It
pass the data on to NPA for
iground in connection with per•ive cases.
PA officials meanwhile conted a report that the agency had
•oved an application involving
jdeling and alterations for
jEU Reading Pa. [Broadcast• Telecasting, July 9]. Reeling in the amount of $47,200,
ring alterations on the second
third floors of the station's
ling, was given government goid June 28.
PA authorities said it was the
case involving a radio station
ication in some time, though
• also indicated belief that the
it was not unusual and that the
/ley Broadcasting Co., WEEU
isee, had presumably made a
1 case for authorization. Had
alterations been estimated at
than $2,000, no permit would
? been required.
MSCASTING
1. 1 fe Worthy, Radiomen Told
m DIO should stop trying to give
■ I news at all, if responsible news
nore than it can give, U. of
jgon summer session students
faculty were told at a special
jre July 5.
he speaker was Prof. Mitchell
: Charnley, head of the radio
s division at the U. of Min»ta, and a charter member of
National Council on Radio
; nalism.
:.: - 7hile radio in just three decades
"made a more sophisticated
better informed country out
America," Prof. Charnley said,
iio by and large has failed
;ty badly to live up to its full
>onsibility.
Radio won't stop
vering news because there is a
. and even desperate need for
jio's
in informing the pubhe help
added.
• he speaker praised some sta3 for high-quality news opera.s. However, he lamented that
h stations are too much in the
ority.

allied

proGRAF, edexecuti
SHIRLEYducer of syndicat
Buddy veRogers
Shoiv for Gainsborough Assoc.,
N. Y., named partner and vice president in company. She replaces NAT
RUDICH, vice president, who recently
resigned.
SAMUEL B. GOULD, director of radio, speech and
theatre at Boston
U. School of Public Relations and
Communications,
appointed to newly
created post of assistant to president in charge of
public relations.
Professor Gould,
well know in radio
field, has worked
Prof. Gould
with MBS, WEAN
Providence, and
WTHT Hartford.
EDGAR G. WILL Jr., faculty supervisor of campus radio Miami U., Oxford, Ohio, appointed coordinator of
radio for U. of Hawaii, and assistant
professor of speech.
LLOYD DUNN, merchandising manager Capitol Records, Hollywood,
named vice president. In that post
he supervises all promotion, advertising, publicity and merchandising
for company.
ARTHUR B. HOGAN, chairman of
board Universal Recorders Inc., has
formed Arthur B. Hogan & Co., general securities firm, at 1673 Waynecrest Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
RAOUL PAGEL, studio manager General Service Studios, to Official Films
Inc. -Jerry Fairbanks Productions,
Hollywood, as production manager.
Associated with motion picture industry for over 30 years, Mr. Pagel
was formerly production manager for
Sam Goldwyn Productions and general production manager Producers
Releasing Corp.
ARMED FORCES Radio Service will
re-activate its Personal Album transcribed radio series released during
World War II, in accordance with requests from overseas members of the
armed forces. Production gets underway July 18 with first series of the

carries

the weight

in the Oregon

KGW

arts

DAYj&r

Market

NIGHT

15 minute programs to feature Monica
Lewis, singer. First recordings, aimed
at two weekly airings, expected to be
ready for shipment early September.
WILLIAM USKALI, head of New York
sales office, Jam Handy Organization,
Detroit, appointed director of New
York television and motion picture
production operations.

WILLIAM A. SREDENSCHEK, assistant to HARRY L. ERLICHER, recently retired vice president in charge of
purchasing and traffic General Electric, Schenectady, appointed manager
of materials and purchasing.
CARL E. SMITH, supervisor of equipment sales, Radio Tube Div., Sylvania
Electric Products, N. Y., appointed
supervisor of factory sales service.
J. H. GOSS, manager of engineering
for control division General Electric,
Schenectady, named assistant to
NICHOLAS M. DuCHEMIN, general
manager small apparatus division.
POLARAD
ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces new external broad band microwave attenuator, model SIJ. It operates on principle of waveguide beyond cut-off and
provides range of attenuation in excess of 140db. Attenuator is designed
to cover frequency range from 4 to
12 KMC; it has 50 ohm impedance.
EARL H. KIRK, manager Van Sickle
Radio Supply Co., Indianapolis, appointed sales manager for Regency
Div., Industrial Development Engineering Assoc., same city.
AUDIO MASTER Corp., New York
announces new "Tapemaster" tape
playback machine, which replays magnetic recordings made on any standard tape recorder. It is very useful
for home entertainment or for education purposes, company reports.
NATHANEIL B. NICHOLS, professor of electric engineering U. of Minnesota, appointed manager of research
division, Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass.
SYDNEY J. MASS, director of advertising and sales promotion Jerrold
Electronics Corp., Phila., appointed
sales manager. EDMUND D. LUCAS
Jr., manager of publicity Philco Corp.,
Phila., appointed director of advertising and public relations.

"Tecknlcal •

NORMAN R. OLDING, operations engineer Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
Montreal, elected chairman Montreal
section of IRE for 1951-52.
ALAN CORMACK, chief engineer
KCBS San Francisco, and RUTH
MARJORIE FUNK, former assistant
in San Francisco office Columbia Pacific Sales, married June 30 in Burlingame, Calif.
K. R. PATRICK, general manager of
engineering products department,
RCA Victor Ltd., Montreal, elected
president and managing director of
Canadian Aviation Electronics Ltd.
OAT

IS TRIAL
'Voice' Blasts Czechs

BRANDING Czechoslovakian President Klement Gottwald "a peace
criminal in the pickpocket class,"
the Voice of America has broadcast strong assaults against the
Czechoslovak and Russian handling
of the William Oatis trial.
In one of the hardest-hitting
broadcasts the Voice has produced,
according to an official spokesman,
the State
Dept. "truth"
blamed
Gottwald,
and the vehicle
Soviet
Union "whose boots he licks," for
a "cruel distortion of justice" and
described the trial of the AP correspondent as an act of "trumped
up charges in a drum head court."
Regularly progz-ammed newscasts
quoted the text of the Associated
Press charges against the Czechoslovakian government and reviewed
statements issued by the State
Dept. protesting the aclion.

Successful marketing
is an pMffiJ operation.
Printers' Ink stands
alone as the one
publication thatffpjig!

every phase of
jaM^lB

completely,

that integrates all
the complexities of
. marketing for the

LESLIE GRADICK appointed chief
engineer WEAS Decatur, Ga.
BOB RIVERS named chief engineer
WJIV Savannah, Ga.
DON BROWN, technician KVEN Ventura, Calif., appointed chief engineer
succeeding FRED HALL, resigned.
DONALD THAYER working as summer replacement in control room at
WDRC Hartford.
JOHAN A. BERGQUIST, transmitter
engineer WTRI-FM Troy, N. Y., father
of daughter, July 3.

advertising, management,
sales and agency executives
who are the leading
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KWSfl DEBUT
Power Increase Is Marked
GRAND OPENING of KWSH
Seminole, Okla., was held Independence Day with a backdrop of
a fireworks display, a speech by
Gov. Johnston Murray and attendance of more than 5,000 persons,
Bill Hoover, vice president and general manager, reports.
KWSH, with power increased
from 500 w daytime to 1 kw unlimited, is licensed to KADA
Broadcasting Inc., also licensee of
KADA Ada, Okla., following the
purchase of KSMI Seminole from
Tom Potter. Call letters were
changed from KSMI to KWSH last
May. Letters point up the three
cities in the primary coverage
area — Wewoka, Seminole and Holdenville, all Oklahoma. KWSH
operation is housed in a newly
constructed unit, located 3% miles
west of Wewoka. Some 20,000 specially printed newspapers, The TriCity Times, were distributed by
the station in promotion.

AFA '52 Meet
ANNUAL convention and exhibit
of the Advertising Federation of
America will be held in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,
June 8-11, 1952, Elon G. Borton,
president and general manager, announced last week.
FOR FI N EST TAPE RECORD I NG

Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation ovoHabie by combining units in rich r^p2ne-_
order ccrhinfttr.
■— write-.
360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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fCC

actions
JULY 5 THROUGH

JULY 12

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, am p. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
July 5 Decisions
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
Clark-Montgomery Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Winchester, Ky. — Granted petition for
leave to amend application to bring
application up-to-date and to reflect
other interests in application of Madison Bcstg. Co. Inc.; granted petition
insofar as it requests dismissal of its
application,
and prejudice.
denied same for dismissal without
WHIO Dayton, Ohio— Granted petition for leave to intervene in proceeding with respect to application of
KJEF Jennings. La.
Central Ohio Bcstg. Co., Galion, Ohio
— Granted petition insofar as it requests dismissal of application: denied
insofar as it requests dismissal without
prejudice; dismissed petition for reruling. view of hearing examiner's adverse
KFSA Fort Smith, Ark. — Granted petition requesting dismissal of application.
KTXC Big Spring, Tex. — Granted petition for continuance of hearing presently scheduled for July 16, at Big
Spring, in proceeding upon application
for renewal
of license;
hearing continued to a date
to be announced.
WSB Atlanta, Ga. — Granted petition
requesting dismissal of petition of May
15, 1947,in for
reconsideration
action
granting
applicationofofFCC's
Key
Bcstg. Corp., Baltimore, Md.
WINX
Washington,
D.
C—
Granted
motions (1) for an extension of time
to file motion to enlarge issues under
Sec. 1.389 of rules in proceeding re
applications for renewal of licenses of
synchronous
amplifiers
developmental broadcast
station and
KG2KGK
and
for CP to change main trans, location,
etc.; time extended until 15 days after
FCC tion
actsand grant
upon petition
for reconsiderain part without
hearing,
and (2) motion for an indefinite continuance
of
hearing
presently
uled for July 17 in Washington. schedBy Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KGRH Fayetteville, Ark. — Granted
petition for leave to amend application
so as to correct ( 1 ) certain errors in
applying applicable conductivity values
as
shown
in Commission's
Soil values
Map,
errors
consisting
in applying
which are inconsistent with figures
shown in Soil Map, with result that
erroneous service contours and populations proposed to be served were
shown
in application, and (2) other
minor errors.
By Hearing- Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Azalea Bcstg. Co., Mobile, Ala. —
Granted petition insofar as it requests
continuance of hearing in proceeding
upon application from July 2 to Oct. 2
in Washington; denied petition insofar
as it requsts that hearing be transferred from Washington to Mobile.
NARBA

Favored

in Poll

NEW JERSEY radio stations,
through a resolution of the New
Jersey Broadcasters Assn., have
urged favorable senate action on
the North Atlantic Regional Broadcasting Agreement now pending
in Congress. A poll of New Jerseystations showed unanimous approval of NARBA, it was reported
last week.

By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WGBA Columbus, Ga.— Granted motion for continuance of hearing in proceeding upon application from July 12
to Sept. 17 in Columbus.
Acting petition
Chief, for
Broadcast
Bureau —of
Granted
an extension
time from June 22 until July 2 within
which to file proposed findings of fact
in proceeding upon application of
KULP El Campo, Tex.
WKEY Covington, Va. — Granted petition for continuance of hearing in proceeding upon application from July 6
to Aug. 1, in Washington.
July 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1580 kc
WBRD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— CP to
w Dtrans.
to 1 kw unl. DANchange
and from
install250new
AM —1310 kc
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho— Mod. CP,
as mod., to change D power from 5 kw
to 1 kw and change DA system and
trans, equipment.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license:
KICO Calexico,
Calif.;(FM)
WBYSFM
Canton,
111.; WEXI
St.
Charles, 111.: WWOD-FM Lynchburg,
Va.; WDLB-FM Marshfield, Wis.;
WGREEast(FM)
Greencastle,
FM
Lansing,
Mich. Ind.; WKARLicense for CP
forWAYS-FM
CP new FMCharlotte,
station. N. C— License
Modification of CP
WNBT (TV) New York— Mod. CP
to change ERP, type ant. & other
equipment etc. for extension of completion date to 9-15-51.RETURNED
APPLICATION
Stuart, Fla. — RETURNED application
for CP new AM station on 1450 kc
250 w unl.
July 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KLVC Leadville, Col. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 9-1-51.
KOKXcenseKeokuk,
Iowa— Granted
covering increase
in power,lichangetion of new
in hours
of
operation,
trans, and DA-DN, installachange
trans,
location;
LS DA-2): cond.(1310 kc 500 w-N 1 kwWHKYcense to install
Hickory,newN.trans,
C— Granted
liat present
location
mainonly.trans, employing
DA-N for ofaux.
WJPGcense toGreen
liinstall Bay.
aux. Wis.—
trans, Granted
at present
location of main trans. Granted license
covering change in frequency, hours
of operation and trans, location (geographical coordinates only) and inSERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

stall DA-DN; cond.
34.
Mass.
— GrantedBcstg.
license
for Cambr
STL K '
Middlesex
Corp.,
Northeastern Indiana Bcstg. Co. !
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Granted mod
KA-6755.
to change type trans, of remote pi'.
WFMY (FM) Greensboro, N. C I
Granted
for ft.
FM station Cr j •
(97.3 mc) license
34 kw 410
WRC-FM Washington, D. C— Grai
license covering changes in FM stal
KRFM Fresno, Calif.— Granted lie,
for FM
Ch. 229 (93.7 mc
kw
1880 station;
ft.
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa. — Granted r.
CP for approval of ant., trans, li
tion, specify main studio location
change type of trans.
WDSU-FM New Orleans, La.— Gr;,
ed mod. CP for extension of comple
date
to 8-28-51.
WNAO
Raleigh, N. C— Granted
cense covering increase in D pc
and changes in trans, equipment
kc 5 kw-N 10 kw-LS DA-N.)
WKOKfor installation
Sunbury, Pa.—
Granted
cense
of new
trans j
KXOX
Sweetwater,
Tex.
—
cense for installation of new Grantee
trans.
WFKY Frankfort, Ky.— Granted
cense for installation of new trans.
KFGQ-AM-FM Boone, Iowa— Grar
authority to sign-off at 10:30 a.m. C
July
4, July
and Sept. 3 in or
to attend
staff30 picnics.
only.
KPOF
Denver,
Col.—forGranted
ity to remain silent
period auth
beg II,
ning 2:30 p.m. through 4:30 p.m.. J If
4, in order to observe annual outi 1
Richard Field Lewis Jr., Winchesi I
KA-8153.
Va. — Granted license for remote pichl
City of New York, Municipal Bc<
System, New York, N. Y. — Granted |
& license for remote pickup KECWRJM Newport, R. I.— Granted
to change trans, location.
— Tri
Granted
to replace
CP for rem.T"|"~
CitiesCPBcstg.
Co., Baytown,
pickup
KA-7618
5-14The Twin
Stateswhich
Bcstg.expired
Co., Augus
Ga. — Granted CP to make changes
existing remote pickup KA-6337, (153
mc 50 w) and change type trans.
Following
grantedKOD-259
CP's for(Fhm
remote
pickupwere
stations:
staff Bcstg. Co.), Flagstaff, Ariz.; KK
995. 996 (Roy Hofheinz) Harling<
Tex.; KA-9173 (Shamrock Texas Bcs Co.), Shamrock. Tex.; KA-9174 (Tayl
County Bcstg. Co. Inc.), CampbellsvilKy.; KA-9175 (Radio Station WI1
Inc.),
KA-9176
hontas San
BcstgJuan,
Co.),P.R.;
Welch,
W. Va. (Poc
Roy
Hofheinz,
Harlingen,
Granted CP for new STL KKH-73.Tex.
WFMC
Goldsboro,
mod.
CP forstudio
approval
ofN.ant.C—andGrant
trar .'
and main
locations.
WRJWCP toPicayune,
— Granti
mod.
change typeMiss.
trans.
KOMW
Inc., Omak, Washington
Granted mod. CP to change frequent
of remote
KA-8535 license
to 26.f
26.31
26.41 pickup
mc. Granted
remote& pickup.
Following were granted mod. CB
for extension of completion dates !
shown:
WNJR-FM
Newark,Ala.N. toJ.9-?|'
6-7-51; WAFM
Birmingham,
51: KRMD-FM Shreveport, La. to 1!
1-51; WRGA-FM
Rome, Ga.
10-15-51 G
KOMA-FM
Oklahoma
City.to Okla.
1-1-52; KMA-728 San Bruno, Calif. 1
12-1-51;
15-51. WRJW Picayune, Miss, to V.
WROY-FM Carmi, ni.— Granted 1
cense
11 kw for210FMft. station; Ch. 247 (97.3 md_
July 10 Decisions
BY THE COMMISSION
Extension Granted
KGGF
Grante
extension ofCoffeyville,
authority forKan.—
90 days
fror
July 2 to operate night hours wit.
D-DA and with power reduced to 1 kw
pending
tornado. repair of damage caused b;-f~
Late Comments Accepted
Commission, by Chief, Broadcast Bu I

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT!
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

-

CONSULTING

RADIO

IANSKY & BAILEY
-ive Offices
National Press Building
; and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ngton, 0. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

mercial Radio Equip. Co.
irett L. Dillard, Gen, Mgr.
NATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

aven, Lohnes & Culver
ISEY
BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
'■ : : WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mclntosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Seattle, Wash.
Dallas, Texas
4212 S. Buckner Blvd 4742 W. Ruffner

Member AFCCE*
Member AFCCE*

- :t

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
ID BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
iFormerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
i : WASHINGTON, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 4-8721

Member AFCCE*

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 12S0 — Executive 6851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

missal of application; denied insofar as
it requests dismissal without prejudice.
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I.— Granted
petition requesting Commission to accept late written appearance in proceeding upon application
and granted
that of
WHIM Providence,
R. I. Also
petition for continuance of hearing
from Aug. 2 to Aug. 13 in Washington.
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.— Granted
request for dismissal of petition of
Mar. 12, to designate application of
WOKY, Milwaukee, Wis. for hearing.
Ionia Bcstg. Co., Ionia, Mich. —
Granted request for dismissal of motion
to change issues in proceeding upon
application and that of Seneca Radio
Corp., Fostoria, Ohio.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
KJAY
Topeka,thatKan.record
— Granted
petition requesting
of hearing
on application be reopened and that
further hearing thereon be ordered at
some date convenient to Commission
and for extension of time from July 5
to date to be fixed after close of
further hearing for filing proposed
findings of fact and conclusions. The
record is reopened and further hearing
set for Aug. 28 in Washington.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WELS
Kinston, N. ofC—further
Grantedhearing
petition for continuance

from July 9 to Aug. 1 in Washington
in proceeding upon applications for CP
and for transfer of control and that of
WFTC Kinston, N. C.
WHUN Huntingdon, Pa.— Granted
petition for continuance of hearing
from July 10 to Sept. 10 in Washington
in proceeding upon application.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
WOOK forSilver
— Granted
petition
leave Spring,
to amendMd.application
so as to request a station in Rockville,
Md., on 1600 kc 1 kw D and application as amended removed from hearing docket.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

sgistered Professional Engineer"
G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

on July 5, by Order, granted
on of Northern 111. State Teachers
e, requesting acceptance of late
lent in TV proceding (Docket Nos.
et al), urging that UHF Ch. 67
served in DeKalb, 111., for use by
ommereial educational TV sta-

o granted petition of Grant TechCollege in same proceeding, to
-#'3t
comment
urging that
> I Ch.a corrected
6 be reserved
in Sacramento,
, JJ
I . for
use by noncommercial educastation.
I erested
file 10opposito these parties
petitionsmaywithin
days
July 5.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rose] H. Hyde
RH Fayetteville, Ark. — Granted
ion insofar as it requests disOADCASTING
• Telecasting

July 11 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 1220 kc
Wilmington,
AM station on 1450 kc N.250C.w— CP
unl. new
(Wilmington
Bcstg. Service) AMENDED to change
to 1220 kc 250 w D etc..
AM— 1430 kc
Salem, Ore.— CP new AM station on
1150 kc 250 w D (W. Gordon Allen and
John B. Truhan) AMENDED to change
to 1430 kc 1 kw D and include Justine
H. Clark in partnership etc.
Modification of CP
WONW Defiance, Ohio— Mod. CP to

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast, Communication
and Television Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
change
and install
extensionhours
of completion
date.DA-N for
WKVM Arecibo, P. R.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized change in fretion date.quency etc., for extension of compleKFUO-FM Clayton, Mo.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License for CP
WBIB
New
for CP new FM Haven,
station. Conn. — License
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, UtahLicense for CP new TV station.
License Renewal
KWIL-FM
Albany, Ore.— Request license renewal.
KWGSrenewal
(FM) Tulsa, Okla.— Request
license
tional FM station.non-commercial educaAPPLICATIONS DISMISSED
Fairfield,
Ala.— Ensley
DISMISSED
tion of Fairfield
Bcstg. applicaSystem
for a new AM station on 1260 kc 1 kw
D.
WKAL Rome, N. Y. — DISMISSED application for experimental
unl. tion at Utica,
N. Y. on 1450booster
kc 250sta-w
(Continued on page 84)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<* per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesman
Salesman, one who can offer honesty,
neatness and pleasing personality combined with top radio knowhow in exchange for extremely pleasant position
in attractive town noted for its fine
living nityconditions.
opportufor right man.Unlimited
Must have
car.
Box 137K, BROADCASTING.
Head salesman wanted — New England
area. 15% commission $75 guaranteed
draw.
ING. Reply Box 176K, BROADCASTPennsylvania small market station
needs salesman to fill vacancy August
15th. Car necessary. Starting salary
$50 plus commission. Full details, first
letter. Good opportunity. Box 287K.
BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity for salesman who
knows radio and wants to make money.
Network station in southeastern market
of 435,000. Number one sports station.
Plenty to sell if you have the ability
and are willing to work. Right man
will have protected account list, liberal
drawing account against 15%. Please
give complete
personal data,Boxpast290K,
experience and references.
BROADCASTING.
Salesman or salesmanager. 250 watt
middle east network affiliate. Rush
references and full information. Box
298K. BROADCASTING.
We are interested in adding a salesman
to our staff. Actually want a beginner
to build a following in our city. No
genius, no one with all the answers,
but a person who wants to learn basic
selling for an independent station in
the largest city in outstanding southern
state. Write details and background.
Box 302K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
wanteddraw
— Need
experienced
radio
salesman,
and commission,
openingtion infor
posinearcommercial
future. manager
Write KYOU,
Greeley, Colo.
Salesman for dual net station. Excellent working conditions, guaranteed
base plus commissions. Details first
letter. WDYK, Cumberland, Md.
Only station in 90,000 trading zone
needs aggressive salesman. Guarantee,
commission. WOKZ, Alton, Illinois.
Reply immediately with all details.
Can be interviewed in Chicago.
If you have had one year, or more,
experience in any phase of radio and
want to better yourself by joining the
sales department of a fine radio station
on the Atlantic coast in a metropolitan
market, get in touch with Harrol A.
Brauer, WVEC, Hampton, Virginia immediately. Ifselected you will receive
a liberal draw against commission.
Don't miss this opportunity.
Announcers
Wanted by upper midwest station, announcer interested in script and traffic.
Write Box 274K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/engineer wanted new Michigan station. Good working conditions
and salary. Box 204K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Sports announcer to broadcast
football, basketball games and regular
shift on board. Must be good. Station
a recognized sports station. Anxious for
right man September 1st. State salary
expected. Box 223K, BROADCASTING.
Opening in near future for good announcer-engine r in Minnesosta station. Send details Box 275K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Staff announcer wanted by 1000 watt
eastern station. No experience needed.
We will train you. Big shots and prima
donnas do not answer. Box 288K.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer for western Pennsylvania station. $1.75 per hour. Must
be good staff announcer. Advise experience, complete details. Box 291K,
BROADCASTING.
Michigan nouncer.
1 Clearkw.
sellingExperienced
voice. Both anad
lib and script. Strong on news and
records. Good working conditions.
Send disc. Box 314K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer wanted for New
Mexico station, experienced desired but
not necessary, good working conditions
and salary. First phone necessary.
Send background, ability and desires
immediately. Box 320K. BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-copywriter for outstanding
independent station. Must be primarily
a first rate commercial announcer with
ability to handle copy and traffic assignments as required. Send audition
and qualifications to Jack Black, WNOR,
Norfolk, Virginia.
Announcer wanted — dependable, conscientious staff man. No play-by-play.
Must haveperience.atSendleast
oneaudition.
year staff
exdetails,
WPIC,
Sharon, Pa.
Announcer with first class ticket, by
250 watt Mutual affiliate in lake and
citrus area
desirable butofnotFlorida.
essentialExperience
if you have
basic
qualifications
and
willingness
learn. Rush audition disc to Larryto
Rollins, WSIR, Winter Haven. Florida.
Staff announcer, some experience, disc
or audition, WVOS, Liberty, N. Y.

Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket, Virginia daytime independent. essary.
Experience
desiredVirginia
but not690 necCall Warsaw,
for
discussion and further information.
Wanted — Combination announcer, emphasis on announcing, with 1st class
ticket and experienced. State salary.
Send disc or tape and past record. Box
41, Marion, S. C.
Combo announcer-engineer with first
at midwest Liberty affiliate. $210.00
per month
to start.
Good train.
board Write
operator preferred,
but will
or wire KISD, Sioux Falls, S. D.
Experienced announcer with ticket.
Salary $250. Contact J. B. McNutt,
KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Wanted. Announcer-engineer. Accent
on announcing. Salary commensurate
with ability. Write General Manager,
KNEX, McPherson, Kansas.
Experienced
announcer
Texas work.
network affiliate.
Little for
board
Modern air-conditioned studios. This
may
be that better
position
you're
seeking.
age, Bishop,
experience, draftWrite
status,outlining
etc. Burton
KTEM, Temple, Texas.
First phone announcer, salary $75.00 44
hours start. Wire or call WCTA,
Andalusia, Ala.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars
cus,
Georgia.in 1st letter. WDEC, AmeriAnnouncer-engineer, experienced, with
good voice. Car necessary. $75.00 per
week. Contact Walter Harris, Manager,
WFVA, Fredericksburg, Virginia.
Wanted, two experienced announcers
not afraid of work. Base salary, time
and half overtime, plus talent fees.
No glamour boys need apply. Also
need salesman. Our staff knows about
this ad. No replacement, but addition
to staff. Send all information and disc
to
Radio Station WHNC, Henderson,
N. C.

Will pay seventy-five starting salary
for versatile experienced announcer
with first class license. Wire or phone
collect WVSC, Somerset, Penna.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga.. Phone 921.
Technical

Wanted, combination, announcer-engineer, emphasis on announcing. Must
have 1st class license, car and be draft
exempt. Good working conditions
Mutual network station. 48 hours, 6
day week, salary start $282.00 per
month. Send full details, disc, snapfirst letter. Manager, WKWF, Key
West,shot Florida.
Wanted: Capable announcer-operator.
First class license. $72.80 for 48 hours.
1 kw AM, 7.3 kw FM. WLET, Toccoa,
Georgia.
Engineer - announcer for splendidly
equipped small town station near Atlanta. Want good engineer — willing to
teach announcing. Permanent position.
Reasonable living conditions. WMOC,
Covington, Georgia.

Engineer, mature, experienced, capable
of taking charge of 1000 watt station.
One who is accustomed to doing a good
job on maintenance. Must have car.
Position offers security and good living
conditions in attractive town. Box
138K. BROADCASTING.
Engineer first phone license to work
1000 watt
station in two
western
Pennsylvania, on temporary
months
basis.
Box 252K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:mitterEngineer
for hour,
AM-FMtimetransduty. $1.40 per
and
one-half over 40 hours. Have applied
for TV. Box 270K, BROADCASTING.
Somewhere there is a man with a first
class phone ticket who can handle an
announcers job creditably and who
would like to sell on the side. If that
man willin get
in touch
with easily
us, he'll
be
placed
a job
that can
bring
excellent earnings. This is a permanent job. We want a level-headed
fellow who will settle down and become part of our community. No
prima donnas wanted. A car is needed.
Pennsylvania.
Box 278K. BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer ; announcer-engineer
preferred. Experience desirable but
not essential. 250 watt middle east network affiliate. Box 297K, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs operator with
first class license. Experience not essential. Send information and exstartingBROADCASTING.
salary per 40 hour week
to Box pected
31 IK,
Wanted: Engineer with first phone for
southwestern AM-FM station. Prefer
experienced man
consider
inexperienced.but
Write fullwilldetails
to Box
317K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer, immediate opening,
sary, permanent,
salary $54.00experience
for 40 hourunnecesweek,
time 200.
and Mandan,
\'2 for overNorth
40 hours.
Box
Dakota. Write
Combination operators for stations in
several east central states. No experience necessary.
for advancement. ReplyOpportunity
c/o Chief Engineer,
Box 867, Morgantown, W. Va.
Top salary
engineer.Iowa,
Forward
details to KOEL,for Oelwein,
attention
Ralph Giese.

Help Wanted (Cont'd;
Combination chief engineer a:
nouhcer wanted. Must be tops ii
Want married man who is looki
permanence. Salary based on (
ence. Contact me quickly. Otl
General Manager, KLMR, Lama;
Engineer with announcing capac
not necessarily exoerienced, i
immediately
CBS Silver
affiliate.
Jim
Duncan, byKSIL,
City, C
Wanted: Combination operate
nouncer for network station in A:
Ideal year-round climate. Higl
tude, dry
air, cool summers.
Ad1
ment
possibilities.
Please includ
or
disc
with
letter.
KSUN,
I
Arizona.
Transmitter operator needed foi
watt station. Experience unnece
KTAE, Inc., Taylor, Texas.
Have immediate opening for em
with first phone. No experience i
sary. Combined operation in f
man's paradise. WCRK, Morris
Tennessee.
Wanted: Engineer wanted. 1st
license. Experience unnecessary,
for 40 hour week. Radio Station ^
Columbus. Indiana.
Position open! Transmitter eng.
First class ticket. Experience unn
sary. WDUN, Gainesville, Georgk
Transmitter engineer. Permanent
essential. Contact Chief Engi
WEOL, Elyria, Ohio.
Two engineers needed immediate
northeastern Ohio commercial FM
erty
Contactaffiliate.
WFAH. Good
Alliance.starting
Ohio. s;i
First class engineer. Starting s,
fifty-five dollars a week. Station Wrl
Dunkirk. New York.
Immediate opening for first class t
at FM station. Experience not nt
sary, but car required. WHDL
Olean, New York.
Wanted, engineer with or without
perience. No glamour boys need ap :
Excellent working conditions. S
N. c:information to WHNC. Hender all
Control operator first class license,
perience not necessary. $52.00 fo:
hour week to start. Send photo, re
ences
to F. E. Lackey, WHOP, Hopk :;
ville, Kentucky.
Three Ohio stations need engineers t:f
combo men. Send applications WJti
Gallipolis, Ohio.
Wanted: with
Combination
nouncer,
emphasis on engineerannounc Must have first class license. Sal
$100 per week plus good hours, dayt
only. Southerner preferred. Write
call
Station WLTC, Gastoi;North Radio
Carolina.

Wanted. experience
Two engineers,
first phcR' ,[::f
Limited
accepted.
details,
salary
requirements
to WMCiGtf,-r:
Metropolis, Illinois. Permanent.
hours.
Wanted: First class ticket. $35
forty hours. WPKY, Princeton Ky.
: BMa
Production-Programming , Othe :
Wanted:
Continuity
writer - fema*!
nity.
copy, recent
westernForward
Pennsylvania
collegephoto
comma "
salary
expected. Box 215K, BROA
CASTING.
Promotion director, experienced in
phases of advertising, promotion a
publicity for Philadelphia station. B
273K. BROADCASTING.
50 kw midwest station looking for wid
awake
publicity
woman,
experien
preferably
in station
or agency
pu
licity department. Give complete i
formation, background, references ai
salary in first reply. Address Box 29£1
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Experienced in all phass
including local reporting; authoritatn
air presentation. Advise previous e:
perience, references, salary expecte
and attach snapshot. Confidentis
Forward transcription or tape to Rog(
G. Berk, WAKR, Akron 8, Ohio.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Top sportscaster, former college athlete. Top commercial announcer, thoroughly
Technical
Outstanding major experience all experienced, offers good work return
Northeast, chief or staff; 8 years studio
sports. Box 241K. BROADCASTING.
for
good
pay.
Box
310K,
BROADCASTING.
and AM-FM transmitter to 5 kw. EarnAvailable immediately, capable combo
ing $73. Box 251K, BROADCASTING.
Three years experience. Announcer,
man with eighteen months experience
Combo. Available July 15th, First
disc jockey. Professional
at independent and ABC affiliate. newscaster,
8 months experience. DJ, news,
Hollywood. Wisconsin area phone.
Money important but not primary ob- schooling,
staff.
Employed So. California. Radio
preferred.
Box 312K, BROADCASTBROADCASTING.
ING.
ject.
Looking
for
permanence,
a
verschool
grad.
Vet, 23. $70.00. Box 211K,
satile job and opportunity. Write full
particulars in first letter stating initial Attention Ohio and western PennsylTwenty
experisalary and future prospects. Box 255K,
vania, combo man experienced all Chief engineer.
ence construction
and years
maintenance,
BROADCASTING.
phases.entlyPrefer
and DJ.
Pres- excellent
past
record
as
chief.
employed.sports
Available
September
able immediately. Family. Box Avail253K,
Ambitious, experienced announcer.
First. Minimum $75.00. Disc and photo. BROADCASTING.
Strong commercials, MC live shows.
Box 313K, BROADCASTING.
News, writer, musician. Now with 50 Announcer with first class license, de- Experienced woman, with first phone
ticket wants steady job. Hopeful of
kw NBC AM-TV big market. Excellent
sires position on west coast. Handle
references! Disc, photo, particulars
a254K,
warmBROADCASTING.
all-year-round climate. Box
any
type show. Married, draft exempt.
ING.
on request. Good salary. Talent?
l'/2 children. Box 316K, BROADCASTBox 256K. BROADCASTING.
First phone wants combination job
west
of Rocky
Mountains. Professionally
Four months
Situations Wanted
Announcer-copywriter. Degree in Please don't hurry! Now DJ and music
network
experience.
speech. Limited experience. Vet, 26, director. Want only progressive net- trained.
Disc
and
photo.
Please state
draft
exempt,
control
board.
Box
257K,
work
station
with
decent
future.
BROADCASTING.
salary
and pertinent details. Box 266K,
Managerim.1
BROADCASTING.
Vicinity
of
Chicago
preferred.
Box
ition Texas Panhandle. Oklahoma,
318K, BROADCASTING.
DJ — entertainer desires position with First class announcer-operator; first Ambitious engineer: Experienced, qualias; available on or after August
fied as chief. Directional, construction,
progressive
station,
east
or
south.
Twenty years radio-newspaper.
maintenance and audio. Family man,
phone, draft
exempt, news,
veteran.
ExperiSingle, draft proof, clean living habits.
enced,
commercial,
DJ,
sports
~|I ng,
-management,
promotion,
copyPrefer
morning
show.
Specializes
in
age 26. Prefer midwest. Salary $85Prefermarried.
250 watt.
Re- folk music, knows studio equipment.
and special events. Disc, photo and $100.
;ible,news.
dependable,
42 years
Box 281K, BROADCASTING.
details available. Prefer western states
Box 259K, BROADCASTING.
No superman, but hard worker
but will go anywhere for right offer. Licensed engineer, veteran, 4 years exgood promotional background.
perience (control room, remotes and
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone. Pres- Write 319K. BROADCASTING.
42K, BROADCASTING.
transmitter), draft exempt. Now emently
employed
as
announcer-chief
enAttention
high-powered
stations,
radio
ployed but desire advancement to larger
gineer. Over 4 years experience, good
~4 Hger.
years experience.
Minimum $60. Box 303K,
idio. 5Presently
employed 10atyears
sal- voice. Married,
and/orwith
TV, experience
in major markets:
Here's a station.
draft exempt. Resume,
man
in play-by-play
BROADCASTING.
$4500.
Commission
$1750.
Comtape
or
disc
available.
Posisportscasting,
saleable
deejay,
classical
Jy versatile. Strong sales. Civic picture,
tion must be permanent. Write Box
phone operator, desiring to locate
music, programming and production of First
ed. Family. Small investment
in California or west. Veteran, single,
show fed to two major networks. Draft
:ble. Prefer south Atlantic area in 261K, BROADCASTING.
car,
13
experience.
single, presently em:age size town. Box 212K, BROADBox 313, years
Clifton.transmitting
N. J.
Announcer-operator, single, draft ex- exempt ployedveteran,
as production assistant at 5 kw
TING.
empt, S. R. T. Chicago graduate.
major midwest outlet. You prescribe
Singing, DJ speciality, college man.
Production-Programming, others
iger-salesmanager, recognized top Box
job, salary, duration, location. Box
263K, BROADCASTING.
producer past 12 years in highly
323K,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster-editor:
Personable, authorijetitive metropolitan market with
Wanted! Sports! Sport announcer, D J, Announcer, strong news, commercials.
tative delivery. 10 years news back*. Have both affiliate and non-af3 years experience looking for a station
e experience. Desire opportunity
Employed. Veteran. Married. 31.
ground: reporting, rewriting, broadcasting. BS Degree. Family. Dependyear-round sports coverage. Can Three years experience. Desirous of
station, representatives or tran- with
able. Draft free. Want lst-rate news
operate board. No preference size of getting with progressive kw or more
t ;'tion
sales
offering
salary
and
comstation. All offers considered. Draft network affiliate. Minimum $65.00 conscious
operation. Minimum $100.
ion in large or small market. Want
ING^
Currently
employed 50 kw. Highest
:ion in midwest or the state of Ore- exempt. Box 265K, BROADCASTING.
weekly. Box 325K, BROADCASTING.
references.
Box 231K. BROADCASTsuccessfulnumber
backSome experience. First
ndHave
withcompletely
sound unlimited
Newscaster-announcer thoroughly ex- Announcer.
class
license.
Wish
emphasize
announcperienced and capable. Midwest or
eferences. Presently employed in
ing. East. D. Kened, 1642 East 19 Copywriter. BV2 years experience all
rgest met. market. Available after east. Minimum $70.00. Draft exempt.
Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
type products.
30, hard
Box 269K, BROADCASTING.
■er
notice
to
present
employer.
36
worker.
Box 236K,Clean-cut;
BROADCASTING.
s old, married with three children
Announcer-salesman; presently emAvailable
now,
newscaster-announcer
director-newscaster,
look"Jorse
descent. Write Box 243K,
ployed as commercial manager; radio- Program
with 2 years experience. Want better school and
ing for small
station in small 25,market.
•ADCASTING.
college graduate; excellent
news gathering, writing opportunity.
Some
programming
experience,
3
years
time
sales
record;
Al
Lyons,
KERB,
ING^
news
director, 2 years college, family,
ager-outstanding disc jockey per- All-round staff man, 26, married. AuKermit, Texas.
dition, particulars on request. Write
lity-program director. Available
veteran, $70. Box 250K, BROADCAST!y or together. All have major Box 272K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer:
10
years
experience,
market success stories. Ages 30 to 40, Experinced announcer/deejay! Versaried, desires to return to midwest.
Newsman, 6 years. Associated Press
experience.
Dependable, excelSome sales experience, desire fulltime experience.
24, single, exempt. Operate
28, family, exempt vet,
references.
Interested any size board. tile. B. A.,
mike
with offtime service and sales.
Box 279K, BROADCASTING.
.ket presenting an opportunity.
rewrite.
Employed top AM-TV operaByron
McCall,
311
South
Mt.
Vernon,
tion. Prefer California indee but inAnnouncer-salesman. D. J., news,
CASTING.
Prescott, Arizona.
*'.e, wire Box 258K, BROADCASTterested in any reasonable proposition.
sports, console. Deep voice, college. No
professional experience but plenty Best references. Box 264K, BROADWants
first
radio
job.
Radio
trained,
2 ntion station owners! Is your sta- matured, married, veteran. Box 282K.
of zeal, beautiful voice quality and two
- this
in a outstanding
rut, dull andteam
just togetting
by? BROADCASTING .
woman, friendly personality,
years'
announcing
give you
anywhere.
Start attraining.
bottom. Will
Record,go Young
excellent voice. Located Chicago, deiressive management, top sales, Top disc and staff man seeking wider
photographs
available.
Gene
Parsh,
sires permanent connection small town
jner appeal programming and ef- fields. Used to big things, ready for 2003 W. 70th PI.. Chicago 36.
radio,
with opportunity for writing
ING.
| Jive commercials.
Father as sta- bigger things. 5 years large network
and
mike
work. Disc, photo, references
Announcer
—
Personable,
friendly,
ver5 j and commercial manager, son as CASTING^
market. Veteran. Box 285K, BROADavailable. Box 267K, BROADCASTsatile. Strong on commercials, news.
jaj: I|?ram
director,
special
events,
sports
news. Both fine personalities. With
console. Experienced, marSports-staff
position,
progressive
sta- Operate
Newsman: Eleven years experience.
ried, vet, exempt. Replies answered
ure judgement, youthful enthusiasm
tion. Presently
employed.
College
real showmanship, this team can background,
promptly.
Disc.
Rai Tasco,
103-06 29th Editor, newscaster, writer, legman.
ambitious.
Box
286K,
Avenue,
E.
Elmhurst,
N.
Y.
:e your station thoroughly interestSolid sponsorship. Draft exempt. Perbring advertisers better results and BROADCASTING.
Rusty reservist, just discharged from manent. Box 268K, BROADCASTING.
, more profits. Well rounded ex- Combo. Top quality voice. Challenging
Experienced music director, female,
immediately. Ex; ence all phases radio 250 watts up. news, effective comm., polished DJ. service, available
now 289K.
employed,,
desires job with future.
perienced all play-by-play, staff, DJ. Box
) and independent, from CP into sucFour years experience. Draft exempt.
BROADCASTING.
Gates board. Age 31, married, settled.
iul operation. Know and prefer Seventv
dollars. Box 295K, BROADCASTING^
Jack
Wilkerson, Box 4112-NE, Dearborn,
h or southern coastal areas. Al(Continued on next page)
Michigan.
;jgh the right opportunity, pleasant
Announcer, colored, good voice, mass
,~.g and Desire
workingsingle
conditions
imappeal, promotional ideas. Box 296K,
j:ant.
stationmore
market,
BROADCASTING.
/sonable salary and percentage. Box
k, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, control room operator,
2 years experience, draft exempt.
aeral and commercial manager. Now
STATION
Available
on two week
jloyed commercial manager 5000 trial basis. immediately
Start
$50
week.
Box
301K,
BROADCASTING.
$15,000. Cash Required
network
earn: tover
$10,000.station.
PreferLast
southyear's
or southFOR
SALE
Faith healer? — No! Just a good staff
"it. Box 283K, BROADCASTING.
newscaster, some experience, look;s-minded, cost conscious station and ing
for station needing a shot in the
jager currently operating successful
For reasons of health, must sell immediately,
arm.
Handle any board. Disc. Box
affiliate in highly competitive mar304K,
BROADCASTING.
desires change to deep south,
Midwestern
independent
station in 100,000 population market
thwest, or Pacific northwest. BackDual (radio) personality — ambitious,
that ranks among the first hundred in the United States. Only
und and qualifications available to fully trained staff announcer, radio
and/or TV. Strong on sports, news,
owners upon request.
one other station. First year, under absentee ownership, staDJ, console, sales. Sober, no floater,
:■rested
307K, station
BROADCASTING.
highest
references, draft exempt, car,
tion showed slight operating profit. All new equipment, modern
Announcers
will
travel. Box 305K, BROADCASTING^
office building studios, combined operation. Will sell 100% of
• erienced announcer, music, news,
stock for actual investment. $15 000 cash, will finance balance
matics. Want TV or radio job. Box
Announcer-program director, 28, exK. BROADCASTING,
empt, presently
employed,
7
years
exof $35,000. This price includes $10,000 in quick assets and the
perience, reliable, consider all offers,
lege graduate radio speech wants
fixed assets are now worth more than the total purchase price
travel, tape, photograph available.
t break, interested all phases, single, will
Box 306K. BROADCASTING.
exempt. Prefer small independent,
of station. Must sell in 90 days. Qualified principals only.
;:onal interview if good opportunity.
Mature announcer, 5 years experience,
c 195K, BROADCASTING.
superior voice and technique, competent all phases, desires affiliation with
•v York stater; announcer 9 years,
metropolitan organization. Box 309K,
Box 30°K. BROADCASTING
is
V2
year,
family.
Box
207K,
O ADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Technical
agineer to start at 5 kw AM staor micro-wave
relay stationLater
loin Ohio or Kentucky.
-'er to TV studio or transmitter,
xperience or TV training required.
or phone Leroy E. Kilpatrick,
Z-TV, Huntington, West Virginia.
duction-Programming, others
est television station needs film
Must be able to shoot, splice and
film as well as maintain orderly
■y Reply, stating qualifications,
•ience
and references
to Box 284K,
ADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced male copywriter, traffic,
continuity, background with indie and
net. Looking
for station withBox
opportunity for advancement.
292K,
BROADCASTING.
Male copy chief at 5 kw. Midwest station considering move to bigger things,
preferably publicity work. May take
another copy job if offer attractive.
No itinerant. Single. Best references.
University iournalism grad. Box 315K,
BROADCASTING.
Young woman, single, experienced receptionist and typist, desires position
in continuity, traffic, or as receptionist
and organist with progressive radio station. In addition to my office experience and ability, I am an experienced
entertainer, accomplished organist and
pianist. Have my own Hammond
Organ available with my services. My
programsence.
willAvailable
build now.
your listening
audiAll suitable
offers given serious consideration.
Write Box 324K, BROADCASTING.
Power package!!! Program director, experienced all phases programming,
showmanship,
public
tions, sound TV publicity,
background.
Ideasrelaby
bushels, liked by lots, willing, able. Not
adequately employed, want unlimited
opportunity, got it? Write Box 326K,
BROADCASTING.
Creative, responsible, experienced radio
writer. Directed continuity, special
events, women's, children's and community broadcasts. Executive secretary, promotion and public relations
background. Interested in staff opening with a future. Female, 26, single.
Journalism degree. Available for interview New York-Philadelphia area
Julv
23-August 3. Box 327K, BROADCASTING.
Television
Managerial
Television film director seeks to develop enterprising film department for
growing TV station. Specialist film
production and integration of films in
TV programming. Technical knowhow.
8 years experience producing, editing,
writing documentary, newsreel, public
relations films. Intimate knowledge
animation photography. Has showmanship, imagination, ingenuity, organizingthoroughly.
ability. Understands
television medium
Responsible,
family. Lawrence Mollot, Box 394,
Nanuet, N. Y.
Production-Programming , others
Experienced
in television.
Master's
Degree. Management
experience
in other
fields. Seeking
TV
production
supervisory position, or directing where
advancement possible. Box 219K,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Copy-promotion
writer. creative.
Long experience. Fast, competent,
Also
sell, announce.
Box
237K,
CASTING • TELECASTING. BROADTelevision producer-director, floor manager,ence.
firstBoxclass
Some experi-•
321K,license.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Wanted to Buy

For Sale

Equipment etc.
WE 23C or Gates 51-CS consolette,
Collins 250 watt AM 300G transmitter,
GE limiter, GR modulation monitor,
RCA 44-BX microphones and 27,000
feet #10 copper wire. Box 260K,
BROADCASTING.

Local Network station in ex
lent midwestern small cor
munity — Principal owners d
sire to sell because of ot
interests demanding their
time. Excellent opportunity
owner-manager, price — $75,0C
cash. Principals only — No brol
ers. All BOX
replies 328K,
confidential.

For Sale
Stations
Local station (250 watts) in progressive
industrial city of 15,000 on east coast.
Good buy. Principal owners have other
interests demanding their attention.
Must be able to swing $50,000 cash deal.
Principals only, no brokers. Box 214K,
BROADCASTING.
For sale, fulltime, network station in
fast growing southwestern city. 1950
population 150,000 has been increased
due to defense plants and Air Force
expansion. Well established with local
and regional advertisers and agencies.
Annual gross $165,000. Both sales and
profits sharply above last year. High
Hoopers. Pleasant living. High, dry
climate. Wonderfully cool summers.
Warm, comfortable winters. Owner
devoting energies to new, larger property.
quick Approximately
sale at exceptionalPriced
figure for
$75,000.
$60,000. Cash at time of FCC approval.
Balance in long-term notes. Write or
wire. Box 262K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Collins 300-F 250 watt AM transmitter
with 40 DA dual oscillator unit complete with two sets tubes, crystals for
your frequency and antenna coupler
ready to go for $1,000 uncrated f.o.b.
Box 294K, BROADCASTING.
For sale: W. E. 451-A-l transmitter;
W. E. 23-C console; W. E. 20-B rectifier;
W. E. 1126-C amplifier; W. E. D-7008
antenna coupling unit: General Radio
1181-A frequency monitor; General Radio 1931-A modulation monitor. Variety
of other broadcast equipment. List
furnished
request.condition.
All this equipment in on
excellent
Write
P. O. Box 631, Marysville, California.
RCA 308-A field intensity meter. KFNF,
Shenandoah, Iowa.
For sale: Two Presto 8-D-G disc recorders with Presto 92A recording
amplifier. Radio Station WCSI, Columbus, Indiana.
One Gates transmitter, 250-A with two
sets of new tubes, crystal for 1490 and
new spare crystal for 1490. One new
crystal for General Radio frequency
monitor. One 165-foot Wincharger
tower with A-l lighting, guys and base
insulator. Bonding strip, copper and
copper radial wire, new, for your
ground system. All in perfect condition ready to ship. Best cash offer
takes all. WDBC, Escanaba, Michigan.
RCA radiomike, model BTP-1A. Like
new, $150.00. Contact Don. Bowdish,
Chief Engineer, WRSW, Warsaw, Ind.
One 250-watt-Cl Gates transmitter with
exciter and two crystals 1490 K. C,
$2,000.00 cash F. O. B. Anniston, Alabama. Write W. S. Weatherly, c/o
WSPC, Anniston, Alabama.
Presto recording equipment, like new.
One 90B amplifier. One 6-N and one
75-A recorder with 1-D cutting heads.
One
Altec Four
microphone.
Two 16"cutting
filing
cabinets.
stands. Several
stylus. Miscellaneous accessories. $1,525.00 complete. W. E. Olewine, Sound
Recording,
16 Granada Way, Altoona,
Penna.

Miscellaneous
There's ducers,
Golddirectors
in TV.
havebudget
promakingWe low
pictures for past 30 years. Now ready
to produce several excellent TV series
at low cost. Can use capital. Get your
share of TV profits now. Box 280K,
BROADCASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15
STATION affairs)
MANAGER
(Programming, promotion, sales, civic
Executive top stations 14 years, midthirties, personable, easterner, Big 3
college, family.
BOX 300K, BROADCASTING
For Sale

ENGLAND

$55,000.00
Only station in an ideal one
station New England market.
This fulltime network property
is operating profitably and
business is considerably ahead
of last year. Financing arranged.

FLORIDA
$62,500.00
Only station in one of Florida's most desirable medium
sized cities. This fulltime facility has always made money
and present business in running
about 20% ahead of last year.

BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
RayMontgomery
V. HamiltonSt.
Harold
R.
MurphyTribune
Tower
235
Washington BIdg.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
mim««««««««»««»»»»««««»»». «■■■«»■■ ■■■■■■

Equipment, etc.
HIGHEST

BID ACCEPTE

AEOLIAN-SKINNER PIPE 0RGA
AND EXTRA CONSOLE
Program changes and com
plete revision of studio layou
compel removal of this fins
instrument. Would cost $27,00C
today. In perfect condition
Suitable for church, radio station, theatre. Mail us your bid.
COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS ON RE

Stations
FOR

SALE
Fulltim* network affiliate
in desirable single-station
New England market out
of TV area.
earnings. Priced Good
at $45,000
for quick
sale. No broCASTING.kers. Box 155K, BROAD-

FOR

SALE

Only station in eastern city 18,000
population — local channel — network
affiliated — offered due to retirement
principal executive. Long history substantial earnings. Answer to any inquiry predicated upon show of financial
ability to handle minimum of $75,000
cash equal amount secured terms.
Reply Box 276K, BROADCASTING.

Jack Hill
WWJ, Detroit 31, Mich.
Schools

imIII
5 RT- Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive full or part time

7;
COURSES
•it
I it |
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding Faculty of
d KiveOil
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved
Veterans
Write for forProspectus
w
School of Radio Technique in!
RKO BIdg., Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
228 South Wobash Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois

■ init

ir.
TOP OVERSEAS

XEW

BROADCASTING

OPENINGS

NEEDED AT ONCE
By private organization with its own broadcasting stations in Western
Europe beamed at "Iron Curtain" countries. Contract basis with transportation and housing 'for families furnished.
1. Assistant Chief Engineer.
4. Design Engineer. Broadcast
station design, planning and
All phases broadcast station
installation. Accent on
construction and operation.
studio
recording facili$7,500-$9,000.
ties.and
To $7,500.
2. Monitoring Engineer. Re5.
Transmitter
Supervisor.
ceiving station supervision.
Commercial experience deHighpowermittingbroadcast
transstation supervision,
sirable. $6,500-$8,000.
to
$7,500.
3. Technical Administrator. All
6. Studio Supervisor. Broadphases broadcast station
casting and recording studio
operation and management.
operation and supervision.
To $7,500.
To $8,000. .
Send resume of personal history and professional experience to:
BOX 271 K, BROADCASTING

LIBEL LAW
To Submit New Bills
NTUCKY Broadcasters Assn.
[ the Kentucky Press Assn. will
perate in submitting an act and
amendments concerning libel,
nages for defamatory stateits and divulgence of news
rces to the state general assemwhen it convenes this fall.
!?he press group, which first
nsored the prepared exemption
m revealing the source of news,
revised its amendment to KenICEP1 fi
ky revised statute No. 421,000
include radio and television
stations.
The origto '> 'iadcasting
1 amendment was phrased:
i"o
compelled orto
closeperson
in anyshall
legalbe proceedings
il before any court . . . the source
any information procured or obned by him and published in a
* spaper by which he is engaged or
orployed or with which he is conrted.

":

'MAIL CALL'
GIs, Families Sound Off

I

The "proposed innocent instruntality bill" provides that radio
i^jjii.tions and newspapers will not
held liable "for innocent publican of defamatory statements re,. . ved from established news serv' s" nor will radio and TV stations
"defamatory
statements are
ered by persons other than the
»ner, licensee or operator or his
e," and if such reent orareemploy
a arks
made by political canBates.
Bill Provisions
Bill provides for action to be
^missed if the defendant proves
formation containing the defamary elements came from an estab:.hed news service unless the comainant proves the statement was
lse and the defendant "knew or
("i id reason to know its falsity" at
e time of broadcast. Case could
;so be dismissed, under provisions
the proposed bill, if the station
roves the questionable remarks
ere made by someone other than
ti owner or staff member unless
le complainant proves the station
-Aiiled to "exercise due care."
An amendment to Section 411,050
jf the revised statutes would "limit
lie recovery of damages in def amaon actions where the defendant
as not refused to make a timely
nd conspicuous public correction
f the alleged defamation."
Special damages, defined as
ioney damages suffered in addiion to money spent in connection
• ith the defamation suit, will be
warded unless the plaintiff proves
he made a sufficient demand for
'orrection" and the station or news>aper "failed to make conspicuous

IT'S Mail Call time these days at
KNOR Norman, Okla., which is
programming a daily series of programs to wives, sweethearts and
relatives of GIs in the 45th Division stationed at Camp Chitose,

AT EASE after 15 days of active duty training with the Air Force Reserve
School at Long Beach Air Force Base, Long Beach, Calif., are these radio and
agency representatives (I to r) Lt. Edward M. Blakesley, of McClung Broadcasting, Merced, Calif.; Lt. Loyal M. Whittaker, KSUB Cedar City, Utah;
Col. Sanford W. Dee, McCarty Co., Los Angeles; Capt. Ira M. Hume, promotion manager, KHSL Chico, Calif.; Lt. Stanley E. Parrish, KERG Eugene, Ore.

professional women's clubs were
announced last week in Chicago by
Mrs. Queenie Grable, of Lexington,
Ky., national radio and television
chairman of the National Federation of Business and Professional
Women's Clubs Inc.
Four clubs won citations for outstanding series' of broadcasts.
They were:
Okmulgee, Okla., Club, for series,
New Patterns in Women, over KHBG;
Jennings, La., Club, for series, So
KJEF;
You Want to be a Career Girl, over
Hopkinsville, Ky., Club, for series,
Measuring
Up Our Community, over
WHOP;
Lexington Ky., Club, for series,
Women in Today's Picture, over
WLAP.
Honorable mention went to the
Woqster, Ohio, Club, for series, Our
Women in Business and Professions,
over WWST, and the Warren, Ohio,
Club, for series, Careers for Women,
over WHHH.
Judges were Dorcas Ruthenburg,
director of public affairs programming, WHAS Louisville; Katherine
Fox, director of special broadcast
services, WLW Cincinnati, and E.
G. Sulzer, head, Dept. of Radio
Arts, U. of Kentucky, Lexington.

PLOUGH Inc., Memphis (owner of
WMPS Memphis), manufacture of
St. Joseph Aspirin and other drug
products, reports estimated net sales
for company and subsidiaries for first
six months of 1950 reached $8,446,000.
This figure is the highest figure in
the company's 43 year history.
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RADIO

OUTSELLS

NEWSPAPERS

See Centerspread
ON

AWARDS

Best Women's Series' Named
RADIO awards to business and

the action."
"Conspicuous publication" on radio
or TV must be broadcast at "substantially the same time of day and with
the same sending power," and is one
which is "agreeable to the plaintiff."
Broadcast-wise, "timely publication"
means broadcast within three business days after which the "demand
for correction" is received.
Elmer G. Sulzer, director of radio at the U. of Kentucky, is chairman of the KBA legislature committee. Working with him are
Mike Layman of WSFC Somerset;
Charles Harris of WGRC Louisville; R. B. Helsm of WHLN Harlan; Ken D. Given of WLBJ Bowling Green, and Hecht S. Lackey
of WSON Henderson.

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
3ROADCASTING

CLUB

and timely" correction.
"Sufficient demand for correction"
is defined in the amendments as one
in writing, signed by the plaintiff or
his authorized attorney or agency,
"which specifies the statement or
statements claimed to be false and
defamatory, states wherein they are
false and sets forth the true facts;
and which is delivered to the defendant prior to the commencement of

THE AIR EVERYWHERE

60%

This Issue
24 HOURS

A DAY

Japan.
The series is prepared by a Norman recruiting officer, Sgt. Hank
Wallace, on the basis of letters
from the servicemen, and features
latest information on their welfare
and musical dedications to their
loved ones. In turn, Sgt. Wallace
tapes personal messages for broadcast over the Armed Forces station in Sapporo.
So popular has been the program
that it was extended from 15minutes to a half-hour, according
to the station. Additionally, Sgt.
Wallace reports he has been
flooded with GI requests. The present 30 minutes, Monday through
Saturday, is all sponsored, KNOR
reports.
The programs are part of a
broad plan urging closer relationship between the GIs and their
state-side families through the exchange of taped recordings. The
plan was originally revealed by
the Armed Forces Radio Service in
Japaning,[Broadcasting
• TelecastJune 18].
TO PROMOTE radio in general on
local level, KFXM KITO KRNO San
Bernardino, Calif., have pooled their
efforts into one enlarged campaign
with series of large size advertisements
in daily San Bernardino Sun-Telegram.
A

value

. . . PLUS

in "BRUSH

CREEK
with
HIRAM

FOLLIES"
HIGSBY
KMBC
on
KFRM
PLUS ONE-"Brush Creek Follies" is
in its fourteenth successful season!
PLUS TWO— Playing again to a live
audience from the stage of the huge
new KMBC studio playhouse!
PLUS THREE— A great new arrangement on commercials for advertisers!
PLUS FOUR— An outstanding new
promotion and merchandising plan!
PLUS A DOZEN-Write, wire or
phone KMBC-KFRM or your nearest
Free and Peters colonel !
KMBC
of Kansas City

WCKY
50,000

WATTS

OF

SELLING

POWER

KFRM
for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • > •
July 16, 1951
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 16)
fashions with emphasis on color
promotions using a huge TV screen
as discovery points for styles. At
least 1,000 buyers from eight states
are expected to attend the winter
showings.
Miss Benell believes in collecting
(1) audience, (2) honors and extraprofessional duties and (3) sponsors.
In reverse analysis, the sponsors
on her list for both radio and television participating program number 15, in addition to the above
listed fashion sponsors. She has
a daily radio program on WFAA570 at 2:45 p.m. and her daily
cooking show is seen on WFAA-TV
at 4 p.m.
Wins Honors
Her recent honors and extraprofessional duties include being
named the only Texas broadcaster
in Who's Who in TV and Radio for
1951; only broadcasting member of
the Dallas Regional Fashion Group;
one of five broadcasting or journalistic women awarded a citation
by the English-speaking-Union in
February 1951; and she is public
affairs chairman of Altrusa International.
As for viewers, count up a total
of 1,544 pieces of mail in response
to various offeis made on her cooking program during May of this
year, including American Beauty
Macaroni products, Domino Sugar,

Quad-Cities is the home of 233,012 people . . . over 300 manufacturing firms. Exclusive of
the Rock Island Arsenal, emprevious highploymentbyhas passed
5,067. 1943's
Industrial
employment now totals
53,156.
WHBF is the influential hometown station with the coverage and the impact to
deliver sales at a profit in this
big, unified market.

fWHB
I I 5000 WATTS BASIC ■
1

AM

TV

r

NAT. REPS. AVERY KNODEL, INC.
Page 82
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Samolets and Miss Benell's personal recipes demonstrated on her
show.
In addition, to her experience in
fashion, Miss Benell also is an
authority on beauty, having served
for a number of years as "Sally
Andrews," beauty consultant for
Walter Winchell's Jergen's Lotion
program.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
promotion budget of $2% million,
Mr. Henry still remembers those
early train rides. But when he
reached his 'teens, he decided he
wanted to be a lawyer and chose
Vanderbilt U. as his place of study.
Because he had to work his way
through school, he took a job as a
$6 - a - week newspaper reporter.
Now, incidentally, he is on the
board of trustees of his alma mater.
Earning his degrees in 1910 and
1911, Mr. Henry continued his newspaper work and while covering politics, the governor of Tennessee's
private secretary resigned his job,
and it went to the young political
reporter.
In 1915, Mr. Henry resigned to
enter the practice of law. Two
years after hanging out his shingle,
he entered the Army as a captain
in field artillery, serving with the
AEF in France. Returning to his
law office in 1919, Mr. Henry retained alieutenant colonelcy in the
reserves.
In 1921, Mr. Henry realized his
boyhood ambition by becoming director of public relations of the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Railway, later being named assistant to the president of that
railroad. There he remained, telling the story of railroading, until
1934 when he went to Washington,
D. C, as assistant to the president
of the Assn. of American Railroads,
which led to his present position as
vice president of the AAR.
Extensive Writing
Mr. Henry's broad knowledge
and perspective of the railroad industry are shown not only in the
results of his daily work, but also
in his writings which include books
such as This Fascinating Railroad
Business, Trains, Portraits of the
Iron Horse, and On the Railroad.
In addition to his busy career, Mr.
Henry also is a recognized historian whose four works include The
Story of the Confederacy, The
Story of the Reconstruction, 'First
With the Most' Forrest, and The
Story of the Mexican War.
Yes, the ambition of a young
man to do something, and do it so
well that it leads him to the top
of his field happens in storybooks.
And as Mr. Henry has proved, it
happens in real life, too.
APPROXIMATELY 12,452.300 broadcast receiving licenses, including 825,600 for television, were current in
Great Britain and Northern Ireland
at end of April 1951.

P. LORILLARD CO.'s pres., Herbert Kent, gets gold gong at finals in Madi
Square
of ABC'swent
Ted toMack
Amateur
Hour,L tosponsored
tobacco Garden
firm. Proceeds
N. Y.Original
Foundling
Hospital.
r: Leon
Reeg, ABC v. p. in charge of radio programs; Nick Keesely, radio-TV dii
tor, Lennen & Mitchell Inc.; Mr. Kent; Alden James, Lorillard's ad mgr., ,
William Ensign, ABC's eastern radio sis. mgr.

BAB PRESIDENT William B. Ryan
(seated, r) during western visit holds
idea session with So. Calif. Broadcasters Assn. members: A. E. Joescelyn (seated, I), CBS Hollywood dir.
of oper. and SCBA pres.; standing
I to r, Frank E. (Bud) Berend, NBC
Western Div. sis. mgr., and Kevin
Sweeney, KFI Los Angeles sis. mgr.

DR. IRMAGENE N. HOLLOWAY I
director, school and college divisic
Greater New York Safety Count
presents to Fortune Pope, WHO
New York president, plaque symbol
ing
National
Safety
Council's
Public
Interest
Award
given 19
WHOM for "exceptional service

safety."

NEW Komac (paints) program. Two
on the Aisle, on KLZ Denver is discussed by (I to r) Bob Whitney,
Arthur G. Rippey Co.; Harker Spensley, station acct. exec, and Frank
McLister, of Kohler McLister. Show,
announced by Dick Barber, features
semi-classics.

PUBLIC service scroll is present ;by Jonas Weiland (I), pres., WIN 1
Miami Beach, Fla., to Burnett Rotl <
vice mayor of city, in behalf of stc
Hon listeners. Mr. Roth broadcast f
non-political local news weekly o|
station public service feature.

WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky.'s Early Bird Show receives renewal by Baldwi
Truck & Tractor Co. promotion of International Harvester. Arrangement
made by (I to r): Katherine Peden, station cml. mgr.; H. B. McCallisrer, sis
prom. supv. for l-H; Earl Tullock, Evansville zone mgr., I-H; Jerry Baldwin
owner, Baldwin firms at Hopkinsville and Cadiz.

C HARDS

TABLE III
RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES FOR MAY AND FIRST QUARTER 1951 COMPARED TO 1950 BY PRODUCT GROUPS

MOTION

\,ays Exceptions 'Premature'
NSEL for the G. A. (Dick)
1aids stations petitioned FCC
week to strike as "premature"
exceptions by the Commission's
ral counsel and Broadcast Buchief to a hearing examiner's
il decision dismissing the reil proceeding of the stations
jse of Mr. Richards' death,
.e FCC staff exceptions, filed
3, charged Hearing Examiner
Bs D. Cunningham illegally dis• *(Id of the lengthy, controversial
con ceding involving KMPC Holly■Ih (I, WGAR Cleveland and WJR
' ' i-oit, and asked the Commission
irect Mr. Cunningham to re2 his ruling on the basis of
; in the hearing record. This
had been made known earlier
petition of protest to FCC by
mission General Counsel Ben
one and Broadcast Bureau
f Curtis Plummer [BroadcastTelecasting, June 18].
r. Richards, charged by FCC in
proceeding with directing the
:ing of news on the air, died
' 28 [Broadcasting • Tele!ing, June 4].
a counter-petition to the proetition of Messrs. Cottone and
imer, Hugh Fulton, chief coun|pf the Goodwill outlets in the
'AT , upheld the examiner's disdi'ii l al of the investigation and re•JJ rited the Commission to promptWH <-rant regular license renewals
he stations [Broadcasting •
ecasting, July 2].
last week's petition, Mr. Fulpointed out the filing of the
ptions to the initial decision
premature since FCC has not
acted upon its staff's protest
tion and the Richards' countertion. Mr. Fulton's pleading
ted out the examiner was corin not making findings of fact
conclusions of law in his ruling
er than that the issues in these
eedings are moot."
IN employer pays moving costs of
I mploye who is shifted from one
Ition to another on his job, the
lloye must file the paid moving
[s as taxable income even though
moving is in the employer's inthe Bureau of Internal Rev1: has informed field offices.
KSV
SWM
M O
^JOPLIN

PRODUCT GROUP MAY 1951
Agriculture & Farming 53,507
Apparel, Footwear & Acces. 7,916
Automotive, Automotive
379,295
Equip. & Supplies
Aviation, Aviation Equip.
& Supplies
266,588
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Building Materials, Equip.
& Fixtures
137,368
Confectionery
& Soft
Drinks
554,955
228,894
Consumer Services
Drugs
& Remedies
2,162,973
Entertainment
&
Amusement
Food & Food Products 4,052,533
Gasoline, Lubricants
& Other Fusls
479,495
Horticulture
20,163
Household Equip. &
247,136
Supplies
123,199
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
188,485

306,393
MAY
'51
JAN.436,877
2,028,869

J475,209
A N.-'50
MAY 1950 MAY
84,971
171,126
617,528
410,720 2,649,215

1,484,293
605,759
2,671,524
1,422,378
10,641,700

256,041
1,248,811
131,377
583,737
590,948 3,038,282
790,156
162,517 10,626,904
2,147,903

20,014,453
2,576,960
86,394
1,211,919
420,815
917,503

4,163,970 19,973,232
408,903 2,093,379
17,616 105,696
323,801 1,305,855
38,705 201,743
188,985 950,266

WOOK
MOVE
To Rockville, Md., Proposed
WOOK Washington, if its proposed
S120,000-purchase of WINX there
is approved by FCC [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18],
plans to build a new station on
approximately its present assignment at nearby Rockville, Md.
United Broadcasting Co., WOOK
licensee and purchaser of WINX
from William and Dolly Banks,
last week was granted permission
by FCC Hearing Examiner Leo
Resnick to amend its pending application so as to request the new
facilities in Rockville. WOOK, assigned 1 kw daytime on 1590 kc
at Silver Spring, Md., Washington
suburb, had sought to move to adjoining Takoma Park, Md., and
change facilities to 1 kw day, 100
w night on 1600 kc. But with the
purchase of WINX, WOOK now
seeks to construct a new station at
Rockville on 1600 kc with 1 kw
daytime.
WINX is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1340 kc.
WOOK has indicated it does not
believe there would be any overlap
between the proposed Rockville station and WINX, hence no violation of the Commission's duopoly
rules. However, should such overlap be found to exist, it was
pointed out the proposed Rockville
station would be sold. There is no
station in Rockville now.
United Broadcasting is also li-

REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cilies, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin,
Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
NatkmaUr Represented by WllUAM G. RAM BEAU CO. ,
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

PRODUCT GROUP MAY 1951
MAY
1950 1,285,743
MAY '50
231,732
Insurance
272,669
MAY '51
Jewelry,
Optical Goods & 100,117 1,306,577
Cameras
528,483
190,117 JAN.782,453
JAN.Office Equip., Writing Sup133,620
pies
Stationery
&
Acces.
88,410
389,292
Political
719,427
150,288
13,028
Publishing & Media
564,671
14,345
17,344
27,403
Radios, TV Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical
505,252
Instruments & Acces.
310,684 1,035,658
91,952
Retail Stores
13,174
23,230
Smoking Materials
24,021 2,101,112 1 0,548,002
1,914,414
9,314,658
1,728
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Polishes
1,784,380 8,138,077 1,949,272 9,019,439
Sporting Goods & Toys
Toiletries & Toilet Goods 2,663,479 12,189,629 2,289,993 11,126,849
Transportation, Travel
& Resorts
88,378 577,346
370,542
Miscellaneous 402,529 2,134,116
82,785 2,273,864
427,801
Totals
$16,555,086 $80,613,982 $16,584,126 $81,836,829
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau

censee of WSID Essex, Md., adjacent to Baltimore; WANT Richmond, Va., WARK Hagerstown,
Md., and WFAN (FM) Washington. The company last week applied for assignment of licenses of
WSID and WARK to subsidiary
corporations — United Broadcasting
Co. of Eastern Maryland Inc. and
United Broadcasting Co. of Western Maryland Inc., respectively.
Legal details of the proposed
move and corporate reorganization
are being handled by Cohn &
Marks, Washington law firm.

WORC
SALE
WHIM Officers Acquire
SALE of WORC Worcester, Mass.,
for $75,000 to Radio Worcester Inc.,
a new firm headed by two principals in WHIM Providence, R. I.,
was disclosed last week in a transfer application filed with FCC.
Arthur F. Kleindienst, present
WORC licensee, desires to retire
from radio.
President and 25.5% owner of
Radio Worcester is C. George
Taylor, secretary and 12%% owner
of WHIM. Vice President and also
25.5% owner is Robert T. Engles,
president
and 12%%- owner of
WHIM.
A York, Pa. newspaper publisher,
Josiah W. Gitt, owns 35.4% of Radio Worcester, and Carson Taylor,
C. G. Taylor's father and general
solicitor for the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific Railroad,
owns 13.6%.
Included in the sale are all the
physical properties of WORC as
well as an affiliation contract with
ABC expiring Oct. 15 and a twoyear contract with MBS and
Yankee beginning Oct. 15. All advertising accounts also are included.
In order to finance purchase of
WORC, Radio Worcester will issue
620 shares of common stock for
$62,000. C. G. Taylor and Mr.
Engles each have purchased 50
shares and are pledged for an additional 110 each. Mr. Gitt has
purchased 220 shares and Carson
Taylor has subscribed to 80 shares.
Washington law firm of Cohn &
Marks is handling legal details for
the sale.

P&G Increase Time
(Continued from page 25)
different top client this May than
for the same month of last year.
Total network time expenditures
for each class of product (shown in
Table III, which compares the May
and the January-May totals for
this year and last) show 11 classes
with higher network time expenditures in May 1951 and 15 whose
purchases of network time were
higher in May 1950.
Total time purchases of all network clients, however, is only
slightly lower this May than last,
the
difference
of 1%
(0.1%).being only one-tenth

I:

560 kc.
GTfje $f)ilabelpf)ia
Snquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
July 16, 1951
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 77)
APPLICATION RETURNED
WKLV Blackstone, Va. — RETURNED
application for license renewal.
July 12 Decisions
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Extension Granted
WTSV-FM Claremont, N. H.— Granted
extension of special experimental authority to operate station by remote
control from trans, site of WTSV for
period ending Jan. 10, 1952 with same
conditions as those of original grant.
Designated for Hearing
WLIZ Bridgeport, Conn. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Aug. 13,
application to increase power from 1
kw to 5 kw, change hours from D to
unl. on 1300 kc, DA-2, install new
trans, and DA-DN and change trans,
location.
WOL Washington, D. C— Designated
for hearing application to change from
1450 kc to 1460 kc. from 250 w with
synch, anceamp.
5 kw with
discontinuof amp.;to change
trans,
location
and install new trans, and DA-DN;
made WWDC Washington, D. C. party
to proceeding.
WOKY Milwaukee, Wis. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Aug. 20
application for increase in D power
from 1 to 5 kw, change trans, and install DA-D on 920 kc with 1 kw N.
Upon petition,
made toWBAA
West Lafayette, Ind., party
proceeding.
WNPT Northport, Ala. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Aug. 21
application for approval of ant, and to
change trans, and studio location from
Northport to Tuscaloosa, Ala.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. and TriCounty Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hawkinsville,
Ga. — Designated for consolidated hearingtionin ofWashington
on Aug.from
23 applicaWMGR to change
1490 kc
250 w unl. to 610 kc 500 w D, with
application
station
on 610of kcTri-County,
500 w D, for new
State Capital Bcstrs., Raleigh, N. C.
and Waldo W. Primm, Sanford, N. C.
— Designated for consolidated hearing
in Washington on Aug. 27 application of
State for new station on 1290 kc 500
w D, with application of Primm for
same frequency with 1 kw D.
WARM Scranton, Pa. — Designated for
hearing inplicationWashington
on Aug.
apto change type
trans,28 and
change ant., together with application
for extension of completion date of CP
which authorized change from 1400 kc
250 w unl. to 590 kc 5 kw unl. DA-1.
CP Granted
WMAQ
Chicago,
111.— Granted
install new ant.; engineering
cond.,CP andto
subject to acceptance of such increase
in interference
result ifInd.
appli-is
cation of WIKYas may
Evansville,
granted.
Application Denied
KTWtion forSeattle,
applicaSpecial Wash.—
ServiceDenied
Authorization
to operate simultaneously with KWSC
Pullman, Wash, from 7:30 p.m. to 8.30
p.m. DST, Thur. evenings, during May
through Aug.
Request Granted
WIBU Poynette, Wis. and WWCF
(FM) Baraboo, Wis. — Granted request
for temporary exemption from program origination requirements of Sec.
3.30 and 3.205 of rules, for an additional period of 6 months from June 18,

HOWARD
BROKERS AND

fCC

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH JULY 12
Q
MoX ^COl
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Pending Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
280
AM Stations
2,282
Appls.
3
9
127
FM Stations
650
In127
140
416
2,246
28
82
TV Stations
107
535
Cond'l
171
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
ORDERS
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla.— By
order, dismissed petition as premature,
without prejudice to its being refiled at
a later date, which requested (1) that
the order issued to petitioner in current
TV proceeding (Dockets 8736 et al) (to
show
licenseto for
WKY-TV
should cause
not bewhy
modified
specify
Ch. 7
instead of Ch. 4) be severed from this
proceeding,
(2) thatOrder
a formal
ing be held and
thereon.
July hear11.
Logan, W. Va. — An order was adopted
amending
the
revised
tentative
allocation plan for Class B FM stations by
deleting Ch. 294 and adding Ch. 222 to
Logan and deleting Ch. 222 and adding
Ch. 270
July
11. to Williamson, W. Va. Order
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
KTFY
Brownfield, Tex. — Granted
pending action on petition seeking reconsideration of Commission's action
of Dec.tions of4,rules.
1950 in amending these secKCBS San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
request for temporary exemption from
program origination requirements of
new Sec. 3.30 of rules, for six months
from June 18 pending completion of
construction
of KCBS
in
accordanceandwithoperation
CP.
License Renewal
Following
stationsforwere
granted
renewal of licenses
regular
period:
KAFP Petaluma, Calif.; KBIX Muskogee, Okla.; KBON Omaha; KBOW
Butte. Mont.; KBST Big Springs, Tex.;
KBUR Burlington, Iowa; KCIL Houma,
La.; KDMO Carthage, Mo.; KGOS Torrington, Wyo.; KHUZ Borger, Tex.;
KIBL Beeville, Tex.; KRNR Roseburg,
Ore.; KTOH Lihue, T.H.; KTTR Rolla.
Mo.; KWOR Worland, Wyo.; KXAR
Hope, Ark.; WARK Hagerstown. Md.;
WATO Oak
Ridge,
Tenn.;
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.;
WGAL
Lancaster,
Pa.;
WGCDhill, Chester,
S.
C;
WHAV
Mass.; WHOT South Bend,HaverInd.;
WICY Malone, N. Y.; WIGM Medford,
Wis.; WKAY Glasgow, Ky.: WKBV
Richmond, Ind.; WKNY Kingston.
N. Y.; WKRO Cairo, 111.; WLOX Biloxi,
Miss.; WMDN Midland, Mich.; WMGR
Bainbridge, Ga.; WMGW Meadville,
Pa.; WOHI East Liverpool, Ohio; WOPI
Bristol, Tenn.; WTOR Torrington,
Conn.; WLOH Princeton, W. Va.

E.

FINANCIAL
to

STARK
CONSULTANTS

Radio and Television Stations
announced

J £?/ O^L
ices
tk e remouai

to
50 EAST 58 STREET
New York 22, N. Y.
Telephone: ELdorado 4-0405
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roundup

switch in facilities from 1050 kc, 250
w, day to 1300 kc, 1 kw, day. Granted
July 11.
FM GRANTS
Dillon, S. C. — Border Bcstg. Co.
Grantedtenna 290Ch.
(92.9 mc),July
8.8 11.
kw, anfeet.225 Granted
Logan, W. Va.— Logan Bcstg. Corp.
Granted Ch. 222 (92.3 mc), 20 kw, antenna 725 feet; conditions involving
WVOW Logan antenna. Granted July
11.
WFNC-FM
N. 1*C—ERP
Grant-of
ed switch inFayetteville,
facilities from
12
kw
to
14
kw,
antenna
from
465
feet
to 290 feet. Granted July 11.
WLIN-FM
Merrill,
Wis.—
Granted
switch in facilities from ERP of 20.5
kw 260
to feet.
10.2 kw,Granted
antennaJulyfrom11. 240 feet
to
WARD-FM
Johnstown,
Pa. — Granted
switch in facilities from ERP
of 80 w
to 285 w, antenna from minus 80 feet
to minus 87 feet. Granted July 11.
WEHS in (FM)
Chicago,
switch
facilities
from 111.—
ERP Granted
of 15.5
kw to 24.5 kw, antenna from 550 feet
to 240 feet, subject to power of WHFC
being determined by indirect method
during installation
Granted
July 11. of FM antenna etc.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WEEK
Peoria, of111. permit
— Granted
involun-S.
tary assignment
to Robert
Kerr, D. A. McGee, T. M. Kerr and
Callie B. Fentem and the Liberty National Bank
Co., co-executors
of estate
of &T. Trust
W. Fentem,
deceased,
and
Dean
Terrill,
Grayce
B. Kerr and
Geraldine H. Kerr, a partnership
d/b
as West Central Bcstg. Co. Granted
July 11.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Lone Star, Tex — Lone Star Bcstg. Co.,
1300 kc, 500 w, day; estimated cost
$16,570; first year operating cost $24,000;
first year revenue $46,000. Equal partners are Pierce R. Brooks, president
and 51% owner of National Bankers
Life Insurance Corp., Dallas, Tex., and
T.
Parham, Development
president and Corp.
half-owner
of H.Lincoln
and
other real estate firms. Filed July 11.
Hazelhurst, Miss. — Southwestern
Bcstg. Co., 1220 kc, 250 w, day; estimated cost $9,694; operating cost $18,000; revenue $24,000. Applicant also
owns WAPF McComb, Miss, and WGLC
Centreville, Miss. Filed July 12.
Hot Springs, Ark. — National Park
Bcstg. Co.,
kc, 1 operating
kw, day; estimated cost1470
$14,200;
cost
$17,000; revenue $35,000. Partners are
Herman H. Wommack (51%), owner
51% KALT Atlanta, Tex., and Robert
S. Bieloh
(49%), owner 24% KALT.
Filed
July 12.
Cheltenham, Pa. — Fred Gollub, 1170
kc, 250 operating
w, day; cost
estimated
$14,356.92;
$34,520;cost
revenue
$37,000. Mr. Gollub is a mechanical
engineering draftsmen. Filed July 12.
TV APPLICATIONS
Hibbing, Minn. — Head of the Lakes
Bcstg. Co., Ch. 10 (192-198 mc). 28 kw
visual, 14 kw aural, antenna 481 feet.
Estimated cost $232,345; operating cost
$86,500; revenue $52,000. Applicant owns
WEBC Duluth, WMFG Hibbing, and
WHLB Virginia, Minn. Filed July 11.
Lewiston, Me. — Lewiston -Auburn
Bcstg. Corp.,
8 (180-186
mc),2592.7feet.
kw
visual,
1.85 kwCh.aural,
antenna
Estimated cost $120,000; operating cost
$80,000; revenue $75,000. Applicant is
licensee
July
11. of WLAM Lewiston. Filed
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WMIE
Fla. — Transfer
of control SunMiami.
Coast Bcstg.
Corp., licensee,
from Arthur B. McBride and Daniel
Sherby to E. D. Rivers Sr., owner
WGOV Valdosta, Ga., part owner
WOBS Jacksonville, Fla. Mr. Rivers

buys 1541 shares at $1 per share
purchases
$227,500forworth
den
notes
from sellers
$218,459of[BRO
CASTING
Filed
July •6. TELECASTING, Julj
WORZ-AM-FM
Jacksonville, F
Acquisition of control Central Flc
Bcstg. Co. by William and Naomi 1 I
rell, present
half-owners,
transfer
of 6% interest
to themthrc 1
•James and Margaret Dandelake, o I
ers of other half, in order to equ; I
indebtedness.
Stock transferred I
total book value of about $9,500. I I
July 6.
WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio— In i
untary
transferA. Bloch,
of negative
cor j
from Jesse
deceased,
Thomas M. Bloch and Betty Ha [
Bloch, co-executors of the estate.
Bloch was 50% owner. Filed July I
Tex. — Cooper
Assignn j
of KEVA
license Shamrock,
from Albert
James Daniel Abbott d/b as Shamr |
Texas Bcstg. Co. to new partner!
including Farrell M. Brooks, chief
gineer and commercial manager |
station. Mr. Brooks pays $6,000 for j
20% interest. Filed July 6.
Col. — Assignn;
of KLMO
license Longmont,
from partnership
of K.
McConchie,
Gillis
Conoley,
Killis d/b
Cai
bell Jr. and Jack Dubberley
Longmont
Bcstg.
Co.
to
corporal
owned by same individuals, Longm
Bcstg. Co. Filed July 6.
WTTT Coral Gables, Fla. — Invol
tary
license
lantic assignment
Shores Bcstg.of Inc.
to E. from
H. Spa
trustee in bankruptcy. Filed July I
WSIV Pekin, 111. — Acquisition of c
trol Pekin Bcstg. Co. by W. Kenn
Patterson and George C. Udry throi
purchase of 50 shares for $9,500 fr
Emil L. Prandori. Both are pres
stockholders and will own 50% ie:
after transfer. The corporation a
buys 50 shares from Mr. Prandori ;
$9500
to be11. held as treasury std Filed July
WSID
Essex,
Md. —Bcstg.
Assignment
cense from
United
Co. Inc.of
United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern Maryla
Inc., a newly formed subsidiary cr
poration. Sum of $2,500 initial worki
capital is advanced. Filed July 11.
WARK
Hagerstown,
Md. Bcstg.
— Assig(
ment
of license
from United
to United Bcstg. Co. of Western Mai
land Inc., a new subsidiary corporate
Sum of $2500 initial working capil
is advanced. Filed July 11.
Minn.— Assignme
of WSHB
license Stillwater,
from old partnership
of W tor
Ham F. Johns Sr., W. F. Johns Jr. al
Penrose H. Johns d/b as St. Cro
Bcstg.
Co. to Sr.newMr.partnership
W. F. Johns
Johns pays witho
$18,6
for his father's interest. Accompan,
ing this application is another reques
ing assignment of license from ne
partnership to a corporation, St. Cro
Bcstg.
whichJr. will
owned11. 9a,
by
W. F.Co.,Johns
Filedbe July
WAKE
Greenville.
S.
C—
Transfer
control Piedmont Bcstg. Co.
Inc., ljH
censee, through sale of V3 interest V
two present equal owners, Vardry 1
Ramseur and John A. Ramseur. to Wi . .
kins Norwood for $75,000. Mr. Norwoi
is V. Ramseur's
son-in-law Filedand Juli TV!
Ramseur's
brother-in-law.
11.
WCOR Lebanon
Lebanon, Bcstg.
Tenn. —Co.
Transfer
control
Inc., |i
censee, to Theodore F. Ezell Jr. art
Michael Freeland
through
sale of 551]2'
interest
Gilpin
Ro
Wood Jr. by
for Warren
$15,775. Mr.
Ezelland
(44V2$
is former business manager of KTOl
Oklahoma City and has done auditin
work for WCOR and other station:
Mr. Freeland (11%) is commereia ;
manager of WEKR Fayetteville, Ten! j
Filed July 11.
KBUH Brigham City, Utah— Assign [
ment of license from Samuel L. Ste
phens Sr. to Revella M. Bone fo
$22,000. SheUtah.
is owner
Tremonton,
Filed Bone
July 11.Electric I
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan.
AM
19. FMdates
47, and
TV 0.reasons
New follow:
deletion
effective
W G B G - F M Greensboro, N. C
Greensboro Bcstg. Co. Inc., licens
July 3. Economic.

Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
on ''RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
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CBS Realigns
Continued from page 23)
.uditing and tax department,
•al engineering, the Washingpffice, personnel department,
ing operations, general purrig, and reference department.
1 a statement announcing the
ges, President Stanton said:
"ith the recent acquisition,
sh Hytron Radio & Elec:-s Corp., of the businesses of
manufacturing and radio and
ision receiving set manufacturwhich are now added to the
d manufacturing operations
olumbia Records Inc., it has
aie desirable to segregate the
ticasting operations of the CBS
two divisions. The company's
» Rations in the field of radio
dcasting, on the one hand, and
ision broadcasting, on the
-t*-, will in the future be handled
l j . sively by distinct organizaM !: operating in these respective
li_
Result of Study
* e reorganization plan has been
1 study for several weeks
ADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
25, 18]. Three weeks ago
ident Stanton circulated a
jorandum throughout the CBS
nization asserting that plans
being considered, but that, at
point, it appeared "substantial
ler study" would be required.
Terences on the subject have
frequent since that time,
ckground data on the six divichief s :
■ iward S. Meighan joined CBS
34 as account executive in RapSales. In 1945 he was made
If tor of station administration
K the next year became vice
■ dent in charge of station ad1 stration and subsequently vice
I- dent in charge of ColumbiaI 'd stations. In 1948 he was
■ied vice president and general
Rutive and in 1949 he moved to
j^rwood as the chief CBS ex-■•Ive on the Pacific Coast.
L. Van Volkenburg, vice presiin charge of network sales
January 1950, started his CBS
er in 1932 and the next year
me general manager of CBSid KMOX St. Louis. Three
s later he was transferred to
ago as assistant to the CBS
western vice president, H. Leslie
ss, remaining there until 1945,
i he was appointed general
i manager of Radio Sales, with
quarters in New York. Apted director of station adminisH AS. MICHELSON

HIT!

5 MIN. SHOWS
TRANSCRIBED
For parHculars
Charles Miehetson,
inc.
IS WEST 47th ST.
NEW YORK 19
DADCASTING

tration in January 1948, later in
that year he was named vice president and director of TV operations.
Adrian Murphy joined CBS in
1936 and three years later was put
in charge of the network's TV
activities. In 1942 he left the network for service in the signal
corps. Later he became Lieutenant
Colonel at SHAEF and assistant
chief of ICD, under Brig. Gen.
Robert A. McClure. Returning to
CBS he became vice president and
general executive in 1946.
David H. Cogan, president of
CBS-Columbia Inc., joined Hytron
Radio & Electronics Corp. as sales
engineer in 1931. Rising to sales
manager and then to vice president
and director of Hytron, he became
president of Air King Products in
1946, when that company was
acquired by Hytron. At the same
time he was made president of
Royal Woods Products, manufacturer of cabinets. In June 1951,
when Hytron became a division of
CBS, Mr. Cogan was made a CBS
vice president and president of
CBS-Columbia Inc., new name for
Air
King, set-manufacturing subsidiary.
James Conkling had been vice
president of Capital Records for
seven years before his appointment
as president of Columbia Records
Inc. on Feb. 1, 1951. Before wartime service with the Navy, he had
been with duPont Industries.
Bruce A. Coffin, who founded
Hytron Corp. in 1921, is president,
general manager and director of
Hytron. Since the merger with
CBS in June, he is also a vice president of CBS and executive vice
president of CBS-Columbia Inc.
Signal Control
(Continued from page 29)
this authority on the basis of his
national emergency proclamation
of last year. The order now pends
in the Budget Bureau.
Another recommendation by the
Air Force, not previously reported,
was one calling for five years imprisonment and a $10,000 fine, or
both, for individuals, and a $50,000
levy for corporations. This would
have been outlined in the addition
of Sec. 606 (h) to the Communications Act. The committee rejected
this, however. Sen. Johnson had
stated earlier that this would have
been too stringent and felt that
penalty provisions should take into
account the question of loyalty of
those tionssubject
to the CommunicaAct.
Favoring amendment of the Communications Act, FCC backed up
RTMA's dental
point
relating
to inciradiations
less than
five
miles. The Commission emphasized,
however, while certain devices are
capable of radiating only sporadically and intermittently and are
thus not effective as navigational
aids,
they "may
cause substantial
interference
to other
established
communications facilities." The
Commission added:
FCC also asked that Sec. 606 be
spelled out to bring other electronic

• Telecasting

devices under the criminal provisions of the Communications Act.
None of Sec. 606's subsections contain any "criminal sanction or penalty, nor is there any one criminal
provision expressly applicable to
Sec. 606 as a whole, FCC noted,
adding that "it is therefore necessary to look to the general criminal provisions of the Communications Act which are found in Sees.

AFRA WINS RAISE
For L. A. Staff Announcers
AFRA settlement for cost-of-living
increases ranging from three to
seven dollars weekly was won by
staff announcers at nine Los Angeles area independent stations in
negotiations concluded late Thursday between AFRA and a threeman committee representing 10
stations.
Negotiations
1 in accordance with aopened
contractMayconcluded
with the stations Sept. 16, 1950,
providing for re-opening after six
months if cost-of-living rose 10
points or more.
Salaries of announcers at KRKD
and KFVD Los Angeles and KGER
Long Beach go to $82 from $75
weekly; KWKW and KALI Pasadena, to $76.37 from $70 effective
June 1; KFOX Long Beach, to
$79.20 from $72; KGFJ, to $76.37
from $70, effective July 1; KMPC,
to $99 from $95 (gained in September) KFWB,
;
to $96.25 from $93.50
(increased from $87.50 in Sept.).
KLAC announcers, who went to
$90 from $78.75 in September, received no further increases. All
raises except those for KGJF,
KWKW and KALI announcers are
retroactive to May 1.

Miller Urges
501 and 502."
NARTB Board Chairman Justin
Miller said that with "slight modifications," the committee staff proposal would serve the purposes set
forth. He urged (1) clarification
of the President's authority to control communications, specifically
one calling for proclamation of any
"threat to neutrality"; (2) an additional section providing for compensation to owners whose equipment is not only "controlled or
used" but also "closed"; (3) a
clearer definition of the word
"radio" as used in Sec. 301 of the
Communications Act.
NARTB apparently agreed to
abandon these points while supporting the five-mile radius for
devices. Details of the new substitute and agency comments were
sketched to NARTB Government
Relations Director Ralph Hardy in
an informal meeting July 6. It was
stressed that the committee hopes
to push the bill through with as
little change as possible to embrace non-broadcast operations.
RTMA had suggested that incidental radiators be eliminated from
consideration save where they are
intended for navigational use and
that if included within the framework of Sec. 606 (c), they be limited to those capable of radiating
beyond five miles.

BASEBALL PROBE
Club Owners Map Plans
BASEBALL has begun legal
groundwork, including the question
of broadcasts of games, in preparation for House Monopoly Subcommittee hearings due to begin the
end of this month on baseball's reserve clause and also its position
on broadcasts.
The Dept. of Justice has taken
the position that baseball should
liberalize restrictions which have
existed on live broadcasts. This
has been open to argument by
minor league spokesmen, who contend that as a result their territory
has been saturated by radio with
a loss in attendance.
Paul Porter, Washington attorney and former chairman of the
FCC, has talked to baseball officials
outlining problems.

Johnson Says No
QUESTION whether Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), chairman of the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, would be offered the major
league baseball commissioner's post
came up again on Capitol Hill last
week. Sen. Johnson was quoted as
being "positive" he would not be
offered the post. The Senator is
president of the Western Baseball
League.
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Closed
Circuit!
(Continued from page U)
venient blank in letter asks contributions j
$20 to $1,000.
...at

TV

ALLOCATIONS

(Continued from page It)
be saved on hearing by paper plan.
Order continued:
The Commission is cognizant of the compelling
need of concluding the instant proceedings at the
with due consideradate consistent
earliest
tion of possible
the important
basic issues involved.
It is keenly aware of the considerations referred
to in the petitions . . . and of the fact that the
of the United States requires
of the people
interest
become available on a nationwide
television
that
scale at the earliest practicable moment and on a
efficient, and equitafor a fair, service.
will make
basis blethat
distribution
of television
It has, therefore, had under consideration possible
methods for
expediting
progress this
of theobjective.
instant proce dings in order
to accomplish
As a result of this consideration and review
of petitions, FCC said it proposed shortcut
plan to eliminate July 23 oral hearing and
instead allow paper presentations by all who
previously filed comments on Appendices C and
D (allocation tables for specific cities and
U. S. borders) of revised allocation proposal
announced in late March [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, March 26, et seg.].
FCC proposal also would provide for written
replies to further direct presentations in lieu
of oral cross examination and rebuttal, although Commission would, upon its own motion or that of any proper party, order oral
cross examination if it appeared "relevent
factual issues cannot otherwise be satisfactorily resolved."
July 20 conference will commence 10 a.m.
in Conference Room B, adjacent to Interdepartmental Auditorium, Washington.
"Following conference the Commission will
announce whether the procedure proposed
herein is adopted as final. In reaching this
decision it will take into full account the
views expressed at the pre-hearing conference," notice stated.
In its memorandum opinion on legality issue, FCC majority said:
After giving careful consideration to this matter,
the Commission
is of the opinionActthatofthe1934,
provi-as
sions of the Communications
amended, confer upon the Commission legal authority to proceed as proposed. Objections to the
Commission's
authority onto the
proceed
as proposed
been
made primarily
grounds
that the have
rule
making procedure would deprive applicants for
television licenses of the right to a hearing afforded
by Sec. 309(a) of the Communications Act; that the
Commission's
proposals would
violatetheSec.
307(b)
of
the Communications
Act: that
proposals
would obstruct proper judicial review; and, with
respect to the
of channels
commercialreservation
educational television
stations, for
that nonthe
Commission's
proposal
is
inconsistent
with
the
provisions of Sec. 307(c) of the . . . Act. The Commissio" has considered each of these contentions, as
well as the further contentions not here specifically
discussed or mentioned, and finds them without
merit.
On matter of judicial review, opinion noted
"adoption of the proposed rule will in no way
impede or obstruct the proper review of the
Commission
the Congress."
Comr. Jonesaction
in hisprovided
dissent byconcluded:
In my opinion the Act requires a reasonable
interplay
between rulewith
making
ad hocandproceedings in accordance
Sees. and307(b)
309(a).
The
Commission's
assignment
table tofails
make
this necessary
adjustment
in relation
the toproblem
before it of dealing with a dynamic, changing art.
For this reason I think it is invalid. If the opinion
of the Commission indicates that it is not tied to this
particular proposal, then certainly the considerations
pointed out in this dissent ought to guide it in the
formulation of another plan.
Page 86
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CBS EXECUTIVES VIEW
RCA COLOR SHOWING
WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS board chairman,
and Frank Stanton, president, headed delegation of that network's executives who witnessed
Friday morning demonstration of color TV
via RCA system at invitation of RCA.
Group also included Joseph H. Ream, executive vice president; Adrian Murphy, Peter
Goldmark and William B. Lodge; Bruce and
Lloyd Coffin, president and board chairman of
Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp.; David
Cogan, president, CBS-Columbia; Leopold Kay,
vice president, CBS-Columbia; Samuel Rosenman and Richard Salant, of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, CBS counsel; John
Christensen, CBS color engineer.
As of Friday morning, RCA had received
7,847 letters and postcards from TV viewers
in New York area who had watched RCA's
colorcasts in monochrome (early story page
53). Most of communications commented favorably on quality of monochrome images, RCA
reported. Many phone calls as well as letters
were received, inspired by company's large
space newspaper ads inviting public to cooperate in color tests by watching telecasts
and reporting on their reception.
ASCAP-TV NEGOTIATIONS
NEAR BREAKDOWN
NEGOTIATIONS between TV broadcasters
and ASCAP over terms for use of society's
music on video programs were in anythingcan-happen state Friday evening.
That morning, announcement that negotiations had been concluded and that petition was
being prepared to Federal District Court in
New York, asking it to set terms for video use
of music, was drafted and ready for release.
But before it was given out, counsel for TV
station operators and ASCAP decided to make
another attempt to work out deal before going
to court, so at week's end there was still some
hope, however slight, that litigation may yet
be avoided.
NASHVILLE AM PROPOSAL
NEW AM grant on 1470 kc with 1 kw day for
Nashville proposed in initial decision Friday
by FCC Hearing Examiner Fanney Litvin.
Decision favored grant of Nashville Broadcasting Inc.'s application over that of Southern
Broadcasting Co., stating grant of latter would
not effect further diversification of radio interests as Southern President G. Paul Crowder
is owner of 45.5% of WCOR Lebanon, Tenn.,
and his father and brother-in-law own WKSR
Pulaski, Tenn., and WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn.
WLAV-TV TRANSFER FILED
TRANSFER application for $l,400,000-sale of
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., by Leonard
Versluis to Harry M. Bitner Sr. and associates
filed with FCC Friday [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 9, May 14]. Bitner group operates WOOD Grand Rapids, WFDF Flint and
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis.

TONI Co., Chicago, for new product, T>
Rain, will sponsor Casey, Crime Photogn
on CBS-TV in fall, sharing alternate \
with Carter Products, for Arid. Cartel
sponsored show since last April. Tat
Laird, Chicago, is Toni agency.
NEGOTIATIONS understood near coi
tion for sale of WARL Arlington, Va. (V
ington, D. C, suburban daytimer), by
Owners Frank Fletcher and R. Kilbc
Castell to Lou Poller, licensee of W]
Chester, Pa. Price reported about S120,0 j
KAISER-FRAZIER autos, through Wi a
H. Weintraub, New York, preparing addit
spot radio schedule in about 50 market
start as soon as possible for three months.
POLITICAL CONVENTIONS
INTEREST TV SPONSORS
HENRY R. LUCE, editor-in-chief of jj
Life and Fortune, is negotiating to spo I
network telecasts of Republican and Democ ]
national conventions exclusively from Chi I
next year, according to local Chicago Rep I
can and Democratic committeemen. Coi j
ence has been scheduled by them for Jul;!
with Mr. Luce.
Pabst beer is also reported to be inters I
in buying rights.
National headquarters of both parties
dicated they had received many inquiries all
possible TV sponsorship, with all major {
works to be tied into coverage. Present
versations merely on exploratory basis, a
no definite offers received, it was stated. Par
have not adopted TV policy for conventi
Coverage presents new problems since 1
telecasts were not directly sponsored.
NEW

HOOPER

PROJECT

C. E. HOOPER, at subscriber conference tc
held Thursday at New York's Hotel Biltm
will offer new TV-Home Hooperating Sei1
for 48 markets, beginning in October, if
present agency and advertiser subscribers
Hooperatings
incres
in
subscriptionwill
feesagree
and to
nine"modest"
more such
scribers can be secured by October. If anot
nine come in by February, new service will
stepped up at that time to cover 57 market;
NBC PROMOTES WILLIAMS
ELECTION of William A. Williams as
sistant treasurer of NBC announced Friday
financial vice president, Joseph V. Heffern
Mr. Williams has been assistant to NBC tre
urer seven years and previously was secret;
and treasurer of Dorland International, exp
advertising agency.
UP

TV

NEWS

PROJECT

UNITED PRESS and 20th Century-Fox h?
completed negotiations to establish news fi
service to TV stations, on similar basis to Ul
newspaper operations, it was learned Frids
UP official claimed, "We'll have the best I
news service in the industry."
KMBY Monterey, Calif., 250 w on 1240 kc
become CBS affiliate July 22, CBS announe
Friday.
Station, owned by Monterey Rac
Broadcasting Co. with S. M. Aston as genti
manager, will be CBS's 198th affiliate.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

Symbol

of

a

way

of

life

In the rotunda of the Capitol Building in Richmond
is Houdon's statue of General George Washington,
labelled by historians the most important in the world.
Symbol of courage, faith, devotion to the cause of freedom,
this memorial (the only one for which Washington posed)
is a fit present-day reminder
that man's pursuit of freedom is eternal.
Among the most powerful weapons of the American way of life
is freedom of expression —
well served by countless radio and television stations. Among these
The First Stations of Virginia, WMBG-AM, WCOD-FM,
are privileged to be numbered.

WTVR-TV,

Houdon's Statue of Washington,
in the Capitol Rotunda, Richmond

WMBG

wcod

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

wtvr™

First They
Then

In the Michigan-Western Ohio area, WJR with its quality programming,
50,000 watt dear channel signal and radio audience leadership,
has more listeners than any other station; gives your advertising
wider coverage than any other single medium!
This widespread coverage and audience acceptance means more listeners
for your advertising and more customers for your products.
To stay ahead of your competition,
call WJR sales or Edward Petry and Company.
Remember! . . . First They Listen . . . Then They Buy!

They

Listen

. .

Buy!

FREE
SPEECH
MIKE
Americas Greatest
Advertising Medium
Radio —
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Company

OF

THE

10

RADIO

STATIONS

waoa
*Based on the percentage of listeners Sunday
through Saturday 6 a.m.
to midnight as reported
by The Pulse of Atlanta,
March-April, 1951 and
latest rates published in
SRDS.
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY,
kRKER, National Sales Mgr. • 488 Madison Ave

INC.
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More Hooper FIRSTS* than
all other Louisville stations
combined

!

The

only radio

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

and

OGRAMMING

in

Kentuckiana

The

only

station

that

• . •
covers

*The WHAS Kentuckiana Market includes 108 Kentucky
counties plus 25 counties in Southern Indiana.

840 KILOCYCLES

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

Kentuckiana

all this rich market*
RADIO FAMILIES 725,065 • BUYING INCOME $2,879,153,000

*Based on total rated periods (one-quarter hours and
one-half hours), Hooper Report No. 2'J, December
•50 — April '5/.

50,000 WATTS

selling
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QUALITY

Louisville

and

WHAS

setting

w

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES

CENTRAL

50,000

CALIFORNIA'S

WATT

STATION

Most advertisers are finding that
the biggest station does the
best job in Central California.
That's why they are putting more
of their advertising dollars on
KFRE

than any other station.

Dominant in the world's richest
farming area, KFRE delivers
more potential customers

at a

lower cost per thousand than any
other media in the market.
Ask Avery- Knodel.

PAUL BARTLETT
President
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BECAUSE of established precedent, it's practically certain that FCC promptly will expedite
hearing on proposed ABC-United Paramount
merger, transfer applications for which were
filed last week [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 16]. ABC hopes for action by Oct. 1.
It's expected Commission will sit en banc as
it did on Edward J. Noble's acquisition of
Blue Network (which subsequently became
ABC) in 1943.
UNIQUE PLAN for formation of new Wall
Street-backed equity firm to buy and lease
equipment to TV station licensees on five-ten
year basis, now in process of development.
Originator understood to be Howard Stark,
New York radio-newspaper brokerage specialist. Plan, it's said, would enable qualified
licensees to procure adequate financing if
credit risks are acceptable. Equity company,
with several millions, would sell equipment to
licensees at end of leasehold at depreciated
value.
TIME-LIFE-FORTUNE'S chief editor, Henry
Luce, understood to have withdrawn from negotiations for TV sponsorship of national
Democratic and Republican conventions in
Chicago next summer because of unfavorable
reaction in behind-scenes political quarters,
primarily Col. Robert R. McCormick of Chicago Tribune. Some politicos on bi-partisan
convention committee want to ban sponsorship
by beer or whiskey concern.
ABC-OWNED WJZ New York believes it has
solution for removal of KOB Albuquerque
from its 770 kc clear channel, pursuant to
Court of Appeals decision last week (see story
page 19). It will propose new frequency for
KOB date
with
presentdown
powertwowhen
court's
is handed
weeks
henceman-to
settle 10-year "temporary" Special Service
Authorization to operate on WJZ's channel.
BEFORE he knew that Robert T. Bartley, executive assistant to his uncle, House Speaker
Sam Rayburn, was slated for appointment to
FCC to succeed Federal Judge-Designate Frieda
B. Hennock, Capt. Harry C. Butcher, owner of
KIST Santa Barbara, Naval Aide to Gen.
Eisenhower during World War II and former
CBS vice president, evinced interest in that
FCC vacancy.
TREVOR ADAMS, assistant director of sales
for DuMont TV network, reportedly slated for
managership of ABC's WJZ-TV New York.
NOW THAT NARTB and BAB have finally
worked out mutual membership-getting procedure, NARTB may turn attention to proposed
revival of program department. This unit
was formed with fanfare in mid-1947 but
withered from lack of funds.
IMPENDING realignment of top executives at
DuMont TV Network, long rumored but not
yet announced, will see Tom S. Gallery take
over direction of sports for network, with
Theodore Bergmann stepping up from sales(Continued on page 90)
Page 4
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July 23: BMI Clinic, Seattle.
July 24: BMI Clinic, Portland.
July 26: BMI Clinic, San Francisco.
July 27-29: Carolina Radio News Directors Assn.,
Ocean Forest Hotel, Myrtle Beach, S. C.
July 30: FCC City-by-City TV Allocations Proceeding begins, Washington.
July 31: BMI Clinic, Los Angeles.
(More Upcomings on page 78)

Bulletins
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Cheer
detergent), signs for Lorenzo Jones on NBC
(Mon.-Fri. 5:30-5:45 p.m.), starting today
(Monday) for 52 weeks. Agency is Young &
Rubicam. Contract to promote P&G's newest
product giving company its seventh daytime
strip ,on NBC, seen by network as clear demonstration of foremost network-time user's
confidence in radio's selling power. P&G previously sponsored Lorenzo Jones but had
dropped it mid-June to pick up Backstage
Wife and thus have solid block from 3-4:15
p.m.
CBS FOOTBALL COLOR SERIES
SCHEDULE of CBS football color-telecasts
set by network as follows: Sept. 29, California
at Penn.; Oct. 6, Princeton at Navy; Oct. 13,
Dartmouth at Army; Oct. 20, North Carolina
at Maryland; Oct. 27, Columbia at Army; Nov.
3, Notre Dame at Navy; Nov. 10, Maryland
at Navy; Nov. 17, Army at Penn; Nov. 24,
Harvard at Yale (tentative).
EVERSHARP BUYS 'SHOW
EVERSHARP Inc., Chicago (razors), signs for
alternate-week sponsorship of 10-10:30 p.m.
segment of Your Show of Shows, on NBC-TV
completing sponsorship lineup for IV2 -hourweekly program (Sat. 9-10:30 p.m.). Show resumes Sept. 4. Eversharp agency is Biow Co.,
New York.
FCC
Drafts
Shortcut
SHORTCUT PLAN to expedite overall lifting
of TV freeze within next six months is expected to be adopted by FCC early this week
while action on partial thaw is still seen within
"near future" (early story page 64).
Consensus Friday following formal prehearing conference on TV procedure, held before full Commission, was that FCC most
likely will adopt proposals for:
1. Paper presentation — direct and rebuttal
— in lieu of lengthy oral hearing on city-bycity allocation proposals. Oral hearing to begin
Monday (July 30) would be dropped.
2. Deadlines for filing of written testimony
on staggered basis, generally following area
grouping of comments listed earlier in week
by Commission as order of appearance for oral
city-by-city hearing (early story page 53), but
confined to about 10 area groups instead.
3. First group of direct evidence would be

Business

Brief!

TRANSCRIBED FEATURE # U. S.
bacco, New York, to sponsor transcr
Smiley Burnette Show on group of soutl
stations from July 23. Package, owned
Radiozark, is quarter-hour, five-a-week feat
Agency, Kudner Agency, New York.
GOODYEAR LOOKING £ Goodyear Ru
Co., New York, about to buy another h
long dramatic show, probably on NBCAgency, Young & Rubicam, New York, un
stood to be looking at Theatre Guild.
WINE PROJECT $ Berrycup Wine, t
York, looking for availabilities in sev
markets. Agency, Gilligan & Gore, New Y
HAROLD L. MORGAN JR. NAM
ABC-TV PROGRAM V.P.
ELECTION of Harold L. Morgan Jr. as
president of ABC in charge of TV Prog
Dept. announced Friday, along with real
ment of department in line with ABC's ra
TV separation policy [Broadcasting • T
casting, June 25]. Mr. Morgan has been
tional director of television operations
Alexander Stronach Jr., vice presidenl
charge of TV division, announced follov
changes in TV Program Dept.: Charles
Underhill, general manager of CBS TV ]
gram Dept., to join ABC July 30 as nati<
director of TV Program Dept.; Anthony
Hennig promoted to production mana;
Henry T. Hede advanced to business manaj
Joseph Spagnola to replace Mr. Hede as
rector of office and studio services; Will1
M. Liiling promoted to assistant produc
manager.
Charles F. Holden continues as assistant
tional director of TV Program Dept., resf
sible for overall telecasting operations.
Walter Irving Duncan, of Paul H. Ray
Co., station representative firm, joining A
TV network sales staff as account execut
On West Coast Mrs. Florence Schiro has t
promoted to radio and TV personnel dire
of ABC Hollywood.
Plan
to
Thaw
T
due in suggested 30 days, second group
days, etc. — with rebuttal to first group due
days after deadline for filing of first groi
directafter
evidence,
group's
days
that ofsecond
first, etc.
FCC rebuttal
may p
down 10-day intervals to weekly basis, it •
indicated. Thus, full direct and rebuttal sti
ments would be filed in 150 days or less, s(
seeing 120 days as compromise.
4. Waiver of all direct oral hearing, incl
ing DuMont which acknowledged it had
legal right thereto, excepting possible ail
of Philadelphia applicants' problem involv
alleged property rights. Oral cross exami
tion may also be waived in favor of sugges
windup oral argument by counsel, but cr<
examination if retained would be on spe
request basis.
5. Finalization of Appendices A and B
(Continued on page 90)
\
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DALLAS-FORT
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EFFECTIVE

A

Survey

of

102

CBS

Dealers
AND

in the

Mile

Area

(B) Station
pranHnHHiVB

First: 30 or 52.65 % 25 or 43.85% 2 or 3.5%
Second: 19 or 43%
13 or 30% 12 or 27%
Combined First & Second:
49 or 48%.
38 or 38%
13 did not name second station.

14 or 14%

KRLD's percentage of lead in combined
Over the second station
29%
Over the third station
250%

STATION

The Times
The Br an ham

100

HERE'S THE STORY
KRLD-TV
(A) Station
nKannnn BHnniBam

for DALLAS-FORT

KRLD-TV
CHANNEL
4
John W. Rnnyoiti President

AREA!

COVERAGE

To arrive at a definite and
conclusive answer concerning
Television coverage in the
100-mile North Texas area,
fC R L D - T V addressed questionnaires to 102 TV dealers
and service agencies asking
one simple question :
"What Television Station
gives the best picture and
signal in your city, and within a fifteen mile radius?"
Fifty-five per cent of them
replied !
The

WORTH

Herald

Station

Co, — Representatives

WORTH

WML
Clyde W. Rembert, General Mgr,

4
THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISIO!
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, In
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Office
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 102
IN THIS BROADCASTING
Radio Business Up, 'Trends' Finds
Fort Industry Buys KEYL (TV)
CBS Naming Division Heads
Radio Writes Saga With Flood Coverage
Radio Outpulls Newspapers in Eugene
'The Railroad Hour' — Radio Impact Lesson
Coy Restates TV Goals
Court Directs FCC To Act on KOB
In Review
'52 Convention Coverage Studied
Signal Control Hearings Expected

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

CBS Puts Radio No. 1
.'. 3
TELECASTING Starts on Page 51
DEPARTMENTS
On All Accounts ... 1
Agency
Beat
10
Aircasters
86
3
Allied Arts
85 On Dotted Line
3
Editorial
48 Open Mike
FCC Actions
80 Our Respects To ....
Promotions,
FCC Roundup
87 Programs,
Premiums
Feature of Week ... 12
Front Office
44 Strictly Business .... 1
New Business
8 Upcoming
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

BEER
"We have had BOSTON BLACKIE
on the air for three years, and
can say that it has done a very
swell job for us."
Says: Peter Hand Brewery Co.
Chicago, Illinois
JEWELRY
"I made a personal survey of
customers, friends, and people
in general, and was unable to
find even one person who did
not listen to and like BOSTON
BLACKIE."
Says: Roberts Jewelers
Zanesville, Ohio
GASOLINE
"Since 'Blackie' started sleuthing for us we have noticed a
solid increase in our gasoline
and oil gallonage."
Says: Gaseteria, Inc.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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He'll sell and sell for you, too!
Appliance dealers, auto agencies,
breweries, jewelers, hardware . . .
BOSTON BLACKIE starts a trail of
satisfied sponsors wherever he
goes. He'll do a good selling job
for your client, too!

SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN t
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Fred Fitz
gerald. Associate Editors; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editoi
Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor. STAFF: Lawrenc
Christopher, John H. Kearney, Wilson D. McCarthy
John Osbon, Allen Riley. EDITORIAL ASSIS1
ANTS: Kathryn Ann Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk, Dori
Lord, Jean D. Statz, Keith Trantow; Gladys L. Hal
Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Win
field R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; Georg
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Steven:
Classified
Manager;
EleanorIrving
Schad C
Doris Orme;Advertising
B. T. Taishoff,
Treasurer;
Miller,
Auditor
and
Office
Manager;
Eunice
Westor
Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN I
COSGROVE, Manager; Doris J. Buschling, Jona
Gitlitz, Grace Schorm.
llfflBMajMaiMll 488 Madison Ave.. Zone 2
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, Nei
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Pet
Dickerson, Assistant to New York Editor; Gretche
Groff, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Directoi
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Di
rector; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representativi

For details, write, wire or phone
CEntral 6-4115; William360H.N.Shaw,
Midwest
Michigan
Ave.,Advertu
Zone '.
ing Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.

nun

^TYT„r.

Ho"rwooo

HOLLYWOOD
_ BUREAU'
Taft Building, Hollywoc
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glick
man,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:Montagnes.
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-077
James
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 b
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fift
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.* was acquired in 193
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc \
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy i
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Think of it! 2 5% of Detroit homes bought a brand new drink in only
5 weeks. Whatever your selling problem in busy Detroit, whether
contest promotions, sales of beverages or dancing lessons, WJBK's high Hoopers and
A
buy for greatest sales
the
tremendous listener-response make WJBK FM
Mbest advertising
results. Call your Katz man today.
-TV

WJBK

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
YORK
NEW
AVENUE,
MADISON
488
HEADQUARTERS:
INC.
AGENCY,
KATZ
THE
Represented Nationally by
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SPONSORS

"PROMOTION
ON

GET

MS"'

WDSU

AMERICAN VITAMIN Assn., Hollywood (Thyavals, Orvita), sp.
soring weekly 30 minute filmed Buster Keaton Show on stations
• five markets. Stations include WXEL (TV) Cleveland, WXYZ-'
Detroit, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, with micro wave relay to WLV
(TV) Dayton, WLWC (TV) Columbus. Contracts are for 13 weeks. C<
solidated Television Productions Inc. Hollywood, produces the sh(
Agency: The Counselors, Hollywood.
AMERICAN EXPORT LINE, ITALIAN STEAMSHIP LINE and L
(Italian Airlines) sponsoring WOR Festival of Opera over WOR N
York, Sat., 1-3:30 p.m. on cooperative basis, to stimulate travel to Ita
Agency: E. Landi Adv., N. Y.
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE Ltd., Toronto (soft drinks), starts tw
to four times daily spot announcements six days weekly on number
Canadian stations. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Co., Toronto.
A/etwotk

* Colorful Truck Posters
Promote WDSU Programs
Throughout New Orleans!

• • •

CARNATION Co., L. A. (evaporated milk), to sponsor Stars Over Hoi
wood, on CBS, Sat. 11:30 a.m.-12 p.m. (EST), for 52 weeks starting 0
6. Agency: Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Corp. (Lysol and Hind's Honey & Almc
Cream) sponsoring 10-10:30 p.m. segment of Your Show of Shoi
on alternate Saturdays, over NBC-TV, beginning Sept. 8. Agem
Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS (Maxwell House Coffee) to sponsor The Ad Libbe
comedy series starring Peter Donald, as summer replacement for Man
Fri. 8-8:30 p.m. on CBS-TV for five weeks beginning Aug. 3. Agem
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
POWERHOUSE CANDY BARS, N. Y., effective July 29 will spon:
half-hour weekly adventure series Major Dell Conway of the Flyi
Tigers Sun. 12:30-1 p.m. on DuMont Network. Agency: Franklin Bn
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
ALLIS-CHALMERS MFG. Co., Milwaukee, renews National Farm a
Home Hour Sat. 12 to 12:30 p.m. (CDT), on NBC for the seventh ye
from Sept. 8 for 52 weeks. Agency: Bert S. Gittins, same city.

■Qgenctf -@p]Qointmenti • • •
RANCHO EGG FARMS, L. A. (waffle mix), names Davis & Co., L.
to handle advertising. Firm today (July 23) starts three week rai
spot campaign, totalling 24 spots weekly on KECA. Other stations m
be added later.
RADION Corp., Chicago (radio-TV antennas), appoints Calkins
Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc., N. Y., to handle advertisi
and promotion. M. J. Pulver is account executive.
Everyday— Railway Express trucks travel all over New
Orleans, carrying WDSU's posters that spotlight top
programs. These posters are seen— by the people who
do the listening— and who then do the buying. Another
powerful "Promotion Plus" for our sponsors.
NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION OFFERS SUCH
CONTINUOUS "PROMOTION PLUS" TO SPONSORS!
C N\

Page 8

TWIN CITY RAPID TRANSIT Co., Minneapolis, appoints Fadell C
Minneapolis, to handle advertising. Radio will be used.
NORTHWEST PACKING Co., Portland, Ore. (Oregon Trail pork a
beans), appoints Don Dawson Co., same city, to handle advertising. E
dio to be used with other media.
M. J. HOLLOW AY Co., Chicago, names George H. Hartman Agen
same city, to handle its advertising. TV spots are planned.
(e • • •

• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

F. C. SUTO Jr., advertising manager Johnson & Murphy Shoe Co., N.
named manager of public relations of Stewart Harsthorn Co., N.
manufacturer of window shade products. Firm is planning an extens:
TV spot campaign this fall, and is considering network TV program.

•

ROBERT P. GILLESPIE, assistant advertising manager Hunt Fo
Inc., L. A., recalled to active duty with Air Force, reporting to Ke
Field, Texas. HY FREEDMAN, sales promotion manager and director
publicity, succeeds Mr. Gillespie during his leave of absence.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTIN
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MORE...

I9S

I

COSTS

LESS***

TODAY

mm

!

It costs 23% less today to reach each
thousand homes through WGAR than ten years ago.
In 1941, WGAR's average quarter-hour
evening rate (52-time basis) was $119- In 1951,
the cost is $190. But . . .
. . . WGAR with 50,000 watts has increased
its coverage 268% in the past ten years.

to, Norffa&w,

Ohio..

. . . WGAR now is Cleveland's most listenedto station based on recent Hooper reports.
...WGAR's cost per thousand evening
homes in 1941 was $3.07. Today, that cost has gone
down to $2.35 per thousand.

•ffie SPOT -for SPOT

RADIO

. . . WGAR's lower cost per thousand listeners does not take into account the changing value of the
dollar, nor its tremendous auto audience
listening 411,708 half-hours daily.
Dollar for dollar, WGAR

WGAR
Cleveland
50,000 WATTS . . . CBS

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

is your best buy.

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

■ Represented Nationally by
Edward Petry & Company
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LOYD J. GREGORY, vice president and general manager Houst I
i Post, and CHARLES J. GIEZENDANNER Jr., president Gieze*
danner Co., Houston, have formed the
y
Gregory-Giezendanner j
Co.,i
general
ad-enc
ag
j
j
vertising andj
public relations firm. Mr.
tjj
Jj
Gregory, resigned from the Post July 1
after serving with the paper for 24

of

"St.

years.
DENE B. CHAPMAN, account executive Barlow Adv., Syracuse, and
DONALD G. NOWAK, vice president
and account executive Fellows Adv.
Mr. Gregory Agency, Syracuse, have formed Chap- Mr- Giezendam
man & Nowak Inc., national advertising agency in Syracuse.

the

DON COLVIN, WILLIAM DIENER and CHARLES O. HUSTING nam
vice presidents of Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago, with each taking ]
sponsibility as account supervisors.

Loui

s

CLINTON
F. WHEELER
Jr., TV and
and radio
radio Hewitt,
department
BBDO,
N. "
appointed director
of television
Ogilvy,
Benson
Mather, N. Y.

m"
roo
sold
Ball these

on all accounts
advertisers

The "St. Louis Ballroom"
is promotion! Bigger, better than
ever! 24 sheets, exterior bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and
streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display
ads, special mail promotions and personal appearances, promotion announcements on KXOK are scoring a wide plus for
* 'St. Louis Ballroom" advertisers. Get details from your
John Blair man or from KXOK today.

LL 3
OO
E
M
TTS*FU
II
0N
630KC-150
0O
7
UTTATT
U WA
TNS
B'ES
I2thST4. DI0 LMAR
IS'•ACH
C
,

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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ly forseemMontg
omery
stentNS
consiTIO
off
to pay
CONVIC
N. McKinney, vice president
and account executive at Earle
Ludgin Agency in Chicago — and he
has many of them. Jules Montenier, for example, maintained high
sales grosses on Stopette in December and January, despite the prevalent misconception that deodorants are needed only in warm
months. And W. F. McLaughlin
& Co. sells about as much Manor
House coffee in the
summer as in the
winter. These are just
two of the advertising convictions Mr.
McKinney has.
An ad man who
can thank heredity
and osmosis for
some of his basic
know-how, Mr. McKinney is the son of
William Ayer McKinney, who opened
the Chicago office of
N. W. Ayer & Son,
and grandson of the

vacation offer after he was grs
uated from Oberlin College.
He took prep work at Mt. H<
mon in Massachusetts, and his fii'
year of college at Princeton, i
"unspectacular" baseball and be
ketball player, Monty McKinn
was an editor and columnist on t,
college paper, an eager campaign
in student government and a writ
("of sorts") of essays, poetry a
short stories. A summer learni
narrative writing with Thornti
Wilder at the U.
Chicago contrast
sharply with anoth
in which he S(
Fuller brushes
section
of Ca
the
Italian teneme1
bridge.
He learned a ha.,
lesson when his F
ler brush train
tramped the stret
five hours without
sale, but continu
doggedly
more to getfor
his thi
da;
quota.
ers are"The
here;custo
we

founder.
partner He
of worked
Ayer's
just
to fi;
them," got
he said.
in and around advertising several
Mr. The
McKINNEY
McKinn i \
hasMonty
been looking
the
customers
ever
since,
years,forehowever,
going with bean agency,
around, which preceded the in, found a lot of them after getti
down from his truck and up to t
took place when he earned the NRA
minimum of 40 cents an hour as a front office of Kitchen Art Fooi
He remained as a salesman a
truck loader and driver in the facsales promotion manager un
tory of Kitchen Art Foods, a Chi1941, when he joined the Lude
cago concern of which his father
agency(Continued
to handle oncatalog
page work
45)
was president. He chose $16 weekly and a job instead of a European
BROADCASTING
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ON

THE

WASHINGTON

SCREEN

beat

CLLS W. SPENCE, vice president Hanly, Hicks & Montgomery,
Y., to McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as executive on various accounts in
field.
|L MORRIS, manager of program research NBC, to Raymond Spector
\ , N. Y., in executive capacity.
XNETH TWYMAN, director of beer and beverage division Ruthrauff &
an, N. Y., to Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., as vice president.
5. ALICE McDONOUGH, assistant media director Olian Adv., St.
4
ais, named media director, handling national radio and TV timeing. She replaces JAMES O. NEAL, now senior account executive.

of

One

Washington's

Local

Top

Shows...

TV

VLTER M. KERR, manager of Edmonton office Stewart-BowmancPherson Ltd., Vancouver, named vice president. HUBERT S. WATVancouver office of agency, appointed director, and ROBERT
XICOL, manager Calgary office, named director. E. BLAKE BALNTINE, Vancouver, was elected president.
WHITTLEY, timebuyer Badger & Browning & Hersey, N. Y., to
livan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., in similar capacity. ARTHUR
RDOLL, timebuyer, SSC&B, named assistant to one of partners and
iness manager of radio and TV department.
ANK ALFRED DANIEL, timebuyer Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., named
iness manager of radio and TV department. WILLIAM D. SMITH,
:hanan & Co., to L&M, as chief timebuyer.
GER ALBRIGHT, promotion manager WJW Cleveland, appointed
olicity director Gregory & House Inc., same city.
E RINGER Adv., Los Angeles, changes its name to Ringer & Assoc.
No change in ownership or personnel is involved.
B HOENIG, publicity department Warner Bros., to Walter McCreery
., Beverly Hills, Calif., as manager, promotion department. He
laces CARL BLUMAY, resigned.
?GINIA HENNING, traffic manager BBDO, Los Angeles, installed as
istant treasurer, Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc. Also in11 ed were: MARTHA JEFFRES, executive secretary, Southern Calif,
vertising Agencies Assn., as corresponding secretary; ANONA
.NSEN, media director, C. B. Juneau Inc., L. A.
ROLD MERILLAT, art director H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago, to
;ham-Laird, Chicago.
ICE WESTBROOK, copy supervisor in advertising department Toni
, Chicago, to Tatham-Laird, Chicago, on creative staff.
. CHAEL DONOVAN, Ward Wheelock Adv., Phila., to McCann-Erickson,
Y., as timebuyer in radio and TV department.
EN LaCERDA, owner The John LaCerda Agency, Phila., appointed
sday luncheon chairman at Poor Richard Club.
TTIE TANNER, WXYZ-AM-TV
'se & Urban Inc. Adv., Detroit.
TONNE

Detroit, appointed publicity director

Average

Rating-14.0!

Monday
AUDIENCE
COMPOSITION
MEN

26.4%

WOMEN

30.2%

CHILDREN

43.4%

(under 16)

thru Saturday

6 to 6:45 pm
For some three years, Frontier
Theater has been one of the
most viewed local programs in
the Nation's Capital! Featuring
a top-flight Western film every
nite Monday thru Saturday, it
presently boasts an average
quarter hour rating of 14.0!
Check NOW on the few open
one minute availabilities.

GATES to John I. Edwards & Assoc., L. A.

EANOR SMITH MILAN, Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, and
>rge Milan, announce their marriage.

Represented Nationally By

C. JOHNSON to Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, as account extive. He was with Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city, where he worked on
'a-L Products account. Account recently transferred to NL&B.
ELIMINARY list of Canadian advertising agencies enfranchised by
ladian Assn. of Broadcasters for fiscal year 1951-52 totals 64 agen3, of which 11 are branches of American agencies and one British
^ncy. U. S. agencies represented on list are ATHERTON & CURRIER
., BENTON & BOWLES Inc., ERWIN, WASEY of Canada Ltd.,
ANT ADV. of Canada Ltd., HUTCHINS ADV. of Canada Ltd., KENN & ECKHARDT Ltd., O'NEILL, LARSON & McMAHON, RUTHUFF & RYAN Inc., J. WALTER THOMPSON Co. Ltd., YOUNG &
BICAM Ltd., and ARMAND S. WEILL Co. Inc. All have offices
Toronto or Montreal, and few at both cities.
OADCASTING
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The KATZ

AGENCY,

Inc.

WMAL

WMAL-FM

V
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EVENING
STAR
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D. C.
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IT'S

STILI

AGREED
"The Shows

Miss Glodstrotter

WOOFS

!1

Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell

WHAT started out as a studio gag
has developed into an advertising
promotion campaign that has San
Francisco talking and chuckling — and tuning in to the Judy Deane
Show, an early morning musical
offering on KNBC San Francisco.
Listeners were first introduced
to the gag in advertising columns
of the newspapers, where pictures
began to appear of unlikely looking
young ladies with unlikely names
and unlikely problems that confounded and saddened them — until
they began tuning in the Judy
Deane Show.
A typical example: "Ophelia

Mrs. A. J.

Glodstrotter of Poughkeepsie was
to connect with the HMS Pinafore
here in SF for a slow ride to Saigon. She missed her connections
and was most unhappy until she
dialed KNBC at 9:00 a.m. for the
Judy Deane Show. Now Miss O.
G. doesn't care if the boat never
comes in. You won't either when
you get the listening habit to Judy
Deane. It's on KNBC weekdays."
And: "He walked out in 1927 and
never
cameStreet.
back," Three
writes years
Mrs. A.ago,J.
of Union
he sent me a Christmas card from
Tanganyika."
J. keeps
(ContinuedButonMrs.
pageA. 84)

the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,

1. News at Noon*
2. Just Plain Bill
3. Life Can Be Beautiful

WRC listening is up — way up,
Some very choice availabilities
Mr. Thompson

Mr. Letts

Mr. Grover

Mr. Steinke

to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this

J$?

The latest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand on that!

in WASHINGTO

5,300 Watts • 980 KC
|»«j»*tt«e*fte4 by NBC SPOT SALES
Page 12
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Big Sister
Double or Nothing
Front Page Farrell
Ma Perkins

10.
Polka Dots*
11. Young
Widder
Brown
12. Second Spring

can accomplish for a product.

FIRST

4.
5.
6.
7.

8. Lunchtimers*
9.
Road of Life

market, and we know what we

We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.

AND THE RECORDS
PROVE US RIGHT ! ! !
A Recent Conlan
Audience Listening Surv<
Revealed That . . .
THE FIRST THIRTEE
DAYTIME PROGRAM
IN ORDER OF POP
LARITY WERE ON
WBRE

always-growing market.

in spots and programs are keyed

the Thing'

Mr. PROUTY

strictly

business

ger
s
sale
WFILo
UTY,of radi
PRO
AN mana
NORM
Philadelphia, has an impressive record of service in the fields of
radio sales and advertising. His
early interest in advertising was
kindled when he secured a summer
position with a small agency in
New York, while still an undergraduate at McGill U., Montreal.
His interest was further stimulated
by the fact that his father, a
former newspaper man, also was in
the advertising business.
Following his graduation, Mr.
Prouty joined Benton & Bowles as
a member of the college promotion
squad and later became a radio
timebuyer in the agency's media
department. In 1935 he decided
that he preferred selling to buying
and joined the staff of Joseph Her(Continued on page 84 )

13. Backstage Wife
• • •

with pride over
the fact that THREE
'reP all
of★theWeTO
TENbustin
are'
L
A
our own LOC
SHOWS.
Really
something to consider
in your Fall plans!
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—countinamtV
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when
costs
you

in
can

DETROIT
count

^e
,11

WWJ's

average cost-per-thousand

listeners in the Detroit market
serving 828,720 families is 14.5%
lower than the average cost-per-thousand
for radio time in Detroit (based on
March- April 1951 Pulse ratings).

FIRST IN DETROIT Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS
National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV
AM — 950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
FM— CHANNEL 246—97.1 MEGACYCLES
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ADIO
BUSINESS
UP
Bright Spot Is Local — 'Trends'
RATE CARD TREND
)IO business is better than it business, with only two of the stasame at large stations in TV markets.
(May 1950 to May 1951)
a year ago in both TV and
tions surveyed reporting less national business. In TV markets
RADIO
TV markets, according to a
One factor in the generally increased business, but not the coninds questionnaire survey con- just half the small stations reported
Ratio of radio stations (all types)
trolling element by any means, was
more or the same volume of naned by Broadcasting • Teleincreasing- and decreasing their rates
ting.
the upward adjustment of station
tional business during the 12-month
from May 1950 to May 1951, by TV
rate
cards.
Tightest spot in the nationwide
and non-TV markets (figures show
period.
A similar situation was found in
ure is local business, according
percentage of stations in each cateMany Increase Rates
he magazine's continuing study the case of medium-sized stations.
One
out
of
four
stations
increased
xecutive opinion. The Trends
gory) :
Two-thirds of large stations in TV
TV Markets
Non-TV
their rates in at least one time seg% Stations Markets
markets had better local business
*ey covers the May 1950-May
ment during the past year. Nearly
Increase
17% 31%
year and April-May 1951 but two-thirds had less national
twice as many stations increased
(th.
Decrease
0%
2%
business during the year.
rates in non-television markets as Unchanged
83%
&7%
nalysis of returns from a crossSmall and medium stations both
ion of radio stations shows that showed better national business in was the case in markets with TV
service.
100% 100%
vision's
is being
feltbut
in TV and non-TV markets from April
Median average increase in rates,
1 businessimpact
of radio
stations
May. Local business was better
regardless of type of market,
impact does not appear to be to
Radio stations fared well in the
and national business was about the ranged between 10% and 22%.
ious. This appears in the form
volume of local business during the
i somewhat higher increase in
May-to-May period. Eight out of
.1 business for stations in non10 stations in TV markets enjoyed
markets compared to those in
LOCAL BUSINESS OF STATIONS
increased or unchanged local time
is having television. The difsales, not far below stations in
May 1950 to May 1951
ince is mainly a matter of
non-TV
markets where nine out of
)unt of increase,
10 stations enjoyed increased or
TELEVISION
MARKETS
.ctually, local business is inunchanged
localpage
business
bles I and II,
22). (see Taising substantially at radio stais in TV markets. In non-TV
The ratio in the April-May 1951
DECREASE
~kets the increase is notable,
period was similar, indicating local
h over half of stations enjoying
INCREASEbusiness was generally better in
'< or more boost in local business
May than in the previous month.
; year.
ThusriousTVeffectappeared
havesales
no seHold Their Own
on local totime
of
radio
stations,
judging
by
these
[alf of the stations in TV mar3 held their own or increased
figures.
Analyzing local radio business in
it national spot business in the
TV
markets by amount of change
y-to-May year. In non-TV mars four out of five stations held
during the May-to-May period, it
was found that increases ranged
ir own or boosted their national
UNCHANGED
from less than 5% to more than
It sales during the 12-month
iod.
20%, with one out of five reporting
increases of 20% or more.
letwork business during the 12In the case of non-TV markets,
ith period followed rather closemore radio stations showed in:he trend in national spot,
creases in local business from 10%
'he Broadcasting • TelecastTrends survey is based on a
upward
than occurred in TV markets.
mtifically prepared cross section
NON TELEVISION MARKETS
:he industry. Percentage figures
Compares Volume
DECREASE
based on returns showing a
Stations
in non-TV markets
:htly heavy ratio of regional
maintained their volume of nations but this is not believed to
tional spot sales somewhat better
*ct materially the basic trends
than was the case in TV markets.
iwn in the percentage calculaUNCHANGED
From May-to-May half of stations
ns.
in TV areas increased their na"n separating stations by size
tional spot billings or held them at
lall, medium and large) it was
the
same
level. In non-TV areas,
md that small stations in TV
however, better than four out of
rkets were about half up and
INCREASE
five stations increased or mainf down in volume of local time
tained their national spot business
5s during the May-to-May year.
during
the year (see Tables III
Imall stations in non-TV marand IV, page 22).
is, on the other hand, almost
Two out of three stations in TV
mimously recorded good increasmarkets increased or maintained
in volume of local business.
national spot business from April
Small stations in non-TV mar(Continued on page 22)
■ enjoyed much better national
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Fourth
KEYL

TO

FT.

TV

Outlet

INDUSTRY

F&P CHANGES
Morrison Heads S.F. O

APPOINTMENT
of William
THE FORT INDUSTRY Co. last week acquired its fourth television
ing, Miami and Minneapolis.
Morrison as radio manager
Fort
Industry
Co.
also
operates
station — subject to customary FCC approval — with the purchase of
Free & Peters' San Francisco
seven AM stations (WSPD, WJBK,
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, Tex., for a figure of $1,050,000. The transfice was announced last weel- |
action was closed by George B. Storer, Fort Industry president, with a WAGA, WWVA Wheeling, WMMN
H. Preston Peters, president oi '$
committee representing the some
Fairmont, W. Va., WGBS Miami
station representative firm.
two dozen KEYL stockholders.
and WSAI Cincinnati).
Dallas, 582 shares. These stockMorrison, formerly with Si'
holders account for more than 4,000
Operating on Channel 5, KEYL
Garfield & Assoc. adverti
AM
Outlet
took the air in February 1950. It of the 5,000 outstanding shares,
agency
as vice president and m
is affiliated with ABC, CBS and
Whether Fort Industry will seek
with the balance being held in
director, replaces A. Leo Bowi
Promotion
of Hal Hoag to ]
DuMont networks and is represmall lots by individuals in Texas
to acquire an AM companion stasented nationally by Blair TV.
tion of Western manager also
and Minnesota.
tion for KEYL could not be ascerFort Industry acquired all of the
announced. Mr. Hoag has been r |
tained last week. If a sister AM
Fort Industry Stations
ager
of the Hollywood office,
5,000 shares of San Antonio Telestation is purchased it will necesvision Co. stock at $210 per share.
The Fort Industry Co. operates
sitate the sale of a Fort IndustryMr.
Morrison
will report to hii'i
Principal stockholders are H. H.
owned AM station because of the his new position. Mr. Peters I
three
other
TV
stations:
WSPDCoffield, Rockdale, Tex.; W. L.
Mr.
Morrison
handled
FCC rule-of-thumb limiting AM
TV Toledo; WJBK-TV Detroit and
of the
largesthadWest
Coast"si1
Pickens, Dallas, and R. L. Wheeownership to the current maximum
WAGA-TV Atlanta. Applications
lock, of Dallas, each holding
radio campaigns" in his work I
of seven.
are pending for stations in Wheel1,098% shares. W. D. (Dub) Rogers
Sidney Garfield.
Jr., vice president and general
manager of the station and a member of the NARTB-TV board, holds
418 shares and W. R. Nichols, of
Naming Dept. Heo
CBS
REALIGNMENT
FOOTBALL
PACTS
Teams Set Radio Schedules
WITH a torrid pennant race in
baseball still raging in the American League, professional and college football teams already are
preparing broadcasting schedules
for the upcoming 1951 grid season.
WCAU Philadelphia will air all
12 Philadelphia Eagles' games,
plus four of its pre-season contests.
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
will sponsor the broadcasts. Details of the Miller agreement with
WCAU and the Eagles cover the
1952 season and provide for additional option years.
Broadcasts will start Aug. 12
using WILK Wilkes-Barre and
WCMB Harrisburg, to round out
a three-station network. Bill Sears,
WCAU sportscaster, will handle
the broadcasts again this year.
The following week, Admiral
Corp. will sponsor the 18th annual
All-Star football game between
the College All-Stars and the
Cleveland Browns, National Professional Football League champions, over MBS, Friday, Aug. 17,
beginning at 9:30 p.m. Game will
be broadcast exclusively by Mutual from Chicago's Soldier Field.
KSL Coverage
The games of Brigham Young
U. will be carried exclusively by
KSL Salt Lake City, which will
also handle the school's basketball
contests during the coming season.
WCKY Cincinnati will air the
U. of Kentucky games. A sports
roundup will preceed the games,
and scores and highlights from
around the country will follow.
Don Hill, well-known sportscaster,
will handle play-by-play chores.
For the fourth consecutive year
Standard Oil of Indiana will sponsor the U. of Nebraska games over
KFAB Omaha. Lyell Bremser,
program director, will handle coverage.
Page 16
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THE PROCESS of splitting the
CBS radio and television operations
continued last week as Radio Division President Howard S. Meighan
and TV Division President J. L.
Van Volkenburg picked their respective department chiefs and
these heads in turn proceeded to
designate their own assistants.
Mr. Van Volkenburg's Television Division lineup, reportedly
nearer completion than the radio
list, was said unofficially to include
the following nominees for these
key posts:
Hubbell Robinson Jr., in charge of
programs; David V. Sutton, sales;
William Golden and John P. Cowden, sales promotion and advertising; Merle Jones, Columbia-owned
stations; Oscar Katz, research;
Frank B. Falknor, operations; I. S.
Becker, business affairs; Michael
Foster, press information.
In the Radio Division, expected
to be announced this week, chief

speculation centered on Lester
Gottlieb as program head; John J.
Karol, sales; Louis Hausman, sales
promotion and advertising; Kelly
Smith, Columbia-owned stations;
Harper Carraine, research; James
M. Seward, business affairs, and
George Crandall, press information.
Parts of the radio lineup were
made known by CBS President
Frank Stanton in a letter reassurthe network's
radio affiliates
that ing CBS
still considers
radio
"America's No. 1 mass medium"
and will continue to promote it aggressively (see story page 34).
Asserting that the divorcement
of radio and television operations
will permit the
concentrate
all Radio
of its Division
energies "to
on
a single medium," Mr. Stanton
pointed out that Mr. Meighan had
been named president of the radio
unit and added:
"Working with him — exclusively

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix

in the interest of radio — wil i
Kelly Smith, Louis Hausi
James Seward, John Karol, Le
Gottlieb, Ed Chester, and other
perienced radio operating ex^
Mr. Chester is CBS news difl
tor and presumably will hoi
comparable position in the R
Division. Mr. Smith has been
tives."
president in charge of station
ministration; Mr. Housman,
president in charge of sales prcj
tion and advertising; Mr. Sew
vice president in charge of busi
affairs, network programs;
Karol, radio network sales n
ager; Mr. Gottlieb, program n
Of the others on whom R
ager.
Division
speculation centered,
Carraine has been assistant
rector of research, and Mr. C
dall has been director of press
formation.
TV Lineup

In the expected TV Divi
lineup, Mr. Robinson has been
president in charge of network
grams (AM and TV); Mr. Sut
TV sales manager; Mr. Golden,
sociate director of the sales pro
tion and advertising departm
and Mr. Cowden, general mam
of the department; Mr. Jones, n
ager of KNX and KTSL (TV)
Angeles and the Columbia Pa
Network; Mr. Katz, research
rector; Mr. Falknor, vice pi
dent in charge of program op
tions; Mr. Becker, director
business affairs, network progra
and Mr. Foster, assistant dire j)
of press information.
Separate departments for 1<|
and accounting also are being
up, but the stations relations
partment and the general ser I
units, such as treasurer's of i
engineering, auditing and tax ur I
will continue to serve both J
Radio and TV Divisions.

'. . . and speaking of Communist influence on the FCC, don't forget that
this agency sanctioned the Red Network for many years!"
BROADCASTING
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LOOD

Writes — And

Lives — A

New

Saga

COVERAGE

WREN, but the latter also reDIO AND TV service swelled
turned to the air, with pickups
Mb. rising flood waters that inunfrom
KLWN
Lawrence. KJAY
ited a section of the nation last
was
unaffected.
KLWN, one of
ek.
the
nation's
newer
outlets, went
Broadcasters who escaped being
full time. St. Louis stations cogulfed
in the billion-dollar
operated on a mutual-exchange plan
: ree-state catastrophe marshalled
as the flood crest slushed under
city.
*r eir fullest resources to serve Red
farmlands and moved toward the
•oss, civil defense and other serves and relay information to lisTransit radio played a vital role
ners and televiewers. Those who
in
Kansas City, once again attest;re forced off the air could only
ing to its value as an emergency
unt their blessings- — physical and
medium for allaying panic.
aterial, while the torrent subRadio and television networks
i "I'fled from the streets of Topeka
devoted
many man and programd other key cities.
hours to coverage of the disaster.
The value of radio and TV as
In addition to its regular newssentinel in the fight against
casts, NBC carried a number of
[od and fire im-oads could not
spot
cut-ins
from WDAF Kansas
measured in the monetary AgCity, while NBC-TV provided even
es placed on the damage alone —
more detailed coverage with numOflp.mage that left thousands homeminute erousup.spot films ranging from one
— ;s. wreaked havoc on countless
ilroad terminals, factories and
RAMPAGING waters of the midwestern flood found KCMO Kansas City, Mo.
fense
plants,
and otherwise
CBS, ABC Pickups
right in the middle of moving from old quarters to its new Radio Center,
,-jn ed Capitol Hill and government
CBS carried special pickups from
plenty of toil for everyone. Actual move took three days but KCMO's
thorities to unprecedented action. with
news staff, working around the clock, provided complete coverage of the
WIBW
Topeka featuring
. Congress pressed through a $25 flood from all vantage points. T. L. Evans (I), president of KCMO BroadArt Holbrook,
and from WIBW's
KMBC
□on flood relief bill with great
casting Co., brings in five gallons of boiled water to the newsroom after
Kansas
City.
CBS-TV
scheduled
acrity.
The Office of Defense
supply is cut off. Assisting with flash reports of the disaster are (I to r): special pictures of the flood and
obilization, concerned with the E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO general manager; Sid Tremble, program director;
Ken Heady, production director, talking with Bruce Davies (behind post), viewers of Ed Sullivan's Toast of
j.-st of disaster in terms of maassistant agricultural director; F. C. Strawn (with phone), promotion and the Town on July 15 heard a two, tjjrials and facilities, ordered an
way telephone
bemiediate survey of the area. And
publicity chief, and Larry Whyte, KCMO newsman.
tween Jim Barnesconversation
in Kansas City
esident Truman flew over his
and Bill Downs reporting on flood
tive Missouri to obtain an eye- hours daily, for three days. KCMO
telecast almost 12 hours of flood and fire conditions.
tness account of the nature-inand fire scenes.
ABC utilized the facilities of
broadcast messages from members
eted tragedy.
WREN
Topeka for on-scene report
of
separated
families.
WDAF-TV
Topeka
was
doubtless
the
hardRadio staffs worked around the stripped its mobile equipment,
est hit in the rampaging flood. The by WREN's Max Falkenstein, gave
x-k as mounting flood waters
transporting it by elevator to the waters that temporarly immobilized
specialtionreports
its Headline
ttered eastern Kansas — Salina,
and This onWeek
Around Edithe
roof where it brought in views of WIBW and KTOP pending emerg■peka, Manhattan, Kansas City,
(Continued on page 28)
raging fires in closeup. Station
ency
setups
also
knocked
out
in., and Kansas City, Mo. Reports
ed up of sleepless nights, endless
il and unbelieveable misery as
oadcasters rallied to combat the
od in two-fold roles of private
ers
izens and public-service sen' ^els.
"?
EUGtNE
IN
WINS
RADIO
It was shown that traffic brought
RADIO overwhelmingly outpulled
The Eugene study shows what
Emergency Equipment Used
into stores by the combined radio
happens when one station conducts
KSAL Salina was forced off the newspapers in producing traffic and
and newspaper advertising had a
r in a city which found itself at purchases for four stores in an ARBI survey in a four-stationEugene, Ore., a city of 35,000, ac- one-newspaper city. The newspaper
high rate of conversion into purast three-quarters under water,
chasers.
cording to results of studies conis
the
third
largest
in
the
state.
wo other outlets — WIBW and
ducted by Advertising Research
The detailed studies follow:
TOP were flooded out in Topeka,
Lee Bishop, manager of KORE,
Bureau Inc.
FOUR STUDIES COMBINED
;avily industrialized city. When
pointed out that many of the ARBI
More than three times as many
ansmitters were submerged, the
surveys have been conducted in
persons were attracted to the stores
KORE paper Both Other Total
larger cities.
|ations rigged emergency equip- by radio (KORE), in comparison
Traffic 219
67 S3 39 378
ent to carry on. A similar situa- to the newspaper drawing power,
%
Traffic
57.9 News1 7.7 1 4.0 1 0.4 1 00.0
Radio
Increases
Traffic
No.
Purchasing
\m prevailed in Manhattan where
the four studies reveal. A slightly
Merchandise* 90 32 31
15 168
Brought out once more in the
MAN, along with the entire busi- smaller percentage of radio traffic
es district, was inundated.
Eugene studies was the ability of % Purchasing
made purchases, but the dollar
Merchandise* 41.1 47.8 58.5 38.5 44.4
radio to increase its traffic during
, In instances where station operavalue of purchases by radio cus% ofDollar
Value 55.2 20.3 13.2 11.3 100.0
the
three
or
four-day
period
of
»n was not affected, broadcasters
tomers was 2V2 times that of newsPerPurchases*
Cent of Traffic
by Medium, by Day
an ARBI test, contrasted to the
ierated around the clock, mainpaper customers.
fast falling-off newspaper-induced
ining a steady flow of announcetraffic after the first day.
Media Expenditures Equal
KORE paper Both Other Total
ments on water and power supply,
First Day 57.0 News20.8 12.1 10.1 100.0
Also revealed again was the fact %% Second
affic, volunteer requests and other
Day 58.5 16.9 16.2 8.4 100.0
As
in
the
case
of
past
studies
Ital information.
All stations
that an important segment of the % Third Day 58.6 14.1 14.1 13.2 100.0
by ARBI, equal sums were spent
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
jandoned commercial schedules
for radio time and newspaper
public is not reached by newsid went all out on news reporting
papers. Furthermore, the studies
space. ARBI research specialists
KORE paper Both Other Total
id public service, sometimes with
reaffirmed the finding that constationed at the four stores con% In City 63.9 News64.2 60.4 51.3 62.7
sistent
repetition
of
a
commercial
istily-improvised setups.
%
Outside
City
36.1 35.8 39.6 43.7 37.3
tacted customers, making detailed
%
Total
100.0
100.0
10O.0 100.0 100.0
Transmitters in Kansas City, reports on each. ARBI has been
over a period of days — a radio
device of long Standing — should be * These figures include all purchases made in
jo., situated on high ground, kept conducting traffic-purchasing tests
the departments in which the surveys were
used by retailers.
h operation, compiling a saga of in many parts of the nation
made by customers showing an interest in
Stores have complete freedom in the test merchandise.
ick-to-it-ivness seldom surpassed.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
(Continued on page 30)
selection of items to be advertised.
°DAF remained on the air, 24 July 2, May 7].
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Lessons

m

The

By J. FRANK

BEATTY
last
blustery weekend omy
ONEFebruary
an entire econ
trembled as a crippling,
crushing railroad strike threatened
its very lifeblood.
The pyramiding paralysis of a
tieup in the world's largest and
most efficient transportation system was dramatizing once again
the basic role of the iron horse in
American civilization.
Many things — important things
— were done during those dark days
of negotiating and conferring.
From the White House down there
was action aplenty.
In that gloomy moment, as union
leaders flaunted an agreement
signed just before Christmas, the
harried leader of the nation's rail
carriers took time out to accept the
weekly hospitality of 10 million
friends.
Their leader — William T. Faricy,
president of the Assn. of American
Railroads — spent 2% minutes talking intoNBC
the nation's
living rooms
via 170
radio stations.
In that brief period he was able
to discuss this major crisis over
the only available facility that
reaches instantaneously into over
95% of the nation's homes. And
in that interval he was able to tell
clearly, concisely and effectively
the railroads' side of the story to
a receptive audience.
Added to the potency of the
spoken word was the flexibility of
the 30-year-old radio medium. Up
to the last minutes before air time
of the Railroad Hour (Mon., Feb.
5, 8 p.m.) events were happening
rapidly. Through this chain of
developments Mr. Faricy and his
aides were able to keep the message current and the final revision
was completed just before NBC's
familiar chimes signaled the arrival of one of America's favorite
Page 18
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Radio's

Impact

♦ ♦ ;

Railroad

DURING its three-year contact with the American public through radio's
low-cost facilities the Assn. of American Railroads has developed
scientific means of finding out some of the effects its Railroad Hour
is having on America's 41 million radio families. For the third time
AAR's research staff has analyzed its audience. The results tell an
effective story of radio's ability to reach the largest segment of the
public at the lowest cost. More significant, however, is the answer
given those who contend that television is reducing radio to a withered
facility with a thin trickle of listeners.
musical programs.
In tune with the motif of the program, Mr. Faricy presented a calm
story. He made no attempt to
punch over a selling message, for
the Railroad Hour is designed to
build friendships — millions of them.
These 30-minute visits in millions of America's homes are neai-ing the end of their third year.
Tonight's broadcast will be the
147th in the series. Again some
8 to 10 million persons will gather
around their radios in living room,
auto and vacation resort to hear
Gordon MacRae and Dorothy
Warenskjold in "Roaring Camp,"
a musical version of Bret Harte's
rugged tale of gold-rush days.
Forceful Lessons
In Friendships
As the third year comes to a
close there emerges a series of
lessons in how to make friendships
by the million and how to influence
all types of people in all sorts of
places.
LESSON No. 1— Radio's impact
hasn't been hurt appreciably by
television, at least so far as the
Railroad Hour is concerned, and
here's why:
# The 1949-'50 Nielsen rating
averaged 9.2.
# The 1950-'51 Nielsen rating
averaged 9.0.
% A substantial increase in
share - of - audience has occurred
from 1949-'50 to 1950-'51.

$ Average audience, too, has
increased.
LESSON No. 2 (and here's a
piece of advertising news that will
reverberate up and down Radio
City and Madison Ave., and then
out across the country) — The Railroad Hour has shown radio's power
by drawing one of the greatest
responses to an educational offer
in the history of NBC:
O One full commercial and
three billboards on four programs
brought 120,437 requests for a
souvenir program booklet.
# Within two days of the first
announcement (April 16) 28,213
mailed requests had come to AAR
headquarters.

Hour'

# AAR will start its foui
fall-winter-spring series when 1
present summer series of origii
musical dramas is completed.
LESSON No. 5— The brief, ell
ing announcements or billboai
are highly effective:
# AAR devoted one full co
mercial and three subsequent b
boards to the offer of a souve
booklet. Response to the billboa],!
was highly effective, as shown
an exhaustive AAR analysis.
LESSON No. 6— Radio co
mercials have a persisting effe
# Ten days after the final co
mercial 332 requests were receiv ,
# Eighteen days afterward a
were received. At that point n
turns had slowed down to a trie! I
and tabulating ended.
LESSON No. 7— The radio autj
ence represents all sections of t|
population, with an impressive :
tio of professional and busim I
people, judging by an analysis
(Continued on page 42)

9 By program time the next
Monday AAR had received over
78,000 requests.
# Of writers, 98.8% gave the
exact address in every detail (Railroad Hour, Transportation Bldg.,
Washington 6, D. C), a demonstration of radio's effectiveness
that startled postal officials.
LESSON No. 3— Radio combines
low cost with its far-reaching im# Each listener contact costs
about one-fifth of a cent or about
pact: contacts per dollar spent on
468
radio.
LESSON
ence is best No.
built 4—
andRadio's
retainedaudiby
year-round scheduling:
Railroad
the $airAAR's
52 weeks
a year. Hour is on
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COY

f: INDUSTRY goes along, the tele- programming rather than reservsion freeze can be lifted in late
ing entire channels.
Bptember, FCC Chairman Wayne
# Chairman Coy refused to disoy told Senators last Wednesday.
cuss the "merits" of the Richards
case, but told the committee the
This electrifying prediction,
FCC would re-open its WMIE Miich created a flurry in radio-TV
lock transactions on the New York
ami case to gather new or additional evidence providing it is offered
^change, was given during Chairby testimony for the record.
tan Coy's testimony before the
The prediction by Chairman Coy
anate Interstate Commerce Comittee.
on the freeze end brought comment
by J. L. Van Volkenburg, president
Measuring up to advance notices,
le committee cut a wide path of of the CBS Television Div., who
said: "We eagerly look forward
quiry covering key broadcast is- to
any move by the FCC which
iies including the television freeze,
lucational reservations, the so- will bring television to the redied Richards case and the WMIE
maining 40% of the nation."
iiami case.
Chairman Coy's appearance before the committee had full coverThe hearing was held at the
age from the Capitol Hill news
;quest of committee members who
ad a few questions to ask the echelon. CBS tape recorded portions of the testimony.
lairman and who wanted to disSen.
James P. Kem (R-Mo.) took
iss the issues with him [Broadisting • Telecasting, July 16]. the lead in questioning about the
freeze. His approach was direct.
Highlights of Hearing
The Senator asked if "unfairness"
In brief, here are the highlights:
had not been created "by the freeze
9 Chairman Coy said FCC be- and the long time which it has coneved the National Production
tinued in effect?" He referred
specifically to places like St. Louis
uthority would permit necessary
lilding once the freeze was lifted. and Kansas City which have only
one TV station on the air.
6 The freeze could be lifted in
Chairman Coy answered that the
eptember if a city-by-city alloca"inference
of unfairness you are
on hearing can be by-passed with
talking about . . . goes to the
final decision rendered on written
,Jliidence submitted (for other
people in St. Louis ... to the
eeze news see page 64 and At
'^ytEADLINE, page 4).
!" # Allocation grants will be
~ mdled on a priority basis with
KOB
COURT
1-eas now without TV service beL|g considered first, those areas
THE FCC was directed last week
: 1 ith one station next, etc.
by the U. S. Court of Appeals to
% If lawyers of interested
reach a solution of the 10-year-old
irties fail to agree in the preto the conflict in assignirdi ;aring conference (scheduled for questionmentsasbetween
WJZ New York and
st Friday) he could not say how
KOB Albuquerque.
ng it would take to clear up the
Since Oct. 14, 1941, KOB has
location question.
been operating under a succession
# Those who are "caught" in of special service authorizations
: e freeze and are without tele- with 50 kw daytime and 25 kw
sion in their area can only blame
nighttime on 770 kc, the same frei unwillingness to pioneer in the
quency on which WJZ is licensed.
ild or to share expectant losses Last week's decision by the U. S.
early station operation.
Court of Appeals in the District of
# There should be about 1,500 Columbia was, in the court's words,
V stations in the next five years,
a "remedy against inaction" on the
500 within 10 years of the ap- part of FCC.
The court reversed an FCC order
~oximate 3,000 stations permitted
of Dec. 14, 1949, continuing the
7 the plan.
# The chairman objected to a KOB special service authorization
and a further order of Feb. 23, 1950,
iggestion by Sen. William Benton
extending
the SSA pending out)-Conn.) that non-commercial income of an appeal which ABC,
itutions be permitted to sell time
owner of WJZ, had taken to the
help finance stations.
Court of Appeals against the Dec.
# He also criticized educators
1949, order.
ho complain that radio-TV sta- 14,The
court also remanded the
ons are "misused" since they (the cases to the FCC "for action not
lucators) "ignore the general im- inconsistent with this opinion."
Pointing out it was not within
j'ovement
of understanding"
such programs
as news given
and
that court's power to determine
scussion.
what ultimate disposition should
9 Sens. Benton and Ed C. be made of the question, the Court
>hnson (D-Col.), chairman of the of Appeals said, however, that "we
mmerce group, joined hands in can provide a remedy against inaction; we can direct the Commisipport of Sen. Johnson's proposal
sion to exercise its discretion in
at would require commercial TV
ations to give a specific percentaccordance with law."
The case dates back to May,
ile of their time to educational
ROADCASTING
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people in Kansas City who now
want to get it [TV] and at that
time [prior to Sept. 30, 1948, date
of the freeze beginning] did not
want it because they thought it was
a Describing
big, losing the
business."
NARTB TV and
Commission adopted proposal that
FCC should hold no further hearings on city-by-city allocations and
start the granting of channels on
the basis of written comments,
Chairman Coy said: "I hope we
may have a final order by the latter
part of September."
Disagrees With Jones' Plan
Questioned further on unanimity
of the Commission on the FCC's
TV allocation plan, Chairman Coy
said Comr. Robert F. Jones was
the only dissenter. The latter believes FCC ought to proceed to just
treat each application as it is filed
without regard to any plan for the
use of it, Chairman Coy said. If
such a proposal were followed it
would mean FCC would have to issue public notice abandoning the
present procedure and start "other
proceedings
he declared. of a different type,"
On the proposal that FCC adopt
engineering and technical standards applying to the rules and regulations and then proceed on the

basis of those standards adopted,
Chairman Coy said it would mean
that every big city in the country
"would hog the television frequencies and every small and medium
sized
city would
left outside."
Chairman
Coybe said
FCC now
has on hand 400 applications covering 100 cities, which, according
to Census Bureau interpretation,
would be classified as metropolitan
areas. He said another 400 or
500 applications can be expected to
be filed as soon as the freeze ends.
FCC probably will take the position with the National Production
Authority that television is a "new
and dynamic Service" and should be
extended to the nation's people
"without further delay than we
have
imposed that
upona permit
them."
NPAalready
now requires
be given through it for construction
of The
any steel
new station.
situation will not be a
deterrent because the industry can
find it advantageous to put all antennas on one location, permitting
orientation of home receiver antennas on one specific place and
thus avoiding multiplicty of antennas located in various sections
of the community. This would save
considerable steel and save people
money, Chairman Coy noted. An
example of such planning is the
antenna array atop the Empire
State Bldg., he said.
Some TV applicants already have
acquired transmitters and built
(Continued on page 88)

FCC
RULE
1940, when the FCC granted KOB a
pez-mit increasing its power to 50
kw and designating it a Class I
station on 1180 kc. This frequency,
however, was deleted from U. S.
assignments the next year when
the first NARBA was ratified, and
the Commission was obliged to find
a home for the station elsewhere.
In September, 1940, before
NARBA was ratified but after its
assignments had been arranged,
the FCC proposed to assign KOB
to 1030 kc, with 50 kw as a Class
II station. WBZ Boston opposed
this because it was operating on
the same frequency as a Class I-A
station and would have had to accept a change to Class I-B if the
KOB assignment were made.
The next February the FCC proposed assigning KOB to 1030 at
10 kw and further providing an increase in power to 50 kw after construction of a directional antenna.
Both KOB and WBZ objected, but
withdrew their objections when the
FCC asserted the assignment was
temporary. In March, 1941, KOB
was licensed to that frequency with
those provisions, and in June, 1941,
the Commission issued a special
service authorization, on application of KOB, for operation on 1030
kc at 50 kw daytime and 25 kw
nighttime.
Meanwhile, FCC field tests showed that KOB would have a wider
area of interference-free operation

Directed

To

Act

on 770 kc (WJZ's frequency) than
on 1030, and on its own motion,
the FCC on Oct. 14, 1941, modified
the special service authorization to
put KOB on 770. WJZ objected
but did not pursue its protest because of the assurance that the
situation was temporary.
In 1944 KOB requested a CP and
license for 770 kc unlimited time,
an application opposed by WJZ. The
case went to hearing which closed
Jan. 12, 1945, but before it decided
the case, the FCC began its clear
channel hearing, and the whole
matter of KOB-WJZ was put in the
file pending conclusion of the clear
channel proceedings.
As the appellate court put it last
week, the clear channel proceedings have not been completed and
indeed their status is "quite uncer"Equally unclear," in the words
of the court, is the future status
of the KOB application for permanent licensing on 770 kc.
"There comes a point," said the
tain.""when what has been desigcourt,
nated a 'temporary measure' lasts
for so long, and shows so little
sign of being terminated in the
foreseeable future, that to continue
to categorize it as 'temporary' is
to ignore
ation . . . the realities of the situ"We cannot agree that the Com(Continued on page 28)
July 23, 1951
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NBC

passive type
BEING the
that prefers to observe a
brawl rather than participate in it, this reviewer
was delighted to watch the
Charles-Walcott fight in his
living room, a less hazardous
site than the theater where, in
the company of a thousand or
so excited fight fans, he saw
the Louis-Savold bout several
weeks ago. (The wounds suffered
in that encounter are healing nicely.)
On the whole the program was
capably handled, except for some
unnecessary, and at least one
point, inaccurate commentary by
Bill Corum. Mr. Corum, who presided at the microphone during the
rounds, seemed inclined to favor
the defending champion when describing exchanges of punches. One
ineffective left hook that Mr.
Charles aimed at Mr. Walcott's
midriff was described by Mr. Corum
as a hard blow. It barely reached
the challenger, as any except the
hopelessly myopic in the television
audience could plainly see.

Keep Talk Down
Even veteran ring announcers
like Mr. Corum must constantly remember that the TV audience can
see the fight as well as they, a
circumstance that recommends the
keeping of commentary to a minimum of explanation and certainly
requires a high degree of objectivity from the man calling the
punches.
Though heavens knows it is safer
than a theatre, the living room can
have shortcomings as an arena.
At the beginning of the seventh
round, this reviewer left the room
to minister to a wakeful child. In
his absence, Mr. Walcott abruptly
put Mr. Charles to sleep, which was
Page 20
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more than could be said of this reviewer's efforts to soothe his restless offspring.
* * *
FIRST HORSE RACE COLORCAST made July 14 by CBS-ColorTV, did not encourage this viewer
to sell his binoculars and tear up
his club house pass in favor of
home color viewing. Closeups of
the horses in the paddock and of
the celebrities interviewed at a
luncheon table on the Monmouth
Park Jockey Club grandstand terrace were beautiful and clear, with
the watermelon the lunchers ate
coming through in a luscious red
that set the spectators in CBS
Studio 3 to drooling. But the races
themselves were disappointing.
The longshots of the fast moving
horses across the course did a far
from adequate reporting job; the
jockeys' silks, so distinctly recognizable in the closeups, lost their
Program: mouthHorse
racesClub,
at MonPark Jockey
N. J.
on CBS-TV color, July 14.
Director: Judson Bailey.
Production Supervisors: Jerry
Danzig, John Martin.
Commentators: John Derr, Jim
McKay, Horace Wade.
individuality in the distance and
the numbers on the saddles were
also indistinguishable; without the
skilled announcing of Horace
Wade, public relations director of
the park, the actual running of the
race would have had little meaning to the colorcast audience.
Adrian Murphy, newly appointed
president of the CBS Laboratories
Division, who spent much of the
afternoon leaping from his front
row seat to bring the receiver back
into color synchronization with the
pickup cameras, apologized for
the quality of the reception, which
he described as "too soft." He said
that John Derr, CBS associate director of sports, who emceed and
coordinated the telecast from the
grandstand roof, reported sharp
pictures on the monitor there, so
apparently the show was softened
up somewhere between the transmitter and receiver. The Zoomar
lens, used during the telecast, also
has a softening effect, Mr. Murnoted.first remote pickup of a
As phythe

regular color telecast, the racing
pickup probably should not be
judged
too harshly.
Thispreviously
viewer's
companion,
who had not
seen CBS color, was entranced by
the beauty of it all and has joined
that large segment of the American
public who is asking when colorsets will be available for home use.
* * *
FUN FACTORY aimed at the 4
to 10 year old audience, avoids the
error, too often made by programs
intended for these ages, of talking
Program: Fun Factory, ABC,
Mon.-Fri., 5:30-6 p.m.
Producer
& Director: Bob Woolson.
Writers:
Dorothy
Wendel, Bob
Eckland.
Cast: Peter Lucas, Russ Wilt.
down below the goo-goo level.
It is an imaginative use of radio
to take the tots on tours of the
"game" and "news" rooms, through
books and records and, finally, to
the good deed department which
runs the risk of sending the 4-year
olds into guiltless sleep and the
10-year-olds to the nearest sandlot.
Pete Lucas, "foreman" of the
factory, uses an idiom which seems
slightly above the cut of the kiddies' capacities. He talks a language which is perhaps comprehensible to teen-agers if to anyone. "Uncle" Russ Wilt plays a
"talking piano." The terminology
of the show may be somewhat
precious to adults, but the program
is not for them anyway.
The feature record on the program reviewed was a Cinderella
story album with Prokofieff 's music.
Moppets should find it a welcome
change from the Lone Ranger.
Fleischmann

|

Burbank Council To V
AN ORDINANCE, clearing I
way for NBC to purchase
acres of city-owned land for j
projected
$25 million
Radio-Te
vision Center,
is scheduled
to
given final vote by the Burba.
Calif., City Council tomorr
(Tuesday) .
It would order sale of two p;
eels of land fronting on Alamc
Ave. between Warner Bros. Stu
and St. Joseph Hospital for $2C
287.50, price previously agr(
upon by the council and NI
Sale[Broadcasting
must
by A1*
June
25]. be completed
31
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Program: Charles-Walcott championship fight, DuMont TV
Network, July 18.
Sponsors: Admiral, Crosley, DuMont, Motorola, Philco, RCA,
Sylvania, Westinghouse.
Program cost: Approx. $100,000.
Director: Harry Coyle.
Assistant
Director: Harry Munson.
Technical
Director: Phil Tontillo.
Fight Announcer: Bill Corum.
Color Commentator: Bill Stern.

CENTER

Approved

PRESIDENT Truman's nomination of Manly Fleischmann to
serve as chairman of the Defense
Production Administration, in addition to his duties as administrator of the National Production Authority, was approved last week by
the Senate Banking & Currency
Committee without opposition. The
nomination was favorably reported
to the Senate floor where it awaited
Senate confirmation.

City council in mid-June,
resolution, eliminated the form
ity of the land being sold at pul:
auction. NBC many weeks z
submitted a $10,500 check signi
ing its intent to acquire the lai
NBC also is purchasing fr
Warner Bros. 30 acres adjoini
the city-owned property. Deal
portedly includes a rental arranj
ment of sound stages and otl
studio facilities for television.
Charles J. Dunn, New York r*.
estate broker, is granted a $1
037.50 commission on the trans,
tion by the Burbank ordinance,
was said.
With the influx of top TV sho
from New York starting in 1
fall, NBC
has been frantica
searching the Hollywood area %
space and facilities to accommod;
them. Present NBC-TV Hollywc
accommodations
are said to
wholly inadequate to take care
the eight comedy and other sho
shifting from New York with 1,
advent of the relay-cable hookrl
now tentatively set for sometij
in November.
Conversion to TV of the El Cal
tan Theatre on Vine St. near Hoi
wood Blvd., and Studio D in NI;
Western Division headquarte
both now being rushed to comp
tion, will help ease the situati<
Cost of remodelling the El Capit
is said to be around $500,000 a
Studio D in excess of $200,000.
Delegation of NBC New Yo
television executives were in Hoi
wood in mid-July primarily for (
ordinating talks on shifting sho
and to look at possible availal
facilities.
Besides Fred Wile, assistant i
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, NB
TV vice president, who remains i
the West Coast for at least a
other week, in Hollywood for su
sions were General Lyman Muns<i
in charge of TV facilities opej|
tions; Sam Fuller, executive pi
ducer, Colgate Comedy Hour; Pe
Barnum, executive producer, /
Star Revue. Last two prograi;
are among those to shift origin
tion to Hollywood in the fall. Pa
ticipating in meetings also we
John K. West, NBC Western Dr
sion vice president, and Norm:
Blackburn, Western Division dire
tor of TV network programs oper
tions.
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Coverage

CONVENTIONS

OTTY problems involving raTV sponsorship rights to covof direct proceedings of the
ic poand Democrated
an ons
blicenti
Repuconv
]!
for
are tabb
fckl
iorough airing at national comI tee level in the next few weeks.
! 'his was indicated last week folIing reports that Time, Life and
tune, of the Henry Luce pub;:l ing triumvirate, had negotiated
I' network telecast rights to both
• ventions [Broadcasting • TelIsting, July 16].
f fc seemed likely that the DemoU3I I tic and GOP national headquar; would set a joint parley to dis3 these problems, looking toward
nation of a uniform policy on
nsorship. It was understood
't some decision probably would
reached by September, as to
?ther proceedings would be ofid for sponsorship or as a public
'/ice.
'he sponsorship issue is easily
j of the thorniest on the agenda
.the Democratic National Comrtee. Other points to be resolved
those involving the selection
.'an advertising agency and the
jice of a convention site in Chi' o to house what promises to be
unprecedented demand for
idio and other working facilities.
Parties Receive Inquiries
sNational headquarters for both
ties acknowledge they have re<7ed inquiries relating to radiosponsorship. Most of the dissions, however,
have been
?ely informal and have ema-

nated from networks, agencies,
and other interested groups.
The question of sponsorship of
direct convention proceedings was
brought last week to the attention
of William Boyle Jr., Democratic
National Committee chairman, and
temporarily shelved pending further discussion with Ken Fry, radio-TV director, and the GOP committee headed by Guy Gabrielson.
It was understood that the two
committees would meet within the
next fortnight.
Luce Conference Postponed
Meanwhile, a conference scheduled for last Thursday between
Mr. Luce, editor-in-chief of Time,
Life and Fortune, and local Chicago committeemen was postponed.
These are some of the questions
which the national committees
must resolve before adopting a

PROFITS

TAX

Is Studied

sponsorship policy:
(1) The disposition of funds in
the event rights are sold. Political parties are legally prohibited
from accepting the money derived.
(2) Conditions for radio-TV
sponsorship, including type of
sponsor, extent of physical network
coverage of proceedings, exclusivity of sponsor rights, the scope of
coverage in point of stations to be
utilized, and selection of a site
which would provide adequate facilities for coverage.
The Democratic National Committee isknown to favor adherence
to at least two basic principles : The
widest possible coverage of direct
proceedings, and an arrangement
with networks which would assure
the best programming and technical techniques.
Throughout these early prelimiSenate Gets Measure
To Aid TV

A BILL to lighten excess profits tax burdens for the telecaster was
dropped in the Senate hopper last week.
It was introduced by Sen. J. Allen Frear (D-Del.). It is designed to
remove inequities, which telecasters believe exist in the present Excess
Profits Tax Act. These inequities
concern the current calculation of
casting and related television services, shall be entitled for any taxable
excess profits on a base period
year under this subchapter, notwith(1946-49) during which TV was
standing the foregoing provisions of
an infant.
this section, to compute its average
At the same time, NARTB re- base period net income by multiplyvealed that the TV Broadcasters
ing the taxpayer's total assets as of
Dec. 31, 1949, as defined in section
Tax Committee has obtained a hear435 (e) (3), by, (1) the ratio which
ing for this Friday on the excess
the taxpayer's
inprofits tax question. John B. Poole,
come for its lastexcess
taxableprofits
year net
ending
tax lawyer and consultant to Fort
on or before Dec. 31, 1946, bears to
Industry Co., will appear.
its total assets on the last day of
NARTB, meanwhile will appear
such taxable year, or (2) the taxiSEBALL SUIT
Aug. 2 in opposition to the ad- the year payer's
of return
for
1946industry
as rate
proclaimed
by the
300,000 Asked By WNOP
ministration's
request
for
a
15%
increase in excise taxes on radio Secretary under section 447, whichever is greater.
S:!00,000 damage suit was filed and TV sets at the manufacturing
t week by WNOP Newport, Ky., level. The revenue bill (HR 4475)
"(1) For purposes of this sub: linst 20 assorted corporate and
section "gross income" is the
is now before the Senate Finance
amount received or accrued, reividual defendants, including
Committee. Ralph W. Hardy, govduced
only by applicable discount,
compH; Liberty Broadcasting System.
ernment relations director, will
rebates, and allowances, and not by
i suit charged the defendants
testify for NARTB.
any commissions or other cost of
Also scheduled are L. G. Horney,
, h "conspiring" to prevent
^OP from broadcasting the LBS
operation.
Bendix Radio Div.; J. M. Marks,
"(2) For purposes of this subme of the Day.
section, if the last taxable year of
Fada Radio & Electric Co., and F.
'defendants
were LBS; Ford
any taxpayer ending on or before
Cleveland Hedrick Jr., Radio-TeleDecember 31, 1946, is a period of
HoLUck, National League president;
vision Mfrs. Assn., all Aug. 2.
less than twelve months, the excess
■ ; 11 Harridge, American League
Mort Farr, National Appliance &
profits net income of said taxable
sident; A. B. Chandler, baseball
Radio Dealers Assn., is slated for
year shall be placed on an annual
; imissioner who resigned last Aug. 1.
basis in the same manner as proak, and each of the 16 major
Frear
Bill
vided in section 433 (a) (2) (A)."
it gue baseball clubs.
Sec. 2. That section 445 of said Act
The Frear bill (S 1861), referred
VNOP claimed it had signed a
be amended by adding a new subsecto the Senate Finance Committee,
: 'tract with LBS last October
tion (i) as follows:
follows in full text:
ich allowed it to broadcast the
"(i) Television Broadcasting. — A
me of the Day whenever the To amend the Excess Profits Tax Act taxpayer
under this section which,
of 1950 with respect to income de- during the month of Dec. 1950, decinnati Reds were not playing
rived from television broadcasting.
rives 30 per centum or more of its
■ home. The station claimed LBS
Be it enacted by the Senate and
gross income as defined in section
Pf now "refusing to perform its
House of Representatives of the Unit444 (h) (1), from television broadtract" and accused the Cincined States of America in Congress
casting and related television serv:i ball club of "illegally conassembled, That section 444 of the
ices, shall be entitled for any taxable
ing and monopolizing" the Excess Profits Tax Act of 1950 be year under this subchapter, to com' -^j
98 dcasting
all majorradius
leagueof amended by adding a new subsection
pute its average base period net in'Ttties
within ofa 50-mile
(h) as follows:
come by multiplying
aome park.
The suit alleged
total
as of Dec.the31,taxpayer's
1949, as
"(h) Television Broadcasting. — A definedassets
in
section
435 (e) (3), by the
J ' lation of anti-trust laws by the taxpayer under this subsection which,
'< ndants and asked for an in- during the month of December 1950, taxpayer's industry rate of return for
lction to prevent LBS from "re- derived 30 per centum or more of its the year 1946 as proclaimed by the
gross income from television broad" 'ing to perform its contract."
secretary under section 447."
ilOADC ASTING
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nary discussions, television has preempted attention of politicos. The
1948 telecasts were not directly
sponsored. Additionally, the emergence of TV has minimized the
need for large space for political
delegations and stressed, in turn,
the necessity for larger working
quarters for all media.

WAGE-PRICE
LAW
Amendments Studied
AUTHORITIES last week were
studying the implications of a proposed amendment to the nation's
wage-price law, involving the exemption of wages and salaries
charged for certain professional
services.
In floor debate on the Defense
Production Act, the House adopted
a proposal which would bracket
"wages, salaries and other compensation" with rates or fees now exempted from the law.
The action developed as the
Wage Stabilization Board continued
to study the recommendations of an
advisory panel dealing with the
question of price exempt industries
and as the House voted to freeze
wages and prices for four months
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
July
16].
Initial feeling is that, under the
new amendment adopted by the
House but not yet finalized on
Capitol Hill, wages or salaries
which may be received by news
commentators, actors, musicians,
package producers for radio and
TV and others who normally charge
fees or rates for professional services may be exempt.
This interpretation for wages
could parallel that for fees and
rates now exempt from price control. Authorities indicated, however, that the interpretation was
being studied by lawyers in the
Office of Price Stabilization and the.
Wage Stabilization Board. They
stressed that the forthcoming decision by the WSB on industries to
be exempt from wage control would
have a bearing on the situation.
DUMAS ELECTED
AT&T Exec. Vice President
HAL S. DUMAS, president of
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co., was elected executive
vice president of AT&T last Wednesday to assist President Cleo F.
Craig in the overall operation of
the business. Mr. Dumas also was
elected to the AT&T board.
Other AT&T executive changes :
Charles E. Wampler an assistant
vice president in the operations and
engineering department, was named
vice president in charge of revenue
requirements studies; William C.
Bolenius, vice president in charge
of personnel relations, was placed
in charge of accounts and finance,
and Clifton W. Phalen, vice president in charge of revenue requirements studies, was put in charge
of personnel relations.
July 23, 1951
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On the other hand, the heaviest
increases in national spot business
in non-TV markets was found in
the 20% or more bracket.
Over half (55%) of radio stations in TV markets held their own
or increased their network business during the May-to-May year.
In non-TV markets three-fourths
of stations held their own or increased the volume of network
period in the year (see Table V).

Radio Business Up
(Continued from page 15)
to May of this year. In non-TV
areas nine out of 10 stations increased national spot or at least
held the same level.
Breaking down national spot
business in the May-to-May year
it was found that more increases
in TV markets occurred in the
0-5% and 2.0% or more brackets
than in the 5-10% and 10-20%
brackets.

TABLE I
LOCAL RADIO BUSINESS IN TV AND NON-TV MARKETS
(May 1950 to May 1951)
% of Stations % of Stations
% Change
in TV Markets in Non-TV Markets
Up
Down
Up Down
20% or More

19%

2%

Same 18%

23%
Same 6%

TABLE II
LOCAL RADIO BUSINESS IN TV AND NON-TV MARKETS
(April 1951 to May 1951)
% of Stations % of Stations
in TV Markets in Non-TV Markets
% Change
Up
Down
Up Down
0-5%
15%
13%
5%
12%
5-10%
19%
7%
'
41%
5%
10-20%
26%
....
19%
20% or More
7%
12%
15%
Same 13%
Same 6%
9
% TABLE III
12%
4
NATIONAL SPOT RADIO %
BUSINESS
11 IN TV AND NON-TV MARKETS
(April 1951 to% May
6 1951)
15% of %Stations % of Stations
in%TV Markets in Non-TV Markets
17%
% Change
Up 2% Down
Up Down
4
% 11%
0-5%
5%
17%
6%
5-10%
14% 3 9%
19%
4%
3%14%
10-20%
14%
4
%
20% or More
11%
2%
12%
Same 28%

Same 34%

TABLE IV
SPOT RADIO BUSINESS IN TV AND NON-TV MARKETS
(May 1950 to May 1951)
% of Stations % of Stations
in TV Markets in Non-TV Markets
% Change
Up
Down
Up Down
0-5% ,
15%
5%
12%
6%
5-10%
7%
15%
4%
6%
10-20%
5%
13%
18%
2%
20% or More
13%
17%
27%
4%
Same 21%
Same 10%
NATIONAL

TABLE V
NETWORK BUSINESS
Ratio of radio stations (network affiliates) showing increase or decrease in
network business, by TV and non-TV markets (figures show percentage of
affiliates in each type of market) :
MAY 1950 TO MAY 1951
% Stations
TV Markets Non-TV Markets
Up
31%
49%
Down
45%
27%
Same
24%
24%
Net. Affiliates
% Stations
Up
Down
Same

100%
100%
APRIL 1951 TO MAY 1951
TV Markets Non-TV Markets
45%
27%
24%
21%
31%
52%

Net. Affiliates
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100%

100%

CHURCH

PRAISE

Council Lauds Radio's P
RADIO'S contribution to relij
is greater than at any time in
past, according to the NatiB
Council of Churches of Christ. '

EMERSON SMITH (r), program director of KDYL Salt Lake City, accepts a scroll and medal from S. S.
Stone, commander, Utah Dept. of
Amvets, for the station's "outstanding public service." The award was
made for the weekly, quarter-hour
documentary program. Your Enemy
From Within, which details Communist operations in the U. S.

In a publication titled "Is E ■
Dying," the council discloses \
every 38 seconds around the c ■
seven days a week, someone is a I
ing to one of the networks carr j»
the council's broadcasts. In H
five-month period, Jan. 1-May '
1951, listeners sent 341,913 lei |
asking the council for broac p
scripts or requesting advice.
This mail volume is four t
greater than a year ago and s
times as great as in 1941, accor !
to the council. Describing ra
impact, the council reports:
"Constantly, we seek to imp
our programs . . . make them i
appealing . . . make the Wor
God a more vital part of Amei
life. Radio brings our message
people's homes! And people li:
and respond! Radio is a g
moving force. We are plan
better, bigger things for radio.
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB J
ident, in acknowledging a ltd
from Ronald Bridges, executive
rector of the council's broad<
ing and film commission, wrol
response:
"Let me congratulate you on j
brochure, 'Is Radio Dying?' !
certainly refreshing to find a ]l
erful and worthy national orj'
zation such as yours which not j
recognizes the impact and mo
force of radio, but which sees 1
reduce its accomplishments to '
gibility and 'tell the world' v
American radio means."
Council broadcasts are hear<
NBC, ABC and MBS network;

SELLING WEST
Columbia Pacific Starts Drive
CONTINUING the trend to sell
the West to the East, Columbia
Pacific is now showing to eastern
advertisers, agencies and CBS sales
executives a new 55-page presentation, "The Fourth Man," an accumulation of facts and figures that
attempt
to
prove radio's
dominance
as an advertising
medium
on the
Pacific Coast.
Making the presentation is Edwin
W. Buckalew, Columbia Pacific general sales manager who visits Chicago, New York and Detroit during
a four-week trip.
The result of nine months planning and six months research by
the CP sales promotion depai'tment headed by Sherril Taylor, the
three-sectioned "Fourth Man" of- LBS-WOL SHIFTS
fers acomprehensive picture of the
News Bureau
Reorgan 3r
growth of the three Pacific Coast
LBS, and its affiliate WOL- §
states, California, Oregon and
FM Washington, last week
Washington, during the last decade.
a reorganization of ■
Presentation gets its title from the nounced
fact that every fourth resident in LBS news bureau. George Ct j
bell, former bureau director, 3
the area has lived in the West
less than 10 years.
become WOL's program dire J
Dick Roll succeeds him as bu w
Among facts outlined in the
director and
continue
newscasts
and will
current
event ■'w
study are a comparison of the covtures.
erage and growth of competing
advertising media in the areas,
Recent additions to the M B
showing that CP delivers 110%
LBS news bureau include m
Bates, Washington newsman, ■
more homes than the leading newspaper supplement; growth of radio
has moved into Mr. Roll's pos m
homes in the area from 2,733,446
as night editor, and Eugene m
out of 3,313,170 total homes in ger, formerly of the WOL anno m
1940 to 98% out of 4,732,600 total
in 1950.
ing staff, who
in tht ■'
velopment
of will
new help
special
m
Southern California Broadcasters
and current affairs broadcasts ll
Assn. also is currently engaged in
a committee of station reprt m.
an all-out radio promotional camtatives at the Hotel St. Regis, M
paign that will hit key eastern
York. Group will formulate p 1
cities as well as those in the Southfor a series of presentation; c
ern California area [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 16].
Southern California radio it
Kevin Sweeney, sales manager,
SCBA in key eastern cities du js
KFI Los Angeles, member of the
September. Presentations in t
cities, including New York
special SCBA promotion committee
directing the drive, meets today
Chicago will be made at that
by Robert J. McAndrews, mana |
(Monday) with Mr. Buckalew, act- director
of the association.
ing also on behalf of SCBA, and
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

Hearings

11
IGNAL

CONTROL

Expected

dent's authority to include the contingency "if he deems it necessary
in the interest of national security
or defense." The group felt that
this would "allay possible fears
(by industry) that the powers
. . . might be utilized in some im-

BRINGS on the military's electromagnetic radiations control bill be- no clear indication as to when
the House's top communications committee appeared a virtual cer- hearings might begin or whether,
indeed, the proposal may be taken
ty last week, despite the elimination of certain controverted issues,
The report said the committee
:-5 fee upper chamber late Thursday had taken no action on the measure
up at all. Communications' legis- was "impressed"
proper manner." by the testimony
lation—
notably
the
celebrated
Mcbe t ) 537) reported by the Senate submitted
*
of
industry,
which generally proto
the
Senate
and
House
Farland Bill, and others — -gener813 rstate Commerce Committee
tested dangerous ambiguities in
ally has been accepted in the past
Armed
Services
committees.
Tuesday
in
the
form
of
a
an :
military draft and suggested a
with a cautious eye and a notice- the
losed amendment to the ComIn view of the proposed amendlimitation be placed on the devices
able lack of enthusiasm.
ment
to
the
Communications
Act
ications
Act.
Mito be covered. It settled on those
In its report last Tuesday, Sen. devices which radiate in excess of
and action already completed by
u: there were clear indications
wxLl the legislation, when finally the Senate communications body, Johnson's faster-moving communifive miles, as recommended by
cation group emphasized that its
it was generally conceded that Senred by the Senate, would run
RTMA and the Defense Dept. Withate
clearance
of
the
measure
out that limitation, it was feared,
approval of the bill "in no way inmt t| careful study by the deliberadicates approval of a general pol- television receivers would have
House
Interstate
&
Foreign
would
pave
the
way
for
consideraid s >jimerce
_
tion by the House Commerce group.
Committee.
fallen under the Communications
icy of government control or ownuxor tf
ership of communications facilities
Committee authorities were quick
Act.
Bill a Compromise
to promise hearings on the bill be- or electromagnetic radiations deAnother change involves the adfore it can be reported to the floor.
vices . . . within the purview of
dition of subsection h to Sec. 606
he amended bill represents a
They pointed out that the commitpromise on the part of broadof the Communications Act, dealbill.committee
. . ."
ers and manufacturers alike, as
tee's membership is new (it theThe
made plain that
ing with penalties. Individual viochanged with the advent of the 82d
lators could be fined not more than
as by the FCC, NARTB,
the
legislation
is
"necessary,
howCongress) and would be reluctant
io-Television Mfrs. Assn. and
$1,000
or imprisoned for not more
ever, to enable the President in
Defense Dept., which engi- to approve the measure before be- particular instances immediately
than one year, or both; corporaiced it. It would provide for
ing fully apprised of its nature
tions, $5,000.
and scope.
to control and use certain . . . de;rol over certain non-broadcast
vices when emergency needs deces not now included with raHowever, since the Senate has
TV stations under the strucmand such immediate action." It
not yet passed and referred it foril of Sec. 606 (c) of the Act
mally to the committee, there was
also would spell out the PresiKURLAN
SUIT
l|lOADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
Court
Decision
Reversed
W 16].
Elwood Named
CALIFORNIA
State
District
Court
nder the guiding hand of ComDirector
0 1 ce Chairman Edwin C. Johnson
of
Appeals,
in
an
unprecedented
RADIO
FREE ASIA
Col.), whose committee held
decision, has unanimously reversed
rings on the measure last Feba Superior Court decision in the
JOHN W. ELWOOD, former general manager of KNBC San Frantry, the radiations control pro$150,000 plagiarism suit brought by
cisco, was named last week as director of Radio Free Asia, a pri- Arthur
Kurlan, program packager,
il was reported to the Senate
vate agency dedicated to fight Communism in Asia.
placed on the calendar. A calRadio Free Asia will be the principal propaganda instrument of the against CBS, Board Chairman
;ar call (usually reserved for
William Paley, Guy della Chioppa,
*
organizrecently
-controversial legislation) was
ed Committee
for the
radio and communications field. Cy Howard, Ernest Martin, Young
MS! :atively set for today (Mona Free Asia Inc. His first contact with the inter- & Rubicam Inc., Lever Bros, and
■ to ) . Little or no opposition is
others, over the radio program My
and will carry on
national aspects of radio came in Friend Irma.
if i ected.
work similar to
1920 when, as secretary of the
-S originally conceived, the Dethat now being
Superior Court Judge Allen W.
nascent Radio Corp. of America,
tear t5e Dept. draft requested a new
Ashburn in January 1948 had susconducted
in
Eurcalling
for
authority
over
he
negotiated
for
an
exchange
of
rorii>
tained the defendant's demurrer
ope by Radio Free
idcasting stations (now in the
Europe.
patents between RCA and the without leave to amend when Mr.
nnunications Act) and other
British Marconi Co. and later ar- Kurlan, who held radio rights to
The committee,
ices capable of serving as naviranged with Poland, Germany and
which depends for
ional or homing aids to enemy
Great Britain for an exchange of the book and play "My Sister EiMr. Elwood
its financial supleen," upon which My Friend Irma
'gon|i|:raft. Its original drafts were
radio programs to promote inter- is allegedly based, sued for plagport mainly on
iarism.
national
understanding.
allotments from the Crusade of
'4
Freedom, has been granted a halfAppealing that decision through
USADE FOR FREEDOM
Joins NBC in '27
million dollars by the crusade for
Harold A. Fendler of the law firm
In
1927
he
joined
NBC
as
assistPlans 3 More Stations
its first year of operation and other
ant to the president, became net- of Fendler, Weber & Lerner, Bevc*or,JJJSADE
J-ir
are being raised among prierly Hills, Mr. Kurlan obtained a
work program manager in 1928
for Freedom hopes to funds vate
contributors.
and vice president in charge of sustainer of his rights to trial and
• tan; ^wo- more European stations
Main role of Radio Free Asia, public affairs and educational proan order for the defendants to answer.
." T|l one in Asia (see separate
as
outlined
by
Committee
Chairgrams
in
1930.
In
1934
he
left
NBC
Juljjry) on the air this year, it was
Mr. Kurlan alleges that he had
orted at a membership and
man Brayton Wilbur, is to "tell to engage in private public relations activities but returned in submitted to the defendants in New
the people of the towns and villages
" d-raising meeting in Chicago
of Asia in plain language just how
York in June 1946 an audition
I week. State chairmen and cam1939 to head the network's International Broadcasting Division. The
?n leaders from 37 states laid great their danger is and just what
of "My Sister
IBD was established to fight the transcription
as a radio program
with Eileen"
Lucille
is for the year and heard re- Communist domination would mean
Ball, film actress, to portray the
powerful Nazi propaganda machine
in their own daily lives."
( ! ts from officials of Radio Free
and beamed broadcasts in six leading role and act as narrator.
The committee and its radio staJ ope, maintained by the crusade,
Defendants then used his format
languages throughout the world.
its European counterpart,
he group will attempt to enlist has notion, asconnection
with the U. S. In 1942 Mr. Elwood went to San for My Friend Irma, he charges.
million members and $3 V2 milgovernment or with the Voice of Francisco as general manager of Mr. Kurlan said he had expended
I for RFE in a campaign startKNBC.
America.
$10,000 in preparation of the radio
Sept. 3. Last year it received
Despite his wide background, Mr.
m !1 7,000 and enlisted signatures
In naming Mr. Elwood to direct
With reversal of the decision,
program.
Elwood, on hearing of his appointzis,|i 16 million Americans. C. D. the radio operation, Mr. Wilbur
ment said: "This looks like one of amount being asked in damages
kson, RFE president, reported
the toughest and most challenging
will be increased to $1,500,000, acpaid high tribute
to Mr. Elwood's
r activities of the 135,000 w sta- experience
and capabilities,
citing
cording to Mr. Fendler. He pointed
| 1 in Munich which is on the air him as an eminently qualified man
assignments
of
my
career."
But
he
said he welcomed the opportunity
out that when the suit was origin1 I '2 hours daily for a Czechslovakfor the job.
ally filed on June 17, 1947, the
jjtr. audience. The other station is
of helping in "the task to keep
Mr. Elwood, who since his retire- alive the spirit of freedom in those
Frankfurt, which broadcasts to
program was on a sustaining basis.
ment from KNBC last year has parts of Asia either occupied or Since then its popularity has grown
■ j Iron Curtain countries. The two
and as result value of the property
been retained by NBC as a special threatened by Communist imper] posed European outlets would
also has increased.
consultant, has spent 31 years in
I n toward Poland and Hungary.
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WML

CONTRACT was signed Thursday
for sale of WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va., suburban Washington daytimer, by Co-owners Frank Fletcher
and R. Kilbourne Castell to Lou
Poller, owner of WPWA Chester,
Pa., and his associates [Closed
Circuit, July 16].
Consideration is about $115,000.
Transfer papers for FCC approval
were to be filed Friday.
Mr. Fletcher, Washington broadcast attorney, plans to resign from
the board of NARTB upon approval
of the transfer. He has served two
terms as director representing FM
stations and was chairman of the
by-laws committee which worked
out the consolidation of TV and
radio interests under the reorganized NARTB. He recently was
named chairman of the Legal and
Legislative Advisory Committee.
Mr. Poller will acquire 51% interest in Northern Virginia Broadcasters Inc., WARL licensee, while
his brother-in-law, Cy Blumenthal,
former Miami food broker, will
acquire 39% interest. A 10%
holding will be obtained by William Beatty, presently in sales and
progi-amming at WPWA. Both
Messrs. Blumenthal and Beatty will
become active in WARL operation.
Mr. Poller announced plans to
retain Ray Baker as WARL manager and to elect Mr. Baker a vice
president of the licensee corporation. Other plans include expansion of WARL programming.
Assigned 1 kw day on 780 kc,
WARL was one of the several new
suburban stations to make its debut in the Washington area shortly
after World War II.
WWDC
RULING
Court Restrains WEAM
WEAM Arlington, Va., Washington suburb, was ordered Thursday
by a Federal court not to broadcast
social security numbers until at
least an hour after their announcement on WWDC Washington.
Judge Albert V. Bryan, of the
U. S. District Court in Alexandria,
Va., ruled that WEAM must identify WWDC as broadcaster of the
numbers. For some months WEAM
WWDC's numhas beenbers,repeating
carried daily. Using the
Lucky Social Security Numbers
format of Azrael Adv. Agency,
Baltimore, WWDC broadcasts social security card numbers or
driver's permit numbers, giving
$100 prizes.
Judge Bryan gave WEAM 60
days to get together with WWDC
on amount of damages suffered by
the latter. If they cannot agree,
a mastery in chancery will make
the decision.
Suit against WEAM was filed
by WWDC last March. The suit
charged that WEAM failed to inform the public that WWDC had
selected the announced numbers
and was awarding the prizes.
Page 24

FM HOURS
WTMV Waiver Bid D= 1
"FM
BROADCASTING 1
reached a stage where it i M
sirable that FM stations
maintain operations at least m
ing the hours specified in S< ■
3.261" of the Commission's
This opinion was express^ ■
the Commission last week i n
denial of a request by WTM1 V
Evansville, Ind., for waiver c ttr
rule governing minimum oper ■
time for FM stations. The jfl
mission's decision noted tha <A
combined were
operations
of Wr. II
AM-FM
not "unprofitif
during the last two years.

SOLD
Price About $115,000

•
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Putting pen to contract for purchase of WARL-AM-FM, Mr. Poller
(seated, center) spends $115,000 under watchful view of Messrs. Castell
and Fletcher (seated, I to r), sellers, and (standing, I to r) Mr. Blumenthal, prospective part owner; James Blackburn, partner in BlackburnHamilton Co., station broker handling sale, and Philip Baker, Washing•<
ton attorney for Mr. Poller.

HOOPER

PLAN

Compatible Radio-TV
Service Set

Requested Waiver
WTMV-FM had requested w
of Sec. 3.261 (which require
FM station to operate at
three hours between 6 a.m. sKk
p.m. and three hours betwefl
p.m. and midnight) to permi I
station to operate its require 1
hours at any time between 6 .)
and
on "such daysplaa 1i
stationmidnight
is broadcasting
play descriptions of the bas'l
games played by the St. 1 j
In denying the request, FC(
vised
WTMV-FM as follows:
Cardinals."
The Commission is of the op
that FM broadcasting has reach
stage where it is desirable thai
stations should maintain operatio
least during the hours specified in
tion 3.261 wherever possible. Ii
past,
reasor
censeeswhere
have for
foundfinancial
it difficult
to
ate during the required hours.
Commission has granted waivers c
rule in deserving cases, so as to p
a shift in the distribution of th
quired six hours of daily operatii
to permit minor deviations fron
six hour minimum.
However, it is noted from youi
and 1950 annual financial reports
the combined operation of your s
ard and FM broadcast stations
not been unprofitable. According
is the Commission's opinion th
waiver of the requirements of
Commission's rules regarding mini
hours of operation by FM broa
stations is not warranted in thi
stance and for that reason your in
request is denied.
At the same time, the Con
sion granted a waiver of the s i
rule for WLYN-FM Lynn, M|
which had requested special
porary authority for period
ing Sept. 1 to permit the still
to operate the same hours j
WLYN-AM.

PLAN to provide advertisers, agencies and broadcasters with "fast,
frequent audience ratings, comparable with each other and compatible,
radio with television, being based on random home calls in all TV markets
[at Deadline, July 16], was announced Thursday by C. E. Hooper at
a morning meeting of advertisers *
and agency subscribers to the
count would pay $200 for "radio
Hooperating Services, held at the
Hooper rating" alone, $100 plus
Hotel Biltmore, New York.
$345 or $445 for the "TV-Home
Hooperatings" alone, or $300 plus
Proposal calls for monthly "TV
$345 or $645 for the full package of
Home Hooperatings" for New
York, Los Angeles and Detroit;
radio plus TV Hooperatings. A subscriber with 16 or more network
bi-monthly reports for other multiTV station cities and three or more
programs would pay $666.67 for the
reports a year for single-TV sta- radio reports, $1,245 for the TV
tion cities. Data will be obtained
reports, and $1,245 for the full
combined service.
by a combination of "straight
coincidental" telephone interviews,
Hooper said that if a total
covering looking and listening at of Mr.
30 advertiser and agency subthe time of the call, and "duplex
scriptions are received, the multicoincidentals," covering the prestation TV city reports for all 23
such markets will start in October.
ceding quarter-hour.
He noted parenthetically that a
Doubles Sample
total of 39 agencies and adverThe "duplex" calls, Mr. Hooper
tisers are already paying service
explained, have the effect of doublfees for the Radio Hooperatings or
ing the size of the sample to cover
expanded Hooperatings services.
960 random home calls for an
For each such subscription received
evening one-hour program, 480 for
a half-hour evening program, 1,200 over the base 30, one single-TVstation-market will be added withfor a five-a-week halfhour daytime
out any additional cost to any subshow and 600 for a 15-minute Monscriber, these additions to be made
day-to-Friday daytimer.
on the basis of TV circulations,
Calls are distributed over a fouron one system of local radio
single-station cities with the most
week period (first 28 days of the TV
TV ratings. It can thus termi
sets being added first.
month), insuring coverage of prothe present ratings chaos and
To Start in October
grams which alternate week-tofusion." He urged the adoj
week in the same time period, a
of his system as providing rec
A total of 50 advertiser-agency
system much more common in telecomparable with industry rec
subscriptions will start the servvision than it ever was in radio.
ice in October covering that many
of
"past and future" and "<
Service is priced on a dual basis:
cities, Mr. Hooper stated. Nine
patible
He cla
A service fee based on the volume
more subscribers would bring nine
adoptionradio
of with
theseTV."
reports
as
industry standard would give
of network radio and television pro- more cities into the reports starting
grams placed by the agency or in February on a minimum schedule
subscribers "substantial savi
on the sums they now spend
sponsored by the advertiser, and a of two reports annually.
other
similar research service
flat charge of $15 a month for
"The fall of 1951," Mr. Hooper
well as provide them with r
each multi-station city reported on. concluded in his presentation,
information.
A subscriber with one network ac- "should see the industry settling
BROADCASTING
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Plea To Re-hear Case
VBAL ANSWER
Is Challenged
lid (
AL Baltimore last week petitioned FCC to deny the Public Service
lio Corp. request for rehearing of the Commission's final decision
pant regular license renewal to the Hearst outlet. WBAL charged
Public Service petition "fails to demonstrate any error of law in
i Commission's final decision"
earlier had been "unbalanced."
»B "fails to demonstrate any abuse
Public Service, in its bid for rethe Commission's discretion."
hearing, charged this decision was
-j, 3ublic Service, headed by Colj nists Drew Pearson and Robert
"unjust and unwarranted, and
Allen, had sought a new station
therefore unlawful," based on past
v Baltimore on the WBAL Class
Commission policy [Broadcasting
A : assignment, 1090 kc with 50 • Telecasting, July 16, June 25].
, directional night.
WBAL charged
Publicstation
Service's
conclusion
the Hearst
has
.:„rhe Commission majority premade
no
commitments
to
FCC
on
rV red to renew WBAL's license as
r|i operating station, rather than
programming "is developed . . .
mce the proposals of a new firm, by a weird process of twisted record citations and confused reasonce WBAL's programming was
md to have been improved. FCC
ing." WBAL asserted responsible
officials of the station testified
inkared WBAL's programming
firmly on programming and that
FCC bv its findings and conclusions
recognizes that the directors and
OWL UPHELD
officers of WBAL "are legally constituted officials competent to speak
Russell Suit Dismissed
for
a
corporation
and not mere emiMAGE suit of $100,000 brought
ployes as Public Service Radio
''ainst KOWL
Santa Monica,
Corp. repeatedly but inaccurately
lif., by Rev. Clayton D. Russell
charges that his reputation was
Public Service had charged in
asserts."
®f ured by intimation he was favits brief that FCC incorrectlv com- ible to communism [Broadcastpared the employes of WBAL with
g • Telecasting, May 14], has
the officers of its firm.
?n dismissed by the U. S. District
Addressing: itself to the Public
urt in Los Angeles.
Service argument that WBAL may
Dismissal
was
granted on not continue its improved pro•iitwounds that the complaint (1)
gramming, WBAL detailed alleged
J 1 not clearly state a claim against
weaknesses in the financial structure of the competing applicant to
')WL upon which relief could be
. planted; (2) did not state sufficient
ounds to give the court jurisFAIR TRADE PACTS
•tion of the cause of action.
McGrath Will Prosecute
" ".'Rev. Russell, pastor of People's
l dependent Church of Christ, Los
igeles, in a complaint filed May
PROMPT and vigorous action looking toward the prosecution of mancharged his sermons and church
::>>im rvices
broadcast over KOWL
ufacturers, distributors and retailers who attempt to fix or maintain
;:ekly until Oct. 24, 1950 were
resale prices in restraint of trade
ncelled suddenly.
In explanawas
promised by the Justice Dept.
the station released a stateinoas !|!»n,
last Wednesday.
lent which said his name had
Citing the Supreme Court depeared on lists of persons "supsed to be friendly to Communist
cision dealing with so-called "fair
contracts, Atty. Gen. J.
■^ont organizations," the pastor trade"
Howard McGrath said the departarged.
ment has received reports charging
■ KOWL added, however, "We have attempts to prevent price competiitched his sermons closely and
tion by non-signers of such conhas never uttered a word that
uld be objected to and we do not
tracts. The reports involved "conink he is a Communist. But we
certed efforts" by manufacturers
and distributors "to suppress and
n't want to take any chances."
eliminate competition in wholesale
'In his complaint, Rev. Russell, in and retail sale" of some commodidition to damages, asked the ties.
art to compel KOWL to restore
Atty. Gen. McGrath warned that
s broadcasts.
criminal prosecution would be initiated under anti-trust laws in
cases involving agreements (1)
IBC Signs Spike Jones
among competing retailers to
rDLEY MURRAY JONES Jr., maintain minimum prices; (2) to
coerce wholesalers or manufacid icwn also as "Spike," signed an
c usive television contract with
turers, through threat of boycott,
• BC last week for the 1951-52 sea- to refrain from selling to price- n. The network said Mr. Jones
cutting retailers or enter into "fair
id his "City Slickers Band" will trade" pacts, and (3) to coerce retailers to sign such contracts.
ake their first appearance under
The court held that attempts to
e new contract on the Colgate
" >edy Hour on Sunday, Sept. 16 force persons not entering into
> p.m.). Frederic W. Wile Jr., such contracts to maintain miniBC vice president and director of
mum resale prices are not exempt
levision production, negotiated
from the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
e Spike Jones contract for the
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Vtwork.
May 28].
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prove contentions Public Service
would not be able to carry out the
program promises it put before the
Commission.
WBAL also upheld the view that
the Commission's policy of seeking
wide diversification of the control
of the media of mass communication is not an overriding factor in
comparative proceedings. Newspaper affiliation is only one factor
of comparison, it was stated.
WLOU

SALE
R. W. Rounsaville Buys
SALE of WLOU Louisville, Ky.,
by Mrs. John Messervy to southern
broadcaster R. W. Rounsaville was
announced last week by BlackburnHamilton Co., radio station broker.
Consideration is understood to aggregate about $75,000 although
exact price was not finalized.
Mr. Rounsaville is operator of
WQXI Atlanta, WBAC Cleveland,
Tenn., and WBEJ Elizabethton,
Tenn. WLOU, established in
1948, is assigned 1 kw daytime on
1350 kc. Application for FCC approval of the sale is in preparation.
WLOU licensee is Louisville Broadcasting Co., of which Mrs. Messervy is president.
FRAUD
CASE
Govt. Files Particulars
BILL of particulars, citing various
fraudulent acts allegedly committed by Harold Cowan and Ralph
Whitmore, partners in a Hollywood
advertising and mail order agency,
in their pre-Christmas tree ornament "pitch" deal made on radio,
television and in newspapers, was
filed in U. S. District Court, Los
Angeles, last week by the government.
Accused of misrepresenting quality of Christmas tree ornaments
advertised, Messrs. Cowan and
Whitmore were indicted on 17
counts of mail fraud by a federal
granding • Telecasting,
jury last MarchMarch
[Broadcast5]. This
followed extensive investigation by
postal authorities and U.S. Atty.
Ernest A. Tolin's office. Both are
now free on $2,500 bail.
Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich in late May [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, May 28] denied motion to dismiss charges against
them. With filing of bill of particulars atrial date is expected to
be set soon.
WNBC
Defense Tests
WNBC New York was granted
special experimental authorization
last week to employ sub-audible
amplitude modulation periodically
during regular operation for alert
signalling system tests. Authority
was granted for period beginning
July 19 until end of regular license
period in November 1952. FCC
specified the sub-audible amplitude
modulation shall not be in excess of
40 cycles per second with maximum percentage of modulation not
to exceed 10%.

CHRISTAL QUITS
Bui- Keeps Petry Stock
RESIGNATION of Henry I. Christal, as secretary and treasurer of
Edwards Petry & Co., with which
he had been associated since 1933,
was announced Wednesday by Mr.
Petry, president of the company. At
the same time, Mr. Christal terminated his employment with the station representative tains
firm. his
He 44%
restock interest,
however.
Mr. fused
Petry
reto discuss
Mr. Christal's
defrom the
firm afterparturenearly
20 years beyond
confirming the
news, which had
Mr. Christal
been reported to
stations r e p r esented by the Petry organization in
a one-sentence letter. Mr. Petry
said, however, that a new secretarytreasurer would be elected shortly.
Asked if he expected any stations on the Petry list to change
to other prepresentation following
the Christal resignation, Mr. Petry
said: "We'll keep our stations just
as long as we deserve to keep
"Station operators are interested
in business," he said. "As long as
we continue to do a job for them,
they'll
continue to let us do it."
them."
Mr. Christal was not immediately
available for comment. It is generally believed that he is not withdrawing from the broadcasting
sales field, however, and that he
will soon announce a new affiliation,
possibly as head of his own station
representative organization.
Whether this would be a completely new venture or an association, probably through purchase
of at least a majority stock interest,
with an existing firm was a matter
of speculation Thursday.
About one year ago the New
York State Court of Appeals had
decided that as majority stockholder in the organization Mr. Petry
had the right to increase the number of the company's directors, despite a provision in the by-laws
limiting the number of directors
to four [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 2, 1950].
Organized in 1932, the Petry firm
has long been a leader among station representatives. Its current
station list of 35 radio and 13 television stations, plus two regional
try.
networks — Yankee and Texas Quality— includes many of the oldest
broadcasting stations in the counCOMMUNITY CHESTS of America is
currently distributing its audio-visual
aid kit to the 1,500 Community Chest
branches throughout the country for
use in conjunction with local radio
stations in its October Red Feather
campaign. A separate TV supplement
will be sent to Chests located in TV
cities.
July 23, 1951
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WOODS'CONTRACT
Gets $100,000 From ABC
TERMINATION of the unexpired
contract of Mark Woods as vice
chairman of the board of ABC
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 2] was based on an agreement that ABC pay him $100,000
and that he not be employed at any
rival radio or TV network.
Mr. Woods' contract, at $75,000
a year, would have extended to the
end of 1953. Under the settlement,
terms of which were filed with Securities Exchange Commission, he
will receive $100,000 in installments
to November, 1957. During this
period he is prohibited from serving any other national radio or TV
network.
The prohibition does not preclude
service as a consultant or other
capacity if his chief work is not
for a rival network. When he resigned he said he "tentatively"
plans to enter the advertising
agency or radio-TV consulting and
brokerage field when he returns in
September from a vacation.
WOND

CITED
At Senate Crime Probe
DETAILS of alleged operations at
WOND Pleasantville, N. J., were
subjected to questioning Thursday
during hearings of the Senate
Crime Investigating Committee.
Lester Burdick, who described himself as a salesman at the station,
was questioned about secret testimony given by Harry Kaplan, an
Atlantic City cigar store salesman.
Committee testimony, taken in
secret, purported to show that 95%
of bookies get their news from the
station. Mr. Kaplan's testimony, it
was pointed out in questioning, was
to the effect that the cigar store
paid $10 a week to the salesman "to
keep dick
thedeclined
station
going."some
Mr. ofBurto answer
the
committee questions about the station's operation.
MEXICAN STATIONS
Changes Announced
CHANGES in assignments and
new stations in Mexico have been
reported by FCC following notification from Mexico under provisions of the 1941 North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
New 1950 NARBA, to which Mexico is not a party, is awaiting
Senate confirmation. Changes reported by Mexico (probable commencement date in parentheses)
are:
XEAY Ciudad Delicias, Chihuahua,
new Class II station, 500 w day on 660
kc (Nov. 1).
XEFH Cordoba, Veracruz, changing
from 680 kc to 820 kc with 1 kw day.
(Sept. 15).
XEBN Cuidad Delicias, Chihuahua,
new Class IV station, 250 w fulltime
on 1240 kc (Nov. 1).
XECX Poza Rica, Veracruz, new
Class IV station, 250 w fulltime on 1240
kc (Nov. 1).
Page 26
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WALTER LOWEN (I), employment counselor, gives his speech on job opportunities in advertising a last go over before presenting it at Gamma Alpha
Chi's annual job forum at the New York Advertising Club, July 17. Making
suggestions are (I to r): Polly Gade, home economics director, Charles W.
Hoyt Agency; Grace Johnsen, director of continuity acceptance, ABC; Nadine
Miller, director of press and public relations for C. E. Hooper Inc., and
John Ryder, founder-manager of the Club's regular job forum.
0UT-0F-H0ME LISTENING
Akron Students Survey Business Radio Habits
A SUBSTANTIAL out-of-home
radio audience is reported by five
U. of Akron seniors who have completed a marketing research project on the listening habits of patrons and employes of five types
of Akron business establishments.
The project, a semester assignment, was made under the supervision of Stewart M. McKinnon,
assistant professor of commerce.
Listening habits from noon to
6 p.m. were recorded in barber
shops, taverns, beauty parlors, drug
stores and garages, all in greater
Akron.
Aggregate total of all these establishments inthe area was 1,265.
Of these, 318, or 25%, were
sampled.
Of the 318 units sampled, 213,
or 66.9%. have radios. Of the 213
APPLIANCE

SALES

'Need Long-Range Planning'
LONG-RANGE success in the appliance business demands longrange planning, continuous advertising and promotion, plus high
pressure salesmanship, a western
radio-television and appliance trade
dinner in San Francisco was told
last week.
Speaker at the dinner was Vale
E. Freeland, manager of department and furniture store sales for
Westinghouse Electric Corp. The
dinner was held in conjunction with
the Western Summer Market held
in the Bay City last week.
Major appliances never are
bought on the spur of the moment,
Mr. Freeland told the dealers,
every consumer buying survey
proves this fact. Consumers think
about and plan purchases of appliances from 30 days to three
years before they actually buy
them, he said.
Because of this, he said, it is
highly important that dealers build
a merchandising program based on
solid, long-range planning, not on
the basis of sudden shifts and
changes in consumer buying.

having radios, 89, or 41.8% had
their radios turned on.
In all, there was a total of 415
persons (employes and patrons) in
the establishments when sampled
— 322 men, 93 women.
Results clearly showed that news
and music, in that order, were preferred to other types of programs.
Television inquiries were made
of tavern owners only. Of 320
taverns, 80 were sampled. Of
these, 73.2, or 91.5%, had television sets, although many turned
on the sets only occasionally.

CHILDREN'S MEET
To Weigh Radio-TV Impact
THE IMPACT upon children of radio and television among other
entertainment media will be considered at the seventh annual Children's Theatre Convention being
sponsored by U. of California, Los
Angeles, July 25-July 28. The fourday meet, consisting mainly of
workshops, will be held under the
auspices of the Children's Theatre
Conference of the American Educational Theater Assn.
Partaking in the Radio Section
July 26 are:
Dorothy Schwartz, U. of Birmingham,
as leader; Lillian Voorhees, Fisk U..
Nashville, as recorder; and, as group
leaders, Gloria
ChandlerChase,
Recordings, NewChandler,
York; Eleanor
Michigan
State
College;
John
C.
Crabbe, president, Assn. for Education by
Radio & Television, Chicago; Mildred
Collins, Assn. of Junior Leagues;
Thomas Faunce, Santa Barbara Children's Theatre;
Betty Gerling,
Minneapolis;
Dorothy
Hamilton.KUOM
Ruth
Swanson, of UCLA acts as consultant.
Television section includes:
Dorothyas leader;
Allen, Dorothy
Seattle McFadden,
television
producer
Junior
Programs
Newark,
coleader; Martha
Van Inc.,
Kleeck,
Wisconsin
Idea Theatre, recorder; and, group
leaders, Hal Roach Jr., Los Angeles TV
producer; Mrs. Helen Kimball, Seattle
Junior Programs; Bette Meacham,
Children's
World Theatre;
Mrs. Charles
Runyon, Regional
Director,
AJLA,
Washington, D. C; Gilbert Seldes.
author. Richard Goggin, UCLA, is
consultant.
Other sections being held at the contheatre. ference include motion pictures, and

THE DRAFTED Covenant on 1
man Rights, as revised by
United Nations Commission on I
man Rights, would deny rights
freedom of speech and the press
protected in the Bill of Rights,
Senate was informed last week.
Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Oh |
led the battle against Senate tim
fication of the covenant as a tres I
He introduced a resolution (S l l
177) that would make it the se 8
of the Senate that the Presid 1
advise the UN that the covenant £
not acceptable to the U. S. and |
struct the U. S. delegates at 1
UN to withdraw from further :
gotiations. The resolution ir 1
cated that the proposed covens 1
which must be considered by
UN, was unconstitutional.
Sen. Bricker, who was suppor I
by Oregon's Wayne Morse, G
Senator, challenged that section i
the proposed covenant which de ;!
with the imparting of "informat
The Senator struck at those vi
and ideas."
would
treat the press as a grow
monopoly in the U. S. and thus s
ject
to regulation.
the
velopment
of radio "With
and televisi
the growth of news periodicals, i
wider distribution of newspap<
there is more competition today
the dissemination of informat I
than at any previous period in ;
nation's history," he declared.
The article [Article 14 (3)]
which Sen. Bricker took excepti
reads:
The right to seek, receive, and
part information and ideas can
with it special duties and respoi
bilities and may therefore be subj i
to certain penalties, liabilities and
strictions, but these shall be si
only as are provided by law and
necessary for the protection of
tional security, public order, saft
health or morals, or of the rigl
freedoms or reputations of others.
Both Sens. Bricker and Mo ;
referred to the First Amendm \
of the Constitution which s: ;
Congress shall make no 1 ?
"abridging the freedom of speei
or of the press . . ."
Ham

Licenses

AMATEURS who file for rene^
of their station licenses before
piration date may continue
operatethe until
they receive
w<
from
Commission
as to act
taken on their renewal appli
tions. This reminder was issv
last week by FCC to insure
amateurs' "continued participat
in civil defense drills, field d;
and other activities, while the Cc
mission processes pending appli
tions." However, the notice poi
ed out "persons who file appli
tions for renewal after expirat
of license but during the gr;
period provided by Sec. 12.27 ;
governed by that rule and may
operate pending action on the

newal application."
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IN THE

IN

IOWA,

PREFERRED

FIVE POINT

SYSTEM

WHO
PUBLIC

OF PROGRAMMING

IS

EVALUATION

THE

SERVICE

STATION

Erer since the birth of radio, the industry's wisest leaders
have recognized radio's potentialities and responsibilities
in the public welfare. They have understood that sound
Public Service, far from being a mere restraint or "tax" on
the industry, is its best justification for existence, its best
"life-insurance" for building and holding the esteem and
confidence of the nation.
Station WHO has always put Public Service at the top of
its programming activities. Not second or third or tenth.
First. WHO is the spark plug for dozens of public-service
projects which regularly enlist the hearts, minds, pocketbooks and work of millions of citizens in Iowa Plus.
For instance: Our European Relief Project, carried almost daily
on our station for several years,
has sent many ions of food and
clothing (over 54,000 parcels, by
very conservative estimate) to
needy Europeans. One typical listener recently reported shipments
of over 500 lbs. — forwarded us
such grateful European responses
as: "With all our hearts we thank
you again and again for your
true friendship and we pray the
Great God might always beware

WIHI©

♦ /or Iowa
PLUS #
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Walls
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC
National Representatives

you
etc., from
etc. all what is terrible" —
Another for instance: Our Annual
Corn Belt Plowing Match and Soil
Conservation Day has drawn up
to 100,000 farmers per year, to
witness newest agricultural developments. Of one such recent Day,
the Chief of the U. S. Soil Conservation Service said "this is
perhaps the most important thing

that has taken place on American
farm lands for 350 years" ....
More for instances: Every day of
the week, WHO carries at least
one hour of Public Service programs,popular
including "The
(a highly
and Billboard"
effective
program exclusively devoted to
specialrum" appeals)
— "Veterans'
Fo(in which veterans'
problems
are discussed and solved) —
"Flight Lines" (in which the Director of the Iowa Aeronautics
Commission speaks) — "Iowa
Roundtable" (forums and panels
conducted by civic leaders) —
"Governor Beardsley Hour" [our
State's First Executive) — "Country Home" (a program for farm
women) — "Highways to Safety",
"National Guard Show", "News
and
About including
Religion", many
and
hosts Views
of others,
church services. All of these are
sponsored , , , by WHO only!

This is Point Four in the Five Point System of Programming
Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position as a public facility and as an advertising medium, in
Iowa Plus. We suggest your consideration of this and the
other four points as vital factors in time-buying.

KOB Court Rule
Flood Coverage
V
(Continued from page 19)
(Continued from page 17)
*l.U.flG IS OX _S C&'IQ
mission can maintain the stai
World, and made special pickups
from KCMO Kansas City including STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications at quo indefinitely and in effect ser
permanently by offering the arj
an account by KCMO's Jim MonFCC as of June 30 follows:
ment that the ultimate determii
roe, in addition to regular newsAM
pM
TV tion of KOB's status must depe
casts, bulletins, and commentaries. Total authorized
2385 659
109 upon the outcome of the clear ch;
Flood — A Special Report was carTotal on the air
2281 649
107 nel proceedings. . . . The Comrn
81 sion has made no showing of e\
2248 534
Licensed (All on air)
ried on the ABC radio network
28 a reasonable possibility that 1
124
137
....
permits
from KCMO last Thursday night, Construction gra
1*
nts
Conditional
clear channel proceedings will
„.
,n
„
1ft
!U:Uo-lU:dU p.m.
Total applications pending
1000
474
Mutual carried pickups from the
Total applications in hearing
260 171
7
179 completed shortly.
"And apparently it has condu
415
10
270
Requests for new stations
flood areas on its daily Mutual
ed no further tests to determ
?
™j
ng
in heari
*ew st?tion
Requests
to rtquests
change existing
facilities
235
37
30 where KOB should be located. W
Newsreel, along with bulletins and
regular newscast coverage.
Deletion of licensed stations in June
0
2
has thus been required to beai
DuMont
TV Network
cai'ried Deletion of construction permits
2
1
large part of the loss results
films and slides to keep its audience
* on the air
from the original NARBA tre;
arrangement eliminating frequei
abreast of developments.
1180. Interference caused by 1
Ted Mack and the Old Gold Origoperation of KOB causes the 1
inal Amateur Hour on ABC initi- throughout the crisis. Members of ing its first major disaster, carried
of approximately 23,000,000 pos
ated an appeal for help for Topeka the talent staff also aided. Addi- newscasts with stories, still pic- ble listeners to WJZ. The Co
on the July 12 broadcast, kicking tionally, KMBC fed news to other tures, and film. Its personnel flew mission has in effect permitted t
off the campaign wtih a $1,000 con- stations and kept a line open for over flood areas for eye-witness
substantial loss to occur and
tribution.
newscasts to Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
views. Effects were shown nightly
Crosley Division of Avco Mfg. KCMO's talent arranged a bene- to televiewers.
Corp. offered emergency repair fit f°r flood victims, cooperating In St. Louis, where the flood was
continue."
service and parts on a cost basis to with announcers to present a five- expected to reach its peak Sunday,
KFKA ON SCENE
owners of flood-damaged Crosley hour show for the Red Cross. KSD-AM-TV worked together, with
Oakley Reports Crc
appliances in the stricken area, KCMO's news staff worked around planes carrying TV newsreelman
while Avco's Bendix Home Appli- the clock to report flood warnings and photographer as radio newsPLANE
crash calls for initiat
ances Div. launched "Operation and river stages. Phone calls from man. TV films were used by NBC
and
speedy
radio reporting, si
Clean Clothes" by sending auto- newsmen at various points were Chicago. Included in coverage from
as provided by KFKA Greeley, C
TruMr.
was
plane
Post-Dispatch
a
matic home laundry equipment into Put directly on the air through use
when a United Air Line 1
the flood region to aid the Red °f a station's telephone beep-re- man's flight over the stricken area. cracked up near Crystal Mt., kill
i?vM„«*s„„
Cross in protecting the health of corder. Oddly enough, the flood
50 persons aboard.
Airs Evacuation Routes
KCMO's move to
with
coincided
refugees.
its new Radio Center.
KXOK cooperated with all agenIt wasit was
a bigon story
and shoi
KF'
Engineers Marooned
reports
the scene
When an order came through
cies, broadcasting timely information on highway conditions and after Bob Oakley, special eve
WREN Topeka transmitter en-, restricting traffic in a 300-block
gineers Everett James and Ralph
passing out warnings which en- man, called the station to say
downtown area, KCMO-FM's Tranabled people to evacuate ahead of wreckage had been sighted.
sit Radio operation worked hand in
Dicker were marooned at the transStation made special arran
crest. It stationed observers along
mitter building six miles from To- hand with local civil defense. Flood
ments with Modern Air Ser\
the flood route.
bulletins and evacuation news were
peka when the Kansas River levees
Inc. at Greeley airport to prov
KMOX also aired announcements
broke. With telephone circuits out, aired periodically to passengers,
a
four-place Piper Cruiser, pilo
in
aiding
Red
Cross,
engineers,
and
the engineers switched in their and dispatchers were able to comtransmitter microphones to call for
state highway patrol. Station is- by Emmett Turner, former airl
municate directly with vehicle opersued special warnings regarding
pilot. Chief Engineer Ha
ators on routes.
help. Listeners heard their pleas
of livestock and resi- Brewer installed shortwave rem
— and later heard them describe
KCKN reported in mid-week that evacuation
dents along The Meremac River equipment and Mr. Oakley, fly
the dropping of a rubber life raft the flood had reached its peak and
Valley Park, Mo. Appeals for to the scene through treacher*
from an amphibious plane.
that it escaped without serious at
volunteer workers and trucks also mountain peaks and canyons, m;
Altogether WREN was out of damage. Like other Kansas City were broadcast.
two broadcasts from the crash s
service for 71 hours due ; to inter- stations, it kept a continuous
KFKA claims it broadcast n<
KWK said the flood had no seriruptions but resumed operations on broadcast vigil with timely anof the wreckage sighting some |
ous
effect
on
station
operation
as
of
an emergency basis with telephone
nouncements, bulletins and warnminutes before other outlets :
ings.
last Tuesday — before the flood wacircuits extending to the transmade the only direct broadc
ters had neared St. Louis. WIL
mitter across the river.
On the Air Continuously
from the scene a short time ad
reported some water near its trans- the sighting. Mr. Oakley say
Elsewhere in Topeka, WIBW con: WHB talked continuously about
mitter at Dupo, 111., but very little
tinually aired bulletins from the the flood for over 90 consecutive
potential danger to either that commendation "is in order for H
policeized itsand
mayor's
util- hours, embracing, three nights and equipment or studios. Station sent Green, owner of KFKA, for hav
remote
direct office,
to the and
weather
days, July 13-16. Station
out flood warnings, however, and the foresight in approving the
bureau. Evacuation orders from the four
brought listeners word picture of cooperated with the Red Cross,
city officials increased as the Kaw
the flood, fire and water shortage,
aside from carrying news high- tire operation."
River rose. Volunteers answered
and aired newscasts, interviews,
radio appeals for rescue workers.
lights.
on-scene reports, and instructions.
Radio Lone Contact
When its transmitter house was
Mr. 'Homemaker'
Station also fed MBS three proflooded, four engineers evacuated
KJCK Junction City aired a
grams. Over 550 messages from
MALE voice that is "Leila'
stream of bulletins, while KSAC,
and set up an emergency transmiton
KIRX Kirksville,
Mo.';t<
Homemaker
show belongs
also were "used, telling the parttime Kansas State College
ter. WIBW also participated in a employers
employes when to report for work.
Lee Jones,
station's Quarter
progran
police-military shortwave network.
and
farm director.
Another slant was WHB's plug -f or station at Manhattan, operated on
In Kansas City, Civil Defense Di- future flood control by John Thornfull schedule as the city's lone conhour morning program, starttact with the outside world after
rector Ray Moulton credited radio berry. Station received hundreds
ing todav, is sponsored bj
telephones failed and roads were
with forestalling an even greater
of requests for script.
Gooch
Mill & Elevator Co.
WDAF-AM-TV kept listeners blocked. In Manhattan KMAN retragedy. KMBC, KFRM, KCMOLincoln, Neb., and has beer
brbadcast
news
from
a
national
and
viewers
fully
apprised
of
flood
AM-FM, WHB, WDAF-AM-TV and
placed Mon.-Fri. for 52 week;
KCKN all went on emergency
developments, putting aside all reg- , guard shortwave unit at the Colthrough Ayers & Assoc. Inc.
schedules.
lege Student Union Bldg.
ularly scheduled programs. Radio
WOW Omaha came to the aid of
outlet staved on 24 hours each day,
Gooch agency. Mr. "Home
KMBC remained on the air conmaker"point togives
the other
man's house
viewtinuously, appealing for workers
bills and
airing bulletins to workers and in-' the submerged WREN, loaning it
structions from police, fire, and a broadcast relay transmitter. A
for the flood zone and cooperating
hold items, and features ihi
with all agencies. Entire staff, civil defense agencies. Industrial
civil air patrol plane made a Sunoutstanding woman of the
day
trip
to
Omaha
to
pick
up
the
plants called station for special anweek for Northern Missouri,
including Vice Preside11*" George
Higgins, stayed at their posts
nouncements. WDAF-TV, telecast- equipment.
BROADCASTING
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Salesman
Q

"We

sincerely believe Kitchen Karnival is the biggest

$$$ worth of advertising anyone can buy today."
Results

Measured

and

Documented

I
I
0
I

"Our organization came out on top of all the food brokers

H

in the country."

I

. All-Out

Merchandising

"Credit for this increase goes to Brent Gunts, Joe
Croghan, Don Redding and Bill Mason for acquainting

E

your listening and participating audience with Gorton's

Products

"This program

Introduced

was instrumental in establishing a new

Radio

item, Gorton's Salt Codfish, Already Cooked. Grocers
are having requests for this new item due to Kitchen
Karnival."

— Baltimore's big radio station, 50,000- watt
WBAL, where half a million families in more
than 35,000 square miles make a habit of
tuning for the best in radio.
—A food program — Kitchen Karnival — presented from 12:30 to 1 P.M. Monday thru
Friday— to tickle the palates of housewives all
over Maryland.
— A weekly broadcast-luncheon with more
than T,G00 women seeing, hearing, sampling
and talking about our sponsors' products.
—Merchandising, by an expert staff, that
works every day with dealer and store contacts, places point-of-sale displays, gets
merchants to push our sponsors' products.
— Constant program promotion, over the air
and in Maryland and Virginia newspapers.
— A big "extra" — product display and still
more program promotion over WBAL-TV.
If you sell food in Maryland, your strongest,
straightest line to customers, your closest
link to your dealers, is over Kitchen Karnival on WBAL.

quality products."
. New

This success story didn't "just happen.'
was built of these ingredients:

I
I

Sponsor

Completely

"Refer to us anytime as a satisfied customer.
back with you in the fall."
3ADCASTING
• Telecastin,

B

Happy
We'll be

I

WBAL
NBC in Maryland
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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Radio Wins
(Continued from page 17)
MILLER'S STORE
ITEM: Cashmere Sweaters
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic
39 25
9 9 82
% Traffic 47.5 30.5 11.0 11.0 100.0
No. Purchasing
Merchandise* 14
9
3 3 29
% Purchasing
Merchandise*
35.9
36.0
33.3
33.3 35.4
% Dollar Value
of Purchases* 49.0 28.3 12.3 10.4 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
% Thursday
33.3 43.3 1 0.0 1 3.4 1 00.0
% Friday
54.2 20.8 16.7 8.3 100.0
% Saturday
57.1 25.0 7.1 10.8 1 00.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
% In City
66.7 76.0 88.9 66.7 72.0
% Outside City 33.3 24.0 11.1 33.3 28.0
% Total
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
* Thesedepartment
figures include
all purchases
made anin
the
customers
showing
interest
in the testbymerchandise.
ROBERTS BROTHERS
ITEM: Boy's Jeans
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic 46
11 18
11 86
% Traffic 53.5 1 2.8 20.9 1 2.8 1 00.0
No. Purchasing
Merchandise* 26
7 14
6 53
% Purchasing
Merchandise*
56.5
63.6
77.8
54.5
61.6
% Dollar Value
of Purchases* 46.3 17.7 21.8 14.2 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
% Monday 55.0 20.0 15.0 10.0 100.0
% Tuesday 60.9 13.0 21.7 4.4 100.0
% Wednesday
48.8 9.3 23.3 18.6 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
% In City 58.7 27.3 61.1 36.4 52.3
% Outside City 41.3 72.7 38.9 63.6 47.7
% Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
* Thesedepartment
figures include
all purchases
made anin
the
by customers
showing
interest in the test merchandise.
SEARS ROEBUCK ft CO.
Item: Chenille Spreads
KORE Newspaper Both Other Total
Traffic
96
18 14 10 138
% Traffic 69.6 13.0 10.1 7.3 100.0
No. Purchasing
Merchandise* 25
7
6 1 39
% Purchasing
Merchandise*
26.0
38.9
42.9
10.0 28.3
% Dollar Value
of Purchases* 69.4 14.9 13.3 2.4 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day

OATIS DETENTIOI
Protested by Cong,

KORE paper Both Other Total
% Monday 71.9 Newi14.1 7.8 6.2 100.0
% Tuesday 63.0 13.0 15.2 8.8 100.0
% Wednesday
75.0 10.7 7.1 7.2 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
KORE paper
% In City 62.5 News50.0
% Outside City 37.5 50.0
% Total 100.0 1 00.0

Both Other
28.6 20.0
71.4 80.0
1 00.0 1 00.0

A STORM of protests over,
detention of AP Correspom
William Oatis in a Commu
prison in Czechoslovakia roc
Capitol Hill last week as a ]
of Senators and Congressmen
manded forthright and immed
action by the State Dept.
Oatis was convicted on charge:

Total
54.3
45.7
1 00.0

* Thesedepartment
figures include
all purchases
made anin
the
by customers
showing
interest in the test merchandise.
LARSEN'S
Test Item: Men'sHARTSlacks
KORE paper Both Other Total
Traffic 38 News13 12
9 72
%No. Traffic
Purchasing 52.8 1 8.1 16.7 1 2.4 1 00.0
9
8
5 47
% Merchandise*
Purchasing 25
Merchandise*
65.8
69.2
66.7
55.6
65.3
% Dollar Value
of Purchases* 54.5 20.0 11.8 13.7 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Day
KORE paper Both Other Total
% Friday 51.4 News14.3 20.0 14.3 100.0
% Saturday
54.1 21.6 13.5 10.8 100.0
Per Cent of Traffic by Medium, by Residence
KORE paper Both Other Total
% In City 71.1 News92.3 91.7 88.9 80.6
%% Total
Outside City 100.0
28.9 100.0
7.7 100.0
8.3 100.0
11.1 100.0
19.4
* These
the
storefigures
exceptinclude
those allin purchases
the work made
clothingin
section,
by
customers
showing
an
interest
in
the test merchandise.

SUBVERSIVES
AFRA To Bar 'Reds'
VOTING on a proposed amendment
to bar subversives (Communist
Party members or those identified
as communists) from membership
in American Federation of Radio
Artists is to be concluded Saturday,
officials said last week.
A positive vote will probably result in a long string of revisions
at the national convention, August
9-10-11-12, AFRA representatives
said.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. has designated
Friday,
27, as NBC
"Phil comedian
Harris Day"
to
honor July
its native
and
orchestra leader.

ANNOUNCING

JIMMY CAPPS, disc jockey at WPTF
Raleigh, N. C, was given a basketfull of old-time Edison Blue Amber
records. The titles intrigued him but
where could he find a machine to
play them? A friend got him an
Edison phonograph from a dealer who
had overstocked on them years ago.
Now the old records are the most
listened-to
of Mr. Capp's
dinnerfeature
hour program.
SHOWERMAN NAMED
As Nominee by REC
NOMINATION of I. E. (Chick)
Showerman, national television
sales manager of Free & Peters
Inc., for president of the Radio
Executives Club, New York, was
announced last week by Norman
Boggs, who has resigned the presidency to undertake his newly acquired duties as vice president in
charge of sales for Don Lee Network, Los Angeles.
In a valedictory letter to REC
members, Mr. Boggs said the nomination by a steering committee of
REC past presidents was necessitated by the waiver request of
C. H. Cottington, vice president,
who under REC by-laws automatically would have filled the vacancy.
Mr. Cottington asked to be excused.
Closing date for ballots was set
for today (Monday).

the formation of

Broadcasting Station Sales Representatives
A. A. McDERMOTT,

GENERAL

MONTREAL
Windsor Hotel
UNiversity 6-0936

MANAGER
TORONTO
10 Adelaide St. E.
PLaza 8944

REPRESENTING
RADIO
THE
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STATION

FRENCH

CKVL, VERDUN - MONTREAL
AND
RADIO ASSOCIATES GROUP NETWORK

The furore
the form c
spying
after a took
"trial."
number of floor speeches ani
series of resolutions angrily
manding that the State Dept.
hibit representatives of the C
munist press from gathering n
in the U. S. Other reprisals
were urged.
Secretary of S
Dean Acheson said the U. S.
filed another appeal for Mr. 0<
release.
Temper of some legislators
typified by Sen. William Jer
(R-Ind.), who declared that
the UN doesn't act in such a
grant violation of freedom of
press, we should send all the I
Curtain members back home
then act without them."
COPYRIGHT SERIES
Institute Starts in N.
CREATION of a Copyright Ir
tute which will sponsor a serie:
copyright lectures in New Y
this fall was announced last w
by Theodore R. Kupferman, a m
ber of NBC's legal department
chairman of the copyright c
mittee of the Federal Bar Assn
Lecturers will include:
Joseph A. McDonald, ABC
president and general attorney,
"The Law of Broadcasting"; Ro]
J. Burton, BMI vice president
counsel, on "Business Practices in
Copyright
Field";
Herman
Fin
stein,
ASCAP
general
attorney,
"Public Performance Rights in M
and Performance Rights Societii
Samuel L. Tannenbaum, copyr
counsel to the amusement indu:
including broadcasters and mo
picture producers, on "Praci
Problems in Copyright."
Sydney M. Kaye, of Rosenn
Goldmark, Colin & Kaye, and ;
BMI vice president and gem
counsel, will conduct a forum
cussion in connection with the
tures, which are slated Oct. 15,
and 29, Nov. 19 and 26, and De<
KRVH Featured
FULL FEATURE in Col
lier's, entitled "Friendly
Voice in
Rockies,"
de
scribes
the the
history
and oper
ation of KVRH Salida, Col.
operated by Vir N. James
Page spread is devoted tc
photographs in color, depict
ing Mr. and Mrs. James or
their studio-ranch, interviev
of a student track meet, anc
the staff in action. Stress ir
the article is on its commu
nity service. Article appearec
in Collier's June 30 issue, i
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tver
hear of a bank
that

gave money away?
Every day, a bank gives away tens of
thousands of dollars in exchange for
checks drawn on other banks.
These checks are worthless pieces of
paper until they're cleared at a central
clearing house. Until that time, the bank
has literally given its money away!
It's vital for a bank to keep its books

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

balanced by clearing these checks in the
shortest possible time.
Yet their central clearing houses are
hundreds of miles away from many banks!
What do they do?
They make a wise investment! They
ship their checks the fastest possible way
— by Air Express!
Whether your business is banking or
ball-bearings, here are the unique advantages you can enjoy with regular use of
Air Express:

IT'S dependable — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT — One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.

GETS

THERE

FIRST
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Admiral
Arrow
Bab-0 & Glim
Bendix
Gamels
Ganada Dry
Champion Spark Plugs
Equitable Life
General Foods
General Mills
General Motors
Gillette
Goodyear
Green Giant

A

network

is known

by the company

it keeps

Heinz
On this page are some of the many
Jergens- Woodbury
Kellogg

their goods to market via ABC
choose ABC

advertisers who

send

Radio and Television. They

because . . .

McKesson & Robbins
Nash-Kelvinator

IN RADIO . . . ABC-Radio can reach over one hundred million people. But
more important, ABC exerts more influence, more pressure than any other

Old Gold

advertising medium in one out of every six homes in America.

Packard
Philco
Philip Morris
Procter & Gamble

IN TELEVISION . . . ABC-Television is the only network that owns and
operates television stations in 5 of the nation's 7 top retail markets. Also,
ABC has gigantic Television Centers in both New York and Hollywood:
facilities that no other network can match.

Ralston Purina
Sterling Drug
C. A. Swanson
RADIO

Swift
ABC

Texaco

American

Warner-Hudnut

OADCASTING
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and

TELEVISION

Broadcasting

Company
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wall, he can smell no ink, feel
?

Affilig*es

Told

paper,
no print-order.
"We check
are seeking
new ways
make radio's great intangibles
real and concrete as we possil
can.
"New York, where most netwo
radio buying is done, is surely t
least-representative city in Ami I
ica.
"We are seeking new ways >\
impress upon client and agen I
people — tactfully and forcefully!
the greater role that network rai\
plays in more representative are\
that many of them know lit I
about.
New Programs
"Finally, we are exploring m
kinds of programming, in a stea
search for programs that will s;
isfy our new dual requirement |
(1) Winning big audiences in nc I
TV areas and (2) standing up < j
fectively in areas of television coi

NO.
RADIO
PUTS
S
CB
CBS
TOLD its affiliates last week
dium. Today, as in the past."
have steadily expanded Columbia's
that CBS not only considers radio
No other network, Mr. Stanton
facilities — adding stations, imthe No. 1 mass medium but has
proving frequencies, and increasfreor
"forceably
so
told
has
said,
taken the lead in promoting it.
ing power. . . . And the end result
quently" as CBS the story of numhas
been
that, by every significant
In what might also be a response
ber of people reached per dollar
to a letter sent by the Affiliates
spent in various media — 591 by yardstick, CBS has become a deCBS, 387 by magazines, 249 by
leader in network
radio." on
Committee asking heads of all raTotalcisivenetwork
radio billings
newspapers.
dio networks to put their views on
CBS last year (S70.7 million) repradio on the record in the wake of
Citing examples, the CBS execunetwork rate cuts sparked by CBS
resented "the greatest sum ever intive also asserted that "no otherd
vested by advertisers in any netnetwork has made the concerte
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
work in any
year,"ofand1951,
"for CBS
the
effort to explain the real impact
May 21], CBS President Frank
first five
months
Stanton wrote:
value of radio," and "no other net- billings were 9% ahead of last
work has sought so many different
"... We were able to stave off a
year — and 31% ahead of the secrate reduction as long as it was
to dramatiz: e radio's values."
ways
ond network," Mr. Stanton said.
He
continued
humanly possible. Without the exFurther,
he increased
said, "mosttheir
of our
staceptional network values that CBS
tions have
volume
"We're
not
satisfied.
We
never
radio held out to advertisers, the are.
of business," with "many of them
great pressure for rate adjustments
. . . operating at the highest levels
"However, as many trade papers
would have come much sooner.
and the managements of competing
have ever attained."
"The apparent paradox — that we
networks have generously testi- they
Despite radio's "absolute values,"
did reduce rates at a time when re"All of these endeavors ta j
fied,
thus
far
it
is
CBS
that
has
he continued, "it is nonetheless ex- petition.
cent CBS radio network billings taken the most aggressive stand
time,
work, patience, and faith.
tremely difficult to sell on a dehad never been better — is evidence
"We at CBS have used all foj
for radio.
clining trend." But by "the most
"We have done substantially
in the past — for the common go<
of two things. One, that you can't
liberal possible projections," he of
our stations, our network, aij
live today on yesterday's actions.
what independent broadcasters are
said,
radio's
net
audience-loss
to
And two, that emotion still plays now asking the whole industry to TV will not exceed 8.5% — a figure our industry. We have all fo j
a great role in the decisions of ad- do. And we join wholeheartedly in well within Columbia's 10-15% ra- elements in abundance today.
vertisers.
dio rate reduction, with the result
"We have, above all, a convictic
the hope that other networks will
that network radio will contin
"On the point of combating these accelerate their own support for that "radio's present value-advanemotional considerations, I can
tage over other media will not de- as America's No. 1 mass mediu
only say that it is idle to speculate
"It remains a great medium
cline" but "will, in all likelihood,
Cites Progress
about what might have happened if
information, inspiration, and e.
radio."
tertainment.
actually
increase."
other networks had devoted an
"Network
radio next year promMr. Stanton said Columbia's
equal amount of time, energy and "progress over the past five years
ises to give even better media
"It is a great instrument of coi
money to the support of radio. is actually the result of a steady
values than it has this past winon
g
interacti
between
expandin
netBut I cannot help feel that greater
As an example of Columbif
ter," Mr. Stanton asserted. "There
is ammunition here, as you can
work leadership and alert promoefforts by our competitors would
faith
in radio's future, Mr. Stanti
tion that capitalized on each for- see, for much collateral promotion."
actually have meant better busicited the creation of a separa
Radio Division and divorceme
CBS, he said, is seeking new
ward step." He cited CBS's deness for us all."
merce."
velopment of new programs and
of
radio and TV activities,
At the outset of his nine-page
ways
to
"define,
describe,
and
exletter President Stanton made clear acquisition of others, with the refirmly
believe the new organiz
ploit:
(1)
out-of-home
listening;
sult, he said, that during the past
(2) listening to secondary sets; tional structure will better ser
that CBS believes "radio is — and season "CBS has averaged 15 out
in the foreseeable future will con(3) radio's sheer size — its great you, our listeners and our adve
of the top 20 [ratings] at night audience
advantage over other metisers because it will make it po
tinue to be — America's No. 1 mass
and 10 of the top 10 in the daysible for the division to conce
dia;
(4)
radio's
forgotten
impact
medium."
trate
all of its energies on a sing
"We also intend that CBS shall
advantages
other media."
The letter over
continued:
medium," he declared.
"I think you'll agree that this
keep and extend its present leadertime." right up to 1951, is not the
record,
ship in programming, advertising
"Radio, for all its worth, is perrecord
of a network that is selling
haps the least tangible of all ad- POLITICAL ADS
values,
and
aggressive
selling,"
he
declared.
vertising media.
radio short," the letter asserted.
"The
advertiser
sees no picture,
In
addition
to
program
developAla. Bill Would Fix Rat
"The most significant demonhe gets no proofs to hang on his
stration of our attitude," Mr. Stanment, it continued: "We (and you)
ALABAMA
House of Represent:
ton said, may be found in the foltives
in
Montgomery
last Tuesdc
lowing table summarizing "all the
voted,
61
to
11,
to
reconsider
a bi
networks' advertising expenditures
Publishers Object To it had passed to regulate politic
promoting radio for the past nine
advertising rates of radio statioi
months":
HILL CAMPAIGN
'Discrimination1
and newspapers.
Type
of
Publication CBS Net B Net C Net D NEWSPAPER publishers are quietly campaigning on Capitol Hill to
One representative served notic
Radio,
he would move for indefinite pos
Advertising §38,200 $23,158 $7,450 $25,850 have the Communications Act amended so as to restrict FCC from
General
ponement of the measure, which tl
Business
79,685 21,328
350 7,122 arbitrarily selecting a non-newspaper applicant over the newspaper
applicant for a radio or TV license.
House approved, 39-36, on July 1
Total
$117,885 $44,486 $7,800 $32,972
Radio station owners and new
Evidence which points to such a
Hill drive has been made known
There is no definite answer to paper publishers have protests
this question, it was said, since it that the legislature has no moi
to Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Speaks 'To Trade'
Hill sources disclose that in- has been bandied about for years
right to tell them what to char£
Mr. Stanton said that "to speak
on Capitol Hill. Staff members are than it has to fix doctor or lawyc
quiries have been made of House
directly to 'the trade,' CBS has
answering the members by pre- fees.
spent UB% more than any other Interstate Commerce Committee
staff members, who are engaged in
senting full history of the situanetwork," and that "to speak to
tion.
study of the Senate-passed McFargeneral business management,
On
the
surface, these inquiries
ASCAP Income Up
land Bill (S 658) which would
which makes basic advertising de- streamline
have
not
stirred
any
problems
for
FCC
procedures.
cisions, CBS radio has spent nearly
the staff, who have been telling ASCAP second quarter distributic
The inquiries, it is understood,
three times as much as all netto members approximated $2,750
have been coming from members of Congressmen that such a move
works combined."
the House committee. They ask if would run into a bottleneck. How000, slightly ahead of the firs
He said "the basic story is a it is possible to write into the Mcever, it is pointed out that if Con- quarter, which a society spokesma
simple one" — "radio (particularly
Farland Bill a provision that would
gressmen persist and ask for a said was unusual. Increase ove
CBS) reaches more people, at
hearing, the McFarland Bill might expectations was credited largel
bar
the
Commission
from
"discrimwell rest in its House nook in a to an unforeseen spurt in revenr
lower cost, with greater impact,
inating" against newspaper appli- as
cants.
non-activated state.
than any other nation-wide mefrom TV performances.
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How

to

a

tax

ourselves;

gasoline

into

shortage

It If this country continues to grow in the next
10 years as it has since 1940, the American people
ire going to require 6 gallons of petroleum prodacts in 1960 for every 5 gallons they use today.
+ 23%
-)
Gasoline,
'■'3 )
Stove oill
Diesel j
Fuel oil
■ Asphalts I
.: 'Lubeoils.etcJ
:

40%
14%

46%

i Gasoline

15%
26%
13%

Stove
Dieseloil
Fuel oil

<
34%
12%
iLube oils.etstc
I960
I960
[ Asphal
WEST COAST PETROLEUM PRODUCTS REQUIREMENTS

2* In addition to this 23% increase in the
zmount of petroleum products, the people in
Union Oil's marketing territory will need a different proportion of petroleum products in 1960
— principally less fuel oil and more gasoline. That
means Union Oil is going to have to build additional refining facilities.

3*
present from
facilities,
we can't
get
a 46%With
yieldour
of gasoline
each barrel
of crude
M it
we process (see chart). If we were forced to proclless enough crude today to meet the public's 1960
fi need for gasoline, we'd have a tremendous surf lus of fuel oil.

5. Consequently, we have laid out a $60,000,000
refinery improvement program that will increase
our yield of gasoline to a point where it will meet
your 1960 requirements. Construction on the first
stage
began in completed
March. Hopefully,
the
new facilities
by 1955. we'll
But have
whether
we can or not depends on how much money we
can retain after paying taxes.

UNION
4« The reason for this is that you can't turn
t ne products of a refinery on and off with a spigot.
For every barrel of gasoline you make with a
given set of facilities, you get a certain amount
cf fuel oil and other products along with it.

OF

• Telecasting

COMPANY

CALIFORNIA

INCORPORATED
IN CALIFORNIA,
OCTOBER
17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you'll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers

OADCASTING

Oil

6. Traditionally, about 80% of our American oil
companies' expansion has been financed out of
profits. As long as corporation taxes don't get
completely confiscatory this expansion can continue. But if we tax away substantially all profits
it will have to stop. That's why we say it is literally possible for this country to tax itself into a
gasoline shortage.

of Royal

Triton, the amazing

purple

motor
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open

CLEVELAND Indians' baseball stars Al Rosen and Bob Lemon sign as disc
jockeys
for WJW Lenny
Cleveland
Mon.-Fri.
show,& Pitchin'
L to r: Standing,
Axelband,
Axelband
Brown & Platters,
Gardner, 5:30-6
agency; p.m.
Bill
Pagel, sis. mgr., Tecca Distributing Co., Raytheon TV outlet, sponsor; seated.
Bill Lemmon, WJW v. p. and gen. mgr.; Mr. Rosen; Mike Tecca, pres., Tecca
Distributing, and Mr. Lemon.

mike

[EDITOR'S
NOTE:its former
Not since
moved
FM from
placethein FCC
the
spectrum to its present residence at
88-108 mc has such a fuss over FM
been provoked as that touched off by
two editorials (June 11, July 9) in
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
(We are publishing a third this week,
possibly a suicidal decision.) A dozen
letters accusing us of everything from
accepting
committing
matri-in
cide have bribes
appearedto in
OPEN MIKE
the past five issues. Here are a dozen
more, and in printing them we declare
the forum closed. Far more space has
been to
devoted
to the readers' comments
than
our own.]
EDITOR:
. . . True, a good many FM stations are in the red. So are some
AM stations, and so have been
all TV stations until very recently.
Would you take the channels away
from
broadcast
that don't
show all
a profit?
. . media
.

DISCUSSING contract details of Juice Industries Div. of Clinton Foods Inc.'s
commercials
be usedL. on
WRVAL. W.
Richmond's
are (I to r): to
Richard
Brown,
Ramsey Housewives
Adv. Agency,Protective
Chicago; League
Mark
Evans, HPL announcer, and H. P. McMullin, H. C. Kersten Co., Richmond,
brokers for Clinton Foods' Tou-Cans Orange Juice. Firm signed for 13 weeks.

THIRD straight year assured for Citizens Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
Dayton's
of MBS' Fulton
Lewis jr.sponsorship
on WONE-WTWO
(FM)
Dayton, as firm's V. P. Robert Almoney pens contract. Flanking him
are Louis S. Froelich (I), asst. to
stations pres., and Herman Hutzler,
head, Hutzler Adv. Agency.

CHIROPODIST signs for sponsorship
of two newscasts daily on KGER Long
Beach, Calif. L to r: Seated, Oliver
Gramling, asst. gen. mgr. of radio.
Associated Press; Dr. C. C. Harrod;
standing. Hub Keavy, Los Angeles
rep. of AP, and Dick Walsh, KGER
salesman.

FIVE-YEAR agreement is set for Ziv's Cisco Kid on WQAM Miami, Flo.,
5:30-6 p.m., sponsored by Seven-Up Bottling Co., Miami. L to r: Standing,
Nat Gilson, mgr. of bottling firm; Larry Stewart, Frederic W. Ziv Co.; Harry
Camp, asst. gen. mgr., WQAM, and "Buz" Avrutis, Chambre Adv. Agency.
Sherman Tobin (seated), owner of bottling company, signs.

Anyway, the extra TV channels
that youpenseare
seeking
exwould be
most atinFM's
demand
in metropolitan centers, the very
places that today have crowded
FM dials. Like Washington,
where 12 FM outlets are using all
available Class B assignments and
all but two Class A assignments.
. . . Maybe they're not using all
of the FM channels available in
Cripple Creek, but don't think
they're likely to use any extra TV
channels either.
As an authoritative industry
voice, Broadcasting would be in
better stead to tell the independent
FM broadcasters to get on the
ball and produce programming interesting enough to make people
want to buy FM sets. That was
how AM did it in the '20s — that's
how
TV ishowdoing
in the
—
and that's
FM itmust
do it'50s
from
here on out.
M. Robert Rogers
Vice President-General Mgr.
WGMS-AM-FM Washington
EDITOR:
... I am very sorry to find you
leading this movement to cripple
radio for television.
Walter C. Bridges
General Manager
WEBC-AM-FM Duluth,
Minn.
EDITOR:
. . . If television is to become
a truly competitive nationwide service, intensive development of the
UHF spectrum available to and
assigned for TV use must be undertaken at once. Adding two or
three additional VHF channels will
not noticeably help the overall
picture.
. . now approximately 8
There .are
million FM sets in the hands of the

not now be lightly tossed aside
In Washington alone your p
posal could not be accepted with'
the forced shutdown of FM s
tions that are now on the air. .
Everett L. Dillard
General Manager
WASH (FM) Washington
EDITOR:
. . . Why doesn't someone in y<
department and the FCC wake i
There is a simple answer as to Ti
to fill up those "several thousai
FM channels.
crowding
the AMInstead
band, of
howfurt'
ab
FCC telling all new AM applica
"FM or nothing"? . . .
As pointed out in a previ'
letter to you, except for GE i
Zenith, FM has not been promot
Why? I can give you the ans\
to that one. Simple. FM was
vented by an individual insti
of by a large corporation. . . .
L. Edwin Rybak
Chief
Engineer Bethleh
WGPA-AM-FM
Pa.
EDITOR:
... It is a truth, a provable tri
that FM is a better system tl
the antiquated AM system wh
we labored so many years to est
lish. . . .
Chet Petersen
Hollywood Assoc. Produc
Hollywood
EDITOR:
. . . Let us see who is the bigg
ether hog. Certainly not FM \*
its 20 mc but TV which requi
72 mc for its 12 channels. In
dition TV has a nice new [p
posed]
assignment
nels or 420
mc in the...500ofto70900ch
region. . . . By now the answer
the dilemma should be appare
Move all TV stations into the r
spectrum. Turn the frequencies
low 88 mc over to the public saf
services. Turn those between
mc and 216 me over to comn
carrier and to the aircraft servi
who depend upon radio for saf
of life and who also need m
channels. . . .
And don't tell me that VHF
is no good. Just read page 58
Broadcasting for July 9 for
answer to that one.
Robert E. Brooking
Chief Engineer
KFMV * (FM)
* *Los Angela
EDITOR:
. . . Your recent editorial (J'
9) concerning FM was deploral
. . . Perhaps the FM band is grea
(Continued on page 38)

public.
The inquestion
of the
public's
investment
FM is one
which
canBROADCASTING
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NEWS

PROGRESS

KEYNOTE

AND

OF 1951 COAL

VIEWS

OF

COAL

SHOW.

The 1951 Coal Show of the American Mining Congress recently held in Cleveland clearly
demonstrated that America's coal industry is alive with new ideas. Six million dollars'
worth of the latest mining equipment was on display— evervthing from a tiny roller bearing to a gigantic fiftv-ton haulage unit. There were continuous mining machines and
conveyor systems— equipment for sale ranging from a three-cent bit tooth to a millionand-a-quarter-dollar power shovel. Those who saw the show couldn't fail to be impressed
with the coal industry's vigor and progressiveness.
GOVERNMENT

ORDER

EMPHASIZES

DEPENDABILITY

OF COAL.

A recent OPS order increasing the ceiling price of residual fuel oils will further step up
the demand for coal— especially along the Atlantic Seaboard. The price increase was
made purposely to conserve the uncertain supply of oil by encouraging the burning of
coal— a direct recognition of coal's dependability and abundance. Because America has
such immense reserves of coal— nearly half of the world's known supply— coal has become
the favored fuel of most industries in their planning for the future.
COAL'S

FUTURE

BRIGHTER

THAN

EVER !

It is taking more and more coal to supply the heat, light and power America needs— 300
million more tons of coal each year than were used 50 years ago. Through industrial expansion and the growth of the electrical industry, coal's markets are steadily increasing—
and the coal industry is modernizing its plant to meet these growing needs. The new
mines opened or placed in development in America during the past five years have a productive capacity of more than one-half as much as all the mines of Soviet Russia.
MECHANIZED

MINES

CAN

EXPAND

PRODUCTION

RAPIDLY.

By using the same facilities that are now producing coal at the rate of 530 million tons a
year, America's mines can expand their production at will by more than 100 million tons.
This is possible because of the high degree of mechanization throughout the coal industry. 98% of America's coal is now mined by machine— raising the productivity of the
American miner to the highest level in history— 30% higher than it was just 10 years ago.
Keen competition among America's 6,000 independent mine operators has resulted in
one of the greatest efficiency gains made by any American industry.
BITUMINOUS

COAL

INSTITUTE

A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.
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President

Madison

Slipped

Here

If the War of 1812 proved anything, it is that it's difficult
to get Americans and their Canadian neighbors shootingmad at one another. Of course, President Madison's hunch
that the British colony in Ontario might someday be worth
having was a sound one. No doubt his Chiefs of Staff
thought so too. But it was cold fighting.
And setting fire to York (now Toronto, which is an Indian
word meaning "How-to-make-a-fast-buck") didn't warm
things up for long. Finally, President Madison gave up the
venture and concentrated on driving the foreigners out of
Florida.
Of course, President Madison never dreamed that one day
the Province of Ontario would be Canada's wealthiest,
fastest-growing marketing area. And having backed off from
the smoldering ruins of York, even a General with vision
could not visualize present-day Toronto, Ontario's capital
city, and the pivotal point of Canadian industry and commerce.
Modern business Chiefs of Staff, bent on invading the booming Ontario market, would now be able to pass on the
following intelligence to their sales generals:
1. $3,513,653,600— that's Ontario's retail sales figure, as estimated by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics! .
2. Radio is still the best way to reach Ontario consumers.
3. There are 1,132,900 radio homes in Ontario. That's only
the most recent available figure— it's increasing daily, because Ontario's population is growing rapidly, and radio
is Ontario's favorite medium.
4. If you're selling in Canada, Ontario is your richest market. And radio is your medium. In Canada, you sell
'em when you tell 'em!
A message from the 103 member stations of the Canadian Association ofBroadcasters whose voices are invited into over 3
million homes every day.
CANADIAN

ASSOCIATION

108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.
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Openfrom
Mike
(Continued
page 36)
in size than it ought to be — now.
But why not look to the future?
The AM band was once too small,
and 10 more channels had to be
added to it. The situation may
some day be the same with FM. . . .
Then again, perhaps the FM
broadcasters shouldn't place too
much of their blame on their AM
brothers. The FM broadcasters
must get off their rumps and promote— sell sets, advertisers and
their stations. . . .
George W. Hamilton
FM Promotion
Maplewoool, N. J.
* * *
EDITOR:
. . . Your editorials contained
two glaring misstatements of fact.
The July 9 editorial contained the
following: "Simply stated, the FCC
is pondering what it should do
about the vast expanse of spectrum
space assigned to but not being
used by FM." That has now been
denied by the chairman of the
Commission as reported in your
last issue . . .
The second misstatement (June
11) was that "substantial engineering opinion supports the view that
the fewer than 700 FM stations
might well be allocated into 2 mc
or 10 channels."
. . .
Edwin H. Armstrong
Columbia U.
New York
5fc * Sfc
EDITOR:
... It would seem to me that
enough has been done to handicap
FM without sharing its present
allocation with TV. Surveys indicate that 35% of the homes in this
area are now equipped with FM,
and we feel that definite progress is
being made in increasing this
ratio . . .
Zora E. Guenard
Program Director
WEAU-FM Eau Claire,
Wis.
EDITOR:
... Be informed that allocation
of any radio service is determined
by the needs of the large cities,
and in such the FM band is being
very well used. Should you desire
to rearrange the allocations, suggest you first move the frequency
hogs (TV channels) out of the 30
to 80 mc range and make way for
policenelsand
badly. fire, etc., who need chanRay Torian
Acting Manager
KNOB
Calif. (FM) Long Beach,

date. . . . Despite the damage
have willfully injected into the
dustry, I feel that it will come
a good end as it has aroused
ire of many and made it clear
need an organization to prot
us from such unscrupulous
tacks. . . .
Robert E. Williams
Station Manager
WFML
hid. (FM) W ashing i
EDITOR:

%

%

&

-v

. . . Isn't it incumbent on j
to apologize to FM operators
getting them into an unnecess;
dither? . . .
Sol Chain
General Manager
WBIB (FM) New Haven
Conn.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Uncle.]
Night and Day
EDITOR:
I have just read your editor:
"Prudence and the Freeze," in i
June 25 issue.
It is most ridiculous that y
suggest that no more AM or I
stations be granted and suggesi
moratorium until the critical n
terial situation ameliorates
Why not let TV leave the Co
mission alone and let them mz
a clear cut decision of the "free:
of clear channels. I cannot
for the life of hundreds of otl
broadcasters, with daytime s
tions, why millions of dollars woi
of fine broadcast equipment shoi
be lying idle from sundown to si
up . . nighttime
. Let's give
those "wh
areas"
service.
Nathan Frank
Manager
WHNC Henderson, N. C.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: service
Giving was
the exac
"wl
areas"
nighttime
the point
we made.
Our sugges
moratorium would pertain only
those communities where FM and .
service is now satisfactory.]
# * *
EDITOR:
In Spite of fearsome-looki
competition, this station is oper
ing nicely in the black ... 1
formula [is] simple: . . . (1) P
gram local events, local news
(2) Get your sales force out on 1
street and sell.
Kenneth Leslie
Sales Manager
WCTC New Brunswick, N
The

Provinces

EDITOR:
Thanks so much for such a n
article
in this
week's Broadcasts
[On All
Accounts,
July 16]
First thing this morning I :
ceived a wire from an old Michig
State classmate who spotted 1
story clear up in Albany. Wl
coverage that Broadcasting hi
Richard H. Hurley

EDITOR:
... I would like to propose, if
you allow me the space, that all
interested broadcasters contact me
Compton Adv. Inc.
at their earliest convenience for
New York
the purpose or arranging a meeting
[EDITOR'S
tli
be readNOTE:
as far Gad.
west asnext
Buffal
of the "true FMer's" at an early we'U
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

ABA
v1l CLINIC
Hollywood Meeting July 31
5 eastern and western radio
i|ion executives are scheduled to
kk at the all-day clinic being
bed by Broadcast Music Inc.
• 31 at the Hollywood-Roosevelt
el. Southern California Broadjers Assn. will act as host for
session, fifth in a series of nine
tics being set up by BMI for
ideasting groups in various
;s throughout the country,
astern speakers at the Hollyd meeting will be Hubbell Robin Jr., CBS vice president in
:ge of network programs; Paul
^ency, vice president and genmanager, WTIC Hartford;
Cott, manager, WNBC New
k; Robert J. Burton, vice preset in charge of publisher relas, BMI New York. An addi;al eastern speaker will be
ned later.
epresenting the West will be
J. Freeh, program director,
RE Fresno, whose subject will
'Let's Make the Most of What
Have," and Dorothy Johnson,
•etary and program director,
JN San Diego. Carl Haverlin,
sident, BMI, will make the chief
iress at the luncheon meeting,
sided over by A. E. Joseelyn,
harge of CBS Hollywood operais and president, SCBA.
imilar clinics will be held today
ly 23) in Seattle in cooperation
h the Washington Broadcasters
n.; July 24, Portland, with OreState Broadcasters Assn.; July
San Francisco, California Broadters Assn.; Aug. 20, Harrisburg,
nsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters;
X- 21, Columbus, Ohio Broadcasters
n.; Aug. 22, Roanoke, Virginia
te Assn.; Aug. 24, White Sulphur
ings, West Virginia Broadcasters
n. First session was held July 2
Atlanta before the Georgia Assn.
Broadcasters.
1ST

THIS TRIO, (I to r) Chief Engineer
Joe Gamble, an unidentified tower
crew member, and George Theeringer,
special events announcer at the microphone, needed no wings in a 500 ft.
above ground 30-minute flight. Mr.
Theeringer broadcast to WRBL Columbus listeners from the top of the
FM tower where the men were perched
on a swing connected to a steel cable
that was controlled by a truck winch.
Theme was description of city.

MEET
Little Rock Host Aug. 5

WILLIAM B. RYAN, BAB president, will be among featured speakers at the Arkansas Broadcasters
Assn. sales clinic to be held Aug. 5
in Hot Springs at the Jack Tar
Courts.
Stated purpose of the clinic is to
"provide sales managers and salesmen with an outstanding opportunity to measure their own planning
against authoritative leadership
and to help them project into their
own enterprise the thinking and
experience
There isofa others."
registration fee of
$2.50 which includes luncheon. The
program follows:
Morning Session:
9:00, Clinic called to order by Fred
Stevenson, ABA president, manager,
KGRH Fayetteville ; 9 : 05, Clinic
Chairman, Julian F. Haas, commercial
manager, KARK Little Rock; 9:10,
"Servicing Local Accounts," Ed Gideon, commercial manager, KGRH Fay-

etteville; 9:30, "Aids to Getting National Sales," Dave Crockett, manager,
KAMD Camden; 9:45, "Merchandising— Promotion," James Walker, manager, KFPW Ft. Smith; 9:50, "Your
News — and Its Revenue Potential,"
Oliver Gramling, assistant general
manager, Associated Press, New York;
10:30, "Selling Locally," Ed Appier,
KTHS Hot Springs; 10:45, "Selling on
an Independent Station," Ted Rand,
manager, KDRS Paragould; 11:00,
Open Forum.
Afternoon Session:
12:00, Smorgasbord luncheon; 1:00,
"What a Timebuyer Expects From a
Station," Aubrey Williams, director,
radio department, Fitzgerald Adv.
Agency, New Orleans; 1:30, "Four
Sides To It," Dale C. Rogers, advertising and sales promotion manager,
Mid - Continent Petroleum Corp.,
Tulsa; 2:00, "What Stations Can Do
To Help Their Representative," Wythe
Walker, president, The Walker Representation Co., New York; 2:30, "The
Challenge to Radio and How To Meet
It," Mr. Ryan; 3:00, Open Forum.
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MEMPHIS
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independent— but

not

aloof
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INAUGURAL

Eyes October Opening
NSTRUCTION of towers and
remitters for WIST Charlotte,
C, to be the AM affiliate of
ST-FM, is now in full swing
1 The Broadcasting Co. of the
ith is priming for October operon, according to Ray A. Furr,
naging director.
^ "progress report" on the new
I station is contained in adver2ment in local Charlotte newsoers. Telephone lines will carry
ST programs direct from studi I in the Liberty Life Bldg. to
■ transmitter. Station will oper■ ■ on 930 kc with 1 kw night and
py day.
Mr. Furr added that the owners
kok forward to bringing [the
inmunity] WIST-TV, a permit
which our company has been
applicant several years now."
tfT-FM has been on the air
I ice 1948. B. Calhoun Hipp is
-sident of the licensee firm.
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Advertising To Be
Introduced
ADVERTISING will be introduced into Japanese radio the first of next
year, when some 16 stations which have been experimentally licensed
for commercial operation will join the more than 120 stations comprising
Japan's two-network national radio system. For the past 26 years the
system has functioned as a sponsor- *
less, tax supported operation.
is also a non-Governmental corpoThe impending impingement of
ration operating under close governmental supervision. Also like
sponsored radio in the American
the BBC, BCJ is supported by
manner on what has been traditaxes paid by listeners, each of the
tional y aBBC type of broadcast
10 million set-owning Japanese
system was revealed Monday by
Tetsuro Furukaki, president of the families paying a monthly fee of
Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, in 50 yen (about 15 cents), raised in
an interview with Broadcasting • April from the former fee of 35
yen a month. With these fees,
Telecasting.
Mr. Furukaki, accompanied by BCJ has a staff of some 8,000 persons who operate the two-network
Sukezo Tochizawa, chief of BCJ's
system, providing dual program
general affairs division, and Yoshiservice to the Japanese people from
kazu Kasuga, head of the BCJ pro5:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
gram department, had just comNews Is Tops
pleted a two-week visit to the
United States, mainly New York
Indicating that human nature
and Washington with brief stop- and taste in radio fare are pretty
overs in San Francisco and Chicamuch the same the world around,
go, to take a look at American
Mr. Furukaki said that news proradio and television. Immediately
grams are as a class the most
after the interview the group left popular type of program with the
for London at the invitation of Japanese public, who, he said, have
learned that they can depend on
the BBC. They plan to visit a number of European capitals before
what they hear on the air. Most
returning to Japan.
popular program, he reported, is
20 Questions, closely followed by
BCJ, Mr. Furukaki explained,
Sunday Serenade, a variety show,
was established in 1924 as a puband by a Sunday noon amateur
lic utility company operating under
the control of the Minister of hour whose successful contestants
win no money or merchandise
Communications, a set-up very
similar to that of the BBC which
prizes but are assured of employ-

ment
country.in theatres throughout the
MAGAZINE RATES
ANA Studies Increcsl
WHETHER the ANA Magazil
Committee should do anythi 1
about the numerous rate increasi
announced by leading natiorjl
magazines to become effective tfl
first of the year was discussal
briefly at the committee meeti:fl
in New York on Tuesday but 1
decision was reached.
Henry Schachte, national adv«
tising manager of the Borden CH
chairman of the committee, tqfl
Broadcasting • Telecasting fl
lowing the meeting that the com
mittee could not enter into ail
discussions of magazine rates, bl
that, if it so decided, it migfl
render a report on magazine aB
vertising values to the ANA mei 1
bership. Such a report would
akin to the reports on radio valu 1
issued by the ANA radio comm I
tee in August 1950 and March I
this year, documents which hal

Baseball broadcasts are very
popular with male listeners, Mr.
Furukaki said. He noted, however,
that in accordance with its quasigovernmental set-up, BCJ's programming devotes most of its time
(52%) to news and cultural programs, only 48% to programs of
pure entertainment.
Reporting that BCJ was doing
some experimental research work
on television, Mr. Furukaki said
that after seeing the colorcasts
of both CBS and RCA, which he
called "amazingly fine," he hoped
that his country might begin its
TV programming on a color basis.
This is a far-fetched wish, he added,
as Japan is a poor country and
will be hard put to support a blackand-white TV system, let alone one
in color, for many years to come.
Japan has been out of the international broadcasting field since
the end of the war, Mr. Furukaki
said, but it may soon resume this
activity. Both the Diet and the
American military authorities have
approved the reinstatement of international broadcasting, he reported, and the matter is now before the proper international body
in charge of assigning shortwave
channels for international use.

been
largely
credited
with a maj'"|
part in
effecting
the subsequent
ij
ductions in network time rates.
His committee is working again j
a deadline on a presentation ij
magazine research to be given 1
the ANA fall meeting, Mr. Schach j
said, and most of the meeting tirl
devoted to that project. The ms I
ter of magazine values will pi |
sumably come up again at the ne
meeting of the committee, in abo
three weeks, depending on tj
progress of the preparation of m
terial for the presentation, he sai
The ANA fall meeting will be he
Sept. 24-26 at the Waldorf-Astor
Hotel, New York.

Erwin Resignation
STANDING Committee on Correspondents on Capitol Hill has
given notice that Robert A. Erwin's
resignation has been "solicited and
accepted." Mr. Erwin, a member
of the congressional press galleries
as president of Erwin News Service, denied his resignation was requested, saying he had resigned to
devote his time to the Krock- Erwin
Assoc. Inc. firm of which the
committee noted Mr. Erwin was
executive vice president. Firm was
described as "public relations counselors and Washington business
representatives." The committee
also listed its rules that require a
member of the galleries to obtain
principal income from news correspondence and not engage in "any
lobbying activity, publicity or promotion work."

WOR

Gets RFE Contrac

RADIO FREE EUROPE h;
named WOR Recording Studios
handle the bulk of tape-recordir
programs in Albanian, Bulgaria
Czechoslovakian, Hungarian, Polis
and Rumanian for broadcast I
RFE transmitters in Germany i
listeners behind the Iron Curtai
WOR contract is estimated ;
$150,000 annually.
N.y.
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MUTE to the new $5 million plant of Plough Inc. (parent company of
PS Memphis, Tenn.) was the occasion for this gathering of Senatorial,
3 and newspaper representatives in Memphis last month. To salute the
plant. Goldsmith's, local department store, arranged for special originaof ABC Town Meeting of the Air from Memphis.
Indulging in pretdcast discussion are (I to r): Sen. George W. Malone (R-Nev.); Harold
r 2 1s te in , WMPS vice president and general manager; Sen. Estes Kefauver
enn.), member and former chairman. Senate Crime Investigating Com■ee; Frank Ahlgren, editor, Memphis Commercial Appeal; and Edmund
II, board member of the Atlantic Union, a political organization. Sens.
one and Kefauver and Messrs. Ahlgren and Orgill debated "What Is
pe's Best Defense Against Communism?" with George V. Denny Jr.
ing as moderator. Special Town Meeting radio promotion was handled
by Matty Brescia, Matty Brescia Enterprises.
mately 30 by 40 feet and with
facilities for two or three camera
productions. These studios will
also be equipped for radio production. Each studio will have independent control room facilities for
either radio, television or simulcast
production. In addition there will
be three other small studios equipped for radio production exclusively.
There will be a master control
and a microwave system to feed
television originations to the KGOTV transmitter at the Mt. Sutro
property.
Purchase of an unoccupied lot
adjacent to the building will provide space for a huge freight elevator for moving sets and scenery
to various studios and to the basement, where the station's art department and set building and
storage facilities will be located.
Pereira & Lackman, Hollywood
architects who have specialized in
radio and television studio design
in Southern California, are directing remodeling of the new KGO
building.

3C BUILDS
Starts S. F. Expansion
C last week announced a mildollar expansion program in
Francisco that will more than
ble facilities and space of its
O-AM-TV.
T|!'irst step in the program was
chase of the four-story Eagles
g. and an adjacent lot on GoldSate Ave. near San Francisco's
k Center. Purchase price of
building was not disclosed but
.ras known to amount to several
,dred thousand dollars. Gayle
ibb, KGO-AM-TV general man- ' r. announced that an additional
l of nearly $1 million will be
nt remodeling and equipping
property for radio and tele;on.
f he building will house most of
production facilities for both
0 and KGO-TV (KGO now
'5es radio production space from
C at the latter's Radio City
perty). KGO-TV will retain
transmitter site at ABC Tele.on Center at Sutro Mansion
Mt. Sutro. Executive offices, Wham Bam, Suh!
•r located in a building on
THE CIVIL WAR (or the
War Between the States if
ntgomery St. in San Francisco's
incial district, will be moved to
you're from the South), was
1 new building.
partially relived by WNOR
"entative plans call for one main
Norfolk, Va.'s listeners when
•r studio 70 by 100 feet with a
the station broadcast directly
foot ceiling and accomodations
from the scene of a second
a studio audience up to 750
"battle of the ironclads" — a
'sons. This studio will be perre-enactment of the historic
il ently equipped to handle a
sea battle between the Monilimum of four cameras with
tor and Merrimac, scheduled
•visions for additional cameras
as part of the 61st and final
ei needed.
reunion of the United ConDn another floor will be three
federate Veterans.
».!ler television studios, approxiOADCASTING
• Telecasting

weeks.
for two
rough
IT'LL
files.
in theEspecially
around
scratch
has to you
Man without
when beThe
Tell him, when he needs some examples of radio's
Take the
under Iowa — WMT.
to lookCattle
pulling
They considered
Company.
the Bowman
case of power,
cancelling their noon hour sale announcement on WMT.
"Next time you have a sale,
"Looky," said WMT.
ask your buyers how many of them heard about it
on WMT." Bowman did. 90% had. Bowman reconsidered.
Remind him about Tait Cummin's WMT Sports Contest
last March to guess the championship team and score
of the title game in the boys' state basketball tournament.
Prizes were 3 one-week all-expense vacations to
Mid-West resorts. Results: 49,363 entries in ten days.
Tell him, when he needs some examples of radio
coverage, to check BMB's Study No. 2 for WMT,
where total weekly radio family listening is 338,480
fin 87 counties) daytime, 303,880 (in 71 counties) nights.
Incidentally, where are you going on your vacation?
Iowa's Okobojis and Clear Lake and Spirit Lake are
are real The
young
Iowa's and
relaxing;
spots for
great
interesting.
. . .men
sun-bronzed
— tall,
stem-winders
air is clear — the only pall on the horizon is a bit of
smoke from traditional burning ceremonies for the few
remaining mortgages, just paid off.
Have a nice time, honey. Everything will be okay.
Just leave several blank schedules behind — with WMT
filled in in the strategic places.
5000 WATTS
600 KC
Day & Night
BASIC
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

COLUMBIA
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'The Railroad Hour"
(Continued from page 18)
13,127 requests that could be positively identified:
£ 86.4% of identifiable requests
represent students and teachers,
from primary grades through college.
% Professional people included
194 clergy, 275 doctors, 39 nurses,
17 lawyers, 14 editors and radionewspaper commentators as well
as 445 businessmen and 44 organizations— 8% of the identifiable requests in these categories. In addition there were 436 railroad employes, 39 public officials (two U. S.
Senators and one governor), 258
service personnel.
Those, in summary form, are the
principal points demonstrated by
the third annual offer of the AAR.
The total of 120,437 individual requests almost equals response from
the first two Railroad Hour years
combined, despite the fact that the
1951 offer was made at a period of
seasonally declining audience.
On the other hand, the offer of
a souvenir booklet, with program
stories and cast photos, was believed to have a wider appeal than
the quiz booklet offered the first
two years. AAR recognizes this
as an element that must be considered in comparing the threeyear results.
The 131 member railroads (system lines) of the AAR have some
very definite goals as they devote

$1,258,000 of their funds (1951) to
the Railroad Hour. Serving all
48 states, the members are now
convinced that they have an intimate and influential contact with
the public in their popular musical
broadcast. The mail analysis shows
that the program thoroughly covers
all 48 states.
Those who would contend in a
thoughtless moment that television
has plugged the ears of radio might
well spend some time studying
AAR's detailed analysis of its
mailed requests and their source.
They would discover that in television's home base, New York State,
the Railroad Hour offer pulled
13.97% of its mail in 1950-'51 compared to 14.76% in 1949-'50.
On the other hand, California
produced 11.26% of the mail in
1950-'51 compared to 8.24% in
1949-'50.
TV Does Not
Lower Show's Rating
The program retained its Nielsen
level during a 12-month period in
which the number of TV sets in the
hands of the public increased from
5,315,167, in April, 1950, to 11,818,000 in April, 1951.
Flanked by their advertising
agency, Benton & Bowles, the AAR
officials who direct this continuing
contact with the public have a
number of serious problems to discuss with their listener friends.
Emphasis is placed on the essentiality of railroads to the na-

CLEVELAND'S g/ty STATION • wjw ■ CLmUNO'S/^t^SICNAl- wjvv -CLEVELAND'S^ %T4^
Chief Says:
"Chief's local business sure is booming,
Let Cleveland merchants tell you why:
Their spot campaigns send sales a-zooming;
Chief Station's shows sure make folks BUY!'
LOCAL

«
<mm
|

BIZ

Take your tip from focaf sponsors. They know Cleveland
—they demand results. Since February, local business
has tripled on WJW —Cleveland's only network station
with net-calibre daytime local programming.
STATS

ON

BASIC ABC
500 0 w. QjJ
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
WJW B UllDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES,
Page 42
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HONORING his 20th year in radio,
Jack Beauvais (r), chief continuity
editor at WEEI Boston, receives the
traditional gold watch from Harvey
J. Struthers, WEEI general manager.
Mr. Beauvais started as a singer at
WEEI in 1931, and several years
later switched to writing. He becomes the 14th member of WEEI's
20-year contingent.

tion's industrial and commercial
welfare as weekly commercials are
prepared. AAR likes to tell the
public that no other method of
transportation can perform the vast
job of moving America's goods and
people so efficiently and at such
low average cost.
They're proud of the fact that
they have a million small stockholders and 1% million employes.
They're eager to let listeners know
that a $11,4 billion expansion program is under way this year including 10,000 new freight cars a
month to keep America's mobilization moving along at full speed.
All these facts, and many more,
the railroads are telling the nation.
Results from this institutional
type
of promotion
aren't nylon
measured
like sales
of $5.95 fitted
slips
at Macy's. But railroad officials
point out that there is a better public understanding and a more
friendly public attitude in contrast
to the hostility that prevailed 15
or 20 years ago.
Right now the railroads are
working hard to move war goods
as well as civilian freight. A substantial increase in traffic has come
with the Korean
crisis and the rer—
armament program, but rising cost
of materials and wage boosts are
making it difficult for carriers to
meet expenses, pay a dividend to
stockholders who own the facilities
and finance improvements.

TRIPLED

CLEVELAND'S

boards and similar facilities to
mind workers and riders alike tl
the Railroad Hour is heard on N
at 8 p.m. every Monday.
A new element has appeared
the latest mail offer by AAR. T
is an increased proportion of won
who wrote for the free book]
The 1951 mail pull consisted
63.3% women, 22.9% men, 12.(
children and 1.2% unidentified.
1950, on the other hand, the ra
was 61.40% men, 32.33% worn
5.86% children and .41% unider
fied.

t

INC. g

AAR does not see in this ra
a change in the composition of
audience. It recognizes that 1
souvenir booklet, with program a
talent material, might have spec
appeal to women. Anyhow, AAE
glad to know its advertising
appealing to women, supporti
its other public advertising m
sages. Thus a new avenue to 1
feminine audience has appeared,
There's another angle to t
AAR mailbag that encourag
those who are telling the railro
story tolisteners
the public.
trouble
go to asThat's
they vt
unteer comment on the progra
No effort whatever is made by A^
to solicit comments, yet 29,3
or one out of four requests,
eluded commentaries. Last ye
18% commented with 15% vok
teering opinions the year before
Of the 29,384 comments, oi
seven were "unfavorable" wi
another 32 "mixed."
Only
706 Requests
Sent Incorrectly
Perhaps the most startling d
eovery of all the facts turned
in AAR's analysis was the sm<
number of requests sent incorreel
to radio stations. The combin
total of requests sent to radio st
tions and
received by te'
phone
was those
only 706.
AAR is watching closely its cv
rent summer experiment in whi
original adaptations of favor:
tales are narrated with music
background, a departure from t
operetta-musical comedy form
of the fall-winter-spring seasc
Should the idea click, similar pi
grams may be dovetailed into t
nine-month series opening in Se
tember.
In any case, AAR can be d
pended on to stick to its high
successful format based on the a
pealing tales and tuneful scor
of light operas and lighter music
shows. For two successive yea
the Railroad Hour has started c
NBC's Monday evening music
schedule and now the third NE
season is about to start.
If precedent has any value, II
railroads with $30 billion in equi
ment and property will continue
create better understanding of the
problems as they meet each Mc
iday evening, in the homes of foi
million friendly families.

Uses Sales Pitch
For Vacations
While most of the Railroad Hour
messages deal on an institutional
basis with problems of this sort,
the AAR inches into the sales field
during the summer months by urging the public to take vacational
trips by rail.
One of the important factors in
putting over the radio program
is the promotion put behind it.
Benton & Bowles handles much of
the basic promotion. NBC is putting a lot of promotional effort
behind the series. Finally, the MACK D. MORTON, Atlanta, Ga., h
carrier members of AAR utilize been named "Stockholder of the Yes.
their employe magazines, bulletin
by Motorola Inc., Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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C Greets NBC
pANDS ACROSS the sea
were raised in anniversary
greeting to NBC by Sir William J. Haley, director-general of the British Broadcastng Corp., fortnight ago.
Joseph H. McConnell, NBC
oresident, received a radiogram from the BBC head
reading: "Most cordial greetngs from the BBC for NBC's
Jubilee. Your colleagues in
jreat Britain wish you connnued success in the service
)f broadcasting."
»RA WORKSHOP
'Sell America' Is Theme
LLING American public retails on an international scale
ough use of radio, films, pam;ets and other media keynoted
■ne-day summer workshop sesi of the American Public Relays Assn., held at the Willard
;el in Washington last Monday.
l panel of media experts supmented an official Dept. of State
sentation of Voice recordings
1 newsreels with a critique and
luation of the U. S. information
lpaign abroad. Industry view
5 given by Ralph Hardy,
RTB government relations ditor, in a discussion period which
} included Joseph C. Harsch,
I'istian Science Monitor, and Dr.
il Douglass, president, AmeriU.
'ledia views followed radio and
i samples of State Dept. inmation output showing Soviet
paganda technique and what the
. ce of America and other U. S.
vices are doing in the Campaign
Truth. New series, Voices of
.lerica, evolved in cooperation
h MBS, which solicits letters
m Americans for overseas listers, and recorded by the VOA
) was described. Examples of
ssian jamming also were played,
■sentation was directed by
irles Hulten, outgoing general
nager of the State Dept.'s inmation and educational program.

BARNARD

NAMED

Gets Hulten's Voice Post
APPOINTMENT of Thurman L.
Barnard, former advertising
agency executive, as acting general
manager of the International Information &Educational Exchange
program, succeeding Charles M.
Hulten, was announced by the
Dept. of State last Monday.
Mr. Hulten, who has administered the Voice of America and
other U. S. activities since Jan. 4,
1950, was named chief European
representative for the information
and educational program. Headquarters in Paris, he will concentrate on the initiation of new operations in Europe.
Mr. Barnard formerly was executive vice president of Compton
Advertising Inc., New York, and
also
the agency's
plans
boarddirector
and a of
member
of its board
of directors. Since March 19, he
has been serving as special projects
deputy to Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs.
Both Messrs. Barnard and Hulten held directors posts in the Office
of War Information during World
War II. Mr. Barnard was executive director of OWI's overseas
branch, while Mr. Hulten held the
post of assistant director. Later
Mr. Hulten served as both assistant and deputy director of the
State Dept.'s Office of International
Information.
Mr. Barnard joined N. W. Ayer
& Son in 1920, remaining with
the agency until 1943 as vice president and manager of its Detroit
office. Mr. Hulten began his government career in 1942 after service on western newspapers and
teaching journalism at Oregon and
Stanford universities.
PUISE RATINGS
Benny Leads Top 25 Shows
JACK BENNY, with an average
rating of 13.9, led the top 25 network radio programs in the January-June multi-market radio Pulse
survey released last week.
Following are the Pulse ratings
for the 25 programs during the 6month period:
Rating
Av.
Jack Benny
13.9
Lux Radio Theatre
12.1
Amos 'n' Andy
11.2
Edgar Bergen
Walter Winchell
10.0
10.6
My
Bob Friend
Hope Irma
Arthur Godfrey (M-F)
9.6
9.3
Fibber McGee & Molly
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
9.3
You Bet Your Life
9.4
9.3
9.2
Mr. District Attorney
8.6
Suspense
Big Town
FBI in Peace and War
8.4
Hallmark Playhouse
Red Skelton
8.4
8.4
8.3
Life with Luigi
8.4
8.2
Bing Crosby
8.2
Mr. and Mrs. North
Mystery
Theatre
Big Story
8.2
Dr. Christian
8.1
Mr. Keen
8.0
Life of Riley
8.0
7.6
Mr. Chameleon
7.6

National Nielsen Ratings*
Top Radio Programs
-arm
' U. andS. Urban
Area, Homes
Including
Small-Town,
and including
elephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK— June 10-16. 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK Current
Rating
enl
Homes
ik
%
Program
13.3
lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
10.0
My Friend Irma (CBS)
9.0
Walter Winchell (ABC)
8.9
Bob Hawk (CBS)
8.8
Life With Luigi (CBS)
Big Story (NBC)
8.7
8.5
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 8.3
8.5
Suspense (CBS)
Dragnet (NBC)
8.0
ote: Number of homes is obtained by apjtg
(%) toUnited
41,000 Radio
—thethe "NIELSEN-RATING"
1951 estimate of Total
Homes.
) Homes reached during all or any part
'he1 toprogram,
5 minutes,except for homes listening
/right 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN COMPANY
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JOHN C. COOPER Jr., commercial manager WTBC Tuscaloosa, A*
named general manager Opelika-Auburn Broadcast
Co. (WJHO Opelika, Ala.).

front off
ice

fgf

F. ALBRIGHT, part owner and general manager WKBV Richmond,
'• Ind., appointed
general
manager
Raleigh,
C. prior
Mr.
Albright
was with
WKBVWNAO
for seven
years,N. and
to that with WIRE for eight years.
LIONEL F. BAXTER, manager of operations and program director Voice of Alabama Inc. (WAPI, WAFM
(FM) and WAFM (TV) Birmingham), appointed director of sales, programming and operations for WAPI
and WAFM(FM). C. P. PERSONS Jr., sales manager
for the three stations, to handle sales for WAFM (TV).
Changes were announced by THAD HOLT, president,
treasurer and general manager of Voice of Alabama.

Mr. Albright

HERBERT SCOTT, commercial manager WARD Johnstown, Pa., to
WPAZ Pottstown, Pa., as co-owner and general manager.
DOUGLAS FLEMING, merchandising manager WOAI-AM-TV San
Antonio, transferred to radio sales department. PAUL ADAMS Jr.,
sales service staff, succeeds Mr. Fleming as merchandising manager.
HIL F. BEST, Detroit, appointed national representative for WVCG
Coral Gables, Fla.
ROBERT C. HITCHINS, public relations director National Industrial
Advertisers Assn., to network radio advertising and promotion dept.
NBC as sales presentation writer. He was with WNAO Raleigh, N. C,
and WEEK Peoria, 111.
J. DAVID RUTLEDGE, Lannan & Sanders, Dallas advertising agency,
to Dallas sales staff Katz Agency, station representative firm.

Limiting
Collins
26W-J
Amplifier

In AM transmitter applications the 26W-1 limiting amplifier limits loud audio passages, thus
anypreventing overmodulation and the accomprence.
ing distortion and adjacent channel interfe
This limiting action permits a higher average
modulation level, and consequently a stronger
transmitted signal.
In FM applications the 26W-1 prevents
disexcessive transmitter swing, whichtheproduces
inability of
tortion at the receiver due to
the average discriminator to handle frequency
swings greater than 150 kc. In FM systems, wide
makes such distortion extremely
range
le.
noticeabaudio
office for further
Write your
. nearest Collins
information
FOR BROADCAST QUALITY, IT'S . . .
COLLINS
RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
1 1 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
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HENRY J. OPPERMAN, assistant advertising m
ager Falstaff Brewing Corp., St. Louis, to ABC
network sales department, as account executive.

1937 Irving Blvd.
DALLAS 2

Dogwood
Fountain Road
City
KNOXVILLE

H. NEEDHAM SMITH, account executive W!
Cincinnati,
Columbus. appointed account executive WBNSMr. Cooper

TRACY MOORE & ASSOC., Hollywood, appointed l
resentatives for KBIS Bakersfield, Calif.

ROWLAND WESCOTT, production department NBC Hollywood,
KNBH(TV) Hollywood, as account executive. He replaces ROBE
HUMPHREY, now with Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.
ADAM J. YOUNG, N. Y., appointed as representative for KTRM Bt
mont, Tex., effective July 15.
HAL HOLMAN
Joliet, 111.

Co., Chicago, named national representative for WJ

fictional* • • •
PAUL W. MORENCY, vice president and general manager WTIC Hi
ford, appointed to State Civil Defense Advisory Council. . . . RICHA
K. BLACKBURN, assistant manager and technical engineer Wl
Hartford, Conn., appointed to Civil Defense Aviation Advisory Com
. . . TOM COMPERE, attorney NBC Chicago, is on active duty for
weeks with U. S. Army Reserve at Camp McCoy, Wis. A lieuten
colonel, Mr. Compere commands 337th infantry regiment of 85th divis
and is in charge of all recruit training. . . .
ERNEST FELIX, acting general manager ABC Western Division, elec
to board of directors Hollywood Chamber of Commerce. Also on bo
are: JEAN HERSHOLT, radio-screen star; SIDNEY N. STROTZ, for.
NBC Western Division vice president; FRANK SAMUELS, former A
Western Division vice president and now West Coast radio-TV direi
William Morris Agency; RAYMOND R. MORGAN, president Raym
R. Morgan Co.; JOHN K. WEST, NBC Western Division vice presid
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing director, Southern Califoi
Broadcasters Assn., and president, Hollywood Ad Club, is an ex-of]
director. . . . HOWARD L. EMICH, commercial manager WMAM Ma:
ette, Wis., father of boy, June 21.
FRANK MARTINO, account executive WMTR Morristown, N. J., fat
of boy. . . .LLOYD E. YODER, general manager KNBC San Franci
named member of San Francisco Citizens' Committee for annual m>
ing of American Public Health Assn. to be held in San Francisco
October. . . .
THAD SANDSTROM, general manager KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., elec
to board of directors Chamber of Commerce . . . MAX M. SAVI
vice president WCCC Hartford, father of boy, David Harrison . . . LLO
E. LENARD, radio sales manager KNOE Monroe, La., elected pr
dent Monroe-West Monroe Junior Chamber of Commerce . . . L0
SIGMON, vice president and assistant general manager KMPC Ho
wood, awarded honorary degree by Milwaukee School of Engineer
Mr. Sigmon addressed the commencement ceremonies.
House

Coverage

RADIO-TV coverage of House debates is urged in a new request
(H Res 326) introduced in the
lower chamber July 13 by Rep.
John Jarman (D-Okla.). His House
resolution would permit broadcasts
and telecasts of proceedings by
amending a House rule. It would
also set up a special gallery in the
House to accommodate radio-TV
reporters engaged in this coverage. A standing committee "of
Television and Radio Reports," directed and controlled by the House
lery.
Speaker would supervise the gal-

GREENVILLE
i
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGE
METROPOLITAN AREA . . . i
In EMPLOYMENT
GREENVILLE

45,96

Columbia

26,63

Charleston
23,21 1
S. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1950 j
MAKE IT YOURS WITH

«* NewsPwJ.-nonl Station Cneenvilie
IVUU Spartanburg Markets
1
5000 WA
C lle-And
ersf
F BGreenvi
MBP F°r
Rtprwnted by Avery-Knodel j
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) CITE WOMEN BROADCASTERS
'McCallV Announces Public Service Awards
BLIC SEEVICE achievements
vomen in American broadcasting
adio and television — will be
agnized by a new series of anal awards announced last week
McC all's magazine.
Seven awards will be presented
h year: Three to women broaditers, who are denned as women
ho appear before camera and
nophone"; three to women
?cutives, "who concieve, prepare
1 are instrumental in presenting
blic service programs or prots," and one special award for
.standing public service of any
ture which may be won by either
iroadcaster or executive.
McCall's also will present cita|ns to the stations or networks
iresented by the winners of the
feutives' awards for making the
8

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 10)
.lsaw. A specialist in catalog•, he later "classified everything
the Navy" as a lieutenant in the
)ply corps.
Se served two years, and after
return to the agency in 1946
•rked in the new business depart■nt, sheperded Encyclodaedia Briinica and Britannica Films and
nehow wangled the task of putgo effect.
the company's pension plan
His Accounts
3e now supervises Manor House
Fee and Stopette, both large
Srs of broadcast media. Stopette
ys What's My Line? on CBS-TV
d Manor House has Stud's Place,
ABC co-op, on WENR-TV Chi?o and Who Said That?, an NBC
op, in five markets.
The McKinneys (she is the for;r Katherine Hughes of Oak
rk, 111.) and their youngsters,
ne Margaret, 9, and William
mtgomery, 1%, live in suburban
innetka. Mr. McKinney, who is
airman of the Community Chest
ive there, has just finished build? an office in his basement, and
concentrating now on handstalling a bluestone terrace.

Advertisement

work of these women executives
possible.
"All awards," McCall's stated,
"will be made on the basis of public service by a woman to her community or nation, regardless of
station
or
The
awards will community
be made on size."
the worth
of the woman's idea and its value
to her community, not on the calibre
of performance or technical perfection.
Awards to women appearing on
the air will be made for outstanding public service to a community
based on a subject of general community importance; for outstanding public service to women and
for outstanding public service to
children. Three similar awards will
be made to women broadcasting
executives. The seventh award for
the best public service job of any
category may be presented to
either a broadcaster or an executive.
Awards will be based on evidence of performance submitted by
or on behalf of the women entering the contest. Original awards
covering programs or projects
broadcast between Sept. 1, 1950,
and Aug. 31, 1951, will be announced in McCall's and presented
at the 1952 AWART convention.
Contest information and entry
blanks may be obtained from Frank
Hogan, charge of media relations,
McCall's 230 Park Ave., New York
17, N. Y.
Avco Arranges V-Loan
AVCO Mfg. Co. completed arrangements with a group of banks last
week for a V-loan credit of §50
million and an additional unsecured credit line in the amount of
S20 million, to be used to finance
defense contracts for production of
a wide range of electronic equipment, tank and aircraft engines,
and airframe components. Federal
Reserve bank officials said it was
the largest V-loan credit yet processed through the New York Federal Reserve Bank and the second
largest authorized in any Reserve
district.

From

where

j6y Joe

A

Big

For

I sit

Marsh

Boost

Smitty!

Stepped into Smith's Department
Store the other noon and saw the
strangest thing. "Si's" Davis was coming up the stairs from the basement
with a bundle of wash.
"Is Smitty taking in washing these
days?" I asked. "Not quite," she says.
"He's just put in a new automatic
washing machine, so the girls who
work here can get their laundry done
while they're eating lunch. Means
more time to relax at night and on
/ thought what a swell boss Smitty
weekends."
must be. Human relations between the
boss and employees have certainly
taken a big step forward during my
lifetime.
From where I sit, people seem to be
doing a better job of seeing our neighbor's viewpoint these days. Though
his ideas and tastes may not be ours,
we can understand his preference for
a certain breakfast cereal, a favorite
movie star, or for a temperate glass
of beer or ale. That's the way it should
be in a free country.

Copyright, 1949, United States Brewers Foundation
in TOPE Kan
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llul'JMLim*

AND LOAN
HONS
• FORWARD AMERICA - Home Builders &
Loan Assoc. A Globe Homestead, New
Orleans, La.
• LYH MURRAY SHOW— Hazleton Savings A
Loan Company, Hazleton, Pa. g\
• RAY BLOCH SHOW — Zanesville Federal
Savings A Loan, Zanesville, Ohio.
• FORWARD AMERICA — Bartlett Mortgage
Co., St. Joseph, Mo.
. . . and hundreds more!

SR.
•>* ■; •*
§4

lid1

• DAVID ROSE SHOW — Esmonds Shoes,
Connersville, Ind.
?" —t takers Shoe
• HOMEMAKER
HARMONIES
Stores, Ontario, Oregon. ? : '
• RAY BLOCH PRESENTS - Johnson Shoe
Mtg. Co., Manchester, N. H. ,vr
• LYN MURRAY SHOW — Rltchles Sine Store,
Regina, Sask., Canada. y
• WEATHER JINGLES — Wearherbird Shoe
Dealer, Cedar City, Utah
. . . and hundreds more!

• DICK HAY
Harvester Co., Lawrence, Mass
• STEAMBOAT JAMBOREE — Dixit III
Evans. Ltd., ROM low, B.C., Car
• FARM PROGRAM SI6NATURE — Plei
Farm Equipment, Statesville, I. C
• FORWARD AMERICA— North Dakota If
E levator Co., Grand Fork, N. D.
. . . and hundreds

• STEAMBOAT JAMBOREE — Trevellyan Bulck
Company, St. Louis, Mo
• FORWARD AMERICA— Keystone Motor Company, Wilkes Barre, Pa.
• FREEDOM IS OUR BUSINESS— Earl Hayes
Chevrolet Co., Oallas, Texas.
• EODY HOWARD SHOW— Dlnsmore Chevrolet Sales, Havre de Grace. Md.
. . . and hundreds more!

• GIF OCCASION CAMPAIGN — O'Connor
Drug Co., North Platte, Nebr.
• STEAMBOAT JAMBOREE Henry Levinger
Rexall Drug Store, Baker, Oregon.
• THREE SUNS— lodgers Drug Store, Sinseta, Flo. jTO
• CHAPEL IY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD—
Richard's Drug Company, Pampa. Teitt.

• FATHER'S DAY CAMPAIGN
iag Co.,OFChattanooga,
• SONGS
OUR TIME Toot.
Shop, Eugene, Oregon.
• STEAMBOAT JAMBOBEE — Hi
Shop, Woteroory, Vermont
• MEN'S CLOTHING — Stanley's Clothes
rameoto, Cai
. . . and hundreds mc

• DICK HAYMES SHOW— Bear's Dept. Store,
York, Pa.
• FREEDOM IS OUR BUSINESS — Collins
Bros. Dept. Store, Marlon, Va.
• FORWARD AMERICA— Lane-Bryant Dept.
Store, Pittsburgh, Pa.
• HOMEMAKER HARMONIES— Sears Roebuck
& Co., New Brunswick, N. J.
• GIFT OCCASION JINGLES — Millers Dept.
Store, Olympia, Washington.
. . . and hundreds more!

• HOME
IMPROVEMENT CAMPAIGN - Rell
Ark.
Hardware A Electric Co., Arkadelphla.

. . . and hundreds morel

• HOMEMAKER HARMONIES — Wloeland Appliance Store. Meadvllle, Pa.
• FORWARD
Texarkana, AMERICA
Texas. - Belk-Jooes Co.
. . . and hundreds more!

• FLORIST
Burlington,JINGLES
Vt. — La Barge Flower Store,
• FORWARD AMERICA — Citizen's State
Bank, Houston, Texas.
• FREEDOM IS OUR BUSINESS — UlsterCounty
N. Y. Savings Institution, Kingston,
• WEATHER JINGLES — American Bank A
Trust Co., Monroe, N. C.
r
• TIME SIGNAL JINGLES — Tradesmen's
Bank A Trust Co., Vlneiand, N. J.
. . . and hundreds more!
TowBhomIoj

RoMKHBjtVJaV^RRal

RBOwlwH

• MUSIC IN THE MORGAN MANNER— Florist
Association, Blnghamton, N. Y.
• GIFT OCCASION CAMPAIGN — Frank M.
Page, Inc.,- Florists, Springfield, Mass.
• STEAMBOAT JAMBOREE — KimmerTlng
Bros., Roanoke, Va.
• FORWARD AMERICA — Stafesboro Floral
Shop, Stafesboro, Ga.
vy
. . . and hundreds morel
rmbjbjjbj]

RAKER NARMOHIES
Furniture Co., Storm Loke, lowa
• FREEDOM IS OUR BUSINESS Int., Albaiy,JINGLES
N. Y. • FURNITURE
Co Lincoln, Rebreska
• LEAR MCI A LISTEN
Co., Sanson, Fit.
. . . and

• FREEDOM IS
City Onion of Plumbers. M
AMERICA
—I
Ileal
A Health
Diego, Calif. JAMBOREE - Jacksor
• STEAMBOAT
Co., Jackson, Miss
• NOME IMPROVEMENT CAMPAIGN
Glass A Pilot Co., Fargo, N. I.; »
head, Minn.
B ,
. . . and hundreds mi
r

Week

After

Week

World-Affiliates

Long-Term

Report

Money-Making
Contracts

With

WORLD'S
Ever-Growing

Features

Over

42

and

Special

Campaigns

. . .

Backed

Powerful

by

World-Planned
Sales
Co.. Rock; Mount. R C
AfMES SHOW George Wiedemann
•nnei, Ind
VARIETY HOUR Falitafl Brewing Co.
MUSIC II THE MORGAN MANNER Allan
tie lc«f, Colmbli, S C. wr%g
MUSICAL TIME SIGNALS 18S9 Coffee &
ICO, Teiai
■ASE BALL PROGRAM SIGNATURE Miller t
High lite leer, Bradford. ?*
. . . and hundred

FORNAI
ONWARD AMERICA Wooden'i Accident
lounnce Co., Kansas Citr. w
DAVID ROSE SHOW 0 H. P. McCord &
Son Int., laker, Oregon
STEAMBOAT
JAMBOREE w G larmore.
■
CHAPEL IV THE SIDE OF THE ROAO
Carter A Coi lie, Corlngton, Va
FREEDOM IS OUR BUSINESS — Local
■ I A Protection Co.. Glens Falls.
Credit
. . . and hundreds morel

Your WORLD Aff. hole station is
your bost for top quality shows
locally. Chock your WORLD station
for tho now Robert Montgomery
.how, "FREEDOM IS OUR BUSINESS," Stoamboat Jamboree," tho
"Dick Hay mot Show," "Forward
America" and tho "lyn Murray
Show." WORLD Commercial Jinglot, another WBS spocial feature,
include time and weather attonliongetteri and all manner of arresting sponsor-identification for jewelers, furriers, automobile dealers,
furniture stores, apparel shops and
many more.
World Stations Have the
Shows, the Ratings, the
Know-How!

MM

Helps!

editorial

Levelling

on

4

Local

A Broadcasting Trends reported in this issue,
shows that local advertisers are increasing
their spending on radio stations of all sizes
in markets with and without TV.
We think that is the healthiest sign we've
recently seen in radio. If anybody knows the
sales-producing value of a medium, it is the
local retailer who can count the customers
that his advertising brings to his door.
In view of the increased spending in radio by
local businessmen, it is hard to understand why,
according to our survey, some national advertisers seem to be cautious about investing
in radio, particularly in TV cities.
Their caution is even harder to explain when
one of them, the Assn. of American Railroads,
reports that it is having more measurable success with its network radio program this
year than it did when the TV audience was
less than half its present size. A full report
of this success is also in this issue.
Maybe the national advertisers who are
hanging back, waiting for radio to go away,
haven't been in touch with the local merchants
who sell their products. The local merchants don't seem to think it has gone away,
or if it has, it must be delivering all those
customers by some sort of spiritualism.

Port

in the

FM

Storm

THE AVERAGE reader of this journal is
aware of the storm of violent intensity brewing over the future of FM. We do not claim
that we provoked this intentionally when we
ran two editorials expounding on unused spectrum space allotted to FM.
The widespread reaction gives encouragement that the old FM enthusiasm, quiescent
in recent months, has reasserted itself. For
more than a month, our Open Mike department has rung with the opposition of FM
zealots. In this issue we have a story summarizing still other comments in this vein.
Chairman Coy was even called upon. He
made an announcement "by direction of the
Commission" denying that it was considering
the diversion of any part of the FM band to
TV or any other services. This statement is
quite correct as far as formal Commission
consideration is concerned, but it was silent on
the matter of informal discussions among
Commissioners and staff.
Whatever the motivation, this revival of
interest should not be permitted to peter out.
FM partisans express lively hopes for the
future. The mere expression of hope is not
enough. Something has to be added: In this
case, exploitation, action and selling. Some
FM broadcasters contend there are not enough
sets being manufactured. The manufacturers
argue there's a surplus in the warehouses.
Manufacturers aren't disposed to ignore a
ready market, if they know it exists. It's up
to the FM'ers to help create it.
If they served no other purpose, our editorials
put a lot of FM operators into a fighting
mood. Exactly that mood is needed to kick
off an invigorated campaign. But there must
be a plan. There must be scope and direction.
Most FM broadcasters are weary of special
committees and organizations. They have had
several, which just faded away because of lack
of interest and financial support.
Page 48
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We suggest that the all-out FM broadcasters channel their energies in the direction
of the reorganized NARTB, which within the
last month used its good offices in the direction
of coping with the FM set situation. To get
a result, however, enough FM operators must
back their enthusiasm with deed and some
modicum of money. The organization is there
— to serve all the broadcast media.
If the determination and aggressiveness
evidenced in those letters to the editor were
fused into a movement to get the NARTB
really rolling in FM, we think a positive program for FM development could be created
and carried to fruition.

Public

Service

Saga

BROADCASTERS along the routes of the
churning Missouri, Kaw and Mississippi rivers
were busy last week. They were too busy
to tell the story of their role in combatting
one of the most devasting floods in Midwest
history. They were busy working around the
clock with relief authorities and in keeping
transmitters on the air to instruct the public
and workers alike in giving aid to the homeless, in saving lives and salvaging property.
Later, when the flood-waters have subsided,
the story of radio's newest saga of public
service will be told. It will be a story reminiscent of the Spring of 1937 when radio came
to the rescue in the Ohio-Mississippi flood
areas. It will be a story of radio better equipped for the task, with auxiliary power supplies
and mobile units, with transit radio and television. There will be stories of heroism, danger and personal privation. Some as reported
in this issue already are filtering through.
Radio knew its role. The Civil Defense
planning of recent months did not envisage
the Missouri-Kaw-Mississippi flood. Something
even more sinister motivates that planning.
But the lessons learned were useful. Civil Defense Director Ray Moulton of Kansas City is
authority for the statement that radio alone is
responsible for forestalling an even greater
tragedy.
In those 30 years that have elapsed since
radio's birth it has established one great tradition above all others. That is its magnificent
performance in time of human need.

DuMont:
IT MADE

our respects to.-

Matchmaker

a lot of sense for eight TV set manufacturers to split the tab for the DuMont
telecast of the Charles-Walcott fight last
Wednesday.
Certainly no element of the telecasting industry has a bigger stake in restoring big-time
boxing to broadcast television than the people
who make the sets which the public has been
buying in the expectation of seeing popular
sports in its homes.
Obviously the eight manufacturers were persuaded to cooperate in sponsoring this event
because theatrical TV was beginning to show
signs of wishing to monopolize big events.
We believe that the price of a receiving set
ought to be the total admission charge to all
televised sports, and we commend the manufacturers for outbidding the theatres in this
instance.
It's the kind of thing that ought to extend
into all types of TV programming. For it is
programming that sells television sets, just
as it is good programming that builds audiences
for advertisers. The opportunity for close
cooperation between manufacturers and telecasters must not be ignored. After all, they're
in the same business.

VERL DeCHRISTA

BRATTON

AUTHOR, musician, vocalist and broad/% caster, that's Verl Bratton, executive
-L A. vice president and general manager of
WKTY La Crosse, Wis., who this month is
celebrating his 25th year in radio.
At 44, Mr. Bratton is one of the youngest
members of the Radio Pioneers.
In addition to the above attributes, Mr.
Bratton can make the unusual claim of being
one of the few men in radio management who
is a former union official.
This occurred shortly after he was made
general manager of WREN, then in Lawrence,
now in Topeka, Kan. Mr. Bratton was approached by opposing factions of Local 512,
American Federation of Musicians, with the
unanimous request that he accept the presidency of the local.
Such an arrangement, they said, would "provide the only unbiased leadership" agreeable
to the otherwise dispute-laden membership.
Mr. Bratton, while a former practicing musician, had not taken part in union activities
for years, but he accepted the presidency, and
was re-elected to the post five times.
Most of Mr. Bratton's life has been spent
in Kansas, his native state. He was born April
18, 1907, in Lawrence, and attended grammar
and high schools there. He has a middle name,
DeChrista, but he hasn't used it, or a middle
initial, for a quarter of a century.
He and his brother, Karl, sang professionally
even while in junior high school. Later they
appeared on stages throughout the southwest,
touring in a Model T. Verl handled the guitarplaying half of the team. Karl is now director
of the U. of New Hampshire's School of Music.
Studying liberal arts at the U. of Kansas,
Mr. Bratton also managed to continue his
singing over WREN. In 1929, radio took him
to Hollywood. There, on the music staff of
KFWB Los Angeles, he worked with such
entertainers as the Boswell Sisters and Tom
Breneman.
While singing over the radio, he became
more and more interested in the management
side of broadcasting. He finally decided to
make it his business career, and in 1932 he
returned to WREN as an announcer, determined to learn broadcasting thoroughly.
He filled such posts as news editor, chief
announcer, program director, salesman and
sales manager, all of which resulted in his
appointment as the station's general manager
in April 1932. In 1933, he was graduated from
the U. of Kansas, with a B.M.E. degree.
Joining the Lee Syndicate for radio stations
(Continued on page 50)
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WHILE
THEY
WORK

The habit of listening is a natural outlet for
the women

of the Southwest.

More

than a

million of them tune in Gloria Swanson, Julie
Benell and Mary

Margaret McBride

before

making out their shopping lists!
A sales message on foods, cleaning products
or toiletries falls on an attentive ear if heard
while the listener is doing her housework

or

giving herself a facial!
When

the top-three homemaking

commenta-

tors in radio tell it they sell it on WFAA!
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Respects
(Continued from page 48)
and newspapers in 1949, Mr. Bratton was elected vice president and
general manager of WKTY at the
time of its purchase by the
La Crosse Tribune two years ago.
During the two years the station
has been under his management,
Mr. Bratton has eliminated much
of the overwhelming hill-billy flavor
which once characterized its program structure.
A firm exponent of block or
"patterned" programming and detailed promotional and merchandising services to advertisers, Mr.
Bratton substantiates his beliefs
by pointing to the 205% audience
gain for his station in less than
two years.
Stresses Local Service
"We've gone in heavily for community service, too," Mr. Bratton
says. "Not just in La Crosse, but
in towns and villages throughout
our basic coverage area. And on
580 kc (with 1 kw), a station has
lots of basic coverage."
WKTY special events crews
scour the area with portable tape
equipment to make pickups flavored
for a community appeal.
"It's community service on this
level that brings in new listeners
and cements the loyalty of regulars," Mr. Bratton says. "It's no
wonder that town and rural authorities throughout our area telephone

our station when winter blizzards
close classrooms. We get such
emergency information on the air
'right now' and often, and it pays
off well in listener loyalty that
gives radio real responsibility . . .
and something solid to sell."
Although Mr. Bratton is quite
happy in the management end of
broadcasting, there is still a touch
of show business nostalgia in his
heart. He is an amateur song
writer, and can still draw a passable tune from a piano, guitar,
harp.
banjo, mandolin, clarinet and vibraThat side now, however, only
shows itself socially, and frequently at his home. Mr. Bratton
married his hometown sweetheart,
the former Esther Kuhn, 17 years
ago. With her, he shares an intense interest in home movies.
He is an active Kiwanian, a
member of the Elks, Phi Mu Alpha
and still finds time to take part in
civic affairs.
To self-appointed critics prone
to carp at the alleged "lousy"
radio programs supposedly occupying the air these days, Mr. Bratton offers this comment: "A 'lousy'
program is one that you yourself
don't like. It may conceivably bring
a bit of added pleasure into the
lives of many of its listeners; and
if it does, it can't be all bad
whether it's a gang of hill-billies or
a gang of opera singers!
"If broadcasting can accomplish
no more than to help dispel some
of our everyday worries, it would
still be worth every bit of effort."

CIVIL DEFENSE

ROLE
FCDA

THE

ROLE of broadcasting stations in the operating procedure
of civil defense control centers is
touched on in a manual prepared
by the Federal Civil Defense Administration for the guidance of
state authorities.
A model layout suggests that
each control center transmitter be
supplemented with special receivequipment
to warnings
receive subaudible ing
radio
attack
piped
through regular broadcast stations.
A second function would be to
monitor the transmissions of local
stations.
"It is expected that broadcasting stations will be grouped and
transmit the same program, so
monitoring will be relatively
simple," taneous
FCDAtransmission
observed.
of the Simulsame
program, involving a number of
stations, is part of the joint FCCAir Force operational plan outlined to broadcasters earlier this
year [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 23, March 26].
Under the proposal drafted by
FIDELITY

SYSTEM

Describes Radio's Functior

the Dept. of Defense over recen |
years, local civil defense personne 1
would be alerted to imminent aiij
attack through coded signals trans I
mitted, without the knowledge o:t
station personnel, over radio facil !
ities.
"Unless rapid, effective coma
munication is maintained within
local civil defense organizations]
and with state and federal author!
ities, civil defense machinery wili
not be able to function properlj]
when needed," FCDA warns. ComJ
munication already has beer'
described as the "nerve system" ojj
civil defense by the President and
other top government officials.
Also included in the interhr
layout is a diagram of the munic-l
ipal control center, with mention
of
a "key
in eacn
area.
Underradio
the station"
FCC plan,
staj
tions may elect to enter the opera]
tional system with modification os
equipment.
According to the FCDA control]
center guide, six small transmitters
would be used to communicate witq
warden command posts, witn
mobile teams and with other unita
furnished by the Radio Amateua
Civil Emergency Service, foil
which
FCC designated frequencies!
last January.
FCDA hopes to issue its detailed!
communications or technical man ]
ual, spelling out broadcasting func-{
tions, later this summer. The book-1
let will implement the President's!
Master Civil Defense plan, dis-1
closed last September.

Expansion Announced
EXPANSION of the Fidelity
Broadcasting System has been announced. FBS, which began operation last February, now numbers
30 stations in Florida and Georgia.
The network, a regional system
of home-town stations, is under the
CRIME PROBES
direction of Executive Vice PresiRadio-TV Coverage Planned
dent Ralph Houston, longtime
Advertising is bought
radio sales executive. Home of- SUMMER SPONSORS
RADIO-TV probably will be carryfices and studios are in the FBS
Radio Retaining 95%
ing the Senate Crime Investigating
Committee hearings periodically
Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla.
by theEflfflof
until the unit expires Sept. 1, with
President of the corporation is ALMOST 95% of present radio
network sponsors and 87% of the!
series of "speca windup
executives who plan
possibly tacular"
Harlow Barnett Jr., of Florida's
TV network advertisers are retain-]
sessions held in New York
Barnett banking family. A continuing all or a part of their network,
City soon after Aug. 1, it was indistrategy
ing study of market areas in time
during the summer, thel
cated in Washington last week.
Florida, Georgia and Alabama is
Radio-TV coverage plans were
FACTuary published by Execu-j
being made by the Crisp & Harrison
Radio-TV Service, reported
underway as the committee opened
Adv. Agency, Jacksonville, with the tives
last week.
and tactics.
a hearing in Washington Thursday
aim of broadening coverage of the
with a shift to Atlantic City schedThe report showed complete hiahome-town radio network throughtuses by 18 of 135 network TV?
uled later in the week. The comout the south.
Printers' Ink is
sponsors and six of 116 network
mittee was to hold another hearing
Programming is on an 18-hour
radio sponsors. On basis of pro-p
in the nation's capital today (Monbasis. Rate Card No. 1 (revised)
day).
grams, 17 out of 31 vacationing TV
read by the whole
lists one hour, one time, as Class
shows are being replaced by other
It was said the New York hearA (6-10:30 p.m.), $1,650; Class B
sponsored shows, while 7 of 45
marketing group
ings would dig into links between
(7 a.m. to 6. p.m.) $1,500, and Class
vacationing radio programs are bethe criminal world and politics
C (6-7 a.m.) $1,350. These rates
ing replaced with sponsored shows.
became effective July 1.
assuring radio-TV auagain, thus
A
total
of 124 sponsored TV netdiences,
if
hearings
are
carried,
a
of advertising, manageAffiliates of FBS are listed (all
work shows and 164 sponsored rarepetition of the fare which made
Florida unless otherwise designated):
dio network programs are reguthe committee famous and a houseWRHC and WIVY Jacksonville;
ment, sales and
larly scheduled during the summer,
hold topic in the nation last March.
WJVB Jacksonville Beach; WWPF
the report said.
Policy, since the committee has Palatka; WGGG Gainesville; WFOY
agency executives
been under the chairmanship of St. Augustine; WDSR Lake City;
WNER Live Oak; WIPC Lake Wales;
Sen. Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.),
WROD Daytona; WCNH Quincy;
is to rule out commercial sponsorwho are the leading
Key West; WEAR Pensacola;
ship of the hearings. There has WFWF
WINZ Miami; WEAT Lake Worth;
V. y One
the leading
and
oldestof school*
of Radio
been no indications of any commitWTNT Tallahassee; WLOF Orlando;
tee turnabout on this point.
Technology
In
America,
offers
WLBE Leesburg; WALT Tampa;
INC.Its
TITUTES, techfarihRadioRCAandINSTelevision
trained
WSPB Sarasota; WLAK Lakeland;
dustry.
nicians to the Broadcasting InAS result of its recent all-out memWCLE Clearwater; WMMB MelAddress
bourne; WIRK W. Palm Beach;
bership drive, Academy of Television
Placementinquiries
Directorto
RCA
INSTITUTES,
INC.
WPLA
Plant
City;
WSIR
Winter
Arts & Sciences, Los Angeles, has anA Service of Radio Corporation
nounced that 374 new members repre- Haven; WPCF Panama City; WJCM
senting several phases of television
Sebring; WAYX Waycross, Ga., and
360 W. 4th St..
New fork 14, N. T.
of America
industry have joined organization.
WMOG, Brunswick, Ga.
• Telecasting
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ALL

ADVERTISERS

The thirteen Petry TV stations are your ideal package.
sttle Goes
)ourt
64

Spread from one Coast to the other, from New England
to the heart of Texas — they let you use TV
in almost every section of the country
,
.. .
under
different conditions.

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV

And all of these stations do an outstanding job
hes Global

of programming locally for local televiewing tastes.

System
65

They all have availabilities suited to your

Atlanta
Baltimore

WNAC-TV

Boston

WFAA-TV

Dallas

KPRC-TV

Houston

KFI-TV
Los Angeles
.....
_
WHAS-TV
Louisville

particular product and marketing problem.
H
K
yK

KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville

et Cour
arkets
74

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAS-TV . . . .San Antonio
KOTV
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Tulsa
BY

about

With this and
fascinating
childhood,
Bowermaster

many other
stories of
Mrs. Paul
of the Lan-

caster Free Public Library thrills thousands
of children Thursday afternoons at 5:15.
During this show, the library-book stories
are enlivened by slides of illustrations taken
from the books. Frequently, too, Librarian
Ernest Doershuch appears on the show to
explain to children and adults how the
Public Library can be used and enjoyed.
The mail pull has been gratifying.

In ad-

Peter

Platypus

. • .

dition, another result has been the greatly
increased attendance at the Library storytelling hour every Saturday morning, since
the inception of the program.
With this, and other community service
programs, WGAL-TV strives to broaden,
enrich and enliven the daily lives of the
people who live in the communities it serves.

WGALT

V

LANCASTER,
PENNA.
A STEINMAN STATION
• Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
NBC
TV Affiliate

WGAL
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Order
OPPOSITION TO DuMONT
K 67 Radio Voice of N. H., Mantester; K 128 WKNE. Keene, N. H.;
it 117
Worcester;
126 OutCo.,WTAG,
Providence;
K 139K Travelers
jstg.
Serv.,
Hartford;
K
148
ck Bcstg., Pittsfield, Mass.; KGrey325
ampden-Hampshire
Corp., Labs.;
Holyoke.K
ass.; K 26 Bell Telephone
1 WPIX New York; K 145 NBC; K
6 A. S. Abell Co., Baltimore; K 178
earst Radio, Baltimore.
KE 262 Joint Committee on Educajnal Television; K 17 Tri-City Bcstg.,
heeling; K 119 Ft. Industry. Wheel,g; K 289 Community Bcstg., Wheelig: K 133 Greater Huntington Radio,
.mtington; K 151 Williamson Bcstg.,
illiamson, W. Va.; K 194 Crosley
;;stg., Cincinnati, Columbus, Dayton;
285 Jointly Cleveland Bcstg., United
:stg.. WGAR Bcstg., WJW.
K 286 WSTV Steubenville, Ohio; K 35
liami Valley Bcstg., Dayton; K 194
•osley Bcstg., Cincinnati, Columbus,
ivton; K 222 Radio Cincinnati, Cininati; K 229 Picture Wave, Columis. Ohio;
Ashland
Bcstg.,Mich.;
Ashnd,
Ky.; KK 66188 WJIM
Lansing,
68 WWJ-TV Detroit.
KE 51 State Bd. of Agriculture,
ichigan State College. East Lansing;
103 Ft. Industry, Toledo; K 104
irian Bcstg., Adrian, Mich.; K 254
irian Bcstg., Adrian, Mich.; K 244
ebit Corp., Flint, Mich.; K 287 Cornunity Bcstg., Toledo; KE 308 Goodwill
ation, Detroit; K 118 Fetzer Bcstg.,
alamazoo; KE 237 Music Bcstg.,
rand Rapids; K 294 Delta Bcstg. Co.,
;canaba.
K 60 Johnson-Kennedy Radio. Chigo; K 174 Balaban & Katz, Chicago;
E 259 Lake Bcstg., Gary, Ind.; K 131
CNT Centralia, 111.; K 197 Sangaon Valley Tele., Springfield, 111.; K
3 Journal Co., Milwaukee; K 208
arthwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge, Iowa;
219 Keokuk Bcstg., Keokuk, Iowa:
E 226 Iowa State College, Ames,
wa; K 281 Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids.
K 291 KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; K 322
Durier-Post Pub., Hannibal, Mo.; K
0 Lincoln Bcstg., Lincoln, Neb.; K
0 Central Williamette Bcstg., Albany,
ire.;
225 ABC,
KVOS San
Bellingham,
71,K 280
Francisco,Wash.;
Los
ngeles;
K
296
Radio
Diablo,
San FranBCO.
;K 29 Houston Post, Houston; K 4
jfkin Amusement, Beaumont, Tex.;
110 Bell Bcstg., Temple, Tex.; K
7c South
Lack'sTexas
Stores,
Victoria,
Tele.,
Houston;Tex.;
K 108K
Bd River Valley Pub., Sherman, Tex.;
190 Trinity Bcstg., Dallas; K 251
Bd River Valley Bcstg., Sherman,
ex.; K 209 Texoma Bcstg., Wichita
alls;
330 Wichtex Radio & TV,
ichitaK Falls.
K 14 International Bcstg., Shreveport,
p.;
238 Harold
Sudbury,
Blythe-K
lle,K Ark;
K 283 L.WSM
Nashville;
News-Journal, Daytona Beach; K
2 Ken-Sell Inc., West Palm Beach;
102 Ft. Industry, Miami; K 195
JNO West Palm Beach; K 220 Orndo Bcstg., Orlando.
K 73 Georgia Inst, of Tech.; K 72
'JHL Johnson
Tenn.;
62
ppalachian
Bcstg.,City,
Bristol,
Va.; KK 64
DOD Chattanooga; K 136 Tri-State
ele., Chattanooga; K 121 WPTF
aleigh, N. C; K 240 High Point Enrp„ High Point, N. C; K 332 City
Columbia, S. C; K 339 Palmetto
=stg., Columbia, S. C; K 256 Louis
II Peterson, Petersburg, Va.
GEOGRAPHICAL GROUPS
Counter-Proposals and Oppositions
Thereto, Plusto FCC
Support
Table& Opposition
GROUP A
COUNTER PROPOSALS
cwiston, Me.
ill. Travelers Bcstg. Serv., Hartford—
303 Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg.
2 Hartford Times. Hartford.— K155
ewiston-Auburn Bcstg.
3. Regional TV Corp., Springfield,
a>s. — K306 Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg.
4 Hampden - Hampshire Corp.
3iingfield, Mass.— K305 Lewiston-Auim Bcstg.
5. CBS, Boston,— K325 HampdenCorp.; K307 Regional TV
oranpshire
p.
brtland, Me.
5. CBS, Boston.— K325 Hampdenanpshire Corp.
u ?usta, Me.
5. CBS Boston.
Recasting

of

Appearances

FOLLOWING is the order of testimony in the event oral hearing
is held on FCC's city-by-city TV
allocation proposals [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 16].
Even if the oral hearing should
be set aside in favor of a "paper"
presentation, FCC officials last
week pointed out the list will serve
as a guide for the preparation and
presentation of the city-by-city
cases in affidavit form.
The oral hearing is scheduled to
commence July 30 if the Commission's proposal for a shortcut procedure— involving the "paper" presentation in lieu of oral testimony
— should not be adopted as a result of the pre-hearing conference
last Friday
(see story at Deadline).

For

City-by-City

The Commission's notice, made
public on Tuesday, specified that
the first party to be heard will be
Allen B. DuMont Labs., which has
proposed an alternative national
allocation plan to FCC. Following
DuMont's evidence will be the
parties who have filed opposition to
the DuMont comments.
Thereafter FCC will hear evidence from geographical groups in
the order given below. Grouping is
by location of the comments of the
respective parties, which in many
cases is not the location of the
party itself.
Comments' of some parties will
be listed in more than one group or
state.
First listed within each group are
those parties who
have filed

counterproposals to the FCC's
table of city-by-city channel assignments contained in Appendix
C of the Third Notice of Further
Rule Making (revised allocation
plan) issued in late March
[Broadcasting
March
26 et seq.]. • Telecasting,
A number has been designated
for each party within a group and
if the same party appears more
than once in the group the same
number is used. FCC explained a
party in a group will be permitted
to give all his testimony at one
time even though his name appears
more than once. However, where
a party is listed in more than one
group, testimony will be heard on
matters relating to a separate
group at different times, the notice
said.
Those parties who have filed oppositio?is to the counter-proposals
of certain parties are listed directly following the name of the
party against whose counterproposal the opposition is directed.
A code of K or KE, plus a number,
precedes and identifies each opposition. K identifies all oppositions
excepting those pertaining to educational reservation, while KE pertains solely to the latter.
After each counter-proposal and
opposition thereto are listed those
comments which support the assignment table proposed by FCC.
At the end of this large listing
will be found a separate listing of
the oppositions to counter-proposals, given in order by respective
code identification.

Orono, Me.
5. CBS, Boston.
Calais, Me.
5. CBS, Corp.
Boston— K325 HampdenHampshire
Lewiston, Me., Montpelier, Vt.
6. Greylock Bcstg. Pittsfield, Mass. —
K304 Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Orono, Me.
9. University of Maine.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Hanover, N. H., Rochester, Concord.
7. Dartmouth College Hanover, N.H.
— K124 Mid-Hudson Bcstg.
Manchester, N.H., Berlin, Rochester.
8. Matheson
Radio, Boston. — K3
Grandview Inc., Manchester, N. H.;
K67 Radio Voice of N. H.
Manchester, N. H.
of 5.N. CBS,
H. Boston.— K67 Radio Voice
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Manchester, N. H.
10. Grandview Inc.
Durham, N. H.
11. U. of N. H.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Montpelier, Vt.
1. Travelers Bcstg Serv., Hartford.
2. Hartford Times, Hartford.
3.
Mass. Regional TV Corp., Springfield,
4. Hampden - Hampshire Corp.,
Springfield, Mass.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Burlington, Vt.
12. U. of Vt. & State Agricultural
College.
GROUP B
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Boston, Springfield, Worcester, New
Bedford, Fall River, Barnstable, Brockton.
1. Matheson Radio, Boston. — K117
WTAG;
Hartford. K139 Travelers Bcstg. Serv.,

Brockton, Mass., Boston.
Enterprise
K452. Cowles
Bcstg.Pub.
Co.;Co.,
K177Brockton.
Matheson—
Radio.
Boston
3. CBS, Boston— K117 WTAG; K141
WPIX; K307 Regional TV Corp.
Springfield-Holyoke
4. Regional
Corp.,Serv.
Springfield.
K139
Travelers TVBcstg.
Hartford.—
5. Hampden - Hampshire Corp.
Springfield-Hoyloke.
K117Hartford.;
WTAG;
K139
Travelers Bcstg — Serv.
K148 WBRK -Grey lock Bcstg.; K307
Regional TV Corp.
Worcester, Mass.
6. WTAG — K139 Travelers Bcstg.
Serv., shire
Hartford;
K325 Hampden-HampCorp.
Lowell, Mass., Springfield, Brockton.
7. Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H.
Pittsfield, Mass., New London, Conn.
8. Greylock Bcstg., Pittsfield, Mass.
— K15 Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester; K307 Regional TV Corp.; K313
Buffalo Courier den-HExpress;
K325 Hampampshire Corp.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Boston.
11. Lowell Inst. Co-op Bcstg. CounFranklin Technical Institute.
cil.12.
13. Emerson College.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Providence, R. I.
9. Travelers Bcstg. Serv. Hartford.
—Hampshire
K126 Outlet
Corp. Co.; K325 Hampden1. Matheson
Radio, Boston. — K126
Outlet
Co.
5. Hampden - Hampshire Corp.
Springfield, Mass.— K126 Outlet Co.
6. WTAG, Worcester, Mass.— K126
Outlet Co.; K139 Travelers Bcstg.
Serv., Hartford;
K325 Hampden-Hampshire Corp.
3. CBS, Boston — K126 Outlet Co.;
Corp. WPIX; K325 Hampden-Hampshire
K141
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Hearing
Providence SUPPORTS F.C.C.
14. Superintendent
15
Catholic
School System;of 16SchoolsR. I. State
Dept. of Educ; 17 R. I. School for DeafBible I;Inst.;
College.
i?.,RCollege20 ofProvidence
Educ; 19 Providence
21. Cherry & Webb Bcstg. — K117
WTAG;
K139 Travelers Bcstg Serv
Corp.
Hartford; K325 Hampden-Hampshire
22. Brown
U.— K336 Travelers Bcstg
Hartford.
Serv.,
23. Outlet Co.— K139 Travelers Bcstg.
Serv., eHartford
Hampshir
Corp. ; K325 HampdenCOUNTER PROPOSALS
Hartford, New London.
Serv., Hartford
—^
K117 travelers
WTAG; Bcstg.
K148 WBRK— Greylock
Bcstg.;
K307
Regional
K325 Hampden-Hampshire TV Corp •
Hartford, New Hav»n, New Corp.
London
10. WAVZ
Hartford New Times,
Hartford
K142
Haven;
K164
eson Radio, Boston; K?07 RegionalMathTV
Corp.; K325 Hampden-Hampshir
e Corp
Storrs, Conn., Hartford.
1. Matheson Radio, Boston
New London, Conn.
4.
Mass. Regional TV Corp., Springfield,
5. Hampden Springfield, Mass. Hampshire Corp
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Storrs, Conn.
24. U. of Conn.
Hartford.
25. London.
State Dept. of Educ.
New
26 Thames Bcstg.— K139 Travelers
Bcstg. Serv^ Hartford; K307 Regional
TV Corp.; K325 Hampden - Hampshire
New Haven.
27. Conn. Radio Foundation.
ers Bcstg. Serv., Hartford.
GROUP
or. c EJm oCity
Bcstg.—C K139 TravelCOUNTER PROPOSALS
Buffaloeepsie
, Rochester, New York, Malone
Poughk
1- u- °fBcstrs;
State Kof 333
N. Y.—
K 124County
MidHudson
North
N. Y.
Bcstg, Malone,
Syracuse
2. WAGE
a Radio Bcstg.
Syracuse— K &91 Onondag
Clark Assoc.,
Binghamton;
K
201
Brockw
ay
Buffalo, Niagara Falls Co., Watertown.
3. Buffalo Courier Express WGR
WKBW. Buffalo
Corning, N. Y. -K 276 Corning Leader
Albany, Watertown, Schenectady, Troy
4. Meredit
Troy
Bcstg. h Champlain Tel.— K 19S
Troy, Oneonta
5- Tro.y
Bcstg.— K 273 Meredith
Champlai
n Tel.
Binghamton
n Bcstrs.— K 70 ABCK 6-207Binghamto
Buffalo
Courier-Ex
press; K 278
Meredith
Syracuse
Tel., Syracuse.
Watertown
7. Brockway Co.
Kingston
Corning
8. Kingston Bcstg.

9. Corning
K 235 Buffalo
Courier-Express,Leader—
Buffalo; K 278 Meredith Syracuse Tel.,
Syracuse.
Ithaca,
Falls , Rochester, Syracuse.
Niagara Buffalo
10. Cornell U., Ithaca,—
WBRK
—Greylock Bcstg.; K K170148 Buffalo
Courier-E
xpress,
WGR
&
WKBWK
201
Buffalo. Co., Watertown; K 202
WBENBrockway
Syracuse, Rochester
11. Greylock Bcstg. Co.. Pittsfield,
Mass.— K 15 Stromberg-Carlso
n Co
Rochester; K 313 Buffalo Courier-E
xpress,
Albany, N.Buffalo.
Y.
12. CBS— K 139 Travelers Bcstg.
Corp.
Serv., shire
Hartford;
K 325 Hampden-HampOPPOSES F.C.C.
New York
13. Hearst Radio, Baltimore.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Rochester
14. U. of Rochester; 15 Rochester
Inst,
of Tech.; 16 Rochester Board of
Lduc;
17 Veterans Bcstg.; 18 WHEC
Syracuse
19. LeMoyne College.
20. Syracuse U.
(Continued on page 54.)
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Hearing Appearances
(Continued from page 53)
Niagara Falls
21. Niagara Falls Gazette Pub.
Albany
22. College of St. Rose.
Troy
23. Troy Lions Club..
Buffalo
24. N. Y. State College for Teachers.
25. DYouville College.
Albany
26. State U. of N. Y.
Buffalo
27. Supt. of Schools.
28. Board of Educ; U. of Buffalo,
Canisius College.
New York
29. New School for Social Research;
30. Fordham U. and WFUV (FM>;
■ 31. N. Y. U.; 32. Board of Educ; 33.
College of City of N. Y.; 34. Barnard
College cation
(Columbia
Foundation. U.); 35. Child EduAlbany - Schenectady - Troy, Binghamton,
Syracuse,
1. Ithaca,
U. of State
of N, Utica-Rome
Y.
GROUP D
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Trenton, N.J., Atlantic City, New
Brunswick, Paterson
1. State Dept. of Educ. — K 213 Chanticleer Bstg.; K 282 Neptune Bcstg.,
Atlantic City; K 292 Trent Bcstg.
Newark, N. J.
2. Bremer Bcstg.— K 141 WPIX.
Jersey City, N. J.
3. N. J. Audio Visual Educ. Assn.
New
Brunswick,U. N. J. 4. Rutgers
Newark, N. J.
5. Board of Educ.
Princeton, N. J.
6. Princeton XJ.
New Brunswick, N. J.
7. Chanticleer Bcstg.
OPPOSITION TO F.C.C.
Newark, N. J.
8. Hearst Radio, Baltimore.
GROUP E
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Lancaster, Pa.
1. Peoples Bcstg. — K 182 WGAL.
Philadelphia
2. Penna. Bcstg. — K 87 Clark Assoc.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Read'ng. Pa., Lebanon
3. Eastern
Radio, Reading — K 162
Lebanon
Bcstg.
Philadelphia
4. Chamber of Commerce — K 55 Binghamton Bcstrs., Binghamton, N. Y.;
K 84 Peoples Bcstg. Co., Lancaster,
Pa.: K 150 WJZ-TV WDEL WMAL-TV;
K 257 Clark Assoc., Binghamton, N. Y.
5. tonDaily
Tele. — K N.
55 BinghamBcstrs.,News
Binghamton,
Y,; K 84
Peonies Bests.. Lancaster, Pa.; K 150
WJZ-TV
Clsrk AssocWDEL WMAL-TV; K 312
6. City of Phila. — K 55 Binghamton
Bcstrs.. Binghamton, N. Y.; K 84 Peoples Bcstg., Lancaster; K 150 WJZ-TV
WDEL WMAL-TV; K 311 Clark Assoc.
7. Penna. Bcstg. — K 55 Binghamton
Bcstrs., Binghamton, N. Y.; K 84 Peojef pies
Bcstg., Lancaster,
Pa.; K 145 NBC.
Harrisburg,
Pa.
8. Patriot-News Co.
Pottsville, Pa.
9. City of Pottsville et al.
V Wilmington, Del.
7. Penna. Bcstg., Phila.; K 200 Elm
City Bcstg.
4.. Chamber of Commerce, Phila.—
K 150 WJZ-TV WDEL WMAL-TV; K
200 Elm City Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Wilmington, Del.
12.
Pub. Schools.
13. Wilmington
WDEL.
State College, Pa.
14. Penna. State College.
Philadelphia, Pa.
15. Board of Educ.
16. Franklin Inst.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Scranton. Pa.
10. Scranton Times.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Scranton, Pa.
17. Appalachian Co.
18. School Dist. of Scranton.
OPPOSITION TO F.C.C.
Wilmington, Del.
11. Hearst Radio, Baltimore — K 150
WJZ-TV WDEL WMAL-TV..
GROUP F
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Washington, D. C.
1. U. S. Conf. of Mayors.
OPPOSES F.C.C.
Baltimore
2. Hearst Radio.
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SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Baltimore
3. City of Baltimore.
4. Goucher College.
Washington
5. Archdiocese of Washington; 6.
Howard U.; 7. George Washington U.;
8. American U.
GROUP G
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Washington, Pa., Wheeling, W. Va.
1. Washington Bcstg., Washington,
Pa.— K 40 Tri-City Bcstg.; K 123 The
Fort Industry Co.; K 179 WCAE; K 286
WSTV; K 289 Community Bcstg; K 324
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Wheeling, W. Va.
2. Westinghouse Radio Stations — K
37 Ft. Industry; K 39 Tri-City Bcstg;
K 194 Crosley Bcstg.; K 286 WSTV;
K 289 Community Bcstg.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Wheeling, W. Va.,
Washington, Pa.
3. WCAE, Pittsburgh— K 37 Ft. Industry; K 42 Tri-City Bcstg.; K 73
WBVP: K 285 Cleveland Bcstg, etc.; K
286 WSTV; K 289 Community Bcstg.
Inc.; K 324 Pittsburgh Radio Supply
House.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Wheeling, W. Va.
4. Allegheny Bcstg. — K 37 Ft. Industry; K 99 Tri-City Bcstg.; K 194
Crosley Bcstg.; K 286 WSTV; K 289
Community Bcstg.
5. Pittsburgh Radio Supply House — ■
K 37 Ft. Industry; K 43 Tri-City Bcstg.;
K 73 WBVP; K 285 Cleveland Bcstg.
etc.; K 286 WSTV; K 289 Community
Bcstg: K 194 Crosley Bcstg.
6. Chamber of Commerce, Pittsburgh.
Pittsburgh
7. WWSW— K 194 Crosley Bcstg.
8. WGAR WERE WHK WJW Cleveland—K 73 WBVP: K 165 WCAE; K 324
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
Altoona, Pa.
9. Gable Bcstg.
Bi"3 ddock PA
*
10. Matta K 'Bcstg.
— K Bcstg.;
24 WWSW
Pittsburgh;
194 Crosley
K 324
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
11. Tri-City Bcstg., McKeesport, Pa.
— K 25 WWSW Pittsburgh; K 169
WCAE; K 324 Pittsburgh Radio Supply
House.
Beaver Falls, Pa.
12. WBVP— K 185 WCAE Pittsburgh;
K285 Cleveland Bcstg., etc.; K 324
Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Pittsburgh
15. Board of Educ: 16. Mount Mercy
College: U.;
17. U.19.of Carnegie
Pittsburgh;Inst.;
18. Duauesne
20.
Catholic School Board; 21. Pa. College
for Women; 22. State Teachers College, Slippery Rock, Pa.; 23. Thiel College, Greenville. Pa.; 24. Geneva College, Beaver Falls, Pa.; 25. State Teachers College, Edinboro, Pa.; 26. St. Vincent College, Latrobe, Pa.; 27. Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pa.:
28. State Teachers College. California,
Pa,: -29. W. & J. College, Washington,
Pa.: 30. Waynesburg College. Waynesburg, Pa.; 31. City Council, Pittsburgh.
Wheeling, W. Va.
32. Ft. Industry— K 286 WSTV; K
324 Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
33. Ohio County Board of Educ.
34. Board of Trade, Bellaire, Ohio.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
DuBois. Pa.
8. WGAR WERE WJW WHK Cleveland— K 109 Tri-County Bcstg, Co. K
324 Pittsburgh Radio Supply House.
Wheeling, W. Va.
13. WSTV Steubenville, Ohio — K 41
Tri-City Bcstg. Co.: K 122 Ft. Industry;
K 167 WCAE: K 324 Pittsburgh Radio
Supply House.
Washington, Pa.
14. L. B. Wilson Inc., Cincinnati.
GROUP H
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Erie, Pa.
1. Presque Isle Bcstg.— K 215 Dispatch Inc. Oil City
Erie, Pa.,
2. Erie Tele.
Lock Haven, Pa.
3. Lock Haven Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Erie, Pa.
4. St. John Kanty Prep.
GROUP I
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Beckley, W. Va.
1. JoeBcstg.
L. Smith Jr.— K 264 WinstonSalem
Huntington, W. Va.
2. WSAZ— K 133 Greater Huntington
Radio.
Princeton, W. Va.
3. Daily Telegraph Printing, Blue-

Bcstg.
field, W. Va.— K 264 Winston-Salem
Clarksburg, W. Va.
4. L. B. Wilson Inc., Cincinnati —
K 158 Scripps-Howard.
State U.,Bcstg.,
Columbus,
Ohio —
K 5.30Ohio
Clarksburg
Clarksburg,
W. Va.; K 134 Greater Huntington Radio: K 140 William H. Block Co., Indianapolis; K 146 Radio Indianapolis;
K 191 Ohio Valley Bcstg., Clarksburg,
W. Va.; K 222 Radio Cincinnati, Cincin ati; K 315 Radio Indianapolis.
6. S.Ohio.
E. Ohio Bcstg. System, Zanesville,
Huntington,
W. Va., Charleston,
Clarksburg
7. Shenandoah Valley Bcstg., Harrisonburg, Va.— K 133 Greater Huntington Radio; K 191 Ohio Valley Bcstg.,
Clarksburg,
Va.; K 222 Radio Cincinnati, W.
Cincinnati.
Huntington, W. Va.
4. L. B. Wilson Inc., Cincinnati —
K 133 Greater Huntington Radio; K 222
Radio Cincinnati, Cincinnati.
5. Ohio State U., Columbus, Ohio —
K 134 Greater Huntington Radio: K 30
Clarksburg Bcstg., Clarksburg, W. Va.;
K 140 William H. Block Co., Indianapolis; K 146 Radio Indianapolis; K 191
Ohio Valley Bcstg., Clarksburg, W. Va.;
K 222 Radio Cincinnati, Cincinnati; K
315 Radio Indianapolis.
Cumberland, Md.
StateIndianapolis:
U., Columbus,
146Ohio
Radio
K 222Ohio—
RadioK
Cincinnati, Cincinnati; K 315 Radio Indianapolis; K 140 William H. Block Co.,
Indianapolis.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Morgantown, W. Va.
8. W. Va. U.
Huntington, W. Va.
9. Marshall College.
Charleston, W. Va.
10. Kanawha County Schools.
11. Morris Harvey College.
Williamson, w. Va.
12. Williamson Bcstg.
GROUP J
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Cleveland, Ohio
1. WERE WHK WJW WGAR. Cleveland,Bcstg.
Ohio— K 243 Trebit; K 109 TriCounty
Akron, Ohio
2. Wooster Republican, Wooster,
Ohio; K 74 Bd. of Educ. Akron City
School Dist., Akron. Ohio; K 132 Summit Radio Corp., Sherry, Ohio.
Massillon, Ohio, Marion, O., Gallipolis,
Findlay, Lorain, Lexington, Ky.
1. WERE
land, Ohio. WHK WJW WGAR Cleve3. WIBC, Indianapolis, Ind.
Steubenville
4. WSTV, (Valley Bcstg.)— K 41 TriCity Bcstg.; K 122 Ft. Industry; K 167
WCAE; K 324 Pittsburgh Radio Supply
House.
Wooster
5. Wooster Republican— K 74 Bd. of
Educ, Akron City Schl Dist., Akron,
Ohio; K 132 Summit Radio, Sherry,
Ohio.
Sandusky
1. WERE WHK WJW WGAR
Youngstown
6.
Vindicator
Lexington,
Ky. Printing Co.
7. ton,U.Ky. of Ky.— K 337 ABC, LexingSteubenville, O.
8. L. B. Wilson, Cincinnati— K 185
WCAE.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Cleveland
9. NBC.
10. Empire Coil Co.
11. Public Schools.
Warren. Ohio
12. Warren Tribune R. S.
Akron
13. U, of Akron.
Akron
14. Board of Educ; 15. Kent State
U., Kent, Ohio.
GROUP K
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Cincinnati
1. L .B. Wilson Inc.— K 140 William
H. Block Co., Indianapolis: K 222 Radio
Cincinnati; K 236 Wabash Valley
Bcstg.; K 241 WHAS Louisville; K 315
Radio Indianapolis.
2. Ohio State U., Columbus— K 146
Radio Indianapolis; cin Kati. . . 222 Radio CinCincinnati, Zanesville
3. S.Valley
E. Ohio
System—W.K Va.;
191
Ohio
Bcstg.,Bcstg.
Clarksburg,
K 222 Radio Cincinnati.
4. Shenandoah Valley Bcstg., HarColumbus risonburg, Va. — K 222 Radio Cincinnati,
2. Ohio State U.— K 27 Universal
Bcstg.: K 134 Greater Huntington Radio; K 140dianapolWilliam
Block
Co., Inis; K 146 Radio
Indianapolis;
K 194 Crosley Bcstg.; K 222 Radio
Cincinnati: K 315 Radio Indianapolis.

Bellefontaine, Ohio
5. WCAE
Pittsburgh— K 285 Clevc
land
Bcstg. etc.
Hamilton-Middletown, Ohio
5. WCAE Pittsburgh.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Cincinnati
6. City of Cincinnati; 7. Public Sehoo
System.
Dayton
8. WHIO-TV: 9. U. of Dayton; 10
City
Commission.
Columbus
11. Public Schools.
Oxford, Ohio
12. Miami U.
GROUP L
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Louisville
1. Radio Kentucky.
2. Mid-American Bcstg.
3.
L. B. Louisville.
Wilson Inc., Cincinnati — K
241 WHAS
4. So. 111.
Carbondale,
111.— K 141
William
H. U.,Block
Co., Indianapolis
K 241 WHAS Louisville.
5. S. E. Ohio Bcstg. System, Zanes
ville, Ohio.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Louisville
6. WHAS; 7. Nazareth College; 8. So
Baptist
Seminary; 9. Louisville
Bcstg. Theol.
Presbyt.
Seminary; 10. Louisville Fre<
Pub,
Library;
Danville, Ky 11. Shenandoah Valley
12. Centre
Paducah,
Ky. College of Ky.
13. So. 111. Ky.
U., Carbondale.
Middlesboro,
14. Spartan Radiocstg., Spartanburg
S, C.
GROUP M
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Owensboro, Ky.
1. Owensboro-On-the-Air Inc. — K 14(
William H. Block Co., Indianapolis.
Evansville, Ind.
2. WQUA
Moline, 111.—
K 69 Evans
ville
Tel., Evansville,
3. Evansville
C. of C.Ind.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Evansville, Ind.
Bcstg.
4. Evansville College; 5. So. Centra
GROUP N
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Indianapolis
1. Ohio State U., Columbus, Ohio
K 27 Universal Bcstg.; K 140 Williarr
H. Block Co.; K 146 Radio Indianapolis
K 191 Ohio Valley Bcstg., Clarksburg
W, Va.; K 194 Crosley Bcstg.; K 22:
Radio Cincinnati: K 290 Indianapoli
Bcstg.; K 315 Radio Indianapolis.
2. Universal Bcstg.
3.
WIBC— K 194Bcstg.
Crosley Bcstg.
4. Indianapolis
5. Radio Indianapolis.
L. B, Wilson
— £.
1306. Dispatch
PrintingInc.,Co.;Cincinnati
K 140 Wil
liam
Indianapolis;
14.'
Bcstg.
WFBM;H. Block
K 194 Co.,
Crosley
Bcstg.; KK 22:
Radio Cincinnati; K 290 Indianapoli;
7. William H. Block Co.— K 130 Dis
patch Printing.
8. So,
U., Co..
Carbondale—
K 140K Wil16
liam
H. 111.
Block
Indianapolis:
Bcstg.
WFBM Indianapolis; K 194 Crosle;
9. CBS— K 27 Universal Bcstg.; K 141
William H. Block Co., Indianapolis
KBcstg.
146 Radio Indianapolis: K 166 WCAE
K 194 Crosley Bcstg.; K 290 Indianapoli
Terre Haute, Ind.
3. WIBC
Valley
Bcstg,Indianapolis— K 236 Wabasi
10. Logansport Bcstg., Logansport
Ind.;
Owensboro-On-the-Air. Owens
Bcstg.
boro,
Ky.— K 140
H. BlockValle;
Co.
Indianapolis;
K William
236 Wabash
H. Block
IndianapolisK 7.236Wm.Wabash
ValleyCo..Bcstg.
8, So. 111. U., Carbondale.
L. B. Cincinnati.
Wilson Inc., Cincinnati — I2226. Radio
Bloomington, Ind.
3. WIBC Indianapolis.
8. So. Gary,
111. U., Ind.
Carbondale— K 259 Lak.
Bcstg.,
6. L. B. Wilson Inc.. Cincinnati.
Connersville, Kokomo. Marion, Ind.
5. Radio Indianapolis.
Muncie, Connersville, Ind.
6. L. B. Wilson Inc.— K 146, K 31
Radio Indianapolis.
9. CBS— K 146, K 315 Radio Indian 1

apolis.
Telecasting
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iogansport, Ind.
2. WGRD Grand Rapids— K 8 Green
3 WIBC Indianapolis.
Bay Newspaper Co.; K 157 ScrippsHoward; K 186 Hearst Radio, Mil!l0. Logansport Best. Corp.; Owenswauke ; K 308 WJR; K 326 Milwaukee
ioro-on-the-Air. Owensboro, Ky. — K Bcstg.
Mich. State College; K 140 William
Ludington,
Mich.
. Block Co., Indianapolis; K 308 WJR.
3. WJR Detroit.
incennes, Ind.
Cadillac,
Mich.
3. WIBC Indianapolis,
3. WJR Detroit.
ort Wayne, Ind.
Cadillac, Calumet, Essexville, Hancock,
Marquette, Traverse City, Mich.
fll.194Ind.Crosley
Tech. Bcstg.;
College—K K 237
145 Music
NBC;
4. Delta
:stg., Grand Rapids, Mich,
Music
Bcstg.,Bcstg.,
Grand Escanaba—
Rapids. K 237
Traverse City, Mich.
iuncie, Ind.
2. WGRD Grand Rapids.
13. Ball State Teachers College and
5. Booth Radio Stations, Detroit.
;hool City of Muncie.
6. Saginaw Bcstg.— K 138 Booth
uncie, Anderson, Ind.
Saginaw,
Midland,
Mich.K 308 WJR.
12. WCAE Pittsburgh.
Radio & TV
Stations;
Traverse City, Mich.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
7. Bay Bcstg.,
City—Bcstg.,
K 12 Grand
WJIM
tdianapolis
Lansing;
K 237 Bay
Music
|14. Ind. Central College,
Rapids.
juth Bend
Alpena,
5. BoothMich.Radio Stations, Detroit.
15. U. of Notre Dame.
Escanaba, Mich.
iFayette
4. Delta Bcstg., Escanaba— K 237
16. Purdue U.
Music Bcstg., Grand Rapids.
?rre Haute
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
1 17. Ind. State Teachers College,
Sault St. Marie, Mich.
iehigan City
8. Public Schools.
18. W. H. C, Higgins.
GROUP Q
loomington
19 Ind. U.; 20. Sarkes Tarzian Inc.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
GROUP O
Gary,
Ind. of School Trustees; 2. Lake
1. Board
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Bcstg.
Chicago
"ay
City, Mich.
1. Board of School Trustees, Gary,
1. Board
of Educ, Detroit— K 138
Doth Radio & TV Stations; K 115 Ind. — K 60 Johnson Kennedy Radio.
iledo Blade; K 9 Maumee Valley
2.
Lake Bcstg., Gary Ind.— K 60
:stg., Toledo.
Johnson-Kennedy Radio.
2. Bay Bcstg., Bay City— K 12 WJIM
3.
L.
Wilson Inc., Cincinnati — K
222 RadioB. Cincinnati.
ansing;
Scripps-Howard,
4. Northwestern U.
nd;
K K237156Music
Bcstg. Co., CleveGrand
5. CBS— K 140 William H. Block Co.,
apids.
3. Public
Bay City— K 138 Indianapolis Ind.; K 146 Radio IndiDoth
Radio Schools,
& TV Stations,
anapolis; K 154 Booth Radio & TV
Stations; K 194 Crosley Bcstg.: K 259
int, Mich.
Lake Bcstg., Gary, Ind.; K 290 Indi4.
Trebit
Corp.,
Flint,
Mich.—
K
49
anapolis Milwaukee
Bcstg.; K 315 Radio
ich. State College; K 175 Trebit
olis; K 326
Bcstg.Indianap3rp.; K 308 WJR.
Ind.
5. Board of Educ, Detroit— K 9 Bloomington,
5. CBS— K 7 Black Hawk Bcstg.,
aumee Valley Bcstg., Toledo; K 105
drian Bcstg., Adrian, Mich.; K 115 Waterloo,m.Iowa.
Dledo Blade: K 138 Booth Radio & Urbana,
3. L. B. Wilson Inc.— K 260 U. of 111.,
V Stations; K 310 Trebit Corp., Flint. Urbana.
6.
Saginaw
Bcstg.,
Saginaw
—
K
138
6. Peoria Bcstg. — K 260 U. of 111.
Doth Radio & TV Stations.
7.ofW.111.Central Bcstg., Peoria— K 260
7. WJR Detroit.
U.
13. Public Schools Bay City,
Champaign, 111.
ansing, Mich.
8. Champaign News-Gazette — K 174
& Katz, Chicago; K 192 Daven'■Dllege;
7. WJR K Detroit—
K 50K Mich.
State Balaban
65 WJIM;
309 Trebit
port Bcstg.
Rockford, 111.
Drp,, Flint.
L. B. Wilson
8. WGRD Grand Rapids— K 216 WJIM
1273. Rockford
Bcstrs.Inc., Cincinnati — K
ansing; K 294 Delta Bcstg.
9. WQUA Moline.
9. Booth Radio Stations, Detroit —
5. CBS— K 127 Rockford Bcstrs.; K
16 WJIM Lansing.
260 U. of 111., Urbana; K 281 Gazette
• ast Lansing, Mich.
Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; K 326 Mil, 7. WJR Detroit.
waukee Bcstg.
.10.
College—K K 224
138 Trebit
Booth
DeKalb, 111.
adioMich.
& TVStateStations;
30. N. 111. State Teachers College.
Dip.; K 308 WJR.
etroit
Chicago SUPPORTS F.C.C.
7. WJR— K 228 Picture Waves. Colum10. Chicago
Public Schools; 11.
js; K 237 Music Bcstg., Grand Rapids, Board
of Education; 12. U. of Chicago;
9. Booth Radio Stations— K 16 WJIM
13.
111.
Inst,
of
Tech.; 14. Columbia
ansing, Mich. — K 184 Trebit Corp..
College; 15, George Williams College.
]lint: K 228 Picture Waves, Columbus;
Rockford, 111.
i 237 Music Bcstg., Grand Rapids.
16. Public Schools; 17. City of Rock. 5. Board of Educ, Detroit— K 9
aumee Valley Bcstg., Toledo; K 115 Urbana,ford; 18.HI.Rockford College.
uledo Blade: K 194 Crosley Bcstg.;
19. U. of 111.; 20. Public Schools.
Chicago
253 Adrian Bcstg.; K 287 Community
cstg.: K 310 Trebit Corp., Flint.
21. Balaban & Katz.
11. WERE Cleveland: 12. WHK Clevend; 13 WJW Cleveland; 14 WGAR
GROUP R
leveland.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
oldwater, Mich.
Peoria, HI.
15. Twin Valley Bcstg.— K 52 Mich,
ate College; K 130 Dispatch Printing;
1. W.
Central
197 Sanga175 Trebit Corp., Flint; K 308 WJR.
mon Valley
Tele.;Bcstg.—
K 281K Gazette
Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
oledo. Ohio
2. Peoria Bcstg. — K 192 Davenport
5. Board of Educ, Detroit— K 9 Bcstg.
aumee Valley Bcstg. Co.; K 115 Olney, Lincoln, 111.
oledo Blade; K 194 Crosley Bcstg.;
3. WIBC Indianapolis.
253 Adrian Bcstg.; K 287 Community
Centralia, 111.
«-tg.
2. Peoria
WCNTChicago.
CenSUPPORTS F.C.C.
tralia; K 174Bcstg.—
BalabanK &131Katz,
Springfield, 111.
sledo, Ohio
4. L. B. Wilson Inc., Cincinnati.
16. Community Bcstg. ;17. U. of To5. Champaign
News-Gazette
K 7
do: 18. Maumee Valley Bcstg.; 19. Black
Hawk Bcstg.,
Waterloo, — Iowa;
ity of Toledo; 20. Board of Educa.
K 174 Balaban & Katz. Chicago; K 197
, etroit
Sangamon Valley Tele. Corp.
21. Mercy College; 22. Ft. Industry
6. Urbana.
WQUA Moline, 111.— K 260 U. of
111.,
Centralia, 111.
lintp.
23. School District,
5. Champaign
WCNT
Centralia. News-Gazette — K 131
nn Arbor
6.
WQUA
Moline, 111.
24. U. of Mich.; 25. City of Ann
Quincy,
rbor.
6. WQUA111. Moline, 111.
Carbondale, 111.
GROUP P
7. Keokuk Bcstg. Co., Keokuk, la.
8. So. 111. U.— K 140 William H. Block
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Co.,
Indianapolis; K 192 Davenport
rand Rapids
Bcstg. Co.
1 WQUA Moline, 111.— K 98 Mich.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
|ate College; K 187 Hearst Radio,
111.
fi'waukee; K 223 Trebit Corp.; K 308 Peoria,
9.
Bradley
U.; 10. 111. State Normal
7JR; K 326 Milwaukee Bcstg.
elecasting
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U., Normal, 111.
Springfield,
11. Board 111.
of Educ; 12. Springfield
Jr. College; 13. Chamber of Commerce.
GROUP S
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Milwaukee
1. CBS— K 7 Black Hawk Bcstg.,
Waterloo, Iowa; K 11 WJIM Lansing,
Mich.; K 120 Central Bcstg.; K 176
Hearst Radio; K 237 Music Bcstg.,
Grand Rapids; K 326 Milwaukee Bcstg.,
Milwaukee.
2. WQUA
Moline, K 111.—
Hearst
Radio,
Milwaukee;
293 KThe187 Journal
Co.3. Milwaukee Bcstg.— K 6 WJIM;
K 120 Central Bcstg.; K 237 Music
Bcstg.: Grand Rapids.
4. Hearst
Radio;
Wis.Central
Bcstg.Bcstg.;
System—K 6 WJIM;
K 120
K 237 Music Bcstg., Grand Rapids; K
328 City of Milwaukee.
Madison
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
5. Radio Wisconsin — K 34 Monona
Bcstg.,
Madison, Wis.
Green Bay
4. Hearst Radio; Wisconsin Bcstg.
System— K 6 WJIM; K 8 Green Bay
Newspaper Co., Green Bay, Wis.
Milwaukee
Bcstg.,BayMilwaukee
K 3.6 WJIM;
K 8 Green
Newspaper— ■
Co., Green Bay, Wis.
6. Delta Bcstg. Co., Escanaba, Mich.
—Mich.
K 237 Music Bcstg., Grand Rapids,
7. Green
Newspaper
— K 237
Music
Bcstg.,BayGrand
Rapids, Co.Mich.
WGRDBavGrand
Rapids. Co.,
Mich.Green
— K
8 8.Green
Newspaper
Bay, Wis.
1. CBS — K 8 Green Bav Newspaper
Co., Green Bay, Wis.; K 11 WJIM,
Lansing, Mich.; K 326 Milwaukee
Bcstg., Milwaukee, Wis.
Wausau
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
Clintonville
8. WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich.
Iron Mountain, Mich.
9. Booth Radio Stations, Detroit.
2. WQUA
Bcstg.,
Grand Moline.
Rapids, 111.—
Mich.K 237 Music
Racine, Wis.
20. Racine Public Library, Racine
Wis.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Madison, Wis.
10. Badger Bcstg.
Milwaukee
11. Board of Vocational & Adult
Education; 12. U. of Wisconsin; 13.
Marquette U. (withdrawn); 14. Journal
Co.; 15. Public Schools; 16. City
Council.
Wausau
17. Alvin E. O'Konski.
Marinette
18. Marinette Public Schools; 19.
M & M Bcstg.
GROUP T
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Austin, Minn.
1. WQUA
Valley
Bcstg. Moline, 111.— K 239 Cedar
Rochester, Minn.
WQUA Wis.
Moline, 111.
La1. Crosse,
1. WQUA Moline, 111.
Reedsburg, Wis.
Gazette Cedar
Iowa — KE
1922.Davenport
Bcstg. Rapids,
Co.
Mankato, Minn.
3. Southern Minn. Supply, Mankato, Minn. — K 57 Independent Bcstg.,
Minneapolis; K 7 Black Hawk Bcstg.,
Waterloo, Iowa; K 208 Northwest
Bcstg., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
New Ulm, Minn.
4. KNUJCo., Cedar
New Rapids,
Ulm, Minn.—
Gazette
Iowa. K281
Minneapolis-St. Paul
5. College of St. Thomas, St. Paul,
Minn.— KE 323 City of St. Paul; KE
320 St. Paul Public Library; KE 319
St. Paul Dept. of Ed.
Eau Claire, Wis.
1. WQUA Moline, 111.
Brainerd, Minn.
3. Southern Minn. Supply, Mankato,
Minn.
Duluth, Minn., Superior, Wis.
1. WQUA Moline, 111.
Hibbing, Minn.
3.
Minn. Southern Minn. Supply. Mankato,
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
St. Paul
6. Concordia College.
7. College of Saint Catherine.
Minneapolis
8. U. of Minnesota.
9. Minneapolis Public Schools.
Eau Claire, Wis.
10. - Eau Claire State College.

GROUP U
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Keokuk, Iowa
Keokuk
Bcstg.,
Keokuk, Iowa —
KE1. 192
Davenport
Bcstg.
Chariton, Iowa
2. The Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
Des Moines, Iowa
3. Central Bcstg. Co., Des Moines,
Iowa — KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.
Bcstg., Bcstg.
Des Moines, Iowa
— 4.
KE Cowles
192 Davenport
5. Davenport Bcstg., Davenport,
Iowa— K 113 Cowles Bcstg.; K 159 Independent Bcstg.
Bcstg., Bcstg.
Des Moines, Iowa
— 6.
KE Murphy
192 Davenport
7. Independent Bcstg., Des Moines,
Iowa— K 125 Rock Island Bcstg.; KE
192 Davenport Bcstg.; K 208 Northwest
Bcstg., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Ames, Iowa
3. Central Bcstg., Des Moines, Iowa.
4. Cowles Bcstg. Co., Des Moines,
Iowa — KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.
6. Murphy Bcstg. Co., Des Moines,
Iowa — KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
2. Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
— K 7 Black Hawk Bcstg. Co., Waterloo, Iowa; KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.
8. News-Gazette, Champaign, 111.
9. WQUA Moline, 111.— K 281 Gazette
Co.,
18. Cedar
Coe Rapids,
College,Iowa.Cedar Rapids,
Iowa — K 334 American Bcstg Station,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; K 335 Gazette Co.,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
10. Peoria Cedar
Bcstg., Rapids,
Peoria, Iowa.
111.— K 281
Gazette
Atalissa, Co.,
Iowa
5. Davenport Bcstg., Davenport,
Iowa — K 113 Cowles Bcstg.
Iowa City, Iowa
5. Davenport Bcstg., Davenport,
Iowa— K 281 Gazette Co.. Cedar Rapids,
Iowa; K 298 Central Bcstg.
111. —
K 8.7 News-Gazette,
Black Hawk Champaign,
Bcstg.. Waterloo,
Iowa; K 208 Northwest Bcstg., Fort
Dodge, Iowa.
9. WQUA
111.— K 7Iowa;
Black-K
hawk
Bcstg. Moline,
Co., Waterloo,
208 Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge,
Iowa; K 218 Keokuk Bcstg., Keokuk,
Iowa; K waukee,326
Wis. Milwaukee Bcstg.; Mil10. Peoria Bcstg., Peoria, 111.
Davenport,III. Iowa, Rock Island and
Moline,
9. WQUA
enport Bcstg. Moline, 111.— KE 192 DavDubuque. Iowa
11. Telegraph-Herald, Dubuque,
Iowa — KE 60 Johnson Kennedy Radio;
K 120dentCentral
K 159 IndepenBcstg.; KEBcstg.:
192 Davenport
Bcstg.;
Bcstg. State College; K 145 NaKE 226 tionalIowa
Waterloo, Iowa
12. Black Hawk Bcstg., Waterloo,
Iowa— KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.; K 208
Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge, Iowa;
K 281 Gazette Co.. Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
9. WQUA Moline, 111.
Fort Dodge, Iowa
13. Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge,
Iowa— K 31 Mid-Continent Radio-TV,
Minneapolis:
Waterloo, Iowa.K 7 Black Hawk Bcstg.,
Mason City, Iowa
2. Gazette. Cedar Rapids, Iowa —
KE 192west Davenport
Bcstg.; Iowa.
K 208 NorthBcstg., Fort Dodge,
8.
News-Gazette,
Champaign,
111. —
K 208 Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge,
Iowa.
9. WQUA
Moline,Dodge,
111.— KIowa.
208 Northwest Bcstg., Fort
14. Southern Minn. Supply, Mankato, Minn. — K 208 Northwest Bcstg.
Co., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
12. Black Hawk Bcstg., Waterloo,
Iowa— KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.; K 208
Northwest
Sioux City, Bcstg.,
Iowa Fort Dodge, Iowa.
13. Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge,
Iowa—
K 31 Mid-Continent Radio-TV,
Minneapolis.
Independent
KE7. 192
Davenport Bcstg.,
Bcstg. Des Moines —
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Cedar
Rapids,
15. Mt.
MercvIowaCollege.
16. Ind. School District.
17. Public Schools of Cedar Rapids,
Des Moines, Iowa
19. Polk County School Dist.; 20.
City Council; 21. Des Moines Public
Schools; 22. Harlan Miller: 23. Des
Moines
Council, P.T.A.; 24. Drake U.
Davenport
25. uals,Central
Bcstg.
q.v.)
26. (Numerous letters from individSioux City, Iowa
27. City
of Sioux
Mount
Pleasant,
IowaCity et al.
28. Iowa Wesleyan College.
(Continued on page 56)
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Hearing Appearances
(Continued from page 55)
Iowa City, Iowa
29. State U. of Iowa— KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.
Ames, Iowa
30. Iowa State College.
GROUP V
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Cape Giradeau, Mo.
1. Southern 111. U., Carbondale, 111.
— KE 192 Davenport Bcstg.
Springfield, Mo.
2. WQUA Moline. 111.
Joplln, Mo.
- 3. Midland Bcstg., KCMO Bcstg.,
WHB Bcstg.; Kansas City, Mo.— K 255
Four States Bcsters., Joplin, Mo.
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
St. Louis, Mo.
2.
Moline, 111.— K 274 Pulitzer
Pub. WQUA
Co.
St. Joseph, Mo.
2. WQUA Moline, 111.— K 291 KFEQ.
3. Midland Bcstg., KCMO Bcstg.,
WHB
KFEQ. Bcstg., Kansas City, Mo.— K 291
Jefferson City, Mo.
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
Sedalia, Mo.
WQUA Moline, 111.— K 112 Milton
J. 2.Hinlein.
Kansas City, Mo.
3. Midland Bcstg., Kansas Citv, Mo.
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
4.
Mo. U. of Kansas City, Kansas City,
Mo.5. City of Kansas City, Kansas City,
3. Midland Bcstg., KCMO Bcstg.,
WHB Bcstg., Kansas City, Mo.— K 28
KFAB
Bcstg.; K 321 Courier-Post Pub.
Co.
Grandview, Mo.
3. WHB Bcstg., Midland Bcstg.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Trenton, Mo.
6. Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
—TJrookfield,
KE 192 Davenport
Bcstg.
Mo.
7. West Central Bcstg., Peoria, 111.
8. Black Hawk Bcstg., Waterloo,
Iowa.
Rirksville, Mo.
9. Peoria Bcstg., Peoria, 111.
10. News-Gazette, Champaign, 111.
7. West Central Bcstg., Peoria, 111.
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
8. Black Hawk Bcstg., Waterloo,
Iowa.
6. Gazette Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa
—Hannibal,
KE 192 Davenport
Bcstg.
Mo.
11. Keokuk Bcstg., Keokuk, Iowa —
K 23 Courier-Post Pub. Co., Hannibal,
Mo.
2. WQUA Moline, 111.
Columbia, Mo.
12. U. of Missouri— KE 221 KFRU
Columbia, Mo.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Columbia, Mo.
13. Stephens College.
St. Joseph, Mo.
14. School District.
St. Louis. Mo.
15. Public School System; 16. St.
Louis Educational Agencies; 17. Council of Catholic Men; 18. Lutheran
Synod; 19. P.T.A. Council.
Springfield, Mo.
20. Springfield Public Schools, et al.
GROUP W
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Grand Forks, N. D.
1. Southern
Minn. Supply Co., Manltato,
Minn.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Grand Forks, N. D.
8. U. of N. D.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Sioux Falls, S. D.
2. Sioux Falls College, Sioux Falls,
S. D.;S. 3.D. Augustana College, Sioux
Falls,
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Sioux Falls, S. D.
9. Midcontinent Bcstg.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
"Vermillion, S. D.
4. Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge
Iowa— K 226 Iowa State College. 5. Independent Bcstg., Des Moines, Iowa.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
"Vermillion,
10. U. of S.S. D.D.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Pierre, S. D.
6. KNUJ New Ulm, Minn.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Pierre, S. D.
11. Pierre Public Schools.
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COUNTER PROPOSALS
Watertown, S. D.
6. KNUJ New Ulm, Minn.
MitcheH, S. D.
4. Northwest Bcstg., Fort Dodge,
Iowa.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Omaha, Neb.
7. KFAB Bcstg., Omaha, Neb.—
K 230 Lincoln Bcstg., Lincoln, Neb.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Omaha, Neb.
12. School District of Omaha, Neb.;
13. Creighton U.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Lincoln, Neb.
KFAB Bcstg.
Bcstg., Omaha, Neb.— K
2307.Lincoln
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Lincoln, Neb.
14. Inland Bcstg., Lincoln, Neb.
GROUP X
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Butte, Mont.
1. Copper Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Butte, Mont.
2. Mont. State. U.
Billings, Mont.
3. City Council; 2. Mont. State U.;
4. Group Organizations in Billings.
Bozeman, Mont.
5. Mont.
State College; 2. Mont.
State
U.
Miles City, Mont.
2. Mont. State U.
Missoula, Mont.
2. Mont. State U.
Great Falls, Mont.
2. Mont. State U.; 6 Public Library.
GROUP Y
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Boulder, Col.
1. Sen. E. C. Johnson— K 183 Western Slope Bcstg., et al.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Boulder, Col.
5. U. of Col.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Denver
1. Sen. E. C. Johnson, Denver, Col. —
KE 331 Board of Educ; K 183 Western
Slope Bcstg., et al; KE 316 U. of Denver.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Denver
6.
U.
of
Denver; 11. Adult Educ.
Council.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Colorado Springs
1. Sen. E. C. Johnson, Denver, Col. —
KCraig,
183 Western
Slope Bcstg., et al.
Col.
2.
Northwestern
Col. Bcstg.
Durango, Col.
3. San Juan Bcstg.
Grand Junction, Col.
4. Western Slope Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Pueblo, Col.
7. Public Schools; 8 Jr. College.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Cheyenne, Wyo.
1. Sen. E. C. Johnson, Denver— K 183
Western
Rawlins, Slope
Wyo. Bcstg., et al.
1.
Sen.
E.
C. Johnson, Denver— K 183
Western Slope
Laramie,
Wyo. Bcstg., et al.
9. Warren M. Mallory.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Laramie, Wyo.
10. U. of Wyoming— K 338 Warren M.
Mallory.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Alliance, Neb.
1. Sen. E. C. Johnson, Denver — K 183
Western Slope Bcstg. et al.
GROUP Z
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Salt Lake City
1. Salt Lake City Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Salt Lake City
9. State Dept. of Pub. Instr.; 10 PubUtah.lic School of Salt Lake City; 11. U of
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Ogden, Utah
2. Eastern Utah Bcstg., Price, Utah—
K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
1. Salt Lake City Bcstg.
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele, Utah
— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
4. Uncompahgre Bcstg., Montrose,
Col.— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Ogden, Utah
12. Weber College; 13. Ogden Public
Schools; 14. City Board of Educ.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Provo, Utah

Utah City
Bcstg.,
Price, Utah —
K 2.231Eastern
Salt Lake
Bcstg.
1. Salt Lake City Bcstg.
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele,
Utah— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
4. Uncompahgre Bcstg., Montrose,
Col.— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Provo, Utah
15. Brigham Young U.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Price Ut3.li
2.
Eastern
Utah Bcstg.— K 231 Salt
Lake City Bcstg.
1. Salt Lake City Bcstg.
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele, Utah
— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
4. Uncompahgre
Bcstg., Montrose,
Col.— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
Logan, Utah
UtahCity
Bcstg.,
K 2.231Eastern
Salt Lake
Bcstg.Price Utah —
1. Salt Lake City Bcstg.
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele, Utah
— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
5. Utah State Ag. College.
4. Uncompahgre
Bcstg., Montrose,
Col.—
231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
Tooele,K Utah
UtahCity
Bcstg.,
K 2.231Eastern
Salt Lake
Bcstg.Price Utah—
3.
Oquirrh
Radio
&
Salt Lake City Bcstg. TV Co.— K 231
4. Uncompahgre
rose, Col.— K 231 SaltBcstg.
Lake Co.,
City MontBcstg.
St. George, Utah
2.
Eastern
Utah
Bcstg.,
Price
Utah—
K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
Wendover, Utah
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele, Utah
— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
Vernal, Utah
6. Uintah Bcstg.
Montrose, Col.
4. Uncompahgre
Lake
City Bcstg. Bcstg. — K 231 Salt
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Walsenburg, Col.
4. Uncompahgre Bcstg. Co., MontBoise, rose,
Ida.Col.— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
7.
KIDO
Boise; 8. Boise Valley
Bcstrs.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Moscow, Ida.
16. U. of Ida.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Montpelier, Ida.
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele,
Utah— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
Ely,
3. Nev.
Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele,
Utah— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.
McGill, Nev.
3. Oquirrh Radio & TV, Tooele,
Utah— K 231 Salt Lake City Bcstg,
GROUP AA
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Seattle, Wash.
1. Fisher's
Blend Station,
and
Totem
Broadcasters,
Inc., Inc.
Seattle,
Wash.— K 225 KVOS, Inc., Bellingham,
Wash.
2. Queen City Bcstg. Co., Seattle,
Wash. — K 225 KVOS, Inc., Bellingham,
Wash.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Seattle, Wash.
10. Educational Agencies of Seattle,
Seattle Pacific College, Seattle Branch
for AAUW, Seattle Public Schools,
Seattle U., Seattle Public Library,
King County School Directors Assn.,
YMCA Technical Schools, Seattle Committee on Adult Education, City Council of Seattle.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Longview, Wash.
3. Twin City Bcstg. Corp., Longview,
Wash. — K 225 KVOS Bellingham, Wash;
KBlend
147 Stations.
KING Bcstg.; K 106 Fisher's
Tacoma, Wash.
Tom Olsen,
Olympia, Wash.— K
2994. Tribune
Pub. Co.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Tacoma, Wash.
11. Tacoma Public School Board; 12.
Tacoma Vocational-Technical School.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Olypmia, Wash.
Tom Olsen,
Olympia, Wash. — K
2994. Tribune
Pub. Co.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Pullman, Wash.
13. Washington State College.
Ellensburg, Wash.
14. Central Wash. Bcstrs.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Bellingham, Wash.
5. KVOS
Bellingham— K 106 Fisher's
Blend
Stations.
Walla Walla, Wash.
6. Salt Lake Pipe Line Co., San Francisco.

SUPPORTS F.C.C.
State of Wash.
15. Wash. State B. of Ed.; 16. Oflic
Sup, Pub. Inst.; 17. Allied Comm. of 1(
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Portland
7. Central Willamette, Bcstg., Albam
Ore.— K 147 KING Bcstg. Co.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Portland
18. KOIN; 19. Ore. Public Schoc
System; 20. U. of Portland.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Eugene, Ore.
8. KUGN; 9. Lane Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Eugene, Ore.
21. Eugene Ore. Pub. Schools.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Albany, Ore.
7. Central Willamette Bcstg., Albair
Ore.—
147 KING Bcstg.
Salem, K Ore.
7. Central
Ore.—
K 147 Willamette
KING Bcstg.Bcstg., Alban'
Medford, Ore.
9. Lane Bcstg., Eugene, Ore.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Corvallis, Ore.
22. Ore. State Agric, Col.
GROUP BB
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Reno, Nev.
Bcstg.,
K 1.180McClatchy
Chronicle Pub.
Co.,SacramentoS. F.
2. Tribune Bldg., San Francisco — 1
180 Chronicle Pub. Co., S. F.; K })■
E. F. Peffer, Stockton; K 295 K.CRA
KDiablo.
300 McClatchy Bcstg,; K 296 Radi
3. KROW San Francisco— K 266 Joh
Sweet Union H. S., Crockett, Calif
K 267 Castro Valley School Dist., Castr
Valley, Calif.; K 268 Campbell Unio
School Dist., Campbell, Calif.; K 26:
Contra Costa Co. Schools, Martine
Calif.; K 270 Ravenwood El. Schoc
Dist., Palo Alto, Calif.; K 271 Sa
Lorenzo
Calif.; K El.
272 Schools,
Acalanes San
Union Lorenz*
H. S
K 163 San Francisco Bay Area Pub. !
TV Council; K 111 E. F. Peffer. Stocl
ton: K 71 ABC; K 295 KCRA; K 3C
Monterev Radio-Television; K 300 Mc
Clatchy Bcstg. Co.; K 296 Radio Diabl
FranciscoK 4.295Television
KCRA; K Calif.,
111 E. F.SanPeffer,
StocP
ton; K 63 KPIX, Inc., S. F.; K 300 M<
Clatchy Bcstg.; K 296 Radio Diablo.
5. Harmco, Sacramento — K 301 Mor
terey
K 180 Chronicle Pul
Co., S.Radio-Tel.;
F.; K 71 ABC.
6. KCRA, Sacramento— K 301 Mor
Pub.
S. F.; KCo.;
71 ABC.
terey Co.,
Radio-Tel.
K 180 Chronic'
63 KPDCc
S. 7.F.;CBS,
K 59SanSanFrancisco—
Jose TV K Bcstg.
San Jose; K 111 E. F. Peffer, Stocktoi
Cal.; K 295 KCRA; K 300 McClatch
Bcstg.; K 296 Radio Diablo; K If
San Francisco Bay Area P. S. TV Cour
cil; K 266 John Swett Union H, £
Crocket, Cal.: K 267 Castro Valley :
Dist., Castro Valley. Cal.; K 268 Cami
bell Union S. Dist., Campbell, Cal
K 269 Contra Costa Co. S., Martine
Cal.; K 270 Ravenwood Ele. Sch. Dist
Palo Alto., Cal.; K 271 San Loren
Ele.
San H.
Lorenzo,
Cal.; K 272 Ac;
lanes S.,Union
S.
8. Kenyon Brown, Reno, Nev. — K 2!
KCRA.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Reno, Nev.
10. Reno United P. T. A.; 11. Rer
Sch.
No. 10; 12 City of Rem
13. U. Dist.
of Nev.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Ely, Nevada
K George
61 KPIX;Harm
K 71 Sta..
ABC. Fresno. Calif.
Goldfield, Nev.
Fresno, Calif.
K 1.61McClatchy
KPIX; K Bcstg.,
71 ABC.
9.
George
Harm
Sta.,
K 61 KPIX; K 71 ABC.Fresno, Calif.
Tonopah, Nev.
K 1.61McClatchv
KPIX; K Bcstg..
71 ABC.Fresno, Calif.
Sta.. Fresno. Calif.
K 9.61 George
KPIX; Harm
K 71 ABC.
Las Vegas, Nev.
K 1.61 McClatchy
KPIX; K 71Bcstg.,
ABC. Fresno. Calif.
GROUP CC
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Bakersfield, Cal.
1'. McClatchv Bcstg.. Bakersfiel
Calif.; 2. Paul R. Bartlett. BakersfieL
Calif.

Telecasting
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K 266 John Swett Union H. S., Crockett,
i.onterey, Calif.
a. McClatchy, Bakersfield, Calif; 3. Cal.; K 267 Castro Valley S. D.. Castro
Valley,
Cal.; K 268 Campbell Union S.
; Unas Bcstg. Co., Salinas, Calif .— K 301 D. , Campbell,
Calif.; K 269 Contra Costa
270 Ravenijmterey
K 295 KCRA,
woodMartinez,
Ele. S. D.,Cal.;
PaloK Alto,
Cal.;
t. KROW, Radio-Tel.;
Inc., San Francisco,
Calif. KCo.271S.,San
Lorenzo Ele. S., San Lorenzo,
'< 1111ABC;
E. F.K Peffer,
Stockton,
Calif.;
Cal.; K 272 Acalanes Union H. S.; K
266 John Swett Union
S., Crockett, Cal.; K 267 Castro 163 San Francisco Bay Area Pub.. S.
,lley S. D., Castro Valley, Cal.; K 268 TV Council; K 301 Monterey Radiompbell Union S. D., Campbell, Calif.; Tel.; K 300 McClatchy; K 296 Radio
269 Contra Costa Co. S., Martinez, Diablo; K 295 KCRA.
J.; K 270 Ravenwood Ele. S. D., K I.180McClatchy,
Sacramento,
Chronicle Pub.
Co., S. F.Calif. —
10 Alto, Cal.; K 271 San Lorenzo Ele.
San Lorenzo, Cal.; K 272 Acalanes
12.
Tel.
Calif.,
San
Francisco—
K 111
uon H. S.; K 163 San Francisco Bay E. F. Peffer, Stockton; K 63 KPIX,
ea P. S. TV Council: K 296 Radio S. F.; K 300 McClatchy; K 296 Radio
Diablo; K 295 KCRA.
ablo; K 295 KCRA; K 301 Monterey
dio-Tel.; K 300 McClatchy Bcstg.
5. Harmco, Inc., Sacramento — K 301
Radio-Tel.; K 180 Chronicle
5. Harmco, Inc., Sacramento, Calif. — Monterey
180 Chronicle Pub. Co., S. F., Cal.; Pub. Co., S. F.; K 71 ABC.
6. KCRA, Sacramento— K 301 Mon301 Monterey Radio-Tel Co.; K 71
BC:
terey Radio-Tel.; K 180 Chronicle Pub.
Co., S. F.; K 71 ABC.
i KCRA, Sacramento— K 180 Chrone Pub. Co., S. F.; K 301 Monterey
Sacramento (Del Pasco Hts.)
idio-Tel.; K 71 ABC.
30. Grant Technical College.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
7. CBS,
K 266Cal.;
JohnK
Swett
UnionSanH.Francisco—
S., Crockett,
jnterey, Calif.
267
Castro
Valley
S.
D.,
Castro
Valley,
15. Steven A. Cisler— K 295 KCRA,
Cal.; K 268 Campbell Union S. D.,
P-16. Monterey Radio Tel. Co.
Campbell, Cal.; K 269 Contra Costa Co.
S., Martinez, Cal.; K 270 Ravenwood
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Ele. S. D., Palo Alto, Cal.; K 271 San
Lorenzo Ele. S., San Lorenzo, Cal.;
linas, Calif.
i. Salinas Bcstg. Co., Salinas, Calif. K 272 Acalanes Union H. S.; K 163 San
Bay Area
S. TV
K 301 Monterey Radio-Tel. Co.; K 295 Francisco
cil; K 63 KPIX,
Inc.,Pub.
S. F.;
K 59CounSan
:ra.
Jose
TV
Bcstg.
Co.,
San
Jose;
K 300
CBS, San Francisco— K 63 KPIX;
McClatchy; K 296 Radio Diablo; K 295
59 San KJose
Bcstg.;
K 300K Mcatchy;
296 TVRadio
Diablo;
295 KCRA; K 111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton,
:RA; K 266 John Swett Union H. S., Cal.
> ockett, Cal.; K 267 Castro Valley S.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
, Castro Valley, Cal.; K 268 Camp11 Union S, D., Campbell, Cal.; K Sacramento
19. Sacramento City Unified S. D.
) Contra Costa Co.. Martinez, Cal.:
270 Ravenwood Elementary Sch.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
■St., Palo Alto; K 271 San Lorenzo
Francisco
s. S., San Lorenzo, Cal.; K 272 San4. KROW
K 266
JohnK
■alanes Union H. S.; K 163 San FranSwett UnionSanH. Francisco—
S., Crockett,
Cal.;
;co Bay Area Pub. S. TV Council;
267
Castro
Valley
S.
D.,
Castro
Valley,
111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton, Calif,
Cal.; K 268 Campbell Union S. D.,
nta Barbara, Calif.
Campbell, Cal.; K 269 Contra Costa
3. Radio KIST, Santa Barbara, Calif. Co.
S.,wood Ele.
Martinez,
Cal.;Alto,
K 270
K 284 Earle C. Anthony; K 280 ABC;
S. D., Palo
Cal.;RavenK 271
172 Kennedy Bcstg. Co., San Diego, San Lorenzo Elementary Schools, San
Lorenzo, Cal.; K 272 Acalanes Union H.
esno, Calif.
S.; K 163 San Francisco Bay Area
it. McClatchy Bcstg. Co., Fresno, Calif. Public
Schools TV Council; K 71 ABC;
K 61 KPIX; K 71 ABC.
K
301 Monterey Radio-Tel.; K 300
3.61 George
Harm
Sta.,
Fresno,
Calif.
—
McClatchy; K 296 Radio Diablo; K 295
KPIX; K 71 ABC.
K 111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton,
10.
Calif. Inland Bcstg., Fresno— K KCRA;
Cal.; K 77 Piedmont Pub. S., Piedmont,
5 KCRA.
Cal.;
K
78 Hayward Ele. S.; K 81
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Hay ward Union H. S, D.; K 83 Marin
esno, Calif.
Co. Supt. of S., Marin Co., Cal.; K 85
Calif. State Dept. of Ed.; K 88 Mt. Eden
17.. Fresno City Schools.
Ele. S., Mt. Eden, Cal.; K 89 Sonoma
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Co.
S., Santa Rosa, Calif.; K 90 Richsalia, Calif.
mond S., Richmond, Cal.; K 92 Walnut
Creek
S. D., Walnut Creek, Cal.; K 94
11. Tribune Bldg. Co., San Francisco
Co. S., Redwood City, Cal.;
K 111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton, Calif.: KSan 95Mateo
Los Gatos Union H. S., Los
180 Chronicle Pub. Co., S. F.; K 295
Cal.; K 96 San Rafael City S.,
:RA; K 300 McClatchy; K 296 Radio Gatos,
San Rafael Cal.; K 97 Irvington S. D.,
ablo.
Irvington, Cal.
10.
Calif.
Inland
Bcstg.,
Fresno,
Calif.
295 KCRA.
II. Tribune Bldg., San Francisco —
K 300 McClatchy; K 296 Radio Diablo;
ockton, Calif.
K 295 KCRA; K 180 Chronicle Pub.
Co., S. F.; K 111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton,
1. KROW, San Francisco— K 71 ABC;
266 John Swett Union H. S., Crockett, Cal.
1.; K 267 Castro Valley S. D. Castro
12. Television California, San FranJley, Cal.; K 268 Campbell Union S.
cisco—K 63 KPIX. S. F.; K 300 Mc. Campbell, Cal.; K 269 Contra Costa
Clatchy; K 296 Radio Diablo; K 295
i. S., Martinez, Cal.; K 270 RavenKCRA;
K 111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton,
)od Ele. S. D„ Palo Alto, Cal.; K 271
7.F.;CBS,
63 KPIX,
n Lorenzo Ele. S., San Lorenzo, Cal.;
K 59SanSanFrancisco—
Jose TV K Bcstg.
Co.,
. 272 Acalanes Union H. S.; K 163 San S.
San
Jose;
K
300
McClatchy;
K
296 Radio
ancisco Bay Area Pub. S. TV Coun.;
Diablo;
K
295
KCRA;
K
111
E.
F.
Peffer,
295 KCRA; K 111 E. F. Peffer, StockStockton, Cal.; K 266 John Swett Union
a, Calif.; K 301 Monterey Radio-Tel.
H. S., Crockett, Cal.; K 267 Castro
i'.;
S. D., Castro Valley, Cal.; K 268
ablo.K 300 McClatchy; K 296 Radio Valley
Campbell Union S. D., Campbell, Cal.;
11. Tribune Bldg., San Francisco— K 269 Contra Costa Co, S., Martinez,
130 Chronicle Pub. Co., S. F.; K 111 Cal.; K 270 Ravenwood Ele. S. D.,
F. Peffer, Stockton, Calif.; K 300 Palo Alto, Cal.; K 271 San Lorenzo Ele.
:Clatchy;
K 296 Radio Diablo; K 295 S., San Lorenzo, Cal.; K 272 Acalanes
ERA.
Union H. S.; K 163 San Francisco Bay
L2. Tel. Calif.. San Francisco— K 111 Area Pub. S. TV Council; K 77 PiedS., Piedmont, Cal.; K 78
F. Peffer, Stockton, Calif.; K 63 Haywardmont Pub.
Ele. S.; K 81 Hayward Union
3IX,
S.
F.;
K
300
McClatchy;
K
296
H. S. Dist.; K 83 Marin Co. Supt. of
dio Diablo; K 295 KCRA.
Schools, Marin Co., Cal.; K 85 Cal. State
1. CBS, San Francisco— K 295 KCRA;
of Ed; K 88 Mt. Eden Ele. S.,
111 E. F. Peffer, Stockton: K 63 Dept.
Mt. Eden, Cal.; K 89 Sonoma Co. S.,
3IX
S.
F.;
K
59
San
Jose
TV
Bcstg.
Santa
Rosa, Cal.; K 90 Richmond S.,
.. San Jose; K 300 McClatchy; K 296
Cal.; K 92 Walnut Creek S.
dio Diablo; K 266 John Swett Union Richmond,
D.,
Walnut
Cal.; K 94 San
S., Crockett, Cal.; K 267 Castro Mateo Co. S., Creek,
City, Cal.; K 95
Hey S. D., Castro Valley, Cal.; K 268 Los Gatos UnionRedwood
H.
S.,
Gatos, Cal.;
mpbell Union S. D., Campbell, Cal.; K 96 San Rafael City Los
S-. San Rafael,
269 Contra Costa Co. S.. Martinez,
Cal.; K 97 Irvington S. D., Irvington,
']■:
K 270K 271
Ravenwood
Ele. Ele.
S. D.,
lo Alto;
San Lorenzo
S., Cal.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
n Lorenzo, Cal.; K 272 Acalanes
San Francisco,
uon H. S.; K 163 San Francisco Bay
ea Public S. TV Council.
20. Cogswell Polytechnical College;
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
21. U. of Calif.; 22. 6th Dist., Calif.
Congress of P. & T.
Jckton, Calif.
-8. City of Stockton.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Pittsburg, Cal.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
13,
KECC
Pittsburg, Calif.
a amento, Cal.
t. KROW, San Francisco— K 111 E
Madera, Calif.
Peffer, Stockton, Calif.; K 71 ABC;
7. CBS, San Francisco— K 111 E. F.
elecasting
BROADCASTING

Peffer, Stockton; K 63 KPIX, S. F.;
K 59 San Jose TV Bcstg. Co., San Jose;
300 KCRA.
McClatchy; K 296 Radio Diablo;
KK 295
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Santa Clara
23. Santa Clara Co. B. of Ed.; 24. U.
of Santa Clara.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
San Jose
63 KPIX,
S. 7.F.;CBS,
K 59SanSanFrancisco—
Jose TV K Bcstg.
Co.,
San Jose; K 300 McClatchy; K 296 Radio
Diablo; K 295 KCRA; K 111 E. F. Peffer,
Stockton; K 71 ABC.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
San Jose
25. Standard Radio & TV Co.; 26.
San fied
Jose
State28.Col.;
JoseCoun.;
UniS. Dist.;
San 27.
JoseSanCity
29. San Jose City Council of P. & T.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Yuba City
14. Yuba City Mills, Yuba City.
GROUP DD
COUNTER PROPOSALS
San Diego
Tel. Bcstg..K San
Diego— K 284 Earle
C. 1.Anthony;
280 ABC.
2.
Chas.
E.
Salik,
Earle C. Anthony; KSan280 Diego—
ABC. K 284
Corp., KSan
K 3.284Airfan
Earle Radio
C. Anthony;
280 Diego
ABC. —
SUPPORTS
F.C.C.
San Diego
K 14.
280 Board
ABC. of Ed., San Diego Co.—
15. San Diego City S.
Los Angeles
4. College of Medical Evangelists; 5.
Chapman
6. Occidental
College; 7. U. College;
of Southern
Calif.; 8. Mount
St. Marys
College;
9.
L.
A.
State
lege of Applied Arts & Science; 10.Col-L.
A. City College; 11. U. of Calif.
San Bernardino
12. San Bernardino City School; 13.
San Bernardino Valley College.
GROUP EE
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Yuma, Ariz.
1. ABC, Los Angeles — K 172 Kennedy
Bcstg. Co., San Diego.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Tuscon, Ariz.
2. U. of Ariz.
Phoenix, Ariz.
3. Phoenix College.
Sante Fe, N. M.
4. St. Michael's
Albuquerque,
N. M.College of Sante Fe.
5. Board of Ed.; 6. U. of New Mex.
GROUP FF
AmarilloCOUNTER PROPOSALS '
1. Plains Radio Bcstg., Lubbock.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Amarillo
2. Amarillo Public Schools.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Lubbock
1. Plains Radio Bcstg., Lubbock.
Monahans, Tex.
1. Plains Radio Bcstg., Lubbock.
El Paso SUPPORTS F.C.C.
3. Independent
Western
College. School Dist.; 4. Texas
GROUP GG
SUPPORTS F.C.C.

Beaumont
8. Beaumont Bcstg.
Houston COUNTER PROPOSALS
1. South Texas TV Co., Houston—
KK 29
Post Co.; K 206 KTBS;
190 Houston
Trinity Bcstg.
2. KTRH and Shamrock Bcstg. Co.,
Houston — K 29 Houston Post Co.; K 5
Lufkin Amusement Co.; K 205 KTBS;
K 190 Trinity Bcstg. Corp.
Houston SUPPORTS F.C.C.
9. U. of Houston.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Galveston
1. South Texas TV Co., Houston —
Post Co.; K 206 KTBS;
KK 29
190 Houston
Trinity Bcstg.
2. KTRH and Shamrock Bcstg., Houston—K 29 Houston Post Co.; K 5 Lufkin
Amusement
Trinity
Bcstg.Co.; K 205 KTBS; K 190
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Galveston
10. Independent S. D.

COUNTER PROPOSALS
Port Arthur
South Texas
29 1. Houston
Post TV
Co.;Co.,
K Houston—
206 KTBS;K
K 190 Trinity Bcstg.
2. KTRH and Shamrock Bcstg., Houston—K 29 Houston Post Co.; K 5 Lufkin
Amusement
Trinity Bcstg.Co.; K 205 KTBS; K 190
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
College Station, Tex.
11. A. & M. College of Tex.
Austin
12. U. of Texas.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
San Antonio
Lack's Stores,
Victoria, Tex. Co.;
—K
3023. Howard
W. Davis-Walmac
K 204 Texas State Network, Inc., Fort
Worth, Tex.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
San Antonio
13. Planning Board, San Antonio &
Bexar
St. Mary's
San
Antonio;Co.;13. 13.
Trinity
U.; 13. U.Ourof Lady
of the Lake College.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Victoria, Texas
Lack's Stores.
Victoria, Tex.Co.;— KK
3023. Howard
W. Davis-Walmac
204 Texas State Network, Fort Worth.
Fredericksburg, Tex.
2. KTRH and Shamrock Bcstg., Houston— K 29 Houston Post Co.; K 5 Lufkin
Amusement
Trinity Bcstg.Co.; K 205 KTBS; K 190
Karnes City, Tex.
2^ KTRH and Shamrock Bcstg., Houston—K 29 Houston Post Co.; K 5 Lufkin
Amusement
Trinity Bcstg,Co.; K 205 KTBS; K 190
Temple, Tex
4. Bell Bcstg., Temple, Tex.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Corpus
Tex.
14. Del Christi,
Mar College.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Brownsville
5. Harbenito Bcstg., Harlingen, Tex,
— K ton
107PostBrownsville
Bcstg.; K 29 HousCo.
6.
McAllen
TV
Co.,
McAllen, Tex —
K 107 Brownsville Bcstg.
7. Taylor Radio & TV Corp., Weslaco,
Tex. — K 19 McAllen Television Co.,
McAllen, Tex.; K 29 Houston Post Co.;
K 107 Brownsville Bcstg.
Harlingen, Tex.
Co,5. Harbenito Bcstg., Harlingen — K 107
Brownsville Bcstg.; K 29 Houston Post
McAllen, Tex.
6. McAllen Bcstg.
TV. McAllen, Tex. — K 107
Brownsville
Weslaco, Tex.
7. Taylor Radio & TV, Weslaco, Tex.
— K 29 Houston Post Co.; K 19 McAllen
ville Bcstg.
Tel. Co.,
McAllen, Tex.; K 107 BrownsGROUP HH
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Breckenridge, Tex.
Stephens
County Bcstg. Co. — K
1901. Trinity
Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
San Angelo, Tex.
12. City of San Angelo.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Sherman, Tex.
2. Sherman TV. Co.
3. Red
ton Post. River Valley Pub — K 29 Hous3. RedBcstg.
River Valley Bcstg.— K 190
Trinity
Denton, Tex.
River Valley
K 3.29RedHouston
Post. Pub., Sherman —
3. Red
River
Valley
man—K 190 Trinity
Bcstg.Bcstg., SherSUPPORTS
F.C.C.
Denton, Tex.
13. N. Tex. State College.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Fort Worth, Tex.
4. Trinity
Bcstg..
Dallas—
KGKB
JuliusTele.
M.
GordonK 149
& Assoc.;
KTyler;
314 KOil44 Belt
River Post.
Valley Pub., Sherman —
K 3.29Red
Houston
3. man—Red
River
Valley
K 190 Trinity
Bcstg.Bcstg., Sher4. Trinity Bcstg. — K 44 Julius M.
Gordon & Assoc.; K 149 KGKB Tyler.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Da.Ila.s
Bcstg.
14. A. H. Belo Corp.— K 190 Trinity
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Waco
15. KTWX; 16. Baylor U.
(Continued on page 60)
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oUMDNt

NOW

AVAILABLE...

5

KW

OAK

TRANSMITTER

Backed by five years of thorough
field experience in air-cooled
transmitters, serving both high or
low band broadcast operation at
maximum operating efficiency.

Illustrated is a model of the 5 KW Oak
Transmitter for high band operation in
commercial use over eighteen months.
THERE HAS BEEN NO FINAL AMPLIFIER TUBE REPLACEMENT EXPENSE
DURING THIS PERIOD.

Page 58
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Telecasting

• BROADCASTINM

LOW

INITIAL

COST

LOW

INSTALLATION

LOW

COST

LOW

OPERATING

TUBE

COST

COMPLEMENTS
COSTS

With a reasonable
financial investment you can now
get on the air and retain the option
of increasing power at any time
in the future without sacrificing
your original investment.

• 9 well as economy, and backed by five years of proven field use,
DU MONT has available the 5 KW Oak Transmitter. Representing an achievement
le field of transmitter design and quality manufacturing, the Oak Series has
engineered to produce the finest transmitting operation at the lowest overall
cost. It is completely air-cooled and designed for high or low band operation. The
units conipri-ing the series have been especially packaged to adequately equip the
majority of television stations across the nation.

you can
e get your start on the
Withth a limited investment yon
air NOW! You will have full assurance of being able to
increase your power in the future, as desired, by the addilion of power amplifiers. 5 KW amplifiers are presently
available. High power amplifiers to be made available
upon the adoption of FCC rules allowing for their use.
Many new stations are currently investing in the
DU MONT ACORN TRANSMITTER. Containing the
most advanced thinking in television transmitters, the
ACORN is geared to equip you at the very start of your
television career. It is designed to grow with you! It can
readily be expanded to 5 kilowatts comprising the OAK
SERIES, or to maximum power required at a later date.
wt$e
ecasting

lyer know*

• BROADCASTING

when

For further information on the 5 KW OAK TRANSMITTER
contact your DU MONT representative or write for Bulletin
No. TTD.T102.

ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC,
TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION
Clifton * New Jersey
to act . . . th e informed

bu

nows

where

to buy
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Hearing Appearances
(Continued, from page 57)
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Waco
Trinity Bcstg.,
Dallas
K 44OilJulius
M.4. Gordon
& Assoc.;
K —314
Belt
Tel. Co.; K 149 KGKB, Tyler, Tex.
Weatherford, Tex.
3. man—Red
ValleyPost
Pub.Co. Co., SherK 29River
Houston
3. Red River Valley Bcstg., Sherman
— K 190 Trinity Bcstg.
Waxahachie, Tex.
3. man—Red
ValleyPostPub.
K 29River
Houston
Co. Co., Sher3. Red River Valley Bcstg., Sherman
— K 190 Trinity Bcstg.
Hillsboro, Tex.
3. man—Red
Valley
K 29River
Houston
PostPub.
Co. Co., Sher3. Red River Valley Bcstg., Sherman
— K 190 Trinity Bcstg.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Texarkana, Tex.
7. Texarkana Public S.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Tyler, Tex.
8. Hoyt Bcstg.,
B. WootPn,
Memphis; Ala.;
9. Tus-4.
coloosa
Tuscaloosa,
Trinity
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Dallas—
K Oil
44
Julius M. Gordon & Assoc.; K 314
Belt Television Co.
Longview, Tex.
5. East Texas TV Co., Longview, Tex.
— K 4S Julius M. Gordon & Asso.; K 33
Forest Capital Bcstg. Co., Lufkin, Tex.;
K 190 Trinity Bcstg.
6. Voice of Longview, Longview, Tex.
— K 22 East Texas Tel. Co., Longview,
Tex.; K 21 Sherman Tel. Co., Sherman.
Lufkin, Tex.
5. East Texas TV Co., Longview. Tex.
— K 46 Julius M. Gordon & Assoc.; K
33 Forest Capital Bcstg. Co., Lufkin,
Tex.; K 190 Trinity Bcstg.
Trinity Bcstg.,
DallasK — 314
K 44OilJulius
M.4. Gordon
& Assoc.:
Belt
Tel. Co.; K149 KGKB, Tyler, Tex.
GROUP II
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Lawrence, Kan.
1. Midland Bcstg. Co., KCMO. WHB,
Kansas Citv— K ?34 Pittsburg Bcstg.:
K 58 U. of Kansas, Lawrence.
2. WQUA,
burg Bcstg. Moline, 111.— K 144 PittsSUPPORTS F.C.C.
Lawrence, Kan.
12. U. of Kansas; 13. Lawrence P. S.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Pittsburg, Kan.
1. Midland Bcstg., KCMO, WHB,
Kansas
K 234 Lawrence;
Pittsburg Bcstg.;
K 58 U. City—
of Kansas,
K 144
Pittsburg Bcstg.
2 WQUA, Moline, 111— K 144 Pittsburg Bcstg.
Wichita, Kan.
3. Wichita Beacon Bcstg., Wichita,
Kan.: 4. Tavlor Radio & TV Corp.,
Wichita— K 198 Cameron Tel. Inc..
Tulsa: K 330 Wichtex Radio & TV Co.,
Wichita Falls. Tex.
5. KFBI Wichita — K 198 Cameron Tel.,
Tulsa; K 330 W'chtex Radio & TV Co.,
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Dodge City, Kan.
4. Tavlor Radio & TV Corp., Wichita
— K 198 Cameron Tel.. Tulsa.
5. KFBI Wichita— K 198 Cameron
Tel., Tulsa.
6. KTOK Oklahoma City.
I
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Manhattan, Kan.
14. Kansas State College.
Topeka, Kan.
15. Washburn Municipal U.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Wichita Falls, Tex.
4. Taylor Radio & TV Corp., Wichita
— K 198 Cameron Tel., Tulsa; K 330
Wichtex Radio & TV Co., Wichita Falls,
Tex.
5. KFBI Wichita— K 1P8 Cameron Tel.,
Tulsa: K 330 Wichtex Radio & Television Co.
Tulsa
4. Taylor Radio & TV Corp., Wichita
— K 198 Cameron Tel.. Tulsa.
5. K^BI Wichita, Kan. — K 198 Cameron Tel., Tulsa.
7. V/KY Oklahoma City— K 214 All
Oklahoma Bcstg. Co.
AH Ok'ahcrna
9. 8Southwestern
SalesBcstg.
Corp.,Co.,
Tulsa.Tulsa;
Oklahema City
7. WKY Oklahoma City— K 214 All
Oklahoma Bcstg. Co.
6. KTOK Oklahoma City.
Page 60
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SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Oklahoma City
16. City of Oklahoma City; 17. Board
of Education; 18. Superintendent of
Schools.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Lawton, Okla.
4. Taylor Radio & TV Corp., Wichita
— K 198 Cameron Television, Inc., Tulsa.
5. KFBI Wichita— K 198 Cameron
Television, Inc., Tulsa.
10. Southwestern Sales Corp., Tulsa;
6. KTOK Oklahoma City; 22. Trinity
Bcstg.
Corp.,K Dallas—
KGKB,&
Tyler, Tex.;
44 JuliusK M.149Gordon
Assoc., Lufkin. Tex.: K 314 Oil Belt TV
Co., Breckenridge, Tex.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Muskogee, Okla.
9. Southwestern Pub. Co., Fort Smith,
Ark.;Oklahoma
7. WKY Bcstg.
Oklahoma City— K 214
All
8. All Oklahoma Bcstg., Tulsa.
Elk City, Okla.
Southwestern Sales Corp., Tulsa; 6.
KTOK Oklahoma City.
Woodward, Okla.
6. KTOK Oklahoma City.
Norman, Okla.
11. U. of Oklahoma,
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
Lawton, Okla.
19. Cameron State Agricultural College.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
20. Rowley Brown Bcstg. Co.; 21.
Midwestern U,
GROUP JJ
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Cookeville, Tenn.
1. WHUB, Cookeville, Tenn.— K 38
Fort Industry Co., Atlanta; K 10 Capitol Bcstg. Co., Nashville.
Nashville
2. WLAC Bcstg. Service & WSIX
Bcstg.
Sta., Nashville; 3. Capital Bcstg.,
Nashville.
Jackson, Tenn.
4. Hoyt B. Wooten. Memphis; 5.
Tuscaloosa Bcstg. Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Memphis
4. HoytcaloosaB.Bcstg.Wooten,
Memphis; Ala.
5. TusCo., Tuscaloosa,
Baton Rouge, La.
6. Baton Rouge Bcstg., Baton Rouge.
La.— K 53 Loyola U.
New Orleans
6. Baton Rouge Bcstg. Co., Inc.,
Baton Rouge, La.; 7. Lovola U., New
Orleans— KE 80 Orleans Parish School
Board;
K 29 Houston Post Co., Houston.
Houma, La.
8. Charles W. Lamar, Jr., Houma,
La.— K 86 Loyola U.
Alexandria, La.
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis; 5.
Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Monroe, La.
5. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
4.Houston
Hoyt Post
B. Wooten,
Memphis— K 29
Co., Houston.
Shreveport, La.
4.- HoytPost
B. Co.,
Wooten,
Memphis— K 29
Houston
Houston.
9. Voice of Longview, Longview,
Tex. — K 21 Sherman Tel. Co., SherTex.; K 22 East Texas Tel., Longview, man,Tex.
5. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Pine Bluff, Ark.
5. Tuscaloosa. Bcstg.. Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis.
El Dorado, Ark.
9. Voice of Longview, Longview,
Tex. — K 21 Sherman Tel. Co., Sherman,
Tex
view,; KTex.22 East Texas Tel. Co., Long5. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis.
Fort Smith, Ark.
10. Southwestern Pub. Co.. Fort
Smith,
Best. Co.Ark.— K 153 All Oklahoma
5. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis.
Blytheville, Ark.
4. HoytSudbury.
B. Wooten, Memphis— K 238
Harold
5. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Little Rock, Ark.
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis; 5.
Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Jonesboro, Ark.
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis; 5. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Hot Springs, Ark.
4. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis; 5.
Tusaloosa Bcstg. Co., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
N. LUtle Rock, Ark.
11. Mayor, North Little Rock, Ark.
Fayetteville, Ark.
12. U. of Ark.

Miami
Beach;Bcstg.,
Tampa St.Times
Memphis
—WKAT
KE 242
Pinellas
Peterr
13. Southwestern at Memphis.
Nashville
burg,
Fla.;
KE
79
Hillsborough
CounF
School System, Hillsborough City,
14. Vanderbilt U.
New Orleans
Orlando,
Fla.
15. Tulane U.
3. Isle of Dreams Bcstg., Miami;
16. Xavier U. of La.
Central Florida Bcstg., Orlando, F1&
Lake Charles, La.
K 36 City
of Jacksonville,
Fla.; K 3
17. Joint Com. on Ed. TV.
WKAT
Miami
Beach.
18. Calcasieu Bcstg.
5.
WKAT
Miami
Beach.
Baton Rouge, La.
Beach, Fla.
19. Louisiana State U. & A. and M. Daytona
College.
7. City
of Jacksonville,
Fla.— K
News
Journal,
Daytona Beach.
Shreveport, La.
3.
Isle
of
Dreams
Bcstg.,
Miami—
20. International Bcstg.
13 News Journal, Daytona Beach.
6. Central Florida Bcstg., Orland
Fla.— K 36 City of Jacksonville; K
GROUP KK
News Journal, Daytona Beach.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
5. WKAT Miami Beach— K 13 Ne\
Pensacola, Fla.
Journal, Daytona Beach.
Jacksonville, Fla.
1. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
2. Deep South Bcstg., Montgomery,
7. City of Jacksonville; 3. Isle
Ala.; 3. Lamar Life Ins., Jackson, Miss. Dreams Bcstg. Miami; 8 Jacksonvil
Mobile, Ala.
Bcstg. Corp. — K 47 Tribune Compan
Tampa.
Lamar
Life Ins.,
Jackson, & Miss.
K 3.181
Kenneth
R. Giddens
T. —J. Tallahassee, Fla.
Rester; K Texas.
29 Houston Post Company,
7. City of Jacksonville.
Houston,
Thomasville,
Ga.
1. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
7.
City
of
Jacksonville,
Fla.
Montgomery, Ala.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
2. Deep South Bcstg., Montgomery,
Ala.— K 56 Loyola U.
Miami, Fla.
University, Ala.
9. City of Miami.
4. Spartan Radiocasting Co., SparCoral Gables, Fla.
tanburg, S. C; 5. Johnston Bcstg.,
10. U. of Miami.
Birmingham, Ala.; 1. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Dade
County (Miami), Fla.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.— KE 93 U. of Alabama.
11. Dade County Bd. of Public I
6. Voice of Dixie, Birmingham, Ala. struction.
2. Deep South Bcstg., Montgomery.
West Palm Beach, Fla.
— KE 93 U. of Alabama.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
12. Board of Public Instruction
Jacksonville,
Fla.
1. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.
13.
Duval County Board of Publ
— K 100 Pape Broadcasting, Mobile,
Instruction.
Ala.; K 329 Meridian Bcstg.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Birmingham, Ala.
14. Florida State U.
5. Johnston Bcstg., Birmingham, Ala.
— K 329 Meridian Bcstg.
OPPOSES F.C.C.
6.
Voice
of
Dixie,
Birmingham,
Ala.
Biloxi, Miss.
Tampa, Fla.
2. Deep South Bcstg., Montgomery,
15.
The
Tribune
Co.— KE 265 Pinell
Ala.— K 56 Loyola U.
County School System, Pinellas Cit
Hattiesburg, Miss.
Fla.; KE 242 Pinellas Bcstg.. St. Peter
7. Baton Rouge Bcstg., Baton Rouge,
burg; KE 79 Hillsborough Coun
La.— K 53 Loyola U.
School System, Hillsborough City, Fl
Meridian, Miss.
Gainsville, Fla.
7. Baton Rouge Bcstg., Baton Rouge,
16. U. of Florida.
La.; 8. Meridian Bcstg., Meridian, Miss.;
6.
Voice
of
Dixie,
Birmingham,
Ala.
—
GROUP MM
K 329 Meridian Bcstg.
COUNTER PROPOSALS
2. Deep South Bcstg., Montgomery,
Atlanta, Ga.
Ala.— K 329 Meridian Bcstg.
State College, Miss.
Radio
Athens,
K
4. Spartan Radiocasting, Spartanburg,
Bd.1. cf
Regents,
Univ.Athens,
System Ga.of— Geo
5. C; 5. Johnston Bcstg., Birmingham,
Ala.: 1. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa,
2. Bd. of Regents, Univ. System
Ga.
Ala.; 6. Voice of Dixie, Birmingham,
Ala.; 9. Hoyt B. Wooten, Memphis,
Macon, Ga.
Tenn.
3. Southeastern Bcstg. Co. and Mi(
West Point, Miss.
die Georgia Bcstg. Co., Macon, G
1. Tuscaloosa Bcstg., Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
(joint
petition—
K 332 City
of Columb
K 173 Marseco
Broadcasting;
6. Voice of Dixie, Birmingham, Ala. S.
gia.C;Palmetto
Jackson, Miss.
339
Broadcasting; K 129 Tt
3. Lamar Life Ins., Jackson, Miss.; Broadcasting Co. of the South: K
of Regents, Univ. System
— K 181 Kenneth R. Giddens & T. J. Bd.
Georgia.
Rester; K 29 Houston Post, Houston,
Athens, Ga.
Texas.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
1. Radio Athens,
Athens,
University, Ala.
Broadcasting,
Inc.; KE
318 U.Ga.—
of KGeo2<~
I. U. of Alabama.
gia; K 72 WJHL Johnson City, Ten
Mobile, Ala.
Augusta, Ga.
4. The Bcstg. Co. of the South ar
II. Mobile Public Schools.
Inter-city
Co., Charlott
Birmingham,
Ala. Bcstg.
N.
C— KGa. 288Advertising
Radio Augusta,
Inc.
12. Birmingham
Rome,
State College, Miss.
S.
C.
5.
Spartan
Radiocasting,
Spartanbur
13. Mississippi State College.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
GROUP LL
S. 5.C.Spartan Radiocasting, Spartanbur
COUNTER PROPOSALS
Knoxville, Tenn.
Miami, Fla.
1. Miami Bcstg., Miami, Fla.; 2. Gore
5. Spartan Radiocasting, Spartanbur
Publishing Co., Fort Lauderdale, Fla. —
S. C; 6. U. of Tennessee.
KWKAT
135 Miami
Bcstg.,
Miami,
Fla.;
K
327
Kingsport,
Tenn.
Miami, Fla.
7. Kingsport Bcstg., Kingsport, Ten:
3. Isle of Dreams Bcstg., Miami, Fla.;
Spartanburg, S. C.
4. Fort Industry Co., Miami, Fla— KE
Radiocasting, Spartanbur
114 Dade County Board of Public In- S. 5.C.Spartan
— KMarseco
332 CityBroadcasting;
of Columbia, KS. C
struction.
K
173
5. WKAT Miami Beach, Fla.
Broadcasting Co. of the South.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Columbia, S. C.
2. Gore Publishing Co., Fort Lauder5. Spartan Radiocasting, Spartanbur
dale, Fla.— K 135 Miami Bcstg., Miami,
Fla.; K 101 Fort Industry Co.; K 327 S. C. — K 173 Marseco Broadcastinj
KK 339
129 Palmetto
Broadcasting
Co, of theCorp.
Soutl
WKAT, Inc.
Broadcasting
West Palm Beach, Fla.
4. Broadcasting Co. of the South an
1. Miami Bcstg., Miami, Fla.; 2. Gore
Inter-city
Advertising Co., Charlott
Publishing
Fort Lauderdale,
N.
C.
K 135 MiamiCo.,Bcstg.,
Miami, Fla. Fla. —
3. Isle of Dreams Bcstg., Miami, Fla. Charleston, S. C.
— K 195 WJNO West Palm Beach.
4. C.Broadcasting Co. of the South an
N.
Inter-city
Advertising Co., Charlott
4. Fort Industry Co., Miami, Fla. —
K ?17 Ken-Sell. West Palm Beach; K 195 Charlotte, N. C.
WJNO,
Inc.,
West
Palm
Beach.
5. WKAT Miami Beach.
4.C.Broadcasting Co. of the South an
Fort Myers, Fla.
N.
Inter-city
Advertising Co., Charlott
1. Miami Bcstg., Miami, Fla.; 2. Gore
Publishing Co., Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; Wilmington, N. C.
3. Isle of Dreams Bcstg.. Miami, Fla.;
4.C.Broadcasting Co. of the South an
4. Fort Industry Co., Miami, Fla.; 5. N.
Inter-city
Advertising Co., Charlott
WKAT Miami Beach, Fla.
Fort Pierce, Fla.
Raleigh
Chapel
Hill
4. The Fort Industry Co., Miami, Fla.
Tamna-St. Petersburg, Fla.
W. Va.; 3
3. Isle of Dreams Bcstg., Miami; 5. 121WSAZ,
WPTF Inc.,
RadioHuntington,
Co.
Telecasting
BROADCASTINI

K4 Lufkin Amusement Co., Beaumont, Tex. — DuMont.
K5 Lufkin Amusement Co.— KTRH
& Shamrock.
K6 WJIM
Mich. — Bcstg.
Wisconsin
Bcstg.
Hearst,Lansing,
Milwaukee
K7 Black Hawk Bcstg. Co., Waterloo,
Iowa — Gazette Co., Quad City, Champaign, So. Minn., N. W. Bcstg.. CBS.
K8 Green Bay Newspaper Co., Green
Bay. Wis. — Milwaukee Bcstg., Wis.
Bcstg., Hearst. Music Bcstg., CBS.
KE9 Maumee Valley Bcstg. Co., Toledo, Ohio— Wayne U., Detroit Bd. Ed.
K10 Capitol Bcstg. Co., Nashville,
Tenn.— WHUB.
Kll WJIM Lansing, Mich.— CBS.
K12
Bay Bcstg.
Co.
K13 WJIM—
News Journal,
Daytona
Beach,
Fla. — Citv Jacksonville, Isle of Dreams,
WKHT Inc., Central Fla., . DuMont.
K14 International Bcstg. Corp..
Shreveport, La. — DuMont.
K15 Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester, N. Y. — Greylock.
K16 WJIM Lansing, Mich.— Booth.
K17 Tri-City Bcstg. Co., Wheeling,
W. Va.— DuMont.
K18 Corpus Christi Bcstg. Co., Corpus
Christi, Tex.— FCC.
K19 McAllen Television Co., McAllen. Texas — Taylor Radio & TV.
K20 Bd. of Regents, Univ. System of
Georgia
Bcstg. DuMont, Radio Athens, S. E.
K21 Sherman Television Co., Sherman. Tex.— KFRO.
K22 East Texas Television Co., Longview,
— KFRO.
K23 Tex.
Courier
Post Publishing Co.,
Hannibal, Mo. — Keokuk Bcstg.
K24 WWSW Pittsburgh— Matta.
K25 WWSW
Pittsburgh— Tri-City.
K26 Bell Telephone Labs.— DuMont.
KE27 Universal Bcstg. Co., Indianapolis CBS., Ohio State U.
K28
WHB. KFAB Omaha— Midland, KCMO,
K29 Houston Post Co., Houston, Tex.
— WWL, KTRH. WMPS & WRGC. So.
Tex., KGBS, WJDX, KRGB, DuMont.
Red River Valley.
KE30 Clarksburg Bcstg. Co., ClarksW. Va— Ohio State
U.
K31 burg,
Mid-Continent
Radio-Television,
Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. — N. W. Bcstg.
KE32 Philadelphia Bd. of Public
Education — Commercial Radio Co.'s of
Phila.
K33 Forest Capital Bcstg. Co., Lufkin,
Tex.— E. Texas TV.
K34 Monona Bcstg. Co., Madison,
Wis.— Radio Wis.
K35 Miami Valley Bcstg. Corp., Dayton, Ohio — DuMont.
K36 City
Central
Fla. of Jacksonville, Fla.—
K37 Fort Industrv Co.. Wheeling, W.
Va.— KQV, WJAS, WCAE, KDKA.
K38 Fort Industry Co., Atlanta, Ga.
—WHUB.
K39 Tri-City Bcstg. Co., Wheeling,
W. Va.— KDKA.
Bcstg.
K40 Tri-City Bcstg. Co.— Washington
K41 Tri-City Bcstg. Co.— WSTV.
K42 Tri-City Bcstg. Co.— WCAE.
K43 Tri-City Bcstg. Co.— WJAS.
K44 Julius M. Gordon & Assocs., Lufkin, Tex. — Trinity Bcstg.
K45 Cowles Bcstg. Co., Boston, Mass.
— Enterprise Pub. Co.
K46 Julius M. Gordon & Assocs., Lufkin, Tex. — East Texas.
K47 Tribune Company, Tampa, Fla.
— Jacksonville Bcstg.
KE48 State Board of Agriculture,
Michigan State College, E. Lansing,
Mich. — Logansport WSAL, Owensboro
WVJS.
KE49 State Board of Agriculture,
Michigan oration.
State
WFDF. College — Trebit CorpKE50 State Board of Agriculture,
Michigan
State Board
College—ofWJR.
KE51 State
Agriculture,
Michigan
State
College
— DuMont.
KE52 State Board of
Agriculture,
Michigan State College — Twin Valley.
KE53 Rouge
Loyola Bcstg.
U., New Orleans, La.—
Baton
KE54
WTOP
Washington—
JCET.Inc.,
KE55 Binghamton
Bcstrs.,
Binghamton, N. Y. — Phila., Pa. Bcstg.
Co., Daily News TV Co.
KE56South
LoyolaBcstg.
U., New
Deep
Co. Orleans, La. —
K57 Independent Bcstg. Co., Minneapolis, Minn. — So. Minn. Supply.
KE58 U. of Kansas— Midland, KCMO,
WHB.
K59 San Jose TV Bcstg. Co., San
Jose, Calif.— CBS.
KE60 Johnson Kennedy Radio Corp.,
Chicago — Lake Bcstg., Pub. Schools
Gary, Telegraph Herald, DuMont.
K61 KPIX San Francisco— KARM &
McClatchy.
INDEX OF OPPOSITIONS
K62 Appalachian Bcstg. Corp., Bristol, Va.— DuMont .
To Counter Proposals
K63 KPIX San Francisco— TV Calif.
CBS.
K64 WDOD Bcstg. Corp., ChattaII Beachview Bcstg. Co., Norfolk,
nooga, Tenn. — DuMont.
—Hampton Roads.
K65 WJIM Lansing— WJR.
,2 Lufkin Amusement Co., BeauK66
WJIM
Lansing— DuMont.
it. Tex.— South Texas TV Co.
K67 Radio Voice of New Hampshire,
3•Matheson.
Grandview, Inc., Manchester, N. Manchester,
N.
W. — Matheson, DuMont,
CBS.
BROADCASTING
ec a s11n g

i|nston-Salem, N. C.
I Piedmont
Publishing, Winston•em — K 240 High Point Enterprises,
,C; K 137 Havens & Martin, Inc.
I Winston-Salem Bcstg. Co.— K 240
Hi Point Enterprises, Inc.; K 137
i .'ens & Martin, Inc.
istol, Va.
. Appalachian Bcstg. Corp., Bristol,
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
anta, Ga.
I. City of Atlanta; 12. Atlanta Pub■lens,
SchoolGa.System,
3. U. of Georgia,
anta, Ga.
4. Atlanta Newspapers; 15. Fort Intry Co.
con, Ga.
3. Wesleyan College,
ittanooga, Tenn.
7. Chattanooga Public School Sysi; 18. Mayor, City of Chattanooga.
■stol, Tenn.
9. WOPI.
oxville, Tenn.
D. Fulton High School.
;enville, S. C.
Greenville City Schools; 22. FurnI. U.
mson, S. C.
5. Clemson Agricultural College,
ipel Hill, N. C.
4. The Consolidated U. of N. C.
■ensboro, N. C.
g. The Consolidated U. of N. C;
Bd. of Trustees of the Greensboro
-nin. Sch. Unit,
eieh, N. C.
1. The Consolidated U. of N. C;
Meredith College; 27. Raleigh PubSchool System; 28. City of Raleigh;
WPTF; 30. Capitol Bcstg. Co.
mington, N. C.
1. Wilmington College; 32. City of
mington.
rham, N. C.
3. Durham City Schools; 34. Durham
tg. Enterprises.
rston-Salem, N. C.
= 5. Winston-Salem Teachers College,
leville, N. C.
j a>. Skyway Bcstg. Corp.
lville, Va.
7 Piedmont Bcstg. Corp.
cksburg, Va.
B. Va. Polytechnic Inst.
OPPOSES F.C.C.
?enville, S. C.
5. Greenville News-Piedmont Co.
r.
GROUP NN
COUNTER PROPOSALS
irlottesville, Va.
City of Charlottesville
et al.
ZKV) — K 256 Louis H. Peterson,
hmond, Va.
Richmond, Va. —
!56Larus
Louis & H.Bros.,
Peterson.
Shenandoah Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
risonburg, Va.; 4. WTAR Norfolk.
; 5.H. Richmond
lis
Peterson, Newspapers — K 256
•risonburg, Va.
Shenandoah Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
risonburg, Va. — K 222 Radio Cincini, Cincinnati, Ohio,
ersburg, Va.
Richmond Newspapers, Richmond,
':
2. Larus
& Bros., Richmond,
Va.;
City
of Charlottesville,
Va.
vport News, Va.
Hampton Roads Bcstg., Newport
vs, Va. — K 82 Commonwealth Bcstg.
(p., Norfolk, Va.; K 1 Beachview
Kg, Co., Norfolk, Va.
folk-Portsmouth, Va.
Shenandoah Valley Bcstg., Hamburg, Va.: 4. WTAR Norfolk, Va.—
: * 96Hampton
A. S. Abell
Co., Bcstg.,
Baltimore.
Roads
Newport
vs, Va.— K 196 A. S. Abell Co., Balore; K 82 Commonwealth Bcstg.
T>., Norfolk, Va.; K 1 Beachview
l|tg. Co., Norfolk, Va.
SUPPORTS F.C.C.
folk-Portsmouth, Va.
City of Portsmouth; 8. School Bd.,
r of Norfolk; 9. The College of Wili & Mary; 10. Va. Polytechnic Inst.
' Norfolk,
iimond, Va.
• City of Richmond; 12. Havens &
"tin. Inc.
■ rlottesville, Va.
i!. U. of Virginia,
ichburg, Va.
. Old Dominion Bcstg. Corp.

K68 Evening News Assns., Detroit — ■
DuMont.
K69 Evansville Television Inc.,
Evansville, Ind. — Quad City.
K70 . ABC New York— Binghamton
Bcstrs
K71 ABC, San Francisco— DuMont
KARM, McClatchy.
K72 Athens,
WJHL Johnson
Rodio
DuMont. City, Tenn. —
K73 landWBVP
Beaver
Falls. Pa.— CleveHouse. Group, WCAE, Pgh. Radio Supply
KE74 Bd. of Education, Akron City
School District, Akron, Ohio — Wooster
Rep. Ptg. Co.
KE75ville,Greenville
City Schools,
GreenS. C— Bob Jones
U.
KE76 Bd. of Education of Louisville, Ky. and Louisville Free Public
Library — Radio Ky. Inc.
KE77 Public Schools, Piedmont,
Calif.— CBS, KROW.
KE78 Elementary Schools, Hayward,
Calif.— CBS. KROW.
KE79 County School System, HillsTribune Co.borough City, Fla. — Tampa Times,
KE80 Orleans Parish School Board,
New Orleans, La.
KE81 Union High School District,
Hayward,
Calif.,— CBS, KROW.
K82 Commonwealth
Bcstg. Corp.,
Corp.
Norfolk, Va. — Hampton Roads Bcstg.
KE83 Supt. of Schools, Marin County, Calif.— CBS, KROW.
K84 Peoples Bcstg Co.. Lancaster,
Pa. — Pa. Bcstg. Co., Chamber ComPhila., Pa., City of Phila., Daily
News TVmerce,Co.
KE85 Calif.
tion—CBS,State
KROW. Dept. of EducaKE86
Loyola
U.,
Charles W. Lamar,.NewJr. Orleans, La.—
Binghamton, N.
Y.—K87Pa. Clark
Bcstg. Assocs.,
Co.
KE88 Elementary School, Mt. Eden,
Calif.— CBS, KROW.
KE89 Sonoma County Schools, Santa
Rosa. Calif.— CBS, KROW.
KE90 Richmond Schools, Richmond,
Calif.— CBS, KROW.
K91 Clark Assocs., Binghamton, N.
Y.— WAGE, Onondaga Bcstg.
KE92 School District, Walnut Creek,
Calif.— CBS, KROW.
KE93 U. of Alabama— Voice of Dixie.
KE94 San Mateo County Schools,
Redwood
City, Cal.—
CBS, School,
KROW. Los
KE95 Union
High
Gatos, Cal.— CBS, KROW.
KE96 Citv
—CBS,
KROW.Schools, San Rafael, Calif.
KE97 School District, Irvington,
Calif.— CBS, KROW.
KE98 State Bd. of Agriculture, MichCorp.
igan State College — Quad City Bcstg.
K99 Tri-City Bcstg., Wheeling, W.
Va. — Alleghany Bcstg. Corp.
K100 Pape
Bcstg., Mobile, Ala.—
Tuscaloosa
Bcstg.
K101
Fort
Industry
Co., Miami —
Gore Publ. Co.
K102 Fort Industry Co., Miami— DuMont.
K103 Fort Industry Co., Toledo— DuMont.
K104 Adrian Bcstg. Co., Adrian,
Mich. — DuMont.
KE105 Adrian Bcstg. Co., Adrian,
Mich.— Wayne Univ., Detroit Bd Ed.
K106 City
Fisher's
Twin
Bcstg.Blend Station, SeattleK107 Brownsville Bcstg., Brownsville,
Tex. — Harbenito Bcstg. Co., McAllen
TV Co., Taylor Radio & TV Corp.
K108 Red River Valley Publ. Co.,
Sherman, Tex. — DuMont.
K109 Tri-County
Cleveland
Bcstg. Inc.,Bcstg.,
U.B.C., DuBois—
WGAR,
WWJ.
K110
Bell
Bcstg.
Co.,
Temple
Tex.—
DuMont.
Kill
E.
F.
Peffer,
Stockton,
Calif.—
KROW, CBS, TV Calif., Tribune Bldg. Co.K112 Milton J. Hinlein, Sedalia, Mo.—
Quad City.
K113 Cowles
Bcstg. Co., Des Moines—
Davenport
Bcstg.
KE114 Dade County Bd. of Public
Instruction, Fla. — Ft. Industry.
KE115 U. Toledo
Wavne
& Bd. Blade
of Ed. Co., Toledo—
K117 WTAG Worcester, Mass.— MatheTravelers,Cherry
Hampden-Hampshire,
CBS, son,
DuMont,
& Webb.
K118 Fetzer Bcstg. Co., Kalamazoo,
Mich.— DuMont.
K119 Fort Industry, Wheeling, W.
Va.— DuMont.
K120 Central Bcstg. Co., Davenport,
Iowa— CBS,
Wise. Bcstg., Hearst, Milwaukee Bcstg.
K121 WPTF Raleigh, N. C— DuMont,
WSAZ.
K122 Fort Industry Co., Wheeling.
W. Va.— Valley Bcstg.
K123 Fort Industry Co., Wheeling,
W. Va. — Washington Bcstg.
KE124 Mid-Hudson Bcstrs., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. — Dartmouth College, Bd.
Regents,
N. Y.Island Bcstg. Co., Rock
K125 Rock
Island, 111. — Independent Bcstg. Co.
K126 Outlet Co., Providence, R. I. —

CBS,
Hampden-Hampshire,
Matheson,
WTAG, DuMont. Travelers,
K127 Rockford Bcstrs., Inc., Rockford,
111.— CBS. L. B. Wilson.
K128 WKNE Keene, N. H.— DuMont.
K129 Bcstg. Co. of the South, Columbia, S. C— DuMont, SE Bcstg. Co., Mid.
Ga., Spartan.
K130 Dispatch Printing Co., ColumOhio — Wm. Block, Twin Valley,
L. B. bus,Wilson.
K131 WCNT Centralia, 111.— Peoria
Bcstg., Champaign News-Gazette, DuMont
K132 Summit Radio Corp., Akron,
Ohio — Wooster Republican.
K133 Greater Huntington Radio Corp.,
Huntington,
Va.— WSAZ, Valley.
L. B. Wilson. DuMont,W.Shenandoah
KE134 Greater
—Ohio
State U. Huntington Radio Corp.
Publ.
K 135Co.Miami Bcstg. Co., Miami — Gore
K136 Tri-State Telecasting Corp.,
Chattanooga, Tenn. — DuMont.
K137— Havens & Martin, Inc., Richmond, Va. — DuMont,
Best? , Piedmont
Pub. Winston-Salem
KE138 Booth Radio & TV Stations,
Flint. Mich.— Bav Citv Pub. Schs.,
Saginaw Bcstg. Co., Mich. State ColWavne U. & Bcstg.
Bd. of Service
Ed., Detroit.
K139lege,Travelers
Corp.,
Hartford, Conn.— CBS, WTAG, Hampden-Hampshire. Thames Bcstg. Corp.,
Cherry & Webb. Outlet Co., Matheson,
Regional
TV, Greylock,
DuMont, Elm
Citv. Brockwav
Co.
KE140 William H. Block Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind. — Logansport Bcstg.
Co.. Owensboro on the Air. Ohio State
U„ L. B. Wilson. CBS, So. 111. U.
K141 Mont,WPIX
New York— CBS, DuBremer Bcstg.
K142
WAVZ
Hartford Times. New Haven, Conn.—
son.K143 WFBM Indianapolis— L. B. WilK144burg.Pittsburg
Kans. — Quad Bcstg.
City. Co., PittsKE145 NBC— Indiana Tech., TeleRadio graph
Va. Herald, Pa. Bcstg. Co., DuMont,
KE146
— Ohio
State.
L. B.Radio
Wilson,Indianapolis
CBS.
K147tralKING
Seattle— Twin City, CenWilliamette.
KE148 WBRK-Greylock Bcstg. Co..
Pittsfield, Mass. — Hampden-Hampshire,
Travelers Bcstg., Thames Bcstg., Duet al. Mont, Cornell, Buffalo Courier Express
Bcstg.
K149 KGKB Tyler, Tex.— Trinity
K150 WJZ-TV,
WDEL. Phila.,
WMAL-TV
Chamber
of Commerce
City —of
Phila., Daily News, Hearst.
K151 Williamson Bcstg. Co., Williamson, W. Va. — DuMont.
K152DuMont.
Ken-Sell Inc., West Palm Beach,
Fla.—
SWK153
Pub.AllCo. Oklahoma Bcstg. Tulsa—
KE154 Booth Radio & TV Stations,
Inc., Milwaukee,
tional Reservation. Wise— CBS, EducaK155 Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg. Corp.,
Lewiston,
—Bay
City.Me. — Hartford Times.
K156 Scripps-Howard Inc., Cleveland
K157
Scripps-Howard
land— Music
Bcstg. Co. Inc., CleveK158land—L.Scripps-Howard
Inc., CleveB. Wilson.
K159 Independent Bcstg. Co.. Des
Moines — Davenport Bcstg. Co., Telegraph Herald.
KE161 WFBM Indianapolis— So. 111. U.
K162
Lebanon
Pa. — Eastern
RadioBcstg.
Corp. Co., Lebanon,
KE163 San Francisco Bay Area Public Schools TV Council— CBS & KROW.
K164 Matheson
Hartford
Times. Radio Co., BostonK165 WCAE Pittsburgh — WERE,
WHK, WGAR, WSW.
K166 WCAE— CBS.
K167 WCAE— WSTV-TV.
K168 WCAE— L. B. Wilson.
K169 WCAE— Tri-City.
KE170 Buffalo Courier-Express, Inc.,
WGR & WKBW Buffalo— Cornell.
KE171 Allen B. DuMont Lab.— General.
K172KIST.
Kennedy Bcstg., San Diego —
ABC,
K173 Marseco Bcstg. Co., Columbia,
S. C— SE Bcstg. Co., Middle Ga.,
Spartan.
K174 Balaban & Katz, Chicago—
Peoriaette,Bcstg.,
DuMont. Champaign News-GazValley
Bcstg. Corp., Flint, Mich— Twin
K175 Trebit
K176 Hearst Radio, Milwaukee— CBS.
K177 Matheson
Radio Co.. Boston —
Enterprise
Publishing.
(Continued on page 62)
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«WTVN«
Columbus
Ohio

PC/US/
In the rich Central Ohio area,
WTVN has consistently pulled
greater mail-order counts than
many far larger stations in far
larger markets. To date, over
half-a-million orders . . . that's
SELLING. Everything from mops
to mowers, towels to tombstones.
Yes, over 200 inquiries from the
first show on grave markers and
monuments!

Even before the ratings are published, smart timebuyers are reserving their time on WTVN. Why?
WTVN delivers the audience! Nine
out of ten mail order deals in Central Ohio are tested first. AND
THEY'RE TESTED HERE! Ask these
national advertisers . . . They
Know!
IF YOU BUY
RATINGS
Look at this. WTVN's "LATE
Show", a seven-nights-a-week
feature film, is one of three local
airers in the Top Ten multi-weekly
shows (PULSE). Our audience rating Monday thru Friday is 14.5
(Against strong competition, too).

ANITA LOUISE
PRESTON FOSTER WNl.BENDIX
FRANK BUCK JOAN FONTAINE
SUSAN HRYWARD
J OHM PAYNE. J.CAGNEY
Mail-order people buy AUDIENCE.
WTVN delivers the audience to
them. We can deliver it to YOU,
too. In Central Ohio, WTVN
means AUDIENCE, and AUDIENCE
means SALES anywhere.
WTVN
-6
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Edward
Closely
WICU, Erie
HEADLEY
Page 62

•

Lamb, Pres.
affiliated with
and WTOD, Toledo
REED ABC-DUM

July 23, 1951

Hearing Appearances
(Continued from page 61 )
K178 Hearst Radio, Baltimore — DuMont.
Bcstg.
K179 WCAE Pittsburgh— Washington
K180 Chronicle Publ. Co., San Franbune Co., KCRA,
K181 Kennethcisco—TriR.
GiddensMcClatchy.
& T. J.
Rester, Mobile, Ala. — Lamar Life Ins.
Co.K182 WGAL Lancaster, Pa.— Peoples
Bcstg. Co.
Slope Bcstg. Co., et al
— K183
Edwin Western
C. Johnson.
K184
Trebit
Corp., Flint, Mich. —
Booth Radio.
K185 WCAE Pittsburgh— WB VP.
K186 Bcstg.
Hearst Radio, Milwaukee —
Music
City.
K187 Hearst Radio, Milwaukee— Quad
K188 Ashland Bcstg., Ashland, Ky.—
DuMont.
KE189 Ashland Bcstg— Ohio State U.
K190 Trinity Bcstg., Dallas — A. H.
Belo, KFBI, Taylor Radio & TV, KTRH,
Shamrock, So. Tex. TV, Red River
Valley
DuMont.Bcstg., Stephens County Bcstg.,
KE191 Ohio Valley Bcstg. Co., Clarksburg, W. Va.—
Obio State
U. SE Ohio, Shenandoah,
KE192 Davenport Bcstg. Co., Davenport, Iowa — Gazette Co., Cowles, Telegraph Herald, Blackhawk Bcstg., Keokuk Bcstg., Murphy Bcstg., Independent Bcstg., Central Bcstg., State
U.
of Iowa,
So. Peoria
111. U.,Bcstg.,
ChampaignNews
Gazette,
Quad
City.
K193
Troy
Bcstg.,
Troy,
N.
Y.—
Meredith Champlain.
KE194 Crosley Bcstg., Ohio & Indiana
— Indiana Tech., DuMont, So. 111. U.,
WIBC, L. B. Wilson, Matta Bcstg.,
Alleghany Bcstg., Pittsburgh Radio
Supply House, Westinghouse, WWSW,
CBS. Ohio State U., Wayne U. & Bd.
of Ed., Detroit.
K195 WJNO West Palm Beach, Fla.—
Isle of Dreams, Fort Industry, DuMont.
K196 A. S. Abell Co., BaltimoreHampton Roads, WTAR, DuMont.
K197 Sangamon Valley Television
Corp., Springfield. 111. — Peoria Bcstg.,
Champaign-News Gazette, DuMont.
K198 Taylor
Cameron
Tulsa —
KFBI.
RadioTelevision,
& TV.
K199 Elm City Bcstg., New Haven,
Conn.— ABC and Gen. Teleradio.
K200 Chamber
Elm City
Bcstg.— Pa. Bcstg.,
Phila.
of Commerce.
KE201 Brockway Co., Watertown,
N. Y.— WAGE, WFBL, Cornell.
KE202 WBEN Buffalo— Cornell.
K203 Broadcasting, Atlanta — Radio
Athens.
K204 Texas State Network, Fort
Worth — Lack's Stores.
K205 KTBS Shreveport, La.— KTRH,
Shamrock.
K206 KTBS— So. Texas TV.
K207 Buffalo Courier-Express, Buffalo. N. Y. — Binghamton Bcstrs.
K208 Northwest Bcstg. Co., Fort
Dodge, Iowa — Independent Bcstg.,
Gazette Co., Blackhawk Bcstg., So.
Minn. Supply, Champaign-News Gazette Quad City Bcstg., DuMont.
K209 Texoma Bcstg. Co., Wichita
Falls. Tex. — DuMont.
K210 Central Williamette Bcstg. Co.,
Albany, Ore. — DuMont.
K212 Havens & Martin, Richmond,
Va. — Radio Va., Radio Ky.
KE213 Chanticleer Bcstg. Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.— State Dept. Ed. N. J.
— WKY.
K214 All Oklahoma Bcstg. Co., Tulsa
K215 Dispatch,, Erie, Pa. — Presque
Isle.
K216 WJIM Lansing, Mich.— Music
Pub.
Fla.K217
— FortKen-Sell,
Industry. West Palm Beach,
K218 Keokuk Bcstg., Keokuk, IowaQuad City.
K219 Keokuk Bcstg.— DuMont.
K220 Orlando Bcstg., Orlando, Fla.—
DuMont.
Mo.KE221 KFRU Columbia, Mo.— U. of
KE222 Radio Cincinnati, Cincinnati —
L. B. Wilson, S.E. Ohio, Shenandoah
Valley, Ohio S. U., DuMont.
K223 Trebit Corp., Flint, Mich.—
Quad City Bcstg.
KE224 Trebit Corp.— Michigan State
College.
K225 KVOS Bellingham, Wash.—
Twin
DuMont.City Bcstg., KOMO-KJR-KIRO,
KE226 Iowa State College of Agri.
& Mech. Arts, Ames, Iowa — Telegraph
Herald, N. W. Bcstg., Central Bcstg.,
Cowles Bcstg., Murphy Bcstg.
K227 Lack's Stores, Victoria, Tex. —
DuMont.
K228 Picture Waves, Columbus, Ohio
—Booth Radio, WJR.

K229 Picture Waves— DuMont.
K230 Lincoln Bcstg., Lincoln, Neb.—
KFAB.
K231 Salt Lake City Bcstg.— E. Utah,
Uncompahgre, Oquirrh.
Co.K232 WGAL Lancaster— Easton Pub.
K233 WGAL— Trent Bcstg.
K234 Pittsburg Bcstg., Pittsburg,
Kans.— Midland & WHB.
K235 Buffalo Courier-Express, BufNew York — Valley
CorningBcstg.,
Leader.Terre
K236falo,Wabash
Haute, Ind.-Wm. H. Block, WIBC,
Logansport, L. B. Wilson.
KE237 Music Bcstg., Grand Rapids
Mich. — Indiana Tech., Bay City Bcstg.,
Delta Bcstg., Green Bay Newspaper,
DuMont, WJR, Booth Radio, Milwaukee
Bcstg., Hearst, Moline Bcstg., CBS.
K238 Harold Sudbury, Blytheville,
Ark.— WREC, DuMont.
K239 Quad
Cedar City.
Valley Bcstg., Austin,
Minn.—
K240 High PointBcstg.,
Enterprises,
N. C—
Winston-Salem
Co., Piedmont
Pub. Co., DuMont.
KE241 WHAS Louisville— L. B. Wilson, So. 111. U.
KE242 Pinellas Bcstg., St. Petersburg, Fla. — Tampa Times, Tribune Co.
K243 WHK,
Trebit WGAR
Corp., & Flint,
WERE,
WJW. Mich.—
K244 Trebit Corp.— DuMont.
K251 Red River Valley Bcstg., Sherman, Tex. — DuMont.
KE252 Adrian Bcstg., Flint, Mich.—
Bay City Public Schools.
Adrian Bd.Bcstg.,
Toledo— Wayne
U.KE253
& Detroit
of Ed.
K254 Adrian Bcstg., Flint, Mich. —
DuMont.
K255 Four WHB.
States Bcstrs., Joplin, Mo.
—Midland,
K256 Louis H. Peterson, Petersburg,
Va.— Larus & Bros., WCHV, DuMont.
K257 Clark Assoc., Binghamton, N. Y.
— Phila. Chamber of Commerce.
KE259Mont,Lake
CBS, So.Bcstg.,
111. U.Gary, Ind.— DuKE260
U.
of
Illinois,
111. —
West Central, CBS, L.Urbana,
B. Wilson,
Peoria Bcstg., Quad City.
KE261 Joint Committee on Educational TV— NARTB.
KE262 Joint Committee on Educational TV— DuMont.
KE263 Joint Committee on Educational TV — Federal Communications
Bar Assn.
Winston-Salem
Bcstg.,Telegraph
N. C—
JoeK264
L. Smith
(WJLS), Daily
Printing Co.
KE265 County School System, Pinellas City, Fla. — Tampa Times, Tribune
KE266
John Swett Union High,
Co.
Crockett, Calif.— CBS & KROW.
KE267 Sen. Dist., Castro Valley,
Calif.— CBS & KROW.
KE268 Union Sch. Dist., Campbell,
Calif— CBS & KROW.
KE269 Contra Costa County Schools,
Martinez, Calif.— CBS & KROW.
KE270 Ravenswood Elementary Sch.
Dist., Palo Alto, Calif. — CBS & KROW.
KE271 Elementary Schools, San
Lorenzo, Calif.— CBS & KROW.
KE272 Acalanes Union High School,
Lafayette, Calif. — CBS & KROW.
K273 Meredith Champlain TV Corp.,
Albany, N. Y.— Troy Bcstg.
K274— Quad
Pulitzer
Louis
City. Publishing Co., St.
K275 South Texas TV Co., Houston—
DuMont.
K276 Corning Leader, Corning, N. Y.
— Buffalo Courier-Express et al.
K278 Meredith Syracuse TV Corp.,
Syracuse,Courier-Express
N. Y. — Binghamton
Bcstrs.,
Buffalo
et al, Corning
Leader.
KE279 Joint Committee on Educational TV— CBS.
KE280 ABC, Los Angeles— Airf an,
Charles E. Salik, TV Bcstg. Co., DuMont, San Diego County Bd. of Ed.
K281 Gazette, Cedar Rapids, Iowa —
Quad City, Peoria, W. Central, Black
Hawk, KNUJ, CBS, Davenport Bcstg.,
DuMont.
KE282 Neptune Bcstg., Atlantic City,
N. J.— Dept. Educ. N. J.
K283 WSM Nashville— DuMont.
K284 Earle C. Anthony, Los Angeles —
Airfan, TV Bcstg. Co., Salik, KIST.
K285 Cleveland TV Applicants
(WERE,land—Trebit,
WHK, WCAE,
WGAR, WBVP.
WJW), ClevePittsburgh Radio Supply House, DuMont.
K286 WSTV Steubenville, O.— Allegheny Bcstg., Washington Bcstg., Fort
Industry Co., DuMont, Pittsburgh Radio
Supply House, WCAE, Westinghouse.
K287 Mont,
Community
— DuWayne U. & Bcstg.,
Bd. of Toledo
Ed. Detroit.
K288 Radio Augusta, Augusta, Ga. —
Bcstg. Co. of La. & Inter-City Adv. Co.

K289 Community Bcstg., Wheeliti
W. Va.— Wash. Bcstg. Co., Allegher
Bcstg. Corp., Pgh. Radio Supply Hous
WCAE Inc., Westinghouse, DuMont
K290 Indianapolis Bcstg., Indians i
olis— CBS, Ohio State, L. B. WiOso:
K291 KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.— Midlan
WHB,
KE292 Quad
Trent City,
Bcstg.,DuMont.
Trenton, N. J State Dept. of Educ.
K293
Journal
Co.,
Milwaukee— Di
Mont.
K294 Delta Bcstg., Escanaba, Mich.
DuMont, Music Bcstg.
K295 Calif.
KCRA Inland
Sacramento,
Calif.,
Bcstg., Calif.—
MontereT
Radio-TV Co., Kenyon Brown, Tribur
Bldg. Co.,
SalinasKROW.
Bcstg. Co., CBI
Steven
A. Cisler,
K296 Radio Diablo, Mt. Diablo, Cali
—TV
CBS. Calif., KROW, Inc., Tribune Bids
KE297 NARTB-TV— Bell Telephor
Co., JCET.
K298 Central
Davenport
Bcstg. Bcstg., Des MoinesK299 Tribune Publishing, Tacom,
Wash. — Tom Olsen.
K300 McClatchy Bcstg., Calif.— CB:
KROW, Inc., Tribune Bldg., TV Cali
K301 Monterey Radio-TV, Montere
Calif .—Salinas, Harmco, KCRA, KROV
K302 Howard W. Davis-Walmac Cc
SanK303Antonio,
Tex. — Lack'sBcstg.,
Stores.Lewi
Lewiston-Auburn
ton, Me. — Travelers.
K304 Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg. — Grej
lock.
K305 Lewiston - Auburn Bcstg.
Hampden-Hampshire.
K306 Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg. — R(
gional
K307 TV.
Regional TV Corp., Springfieli
Mass. — Greylock, Travelers Bests
Thames Bcstg.,
Brockway
Co. CBS, Hartford Time
KE308 WJR Detroit— WGRD, Micl
State College, Trebit
Quad Bests
CitWSAI-WVJS,
Twin Corp.,
Valley
WSAM-WLEW, DuMont.
K309 Trebit Corp., Flint, Mich.— WJI
Bd.KE310—
of Ed.Trebit
Detroit.Corp.— Wayne U. .
K311 Clark Assocs., Binghamto]
N. Y.— City of Philadelphia.
K312 Clark Assocs.— Daily News T\
K313 Buffalo Courier-Express, et alGreylock.
K314 Oil Belt Television Co., Brecl*
enridge, Tex. — KLIF.
KE316 U. of Denver, Colo.— Edwi
C. Johnson.
KE318 U. of Georgia— (Suppor
F.C.C.) Radio Athens.
KE319 St. Paul Dept. of Educ.— (Sut
ports F.C.C.) Late comments & ger
eral opposition to commercial interest
KE320 St. Paul Public Library Sys(Supports F.C.C.) Commercial interest
K321 Courier-Post Publishing Co
Hannibal, Mo.— Midland, KCMO, WHI
K322 Courier-Post— DuMont.
KE323 City of St. Paul— Commerci;
interests.
K324 Pittsburgh Radio Supply HousPittsburgh— WCAE, Inc., Matta Bcstg
Tri-City Bcstg. WBVP, Inc., WSTA
Washington
Co., Clevelan
Bcstrs. group, Bcstg.
Fort Industry.
K325— Hampden-Hampshire,
Mass.
Travelers, HartfordHolyokTime
Bcstg.
WTAG, CBS, Brockway Co., DuMon
Outlet Co., Cherry & Webb, Thame
K326 Quad
Milwaukee
CBS,
City. Bcstg.— Music Bcstg
K327
WKAT
Miami— Gore, Centr;
Fla.
KE328 Hearst.
City of Milwaukee — Wisconsi
Bcstg.,
Mis;
— K329
Voice Meridian
of Dixie,Bcstg.,
Deep Meridian,
South Bcstg
Johnston Bcstg., Tuscaloosa Bcstg.
K330 Wichtex Radio & TV Co
Wichita Falls, Tex.— KFBI, Taylc
Radio & TV, DuMont.
KE331
Bd. C.of Johnson.
Education, Denve:
Colo.
— Edwin
K332
City
of
Columbia,
S. C— Best)
Spai
tan Radiocasting, Southeastern
Co., DuMont.
KE333 North Country Bcstg. Co
Malone, N. Y.— Board Regents Stat
Dept. Educ, N. Y.
KE334 American Bcstg. Stations, Inc
Cedar Rapids, la. — Coe College.
KE335
Iowa
— CoeGazette
College. Co., Cedar Rapic:
KE336
Travelers
Bcstg., Hartfon
Conn. — Brown U.
KE337 American Bcstg. Corp., Lev
ington, Ky. — U. of Ky.
KE338
M. Mallory, Laram ii
Wyo. — U. Warren
of Wyoming.
K339 Palmetto Bcstg., Columb ii
S. C— DuMont, Spartan Radio, S
Bcstg., etc.
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quiz

for

-minded

econom

y

Which of these film television shows are

advertisers:

Spot Programs?

All of these shows on television last season had lots in
common. All were done on film. All had multi-market distribution. But three of them (1, 3 and 4) were Spot
program campaigns.

Which are Network?

1. The Bigelow Theatre
2. Groucho Marx

This test ought to convince you there's nothing on the
viewing screen that labels a show a "Spot program." Spot
programs come live and film . . . come in practically every
entertainment category ... in every time segment. The

3. The Cisco Kid

4. Wild Bill Hickok

viewer just can't tell the difference.
But your treasurer can tell the difference-because he
saves money in television with Spot programs. Saves on
facilities charges. Saves enough to pay for the extra film
prints involved and their distribution. For Spot program
rates are generally lower than network rates for the sanie
period . . . over the same stations.

5. Fireside Theatre

6. Gene Autry

And your sales manager knows the difference. Because with a Spot program television campaign he can pick
and choose the very markets he wants. In Spot program

7. Horace Heidt

advertising there are no "must" stations ... no minimum
station requirements.
And your advertising manager knows. He's a more
profitable customer to the station. So he gets wholehearted
station cooperation . . . finds that stations clear time more
readily.
Now you know, too. If you'd like to know more, simply
call a Katz representative for the full story on Spot program advertising. Ask him how much money you can save.
You'll see that . . .
you can do better with Spot. Much better.
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56
ASCAP

BATTLE

AFTER nearly two years of trying to work out satisfactory terms
for the use of ASCAP music on
television, the All-Industry TV Per
Program Committee and ASCAP
last week admitted their failure and
turned to the Federal District
Court in New York for a solution.
On Wednesday, Judge Simon H.
Rifkind and Stuart Sprague, counsel to the All Industry Committee,
who have been exploring every
type of fees formula with Herman
Finkelstein, general attorney of
ASCAP, in a last-minute attempt
to avoid litigation even after the
committees had given up hope,
resigned themselves to the inevitable and filed a petition in the
United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York.
They asked the court to fix reasonable terms and conditions for
local station and network licenses.
The petition was filed in the
name of 56 individual TV stations
which retained Messrs. Rifkind and
Sprague to represent them in negotiations with ASCAP and authorized their counsel to proceed with
court action if necessary. The document points out that for many
months these stations, except
WBRC-TV Birmingham and the
DuMont stations— WABD (TV)
New York, WTTG (TV) Washington, WDTV (TV) Pittsburghhave been using ASCAP music under an interim agreement whose
last extension terminated Wednesday.
Asks Three Decisions
The stations asked the court
"(a) for a determination of a reasonable fee for the proposed licenses and (b) for the fixing of
an interim fee for such licenses
pending final determination of what
constitutes a reasonable fee and
(c) for such other and further relief as to the court may seem just
and proper."
Wednesday's break-off of
ASCAP-telecaster relations came
after nearly two years of discussions between the society and the
TV station operators, their committee and its counsel. In the fall
of 1949, after a former committee
made up chiefly of network executives had worked out terms for a
blanket TV license, which ABC,
CBS and NBC accepted for their
networks and their owned-andPage 64
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operated TV stations, a new committee headed by Dwight W. Martin, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, set
out to negotiate a per program license for television.
Last December, the TV representatives refused to agree to
ASCAP's demands that fees be
paid for commercial announcements
adjacent to programs containing
ASCAP music as well as for those
programs. The society broke off
negotiations and notified all TV
stations that ASCAP would shortly issue a license on its own terms.
Following an industry meeting in
Chicago, Jan. 18, Mr. Martin asked
for another meeting, which ASCAP
granted, but again no agreement
was reached.
In March, ASCAP issued its own
per program license, which did not
ask for payment for adjacencies
but which set fees for programs
containing ASCAP music at more
than double the scale called for in
radio per program licenses, in contrast to the TV blanket license
formula of "radio plus 10%." This
was completely unacceptable to the
broadcasters and, at the suggestion
of Mr. Sprague who had been serving as committee counsel, former

TO

Stations

Petitioi

COURT

Federal Judge Simon Rifkind was
engaged as special counsel. Stations were asked to contribute to
support whatever action should
become necessary and first quarterpayments in excess of $25,000 have
been received.
Tried Peace Talks
Before proceeding with litigation, however, counsel for the committee continued their efforts to
work out a deal through negotiations and for a while it appeared
as if they might be successful. The
per program committee met with
ASCAP officials in June and following that meeting committee
counsel continued their discussions
with Herman Finkelstein, general
attorney of ASCAP. By last week,
however it became evident that
there was no hope of getting together on the proper price of the
use of ASCAP music on television,
so the appeal to the court was initiated, under the terms of the government consent decree accepted
by ASCAP 10 years ago, which provides for terms to be set by the
court if the parties cannot agree
among themselves.

W
THA
STU
both L
VHF and
UHF channels
PARTIAL DY
LIFTING ofPAR
the three-TIA
across the country, it appears not
year old television freeze is again
under consideration by FCC now
likely that the Commission can inthat the Commission has reaffirmed
clude new UHF station grants for
the U. S. in the partial freeze lift,
the opinion its fixed allocation plan
although it had also proposed to
is lawful, it was learned by Broadcasting • Telecasting at deaddo so, conditionally, in its earlier
line last Thursday.
"Third Notice" announcing the reOn the eve of the formal prevised allocation plan [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26].
hearing conference to consider
support and opposition of the ComAs of late Thursday many observers felt there will be favorable
mission's proposed procedure to
action on the proposed plan to exsubstitute a "paper" presentation
for the forthcoming oral hearing
pedite the overall lifting of the
on city-by-city allocation proposals
freeze by boiling down the city-by(see late story At Deadline) , it city hearing into a compact paper
was understood in several quarters
presentation.
Thursday that the Commission may
DuMont Request
act on the partial freeze lift plan
Allen B. DuMont Labs was rewithin the next few weeks.
ported planning to request an oral
It appears likely FCC may give
hearing on its alternate allocation
the go-ahead to new station construction in the territories of the plan for the U. S., however, while
Daily News Television Co., PhilaU. S. and grant power boosts and
delphia applicant, also was underimproved facilities for certain ex^hearing.stood to be planning to seek oral
isting stations within the U. S.
Since many comments have been
filed which affect the allocation of
The Joint Committee on Educa-

Stations on whose behalf coui
petitions were filed include:
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV Birmini
ham; KLAC-TV,
KTTV
(TV) Lc
Angeles; KFMB-TV San Diego; KPI
(TV),
KRON-TV
San Franeiscc
WNHC-TV New Haven; WTTG TV|
Washington; WAGA-TV Atlanta
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; WTT
(TV) Bloomington, Ind.; WFBM-T
Indianapolis;
WOC-TV Davenport
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV Louisvilleiij
WDSU-TV
New
Orleans;
WAAi |
(TV), WBAL-TV
Baltimore; WB2'j
TV, WNAC-TV
Boston; WJBK-T^
WWJ-TV Detroit; WKZO-TV Kalanu
zoo; KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV Minneai I
olis; KSD-TV St. Louis; KMTV (TV]
WOW-TV Omaha; WATV (TV) Neia|
ark;
KOB-TV (TV)Albuquerque;
WOEJ|
TV, WABD
New York; WHEl
(TV) Syracuse; WKTV (TV) Utica ]
WBTV (TV) Charlotte; WKRC-TVi
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati; WBNS-TV
WLWC (TV) Columbus; WLWD (TVj
Dayton; WSPD-TV Toledo; WKY-T
Oklahoma City; KOTV (TV) Tulsa
WJAC-TV Johnstown; WPTZ (TV
Philadelphia;
WDTV
(TV) Pitts!
burgh; WJAR-TV Providence; WMcI
(TV) Memphis; WSM-TV Nashville, |:
KRLD-TV
Dallas; WOAI-TV S&T
Antonio; KSL-TV Salt Lake City
WTAR-TV Norfolk; KING-TV Seafj
tie; WSAZ-TV Huntington.

*> gg
rS£ tional^
Television, which earlier wa|
thought inclined toward f avorin
only an oral hearing, last ThursJ
day informed FCC
by writte ;
statement that it was willing t
"dispense with lengthy oral heai
ings" in favor of paper presents;
tion. JCET felt, nevertheless, tha
it would need longer than the sug j
gested 30-day period to prepar
cases for the 200 some commurtij;
ties in which educational reserva I
tions have been proposed by th 1
Commission.
Friday's pre-hearing conferenc
had been called by the Commissioi
just a week earlier (July 13) wheijj
FCC adopted in essence the sug
gestion of the NARTB for a pape
hearing shortcut
Telecasting,
July [Broadcasting
16, 9].
On the same date the Commis:
sion had reaffirmed its opinion o
the statutory lawfulness of iti]
fixed allocation plan and educa I
tional reservations. FCC also con |
(Continued on page 76)
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VIDEO

By JOHN OSBON
tE MULTI-MILLION dollar
etronics industry may be tapped
its boundless limits for manllver, equipment and technical
bw-how in the foreseeable future
I lay the groundwork for a vast
;'r network of relay stations in
■ North Atlantic Treaty nations.
Prime mover behind this gigan, global undertaking, now in the
Weprint stage, is Sen. Karl E.
mdt (R-S.D.), co-author of the
lith-Mundt Act and progenitor
a proposed "Vision for Amer" The project earmarks teleion as a supplement to the U. S.
Ditwave radio arm overseas for
,1'opean transmission of educanal and cultural programs.
In an exclusive interview with
OADCASTING • TELECASTING, Sen.
andt last week disclosed details
his long range plan, following a
ies of periodic conferences with
hnicians and consultants of. the
nmercial TV industry and offils of the Dept. of State.
Under the Mundt proposal, creon of video outlets in Turkey —
d later in other European counes outside of the Soviet orbit —
mid be financed through Consssional allocation of funds to the
ate Dept. — as part of the inforUtion program or under funds set
'ide for the Economic Cooperan Administration. The initial
oject could be launched, Sen.
andt believes, for between S3 miln and $4 million including inillation of transmitter and reving equipment.
Sen. Mundt also envisions, in the
reseeable future, provision for
NOW

CROP

Mundt

Pushes

AM and FM broadcast facilities
(and eventually facsimile)
throughout the structure of NATO
(North Atlantic Treaty Organization) to supplement the Voice of
America.
The entire project can be completed for between $30 million and
$40 million, according to the best
estimates supplied to the South
Dakota Republican by private industry officials. The relay network
would blanket NATO countries.
Turkey is tabbed for membership.
Who would finance this excursion into foreign educational and
cultural programming?
The Senator said there are a
number of approaches, but stressed
two in particular — one involving
the taxpayer through the State
Dept., the other through a proposed American advertising foundation comprising manufacturers
with a stake in selling their products abroad.
Under the latter plan, which
Sen. Mundt said he had discussed
with unidentified advertising officials in New York, manufacturers of goods would band together

Plan

for NATO

under the foundation and buy time
on overseas TV stations to merchandise their wares.
Obviously, the latter proposal
could not be put into effect, however, until the proposed relay networks become a reality in at least
one country.
"These advertisers," Sen. Mundt
commented, "would receive their
money back in sales revenue. This
opens up an entirely new approach
to advertising on an international
scale." In that, he noted, TV
broadcasters would have a considerable stake.
Funds Project
With respect to Congressional
approval of funds, the Senator felt
that the State Dept. would find it
"easier to obtain $30 million from
Congress for this overall project
than it would have in getting some
$100 million for radio transmitters
as part of its information program
— and receive five to ten times
greater value for their money. A
picture is worth 1,000 words in
The Mundt plan calls for installation of TV transmitter and comimpact."

EDUCATORS
ADVISED
A STOP, LOOK and listen sign has been hoisted beside the tracks of
steamed-up educators who want to own and operate a non-commercial
television station for educational purposes.
The sign bearers are Col. Harry C. Wilder, president, WSYR-AM-TV
Syracuse, and D. L. (Tony) Pro- .
vost, business manager, WBALMilwaukee. Hearst Consolidated
AM-TV Baltimore and acting genoperates WCAE Pittsburgh. Col.
eral manager of Hearst Radio Inc.
Wilder, in addition to his WSYR
Both men hold positions in operations which embrace more than
post, is president and stockholder
of WELI New Haven and WTRY
one broadcast property. WBALTroy,
N. Y.
AM-TV is owned by Hearst, whose
properties include WISN-AM-FM
They feel the educators' prob-

Returns to Evening 'Revue'
■cJOW CROP Marketers Div. of
inton Foods, New York (maker of
•ozen Foods), effective Sept. 8
turns to evening network tele5ion sponsorship after a fling with
twice weekly daytime half-hour
ow placed in 53 markets on a
ot basis.
Snow Crop will participate in
i'onsorship of the All Star Revue
,iich features four comics on a
tating basis, Saturday, 8-9 p.m.
i NBC-TV. Comedians are Jimmy
Jiante, Ed Wynn, Jack Carson
id Danny Thomas.
Company had sponsored Snow
>-op Matinee Theatre twice weekly
. 53 cities since last March. Pre■ ous to that Snow Crop was the
_"st commercial advertiser to un;rwrite Your Show of Shows, Saturday on NBC-TV.
Firm was understood to be payg $30,000 weekly for the Imogene
SHAKING hands are (I to r) Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president; Nat B.
xa-Sid Caesar show but dropped
e program after a full year to Barclay, president. Snow Crop Marketers Div. of Clinton Foods Inc., and Tyler
Davis, account supervisor of Maxon Inc., ad agency. Occasion marked Snow
ldertake the other daytime show
■cause of increase in talent prices
Crop's participation sponsorship of NBC-TV's All Star Revue, to begin Sept.
ft March.
Maxon
Adv., New
8, 8-9 p.m. Show will spotlight Jimmy Durante, Ed Wynn, Jack Carson and
Danny Thomas.
prk, is the agency for Snow Crop.
elecasting
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munity-type projection receiver
equipment in certain communities
in Turkey — with the U. S. sustaining complete cost and Turkish authorities manning the actual program operations for a specified
amount of hours each day. The
U. S., in return, would be permitted to utilize an equal number
of programming hours.
The emphasis
wouldshows,
be onthough
educational and cultural
Sen. Mundt felt that the "possibilities of propaganda are almost unlimited." The sets would be installed in school rooms, auditoriums and at other points.
The Senator conceded that the
economics of such a project pose a
serious hurdle, as do other problems including the services of technical specialists. For that reason,
he said, use of individual-type receivers was judged to be impractical. He feels that the answer lies
chiefly in the grant of government
priorities.
As to use of critical materials
for commercial telecast equipment
in the current defense emergency,
Sen. Mundt felt that limiting the
project to Turkey at the outset
would not require any appreciable
(Continued on page 72)

Cooperation

Is Best

lem of where to get the funds to
operate ofand
dilemma
how tothe
meetbroadcasters'
educational
program demands can be met by
broadcaster-educator cooperation.
On the practical level, they are
convinced that this cooperation, as
exemplified by the "Syracuse U.
TV Plan," and as contemplated by
an excursion into educational TV
in the fall by WBAL-TV, is workable and serves both parties with a
minimum of burden imposed.
Noting the "fierce fight" waged
in Washington between educators
and commercial TV forces, "which
resulted in the FCC allotting . . .
new TV channels to 'educational
stations,' " Col. Wilder said the
issue has resolved into the question
of "how long such ear-marked
channels should be held open for
education institutions."
Deprive Public?
"In other words," he said,
"should the public be deprived of
program service on these channels
for a period of years waiting for
educational
Col. Wilderuse?"
wishes to underscore
what he calls the "common sense
compromise" offered by the Syracuse U.-WSYR operation.
The plan saves a university
heavy TV investment in transmitters and a station plant because
the station provides these facilities. The university, Col. Wilder
continued, only has the smaller investment in studios and program
facilities. Use of university facilities for many of its own live shows,
(Continued on page 73)
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NARTB
MORAL

STANDARD

To

Prepare

Code

groups include travelogues, spec
educational films and f eatui
press interviews, forums and c
cussions, but do not include p
grams on news, news comm.
taries, weather or market inforn
tion.

PREPARATION of a set of standards designed to remove such stigmas
to 7,325 minutes.
Eighty percent of air time was
as "TV neckline" and to keep the moral and ethical tone of television
Stations linked by relay fac
sponsored, it was found. Sponsored
in line with social requirements will get under way July 30.
ties
took 50% of their progra
time is defined as referring to proFirst meeting of the NARTB 's Television Program Standards Comming
from networks with kinescc
mittee will be held that day at
grams only, exclusive of time conaccounting for 12% and film 18;
Kenneth H. Baker, director of resumed by out-of-program announceNARTB's Washington headquarAnother 17% was devoted to 1
search; Th a d H. Brown Jr.,
ters. The meeting conforms to a
ments (those given during station
local presentations. Of static
breaks or at other intermissions).
NARTB-TV manager and counsel;
mandate of the nation's TV broadcasters who met June 22 to see Robert K. Richards, public affairs Out-of-program announcements ex- surveyed, 55 were in the intercc
nected group.
director.
what could be done about criticism
clude the commercials which are a
Non-interconnected stations hi
Dr. Baker last week concluded an part of a sponsored program and
of TV programming [Broadcastthe announcements contained in a 46% kinescope programming, 2£
ing • Telecasting, June 25].
analysis of TV air time, showing
NARTB President Harold E. Fel- the average TV outlet is on the air participating show. The weekly
film and 29 % local live.
lows last week announced compleDr. Baker's 81 logs covered
average
for
out-of-program
anof the 63 markets in which 1
tion of personnel for the new stand- 4,945 minutes (82 hours, 25 minnouncements is261, or 3.2 per hour
utes)
per
week,
not
including
test
ards committee, which is headed
outlets operate.
patterns. The study is based on logs of TVoperation.
by Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
stations devote an average of
of 81 stations covering the May
New Orleans.
6.5% of their weekly broadcast
6-12 week.
NARTB-TV board members
time to educational, religious and
named to the committee were HarStation time ranged from 2,125 discussion
programming. These
CBS COLOR
ry Bannister, WWJ-TV Detroit;
Harold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
Showings in Cincinni
Worth; Clair R. McCollough,
IBC Praises Home TV;
WKRC-TV Cincinnati was added
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Paul
the CBS color television netwo
Raibourn, KTLA-TV Los Angeles.
WALCOTT
FIGHT
last Friday for a nine-day demc
Will Up Rights Price
Committee Members
stration — Cincinnati's first in t
ALL HANDS appeared pleased with broadcast television's answer to color TV field.
Other committee members are
theatre TV last week — sponsorship of the Ezzard Charles-Joe Walcott
In addition to showings
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milheavyweight title bout by a group of TV set manufacturers.
waukee; James C. Hanrahan,
So pleased was the International Boxing Club, which staged the fight WKRC-TV, which will carry t
WEWS (TV) Cleveland; J. Leonard
network's regular color schedi
and got $150,000 for radio and tele- *
Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta; Henry
through July 28, the Kroger C
vision rights, that officials said
facturers, retailers and television
W. Slavick, WMCT (TV) Memphis;
they would take not a cent less networks to provide a similar en- which sponsors the Alan You
Donald W. Thornburgh, WCAU-TV
Show on CBS-TV, was slated to i
than $250,000 for radio-TV rights
tertainment inhomes in the future." tate a color receiver among its Ci
Philadelphia. Representing netfor the return match, to be held
A
spokesman
for
Philco
exworks are Davidson Taylor, NBC,
cinnati supermarkets to pern
probably in September.
pressed the view that TV manuand James L. Caddigan, DuMont.
color
viewing by as many of t
facturers
will
be
vitally
interested
If commercial broadcasting inJoining in the committee session
public
as possible.
in
continuing
this
type
of
sponsorterests don't come up with the
will be Mr. Fellows and four
Hulbert Taft Jr., executive vi
ship,
and
emphasized
that
it
not
$250,000,
IBC
officials
were
quoted
NARTB staff executives: C. E.
by Associated Press, then IBC will only was a spur to set sales but president of Radio Cincinnati, ow
Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer; Dr. return to dealing with the theatre
that the set-makers also felt obli- er of WKRC-AM-TV, planned dei
onstrations for newsmen last F
TV interests — but also at a rate
the owners of sets they've
alreadygated tosold.
day and for Cincinnati-area deale
substantially above the "token"
$10,000 paid for exclusive rights to
Max Balcom, board chairman
of CBS-Columbia Inc.— CBS' s<
PENN RENEGES
manufacturing subsidiary — on S<
each of the three bouts previously
of Sylvania, took a somewhat more
urday and today (Monday).
Drops NCAA Grid Fight theatrecast.
cautious attitude. Before underHeretofore the color prograi
THREATENED revolt against the
taking a long-range project of
An Associated Press poll of setTV football program set up by
have been networked by WCBS-T
makers who participated in the group sponsorship, he felt manufacturers would want to make a New York to WNAC-TV Bostc
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
group sponsorship of the WalcottWCAU-TV Philadelphia, WMA
fizzled last week when U. of Pennsurvey and study the results.
Charles fight over the DuMont Telesylvania informed NCAA President
vision Nework found a preponderTV Baltimore, and WTOP-T
Other Fight Sponsors
Hugh C. Willett it would go along
ance of satisfaction with the venWashington. The current col
ture— and indications that most of
with the program. Mr. Willett anOther sponsors of the fight —
schedule consists of two half-hou
nounced in Los Angeles Thursday
which moved over the largest TV daily, Monday through Friday, a
them would be interested in conthat Penn had been restored to
tinuing the practice in the case of network ever put together for a Saturday horse races for an hoi
good standing in NCAA.
bout and was available to the
other worthy sports events which
Penn's decision was presented to find no single sponsor.
largest audience, according to DuNCAA by Francis Murray, uniMont — were DuMont Labs., TVA Negro Policy
Chris J. Witting, director of the
versity athletic director. Penn had
Motoralo, RCA, and Westinghouse.
announced it would continue its DuMont network, which negotiated
STATEMENT of policy dealii
own football telecast program in last week's deal with IBC, said General Electric had been scheduled
with opportunities for Negro artis
there
"most
certainly"
will
be
bids
to
participate
but
dropped
out.
defiance of NCAA's one-year exentered for broadcast TV rights
perimental program. Several
DuMont said the fight was car- in television programs has be
to
the Walcott-Charles return and
schools had notified Penn they
ried "live" on 47 stations in 46
also for the Sugar Ray Robinsonwould break off athletic relations
by Television
(AFL) following
a seriesAuthor"
of co
cities (two in Birmingham), via announced
Randolph
Turpin
return
match:
It
if the school defied NCAA.
ferences with officials of the fo
AT&T
facilities.
Thus
spokesmen
was for radio-TV rights to these
Decision to conduct a limited
major TV networks, ABC, CBS, D
said, it was available to 60 million
that IBC officials indicated a minischedule of football telecasts was
Mont and NBC. TVA said its pu
mum
$250,000
asking
price.
viewers in 85% of the nation's TV
reached by the NCAA after its
The Associated Press poll quoted
pose is to "secure representatii
Dallas convention had adopted a
homes. As a "gate"-protective
V. C. Havens, assistant general
measure, it was not carried live in of Negroes" on TV programs, pr
policy permitting such action. Plans
Pittsburgh, where it was staged, viding for their employment amoi
for the schedule were formed by sales manager of AVCO's Crosley
membership of TVA. The uni<
NCAA's Television Committee, of Division, as saying "Crosley will but kinescopes were to be shown
called the attention of its writei
be interested in joining other leadthere later.
which Tom Hamilton, U. of Pittsing television manufacturers at any
producers and directors to the pc
burgh athletic director, is chairblow-by-blow description
man.
icy statement and asked them
time in the future to sponsor tele- of Radio
the
bout
was
sponsored
on
CBS
casts of major events which the
Penn had raised the possibility
employ Negro specialty and dr
by Pabst Sales Co. Of the $150,000
matic acts, integrate singers ai
that NCAA's controlled telecast
vast television public wants to see."
paid for the radio-TV rights, $100,- dancers in choral groups and
plan was in violation of antitrust
Similarly, Seymour Mintz, ad- 000
was for television and $50,000 create new program ideas desigm
laws. The Dept. of Justice has been
vertising manager of Admiral, said:
for radio.
watching developments.
to achieve TVA policy objective
"We plan to band with other manuPage 66 • July 23, 1951
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Uncle

Archie's
CREATES
TOP
FOR

PRODUCTS

Remedy
NOTCH
SALES
WITH

It's a fact — 75% of all Los Angeles families with
children now own television sets!
And to sell your product to this huge eager market
of more than 2,000,000 families, one of your best
bets is Uncle Archie's Komedy Klub on KNBH!
NBC HOLLYWOOD

KID

APPEAL!

Thousands upon thousands of Los Angeles youngsters now hold membership cards in this club.
And proof of Uncle Archie's popularity is his huge
fan mail — top mail count on KNBH!
Spots are still available on this exciting kid show
with a tremendous popular following in the great
Los Angeles market. Contact KNBH, Hollywood, or
your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office for complete
information on Komedy Klub.
TO SELL THE BUYING MILLIONS IN
AMERICA'S 2ND LARGEST TV MARKET
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AMOS

BLATZ

'N'

ANDY

STAGES

BEER, currently fifth
BLATZ
in the battle of the brewers,
has uncorked a bid for leadership with a promotion and merchandising buidup for its new
Amos 'n' Andy TV show that rivals
previous efforts in radio and TV.
Blatz, a subsidiary of Schenley
Industries Inc., is fighting fire with
fireworks. Besides the $2 million
to be spent on the CBS television
program, the firm is investing a
half-million in radio on four fiveminute newscasts a day on ABC
plus an hour and a half weekly of
news on Mutual. But notwithstanding the formidability of this programming lineup, it is really the
pyrotechnical heralding of it that

A

$250,000

distinguishes the Blatz campaign
from that of its brothers.
It included, first, an unprecedented
sky tour of the nation by top executives of Blatz and its advertising agency spreading the word of
the new video show and the support of it by the 100-year-old company in its drive for sales leadership. Frank C. Verbest, president
of the Blatz Brewing Co.; Edward
T. Donahue, sales director, and Val
A. Schmitz, its director of advertising, headed the company contingent. William H. Weintraub,
president of the advertising agency
bearing his name, led the agency
group.
The group flew in a special air-

At a Hollywood studio conference (I to r) : William H. Weintraub,
head of the agency bearing his name which handles the Blatz account;
Frank C. Verbest, president, Blatz Brewing Co.; Freeman Gosdert, cocreator of Amos V Andy and co-producer of the TV series; Alvin
Childress, Amos, and Spencer Williams, Andy.

LAUNCHING

liner equipped with desks, planeto-ground telephone, movie equipment and a preview film of the
Amos 'n' Andy show. They called
at a dozen cities to address mass
rallies of wholesalers, salesmen,
local promotion and contact men
and the regional staff of Blatz.
The flying squad of executives
outlined the full plans for sales
promotion and the means of converting the impact ofinto
the aAmos
'n'
Andy entertainment
sharply
rising curve on the sales chart.
The promotion plan included,
moreover, a sparkling pre-show
campaign in national magazines,
trade publications and newspapers.
Full-page ads have appeared in
Look and American Weekly, as well
as two-page spread in Life, TV
Guide, Ebony, Color, Our Wo?-ld
and Tan Confessions. Fifteen leading trade publications have been
enlisted. The newspaper campaign
was one of the most ambitious ever
undertaken to introduce a TV show
try.
and included use of practically
every daily newspaper in the coun-

materialprominent
and seeingplat'
they are stration
given
ment.
The total cost of the launch I
venture was $250,000.
The details surrounding the sh
itself are perhaps equally impi
sive. The commercials, made
Screen Gems (division of Colum
Pictures) under the supervision
Ralph Cohn (president of Sen
Gems) and in cooperation with I
agency, William H. Weintraub, ;
among the most expensive on te
vision. The cost for each co
mercial is said to be in the neij
borhood of approximately $10,0
Each one is, of course, repeal
frequently during the series. 1
program uses a heavy commerc
in the first 10 minutes of the she
followed by a lighter one at I
denouement break.
Filming
Is Uniqueof Series

The mechanics behind the filmi
of the actual show are outstandi
too. The original film, made
the Hal Roach Studios in Hoi
Point-of-Sale Drive
wood, is run on 18 stations. Th
Uses Varied Kit
prints, which are made by Cqi
solidated Film Industries, Hoi,
The third element in the explosive promotion included a point- wood, are carried on a total of
stations.
At least 20 prints (
of-sale campaign wherein Blatz and
made of each episode, at a cost
its agency prepared an expensive
and varied kit of selling aids in- $50 per print, totaling about $1,C
for prints alone per week.
cluding giant post cards, day-glo
windows, counter cards and truck
Although Schenley Industr
banners.
acquired the Blatz Brewing (
And to make sure that the majust six years ago, the firm its
terial is displayed to its best ad- is celebrating its centennial tl
vantage Blatz has hired 250 to 300 year. It already has establish
trained and experienced specialty Blatz
Beer as the No. 1 seller
salesman. These salesmen have
Milwaukee and throughout W
the job of installing the demonconsin. The premium brew is r<
Telecasting
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vailable in every state in the naon and in 43 foreign countries.
In buying the Amos V Andy
aow at a cost of approximately
40,000 per week, the company has
i/ailed itself of a vehicle with a
ng and impressive record of
enlevement. The first Amos V
ndy program went on the air Jan.
>, 1926, on WGN Chicago. Its
tie was Sam 'n' Henry. The first
;-ogram under the title of Amos
' Andy was broadcast March 19,
)28, on WMAQ Chicago.
| hange of Station
rings New Name
i The show was broadcast as Sam
' Henry
for Gosden
nearly and
two Charles
years,
hen
Freeman
orrell, who played the principal
laracters on the radio show, went
i tour, then returned to the air
i WMAQ and had to change the
^{tle because the other was owned
1/ WGN. However, the show and
ie characters remained the same.
was the first quarter-hour netork series to have a re-broadcast,
he six times quarter-hour weekly
;ries on the coast-to-coast network
:arted on Aug. 19, 1929. In 1943
switched to a weekly half-hour
■oadcast.
Over the years the team of
osden and Correll created more
ian 190 characters on the program,
r. Gosden played Amos, the Kingsh, and Lightnin', among others;
i 'i!r.
an Correll
Porter. played Andy and Henry
ig TV Job
/as Casting
The team had television in mind
>r at least a decade. The big job,
ice it was started, was to find
{-tors to play the principal roles,
hey eliminated themselves from
msideration for the obvious rea>n that the characters were dif•rent in size and personality. They
jnally found their men — Alvin
j'hildress, as Amos, Spencer Wilams as Andy, and Tim Moore as
i ingfish — after four full years dur\g which they covered 25,000
: 'liles, interviewed and auditioned

800 persons and made some 50
individual screen tests.
Gosden and Correll supervise the
costuming of the characters and
the designing of the sets. The
scene, as in the radio series, is set
in Harlem. Much of the action
transpires in the lodge hall of the
Mystic Knights of the Sea, of which
Kingfish is the head, or in Kingfish's home. However, there are
scenes in Harlem streets, shops,
offices, courtrooms, etc. Amos
drives a 1938 taxi and plays the
same role as in the radio series,
always tipping the balance against
the Kingfish's guile and Andy's
naivete. Andy is the gay, romantic
Andy of the radio program, too,

a...

for

top-notch

show

naturally...

Top-Notch

always falling for the Kingfish's
schemes but always, too, giving him
the come-uppance in the end.
The overall program is owned
and packaged by CBS-TV. Blatz
Brewing Co. bought the show from
the network on March 6, 1951, and
launched it on June 28.

Laboratory

Blatz Answers
NAACP Protest
That week the National Assn.
for Advancement of Colored People
protested the sponsorship of the
TV show as "a gross libel on the
Negroes and distortion of the truth"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 16, 9]. In answer Blatz Beer
wired Walter White, secretary of
NAACP, that it understood discussion was in progress between the
producers, CBS, and the association and that they were "confident"
that a "better understanding"
would result.

Processing

ConqratuLatiom
AMOS
and

The wire also said: "Knowing
the policy of our company as you
do, we are sure you realize our
genuine interest in guiding all our
activities by the democratic principles of decency and fair play.
We have always taken pride in the
public confidence and in our good
will and we shall act so as to merit
that confidence."

e

are

have

'1ST ANDY
to CBS
:or
y

proud

selected

Laboratory
The

AMOS

lo . . .

that

you

us¥ for

work

on

'N' ANDY

all
• • •

Show

reduction problems are ironed out by (I to r) : Charles Barton, director
■" the TV Amos 'n' Andy series; James Fonda, associate producer and
^pervisor of the four-year talent hunt, and Harry S. Ackerman, CBS
Ice president in charge of network programs in Hollywood and supervisor of Hollywood operations.
CONSOLIDATED

FILM

959

SEWARD

INDUSTRIES
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TV SET MAKERS will produce
color receivers, adapters and converters whenever public demand
arises, Glen McDaniel, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. president, said
Wednesday in addressing the Chicago convention of the National
Assn. of Music Merchants.

requires a down payment of 25%
on TV sets and 15% on other
household furnishings, he predicted
"when the deliberations of Congress are finished we will have a
law requiring the (Federal Reserve) Board to reduce the down

Mr. McDaniel termed as "nonsense" the intimations that manufacturers will refuse to make and
sell color TV receiving equipment
because the FCC rejected their advice in approving the CBS system.
They may produce as many as
50,000 color sets this year, he suggested, depending on demand and
possible technical improvements in
color telecasting.

payment to 15%."
Quality Maintained
Reasserting that quality of sets
and parts has been maintained
despite shortages and defense requirements, he said shortages of
critical materials "have not been
responsible for failure to make
or deliver a single item of military
or civilian electronics equipment."
UHF will "in no sense" make
VHF sets obsolete, as VHF will
not be curtailed and UHF stations
willdeclared.
"be few and slow to arrive,"
he

RTMA's president said FCC
Chairman Wayne Coy was right
when he described the manufacturing industry as perhaps "the most
competitive of all industries." The
industry, said Mr. McDaniel, "is
comprised of independent fellows
who hold every shade of opinion.
If there is a dollar to be made by
manufacturing and selling color
equipment, you can be sure that
television manufacturers will be
out to make that dollar."
50,000 Sets This Year
Despite his guess that 50,000
color sets may be made this year —
25,000 by CBS-Columbia— Mr. McDaniel said the production outlook
is "difficult to judge." To create
a demand, "color broadcasts have
to give genuine entertainment
value, apart from the mere novelty
of color," he said.
Color TV is one of four factors
which he sees as strong influences
on production in the second half
of the year. Others are Regulation W, the defense program and
critical material shortages, and
the possible freeze lift on new TV
station construction with erection
of new UHF stations.
Predicting that business will improve this fall and winter, Mr.
McDaniel said, "We're at the bedrock now and there's no place to
but up." Regulation W, which
goRegarding

SCREEN

GEMS
INCORPORATED

729

7th

Ave.

N. Y.

19,

N. Y.

Circle 5-5044
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NBC CONTRACT
Signed by RTDG, ALA
CONCLUSION of negotiations for
initial contract covering the directors and writers of the television
news and special events department of NBC was announced last
week by the pi-incipal parties, Authors League of America, Radio &
Television Directors Guild, and
NBC.
Negotiations were conducted
jointly causeby
ALA "beof theRTDG
mutualandinterest
and
problems of the directors and writin the particular said,
department,"
the ersannouncement
and the
contracts although separate are
similar in "all major aspects."

In tracing the low volume of
manufacturing in the first half of
1951, Mr. McDaniel pointed out
that TV set production for the
week ending Nov. 3, 1950 was
218,000, and for that ended July 6
of this year, 13,000. Factory inventories on the November date
were 53,000, for the latter date,
740,000. "Inflation, high taxes and
credit controls have kept people out

of the stores," he said, pointi
out that disposable income is h
than 80% of the level a year aj
CBS, cooperating with Columt
records and CBS-Columbia In
conducted color demonstratioi
for convention members. Delegat
saw the new dual TV sets whi
receive color as well as black-an
white.
Exhibitors included Admir
CBS-Columbia, Crosley, Genei
Electric, Magnavox, Majestic, Ph
co, RCA, Pathe, Scott Radio Lab
Sheraton Television Corp., Stroi
berg-Carlson, Sylvania, Westin
house, Zenith, Hoffman and Te
Tone.

New Quiz Show
NBC-TV has signed Art Ford, t
disc jockey and television perso
ality, to be featured in a no^
musical quiz program starting Si
urday, July 28, at 7:30 p.m. She
will have a varying panel of natio
ally known disc jockeys, a seri
of name vocalists and an instr
mental group. Mr. Ford has f
the past nine years presided ov
the WNEW New York all-nig
Milkman's Matinee.
20th Century-Fox,

THEATRE

CE

COLOR

In Eidophor Pact
RIGHTS to use the CBS color television process in its Eidophor larg
screen theatre TV system were acquired last Thursday by 20th Centur
Fox Film Corp., which said it planned to present the first Eidopho
CBS theatre color TV demonstration in early fall.
The deal was described as a ★
time ago after its development i
straight
patent-licensing agreement.
the Federal Institute of Techno
The firm's theatre color TV plans ogy at Zurich, Switzerland. 201
were said to include special events,
Century will produce the theatr
boxing, football and other sports,
TV equipment.
stage shows, opera, ballet, symCBS Eidophor arrangemen
phony and the like. Equipment
were completed by Board Chai
will be made available to any the- man William S. Paley, Preside;
atre that wants it.
Frank Stanton, and Messrs. Mu
Acquisition of rights from CBS
phy and Goldmark on behalf <
was announced by 20th Century
CBS; President Skouras, Executh
President Spyros P. Skouras.
Vice President W. C. Michel, an
Research Director Early Sponab
"This joins two of the strongest
forces of communications and pub- on behalf of 20th Century-Fox.
lic service in a common effort to
It is not contemplated that th
bring the latest miracle of enteratre TV programs will be shew
tainment in color to America's moon a daily basis. Rather they wi
tion-picture audiences," he said.
be presented as special attraction
Adrian Murphy, president of the probably at regular or slightly ii
new CBS Labs Division, said Co- creased prices.
lumbia engineers will work closely
with those of the film company on
Program Plans
plans for the premiere showing
Discussing program plans, M
and for installation of equipment.
Skouras said the arrangement wi
Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, vice presi"Broadway to Wichita," pe
dent of CBS Labs Division and in- bring
mitting live entertainment hitherl
ventor of the CBS color system,
unavailable to the nation at lari
said Columbia was especially happy
many times costlier than mi
to make the agreement because the and
tion picture admissions even whet
Eidophor system is "by far the it is available — to be carried 1
most advanced for theatre audi- movie audiences in their own loc:
ences and best suited to bring communities. One of the featun
for which negotiations are now i
them
The color."
motion picture company acprogress, it was reported, is "Sout
quired the Eidophor system a short
Telecasting
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Pacific."
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BOSTON?
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and
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on WBZ-TV.
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. New
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Global Video
(Continued from page 65)
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\ MULTI-MILLION
\ DOLLAR MARKET
When you use KOTV
you get an exclusive
shot at over 83,000
TV homes — Three
popular daytime spot
participation shows,
Lookin' at Cookin',
Glass Showcase, and
Musical Jigsaw, reach
into the heart of the
Oil Capital. Daytime
shows from NBC, CBS,
ABC, and DUMONT
include: Beulah, 4-Star
Revue, Burns & Allen,
Gary Moore, Super
»Circus, Wild Bill
Hickok, Strike It Rich,
Howdy Doody, and
Horace Heidt.
J 6
FIRST
TULSA

KOTV
CAMERON TELEVISION, INC.
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa 3, Oklahoma
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drain on the nation's resources.
The NATO plan, he noted, is longrange.
Sen. Mundt envisioned his plan
as partprintoffor the
government's
bluepsychological
strategy
abroad and, as such, felt that priorities could be authorized through
the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
The Senator hopes to "crystalize
support" for his project from industry, department and Congressional quarters on the basis of informal discussions with individuals
and a series of fact-finding studies
conducted by industry technicians
and the State Dept. Once Congress
realizes the value of TV, it will
have no misgivings about voting
funds, he believes.
The proposed blueprint for the
North Atlantic Treaty TV plan
was to have been submitted to Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Secretary of State for Public Affairs, at
a meeting requested by Sen. Mundt
last week. The project already has
stimulated the interest of the Turkish government whose American
ambassador has been authorized to
invite full discussion.
Sen. Mundt is the author of a
Senate bill (S 731). to establish a
Commission on Cooperative International Relations, which is the
legislative basis for his newest
plan. Under the proposal, now lying dormant within the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, the
commission would comprise six
members from private life, two
each from the Senate and House
and two from the executive branch
of the government.
Television Utilization
The body would be created to
"encourage existing governmental
departments and agencies to immediately design, install and utilize new communication techniques
and facilities." Specifically, it would
explore existing programs and
evaluate "possible utilization of
televisionmation field.
techniques" in the inforTracing the history of his interest in TV on an international level
back to June 1950 when he first
proposed a global TV study group
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 19, 1950], Sen. Mundt said he
has met periodically with technical
representatives and officials of the
commercial TV industry, including
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, to discuss the
feasibility of the project. Other
conferences followed with State
Dept. officials and the Turkish embassy, and with top military exHe said he has conferred with
perts.
representatives of RCA, DuMont
Labs, General Electric Co. and
other manufacturing firms, and
with numerous scientists and condustry. sultants in the communications inSen. Mundt said he had asked
the State Dept. last year to set up
a television study group for the
purpose of compiling factual data
on "pilot" projects in certain Euro-

pean countries. His plan, he told
diplomatic and military officials,
would prove of "definite value to
the Eisenhower (Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower) concept of aid and cooperation among signatory nations
of the North Atlantic Treaty Pact."
Moreover, it would give added emphasis to the value of communications in the joint military effort.
"The TV project would be comparatively inexpensive and can be
accomplished more cheaply than a
program for radio alone," he declared, adding that no new legislation would be required from Congress and that the plan could be
realized under the present SmithMundt Act under which the Voice
of America operates.
Not Too Expensive
As to the economy aspect, Sen.
Mundt stated that "relay or control
stations are not too expensive when
measured against the impact that
television could have in the information and educational program."
Some State Dept. authorities, for
whom the Mundt study was prepared, are known, however, to hold
certain reservations with respect
to the economic facts of TV life.
Sen. Mundt conceded that they
were concerned at the outset lest
recommendations be submitted to
Capitol Hill and be deflated by an
economy-minded Congress.
These authorities have questioned whether it might not be less
expensive to employ teachers or
lecturers at certain points, and
whether it would be economically
practical under terms which would
serve to bind the State Dept. to
educational and cultural programs
in Turkey and other countries.
They also have entertained some
misgivings on the availability of
trained manpower to staff such a
These department authorities
project.
were further represented as favoring expansion of the present radio
operation program, and lending
support to present U. S. TV activity
through use of films and other aids.
Question of funds to underwrite
installation of equipment abroad
also was raised, particularly with
respect to securing of loans or
through regular State Dept. appropriations.
In his original communication
to the State Dept. last August,
Sen. Mundt suggested that an
American non-profit corporation
sponsor such a project with the
understanding that half the time
would be made available each to
Turkey and the U. S. and that
neither country engage in propaganda. Programs would cover
agriculture, hygiene, education and
other subjects.
The Senator had suggested that
the project be supported partly by
non-State Dept. information funds,
with the remainder obtained by a
private company from the Reconstruction Finance Corp., ExportImport Bank or other source. The
firm would install the equipment.
Sen. Mundt acknowledged that
the department's TV group looked
with disfavor on the loan aspect,
and revamped his plan to the ex-

tent that some of the funds -j|
even all — might be provi;l
through Congressional appropjlj|
tion for the information progi 1
or through ECA. As a second 'I
proach, he favors the advertis 1
foundation idea which he ftm
manufacturers would hasten J
embrace, not excluding televis 1
advertisers.
On the basis of data supplied
various industry representath
such a project (encompassing <
transmitter center, up to 20 re 1
stations and thousands of proj I
tion-type TV receivers) would i |
into astronomical sums before i
entire plan is completed through' I
the continent.
It is estimated that the relay n |
work alone would involve up to 1
million on the basis of presi I
equipment costs, with another 1
million for, say, 5,000 projects
type sets. Other estimates phi
annual network operation betwe i
$350,000 for one station to nea il
$25,000
each relay might
or contii||
station. for
Programming
as high as $10 million per yei
Servicing and testing of equipmal
would be separate, probably • M
proximating close to three quartJ
of a million dollars alone. A gof
guess on audience would be aroul
100,000 based on 200 viewers J
set.
Sen. Mundt said, however, tH
the $3-4 million figure would <
able the project to begin operati
on a workable basis with a fi
relay stations at the outset. Cc
siderably fewer than the estimat
5,000 receivers also would be i
dicated.
Sen. Mundt said the plan al
could be engineered in Asia. 1
disclosed that he conferred wi
Japanese communications repi
sentatives on the practicability
Gen.
settingDouglas
up TV MacArthur,
networks in depos
Japt'
Far Eastern commander, had e
pressed "intense interest" in t
project, Sen. Mundt said, addi
the Japanese delegation also
discussed the plan with easte
commercial telecasters.
It also is known that the Sta
Dept. has been studying the p
sible utilization of television
other countries, notably Gre
and India.
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Maryland colleges and universities
Educators Advised
into the television act on a sound
(Continued from page 65)
' and permanent basis as soon as
possible," he said, adding that the
he points out, creates a large revenue source for the university.
station is "setting aside several
commercial programs to accommoAnother "practical reason" why
date the scheduling of this series
the plan "does not soak up funds"
of the university, according to Col.
in prime evening time."
Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV proWilder, "is the limitation on how
gram manager, will supervise the
many good TV "programs any uni"educational creative unit." Mr.
versity can create, produce, reWilkes, former instructor in speech
hearse and put on the air.
and dramatics at Middlebury (Vt.)
"It has been demonstrated on
College, held the post of director at
the campus here that three or four
WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.,
hours weekly is the absolute limit
and WSYR-TV before joining the
of university educational programs
Baltimore station.
that can be aired of the high
WBAL-TV reported that 12
standard the TV audience requires
Maryland
colleges are going ahead
and that the institution must have.
for fall programs. Con"When a university owns the with plansferences
have been held with the
complete station 12 hours average
Baltimore Board of Education
daily must be filled with consequent
looking to a series of programs to
sacrifice of quality and proporstart after Labor Day.
tionately higher expenses," Col.
Endorsement of the program has
Wilder explained. "To supply 100
come
from Dr. H. C. Byrd, U. of
hours weekly instead of three to
Maryland president, and Mrs.
four hours places a crushing burden
Eleanora B. Kane, radio-TV educaon the educators, based on the
tion specialist for Baltimore's Dept.
Syracuse experience in 1950-51."
of Education, WBAL-TV said.
WSYR-AM also cooperates with
Syracuse U. and has been doing so
since 1932, Col. Wilder, a pioneer in
educational-broadcasting endeavor,
points out. The TV plan was
started in 1949.
COLOR ADAPTERS
500 Ordered After Showing
Col. Wilder's comments follow
the pattern set in a letter by a
OFFICIALS
of Color Video Inc.,
Syracuse U. graduate student,
New York, reported last week that
working toward a masters degree,
which was sent to Senate Interthey had received orders for approximately 500 color television
state Commerce Committee Chairadapters following a demonstraman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.). The
tion for wholesalers and newsmen
Senator forwarded a copy to FCC
last
Monday. This number, they
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 9].
said, was the total received on the
first day on which orders were acDashefsky Letter
cepted, and came from about 20 distributors.
In his letter, Sidney Dashefsky
opined that educational institutions
The Color Video adapter unit
and commercial TV station opepermits existing TV sets to rerators can do the best educaceive CBS colorcasts in black-andwhite. The kit was originally
tional job if they work together.
scheduled to retail at $31.25 but at
In announcing the WBAL-TV
project to start this fall, Mr. Prothe wholesalers' meeting Monday
it was agreed, officials said, that
vost said the services of a complete professional creative staff dealers could rely upon their own
inventories for the necessary conwill be made available to colleges
densers, resistors, etc. Contents of
and universities desiring to put
their own shows on TV. The sta- the kit consequently were reduced
tion will offer educators at least to a transformer and schematic
diagrams, with the result that list
one hour "Class A" time.
price was cut to $12.50.
WBAL-TV said it was institutIn performance at the demoning the program "in order to assist
stration, occasional flicker was
and expand educational television
noticed by observers, but otherwise
in Maryland." The "package-staff"
the reception appeared excellent.
is to include a producer, director,
Color Video President William M.
writer, set designer and announcer,
and will be similar to that of a Ivler said the company is producmobile unit. It will go directly to
ing solely for the present blackand-white market — to enable existthe schools and participate in story
ing set owners to continue to reconferences, casting and rehearsals
ceive all programs broadcast,
prior to any on-camera activities,
whether on color or black-and-white
the station announced.
standards — and has no present
This plan, WBAL-TV said, is plans
to market color converters.
the answer to the school "that canNor
is
"pushing"
not get into the business of broadeither thethe
CBScompany
or the RCA
color
casting and lacks the personnel
system, he said.
with professional know-how to take
Color Video spokesmen said the
full advantage of the facilities ofprincipal feature of their adapter
Elaborating, Mr. Provost said is in the transformer, to give high
fered."has been available for Maryvoltage and eliminate the need for
time
land institutions which want to put additional controls which otherwise
would be necessary. Production
on shows but that they have lacked
people who knew how to do the can be geared "to meet demand,"
necessary job. "We want to get they reported.
TING
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Agriculture Dept. Sui
Shows TV Effectiv
telestatus

(Report 173)

1

It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 500,000
viewers.
No wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

NINE out of every 10 women
who viewed at least one program
in a television training series titled
"Let's Make a Dress" said they
learned new things about dressmaking from the visual demonstrations, according to the Dept. of
Agriculture.
Results of the program are described in a departmental circular,
"Effectiveness of Television in
Teaching Sewing Practices." The
study was conducted by the Radio
& Television Service, Office of Information, along with other departmental units, in cooperation with
WNBW (TV) Washington, NBCowned outlet and RCA.
Eighty-two percent of the women
thought the programs had been
helpful with things most needed, it
was found. Nine percent said programs had not been helpful with
such dressmaking problems while
9% were undecided. The proportion was 76% for the group seeing
one to three programs; 92% for
the four to six program group,
and 97% for the group viewing
seven to 11 programs.
It was found that 87% of the
women viewing one or more programs considered them "very helpful" or "helpful," with 10% deeming them "not particularly helpful"
or "not at all helpful." Two percent were undecided.
Of the 229 women out of 251 in

the survey sample who saw any
of the programs, 46% reported
actual use of things learned from
the programs on articles of clothing made or worked on between the
start of the dressmaking series and
the time of the interviews. Another
19% made articles during the period but did not use the information
learned because the px'actices
"weren't needed" for articles being
made at that time. The remaining 34r/- either did no dressmaking
during the period or did not learn
anything useful.
The department's Radio & Television Service, of which Kenneth
Gapin is head, has just published
a repoi-t on devices used in television programming.
WBZ-TV, KTLA
Issue New Rate Cards
WBZ-TV Boston last week announced Rate Card No. 6-T, and
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles issued
Rate Card No. 6, both effective
Aug. 1.
WBZ-TV rates, for one hour, one
time are:
Class A (7-11 p.m., Mon.-Sat.,
6-11 p.m., Sun.), $1,250; Class B
(5-7 p.m., Mon.-Sat., 1-6 p.m., Sun.,
11 p.m. to midnight, Mon. through
Sunday), $1,000, and Class C (signon to 5 p.m., Mon.-Sat.; sign-on to
1 p.m., Sun.), $750.

One minute slide or film
nouncement rates are: Clas
(6:59-11 p.m., Mon.-Sat., 5:i
p.m. Sun.), $250; Class B (
6:59 p.m., Mon.-Sat.; 12:59
p.m., Sun., and 11 p.m. to midr
Mon.-Sun.), $200, and Clas
(sign-on to 4:59 p.m., Mon.
and sign-on to 12:59 p.m., S
KTLA rates are: Class A
(including film facilities), one
$150. 30 minutes $800; 15 mil
$1,250;
$525; 1 minute $250; 20 sec
$230, and 10 seconds or less, ■
Sunday afternoon from 12 no(
6 p.m. is being changed from (
A to Class B time.
Godfrey Tops
Trendex

Ratings

ARTHUR
Scouts,
with GODFREY'S
a rating of 36.9T<
the top 10 Trendex ratings
sponsored network shows di
the week of July 1-7.
Following are the top 10
grams, according to Trendex :
36.9
Godfrey's
Talent
2.1. Toast
of the
TownScouts
36.2
3. TV Playhouse (Philco)
29.1
4. What's My Line
26.3
25.8
5. Lights Out
25.1
6.
Amos
'n'
Andy
7. Martin Kane
24.9
24.7
8. Lucky Strike Theatre
9. This Is Show Business
23.7
10. Man Against Crime
22.8

City
Fuly 23, 1951, Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television SummarySets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
Sets in 9
Albuquerque
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
Memphis
Ames
8
59,634
115,000
8,600
WOI-TV
WMCT
WTVJ
Miami
Atlanta
7
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee
Baltimore
304,418 Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV,
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
40,112 Nashville
3
46,200
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
1 6,400 New Haven
WTTV
WSM-TV
Bloomington
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
747,000
6
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
Buffalo
207,322 New York
WABD,
WBEN-TV
WOR-TV,WCBS-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
24
Charlotte
WBTV
Chicago
Newark
WATV
930,399
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
82,559 Norfolk
257
275,000
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
482,041
Cleveland
1588
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
176,541
WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Philadelphia
Dallas,
Omaha
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV, WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
117,068 Pittsburgh
2,253
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KPHO-TV
56,384
Davenport
WDTV
Providence
WOC-TV
15
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock se., E. Moline190,000
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
WJAR-TV
WTVR
WLWD
511,434 Richmond
Dayton
Rochester
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WHAM-TV
86
WICU
Erie
Island
60,050 Rock Quad
WHBF-TV
117,068
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Cities
Salt
Lake
City
Ft.Dallas
WorthWBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KDYl-TV, KSL-TV
4;
115,600 San
San Antonio
Diego
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
70,808
KFMB-TV
San
Francisco
Greensboro
Schenectady
WFMY-TV
Albany-Troy KGO-1V, KPIX, KRON-TV
Houston
80,110
KPRC-TV
WRGB
46,100 Seattle
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
148,000
KING-TV
Indianapolis
5i
32,000 St. Louis
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
KSD-TV WSYR-TV
WMBR-TV
Tulsa
WHEN,
Toledo
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
87,275 Syracuse
WSPD-TV
Kalamazoo
4!419:
WKTV
133,122 Utica-Rome
125,047
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
KOTV
Washington
Kansas
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
101,129
19<
WDAF-TV
r.
Lancaster
Lansing
49,000 Wilmington
WGAL-TV
WDEL-TV
121
WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
12!
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
877,421
Estimated Sets in
Total Stations on Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
271
Use 12,5?:
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets with:n television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts mci
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric comp<
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areos
necessarily approximate.
8!
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And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
IORT INDUSTRY STATION
5000 WATTS • NBC
Rrprcsentcd hf
1HF KATZ AGENCY. /NC

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
**ul *,,rvl. • Mir J88 Madison A., h:a'H
, t k ; fLdorodo 5 2455
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ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Sensation-city of the South Carolina Piedmont, Anderson's industrial payroll has grown
from 7 million to 44 million annually since
1940. The 250,000 people in Anderson's
trading area receive television service from
three stations but 89% "tune most" to WBTV,
Charlotte.

JEFFERSON
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Studies
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Kejaott

. . .

TV ADS Inc., Los Angeles, has
completed five one-minute commercials for B. F. McDonald Mfg. Co.,
promoting snake-bite kits, safety
helmets, goggles and dirt respirators. Philip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles, is agency.
DuMONT Television has purchased
second run TV rights to 26 British feature films through Rene
Williams,
Williams Productions,
Los Angeles*
TELEPIX Corp., Hollywood, has
completed tow film commercials
each for Piqua Wine and 42 Products Inc.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Productions, Los Angeles, begins production on next six Fireside Theatre
programs about Aug. 11, following
completion of six films for fall
which go on air Aug. 21. The summer programs started on KNBH
(TV) Hollywood July 16, making a
total of 25 stations scheduled to
telecast the eight-week series.
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
Hollywood, has completed commercial series for Willys Overland, Colgate, Falstaff beer, FAB and Simoniz.

Operation

HOTTEST
NEWS

OF

SUMMER
RADIO

AND

THE
IN
TV

Partial Thaw

(Continued from page 61)
tinued the city-by-city hearing,
previously scheduled to commence
today (Monday), and re-scheduled the hearing for July 30 in the
event the shortcut plan is not
adopted and oral testimony will
be received.
Although Commission spokesmen
on Thursday would not guess when
a final ruling on the shortcut plan
will be reported, it was generally
agreed the decision probably would
be made early this week.
NARTB suggested that in lieu
of oral testimony the Commission
accept sworn statements of evidence respecting the city-by-city
allocations. NARTB's petition suggested a30-day period be allowed
for the filing of direct evidence and
another 30-day period for submission of replies. It was suggested
that oral hearing be considered by
FCC on a case-to-case basis where
specific needs were shown.
FCC's proposed procedure did
not give any specific time for filing
of initial testimony or replies.
Meanwhile, the Commission last
week dismissed a motion by WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., to strike the allocation comment filed by WERC
there, TV applicant. The WERC
comment proposed that VHF Channel 12, presently used by WICU, be
reserved for noncommercial educational use and that UHF Channel 41, proposed to be reserved in
FCC's plan-, instead be made available commercially. WERC argued
that with all commercial stations
in Erie assigned in the UHF a
more desirable competitive situation would ensue.
WICU, in moving that the
WERC comment be stricken, held
the proposal was illegal since a
show-cause proceeding is required
to remove a station from its frequency to another channel.
FCC explained, in denying the
motion to strike, it was not its
purpose "at this time to discuss
the merits" of the argument, but
indicated the WERC comment is
proper as such.
"We are of the opinion that a
comment urging that a VHF channel, now in commercial operation,
be made available instead for noncommercial educational use, is
proper and within the meaning of
the
said. Third Notice," the Commission
In its written statement, JCET

ADVERTISING!
TV

FILMS

THAT

EXCEL

WLW

WLWTELEVISION
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productions
1600 Broadway, 1V.Y.C.
PL. 7-2857

noted that it earlier had informed
the Commission of its intention "to
appear as\ a party of record in
the hearings with respect to each
community for which a noncommercial educational reservation is
proposed
in Appendix C" of FCC's
Third Notice.
It continued: "In addition, the
JCET and various members of its
constituent organizations have
filed comments requesting certain
reservations in addition to those
proposed in Appendix C. Accordingly, the JCET is interested as
a party of record in the allocations
proposed by the Commission with
respect to more than 200 different
communities. The educational institutions located in these communities number in the thousands.
It will be impossible ... to prepare
and file, within 30 days, the sworn
statements and exhibits from all
these communities.
JCET 'Summer Trouble'
"The difficulties which the JCET
confronts in this respect are aggravated by the fact that the said 30day period would presumably transpire during the summer months
when numerous officials and representatives of educational institutions will not be as readily available as would be the case during
the academic season."
JCET asked that 60 days be allowed for initial presentation and
45 days for replies.
Noting FCC proposed to allow
only oral cross examination in certain cases and did not mention
possible oral direct testimony
where needs were shown, JCET
asked that this latter provision be
included.
Pointing up the importance of the
educational reservation issue, JCET
continued:
Three of the members of the Commission dissented in part from the
Commission's Third Notice of Further
Rule Making
two more
Commissioners madeand
separate
or additional
statements of their views. Chairman
Coy, in his additional views, stated that
there is cerning
"a thestartling
lack and
of data
conwillingness
readiness
of educational institutions ... to use
television
as an
educational
tool."
Chairman Coy
further
stated that
he
concurred in the educational reservations proposed
the hope
that intheAppendix
cadence C in"with
the
ensuing proceedings
will
the Commission further and moregivecertain
information than it now has as to what
we may expect with respect to the
utilization of the frequencies proposed
to be reserved for educational staComr. Webster, dissenting in part,
stated that the record so far made in
these proceedings does not support
tions."
educational reservations, but that "such
a showing can be mademunity-by-coon
m unity basis ain comthe
hearing which is being held with respect to specific assignments contained
in Appendix
C." Heshowing
furtheris stated
that:
"If a sufficient
made
at such a hearing, I would be in favor
of
making
reservations
for
educational
institutions in those communities as
to Comr.
which Sterling
such a showing
dissented is made."
from the

KEARNEY TO ABC
New TV Spot Sales Man;
DON
L. KEARNEY, televi
program
manager
of the \
Agency, New York,television
has been nas \
sales man;
for ABC, it
learned last w
He is slated
assume
his
duties Aug.
succeeding R;
Dennis.
Mr. Keai
was present
advancec p
his
Mr. Kearney
tion with
Katz station representative firn
June [Broadcasting • Telec
ing, June 18], and had been
sistant TV sales manager of
company since 1949. He form,
headed the cooperative prog:
sales department of Mutual.
re.-ervation of VHF channels for
cational stations.
It is apparent, therefore, that sev
members of the Commission have 1
counting upon the further hear
proposed in the Third Notice .
assist them in determining whether
number of channels proposed to
reserved for educational televisioi
Appendix C should be increased
reduced. This, of course, is the fui
mental issue which concerns the J(
It is an issue which cannot in all c
be as satisfactorily considered and
posed of by written statements as
oral proceedings.
The conflicting considerations w
are apparently in the minds of sev
of the Commissioners will not in
cpses resolve themselves into si
"factual issues." . . . Obviously, s
or all members of the Commission
be concerned with the serious)
and substantiality of the intentioi
educational institutions to utilize
reserved channels. For the manife
tion and analysis of such intent,
proceedings
will, in procedural
some instances
a more
suitable
vet
than
written
statements.
JCET told FCC it did not th
oral hearings would be necess
on more than a dozen communi
with prospects this number mi
be further reduced and the iss
limited "by stipulation with s
parties as may wish to opr.
reservations."
DuMONT TV Network is now ca
ing Georgetown U. Forum. Prog
is carried over 200 stations by 1
Show is fed to network by Wj
(TV) Washington.

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM
FOR PRODUCTION
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD •-7209
Telecasting
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Zenith

has

WRONG

UHF

WITH

won't

provision

cure-

for

it !

Simply place
this strip into this
Turret Tuner

This Turret Tuner N
is built into all
Zenith TV sets

and

tune in

the new
UHF station!

remember...
with UHF

on the way,

the goodwill
customers

of your

is at stake.

The sets you sell today,
they'll expect to use tomorrow.

More TV stations . . . more TV progra ms
. . . and better-than-ever television
entertainment! With all this on the way
— and TV inventories at an all-time
high — you've plenty of reason to put
UHF to work making sales for you.
And Zenith alone guarantees that
every television set it has ever built and
sold to the public has built-in provision
for tuner strips to receive the new UHF
channels without a converter.

.
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Tie-in with this sales-making bonus!
And start boosting this coming new era
of television entertainment today . . .
using Zenith's provision for UHF to
build more sales, greater profits for you
— now, and in the days ahead!
Learn the facts on UHF by writing
today, now, for your free copy of Zenith's
easy-to-read booklet titled "UHF Television— What It Is — What It Means
To You." Mail this coupon now!

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
6001 West Dickens Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Please send your free booklet "UHF Television . . . What It ,
Is . . . What It Means To You."
Name of Dealer
Address
|
Cify & Slate
|
Your Name
|
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KCBD
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50.000 Wans on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
H«adley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives

constitute
the
dominant
advertising
medium
in the
billion
dollar
pacific
northwest
market
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
Sales Managers
Wythe Walker Tracy Moore
Eastern
Western
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City
NARTB DISTRICT MEETING
SCHEDULE
Dates
Aug. Dist. Hotel
Roanoke, Va.
23-24 4 Roanoke
Sept.
10-11 82 Book
Syracuse
Syracuse
Cadillac Detroit
13-14
17-18 9
111,
Highland
Park
the-Lake
10 Moraine-on11 Radisson
Minneapolis
Blackstone
20-21
Omaha
24-25 12
Wichita
27-28
14 Broadview
Oct.
Utah
Salt Lake City
4-6
16 Davenport
8-9 17
Spokane
15
Mark
Hopkins
San
Francisco
11-12
to be
15-16 13 Site
selected
Los
Angeles
St. Charles New Orleans
25-26 6 Shamrock
Houston
29-30
Nov.
5 Soreno
St. Petersburg
1-2
1 Somerset
Boston
7 Seelbach
5-6
Pittsburgh
3 William Penn Louisville
8-9
12-13
July 23: BMI Clinic, Seattle.
July 24: BMI Clinic, Portland, Ore.
July 26: BMI Clinic, San Francisco.
July 27:TV
Broadcasters
tee on Excess
Profits TaxTaxAct,CommitSenate
Finance Committee, 312 Senate Office
Bldg.
July 27 : ABC and United Paramount
Theatres' respective stockholders
meet to pass on UPT-ABC merger.
July 27-29:
Carolina
RadioForest
News Directors Assn.,
Ocean
Hotel,
Myrtle Beach, S. C.
July 30:tions
FCCProceeding
City-by-City
TV Allocabegins, Washington.
July 31: BMI Clinic, Los Angeles.
Aug.
1-2: Assn.,
Nat'l Bendix
Appliance
and RTMA,
Radio
Dealers
Radio,
NARTB
testify
on
excise
taxes.
Senate Finance Committee, 312 Senate
Office Bldg.
Aug. 2-3: Illinois Assn. of Broadcasters,
First Summer Meeting, Pere Marquette State Park.
Aug. 2-3: Annual Conference on Radio
in Education, Workshop and Clinic,
Indiana U., Bloomington.
Aug. 5: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn.
First Annual Sales Clinic, Hot
Springs, Ark.
Aug. 20: BMI Clinic, Harrisburg, Pa.
Aug. 20-23: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Portland, Ore.
Aug. 21: BMI Clinic, Columbus, Ohio.
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 22-24: Institute of Radio Engineers
Western Convention and Seventh Annual Pacific Electronic Exhibit, Civic
Auditorium, San Francisco.
Aug. 23-25: West Virginia Broadcasters
Assn., Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Aug. 24: BMI Clinic, White Sulphur
Spring, W. Va.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annual
Edward L. Bernays
Radio-TelevisionFoundations
Award by American
Sociological Society.
Sept. 17-21: Premium Advertising Assn.
of America, New York Premium
Centennial Exposition, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers, Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertising
Agency Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 15-16: Boston Conference on Distribution, 23rd Annual Forum, Hotel
Statler, Boston.
Oct. 15-19: Society of Motion Picture
& Television Engineers Convention,
Hollywood 'Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
Oct.
22-26: AIEE Fall General Meeting,
Cleveland.
Oct. 29-31 : Institute of Radio Engineers
Fall Meeting, King Edward Hotel,
Toronto, Ont.
Nov. 12-14: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors Convention, Sherman
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 14-15: American Public Relations
Assn., Seventh Annual Meeting,
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn.,woodAnnual
Beach Hotel,Convention,
Hollywood, HollyFla.

CHANGES

A 32-YEAR

Bryant Gets Control
CHANGES in officers of KCBD
Lubbock, Tex., following approval
of stock transfers by FCC have
been announced by the station, now
owned 95% by personnel who operate the 1 kw fulltime outlet on
1590 kc casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleJune 4].
Joe H. Bryant, president of Caprock Broadcasting Co., licensee,
since its founding in 1946, has acquired controlling interest through
purchases of stock from nine other
persons. Part of this acquisition
has been re-sold, with minor interests going to Robert L. Snyder,
assistant manager; George Tarter,
commercial manager, and Frank
Lee, chief engineer.
Mr. Tarter has been elected vice
president and director and Mr. Lee
has been elected secretary of
KCBD. Mr. Snyder is vice president
and treasurer.

'VOICE' AUDIENCE
Growing Rapidly
WORLDWIDE audience to the
Voice of America overseas programming has grown by leaps and
bounds in recent months on the
basis of letters received from listeners, many of them behind the
Iron Curtain, according to the
Dept. of State.
At the same time, the U. S. Campaign of Truth has been stepped up
appreciably, with increases in VOA
programming hours, language output and number of transmitters.
These gains were accomplished despite "the difficulty in hiring
trained, top level personnel," the
State Dept. pointed out.
With respect to listeners' communications, the department said
total number of letters from overseas audiences received during
March 1951 surpassed that for any
previous month, reaching nearly
40,000.
ABC resuming its capital news summary, White House Report, 8:55-9 a.m.,
Mon.-Fri., beginning July 23.

WAIT

Gluck Finds His AnIT TOOK 32 years and a copy
Broadcasting • Telecasting
settle a long standing question
the mind of E. J. Gluck, presid
and general manager of WS
Charlotte, N. C.
Back in 1919 at Brest Harl
France, when Mr. Gluck was se
ing as a radio operator aboar>
Naval transport, he heard mi
being played over the wireless,
though
he had
"ham"the orf
ator since
1912,been
this a was
time he had ever heard mi
played on the air. In great exc
ment, Mr. Gluck called his c<
manding officer to witness
event. The officer, somew
astounded himself, doubted the
thenticity of the broadcast i
quipped something about "ra
operators
beingmany
crazy."
So after allthese
years,
Gluck picked up his July 2 issue.
Broadcasting • Telecasting it
saw the answer. In the On J
Accounts sketch about Phil Wh
manager of the Chicago office
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, l]
Clinton & Smith, it was repor
that Mr. White was the yoi
operator who was back of the ff
musical program Mr. Gluck hea
RADIO'S RIGHT
Congress Hears About
RADIO'S freedom to editorialize
desirable, Rep. Clinton D. McK
non (D-Calif.) said last week.
The Congressman, pointing
KFMB San Diego's "editoi
page," commented
"the question
whether
a radio station
should
free to editorialize has been a m
question before FCC for mi
years. Radio stations are now f
to use their facilities for editor
comments. . . . Now that mr
communities have only one ne1
paper, freedom of editorial cc
ment by radio stations seems nv
According
McKinn
desirable.
.intelligent
. ."to Rep.utilization
"KFMB's
that freedom has met with inst;
taneous approval from the citiz<
of San Diego." Script was put
Congressional Record.

HERRLY

30

YEfiRS

AD\0
miNCY,
ILLINO
— - -wrafflwk.
Memo.!:. i»*«f m>~BROADCASTING

• Telecastii

tarns

promotj0(

1

110 STILL TOP
"IONAL Council of Churches
ing brochure to trade headed
adio dying? . . ." on aqua cover
: white TV antennas in backnd. Inside continues "Not if
judge by religious broadcasts!
•y 38 seconds, day and night,
n days a week, someone is
ing to one of the network radio
•rams presented by the National
icil of Churches." It continues,
i io brings our message into
tie's homes! . . . Radio is a
t moving force. We are planbetter, bigger things for ra. . ." On back is list of shows
ented by Council on networks.
ST CARD SUGGESTIONS
AG Worcester sending out re. address post cards to listeners
ng for comments and sugges,B for Morning Parade show,
uring
John
Woods. Piece
iled "Hello! May I introduce my;?" Cards ask if listeners like
v, do they have any preference
certain music and asks for counts and suggestions for bettershow. Return card is addressed
'ir. Woods.
i MEN OVERSEAS
DR (FM) New York launching
service to families of service
overseas, enabling them to re. two-minute messages at stafor shipment to Armed Forces
do Service station closest to
ier. Only requirements for
'ice are contribution of dollar
more to Damon Runyon Cancer
d and provision of soldier's
plete address.
)ADCAST CEREMONIES
J Wenetachee, KVOS Bellingi, KJR Seattle, and KGA Spo"e carried dedication ceremonies
Columbia Basin irrigation projKPQ originated full-hour
idcast to other stations.

premiums

SHOW

PAYS OFF

WPEN Philadelphia's Steve Allison,
nighttime disc jockey, invited head
of city's narcotic squad to inform
audience of narcotic dangers. Police
officialto told
policeof department's
work
stop ofsupply
drugs going
to addicts. Station reports telephone lines were kept busy for
first three hours of broadcast while
official was on air. Police official
received many leads and tips from
anonymous callers. Some of these
were already known and rest were
of great help to detective.
SPORTSCAST FROM HOSPITAL
KENT Shreveport in cooperation with Veterans Administration Special Services and
B'nai B'rith entertainment
committee presented special
baseball broadcast direct
from recreation lounge of
new VA Hospital in city. Using leased Western Union
wire, station carried game
broadcast from Beaumont,
Texas, and gave color and
statistics from new medical
center.
NEW VARIETY SHOW
RADIOZARK Enterprises, Springfield, Mo., sending advertisers and
trade small corncob pipe in announcing new Smiley Burnette
Show. Copy gives all facts on
show, selling power and extras it
offers. It also has roundup of Mr.
Burnette's accomplishments as motion picture star and songwriter.
Container pipe is inclosed in is
headed "Let Up! Lite Up! and
Listen!"
CITES AWARD WINNER
WBBM Chicago distributing twocolor promotion folder headlined
"Again the Nation's Most Honored
and . . . Always Chicago's Most
Sponsored," spotlighting its award
winning series The Quiet Answer."

mmediate revenue produced
fth regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

\f

HOWARD

J. McCOLLIST
MFMBFR nab ER

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

OADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General

• Telecasting

M anager

PUSHING TV SETS
WFMY-TV Greensboro sending
trade tear sheet of four ads in two
local papers plugging television set
buying. Under head "We're telling 'em . . . Hope you're selling
'em!" ads tell of pleasures to be
had from TV set and station programs.
INSIDE VIEW
B. F. GOODRICH Co., Akron, July
22 gave viewers of its Celebrity
Time on CBS-TV Sun., 10-10:30
p.m., a director's eye-view of production. Sponsor sent copies of
several pages from scrip to selected
retail customers from coast-tocoast, accompanied by glossary explaining the technical directions.
A letter from starmaster Conrad
Nagel tightened promotion tie-in
by giving each recipient name of
retail dealer who supplied his name
for mailing list.
PLUGGING NEW SHOW
KTSL (TV) Los Angeles sending
trade and advertisers series of
small tear sheets about new
Wonderful Town program. Show
features Faye Emerson, who focuses program toward cities and
towns. Piece has short memo attached explaining the increased
viewers in area.
GETS GOOD RESULTS
MBS is distributing promotion
piece, "Sum Fun with the Add
Man," which claims that there were
"397,485,000 more family hours of
listening to Mutual in 1950 than
1949"; that "on Sunday afternoons
mutual clients are getting the
largest audiences in all network
radio," and that mutual's "Kid
Strip (5-6 p.m.) tops the field in
ratings and audience and homes per
NAME
dollar." CALL LETTERS
KFMB San Diego recently held
contest asking listeners to figure
out what call letters stood for. Station received many responses, and
selected four winners. Neither present station owners nor previous
owners knew why those call letters
were assigned. The first prize winner's definition was "Keynotes
Full-Measure Broadcasting."
COUNTING

THE WORD

DISC Jockey Allan Curtis of
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass., conducting contest on his early morning
show, asking listeners to count
word "Go" in new MGM recording
GO, GO, GO, GO. He reports that
mail in contest has been heavy.
Person coming closest to figure
(195 able
times),
records. will receive non-breakFurther ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

LANG-WORTH
Ft AT IRE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
,\i/K'rf Calibre Programs at Cecal Station Cost

A

value

. . . PLUS

in "BRUSH

CREEK
th

HIRAM
Wl
FOLLIES"
HIGSBY
KMBC
on
KFRM
PLUS ONE-"Brush Creek Follies" is
in its fourteenth successful season!
PLUS TWO— Playing again to a live
audience from the stage of the huge
new KMBC studio playhouse!
PLUS THREE— A great new arrangement on commercials for advertisers!
PLUS FOUR — An outstanding new
promotion and merchandising plan!
PLUS A DOZEN-Write, wire or
phone
or your
Free andKMBC-KFRM
Peters colonel
! nearest
KMBC
of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th eldest CBS Affiliate • • •
July 23, 1951
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FOR
MEMBERS

fCC

actions

ONLY
JULY 12 THROUGH
The 1951 Broadcasting •
Telecasting Marketbook is
making its way through the
presses as you read this announcement.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
subscribers will receive this
200-page section as part of the
August 20 issue.
Time for peak Fall buying, the
'51 Marketbook gives you Spot
Ratefinder, newest rate information, population shifts, countyby-county breakdowns, state
statistics, TV circulation, foreign
language stations — plus brand
new state and regional maps
especially drawn for this edition.
And for better perspective, our
latest 25" x 35" three - color
radio-tv map will be inserted in
each Marketbook.
Increased publishing costs
limit press run of this 200page section. Copies automatically reserved for Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers.

By all means, start my subscription
right away and be sure to send the
1951 Marketbook with the August 20
issue.
Name

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
July 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KTLN Denver, Col.— License for CP
to change frequency to 1150 kc.
Wales, Fla.— License for
CPWIPC
new Lake
AM station.
AM— 1240 kc
WFEC1220 Miami,
from
kc 250 wFla.—
D toCP1240tokc change
250 w
unl.
Modification of License
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex.— Mod. license to
change main studio locations from Oak
Cliff to Dallas.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KPAS Banning, Calif.; KTOP
Topeka, Kan.; KALE-FM Pasco, Wash.
CP to Replace CP
KWBW-FM Hutchinson, Kan. — CP to
replace CP, as mod., for new FM station.
Modification of CP
KONO-FM San Antonio, Tex.— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP
from 48 kw to 4.39 kw. ant. from 410
ft. to 124 ft. etc.
FOR FINEST TAPE R ECOR D I NG
KLR

A

Little Rock, Ark. I'M

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require— at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE —EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder inin theoneother.
case Easy
—■
Amplifier
handling — compact!

Company
Title
Street
City

Zone

QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOIETTE
Operation available by: <omb r mo unit5, m n h Mogne-

State
( ) $7 End
( ) Bill me

'51 Marketbook
Page 80
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JULY 19

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
usL-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant

If you are not a subscriber,
you may now start your own
subscription and receive the
big Marketbook as a bonus.
It's a $7.00 investment that
pays dividends every week.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.

JLJL
im
Wiri

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

APPLICATION DISMISSED
WJOC MISSED
Jamestown,
Y. — CPDIS-to
application forN. mod,
change frequency etc. for extension of
completion date.
July 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
newWFTJL
AM Fulton,
station. Ky.— License for CP
KXRN Renton, Wash.— License for
CP to change frequency to 1230 kc etc.
KNOB for(FM)
Long Beach, Calif. —
License
CP
AM—new1420FMkc station.
WLEA Hornell, N. Y. — Mod. CP new
AM station to change from 1480 kc D
to 1420 kc unl.
AM—with
690 500
kc w N DA-N.
KEPO El Paso, Tex.— Mod, CP authorizing increase in power etc. to increase N power from 5 kw to 10 kw
and changeModification
DA-N.
of CP
KLX Oakland, Calif.— Mod. CP authorizing power increase etc. to change
trans, location from Berkeley to Richmond, Calif.
WAGA-FM Atlanta, Ga. — Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
Following
stations
requestKy.;
license
renewal: WSIP
Paintsville,
WACR
Columbus,
Miss.;
WIFM
(FM)
Elkin,
N. C.
CP to Replace CP
KOWN Conway, Ark. — CP to replace
expired CP new FM station.
KOA-FM Denver, Col.— Same.
Modification of License
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla.— Mod.
license to change studio location from
201 N. Dewey
Oklahoma
City.to 1300 East Britton Rd.,
July 17 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WHLIcense toHempstead,
Y.— Granted
install new N.trans,
as an aux.litrans.
KJEF Jennings, La. — Granted license
for AM station on 1290 kc 500 w D.
Lowell, on
Mass.
Granted
forWCAP
AM station
980— kc
1 kw license
D.
WPAB Ponce, P. R. — Granted license
for change of facilities and for changes
in presently licensed vertical ant. and
ground
kw-N unl.system on 550 kc 5 kw-LS 1
WJIM Inc., Detroit, Mich.— Granted
license for TV inter-city relay, KQC-37.
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Granted CP
to
site. install aux. trans, at main trans,

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

Atlanta Newspapers, Inc., Are
Atlanta, Ga. — Granted CP for ne\
pickup,
KNED KA-9226.
McAlester, Okla. — Gr
mod. CP to change ant. system.
KAPK Minden, La. — Granted
CP for
approval of ant., trans, anc
dio
location.
WKVM Arecibo, P. R.— Granted
CP
for extension
10-15-51;
cond. of completion d
WSTJI Iowa City, Iowa— Grante
thority to reduce operating hours
unl. to a minimum of 6 hours
from Aug. 9, through Sept. 19 in
to observe fall vacation period,
WILM Delaware Broadcasting
Wilmington, Del. — Granted licen
install old main trans, as an au
present location of main trans.
White Rose Broadcasting Co.,
Pa. — Granted request to cancel lie
and delete remote pickups, KG)
KGA-448, FM STL station, KGA-9
St. Augustine,
CPWFOY
to install
new trans. Fla. — Gr
WKLJ Sparta, Wis.— Granted
tern.
CP to change type trans, and ant
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. — Gr
mod. CP for extension of compl
date
to 10-26-51.
WJEF-FM
Grand Rapids, Mic
Granted mod. CP for extension of
pletion date to 12-27-51.
WNHC New Haven, Conn.— Gr£
license to change trans, location
ant. and ground systems.
KILA Hilo, Hawaii— Granted lie
AM station on 850 kc 1 kw unl.
WWNRto change
Beckley,frequency,
W. Va.— Grante
cense
power
stall new trans, and DA-N and ch
trans, location; 620 kc 500 w-N 1
LS DA-N; cond.
WPRS Paris, 111.— Granted licens
AM station on 1440 kc 500 w D.
Twin State Bcstrs., Inc., St. Jc
bury,
— delete
Grantedremote
reque ]
cancel Vermont
license and
up,Catawba
KA-5355. Valley Broadcasting
Inc.,
Hickory,
N. and
C. — Granted
to cancel
license
delete FMrec
station, KIB-80.
Ohio—
Grantee
to WLEC
install Sandusky,
new trans, as
an aux.
at I
ent location of main trans, to be c
ated on 1450 kc 250 w.
KPUY Puyallup, Wash. — Gra
mod. CP for approval of ant. and ti
and studio locations and change
trans.
WNBT New York— Granted mod
9-15-51.
for
extension of completion dat
KNBC-FM San Francisco, Calii
Granted license for FM station; Ch
(99.7 mc) 45 kw, ant. 1240 ft.
Pioneer Broadcasting Co., Croc:
Tex. — Granted license to cover
for KA-7681 which expires 8-1-51.
Scranton Broadcasters, Inc., I
Scranton, Pa. — Granted license for
mote pickup, KGB-711.
Herman Anderson, Tulare, Cali)
Granted license for remote pic
KA-8702.
KLWNfor Lawrence,
Grantet
cense
AM stationKan.on— 1320
kc
w D.
Following
were pickup
granted stations:
CP's am
censes
for remote
9206 (Oral J. Wilkinson. Murray, Ut
KA-9203 (North Dakota Bcstg. Co.,
Minot, N. D.); KA-9208, KGB-807 (
Capital Bcstg.
KA-9201
(Green Co.,
Bay Annapolis,
Newspaper IV
Green Bay, Wis.).
WANT
Richmond,
cense
for AM
station onVa.—
990 Granted
kc 1 kv
WTNB Birmingham, Ala.
CP to install new trans.
West Bend Bcstg. Co., West B
Gra:

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAN
PRECISION
MEASUREME"
"A reliable FREQUENCY
service for over
18 years
For immediate service phone
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, JV

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

CONSULTING

-~4 >

RADIO

JANSKY & BAILEY
:i tive Offices
National Press Building
:et and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
hington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

trimercial Radio Equip. Co.
vereti L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
:r NATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
). BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

0.
"raven, Lohnes & Culver
1NSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
f D BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
\
Registered Professional Engineer"
1 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

CREUTZ

Member AFCCE*

REAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

JOHN

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
7 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE

AR 4-8721

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 8, D. C.
Executive ItSO — Executive 6851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevra Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

KMAR Bakersfield. Calif. — Granted
license for FM station, Ch. 223 (92.5
mc), 4.7 kw ant. 440 ft.
KDAS Malvern, Ark. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, location,
specify main studio location, and make
changes in trans, equipment.
KONO-FM San Antonio, Tex.— Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 9-28-51.
KFTJO-FM Clayton, Mo. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-1-51.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Paul A. Walker
Covington Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
Opp, Ala. — Granted petition for continuance of hearing from July 27 to
Aug. 27 in Washington in proceeding
upon its application and that of The
Opp Broadcasting Co., Inc.
KATJS Austin, Minn. — Granted petition requesting dismissal without prejudice of application for CP.
City Broadcasting Corp., Nashua, N.
H. — Granted petition for leave to amend
application with respect to officers, directors and stockholders so as to show
substitution of Claude E. Nichols for

said Stanley Lecius, deceased, and to
show business and financial interests of
Nichols.
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Granted
petition to take depositions in proceedings upon application.
Western motion
Union for Telegraph
Granted
extension ofCo.time—
to Aug. 20 for filing exceptions to initial decision, released June 27 in Docket 9292.
Central Ohio Broadcasting Co., Galion, Ohio — Granted petition insofar as
it requests dismissal of application and
denied insofar as it requests dismissal
to be without prejudice; petition for
review
of hearing
ruling filed
on May examiner's
1, 1951 by adverse
Central
Ohio dismissed.
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Granted petition to dismiss pending petition for
waiver of hearing in proceeding upon
application; hearing is scheduled for
Sept. 12 in Washington.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KTHS
Hotmarked
Springs,
Ark.—No.Ordered
that
exhibit
Exhibit
22 in
proceeding upon application of KTHS
for renewal of license and for CP be
received in evidence and record closed
as of July 12.

By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Brazosport Broadcasting Co., Freeport, Tex. — Granted petition requesting
that answers to Sect. IV, Part I, Paragraphs Kb), 2(b), 4(b) and 5(a) of their
application be amended and that Exhibit
1-1 be substituted for present Exonly. hibit I, for
purpose of bringing its proposed program schedule and data up to
date in order to reflect D operation

Member AFCCE*

-

—Granted
KA-9207. CP for new remote pickMowing
were granted
CP's for
new
>te pickups:
KA-9202
(Village
S. Co., Oak Park, 111.); KA-9204
n M. Norris, Red Lion, Pa.); KAf Alachua County Bcstg. Inc.,
esville, Fla.); KA-9200 (Carbondale
?• Co., Inc., Carbondale, Pa.)..
-EA Hornell, N. Y. — Granted mod.
orocation.
approval of ant., trans, and stuJIMO Cape Girardeau, Mo. — Grantiod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
studio location, and mount FM ant.
ide of AM tower; cond.
:«PA Aberdeen, Miss. — Granted
CP for approval of ant., trans,
main studio locations.
5AF Valdosta, Ga.— Granted mod.
B change type trans, and location
irdinates only).
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

By Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
KYA San
Calif.of— Granted
petition
for Francisco,
continuance
further
hearing cationinand proceeding
upon
applithat of KVSM Sanits Mateo,
Calif,
from
July
17
to
Sept.
18
in
Washington.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Western Broodcasting Associates Modesto, Calif., West Side Radio Tracy,
Calif. — Ordered that further hearing in
this proceeding is hereby scheduled for
July 24 in Washington.
By Commissioner Walker
KCIJ New Orleans, La. — Granted petion for continuance of hearing in proceeding for assignment of CP of KCIJ
and license to cover CP from July 23
(Continued on page 87)
July 23, 1951

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10(f per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^' per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 254 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales promotion manager needed by
outstanding midwest, regional network
affiliate. Must be creative with thorough knowledge graphic arts. Must
be able licity.
to Needoriginate
write puba sales and
promotion
man
who knows radio and is ambitious.
Include with letter application salary
expectations and a recent photograph
with samples of publicity writing, newspaper ad layouts, brochures and other
examples of performance. Address Box
341K, BROADCASTING.
Want sales manager with proven record, small, medium market or salesman ready for promotion. Community
minded clean individual with integrity
and tenacity required. Extremely attractive opportunity money-wise in fine
midwest community. Progressive 1000
W365K,fulltime
affiliate. Don't delay. Box
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Pennsylvania small market station
needs salesman to fill vacancy August
15th. Car necessary. Starting salary
$50 plus commission. Full details, first
letter. Good opportunity. Box 287K,
BROADCASTING.
Sales engineer. Prominent sales organization (New York) wants man who can
sell magnetic tape and audio line to
broadcasters, recording companies and
advertising agencies. Box 337K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief salesman wanted in Berkshire,
New England area. Fifteen percent
commission, $100.00 guaranteed draw
for the right man. Contact Nicoll,
WNAW, North Adams, Massachusetts.
If you have had one year, or more,
experience in any phase of radio and
want to better yourself by joining the
sales department of a fine radio station
on the Atlantic coast in a metropolitan
market, get in touch with Harrol A.
Brauer, WVEC, Hampton, Virginia immediately. Ifselected you will receive
a liberal draw against commission.
Don't miss this opportunity.
Announcers
Wanted by upper midwest station, announcer interested in script and traffic.
Write Box 274K, BROADCASTING.
Opening in near future for good announcer-engine r in Minnesosta station. Send details Box 275K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer for western Pennsylvania station. $1.75 per hour. Must
be good staff announcer. Advise experience, complete details. Box 291K,
BROADCASTING.
Michigan 1 kw. Experienced announcer. Clear selling voice. Both ad
lib and script. Strong on news and
records. Good working conditions.
Send disc. Box 314K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo announcer-engineer with first at upper midwest Liberty
affiliate. Sharp operation. $225 to $275
a month depending on production and
announcing ability. Immediate opening. Write or wire Box 348K, BROADCASTING^
Sports announcer: Qualified to do playSouth-be
of largeMust
football games
by-play
University
ern Conference
.
able to handle all sports, baseball, basketball and boxing, plus work regular
shift. Send audition and letter of qualification. Box 351K, BROADCASTING .
Announcer wanted for network affiliate
in Texas. Prefer disc jockey experience. Single man only. Quarters furnished. Send full particulars including
picture
CASTING.and disc. Box 353K, BROAD-

:~: rrrr rrr

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer with ticket.
Salary $250. Contact J. B, McNutt,
KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Sportscaster-announcer. Take charge
of sports
department. Some
Heavystaffon work,
football and basketball.
KOEL, Oelwein, Iowa.
Wanted, experienced announcer with
first
class license. WBIP, Booneville,
Mississippi.
Experienced announcer wanted by
established independent. Must have
good news voice, smooth ad lib style.
40-hour week, good working conditions,
send tape or disc with full particulars
to Manager, WCNT, Centralia, Illinois.
First phone announcer, salary $75.00 44
hours start. Wire or call WCTA,
Andalusia, Ala.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer, emphasis
on announcing. Experience desired
but not necessary. Rush disc, full
particulars in 1st letter. WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Combination announcer-engineer. Emshift, progressivephasis
networkannouncing,
affiliate.night
Attractive
salary.
Send disc and qualifications, WFLB,
Fayetteville, N. C.
Immediate opening, established ABC
affiliate, newscaster-announcer, typing, board operation essential. Send
disc, background, references. Phone
6840 or wire WGEM, Quincy, Illinois.
Wanted, announcer with first phone,
write WHLN, Harlan, Kentucky.
Announcer-engineer needed at once,
WIPC new kilowatt daytime, Lake
Wales, Florida. Wire or call 29831 collect, if interested in particulars.
Combination
announcer-engineer
wanted for morning
schedule in college
town station. If interested, send audition and reference data to Radio Station WJBS, Deland, Florida. Immediate opening. Experience and first
class radio-telephone license required.
Immediate opening: Announcer for
football-basketball play-by-play and
regular shift on board. Will accept
qualified man fresh from school. $50
start. Send audition, draft status, vital
statistics
Mississippi.to Dave Kane, WLAU, Laurel,
Announcer-engineer, with first class
ticket, at least six months experience.
Good working conditions, 250-watt network station. Send disc, qualifications
and salary requirements. WMLT,
Dublin, Georgia.
Engineer - announcer for splendidly
equipped small town station near Atlanta. Want good engineer — willing to
teach announcing. Permanent position.
Reasonable living conditions. WMOC,
Covington, Georgia.
Will tion
payman sixty-five
for good
combinawho can read
a commercial
and do DJ work. Send disc or call at
WMPM, Smithfield, N. C.
Openingenced
about
August
10 for
experiannouncer,
strong
on ad
lib,
special events, news, record shows.
Preference will be given man who also
can
do good
sports.
Schedule
includesplay-by-play
sales and service
calls in afternoon and air work in
evening. Send audition disc and letter giving full information, including
salary requirements, your phone number and references to Hugh Potter,
Radio Station WOMI, Owensboro,
Kentucky.
Announcer wanted — dependable, conscientious staff man. No play-by-play.
Must have at least one year staff experience.
Sharon, Pa. Send details, audition. WPIC,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Will pay seventy-five starting salary
for versatile experienced announcer
with first class license. Wire or phone
collect WVSC, Somerset, Penna.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga., Phone 921.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs operator with
first class license. Experience not essential. Send information and expected starting salary per 40 hour week
to Box 311K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer. Permanent. Good
salary. Washington, D. C. area. Some
announcing
CASTING. desired. Box 343K, BROADTransmitter engineer, immediate opening,
sary, permanent,
salary $54.00experience
for 40 hourunnecesweek,
time and V2 for over 40 hours. Write
Box 200. Mandan, North Dakota..
Combination operators for stations in
several east central states. No experience necessary. Opportunity for advancement. Reply c/o Chief Engineer,
Box 867, Morgantown, W. Va.
5000 watt network station with 10,000
watt CP needs fulltime transmitter engineer. Attitude more important than
experience. Transportation necessary.
Contact
Louie
Gemoets, KEPO, El Paso,
Texas.
Top salary for engineer. Forward details to KOEL, Oelwein, Iowa, attention
Ralph Giese.
Immediate opening for combination first
class engineer-announcer.
Salary
according to ability. Contact Bob
Blount,
Radio Station KPAN, Hereford, Texas.
Transmitter operator needed for 1000
watt station. Experience unnecessary.
KTAE, Inc., Taylor, Texas.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first phone. No experience necessary. Combined operation in fisherman's paradise. WCRK, Morristown,
Tennessee.
Position open! Transmitter engineer.
First class ticket. Experience unnecessary. WDUN, Gainesville, Georgia.
Wanted: First class operator for WFNC,
Fayetteville, North Carolina. Installing 5 kw transmitter. Interesting work.
Experienced first class engineer for
transmitter and control room. For interview write complete qualifications,
no telephoning, to J. P. Dowdell,
WIBX, Utica, New York.
Three Ohio stations need engineers and
combo men. Send applications WJEH,
Gallipolis, Ohio.
Immediate opening for transmitter engineer, 1 kw ABC. Car necessary.
Contact Harold White, WKTY, Lacrosse, Wisconsin.
Chief engineer: Announcing ability preferred, but not necessary. Permanent
position. Salary based on experience.
Contact
Alabama. Curtis Liles, WMLS, Sylacauga,
Wanted, transmitter operator for local
Mutual station. $55 for 44 hours. Raise
ville,$60Ky.if satisfactory. WSIP, Paintsto
Engineer,
immediate wire
opening,
experience not necessary,
or phone
for
full details WSKI, Montpelier, Vt.
Engineer wanted for maintenance
work-experience with tape recorders
desirable but not essential. Contact
Bryan tions,
Bisney,
Radio ProducNashville, Brown
Tennessee.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer
with Glenn
first phone.
ence
required.
Gaskill,No108ej)
kin Ct., Peoria, Illinois.
Production-Programming, Ot
Radio and TV writer, script and
mercial, by medium-sized Pittsl
agency Moderate
as additionsalary,
to 4-man
ment.
good deo
tunity for advancement in produ'
Send photo, experience outline, ;
ability date and desired salary to
Reply Box 339K, BROADCASTII
MBS station in Iowa seeking draf
empt, creative, reliable copy chief
salary for right party. Permanent
tion. Write full details and send
samples. Box 359K, BROADCAST:
Newsman. Experienced in all pi
including local reporting; authorit
air presentation. Advise previou:
perience, references, salary expe
and attach snapshot. Confide
Forward transcription or tape to I .
G. Berk, WAKR, Akron 8, Ohio.
Wanted:
Program director!
worker, with initiative, knowhc
traffic, copy, production.
Imme I
opening. Wire or call David Will *
WXGI, Richmond, Virginia.
Television
Production-Programming , Oth
Midwest television station needs
man. Must be able to shoot, splice
edit film as well as maintain ore
library. Reply, stating qualificat
experience and references to Box I
BROADCASTING
• TELECAST
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Sales-minded, cost conscious st;
manager currently operating succe
net affiliate in highly competitive ]
ket, desires change to deep s<
southwest, or Pacific northwest, B
ground
qualifications
availabl
interestedandstation
owners upon
req
Box 307K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Time salesman, promotion man;
also announcing.
Brochures, fob
etc. Formerly sales promotion
advertising manager wholesale ba
organization handling transcript
and TV spots also national maga
experience. Seeks position with 1
ing station where initiative, imag
tion will be rewarded. Reliable,
pendable
family man.Francis
Guaranteed
and commission.
J. We!c !
166-05 89th Avenue, Jamaica, N. Y.
Announcers
New York stater; announcer 9 y«
sales V2 year, family. Box 2
BROADCASTING.
DJ — entertainer desires position "
progressive
eastliving
or hasol
Single, draft station,
proof, clean
Prefer morning show. Specialize;
folk music, knows studio equipm
Box 259K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted! Sports! Sport announcer,
3 years experience looking for a sta
with year-round sports coverage,
operate
No considered.
preference siziTJ
station. board.
All offers
exempt. Box 265K, BROADCASTI
Newscaster-announcer thoroughly
perienced and capable. Midwest
east. 269K,
Minimum
$70.00, Draft exer
Box
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman.
D. J., ni
sports, console. Deep voice, coll
Wants first radio job. Radio trai
matured, married, veteran. Box 21
BROADCASTING.
Sports-staff position, progressive
tion. Presently
employed. Col
background,
ambitious.
Box 2i
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored, good voice, n
appeal,
promotional ideas. Box 2S
BROADCASTING.
Faith healer? — No! Just a good ;
and newscaster, some experience, ic
ing
station anv
needing
arm. forHandle
board.a shot
Disc. in
304K, BROADCASTING.

situations Wanted (Cont'd)
lUncer-program director, 28, expresently
employed,
yearsoffers,
exice,
reliable,
consider 7 all
ravel, tape, photograph available.
0-5K. BROADCASTING.
e announcer, 5 years experience,
or voice and technique, com: all phases, desires affiliation with
ipolitan
organization. Box 309K,
J3CASTING.
ommercial announcer, thoroughly
ienced, offers good work return
ood pay. Box 310K, BROAD!ING.
years experience. Announcer,
master, disc jockey. Professional
ling, Hollywood. Wisconsin area
Ted. Box 312K, BROADCASTuncer with first class license, deposition on west coast. Handle
ype show. Married, draft exempt,
lildren. Box 316K, BROADCASTancer, strong news, commercials,
jyed.
Veteran.
Married. 31.
years experience. Desirous of
g with progressive kw or more
rk affiliate. Minimum $65.00
y. Box 325K, BROADCASTING,
ienced, singing announcer, 5000
DJ work, newscaster. Ad lib,
references. Box 342K, BROADING.
uncing and/or news writing man,
liege graduate, vet. family. Will
. Box 345K, BROADCASTING,
-uncer.
8 years. Dospecial
good events,
job on
DJ, commercial,
write anything. Family man.
y. Chief announcer present loca;hree
ING. years. Box 346K, BROADith originality and sell. Wake-up
e night. Experienced all phases
rk, promotion, production and
amming indie and net. 29 years
Exempt. Best references. Box
BROADCASTING.
Scaster, strong play-by-play footsasketball, baseball. College man,
rs experience. Married, draft exWant play-by-play and sales,
lent
references.
Now employe"d
s director.
Tape available.
Box
BROADCASTING.
-ienced,
ambitious employed
announcer.(notChi-in
man. Presently
go) 50 kw NBC AM-TV. Big
et. Desire change. Availability
ident on answers. Excellent re:es, particulars on request. Offers?
361K, BROADCASTING.
uncer-newscaster, 25, married, dei newscasting job in live station
vhere) that pays decent living
Three years experience large
~ne Pennsylvania
Conscientious.market.
Box College
356K,
ADCASTING.
uncer specializing in commercials
news. Two years experience in
•pes
of programs.
auto,exempt.
Box 357K, Married,
BROADCAST
able on two weeks notice, staff
incer, local news reporter with
- 'ears
metropolitan
newspaper writand
experience.
Also continuity
selling and publicity. Originated
: cred local news in 200 thousand
eting area. Write Box 358K,
ADCASTING.
rienced, ambitious. Presently em; d 50 kw, NBC, AM-TV. Big marj Desire change. Availability deent on answers. Strong commerMC, news, drama. Excellent
ences, particulars on request. OfBox 362K, BROADCASTING.
■uncer-PD would like position with
•essive
station sound
that likes
new ideas,in
five years
experience
echelon of broadcasting, with
lasis on special events, audience
cipation and a successful children's
of own creation. Mature voice,
larried, two children. Interested
.armanency.
Box 363K, BROADriNG.
mncer-engineer. IV2 years morning
news, sports, amateur and quiz
s. Now working, want change,
-r east. Family, draft exempt.
3j8K. BROADCASTING.
illy DJ-announcer. Know and like
'Hies. Seven years with own top
?rn act. Want right permanent
"stuffed
shirt" station
;es.Please
Also nonews,
commercials.
Detranscription, request. Box 369K,
IADCASTING.
iitile announcer, personable, stable,
oyed metropolitan station, vet,
riNColIege' Box 371K' BROAr>_

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer: 10 years experience, married, desires to return to midwest.
Some sales experience, desire fulltime
mike with offtime service and sales.
Byron McCall, 311 South Mt. Vernon,
Prescott, Arizona.
Combo man, prefer straight announcing
trick. Experienced all types announcing. Available immediately. Write,
phone. Leonard Osborne, 4645I,/2 Lake
Park, Chicago. Kenwood 8-5777.
Technical
Northeast, chief or staff: 8 years studio
and AM-FM transmitter to 5 kw. Earning $73. Box 251K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer.
Twenty
experience construction
and years
maintenance,
excellent past record as chief. Available immediately. Family. Box 253K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: Twenty years experience all phases,
desires permanent
nection with progressive
stationcon-in
southwest or Rocky Mountain area as
chief orencedoperating
engineer.
Expericomplete station
construction,
maintenance, operation. Excellent references. All inquiries answered. Box
338K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases.
Draft exempt. Want position with
sound station. Can DJ morning show.
Give details first letter. $75 minimum.
All offers considered. Box 344K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 4V2 years experience AMFM-TV,
single, inageFlorida.
28. now Any
employed,
desires work
offer
considered.
Box
350K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 15 years experience as chief
combo maintenance installation. Degree. Box 352K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer: Presently employed as chief
of 250 watter desires opportunity in
larger metropolitan AM station with
TV prospects. Single, will travel.
Available on two weeks notice. Box
354K, BROADCASTING.
Combo. Studio manager and general
radio man. 3 years experience. Married, vet, 27. Midwest preferred. Minimum $70. Box 370K, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Copywriter, experienced with indie and
nets. Stations with opportunity to advance only. Box 335K, BROADCASTING^
"Girldio Friday"
thoroughly
trained copy,
RaCity, can write
commercial
all
phases
radio,
DJ,
women's
feature
etc; some air experience, good appearance, disc available. Box 340K, BROADCASTER
Male continuity writer. Single, draft
exempt. Formerly with CBS affiliate.
Capable of solid selling copy. Box
366K, BROADCASTING.
University degree in radio journalism.
Want job in radio news department.
Have practical experience writing
newscasts. Veteran. Hold two degrees. Box 367K, BROADCASTING.
Television
Technical
TV control operator. IV2 years experience all phases. Presently employed
metropolitan N. Y. station. Desire
change. Promising future. 1st phone.
Box
360K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Experienced
in television.
Master's
Degree. Management
experience
in other
fields. Seeking TV production supervisory position, or directing where
advancement possible. Box 219K,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Radio station in Nashville. Good money
maker. Owner must devote time to
other
interests. Box 355K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
One Gates transmitter, 250-A with two
sets of new tubes, crystal for 1490 and
new spare crystal for 1490. One new
crystal for General Radio frequency
monitor^ One 165-foot Wincharger
tower with A-l lighting, guys and base
insulator. Bonding strip, copper and
copper radial wire, new, for your
ground system. All in perfect condition ready to ship. Best cash offer
takes all. WDBC, Escanaba, Michigan.
Model 195-A Hickok cathode ray oscilloscope. Excellent condition. Best offer.
WDSC, Dillon, S. C.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
Towers needed, three, 185-foot towers
eitherone,guyed
self-supporting.
Will
take
two oror three
from a customer.
Write Box 372K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: cluding
Equipment
250 watter
intransmitter, for
monitors,
console,
antenna, ground wire, office equipment,
etc. Box 364K, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Announcers
Good
combination manwanted
who would like to live in
nice friendly Colorado town.
Permanent job available immediately. Contact
Orth Bell, KLMR, Lamar, Colo.
Production-Programming, Others
An immediate opening for
TOP-FLIGHT COPYWRITER
... an...
experienced
man persuasive
who LIKEScopy,to
write
to write
imaginative continuity . . . who likes to
develop paigns
program
ideas, thinker.
spots and cam... a creative
For average:
this man the
the top
starting
salary's byhigher
than
determined
his
ability and value . . . opportunity only
as limited
as
his
imagination.
Send
samples and data directly to:
Laury Arnold
WTAC— Flint 3, Mich. — (NBC)

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
employers and applicants.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

A 20-year veteran of sound radio . . . not a wild-eyed genius
. . . available in time to help
you with your management
problems, plus building and
supervising your Fall-Winter
program schedule, promotion
and selling campaign. AM-TV
combo preferred. Married, family, steady type. All inquiries
kept confidential. Box 373K,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale
Stations
ONLY STATION
in growing eastern industrial
city of 15,000. Principal owners
have other interests demanding
attention. Real opportunity at
$50,000. All cash not necessary.
Principals only, no brokers. Box
214K, BROADCASTING.

Television

Local Network station in excellent midwestern small comPrincipal
desire tomunity—sell
becauseowners
of other
interests demanding their full
time. Excellent opportunity for
owner-manager, price — $75,000
cash. Principals only — No brokers. All BOX
replies 328K,
confidential.

Production-Programming, others

BROADCASTING

OUTSTANDING MIDWEST
TELEVISION STATION
wants
TWO
TV PERSONALITIES
Must be young, intelligent and alert with
gooddrunks.
professional
No floaters,
no
Box background.
336K BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.

NBC is airing a three-week series The
Truth About Narcotics featuring interviewsdicts,of crime
expertsJohnson,
and "dope"
adby Malcolm
Pulitzer
Prize winner and crime reporter, on its
Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow program (Sun. 1-1:30 p.m.).

STATION
$15,000. Cash Required
FOR

SALE

For reasons of health, must sell immediately,
Midwestern independent station in 100,000 population market
that ranks among the first hundred in the United States. Only
one other station. First year, under, absentee ownership, station showed slight operating profit. All new equipment, modern
office building studios, combined operation. Will sell 100% of
stock for actual investment. $15,000 cash, will finance balance
of $35,000. This price includes $10,000 in quick assets and the
fixed assets are now worth more than the total purchase price
of station. Must sell in 90 days. Qualified principals only.
Box 308K, BROADCASTING

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 12)
shey McGillvra, New York radio
station representative, where he
specialized in the sale of time on
Canadian stations. In 1937 he went
to the Katz Agency as the organization's first exclusive radio time
salesman. Later he became associated with the newly-formed
Trans-American Broadcasting &
Television Corp.
From 1939 to 1942 Mr. Prouty
Was with Edward Petry & Co.,
radio representative. At one time,
he sold so much Lydia Pinkham radio time, that he became known in
the trade as "Pink Pill Prouty."
In August of 1942 Mr. Prouty
went on active duty with the U. S.
Naval Reserve as a lieutenant
(jg) in air combat intelligence. He
was released to inactive duty in
December 1945, with the rank of
lieutenant commander.
After leaving the Navy he returned to the Petry company before
accepting a position with E. Pritchard & Co., Bridgeton, N. J., as
vice president in charge of sales
and advertising for the food products firm.
Was With ABC
Before assuming his present
position in August 1950, he was on
the staff of ABC in New York for
two years, as an account executive,
being active in both radio and television network sales.
Mr. Prouty succeeded John E.
Surrick, now vice president and
general manager of WFBR Baltimore, as radio sales manager of
WFIL. During the last year he
has been actively interested in the
development of the present WFIL
program structure, including the
Three Hours of Music, aired daily
from 3 to 6 p.m. and featuring Disc
Jockeys Howard Jones and Bob
Horn. He has combined radio and
television salesmanship by offering
bonus television demonstrations on
the WFIL-TV Mary Jones show to
sponsors who buy participating announcements in the Mary Jones
radio program.
"The effectiveness and tremendous pulling power of radio con-

tinues to be proved," says Mr.
Prouty, "by such successful programs as The LeRoy Miller Club
on WFIL, which has been almost
continuously sold out for the last
six years. In one week recently,
the station was swamped with
nearly 5,800 cards and letters as
the result of a single announcement
by Disc Jockey Miller telling of an
offer by the Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corp. The message concerned the
company's offer of free coupons
exchangeable for Hudson napkins."
Sees Swing to Radio
Mr. Prouty is convinced that
there will be a very pronounced
swing back to radio — particularly
in the spot field — not alone because of increasing television time
and production costs and limited
budgets, but because he feels that
the shrewd and successful advertisers who in the past have always
bought media on the basis of results per dollar spent, are once
again using this time-honored
yardstick. When this transition is
completed, he believes, radio need
no longer be concerned about its
rightful share of the advertising
dollar.
Although he was born in Webster Groves, Mo. (Oct. 21, 1913),
Mr. Prouty considers himself an
Easterner, inasmuch as he moved
to Scarsdale, N. Y., at the age of
eight and attended public schools
there.
He is married to the former
Eleanor Ryan of Bronxville, N. Y.,
and he has five children, Norman,
John, Patricia, David, and James.
At present he is a weekend commuter to his farm outside of Katonah, N. Y., but he plans to settle
eventually in a Philadelphia suburb.
Flying Hobby
His hobbies include private flying and amateur dramatics. He is
on the board of directors of the
Countryside Players, Katonah, and
is a member of the Kappa Alpha
Society, and the Poor Richard Club.

San Francisco Bay Area Independent • Profitable Pacific Northwest Local
The Blackburn-Hamilton
requestsPacific
for radio
stations This
located in the San FranciscoCompany
Bay Areahasandhadin many
the growing
Northwest.
is the first time that we have had listings from both of these areas come in almost
simultaneously. Having seen and appraised both of these areas and the radio
facilities, these two properties will be put under option very fast by alert prospective owners. We suggest ACTION and that you contact our nearest office for
full and complete details.
$32,500.00
$82,500.00
Population increased
almost 100% last
Located in one of California's most
ten years and is still growing. Retail
trading
area
(est)
73,000.
3,000 new
beautiful areas, this is a 250 watt fahomes — 65% government payroll incility in a single station market of
crease— 60% overtime
postal receipts
$1,200,000.00
pay perincrease
month.—
16,000 trading area — a daily and weekOwner claims that radio station is only
media that covers this new populaly newspaper prospering so can a radio
tion. Highest per capita in state.
Ideally located. $82,500.00. Terms.
station — near San Francisco.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Tribune Tower
235RayMontgomery
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
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Feature of Week
(Continued from page 12,
Milestones
► WHAS Louisville is entering its
30th year of operation. Station is
owned by the Courier- Journal &
Louisville Times. Barry Bingham
is president; Victor A. Sholis is
vice president and director.
► STATION party and issuance of
special pins highlighted the fifth
anniversary celebration of KERO
Bakersfield, Calif., last month. Fiveyear pins were presented to President Paul Bartlett, Vice President
and General Manager Gene DeYoung, Sales Manager Ed Urner,
Salesman Hugh Gordon, Program
Director Warren Mead, and News
Editor Ken Croes. KERO is an
NBC affiliate.
* * ':- # station man► Walter Haase,
ager, WDRC Hartford, this month
is observing his 27th anniversary
with the station. Mr. Haase joined
WDRC in 1924 and has held nearly
every job in the organization.
* # *
► Friendly salute from Nebraska
and other states was one of the
rewards reaped by George Kister,
farm director at KMMJ Grand
Island, Neb., on the occasion of
his 25th anniversary at that station. Congratulations poured in
from Gov. Val Peterson of Nebraska and a host of his farm colleagues including Chris Mack,
WNAX Yankton, S. D.; Frank
Cooley, WHAS Louisville; Roy
Battles, WLW Cincinnati, and
others. Mr. Kister started in
radio as farm announcer with
KFKX Hastings, Neb., in 1925. He
joined KMMJ (then Clay Center)
the following year.
TWO-TON lighting board, built at
cost of $25,000 and custom made in
New York to specifications supplied
by CBS Project Engineer King Tyler,
is being installed at KTSL (TV) Hollywo d. It will handle up to 200 TV
stage lights and is a one man operation.

smiling. Her spirits are high
cause she starts the day by li:
ing to the Judy Deane Shoi
KNBC. You too (etc)."
The ladies whose pictures
peared above these statements
as odd in appearance as their t i
monials.
And as Mrs. V. O. of Noe Slj
and Miss O. P. of Palo Alto J
their problems in the press, rea
began to watch the adverti
columns to see what was coi
next. The ad campaign create
interest almost equal to that
continued comic strip.
Draws Listeners
The curious promotion camp
drew many curious new liste
to the Judy Deane Show. But t
these listeners didn't know
that the unlikely looking ladie
the testimonials actually were ;
real members of the KNBC s
And they got their pictures in
paper mainly as a result of
KNBC staff artist's doodling
the quick promotional acumei
Dean Moxely, KNBC's new ad
tising promotion manager.
Mrs. V. O. is actually J c
Thompson, KNBC's manager
news and public affairs. The di
ling artist turned him into a
faced, veiled lady with a misi
tooth and an unfounded fancy i
she is beautiful.
Miss Glodstrotter, who mi:
the boat, is a sour and aging f
inine transformation of KNBC
nouncer John Grover. "Jolly I
Steinke, radio and TV personal
provided the basic features \
Mrs. A. J., whose husband left
never returned. Miss O. P..
frustrated school teacher, is .
Letts, KNBC news analyst.
KNBC is considering whether
let its listeners in on the gag
just keep them guessing aS to
identity and origin of the la<
whose problems were solved
whose lives were brightened by
songs, music and chatter of J
Deane.

Broadcasting
FOR
SUITABLE

Studio

RENT

FOR AM-FM

or TELEVISION

40 and 41st. Floors — Fully Set-up for Immediate Use
Modern Studio in the heart of Chicago's Loop
Antenna 604 Feet above Sidewalk
Available October 1, 1951 — Nominal Rental
Write, Wire or Phone Elwood G. Glass
BANKERS

BUILDING

105 W. Adams St., CHICAGO
BROADCASTING

FR. 2-2737
Telecasti

T
BOR

SUIT

Filed for KIMP Employe
VIL SUIT by the Labor Dept.
litst Winston 0. Ward, president
t. Pleasant Broadcasting Co.
!P Mt. Pleasant, Tex.), has
filed in Texarkana, Tex.,
,al district court. It alleges
;;ion of the Fair Labor StandAct.
B suit, the first such case to be
by an employe in the SouthwaS requested of the Labor
by Henry N. Fones, who althat he worked as a combinaengineer and announcer for a
i week remuneration but "was
paid overtime after 40 hours
week as the law requires."
I . Ward in a statement to
dcasting • Telecasting last
said the station has approved
;ase's entrance in court prongs since Mr. Ward contends
Mr. Fones was employed "in
xecutive capacity and was
; paid an equal salary." Mr.
I also stated that Mr. Fones'
s consisted of "overall manlent and he was considered an
.ative." Mr. Fones was released
ie station prior to the filing of
uit.
. Ward also said that "to the
of my knowledge" he had
d by all rules and regulations
.e government.
DG

For
allied

interesting

ND, radio-TV direcBILL COPELA
tor Byer & Bowman Adv., Columbus, Ohio, resigns to head
up music and exploitation departments for Hallmark Productions,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
FRANK TREMALNE returns as Los
Angeles Bureau Manager United
Press, following 10 months assignment in Japan and speaking tour of
Pacific Coast.
WALTER SANDT, account executives
Fred Eldean Organization (public relations), N. Y., appointed public relations officer on Queens Borough staff
of Auxiliary Police with rank of MaLEONARD STARK, graduate U. of
jor.
Southern California, L. A., who plays
featured role in Frank Merriwell Enterprises television film series, Frank
Merriwell At Yale signed to long term
contract by film producers. College
series is being produced at Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City, Calif.
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM,
transcribed program and features
producer, last week reported new contracts with 13 stations and renewals
with 33 others.

Elections

£ equipment • • •
EDWARD M. TUFT, vice president
and director of
personnel RCA
Victor, appointed
vice president in
charge of organization development. ALBERT F.
WATTERS, assistant director of personnel, succeeds
Mr. Tuft, as director of personnel.
Mr. Tuft
FREDERICK W.
T I M M O N S Jr.,
sales staff, Allen B. DuMont Labs,
named regional sales manager of DuMont's Cathode Ray Tube Div., Allwood, N. J.
P. M. PRITCHARD, director of sales
Victor Electric Products, appointed
general sales manager for part division, Sylvania Electric Products,
Warren, Pa.

I HUTTO, director of NBC's
sr McGee & Molly, was elected
dent of the Radio & Television
-itors Guild, Los Angeles, at the
on meeting. Also elected to
were Ivan Green, vice pres; David Vaile, secretary;
1 McAllister, treasurer. New
rial board members are GorIHughes, past president; John
el and Jack Lyman, with Dick
: re-elected to serve out his
/ear term as international
dent. In addition, six memwere named to the local board,
! representing radio and three
. elevision. Radio members are
ren Lewis, Harfield Weedin,
me Nelson. Representing TV
Bob Adams, Len Boland, Dick
roum. All terms are for two

HOWARD
BROKERS AND
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Dr. LOUIS T. RADER, assistant manager of engineering controls division
General Electric, Schenectady, appointed manager of engineering for
division. HARRY L. PALMER, engineer in electronics and regulator
engineering division, appointed assistant manager of engineering for
controls division. BENJAMIN
COOPER, assistant engineer of electronics and regulator engineering division, appointed, division engineer.
RAY SIMPSON, chairman of board
Simpson Electric Co., Chicago, appointed chairman of subpanel on indicating instruments, for panel of
components, Research and Development Board, Washington.
LITTLEFUSE Inc., Chicago, announces
publication of "TV Fuse Guide" giving all information for fast replacement. It lists brand names, model
number and corresponding fuse requirements on all makes and models,
starting with first set made and ending with those now on market. It is
available through jobbers or by writing direct to Littlefuse Inc.
LOUIS R. SCHORR, controller RCA
International Div., elected to membership in Controllers Institute, organization of controllers and finance
officers representing all fields of business.
HENRY R. GEYELIN, advertising
manager Receiver Sales Div., Allen
B. DuMont, named to help coordinate
various advertising activities of DuMont Labs and to work on its creative
phases.
SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS,
Emporium, Pa., has announced publication of a revised edition of its
"Sylvania Technical Manual" with
new "snap-open" loose-leaf pages.
Book gives comprehensive technical
data on over 500 receiving tubes and
standard TV picture tubes, plus 84
pages of information on vacuum tube
operation.
EMERSON RADIO and Phonograph
Corp., N. Y., last week announced
three promotions in its engineering
department: WALTER LUKAS, as
chief television engineer; FRANCIS
J. BURGER, as chief radio engineer,
and L. G. ZUCKER, as chief mechanical engineer.

"Technical • • •
RICHARD W. STEVENS, maintenance
staff KECA-TV Hollywood, named
maintenance supervisor of station.
He replaces CHARLES W. TURNER
drowned recently at Newport Beach,
Calif., while attempting to rescue his
son. MARVIN HEADRICK, station
maintenance division, appointed assistant maintenance supervisor, in
charge of audio maintenance for
KECA-TV. WALTER STILES, maintenance staff, named assistant station
engineer, at Mt. Wilson.
HARRY C. BEAN, engineer WTIC
Hartford, to Voice of America.
DOUGLAS PETERSON, engineering
staff WTAG Worcester, Mass., father
of boy, July 3.
FRANK FRUZYNA, transmitter engineer WNBQ (TV) Chicago, and Joan
Malerich, married June 30.
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KSWM
JOPLI
N, MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
1285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C BS
in
JOPLIN,
MO.
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison. Pres.
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CANADIAN POPULARITY
American Programs Ahead
FIRST 10 evening network programs in Canada in June were all
piped in from the United States,
according to national rating report of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. Of 22 evening network shows,
first 10 were Charlie McCarthy,
rating 26.3, Radio Theatre 25.3,
Our Miss Brooks 23.8, Amos V
Andy 21.7, Twenty Questions 17.9,
My Friend Irma 17.1, Aldrich
Family 16.8, Suspense 16.1, Mystery Theatre 15.7, and Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scouts 14.7.
Daytime first five of 13 network
shows were also American, being Ma
Perkins 15.6, Big Sister 15, Pepper
Young's
14.2, Right
to Happiness
13.2, andFamily
Life Can
Be Beautiful
13.1.
Of 19workFrench-language
evening
netshows first five were Un Homme
et Son Peche 30.1, Metropole 27.7, La
Pause Qui Refraichet 23.1, Jouez
Double 20.9, Radio Carabin 20. Daytime French-language programs, 14 in
number, were led by Rue Principale
21.6,
Grand
21.5, Quart
d'Heure
de Detente Soeur
21.5, Jeunesse
Doree
21.3,
and Tante Lucie 20.6.
Fellows Names Miller
JUSTIN MILLER, NARTB board
chairman and general counsel, has
been selected as alternate delegate
to the Inter- American Assn. of
Broadcasters by NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows. Gilmore N.
Nunn, president WLAP Lexington,
Ky., and vice-president of IAAB,
was named NARTB's delegate, representing American broadcasters,
to the inter-American body in June.

Sells ALL the Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area for You!
WTAR delivers more listeners-per-dollar
than any other local station in Norfolk,
Portsmouth, and Newport News, Virginia.
Hooper and BMB prove it. Sell your
product more profitably with WTAR.

Nat'l. Rep.: Edw. Petry & Co.
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AN, York,
HARTMNew
STWNEW
ERNE
named
staff
production manager.
JACK SHEFRIN appointed program
director WMID Atlantic City. He was
with WOAK Chicago, and KNAL Victoria, Texas.
RAY PENNER appointed program director WCAV Norfolk. He was with
WNOR and WLOW Norfolk. JOE
GUIDI, announcer WXGI Richmond,
appointed production director WCAV.
DAN RUSSELL, program department
KPWB Hollywood, named production
director.
GLORIA MARKOFF, program staff
KLX Oakland, Calif., appointed assistant in charge of sales promotion
and presentations WTO P-AM-TV
Washington.
MILLI WILLEFORD appointed director of women's activities WDVA Danville, Va., replacing JACKIE SHERRIN, resigned.
JIM SILMAN Jr., announcer WINX
Washington, to WTOP Washington,
in same capacity.
HERMAN HUTCHINSON, graduate
Northwest Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore., to KCRE Crescent City,
Calif., as announcer-engineer. GLEN
ALLER, graduate, to KWIL Albany,
Ore., as announcer-engineer. HOLLY
BISHOP, graduate, to KWIE Kennewick, Wash. DON WATSON, graduate to KGON Oregon City, Ore.
KEN CROES, news editor KERO
Bakersfield, Calif., appointed program
director. RUDY VON TOBEL, KCRA
Sacramento, MEL YORK, KELA Centralia, Wash., and JIM McBRIDE,
KBIS Bakersfield, appointed to announcing staff KERO.
JEROME CRISWELL starts five weekly quarter-hour Crisivell Predicts on
KFWB Hollywood.
JACK LEFLIN, sports director WONE
Dayton, to WHLI Hempstead, N. Y.,
as announcer. Mr. Leflin also has
been appointed to faculty of School
of Radio Technique, New York.
EILEEN STULB named to sales and
promotion staff WRFC Athens, Ga.
She was with WBBQ Augusta.
DONALD J. MARXEN to production
department WHBF-TV Rock Island,
111. He was with WTCN-TV Minneapolis. JACKIE TATMAN broadcasting
program
on
WHBP. She daily
waswomen's
with WDZ
Decatur,
111. JANICE BURT named to traffic
department WHBF.
Sgt. LYLE SELIX, public information
office Ft. Sill, Okla., father of daughter, Elaine Katherine. Sgt. Selix was
with KGLO Mason City, Iowa.
BERNIE HERMAN appointed to announcing staff WIRE Indianapolis.
He was with WXLW Indianapolis.
JANET GULES to WRDF Worthington, Ohio, as receptionist.
HARRY L. TIMMINS Jr., research director KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
father of boy, Harry L., July 9.
JOHN ST. LEGER, announcer WORAM-TV New York, father of boy,
Robert A., born July 11.

MARY
director of appointed
women's
programsBIDDLE,
WIP Philadelphia,
to National Membership Committee
as Eastern Area active member of
American Women in Radio. Miss Biddie at the same time was also appointed president of southeast Pennsylvania section of American Women
in Radio and Television. She also
serves in the dual capacity of Chairman of the Philadelphia Branch of
AWRT.
FANNIE ENGLE, TV home economist
and formerly food editor of MacFadden Publications, appointed by V.
S. Becker Productions, N. Y., to head
its expanding women's and children's
programs.
BOB KELLEY, sports announcer, and
GUSSIE MORAN, tennis champion,
start five weekly 10 minute Kelley and
Moran sports program on KNBH (TV)
Hollywood.
JOSEPH BUSH, to announcing staff
WIP Philadelphia, as summer replacement. He was with New Britain
Broadcasting Co., and WTIC Hartford.
HANS CONRIED, actor- director,
father of girl, Trilby, July 3.
FATSO BERRY, disc jockey KSAN
San Francisco, awarded cup at recent
Cavalcade of Jazz for being top blues
singing disc jockey in area.
HUGH BRUNDAGE announces halfhour Sunday This Thing Called Life
philosophic series on ABC.
DELL O'DELL, magician, starts The
Dell O'Dell Show audience-participation program on KECA-TV Los Angeles. It is a Television Assn. Productions package, show sponsored by Big
4 Chrysler-Plymouth dealers, L. A.
Mauri • • •
CHOC HUTCHESON appointed news
director KCBD Lubbock, Texas. He
was managing editor The Daily Pacifician, Army newspaper in Manila,
P.I.
DONALD T. DAVIS, assistant farm
director WHAS Louisville, appointed
farm director.
HAROLD W. BAKER, head of news

department,
named directorWOW-AM-TV
of news and dmi
spe
events WSM-AM-TV Nashville.
FRANK LaTOURETTE, head of n
and special events ABC Western I
named for
manager
newsandandtelevii
spe 1i
events
both of
radio
for network.
JACK OLSEN, news editor Wlj
Washington, named winner i
Scripps-Howard Story of the Mc|
Award for June, for recent suit '
News.
story appearing Washington D '
CLETE ROBERTS, Clete Roberts \
ports newscasts KLAC-TV Hollyw
signed as top commentator for 1 1
Reporter summer television prog ,1
on CBS-TV Eastern network. Fil
newscasts
Roberts'
rei
Alaska triptaken
to beduring
utilized
on serie
IRVING HAMLIN, press departo
NBC Hollywood, resigns to beo
West Coast representative of E)
Israel National Airlines. No repl; I
ment named. Mr. Hamlin became I
father of a girl July 13.
Artists7 Rates
NEGOTIATIONS are now uru:
way at Montreal and Toronto
new rates for radio artists to ,
into effect Sept. 1. The new rs]
will apply for both cities
English-language live and tr
scribed programs. Negotiating
Assn. of Canadian Radio Art i
(AFL), Assn. of Canadian Ad\
tisers, Canadian Assn. of Ad^
tising Agencies and represei
tives of radio stations in b
cities. New rates were to h
gone into effect July 12, but h
been postponed to Sept. 1. AC
is understood to be asking
roughly a 25% increase in rates
a new arrangement on transc
tions
ment which
every would
three require
months fee
instp'
of annually as now for transcri
spots.
SONG with the largest radio audi?
during the year July 1, 1950-June
1951, was "If," according to
Peatman annual survey of popi
music on network broadcasts. "Yo
Just in Love," ranked second am
the song
of the"Tennessee
past year, "Be
Love
— " hits
third,
Wa
fourth and "All My Love" fifth
rated by Peatman on the basis
estimated audience size.
carries
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FCC

Actions

^Continued from page 81)
isions Cont.:
in indefinite period pending action
lietition for reconsideration and
without hearing,
•ef, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
■n requesting that transcript of
lag in matter of revocation of liP. R., be cori ofin WRIA
variousCaguas,
respects.
17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
LI Blackfoot, Idaho— Mod. CP new
tation for extension of completion
AM— 1600 kc
Spring,
CP kcto
;eOKfromSilver
1590 kc
1 kw DMd.—
to 1600
-D 100 w-N and change studio lol from Silver Spring to Tacoma
Md. AMENDED to change to 1
D and change trans, site from
ington, D. C. to Rockville, Md.
tudio location from Tacoma Park
•ckville.
License Renewal
;eMH-FM
renewal Cullman,
FM station.Ala. — Request
APPLICATION RETURNED
KM Monahans,
Tex.of— control.
RETURNED
ration
for transfer

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH JULY 19
^COtQ
£&X
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed CPs125
Grants Pending
282
AM Stations
2,284
1*
9
536
In1243
FM Stations
651
420
28
TV Stations
107
2,252
171
* On the air.
82

CALL ASSIGNMENTS: KDMA Montevideo, Minn. (Midwest Bcstg. Corp., 1450
kc, 100 w, fulltime); KPAM Portland, Ore. (Bcstrs. Oregon Ltd., 1410 kc, 1 kw,
day); WCMY Ottawa, III. (Carl H. Meyer, 1430 kc, 50 w, day); WJAM Marion, Ala.
(Neely Bcstg. Co., 1310 kc, 1 kw, day); WKHM Jackson, Mich. (WKMH Inc., 970
kc, 1 kw, fulltime); WKIN Kingsport, Tenn. (Sullivan County Bcstg. Co., 1320 kc,
1 kw, day); WLCM Lancaster, S. C. (Royal Bcstg. Co., changed from WLOP);
WDSC-FM Dillon, S. C. (Border Bcstg. Co., 92.9 mc, 8.8 kw); KRXX-FM Rexburg,
Idaho (The Snake River Radio & Television Co. Inc., 93.7 mc, 16.6 kw).
MEMORANDUM OPINION
Docket Actions . . .
AND ORDER
FINAL DECISIONS
Commission adopted memorandum
opinion and order (1) granting petition
Kewanee,
ni. — Announced
de- of
Presque Isle Bcstg. Co. for dismiscision granting
application final
of Kee
sal of "Motion to strike" filed by DisBcstg. Co. for new AM station on 1450
18 Decisions . . .
patch Inc.; and (2) dismissed "opposikc, 100 w, fulltime, subject to condition
to and motion
Presque
that applicant file an application for Isle's tioncomment
.By The Commission En Banc
filed tobystrike"
Dispatch
Inc.,
permit modification within 60 days spe- insofar as it requests
Request Denied
striking of Prescifying
transmitter
site
and
antenna
MV-FM
Evansville,
Did.
—
Denied
que
Isle's
comment,
but
retains
opposisystem meeting requirements in rules
est for waiver of Sect. 3.261 of and
tion of Dispatch Inc. and will be constandards. Decision July 18.
sidered a proper comment
in opposito
permit
station
to
operate
retion to proceeding
in Dockets
8736 et
New Orleans, La. — Announced final
d six hours at any time from 6
al
(TV
allocations
proceeding).
decision
and
order
adopting
initial
deto midnight on such days as stacision
of
June
15
granting
application
lls broadcasting play-by-play deBcstg.
new AMdenied
sta- Non-Docket Actions . . .
tions1
of baseball games played by of Royal
ouis Cardinals.
tion on 1450
kc, Corp.
250 w, for
fulltime;
AM GRANTS
applications
of
Gretna
and
Lower
Coast
STA Granted
Radio and Bcstg. Co. Die. for same
Latrobe, Pa. — Clearfield Bcstrs. Inc.
•YN-FM Lynn, Mass. — Granted
facilities
at
Gretna,
La.
Royal
grant
Granted 1570 kc, 250 w, day. Estimated
for period ending Sept. 1 to waive
subject to antenna structure being construction
cost $14,500. Also licensee
3.261 of the rules, permitting sta- is
paintedcisioninJulyaccordance
with
rules.
Deof WCPA
Clearfield, Pa. Granted
to operate same hours as WLYN.
18.
July
18.
Designated for Hearing
WRFC Athens, Ga.— Announced final
WISEin facilities
Asheville,fromN.1230C—kc,Granted
If Beaches Broadcasting Co. Inc.,
250 w,
granting application request- switch
'etersburg Beach, Fla. and Ala- decision
ing increase in hours of operation from
fulltime, to 1310 kc, 5 kw-day, 1 kw-Gulf Radio, Foley, Ala. — Desig- daytime only to fulltime with 1 kw- night,
I hearing in consolidated proceedconditions.directional-night;
Granted July 18.engineering
day, and 500 w-night, night-directional,
n Washington on Sept. 4 applica- on
present
frequency
of
960
kc;
condiFM GRANTS
both requesting 1310 kc 1 kw D.
tions. Decision July 18.
Chapellina.Hill,
C— U. of North educaCaroWKOK Sunbury, Pa.— Announced
GrantedN.non-commercial
final decision granting application to
18 Applications . . .
tional
FM
station
on
91.5
mc,
250
w.
change
type
transmitter
and
antenna
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Estimated cost $3,486. Granted July 12.
system,ture besubject
to in
condition
that strucAM— 1490 kc
painted
accordance
with
KRMD-FM
Shreveport,
La.—ofGranted
switch
in facilities
from ERP
11 kw
:AT Lake Worth, Fla. — CP to rules. Decision July 18.
fe trans, and studio locations from
to
11.5
kw,
antenna
from
250 to 200
WOOF Dothan, Ala. — Announced de- feet. Granted July 18.
Worth to Palm Beach.
and order
adoptingapplication
initial deciLicense for CP
sion ofcision
June
11 granting
for
KCHR
ed switch (FM)
from Charleston,
ERP of 290 Mo.—
w to Grant450 w,
in facilities from 1 kw, daytime
,BG Greenwood, Miss. — License switch
antenna from 90 to 67 feet. Granted
only, to 5 kw, daytime only, on present July
P to change hours etc.
18.
frequency
of
560
kc,
and
request
for
CP to Replace CP
change in transmitter site; conditions.
W B B B - F M Burlington, N. C—
OX Harlingen, Tex. — CP to re- Granted July 19.
Granted
3.8 kw. switch from ERP of 34 kw to
expired CP new AM station.
INITIAL
DECISIONS
Modification of CP
WRVC (FM) Norfolk, Va.— Granted
Nashville, Tenn.— Hearing Examiner
IAT-FM
Philadelphia,
Pa. — Mod.of Fanney
switch tenna
from
ERPto 8.2
Litvin issued initial decision
lew FM station
for extension
from 230
95 kw
feet. to 8.7 kw, anfavoring grant of application of Nash■letion date.
WMBI-FM
Chicago,
ville Bcstg. Co. Inc. for new AM sta- switch from ERP of 46 kw 111.—
to 42Granted
kw.
VC (FM) Urbana, 111.— Mod. CP
tion on 1470
kc,
1
kw,
day,
with
connon-commercial educational FM
ditions, and denial of application of
KCBC-FM
DesERP
Moines,
Iowa—
GrantHi for extension of completion
Southern Bcstg. Co. Inc. for same
ed
switch
from
of
260
kw
to
5 kw,
facilities. Decision July 13.
antenna from 500 to 250 feet.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KVKM Monahans, Tex. — Granted involuntary transfer of control Monahans Bcstrs., licensee, from Charles
Stuckey, deceased, to Mrs. Charles
Stuckey, executor of his estate. Granted
July 13.
WANT sRichmond,
Va. —United
GrantedBcstg.
asignment of license from
shed by Mellin
Co. Inc. to United Bcstg. Co. of VirAnother BMI "Pin Vp" Hit-Publi
wholly owned
former ginia,
licensee,
Grantedsubsidiary
July 12. of
ME
KHOZ Harrison,
— GrantedBcstg.
acTELL
quisition of controlArk.Harrison
Corp.,
licensee,
by
Robert
S.
Wheeler
r
ve
Fore
Jr. through purchase of 260 shares from
Yon Will Love Me
Charles P. Meyers for $9,360 plus. Mr.
Wheeler has been a stockholder in the
corporation. Granted July 11.
WKXY signment
Sarasota,
asof license Fla.—
from Granted
partnership
pol 6049
Cora
of Antonio G. Fernandez, Charles J.
^Dec6 27646; Vinni De Cam
Hl8.
Srcr
Fernandez, William P. Carey and Gonzalo Fernandez to new partnership
ry Gray-Standard.
without Mr. Carey, d/b as Sarasota
On Transcriptions: Jer
Bcstg. Co. Three remaining partners
pay Mr.
$12,712.68
est. Carey
Granted July
11. for his interWSDC Marine
City, Radio
Mich.— St.
Granted
acquisition
of control
Clair
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Inc., licensee, by Mrs. Wilma Drysdale
through purchase of 49.8% common
stock selfand
200 preferred
herand Jerry
Coughlin,shares
both by
present
stockholders, from Everett W. Sawyer
for $2,500. Mrs. Drysdale will own
74.7% after transfer. Granted July 10.
WKAX Birmingham,
Ala. — Granted
assignment
of license from
Courier
Bcstg. Service Inc. to WLBS Inc. for
$35,000. Principals are Board Chairman
E. D. Rivers Sr. (78.5%), licensee
WGOV Valdosta, Ga.; President Tom
Carr (9%),
director-vice
ident LBS;regional
Vice President
RalphpresM.
Dennis (5%), WGOV chief engineer;
Secretary-Treasurer B. P. J. Timm
(7.5%),
part-owner
Ga.
Granted
July 18. WDMG Douglas,
WMTW Portland, Me.— Granted asof license
RadioCorp.
Enterprises Inc.signmentto
Oliverfrom
Bcstg.
for
$22,000; conditioned
upon
Oliver
surrendering18.license of WPOR Portland.
Granted July
KFJB Marshalltown, Iowa — Granted
involuntary transfer of control from D.
W. Norris, deceased, to L. E. Anderson
et al., executors of estate. Granted
July 18.
KFTM Fort Morgan, Col. — Granted
assignment
license
from FortCounty
Morgan Bcstg.ofCo.
to Morgan
Bcstg. Co. for a consideration of 13,300
shares (44.3%) of Morgan County
Bcstg. 19.'s $1 par value stock. Granted
July
WFTM
Chicago,Gale111. —Bcstg.
GrantedCo. transfer of control
Inc.,
permittee,
throughJacobs
transfer
y3 interest to Bernard
fromof Harry
L.
Brown. Granted July 19.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Maryville,
Mo. — 1580
Maryville
Television Corp.,
kc, 250 Radio
w, day;<Sk
estimated construction cost $19,115.34;
first year operating cost $40,000; first
year revenue $60,000. Principals and
owners of 10% each are President Robert W. Wilson, dentist; Vice President
G.
Howard Dale
Linton,
pastor; SecretaryTreasurer
J. Blackwell,
college
instructor; J. David White, airport manager; G. R. Williams, partner in sport(Continued on page 88)

WLBR

a
LEBANON, PA.
1270 •KC1000 WATTS •
The STAR MARKET of Central
Pennsylvania
REACHES THIS RICH 300 MILLION
DOLLAR MARKET IN SIX COUNTIES

JULIAN

F. SKI NNELL— Operations' Mgr.
Represented by RAMBEAU
July 23, 1951
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 87)
ing goods
store;
Mclntyre,attorney;
insurance agent;
J. J.D. S. Ewing,
E. M. Shreve, owner farm loan company; K. S. Ackley, owner service station; H. C. Bauman, physician. Filed
July 13.
Chehalis, Wash. — Mid-State Bcstg.
Co., 810 kc. 1 kw, day; estimated cost
$18,220; operating cost $60,000; revenue
$70,000. Principals are President Glenn
E. McCormick (49.6%), president and
Yz owner KSLM Salem, Ore., and
23.3%
ownerPaul
KOREV. Eugene,
Ore.;(50%),
Vice
President
McElwain
vice president and M> owner KSLM,
and 38.3% owner KORE; Secretary
John W. Kendall (.4%), president and
51% owner KWWB Walla Walla, Wash.
Filed July 13.
Blountsville, Ala. — James L. Ginn
tr/as Blountsville Bcstg. Co., 730 kc,
250 w, day; estimated cost $7,770; operating cost $18,000; revenue $24,000. Mr.
Ginn isnicala Institute
student
Valparaiso
and atholds
a 2nd Techclass
radiotelephone license. Filed July 13.
Tallahassee, Fla. — Andrew B. Letson,
1010 kc, 250 w, day; estimated cost
$11,450; operating cost $28,000; revenue
$36,000. Mr. Letson is secretary and
26% owner WCNH Quincy, Fla. Filed
July 17.
Rockford, 111.— George Basil Anderson, 1330 kc, 500 w, day; estimated cost
$25,986.55;
operating
cost $36,000;
revenue $40,000.
Mr. Anderson
is owner
KJSK-AM-FM Columbus, Neb. and
KJAN Atlantic, Iowa. Filed July 18.
Big Rapids, Mich.— Frank D. Tefft Jr.,
1400 kc, 100 w, fulltime; estimated cost
$3,664.15; operating cost $31,810; revenuement$38,220.
equipon handApplicant
and will has
leasesometransmitter. He is owner of Tefft Radio & Television Sales and Service, Alma, Mich.
Filed July 18.
TV APPLICATIONS
Green Bay, Wis. — Green Bay News2 (54-60
mc), 503130feet;
kw
visual, paper
15 Co.,kwCh.aural,
antenna
estimated cost $193,500; operating cost
$138,100; revenue $132,000. Applicant is
licensee of WJPG-AM-FM Green Bay.
Filed July 13.
Lima, Ohio — Northwestern Ohio
Bcstg. Corp., UHF Ch. 35 (596-602 mc),
16.1 kw visual, 8.05 kw aural, antenna

IN MONTREAL

it's

Canada's FIRST station — wise in the
ways of PROGRAMMING, PROMOTION and MERCHANDISING . . .
gives you the coverage and the listenership needed to do a real selling job
in this rich market area.

U. S. Representative — Weed & Co.
Page 88
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237 feet; estimated cost $194,000; operating cost $120,000; revenue $150,000.
Principals are President George E.
Hamilton (50%), owner of 80 shares
Class B non-votine; stock in WALE
Fall River, Mass.; Vice President Robert ness
W. Mack
busiinterests;(42.74%),
F. E. no
Mackother(7.27%),
owner Mack Camera Store. Filed July
17.
Grand Rapids,
Mich.Inc.,
— Booth
Television
Stations
UHF Radio
Ch. 23&
(554-560 mc), 200 kw visual, 100 kw
aural, antenna 500 feet; estimated cost
$279,742;
operating
cost $150,000;
reve-of
nue $100,000.
Applicant
is licensee
WJLB Detroit, WBBC Flint and WSGW
Saginaw. Filed July 17.
Fargo, N. D. — WD AY Inc., Ch. 6 (8288 mc), 64
visual, 32 operating
kw aural; estimated kw
cost $319,000;
cost
$180,000; revenue $180,000. Applicant is
licensee WD AY Fargo. Filed July 18.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WGEM
Quincy,
111.—Co.,
Acquisition
control Quincy
Bcstg.
licensee, byof
Quincychase ofNewspapers
Inc. Parker
throughS. pur237 shares from
and
Mildred I. Gates for $25,000. Transferee
owns 465 shares now and will own 702
shares12. (70.2%) after transfer. Filed
July
KEC A - AM - FM - TV Los Angeles;
KGO - AM - FM - TV San Francisco;
WENR-AM-FM-TV Chicago; WJZ-AMFM-TV New York — Assignment of licenses from ABC to American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. following ABCCASTINGand• TELECASTING,
UPT merger (BROADMay 28
et seq.).
ABC shareholder
receives $7.50 Each
in Paramount
common stock
(measured at $19 per share) and $7.20
of preferred stock measured at par
value and entitled to cumulative dividend of 5% per annum in preference
to common stock. Filed July 13.
WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, Mich.—
Transfer of control from ABC to ABPTI as per above. Filed July 13.
WSMB New Orleans, La. — Transfer of
control WSMB Inc. to City Stores Inc.
(50%)
and AB-PTI
Stores
takes over
interest (50%).
held byCitydissolved
subsidiary corporation, Maison Blanche
Inc., and AB-PTI applies for interest
now held
atres Inc.by
per United
mergerParamount
above. UpThe-to
now, WSMB has been NBC affiliate, but
will attempt to secure ABC affiliation
after transfer. Filed July 13 and 14.
WBKB (TV) Chicago— Assignment of
license from Balaban & Katz Corp. to
CBS for $6,000,000, with adjustments.
Balaban
& Katz Theatres
is owned and98%transfer
by Unit-is
ed Paramount
necessitated by ABC-UPT merger per
above. AB-PTI requests right to retain
WBKB call letters for its WENR-TV
assignment. Filed July 17.
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — Transfer of
control Melbourne Bcstg. Corp. from
J. F. Turner Sr.. J. F. Turner Jr., J. H.
Wiekham and H. N. Jessup to Henry
Dravneek throueh sale of 337 shares
(67.4%) for $50,550. Mr. Dravneek is
former owner of Henry Dravneek Inc.,
advertising photography firm in New
York. Filed July 17.
WORC Worcester, Mass. — Assignment
of license from Alfred F. Kleindienst
to Ridio Worcester Inc. for $75,000.
Principals are President George Taylor
(25.5%), secretary and 121/4% owner
WHIM Providence; Vice President Robert T. Engles (25.5%), president and
12%% owner WHIM; Josiah W. Gitt
(35.4%), publisher of York Gazette,
York, Pa.; Carson L. Taylor (13.6%),
general solicitor for Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad.
Filed July 17.
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids, Mich. —
Assignment of license from Leonard A.
Versluis to Grandwood Bcstg. Co. for
$1,382,067.93. Assignee is licensee of
WOOD Grand Rapids. Filed July 18.
WSKI Montpelier, Vt. — Transfer of
control Montpelier-Barre Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, to Nathan Greenberg and
Charles W. Grinnell through purchase
of 3,639 shares for $35,000 from several
present stockholders. Purchase represents all of outstanding stock except
one share. Mr. Greenberg is director
of Capital Savings Bank, Montpelier,
and Mr. Grinnell is director Civil Defense Agency State of Vermont, District 3. Filed July 12.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM
19, FM
0. Newfollow:
deletions,
effective
dates48,andTV reasons
WHHM-FM Memphis, Tenn.— MidSouth Bcstg. Co., license, July 12.
Economic.

Se no tors Hear Coy
(Continued from page 19)
towers, the chairman observed.
This factor also would conserve
steel.
Commenting on how soon a TVless city, such as Denver (as Sen.
Johnson suggested), could obtain a
channel, Chairman Coy said that
assuming the freeze ends in late
September, Denver would be
"lucky" to have a station on the
air by Labor Day of 1952.
Fireworks on educational TV began with the opening question of
Sen. Kem:
Why does the FCC reserve a channel
for educational non-commercial purposes in an area where no educational
institution now has or is likely in the
forseeable future to have funds necessary or where they are not willing to
construct
and operate
a non-commercial educational
television
broadcast
station?
FCC's chairman said the reason
the Commission reserved these
channels was because the educators
had come into hearings and said
they wanted them. It was indicated
at the time that funds for such
operations would be found and so
FCC went along, he said.
Sen. Kem cited a letter from the
president of the U. of Kansas City,
who objected to a reservation in
the area as "harmful" because if
a larger number of stations were
made available for commercial purposes they could be used then for
educational programs on a parttime basis.
Reserving TV Channels
If the educators don't want the
channels, there is no reason to hold
them for a valuable resource only
will go to waste, Chairman Coy
commented.
Sen. Johnson brought up his plan
to make every TV licensee reserve
time on the specific channel on
which he operates for educational
programming.
Chairman Coy said he did not
believe FCC had the authority to
fix a percentage of TV time for
each broadcaster to set aside for
educational programs, a proposition that drew immediate support
from Sen. Benton, who was an observer at the hearing.
Chairman Coy said he would ask
FCC's general counsel to send an
opinion on the matter to the committee.
Sen. Benton said Sen. Johnson
had
put hissituation
"finger because
on the key"
the whole
if suchof
a percentage method could be
worked out, there would be "far
less reason for special reserva-

charge people to come to their n:
time extension courses. . . ."
Chairman Coy said he could
agree and protested this inter
tation. He said educational ii
tutions should be regarded as ":
commercial" and come in for ;
cations on that basis because
they asked for non-commercial
that is what they got, and
they have the right to apply fi
commercial license (and thus
time) on a competing basis 1
commercial applicants.
"It would be a snare and delu
for an educational institutior
have a channel reserved for ii
a non-commercial basis, and i
they decide they want to us
commercially, and still have
same channel," he asserted.
Sen. Benton pointed to the N
Board
of Regents'
to ha\statewide
educationalplan
network
Senator said the board had rec
mended 11 stations as aga
FCC's proposal of seven rese
tions. Chairman Coy said fl:
that the board had scaled its
quest down to only three.
It was apparent that Sen. Bei
was taken by surprise for he
marked that he had not been av
of the change.
Going into the problem
whether the educator has time,
whether he has funds, to get
television,
Chairman Coy
marked :
You must have a determinatior
the board of directors of the ins
tion that they must want to do it.
not think that we should give the
cators time to be educated as to
value of this thing themselves.
Asked by Sen. Homer E. C;
hart (R-Ind.) what is meant
the term, educational progi
Chairman
Coy said that ui
Commission rules an educate
program
"is oneinstitution
that is putandor
an
educational
to do with the improvement of
cultural background
and un
standing ofHits
the Educators
community."
Attacking
the educators'
tions
that radio-TV
stationsas"
"misused," Chairman Coy said
They ignore what those progi
(news, music, discussions) do tow
the improvement and education of
people, and their understanding,
instance, of good music and liking
good
— andsome
I doof not
much music
the idea
them likeseei
have that all of the radio station
the country have reduced this cou
to
greatin bigit. mass, and we are ,
onea unit
Significantly, Sen. Benton,
parting
from his
usualcommei
arch-<
ical attitude
toward
broadcasting, agreed, saying
think your point is valid."
Displaying even an inabi
among Senators to agree on w
an educational program is, S

Sen. Benton and Chairman Coy
tangled on another aspect. The
Senator
tions." suggested that FCC change
its specifications from "non-commercial" to"non-profit" institutions
for whom channels would be set
aside.
This suggestion was pertinent, according to Sen.a non-profit
Benton, because
"I The Nation's Richest Farm Market
could
in its imgaine
own interest
engaginginstitution
in some
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
commercial practices on its station, in- every hour to good listening.
cluding the idea that Sen. Hunt [Lester
C. Hunt (D-Wyo.)] and I have discussed, that is, the sale of educational
programs, much as the universities
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

Aids Stock Market
pC CHAIRMAN Wayne
by's assertion last WednesLy that the long-awaited
haw" of the television linsing freeze might come
September (story, page
) was followed by brisk
itivity in television and
idio issues on the stock
arket. On the day of Chairan Coy's statement — a day
!hen stocks generally were
regular — RCA led the marfet in activity and also gained
quarter point, while, among
hers, Zenith rose 2%; Adiral 1%; Motorola 1%;
nierson % ; Philco % ; and
?&T %.
on and Capehart fell apart on
; type of program the U. of
ago Round Table fits. Sen.
on, who helped originate this
■-. said it was educational. But
Capehart said he would call it
tical."
le celebrated Richards case red little attention for when the
jet was introduced by Sen.
son, Chairman Coy said he
J not discuss its merits be2 (1) the case is pending beFCC for a decision, and (2)
get into a discussion of that
I probably somebody is going
me around and disqualify me."
)wever, Chairman Coy said
Cottone, FCC general counsel,
the right under the Adminisve Procedure Act to file exons in the case. He said Mr.
one was not under the control
he Commission "with respect
nese matters, nor by actions
te Commission except as those
ns were required to be taken
iws passed by the Congress."
lairman Coy told the Senators
definitely would render its
l ion and as Sen. Johnson put
;'resolve
any and
controversy
ben examiner
chief counsel
,je time." Chairman Coy said
atter term meant 30 days.
ie case concerned renewal lilts of KMPC Hollywood, WGAR
eland and WJR Detroit. G. A.
k) Richards, who was charged
?CC with allegedly directing
slanting of news on the air,
I May 28. Mr. Richards was
j' stockholder of the stations,
me hearing became lively with
qually controversial case which
lives FCC policies. That is the

proposed assignment of WMIE
Miami, Fla.'s construction permit
from Lincoln Operating Co. as
trustee for Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp. to Sun Coast itself.
Arthur McBride is principal stockholder in Sun Coast.
Mr. McBride was named by the
Senate Crime Investigating Committee as not being qualified to be
a broadcast station licensee despite
a finding by FCC Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick, who in an initial
decision March 14 proposed to
grant consent on the CP change.
Also involved is Continental
Press, a national racing news wire,
once owned by Mr. McBride. The
crime group particularly challenged
Mr. Resnick's finding that Continental Press has not violated any
laws and that no evidence was produced during the hearing respecting
Mr. McBride's reputation or past
ownership of Continental to disqualify him from being a station
stockholder.
Two members of the crime group
— Sen. Hunt and Herbert R.
O'Conor (D-Md.), now chairman
of the crime investigators — were
present at Wednesday's hearing.
During their questioning of the
FCC chairman, Mr. Coy revealed:
9 Mr. Cottone had been authorized to look at Mr. McBride's
tax returns [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
# Mr. Cottone had asked for
"two or three" extensions of time
(30 days) before filing exceptions
in the case but finally the last extension for time was denied by
Motions Commissioner.
Chairman Coy stressed that the
FCC examiner could not have proceeded differently since there was
no evidence to support the crime
committee allegations. The crime
unit had labeled Continental Press
as being linked with organized
gambling.
Sen. Hunt, however, charged
that WMIE had been critical of the
Miami Crime Commission and of
the Senate crime group itself in
certain broadcasts. Chairman Coy
said such criticism was not enough
to put a station off the air since
there is a right to a difference of
opinion.
Sen. O'Conor, however, asserted
Chairman Coy was "begging the
question" and "evading the issue."
No one questions a person's right
to disagree, the Senator said. Sen.
Hunt asked if there would be reason to re-open the case if broadcast
material showed the station "not
in harmony with good govern-

FCC is bound by evidence,
ment."
Chairman
Coy reminded the Senators, and added that it would reopen the case if it can get evidence
by testimony to support the crime
committee complaint.
Before the WMIE Miami phase
got underway, Sen. Johnson read a
written request from Paul M. Segal,
member of Segal, Smith & Hennessey, Washington law firm, and
attorney for Sun Coast Broadcast> HOP/ WM
ing Corp.
AM
Mr. Segal had written the Com!
REP. BY MEEKER j
merce committee:
K\RINETTE, WISCONSIN.
My purpose in making the present
3ADCASTING
• Telecasting

statement is respectfully to request the
committee to make no inquiry into the
WMIE
Chairmancase,Coy.and not to discuss it with
... I mention this because it is
quite clear that any inquisition by this
committee into the case will have the
effect of further aggravating the tragic
results of what has already happened
in this proceeding.
Sen. Johnson said he did not like
the use of the words, "inquisition
by
committee."
Senator
saidthis
he believed
that The
a committee
member could ask any question
about any case and that there
should be no restrictions. The
other members agreed.
A brief phase of the hearing concerned discussion of Canada-U. S.
and Mexico-U. S. negotiations on
the selection of TV channels. Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.)
was concerned with whether the
U. S. was being assured of the most
usable channels in border areas.
Chairman Coy pointed out that
there is a difference in TV development in this country and in Canada
or Mexico.

SNADER
EXPANDS
Production Unit Formed
EXPANDING operations to encompass financing and production
as well as distribution of films for
both television and theatres,
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif., has created a new
division called Snader Productions.
New division will care for all "outside" and additional production, according to Louis D. Snader, president.
Under the new setup, the firm
will start immediate production
and distribute four half-hour film
series for television and also handle
the exclusive theatrical and TV
distribution of a new group of 13
British films produced within the
past two years. This is in addition
to the new series of Snader Telescriptions which is currently being
shot in color and black-and-white,
it was said.
Firm has signed an agreement
with Alexander Korda of London
for exclusive representation in the
United States of nine British films
for TV and theatres and four for
exclusive TV sales.
In line with the new policy, Reub
Haufman, head of Snader's sales
organization, has announced a full
expansion and realignment:
Jack McClain, assistant sales manager WMCT (TV) Memphis, joins the
firm as Atlanta sales service representative. Harold Goldman is sales
service representative in New York
and the eastern seaboard, with Alan
Fischler serving in a similar capacity
on the West Coast, working out of
Snader Monroe
Production's
Beverlyassumes
Hills
office.
Mendelsohn
the post of national station service
co-ordinator, with E. Jonny Graff appointed manager of agency sales in
behalf of stations. A Dallas office
also will be established.
Robert Snader has been appointed
supervisor of all production activities,
with Jess Corello production manager. Duke Goldstone is director and
Phil Bloom talent buyer. Louis Victor has been made co-ordinator of
all Snader Telescriptions productions.

'Time' SARNOn DAVID
ff GEN.
Sarno
BRIG.
OFF, RCA chairman of the
board, is featured in the July
23 Time cover story on the
latest development in RCA
color television.
Says Time, commenting on
the new demonstrations of
RCA color in New York: "It
looked as if radio's miracle
man had not run out of mirThe story is a profile of
General Sarnoff whose upfrom-the-bottom career is described by Time as matched
byacles."
few other business leaders.
Sponsors TV Detective
WINE CORP. OF AMERICA, Chicago, for Mogen David wine, will
sponsor Charlie Wild, Private Detective on ABC-TV effective Sept.
11, through Weiss & Geller, same
city. Show, which was slated
originally to be aired on NBC-TV,
will be telecast opposite Milton
Berle, Tuesday, 7 to 7:30 p.m.
(CDT).
CREIGHTON U., Omaha, sending out
booklet "Television and The Creighton
University." Booklet has two-fold purcommunication
arts persons
programon and
(2)
pose, (1) to inform
school's
to answer many requests for information on school's TV rehearsal equipment and entire TV procedure.
.Mr. Phil Bowman,
Young & Rubicam, Inc.
Chicago, 111.
Dear Phil:
Hit ain't no gamble when you buys
success
is wayuv
time on WCHS, 'cause yer
chances
d'ya
know
thet
up. Why Phil,
take yer
yuh
kin pick
jest
uv th'
timesproon
th'
WCHS
an' yergramchances
schedule,
is sixthetouten
seven
yer
in est
th'Hooperated
highquarter
hour
on
th'
air
Charleston,in
West Virginity
at thet
Now
kin time.
yuh
beat
thet
Thet's jest as?
near aas shuyulere
thin'
ever hear uv,
Phil, tionsan'
don't
inCharlesfive
radio
stafergit,
they's
ton, an' ole
WCHS has
totalAlgy
audience.
tzvo an a half
43.1%
th'
Thet's uvmor'n
uv th' next
times th'station.
ratin'
rankin'
likeYrs.ter
Jest
tho'tknow.
yud

WCHS
Charleston,
July 23, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page
man
to sales director's post now occupied
Mr. Gallery.
...at

NARTB AND BAB ADOPT
MEMBERSHIP PROCEDURE
POLICY governing competitive selling of
memberships by NARTB and Broadcast Advertising Bureau announced jointly Friday after
several weeks of negotiation [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 9].
NARTB dues schedule includes 30% discount for stations joining association between
July 1 and next March 31, since these new
members cannot get BAB membership via
NARTB. Stations that joined NARTB before
July 1 to pay full dues unless they elect not
to accept BAB service, in which case they get
30% discount.
Plan for separation of BAB Inc. from
NARTB next April 1 provided that any
NARTB members that joined by April 1, 1951
can elect not to join BAB and get 30% discount on dues. They have this privilege until
next April 1.
Stations that joined NARTB between April
1-June 30, 1951 have until Aug. 15 to avail
themselves of BAB by paying full NARTB
dues. Non-NARTB members and members
now joining NARTB must pay BAB monthly
dues of half station's hourly rate.
In joint statement Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president, and William B. Ryan, BAB
president, said, "Normal, healthy development
of both basic services will contribute to a
stronger industry and to the individual welfare
of the organization members."
BREWERY USING RADIO-TV
LIEBMANN BREWERIES Inc., New York
(Rheingold beer), launching contest to find
Miss Rheingold 1952, will use radio and television to promote it. Effective Aug. 19, beer
firm will use 184 spots weekly on seven New
York radio stations plus heavy spot radio
schedule in Connecticut, Vermont, New Hampshire, New Jersey and New York State. Series
of 65 five-minute interviews with six candidates for Miss Rheingold 1952 will be telecast over New York stations starting Aug. 3.
Since early this year heavy schedule of station-break television spots has been used,
featuring famous singers. Foote, Cone &
B elding, New York, is agency.
NBC OFFERS TV SEGMENT
NBC-TV has offered alternate Sunday night
9-10 p.m. period, being released by Philco
Corp. to American Tobacco Co., for its Robert
Montgomery Presents now in alternate Monday, 9:30-10:30 p.m. time. Tobacco firm to decide whether it will switch time early this week.
If it does, Monday night alternate-hour would
probably be sold in half-hour segments.
NEW

ABC

DOCUMENTARY

ABC-TV scheduling Crusade in the Pacific,
March of Time documentary sequel to its
Crusade in Europe for fall debut over its five
owned and operated TV stations. Series, 26week one-half -hour, probably will be offered for
sponsorship on individual market basis.
Page 90
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SLIGHT NETWORK RADIO DIP
SHOWN IN PIB REPORT
GROSS billings for four radio and three TV
networks for June 1951-50 and January-June
1951-50 being released by Publishers Information Bureau today (Monday) as follows (DuMont TV Network did not report) :
NETWORK RADIO
June
-June Jan.-June
1951 June
1950 Jan.1951
1950
ABC
$2,720,268 $2,902,341 $17,344,512 $19,473,536
CBS
6,220,959 5,837,873 39,285,216 36,061,897
MBS
1,191,691 1,204,638 8,859,908 8,493,644
NBC
4,739,193 5,200,901 30,000,036 32,910,043
Total $14,872,111 $15,145,753 $95,489,672 $96,939,120
NETWORK TELEVISION
June
Jan.-June
June
1951
1950
1951 Jan.-June
1950
ABC $1,287,440
$405,566
$8,228,700
$1,926,534
CBS 2,900,782
840,374
17,069,328 4,604,396
NBC 4,244,240
1,574,771
26,739,532 7,501,236
Total
$8,432,462
$2,820,711 $52,037,560 $14,032,166
FCC

DRAFTS SHORTCUT
(Continued from page U)

revised plan would not be made now, as minority wished, but included with overall package
of final allocation decision. A and B pertain
to allocation principles and technical standards.
6. Evidence to be filed respecting Appendices
C and D (city-by-city allocation and U. S.
border allocations) must be "consistent" with
Appendices A and B, except where oppositions
and alternatives have been filed on A and B,
in which case deviations can go no further than
latter.
7. If parties have comments already on file
which deviate from A and B, they may file
further testimony in support of comments as
pertains to that deviation, but no new deviation could be suggested.
Support for stagger plan seen in fact FCC
staff can work along with industry attorneys
and engineers which claimed need for more
time to prepare evidence. Thus final decision
could be ready within couple weeks after final
group's comments were received.
FCC staff would have to wait until after all
comments and replies were filed — at least 120
days on basis of industry needs, it was pointed
out — before it could begin processing under
non-stagger plan of only one deadline for direct and another deadline for replies.
"I believe we have a ground here to act on
the Commission's notice and I believe we shall
do so expeditiously," FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy commented in concluding conference.
Among those generally supporting shortcut proposal of FCC were: NAJRTB-TV (whose petition
urging paper hearing sparked Commission action),
RTMA, ABC,
CBS. NBC,
Assn. Joint
of Federal
Commu-on
nication Consulting
Engineers,
Committee
Educational Television and Paul Spearman, spokesman for group of attorneys and engineers which
met on problem preceding night. Informal luncheon committee named by Chairman Coy which
worked out compromise proposals and came up with
stagger plan included: Paul Dobin (spokesman),
Curtis Plummer, Joe Kitner and Cy Braum, all FCC;
Mr. Spearman; Telford Taylor, JCET counsel; Consulting Engineers Stuart Bailey and Earl Cullum.
TONI CRIME SERIES
TONI Inc. (division of Lever Bros.) sponsoring
Crime Photographer on CBS-TV, Thursdays,
10-10:30 p.m. beginning Sept. 27. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, through C
& Presbrey, New York, breaking radio spot
nouncement campaign for Polident Aug. 1,
through Joseph Katz Co., New York, is loot
for availabilities in several markets for r;
spot schedule for Mini-Poo shampoo, to s
Oct. 1.
TWO major changes upcoming in TV film fi
Associated Artists Productions and Flami
Films, top-flight distributors, being mei
into new firm to be known as Motion Picti
for Television Inc. with Matthew Fox, for
executive vice president of Universal Pictu
as board chairman. In production field, ow !
ship of Vidicam Pictures Corp. undergi
realignment with President Larry Gordon
posing of his stock interest in what's repo
to be $250,000 deal.
ORGANIZED TAX PAYERS' associations
coming concerned about educational TV re
vation proposals for fear enormous investm
required will result in astronomical boost
state and municipal taxes.
BRISTOL-MYERS, New York (Mum), thro
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, New York,
paring radio spot announcement campaign
THOSE unauthorized "coffeepot" TV rebn
cast stations springing up in non-TV a
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 2], :
will be outlawed by FCC in policy report,
may be accompanied by citation of spe
violations.
WHITEHALL
Pharmacal
Co., New \
(Anacin), understood negotiating for TV
work show and planning radio Spot sche
to start Sept. 24. John Murray, New Y
is agency.
FM

COMMITTEE

NAMED

NEW membership of NARTB's FM Conn;
tee announced Friday by President Harolc
Fellows with Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM W;
ington, reappointed chairman. Other meml
include Frank U. Fletcher, WARL-FM Arl:
ton, Va., and Josh L. Home, WFMA (I
Rocky Mount, N. C, reappointed; Edward
Wheeler, WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111.,
Raymond S. Green, WFLN (FM) Philadelp
Alternates are Everett L. Dillard, WA
(FM) Washington; Victor C. Diehm, WA
FM Hazleton, Pa., and Gerald Harri:
WMAS-FM Springfield, Mass.
HOOPER

RESEARCH

PLAN

REQUESTS for radio committees of Am!
can Assn. of Advertising Agencies and A
of National Advertisers to decide if Hoopei
Pulse audience measurements should be ta
as standard for industry have been made
C. E. Hooper, president of C. E. Hooper 3
in letters to members of these committ
made public by Mr. Hooper Friday (see He
erating story page 24).
DuMONT OPTIONS THREE
DuMONT TV Network said Friday it
optioned three new programs for its fall scr
ule: The Phil Rizzuto Show, Broadway come<
Inside U. S. A., and The Chamber Musk
ciety of Lower Basin Street.
\
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the

key

of the

station

keystone

Harrisburg,

state

. . .

Penna.

Known as Mr. 580 in every radio home in Harrisburg and
in the many rich, new areas added to its beat, WHP now
delivers more sales potential than ever before. Let the
station that made Mr. 580 a household word help you sell
your product in the highest per-capita retail sales center
in the Keystone State.
Call the Boiling Company today.

The CBS station serving the greater
South Central Pennsylvania area
day and night, including such markets as Harrisburg, York, Lancaster,
Lebanon, etc.

Virginia House typifies the happy blending of history
and progress in Richmond. Ancient Warwick Priory,
built in England in 1 565 and visited by Queen Elizabeth,
provided its stone and timbers. Old Dominion ingenuity
and wealth transplanted it in the New World.
Modern Richmond loves its traditions, but never lets
them interfere with its progress. WTVR, the first
television station in the whole South is rooted in
Richmond. Radio, both WMBG and WCOD (FM) pioneered
here, too. This is part of the personal history of
Havens and Martin Stations, First Stations of Virginia.

Virginia House

WMBG

AM

WCOD

WTVR

"

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company

FIRST

STATIONS

OF

VIRGINIA

in the world's
farm area...

richest

Day after day, more Central
California radios are tuned to KFRE
than any other station in the area
. . . more than to the second
network . . . more

than to all five

of the third and fourth network
stations combined.
Get the full story from Avery-Knodel.

50,000
FRESNO,

WATTS

CALIFORNIA

every Monday, Sard issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington 4, D. C
fcrtered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879
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Circuit

NBC considering selling its six-second NBC
chime break to national advertisers, in bid for
additional radio revenue. If network does so,
reaction from National Association of Radio
and Television Representatives may be expected.
FIRST SIGNS of new conflict between newspapers and FCC are appearing in Washington.
Repeated statements from high places that, all
other things equal, non-newspaper applicants
will be given preference over those newspapers
affiliated in TV is bringing forth on Capitol
Hill an allegation that FCC proposes to discriminate against newspaper ownership. Battle
probably won't flare into open until FCC hands
down its first new opinion on anti-newspaper
monopoly premise.
ABC reportedly picking up about $4 million
billings in switch of shows to it from CBS and
NBC. In addition to Bristol-Myers' Break the
Bank and Mr. District Attorney, which move
'oni NBC to ABC in September, and TV version of Mr. D. A. slated for ABC-TV in October
(see story page 23), Sterling Drug planning
to move Mystery Theatre from CBS to ABC
for both radio and television.
FURNITURE STORES surprisingly strong
contender for top rank among local radio advertisers, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
TRENDS survey indicates. Outranked only
by such old timers as Automotive and Food
classifications, Furniture reported first as local
revenue producer by many stations. Complete
report on product rankings will be ready for
August 6 issue.
NOW THAT CBS has completed its functional
realignment, look for renewed activity in its
quest for acquisition of additional TV properties, in whole or in part, to attain existing
maximum permissable limit of five. CBS now
has 2.45 stations (WCBS-TV, New York;
KTSL-TV, Hollywood; and 45% of WTOP-TV,
Washington). In addition, it has pending contract to acquire WBKB-TV Chicago from Balaban & Katz in ABC-United Paramount merger for six million dollars. This awaits FCC
approval. It is known to be negotiating in
several major markets for either 100% acquisitions or minority purchases.
REPORT that Luce publications withdrew as
bidder for sponsorship of telecasts of national political conventions because of opposition from Chicago Tribune only half story.
Luce opposition to some Truman policies posed
problem for Democrats. Pabst beer reportedly
still in bidding, but its chances slim. Brewery
bids probably will be rejected because of dry
vote.
BEHIND-SCENES wrangle growing between
rival news media over site for 1952 political
conventions in Chicago. Telecasters want International Amphitheatre where space adapta(Continued on page 78)
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July 31: BMI Clinic, Los Angeles.
Aug. 2-3: Illinois Assn. of Broadcasters, First
Summer Meeting, Pere Marquette State Park.
Aug. 2-3: Annual Conference on Radio in Education, Workshop and Clinic, Indiana U., Bloomington.
Aug. 5: Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., First Annual
Sales Clinic, Hot Springs, Ark.
(More Upcomings on page 55)

Bulletins
RECEIVING tube sales for first half of 1951
were up nearly 25% over same period last
year. RTMA reported Friday that more than
215 million tubes were sold first six months
this year while 170,375,921 were sold in that
period last year.
ANOTHER 5% reduction in TV set production
ordered Friday by Defense Production Administrator Manley Fleischmann for fourth quarter of this year. With new restriction, total
cut-backs in set production below pre-Korea
levels will reach 35%.
SET PRODUCTION UP
FOR BOTH RADIO, TV
ALTHOUGH lagging in second quarter because of materials shortages and defense requirements, radio and TV set production in
first half of 1951 was bigger than that in same
period of 1950, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
reported Friday. Total radios this year :
8,027,935; last year: 7,333,600. Total TV sets
this year; 3,334,505; last year: 3,136,300.
Second quarter production fell behind first
three months of 1951—3,792,338 to 4,235,597
for radios and 1,134,836 to 2,199,669 for TV.
Of total radio sets built in first half of year,
4,212,222 were home sets, 845,309 portables and
2,969,038 automobile. About 17% — 693,038—
of radios contained FM, and 240,552 TV receivers had FM audio circuits. RTMA estimates covered production by entire industry,
including non-members.
'51 VOICE OF DEMOCRACY
OFFICIAL announcements of '51 Voice of
Democracy contest and selection of judges will
be made jointly by NARTB, Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. and U. S. Chamber of Commerce
this week. NARTB today mailing out manuals
of rules to Jaycee chapters, high school principals and broadcasters.
$2 MILLION TO MUTUAL
STERLING DRUG INC. (Bayer Aspirin
and other products) to sponsor Ladies
Fair on Mutual (Mon. through Fri., 1111:25 a.m.) starting Oct. 1. Contract,
representing almost $2 million in gross
billings, marks Sterling's first use of
Mutual morning time and swells ranks
of MBS major morning sponsors. Steragency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
New ling
York.

Business

Brief

WISE TO USE RADIO # Wise Potato
through Lynn Fieldhouse, Wilkes-Barre
early in August planning radio campaig
ing its own quarter-hour show, feat
Jimmy Carol, on Tuesdays and Thursds
30 eastern markets.

1
!
i
j

FOOTBALL FORECASTS # Regal A
Brewing Co., San Francisco, Sept. 19 i ,
13-week sponsorship of football forecast
grams Columbia
Tom Harmon's
Predictiosts j
nine
PacificPigskin
California
Wednesday, 6:15-6:30 p.m. (PDT). Ag
Abbott Kimball Co., San Francisco.
NOON SEGMENT
SERIAL
# Whifl
Pharmacal Co., New York, preparing da
serial to be presented in 12:15-30 p<il
CBS-TV effective Sept. 24, five times w|
Biow Co., New York, handling productio
15 TV OUTLETS FILE
FOR BOOSTS IN POWER
TOTAL OF 15 existing TV outlets hadij
for power boosts by end of business Fj
pursuantannounced
to FCC's Thursday
partial thawmorning
of three ( iI
freeze
story page 23). Initial FCC grants fo;
creased coverage possible this week, one
mission source indicated.
Commission unofficially estimated 40 i
of total 107 VHF outlets now on air mi
eligible to increase transmitter power to
rated value. Some may be able to mo'
new sites with higher antennas.
Bids for special temporary authority to }
transmitter power to full rated value t
visual and aural), in turn boosting effe
radiated power, filed by:
WTVJ (TV) Miami, seeking boost trans, i
from 2.2 kw to 5 kw, increasing ERP to 16.
(visual).
Louisville,
kw to 24.1WAVE-TV
kw. WOR-TV
New boost
York, ERP
boost fr
power from 2.04 kw to 5 kw and ERP from
to 22 kw. WHEN (TV) Syracuse, boost trans. I
from 2.78 kw to 5 kw (ERP now 15 kw) . KRL
Dallas, boost ERP to 27.3 kw (trans, power nov
kw). KMTV (TV) Omaha, boost trans, power
3.53 kw to 5 kw. WGN-TV Chicago, boost
from 11.2 kw to 29 kw (trans, power now 1.9:
ant. 585 ft.). WBKB (TV) Chicago, boost t
power from 2.3 kw to 5 kw and ERP from 11 1
25.2 kw.
WSM-TV Nashville, boost trans, power from
kw to 5 kw and ERP from 14.4 kw to 23.8
WHAM-TV Rochester, boost trans, power from
kw to 5 kw and ERP from 16.7 kw to 22 kw. W
(TV) Cleveland, boost trans, power to 5 kw. W
(TV)4.286Utica,
N. Y.,
to
kw and
ERPboost
fromtrans,
13 kwpower
to 25 from
kw. 2.2W
(TV)
Columbus,
Ohio,
boost
trans,
power
and ERP to 19.7 kw. WICTJ (TV) Erie. Pa.,to
trans, power to 500 w and ERP to 3 kw. KTSL
Hollywood, seeks modification of earlier bid
modification of permit (move to Mt. Wilson, inci
power etc.) so as to conform with partial thaw p
and seeks ERP boost to 25 kw or that allowed.
McDANIEL

HITS

CREDIT

CU

"unnatural senitiveness':
TELEVISION'S
ity to provisions of Federal Res*
susceptibil
Board's curbs on consumer credits was to
described Sunday in Los Angeles by Glen
Daniel, president, Radio-Television Mfrs. A
Before Electric League of Los Angeles,
McDaniel, according to advance copy, wa:
strike in particular at Regulation W as
peding sales of TV sets to purchasers in
medium and low income brackets.
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way
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measure

it

WSAV- Savannah

Comparative

Analysis

Based upon Official Published Reports-BMB-Study No. 2.
For three subscribing Savannah, Georgia stations:
Total Weekly
Subscribing
Average Daily
Total BMB
Station:
Radio Homes:
Audience Families:
Audience Families:
D 82,080
D 143,670
D 57,009
WSAV
N 53,850
N 109,100
N 33,786
D 65,810
Savannah
D 46,163
D 106,860
N 83,320
N 46,070
N 31,578
Station "B"
D 19,323
Savannah
D 51,880
D 30,470
N 44,800
N 16,996
N 28,430
WSAV
"A"
WSAV
D
73,540
1
N
48,630
1 Total Station
Weekly Audience Families
Total Weekly Audience Fa mi lies
in Station "A" Counties, alone,
in Station "B" Counties, alone,
"A"
Station
Station ND 46,070
65,810 11 eliminating all counties exclusive
eliminating all counties exclusive
"B"
to WSAV:
to WSAV:

Number
Counties:
D 42
N 29
D 28
N 20
D 7
N 3
D 39,940 1
N 33,260 1
ND 28,430
30,470 I1

630 kc.
5,000Time
watft
Full

in Savannah WSAV
Represented by Hollingbery

w
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NORTH — "Now we know
how good BOSTON BLACKIE
really is. His 16.5 rating in Minneapolis far higher than we
thought we had any right to expect." Says: Tidewater Oil Co.
EAST — "BOSTON BLACKIE,
consistently good." In New York
City, the highest rated show —
all times, all days!
Says: R & H Brewing Company
SOUTH —"BOSTON
BLACKIE has the most loyal listening audience of any show
we've ever had on the air and
is Lake Charles' most outstanding mystery Says:
program."
Station KLOU,
Lake Charles, La.
WEST — "BOSTON BLACKlE's 19.1 rating the highest rated
show ever on Sunday afternoon
in Kansas City."
Says: Rogers and Smith Agency
For Long-Hall Laundry
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And you'll praise him too!
Your client will be quick to acclaim
the tremendous sales results
chalked up for him by BOSTON
BLACKIE — radio's greatest poinfper-dollar buy!
For details, write, wire or phone
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AND READERS'
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HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywc
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glii
man, West Coast Manager; Ann August.
TORONTO:Montagnes.
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0
James
Broadcasting Publications
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using inthe1931til
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fi
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BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.• was acquired in 1
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
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6:30
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7:15
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8:15
8:30
8:45
9:1
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

10:45
11:(
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MONDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro Life Ins.
Kid Strips
Repeat
of
Doug Edwards
(22)
You
and
Seeman3) R*Bros.
the World
Mon.(27Headlines
S
(268) R
Packing Adventures of
Summer in Cudahy
No
Network
Archie
Andrews
Nick
Carter
O.E.D.
S
St. Louis
S
Co-op
(328)
Ron Cochran
Kellogg
Co-op
& the News
Co-op
Amer. Tob. Co.
The QuizS Kids Headline Edition Rob!. Q. Lewis Fulton Lewis Jr.
Wild Bill
Playroom
Guy Lombardo
(321)
Adlam's
S
Time
(192) R Hickok 7-7:25
Dinner Date
News
Elmer Davis
S
Be'tone
General
Mills
Ted Mack
Lone
Ranger
Affairs
ol
New
Theatre
Fiesta
GabrielBlatzHeader
Family Hour
S
Peter Salem
S
(302)
(145) R
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
Don Hollenbeck
Mutual
(103)
Newsreel
Hartley
Singing
Man
From
Coca-Cola
Hashknife
Homicide
Stop the Music Mario
How To
Lanza
Marshall
Show (192)
S
i P&G "
1 theiSMusic
1 Stop
8:30-8:55
\ American Chicle Philip Morris
Lever-Lipton
Motors Godfrey
Hour
Enchanted
U. S.Symphony
Steel General
TalentR Crime Fighters
i Stop the Music Horace Heidt
NBC
Henry
Taylor
Scouts
(159)
, (171)
(179)
World
1 Lorillard
FlashesWide
Wri;ley
Stop (198)
the Music
Murder By
Wrigley
NotS or
United
Warner-Hudnut
Romance
Is My Beat
(175)
Concert
j Walter Winchell B'way (175)
Opera
Experts
S
S
(281)
■i Andrew
Jergens
»OT
Louella Parsons
1 (28J)
Carnation Co.
Everett
Mr. Moto
Ghost Stories
Meet
Holies
Millie
The Law & You Contented Hour
Home Front
S
S
News
War Front(178)
Book Associates
War
Dr Gino
Review
(S)
A.F.ol L.
Burton Dixie
Latin
Music
EuropeIs
Strawhat
This
Frank Edwards
$64 Question
Corp.. Paul
Concerts
For You
Harvey
(119)
S
Quarter
Gloria Parker
1Mystery
Love A
»
(133)
Show
S
Sterling
Drug
Dance
American Forum
-207i
Bands
George
BondsFor
of the Air
Concerto
News
Wiltnauer
LonginesOrchestra
Sokolsky
S
Symphonette
Co-op
(148)
Dream Harbor
My LuckyS Stars
S
Talking
Baukhage
News
News
News
Band
News from
News
S
S
NBC
Shorty
Dance
Clifton Utley Sports sReportJ Orchestra
InThoughts
Passing
U.N.
Warren
Elmer Roper
Highlights
a,BC
Drew Pearson

6:15

NUWUKK

SUNDAY
ABC
:b5
MBS
NBC
in Service
Dance
YouIt With
Can't You
Take NotMon-Fri.
6-7
p.m.
Challenge
ol
Quaker
Orchestra
S
the Yukon

NBC
News
Bob Warren
S
No Network
Service
(34)
6:15-6:45
Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star
Pure Oil Co.
News(33)Time
No Service
Network
Miles Labs
News of World
Miles(158)Labs
One f(171)
Man's Fam
A(155)
A ofRRs
HR
Railroad Hour
Firestone
(140)
Voice of Firestone
Bell Telephone
Telephone
(168) RHour

ABC
Not in Service

Co-op
Headline
Edition
Elmer Davis
Mr Mercury
General
Mills

Chance
Lifetimeof a
S
SeaCo-op
Hound
S
*OT
Town Meeting

Cities Service
Band of America

Milton Cross
9:00 AM Opera SAlbum
9:15
9:30

Voice ol Prophecy, V&P Inc.
(105)

9:45
10:00

Message of
Israel
S

•

World News
E. Power Biggs
S

Co-op

Elder Michaux
Happiness Hour

Christian Ref.
BackChurch
to God
Keyboard
„
Concert

Church of Air
S

Radio Bible
Class
(310)

10:15
10:30

Voice of
Prophecy
(322)

Negro College
Choirs
S

10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30

Fine Arts
Quartet
S
The Christian
In Action
S

Salt Lake City
Tabernacle

News

Invitation
Learning to
S

Dixie 4
N 'western
Quartet U
Review
S

11:45
News
S
Brunch
Time
12:15 PM
S
Co-op
12:00 N

12:30

Piano
Playhouse

12:45
1:00
1:15

Song inS the Air

Platform
People's

College Choirs
Co-op

Howard K.
Smith
(35)
Richfield
C.Collingwood
Your
Invitation
to Music

World News
Leon Pearson
We Hold
These Truths
We Remember
(9:30-10 Spl )
Hudson Coal
D&H Miners
Spl
(14)
National
Radio Pulpit
S

ARC"
General Foods
Breakfast Club
(261)& RSCo.
Swift
Breakfast Club
(316) R

Co-op
MONDAY
CRS
News
Barnyard
Follies
S

Philco Corp.
Breakfast Club
(290)Drug
Sterling
Murdock,
A
My (216)
True Story
Toni-ReidR
Godfrey
(170) R
Lever-Rinso
Authur
Godfrey
Pillsbury,
(174) R
Dr.
Peale
Art of Living Philip Morris
Modern(228) Godfrey 180 1 R
S
Romances
Biscuit
General Mills National
News
Authur(184)Godfrey
R
Betty(202)Crocker
Highlights
R
S
Faultless The Romance ol
Liggett* Godfrey
Myers
Starch
Time EvelynAmityWinters Authur
Morning
(53) Spl
(148)
David S
(190! R
Serenade
S
UNS Is
When a Girl Contnl. Baking
Marries
Grand(48)Slam
S
My SBeat
Lone Journey P&GRosemary
Ivory
Carnival
(136) Snow
of Books
S
America
General(150)Foods
United
Thy Voice
Neighbors Wendy
Warren
S
S
Lever(89)Jenny
Bros.
Aunt
Serutan
Arthur Van Horn

The Eternal
Light
Hazel Markel
S
Dawn Bible
Frank & Ernest
Yesterday, Today
William
& Tomorrow
Hillman
S
Organ
Moods

Not in Service
PaulCo-op
Harvey
Ted Malone

Whitehall
Helen
(167)Trent
Whitehall
Our Gal(160)Sunday
P&G8 Span,
Ivory,BigSpic
Sister (143)
P&G Oxydol
Ma Perkins

Co-op
- FRIDAY
MBS
Co-op
Robt Hurleigh

Chr S.S,Monitor
Views the News
R
Time
Orchestra
DefenseFor
S
Boston "Pops"
Sterling Drug
(207)
News
OT
(96) N

NewsNBCfrom

Dream Harbor
S
Band
S

theNews
Worldof

Sports Report

Tell Your
Harmony
Neighbor
Rangers
Co-op
Cecil(93)Brown
Faith Our Time
Dixieland
Breakfast

NBC
Skelly
News Oil
No Network
(27)
Service

Am. Oil-Hamm.
(103)
Don Hollenbeck
Danger
Operation
C-P-P T. Pwdr.
Mr.&Mrs.North
(152) R
Wm. (179)
Wrigley
Pursuit

Today
ARC
No School
S

Official
Detective
S

Dangerous
Assignment

John Steele
Adventurer

It's Hig;ir>s, Sir

Lever Bros.
Big Town

•

(23) L.
A.F.of
Frank Edwards
1Mystery
Love A

Dance
Orchestra

Dance
Co-op
Orchestra
Talking

Summertime
Serenade

News

Baukhage

Dance
Orchestra
Co-op

U.N.
Highlights

(149)

SATURDAY10MBS
CBS
am)
News
(Network Opens
Barnyard
Follies
S

NewsNBCfrom
News of
the
[MorganWorld
Beatty
NBC
Coffee
in
Washington
S
Brown Shoe
Ed McConnell

Garden Gate
Drug
School
Today
10-10:15
P&G,Travelers
Welcome No Block
(142)
No School Today
Red (49)
FoleySplShow
Junior
Junction
S
Student s
Chstaqua SFr.
Symphony

Let's Pretend
Cream
of Wheat

(153)*

101 Ranch Boys Theatre
Armstrongol Today
Cork
S
S*
American
Farmer
S

Navy SHour

the
No
Ron
St

Che
Es
W
John

Mr. President
S
Rogue's
Lawrence
Welk
S

Dr.'D
Ore

Sterling Drug
News
Dream Harbor
S
(207)
Band
S

N

Sports Report i

D:
Ore

1:30 PM
1:45
■ s
2:00

NatioiS
Vest*
Goodnewi
BackBibto

2:15

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Mind
Your
Manners

Leslie Nichols

Pet Milk
Mary Lee Taylor
Smilin'

2:30

This
WorldW
Around

2:45
Dave Stephens
Show

Co-op
Club

Co'or
11SwiftS
Double(132)
Nothing
Campbell
10:30Bristol Myers
Break the Bank
Ladies Fair
(T-Th. S)
A Day
(167) M-W-F
Prudential Ins
Jack Berth
Lorillard-Kraft*
Armour
Queen for
(141)
DialPartyDave
Garroway(16Si
MilesMassey
Labs
Curt
No Network
Time
Service
Pickens
Lanny Ross
S
NoSongsNetwork
Miscellaneous
by
Service
Program
Eve Young
BobCo-op
Poole
S
Show
Hometowners
S
Cedric Foster
Party
Rpt
Pickens
Luncheon
with Lopez

Lee Kelton
Orchestra
(153)

American Chicle
Fat Man
Gallery
S

Pet Milk (ISO)
Jack Pearl S
Mimi(134)
Benzell

Caiilol
Cloakroom

MetnV
tl

Edition
No Network
Dinner Date
(145)
Rot
Service
Personna Blades Miles Labs
General
Mills
Elmer
Dav's
Lone
Ranger
News of World
GabrielBlatzHeader
Bo1. Barkley
Miles(158)Labs
Mutual
Newsreel
One(155)
Man'sH Fam
R
CountCristo
of
American
American Agent Rock
Monte
Portraits
S
S
S

Traveler
Mysterious

Morris
ThePhilipBickersons

Co-op
SUNDAY

TUESDAY
News
NBC
i ABC
'
Metro. CBSLife Ins. KidMBSStrips
Bob Warren
Not in Service
Doug Edwards
Repeat
of
S
You(22)and
No Network
(29)
the World
Service
6:15-6:45
S
Co-op
No Network
3-Star
Sun (33)
OilExtra
Co
Ron Cochran
8 the News
rule VII VU.
(324)
Headline
RobL Q. Lewis Fulton Lewis Jr. News Time

(Ml)
Pillsbury Mills
Grand.Cen.Sta.
(155)
Armour
Stars Over
Hollywood (182)

Helen Hall
Record
Adventures
U.S. Marine
Band
Mert's
Man on
the SFarm
Georgia
Crackers

Serenade
Jerry
& Sky
S
Soldier's

Love(151)Story
Story
Hollywood

My Secret
S

3:00
3:15
3:30

Houri
Decisu

3:45
4:00
Old-Fasl,i
4:15

Barnaul!
News
US
Washington
Public Affairs
S

4:45

Marine Band

5:00

Hour (167)
Allis-Chalmers
Natl
Farm & H

S
Serena
S Lin i

4:30

5:15

Chatan

5:30

Sympho

5:45 PM San Fram

i ,__
FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
Metrj. Life Ins. Kid Strips
Not in Service Doug Edwards
Repeat ot
You(«)and
the World

NBC—
—KZTs
Lionel Ricau
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45

No Network
Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star

Ron Cochran
8 the News

ABC
Soger
UnaTrioHenna
May
S
Carlisle
S
Harry SWismer
Management
1 Management
S

(33)
Lewis Jr Pure
News OilTimeCo.
RobL Q. Lewis Fulton(324)
Labor(33)
No Network
Dinner Date
S rews
And
I5BertLaborService
Pearson
Pharm Co
Milesof Labs.
News
World
Party
GabrielBlatzHeatter
Space SPatrol
(159)Labs.
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
Miles
Dancing
Don Hellenbeck
Mutual
One Man's Fam. | Co-op
Newsreel
(103)
(156)Called
HR
Man
Spade Cooley
Theatre
Magazine
S
Show
"X"
*OT

and
Rayburn
Finch Show

Phillips Petro
Rex Allen(67)
Show
Dance
Orchestra

News
Dance
Orchestra
SUNDAY
CES MBS
Lutheran
Mm
Hour
Meat
(Lutheran)

NBC
U of Chicago
Roundtable

ABC
Gems
ThoughtFor
Not in Service
Co-op

1rmg
-enade

-esutur
tews
J< :ht
:lodies

The Hour
Catholic
Report from
M.M.McBride
Pentagon
Co-op
BillCunningham
Mutual Benefit
News
Top Tunes
Ins, Bob
with Trendler Considine
S
(163)
Frances Scully
The Girl
From Paris
S
Ho;mel, Music Family Circle
Bandstand with
the Hormel
U.S.A.
S
Girls 45

ic From
valon

Bobby
Benson

Am Dairy Assn.
David (16S)
Lawrence
Belmont Radio
John (133)
C. Swayz
The Saint
S

i- at
Chase

Under
Arrest

U S Tobacco
Martin(167)Kane

ttieiHnilSlt.

The Shadow
S

The Whisperer
S

Big Jon S
Sparkie
S

Williamson
True Detective Now HearS This
Mysteries f487)

Fun Factory
S

si-Cola
I F !»n

Air Force
Hour

MONDAY
CBS
PSG Crisco
Dr. Malone
PSG(145)Duz
Guiding
(143)Light
GF-Sw:nsdown
Mrs. Burton
PSG(75)Tide
Perry Mason
Toni(148)Co.
Nora Drake
(157)
PSG
IvoryDayFl.
Brighter
(108)
Miles(141)Labs.
Hilltop House
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Kings
P-llsburyRow
House(48)Party

(152)*
Dean Cameron Col.-Palm.-Peet
Strike
It Rich
S
(140) R
Altar Bound
S
Treasury
TheCo-op
Perfect
Husband
Bandstand
4:55-5 News
Tu
Music You Know
M.W
The Chicagoans
St. Louis Mai.
Th-F
Top Tune
Time
Miles Labs.
Curt Massey
Time (143) R

- FRIDAY
NBC
MBS
Co-op
News
Luncheon
with
Lopez
GeorgeS Hitks
HarveySingsHarding Songs by Eve
Young— Repeat
Campbell Soup
From
the
Windy City
Double or
Nothing (134)
It
withSayMusic
Co-op
Bob Poole
Show

Miscellaneous
Programs
BSD
Chucklewagon
Mert's4:30-5Record
Adventures
M-W-F
5-5:30
Chall.Quaker
of Yukon
Thurs. 5-5:30
Bobby
Tu.
&Benson
Th.
Singing
5:30-6
pm
Marshall
MWF
Joe Lowe5:30-5:55
Corp.
M-W-F 5:55-6

Dance
Orchestra

Nightbeat
S

Armed
Forces
Review
A Song

Inspector
Thorne

Time For

Mr. Keen Tracer
of Lost Persons

A F of L
Frank Edwards Roy ShieldS & Co.
(133)
IMystery
Love A
Dance
Orchestra
Co-op
Talking
Baukhage
U.N.
Highlights

On the Spot
Pro S Con
NBC
News from

Mr. Aladdin
Saturday at
Shamrock
S
Dixieland
Jam-Bake
S
New Yorkers
S
News

SATURDAY
CBS Dance
MBS
Toni Co.
Alias Jane Doe
Orchestra
(151)

Today
Music ol
S

Hormel S Co.
Music
Girls with
(114)H.

General Mills
Live Like A75
Millionaire

Canadian
Rhapsodies

The
Chicagoans

Amer. Tob. Co
Banghart
2:55
(154)
PSG
Life-Beautiful
PSG
RoadPSG
of Life
(154)

Pan American
Union

News
Farm

Caribbean
Crossroads

Adv. in
Science
Report
From
Overseas
Dance

Bands
Bondsfor

US
Army Band

Orchestra -

Sports SParade

TBA

Cross-Section
USA

U.S.A.
Bandstand

Summer for
Orchestra

Radio Dancing
Reporter's
By the
Racing
Scratchpad
Sea
Horse

Yourselffor
Speak

Treasury
Bandstand

Gene Autry
(176)
Philip

Gangbusters

ABC
Luncheon
With
Lopez

Concert of
Pepper(158)Young American Jazz
PSG
(155)
Right PSG
to nessHappiBackstage Wif Horse Racing
(143)Drug
Sterling
News
Stella Dallas
(147)
Sterling Drug
Roseland
Y Widder
Brown
(147)
Manhtn. Soap
Woman in my
House (167)
Whitehall
Marines
Just Plain Bill
in Review
(119)Page
Whitehall
Front
Farrell (120)
PSG
Lorenzo Jones
Vacation
Time
(42)
Bob S Roy Club Aluminum
Club Time

i R J. Reynolds
Vaughn Monroe
(172) R
Wrigley

Marlowe

Hotel Roosevelt
News of
the World
Morgan
Beatty
(LA)

Dunn on
Discs

Harmony
SATURDAY
News
CBS
MBS
Rangers
Sriffing Bancroft
AtlanticS City
Saturday
String
Roundup
S Band
ai°hX
Organ Music
Richfield
L Sports
Leseuer
(35)

NBC
Rio Rhythms

Musicana
Slim Bryant
&
His Wildcats
TBA
TBA

Big City
Serenade

Carter Prod.
Songs for Sale

NBC
Bob News
Warren
Washington
Hollywood
Earl Bowl
Godwin's
Concerts

Hawaii Calls
Lombardoland
U.S.A.
S
of theTheatre
Air
Chicago
S

*OT
6:45

Twin
Views of
theErrors
News
Comedy of
Living — 1951
7:30-7:55
7:55-8 Stale
Farm Auto Ins
Co, C Brown RCA, Musical
(167)
20 Questions Merry-go-Round

Take a Number

6:15
:30

Montague
Magnificent
AmerHitTobParade
Co
Your
(168) R
Bob S Ray
Show

7:15
7:30
7:45

8:15
8:30
8:45
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Songs(134)
for Sale

(161)
TBA
Grand
Ole Opry
R J Reynolds

News

NBC
News from

10:45

Silver Jubilee

11:

Dance
Orchestra

News
Dance
Orchestra

10:15
10:30

11:15PM

Coast; TBA to be ABC
announced. Time EDT.
8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris,
One Man's Opinion, 200 stations.
7:30-8 PM M-W-F, American Bakeries
Co., Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
8:30-9:15 AM Sun.,
CBS General Foods.
Sunday AMMorning
stas.
8:30-8:45
M-F, Gatherin',
General 107Foods,
Renfro Valley Country Store, 59.
10:25-30
Galen AMDrake.Sat., Economic Labs,
11-11:05 AM Sat., Campana Sales Co.
Bill Shadel News, 178 stations.
3:55-4 PM M-F, Puritan Co., Julian
Bentley News, 147 stations off 8/24.
3:55-4 PM Mon.-Fri., Pillsbury, Galen
Drake. 184 stations.
5:55-6 PM Sun., American Safety Razor Corp., Edw. P. Morgan, 148 stas.
MBS
NOTE: Split network (4/16-9/30) from
approx.work A,2-4
PM Mon.-Sun.;
NetB. baseball,regular
related shows;
shows. Network
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry &
the News. Johns-Manville. 434 stas.
8:55-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Les Higbie and
the News, American Tobacco Co.
10:25-10:30. 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.,
12:25-12:30, 2:25-2:30, 3:25-3:30, 4:254:30 PM Mon.-Fri., Bab-O Reporter,
B. T. Babbit Inc.
10:55-11 AM Mon.-Fri., Talk Back With
Happy noon
Felton,Tues.,
American
Tobacco
Co.
11:30-12
Kraft Foods
NBCThur.,
Co., co-sponsors
Queen for a Day.
*OT — Operation Tandem, Whitehall,
RCA and Liggett & Myers.
8- 8:15 AM Mon.-Fri. Alex Drier, Skelly
Oil Co. 27 stations.
9- 9:15 AM, Sat. This Farming BusiSkelly Oil
Co. 26 stations.
10:30-10:45ness,AM.
Mon.-Fri.
Cal Tinney,
General Mills, 11 stations.
BROAD.CASTINC
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WBT is jumping! Take Sunday night for
instance. In the 8 half-hour periods between
6 PM and 10 PM, WBT ratings are up in
6, even in 1, slightly down in 1. Average
rating for the four-hour period is up 3 rating
points. To advertise and sell effectively in
the Carolinas, first get the facts from WBT
or Radio Sales.
CHARLOTTE

COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY
Represented N ationally
By Radio Sales
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ree Ride
DITOR:
The Congress is debating an
icrease in postal rates; the public
ill pay about S127 million more
*F year. But the newspapers will
nitinue to receive a subsidy of
bout $20 million per year, largely
the form of free postage.
The fact that newspapers pay
j postage within the county of
jblication is such a closely
jarded secret that many broadisters, and even most Congressen are unaware of this fact. Beluse of the powerful newspaper
bbies it will be unlikely that radio
m compel them to pay their fair
.rare of postage, but we should be
ole to force each paper mailed
•ee to carry a printed statement
this fact in place of the "enred as second class mail" statelent now used.
| If every broadcaster would enmrage the news services to give
ill publicity to this free mailing
rivilege and inform the public, it
ight help radio shed the old
igma of government suppoi't. The
ARTB has done much work along
lis line and I am sure that they
ill be glad to send information to
1 interested stations.
Thomas R. Kelley
Manager
WRCO Richland Center,
Wis.

Coffee
EDITOR:

open

mike

salesmen and dealers up to date
with the latest TV-radio news.
Benedict A. Aron
Sales Manager
Schultz Distributing Co.
Norfolk, Va.

Goodbye, Mule Train
EDITOR:
This is to inform you that WSGW
[has issued] a directive to its disc
jockeys banning the playing of all
Frankie Laine records. . . .
Bob Elliot
Program Director
WSGW Saginaw, Mich.

NOW

Talking Machine
EDITOR:
We have one man on our staff of
whom we're very proud because of
his firsts in radio. He is Jim Sullivan. . . . Recently he described
the annual swimming meet at Gull
Lake at Gravenhurst, about 25
miles north of Orillia. Without
any assistance he talked for two
and a half hours non-stop, describing the events, reading spots, interviewing guests and participants
and giving results. This, we believe, is the longest straight talking without interruption in radio.
Russ Waters
CFOR Orillia, Ont.

in

Careers

Many thanks for the item, appearing on page 73 of the July 16
issue of Broadcasting • Telecastconcerning
"Career
Day"
seriesing,over
WATVour (TV)
Newark.
However, in all fairness to WATV,
we feel you should have pointed out
that only the Wednesday edition of
their regular Mon.-Fri. Coffee
Club show has been designated
"Career Day" on the Coffee Club.
The remainder of the week is devoted to many other fine public
service features. . . .
Sidney Sanft
Sanft Television Features
New York
[CORRECTION: Robert E. Brooking,
chief engineer, KFMV(FM) Los Angeles,
in a letter published last week in OPEN
MIKE, advocated the removal of all
TV channels to the UHF range. A typographical error robbed Mr. Brooking
of his point. An errant typographer
wrote "VHF" for "UHF."]

Exclusive

Affiliates

and

NBC

ALASKA

*lo Hitchhikers
DITOR:
It would appear that we're still
Iaving trouble with the new name
: our trade association — The Naonal Assn. of Radio & Television
roadcasters. In the story on page
in the [July 16] issue of
ROADCASTING • TELECASTING, rearing to the Commission acting
> speed up new TV allocations, the
5Sociation is referred to in a couple
r places as NARTB-TV. It appears
i me that this "hitchhike" of TV
: the end is superfluous. . . .
Harold Essex
V. P.-Gen. Mgr.
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C.
SUITOR'S NOTE: NARTB itself occaonally has used "NARTB-TV" to desnate strictly television activities of
■e association. But from now on, it's
mply
"NARTB" in BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.]
vrrenrion: FCC
DITOR:
Please discontinue my subscripon at its expiration. The lifting
the "freeze" has taken so long
lat I have gone into a different
;ld of endeavor.
H. P. Bellew
Rutledge, Del.

Proof

the

i
*r

once

powerful

KENI

^

P ,«J*P

the

that

KFAR-

combination

most
force

Now

again

potent

is

sales

in
allntAlaska!
pote

exclusive Alaska Affiliates for:
NBC -ABC -MUTUAL

MIDNIGHT

SUN

D°EN

BROADCASTING

CO

nvaluable
KFAR,fai RBANKS
KENI, ANCHORAGE
DITOR:
1 0,000 Watti, 660 KC
5,000 Watts, 550 KC
Broadcasting • Telecasting
(Sold Separately — or in Combination at 20 % Discount)
isgazine is tops for me, and is inGILBERT A. WELLINGTON, Nafl Adv. Mgr.
ADAM J. YOUNG. Jr., Inc.. East. Rep.
iluable in the wholesale radiorevision field. Through your
5546 White-Henry-Stuart lido;., Seattle
New York • Chicago
agazine, I'm able to keep our
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting
July 30, 1951 • Page 11

'THE NEEDLE!"
This timely newsletter goes to APS
subscribers each month, bringing
them up-to-the-minute information and suggestions which station
managers, programming and sales
personnel can use productively in
building more business. Written by a sales expert,
it offers a wealth of ideas and facts unobtainable
elsewhere.
We received the copies of "THE NEEDLE!" and they will be put to good
use. I have every reason to believe they will result in additional business
for us.
PAUL ELLIOTT, KRNT, Des Moines
Thanks for my first copy of "THE NEEDLE!" and very smart piece of work
. . . and a mighty valuable one for my department. I can see many, many
sales campaigns coming up in
'51. WILLIAMS, CJOB, Winnipeg, Can.
NORM
I would appreciate it very much if you could put us on the mailing list for
three copies of "THE NEEDLE!" It is very helpful and I would like to
have a copy for each salesman.
EDWARD A. WHEELER, PRES., WEAW-FM, Evanston, III.
Volume I, No. I is a great success. Very pleased with the content of "THE
NEEDLE!" and the sales help which you have included.
GEORGE VOLGER, KWPC, Muscatine, Iowa

results

If it is permissible to .have more than one copy of "THE NEEDLE!", will
you please send them to us? We think this new Associated Service will be
of tremendous help in our sales approach. Thank you very much.
IRVING ZEIDMAN, PD, KNOE, Monroe, La.
"THE NEEDLE!" improves all the time. So much so in fact that we are examining them for better usage by our folks. If possible, we would like to
request that copies be mailed directly to each of our salesmen here so
that they may take a more personal interest in reading it.
STEVE RYDER, MGR., WENE, Endicott, N. Y.
I got your copy of "THE NEEDLE!" and it's darn good stuff. As a
of fact, if it isn't presumptuous of me, I would like to have instead
copy, three or four copies so that I can equip each salesman with
find that's much better than trying to pass one copy around.
SI GOLDMAN, MGR., WJTN, Jamestown,

succee^

N. Y.

SALES MEETINGS
These 30-minute, informal sales
meetings on discs (six of them
already in use) have been prepared for presentation direct to
the station's sales staff. Each is
conducted by Maurice B. Mitchell, APS vice president and general manager. The series also features
well-known guest speakers discussing various phases
of more productive radio selling.

TRANSCRIBED

-* P"y
via," *

A ^

matter
of one
one. I

selves-^

We had our third APS transcribed sales meeting and listened to "THE DEPARTMENT STORE AND RADIO
ADVERTISING." We felt the comment contained in this
particular program to be basically very sound and applicable to almost every kind of retail outlet even though
you keyed it for department store only.
Keep future.
up the good work. We'll be looking for #4 in the
near
K. RICHARD CREITZ, WEEU, Reading, Pa.

IN-PERSON

SALES AND

PROGRAM

CLINICS

Regional conferences, held throughout the country for APS subscribers,
now provide on-the-spot aid and
counsel on programming and selling.
Four successful sessions have already been staged
and others are scheduled for every region. Besides
this, APS representatives regularly visit subscriber
stations and often accompany station salesmen on
their tocal selling calls.

This has been the most practical programming and sales
meeting I've attended . . . practical for present day
radio, that is.
DEANE FLETT, KTBS, Shreveport, La.
For the first time, one of the firms with which we do business is doing something helpful for their clients. Your
service to radio stations in these meetings as well as
the transcribed sales meetings is a real service and should
be continued. Nothing like it has ever happened before.
C. L. BELFI, KTSA, San Antonio, Tex.
I appreciate your having this meeting in Atlanta. We
had our sales manager and all radio salesmen here from
our station. I hope you will continue to hold these meetings. IWOULD BE WILLING TO PAY MY SHARE OF
THE COST OF SUCH MEETINGS.
JIM BAILEY, WAGA
Constructive for all segments of station staff. Wish more
could attend. Gives overall picture of radio which some
lose sight of in day-to-day routine. Particularly appreciate amusing, yet pointed, needles shot at salesmen . . .
wakes sleepers up, hypos hustlers. Many points of tremendous value which merit return engagement, no less
than annually, with some station sales stories as result
of meetings and et series.
JIM WOODRUFF, JR., WRBC
Your clinic that I attended in New York was all too brief.
All of us need to be reminded of the fundamentals of
good selling practice — your coverage of these known factors of good selling procedure, can be helpful to anyone
in our business.
DICK GRAVEL, WTAG

This was the beginning of a new phase in library "merchandising" which
has certainly been inspiring and refreshing. Once-a-year meetings like this
should be planned. Working out the elementary questions in advance
could help save time in the meetings.
FRED L. CORSTAPHNEY, WSLS, Roanoke, Va.
It was a wonderful meeting. The only trouble was that it was too short.
We could have asked a thousand more questions.
JIM RYER, WMUU, Greenville, S. C.
I feel that this meeting was exceptionally interesting, informative, and
certainly aided (I believe) in making the relationships between the program department and commercial department a good deal closer than it
usually is. As you know, it is not unusual for a clash to exist between these
departments. Emphasis on a closely-knit unit to make a radio station a
success is always of prime importance. Thoroughly enjoyed the get-together.
PETER EDMAN, WVEC, Hampton, Virginia
This has been a most informative and a well-spent afternoon and I want to
say that I certainly do appreciate the time you have spent and the trouble
you have gone to to better equip us for more efficient station management
and commercial sales. MARV STEFF1NS, WMUU, Greenville, S. C.
I was most impressed with the meeting. I believe it will bring about a
more valuable use of our library. On the next meeting you might try and
do a little missionary work on cooperation between program and sales
departments. We have had it both ways at WTMA and now that the two
departments work together, it is much more effective. It is a problem
that exists in most stations. R. J. SHADE, WTMA, Charleston, S. C.

Associated
I have noticed an increase in enthusiasm for the art of
selling and I hear more of the "facts and figures" type
of sales talk being practiced around the office.
Incidentally, I have now heard the "talk" four times and
have yet to be bored by it. In fact, I think I enjoy it
more each time I hear it. We have dubbed it on the
wire recorder and each time one of our boys comes in
dejected over a refusal, he gets out the wire and plays
it again!
Thanks a lot for the cooperation, and we'd like you to
know that we are still enthusiastic about the library after
using it almost 5 years.
GEORGE W. YAZELL, WCFC, Beckley, West Virginia
Congratulations on your excellent work titled "Some
Fundamentals for Radio Salesman."
The manner in which you approached the problem and
your prescriptions could not have been more impressive
and could not have more suited us if you had made it
exclusively for WDNC.
WOODY WOODHOUSE, WDNC, Durham, N. C.

151 West

"the

Program

46th Street, New

library

York

that pays

Service
19, N. Y.

for itself"

Maurice B. Mitchell, General Manager
Associated Program Service
151 West 46th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
I'm interested
in knowing
moreaway?
about the APS library for my station.
Will
you send the
facts right
Name Title .
Station
Street
City......

Zone.

State.

agency

BURT OLIVER, co-manager Houston office, Foote, Cone & I
ing, elected vice-president and named general manager agei
Hollywood office.

c.
ROBERT D. STUART, sales planning manager Yale & Towne Mfg.
appointed assistant general manager of New York-Middle Atl;
division, James Thomas Chirurg Co., N. Y.

ARTHUR L. GRIMES, J. Walter Thompson International Div., na
associate director of International Div. McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
JERRY STEINLE, account representative N. W. Ayer & Son, S.
resigns to become advertising manager of Magna Engineering Corp., ,'
J. G. MOTH ERA L, group head on Standard Oil Co. of California ace
for BBDO, S. F., named manager of San Francisco office. JOHr>
THOMAS, television account service director BBDO, N. Y., replaces
as group head.
ROBERT McKENZIE to Sherman-Marquette, Chicago, in executive
creative capacity. He was with Leo Burnett and J. Walter Thompson.
WILLIAM
director.

S. ANDERSON,

J. J. Weiner Co., S. F., named rac

on all accounts

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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BLAIR

&

CO.

our

he has run the gamut of mercl
start telev
as an
its dising — selling, space buying,
gotent
firsttainm
isionenter
WHEN
and merchandising medium,
motion and administration —
Noone has learned that manu
a lot of experienced sales executives sat back and watched, just turers and agencies want to r
to see what might happen to the the most people at the lowest ]
brash youngster.
sible cost, and no matter how
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ROLAND E. JACOBSON, account executive Biow Co., Hollywood, to
Davis & Co., L. A., in charge of copy and plans as well as assistant
in servicing agency's various clients.
MARCELLA BLACK, continuity director WOL Washington, to James
S. Beattie Adv., Washington, as radio-TV writer-producer.

#

beat

. HASCALL Jr. elected executive vice president Henri, Hurst & Mc- lild, Chicago. He was with Young & Rubicam and Campbell-Ewald,
3 city.
VTON F. WHEELER Jr., radio-TV department BBDO, N. Y., apted director of radio-TV Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
ner Inc., N. Y.
L GABRIEL Jr. appointed assistant to owner WilGlazer Adv., Cleveland. He was with Arco Paint
Cleveland.
i
HUR EHRLICH, producer-writer, to Abbott KimCo., N. Y., on creative staff of radio-TV depart :ft.
>NARD DAVIS Adv., Worcester, Mass., opens new
es at 107 Front St. GRACE E. ROURKE appointed
ctor of copy department.

HENRY H. HUNTER, assistant publicity director Ross Roy Inc., Detroit, to public relations department, Grant Adv., N. Y.
BETTERIDGE & Co., Detroit opens new technical services department
headed by ARTHUR SUTTON. New department will handle motion
pictures, slide films and the writing, staging and direction of sales conventions. Mr. Sutton has been handling agency radio-TV activities.
INTERNATIONAL Div. of GRANT Adv., N. Y. moves to new offices
at 655 Madison Ave. New Telephone is Templeton 8-9393.
GLADYS BLAIR, public relations staff J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, to
Young & Rubicam, same city, to handle publicity on various accounts.
FRANK
Phila.

Mr. Wheeler

.:::f i
: )NARD BRIDGES, Fulton, Morrissey, Chicago, to Cummings, Brand
jicPherson, same city, as account executive and copy chief and member
: lans board.

K. ESHERLICK

Jr. to media department Lamb & Keen Adv.,
He

G. JOSEPH ROACH to J. R. Pershall Adv., Chicago, as copy chief,
was with Tatham-Laird, same city.
BERNARD ANASTASIA to Campbell-Mithun, Chicago, as art director.
He was with Ruthrauff & Ryan, same city.
RUSSELL T. KELLEY re-elected president of agency bearing his name
at Hamilton, Ont. H. P. KELLEY elected executive vice president, and
H. E. DENNISON vice president and general manager.

:PHEN T. CROSBY, Southern California advertising manager Wall
'et Journal, and R. M. W. SHAW, publisher of Journal, Arcadia,
1, to Yambert, Prochnow, McHugh & McCaulay, Beverly Hills, Calif.

RAY B. GAGE, president C. B. Juneau Inc., L. A., elected to board of
directors Los Angeles Better Business Bureau.

JIS J. CAROW JR., promotion and publicity director U. S. Treasury
ing Bonds Div., to Bozell & Jacobs Agency, Chicago, as account
utive.

GRAHAM PATTERSON, chairman of board Advertising Federation of
America, will discuss advertising as "weapon for freedom" in transcribed
broadcast on Americans, Speak Up on 93 radio stations this week (July
29-Aug. 4), AFA announced last week.
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Central Ohioans ordered $75,099,000 worth of drinks and meals
last year in restaurants and taverns. Why not make your mealtime beverage the "most asked for?" You can with WBNS, for
Central Ohioans like to listen to this CBS outlet. They stay tuned
because WBNS carries all 20 top-rated programs, day-and-night.
(Winter-Spring Hooperatings). You also get more listeners than
any other local station at a lower cost per listener. Write for rates
and availabilities or contact your John Blair Representative.
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WILSON & Co., Chicago, for Ideal dog food, using six spots weJ
on six New England stations for period of several months. Agei 1
Ewell and Thurber, Chicago. TV spots are being used also.
AMERICAN SNUFF CO., Memphis, to sponsor Old American Bi
Dance, TV film package owned by Kling Studios, United Broadcast
Chicago, in nine southeast markets. Schedules will start in Septere
for 13-weeks, half -hour series. Agency: Simon & Gwynn, Memphis. 1
CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION, Toronto (annual fair) uJ
spot announcement campaign on many Canadian and border Unl
States stations for annual fall fair Aug. 24-Sept. 8. Agency: Cockfij
Brown & Co., Toronto.
A/eturotk • • •
But

what

a

lot

of

PHOENIX TABLE MAT Co., Chicago (stove mats) planning to I
color television spots on CBS. Color TV advertising will suppleml
company's present advertising program in other media. Agency: Bol
& Jacobs, Chicago.
TONI Co., Chicago renews 8-8:30 p.m. segment of Arthur Godf\
and His Friends, Wed., on CBS, starting Sept. 27 for 52 weeks.

they've
MARKET

got;
Population Rank

J. A. FOLGER & Co., S. F. (coffee, tea) August 7 renews for 52 we
Frank Hemingway newscasts on full Don Lee Network (45 statior
Arizona Network and 22 Mutual Intermountain Group stations Mc
Sat., 7-7:15 a.m.; 4:15-4:30 p.m. (PDST). Firm sponsors twice dt
newscasts on alternating basis with White King Soap Co., L. A. Agei
for both: Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood.
Hardware, Plumbing,
Healing— 1948
Wholesale Sales*
. $14,284,000
14,242,000
. 13,463,000
. 11,723,000
. 9,273,000
. 8,891,000

... 162 ... . .
...
35 ... .
ROCHESTER
FORT WORTH
. . ... 46
,
DAYTON ...... ...
37 ... . .
WICHITA ...... ...
85 ... . .
SAN ANTONIO . . ...
33 ... . .
77 .
TULSA
•. .
*Figures from Printers' Ink, May 25, 195 1
AMARILLO

Where there's money, there's a market! . . . And
KGNC is the only medium that reaches and delivers
the green-backed Amarillo market!
P. S. The AMARILLO

WHOLESALE

MARKET

the largest non-TV market in Texas, New
and Oklahoma.

is

Mexico

PEARSON PHARMACAL CO., N. Y. (Ennds chlorophyl tablets), sp
soring Hollywood Opening Night film series on 45 CBS-TV stations, F
10:30-11 p.m. Agency: Harry B. Cohen, N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS renewing Lone Ranger, Thur., 7:30-8 p.m., on
ABC-TV
stations, effective Oct. 13. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sam]
N. Y.

•figency -^jajaolntmenti • • •
AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long Island City, N. Y. (Dentyne, Chicl
and Beeman's chewing gum) appoints Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
Bayles, N. Y., to handle advertising. Former agency for firm was Bads
and Browning & Hersey Inc., N. Y.
TUWILL CHEMICAL Co., L. A. appoints A. W. Evans Co., same ci
to
Radio and TV will '
used.handle advei'tising of Knoba Car Shampoo.
BY-CHEMICAL PRODUCTS Co., S. F. and King City, Calif., maker
Sur-Grip Waxes and Thompson's Water Seal, appoints Wyckoff Advi
tising Agency, S. F. to handle advertising. Television will be used.
VITALIFE Co., Iowa manufacturer of vitamins, appoints Richard
Meltzer Adv. Inc., S. F. to handle national advertising. Radio will
used in initial campaign in South and Southeast.
SPARTON RADIO & TELEVISION Co., Chicago (receiver sets) has i
pointed Kent Goodman Adv. L. A., to handle advertising in Southe
California. Company starts sponsoring Sunday half-hour tape-record
Private Party on KECA Los Angeles. Other California stations may
added.
DREWRY's Ltd., South Bend, Ind., names MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicaj
to handle its advertising for beer and ale effective Aug. 1. Agen
Vice President David W. Stotter is account executive. Radio and T
will be used in five-state regional distribution area, Illinois, Indiar
Ohio, Michigan and Wisconsin. Firm just bought Atlas Brewing C
and Schoenhof en Edelweiss Co., both Chicago, for which Olian Advc
tising, same city, is agency.

Represented Nationally by the O. L. Taylor Company
Page 16
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REO MOTORS, Lansing, Mich., names William Hart Adler, Chicago,
handle advertising for its truck division. Agency now has lawn movvportion of account. Radio and television are expected to be used c
operatively with local branches.
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SELLING

OUBLE

VALUE!

OUBIES

Big double outdoor advertising sign on one of Knoxville's
most heavily traveled streets — another unique promotion
aid** used by WNOX
advertisers.
AND

to sell itself, its programs and its

LISTENERS IN THE VAST WNOXVILLE

MARKET

ARE

DOING JUST THIS— ENJOYING THEMSELVES MORE THAN
EVER BY LISTENING MORE THAN EVER TO THIS GREAT
■-

SCRIPPS-HOWARD

WNOX
AND

IS
IS

CBS
SCRIP PS - HOWARD

RADIO,

Representatives: THE BRANHAM
ROADCASTING

INC.
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A

BETTER

GETTING

RADIO

BUY

BETTER

STATION.

TODAY
ALL

THAN

EVER

TIME

WITH

THE

★

MORE LISTENERS THAN EVER—
(Knoxville Sets-in-use at all-time high — no television competition)

★

BETTER SERVICE AND PROGRAMS
(More for your money in every way)

*

HIGHER HOOPERS THAN
(Among the highest in the country)

*

BIGGER MARKET THAN
(WNOXVILLE area is booming)

★

MORE ADVERTISERS THAN
(With many waiting for vacancies)

- 10,000

WATTS

THAN

EVER-

EVER—
EVER —

- 990KC

EVER—

- KNOXVILLE,

TENN.

]

Others are movie trailers in all leading theaters, many outdoor advertising signs strategically located, bus cards on both sides of busses, taxicab
cards, window displays on busiest street in town, big posters on express
company trucks, letters to dealers, a monthly mailing piece to hundreds of
grocers and druggists, courtesy announcements plugging programs, and
anything else it takes to sell — to get listeners — and keep them.
July 30, 1951
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LET'S
feature

of the meek

TO

TIME

WASHINGTON

BUILT to order for the summer
months is Jimmy Delmont's Saturday afternoon Beach Party which
is aired weekly over WTCN-AMFM Minneapolis-St. Paul.
The show rotates among three of
the areas' most heavily-populated
beaches. WTCN has set up a
beach umbrella, beach chairs, a
special stand, turntables and other
broadcast equipment.
Always Busy
In addition to spinning records,
Mr. Delmont interviews celebrities,
holds suntan contests, beauty contests, fashion shows and has giveaways and commercial messages.
Sponsors are Palm Beach Cosmetics and Anthonie's Apparel Shop.

BILL

GENE
ARCHER
Gene Archer and the Cliff
Quartette with G e n e's
songs and easy chatter in
a full hour feature each
noon-time
12:15-1:15 PM

NANCY

OSGOOD

Now heard in her regular
half hour at 1:15 each
weekday afternoon. This is
a great combination with
Gene Archer.
IRST in WASHING?

•

THE

POINTIN

TOLEDO
AND
Northwestern
OHIO
Movie Star Janis Paige is interviewed by Mr. Delmont at one of
his shore-side shows.

WTOD
1

HERSON

Bill's
By popular
morning
show demand
is now heard
Monday through Friday
6:00 to 10:00 A.M. . . . Saturdays till 9:00
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ING
SELL
, and
t al,
course
to the
ations
fluctu
in public taste as
ice cream, but this fact has not
slowed the advertising pulse of Edward Wade, general sales manager
of the Christian Heurich Brewing
Co. of Washington, D. C.
Actually, Mr. Wade thinks so
well of radio and television that he
would not be disinclined to buy
time the year around were it not
for this seasonal flux — "if it sold
our beer," he says.
As a two-score veteran of the
agency field, Mr. Wade made the
shift to advertiser two years ago
and has had little cause for regret.
In that time he has been instrumental in jumping Christian Heurich (Old Georgetown, Senate beer,
Champeer) to the second-ranking
Mr. WADE
sales spot among breweries in the
District of Columbia. Mr. Wade
as an office boy. Like any other
also handles advertising, including
ambitious student, young Ed set his
radio-TV time purchases.
The sales rise of Heurich and sights higher. With hard wqrk, he
eventually became executive for the
public acceptance of Old Georgeagency on such accounts as Keltown, through radio-TV sponsorlogg, General Foods, and Wilson
ship of selected Washington SenaPacking Co.
tors baseball games and heavy
In 1928 Mr. Wade founded his
spots, is another story. Suffice to
say here that Mr. Wade has had own advertising agency, the United States Advertising Co., in Toa substantia] part in the company's
ledo, Ohio, which he headed for the
mushrooming success.
Mr. Wade, himself, would be less next dozen years.
Mr. Wade recalls that, even then,
likely to dismiss the subject, for the
he
was interested in radio. His
success of Heurich is the very wellagency
handled a CBS network
spring of his philosophy on radio
show on behalf of some 26 brewing
and television. And it was always
firms under a multiple sponsorship
thus, even when he headed his own
contract, with provision for cut-ins
advertising firm.
Ed Wade was born in Giles by local dealers. The show, featuring Ted Husing, Connie Boswell
County, Tenn., in 1898. He attendand Richard Himber's orchestra,
ed Webb School and later Vanderbilt U. His first venture in 1917 was carried around 1937. Mr. Wade
claims this was the first time brewin the business world took him
(Continued on page 74 )
to N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,

• News
• Sports
DELIVERS
MORE

LISTENERS
PER

DOLLAR
AND
WTOD
GIVES

A

TOO
BONUS

WITH PLANNED PROMOTION
AND MERCHANDISING
FOR SPONSORS
WTOD
TOLEDO, OHIO
Edward Lamb
President
HEADLEY-REED CO.
National Representatives
Closely affiliated with
WICU Erie, Penna.
and
WTVN-TV
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ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

ADVERTISING

152%

MORE

RATES

LISTENERS

PRACTICALLY

In 1945, Des Moines had only 3 stations. Today, it has
6 radio stations and television service from Ames, 30
mile.s north. In the past 5 years, the increase in the use
of radio by set owners in the Des Moines area is
phenomenal! The average gain is 56.6%. And, there
are more people to listen. In Des Moines' Polk County,
for instance, 14.9% more people live in 24.6% more
homes than they did 10 years ago.
Today, an average of 152.4% more people listen to
KRNT than 5 years ago!

A moment's study of the
Percent Tune-In
All Stations

TIME PERIOD
7:15 a.m.

1945* 1950"
9.4% 17.8%

8:00 a.m.

10.1

Noon

18.6

6:00 p.m.

22.3

10:00 p.m.

23.8
7.8

6:00-8:00 a.m. avg.

THAN

21.3
25.8
28.7
27.0

Percent
Tune-In Gain
All Stations
89.4%
110.9
38.7
28.7

26.0

3:30-4:45 p.m. avg.

15.7

21.5

YEARS

AGO;

UNCHANGED!

KRNT Ratings

KRNT
Percent

1945* 1950"
12.6
5.5

129.1%
Gain

2.7
9.0
5.5
7.0

13.4
89.7

17.9

5

chart below will convince you that KRNT offers one of
the greatest advertising bargains in America. Audiences have doubled and re-doubled, while rates remain
practically the same as in 1945. By every standard of
comparison, KRNT is one of the great stations in the
nation. We're big and growing bigger in a big market
. . . FAST! Even before joining CBS June 15th, KRNT
led the Des Moines Hooperade morning, afternoon and
evening." Now, more than ever, you're right when you
buy KRNT-CBS!

14.8

12:30-1:30 p.m. avg.

BARGAINS!

45.3
36.9

12.6
12.8
14.3
15.5
7.1

3.4
4.0
5.0

12.2
9.3

366.7
42.2
160.0
121.4

KRNT Program
Percent Time
Cost Increase
11.1%
11.1
None
None

108.8

11.1
None

205.0

None

86.0

None

•Fall-Winter, 1 945-46; "Fall-Winter, 1 950-51 , C. E. Hooper Audience Index.

AT
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STATION
WITH THE
FABULOUS
PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL
HOOPERS
CLIP AND FILE THIS AD
UNDER "IOWA RADIO"
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THE
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REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Type
will

TT-10AL/AH...
deliver

100

and

kw

an

(ERP]

TVtransmi

QftCA

antenna

high-gain

it the

lowest

cost

• This remarkable new 10-kw TV
transmitter, and an RCA high-gain
antenna (type TF- 12 AM), will provide up to 100 kilowatts of effective
radiated power. More than twice the

...
kilowatt

per

5-kiIowatt models and weighs substantially less).
The new RCA 10-kw transmitter is
available in two types. Type TT-10AL
covers channels 2 to 6. Type TT-10AH
covers channels 7 to 13.

power of any commercial TV transmitter operating today— and AT SUBSTANTIALLY LOWER COST PER RADIATED KILOWATT than other transmitter-antenna combinations!
Using an improved type of aircooled tetrode in the final power amplifier stages, this transmitter removes
all former restrictions on interior

For complete information on this
new 10-kw . . .call in your RCA Broadcast Specialist. He can show you what

cooling and floor-space requirements.
No water supplies to bother about.
No problem setting up the transmitter in tight quarters (it takes approximately half the floor area of previous
FOR
■ 1 11 1

ANY
* MF
I Ik*
k

TV

POWER

SOfcwYHf

UP

you'll need to get "on the air"— with
the power you want — ait lowest possible cost. Phone him. Or write Dept.
S-E18, RCA Engineering Products,
Camden, New Jersey.
TO

200

iisiYi
18 k* m

fCW-

ZkwVOT
*, EE] I EBEB

The Key to High Power and Low Cost
Improved RCA Air-Cooled tetrode — used
in the aural and visual finals. Proved for
long life, easy to handle.

GO

RCA!
VI
20 k* m

50,000

AFFILIATE
' for RALEIGH-DURHAM
and Eastern North
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FREE & PETERS, INC.
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Vol. 41, No. 5

THE
By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
LOSPECTS that 40 to 50 existX TV stations may be able to exnd their coverage areas within
j next few weeks — bringing new
•vice to uncounted TV-hungry
rimunities now getting at best
ly "fringe" reception — appeared
t week as FCC cracked its
'ee-year old freeze and anunced it would consider on a
se-to-case basis requests for
^mporary" power boosts.
The impact on set sales, advertis$ and other media was undeterned at week's end. So was the
action of those broadcasters and
mmunities who may be on the
reiving end, and — equally imrtant — those who must continue
wait out the final thaw.
Those stations now operating
eir transmitters at less than
ted power would be allowed to
ek special temporary authority
increase power to full rated
lue — 500 w for community stains, 5 kw for metropolitan and
ral outlets. Effective radiated
wers could soar, depending on
tenna effectiveness.
Some stations now operating
leir transmitters at full power,
t with low antennas, may be
owed through regular modifiea»ns of construction permit to reDve to a new site with higher
tenna (but with lower power to
ve equal coverage under present
reeze" policy) and then to apply
r special temporary authority to
ost power to full rated value.

ICE

Commission action on their request
as early as this week.
The long-awaited break in the
three-year deadlock came as part
of the Commission's all-out effort
to push aside the last road blocks
to full lifting of the freeze and
drive for the ultimate establishment of a nationwide system of
some 2,000 stations in 1,200 communities.
In these actions FCC last week
also:
$ Adopted as final its proposed
shortcut "paper" procedure in lieu
of the lengthy oral hearing on cityby-city allocation proposals, cancelling the oral hearing scheduled
to begin today (Monday).
Q Indicated it will issue a separate report later on its proposal
to lift the freeze with respect to

D. C, JULY 30, 1951

TV

Stations

$7.00 A YEAR — 25c A COPY

May

new stations in the U. S. territories.
© Declined to finalize now Appendices A and B (allocation principles and technical standards)
proposed in revised allocation plan
issued in late March [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 26, et
seq.], because of interrelation with
Appendices C and D (specific cityby-city and border allocations).
9 Directed that the paper
presentations will follow the geographical listing of appearances
issued fortnight ago for the oral
hearing [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23], but with the
groups combined and using staggered deadline dates. First filing
deadline, for DuMont and oppositions thereto, is Aug. 27. Final
pleading of last group is due Nov.
26.

S.R.0.
ON
NBC-TV
WITH the surprise acquisition of and its occurrence represents a
Chesterfield as a sponsor of a new
substantial conquest for the NBCBob Hope show, NBC-TV last week TV sales organization. The time
was by way of readying a stand- being negotiated is Sunday, 7-7:30
ing-room-only sign for advertisers
Besides the Chesterfield show,
seeking a ticket to television.
A flurry of new business was re- the Goodyear Rubber Co., New
York, is all set to sponsor the alp.m.
ported by the
television
salesmen.
Its network's
radio business
was
ternate-week prime 9-10 p.m. Sunday period on the network which
even-steven, with two commercial
shows gained and two lost.
was thrown open when Philco Playhouse decided to go bi-weekly
NBC radio gained the Philip
(every other week). Goodyear,
Morris Playhouse, (Tuesday,
which had been considering putting
10:30-11 p.m.), a transfer from
Theatre Guild in the open slot
CBS, and a Procter & Gamble contract for Lorenzo Jones (Monday
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 23], has decided to sponsor a
through Friday, 5:30-5:45 p.m.).
Prompt Boosts Possible
But Bristol-Myers decided to dramatic show Goodyear Playhouse,
In many cases station operators
instead. Young & Rubicam, New
switch its Mr. District Attorney
gible to boost power will have
and Break the Bank from NBC to York, is the agency for Goodyear.
my to twist a few dials and re- ABC, a loss to NBC of two longPeter Paul-Quaker Oats Show
ime their transmitters, FCC oftime radio features. The sponsor
The Peter Paul Candy Co., New
may
also
start
a
TV
version
of
'iials
predicted.
In
a
few
cases
me transmission line or antenna
York, has signed to sponsor the
Mr. D. A. on ABC-TV.
anges might be required. Several
In television, NBC is now sold Gabby Hayes Show (5-5:15) one
ations would need new transsolidly from 7 p.m. to midnight
day a week, Thursday, in conjuncitters.
tion with Quaker Oats, which alMonday-Friday, and for all time
ready is underwriting the bearded
Thus, it was indicated, most
periods on Saturday and Sunday.
westerner two days out of the five.
From 3 to 6 p.m. daytime it is 90%
angeovers to higher power may
sold, and the network expects to be
possible quickly, provided FCC
Kellogg Co. has signed to sponsor
sold out completely on the 11 a.m. the All Star Revue when the propedites authorizations, requests
gram returns to the screen on Sept.
ir which were filed immediately
to 12:30 p.m. segment before the
id others were being prepared for fall starts.
3 (Saturday, 8-9 p.m.). Kellogg,
The addition of Chesterfield to however, has cancelled its Victor
ompt filing at the end of the
the NBC-TV lineup shapes up Borge Show which was on the netaek. A few hopefuls envisioned
work last season. In addition, the
as one of the most unexpected deadvertiser has transferred a part
velopments inthe TV programming
'resent Station Statistics, page 54
race. There was little previous
of its billing, said to be in the
saper" Hearing Procedure, page 47 intimation of it in the industry,
neighborhood of $2 million (Kel■ ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Get

Power

Boosts

£ Ordered that parties who
earlier filed comments and oppositions to Appendices C and D may
support their views with additional
sworn statements and exhibits or
may adopt their earlier comments
and oppositions, in whole or in part,
as complete presentations through
proper verification. Data not sworn
to will not be considered, FCC
warned.
9 Specified
that ofon parties
FCC's oral
own
motion
or request
hearing will be held where necessary under certain conditions, including both direct evidence and
cross examination.
£ Scheduled staggered deadlines for paper presentations on
three-part, five-week basis, i.e.
Groups
A through
F must
(Continued
on page
46) file

Some

AM

Seats

Left

logg's corn flakes), from Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, to Leo
Burnett, Chicago. Decision as to
which agency will supervise the
network show has not been reached.
Other two advertisers to share
sponsorship of the All Star Revue
are Snow Crop Marketers, which
has withdrawn its experiment with
daytime-non-network programming
to return to NBC-TV and a nighttime show [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23], and Pet Milk,
which was one of the sponsors of
the show last season when it was in
the Wednesday 8-9 p.m. period and
called 4 Star Revue.
The following hour and a half
Saturday nights is booked solid by
the following advertisers: 9-9:30
p.m., SOS, Scotch tape and Benrus
watches; 9:30-10 p.m., and on alternate weeks the 10-10:30 p.m.
portion is sold to Lehn & Fink
(Lysol mondand
Honey & Inc.
Alcream)Hind's
and Eversharp
(razor blades) .
The Kate Smith Hour, which
takes over the Wednesday 8-9 p.m.
segment already is underwritten by
Norge Refrigerator (which had
shared sponsorship of the 4 Star
Revue last season in that time
period) and Congoleum carpets.
The Kate Smith daytime show
has added a new sponsor, Gerber's
baby food,
quarter-hour
on Wednesday starting
Sept. 12,
through
Federal Advertising Agency.
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'LIFE' AD
RCA

INCOME

Net Up; Profits Down
RCA and its subsidiaries did the
biggest business in their history
in the first six months of 1951, but
because of increased taxes and
operating costs, their profits were
off 25% from the first half of 1950.
According to an announcement
by Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, the company and its subsidiaries attained $302,333,000
sales of products and services in
the first half of this year, a 21%
increase over the $248,784,000 sales
in the corresponding period of
1950.
Earnings Down 8%
Earnings before federal income
taxes were $32,311,000, a decrease
of 8% below the $35,102,000 earned
in the first half of 1950. Net earnings after taxes were $15,703,000
this year, a 25% drop from the
$20,962,000 net for the first half
of 1950.
Operating costs jumped from
$213,682,715 in the first half of
1950 to $270,021,572 in the first
half of this year. And federal income taxes rose from $14,140,000
in the first half of 1950 to $16,608,000 in the first half of 1951.
After payment of $1,576,442 in
preferred dividends, net profit applicable to common stock for the
first six months of 1951 were $1.02
per share, compared with $1.40 in
the same period last year.
BIOW APPOINTS
Three to Radio, TV Posts
BIOW Co., New York, last week appointed Roy Winsor and Roland
Gillett as director and co-director,
respectively, of the television and
radio department, and named
Robert McNeil as coordinator of the
department.
Mr. Winsor joined the agency in
October 1950 and was formerly
with Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample.
Mr. Gillett became associated with
the firm in April of this year and
before that was vice president in
charge of television at Young &
Rubicam. Mr. McNeil was formerly with Duane Jones Co.

Mr. Winsor
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List Radio, TV Networks Hig!
FIVE broadcasting organization
— three radio networks and tw
television networks — are include
in the 10 top-ranking national a*,
vertising media during the firs!
half of 1951, according to a ful 1
page newspaper advertisement i
last
Wednesday's
York byHeral
Tribune.
Ad wasNewplaced
Li}
magazine, which led the list wit
$43,089,969 spent for space by ac
vertisers during the January-Jun

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
Mr. Jones, remember that ad
COHEN
ADDS
Nussbaum Radio-TV Dir.
THE Harry B. Cohen Adv. Co.,
New York, this week is expanding
its offices and adding 14 members
to its staff, which will now include
a radio and TV
director. The expansion is due to
the recent addition of the more
than $1 million
in billings of the
Lydia Pinkham
account, effective
Aug. 1.
Col. Howard
Nussbaum
has
Col. Nussbaum
been named radio and TV director. He is resigning his present post as special assistant to W. Stuart Symington of
the Reconstruction Finance Corp.
but will continue in his advisory
capacity to the Secretary of Defense in matters relating to the
North Atlantic Security Pact.
Prior to the war, Col. Nussbaum
was a TV producer-director for
NBC. Before that he was an associate-producer with Warner Bros,
in Hollywood.
Willard Downes, of J. C. Martin
Commercial Art Studio, joins the
agency's art department. June
Cerf, Biow Co., New York, has
been added to the copy staff, and

Mr. Gillett

Mr. McNeil

you ran for a combination man"!"
Stuart B. Smith, vice president of
Young & Rubicam, Canada, joins
the agency as an account executive.
The agency's field merchandising department has added John
Mack, formerly with the Glass
Container Institute.
Other agency staff additions in
the creative and clerical departments represent a doubling of the
staff within the last year.
To house the additional personnel, the agency has taken a floor
at 29 West 57th St., where the accounting and space and timebuying
departments will be located. The
executive offices and the creative
and production departments will
remain at 1 East 57th St.

CBS-Radio ranked second wit
period.
gross advertising revenue of $39
285,216 for the first six months c
this year. Saturday Evening Po>
was third ($34,121,636), NBC
Radio fourth ($30,000,036), NBC
TV fifth ($26,739,532), ABC-Radi
sixth ($17,344,512), CBS-T
seventh ($17,069,328), Time mag;
zine eighth ($14,229,834), Ladie.
Home Journal ninth ($11,484,173
and Better Homes & Gardens tent
($11,413,731).
Figures were credited to Pul
lishers Information Bureau, whic
keeps records of gross expenditur*
of advertisers for radio and T
time and magazine space. Ad ah
reported the second 10 nation;
media as follows:
This Week'' ($10,911,380) ; Lot
($9,743,833),
Collier's
($9,197,871
MBS-Radio
($8,859,908
), ABC-TV
($£:
228,700), Good Housekeeping ($7,90187), American Weekly ($7,182,895
Woman's Home Companion ($6,315
319), Newsweek ($5,971,709), McCal
($5,476,607).
S &S

KELLOGG
SWITCH
Burnett for $3 million Account
LEO BURNETT Agency, Chicago,
snagged another estimated $3 million yearly billings last week as
the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., assigned it the Corn Flakes
account. This is the sixth Kellogg
product to be assigned to the Chicago agency, and is the largest of
any of the company's lines. Corn
Flakes spends an estimated $3 million on advertising each year, and
was handled previously by Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.
Burnett also handles advertising
for Rice Crispies, Corn Soya, Corn
Pops and Gold Medal Macaroni and
Spaghetti. The last two products
are manufactured by the Northern
Illinois Cereal Co., which Kellogg
bought about a year ago.
The effective date of the Corn
Flakes transfer is reported to be
Sept. 1. James E. Weber, vice president of Burnett, is account supervisor and executive on all Kellogg
products. His assistant, Howard H.
Bede, works primarily on Corn
Pops, the macaroni and spaghetti.
Burnett Agency, a major buyer
of broadcast media for its' clients,
reportedly bills between $12 and
$15 million yearly in radio and TV.

NAMED

By American Vitamin Asso
AMERICAN Vitamin Assoc., Holl
wood (Thyavals, Orvita, Ormu
621), with radio-television billii
of around $5 million, has appoint'
Schwimmer & Scott Inc., Chicag
to handle advertising effective Aur
Simultaneously with the shi:
The Counselors, Hollywood agenc
1.
which
has been servicing accoui
consolidates with Schwimmer
Scott. Frank J. Miller, preside
of the Hollywood agency, becom
executive vice president of S<S
with West Coast offices establish
at 6381 Hollywood Blvd. Ken Bs
ton, assistant to George S. J oh
ston, president of AVA, becom
V/ est Coast manager of the agenc
Walter (Bud) Lewis, AVA pi
motion director, and Jerry Hi
account executive of The Counf
lors, also join S&S Hollywood sta
R. C. Atchison continues as advctising manager of AVA. R.
Schwimmer
Scott, ispresident,
Scott,
in Hollywood today (Mo

set
agency's
on theAVA
check with
day) totoconfer
and
executi\
on fall plans.
Schwimmer & Scott serviced t
AVA account for The Counselors
midwest prior to the consolidatic
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii
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LOCAL

SPOT:

~i
3;*

N
Mil
•?4:
-j
UP
UP on
69.7% of
all stations

Unchanged
on 19.7% of

Down on
10.7% of

all stations

all stations

bCAL SPOT RADIO sales volume
hitting a new high for the averse station in all classes of margts this year.
Participations in news, disc
ickey, cooking, fashion and countss other shows are booming. Sta3n breaks and adjacencies are
slling like crazy to local sponsors
both television and non-television
^•sk immunities.
| On an average, local spot radio
iles volume for all stations in all
asses of markets was up 14.1%
is May over May a year ago.
Nearly 709c of all stations
lowed an increase in local anjuncements to put that time clasfication in the lead over longer
'cgrams in the generally bi'ight
cal business classification.
The average increase in local
,iclio spot was 18.3% for the
of all stations which reported
tain. The 10.7% of all stations
porting a loss showed an average
scline of 13%. Local spot animncements were reported unhanged by 19.7% of all stations.
. Figures on local selling were reTable I
' Comparative change in local
iot sales on all types of stations
om May 1950 to May 1951 in
irge (over 100,000) and Small
arkets.
Large Small
Markets Markets
p
70%
73%
own
14%
6%
ine
16%
21%
1 00 %
100%
OADCASTING

•

vealed by a Trends survey by
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
The continuing study questioned
a scientifically selected cross-section of radio station executives.
Increases in the local time sales
classification of as much as 100%
were reported by individual stations. Most station executives, however, reported increases which were
very close to the national average
gain of 14.1%.
Small Markets Increase
Local spot announcement sales
increased slightly more in small
markets (under 100,000 within
trading area) than in large markets with 73% of stations in the
former reporting gains as compared with 70% in the latter classification (see Table I). Decreases
were reported by only 6% of small
market stations compared to 14%
in more thickly populated areas.
Gains in non-television markets
were reported by 78.7% of all
stations (see Table II) as compared with 58;8% in television
areas. Markets with television
showed 23.5% of stations declinTable II
Comparative change in local
spot sales on all types of stations
from May 1950 to May 1951 in television and non-television markets.
TV
Non-TV
Markets Markets
Up
58.8% 78.7%
Down
23.5% 2.1%
Same
17.7% 19.2%
100%
100%

Telecasting

14.1%

IN

YEAR

ing in spot announcement sales
while only 2.1% reported drops
in non-TV areas.
Further study of the general
local business time segment sales
shows quarter hour programs up
substantially in the May 1951 report over May 1950. An increase
in large markets was reported
by 43% of all stations, (see Table
III) while 39%. of small market
stations reported business up.
Large market stations showing
a decrease was heavier, too, with
26% down in this classification
compared
markets. with only 11% in small
The general trend toward more
business in non-TV markets was
borne out in the quarter hour time
segment with 53.1% of stations
showing more business (see Table
IV) and 41.2% in TV areas. Fewer
quarter hour local programs were
sold by 29.4% of stations in TV
markets compared with 12.2% so
reporting in non-television cities.
While local business in the longerthan - quarter - hour classification
did not show the gains of shorter
time periods, 28% of stations in
small markets (see Table V) were
up and 24% in larger markets.
Twelve per cent of large market
stations were off in this classification and 5%. in small markets.
Television area stations reporting
on longer-than-quarter-hour pro-

grams were up on 13.6% of stations (see Table VI) and down on
22.7%. This was the only report
in the entire local time segment
study which showed more decreases
is sales than increases. Non-tele(Continued on page £8)

Table III
Comparative change in 15 minute
sponsored programs on all types of
stations from May 1950 to May
1951 in Large (over 100,000) and
Small markets.
Large Small
Markets Markets
Up
43%
39%
Down
26%
11%
Same
31%
50%
100%
100%

Table VI

Table IV
Comparative change in sponsored
Quarter Hour programs on all
types of stations from May 1950 to
May 1951 in television and nontelevision markets.
TV
Non-TV
Markets Markets
Up
41.2% 53.1%
Down
29.4% 12.2%
100%
Same
29.4% 34.7%
1 00 %

Table V
Comparative change in sponsored
programs longer than a quarter
hour on all types of stations from
May 1950 to May 1951 in Large
(over 100,000) and Small markets.
Large Markets
Small
Markets
Up
Down
Same

24%
12%
64%

28%
5%
67%

Comparative change in sponsored
programs longer than 15 minutes
on all types of stations from May
1950 to May 1951 in100'
television and
non-television markets.
100"
TV
Non-TV
Markets Markets
Up
13.6% 34.3%
Down
22.7% 2.9%
Same
63.6% 62.8%
1 00 %
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BIDS NfAbuilding.
ON
CT
(5) for a radio studio and
TANGIBLE
that
the Ison,
TRU
chiefly at the engineering staff station;
CONSevidence
government is prepared to go level.
Among the AM outlets, permits
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy inalongauthorization
with broadcasters'
requests
for
to alter
their
dicated in the past fortnight that were approved for commencement
he felt NPA could be induced to of construction for new stations,
present facilities, if new construcwhile others involved modification
authorize construction for new
tion does not involve a heavy drain
television stations in the event
on critical materials, was seen
of existing buildings looking tolast week.
FCC lifts the TV freeze. He pointed
ward power increases. Initial television station in the group was
out that some TV applicants
While industry authorities were
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I. (The
quick to discount the possibility of already have acquired transmitters
and built towers, and noted that Outlet Co.), which had contracted
any pattern on building grants,
they were visibly heartened by a industry has embarked on single- for building materials before the
May 3 effective date of the origantenna projects involving a numseries of actions in which the Nainal order. Grant was approved
ber of stations [Broadcasting •
tional Production Authority ap- Telecasting,
July
23].
for
$54,455.
Station will remodel
proved applications from a dozen
its studios.
Looking at the recent NPA
radio and at least two TV broadNewest TV station to receive
casters.
grants — there were no denials —
industry
authorities
cited
the
NPA approval was WTOP-TV
NPA authorities said the grants
Washington, which plans to add 20
variety of projects which won
were allowed on the basis that:
approval. They ob- feet to its present studio space at
Q Most of the cases involved ele- government
served, however, that thus far 40th & Brandywine Sts. Estimated
ments of "hardship" where applicants
cost was $16,350. Application was
NPA has not approved a comalready have arranged for go-ahead
mercial broadcast application for a granted July 13.
on construction or where construction
Another recent authorization
entailed simple alterations or re- new building to house existing
facilities. Nor has there been an included Carroll Broadcasting Co.
modeling procedure.
appreciable number of broadcast
£ Only small quantities of scarce
(WLBB), Carrollton, Ga., a licensed
cases to signify a trend.
materials (like steel) would be reAM outlet. Project was described as
quired.
Early grants were issued for a "broadcasting station." Appar0 FCC already had issued con- these projects:
ently the sum is earmarked for
struction permits or licenses for new
(1) Offices, studios and transmitter;
alterations, remodeling or new
stations.
(2) transmitter buildings and radio
facilities. FCC records show no apNPA authorities also pointed out towers; (3) alteration of a broadcastplication for FM or TV, nor for
ing building; (4) for a new broadcast
that most of the grants were issued
to small broadcasters and that,
once FCC had issued CP" or
license, broadcasters were obliged
'Stepping Out of Role/
by FCC Rules & Regulations to
Some Charge
GODFREY
ISSUE
commence building within a specified time limit, viz., two months
ARTHUR GODFREY last week became a center of controversy over
at the outset with provision for the propriety of his comments on price control and inflation.
an additional six months.
After his return from a European visit to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, Mr. Godfrey spoke up on several of his programs against relaxApproval of FCC Actions
ation of price controls and said
The apparent willingness of that inflation in the U. S. was makpolitical lobbyist, both he and his
NPA to predicate approval on
sponsors can expect a vigorous
ing the rearmament of Europe more
actions taken by the Commission
costly.
public
protest.
was indicated last May when NPA
"No one knows that better today
Some
newspapers
which
have
opthan
Mr.
Arthur Godfrey, who is
issued its new regulation requirprice controls and U. S.
ing broadcasters to obtain specific supportposedof
a
sadder
and
should be a wiser man,
the North Atlantic
authority before commencing conTreaty Organization criticised Mr. since his excursion into politics
struction [Broadcasting • TeleGodfrey for stepping out of his bootlegged under the radio and TV
casting, May 21, 14]. Since then, role as an entertainer on the air.
billing of entertainment." Rep.
NPA has been conferring with
One station owner, Richard F. Shafer's criticism was in a stateFCC staff members and NARTB.
Lewis, Jr., licensee of WINC Winment printed in last Monday's Congressional Record.
At that time it also was specuchester, Va., an ABC affiliate, wrote
lated that FCC would find it necesActs As Moderator
a letter of protest to Frank Stansary to adopt new standards with
ton, CBS president.
Last Tuesday Mr. Godfrey prerespect to policy toward future
Mr. Lewis charged CBS with
sided as moderator of a special
AM-FM-TV grants, cases in hearviolating FCC regulations in forum simulcast on CBS radio and
ing, etc. This policy never ma"broadcasting Arthur Godfrey's
television and featuring Price Adterialized, however, and the Compropaganda line which seemed to
ministrator Michael V. DiSalle,
mission has proceeded on a status
this listener to be that it was the
Sen. Homer Capehart and Allan
quo basis, maintaining NPA liai- obligation of the United States of B. Kline, president of the Farm
America to pay the world's bills Bureau Federation.
The special program, according
andCBS
fightmade
the world's
wars." about
no comment
Coy Vacation
to Mr. Godfrey, was arranged at
receipt of the letter.
his request and was sustaining to
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne
In Washington, Rep. Paul W. avoid possible embarrassment of
Coy was to leave Washington
Shafer (R-Mich.) opined that sponsors. Mr. Godfrey said that
Saturday for two weeks' va"equal time should be afforded by pressures had been brought to bear
cation, reportedly on Cape
the sponsors and the networks for against some of his regular sponCod. He is to be accomsors over his comments.
presentation of views in rebuttal of
panied by Mrs. Coy. Commisthose advanced by Lobbyist GodCBS
denied reports that Mr. Godsion earlier in the week broke
frey had been cut off the air durthe TV allocation deadlock
ing one of his shows. A short
The Congressman said "FCC
technical failure at WTOP Washshould
with adoption of "paper"
frey." add to his enlightenment
procedure to expedite overall
and that of his sponsors," for said. ington interrupted him briefly, CBS
lifting of the three-year TV
"when a professional radio and
television entertainer steps out of
freeze (see story this issue).
At week's end Mr. Godfrey becharacter and assumes the role of
gan an eight-week vacation.
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change in transmitter site. Co;
was estimated at $24,900.
H o r n e 1 1 Broadcasting Cc
(WLEA), Hornell, N. Y., whic
has been granted a CP by the FC(
was allowed to proceed with coi
struction on a new station for $21
100. Carl H. Meyer (WCMY
Ottawa, 111., was approved fc
$6,400 to set up a radio transmitte
building, for which the license
already has a CP.
NPA last Friday also was pn
paring to amend further its orij
inal construction order for con
mercial and other structure
Under the amended regulation, di
early this week, permits will n<
be required in cases involving le:
than two tons of steel, 200 pounc
of copper and 100 pounds of all
minum. Industry generally hi
sought
25-lb. steel will
limitation.
The aamendment
apply
radio and TV broadcasters. Add
tionally, a $5,000 exemption for s
called "hardship" cases, touchii
on an "Act of God," will be r
moved, it was learned. This h;
been allowed for reconstructs
repair and maintenance purpos
within any 12-month period, ai
referred solely to constructs
costs.
NPA's Recent Grants
During the period from June
to July 12, NPA made the ni
grants, with licensee, station, es
mated cost and description
project shown as follows:
Royal Broadcasting Co. (WLOl
Lancaster, S. C; new station; $7,5(
for offices, studio and transmitt
Approved July 11.
Hawley Broadcasting Co. (WEET
Reading, Pa.; existing station; $4
200; alteration of broadcasting bui
ing.
Approved June
• Telecasting,
July 289].[Broadcast]
Mount Airy Broadcasting I
(WSYD), Mount Airy, N. C; for n
station; $7,850. Approved June 25
Broadcasting Co. of the Soi
(WIST), Charlotte, N. C; new sj
tion; $12,000; for transmitter bui
ing.Marseco
Approved
June 26.
Broadcasting
Co
(WMSC), Columbia, S. C; existf
station; $7,101; for radio broadca
ing facilities (to increase powe
Approved
Sioux June
Falls26. Broadcast As?
(KSOO), Sioux Falls, S. D.; exist,
station; $19,500; alteration of tra i
mitter building (to increase powt
Approved
WHBL June
Inc. 25.
(WHBL). Sheboygj
Wis.; existing station; $8,450; for !
teration of transmitter building. A
proved June 26.
Vegas
Valley Broadcasting
(KORK), Las Vegas, Nev.; for rl
station; $21,000. Approved June I
Stanislaus Co. Broadcast 1
(KBOX), Modesto, Calif.; for rj
station; $27,000; radio studio bu ]
ing.StateApproved
June 25.public saf e 1
of Minnesota;
$236,000; for 16 transmitter buildi 1
and 16 radio towers. Approved J]
12.
Among electronics manufactur j|
who filed applications for c
struction authorization were: G
eral Electric Co. (granted
$2,133,000 and $42,114) ; Sylva
Electric Products (granted
$315,000) ; the Magnavox
(granted for $329,000).
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Personnel

Selected

IGANIZATIONAL structures of
S's new semi-autonomous radio
television divisions [BroadSting • Telecasting, July 16]
'ire announced by the network
: Friday.
Extension of the network's radio
I television divorcement to in1■ -de the physical space occupied
the two units also was disclosed.
: ans are under way to house the
9 CBS radio division in its own
Mr. Chester
Mr. Seward
Mr. Smith Mr. Karol
Mr. Gottlieb
Mr. Hausman
Mr. Hayes
tiguous quarters," the announcewood;
1 !ht said.
in charge of the central division;
Harry S. Ackerman, vice presi- ' 'he new lineup of the CBS radio
dent in charge of programs, Hollyz ision, headed by Howard S.
Top row:
- isjhan as president, will include
CBS Radio
lis Hausman, James M. Seward,
H. V. Akerberg, vice president in
charge of station relations;
I J. Kelly Smith as administra2 & 3 row:
William B. Lodge, vice president
s vice presidents and John J.
in charge of general engineering.
ol as vice president in charge
CBS Telenetwork sales.
The appointments follow the
- 'he CBS television division,
CBS reorganization into six divisions: CBS radio, CBS television,
er President J. L. Van Volken: fig, contains three new vice presiCBS
labs
(under President Adrian
Mr. Jones
Mr.
Sutton
Mr.
Robinson
Mr. Falknor
RtS — David V. Sutton, in charge
Murphy); CBS-Columbia Inc. (set
manufacturers, under President D.
isales; Merle S. Jones, in charge
: : Columbia-owned television staH. Cogan, who has been added to
the CBS board); Columbia Records
::: jus, and I. S. Becker, in charge
lousiness affairs.
Inc. (under President James B.
la |hhe complete roster of officers
Conkling), and Hytron Radio &
Electronics Corp. (under President
Juna 1 directors serving the CBS teleBruce Coffin).
fe ■ a!jion division exclusively, as anOverall direction of the various
m, « mced by President Van Volkendivisions remains in the hands of
ii rg, is as follows (with former
CBS Board Chairman William S.
S titles in parentheses) :
Paley, President Frank Stanton,
lubbell Robinson Jr. (vice presiMr.
Katz
Mr. Becker
Mr. Golden
Mr. Cowden
Mr. Foster
and Executive Vice President
it in charge of network AM and
Joseph H. Ream.
programs) vice president and administration), all named adOther changes learned last week
public affairs, also reporting dilector of network programs;
ministrative vice presidents;
rectly to Mr. Meighan;
were: E. Carlton Winckler, who
Mr. Karol (CBS sales manager),
"rank Falknor (vice president in
has been serving as production
Arthur Hull Hayes (vice presiage of CBS program operadent
in
charge
of
San
Francisco
vice
president
in
charge
of
netmanager
of ABC-owned KECA-TV
is) vice president in charge of
work sales;
office) title unchanged.
Hollywood, has been named gen2vision operations;
Lester Gottlieb (director of CBS
The following also were listed as
eralvision
managerNetwork.
of CBS'
At. Sutton (CBS-TV sales manRay Eastern
Stone, TeleCBS
officers
of the CBS radio division,
radio
programs)
director
of
net;r) vice president in charge of
network
Sales
service
department,
work
programs,
reporting
directly
but
it
was
further
noted
that
they
.'.'es;
will also continue to serve both TV
to President Meighan;
has been promoted to be assistant
llr. Jones (general manager of
Edmund A. Chester (director of and radio units:
manager of CBS television netumbia's KNX and KTSL (TV)
work sales service department.
H. Leslie Atlass, vice president
CBS news) director of news and
; Angeles and the Columbia
:ific Network) vice president in
age of Columbia-owned teleion stations;
Voted by Stockholders
dr. Becker (CBS director of
■gram operations) vice president
ABC-UPT
charge of business affairs;
MERGER
deal set, Mr. Nobel asserted that
MERGER of ABC and United
(7/10 of 1%) against. ABC stock)scar Katz (director of research)
he had never been interested in a
holders were equally enthusiastic,
Paramount
Theatres
was
approved
ector of research;
voting 80.5% for the deal and less sale, only in a strengthening
by the stockholders of both corpomerger.
V. S. Harrison (of legal departthan xk of 1% against it.
rations
at
coincidental
stockholdnt) senior attorney;
Stockholder Robert Darnhansoff,
Edward
J.
Noble,
ABC
board
ers' meetings Friday morning.
Villiam Golden (associate di- Applications
of New York, voiced concern that
chairman and controlling stockhave been filed with
i tor of sales promotion and adABC stock is not selling at prices
holder (57%), presided over the
FCC for transfer of ABC's
tising) creative director, ad- the
as high as he felt it should in view
radio and television station li- ABC meeting and told the asof the merger plan.
i tising and sales promotion;
semblage of about 20 shareholders
censes to a new company to be
Mr. Noble said he knew of no
ohn Cowden (general manager
known as American Broadcastingthat ABC officials have "a great
CBS sales promotion and ad- Paramount Theatres Inc., which
belief in this move that is being explanation except that the deal,
tising) operations director, ad- will assume the assets and debts
still needing FCC approval, is not
tising and sales promotion;
"This," he said, "aligns us with yet final. Both he and ABC Presiof both former organizations.
Robert E. Kintner voiced conMichael J. Foster (assistant diUPT stockholders will receive
people who've had experience in ably. dent fidence
that FCC would act favorentertainment
and in show busitor, CBS press information)
common stock in the new company
made."
e^tor of press information.
on the basis of share for share.
ness, and if we had a weakness it
Questioned about color television,
jPthe lineup in the CBS radio divi- ABC stockholders will receive
was in that field."
n was announced by President
Mr.
Noble said he felt "two, three,
36/100ths of a share of 5% preTeaming up with United Parai^han as follows (former CBS
ferred stock ($20 par value) and
mount, he said, will enable the net- four or five years" will pass before
15/38ths of a share of common
e? in parentheses):
work to make better progress than
color "comes into its own," but
it could have made alone.
that when the proper time comes
tfr. Hausman (vice president in stock for each share of ABC comTo a stockholder who said he ABC will be in a position to get
mon. Transaction is estimated as
uere of sales promotion and adhad heard rumors of merger or into the field.
tising), Mr. Seward (vice presi- a <t9.5 million deal.
Speaking to UPT stockholders
UPT stockholders approved the sale negotiations and was told there
it in charge of business affairs,
the vote, Leonard H.
merger by a vote of 2,519,840
i work programs), and Mr. Smith
was nothing to them, but then re- preceding
(Continued on page 75)
turned from a trip to find the UPT
shares (77%)
in favor, 23,890
C3 president in charge of station
! DADC ASTING
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Richards
EDITORIALIZING

Stresses

Value

will be realized throughout Am
ica when every station is devot
a large part of its attention
the
affairsstated.
of its community,"
Richards
He called on I
rectors to make "intelligent pi
entations" to station managers.
Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, NAR
research director, is conducting
survey among broadcasters to
termine the dimensions, meth

affairs director cited the case of
NO OTHER facet of radio programming will establish the local charWAVZ New Haven, Conn., a 1 kw
acter of a station "as surely as sound and honest editorial policy," and
independent daytimer, which rea station has "not only the right but the responsibility to speak for its
*
ported that its news policy is "paycommunity."
That conviction
ing off in audience and in mountmorrow in the face of competition."
In fact, he added, news has never
was expressed by
been a more important bulwark to
Robert K. RichWAVZ
has a full-fledged newsing revenue."
organization
station
ne"
rooms.
With thatofdata
availat
station operation.
room and city editor and maintains ,and
ards, N A R T B
directors
will
be
assured
of
NAR
a staff of six reporters who cover
public affairs di"Any sound news program
cooperation in helping them att
should be directed toward the ulti- the city with tape recorders. Starector, in an adsome of their goals, Mr. Richa
dress scheduled
tion carries four half-hour news
mate goal that your station will
have the courage, the initiative and
for delivery beprograms daily, in addition to five- said.
fore the Carolinas
the good judgment not only to re- minute roundups on the half hour
and headline summaries. Addiport the news but to comment on
Radio News Directors Assn. at
it," he pointed out.
WHOM APPOINTMENTS
tionally, WAVZ editorializes, "as
fairly as possible, giving the oppoMyrtle Beach, S.
Mr.
Richards
Other
Speakers
Redmond, Botway Sales Exe
sition opportunity to speak as
C, last Saturday.
Mr. Richards suggested four well." Such a station, Mr. RichAPPOINTMENT of Edward 1
Stressing the precept that "when
elements to be incorporated into
ards observed, is "becoming truly
Redmond and Benjamin E. Botw
it comes to news, there's no place presentations
submitted
to
station
as executive sales director ;
the voice of its community."
like home," Mr. Richards asserted
managers by news directors: (1)
that news is a fundamental radio
Local Coverage
sales
manager, respectively, '
basic news contacts; (2) suggesWHOM
was announ
service which, "along with music,
tions
on
how
to
cover
them
and
Mr. Richards urged newsmen to last weekNewby York,
Fortune Pope, pre
is most likely to survive and assurvey
their
local
coverage
and
estimated
cost;
(3)
where
such
sure the strength of radio todent of Atlantic Broadcasting (
to set up at least 15 basic news
programming can be scheduled,
which operates WHOM and p
sources, using the telephone to best
and (4) what the sales department
advantage. Examination of the lisher of // Progresso Italo-Amk
believes are revenue possibilities.
WOAI
TO BAB
station's program schedule, esti- cano.
"Broadly speaking, the great unMembership Total Now 875
mates on local coverage and consultapped reservoir of the American
Mr. Redmond and Mr. Botv
tation with the sales department
BAB officials announced last radio newsman is right in his own
have
resigned from General 0
should follow. These are some of
Thursday that WOAI San Antonio
hometown," Mr. Richards noted.
door Adv. Co., the former as sa
the
elements
of
a
presentation
for
had joined the bureau with a dec- We have neglected badly establishmanager of the New York mar
expanded news operation.
laration of confidence in its promoing enterprising local coverage."
"Radio as a news medium pos- and the latter as an account exe
tion of radio as a selling medium,
Stressing the salability of news
tive. Both men will concentr
sesses the potentiality of greatness
bringing total BAB membership to programs and their role in buildin national and local sales fields'
875 stations.
in
its
own
right.
That
potentiality
ing prestige, the NARTB public
With a check for a year's dues,
cussions centered primarily on
spokesman said. WOAI General
Promotion Campaign
tional spot sales problems in
Manager Arden X. Pangborn sent
To Be Unveiled
13 markets
where Radio
a letter expressing "admiration"
CBS FALL PLANS
tions
are located.
SpecialSales'
speak i
for "the determined way in which
you and your staff have turned to CBS will unveil its fall radio program promotion campaign before an included Ed Norton of WAPI I
expected 125 CBS radio promotion managers and station executives in mingham, who is a member of
the task of defending and promotFederal Reserve Board, and Sid
a two-day meeting today (Monday) and tomorrow at the Waldorfing radio."
Astoria in New York, Vice President Louis Hausman announced Friday.
W. Dean Jr., vice president of ]
BAB president William B. Ryan
Cann-Erickson. The sessions w
said the BAB task "never looked
CBS President Frank Stanton, *
closed.
bigger than it does now," but that Radio Division President Howard
pictures, client and agency cards,
Station executives attending
"the prospects of accomplishing it S. Meighan, and Mr. Hausman will and biographical and feature material.
meeting,
CBS reported, includ
never looked brighter, either." He head a group of top network executives who will address the group,
predicted that "before long BAB
Harvey
Struthers
and Emn
The campaign, officials said, will
will have in membership every re- which the network said should be operate
on
a
continuing
basis,
Heerdt, andWEEI
G. Rich'
Don Boston;
Miller, WCBS
sponsible station and network operthe largest turnout for a CBS ra- with new promotion folders to be Swift
York; D. W. Thornburgh, Jos
dio promotion clinic in history.
ator in our industry."
prepared and distributed as new
Connolly and John DeRussey, WC/
In his statement Mr. Pangborn
A similar meeting will be held shows are added.
said :
John
Hayes and George Hartf<J
Aug. 6 at the network's KCBS San
WTOP Washington; Barron How
session will be devoted
From the very beginning WOAI
Francisco headquarters for repre- to Today's
and
James
Clark, WRVA Richmo
a detailed explanation of fall
has fought any and all attempts to
sentatives of 25 West Coast staLarry
Walker,
Keith Byerly and K
tions.
"trade down" our medium. I am conplans, while Tuesday's will be di- neth Spicer, WBT; Mr. Norton, C
vinced, however, that no matter how
vided into special seminars on spe- Persons and Lionel Baxter, WA
This week's clinic follows on the
cific station promotion subjects.
good
individual
station's rash
effortsof heels of the annual radio station
John Akerman and P. S. Ander:
are toancombat
the current
KMOX St. Louis; E. H. Shomo, WB
Other Speakers
meeting of CBS Radio Sales, held
false "facts" and damaging misconin New York last Monday and
Chicago; Gene Wilkey and Carl W;
Speakers in addition to Messrs.
ceptions about radio, the effort may
WCCO
Minneapolis-St. Paul; F.
Tuesday under the direction of Stanton, Meighan, and Hausman
be wasted unless there is a strong,
Carl J. Burkland, general sales will include Mr. Oppenheim; Lester
healthy and aggressive BAB fighting
McLatchy,
KSL Salt
LakeW. City;
"V
bur
S. Edwards
and E.
Buckall
manager for Radio Sales.
Gottlieb, director of radio network
across the board on radio's side. BAB
KNX Los Angeles, and Jules Dun I
is the only organization that can do
The network's fall radio promoprograms ; Charles S. Monroe, di- KCBS.
this with any chance of success. . . .
tion campaign will get under way
CBS New York executives atte I
rector of radio program writing diin September, when kits covering
ing included Messrs. Meighan, H; I
vision, and Edward Shurick, marMr.
Ryan
acknowledged
that
"it
has taken time to reconvert BAB
approximately 80 CBS commercial
ket research counsel, radio net- man, and Burkland; William D. Shi
and sustaining shows will be disinto a full-fledged fighting mawork sales. Roland Welch, direc- eastern sales manager, Radio Sa m
tributed
to
stations
and
clients.
Herbert A. Carlborg, manager of s. I
tor of merchandising, McCannchine."
He
said
that
"many
of
the
development, Radio Sales; Guy 0
broadcasters who wanted most to The kits were prepared by the pro- Erickson, will be a guest speaker.
gram promotion division of the A special panel discussion will be ningham, manager sales presei
see a really effective radio promoheld with participants including tions, Radio Sales; Richard H
Advertising & Sales Promotion
tion bureau thought it simply
director of research, Radio Sales,
Dept. under the supervision of Robert Covington, WBT Charlotte;
couldn'tvincedbe
done.
They
are
conThomas Means, director of cc|
now that it can be done and
Charles Oppenheim, director of Hendrick Soule, WFBL Syracuse;
program
promotion.
they are joining BAB and becomRobert Pryor, WCAU Philadel- promotion.
Representing Radio Sales oft]
ing its most ardent supporters.
phia, and Don Shoemaker, KFAB
Each kit contains complete prooutside New York were Gordon [
The more important an operator
motion material including local Omaha.
Hayes, Chicago; Ralph H. Patt
is, the more he actually needs
Detroit; H. H. Holtshouser, Memp !
announcements for on-the-air proAt the Radio Sales station meetmotion,
newspaper
ads
and
mats,
ing last Monday and Tuesday, dis- and Hugh J. Stump, San Francisc i
BAB. . . ."
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fil rtford National Bought WTICs

Bob Steele And

■a:

few

23
B1

lients

Came

in

friend and associate, Maj. John
Caldwell, was chosen.
The doors were opened on Aug.
8, 1792. Capital stock was $100,000
and the staff at first was one man,
the cashier. Today the bank employs over 400 people and its resources are over $200 million.
The bank's first test of radio
was for 26 weeks in 1948 when
it sponsored Sunday Afternoon
at the Opera, a half-hour transcribed program. Unimpressed
with results, the program was not
renewed. The same year a series
of one-minute transcribed spots
was tried.
Lack of response to either of
these
two experiments
bank executives
on the use "soured"
of radio.
Customers questioned about the
radio programs seemed either not
to have heard the bank's advertising or not to have been sufficiently
interested to comment.
In 1949 Ostrom Enders became
the 12th president of the institution. He was then one of the
youngest bank presidents in the
country and brought with him a
great deal of enthusiasm for improving the bank's service and expanding its scope. A lieutenant
commander in the U. S. Naval
Reserve, during World War II, he
served in the Pacific Theatre
aboard the aircraft carrier U.S.S.
Antietem.
Another Trial
Given to Radio
Under his leadership bank executives decided to give the medium another trial. They had decided that the "opera" program
was beamed at the wrong customers for personal loans and auto
"canned"
financing and that
announcements
were the
cold.
They
began looking for an air salesman
who was a well-established radio
personality in Hartford with a
wide following among people who
might be expected to be interested
ob Steele, m.c. of the Bob Steele
in personal loans and car financing.
show on WTIC.
After some study they decided
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

OW do you like that?
In business for 158
H
years, in radio for
r year, and they come in
I 're asking, not, 'Is this the
;4fcrtford National?' but 'Is
Steele's Bank?' "
s Bob laug
hing remark by
4 That
jsident Ostrom Enders is being
i HI Ideated around WTIC Hartford
further proof of how effective
iiio can be in selling bank serv. ■ 1,1s.
I The Hartford National Bank &
ust Co. is the oldest and largest
: nk in Connecticut. It was estab:ed in 1792 as The Hartford
. ;jj )nk under the leadership of Col.
•emiah Wadsworth, a prominent
volutionary figure who served
; cee years in the Continental Conjss and three successive terms in
■ Federal Congress.
jiCol. Wadsworth, friend of Washl on and Lafayette and the rich} ; man in Hartford in that day,
is pressed to serve as the first
esident of The Hartford Bank.
i hen he declined, due to the pres: 're of other business, his close
■it \

Droves

that Bob Steele, popular WTIC
personality, would fill their needs.
A contract was signed with WTIC
to sponsor three times weekly the
7:15-7:25 a.m. segment of the
Bob Steele Shoiv.
The program, six times weekly
and one-hour long, had been a successful part of the WTIC format
for 17 years. Emcee Bob Steele
had established a large and loyal
following for his friendly, informal,
disc-jockey-type show. The high
Hooper and especially the "public
service" aspects of the program
(news headlines, sports results,
time signals, weather reports) were
appealing. Live commercials were
carefully planned by the bank, the
agency (Edward Graceman & Assoc.) and the station. Mr. Steele's
style was copied closely in commercials and he was given full latitude to put the announcements into
his own words with occasional historical and humorous references to
the bank.
Results Immediately
Prove
SuccessMedium's
was noted Power
from the first.
Since the sponsorship began installment loan financing has doubled.
Bank officials say that the radio
promotion has been the most effective it has ever used for personal
loan advertising and for promotion
of overall "goodwill." One result
is that the bank has had to change
its
slogan
from Hartford
"One out Families
of every
three
Greater

Hartford Natioyial Bank & Trust
Co. has occupied this building
since 1928. Directly opposite is
"Old State House Square" where
George Washington and Gen.
Comte De Rochambeau met on Sept.
20, 1780 to plan the strategy which
resulted in the victory at Yorktown and the ultimate independence of the American Colonies.
and it is certainly producing the kind
of business we are looking for.
Other executives beside President Enders who are important in
advertising decisions for the bank
are Senior Vice President Milton
H. Glover, Vice President George
Guillard and Assistant Secretary
in Charge of Advertising Atwood
Ely. Beside the Edward Graceman
& Assoc. Agency,
Hartford,
which is in charge ofofWTIC
copy,
Doremus & Co., Boston, handles the
company's advertising.
The sponsor has shown an interest in taking on more of the
Bob Steele show if segments become available. The bank now
spends about 25% of its advertising budget, or approximately
$12,000 annually, on radio and is
experimenting in television to the
extent of one spot announcement
weekly on WNHC-TV New Haven.
Hartford is not a TV city.
Other Bob Steele advertisers include The Mennen Co., Sterling
salt, Lehigh coal, Educator Crax
and Manhattan soap.

is served by the Hartford National"
to "Nearly one out of every
So pleased
are bank officials that
two.
. ." continuing
they .are
the program
for the second year and President
Enders recently wrote Bob Steele:
Please let me tell you how much
we have enjoyed our association with
you and how much we appreciate the
wonderful job which you have done
for the bank. Somehow you manage
to make the endless talk about a relatively dry subject sound interesting

Ostrom Enders, president, Hartford National Bank & Trust.
July 30, 1951
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Jim Burke (with back to the camera), special events director, KMBC Kansas City, Mo.,
airs an appeal for mmi and trucks. This broadcast, made at 2 a.m., brought 3,000 men and
hundreds of trucks which aided in saving a
dike. At far right is Clark Smith, KMBC
engineer. The KMBC mobile transmitter, in
foreground, remained in the field throughout
the emergency.

Norwood J. Patterson, general manager, KJ AY
Topeka, is shown center standing in the K.JAY
Cris Craft, helping to unload women and children rescued from rooftops. Picture was taken
at an intersection covered with about 15 feet of
water. One KJ AY appeal to save the City Water
Works made 10,000 workers available to the city
on short notice. Station rendered public service
announcements throughout the crisis.

One of the most thrilling radio episodes durin,
the flood was the broadcast of the rescue ope)
ations of Everett James and Ralph Dicke>
WREN Topeka employes, who were maroone
at the station's transmitter site, shown above
A Navy plane dropped a rubber lifeboat ontj'
the "island prison." Subsequently, circumf
stances dictated that the men should sta t"
where they ivere for the time being.

RADIO-TV
FLOOD
SERVKl
than 50 craft were en route to
WHILE flood waters in the mid- laid down, but later, with the water
Beioit within three hours. Later,
west receded, further reports of pressure graduating, city officials
six additional boats were rushed to
radio and television stations' out- optimistically lifted the ban. Hours
the area. A Beloit Chamber of
afterward, frantic phone calls from
standing public service [BroadCommerce official gratefully
casting • Telecasting, July 23]. suburbanites warned of drast;cally
thanked KFAB listeners whose
continued to pour in last week.
fallen water pressure. KMBC contacted city hall with the result that
Among services reported were:
"quick and unselfish action saved
restrictions were reimposed.
KJAY Topeka, in one of the most
KXLWmanySt. lives."
Louis, not damaged
KMBC generally .managed to many,
heavily hit areas, with its transmitter luckily located on high
by the flood, used its facilities to
keep pretty busy. Five KMBC
newsmen alone contributed more
aid in rescue operations and to
ground miles from the flood, broadcast for 132 consecutive hours.
than 450 man hours during the keep atop of developments and imWell over 60 special broadcasts
emergency. The station, which aired
pending dangers.
were made.
bulletins regularly throughout the
KMOX St. Louis aired a bulletin
KMBC Kansas City, Mo., in- flood and fire emergency periods,
pointing up the need for motor
fluenced city officials to reimpose
checked information so closely that
boat operators in flooded areas.
restrictions on the household use not once did it have to retract a Within a few hours, the Red Cross
of water. Flood waters left the city statement.
notified the station that it had rewith less than half its normal
ceived 200 volunteers.
KFAB Omaha came to the aid
water pressure. Restrictions were
of its neighbors in Beloit, Kan. The
KSTL St. Louis in nine daily
station was asked to broadcast an broadcasts gave detailed information on road and flood conditions
appeal
for power boats with searchFlood Aid
lights needed for evacuations. The
with particular emphasis on how
COMMUNICATIONS aid
appeal was so effective that more
raisers of live stock and grain
and FCC status in the midwest flood area were outlined
by FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy last week in a reply letter to an inquiry of Charles
E. Wilson, director of Office
of Defense Mobilization. Citing efforts of all services in
the crisis, Chairman Coy
stated: "According to reports
reaching us it would appear
that every broadcast station
in the area is cooperating to
broadcast messages relating
to relief activities. Rule 2.405
permits any station during
the period of emergency in
which normal communications
facilities are disrupted as a
result of hurricane, flood,
earthquake, or similar disaster to utilize such station for
emergency communication
service in a manner other
than that specified in his liAMONG principals in the flight of a Collins 300G transmitter from Cedar
cense. For the most part,
Rapids, Iowa, to Topeka for use of KTOP Topeka were (I to r) Mr. Axton,
this means that the broadcast
Harold Olson, Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids; Lt. Thomas Berran, USAF
stations may broadcast mespilot; Capt. V. E. Gardner, National Guard, co-pilot, and Sgt. E. V. Cole,
sages on a point to point
National Guard. In the plane are an unidentified crew member and Walker
Whitmore, of Collins Radio.
basis."
Page 30
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Wins

Public's

Praise

could get their products to market ^
KROC Rochester, Minn., shiftei
its normal broadcast schedule t
an emergency basis when heav;
rains brought a flash flood to tha
city. Several times KROC aired
bulletins for as long as 20 minute:.
at a time and won the praise o
city officials and the general public
On July 17, the transmitter housi
of KTOP
Topeka was flooded
KTOP Manager Bailey Axton ap
pealed to the U. S. Air Force fo
help in flying in a new Collins 300C
transmitter from Cedar Rapids, t
the station's studios which wer
above water and safe. The Ai
Force agreed as a means of re
establishing essential communica
tions in Topeka, where radio wa;
vitally needed.
It is, of course, impossible t<
recount all the cases of individua
valor.
Particularly noteworthy
however, is a letter written t'
KMBC by Col. L. J. Lincoln, Dis
trict Engineer, U. S. Corps of Engi
neers. Col. Lincoln wrote:
I wish to express my sincere appre
ciation for the accurate and factua
coverage of the flood disaster,
related to Corps
performed
by theof Engineers'
newsroom activities
reporter
of KMBC radio broadcasting statioi
during the current state of emergency
Particularly careful reporting was evi
denced by the fact that your represen
tatives called this office regularly be
fore broadcast time to verify report
and refute unfounded rumors that an
the usual aftermath of every crisis. . .
It is my belief that the frequent anc
careful reporting from your statioi
probably saved lives and property o
those endangered by the flood waters
OPS

on Pricing

MANUFACTURERS can price ac
cording to general manufacturers
order (CPR 22) and related regu
lations if they had gone ahead wit1,
necessary arrangements and an
nounced new prices before July 1
even though the price lists were ti
be effective after that date, th<
Office of Price Stabilization an
nounced last week.
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OA

COMMENTATORS

Barrett

Answers

Charge

has tried to comply with these very
E STATE DEPT. last week soundly scotched a series of Congressensible and constructive suggesaal charges involving network commentators whose service were
tions and instructions. As one part
lized on the Voice of America by contract under the Smith-Mundt
of this program, we have utilized
NBC also joined in a partial rebuttal to a Communist affiliation
the parttime services of wellmention of the known
*
st. *
American radio commentaissue was raised in a caustic
;he
gressman Hill's
employment
by VOA of four
tors in reaching a worldwide Engj.ech on the House floor by Rep. commentators — Charles ColKnglish language audience and in
Iliam S. Hill (R-Col.), who
wood, Williams Downs, Griffing reaching audiences in other langhad
Dept.
State
,rged that the
Bancroft and Eric Sevareid — who
uages," he explained, citing the
iced itself "in a highly dubious
he said had drawn $1,100 for pri- provisions of the Smith-Mundt Act.
ition" by employing certain
vate services.
He added:
itical commentators, notably
In a statement issued Thursday,
. . . Such commentators have heen
se with CBS.
extremely
in doing
Edward W. Barrett, Assistant Sec- at
nominalgenerous
rates far
helow this
the work
pay
^ep. Hill also singled out an
scale
they
normally
receive.
I
hardly
retary
of
State
for
Public
Affairs,
:C commentator whom, he
need to justice
tellfor anyone
you that toit imply
is a gross
thatin-a
imed, "has a lengthy record of held that it was a "gross injustice"
for
anyone
to
imply
political
favorand
distinguished
American
radio
commennist
Commu
with
liation
tator should be swayed to change his
itism.
views in any respect because he reorganizations."
inmunist - front
ves a nominalbroadcast
fee of $50
referred to Ben Grauer, who
Secretary
take aceispecial
for to
the underVoice
were
directedBarrett's
to Rep. comments
John J. of America.
imptly labeled the accusation as
Rooney
(D-N.
Y.),
chairman
of
the
On
the
contrary,
these
men
deserve
eious" and questioned the exvery sincere thanks from the nation
House Appropriations sub-commitrecord"
for doing
worktheyat can
fees command
substanence of any "official
tee, which has been critical of Voice
tially belowthisthose
his loyalty.
discredit
to
iding
elsewhere.
1$
operations. Rep. Hill's remarks
'N'BC also issued a statement sayRender Advice
that "we have thoroughly in- came during the course of House
debate on VOA funds (see separate
re- story).
tigated (Mr.) Grauer at his
Rep.tical
Hillcommentators
had notedthey
thatfrequently
"as politest, and found him to be a true
Mr. Barrett pointed out that both
."
have occasion to pass judgment and
loyal American
parties of Congress have suggested
BS declined comment on Conopinions regarding the
that "this program should utilize express
State Dept. that is making cash
as fully as possible the best professional talent available" and
Taking to
another
payments
them." tack, Rep. Hill
facilities of private agencies.
also described CBS as having a
IGNAL CONTROL
"Naturally the Dept. of State
enate-Passed Bill To House
ITHOUT opposition, the Senate
st Monday passed and sent to
e House Interstate & Foreign
nnmerce Committee the Defense
VOICE ' ATTACKED
jpt.'s radiations control bill.
MARKED dissatisfaction with present Voice of America operation, parlegislaise
comprom
the
ticularly as an instrument of State Dept. foreign policy, characterized
Guiding
tion (S 537) through the upper
heated House debate on VOA appropriations last week.
JohnC.
Edwin
amber was Sen.
Using the U. S. radio arm as its whipping boy, a Republican bloc of
n n (D-Col.), chairman of the Sen- the nation's lawmakers lashed out *
0 Cannot be made effective unless
na :ie Interstate & Foreign Comat Voice management, programmerce Committee, which held hear"you have an effective State Dept."
ming,
personnel
and
assorted
ts on the proposed amendment
other phases. Discussion was
£ "Wanders aimlessly from projletf Sec. 606 (c) of the Communiflavored with pungent descriptions,
gram to program," lacking a cohesive
tions Act. The proposal seeks most of them designed to lay the idea or ideas"; boasts too much about
include with broadcast stations
groundwork for a sharp cut in the American standard of living, rertain other devices capable of Voice
flecting a"giveaway complex" and has
funds this new fiscal year.
"a very small listening audience, derving as navigational aids to
After four days of charges and
spite
some pretty fanciful figures to
iemy aircraft.
counter-charges that reverberated
While the House communicathe0 contrary."
from Capitol Hill to the State
Should be better coordinated
>ns committee had formally
Dept., the House finallv voted to with an improved U. S. information
heduled no action late last Thursallot VOA $85 million for 1951-52
y, authorities already have indi- as recommended by the House Ap- program.
0 Spends too much money on proted that it will hold hearings he- priations Committee [Broadcastgram evaluation ($1,312,100). Adverre reporting on the measure
ing • Telecasting, July 16]. Two
tisers "would go broke if they spent
Sroadcasting • Telecasting,
one-tenth as much evaluating the
amendments by Rep. Cliff Clevenly 23].
ger (R, Ohio), to cut the Voice
effect of their promotion. . . ."
On the Senate floor Sen. Johnson
Bulwarking a Republican attack
another $15 million and to return
l>lained that the President's au- the bill to committee — were re- on the Voice were Reps. Richard
ority under Sec. 606 (c) is
B. Wigglesworth (Mass.), John V.
imited to electronic devices used
jected.
The GOP bloc charged that the Beamer (Ind.), William S. Hill
Voice :
transmitting radio communica(Col.), Hamer H. Budge (Ida.),
ms" and does not include all dePatrick
J. Hillins (Calif.), Wil£
Fails
to
"bring
hope
and
enes capable of emitting radiacouragement to enslaved peoples beliam E. McVey (111.), Clarence
ns. The suggested committee
hind the Iron Curtain," particularly
Brown (Ohio) and John T. Wood
rendment
would include those
in Poland, where it rates "last" among
svices radiating in excess of five listeners.
(Ida.). Rep. Brown summed up
Tiiles.
O Concentrates on covering up the GOP position : Republicans
The bill would give the FCC
support a Voice program but the
"past
ment. blunders" by the U. S. govern^ponsibility to look after other
overwhelming majority of its mem%tic"Is
about . as. . agile
as a lethargy
rheuma.1 achines, which were not built for
bers are "distressed at the rerhinoceros
red tape,
lie transmission of signals, but
sults" and blame the administraand
inertia
are
the
order
of
the
day."
j hich do emit signals. It is a safety
tion for lack of a realistic foreign
0 Stresses the need for funds to
purchase radio receivers for use
I easure of very high importance,"
en. Johnson declared. The comabroad as "an emergency project," policy.
The Voice also had its supportittee amendment was adopted
but makes little progress on the proers in the House, among them Demithout objection.
ject.
ROADCASTING
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"reputation of being, through its
so-called news programs and commentaries, astrong supporter of
the Truman administration, and of
socialistic tendencies generally." He
continued:
. . . CBS has been well treated by
the Truman administration; it was
Columbia'sthecolor
television
received
approval
of thesystem
FCC that
and
is now being adopted as the standard
color biasystem
for
this
country.
Columstands to gain many millions of
dollars from this decision. The agency
that handed down the decision, the
Federal Communications Commission,
is, of course, the same agency that
holds the power of life and death over
radio stations through its licensing
requirements.
In another blast, Rep. William K.
Van Pelt (R-Wis.) lamented VOA's
appointment of Raymond Swing as
advisor and commentator. Referring to Mr. Swing's alleged sympathies for Secretary of State
Dean Acheson, he scored the commentator as "one of the most unhire.
suitable persons" the Voice could

'Lee News'

Adds

SIXTEENTH year of The Lee
Noon, News over WIBW Topeka,
Kans., finds the program added
to KCKN Kansas City's log as of
today (Monday), Ben Ludy, general manager of both stations, has
announced. News period is handled
by Elmer Curtis and sponsored by
Lee Foods, Kansas City. Show
will continue to originate at WIBW.

In Fund

Debate

ocratic Reps. A. S. J. Carnahan
(Mo.), Alfred D. Siminski (N. J.),
John J. Rooney (N. Y.), Prince
Preston Jr. (Ga.), Laurie C. Battle
(Ala.), Brooks Hays (Ark.), and
Adolph J. Sabath (111.).
In defense of the Voice the
Democrats
held that the radio
operation
: only 3% of its total
$ Spends
budget for program evaluation, on
the basis of claims by Thurman Barnard, new acting general manager of
the program, and other advertising
executives, and that radio networks
and advertisers spend at least as
much.
0 Is counteracting Russian propaganda effectively — a fact borne out
by heavy Soviet jamming operations
— and is "rendering a real service
behind the Iron Curtain."
0 Is acting within the provisions
of the law in utilizing radio, television and other private agencies as
well as professional services of instory). dividual commentators (see separate
0 Is "carrying America's message
to the world," under the "expert generalship" of Edward W. Barrett, AsAffairs. sistant Secretary of State for Public
A suggestion advanced during
House discussion was one by Rep.
William H. Ayres (R-Ohio) to set
up a House committee on the Voice
of America. "We have had an UnAmerican Activities Committee for
quite some time," he noted. "I
suggest we have a pro-America."
July 30, 1951
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Smiley Would

BILL MAYER, WGAR Cleveland personality, receives congratulations of
Jesse T. Smith, head of Mayor Burke's Traffic Safety Committee, for efforts
in current safety drive. Mr. Mayer originates Mayer of the Morning, 6:309:45 a.m., from this specially equipped trailer. Passing motorists are attracted
to tune WGAR and hear traffic messages.
/

JULIUS F. SEEBACH Jr., vice president in charge of programs, WORAM-TV New York, proudly displays
the 72V2-lb. tarpon he caught near
Sarasota in the Gulf of Mexico. Mr.
Seebach needed 32 minutes to land
the fish.

BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr. (r), WIP Philadelphia president, tenders farewell
dinner for Gordon Gray (c), who leaves
station to open New York headquarters for Goodwill stations. At left is
Arthur Kaufmann, WIP board chairman. TV set was presented Mr. Gray.

JERRY C. ROSENBERG (I), new president of Philadelphia Club of Adv.
Women, is welcomed by Alice Lynne
Mooney,
at club'sis
installationretiring
dinner.president,
Miss Rosenberg
an account executive with The Lavenson Bureau of Adv., Philadelphia.

NATIONAL Safety Council Public Interest Award to WISN Milwaukee for
second straight year is accepted by
Gaston Grignon (I), station general
manager. Dr. Basil Corbett, executive director of the Milwaukee Safety
Commission, made the presentation.

DUNCAN RENALDO, who portrays the title role in The Cisco Kid, visits the
main Detroit plant of Farm Crest Bakeries Inc. Firm sponsors show in several midwest markets. L. to r.: Arthur Ellis, Farm Crest vice president; Mr.
Renaldo; Ernest L. Southwick, Farm Crest president; Walter Miller, account
executive of Frederic W. Ziv Co., program producer.

Control

In $825,000 Deal
WDAE
TRANSFER
TRANSFER of control of The Tampa Times Co., licensee of WDAE-j
AM-FM Tampa, Fla., in an $825,000 transaction, was requested last!
week in an application filed with the FCC by David E. Smiley, president of the corporation.
The application asks FCC ap- each member of the Nicholson famproval of Tampa's plan to purchase
ily is Ralph Nicholson, 2,900; June
5,000 shares (50%) now held by Nicholson,
Nicholson
Ralph Nicholson and members of Fox, 1,000,100;andMartha
Anne Blayney
Nicholson,
1,000.
his family for $165 per share, retiring these shares and leaving
Mr. Smiley and his wife with complete ownership. A total of $800,000 will be paid in cash, with $25,- EDUCATION
MEET
000 to be paid in cash or installMedia Role Discussed
ments.
Bonds aggregating about $700,- WALTER B. EMERY, legal as000 will be issued by the company
sistant to FCC Comr. Paul A. Waland bought by the Jefferson Standker,
was
among five speakers schedard Life Insurance Co., Greensuled to discuss radio and television
boro, N. C, to finance the proeducation Friday at a U. of Michpurchase.and his wife, Mary
igan conference.
Mr. posed
Smiley
Mr. Emery planned to talk at
F. Smiley, own 5,000 shares (50%)
now and will be the only stock- the morning session on "A Review
holders if the transaction is ap- of Educational Radio" and on "The
Outlook for Educational Televiproved. Mr. Smiley will continue
in his capacity as president of the
sion," in the afternoon.
company, while Mr. Nicholson will
Edward Stasheff, director of the
sever all connection with WDAE
television department at WNYE
and the Tampa Times in order to
Educadevote a greater proportion of his (FM),tion New
station, York
was toBoard
have ofgiven
the
time to his other interests, including the St. Petersburg Independent
opening
His subject
was Public
"Radio andtalk.
Television
in the
which he publishes.
No changes in personnel for the
Following these two morning
stations or the paper are contem- talks, a floor discussion was slated
plated, Mr. Smiley announced. His Schools."
two sons, David E. Smiley Jr. and to be conducted by Garnet R. Garrison, U. of Michigan director of
Joseph F. Smiley, will continue to television
and chairman of the
serve the company as treasurer and conference.
secretary, respectively.
At the afternoon session, James
Operated Station 20 Years
Eberle, public affairs manager for
WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, was to
Mr. Smiley and Mr. Nicholson
have operated WDAE for nearly speak on "The Commercial Station
20 years. In 1933, they acquired the and Educational T e 1 e v is i o n."
Times Co. on a lease option ar- Armund Hunter, TV director at
rangement and in 1938 they exerMichigan State College and forcised the option. In 1941, Mr.
merly at WFIL Philadelphia, was
Nicholson went to New Orleans to
to describe "The Philadelphia Expublish the Item and Mr. Smiley
periment in Television Education
has actively operated the Tampa
for Adults." Messrs. Emery and
enterprises since. In 1949 Mr.
Stasheff are teaching this summer
Nicholson sold his New Orleans
in the radio-TV section of the U.
paper and served as public rela- of Michigan's speech department.
tions director for U. S. High Commissioner John J. McCloy in Germany. On the first of this year, he
became publisher of the St. PetersANTI-NARCOTICS
burg Independent.
WRS To Battle Drugs Use
Mr. Smiley is a veteran newspaperman, having worked for 11 WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations
years with Cyril H. K. Curtis and
Inc. is embarking on an all-stations
sei-ving as editor in chief of the campaign against mounting teenPhiladelphia Morning, Evening
drug addiction, according to
and Sunday Public Ledgers, the Walterage Evans,
president. WRS has
Philadelphia Illustrated Sun, and
six
AM,
six
FM
stations and WBZthe New York Evening Post from
TV Boston, joining in the drive.
1924 to 1926.
Mr. Evans, also vice president of
From 1927 to 1930, Mr. Smiley
Westinghouse Electric Corp., said
was general manager of the North
the firm is "appalled and gravely
American Newspaper Alliance, and
by the evidence uncovin 1931-32 he published the U. S. concerned"
ered by the Senate Crime InvestiNavy Review. He is also a lawyer,
gating Committee. The drive is to
having studied law during his re- be educational, with the stations
porting days.
cooperating with the committee.
He is active in Tampa civic af- Spot announcements, dramatic infairs, now serving as chairman of
terview and discussion programs,
the board of trustees for Tampa U. featuring government, sports, musiThe exact number of shares to
cal, stage and other personalities
will be used.
be retired by the company from
BROADCASTING
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In State Network
NEW

FM

LINK

By Wis. Radio

Asked

Council

of Wisconsin U. and executive director is H. B. McCarty, director of
the radio education division at
Wisconsin U.

AN FM NETWORK plan, "so engineered as to provide good reception
in all parts of Wisconsin," was one step nearer completion last week as
the Wisconsin State Radio Council applied for its seventh non-commercial
WSTR ON AIR
educational FM station.
New Sturgis, Mich., Outlet
ison, WLBL (AM) Auburndale,
A total of eight stations is the
WHAD
(FM)
Delafield,
WHKW
WSTR
Sturgis, Mich., July 21 comstate's goal. If this latest application for a transmitter at Highland
menced operation. Licensed for
(FM) Chilton, WHRM (FM) Rib
500 w daytime on 1460 kc, the new
in southwestern Wisconsin and Mountain, WHWC (FM) Colfax
station is an affiliate of Liberty
main studios at Wisconsin U. in and WHLA (FM) La Crosse. The
Highland application asks that call Broadcasting System. Licensee is
Madison is granted, only one staSouthern Michigan Broadcasters.
tion will be needed to complete the letters WHHI be assigned to it.
According to E. H. Munn Jr.,
state's plan. That station is now
Promotion Drive
planned for the Northwestern part
technical director and acting genof the state, to render primary
eral manager, personnel includes
A concentrated promotional camservice to the Ashland-Superior
paign has tried to sell FM to the
Charles R. Palmquist as commerarea, but formal application has
cial manager; James L. Harden,
people of Wisconsin. On July 1,
the state legislature passed a bill program director; Harold Wilson,
not yet been made for its construction.
transmitter supervisor; and John
$154,000 for
"conKunzak, staff announcer.
structing and equipping
additional
The latest station is estimated to appropriating
units of a state broadcasting sysJoseph Hershey McGillvra Inc.
cost $51,500, and it will broadcast
tem as provided . . . including the tive.
is WSTR national sales representawith 10 kw on 91.3 mc. It proposes to operate 16 hours daily and
acquisition of necessary lands."
Mr. Munn, also station director
The legislature also evinced its
will rebroadcast programs aired by
of WTVB - AM - FM Coldwater,
faith
in
the
growth
of
the
service
WHA-FM Madison. Minor portions
Mich., disclosed that a working
by more than doubling the 1951
of the programming may originate
agreement between WTVB and
in educational institutions within
appropriations for operation and
WSTR has been set up to offer namaintenance next year.
the area.
tional advertisers a "tri-state"
Chairman of the state radio comStations in the Wisconsin netcoverage package. McGillvra also
mittee is Professor H. L. Ewbank
represents the group.
work now are WHA-AM-FM Mad-

not

to

be

overlooked--

SPOT CAMPAIGN
Placed After ARBI Stu
TWO TOP Washington retail oi
lets, Frank R. Jelleff Inc. (womei
clothing) and Woodward & Lothi
Department Store, have start
"spot saturation" schedules
WRC Washington. The contrac
both for 52 weeks, were placed
a direct result of a recent Am«
ican Research Bureau Inc. stuc
made for local retailers, whi
showed effectiveness of spot satui
tion.
Jelleff's will use one-minute a
nouncements daily on three shov
plus announcements between 6 a:
7:30 p.m., evening station brea
and two one-minute announcemer
on Sundays. Announcements w
be based on newspaper copy. Tl
is reportedly the first time a loc
retail store has accepted a sp
schedule using the same copy
both radio and newspapers.
Woodward & Lothrop will spc
sor a half-hour program, Frid.
nights, featuring the Guy Loi
bardo Ziv Transcription serii
One-minute spot announcemer
will be used on staggered weel
The Guy Lombardo series sta\
Sept. 7.

KIWW

WHICH MEANS THAT SAN ANTONIO IS
THE HUB OF THE LATIN-AMERICAN MARKET"
North America's greatest Gold Rush will be to reach the
"DOLLAR POTENTIAL" of the Spanish-Speaking people
FOR RADIO

ADVERTISING, FROM SPOT ANNOUNCEMENTS
TO TALENT PROGRAMS . . .
"See a KIWW man first"
Phone F-5254

Joseph Hershey McGillvra, Inc., National Representative
Page 34 • July 30, 1951
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best

answer

to

These six retailers were using the now-famous
ARBI method of checking results: An equal

ANA:

amount of money is spent on the same item at
the same time in two or more media.
Interviewers at the point of sale keep score on
what brought the people to the goods.
Radio

Beats
In LOS AngeleS, Radio brought a greater
number of people to the point of purchase in 5
of the 7 tests these six retailers made.

Newspapers

(Naturally, Radio's total traffic for the seven tests
was higher than newspaper traffic.)
Radio was more effective for these major stores
on the following items:
Barker Bros. : Patio chair

in

5

out

of

7
Bullock's Downtown: Woman's
cotton dress

topper and

Harris and Frank: Man's suit
Oivl-Rexall Drug Co. : Sun glasses
Sears Roebuck and Co. : Refrigerator
os

Angeles

tests

Every Los Angeles newspaper was used at one
time or another in these tests. KFI and one other

**★

station were used exclusively.

Advertising is not bought simply to be
measured

by Hooper, Starch, Pulse, Nielsen,
and the Continuing Study.

We repeat! Advertising is bought to bring
people to merchandise.
And, 5 out of 7 times, Radio brought more
buyers to the goods for these Los Angeles

Advertising is bought to
bring people to merchandise
How

and services.

successfully an advertising medium

performs this function is the best measurement,
the only real measurement

of whether

it is overpriced or underpriced.
**

*

While the radio rate controversy was at its peak,

retailers, who, incidentally, have two clearlydefined advantages in their newspaper advertising
over every national advertiser:
1. They buy newspaper advertising for approximately half what the national advertiser pays.
2. Their advertising, like all retailer copy,
enjoys
higher average readership than national
advertising.
Yet, despite the advantages to newspapers
inherent in a check of retailer advertising . . .
despite Los Angeles' high concentration of TV
sets . . . despite any decline in radio audience,
real or imagined . . . Radio outsold — by a wide

six of the country's largest retailers were testing
Radio in Los Angeles.
They were making a series of Radio vs Newspaper tests in
May, 1951 — when there were already nearly 800,000
TV sets in Los Angeles County alone.

margin — a major competing medium.
This is the best answer we know to the
suggestion that Radio is now overpriced in
television markets.

NBC in Los Angeles • 50,000 watts
Clear Channel • 640 kilocycles
ROADCASTING
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IT OUT
SPELL
FCC THINKS Congress should enact a law if it wants the Commission to require commercial broadcast stations to devote a specified
percentage of broadcast time to
educational programs. The Commission says now it does not have
this authority clearly spelled out.
FCC's advisory opinion had been
promised the Senate Interstate
Commerce Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.) during testimony by
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy a fortnight ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23].
The Senator's proposal drew
quick support during the hearing
from Sen. William Benton (DConn.), the educators' standardbearer on Capitol Hill. Sen. Benton saw in the fixed percentage
idea an alternative to TV channel
reservations for non-commercial
educational use.

Fixing
FCC to Congress on Time
seem
preferable
that
the
change in
The Commission's comments
policy
applicable
to
commercial
broadcast
stations,
which
is
inherent
in a
were presented last week in a letrequirement that such stations devote
ter by Acting General Counsel
a fixed percentage of their time to
Max Goldman. During the heareducational programs, be accomplished
through clarifying legislation.
ing, Chairman Coy had expressed
doubt whether the Commission has
While expressing himself in
doubt as to whether FCC could
the authority to fix a percentage
reconcile the practice of fixing a
of broadcast time. Sen. Johnson
said he believed the FCC could.
percentage of time "with the Commission's consistent adherence to
Mr. Goldman, after describing
the principle of licensee responsithe historical roots of the educability in the operation of stations
tional issue, said:
designed to render a well-rounded
. . . any technical subdivision of the
present commercial broadcast service
service to the general public" plus
that is partially general and partially
censorship prohibition of Sec.
specialized, must be recognized as a the
326
of the Communications Act,
practical matter ... in the nature of
Mr. Goldman said, nevertheless:
a reversal of the statutory policy steadfastly applied by the Commission in
the past.
"An argument may be made,
The creation of a new service to
based mainly upon the provisions
which new rules will apply is not the
of Sec. 303 (b) of the Act, that the
same as the application to an existing
Commission has statutory authorservice of new rules which severely depart from what has become established
ity to exercise this [fixed time
as the
statutory policy applicable to
that
service.
percentage] power." Sec. 303 gives
In view of [this conclusion], it would
the Commission authority to clas-

LAKE

or metropolitan."

MICHIGAt

WSBT

SELLS
A
MARKET
The South Bend-Mishawaka trading area, always a rich and responsive market, is UP. This is the heart of the primary area that
WSBT saturates — with listener ratings above network averages.
The primary area is up in population from 1,577,900 to 1,798,000.
Up in retail sales from $1,435,547,000 to $1,597,850,000 ... In
this important sales area, WSBT is the best loved voice — and the
ONLY voice that covers the entire market. For bonus coverage,
bonus listenership, bonus sales, it's WSBT — the bonus buy!
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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sify stations, and also directs
to
"encourage
larger
and pub)
mc^
effective
use oftheradio
in the
interest," he noted.
Mr. Goldman
"Similarly
Commission
has said.
recently
determir 1
that it has authority to designate chi
nels
use by a television
class of non-comm
cial for
educational
stations.
There is a difference, he poinv
out, between setting forth clas
of stations for a prescribed type
service (aeronautical, industri
educational FM) and in preset
ing percentages of time to sped
types of programs.
Keeping in mind licensee respc
sibility and prohibition agaii
censorship, FCC "has taken the t
tirely consistent position that
will not prescribe any fixed qus
titative program standards for nc
specialized
broadcast stations," U
Goldman asserted.
Interests vary from one local
to
reminded,
the another,
number ofhehours
a day "th
whi
should be devoted to educatioi
programs in any particular co
munity to best serve that co
munity will most probably depe
upon such factors as the educatk
al facilities available, includi
their number and level, and 1
type of community, whether ru:

THAT'S

UP
C85

JTAC STUDIES
Space Problems For F(
POSSIBILITY of getting fuller i
out of available spectrum space :
the land mobile services — and wr
some observers consider eventua
less pressure for conversion of te
vision channels — has been posed
FCC in a request for industry stu
of the problem.
In a letter to John V. L. Hog;
head of Hogan Labs Inc. and cha
man of the Joint Technical Adv
ory Committee, the Commissi
acknowledged the help of JTAC
past allocation proceedings a
asked aid in solving the new si
allocation of the land mobile sei
ices in the 25-50, 152-162 and 41
460 mc bands.
FCC referred the followi
questions to JTAC:
1. Is itandfeasible,
considering
research
developments
in landrec*n
bile radio equipment, further to redi
the separation between assignable f
quencies in the 152-162 mc band, p
ferably to some sub-multiple of 60
such as 30, 20, 15, or 10 kc in order t
stations using improved equipment it
operate on frequencies spaced clo
together?
2. Assuming that it is technics
feasible to produce equipment for i
on frequencies separated by 30, 20,
or 10 kc, will the cost of such equ
ment be greater, and, if so, to wl
extent greater than equipment now
use?
3. Assuming that narrower bai
width equipment is technically i
economically feasible, what are si
gested methods to be followed in
transition from the present 60 kc s>
arations between assignable frequ<
152-162to mca narrower
band?
cies
separation in '
4. In the 450-460 mc band a separat.
of 100 kc between assignable frequ<
cies is presently used. Your comme
on
questions
and 3 are
as pertain:
to the
450-460 1,mc2, band
request
5. With
to application
land
mobilerelation
services,
what are thein '
lative merits of FM techniques throuf
out the range of practical deviat:
ratios compared to the merits of /
techniques under
various single
methodssic
modulation
and including
band?
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We're
that

from

Milwaukee

and

we

want

you
P"

your $ $ $ go farthest on WEM
HIGH
HOOPERS!

PROBLEM:
Milwaukee?

How

to

to see

LOWER

budget

$125.00

RATE!

per

week

in

ANSWER:
On WEMP:*
$108 per week buys 14- 1 Min. or 100-word Announcements
for 52 weeks
5 ti. weekly in the "Coffee Club", 3.5 Hooperating
5 ti. weekly

in the "1340

Club", 4.6 Hooperating

4 ti. weekly in the "Old Timers Party", 4.2 Hooperating
Total Daily— 12.3 Hooperating*
Total Weekly — 57.3 Hooperating

ON

NET STATION

#1*

$122.50 Buys 5- 100-word Announcements for
52 weeks
5 ti. weekly in the Early Morning Show, 6.6 Hoope
rating
Total Daily — 6.6 Hooperating*
Total Weekly— 33.0 Hooperating

s;

Note: cost
Computat
ion beis S203.7S
for 100 perwords on Network
would
week.

Station #|.

For 1 Min

*All Hooperatings based on Oct.-Feb., 1951
Comprehensive using highest individual 15minute strip rating, 8:00 A.M.- 6:00 P.M.

For $50, $75, $100,

Join other
schedules

more,

you

buy

can

times the audience

of Network
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2Vi
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of Network
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national
of
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DEFENSE BONDS
Ad Council Plans Drive Aid
THE Treasury's First Defense
Bond Drive, described as the largest
bond-selling campaign since the
wartime Victory Loan, will open on
Labor day and extend through Oct.
27, officials announced last week.
Plans for the campaign, with radio and television assigned heavy
roles in its promotion, were announced last week at a luncheon in
New York.
The forces of advertising will
again be mobilized by the U. S.
Treasury Dept. "to bring to all
Americans the story of the First
Defense Bond Drive," Elihu E.
Harris, director of Advertising for
the Treasury's Savings Bond Division, asserted.
"Advertising has been the miracle salesman in the bond program,
both during the war and since. It
has created a backlog of almost
$50 billion in Savings Bonds in the
hands of individuals. The total
today is considerably greater than
at the peak of the wartime period."
Through the Advertising Council, all advertising media will contribute to the drive. Agencies serving as the task force include G. M.
Basford Co., handling TV film spots
and business publications (Walter
Mulhall, account executive; Eugene
Reichert, TV) ; Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, for radio network commercials (Paul Gioni, creative con-

W

ITFU

Talking over plans for the coming Bond drive (I. to r.) : John K. Koepf,
associate chief, radio and television, Savings Bond Dir., Dept. of Treasury; Mr. Mulhall; Mr. Harris, and Edmund J. Linehan, chief of radio
and television for Savings Bonds Div.
tact); Schwimmer & Scott, for radio spot announcements (Fred
Vosse, contact), and, handling various other media, Campbell-Ewald
Co.; Foote, Cone & Belding, Albert
Frank Guenther Law, Schwab &
Beatty, and J. Walter Thompson
Co.
Thomas H. Young, director of advertising of U. S. Rubber Co., is
council coordinator and Henry C.
Wehde is council campaign manager. John T. Gibson is the government liaison in the White House.
Special guest-star programs, 15minute transcriptions presenting

M

L

Georgia

announced
the appointment o^

Headley-Reed
a5
exclusive

national

Company

representatives

EFFECTIVE
July
WBML

26, 1951
•

WBML-FM

Affiliated With
AMERICAN
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NBC

CENTER

Has Burbank City Council's 01
WITH all legal steps having been
cleared, approximately 19 acres qj
Burbank (Calif.) city-owned lanfl
which NBC is buying as part r*
its proposed new $25 million WeM
Coast Radio-Television Center, go^Tl
into escrow this week.
The Burbank city council passe ;j
an ordinance last Tuesday clearin J
the way for purchase [Broadcast J

B

Macon,

H

COMPANY

radio, stage and screen stars,
already have been scheduled for
release to 2,800 AM and FM stations, officials reported.
Fairfax M. Cone, chairman of the
Advertising Council and chairman
of the board of Foote, Cone &
Belding, called it the largest bondselling drive since the Victory Loan.
HUELSER NAMED
To ABC Sales Service Post
APPOINTMENT of George W.
Huelser, formerly with DancerFitzgerald-Sample, as radio network sales service manager for
ABC was announced last week by
Charles T. Ayres, vice president in
charge of radio sales.
The network also announced that
Lillian Dishian, supervisor of cooperative sales promotion, has
been advanced to manager of spot
and cooperative program sales promotion in the radio division, and
that William P. Sedgwick, with
ABC for the past year, has been
promoted to sales development
manager for spot television sales
for the network. Both appointments are effective Wednesday
(Aug.
1). post of radio network
In the
sales service manager, Mr. Huelser takes over the duties formerly
executed by Thomas P. Robinson,
who recently was promoted to business manager for network television sales. At Dancer-FitzgeraldSample Mr. Huelser was assistant
timebuyer for the Sterling Drug
account. He formerly was a timebuyer for Cunningham & Walsh.
Baseball Hearing Set
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.)
is slated to testify Aug. 10 before
the House Judiciary Monopoly Subcommittee on baseball's reserve
clause. Hearings are to be held
July 30-Aug. 10. Committee Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) announced last week. Questionnaires
have been sent out to various
sportswriters asking comment
among other things on the question
of baseball broadcasts.

ing • Telecasting,
23" -j
Following
publication, July
ordinance
goes into effect midnight Aug. 2H
With price $263,287.50. Sale musi
be completed by Aug. 31.
Agreement also calls for NBiJ
to notify the city council si: ]
months in advance of its intentio !i
to build. Time specified is to givl
city officials ample time to con
struct a flood control on adjoinin; j
property with NBC to pay 17% ol
cost involved, it was explained.
City-owned property adjoins 3|
acres NBC is buying from Warne ji
Bros, for reported $750,000. Ai
rangement with Warner Bros, als^jj
assertedly involved rental use o]
sound stages and other facilitie J
of the film studio.
NBC Western Division executive |
continue to deny any immediate |
building plans on the approximati.l
50 acres. The agreement witl
Burbank stipulates a radio-TU
center must be built on the land. :
HALLOCK HOFFMAN
Standard Record Head Die:
PRIVATE funeral services fo
Hallock E. Hoffman 55, head o
Standard Record Manufacturing
Co., Pasadena, Calif., were held a
Turner & Stevens Chapel, Pasa
dena, last Wednesday. Crematioi
followed at Forest Lawn Memoria
Park, Glendale. He died July 21
following heart attack at the hom<
of a brother of Paul G. Hoffman
president of Ford Foundation.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs
Frances Cady Hoffman; a daughter
Nancy Lott Hoffman; two sisters
Mrs. Marjorie Bowles of Ranchc
Santa Fe, Calif., and Mrs. Virginia
Germond of Healdsburg, Calif., anc
his brother Paul.
BEAUMONT
& HOHM AN
INCORPORATED
takes pleasure in announcing its selection as
the advertising agency
for

Radio

Station

WOW,

Inc.

including both WOW and
EffectiveWOW-TV
Aug. 1, 1951
Omaha office: J. B. Mayo
638 Insurance Building Manager
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IN THE WEST

Musical

The "Allan Jones Show"
shows

in the Lang-Worth

DAYBREAK

TREES GROW

Productions

on Transcriptionl

is one of NINE

special star-studded

Library Program

they match

shows.

syndication, they are available for sponsor

ship at all Lang-Worth

the BEST

Service. Talent and

production-wise
Through

IN GROSVENOR

member

in commercial

network

stations for local station time

plus a small service fee.
The "Allan Jones Show"
local station NOW

will start mid-September— See your

for time availability.
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St. &

Madison

Ave.

SEVERAL MONTHS ago, when the network
rate cuts were first announced, we editorialized
that the national radio advertising buyers'
strike was caused largely by emotional reasons.
New York advertisers and agencymen had
set out to kiss off radio because they and their
wives and families were spending most of their
time with TV and therefore they jumped to the
emotional conclusion that this must be so
everywhere.
It's easy to see just how wrong that reasoning was when you look at the statistics in a
Broadcasting Trends survey published in this
issue. From May 1950, to May 1951, the
period when the New York advertising folk
were shrugging off radio, local advertisers increased their expenditures in radio spots by
a national average of 14.1%.
We've never known any local retailer who
could afford advertising that didn't pay off.
So the increase of their radio spending must
indicate that they think radio is not only as
good as it ever was, but better — by 14.1%!
Those ornate offices along Madison Ave.
would not exist if hundreds of thousands of
retail stores along Main Street did not do
a healthy
It's about
we Main
suggest,
that business.
Madison Ave.
went time,
out on
Street to find out what goes on in advertising
where it can be measured on the cash register.

InHAS
Godfrey
Don't
IT
BECOME aWe
standard
device Trust
of American press-agentry to enlist popular movie and
radio stars, no matter how unqualified they
may be to speak on matters outside their profession, in campaigns on behalf of political or
economic causes that are suffering a want of
public attention.
Whether the device is good or bad, we fear
it has acquired the status of a fixture in the
press agent's bag of tricks. As a consequence
of their espousal by Hollywood or Broadway
luminaries, a good many weighty topics have
been presented to the public in an atmosphere
containing more glamour than illumination.
A case in point is that of price control and
Arthur Godfrey.
There can't be any doubt that Mr. Godfrey
is a peer among experts in playing the ukelele,
acting as master of ceremonies and delivering
unique commercials. Whether he should also
be considered an expert on international affairs and the domestic economy, despite his
professed tutelage by Bernard Baruch, is
questionable.
To a great many people, Mr. Godfrey speaks
as an authority, a man to be trusted. These
people are not apt to discriminate between
the credibility of Mr. Godfrey as an expert
on Lipton's tea bags and the credibility of
Mr. Godfrey as an expert on price control.
It is Mr. Godfrey's right to believe what
he likes and espouse it in private conversations.
It is not his right, however, to use his vastly
popular radio and television programs as a
platform for his views on questions with
which he cannot have more than ordinary familiarity.
CBS has an unusually able staff of news
experts who can be considered informed on
such questions. If any view is to be expressed,
it should come from them and not from an
entertainer whose training fits him exclusively
for entertainment.
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Cutting TV Corners
BY COORDINATION and team-work, plus
the restiveness of the public for television in
unserved areas, it may be possible to thaw
the great TV freeze of 1948 sometime next
year. Simple arithmetic proves that there can
be no resumption of licensing any earlier.
The FCC last week cut some corners by
deciding that oral presentations can be dispensed with legally. This should save months
of futile talk.
The freeze was imposed nearly three years
ago because the FCC concluded that its original engineering was in error. There was great
tumult over tropospheric interference and the
havoc it would cause if allocations were made
as first projected. So the FCC— in 1948—
stopped the processing lines. That's where
they stand today, with 107 stations in 63 markets. And, in recent months, the word
troposphere hasn't been mentioned.
Whether or not the freeze was justified is
an. argument that gets nowhere. The effort
now is to get the TV show on the road. Any
radical deviations from the approved procedures, any innovations in allocations proposals, could only result in additional delays.
Out of all of the confusion of the past has
emerged an affirmative procedure for resumption of TV licensing. The artificially stimulated
educational reservations are to be coped with
too, but here the solution may well come by
default, as it did in aural broadcasting. There
isn't the money, or even the inspiration among
educators, to take on the obligations of television station operation on anything approaching the grandiose 10% reservations made
under the forced draft of politically-minded
people waving the educational emblem.
The FCC's plan for area presentations and
for priorities for non-TV markets, appears
well-merited. The Commission, as it proceeds,
may find other means of expediting its procedures.
Let's assume there are three facilities earmarked for a given market. There are five
applications. Two of the applicants — with
concededly excellent qualifications — apply for
two separate facilities on a non-competitive
basis. The other three apply for the remaining
channel, convinced they would have little
chance against the eminently qualified applicants— whether newcomers or old-timers.
Under current procedure, the FCC would
force all five applicants for the three facilities
into a battle royal. There would be hearings
and probable litigation. The community would
be deprived of service in the interim. And the
two uncontested applicants, in any equitable
proceeding, should win anyway.
The law, implemented by the FCC's own
regulations, requires the Commission to grant
the applicants who are uncontested, provided
all other requirements are met. It has been
that way in AM from the start. It seems to
us it should be that way in TV. In this
hypothetical case (and there doubtless will
be dozens of them) two TV stations could be
authorized as soon as the freeze is thawed.
The other applicants would go into a competitive proceeding for the remaining facility.
We hope the FCC in its effort to meet public
demand, will re-examine these procedures. By
simply adhering to its own rules, it could
provide greatly needed service to many areas
coincident with the freeze end. It could have
no misgivings about the qualifications of those
uncontested applicants, since obviously they
would meet the Commission's most exacting
requirements, even to the degree that no others
would venture to apply for the same facilities.

BERNARD

WEINBERG

E is sometimes a sure way to sucFAILUR
cess.
Take the case of Bernard Weinberg,
who was advertising manager of the high
school paper during his senior year back in
1924. This lad was told, upon graduation, that
he was "the worst advertising manager" the
school ever had to put up with.
A less courageous soul might have abandoned
advertising forever. Not so Bernard Weinberg. He not only carried on to become advertising manager of the U. of Southern California paper, The Trojan, but is now directing,
as owner-head, one of the leading Los Angeles
advertising agencies, the Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., into its 28th year of business, nine of
them under his hand alone.
Of course he may have gathered confidence
from the reason the teacher had for labeling
him "the worst advertising manager." Interested in the editorial side of the paper, her
complaint was that he sold so many ads they
left little room for editorial copy in the issues.
Not that young Weinberg aspired towards
the advertising profession. He intended to become an attorney. He stuck with these intentions up to his third year at USC. The summer
before his senior year his brother Milton, who
had started an advertising agency in 1924,
asked him to help out during the college vacation. That was in 1927 ; Bernard Weinberg
still hasn't left his desk.
Not too long after joining the agency as
general assistant Mr. Weinberg proved his
abilities from pencil-sharpening to space buying to the point that he was made partner
in the growing agency. In 1942 Milton Weinberg died suddenly of a heart attack; Bernard
Weinberg
then took over complete management
of the agency.
Continuing an agency both in the face of a
personal loss as well as the loss of an expert
advertising man who had pretty well won
the confidence of the industry was a challenge
to the new head of the organization. Mr.
Weinberg met that challenge both with the
valuable training from his brother and through
his own initiative.
Following the pattern set down by his
brother, he has continued to maintain a not
only successful but highly reputable advertising agency in a city overwhelmed by agencies
large and small, reputable and otherwise, by
a simple formula, honesty — for which he says
there is no substitute — and personal attention.
An ad man, he contends, should know his
(Continued on page 66)
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

often-

other

radio

to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-grouing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humboldt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

•

PLUS-Market Case History
Stockton-Modesto
• Population — 327,300, an increase of 56.5%
from 1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income*- $479,821,000,
an increase of 176.4%
• Retail Sales*- $357,807,000, up 221.7%
• KNBC Audience — Week after week, over
four-fifths of the radio families listen regularly to KNBC
*So/es Management' s 195/ Survey of Buying Power

1

* >
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Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
50,000 Watts -680 K.C. San Francisco Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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HEADLEY-REED
Worcester, Mass.

Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WORQ

ROBERT J. SAVAGE elected vice president and named general manager
KLUF Galveston, Tex. He was sales promotion director WLW Cincinnati.
front off
ice

j|gf

THOMAS L. DAVIS, general manager WAAF
as general manager.
CLAUDE

M

ARSHALL H. PENGRA, part-owner and former general manager
WATO Oak Ridge, Tenn. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30] ,
takes over general managership of KGKB Tyler, Tex.
RALPH E. DENNIS, manager spot sales ABC-TV,
transferring to network's TV sales department, as account executive effective today (Monday). With ABC
and its predecessor Blue Network since 1942, he was
eastern spot sales manager and network spot sales
manager before being named manager of TV spot sales
when ABC separated radio and TV operations into two
divisions. DON L. KEARNEY, TV program manager
The Katz Agency, N. Y., will succeed him as ABC-TV
spot sales manager.

Mr. Pengra

FRED N. DODGE, national director, trade extension division The American Weekly magazine, to NBC as director of merchandizing for NBC Radio Network. He has had 37 years
of sales experience, including 15 years with American
Weekly and Puck — The Comic Weekly and previous
service with McManus Inc., Detroit, and Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y.
EDWARD P. BARNETT, manager KWIN Ashland,
Ore., called to active duty with Army, as major.
DOYLE D. SEELY, program director KWIN, succeeds
as manager.

Mr. Dodge
GEORGE A. VOLZ, vice president Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis, named general manager WEW St. Louis, succeeding DANIEL P.
O'CONNOR, resigned.

Good

Morning

... you

bet!

FRAZIER, commercial
Ga., appointed
W. COLLINS
handling local
Frazier will be
station.

Chicago, to WAIT Chicago,

manager WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta.
national advertising manager. JOHN
Jr. appointed advertising manager,
radio and television business. Mr.
in charge of all national business for

ED DAM RON, commercial manager WPKE Pikeville,
Ky., appointed general manager, succeeding HAROLD
KING, resigned.
CHUCK SWEENEY, account executive WCAV Norfolk, Va., appointed sales manager.
ED RANDALL,
account executive WLEE Richmond, and AL TYLER,
account executive WNOR Norfolk, to WCAV, as account executives.
Mr. Frazier

MONTE FASSNACHT named acting program director ABC-TV Chicago
replacing FRED KILIAN, recently resigned to join Young & Rubicam.
WILLIAM WRIGHT, station representative, Toronto and Montreal, has
sold his business to OMER RENAUD & Co., Toronto and Montreal
station representation firm for an undisclosed figure. Wright's stations
include CKAC Montreal, CKCL Truro, CKCR Kitchener, CKMO Van-:
couver, CKOX Woodstock, CHNO Sudbury, CKOK Penticton, and CKMR
Newcastle. Omer Renaud & Co., had only French-language stations on
its roster until acquisition of Wright list. At Toronto, Mr. Wright and
Omer Renaud & Co. will share same offices at 44 King St., W., where
Mr. Wright will continue in business as sales and speech training bureau
for Canadian business firms.
H. NORMAN NEUBERT, merchandising manager for owned and
operated stations division NBC, named manager of sales development,
advertising and promotion for NBC's National Spot Sales Dept. He
succeeds JACOB A. EVANS, recently named manager of radio advertising and promotion for NBC.
EWART M. BLAIN, account executive Free & Peters, N. Y., to CBS-TV
Network sales staff, as account executive.
ROBERT J. CROSSWELL,
Philadelphia.

NBC New York, to sales department WFIL

SIDNEY W. SLAPPEY, assistant to manager and commercial manager
WCFM (FM) Washington, appointed commercial manager WOL Washington.
JIM CAPUTO, advertising department Tidewater Associated Oil Co.,
S. F., to sales promotion staff KGO-AM-TV San Francisco.
PETER MILLER, publisher News Tribune La Salle, 111., and owner
WLPO La Salle, elected treasurer and director American Pictures •Corp.2
FRANK A. (Bud) BEREND, sales manager, NBC Western network,
visiting New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Louis.
March, April, May, 1951
Hooper in Chattanooga
Station
Monday thru Friday
WDEF
Station
B
C
2.0
11.0
7:30 to 8 :00 A.M.
3.2
2.8
2.8
8:00 to E :15
13.0
2.1
11.0
3:15 to E :30
1.4
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B
C
WDEF
12.2
8:00 A.M —12:00 Noon 9.3
33.5%

Station
E
1.0
2.8

Station
D
2.3
3.3
3.1

3.0
E
22.3

D
21.1

1370 KC
5000 WATTS
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
REPRESENTED
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JISTRICT MEETS
NARTB Completing Plans
LANS for NARTB's annual dis»ict meetings, slated to get underay with the District 4 session at
: anoke, Va., Aug. 23, were crys■ ~.i ailizing at NARTB headquarters
ast week.
Selection of staff members by
'resident Harold E. Fellows, who
> ill make the circuit swing, and
be form meetings will assume were
evealed by C. E. (Bee) Arney Jr.,
\ ARTB secretary-treasurer.
Present plans call for active paricipation by Richard P. Doherty,
\ARTB
employe-employer relaions director; Robert K. Richards,
oublic affairs director, and Ralph
;3ardy, government relations chief.
'Messrs.
Richardsfor andthe Hardy
divide chores
serieswill
of
meetings, with Mr. Richards takng part in western sessions and
Mr. Hardy in eastern meetings.
Mr. Richards will address district delegates on such topics as
news, public relations and the annual Voice of Democracy contest.
Wage-hour details, employment in
television and other subjects will
be explored by Mr. Doherty.
NARTB plans to devote one and
a half days of each district agenda
to association activities, with the
remaining half-day of the two-day
sessions to be set aside for BAB
I discussion. William B. Ryan, BAB
chief, is expected to attend at least
i i i some of the sessions, along with
Carl Haverlin, BMI president. Advance interest in the sessions has
been indicated by NARTB associate members, it was said.
Mr. Hardy will stress the active
role being played by NARTB in inj dustry and government affairs,
touching on Congressional legislation and government agency regulations, probably including the recent construction order levied by
the National Production Authority
(see separate story) .
John Hardesty and William K.
Treynor, director and assistant director, NARTB stations relations
department, also will make the district junket, though they are not
formally scheduled to appear on

the official program. They are preparing an industry presentation.
Active participation will hinge on
authorization by the association's
board of directors (see membership story) .
One change in the slate of district forums, which will be paced
at the workshop level, involves District 3 (Del., Pa., W. Va. and part
of Md.). Its two-day meet has
been re-scheduled from Aug. 27-28
at Bedford Springs, Pa., to Nov.
12-13 at Pittsburgh.
NARTB
MEMBERS
12 Added Since July 7
NARTB last week reported the
addition of seven new AM, three
television and two FM stations
on its membership rolls since July
1, bringing the total to 1,437 active.
New AM outlets are KTBS
Shreveport, La.; KCMJ Palm
Springs, Calif.; WLIP Kenosha,
Wis.; KVMA Magnolia, Ark.;
WGCM Gulf port, Miss.; WBCC
Bethesda, Md.; WGET Gettysburg, Pa. TV stations joining
NARTB are WABD (TV) New
York; WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.,
and WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
DuMont Television Network also
was accepted as a member. WGCMFM and WBCC-FM represented
FM additions.
The total of 1,437 compares to
1,459 compiled as of Jan. 19, 1951.
FM dropped off, largely through
the number of FM deletions recorded by FCC, it was explained,
while curtailment of AM memberships was attributed to the
usual seasonal slack. TV station
members have jumped from 43 to
64 since January. Three cancellations, all FM, were reported since
July 1.
Breakdown on total NARTB
membership is as follows: AM,
947; FM, 359; TV, 63; network
TV, 2; network associate memberships, 2, and other associate
memberships, 64.
NARTB also reported it has
received requests from WEWS
(TV) Cleveland, Ohio; WCPO-TV
Cincinnati, and KING-TV Seattle.
Gates Radio Co. renewed its membership.

REGIONAL

FORMED

Upper-Midwest Has 44 Outlets
A REGIONAL group of 44 stations
serving Minnesota, Wisconsin, the
Dakotas and upper Michigan has
been organized as the Upper Midwest Broadcasting System, President Orville Lawson announced last
week. He works out of the Minneapolis headquarters, serving regional or national agencies and advertisers who want to use any number of the affiliated outlets.
Group rates have been set, but
there is "no basic required station,"
Mr. Lawson said. He is former
sales manager of the Great Northern Broadcasting System, and
since 1949 has headed his own
station representative firm in
Minneapolis.
Upper Midwest Broadcasting
System was formed to meet the
change in listening habits which
followed the doubling of the number of "hometown" stations
throughout the area in the past
five years, he explained. He pointed
out that the group is a regional
sales organization rather than a
regional network, "although permanent lines exist between many
of Loren
the stations."
Sorensen is sales manager,
and Mrs. Edna
Brautigam is
*HH.
E
secretary - treasurer.Y!
Minneapolis
offices are located at 933-935 Northwestern Bank Bldg.

Mr.

DOLLARS
WORTH
covered with
ONE STATION
BROADCASTING

the upper chamber's galleries last
year. However, the resolution, introduced in the Senate by Sens.
Allen J. Ellender (D-La.) and Olin
D. Johnston (D-S. C), called for
the same increases to be provided
in the Senate as in the House.
Pay scale is now set at a basic
compensation of $4,700 annually
for the gallery superintendents, D.
Harold McGrath in the Senate and
Robert M. Menaugh in the House;
assistants in both galleries one at
$3,000 and the other at $2,850,
except for an additional assistant
in the Senate at $2,500. Basic
compensation is not the specific
total salary received since there
are sundry cost of living increases
as determined by the Capitol's disbursing office.

Account

Man!

Blue h the Mid-south's
Time Race Program!

Tennessee's Governor Browning says, "It's the
Liveliest Program in the South." Patti Page
says, "It's Terrific" . . . and 3,000 reguests per
week say, "We're buying because PHILLIPS
SENT ME!" It's time to let Phillips send some
your way!
Get Sales on Q ... Others Do!
For Spot or Program Participation
see... WEED!

/Ifas/ice f /$

AM
FM

Million

GALLERY
Salary Raise Signed
UPHILL battle waged for some
12 years by the Radio Correspondents Assn. on Capitol Hill to
place the Senate and House Radio
Galleries in the Capitol on an
equitable salary basis with press
and periodical galleries was
climaxed July 20 with the signing
of a pay measure (S J Res 71)
by President Truman.
Salaries had been increased for
the staff in the House Radio Gallery nearly two years ago but the
Senate failed to raise the scale in

See your time buyer FAST
and Tell Him . . .

'Red Hot and
Greatest Night

300

RADIO

WLBR
LEBANON, PA. . 1000 WATTS . 1270 KC
The STAR MARKET of Central Pennsylvania
JULIAN F. SKIN NELL — Operations Mgr.
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
Telecasting

w
Mr. "Q"
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GIVEAWAY
LAW
Explained to Wis. Group
WISCONSIN'S new law legalizing
radio and television giveaways was
clarified for the Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. by Attorney General
Vernon Thompson and his assistant,
Vernon Platz, at the meeting in
Green Bay July 20. The special
session, called by President Ben
Laird of WDUZ Green Bay, centered on the new law and its interpretation. Mr. Platz, special assistant in charge of crime, was the
original author of an anti-giveaway opinion filed last fall before
favorable legislation was introduced
and passed.
Representatives from some two
dozen stations also discussed the
"high rates" paid the Wisconsin
Intercollegiate Athletic Assn. for
broadcast rights on stage high
school basketball tournaments. Mr.
Laird named John Walter of WJPG
Green Bay chairman of a committee to investigate possibilities of
getting lower fees. Working with
him are George Frechette, WFHR
Wisconsin Rapids, and Hugh Boice,
WEMP Milwaukee. This committee, with others, will report back
to the membership at the annual
meeting in Milwaukee next October.
Special guests at the giveaway
session in Green Bay's Northland
Hotel were Ray Livesay of WLBH
Mattoon, 111., president of the
Illinois Broadcasters Assn., and
Rolland 0. Looper of WHOW
Clinton, 111.
SPORTS FANS
■
in

rely on

Speaking

of Sports

with John A. Cluney
Mon. through Sat. at 6:30
Avery-Knodel will show you
the Pulse survey that puts
John Cluney in the Catbird
seat in Waterbury. He's selling TV, clothes, and cigarettes
in 30,000 radio homes. What
can he sell for you?
W

B

R

Y

5,000 WATTS
CBS in Waterbury, Conn.
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bined. Point out to them th;
they'll have a hard time reachin
the voters if you have to pull yoi
WALKER'S

WARNING
Representative Raps Network Business Habits

A CALL to arms against network
business habits, the ABC-United
Paramount Theatres merger in
particular, and the clear-channel
case en toto was being circulated
among the nation's radio stations
last week by President Wythe Walker of The Walker Co., station
representatives.
In the "preface" to his work —
a' 22-page document titled "The
CCC Boys, the Supermen, the Networks and You," and decorated
with a picture of a contented-looking pig— Mr. Walker set the tone
and text of his alarum :
"I do believe that if you station
owners don't fight back, that you
might as well get a white wig, and
a red bandana, call yourselves
Uncle Tom and get ready to be
sold down the river. (I'll have to
go with you. We'll all be in the
same
He boat.)"
suggested a bid for acquisition of ABC by its affiliates, who
"surely . . . know more of radio
operation than do motion picture
magnates" and who "certainly . . .
have a greater claim [on ABCowned stations' frequencies] than
do movie people."
Urges Action
"The ABC affiliates, their Congressmen and Senators should wire
and phone Wayne Coy [FCC Chairman] not to ask him to disapprove
this sale, just to tell him that they
dare him to permit it!" Mr. Walker
declared.
The networks cut rates, he said,
"because they haven't been doing
a good selling job and they now
hope to attract bargain hunters."
He excepted Mutual.
How far will network rate cuts
go? Mr. Walker offered this answer :
"I think they'll take a little cut
there, a little nip here, then another little bite. . . . It's just like
being
nibbled
death byexpect
sheep."any
Nor did Mr.to Walker
help from FCC.
For one thing, FCC people "are
simply too busy figuring where to
put and what to do with their new
magic lantern." For another, he
said, "through seven chairmanships and 15 years, the FCC hasn't
done one blessed thing to protect
you against the networks and power
C. W. (Wes) Turner
C. W. (Wes) TURNER, who operated the Wes Turner Co., Arcadia,
Calif., engineering firm dealing
with construction and operation
supervision in the radio-TV field,
lost his life while rescuing his
seven-year-old son at Newport
Beach, Calif. Mr. Turner and his
son had been swimming when they
were caught in a sudden shift in the
current. Somehow Mr. Turner
managed to save his son but was
himself drowned. Accident occurred
July 6.

house boys hogging the clear chanStriking especially at networks
"barging into the wired national
spot field," he cited an example
where, he said, a station would
getnels."
$50.46, less discounts, for business placed through its national
representative, as against $7.50
from a network.
Mr. Walker had few good words
for the clear channel group, except
that "they are well organized, rich,
ambitious, and smart." The "clear
channel campers" and "supermen,"
he called them; "minute men," too,
referring to their "patriotic" efagainst "encroachments"
on
U. S. forts
channels
by other nations
under NARBA.
"I expect any day," he said, "to
see Jimmy Shouse, Mr. Quail, and
Victor Sholis * marching down
Fifth Avenue, with bandaged heads,
toting a flag, beating a drum and
blowing a fife — Oh Lord, what a
sight it will be — the spirit of 750
What to do? To stations, Mr.
Walker offered this advice:
"I know, as do you, that all
station owners consider themselves
as rugged
individualists;
but quirks
you're
going
to have
to forget your
and kw."
really organize. You are going
to have to forget any so-called
industry-wide ideals. Forget any
'let's all of us, networks and stations, combine to further our
mutual interests.' Your ideals are
as far apart as democracy and
totalitarianism. Forget NARTB
except as a social society, and get
ready to battle."
He tions
thought
the nation's
staare powerful
beyond their
own realization : "There are more
Congressmen and Senators obligated to some 2,300 AM individual
stations than there are to the handful of network owned outlets com* FOOTNOTE: James Shouse is board
chairman of Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.. which operates clear-channel
WLW torCincinnati;
Ward Quail
is direcof Clear Channel
Broadcasting
Service, and Victor A. Sholis. former
director of CCBS, is now director of
clear-channel WHAS Louisville.

KSWM
JO PL IN
MO.
KSWM, |g
MO
m.
Kansas Cityt^t. Louis

Crack In Ice
plugs . . ."
(Continued from page 23)
initial statements and exhibit
Sept. 4; statements and exhibit
directed against these are du
Sept. 25, while final pleading'
(legal briefs) and requests for ore
presentation or cross examinatio
are due Oct. 9.
Expert guesses now place fina
decision and lifting of the freez
at about February 1952, with a fe\
new stations possibly on the ai
about
fall of
1952. had
* If been
the purl
ora
city-by-city
hearing
sued,
was estimated
liftinjf-'
of
the itfreeze
would havethebeen
de
layed at last until late 1952 o:
sometime in 1953.
Observers continued mindful tha
many new stations, once the freeze m
is lifted, will have to go througl .
extensive comparative hearings
their applications.
The Commission's partial tha.\\
of higher power for exisiting stations, based upon provisions of th(
1948 standards now in effect, undei
certain conditions would :
1. Allow "community" stations
(three authorized) operating 500-^
transmitters with less than 500 «
power output to apply for special
temporary authority to increase transmitter power to that figure, provided
effective radiated power may not exceed 1 kw.
2.
Allow
"metropolitan"
and "rural'
stations operating
5 kw transmitters
at less than 5 kw to file for an
STA to increase transmitter output to
that figure, provided (a) ERP may not
exceed 50 kw and (b) where antenna
height above average terrain exceeds ST.
2,000 ft. the Commission may limit
ERP to less than 50 kw.
One FCC spokesman interpreted
the new provision to mean that
a station now using full transmitter power with a low antenna
might be able through modification
of construction permit to switch;
to a new site with higher antenna
and lower power (keeping same
coverage area) and then secure
an STA to boost transmitter power
to the maximum allowable. The

REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles lo the nearest large
cities, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin.
Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service.
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JO
PLI
LNationally Represented by WILLIAM

N,
MO.
G. RAMBEAU CO. ,
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L'der explained applications for
" Ranges in sites will continue to be
unsidered in accordance with past
PAPER' HEARING
PROCEDURE FOR FCC
blicy under the freeze, i.e. retenlon of same coverage area.
FCC indicated the STAs would
HERE ARE the pertinent provisions of FCC's order adopting its short
<e granted for six month periods
cut plan to expedite "hearing" of city-by-city allocation proposals:
i d would be subject to whatever
5. Upon, consideration of the plead
exhibitssuant tooffered
by other
parties purnanges may ensue from the final i-°-s f>< -A with resnect to the NARTB
subparagraph
b above.
Notice
n's July
the Commissio
petition, Procedure
TV Proposed
^-allocation.
Any statements
or
exhibits
of
issued
13, ind. accordance
with subparagraphsfiledb
written
comments
filed purNo changes in frequencies or in 1951, the
and c above which are not sworn to
to
suant
the
July
13,
1951
Notice,
and
tation classification will be of the record of the pre-hearing conwill not receive consideration by the
Commission.
ference held July 20, 1951, the followranted at this time, FCC stated.
e. The Commission will, upon its
ing procedure
is ofadopted
for
the re-s
own motion, or that of any proper
portion
maining
these
proceeding
Adoption of the "paper" presenthe oral hearings
now1951:
sched- party:(1) Permit any party WHO HAS
ation procedure was voted by the in lieuuled toofcommence
on July 30,
till Commission on Wednesday and
FILED A SWORN STATEMENT OR
a. The further oral hearings in the
EXHIBIT IN THIS PROCEEDING Nl
fsued that afternoon. The order
above-entitled
proceedings
now
schedaccordance with subparagraphs b or
uled to commence July 30, 1951, are
o partially thaw power boosts for cancelled.
c above to make an oral presentation,
in addition to the submission of such
ome existing stations — to which
sworn statements or exhibits, with
b.
Any
person
who,
pursuant
to
para?omr. Robert F. Jones objected in
graph 12 of the Third Notice of Farther
respect to any issue which in the
Proposed Rule Making (FCC 51-244),
Commission's considered
judgment andcannot
. dissent without opinion — was
issued on March 22, 1951 in these prosatisfactorily
disposedbe
and
tdopted by the majority on
ceedings,
has
filed
an
appropriate
comof
without
such
oral
presentation;
ment or opposition with respect to
vVednesday and released early
Appendices
and D of the
Thirdsworn
No(2) Order cross-examination of any
Thrusday.
tice,
beC permitted
to file
person or party who has filed a sworn
written willstatements
or exhibits
fully
statement
or exhibit
this proceedBy noon Thursday two stations
setting out their position in support cf
ing in accordance
within subparagraphs
— WTVJ Miami and WAVE-TV
b or c above, if upon review of the
such pleadings.
Parties
who
have
heretofore fi'«d pvch comments or opposistatements and exhibits, it appears
I^ouisville — had presented FCC
tions may, if they choose, adopt such
that relevant factual issues cannot
>vith requests for power increases
otherwise be satisfactorily resolved.
comments or oppositions, or any def. Any party who has filed a sworn
signated
portion
thereof,
as
their
comjnder provisions of the partial
plete presentation with respect to any statement
or exhibit pursuant to sub:haw. By late Thursday several
is-ne, by the filing of a sworn stateparagraphs b and c above will be
permitted
to
file a supporting brief with
rc'n'
verifying
the
matters
of
fact
set
jther stations were understood pre- out therein.
respect to any matter of fact or law
raised by such statements or exhibits.
paring to file similar requests bec. Any person eligible to submit
6. The Commission will not consider
sworn statements or exhibits pursuant
fore the end of business Friday.
any sworn statements or exhibits, or
to subparagraph
b
above,
will
be
per1 iAmong these were WOR-TV New
mitted to submit sworn statements or any part thereof, filed pursuant to subparagraphs 5 b and c above which
exhibits directed against statements or
| 'York, WHAS-TV Louisville and
WTTV Bloomington, Ind.
Twenty-three applications have
■
hearing (fourth column). The
The Commission's notice gave
been pending for improved facilithe
following
schedule
of
dates
for
groups specified are those listed on
ties for existing TV outlets. Many
■:- 1 ; iof these
the filing of direct evidence state- a geographical basis in the list of
would have to be amended,
- 'n» :
ments (second column); opposition
appearances issued a fortnight
• x It was believed, to qualify under
and
rebuttal
statements
(third
ago,
plusrections
an issuedaddendum
cor■I 3 ,the partial thaw plan.
last week.andLatter
column), and legal briefs or pleadings, and requests for special oral are given in main story.
Adopts Proposal
•nf i
- i The Commission proposed adopSworn Statements Pleadings filed
Parties who have
Sworn Stateor Exhibits filed
tion of the paper shortcut July 13
ments or Exhifiled proper comraph 5 (e)
pursuant to paragsubments
or
opposipursuant
bits
filed
pursu| upon the petition of NARTB
tions and who are
parto
agraph 5(c) suband and briefs filed
ant
to
subparadirected
against
listed
in
one
of
the
| [Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
graph will
5 (b)
graph 5 (f)
above
be
following groups
to parasubstatements
ex- pursuant
July 16, 9]. The formal pre-hearhibits filedorunder
will be filed on
contained in the
filed
on
or
be■K>4 a ing conference on the proposal,
subparagraph 5 (b) or before:
Notice of Order of fore:
above will be filed
Testimonydendum or
r ' held July 20 with over 200 parties
on or before:
thereto.Adappearing, found substantial supOctober 1
September 17
A l'en B. DuMont
August 27
for theweek.
plan, FCC's final order
Laboratories Inc.;
noted portlast
Parties who have
With the exception of Allen B. filed oppositions to
the comments of
i DuMont Labs., Daily News TeleviAllen B. DuMont
Labs.
sion Co., Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co., City Broadcasting Co. and
Groups A-F
Oct. 9
Sept. 25
Oct. 15
Sept. 4
Oct.
1
Michigan State College, "all the Groups
Groups G-M
Sept.
10
Oct.
8
Oct. 22
N-R
Sept.
17
Groups
Nov.
parties part"'cipating in the conferOct. 15
Oct. 295
X-AA
ence supported or did not object to Groups S-W
Sept. 24
Nov. 12
Oct.
22
Oct.
Oct. 81
the adoption of a written procedNov. 29512
Nov. 2619
Groups BB-EE
Nov.
Oct.
15
Oct. 22
Groups FF-II
(Continued on page 5U)
Groups JJ-NN

'M

In Greater

Grand

Rapids

. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

5000 WATTS
NBC
GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
ALSO WFDF, FLINT; WEOA, EVANSVILLE; WFBM, INDIANAPOLIS • KATZ AGENCY
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ent with Appendices A and B, with the
following express exception: If a comment or opposition
Appendices C and D ofwiththerespect
Third toNotice
deviates from Appendices A or B, a
sworn statement or exhibit inconsistent
with Appendices A and B may be filed
pursuant to paragraph 5 above if such
statement or exhibit is inconsistent
B.
with Appendices A and B only to the
extent that the comment or opposition
is inconsistent with Appendices A and
8. Fifty copies of any statement or
exhibit filed in accordance with subparagraphs 5b and c above, or any
pleading or brief filed pusuant to paragraphs 5 e and f above, shall be filed
with the Commission. Copies of such
statements, exhibits, pleadings or briefs
will be made available in the Commission's Public Reference Room. Room
8454, New Post Office Building, 12th
and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C, for use by the parties.
Such statements, exhibits, pleadings or
briefs will be available for loan for
reasonable periods of time upon request in person or by mail. Parties are
encouraged but not required to serve
copies of their statements, exhibits,
pleadings and briefs on all other parties whose interests are affected by
such documents.
9. Statements or exhibits filed pursuant to subparagraph 5 c above shall
be directed to the statements or exhibits of only ONE party, and shall
clearly indicate on their face the party
against whom such statements or exhibits are directed. Accordingly, parties desiring to file statements or
exhibits pursuant to subparagraph 5 c
above, directed against statements or
exhibits of more than one party, shall
file separate statements or exhibits.
11. All statements or exhibits filed
pursuant to subparagraph 5 c above
must be filed not later than 21 days
after the statement or exhibit against
which
commentit isordirected.
oppositionWhere
filed ainparty's
these
proceedings appears in more than one
group in the Notice of Order of Testimony or Addendum thereto, statements, exhibits, pleadings or briefs
shall be filed on the date specified for
the first group in which such comment
or opposition is listed.

the

facilities

of

constitute
the
dominant
ddverti

sing

would sented
have
been inadmissible
if premedium
as evidence
in the oral hearings
in these proceedings. Any party will be
permitted to file a sworn statement or
in the
exhibit pursuant to subparagraph 5 c
above if such party would have been
eligible to cross examine witnesses, or
billion
offer rebuttal, had these proceedings
been conducted orally. It should be
noted that parties whose comments
filed in these proceedings on May 7,
dollar
1951, were by their terms in conflict
with other comments, will be entitled
to file sworn statements or exhibits in
accordance with subparagraph 5 c
above even though specific oppositions
directed to such other comments have
northwest
not been filed.
pacific
7. In view of the fact that the issues
market
raised by Appendices A and B of the
Third Notice of Further Proposed Rule
Making
(FCC
51-244)
are
interrelated
with those raised by the issues to be
determined in the remaining portion Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
of these proceedings, and in order to
permit parties to make a full presentaSales Managers
tion of their cases, the Commission has
decided not to finalize Appendices A
and B at this time. However, sworn Wythe Walker Tracy Moore
statements or exhibits filed pursuant
Eastern
Western
to paragraph 5 above must be consistPage 47
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WPAT

UPS

RATES

Answers TV's Threat
WPAT Paterson, N. J., last week
gave its answer to claims that television is cutting the heart out of
radio.
Operating in the highly competitive New York-New Jersey radicTV market, WPAT announced it
will raise its rates "substantially"
on Sept. 10 and may raise them
again in 1952.
General Manager D. J. Wright
said WPAT's audience is up more
than 25% over 1950 — and that "the
strongest gains were made against
the competition of prime evening
television time." He cited Pulse
figures as proof.
Further, Mr. Wright said,
WPAT's business for the first six
months ran 115.7% ahead of billings for the comparable period of
last year.
"WPAT knows how to live with
TV,"
Mr. circulated
Wright asserted
in a
statement
to advertisers
and agencies. "And to prove the
point, WPAT's strongest audience
increases in the New York-New
Jersey area in the past year are
against TV competition in the evening hours."
The station's new rate card, he
said, will be issued by Aug. 15.
Even after the increase, he reported,
ment rate
ivill"WPAT's
still spot
be 15 announcecents less

KFRE Spot Soars
NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS for KFRE Fresno,
Calif., 50 kw, 940 kc, CBS
affiliate, was up 71% for the
fiscal year which ended June
30, according to Paul R.
Bartlett, president and general manager. This increase
was in spite of an 18% rate
increase last September. The
overall total sales volume increase of the station was over
25%. Summer business, Mr.
Bartlett said, is 100% ahead
of last year in the national
spot classification.
per thousand radio homes than the
oldHerate
1950." figures as showing
citedin Pulse
that "in Bergen-Passaic Counties
(225,000 radio homes) WPAT increased its audience by 20% (1951
over 1950) and has the largest audience of any New York or New Jersey
independent station nine hours every
day and the second largest audience
eight hours every day. ... In these
same vital North Jersey counties
against all New York and New Jersey
stations, WPAT advanced its 1951
ranking in 45 quarter-hour segments,
remained constant in 19, and lost
ranking
in butsample
41." in January, he
In a mail
continued, Essex County produced
"nearly double the combined return
of Bergen-Passaic Counties which, in
turn, paralleled the Bergen-Passaic
Pulse for 1951."

BETTENAND DORF
DAV ENPORT
IN IOWA
AND INEAST
MOLINE
ILLINOIS
more

local advertisers

bought time on Radio Station WOC,
July i, 1950-June
any previous

30, 1951, than in

12-month

period . . .

. . . local advertisers spent
more
WOC

money

for time on

14.4%

during this period,

than in any similar 12-months
Men who buy advertising at the local level . . . the cash
register level . . . know what piles up those black-ink figures on their sales reports. Take your cue from the 215
local advertisers who use WOC. Buy at their cash register
level — you'll buy WOC and you'll find your Quint-City
sales skyrocketing.
Basic NBC

Affiliate

5000 W — 1420 Kc
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, manager
DAVENPORT,
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IOWA

National Representatives
Free & Peters, Inc.

Local Spot Sales
(Continued from page 25)
vision stations reported increases
for 34.3% of stations compared
with losses for 2.9%.
While the television impact on
local sales was a decided factor
the percentage of difference between television and non-television
markets was not as great as some
predictions have indicated. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23].
Local business has increased substantially in television markets.
In the spot announcement classification the number of stations
showing this increase is within
three percentage points of non-TV
areas.
An analysis of the size of stations shows that increases and decreases were almost equally divided between small, medium and
large classifications and between
affiliates and non-affiliates.
L.A. AFRA PACTS
Three Independents Sign
NEGOTIATIONS for cost-of-living increases for staff announcers
at the three remaining unsigned
Los Angeles area independent stations, have been completed by the
local AFRA chapter.
Last three to sign with AFRA
were KXLA Pasadena, whose announcers gain increases to $93.50
from $85 weekly; KGIL San Fernando, with increase to $76.37
from $70, both effective June 1;
and KIEV Glendale, where minimum salaries were raised to $75
from $70 with $5 annual increase
until $90 weekly is reached. Previous rate had been $70 basic pay
with $5 increases to $85. KIEV
increases are retroactive to May 1.
As with other stations, vacations
were increased from two to three
weeks with pay.
Diehm Appointed
PENNSYLVANIA Gov. John S.
Fine has appointed Victor C.
Diehm, president and general manager of WAZL Hazleton, Pa., as
state radio chairman for Pennsylvania Week, Oct. 15-21. Mr. Diehm,
in turn, named the following district chairmen as his committee:
James Murray, chairman, KQV Pittsburgh; Charles E. Denny, WERC Erie;
Charles H. Petrie. WISL Shamokin;
Roy
E.
George J.Morgan,
Podeyn, WILK
WHJB Wilkes-Barre;
Greensburg;
Thomas Metzger, WMRK Lewistown;
John S. Booth, WCHA Chambersburg;
Roger Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia, and
James Chambers, WHOL Allentown.
Versluis Injured
LEONARD A. VERSLUIS, owner
of WLAV-AM-FM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., and his son, Leonard
Jr., escaped with minor injuries
when their private plane, piloted
by the younger Versluis, crashed on
take-off at Harbor Springs, Mich.,
last week.

CREDIT

RELIEF

House Votes For Set-Buyei
RELIEF from burdensome credl
restrictions applying to radio-T'j
receivers, phonographs and othJ
househould appliances was vote
July 20 by the House, which passe
the defense production bill arjj
day.
adopted
a joint House-Senal
conferenceby committee
last Thur:
The provision for radio and T I
sets conforms to that recommendeJ
by the House Banking & Currency
Committee, which voted to easi
credit controls in answer to ill
dustry demands. The Senate veJfl
sion carried relief only for puJj
chasers of automobiles [BROAijj
casting • Telecasting, June 25j
As passed in conference laJ
Thursday, the amended economii
control bill provides for lesseninfl
of the down payment from 25% tl
15% and easing of the maturitfl
payment date from 15 to 18 months!
The House also reversed a|
earlier proposal which would havfl
frozen wages and prices for a 120B
day period from July 7.
Two more road blocks remainei
before the proposal is finalized!
Clearance by both houses and presij
threatened
a veto. Mr. Truman h'al
dential signature.
Demand for outright abolition o|
so-called Regulation W was sough!
during House debate by Red
Wright Patman (D-Texas). He fell
that if it were abolished and peopl<]
use their money to buy TV set!
and other goods, that would releasJ
the pressure on really scarce good:'
andPresident
help "keep
Trumandown
also inflation.']
indirectly
added his voice to that of otherJ
in opposing the relaxation of ana
inflation curbs at this time. In
his mid-year economic report, th<
Chief Executive lashed out at ex]
tremists who would "discard tha
whole structure of inflationary
controls or shoot it full of holes.']
He also told Congi-ess that tha
Wage Stabilization Board is deJ
veloping "fair and practical wage/

policies."

WEVD
117-119 W. 46 St
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director N.Y.I 9
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Nationally-Tested

TV

30. 1951

Newsweekly

Shows

on

Film

Spectacular wrestling matches as only Hollywood can stage them. Red-blooded Main
Events and Semi-Finals with nationally-known mat
stars in 30-60 minute programs crammed with
bone-crushing action. Film-recorded at KTLA, Los
Angeles. Top West Coast TV sports event for
1949-50-51. Now shown in more than 20 markets.

Twice voted "Best Children's TV Show" — 1949
and 1950 — by The Academy of Television
Arts & Sciences. Whimsical puppet adventure serial
— 12 minutes, five times weekly. Highest Hooperated multi-weekly TV show in Los Angeles for past
several years. Now in 22 TV markets. Extensive
promotion and merchandising tie-ups make this
doubly attractive to sponsors everywhere.

Produced expressly for TV! The real Hollywood in 52 timely glamor-packed 12-minute
films, each featuring several Movie Capital personalities athome, at work, at play. Fashions-inthe-making. Movie production secrets. Something
for every member of the family. Photographed by
Coy Watson. Running comment by nationally-known
columnist Erskine Johnson.

offer spot advertisers tested top-rated entertainment at
a fraction of initial production costs. Programs are available to advertisers in one or
many TV markets. Also available to TV stations with privilege of resale to local

gPatamcunfa

FILMED SHOWS

advertisers. For prices and audition prints — write, wire, telephone:
Pauam(U4*U leUaUiOH. PtaductiosU, 9*tc.

Cje0ei>ittion Ji/etuwrk

National Sales Office • 1501 Broadway, New York 18 • BRyant 9-8700
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363

■:

D
I
> :.:

::
m
■
The large, responsive audiences and the remarkable sales recor
being built on daytime TV make today the time for every ale
advertiser and his agency to explore this medium. As these succe
stories from Blair-represented TV stations indicate, important fra
chises are being developed now by those who know media valui
The D. H. Holmes Department Store sponsors the "At Home" sh
over W DSU-TV, New Orleans. They sold $400 ivorth of Johnsoi
Magic Menders in 3 days, then pushed the menders ivith 3 short dc
time TV announcements. Sales jumped 700% within two weeks! si
WTVR

Richmond

televises the "WTVR

Cooking School", spc

sored by Colonial Stores. A "television special" is featured eve
day and sells out consistently; the supply of recipe books ca
keep up with requests; favorable comment

from store manag

is unprecedented.
This kind of daytime action is typical of aU Blair-represented
stations . . .for details call your Blair Ti representative today!

BLAIR
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New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas,
Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Jacksonville
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$7 annually, 25c weekly
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NARTB

ROGRAM

{ELIMINARY review of an instry proposal to adopt a standd of practice governing televi>n's moral and social habits will
t into swing today (Monday)
len the NARTB Television Proam Standards Committee meets
closed session at NARTB headarters.
Heading the committee is Robt D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
leans, to whom many individual
ition operators earlier had subtted station logs for a specified
6-12.
pek,
Out May
of the session is expected to
me a clear indication as to who
11 draft the standards, on mante of the nation's TV broadcasts, and whether the proposals will
anscend standards to emerge as
self-enforcing code for the teleion industry. NBC already has
opted a set of standards.
TV programming issue, precipifted largely on the basis of comJfCf Bints received by the FCC from
bit fa iixious groups, resolves itself into
e question of the licensee's rei onsibility in community affairs.
Possible Course of Action
It
was felt that the NARTB
II 1
oup probably would appoint a
Tbcommittee to work with the
sociation's staff members on the
oposed standards, reporting back
the full committee. The latter
«n would report its findings and
inclusions to NARTB's TV memrs sometime in September.
. | rffjj"'lity
Alsoof hanging
is the
possia survey fire
among
interested
CI I.
■oups to determine specific objecjjjms to present TV programming,
i; the event the committee feels
>ch a survey is needed, it will pass
is recommendation
on to the
■ard of directors. Question arises,
•wever, whether such a study
ould prove of sufficient value to
arrant the budget expenditure.
TV station licensees already have
ken a cold, calculated look at
.eir own programming, conceding
iere is need for constant observaon and improvement in the wake
protests filed with the Commiscn. Industry meeting was held
jne 22 at which time Sen. Edwin
. Johnson
(D-Col.) and FCC
hairman Wayne
Coy cautioned
gainst so-called excesses lest anler Blue Book emerge on the inlecasting

Group

Meeting

Today

STANDARDS
dustry horizon [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, June 25]. A resolution was offered by G. Bennett Larson, WPIX (TV) New York, and
adopted by stations.
Programming standards, of
course, go beyond the most commonly cited — "plunging necklines,"
multi-spotting and objectionable
commercials. Lurking in the background will be the organized threat
raised by educators, many of whom
object categorically to any sponsored fare. Adoption of a set of
standards is regarded, in some
quarters, as an implied challenge
to commercial telecasters to improve their programming, with an
eye cocked to educational fare. A

primemover behind the anti-commercial forces has been the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18]. The Ford Foundation also has been a spur.
Many To Attend
All but two members of the
NARTB Television Program Standards Committee had accepted invitations late Thursday to the special
session. Harold Hough, WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, reported he would be
unable to attend. No acceptance
had been received from Donald W.
Thornburgh, WCAU-TV PhiladelTelecasters
phia.

set

to

attend the

Picked
NCAA'S
TAB promotion of college sports and
SPONSORSHIP of the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s "proadded factor in the selection
vision-riddled" 10-week TV foot(3)Anprice.
ball program will be underwritten
of Westinghouse was also the fact
by Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
"that the company for years has
it was announced last Wednesday,
been closely associated with colwith the network to be selected
leges and universities through inshortly.
tensive training programs, scholarAt the same time it was reported
ship awards and graduate placethe NCAA may undertake a simiment activities," it was announced.
lar "controlled" telecasting plan
Admiral
Hamilton said: "Alin 1952, since it is uncertain that
though all bids would have been
complete results can be obtained
acceptable, the proposal by Westfrom a one-year experiment, and
inghouse answered all the questions
that Westinghouse also is eyeing
better than any of the others did."
next
Individual negotiations will be
mind. year's schedule with that i»
carried out by the sponsor's agency,
Announcement of Westinghouse's
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittssponsorship of this fall's games
burgh, with the home team in the
was made jointly by Admiral Thomtentatively scheduled games, on
as Hamilton, retiring chairman of the basis of a minimum price
the NCAA's TV Steering Commitformula agreed upon by NCAA and
tee, and J. M. McKibben, vice presWestinghouse.
ident in charged of consumer prodIt is expected that some 40
ucts for Westinghouse.
colleges, including those which had
Other Competitors
previously placed a ban on the
In securing rights to the tele- telecasting of football, will participate in the experimental schedule,
casts, Westinghouse beat out bids
which is in effect for all Saturday
by NBC, DuMont and Chevrolet
Division of General Motors, and
games, from Sept. 22, to Nov. 24,
Admiral Hamilton said. Stations in
N. W. Ayer & Son for Atlantic
about 50 cities will be used to
Refining Co.
Basis for the acceptance of the carry the games, and WestingWestinghouse bid was placed by
house will shortly begin negotiations with Pacific Coast colleges
Admiral Hamilton upon three ele- and other
teams in sections not
ments: (1) "The method of recovered
by
the interconnected netsearch of the company, it's ability work.
to meet research problems, and
willingness to make the schedule
The 10-week experimental prowhich presents seven games
flexible"; (2) The public rela- to each gram,
section of the country, with
tions ability of the sponsor in the
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meeting are:
Board members — Harry Bannister,
WWJ-TV Detroit; Clair R. McCollough, W GAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; other members — Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; James
C. Hanrahan, WEWS (TV) Cleveland;
J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta;
Henry W. Slavick, WMCT (TV) Memphis; Davidson Taylor, NBC; James
L. Caddigan, DuMont TV Network.
Participating in the session from
NARTB will be President Harold
E. Fellows; C. E. Arney Jr., secretary-treasurer; Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, research director; Thad H.
Brown Jr., NARTB television manager and counsel; and Robert K.
Richards, public affairs director.

Up

By Westinghouse

three blackouts in each region, will
include, two network games (one
originating in the east and one
in the midwest); two Saturdays
for inter-regional games (east to
midwest and midwest to east); two
Saturdays for regional games
(east and west); and one sectional-regional game (with averof 5 or 6 stations carrying
each agegame.)
Under the NCAA ground rules,
each college is limited to two
TV appearances, one home game
and one game away from home.
Theatre Television, Skiatron,
postgame films, and color television are free from restriction and
are being encouraged by the NCAA
to televise college football games,
Admiral Hamilton said.
Strive for Accuracy
A Westinghouse spokesman said
every attempt to cooperate with
the NCAA experiment, will be
made, in order to bring about accurate results for study.
Colleges of all sizes are expected
to be included in the schedule
which will cover most of the major
teams of the East, Midwest, South
and possibly the Far West.
One of the small colleges being
considered by the agency for sectional regional
sponsorship, is
Franklin and Marshall, in Lancaster, Pa., it was learned.
Announcement was also made
that Admiral Hamilton will con(Continued on page 57)
July 30, 1951
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T BLAST
Hits CBS System Again
APPEARING on the Rutgers University Forum, over WAAT Newark last Tuesday, Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B. DuMont
Labs, took the opportunity to blast
the field sequential CBS system of
color television and recommended
that his listeners purchase only
black-and-white TV sets.
Questioning Dr. DuMont on the
prog-ram were Will Baltin, producer, Screen Gems Television Div.,
Columbia Pictures; Frederick Kugel, publisher and editor, Television magazine, and Robert Compton, staff writer for the Elizabeth
(N. J.) Daily Journal.
Dr. DuMont described the development of color television and said
that "unless color television is completely electronic, it will not be
commercial."
He said he felt that the most
popular television will be black-andwhite for at least three more years,
due to the expense to consumers
for color TV, and he claimed that
the shows that lend themselves best
to color television are travelogues,
fashion shows and gardening programs.
Dr. DuMont asserted that the
field sequential system is impractical; that "the picture is of necessity small," and that one-third of
the detail of electronic black-andwhite is lacking. Loss of light by
a mechanical system of color TV
is another detriment to its acceptability, and the flicker caused by
transmission of fewer pictures results in headaches, Dr. DuMont
said.
He told his listeners that the
FCC decision on color was premature; that at the time it was made,
the mechanical system was "slightly" more advanced, but that further developments in the electronic
system have produced superior results in color television.
Program also was to be broadcast over WDHN (FM) and WCTCAM-FM New Brunswick, WTTM
Trenton, WMTR Morristown,
WSNJ-AM-FM Bridgeton, WJLK
Asbury Park, WAWZ Zerepath and
WTNJ Trenton, all New Jersey.
Checks Films
MOVIES telecast on WTMJTV Milwaukee will be checked
against the records of the
city's Motion Picture Commission to further gear its
programs to "family entertainment." Under arrangement with the commission,
WTMJ-TV will refer to past
feature films for deleted
scenes as
or dialogue.
that
a result "We
. . .hope
our
service to the television audience will be further improved," said Walter Damm,
vice president and general
manager of radio for the
Journal Co.
Page 52
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ALTHOUGH known as the "infant medium," television has been in the CBS
picture for 20 years. This photo was taken in 1930, as William S. Paley
(2d from I), then CBS president, now chairman of the board, checked network TV plans with his technical staff. The following year, CBS opened station W2XAB in New York and started the first regular TV broadcasting
schedule. L to r: E. K. Cohan, CBS technical director in 1930, now retired;
Mr. Paley; H. V. Akerberg, then chief engineer, now vice president in charge
of station relations; G. Stanley McAllister, then chief construction engineer
and now a vice president of Lord & Taylor, New York department store.
CITES REACTION
WKRC-TV Extends CBS Show
CBS said last week that Cincinnati's reaction to its first look at
color television was so enthusiastic that WKRC-TV, which had
planned to carry color only from
July 20 through last Saturday,
has decided to continue the CBS
color schedule for an additional
week.
The Kroger Co., which demonstrated the color programs on
CBS-Columbia "Colorvision" receivers in its stores in the area,
requested WKRC-TV to extend
the schedule until Aug. 4 and Hulbert Taft Jr., executive vice presiFCC HEARING
No Appearance — SMPTE
SOCIETY of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers does not plan
to make an appearance at the forthcoming FCC hearing on "channel
assignments and related matters
for theatre television," Peter Mole,
SMPTE president, .stated in a
letter sent Thursday to the Commission.
Mr. Mole pointed out that as a
scientific and engineering society,
SMPTE is concerned with technical
rather than commercial matters
and that the field of theatre television has reached the stage where
individual organizations appear
qualified to express their own
views. However, the letter concluded, if the FCC requests it,
"SMPTE will assign to its technical committees the task of studying specific technical questions and
will thereafter present to the Commission the technical opinions and
data they can produce."

dent of WKRC-AM-TV, agreed to
do so, CBS reported.
The network quoted Mr. Taft as
saying, at a showing for newsmen, that it was WKRC-TV's duty
to "allow the public living within
our viewing area to see this art
to the extent to which it has been
developed to date."
ART

DIRECTORS

Bigger Role With Color
THE ART director is going to become a much more important man
with the advent of color television
in the opinion of Kai Jorgensen,
board chairman for Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., Los Angeles advertising agency. Mr. Jorgensen has
just returned from an extened visit
to New York where he viewed color
telecasting in addition to examineral. ing the television picture in genWhere the "element of art direction in black-and-white telecasting isalmost entirely neglected,
need for balancing colors and
matching them correctly means
that top grade art directors will
be a priority item for all color telecasts," he feels. He issued a warning to those locally concerned with
commercials and programming to
"start thinking now about how
we are going to adapt our techniques and approaches when color
video
finally
comes here."costs would
Increased production
also come with color telecasting,
Mr. Jorgensen pointed out. It
will require working out of color
schemes for programs. Set decorations, costuming and program
props also become important
factors, he said. "Color TV may be
a great thing, but it's going to
cause many video technicians to
gnash their teeth" he stated.
Tel e c a

THEATRE COLOR
20th Century Signs With G!
PLANS of 20th Century-Fox t(l
present large - screen, full - coloij U
theatre television moved forwarc i
another step Thursday when thti
motion picture company announcec
that an agreement had been reachec i
with General Electric Co. to manufacture TV studio equipment. It
would provide full-color, high-defi-l
nition pictures via the CBS systen:
for the theatre company's Ediphoii
projection system.
The GE agreement
was announced just one week after 20th
Century-Fox had acquired rights: p
to use the CBS field sequential
colorcasting method in its Eidophoi \
large-screen theatre TV reception
system [Broadcasting • Tele- i :
casting, July 23]. The Eidophor:
system, developed at the SwissM
Institute of Technology at Zurich,!:
Switzerland, was acquired in Feb- '
ruary by the motion picture com- r.
pany, which itself plans to produce the theatre TV apparatus.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice presi-Jw
dent of General Electric Co., said'bthat GE engineers at electronics
park in Syracuse will begin immediately to produce the special 1
studio equipment, consisting of a
simplified three-color TV camera
and associated studio gear which, a
the announcement stated, will produce pictures of higher resolution; &
than are available with present TV
broadcast standards.
Program Plans
Program plans for the theatre
TV system include "stage shows,
whole operas, grand orchestral performances and outstanding variety
shows," Spyros P. Skouras, president of 20th Century-Fox, said.
These programs will be broadcast
simultaneously to thousands of
American motion picture theatre
screens, he stated, pointing out
that they will be designed specially
for theatre reception and will in
no way conflict with video protion.
grams produced for home recep-

iutt
iK
BiS
Son

iif:
Engineers of 20th Century-Fox,
working with those of the Swiss
institute, CBS and GE, hope to
be able to demonstrate largescreen, full-color theatre television :
before the end of the year.

1
KLAC-TV

Construction

AT an estimated cost of $45,000,
KLAC-TV Hollywood has completed construction of new projection
room, viewing theatre and dressing
rooms at 1000 N. Cahuenga Blvd.
The projection room, containing 378
square feet of floor space, will
house the station's $100,000 worth
of camera equipment, including two
16mm cameras, a 35mm projector
with oversize magazine, two slide
cameras and automatic card camera. Viewing theatre and dressing
rooms each are 248 square feet.
s11n g
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Gallery, Berg ma nn Shifted
MONT
CHANGES
lit
IE ALIGNMENT of top DuMont TV Network personnel, with Tom
of the Brooklyn Dodgers professional football team and later beallery becoming head of the sports department and Ted Bergmann
came general sales manager of the
.-eceeding him as sales director [Closed Circuit, July 23], was anNew York Yankees, heading the
cunced last week by Chris J. Witting, director and general manager
team's radio and television activi-ii-I the network.
ties. Early in 1949, he left the
Move is the first step in a proYankees to organize DuMont sales.
jam of network reorganization
Mr. Gallery's new appointment
lich Mr. Witting has been planas director of sports will entail the
; :ing since his elevation to the top
acquisition of major sports events
jjetwork post in June [Broadcastfor the network and their sale to
\G • Telecasting,
June 18],
DuMont clients. It follows his han- -nich will also include the estabdling of the negotiations for the
<hment of a semi-autonomous
video rights to the Charles-Walcott
Operation for WABD
(TV) New
fight, which secured the telecast
ork, key station of the network.
for DuMont and the home TV auAppointment of Mr. Bergmann,
Mr. Bergmann
Mr. Gallery
dience, and his organization of the
member of the DuMont sales
video set manufacturers to under3f;-orce since 1947, to the top sales second in command of radio public
write the project. In his new post,
job is the initial step, Mr. Witting
on Gen. Dwight EisenMr. Gallery will take over some of
aid, in a coordinated plan to de- relations hower's
staff in Paris, where he the functions formerly handled by
elop aggressively commercial sup- also had charge
of SHAEF studio
Leslie G. Arries Sr. Mr. Arries
>>rt for the DuMont network
activities. Returned to this country
continues in the department.
imong the top national advertisers
in 1945, he was second in command
md their agencies. Although only of the radio branch of the War
;0 years old, Mr. Bergmann is al- Dept. Bureau of Public Relations in
eady a veteran video salesman,
Washington until his discharge in WRITERS MERGER
credited with handling a major part 1946. He joined DuMont in 1947. ALA and SWG Approve Plan
>f the network's business.
Coincident with the appointment
RECOMMENDATIONS of the
Mr. Bergmann sold the Old Gold of Mr. Bergmann to the top netthird
National Television ConferOriginal Amateur Hour program,
work sales post, Mr. Witting also
ence contemplating a reorganizaannounced the promotion of John
me of TV's
first big in
shows,
tion of the Authors League of
;tarted
on DuMont
1948.which
He
Bachem, veteran advertising salesAmerica, with the Screen Writers
candled the sale of Captain Video
man, to the position of assistant
Guild becoming one of the member
to General Foods Corp., TV's first network sales director. After 14 guilds, were approved Wednesday
l :;ale of five half-hours a week to years in the magazine field, Mr.
at concurrent meetings of the AuH 'a single sponsor. He brought ProcBachem entered radio with NBC,
thors League and the executive
ter & Gamble Co., now the top TV
board of the Screen Writers Guild.
serving
successively
as
account
exnetwork advertiser, into this field
ecutive, eastern sales manager and
Pending reorganization, jurisdicby selling the soap company a assistant to the vice president in
tion over writers for television was
Triweekly series of Fashions on Pa- charge of sales. Transferring to given to a Television Writers Group
ade. And he supervised the devel- CBS, he contacted major agencies
of the Authors League in the East,
opment of Charade Quiz from a in New York, handling the Camel
and to a Television Writers Group
local program sponsored by Whalen
and Campbell Soup accounts, and
of the Screen Writers Guild in the
Drug Stores into two hour-long
West. The national television comthen had charge of the Philadel.cooperatively sponsored network
phia and southern territory for
mittee of the two organizations
programs, Cavalcade of Stars and
CBS for 12 years before joining
retains authority to handle all negoCavalcade of Bands.
DuMont in August, 1949.
tiations, with all former jurisdicDuring the war, Mr. Bergmann
tional authorities over television
Gallery's transfer from sales
served with the rank of captain as to Mr.
sports returns him to a field in rescinded. The league will service
which he has been active since his East contracts, the guild in West.
Announcement of the agreement
motion picture acting days immeINS SERVICE
diately
following
World
War
I.
was
made jointly by Oscar HamStarts TV Wire Unit After promoting and managing
merstein 2d, president of the Authors League, and Earl Tunberg,
A NEW wire service for TV sta- large scale events on the West
( tions was announced last week by Coast, he moved east as manager
president of SWG Guild.
International News Service, which
said that in conjunction with the
- IXS-Telenews
daily newsreel it
j now offers "the world's first complete basic news service for television."
The new teletype circuit will
transmit up-to-the-minute scripts
KM I for use with the newsreel film, INS
. explained. The teletype is entirely
separate from the regular INS radio-newspaper circuits.
Summaries of latest news developments also are planned, to round
out complete 15-minute newscasts
for broadcasting by the local commentator on television.
"This is the initial step toward
eventual establishment of roundthe-clock television news service
geared exclusively to the special
needs of TVnouncement said.stations," the anINS spot news photos also are
available as a supplement.
Telecasting
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Drawing of the Television Center (see DuMont story

tips Incense Sales
RISE in sales of incense
closely parallels increased
distribution of television sets,
according to L. V. Radkins,
president of Hindu Incense
Mfg. home
Co., Chicago.
"People
stay
more often
and
have more guests in their
homes than they did before
television became standard
household equipment," Mr.
Radkins said. "They want
the fragrant atmosphere provided bv incense."
N.Y. TV CENTER
DuMont Details Announced
DETAILS of the DuMont Television Center into which New York's
old Central Opera House on East
67th St. is now being converted
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Jan. 15] were disclosed last week
by Chris J. Witting, director and
general manager of the DuMont
TV Network. The network expects
to utilize a portion of the sevenstory building for program originations by Oct. 1, he said.
The two million cubic feet of
space in the Television Center will
provide the network with five studios for live telecasts, including a
main studio 180 feet long by 70 feet
wide, said to be among the largest
in the East and capable of mounting the most elaborate video programs. Two more studios in the
building will be used for coordination of film and remote programs.
In addition, DuMont will concentrate there
all of asthewell
network's
technical
facilities
as its
engineering and program staffs.
The technical facilities will include
master control, Teletranscription
recording facilities, technical stock
room and maintenance stock room.
The exterior of the DuMont Television Center will be styled in keeping with the medium it is designed
to serve. Green tile, in which the
DuMont identification will be imbedded, will provide the first floor
outer walls, surmounted for the
rest of the seven-story facade by
white marble and limestone, unbroken save for a free form design
and rows of windows.
William T. Meyer, architect, designed the plans for converting the
former Opera House. The DuMont
engineering staff, under Rodney D.
Chipp, laid out and is supervising
the installing of equipment, of the
most modern DuMont design.
Thompson Starrett Co. is doing the
construction.
The new Center, for more than
two years in the planning stage,
will be completely functional, Mr.
Witting pointed out. The Center,
he said, will incorporate a number
of features designed to cut program production costs, such as the
construction of permanent sets
which, with superficial changes,
can be utilized in a number of
ways. The space is being laid out
for maximum use and to allow
directors the greatest freedom.
July 30, 1951
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Crack In Ice
(Continued from page U7)
ure in lieu of further oral hearings," FCC stated. Those taking
exception, it was pointed out, "objected to any procedure which
would preclude them from presenting oral testimony in these proceedings."
FCC also received numerous additional comments generally supporting its shortcut procedure, the
Commission said.
Meanwhile, at a meeting Wednesday of New Jersey's Congressional representatives called by
Sen. H. Alexander Smith (R-N.J.),
the entire House delegation unanimously approved a resolution protesting FCC's failure to allocate
any educational channels in New
Jersey and asking oral hearing.
The move came when it was learned
FCC planned the paper procedure.
The petition by Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc., filed in late
June and seeking presentation of
its data by paper, was dismissed as
moot.
Appearances Corrected
Among the corrections to the list
of appearances by geographic
group, the Commission added to
Group A a counter-proposal at
Honolulu by Pacific Frontier
Broadcasting Co. and a supporting
comment for FCC's plan by the
Puerto Rican Dept. of Education,
San Juan.
The correction also noted the
Joint Committee on Educational
Television "has filed a comment- in
this proceeding which supports
each channel reservation for noncommercial educational stations
proposed" by FCC's "third notice."
FCC said JCET's name "should
be added to each group containing
a city in which the Commission
proposes to reserve a channel for
noncommercial educational use.
Where cities in which the Commission proposes to reserve channels
are not listed in the Order of Testimony, the name of the Joint Committee should be added to each
group which first contains the
states in which such cities are located."
Termed the "Fifth Report and
Order of Commission," the notice
on partial thaw of power boosts
outlined the three-year history of
the re-allocation problem. The
notice explained that following the
freeze order of Sept. 30, 1948, FCC
determined not to grant any applications for new facilities, excepting some on a case-to-case basis
for modification of existing construction permits depending on the
extent to which they were affected
by the issues in the re-allocation
proceeding.
The notice pointed out that since
December 1948 "the Commission
>>as clarified its intentions concerning the 'case-to-case basis' . . .
Tn passing on these applications,
the Commission has not granted
applications for modification of
construction permits where such
a-rants would result in increased
coverage over that resulting from
the effective radiated powers and
antenna heierhts specified in the
applicants' authorizations outetaridPage 54 • July 30, 1951

ing on Sept. 30, 1948, the date of
the Commission's 'freeze' order."
The notice added the Commission
"has granted requests for lower
powers and increased antenna
heights which would result in
coverage not in excess of that
existing on the 'freeze' date. It has
not granted increased powers and
lower antenna heights since such
increased power involved questions
of increased tropospheric interference. It has issued partial
grants in accordance with the above
The Fifth Report reviewed the
partial
policy." thaw proposals of the revised allocation plan issued in late
March. This included proposals
for new grants in the U. S. territories and some UHF grants in the
U. S. in addition to power boosts
for some existing VHF stations.
"In advancing the above proposals for a partial lifting of the
'freeze'," the Fifth Report exCommission
nized thatplained,
the"thefactors
which recogcalled
for a continuance of the 'freeze' on
the construction of new VHF television stations in the United States
were not the same, in all respects,
as those relating to the Territories,
the UFH band, and increased power
forThe
existing
stations."stated that in
Commission
suggesting the possibility, in the
revised allocation plan notice, of
permitting increased power for existing stations "we recognized that
this might be accomplished without encountering problems such as
those which would arise if we permitted new stations to be constructed in areas having no service
at present.
"Without prejudice to those areas
not now having stations, we would
be providing for a better service
to the public from existing stations and would be creating a situation in which, as a general matter,
existing stations could operate on
a more nearly equal basis from the
viewpoint of coverage — a condition
which would contribute materially
to the healthy development of the
new television industry."
Of the 700 comments filed by
parties pursuant to the Third Notice
of late March, FCC said, only two
comments opposed the proposal to
increase power of existing outlets
and "neither . . . advanced a single
reason as to why the proposal
should not be effectuated." FCC
identified the comments as from
WXGI Richmond, Va., and WKYW
Louisville, Ky.
From a review of the many comments and oppositions on file respecting the Third Notice, FCC
said it did not believe it "to be advisable at this point in the proceeding to permit increases to the
power specified in Appendix A."
FCC's notice specified the following considerations will be applicable to such requests for special
temporary authority:
(a) Community
areof permitted, pursuant tostations
Sec. 3.603
the
Commission's
Rules,
to
operate
with ofa
maximum effective radiated power
1 kw and with an antenna height of
500 feet above average terrain. The
Commission will consider requests by
existiner community stations (three in
number) operating 500 watt transmit-

EXISTING TV STATIONS
With Transmitter Operating Powers and Antenna Heights

HERE is a state and city listing of the 107 existing television station
showing their present transmitter powers and antenna heights abo<
average terrain. Unofficial notations are included in some cases to sho
community stations and transmitter ratings where different.
■WHBF-TV, 2.36 kv
Birmingham, Ala.— WAFM-TV, 5.0
Rock Island. 111.kw, 875 ft.; WBRC-TV, 4.06 kw, 531 ft. 370Bloomington,
ft.
Ind. — WTTV, 1.0 ki ,
Phoenix, Ariz.— KPHO-TV, 5.0 kw,
(rated 1 kw), 215 ft.
400 ft.
Los Angeles, Calif .— KECA-TV, 5.0
Indianapolis, Ind. — WFBM-TV,
428 ft.
kw,
3,041 ft.;5.0KFI-TV,
5.1 kw,
ft.; kw,Davenport,
KLAC-TV,
kw, 2,955
ft.; 3,100
KNBH,
Iowa— WOC-TV, 5.0 kw
2,97 kw, 3,015 ft.; KTSL (KNX-TV),
350Ames,
ft. Iowa— WOI-TV. 4 14 kw. 560 f1 V
1.1 kw, posite980rated ft.;
KTLA,2,921
8.0 ft.;
kw KTTV,
(com8.0 kw),
Louisville. Ky.— WAVE-TV, 1.37 kw *
5.0 kw, 2,345 ft.
510 ft.; WHAS-TV, 0.89 kw. 529 ft.
New
710Sanft. Diego, Calif .— KFMB-TV, 5.0 kw, 390 ft. Orleans, La.— WDSU-TV, 5 0 kw
Baltimore, Md.— WAAM-TV, 5.0 kw
San Francisco, Calif.— KGO-TV, 5.0
529 ft.; WBAL-TV, 5.0 kw. 540 ft.
kw, 1,261 ft ; KPIX, 4.9 kw, 540 ft.; WMAR-TV.
4.83 kw. 405 ft.
KRON-TV, 5.0 kw, 1,325 ft.
New Haven, Conn.— WNHC-TV (comBoston.
Mass.—5.0WBZ-TV,
ft.;
WNAC-TV.
kw, 500 5.0
ft. kw, 64'
munity), 0.6 kw (rated 0.5 kw. ERP
Detroit, Mich.— WJBK-TV. 5.0 kv
1.82 kw), 510 ft.
485 ft.; WWJ-TV, 3.35 kw, 660 ft
Wilmington,
5.0 kw, 485 ft.
munity). 0.392Del.
kw — WDEL-TV
(ERP 0.476 (comkw), WXYZ-TV,
Grand Rapids, Mich.— WLAV-TV. 3 :
480 ft.
kw,
490
ft.
Washington, D. C.-WMAL-TV, 5.0
Mich.— WKZO-TV, 2.5;
500 ft.
kw, 515 ft.; WNBW, 5.0 kw, 330 ft.; kw,Kalamazoo,
WTOP-TV, 5 0 kw, 460 ft.; WTTG, 5.0
Lansing,
Mich.
— W JIM-TV, 5.0 kw3H
310 ft,
kw, 587 ft.
Jacksonville,
Fla.
—
WMBR-TV,
5.0
kw,
Minneapolis,
Minn
— KSTP-TV. 5.C
440 ft,
560 ft.; WTCN-TV, 5.0 kw, 490 ft m
Miami, Fla.— WTVJ, 0.44 kw, 306 ft. kw,Kansas
City, Mo.— WDAF-TV. 5.0:;
Atlanta, Ga.— WAGA-TV. 3.4 kw, 531 kw, 745 ft.
ft.; WSB-TV (Channel 8), 5.0 kw, 545 ft. ft. St. Louis, Mo.— KSD-TV, 5.0 kw, 530", ■oti
Chicago, 111.— WBKB, 2.8 kw, 650 ft.;
Omaha. Neb— KMTV. 3.53 kw, 591
WENR-TV, 4 42 kw, 660 ft.; WGN-TV,
Ms
WOW-TV, 4.7 kw, 590 ft.
1.93 kw, 585 ft.; WNBQ. 4.69 kw, 595 ft. ft.;Newark,
N. J.— WATV, 5.0 kw, 595 ft.
N. M.-KOB-TV, 5.0
kw,Albuquerque,
48 ft.
ters with less than 500 watts power output for special temporary authority to kw,Binghamton,
855 ft.
N. Y. — WNBF-TV, 2.50ft'
increase transmitter power output to
Buffalo, N. Y. — WBEN-TV,
5.0 kw. a, t
that figure, provided that the effective
radiated
power
may
not
exceed
1
kw.
335
ft.
New York— WABD, 4.0 kw (rated 4|S:
Transmitters of more than 500 watts
kw), 640 ft. (old site); WCBS-TV, 1.875
rating will not be authorized.
kw,
910 ftft.;(old
site);1.42WJZ-TV,
kw, 1,378
WNBT,
kw. 1,4450.815
ft.: :
(b) Sec.
3.604 metropolitan
of the Commission's
WOR-TV, 2.04 kw, 975 ft.; WPIX, 3.5
„ permits
toRules
operate
with effective
radiated stations
power
kw,
560
ft.
(old
site).
not in excess of 50 kw with antenna
Rochester, N. Y.— WHAM-TV, 3.81 HI!
height of 500 feet. However, under the kw, 497 ft.
provisions of said Section, antenna
Schenectady, N. Y. — WRGB, 5.0 kw. 1
heights in excess of 500 feet are per- 832 ft.
missible but such grants may be subSyracuse, N. Y.— WHEN, 2.78 kw, 380 *
ject to reduced effective radiated
WSYR-TV, 4.45 kw, 640 ft.
power "so that the coverage (within ft.;Utica,
N. Y.-WKTV, 2.25 kw, 830 ft. inf
the 5000 uv/m
contour)
shall
be
subCharlotte, N. C.-WBTV,
5.0 kw, He
stantially similar to that which would
1.110 ft.
be provided by 50 kilowatts effective
Greensboro, N. C— WFMY-TV, 0.5 . ,
radiated peak
and rule
a 500 foot
an- kw (rated 0.5 kw), 470 ft.
tenna." power
Under this
antenna
Cincinnati, Ohio.— WCPO-TV, 4.4 kw, c k
heights in excess of 500 feet have been 695 ft.; WKRC-TV, 5.0 kw, 650 ft.; tee
authorized, but the Commission has WLWT. 5.0 kw, 670 ft.
until now limited effective radiated
Ohio— WEWS. 5.0 kw, 640
power so that the reduced power and ft.;Cleveland,
4.2 kw, 620 ft.; WXEL, 4.1 w
increased antenna height would provide kw. WNBK,
725 ft.
equivalent 5000 uv/m coverage. The
Columbus, Ohio— WBNS-TV, 0.5 kw
Commission now will consider requests
(rated
5 kw), 485 ft.; WLWC, 5.0 kw,
by metropolitan stations operating 5 455 ft.: 0WTVN,
1.52 kw, 545 ft.
lit
kilowatt transmitters at less than 5
Davton, Ohio— WHIO-TV. 5.0 kw. 570
kilowatt power output for special tem- ft.: WLWD, 2.95 kw (rated 3 kw), 490 ft.
porarypowerauthorization
increase
mitter
output toto that
figure,transpro- ft. Toledo, Ohio— WSPD-TV. 5.0 kw, 524 it
vided (1) the effective radiated power
Oklahoma City— WKY-TV, 3.85 kw, -|__. .
may not exceed 50 kilowatts and (2),
ft.
where antenna heights exceed 2000 feet, 935Tulsa,
Okla.—
KOTV. 4.76 kw, 480 ft. l im-i.
the Commission may limit effective ra- kw).
Erie,165Pa.—
ft. WICU, 0.333 kw (rated 0.5
diated power to less than 50 kilowatts.
Johnstown, Pa.— WJAC-TV, 3.5 kw,
(c) Sec.
3.605forof rural
the stations
Commission's
Rules
provides
serv- 1,120 ft.
ing areas more extensive than those
Lancaster,
— WGAL-TV
bt
served by metropolitan stations, where
nity). 0.277 kwPa. (ERP
1 kw), 260(commuft.
the additional areas served are prePhiladelphia. Pa.-WCAU-TV, 4.41
dominantly rural in character. This kw. 670 5.0ft.;kw,WFIL-TV,
720 ft. 5.0 kw, 650 ft.:
rule does not limit the powers and WPTZ.
antenna heights of such stations and,
Pittsburgh, Pa — WDTV. 5.0 kw, 818 ft.
R. I. — W JAR-TV, 5.0 kw,
priorfortoweretheconsidered
"freeze," applications
there- 615Providence,
ft.
on a case-to-case
basis. The Commission will consider 640Memphis,
Tenn.-WMCT,
5.0 kw,
ft.
requests by rural stations to use the
Nashville, Tenn.— WSM-TV, 3.02 kw.
same power proposed for metropolitan
680 ft.
stations in subparagraph "(b)" above.
Tex.— WFAA-TV. 5.0 kw. 350
(d) Grants made in accordance with ft.;Dallas,
KRLD-TV, 2.52 kw. 465 ft.
|
the
provisions
of
subparagraphs
"(a)",
Fort
Worth,
Tex — WBAP-TV, 5.0 kw,
490
ft.
"(b)" and "(c)" above will be issued
subject to the condition that they are
Houston, Tex.— KPRC-TV, 5.0 kw, t
without prejudice to any determination
which the Commission may hereafter 502San
ft.
Tex.— WOAI-TV, 5.0 I
mak*- with respect to outstanding pro- kw. 480 Antonio,
ft.; KEYL, 50 kw. 440 ft.
posals concerning Appendices A, B, C
and D of the Third Notice.
Salt Lake City, Utah— KDYL-TV. 1.2
kw (rated
kw), 435
minus
TV.
5.0 kw, 1.2minus
ft. 500 ft.: KSL(e)
Special
temporary
authorizations
issued pursuant to the above reouests,
Norfolk.
Va.—
WTAR-TV,
4.96 kw,
367 ft,
and extensions thereof, will be limited
to periods not in excess of six months.
Richmond,
Va.-WTVH,
3.53 kw,
(f) Applications
bv stations
for 430 ft.
changes
in their classification
will not
Seattle,
Wash.—
KING-TV,
5.0 kw,
410
ft.
be granted.
The FCC order amended Sec.
Huntington,
W.
Va.—
WSAZ-TV,
3.6
kw. 590 ft.
1.371 of its rules to effect the
Milwaukee,
Wis.—
WTMJ-TV,
5.0
kw,
320 ft.
partial thaw.
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At

abc,

nbc

lABtT-IATSl
BATTLE
:C and NBC last week became arenas for the battling NABET and
damages to be requested has not
TSE unions. NABET prevented an IASTE camera crew from enter- been stated as yet.
: ABC Television Center, Hollywood, to film the Life With Linkletter
Isidore Lindenbaum, president,
dvt, and served notice to NBC that similar action would be taken if it Filmcraft Productions, which has
contracts for filming both NBC
empted to used IATSE crews for *
r.ing the Groucho Marx and Walradio and television organizing comprograms, would
announced
O'Keefeat
mittee (AFL) is continuing its program
O'Keefe shows, scheduled in the
not bethefilmed
ar future.
NBC, but at an outside studio. Aug.
"look before you leap" campaign
10 date for shooting of the Marx
Trouble started when John Gueamong workers on behalf of member unions IBEW and IATSE and
Productions rented a studio at
program at NBC is still being
5 ABC Television Center for has issued additional folders pointmaintained, however, with hope
that the union situation will be
ing out why radio and TV men
ooting the Linkletter film and
should join or stay with an AFL
cleared up by then. Guedel plans
: ught its own camera crew comsed of IATSE members. NABET
shooting the next program Aug. 6,
union
as
opposed
to
CIO's
NABET.
lich holds a contact with ABC
but has not decided whether it
On the other side, NABET
will be on film or kinescope.
well as NBC, told the former
spokesmen have issued statements
twork executives that if IATSE
what is termed a "smear
meramen were brought in, against
campaign" by AFL against Roy
National Shoe Adds
ABET engineers and technicians
Tindall, formerly IBEW business
juld be pulled off the lot. IATSE
manager and now national repreNATIONAL Shoe Stores, through
sentative for NABET.
presents a majority of the camEmil Mogul Co., New York, last
amen at motion picture studios.
Mr. Tindall told Broadcasting • week announced it will increase its
Telecasting he plans libel action
Union Alternatives
overall advertising appropriation
for the last six months of 1951.
against the AFL Los Angeles
Short of using NABET cameraThe firm, which will resume its
Central Labor Council's radio and
en, the union offered ABC and
organizing committee, its television program, Time For AdBC alternatives of making kine- television
venture, over WNBT New York,
officers, member unions and others,
opes, or filming the shows elseis planning to increase its radio
here with cameramen of their for pamphlets issued charging him
time allotment in the New York
aoice. Guedel took the first alter- with leftist activities and responmetropolitan area and add to its
sibility
for
a
Hollywood
motion
j native, using NABET men, only
» meet with refusal when the firm picture studio strike. Amount of schedule of stations in other areas.
tempted to have the film pro?ssed. Processors are IATSE
NSTP Talks To
iembers. Shooting of the program
Film Group
; now at a standstill awaiting disLABOR
CONTRACTS
cissions with the sponsor, Green
•iant Co., Minneapolis, and settlelent of the union problem. Show
slated for telecasting on ABCV this fall.
A similar situation exists at
^BC where Filmcraft Productions
.as scheduled to film a pilot strip
f Walter O'Keefe in Who Do You
Vant To Be? last Saturday and is
hooting Groucho Marx You Bet
''our Life about Aug. 10.
Meantime, pamphlets continue to
low to confused radio and TV
workers from both IATSE (AFL)
nd NABET (CIO) camps. Los
Angeles Central Labor Council's
KFI-TV STRIKE
Another Layoff Reported

FIVE-MAN committee representing leading members of the National
Society of Television Producers, Los Angeles, was to have been named
late last week to meet with representatives of film unions for the purpose of working out standard industry-wide labor contracts.
Committee was to be appointed
by Louis D. Snader, head of Snader
television industry to flourish on
Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, the West or East Coast." He furand president of the producers
ther expressed the hope that the
unions would take into consideragroup.
Authorization of the committee
tion budget differences between
was made at the NSTP regular
television and motion picture production.
monthly meeting which also saw
the adoption of a Code of Ethics for
Code of Ethics
the industry. Concurrently, MarIn
general,
the Code of Ethics,
tin Mooney was approved as code
which provides for self-censorship
administrator.
Following its establishment, the within the television industry itself, rules against the production
labor committee will meet immeof
any
TV program that tends to
diately to study television labor
"lower the moral standards of the
practices, and make recommendaviewer, ridicule any law, either nations for a "fair and equitable"
tural, spiritual or man-made, or in
plan of procedure. The group then
any way violate acceptable standplans to meet at the earliest opporards of good taste or tends to contunity with the film union committract the American way of living."
tees to begin contract negotiations.
Code further contains provisions
Mr. Snader stated that several
crime, race, naunions which he had contacted in- covering brutality,
tionality, sex, religion, obscenity
formally had indicated willingness
and other questionable subjects.
to cooperate in the plan which
Included are rulings against the
would eliminate the necessity for
showing of brutality and horror with
separate negotiations by individual
reference to murder; use of liquor;
producers with each union. Future
of racial types so as to provoke ridiunion negotiations by any producer
cule or embarrassment. It further
member will be referred back to rules that all religions, religious ceremonies and dignitaries should be
the special labor committee, it was
indicated.
treated with dignity and respect; that
undue exposure of the human form
Mr. Snader, expressing the de- "to
the extent often seen in night
sire of the association to "estabclubs," suggestive dances emphasizing
lish equitable rates, salaries and
"indecent" movements, and scenes of
working conditions," stated the passion, seduction and rape should be
avoided. Code further ordains that
group's opposition to "featherbedding" or any labor practice or all programs not suitable for chilunion condition which "makes it
dren's viewing should be scheduled
impossible or impractical for the for telecasting after 9 p.m.

KFI-TV Los Angeles staff suffered one more casualty as a result of the 17-week-old strike being staged against it by Television
Authority when Bud Coulson, head
of publicity, was dropped from the
payroll. Mr. Coulson's discharge
followed layoff of 14 other staff
members from several other departments earlier in the same
veek [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 16].
Approximately 47 employes remain at the station. The outlet
also has suffered loss of about 30
lours since inception of the strike,
subsisting mainly on film in the
remaining hours. Still no talks are
^eing held between the union and
the station, both sides awaiting
FCC transfer decision on the General Tire & Rubber Co. purchase of
the Earle C. Anthony-owned outlet.
Telecasting
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MIDWEST
RWG
Irate Newsmen Leave CIO
BASIC conflict in philosophy between the AFL and the CIO deepened in Chicago last week as members of the midwest region of the
Radio Writers Guild decided to
withdraw from the AFL union and
affiliate with the National Assn.
of Broacast
nicians (CIO).Engineers & TechRWG newswriters at NBC
(WMAQ-WNBQ (TV)), voted
unanimously to join NABET because of dissatisfaction with the
New York region's "highhandedness" and failure of the headquarters office to consult with the midwest members on important union
matters. Writers in newsrooms
at CBS (WBBM) and ABC
(WENR-AM-TV) planned to vote
on the measure over the weekend.
The split in RWG which developed between the East and Midwest groups was aggravated by
the announced stand of the New
York members in defense of those
among them accused of subversion
and disloyalty. Midwest members,
who claim their dissenting opinion
was not considered, took the stand
that defense of members is a union
obligation under ordinary circumstances, but should not be stretched
to cover persons of known affiliation with disloyal organizations.
NABET spokesman said the
newswriters are "welcome" in the
union because of NABET and
CIO's overall campaign to organize
"everyone" in radio and TV stations and networks "except musicians and talent." The CIO organizational campaign, which begins
shortly, will be beamed at all other
employes, including stenographers,
janitors, elevator operators, salesmen and vice presidents, he explained.

City
nartb district meeting
Aug.
schedule
Dates Dist. Hotel
4 Roanoke
Roanoke, Va.
Sept.
23- 24
Syracuse
Syracuse
10- 11
111.
Book
Cadillac Detroit
13-14
Moraine-onHighland
Park
17-18
the-Lake
Radisson
Minneapolis
Blackstone
Omaha
Wichita
Broadview
24-4- 256
27-28
20-21
Oct.
Utah
Salt Lake City
Davenport Spokane
Mark Hopkins San Francisco
11- 12
Site
to be
15-16
8-9
selected
Los Angeles
St. Charles New Orleans
2526
Shamrock
Houston
29-30
Nov.
5-1-26
5 Soreno St. Petersburg
1 Somerset Boston
Seelbach Louisville
12-8-913 37 William
Penn Pittsburgh
July 31: BMI Clinic. Los Angeles.
Aug.
1-2: Assn.,
Nat'l Bendix
Appliance
and RTMA,
Radio
Dealers
Radio,
NARTB
testifyCommittee,
on excise taxes.
SenFinance
312 Senate
OfficeateBldg.
Aug. 2-3: Illinois Assn. of Broadcasters,
First Summer Meeting, Pere Marquette State Park.
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Gets 'Encouraging Support/
Sen. Mundt Reports
GLOBAL
TV
GLOBAL blueprint for the establishment of television relay stations in
Turkey — and eventually throughout all Atlantic Pact nations — has met
with "very encouraging support," Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.), progenitor
of the plan, said last week.
Sen. Mundt said he had conferred
Sen. Mundt indicated, Congress itwith Edward W. Barrett, Assistant
self — and he, specifically ■— will
Secretary of State for Public Affairs, and other department officers, press for action.
Sen. Mundt made plain again his
and with the Turkish embassy
belief that, once Congress is made
last week. He represented them
to realize the "almost unlimited"
as generally "enthusiastic" over
the possibilities of setting up sta- possibilities for propaganda and
military communications, it will not
tions devoted to cultural and edube
reluctant to allocate appropriacational programming and opertions for his Vision of America.
ated by both the U. S. and Turkey
Certain State Dept. authorities are
on an equal basis [Broadcasting
known to entertain some mis• Telecasting, July 23].
givings on this phase, however,
Secretary Barrett later issued
contending that the restriction
this statement: "The potentialities
against use of the stations for
of television and multi-channel raoutright propaganda would virtualdio networks in worldwide public
ly defeat the objectives the U. S.
education are extremely important.
information
program seeks to acWe and other agencies of this and
complish.
other governments have done much
studying of the subject in recent
months. Sen. Mundt is to be commended for his active interest in
WJZ-TV
RATES
this field." Sen. Mundt also had
Time
Categories
Changed
recommended creation of AM and
CHANGES in time classifications
FM relay stations throughout Euto offer additional inducements to
ropean nations.
advertisers were announced by
The South Dakota Republican,
co-author of the Smith-Mundt Act ABC's WJZ-TV New York last
which authorized the Voice of week. The new rate card (No. 7),
effective Wednesday .(Aug. 1), exAmerica, said he had submitted
tends Class "C" time for a full
charts, maps and statistical data
hour, up to 6 p.m., while the 7-7:30
relating to European countries
p.m. period Monday through Satwhich belong to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization. He noted
urday is reclassified from Class "A"
that there is a movement to bring
to Class "B," with Class "A" time
running
from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Turkey into the fold. Most of the
Slocum Chapin, vice president
data was of a technical nature,
embracing figures on cost of relay for ABC-owned television stations,
stations and receiving equipment,
pointed out that the new card provides also for a revision in the
and suggested transmitter sites.
WJZ-TV
frequency rate structure
Cost of Coverage
so that advertisers continuing for
more than 52 weeks on the station
No date has been set for launchretain the frequency rates already
ing of the project, which Sen.
Mundt estimates would cost be- earned for completed portions of
extended contracts, even if they
tween $3 million and $4 million
for Turkey alone and between $30 are subsequently cancelled.
million and $40 million for blanket
A special discount structure is
TV coverage of NATO countries.
provided for joint use of two or
more ABC-owned TV stations. Thus
Sen. Mundt stated, however,
the following discounts will apply
that negotiations are under way
(in addition to regularly earned
between Turkish authorities and the
United States, paving the way for frequency discounts) for programs
initiation of the plan. He was to of 15 minutes or more on two or
more ABC-owned stations: two stahave conferred late last week with
tions, 2V2%; three stations, 5%;
a Turkish communications and
radio official.
four
stations
71/2%; five stations,
10%.
How will this blueprint for global
TV be financed ?
Sen. Mundt acknowledged last
Wednesday that Congress "probAlldredge Named
ably" will be asked to approve
APPOINTMENT of Charles Allfunds for television equipment
dredge as Washington representasometime before the year is over —
tive for the Fair Television Prac"after Congress has passed the
tices Committee has been anregular State Dept. appropriations
nounced byJerome W. Marks, combill for 1952." It would be conmittee chairman. Mr. Alldredge
tained in a department request for
has served as information director
supplemental monies over those allotted for radio broadcasting, he for a number of federal agencies.
The committee, recently organized,
indicated.
opposes telecasts requiring viewers
There was no immediate comment from the State Dept. on
to pay special fees, and other practices which it considers discriminawhether it plans to seek additional
funds for the Mundt TV proposal.
tory against set owners [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 25].
Failing initiative from that quarter,
Page 56
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TV'S

IMPACT
j
Moviemen Discuss Outlo;

TELEVISION'S effect on the e
hibitor-motion picture industry g
a going over by the Council of M
tion
Picture
Organizations'
clos^i
session
roundtable
discussion
that subject at Beverly Hi:
(Calif.) Hotel, last Wednesday.

Sealing up the lead box are (I to
r) Mr. Streibert, Charles H. Singer,
assistant chief engineer WOR, and
Mr. Poppele.
IN THE
WOR

* * *
YEAR 2051
Box To Yield Data

ON July 24, 2051, while atomic
powered space-ships whiz to Mars,
New Yorkers of the Flash Gordon
age will open a lead sealed box
and read what the men of 1951 had
to say about television.
Last Tuesday, Theodore C. Streibert, president of WOR-AM-TV
New York, and J. R. Poppele, vice
president in charge of engineering,
placed the box in a wall of WOR's
new Television Square. An aluminum plaque also was included to
call the
future
Rogers'
tion to the
box,Buck
asking
that attenit be
opened July 24, 2051.
The box contains stories and pictures about WOR and the TV outlet, a map of New York City, manufacturers' pictures of current TV
sets and a tube from a television
camera. Also included are technical
data on American TV stations, receivers and picture tubes supplied
by Caldwell Clements Inc., New
York publisher.
Predictions from many writers
on the future of TV, also included
in the contents, range from playful
to serious, and from pessimistic to
hopeful. Station officials expressed
hope that the many items contained in the box will be of great
help to future historians.
CRIME SHOW
ABC-TV Contacts Kefauver
NEGOTIATIONS are underway to
give Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
a national crime expose show of
his own, it was reported last week.
Network is ABC-TV.
If the deal goes through, it was
explained in Washington and unofficially confirmed in New York,
ABC-TV will have an option on the
book, Crime in America, which is
the volume authored by Sen. Kefauver on the national aspects of
the crime committee hearings when
he was chairman.
Sen. Kefauver is not unwilling to
appear as a host on the program.
However, he has stipulated that he
will do the program only if fees are
turned over to the Cordell Hull
Foundation for International Education.
The program would be based on
the contents of the Kefauver book.

general
and lasted
the greater
pa '|
[
Discussion
of TV
issues we
of the day with Ronald Reaga i
president, Screen Actors Guild, a;
Sidney Meyer, Miami represent^
tive, Motion Picture Theatre Owi
ers of America, presiding. Opinioi
were divided. Some felt video w;
an important factor, others di
counted its lasting effect on tbjl>
atre business.
Exhibitors and producers wei i
of opinion that TV cannot con
pete with good motion pictures an
up-to-date theatres.
All were in agreement that T
can be useful in publicizing or pr<
moting motion pictures. While aep*
mitting that use of film names o
TV had its benefits to the industr;
producers said, too frequent use a
such talent injures their box offic
value.
Production companies which se
their old product to TV came in fo
considerable
criticism.
S t e v [i
Broidy, president, Monogram Pic
tures, in answer, said his companj •
to break even, had no choice bu
to sell to video those pictures whic '
have
played outof their
Theatre-TV
specialtheatre
eventsrun;
ca: "-;the
be
great effect
mentusedfilmwith
programs,
just to
as suppk
vaude '

ville, presentations,
other
offerings haveorchestras
done in an
th ' *
past, said S. I. Fabian, exhibitoi b ii
He also declared that exhibitor so!
tan
were
in accord TVthatchannels
FCC shouli'
make exclusive
avail
t:::
able for theatre telecasting.
Subscription TV
Exhibitors did not think sub
scription television could be sue
cessful financially
because
th*'
possibility
that home
sets ofcoulc
be tampered with to avoid paying
charges and because there is no
control over audience size.
Although producers attending the
closed session reportedly promised
their stuidos would not release re- < i ■
cent movies to TV, the Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers several weeks ago went on
record as urging FCC to speedily
license
pay-as-you-see methods.
Pacific Coast Conference of Independent Theatre Owners, at its
Del Mar, Calif., convention a fortnight
condemned
action. It ago,
also
decided toSIMPP
urge the
federal government to collect
amusement tax if such subscription systems are licensed.
Recognizing the value of television as an advertising medium,
PCCITO at the time went on record
to that effect, and urged producers
to include that medium in their
national advertising budgets and
prepare
trailers for local use as
well.
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IDICAM
CORP.
Gordon Sells Stock, Quits
of President Larry Gordon's
cLE
k in Vidicam Pictures Corp.,
w York, film producer, to Execjjve Vice President Alfred Justin
Is announced last week [Closed
}CUIT, July 23].
The price was not revealed at the
r
coincident with the disposition
his stock interest Mr. Gordon
signed as president of Vidicam.
ncials said his successor will be
■cted shortly. Edward Carroll
itinues as vice president and
neral manager.
uMONT CAMERA
New Model Announced
NEW model of the DuMont
••"I age orthicon camera chain,
\-124-E, containing refinements
ich add to the operating ease
ltd performance of the system, is
Jw available, the company has an•unced. The model is also easily
nvertible to the field sequential
CBS) type of color telecasting,
jith a redesigned head which leaves
om for a motor drive shaft and
lor wheel to be installed.
The new camera with viewfinder
Fers extended frequency response,
creased gain and brighter monir pictures, DuMont explained,
ith the camera setup simplified
rough increased horizontal scanng range. Two cue lights inform
aerators and actors of camera
Derations; an improved deflection
: j pke provides more resolution and
tter shading to the corners; the
jrickup tube can be rotated for scan^ ,ing, permitting all pickup tubes
• be matched for interchangebility in scanning position.
The control and monitor provide
-ighter. sharper pictures for better
onitoring and improved shading cone's make better shading possible, Du-ont says. The pickup auxiliary has
: -I ew
circuitry eliminating 12 tubes from
- 9 ie previous design. Modifications in
i le mixer amplifier give greater freuency response, improved clamp and
ync insertion. Improved circuitry
iroughout the chain has added to the
fe of the tubes, with the useful life
f the expensive image orthicon tubes
xtended to as much as 1,500 hours,
. i. ■'ccording to DuMont.
NCAA's Tab
(Continued from page 51 )
inue as chairman of the TV Steerng Committee, upon request of
jhe Executive Committee that he
it :C W ithdraw his resignation. Ralph
^urey,
will actmembers
as cohairman Columbia,
and
other
a ;f the committee are: Bob Hall,
i*ale; Max
Farrington, George
i Washington; Ed Krauss, Notre
,_>ame; Reaves Peters, Commisoner of the Big Seven; Howard
" rubbs, Commissioner
of theRomney,
Southeastern Conference; Dick
""ommissioner
of the
MountainO.
tates Conference;
and Willis
tunter, of the U. of Southern
alifornia.
[Telecasting

RURAL

IMPACT
WOW-TV

TWO years ago July 9, the late
John J. Gillin Jr. turned on the
WOW-TV Omaha transmitter for
the first time. This month WOWTV released a report on the growth
and present stature of television
in its predominately rural coverage
area.
There were 1,892 sets sold when
Mr. Gillin switched on the transmitter in July 1949. The following
month the set sales figure reached
1,995, and third quarter sales for
1949 were 6,022.
Teleset Sales Jump
Today, according to the Nebraska-Iowa Electrical Council, there
are well over 80,000 sets in WOWTV's coverage area. Thus, in only
two years, teleset sales have increased 40-fold.
In the WOW-TV primary area,
there are an estimated 217,600
homes. The station thus far has
achieved a penetration of 37%.
Based on four persons to a family,

'AMOS
ANDY'
To Stay,WDespite
NAACP
ALTHOUGH the National Assn.
for Advancement of Colored People continued to urge its members
to protest Blatz Beer sponsorship
of CBS-TV's Amos V Andy, representatives of the Negro Actors
Guild of America and other entertainers last week told representatives of CBS that, in effect, it disagrees with the NAACP methods
af protest.
The group, it was understood,
feels that the loud protests of the
NAACP will cause producers and
directors to shy away from employing Negroes, in fear of adverse
publicity.
Preparation of a formal statement subscribed to by many leading Negro artists was being prepared by the Guild late last week.
Meanwhile, a spokesman for William Weintraub Co., agency for
Blatz, denied reports that the brewery is considering dropping the program. Nor is it "shopping around
for a replacement," he added.
He said the program is regarded
by the sponsor as a "tremendous
success" and cited the mail pull,
which he said averages 50 letters
a day and runs 10 to 1 in favor of
the show. He added that if mail
sentiment should swing in the
other direction, agency and sponsor
might consider dropping the program.
It was understood that at an informal meeting between CBS officials and representatives of
NAACP, the subject under discussion reverted to the question of employment of Negroes in TV. Ways
to increase the integration of Negro actors, actresses, writers and
directors within the framework of
present programs were explored,
it was reported.

• BROADCASTING

Reports on Rapid Set Increases
estimated audience is 322,000.
WOW-TV concludes that the
number of current televiewers
would reach 500,000 if other factors,
such as viewers beyond 60 mile
primary area, were admitted.
Average monthly growth of the
potential WOW-TV audience during
the past two years, has been just
over 3,300 families (sets).
In the first six months of 1951,
set sales were nearly double sales
in the 1950 comparable period.
Bill Wiseman, WOW Inc. promotion manager, said that during
the first 26 weeks of 1951, average
set sales amounted to 900 weekly.
As for the future outlook, Mr.
Wiseman is optimistic. He hopes
that the set sales figure will reach
100,000 by the end of 1951.

Hearing Set Aug. 30
M'
BRIDE &forGRaOO
MOTION
new trial in the
Bride & Groom suit against
producers of KLAC-TV Hollywood's Wedding Bells, filed by attorneys for the latter, was scheduled for a hearing Aug. 30 in Los
Angeles castiSuperior
CourtJuly[Broadng •Telecasting,
16, 9].
Defendants, KMTR Radio Corp.,
owner of KLAC-TV; GAM Productions, producer of the program,
and Don Fedderson, station manager, took the step after the Superior Court awarded $800,000
judgment against them to producers of Bride & Groom on grounds
that the KLAC show was patterned
after the Bride & Groom radio
program. John Masterson, John
Reddy, and John Nelson are producers of the latter show.

UNESCO
MEET
To Discuss Role of TV
A WORKING group authorized by
the National Commission of
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization) will meet in Washington early in August to lay the
groundwork
for UNESCO's
posed utilization
of television,pro-it
has been learned.
The group, whose membership
has not yet been set, will meet
under the auspices of the State
Dept. to discuss TV's role as outlined at the recently-concluded
sixth session of the UNESCO general conference in Paris. It also
will set in motion machinery for
the television panel authorized by
resolution of the national commission earlier this year.
The resolution requesting the
panel called for the answer to such
problems as the number of channels UNESCO feels should be reserved for educational TV and
methods of financing educational
video
outletsJuly
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
16].
From 10 to 12 representatives,
including several members of the
commission, will be chosen by the
chairmen of its program and activities committees. A similar
meeting will be held later this year
in New York, with the TV panel
working out recommendations to
be submitted to the national conference next January. The panel
will be named shortly.
The nature of UNESCO thinking on educational TV has not been
indicated, pending a report from the
sixth session of the general conference in Paris.
Richard Oberlin, news director
of WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky.,
is now in Paris as a TV
consultant to UNESCO. He attended the conference and now
is conferring with Douglas Schneider, chief of UNESCO's
communication
department, mass
and
with visual operation directors.
The third national conference,
set for Jan. 27-31, will be held at
Hunter College under the sponsorship of the national commission.
Over 2,000 invitations have been
sent to national and community
leaders in industry, education, science, the arts, labor and other
groups. New York area sponsoring committee is headed by Chester
Bowles, former governor of Connecticut and member of the com-

Marshall
DRAMATIC newsreel footage taken
by TV Newscaster Clete Roberts (r)
during his just-completed tour of
Alaska is shown to International
News Service General Manager Seymour Berkson. Film of northland defenses will be used in the daily TV
show, Clete Roberts, World Report,
being syndicated by INS-Telenews.

Field Deal

MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago department store, through its
agency, Calkins & Holden, Carlock,
McClinton & Smith, same city, is
negotiating with ABC to sell its
Uncle Mistletoe video show as a coop network
The children's
feature
has package.
been telecast
locally in
Chicago, and would again be sponsored merchandising
there by Field's.
sive
plan Anhasextenbeen
scheduled if the deal goes through.
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Rorabaugh
On

telestatus

p

THE

W

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

l/iere are

In general, advertisers using TV
in May climbed to an aggregate
total of 5,478, a rise of 3.0% over
that for April, and an increase of
43.8% over that of May 1950.
Network sponsors fell 7.5% from
170 for April to the May figure of
158. These 158 sponsored 204 programs on the four networks.
A breakdown of the 204 shows
that NBC led with 83 while CBS
accounted for 65; ABC, 43, and
DuMont, 13. Table I lists top network programs in the number of
stations used.
National and regional spots rose
slightly in May to 1,093 from the
previous month's total of 1,072.
Local retail spots climbed from
4,074 for April to 4,227 for May.
Foods Lead
Among
product groups (see
Table II), Foods & Food Chain
Stores, led classifications, with 40
network accounts and 343 spot
(Continued on page 65 )

Advertisers

(Report 174)

1
ALTHOUGH TV network advertisers fell off during- May, added
national-regional and local retail
advertisers brought an over-all increase of 3% in the number of May
advertisers, according to the latest
Rorabaugh Report.
This latest Rorabaugh Report on
Television Advertising, covering
May business, was released last
week.
Climb 3%

May

Reports

TABLE I
IUr IV Nbl WUKN AffT\l 1 K1TC RY MIIMRED ftp CTATIfthlC. IICXf>
ABC
No. of
Sponsor Programs
Sponsor Programs
Stations
NDV.
Ralston Purina
Your Pet Parade
61
Bet Your Lite
HuntTouFoods
B. T. Babbitt Co.
"lfn*A
CrnitL
Ckniif"
ivare jmiinSo op
snowCo.
"Two Girls
Mfphnttrn
Moiden
Form Named
BrassiereSmith"
Co.
61
"One
Mori's
Family"
General
Mills
Texas
Co.
"Faith
Baldwin
Theatre''
Crosley
Texaco Star TheatreCBS
6161
Erwin &Show"
P. "Stu
Lorrilard
Co.
61
"Your Show of Shows"
"Stop
the
Music"
Schlitz Brewing Co.
Swift & Co.
61
"Your Show of Shows"
"Pulitzer Prize Playhouse"
DTN
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Drug"Cavalcade
Store TV Productions
of Bands" (Tuesday)
"Garry Moore Show"
Nash-Kelvinator
Emerson Drug Co.
53
"Morton Co.
Downey Show"
Carnation
Detective"
Drug"Rocky
Store King,
TV Productions
53
"Cavalcade
of Bands" (Saturday)
5554
"Burns
&
Kaiser-Frazer
Philip MorrisAllen
& Co.Show"
55
"Horace Mills
Heidt Show"
Pillsbury
"Ellery Queen"
Consolidated
Cigar Co.
"Plainclothesman"
"Godfrey
&
His
Friends"
Rosefield
Packing Co.
Procter & Gamble
53
"You Asked For It"
"First 100 Years"
TABLE II
1.
93
NUMBER CF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
Network
20
Foods & Food Chain Stores
40
343
5.2.6. Beer
& Wine
8
3. Toilet Requisites
25
4. Household (appliances, furnishings, supplies)
21
Spot
13976
Miscellaneous
11
65
Laundry
Soaps,
Cleaners,
Polishers
7. Beverages (non-alcoholic)
10
2866
8. Tobacco, Cigarettes & Access
20
33
9. Clothing & Access
11
82
6
41
10.
Dairy & Margarine Products
12.
8
39
11. Drugs
7
Confections
14.
13
Automotive
(cars,
tires,
access.)
13.
15. Gasoline & Oils
26
5
36
16.
28
2
& Pet Foods
17. Agricultural
22
8
Jewelry & Access., Cameras, etc
1137
8
TV Sets, Phonographs & Access
19
18. Radios,
Transportation
13
1
Financial
19.
6
1
20. Publications
6
21. Public Utilities
City

60
Statioi
58
62
No. 48o1
54
24
45
2314
20
15
11

Tota4;
111
41
io:
38:5:
4i
1!
«
318;8!
3d7i
31
If
(

City

AM-FM-TV
(Channel

4

i J if our best buy
I he
TIMES HERALD Station
Kational Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Outlets on Air
Sets
KOB-TV
WOI-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
WAAM,
WNBF-TV WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTTV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WBEN-TV
WBTV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KRLD-TV,
WOC-TV WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
ties Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E.
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU

in Area
8,600
115,000
59,634
304,418
57,400
40,112
747,000
16,400
207,322
82,559
930,399
300,000
482,041
176,541

Outlets On Air
Louisville
Sets in Area
WMCT
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WTVJ
Memphis
91,987
Miami
Milwaukee
87,871
Minn. -St. Paul WTMJ-TV
247,363
75,000
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville
256,400
WSM-TV
New Haven
153,800
New Orleans
WNHC-TV
31,671
62,150
WDSU-TV
New York
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WATV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Newark
2,425,000
71,600
Norfolk
Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
WKY-TV
Omaha
87,636
Philadelphia
KMTV.
WOW-TV
Phoenix
WCAU-TV,
863,348
80,744
KPHO-TV WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Pittsburgh
WDTV
117,068
56,384
Providence
WTVR
WJAR-TV
Richmond
Moline
37,9004<
205,000
300,000
156,000
Rochester
511,434
WHAM-TV
Rock Island
60,050
Quad CityCities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 84,580
Salt Lake
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
83,077
117,068
San
Antonio
San Diego
56,384
KEYl,
WOAI-TV
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV
115,600
San Francisco
WFMY-TV
Schenectady
48,120
48,137
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
70,808
Albany-Troy WRGB
K PRC-TV
80,110
97,500
46,100
Seattle
203,529
WSAZ-TV
159,200
St. Louis
KING-TV
WFBM-TV
148,000
KSD-TV
32,000
297,000
WMBR-TV
Toledo
Syracuse
WHEN,
WJAC-TV
WSPD-TV WSYR-TV
87,500
Tulsa
KOTV
124,458
87,275
WKTV
125,000
WKZO-TV
Utica-Rome
133,122
Washington
WDAF-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
WGAl-TV
125,047
45,200
104,131
WDEL-TV
WJIM-TV
83,525
49,000
270,450
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
1,001,874
72,430
Total Markets on Air 63
Estimated Sets in Use 12,892,000
Total Stations on Air 107
Editor's Note:
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
are
necessarily approximate.
Albuquerque
Ames
Atlanta
Baltimore
Binghamton
Birmingham
Bloomington
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas,
Ft. Worth
Davenport
Quad C
Dayton
Detroit
Erie
Ft.Dallas
WorthGrand
RapidsKalamazoo
Greensboro
Houston
HuntingtonCharleston
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
Johnstown
Kalamazoo
Grand Rapids
Kansas City
Lancaster
Lansing
Los Angeles
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Eyes

and

^

Ears

GOOD

of

a

CITIZEN

Every Sunday afternoon at 1 :30 the facilities of
WHIO-TV are placed at the disposal of The
Dayton Council on World Affairs. For the following half-hour, Daytonians view a spirited
program called "It's Your World" with local
authorities firing questions at a visiting expert.
Bill Barton, entertainment editor of the Dayton
Daily News, writes, "It compares favorably with
any program on any network," and adds, " 'It's
Your World7 is an answer to those doubting the
contribution of TV to a community's education."
"It's Your World" is one of many impressive
public service programs carried on WHIO-TV.
As WHIO-TV builds its reputation as a "Good
Citizen" it improves its power to serve commercial users effectively. Representative George
P. Hollingbery has market figures, ratings and
availabilities.

Top. Horace M. Huffman, Jr., president of The
Dayton Council on World Affairs, discusses
"It's Your World" with guest J. Douglas Knox,
Special Assistant to the Director of Office of
Educational Exchange, U.S. State Department.
Mr. Huffman says, "We regard this weekly
program on WHIO-TV as by all odds our most
important educational activity. Where we formerly reached hundreds through public meetings, we now reach tens of thousands throughout Dayton and the Miami Valley."
lecasting

• BROADCASTING

Above. Typical program warms
up for the air as moderator,
guest, and panel await 1 :30 P.M.
signal. Program is genial, but conflicting views are energetically
aired, thus giving viewers both
sides of the topic under discussion. Frequent changes in panel
members, as well as new guests
weekly,
"It's ofYour
World"
the vital give
element
variety.

DAYTON,

OHIO
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BELGIAN

S

E

S

A

Transcribed

4000

Urges Adoption of CBS Color
JAN PHILIP BOON, managing director general of the National Belgian Broadcasting Institute, has
announced in New York that he will
urge his country to adopt the CBS
color system immediately, instead
of beginning broadcasts in blackand-white. Belgium is to begin
telecasts to the public next December.

TV

for

Tops

C

Library

SELECTIONS

1 200

BRIDGES,

MOODS

&

VIEW

THEMES

A member of the three-man advisory committee on television for
Belgium, established by the Belgian
Minister of Communications, Mr.
Boon said: "I have followed the
development of CBS color closely,
and would like to congratulate CBS
for its pioneering achievements in
this field." He continued: "We have
the advantage of being able to start
TV broadcasting in color and should
Mr. Boon pointed out that Belgians living on the borders of
France
do so." and the Netherlands have
receiving Sets which pick up TV
broadcasts from those countries.
"But the large majority of Belgian
people are still without television
of any kind. We are building a few
sets now, but can easily turn our
production methods to manufacture color sets. . . ."
ABC GETS THEATRE
Leases N.Y. Bldg. for TV

$57.50
FOR

TV

a month

STATIONS

ABC-TV last week announced leasing of New York's "Little Theatre," 238 West 44th St., to establish a TV theatre designed for
intimacy between performer and
audience. The network has set
Sept. 10 as the date for completion
of renovations and reconversion of
theatre, which will seat approximately 600 persons, and have a
50-foot stage.
Kick-off show for the
Theatre" will be the Frances
ford-Don Ameche program
Fri., 12 noon-1 p.m.), which
its network debut Sept. 10.

SESAC is the high quality transcribed library for TV,
with its 4,000 selections of lasting appeal and catalog
of 1,200 Bridges, Moods and Themes. But it's the low
priced TV library at only $57.50 a month. SESAC is
ideal for AM and FM, too, providing across-the-board
scripts, program notes for every number, and classified and alphabetical indexes. Audition discs and
sample scripts available.
Rate subject to change without notice.
SESAC,

475 FIFTH
£age 60
-
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INC.

NEW

YORK

17, N. Y.

"Little
Lang(Mon.makes

Spot the Products
UNIQUE method of handling
commercials was claimed last
week by Producer Morris M.
Wein of the forthcoming
Bed and Board television film
series, starring Charles
Coburn and Spring Byington. Two versions are
planned, one for use with and
one without regular commercials. On the "without"
version, products of participating sponsors will be displayed throughout the film
as they are used by the
various characters, and the
announcer, instead of giving
a regular commercial, will
offer a prize to viewers who
identify 10 items thus shown.
Provisions also are being
made for filmed inserts in
the case of regional and local
sponsors.

Mr. Boon (r) views a colorcast ah
Gilson Gray, director of CBS prom
Jm gram operations, explains theft
system.

^

Policy RADIO-TV
Procedures Suggested
HILL
CONGRESS can get closer to the!
people it represents by use of radio-i
TV, witnesses before the Senate!
Executive Expenditures Commit-I
tee said when hearings were held!
on the subject of streamliningl
Congressional procedures last June.H
Last week, the committee released[
an overall summary of suggestions!
for reorganization.
These recommendations were offered by Senators, Congressmen
and students of Congressional
procedures. The committee wrapped
them up in a long list of onesentence summaries. Portions
which bear on radio-TV followl
verbatim :
0 Adopt a general code of fain
play for the conduct of committee
hearings and investigations.
0 Conduct
report-andquestion
perioda televised
fortnightly
in both
houses.
0 Extend exemption granted under Sec. 308 of the lobby law to include radio, television and facsimile.
% ficeImprove
facilities
Senate OfBldg. for radio
and oftelevision.
9 Telecast public hearings of
congressional committees.
9 Make committee hearings availdioableandto American
television. people through ra0 tant
Broadcast
and televise
imporHouse sessions,
via commercial
broadcasting companies, subject to a
code of ethics.
© Experiment with broadcasting
and telecasting selected committee
hearings.
9 Adopt a planned program of
televising selected committee hearings, with a code of fair practice.
£ Broadcast
and telecast
all sessions of both houses
and selected
committee hearings via nation-wide
networks owned and operated by Con0 Provide facilities for making
motion-picture
use in telegress.
vision stations infilms
homeforstates.
The list was compiled by the
staff to aid committee members in
their consideration of testimony
presented.
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, reports that
average of eight hours weekly were
devoted to educational films in past
month. Station film director reports,
this figure will increase during summer.

Telecasting
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SUCCESSFUL

OPERATION

.for

THE EASTMAN
RECORDING

more

a

TELEVISION

than

year

CAMERA

to record it on 16mm film — for review — for future releose

THE EASTMAN TELEVISION RECORDING CAMERA

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
West Coast Division
706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Ave.
Chicago 2, Illinois

is designed and built for network operation. Already it has been in use in major
studios for more than a year.
Thanks to a 1200-foot double-chamber
magazine, it handles complete half-hour
shows, recording them at sound speed
directly from monitor receiving tube. An
improved geneva movement assures images of highest professional quality.
Three motors drive this camera: two
synchronous units, one for the shutter, one
for the film transport; while a third, a
constant tension unit, operates the magazine take-up.
A 40mm Cine-Ektar f/1.6 lens is supplied
as regular equipment. For maximum critical
definition at taking distances a Portra +
attachment may be used.
Available in two models: one for pictureand-sound
recording; the other for picture
recording only.
For further information, address:
Motion Picture Film Department
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

BETWEEN

#

COMMERCIALS

«L,BY

KAY MULVIH ( L L

Glen Hurlbert, who hosts KSFO's
"Take It Easy Time"— is one of the
most versatile and gifted entertainers in radio today.
Author of the celebrated "Cable
Car Concerto"— which has the distinction of being the biggest selling
single
ord everrec-to
be released
in Northern
California —
and its companion piece,
" Fisherman's
Wharf," the
blind pianistcomp oser,
takes to the
KSFO mikeside every
Glen Hurlbert
evening from
10 to 12 to bring listeners the finest
in popular dance music.
The simple charm of Glen's personality, in addition to his musical
background and adeptness in selecting music for his listeners, have
credited him with a large and loyal
following on KSFO.
When Glen is not behind the
mike or making public appearances,
he can usually be found writing
musical arrangements, dictating to a
secretary, swimming, hiking, movie
or play-going, and practicing the art
of being an accomplished cook and
gourmet.
PEACE TREATY TELECAST
With the signing of the Japanese
Peace Treaty set for September 4 to
8 in San Francisco's Opera House,
KPIX has announced plans to televise all sessions of the history-making event. It is expected that representatives from some 50 nations
will assemble in San Francisco for
the Treaty signing.
ADD SCREENINGS
Scheduled for July 30th lensing
on KPIX, is "Joe"— the amusing
story of a talented janitor working
for a television station, starring Bay
I Area TV favorite, Ralph Manza, in
the title role.
Also slated for KPIX screening is
Margo Trumbull's celebrity interviews from the world famed Top of
the Mark.

Represented by The Kati Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Rcmbeau Co.
SAN FRANCISCO
Page 62
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Fordhgm Study Resu
VALUE
UCATIONAL
ED
airmen's
lessons
4,
6,
and
7.
In
these
TELEVISION'S value as an educamended
question
period ata the
middle orof discuss
the h(|jI*'
programs direct narration formed
tional instrument appeared clearly
demonstrated last week in the about 75% of the lesson time. In all and another near the end.
programs the portion of direct
results of the first of a series of other
The report found "seven princi L
narration averaged less than 60%.
problems that will have to
special studies being conducted by
"2. Animated Film Seems to be Efsolved in order to exploit tele ft
Fordham U.
fective: The television programs that
In cooperation with Special
contained animated motion pictures
sion
rapid massor training
training":of
(1) for
Procurement
Devices Center of the Office of with the narrative on the film sound
fective
instructors
for
TV clasttrack were generally superior to local
Naval Research, the university's
(2) development or discovery of
instruction.
However,
the
one
televiPsychology Dept. undertook to
writers and directors who are speci
sion program with a high percentage
compare television's effectiveness
ists
in educational TV; (3) procu '
of
ordinary,
non-animated
film
was
with that of conventional classof plan
psycho-educational
expe !
definitely not as effective as local ment
room instruction in the training of instruction.
who can
TV lessons based
sound educational practices; (4) <p
Naval Air Reservists.
"3. The Combination of Dramatic
velopment of a rapid method of ;
Findings included:
Action and Narration Is Not Effective:
sessing effectiveness of TV traini
The poorest television programs were
9 "Television instruction was
sessions; (5) procurement of physh ■
found to be better than teaching
lesson 2 (line safety) and lesson 3 equipment for TV studios and clai (line servicing) for enlisted airmen.
by local instructors in half of the
These were the only programs that rooms; (6) procurement of TV mai :
comparisons made," and was either spent much time dramatizing the les- tenance
acquisitionfaciliti
or cc'
struction men;
of TV (7)distribution
"as
as" orin "better
son material while the instructor who
local good
instructors
80% ofthan"
the
Subsequent
experimental
studi m
described the action was not shown
comparisons.
on the screen. The lack of connection
of
TV training
Army fieldMari
for1
reservists,
of ofMerchant
between what was on the screen and
# "Recordings of the television
cadets,
and
of
census
enumerato
what
was
on
the
sound
track
seems
programs were more effective than
teaching by local instructors in to have been a disadvantage. . . ." are being planned, according
Robert T. Rock Jr., Fordham pr
more than 40% of the comparisons
Channel Question
made," and were either "as good
the project
for the university,
fessor
of psychology,
who directory '
The report quoted the Naval
as" or "better than" local instructors in 75% of the comparisons.
advisory group as feeling that the
lesson broadcasts, since they could
£ "Recordings (of the TV pro- be received by any TV set in the
SAG CONTRACTS
grams) were as effective as the
television programs themselves in area, had two "disadvantages" —
Signed With 37 New Firn
"(1) Open channels introduce pubCOLLECTIVE bargaining con
84% of the comparisons made."
lic relations problems that closed
For the experiment, nine Naval
tracts with 37 new motion pictu:
air stations were chosen. At the channels would eliminate," and
companies, majority of which a>i
"(2) open channels place a cerWillow Grove, Floyd Bennett, and
tain amount of strain on the in- engaged in television film produ
Anacostia stations, reservists
tion, have been signed by the Scre<
watched live TV programs broadstructors .. ."advisory group also Actors Guild, pending negotiatic |
The
Naval
cast from the Special Devices Cenof a new basic agreement betwee ,\
felt an hour of uninterrupted in- SAG and all movie producers.
ter at Port Washington, L. I. over
struction is too long, and recoma special network arranged through
Firms signing the contracts an E ■
NBC. Trainees at Dallas, Olathe,
Emerson Film Corp.; Frank Wisb;
and Glenview stations watched
Productions;
Arrowhead
Pictures
Corf'
Lights,
Camera,
Action
Production
R & L Productions;
Royal Five
Produ
recordings of these same programs.
ADAMS
TO WJZ-TV
Trainees at Akron, Minneapolis,
tions; Showcase
TO'
Succeeds Doty as Manager
Thunderbird
Film Productions;
Productions; Phil
and Grosse He had local instrucA. Waxman Productions: Williams Pr< ,
APPOINTMENT
of
Trevor
Adams,
ductions;
Jack
Broder
Production
f
tion based on the same lesson plans
West Productions: Bernhard Pr< k> :
as the TV programs. From 100 to assistant director of sales of Du- Alex
ductions; Crusader
Films; Halburt
Pr< 'i .
ductions;
International
Production
120 men were taught by each of Mont Television Network, as manthe three teaching methods.
Inc.; Richard
Bare Productions;
Tucsc
Productions;
Portland Picturi'l'M
WJZ-TV
New Murray
Kid Productions; Wald-Krasna Produ il,
ager of ABC's
Two Series Used
York
Green Film
Corp.; World ArjJ. ■
Circuit,[Closed
July 23] tions;
ists: Tempo
Pictures;
G.P. Productions;
Productions: TelemouijJ[§Tom Pr%
An effort was made to equalize
was announced
ductions; Cascade Pictures; Justal Prcf;conditions in the three types of
last week by Slo- ductions; Ted Eshbaugh Studios; Lit->;
instruction, including installation
Theasquare
Productions;
Al J'
erty Bell Motion
Pictures;
Summit Pre
cum
Chapin, vice ductions:
of a talk-back microphone to perAmerican Film
productions Inc.; Corp.;
Bernard Ross-Stillma
Glasser Pre re[,,
president for ductions.
mit the TV trainees to ask questions of the TV instructor during
ABC owned-teleGuild
recently
won
jurisdictio
|
vision stations.
the training period. Two series of
in
an
NLRB
election
over
actor
\eight lessons each were used. LesHe ceedwill
Clarencesuc-L. employed by six other TV filrP
Mr. Adams
son plans were developed by the
producing
firms
in Hollywoo
Special Devices Center. Tests to
Doty, who said he July
9].
would announce
[Broadcasting
• Telecastinc j1
measure TV's effectiveness against
that of local instruction were de- his own plans within a short time.
The
appointment
is effective
veloped by Project
Fordham'sstaff,
Television
Aug. 13.
Evaluation
which
Mr. Adams, a New York City
since 1948 has been collecting data
TV FILMS
on TV as an educational medium.
native, is a former radio and television
director
for
the
New
York
To learn why some programs
Yankees baseball club, and previwere more effective than others,
THAT
EXCEL
ously served for five years as sales
the Fordham group made breakmanager
of
WINS
New
York.
Bedown analyses which indicated :
fore that he was associated with
-TV^VP
"1. Direct Narration Is Effective:
his father in the firm of Adams &
When the instructor talked directly
Adams, representing radio and
to the trainees and no dramatization
van
praag
TV stations and talent. He also
was used, the television programs
has
been
sales
manager
of
the
tended to be superior to the local
productions
Texas State Network and a sales
instruction. The most effective tele1600
Broadway. N.Y.C.
executive
of
WMCA
and
WHN
vision programs were the officers' lessons 3, 5, and 7; and the enlisted
(now WMGM)
New York.
Telecasting
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ROGERS SUIT
Other Injunctions May Follow
TEMPORARY injunction, restraining Republic Pictures from
releasing or selling for televising
old movies in which he is starred,
was obtained July 21 in Federal
Court, Los Angeles, by Roy Rogers,
radio-film cowboy star.
Order was asked pending outcome of the actor's suit filed in
Federal Court some weeks ago
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 2]. At that time he asked
that Republic and its subsidiary
Hollywood Television Service Inc.
be restrained from issuing any of
his old motion pictures in such a
manner whereby his name, voice
or talents and that of his horse
Trigger would be used for advertising purposes.
Consensus in the legal profession is that granting of the temporary injunction by Federal Judge
Pierson M. Hall will result in
similar court actions by other name

film talent. Contention is that
movies in which they have appeared were made for theatrical
release only and not for commercial advertising of products.
Meanwhile Roy Rogers has set
up his own TV film production unit
at Sam Goldwyn Studios, Hollywood and on July 16 started shooting the first four of a half hour
series starring himself, Dale
Evans, and Trigger. Unit is under
executive manager of W. Arthur
Rush and Larry Kent. Jack English is director and Jack Lacey
production manager.

: COMMUNITY
church in Mel Torme, popular song Star, is
rican life is approached in a being produced by SARRA Inc. of
- !C
Chicago and New York. Mac; 1 •s of five feature films for TV.
Farland-Aveyard, Chicago, is
by the Broadcasting and
J >aredCommission
Zenith's agency.
of National
Sales & Production . . .
3.' { icil of Churches of Christ,
A., the films include The ConINS-TELENEWS, New York, has
dition, The City, The Church
sold its combination weekly news
- ■ Hitman. Rights, and a docu- review and sports reel to KSL-TV
£ary to be filmed in Africa,
Salt Lake City for September tele^present commission is successor
casting under sponsorship of Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. Weekly
Tpie Protestant Film Commisnews review started on WDTV
and represents 29 denominaTraining Course
s. Production will be supr(TV) Pittsburgh last week spon3 by Paul F. Heard, executive
BOSTON U. has begun its first ansored by Northside Packing Co.
etary of PFC and director of FIVE STAR Productions, Hollynual Television Broadcasting Institute, asix -weeks training course
Js for the combined operation.
wood,
is
producing
TV
film
comscience fiction series for childesigned to acquaint students with
mercial series for Pabst, Swift &
i, Justice in the Universe, is Co., Maytag, Friskies and Toddy.
over-all production of TV-shows.
be distributed by UNITED
Supervisor of the course is Prof.
Color film spots for Fuller Paints
.EVISION
Productions for
Gerald F. Noxon, member of the
and Carnation Milk were completed
LLFILM Inc., Pasadena, Calif. recently.
Radio Div. faculty.
,vill be presented in cartoonp style. Two of the films have
i completed and are being
vn to potential advertisers and
vork buyers in several cities,
argaret O'Brien stars in a new
-hour comedy series, The AfA
Heating
Installation
Firm
s of Maggie, aimed at the teenBobbie Driscoll, of
» hi group.
•Xe Remits fame, will co-star in
sral of the films. MORRIS M.
: f.IN already has started pro;tion on the initial series of 26
Summer
Advertising
=
?
• I odes. Series is packaged by
Orsatti and Irving Salkow.
st telecasts will be sometime
fall.
Villie Wonderful also is well
'■- lis way to the powerful juvenile
There's no question about the answer when the advertiser
ue, now that BRACKEN PROis on
iCTIONS, Los Angeles, has com^ed first 15 of 26 films of the
pet show. KLAC-TV Los
Veles has bought the whole
A heating installation firm on WGN-TV is spending less
:es for September premiere.
than $1,000 per week for a Sunday morning feature film.
It significant name change was
_ ounced in Hollywood last week.
They have received as many as one hundred direct leads
LECOMICS Inc., producer of
in a week for $3 50-$ 500 installations... resulting in sales
K-Comics, changed its name to
<,USTRATE Inc. to more apseveral times the amount of their investment.
«priately state the firm's funcjis, according to President Don
var. Employing the limited
nation technique now, IllusRemember, no matter what the season, if it's results CfQtC
:e will enter live film producwant . . . you need WGN-TV in Chicago.
i soon.
host of new titles were an;nced by BING CROSBY Protions, Los Angeles, for its Cry
ITS the City series. Among those
jnned are The Buzzer, The
asures of Ventura Blvd., The
^ il, The Boarder, The Wedding,
Cheat, The Winery, The
\pement and Sound Off.
i robber is going to cost RALPH
ANTON & Assoc., Los Angeles,
fl |ut $260,000 starting Aug. 2,
an. production begins on 13 halfRaffles, the
P r films about
madeby popular
'ntleman
E. W.
of stories
a series robber"
rnung in 1899.
j'op-fiight singing stars will be
W)t Chicago tribune tEelebtsiton Station
sting Zenith's Cobra-Matic recplayer next season. Series of
= econd film commercials starg Helen Jepson, opera star, and
BROADCASTING
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TV A

DUES

L.A. Local Okays Increase
LOS ANGELES local TVA has
approved by a large majority,
increased dues schedule previously
okayed by New York and Chicago
locals, but with the amendment
that the new schedule stay in effect
only until a permanent dues
structure is set up by the TVA national convention in the fall.
Chicago had passed the resolution unanimously, New York by a
majority. Motion met a stumbling
block in Los Angeles because of
lack of an interchangeability
clause that would allow TVA members to pay half price if belonging
to other industry unions. TVA
board claims such a plan would
leave the union insufficient funds
with which to operate.
Considering external as well as
internal affairs, the Los Angeles
TVA branch is conducting an
intensive survey of the local
television picture to gather data
in readiness for re - opening
of contracts with TV stations in
December. To get a complete
idea of what types of programs
TV performers partake in, their pay
and working conditions therein, two
surveys will be made.
In one, all stations will be covered to determine what types of
programs are being telecast over
this period; in the second, a committee made up of outstanding performers from stations will make up
forms giving breakdown of workOperation

TELEVISION IMPRESSIONS
as low as
64c PER THOOSAND !
Brochures explaining
this unique operation
have been mailed out.
If you haven't received
yours, write or call
your nearest WLW
sales office.
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ing conditions, pay, duties they are
called on to perform, etc. Survey
will be repeated, for purposes of
comparison, in the fall. , TVA has
contracts with all Los Angeles stations except KFI-TV, which it is
now picketing on that score.
NEW SALES FIRM
Dumont & Low man Formed
SCOTT, Dumont & Lowman Inc.,
new television sales firm, has been
formed with headquarters in Los
Angeles. Principals in the organization are Robert Scott, formerly
story chief and producer for Television Features Inc., New York,
who will act as president and treasurer; Earl Dumont, former partner
in U.S. Anderson Co., executive
vice president; Martin Gordon, one
time account executive with Ted
H. Factor advertising agency, vice
president and general sales manager; James Lowman, former
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles account
executive, vice president in charge
of the San Francisco office.
New firm has headquarters at
8225 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles,
with district offices in San Francisco. It has been signed as western
representative of Consolidated Television Productions, Los Angeles.
Educators' Support
EDUCATORS are ".obliged" to encourage educational programs put
on by commercial telecasters "as
long as broadcasting companies can
bring the responsibilities of government closer to people." That
opinion is expressed by Dr. Herbert
A. Clark, chairman of the Wilson
College Dept. of Education. Writing in the current issue of Education, Dr. Clark describes television
as a powerful force for good in
public education and cites the stimulation of interest in public affairs
by the Senate Crime Investigating
Committee telecasts.

On
ike dotted Una ,
NEW ENGLAND TV compaign is launched as Slumberland Products C
Waltham, Mass., buys Television Playhouse on WNAC-TV Boston. Seal
Arthur M. Warshaver (c), firm's pres., signs as Linus Travers (I), Yan>
Network exec. v. p., and Ruby Newman, Hirshon-Garfield, look on. Sta '
ing, Murray Davis (I), WNAC-TV acct.
exec, and Herbert Stern, H-G ra<
TV dir.

RCA TV equipment is purchased by
San Jose Television Broadcasting Co.
(KSJO San Jose). Charles F. Mallory
(seated), v. p. and gen. mgr., gives
okay where indicated by John P. Riley
Jr., RCA sis. exec. Watching is Hal
H. Hoffman (I), KSJO natl. sis. mgr.

PFEIFFER's Brewery, heavy radiouser, WXYZ-TV
is sponsoring
Candid
Carrat■
on
Detroit
under
tract inked by Alfred Epstein (seate
pres. and gen. mgr. Standing (I to
William
Brown, acct.
Pfeiffer
adv.Maxi
mt-*
William Laurie,
exec,
Len Kamis, WXYZ-TV sis. mgr.

CONTRACT for sponsorship of Midwestern Hayride over WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., is completed by Brooks
Fox (seated), adv. mgr.. Bowers
Wholesale Corp. Others are (I to r)
Winston Hope, WTAR prod, mgr.;
Robert Lambe, sis. mgr.; Stanley
Gross, acct. agent.

RIGHTS to Movie Hits are purchas
on KRON-TV San Francisco for B
Area Chevrolet Dealers on 26-we
basis. Signing contract is Mel Joh
son (seated), Campbell-Ewald Agent
S. F., while Norman Louvau, KRO
TV coml. mgr., looks on. Series coq^
prises first-run Hollywood films.

JULY XMAS
WDTV Mails Cool Number
LOCAL and national agency people, sweating in the July heat, got
— of all things — a Christmas bundle
from WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh during the month.
The tinsel, Christmas wrapping
and holiday card, reading, "Merry
Xmas in July! WDTV DuMont
Television, Pittsburgh, Pa.," are
part of the station's promotion
campaign for the fall. The theme
is centered on the idea that now
is the time for advertisers to think
of buying for the fall. Offered
by the station were two local presentations on WDTV packaged
shows.
WDTV, whose promotion department rounded up the Christmas
seals and wrapping paper for the
job after a two-day hunt in temperatures ranging to the 90's, says
this idea piece is the first in a
series of fall promotion pieces to
be built around the "Christmas in
July" theme.

WHAM-TV Rochester will telecast 10 or 15 Red Wing baseball games
basis of pact signed by Club President E. E. Fairchild (seated). Also on hai
are (I to r): Bing Devine, Red Wing gen. mgr.; Bob Turner, WHAM-1
sportscaster; William Fay, WHAM-TV gen. mgr.; Morris Silver, pres., Colui
bia Music & Appliance Store, sponsor.

Telestatus
(Continued from page 58)
I dules. Beer & Wine was second
spot accounts, with Toilet Reqtes third in spot and second

in network accounts.
Los Angeles was the top city in
number of accounts, having a total
of 425 during May. New York
ranked second with 373, and Chicago third with 321 (see Table III).

TABLE III
LEADING CITIES BY TOTAL TV ACCOUNTS
Nationo 1236 (2)
Regional
245
(1)Spot*
223 (3)

City
Los Angelei
Mew York
Miami
Erie
San
I 1 Cleveland
M i Detroit . .
III ( Seattle .

63
184
71
154
148
162
148
97
106
108
67
97

p 25 Network Programs
the top 25 network shows, 21
ing the January-June 1951 ped bettered their July-December
rages, but half of them failed to
lal their January-June 1950 ratTelePulse reports:

•::>

Theatre
w of Shows
nt Scouts
'iedy Theatre
Hour
(side
co
TV
Playhouse
st of Town
:i ft TV Theatre
: «S I Boxing (Wed)
lifreyOne& Friends
Hdio
■ Goldbergs
■ ■P Video Theatre
^Wi Town
Against Crime
Parade
Cassidy
2■along
the Music
its Out
ette Fights
:'e Theatre
•< Carter
Murray
i-tin Kane

Jan.June
1951
45.3
32.9
31.9
31.4
29.8
29.6
28.7
28.5
28.1
28.0
27.9
26.3
25.0
24.8
24.8
23.9
23.7
23.5
22.6
22.6
22.5
22.1
21.6
21.6
21.5

Dec.
July1950
46.9
31.2
27.9
27.7
25.5
28.5
30.4
21.7
15.2
24.6
25.5
24.4
18.6
21.8
19.5
2122.96
20.0
24.4
21.4
17.1
15.8
24.8
15.9
19.3

Jan.June
1950
54.9
29.3
41.1
30.6
25.5
40.1
29.4
12.9
39.7
28.3
33.0
18.2
20.7
21.5
33.7
24.8
24.2
28.7
20.5
18.7

On All Accounts
(Continued from page lk)
itan New York City) adver25«J'ers spent more dollars on WPIX
te i«i ' the first seven months of 1951

ill

at i
RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnelall Our Graduates are
Cah Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance and Personality
Integrity and Showmanship
Trained bv . . .
Network Professionals
Trained to . .
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained problems
with . .
Complete TV and Radio
Commercial Equipment
Trained under
Actual Broadcast Conditions
for Promot Free Service
Call, Write, or Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-3212
ecasting

189 (3)
128
(5)
98 (9)
254
(1)
98 (9)
il**
208
(2)
111Reta(7)
116 (6)
91
(12)
87 (14)
107 (8)
96 (13)
(10)
90
130
(4)
93 (11)

Tota 1
Accounts
373
425
321
282
317
279
253
265
264
204
235
198
202
197
190

than they did on any other New
York TV station.
With an understanding nod to
the Audit Bureau of Circulation,
virtual dictator of newspaper and
magazine space rates, Mr. Noone
finds it gratifying that more and
more agencies and their clients are
now evaluating the impact of television versus print by comparing
their cost per 1000 viewers versus
the cost per 1000 readers of their
ad in print.
Prior to an 11-year affiliation
with the Hearst enterprises, he
was with MacFadden Publications,
and before that, Tower Magazines,
where he utilized his earlier merchandising and sales promotion experience inthe agency field, notably
with Young & Rubicam, and Lambert & Feasley.
For a starter, he was a messenger boy for Red Book and Blue
Book magazines, products of the
Consolidated Magazine Corp. That
was in 1923, his short-pants era of
expansion.
He joined WPIX in March of this
year, after a long chore as sales
and promotion assistant to E. T.
Meredith, vice-president and general manager of Meredith Publishing Co.
Now, with WPIX readying itself
to start telecasting from the tower
of the Empire State Bldg., Mr.
Noone is expanding his sales staff
just "to fit a growing sales potentAs chairman of the Advertising
Committee of the Cardinal's Comial." mittee of the Laity, he has also
taken a prominent part in civic
philanthropic activities. He was
chairman of the Magazine Division of the Arthritis and Rheumatism Fund, and was also active
in 'the campaign for the Greater
New York Fund. Recently, he has
taken a responsible role in the New
York campaign for the Boy Scouts
of America.
He is married, and his home is
at 130 W. 12th St., New York City,
with a summer place in the Seaquams Colony of West Islip, Long
Island.

BROADCASTING

THE
TARGET

(14)
(4)
(12)
(6)
(7)
(5)
(7)
(11)
(9)
(8)
(13)
Pittsburgh
(10)
Milwaukee
gure in parenthesis denotes standing in national and regional spot listing.
Numeral in parenthesis indicates standing in local-retail listing.
lePulse Lists

HIT

WITH
TEL
RA!

You can't miss complete TV market penetration
with any one of these FOUR top sports programs!

TOUCHDOWN"
Highlights of the top college football games played
each Saturday across the nation. 13 week program —
first release Sept. 24th. Commentary by Byrum
Saam. 30 minutes. Now in its 4th year.

DICK

DUNKELS

FOOTBALL

RATINGS"

Action shots of college teams with scientifically
computed ratings of strength, and expectations in
coming games. 13 week program — first release Sept.
17th. 15 minutes. Now in its 2nd year. (Distributed
by United Feature Syndicate, 220 E. 42nd St.,
N.Y. 17, N.Y.)

"NATIONAL

PRO

HIGHLIGHTS"

Action plays from each Sunday's professional football games. 13 week program— first release Sept.
24th. Commentary by Harry Wismer. 30 minutes.
Now in its 3rd year.

"TELESP0RTS

DIGEST"

Year-round program — extensive coverage of wellknown and little-known sports. 30 minutes. Commentary by Harry Wismer. Now in its 2nd year.
(Distributed by United Artists Corp., 729 7th
Ave., N.Y. 19, N.Y.)
WRITE

! PHONE

! WIRE

!

for your market availability or audition prints!
THE COST OF THESE SHOWS IS AMAZINGLY LOW !
THE SALEABILITY IS AMAZINGLY HIGH !

Tel

Ra

Productions
1518 WALNUT

ST. • PHILADELPHIA
KINGSLEY 5-8540

2, PA.
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Respects
(Continued from page 4.2)
accounts' business as well as his
own. In this respect he considers
himself engaged in 26 businesses
— those of his 25 accounts plus his
own. These accounts he attempts
to represent in every facet of their
organization. All problems are
studied from personnel to the merchandising ofthe company product,
so that the whole operation is familiar to the agency representing it.
Well-Versed Staff
To service them he has carefully
trained his own personnel so that
they can tackle any problem that
may arise. In one instance, with
the advent of television, he sent
his staff members to television
school to learn all there was available to know about the new medium. Now members of his fullfledged television department, established since, not only can write
a proper television commercial, but,

Jioatina

if the necessity arose, could even
operate a television camera.
Contenting itself thus with attempting to do a completely satisfactory job for its present clients,
the Weinberg agency puts little
effort into looking for new ones.
Rather it tries to develop old accounts into larger ones. In return, accounts have come looking
for the agency.
With all the headaches and
problems that must arise from any
business, particularly a so highly
competitive one, Mr. Weinberg
appears entirely relaxed, with a
disposition that would seem to indicate complete freedom from the
ailment so often credited to his
profession — ulcers.
At the present time the Weinberg
agency, which probably places
more radio and television advertising than any other local agency,
is spending approximately $2 million yearly on both media.
Among his radio and television
accounts, most of which are region-

al, are Lee Pharmacal Co., Los
Angeles (cosmetics); California
Sea-Food Corp., Wilmington, Calif.;
Century Distributing Co., Los Angeles (distributor, Emerson radio
& TV sets); Pep Boys (auto accessories stores) ; Thrifty Drug Stores;
Capitol Milling Co., Los Angeles;
Southern California Construction
Industries Exposition & Home
Show; Glorion Inc., Los Angeles
(cosmetics); Noe-Ice Co. (food
spray); rants);
Mike
Lyman's
(restauHollywood
Turf Club;
Jim
Clinton (men's clothing chain);
May Co. (department stores);
Downtown Business Men's Assn.
all Los Angeles.
On the subject of radio and television Mr. Weinberg expresses the
fear that, if television doesn't
"wake up," it might make the
same mistake he feels radio did
for many years — namely, neglecting local retail advertising. These
advertisers, he maintains, are
among the largest available, moneywise, inasmuch as they spend a

for all TV

Action!

BALANCED"

Cameras

Pending )
TV (Pat.
TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

iij

ATTENDING a meeting of the C
troit Television Council in the Stc
ler Hotel (I to r): Detroit May
Albert E. Cobo, Clarence Hatch J
council president and executive vi
president of D. P. Brother & Co., ai
Sen. Charles W. Tobey (R-N. H ally
Sen. Tobey, featured speaker at t
June session, approved teleeastif(|3NAR
Congressional sessions and blast
"low, vicious" TV programs.
MM
repp
.
3'ttd &
great deal of money on a local levi
If local television stations wou ties.
SMI
study and learn the needs of the
advertisers, he feels the statio ness i
could derive a healthy portion
the money retail advertisers a mring
spending.
Bernard
could
afford Weinberg
a middle (he
name,ne'v 1 e oi
says), was born Aug. 6, 1905,
New York City. He got little o .tsai
ten.
portunity to compare the East wi r.siti
TA
the West because a year later h y.lesti
family moved
to Los Angeled

where
he has elementary
been ever since.
he
attended
schoolsThei?l!'
ar
Los Angeles High School, whei
his advertising prowess was i ;je:i
Ma
notably recognized.
At the present time Mr. and Mr
Weinberg — she is the former Eff h
Stein whom he married in 1938- Ilia
live in Holmby Hills. They ha\|a!
two children, Tom, 11, and Jan< > fine!
7y2.
mitt
Mr. Weinberg is a member cfce
bit
1 1 itlr
bi
the Hillcrest Country Club ar/

Santa
swimming
clu'J p1
"
Among Monica
his hobbies
he numbe/
golf, boating and gardening. R<c
pairing
toys has hoibt |.lv
come
an children's
additional necessary
by Asfor for
him.future business plans-f
berg.
"more of the same," says Mr. Weii !

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for furl her particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER
(7fini€Rfl €quipmeiiT (o.
■^"i* 1600 BHDRDUUH9 \ Vl€LU !J0RK CITU
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May TV Shipments
TV RECEIVERS shipped to dea
ers in May totaled 234,522, a dc
crease of 26,835 from April shijj
ments, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assr
has reported. RTMA reported
total of 2,310,646 sets shipped t
dealers by counties in the first 2
weeks of 1951.
TELESCRIPTION
ANIMATED AND
TV FILM SPOTS
LIVE ACTION
20-Second and 1 Minute
823 VICTOR BLDG.
Sterling 4650 WASH., D. C
Telecasting
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allied

arts

HARLTON G. SHAW, vice president radio-TV index division
( . Nielsen Co.,
_
bago, named
ecutive vice
| j|iident. He will
•ct all Nielsen
tie io-TV sales and
nt service ac(ties.
L CARRUTH,
>sman WBKB
"J West
Chicago
I Co., led
Coast
Mr. Shaw
R-N.
representative
xander Film Co., Colorado Springs.
•eiecudJoNARD G. WAYNE named N. Y.
iiness manager of Ross Reports on
-vision. MARTEN
E. LAMONT
ned Hollywood business manager
special report on films for TV,
,f be published in August coinci: "j tally with opening of Hollywood
Jtati ■e of Ross Reports.
MES C. McNARY, consulting engir McNary & Wrathall, Washing. announces withdrawal from partship in firm. He will continue
ependent practice.
nod DITH FEINER, production assist.ISOSi Lester H. Lewis Assoc., N. Y.,
ink [ i;vision producers, and Robert D.
■ t . chton, article editor, Argosy Magae, N. Y., married July 16, in New
rk.
& VIDEO PRODUCTS Corp.,
■ ~.:t DIO
Y. moves to new offices at 730
th, Ave.
> TAPE LIBRARIES Inc., N. Y.
lounees publication of its initial
alog, listing 14 program reels now
• liable.
ERLING TELEVISION Co., N. Y.
ering TV stations 89 feature films
rjfi ently acquired from Motion Picre Management, Hollywood.
:LLIAM R. GOODHEART Jr.,
■raer first vice president Music Corration of America, N. Y., named
cutive vice president and general
mrnke j.nager of Official Films, N. Y. He
umes the position held by ALEX
■•- E •• SENMAN
who has retired from
325 k :ive participation in the organizain io' n but will continue to serve as a
p sultant.
2-kTHUR PIANTADOSI, Warner
os., to Bing Crosby Enterprises, as
?ociate producer.

WDRC

ROADCASTING

ROBERT PAIGE resigns from Glenn
McCarthy Productions, Hollywood, to
concentrate on his recently completed
TV film series "Mister Maggie
GEORGE
Bishop." BOGGS, director of filmed
programs ABC-TV, to Jerry Fairbanks
Productions, Hollywood, as coordinator.
BORIS LEVEN, production designer
20th Century-Fox signed as art director by Motion Picture Television
Center, Hollywood, for forthcoming
television productions of firm.
CHARLES E. RYND elected president
and director Audio & Video Products
Corp., N. Y. Elected directors and
vice presidents were PERCY L.
DEUTSCH, RUSSELL O. HUDSON,
THOMAS P. ROBINSON, W. OLIVER
SUMMERLIN and FRED M. THROWER. EDGAR KOBAK elected director;
RICHARD S. RYND, vice president,
treasurer and assistant secretary, and
NORAH K. DONOVAN, secretary.
TOM J. MALONEY, executive KEYL
(TV) San Antonio, appointed business
representative and TV film specialist
for INS-INP TV Dept., N. Y.
O. J. REISS, business manager WJBW
New Orleans, appointed southwestern
account executive for Ziv Television
Programs Inc., N. Y.
JOHN LANDRETH, general manager
Coffin, Cooper & Clay Inc., L. A.,
elected president. He succeeds JOE
COFFIN, resigned to join KLAC-TV
Los Angeles as research director.
ERNEST H. CLAY Jr. elected to fill
Mr. Coffin's seat on board of directors.

£ equipment • • •
RAYMOND E. ZOOK, assistant to
manager of labor relations, Apparatus
Dept. General Electric, Schenectady,
appointed manager of labor relations
for small apparatus division.
THOMAS ELECTRONICS Inc., Passaic, N. J. announces production of
new cathode-ray TV picture tube. It is
designed for automatic focusing that
will eliminate other component now
used,
ment. according to company announceRALPH E. CARTER, purchasing agent
General Electric Co., Schenectady, retires from company after 46 years of
service. GEORGE F. SIMMONS, assistant to Mr. Carter, succeeds him.
FREDERICK W. TIMMONS Jr., cathode-ray tube division DuMont Labs
Inc., Clifton, N. J., appointed regional
sales manager for division.
K. R. PATRICK, general manager of
engineering products department RCA
Victor Co. Ltd., elected president and
managing director Canadian Aviation
Electronics Ltd., Montreal.
OPERADIO Mfg. Co., St. Charles, 111.,
changes name to Dukane Corp. There
has been no change in management,
personnel or policies.

"Technical • • •
DONALD MASSEY, WCEC Rocky
Mount, N. C, returns to studio engineering staff WPTF Raleigh, N. C,
replacing LAWTON METCALF, resigned.
ecasting
• Tel

VACUUM

TYPE

In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
both variable and fixed vacuum type
capacitors are used in all tuned circuits
in the power amplifier output. The
reliability of this type of capacitor
has been proven by exhaustive tests
and use in many high frequency
applications.
Because of the extremely low power
factor inherent in this type capacitor
. , . the stability of tuning is not affected
by temperature or aging. Likewise,
power losses are minimized because of
this low power factor and high circuit
efficiencies are obtained.

f
New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD

MANUFACTURING

DALLAS 10, TEXAS

CO.

PHONE EVergreen II 37
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July 19 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Following
stations
newal of licenses
for were
regulargranted
period:reWAYB Waynesboro. Va.: KBZY
Grand Rapids, Minn.; KBKR Baker,
Ore.; KBOL Boulder, Col.; WMNC
Morganton, N. C; WNLC New London,
Conn.; WMRF Lewistown, Pa.; WMRN
Marion, Ohio; WMOG Brunswick, Ga.:
WMOA Marietta, Ohio; KNEL Brady,
Tex.; KDRS Paragould. Ark.; KCID
Caldwell, Idaho; WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.;
KPLT Paris, Tex.; KORN Mitchell,
S. D.; WSTP Salisbury, N. C; WWW
Fairmont. W. Va.; WTMV E. St. Louis.
111.; WSIR Winter Haven, Fla.; WSSB
Durham. N. C; WHOC Philadelphia,
Miss.; WGKV Charleston, W. Va.;
WE AT Lake Worth, Fla.: WKBB Dubuque, Iowa.
WNBC New York — Granted special
experimental authorization to employ
periodically during regular operation,
sub-audible amplitude modulation not
in excess of 40 cycles per second with
maximum percentage of modulation not
to exceed 10% for alert signalling system tests, for period beginning July 19
not to extend beyond the end of
WNBC's
regular license period (Nov.
1-52).
WBUT
Butler,service
Pa.— Denied
applica-to
tion for special
authorization
operate from 6:30 a.m. EST to sunrise,
for period ending May 1, 1954, because
of interference considerations.
July 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.— Mod. CP
Polish-American DJ's
A NATIONAL organization of
Polish-American polka disc jockeys
is now being formed. Interested
persons are asked to contact Henry
Lazarski, acting secretary, PolishAmerican Polish Disc-Jockeys
Assn., 1010 Willis Ave., Syracuse
9, N. Y.

SRDS

FCC

actions
JULY 19 THROUGH

A

JULY 26

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA -directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unL-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
new TV station for extension of completion dateLicense
to 1-27-52.
for CP
WLAV-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.—
License for CP new TV station to designate transmitter location as 230 East
92nd St. (not a move).
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md. — License
for
tion. CP authorizing changes in FM staAPPLICATIONS RETURNED
WSHB Stillwater, Minn.— RETURNED
applications requesting assignments of
license to new partnership and from
thence to new corporation, St. Croix
Bcstg. Co.
Cheltenham,
Pa— AM
RETURNED
cation for CP new
station onappli1170
kc 250 w D filed by Fred Gollub.
July 23 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WIOD-FM
Granted
cense for FM Miami,
station; Fla.—
Ch. 247
(97.3 mc)li15.5 kw, 285 ft.
WEVD-FM New York— Granted license for FM station Ch. 298 (107.5 mc)
20 kw, 340 ft.

Ads

help Radio

A

Director

"When I go to client conferences, it's usually for talks
about budgets," says the Radio
Director of an important agency. "I
always
with tome.
unusual take
for SRDS
the client
bringIt'supnota
question about this or that radio station and ask, 'What do you know
about it?' formatiIf
inon in myI haven't
head, I got
can the
always
turn
to SRDS
if there's
an story
ad, I
can give
the and
client
a better
than
can from
the listings
alone."
Many I radio
stations
are providing
important additional information in
Service-Ads near their SRDS listings
and their market data in CONSUMER MARKETS to remind time
buyers of important facts — when
they're
building
preliminary
lists —
or defending
the stations
they choose.

Service-Ads like
this supplement
data in the SRDS
Radio book with
useful information that helps
buyers buy.
For MORE media facts
look at the SE3VICE-ADS

KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash.— Granted
license for FM station Ch. 264 (100.7
mc) 4.5 kw, 470 ft..
WEVD New York — Granted license
covering changes in vertical ant. and
mounting FM ant. on top.
KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska— Granted
license covering changes in trans,
equipment; cond.
WLYCfor Williampsort,
Granted
license
AM station on Pa.—
1050 kc
1 kw
WGBR Goldsboro, N. C— Granted
mod.
to change type trans.; cond.
D. WIROCP Ironton,
Ohio — Granted mod.
CP to change trans, and studio location
and change type trans.; cond.
WLCS-FM Baton Rouge, La. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-19-51; cond.
WHAT-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 2-10-52.
WIUC
Urbana, of
111.—completion
Granted mod.
CP for extension
date
to KSID
11-15-51.Sidney. Neb. — Granted mod,
CP for approval of ant. trans, and main
studio locations.
KE2XDR New York, New YorkGranted mod. CP to change rated
power from 1.2 kw vis., .750 kw aur. to
5 kw vis. & aur.; also operating power
from ERP 5 kw vis. & aur. to output
power 5 kw. Emissions A3, A5 for
vis. & F3 for aur.; cond. Also granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 1-1-52. Atlanta, Ga.— Granted
WAGA-FM
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 2-12-52.
Eastern
Idaho Bcstg. and Television
Company,
Pocatello,pickup
Ida. — KA9059.
Granted license for remote
WWA-201
Base,
Arecibo,
P.R.—
Granted mod. license to change frequency
to 153.11 mcs.
Radio Station WIBS Inc., Santurce,
P.R. — Granted CP and license for remote pickup KA9268,
Green Bay Newspaper Co. Base.
Green Bay, Wis. — Granted CP and license for remote pickup KSC-265.
Carbondale
Bcstg. CPCo.,forInc.,
dale,
Pa. — Granted
new Carbonremote
pickup
KA-9254.
Tallahassee
Appliance
Corp.,
hassee, Florida — Granted CP forTallanew
remote pickup KA-9263.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla. —
Granted mod. license to change studio
location.
Catawba Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc., Hickory, N. C.remote
— Granted
CPs and licenses
for new
pickups.
WEPM-FM
Martinsburg,
W. Va. Ch.—
Granted license for FM station;
232 (94.3 mcs), 810 w, minus 170 ft.
Santa Paula Bcstrs., Inc., Santa
Paula, Calif. — Granted license for remote pickup KA-8705, KA-8706.
Flagstaff license
Bcstg. Co.,
Granted
for Flagstaff,
remote Ariz.
pickup—
KA-8798.
KSMN to Mason
Iowa — Granted
license
install City,
new trans.

Green Bay Newspaper Co., G*
Bay,
Wis. — Granted
and licensnew remote
pickup CPKA-9242.
Following
were
granted
CP's KAfor
remote
KA-9240,
KOC-477 pickups:
(Clatsop Video
Bcstrs.,
toria, Ore.i; KA-9241 (Copper B'
Co.,
Mont.);
KA-9243,
Ga.).
(RadioButte,
Station
WKEU
Inc., KAGr>
KVI Seattle, Wash.— Granted CI
change trans, equipment.
WONW Defiance, Ohio— Granted ]
CP for extension of completion
to 9-14-51; cond.
July 23 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WCTT Corbin, Ky.— License for
to change frequency, power, etc. +—
WMAK Nashville, Tenn. — License
CP to change DA AMENDED to chs'l^
to WMNE
DA-N. Menomonie, Wis. — LicenseJ| e ;
CP new AM
station and change sti
location.
WASHfor (FM)
Washington,
cense
CP new
FM station.D. CKingsport,
Tenn.—4.8Lie?
forWKPT-FM
CP to change
ERP from
kw ('
4.5 kw, ant. from 89 ft. to 85 ft. J_
Modification of CP
WPMP station
Pascagoula,
Miss. — Mod.
new
for extension
of c< —f,.
pletionAM date.
WSGN-FM Birmingham, Ala. — V:
CP new FM station to change t
trans.,
change
kw, ant.
from ERP
870 from
ft. to 510847kwft.tcUNif'
i
change ant. system.
WKNA-FM Charleston, W. Va. — M
CP new FM station for extension
completion
date to Utah—
11-10-51.
KEPH Ephraim,
Mod. CP r_
FM station for extension of complet J
date.
AM— 1440 kc
KDNT Denton, Tex. — CP to chai
from
1450 kcetc.to AMENDED
1440 kc, 1 to
kw-Dchai j
w-N
DA-N DA-N
pattern.
License Renewal
WVIM of Vicksburg,
Miss. — Request
newal
license.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WITH Baltimore, Md. — DISMISS -_
application
for mount
CP to install
tical ant. and
TV ant.newon v }
tower.
July 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
newWSTR
AM Sturgis,
station. Mich.— License for '
KOAT
Albuquerque,
N. M.to— 1240
Licei 1
for CP to change frequency
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
license: KHSL Chico, Calif.; KGB S
Diego, Calif.; KVOR Colorado Sprin
Col.; WNLC New London. Conn.; K.1
Twin Falls, Idaho; WASA Havre
Grace, Md.; WJDA
Quincy, Mas.1 .
WCRB
Waltham.
Mass.:St.WLOL
apolis, Minn
; KGBX
Joseph,Minr
M ■
WKNE Keene, N. H.; WCOG Greer
boro, N. C; KPOJ Portland, Or refWLBR
Lebanon. Pa.; KELO Sio
Falls, S. D. TV— Ch. 24
Danville, Va. — CP new TV stati
AMENDED
Ch. aur.
7 (njl—
180 mc) 2.65to kwchange
vis. from
1.33 kw
UHF
(530-536
100 kw Ch.aur.,24 ant.
677 ft.mc) 200 kw v
July 25 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
Don H. Martin, Salem, Ind. — Grant'
petition requesting FCC to accept \
late appearance in proceeding upon a.
plication for CP.
WPAWrequesting
Pawtucket,
I. — Grantt
motion
that R.Edward
M. M k
Entee Esq., be admitted to practii itsr
before FCC pro hac vice for purpol c
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Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 years"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

3

CONSULTING

RADIO

ENGINEER

-J i

JANSKY & BAILEY
utive
Offices
i
National Press Building
jes and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ADams 2414
IBS tiington, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
nmercial Radio Equip. Co.
verett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 1319
RNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
). BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Graven, Lohnes & Culver
JNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE"

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE"

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE'*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
ND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
: .7 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Registered Professional Engineer"
1 1 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

Member AFCCE*

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1S30— Executive 6851
(Nights-holidays, Loekwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, HI.
(A Chicago suburb)

participate as counsel in various depoproceedings
commenced
at Centerville,sition
Iowa,
on July
20.
Circle Bcstg.
Corp.,
Fla. —of
Granted
petition
forHollywood,
continuance
hearing now scheduled for July 25, in
proceeding upon its application to a
date to be fixed by subsequent order.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
WINS New York — Granted petition
for continuance of hearing from July
30 to Oct. 30. in Washington. D. C. in
proceeding
upon application
for extension of completion
date.

July 16 to July 20 for filing proposed
findings and conclusions of law in proceeding upon its application and that
of Seneca Radio Corp., Fostoria, Ohio.
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb. — Granted
petition for continuance of hearing
from July 23 to Aug. 23, in Washington
in proceeding upon application for CP.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Western Bcstg Associates, Modesto,
Calif, and West Side Radio, Tracy,
Calif. — Granted in part petitions of applicants for continance of further
hearing in proceeding upon their apdenied than
insofarOct.as 9,they
quest datesplications
other
1951. re-

articipating in taking of depositions
awtucket
in proceeding
applion
of WPAW
and thatupon
of WHIM
".idence: and granted authority to By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
to take depositions,
Lawton-Ft. Sill Bcstg. Co., Lawton,
azoria Bcstg. Co., Freeport, Tex. —
Okla. — Denied petition for leave to
nted petition for dismissal without
amend
application so as to reduce maxJdice of its application.
imum expected operating values
(MEOV) toward XEDL in direction of
y Hearing Examiner M. D. Bond
present trans, location of KTMS Santa
Barbara, Calif., and dismissed insofar
hn C. Pomeroy. Pontiac, Mich. —
as it tionpertains
rted petition requesting that Mr.
of KTMS. to proposed trans, locaBrattin be admitted to FCC Bar
10 t.hac
vice to participate as counsel
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
proceedings to be com:>J1 ieposition
WTCH Shawano, Wis.— Granted peticed at Lansing, Mich, on July 31;
tion for continuance of hearing in progranted authority to Pomeroy to
upon application
— nowcontinued
scheddepositions.
uled forceeding
July
25; hearing
to a date to be hereafter fixed.
GIL Galesburg, 111.— Granted petirequesting that James W. McGrath
Iona Bcstg. Co., Iona, Mich. — Granted
dmitted to FCC Bar pro hac vice to petition for an extension of time from
Telecasting
OADC ASTING

July 25 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WSPC Anniston, Ala. — License for
CP to increase power, install DA-N
etc.
WARD-FM Johnstown, Pa. — License
for CP new FM station.
Modification of License
KXOK-AM-FM St. Louis, Mo.— Mod.
license to change name of licensee
from
Inc. Star-Times Pub. Co. to KXOK

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

SILLIMAN & BARCLAY
1011 New Hampshire Ave.
Republic 6646
Washington,
D. C.

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
Modification of CP
WAGA-FM Atlanta, Ga. — Mod. CP to
change ERP and specify correct trans,
and studio locations.
WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date. Toledo, Ohio— Mod. CP
WTOL-FM
new FM station to change trans, location, type trans., ERP, ant. height etc.
WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, Pa —Mod. CP
to change FM station for extension of
completion date.
WFBC-FM Greenville, S. C— Mod.
CP new FM station to change ERP,
ant. height etc.
WISN-FM Milwaukee. Wis.— Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
License Renewal
WSDXquests(FM)
renewal ofLouisville,
license. Ky. — ReTV CP Amended
WATV (TV)
Newark,
J. 5.5
— kw
CP
AMENDED
to change
ERP N.from
vis. & aur. to 5.05 kw vis. & aur. and
submit additional ant. data.
(Continued on page 76)
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CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Checks and money orders only.
10tf_ per word— $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word— $2.00 minimum
SituationsAllWanted,
other classifications 25<i per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Sales promotion manager needed by
outstanding midwest, regional network
affiliate. Must be creative with thorough knowledge graphic arts. Must
be able to originate and write publicity. Need a sales promotion man
who knows radio and is ambitious.
Include with letter application salary
expectations and a recent photograph
with samples of publicity writing, newspaper ad layouts, brochures and other
examples of performance. Address Box
341K, BROADCASTING.
Want sales manager with proven record, small, medium market or salesman ready for promotion. Community
minded clean individual with integrity
and tenacity required. Extremely atopportunity money-wise
fine
midwest tractive
community.
Progressivein 1000
W fulltime
affiliate. Don't delay. Box
365K.
BROADCASTING.
Manager - salesman to assume full
charge midwest station. Finest and
most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity to qualified person. Box
400K, BROADCASTING.
The only station in one of the finest
single station markets in the upper
midwest is breaking even under absentee ownership and mediocre management. Fine AM-FM equipment,
studios, etc.; represents an investment of $100,000. Market population
exceeds 100,000. Owned by young expanding company with shortage of executive material. We need immediately
a resident manager who can show his
confidence in his ability by purchase
of substantial minority interest. If this
is of interest to you (and you know
how to outsell your sales staff) write
immediately with complete details to
Box 440K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Radio station salesman. Topflight salesman to call on radio stations selling
nation's
radio programs.
$150 weeknumber
draw. one
Exceptional
opportunity.
Write
full
details
about yourself. Box 384K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer: Experienced man
capable managing remote studio progressive midwestern
town 12,000
located 8 miles
from station
location.
Ideal opportunity for aggressive man.
Salary plus commission. Box 409K,
BROADCASTING.
Head salesman wanted. Pennsylvania
area, 15% commission, $75.00 per week
draw.
ING. Reply Box 441K, BROADCASTMutual station needs salesman capable
of being commercial manager. 20%
commissions. Some established accounts will be assigned. Write Keith
Tye. Station Manager, KVER, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Chief salesman wanted in Berkshire,
New England area. Fifteen percent
commission, $100.00 guaranteed draw
for the right man. Contact Nicoll,
WNAW, North Adams, Massachusetts.
Florida newspaper owned station with
FM affiliate requires experienced time
salesman.
Famous Carresort
city, excellent opDortunity.
essential.
Write
Jerry Stone, WNDB, Daytona Beach.
Fla.
Midwest 5 perienced
kw salesman.
independent
Interestedneeds
only ex-in
experienced man who wants to increase
his income. Must have proven record
that will stand investigation. Liberal
draw against commission. Send full
detailsOhio.
first letter to WRFD, Worthington,
Announcers
Opening night man who can handle
football also. Send resume. Texas.
Box 405K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer, network station
making good profits, congenial small
staff, owner-manager, excellent living
conditions. $65 to start. Selling not
required, but will pay 20% commissions
sales.BROADCASTING.
Located in southeast. on Boxall382K,
Auditions open week of July 30th. 9 to
11 AM, lished
2 tostation
3:30forPM,twoat local
estabannouncers,
preferably announcer-engineers and
sports play-by-play staff man. Straight
announcers start $50. 48 hours; announcer-engine r, $65, 49 hours; sports
play-by-play staff, $60 plus talent. 48
hours. Only experienced, settled men
with initiative and imagination need
apply. Tape and/or disc auditions acceptable,
however, finalinterview.
decision contingent
on personal
Box
392K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, midwest 500
watter. Give full details, experience
and salary required. Box 401K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, opportunity for
advancement
in profitable
network $55.00
station located near
Birmingham.
to start, small congenial staff, owner is
manager, selling not required but will
pay 20% commission on all sales. Box
383K, BROADCASTING.
We are interested in a solid responsible
man approximately 25 to 35 with a good
news voice who would have a real
interest in taking charge of and developing high caliber
news know
programs
for this station.
He must
how
to collect and write local news properly. He should preferably be a family
man with an interest in permanence.
We can offer a high type community
to live and work in, pleasant and congenialsalary
conditions
and we
feel,man.
a respectable
to the
right
Box
425K, BROADCASTING.
Football announcer plus stfiff duties.
Tell all. Box 406K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer. Good
salary, security and advancement to
right agerperson.
commercial
with same Also
proposition.
Dr. manF. P.
Cerniglia, KLIC, Monroe, Louisiana.
Sportscaster-announcer. Take charge
of sports
department. Some
Heavystaffon work.
football and basketball.
KOEL, Oelwein, Iowa.
Experienced announcer who can write
some copy, emphasis on news and
music shows. Good Day and pleasant
working conditions. Send disc or tape,
photo and references to KSRV, Ontario,
Oregon.
Combination first phone-announcer,
could also use announcer-script writer,
announcer-news editor; positions permanent, small town, moderate living
costs: air-conditioned plant, splendid
equipment; write or phone Jackson or
Crenshaw, KVLH, Pauls Valley, Oklahoma.
Experienced announcer wanted by
established independent. Must have
good news voice, smooth ad lib style.
40-hour week, good working conditions,
send tape or disc with full particulars
to Manager, WCNT, Centralia, Illinois.
Wanted, fulltime staff announcer: a
real opportunity for announcer with
some experience. Personal audition and
interview necessary. Position available
immediately. Write or wire to WHFB.
Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Announcer-engineer, with first class
ticket, at least six months experience.
Good working
network station. conditions,
Send disc, 250-watt
qualifications
and salary requirements. WMLT,
Dublin, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Will tion
payman sixty-five
for good
combinawho can read
a commercial
and do DJ work. Send disc or call at
WMPM, Smithfield, N. C.
Engineer - announcer for splendidly
equippedlanta.small
station— willing
near At-to
Want goodtownengineer
teach announcing.
Permanent
position.
Reasonable living conditions. WMOC,
Covington, Georgia.
Combination
want-If
ed for stationannouncer-engineer
about to go on air.
interested contact Crest Broadcasting
Co., WPMP, Pascagoula, Miss.
Wanted — Staff announcer with good
voice and English for little station with
big ideas and lots of production. Salary
open. Wire, phone WSDR, Sterling,
Illinois.
Announcer and announcer - engineer
wanted.
South
Georgia announcer
network affiliate needs
a straight
and
also combo man. Good salary. Present
help adequate,
but looking
Telephone 327, WVOP,
Vidalia,ahead.
Georgia.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga.. Phone 921.
Pleasant, informal combo man for small
market. Best working conditions and
job security.
Excellent salary.
Oppor-to
tunity for promotion.
Send disc
Gerald A. Bartell, Empire Building,
Milwaukee 3.
Technical
Somewhere there is a man with a first
class phone ticket who can handle an
announcers job creditably and who
would like to sell on the side. If that
man
in touch
with easily
us, he'll
be
placedwillin get
a job
that can
bring
excellent earnings. This is a permanent job. We want a level-headed
fellow who will settle down and become part of our community. No
prima donnas wanted. A car is needed.
Pennsylvania.
Box 278K, BROADCASTING.
Minnesota station needs operator with
first class license. Experience not essential. Send information and expected starting salary per 40 hour week
to Box 311K, BROADCASTING.
Ohio station needs experienced engineer. Good living and working conditions. Position permanent. Send resume past experience, salary requireING. ments, etc. to Box 410K, BROADCASTCombination operators for stations in
several east central states. No experience necessary.
for advancement. ReplyOpportunity
c/o Chief Engineer,
Box 867, Morgantown, W. Va.
Control operator, first class license.
$55 a week to start. Send photo, references to KBIX, Muskogee. Oklahoma.
Wanted, any combination of engineer,
announcer, script writer and salesman,
KCNI, Broken Bow. Nebr.
5000 watt network station with 10,000
watt CP needs fulltime transmitter engineer. Attitude more important than
experience. Transportation necessary.
Contact
Louie
Gemoets, KEPO, El Paso,
Texas.
Wanted engineer, experience unnecessary, $55 for 40 hours time and V2 over
40. Car
tact essential;
KGAR, Box paid
878. vacation.
Garden ConCity,
Kansas.
Top salary
engineer.Iowa,
Forward
details to KOEL,for Oelwein,
attention
Ralph Giese.
Combination first phone-announcer.
See our adnouncers.
under
Help Valley,
Wanted —OklaAnKVLH, Pauls
homa,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening for combinatio
class engineer-announcer. Salar
cording
to ability.
Bob B!1
Radio Station
KPAN,Contact
Hereford,
Experienced engineer, $70.00 per f
month's bonus at Christmas,
health,
life,vacation
sickness with
and pay.
hospitali;
insurance,
No
ers. WAIM, Anderson, S. C.
Have immediate opening for eng
with first phone. No experience rh
sary. Combined operation in ff
man's
paradise. WCRK, Morris
Tennessee.
Engineer
with resort
first class
radio-telej:
license for
community,
climate
and
working
conditions.
Radio Station WEEB. Southern AJX.-.
I
N. C.
IfW
Wanted: First North
class operator
for In:
W!;
Fayetteville,
Carolina.
ing 5 kw transmitter. Interesting v
Three Ohio stations need engineers r
combo men. Send applications W I
Gallipolis, Ohio.
First class engineer for ten weeks \
tion schedule. Experience unneces
Bachelor quarters furnished. W
AM & FM, Jamestown, New Yor!
Immediate opening for transmitter ^
gineer,
kw ABC.
necesr^r
Contact 1Harold
White,CarWKTY,
Crosse, Wisconsin.
ferred,
but not Announcing
necessary. ability
Perma ',
Chief engineer:
position. Salary based on experie-;
Alabama.
Contact Curtis Liles, WMLS, Sylaca':
Wanted, transmitter operator for jfc
ville,
Mutual
$55 for 44WSIP,
hours. Pa:T
to $60Ky.station.
if satisfactory,
Production-Programming , Oth 'lorfc
50 kw midwest station looking for w
awake publicity woman, experiffDCA
preferably in station or agency i
licity department. Give complete
fe
formation,
background,
references
salary in first
reply. Address
Box 2: '
BROADCASTING.
Radio and TV writer, script and eft
mercial, by medium-sized Pittsb\. f
agency Moderate
as additionsalary,
to 4-man
ment.
good dep
op] II
tunity for advancement in product I
Send photo, experience outline, av;(
ability date and desired salary to st 1
Reply Box 339K, BROADCASTINC 1
Experienced copywriter, to procfj
original,
results-getting
copy. Give
details, samoles
and salary
requHJ
Box 402K. Broadcasting.
Executive asst. with solid backgro I ;:;
of programming, production, news
promotion, to supervise such depij
ments in a highlv rated regional H
work station. Must have succes: [
previous record in these fields and
able to build high ratings in a c<
petitive
State previous
perience, market.
salary expected
and all otn '■
pertinent
details. Confidential. 1|
412K.
BROADCASTING.
Strong promotion man needed for 5 a
station
midwest.
A realcommen
chalie jj
for
rightin man
with salary
rate with ability. Send complete L
tails with first letter. Box 44^
BROADCASTING.
News director, able to take full cha
of
live wire
news room network
in a leacal f:
5000a watt,
north-central
iate. Must be a topflight newscasl
thoroughly experienced in local repc
ing, editing
and be Reply
able
direct
other wire
news copy
personnel.
confidence, giving detailed previc
experience,
when availaF
and
attach salaries,
small photograph.
413K. BROADCASTING.
Newsman. To gather, write, newsc
local news and handle wire. H.
Winsor, WBYS. Canton, Illinois.
Wanted:
Program
director! H;
worker, with initiative, knowhow
traffic, copy, production. Immedi:
opening. Wire or call David Wilbu
WXGI, Richmond, Virginia.

Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced sports and staff announcer,
Rusty reservist, just discharged from
now employed,
looking
for
improveManagerial
service. Experienced play-by-play,
ment. Upper midwest location desired.
staff, DJ, Gates board. Age 31, married,
Box 391K, BROADCASTING.
settled.
Wilkerson, Box 4112-NE,
tr. clean cut personality who can Indiana,
Dearborn, Jack
Michigan.
Ohio,
Kentucky.
5
year
man
5 and sell properly open for a
phases. Top announcer, now PD.
on. Hard worker, knows radio, all
Technical
Prefer announcing. $80 minimum. Box
t a cheap man. Your move. Box
393K, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Chief
engineer.
Twenty
experience construction
and years
maintenance,
Sports, three years, baseball, football,
basketball.
Presently
summer
replaceer-program
director-sales
direcexcellent
past
record
as
chief.
ment Chicago staff. Available Sept. 1. BROADCASTING.
vears radio experience. 3 years
able immediately. Family. Box Avail253K,
Box 395K, BROADCASTING.
J managerial experience in small
operation. Very active in civic Staff announcer or disc jockey, top Chief engineer: Twenty years experiMarried. references.
Veteran. Steady,
re- graduate of recognized school, disc
ence all phases,
desires permanent
Excellent
Box 403K,
available. Position desired in Penna..
nection with progressive
stationcon-in
DCASTING.
Ohio, etc. Box 407K, BROADCASTING.
southwest or Rocky Mountain area as
Sportscaster; news, special events. 4 chief or operating engineer. Experienced manager, PD. Put new
enced complete station construction,
experience, college background,
In black in first year in duo years
employed, draft exempt, capable and
maintenance,
Excellent Box
refv as manager. PD. Veteran.
reliable.
Want
station
with
year
round
erences. All operation.
inquiries answered.
exemot. married. Box 424K,
338K, BROADCASTING.
sports coverage. Available September
^CASTING.
1; will go anywhere for right offer,
Engineer, 4 ',2 years experience AM$60 plusST
talent. IN
Box G.
414K, BROADFM-TV, single, age 28, now employed,
sful sales manager desires ad- CA
desires
work in Florida. Any offer
nent opportunity. Competent,
ING^
Announcer-engineer, 2 years experi■ lable and experienced. Pref?r
considered. Box 350K, BROADCASTence, general staff announcer, draft
, midwestern market on 5000exempt, available 2 weeks. Make offer.
.vatt station. Box 426K, BROADCentral Kentucky, especially around
Box 415K, BROADCASTING.
(NG. .
Lexington, holds big attraction for me.
Do you value skill, experience, stabil- Interested in attractive engineering
responsibility?
Capable,
well
: rl' 1 manager
has 12 years
position
— operator through
or chief.5 kilowatts.
41/2 years
radio andwhoaccounting
has backgood trainedity,announcer
wants
berth alert
AM
transmitters
to desire change. Thorough
station,
largish
city.
Good
newsman;
Completing
3
years
chief
1
kilowatt
edge of all station operations,
offers also easy-going, creative audinearby state. Good references, personal
background includes college eduence building morning show. Excelhabits. Have possibilities of making
management, advertising and CA
lentST
references. IN
Box G.
420K, BROADhomespun hillbilly DJ. Single veteran.
tion plus practical experience,
Car. Write for details. Box 386K,
BROADCASTING.
id., Available
family, draft
exempt,
good
Announcer,
good
saleable
program
reasonable notice
ideas, college grad. family, seven years
,resent employer.
Box 428K,
1st phone, no experience, ex-GI, sinexperience, wants permanent job with
CASTING.
J. DC ASTING.
gle, 24, without car. Box 399K, BROADdecent
living wage. Box 421K, BROADCASTING.
tenced radio, television. BackTransmitter
operator, first phone, exTwo years announcer training. Want
H of accounting and sales. Now
ienced to 10 kw AM. Draft exempt,
ground floor opportunity. Married, 22. available perimmediately.
vedAvailable
supervisory
capacity
in
teleas manager of local car, no children. Unemployed, will ING^ Northeastern
states only. Box 404K. BROADCASTistant
manager
of regional sta- travel immediately. Everyone answered.
Box 432K, BROADCASTING.
Box 422K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: Years of experience
Announcer-engineer. First phone,
Salesman
including Box
new 416K,
constructions.
Now emavailable anywhere. Single, draft ex- ployed.
BROADCASTING.
empt.
Strong,
virile
voice.
Knowienced salesman, desires position
ledge script writing, advertising. Tape
Desire permanent position in Pennsylavailable. Box 427K, BROADCASTING.
ithwest. Brochure on request.
vania. Engineer-announcer. 1st phone.
34K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, network references, 6 Eight months
experience independent.
Married,
draft exempt veteran. Box
years
experience
doing
play-by-play
Announcers
of college and professional football, 423K, BROADCASTING.
basketball,
boxing exempt.
and baseball.
MarVersatile university student desires
ried and draft
Box 431K,
York stater; announcer 9 years,
employment while completing studies.
BROA
DCAS
TING
.
Yz
year,
family.
Box
207K,
Thoroughly
as engineer
DCASTING.
Sports announcer, one year experience,
announcer. experienced
Reliable family
man. Boxor
married, veteran, exempt, want more
429K, BROADCASTING.
tertainer desires position with
available September 1st or be- Engineer, presently employed. Ten
sssive station, east or south. sports,
fore. Employed. Box 433K, BROADCASTING.
hi \, draft proof, clean living habits.
years varied experience
diarrays. Desiresincluding
permanent
Sportscaster. experienced all sports, in position. rectional
•nusic,
morning
Pertinent
facts
first
letter
knowsshow.
studioSpecializes
equipment.in New
YorkmanentTVreturnpast
Seeking per:59K, BROADCASTING.
to year.
sportscasting.
Top please. Box 435K, BROADCASTING.
Combo chief engineer-announcer, 2V2
sports
promotion
record.
College
grad.
jncer-engineer, 1st phone. Pres- ING^
years ried,
experience
desires30 change.
employed as announcer-chief en- Will travel. Box 436K. BROADCASTfamily, veteran,
years of Marage,
jf. Over 4 years experience, good Rated A-l commercial announcer and have car. Will consider straight combo
] Married, draft exempt. Resume,
job.
Complete
offer
first
letter
please.
Excellent voice and tech- BROADCASTING.
e, tape or disc available. Posi- newscaster.
go anywhere. Write Box 437K,
niaue. TV experience. 8 years radio. Will
nust be permanent. Write Box Held
first phone. Dependable family
BROADCASTING.
man, thirty,
draft
exempt.goodAllwork,
in- Chief engineer, 3 years experience all
jncer, colored, good voice, mass
quiries promptly
answered,
::: ,1,
phasestionbroadcasting
including
construcpromotional ideas. Box 296K, for good income. Box 443K, BROADfrom ground up.
Advanced
TV
iDCASTING.
CASTING.
training. Permanent, no combo. Married,
26,
draft
exempt,
location
immahealer? — No! Just a good staff Sports announcer. Staff experience;
terial. References. State salary. Apt.
Calif,
ewsca6ter, some experience, look- play-by-play; commentary. West coast 13,
2267 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa,
er station needing a shot in the preferred. Disc, photo, available. Married. 24. draft exempt. Box 444K,
Handle any board. Disc. Box
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, others
Experienced announcer, one year as "Girl Friday" thoroughly trained Ra,-e
announcer,
5
years
experience,
dio City, can write commercial copy,
combo man desires staff announcing.
ior voice and technique, comPleasing voice, strong on pop DJ, sports all phases radio, DJ, women's feature
t all phases, desires affiliation with
and
news.
Married
veteran,
midwest
etc;
some air experience, good appear■politan organization. Box 309K,
CASTING.
IDCASTING,
please. Currently employed, available
ance, disc available. Box 340K, BROADtwo
weeks
notice.
Tape
on
request.
uncer, strong news, commercials,
Box
445K,
BROADCASTING.
Male
continuity writer. Single, draft
oyed. Veteran. Married. 31.
exempt.
Formerly
with CBS
affiliate.
i years experience. Desirous of Part-time announcing in Chicago area.
Caoable of
solid selling
copy.
Box
ig with progressive kw or more
Had experience during schooling. Play- 366K,
BROADCASTING,
and sports commentary, news,
srk affiliate. Minimum $65.00 by-play
commercials,
ad
lib.
Telegenic.
Disc,
ty. Box 325K, BROADCASTING.
young man, 25. exinterview. Hal Chapman, 4246 Sheri- Programempt vet,director,
with wealth of experience
uncer, experienced, having good
dan
Road,
Chicago,
BU
1-0300.
packed
into
5V2
years.
;ry, does some singing. Available
director ChicagoPresently
station. muNo
Announcer, deep resonant voice, 33, hurry, sical
diately. Box 381K, BROADCASTbut would like to settle in
veteran. Experienced, can handle
smaller
city
with
a
new
operation.
board, 3rd class ticket. Will travel. Box 389K, BROADCASTING.
mg job staff announcer. Trained
John Gary, 635 Hemlock St., Scranton,
i City, New York. College backPenna., Phone 2-1180.
Writing newscasts, adad, pleasing voice. Strong on Versatile gal: Announcing, continuity, Programming. vertisements,
shows. Occasional
ancommentary. Can write comnouncing
and
acting.
South. Young
production. Some experience. Board
ial copy. Disc available. Box
woman.
Education
and
travel.
Exoperation. Best reference. Single, will
BROADCASTING.
perience teaching, campus newscasting,
Vivian Harrison, Box 274, Nutradio course.
GoalBROADCASTING.
educational televiinsin man prefers permanent an- travel.
terfort, W. Va., Phone: Clarksburg
sion.
Box
418K,
4-6849.
i cing position in Wisconsin. 10
Program
director,
not
merely trying
' experience
in all
an- No professional experience but plenty to get something, but willing
to give
ting. Married,
no phases
drifter.of Box
BROADCASTING.
of zeal, beautiful voice quality and two all it takes to serve you ! Experienced
in
radio
since
1939;
fine
references,
years announcing training. Will go any• ancer, four years experience,
draft exempt, presently employed as
where, start at bottom. Record, photocasting, disc jockey shows, strong
graphs available. Gene Parsh, 2003 W. radio educator and program man. Seriommercials. Presently employed
ous minded, reliable. Age 31, single.
70th Place, Chicago 36.
No detrimental habits. Can handle
ng position with progressive start large trade area. Married, 26, Combination man, 3 years experience.
personnel.
May I ask to serve you?
$75.00 minimum. Prefer Georgia or Box 439K, BROADCASTING.
'an, draft exempt. Conscientious,
southeast.
Contact
Lee
Raines
at
360-M
-.
reliable.
Box
388K,
BROAD(Continued on next page)
TING.
Cordele, Georgia after August First.

attention

ADVERTISING
rking
SALESMEN

now

wo

in

Seattle
Portland
Salt Lake City
Spokane
Los Angeles
San
Francisco
San Diego
Denver
San Antonio
El Paso
Houston
Dallas
Fort Worth
Tulsa
Oklahoma City
New Orleans
Shreveport

We are looking for a
promotion - minded account executive in each of
these localities, to sell and
service advertising accounts for the world's
largest AAA-1 manufact u r e r of advertising
media. If you helieve you
have a creative mind, a
good hasic knowledge of
advertising and a determination to earn in excess
of $12,000 per year, you
may he the man
looking for.

we are

Interview will be arranged in each of these
towns in the very near future. If interested please
write in detail about yourself and qualifications to
Box 430K, BROADCASTING. All replies will be
treated confidential.

Wanted to Buy

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director regional station. Experienced. All phases of radio including sales. With KRNT, a Cowles station
and one of top regionals, for nine years.
KRNT management gladly furnish recommendations. Carter Reynolds, 4122
Northwest Drive, Des Moines 10, Iowa.
Phone 7-0591.

Stations
Want to buy west Texas station. Will
keep your reply confidential. State
price, terms, gross. Box 411K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment etc.

Television

Towers needed, three, 185-foot towers
eitherone,guyed
self-supporting.
Will
take
two oror three
from a customer.
Write Box 372K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 1 kw used transmitter. Will
pay reasonable price. Write or wire.
Box 396K, BROADCASTING.

Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
in television.
Master's
Degree. Management
experience
in other
fields. Seeking TV production supervisory position, or directing where
advancement possible. Box 219K,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Film program director: 13 years experience shooting and preparing program
and commercial film for TV. Qualified
live or film program director, can operate all TV studio equipment. 31 years
old, family. Present contract expires
soon. Box 380K, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
For Sale

For Sale (Cont'd)
Stations
Local Network station in excellent midwestern small community— Principal owners desire to sell because of other
interests demanding their full
time. Excellent opportunity for
owner-manager, price — $75,000
cash. Principals only — No brokers. All replies confidential.
BOX 328K,
BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous
Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley,
Western Electric, RCA holders, etc.;
fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson
Electronic Co., Temple, Texas, phone
3-3901.

Stations
For sale, fulltime, network station in
fast growing southwestern city. 1950
population 150.000 has been increased
due to defense plants and Air Force
expansion. Well established with local
and regional advertisers and agencies.
Annual gross $165,000. Both sales and
profits sharply above last year. High
Hoopers. Pleasant living. High, dry
climate. Wonderfully cool summers.
Warm, comfortable winters. Owner
devoting energies to new, larger property. Priced for quick sale at exceptional figure $75,000. Approximately
$60,000. Cash at time of FCC approval.
Balance
long-term
notes. Write or
wire. Boxin 262K,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Presto PT-900 tape recorder $600.00.
Magnecord PT-63-AH recorder unit
$300.00. W. E. 618-A microphone $100.00.
RCA BA-4C amplifier $100.00. Revere
T-100 tape recorder $125.00. All of this
equipment is like new. Box 394K,
BROADCASTING.
250 watt Gates transmitter with solar
transformer; tubes, crystals 1450, exciter, write Box 397K, BROADCASTING^
For sale or trade, channel two or three
bay bat wing antenna type TF-3A will
sell or trade for channel three five bay
bat wing antenna. Immediate delivery.
Box 398K, BROADCASTING.
Two
RCAexcellent
type TMV-129B
for
1450 kc,
condition, crystals
price each
$50.00. Contact Chief Engineer, KOAT,
Albuquerque, N. M.Gates CB8R recorder, RA 10 recording
amplifier and Gates 60 A Preamp. Make
reasonable offer for all or any piece.
WBYS, Canton, Illinois.
RCA 1 kw FM transmitter, 2 section
Pylon, Hewlett Packard FM monitor,
106-ft. Truscon tower. Combination
price, $3,000.00. Address Charles W.
Hoefer, Aurora (111.) Beacon-News.
Southwestern

Help Wanted
Announcers
Good
combination man
wanted
who would like to live in
nice friendly Colorado town.
Permanent job available immediately. Contact
Orth Bell, KLMR, Lamar, Colo.
Production-Programming , Others
An immediate opening for
TOP-FLIGHT COPYWRITER
... an...
experienced
man persuasive
who LIKEScopy,to
write
to write
imaginative continuity . . . who likes to
develop paigns
program
ideas, thinker.
spots and cam... a creative
For
this
man
the
starting
salary's byhigher
than average; the top determined
his
ability and value . . . opportunity only
as limited
as
his
imagination.
Send
samples and data directly to:
Laury Arnold
WTAC— Flint 3, Mich — (NBC)
For Sale
Stations
ONXY STATION
in growing eastern industrial
city of 15.000. Principal owners
have other interests demanding
attention. Real opportunity at
$50,000. All cash not necessary.
Principals only, no brokers. Box
214K, BROADCASTING.

Network

Station-$809000-00
Well established property in a very desirable metropolitan southwestern city of more than 150.000 population. Rapidly growing
market. Net and gross well ahead of last year. Sales in excess of
$150,000.00 annually. An ideal climate, cool summers and warm
winters. Priced for quick sale at $80,000.00. We can finance up
to 50%.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SAN FRANCISCO
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Sterling 4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5672

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA . . . Fulltime
Network station. Eighty miles from
L. A. Out of TV area. Beautiful
studios on large acreage. Serving
twin cities on three main highways.
Nine million tourist audience. Price
$60,000 cash. Half can be financed.
Box 408K, BROADCASTING.

STATION
for

sale

Only station in New England market over 50,000. Profitable network
affiliate in non-TV area.
Excellent reason for present owners
desire to sell.
$60,000. Reasonable terms. Principals.
Box 41 9K, BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted
Television
Production-Programming, others
EXPERIENCED
DIRECTOR
TV PRODUCER
1000 program hours
years) SHOWS
OF LIVE (3
STUDIO
VARIETY
SPORTS
WOMEN'S
SCIENCE
EDUCATION
CHILDREN'S
including network origination
CURRENTLY EMPLOYED
large eastern metropolitan station
TOP REFERENCES: VETERAN;
FAMILY MAN.
BOX 43 8K,

NATIONAL NIELSEN* RATI
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U .5. Area, including Small-To
Farm and Urban Homes — and indue
Telephone and Non-Telephone Home
REGULAR WEEK JUNE 17-23, 1951
Current Current HeF
Rank Programs
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for
All Programs)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
2 My Friend Irma (CBS)
3 Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS)
4
Walter
5 Mr.
KeenWinched
(CBS) (ABC)
6 You
Godfrey's
Talent
7
Bet Your
Life Scouts
(NBC) (CBS)
8 F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS)
9 Your Hit Parade (NBC)
10
Bob Hawk (CBS)
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for U
All Programs)
1 Beulah (CBS)
2
3 One
Club Man's
15 (CBS)Family (NBC)
WEEKDAY (Average for All Programs) 1
1 Romance
Helen Trent (CBS)
2
Ma Perkinsof (CBS)
3 Arthur
Godfrey
(Liggett & Myer
(CBS)
4 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
5 Big Sister (CBS)
(CBS) Warren and the News
6 Wendy
7 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
8 Rosemary (CBS)
9 Perry Mason (CBS)
i
10
Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
DAY, SUNDAY (Average for All Programs)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) I
2 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) ;-a::
3 On the Line with Bob Considine
(NBC)
DAY, grams)
SATURDAY (Average for All Pro1 Armstrong Theatre (CBS)
2 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
3 Grand Central Station (CBS)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by i
plying the "NIELSEN-RATING"
41,903,000—
1951 Homes.
estimate of(°!1
United StatestheRadio
* Homes reached during all or any pc
the
1 to program,
5 minutes.except for homes listening |v \
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen C.

,i kHid
WACL WAYCROSS
Beams Farm Progra
WACL WAYCROSS, Ga., is on
BE
air with a specially adapted fori!
for the area it serves. Stati
ir :■
owned and operated by Teletror '!
Inc., carries programs which f' R
ture livestock and farming top Tor]
of interest to the region. Fi
broadcast was June 21. WA
operates on 570 kc with 100 w d
time.
Lloyd E. McKinney, forme,
with WMJM Cordele, Ga., is ch
engineer.
E. K. Avriett is sa
director. Other personnel at WA
include Bob Lay, program direct
Margaret Harrison, program
partment; Dick Richards, spoil.
Paul T. Hayes, news director, a
Maurice A. Cadle, assistant en!
neer. WACL carries Lang-Wo
library and AP news.

proi

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing agers,
qualified,
commercialexperienced
managers, manprogram directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazibr
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

KCBS to 50 kw
KCBS San Francisco Aug

9 v
begin operation with increas
power of 50 kw, Arthur H
Hayes, CBS vice president a I
(manager of KCBS, announced li
week. Switchover from the old
kw transmitter to the new 50 1
facility will be made during a n|
tionwide dedicatory broadcast ov
CBS, featuring civic dignitarii |
Mr. Hayes said.

FOR

Smith

Mr. Dalchau

>d film editor, succeeding TOM
LONEY, resigned. BILL MICHS, stage manager, named to dig staff. VERNON POERNER,
eds Mr. Michaelis as stage manThe Fort Industry is buying
* m 1 [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
.-, :
• •'-> CRT|31D. WILLIAMS, manager and
s am director KUMW Wichita,
a
appointed program director
N'-AM-FM Birmingham, Ala.
'«>, Frederic
REHNWALL,
W. Zivsales
Co.,representaappointed
landising director WCCO Min-lis.
"!RY
MONROE, announcing
staff
T Gloversville,
Va., to announcroduction staff WRVA Rich. Va. SAM FOUTS, continuity
tor, transferred to Larus & Bros,
owner of WRVA) as assistant
Frogfljxtising: manager. CATHERINE
: ♦IPSON and FRANCES GLASS
i in rd to continuity staff. Miss
j.pson will replace Mr. Fouts.
.MA GRINBARG, continuity
WEIR Weirton, W. Va., to WFDF
. Mich., in same capacity.
s BUCKLAND, graduate ColumPhila., appointed to an1 nstitute,
ting staff WAYB Waynesboro,
jcN STERN to advertising and
promotion department WMGM
York.
She was with WATV

MEMBERS

air-casters

•i

OBERT M. ADAMS, assistant di'i(v rector of press information and
promotion WTOP Washington,
pted director of publicity and
relations WOL Washington,
-ding ROBERT
W. MILLER,
to active duty with Army.
$,REN BOOROM, WWDC Washk, succeeds Mr. Adams at WTOP.
ERICK W. SMITH appointed
r and assistant to W. R. ROBB
'•rogram manager KEYL (TV)
ntonio. ROBERT G. DALCHAU,
iant in film department, ap-

ONLY
(TV) Newark and KSFO-KPIX (TV)
San Francisco.
GLORIA SWEGMAN, WRC Washington, to WMGM New York on publicity staff.
BUD BOWERS, announcing staff
WPKE Pikeville, Ky., appointed program director.
BOB RAFFERTY and DAVE STASHOWER appointed to announcing
staff WJMO Cleveland. Mr. Rafferty
will handle musical shows and Mr.
Stashower will take charge of special
events and afternoon newscasts.
JERRY STRONG, disc jockey WINX
Washington, to WMAL Washington,
in same capacity.
DAVE MURPHY, ring master Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey Circus,
to WSPB Sarasota, Fla., as disc
jockey and special events man.
ROBERT BELL, production staff
NBC-TV, resigns from network to
undertake production work independently and for the Voice of America.
BILL WELLS to WBBM Chicago, as
announcer, handling two-hour record
program, Matinee at Midnight.
PHIL REGAN, star of Phil Regan
Show on CBS, awarded special commendation by Navy for his work for
the Armed Forces.
RUTH AVERY, personnel interviewer
ABC Western Div., named assistant
to FLORENCE SHIRO, newly appointed radio-TV personnel director
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, July
23].
JOHNNY DOWNS, movie and stage
actor, starts as m.c. of five weekly
hour-long afternoon variety show on
KECA-TV Hollywood.
C. S. FORESTER, author of Captain
Horatio Hornblower, signed by NBCTV as principal writer on network's
History of U.S. Naval Operations.
TODD PURSE, announcing staff,
WXYZ-TV Detroit, to WENR-TV Chicago, in same capacity.
BLAKE EDWARDS, script writer on
CBS The Line Up, to writing department Columbia Pictures, Hollywood.
KATHLEEN HITE, script editor on
Columbia Pacific The Whistler, trans-

EBRLY
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fers to CBS Philip Marlowe, to take
over same duties.
MARGOT DUBA, secretary to ABC
Western Div. production manager,
appointed supervisor of announcers
for network Western Div.
LIZ
KIRK to music library staff WLS
Chicago.
WILLIAM J. SMALL named to continuity staff WLS Chicago. He was
writer and producer at KROD El
Paso, Tex.
GEORGE SIDNEY, film director and
president Screen Directors Guild,
named permanent guest director NBC
Screen Directors Playhouse.
A/euri • • •
WILLIAM J. TROPEY, news editor
WOCB West Yarmouth, Cape Cod,
Mass., appointed director of news
and
Mass. special events WARA Attleboro,
LEO PERSSELIN, farm director
KFGO Fargo, N. D., to WSYR-TV
Syracuse, N. Y.
GENE GODT, newscaster WHO Des
Moines, father of boy, John Ransom,
July 6.
EDWIN L. KAUFMAN, reporter and
writer WPAY Portsmouth, Ohio, appointed news director, succeeding
NED SHERIDAN, program director
who has been acting as news director.
CHUCK BERGESON, WSOO St. Louis,
appointed sports director WFDF
Flint, Mich.
BILL DOWNS, war correspondent
CBS, father of girl, Karen Louise,
July 17.
FRANK COOLEY, farm director
WHAS Louisville, to California Farm
Bureau at Berkeley, Calif., as information director and advertising manager. Was succeeded at WHAS by
DONALD
T. DAVIS
Telecasting,
July 23].[Broadcasting •
CLETE ROBERTS, news commentator, and RUSSELL DAY, cameraman, on four months trip to England,
France, Germany, Balkans, Near East,
and South Africa where they will film
news events interviews with key poliman."
Films tical
willfiguresbeand
used"the
on common
Esso Reporter
on CBS eastern television network
and on Mr. Roberts' nightly Clete
Roberts
Reports on KLAC-TV Hollywood.
EVERETT MITCHELL, noted radio
commentator of National Farm and
Home Hour on NBC, departing on
flying visit to 12 countries in Europe
and Middle East.
A CHAS.

MICHELSON

HIT!

The 1951 Broadcasting •
Telecasting Marketbook is
making its way through the
presses as you read this announcement.
Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers will receive
this 200-page section as
part of the August 20 issue.
Timed for peak Fall buying, the
'51 Marketbook gives you Spot
Ratefinder, newest rate information, population shifts, countyby-county breakdowns, state
statistics, TV circulation, foreign
language
— plus brand
new statestations
and regional
maps
especially
drawn for this edition.
And for better perspective,
our latest 25" x 35" threecolor radio-tv map will be
inserted in each Marketbook.
Increased publishing costs
limit press run of this 200page section. Copies automatically reserved for Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers.
If you are not a subscriber,
you may now start your own
subscription and receive the
big Marketbook as a bonus.
It's a $7.00 investment that
pays dividends every week.

Broadcasting • Telecasting
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
By all means, start my subscription
right
away and bewithsurethetoAugust
send the20
1951 Marketbook
issue.
Name
Company
City
Title

"STORIES OF
Street
Zone
5 MIN. SHOWS TRANSCRIBED
for particulars
CHARLES MICIIELSOiV, Inc.
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

State
□ $7 Encl □ Bill me

'51 Marketbook
July 30, 1951
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'FOURTH MAN' THEME
TO LAUNCH its '-Fourth Man"
promotion in New York last week,
Columbia Pacific used postcard
teaser campaign among agencies
and advertisers in city. Four cards
were sent during week — first bearing "Fourth Man" signature cut:
second and third asked consecutively, "Who Is the Fourth Man"
and "What Does the Fourth Man
Mean to You"; final one advised
that Edwin Buckalew, Columbia
Pacific general sales manager,
would introduce them to Man this
week. Special promotion deriving
its name from fact that one out of
every four residents on West Coast
has been there less than 10 years
is being used in New York, Detroit, and Chicago to prove radio's
dominance on West Coast [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23].
EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
KAHU Waipahu, Oahu, T. H., used
tape recorders to cover finish of
trans-Pacific yacht race, and interview winners. Station aired exclusive interview with boatman
lost at sea for more than 30 hours
during race. KAHU broadcast directly from finish line.
•— « — e
NEW QUIZ SHOW
DuMont TV Network launching
educational-quiz program, What's
the Story, Wed., 9-9:30 p.m. Program features Walter Raney, DuMont newscaster, as quiz-master
"City Editor."

Advertisers frequently
considerpMs]
111 HfMol Your
advertising in
Printers' Ink
strengthens your
| "consumer franchise"
with the leading
buyers of

programs

promotjon

premiums

RCA SELLING CAMPAIGN
RCA VICTOR, to promote its summer radio advertising campaign,
has prepared special dealer window
streamers promoting its participation sponsorship of five NBC
programs: $64 Question; Boston
Pops Orchestra, with Arthur Fiedler; Screen Directors Playhouse;
Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons,
and The Magnificent Montague.
★— * — *
ATOMIC ATTACK
WMAQ Chicago presenting
new series "designed to help
American family maintain itself in the face of enemy attack," Blue Print for Swrvivial. Show opened with air
raid warning siren and closed
with "all clear." Typical family, for 13 weeks, will be
guided in solution of problems
in "the atomic age." Written
by Bob Pierron and directed
by John Keown, series was
planned by Judith Waller,
director of education and public service at NBC Chicago,
and Homer Heck, program
manager.
PUPPY PICTURES
KRMG Tulsa in answer to request
for pictures of Johnny Martin, early
morning man, sending out pictures
of Johnny Martin and his puppies.
Mr. Martin has talked of his dogs
on air, so station followed up with
pictures of pups. KRMG reports
that after third announcement of
picture it had received over 3,000
replies.
•— o — •
TO COVER COUNTY FAIR
W E N E Endicott and W D O S
Oneonta will combine facilities
Aug. 6-11 and bring listeners
coverage of county fair. Stations
will broadcast at least six hours of
entertainment and exhibit descriptions from fair site. Production
will be handled by Charles Hobart,
program director at WDOS.
•— • — •
BLUEGRASS SAMPLE
KSIB Creston, Iowa, sending trade
and advertisers small package
sample of grass seed, as souvenir
from "Bluegrass Capital of the
World." Print on cloth bag reports "34 9c of the world's bluegrass is produced in the primary
coverage area of KSIB."

so keeps them4 v
sold on you.

FACTUAL BROCHURE
CKCK Regina has issued brochure
on statistics of Saskatchewan market showing in detail latest studies
on industrial and farm income,
population breakdown, education
standards, home ownership, home
building in Regina area, wholesale and retail trade figures, and
detailed maps of CKCK's coverage
according to Bureau of Broadcast
Measurement figures.
CHINESE SERIES
WHOM-FM New York airing
weekly series of Chinese language
and musical programs, Tuesday, 8-9
p.m. Program features Mrs. Kang
Louis, wife of novelist Louis Chu,
as feminine disc jockey.
PACKED OPEN HOUSE
KBOE Oskaloosa, Iowa, after
seven month's operation, held open
house for listeners in studio-transmitter building mile-and-a-half
from town. Staff, overwhelmed
wnen 3,500 visitors swarmed
through building in single afternoon, decided open house was success.
BUILDING CHURCH
KIXL Dallas, Think It Over station breaks, Rev. Jimmy McClain,
announcer. Doctor I. Q. from
1940 to 1946 while studying
theology, Rev. McClain now using
announcing voice to help build new
church for his parish at Irving,
Tex. Working as part-time announcer at KIXL, Rev. McClain
gives earnings from inspirational
Think It Over station breaks to
his church's new-building fund.
Lee Segall, KIXL owner, is also
owner of Doctor I. Q. program.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

immediate
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18) I*
ing companies had engaged in su
an arrangement on any network.
That was how Mr. Wade becai
interested, too, in selling beer, i
he joined the Detroit Brewing C
with the position of vice preside
and general
been
in the sales
beermanager.
business "V
ev : tbe
since," he muses. Two years a
Christian Heurich made him an c
fer — and he went to Washington.
Mr. Wade is "very much b
k it
pressed" with what TV can do f tfitl
a beer product, though two-thir
best
of the company's $200,000 rad:
TV budget is wrapped up in sou
broadcasting, he says. Heurich, 5J coim
points out, spends $2 per barrel
consumer advertising — "well abo
the
for theits industry"
and average
has increased
sales 50
$:; i
the past year.
As general sales manager, IV i
Wade bought the radio-TV righ
from Nat's President Clark Griffil j and sold part of them to Sincls}Refining Co. He also is chargiwith setting the four-station sp Mr A
campaign for the firm. Heurich
a regional advertiser, selling i
beer products in Maryland, Vi
ginia, Florida, North Carolir
New Jersey and New York, as w<
as in the District.
frtai
aeo
Mr. Wade says beer — sellin it, that is — is his hobby and sin
it's seasonal, "you don't have mui
time for golf or fishing," to whiiillu
he takes a fancy. He did find tinl:
to get married (in 1931), howeve .
and has a daughter, age 19. MoUei
and Mrs. Wade live in Bethesd;.
Mr. Wade belongs to the Board >f|at
Trade and the Kenwood Counts
Club.

revenue

produced

ith regional promotion
campaigns

23
serviceyears
to theof
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Survey average of 50.8% tuned
every hour to good listening.
WATERTOWN,
WISCONSIN

MARKET ANALYSIS
WHLI Hempstead, Long Isla:
issues annual business analysis
Nassau County market, in wh
it is located. Paper offers inforn
tion on population, families, ret
sales, food store sales, drug st<
sales, automotive store sales, au
mob;le registrations, purchases j
family, etc., and comparison
Nassau County purchasing pov
with other counties. Copies can
obtained by writing Joseph
Lenn, vice president, WHLI.

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061

W. McCOLLISTER, Genera'. Manager
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

ABC-UPT
5 , (Continued from page 27)
-■ lenson, UPT president, said that
promise for growth in the
3 operation lies primarily in
isision." He warned against
::ng radio off as a loss, however,
iressing the belief that "radio
satisfy certain information and
?rtainment needs more adejitely than television. Radio no
jbt will have to operate under
iner competitive conditions, but
pi confident that it will be profit5 and will provide a very vital
ilic service."
wBC "is in a very excellent posii to grow with the TV industry,"
Goldenson told his company's
:kholders. Reporting on an inction trip of the network's TV
oerties, he said that the ABC
llywood setup is "undoubtedly
best in the United States" and
t with improvements now under
y the network would be in as
d competitive shape or better
the other cities in which it owns
eo stations — New York, Chio, Detroit and San Francisco.
C will spend approximately
3 million for these improvents before the merger takes
ce, he said, with the new comy spending perhaps another $4
lion in the next several years,
ce AB-PT will take over about
million cash from ABC, the net
Dense will be in the neighbord of $1.5 million, he commented.
ABC has been handicapped in
evision because of inadequate
ncial resources," Mr. Goldenson
ted. "The merged company will
e the finances to compete with
other networks for top enternment. It will also benefit from
. 1-e accumulated know-how and ex4 rience of our management in the
i in itertainment field. Thus strengthed, ABC should be able to com-.: |te vigorously and effectively with
T^e other major radio and telesion networks and should prove
: i be a highlv profitable oi-ganiza■ i m."
5 IBoth Mr. Goldenson and Mr.
13 ! jintner, who joined the UPT meet; lg following the adjournment of
: 'at of ABC, declined to discuss
at :>ecific plans for effectuating the
,-oposed changes as improper in

advance of FCC approval, which
Mr. Goldenson hazarded a guess
might come about the first of October or November. Mr. Kintner
assured the UPT stockholders, however, that "we'll give NBC and
CBS some real competition."
Movie theatre attendance which
"was awful for us in May," came
back strongly in June and in the
first weeks of July was running
ahead of last year, Mr. Goldenson
reported. He said that the quality
of pictures to be released during
the coming fall and winter is such
as to assure a good box-office for
movie houses.
Asked about theatre television,
Mr. Goldenson said that perhaps a
dozen or 18 features a year might
be appropriate for theatre showing
in this manner. He commented
that motion pictures are the real
business of motion picture theatres
and that theatre television was developed only because of theatre
operators' desires to serve their
public in every possible way.
To a question about subscription
television for the home, Mr. Goldenson replied tersely: "Women won't
payUPT
to stay
madeat ahome."
first payment of
$1,750,000 July 1 on its $45 million
loan and intends to make a similar
payment in December, Mr. Goldenson said. The merged company will
also pay off $7.5 million of ABC's

Architect's drawing of the new WINZ transmitter building.
indebtedness of $8.3 million immediately, he said. He explained
that company policy has always
been to retire any outstanding
debts as rapidly as possible without weakening
rational position.the company's opeUnder the terms of the merger,
Mr. Goldenson will become president of AB-PT; Mr. Noble will
become chairman of the finance
committee, and Mr. Kintner will
serve as president of the ABC
division of AB-PT. An 18-member
board of directors will include five
who are now directors of ABC and
13 who are now UPT board members.
Brown Attacks Merger
In Wire To Coy

ABC-UPT
PLAN
GORDON P. BROWN, president, WSAY Rochester, last week fired
another salvo in his campaign against networks.
This latest blast took the form of a telegram to FCC Chairman Wayne
Coy pin-pointing the target of the proposed United Paramount TheatresABC merger [Broadcasting • Paramount Theatres represent the
Telecasting, July 16].
motion picture house division of
Previously, Mr. Brown attacked
the Paramount Pictures Inc., which
the alleged coercive and anti-trust firm was founded in violation of
practices of major networks
the anti-trust laws of our coun[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
May 14].
He added that ABC "has for
The telegram "urgently" re- years practiced restraint of trade
quested Chairman Coy to "deny
within the radio inany application to consolidate these and monopoly
dustry. It has attempted to, and
two large corporations, which did determine
the rates of each of
would further the monopolization
try."
of the radio, television, theatre its The
manyWSAY
affiliated
stations."charged
executive
and motion picture industries."
that ABC "has damaged my staMr. Brown said that "it is comtion throughout a period of years
mon knowledge that the United to an amount well over $1 million.
"It is now proposed by these
giants of the entertainment world
to unite in one multi-million dollar
monopoly to dominate the entertainment of the citizens of our
BMI
country.
ian
"The radio, television and motion
Anolher BMI "Pin l/p" Hit— Published by Merid
picture industries must forever be
kept competing factors in the entertainment world," Mr. Brown
ES
SS
KI
NE
HI
NS
SU
warned, "for the public interest,
convenience and necessity."
On Records
Bill Farrell— MGM 11023; Martha Tilton-Harry Babbitt— Coral 60545; Paul
e "Bro
Westo.n-Le'
11. kers— Col. 39447; Irving Fields
20-42
—Vic
Why buy 2 or more...
do 1 big sales job
On Transcriptions: Shep Fields— Langworth.
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
Contact
EDWARD
PETRY CO.
IVBAL
■ ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

IZ EXPANDS
Completes New Building
EXPANSION plans of WINZ
Miami Beach, Fla., with increased
power of 50 kw, are rapidly nearing
completion, President Jonas Weiland announced last week. Station
has just completed its new and
modern transmitter building, including two control rooms, a large
studio, newsroom and a complete
music room. Main studios are
in Miami Beach and Hollywood.
To insure adequate and up-tothe-minute news coverage of the
area, WINZ has purchased a land
and sea plane, fully equipped with
remote broadcast facilities.
Mr. Weiland also announced the
appointment of Forjoe & Co. as
national sales representative.
FOR F 1 NEST TAPE RECORDING
KMO

N

Great Falls, Mont.

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder
all the flexibility, high fidelity offers
and features
you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder inIn theon eother.
case Easy
—
Amplifier
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE or coNsoiem
Operation

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ml.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 69)
APPLICATION RETURNED
WINX Washington, D. C. — RETURNED application for CP to change
main trans, location etc.
July 26 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Granted STA
Philco Television Bcstg. Corp. —
Granted special temporary authority
for period ofperimental90color days
to conduct over
exTV broadcasts
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia.
Extension Granted
WINX Washington, D. C— Granted
extension of authority for period of 30
days
11, forsilent.
Maryland
booster from
stationJulyto remain
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Petition Denied
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Denied petition of KCOG requesting that issue
No. re5 initsCommission's
of May to
16
in
application, order
be amended
read: "To
determine
the
type
and
character of program service rendered by
Station WGIL, Galesburg, 111."
Petition Granted
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. — Granted
petition in part insofar as amending
hearing order of May 3 on application
to improve facilities, to add following
as issue No. 3: "To determine the nature of program service presently rendered and the nature of the program
service proposed to be rendered by
Station WTVB. and the need for said
service in the area to be served."
Exemption Granted
KGIL San Fernando, Calif.— Granted
temporary exemption from program
origination
requirements, to Jan. 18,
1952.
Renewals Granted
Following stations were granted renewal of licenses for regular period :
KOTN Pine Bluff, Ark.; KOVC Valley City, N. D.; KRSN Los Alamos,
N. M.; KSYC Yreka, Calif.; WALD
Walterboro, S. C; WBLT Bedford, Va.;
WBTA Batavia. N. Y.; WSRS Cleveland
Heights, Ohio; KRUS Ruston, La.;
KTOP Topeka, Kan.; KWWB Walla
Walla. Wash.; WESB Bedford, Pa.;
WJBS DeLand, Fla.: WJJM Lewisburg,
Tenn.; WLCX La Crosse, Wis.; WTVL
Waterville, Me.; WTNB Birmingham;
WWNS Statesboro, Ga.; KYCA Prescott, Ariz.; WARD Johnstown, Pa.;
WBEC Pittsfield, Mass.; WRLD Lanett,
Ala.; KDB Santa Barbara, Calif.;
WAKE Greenville, S. C; WDXB Chattanooga; WJBK & Aux., Detroit, Mich.;
KRTN Raton, N. M.; KSAM Huntsville,
Tex.; KWRN Reno; WDAN Danville,
111.; WELO Tupelo, Miss.; WFKY Frankfort, Ky.; WFLB Fayetteville, N. C;
WGEZ Beloit, Wis.; WLAU Laurel,
Miss.; WMDD Fajardo, P. R.; WOMI
Owensboro, Ky.; WSKY Asheville,
N. C; WTBF Troy, Ala.; KVOG Ogden,
Utah; KVOW Littlefield, Tex.; WBUD
Morrisville, Pa.; WOLF Syracuse, N. Y.;
KOCO West Salem, Ore.; KNOW Austin, Tex.; WVEC Hampton, Va.; KVAL
Brownsville, Tex.; KCNI Broken Bow.
Neb.; KVWC Vernon, Tex.; WAZL
Hazleton, Pa.; WCVA Culpepper Va,;
WHOB Gardner, Mass.; WINR Bing-
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hamton, N. Y.; WLOE Leaksville, N. C.j
WMJM Cordele, Ga.; WTXL West
Springfield, Mass.
Licenses Extended
Licenses for the following stations
were extended on a temporary basis
to Nov. 1:
WTTT Coral Gables, Fla.; WTOM
Bloomington, Ind.; WVIM Vicksburg,
Miss.; KICO Calexico, Calif..; KWEW
Hobbs, N. M.; WPLI Jackson, Tenn.;
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif.; KBRO Bremerton, Wash.; KRIB Mason City, Iowa;
KXRJ Russellville, Ark.; WCUM Cumberland, Md.; WDHL Bradenton, Fla.;
WMOC Covington, Ga.; KELS Kelso,
Wash.; WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio; WHBB
Selma, Ala.; WHBS Huntsville, Ala.;
KDIA Auburn, Calif.; KDRO Sedalia,
Mo.; KGKB
Tyler. Alexandria,
Tex.; KPAS Minn.;
Banning, Calif.; KXRA
WCLD land,Cleveland,
Miss.;
WMTW
PortMe.; WOPA Oak Park, 111.; WSIP
Paintsville, Ky.; WIKC Bogalusa, La.;
WKLV Blackstone, Va.
Transcript Corrected
The Commission granted requests of
Henry B. Weaver, counsel for Philco
Corp.; Seymour Krieger, counsel for
The Joint Committee on Educational
Television; George H. Brown, RCA
Laboratories Division, and, in part, request of Ray B. Houston, counsel for
RCA, to make certain corrections to
Part II of the transcript of testimony
in the television hearing (Dockets 8736
et al.).
July 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WGHN Spring Lake, Mich.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date from 8-15-51 to 2-15-52.
WJPR Greenville, Miss.— Mod. CP to
change frequency, power etc. for extension of completion date from 8-4-51
to 9-4-51.
WNEW New York— Mod. CP to increase power etc, for extension of completion date from 8-15-51 to 3-15-52.
Extension of SSA
WNYC New York — Extension of special service authorization to operate
additional hours between 6 a.m. EST
and sunrise at New York and sunset
at Minneapolis. Minn, and 10 p.m. EST
using DA for
periodRenewal
beginning 9-2-51.
License
Following stations request renewal of
license: KWKW Pasadena. Calif.; WTRF
Bellaire, Ohio; KDNT-FM Denton, Tex.
FM— 104.1 mc
WFOW (FM) Madison, Wis.— CP to
change class and frequency AMENDED
to change from Ch. 290 (105.9 mc) to
Ch. 281 (104.1 mc). (Note: Should have
appeared under July 18 applications).
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KBUC Corona, Calif. — RETURNED
application for assignment of license.
KFTM Ft. Morgan, Col.— RETURNED
application for license renewal.
Kintner Heads Palsy Unit
ROBERT E. Kintner, ABC president, was appointed last week to
head the radio committee for New
York City's |750,000 Cerebral Palsy
Campaign for 1951.

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

RY THROUGH JULY
SUMMA
te Stations
J&
J^frX
Summary
of CO
Authorizations,
on the Air, Applications f
Cond'l Appls. In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearii 1
AM Stations
2,285
2,252
133
287
124
FM Stations
650
538
121
1*
9
3
TV Stations
107
82
28
422
171
* On the air.
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WAKN Aiken, S. C. (Aiken Electronics Adv. Corp., 9H
kc,
kw, day);KWHT
KABI Wheatland,
Ketchikan, Alaska
(Aurora C.Bcstrs.
1 kw-da
500 1w-night);
Wyo. (WUliam
Grove,Inc.,
800 580kc,kc,1 kw,
day a
KRSD Rapid City, S. D. (Heart of the Black Hills Station, 1340 kc, 250 w, ful I
time); WAKU Latrobe, Pa. (Clearfield Bcstrs. Inc., 1570 kc, 250 w, day); WEVA
FM Emporia,
(StoneBcstg.
Bcstg.Corp.,
Corp.,Ch. Ch.
790 WLBS
w); WVOW-F1
Logan,
W. Va. Va.
(Logan
22 261
( 92.3 (100.1
mc), mc),
20 kw);
Birminf
ham,
KOWN).Ala. (Changed from WKAX); KCON-FM Conway, Ark. (Changed froi
Docket Actions
INITIAL DECISIONS
KLOK San Jose, Calif.— Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick issued initial decision favoring grant of application for
increasing its hours of operation from
daytime only to fulltime with power of
5 kw-day, 1 kw-night, night-directional,
on present
sion July 25.frequency of 1170 kc. DeciWashington Court House, Ohio —
Hearingham issued
Examiner
D. CunninginitialJames
decision
favoring
grant of application of The Court House
Bcstg. Co. for a new AM station on
1250 kc,
July
26. 500 w, daytime only. Decision
ORDER
Rouge, La.scheduled
— FCC ordered
at Baton
oral argument
for Aug.that3
in the matter of WLCS and KJAN,
both Baton Rouge, participants are requested to address their respective
arguments, in part, to issues relating,
among other matters, to petition to
change transmitter site filed July 3 by
KJAN and oppositions filed thereto by
WLCS and
ChiefOrder
of July
Commission's
Broadcast
Bureau.
26.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
KFRB inFairbanks,
Alaska 1290
— Granted
switch
facilities from
kc to
790 kc, 5 kw, fulltime; program tests on
790 kc are not to be authorized until
same licensee's
KFQDtestsAnchorage
authorized
program
on 600 kc;is
new KFRB license not to be issued
until KFQD is licensed on 600 kc; other
conditions. Granted July 25.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WGNC-AM-FM Gastonia, N. C. —
Granted assignment of licenses from
F. C. Todd,
tional Bank,deceased,
executor toof Citizens
estate, Naand
thence to Catherine T. McSwain for
$46,523.01. Granted July 25.
WOPA-AM-FM Oak Park, 111. —
i Granted assignment of licenses from
old partnership to new partnership d/b
as Village Bcstg. Co. for $13,540. Partners are William L. Klein (46%), present general manager; Oak Park Arms
Hotel Inc. (35%); James M. Whalen Jr.
(3.75%), advertising specialist; Egmont
Sonderling Granted
(15.25%),Julypresent
station
manager.
25.
WGGH Marion, 111. — Granted assignment of license
ham and
GeorgefromW. Hartley
Dodds L.d/bGris-as
Marion Bcstg. Co. to George W. Dodds
for $10,000. Granted July 25.
KMLWment of permit
Marlin, from
Tex. — old
Granted
assignpartnership
of W. L. Pennington and Virgil H. Gage
to W.
L. Pennington
d/b as purchase
Falls Coun-of
ty Public
Service through
Mr. Gage's
interest for $650. Granted
July
25.
WIRJ
Humboldt,
Tenn. T.— H.Granted
transfer of control from
Hobbs
to J. Frank Warmath through purchase
of 50%nowinterest
for $2,500.
Warmath
owns 100%
interest.Mr.Granted
July 25.
KUNO Corpus
Christi,
— Granted
assignment
of license
fromTex.Community
Bcstg.
Co.
to
KUNO
Inc.
No
money
involved. Granted July 19.
WOSCment of license
Fulton, from
N. Y. —Harold
GrantedW. assignCassill

to Cassill Radio Corp. No money ir
volved. Granted July 19.
WLAV-AM-FM Grand Rapids, Mid,
— Granted assignment of license froi
Leonard
Versluis
to Versluis
q u
TelevisionA. Inc.,
wholly
owned Radio
by a^ljj,
signor. No money involved. Grante.n;;
July 16.
i
New Applications . . .
FVG
AM APPLICATIONS
and
Greenville, N. C— L. C, McSwaiI )|C-.U(
tr/as Eastern Carolina Bcstg. Co., 149
kc, 250cost
w, fulltime;
estimated
construe k5,
tion
$10,000; first
year operatin
cost $20,000; first year revenue $26,00(iL |
Applicant is manager and 20% owne
McSwain's
Filed
July 23.Dept. Store, Robins, N. C ,
Chatahoochee, Fla. — Tiger Rive:
Corp., 1380 kc, 500 w, day; estimatei
cost $19,363.44 (of which $14,063.44 wortl
is already on hand); operating cos
$24,000;
Presidentrevenue
H. L. $36,000.
Lowder Principals
(3.5%), coman
mercial manager WWGP-AM-FM San.
ford, N. C; Secretary-Treasurer E. O
Kopriver (3.5%), chief engineer foi
WWGP; Ralph Oliver (47.5%), ownel
Oliver Gulf Station; J. H. Lowde) IftoMI
(42.75%), physical
YMCA
Albemarle,
N. C; director,
H. E. Bergmar
(2.5%),
attorney
and
Secretary
ol DAE
Chatahoochee
Filed
July 23. Chamber of Commerce ,;rt \
Ft. Walton, Fla.— WFTW Inc., 1490 kc
250 w, fulltime, (requests assignments
life |
$9,285;
cost $25,000;
revenue,),,,.
of WFTWoperating
call letters);
estimated
cost'
$35,000.
Principals
are President
Egbertengineer
Mead (31%),
10%
ownerGeorge,
ancM^'"„'■!
chief
WBSRZepp
Pensacola,
Fla.?Lf,'
Treasurer
Leonard
(31%), engi-^lnr
neer-announcer WTWA Thomson, Ga.;
Vice President Boris Mitchell (31%)<
program director WBSR; Secretary
Kirke 24.M. Beall (7%), attorney. Filed
July
Lexington Park, Md. — Patuxent Radio III
Inc., 1370operating
kc, 1 kw, cost
day;$31,000;
estimated
cost'
$12,370;
revenue
$49,500. Principals are President John
H. Mullaney (88%), consulting engi
neer,
Washington,
C; housewife;
SecretaryTreasurer
M. H. DalyD.(6%),
H.
J.
Daly
(6%),
attorneys.
Filed
July 26.
Bishopville, Ga. — Lec County Bcstg.
Co., 620 kc, 1 kw, day; estimated cost
$16,275; operating cost $24,000; revenue

THE

LITTLE

STATION
WITH.

REP.MEEKER
BY

THE
bigwallop!

!NE
MARINETT
fWlw5SCONS
LM ft
WW fWl#m
\MLMW
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

HI
IF

,000. Partners owning 20% each are
Ginsberg, owner ready to wear
C' ||v
G. DesChamps
Jr., Petroleum
president
I u VV.owner
Bishopville
j".
L.
DuBose,
president
ner McLeod Pharmacy Inc.; and
G. H.Vz
Clveen, *i owner DuBose Drug Co.;
irston Webb, Jo owner DesChamps
j* ebb Cotton Co. Filed July 26.
! inton, S. C. — T. E. Addison tr/as
llton cost
Radio $13,275;
Advertising
Co.; estifeed
operating
cost
Addison
Mr.
$36,000.
,000; revenue
Dry and Pepsi-Cola
isling Canada
companies and is vice president
-II 10% owner of Bank of Clinton,
d July 26.
ot Springs, Ark.— Hot Springs Bcstg.
1270 kc, 1 kw, day; estimated cost
operating cost $34,000; revenue
, B55;
500. Partners are Walter Y. Cleve1 (51%), deputy county auditor,
Moines, Iowa; Robert L. Harrison
CaruthersownerJuly KCRV
7C),Mo.10% Filed
s,
26.
FM APPLICATION
ighland,
State91.3of mc,
Wisconsine Radio Wis.—
Council,
10 kw;
mated construction cost $51,500.
dios are to be located on U. of Wissin campus, Madison, Wis. (Call
ers WHHI requested). Filed July 25.
TV APPLICATIONS
'au Claire, Wis.— Central Bcstg. Co.,
' aural,
13 (210-216
mc), 840
49.2 feet;
kw visual,
24.6
antenna
estimated
struction cost $309,445; first year
rating cost $150,000; first year reve$150,000. Applicant is licensee of
AU-AM-FM
Eau Claire. Filed
y 26.
eaumont, Tex. — The Enterprise Co.,
6 (82-88 mc), 100 kw visual, 50 kw
al, antenna 500 feet; estimated cost
.675; operating cost $150,000; revenue
1,000. Applicant is licensee of
IC-AM-FM Beaumont. Filed July 25.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
FVG Fuquay Springs, N. C. — Aslment of license from J. M. Stephenand B. H. Ingle Sr. tr/as Radio
tion WFVG to J. M. Stephenson for
00 plus assumption of obligations
tiling $6,300. Retiring partner, Mr.
le, has applied for a new AM sta1 in Raleigh, N. C. Filed July 23.
"SBA-AM-FM York, Pa. — Involun- transfer of control from Louis J.
jell, deceased, to Helen P. Appell,
is J. Appell Jr., George H. Appell,
the York National Bank & Trust
executors of estate of Louis J.
>ell. Mr. Appell owned all outstandstock of Susquehanna Bcstg. Co.,
nsee.
KWK-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.—
nsfer of control Community Bcstg.
from Joe L. Smith Jr. Inc. to John
Reynolds through retirement of 51%
rest for $97,271.58, plus or minus.
Reynolds is present owner of 49%
has been general manager of the
ion for more than nine years. Filed
, 26.
'LOU
Louisville,
Ky. —Bcstg.
Assignment
icense from
Louisville
Co. to
•ert W. Rounsaville for $40,000 plus
year lease for real estate and buildat $560 per month. Mr. Rounsaville
jwner of WBAC Cleveland, Tenn.
WQXI Atlanta, Ga. and owns 51%
WBEJ
Elizabethton, Tenn. Filed
26.
DAE-AM-FM Tampa, Fla. — Transof control Tampa Times Co., liceni to David E. Smiley and Mary F.
ley through purchase by the licen-

ATTENDING BMI Clinic at Seattle were (I to r): StandCity; Robert R. Tincher, WNAX Yankton, S. D.; Hugh A.
Smith, KPOJ Portland, Ore.; John Fulton, WGST Atlanta;
ing, Carl Haverlin, BMI president; Harry R. Spence,
KXRO Aberdeen; W. W. Warren, KOMO Seattle; Carl
seated, H. W. Slavick, WMC Memphis; Mrs. A. Scott
Downing, Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters; D. Bullitt, KING Seattle; O. W. Fisher, KOMO Seattle; Robert J. Burton, BMI; Ted Cott, WNBC New York; Glenn
Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton and president, Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters; Fred F. Chitty, KVAN Vancouver,
Dolberg and James H. Cox, BMI. Attendance was reWash., and WSAB president; Herbert Olsen, KXIC Iowa
ported as the largest in history.
see and retirement of 5,000 shares (50%
interest) belonging to Ralph Nicholson
Importance Stressed
and family for $825,000. Mr. and Mrs.
Smiley are present owners of 50% and
At Seattle Clinic
will own 100% after retirement of the
PROGRAM
IMPACT
Nicholsons' interest. Filed July 25.
WINX Washington, D. C— AssignTHE crucial importance to broadcasters' success of local programming
ment of license from Banks Independent Bcstg. Co. to United Bcstg. Co. Inc. and programming which is fresh and original was sounded at the BMI
for $95,000. United is licensee of WOOK
Clinic in Seattle last Monday, first of Pacific Coast presentations in the
Silver Spring, Md.; WSID Essex, Md.;
current schedule.
WARK Hagerstown, Md.; WANT RichRadio officials reiterated from
mond, Va. [BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING, June 18]. Filed July
26.
by Carl Haverlin during the lunchWARL - AM - FM Arlington, Va. — their own experience the necessity
eon session. Robert R. Tinchner,
Transfer of control Northern Virginia for creative programming if radio
Bcstrs. Inc., from Frank U. Fletcher is to survive against competing
vice president and general manager,
and R. K. Castell to Lou Poller through
WNAX Yankton, S. D., and Irwin
sale of 100% stock for approximately
media and the attacks of rate$124,000,
plus or minus [BROADCASTS. Adams, general manager, KGON
ING • TELECASTING,
July 23]. Mr. minded advertisers.
Eugene City, Ore., also spoke.
Poller owns WPWA Chester, Pa. Filed
The clinic's attendance, 108, was
July 25.
KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb.— Assignment hailed by Glenn Dolberg, BMI staof license to new partnership of L. L.
tion relations director, as the larg- WKID Sold
Hilliard and Ruth K. Hilliard d/b as
est yet.
Milliard Co. L. L. Hilliard buys forROBERT J. SNYDER, former
merterestpartner
RussellFiled
A. Hand's
Hugh A. Smith, program direc- president of KXIC Iowa City, and
for $1,000.
July 25.1% inWJWL-AM-FM Georgetown, Del.;
tor of KPOJ, pleaded for individGene Phillippe of Ottumwa, Iowa,
WFAI Fayetteville, N. C; WRAD Raduality in programming, and assert- have purchased WKID Urbana
ford, Va. — Acquisition of control Rollins
ed it starts in the station's music for an undisclosed sum, subject
Bcstg.lins Co.,
licensee, E.by Rollins
John W.
Roland Katherine
through
transfer of 125 shares from Rollins library. "There's no price tag on to the usual FCC approval.
Motor Co. (owned 100% by Mr. Rollins)
ingenuity," he declared, "but it Station is a 250 w daytimer, servto him for $12,500 credit against coming Urbana and Champaign. It
pensations owed him, and sale of one
It was announced at the meeting
sharener to
Mrs.
Rollins
by
Jack
C.
Gardwas
sold by Kemper-Fabert Inc.,
for $100. Filed July 25.
that Mr. Smith will leave KPOJ to Urbana
Chevrolet dealer, and
KWEW
Hobbs,
N.
M.—
Involuntary
off."
pays assistant program director
transfer of control KWEW Inc. from become
Frank
Strand,
Champaign advertisWalter E. Whitmore, deceased, to of KPIX (TV) San Francisco, efing executive. Blackburn-HamilWalter E. Whitmore Jr., executor of
fective
Aug.
1.
estate. Filed July 25.
ton, station brokers, handled neTed Cott, general manager of
WRGA-AM-FM
Rome, Ga.
— Involuntary transfer of control
Rome
Bcstg.
gotiations.
WNBC-AM-FM-WNBT (TV) New
Corp., licensee, from John H. Quarles,
deceased, administrator of estate of York, pointed out the renewed imJohn W. Quarles to Annie C. Quarles,
portance of radio today — its use in General Mills Switch
administratrix of estate of John W.
the Korean peace negotiations, the GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis,
Quarles. Filed July 12.
fact that Jacob Malik used radio to has replaced Armstrong of the SBI
WMRC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C. —
Relinquishment of control Textile launch his original peace feeler, and
after 18 years on the air with
Bcstg.
Co., licensee,
A. Jol-as the remarkable coverage of recent
ley through
transfer byof Robert
260 shares,
Silver Eagle and Mr. Mercury on
a gift, to four members of his family.
midwestern floods.
ABC. Mr. Mercury, owned by
Mr. Jolley now owns 50.11% and will
Louis G. Cowan, originates in New
own 44.33% after transfer. Filed July 12.
The clinic, co-sponsored by the
York Tuesday, 6:30-7 p.m. (CDT).
WRIC Richlands, Va. — Assignment of Washington State Assn. of Broadlicense from J. P. Home, J. C. GilSHvei- Eagle, packaged by James
casters, devoted little direct attenlespie, Jesse F. White and J. P. Royall
Jr. d/b as Clinch Valley Bcstg. Co. to
tion to BMI as such. One of the Jewell, is broadcast from Chicago
Clinch Valley Bcstg. Corp., owned by few mentions came in a brief talk Thursday at the same time.
same partners. Filed July 13.
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex. — Assignment
+++++
of license from T. W. Lee d/b as Gladea
water Bcstg. Co. to C. A. Lee, his
carries the weight
brothertary and
attorney-in-fact.
consideration.
Filed JulyNo 18.moneKSIW Woodward, Okla. — Acquisition
of control Woodward Bcstg. Co., licenC H N S
in the Oregon Market
see, by Edward A. Ryan and Lenora
Woods Ryan through purchase by her
of 1199 shares (49.9%) from Robert E.
JWlFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
DAYj&r
NIGHT
Davis for $5600 last November. Mr.
Ryan
Our List of NATIONAL
July 6. is also owner of 49.9%. Filed
Deletions . . .
.DVERTISERS Looks Like
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 21, FM 50, TV 0. New deletions,
WHO'S WHO!
effective dates, and reasons follow:
THEY want the BEST!
WHOU Houlton, Me. — Northland
Bcstg.
Co., permit, July 23. Owner
Nation Sur
B .vey• ■ 2,5 47,
Ask
unablecause oftoU. complete
construction beS. Naval service.
L BMB
TA
TO
WCFC Beckley, W. Va. — Beckley
JOS. WEED & CO.,
Newspapers
Corp.,
license,
July
17.
LIES
FAm•MI
Economic.
B*B
iO Madison Ave., New York
KGWFro
• 194
• •?• liMtt
WCFC-FM Beckley, W. Va— Beckley
PORTLAND,
OREGON
About the
Newspapers
Corp.,
license,
July
17.
E
IM
YT
DA
Economic.
on the efficient 620 frequency
Maritimes Busiest Station
WTBO-FM Cumberland, Md. — MaryKGW
land Radio Corp., permit, July 20. InAFFILIATED WITH NBC
5000 WATTS — NOW!
:T»Y
:::»«&*•CO.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EH IS
WARKS9 Pf:■.
vertisers. suf icient set distribution to attract adE
NIGHTT•IM Page 77
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MORE EQUITABLE TAX BASE
ASKED BY TELECASTERS
MORE equitable base period for television
broadcasters to compute their excess profits
tax rate was requested Friday by John B.
Poole, of Fort Industry Co., spokesman for
NARTB-organized Television Broadcasters Tax
Committee. Mr. Poole appeared before Senate
Finance Committee.
Purpose of industry committee is "to relieve
the very serious and critical financial plight
of the television broadcasters" as they are
affected by the Excess Profits Tax Act, he said.
TV losses through 1946-1949 period, when
radio industry was pioneering TV, depressed
normal profits of radio broadcasting, lowering
rate of return. Profit column not reached by
nearly all TV companies until late 1950, Mr.
Poole told Senators. Pinch on telecasters is
computing EPT credit based on best three
years of this depressed period, he explained.
Relief provisions of act have not helped, Mr.
Poole, said, adding that inadequate tax credit
only compounds risk hazard in operations.
Inequity can be relieved in Senate bill
(S 1861) introduced by Sen. J. Allen Frear
(D-Del.), Mr. Poole said [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 23]. While not exempting
him, bill would restore base period for telecaster to be equal with industries which had
normal operation during base period, he explained. Prime feature of bill is to permit
broadcaster to use 1946 industry rate of return as base rather than three best years of
period when TV losses were sustained. Those
operators who are in TV only also would use
this base.
THEATRE TV ILLEGAL,
FTPC REPORT CHARGES
CHARGE THAT box-office television is illegal
because it is purely commercial and offers no
public service in exchange for its use of spectrum space is contained in a preliminary report
to the Fair Television Practices Committee.
Jerome W. Marks, committee chairman, who
with Max Pfeferblum, secretary, prepared the
report, stated that "subscription radio was
never approved by the FCC and no precedent
of any kind whatsoever exists for granting to
theatre television exclusive use of any publicly-owned television channels." Noting that
TV set owners have "a most vital interest in
this matter," Mr. Marks expressed "the hope
of the FTPC that the commission will proceed
in this important matter most cautiously as the
whole future pattern of both television and
radio will be at stake."
REINGOLD REPRESENTATIVE
REINGOLD Co., St. Louis (advertising agency), has appointed Wyatt & Schuebel as its
radio and television department and New York
office. Agency handles the following accounts-:
American Tourist Luggage, Old Mr. Boston
liquors, Hampden Brewing Co. (Hampden ale),
Plymouth Mfg. Co. (men's rainwear), and
Revere Knitting Mills (men's sportswear).
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PHILCO TO TEST
AD HOC COLOR TV
EXPERIMENTAL color grant made to
Philco's WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia for 90-day
period is for testing of "compatible" standards
under study by National Television Systems
Committee ad hoc group, FCC disclosed Friday. NTSC has been reorganized for color
effort [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June
25, 4].
Color tests and demonstrations understood
scheduled by General Electric Aug. 6, Hazeltine Aug. 7, RCA Aug. 8, Philco Aug. 9 and
Institute of Radio Engineers' New York headquarters Aug. 10. NBC currently holds color
experimental authority for WNBW (TV)
Washington and WNBT (TV) New York. GE
has asked FCC to use its VHF-UHF experimental outlet for color tests, "using the field
sequential system and other systems currently
being studied" by NTSC.
said "experimental
television
to Philco
be broadcast
shall be a color
compatible
typesystem
color
signal conforming to the general recommendations
of the Ad Hoc Committee of the [NTSC]. The purpose will be mendto
investigate
field testandthe torecomations of the
Ad Hoc and
Committee
learn
if such recommendations are practical for broadcasting
operation. will
It is enable
anticipated
that the toexperimental operations
the licensee
study
the following engineering factors: 1. Comparative
performance of the recommendation with respect to
color turecarrier
phase,2. beat
interference,
picture strucand flicker.
Fidelity
of color rendition.
...
3. Various dissections of image by removing parts
of the video signal."
DENY NEW FM SERVICE
FCC REFUSED Friday to establish new class
of FM service, with same lenient rules as now
pertain to non-commercial, educational FM,
for all kinds of tax-exempt, non-profit organizations. In majority opinion, Commission denied
joint petition of Radio Commission of Southern
Baptist Convention and Executive Board of
Baptist General Convention of Texas. Commission held that, aside from that shown by
petitioners, no interest in such special classification had been evinced. Vice Chairman Paul
A. Walker and Comr. Robert F. Jones dissented
with the statement that petition should be
granted to include churches, if not other kinds
of tax-exempt, non-profit interests.
BAKER HEADS RTMA TV GROUP
CHAIRMAN and thirteen other members of
RTMA's Television Committee were announced
Friday by Board Chairman Robert C. Sprague.
Dr. W. R. G. Baker of General Electric was
reappointed chairman. The following were
also named: Benjamin Abrams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.; Robert S. Alexander,
Wells-Gardner & Co.; Max F. Balcom, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc.; W. J. Barkley, Collins
Radio Co.; H. C. Bonfig, Zenith Radio Corp.;
John W. Craig, Crosley Div., Avco Mfg.
Corp.; Allen B. DuMont, DuMont Labs Inc.;
J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor; E. K. Foster, Bendix Radio Div.; Paul V. Galvin, Motorola Inc.;
W. J. Halligan, Hallicrafters Co.; L. F. Hardy,
Philco Corp.; W. A. MacDonald, Hazeltine
Electronics Corp.

ble to TV operations. Some newspapers al
magazines plumping for Chicago stadium.
IS PATIENT dead or alive was question pos
by FCC staff last week respecting WSI
McComb, Miss., which submitted license i:
cancellation because of bankruptcy proceed!
and then wired to "withhold action" since
was "receiving assistance to carry on throu
receivership." WSKB, founded 1939 and i
signed 1250 kc with 5 kw day, 500 w nig;
DA, alleged efforts were made to drive it
air.
NATIONAL CARBON Co., New York (Pr.
tone anti-freeze), through William Esty
Co., same city, preparing six-week radio a
television campaign using nine spots weekly,
start in mid-September and October.
QUESTION of Ford Foundation grant i
educational TV programming via commerc
stations due to be put to foundation truste
this week. Foundation authorities, who've i
dicated funds might be made available if co:
mercial telecasters show they can do job, n<
appear satisfied they can.
ONE OF MOST exhaustive FBI investigatio
into qualifications of appointee to judgesh
being conducted on Comr. Frieda B. Hennoc
whose nomination to Federal District judg
ship in New York awaits consideration
Senate Judiciary Sub-committee. Made
behest of Department of Justice, as is custoi
ary, investigation
has areas.
covered.
New oppo:
Yoi '
Washington
and other
Despite
tion of Assn. of the Bar of the City of Ns
York and American Bar Assn. questionii
her qualifications, her confirmation is expects
ONE worked
OR MORE
networkfor commentators,
have
part-time
Voice of Ameriw'!
and who have been unhappy about way Sta
Dept. has operated, consider blast from H
last week as last straw and may hand
resignations.
GENERAL MILLS (Gold Medal Flour) stat
ing Aug. 6, placing its quarter-hour, Hym
of All Churches, five times weekly on about II
to 200 stations in addition to Liberty Broa
casting System and Keystone Broadcasts
System.
is
agency.Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New Yor j
NARBA ONLY one of 50 international pac.
now waiting for consideration of Senate Fo
eign Relations Committee. Current foreign a
program will take committee attention at lea |
until September. Adding two and two it a
pears NARBA impasse may be prolonged.
WGN
NAMES HOLLINGBERY
WGN-AM-TV Chicago names George Hollih
bery and Co., same city, to serve as its nation
representative. Stations will maintain nation
sales forces in Chicago and New York
handle business in key markets, Chicago, Ne
York, Philadelphia, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Bo
ton, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee.
4
FRUIT

JUICE

SPOTS

FLORIDA CITRUS industry for canned frit
juices, will sponsor 10:15-30 p.m. spot of hal
hour Saturday-night Doodles Weaver Show o
NBC-TV for five weeks beginning Aug. Agency is J. Walter Thompson.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

IN

THE

HEART

. . . Wholeheartedly
interest . . .

in the public

Greater Kansas City— in fact the entire
Kansas City Trade Area— is rapidly
recovering from one of the greatest
disasters to strike the Midwest.
From the moment that the crisis became imminent, KMBC-KFRM facilities and staff were dedicated to the
emergency on a 24-hour basis. Direct
reports from the flood and fire zones —
authentic coverage from flood headquarters—complete cooperation with
all agencies — resulted in the saving of
countless lives and many thousands
of dollars. The KMBC-KFRM Team
was outstanding for its contribution

||

TO SELL THE WHOLE

OF

AMERICA

"in the public interest, convenience
and necessity." ALL OF THIS HAS
NOW- MORE THAN EVER BEFORE-TIED THE LISTENER TO
KMBC-KFRM!
Farm and industry alike have emerged
from the debris and are "on the way
back." And while The KMBC-KFRM
Team enjoyed the lead in the great
Kansas City Trade Area, its outstanding performance during and following
the disaster has gained thousands of
loyal listeners who, "to keep in touch
with the times, keep tuned to KMBCKFRM" and who buy KMBC-KFRM
advertised products and services.
Write, wire or phone KMBC-KFRM,
or your nearest Free & Peters office.

HEART OF AMERICA

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

Team

Tie
6TH OLDEST
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

IT'S

CBS AFFILIATE
BY

MIDLAND

•

__HHHL_
PROGRAMMED

BY KMBC

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Chef Milani,
Friend and Counselor
of the Budget-Wise

Housewii

with his "Dinner for Four—
a Dollar, No Morel"
When the chef takes on a product, j
miracles happen. The miracles
reflect Chef Milani's loyalty to his
listeners and their loyalty to him.
He believes in the products he
sells, and his belief pushes through
the microphone to his audience,
builds a long-term loyalty to
the product far beyond the
"try-it-once" effect of
ordinary commercial selling.
No wonder there's often a waiting
list for Chef Milani's show.
Small wonder that retailers buy...
and sell... what Chef Milani sells.
Current sponsors include Birds Eye,
Bireley's, Borden's, Cliquot Club,
Frostee Mix, Lipton's Tea.
Investigate Chef Milani for
your product, for your client's
product. It's unique, it works,
it's Chef Milani!

Poutenfrd

Voice of ^Ui^uUa

• T>ud

7tO

50,000 watts daytime • 10,000 watts nighttime
> AFFILIATE, LIBERTY BROADCASTING SYSTEM • REPRESENTED BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC
1
RADIO CONTINUES TO BE "AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

AUGUST

6, 1951

ASTING

,500,000
NATIONAL

Broadcast

to- tee, the

BARN

from

DANCE

Chicago's

In the eighteen years since the NATIONAL

8th
BARN

Street
DANCE

Theatre!

was moved to the

8th Street Theatre (it was a studio broadcast for eight years before that)
2,076,410 loyal WLS listeners have paid nearly a million and a half dollars
to see the program broadcast from this one spot alone— an unequalled record
in paid admittance for any radio program. And with age, its share of
audience increases— in the last reported month alone, according
to A. C. Nielsen Company, by 16%.
It is more than just another program. The NATIONAL

BARN

DANCE

is radio's oldest continuous, commercial program. It is a tradition—
which has maintained— and increased— WLS leadership in developing loyal
listeners— and customers. Its list of sponsors is impressive— even more so is the
constancy of their sponsorship. It has proven and will continue to prove
that radio is the magic touch that turns people into customers.

WLS can introduce you to new customers in the rich Midwest.
Write WLS, or contact your John Blair man today for availabilities
and facts on how Radio's magic touch can sell for you.

90 KILOCYCLES. 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK - REPRESENTED BY \. JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY

OGRAMMING

0

QUALITY

Makes

between

signal

the

difference

coverage

and

selling

coverage

INDIAN*

FIRST in Louisville
More Hooper FIRSTS* than all other
Louisville stations combined!
♦Based on total rated periods (one-quarter
hours and one-half hours), Hooper Report No. 29, December 'SO-April '51.

First in ALL
KENTUCKIANA
The only station that covers
all this rich market.

KENTUCKY

No other Kentuckiana station can match WHAS

fake

in

listenership ... in Louisville, in Lexington, in all
Kentuckiana. Because no other station can match the
consistent high level of WHAS

Lexington

for example

WHAS has more quarter-hour "Firsts"*
in Lexington than all other stations combined including 4 local stations!
♦Based on recent diary survey conducted by Department
of Radio Arts, University of Kentucky.

programming. With power

to reach 'em and the programming to sell 'em . . . it's a
combination that can't be beat. Better call Petry.

****

ou*,

50,000 WATTS
The

840 KILOCYCLES

1A CLEAR CHANNEL

only radio

station

serving

all of the rich Kentuckiana

and

selling

Market
VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

NEIL D. CUNE, Sales Director
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Circuit

TAKE 'EM OR LEAVE 'EM: (1) Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock, upon confirmation for New
York Federal judgeship, will be succeeded by
Robt. T. Bartley, administrative assistant
to his uncle, House Speaker Sam Rayburn;
(2) Comr. Robert F. Jones, if he resigns
before year is out, may well be succeeded
by Fanney Neyman Litvin, veteran examiner
and attorney, to satisfy "woman's demand;"
(3) Chairman Wayne Coy, if and when he
leaves, expected prior to New Year, would probably be succeeded by Neville Miller, former
NAB president, now practicing law in Washington; (4) Vice Chairman Paul A. Walker
(who has passed retirement age) likely would
have as his successor Kenneth Fry, radio and
television director of Democratic National
Committee, and former program executive of
NBC.
CHALK

UP another major assist for all advertising to James D. Shouse, chairman of
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. board, and vice
president of Avco, on proviso in new Defense
Production Act which specifies advertising as
allowable cost. Legislation reluctantly signed
by President Truman last Tuesday because he
felt it wasn't strong enough, originally would
have all but scuttled advertising as expense
item. It now can be told that Mr. Shouse, who
first called attention to iniquitous legislation
in fighting speech in New York last May, had
spent two weeks working with committees of
Congress to see that industry and media got
fair break (see story, page 25).
GOP raising ned over what it alleges to be
misuse of network radio and TV time by President Truman for partisan political purposes.
Case in point was July 28 Detroit address of
President over all networks on occasion of
250th anniversary of founding of that city,
when he attacked Republican rivals and threw
bouquet to Democratic Senator Blair Moody.
GOP contends such broadcasts are political
rather than "state of the nation" and therefore should be made in paid time, or opposition
should be given equal time (see page 38).
PROCTER & GAMBLE, Cincinnati (Camay
soap), through Pedlar & Ryan, New York, currently preparing fall campaign. Definite decision as to whether budget will go into spot
or network will be forthcoming within next
ten days.
HOPE FOR October 1 approval of ABCUnited Paramount merger apparently goes
aglimmering based on FCC staff estimates.
Commission was informed last week that at
least month would be required simply to review
papers and that hearing obviously is indicated.
Several Commissioners want to ask questions
about many aspects of merger and raise question whether theatres and TV are not predatory business competitors (see page 28).
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (D-Conn.) to introduce new legislation this week that would
create citizens advisory board with eye toward
educational import of radio and television.
Chief changes: (1) clearing up section on rela(Continued on page 9U)
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Upcoming
Aug. 20: BMI Clinic, Harrisburg, Pa.
Aug. 21: BMI Clinic, Columbus, Ohio.
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 23-24: NARTB District 4 Meeting, Hotel
Roanoke, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 23-25: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va.
(More Upcomings on page 38)

Bulletins
PARTIAL "freeze" on commencement of new
building construction until Oct. 1 ordered Friday by National Production Authority as interim measure. Ban applies to applications
for projects using more than two tons of steel,
200 pounds of copper or any quantity of
aluminum. Construction now under way not
affected. NPA headquarters still accepting
applications for broadcast projects involving
more materials, indicating approval (if forthcoming) by Oct. 1. All construction under direct allocations effective that date, assuring
sufficient materials simultaneous with building
grants.
$1.2 MILLION BUSINESS
AT DuMONT
IN WEEK
TEN NEW SPONSORS and 27 sports events
added to DuMont TV Network's fall line-up
last week, Chris J. Witting, director, said Friday, with contracts totaling more than $1,200,000 being turned in by network's newly reorganized sales and sports departments.
New business includes P. Lorillard Co. (Old
Golds) sponsoring Doivn You Go, Thursday
night quiz show; George H. May Co. (engineering services), wind-ups of All-American
and Tarn O'Shanter golf tournaments, Aug. 5
and Aug. 12; Pabst Sales Co. (beer), Yonkers
Derby, Aug. 16; Admiral Corp. (radios & TV
sets), All-Star football game, Aug. 17; Fred
Miller Brewing Co. (beer), Chicago BearsCleveland Browns professional football game,
Sept. 9; Atlantic Refining Co. (gasoline, oil)
and Brewing Corp. of America (ale) co-sponsoring 22 Sunday pro football games, starting
Sept. 30. The TV network also will telecast
National Professional Football League title
game in December and has lined up winter
series of Saturday night wrestling matches to
be cooperatively sponsored. Contracts with
WABD (TV) New York, DuMont key station,
from S. A. Schonbrunn Co. (coffee) for 260
announcements and from Liebmann Breweries
(beer) for 13 five-minute films, were included
in $1,200,000 total.
REYNOLDS BUYS BIG SHOW
REYNOLDS METALS CO., Louisville, Ky.
(aluminum products), to sponsor 6:30-7 p.m.
segment of The Big Show, Sundays over NBC
beginning Sept. 30, and 8-8:30 p.m. period of
The Kate Smith Evening Hour on alternate
Wednesdays, over NBC-TV effective Sept. 26.
Agency, Buchanan & Co., N. Y.

Business

Brief!

SUSPENSE RENEWED % Electric Auto-L
Co., has renewed sponsorship of both C
radio and TV versions of Suspense for comi
year. Radio program moves to Mondays
8 p.m., while TV series will retain Tuesda
9:30 p.m. Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., is agen
BICKERSONS SWITCH % Philip Morris
Co., New York (cigarettes), sponsors of 1
Bickersons on CBS, Tuesdays, 9:30-10 p.i
switches program to NBC same evening, 10 :'
11 p.m. effective Sept. 4. Status of its Phi
Morris Playhouse also on CBS, not yet decidi
Biow Co., New York, is agency.
NEW KATE SMITH SPONSORS # Thi
sponsors have been added for Kate Smith pi
gram Monday-Friday (4-5 p.m.) program
NBC-TV. Knomark Mfg. Co., for Esqui
shoe polish, will sponsor Tuesday, 4:30-4:
p.m. segment through Emil Mogul Co., N.
Simonize, through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
Bayles, N. Y., will sponsor 4:15-4:30 p.
period Thursdays, and Jergens Lotion, throu;
Robert W. Orr Assoc., N. Y., 4:15-4:30 p.
segment, Wednesdays and Fridays.
AT&T SETS SEPT. 30 FOR
COAST-TO-COAST TV
COAST-TO COAST TV simultaneous netwo
broadcasting will be initiated Sept. 30, if pre
ent expectations are fulfilled, AT&T said in a
nouncing $40 million opening of cross-count
microwave radio relay facilities for telepho
service Aug. 17. Longest microwave chanr
in world, system has been under constructi
since 1948. Work on installation and testii
of extra special equipment needed to fit rell
for TV program transmission has reached sta;
where Sept. 30 date may safely be anticipate
about three months earlier than previous B<
System predictions.
Some TV networks marshalling West Coa
origination plans. CBS-TV spokesman sa
network probably would carry Burns and All
and Alan Young Shoiv, and possibly all or son
Jack Benny programs from West Coast. NB1
TV probably will air four shows in part fro
Hollywood, including Colgate Comedy Hon
All Star Revue and Red Skelton and Bob Ho]
shows, network representative said. DuMo
Director Chris Witting said DuMont had a
plied for east-west, west-east facilities tv
months ago, but no plans had been mad
ABC-TV reported no definite plans for chanj
in origination schedule.
SEEDS CLIENTS BUY SCHEDULE
THREE CLIENTS of Russel M. Seeds, Chicag
buying heavy fall and winter schedules. Norj
Division of Borg-Warner, Chicago, for its fi
line of appliances, will sponsor transcribed R(
Skelton show in nighttime half-hour slots
46 markets from Oct. 1 for 39 weeks. Packaj
is produced and owned by Seeds. Brown ai
Williamson Tobacco Co., Louisville, for Raleig
cigarettes,
markets
this begins
month. TV
Pinexspot
Co., campaign
Ft. Wayne, inInc ".
for cough syrup, will use radio spots in U.
and Canada. Canada order covers 19 marke
and 25 stations, while 40 markets will be use
in U. S. between Pittsburgh and Texas.
BROADCASTING
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York, ^

Six stations important in your selling. Each
is outstanding in the market it serves. Each is a
regular habit with its listeners — exerts a powerful
influence on their daily living and buying. This
strong pulling power sells for you when you tell
about your product on these stations. The many
national and local advertisers now using them are
proof of the responsiveness of their audience-proof
of the profits. For availabilities and rates, write
direct or contact
ROBERT
New York

MEEKER
Los Angeles

STEINMAN STATIONS

lOADCASTING

• Telecastin S

Chicago

Associates
San Francisco

Clair R. McCollough, Gen. Mgr
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

WTAR
The

Sells

Norfolk
Sales

WTAR

ALL

Metropolitan

Area

for

You!

is the profitable way to sell the big, eager

and able-to-buy Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area —
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport News, Virginia.
According to BMB, 95%

of the families in this four-

county sales area listen to WTAR regularly. Hooper says
that most Norfolks listen most of the time to WTAR. Add
the fact that WTAR delivers more listeners-per-dollar
than any other local station or combination of stations.
Easy to see why WTAR

reduces sales costs, increases

sales and profits.
MARKET

DATA — Norfolk Metropolitan
EFFECTIVE
population
RETAIL SALES- 1950
V-Oi* 1/1/51
•^•estimates
HMD ESTIMATES
Net
Total Families Dollars
Dollars
%
sands) sands)
sands)
U.S.A. Thousands)
ThouThouof
Thou(in
Norfolk-Portsmouth
(in
.2677 $509,403
(in
107.2 $375,623
Metropolitan Area . 419.4
Newport News
144.5
1 82,051
Metropolitan Area .
38.9 1 13,954 .081 2
(in
TOTAL
Norfolk Metropolitan
1 46.1
563.9
489,577 .3489
691,454

Sales Area
BUYING INCOME
ESTIMATES
Family

Per
Capita

Per

$1,215
1,260

$4,752
4,680

1,226

4,73 3

Affiliate
000 Watts Day and Night
Inter-connected NBC, CBS, ABC,
& DuMont Television Networks

Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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Ford Radio-TV Workshop Created
NARTSR Opposes NBC Chime Sales Plan
ASCAP Launches New Attack
CBS Top-Level Divisions Outlined
N. Y. Alert Plan May Set National Pattern
Pratt Named Telecommunications Advisor
Opposition to ABC-UPT Merger Filed
CBS Plans $8 Million Promotion Campaign
Radio-TV First in Leisure Time Activity
Who Buys Local Radio? — 'Trends' Survey
Excise Tax Dangers Cited by Hardy, Sprague
New Controls Likely in Mobilization
Hoover Plan Reorganization Stalemated

23
25
26
27
27
28
28
30
29
31
31
42

TELECASTING Starts on Page 57
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Agency
Beat
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Accounts
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84
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On All
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Allied
Arts
82
Open
Mike
Editorial
Our Respects to ...
86 Programs,
FCC Roundup
Actions
Promotions,
Premiums
FCC
Feature of Week
Public Interest
Front Office
Strictly Business ...
5010 Upcoming
New Business . . .
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50
80
18
16
38
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Helping

your

help
the

doctor

you —

partnership

between

As you know, meat animals are the source of many
vital medicines. Every day these help save lives, restore health, relieve pain and battle disease for millions
of people — perhaps even you, or one of your family.
To help make them, the meat packing industry has
elaborate facilities for saving important by-products.
Great discoveries have come, already, from the research partnership between the meat industry and
medicine. The search is on for even greater things.
But only well established meat packers — the companies whose products you know so well — have the
facilities to save and make available these by-products.

Meat

Price controls, possible rationing, etc., tend to divert
meat into illegal channels, where there are no means of
saving essential by-products; no facilities for research.
AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago

MEAT INSTITUTE
• Members throughout the U. S.

and

Medicine
Out of the partnership between the meat industry and medicine
come these (and many other) medicinal preparations
Insulin — only substance known to medical science
which can control diabetes.
ACTH — treatment of arthritis, severe asthma, and
many other conditions.
Epinephrine — treatment of many allergic conditions such as asthma, low blood pressure,
certain heart affections.
Liver Extract — treatment of pernicious anemia.
Fibrin Foam — controls bleeding during surgical
operations.
Gastric Mucin — treatment of many stomach afflictions, notably peptic ulcer.
Thyroid Extract — treatment of depressed functioning of the thyroid gland (myxedema and
cretinism) .

Sutures — widely used in surgery because they possess great strength; need not be removed
since they are absorbed by the body.
Estrogenic Hormones — treatment of certain conditions arising out of the menopause.
Progesterone — treatment of threatened and habitual abortion, and in severe dysmenorrhea.
Dehydrocholic Acid — treatment of certain gall
bladder disorders and abnormalities of bile
flow.
Parathyroid Extract — treatment of tetany (severe
involuntary muscle contraction) which follows
removal of these glands.
Benzoinated Lard— widely used as a medicinal
ointment base.
Diastase — aids in promoting starch digestion.

Cholesterol— starting material for the preparation
of many hormones.

Lipase — aids in promoting fat digestion.

Posterior Pituitary Extract— increases blood pressure during certain conditions of shock.

Trypsin — aids in promoting protein digestion.
Bone Marrow Concentrates — treatment of various blood disorders.

Bile Salts— treatment of gall bladder disturbances
and abnormalities in fat digestion.
Rennet— aids in milk digestion.

Telecasting

Suprarenal Cortex Extract— used in the treatment
of Addison's Disease.
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Penetrate

ALL

of

WFIL

America's

BLANKETS

PHILADELPHIA...
For blanket coverage in Philadelphia— city of two millionschedule WFIL. WFIL regularly reaches four-fifths of all the city's
radio families . . . 451,260 homes where WFIL is a family buying
guide. And WFIL is still growing. It's the only Philadelphia
network station to show both day and night audience gains in
BMB's latest survey . . . 18.5% more families (day) and 16.1%
more families (night). You can't pass up Philadelphia, capital
of America's 3rd Market . . . you can't pass up WFIL, first on the
dial in Philadelphia.

...BLANKETS

THE

14-COUNTY

WHOLE

MARKET

Don't ignore any of the 14-County Philadelphia Retail Trading
Area. Here is a zone of more than 4,400,000 people. Here, in more
than two-thirds of the radio homes, 769,550 families consistently
tune WFIL. In this rich market area WFIL's signal penetration is
strongest . . . you reach all of the 147 "home markets" outside
city limits where a majority of the area's prosperous population
lives and buys. And WFIL takes you to a huge bonus area beyond
the 14 counties. Total coverage: 6,800,000 people. To reach thtse
custom :rs schedule WFIL.
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s lrd

or

Market

millions

ELMER H. WENE, Vineland poultryman — The head of Wene Chicks
and his family typify WFILadelphia's
farm 98households
with buying32,567
power
per cent
above average. He is a WFIL fan.

!

A. O. SCHAEFER, Philadelphia
steel maker — As Vice-President of
The Midvale Company, he helps
pay wages and salaries totaling
51,812,770,000 to workers in WFILadelphia's 8,566 industrial plants.

When is 5,000 watts more than 5,000 watts?
When it's first on the dial ! Operating at 560
kilocycles,
WFIL'stimes
5,000thewatts
coverage
equal to twenty
powerprovide
at double
the
frequency . . . 100,000 watts at 1120 kilocycles.

KATHRYN L. BATCHLER, Glassboro housewife — Like so many of
the 2V2 million women over 21 in
WFIL-adelphia, Mrs. Batchler listens
long and hard before she buys . . .
and she listens regularly to WFIL.

560 kc.

SIDNEY THAL, Chester grocer—
4,400,000 people in this hungry 14County market eat groceries worth
more than $1 billion a year. Mr.
Thai's
Beef Company
one of Edgemont
460 food stores
in Chester.is

RAYMOND
R. BEHRMAN,
Phoenixville
applianceanddealer
Dealers
like Behrman
Wiess—
sell $198,872,000 worth of housegoods a yearWFIL
in WFIL-adelphia.
He is hold
a regular
listener.

JAMES WORK, Doylestown educator— Mr. Work is President of the
National Agricultural College, one
of 39 colleges and universities in
WFIL-adelphia. His students are
among 65,000 collegians in the area.

•
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CHAMPALE Inc., N. Y., through Hilton & Riggio, N. Y., planning in
crease of radio spots in major markets throughout country. Firn
Spot
which directs large proportion of its advertising to negro market, i
also, in process of negotiation for network radio program either on AB(
or NBC.
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, for its new product, Dial Deodorant Shampoo
is using eight-second radio spots in Chicago, Peoria, Milwaukee an<
Madison and tags on NBC Dial Dave Garroway show preparatory to
national expansion on market-by-market basis. Product was introducec
in New Orleans test with radio and TV spots and Garroway cut-ins
Agency: John W. Shaw, also Chicago. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding
same city. Edwin J. Hughes is account executive.
KRAFT FOODS Ltd., Montreal (Parkay margarine) starts five days
weekly cooking program on CFRB Toronto. Agency: Needham, Loui
& Brorby, Chicago.
F. W. FITCH Co. Ltd., Toronto (shampoo), starts spot announcements
on number of major market Canadian stations and newscasts on selected
stations. Agency: Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto.
A/etur&tk • • •
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo (Wildroot Cream Oil Hair Tonic), sponsoring
five-minute summary of major league baseball games following two
regularly scheduled Sunday broadcasts of Game of the Day on MBS
effective July 29. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
Gene

and

Allison

"The

NEWS"

For a long time "Hoosiers" have
received their morning news from Gene
Allison. His early morning up-tothe-minute reports have made him their
favorite morning newscaster for
Indianapolis and Central Indiana. Gene
Allison newscasts have an enviable
record with commercial sponsors.
Any advertiser who wants to do a
big job with a small budget will do
well to check Gene Allison and the
Morning News.
"The Station that never out-promises
BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS"

WHOT — South Bend
WA N E - Fort Woyr>«
WHBU - And erson
INDIANAPOLIS

1310
Page 10
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Owned and Operated !:>•/
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., In'.
kc;-s,.^
Represented Nationally by The BOLUNG COMPANY
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GLIDDEN Co., paint products, Cleveland, to sponsor quarter-hour oi
Kate Smith Show on NBC-TV for 13 weeks from Sept. 14. The 151
minute 4:30 to 4:45 p.m. segment will be sponsored on more than 50
station each Friday for new "Spred Satin" rubber latex emulsion paint
and other Glidden items. Agency: Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland.
CURTIS PUBLISHING Co., Phila. used three spot announcements Juljf
27, 30 and Aug. 1 for Ladies Home Journal on The Mary Margaret Mc
Bride Program over ABC. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
GROVE LABS., St. Louis (Bromo Quinine cold tablets), to sponsor
Cecil Brown, News Commentator on 45 Don Lee stations, Tues., Thurs,
8-8:15 a.m. (PDST) for 26 weeks starting Sept. 18. Agency: Gardner
Adv., St. Louis.
LA MAUR PRODUCTS, New York (Modart cream shampoo), startin
Sept. 9, Sun., 10:15-10:30 p.m. (PST), will sponsor George Fishet
Hollyivood News on 28 CBS Pacific and Mountain stations for 52 weeks
Agency: Hilton & Riggio Inc., N. Y.
ARDEN FARMS Co., L. A. (dairy products), July 15 only, Wed., 8:15 to
conclusion, sponsors 7th annual L. A. Times charity football game be-j
tween Los Angeles Rams and Washington Redskins on 7 ABC Southern]
California stations. Agency: Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.j
MORTON SALT Co., Chicago (table salt), to sponsor transcribed musical
program Tues., 7:30-8 p.m. (PST) on 19 CBS Pacific and Mountain stal
tions for 26 weeks, starting Sept. 11. Agency: Klau-Van Pietersom-I
Dunlap Assoc., Chicago.
GENERAL TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron, starts next Wednesday,
8-8:30 p.m. (PDST) for 13 weeks, sponsoring What's the Name of Thai,
Song? on 45 Don Lee Pacific stations under the network's new "Lanca"
plan of paying percentage of established network rate and talent costs.
Retailers located in 49 strategic broadcasting cities will underwrite
remainder of costs by paying their pro-rate talent share plus percentage
of local rate of individual Don Lee outlets. Agency: D'Arcy Co., Cleveland.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York (Calumet Baking Powder), to
sponsor participation Jack Kirkivood Show on 45 Don Lee stations, on
(Continued on page 15)
BROADCASTING
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FIRST

AGAIN

in

the

Big

Houston

a r k e t !

February-May

Hooper

Report:

14 of the FIRST 15 Daytime Shows
14 of the FIRST 25 Nighttime Shows
5 of the FIRST 7 News
Are

KPRC

leads

Heard

on

by

31%

in Total Rated

Broadcasts

KPRC

Time

over

the

second

station

Periods

5000 WATTS
NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
A-3-51
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agency

Oklahoma
50,000

Only

CityK's

1) Waff

St af ion

ON BLAUHUT, assistant radio and television director Peck Ad^
Agency, N. Y., named director of department. Prior to his pre;
D ent affiliation he was with H. B. Humphrey Co., N. Y.
GEORGE H. POLAND, manager Montreal office Young & Rubicam Ltd
Toronto, appointed vice president. He has been with agency since 194(|
ABNER J. RUBIEN, vice president and co-director of package good
division
Dorland Inc., N. Y., appointed vice president Hilton & Riggk
N. Y.
MIKE PARENT, account executive, Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., t
Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
MARK PARNALL, advertising and sales promotion manager Genera
Electric Supply Corp. S. F., to Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F., in crea
tive department.
CARL SEIFFER appointed assistant account executive Robert Otto & Cc
Inc.,
N. Y.N. Y. He was managing editor of Hudson Valley Newspapers, Miltoi:
JULES HACK, radio-TV commercial writing staff Young & Rubicam Inc.
Chicago, to Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., in similar capacity.

GOD

BLESS
UNCLE

JERRY KINGSLEY, McCann-Erickson, S. F., to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli
S. F.

YOU

MARSHALL J. MURPHY, account executive Young & Rubicam, N. Y.I
to St. George & Keyes, as account executive for Richard Borden Inc. an(|
Vikon Tile Div. and Vikon Cream Wax. Latter firm considering use o:
aji
television in fall.

FRANK

When
little Vicky
Phillip's
mother
her blessing
to KOMA,
it meant
that wrote
your
advertising on KOMA is heard by
FRIENDS, not just listeners.
Vicky had received a birthday gift from
Uncle Frank's Birthday Club, and her
prayers of petition are now prayers of
thanks, to Uncle Frank and KOMA.
Her mother wrote to offer her blessing
for making her little girl so happy and
we've many more similar letters from
equally appreciative parents.
Investigate the attractive rate and time
of this excellent children's program, with
its countless merchandising angles. See
your
tact nearest Avery-Knodel man or conJ. J. Bernard
VP and General Manager

il

it
on all accounts

Army career,
ing his account
describ
INJohn
Lawton,
executive, St. George & Keyes, New
York advertising agency, says "I
majored in public relations and priy."
vated
in the the
infantr
Entering
Army as a GI in
1940, Mr. Lawton
served with the 29th
Division in Europe,
winning a silver and
bronze star and
finally completing
the color scheme the
hard way with a Purple Heart.
Upon release from
the hospital as a major, he was assigned
to public relations
work, his first real
experience in that
field.
Returning
to civilian status in
1945

)utlet for the Columbia Broadcasting System

|

^0

REPRESENTED
Page 14
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INC.

m

Ware), Benjamin Moore Paint Co
and the Kuffel & Esser (instruments) accounts.
Mr.cialLawton's
pre-war
commerexperience had
included
jobs
with the First Trust Bank in AlEdward
J. Bottele
bany, N. Y., the
surveying
firm off-''
Delmar, N. Y., and
the Young & Seidell

Co., printer and lithographer.
Among his present
accounts, Revere
Ware currently is L
sponsoring
Meet - Th
Press on NBC
TV 1
and the Benjamin >
Moore Co. is a sea- 1
sonal radio advertis
er with a current 13week
of Your\^
Home run
Beautiful
on

MBS.
Mr. Lawton has
been
married to the
he joined St. George
former
Martha |
& Keyes in the pubStringer since 1941
Mr. LAWTON
licity department.
His affinity for the
They have two chil- \
agency business was such that he
Dunn, 5, and John Crawhad soon established himself in dren, Ruth
ford, 2Mj. The family lives in an
production, eventually progressing
apartment in Rye, N. Y.
to account work. Within six years
Mr. Lawton's hobbies are tennis
he had progressed to his present
and golf. He is a member of the
position as account executive for University Club, Baltimore, and the
Revere Copper & Brass (Revere
Touchdown Club,• New
York.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
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Obviously

beat

OUTSTANDING
J. BREEN, Sherman & Marquette, N. Y., to McCann-Erickson,
l(jjLLIAM
Y., in executive capacity.
BAUMGARTNER,
sident.

art director H. M. Gross Co., Chicago, named vice

DERSON, SMITH & CAIRNS, subsidiary of Anderson & Cairns,
Y., has moved its Montreal offices to new and larger quarters at 1510
jmmond St.
UN MATHER LUPTON Co., N. Y., has leased additional space at 420
5.P,| iington Ave., N. Y.
LLIAM MANDEL, account executive Dorland Inc., N. Y., to Hilton
Riggio Inc., N. Y., in same capacity.
is4
MES T. CHIRURG, president James Thomas Chirurg Co., N. Y.,
ned to serve on committee on advertising of U. S. Chamber of
mmerce.
CHARD L. DEXTER, copywriter The Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas
ty, Mo., called to active duty at Lt. Comdr. in Navy, as 12th District
iio-TV officer.
iANT Adv. Inc. has moved its New York offices to 655 Madison
e. New telephone is TEmpelton 8-9393.
ALTER GRAUMAN,
N'.I j^ency, L. A.

TV packager, to radio-TV department, Jaffe

ARK PARNALL, advertising and sales promotion manager General
ectric Supply Corp., S. F., to creative department Brisacher, Wheeler
Staff, S. F.
LARENCE L. JORDON, executive vice president N. W. Ayers & Son
sc., Phila., appointed chairman of second annual United Fund Camtign.
EORGE D. ERBEN, executive art director Platt-Forbes, N. Y., and
OBERT C. REED, assistant art director, Goold & Tierney, N. Y., named
•t directors for Fletcher-Richards, N. Y.

Largest

brewery

in Illinois . . . one of the ten

largest in the world— PABST in PEORIA!
Completely new since 1934 and with an expansion program completed in 1950, the Pabst plant in Peoria has what is widely considered the finest and most beautiful brewhouse in the world.
Capacity of this famous Peoria brewery is astounding — 2 y2 million
units (bottles, cans and barrels) DAILY! Covering 7J/2 acres, this
OBVIOUSLY OUTSTANDING brewery employs 1300 persons . . .
receives and dispatches 100 railroad cars and a like number of
trucks daily.
WMBD
Rich

Dominates

the

Peoriarea

Market

OBVIOUSLY

ING, also, is WMBD's continuing dominance of the

i jj 0 jEAUMONT & HOHMAN Inc., Chicago, appointed by WOW-AM-TV
■n ;maha to handle advertising.

prosperous Peoriarea market.
The latest Hooper Index

New Business
i
(Continued
from page 10)
- .11
j -irice weekly rotating basis, 1-1:30 p.m. (PDST), for 18 weeks starting
ept. 3. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.
MERICAN BAKERIES Co., Atlanta, renews sponsorship of The Lone
..i 'anger on 36 ABC stations, effective Sept. 10 for 52 weeks, and TV
ersion effective early in July for similar period. Agency: Tucker Wayne
: Co., Atlanta.

Qgene if •Qjapointmtnti • • •
.? WESTERN UNION SERVICES Inc., subsidiary of Western Union Teleraph Co., appoints United Advertising Agency, Newark, to handle adertising. Television will be used.
JLtED TOP BREWING Co., Cincinnati, names Cecil & Presbrey Inc., to
andle its advertising effective Sept. 1. Firm uses spot radio.
^AMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden, N. J., appoints Compton Adv., N. Y.,
o handle advertising for its pork and beans and tomato juice, effective
1.
:bf■f)ct.
»
. -:s AIRMAN BREAD Co., Port Huron, Mich., appoints Ruse & Urban Inc.,
1341 Detroit, to handle advertising. Ruse & Urban will prepare all mail' erial for radio sales promotion of new product Lax-A-Bran Bread.
' WAUREL RACE COURSE, Laurel, Md., SALTZ F STREET (men's wear),
' Washington, and FALGY ENGINEERING Corp., Bethesda, Md., appoints Emanuel Levine Adv., Washington, to handle advertising.
if ■» -ECOND ARMY re-appoints VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore, to
•i'i i andle advertising. Radio will be used.
5ROADCASTING
_
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OUTSTAND-

shows WMBD

increasing its

already dominant
selling more

lead and

products

to

more people at less cost than
JACK QUINN . . . veteran
WMBD sportscaster, is recognized as Peoriarea's outstanding. His voice is welcomed by
thousands of sports fans as he
vividly describes the sports
events of the season.

any other station
market.

in the

WMBD— THE NO. 1 BUY
THE

IN

MIDWEST'S
NO.
TEST MARKET

1

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice President and
General Manager
DON D. KYN ASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
August 6, 1951
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Like

A
feature

Blanket!

I A
WRC

7

covers the entire

Washington area at lowest

DECLARING that "the air belongs
to the people and the use to which
it is put for radio and TV is a
public trust," William Fay, vice
president of Stromberg-Carlson
Co., has announced formation of
a citizen's Advisory Council for
the
WHAM-company's
AM -TV
Rochester.
T. Carl Nixon,
prominent local
attorney, has accepted temporary
chairmanship of
the group, pending an tional
organizameeting
and election of officers. Council will
consist of 25 members for the 23county coverage area of the stations, according to Mr. Fay.
He also stated that the group
will organize and function independent of station influence, members serving without compensation
on a one-two-and three-year rotating basis. Plan is for a nucleus of
new members to be added each
year.
"The purpose of the Advisory

of the meek

Council will be to advise with us
regularly on ways in which WHAM
and WHAM-TV can constantly improve their service to listeners,"
Mr. Fay said. The Stromberg-Carlson executive expressed the desire
that the stations' audience have a
closer working partnership with
WHAM and WHAM-TV. He further stated:
Under the American system of
broadcasting, broadcast stations are
privately owned and operated under
a license from the federal government
to operate "in the public interest, convenience and necessity." In other
words, operation of a public enterprise is a public trust.
Now that WHAM is engaged in both
radio and television, its responsibility
for the wise use of the great power
in these facilities is greater than
ever before. We believe that both
the stations and the communities they
serve have much to gain from an
advisory group such as the new
council.
Our goal is the fostering of finer
radio and television in the Rochester
area. But we do believe also that, in
working towards this goal locally, we
can stimulate similar efforts throughout the broadcasting industry.

cost per thousand listeners.

and programs.
WRC outpulled all newspapers infour department
store studies. That's proof
of selling coverage.

To sell Washington you
need WRC's

blanket cov-

erage.

FIRST

i
1 f 1 I % w, & ill
1
I i
111
I § fm

Watts • \
\ 5,0118

f*«prosente4 by NBC SPOT SAL£S
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IN

ou'll PROFIT
i
From WISN's Better Programming
and

More

Loyal

Listeners
"Lis'n

to

WISN"

let Your
L,

dence
confi
BINS
ng' prof
akingin
STEBinui
it-m
N cont
the
JOH
ability of radio is physical as
well as intellectual. The Chicago
manager of The Boiling Co., station representative firm, proves
this with a blood pressure of only
104. A muscular 220-pounder, Mr.
Stebbins has been in radio 11
and manager of Boiling's
years,
Chicago office since the firm bought
l Radio Sales. He also
ersa
Univ
was midwest manager of that representative firm after getting his
broadcast indoctrination at such
scenic sites as Jamestown, N. D.,
and Albuquerque, N. M.
Born in Sioux Falls, S. D., Mr.
Stebbins lived most of his youthful
years in Jamestown, returning
there between terms at St. John's
Military Academy in Delafield,
Wis., and the New Mexico Military
Institute at Roswell. Militai-y
training was incidental, however,
as he concentrated on commercial
courses. Even while attending prep
school he had decided to go into
radio some day, because it was a
"young man's field," but opportun'ties
to crack it were sparse at
that time.
After graduation from t^e military institute, Mr. Stebbins bypassed his radio ambitions temporarily and went into the freight

business

WISN—

You

You

PROFIT

All

KATZ

Show

Just How
strictly

Who

for Good Radio
Year Long.

Man

We can prove it with up-todate figures on spots, breaks

STED
INTERE
IF YOU'RE

Can

From
Milwau-

kee's Most Productive Station.

\

ou'll

Like

Doing Business
With WISN.

Mr. STEBBINS
car refrigeration business with his
brother. Sons of a railroad man,
the boys headquartered in Los Angeles and sold fruit and vegetable
£ rowers and suppliers on the idea
of using a device, which cooled
railroad refrigerator cars faster
and more cheaply with air instead
of ice. The system enabled a car
to be ablecooled
of perishfood in for
fourshipment
hours rather
than
16, and sained for shiprers a
(Continued on page 90)
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LOWEST

PER

THOUSAND

KFRE

per

delivers

dollar

Central

You

COST

listeners

any

other

you

station...

Central

choose

lowest

KFRE

ratings ...

coverage . . . and the

cost per thousand,

too.

Avery- Knodel.

/
/
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*

CBS

/

/

/

/

/
/

/

/

/ /

940

/

/
/

/

/

California.

get the highest

complete

OADCASTING

/

are using the biggest and

to cover

Ask

than

California

the best when

You

more

PAUL BARTLETT, President

*

50,000

WATTS

*

FRESNO
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In

The

Public
Interest

your radio dollar goes muck farther
in Pennsylvania's top quality market

Leading the state in
effective buying income per family as
well as in per capita
buying power, the
vast new WHP
service area offers

For WHP, the dominant voice of Harrisburg
for a quarter century, is now welcomed into tens of
thousands
of additional
homesIt isinthePennsylvania's
rich South
Central belt.
CBS station
serving such markets as Harrisburg,
Lancaster, York, Lebanon, etc.

you the most promising opportunities for stepping
up sales or expanding distribution.
Find out how effectively WHP
can work for you and how
little it really costs. Ask the

The CBS station serving the greater
South Central Pennsylvania area
lay and night, including such markets as Harrisburg, York, Lancaster,
Lebanon, etc.

the key station of the keystone
stale .... Harrisburg, Pcnna.

•

August 6, 1951

Red Cross Citation
KNBC San Francisco broadcasts on
behalf of 1951 Red Cross Fund
Campaign have brought the station
formal resolution of gratitude from
the executive committee of the San
Francisco Red Cross chapter. Station is cited for its "public spirited
support (and) significant contribution in acquainting the public
with activities and financial needs
of our chapter." In an accompanying letter with the resolution,
1951 Fun Campaign Chairman Alan
Lowrey wrote Lloyd Yoder, KNBC
general manager: "I add my warmest personal thanks . . . without
the kind of backing you gave (our
quota) could hardly have been
achieved." Aids Arrest
A WJHP Jacksonville, Fla., broadcast description of a hit-and-run
automobile involved in a fatal accident led to the arrest of its
driver, the station reports. A listener heard the broadcast, recognized the car, and phoned police.
The driver has been charged with
manslaughter. WJHP Disc Jockey
Chaz Harris aired the description
on his Rise and Shine program.

Boiling Company for particulars.

Page 18

Safe Driving Contest
"TRENTON'S Safest Summer"
contest backed by WBUD Morrisville, The Trentonian and American Automobile Assn. of central
New Jersey, has swung into high
gear, trying to encourage safer
driving in the state. Merchants
from all over central New Jersey
are offering prizes for the "Most
Courteous Driver" selected each
week. It all started when an editorial appeared in The Trentonian.
WBUD immediately followed it up
with a call to the paper suggesting
a drive be launched in cooperation
with a national safety organization.
Thus AAA came into the picture
and agreed to the plan to locate
Trenton's
most courteous and safest
driver.

Defense Booklet
WPIN St. Petersburg, Fla., is
distributing a copy of the official
government publication, Survival
Under Atomic Attack, prepared by
the Federal Civil Defense Administration. Circulation of the booklet is being made as a public service and free of charge to listeners
upon request.

tion's series, Keep Massachuse\
Green, said in a letter to WW]
that "all the officials of the Sts I
Conservation Dept. are in agre I
ment that WTAG is perhaps cl
ing more for the prevention
forest fires than any radio stati '
in the East." In addition to t ']
series, in
WTAG
a "burnii
index"
daily airs
weather
repor j
indicating
that day. potential fire danger f j
Lost and Found Dept.
WWDC-AM-FM
Washingtc
through a transit radio broadca;
was responsible for reuniting
lost three-year-old girl and h
father. Police found the child wan
ering the streets of the Natior j
Capital.
couldn't tell carri<
whe
she
lived.The tot
Newspapers
stories and photographs but it w;.._
not until a neighbor of the littgL
girl heard her description on I
transitcast that the case was solveH

Coast Guard Appreciation
U. S. COAST GUARD has e;j
pressed
WLO11
Norfolk its
for appreciation
the Virginiato station
"generosity and efficiency of ttf
public
Jul
1, the service
aid of rendered."
WLOW was Onsougl
by the Coast Guard to locate
missing boating party. WLOV
aired thetheappeal.
minutes,
listeningWithin
audiencea fe
ha "
supplied the information that tl. ._
party had reached shore safe!
"thereby releasing air and surfad L
craft from further search of trf ^
Fire Damage

.J

WHEN fire destroyed the home c
a local family, WGIG Brunswick /
Ga., went on the air with appeal
Every break in a baseball gam
was used to ask for clothing an
furniture for the family. By th
end of the game, sufficient gift-f-^
had poured in for the family
make a new start, the statio
reports.
Sound Retreat
BILL SAMPSON, Negro
night
disc has
m.c. changed
of KWKW
Pasadena,
(by
request) the phone number
he gives listeners desiring to
call in requests. Seems the
number was just one digit
removed from that of Sierra
Madre Passionist Retreat
House and too many Sampson fans in the early morning
hours weren't quite careful
enough in their dialing.

Fire Prevention
WTAG-AM-FM Worcester, Mass.,
has received plaudits of Massachusetts officials for its series
against forest fire carelessness. E.
H. Gagnon, conductor of the staBROADCASTING
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K

scores

terrific

poll"

of

Your

gain

in

"popularity

Philadelphia

advertising

dollar

ure on KYW.

Now

ing to Pulse

figures

stations!

has a/ways

it gets an even

bought
better

for all programs

full meas-

buy! Accord-

from

6 AM

to

midnight, Monday through Friday, KYW's share-ofaudience for the May-June period has jumped 5 percent in one

year.,

part of other
any

other

in spite of increased

media.

This record

Philadelphia

radio

activity on the

far surpasses
station,

that of

network

or

independent!
Mail

response,

all over

too, proves

the rich Middle
bilities, check KYW

that KYW

Atlantic

gets act/on

market.

from

For availa-

or Free & Peters.

PHILADELPHIA
KYW

50,000
WATTS
NBC
AFFILIATE
WeiiUtqluuUe- Radio. Statiotti, 9+tc
WBZ • WBZA • KDKA • WOWO
• KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO

ROADCASTING
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— America's

Great

Ad

v e r t i s i n g Medium
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Jfc
open

IN

ORLANDO,

WLOF's

FLORIDA,

rr
BOB

KEITH

SHOW

DAILY 3V2 HOUR

DISC JOCKEY

HIGHER

HOOPER

HAS
THAN

NBC

AND

ABC

mike

PROGRAM

RATINGS)

STATIONS

EDITOR:
Applause Dep't.
Congratulations on your story
on The Railroad Hour [July 23].
It is very well written . . . and
very well documented.
J. Gorman Walsh
Station Manager
WDEL-AM-FM-TV
Wilmington, Del.

HERE
EDITOR:

ALL

AFTERNOONS

AND

OUTRANKS

5:30

PM#

MON.

BOB

FOR

SPOT

Paul

2:00
CBS

5:30

STATION

THRU

KEITH'S SHARE

TILL

5 TO

SAT.

OF AUDIENCE

2:00 TILL 3:00 PM

—

20.2

3.00 TILL 4:00 PM

—

25.0

4:00 TILL 5:00 PM

—

27.9

5:00 TILL 5:30 PM

—

38.5

AVAILABILITIES

H.

PM;

Raymer

Hon. 'Yearbook'
EDITOR:
. . . Since the Library of Congress reference room in the New
House Office Bldg. does not have
a copy of the 1951 Broadcasting
• Telecasting Yearbook I am
giving them [a] copy ... so that
all the members will have access
to the
in .. .information contained there-

CONTACT:

Company,

... I now have a far better conception of your vast coverage since
tear pages of the feature [Strictly
Business, July 9] arrived from all
over the country. . . .
D. C. Rogers, Mgr.
Adv. & Sales Promotion
Mid-Continent Petroleum
Tulsa
if: %t sje

Inc.

Sterling Cole
Member of Congress
(R-N.Y.)
Washington, D. C.

Intruding Digit*
EDITOR:
We just read the WPAT rate
increase article on page 48 of this
week's Broadcasting • Telecasting [July 30], and we wish to convey our thanks for the story.
Unfortunately, however, we noticed
a rather serious error . . .
The conclusion of the next to last

"FLORIDA'S
5000

WATTS

SWEET

• 950

ORLANDO,
(*) HOOPER STUDY
DECEMBER, 1950 THRU
FEBRUARY, 1951.
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MUSIC
KC

STATION"

• MBS

NETWORK

FLORIDA
J. ALLEN

BROWN

VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER

paragraph reads: ". . . and lost
rank in but 41." Our promotion
piece reads, instead: "... and
lost rank in but 4."
Losing position in 37 more quarter hour periods than we actually
did puts us" in a slightly precarious
position. . . .
Frank Tuoti .
Promotion Manager
WPAT Paterson, N. J.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: To say nothing of
the
position
rapher in.] it puts an unsteady typog-

Heat's on Heatter
EDITOR:
. . . We wouldin like
to point
a misstatement
the last
senteno ■
of the Heatter item wherein y<
say: "Agencies, RuthraufF & Rya
Chicago, for Beltone and Oli;
Adv., Chicago, for Americs
While it is true that Ruthrai
& Ryan handles some of Beltone
advertising,
our agency handles
School."
good part of it also, as well as t\
of their radio and television cor
mitments, including the Heatt
broadcasts . . .
M. R. Douglass
Olian Adv. Co.
Chicago
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Story in questio
July 16, said Gabriel Heatter on Ml
would be sponsored on alternate Mo:
days by Beltone and American School

Ups and Downs
EDITOR:

of CBS

Wish you would keep this i
mind in future write-ups abot
CBS Television Division — and, sin
ilarly, CBS Radio Division.
We would very much appreciat
your capitalizing "CBS Televisio
Division." . . . Also, when you refe
to owned radio or television sts
tions, we would prefer your sayin
"CBS-owned television stations." 1
might interest you to know that
is the Hytron Radio & Electronic
Co. — not "Corp." as you have it i I
the July 30 edition.
Incidentally, when CBS Telev
sion Division and/or CBS Radij
Division make announcement
about changes in their personne
we would appreciate your creditin
such announcements to the divi i
sions rather than to "the network.
It is rarely that "the network
makes such personnel announce
ments.
We realize that we are makini
an unusual number of shifts here
and we beg your indulgence to ge
them all straightened out. . . .
Michael J. Foster
Director, Press Informatio
CBS tel. (oops) Televisio
Division
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE:staffers
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING
and printer
are
advised to:
Observe the cases,
Lower and upper.
Else eat
you your
standsupper.
at the mantle
To
What's up or down
In the CBS roster?
Seek the resident pundit;
Ask Mr. Foster.]
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Did

you

get

free

policy

your

big

insurance

this

week?

You did — if you received shipments of
well-known brands of merchandise!
You got the protection and guarantee
of all the advertising done each
year, that promises top quality and value
— and makes good on its promises.
More than that, you automatically
benefit from a vast pre-selling job that
has reached your own customers
and convinced them before they enter
your store.
That's why you make your business
stronger when you keep the force of
famous brand names behind your
selling. Let your customers know they
can get from you the brands they
know and want. Why be content — or
expect them to be content — with
anything less?
The consumers of America are in favor
of known brands — prefer them
8 to 1 by actual survey. Darn good
evidence that your turnover will
be faster, your year-end profits higher —
and that you'll collect handsomely
on that free insurance!
Give your customers what they ask for
— it's bad business to substitute.

INCORPORATED
A non-profit educational foundation
3 7 WEST 5 7 STREET, NEW YORK 19.N.Y.
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KWKH

MAKE

it's

HELPS

SOFT

AMAZING

DRINI

COMEBACK

easy.

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

PANOLA
USING

STARTED
KWKH

!

( PANOLA
< •♦(INDUSTRY

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUG.

SEPT.

OCT.

NOV.

1950

DEC. A JAN.

FEB. MAR.
1951

The chart above shows what three quarter-hour programs a
week on KWKH have done for Panola, a soft drink bottled
by the 7 UP

Bottling Company

The 7 UP Bottling Company

f(
i 1 tl
f SB
I Aire

of Shreveport.

started using KWKH

1950, when sales of Panola were at a low ebb —

in July,

i at
5w
as
sob

down 40%

from the corresponding period of 1949. KWKH

sm
< l).

helped

check the slump immediately, and by March 1 of this year,
Panola's sales were actually 14%

hi
I ten

above the corresponding

two-month period of 1949 — a "real" gain of perhaps 34%,
since industry sales declined 15% to 20% during the period!
Panola's schedule on KWKH consists of a 15-minute segment of a late afternoon disc-jockey program. This has
been, and still is, Panola's complete advertising campaign!
What

KWKH

can we "Panolate" for you?

Texas
SHREVEPORT
The Branham
50,000

Watts

•

CBS

Company

LOUISIANA
Arkansas

Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

-

:

I
I. 41, No. 6

WASHINGTON,

D. C, AUGUST

6, 1951

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

K

Backed
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CREATES

IE FORD FOUNDATION, richphilanthropic organization in
3 U. S., last week created a Tele;ion-Radio Workshop, financed
a $1.2 million grant, to create
ograms combining "cultural, pubservice, and entertainment
alities" to be broadcast over
nmercial facilities.
Although the nature of its proams will be educational, the
nkshop was established on a
ancial plan which provides for
perpetuation through the sale of
ograms to advertisers.
The $1.2 million, which the fountion officially described as being
mmediately available," was rerded as set up to provide the
)rking capital of the workshop,
ssuming the workshop is success1 in attracting sponsors, there
)uld seem to be no financial limition to the volume of productions
undertakes.
According to the foundation anmncement, workshop programs
ill be offered free to commercial
-oadcasters and will be made
'ailable for sponsorship. If the
■ograms are sold to advertisers,
•oadcasters will be paid for their
me and the workshop will recover
•oduction expenses.
Radio Show Already Planned
Already in production, the worklop plans to present its first show
-a radio program — in November
-er CBS. The nature of the proam was not revealed.
Creation of the workshop was
nnounced by the foundation in a
, atement for release today (Monly). Its purpose, the announceent said, is to add "a new di.ension to TV and radio protams."
The workshop will be operated
y the Fund For Adult Education
nd will be under the general superision of James Webb Young, constant on mass communications to
Te Ford Foundation.
Mr. Young
a veteran advertising man and
senior consultant at J. Walter
'hompson Co. The Fund For Adult
Education was set up by the founation to assist "in that part of
ducational process which begins
hen formal schooling is finished."
The workshop'^ functions will
neompass both radio and televi:on but major emphasis will be on
Revision, even though the preSee Editorial Page 24
• ROADCASTING

by $1.2

Million

by the best professional talent we
can employ," Mr. Young said. "It
will use its funds to produce shows
with the maximum of available
skills, techniques and facilities."
Already, he reported, several national advertisers and agencies
have approached foundation authorities about prospective sponsorship of workshop programs, and
top-flight talent have bid for jobs.
Filmed shows will form the bulk
of the workshop's TV output. In
addition to general flexibility, it
was pointed out, films will permit
second- and third-run use by "such
educational stations as may come
into
existence," as well as by other
outlets.
Mr. YOUNG
miere program is for radio.
"This workshop will be staffed

Referring to both radio and TV
programs of the workshop, Mr.
Young asserted:
"These shows will be offered
without charge to commercial
broadcasters who have already in-

dicated adesire to cooperate in this
venture by providing time to put
them on the air. They will then be
offered for sale to appropriate commercial sponsors, either national or
local. If sold, the stations will get
their time revenue and the workits production Hollywood
costs."
An shop
"independent
producing unit" will probably be utilized for making the TV films.
Mr. Young, who told broadcasters
several weeks ago that a substantial sum could be made available if a practical plan were devised for cooperation with commercial radio and TV interests,
found
evidence
of hearty cooperation.
He warmly
said the received
workshop byplanleading
"has
been
networks, by the directors of the
NARTB, and by all individual station operators to whom we have
(Continued on page 38)

NARTSR
NBC

CHIME

A PLAN to sell spots on NBC's
network chime-breaks [Closed Circuit, July 30] was still getting active consideration by NBC officials
last week. The potential gross of
$6 million a year in chime business
stands as a lure against the certain outbursts of station representative firms, the likelihood of
squawks from affiliates, and the
difficulties of devising a satisfactory plan.
Though still in the indefinite
stage, the plan drew immediate fire
from the National Assn. of Radio
& Television Station Representatives. NARTSR Managing Director Murray Grabhorn blasted it as
"simply additional evidence of the
networks' creeping encroachment
into the spot field, compounding
the station's problems forced by the
recent network rate cuts."
A network spokesman said
Thursday that at least three agencies were standing in line to negotiate for the spots, but that NBC
officials were still undecided on
whether the time is for sale. They
do not know whether they want to
inaugurate chime-break spots in
the first place, he said, and if they
decide they do they still do not
know how they would handle such

• Telecasting

Fund

WORKSHOP

SALE

Discord

PLAN

points
ates. as compensating the affiliHe emphasized, however, that if
NBC sells the time the affiliates
will be paid — a point which presumably would calm many of the
station protests that would be expected otherwise.
In their exploration of the proposal, NBC authorities said they
approached four 50 kw stations, exr
plained astic"
thereactions.
plan, and got "enthusiNARTSR's Mr. Grabhorn was
enthusiastically opposed.
"When we first learned of the
possibility that advertisers might
buy a six-second network announcement within the area now occupied 'by the NBC identification
chimes (or anywhere else)," he
said, "it was incredible that NBC
— or any other network — ■ would
even consider such an encroachment upon their affiliates' spot revenues, let alone pressure the stations to take it."
'Bad'called "the
Plan he
Calls what
Aside from
networks' creeping encroachment
into the spot field," he said, "there
are many other reasons" why the
"Consider the fact that last year
is "bad." billed about $12 milplan networks
the

lion, of which approximately 30%
went into the cash registers of their
affiliated stations," Mr. Grabhorn
said. "The same year spot advertisers spent $120 million, of which
roughly 70% was retained by the
individual stations. It is obvious,
therefore, that if enough stations
accept enough spot advertising
from any network they will eventually destroy the legitimate spot
business as it is known today."
Network officials insist the plan
is not their idea, but was brought
to
them ofbya "a
major
behalf
client
who agency"
wanted on
to
buy the chime-breaks for a saturation spot campaign. When word
leaked out, a second and then a
third agency approached on behalf
of advertisers, officials reported.
The chime-break spots, if the
plan goes through, would be about
six seconds long, according to present thinking. Instead of "This is
NBC, the National Broadcasting
Co.," the network identification
would be shortened and the spot
announcement inserted. For example, itmight be "This is NBC —
Buy
Pads," chimes.
followed by the
NBC Soap
trademarked
Though it would mark a departure in commercial
practice, it
(Continued on page 40)
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GRID SCHEDULES
Additional Signings Set
MORE football broadcast schedules
for the fall are coming off the
gridiron's griddle. Among the additional reports to Broadcasting •
Telecasting are:
Admiral Corp. has signed for
sponsorship of the annual All-Star
football game on Aug. 17 over the
DuMont Television Network. The
game will be played at Soldiers
Field, Chicago, with the College
All-Stars opposing the 1950 National Pro Football League champion, Cleveland Browns. Officials
said the game will be carried by
35 DuMont stations in 34 cities.
Admiral agency is Erwin, Wasey &
Co.
Standard Oil of Indiana has
completed its broadcast schedule
over WJR Detroit of eight U. of
Michigan games. WJR Vice President and General Manager Worth
Kramer says this makes it the
sixth straight year of Standard Oil
sponsorship.
Departure from the straight
schedule is the dropping of Michigan vs. Cornell and substitution
of Michigan State vs. Notre Dame.
An addition is the U. of Detroit vs.
Notre Dame game Oct. 5. Van
Patrick, station's sports director,
again handles play-by-play. Charley
Park will cover color and sidelights.
Ohio Oil Co., through its agency,
Stocton-West-Burkhart Inc., Cincinnati, has arranged to air over
WHRV Ann Arbor all U.' of Michigan games except that with Cornell U.
A 21 station regional network,
entitled "Westvarn," will carry
The Ashland Oil & Refining Co.,
Ashland, Ky., sponorship of the
complete schedule of West Virginia
Reynolds Buys Race
REYNOLDS metals Co. has signed
to sponsor the Hambletonian
Stakes, harness racing feature,
from Good Time Track at Goshen,
N. Y., Wednesday, 5:30-5:45 p.m.,
over CBS Radio. Agency is Buchanan & Co., New York.

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'He's a television applicant!"
U. games. Six of the games, which
are home contests, will originate at
WAJR Morgantown.
Hookup will require a total of
2,875 intercity mile circuits, WAJR
General Manager Ford Billings,
who completed arrangements, said.
Local dealers in all 21 cities will
participate in sponsorship. Play-byplay will be given by Jack Fleming, with Bos Johnson, WAJR program director, broadcasting color.
KCNA Tucson has the exclusive
on broadcasts of the U. of Arizona
Wildcats' 11 game schedule. Included is the Dec. 21 tilt planned
at Hawaii.

General Foods Expands
GENERAL FOODS, New York
(Jell-0 Division), effective Oct. 1
will expand from thrice weekly
sponsorship of Breakfast Club
(Mon.-Fri.) on ABC, to five times
weekly for the first quarter-hour
segment of the 9-10 a.m. show.
Young & Rubicam, New York, is
the agency.

Your
inFoundation
op Ford
A Worksh
THE
TRUSTEES
of
THE
TRUSTEES
of the
the "Ford Foundation
showed commendable judgment in appropriating $1.2 million for a commercial radio and
television workshop.
The sum is ample to organize a workshop
and produce an adequate sampling of shows.
It is not enough, however, to support a productive workshop indefinitely, a limitation that
imposes severe responsibilities on the commercial broadcasting system.
The Ford trustees have wisely made a plan
that insures the perpetuation of the workshop,
providing it receives intelligent and energetic
support. The workshop's programs will be
available for commercial sponsorship from
which revenue can be derived to pay the broadPage 24
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WHITE

SOX

GAMES

LBS, WJJD and WCFL Bidding
LIBERTY Broadcasting System
and WJJD and WCFL, 50 kw Chicago independents, continued their
bidding last week for exclusive
broadcast rights for the next three
years to the Chicago White Sox
American League baseball games.
Price reportedly is $375,000, which
would give the buyer rights to live
broadcasts of all home and out-oftown games for 1952-3-4.
Frank Lane, Sox general manager, was quoted as saying the decision will be made "some time
this year." It is believed, however,
the choice will be made before the
end of the current baseball season
in September. WJJD, the Marshall
Field station, has a two-year contract which will be concluded this
season. It has aired the games
exclusively for several years.
No discussion as to sale of exclusive television rights has taken
place so far, a Sox spokesman said.
WGN-TV Chicago has carried the
home game schedule for the past
three summers.

AFFILIATIONS
WDSU and WSMB Swite
NBC and ABC affiliations in Kfel
Orleans will be exchanged Oct.
with WSMB moving to ABC an
WDSU becoming the NBC outl<
[Closed Circuit, June 11].
WSMB, now on NBC, is opei
ated by WSMB Inc., which is owne
50% by United Paramount The;
tres, currently in process of merge
with ABC. WSMB operates wit
5 kw fulltime on 1350 kc. N. I
Carter is president and Harol
Wheelahan is general manager.
WDSU, now affiliated with ABC
is on 1280 kc, also operating wit
5 kw fulltime. It is owned b
WDSU Broadcasting Corp., whic
also owns WDSU-TV. Edgar I
Stern Jr. is managing partner an
Robert D. Swezey is executive vie
president of both the radio an
television stations.
Carleton D. Smith, NBC vie
president in charge of station rela
tions, said addition of WDSU woul<
increase NBC's circulation by abou
43,000 radio homes in daytime ant
35,000 at night.
Signing of WSMB as an AB(
affiliate was announced by Willian
A. Wylie, director of the ABC radi<
stations department.
NEWS SHOWS UP
31.4% Over Last Yea
AN UPSURGE in the sponsorshi;
of
newsnetworks
programs
witl'
radio
last continues,
week showing,
a 31.4% increase as of July 1 compared to July 1 a year ago.
Mutual, with a 61% increase
had the greatest rise. MBS picke<
up six new news sponsors for :
total
advertisers
carrying
hours of30 12minutes
of news.
Las '
year, Mutual had six sponsors o
2 hours 55 minutes of news.
ABC, heaviest news program
ming network, had 13 hours 40 min.
utes this year as compared to l:
hours
35 minutes
1950. News
sponsorsa week
on ABCin asJuly'
o
July 1951 totaled 11.
5%NBC
hours
carried
July to1950
has itadded
IV* inhours
the" 1
having added five news sponsors.
CBS, which last year had 5 hour:
20 minutes of sponsored newscast;
per week, reported no increase.
;-

ill
l
editoria
am
re
tu
Fu
casters for their time and renlenish
replenish the workworkdesirable times and to promote and sell then
their i
shop's funds. Assuming that program quality
with as much vigor as they would use in ex-; I
is sound, nobody will have to spend money by
ploiting Bob Hope or Arthur Godfrey.
this arrangement, except the advertiser who
A failure of this plan would have appalling !
can consider his investment as a legitimate
consequences. There would be no defense I
advertising cost.
V
against argument that commercial broadcast- 5
As we say, the programs will have to be
ing was incapable of doing an educational job
good. They must serve a cultural purpose yet
Successful operation of the workshop, how
retain the showmanship that guarantees wide
ever, will pay vast dividends not only to radio
appeal. Fortunately, the workshop will be
and television but to the public. Here is the
supervised by James Webb Young who not
chance to reach more people with more information, more instruction, more culture than
only is a scholar but also a distinguished advertising man.
were ever reached before.
The potentialities are breathtaking. ImagIt is Mr. Young's obligation to produce the
inatively managed, the workshop could very
very best programs possible. It is the responsibility of broadcasters to schedule them at
well exert a profound influence on our future.
BROADCASTING
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Moves to Boost Income From Radio-TV
ATTACK
s a J \SCAP
held by the industry-owned music
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
called 'blanket' licenses. Under a
tion VII of the judgment be modirights organization, BMI.
'blanket' license the user is entitled
fied so that prohibitions against
, j ' A BOLD move designed to inAt the same time, ASCAP also
basing commercial license fees on to perform any composition in the
1 -ease radically ASCAP's income
filed its answer to the petition of 56 income received from programs
Dm the radio and television broadSociety's catalog for a fee expressed in terms of a percentage
' Asters who already provide the TV station operators asking the which include no ASCAP composiof their total receipts from the sale
court to set a "reasonable fee" for
ieater part of its revenue, ASCAP
tions,
and
against
setting
sustain• :* Thursday asked the Federal Disthe use of ASCAP music in connecor use of broadcasting facilities,
ing fees which do not vary in pro* met) Sct Court in New York to amend
tion with their television programportion to the use made of ASCAP
certain agreed deductions."
ifes g j e provisions of the consent decree
ming [Broadcasting • Telecastmusic, will not apply where the after
Mr. Harbach notes that "some
ing, July 23]. Answer claims that
broadcasters had expressed a desire
as to:
"radio or television broadcaster
the fees requested by ASCAP are
1 Ham
to change the basis of payment to
shall have accepted a license from
1 am
(1) Enlarge
per only
pro- reasonable and should be so found
one where a user might perform
Broadcast Music Inc. or any other
licenses the
to basis
coverof not
by the court, although the proposed
organization licensing the right of
ograms containing ASCAP muany
composition
Society's
per program licenses call for a rate
repertory
for a fee inthatthewould
be a
public
performance if such organibut adjacent announcements as of
payment more than double that
zation
is
or
shall
be
owned
or
conpercentage
calculated
only
on
reall, and (2) require all broadcastnow in effect in the per program
ceipts from those particular protrolled by broadcasters or tele- s who also are licensed by BMI to agreements ASCAP has with radio
grams that actually used music in
- ke out ASCAP blanket licenses broadcasters.
Harbach
Affidavit
the
Society's
catalog, as distinJ hose fees are based on the staIn its plea for a softening of the
casters."
guished from paying on an over-all
* :on's entire revenue from all terms of the consent decree,
The petition further requests
MF oadcasts regardless of whether
that the requirement to issue per
ASCAP asks that the following
or Such
blanket
basis."
a per-program
license pronot ASCAP music is used.
sentence be added to Subsection II program licenses should be altered
31. H
vision
was
incorporated
in the consent decree of March 4, 1941, which
of the amended final judgment of so as not to apply to licensees of
Asks Hearing
inJ
March 14, 1950 (latest form of the BMI or other organizations owned
climaxed a government anti-trust
decree) :
or controlled by broadcasters.
■ 1 This application for a modificasuit against ASCAP. The Sobn of the terms of the consent
Accompanying the application
ciety had withdrawn its music from
"(F) 'Programs' include all comme a^pcree, which in effect would nullify
mercial announcements (whether
for modifying the terms of the the air in an attempt to force the
broadcasters to meet demands that
judgment is an affidavit signed by
protection for ASCAP's
major licensees,
in Al p•oadcast
known as 'spot announcement,'
asked
the
court
Otto
A.
Harbach,
president
of
they considered so out of line that
'station
break
announcement,'
or
Wli hold a hearing in New York this
ASCAP, which traces the history
other commercial credits) interthey formed an industry-owned
of ASCAP's broadcast licenses.
music rights organization, BMI, to
spersed between such program and
il'raiftj-ednesday at 10:30 a.m. In fact,
a complete reversal of the tradithe program preceding or following
"Prior
to
1941,"
Mr.
Harbach
protect themselves against such
Dnal ASCAP-broac'caster relationabuse of monopolistic power. (This
states,
"all
licenses
issued
by
the
lip with ASCAP holding control,
such
program."
provision is now Section VII of the
ASCAP
also requests that Secsociety
to
broadcasters
were
soke society now is asking for proamended final judgment of March
is
14, 1950).
jj yM ^ction against what it alleges
Advertising, Selling Cost
"In effect," Mr. Harbach states,
csotsb le "unfair competitive advantage"
Can Be Applied
"Section VII requires the Society
;es,wS
PRICE FORMULA
fan
A FORMULA designed to enable manufacturers to apply costs for ad- to offer 'per-program' licenses to
r I coup :OMR. HENNOCK
vertising, selling, administration and other purposes to prices of their radio and television broadcasters."
ip.
manufactured products was written into the Defense Production Act
Judgeship
Opposed
Anew
Averring that ASCAP "has no
MOM
objection to such a formula when
signed by the President last week.
THIRD
bar
group
has
expressed
fairly
used for the purpose for
i picktjl
The action allayed industry fears
i for oposition to the nomination of that advertising budgets would be
vision was made for inclusion of which it was originally designed,"
CC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock to
cost increases in admininstration,
he alleges that the television broadpared in many instances because
casters who are asking the court
i Lai 3 a federal judge in New York, in of early price ceilings imposed by sales, advertising or research.
formal statement to the Senate
Regulation CPR was described by to set a fair fee for the use of
MR Jo
OPS.
Critics
of
a
previous
OPS
n udiciary Committee, which must
ASCAP music are actually congovernment regulation (CPR 22)
Mr. Shouse actually as "profit conthe nomination for Senate
trol . . . aimed at minimizing the
cerned only with per-program liincluding James D. Shouse, vice
ngngH -prove
Dnfirmation.
censes. The blanket license terms
4<jmil \ The stand of the New York
president of Avco Mfg. Corp. and very_ profits which supply the tax had been incidentally agreed upon
base
for
all
of
our
defense
effort
id to if
of Crosley Broadbetween the Society and all units
inJi 'ounty Lawyers Assn. was an- board chairman
casting Corp., had charged that it financing. . . ."
dustry.
JCas ounced last Monday by Jerome S. posed a serious threat to all media
in
the television broadcasting inThe new provision was regarded
[ess, acting chairman of the bar
as
signifying
that
further
wage
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
increases and cost of advertising,
: :c tl roup's judiciary committee. He June
11, May 28].
aid the committee, acting on a
Charges Unfairness
research and sales can now be
The
new
formula,
sponsored
by
The real reason for the TV
comprehensive subcommittee reabsorbed without recourse to exSen.
Homer
Capehart
(R-Ind.),
ort, has found that Miss Hennock
broadcasters' insistence on per proin the non-allowable
permits increases (or rollbacks) on items. Costpenditures of
gram licenses from ASCAP, Mr.
materials
and
mm -from the standpoint of char- manufactured
products after all
east I cter, learning, professional experifactory
supervision,
as
well
as
Harbach charges, is that they "are
nce and ability — wholly lacks the costs are added to the base period —
seeking to use the provisions of the
were included prethe highest price between Jan. 1, maintenance,
amended final judgment in their
ualification requisite for appointviously
within
the
provision
of
1950 and June 24, 1950.
present form to give an unfair
nent."
CPR 22, based on a formula of precompetitive advantage to BMI, a
In effect, this means that manuOther law groups which oppose
Korea
prices.
facturers now can add (or sub(he nomination made two months
corporation solely affiliated with
A
manufacturer
now
may
be
able
tract) costs from June 24 to July to increase his base period price by them, and to permit that corporj ,go [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ation to continue and in fact to
26, 1951, the cutoff date. OPS
me 18], are American Bar Assn.
computing costs for personnel inwould establish a ceiling taking
ind New York City Bar Assn.
augment
its present unfair comvolved in advertising, sales merinto consideration the highest price,
petitive advantage to the prejudice
chandising,
marketing
and
market
hearjggllilgH Holding up subcommittee
plus or minus costs computed for research.
of the individual composers, aungs on Comr. Henncck's nominathe later period.
thors and publishers who dq__not
The new provisions are spelled
tion is the near-completed FBI inthrow in their lot with BMI. Each
in the condescribed
were
Costs
out in a newly-added Sec. 402 (d)
vestigation, as is customary, into
of the petitioners [TV station operthose including "matrol act as indirect
(3). OPS had indicated earlier that
p.ho*jaer qualifications as an appointee.
terials,
and direct labor,
ators] on information and belief,
"Closed Circuit, July 30].
factories, selling, advertising, office measure
CPR
22
was
only
an
"interim"
holds
a
'blanket' license from BMI.
and gave assurance that
.is* Report that the President had and other production, distribution,
It is significant that the petitioners
no
regulations
would
be
issued
jffered Comr. Hennock's post to
in their dealings with BMI do not
ation"
ii lugene H. Merrill, director of the transportation and administr
which would "in any way restrict
Presithe
which
costs
those
except
Materials Div., Defense Production
the use of advertising." The sec- insist on obtaining 'per-program'
dent may deem to be "unreasonable
tion thus supplies the formula on
1 dministration, brought a denial
which the agency will base its
"
and excessive.
ASCAP
members
are 38)"handirtf'i'rom Mr. Merrill. "I know nothing
Amerithe
told
had
Shouse
(Continued
on page
Mr.
licenses."
future ceilings.
■e 'about it," he said.
.._ T_. .„
can Marketing Assn. that no proAugust 6, 1951
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Divisions
CBS

Take

Shape

TOP-LEVEL

A NEW LIST of officers of CBS —
the overall organization — was released last week in the wake of
the reorganization of the company
into six autonomous units [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 16],
along with organization charts for
the Radio and Television Divisions
and additional appointments and
announcements dealing with the
makeups of several of the operating units.
Officers of CBS Inc. are as follows :
Board Chairman — William S.
Paley.
President — Frank Stanton.
Executive vice president — Joseph
H. Ream.
Vice presidents — Bruce A. Coffin, Lloyd H. Coffin, David H.
Cogan, James B. Conkling, Earl
H. Gammons, William C. Gittinger,
Lawrence W. Lowman, Adrian
Murphy, Howard S. Meighan,
Daniel T. O'Shea, and J. L. Van
Volkenburg.
Secretary — Julius F. Brauner.
Treasurer — Samuel R. Dean.
General auditor — Arthur S. Padgett.
Controller — Edward L. Saxe.
Assistant secretar y — Edgar
Batchelder.
Assistant treasurer — William J.
Flynn.
Assistant secretary — Kenneth L.
Yourd.
Key executives of the CBS Radio Division under President Howard S. Meighan, and of the CBS

Television Division, under President J. L. Van Volkenburg, are
shown on the accompanying
charts.
In the CBS Labs Division, President Adrian Murphy announced
this unit has been organized into
two departments. These are the
Engineering Research & Development Dept., under the direction
of Labs Vice President Peter C.
Goldmark, and the Licensing &
Contracts Dept., which will be
headed by Richard Mahler as director.
Mahler to Negotiate
Dr. Goldmark, under whose direction the CBS color television
system and the long-playing record
were developed, was CBS vice president in charge of engineering research and development before the
Labs Division was established. Mr.
Mahler has been CBS industrial
consultant for the past year. His
department will negotiate and administer licenses with manufacturers under CBS patents; negotiate and administer contracts for
engineering development with outside agencies, such as the government and universities, and act as
liaison on engineering and license
matters with manufacturers and
other agencies.
At CBS-Columbia Inc., CBS setmanufacturing subsidiary, President D. H. Cogan announced board
members and officers as follows:
Board of directors — Bruce A. Coffin, chairman; Mr. Cogan, Lloyd
H. Coffin, Adrian Murphy, Frank

Stanton, Sam Dean, and Ralph
Colin.
Officers — Mr. Cogan, president;
Bruce A. Coffin, executive vice president; J. A. Stobbe, vice president
in charge of operations; L. M. Kay,
vice president in charge of engineering; M. A. Gardner, vice president in charge of purchases; Allan
Strauss, vice president in charge
of export; John Ward, controller,
assistant secretary and assistant
treasurer; and Sam Dean, treasurer
and secretary.
In the CBS Television Division,
appointment of Merritt Coleman
as director of business affairs was
announced by I. S. Becker, division
vice president in charge of business
affairs. With CBS since February
1942, Mr. Coleman has served succes ively as a member of the Program Operations Dept., member
of the Technical Operations Dept.,
director of operations for television,
and, since 1949, as a member of
the Business Affairs Dept.
Promotion Directors
Also in CBS television, selections
of Alex Kennedy as director of
program promotion of the television network and of David Luhmann as director of promotion for
CBS-owned television stations were
announced by William Golden, creative director of advertising and
sales promotion for the division.
Mr. Kennedy joined CBS in 1948
as promotion copy-writer, and Mr.

Luhmann in 1949 as copy-write
for CBS-owned stations.
In the CBS Radio Division, Ad!
ministrative Vice President Loui
Hausman announced appointmen of George Bristol, who has bee:
director of sales presentations fo
CBS radio and television, as Radi
Division director of sales promo 1
tion and advertising. Mr. Bristol
has been with CBS since 1946.
The appointment of James Sir J
mons as manager of CBS Radi J
Network Operations also was an
nounced. This division will func J
tion for CBS Radio except for th |
announcing staff, which will serv< j
both CBS Radio and CBS Television. Mr. Sirmons joined CBS ill.1942 as a Supervisor in the Pro f
gram Production Dept., two year; -\
later being made a supervisor ii
CBS Network Operations.

USAF Names Hodgson
RICHARD HODGSON, president
Chromatic Television Labs, and di
rector of TV development for Para
mount Pictures Corp., has beei
named a consultant to Gen. Hoyt S:
Vandenberg, Chief of Staff, U. S
Air Forces, on research and devel
opment. He will work with Lt. Gen
James H. Doolittle, special assist
ant to the chief of staff, and Dr : I
Louis N. Ridenour, chief scientist
for the Air Forces. During Work
War II, Mr. Hodgson was with th(
Radiation Laboratory at Massachu
setts Institute of Technology anc
acted as technical adviser to Gen H
Vandenberg on radar operations b3 th
the Ninth Air Force.
41
:i >

PRESIDENT
J. L VAN VOLKENBURG
1 NETWORK SALES
D. SUTTON

V. P. NETWORK PROGRAMS
H. ROBINSON
V. P NETWORK
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H. ACKERMAN

ASST SALES MGR.
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I BECKER
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ISSUES

ALERT

PLAN

May

Be

National

Pattern

:'a

their official reaction to the comenemy homing tactics involving
agreement among FCC, FCDA and
i.SGULATIONS requiring New
brk State AM stations to reduce
ment that the regulation would not the Defense Dept., the new regulahigh-power transmitters.
ji-wer to about 250 w in event of
tion eventually would conform to
"conflict" with FCC's critique for
Similar plans have been sugbroadcasters.
oclaimed imminence of enemy
gested by state civil defense groups,
FCC Rules & Regulations, as indithey explained. In any event, they
l,tack, and compelling TV and FM
Officials of the Federal Civil Decated by the New York State Civil
Defense Commission. It was noted
added, information revealed in the
fense Administration were momenations to go off the air comtarily unable to say whether the that FCC holds jurisdiction over
- V Eetely in such cases, were issued
New York plan will be de-restricted on the federal level, especially plan had received prior FCDA ap- commercial broadcast stations and
jst week
by
the
state's
Civil
Dense Commission.
proval. They said, however, that other services, including amateur
as pertains to the role of FM and
customarily state blueprints for radio operation.
' The rules, prepared under the TV stations. Silencing of certain
ithority of the New York State FM and TV operations had been a communications networks are subFCC jurisdiction takes precemitted to FCDA for approval.
efense Emergency Act of 1951,
dence over laws passed by a numrestricted
provision
under
FCC's
ere announced Thursday by Col. broadcast operational plan.
Officials pointed out, however,
ber(Continued
of state legislatures
on page with
91 ) reRwrence
Wilkinson,
chairman
and
that in view of a close working
Generally, FCC officials limited
: rector of the commission.
They may be used as a pattern
>r other sections of the country
fisor
HST Telecommunications
Adviser
• perhaps for the federal governPR
AH
NAMED
ent's CD radio-TV plan.
New .
ork officials pointed out that they
to lower stratas of the White House
ere drawn up in the absence of IMPLEMENTING the recommenand allegedly dominated by the
pch
guidance
on
a
national
basis
dations
of
his
Temporary
Commu1
0
35
nications Policy Board, President
chief spectrum spokesman for govfter "leaders of the radio industry
. . expressed anxiety because of Truman last week named Haraden
ernment, the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee.
fie lack of a concrete emergency
Pratt, 60-year old vice president
of American Cable & Radio Corp.,
Pa rocedure."
Although White House spokesas top-level telecommunications admen denied that the ACRC execuJoint Development
tive would be cloaked with powers
viser,
vesting
him
with
the
reThe announcement
said they
sponsibility offormulating national
similar to those enjoyed by Presirere "developed jointly by the
dential Assistant John Steelman,
on national and international
Commission and the members of policy
frequency allocations.
it
appeared
that, as sole adviser,
(he up-state and down-state CD
Mr. Pratt will firm up suggestions
Mr. Pratt's appointment was rejommittees, representing 139 radio
on telecommunications matters
garded as a harbinger of hope in
nd 12 television stations in New
industry quarters, looking toward
tantamount to executive approval.
'ork State," with the "approval
the restoration of precious specBroadly speaking,
thewill
newdevote
teleWo nd cooperation of leaders of the
trum space to radio-TV broadcastcommunications adviser
.adio industry." It was emphaers
and
other
non-government
his duties to three working levels:
users.
ized they may be amended at any
(1) allocation of frequencies among
future time to achieve conformity
Selection
of
Mr.
Pratt
was
adMl vith any specific federal regulagovernment
agencies, and as bejudged to be the forerunner of
tween government (principally the
: 'ions which may be issued by FCC
possibly a new era — one in which
military) and private users; (2)
\fv the Defense Dept.
the President would delegate auinternational agreements on freMr. PRATT
In Washington, FCC engineering
thority vested in him to a key
quencies inwhich the U. S. particiWhite House adviser and one in
uthorities disclaimed previous
pates from time to time; and (3)
munications
adviser
to
the
Chief
which
more
prudent
deliberations
nowledge of the plan's specifics.
Executive is without precedent in practical application of wartime
They felt that it is a "step in the would be forthcoming as to allocaresponsibilities inherited by the
tion of frequencies between govight direction" but a "secondthe history of the nation. In ef- Chief Executive under provisions
ernment and civilian applicants.
fect, it would vest responsibility
■rder step" which may not resolve
(Continued on page 3U)
The announcement of a telecomin Mr. Pratt heretofore relegated
nany of the problems incurred in
i

PRESIDENT
H S MEIGHAN

ADMINISTRATIVE V f
1. HAUSMAN
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FtOM 1
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ADMINISTRATIVE V P
■J. K. SMITH

ADMINISTRATIVE V P
J SEWARD
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PUBLIC *Fr*i«
s NovTift
ruiMC IILMJOHS
NOTE: Since chart was drawn, title of
Mr. Gray has been revised to Administrative Manager, Network Sales Dept.,
and title of Mr. Marsh is now Director
of Program Sales (both in second
column).
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For
CBS

SETS

PLANS for an $8 million fall radio
campaign, described as the largest
investment of its kind in history,
were outlined by CBS Radio Division officials last week to representatives of110 stations attending
the radio netwoi'k's two-day fall
program promotion clinic in New
York.
Advertiser and agency representatives also were informed of the
plans and appeared much impressed, authorities reported.
"We feel the swing is back to
radio," one CBS Radio official declared confidently.
Louis Hausman, administrative
vice president of the CBS Radio
Division, said the $8 million expenditure will include $7 million in network and local radio and $1 million in newspaper and magazine
advertising. The total, he estimated, is approximately 30% more
than any previous expenditure for
a similar campaign.
To Add 'Exploitation' Experts
Linked with its overall advertising and promotion campaign — designed to maintain and increase
what its officials describe as CBS
Radio leadership in programming,
in average audience, and in costper-thousand values — is an increased awareness of "making news
about radio." One manifestation of
this involves plans to add "exploitation" experts to the radio
network's press relations staff.
"We have come to the determination that we must make news
(about radio) for page 3 or 4 as
well as for the radio pages of newspapers," as one official described it.
An estimated $500,000 magazine
campaign is set to break in October, with seven four-color ads
slated for Look and Colliers. Theme
of this series is the concept of the
public as the "royal family" and
radio as the royal jester supplying
news, entertainment and information. Seven internationally noted
artists are supplying their versions
of radio's offerings, using this
theme. The ads will present these
pictures, with sample CBS Radio
network
schedules alongside to

Dr. Stanton (I) listens attentively
as Mr. Meighan addresses the CBS
Radio promotion clinic.
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Discussing program presentation material at the CBS Radio promotion
clinic are (I to r) L. Waters Milbourne, president and manager of
WCAO Baltimore; Mr. Hausman, and Robert M. Richmond, assistant
manager of WCAO.
demonstrate the diversity of radio
fare.
The purpose, it was explained, is
to renew the public's consciousness
that only radio, with some 3,000
stations operating 12 to 24 hours a
day, provides such a volume and
variety of news, information, music, drama, etc.
Special on-the-air promotion will
be keyed to the return of fall shows,
beginning in September, and will
be handled on a continuing basis.
Promotion kits covering approximately 80 programs have been prepared for stations and clients, and

will be supplemented as new shows
are added.
From the program standpoint,
officials said, CBS Radio plans to
retain its major shows "and exploit them to the hilt," while developing new ones.
The reorganization of CBS, resulting in the creation of a separate
Radio Division, was discussed by
CBS President Frank Stanton, who
welcomed the station group to the
clinic, held Monday and Tuesday.
Howard S. Meighan, president of
the Radio Division, also voiced optimism in outlining the division's

promotion plans for the year.
He noted that the new statios
break identification — "This is tl I
CBS Radio Network," which h:
replaced "This Is CBS, the Colunl
bia Broadcasting System" — has r<
suited
the word 1.3"radio"
bein
heard anin additional
billion tinr:
a week. This figure represents tl:
number of cue announcement
times average CBS Radio networ
listening audiences. The new ident
fication was adopted July 26.
Officials pointed out that attem:
ance at the clinic broke all previou
records. A similar showing of can
paign plans is slated for toda
(Monday) at KCBS San Franciscc
for representatives of 25 CBS Wes
Coast stations.
Those Who Spoke
Speakers at the New York meet j
ings, in addition to Messrs. Stan I
ton, Meighan, and Hausman, in I
eluded George Bristol, director o
the Radio Division's sales promo-l*
tion and advertising; Charles Mon :^
roe, head of the program writing
division; Charles Oppenheim, direc
tor of Radio Division's program ant
trade promotion; Lester Gottlieb I
director of programs for the Radit I
Division; Edward Shurick, the divi
sion's market research counsel, net
work sales; Eldon Hazard, the divi i:.
sion's sales manager, and Rolancf
Welch, director of merchandising J
McCann-Erickson.
Participants in a panel discus
sion were Bob Covington, WBT j
Charlotte; Hendrick Soule, WFBL*
Syracuse; Bob Pryor, WCAU Phil-V
adelphia, and Don Shoemaker. ,
KFAB Omaha.

0b'ecti°"s Filed I?
0PP0SHI0N
T
UP
CAB
OPPOSITIONS to merger of ABC
Already in the growing file are
lawful and unfair methods of comand United Paramount Theatres
petition, discriminations, restraints
objections from long-time network
Inc. are beginning to come into the foe Gordon P. Brown, WSAY Roand exclusions like those heretoFCC. Commissioners discussed the
fore habitually practiced in the
chester, N. Y. [Broadcasting •
proposed consolidation at an Aug.
Telecasting, July 30] and from
motion picture business by United
1 session, but came to no decision
Paramount and its predecessors
Ed. Wimmer, vice president of the
as to issues or hearing date.
and associates, and the practice
National Federation of Independent Business.
Unofficially, it is understood that
thereof against the theatres of the
the FCC staff has told CommissionInterest also has been evinced,
ers it would take at least 30 days
Fanchon & Marco is half-owner,
through requests for information
for it to prepare for hearing. That
on issues and hearing date, by with United Paramount, of the
petitioners."Paramount Hollywood
would obviate, it is believed, any
first-run
Abram Myers, chairman and genchance of an FCC decision on the
Theatre in the movie capital, also
eral counsel of the Allied States
is the sole owner of a string of St.
matter by Oct. 1 — the date requestAssn. of Motion Picture Exhibitors,
Louis first-run and neighborhood n
ed by applicants.
an organization of 19 regional
First formal objection to the
movie houses. It also owns theagroups
of
independent
theatre
owntres in Long Beach, Calif., and
proposed merger was filed with
ers; Herbert Moute Levy, staff
Granite City, 111.
FCC last week by Fanchon & Marcounsel, American Civil Liberties
m
co Inc., theatre owners and bookPetition to intervene alleges it
Union; Jerome Y. Sturm, National
ing agents. Company recently filed Assn. of Broadcast Engineers & operates the Paramount Hollywood
Technicians (CIO).
a TV application for St. Louis.
Theatre and has to use Paramount
In addition, it was learned last
week that Rep. Emanuel Celler
Says Theatres Would Suffer
pictures, paying "excessive and
rentals" for them.
(D-N. Y.) had written FCC ChairFanchon & Marco claims the discriminatory
In a pending suit in the U. S.
man Wayne Coy July 9 vigorously
merger of ABC and UPT "will District Court in New York, Fanobjecting to the proposed combinanaturally and inevitably result, eschon & Marco is trying to collect
tion.
pecially in the light of the past treble damages from Paramount
And, Zenith Radio Corp., Chiof United Paramount TheaPictures Inc. for alleged violation
cago radio-TV manufacturer, last historytres, in the
exclusion from the radio
the anti-trust laws. It claims
week injected the question of its and TV service furnished by the of
Paramount and UPT have tried to
rights to Chicago's Channel 2 in a combination of all theatres except force it out of the motion picture
request to FCC for ruling on the
business through such devices as
those of the combination wherever
matter (see separate story). Zenith
is an applicant for Channel 2 in it shall have theatres, and in the cancelling pictures, eviction nothat city.
(Continued on page 40)
transfer to radio and TV of unBROADCASTING
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■U 1
~ 'UTOMOBILE and automobile ac• ssory dealers are buying more
;al time on radio stations than
|y other product group, according
| a Trends survey just completed
r Broadcasting • Telecasting.
-SI I Other classifications, in order,
hich compose the "Big Five" for
cal revenue, are: Food & Food
roducts, Appliances, Department
ii3 ores and Furniture.
Findings are based on a scienfically prepared cross section sur;y of radio stations and represent
unit in this publication's continng study of the medium.
The importance of local revenue
broadcasters is emphasized by
le fact that all classes of stations
3 i both radio and TV markets have

"71

'iown increases in local sponsorlips this year over the same period
; 1 year ago. Analysis indicates that
x2% of stations in non-television
larkets have shown such an inease, while 63% of stations in TV
Markets have more local business
pis May than they had in May
950 [Broadcasting • Telecast:'"J* jn-g, July 23].
f Local spot sales showed the bigsst increase of all time segments
r the period — up 69.7% on all
: ;':"tations for an average increase of
* 14.1% on all stations in all types
-f markets [Broadcasting • Teleasting, July 30].
> While figures are not available
in the dollar value of the local
usiness received from the five

LOCAL

leading product groups, 19.8% of
all stations in all types of markets
gave Automobile & Auto Accessories first place, 16.4% Food &
Food Products, 14.7% Appliances,
10.3% Department Stores and
9.57c Furniture.
Percentage of votes for second
and third place is shown in Table I.
The surprisingly strong vote for
Furniture is indicated by the second and third place percentages.
A number of stations indicated that
some revenue classified under the
Appliance product group, came
from furniture stores and others
indicated that Department Store
advertising often featured furniture.
Other product classifications in
the top 10 as local revenue producers are: Dry Goods & Clothing,
Beer & Soft Drinks, Banks, Agricultural Equipment & Supplies, and
Eeligious Programs.
Leading National Spot Users
Best source of national spot revenue for the average station is the
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes classification. Food & Food Products is
next in line with Drugs & Remedies, Beer, Wine & Liquor and
Automobile & Auto Accessories
following in that order.
The survey showed 33.7% of all
stations giving first place to Soaps,
Cleansers & Polishes; 25% to Food
& Food Products; 16.3% to Beer,

TABLE I
ed 'roduct Classifications which produced most local revenue for all types of
>dio stations in all types of markets.
1st Place 2d Place 3rd Place
19.8%
12.3%
16.8%
'.utomobile & Auto Accessories
ood & Food Products
16.4%
11.4%
12.9%
14.7%
13.1%
5.0%
k ppliances
department Stores
10.3%
14.9%
5.0%
urniture
9.5%
6.1%
13.9%
ROADCASTING
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Wine & Liquor; 16.3% to Drugs &
Remedies, and 7.7% to Automobile
& Auto Accessories. Percentages
indicate more unanimity of opinion
on national than local business with
fewer categories contending for the
top revenue bracket. Percentages
of votes for second and third places
are shown in Table II.
Other classifications mentioned
by some stations as contenders for
top national spot revenue producers
included: Tobacco, Religious Programs, Soft Drinks and Appliances.
While this mid-year Trends survey bore out in general the findings
of the much more exhaustive analysis of top revenue producers conducted the first of the year, there
were some changes.
Most notable was the leadership
in national spot of the Soaps classification in the recent study as compared to the first place held by
Food & Food Products earlier. The
Food classification represented
16.5% of total revenue for 1950
with a dollar value of $19,849,841.
In 1949 the national spot radio
revenue from Foods was $23,632,000 or 21.1% of the total.
These figures seem to indicate a
continuing decrease in the national
spot revenue from the Foods classification.
On the other hand the national
spot revenue from Soaps seems to
be on the increase. Total spot ra-

dio revenue from this classification
in 1949 was 8.5% of the national
totals for all spot radio, or $9,520,000. In 1950 this revenue increased
to $10,956,125, representing 9.1%
of total business in national spot.
The current mid-year Trends,
while it does not indicate the total
money received from the Soaps
classification, does show the increasing importance in which it is
being held by the average radio
station manager.
Other Comparisons
Comparative revenue figures for
1949 and 1950 on the remaining
three classifications which ranked
among the first five in the current
survey follow: Drugs & Remedies:
1949— $12,096,000 or 10.8% of the
total; 1950— $11,557,052 or 9.6%
of the total. Beer, Wine & Liquor:
1949— $3,696,000 or 3.3% of the
total; 1950— $6,013,901 or 5.1% of
the total. Automobile & Auto
Accessories: 1949 — $7,392,000 or
6.6%; 1950— $8,292,789 or 6.9%.
National spot radio for May
1951 as compai-ed with May 1950
gives a brighter picture than has
been predicted in many quarters.
Television market stations in two
out of three cases reported they
maintained or increased national
spot business. In non-TV markets
9 out of 10 stations increased national spot or held it on the same
level ing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastJuly 23].

TABLE II
15.8%
Product Classifications which produced most national spot revenue10.9%
for all
19.6%
33.7%
types of radio stations in all types of25.0%
markets.
23.2%
15.2%
7.7%
1st
Place
23.2%
2d12.6%
Place
16.3%
13.0%
3rd
Place
18.5%
16.3%
13.7%
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Food & Food Products
Drugs & Remedies
Beer, Wines & Liquors
Automobile & Auto Accessories
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LEISURE

TIME

RADIO LISTENING and video
viewing make up the number one
leisure time activity of some 62
million Americans, "who more often
than not after the evening meal
will settle down to an evening's
entertainment over the air waves,"
Elmo Roper reported July 29 in his
weekly Where the People Stand
broadcast on CBS.
Recounting "the way people in a
nationwide survey told us they
leisure time,"
spendsaidtheir
usually
Mr.
Roper
that one million
say they had no free time. "These
are the harried souls amongst us,"
those with small children or invalids to look after, those who don't
organize their work well enough
to ever get it done and "a very few
[who] are too important to have
any free time."
Five Million Sleep
Three million persons report
spending their off-hours participating in some paid form of amusement— "the Bingo players, dance
hall patrons, those who drink beer,
the likes."
go rollerskating
Four
million watchandmovies
or go
to sports events and other pay-foradmission spectacles. And another
five million just "lie down and go
to
hoursleep"
or two.when they get a spare
Some six million women devote
much of their leisure time to handiwork — knitting, crocheting and
sewing. And seven million "handytypes around the house" spend
their off-hours on odd jobs at home.
Self-created free entertainment —
playing cards, fishing, swimming
or visiting with friends — accounts
for the leisure hours of 14 million
more people.
The "oldest-fashioned of all"
leisure time activity claims the
third largest group — about 15 million people "who as often as not
will just sit around with the family and talk." More than twice that
number, roughly 32 million, say
they can usually be found reading
— newspapers, magazines, books —
"after the supper dishes are
washed."
Top of the list, however, is reLEONARD KAMINS
Dies of Heart- Attack
LEONARD A. KAMINS, 39, sales
manager of WXYZ-TV Detroit,
died of a heart attack last Thursday while attending an executive
conference at WXYZ offices. He
had been sales manager of the
ABC-owned television outlet since
its inception in 1948.
Mr. Kamins formerly had been
an account executive with Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit,
and prior to that he was with a
number of eastern stations. He
was graduated from the U. of
Michigan in 1933.
He is survived by his wife, Lenore, and two daughters, Lynne
and Jill.
Page 30
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served
as all
million
to the

Radio-TV
for a group almost as large
the rest put together — 62
people "who regularly listen
radio or look at their tele-

set."
"The visionrange
of what people will
listen to or see on radio and television covers as wide if not wider
range than what people might
read," Mr. Roper commented.
"Drama, comedy, music, sports,
news and special events. The highbrow to the lowbrow, the deeply
stirring to the frivolous, the fascinating to the boring, all according
to their own tastes. Somehow, either
because it is relatively effortless
for us to sit and listen or view,
or because the breadth and range
of radio and television is so wide,
or for whatever other reason, we
are indeed a nation of listeners
and watchers in our leisure time."
He continued:
During the past few years, the pattern of this radio and television viewing has undergone considerable
change. The number of people who
are most likely to be watching a program on television has continued to
rise, with some drop among the number of radio listeners. However, there
are still many more regular radio
listeners than there are television
viewers.
As a matter of fact, these studies

Are

No.

1 — Roper

of people's leisure time activities reveal that it is likely both television
and radio will continue to absorb the
major share of our free time and are
not entirely in competition with each
other. Radio appeals to those who
want to hear music, news, and discussion programs, while television
takes more to drama and eye-catching
presentations, although here again,
there is and will continue to be a
certain amount of overlapping.
Another interesting and revealing
fact is that only a small part of our
recreational endeavors are things of
our own creation. The vast majority
of 78% of us regularly seek readymade forms of spare-time occupation.
Chief among these, of course, are
radio and television, but this is equally true of books, newspapers, and
magazines, movies, and sports events.
While we select those forms of readymade recreation which most suit our
tastes, we definitely prefer them to
our own creations.
How significant this trend is, and
what it reveals about our civilization
is hard to say. On the one hand,
some would say that we are becoming
a nation of watchers and not a people
of doers. These people would say
that we are losing our creative sense,
if indeed we ever had one in our
spare-time
life. hand, defenders of
On the other
what might be called the observer way
of life say that we are absorbing
more knowledge, more information,
Local Contests

Set

SMILING brightly over
badge is Jim Borman (r), director o
news and public affairs at WCCC
Minneapolis, as Minneapolis Fir<
Chief Reynolds C. Malmquist appoint
Mr. Borman and the WCCO news stafl
honorary members of the Fire Dept
more understanding of ourselves anc
the life around us. We are broughl
into contact with a world most of u.1
otherwise would never know about ii
it weren't for reading, listening, and
viewing facilities.

RECRUITING
Radio-TV Get $735,000
ADVERTISING budget of the:
Army and Air Force recruiting
service for radio and television foi
1952 totals $735,000— the top slice);
— it was disclosed last week with
release of testimony of military
officials before a House subcommittee on the Defense Dept. appropriations bill. This is 35% of the
total budget, it was indicated.
Highest advertising identifica- I
tion was scored by radio and TV in
a survey of soldiers.
H
Maj. Gen. T. J. Hanley, Office of
the Adjutant General, Chief, Military Personnel Procurement Servive, who testified before the House
group, stated the Defense Dept.
sought $10 million for its recruiting
service, of which a total $3.1 million is slated for advertising. In
addition to the radio-TV budget.
$525,000 (25%) would be spent in
in newspapers and supplements,
national magazines, $420,000 (20% ) :
and $84,000 for films.
Gen. Hanley indicated an Army h
and Air Force personnel survey disclosed high identification of radio i
and television advertising over that
of competing media.
The survey, conducted by the Attitude Research Branch of the
Armed Forces Information and
Education Division, showed 74% of
the Army personnel interviewed
said they recalled recruiting announcements on radio or TV, he
told the subcommittee. The survey
said 53% recalled the advertising
in magazines, 46% in newspapers
and 65% in either newspapers or
magazines.
Of Air Force personnel surveyed,
Gen. Hanley stated, 76% said they
recalled recruiting announcements
or programs on the air via radio or
television while 64% recalled advertising in magazines, 52% newspapers and 76% either newspapers
or magazines. Will C. Grant Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency.

VOD
TALKS
For Aug. 75 Start
PLANS for the fifth annual Voice of Democracy contest, including
selection of the panel of judges who will name four winners from the
nation's high school youth, will be initiated today by NARTB, in conjunction with Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and the U. S. Junior Chamber
*
of Commerce.
mour N. Siegel, president of the
Headlining this year's panel will
National Assn. of Educational Broadbe FCC Chairman Wayne Coy,
casters; Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg,
aided and abetted by at least two
Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force; Philip
U. S. Senators, with the Hon. Tom
Murray, president of the CIO; Miss
C. Clark, Supreme Court Justice,
Jan Geister, winner of the 1947 VOD
again serving as honorary national
contest; the Right Rev. Angus Dun,
chairman.
Bishop, Episcopal Diocese of Washington; Mrs. Hiram Cole, president,
The contest gets underway official y at the community level Aug.
General Federation of Women's
15 with meetings of broadcasters,
Clubs; Joseph B. Chaplin, president,
Assn. of Secondary School
local committees, local CofC of- National
Principals.
ficials, educators and radio-TV
The competition will involve high
dealers throughout the nation.
school students in the 10th, 11th
Local plans will be announced puband 12th grades, who will be asked
licly at this time.
NARTB will distribute five- to write and voice five - minute
minute transcriptions to the nascripts on the subject: "I Speak
Democracy." Contest manuals
tion's broadcasters on Oct. 1, to for
be played on stations during the have been distributed by NARTB,
RTMA and the U. S. Junior Chamweek Oct. 28-Nov. 3— National Raber of Commerce under the imdio and Television Week. Members
primatur of the national Voice of
of the three sponsoring groups will
Democracy Committee.
select local winners for state eliminations. A national screening
Comprising the committee are:
committee, facing up to the job of Robert K. Richards and Oscar Elselecting 12 finalists, will receive
der, NARTB; James Secrest and
entries the last of November.
W. B. McGill, RTMA; Max E.
The national judging panel will Tyler and Robert D. Ladd, U. S.
pick the four finalists, who will Junior Chamber of Commerce; Dr.
be taken to Washington, D. C, Feb. Kerry Smith, U. S. Office of Edu17-23 for a celebrated tour to see cation.
their government in action.
The contest manual contains
Other members of the national
panel, aside from Chairman Coy, testimonials and details of the
competition, together with rules.
are:
Four national winners will be anSens. J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.) and
nounced Feb. 1, 1952.
Margaret Chase Smith (R-Me.); SeyBROADCASTING
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New
OBILIZATION

Controls

Seen

SPURRED

TV set production, bringing the
M (NOUS reports of Soviet troop
level 35% below pre-Korean marks,
' Ifiments,
coupled
with a ceasetemwas ordered by Manly Fleischmann,
I y stalemate
in Korean
Defense Production Administrator.
J negotiations, spurred defense
li.ization officials to greater
All consumer goods now are under
f mce last week as the nation
the Controlled Materials Plan.
At the same time DPA named
| an initial look at new economic
ijj ols.
Lewis Allen Weiss, director of
S 1 e vast mobilization program
NPA's Office of Civilian RequireJ.n a fresh "alert" aspect amid
ments, to head up a subcommittee
^ Jevel warnings that Soviet
on civilian needs. Mr. Weiss, forfn in Europe would bring the
mer board chairman of MBS and
ed States into full-scale conpresident of the Don Lee Broadwith the USSR and thus broadcasting System, also was appointed
prs and manufacturers into a
to
represent
OCR on DPA's Reblown economy,
quirements Committee. He also
policy
of
caution
was
laid
down
'■■:-r
works with members of the governlefense Secretary George Marment's Electronics Production
, Army Secretary Frank Pace
Board.
President Truman. The Chief
Censorship Question
•utive "reluctantly" signed a
Meanwhile,
NPA is continuing to
defense production bill which
grant bids from broadcasters for
laimed had weakened the antibuilding construction or alteration
tion program.
1 view of indications that the in cases involving hardship or use
on was passing through the of small quantities of material.
Procedure is being modified, howght zone of "gray" mobilizaever, to bring construction requests
these highlights emerged:
I Mr. Truman appointed Haraunder
the Plan
government's
controlled
Materials
for direct allocation.
35r0« IPratt, American Cable & Radio
In effect, this policy will assure
p. executive, as his telecommusuccessful applicants of adequate
tions advisor with responsibilfor formulating overall policy materials to commence construction or alterations, whereas pregovernment and civilian freicy allocations (see separate
viously they competed in the "open
y).
market."
The question of censorship arose
I The National Security Rerces Board acknowledged that
during hearings before a House Appropriations subcommittee, which
'as dusting off plans for imposiheard Jack Gorrie, acting chairman
l of censorship — "within a matof the virtually moribund National
-Mi of hours" if necessary.
Security Resources Board within
President
Dissatisfied
TV
the Executive Office of the PresVhile the President indicated his ident.
satisfaction with the new conPlans could be effected "within
s measure, he served notice he
jld press for a tightening up of
tain provisions, notably those
.ling with the wage and price
ucture of the nation,
TAX
he Chief Executive did not EXCISE
A
HIKE
in
excise
taxes
from 10%
gle out relaxation of credit conIs, but it is generally known that to 25% on radio-TV receivers at
looked with disfavor on Con- the manufacturing level would impose additional hardship on the
ssional action easing installfor both broadcasters and
nt buying of radio-TV receivers, industry,
manufacturers.
onographs and other appliances.
This was the argument presented
The Federal Reserve Board forlly amended Regulation W re- the Senate Finance Committee last
Thursday by Ralph W. Hardy,
iring a down payment of 15%
NARTB's government relations dijither than 25%) on appliances
rector, and Robert C. Sprague,
id setting a maturity payment
te of 18 months in place of the Radio - Television Mfrs. Assn.'s
months originally on the books chairman of the board.
Also testifying was L. G. Horney,
\d trade-ins can now be used
assistant to the general manager,
ainst down payments.
Elsewhere, there were no in- Bendix Radio Div., Bendix Aviation
■:ations that the government
Corp. Mort Farr of the National
Appliance & Radio Dealers Assn.,
jmld implement
war warnings
'th concrete action — at least for appeared Wednesday in opposition
e present. The mood seemed to to any increase in excises on appliances and telesets.
\: "Let's wait and see."
The administration request had
The National Production Au. ;ority announced the issuance of been knocked out of the revenue
bill (HR 4473) as passed by the
.;, . w permits for building construcHouse, when the Ways & Means
;Dn involving radio-TV broadcastCommittee voted to drop the pros. The government moved ahead
-h plans to allocate steel, copper
However, when the bill came to
id aluminum to consumer goods posal.
anufacturers during the fourth
the Senate,
of that
the'
John Secretary
Snyder asked
aarter. An additional 5% cut in Treasury
ROADCASTING
Tel ccastin

a matter of hours" if war should
come, Mr. Gorrie testified. "We are
keeping in a state of readiness
certain other plans, such as censorship of wartime communications,
which are not required in the curemergency."who replaced W.
Mr.rentGorrie,
Stuart Symington as NSRB director, thus pinpointed NSRB's
current "ghost" role as the censorship planner, even though it had
lost its other mobilization activities
to the Office of Defense Mobilization. Mr. Gorrie continued:
"On censorship, in the event we
were attacked you have to have it
in force in a matter of hours. The
quicker the better, because it prevents the enemy from knowing the
destruction he may cause . . .
"The person who maintains it
keeps in touch with the military
and sees that the personnel work is
done. The military handles the
bulk of it, but we have to know
the current status in order to advise the President."
There have been recurring reports of a revival of an Office of
Censorship and an Office of War
Information. One man — Col. Gilbert C. Jacobus — has been handling
censorship plans for NSRB in recent months, Mr. Gorrie added.
Elsewhere, FCC is continuing
study of its operational broadcast
alert plan, in conjunction with the
Air Force, the Federal Civil Defense Administration and individual
broadcasters who had signified
willingness to participate.
FCDA is preparing a technical
manual outlining the role of radio
and other communications
as a

HARM
Congress reconsider.
Mr. Hardy said broadcasters were
concerned over increased sales resistance that had been brought on
by the present tax. The radio excise tax of 10% is not a new levy;
however, the 10% excise rate on
telesets was imposed last fall.
When sales resistance is stiffened,
Mr. Hardy reminded the committee,
the condition reduces broadcasting's
service potential. This service, he
explained, is pointed up by nationwide surveys which show the public relies upon broadcasting as its
major source of news and general
information.
Sets Not Luxuries
Mr. Hardy said he was bringing
up this fact because it is not uncommon to hear it said that radio
and TV sets are luxuries, "and
they belong in the class of goods
properly
marked for
On the contrary,
Mr. excise
Hardytaxes."
said,
owners and prospective buyers of
sets do not agree but base opinions
"upon their own appraisal of the
functional purpose of these modern

supplement to the Chief Executive's master plan. The agency currently is awaiting action by the
FCC prescribing rules and regulations for amateur radio operators.
How set sales advertising and
other media would be affected by
the Commission's move to crack
the long-standing TV freeze (see
separate story) was still undetermined. Whether relaxation of Regulation W would serve to move
bulging inventories also was conjectural, depending on future buyer
action and abundant use of advertising media, as well as FCC
progress on lifting the freeze.
Increase in durable-goods backlogs during June and July has averaged close to $1 billion, compared
with an average of $3.5 billion for
January-April.
It was generally conceded that
these and other developments
would hinge on the international
situation, though the prospect for
high employment seemed assured.
Meanwhile, NPA notified manufacturers using steel and iron they
may vary their production among
different items — radio receivers,
TV sets and phonographs. NPA
had advised Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. earlier this year of the ruling, specifically affecting electronics firms. Manly Fleischmann, Defense Production Administrator,
said all consumer goods would be
placed under the Controlled Materials Plan. Manufacturers already have filed for fourth-quarter
allotments on this basis.
With respect to slumping TV
sales, Glen McDaniel, president of
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn., told
the Electric League of Los Angeles
July 29tweenthat
"theanddifference
betelevision
other consumer durable goods is wholly ac(Continued on page UO)

»
instruments of communication."
He said it "is obviously inconsistent to exempt the facilities
necessary for the gathering and
dissemination of news and at the
same time to tax the facilities indispensable for its reception by the
public. The relationship between
dissemination and reception is so
close that a burden upon one is in
fact a burden on the other."
Mr. Hardy posed the question of
what would happen if the government placed a 25% excise tax on
the subscription price of a newsCiting the effect of such a tax on
set
Mr. all
Hardy
said: "In has
the
paper.
finalsales,
analysis,
a broadcaster
to offer to those who use his facilities, be they sponsors, public servants, artists, or whatever, is AUMr. Sprague, in his testimony,
also struck at industry sales probDIENCE."
lems, presenting figures of piled
up inventories, particularly following the November federal tax increase on telesets. Number of employes
engaged inonmaking
TV sets
(Continued
page 36)
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PROGRAM

PROBLEMS

HOW to brighten up programming, to integrate a station into the community and at the same time increase revenue, was the triple theme of
the BMI clinic last Tuesday in the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
Co-sponsored by Southern California Broadcasters Assn. with James
1. Cox, BMI West Coast field representative, as chairman, the all- called for a fresh approach and the
day clinic was attended by 131 application of new ideas in building
broadcasters.
more listenable programs.
The group was urged not to sell
Dorothy Johnson, program direcradio short, by Herbert Olsen, protor, KSON San Diego, told how,
gram director, KXIC Iowa City. with very limited money to spend
Talking on local programming and
on programming, ingenuity and
initiative can be substituted to build
how it pays off, he advised management to "spend a little money to a successful station.
make more money" in their proPitfalls in copyright law as apgramming.
plied to music and programs were
"Analyze your schedules and find briefly touched upon by Robert J.
Burton, vice president in charge of
the weak spots," he suggested.
"Then make a production of those
publisher relations of BMI.
weak spots. Make them intensely
Neill Speaks
local."
D. Malcolm Neill, general manRobert R. Tichner, vice-president
ager, CFNB Fredericton, N. B., and
and general manager, WNAX
president, Canadian Assn. of BroadYankton, S. D., backing up statecasters, explained how Radio Press
ments of Mr. Olsen, told broadcastLimited, cooperative news gatherers to be "continually hypersensiservice, operates in relation to
tive to your programming." He said news ingcoverage.
programming begins in the front
office.
Sports and special events got a
brief going over by John Fulton,
Means of developing station "pergeneral manager WGST Atlanta.
sonality" through programming
was discussed by Ted Cott, general
Carl Haverlin, BMI president, as
manager of NBC's WNBC-AM-FM
luncheon speaker, told of the serious
and WNBT(TV)
New York. He
music contest for high school and
college students and children's book
review projects being fostered by
LAVERY SUIT
that organization. Projects were
May Ask Less Damages
unanimously and enthusiastically
ONE MILLION dollar libel suit of approved by broadcasters attending
the Hollywood clinic.
Emmett Lavery, playwright and
Glenn Dolberg, director, station
screen writer, against Mrs. Lela
Rogers, ABC, Town Hall Inc. and
relations, BMI, spoke on "Your
five other defendants [BroadcastMusic Library." Day-long meeting
was opened by Robert J. McAning • Telecasting, July 16], now
drews, managing director, SCBA.
being tried before a jury in Los
Angeles Superior Court, may become an action for only $200,000
damages as the result of ruling
KSNI (FM) SALE
last Tuesday by Judge Arnold
To Crosby Group Reported
Praeger.
Following six hours of argument
SALE of KSNI (FM) Salinas,
in his chambers, Judge Praeger
Calif., to Bing Crosby, Kenyon
upheld objections of attorneys for Brown and George Coleman, subthe defendants to the playwright's
ject to FCC approval, was reported
demand for retraction of Mrs. Rog- last week. It also was understood
ers' speech made during ABC's
that the three planned to apply for
Town Hall program debate on Sept.
a TV station in Salinas after ac2, 1947.
quiring the FM outlet. KSNI is
Judge Praeger held that it was
the FM adjunct of KDON Santa
not proper to include the entire
speech in the demand for retracCruz, Calif.
tion, but that there should have
Mr. Crosby has TV applications
been specific notification of which
pending
for Spokane, Tacoma and
words, phrases or sentences which
Yakima, Wash. Mr. Brown is presdestroyed Mr. Lavery's reputation
ident of KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.,
and peace of mind as alleged.
and Mr. Coleman is a resident of
Mr. Lavery claims Mrs. Rogers
Miami, Okla.
labelled him disloyal and a Communist Party liner and that his
play "Gentleman From Athens"
suffered a $200,000 loss because it Loose Elected
was attacked during the debate.
NORMAN LOOSE, manager of
Attorneys for both sides agreed
KAVE
Carlsbad, N. M., has been
that the effect of the ruling is to elected chairman
of the New Mexico
remove the entire first cause of acAssociated Press Broadcasters. R.
tion, the plea for general damages,
B. McCallister, KICA Clovis, and
amounting to some $800,000.
Ivan R. Head, KVSA Santa Fe, reRuling, it was pointed out, would
ceived tie votes for vice chairman,
restrict Mr. Lavery to sue only for
and Virgie Abeyta, KGGM Albuspecial damages (approximately
querque, was named treasurer.
$200,000) for loss of income.
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FORMER Louisiana Gov. James A.
Noe (r), owner of WNOE New Orleans and KNOE Monroe, La., is
awarded the George P. Blaise Memorial Trophy for landing a six-footsix-inch, 1 24' 2 - lb. tarpon at the
Grand Isle Rodeo. More than 1,700
anglers competed. The governor also
was awarded a new 1951 Plymouth
sedan. Man making the presentation
is unidentified.
KFBB

HEARING

On Proposed Anaconda Sale
PROPOSED acquisition of KFBB
Great Falls, Mont., by Anaconda
Copper Mining., Butte, Mont.,
through a subsidiary firm [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Feb. 5],
was designated for hearing by
FCC last week. Inquiry was scheduled Sept. 24 at Great Falls.
Comrs. E. M. Webster and
George E. Sterling dissented from
the Commission action calling for
the transfer hearing.
FCC did not announce the issues
of the hearing last week, indicating they were being "revised" and
will be issued "in a few days."
KFBB, established in 1922, is
assigned 5 kw fulltime on 1310 kc,
directional night, and is a CBS affiliate.
The transfer application pending
before the Commission seeks consent to transfer of control of Buttrey Broadcasting Inc., licensee,
from Fred Birch, president, to The
Fairmont Corp., owned by Anaconda Copper Mining Co. Fairmont
would acquire a 51% interest for
consideration of $157,000. Mr. Birch
would retain a minority interest,
FCC was told. The transfer apJanuary. plication had been filed in late

RTMA

Amateur Unit
REVIVAL of an Amateur Radio
Activities Section within RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., to be
headed by Albert Kahn, president
of Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., has been announced by R.
G. Zender, chairman of the RTMA
Parts Division, under which the
new section will function. Purpose
of the section is to advance the
interests of radio amateurs through
procurement of equipment and
parts. A similar group was organized within RTMA in 1945, terminating the following year.

NBC GETS BOWL
Bids SI 1 2 Million for Righ
HIGH BID of $iy2 million w
NBC exclusive radio - televisiil
rights to Pasadena, Calif., Ro!
Bowl football games for the ne>
three years.
KTTV Hollywood was secon
highest with a $1 million bid, fo
lowed by CBS with $840,000. ABC
United Paramount withdrew froi
bidding when Pacific Coast Coi
ference let it be known close
circuit theatre exhibition would m
be considered.
Sealed bids opened in Berkele;
Calif., last Wednesday by a fouj
man committee headed by Brutv
Hamilton, UC athletic director. Tb
NBC bid was accepted by facult
representatives of PCC. Lewis i
Frost, NBC Western Div. directc
of operations, negotiated for th
network.
KTTV, owned and operated b
the Los Angeles Times would ha^v
telecast games to a hookup of 4
newspaper - owned stations an
other open markets, if its bid ha
been accepted. Radio rights woul
have been sold outright to one c
the networks, it was said.
Breakdown of NBC's bid, base
on the mounting volume of T
receivers over a three-year perioc
will have the network paying $400
000 for first year; $500,000 th
second year; $600,000 the thir
Although CBS lost out in its bi
for the game, it will telecast th
Pasadena Tournament of Rose
year.
parade New Year's Day, probabl
the first major outdoor event i
color to come from the West Coasl
CBS also will telecast the Orang
Bowl game in Miami.
WKRG INCREASE
FCC Grants 500 W Nigh
APPLICATION of WKRG Mobil<
Ala., for increase in night powe
to 500 w was severed from com
parative hearing with KURV Edir
burg, Tex., and granted in a fina
decision announced last week b
FCC. WKRG currently is assigne
1onkw710day,
kc. 250 w night directiona
KURV has sought to change fror
250 w daytime to 1 kw fulltim<
directional night, on 710 kc.
FCC found no mutual interfei
ence problems are involved betwee
the two stations.

WINS
INQUIRY
FCC Postpones tor Stud)
FCC's inquiry into the long-tim
efforts of WINS New York to com
plete installation of its 50 kw plan
on 1010 kc has been postponed t'
study new data showing that WINJ
has achieved satisfactory suppres
sion of re-radiation from WMG1V
New York. The hearing, schedule<
July 30, was postponed to Oct. 30
WINS, presently operating oi
1010 kc with 50 kw directional day
time, 10 kw night, holds construe
tion permit for increase in powe
to 50 kw fulltime, directional.
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IN THE

IN

IOWA,

FIVE POINT

WHO

EDUCATIONAL

SYSTEM

IS

OF PROGRAMMING

THE

PROGRAM

EVALUATION—

PREFERRED
STATION

One of the twentieth century's most dramatic developments is
the sudden emergence of the modern farmer and the modern
farm family. Freed from impassable roads and stifling isolation,
the average Iowa farm household is now more progressive and
more prosperous than the average American household.
Radio has played an enormous part in this transformation. It
has helped teach and "sell" our people new ideas of every sort
— economic, cultural, social. In 1950, Iowa listeners were asked
to appraise the jobs being done by radio and by schools. The
following chart (from the 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey)
tells the story:
10.7%
ADULT APPRAISAL OF SCHOOLS AND RADIO
12.2%
(An Iowa Radio Audience
11.4% Survey Study)

STATIONS BROADCASTING
'BEST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS"
50
WOMEN
MEN.5%
41-7
STATION
LISTENERS%
LISTENERS
WHO
13.1
9.3
"A"
"B"
6.1
4.9
2.9
"C"
5.4
1947
Iowa
Radio
Auc ience Survey)
(Source:

WIKI©
♦ /or Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

M
Schools WO/ JIEN Radio
Radio
Schools
In this area they are doing.59.5
An excellent job
13.0
1.0
60.1
1.2
A good job
EN 70.9
12.3
1■
15.0
Only a fair job
12.9
15.6
1.3
1.5
A poor job
100.0
2.4
Don't know
100.0
100.0
100.0
^Figures have been weighted to giye 3.4
correct influence
to women and to men in urban, village and farm homes.
Year in, year out, Station WHO devotes a very sizable part of
all its programming to Educational Programs. In 1946, WHO
conceived and pioneered the Plowing Matches and Soil Conservation Days which have swept the nation ever since, and
have taught millions of farmers "how to do" the kind of
terracing, draining, plowing, etc. that improves farm lands,
produces record crops.
In 1941 WHO inaugurated the annual Master Swine Producer
Project which has helped ever since to make Iowa the nation's
top hog-producing state (20% of the U.S. total).
In 1946, '47, '48 and '49, WHO won National Safety Council
Awards for promoting Farm Safety. In recent years we have won
two Distinguished Service Awards from the National Board of
Fire Underwriters for our spectacular promotion of Fire Safety.
In 1940, we inaugurated the Annual National Radio Corn Festival, which has unquestionably contributed to the nation's
vastly-increased corn production. All these and many other
Public Education projects are sponsored . . . by WHO alone!
This is Point Five in the Five Point System of Programming
Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position
as a public facility and as an advertising medium, in Iowa Plus.
We suggest your consideration of this and the other four points
as vital factors in time-buying.

Pratt Named
(Continued from page 27)
of the Communications Act, specifically Sec. 606.
Elaborating on the announcement, White House authorities
noted that the question of allocations as between government and
civilian users "is perhaps the most
pressing." Additionally,
cited
international
conferences they
in which
the U. S. apparently had defaulted
American - backed proposals for
lack of adequate leadership.
Mr. Pratt's selection was the
answer to a report submitted to
the President by his Temporary
Communications Policy Board on
telecommunications. As an alternative to a three-man Telecommunications Advisory Board or
"super-FCC", the group recognized "the possibility of appointing
one man, a telecommunications advisor, to exercise the functions of
the proposed board." Those functions include the exercise of powers
under Sees. 305 and 606 of the Communications Act. [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, April, 2, March 12].
A vital factor in the report was
the board's acknowledgment that
"the television
vast growth
publicacute
demand
for
has inmade
the
problem of deciding how to allocate
space in the higher frequency bands
between government and non-government users. . . .The investment
in time, money and development resources is (proportionately) important to the television industry.
Pratt's Headquarters
Mr. Pratt will headquarter in the
virtually-moribund National Security Resources Board, a "ghost"
agency vested behind the scenes
with censorship and wartime
emergency duty planning, including
responsibility for implementing
Sees. 305 and 606 of the Communications Act.
Partly, this was determined because NSRB is within the Executive Office of the President and
partly it was so dictated for reasons of "housekeeping" and convenience. More importantly, however, Mr. Pratt will thus be enabled to work regularly with that
agency on problems involving Sec.
305 — empowering the Chief Executive to assign radio frequencies to
government stations without regard to FCC's licensing regulations
— and Sec. 606 — authorizing him to
take over civilian telecommunications facilities, both radio and wire,
for emergency and war purposes.
Implicit in the appointment is
the expectancy that Mr. Pratt will
confer periodically with the FCC
on civilian frequency needs and
with IRAC on government requirements. Briefly, he will ride herd
on all domestic, as well as international, spectrum problems.
There was no immediate reaction from Capitol Hill on Mr. Truman's appointment of the communications executive. Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), chairmon of the Senate Commerce communications subcommittee, declined
comment pending further study of
Page 34
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implications. The Senate Majority
Leader heads a group which anteceded the President's Temporary
Communications Policy Board in
an inquiry of domestic and international frequency facets.
Sen. McFarland had suggested
the appointment of an "Assistant
Secretary of State for Communications." He has indicated constantly his belief that there should
be closer cooperation between government and FCC levels, and that
needs for civilian users should be
reviewed periodically.
Non-independent Decisions
In announcing the appointment,
the White House stressed that Mr.
Pratt will neither make decisions
nor act independently in any other
way. Authorities generally regarded this as a surface concession to the vociferous spectrum
demands of government, particularly the military as represented
through IRAC. It was speculated
that Mr. Pratt might, in instances,
be induced to reverse his recommendations upon request of the
Secretary of Defense.
Normally, requests channeled
through IRAC materialize theoretically in the form of executive
orders which, in effect, authorize
interim assignments. IRAC "advises" and recommends directly to
the President. The last executive
order issued, however, was in 1944.
Generally the appeals have not
gone directly to the Chief Executive, and IRAC has retained carte
blanche authority for the assignments.
The report of the five-man board,
headed by Irvin Stewart, former
FCC commissioner, felt that IRAC
should remain as a "technical
body" and that an agency or advisor "is needed for the future to
solve the problems that will arise
from congestion of the radio spectrum." Moreover, IRAC has a de
facto of unanimity on frequency
assignments that is peculiar to
government users, it added.
One member of IRAC last week

summed up Mr. Pratt's appointment with this comment: "It will
establish the final authority at the
White House level." He added
that doubtless Mr. Pratt will sit
in on IRAC telecommunications
sessions.
Mr. Pratt has been under consideration for the appointment for
at least a month. He is expected
to report around Sept. 1, upon
completion of an interrupted vacation in Europe brought about by
his appointment. Mr. Pratt will
receive an annual compensation of
$15,000 for a top-level post which
the Stewart report urged as "permanent." NSRB will supply him
with a working staff. Appointment
is not subject to Senate confirmation.
Represents Alternate Choice
Mr. Pratt represents an alternate choice to the three-man board
advocated by the Stewart committee. As laid before the President,
this would have called for a permanent policy group comprising possibly FCC Chairman Wayne Coy
and two other members, one from
the Defense Dept. It also envisioned an absorption of the continuing powers of the Chief Executive to allocate government frequencies (under IRAC) as well as
those to commandeer facilities,
vested during World War II in the
Board of War Comunications.
Mr. Pratt is now in Europe. He
attended the recent sixth plenary
session of the International Radio
Consultative Committee in Geneva
as a member of the U. S. delagation
(see separate story). Doubtless
this background will stand him in
good stead in a field in which the
Stewart report imputes "weaknes es . . . and lack of high national
policy and
. . ."
Mr. Pratt
has direction
an outstanding
background of engineering and scientific experience, and has held
numerous offices with the Institute
of Radio Engineers. He has been
a board member since 1935, and
served as president in 1938, treas-

Sylvania Buys Radio
RADIO can sell anything —
and to prove it one television
set manufacturer has ordered sponsorship of two radio network programs to
promote its receivers. Sylvania Electric Products Inc.
is sponsoring two network
programs —forecasts
Grantlandon Rice's
football
CBS
and the Sammy Kaye Sunday
Serenade on ABC — to plug
its golden jubilee line of TV
sets. Sylvania marked its
50th anniversary last week
(July 31), taneously
announcing
that it will simulspend
$14 million on new plants
and equipment during its
golden anniversary year.
urer in 1941 and 1942 and secre
tary from 1943 to the present. H<
received the institute's medal oJ
honor for outstanding "radio contributions" in 1944. He became c
member in IRE in 1914.
Since 1926 he has attended i
majority of international radio an<
telegraph conferences, either as i
technician or industry adviser
From 1939 to 1942 he served a:
director of the American Standard:
Assn., and from 1945 to 1948 a;
chairman of the Radio Technica
Planning Board. Later he wai
named a member of the Joint Tech
nical Advisory Committee.
Mr. Pratt was born in San Fran
cisco on July 18, 1891. He startec
his career as a radio amateur ii
1906 and was a wireless telegrapl
operator for United Wireless Tele
graph Co. from 1910 to 1914 wher
he received a BS degree in elec
trical engineering from the U. oJ
California. Upon graduation he be
came an operation and constructor
engineer for Marconi Wireless.
In 1915 Mr. Pratt went on dutj
with the Navy, devoting himself tc
maintenance of high-power radic
stations for five years. In 1920 he
established the public service radiotelegraph system for Federal Telegraph Co. on the West Coast. Five
years later he built and operated
a similar system for Western Ail
Express. He worked on radio aids
for air navigation for the Comin 1927.merce Dept.'s Bureau of Standards
A year later Mr. Pratt was
named chief engineer and, later,
vice president of Mackay Radio &
Telegraph Co., constructing its
worldwide communications plant.
He came to American Cable & Radio Corp. after service with Commercial Cable Co., All America
Cables & Radio and Federal Telecommunications Labs, during the
period
1945-48. Telephone & TeleInternational
graph, parent organization of
ACRC and other subsidiaries, formerly owned WKAQ San Juan,
P. R., licensed to Radio Corp. of
Puerto Rico. Broadcast property
(as distinguished from the telegraph phase), was sold in 1949 to
Angel Ramos, publisher of El
Mundo.

VIEWING with pride Collier's July 28 article on WSM Nashville's Grand Ole
Opry are (I to r): Jack Stapp, WSM program director; Jack DeWitt, president;
William R. McDaniel, director of public relations, and M. A. McKinney,
district supervisor for Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., who presented the station first copies of the Collier's edition containing the article.
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Excise Tax Harm
(Continued from page 31 )
declined 40% from June 1950
levels by the same month this year,
he declared.
"This depressed condition," he
said, ". . . was brought about by
a number of factors . . . conspicuous among them is the 10% excise

sMf

4*'

An increase in the excise tax
would aggravate an "already distressing situation," Mr. Sprague
said. "Any increase in the tax
would
undoubtedly
cause a further
tax."
reduction
in sales resulting in a
decrease in the profits of manufacturers, dealers, and distributors,
and earnings of their employes and
the income taxes paid by all of
them. Thus an increase in excise
taxes would not necessarily result
in greater revenue to the governOther points by Mr. Sprague:
Instead of increasing the tax, Congress should consider removing it;
ifment."
an excise on radio-TV sets is
unavoidable then RTMA proposes
an "emergency excise tax on a
broad base" to include all household durable goods.
Mr. Horney's testimony dealt
with tax exemption of sales to the
U. S. of certain radio receiving
equipment and component parts.
He said that since the term, radio
receiving set, is not defined, the
Bendix firm believes the exemption
should be broadened to include all
of the devices and component parts
which are exempt when sold to the
U. S., "so that the exemption applies when such devices and component parts thereof are sold to
commercial and other non-governenterprises."
In themental
excess
profits tax phase of
the Senate hearings, the broadcaster's view was presented by
John B. Poole, a director of the
Fort Industry Co., speaking for
the NARTB-organized TV Broadcasters' Tax Committee. Mr. Poole
appeared July 27 [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 30].
Amendment Suggested
Mr. Poole suggested an amendment to the Excess Profits Tax
Act, as contained in the Senate
bill (S 1861), introduced by Sen.
J. Allen Frear (D-Del.). Full text
of the bill was printed in the July
23 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Essentially, he told the Senators,
the amendment would permit
broadcasters to use their 1946 rate
of return as representing normal
profits experience in radio operation, and permit this rate for television operations. He estimated
the change would cost the Treasury
between $3-5 million in 1951.
He labeled the excess profits
credit that is based on the alternate
"invested capital" as inadequate
because the TV industry has such
factors as employment of talent
and creative writers. Other firms
do not have these problems, Mr.
Poole emphasized.
Mr. Poole stressed the industry
now must use a depressed period
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in computing its excess profits ta:
credit. The profit column was nc>] j
entered by TV broadcasters until 'I
late 1950, he reminded the Sena
tors.
Before 1950— the period, 1946-4J
the best three years of which ar< j
taken as the credit base — norma
profits of the industry were depressed because of pioneering ir,
TV. Net effect, he said, was tc
lower the rate of return.
Senate Bill Explained
Here is Mr. Poole's explanation
of S 1861, which he said would
put the broadcaster on a more
equitable basis with manufacturers, as delivered before the
Senate committee :
... it is proposed that Section 444
of the Act be amended by adding a
new Subsection (h) which will permit
any taxpayer, which derived during
the month of December, 1950, 30% or
more of its gross income from television broadcasting and related television services, to compute its average
base period net income by multiplying the taxpayer's total assets as of
Dec. 31, 1949, by (1) the ratio which
the taxpayer's excess profits net income for its last taxable year, ending
on or before Dec. 31, 1946, bears
to its total assets on the last day of
such taxable year, or (2) the taxof return
for
the yearpayer's
1946industry
as rate
proclaimed
by the
Secretary under Section 447, whichever is greater.
This accomplishes two things. It
permitscaster to the
radio-television
use the
rate of return broadwhich
it realized in 1946 as being representative of normal profit experience in radio operations. By substituting the
1946 year in lieu of the best three
years in the 1946-1949 period as a
norm, the impact of television losses
is thus essentially eliminated. Secondly, it permits the taxpayer to
relate the 1946 ratio or rate of return
to assets on hand at Dec. 31, 1949,
(which, of course, includes all assets
then used in television).
The resulting dollar figure after
multiplication,
the income
telecaster's
age base period isnet
underaverthe
Act. The applicable per cent of this
figure, as finally determined, in the
current bill, will be the excess profits
tax credit. For those corporations
which had no radio experience and
have engaged exclusively in television
operations, the proposed amendments
permit use of the radio industry rate
of return of 24.9% proclaimed by the
Secretary for the 1946 year.
In other words, the amendments
serve to put the radio broadcaster
back to his 1946 rate of return upon
capital as being representative of his
normal earning experience in radio
during base period years. In addition,
it permits him to relate this rate of
return forward to television operations.
It is further proposed that Section
445 be amended by adding a new Subsection (i), in respect of new corporations organized after Jan. 1, 1946, to
permit use of the industry rate of
return of 24.9%, proclaimed by the
Secretary for the 1946 year. We feel
that these proposals are entirely reasonable and approximate as close as
may
be,
the have
base been
period
experience
which would
realized
by the
radio broadcasting industry, had it
not undertaken television operations.
In addition, it relates this experience
to the new television industry.
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ASCAP Attack
(Continued from page 25)

value
to the 'spot
announcements'
and therefore
the amount
received
from adjacent 'spot announcements'
should be deemed part of 'the sum
paid by the sponsor of such pro-

capped" by having to issue per-program licenses to stations with "interests in the ownership or contract of BMI," Mr. Harbach alleges,
stating that "broadcasters have an
interest in preferring the use of
BMI music on particular programs
instead of music composed by the
Society's members, irrespective of
the merits of the music or its appropriatenes for the
program."
Mr. Harbach
further
charges
that this gives the broadcasters a
chance to urge sponsors to substitute BMI music for ASCAP tunes,
stating
"it hasthat
beenbecause
represented
to advertisers
music

ASCAP's answer disagrees with
the petition
of the TV broadgram.' "
casters on several minor points,
such as the statement in the petition that "the petitioners made
written applications to ASCAP
for licenses." ASCAP's answer denies this except to admit that
"certain petitioners" had made such
applications. Again, where the
broadcasters' petition stated that
"petitioner Allen B. DuMont Labs
Inc. made an application for network licenses," the ASCAP answer
affirms that "Allen B. DuMont Labs
Inc. applied for and obtained a network license."
ASCAP's answer .joins the broadcasters' petition in requesting that
the court fix an interim fee for the
TV stations' use of ASCAP music
pending final determination of the
petition
in asking
other andandfurther
relief for
as to"such
the

in the Society's repertory is on a
'per-program' basis an extra
charge will be imposed on the program, whereas there will be no
extra charge when BMI compositions are used."
He also asserts that BMI has
"urged broadcasting companies to
obtain 'per-program' licenses from
the Society rather than 'blanket'
licenses, despite the fact that BMI
licenses are on a 'blanket' basis."
Both these charges will be supported by evidence at the hearing,
he states.
Regarding payment for spot announcements adjacent to programs
containing ASCAP music, Mr. Harbach sets forth the ASCAP position that "the use of music in such
programs contributes to the presence of an audience and so adds

Surrounded

court may Seem
But where the
ators asked the
termination ofa

just and proper."
TV station opercourt for a "dereasonable fee for

the proposed licenses," ASCAP
asks it to "determine that the fees
requested by the society in the perare reasonable."
licenses
program
The answer
was filed by Robert
P. Patterson, former Secretary of
War, as attorney for ASCAP.

By

Good

(National Accounts

Company

with Joe Cavanaugh)

Grif n
Polifi
sh

WEEKDAYS
THE

JOE

Johnstown's

7-9 A.M.

CAVANAUGH
Only

Morning

SHOW

Personality

WARDIWVAM
JOHNSTOWN

ALTOONA

Represented by W C e d and Company
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Ford Workshop
(Continued from page 23)
had an opportunity to present it.
It has also brought us numerous
applications from top producing,
writing and acting talent with a
desire to participate in this venture.
Requests have been received from
a number of national advertisers
and agencies for an opportunity to
consider programs for sponsorPrograms for both children and
adults are being considered as part
of the TV project, Mr. Young reshin."
Announcement of the workshop
ported.
plan followed a meeting1 of foundation trustees last week at which
the project was approved.
Workshop programs in general
will be designed to "serve the purposes of the foundation set forth
in the trustees report of September 1950." the announcement said.
KREI

Hearinq

PETITION of KREI Farmington.
Mo., for grant without hearing of
its bid for change from 1350 kc to
800 kc, operating 1 kw day only,
was denied by FCC last week and
hearine was scheduler! Sept. 14.
The Commission order stated
KREI'a field measurements of
KXIC Iowa City, alle^edlv showing
no interference would occur, had
not been made according to FCC
standards in certain respects.

HST

BROADCAST
Assailed As Partisi
REPERCUSSIONS on Capitol H
were expected last week as a rest
of what Republicans regarded
a political remark made by t
President in his assertedly no
partisan speech, broadcast by r
28.
dio and television, in Detroit Ju
The issue was brought into tl
open in the syndicated newspap<
column of David Lawrence wl
charged that President Trumj
took advantage of the occasion
assail "those who disagree wii
him" and to review the record
the Democraticaboutparty
boastfulness
its "with
achiev
ments that was unmistakably pa
Mr. Lawrence said that broai
casters were "controlled in a sens
by the party in power, because the
are beholden to the FCC, who;
tisan."
members
are appointed by tr
President."
Zuzuio Named
FRANCIS X. ZUZULO, assistaijjH
director of publicity for Mutua
has been name!
to the newly
created post o
manager of pres
inf or m a t i o n f o
the network, ei
fective immedi
ately. Mr. Zuzul
will be responsi
ble for operatioi
of the press in
formation depart
Mr. Zuzuio
ment's services t
network affiliates and editors, an<
will continue to serve as coordina
tor, for all press activity betweei
MBS and its clients, reporting di
rectly to Dick Dorrance, MBS di
rector of public relations.

WTTT
EXTENSION
' l H^nnj' 5"v«; Robert con
TEMPORARY three-month extension of license of reportedly bankrunt
01 WTTT Coral Gables, Fla.,
"apparently" on FCC's own motion,
was attacked as illegal last week
by Alan Henry Rosenson, applicant
for WTTT's facilities of 250 w fulltime on 1490 kc. Mr. Rosenson is
president and chief engineer of
WLRD (FM) Miami Beach.
Mr. Rosenson charged WTTT
City
failed to file a proper application
for license renewal or to request a
temporary extension of the license,
which was to expire Aug. 1. He
NARTB DISTRICT MEETING
SCHEDULE
also charged WTTT failed to re- Aug.
spond to Commission letters and
Dates Dlst. Hotel
alleged the station has been operRoanoke, Va.
4 Roanoke
ating with an improper temporary
23-24
Sept.
m.
antenna system. The regular an2 Book Cadillac Detroit
8
tenna was destroyed in a hurriSyracuse
10-11
Syracuse
17-18 9
cane, it was noted.
13-14
Highland Pari
the-Lake
Minneapolis
11 Moraine-onRadisson
The WLRD official contended his
10 Blackstone
Omaha
Wichita
15
Broadview
12
request for WTTT's assignment
24-25
4-6
27-28
20-2i
should be given independent con- Oct. 14 Utah
Salt Lake Cit;
Davenport
sideration. He charged the appli8-9 1713 Mark
Spokane
Hopkins
San
Franciscc
11-12
cation of the trustee in bankruptcy,
15-16 16 Site to be
selected
Los Angeles
E. H. Spach, for transfer of the
St. Charles New Orleans
25-26 6 Shamrock
WTTT license pending sale of the 29-30
Houston
Nov.
station [Broadcasting • TelecastSoreno
5 Somerset
1-2
Boston
St. Petersbur
1
ing, June 25], "can in no sense be
5-6
7 Seelbach
Louisville
8-9
construed to be an application for 12-13
William
Penn
Pittsburgh
3
renewal of license so as to constiAug. 20: BMI Clinic, Harrisburg, Pa.
tute a legal basis for the CommisAug. 20-23 : AIEE Pacific General Meet
sion's authority to permit Atlantic
ing, Portland, Ore.
Shores Broadcasting Inc. to con- Aug.
21: BMI Clinic, Columbus, Ohio
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke, Va.
tinue the operation of WTTT."
BROADCASTING
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"Ginsberg's definitely feel that this
is the only way to really hit the
radio audience with effect. We are
isoli!
!

RECORD

APPLIANCE

VOLUME

SALES

KLEIN

Ginsberg Advertising Manager

now

DAYS

DES

CAN
THIS

DO

A

RICH,

MOINES

SIMILIAR

JOB

RESPONSIVE

MARKET,

SPOTTING

TODAY

TOMORROW

MORNING

MASS

PRODUCES

planning a fall campaign

built around mass spotting. We
featured Leonard Refrigerators,

WRITE,

WIRE,

SALES...
PHONE

Westinghouse Sewing Machines,
.3

Arvin Electric Fans, Remington Fans

YOUR

and Crosley Refrigerators."

1460 ON

Campaign prepared by Gus Strauss, Son De Regger Agency
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ABC
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YOUR

DIAL

Kingsley H. Murphy, Pres.
S. H. McGovern, Gen. Mgr.
KSO
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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NBC Chime Sales
(Continued from page 23)
would not be the first time NBC
has used
spots along*and
withchimes.
the net-It
work identification

If it's ears you're missin'
The kind that'll listen

The station folks bet on
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOODI

Want
factsforon theWOOD's
Call Katz
dope. scope?
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
jSmost diversified
audim^S* * '^IHSv • Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largnMEj^|
• Gives you lowest cost
HHf J
A per thousand
Jb JmJ jr • Gives you best local
programming and pro• Is Greater Grand Rapids' on// 5000 watt

JWK

For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids *»•

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS '• NBC AFFILIATE
Also WFDF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evansville,
Ind. WFBM — Indianapolis, Ind.
National Representatives
Katz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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has been done in the past in connection with NBC program promotion.
A network spokesman conceded
that "triple spotting" would result
on stations carrying their own
spots before and after the network
identification, but said the network's chime-break spots would
not be carried on stations with
conflicting spots of their own.
In the meantime, NBC last week
was aggressively undertaking to
sell programs. Among program
availabilities and their respective
gross costs per week which NBC
officials listed in letters to adverlowing: tisers and agencies were the folBig Show $8,820 (% hr.) ; Bob
& Ray $2,824 (5% hrs.), $2,565
(% hr.), $4,000 (1 hr.) ; Dangerous Assignment $4,117; Dimension
X $2,941; Hollywood Love Story
$1,823; Inspector Thome $3,764;
Its Higgins, Sir $4,200; Magnificent Montague $5,588; Man Called
X $5,294; Mr. Moto $3,529; My
Secret Story $1,470; Nightbeat
$3,500; Pete Kelly's Blues $5,500;
The Saint $3,235; The $6U Question
$4,117; Short Story $2,941; The
Whisperer
It
With You$2,176;
$5,300.You Can't Take
KMMO
TRANSFER
FCC Asks Station Status
KMMO Marshall, Mo., was asked
by FCC last week to indicate
whether or not it wished to pursue
a proposed transfer of the station
to M. F. A. Insurance Co. and
others, since a hearing on the bid
cannot be completed by Aug. 25,
deadline for the sales agreement.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
June
4].
In a letter to William Courtney
Evans, KMMO licensee, FCC indicated the proposed transfer must
be set for hearing to determine
whether M. F. A. Insurance Co. is
qualified to be a broadcast station
licensee under the laws of the
state.
Mr. Evans has sold KMMO, subject to Commission approval, to
KMMO Inc., a new firm in which
the insurance firm owns all the
preferred stock and 11 persons who
are officers of the insurance firm
own all the common stock. Consideration is $65,000.
KMMO is an independent outlet
established in 1949 on 1300 kc
with lkw daytime.
Frank D. Brimm
FRANK D. BRIMM, 57, Dallas
manager of The Katz Agency since
1929, died July 29 of cancer. He
entered the advertising field at 16
with the Oklahoma Publishing Co.,
later becoming advertising manager
for the Marland Oil Co., Ponca
City, Okla.

Texas

ABC-UPT
(Continued from page 28)

Harmony

IN SAN ANTONIO, promotional exuberance has risen
above the usual rivalry between radio and television.
KITE, a 1 kw daytime station, has bought a weekly
schedule of 20-second and
one-minute spots on WOAITV and KEYL (TV) to invite listeners to tune in its
music and news programs.
And WOAI-TV has bought
the sunset sign-off spot on
KITE to urge people to turn
on their television sets and
see WOAI-TV's evening
shows.

Mobilization Alert
(Continued from page 31 )
counted for by (its) unnatural
susceptibility
to TV
Regulation
W."
He cited the FCC
freeze which
has limited its growth, and other
factors such as materials scarcities
and color TV.
Every effort is being made to increase the available supply of
nickel for the production of radioTV receivers and other consumer
durable goods, according to the National Production Authority.
Representatives of a consumer
goods industry group asked the
government to give manufacturers
sufficient time to plan production
schedules by indicating in advance
the availability of nickel. They
also asked for closer coordination
between allotments of nickel and
those for steel, copper and aluminum. Progress was reported on
conservation programs for critical
materials. Nickel is used in magnetic loudspeakers of radio-TV
sets.
In the story on construction permits in Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 30, it was reported that
industry generally had sought a
25-lb. limitation on steel, copper
and aluminum used in construction
in cases not requiring NPA approval. The figure should have read
25 tons.
WGAR

Changes

JOHN B. GARFIELD, sales manager of WGAR Cleveland, last week
announced the appointment of Robert C. Smith as station publicity
director. Mr. Smith joined WGAR
Aug. 1 (Wednesday) after serving
as director of athletic news at the
U. of Southern California. He succeeds Manuel H. Eisner, who moved
into the sales department after
holding the publicity post for eight
years. Also announced was the addition to the sales staff of William
Humphreys, former Northern Ohio
Corp. sales manager for Horlick's
Div.
NBC has launched new record program, Speak for Yourself, featuring
staff announcers as guest masters of
ceremonies, Sat., 5-5:30 p.m.

tices, etc. It claims that the cases
cited in the court suit disclose "a
long catalogue of unfair and discriminatory methods of competition, deliberately practiced, long
continued and widespread in application" by Paramount Pictures and
its successor UPT.
"Past history of United Para-|
mount creates the gravest danger
to the public interest if the appli-£
cations made by it shall be granted," the petition declares. Fanchon
& Marco also ask that it be permitted to participate in the proceedings on the applications.
ner.Rep. Celler's objections were
couched in a most outspoken man"Any television or broadcasting
company is in its nature, of course,
monopolistic. The spectrum and
television channels are physically
limited and, therefore, when parcelled out by the FCC become legal
monopolies," he wrote Mr. Coy.
"It does not seem mete or proper,
therefore, that the American
Broadcasting Co., which is, in the
above sense, a monopoly, should be
permitted, without the most cogent
and satisfying reasons, to unite
with this company operating these
theatres, said company having heretofore been declared guilty of a
violation of our anti-trust laws.
This must be so, especially as it is
my understanding
theatres will be used that
for these
television
purposes. The Federal Court has
decreed that motion picture producing companies cannot own theatres.
Why should a television company
be permitted to own theatres?"
The Communications Act, asserted Rep. Celler, proscribes the grant
of channels not only to those who
have been convicted of radio monopoly but also was meant "to prevent thosefrom
with getting
monopolistic
taints"
attached
any license
from
He your
is notCommission."
opposed to the use of*
theatres for TV purposes, the Newl
York Congressman made clear.
Chairman Coy's July 25 answei)
acknowledged that Rep. Celler'sJ
letter "raises serious questions of
which the Commission is fully1
aware and
and;
advised
that concerned
the staff waswith,"
studying,
the various implications of the]
merger.
Delia Cioppa Promoted
GUY DELLA CIOPPA, associate
director of CBS Hollywood networi
program department for the pas
two years, has been promoted t<
director of network programs
Hollywood, effective immediately
Announcement was made Wednes
Harry S. Ackerman, CBS
day
Radioby vice president in charge o
network programs, Hollywood. Mr
Delia Cioppa has been with CBJ
since 1937 during which time h
with network'
has been
radio
and associated
TV programs.
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FLORIDA...
The impact of 50,000 Watts on the expanding Miami-South Florida market (22nd Market
in the USA) served by WINZ, will prove a desirable bombshell in sales!
As the largest independent station below the MasonDixon and centered in the fastest growing area in America, WINZ today mirrors a new
portunity walking in your door!

multi-million dollar op-

This intensive selling power will double the effect of the
smallest advertising budgets. Here then, is a decided sales
advantage for those who need: Better Time — or More Time
— or More Power — or New Markets — or Greater Markets!

Effective
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Reorganization Stalemated
HOOVER
PLAN
A STALEMATE developed last
quested by the Senate committee
very points. It is understood that
week between the White House and but added the new plans ought to as things stand now, the Senate
can not act.
Congress on the status of the be "consistent with the recommenThe Senator's letter to Mr. TruHoover plan to reorganize reguladations ofthe Hoover Commission."
At this point, there is a falling
man, written in the name of the
tory agencies, such as the FCC, by
expenditures committee, came about
out between the President and Convesting within the chairman sweepgress. Congress believes that over
following a meeting with top reping administrative powers.
a score of years it has legislated
resentatives ofthe Hoover CommisAt the same time, it was learned
that FCC itself disapproves of this the type of regulatory agencies it
sion. These spokesmen told the Senwants to carry out national policy.
particular intent of the Hoover
ator's committee they wanted the
When the reorganization plans
views of Congress and the Chief
plan and had told a Senate comExecutive on record.
mittee in so many words that it first came up in the 81st Congress,
those parts affecting such agencies
According to Senate Interstate
likes the current status of the Comas FCC were defeated. In this Commerce Committee files, revealed
mission wherein the seven members
for the first time, the Hoover plan
Congress, a new legislative attempt
act as a body on high policy.
has been made at the request of the got a raking-over by the FCC last
The difference of opinion between
the executive and legislative
spring.
Hoover Commission which is workbranches of government sharpened
ing with the White House [BroadThis opposition from the Comas the aftermath of an exchange
casting • Telecasting, April 2,
mission coincides with that of SenMarch
26].
of letters between Sen. John L.
ate Commerce Chairman Ed C.
McClellan (D-Ark.), chairman of
Johnson (D-Col.), who as early as
Policy Change
the powerful Executive Expendilast March expressed dissatisfacThe Hoover Commission says its
tures Committee in the Senate, and
tion with the bill's apparent intent.
President Truman. The letters
plans are reorganizational. But
At that time, Sen. Johnson made
key members of the Senate say the
were released by the White House
known that his chief objection
last Tuesday.
to the legislation centered on the
plans are far from "reorganizaSen. McClellan asked the Presitional," and that the realignment
breadth and related concentrafeatures are secondary. On the
dent for clarification on the Hoover
tion of powers which the plan
contrary, they believe the Hoover
plans and indicated that Congress
would vest in the Chairman in comrecommendations
would
effect
a
would like to proceed with reorganparison with those of other Comization ifthe Chief Executive could
change in policy that in the first missioners.
place stemmed from Congressional
"take into consideration the basic
The Senator felt that such a
points raised in opposition to the direction.
change
in administrative and exeSen. McClellan is expected to
original plans."
cutive functions would usurp ConPresident Truman, however,
draw up a new letter and send it
gressional authority by placing the
to the White House stressing these
FCC more fully under the direcwent along with "revision" retion of the executive branch of the
government.
CIEVELWRVS C/ut£ STATION • Wjw • CUKUHD'S/^w^ SCKAl- wjw . CUVEUND'S Sty %T4j>
The Hoover plan legislation was
introduced first in the Senate by
Sen. McClellan whose bill (S 1139)
Chief Says:
| was referred to his committee. Sen.
Johnson then introduced his own
bill, similar in content, explaining
"Chief Station puts on heap big show, 3
his opposition, and reason for writGood medicine for building sales;
ing a new bill, to Sen. McClellan.
By introducing his bill, Sen. JohnChief's advertisers sure do know "I
son's committee in effect bid for
jurisdiction over the legislation.
It's "network plus" the listener hails" 8
FCC Objects
Information Subsequently filed
with the committee reveals that
FCC does not favor the provision
in the bill that would give the
chairman the authority in FCC internal affairs, in its relations with
Congress,
and in the execution of
TOWN'S
TOP
TALENT
Commission policies.
Concentration of executive power
ABC prestige, PLUS net-calibre local talent
in policy decisions is the specific
effect of the bill that is not liked.
spells listener interest and sales punch for
Current provisions of Sec. 4 and 5
of the Communications Act provide flexibility to enable FCC to
programming plan.
the unique WJW
delegate the chairman the necessary authority
to "expedite"
Commission administrative
activities,
STATION
the Commission holds.
FCC also claims that during a
"period of years," it has delegated
necessary authority to the Chairman on these activities and also
points out the existence of an executive officer. It cites Sec. 5 (a) of
S
658
(The McFarland Bill), passed
5000 W.
\(J/
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILOINO
CLEVELAND 15. OHIO
by the Senate and logged in the
House Commerce group, as spelling
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
out the designation of the FCC
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WILLIAM F. BROOKS, vice president
in charge of public relations for NBC,
thanks Tetsuro Furukaki, president of
the Broadcasting Corp. of Japan, after
having accepted an album depicting
the activities of the BCJ. Presenta- i i
tion followed a recent tour of NBC
in New York by a Japanese broadcasting delegation [Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
July 23].
■
Chairman as its chief executive officer.
Broken down, FCC's disapproval
of individual proposals contained
in the bill amounts to this:
% manOnon selection
giving authority
to Chairof personnel,
the
current system is entirely satisfactory to the Commission.
0 On his authority over information and publications, the Commission doubts what objectivity could
be had. FCC believes it should be
left under the Commissioners en
banc.
0 On relations with Congress,
FCC thinks it is just as important for
Congress to get all the opinions of
seven Commissioners on matters of
basic legislative policy as for the entire Commission to pass upon matters
coming before it for decision. The
bill would make the Chairman sole
spokesman to Congress. Current system wherein conferences are held
regularly before the Chairman goes
to the Hill to testify is satisfactory,
FCC says, because it gives Congress
the
the Chairman's
opinion,
the benefit
majorityof view
and also dissenting
or separate opinions.
FCC finds vague the section of
the bill that would give the chairman the right to perform the "execution of FCC policies"
on behalf
of the Commission.
It believes
that
on the surface, it would appear
"unnecessary and unwise" since
FCC currently has no difficulty in
"executing policies" and enforcing
its decisions, or rules and regulations. No increase in efficiency
would come about by giving the

,-

m
hp:•:
4
i
r:
k
■
a
El

i
1
H

i!
Chairman
the
say
in
"execution."
The Commission feels that it
■■
would seem "inappropriate" for the
Chairman alone to act at any time
on behalf of the Commission.
Favored by the Commission are
the provisions to (1) permit a Commis ioner tocontinue to serve after
his term has expired until a successor is appointed and qualified,
and (2) allow the President to remove from office any member of the
Commission for "inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office, but for no other cause."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CC

BUDGET
Meets Capitol Stymie
UNDS-bill log jam on Capitol Hill
as welcomed a new visitor to
s fold, the Independent Offices
ppropriations measure (HR 3880)
lat includes money for FCC's fiscal
)52 operation.
The appropriations legislation
Dt as far as conference between
ae two houses and the writing of
conference report. But there was
ouble from the first. The House
anted to cut federal jobs accordig to its own formula, a method
ffering from the Senate idea,
ionferees had their own version,
atterned after the Senate's,
j Result was the House voted down
ae report July 25 and sent it
ack post-haste to the conference
jmmittee where it joined another
:nds measure (Labor-Federal Sejrity) that had been earlier turned
*vay because of the job-cutting
)rmula schism.
According to the progress made
i conference, FCC would be allot:d $6,116,650, a figure that is a
)mpromise between the House-aproved $6 million and the Senateiayed $6,233,000. The new figure
•L tk 5till represents a healthy cut —
lUai 733,350— from the $6,850,000 rejested in the President's budget.
: n» Conferees agreed to the Senate
-- p roposal of limiting FCC purchase
mA f passanger autos to 10 as comM it ared
to the 20 the House had
n a roposed. Of more importance to
ne agency, a Senate limitation on
:Mi jnds for personnel services (not
it for
IDs Of
!H Of
it t* OB-JUMPING
antrs Code Not Answer — Sawyer
He
i yk VHILE flatly against so-called
!' IJ* influence" in government, CombeU iierce Secretary Charles Sawyer
i !«l ies told Sen. Paul H. Douglas
idorj, D-Ill.) that he does not think
KM
' code of ethics will stop the practice of government employes takig jobs with private firms who
o business with the particular
igency involved.
The Secretary's letter on jobumping was sent to Sen. Douglas
;»nce the Senator heads a subommittee that is looking into the
ossibility of setting up a Commission on Ethics.
Secretary Sawyer said "it is
bvious that an honest man, hav'ig
done which
things arein of his
official
apacity
benefit
to
firm, would expect to have his
itioi onduct viewed with great suspiat it
cion if he thereafter accepts emloyment from that firm. The very
lan who would be most likely to
o the unethical thing will be least
■-. are nfluenced by the fact that the code
(sat ays he shouldn't." He said it was
. ifta conceivable" that a business execuive looking for talent may meet
government employe and offer
im a job. This fact should not prelude such employment, but if such
n effect is desired then specfic
inhibitions should be enacted and
n forced, the secretary concluded.
itiaj BROADCASTING

more than $5,550,300) was stricken.
The proposed cut in information
services (15%) was left up in the
air [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 25].
The money bill's snails' pace in
Congress is so marked this year
that it can be visualized by two
factors: (1) government agencies
usually make up the new budget in
the fall, meaning FCC will be working on its fiscal 1953 budget estimate this September, and (2)
a new extension of 30 days, expiring Aug. 31, was enacted on all
government funds as a tide-over.
Congress did the same thing earlier this summer when the government swung into July 1, date that
fiscal 1952 began.
The Independent Offices Bill contains Title V which would give authority for assessment of fees and
charges for regulatory services
and activities performed by agencies and commissions. There has
been no evidence, as yet, that FCC
intends to charge for some of its
broadcast seiwices even if given
Congressional sanction.

WANNA

BUY
AN

OIL

WELL?

Most significant towers in all of Canada are the new oil derricks looming
up in the Canadian West. . . . And the Western Provinces of Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Manitoba are booming, with the discovery of oil, the
steady world market for wheat, and famed Western beef.

OH/O PROPOSAL
New Day timer on 1250 kc
A NEW daytime station for Washington Court House, Ohio, has been
proposed in an initial decision
handed down by FCC Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham.
The Court House Broadcasting Co.
will operate the station on 1250
kc with 500 w, daytime only. It
will be the only station in Washington Court House, if the Commission adopts the initial decision.
Two conflicting applications for
the same facilities have been dismissed. That of Central Ohio
Broadcasting Co. for a new station at Gallon, Ohio, was dismissed
July 1, and that of Fayette Broadcasting Co. for one at Washington
Court House was dismissed March
16.
The new station will provide
service to 167,790 persons over an
area of 3,674 square miles, according to the decision. WGL
Fort Wayne, Ind., operating on the
same frequency, will be slightly
affected by the proposed operation,
but the decision stated that the
interference area "is now served
by about 10 standard broadcast
stations . . . and there is no evidence to indicate that any of the
programs of WGL are designed
especially for the residents there-

Wise Americans and Canadians are eager to invest in the West. Those
seeking promising new markets for their goods are investing too.
Naturally, they want to know how best to spend their advertising dollars.
Here's the answer:

President of the applicant company
is L. Morse Weimer, supervisor of communications for the city of Dayton,
Ohio. Secretary-Treasurer John W.
Horeb is a radio engineer and Vice
of." Wilbur N. Nungesser is at
President
present engaged in transmitter operations with WLW Cincinnati. Other
stockholders are Ray Brandenburg,
state director of the National Automobile Dealers Assn.; Thomas H. Craig,
department store manager; William L.
Foss and John A. Moffet, consulting
radio engineers in Washington; John
H. Kantrowe, sales engineer; Henry
O'Donnel, employe
of Dayton's
fire
department
radio section,
and Charles
H. Hire, lawyer.

A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

• Telecasting

If you look at a map of Canada, you'll find the Prairie Provinces of
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba bounded by the Rockies on one side
and Northern Ontario's sparsely settled lake country on the other. That
makes the Prairie Provinces a local market.
Looking again at your map, you'll be impressed by the vastness of the
Canadian West. Note, too, that the big cities are few and far between.
So, for many Westerners, Radio supplies the bulk of the daily news and
entertainment. Folks get up with the Radio and it stays on all day — in
farm kitchens and urban living rooms. Radio is the dependable, every-day
medium for everyone. Summer and winter, radio gets through !
Canada's West is not only a firm, prosperous market today — it's one of
the most promising potential marketing areas anywhere. By establishing
your brand name now, you're investing too in the new West, in the new
oil, new land and new wealth. Even the most conservative broker would
recommend it.

"In Canada, you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"

Canadian
118 Spcrxka St.,
Ottawa.
L

Association

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. We*t,
Toronto.
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Reports on Radio-TV
Contributions
AD COUNCIL
PUBLIC SERVICE contributions of radio and television, and of radio
and television advertisers and agencies, are given high rank in the
Advertising Council's ninth annual report, released last week.
Through the council's Radio Allocation Plan alone, the report said,
contributions via network
com- ★
mercial programs amounted to campaigns, bringing the overall
more than 5 billion radio home-imnumber of agency man-hours contributed to the council since its
pressions—a radio home-impression
being one message heard once in inception to over 350,000. During
the past nine years, it was pointed
one radio home. And "individual
out, 68 task force agencies in 25
stations contributed even greater
cities have worked on 150 council
support to local and national
campaigns,
involving the services
causes."
of more than 2,100 contact and
"Radio aided more campaigns
than in any peacetime year," the creative personnel.
report asserted.
Contributor's List
Though the newly formed TeleContributions to specific camvision Allocation Plan was in operapaigns via radio and/or TV intion for only part of the year, the
cluded the following (with name of
report pointed out, it "quickly re- volunteer coordinator and of the
ceived the voluntary cooperation of
volunteer agency shown, in that
50 network advertisers and the four
order, in parentheses):
TV networks" and during its first
American Economic System (profour months of operation achieved
ductivity)— "Campaign messages intotal circulation estimated at 267,cluding free offers of . . . booklet were
506,000 television home - impres- carried on virtually every major netsions.
work radio program sometime during
h The contribution via radio conthe year." (Robert M. Gray, Esso
sisted of major support to 19 top- Standard Oil Co.; McCann-Erickson.)
priority campaigns and additional
American Heritage — "Radio and
coverage to 34 others, while the television advertisers contributed
time
for special messages during the
TV plan secured regular support
year.
A special television kit prefor seven top-priority programs,
pared by the council was sent to 107
gave additional coverage for 10 local television stations and the four
others, and telecast over 200 net- major networks for their use prior to
work messages.
Election Day." (Donald B. Hause,
The report noted that 27 leading Armour & Co.; Leo Burnett Co.)
agencies gave their services to 18
American Red Cross — "Through the

LA"™*

•MOO-
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fro
H
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AND LOOK WHAT'S STEAMING AT WKOW
As fancy a dish as you ever might wish ... a keftleful of
"moo-la" — 460 million dollars' worth — ■ waiting to buy your
product. Get your share of these milk checks that Bossy earns.
Take advantage of WKOW's concentrated low-cost coverage —
a half-millivolt area.
A HOT SPOT FOR RESULTS
KOW
MADISON,

CBS
WISCONSIN

Blankets the capital and 13 prosperous
counties. Gives you the largest radio
coverage in Wisconsin. That's why
WKOW is Wisconsin's biggest advertising buy!
1070

K.C.

Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY
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WISCONSIN'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION

KOW

REUNION of "Operation Shangri-La" in New York July 19 was highlighted
by presentation to "Skipper" Walter Evans (r), Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc. president, of miniature pirate's chest and expedition map. Making
presentation is Curt Peterson (c), partner, Marschalk & Pratt, New York,
spokesman for agency-advertiser group, and W. B. McGill, WRS advertising
manager, who made oak and hammered silver chest and drew map. Reunion commemorated "Mystery Weekend" of Dec. 8-10, 1950, plane trip
to Bermuda made by nearly 100, including formation of mystic "FFC."
council's Radio Allocation Plan, the
program received 552,415,000 listener
impressions. . . .Television networks
and stations featured slides and film
presentations . . ." (Philip J. Kelly;
Compton Adv.)
Better
— "Campaign
sages wereSchools
scheduled
on hundredsmes-of
leading radio network and television
programs. Many television stations
contributed time for the showing of
a one-minute film." (Felix W. Coste,
Coca-Cola Co.; Benton & Bowles.)
CARE—". . . Support during 1950
included 10 weeks of radio allocations
which resulted in 288,950,000 radio
home-impressions. . . . The council
distributed three 20-second spot announcements to every television station in the country with excellent
results . . ." (A. R. Stevens, American
Tobacco Co.; N. W. Ayer & Son)
Community Chests of America —
"Council radio allocations resulted in
275,782,000 radio home-impressions
during the year." (BBDO)
Forest Fire Prevention — "Through
the council's Radio Allocation Plan,
the program received 241,111,000 radio
home-impressions." (Russell Z. Eller,
California Fruit Growers Exchange;
Foote, Cone & Belding)
Group
Prejudice and
— "Radio
alloca-of
tions on networks
the shows
major advertisers resulted in 282,455,000 home-impressions. Display
material was supplied to television
stations on request." (Lee H. Bristol,
Bristol-Myers Co.; Cecil & Presbrey,
Fairfax Adv. Agency, Franklin Bruck
Adv. Corp., Grey Adv. Agency, The
Joseph Katz Co.; Kelly, Nason Inc.;
Kenyon & Eckhardt, McCann-Erickson, Peck Adv. Agency, J. D. Tarcher
& Co., J. Walter Thompson Co.)
Home Fire Prevention — "Through
the council's Radio Allocation Plan,
more than 58,895,000 radio home-impressions have been received." (Donald W. Stewart, Texas Co.; Erwin,
Wasey & Co.)
Religion in American Life — "Nearly
300 messages were scheduled on commerical and sustaining network radio

programs. Local television stations
and television advertisers carried special messages and, in many instances,
contributed time for the showing of
a RIAL film." (Robert W. Boggs,
Unionter Carbide
& Carbon Co.; J. WalThompson Co.)
Stop Accidents — "Through the council's Radio Allocation Plan, messages
were carried on hundreds of major
network and regional programs — both
commercial and sustaining. Top commercial television programs also contributed time during the year." (Wesley I. Nunn, Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana; Young & Rubicam)
Student Nurse Recruitment — ". . .
Hundreds of network radio and television messages . . ." (Anson C. Lowitz; J. Walter Thompson Co.)
United Nation's Day — "Radio support was excellent, and television
stations made use of a kit mailed by
the NARTB."
(Allan M. Wilson, Adson Co.) vertising Council;
J. Walter ThompU. S. Defense Bonds— "Through the
council's Radio Allocation Plan, the
campaign received 386,824,000 listener
impressions. . . . Specially prepared
films
received
wide U.television
(Thomas
H. Young,
S. Rubber use."
Co.;
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, G. M
Basford Co., Campbell-Ewald, DancerFitzgerald-Sample, Foote, Cone 4.
Belding, Schwab & Beatty, Schwim
mer & Scott, J. Walter Thompson Co.)
Estimates of listener impression:
were based on the Nielsen Radu
Index, made available to the coun
cil at no cost by A. C. Nielsen Co.
ABA

Convention

ALABAMA Broadcasters Assn. I
composed of 60 Alabama radio sta
tions, has announced a conventioi
to be held Oct. 12-13 at the U. o:
Alabama, Tuscaloosa. W. Emmet )
Brooks, general manager, WEB.
Brewton, Ala., is ABA president
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

/A CLASSING
House Probes Radio-TV Issue
>. HOUSE investigating committee
an be expected to take to task the
'eterans Administration for classiying students engaged in training
or radio-TV under the G. I. Bill as
ollowing "avocational" pursuits.
Up until Feb. 20, 1951, the VA
lassified the training as vocational,
''he difference between avocational
nd vocational classification means:
The veteran who follows a vocaiional pursuit gets benefits, such
s tuition and subsistence, paid by
he government; on the other hand,
vocational students must pay
heir own way entirely unless they
an "justify" their training.
A hearing was held on the radioV situation July 19. Ralph W.
lardy, NARTB director of governnent relations, told the select comnittee probing the educational and
raining program, that: "It will
: ome as a distinct shock to the
sroadcasters to learn that the VA,
1 !vith which they have so long and
aithfully cooperated, now classifies
'} 'heir industry along with bartend^ *ng,
etc., as being
ionaldancing,
and recreational
andavocathus
C lenies to it the stature it has
i ( ichieved."
Employment High
Information obtained by the comnittee shows 80-90% of the radioTV graduates finding employment
'in the field, a spokesman told
Broadcasting • Telecasting. The
pokesman also said full employnent and skilled personnel are
leemed important because of the
RALSTON
RESIGNS
To Join Screen Assoc.
HLBERT RALSTON will resign
:>^»s executive producer of Procter &
Gamble Productions Inc., Hollywood, to head up the recentlyformed television division of Screen
;4'Assoc. Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
«: Currently working on P&G's Fire';!de Theatre television film series,
Mr. Ralston will leave for his new
Dost when he has fulfilled his comnitments for Procter & Gamble,
probably sometime this fall.
He has been with the Fireside
3< iTheatre unit since he organized it
approximately 3% years ago. Prior
:o that he was for six years head
1 pf night time radio for P&G in
incinnati and Los Angeles. Preiously he held a similar post with
3 IE
ompton Adv., New York and Los
Angeles, for three years.
The new television operation
plans to go into full-scale produc:ion of television films in the near
future. Headquarters are at 328
5. Beverly Drive.
Principals in Screen Assoc. Inc.
are Ralph E. Stolkin and A. L.
Koolish, Chicago; Ray Ryan, San
Antonio; Sherrill C. Corwin, Los
Angeles; Irving B-J Levine, New
Vork and California attorney;
lacques Braunstein, attorney and
3PA.
BROADCASTING

radio-TV techpart played
nicians in civil by
defense.
It has been pointed out that
regional offices of the VA were in
disagreement with the Washington
office on the February ruling. In
1948, the VA had ruled the field as
avocational but then reversed itself.
One regional office, in Dallas, categorically refused to go along with
the latest VA order, it was disclosed.
A peculiarity pinpointed by the
committee is the VA practice of
discounting an entire curriculum,
which may be made up of a majority of radio-TV engineering and
other technical courses but which
includes a course or two on radio
announcing.
A committee report may be forthcoming in a few weeks, it was predicted, challenging the VA ruling.
WNJR Newark airing Peace in Korea,
half-hour recorded roundup of crosssection opinion about effects of proposed cease-fire agreement in Korea.

WPOR

MOVE

Changes Frequency, Studios
WPOR Portland, Me., began operating last Wednesday on a new
frequency, 1490 kc, following FCC
approval a fortnight ago of its
$22,000 purchase of WMTW Portland's facilities
•
Telecasting,
July[Broadcasting
23].
In announcing the shift, which
makes WPOR the ABC and
Yankee-Mutual outlet in Portland,
Harold H. Meyer, president and
general manager of Oliver Broadcasting Co., the licensee, said the
station will continue to use its own
call letters. It also will continue
to operate its 250 w transmitter.
However, the station has moved to
modern studios, located in the
Chapman-Arcade Bldg. WPOR formerly operated on 1450 kc.
Mr. Meyer did not specify what
disposition would be made of
WPOR's former facility.

AM With TV
THAT radio and TV can coexist on a competitive basis
was further demonstrated
last week in an application
filed by WBIW Bedford, Ind.
for transfer of control [See
FCC Roundup]. The station's request included a
statement that "WBIW has
succeeded in spite of the fact
that the smallest city in the
world with a television station is located some 20 miles
away (WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.) and not only is
television successfully received in this community, local merchants can advertise
on television due to the fact
that WTTV's rates are probably the lowest of any existing television station. We
believe this situation is unprecedented." WBIW is a 250
w fulltimer, on 1340 kc.
m

o
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DENIES WDZ BID
For Fulltime on 610 kc
CHANGE to fulltime operation on
610 kc with 1 kw-DA by WDZ Decatur, 111., now operating on 1050
kc with 1 kw-D, was denied in an
initial decision last week by FCC
Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison.
At the same time, the application of Negro-owned Afro-American Broadcasting System Inc.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 27, 1948; Dec.15, Nov. 24,
1947] for a new station in Chicago
area's Hopkins Park on 610 kc
with 1 kw unlimited was denied by
default.
Denial of WDZ application was
based on "particularly severe" interference the proposed operation
would give to service areas of
WHKC Columbus, Ohio; WTMJ
Milwaukee and WMT Cedar Rapids, as well as the interference it
would receive in its own service
area from these stations.
". . . Upon an overall basis, approximately 2V2 times as many
listeners would be deprived of existing broadcast services from various sources as would benefit from
the new broadcast service proposed
by station
WDZ," the initial decision concludes.
Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

MARKET
With
FURNISHINGS
SALES
OF

$37,378,000*
*Sales Management, 1951
Survey

of Buying Power

AM-FM
WINSTON-SALEM
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ED RINKE, pres.. Metropolitan Detroit Chevrolet Dealers Assn., finalizes association sponsorship Michigan
State's full grid schedule on WKMH
Detroit. Standing (I to r): Tom
Adams, Campbell-Ewald acct. exec;
Jack Davidson, WKMH sales rep.;
and George Miller, station sis. mgr.

HALF-HOUR daily of the Bill Gordon
Show on WHK Cleveland is approved
by James B. Flanagan (I), adv. and
sis. prom, mgr., Pick-N-Pay Super
Markets. Contract is 52 weeks.
Mon. through Fri., 9:15-9:30 a.m.
and 3:15-3:30 p.m. At right is William K. Brusman, WHK acct. exec.

15!

Growing

15-COUNTY

HOME

Subsidiary issue of possible duopoly between WDZ and WMBD
Peoria was resolved in favor of
the applicant. Although Charles
C. Caley is president and 20.5%
stockholder of WDZ and vice president and 25% stockholder of
WMBD, the hearing examiner
concluded Decatur and Peoria were
sufficiently distant to rule out conflict with the duopoly regulation.

MILLER
BrewingonCo.,
Milwaukee,
adds to1951
of Philadelphia's
pro
football Eagles
WCAU
Philadelphia
its games
sponsorships.
Arrangements
are checked by (I to r): Seated, Vince McNolly, Eagle gen. mgr.; Bo McMillin,
head coach; Vernon S. Mullen, Miller adv. mgr.; standing, Roger Heiple,
Miller eastern dist. mgr.; C. A. Mathisson, pres., Mathisson & Assoc., agency.
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ABC HOLLYWOOD
Radio to Interim Quarters
TO ACCOMMODATE increasing
television activity, ABC radio personnel quartered at the network's
Hollywood Television Center, have
moved to temporary offices at the
ABC Vine St. Bldg.
Move involves Francis H. Conrad, director of radio for the Western Division and manager of
KECA; Amos Baron, Western Division radio sales manager, and Ned
Hullinger, station relations manager.
Vine St. Bldg. is being remodelled
and enlarged to eventually house
the network's entire radio personnel in that city.
NBC Show to Europe
NBC Double or Nothing daytime
quiz program Aug. 10 leaves for a
three-week tour of military installations of European Theatre of
Operations under USO Camp
Shows Inc. Broadcasts will be
taped daily from various points in
England, France, Austria and Germany and flown back to New York
for release on NBC. Walter O'Keefe
is m.c. of the half-hour program.

1;■

-■
TED OBERFELDER (I), gen. mgr., of
WJZ New York, Herb Sheldon and
Bob Bories (r) exchange congratulations after negotiating for the Sheldon
early morning show, packaged by Mr.
Bories. Show starts on WJZ Aug.
13, 6:30-8:15 a.m., Mon. through Fri.

COLORADO National Bank renews
for third consecutive year local sponsorship of CSS World News thrice
weekly on KLZ Denver. L. to r.:
Phil Gray, Gray Adv. Agency, Denver;
Harker Spensley, KLZ acct. exec;
and W. L. Robertson, bank vice pres.

ACROSS-the-board newscast sponsorship on KLRA Little Rock, Ark., is undertaken by Old Golds. Seated is Ed Primus, dir. of merchandising, P. Lorillard
Co. Standing (I to r): W. V. Hutt, KLRA gen. mgr.; John Hope, dist. sales
mgr. for Old Golds; and Thaine Youst, Lennen & Mitchell.

I

DRUG

Rx BILL

Manufacturers' Compromise
Voted By House

v FAR-REACHING bill, which conceivably could mean the loss of milons of dollars of advertising revenue involving the sale of certain
roprietary drugs, precipitated a heated controversy on Capitol Hill
jast week.
the committee version would have
The House adopted a manufacjurers' "compromise," defeating a entailed an appreciable effect on
across-the-counter drug sales and
jroposal which would have empowcurrent advertising practices.
red the Federal Security AdminDrug manufacturers have been
stration's Food & Drug Adminisration to list those drugs which
among the top radio network advertisers in recent years. As the
nay be sold only on prescription.
bill was reported by the House
The measure, as sent to the Senate,
committee, it was feared, numerous
.ow gives manufacturers the right
products could be taken off the open
o define so-called Rx drugs.
The measure (HR 3298) was in- market and labeled prescription
rodueed by Rep. Carl Durham (D- items with the Rx legend.
The proposal was offered as a
\. C.) and reported with amendnents by the House Interstate & "public health" measure designed
to relieve druggists of certain reroreign Commerce Committee after
sponsibilities and define others, such
nolonged hearings. A companion
as legalizing oral prescriptions and
>iece (S 1186), authored by Sen.
establishing the right to so-called
ubert Humphrey (D-Minn.),
ends before the Senate Public Welad-lib refilling of others for nonRx drugs.
are Committee, which last week
cheduled hearings.
As reported by the committee,
SALE TO ROYAL
•"ederal Security Administrator
Oscar Ewing could list a drug in
Planned by Gen. Entertainment
i he prescription or Rx category
PLANS for the sale of General Envithout calling a hearing. "Intertertainment Corp., New York radio
sted parties" could have petitioned
:or hearing and rehearing and, transcription firm, to Royal Entertainment Corp., New York, for
'ailing that, take recourse to dis- $20,182, which will permit payment
trict and circuit courts and, finally,
of 5% of the claims of general
The Supreme Court.
creditors of General EntertainDraws Fire
ment, have been announced. GenThe Humphrey-Durham bill drew
eral Entertainment is the outstinging attacks on the floor from
growth of a firm organized by
mti-administration sources, rangHoward G. Barnes, formerly vice
..ng from charges of "socialized
president in charge of radio and
biedicine" to claims that "the pro- television for Dorland Inc., when he
orietary industry can consider it- acquired Kermit-Raymond Corp.
self on the way out" if the bill and Transcription Broadcasting
were approved by the House and
System in the fall of 1949 after
Senate.
making a deal with creditors of
The stricken provision had de- those two firms.
ined as prescription drugs those
Spokesmen said the pending sale
*vhich are "safe and efficacious for of General Entertainment is being
ase only after professional diagmade because "the committee repnosis by, or under the supervision
resenting the creditors [of Kermit]of, a practitioner licensed by law."
and TBS] requested that
The bill would amend Sec. 503 (b) Raymond
Mr. Barnes make an arrangement
of the 1938 Food, Drug & Cosmetic
whereby his obligations to these
Law.
creditors may be retired, and leave
Manufacturing and proprietary
Mr. Barnes in a position of control
groups fought the new legislation
without the obligations of the old
as a serious threat. Additionally,
some authorities pointed out that corporations."
Stations and agencies using
transcription properties involved
in the sale, the announcement said,
"will continue to receive uninterrupted service."

fi'^^H
^^'M¥^
^lll;n
g4 f
WDR
C-g
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u/UA
n r
Hoursc
24 Un
Goes nA
WMAQ
FIRST regularly-scheduled 24-hour
operation
began forin WMAQ,
M & O station
Chicago,NBC's
July
31, with a five-hour early-morning
disc show. WMAQ remained on
the air fulltime for three months
early in World War II, but this
is the first time in its 29-year history that the schedule has been
adopted permanently. Dirk Courtenay, freelance announcer and
disc m. c, handles the six-a-week
stint from 1 a.m. until 6 a.m. The
sponsor is Polk Bros. Central Appliance & Furniture Co.
Telecasting

Advertisement

From

6y

A
For

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

Tonic

The

Missus

The missus came marching in with
a new

hat yesterday. She was

as

happy as a circus poster.
I've learned one thing about the
hats she buys. A hat is a tonic to her.
If she's feeling blue, nothing gives her
a lift like a new hat. Now, I could
trade in my old grey fedora without
raising my blood pressure a notch.
But I'll admit that more than once
I've bought a new briar pipe I didn't
need — just because life was getting a
little bit monotonous.
With Buck Howell ifs something
else again. When

Buck is feeling low,

he gets over it by blowing on a brokendown clarinet he hasn't mastered in
twenty years.
From

where I sit, different people

are always going to respond to different things in different ways. So
let's keep a friendly understanding of
what other folks get out of a new hat,
an old clarinet, a chocolate soda or a
temperate glass of sparkling beer or
ale now and then.

Copyright, 1940, United States Brewers Foundation
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TAKE

FROM

A

TIP

MOTHER

NATURE

ver spend a few minutes
stream
level meadow

or a brook
and wonder

standing

meandering
why

beside a mountain

through

an apparently

it chose that exact spot to

build its course?

The

answer

is simple . . . and it points a moral

radio time-buyers.
hard way.

Mother

never does things the

She follows the line of least resistance

to solve her problems

Wise

Nature

time-buyers

with

a minimum

can take a tip from

where

FORT

Like the mountain
your

message

INDUSTRY

stream

on any

of fuss and bother.

Mother

follow the line of least sales resistance
markets

to

Nature

in the seven

and the brook

in the meadow,

or all of the seven FORT

of broadcasting

Check

that have

INDUSTRY

THE

• Telecasting

You'll

FORT

WWVA, Wheeling,
WSPD, Toledo, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo,
National Sales

to the

been built by years

in the public interest.

the stations listed below

your schedule.

ROADCASTING

audiences

rich

stations are located.

stations follows the line of least sales resistance
loyal, responsive

and

and make

sure they are on

be glad you did.

INDUSTRY

COMPANY

W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
•
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
• WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
•
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
Headquarters : 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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Pratt: Statesman,
editorial

4

CBS 'P' Award
ASIDE from its announced objective of building audience, the huge promotion campaign
which the CBS Radio Division is undertaking
may, we venture to predict, achieve another
but equally important purpose of encouraging
advertisers to revise their belief that radio is
at the end of its rope.
Advertisers cannot help but speculate
whether, if CBS radio were feeling sick, it
would be spending so much time and money
to advertise its ills.
As Frank Stanton, enterprising CBS parentcompany president, said recently, emotion
governs much of the advertising buying these
days. The whirlwind campaign planned by
CBS is bound to have an emotional impact on
those advertisers who, more because of passion
than because of reason, have discounted radio.
While it does not mean that so great a sum
is being spent out of pocket, the campaign
will use $8 million worth of time and space.
The CBS radio promotion and the considerable
campaigns that NBC and ABC are planning
for the fall are most encouraging.
An $8 million campaign is big in any league.
We suspect that this one will do much not only
for CBS but for all radio.

TV

Stitch

in Time

THE establishment of a committee of practicing telecasters to act as a board of review
over program standards is, to our mind, the
most practical proposal yet advanced to assure
the intelligent self-regulation of television.
Not all the other matters now under consideration by the NARTB's Television Program Standards Committee, however, seem as
promising. In particular, the apparent determination of this committee to write out a
formal code of standards for TV does not
strike us as well-reasoned, unless, of course,
the committee despairs of assembling a competent membership on the board of review.
A board composed of men of good taste would
have scant use for a codified list of specifications as to what is and what is not objectionable. Indeed a code of fixed principles could
be more of a hindrance than a help, since
codes are more apt than not to encourage such
concentration on their strictures that artistry
suffers unnecessarily.
We suggest that the standards committee
devote its concentrations to the organization
of the board of review and a plan of its functions. Such a board, we think, should extend
its activities beyond the narrow scope of reviewing programs. It should act as a spokesman body for television on questions of program standards. In case of unjustified attack,
the board should serve as a defense counsel
for television. It should be the repository of
full information as to what is actually on the
air.
The standards committee, under the energetic chairmanship of Robert D. Swezey, is
blessed with favorable times in which to do its
work. For the moment, at least, no strenuous
attacks are being made against TV, and hence
the committee can conduct its deliberations in
a reasonable atmosphere. So blessed, it should
use its time to evolve a workable plan for the
operation of a board of review, unencumbered
with useless codes and free to exercise its
good judgment in helping telecasters to keep
their programs clean but not to the extent that
the art is scrubbed out of them.
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Engineer

A DISTINGUISHED scientist and engineer—
Haraden Pratt — becomes the first telecommunications advisor to a President of the United
States in the 176 years that we have been a
sovereign nation. Whether he will become the
first man in telecommunications only time will
tell. The opportunity is there.
In making the appointment, the President
selected the more innocuous of two recommendations of the Communications Policy Board he had created last year, headed by
Dr. Irvin Stewart, a member of the original
FCC. This temporary committee had recommended (1) a three-man Policy Board, which
could have had the ingredients of a "superFCC," or (2) an advisor. Succinctly, the task
for either would be the formulation of national
policy on frequency assignments as between
government and private users and the operation of communications systems by government
agencies, primarily the military.
Until now, it has been a one-way street.
Through the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee, the military has preempted the
blocks of channels it wanted — whether it used
them or not — and private users, via the FCC
have been battling it out for the residue. Hence
there's always been a shortage for private
users. And there never has been a more excruciating one than exists today in television.
Our Presidents, heretofore, have been rubber stamps in communications matters. The
one possible exception was Hoover, himself an
engineer. A President could not be expected
to be familiar with the intricacies of allocations. Hence, IRAC has in effect exercised the
tremendously important powers of frequency
allocations for government use vested by law
in the President.
The Stewart Committee called for "better
management of spectrum allocations." Implicit in its comments was the conclusion that
more space could be found for essential private
services — such as television — if the IRAC did
not have carte blanche. Mr. Pratt will sit between IRAC and the FCC. He will be a member of the President's official family. He will
be in a position to command the government
agencies to justify their requirements and he
will know what their needs are, because he has
served as a communications advisor to the
military and to other government agencies.
Out of this could come the availability of more
channels for both TV and radio for the public's
benefit. Some estimate an increase of possibly
50% in spectrum space.
Mr. Pratt is a scientist and engineer. He
has had vast experience as a top engineering
executive of IT&T and its subsidiaries. He has
been honored with the presidency of the Institute of Radio Engineers, and has served as
its secretary for nearly a decade. Some question may be raised whether his background,
admittedly distinguished as an engineer, qualifies him to sit at the right arm of the President
on high public policy in the tremendously important field of telecommunications.
Those who have known Haraden Pratt over
the years say unequivocally that he has the
capacity. They regard him as a statesman
among engineers. They have seen him arbitrate many a conflict. Their concern is not his
ability, but his frail health, which forced his
retirement from the top IT&T engineering command several years ago. But back into harness
he went on classified government communications missions.
His is a big assignment. We wish him well.

our respects to:

VICTOR WHITMAN

KNAUTH

comvative
Conn., bya conser
ng news, dominated
munity
a creaki
HAVEN
,
monopoly
paper
has, within the past
two years, been jarred by the brash voice of a
radio station that dares to cover the news and
editorialize about it — not always to the liking
of the newspapers.
It is no accident that WAVZ New Haven,
NEW

a 1 kw daytimer, has become known as "A
Newspaper of the Air." Victor Whitman
Knauth, co-owner and president of the station,
is a former newspaperman whose experience
ranges from covering local murders to interviewing Leon Trotsky back when he was not
only alive but a top dog in the USSR.
Born in New York, Mr. Knauth entered
Harvard U. after attending New York City
elementary schools and Collegiate School. He
left Harvard at the end of his second year and,
as a member of the National Guard, went off
to the Mexican border to chase Pancho Villa.
Later he went to France with the 26th
Field Artillery, a part of the famed Yankee
Division, and fought in the Chemin des Dames
and Meuse Argonne offensives of World War I.
Returning home from the war, Mr. Knauth
took a job as a reporter on the Springfield,
Mass. Daily News. The first morning on his
new job he was sent out to cover a murder.
"Right then," he recalls, "I decided that newspaper work was mighty wonderful."
A yen to see the country took him to Santa
Barbara, Calif., where he worked as a reporter
on the Daily Neivs, and then to San Francisco
where he joined the Chronicle. This was in
1920-21.
Radio was then a novelty, and it struck the
adventurous fancy of Mr. Knauth. He started
a question-and-answer column on radio for the
Chronicle in which, with the aid of an engineer, he dealt with the intricate problems that
readers reported having with the cantankerous
crystal sets of those days.
He also started a radio program for the
paper — to his knowledge the first of its kind
on the West Coast. The program consisted
of newscasts and interviews with celebrities
who came to San Francisco.
Mr. Knauth's next move was to New York
where he became a feature writer for the old
New York World, the workshop of such journalistic greats as Walter Lippmann, Heywood
Broun, Franklin P. Adams and Frank Sullivan.
Then Europe again, this time as a civilian.
He worked with United Press in both London
(Continued on page 53)
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Salesmaker

to the

Central

South

By concentrating over half his entire
advertising budget on WSM during the
last six years, a Southern flour miller
has expanded his sales area to 18
states and production from 160,000
units in 1945 to 410.000 units in 1950.
j~*
IW
f
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Radio Stations Everywhere
But Only One...
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MACGREGOR EDIE, account executive KNBH (TV) Hollywood, father
of boy, July 20. . . . S. R. SAGUE, president and general manager WSRS
Cleveland, sailed Aug. 4 to Europe for month. . . . RICHARD COLBURN,
account executive WTMA Charleston, S. C, father of boy, Richard Jr.,
July 23. . . . WAYNE SANDER, manager KCNA Tucson, elected president Tucson Sunshine Climate Club.
front off
ice

fjj^

D ALLEN Jr., announcer NBC Chicago, resigns to become president and general manager of WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis., of which
E he is part-owner.
WILLIAM A. MORRISON, vice president Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F.,
to Free & Peters, radio and TV representative, as manager of San Francisco office.
MARCEL

E. (Yippy) CAILLIET, account
Ltd., Honolulu, appointed
KIKI same city. Mr.
and public information
Honolulu wholesale and
at Male Adv.

executive W. H. Male Adv.
sales and promotion manager
Cailliet directed advertising
activities of many leading
manufacturing firms while

ROLLAND REICHERT named radio recording sales
representative NBC Chicago, replacing J. RICHARD
LOUGHRIN, named to NBC spot radio sales staff. Mr.
Reichert's work as assistant to program manager has
been taken over by DOROTHY HORTON.
Mr. Cailliet

ROBERT J. CROSSWELL, NBC New York, to radio
sales department WFIL Philadelphia,

G. E. (Buck) HURST, Clark & Assoc. S. F., to KCBS San Francisco as
national advertising representative.

EARLE C. ANTHONY, president KFI-AM-TV, elected to executive committee Los Angeles Better Business Bureau. . . . HARRY SYMONS
WHITE, manager KWTC Barstow, Calif., and Shirley Ruth Christenson,i- i : :
were to be married Aug. 5. . . . CARROLL MARTS, manager MBS Central Division, vacationing in northern Canada. . . . J. T. SNOWDEN Jr.,
general manager WCPS Tarboro, N. C, father of girl, Martha Scott,
PAUL H. GOLDMAN, vice president and general manager KNOE Mon
roe, La., elected chairman of Ouachita Parish chapter, National Founda
tion for Infantile Paralysis.

HAROLD P. DANFORTH, president and general manager WDBO
Orlando, appointed president of local Red Feather funds drive. J. ALLEN
BROWN, vice president and general manager WLOF Orlando, appointed K
I
publicity director of drive. . . . WALTER J. DAMM, vice president and
general manager of radio for The Journal Co., (WTMJ-AM-TV) Milwaukee, awarded membership in United Air Lines 100,000 Mile Club. . . .
JOHN D. SCHEUER Jr., operations assistant to general manager V
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, named vice chairman in charge of prom
motion for 1951 YMCA annual city-wide membership campaign.
»

ROGERS NAMED
Succeeds Rosene at WSAZ

JAMES S. POLLAK, TV program manager WJZ New York, to ABC
Central Div., in same capacity.
H-R REPRESENTATIVES, N. Y., named as exclusive representative in
national spot field for WNAC-TV Boston.
HENRY S. MELHADO, advertising-sales department Esquire Magazine,
to sales staff WMGM New York.
LOWELL JACKSON named network radio account executive ABC
Chicago. He is former partner in Chicago radio-TV package firm and
officer of Monogram Productions.
JOHN E. PEARSON Co., N. Y., appointed exclusive representative
for all areas outside 11 western states for KCSJ Pueblo, Col. KEENAN
&WestEICKELBERG,
S. F., will be KCSJ's exclusive representative on
Coast.
Actionals • • •
LOUISE T. STEINMAN, minority stockholder in WGAL Lancaster, Pa.
(4%), WKBO Harrisburg (5.2%) and WDEL-AM-FM-TV Wilmington
(1.6%), and T. Peter Ansberry, announce engagement. They will be
married Sept. 15. . . . Dr. CLINTON H. CHURCHILL, president and
general manager WKBW Buffalo, and Frances G. Mack, married in
Buffalo. . . . ERNEST FELIX, acting manager ABC Western Div., named
chairman of the day at Los Angeles Advertising Club luncheon meeting
tomorrow (Tuesday). MITCH De GROOT, ABC advertising and promotion manager, N. Y., is guest speaker.

ThEVoice^Kansas
WIBW
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Mr. Rogers
Mr. Rosene
MARSHALL ROSENE, general
manager of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va., resigned on Aug.
1 to become president and general
manager of WNXT Portsmouth,
Ohio. He will be succeeded by
Lawrence H. Rogers II, who has
been manager of the television
station in Huntington.
Mr. Rosene was station manager
of WSAZ from 1944 to 1949 when
he became general manager of both
the AM and TV properties. He
owns a substantial interest in the
new station in Portsmouth, which
is expected to be on the air the
latter part of August. WNXT
is 1 kw outlet on 1260 kc, DA-1,
and will be affiliated with ABC.
Mr. Rogers was the former promotion manager of WSAZ before
becoming manager of the television
property. He helped design and
put therationtelevision
station into opein 1949.

OVERSEAS

REPORTS

Being Made for Radio, TV
TAPE - RECORDED and film reports on activities of the North i\
Atlantic Treaty Organization activities and, in particular, of U. S.
troops under Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's European command will be
made available to radio and television networks late next month.
A special three-man radio-TV
\
crew ficefrom
the Information
Defense Dept.'s
of Public
left Ofthe I ::

U. S. July 20 for a one-month stint
at the Paris headquarters of
SHAPE (Supreme Headquarters
for Allied Powers of Europe). Unit
will work under the direction of
Brig. Gen. Charles Lanham, chief
of public information for SHAPE.
The group includes Maxwell Marvin, special reporter, and S/Sgt.
Ray Krueger, engineer, both of the
Radio-TV Branch, and Sgt. Ralph
Santos, cameraman, as well as
other reporters and still and motion
picture cameramen. Sgt. Santos
will take special TV footage with
a 16mm sound camera.
The mission will fulfill a "definite need" for more complete information on the European theatre,
including coverage of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization — nations, according to Clayton Fritchey, director of OPI, Defense Dept.
Reports also will be used on the
military's Time for Defense (ABC)
..
. .
_
LL
and Pentagon-Washington (DuAbrams Joins btart
Mont tv Network).
EARL B. ABRAMS, former editor
of Television Digest, has joined the
executive editorial staff of BroadRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
casting e Telecasting at Wash\^ y oldest
One of schools
the leading
and
ington headquarters. Prior to joinof Radio
ing the Washington-published
Technology In America, offers Its
newsletter six years ago, Mr.
trained Radio and Television techdustry.
Abrams had been with the Army
nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Signal Corps in an editorial caPlacement Director
pacity. He attended U. of VirRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
ginia, following his elementary
A Service of Radio Corporation
and secondary education in New
360 W. 4th St.,
New York 14. N. T.
of America
York City, where he was born.
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Respects
(Continued from page 50)
id Moscow,
interviewing top
uropean statesmen, including Mr.
rotsky.
After a few years, he returned
this country and joined the
:m of Ivy Lee, working in public
lations for George Washington
ill's
campaign for Lucky Strike
•V
garettes, "Reach for a Lucky Inead of a Sweet."
! At Ivy Lee he and two partners
iunded Omnibook magazine of
hich he is still an editor.
The main influence which
:ompted Mr. Knauth to purchase
rAVZ was his strong belief that
ewspapers in New Haven amount1 to a monopoly and he regarded
lis as an unhealthy situation.
In July 1949, he and Daniel W.
;ops bought WAVZ. Mr. Knauth
BSJB ivides his time between WAVZ
nd Omnibook and Mr. Kops deotes fulltime to the 1 kw station,
s co-owner, vice president, genial and promotion manager.
The two men believe they have
m ^stored competitive reporting to
sew Haven. WAVZ has given
'trong support to civic campaigns
n editorials over the air.
Alarm System
Similar
newspaper operation,
- : ■ he WAVZ to newsroom
is equipped
ill vith a bell connected to the city
,E» ire alarm system. Every alarm
wilik s aired immediately and a WAVZ
i tek eporter rushes to the scene of fires
r. a ind major accidents with a tape
ecorder.
Schools are of particular interest
L'sOf
:o this "Newspaper of the Air."
Notable was its campaign for re3uilding a $1% million school in
a Negro underprivileged neighborhood. WAVZ also broadcasts a
series of programs into local classj I rooms which are a part of the
curricula.
■:a?i 'schools'
Youth problems exist in most
1 ifar- 1- communities. WAVZ tackled New
3 U Haven's by starting its own Boy
Scout Troop, staffed by station personnel, and using its studios as a
ill as H meeting house.
The restoration of competitive
reporting has not endeared the station to local newspaper publishers.
The local papers will not carry rai dio listings and will not permit any

of their advertiers to insert references to WAVZ programs.
To counteract this, the station
has distributed thousands of badges
—"Listen to WAVZ— 1260 on the
dial" — which may be seen on beanie
caps of New Haven youngsters.
Mr. Knauth believes "radio can
do a great deal more than it has
been allowed to do in digging itself
into a community. It can make
itself just as important, and trustworthy as a newspaper."
"We at WAVZ think that daytime AM radio is going to continue
for a long time, if it performs a
local service." Meanwhile, WAVZ
has on file with FCC an application for a TV station.
What's more, WAVZ is a profitable organization, says Mr. Knauth.
"The audience slowly began to find
out about [the station] and our
unexpected news bulletins kept
them alert. And the more people
became interested in us, the more
we attracted our local advertisers."
Mr. Knauth is a member of the
Harvard Club of Yale and the
Harvard Club of New York. His
only hobby is sailing and he has
made the trip to Florida twice.
Mrs. Knauth, the former Marjorie Lord Strauss, is an M. D.
During World War II when there
was a shortage of doctors, she rehung her shingle in their home
town of Wilton, Conn. They have
two children, John, 16, and Mary,
14.
Mr. Knauth wishes that more
stations would be established for
the purpose of breaking up newspaper monopolies. For himself, he
plans to maintain the air of a
newspaper around his "Newspaper
of the Air."
Favors KLOK Nighttime
NIGHTTIME operation for KLOK
San Jose, Calif., has been proposed in an initial decision by
FCC Examiner Leo Resnick.
KLOK is now operating daytime
only with 5 kw on 1170 kc. The
station will use 1 kw at night if
the proposed operation is given
final approval by the Commission.
The hearing examiner's findings
were that KLOK would not interfere with any other station and
provide interference-free service.

WMtC
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ROYAL RETIRES
NBC Lauds Executive
JOHN F. ROYAL, one of the last
of NBC's old-guard executives, retired from active service as a vice
president last Wednesday (Aug. 1),
in accordance with
the company's
retirement
plan,
but will continue
to serve the network in a consulting capacity
Telecast i n g •,
[Broadcasting
June 25].
Recognized as
one of the nation's great showMr. Royal
men, Mr. Royal
has been with
NBC for more than a score of
years. His retirement — he reached
NBC's retirement age of 65 on July
4 — evoked this statement from
President Joseph H. McConnell:
"Mr. Royal is leaving active service with NBC to enjoy a wellearned retirement. We are indeed
gratified that his services as a consultant will be available to us. His
great contributions to radio and
television will always be remembered by his many friends and associates at NBC as well as by the
broadcasting industry. John Royal
was the proponent of good, clean
wholesome entertainment for the
family and that policy will be continued by NBC."
Mr. Royal,
a former newspaperman in Boston, served for some 20
years with B. F. Keith, the vaudeville promoter and the KeithOrpheum theatre organization before joining NBC. As manager of
the Keith Hippodrome in Cleveland
he experimented with local radio
programs and in 1921 was presenting major attractions on WHK
there. He left the Keith organization to become general manager of
WTAM Cleveland, and was holding
that post when NBC bought the
station.
He became program director for
the network a short time later and
was advanced to vice president in
charge of programs in 1930. He
became vice president in charge of
television in 1944, and later was
named a staff vice president. In
addition to his contributions in radio and television, he was a pioneer
in the international broadcasting
field.

Interviews Fellows
TWO Australian broadcasters are
currently in the United States
making tape recordings for use on
4KQ Brisbane. One of the recordings made by Les Andrews, 4KQ
general manager, and Peter Clark,
commentator, was an interview
with NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows. Others were devoted to
talks by U. S. labor leaders. 4KQ
is a commercial station financed by
a labor federation in Brisbane.

Our

belief

Free speech is a most cherished right . . . and the
welfare of America depends
directly upon the expressions
of its people.

Our belief in action
Every Saturday, WGAR
broadcasts "Ask City Hall"
to bring to hometown listeners the news and actual voices
of the persons responsible
for community service and
government. A station, to be
valuable to its advertisers,
must render such vital service
to its community . . . must
keep its mike open for discussion bya free people.

Cleveland's Friendly Station
Represented Nationally by
Edward

Petry & Company

KMUIVS - pub|ic Service Medium
PAHin

America's Greatest
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NLRB
BOYCOTTS

May Restrain
Unions

PROSPECT that radio-TV broadcasting unions may be restrained
from engineering sponsor boycotts in cases where petitions for elections pend with NLRB was held out last week by industry legal
authorities.
The issue was raised in a labor
"assessments" levied by unions are
case involving the Hoover Vacuum
not the "periodic dues" employes
Co. and the dealing with product
are required to pay to retain their
boycotts as a union weapon. The
jobs under a union shop agreement.
6th Circuit Court for Cincinnati
The latter ruling recalls the case
held that the product boycott called
of Hollywood Producer Cecil B.
by the union was "unlawful" and
ruled that the firm was legally jus- DeMille, who in 1944 refused to pay
a $1 assessment levied by a union
tified in discharging employes conof radio performers (x x x) and
nected with the action.
was expelled from membership. Mr.
The decision draws a distinction
between union authorization of DeMille was compelled, of course,
to relinquish his job as producer of
such a boycott in cases involving
the Lux Radio Theatre.
pendency of petitions for election
Taking cognizance of the Deand others touching on normal colMille incident, NLRB stated that
lective bargaining relations. The
since
"Congress
intended to elimruling did not condemn sponsor
inate the non-payment of assessboycotts per se and the board prements, as such, as a basis for disdicated iton the basis of inherent
charge of employes ... it is our
facts in the dispute.
to follow that intent."
Industry authorities noted that duty
The decision prohibits the disAFRA and IBEW have, in the
charge of employes under a union
past, called product boycotts as a
shop "for reasons other than the
means of persuading employers in failure
of the employe to tender
instances involving petitions for the periodic dues and the initiation
elections.
fees uniformly required as a condiTwo other NLRB actions also
tion of acquiring or retaining memcommanded the attention of legal
authorities in the past fortnight:
bership."
The other NLRB decision, in# A ruling which declares involving non-Communist affidavits,
valid all union shop elections held
applied for the first time the recent
by affiliated unions of parent fedSupreme Court ruling which, in
erations prior to effective dates
effect, stated that the provision
involving compliance with the nongoverned parent unions and not
Communist affidavit procedures of alone affiliated and independent organizations. NARTB has counthe Taft-Hartley Act.
selled broadcasters, however, to re# A decision spelling out that
examine their own bargaining
agreements.
The action invalidates over 4,500
the facilities of
pacts negotiated by various CIO
and AFL unions, including AFRA
and IBEW, previous to Dec. 22,
1949 (for CIO), and Nov. 7, 1947
(for AFL). Authorities felt, however, that the ruling would have
little effect on agreements entered
74e^b Station*
into with broadcasters.
constitute
Specifically, affiliate union pacts
the
AFRA DC UNIT
dominant
Would Change Amendment'
WASHINGTON branch of the
advertising
American Federation of Radio Artists has submitted a proposal for
medium
two changes in the AFRA antisubversive amendment, on which
in the
voting was slated to close July 28.
The proposal will be presented
billion
before the AFRA national convention Aug. 9-12 following announcedollar
ment of the results of the balloting,
which was conducted by mail.
pacific
The original amendment bars all
persons who were members of the
northwest
Communist Party or any affiliated
organizations, retroactive to Dec.
market
31, 1945, and establishes the subversive list compiled by the U. S.
Attorney General as its criterion.
Pacific Northwest Broadcasters
The Washington proposal seeks
Sales Managers
to eliminate the retroactivity clause
and to remove the Attorney GenWythe Walker Tracy Moore
Eastern
Western
eral's list as a reference for any
barring action.
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containing union shop clauses authorized bybal lotting prior to those
dates are affected. Additionally,
the contracts will not be adjudged
by
shop.the board as bars to new tests
of majority representation in any
In a recent case involving WARL
Arlington, Va., NLRB held that
the non-Communist affidavit provision did not apply to officers of the
CIO and the AFL but only to those
of independent and affiliated
groups.
Union Shop Clause
Under the Taft-Hartley Act, a
union shop clause — one requiring
union membership after 30-days —
can be incorporated in a bargaining contract upon agreement by a
majority of employes. Unions not
complying with the non-Communist
provision are denied benefits of the
labor board, including a request for
a union shop vote under NLRB
auspices.

BRAZIL FREEDOM
Radio Assn. Pledges Vigilance
A PLEDGE to exercise "strict vigilance over its rights and freedom
which the Constitution grants to
all Brazilian citizens" was given
to members by the Brazilian Radio
Assn. following a recent meeting
devoted to study of new radio
broadcasting and communication
regulations.
In a statement issued by the
board of directors to its members,
BRA referred to a recent executive
decree on communications and
stated its position "as a representative association embodying
elements of all opinions."
BRA said it was not possible for
it to consider the decree "within
its political or juridical province
exclusively" as to "the interests of
those working in radio broadcasting." Directors will make known
their views to a commission which
will draw up proposed legislation
pertaining to the Brazilian radio
code. Opinions and demonstrations
by directors of BRA are exclusively
"personal" and do not reflect the
views of BRA, the announcement
added.

FLOOD
SERVICE
Stations Continue Aid
THOUGH the flood waters have
subsided, radio stations continued
their service to victims through the
period of rehabilitation.
In cooperation with the American
Red Cross, WBT Charlotte, N. C,
developed a campaign to aid
stricken areas in Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma and Illinois.
WBT set aside Aug. 1 as "D (for
disaster) Day" when citizens of
Mecklenburg County aimed at meeting a goal of $8,000 for flood relief.
Additional reports of radio's role
during the deluge [earlier stories,
Broadcasting • Telecasting, July
30, 23] trickled in last week.
Among those accounts were the
following:
KLWN Lawrence, Kan., was on
the air 67 continuous hours, giving
bulletins, aiding evacuation and reuniting families. The station also
helped out other stations who for
a time were knocked off the air.
KRMG Tulsa anticipated floods
in the northeastern portion of Oklahoma and sent its mobile unit to
Miami, Okla. Less than 12 hours
after the mobile unit arrived, Miami
was surrounded on three sides by
water. As a result of this preparation, KRMG was able to obtain
news quickly and directly from the
source.
Radio advertising aided Santa
Fe Railway to keep the public informed on train schedules during
the flood. The railroad placed 32
spots over KFJZ Fort Worth. The
announcements were phoned to
Fort Worth from Santa Fe's office
in Galveston.
Sabotage Booklet
DIFFERENT ways of setting up
an "effective industrial defense system" are pointed out in a new
U. S. Chamber of Commerce publication, Sabotage and Plant Protection. The 25-page booklet presents
views of many top civilian and military experts on combatting sabotage. Protection of classified information, principles of plant protection, disloyal employes and the
handling of saboteurs are a few
of the other measures discussed
in the booklet.
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TDG BOARD
National Bargaining Urged
HE RADIO and Television Diftors Guild's national board was
record last week in advocating
fiat all future RTDG collective
•.rgaining negotiations with netorks be conducted on a national
; ther than city-by-city basis.
pActing at its annual meeting in
few York, the board also approved
resolution condemning "kickback"
"recapture" clauses in network
s •ntracts. These were described
7 RTDG
as provisions
"under
hich
staff directors
who work
on

'2

•mmercial programs are compelled
take a deduction in compensaon," and were labeled by the board
; "unsound, uneconomic, and
tally without justification."
The board's actions included
lanimous adoption of a statement
ondemn(ing) Communism and all
>rms of totalitarianism without

iI

audi!
- is
bar
lir.
ink Invocation."
Described by RTDG President
m ick Mack, of Hollywood, as "the
ait I ost aggressive and constructive
)ard meeting in the nine years of
le guild's history," the sessions
ere held July 23-26 with 19 deleates from RTDG locals in six
ties participating. An executive
>mmittee, created during the meetig, held additional sessions until
jly 28.
"We feel that the resolution
ailing for national negotiation is
articularly significant since all
Hk jntracts have been negotiated
ically heretofore," Mr. Mack as§3 erted. Local negotiation, he said,
involves considerable duplication
nd waste of time and money for
oth the networks and the locals,
n the six cities in which the guild
! active, most contracts will terlinate in May 1952."
Committee Members
The six cities are New York,
(ollywood, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Washington, and Detroit.
The new Executive Committee is
omposed of President Mack as chairman; Franklin J. Schaffner, of New
fork; Gordon T. Hughes, Hollywood;
!lal Miller, Chicago; and Joseph
rowne of Washington, representaive-at-large.
Kenneth MacGregor, New York, was
lected secretary of the board and
ranees Buss, also of New York, was
;locted treasurer. The following coninue in office: President Mack;
Miver W. Nicoll, New York, first vice
resident; Arthur Hanna, New York,
econd vice president, and Hal Miller,
"hicago, third vice president.
President Mack said the coming
/ear will see "closer cooperation
between the locals of the guild and
ntensified activity in the national
office," and that a "considerable"

President Dick Mack and Treasurer Frances Buss check over
RTDG's
budget for the coming
* * *
year.
increase in budget will permit the
launching of many new national
projects. More frequent meetings
of representatives of the locals are
planned, Mr. Mack said.
Members of the national board include, in addition to the officers and
executive committee, Sherman A. MacGregor, Ralph Nelson, Charles Powers, Ernest D. Ricca, and Lester Vail
of New York; Max Hutto, John Guedel, and Jack Lyman of Hollywood;
Alan M. Fishburn of Chicago; Shields
Dierkes of Detroit, and Lee Davis of
Philadelphia.
BURTON TO NPA
In Electronics Products Div.
ROBERT BURTON, former chief
of the Communications Division of
the Federal Civil Defense Administration, has assumed the directorship of the Foreign Section of
National
Authority's
Electronics Production
Products Division.
In that position, he will work
with other branches of the Dept.
of Commerce and the Dept. of State
(ECA) on applications from foreign countries involving electronics
equipment. Most of the work is
devoted to requests for priority
assistance in electronics products.
Mr. Burton, former State Dept.
international frequency expert
headed up communications for
FCDA before that branch was combined with the Air Warning Service
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 2]. He had been responsible
for compiling data on the role of
broadcast and other communication
services in national civil defense.
He was succeeded by Col. William
Talbot (USAF).

New WHBF Unit
NEW 5 kw transmitter, a modern
$30,000 unit, has been installed by
WHBF Rock Island, 111., replacing
equipment used since 1941. The
old transmitter had accumulated
some 75,000 service hours in the
10-year period, according to station
officials. Installation of the new
WEOK
unit, under the direction of Chief
POUGHKEEPSIE
Engineer Robert J. Sinnett, was
completed in three days without
REPRESENTED BY D EVN E Y
interruption of programs, WHBF
reports.
BROADCASTING
• Tel e c a s t i n g

POOTRIE NAMED
Gets Munitions Board Post
APPOINTMENT of Col. Clifford
A. Poutrie (U.S. Army) as director
of the Munitions Board's Electronics Program Division, succeeding Marvin Hobbs, has been
announced by John D. Small, chairman of the Munitions Board.
Mr. Hobbs, who has headed the
division for the past year setting
up military requirements and
schedules for electronics goods, becomes special electronics consultant
to Chairman Small and C. W. Middleton, vice chairman for production and requirements. As special
adviser he will help coordinate electronics programming with production resources.
Col. Poutrie has been serving as
a communications instructor at the

REP. BUDGE CHARGE
FCC, State Dept. Answer
CHARGE by Rep. Hamer H. Budge
(R-Ida.) that the call letters of certain stations used to transmit Voice
of America programs have subversive connotations has been soundly
scorched by government officials.
Rep. Budge had said that the first
three call letters of WRUL Scituate, Mass.,
mean "I and
lie" implied
when translated into Russian
that
this was more than a coincidence.
WRUL is licensed to World Wide
Broadcasting Corp., under Walter
S. Lemmon.
Officials of FCC and the State
Dept. were
quick, however,
to discount the inference.
They pointed
out that (1) Mr. Lemmon received
those call letters over 15 years ago
— long before the genesis of the
Voice; (2) the "W" series is assigned by international treaties;
(3) international broadcasting is a
private operation, with State Dept.
only leasing facilities and time;
(4) transmissions abroad are sent
minus the call letters and thus are
not heard by the Russians.
State Dept. officials noted two
stations beginning with WRU —
WRUA
and standing
WRUL, with
the "L"
in
the latter
for Lemmon.

Signal Corps'
at Forthe Monmouth, N. J. school
Previously
was
stationed with the Eighth Army at
Yokahama, holding the rank of
commander for the signal depot.
KFUO

Power

Increase

KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo., installed
an 85-foot eight-bay Collins antenna atop its AM tower. The
installation boosts the station's
effective radiated power to 6.7 kw.
A 1 kw station, it also is operating
on a new frequency, 99.1 mc (Channel 256). KFUO-AM-FM is owned
by the Lutheran Church and is
located at Concordia Seminary.

. . in

WRUA is translated to mean "Radio University of the Air," while
WRUL stands for "Radio University Lemmon," officials added.
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TR DEFENDS

SERVICE
Answers 'Readers Digest' Article

AN ARTICLE in the July issue of
Readers Digest describing opposition to musically-soothed rides has
drawn a sharp sally from Transit
Radio Inc., Cincinnati, which labeled the piece "characteristic of
the most violent type of yellow
. . . are an important part of
RCA Victor's business!
^ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS
of every description— from spot
announcements to full-length
programs— are RECORDED,
PROCESSED, PRESSED
in the country's best-equipped
studios and plants.
Complete transcribed radio production
and script-writing facilities
are also available.

Quality and Service
. . . are always assured at
RCA Victor!
LARGE

or SMALL, your transcription order always gets the
same careful attention . . . the same
world-famous engineering. With
this, plus prompt HANDLING &
DELIVER Y, your ET cant miss . . .
at

Contact a Custom Record Studio
today at Dept. 8-B in
New York Chicago or Hollywood
Custom
Record
Sales

•MIS MASTER'S VOlCC
Radio Corporation of America
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journalism."
The rebuttal appeared in a review of transitcasting's current
status as a result of the U. S. Court
of Appeals ruling which challenged
the constitutionality of the service,
with particular application to the
District of Columbia [Broadcasting •Telecasting, June 18, 11].
Referring to the "piously fraudulent assault" on transit FM,
Transit Radio Inc. said it had
called the attention of the Digest
to "half-truths and omissions"
but had received no answer. Additional y, itchallenged the "misrepresentation" implied in a cartoon
which purported to show rider disfavor, and use of certain adjectives
like "captive," "blaring," "pluguglies" and "amplified howls."
Moreover, TR charged, "the
Digest carried no mention of the
past, present and future contributions of Transit Radio to civilian
defense as a means of communication in times of emergency." The
transitcasting company also cited
the recent flood disaster, in which
the service played a vital role, and
the willingness, of national civil
defense authorities to take advantage of its assets.
Transit Radio Inc. authorities
DEFENSE

ROLE

Cited in WWDC-FM Spots
SERIES of spot announcements
pointing up the value of transit
radio in the event of full-scale
emergency has been launched by
WWDC-FM Washington, capital
outlet for Transit Radio Inc. The
announcements are being aired
hourly from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
Washington street cars and busses.
Officials of Washington Transit
Radio Inc. said the broadcasts
are designed to apprise the public
of the importance of transit messages and are not aimed at winning public support in view of the
recent U. S. Court of Appeals decision. The majority of riders in
the District of Columbia already
approve transitcasting, they contend.
One sample of the spot announcements being aired by WWDC-FM
is the following:
If a full-scale emergency should
develop, the radio-equipped busses
and street cars of the Capital Transit
Co. stand ready to be mobilized at a
moment's notice by our civil defense
officials. Directed by static-free FM
radio, they could be sent wherever
needed. Passengers would be provided with accurate, up-to-the minute
information
to avoid panic — save
lives. . . .

observed they have petitioned the
Supreme Court for writ of certiorari and expressed hope it would
be granted, with a final decision
on Transit FM's constitutionality
"sometime between February and
June 1952." In the interim, "expansion of Transit Radio into new
cities, as well as revival of others,
is out of the question until final
action by the court," Transit Radio
stated. There has been no "noticeable" decline in sales volume since
the
court's
ruling, authorities
added.
TR also warned that advertisers
"should view with alarm" implications in the decision which may
portent "a direct attack on all
advertising," including fields which
heretofore have enjoyed "relative
freedom" from attack.
NEW

KHQ TOWER
Scheduled for Sept. 7
CONSTRUCTION on one of the
largest towers in the world has
begun for KHQ Spokane. The
826-ft. tower will replace one torn
in half by a violent windstorm in
November 1949. Costing an estimated $93,253, the tower is expected to be completed about Sept. 1.
Richard O. Dunning, KHQ president, said "the tower's half-wave
design will give Spokane the tallest tower in the West, and one of
the four largest in the world."
It is designed to give constant
signal strength in central Washington, Montana, Oregon and
Idaho.
KHQ had started construction
of a new tower immediately in
1949 but it toppled over before
completed. The current building
started in July, Mr. Dunning reports. Prime contractor is RCA,
fabrication by International Derrick & Equipment Co., Torrance,
Calif., and erection by Radio Towers Inc.
Radio-TV Marathon
THE NETWORKS and five independent New York radio and TV
stations participated fortnight ago
in a 45-hour marathon presenting
Conover TV model-actresses in appeals on behalf of United Cerebral
Palsy. UCP spokesmen said stars,
commentators and disc jockeys
joined with network and station executives and personnel in arranging
for the appearances of the models,
which started at 6:30 a.m., July 22
on Bill Taylor's Sunrise Serenade
on WOR New York and Mutual,
and ended on Barry Gray's program on WMCA New York at 3
a.m., July 24. In between, spokesmen reported, there were appearances on CBS, NBC, ABC, DuMont
TV Network, and WNEW, WINS,
WPIX (TV), and WMGM, for a
total of 35 shows.

PERFORMERS
who fear tomatoes ]
from the audience can take a lesson
from Hillis Hauser, advertising man
ager, F. A. Read Co., Freeport, III.,
department store, who calmly carries
on midst flying knives. Occasion wa:
"Dairy Day" in Freeport, highlighted j
by the Jay Gould Million Dollar j
Circus.
Series of special events
shows covering the project were broadcast over WFRL
Freeport by Mt.l(
Hauser and Dave Taylor, WFRL com-l
mercial manager, under Read Cc
sponsorship. Man with the knives is
Tex Allen of the circus.
CHURCH WORKSHOP
Protestant Radio Course]
PROTESTANT clergymen and layj
leaders from more than 12 states!
and four foreign countries will!
gather today (Monday) at Butler
U. in Indianapolis for a month of j
intensive training in religious)
broadcasting. They will participate!
in a workshop conducted by the!
Broadcasting and Films Commis-j
sion of the National Council of thej
Churches of Christ in the U. S. A.
Speakers scheduled include C. E.J
Hooper, of the Hooperating service,
and Dr. George Crowthers, director of educational broadcastings
for CBS.
Advice

to Politicians

POLITICIANS should use radio1]
and television to stir up public in-|
terest in political campaigns andl
swell the number of voters, Dr.
Ernest Dichter, psychological con-i
sultant, has said in a report]
sent to the nation's political leadhe offered
for "10
getting
more people
ers. Among
commandments''
to vote were use of "top radio, television and show people (to) glamorize the whole voting process"; regular use of radio and TV by candidates, and use of radio and TV in
publicizing trends toward increased
interest in balloting.
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We don't think you have, or ever will. You buy one
show, one spot to reach the most audience possible at the
lowest cost. In Washington the one station that delivers
more audience for more advertisers is WNBW.
WNBW

leads in individually-rated quarter hours, highest-rated local shows, highest-rated network shows,

Dyal Furniture Sales

highest-rated news shows — and highest-rated advertiser
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acceptance.
We don't have the highest cumulative rating — but have
you ever been able to buy a cumulative rating?
Ask NBC Spot Sales to show you the latest ARB survey.
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George,

it's-

REPRESENTING
TELEVISION
STATIONS:
George

Here's an F&P Colonel who. before joining us, had spent most of his business
life on your side of the desk. Starting
'way back in high school, George Stanton
worked during the summers for J.Walter
Thompson. After college, he stuck to
the agency side of advertising, where he
rolled up 15 valuable years of experience with two big national firms. Then,
having acquired an excellent knowledge
of all kinds of media, George found it
easy to buy the idea of going into national spot television as a lifetime career.

DAVENPORT
WHO-WOC) WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co. —

F. Stanton!

FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

Today George Stanton is our Midwest
TV Sales Manager, one of the 75 good
men (and women) who staff our seven
offices, and who keep proving and reproving the magic of the F&P formula
we developed back in 1932, and have
"lived by" ever since . . . good stations
+ good men == good service.
Today more than ever we are convinced

LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)

that this "philosophy of fundamentals"
is the most important thing we have to
offer you, here in this pioneer group
of station representatives.

SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV
(THE CHRONICLE)

Peters,

ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST- DISPATCH)

*Primary NBC Affiliates

inc.

Pioneer Radio and Television Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW

YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

ATLANTA

FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD

SAN FRANCISCO

.tional Press Bldg.
ishington 4, D. C.
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FCC
TV

POWER

Issues

Authorizations

BOOSTS

Island, WTVR (TV) Richmond,
A LOT of people are going to see San Diego, WAGA-TV Atlanta,
WSYR-TV Syracuse, WWJ-TV
better TV pictures than ever be- WHAS-TV Louisville, WNBK
fore.
(TV) Cleveland, KNBH (TV) Los
Detroit, WBRC-TV Birmingham,
That will be the first result of Angeles, WGAL-TV Lancaster,
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, WCPOTV Cincinnati.
FCC's grants last week of the in- WKY-TV Oklahoma City, WNBFitial batch of requests to use full TV Binghamton, WHBF-TV Rock
The TV freeze isn't going to be
transmitter powers. Permission to
use full 5 kw power (or 500 w in
case of community stations) was
Grants, Applications for Power Increases
given by the Commission in its FOLLOWING TV stations were
and coverage areas
ingly:
correspondJuly 26 "Fifth Report and Order,"
granted special temporary authoriPresent Effected
which cracked the three-year-old
zations by FCC last week to inTrans. Radiated
TV freeze [Broadcasting • Telecrease their visual transmitter powStation & City Output (kw) Power (kw)
casting, July 30].
(Est.)
From To 18.3
ers to full 5 kw output, increasing
WNBT(TV) New York 1.42
On other allocation fronts, FCC
their respective effective radiated
21.8
WCBS-TV New York 1.875
36.5
13.7
Chairman Wayne Coy revised his powers and coverage areas cor4.42
3.69
WNBQ
Chicago 2.3
23.25
WENR-TV(TV)Chicago
5.2
25.0
28.28
optimistic prediction that the freeze
11.0
respondigly:
WBKB (TV) Chicago
25.2
Present Effective
would be thawed by September,
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo 2.55
15.7
Trans. Radiated
16.5
WJAC-TV Johnstown 3.5
made July 18 to Senate Interstate
6.5
9.3
30.79
Station & City Output (kw) From
PowerTo (kw)
WSAZ-TV Huntington 3.6
(Est.)
& Foreign Commerce Committee
12.8
KFMB-TV San Diego 3.5
24.1
20.0
WAVE-TV Louisville 1.37
7.0
WAGA-TV Atlanta 3.4
17.77
26.4
28.57
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
WOR-TV New York 2.04
17.86
22.0
9.0
18.3
0.89
9.6
50.0
15.0
July 23]. And, the FCC staff was
WJZ-TV New York 0.815
WHAS-TV
Louisville*
3.0
18.5
26.3
WNBK(TV)
Cleveland
1.0
4.2
WPIX(TV)
New
York
3.5
KNBH(TV) Los
25.25
planning to issue last Friday a WDEL-TV Wilmington 0.296
9.3
0.476 27.3
City
2.97
15.0
15.1
KRLD-TV Dallas 2.76
Angeles Los
KTSL(TV)
clarification of its "paper" hearing
1.0
KMTV(TV) Omaha 3.53
11.7
procedures [Broadcasting • Tele25.0
16.5
11.2
Angeles
WGN-TV Chicago 1.93
29.0
14.4
0.885
WGAL-TV
22.0
casting, July 30], which has
WSM-TV Nashville 3.02
0.245
23.8
WHAM-TV Rochester 3.42
16.7
WKY-TV Oklahoma 1.1
proved vexatious to many attor24.85
15.0
27.0
WHEN(TV) Syracuse 2.78
12.1
neys and engineers concerned with
12.0
13.0
WKTV(TV)
Utica*
2.25
WNBF-TV
Lancaster**
3.85
25.6
WXEL(TV) Cleveland 4.1
21.0
protecting their clients.
23.3
16.7
2.5
Binghamton
24.0
WTVN(TV)
ColumWHBF-TV
Rock
Island
2.36
First higher power grants were
3.53
11.0
bus, Ohio 1.52
6.0 19.7
17.2
12.16
WTVR(TV)
Richmond
*WKTV(TV) granted only 4.3 transmitter
made Thursday to WJZ-TV WORWSYR-TV Syracuse 4.45
23.0
16.5
3.35
WWJ-TV Detroit
20.45
25.84
13.7
TV WPIX (TV) New York, WGN0.44
power.
2.2
WTVJ(TV) Miami
12.2
TV Chicago, KRLD-TV Dallas,
WBRC-TV
FOLLOWING TV stations have apBirmingham
4.06
15.02
KMTV (TV) Omaha, WHEN
28.2
plied
for
special
temporary
authorWFBM-TV
0.3
Indianapolis
4.58
'TV) Syracuse, WHAM-TV Roch30.8
ity by FCC to increase their trans21.0
24.0
WCPO-TV Cincinnati 4.4
ester, N. Y., WAVE-TV Louisville,
3.33
mitter
output
powers
to
full
5
kw
2.0
WSM-TV Nashville.
values. These are all requests on
(TV) Erie*
WICU
Four More Granted Friday
file since July 26 when FCC an*WHAS-TV
will** not increase transmitter outfull to5 kw
permitted,
still
nounced itwould permit full visual
Second batch of grants, issued
limitsput toERP
50 kw
with 500since
ft. FCC
antenna.
transmitter powers. When granted,
Friday, included: WDEL-TV Wil**WGAL-TV is requesting increase for aural
transmitter only; visual ERP already 1.0 kw.
mington, Del., WXEL (TV) Cleveincreases will boost stations' re***WICU(TV)
spective effective radiated powers
mitter power.is asking for only 500 w transland, WKTV (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, WKTV (TV) Utica.
Since most stations were running their transmitters at less
than the rated power, increases
granted will measurably hike each
ONS
TA
CI
PT
THE
SENATE
last week
prepared to
put to
a voteTI
the long-pending
NTEM
station's effective radiated power.
CO
This will be substantial in most
motion by Sen. Harry P. Cain (D-Wash.) that it "reconsider" contempt
cases. Stronger signals not only
citations requested by its crime investigating committee against two TVwill increase the service areas of recalcitrant witnesses.
stations, but more importantly
to "shut off" TV by training the
The move came after Sen. Cain
took the floor to refute what he cameras only on committee memrhey will "lock-in" TV sets that up
to then were getting fringe recepbers. This was done but the witbelieved were apparent implications
tion. This is due to the fact that
nesses still refused to talk, demandin an article (July 1) by syndicated
the signal being received at the columnist Robert S. Allen that he
ing that "all apparatus" be shut
set will be of higher intensity than
off [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
was holding up contempt citations
before.
April
2].
against Morris Kleinman and Louis
In addition to the 1 5 requests for
In explaining the motive for askRothkopf, both of Cleveland.
higher powers filed with the FCC
ing reconsideration of the citations
These men appeared before the
July 28-29, the following stations
which were voted by the crime comSenate
Crime
Investigating
Comiiave also requested the same auSen. Cain last Monday
mittee last March, refusing to referred mittee,
thority :
to a letter, which he said
testify because of the presence of was being sent to constituents who
WNBT (TV) and WCBS-TV
television and also radio in the had objected to his stand after
New York, WNBQ (TV) and
hearing room. They also balked
WENR-TV Chicago, WKZO-TV
reading
Mr. Allen's column. Sen.
Cain wrote:
when the committee chairman,
Kalamazoo, WJAC-TV Johnstown,
vVSAZ-TV Huntington, KFMB-TV
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), offered
My stand on the contempt citations
Telecasting • BROADCASTING

ended by September, Chairman Coy
wrote Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DCol.) Julywill25,runbecause
"paper"
hearings
through
Nov.
26, after which the Commission
must study the record and write
its final report and order.
"The time required in this connection [study of the record and
writing of the final report and
order]," Chairman Coy said, "will
be kept to a minimum in view of
the fact that we can begin preliminary analysis and evaluation
of data when the first group of
comments
filed."
Industry isrepresentatives
agreed
to dates for the proceedings at a
July 20 pre-hearing conference,
Coy emphasized, and there was a
"clear indication . . . that the parties to the proceedings were in
general unprepared to proceed
Possibility that there might be
some oral arguments required to
be heard after Nov. 26 was also
faster."
mentioned
by Chairman Coy in his
letter.
Flood of requests for clarification of its written hearing procedures plagued the FCC staff all
last week. Major uncertainties
seem to be: (1) When to file affirmative statements and when to
file rebuttals to opponent's statements and (2) how much to file
in the DuMont hearings due Aug.
27 and how much to file when individual city cases come up again
under the geographical groupings.

Seng*e May Vo*
is prompted solely by the fact that I
believe every man, however guilty he
may be, and regardless of the crime of
which he is accused, has a fundamental
right as a anfairAmerican
to come to jury.
trial
before
and unprejudiced
... I moved for reconsideration . . .
on the ground no proceedings ought to
be taken for refusal to testify before
a battery of television cameras until
the issue of self-incrimination and
self-protection has been decided by the
courts.
In his column, Mr. Allen had
alleged: "Inside fact is that certain
top TV officials have secretly urged
a number of prominent Senators,
including members of the crime
committee, not to force a court
test of television's rights to broadcast proceedings without approval
of Questioned
participants."by Broadcasting •
(Continued on page 93)
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MERRY-GO-ROUND'
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THE SUCCESS ureof two Cincinnati furnit
store entrepreneurs in television came
about quite inadvertently — of all
things, through production difficulties which fouled up their first
commercial.
This is not recommended as general practice to stations, but in the
case of the Royal Furniture Co., of
Cincinnati, the advertising message
literally stumbled across the orthicons. Fortuitously, the sponsor
requested and received a repeat on
the commercials — and became enamored of television from there
on.
The incident took place in 1949
when Graybar Electric Co., appliance distributor, bought a show developed by Wilfred Guenther, president of Guenther, Brown & Berne
Inc., Cincinnati agency. Participating spots also were sold to Royal
on the program, which featured
wrestling from the studios of
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.

Hi Kirschner, a partner in Royal
along with Albert Levine, was
quick to notify the agency of the
opening night production snafu,
even though the firm had actually
sold a set while the show was in
progress. Mr. Kirschner also asked
the agency to represent Royal.
Subsequent developments brought
the furniture store a popular series
called Midday Merry-Go-Round,
which has mushroomed appliance
sales phenomenally, and another
glowing testimonial for daytime
television.
Royal bought the hillbilly show
on WCPO-TV six days a week,
one-half hour daily, for roughly
$330 per week in cooperation with
Speed Queen Washer, Philco refrigerators and Raytheon television. During an approximate 12month period, Royal reported, sales
of washers, refrigerators and TV
sets maintained a high level.
Analyzing the success of the
promotion, Guenther, Brown &

Men behind the TV success of Royal Furniture Co. gather around a
couple of inanimate objects — two of the -prizes offered on Midday MerryGo-Round. L to r: David Brown, vice president of Guenther, Brown &
Berne; Jerry Cohen, Automatic Appliances & Furniture Co.; Mr. Levine;
Big Jim; and Mr. Kirschner.

Berne Inc. noted that "several lessons" could be learned. The agency
put it this way:
"Perhaps the most important
point is definite proof that daytime
TV is successful and does pay off.
Not all daytime TV, of course. But
certainly what has been done once
may be done again many times
. . . Daytime TV is a paying medium if it is handled right.
"Secondly . . . some hillbilly programs have a wide latitude of appeal to viewers other than hillbillies; and hillbilly shows, if handled right, generate a sense of
loyalty in viewers that is comparable to the old time 'station
loyalty' in AM radio."
What is the basis of this promotional success?
The agency used actual merchandise on the show, mounting prizes
on large cardboard placards, and
such giveaway gimmicks as boxes
of soap flakes, an ironing board,
rinsing tubs, etc.
Later, in January 195], the format was switched with ac.;ition o2
two contests staged at the inquest
of the agency. First was a "Namethe-Hound Dog-Contest," seeking
a name for a beagle pup. Prizes
ranged from a Philco refrigerator
(with the pup thrown in) to hand
irons and floor stand ash trays.
Merchandise credits also were included.
Contest Draws
11,000 Entries
The contest cost only $420 weekly
but drew in some 11,000 entries
from 70 counties in the fertile
Ohio Valley market. Total of 78.3%
of the entries flowed in from the
Greater Cincinnati area.
The second promotion was a
hillbilly amateur contest, the winner walking off with a Philco table
model TV set after a five-week
runoff. The contest pulled 6,000
votes from three states. Both efforts helped allay the traditional
post-Christmas buying slump.
And they served to prove that

i miill
merchandising is a valuable asset ( ii
is
in any TV venture. One part of
the Royal merchandising plan entails use of life-size cutouts of Big
Jim Stacy, Midday m.c. According
to the board
agency,
Stacy's
cardcounterpartMr.helped
to pull
in
customers who had seen him often
on television.
At present Royal Furniture Co. i -i
sponsors Midday Merry-Go-Round
Monday through Friday, 12:15 to
12:30 p.m.
No Drop in Sales
After Time Cut
This may come as a sort of balm
to rate-cut advocates, but Messrs.
Kirschner and Levine curtailed
their sponsorship from 30 to 15
minutes daily and dropped a Sunday 45-minute segment, 10:30-11:15
a.m. with the advent of a new rate
card at WCPO-TV. There is no
report that the sale of washers,
refrigerators or television receivers
has fallen off, however, in what
must
regardedAndas the
radio's
prime still
time bedomain.
cost
of 75 minutes per week is a mere
$400-plus per week on merchandise
that virtually sells itself — with the
aid, of course,
onstrable assets.of television's demAs to viewer loyalty, Mr. Kirschner aptly illustrates this with the
anecdote about the woman who
telephoned from a small town for
a Philco refrigerator she saw on
Midday. Mr. Kirschner assured
the prospect that the product was
available and supplied directions
for getting to his store.
The feminine viewer didn't think
the trip was necessary, however,
and added: "If Big Jim Stacy
says it's a good refrigerator, send

The life-size Big Jim placard is
so torealistic
that Mr. Levine, a
it
me!"
Royal partner, once brushed
against it in a store and emitted
an absent-minded "pardon me."
Telecasting
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Theatre
T&T

Groups

Observe

ALLOCATIONS

IEGOTIATIONS for the fourth quarter allocation of AT&T's intercity fight on June 15 and with an interconnecting network of 11 theatres
,ideo transmission facilities among the four TV networks have comlenced and are continuing in accordance with the schedule devised a in eight cities for the succeeding
fights whose telecast rights were
ear ago. First meeting was held July 24; next is scheduled for midsecured exclusively for theatre
' ugust and the final session for *
ept. 10 (21 days before the end cannot expect to share in the full showings on June 27 and July 12.
Presumably the phone company
allocations with the fulltime users.
f the quarter).
will
be able to do as well or better
Although representatives of two
The AT&T representative pointthis fall if the theatre-TV people
ed out that the Bell System had
leatre television groups — United
aramount Theatres and Theatre
order special hookups for Saturday
been able to supply the theatre-TV
elevision Network — sat in on the interests with a six-city nine-theafternoon telecasts of college footlitial session, an AT&T spokesman
atre hookup for the Louis-Savold
ball games not available for broadiade it plain that they were there
cast for home reception under the
b observers only. If any theatre
restrictions set for this season by
roup was asking for fulltime use
the National Collegiate Athletic
Theatre TV Inquiry
f intercity facilities, its request
Assn. [Broadcasting • TelecastFCC
POSTPONED
theatre
ing, July 30].
ould be considered along with
TV
hearings
last
week
from
iose of the TV networks, he exUnless the theatres make teleSept. 17 to Nov. 26, presumlained, and if there was any convision aregular pai't of their daily
ably because of conflict of
ict the theatre group would reprogramming, however, so that
the
earlier
date
with
TV
aljive equal consideration with the
they would want fulltime use of
location proceedings which
■lecasters in its resolution. For
run
through
Nov.
26.
Time
the
Bell System's intercity faciline present, however, there has
ties for TV program transmission
for filing comments also was
een no request for theatre TV
by coaxial cable or radio relay, they
extended from Aug. 15 to
ookups on anything but an occawill have no part in the allocation
Oct. 26. Theater TV hearing
>.m ional basis and occasional users
of these facilities among the TV
is for the purpose of allomi
networks. That the theatres will
cating frequencies, establishn ■:■
go into television on such a scale
ing rules and standards for a
is
considered unlikely, for the presproposed TV service to moBELL UHF BID
ent at least. Leonard Goldenson,
tion
picture
theatres.
Plan
x:- 4sks Engineering Conference
president of UPT, at the stockholdhas
the
support
of
motion
tola
ers meeting on July 27 which appicture exhibitor organizaufta ELL TELEPHONE Labs last
proved the merger of this company
tions and Hollywood produc•eek renewed its bid for UHF
ers.
with ABC [Broadcasting • Telepectrum space to develop its procasting, July 30], stated definitely
ceed broad band multi-channel
, 1: adiotelephone mobile common car'ier
timeservices
on a
haredservice,
basis but
with this
other
eographically.
Less Thqn
Fortnight ago the Bell Labs proCHARGES
CABLE
osal for re-assignment of the 47043 Cities
TV NETWORK facilities costs—
(Including Los Angeles, San Francisco
AT&T charges for transmitting
fbala iO0 mc portion of television's UHF
and Salt Lake City)
•pectrum to common carrier use sight-and-sound programs from one
as turned down by the Commission
A. As above
$9,762.00
city
to
another
around
the
interil li n the grounds that TV needed
B. Time charges for 43 cities
connected circuit by coaxial cable
he extra channels in order to fully or radio relay — amount to less than
Cost to sponsor (A plus $17,029.00
B)
:evelop a "truly competitive" na- 2% of the total bill paid by the
:■ ional system [Broadcasting
$26,791.00
sponsor of a typical half-hour net>I3 M Telecasting, July 16].
C. Charges of Bell System for 43-stawork TV show, according to an
tion
network
hookup
$608.45
Bell Labs now is particularly in- analysis prepared by Bell System
($14.15
per
station)
;erested in the 400-470 mc portion
Long Lines statisticians.
;f the spectrum, but has suggested
Percent of sponsor's cost (total
Even the addition of Los Anprogram charges) which is received
'CC call an engineering conference
geles, San Francisco and Salt Lake
it n the subject which also would
City to the interconnected city by Bell System for use of network
K iclude consideration of ways to group would not appreciably in- facilities . . . 2.274% or 2%%.
lore fully utilize the frequencies
crease the proportion of total costs
Half Sponsor's Cost
! t'tween 216 mc and 470 mc.
applicable to connection charges,
The approximately 2% figure for
The Bell Labs petition asked for which would then be slightly over
connective
costs is less than half
30 mc band which it would use 2% instead of slightly less. AT&T
.. ully in the seven top cities, use breakdowns analyze the costs of the sum (5%) which AT&T figured was the percentage of total
uly two-thirds in 22 other major
video advertising as follows :
sponsorship
costs allocable to Bell
u Jrities and only one-half in most
Estimated Charges for Live
System network facilities a year
Half-Hour
Network
TV
Show
..'ji.ther
areas.
fould be
sharedThewithunused
other channels
services,
ago [Broadcasting • Telecast40 Cities
a- at t was indicated.
ing, Aug. 7, 1950]. At that time,
A.
Charges
for
production,
talent,
calculated that a half-hour
The Bell Labs petition noted the
studios, agency commission for AT&T
TV network program would cost
requency-saving methods suggesttypical 30-minute drama
about 10 cents a mile to transmit,
(1 to the Joint Technical Advisory
B. Class A time charges of major
including all charges for station
$9,762.00*
'ommittee for study a fortnight
networks for 40-station hookup
for connections, switching and local
fttin igo also would be proper subject
30 minutes (approximate)
channels as well as the intercity
flits natter for the suggested engineertransmission of both video and auCost to sponsor (A plus B)
r.g conference [Broadcasting •
dio signals — the former based on a
Telecasting, July 30].
,694.00**
$15$25,456.00
ir,^ Meanwhile, John V. L. Hogan,
C. Charges of Bell System for 40 sta- fee of $35 a mile a month for eighttion network hookup $452.00 hour daily service, the latter on a
lead of Hogan Labs Inc. and past
(Based
on Com'l Dept. estimate of rate of $6 a mile a month.
*
di
TAC
chairman,
advised
FCC
the
ar
it
$11.30
per
station)
Analyzed another way, the TV
Vlvisory group will consider the
Percent of sponsor's cost (total pro- transmission charges in the sumtudy projects suggested by FCC at
gram charges) which is received by
mer of 1950 were found to amount
TAC's next meeting. No date was
Bell System for use of network
rven.
facilities . . . 1.776% or 1%%.
to roughly $10 a station for a halffelecasting
•
BROADCASTING
TIN'6

WBAP-TV Fort Worth moved a step
nearer to network telecasting with
the installation July 14 of a 200-ft.
portable microwave test tower. AT&T
Engineer A. T. Chinn is shown making a last-minute check. Readings
obtained by AT&T will determine
height, size and design of a permanent tower for WBAP-TV's network
link. WBAP-TV plans a $250,000
Fort Worth terminus of the transcontinental AT&T network.
that his company views theatre
television as a special event extra,
to be used only a dozen or 18 times
a year and certainly not as an
integral part of the daily programming of UPT theatres.

2% of Pr°grqm Bi|1
hour program, for the 28-city hookup then prevailing. Expansion of
this TV network to 41 cities would,
it was estimated, raise this cost to
$11 per station for the half-hour
transmission. Today, with the basic
charges at the same rate ($35 a
mile a month for video, $6 for audio), the average cost for the same
half-hour transmission is figured
at $11.30
per station
a 40-station network
and atfor$14.15
per
station for the projected 43-city
hookup, as follows:
Bell System
Television
Service
Charges Network
Based on two hypothetical networks of differing size. Charges for
both video and associated audio channels included. All charges assume:
(A) 8 consecutive hours per day
fect,
monthly service.
(B) 1 station per city, using highest local channel charge now in eftimes.
(C) New York transmitting at all
1. Network connecting the 40 cities
now
served
facilities
: by existing Bell System
A. The average charge per station,
per half hour would be . $11.30
B. The average charge per network
mile, per half hour would be
2. Network to service 43 cities (above
plus Lake
Los Angeles,
San Francisco, and
Salt
City):
$.103
A. The average charge per station,
per half hour would be . $14.15
B. The average charge per network
mile, per half hour would be
$.099.
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S
TROUBLESOME,
butO
not'
dangerCHICAG
ous, is the feeling at the FCC and
among Washington radio attorneys
concerning the request of Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago radio-TV
manufacturer, for a ruling on the
relationship between its Channel 2
Chicago TV application and the
FCC proposal to change Balaban
& Katz TV station WBKB (TV)
from Channel 4 to Channel 2 as
part of the allocations proceedings.
Zenith request, filed last week,
clearly raises this fundamental issue, in opinion of informed observers :
Will the FCC continue to group
all applicants for each city on a
competitive basis, or will it return
to the AM practice where only
those applicants in conflict with
each other on specific frequencies
are put into hearing?
Similar question, not as clearcut,
was raised in a comment filed by
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., applicant
for Channel 8 in that city. Commission proposes to change existing
TV station WGAL-TV there from
Channel 4 to Channel 8. WLAN
asked for a hearing before the FCC
finalizes new rules.
Zenith petition asks that FCC
tell it what rights it has in Chicago's Channelcalls
2. The
radio-TVto
manufacturer
attention

the fact that it has operated an
experimental TV station on Channel 2 since 1938, that it was granted
GE

LAMP
TO BBDO
Switches From Y&R
THE GENERAL Electric Lamp
Div., which sponsors the Fred Waring Show on CBS-TV, said to be
about $1% million in billing,
switches from Young & Rubicam,
New York, to BBDO effective with
the return of the program in the
fall.
This marks the loss of the second major TV advertiser for Y&R
within the month. Packard cars,
which had been sponsoring the Don
Ameche Show on ABC-TV, resigned its affiliation with the agency to move to Maxon Inc. effective
in December.
Y&R will retain the GE Appliance Div. Latter product will sponsor the Bill Goodwin Show, Tuesday and Thursday, 3:30-4 p.m., on
NBC-TV, and the first quarterhour of the Garry Moore daytime
show, five times weekly on CBS-TV
effective Sept. 17.
The GE Lamp Div. is returning
to BBDO for the first time since
1948, when it had moved over to
Y&R. Reason for the return is
understood to be a part of the advertiser's unhappiness with the
summer replacement, GE Guest
House, which had premiered with
Oscar Levant and after one performance hired Durwood Kirby to
m.c. the panel-type summer show.
PaRc 62 • August 6, 1951

2
aC
CPH
forAthat
wavelength
EL in 1941
NN
and again in 1946. After dropping the CP in 1947 — at the time
when most TV applicants were
holding off, pending outcome of the
first CBS petition for color — Zenith says it refiled in 1948. It also
calls attention to the April 1950
grant for an experimental TV
outlet on Channel 2 to test its
Phonevision system of subscription
TV.
Zenith claims WBKB does not
have any rights to Channel 2.
"If the demands of a national
allocation system appear to dictate the withdrawal of Channel 4
from Chicago, then any injury to
be caused by such withdrawal
should be borne by those on whom
it happens to fall and not transments. ferred to others," Zenith com-

WBKB has no intention of operating on Channel 2, Zenith avers,
pointing to the proposed sale of
those facilities to CBS — if, and
when merger of ABC and United
Paramount Theatres Inc. (owner

KB
Vs isWB
ZM & Katz)
of Balaban
approved
by FCC.
Questions raised by Zenith are
primarily :
6 Do forthcoming allocation
proceedings involve assignments
of frequencies to stations as well
as allocations to cities? Where reassignments of existing stations
are necessary to effectuate the proposed nation-wide allocations, most
observers presume the answer will
be yes.
® What will be FCC policy on
applicants who specify frequencies? Heretofore, when there have
been more applicants than available channels in a particular city,
the FCC has lumped them all into
a single hearing. There is, however, some feeling among radio attorneys, and also in the FCC that
the Commission should revert to
its AM practice — where only those
applicants who are in competition
for the same frequencies are placed
in hearing. Applicants applying
for frequencies not requested by
others get grants without hearing
— provided they meet the usual

Matamoros
MEXICAN

TV

Outlet

First

Step in Expansion
NEXT STEP, after completion of th e new Matamoros, Mexico, TV station in September, will be the eonstr uction of a high-powered TV relay
station atop famed Mt. Popocatepetl , about 50 mlies from Mexico City.
TV coverage will begin in earnest,
After that, expansion of Mexico's
Romulo O'Farrill Jr., whose family
★
an
interconnected, network basis,
operates a chain of radio stations
Mr. O'Farrill said.
and newspapers in that country,
Reports that Mexican interests
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
plan a chain of TV stations along
last week.
The O'Farrill family
the Rio Grande River to be prois a major stockholder in the new
grammed heavily in English — thus
Matamoros station, and also opetaking advantage of the U. S.
rates XHTV on Channel 4 in Mexico
freeze on TV construction [Closed
City — first TV station in that counCircuit, July 2] — are exaggerated
try. It began operation in August
Mr. O'Farrill declared.
1950.
"We do intend to build TV staThe Matamoros station is across
tions in the larger Mexican cities
the border at Brownsville, Tex.
About 757c of its programming will along the border," he said, "but it
be in English, through extensive • is not because of the freeze. We
use of U. S. motion pictures and would do so anyway, without regard
to your situation.
kinescope recordings. All films
"As far as the use of English is
will have Spanish subtitles for the
concerned, all our stations will be
Latin Americans in this rapidly
growing cotton area, according to using your language extensively,
since we will use your films and
Mr. O'Farrill.
kines
to a great
extent."Mexico City
Daily 10-Hour Schedule
In addition
to XHTV
Within 90 days after the station
also has XEW-TV on Channel 2,
is on the air, Mr. O'Farrill pledged,
owned by radio and movie magnate
it will be telecasting 10 hours a day. Emilio Azcarraga. These are the
Monte Kleban, formerly of WOAI
only stations now operating in
San Antonio, will be manager of Mexico. Mr. Azcarraga hag a CP
the new TV station.
for another TV outlet in Mexico
Station will be powered with a City on Channel 9 as an adjunct to
500 w RCA transmitter on Channel
his AM station XEQ.
7. Its call letters will be XELDTV.
Duram to Hooper
The TV relay on Mt. Popocatepetl, due to be completed in 12 GEORGE T. DURAM, until remonths, is planned as a mother
cently media director for Lever
station for a chain of microwave
Bros. Co., has joined C. E. Hooper
Inc. as account executive, serving
relays to other cities in Mexico.
Technical and economic study of the advertisers on city-by-city Hooppotentials for other TV stations in eratings and TV-Home HooperatMexico is now underway, Mr. ings. Before joining Lever Bros.,
O'Farrill disclosed. The relays will Mr. Duram had been media direcpermit the establishment of TV stator of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
tions in other Mexican cities on and of H. W. Kastor & Sons.

qualifications [See editorial "Cutting TV Corners,"
• Telecasting,
July Broadcasting
30].
Possible solution, if FCC decides
against Zenith contentions, mav
be:
# Applicant may be permitted
to apply for any available channel,
thus compete with all other applicants for all available wavelengths
in the same city, or . . .
% Applicant may apply only
for a specific channel. If that channel is already occupied by an existing grantee, then the FCC must
give the applicant a hearing under
the Ashbacker Supreme Court ruling, according to qualified observers. Same situation would ther
obtain, they say, as in the case oi
the Pearson-Allen bid for facilities
of WBAL Baltimore [Broadcast• Telecasting, July 23, 16
June ing25].
All TV licenses are renewec
yearly, and come up at the sam<
time in February of each year.
FCC's Third Notice of Furthei
Proposed Rule Making, issuec
March 22, 1951, lists 31 existing
TV stations, the frequencies o:
which the Commission proposes t<
change
• Tele
casting, [Broadcasting
March 26].
TUBE SALES
RTMA Reports 20%

Dro\

A 20% decline in TV picture tub
sales for the first six months o
1951, from a corresponding perio
for last year, was reported by Ra
dio-Television Mfrs. Assn. las
Wednesday.
Purchase of TV tubes by se
manufacturers was placed at 2,552
757 units for January-June 195
compared to 3,171,660 for the firs
six months of 1950. Sales valu
of purchases was estimated at $66
546,932. Cathode ray tube sale
for June amounted to $4,664,744.
The report also showed that 92'
of all tubes sold to set-makers dui
ing the recent six-month perio
were 16 inches or larger in siz< ]
with 86% rectangular in form.
COLORCASTS
CBS Gets 3 Dodgers Game]
PLANS for the first color telecast
of Major League baseball — thre
home games of the Brooklyn Dodi
ers — were announced last Friday
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS Tel
vision Division vice president ar
director of network programs, ai
Walter F. O'Malley, president <
the Brooklyn club, said arrang
ments had been made for CBS-T
to colorcast the Aug. 11 game wil
the Boston Braves, the Aug. <
game with the Chicago Cubs, ai!
the Sept. 8 game with the Ne
York Giants. All are af ternoi :
Henry S. White, color coordinat
for
the CBS Television networ
games.
negotiated
the plan with
ley. Announcers
for Mr.
the O'Mf
col
pickups
the Barber
Dodgers'andEbbe
Field willfrom
be Red
Co
nie Desmond.
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J Planned

by NARTB

TV Program

Unit

'SUPREME
URTCourt" to clarify and interpret
ESTABLISHMENT of aCO
"Supreme
TV program standards — as and when a code is adopted — is under
active consideration by NARTB's TV Program Standards Committee,
which met in Washington July 30.
Meeting was the first by the *
committee following a conclave of have its attention called. At the
TV operators in Washington June
same time, the committee would
interpret particular items in the
22 [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 25].
proposed
code on a "day-to-day"
The idea is to have the NARTB
basis. Fluidity of TV programming is given as the reason for
committee review programs submitted to it — or to which it would
requiring such a procedure, for
the time being at least.
Method of enforcing the proposed code is also on the agenda.
Some committee members favor use
PA. TV NETWORK
of a seal — similar to the insignia
Bill Pigeon-holed
used by the Motion Picture Assn.
of America on movie films. TV
THE Pennsylvania State Legislature last week pigeon-holed a pro- device would not entail the same
forced observance as is the case
posal to establish a statewide, noncommercial, educational television with MPAA production code regulations.
network after Pennsylvania commercial broadcasters entered vigorSurvey of viewers' evaluations
ous opposition to the measure.
of TV programs may also be conducted if NARTB can find the
Introduced by State Sens. John
Meade of Philadelphia and Joseph necessary funds and personnel. The
Barr of Pittsburgh, the bill had standards committee asked NARTB
passed one reading and was up for to look into possibilities of a continuing project, under supervision
a second when a Republican caucus
forced it to be recommitted to the of NARTB Research Director
Kenneth H. Baker.
Senate Appropriations Committee.
Next meeting of the full comObservers said it was unlikely
mittee, under the chairmanship
that the bill would emerge for re- of Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
consideration during this session New Orleans, is scheduled for Oct.
of the legislature.
2-3 in Washington. In the meanIn its original form, the bill
time, the following subcommittees
have been established to work on
called for a $2 million appropriation to build and operate a TV net- details of various facets of the
work, but the appropriation later code prior to the next meeting of
was cut to $100,000 with which the the full committee :
Dept. of Public Instruction was to
Committee 1, education and culture,
make a survey of technical requirements for such a project.
Practical broadcasters said that
the $2 million originally contemplated would not be anywhere near
'OPERATION Brings
SUNBURST'
52 New
the amount it would cost to erect
and operate a TV network. They
estimated $10 million would be a FIFTY-TWO new television sponsors were acquired by the three
more realistic figure.
television stations of Crosley
The bill was recommitted to comBroadcasting Corp. in the first four
mittee after the board of directors
of the Pennsylvania Assn. of weeks of a special summer sales
campaign called "Operation SunBroadcasters expressed opposition.
John S. Booth, general manager,
Robert E. Dunville, president of
WCHA Chambersburg, and presi- the
burst."
company which owns WLWT
dent of the broadcasters' associa(TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV)
tion, issued a public announcement
Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columsaying that the board, representing
bus, reported last week that there
some 100 radio and TV broadcasthad been an increase both in new
ers, felt the
proposal
had been "introduced
without consideration
of accounts and in net dollar billing
since the plan went into effect
the costs involved, nor of the full June
16.
ramifications of its terms."
"Operation Sunburst" includes a
"We are urging all broadcasters
to contact their Senators im- sales incentive plan for Crosley
salesmen and provides them with a
mediately," said Mr. Booth, "and
number of low-cost summer prourge that they use their influence
grams, some of which are sold on
to have the bill recommitted to
a participation basis to several
committee or that public hearings
sponsors and others available as
be held.
units
to a single advertiser. Sum"The board feels that the views
mer advertisers are offered a 40%
of experienced commercial broaddiscount on rates.
casters should be considered before
A total of $10,000 worth of prizes
anyMr.further
taken."
is being offered to salesmen in the
Boothsteps
saidarethat,
if asked,
campaign, which will continue to
he would be glad to appoint a comSept. 30. The winner will receive
mittee of "experienced broadcasteither a 1951 convertible or a West
ers" to work out a "feasible teleIndies cruise. Second place will revision program for the state."
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children's programs, program acceptability, decency and decorum — Davidson Taylor, NBC, chairman; James L.
Caddigan, DuMont; Clair R. McCollough, W GAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., and
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del.; Paul
Raibourn, Paramount KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles; Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia. Committee
1 will meet in New York Aug. 6.
Committee 2, news and public
events, religion, controversial issues,
community responsibility — Harold
Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth, chairman; Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta and WHIO-TV Dayton; Henry
W. Slavick, WMCT (TV) Memphis;
Mr. Swezey. Committee 2 will meet
in New Orleans Aug. 10.
Committee 3, advertising practices
—Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, chairman; Harry Bannister,
WWJ-TV Detroit; James D. Hanrahan, WEWS
Committee 3 will(TV)
meetCleveland.
in Milwaukee
Aug. 8.
Committee 4, standards observance
— Mr. Raibourn, chairman; Mr. Bannister and Mr. Thornburgh. Commit e 4will meet at date and place
to be announced.
All members of the full committee attended the July 30 meeting
except Mr. Hough and Mr. McCollough.
NARTB

Adds

TWO new television stations have
been accepted as members in
NARTB, it was revealed last week.
New members are KFMB-TV San
Diego, Calif., licensed to Jack Gross
Broadcasting Co., on Channel 8
(180-186 mc), and KING-TV
Seattle, licensed to KING Broadcasting Co., on Channel 5 (76-82
mc).
Additions
TV membership tobring
66. NARTB's

Sponsors to Crosley Stations

Car prize in the WLW
* * *

campaign.

ceive the winner's alternate prize.
Third place wins a Crosley TV receiver.

UP-FOX

NEWS
Launch New TV Service

ALTHOUGH no formal announcement has yet been made, the combined globe-circling forces of United Press and Fox Movietone News
are scheduled to launch their television news-film service on Oct. 1,
to be known as United-PressMovietone News.
Several stations have already
signed for the service, and others
are in the process of negotiation,
it was learned. A brochure describing the new service will be released
by United Press-Movietone News
early next week.
The service, which will be made
available to all television stations,
merges the reportorial and camera
staffs of the two organizations to
produce overall coverage of news
events by film and script, with
stood, will be the reporter-cameraemphasis on high-speed delivery.
Basis of operation, it was understood, will be the reporter-cameraman team covering news events as
they happen. UP newsrooms will
take the telephoned story and relay
it on a special teletype circuit to
the stations while Movietone film
laboratories, receiving the films! I
from motorcycle couriers, will! I
process, edit, print and air-express 1 1
them to the stations. Scripts will II
be up-dated and revised by UP II
wherever necessary.
The new service, it was learned,! I
plans to deliver 1,800 feet of film
per week, or 10-12 news stories! I
daily with sound in cases where] I
sound is necessary to the story,! I
(i.e. interviews, accidents, on-the-I I
spot reporting).
In all other instances, the local U
announcer, provided with the UP I
script timed to fit the film, plus the II
radio wire of UP which is alsoffl
included in the service, will air theiji
commentary and background.
With approximately 50 minutes jfiI
of film and script received from El
United Press-Movietone News, thel I
stations, adding local film and com-fi I
mentary, can carry two 15-minutefj I
news programs per day.
Also included in the service will ]^
be the full use of the 50 million 1 1
foot Movietone News film library, I
and station-subscribers will be able | |f.
to arrange for special coverage of I
any news event on a cost, inci- I
dental-fee basis.
questioned byLeroy
BroadcastingWhen
• Telecasting,
Keller,
general sales manager of UP, said
a formal announcement of the service will be forthcoming shortly.

A promotion brochure on "Operation inSunburst"
points outof that
increase
the number
TV the
set
owners in the areas of the three
Edward Bender
Crosley stations since present time
FUNERAL SERVICES were held
rates were fixed has more than off- Tuesday at Riverside Memorial
set the drop-off in summer viewing.
Chapel in New York for Edward
"Despite our discounts and loss Bender, 30, production director of
WINS New York, who died
of network revenue," said Mr. Dunville, "WLW-Television's gross bill- of a chronic stomach ailment at
ing [in June was] equal to May
Hyannis, Mass., while on vacation.
and exceeded February or March.
With WINS since July 1946, Mr.
Bender is survived by his widow, I
"We feel 'Operation Sunburst'
. . . has been responsible for the Beverly,
brothers. his parents and two I
favorable summertime situation."
Telecasting
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Sales history will be made in the morning— Just as another great star of radio
— Kate Smith — moved into NBC daytime television and moved mountains
of merchandise — so do we believe that Rudy Vallee will make sales history in
the 11 to 12 Noon period . . . No doubt about it, "The Rudy Vallee Show"
is one of the great opportunities to get a head-start in the race for television's
vast, responsive 'woman's market.' It will be available for a strictly limited
period of time. Call us immediately for details . . . Circle 7-8300.

NBC

TELEVISION

If you've ever been in Cincinnati, or if your client has a single dealer
there— then you know all about this lady's past. And you know, too, why
she is going National on NBC television this Fall ... for RUTH LYONS' program.
"Fifty Club," has been making history in that mature television
market for two years running:
Cincinnati sets-in-use during Ruth Lyons (12 to 1 P. M., Monday through
Friday) are the highest among all reported U. S. TV cities.
TV tune-ins jump nearly 100%* when Ruth Lyons goes on the air at noon.
Share of Audience— 68.2% Average*
Rating— 13.9 Average*
Better call us today for all the facts in the case—its low-cost features will
put a gleam in your eye.

The network where success is a habit
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

IPC

ASKS

SUPPORT

^IR TELEVISION Practices Committee last Friday urged AT&T to
ie under advisement the public interest factor when it studies requests
theatre interests for coaxial cable time.
In Washington, meanwhile, FTPC's representative there, Charles Allege, said the organization would *
licit "mass support" from labor who feel "strongly" about the prokanizations and veterans groups.
posed spectrum acquisition by
(Mr. Alldredge, who has handled
theatre and subscription TV operiblic relations for such officials ators.
I Vice President Alben Barkley
Jerome W. Marks, chairman of
FTPC, in a letter to C. F. Craig,
Id Interior Secretary Oscar Chaplin, told Broadcasting • Tele- president, AT&T, said that FTPC
jsTiNG last week that FTPC is understood "one or more groups
posed to both box-office or interested in box-office television
;atre television and to sub- has applied, or intends to do so,
Iription TV.
for a substantial portion of coaxial
jMr. Alldredge said FTPC has no cable time to transmit telecasts of
innections with radio-TV inter- sports events or theatrical entertainment to theatres in various
ps. "But we have no objection to
ifustry cooperation or its joining parts of the country."
He said that while FTPC did not
Jnds with us," he added.
■FTPC feels that box-office TV is want to "interfere" in AT&T busiI egal because it is commercial but
ness relationships, it wished to
■'ers no public service for its con- point out "deep public interest inBaiplated use of spectrum space
volved" in any allocation of coaxial
■sroadcasting
• Telecasting,
time "available for the transmission of television programs for the
■ ly 30].
■ Mr. Alldredge said the FTPC
general benefit of television set
las formed by some 15 New York
■wyers and a few labor leaders
owners."
Box-office TV operators, Mr.
GivenFilming
For Marx
■ABET
PERMISSION
ATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
HATIONAL
Ene-ineers and
ar Technicians last week
dered a stay of execution for NBC and Filmcraft Productions, Los
ngeles, with the announcement that it would permit the latter to fulfill
contract with NBC for filming of Groucho Marx's You Bet Your Life
mulcast at NBC with camera *
its member unions, IATSE and
ews of its own choice. The two;ar contract made last year has IBEW. It issued another booklet
1 more weeks to run. First film- to radio and television workers,
!g is scheduled for Aug. 10.
entitled "Democracy and One Big
Decision was made the week be- Union." Pamphlet compared setup of CIO and AFL attempts to
i j e when NABET said it would
Hit allow IATSE camera crews to show how in "one big union" such
as AFL workers with different
E used at NBC and ABC with
Hhom it has contracts because it problems support each other in a
common effort to secure rights.
■ ould create an "unsafe condition
l<r NABET men here" [BroadBusting • Telecasting, July 30].
■he unions are on a hostile basis.
Jj Situation originally arose when
B)hn Guedel Productions attempt|l to bring IATSE cameramen in
ABC Television Center, Hollyood, to film Life With Linkletter
tow, and was prevented from doig so by NABET. At same time
ABET issued warning to NBC
tat similar action would be taken
it attempted
to allow "enemy"
imermen
in.
Another NBC show affected by
le union's stand was the Walter
'Keefe Who Do You Want To Be?
rogram scheduled for filming at
etworks studios by Filmcraft.
In shifting its stand on the Marx
now, NABET made it clear that
_ s original decision against outside
lameramen coming into its juris■ notional sphere still stood and that
B would become effective on that
■ .now, too, after expiration of NBCBrilmcraft contract.
Meanwhile, the radio and television organizing committee of
he Los Angeles Central Labor
ouncil (AFL) continued its camiign against NABET on behalf of
elecasting

From

AT&T

Marks said, have been depriving
private owners of telesets an opportunity to view sports events,
and "it is the apparent intent of
these groups to contract for the
rights to telecast an increasing
number of such events for the sole
purpose of being able to charge
admission to such telecasts in thea"There is some indication that
the efforts of such sponsors may
result
in an illegal monopoly," Mr.
Marks
tres." asserted.
The FTPC president told AT&T
that the committee is not challenging the right of the firm to lease
wires and cables "for such purposes
where otherwise legal." But, he
said, there is large public interest
involved in coaxial cable time allocation.
Blocking factor to TV growth
has been "limited facilities of your
company for the transmission of
network programs," Mr. Marks
said, even though AT&T is making
great efforts to expand facilities.
However, Mr. Marks concluded,
when AT&T has facilities of ample
capacity to meet all demands upon
it the matter of public interest vs.
theatre TV "of course would not
Hit Immunity Abuses
ABUSE
apply." of Congressional immunity
by certain Senators and House
members was hit by the American
Civil Liberties Union last week,
which urged Congress itself to curb
"w i 1 d, unsubstantiated charges
against
and proposed
groups."
The Unionindividuals
did not favor
legal action to lessen Congressional
immunity, but supported "a forum
in which to rebut the charges" for
those attacked by "defamatory
statements" in Congress.

The 1951 Broadcasting •
Telecasting Marketbook is
making its way through the
presses as you read this announcement.
Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers will receive
this 200 -page section as
part of the August 20 issue.
Timed for peak Fall buying, the
'51 Marketbook gives you Spot
Rate finder, newest rate information, population shifts, countyby-county breakdowns, state
statistics, TV circulation, foreign
language stations — plus brand
new state and regional maps
especially
drawn for this edition.
And for better perspective,
our latest 25" x 35" threecolor radio-tv map will be
inserted in each Marketbook.
Increased publishing costs
limit press run of this 200page section. Copies automatically reserved for Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers.
If you are not a subscriber,
you may now start your own
subscription and receive the
big Marketbook as a bonus.
It's a $7.00 investment that
pays dividends every week.
Broadcasting • Telecasting
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
By all means, start my subscription
right
away and bewithsurethetoAugust
send the20
1951 Marketbook
issue.
Name
Company
City
Title
Street
Zone

WPIX (TV) New York, owned by the New York Daily News, has renewed its
contract with Free & Peters Inc., for national sales representation. Making
it official are (I to r) I. E. (Chick) Showerman, F&P television sales manager;
John F. Noone, WPIX sales director; G. Bennett Larson, WPIX vice president
and general manager, and Lloyd Griffin, F&P vice president in charge of sales.

• BROADCASTING

State
□ $7 Encl □ Bill me

'51 Marketbook Special
(* For your Information)
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FCC
NTSC

To View

Tests

COLOR

Aug. 6-9
OFFICIAL LOOK at National Television System Committee's compatible color TV system will take place for the first time when a group
of FCC technical staff members view demonstrations Aug. 6-9.
Until now, the FCC, officially, has not seen the all-industry refinements of the original RCA dot seRCA in Princeton, N. J., Aug. 8;
quential system, which the Commission turned down in favor of Philco, in Morrisville, Pa., Aug. 9.
The demonstrations will be each
CBS's field sequential system Oct.
company's
in prac11, 1950 [Broadcasting • Teletice of how interpretation
the recommendations
of
casting, Oct. 16, 1950] and which
the Supreme Court upheld May 28 the Ad Hoc Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4],
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 4].
should be carried out. Each comMembers of the FCC staff who
pany will show a number of variations in the kind of signals that
will attend the demonstrations are:
can be transmitted and also show
Edward W. Allen, chief engineer;
under actual transCurtis B. Plummer, Broadcast Bu- performance
mission conditions.
reau chief; Edward W. Chapin,
Laboratory Div. chief; William C.
Boese, acting Technical Research
BIG SCREEN
TV
Div. chief.
They will visit General Electric
Expansion Seen in 1952
Co. in Syracuse, Aug. 6; Hazeltine
MOTION picture theatres with
Labs in Little Neck, N. Y., Aug. 7; total
seating capacity of 250,000
will be equipped with large-screen
television by this time next year,
NEGRO
COUNCIL
and that figure will be doubled by
end of 1952, John M. Sims, de"Amos 'n Andy' Cast Lauds
veloping engineer of General PreOUTGROWTH of the National
cision Labs, predicted last week.
Assn. for Advancement of Colored
Now on tour, holding theatre
television clinics with exhibitors in
People's protest against CBS-TV's
Blatz-sponsored Amos V Andy is key cities, Mr. Sims last Wednesthe formation of a coordinating
day told some 75 exhibitors in Los
council for Negro performers, anAngeles
that several in the Southnounced July 27. Purpose, officials
ern California area already have
said, is to promote better underordered Simplex theatre TV instanding, via "constructive" action,
stallations and others are negoon such issues as questionable taste
tiating for similar equipment.
in dramatizations of Negroes and
He revealed that at present
GPL and RCA have orders for indirect sponsors' and producers'
to
attention to the availability of Nestallation of theatre TV systems
gro performers.
in houses with a total seating caLester A. Walton, of Negro Acpacity of 500,000 but. these cannot be filled until the end of 1952.
tors Guild of America, is chairman
of the council.
Cost to the theatre of the GPL
Subsequent to announcement of television film system or Simplex
direct projection system, he said,
the coordinating council's formation, the all-Negro cast of the will be in neighborhood of $15,000.
Amos V Andy CBS-TV program
Complete price list is to be ansent the following wire to the new
nounced in two weeks after he comgroup :
pletes his tour.
Heartiest congratulations on the
Mr. Sims told theatre owners
formation of the coordinating council
and exhibitors the coaxial cable
for Negro performers, which at last is will be completely linked with the
West Coast before the World Segiving us, the Negro actors and acries.
tresses of America, some understanding spokesmen who can protect and
extend the gains we have made in
recent years.
'Sohio Reporter' on TV
Currently we are all employed on
WARREN GUTHRIE's The Sohia
the "Amos V Andy" television show.
This show is giving Negro actors and Reporter is now being telecast to
WLWC (TV) Columbus, WLWT
actresses the greatest opportunities
we have had in modern history. Yet
(TV) Cincinnati,
WLWD
(TV)
this opportunity is being threatened
by ill-informed people of our own race
Dayton
and
who have irresponsibly threatened to
WSPD - TV Toboycott products of our sponsor
ledo, as well as
W X E L (T V )
[Blatz beer] and have unfairly characterized this show, its producers and
Cleveland where
ourselves. We strongly urge you to
the newscast
take immediate action to see that the
originates. Dr.
"Amos 'n' Andy" show and the great
Guthrie, a proopportunity which it has given performers of our race continues as a
fessor and chairpart of American entertainment.
man of the Dept.
of Speech at
Copies of the telegram were reWestern Reserve U. in Cleveland,
leased at a meeting of the council
last Thursday evening, when the has been in radio since 1930. During World War II he served as a
group passed a resolution expressing appreciation to CBS for its colieutenant commander in the Navy's
Air Combat Intelligence.
operation.
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WOAI-TV San Antonio's affiliation with the NBC-TV network has bee
renewed. At the contract signing (I to r): Carleton D. Smith, NBC vice pres
dent; Arden X. Pangborn, WOAI-TV general manager, and Hugh A. L. Half
president of Southland Industries Inc., WOAI-TV licensee.

CCIR

MEET

Agreement on 8.4 mc
Seen Possible

Widt

POSSIBILITY of arriving at a unanimous agreement on TV standarc
within the accommodation of an 8.4 mc channel width emerged during tl
recent sixth plenary session of the International Radio Consultath
Committee (CCIR), held in Geneva, Switzerland, from June 5 to July

*
Study Group
it AwasCCIRimpossible
to noted
arrive that
at ceivers
was stressed, with a vie
"unanimous
agreement"
on TV to providing a "worthwhile savin
touching on the 405-, of spectrum space," or at least
standards
525-,
625-, and 819-line systems of perceptible decrease in fading e:
various countries. It reported, how- fects.
ever, that it had discussed means The recording issue will I
of unifying the TV systems within broached again in future discu
the 8.4 mc width, though "specific sions in the United States. Bas
proposals" for number of lines had consensus is that an internation;
not been formulated.
agreement
would eliminate tl
The group recommended further need for direct relay transmission
study onzing the methods
"development
of
Standardi
of accui Anflf) OKI A P
rately and objectively assessing the LADUlt ullHu
quality of pictures given by the
RWG Quits TV Me«
TV systems." This recommendation 4T,t^ttxt^, ^-j.
uncons*lt"tlon?
adopted with certain reserva- ^AB^LJuN^ s *t
wasColor
Arneric
of TV
Author
also
the wegt
_ bv TV
, S. entered
, into
. .
grant
of jurisdiction
over
wri
the erg
and USSR
of theLeague
the U.
Rockies
tions
to Scre(
CCIR sessions. The group conceded Writers Guild [Broadcasting
that the three primary factors were TelecasTing, July 30], Radio Wri
picture quality cost of receivers erg Quild at a meeting last wef
and
"possibly
converters
and voted to withdraw from
bandwidth.
It urged further de- Teievision Conference unlessNation:
it w;
liberation to ascertain methods of agreed that RWG would represei
achieving the "best combination of TV writers employed by "trad
black-and-white and of color TV tional employers." Latter includ.
systems, from the viewpoint of networks,
advertising agencie
picture quality, programming costs sponsors and package producers.
and the„
cost of receivers or con- RWG
n„.„ also
. voted
, , to
, endorse
,
a p
Ver , er
Stition filed July 20 with the N;
Harmonic Radiations tional Labor Relations Board cal
. , the
, .month-ing for
election&g by TV writers i
Also entering into
int RWG
ba ini
long meetings were discussions m- in television.
volving harmonic radiations on TV
_ „ i
' ,
, .
stand that **
from transmitters. Gulld takes the with
broadcasting
whom
The CCIR task force also stressed same employers
the need for uniform recording deals for radio writers are no
standards looking toward the al- engaged in production and broa.
leviation
of crowded
spectrum casting of TV programs and m;
space.
terial. Further, its radio write:
Transmitting systems involving are also doing television writin
full carrier and two side-bands RWG also claims jurisdiction ovt
without modification of existing re- TV was originally granted it.
Telecasting
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According to the trade papers, there's a lot of film in telewhat

vision's future. As a matter of fact, there's a lot of film in

film

television right now. There's film for programs of every
description . . . for every audience group.
means
It makes good sense. Film assures uniform picture quality
which is so often lacking in kinescope recordings. It makes
to

good sense, too, to buy coverage for that film on a Spot basis.
For Spot rates are generally lower than network rates for
the same period — in some cases substantially lower. So, after

advertisers

paying for extra film prints and their distribution, you're
still ahead.

You use only the markets you want. There are no minimum
who

plan

station requirements. No "must" stations. With Spot program advertising your distribution and sales plans determine
your television coverage.

to

use
And you're a more profitable customer to the stations. Stations make more money when any time period is sold for a

television

Spot program rather than a network show. So they clear
time more readily . . . cooperate wholeheartedly.

These advantages of Spot program advertising — lower station rates . . . greater market choice and station cooperation
— these are television fact, not Hollywood fiction.

To find out what these advantages can mean to your television advertising plans, call in a Katz representative and get
the full story on Spot programs. You'll see that in television . . .
you can do better with Spot. Much better.

THE
NEW YORK

Telecasting

KATZ
• CHICAGO

• DETROIT

• BROADCASTING

AGENCY,
• LOS ANGELES

inc.

* SAN FRANCISCO

Station Representatives

• ATLANTA

• DALLAS

• KANSAS CITY
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She

keeps

up

with

the*

And women

keep up with her. For everything in the world

that interests women— homemaking,

art, science, music,

the stage, books, world affairs— interests Margaret Arlen.
She knows women

want more than just housekeeping news.

And she sees that they get much

more . . . from the people

who make the news. (During one typical TV week, for
example, her guests included such famous personalities as
Claire Luce, Quentin Reynolds, Sarah Churchill and
Admiral Ross T. Mclntyre.)
Makes it easy to see why New York women

pay such close

attention to whatever Margaret Arlen* says or does and why
she's a fair-haired favorite of the critics. Said Variety:
"She's entirely at ease in video ... at home and informal."
Billboard: "The decorative female commentator
a poise and know-how

displays

in front of a lens that many more

video-experienced performers might envy." Harriet
Van Home of the New York World Telegram and Sun :
"She's a gracious and intelligent lady. . .pretty, too."
If you want New York women

to keep up with you

(and keep asking for your product) get into the whirl with
Margaret Arlen. WCBS-TV
to show you how it's done.
*On the air Monday through Friday,
11:05-11:30 a.m.

WCBS-TV
Channel 2 • New York
Columbia Owned
Represented by Radio Sales

or Radio Sales will be glad

•V

>

Non-Owner
YESTERDAY

Made

telestatus
and

in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

....
are

IN A STUDY of non-TV owners
released last week, Advertest Research sought to answer two major
questions: To what extent and in
what manner are non-owners a
factor in today's TV audience?
Secondly, when and how can these
non-owners be expected to become
set owners ?
Sampling was made in the New
York City area where 1,350,000, or
36.1% of the households, do not
have telesets. The study determined that:
The average non-owner watches TV
1.5 days per week. Average daily
televiewing for non-owners is 11 minutes; average daily radio listening,
114 minutes. Average sponsor identification, by non-owners, for TV is
71%; for radio, 56%.
A third of all non-owners (450,000)
expect to buy a TV set within a year.
Purchase apparently will be based on
comparison and recommendation.
One-quarter have not purchased a
set because they could not afford it;
one-eighth because of lack of interest; one-fifth because they are waiting for improvements or color.
Changes Football Dress
For TV Screens
NEW

148,000
Sets in use

COLOR schemes will provide contrast in football uniforms
for the black-and-white TV audience viewing Southern California
area games this fall. Decision

by Advertest
(Report 175)

1

TODAY

Study

was made after tests on closed circuit were held.
Some 18 teams are slated for
the camera, posing the problem of
lack in contrast in jerseys, pants
and helmets between opposing
teams. Idea of distinguishing color
schemes was conceived by the
Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly
Hills, Calif., advertising agency
handling the football account for
H. Leslie Hoffman, president, Hoffman Radio Corp., the sponsor. Privately monitored tests were held
at KFI-TV Los Angeles.

Children's Shows
Increasing Ratings
DAYTIME TV shows of interest
to children showed a significant increase in the July 7-14 period, according to American Research
Bureau Inc., which credited the
rise to summer vacations from
school. Toast of the Town ranked
number one, with a 37.5 rating, in
the top 10 shows reported for the
period. The ratings are as follows:
1. Toast of the Town (CBS)
37.5
2. Philco Playhouse (NBC)
34.1
3. Talent Scouts (CBS)
33.8
4. Kraft TV Theatre (NBC)
31.2
31.8
5.6. What's
My
Line?
(CBS)
Somerset Maugham (NBC)
29.2
7. Amos V Andy (CBS)
29.1
8. Orig. Amateur Hour (NBC)
28.9
9. Summer Theatre (CBS)
10. Arena Theatre (NBC)City
28.6
28.7

'Toast of Town'
Leads Videodex
THE latest Videodex Nationa
Ratings for 63 markets for Juh
5-11 ranks Toast of the Town first
Ratings follow:
30.
5. Toast of the Town (40 cities)% TV HOME
1. Kraft TV Theatre (41 cities)
31.
27.
2. Philco Playhouse (58 cities)
27.
3.
28.
4.9. Westinghouse Theatre (50 cities)
Hopalong
Cassidy
(17
cities)
Fireside Theatre (50 cities)
Scouts (23 cities)
6. Talent
Lights 'n'
Out Andy
(43 cities)
7. Amos
25.
(46 cities)
27.
8. What's My Line (28 cities)
25.
26.
Martin
Kane
(58
cities)
10.
Original Amateur Hour (55 cities)
25.
24.
24.
'Comedy Hour' Tops
Nielsen July Report
WITH a rating of 41.8% home:
reached, Colgate Comedy Hour lec
the top 10 programs in the nationa
Nielsen ratings report for twc
weeks ending July 7, just released
Second was Big Town with 35.4%
homes reached. Top 10 programs:
RANK
PROGRAM HOME:
(%
1 Colgate Comedy Hour
41.1
2 Big Town
35. ■
3 Philco
You BetTV Your
Life
32'
4
Playhouse
32.:
5 Somerset Maugham Theatre 32.!
6 Amos 'n' Andy
31 .<
7 Film Firsts
31.!
8 Martin Kane, Private Eye 31.!
9 Fireside Theatre
30.1
10 Mama
29. (
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN CO.

City
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

"JjViaL ul
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Weekly Television Sunwisry — August &, 1951— telecasting survey
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Outlets
On Air
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Ames
Memphis
WMCT
WOI-TV
59,634
Atlanta
8,600 Miami
91,98/
WTVJ
115,000
75,0W
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Milwaukee
304,418
Baltimore
87,871
247,36.
WAAM,
WBAL-TV,
WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV
Minn.
-St.
Paul
256,40
Binghamton
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
40,112
57,400
Nashville
153,80
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
New Haven
WTTV
Bloomington
WSM-TV
747,000
16,400 New Orleans
31,671
Boston
WNHC-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
Buffalo
207,322 New York
WBEN-TV
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
62,15
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Charlotte
2,425,00
84,413
WBTV
Chicago
937,965 Newark
WATV
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
71.60C
Norfolk City
300,000 Oklahoma
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
482,041
WTAR-TV
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
WKY-TV
Columbus
87,636
Omaha
176,541 Philadelphia
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
KMTV, WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
125,720 Phoenix
Ft. Worth
Pittsburgh
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV,
WBAP-TV
80,93?
KPHO-TV
863,34:
Davenport
WOC-TV
56,385 Providence
WDTV
37,90C
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
300.00C
205,000 Richmond
156,000
WTVR
WJAR-TV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
Detroit
WHAM-TV
Erie
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
84,580
604,293 Rochester
WICU
Rock Island
QuadCityCities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline56,384
Ft. Dallas
Worth83,077
60,050
Salt
Lake
117,068
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
San
Antonio
Grand
RapidsSan
Diego
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
121,000
Kalamazoo
48,396
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV KMX, KRON
48,120
Greensboro
KGO-TV,
Francisco
70,808 San
WFMY-TV
Schenectady
Houston
Albany-Troy
KPRC-TV
WRGB
97,500
80,110
159,200
Huntington203,52?
46,100 Seattle
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
KING-TV
148,000
Indianapolis
KSD-TV
St.
Louis
WFBM-TV
87,500
Jacksonville
WHEN,
32,000 Toledo
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WSPD-TVWSYR-TV
Syracuse
WJAC-TV
125,000
Tulsa
72,43C
KOTV
87,275
Kalamazoo
297,
0CK i11
124,458
133,122 Utica-Rome
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
47,001 1
Washington
WKTV
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
125,047
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
270,45i
Lancaster
83,52!
WGAL-TV
Lansing
104,131 Wilmington
WDEL-TV
W
JIM-TV
55,000
Los Angelet
KECA-TV,
KFI-TV,
KLAC-TV
KNBH
KTLA. KTSl. KTTV
Estimated Sets in
Total Markets on Air 63
Total1,002,000
Stations on Air 107
Use 12,998,00:
areas overlap set counts may bt
coverage
Where
area.
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television
of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companie
Sources
duplicated. Since
partially
many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas ar<
manufacturers.
and
necessarily approximate.
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Can

you

tie

this

?

1 i!
MAJESTIC
MAYONNAISE
Left to right
C.Mr.Edw.
D. Kenny Co.
Mr. WilliamH.Bohnloflnk
G. Bauer '
C. D. Kenny Co.
Mr. Theodore Patz
Advertising
Horry J. PatzAgency
Marvin Ellin
Partymaster
of "Block Party".

*
A

TV

V gets

Show

3,600

that

replies by mail on

.

.

•

a single announcement

j

V gives prizes to every family in six city blocks per program
V does

your distributor-customer

merchandising

for you

Yes, we'reon mighty
of the
record Market.
of our new
"BLOCK PARTY,"
exclusive
Channelproud
2 in the
Baltimore
Just show,
to demonstrate
the
pulling power of this quiz jamboree, the C. D. Kenny Division of the
Consolidated Grocers Corporation, one of our sponsors, decided to give
away a little plastic apron on the July 4th afternoon show. The result:
3,600 requests in the next two days' mail! Aside from demonstrated pulling
power, don't overlook these other two powerful factors: 1: Sponsor's
product (prize) is distributed to about 30 selected homes per program —
odd or even side of a whole city block. 2: Marvin Ellin, master of ceremonies on Block Party, contacts all grocery stores in Baltimore personally to push your product and to promote better customer-distributor
relations as a program tie-in. It is truly a cornucopia gone mad!

(£)A WMAR-TV
EXCLUSIVE
WMAR-TV
SUNPAPERS
TELEVISION
CHANNEL
2 * BALTIMORE, MD.
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES
if TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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18-HOUR DAY
Predicted for TV Soon
"AN 18-hour broadcasting day will
become the rule rather than the exception in television within the next
12 months," according to Frederic
W. Wile Jr., NBC vice president in
charge of network television production.
Mr. Wile made this prophecy
during a talk on "What's Ahead in
TV Programming" before a convention of Hoffman Television distributors at Huntington Hotel,
Pasadena.
Painting a bright picture of an
"unlimited" future for the medium,
Mr. Wile stated that television
would continue to atomize the entire entertainment - informationaladvertising - communications - merchandising fields.
On the informational level, he
stated that television has the responsibility, with its "terrific
power," to present ideas and personalities, to "bring before all the
people, those who are running or
want to run their government, and
debaters of the great issues, either
as they are being threshed out in
actuality in Washington committee
rooms or Lake Success or in special programs."
"People who don't have television
sets in the next 12 months," he declared, "are just not going to be
properly equipped to fulfill their
obligations as American and world

it

COVER THE WATERFRONT
HER ENLISTED MAN
LET 'EM HAVE IT
TRANSATLANTIC MERRY-GO RO
WOMAN IN THE DARK
MISTAKEN HEIRESS \ "Qflfftr

£

"ANKIE^JOHNNIE

^

YQU^Q

CELEBRATING signing of Texans Have Talent Show on KRLD-TV Dalle;
Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m., are (I to r): Jo Anne Reid, program m.c; J. W. (Jack,
Blake,
station'sCorp.
sis. rep.;
Harry Reid,
Miss W.Reid's
agent;Roberts,
Jack Garson,
rep., Vitamin
of America,
sponsor;
A. (Bill)
assist, disjj
gen
mgr. KRLD-AM-TV in charge of sales.

EXAMINING a CBS-Columbia Inc.
dual receiver during color telecast in
Cincinnati are Frank Vamos (I),
branch mgr. of one of The Kroger Co.
supermarkets in the Queen City, and
Hulbert Taft, exec, vice pres.. Radio
Cincinnati Inc. (WKRC-AM-TV).

citizens."
Daytime television, he said, will
take such a spurt that the housewife will "need more than one
head." Soap operas will share the
limelight with other programs of
high entertainment calibre. Similar optimism was seen for sports,
as Mr. Wile predicted the telecasting of top college football across
the
noons.country on Saturday after-

JOHN BALLARD (I), Bulova Wat:
Co. president, accepts plaque com
meliorating 10th anniversary of fir;
commercial time signal televise:
Niles Trammell, NBC board chairmar
makes presentation. Bulova spot wo ll
on NBC-TV July 1, 1941.

ste
gju
it,

m
PROJECTION SYSTEM
Has Theatre Advantages
A NEW

39 TOP WESTER
NS
KER£!?
MIT MAYNARD RANGE b«"ers

Wri'.e
lor catalog
Features.
Westerns.
Serials. o!Cartoons.
LommonujERLTH
tfUm tint/ &isletMoi&n, 3nc.
1733 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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departure in direct projection theatre television has been
announced by General Precision
Laboratory Inc., Pleasantville,
N. Y.
The new method, the Simplex
Theatre Television System, was
designed and manufactured by
GPL and is to be sold through National Theatre Supply. Orders are
being accepted for late fall delivery.
Featuring an improved optical
design, the new system is said to
produce higher overall efficiency.
Outstanding improvement of the
development is a mirror design for
balanced light distribution over the
entire screen, GPL claims.
Walter E. Green, president, National Theatre Supply, says the
Simplex system will give theatre
owners "a brighter, clearer picture than any other foreign or
domestic system." Simplex will be
serviced by Altec Service Corp.

■Ovi
GIVING Lorraine Cugat sendoff before start of KECA-TV Hollywood
show featuring her band are (I to r):
Morton Edell, pres., American Vitamin Corp., sponsor; Bernard Weinberg, pres., Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co.; Marvin Briggs, ABC acct. exec.

PENNSYLVANIA
John S. Fine'o J;television
debut Gov.
in Pittsburgh
WDTV (TV) is discussed by (I to r),
Harold C. Lund, newly-appointed get;
mgr. of the television station; th
Governor; and H. D. Hirsh, prominen
Pittsburgh lawyer.

TORCH of Hope is given Frank P. Schreiber (I) mgr., WGN Chicago, fo
$95,000 fund raised during WGN-TV marathon last winter for cancer re
search at City of Hope hospital. Others (I to r): William D. Ingram, pres.
Chicago
Club offormarathon
City of Hope;
RobertandDachman,
regiona dir.; Art Business
Holland Men's
chairman
committee
owner Malcolm
Howard Agency.

NLRB Ruling Excludes
WNBW
Directors

FLAGGED
A.BET last week encountered another roadblock in its concerted move
represent all program personnel at TV broadcasting stations in the
ike of a decision by the National Labor Relations Board.
The technicians union, which originally set out on a campaign to
ganize engineering and program
Francisco, NLRB last May held
iployes at TV stations on a verthat
TV directors should be exeal" basis, was thwarted in its
cluded from a unit comprising proi to represent three program
erations directors and one film
gram department employes. In another instance involving WFMYitor at WNBW (TV) WashingFM-TV Greensboro, N. C, camerai 1 n, NBC O&O station.
men-projectionists were bracketed
In establishing an appropriate
with technical personnel but prolit comprising staging services
gram directors, producers and an; sistants, the board ruled out the
nouncers were excluded.
m editor and program operations
NABET last fall claimed eight
-rsonnel on the ground that they
contracts with TV stations and two
•e supervisors. Elections were
network pacts (with ABC and
dered by NLRB within 30 days —
NBC) showing cameramen-projec• roughly within three wTeeks from
tionists included in technical units.
day.
While industry observers were
The decision was ruled as sigout NABET's orricant in industry quarters inas- wont to single
ganizing failures, NLRB authoriuch as NABET, which recently
ties had a ready explanation: Clasfcame affiliated with CIO, had atsification of TV directors, film edimpted at the outset to organize
tors and operations directors as
nnouncers and later TV directorssupervisors is subject to interpretoducers.
tation in individual broadcast
In a case involving KGO-TV San cases, and thus to constant change.
Until television emerges from its
evolutionary status to the scope of
radio, interpretations are likely to
■MERSON
POLICY
be based on the duties of personnel
Plan to Spur Set Sales rather than titles. No two stations
alike, they explained, and the
0 stimulate lagging sales of are
definition of a supervisor is not
Qack - and - white TV receivers, uniform.
Imerson Radio
& Phonograph
Also at stake as an issue in the
orp., through its dealers, last jurisdictional squabble is the ques|/eek announced that purchasers of
tion of so-called horizontal crafts
he new 1952 Emerson TV models
advocated by the AFL (of which
Tould be permitted to turn them in Radio and Television Directors
(at the full purchase price" on Guild is a member) and the vertical
|©lor receivers at any time during
aspect calling for representation
he next two years. Although the of engineering and program perlonochrome set must be a new
sonnel in one unit as urged by the
merson, the color set may be of CIO (NABET).
ny make, the company said.
The failure of NABET to get
In making the announcement,
support for representation of TV
lenjamin Abrams, Emerson presi.ent, expressed the view that the
urrent color situation has been a
TRENDEX EXPANDS
■reater deterrent to TV set sales
han has Regulation W, which
Additions Begin Oct. 15
lightened credit restrictions, call- TRENDEX Inc. has announced
j fating for larger down payments and
three expansions of its service, beir?s « Shorter time for the balance than
ginning with the Oct. 15 Trendex
*" ' ormerly applied. He guessed that report: (1) The following cities
"-perhaps
million color
sets may two
be will be added as Trendex checking
1 1troduceda during
the coming
'ears and said that while there is cities, either immediately or as
to doubt about Emerson going into they become interconnected — Louisville, Des Moines, New Orleans,
... (Jhe production of compatible color
Kansas City, Omaha, San Franm& * i'eceiyers when and if such a syscisco, Atlanta, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
„ ri em receives FCC approval, "there
;::$ «£ grave doubt that Emerson will Los Angeles — which will increase
^iclnnake any CBS-type color sets in the Trendex sample to more than
700 TV homes per half-hour.
the next two years."
(2) Ratings on afternoon prothe
by
on
ti
uc
od
pr
factseturing industry for added. grams— noon to 6 p.m. — will be
ireralmal nuTV
1
?ntOve
nis year will probably fall 20%
(3) For all multi-station cities,
t year's total output,
^hort of las
Mr. Abrams estimated, with a the reports will include monthly
1951 volume of some 6 million sets indexes showing sets-in-use and
Wis against 7V2 million in 1950. share of audience by two-hour periods for each evening. This city in■platerial restrictions will limit proformation will be published a
duction for the final six months of
this year to about half that of the month following the network rei;ame period of 1950, he said, add: ig that even if the restrictions
The expansions are being added
port.
• •ere to be lifted there would not without any increase in subscripbe time enough to increase protion rates, the research firm anduction before the end of the year. nounced.
p
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directors was evaluated in the face
of competition from RTDG (see
separate story). RTDG also intervened in the WNBW case, and the
record of the case will be amended
to show that the latter union desires to appear on the ballot in
forthcoming elections. At WNBW,
NABET had sought a unit of all
"non-performing" employes, includingandfilmstaging
editor, employes.
operations directors

"TOUCHDOWN"

At WNBW only eight of the 12
sought to be included by NABET
emerged as a designated number
for
the appropriate
WNBW's
program
department unit.
is divided
into
three sections, staging services,
production and operations.
The NLRB also granted petitions for withdrawal by two participating unions — Local 829 of the
United Scenic Artists of America,
the Washington Local of the American Federation of Radio Artists,
both AFL.
In excluding the film editor and
operations supervisors, NLRB upheld the request of NBC Inc. and
denied NABET's claim to bracket
them within the same unit. Staging services assistants are not professional employes, however, the
board added, noting that "we find it
unnecessary to determine whether

ANOTHER
TEL

RA

FIRST
for

they constitute a craft."
AT&T EXHIBIT
TV Methods Demonstration
AN EXHIBIT demonstrating the
transmission of TV programs over
AT&T network facilities from NBC
studios to homes across the nation
has been set up by AT&T in cooperation with NBC in the RCA
Bldg. in New York.
Incorporated into the regular
Radio City NBC tour, the exhibit
consists of two sections. One is
composed of three panels demonstrating mechanics of producing a
TV program and methods of relay
to the transmitter for broadcast,
plus a map of the current and projected NBC TV network. Other
section details the two methods —
coaxial cable and microwave relay
— by which AT&T transmits television shows.
The exhibit, designed by Roy
Bertell, was presented to William
S. Hedges, NBC vice president in
charge of integrated services, by
John Waidlich, AT&T public relations director.
Plan S.A. Television
JAMES VALENTINE, formerly
chief engineer at the ABC Central
Division, Chicago, and his wife,
Carol Howard, former station operations director at KECA-TV Los
Angeles, leave New York next Saturday (Aug. 11) for Buenos Aires
to establish a television broadcasting system in Argentina. Financed
by IT&T, the couple will expand
their operations to several other
South American countries after
establishing an initial set up in
Buenos Aires, it was explained.
They plan to spend one year in
Argentina.

Entering the fourth consecutive
season! The biggest and best show
of its type . . . again available for
fall sponsorship. TOUCHDOWN is
unrivalled for intense market penetration, and has been used with
great success by leading advertisers across the nation.
13 weeks of colorful collegiate
play highlighting top games
throughout the season. Commentary by Byrum Saam. Time: 30
minutes. Write, phone or wire IMMEDIATELY for availability and

prices.
Tel

Ra

Productions
1518 Walnut Street
Philadelphia 2, Pa.
PHONE
KIngsley 5-8540
Producers of
Telesports Digsst,
Nafiorsa! Pro HigHligSts,
Dick Dunkel's Football Ratings,
Sports Briefs
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ADVENTURES of the U. S. Forest
Rangers will be featured in a new
series of half-hour films for TV.
ALLEGRO Productions, Hollywood,
will produce the films in color, basing each story on an actual incident
from the Dept. of Interior's ranger
files. National parks and forests
will be used as settings for the
films. A former ranger, Stan
Jones, has been granted exclusive
rights to story properties by the
Interior Dept. and has concluded a
deal with Allegro for the material.
A weekly religious radio program will be adapted for TV by
WILLIAM F. BROIDY Productions
Inc., Los Angeles, under the title,
Trinity Theatre. The five-year-old
radio show is The Horn- of St.
Francis. Both radio and TV versions are produced in cooperation
with the Third Order of St. Francis, which will package the program. Father Kenneth Henriques,
O.F.M., is in charge.
So This Is Life, a five-minute
human interest series, is being
readied for production by a new
Los Angeles firm, BERWELL Productions. The firm was formed by
Bernard Luber, Robert Maxwell
and Jerry Schnitzer. Messrs. Luber
and Maxwell are currently filming
Superman for Superman Inc.
A series of four one-minute
video spots for Flint cutlery and
mixers is being prepared by SARRA Inc., Chicago. Agency for the
account is Earle Ludgin and Mrs.
Florence G. Murdoch, account executive, is supervising production.
Two new corporations are being
set up for STEPHEN SLESINGER
Productions Inc., Hollywood, by
Herbert H. Gerken, vice president
and treasurer. Mr. Gerken was formerly with S. D. Keidesdorf & Co.,
New York CPA. firm. New series
in planning stage are Red Ryder,
Winnie the Pooh and Blondie.
Advance sale in nine markets
for Old American Barn Dance is
reported by KLING STUDIOS,
Chicago, now completing the 13week half-hour series. Twentyfour performers are featured, including Grace Wilson, Lulu Belle
and Scotty, and Karl and Harty.
Kling also produces Vaughn Monroe Show and Yellow Kid Weil.

.

.

.

Color continues to figure in
S N A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS'
plans. Carl Ravazza and an Indian
organist-pianist, Korla Pandit, are
featured in the latest series of
color telescriptions . . . Two new
series of three-minute musical
shorts also have been completed
by Snader, featuring Nat (King)
Cole and his Trio, and King Sisters
with Alvino Rey and orchestra.
Sales & Production . . .
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
Hollwood, is producing "The
Other Jessie Grant" as its latest
Bigelow Theatre play. Film is
scheduled for release in early September on 34 TV stations. Fairbanks also has completed new series of TV film announcements for
Drug
Store TVshow,
Productions'
Mont network
Cavalcade Du-of
Stars. Agency is Product Adv.
Corp., New York.
* * *
BRACKEN Productions, Los Angeles, has sold Willie Wonderful
film puppet series to KPIX (TV)
San Francisco for 26 weeks starting Sept. 3.
WILLIAMS Productions, Los Angeles, has acquired 36 scripts from
ABC which were formerly used on
its Retribution radio series. The
scripts will be used in Invitation
Playhouse, quarter-hour video film
series scheduled for production
Sept. 4.
BING CROSBY Enterprises, Los
Angeles, announces next film in
Cry of the City series will be "The
Wedding," starring Richard Rober.
* * *
CINETEL Corp., New York, has
sold rights to first 13 issues of
Pathe Hy-Lights, with commentary by Columnist Hy Gardner, to
Irving Studer of Artist Representatives Agency, who in turn leased
them to DuMont TV for national
distribution. . . . Cinetel also is
producing Thrills of the Year, incorporating unusual headlines and
behind-the-scenes events, and an
adventure series for children.

Elect Partridge
ELECTION of Dr. E. DeAlton
Partridge, president-elect of Montclair State Teacher's College, as
TOP
president of the TV Council of
Higher Education in New Jersey
S
£
i
/CT(/f
P
have
been announced. Other ofN
O
I
T
O
M
ficers named by the TV Council,
Sine* "»
„Up-to-date
,
. , !•
completely \ organized in June to explore the
possibilities of cooperative action in
equipped!
TV educational programming are:
New York
Rev. Thomas J. Gillhooly of Seton
Hall U., vice president; Robert B. Macstudios of
dougall, education director, WATV (TV)
Newark, executive secretary; Wesley
Video Varieties
D. Camp, Monmouth Junior College,
treasurer; Elizabeth C. Butterfield, of
CORPORATION
WATV's
education department, recordOffice: 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
ing secretary.
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MASTER CONTROL
WBAL-TV Converts Systerr ^
WBAL-TV Baltimore last weel
completed conversion of its tech
nical facilities to a master control
system. The conversion, a six
months project, was made at a cosi
of $150,000 and with a negligibl<
loss of air time.
John T. Wilner, station directoi
of engineering, announced that ai
expanded operation will be avail
able for fall programming. It is
expected that greater flexibilitj
of production will result from thi
master control arrangement. Ad
dition of new facilities increase;
WBAL-TV's studio space to 4,89' j
square feet.
TV reception is no longer a hazard
in Hazard, Ky., since this antenna
was strung atop a nearby mountain. ►
MASTER
ANTENNA
Wisconsin PSC Dismisses
WISCONSIN Public Service Commission has ruled it has no jurisdiction to approve a petition of a
Rice Lake radio salesman who
wants to install a master TV antenna there and pipe TV shows
into the now-dead reception area.
The commission, in a ruling approved by all three commissioners,
ordered the application for approval
dismissed. Jurisdiction reportedly
rests with the FCC.
Edwin F. Bennett, regional advertising representative for the
Arrowhead Network and WJMC
Rice Lake, plans to pipe in TV
shows from St. Paul and Minneapolis to subscribers on a monthly
fee basis. Rice Lake is located in
a valley, where reception is poor,
but could receive shows from a
master antenna on top of a nearby
hill, Mr. Bennett said.
A coxial cable from the antenna
would carry transmissions on leased
telephone poles, along which the
cable would be run and fed into
homes and businesses. Mr. Bennett
has figured the cost tentatively at
$100 for installation in addition to
subscription fees of $3.50 a month
for homes and $5 for businesses.
WHIO-TV Gets Color
WHIO-TV Dayton will join the
CBS-TV color network this week
for a three day run, giving Dayton
its first look at color television.
The full CBS-TV color schedule will
be carried Wednesday through Saturday, and the Kroger Co., which
demonstrated the colorcasts in its
supermarkets in Cincinnati July
20-Aug. 4 via WKRC-TV there
(see Telerama, page 76), plans
similarly to rotate CBS-Columbia
receivers in its Dayton stores. In
addition to these showings, WHIOTV plans to demonstrate CBS colorcasts to newsmen today (Monday) and to local CBS-Columbia
distributors and dealers tomorrow.

HAZARD PROJECT
Set Up Antenna Community
NATIONAL television shows art
available on a community basis tc
another mountain location, Hazard
Ky., which is 90 airline miles fron
the nearest TV station, it is notec
by General Electric which has appointed Hazard TV Co. a dealer l
Hazard, located in a valley thai
is ringed by hills, is getting reception via a mountain-top antenna
system mounted 1,000 ft above the|
town. Signal amplifiers and £
coaxial wireline strung down th<
mountain side bring in TV signals
A number of home TV sets havt
been connected to this antenna system by coaxial cable and are receiving programs from Huntington f
W. Va., and Cincinnati. The company was formed by Dewey Daniels
banker, and E. J. Davis, coal min(
operator, GE reports. Similar com
munity antenna projects have beei
reported in past issues of Broad
ing • Telecasting.
EDUCATIONAL

TV

Legislators Want Hearin
CAPITOL's New Jersey delegatioi
has been referred to FCC's short stent
cut procedure toward lifting th'
television freeze in answer to thi
legislators' resolution protestinj
Commission failure to allocate an;
educational channels in the Gardei
State.
The delegation had requested ora
hearing. Chairman Wayne Co;
outlined the section in FCC's notie
that any party submitting a swon
statement or exhibit can then re
quest oral presentation, but sai<
"the question of a oral hearing fo
the educational institutions of th'
state of New Jersey is not a ques
tion which can now be decided."

TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
FOR
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD 0-7209
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DAY'
3IXON Breaks
Park Record

;i]LEVISION coverage of the first
jage show ever put on at Cinciniiti's Coney Island Moonlite Garns was claimed by WCPO-TV of
*5 at city last month on the occasion
"Dixon Day," set aside for Paul
xon, station's TV disc jockey.
All existing records were swept
the boards as an estimated
'iowd of 100,000 jammed the enjance to see Mr. Dixon and his
ogram of entertainers — despite
V coverage from the amusement
irk.
--: Mr. Dixon, whom WCPO-TV
aims has successfully demonrated that disc shows can be efctive on TV, did a special nonlecast program at 5 p.m. on the
all and later, at 9:30, emceed
imua he Dixon Quiz from the picnic
avillion.
m i Compliments were paid to Mr.
ixon's drawing power by M. C.
if ft "atters, general manager of
TCPO-AM-FM-TV, and by Ed
chott, president and general
: \anager of Coney Island. Mr. Wat* 3jrs said it was a testimonial to
Ir. Dixon as a TV personality,
'hile Mr. Schott noted that he had
acceeded in breaking attendance
I Records set by touring dance bands.
.::
:'• ia ?!\ILENT SHOW
snag
WSAZ-TV Carries On
at 3 I
VERY
hoofer
knows the adage:
.-:
K he show must go on. WSAZ-TV
..Jj Huntington, W. Va., transferred
his feeling to the television screen
larca r ist month when it lost its sound
; ansmission just before its picture
ent off for three hours.
Station was about to put on
<et's Doodle, a thrice weekly local
rogram featuring Shawkey Saba,
i staff artist. Armed with easel
'nd charcoal stick, Mr. Saba faced
ijjrinthe cameras and began his doodling
fter pantomime introduction. During his show, Mr. Saba silently
it 1
/rote
out what the station's trou4
M
ble was, first in nearly two years
f operation, and asked people not
Bo phone the station. He wound up
he show with a diagram of the
ransmitter, towers with broken
■,-jt ois antennas and other visual description of WSAZ-TV's plight.
One poster read something like
' Jthis, according to the station:
We'll be back on the air soon with
and pictures. This is our first
■to! ound
ilent TV show. Please do not telephone. We are making history!"
•>i. Then, said WSAZ-TV, "everything
jlew!"
JOE
ADAMS
REACHES ALL
NEGROES
IN LOS ANGELES
If \J
/■% 1WAf LI CLEAR
5000 CHANNEL
WATTS
IV
LOS ANGELES - SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
TfN 5ROADCASTING

Mr. Schott (r) tells Disc Jockey
Dixon and an audience of 5,000
that another 5,000 have been turned
away from the special show at
•<
Moonlite Gardens

CBC LINKS
Contracts Signed with Bell
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
has signed contracts at Ottawa
with Bell Telephone Co. of Canada
for five years to provide television
network links between Buffalo,
Toronto, and Montreal. No starting date was set, as CBC TV
stations at Toronto and Montreal are not yet in operation. Network service will bring United
States programs to Canada. Contract is for $225,564 a year.
At the same time CBC signed
new contracts as of Oct. 1, 1952,
with Canadian National and Canadian Pacific railways for AM line
service across Canada at basic cost
of $1,252,853 a year. This service
by the telegraph subsidiaries of
the railways has been in operation
for many years.
IN-SCHOOL TV
Quaker City Growth Noted
IN-SCHOOL television is expanding as an adjunct to the classroom
curricula in Philadelphia. Plans
now call for a boost in the record
11 telecasts per week of last year
or a total of 295 programs in
science, art, mathematics, history
and other classroom subjects.
Programs on fine arts, featuring
known artists in the painting,
drama and dance world are under
consideration. Other programs may
be
added log.
to the primary grades'
classroom
The TV project is directed by
the Philadelphia Board of Education under supervision of Martha
A. Gable. In order to consult with
several other cities and foreign
countries and help them set up
in-school TV programs, Miss Gable
during the past year has visited
various communities. Officials have
come to Philadelphia from some
20 U. S. cities and from countries
abroad to study the technique employed in the Quaker City.
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PUBLICIZES AWARDS
WHK Cleveland, which won eight
awards in Cleveland Press Local
Radio Poll, mailing to more than
hundred advertising agencies reprints of newspaper with list of
awards won by station superimposed on pages. Front cover of
sheaf of reprints has attached
large blue ribbon with WHK call
letters in gold.
•— • — •
'VOICE' BEAUTY CONTEST
WCUE Akron conducted beauty
contest "adapted for radio" during
morning disc jockey program. Object: To find girl with most beautiful speaking voice. Contestants
tape-recorded voices, which were
played back to contest judges. Winner was young stenographer.
o— o — •
NEW STYLE?
WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio, Record
Rendezvous, 4:05-5 p.m, Mon.-Fri.,
featuring Joe Sallay, sponsoring
contest to name "Mystery Band"
tunes. Listeners sending in record
labels which will be woven into
jacket and called "Rec-or-jak." It
will be worn by Mr. Sallay's arch
rival on WBEX, Ron Johnson, for
full week. Sunday picnic for contestants and station staff will
wrap up promotion.
•— • — •
BIG FLOOD
CBS in cooperation with American
National Red Cross presented special dramatic narrative program on
the Kansas flood, titled The Big
Job, last Wednesday, 10-10:30 p.m.

SOFT

S1

DRINK

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
,X(tnvri Calibre Pregmms at Cecal Stalun i
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WORDS OF A CHAMP
VOICE of America will beam impromptu speech made by Jersey
Joe Walcott, new heavyweight boxing champion, at Newark festivities honoring his victory. Message,
recorded by WNJR Newark, is the
fighter's recount of his uphill climb
to championship in what he describes as the greatest country in
the world for a Negro.
NATIONWIDE OFFER
WFIL and WFIL-TV Philadelphia offering at cost to
more than 3,000 AM, FM, and
TV stations throughout country specially-packaged transcribed series of their prizewinning What America
Means to Me programs, featuring brief statements by
some of the most distinguished men and women
in country. 500 copies have
also been mailed to Standing
Committee of American Citizenship of American Bar
Assn. for use in organization's public education program. Besides red, white
and blue four-page brochure
outlining WFIL offer and
telling in brief story of
What America Means to
Me, package includes two
16-inch double faced transcriptions with individual
open-end program cuts, so
that individual station credit
can be inserted. Also included
is brief biographical introductory material on each of
speakers, as well as suggestions for theme music to be
used.
■
★— *— *
BASEBALL TRYOUTS
KRNT Des Moines in cooperation
with Chicago Cubs baseball team
sponsored fourth annual KRNTCubs Baseball Tryout Camp. Station plugged tryouts, presented as
public service by sports staff, for
entire month. KRNT used heavy
air schedule, newspaper ads, KRNT
Theatre marquee billing and letters
to coaches and groups interested
in project.
a— • — •
ODD LOOKING MAMMAL'
WILS Lansing sending trade and
advertisers large folded brochure
with poem about camel with four
humps. As piece unfolds poem continues until reaching center spread
where
reports
that (speaking
"he carriesof
me
fourit times
as far
sponsor) . . . for the money . . .
WILS gets you up to 4 times as
many listeners per dollar as Lanssecond has
station."
section ing's
of verse
cartoon Each
of camel
and his four humps with sponsor
as driver.

premiums
WOMEN'S FEATURE
WJZ-TV New York last Friday
launched new weekly feminine
panel program Face the Women,
11-11:30 p.m. Program is being
produced by Lorelei Lewis for
Wayne Wirth Telefeatures, in cooperation with• —ABC.
•— •
SEMPER PARATUS
U. S. Coast Guard, New London,
Conn., sponsoring Coast Guard Cadets on Parade over NBC, Sat.,
1:30-2 p.m., beginning Sept. 8.
-• — • — •AD REPRINTS
WFBR Baltimore sending advertisers reprint of ad appearing in
Broadcasting • Telecasting describing Club 1300. Headlined
"Power House," ad tells about results program has achieved for
sponsors as well as public service
drives.
•— • — •
BROWNS SALE
KXOK St. Louis, Wake Up St.
Louis, weekly discussion program,
recently presented discussion based
on reorganization of St. Louis
Browns baseball club, bought by
Bill Veeck, noted sportsman. New
top man of team gave listeners
glimpse of plans
• — • —for•club.
KIDDIE'S DAY
KEX Portland, Ore., held "Kiddie's
Day" at amusement park with
stars of
station's
children's
programs on hand
to greet
youngsters.
KEX reports more than 19,000 persons were attracted.
e— • — •
PRIMARY RETURNS
WIP Philadelphia in cooperation
with local non-partisan civic committee used window displays, street
displays and spot announcements
to build up its coverage of returns
on local elections. Station reports
displays drew many downtown
shoppers and office workers during
four days they were used preceding election.
immediate

ARMED FORCES SERIES
ARMED FORCES Radio Servici
re-broadcasting The Temple Hour
weekly religious series heard ove:
WWRL New York, Fri., 10:30-1/"
p.m. Programs being recorder
weekly in New York for shipmen
overseas to all AFRS stations.
SUMMER SELLING
KSL Salt Lake City distributing t<
trade promotion folder headlines '
"The Sky's the Limit," which advo r
cates "Come Summer.
. . . G>
where the money goes. ..." Sta !i
tion claims "advertisers last sum**
mer
41%themore
listeners
oif •'
KSL reached
than on
second
statioii^
during the day, 38% more afj
•— • — •
DISCUSSION FORUM
KMPC
Hollywood, Open Forum]
Sun., 6:15-7 p.m. (PST). Discus!
night."
sion
by panel of four representa I
tive community leaders of all side:|"
of important questions of world "
national, state and local interest 1 ;
Listeners asked to phone in ques '
tions for discussion. Dr. John P. '
Van de Water, teacher of law anf f
business
U. of Cali'l"
fornia Losadminstration,
Angeles, is moderator.
•— • — •
RADIO'S EFFECTIVE POWER
GROCERY Store Products Co. usei
its participation in WBBM Chi
cago's Paul Gibson Programs t<
promote general consumption o
mushrooms and specific sale of its]
product, B-in-B mushrooms. Com
pany offered listeners series o
mushroom recipes, but after si:
days cancelled offer because of re
sponse to limited-appeal item
After six mentions, 1,232 differen
requests were received for series
It cost sponsor 54 cents to intro
duce each family to new ways o:
using muchrooms.
•— • — •
NEWS ROUNDUP
KECA-TV Los Angeles, Press Bos
Mon.-Fri., 11-11:20 p.m. (PDT)I
Divided into two ten-minute blocks
program features roundup of sport;
by Hank Weaver and analysis o:f
news by Chet Huntley.
Further ideas or samples of tlu
promotion items mentioned on thi<
page are available by writing t(
the individual companies.

revenue

produced

tth regional promotion
campaigns
23

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

of
serviceyears
to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

programs throughout
y»ur coverage area

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General Manager
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KGO

OOD DRIVE
Alaskan Stations Promote
DIO stations in Juneau, Anchor and Ketchikan banded together
..put across a Red Cross blood
pe in Alaska — first in the terries history — for "one of the most
cessful on record," the Red
ss has announced,
'iting the Alaskan radio stations
their participation in the drive,
Red Cross credited Robert
edley, manager of KTKN Ketchn, with "the most original reitment device" in the campaign,
ditionally, KENT
KFQD and
YR Anchorage all spurred listers into over-subscribing the
rs quota of 1,000 donors, the
1 Cross said. KINY Juneau covd that city's drive.
Vhen the amphibious mobile unit
ured the city, Mr. Smedley arlged for an unusual stunt, sendStaffman Wilford Green atop
otem pole in Ketchikan's famed
:em Pole Park. He was instructnot to leave until the quota was
ched. Stunt was publicized with
ontinuous flow of spot announcents and station breaks.
-Uso cited was KTKN Disc
•key Rick Lauber who constantly
ninded listeners of the approach• mobile blood unit and played
sical dedications for donors. He
o set up a competition between
•ws of two Coast Guard cutters
tioned in the city. So successful
s the drive that the pledge averIp of the Alaskan cities was protionately greater than that for
,m Francisco, with a population
times their combined size.
ew NFAA Members
ITH four new agencies joining
3 recently formed National Fedition of Advertising Agencies,
adquartered in Los Angeles, the
oup now has a membership of
agencies, according to Byron H.
own, president. New members
mitted are Arnold & Co., Boston;
;sociated Advertising Agency,
ichita; Harvey Adv. Agency,
•peka; Speed & Co., Baltimore.

MARATHON

Simulcast Raises $200,000

High man on Alaskan totem pole
is Mr. Green, who occupied topperch until city subscribed full
quota of blood to Red Cross drive.
HADACOL CARAVAN
Will Visit 18 States
HADACOL will make the rounds
again, featuring "another fabulous
Hadacol Good Will Caravan," according to Sen. Dudley J. LeBlanc,
president of The LeBlanc Corp.
Hadacol's president says this
year's entertainment troupe will
play 50 cities in 18 states, an increase over 1950's 18 cities in seven
states. Stars include Jimmy Durante, Milton Berle, Carmen Miranda, Rudy Vallee, Dick Haymes
and Jack Dempsey. Three bands,
dancers and an assortment of jugglers, acrobats and clowns are included. The caravan starts on its
trail at Lafayette, La., in the heart
of the Bayou country. Radio and
TV promotion will precede the
tour, Sen. LeBlanc said.
Sen. LeBlanc said Hadacol will
be spending about a half million
dollars for talent alone. Advance
sales in the "caravan territory"
already have reached 86 million,
he said. States in addition to
Louisiana are Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South and North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas.

KGO-AM-TV San Francisco captured Northern California listeners
July 27 and held them for more
than 21 hours with a simulcast that
raised an estimated $200,000 for
the Cerebral Palsy Assn.
KGOers are claiming it was the
greatest promotion and production
ever staged by radio or TV in the
area — even surpassing the MacArthur homecoming celebration
and
ings. the Kefauver Committee hearThe simulcast was originally
planned as a 12-hour marathon
Celebrity Parade to raise funds for
a $45,000 deficit faced this year by
the Cerebral Palsy Assn. in the
San Francisco Bay Area. So successful was the show that it was
continued for 2IV2 hours.
Idea for the promotion was conceived by Vince Francis, KGO sales
manager, whose own son is a cerebral palsy victim. The exhausting
emcee roles were handled by Lee
Giroux, former KGO announcer
now a freelance TV star, and Jack
Webb, of Hollywood. Bill Hollenbeck, KGO-TV director, supervised
camera work. Gayle Grubb, KGO
general manager, did much of the
work behind the scenes.

SCRIPTS

SOUGHT

NBC Gets Govt. Requests
STATE DEPT. has asked NBC
to release a copy of its July
6 special events broadcast on the
Prague (Czechoslovakia) trial of
William Oatis, AP newsman, convicted of espionage in the Iron
Curtain country.
The 15-minute program, which
broadcast recorded excerpts of the
trial, including testimony by Mr.
Oatis, carried commentary by former AP Prague reporter, A. I.
Goldberg; Ed Haaker, NBC Frankfurt correspondent, and Henry Cassidy, NBC's director of news and
special events.
The network also has been requested by the Senate Crime Investigating Committee to turn over
recordings and transcripts of its
Truth About Narcotics three-part
series, now being heard Sunday,
1 p.m.
HPL

No War
A FAKE bulletin announcing
Russia had declared war on
the United States aroused
WATH Athens, Ohio, listeners a fortnight ago and has
station officials searching for
the "malicious practical
joker" responsible for the
hoax. The false news, which
was retracted by the station
within 30 seconds after its
airing, was announced during a remote broadcast of
Town Talk from a local department store. The
tin" was received
at the"bullestore
by telephone from a man
identifying himself as a member of the WATH staff. Station reports it received more
than 20 telephone calls from
listeners within seconds after
the news was broadcast. Denials wera aired by WATH
the
day.
throughout
the remainder of
NBC Dragnet moves to new Thursday
time on 11 network Pacific Coast stations, 9-9:30 p.m. (PDT). Stations
Effected are KOMO Seattle; KGW
Portland; KMED Medford, Ore.; KOH
Reno, Nev.; KCRA Sacramento; KNBC
San Francisco; KMJ Fresno; KERO
Bakersfield; KIST Santa Barbara,
Diego.
Calif.; KFI Los Angeles; KFSD San

helps business
manufacture more
customers at low cost.
Your advertising in
Printers' Ink tells
the leadinglb . lot
advertising how
k'fnii*ir:H[iiiJ can

Cited

LETTERS received by Paul West,
The Housewives' Protective League
commentator on KIRO Seattle, have
been cited on the floor of the House
by Rep. Hugh B. Mitchell (DWash.) during debate on economic
controls. The correspondence favored continued price control. Rep.
Mitchell
said written
"these at
are the
not behest
pressure letters

help them manufacture more customers

at low cost.

of any organization . . . [but are]
simply from individuals worried
about the effect of the price pinch
. . . They are worthy of consideration by this Congress."
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allied

in total share of
Washington

audience

Ask your Blair man for the
whole story
*Pulse: May-June, 1951

WANTED!

murder
scripts

Wanted — scripts adaptable for radio and/or
TV.
For more

information

on story requirements,
payment

rates, etc.,

write to —
W. P. ROBINSON
V. P. in charge of
Programs
W

L W
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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arts

BROWN, director of
LESion B.sales,
CHAR
televis
Bing Crosby Enterprises Inc., L. A., appointed
vice president in charge of sales.
BASIL GRILLO, secretary-treasurer,
named executive vice president. T.
W. JOHNSON appointed secretarytreasurer, and HOMER DUERR appointed assistant secretary-treasurer.
JOHN O'MELVENY appointed legal
council and vice president.
BALL & GRIER Public Relations Assoc. opening offices in Utica, N. Y.
Partners in firm are GEORGE W.
BALL and JOHN J. GRIER, who
served on public relations staff UniCollege of ROBERTS,
Syracuse U.reporter
WALLACEversity
C. (Tony)
Utica Observer-Dispatch, named account executive.
ELLIOTT H. KELLY named director
of labor and public relations Snader
Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills.
SUZANNE DALBERT, French stage
and screen actress, signed by Jerry
Fairbanks Inc. for major role in
Recipe for Murder, latest in Front
Page Detective television film series.
AL JOSEPH named filmed director
Superman Inc., L. A. He will direct
half-hour film series, Superman, currently in production.
THOMAS L. MILANA, national field
representative Associated Artists,
N. Y., to Sterling Television Co., N. Y.,
in similar post.
RICHARD KROLIK, project supervisor March of Time, and MARY
STUART, New York television actress,
married Aug. 1 in New York.
THOMAS G. CASSADY, partner in the
Chicago investment firm Farwell,
Chapman & Co., named chairman of
Crusade for Freedom in Cook, Lake
and DuPage counties. Group operates
Radio Free Europe for areas behind
the "Iron Curtain", and is currently
working for enrollment of one and
one-half million persons for contributions of $200,000 in the Midwest.
EVERETT REIMER named principal
in Willard Simmons & Assoc., New
York research firm. He was with the
Survey Research Center of U. of
Michigan.
JERI WALSH, assistant to producerdirector of Kraft Television Thatre,
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.. to
MacLevy Studio N. Y., as assistant to
the advertising public relations director.
ASTATIC CORP., Conneaut, Ohio, announces production of new microphone,
crystal model DK-1. Small microphone
is designed for easy camouflage and
to give audience better view of entertainer.

JOHN GROLLER, associate professor
of radio education and director of
radio workshop Ithaca College, appointed director of new radio and
TV office created by Board of National Missions of Presbyterian
Church in U.S.A. He was with CBS
and McClatchy Broadcasting Co.
HAROLD E. STASSEN, president, U.
of Pennsylavnia, appointed chairman
of 1951 Crusade for Freedom $3,500,000 fund drive.

£quijament • • •
HENRY ONORATI, assistant advertising manager and
national production manager RCA
Victor Records, appointed director of
electronics advertising Crosley Div.,
Avco Mfg. Corp.
Mr. Onorati will
supervisetronicsalladvertising
elecCrosley.
for
Mr. Onorati
ROBERT
GIANNINI, sales section,
tube E.division,
General Electric, Schenectady, appointed district representative for
company's tube division with headquarters in L. A. EDWARD T. CONNOLLY, GE tube replacement sales,
Schenectady, named district sales
representative for tube division. He
will make his headquarters in Cleveland. H. B. NELSON Jr., supervisor
of cooperative advertising for GE
electronics department's receiver division, appointed assistant to sales
manager of replacement tubes for
company's tube division.
MANUFACTURERS ELECTRONIC
SERVICE, Santa Monica, Calif, appointed by MAGNECORD Inc., Chicago, as its West Coast service station, under direction HARRY E.
FETIG. All equipment used in new
service plant is duplication of equipment used in Magnecord factory.
Complete parts service is maintained

along with repair and replacemen j
service. Announces addition of pub
blic relations department headed b;
NONIE HUNTER. New Department
will keep the recording and allien
fields
with general inpublic
formed along
of developments
researc)in'
and test laboratories, and of new hap
penings in production department.
GEORGE J. COSSMAN, Chicago dis
trict manager and member of boar
of directors and executive committed
Graybar Electric Co., N. Y., retirin
after 51 years service with companjj
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs, Cliftoij
N. J., announces new model imag
orthicon camera chain, mo del TA-124i:»E. It is designed for use in field, i ■)•
studio, or for film pickup. Compan-^r
also announced new improved videJIsre
switching
and mixing
equipmen fo< >
Equipment consists of nine-chanm-p m
switchvoltage
unit, supply.
mixer line amplifier an
low

"Technical • • •

EDMUND J. SMITH, chief studio er i i Mi
gineer WTMA Charleston, S. C, ei
ters Capitol Radio Engineering Ii
TV.
stitute,
Washington, specializing i
J. W. ROLAND, supervising operate.
CBV Quebec, to same position CBIV.
FM Montreal.

EUGENE LAJOIE, supervising oper:ll i
tor CBJ Chicoutimi, to same po:
CBM Montreal.
IAN STEPHEN, operator CBW Wit
nipeg, to CBK Watrous, in same c; is i
pacity.
EDWARD
J. CONTURE, engine( \
KECA-TV Los Angeles, father of gill
July 16.
J. HERBERT
RATTIGAN,
WBM I
Boston, appointed chief engine(f
WOTW Nashua, N. H., succeedirJ|! il
ROBERT C. BINGHAM,
now wil
WLAW Lawrence, Mass.

DEDICATION of RCA's two-way m itrtk
bile communication system designs ;HP,
for police, fire and civil defense cor! 11
munications, was held in Philadelphia
New center will serve as auxiliaiJ il
radio station for control of cityfi:
motorized police and fire department
and control center during civil d jjr
fense and general emergencies.

£7

GRAYDON AUSMUS, director of radio broadcasting services U. of Alabama, and vice president of National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters,
appointed to four-man committee to
administer
Kellogg grant given association.
WILLIAM A. NAIL, program director
Radio Broadcasting Services and
WUOA-FM U. of Alabama, named program assistant. Overseas Services
Section, Voice of America.

Icglo
1300MASON
KC. 5,000
CITY,Watts
IOWA CBS

15th
SERVICE
63,740 rural-urban
homes,year
withoffarm
incometo $535,703,000;
total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
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SMILES at the new alignment of
ride & Holmes Adv., formerly
«n as James McBride Adv. Agenare Mr. McBride (I) and Jack
■nes, new member of the agency.
Holmes formerly was southwest
s manager for Ziz Television prons. McBride & Holmes has offices
in Fort Worth and Dallas.
STON POOL
Covers MacArthur Visit
STON radio and television sta.3 pooled their facilities and
lpower July 25 and 26 to cover
ats of Gen. Douglas Mac:hur's visit to that city. Han.g details were Charles Vassal,
•Z, as technical director and
a\ Keyes, WNAC, as program
ector.
ladio coverage included Gen.
^Arthur's arrival and motorje, visit to Quincy and trip to
State legislature which he
. 3 ressed in the evening. His
: ! ival and speech also were
•cast. Following day the General
it to City Hall and Murphy
leral Hospital, covered by radio,
tions picked up portions of two• highlights on basis of their
e availabilities.
Participating in the pool were
se Boston-area stations: WBZ■ : : [-TV, WEEI, WNAC-AM-TV,
TOP,
WLAW
(Lawrence),
1DH, WJDA (Quincy), WORL,
OM,
WTAO (Cambridge),
RB (Waltham), WKOX Fram- -ham), WMEX and WHEE.

KAHN
APPOINTED
Heads RTMA Promotion Unit
APPOINTMENT of a Promotion
Committee for Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn., with J. J. Kahn,
Standard Transformer Corp., as
chairman, has been announced by
Robert C. Sprague, RTMA board
chairman.
At the same time Mr. Sprague
also renamed H. N. Henrye Sailer,
of John E. Fast & Co., chairman
of the association's Credit Committee for the ensuing year. Mr.
Sailer has headed the group, one of
RTMA's largest and most active,
during the past year. D. F. Reed,
of Raytheon Mfg. Co., was reappointed eastern vice chairman and
A. D. Sigler, Crucible Steel Co. of
America, western vice chairman.
Formation of the Promotion
Committee, authorized during
RTMA's annual convention in Chicago in June, stemmed from suggestions that RTMA provide tangible evidence of its services for
the information of members and
non-members looking toward increase in membership.
Chairman Kahn, who took an active hand in the recent reorganization of the manufacturers' association, also is a member of the
board of directors and past chief
of the Parts Division. He also represents RTMA on Radio Parts and
Electronic Equipment Shows Inc.
Rounding out the new promotion
unit are Max F. Balcom, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc. board chairman; Paul V. Galvirt, Motorola Inc.
president; and Leslie Muter, Muter
Co. president. Serving ex-officio are
RTMA President Glen McDaniel and
General Manager James D. Secrest.

■
CIENCY
EFFI
about

315

FACTS
the

TRANSMITTER

CERAMIC COIL aFORMS
Speci l
In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
all tuning inductances are wound

on

special ceramic coil forms.

These forms are unaffected by temperature or humidity ... are proof
against arc-overs ... and have an extremely low power loss characteristic.

This type of tuning inductance complemented byour vacuum type capacitors results in the highest degree of
circuit efficiency possible at the present
state of the art.

D-J SONG CONTEST
Fullen Named Winner

UNIVERSAL International Films
has announced the disc jockey
winners of its recent Frank Sinatra
song contest, with grand prize of
$500 U. S. Savings Bond (or an expense-paid week in New York)
awarded to Gene Fullen of KSAL
Salina, Kan. Contest was conducted
*:ilBERS of the 42d "Rainbow"
vision of New York National Guard
among disc jockeys and their listeners to determine most popular
1 make extensive radio and TV
standard selections recorded by the
jaest"
appearances
this
week
over
iw York metropolitan stations, to Columbia Records vocalist. Songs
rmlate interest in Guard activities.
getting the most votes will be in;blic service campaign precedes a
cluded in the forthcoming Univerc-week training period for the disal
motion
picture "Meet Danny
j jion at Pine Camp, Watertown, N. Y.
Wilson," starring Mr. Sinatra.
Runner-up prizes of 12 Bulova
'he
"Academy
Award" watches were
:
with
n
Statio
E
LITTL
received by disc jockeys:
Emerson Kimball, WCOL Columbus,
^IGrWALLOPij
Ohio; Maury McGill, WBBW Youngstown, Ohio; Herbert S. Fontaine,
WCOU-AM-FM Lewiston, Me.; William R. Lawson, WATS Sayre, Pa.;
Joe Sikes, KANE New Iberia, La.;
Paul Hennings, WNOR Norfolk;
Wayne Allen, KSEL Lubbock, Tex.;
Rodney V. Louden, KPOJ Portland,
Ore.; Bob Earle, KSO Des Moines;
Jim McNamara, WALA Mobile, Ala.;
Whitney Hains, CKCW Moncton,
N. B.; Bob Watson, WSB Atlanta.
ecasting

New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD

MANUFACTURING

DALLAS 10, TEXAS

CO.

PHONE EVergreen 1137
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Mr. Ed Wilhelm
Maxon, Inc.
New York City
Dear Ed:
Folks nowadays wants their dollars ter
(io as fur as poss'ble, an' I s'pose you
agency fellers
ain't
'ception. noReckon
tlict's why so
menytime
is abuy-on
in'
WCHS,way 'cause
any
yuh
jiggers it yuh
comes up with
a bargain!
F'rinstance,
th'
latest
Hooper
shows
h et
WCHS ' tgives
y u h way
more'n
an'
a halftwotimes
as many lisseners in th'
evenin' as th'
n e x t inrankin'
station
town
— ■ an' don't
f e r g it , Ed,
Charleston is
g' cmo t ! fiveN awuv
tl-ct's jest fer
th' city district! Hit don't
include
vast
outside th'bonus
audience served
'most 'sclusively by WCHS!
So, anytimes yer lookin' fer a Algy
place ter
get a lot fer yer money — remember
WCHS!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,

W.

Va.

IN MONTREAL

it's

Canada's FIRST station — wise in the
ways of PROGRAMMING, PROMOTION and MERCHANDISING . . .
gives you the coverage and the listenership needed to do a real selling job
in this rich market area.

U. S. Representative — Weed & Co.
Page 84
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counsel of Senate Crime Investigat '
Committee, signed as narrator
weekly TV version of Gangbust
starting on CBS-TV Sept. 4 (Ti
9-9:30 p.m.) under sponsorship
Schick Inc. (electric razors). Out
his proceeds from programs,
Halley said he will make wee
presentations to one or more ch:
ties.

air-casters
ACK BROOKS, noted radio singer
and announcer, appointed program
and
production
rector
WHHMdiMemphis. Mr.
Brooks was with
WTAM Cleveland,
WHAS Louisville
and WBBM Chicago.
WILLIAM T. WAGNER named production director
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio. He
Mr. Brooks
was with WIBA
and WKOW Madison.
C. RICHARD EVANS, general manager KSL-AM-TV Salt Lake City,
announces establishment of separate
radio and television promotion departments. WAYNE KEARL remains promotion manager for KSL. A. RICHARD
ROBERTSON named promotion chief
for TV. LaVAR REESE replaces Mr.
Robertson in radio section.
HARVEY HUSTEN, Voice of America,
New York, to announcing staff WAAM
(TV) Baltimore. PAT POLILLO
namd projectionist on WAAM production staff.
JOHN WAGNER, accounting department, ABC Hollywood, named controller of network's Western Div.
GLENN JOHNSON appointed assistant in television production department WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
He was with WFMY (TV) Greensboro.
DICK McADOO returns to WGBG
Greensboro, N. C, as emcee on WGBG
Nighthawk Program.
PAUL PAULSEN Jr., announcerwriter WDYK Cumberland, Md., to
WSVA-AM-FM Harrisonburg, Va., as
announcer disc jockey.
PAUL DIXON, disc jockey WCPO-AMTV Cincinnati, to start disc jockey
show on Up.
ABC-TV, as replacement for
Curtain
HARRY BRUNDIDGE signed to fiveyear contract to produce and moderate
the Brundidge — Crime Reports program on WPIX (TV) New York.
MIKE JABLONS, president of Gainsborough Assoc., N. Y., appointed director of publicity and promotion, WLIB,
New York. New post is in addition to
his duties at Gainsborough.
CAROLYN COVERT, WSUI Iowa
City, Iowa,
to continuity staff WOWAM-TV
Omaha.
RUTH CLYMER, Mason City Globe
Gazett, Mason City, Iowa, to continue
department KSTP (TV) Minneapolis.
BILL GORDON, sports director
WNAW North Adams, Mass., to staff
WENT Gloversville.
ROBERT MCLAUGHLIN, disc jockey
KLAC Hollywood, appointed television
producer and assigned to Les 'CarrotTop' Anderson Show on KL AC-TV.
He will continue duties as disc jockey.
JACK CHANCELLOR, TV writer NBC
Chicago, father of girl, born July 31.
FRANK McDONALD, Hollywood director, signed to an exclusive term contract by William F. Broidy Productions, same city, for both motion pictures and TV.
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MURIEL GAYLE appointed director
of copywriting and acceptance department WIP Philadelphia, replacing
ROBERT LAURENCE, who moves into newly created job of program coordination.
Miss GayleNew
was Rochelle,
women's
commentator
WGMR
N. Y.
JAY FROMAN appointed to announcing staff KXYZ Houston. He was
with WILL Urbana.
JUDY THEOBALD named script girl
on CBS Gene Autry Show, replacing
CAPPIE ROBERTS, resigning to be
married in fall.
ARCH GRIFFIN, cameraman KECATV Los Angeles, and MARY CROSLEY secretary to CAMERON PIERCE,
station engineering operations supervisor, married in that city July 20.
CHARLES (Chuck) von FREMD,
producer CBS-TV, and VIRGINIA
SULLIVAN, publicity director WATO
Cambridge, Mass., married July 19.
DEXTER CARD, announcer WMTW
Portland, Me., to WABI Bangor, Me.,
in same capacity.
TOM BELCHER, program director
KGWA Enid, Okla., father of boy,
Robert Allen.
RUBE WEISS, director WXYZ-TV
Detroit, father of boy.
GEORGE NEMETT, announcer KALI
Pasadena, and Millie Cohen have announced their marriage.
VERN TASCHNER, technician CBS
Hollywood, reports to duty with U.S.
Naval Reserve, Washington, D. C,
Aug. 15, with rank of lieutenant.
WAYNE HOWELL, NBC announcer
and
producer,
replacing
ELOISE McELHONE
as master
of ceremonies
on
RCA ■ Victor disc and guest show,
Musical Merry -Go -Round, Sat. 8:008:30 p.m.).
GROVER ALLEN, ABC-TV Chicago
director, and Celine O'Malley, are to
be married Aug. 18.
HUGH GREEN to NBC Chicago radio
production staff. He was with WNMP
Evanston, 111.
DON FAUST, production director
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, and Barbara
Wilson, married Aug. 4.
RUDOLPH HALLEY, who won national reputation via TV as chief

EUNICE KETTLE, member of '^I
Pinafores," trio on CBS Gene Aw&
Show, and James O'Bryan, marij
Aug. 4.

Hollywood,
to KLAC
that city,
CLETE ROBERTS,
newscaster
KF" |
similar capacity. He continues i
twice daily telecasts on KLAC-TV.!
RICHARD MITTAUER, newsrrj
staff ABC Chicago, to news sj
WOW-AM-TV Omaha.
STAN EDWARDS, announcer CH
Toronto,
write
man. to Canadian Press, as
PAULINE FREDERICK, news c<
mentator ABC, awarded gold key
city by Birmingham, Ala., July x,.,
at the Annual Woman's Banquet, 4 ,.
her contribution to the "culture ;
information of Birmingham."
SANDY
SAUNDERS, farm direc ;
WKY
Oklahoma City, adopts b#
Lynne Charles.
HAL FISHER, news writer WB
Chicago, father of boy, Brian Ji
Moscow

Says

COCA-COLA may be "the
pause
refreshes"radioto
millions that
of American
listeners — but the drink is
downright "poisonous" for
Europeans. That's what the ST
Moscow Home Radio is telling its listeners. A special
i
U.
S.
government-monitored
broadcast
claimed that the
soft drink is "inundating the
markets of all European
countries, poisoning the
health of the people, and increasing the profits of the
American
Coca - Cola conWNJR Newark July 10 and 20 aii
12-hour direct broadcasts from i
lantic City on U. S. Senate Cri
Committee
resort
town.gambling hearings in tli

carries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAYjor

Marke

NIGHT

D£T'ME B«.0«
Survey
TOTAL BMB
LI
BMB
.l
onD• MI
FrFA
• •94
•'f•'ES
tVsi
**"*••"?
"-jj
»7,*1
iKGW
SuHm
S»<H*«C . • -,5 44

KGW

PORTLAND, OREGON
on the efficient 620 frequency
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY & <
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Nf W ACCOUNTS
UP
Santa Ana Radio Credited
HOW a bank can use spot radio for
direct selling as well as for institutional good will is superlatively
illustrated by the Commercial National Bank, Santa Ana, Calif. Institution has just completed its first
year on KVOE, that city.
Until the summer of 1950, the
bank used other media exclusively..
It then added a schedule of five spot
announcements daily on KVOE,
changing time slots every day and
copy every week.
With radio as the only new ingredient inits advertising, the bank
gained 897 new accounts in the 12
months ending June 30, 1951, an
average of 75 a month, according
to executives. This is 60% higher
than the best gain of any previous
year, it was pointed out. The bank
added 49 new accounts in the
first 10 days of July.

milestones

a i
:m
:::
■j'. a

4

1HC-TV New Haven, Connecticut's only television station, receives con- ftA/>
tulations at the beginning of its fourth year of telecasting. L to r: James HhMi/n nniiT
HuHl
Milne, WNHC general manager; Aldo De Dominicis, secretary-treasurer;
Kinston Hearing Delayed
Gov. John D. Lodge, and Patrick J. Goode, WNHC-TV president.
FURTHER hearing on competitive
bids of WELS and WFTC Kinston,
KVOE Santa Ana, Calif., is
N. C, for improved facilities on 960
'STAR WLW
SEARCH'
ebrating its 25th year on the air.
Discovers Talent
kc was postponed by FCC last week
* * *
pending action on peAFTER 1,261 acts competing in without titionsdate
to amend and modify issues
123
towns
and
cities
of
four
states,
"wo executives of WLAW Lawin the case, involving inquiry by
ce, Mass., will observe anniver- the WLW Cincinnati "Star Search"
the Commission into alleged WELS
contest
has
come
to
a
close.
ies with the station this month.
stock transfers without consent
Performers from Indiana, Ohio,
)rge A. Hinckley, chief engineer,
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Kentucky and West Virginia
1 round out his 11th year. Nona
July 16]. Further hearing had been
reached for fame in the midwest
scheduled to commence last
:by, regional sales manager,
talent hunt.
Wednesday.
rks six years with WLAW.
First prize went to Wellington
WELS, now on 1230 kc with 250
Blakey, a baritone from Gary, Ind.
w fulltime, seeks change to 960 kc
Mr. Blakey pocketed a WLW con"Salt and Peanuts," personality
tract and $1,000 in cash. Prior to with 1 kw fulltime. WFTC, at
ging duo now on WMBM Miami
present operating on 1010 kc with
the "Star Search" contest,
1 kw daytime, seeks change to 960
ach, Fla., on Aug. 26 will ob- winning
he was a television repairman.
ve their 21st anniversary on raA companion contest was held kc with 5 kw day, 1 kw night. Application for negative transfer of
A special program has been
by WLW among 153 participating
control of WELS also has been
.nned for the occasion.
theatre managers to determine
those who did most to promote the made a part of the proceeding by
FCC.
contest. Size of theatre or town
S Hollywood has moved its televi- had no bearing. Some 35 press
WELS petitioned the Commisn service operations to new quarters
sion to amend its hearing order,
books were adjudged July 26. The
ently leased in Keywest Studios,
clarify the issues and add past and
top six were given showmanship
r.ta Monica and Van Ness Blvds.
future programming factors.
prizes ranging from $50 to $500.
nong facilities being moved are
WFTC, in opposing the WELS
motion, asked the Commission to
evision scenery construction, storlaunched
new "supernatureal"
e, prop shop, prop storage, set de- ABC
series,hasGhost
Stories,
heard Monday, investigate the "manner in which
ning and wardrobe departments.
the construction and operation of
9:30-10 p.m. for 13 weeks.
WELS

t
gh PROTECT

M

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION -LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
4,

For details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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Kansas City, Mo.

factor
TOWERS

Y

Wincharger type 300
tower is the pride of
the industry from
coast to coast.
Here is illustrated
an actual
installation at Station
WOC
Davenport, Iowa.
AM - FM - TV complete in one superduty tower.
'Let Wincharger help
you
next engineer
antenna your
tower
project. Be ready the
moment new TV
channels
WIREare available. WRITE
PHONE
NOW

was financed."

Charles E. Whyte
FUNERAL services for Charles
Evers Whyte, 48, Los Angeles advertising agency executive, were
held last Monday in the Church of
the Recessional, Forest Lawn
Memorial Park, Glendale, Calif.
He died at Hollywood Presbyterian
Hospital in Los Angeles on July 27
from a heart ailment. Mr. Whyte
was president of the California advertising agency bearing his name.
Besides his widow, Mrs. Ella
Whyte, surviving are three sons,
Charles Jr., Robert and Anthony; a
daughter, Penelope; his mother
Mrs. Ann Whyte, and a sister, Mrs.
Ruth Moore, all of Los Angeles.

CORPORATION
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
PHONE 2-1844
DEPT. 3
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'FAMILY DAY'
WFBR Outing Draws 25,000
SIX weeks of build-up for WFBR
Baltimore's "Family Day" paid off
July 25 when 25,000 persons crowded Gwynn Oak Park, Baltimore
amusement area. While John E.
Surrick, WFBR vice president and
general manager, acted as overseer, the station staff saw to it
that entertainment activities kept
moving.
Jim Crist, morning personality,
emceed a "Diaper Derby" for
crawling babies and a "Husband
Calling Contest" for housewives.
Winners appeared on Club 1300
emceed by WFBR's Henry Hickman. Lou Corbin took charge of a
"Surf Suds Blowing Contest," and
a "Pop Drinking Contest."
Helen Brooks, director of women's programs, and Don Hamilton
conducted an "Artists Delight Contest." In addition, the station gave
away 5,000 WFBR balloons. Prizes
for the contests were offered by
local merchants.
Canadian

Set Sales

APRIL

SALES of television receivers in Canada were four times
as great this year as in April 1950,
according to the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics. The sets were sold in
Southern Ontario where reception
of United States stations is seen.
A total of 4,407 sets were sold.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
K

A

K

C

Tulsa, Okla.

FCC

JULY 26 THROUGH

Mr. Crist looks on in amazement as
Mrs. Walter Hayes, winner of the
"Husband Calling Contest," demonstrates the power of her lungs.

FARM POPULATION
10-Yr. Drop 5 Million
REVISED estimates of farm population in the U. S. by the Commerce Dept. show a decrease of
nearly 5 million between April
1940 and the same month last year.
Revisions of the 1940 census
figure and of the Census-Bureau of
Agricultural Economics estimates
for 1941-1949 were made so as to
comply with a new definition of
farm population adopted for the
1950 census. The new definition excludes from farm population those
living in houses located on farms if
the occupants pay cash rent for the
house and yard only without any
farm land. Decrease in population
on the farms continues a trend that
has been marked in this country
since the early years of the
Twentieth Century, it was noted.

QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE \x
:0^eratiori
•ir.'-ov&U: '

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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Fair Exhibit

AUDIO FAIR, to be held at the
third annual convention of the
Audio Engineering Society Nov.
1-3 at the Hotel New Yorker, New
York, will include an exhibit of
high quality-sound recording and
playback equipment located on the
fifth floor of the hotel, Harry N.
Reizes, fair manager, has announced. Audio Engineering Society will conduct a technical session of engineering papers for
which a charge will be made. However, there is no charge to the fair,
which is open to the public.

PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case — ■
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!

AUGUST

Diligent Digger
A WELL DIGGER in Omaha,
Neb., brought in a gusher of
complaints a fortnight ago
when he severed cables carrying major network radio
programs, wire services and
some military installations.
According to a United Press
report, all CBS, Mutual and
NBC programs west of
Omaha were interrupted
from 25 minutes to more
than an hour as telephone
workers tried to repair cables.

Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfej
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of m i la •
station and transfer applications.
July 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WHBF Rock Island, 111.; WISH
Indianapolis, Ind.; WLOU Louisville,
Ky.: WFBR Baltimore, Md.; WVET
Rochester, N. Y.; WHIP Mooresville,
N. C; KMO Tacoma, Wash.; WIBA
Madison, Wis.
License for CP
WJSW-FM Altoona. Pa. — License for
CP new FM station.
Modification of CP
KISS
(FM)
San Antonio,
Tex. ERP
— Mod.to
CP new FM station
to change
12.87 kw, ant. height to 567 ft. etc.
FM— 97.5 rac
KPOR
(FM)
Riverside, Calif.—
CP
new FM station AMENDED
to change
ERP to 81.6 kw, ant. height to 1509
ft. etc.
July 30 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Paul A. Walker
Harding College and Edith Wood
Sweezy, Searcy, Ark. — Granted petition
of Harding College requesting dismissal
without prejudice of its application;
on
own motion
removedof
fromCommission's
hearing docket
application
Edith Wood Sweezy.
Watertown Radio, Inc., Baraboo, Wis.
— Granted petition requesting dismissal
without prejudice of its application.
WLIZ forBridgeport,
Grantedin
petition
continuance Conn.—
of hearing
proceeding upon its application from
Aug. 13. to Oct. 12 in Washington.
Frontier Bcstg. Co., Fort Worth, Tex.
— Granted petition for waiver of Sect.
1.854 of the Rules and for acceptance
of petitioner's notice of intention to
appearment onand
participate
oral arguexceptions
filed inin proceeding
upon applications of WLCS Baton
Rouge, La. and KJAN Baton Rouge, La.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
KCOGtition Centerville,
Iowa — Granted
pefor leave to amend
application
so as to supplement with respect to
program service proposed.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WELS and
WFTC forKinston,
N. C—of
Granted
motions
continuance
further hearing in proceeding upon
their applications and further hearing
continued until a date to be announced
after Commission has acted upon petitions to amend and modify issues.
WELSdered Kinston,
N. C—
Further their
ormotion of WELS
to dismiss
petition for authority to take depositions be granted and petition for aumissed. thority to take depositions was dis-

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D.
Don H. Martin, Salem, Ind. — Grant 1
petition which requests acceptance
his notice of appeaarnce in proceedi
upon his application.

July 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WMMB Melbourne, Fla. — License fj
CP to change frequency, power a
hours operation.
N. C—
Licen-f—KB
forWIAM
CP newWilliamston,
AM station etc.
AMENDI
to change name from S. S. Adcock
James H. Gray Sr., Henry A. Johns
and Charles R. Gray d/b as Marl
County Bcstg. Co.
WDSU-FM
New FMOrleans,
cense
for CP new
station. La— I
License Renewal
Jim
X
Following stations request renewal
license: WIRL Peoria, 111.; KSCJ Sio I
City, Iowa; WBBR Brooklyn, N. T
WLAT Conway, S. C; KSNY Snyd'
Tex.; WMIL Milwaukee, Wis.; WNA
Neenah, Wis.; TV—
KXROCh. Aberdeen,
Wa;
6
WDSU-TV New Orleans, La.— CP I I!
increase ERP from 31 kw vis. 15 I
aur. to 100 kw vis. 50 kw aur.,
install new trans, etc.

July 31 Decisions
BY THE SECRETARY
KSTP-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Grant
license for FM station; Ch. 271 (10:mc); 5.82 kw; 560 ft.
KLIFfor Oak
Cliff,in Tex.—
Granted
cense
increase
D power
and i.
stallation of new trans.; 1190 kc 1 kw
5 WHBF
kw-LS DA-N. Island, 111.— Granted
cense for Rock
installation of new trans. I
WMTW Portland, Me.— Granted (
to change trans, location, main stuqAii
location
install new — trans,
cor""
WDXIfor and
Jackson,
cense
installationTenn.
of newGranted
trans,
an aux. trans, at present location ,
main trans, employing DA-N.
WTSV Claremont, N. H.— Granted |_CO)
cense for installation of new trans, a:
change trans, and studio locations. <
KXOK-FM St. Louis, Mo.— Grant
mod.
Inc. license to change name to KXO
KFVD Los Angeles, Calif.— Grant
CP to change type trans.
WEKZ Monroe, Wis. — Granted mc
CP to change type trans.
WNEW
York,type
N. trans.;
Y.— Grant
mod.
CP toNewchange
cor,
KDLM Detroit Lakes, Minn. — Grant
mod.
CP
for
approval
of
ant.,
trai
and studio locations and change ty 3
trans.
KSOO Sioux Falls, S. D. — Gram
■

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service for
over phone
18 yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me
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cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur. -aural
unl. -unlimited hou
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization

Audio

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!

actions
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JANSKY A BAILEY
ecutive Office*
National Press Building
:•» and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
•ihingten, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

: mmtrcia! Radio Equip. Co.
■vrett L. Dillerd, Gen. Mgr.
TERNATIONAL IL06.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING t CO.

Craven, Lohnas & Culver
UNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

36

Member AFCCE*

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Experience in Rmdio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Natch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is na substitute far experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh A Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE*

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Seattle, Wash.
Dallas, Texas
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Rvffnor
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
iND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
u*-a
m. !5'

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colten t Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
EX. 8073
■■■i a 311 G St., N. W
Washington 5, D. C.
anted
• am
ration
'.-.-•all

-Gni

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1319 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

it«'KOADCASTING

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 44721

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.

Member AFCCE*

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profeeiional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. If., Wash. «, D. C.
Executive ItSO — Executive t$61
(Nifhts- holidays, Lockwood 5-1811)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Recti* lie, N. Y.
New Rochell* 4-1420

Of. H. 3itter
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631

\>d. CP to change trans, location and
oe trans.; cond.
following
granted mod.
; extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
own: WRBL-FM Columbus, Ga. to
-1-51; WTOL-FM Toledo, Ohio to
-3-51; WISN-FM Milwaukee, Wis. to
22-52; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, Pa, to
22-52; WSGN-FM Birmingham, Ala.
12-15-51; KBLI Blackfoot. Idaho to
30-51; WPMP Pascagoula, Miss, to
15-51; WTVJ Miami, Fla. to 1-27-52.
Milwaukee, Wis.— Granted liDIO V/FOX
rse for change of trans, and studio
:ations.
>Aii
LI Corning, N. Y.— Granted liirise for change in frequency and
0 •urs operation; 1450 kc 250 w unl,
WENE Endicott, N. Y. — Granted linse for change of facilities, installajn of new trans, and DA-DN and

KEAR

change trans, location (coordinates
only). 1430 kc 5 kw unl.
West Bend Bcstg. Co., West Bend,
Wis. — Granted license for remote pickup KA-9207.
WINL Lebanon, Ind. — Granted license
for FM station; Ch. 296 (107.1 mc) 590
w; 85 ft,
WAYS-FM
license
for FMCharlotte,
station; N.Ch.C—299Granted
(107.7
mc) 2 kw; 140 ft.
KNOB forLong
license
FM Beach,
station; Calif.
Ch. —276Granted
(103.1
mc) 320 w; 420 ft.
Grantedpickup
CP's stations
and Licenses
for new
remote
to following:
KA-9280 (Radio Station WIBS Inc.),
Santurce, P.R.; KA-9281 (Radio Service
Corp.), Pocatello, Idaho,
WKNA-FM Charleston, W. Va.—
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 11-10-51.
• Telecasting

August- 1 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
Desert Radio and Telecasting Co.,
Palm Springs,
Calif. — Designated
for
hearing
inplicationWashington
on Sept.
6, ' apfor a new station
on 1230
kc
250 w unl., and made KXO El Centro,
Calif., party to proceeding.
Johnnie Weston Crabtree, Oklahoma
City, Okla. — Designated for hearing in
Washington on Sept. 11, application for
new station on 1590 kc 500 w D, and
made KWHP Cushing, Okla,, party to
proceeding.
KIRO Seattle, Wash.— Designed for
hearing in Washington on Sept. 12,
application to make changes in DA
pattern (operating on 710 kc 50 kw
unl. DA-N), and made WOR New York
party to proceeding.
MEOV Changed
KECC Pittsburg, Calif.— Granted CP
to change maximum expected operating values of DA-N (operating on 990
kc 1 kw unl. DA-N., U); cond.
Extension Granted
First Baptist Church, Pontiac, Mich.
— Granted extension of authority to
transmit programs by wire from First

Baptist Church, 34 Oakland Ave., to
CKLW Windsor, Ont.
To Remain Silent
KGIB
Bremerton,
Wash.for— Granted
authority to remain silent
60 days
from July 16, pending reorganization.
August 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WTOC Savannah, Ga,;
WJLK Asbury Park, N, J.; WADC
Akron, Ohio; KOME Tulsa, Okla.;
KBND Bend, Ore.; WJAS Pittsburgh,
Pa.;
Weslaco,
Tex.;Wash.;
KLTI WEBC
Longview, KRGV
Tex.; KIT
Yakima,
Duluth, Minn.
Modification of CP
WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich.— Mod. CP
as mod., authorizing new FM station
for extension of completion date.
KFVS-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo. —
Same.
KISS (FM) San Antonio, Tex. — Same.
WSVA-FM Harrisonburg, Va. — Same.
WCON-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Mod. CP, as
mod. new TV station, to change type
(Continued on page 92)
August 6, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<* per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20<ji per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<J per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk, Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
New 5 kw (1 kw night) going on the
air in southeast this fall. Invite inquiries about or applications for all
staff positions, except that of chief engineer. All replies held in strict conand unless
you say otherwise.fidenceBoxuntil510K,
BROADCASTING.
Managerial
Sales promotion manager needed by
outstanding midwest, regional network
affiliate. Must be creative with thorough knowledge graphic arts. Must
be able licity.
to Needoriginate
write puba sales and
promotion
man
who knows radio and is ambitious.
Include with letter application salary
expectations and a recent photograph
with samples of publicity writing, newspaper ad layouts, brochures and other
examples of performance. Address Box
341K, BROADCASTING.
Manager - salesman to assume full
charge midwest station. Finest and
most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity to qualified person. Box
400K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Head salesman wanted. Pennsylvania
area, 15% commission, $75.00 per week
draw.
ING. Reply Box 441K, BROADCASTIf you can sell radio time, I'd like to
hire you. Straight salary adjusted periodically. Substantial 5 kw in undeveloped Ohio metropolitan market
needs a down-to-earth salesman. Sales
ability comes first. Experience and
other details in first letter. Box 451K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman or salesmanager. 250 watt
east central network affiliate.. Rush references and full information. Box
498K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Account executive, with radio
or television experience, by mediumsize, long-established, financially strong
agency in midwestern city of \\ million. With TV arriving early in 1952,
here's
a ground
floorfor opportunity
for
young man
with yen
selling. Salary
and participation. Give full background
first
ING. letter. Box 502K, BROADCAST5 kw Mutual midwest station in market
of overenced
100,000
opening national
for experisalesman has
to handle
and
regional accounts. Adequate draw
against commission. Only experienced
men apply. Box 508K, BROADCASTING,
Good deal for man experienced sports
and sales. Upper midwest. Box 511K,
BROADCASTING.
Progressive independent station needs
experienced salesman with ideas immediately. Air time optional. Full
details first letter. KWBM, Williston,
North Dakota.
Experienced time salesman. No floaters. Good proposition for right man,
salary and commission. Tell all first
letter. consin
G. Rapids,
T. Frechette,
WFHR, WisWis,
Wanted: Salesman — must have background of radio sales in comparable
market and should have knowledge of
the south but this is not essential. Give
full details and picture in first letter.
We pay 15% and drawing account.
WHAN, Charleston, S. C.
Chief salesman wanted in Berkshire,
New England area. Fifteen percent
commission, $100.00 guaranteed draw
for the right man. Contact Nicoll,
WNAW, North Adams, Massachusetts.
Florida newspaper owned station with
FM affiliate requires experienced time
salesman. Famous resort city, excellent opportunity. Car essential. Write
Jerry Stone, WNDB, Daytona Beach,
Fla.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Immediate opening announcer with
first class ticket, good pay for qualified
man, will consider inexperienced man
with training and ability. Send disc
and details. Box 475K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, network station
making good profits, congenial small
staff, owner-manager, excellent living
conditions. $65 to start. Selling not
required, but will pay 20% commissions on all sales. Located in southeast. Box 382K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, midwest 500
watter. Give full details, experience
and salary required. Box 401K,
BROADCASTING.
Opening also.
night Send
man who
can handle
football
resume.
Texas.
Box 405K, BROADCASTING.
We are interested in a solid responsible
man approximately 25 to 35 with a good
news voice who would have a real
interest in taking charge of and developing high caliber
news know
programs
for this station.
He must
how
to collect
and
write
local
news
properly. He should preferably be a family
man with an interest in permanence.
We can offer a high type community
to live and work in, pleasant and congenial conditions and we feel, a respectable salary to the right man. Box
425K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, opportunity for
advancement in profitable network station located near Birmingham. $55.00
to start, small congenial staff, owner is
manager, selling not required but will
pay 20% commission on all sales. Box
383K, BROADCASTING,
Announcer-engineer. Western Pennsylvania station. Minimum guarantee
$80.00 week.
Excellent
working
conditions. Must be
good staff
announcer.
Box 455K, BROADCASTING,
Quality Must
morningbe man
with announcer
first class
ticket.
excellent
and deliver highly rated show and
newscast to women's audience. Opennow with one one
of Pacific
northwest's
mosting aggressive
kw station.
$360
to start. Send complete information to
Box 460K, BROADCASTING.
Football announcer plus staff duties.
Tell all. Box 406K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, dependable, conwanted by Send
Minnesota
tion. Goodscientious,
salary.
detailssta-to
Box 462K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, $200.00 monthly, forty hour
week, time and a half overtime. Send
disc, photo. Box 471K, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening announcer with
good voice, versatile and stable, good
pay, midwest. Send disc and details
Box 474K, BROADCASTING,
Announcer-salesman: Experienced man
capable managing remote studios midwest town 12,000. Opportunity for announcer strong on sales. Earnings
$100.00 plus. Box 476K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer-salesman
ed by Minnesota
station. Must be wantgood
on DJ shows. Must like to sell. Good
salary. Write to Box 477K, BROADCASTING.
Pacific northwest, Mutual AM-FM in
small market. Excellent opportunity
for good voice with license. Must be
able to handle disc and special shows
effectively. Sports experience helpful.
Send full information and expected
salary. Box 487K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-engineer!
ProgressiveFriendly
western town. Good climate.
staff. Salary commensurate with living
standard. Apartments available. Box
492K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — announcer, colored. Must be
family man and well educated. Previous experience and references necessary. BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for advancement.
Box 484K,
Wanted. Two announcers for northern
Michigan station. At least one year
experience.
Send letter, disc Box
and starting salary requirement.
503K,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Must be tops
play-by-play and competent special
events, general staff. Above average
earnings right man. Midwest. Write
all Box 512K, BROADCASTING.
Septembernounceropening
Texas experienced
station anwith deep voice,
board work. Good starting salary,
raises dependent upon individual. Full
details pected
firstand send
letterdisc
include
salary
exor tape
to Box
515K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with ticket. 250 watter, near
N. Y. Box 524K. BROADCASTING.
Major NE market net regional wants
"zany" morning personality. Must submit "proof of performance"
ability
to out-Hooper
and outsell pastandcompetition. Send disc, photo, background and
salary requirement first letter. Box
527K, BROADCASTING,
Immediate opening established Mutual
affiliate combination announcer and engineer, first phone, car helpful. Good
top pay, permanent position, 40 hour
week. Experience preferred. Contact
Dave Button, KSVP, Artesia, N. Mexico.
Wanted: Announcer or combination
man. Excellent opportunity. Send
photo, disc,
wood, Miss. references, WABG, GreenExperienced staff announcer, Florida
250 Liberty. Chance for play-by-play
football if qualified. Engineering license
an asset but not required. WCNH,
Quincy, Florida.
Mature in voice with good common
sense.
That's station.
the announcer
for network
Please wedo want
not
apply ageunless
you
are
better
announcer. Excellent than
base, averplus
talent. Rush audition disc and background to Dave Rodman, WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.
Combination announcer-engineer, emphasis on announcing. First class ticket
necessary. State salary. Send disc or
tape and
past record. WKJF, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Wanted: Capable, experienced staff anfor licensed,
48-hour, $72.80
6-day
week. If nouncer.
first$62.40class
week. WLET, Toccoa, Georgia.
Announcer-engineer, with first class
ticket, at least six months experience.
Good working
network station. conditions,
Send disc, 250-watt
qualifications
and salary requirements. WMLT,
Dublin, Georgia.
Engineer - announcer for splendidly
equippedlanta.small
station— willing
near At-to
Want goodtownengineer
teach announcing.
Permanent
position.
Reasonable living conditions. WMOC,
Covington, Georgia.
Will tion
payman sixty-five
for good
combinawho can read
a commercial
and do DJ work. Send disc or call at
WMPM, Smithfield, N. C.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, send
disc, resume. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga.. Phone 921.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer and announcer - engin«
wanted. South Georgia network &f
iate needs a straight announcer a
also combo man. Good salary. Presf
help
but looking
Te phoneadequate,
327, WVOP,
Vidalia,ahead.
Georg:;
Technical
First class engineer. No experience j
quired. Virginia network station. B
238K, BROADCASTING.
Ohio station needs experienced en.
neer. Good living and working com.
tions. Position permanent. Send i
sume past
experience,
requiING.
ments,
etc. to
Box 410K, salary
BROADCAS
Wanted: Engineer-announcer at 250 w.
east central network affiliate. Annour .
ing experience
desirable
but not < \
sential.
Box 497K,
BROADCASTIN
Control operator, first class licen:l
$55 a week to start. Send photo, r< i
erences
to KBIX, Muskogee, Oki.t
homa.
Wanted engineer, experience unnecr
sary, $55 for 40 hours time and V2 o\)F
40. Car essential; paid vacation. Co
tact
Kansas.KGAR, Box 878, Garden Cr'
First class engineer. Experience r.- r
pected
salary
44Texas.
hour week
\
essential. Brownsville,
Wireperinformation
and ei""
KVAL,
Transmitter operator needed immec
ately at new 1000 watt near beautii
Wolf Creek Lake. No experience ne
essary. Contact
Chief Engineer, WAI
Columbia,
Kentucky.
Immediate opening for a combinati
first class engineer-announcer, or ;
engineer with a first class licem
Telephone
Utica,
N. Y.J. Eric Williams, WGA
Wanted — engineer 1st phone, $200
month, contact Tim Marsh, WHAf7.e
Shelbyville, Tenn.
Immediate opening for first class tick
at FM station. Experience not nece
sary,
Olean, but
New car
York.required. WHDL-FI
Wanted immediately first class licens
operator with some experience at co
trols. Pay scale 1.15 per hour. Mir
mum 59.80 per week. Contact F.
Lackey, WHOP, Hopkinsville, Ky.

Engineer AM and FM NBC affilia
$1.40
per hour
time and
40 hours.
Graduated
sick one-half
leave payovfffi
i
to six months at full pay plus s5
months atSeehalf
five yeajj|s
service.
storypayin after
September
1£P
RCA Broadcast News. Thomas Ph
lips, WKPT, Kingsport. Tennessee.
Immediate opening for transmitter e. UDt
gineer, 1 kw ABC. Car necessar;
Contact Harold White, WKTY, L_
Crosse. Wisconsin.
Production-Programming, Other
Radio and TV writer, script and cor
mercial, by medium-sized Pittsbur;
agency Moderate
as additionsalary,
to 4-man
ment.
good depai
oppo aI
tunity for advancement in productio 9j
Send
experience
outline,to ava~
ability photo,
date and
desired salary
stai
Reply Box 339K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced copywriter, to produ
original, results-getting copy. Give f
details, samples and salary require
Box 402K, Broadcasting.
Radio writer-female. Continuity ai
copy. Also experienced broadcastc
Two years announcing and progrs I
planning.
Experienced
celebrities, delving
in local interviewii
history a*
local personalities. Broad college ed
cation. Want southwest only. Box 457:
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. To gather, write, newscs
local news and handle wire. H.
Winsor, WBYS, Canton, Illinois.
Copywriter, male or female, experien
necessary. No air work. Write Ma
ager, WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Announcers
*d,
an experienced
anrer able
to handle ad midwest
lib and corneal assignments for TV station. 5Vz
i,veek. pay $60. Real opportunity
who can sell copy. Send corn: _! ..an
background, references, photo, to
453K
XING. BROADCASTING • TELESituations Wanted
Managerial
»er-program director-sales direc11 years radio experience. 3 years
ral managerial experience in small
on operation. Very active in civic
*s. Married. Veteran. Steady, re- ». Excellent references. Box 403K,
A.DCASTING.
on manager
has 12 years
ad
radio andwhoaccounting
has backgood
>n to desire change. Thorough
'ledge of all station operations.
background includes college edun, management, advertising and
,.otion plus practical experience,
/ied, family, draft exempt, good
■d. Available reasonable notice
present employer. Box 428K,
ADCASTING.
manager desires change, larger
jt TV station. 17 years experience,
leering, management, sales, esihed 2 stations, experienced, proion, copy, traffic, personnel. KnowlI TV operation. Family, middle
Desire permanent position with
re, decire AM management or posi- in TV where experience will be
*ed. Box 452K, BROADCASTING,
wants a reliable, sober, topnotch
on manager who can sell? Not
d of work. Open for job soon.
cheap man. Knows sales, conty, announcing. Box 466K, BROADTING.
•on or sales manager available!
-Roughly
capable,
longmanagement,
experience
■hases radio.
Efficient
ig sales and public relations. A
t maker. Mature, fine personality
good showmanship. Everything
- jf-'ida.
makessouth
successful
station. Plenty
Prefer
or southwest.
hern experience. Reasonable sal%t< and
TING.percentage. Box 478K, BROADroughly versatile manager-program
ctor with 15 years successful radio
irience. Currently employed man-program
director
(6 years)
jdes
writing,
delivering
two which
sports
mentaries daily. Know boxing,
-•;.: : :ey,
tennis, football. Excellent speevents and ad lib. Outstanding
agerial and program administradeveloped ratings top in market,
e reached limit here in responsiy and salary. Married, references,
. Box 522K, BROADCASTING.
eral-sales
plus first class
rise.
Box manager
525K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Ijta - erienced salesman, desires position
southwest.
Brochure on request.
434K, BROADCASTING.
tral states only!! Thoroughly ex: enced. Age 36. Available immeely. Box 473K, BROADCASTING.
>5-news:
experienceto
phases. Sixteen
Will do years
newscasting
i introduction your market. Box
fc, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
v York stater; announcer 9 years,
!8
Vt year, family. Box 207K,
DADCASTTNG.
louncer, colored, good voice, mass
eal, promotional ideas. Box 296K,
0 ADCASTING.
ee years experience. Announcer,
"scaster, disc jockey. Professional
coling, Hollywood. Wisconsin area
ferred. Box 312K, BROADCASTlana, Ohio, Kentucky. 5 year man
phases. Top announcer, now PD.
f - ier announcing. $80 minimum. Box
' K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Seeking job staff announcer. Trained
Radio City, New York. College background, pleasing voice. Strong on
news, commentary.
write commercial copy. Disc Can
available.
Box
385K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster; news, special events. 4
years experience, college background,
employed, draft exempt, capable and
reliable. Want station with year round
sports coverage. Available September
1; will go anywhere for right offer,
CA
$"0
plusST
talent. IN
Box G.
414K, BROADSportscaster, network references, 6
years
experience
doing play-by-play
of college
and professional
football,
basketball,
boxing exempt.
and baseball.
Married and draft
Box 431K,
BROADCASTING.
Rated A-l commercial announcer and
newscaster. Excellent voice and technique. TV experience. 8 years radio.
Held first phone. Dependable family
man,
thirty,
exempt.goodAllwork,
inouiries promptlydraft
answered,
for
good income. Box 443K, BROADCASTINGS
I'm notjob!
reaching
for the deejay.
moon, just
better
Announcer,
Twoa
years experience,
good
on
news,
commercials. Tape and photo available.
Box 456K. BROADCASTING.
Live wire announcer, control board
operator. Single, 26, AFRS experience,
local
station background.
Box 458K,
BROA
DCASTING.
Announcer. Single, 26, college. Newscasting,ator.discAvailable
jockey,
control15. board
August
Box oper459K,
BROA
DCASTING.
Experienced combo man available short
notice.
RCA, Western
tric andFamiliar
Gates boards.
Resume, Elecetc.,
on request. Vet, single, car, will travel.
Box 461K, BROADCASTING.
Radio, has been my profession for past
11 years. All phases air work, 8 years
play-by-play, 3 years on 50 kw news,
staff, disc trick. Searching for broader
horizons, no whistle stops. Let's swap
detailedBROADCASTING.
data. What's your story? Box
464K,
Conscientious announcer with eight
years experience in production and
announcing. Comprehensive knowledge
of music and its programming, intelligent rendition of news. Qualified in
news gathering and special events.
Married,
twenty-six
old, university graduate,
draft years
deferred.
If you
offer permanent employment at an
equitable salary with opportunities for
advancing
in radio/television,
I'll travel
at my expense
for BROADCASTING.
audition and
interview.
Box 465K,
Announcer, native of Iowa. Married,
veteran,
Nine years position
in eastern radio.employed.
Desires permanent
in "God's County,"
Iowa. Box
467K, BROADCASTING.
Well trained, thoroughly experienced,
all-round announcer looking for alert
station in good sized city. Specialty
news,ingplus
audience
buildmorningeasy-going
show; plenty
capability
all phases. Excellent references. Box
470K, BROADCASTING.
Is a man with 8 solid years radio experience, 1st class ticket, outstanding
selling voice, witty, exuberant friendly, dependable, remarkable ad libber,
never late in 8 years, A-l DJ, excellent
references,
man or exempt,
many firsts,
age-28,
married, veteran,
worth
$85
a week? Box 472K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, available immediately.
Strong on DJ, news, commercials, some
console. Will travel. Young, sober,
veteran. Box 479K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
deejay,
children's
grams, announcer.
Managerial
and proprogramming experience. In California
now.
Go
anywhere.
Box
480K,
BROADCASTING.
I wanna go south. Announcer-DJ.
Thoroughly mercials,
experienced.
Strongoperate
comnewscasting. Can
board. Box 482K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, Boston area,
cooperative, employed, knowledge of
board. Box 485K, BROADCASTING.
Top disc man and announcer. Straight
and rural. 12 years experience. Age
35. Two children. Available immediately. Box 486K, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly experienced, family, draft
exempt. Box
$100488K,
minimum.
Now employed.
BROADCASTING.
Sports man, currently and for past
seven years broadcasting major baseball andcities.
other sports injoboneas ofsports
nation's
largest
director for goodWants
AM or TV station.
Thorough knowledge all sports. 20
years experience. Excellent references.
A revenuesidered.producer.
All offers conBox 489K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-six months experience, now
employed. Doing staff work. Night
turn desired. Would like to work with
network affiliate station. Go anywhere,
excellent ADC
references.
Box . 490K,
BRO
ASTING
Experienced announcer, all-round staff
man. College. Vet. Exempt. Permanent. Family man. Available SepING^
tember First. Box 494K, BROADCASTExperienced topnotch combo. 1st phone.
Married, vet, age 31, prefer west. $95.00
weekly.
Excellent
able 2 weeks
after references.
making deal.AvailBox
495K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, three years experience
wants eastern station. Specialize DJ.
Good on news, commercial, quiz. 27,
family, ADC
veteran. AST
References.
Box. 500K,
BRO
ING
Experienced major market sportscaster
with excellent character and ability
references desires station heavy on
sports. Box 501K, BROADCASTING.
News editor, reliable and accurate, good
voice, seeks responsible position with
leading outlet. 18 years radio and TV
experience, including commentary and
on-the-spot coverage. Married, college
graduate,
and audition available. Box references
504K BROADCASTING.
Announcer, control board operator. 26,
married, draft exempt. Capable reliable staff worker, light experience. Desires permanent opportunity. Anxious
settle smaller community, travel short
notice.
References, resume, disc availCASTING^
able on request. Box 513K, BROADQualified, conscientious announcer, superior voice and commercial style,
thoroughly experienced all phases proand production,
desires
permanentgrammingaffiliation
established
station.
Box 517K, BROADCASTING.
New blood. Young man, draft exempt, three
years
radio DJ,
experience
includingcollege
announce,
sportscast, newsroom. Desires permanent position with future in small indie
station.
Anywhere. Particulars on reCASTING^
quest. Offers? Box 518K, BROADSports announcer, 15 years play-byplay experience including major college football, major league baseball and
all minor sports. Available now to progressive AM or TV station. Married,
dependable, highest references. For
further
information or personal interCASTING^
view write or wire Box 521K, BROADCombination newscaster and time salesman, 25 years experience newspapers
and radio. Veteran both wars, good
mixer, former pro athlete, hard worker,
record evidences ability to produce.
Hard worker, aggressive, active. Karl
Broadley, Phone 204, Box 779, Portales,
New Mexico.
Want permanent connection with progressive station (Alabama, Georgia)
acquainted with listener psychology
and value
"steady second
buck" over
"fast
buck."
Firstof phone,
telegraph,
ham. Engineering, controls, announcing, sometapes,
production.
Magnecorder
resumeWillof send
experience.
ford,
C.
Sparks N.Ridenour,
116 S. Moore St., SanTechnical
Announcer, deep resonant voice, 33,
veteran. Experienced, can handle
board, 3rd class ticket. Will travel.
John Gary, 635 Hemlock St., Scranton,
Penna., Phone 2-1180.
Chief engineer.
Twenty
experience construction
and years
maintenance,
excellent
past
record
as
chief.
able immediately. Family. Box Avail253K,
BROADCASTING.
Combo chief engineer-announcer, 2\ii
years ried,
experience
desires30 change.
family, veteran,
years of Marage,
have car. Will consider straight combo
job. Complete offer first letter please.
Will go anywhere. Write Box 437K,
BROADCASTING.
Kentucky stations: Needing an experienced, dependable addition to your
engineering staff? I have good reasons
for wanting to work in central or eastern Kentucky. Interested in chief's
job
at small station,
or operator's
job,
if sufficiently
attractive.
Have possibilities as hillbilly
given some
direction.
Write forDJ,fullifdetails.
Box
468K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer desires position
in south. Box 469K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, vet, three years experience
on five kilowatt AM. Wants position
with 250 watt as chief engineer or
operator on one kilowatt and up. $75.00.
Box 491K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer, 12 years, experienced
in construction, design, economic management of AM & FM station operation,
best of references, prefer midwest.
Box 493K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer of 250 watter prefers
midcentral states as chief of small
station or engineer in larger station.
Family man. Available September 1.
Box 496K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combo, three years experience as engineer, some combo, northeast,
employed.
Personal oninterCASTING.
view,nowmarried,
child. Available
two
weeks notice. Box 499K, BROAD1st phone operator, location California
or west. Years of technical experience,
construction-operations. Ham radio.
Draft exempt veteran. Some announcing. Single, car, available immediately.
BROA
DCAS
All
inquiries
answered.
Box. 514K,
TING
First class ticket holder wants good
BROADCASTING.
paying
job. Owner female. Box 516K,
Chief engineer, 3 years experience all
phasestionbroadcasting
including
construcfrom ground up.
Advanced
TV
training. Permanent, no combo. Married, terial.
26, draftReferences.
exempt,
Statelocation
salary.immaApt.
13, 2267 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa,
Calif,
Licensed, veteran, 27, six years experience,
available
to progressive
ning TV.
Contact:
Engineer,AM 637planW.
Onondaga St., Syracuse 4, N. Y., 4-0245.
Production-Programming, others
Woman, 71,2 years in continuity, women's and children's shows, looking for
new
position, good salary. Available
ING.
September. Box 454K, BROADCASTMale creative writer with ideas, imagination and showmanship desires agency
or station position. Four years experience
and free-lance
writing.in station,
Can turnagency
out commercial
copy
that sells and good dramatic stuff.
Northwestern graduate. No $35.00 a
week continuity writer. Box 463K,
BROADCASTING.
Network radio and TV production experience. Headed creative staff for
N. Y. package producer. Copywriting,
research, casting. Liaison between network staffs and producer. Phi Beta
Kappa,
A. Seeks
production
position withB.station
or agency.
Box 481K,
BROADCASTING.
Copywriter, two years experience, vet,
deferred.
Florida.
Include job Prefer
outline east
and orsalary
in reply.
Box 505K, BROADCASTING .
Copywriter, presently employed, 4V2
years experience
"punchy,"
"selling"
commercialwriting
copy, also
music,
quiz shows, some fashion commentary.
Graduatelege.leading
eastern Will
women's
colGo anywhere.
consider
CASTING^
agency,
but
prefer
women's
commentary orradio
copywriting.
southwest
station! Box West
507K, orBROADExperienced musician (organ-piano,
program
direction).
Severalannouncing.
years radio all phases
including
Can specialize. Available September
1st. Have own Hammond if necessary.
Box 509K, BROADCASTING.
Newsman: Eleven years experience.
Editor, newscaster, writer, legman.
Solid sponsorship.
exempt. Permanent.
Box 519K, Draft
BROADCASTING.
Attention San Francisco area stations:
Young woman experienced in traffic,
bookkeeping
reception August
work desires position and
approximately
20.
Employed at same mid-western 1000
watt stationerences.forWrite past
five
years.
RefBetty Benn, 2085 C
Mountain Boulevard, Oakland 11, California.
Television
Production-Programming , Others
TV executive available November 1st.
Consultant, producer, visualizer, publicity,
procurement,talent
film procurement,
commercial film
construction,
news editing, commentary, traffic, operations, ex-TV network announcer. References from the men who built television tovertising
its andpresent
status fields.
in the Five
adentertainment
years
with
the
same
successful
NBC-TV
eastern outlet. Fully schooled and
proven
the "why" and Box
"how"506K,of
profitablein programming.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
(Continued on next page)

For Sale

Help Wanted

Confidential — All or V2 interest in nation wide business closely allied with
radio broadcasting. Offices in principal cities. Headquarters Pacific coast.
Long established. Requires sales and
public relations .experience. Owner
can make 520,000 year or more. References required. A. W. Stypes, 625
Market
fornia. Street, San Francisco, CaliStations
Established (1000 watt) daytime station
in rapidly developing area in central
Massachusetts. Owner has other interests which demand his attention. Priced
right
ING. to sell. Box 483K. BROADCASTEquipment, etc.
GE 3 lav FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J. BROADCASTING.
Gates CB8R recorder, RA 10 recording
amplifier and Gates 60 A Preamp. Make
reasonable offer for all or any piece.
WBYS, Canton. Illinois.
For Sale: G. E. BC-l-A console, 3 FS-1A speakers with base. 4-FA-20A on
air light relav panels. 1-FA-8-A rack.
2-RCA 70-C-2 turntables. BM-l-A FM
monitor, RCA ET-4250-250W-AM transmitter. 1-DuMont 274 scope with spare
5"
C. R. Any
tube part
misc.or onall.air Best
lites offer
and
relays.
Ch. Eng. WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.
Tower — immediately available — Lehigh,
259 ft., tapered, self-supporting complete with insulators, flashing beacon
and side lights, dismantled and ready
for shipment. Write A. H. Chismark,
WTRY, Troy, New York.
RCA 1 kw FM transmitter, 2 section
Pylon, Hewlett Packard FM monitor,
106-ft. Truscon tower. Combination
price, $3,000.00. Address Charles W.
Hoefer, Aurora (111.) Beacon-News.
Raytheon RA-250 transmitter, like new
condition. 2 sets tubes, 2 crystalsholders, 1400 kc. Crated. $2000. Cash.
Box 526K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted to Buy

Announcers

DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted
Productio n -Prog ram ming, Others
EXPERIENCED
WOMAN'S COMMENTATOR
AND DIR. OF EDUCATIONAL
& WOMAN'S DEPARTMENT
Twelve years with outstanding station
properties, all sizes including 50 kw.
Recommendations available from former associations including important
national representatives.
Works from microphone and platform to further community and station
relations.
Develop woman's
and man's
audience. Complete
understanding
sales
and merchandising requirements.
Offer proven experience and congenial personality for opportunity to demonstrate sales ability local and national
accounts. Box 523K, BROADCASTING.

Stations
Want to buy west Texas station. Will
keep your reply confidential. State
price, terms, gross. Box 411K, BROADCASTING.

Wanted To Buv
Equipment etc.

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential, nation wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
applicants and employers.
HOWABD S. FRiZIEt
TV & Radio Management Consultantt
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Southeastern

WANTED
FM

Monitors

Hewlett-Packard Model 335B
Crystal and oven not required
STATE CONDITION AND PRICE
ADDRESS REPLIES TO G. GOCHIS
HOFFMAN RADIO CORPORATION
3761 S. Hill St.
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

IVetwork.

Station

$225,000.00
This outstanding high power station is located in one
of the most attractive southern markets. Appraised value
of fixed assets is in excess of purchase price. Gross and
profits are increasing . Property has excellent TV potential.
We can finance at least 50%.
CONTACT THE NEAREST OFFICE OF THE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold K. Murphy
Jamei W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Tribune Sower
235RayMontgomery
Washington Bldg.
Delaware 7-27 55-C
Exbrook 2-5C72
Sterling 4341-2
Page 90
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For Sale (Cont'd.)
Stations
WANTED.. . your headache!
I want a "dog" . . . preferably a 250
or 1000 watter, day or fulltime, independent or network. MUST be in a competitive market and MUST be losing
money! Will buy all, part ... or Til
build it up . . . FAST . . . for a working share. Contact:
Ft. Worth, Texas
GEORGE R. TURPIN^ °" B" 802
book

reviews

RADIO UAL, AMATEUR'S
MAN1951 edition. ByLICENSE
The American
Radio
West Hartford,
Conn. Relay
96 pp. League,
50^.
COMPLETELY rewritten and revised, the current edition follows a
new pattern in its 10 chapters.
Discussed in detail are the six
classes of amateur license plus
general information on amateur
licensing, portable and mobile
operation, overseas licensing, international and U. S. regulations.
Other features: FCC regulations
and an editorial discussion of same;
scope of FCC examinations and
sample questions; a full-page map
of U. S. amateur call areas; table
of various classes of licenses with
operating privileges and requirements for each; a two-page topical
index for the amateur aspirant to
quickly locate any licensing subject.
FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH. By
David Guy Powers. McGraw-Hill Book
Co.,Y. 330380 West
42d50. St., New York 18,
N.
pp. S3.
THIS text book discusses in detail
the components of speech-making —
phonetics, semantics and personal
attributes. It deals with, as the
title states, the fundamentals of
It is written as guide for general
speech.
speech-making, rather than strictly
for radio and /or television. The
book should be of value to anyone
whose livelihood depends on public
speaking or to those whose social
or business standing could be bettered by improved speech-making.
There is a brief chapter on radio
and television speaking.

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16 j
cheaper insurance for the f
time because the risk of spoL;
en route was cut sharply.
From railroad shipping, )
Stebbins went to another transp
tation medium and joined Uni
Air Lines in New York as a trair
He studied equipment of plar
passenger service and sales str
ture
beforetheselling
the firm'sto sc
service,
forerunner
travel cards. Sold on his own pit
Mr. Stebbins jaunted off aim
every weekend on long hops.
From transportation he w f
into communications work and !
dio as an announcer in Jamesto •
when he was called back because
illness. After acquiring annou
ing, production and radio sales !
perience at KRMC, he brand 1
out to KOB
Albuquerque, W
Detroit and WGN Chicago bef
going into the representative fi i
with George Hollingbery Co., C
cago.
As Boiling's midwest manaa:
Mr. Stebbins covers major mark
in midwest areas north of Me
phis. He is married to the forr>t
Elizabeth Buck of Lake Fort
111., and they have an aparto
on the city's North Side. Th
son, John Buck, is six years old
Mr. Stebbins hunts all y<
around — for business on Bollin
60 stations — but his favorite fo
of the sport involves ducks £
pheasant. Radio is still the b
buy in any media, he says. I
"managers should stick to th
guns and not undersell radio
getting panicky and reducing ral
They should improve their p
gramming and think of new id'
for their present advertisers f
potential buyers."
OPS Names Smith
EARL R. SMITH has been nan
chief of the Electronic and Musi
Instrument
crea'
in the Office Section,
of Price newly
Stabilizatio
Consumer Goods Division, acco
ing to Harold B. Wess, the di
sion's director. Mr. Smith is
leave from Connecticut Cabinet I
:

RACING PROBE
Requested by Rep. Anfuso
INVESTIGATION of horse racing
by a select committee has been requested in the House by Rep. Victor L. Anfuso (D-N. Y.). It would
include a probe and study of "all
wagering, legal or illegal, utilizing
instrumentalties of interstate or
foreign commerce."
Rep. Anfuso's request was in the
form of a resolution (H Res 343)
introduced in the House and referred to the House Rules Committee. The committee would be made
up of five members and have subpena power. The Congressman indicated that federal regulation of
horse races "may be the only effective method" of preventing
illegal activities and ensuring
operation of tracks "in the public
interest."

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
S.-.l S. v.. IJth . POiiTLasD, C'B.r O

BROADCASTING
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N. Y. Alert Plan
Continued from page 27)
: to civil defense, these authorilasserted. Thus, the possibility
disclaimed that any station
be silenced at the whim of a
governor, say, under martial
At the most, governors or
defense officials would be auized to "commandeer" station
ities for particular roles,
igineering authorities seriously
tioned at least one phase of the
York state plan — that of reng power of stations to 250 w.
?tions were posed as to the difity some stations (those 1 kw
)ove) would confront in modig- their facilities to accommothat provision, and whether
tion of power would mitigate
feasibility of enemy craft naving on transmitter signals. Adnally, the issue of power reducis not the only factor in homit was pointed out.
he New York order prescribes
|edures to be followed by AM,
and FM stations and the amajfs of the state from the time a
idential "yellow" alert signal is
fen, indicating enemy attack is
By, to the issuance of the
lite" or all-clear signal. The
■s also apply during official CD
he regulation — identified as
a. 8" — is designed, according to
Wilkinson, to "deprive the
my of the assistance of highbred transmitters on which to
':
le," to spread the alarm when
ack is imminent, to provide comad and information channels for
in event of attack, and to proe for periodic tests of the CD
io network.
Vhen the confidential "yellow"
|rt signal is given, which means
enemy attack is likely (but
ich may also be used in CD
:s), commercial radio and teleion stations are required imraeftely to monitor the AM or FM
, tion from which they ordinarily
ay state CD programs,
j f they are not on the air when
r "yellow" alert comes, AM and
I stations shall make ready to
rin broadcasting if they are inucted to do so via the monitored

stations. TV stations which are off
the air may disregard the alarm
until the danger is declared passed.
If no official CD instructions are
received via the monitored stations
during the 30-minute period immediately following the "yellow"
alert, monitoring may be discontinued. If instructions are received during that period, stations
are required to interrupt whatever
program they are carrying at the
moment and repeat the instructions verbatim. They will then continue monitoring, complying with
official CD instructions, until official word comes that the alert is
over. If instructed to join the CD
network and carry only the CD
program, they must do so.
The regulation stipulates:
"Since the 'yellow' alert may be
ordered for either communications
tests or in anticipation of actual
enemy attack, it is forbidden for
any station to make announcements in connection with the alert
other than those received from the
station being monitored. Any
breach of this prohibition constitutes a felony as provided in . . .
the Defense Emergency Act of
Reports to be Filed
1951."
Within 12 hours after a "yellow"
alert is terminated, the regulation
provides, all commercial radio and
TV stations must send to the civilian Defense Commission a report
on their activities during the alert,
including :
(A) The frequency and call letters
of the station, the program of which
was monitored;
(B) The time period during which
monitoring was maintained;
(C) The content of the program received during such monitoring;
(D) A copy of each official civil defense instruction or message which
was received during such monitoring,
together with information concerning
the time of its receipt, the action
taken with respect thereto, and the
time such action was taken.
Upon receipt
"red" alertand
—
meaning
attack ofis aimminent,
sounded by "sirens, whistles, horns
or other official means" — AM stations are required to do as follows:
"(1) Announce that a 'red' civil
defense alert has been sounded;
"(2) Sound the 'red' siren warn-

tot** it*. BMI

ft*

dilly
Another BMI "Pin l/p" Hit— Published by Picca

THE

WONDROUS

WORD

(Of The Lord)
On Records: Percy Faith— Col. 39426; Billy
of the
Williams Quartette-MGM 10998; Sons
Mer.
ne—
Fonta
Pioneers_Vic. 21-0436; Tony
Carson
Ken
14579;
Dec.
Men—
King's
The
one 770.
—5659;
Biblet
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ing signal
over its facilities for
three
minutes;
"(3) Where its licensed power
output is more than 250 w, reduce
its power to as near 250 power output as possible, and
"(4) Broadcast a sustaining recorded musical program, or recorded civil defense instructions approved by this commission, for the
duration of such alert. At fiveminute intervals after its first announcement ofthe sounding of the
'red' alert and during the period of
such alert, it shall announce that
a 'red' alert has been sounded. No
other announcements shall be made
during the period of such alert.
The call letters and location of the
station shall not be given."
Upon the sounding of the "white"
or all-clear alert, AM stations shall
go back to their normal powers, tie
into the state civil defense radio
network — to be programmed via
WCBS-AM-FM and WOR-AM-FM
New York — and rebroadcast the
CD network program, making no
announcements of their own. Stations which cannot pick up a signal
from one of the WCBS or WOR
stations shall pick up the CD program from another New York
station.
Television stations, upon hearing
the "red" alert, must "immediately" announce that a "red" warning
has been sounded, then broadcast
the "red" siren warning signal for
one minute and then go off the air
without further announcement.
When the "white" signal comes, TV
stations may either remain off the
air or hook their audio facilities
into the state CD network program
until it is completed, at which time
regular
sumed. programming may be reFM Stations' Procedure
In the case of FM stations, receipt of the "red" alert shall be
followed immediately by an announcement that the "red" alarm
has been given, then by the sounding of the "red" siren warning for
one minute and then by discontinuance of operations. When the allclear comes, FM stations shall tie
into the CD network and rebroadcast its program until it has been
completed.
Amateur stations must go off the
air
of the "red"
alarm,upon
with receipt
those designated
to do
so monitoring the interim state
control station.
The regulation also provides:
Within 12 hours after the termination of the program of the New York
State civil defense radio network following the "white" alert, each AM
and FM radio station, each television station, and each amateur radio
station designated to monitor the interim state control station and to link
itself into the state-wide network of
amateur operators, shall complete
and mail to the New York State Civil
Defense Commission ... a full report concerning its activities from
the time of its receipt of the "yellow"
alert (if it was received) or of the
"red" alert (if the yellow alert was
not received) to the termination of
the program of the New York State

civil defense radio network following
the "white" alert.
With the exception of those commercial radio stations which have
been specifically designated by this
commission as state-wide stations,
and of those amateur radio stations
designated by this commission to link
themselves into the state-wide network of amateur operators. . . . All
radio and television stations located
within the area of an office of civil
defense which has sustained enemy
attack
the "white"
alert,
conform will,
theirafter
functions
to the orders
and programming issued by the director of Civil Defense of their area.
The rules were effective Aug. 1.
Within 30 days each commercial
radio and TV station in the state
must file with CD headquarters "a
detailed plan of the individuals to
be notified and the actions to be
taken by its staff upon receipt of
the 'yellow' alert." Notification of
the "yellow" alert is to be limited
to the individuals so listed.
Stanley P. Irvin
STANLEY PIEFFER IRVIN, 58,
vice president in charge of the Buffalo office for BBDO, died of a
heart ailment July 31. He joined
BBDO in 1927 as copy writer and
account executive and became a
vice president in 1935. He had
charge of the Buffalo office since
1939 and was named a director of
the company in 1940. He is survived by his widow, the former
Mary McClurg Mix, and a son, John
Elliott.

Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
Buy
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Trade Area

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts
on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed
Co.,
National Representatives
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 87)
Applications Cont.:
ant. and move studio from Constitution
Bldg. to 1601 W. Peachtree St.
Mod. CP Amended
KTSL (TV) Hollywood, Calif.— Mod.
CP AMENDED by affidavit dated 7-27-51
requesting justmentgrant
such adin power in aspart
may with
be necessary
to conform to terms of Freeze Order
of 9-30-48. Also requested STA to
operate in accordance with such grant
upon completion of construction.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KWKW Pasadena, Calif. — RETURNED
application for assignment of license.
KPOW Powell, Wyo. — RETURNED
application for license renewal.
August 2 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Transmitter Move
WINX Washington, D. C— Granted
in part application to change main
trans, location from Arlington, Va., to
former location at 8th and Eye Sts.,
N. W.. Washington. D. C; engineering
cond. Further ordered that application
insofar as it requests CP for new synch,
amp. in Rock Creek Park is retained in
hearing status, and Order of May 3,
1951 in re Dockets 9968-69-70, is amended to delete all issues therein specified
and substitute new issues in lieu thereof; further ordered hearing in this proceeding to commence Sept. 17.
Petition Denied
KREI Farmington, Mo. — By order,
denied petition requesting reconsideration and grant without hearing of application to change from 1350 to 800 kc
1 kw D; and ordered that hearing in
this proceeding commence Sept. 14.
To Remain Silent
WLOU Louisville, Ky. — Granted authority to remain silent for 60 days
from July 15, pending reorganization.
Order Amended
WEDR Fairfield, Ala.— Upon petition

KSWM
JOPLIN,
M O .
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
\H TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

WM
KS C B S in
JOPLIN,
MO,
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison, Pres.
Page 92
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH AUGUST 2
HoX. ^COte
on the Air, Applications
Stations
s,
Authorization
of
Summary
Hearing
Cond'l Appls.
Grants Pending
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
125
290
136
AM Stations
2,286
3
1*
10
FM Stations
652
In
171
422
2,252
TV Stations
107
540
12128
* On the air.
82
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
WKRG Mobile, Ala. — Announced decision and order severing WKRG application from proceeding in which it
was heard with KURV Edinburg, Tex.
application, and granted modification
of license for WKRG to increase nighttime power from 250 w to 500 w, employing directional antenna, on 710 kc
with
Aug. 2.1 kw, day. Decision and order
INITIAL DECISION
Los Angeles,
Calif. — Hearing
Examiner Basil P. Cooper
issued initial
decision
favoring
grant
of
Telanserphone Inc. application for new station
in the domestic public land mobile
radio service to be used in furnishing
one-way radio-paging signalling service, using 43.58 mc with conditions, and
requesting enlargement of issues in
proceeding
re WEDR
CP
Commission
amendedapplication
its order forof
May 16 to include Issue No. 5, regarding program service proposed.
Designated for Hearing
KFBB Great Falls, Mont. — Designated for hearing in Great Falls on Sept.
24, application to transfer control from
Fred Birch to The Fairmont Corp.
Request Granted
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
— Granted request to modify the program of research and experimentation
of experimental television station
KE2XHX to include transmission of
color TV signals using field sequential
system and other systems currently
being studied by NTSC, without prejudice to any action Commission may take
with respect to outstanding authorizaor pending
of Gen-of
eraltionsElectric
Co. inapplications
view of decision
the U. S. District Court, District of New
Jersey, filed Jan, 19, 1949, in the
case tric
of Company.
United States v. General ElecAugust 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KCSB San Bernardino, Calif.— Mod.
license to change name of licensee from
Essie Binkley West to Essie Binkley
West
Bcstrs. tr/as San Bernardino Valley
CP Amended
Verotion onBeach,
AM sta1450 kc Fla.
250 — wCPunl.newAMENDED
to change name of applicant from
Claude C. Tillman Jr. and Robert E.
Wasdon d/b as Hurricane Bcstg. Service to Claude C. Tillman Jr. and Murray C. Tillman d/b as Hurricane Bcstg.
Service.
License for CP
WSCR Scranton, Pa.— License for CP
to change frequency, power, hours etc.
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — License
for CP new AM station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: KFFA Helena, Ark.; KITO
San Bernardino, Calif.; KGIL San Fernando, Calif.; KFH Wichita, Kan.; WHI
Dayton, Ohio; WORK York, Pa.
CHNC New Carlisle, Que., is building
new studio at cost of about $35,000.
Two story structure will be 40 by 60
feet, concrete foundation, wood frame
and brick walls, and will have adequate facilities for studios and business offices of CHNC as well as
ground floor retail stores and some
professional offices on second floor.

favoring denial of mutually exclusive
application
of Robert C. Crabb. Decision July 30.
WDZ Decatur, 111.— Hearing Examiner
Hugh cision
B. Hutchison
defavoring denial issued
of WDZinitial
request
to switch facilities from 1050 kc, 1 kw,
daytime
to 610 Also
kc, 1 favored
kw, fulltime,
nightdirectional.
denial
for
default of Afro-American Bcstg. System Inc. application for new station at
Hopkins Park, 111. on 610 kc, 1 kw,
fulltime, night-directional. Decision
Aug. 1.
MEMORANDUM
OPINION
AND ORDER
Commission issued memorandum
opinion
denyingCommission
a joint peti-of
tion filedandby order
the Radio
the Southern Baptist Convention and
the Executive Board of the Baptist
General Convention of Texas requesting amendment of FM broadcast rules
so as to make all recognized taxexempt, non-profit organizations eligible for privileges and exemptions
now accorded noncommercial educational FM licensees, and to allot them
frequencies in the FM band for the
purpose of establishing a system of
low-power noncommercial nonprofit
broadcast stations analogous to the
present mercial
class
of low-power
noncomFM stations.
Order July
25.
Commission postponed until Nov. 26
start of hearing
on allocation
of frequencies and promulgation
of rules
and
regulations for proposed theatre TV
service. Time for filing in latter proceeding has been correspondingly exAug. 1. tended from Aug. 15 to Oct. 26. Order
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Taylorville, 111. — Moyer Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1410 kc, 1 kw, day. Estimated
cost $20,000.
Equal 50%
partners
Russell Armentrout,
ownerare Clark
Theatres Inc., and Roger L. Moyer,
manager
Aug.
1. Clark Theatres Inc. Granted
Elkin, N. C— Yadkin Valley Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1540 kc, 250 w, day. Estimatedof WIFM
cost $6,440.
is licensee
(FM)Applicant
Elkin. Granted
Aug. 1.
Monroeville, Ala. — Monroe Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1230 kc, 250 w, fulltime. Estimated cost part$17,275.
conership of William Applicant
M. Stewartis and
James H. Faulkner, each 50% owner
Monroe
GrantedNeb.—
Aug. 1. "
KNBRinJournal.
North
switch
facilitiesPlatte,
from 1280 kcGranted
to 970
kc, 1 kw,neeringdaytime,
directional;
conditions. Granted Aug. engi1.
FM GRANTS
WCUM-FM
Cumberland,
ed switch in facilities
from Md.—
ERP Grantof 2.5
kw to 1.3 kw, antenna from 1485 feet
to minus 40 feet. Granted Aug. 1.
KUTE
(FM)inGlendale,
ed increase
ERP fromCalif.—
9.9 Grantkw to
11.6 kw; antenna obstruction marking
not required. Granted Aug. 1.
WIBA-FM
Madison,
decrease
in ERP
from Wis.—
207 kwGranted
to 45
kw. Granted Aug. 1.
WCOS-FM
increase
in ERPColumbia,
from 1.5S.kwC—to Granted
5.3 kw,
subject to conditions. Granted Aug. 1.
KWNO-FM
(Near)
Winona,
Minn.—
Granted decrease in ERP from 55 kw
to 18.5 kw. Granted Aug. 1.
KONO-FM
Sanin Antonio,
Granted
decrease
ERP from Tex.
48 kw—
to 4.4 kw, antenna from 410 feet to 90
feet. Granted Aug. 1.
KRFM in(FM)
increase
ERP Portland.
from 1.53 Ore.—
kw toGranted
3.3 kw,
antenna dition.
from Granted
839 Aug.
feet to1. 900 feet; conWFMZ in(FM)
Pa.—toGranted
increase
ERPAllentown,
from 6.9 kw
20 kw,

antenna from 745 feet to 290 feet; c<
dition. Granted Aug. 1.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WJIV
Ga.— Granted
signment Savannah,
of license from
E. D. Riv
Jr. to WJIV Inc. for $125,000. If
Rivers owns 99.98% of the new co
pany. Granted July 26.
KLMO Longmont, Col. — Granted
signment of license from partners]
to corporation owned by same indiv
uals, Longmont Bcstg. Co. Inc. Gran!
July 25.
WSID Essex, Me. and WARK Hagtown, Md. — Granted assignment of
censes from United Bcstg. Co. Inc.
United Bcstg. Co. of Eastern Maryla
Inc. and United Bcstg. Co. of Weste
Maryland
July
25. Inc., respectively. Grant
WORZ-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.— Grai
ed acquisition of control Central Fli _
ida
Bcstg. Murrell,
Co., licensee,
Willi; < •
and Naomi
presentby half-ow
ers,
through
transfer
of
6%
interest
them from James Dandelake in orf
to
equalize
Stockof trai
ferred
has indebtedness.
total book value
abc ftea
$9,500. Granted July 25.
WTRF-AM-FM Bellaire, Ohio— Grai
ed involuntary transfer of negatif1
control
Tri-City
Bcstg. Co.,
licens
from Jesse
A. Bloch,
deceased,
Thomas M. Bloch and Betty H. Bloi |
co-executors of the estate. Mr. Bio
was 50% owner. Granted July 25.
Pekin,
111.—Bcstg.
GrantedCo.,acquisiti'
ofWSIV
control
Pekin
licens
by W. Kenneth Patterson and Geoi
C. Udry through purchase of 50 shai
of stock for $9,500 from Emil L. Pra
doni. The corporation also buys
shares from Mr. Prandoni for $9.;( t
to be held as treasury stock. Gran:
July 23.
WGEM
Quincy, Quincy
111. — Granted
tion
of control
Bcstg. acquiiJiiai
Co.,
censee, by Quincy Newspapers Ii
through
of 237 I.shares
Parker S.purchase
and Mildred
Gatesfrc.u
Wit >;I
$25,000.
Quincy
Bcstg.
Co.
now
owtmk.
70.2%. Granted July 23.
KIJV Huron, S. D. — Granted acqu;
tion of control James Valley Best?"
Co., licensee,
by Maxwell
F. StalJthrough
purchase
the corporati
of 71 shares
from by George
W. aiiSsc:
Kathrynof same
Chitty tofortreasury
$14,000 stock.
and retir'Jf
ment
!V i\
Staley now
owns 65.79% intere ifs
Granted
July 23.
WEKZ Monroe, Wis.— Granted s
signment of permit from Green Coun
Bcstg. Co., a partnership, to Gre
County Bcstg. Co. Inc., owned by t
same individuals. Granted July 23.
WEASof Decatur,
Ga. — E.Granted
assig i
ment
license from
D. Rivers
to WEAS Inc., owned 99.98% by IV.
Rivers, for $250,000. Granted July j
WRGA-AM-FM Rome, Ga.— Grant
involuntary transfer of control Ror
Bcstg. Corp., licensee, from J.
Quarles, deceased, administrator
estate
JohnQuarles,
W. Quarles.
decease |i;
to
Annieof C.
administratix
estate ofJuly
John23. W. Quarles, decease »i
Granted
WGOV - A M - F M Valdosta, Ga
Granted assignment of license and pe
mit from
D. Rivers
to WGQT;
Inc.,
owned E.99.98%
by E. Sr.
D. Rivers
J
for $125,000. Granted Aug. 2.
WWGP-AM-FM Sanford, N. C.
Granted transfer of control Sandhi
Bcstg.
licensee,
F. L. arf
Ola D. Co.,
Barber
to W. from
E. Horner
$20,000. Mr.
Horner
now owns Grant^S
89.75'
formerly
owned
Vz interest.
Aug. 2.
KGRI Henderson, Tex. — Grant
transfer of 110 shares in Hendersi
Bcstg. Co., licensee, from T. P. Lott
In
Altoona,

Pa.,

ROY F. THOMPSON
and
It's

A prize radio combination in
the rich industrial market of
Central Pennsylvania.
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES

BROADCASTING
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b T. P. Cannon for $22,000. His
ier, Roy Cannon, owns 40 shares,
g them 60% interest and control.
Cannon owns
Beacon Oil &
ing Co., % of State Insurance
cy. Granted Aug. 2.
ION
Diego,Studebaker
Calif.— Granted
fer ofSancontrol
Bcstg.
licensee, from John Ward Stude|;r,
John
Gordon
Studebaker
to C.
perick Rabell and Dorothy Johnson
iigh purchase of 86.3% interest for
88S. Mr. Rabell and Miss Johnson
own % and % respectively,
nted Aug. 2.
?AA-AM-FM Cedartown, Ga. —
»ted assignment of license from
hwest Georgia Bcstg. Co. to Timm
for $36,250, Principals in transferee
B. F. J. Timm (50.08%), E. D.
rs Jr., J. S. Rivers, and Mrs. J. J.
igham. Granted Aug. 2.

•i

'i iw Applications
. . .
AM APPLICATIONS
- iffin, Ga. — Robert H. Thompson
:d/b as Griffin Bcstg. System, 1320
'1 kw, day; estimated construction
817,085; first year operating cost
ri00; first year revenue $42,000. Apint is general manager and \'2
<>r27.WWNS Statesboro, Ga. Filed
ayton, N. C. — R. L . Cooper tr/as
; Cotton Bcstg. Co., 910 kc, 1 kw,
estimated cost $16,275; operating
j $24,000;
$36,000. Applicant
i >residentrevenue
and 98% owner R. L.
aer & Co., farm product buyers and
essors, and owner of Page InsurCo. Filed Aug. 2.
lray Beach, Fla. — Sunshine Netk Inc., 1420 kc, 500 w, day; estid cost $14,275; operating cost $24,revenue $36,000. Principals are
ident H. T. Morris (25%), partner
hatham Bcstg. Co.; F. L. Baker
2%). part-owner WWGP Sanford,
Secretary-Treasurer Jeanette E.
Lay (32V2%),
McKay's
ppe,
Sanford. owner
Filed Aug.
2. Dress
lirmont, N. C. — Carolinas Bcstg. Co.
ti arqiB { 860 kc, 1 kw, day; estimated cost
!75; operating cost $24,000; revenue
)00. Principals are President W. V.
gan (50%), owner Morgan Motor
Secretary-Treasurer W. D. Harris
%), former territory manager for
eral Tire & Rubber Co.; Anne P.
ris (2V2%), wife of W. D. Harris,
d Aug. 2.
- ■: ewton,
— George Basil Ander- i 950 kc, Kan.
500 w, day; estimated cost
| 313.50;
cost $34,500;
$51,000.operating
Applicant
is ownerreve-of
: ;K-AM-FM
Columbus, Neb. and
4 i$
Atlantic, Iowa. Filed Aug. 2.
!ners
iducah, Tex. — Paducah Bcstg. Co.,
kc, 250 w, day; estimated cost
iia; operating cost $24,000; revenue
-*ii|jO00. Partners owning 1/6 each are
nl
8(|<I>.
14 owner Reid Farm
D J. ply;Hutchison,
T. Dawson
C. Stinson,
men's
tntor r store;
Reid owner
Jr., farmer;
.
Jackson,
14
owner
Jackson
Tire
smta G. R. Tippeii, farmer; C. L. Robon,
owner
of
insurance
agency,
■
: d Aug. 2.
FM APPLICATIONS
wainsboro, Ga. — Jack A. Thompson
Nancy M. Thompson, Ch. 262 (98.3
1. 964 kw, antenna 111 feet; estimated
v (lit $1,000 (transmitter, tubes, antenna
already on hand). Applicant is lisee of WJAT Swainsboro. Filed
y 27.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
iHHM Memphis, Tenn. — Acquisition
control Mid-South Bcstg. Corp., lisee, by P. E. Furlow, present 40%
HO I

■
a. l■:
a

REENVILLE
is
outh carolina's largest
etropolitan area . .
In RETAIL

SALES

iREENVILLE $151,050,000
olumbia

136,965,000

harleston 125,097,000
Sales Management, 1951
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
F B C 5000 watts
ijNews-Piedmont Station, Gieenville, S. C

fiC ^or ,^ie Greenville-AndersonMU Spartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knedel
'OADCASTING

WINX CHANGE
Transmitter Move Granted
WINX Washington, which has
been sold to owners of WOOK
there subject to FCC approval
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 18], was granted consent by
the Commission last week to move
its transmiter site from Arlington,
Va., to the present WINX studios
in downtown Washington and to
discontinue its two synchronous
transmitters.
The Commission, however, ordered hearing Sept. 17 on the request of WINX to establish a new
synchronous amplifier in Rock
Creek Park. Comr. Robert F.
Jones dissented from the order.
WINX is assigned 250 w fulltime on 1340 kc. Renewal of the
station's present synchronous amplifiers had been set for hearing
in May on policy issues similar to
those specified for the Sept. 17
hearing on the new bid.
The station's present owners,
WEAM LABOR CASE
NLRB Upholds Examiner
PRELIMINARY findings of a trial
examiner involving a labor dispute
between Arlington-Fairfax Broadcasting Co. (WEAM Arlington, Va.)
and IBEW Local 1215 were partially upheld by the National Labor Relations Board last Friday.
The board ordered WEAM to
bargain collectively with the AFL
union, upon its request, and to reinstate Robert E. Dalton, an employe, whom the station had discharged. WEAM also was asked to
"cease and desist" from "threatening to close its station" and interrogating employes on their union
activities. Station was charged with
refusing to bargain with the local
on and after March 9, 1950.
owner, through purchase of 25% from
George D. Wray Sr. for $25,000. Filed
July 27.
WBIW Bedford, Ind. — Acquisition of
control Radio Bedford Inc., licensee,
by President William C. Smith Jr.,
present y3 owner, through purchase of
32 shares from Carl J. Finger for $3,200.
Mr. Smith will own 51.1% interest after
transfer. Filed July 30.
I. — Acquisition
of WDEM
control Providence,
NarragansettK. Bay
Bcstg. Co.,
licensee, by President Louis A. K. Pieri
through purchase of 27,780 shares from
other stockholders for $17,000, giving
him interest of 95% plus. Filed Aug. 2.
WTRW Two Rivers, Wis. — Transfer
of control
Rivers
Bcstg. toCo.,
censee,Two
from Jack
A. Embs
J. liH.
Markel through purchase of 100 shares
for $100 and purchase rights to 1400
shares, involving agreement to invest
additional $14,000 in station. Mr. MarMarkel2. Motors, Oshkosh.kel is president
Wis. Filedof Aug.
WKVA Lewiston, pa. — Involuntary
transfer of control Central Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Paul J.
Newton, deceased, to Mary E. Newton,
executrix of his estate. Mr. Newton
owned 70%. Filed July 30.
KVKM Monahans
Monahans,Bcstrs.
Tex. —Inc.,
Transfer
control
licensee,of
from Charles W. Stuckey, deceased, to
Mrs. Charles Stuckey. Mrs. Stuckey
will own
99% after transfer. Filed
Aug.
2.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 21, FM 51, TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates, and reasons follow.
WHKY-FM Hickory, N. C— Catawba
Valley Bcstg. Co., license, July 23. Economic.

William and Dolly Banks, also
operators of WHAT Philadelphia,
propose to sell WINX for $120,000
to United Broadcasting Co., licensee of WOOK and headed by
Richard Eaton. With approval of
the transfer, United Broadcasting
proposes to switch WOOK from
Washington, where it now operates
on 1590 kc with 1 kw day, to nearby Rockville, Md., with new assignment of 1 kw day on 1600 kc.
United Broadcasting also operates KSID Essex, Md.; WANT
Richmond, Va. ; WARK Hagerstown, Md., and WFAN (FM)
Washington.
Contempt Citations
(Continued from page 59)
Telecasting about this allegation,
Sen. Cain said the charge was "uncomment."
He said "at
no time worthy
or of under
any circumstances
has any representative of any TV
company talked to me about this
question." Sen. Cain emphasized;
"I have no axe to grind."
Sen. Cain told the Senate:
"The question to which I orginally took exception has . . . already
been cleared away. The Senate
Crime Investigating Committee no
longer requires a witness to testify
in front of a television camera
against his will. We do not have
to be concerned with that question
in the future ... at least from my
It isofunderstood
that Senate Mapoint
view."
jority Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.) and Sen. Cain later
agreed that the motion to reconsider should be brought before the
Senate for a vote as soon as the
schedule of business permits, possibly this week.
If Sen. Cain's motion is defeated
the citations then will go to the
courts where the Justice Dept. will
prosecute. Observers concede an
even chance that the courts will
decide the TV issue, i.e., whether
forcing witnesses to testify before
cameras constitutes an invasion of
the Consitutional right of privacy.
It is pointed out, however, that
the courts may confine decision to
the refusal to testify when the
chairman offered to "shut off" TV,
stating they are deciding that issue
but not the legality of whether
telecasting witnesses is an invasion
of privacy. This would place the
issue back in Congress.
There is also the presence of
cameras. The courts may get into
the question of all media, particularly newsreels.

Sarnoff
in 'Record'
REP.
EMANUEL
CELLER (DN. Y.) had inserted into last Wednesday's Congressional Record the
July 23 Time magazine article on
the life of Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman. Rep.
Celler, in the Record, prefaces the
article by commenting: ". . .The
amazing scope of the mind of
Gen. Sarnoff together with his vitality have enriched our country
and added materially to its prog-
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IBA

MEETING

Sports Top Agenda
SEVENTY Illinois radio men met
for the first mid-summer session of
the Illinois Broadcasters Assn. at
Pere Marquette Park Thursday and
Friday. President Ray Livesay, of
WLBH Mattoon, called the business meeting to order after a board
luncheon.
Most discussion during the business session concerned sports and
fees charged by high schools and
colleges for athletic event broadcasts. Oliver Keller, of WTAX
Springfield,
reported on legislative
matters.
Friday morning agenda included :
A sales session headed by Walter
Rothschild, WTAD Quincy, a report
by Lee Hart on activities of the
Broadcast Advertising Bureau, and
an illustrated lecture by Oliver
Gramling of Associated Press on
"Your News and Its Revenue Potential." Merrill Lindsay of WSOY
Decatur outlined "How To Ring the
Cash Register With Sports," while
Lloyd Loers, WTAD, explained how
to ring it with special ideas. The
sales panel discussion which followed
was directed by Mr. Rothschild, appearing with IBA sales committee.
Charles Shuman, president of the
Illinois Agriculture Assn., gave the
luncheon address, after which
Merrill Lindsay spoke on NARTB.
Other subjects discussed included
Broadcast Music Inc.'s composers'
contest, the Illinois State Fair,
problems in broadcast of baseball,
and TV in general.
Special guest speaker was
Charles Warren, WCMI Ashland.

RhymalineTime.featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
the Heart of America's favorite

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaline
is a musical-comedyTime
program that
pulls
"Team"
more mailfeature.
than any other current
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones
Store, and
Pharmaceutical
Corp.Continental
Contact
us,
or
any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for availabilities!
Kof Kansas
M
BCityC
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
August 6, 1951

ress."
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

...at

SENATE 'SPOKESMEN1 BILL
GIVEN SUPPORT OF FCC
FCC SUPPORTS Senate bill (S 1379) that
would place broadcasts of authorized spokesmen of legally qualified candidates for public
office in same category as those of candidates
themselves, Commission's acting chairman,
Paul A. Walker, told Senate Interstate Commerce Committee in letter released Friday.
Bill, introduced last spring by Sen. Ed C.
Johnson (D-Col.), would clarify Sec. 315 of
Communications Act that deals with use of
broadcast facilities by candidates for public
office [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 30].
Comr. Walker said FCC recognizes purpose
of section "can be effectively circumvented" if
licensees permit candidates' spokesmen to use
facilities without obligation to afford equal
time to other legally qualified candidates.
FCC also suggested equal opportunities be
given to: (1) candidate or someone designated
by him to answer broadcasts by a spokesman
for another candidate; (2) persons advocating
opposing side of public opinion to be voted
upon in election if proponent is permitted
facility by licensee. FCC would clear up its
famous Port Huron opinion by "specific language in statute making clear that since licensees may not censor programs they are
exempted from any liability in any local, state
or federal court in actions arising out of the
possibly defamatory nature of such broadcasts
[libelous or slanderous statements made over
station]."
DuMONT PROFIT DROPS
NET profit of Allen B. DuMont Labs dropped
from $2,797,000 for first 24 weeks of 1950 to
$109,000 for same period this year, company
report showed Friday. Sales for 24-week
period this year totaled $25,612,000 as against
$26,786,000 for first 24 weeks of 1950, and
earnings per share (after preferred dividends)
were placed at $0.02 for this year's period compared to $1.16 for last year's. Decline in net
profits attributed by spokesmen to slack-off in
TV set business and fact that much of selling
was out of accumulated inventories. Report
said regular quarterly dividend of 25 cents per
share has been declared on outstanding preferred stock, payable Oct. 1.
SEVEN MORE POWER BOOSTS
TRANSMITTER power boosts to full 5 kw
rated output were granted 7 more stations late
last Friday by FCC. Stations were WSAZ-TV
Huntington, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WBKB (TV)
Chicago, WJ AC-TV Johnstown, WICU (TV)
Erie (to 500 w), WGAL-TV Lancaster (aural
transmitter to 500 w), WPIX (TV) New York
for Empire State Bldg. (see page 59).
WJAX BIDS FOR CHANNEL 12
REAPPLYING for TV last Friday was WJAX
Jacksonville, which asked for Channel 12 with
62.44 kw ERP. WJAX plans to spend $372,746
on construction, got CP in August 1948, deleted
by FCC for construction delay in July 1950.
FCC's action was upheld in U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington June 28, 1951 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, July 9]..
Page 94
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TIGHTENING OF BASEBALL
RESTRICTIONS POSSIBILITY
POSSIBILITY that major and minor leagues
are actively seeking to tighten restrictions on
baseball broadcasts seen Friday following
testimony by George Trautman, minor league
president, before House Judiciary Monopoly
subcommittee. He told group, headed by Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), that leagues are
"trying to work out an agreement" with Justice
Dept. and that limitations were necessary to
save minors. "Saturation" of minor league
territories by big-league broadcasts is hurting
attendance and is baseball's biggest problem,
Mr. Trautman stated. He cited survey of 64
minor league cities reportedly showing 188
radio stations carrying major games. Rep.
William M. McCulloch (R-Ohio) said broadcast
phase is "crux" of subcommittee's study into
baseball's interstate commerce aspect.

'PAPER' PROCEEDINGS
CLARIFICATION ISSUED
CLARIFICATION of TV allocation "paper"
procedures was issued by FCC last Friday,
following meeting between Paul Dobin, chief
of Rules and Standards Div., Broadcast Bureau, and FCC Bar Assn. representatives William A. Porter, Leonard H. Marks, Percy H.
Russell Jr., Robert M. Booth Jr., Ralph L.
Walker. Meeting followed week of heavy inquiries from Washington attorneys unsure of
exact procedures.
Basically, clarification states that direct
case, including evidence for both counter-proposals and oppositions, can be filed at same
time; that rebuttals can only be filed after all
direct cases are completed; that where an opposition comes up before a counter-proposal is
scheduled, it is permissible to file only that
part of case dealing with opposition, holding
direct case until counter-proposal is scheduled.
KEYL CONTRACT
READY
CONTRACT for sale of KEYL (TV) San
Antonio to Fort Industry Co. [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 23] due to be filed with FCC
this week, shows KEYL as of May 31,
1951, with current assets of $51,929, liabilities
$137,545, station's net worth approximately
$362,455. This means that George Storer interests, already owning WAGA-TV Atlanta,
WJBK-TV Detroit and WSPD-TV Toldeo, are
paying $687,545 for fourth TV station— $1,050,000 for all 5,000 shares of common stock minus
$362,455 net worth. KEYL financial statement shows it spent $369,378 on equipment and housing since it began operating
February 1950. Application for transfer of
station control is due to be filed in week or so.
EMPIRE

STATE

TV

WPIX (TV) New York, which got power boost
last week for its Daily News Bldg. transmitter
(see story page 59) hopes to move transmitter
to Empire State Bldg. this Friday, after getting another FCC approval to boost power at
that location. Meanwhile, WJZ-TV New York
plans to begin using regular antenna atop Empire State Bldg. with newly granted power increases.

tionship to FCC, thus avoiding implication tl
board would conflict or overlap statutory ;
thority of FCC, and (2) toning down of pro
sion in resolution that would have exten:
freeze. Sen. Benton thinks FCC will suppi
this one, with perhaps "minor exceptions.
HUBINGERS QUICK ELASTIC, New Yo
through Compton Advertising, New York, a<
ing several cities to its spot announcemt
schedule, already running in 35 markets.
OPTIMISM OVER prospects for House c<
sideration of McFarland Bill (S. 658)
tighten up FCC procedures seen following cc
ference last week of broadcast executives w:
Chairman Crosser of House Interstate a
Foreign Commerce Committee in which rai
legislation originates. Chairman Crosser ;
dicated committee would begin consideration
McFarland Bill, thrice-passed by Senate, 1
fore middle of August. Measure has languis
in House since last session.
COUNCIL OF MOTION PICTURE organi;
tions planning sponsorship of hour-long ra<
network program featuring top Hollywo
talent, sometime during week of October 1,
help launch promotion campaign "It's Mov
time
S. A.; Goalso
To Ascheduled
Theatre Today."
film U.
exhibitors
to buy Lo<
ra<
spots in all major markets during campai|
in October and November.
EXPECTED to be appointed shortly will
joint committee representing broadcaste
telecasters and both major leagues, to wo
out play-by-play procedures for years ahe:
New policy,
is presumed,
becoi
effective
until itafter
1951 World wouldn't
Series. NAR:
President Harold Fellows will make radio-]
appointments, with Ford Frick and Willis
B. Harridge to designate representatives i
National and American leagues.
NBC-TV reportedly planning to release 11 p.r
12 midnight to affiliates Monday through F
day, when Anchor Hocking drops Tues.-Thur
Fri. sponsorship of Broadway Open House
that period in mid-August. At least one maj
advertiser has been pitching for sponsorsh
of part of period.
MIGUEL PEREYRA, director general of Te
communications of Mexico, arrived in Was
ington over week-end to discuss informa
with FCC and State Department officials m;
ters pertaining to TV allocations. Comr. Ro;
H. Hyde and Broadcast Bureau Chief Cur
Plummer visited Mexico City July 19-25 .
same subject.
RENEWED ACTIVITY in Mexican TV al
cations, notably along Mexican Border, in<
cated in inquiries to FCC respecting authori
to transmit programs across border to Me
ican TV outlets. It's presumed that if Me
ican stations are licensed to Mexican nationa
rather than to so-called "renegade" U. S. broa
casters of erstwhile Brinckley-Baker scho
FCC will grant authority. Otherwise it prol
ably will move slowly.
L-W, AFRA DISPUTE SETTLED
MONTHS-OLD dispute between Lang-Wor
Feature Programs and American Federation
Radio Artists reported Friday settled. Terr
of agreement not disclosed, but it was report
Lang-Worth will withdraw its suit and AFP
will withdraw its NLRB complaint, take fir
off it "unfair" list, and call off picketing. D:
putes flared up in February over new tra
scription code.
BROADCASTING
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WMBG

AM
5000 WATTS

WCOD

FM
47.000 WATTS

TO:

All Radio

FROM:

Radio

SUBJECT:

RATE REVISION

AFFILIATES

OF NBC

HAVENS
& MARTIN, INC.
3301 WEST
BROAD STREET
P. O. BOX 5229
Richmond
20, Virginia

Timebuyers

Station

WMBG
AND IMPROVED

FACILITIES

It is the purpose of this to advise you of a number of changes which have occurred
at WMBG in recent months, all of which are to the greater advantage of national and
regional advertisers who are now employing our facilities or might do so in the
future .
Recently our transmitting equipment was re-engineered, and we began to use our
FM tower as the radiator of our AM signal.
The FM tower which stands 642 feet
above sea level is three times taller than the tower we have employed previously.
In fact, it is a full 5/8 wave length long, if you are interested in the technical
side — so that the result has been a very substantial increase in coverage.
As a
matter of fact, THIS CHANGE HAS ADDED 84,968 FAMILIES to those who can receive
our signal clearly.
More than this, however, is the fact that our new transmission method has substantially increased the strength of our signal within the area previously covered. As
a matter of fact, at one mile from our antenna, our signal strength has increased
from 405 mv/m to 605 mv/m, an increase in signal strength usually associated with an
increase in power up to 10,000 watts.
This means that WMBG, with its top grade
NBC and local programs has by far the clearest voice in its service area.
At the same time, we have completed an analysis of the rate structures of a great
many radio stations throughout the United States, and we have come to the conclusion that WE MUST PRICE OUR PROGRAMS AND MEDIUM REALISTICALLY AND IN KEEPING WITH
THE TIMES. Consequently, we have issued a new rate card number N51 which streamlines our rates to conform with current industry thinking. THIS DOWNWARD ADJUSTMENT
IN OUR RATE IS EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1. If one or more of your clients are presently
using WMBG, you will have already been notified by your Blair man of this adjustment. If your clients are about to become new advertisers, the new rate will apply.
It has always been our effort at WMBG to deliver the greatest possible service to
the advertiser at the lowest possible cost.
The moves we have made to increase our
circulation and hold our rates at an attractive and desirable level are simply
another reflection of this attitude.
Your Blair man will be delighted to supply you
with any additional information relating to our coverage, rates, programming, merchandising, and promotion or any other facts about our operation.
Very truly yours,

Wilbur M. Havens
Radio Station WMBG

RCA-NBC research
scientists and engineers
are blazing new paths in the
use of ultra-high frequencies — to
increase the nation's enjoyment of television.

World's
—

&£f-ca£fom-6u/fr
poftrfc fhe

Although television now reaches 45 million
people in more than 12 million homes, thousands of communities are still too far from
existing stations to be reached by any programs. Moreover, under present conditions,
many cities with limited program service
want, but can't have, additional stations.
In preparation for the establishment of a
country-wide television service, RCA has pioneered for many years in ultra-high-frequency
(UHF) research to gather basic facts.
Today — an experimental station built by RCA at
Bridgeport, Conn., is supplying the practical expe-

way

UHF

to more

station
TV^ormore

peop/e

rience and engineering facts needed to design the
best UHF equipment — including transmitters, receivers, and converters. NBC programs on the air during the full broadcast day are used by RCA — and
other manufacturers, too — for large-scale field tests.
From results of this pioneering, RCA engineers
have determined that practical UHF television equipment can be built to serve the public, and that present
RCA Victor television sets can be readily adapted to
give equally fine perf ormance on both UHF and VHF.
*
*
*
See the latest in radio, television, and electronics at
RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y. Admis ion isfree. Radio Corporation of America, RCA
Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Built by RCA at Bridgeport, Conn,
first UHF transmitter to operate oi
regular schedule.
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is WOR-tv
channel 9
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Pit
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Page 23

in New

. . . because one WOR-tv announcement sold $3,000.00 worth of watches.
. . . because WOR-tv is now carrying the only two local mystery
shows in New York that are attracting hundreds of
thousands of '
tv viewers.
why
WOR-tv is in many instances the greatest buy at less
cost per dollar spent than any independent tv
station in the area of Greater-New York:
... ask a few WOR-tv sponsors such as Philip Morris Co., Ltd.
O'Cedar Corp.
P. Lorillard Co.
Lever Brothers

LECASTING
>n Page 63

York

Liebmann Breweries Inc.
Hoffman Beverage Co.
Curtiss Candy Co.
Willys-Overland Distributors Inc.
Tide Water Associated Oil Co.
F. &M.Schaefer Brewing Co.
N. Y. Telephone Co.
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For Fall and Winter sales in the Midwest, WLS
"BOB

jpsi

suggests

ATCHER PRESENTS," a daily, 1:30-2:30 p.m. new and
successful idea in afternoon programming. The combination of
top WLS talent and a pre-tested, time-proven formula
has won audiences throughout the entire Midwest.

Each 15-minute segment of "BOB ATCHER PRESENTS"
averages a 3.2 rating — the highest of any Chicago originated
participating program. Over a period of a week each
15-minute segment is heard in 792,500 radio homes!
This hour-long, live-talent "BOB

ATCHER

PRESENTS"

program

has proven its afternoon leadership. Featured on each day's
program is a cast of WLS National Barn Dance favorites,
headed by Bob Atcher, the Midwest's favorite cowboy entertainer.
There are tailor-made audience builders — music to please
all tastes — brief news and weather summaries — comedy —
listener participation ... all wrapped together for profitable
radio with increasing listenership. And
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WITH

UNINTEGRATION of CBS into autonomous Radio and TV divisions, present
headquarters of network at 485 Madison will
house TV Division and parent corporation.
CBS Radio Division to move this fall to new
seven-story air-conditioned building on 52d
St. near Madison, now being completed. Target
date is Oct. 1.
SALE OF Radio Station WOW Inc. (WOWAM-TV) to Meredith for $2,525,000, announced
last Wednesday (see story page 25) was not
sale to highest bidder. Transaction was all
cash, whereas higher bid was not. Reason:
View that installment transaction might be
caught in increased capital gains tax over
present 25% limitation. Assurances already
given by Congressional leadership that increased taxes won't be retroactive.
FCC HAS CRACKED whip on its legal staff
on ABC-United Paramount merger. It has
asked for prompt drafting of hearing issues,
whereas staff had estimated several weeks
would be required simply to review papers.
Action likely within ten days with possibility
of consolidating merger application with overall motion picture proceeding (see page 23).
MAXWELL HOUSE instant coffee, through
Benton & Bowles, New York, planning to use
five, ten and 15-minute news programs on
spot basis starting Sept. 1, continuing
through end of year.
HOSTILITY of organized baseball to widespread play-by-play pickups shows signs of
subsiding, with major and minor interests now
agreeable to joint discussions with NARTB.
Outcome likely to be formation of cooperative
committee to promote mutual welfare.
ALTHOUGH ratification of NARBA Treaty,
on distribution of broadcast channels among
North American nations, is moribund in
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, Mexico
has indicated interest in negotiating informally
so it might become party to treaty. This
developed last week during conferences in
Washington of delegation headed by Miguel
Pereyra, Mexican director general of telecommunications (see story page 38). U.S.,
Cuba, Canada, Dominican Republic and
Bahamas already are parties to agreement
with Haiti having indicated general acceptance but seeking clarification.
PHARMACO Inc., Newark (Feen-A-Mint),
using 75 Keystone Network stations and 75
other radio outlets for 32-week radio spot
announcement campaign to start Sept. 4.
Duane Jones, New York, is agency.
ORGANIZED educator efforts to raid TV
spectrum space due for scrutiny at upcoming
NARTB district meetings. Tipoff seen in
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. protest against use
of tax funds for proposed university station,
forerunner of state school network.
ONE OF NATION'S leading universities, outraged over eyewash on educational television,
(Continued on page 98)
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Aug. 20: BMI Clinic, Harrisburg, Pa.
Aug. 21: BMI Clinic, Columbus, Ohio.
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 23-24: NARTB District 4 Meeting, Hotel
Roanoke, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 23-25: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va.
(More Upcomings on page 95)
Bulletins
IN-THE-SHOP study that may turn into big
boon for radio is being conducted by major advertising agency. Compton Adv., New York, is
analyzing number of research techniques but
paying special attention to ARBI, whose point
of sale measurements have repeatedly demonstrated radio's ability to out-pull newspapers.
NTSC COLOR PROGRESS
SHOWN AT LABORATORIES
PROGRESS being made by all-industry National Television System Committee toward
development of compatible TV color system
was shown last week to members of NTSC
advisory panel headed by A. V. Loughren,
research vice president of Hazeltine Labs,
and to delegation of top FCC engineers.
FCC engineers were "impressed" with what
they saw demonstrated by GE in Syracuse,
Hazeltine in Little Neck, N. Y.; RCA in
Princeton and Philco in Morrisville, N. J.,
agreed that industry system was a "considerable improvement" over that shown during
sometime-heated color hearings in 1949-50.
They were loath to express more concrete
opinion of what they saw, on grounds they
were just observers, being "educated."
Reporting for NTSC panel, David B. Smith,
Philco engineering vice president, said last
Friday that while satisfactory progress toward
a compatible system was indicated, last week's
demonstrations were merely first of routine
engineering tests to continue through autumn.
FCC, he said, has been invited to sit in on
all future sessions as it did last week.
Industry committee has said it hoped to
have compatible system ready for FCC consideration byend of year, following establishment of numerical values and period of extensive field testing.
ECA LAUDS RADIO
U. S. Radio networks and stations have
devoted approximately $3% million in
time to keep public informed about government's Marshall Plan aid to Europe,
Wallace Gade, radio director of Economic Cooperation Adm., said Friday
at ECA luncheon in New York honoring four radio networks. Mr. Gade presented awards to ABC, CBS, MBS and
NBC for public service efforts in connection with Marshall Plan. Other
awards set for some 500 radio stations,
American Federation of Musicians, and
American Federation of Radio Artists.

Briefl

PEPSODENT SPOTS % Pepsodent too |
paste planning to allocate almost its ent
television and radio budget to saturation-tj
spot announcement campaign, with starti
date around Oct. 1. Agency, McCann-Ericks<
New York.
BORDEN TEST # Borden's Instant Coff .
New York, planning 13-week radio spot i
nouncement test in Dallas and Fort Wor
starting Oct. 1. Agency, Doherty, Clifford
Shenfield, New York.
FORD SERIES # Ford Dealers Adv. Fu
setting up seven-week campaign to start Ai
27 in St. Paul-Minneapolis. Agency, J. Wall ;
Thompson Co., New York.
RINSO SPOT CAMPAIGN • Lever Brothc
New York (Rinso), on Sept. 10 to start sev
weeks spot announcement radio schedule.
Eastern Seaboard through Ruthrauff & Ryt
New York.
GROVE SHARING • Grove Labs., St. Lou
to share alternate-week sponsorship of Li
Like a Millionaire with General Mills on CB
Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. (CDT). Starting date tent
tively set Sept. 21. Grove agency, Gardner Ac
St. Louis.
PARTIES, NETWORKS DISCUSS
CONVENTION SPONSORSHIP
UNPRECEDENTED joint meeting of repi
sentatives of both Republican and Democrai
National Committees with representatives
all radio and TV networks called Wednesd;
(Aug. 15) in Washington to discuss pros a:
cons of sponsorship of national political co
ventions next year.
Conference will not result in decision •
sponsorship of either broadcast or teleca:
Decision will rest with respective chairmen
national committees and their arrangemei:
groups.
Meeting called after several representativ
of networks had raised question about spo
sorship plans. Sitting in for Democratic Coi
mittee at closed sessions will be Fred V:
Devander, publicity director, and Ken Fi
radio-TV director; for GOP, William Mylandt
publicity director, and Ed Ingle, radio-TV chi<
While no formal announcement was made,
was understood sessions would be purely e
ploi-atory and that probably other meetings w
be held.
CAMELS

MIDNIGHT

VIDEO

IN 11-12 midnight time NBC-TV is turnh
back to its affiliates [Closed Circuit, Aug. e
±1. J. Reynolds, Winston-Salem (Camel cig
rettes), is buying three hour-long periods p
week on at least nine stations, effective Av
27. Camels will start with presentation of o
movies in this time period. Cities already co
tracted for, through William Esty, New Yo
(agency for Camels), are New York, Phil
delphia, Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk a
Chicago, and three other cities are expected
be cleared by starting time.
BROADCASTING
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about

With this and
fascinating
childhood,
Bowermaster

many other
stories of
Mrs. Paul
of the Lan-

caster Free Public Library thrills thousands
of children Thursday afternoons at 5:15.
During this show, the library-book stories
are enlivened by slides of illustrations taken
from the books. Frequently, too, Librarian
Ernest Doershuch appears on the show to
explain to children and adults how the
Public Library can be used and enjoyed.
The mail pull has been gratifying. In ad-

Peter

Platypus

. • •

dition, another result has been the greatly
increased attendance at the Library storytelling hour every Saturday morning, since
the inception of the program.
With this, and other community service
programs, WGAL-TV strives to broaden,
enrich and enliven the daily lives of the
people who live in the communities it serves.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNA.
A STEINMAN STATION
• Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
NBC
TV Affiliate
V
/

WGAL

iOADCASTING

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

• Telecasting

ASSOCIATES

Chicago • San Francisco • New York • Los Angeles
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IN THIS BROADCASTING

CLUB 1300, WFBR's great
daytime audience show, has
the highest Hooper of any
radio show in Baltimore one
hour or more in length.*
This is it! The show that does
everything, that always plays
to a full house, that has
broken records year after
year, that attracts visitors in
such droves that tickets are
gone months in advance! This
is the # 1 radio buy in Baltimore — far and away the
leader in its time bracket—
or practically any other
bracket! CLUB 1300 is a must
in Baltimore!
Other WFBR-built shows are
making history, too! Ask
about Morning in Maryland,
Shoppin' Fun, Melody Ballroom, Every Woman's Hour,
and others!
*May, 1951, Hooper report.

FABULOUS
RESULTS:
VEGETABLES
A spot advertiser on CLUB
1300 tried a coupon writein offer. Three announcements brought 9,000 replies!
TICKETS
CLUB 1300' s m .c. made one
announcement that there
were a few tickets available
for Monday broadcasts.
Three days later, he dug
out from under requests
for 125,000 tickets!
CANCER DRIVE
We took CLUB 1300 to a
local theatre for one broadcast. Ticket holders — (no
big donations) paid over
$1600.00 to American
Cancer Society to see the
regular show! (No big
names, either!)
FOOD SHOW
Biggest crowd in Baltimore
Food Show history came
to see one broadcast of
CLUB 1300.
. .and others too numerous
to mention.

BR0A»CAS]

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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Movie-TV Future in Paramount Study
Cold Remedies Plan Heavy Spot Use
WOW Sold to Meredith; FCC Approves Georgia TV
Transfers and KFI-TV Sale
Radio Free Europe Holds Hope for 'Red' Captives . .
NARTB District Meetings Begin Aug. 23
Ford Foundation Workshop's First Program on Local
Level
Scripps-Howard Asks Review of FCC Newspaper
Policy
Chandler Defends Baseball Radio-TV
Sealy Mattress Finds Radio's Power
Raw Materials Application Time Extended
Stanton
DefendsP. I.FCCDeals
Color Decision
More Summer

23
23
25
26
27
M
M
29
301
31
36'
44

Style Sheet For Radio News
TELECASTING Starts on Page 63
DEPARTMENTS
Agency
Beat
14 On All Accounts
Aircasters
79
Mike
Allied Arts
93 Open
Editorial
52 Our Respects To
Promotions,
FCC Actions 88 Programs,
Premiums
FCC Roundup
96
Feature of Week 18 Radiorama
Front Office 56 Strictly Business ...
New Business
10 Upcoming

87
14
60
52
85
58
18
95
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MAURY
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Advertising
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NATIONAL BISCUIT CO., N. Y. (Milkbone Dog Food), through M i
SpatCann-Erickson, N. Y., preparing radio spot announcement car:
paign using day and night chain breaks for 17 weeks effective Sep
1 in six markets.

FALL

in

the

SCHEDULE

DETROIT

a

AMUROL PRODUCTS Inc., Chicago, for Amurol Tooth Powder, nam !
Jones Frankel Agency, same city, to handle its consumer advertisin
Frankel previously directed only trade advertising, on which most of ij
budget was spent. Account, which has used lot of spot TV, is expectt
to buy broadcast media. Amurol is starting distribution of Amur
Ammoniated Chewing Gum, claimed to prevent tooth decay.

rea

CITATION HAT Co., Chicago, will promote its fall campaign with rad
spots outside Chicago for first time next month in Indianapolis, Detroi
Cleveland and Minneapolis-St. Paul. TV spot is used in Chicago. Agenc;
Jones Frankel, same city.
M. J. HOLLOWAY Co., Chicago, for Milk Duds and Holloway Sucker
using TV for first time with limited spot schedule in Chicago, Milwauk(
and Pittsburgh for 26 weeks from Aug. 14. Agency: George H. Hartma
Chicago.
See

How

Much

MORE

You

Get

Using

BARNEY'S CLOTHING STORE, N. Y., planning to increase its rad
advertising expenditures by 20% this fall, by addition of spots and II
minute program on all New York City independent stations. Firm is als
considering TV in New York.
A/etwotk

CKLW

with

its

50,000

watts!

If your product needs more sales and more dealers ... if you want to look at a climbing sales chart
in the productive Detroit area, use CKLW — your
sales message will get the power of 50,000 watts
day and night ... a middle-of-the-dial frequency
at 800 KC! And, since we're constantly AGAINST
the high cost of selling, you get this complete coverage at the lowest rate of ANY major station in
this market.

GUARDIAN

BLDG.

•

DETROIT

26, MICH.

/. E. Campeau, President
Adam

J. Young, Jr. Inc., National Representative

50,000

WATTS

- 800

KC

RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis, for various products, will sponsc
Space Patrol on ABC-AM-TV in fall. Show will be broadcast on Sa
from 9:30 to 10 a.m. CST from Oct. 6 on radio, and on alternate Sunday
3:30 to 4 p.m. CDT from Sept. 9 on television. Contracts are for 2
weeks. Both shows originate in Hollywood. Agency: Gardner Adv
St. Louis.
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., N. Y. (Milk Bone), to sponsor Bob Green
News on full Don Lee Network of 45 stations Tues., Thurs., 8:15-8:3
a.m. (PDST) for 13 weeks starting Sept. 4. Agency: McCann-Erickso
Inc., N. Y. GENERAL FOODS Corp., N. Y. (Instant Maxwell Hous
Coffee), will sponsor program on alternate days, Mon., Wed., Fri., in sam
time slot, for 26 weeks starting Sept. 17. Agency: Benton & Bowie:
Inc., N. Y.
FARMERS' INSURANCE Group, L. A., renews sponsorship of Song c
Liberty Aug. 28 on full Don Lee Network (45 stations) plus Arizon
Network Tues., 8-8:30 p.m. (PDST). Contract for 52 weeks. Agencv
Bishop & Assoc. Inc., L. A.
|
RCA- VICTOR, Camden, N. J., August 8 started Meredith Willson
Music Room on NBC Wed., 7:30-8:30 p.m. (PDT). Contract for ]
weeks. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
MARS Inc., Chicago, to sponsor Art Linkletter'S People Are Funv
alternate Tues., 7 to 7:30 p.m. CDT on CBS from Oct. 9. Milky Ways an
Forever Yours candy bars will be advertised. TV will be used for othe
Mars products. Snickers and Three Musketeers bars will be advertise
on NBC-TV's Howdy Doody, of which Mars will buy the Mon., 4:45 t
5 p.m. segment,
and thatChicago.
on Wed. from 4:30 to 4:45 p.m. starting Sept. .'
Agency:
Leo Burnett,
CHEVROLET Motor Div. and Chevrolet Dealers slated to sponsor broad
cast of running of their annual All-American Soap Box Derby, at Akro
yesterday (Sunday), over CBS Radio, 4:30-4:45 p.m. Agency: Campbell
Ewald, Detroit.

- MUTUAL
U. S. ARMY
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and U. S. AIR FORCE to sponsor Bill Stern's Sport
(Continued on page 15)
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Time
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Last year, a leading Tulsa
Advertising Agency made a
study of the EFFECTIVENESS
of Radio in the TULSA MARKET. The survey disclosed
some startling facts! On
the basis of that survey,
KTUL issued the "Story of
Leadership."
Now, a year later, KTUL
is proud to REPEAT THE
STORY!
Just add the TULSA COUNTY picture (pointed up here)
to the entire KTUL coverage, with its increases in
every county — the answer,
in GREAT BIG CAPITAL LETTERS: — KTUL, TODAY, IS
STILL A BIGGER BUY THAN
EVER BEFORE!

Afternoon
12:00-6:00 p.m.
Evening
6:00-10:00 p m.

26.7

5,832
Today

Morning

$28.00

• Telecasting

*773

Afternoon
12:00-6:00 p m.
Evening
8:00-1'
6:00-10:00 p.m.

K1UL
Add the entire

KTUL

Eastern

TULSA'SAVERY-KNODEL,
EXCLUSIVE RADIO
INC. CENTER
Radio Station Representatives
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Oklahoma's

Affiliated

with KFPW,

an d KQMA,

BROADCASTING

$ 8.40

$49.00

>w mL l*
„f Audience «.«h«<i

There is NO VALID REASON

EVEN SO — KTUL, today,
COSTS YOU NO MORE
(even less).

$24.50
*Z4-3

sawr.
r
r,
ary^
nu
Ja
t
'*» H°""'
*
en
^rS«
rr
„„„.,
0,
No.
Cu
Share
KTUL
(Figuresfrom

The Radio Business — like
all others— is CONTROLLED
BY THE SAME RISING
COSTS OF OPERATION.
why radio advertising dollars— alone of all business
dollars — should REMAIN
CONSTANT!

KTUL Cost Per

$l2.68

1,932

174

r

.

only CBS

Station

Fort Smith,

Oklahoma

Ark.,

City.
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sell
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SOUVENIRS'

f

OPEN

betfei

|

"CHEAP*

MOUTH,

TELLUM

STORY

When you want to close a sale with a tough
customer, you don't send a printed page. You
send a man. And when that salesman gets
there, he doesn't hold up a sign urging the
prospect to buy. He opens his mouth and he
talks.
Newspapers are a wonderful advertising medium— we use them ourselves. So are magazines. But the strongest sales message ever

reaches only 3 out of every 10 families — compared to radio's 19 out of 20. Only with radio
can human salesmen sell to a really national
audience.
With a half hour evening show on network
radio this fall, you can talk — yes, talk — to 2%
million more people than you would reach
with a black and white page in Life . . . And
it'll cost you 95^ less per thousand.

printed doesn't have the conviction of the same
message delivered by a good salesman. And
what is the closest thing to personal selling
that you can get in any truly national advertising medium?

With that same show, you can talk — yes, talk
— to 1 million more people than you would
reach with a black and white page in This

You know the answer. It' 's radio.
People sell on television, too, but television

The money you spend for that fall show will
sell — as only the voice can — to 8,289,000 peo-

Week . . . And it'll cost you $1.11 less per
thousand.

"RS
"C
NI
VEAP
UHE
ij SO

NOT

pie . . . The same investment in newspapers
will reach only 3,696,000.
You know that 95 % of America listens to the
radio. But did you know that they listen more
... 13 million man-hours more every week . . .
than in pre-television 1946?
To get a man-sized share of that audience,
NBC radio now offers a plan with which you
can use the human voice to reach twice as
many people in the evening hours as the average evening television show ... At consider-

ably less cost.*
Above all, remember

BE LEFT WITH

'

INVENTORY

.. .

People sell better than paper. The voice is
more persuasive than ink. You don't win an
election by holding up printed speeches — and
you can't expect printed salesmen to sell as
well as human beings.
Like a demonstration? Just ask us for it.
We'll be only too pleased to send around the
complete story — delivered not by printed matter but by human beings.

*Ask us about "Tandem."

NBC

Radio

Network

a service of Radio Corporation of America

"What's

agency

Cookin?"

Popularity — Southern Style!
. . . And presiding at the burners is
Hal Benson of the restaurateur
w

family who owns Dunbar's in
New Orleans. Lineal descendant of
General P. G. T. Beauregard, and proud

ARNER S. SHELLY, vice president N. W. Ayer & Son, Phil;
elected to board of directors.

HARRY PATTERSON, sales manager, and MILT SCOTT, accoui j
executive KLAC Hollywood, to Hunter Adv. Agency, that city. Fin I
changes name to Hunter, Patterson & Scott Adv., with offices at 501,1
Sunset Blvd. New accounts as announced by BILL HUNTER incluc I
Hudson Products Co., L. A. (Sleep-eze); Sky-Coach Co., L. A. (airline) I
National Chemical Co., L. A. (photographic equipment); Great Lake j
Airline, L. A. (air travel).

possessor of the General's famous old
recipes, Hal divulges some of the
family cooking secrets to his avid listeners on "Household Quizzer" at 4: 1 5 P.M
daily. Food for gourmets, timely
tips on low-cost menus and
practical household hints

GEORGE
chief.

H. ALLEN, Biow Co., N. Y., to Grey Adv., same city, as cop

CECIL & PRESBREY, N. Y., has added two timebuyers and one cop;v
writer to its staff. CHARLOTTE CORBETT was promoted to timebuye f
and HILDA DEHART, Young & Rubicam timebuyer, to C & P, in sim#
ilar capacity. PATRICIA HEYMAN, copywriter, McCann-Erickson, 1 1
C & P, in same capacity.

make "Household Quizzer'
and Hal Benson mighty
popular listening.
Any Questions?

MRS. ABNER DEAN, copy department Robert Orr Assocs., N. Y., tl
copy staff of Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather Inc., N. Y.

on all accounts
■
timebuyer SCH
at Tath
ER, Agen
INGaird
LESam-L
PAUL
cy, Chicago, finds his enthusiasm soaring daily, despite handling overall planning and detail on
six radio and TV accounts and six
network shows. A two-year veteran with a five-year-old agency, he
is completely sold on Tatham-Laird
because of "the people themselves,
the way they work, and the net

These are some of
the "net results: In
result."
five
years, T-L has
acquired numerous
broadcast accounts —
the Kix portion of
General Mills, Max
Factor, Wiedemann
Brewery, B e n d i x
washers and ironers,
Toni's new products
and Swanson poultry. Mr. Schlesinger
FOR PARTICIPATION DETAILS
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.

WMPS
MEMPHIS,
1MH
Page 14
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he joined the firm October 194!
he was the only person in the radic
and TV department. Since then
five staffers have been added
Broadcast billings were a sixth ol
what they are now.
Mr. Schlesinger went to T-I
from CBS Chicago, where he was
network sales service manager. He
joined CBS in 1947, after graduation from Northwestern U., and is
sure he got the job only because
he, among 30 applicants, was "blase
during
interview
and theindifferent'
He knows bettei
now, but the formula
worked then. That
was the first and
only time he ever
applied for a job.
He discovered
initially why Daylight
SavingcastsTime
are tapedbroadand
re-aired now. Four

buys
Mack's
FamilyTedHour
on
ABC -TV alternate
practice,
and
yearsn't theago
that wasweeks for Swanson
Mr. Schlesinger had
and Kix;
Edto reschedule a 1 1
ward Arnoldthe
Show
network shows in all
on ABC for Kix;
160 markets for such
MR. SCHLESINGER
Chance of a Lifeclients as Miles
time, ABC-TV for
Labs, Pillsbury and Pepsodent. His
Bendix, and Casey, Crime Photogprevious radio training — radar with
rapher, alternate weeks on CBSthe beArmy
ForceAfter
— didn't
prove
TV for Toni's new White Rain
to
muchAirhelp.
entering
shampoo.
Max
Factor's
film
show
service in 1943, he was within two
on NBC-TV with Sheilah Graham
goes off this month, but more TV
weeks
of aat weather
commission
Brown U.forecaster's
when the
is expected to be used. Weidemann
Air
Force
decided
it had enough
is a heavy regional user of radio
and TV spots.
weather prophets. He was transferred to radar and sent to Canada
(Continued on page 8i)
Paula fast-growing
Schlesinger has
"grown-up"
with
agency.
When
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

what

have

you to sell to

beat
women?
SEPH B. MILGRAM, advei-tising and merchandising manager, John
Trommer Inc., N. Y., to Biow Co., N. Y., account management group
agency's beer accounts.
I RDON JOHNSON, with Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., for past
| en years as assistant account executive, promoted to account superI'lor. IRVING SLOAN, manager of printed media department, named
istant account executive.
(1 "'
3)WARD
EISENBERG, copy writer and assistant account executive
ickstone Adv., N. Y., and DAN WALLACK, promotion and publicity,
d Mack's Amateur Hour, to Marfree Adv., Corp., N. Y.
r
SLIX JACKSON, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., named executive producer of
hlitz Playhouse of Stars starting Oct. 5 on CBS-TV, 9-10 p.m.
IEODORE D. MANDELSTAM, copywriter Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.,
ashington, appointed chief copywriter.
3THUR TOWELL Inc., Madison, Wis., elected to membership in Amerin Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
.LIOTT W. WOLF, consultant Smith & Bull Adv., L. A., to Vick Knight
c, same city, as sales promotion director and account executive.
I aiLIP KLEIN, president Phil Klein Adv. Agency, Phila., elected diI ctor of Citizen's Council on City' Planning.
[OWARD M. WILSON, Kudner Agency, N. Y., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
. Y., as copy supervisor.
DHN E. McMILLIN, Maxon Adv., Detroit, to Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.,
; account executive on Philip Morris account.
New

Business

(Continued from page 10)
Tewsreel of the Air on NBC for their recruiting drives, effective Dec. 7
I Dr 26 weeks (Fri. 10:30-10:45 p.m.). Agency: Grant Adv., Chicago.
T
j APEHART FARNSWORTH CORP. sponsoring Newscaster Fred Van>eventer in new series over MBS, Sunday 1-1:15 p.m., beginning Aug. 19.
T\gency: J. M. Mathes, N. Y.
iRUEN WATCH Co. to sponsor new dramatic series, Gruen Guild
^heatre, over ABC-TV Thurs. 9:30-10 p.m. beginning Sept. 27. Agency:
McCann-Erickson, N. Y.

Qgencij -Qjajaointmenti • • •
" /MUNISING WOOD PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, names Bozell & Jacobs,
T,;..-5ame city, to handle advertising for its wooden ware. Media plans are
■ now being made.
BANCO CREDITO y AHORO POCENO, San Juan (bank), appoints
Fublicidad Badillo Inc., San Juan, to handle advertising in Puerto Rico.
AMERICAN

BRANDS

Corp., Redwood City, Calif. (Tobyjell, dehydrated

JTprix),
appoints
Leylaunched
& Livingston,
F., to handle
advertising.
Initial
jcampaign
will be
in San S.Francisco
Bay Area.
All three
TV
channels will be used to tell story of making glass of jelly in five
minutes for five cents.

ann

rogers

has a loyal audience in 23 counties!
Ann Rogers is a "local" celebrity to more than
300,000 radio homes in the rich Western New
York and Northern Pennsylvania market.
Daily, at 12:45 p.m., she beams at her listeners
an informal, chatty program of household
hints, beauty aids and news of interest to
women — spicing it regularly with the appearance of interesting guests.
Loyalty is evidenced by fan-mail galore and the
happy reports of current sponsors. Participation is open for a few accounts wanting acceptance in this market which is adequately covered
by WHAM and WHAM alone!
The

• • •
HAROLD P. McGRATH, general manager of Gaines Div., General Foods
Corp., Kankakee, 111., re-elected chairman of dog food division of American Food Mfrs. Assn.
ROGER GREEN, assistant advertising manager in charge of printed
media, Philip Morris & Co., N. Y., appointed assistant advertising manager of the company.
ROBERT I. GARVER, General Foods Corp. product manager for Certo
and Sure-Jell, named sales and advertising manager for Certo Div.
BROADCASTING
Telecasting

WHAM

Siromberg-Carl
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

in minimis miucnnS^L^^^
B
Basic NBC — 50,000 watts— clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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Spectacular

day-and-night

oil fire which
flood

When

Staff men

the

and women,

Flood

unsolicited, worked

raged

coverage

uncontrolled

of huge
in the

waters.

Hit

Kansas

City.

24-hour

shifts. Grimy, tired faces . . . gruelling assignments . . .
in and out of flood areas ... on the mike . . . before the
cameras . . . writing, when there was time . . . ad-libbing
magnificently when there was not . . . shooting film from
planes and boats, often dangerously close to exploding
oil tanks and chemicals ... no let-up day or night.
That was the story of WDAF radio and WDAF-TV
television when the Big Flood smashed into Kansas City
where the rivers meet.
These stations were flooded with testimonials to the
great job done.

Here are just a few:

"The TV cameras plainly showed the lines of strain and fatigue
on your faces as you covered the news, accurately and factually,
hour after hour, by every means possible. Our sincere thanks
to you."
"We followed your advice very carefully and made no attempt
to visit the scene, but feel that we have a thorough knowledge
of events through your TV news."
"We would like to have you know how greatly all of us appreciate your fine, tireless, accurate reporting of the flood."
"It took personal courage and stamina to televise the happenings
during the flood and fire. WDAF-TV had them. Congratulations on a job well done."
"No one who saw the magnificent coverage of the flood and

fire on television could help but be proud of you and the WDAFTV organization."
"It was a wonderful service to the community and again
demonstrates what an important factor television is to all of us."
"\ ou have commended everyone who has had a part in this
flood, but we think you and the staff of WDAF-TV deserve a
large share for yourselves for the excellent factual reporting."
"I have heard again and again that you people did a marvelous
job of keeping the situation under control and preventing
people from getting panicky with the excellent coverage job
"Allow me to say your coverage was the finest piece of off-thecuff
I have ever heard anywhere."
did."
you reporting

1
A
w:dxf~wd

ch tit

v

WDAF-TVs
flood, nationally
Broadcasting
most

hour

documentary

televised

over

the Columbia

System,

extraordinary

catastrophe
shown

constitutes

coverage

in the history

before

on leading
and

one-half

relief of flood

the

of a natural

of television.

Congressional

stations

perhaps

film of the

groups

to raise funds

and

It was
televised

for the Red

Cross

victims.

ED

BY

In

the

THE
Public

KANSAS
Interest

CITY

S

COMPANY

feature

DON'T tell Bill Schroeder, general
manager of WOOD Grand Rapids,
that he can't "make a silk purse
outOnof Aug.
a sow's
ear." Grand Rapids
3 the
Advertising Club had scheduled a
local newspaper adman to describe
the horrendous situation of "What
Happens When Newspapers Don't
HitSlated
Town."
for showing was the newspaper
association
film
on the 1950publishers'
Pittsburgh
newspaper
strike.
Hearing opportunity knock, Mr.
Schroeder hurriedly ordered 150
copies of the BAB printed answer
to what happened when the news-

of the meek

papers didn't hit Pittsburgh.
Immediately after the film showing, Mr. Schroeder rose and goodhumoredly
asked to present radio's
answer.
Ad Club members were surprised
at this unscheduled byplay and
were even more astonished when a
lovely bathing-suit-clad girl strode
into the room and began distributing the BAB booklets.
The newspapermen saw the
humorous side of the incident but
were observed carrying away the
BAB booklet for further study.
When last seen, Mr. Schroeder
was trying to hide a chuckle.

CHATTAN00G/

IN AUDIENCE
IN THE
strictly

5; H. ■*- o
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tiseress
adverCharl
to ed
GIVING
is the servi
way ceWilfr
Dippie looks on his work of
being a radio station representative. His theory has paid off in the
11 years he has been Montreal
representative for Radio Representatives Ltd.
Wilf Dippie has not spent his
whole business career in radio,
though he has been connected in
one way or another with radio stations since 1927 when he lived in
Vancouver, and spent considerable
time at CJOR Vancouver. Selling
has been his life work, and selling
brought him into radio.
Mr. Dippie was born in Toronto
on April 9, 1899, and because of his
father's work saw schooling not
only in Toronto, but also in New
York, Montreal and Vancouver. He
did not finish high school, but instead enlisted with the Canadian
Army in 1916 and was sent overseas during World War I with a
Canadian trench mortar company.
Like many others, he had added a
few years to his age to get into
active service.
Returning to Canada from overseas he soon realized his interest
in selling, and began selling for
various moving picture distributors (Universal Pictures, Fox,
First National) in western Canada.
From this it was but a step into
other selling on the West Coast,
and while there he became interested in the entertainment end of
CJOR when that station was still
a 50 watter.
Because radio fascinated him as
an entertainment and education
medium, he decided to start selling
radio entertainment, and in 1939
joined Dominion Broadcasting Co.
at Toronto. Hal Williams, owner

MORNINC

business

IN
PER

COST
LISTENER

w
Mr. DIPPIE
of the company which distributed
and made transcriptions and represented some stations, nurtured
Mr. Dippie's interest in radio.
He did so well selling that when
Jack Slatter, a partner in Dominion Broadcasting, formed his own
representation company on a cooperative basis with a number of
western Canadian stations, Mr.
Dippie was asked to become the
Montreal representative of the
group. In October 1940 Wilf Dippie opened the Montreal office of
Radio Representatives Ltd. and has
since expanded the operation from
representing about eight western
stations to today when his office
represents 18 Canadian stations at
Montreal.
If asked about his work, Mr.
Dippie will say: "I never did a
day's work in my life." He likes
his work, and doesn't consider giv(Continued on page 56 )

IN

LOCAL

ACCEPTANCE
Outstanding Local
Personalities Build an
Outstanding Audience

1370 KC 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM

BROADCASTING

• Telecastinj

WGN
AND

-TV

WGN

announce

George

as their

the

P.

appointment

Hollingbery

Exclusive

National

of

Company

Representatives

*

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit,
Minneapolis, Milwaukee and Cincinnati
will continue to be represented by WGN, Inc.

WGN

• 720 on your dial • MBS

WGN-TV

tOADCASTING

• Channel 9 • Dumont

• Telecastin
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We've got news for you. Amid all the huff-andpuff about the future of radio, several steady
trade winds are prevailing here at Mutual . . .
and one of the steadiest is news. This network
has always been First for News— with more
news, more often, and more of it sponsored.

IN

NEWS

TOO,

MR.

PLUS

POINTS

THI

Today, Mutual's lead is even wider on all these
counts: 91 news programs a week (69% more
than a year ago) . . .72 of them sponsored
(67% more than last year). And boosting
this trend along is a continuing updraft
in news-listening on the Plus Network.
Our average news sponsor now reaches
5% more homes than in 1950, (the only
network gain in news-ratings). And actual
tune-in to all MBS news periods now
totals 13,722,000 family-hours a week (the
largest news-audience on any network).
We still have 19 compelling news programs
for sale, so if you've got selling news to
tell America— we've got news for you!
- the difference is MUTUAL!
AUDIENCE DATA: N.R.I.. 8 AM-11 PM
NOV. '49-APR. '50 vs. NOV. '50-APR. '51.

J

J
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WASHINGTON,
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$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Policy
tlOVIES
IN RADIO-TV
been pursued by the Commission in
\ By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
one form or another for the past
IE ENTIRE FUTURE of mofive years.
,m picture participation in broadThe instant hearing is the first
st station ownership and opera■n — particularly television — in proceeding to be ordered under the
"case-to-case" plan pronounced by
i'ect was ordered under the microthe Commission in late March when
ope by FCC last week.
The action was taken in a rul- it decided not to establish a "uniform policy" to govern the handling
g which set for hearing all pendof broadcast applications by firms
g transfer, renewal and license
identified with "violations" of laws
plications of the several Paraother than the Communications Act
punt firms and DuMont. No date
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
is specified.
While there was no action on the
April
"other laws"
are
known 2].
moreThespecifically
to mean
oposed merger of American
the anti-trust statutes.
oadcasting Co. with United ParaThe hearing was ordered last
Dunt Pictures Inc. [Broadcasting
Thursday by the Commission en
Telecasting, July 16] in some
TC quarters it was thought these banc, including Acting Chairman
Paul A. Walker and Comrs. Rosel
ight be lumped in with the genH.
Hyde, E. M. Webster, Robert F.
al inquiry as soon as the Comission staff completes its initial Jones and George E. Sterling.
In addition to citing applications
View of the papers.
In addition to basic issues re- of various remote pickup, intercity
relay and experimental TV outlets
ecting past anti-trust proceedings
of the different firms, the order
id alleged "violations" of such designated inquiry of the following :
ws, FCC indicated it wished to
Application for transfer of control
btain full information" as to:
of Paramount Television Productions
(1) ". . . restrictions, if any, imsed by the applicants on broadcast
ations"
the use of movie films,
ories andin talent.
(2) The "relationship, if any, prestly existing between Paramount
ttures Corp. and United Paramount
leatres Inc. and what arrangements
.ve or will be made between them
th respect to the production, disibution, and exhibition or restricW on the use" of films, stories and
lent through the medium of either
eatres or TV stations.
(3) The "policies and plans of the
ansferees relating to any arrangeents contemplated for the televising
selected programs in theatres to
|e exclusion of other outlets."
'4) The "ownership, management
d control" of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
'5) Whether illegal transfers of
!ntrol
rred. of certain stations have oc-

C0U>

By FLORENCE SMALL
SPOT RADIO, by a larger margin
than
in 1950,
the leading
recipient
of thewill
cold'beremedy
dollar
this fall, Broadcasting • Telecasting learned last week in a seasonal check of advertising agencies
currently preparing radio and TV
autumn schedules.
Moreover, budgets among cold
remedy and preventive advertisers
will show an increase in the aggregate, with several clients exceeding last year's outlay by more
than one-third.
Most singular development is the
competitive scramble by these advertisers for the 7-8 a.m. availabilities. That time period has suddenly bloosomed as one of the most
desirable of the day, with radio
stations throughout the country reporting heavy bidding for the spot.
Reasons for its popularity are
the steady increase in listenership
reported for that time, freedom
from television competition, and,
in the case of the cold remedy advertiser, the advantage of reaching
the listener before he departs for
work.

See Broad Implication
Some observers consider that the
aramount
inquiry — although
iefiy concerned with anti-trust
sues and dealing with specific apications — may well be to the mo<e industry what FCC's one-time
lewspaper ownership" inquiry
js to the printed media. At that
me the Commission attempted,
nong other things, to define poly respecting "control of the media
mass communication."
The Paramount-DuMont and
erall movie TV investigation has
Telecasting
R OADCASTING

Seen

Inc., licensee of KTLA (TV) Hollywood, from Paramount Pictures Inc.
(old production, distribution and exhibition firm prior to division under
1949 anti-trust consent decree) to
Paramount Pictures Corp. (new sepfirm) . arate production and distribution
Request for "transfer of control" of
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc., TV manufacturing firm and network and station operator, from Paramount Pictures Inc. to Paramount Pictures
Corp. (29% stock interest involved).
Bid for transfer of control of Balaban & Katz Corp., operator of WBKB
(TV) Chicago, from Paramount Pictures Inc. to United Paramount Theatres Inc. (new separate exhibition
firm, which under proposed merger
with ABC would re-sell WBKB to
CBS for $6 million).
Application
by Inc.
Paramount
Televi-to
sion Productions
for license
cover construction permit for KTLA.
Applications by DuMont for licenses
to cover construction permits for
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and WTTG
(TV) Washington, and for license renewal of WABD (TV) New York.
Bids by Balaban & Katz for licenses to cover construction permits for
WBKB and WBIK (FM), for modifi-

REMEDY

N

DRIVE

Grove Labs, St. Louis (4-Way
cold tablets), one of the major cold
remedy advertisers, will launch its
schedule on Oct. 1 in more than
150 radio and TV markets. The
firm will use everything from halfminute spots to quarter-hour news
and hillbilly programs in radio.
"We're buying the best timebuys,
whatever and wherever they are,"
Mary Dunlavey, head radio and
television timebuyer for the Harry
B. Cohen Agency, New York, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Budget Increased
The overall budget, it was understood, has been increased over last
year's, when the firm used oneminute transcriptions, participation
programs and chainbreaks in all
principal radio and several television markets.
Bromo-Quinine, made by Grove
Labs and serviced through the
Gardner Adv. Agency in St. Louis,
has increased its budget in radio
and television 25% over last year.
The nationwide spot campaign will
start coincident with daylight time

in Paramount

Case

cation of permit for WBKB and for
WBKB license renewal.
Applications
tures Inc. and E.byV. Paramount
Richards Jr., Picfor
transfer of control of WSMB-AM-FM
New Orleans.
The order stated the Commission
could not act on the various applications without a hearing "on the
basis of information . . . that Paramount Pictures Inc., Paramount
Television Productions Inc. and
Balaban & Katz Corp. have, in the
past, engaged in violations of the
Federal anti-trust laws and have
either been finally adjudicated guilty of such violations by courts of
competent
jurisdiction
or have
entered into consent
decrees
relating
to such violations."
The order pointed out that "in
the light of the principles" enunciated in its March "uniform policy"
report,
the find
Commission
"cannot
at
this time,
that grants
of the
above applications . . . are in the
public interest, convenience and
FCC stated further it appeared
(Continued on page 76 )
necessity."

Heavy

Spot

Schedules

changes in most markets (late September) and will continue for 23
weeks.
The firm will use 15-, 20-, and 30second announcements in radio and
one-minute, 20-second films on television. The 7-8 a.m. period in radio will be used wherever possible.
At least 150 markets will be used.
Vicks Chemical Co., New York,
a veteran spot advertiser, will be
using a slightly increased frequency, although the number of
stations employed will be the same
as last year. The company will
start Oct. 1 on more than 100 stations with ET spots in radio only.
Morse International, New York, is
the agency.
Vick Chemical Co.'s television
plans, through BBDO, New York,
are as yet undecided but it was
understood that a network television show is under consideration
for fall launching.
Seeck & Kade, New York, maker
of Pertussin, is understood to have
increased its budget over one-third
(Continued on page 3U)
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MacMurray,
NEW

ZIV

SERIES

Dunne

Signed
FILM STARS Irene Dunne and Fred MacMurray were signed to 10year contracts by the Frederic W. Ziv Co. last week to co-star in a
series of transcribed-syndicated radio shows, Bright Star, whose production budget is $12,500 per half-hour program. The program will start
Sept. 24.
spokesmen said, have been assigned
John L. Sinn, executive vice
president of Ziv, announced the to top writers, including Milton
Geiger, Richard Powell, and Carl
signing of Miss Dunne and Mr.
Gass.
MacMurray and revealed plans for
In addition to the stars, regular
the series, a situation-comedy show,
which is said to be probably the cast will include Announcer Harry
Von Zell, with Michael Miller and
highest budgeted of all new radio
Elvia Allman as supporting actors.
programs being prepared for debut
this fall.
Rivine Orton will be musical director. The Ziv company producer
It was estimated that Miss
and Henry Hayward will direct.
Dunne and Mr. MacMurray will
It is the first comedy series ever
each gross $300,000 from the series,
produced by Ziv and, for the stars,
via their guaranties — against pertheir first venture into a regular
centage of sales deals.
radio series. Miss Dunne will play
The open-end transcribed series
will be offered for sale starting
today (Monday). As in the case of
other Ziv shows — which include
Bold Venture, The Guy Lombardo
Show, Boston Blackie, Cisco Kid —
the
be handledTheby series
Ziv's
staffselling
of 100will
salesmen.
will be offered to agencies, local
sponsors and stations, regional
sponsors and networks, and national sponsors for spot advertising. On a similar basis, the Bold
Venture series, starring Humphrey
Bogart and Lauren Bacall, has
been sold in more than 500 cities
thus far this year, Ziv reports.
Taping of three Bright Star
shows a week will be started immediately in Hollywood. Scripts,

INCOME
Gross Up for Sox Months
GROSS income of CBS and its
domestic subsidiaries for the six
months ending June 30 totaled $54,622,655 after deduction of discounts, commissions and returns,
compared with $42, 671,974 computed on a similar basis for the
same period of 1950, a consolidated
income statement showed last week.
Net income after federal taxes,
however, dropped from $2,495,370
for the first six months of 1950 to
$2,221,317 for the first half of this
year.
The figures do not include earnings of Hytron Radio & Electronics
Co. and CBS-Columbia Inc., which
became a part of the CBS group
on June 15. Their operations are
expected to be reflected in the CBS
consolidated income statement for
the nine months ending Sept. 29,
officials said.
Income before federal taxes ran
ahead of last year's period — $6,346,317 to $5,782,070. But provision for federal taxes increased
from $3,286,700 for the first half
of 1950 to $4,125,000 for the first
half of 1951.
A dividend of 40 cents a share
on CBS Class A and Class B stock
was announced coincident with release of the income statement. The
dividend is payable Sept. 7 to stockholders of record at the close of
business Aug. 24.

the part of Susan Armstrong, editor and publisher of a newspaper,
with Mr. MacMurray as the paper's
top reporter. Each half-hour episode will be a complete story in
itself.
Bright Star is the second highbudget show produced by Ziv this
year, coming on the heels of Bold
Venture. Mr. Sinn said he considered the new series, in view of the
magnitude of its production budget,
an important step forward for the
entire transcribed-syndicated radio
industry.
Negotiations with the stars were
started in May. They were conducted for the Ziv company by
Mr. Sinn and Herbert Gordon, vice
president in charge of production;
and for the stars, by Jack Gordean,
Ray Stark, and Tom Greenhow of
Famous Artists Corp.

CBS
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Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Can spring be far behind?"

ABC

GROSS

Quarter Over $14 Milli
ABC gross sales for the quar
ended June 30 (less discounts, .
turns and allowances) amounted
$14,869,465, according to a rep(
on file with the Securities & E
change Commission last week.
comparison
theBysame
quarter ABC's
of 1950report
show<i
on the same basis, gross sa;
totaling $11,131,966.
Network's gross for the seco
quarter of this year represents ;
increase of 33.6% over the AI
gross for the same period of 191
GE FOOTBALL
Sets CBS Roundup Coverac I
HIGHLIGHTS of major colleJ
football games will provide til
basis for a radio and merchandisir I
program slated to be launched 1 I
the Receiver Dept. of General Ele I
trie Co. Sept. 29. Sponsoring • I
the GE Football Roundup on tl I
coast-to-coast CBS Radio Netwoil
will spark the campaign.
Each Saturday GE will preseii
highlights
of five
games froi'J
the
field with
Red Barber,
CbJ
sports director, coordinating tl|
remote broadcasts. Telephone rJ
ports from 15 other games will tl
interspersed with the direct a<
counts, to be handled by CBS cor!
respondents on the gridirons.
All commercial time will be use !
by General Electric to promote it
line of radio and TV receivers. Con!
mercial matei'ials for tie-in ar
nouncements will be supplied t
dealers in those cities carryin
CBS broadcasts from 2:30-5:3

lopped off $145,130,500 for increase
in civilian employes, recommending
p.m.
that the Defense Dept. be "less ex
DEFENSE
FO
Equipment Budgets
travagant."
It orderedanda sharp
duction in publicity
informare'
RADIO and television would derive approximately $735,000 in revenue
tion staffs.
from U. S. Army and Air Force recruiting activities during the current
Electronics manufacturers art
fiscal year, under the omnibus Defense Dept. appropriations bill passed
expected to cut heavily into a neai
by the House and sent to the Senate last week.
$30 billion set aside for major pro
That sum is contained in the $10
being offered as a rough guess by curement and production for thmillion requested by the two servNational Guard authorities.
Defense Dept. While a precise over
ices for recruiting activities, with
In allocating the Army and Air all figure was impossible to obtain
$3.1 million of that to be set aside
Force its full estimate, the House
it was felt that perhaps $3 billior
for advertising programs [Broad— or 10% — would involve electroncasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6]. Appropriations Committee generics contracts on the basis of past
ally reversed the sentiment of at
"These funds are to be used for
payment of national advertising to least some of its members, who felt allocations.
The Air Force alone will receive
obtain as many volunteer enlist- that some advertising activities
curtailed (also see sepa$384,167,000 for electronics an
ments as possible," the House Ap- could ratebestory).
communications equipment to conpropriations Committee said in retinue a modernization program
porting the bill to the House floor
Here is how the two services prolaunched during the fiscal year
pose to slice their recruiting melon
last Monday. "Continued emphasis
which ended June 30.
Radio and television, 35%, $735,000
is being placed on recruiting to obnational magazines, 25%, $525,000
Another Air Force program calls
tain volunteers and thereby reduce
preparation of art and copy for ads, for $30,657,000 to be spent for purthe number to be called under selec10%, $210,000; publicity, 5%, $105,chase of 257 radio and radar train000; film, sales and training aids, 4%,
service."National Guard drew
ers from those manufacturers
Thetive Air
$84,000;
research,
1%,
$21,000;
newswhich have already converted to
roughly $300,000 of the $600,000 it
papers and supplements, 20%, $420,sought for similar recruiting drives
000. This accounts for a total of war production.
— about the same amount it derived
For the Navy $4 billion is ear$2,100,000.
last year — with an estimated 35%
marked for procurement of elecAn additional $1 million, to be split
tronic equipment. The National
to 50% tabbed for radio-TV proequally among radio stations and
grams and announcements. There
newspapers, will be apportioned to the Security Resources Board was votwas no actual breakdown on its adsix Army corps for local advertising.
ed $1.6 million to carry on its securAt the same time the committee
vertising expenditures, the figure
ity, censorship and other activities.
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OK's Recruiting,

Meredith

Buys

FCC

' ALE OF WOW radio and TV
r roperties to Meredith Publishing
~ reek,
!o. forputs
$2,525,000,
the $20announced
million D last
e s
loines national magazine publisher
Better Homes & Gardens, Success"' ulusiness
Farming)
into broadcasting
more heavily
than ever.
Meredith owns 2% - year -old
VHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y., and
#s a TV applicant for Albany and
tochester, N. Y. It also announced
Etst week that it had bought a
ubstantial interest in Princeton
rilm Center Inc., Princeton, N. J.,
pV-industrial film producer and
';f°f istributor.
Purchase of WOW-AM-TV Omaie •, a from a group headed by Ambasador to Ireland Francis P. Mathews, ex-Secretary of the Navy,
as consummated Aug. 7. Appliation for FCC approval of transer of the NBC-affiliated WOW
1 590 kc, 5 kw) and of WOW-TV
Channel 6) was filed last Friday.
Sale took place after month of
eports that the Omaha stations
t ie on the block [BROADCASTING
| Telecasting, July 16, 9, 2]. At
.line time, Edward Lamb, owner of
•V stations WICU
Erie and
STTVN Columbus and of AM staion WTOD Toledo, put up $100,! £,00 in earnest money for the staions, but he apparently was unble to meet the cash terms Meres ith offered.
tj j j In an Aug. 9 letter to Mr. Mat,;jhews, acknowledging return of his
100,000, Mr. Lamb said: "My
wn financing arrangements perlitted me to pay off the sum of
2,525,000 in full within eight
lonths, but I appreciate the reaons which compelled you to accept
cash offer."
Included in the terms of the sale
re the equipment, building and
round leases held by WOW staions from Woodmen of the World
nc, national fraternal organiza: SI ion, which gave up ownership of
in run.
1942. Leases have 19
IDS U'OW
ears to
rpn Net worth of WOW Inc., as of
■:ti ,une 30, 1951, is set at $919,978,
ova
Recording to financial statement
"Sled with the transfer application.
i:Current assets are given as $873,'• 883; liabilities, $220,453.
I* 1 Operating income of WOW Inc.

Mr. Meredith
ROADCASTING

Mr. Bohen

WOW-AM-TV

Approves

for $2,525,000;

Georgia

Transfer

SALE OF TV stations reached a peak of postwar activity last week with
$2,525,000 purchase of WOW-TV Omaha by Meredith Publishing Co. and
FCC approval of sales of WSB-TV Atlanta and KFI-TV Los Angeles.
Meredith Publishing Co., publishers of Better Homes & Gardens and
Successful Farming, owner of WHEN (TV) Syracuse, N. Y., TV applicant
for Albany and Rochester, N. Y., is also buying 5 kw WOW on 590 kc.
Approval of $525,000 sale of WSB-TV Atlanta to local business group
headed by cotton mill magnate Walter C. Sturdivant is only for the
Channel 8 facilities of that Atlanta Journal and Constitution-owned
station. Actually, WSB-TV will continue operating on Channel 2, now
held under CP for WCON-TV.
With the consent of the FCC, KFI-TV reinstates the Los Angeles TV
outlet for the Don Lee Network now owned by General Tire & Rubber
Co. At the time of Don Lee's purchase by the O'Neil interests, KTSL
(TV) was sold to CBS.
Still pending FCC approval is the sale of WLAV-TV Grand Rapids
to WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis interests [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 9] ; KEYL (TV) San Antonio to Fort Industry [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 6] ; and, of course, the United Paramount-ABC merger
which involves the five ABC-owned TV stations in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco — as well as the sale of WBKB (TV)
Chicago to CBS.
for the first six months of 1951 is
given as 8996,387. Profit before
taxes was 8188,902 ; after taxes,
$91,102. No separate breakdown
for WOW-AM-TV was given.
Sale technically is to a Meredith
subsidiary, Meredith Engineering
Co. Only other stockholder of
Meredith Engineering is Champlain Valley Broadcasting Corp.,
licensee of WXKW Albany, N. Y.,
which owns 420 preferred voting
shares. However, these shares are
callable by Meredith.
Net worth of Meredith Engi-

neering, as of May 31, 1951, is
given as 8815,373. Current assets
are listed as 81,636,044; liabilities,
$617,597. Financial statement indicates that Meredith has put $1,025,000 into WHEN.
Meredith Publishing Co. financial statement gives net worth as
of the end of May 1951 as $13,080,969, with current assets of $12,287,210 and liabilities of $5,001,540.
E. T. Meredith Jr. is vice president
and general manager of the publishing company, Payson Hall is
(Continued on page 36 )

$2.5 Million Purchase
Approved by FCC
KFI-TV
SALE
PURCHASE of KFI-TV Los Angeles by General Tire & Rubber Co.,
parent company of Don Lee Broadcasting System, for $2,500,000 was
approved Thursday by the FCC.
Comr. Paul A.
The decision was handed down without comment.
Walker dissented.
station
renewals. When these reEquipment of the deleted KFI* newals
were granted the TV freeze
FM is included in the TV station
was in operation.
assignment. The AM station, KFI,
remains in the hands of Earle C.
Negotiations for the sale of KFIAnthony Inc.
TV were reached by Earle C. Anthony, head of Earle C. Anthony
Sale of the three-year-old KFITV was regarded as springboard
Inc.; Thomas F. O'Neil, General
Tire & Rubber vice president and
for a projected MBS national TV
director; Louis G. Caldwell, of
network, at the time the sale was
consummated [Broadcasting • Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
Telecasting, June 11]. General
& Ellis (for seller); and W. Theodore Pierson, Pierson & Ball (for
Tire & Rubber owns Yankee Network which in turn controls a mapurchaser).
jor portion of Mutual stock.
KFI-TV operates on Channel 9
and is now in its 19th week of a
General Tire acquired Don Lee
strike by Television Authority. The
last year and sold its KTSL to CBS.
Don Lee has Channel 2 reserved
KFI AM operation is a clear channel outlet with 50 kw on 640 kc
in San Francisco. This reservation
had been made because of the then
and
outlet.serves as NBC's Los Angeles
undetermined status of Don Lee

• Telecasting

ATLANTA
OCT. 1 is billed as "Television
Moving
Day"day:in Atlanta.
On that
# The 108th TV station is
slated to take the air with Broadcasting Inc. as operator. The company last Thursday cleared its last
FCC hurdle when WSB-TV was
granted
consent to assign its Channel 8 license.
# And on that day WSB-TV is
to move from its present transmitter site to the 1,000-ft. tower originally erected for the projected
WCON-TV. Too, WSB-TV will
shift from Channel 8 to the original WCON-TV Channel 2.
Third Atlanta TV outlet, WAGATV, is operated by Fort Industry
Co. on Channel 5.
In a 5-0 vote the Commission resolved areported 3-3 deadlock and
approved assignment of the WSBTV license to Broadcasting Inc. as
requested last March 29 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, April 2].
Broadcasting Inc., comprising a
group of Atlanta business and civic
leaders, is headed by Walter C.
Sturdivant, owner of Montgomery
Knitting Mills, Summerville, Ga.
When Atlanta Newspapers Inc.,
headed by ex-Gov. James M. Cox of
Ohio, tionmerged
the Atlanta
Constituinto its Atlanta
Journal,
the
company held two TV facilities.
These were WSB-TV on Channel 8
and WCON-TV, conducting program tests for Channel 2 operation.
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. was
granted approval of transfer of its
operation to Channel 2 on condition
it surrender its second TV facility.
Last March, however, the company
sold the WCON-TV transmitter,
along with building and land as
well as FM equipment, to the new
Broadcasting Inc. for $525,000.
Using tentatively the call letters
WYES, Broadcasting Inc. already
is under way in an effort to take
the air Oct. 1. William T. Lane, coowner, general manager and vice
president of WAGE Syracuse since
(Continued on page 78)
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RADIO
FOR

REDS:

A

FREE

HEADACHE;

FOR

EUROPE
THEIR

CAPTIVES:

HOPE

w« mi 1.1 «m| hue

^^^^

ATTENTION! Citizens of Presov,
in your town the national manager
of the Cafe Cergov, Stefan Stupinsky, is a dangerous agent of the
State Security Police . . . Stupinsky and his helpers take advantage
of the people who are intoxicated
and try to draw things out of them
to report to the state police. . . .
Hello Bratislava! In the office
of the Resettlement Bureau and
the National Reconstruction Fund
is employed one Comrade Absolonova. . . . Absolonova is about 170
centimeters tall and blonde. She
concentrates her attention on young
men whom she seduces and then
blackmails them into collaborating
with the police. We warn you
against this fanatical Stalinist
informer. . . .
A drumfire of warnings like
these is beating through the Iron
Curtain every day from the powerful stations of Radio Free Europe,
a privately - financed "voice of
America" that shouts far more
boldly than the official Voice of
America dares.
Radio Free Europe is smacking
the Red satellite regime where they
are most vulnerable. It penetrates
their rigid censorship with a weapon they fear more than a hostile
army — the truth.
The success of RFE in reaching
the captive people of Europe can
be measured by the degree of official Communist wrath its operations arouse.
• Last May Day Clement Gottwald, Czechoslovakia's Red boss,
viciously attacked Radio Free Europe for using "traitorous, Fascist
exiles" to warmonger against his
government.
Page 26
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• The official Communist radio
at Leipzig, in the USSR zone of
Germany, followed this with an
announcement that all American
and exile employes of RFE would
be executed when the Reds "liberated" West Germany.
9 Czechoslovakia has delivered
a formal protest against Radio
Free Europe to the U. S. State
Dept.
® So desperate is Czechoslovakia to get Radio Free Europe off
the air and out of its hair that the
Czech ambassador to the U. S. re-

cently hinted to a Scripps-Howard
reporter that William Oatis, A. P.
correspondent who has been jailed
by the Czechs, would be released if
RFE were silenced.
9 The accuracy, of RFE reports
such as those concerning Stupinsky, the tavern keeper, and Comrade Absolonova, the seductress for
the Secret Police, depends upon an
extraordinary system of intelligence from inside the Iron Curtain.
At this moment, according to reliable reports reaching RFE, Corninform agents throughout Europe

are conducting a continent-wide
search
Radio Free Europe's
sources for
of information.
Radio Free Europe went on the
air on the Fourth of July, 1950,
with a 7.5 kw shortwave transmitter near Frankfort. Last May
Day it began operations with a new
mediumwave transmitter at Holzkirchen, near Munich.
It is the Holzkirchen transmitter,
which radiates 700 kw power by
directional antennas, that has
kicked up so much trouble for the
Reds.
It was only two hours after
Holzkirchen went on the air that
Gottwald issued his blast at Radio
Free Europe, and before that day
was over the Reds in Czechoslovakia had put two powerful transmitters at work trying to jam the
RFE signals.
RFE's Frankfort Station

CZECH EXILES rehearse a broadcast to their countrymen behind the Iron
Curtain. The singer whose face is marked out has relatives still living in
Prague.

RFE got warmed up for its job
on its relatively weak Frankfort
station, which beamed broadcasts
at Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and Albania, each of which countries received an hour and a half of programs per day. All programs were
taped in New York. Those with
time elements (like newscasts)
were shortwaved to Frankfort for
retransmission; others were airmailed.
Radio Free Europe, a branch of
the National Committee for a Free
Europe, decided at the outset to
wage a no-holds-barred kind of
psychological warfare. Robert E.
Lang, director of RFE and former
executive officer of OSS, program
manager, writer and publicity ex(Continued on page 95)
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Open in Roanoke Aug. 23-24
MEETS
DISTRICT
mid - November (see Upcoming,
NARTB's 17 district directors
Mr. Richards attending the RoaBy J. FRANK BEATTY
noke meeting and after that the
are expected to invite as guests
page
95).
some of the non-member stations western districts and Mr. Hardy
Several other association meetjrHE new model NARTB, serving
)oth radio and television, will be
attending all eastern meetings.
ings will be held during the period.
whose operators have evinced an
bnveiled to the membership next
interest in association activities.
These include a meeting of the TV
Harold Essex, WSJS Winston< eek in the first of a three-month
Board, scheduled Sept. 6-7 at the
Salem, N. C, will open the Roanoke
Thad
Brown,
NARTB's
TV
difeeries of 17 district meetings.
Cavalier Hotel, Virginia Beach,
meeting as District 4 director.
rector, is to attend the first meetStation executives will have
Va.; meeting of the full TV Proing at Roanoke but it was felt at After routine announcements and
heir first view of the new operagram Standards Committee Oct. headquarters he would be unable
committee appointments he will into make the district circuit because
on, moving swiftly since Presi- 2-3 in Washington or Chicago,
troduce NARTB associate memlent Harold E. Fellows took over
bers
and
Carl
Haviland, BMI presiwinding
up
a
series
of
subcommitof
the
critical
Washington
situation.
i little more than two months ago.
dent. BMI will hold a clinic
tee sessions; meeting of the asson that brief period he has started
ciation's TV members at the
Wednesday,
22, one
of a will
nai series of projects designed to Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 19;
tionwideAug.
series. Mr.
Fellows
A new
phase of tothisbe year's
meetings is expected
a program
ncrease the efficiency and impact
meeting of the combined NARTB
take part in this clinic.
spot for the military. Preliminary
if the association in broadcasting
Radio and TV Boards in WashingMr. Richards will give an illusifid television affairs. More
plans are under way for participaton in early December.
trated talk on functioning of the
tion
of
military
spokesmen
at
each
•hanges are in the works.
While
the
district
meeting
pronew
NARTB
and review such acof
the
17
meetings.
Opening at the Hotel Roanoke,
tivities as the Voice of Democracy
grams will be built around radio,
Roanoke, Va., Thursday-Friday,
contest. He will be followed by
Fellows at all Meetings
individual directors will arrange
\ug. 23-24, the annual district time and speakers for television
Mr. Hardy, who will discuss govPresident
Fellows
plans
to
ataeeting schedule will run through
members as their local situations
ernment and industry relations.
tend all 17 meetings. Accompanyindicate. TV members of NARTB
At the remaining 16 district meeting him will be Richard P. Doherty,
are expected to attend the district
ings these talks will be combined.
Mr. Richards will also conduct a
employe-employer relations direcsessions along with AM members.
tor, and John W. Hardesty, station
LAUDS WORKSHOP
clinic on the place of news in the
The district meetings open with
relations director. Robert K.
station operating picture.
an
AM
membership
of
approxiNARTB Gives Support
Richards, public affairs director,
mately 950 plus around 350 FM,
No Luncheon Speeches
N ARTB will throw its support be69 TV and about 70 associate memand Ralph W. Hardy, station relaTelefiind the Ford Foundation's
No luncheon speakers are schedtions director, will alternate, with
bers.
uled at Roanoke. The afternoon
-i /ision-Radio Workshop, President
will be devoted to a talk by Mr.
Harold E. Fellows told Broadcastng • Telecasting Thursday.
Fellows on radio's role in the national scene, with emphasis on a
Terming the workshop project a
question-answer
format and disfar-sighted, pioneering action,"
cussion by members.
Mr. Fellows said the foundation's
Much of the TV discussion
lecision to improve the public welaround the district circuit will
:are via mass circulation of culural programs constituted recogcome from the floor, with TV operanition of the achievements of estabtors going into actual operating
ished media.
problems and how they have been
handled.
As conceived by the foundation,
Concluding the first day at
the workshop is an "appropriate
Roanoke will be a cocktail party,
iffort" by an organization which
:ame into being because Henry
unless a social program is arranged
Ford worked on behalf of the free
for the evening.
nterprise system, Mr. Fellows sugMost of the second morning will
ARMY PROPOSAL for participation of military in NARTB district meetings
gested.
be occupied by Mr. Doherty. He
was discussed Wednesday at a conference between Maj. Gen. F. L. Parks,
Mr. Fellows said:
will take up such matters as basic
Army information chief, and NARTB officials. L to r: Harold E. Fellows,
The foundation trustees have taken
yardsticks for sound management,
NARTB president; Maj. Gen. Parks; Robert K. Richards, NARTB public
;his far-sighted, pioneering action in
affairs director; Col. E. M. Kirby, chief Radio-TV Branch; C. E. Arney Jr., staff problems, personnel costs and
:he belief that even though special(Continued on page 78)
ized uses of television may develop,
NARTB secretary-treasurer.
;ommereially operated stations are
best equipped to accomplish the foundation's purpose: Overall improvement in the public welfare through
On Solving Local Problems
the mass distribution of cultural programs designed to attract widest pos- fORD'S
FIRST
sible interest and attention.
where Pennsylvania State College
INAUGURAL program of the Ford
combining "cultural, public service
broadn
is located.
Thirty years of America
and entertainment qualities" will
casting demonstrate the validity of Foundation's new Television-Radio
The half-hour series on CBS
be created and offered free to comWorkshop [Broadcasting • Telet ie trustees' judgment, that the way
mercial broadcasters. They will be Radio will be produced by a staff
casting, Aug. 6] will be an adult
to do the big job is to use established
education series designed to show
headed by Irvin Gitlin, under the
and proven media.
available for commercial sponsorJames Young, consultant to the how people solve community probship, in which case the broadcaster
supervision of Stuart Novins, aswill recover his time costs and the
foundation, whose espousal of this
lems at the local level with minisociate director of CBS public afplan has contributed so much to its
mum outside help and will start workshop its production costs.
fairs, in cooperation with Mr. Mcaccomplishment, deserves and will get on CBS Radio in November.
Kee. It is tentatively slated for
the complete cooperation of American
Emphasis on Television
Plans for the series, to be known
early Sunday afternoon showing.
broadcasters, I am sure. He may be
Though the workshop's major
Sponsorship has not been set.
certain of the gratitude of the as The People Act and to be heard
XARTB, and accept this pledge of its weekly, were announced in a state- emphasis will be on television proAlready in production, the series
grams, the inaugural project is
ment for release today (Monday)
full understanding and desire to help.
will present tape-recorded stories
for
radio.
Elmore
McKee
of
New
Most significant in this action is by Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, presof how people are solving pressingthe fact that the Ford Foundation
York, who originated a similar
ident of Pennsylvania State Col- radio
series
for
the
20th
Century
trustees have recognized and seek to
lege and chairman of a national
local
problems.
Voiceswillof betheused.
ac-'~
tual people
involved
utilize a medium nurtured in the tra- committee
created to advise and Fund last year, has been named
dition of free enterprise. There could
director of the project, and Ray The stories will come from both
assist
in
the
project.
be no more appropriate effort by an
H. Smith, former deputy secretary
rural and urban area throughout
organization which came into being
Under the foundation's workof commerce for Pennsylvania, has the nation, and will be selected for
because a great American devoted his
shop plan, which has $1.2 million been named educational director
energies, his ingenuity and his affec- of foundation funds "immediately
(Continued on page 95)
with an office at State College, Pa.,
ition to that way of living.
available," radio and TV programs
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for the drinker who is out of control. He suggests only that many
have been helped by Alcoholics
Anonymous, the National Committee on Alcoholism and by public
health centers equipped especially
for such treatment.
This series is being released by
the Communication Materials Center of the Columbia U. Press, which
has had experience in handling
ticklish subjects on the radio. Its
series on venereal disease a couple
of years ago received wide acclaim.
The new series, skilfully written
and narrated by Mr. Back (who
is an ABC newscaster), should do
as well as the earlier one, and perhaps better.
J

Underway
$720,200 Promotioi

NBC
RADIO
DRIVE
A $720,200 CAMPAIGN to promote radio, based on the theme thai
"People Sell Better Than Paper," was inaugurated last Thursday bj
the NBC radio network.
The campaign will use five network radio programs and 14 nationa
business and trade journals and
*
—
will run for the rest of this year
ing advertising medium in exist
and perhaps into 1952. Officials
ence, and that its economy is sucl
said it will be conducted in conthat any businessman seeking tc
increase sales should not overlook
with NBC's cooperative
audience junction
promotion
campaign,
it.
which is to be intensified during the
He cited the statement by Johr
fall.
K. Herbert, NBC vice presidenl
The advertisements will emphain charge of sales for the radio netsize that radio is the most persuawork, that "radio is the most efsive and most economical mass
fective seller of mass audiences oi
sales medium and will stress NBC
any of the five major media typesas the best buy for network radio newspapers, magazines, supple
advertisers. NBC's "Tandem" plan ments, radio and television. Nei
of sponsorship, its economy and work radio sells more goods to more
<* <a o
flexibility, will be emphasized.
people at a lower price than any
Initiation of the drive was an- other media type available."
nounced by Jacob A. Evans, NBC
The NBC campaign, Mr. Evans
on July 30
THE
LONESOME
ROAD, in CAMEO THEATRE
manager of radio advertising and
said, will demonstrate the truth oi
eight quarter-hours, tackles the
discovered the dope menace in a
that statement.
drama that survived a bleak script promotion.
misunderstood problem of alcoholAs
part
of
the
drive,
time
normism with restraint and sympathy
because of some of the most imagally allotted to commercials on five
at no sacrifice of candor.
inative camera woi'k and direction
NBC nighttime radio shows will be
to
be
found
anywhere.
The
plot,
No attempt is made to pretty up
used to promote network radio in LIBERTY STOCK
the alcoholic's life ("Sunday is if that is not too strong a word,
general and NBC in particular.
when things started going haywire
These shows are:
centered around an actress' cure
Cullen Buys Part Interest
for me. The match stems started
of the drug habit. Ilona Massey
You
Can't
Take
It
With
You,
Sun.,
LIBERT
Y Broadcasting System
was
admirably
distraught
as
the
getting up off the floor and turning
6-6:30 p.m.; Boston Pops Orchestra,
refueled
financially last week with
addict,
bearing
up
well
despite
Mon., 10:30-11 p.m., segment only;
into little people playing banjos")
more Texas oil.
or to minimize the trials of a cure
such lines as: "Merciful God, why
American Portraits, Tues., 8-8:30 p.m.;
Screen Directors Playhouse, Thur.,
Houston Oilman H. R. Cullen
don't you let me die?" Lorence
("I tried everything for my husKerr, as her husband and father of 10:30-11 p.m., segment only; and Al bought a part interest from Oilband, put him in hospitals, sometimes even called the police, and
her 4-year-old son, was as effec- Goodman's Musical Album., Sat., 9-9:30
man Barton R. McLendon, chairtive as possible considering his
man of the board, and his son,
then I even left him").
Varied Publications
Gordon, president and founder.
dialogue. Sample: "I won't have
this boy brought up in the same
The amount of stock Mr. Cullen
p.m.The 14 publications which will
Program: The Lonesome Road, a
house with heroin."
series of eight quarter-hour
carry the NBC ads include, in ad- bought and what he . paid for it
radio programs.
The vehicle was played and prowere not disclosed.
dition to leading radio advertising,
Produced by: Communication
duced better than it had a right and entertainment trade journals,
Materials Center, a division of
But President Gordon McLendon
to be. Cameo substitutes creative
the
a number serving a wide variety of
York. Columbia U. Press, New
direction for cluttered scenery, can other fields such as drug, food, said "his interest in the Liberty
Price per set: $40.
will permit us to acceleWriter and Narrator: Gunnar
get more mood out of a close-up of automotive, and confectioner trades. network
rate our national radio and televiBack.
a face or a single prop than many
Mr. Evans said the purpose of
Production Manager: Dorothy
sion plans that much more rapidother shows get out of $10,000
Oshlag.
the campaign is to show both adworth of settings.
vertisers and the general listening
Liberty already claims to be the
The camera on Cameo is irreprespublic that network radio is the world's second largest network,
sibly inquisitive, at times creeping
But the prevailing tone of the right up to a talking mouth to most powerful and farthest reach- with 431 affiliates in 43 states, Haseries offers hope. Alcoholics can
waii, Alaska, and Japan.
catch important lines.
be reclaimed if they are accorded
BUYS KVOB
"The demand for stations desirpatient care. Says the wife of a
LeBlanc
Gets
70%
of
Stock
ing to affiliate," said Mr. McLenrecovered
first thing
Program: Cameo Theatre, "The
don, "indicates that Liberty will
to
realize drunk:
is that"The
alcoholics
are
Third Time," July 30, NBC-TV,
SEN.
DUDLEY
J.
LeBLANC,
the
become
the largest network in the
Monday,
8-8:30
p.m.
sick. You have to discard anger,
man who sparked Hadacol tonic
Sponsor: Noxzema.
Agency: Sullivan. Stauffer, Colinto a nationwide commercial mirhatred, abuse, harsh words."
well & Bayles, New York.
It has grown to its present statThe sentence with which Gunnar
Devised and produced by Albert
acle, has bought KVOB Alexanure, with 16 hours of programK.
McCleery.
Back, writer and narrator, opens
dria,
La.,
about
100
miles
from
his
Director: David Crandall.
ming a day, since Mr. McLendon
the series, is a good statement of
Technical Director: Heino Ripp.
hometown, Lafayette. The station
formed it in 1948 as a sports netWriter:
Harry
W.
Junkin.
work.
operates on 970 kc with 1 kw
world."
the nature of the shows: "We're
Cast: Ilona Massey, Lorence
going to talk for awhile now about
Kerr, Dan Morgan, Rita Shaw,
The new part owner is chairman
Phil Sterling,
drunkenness in your town, but this
Jane
van Dyke.Roger de Koven,
power.
Application is scheduled for ear- of the boardly."
of regents of the U.
time not with the futile anger
ly filing at the FCC by Haley, Mc- of Houston and is known as the
Kenna & Wilkinson. Sen. LeBlanc
and scorn of the past."
"father" of the school. He is deSome of the most effective parts
The first commercial was in- is buying majority interest in the
scribed as one of the south's leadof the programs are interviews
serted, perhaps intruded would be licensee, Central Louisiana Broading philanthropists who has given
with people who have had bitter a better word, immediately after the
casting Corp., for $58,000 from
"many millions" for hospitals, edpersonal experiences with comactress had been established as a Louisiana Baptist Convention, holducational and charitable institupulsive drinking.
ing over 70% of stock. Terms call tions.
heroin addict. The scene faded just
They range from a panhandler
as Miss Massey was about to for $20,000 down payment, with the
Mr. Cullen's acquisition of a
remaining $38,000 payable over a
on Skid Row to a well-to-do houseplunge a needle in her quivering
part interest in the network was
two-year
period.
arm,
and
a
film
of
a
happy
family
wife, illustratingexists
Mr. Back's
point
not unheralded. Chairman Barthat alcoholism
in all kinds
Sen. LeBlanc has long conceded
of picnickers appeared. In unison
ton McLendon told Broadcasting •
of neighborhoods, and from midthey were smearing themselves
that much of Hadacol's pyramiding
Telecasting a month ago that addle-aged executives to teen - age
with Noxzema to ease sunburn, in- sales volume can be credited to use
sect bites, and other afflictions that
of large blocks of time on hundreds
ditional financing was "imminent"
girls ("I'd be fine up to a point
in furtherance of a steady expanof stations. His radio buyers have
seemed absurdly inconsequential
and then I'd go to pieces. I drew
sion program
•
blanks at a very early age").
July[Broadcasting
16].
compared
with Miss Massey's or- obtained attractive rates on a vol- Telecasting,
deal.
ume-discount basis.
Mr. Back offers no quick cures
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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By EARL ABRAMS
ceived view that newspaper affiliaance of FCC's bias to newspaper
tion is a ground for disqualification
applications, the petition states. It
» JPREME COURT has been asked because the licensing of such an
cites a 1947 bill introduced by
rule on FCC's 10-year-old anti- applicant 'tends to concentrate the Maine Senator White, then chair: wspaper policy for the first time. control of the media of mass comman of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee (and
In a petition for a -writ of cermunication' isan authorized standard, no hearing is required to father of the Communications
frari (request that the court acpt the case for review), Scrippsthat one applicant is as- Act), as well as the original veroward Radio Inc. last week told establish sociated
sion of the 1949 McFarland bill.
with a newspaper since
€ court it was necessary to have
that fact will be disclosed in the Both, the petition says, contained
definitive ruling clarifying the application. Manifestly the pur- a provision specifically forbidding
HAL THOMPSON (I), program dithe FCC from discriminating
ported holding of a hearing upon
m tlnstitutionality of FCC's policy
rector at KFJZ Fort Worth, receives
such an issue is a mere sham and
t newspaper ownership of broadagainst
any
class
of
applicant).
Rest stations.
a golden trophy from Charlie Jordan,
introduced
McFarland
Bill
(S
658)
the petition declares.
station vice president, after winning
That policy, essentially is that pretense,"
Importance of the question,
has
passedthat
thisprovision,
session's Senate
—
KFJZ's First Annual 30,000 Cent
here there are two or more apwithout
however.
Scripps-Howard indicates, is in the
Tournament. All 1 8 station employes
V( ications for a broadcast facility, number of newspaper-owned broadIt is now before the House Interwho entered the tournament received
1 other things being equal, FCC
state & Foreign Commerce Commitcast stations and, particularly, TV
ill favor the non-newspaper ap- applicants. Brief states there are
some
prize, with the one who finished
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Junetee25].
icants on the grounds that such 382 AM stations, 230 FM stations
last being awarded three golf lessons.
i action "diversifies the media
and 45 TV stations owned by newsWould Reinsert Clause
- 11 '[ communication" in a community
papers. Of more than 400 TV apa subsidiary of the Scripps-How;ld is in the "public interest, conplications now pending in FCC
ard newspaper chain (New York
Recently there have been indigruence and necessity."
cations on the Hill that some House
World-Telegram & Sun, etc.).
files,
more
than
90
are
from
pubScripps-Howard petition is an
lishing or affiliated applicants, it committee members were interested
Big newspaper ownership fight
meal from the May 10, 1951, de- states.
in reinserting that clause in the occupied the FCC and the industry
sion of the U. S. Court of ApMcFarland Bill
• from 1941 to 1944, during which
One aspect of the unfairness of Telecasting,
ials affirming the 1949 FCC grant
July[Broadcasting
23].
time FCC "froze" all newspaper
the FCC's policy, Scripps-Howard
" 5 kw AM station WERE on attorneys
point out, is this:
applications for broadcast stations.
General opinion among Wash;,es h00 kc to Cleveland Broadcasting
ington attorneys is that the Su- Hearing on the question of whether
•i
:ic.
[Broadcasting
•
TelecastIf
a
newspaper
applicant
is
unr; (fG, May 21].
preme Court will not take the case. FCC should adopt a rule prohibitopposed, he is pretty sure of getting
ing ownership of radio stations by
FCC granted the broadcast fa- a grant. If, on the other hand, he They claim it is not the kind of
case to interest the justices. They
lity to the Cleveland Broadcasting
has competition, he is just as sure
newspapers ran during 1941-42.
do admit that the principle should
Petition to the Supreme Court
of not getting the grant.
i the grounds it was locallv owned,
have
a
definitive
ruling,
but
they
was
filed by Raymond T. Jackson
ad that it promised grater local
That does not square with the feel this is not the right case.
and Joseph R. Fawcett of the
lanagement integration than did principle
the FCC propounds, they
say.
Cleveland law firm of Baker, Hoscripps-Howard. At the same time,
One legal wag moaned: "If they tettler & Patterson, and by George
le Commission frowned on
Principle could be extended to do take it, I'm afraid they'll affirm
S. Smith and Harry P. Warner
the FCC's right to take newspaper
cripps-Howard's newspaper affili- other groups, the petition asserts.
of the Washington law firm of
ion in that city (Cleveland Press)
ownership
into
account.
Then
It quotes a decision in the 1942
Segal, Smith & Hennessey.
i line with its established policy.
Stahlman case in which Judge Growhere'll we be ? "
Solicitor General of the U. S.
ner
of
the
U.
S.
Court
of
Appeals
Local Ownership
Scripps-Howard Radio owns
(and
the FCC) has 30 days to file
wrote that if the newspaper ban
Cleveland Broadcasting is owned
WEWS (TV) Cleveland (Cleve- objections to the request, after
were
permitted,
FCC
could
exclude
aj iy a group of local businessmen,
land Press); WCPO-AM-TV Cin- which Scripps-Howard is permitted
cinnati (Cincinnati Post) ; WMC
hcluding Ray T. Miller, former
to file rebuttal. Informed circles
"schools and churches. . . [and the
Iayor of Cleveland; Robert J. ban] might be applied wherever
do not expect the Court to decide
and WMCT (TV) Memphis (Memulkley, former Ohio Senator; Paul
phis Commercial Appeal and Press- whether to take the case or not
the Commission chose to apply it."
!jj«.iken, present Assistant PostEven Congress has taken cogniz- Scimitar) ; WNOX Knoxville. It is before mid-October.
r2. fiaster General; Alvaney Johnston,
ead of the Brotherhood of Locolotive Engineers, among others.
el | Petition to the Supreme Court
Chandler Defends Media
sks that it take the case to decide
BASEBALL
PROBE
hese main points:
(1) Whether the FCC has the stat(Happy) CHANDLER, former baseball commissioner, while tak- against broadcasts and telecasts of
. tory authority or discretion to dis- A. B.ing a few
pokes at some baseball club owners last Monday, also got in a "professional sports events," should
riminate against an applicant belegislation pass exempting baseball
ause it is owned or controlled by a couple of licks in radio and television's favor.
ewspaper ?
Ex-Sen. Chandler testified on baseball's reserve clause, which he de- from anti-trust laws, came up when
Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.), chairfended, before the House Judiciary
(2) Whether the FCC can prefer
man of the radio-communications
Monopoly
Subcommittee.
He
has
a
to
renew
his
six-year
contract.
has
he
Tuesday.
applicant just because
n
committee
in the Senate, testified
1,
reater extent of local ownership or figured in the high-priced negotiaMr. Chandler appeared to be in
tions for baseball, winning for the disagreement with George C.
ntegration of local owners in the
While familiar with broadcast
nanagement than a competing appli- sport a six-year radio-TV package
Trautman, president of the Na- problems as the key legislator in
ant?
contract for coverage of World
tional Assn. of Professional Baseconcerning the medium beNub of the Scripps-Howard comball Clubs, when the minor league matters
Series games and the All-Star confore
the
Senate, the Coloradan also
)Iaint is that it was denied an AM
tests.
head testified a week ago Friday
is president of the Western League,
?rant substantially because it was
Mr. Chandler's testimony came
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
a Class A minor league operating
Aug.
6].
>wned by a newspaper chain.
amid growing apprehension of comin his home state, in Nebraska,
Although there may be greater
mittee members that radio-TV
Mr. Chandler said he did not Iowa and Kansas.
could face wholesale restrictions
ocal ownership and management
think broadcasting of ball games
He also is sponsor of a bill
ntegration on the part of Clevein the professional sports world.
Baseball broadcasts serve the had hurt attendance in either the (S 1526) pending in his Senate
and Broadcasting, the ScrippsInterstate Commerce Committee,
major or minor leagues.
Howard petition states it would
public interest, Mr. Chandler emidentical
to those before the House
Mr.
Trautman
had
said
saturaphasized. The only condition, he
'iave furnished better service to
subcommittee and which led to its
tion of minor league territories
-he community. It calls FCC's ownsaid, is the necessity for a "respectership and management reasons
by big league broadcasts is hurt- baseball probe. The legislation
sponsor." Kentucky Senator
Theable former
for making the grant to Cleveing attendance and is the sport's would exempt baseball and other
professional
sports
from97)proviland firm "mere make-weight."
problem.
(Continned
on page
was deposed as baseball's czar biggest
Possible
new restrictions arising
July 15 when club owners failed
"If the Commission's preconAugust 13, 1951 • Page 29
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SEALY

MATTRESS

Scores

A 500% sales increase is the harvest reaped by Sealy Mattress Co. of California as the
result of a 10-year campaign which
devotes 90% of its advertising dollar to radio.
This amazing success story,
which places Sealy mattresses in
the number one bracket in sales
among standard brand mattresses
on the West Coast, is the result of
far-seeing coordination between
three men. They are Seniel Ostrow,
president of the California mattress company; Joe Willins, Los
Angeles factory manager, and
Alvin Wilder, head of Alvin Wilder
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, which
services the account and created
the campaign.
the consistent
firm's spectacular
rise
hasKeybeento its
use of radio
and acute awareness of the type of
audience its radio dollar is reaching, according to Mr. Ostrow.
Radio Lauded For Role
In Furthering Policy
"Radio has created for us a
tremendous good will, both on the
part of the dealer and the consumer," Mr. Ostrow said. "It is
the one medium which has brought
Sealy products before the public
effectively and fits perfectly with
the Sealy corporation's national advertising support.
"The fact that our radio advertising has pre-disposed most potential mattress buyers toward Sealy
has also been a large factor in increasing retailers' interest in Sealy
merchandising
and promotions," he
continued.
The firm's radio advertising has
consisted of public service programs— news and news analysis —
on a local and regional network
basis. Spot announcement schedules are also used at various times
on selected California stations.
Currently Sealy sponsors The
World Today on eight CBS California stations, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 5:30-5:45 p.m.
(PST).
Periodically active in California
Page 30
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Sales

Commercial copy theme for thrice
weekly The World Today is discussed by Alvin Wilder (standing),
head of Alvin Wilder Adv. Agency,
discuss among themselves before
with Joe Willins (I), Los Angeles
buying, Mr. Wilder sought in news
factory manager, and Seniel Os- analysis
a type of programming
trow, president of Sealy Mattress
that would place copy before the
Co. of California.
entire family, rather than a show
* * *
with a predominantly male or
radio since 1924, it was not until female audience.
1940, following appointment of
Himself a news analyst, Mr.
Alvin Wilder Adv. Agency, that
Wilder knew from audience figures
Sealy began its first sustained ad- that analysis programs ranked
vertising campaign.
highest with the type of listener his
Sealy Mattress Co., organized in client wanted to reach.
Sealy, Tex., in 1881, started a sysLate afternoon time for broadtem of enfranchised manufacturers
cast was selected, according to Mr.
in the early 1920's as the first step Wilder, because during that period,
in its campaign to increase national
just before the evening meal, lisdistribution. Mr. Ostrow, now
teners are
already much
tired more
from the
day's
operating factories in Los Angeles
activities,
receptive
and Oakland, became owner of the
to Sealy's slogan — "Sleeping on a
California franchise. He had been
Like would
Sleeping
on a Cloud"
a leading mattress manufacturer
—Sealy
than Isthey
be during
other
prior to that time.
key news periods of early morning
or late evening.
On acquiring the account, Mr.
Wilder made a study of the firm's
1940 market position. Then he drew
First Show Doubles
up a presentation embodying techSales
in 90 Days
niques which are still used with
great effectiveness.
The firm started its campaign in
Presenting it to Joe Willins, the
early 1940 with a weekly Sunday
agency soon had an ally who was
program on KECA Los Angeles.
to help convince Sealy executives
Within 90 days the program had
that radio was the one medium
doubted Sealy local sales, accordwhich could enable the firm to capWillins. The firm's adingly.ing to Mr. vertising
ture a goodly share of California's
budget went up accordquality mattress market.
Mr. Wilder's proposed campaign
The Sunday
Layman's
stressed the essentials of all radio
Views
of the series,
Neivs,A with
Mr.
timebuying — program and copy.
Wilder as analyst, went NBC PaSeldom has either captured its incific Coast about a year later. This
tended audiences so completely, ■m'*mmmmm'*'*m'*was supplemented some time later
mentaries on
agree the
mattress company
with news comexecutives.
CBS and Don
News and
Lee California
news analysis
stations.
programs,
scheduled durSealy
e n t e dexperiwith
UtoadcaA tin a mCecil
Brown
ing late afternoon, was the
thrice weekly in
recommenda an early morntion. Reasoning
ing time on Don
that mattresses
Lee California
are a purchase
stations, for
One of a Series
which families
several months.

Scoop

Flannery,
newsCBSanalyst"
wasHarry
bought
on eight
Cali
fornia stations, thrice weekly, ir
the summer of 1948, with Sealj
utilizing the 5:30 p.m. time slot-JHe was followed by Charles Collingwood a couple of months latei
on that same list of stations. Wher
CBS transferred Mr. Collingwooc
to its Washington bureau in the
fall of 1949, Chet Huntley became
news analyst on that program, continuing the thrice weekly schedule
Keying its news programs to the
critical events of the Far East and
rotating correspondents to bring a
monthly change of personnel and
a fresh viewpoint to West Coast
listeners, CBS changed format and
title of the 5:30 p.m. program in
March 1951. It became The World
Today and Sealy continued to sponsor it thrice weekly.
Then Chet Huntley left the CBS
Hollywood news staff and joined.
ABC as a news analyst. Sealy,
reasoning that he would hold part
of his listenership, immediately
sponsored Mr. Huntley for 13 weeks
on ABC California stations on a
ule.
twice weekly late afternoon schedSealy of California can devote
90% of its advertising budget to
radio because of two unique reasons, according to Mr. Wilder.
"First is display advertising
support, in the form of regular
schedules in national magazines,
and second, point of sale merchandising and display material, both
furnished by the parent Sealy Corp.

Mr. Wilder recalled that when
of Chicago."
Sealy began its California radio
campaign, it was the only one of
28 franchise holders to use that
medium. Today more than half the
franchise holders have their own
radio campaigns under way, inspired by the California success.
Sealy copy, as designed by
Wilder Adv. Agency, has blazed
(Continued on page 82)
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Deadline

Extended

«
MATERIALS
AW
Failure of set-makers to file
|]ADLINE on applications by ma nufacturers of radio-TV receivers,
Ponographs and other consumer dur able goods for fourth-quarter allot- bids for fourth-quarter allocations,
i-nts of certain raw materials has been extended to this Wednesday,
Mr.
warned, in"could
result Fleischmann
in serious difficulties
their
; government said last week.
*
Extension of the dealine from
following NPA's imposition of a obtaining production materials."
The applications are needed as
temporary freeze on new construcly 31 to Aug. 15 was announced
an aid in determining whether they
tion [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
the National Production AuthAug. 6].
should receive the materials "in
Ity as the government moved ofRadio-TV set manufacturers are
order to assure them the quanially to place all non-essential
tities needed to maintain their auinstructed to file on CMP-4B apklian goods under its Controlled
aterials Plan beginning Oct. 1.
plications, which with recent modthorized output ofreviewed
civilian goods."
Mr. Fleischmann
civilian
ifications permits them to apply
In a word, this was interpreted
for
materials
to
be
used
in
a
wide
Manley Fleischmann, Defense
production
initially
on
a
450-station MBS broadcast last Tuesday,
range of products. As a typical
eduction Administrator, as mean10:30-11 p.m. (EDT).
example:
Admiral
or
Philco
Corp.
g that electronics and other prowould
be
able
to
vary
flexibility
of
The consensus on more stringent
cers will operate under a sys- manufacture between refrigerators
cutbacks
in broadcasters'
building
"a
draw
whereby
ii
construction
and minor alteration
and radio, television or phonograph
ttified
check they
on a may
bank account
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
projects was unofficial but still
existing
materials" (steel, sets
6]. Forms may be obtained at authoritative. Authorities said the
pper and aluminum).
NPA is Aug.
demand for steel alone is over
all field offices of the Commerce
agency of the De- Dept.
je operating
double that of available supply, and
nse Production Administration.
At the same time there were in;ations that NPA will tighten its
New Space
;trictions on new building conuction across the board, without
Leased
CBS
CHANGES
distinction between types of proj- MORE
i! jts but with closer scrutiny of THE PROCESS of filling up the blank spots in the organizational
structures of the new CBS Radio and CBS Television Divisions conThis
of "essentiality."
-:1 \e
•as factor
the consensus
of authorities
tinued last week, with new appointments in both units.
At the same time it was reported that CBS has leased six floors of a
u|
new seven-story building on 52d
,D BUDGETS
St., a short distance from its New
■a s:
iTha i
York headquarters, and that the
Effective Date Postponed
101 <|FFICE of Price Stabilization last CBS Radio Division will occupy the
. :: :
mrsday indefinitely postponed the space beginning about October.
The building, at 55-61 East 52d St.
fte — today (Monday) — that the adjacent to the CBS studio building,
*sw ceiling price manufacturers'
is slated for completion this fall.
gulations were to have gone into Though
details were not made
feet.
known, officials have disclosed plans
1 Included in the order is Ceiling to house the Radio Division "in its
pice Regulation 22, which only a
own contiguous quarters."
w days earlier, OPS had reminded
Mr. Hazard
Mr. Duram
::>uld still have to be followed
Among
last
week's appointments
were
these
:
3 'tice it had been issued before the
;wly written Defense Production
W. Eldon Hazard, formerly asager
wood. of CBS-owned KNX Hollysistant sales manager of the CBS
jet. was taken, according to network, was appointed sales manIn his new post of sales manager
' i Action
e OPS, to give the agency more
ager of the CBS Radio Network.
of CBS Radio Network, Mr. Hazme to work out methods for putArthur Duram, market research
ard will supervise CBS Radio Nettag into effect regulations per- counsel for CBS Television since
work sales departments in New
il itting new cost allowances to be February 1950, was appointed as- York, Detroit, Chicago and Los
jided to rollback ceilings, as consistant sales manager for CBS NetAngeles. His appointment was anitdj Jiined in the amended act's
work Television.
nounced by John Karol, Radio Divi•edj formula, known as the Capehart
sion
vice
president in charge of netRobert
Kelleher,
formerly
on
the
nendment, named after its sponwork sales. Mr. Hazard joined CBS
sales
and
promotion
staff
of
The
in
1940.
*lbr Sen. Homer E. Capehart (RTablet, Catholic weekly, was named
M.).
assistant promotion manager of
This new formula leaves room
Duram's Duties
• ti or a firm to apply advertising and WCBS New York.
Mr. Duram's new post of assistEarlier, Carl Burkland, who has
ant sales manager for the CBS
td hlling costs to its product in setTelevision Network, announced by
ng price ceilings [Broadcasting
been general sales manager of RaTelecasting, Aug. 6].
dio Sales, Radio & Television StaDavid V. Sutton, Television Divitions Representative, was given the
Overhead Costs
sion vice president in charge of network sales, puts him in charge of
position in charge of CBS-owned
M j CPR 22 and its companion regu- radio stations.
black-and-white television sales,
flj 'rovide
■ itions on
do not
under Mr. Sutton. Mr. Duram has
Reports meanwhile circulated
for ceiling
increasesprices
in overhead
been with CBS since 1949 and forjsts, an issue that has been that Carl Ward, assistant general
titicized because of fears that manager and general sales manmerly served CBS-owned WBBM
Chicago for two years.
advertising budgets might be out
ager of CBS-owned WCCO MinneMr. Kelleher, named assistant
i maintaining ceilings.
apolis, would be named general
promotion manager of WCBS, was
, gj s The Capehart amendment per- manager of WCBS New York; that
j |ttits increases (or rollbacks) on Wendell Campbell, manager of the with Bermingham, Castleman &
manufactured products after all Chicago office of network sales, Pierce for two years before joining
CBS Radio, and previously was a
psts are added to the base period
get the appointment as Raspace salesman for the New York
-the highest price between Jan. 1, woulddio Sales
manager for the Radio
950 and June 24, 1950. This would
Sun for nine years. His appointment was announced by Robert G.
How the manufacturer to add costs Division; and that William Shaw,
Patt, director of advertising and
•4 icreased during the June 24 to eastern sales manager of Radio
uly 26, 1951 period.
sales promotion for WCBS-AM-TV.
Sales, would become general manROADCASTING
• Telecasting

felt that officials will review more
closely such factors as essentiality
to the defense effort, community
hardships, public health and safety,
civilian defense and labor dislocations.
In any
government
officials event,
doubtless will
not approve
of any applications where the FCC
has not granted a construction permit or issued a license, it was emConstruction already underway
phasized.
for which materials have been allotted is not affected by the freeze,
which will thaw out Oct. 1, giving
broadcasters with approved bids
authority to commence building together with an allotment of materials. Projects utilizing less than
200 pounds of copper, two tons of
steel or any quantity of aluminum
need no authorization. Broadcasters contemplating future construction may file, however, on CMP-4C
with NPA Washington headquarters.
The definition of "commence construction" has been redefined by
the government
to meanstructure
"incorpor-or
ating into a building,
project, a substantial quantity of
materials which are to be an integral part . . was
." Provision
"site clearance"
deleted. for

RACE RESULTS
Station 'Flashes' Charged
CHARGE that radio stations are
supplying flash news on race results, "beating us by 10 minutes
right now," was made before the
Senate Crime Investigating Committee last Wednesday by a Baltimore news distributor.
Leonard J. Matusky, president
of Worldwide News & Music Service Inc., Baltimore, said the presentation over stations has been
speeded up since his service was
restricted by investigations and
"bad publicity."
"They'll even break a record to
give a race result," he asserted.
Mr. Matusky said he heard an announcer boast that he was giving
results of a race that had run only
seven minutes before.
Another witness before the committee, Harry Bilson of Baltimore,
an official of Howard Sports Daily,
said radio generally was supplying
race news information to Washington, D. C. He said he did not
serve the District of Columbia because of the existence of an "agreement." He told the committee that
radio, particularly WGAY Silver
Spring, Md., suburban Washington
(licensed to Tri-Suburban Broadcasting Corp., operating on 1050
mc with 1 kw day), broadcast the
information "faster than we can."
Meanwhile, the National Assn.
of Attorneys General last Thurscalled laws
on Congress
endayfederal
outlawingto strengthgambling
and horserace syndicates. Group
urged enactment of a wire-service
act to prohibit transmission of
gambling information across state
lines by telephone, telegraph, teletype, radio or other means of communication.
August 13, 1951
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AUDIENCE
» HOOPER
•

COVERAGE

.

Give

WRAPVj/

WBAP'S

Reason!

The WBAP "success" story of audience, Hooper and
coverage is attributable in part to its unmatched facilities.

This aerial shot, to the left, of WBAP's building and tower
gives an idea of the size of the plant which nestles in an
84 acre area. The tower is 502 feet tall and reaches 1138 feet above
sea level assuring WBAP-TV's

complete coverage of it's wealthy

16 county area - the South's top ranking money market.
There are some 70,000 square feet of floor space in WBAP's
studio-office building comprised of six radio studios, each individually acoustically designed, and each having its own control room,
three television studios, TV dressing rooms, and supply, maintenance and storage facilities. It requires a staff of 153 to keep this
vast and complete arrangement of TV, AM

and FM facilities

operating.

1. The commercial film department is
fully equipped to make any type film
commercial either in the studio or "on
location." Facihties for making soundon-film commercials include the Maurer
Sound Recorder. Camera equipment includes Bell & Howell, Cine Special and the
Auricon 1200.
2. The art staff is made up of highly skilled
artists, qualified for every type of art work
including the most complicated animation.
3. A its
portion
WBAP'sdevelopers,
film laboratory
with
two of
Houston
Bell &
Howell Model J 16mm contact printer, Art
Reeves sensitester and complete still picture equipment.
4. TV Studio No. 1, besides taking care of huge sets and background scenes, has housed elephants, automobiles, trucks, fire wagons, the famous Budweiser horses and wagon, sailboats
and gliders. This is TV at its biggest and best!
J. WBAP's "portable" TV station! Equipped to handle up to four cameras, this remote truck
is used for wrestling, baseball, and all kinds of special events and public service features.
Page 32
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Souths

No.

1

Market

And, here is the great story at a glance, of WBAP820 and WBAP-570! WBAP-820 . . . 50,000 watts,
clear-channel . . . daytime BMB 976,380 families, 291
counties, 8 states; nighttime BMB 1,078,200 families,
511 counties, 16 states. WBAP-570 . . . 5000 watts . . .
daytime BMB 656,850 families, 193 counties, 2 states; nighttime BMB
581,810 families, 190 counties, 2 states.
There are six radio studios each with its own individual acoustical
design. Each radio studio has its own color scheme and control room.
The two large radio studios measure 40 x 26 x 21.

WBAP

Master control for studio switching is equipped to handle ten
channels simultaneously. Fairchild Heated Stylus Kits are available
upon request.
Complete remote equipment is available.
The WBAP-820 and 570 transmitters are located at Grapevine,
halfway between Dallas and Fort Worth.
For the South's finest facilities, it's WBAP-AM,

FM and TV!

6. One of WBAP's six radio studios. The measurements are 40 x 26 x 21. Each studio has its
own color scheme and control room and is specially acoustically designed.
7. Master control handles the three channels required for WBAP-820, WBAP-570 and FM,
plus the facilities to control seven other channels simultaneously.
8. Recording facilities include the latest 73-B RCA Disc Type recorders, Model 300-C
Ampex Tape recorders, RCA 70-D turntables and complete field recording equipment.
(Fairchild Heated Stylus Kits are available upon request.)
9. The Fourth Estate in radio and television! Nineteen newscasters, rewrite men, reporters,
cameramen and film editors make up the news service staff of WBAP, one of the largest
in the nation. WBAP-TV carries a five-a-week Texas Newsreel series in addition to the
numerous newscasts aired by WBAP- AM and FM. In 1948, the National Association of
Radio News Directors voted WBAP-TV's Texas News the best in the nation.

WBAP

DON'T BE SPOTTY WITH
. . . REACH
...
all ALL

YOUR SPOTS
A i i
ALL

The Fabulously Rich Fort Worth-Dallas
Market

•
STAR-TELEGRAM STATION . TLLJJZLiF
Hepresenfafives
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
: tBROADCASTING

• Telecasting

AM-FM-TV
570 - 820
Channel

liiiiir

AMON CARTER President GEORGE cranston Mana9er
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgr.
HAROLD HOUGH, Director
August 13, 1951
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NBC

Cold

WINS AWARD
In National Musical Poll

(Continued from page 23)

SPECIAL award for "the network
which consistently through the
year served most faithfully the
cause of serious music" went to
NBC last week in the results of
Musical America magazine's eighth
annual national radio poll. It is
the fifth year NBC has won the
award.
In the balloting on TV music,
ABC's telecast of opening night
at the Metropolitan Opera won
first place. The poll was conducted
among 850 music critics and editors
of newspapers in U. S. and Canada.
Arturo Toscanini continued his
straight sweep of first place as
regular symphony conductor, and
his NBC symphony presentation
of the Verdi "Requiem" was named
the outstanding musical broadcast
of the year. The Telephone Hour
(NBC) won for the eighth time
as orchestra with featured artists.
Voting for the best Metropolitan

18

of

the

20

STATUS of broadcast station authorizations and applications
FCC as of July 31 follows:
AM
FM
Total authorized
2388 658
Total on the air
2286 647
Licensed (All on air)
2254 543
Construction permits
134
114
Conditional grants
1*
Total applications pending
1010 171
Total applications in hearing
261
7
Requests for new stations
282
7
Requests to change existing facilities
232
32
Deletion of licensed stations in July
1
4
Deletion
construction permits
1
1
* On theof air.
Opera broadcast (ABC) put "Fledermaus" first, and ABC's Metropolitan Auditions of the Air placed
first in the opera program category.
Other winners: NBC Summer Symphony; Fine Arts Quartet (ABC):
New York Philharmonic-Symphony
(CBS); Longines Symphonettes (CBS,
WOR New York and local); Milton
Cross, ABC announcer-commentator;
Concert of Europe (ABC); Robert
Shaw Chorale (NBC).

top-rated

programs

are

. . . and

Buffalo

CBS

in

on

CBS

is WGR

RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpafrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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Remedy

at
TV
109
107
81
28
496
179
424
33

Gillette Renews
GILLETTE Safety Razor Co. has
renewed for the eighth consecutive
year its sponsorship of Cavalcade
of Sports Friday evening boxing
bouts over ABC, 10 p.m. beginning Sept. 7. The 39-week contract
was placed through Maxon Inc.,
New York.

this year, with the additional mon>:|I
being directed to heavier frequenc I
The company effective Sept. 15 wi
embark on a 30-week campaign o [
100 radio stations and several T
stations.
is
about six The
timesaverage
per weekfrequenc'1
on eac j
station. Erwin, Wasey & Co., Ne lj
York, handles the account.
Musterole Co., Cleveland, als I
through Erwin, Wasey & Co., Ne1 1
York, will use 100 radio station!
starting Nov. 5 for 22 weeks.
American Chicle Co. (Crawford' I
Cough Gum) is understood to b I
planning to pick up the spot cam I
paign currently used by Cloret I
(its chlorophyl chewing gum) o f
100 ABC stations via the "Pyramid
plan and on 100 other outlets I
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, Nei
York, is the agency.
The Anahist Co., New Yor
(Anahist anti-histamine tablets)
has launched an anti-hayfeve I
schedule on Cavalcade of Band \
and Cavalcade of Stars, both oi
DuMont
TV Network, for fou
weeks starting Aug. 10. Company';
fall plans, which may include spot; |
or network, is still being eonsiderei
by the agency, BBDO, New York
and a specific recommendation i:
expected within 10 days.
The majority of anti-histamint
tablets, which last year helped fil
radio coffers, such as Resistab
Antamine, Inhiston etc., this yeai
have curtailed their advertising
budget because of sales resistance
it was understood.
Ludens Inc., Reading, Pa. (Ludens cough drops), which sponsored a CBS network show lasl
year featuring Frank Sinatra, is
understood to be considering a television show in New York only, effective early in October. The station and format of program have
not been revealed. J. M. Mathes.
New York, is the agency.
In the aspirin and similar fields,
Whitehall PharmacaPs Anacin continues to sponsor its daytime network show Just Plain Bill, five
times weekly on NBC, and Our
Gal Sunday, five times weekly on
CBS. Both network shows are
serviced by the John F. Murray
Co., New York.
Sterling Drug, New York, maker
of Bayer Aspirin, has just bought
$2 million worth of morning time
on Mutual over the full 535 stations, five times a week, starting
Oct. 1 [Broadcasting « Telecasting, July 30], with sponsorship of
Ladies Fair (Monday through Friday, 11-11:25 a.m.) through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,
in addition to its network daytime schedule of Stella Dallas Monday through Friday, 4:15-30 p.m.
and Young Widder Brown, five
times weekly 4:30-45 p.m., both on
NBC.
Bristol-Myers (Bufferin) is using hitchhikes on the parent company's Break. The Bank, Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday, 11-11:30
a.m. and Mr. District Attorney,
Wednesday, 9:30-10 p.m., on NBC.
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FCC on Color
Si
D[FEND$CommenMor
STANTON
spondents Galleries of Congress
A CONGRESSIONAL charge im- with CBS [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 30].
which,
he
implied,
had been violatputing political favoritism to FCC's
Tracing the history of the color
ed by the member newsmen. The
approval of the CBS color TV sysTV issue, Mr. Stanton noted that rule, he said, provides that radio
tem and questioning the employFCC adoption of the CBS system
ment of four network commentacorrespondents
declare that they "shall
are notfurther
employed
tors by the State Dept.'s Voice of was strongly contested in the
America has drawn a sharp dis- courts and finally upheld by the in any legislative or executive deavowal from CBS President Frank
partment or independent agency of
Supreme Court.
Stanton.
Mr. Stanton also recalled that the government." Bill Shadel, president of the Radio Correspondents
Mr. Stanton told Rep. William S. "one of the most enthusiastic adAssn., later told Broadcasting •
Hill (R-Col.), who leveled the
vocates" of color TV "was a Republican, (FCC) Comr. Robert F. Telecasting that its executive
charges on the House floor last
Jones,
formerly
a member of the committee had taken the matter
month, that "your statement is unHouse from the Fourth District
under advisement and that final
just to our employes, to CBS and
determination rests as always with
to the FCC." Additionally, Mr.
the Senate Rules Committee and
Ohio." respect to the commentaof With
Stanton declared, "there can be no
the Speaker of the House.
question but that the CBS system
tors, Mr. Stanton felt it was "highReferring to Mr. Grauer, Rep.
of color television was adopted on
ly unfair to criticize expert newsmen such as (Griffing) Bancroft,
Hill cited Red Channels, a publicaits merits."
(Charles) Collingwood, (Bill)
tion on alleged Communist influThe CBS president's reply was
ences in radio and TV, and noted
Sevareid for perinserted into last Wednesday's is- Downs andforming a(Eric)
patriotic duty. On the mention of five organizations with
sue of the Congressional Record by
Rep. Hill with a summary of his contrary, I think they should be which the NBC commentator had
been linked.
earlier blast at the network and, praised for performing such services
on
the
same
basis
as
experts
In a letter to Rep. Frederic Couin particular, at NBC Commentadert (R-N. Y.), who represents Mr.
in any other field would pertor Ben Grauer for alleged ComGrauer's district, a copy of which
munist-front affiliations.
form. . . ."
sent to Rep. Hill, the NBC
Rep. Hill, who noted that the was
Rep. Hill had charged that CBS
commentator stated:
four CBS newsmen and Mr. Grauer
has a "reputation of being ... a had received $1,780 for private
I hereby state without equivocation
strong supporter of the Truman
I have never been a member of
services, questioned the sole patri- that
administration, and of socialistic
the Communist Party or any of its
otic
motivation
of
the
commentabranches; I am not and never have
tendencies generally," and asserted
that the State Dept. had placed
tors and CBS, and asked "why do been a Communist or a fellow traveler; Ihave always been opposed to
itself in a "highly dubious posi- they charge anything at all?"
The Coloradoan also singled out Communism, and my record is clear
tion" by employing "certain politproof of that opposition.
a rule covering the Radio Correical commentators," notably those
As a member of the national board
of the American Federation of Radio
Artists, American Federation of Labor, I have signed formal non-Communist oaths. I signed them with a
clear conscience and without hesitation.
•A
The
MUSIC CATALOGUE
DOMINANT
STATION
. . . in the RICH Western
Half
of Arkansas and East-Central Oklahoma
950

Great

Local

ON

THE

DIAL

Programming
SPOT

+ ABC
These, too!

Buy In A
Package
ONE ORDER

mm
ONE BILLING
Here are three markets of PEOPLE with
"money-to-buy" . . . Ask John E. Pearson
Co., representatives, for full particulars.

Owned and Operated by SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
Don W. Reynolds, President
Publishers of: Southwest Times-Record, fort Smith, Arkansas; Examiner-Enterprise Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and The Daily Times. Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
■
*
J
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MPA Sounding Out Stations
MUSIC Publishers Assn., an organization of 54 standard and educational music publishers, is conducting a sample testing of 100 radio
and 100 television stations to determine their interest in the proposed publication of an all-inclusive
catalogue of copyrighted music.
Work on the catalogue, which would
be sold on a subscription basis, is to
be shared jointly by the association
and the Library of Congress in
Washington.
The association reported last
week that the television stations
unanimously have indicated "that
they
willa catalogue,
pay almost
for such
but anything"
the radio
stations, paiticularly those primarily featuring record programs,
have displayed a spotty interest
due to budget restrictions.
The catalogue will be produced
in five volumes first of which would
include all music copyrighted in
the 1940-1950 period, at an estimated cost of from $50-$100, depending on sales volume. The four
succeeding catalogues would be
undertaken in similar 10-year periods, working backwards, until the
entire 1900-1950 copyrighted music
field is covered.
Supplements would be published.

Omaha
(Continued from page 25)
controller, Fred Bohen is pre; I
dent.
Mr. Meredith is president ar ■
Mr. Bohen vice president of Mei
dith Engineering, which runs til
broadcast properties.
Better Homes & Gardens has I
circulation of 3,559,242, is a lea l
ing home service magazine, rani I
ing first in that field in circul; I
tion, advertising lineage and re I
enue, according to that compan I
Successful Farming, begun in 190 I
is read by 1,227,543 farmers.
Meredith application for Albai I
is in conjunction with WXKW ai l
is in the name of Meredith Chan I
plain Television Corp.
After Woodmen of the World r I
linquished control of WOW
1942, the late John J. Gillin jl
took the helm, directed it to a tcM
midwest position, and got WOVl
TV on the air in July 1949. M I
Gillin died in July 1950, and w; I
recently eulogized at the NART lii
dinner in honor of its new presM
dent, Harold E. Fellows [BroajI\
casting • Telecasting, June 11 1
Omaha's
other TV station L.
KMTV on Channel 3. It is affil'I
ated with KM A Shenandoah, low. I
and through the Palmer famill
stock interests with WOC-AM-T 1,
Davenport and WHO Des Moine |
Only available VHF wavelengtl^
remaining in Omaha is Chann I
7, which the FCC proposes to nil.
serve for educational TV. FCJ
also
proposes
assignments
UH'TB
Channels
16, 22
and 28 to ofOmahif
Matthews' Statement
Mr. Matthews, in an Aug. j i
statement issued in Omaha, said
". . . The
complexitiesparticular
of mar1 W
agement
and operation,
ly in the television field as the
are presently developing, requkJ ><
the greatest
part of the
owners.attention
None o1
o;
personal
the present stockholders of WOv
Inc. have been in a position to giv
undivided attention to its manage

,H«

I]
|

ment and direction."
on the reputatio
of Commenting
Meredith Publishing
Co., Mi i! -I
westerners.
They "They
are are
friendl;
Matthews stated:
Mid
neighbors . . . [the] acquisition
of WOW radio and television sta
tions will bring to Omaha highlj
capable civic-minded business ex!
ecutives. . . . Mr. Meredith ha-;
authorized me to say . . . that ni
material change in the manage
ment and operating policies o
WOW
is contemplated.
. . ."
Sale was
handled by Washingtoi
law firm of Haley, McKenna <S
Wilkinson.
Meredith Film
purchase
of interest
Princeton
Center
include:ii ;
25% of the voting stock and 40 °j,
of the dividend earning stock.
Gordon Knox, who founded th<
film company in 1940, continues a:;
president.
Barlass
continue:
as executiveJackvice
president.
Or 1
the board for Meredith are Messrs
Meredith, Hall and Bohen.
Princeton Film Center recentlj
completed a three-year film projeci
in Venezuela for American anc
British oil interests.
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rOU

MIGHT

FLY

THE

WORLD

NON-STOP

AROUND

-

J

■

BUT

fOU

NEED

FETZER

if

THE

"AIR

FOR
IDF

.

STATIONS

SUPREMACY"

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

'Operation Fetzer" is your best approach to the
Western Michigan market — WKZO-WJEF in radio
md WKZO-TV in television.
RADIO:

WKZO,

Kalamazoo,

and

WJEF,

Grand

Rapids, are among America's most obvious radio
buys. Always outstanding in their home cities, 1949
3MB figures prove largest rural audiences, too — up
46.7% in the daytime, 52.8% at night, over 1946!
WKZO-WJEF cost 20% less, yet deliver about 57%
more listeners, than the next-best two-station combination in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids.
TV:

WKZO-TV

is Channel

3 ... the official Basic

CBS Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. WKZOTV s coverage area wraps up a far bigger market than
you'd guess — 133,122 sets, or more sets than are
installed in such "big-town" cities as Ft. Worth-Dallas, Kansas City or Syracuse.
WKZO-TV is the only television station serving these
five Western Michigan and Northern Indiana cities:
Kalamazoo, Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, South Bend
and Elkhart — representing a buying income
than $1,500,000,000!

It will pay you to get all the facts. Write direct or
ask Avery-Knodel, Inc.

tii The United States Air Force did, in February, 1949.
31 I

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

of more

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

HOMING AIDS
Cubans Study Control
HEMISPHERIC cooperation by
the U. S., Cuba and other NARBA
signatory nations on control of
broadcast and other electromagnetic
radiations was foreseen last week
following a series of discussions
among representatives of the two
countries.
It was learned that a Cuban delegation had agreed to study an
agreement involving legislation
comparable to that now before the
U. S. Congress — legislation designed to assure the control of
broadcast stations and other radiating devices in the event of imminent
attack on the western hemisphere.
Specifically, this would involve
proposals tending to minimize the
possibility of enemy aircraft navigating on broadcast and other electronic signals. U. S. broadcast
control, already incorporated in the
Communications Act, was stricken
from a bill passed by the Senate
and now pending before the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee. As now constituted,
it encompasses other than broadcast devices.
The four-day conference was
called at the request of the Dept.
of State, whose telecommunications
authorities participated along with
staff members of the FCC, U. S.
Air Force and the Federal Civil
Defense Administration.
Among those present at the sessions were Francis Colt De Wolf,
chief, and Don MacQuivey, Transportationtelecommunications
and Communications",
State Dept.
staff members; Ralph Renton and
C. H. Johnson, FCC Engineering
Dept., and Benito Gaguine, assistant
to Comr. Rosel Hyde; Lt. Col.
Gomer Lewis, USAF communications, and two staff members of
FCDA, as well as Jose Ramon
Gutierrez, chief NARBA delegate,
and Capt. Mario Torres, plus four
other representatives.
It was hoped that other NARBA
countries would enter, along with
Cuba, into an agreement, upon
which delegates agreed in principle last week.
It also was learned last week
that:
(1) The long-anticipated executive
order, under which the President
would serve notice that he is empowered to invoke Sec. 606 (c) of the
Communications Act in the event of a
critical emergency, has been channeled from the Justice Dept. to the
White House. The order had been
pending in the Budget Bureau and
within the Defense Dept. for a number of months. It now awaits the
President's signature.
(2) Maj. Gen. Francis Ankenbrandt,
USAF communications, has been conferring with members of the House
Commerce Committee on the radiations-control bil which was approved
by the Senate in the form of a simple
amendment to the Communications
Act.
While the committee has scheduled no definite action on the measure (S 537), there were indications
that it would consider it shortly
and urge perhaps only minor
Page 38
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amendments of a technical nature
after brief hearings [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 30, 23].
The Air Force, as spokesman for
the Defense Dept., has repeatedly
stressed the need for such legislation in conjunction with FCC's
broadcast operational alert plan.
When finally crystalized, the FCC
plan will take precedence over the
New York and other state alert
systems now being devised. FCDA
officials still had no formal comment on the New York proposal
evolved fense
by Commission
that state's
Civil De[Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Aug. 6].

NEW

NETWORK
Six Wash. Stations Link

FORMATION of the Evergreen
Network of six stations in Washington State, designed to cover the
state's principal markets at one
low cost, was announced last week
by Elroy McCaw, owner or partowner of five of the six outlets.
The stations and markets are
as follows: KRSC Seattle (1 kw
f ulltime independent for the
Seattle - Tacoma area; KYAK
Yakima (250-w Mutual-Don Lee
affiliate); KALE Richland (1 kw
daytime Liberty affiliate) for the
Richland-Pasco-Kennewick area;
KELA Centralia (V kw Mutual
Don Lee outlet) for the CentraliaChehalis area; KAPA Raymond
(250 w f ulltime independent) ; and
a station yet to be announced in
Spokane.
John E. Pearson Co. was named
national representative for Evergreen except on the West Coast,
where sales will be handled by
Tracy Moore in San Francisco and
Jack Hall in Los Angeles.
Group rates for the six stations
will be published shortly.

SR. PEREYRA
Mexico TV; NARBA

FOOTBALL PACTS
Humble, Standard of Ind. Sig

EXPECTATION that the "near
future" may bring formal agreement between the U. S. and Mexico
on border TV allocations as well as
resumption of negotiations on a
"friendly, cooperative" basis to
settle NARBA problems, was expressed last week by Miguel
Pereyra, director-general of telecom unications for Mexico.
Speaking unofficially, Mr. Pereyra
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
the border TV allocation agreement
is substantially in accord with the
tentative plan issued by FCC in its
"third notice" of proposed allocation in late March [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, March 26]. Mexicali and San Diego each would lose
one VHF channel in order to solve
interference problems arising from
the mountain top transmissions of
Los Angeles stations, he indicated.
Once the border allocations are
set, Mexico will release details on
its 24-odd TV grants, several of
which are along the U. S. border.
Mr. Pereyra pointed out, however,
that the border grants are conditioned upon their being programmed from Mexico City. The
capital now has two operating TV
outlets, XHTV and XEW-TV.
Mr. Pereyra also confirmed plans
revealed a fortnight ago for a
nationwide TV network using a
relay station atop Mt. Popocatepetl
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Aug.
6].

FOOTBALL'S
radio sponsors?)
list continues to grow with signim
by Humble Oil and Standard Oil t i
Indiana reported last week.
Standard Oil of Indiana wij j
sponsor all regular season ganui
of the U.'s of Colorado, Iowij
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebrask;!}
Wichita and Wisconsin on radi 1
through McCann-Erickson, Chi
cago. Stations to be used are KO. I
Denver, WHO Des Moines, WJ: I
Detroit, WCCO Minneapolis, KFA: I
Omaha, KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb I

Mexico's "Wayne Coy" pointed
out programming for TV may be
a major problem at first, but envisioned eventual top programming
originating from both Mexico City
and possibly American networks.
Mr. Pereyra conferred with FCC
and State Dept. on TV allocations
and informally on NARBA details.
Hits NBC Chime Plan
In Letter to NARTB

KFH Wichita and WTMJ Mi'.l
waukee.
The firm also will buy the U. of
Notre Dame-U. of Detroit gam I
over WJR as a feature of the Moto I
City's 250th anniversary
McCann-Erickson,
Chicago. throug' I
Texas State Network will ai I
Humble Oil & Refining Co.'s ex I
elusive coverage of Southwest Con I
f erence games for the 11th consec I
utive year, Gene L. Cagle, TS> I
president, announced.
Charlie Jordan, TSN vice presi I
dent, will give the play-by-play re
ports. Wilkinson-Schiwetz & Tip:
Inc., of Houston, handles the Hum I
ble account.
The Red Grange Football Shou
featuring the all-time grid greai I
will be available again this sea- !
son through Green Assoc., Chi
cago, Radio-Television Productior
Co. Show is a transcribed, openend 15-minute program including ,
name guests, highlights of college,
and pro games
and Red games.
Grange's
predictions
for upcoming
Tel Ra Productions, Philadelphia, reported advance sale in the |
following video markets for Touchdown, its 13-week half-hour package series covering collegiate
W MAR -TV Baltimore. WNAC-TV
Boston, : WENR-TV Chicago, WCPO-TV
games
Cincinnati, WEXL-TV Cleveland, WBNSTV Columbus, WFAA-TV Dallas,
WXYZ-TV Detroit, KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, WAVE-TV Louisville, WTVJ
(TV) Miami,
WDSU-TV
New Orleans,'
KSL-TV
Salt Lake
City, WOAI-TV
San,
Antonio and KING-TV Seattle.
First release is slated for Sept.!
24. Commentary will be handled by
Byrum Saam. Two other shows,
Dick Dunkel's Football Ratings and
National Pro Highlights, are scheduled for release in mid-September.

"THE ENTIRE radio industry, the existence of the stations individually
and collectively, is seriously jeopardized by network attritions," Murray
Grabhorn, managing director, National Assn. of Radio & Television
Station Representatives, declared Thursday in a letter to Harold E.
Fellows, president of NARTB.
taining programs (when most national
"Because this is an all-industry
announcement advertisers require
minutes instead of breaks and when
threat and problem," Mr. Grabhorn
the stations need that additional revsaid, "we address you as president
of NARTB, and request that you
enue to compensate for network rate
lend the weight and influence of reductions), NBC through the chimes
proposal seems to be able to find a
your position to eliminate current
KSON CONTROL
harmful practices and encourage
way to give itself more time for anStudebakers Selling 85%
the return to normal policy under
nouncements ifsold as network!"
Noting that the "arbitrary, uniwhich the economic balance beEIGHTY-FIVE
percent stock conform network rate cuts," which
tween network and spot revenue
trol in KSON San Diego, 24-hour
has been and must continue to be he described as disregarding inter- station,
has been sold for $112,888
ests and "even contrary to the
by
Dr.
John
Studebaker and
maintained."
selection evaluations," are his son, JohnWard
Citing NBC's consideration of a ANA's
Gordon Studebaker,
now
in
effect,
Mr.
Grabhorn
asked:
plan to sell announcements on a
to Fred Rabell, vice president and
"How much longer will stations
network basis as part of its chimes
national spot an- general manager, and Dorothy
identification [Broadcasting • permit their nouncement
70% dollars to be Johnson, program director, subject
Telecasting, Aug. 6] as "the lat- diverted into network announceto FCC approval.
est, prominent evidence of network
Under the new setup, Mr. Rabell
ment
30%
dollars?
Are
the
staintentions to invade the national
tions going to wait until it is too would have 66 % % stock with Miss
spot
announcement
business," Mr. late?
Johnson 33y3%. Mr. Rabell helped
Grabhorn
stated:
"Competitive media," he averred, found the station 4% years ago
While refusing to allow stations to
"have never hurt radio as radio is and had 15% stock interest. KSON
sell full minute spot announcements
between network commercial and susoperates with 250 w on 1240 kc.
hurting itself."
BROADCASTING
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LAUGHING THEIR
WAY RIGHT INTO
HEARTS AND
POCKETBOOKS OF
YOUR AUDIENCE!

SPONSORSHIP

SCOT

Announcin

g

the Appointment

of

ADAM
YOUNG
INCORPORATED
as our

new

U.S.

Representative

MONCTQN

MEW

BRUNSWICK

Ihe Huh of- the Mar i times
REPS: STOVIN IN CANADA:
ADAM YOUNG.
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US Review

Asked

TR LEGALITY
Petition
FOUNDATION for a high court ruling on By
the constitutionality oi
commercial transitcasting throughout the United States was laid Aug.
3 by the advocate-triumvirate of the service in the District of Columbia
The Supreme Court of the United States, now in recess for the summer, was asked by Washington
*
.
trary to the specific requirements . . .
Transit Radio Inc. (WWDC-FM),
so as to call for an exercise of the
Capital Transit Co. and the Public
court's power of supervision."
Utilities Commission of the District of Columbia to review the
The appellate court ruling
handed down last June concerned
judgment by a U. S. Court of Apitself with announcements (news,
peals that segments of the broadweather reports, commercials) but
casts are "unconstitutional."
At the same time attorneys for did not delve into the musical segments of transitcasting, which are
anti-transit FM factions disclosed
that they will file a brief with the
supported
by advertising [Broad11].
casting • Telecasting, June 18,
high tribunal shortly, possibly
within the next fortnight.
Specific tack the brief would take
The circuit court "erred," the
was undetermined last week, but it petition held, in holding that (1)
was known that the legal firm of the action of a transportation sysSegal, Smith & Hennessey plans
temderisthegovernmental
"action" unFifth Amendment;
(2)
to file a consent for the writ of
broadcasts
in
those
vehicles
deprive
certiorari requested in the triparte petition. Purpose is to at- objecting passengers of liberty
tain a SCOTUS decision that would
"without due process of law;" (3)
the First Amendment does not
project the appellate court's appliprotect dissemination of news procation beyond the District and outlaw commercial transitcasting
grams, weather reports and other
throughout the nation. Transit
announcements "important to the
radio currently operates in 14 convenience and safety of the pubcities.
lic, as well as commercial adverAsks Review
Other "errors," the group held,
In filing for a writ, which would
lay
in the court's absence of finding
stay the lower court ruling pendthat
the Public Utilities Commistising."
ing final judgment by SCOTUS—
erred "as a matter of law in
and thus permit continuation of the failingsion to
find that the broadcasts
broadcasts — the three petitioners
constitute
"unreasonable service,"
called for a review of transitcastand are "not inconsistent with pubing's relation to both the Fifth
Amendment of the Constitution
lic convenience."
The
joint petition was filed for
(due process of law) and the First
Washington
Transit Radio Inc. by W.
Amendment (freedom of press).
Theodore Pierson and Vernon C.
"The lower court's decision that Kohlhaas, of the legal firm of Pierson
the dissemination of programs . . . & Ball; for Capital Transit Co. by F.
are not protected by the First
Gloyd Await, Samuel 0. Clark Jr.,
Daryal A. Myse and W. V. T. Justis,
Amendment, because such proAwait, Clark and Myse, and for PUC
grams have as a part thereof comby Vernon E. West and Lloyd B. Harmercial advertising, is in conflict
rison. Original suit against transit
with the decisions" of the Supreme
FM was filed in circuit court by FrankCourt, the joint petition charged.
lin S. Pollak and Guy Martin.
Furthermore, it "confuses the
Constitutional limitations upon
governmental power to restrain
Hull Radio Tribute
communication."
Other arguments projected by AN elaborate radio program,
the petition were these:
eulogizing Cordell Hull, former
"The decision of the (Circuit Court)
Secretary of State, and the puris in conflict with the settled principle
Cordell HullEducation,
Foundathat the Fifth Amendment is a 'limitionposesforof the
International
tation only upon the powers of the
was aired last Tuesday from WSM
general government' and is not di- Nashville. The 30-minute program
uals. rected against the actions of individwas translated and beamed to
Latin America through the Voice
"The lower court has taken upon
of America. Noel Digby, of WSM,
itself to reconcile and adjust competing constitutional interests, to balance
wrote the script. The program was
the* relevant factors, and to ascertain
which of the competing interests is directed by Jack Stapp, WSM program director. Harold Baker, stato prevail. There is no specific legislation governing the subject.
tion news and special events director, assisted on the story- Frank
"In holding the radio reception on
Proctor, manager, WTJS Jackson,
Capital Transit's vehicles depriving
objecting passengers of constitutional
president of the Tennessee Assn.
rights, the appellate court ignored the of Broadcasters, aided in lining up
prior decisions of this court which
the state-wide network.
show that passengers have no constitutional right to use the service of
Capital Transit and that their rights
SYLVANIA Electric Products reports
are governed wholly by statutes that record six-month net sales of $103,do no more than require equal and
822,579, increase of 70% over sales in
non-discriminatory treatment of all.
first six months of 1950. Net earnings
"The (appellate) court has so far for
first half of 1951 were placed at
departed from the accepted and usual
course of judicial proceedings on re- $5,680,670, or more than twice $2,259,view of administrative orders, con- 453 recorded in same period last year.
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BESIDE

Tli&WtkShwHl

TOeM-m

WEE

KING!

In addition to topnotch network shows*, WAVE
and WAVE-TV also have a spectacular array of
local talent. Our Pee Wee King, for example,
has again been chosen "The Nation's Number One
Western Band Leader" in a national public opinion
poll conducted by Orchestra World Magazine. You
probably know him best as the composer of
"Tennessee
Pee Wee

Waltz" and "Bonaparte's Retreat"!

and his Golden

West Cowboys

are on the

air 6}/2 hours a week, with a half -hour evening
show on WAVE-TV and 12 half-hour daytime shows
on WAVE. His television show is the highest-rated,
locally-produced TV studio show in Louisville,
while his radio programs are a local institution
with some of the fanciest Hoopers you ever saw.
Write

direct or ask Free

&

Peters for all the

"network-plus" facts on WAVE and
*WAVE—NBC • WAVE-TV— NBC, ABC, Dumont

WAVE-TV!

WAVE* has a Daytime BMB Audience
of 238,490 families in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. This area has an
Effective Buying Income of SI. 67
billion, as against $2.51 billion for
the entire State. The Effective BuyIncome within
WAVE'Sof Daytime
BMB ingcounties
is 151%
the Income in those Kentucky counties in
which WAVE does NOT have a BMB
audience !
*The WAVE-TV Coverage Area
contains 256,400 families.

LOUl

FREE 6- PETERS, INC.
Excluiive National Representatives
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P.J. CROP
SUMMER
"in four brilliant colors — red,
THE prosaic business of doling- out
green, orange and white, and sells
station time to per inquiry and mail
not for what you would expect, but
order houses has assumed a sporting aspect.
just
$2 tax
Newest idea in the field comes
With
this paid."
technical description,
from Majic Kitchen Queen Co., he gets to the nugget of the offer,
P. O. Box 962, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. "Gentlemen, we have presented our
The firm's ambitious goal "is one
case to you. We have already broadbrush in each of the 60 million
casted over several radio stations,
and the results have certainly been
homes in America."
To attain this goal, Majic Kitchen
gratifying. . . . Please give this
sure fire sales builder consideration
Queen.. Co. is letting stations decide
what commission they want, in lieu for time fillers in your broadcastof normal advertising charges,
ing schedules. A few minutes now
and then will certainly pay you big
every time a $2 Majic Kitchen
Queen brush is sold.
dividends."
The summer crop of per inquiry
In its offer the brush firm makes
offers
also features a well-circuthis statement, "You must have a
few spare moments now and then
lated memo to "50 selected top
when you could broadcast about the
radio personnel." The memo is
written by Russ Pelletier on behalf
Majic Kitchen Queen. Please let us
of Mary Greene (U. S. Trade Mark
know what you think, and what per384-287), scientific hair, scalp, skin
centage you would broadcast for."
preparations for men and women.
Willard L. Browne, whose name
The fortunate 50 top radio peris signed to the offer, informs stasonnel are informed that Mary
tions that "not since the days of
Greene
and
associatesWeneed
your great-great-grandmother, not
immediate reaction.
have"your
just
since the days of carrying water
won the first round in an interfrom the old well in the backyard,
office battle and have the green
has there been such a complete fulfillment of a kitchen need; as the light to prove that radio is the
one medium that will keep our mailMajic Kitchen Queen."
order department going at top
Explaining that the brush "is a
wonderful fascinating kitchen
speed the year 'round."
After citing this hard-won vicbrush used with one hand," Mr.
Browne emphasizes that it comes
tory, Mr. Pelletier explains, "When

W

D

Green

U

Z

Bay, Wisconsin
announces

the appointment o^

John

E. Pearson

Company

as
exclusive national representatives
EFFECTIVE
August 1, 1951
WDUZ

•

GREEN

BAY, WIS.

AfMiated With
AMERICAN
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COMPANY

More

Clu"er

Mgiis

we proposed that a large percentage of next year's budget be spent
for air-time, our president looked
At that point comes the gimmick,
shocked."
"Would you be interested in entering upon a 30-day (or longer) cooperative campaign, on a per inquiry basis, with the Mary Greene
Hair Coloring Cream?" The station gets 50% of each $1.50 sale,
or 75 cents, plus 50% of the 20cent handling charge, or 10 cents.
Total price of the item is $2, including 30 cents tax.
Bulb Offer
A number of stations have commented with varying degrees of
enthusiasm on autumn bulb and
rat-killer offers submitted by National Radio Advertising Co., Seattle, of which Edwin A. Kraft is
manager.
The agency makes a pitch for
combination rates, confronting station operators with novel types of
discounts. "For example," Mr.
Kraft writes, "we may use four
accounts, four five-minute periods
daily, 24 per week. We would want
to get two-hour rate per week.
Possibly we can use six or eight
periods a day, in which case we
would be billed for three or four
hours weekly. In other words, we
are shopping for bargains; it's the
only way we can stay in business."
Then comes the clincher, "In
order to help us analyze your suggestions, will you kindly head your
letter, 'Suggestions for Increased
Schedule
'." Dallas,
Lannan on
& Sanders Adv.,
is offering stations a mail order
deal for hillbilly and race records,
ranging from $1 payment on a $3.95
record package to 20% commission
on albums. Client is The H. R. H.
Co. (Johnny Hicks' Record Shop),
Dallas. The agency says it guarantees delivery and payment.
The annoying problem of freetime bids from advertisers spending money in other media has
been tackled head-on by KOKO La
Junta, Col.
Irked by a request from Ralph
W. Ater, of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railway System's public relations office, urging KOKO
to send for a set of musical programs put out by the National
Safety Council, KOKO went
straight to the railroad about the
matter.
Larry Gordon, KOKO general
manager, made this suggestion in
a letter to Mr. Ater, "Since you
realize that radio is a powerful influence in the country, why don't
you spend some money with radio
stations such as ours."
Mr. Ater replied that he had
turned the letter over to the Santa
Fe's advertising agent.
After waiting a month-and-ahalf for a reply, Mr. Gordon wrote
Mr. Ater that he still sees frequent
high-cost Sante Fe ads in the local

No 'Rating' Worries
ONLY 16 sets-in-use is the
standard, unchanging "Hooperating" for one of Texas
State Network's daily programs— but company executives are very satisfied with
the reception. Forrest Clough,
TSN traffic manager, broadcasts on a closed circuit six
days a week to staff members
of network stations, giving
information on program
changes and business matters. The 15-minute program
originates at KFJZ Fort
Worth, key TSN station, and
has been a business-expediter
of the network since 1939.
Salesmen, who k i d Mr.
Clough about having the oldest program
on the jokingly
network
without
a sponsor,
threaten to peddle his broadcast commercially. But Mr.
Clough likes it better this
way. He knows his rating
will always be the same. His
listeners are paid to listen.
paper,
that's oflike
wavingFora
red shirt"and
in front
a bull.
years radio has been gladly giving
free time to practically anyone requesting itand at the same time
seeing paid ads in newspapers and
magazines . . . Radio has been
fooled long enough.
"Which all boils down to this:
The only Santa Fe news we will
carry in the future will be that
which moves over our United Press
wire. If the Santa Fe doesn't like
paid radio time then I doubt that
they like free radio time either."
PROTESTANT

PLANS

Major Emphasis on Radio
PROTESTANT churches will put
major emphasis on radio rather
than television during the next 12
months, Albert Crews, director of
radio and television for the National Council of Churches' department of broadcasting and films,
told a Religious Radio Workshop
Monday.
at
Butler U., Indianapolis, last
"With radio in 95% of American
homes and television in only 26%,"
he said, "the major share of the
audience is still with radio and will
remain substantially that for the
coming season. We feel, consequently, that for the coming year
we must place major emphasis on
radio as the most useful medium
to serve the cause of Protestantism.
"This does not mean, however,
that the church will ignore television. The church was 20 years
late in learning to use radio. We
must not make this same mistake
again. Twenty-five percent of our
budget will go into television, both

liveTheandWorkshop
films."
is conducting a
month-long training session for
ministers from throughout the U. S.
and from four foreign countries.
BROADCASTING
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Let

him

talk

"Get a load of him!
"In the ten years I've been patrolling this
park, I've seen and heard all sorts of crackpots. One guy said the only good food for
people was . . . grass! Imagine me turning
down a steak dinner for grass! And only
last week some wild-eyed old coot was warning people the world would pos-i-tive-ly
come to an end today.
"Now take that bird over there. He's telling
everybody to quit work and let the government support them for the rest of their lives.
Pretty soon somebody in the crowd'll ask
him where the government's going to get the
money to do it . . . and the answer ought
to be a honey. Why, listening to answers
like that keeps me laughing hard enough
to forget my feet are killing me!
"Run 'em in? Nah! ... let 'em have their
say. This is one country where a guy can
speak up without getting beat up for it.
Which reminds me of the foreign lad who
stood on that same bench yesterday, telling
people how lucky they were to be living
here in America.
"Where he came from, there wasn't any Free
Speech. He couldn't go to the church he
wanted. Couldn't own property. Had his
own business but they took that away and
made him work in a slave camp. But in this
country he picked out his own job ... at
the Republic Steel plant here in town . . .
and he's never been happier, helping to make
steel for his adopted country.

/:<SSvj'.-.v..

t*

32

"Matter of fact, he pointed right at me and
told the crowd I was there to serve and protect them. In his country, he said, everybody
ducked when a cop showed up. Funny
thing, I didn't mind him speaking about
me. Me . . . part of Freedom!
"I listened to him so long, I was late ringing
in, and the Sergeant gave me what-for. But
that foreigner brushed up my memory about
a lot of things I'd been taking for granted.
And me with two kids in the Service!"
m
REPUBLIC
STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic became strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
strong and free ... an America whose great
Steel Industry is second to none. Republic is
increasing its annual steel-making capacity by
1,174,000
tons!will
Republic's
over-all expansion program
cost abouthuge$250,000,000
...
for new mills, mines, furnaces, and improved
facilities. It is money well spent ... to help keep
America strong at home and abroad!

A

This message is one of a series appearing in national
magazines, and in newspapers in communities
where Republic mills, mines and offices are located.
For a full color reprint, or permission to broadcast or
telecast, write Dept. M, Republic Steel, Cleveland 1,0.
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CIVIL DEFENSE
Two States Air Series
st

in

POPULATION
4.051. 740H

RETAIL

SALES

$2,294,535,000**

NET

INCOME
$3,487,827,000

FARM

INCOME
$809,026,000**

MANUFACTURING
SALES
$4,497,300,000***

. . . among
the 12 states in
the rich, growing
Southeastern
Market

*1950 U. S. Census
**1949 Sales Management
***1949 Manufacturers
Record

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT. RALEIGH
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ADVERTISING success stories of WJR Detroit as seen in this series of its
Broadcasting * Telecasting ads are pointed out to colleague Goodwill Station
executives by WJR Vice President and General Manager Worth Kramer.
Executive quartet are (I to r): Mr. Kramer; John Patt, WJR, WGAR Cleveland and KMPC Los Angeles president; Gordon Gray, head of stations' New
York sales office, and Carl George, WGAR Cleveland vice president and general manager. Two-day advertising clinic was held at WJR offices for stations'
department heads.
Mundt, McCarran Ask
More Strength

A SERIES of civil defense reports
being during
broadcast to Alabamaareresidents
August by
a special network of 58 stations,
and also to Wisconsin listeners by
41 stations under a similar project in that state.
The Alabama series is being produced by the Radio Broadcasting
Services of the U. of Alabama for
the Alabama Dept. of Civil Defense. Programs will emphasize
the need for civil defense in all
Alabama communities.
Seven Birmingham stations will
originate the programs. The first
was aired last week with four
others to follow.
An awareness on the part of
Wisconsin radio stations of "the
importance of civil defense and of
a desire to serve the public by
helping to keep them informed,"
is pointed up by Richard C. Wilson
of the Wisconsin Office of Civil
Defense.
Of the 52 stations in the state,
41 are carrying a series entitled
Civil Defense Report, Mr. Wilson
reports. The program is broadcast by the seven stations of the Wisconsin State FM Network Monday
at 7 p.m. and 34 commercial stations carry the series either as live
rebroadcasts or by tape recording
for later broadcast.
Col. J. M. Garratt Jr., director
of the Alabama CD department,
declared that its series marked
the initial phase of a concentrated
campaign to make Alabamans conness. scious of the peril of unpreparedThe entire series was written by
LeRoy Bannerman, script writer
of the University's Radio Broadcasting Services. Production and
direction was divided between William A. Nail, program assistant
with the Voice of America in New
York City, and Edward Wooten,
of Birmingham, of the production
staff of Northwestern U. and coordinator of the Alabama Civil
Defense Radio Project.
Winconsin broadcasts are in the
form of reports to the people by
Maj. Gen. Ralph J. Olson, state director of civil defense, informing
the public on progress and developments in civil defense in the state.
Future plans of the CD office
include a 13-week series to be initiated early in the fall. Format
will be question and answer and

IN A MOVE to stem the swell of criticism directed at the Voice of
'
'VOICESenators
America,
two
security-conscious
last week called for a bolder
ND
DEFE
U. S. psychological warfare drive and urged America's overseas radio
arm to promote subversion among Communist-controlled countries.
The counter-attack was launched
content of the message sent; the effectiveness of the program, not on the
last Monday by Sens. Karl E.
basis of transmission and reception, but
Mundt (R-S.D.) and Pat Mc- on
the basis of understanding and imCarran (D-Nev.), chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Internal Security
Sen. McCarran felt that "our
subcommittee, as the upper chambpact.
objective should be a network of
er awaited action by the Senate
radio and TV stations, newspapers
Appropriations Committee on the and magazines, encompassing the
House-passed State Dept. funds free portion of the world, run by
bill [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 30].
local people. . . ." He also cited
Radio Free Europe as an example
Sen. Mundt expressed hope that of what can be done by private
be
not
would
Voice
funds for the
companies. Thus, indirectly, he
"unduly crippled at a time when
touched on Sen. Mundt's own plan
the program is doing such excellent for establishment of foreign TV
work." He alluded specifically to relay stations and multi-channel
the escape of 12 Polish seamen
radio networks, to be programmed
from Communist tyranny, which he
partly by Turkey and other counlargely to the "effectivetries [Broadcasting • Telecastattributed
ness" of the foreign broadcasts
ing, July 30, 23].
which they had heard.
Sen. Mundt, taking the same
tack, asserted that the shortwave
No Action Yet
broadcasts are "becoming more efThe Senate Appropriations Comfective." As an example, he noted
mittee has not acted on the comthat small receiving sets now are
bined State-Justice-Commerce de- being designed for manufacture at
partment bill. Voice monies are
$5 per unit. When available
now before a subcommittee (also through
mass production, they can
headed by Sen. McCarran), which be dropped behind the Iron Curtain
make its recomwas expectedmendationsto
and used for receiving programs
to the full committee
beamed by relay stations in Europe.
panel
discussions
specialists'
the
by
passed
As
arily.
moment
in
various
phases with
of civil
defense
Sets have the capacity of picking
explaining their programs.
House, the U. S. information pro- up reception from 300 or 400 miles
gram was allotted $85 million, with
$25 million earmarked for away, he added.
perhapssting
OPS Survey
broadca
operations.
'Little Progress'
McCarIn a similar speech, Sen.efforts to
The House Appropriations Comran also called for active
mittee in its report had chided the OFFICE of Price Stabilization inpromote unrest in Iron Curtain
vestigators are surveying radio-TV
State Dept. for making "little set retail dealers to determine
countries and held that "effective
whether they are complying with
propaganda is inseparable from progress" on the project for which
ing.
effective national policy" now lack- Congress has allocated funds last OPS regulation that price charts
year. Concurrently, it rejected a must be posted. Dept. of Justice
This is the answer to those who say $2,834,000 request for purchase of has instructed its attorneys in the
sphere
Soviet
the
that broadcasting to it does not reach
the small sets [Broadcasting • ment.
field to enforce the OPS requireis useless because
Proper criticism . . . Telecasting, July 16].
enough people.
concerns
not the medium used, but the
BROADCASTING
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TRUSCON

STEEL

AM

-FM- TV -MICROWAVE

RADIO

TOWERS

SELF-SUPPORTING

AND

Illustration above shows five Truscon Steel Radio Towers
operating for Radio Station WMAK., Nashville, Tennessee
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UNIFORM

, CROSS-SECTION
'THUSC
□N
SUBK

GUYED

TOWERS!

TRUSCON
STEEL COMPANY
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
August 13, 1951
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Outlines
BAB

WLflV
Grand

Rapids, Mich.

CHARACTER
AND

CHARACTERS

— Bergner —
THE CHARACTER
on

7:00-7:45
AM
"Early
Risers"
and

8:00-9:00
AM
"Late
Risers"
Gives CHARACTER to your
message plus a large
AUDIENCE
Let this Grand Rapids'
Minute Man give your
Minute Plugs Character.
LET JOHN E. PEARSON
HELP SELECT YOURS

WLflV
with WLAV-FM
ABC
for
Michigan's Second Market
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REPORTS

Independent

Future

Unit,

Projects

A 16-PAGE BROCHURE describing the results of BAB's first three
months of independent operation and outlining its plans and projects for
broad radio promotion was being circulated by the bureau last week to
both members and non-members.
* — — ■
With it went to non-members a
letter urging "full and unqualified
"a clearing house for media and
support" of BAB, and to members
sales data." A semi-monthly ina letter asking that each one solicit
formation digest is being planned
at least one new member for the as part of the library service.
agency.
"The library will compile data
on media advertising for use in
"All-out, fully financed promotion, unanimously supported by competitive selling," the report exFRIDAY the 13th is considered a
ALL radio, alone will provide the
plains. "It will chart budget allocalucky stations
day forin KGO-AM-TV,
O&O
San Francisco,ABCby
tions, advertising costs, result
answers you need," BAB President
stories
by
business,
product
and
General
Manager
Gayle
V. Grubb (r)
William B. Ryan wrote. "If the
and Chief Engineer A. E. (Shorty)
job is not done now, I predict that media. It will serve as the central
file for radio case histories and
Evans. It was Friday, Aug. 13, 1948,
very soon radio may well have
documented success stories. It will
when KGO formally took possession
few standards of practice or ethics
gather factual information and
and no semblance of an equitable
of its current TV studios atop Mt.
Sutro. Twenty-three months later,
keep up-to-date figures on comprice
Friday, July 13, 1951, ABC formally
mercial radio's growth, coverages,
The structure."
report covers the three
took possession of the Eagles Bldg.,
months since BAB became an
audiences,
etc."long-term projects of which will be remodeled to house the
One of the
autonomous independent operation
network's radio-TV facilities there.
the library "will be to chart the
on April 1. The two immediate
history and evolution of radio
objectives of that period — to re- rates and their relationships to
organize and get into position to
HAZEL BISHOP
serve the entire radio industry,
other
media."
Among
other
projects
are:
and to expand the services formerly
Sets $2 Million Ad Budget
provided to AM and FM stations
A basic presentation on radio's sell- HAZEL BISHOP Inc., New York,
ing power, now in production; plans
via NARTB — have been reached,
to publish summaries of more than 50 (lipstick), will be spending over $2
the report asserts.
radio-vs. -newspaper tests of the Ad- million in advertising for 1951-52
vertising Research Bureau Inc.; plans with sponsorship of its newest raFuture Plans
to publish advertising and seasonal
dio network show and the two-year
Though "for the time being" it sales patterns of 91 hard and soft renewal of its half-hour television
"must remain essentially a homegoods items; plans for a series of con- show.
trolled tests on sales results, with parbased operation," BAB expects to
ticular attention to commercial copy
The non-smear lipstick firm effecdevelop gradually into "a complete,
and merchandising and perhaps coltive early in September will sponfully integrated national operasor
a five-minute program, 8:55-9
laborating
with
the
"Operator
25"
tion," with National Sales Diviservice of the Distribution Council of a.m., on 200 ABC stations. The
sion, Retail Sales Division, and
National Advertisers; clinics on comformat of the show is not yet comfield offices. "Starting with a Field
mercial copy and merchandising; conplete but will most likely be a
Dept. in New York, field offices
tinuing information service on adver- news or human-interest type. The
are to be opened in Chicago and
tisers' cooperative advertising policies;
in either Los Angeles or San
show precedes ABC's Breakfast
bi-monthly publication of "sales opportunities"; acontinuous series of radio Club.
Francisco," the report says.
success stories, being collected via a
The Freddy Martin Show, after
contest among member stations; retail
In reporting on the bureau's
progress, the brochure points out:
information folders; stripfilms on the a summer test on 62 NBC-TV stations, Thursday, has been so sucBAB has extended both the number
power and use of radio; a direct mail
cessful that Hazel Bishop Inc. has
and variety of sales aids and services
series stressing advantages and exsigned
a
two-year renewal contract
amples
of
retail
radio
advertising;
and
that were formerly provided. New
transcribed sales aids, for station staff with the network for a permanent
projects are in production. Others
training
and presentations to adver- time, Wednesday, 10:30-11 p.m.
will go into production shortly.
tisers.
effective Sept. 5. It is expected that
Some of BAB's most constructive
more than 55 stations of the TV
projects — particularly its program of
BMI Display
network will clear time before the
fundamental, basic research — must
wait. But with an adequate supply
end of the month.
of time to plan and execute, and with
Sponsorship of the Freddy Marthe moral and financial backing of BMI'S "American Musicana" collection of musical rarities will be
tin Show may be shared on an alevery responsible operator in the internate-week basis with Bretton
dustry, BAB will eventually reach all displayed at the Illinois State Fair
of its goals.
at Springfield this week (Aug. 10- Watch Bands, it was understood,
19) at the request of Gov. Adlai E. although official confirmation was
In the field of original research,
not available last week.
BAB regards a nation-wide re- Stevenson and the Illinois BroadBoth Hazel Bishop and Bretton
casters
Assn.
Hy
Reiter,
BMI
adsearch program "to establish the
vertising and promotion manager,
Watch Bands are handled by the
fundamental values" of radio as
"vital." Until that project can be designed the exhibit and supervised
Raymond
advertisingSpector
agency. Co., New York,
started, "BAB will endeavor to its assembly at Springfield. The
conduct one or more small-scale
display will be shown at the Wisconsin State Fair later this month
pilot studies. These experimental
projects will probably include, in and plans have been made for
Nielsen Signs MBS
showings throughout the country
addition to evaluation of radio, new
and sound research approaches to through arrangements with broadMBS
has signed to become the
casters associations in each state.
estimate the effect of television on
second national network subscriber
radio and on other media; and
to the Nielsen Marketing Service,
KLAUS LANDSBERG, vice president
competitive studies to appraise
designed to aid it in coordinating
fairly the relative positions of Paramount Television Productions,
food and drug sales information
and general manager KTLA (TV)
and other Nielsen marketing data
radio and the other major media."
Hollywood, and the station itself have
with the audience measurement
BAB's library, the report says,
been commended by Los Angeles 10th
reports
it already receives in the
District, California Congress of Parhas "a top priority." It is enviNielsen Radio Index. ABC began
ents and Teachers, Inc. on KTLA covsioned as "a national repository
using the marketing service in
for statistical information related
erage of the recent fire at Wilmington
Oil
Refinery.
to commercial radio," operating as
April.
BROADCASTING
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FOR

YOUR

INFORMATION:

Over a 20-year period, it has been found that it takes roughly
to bring one barrel of oil to the surface of the ground.

one pound of steel

The oil industry needs steel for drill pipe and casing ; for gathering pipe lines
and cross-country pipe lines; for tankers, barges, tank cars, trucks and trailers;
for refinery expansions and replacements ; for storage tanks holding millions of
barrels and service station tanks holding a few thousand gallons and for the 16
million drums for "packaged" goods.
If steel is not available for all of those
uses the oil industry cannot increase its production and delivery of gasoline and
other products to the American public in time to meet expected demand.
It is estimated that not more than 75 million tons of finished steel shapes will
be available this year for all purposes.
One of the most difficult tasks facing
defense mobilization officials and the men from various industries who are cooperating with them is that of allocating the available steel so as to do the most
good for the over-all defense program.
Because the total military and civilian
demand exceeds supply, some needs will not be met.
Oil men believe their steel requirements deserve high priority.
If the 11 million
tons of steel needed by the oil and gas industries are not supplied, then the oil
and gas expansion programs cannot be carried out.
Failure to sustain an adequate
well drilling program, for example, would result in a decline in our moderate margin of productive capacity within a few months.
The Petroleum Administration for Defense and the National Production Authority
agree that at least 43,400 wells must be drilled this year.
To accomplish this
1,890,000 tons of oil country tubular steel goods must be made available.
Oil men, on their part, have rolled up their sleeves and are hard at work putting
every ounce of steel to the very best use so as to help provide for another probable all-time high in demand for petroleum products.
They know that military
requirements for petroleum products almost doubled after fighting started in
Korea.
They also know that military plus civilian demand is expected to go up
about ten per cent this year, even if that fighting does not spread.
Oil men realize that a tremendous job lies ahead of them, but they are convinced
they can handle it if they continue to get steel.
If you would like further
please write to me.

information

about

the oil industry

and its operations,

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
P. S.

BROADCASTING

You likely have in your morgue the new edition of "Petroleum
Figures".
It can be a valuable reference for you.

• Telecasting
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THE

LATEST

WCKY

JAMBOREE
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WCKY
OTHER

HAS

MORE

50,000
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TIMES
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WATT
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IN
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FLORIDA
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The Non-Profit Motive
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON, who these days
seems to be getting more and more impractical
about everything except managing his own
financial interests, has expressed the wish that
educational television stations licensed under
the FCC's proposed allocations be permitted to
sell enough of their time to defray expenses.
In Senator Benton's case, the wish is father
to the campaign. Although he has not attempted through legislation to alter the FCC's
proposed rules limiting educational TV stations to strictly non-commercial operation, we
may anticipate that he will not ignore such
other means as come to his attention to encourage arealization of his wish.
It was inevitable that this question of nonprofit, as compared with non-commercial, educational television would be brought up, if
not by Senator Benton then by other spokesmen for the organized group which is lobbying
for educational TV.
The reason is simple. By now, a lot of schools
that were euchered into expressing "an interest" in the reservation of channels for their
use have learned that the costs of operating
a television station non-commercially are hopelessly beyond their means. If they are to entertain any notion whatever of going into
television, they are aware of the necessity
of obtaining some kind of income from it.
They naturally see virtues in "non-profit"
operation (the term itself connoting a scholarly
disinterest in sordid commercialism). It would
enable them to escape vexatious taxation on
the one hand and, on the other, take in as
much revenue as comes their way, adjusting
their expenses to match their income.
Above all it would place them in an advantageous competitive position with commercial telecasters who are obliged by law to
pay heavy taxes and who must make a profit
to exist.
Nobody would suffer by this arrangement
except the commercial telecasters who risked
their substantial investments in pioneering the
field, building the audience and creating the
vast public interest in TV — without all of which
no educational station could possibly function.
Now the truth is that "non-profit" is a meaningless term. A station is either commercial
or non-commercial, and if it accepts one dime
of revenue from selling time or programs, it
must be classified as commercial, whether it
makes a profit or not.
Those applicants who confess to being commercial must run a fierce gauntlet of competition for assignments. The educational institution wishing to occupy one of the channels
that the FCC proposes to reserve does not.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, testifying a
fortnight ago at a Senate hearing, made the
point very clearly. To change the educational
reservations from non-commercial to non-profit, he said, would be to "run into a barrel of
snakes." He explained:
If they [the educators] were going to run a
commercial station, whether they are running
it for profit, or running it just to get enough
revenue to pay their expenses, the only way
to get such a station is to compete with others
that want commercial stations."
Chairman Coy is commendably correct in
that analysis. We hope that as the pressure
rises for a change to non-profit classification
he and other Commissioners will maintain that
stand.
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Pratt

WHEN Haraden Pratt assumes his post this
fall as telecommunications advisor to President
Truman, it is logical to expect that he will
first define for himself the area in which he
will operate. Actually, the whole spectrum—
from 10 kc to infinity — will be his oyster.
Reason for the appointment, as emphasized
in our issue of Aug. 6, is to bring about equitable allocations of spectrum space between
government and civilian users. And by government is meant mainly the military.
Two years ago, following the most acrimonious kind of intramural conflict, the military
services were unified.
But have the military communications been
unified? There is nothing to indicate that
they have. Each major branch — Army, Navy,
Air Force — maintains its own communications.
Wouldn't it be in the interest of unification and
of economy of valuable frequencies as well
as of operation to unify them ? Couldn't much
of this spectrum space be diverted to the benefit of the people — for television and for other
services — through communications unification ?
Presidential Advisor Pratt, it seems to us,
has an ideal starting place.

ASCAP

on the Prowl

TEN YEARS ago an all-out war between the
broadcasters and ASCAP ended with a defeated society preserving its life by accepting
a government consent decree whose terms
limited its previous monopolistic practices.
Today, ASCAP is asking the government to
strike from the decree two requirements which
have been among the strongest protection of
the society's broadcast licensees: To provide
per program licenses for stations desiring to
buy music on the basis of use and to base
fees only on shows containing ASCAP tunes.
If its first request were granted, ASCAP
would be able to force all stations with BMI
licenses to take out blanket licenses from
ASCAP, which would then receive payment
based on station revenue from all sources
regardless of the use of its music.
If its second plea were successful, ASCAP
would be able to include in the base for its per
program fees not merely station income from
programs containing its music but from adjacent announcements as well. The rejection
of this demand by the TV industry was the
major cause of ASCAP's breaking off negotiations for per program license terms and issuing
its own unilateral form.
The universal rejection of that form and
the inability of TV broadcasters to obtain
acceptable terms in individual negotiations led
the majority of the nation's TV stations to
exercise their right under the terms of the
consent decree and ask the court to set fair
and reasonable terms for their use of ASCAP
compositions. Now, ASCAP is trying to revise the rules to restore its old dominant status
in its dealings with its broadcast customers.
But there is a vital difference between today's situation and that of a decade ago when
BMI was new-born. The difference in the broadcaster's relationship with ASCAP is clearly
shown in the society's plea that the consent
decree terms must be changed to protect it
against the "unfair competition" of BMI.
Injection of this proposal into the petition
of the TV broadcasters for fair terms makes
its outcome as vital to AM and FM station
operators as it does to the television broadcasters. The same united front that beat
ASCAP to its knees a decade ago is needed
now. With it, victory will again be assured.

jf - our respects to:

EDWARD

DOUGLAS

MADDEN

ED MADDEN,
TO "F's,"
"fantastic," television
"fabulous,"is aandseries
"f r II
"It's fantastic in the variety of enterta 1
ment, trating."
education and information it brings ii 1
the home," he explains. "Fabulous in its resu I
for the advertiser, and frustrating because
the tremendous daily production that's p:
sented to the public with too few stations a
not enough cable, studios or theatres."
Mr. Madden is vice president of NBC
charge of its television network operatic
and sales. The one word "operations" cove
supervision of technical, staging, studio a
theatre services for the advertiser. The fri
of his fervor is obvious from a look at t
operations of the network and the NBC-1
log. The schedule is 100% sold from 7 p.
to 12 midnight Monday through Friday ail
all periods programmed Saturday and Su
day. The 3 to 6 p.m. daytime period is 90
sold, and the network has programmed 11 a.
to 12:30 p.m. and expects to be sold out befo
the fall season starts.
But Mr. Madden's devotion to television
not derived at the expense of radio. He hoi
firmly to the view that the oldest and the ne'
est of the broadcast media are companion toe
and should be so used by advertisers.
Instead of taking money out of radio
invest in TV, he says, advertisers will g
better results if they "use television for i
impact in the largest markets" and rely (
radio "to reach the non-TV homes in tho i
markets, and, more importantly, to achietruly national coverage."
long ago
Madden
had occasion
useNotfigures
from Mr.
a basic
television
study 1
show, collaterally with the evidence of TV I
selling power, that radio is still the mo
economical of all media for getting a sal<
message to prospective customers.
Mr. Madden's fondness for the broadca
media is neither recent nor opportunistic. H j
background encompasses early use of rad
(from 1936 on), early TV experiments (fro
1940 on) and several other media, which ei
hances the weight of his words when he speal
of the sales punch of radio and television.
Edward Douglas Madden is a native Ne
Yorker who, paradoxically, attended tl
proverbial
"little redon school
house."
born in Manhattan
Oct. 29,
1905, He
the we|
so
of Lillian Hay and Edward D. Madden. Bj
went to school at Monticello, N. Y., and ah,
attended preparatory schools in. New Yor
(Continued on page 54 )
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THESE

SIGNS'

ARE

NORMAL

IN

NEW

YORK

Italian traffic signs* are a realistic recognition of the fact that the Italian language is
more commonplace

on the streets of New York than any other except English. More than

2,000,000 Americans

of Italian origin live in the New

exceeds $2,300,000,000

By showmanship,

York area. Their buying power

a year.

service, facilities and tradition, WOV

long ago became

the unrivalled

first choice of the New York area Italian audience. So much so, that 90% of all expenditure for Italian-language radio advertising in New

York is on WOV.

The only direct and inexpensive way to influence the buying of these 2,000,000 ItalianAmericans

is through WOV.

Put it on all your New

York schedules!
*The sign says "Pedestrian Crossing."
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Respects
(Continued from page 52)
City. In 1922, when his father died,
he switched to night classes while
working daytime with the American Hard Rubber Co., manufacturer of assorted products from
combs to rubber pipe and fittings,
automobile steering wheels and
dashboards, and radio panels for
the new fad of home built radio
sets. He was then 17.
Three years later he moved from
New York to Chicago as assistant
manager of the company's office
there, continuing his night studies
at the U. of Chicago, and from
that point progress has been
steady.
One of his associates at American Hard Rubber, who had gone
to the Reuben H. Donnelly Corp.

in New York to establish a merchandising and point-of-sales agency in the automotive field, invited
him to come along as co-manager.
He accepted.
Next step, in 1933, was Ketterlinus Lithographic Co., Philadelphia, as vice president and manager of its newly-formed sales
promotion division. There Mr.
Madden conditioned himself in such
diverse fields as display advertising, printing, broad point-of-sales
techniques, merchandising, and promoting planning.
Then in 1936 Standard Oil of
New Jersey and McCann-Erickson
asked him to join the agency and
handle the Standard Oil account.
He went to McCann-Erickson as a
vice president and director, gradually took on other accounts and
meanwhile, for the first time, introduced sales promotion as an

ft you

integrated part of agency service.
He also established a publicity and
public relations division for the
agency and, between other chores,
introduced Standard Oil to the
South American market.
First Radio Use
It was about this time, in the
mid-1930s, that Mr. Madden first
encountered radio programming on
a media basis. For Standard Oil
he introduced a new motor oil with
the Five Star Revue, which ran
the gamut of program types with
its five evening half-hour shows a
week, as well as the Babe Ruth's
Boys' Club, which is still good for
entertaining stories whenever radio
oldtimers gather.
For three and a half years, from
late 1942 to early 1946, at McCann-Erickson Mr. Madden was in
charge of new business. The agen-

hai/ea*6eiffer

i change
tefthe
01Vestablished
of /
Kansas
moc
'W/
canhabits
se/
/f Farm
f
WIBWtse
pioneered
from
Families.
threshing machine to combine . . . from
hand-selected seed corn to hybrid . . .
And because these changes have benfrom horses to tractors.
efited our farm audience, they have conWe've taken the lead in programs of
fidence in us . . . listen to WIBW more
home modernization, soil conservation,
than any other station* . . . ACT ON
improved strains of livestock, and 4-H acOUR BUYING RECOMMENDAtivities.
TIONS. Let us prove it with your
WIBW has long been recognized as the
state's greatest single factor in changing
product!
* Kansas Radio Audience, 1950

WIBW
Serving and Selling

CIRCLE"
THE MAGIC
Rep.: Capper Publications, Inc. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr. - WIBW • KCKN
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Still Waiting, Caroline
WALTER HAASE, managef
of WDRC Hartford, haj
just received a fan lettej
written 17 years ago in Win
sted, Conn. The delayed let
ter was addressed to "Unci*
Walt," a radio role Mr
Haase was playing as ;
WDRC announcer in 1934
It contained a request tha
"Uncle Walt" play the record
"Lonesome for You, Caro

cy's annual billing went from
million to $50 million during
It was at McCann-Erickson,
that
Mr. Madden
got his f|
line."
period.
experience in television, taking j
inquisitive and active part in
agency's
experimentation
new
medium
just before inWcl
War II broke out and halted ||
development.
Fromto the
the American
agency Mr.
Mad' j
went
Newspa
Advertising Network in May l|
as executive vice president fj
director. He found the work f j
cinating — and not dissimilar i
radio and TV, since it, too, si
"continuity of coverage" — but fl
ing
publishing
costs s-1
muchnewspaper
smaller profits
by 1950
put the handwriting on the wi
despite the fact that ANAN tr
had more than 50 major nev,
papers for members and a billi
volume of $10 million annually.
Effective Feb. 1, 1950, Mr. M:j
den left ANAN to become assij
ant to NBC President Joseph
McConnell. Seven months later
was named to his present poj
tion.
Mr. Madden is married to i
former Janet Wayne, petite blon
socialite of London and Paris, a
is the father of two childre
Donald Brian and Edward D. <r
He is a member of New Yorl,
Radio Executives Club, and 1
hobbies, aside from television, i
elude baseball, prize fights a
generally keeping fit.

Chicago Ad Club Elect
CHARTER members of the AdvJ
tising Club of Chicago elect
permanent officers last Monday
Pearson Hotel headquarters ai
planned summer and fall activitit
The group, an outgrowth of t
Amvets Advertising club, cho
Joe Biety of the American Bake '
Assn. as president. Other officer
Bob Mogge of Arthur Mogge agenc
executive vice president; Bob Schro
der. Partridge & Anderson, executi
secretary; Bob Kraft, American Me
ical Assn., treasurer; Harvey Harkawa
Standard Rate & Data, vice preside;
and house chairman; John Wrath, Hea
ley-Reed,
and speake:a
chairman; vice
Bill president
Shaw, midwestern
vertising representative for Broadcas
ing • Telecasting, vice president ai
co-chairman of
of the
publicity
with Peg;
Be:
Crumpocker
Toni Co.:
Allardice of J. P. Smith Shoe Co. ai
Lloyd
Heeney ofandthe Bill
Chicago
social chairman,
Pierce,Tribun
Stam
ard Rate & Data, vice president
charge of placement. The next busine
luncheon is scheduled for Sept. 5.
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New

SUPER

TRANSMISSION

LINE

One Line for
Any AM, FM or TV Frequency
Up to 1000 Megacycles

1
5
FREQ IN MC S
O

|_|_
FREQ IN M : s
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Typical VSWR and the db-loss-per-100-feet performance
of a 1?8"-diameter CP Super Transmission Line, Cat.
No. 145-505.

This sectional view of an insulator with its compensating groove clearly shows
the full radii at the edges and the inside surface of the inner conductor

re's a line you won't have to change for any shift in frequency, a
s that can be used in any portion of the present or proposed
7 band!

the ratio of the total shunt capacitance to the total series inductance in the region of the insulator is equal to the capacitance
inductance ratio at a point remote from the insulator.

The new CP Super Transmission Line makes use of the new
Lpont plastic, Teflon — the plastic characterized by an incredibly
9 dielectric constant and power factor. Its loss factor is a small
ction of that of most ceramics. Teflon is practically unburnle, unbreakable, arc-resistant, and repellant to water. The use of
;cially-undercut inner conductor mounting fully compensates for
(; supporting Teflon insulators and makes CP Super Transmission
le available for use in existing or proposed television channels,
is transmission line will have wide application in any broadad service in the 1-1000 MC frequency range.

Your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative
will be glad to give you all the facts and figures about this
new line. Or, if you prefer, send for the new Bulletin 850 which
describes it.

LN : i

ID. The complete compensation at each insulator is accomplished
forming the inner conductor adjacent to and immediately under
:h insulator so that the discontinuity capacitance at each insulator
e is corrected. The special shape of the groove under the insulator
:reases the overall insulator shunt capacitance to a point where
led'

17, N. Y.

Distributor of Western Electric prod ucts

Manufactured By . . .
i bar Brings
(1) Altec Lansing
lolifiers
(1,23) You Broadcasting's Best . . .
(2) Ampex
enna Equipment (23)
(3) Blaw-Knox
jnuators (8)
(4)
(5) Bryant
Communication Products
oinets (15)
(6) Continental Electronics
'.soles (23)
(7) Crouse-Hinds
dspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
(8) Daven
(9) General
Fairchild Cable
9 rophones, Stands, and Accessories
(10)
1,13,14,16,23,25)
(11) Genera! Electric
(12) General Radio
Titers (12)
(13) Hugh
Hubbell Lyons
orders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
(14)
•ech Input Equipment (23)
(15) Karp Metal
(16) Machlett
Equipment (1,8,12,24)
(17) Meletron
ers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
(18) National
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er Lighting Equipment (7,11)
(19)
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nsmission Line and Accessories (5)
(20) Standard Electronics
i nsmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
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ing Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)
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OADCASTING

Graybar has everything you need in broadcast equipment . . .
plus everything for wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting for
your entire station and grounds! Whatever your requirements
—to get the most suitable items most quickly, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric
Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, New York
18418

• Telecasting

Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
ATLANTA
DETROIT
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
W. C. Winfree,
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
L. B. Hathaway, Cherry 1 -1 360
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454

MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Stillwell 6-5858
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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AROLD E. KING named general manager WTTH Port Huron, Mich.
H Mr. King managed radio station in Oklahoma and Kentucky before
joining WTTH.
TOM FLEET, station director and salesman KVOB
Alexandria, La., named manager KCNY San Marcos,
Texas. He replaces JOEL HIRSCH, who is re-entering
management consultant field.
EDWIN

J. CHARLES, account executive WEAM Arlington, to WOL Washington, in same capacity. He
was with WINX and WGMS Washington.

Mr. King

CHARLES GEORGE Jr. named to sales staff WPTF
Raleigh, N. C, as local and regional sales representative. Mr. George was former station page and has just graduated from
U. of North Carolina.
WALKER Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WGTM
Wilson, N. C.
WILLIAM L. SNYDER, Chicago Tribune, to Forjoe & Co., N. Y., as sales
account executive.
FLAVIUS DANIEL, head of public relations department CKAC Montreal, appointed manager CHLP Montreal.
JAMES D. BO WEN, account executive and radio timebuyer John E.
Pearson Co., named manager Minneapolis-St. Paul office, which opens
Oct. 1.
ROBERT MEEKER & Assoc., N. Y., named national representative
for KVOS Bellingham, KPQ Wenatchee and KWIE Kennewick, Wash.
WILLIAM

R. DOTHARD,

director of local sales WFBR
pointed assistant director of sales.

Baltimore, ap-

DEANE LONG, program director KFSD San Diego,
appointed station manager KVOE Santa Ana, Calif.

Mr. Dothard
WATV

WALTER C. WARD, general manager WBCC-AM-FM
Bethesda, elected president Broadcast Management Inc.
(WBCC-AM-FM).
He succeeds WILLARD D. EGOLF.
KOCS
WALLY SE1DLER, commercial manager
Ontario, Calif., resigns, effective Sept. 1.

NORMAN V. FARRELL, Weed & Co., N. Y., appointed assistant sales director Bremer Broadcasting Corp., licensee
(TV) and WAAT Newark.

WILLIAM ENDICOTT, program director KBEE Modesto, to KGO San
Francisco, as sales representative.
LARRY BUSKETT, account executive KLAC-TV Hollywood, named sales
manager KLAC.
JOHN McCLAY, director of operations WPIX(TV) New York, returns
to WCAU-TV Philadelphia as assistant manager. Mr.
McClay was director of operations at WCAU-TV for
two years before joining WPIX. He will be responsible
for program development and special writing, as well
as coordination of local and network programming,
studio assignment and overall scheduling.
RAY TENPENNY, account executive KEYD
polis, appointed commercial manager.

Minnea-

ROBERT E. WILLIAMS, general manager WFML(FM)
Washington, Ind., elected secretary Washington Radio
Inc., licensee of station.

Mr. McClay

Pieti&na U • • •
GEORGE F. LEYDORF, vice president in charge of engineering WJR
Detroit, elected chairman Communications Enginering Committee of
Michigan Office of Civilian Defense. . . . HUGH B. TERRY, vice president
Page 56
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and general manager KLZ Denver, named senior advisor to Denver
ecutive Club. . . . GENE W. LEE, vice president and general mE1
ager KFXM Assn.,
San Bernardino,
and vice president
Southern for
Califon'
Broadcasters
appointed coordinator
of communications
Regi
8, California Office of Civil Defense. His territory embraces San Bern;
dino, Riverside, Mono and Inyo counties. He has relinquished duties
chief of communications for San Bernardino city civil defense to JOI
HARDER, KFXM staff RICHARD GERKEN, John Blair & Co., N.
father of twins, a boy, Daniel Paul, and a girl, Anne Louise, July 29. ;
BERT BANK, general manager Tuscaloosa Broadcasting Co. (WT]
Tuscaloosa, Ala.), appointed chairman Community Chest public relatic
committee. . . . FRANK BURKE Jr., general manager KFVD Los Angel
appointed chairman for second consecutive year of seventh annual fj
"Whingding" of Southern Calif. Broadcasters Assn.
Strictly Business
(Continued from 'page 18)
ing service work. But his service
includes handling some of the largest advertising accounts to use radio out of Montreal for his stations.
He is- always available for Montreal advertising agency men with
data on his stations.
Other Activities
He also has made a name for
himself in Montreal aside from his
work as a station representative.
During World War II he was a
member of the Montreal Repertory
Theatre group, "The Tin Hats",
which put on shows at Canadian
Army camps and at hospitals. He
did special theatrical events and
helped in the radio end of Canadian
War Loan campaigns. Since the
war he has worked for such organizations as the Canadian Cancer
Society and the Community Red
Feather campaigns. He has in the
past few years become in demand
as a speaker on the subject of private radio and is well known for
his talks on the monopoly of the
government - owned Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. For the past
eight years he has been a leading
figure in the Christmas productions of the Montreal Ad and Sales
Club. He also has taken an active
YANKEE
SHIFT
Palen, McGivern Join WONS
A JOINT program-sales-management operation of WONS Hartford has been announced by the
Yankee Network, effective Aug. 4.
The Yankee O&O station is to be
managed by Ed Palen, formerly
program
coordinator
for McGivern,
Yankee's
O&O stations,
and Frank
formerly of WCFL Chicago.
Yankee officials say that an intensive reshuffle of program and
sales operations will get underway
Sept. 1. New operations will be
based on tailor-made program features, including personalities and a
more effective use of the Yankee
Network facilities.
Messr. Palen and McGivern are
expected to announce details of the
stepped-up operation plan later
this month. Both are said to feel
that a more aggressive implementation of sound sales and program
policy will bring WONS a largershare of the Hartford audience.

part in activities of the Canadi
Assn. of Broadcasters.
When he is not busy servici
his stations and representing ra<
in community affairs, Mr. Dipp
a bachelor, can be found reading
his suburban Montreal home,
playing golf or busy as an amate
chef. He belongs to the Montr<
Ad and Sales Club and the Ma
borough Golf Club.

KCB
S' 50Effected
KW Aug
Switchover
KCBS
San Francisco boomed ii
day.
Northern California with a
fold increase in power last Thu
The switch, changing the stat
from its old 5 kw transmitter
Alviso, on the southern shore
San Francisco Bay, to the new
kw operation at Novato on 1
north shore, was pulled by Maj
Elmer Robinson of San Francis
at
7 :28 p.m.July[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
30].
A host of civic dignitaries a
industry officials including CJ
President Frank Stanton attenc
the switchover ceremonies. T
minutes after the switchover, t
station's celebration program Vv
picked up on the entire natioi
CBS network for a half-hour fi
turing the netwoi-k's top sta
among them Art Linkletter, Fn
ces Langford, Dezi Arnaz and
Carroll Naish. Preceding the n
work show, KCBS, still on its 5 l.
offering.
power, presented a 15-minute lot;
In recent weeks KCBS
plugged its impending power
crease with an extensive pron
tion campaign. Regular stat;
breaks reminded listeners: "W
be 10 times stronger in just
days (four days, three days, etc. 3
A clever, envelope-enclosed fok
that revealed its message in s
tions as it was pulled from 1
envelope was distributed widely
the trade. Another folder
sent to the trade announcii
"This
pull the big switc'
The week
newwe transmitter
is 1
latest-type GE BT-25-A 50 1
standard broadcast transmit!
Each of four 500-ft. towers re;
on a porcelain insulator atop a cc
crete foundation. To insure cc
tinuous service, Pacific Gas & EL
trie Co. built two miles of spec
12,000 volt transmission lines cc
necting with two separate ~poM
sources, north and south of t
transmitter site.
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OHNSON
NAMED
Is WAGE General Manager
. DOUGLAS JOHNSON Jr. was
.pointed general manager of
WAGE Syracuse
last .week, succeeding William
T. Lane, who has
resigned to enter
another phase of
broadcasting. Mr.
Johnson, who has
operated Doug
Johnson Assoc., a
Syracuse public
relations firm
[r. Johnson
serving upstate
>w York, also was elected to the
AGE board and named vice present.
The appointment was announced
President Frank G.
WAGE
■voir, co-founder of the station
'th Mr. Lane. Mr. Lane becomes
neral manager of WYES (TV)
lanta, now owned by Broadcaster Inc. following FCC approval
ft week of its transfer from Att rta Newspapers Inc. (see story,
is issue). He had been vice presint and general manager of
AGE for more than 10 years,
.incident with his resignation he
Id his 20rf interest in the station
Mr. Revoir.
The new general manager forsrly served as WAGE news
itor, leaving that post in January
49 to establish Doug Johnson
•330c. The public relations firm
being sold to a group including
enry A. Rosso, formerly chief
count executive, who will take
rer direction of the company.
From 1936 through 1940 Mr.
•hnson was publicity and radio
rector of The Lane Adv. Agency
Syracuse. He is president of
e Upstate New York Chapter
Sigma Delta Chi, professional
\n-nalism fraternity, and is a
ember of the Syracuse Advertisg and Sales Club and a number
civic organizations.
Mr. Lane was president and
v-ner of The Lane Adv. Agency
om 1937-41. He sold the firm in
der to devote fulltime to WAGE,
rom 1938-41 he was president
the Syracuse Common Council,
i

Keyed Promotion
ED QUINN, sales promotion
manager of WTAG-AM-FM
Worcester, Mass., has come
up with a color-coded promotion report system which promises to be a time and labor
saving device. Heart of the
system is a set of seven differently colored sheets of paper — one for each of the
seven branches of WTAG
promotion. Clients will receive a monthly package of
these sheets which will give
them a quick summary of all
on-the-air and printed program promotion given their
program during the month.

(LAN BIRTHDAY
'lane Chartered From N. Y.
LAN Lancaster, Pa., on Aug. 9
tw a group of agency timejtyers from New York to Lan'ster to help Frank H. Altdoerffer,
ation owner, celebrate WLAN's
th birthday anniversary. Station
entifications on that day were
.ndled by a five-year-old girl of
e Lancaster area.
, Bob Keller, New York sales prootion representative was in charge
plane arrangements. Arthur H.
;ckwith, WLAN commercial man' i , handled details at Lancaster.
; ff members of Headley-Reed,
LAN's national sales representa?e, and members of the trade
ress made the flight.
ROADCASTING

BYRD PROPOSAL
Would Cut Information Funds
ECONOMY amendment to funds
bills pending in Congress, which
would cut information services,
could affect government agency
work in radio and television, it has
been noted. The amendment is
sponsored by Sen. Harry F. Byrd
(D-Va.).
As applied to the Dept. of Agriculture appropriations bill, the
Byrd amendment would slice some
25% from salaries of those functions performed by a person designated as an information specialist
or as a radio or television expert.
It would also affect persons who
assist in preparing radio or TV
scripts.
Meanwhile, Rep. George H. Ben-

, , . >?%m&

ft>ieciocc&

der (R-Ohio), attacked the information specialist in government.
Among others, he signaled out the
Army and Air Force which he said
"in the last year have dished out
$5,868,000 to private business for
advertising and promotion purposes. This includes the distribution of handouts to newspapers,
magazines, radio and TV stations.
One drive costing $66,000 in a single contract was directed at influencing the ladies to join the serv-

CHARLES CLIFTON, program director KRKD Los Angeles, elected president of Southern California Broadcasters Assn. Bowling League. Leaices."
gue's annual tournament starts Sept. 5.

matt

even.

To the life insurance
policyholder who
joins the armed
forces, loved ones at
home are more precious
than ever. Their protection becomes an immediate concern.
Realizing this, we alerted each of our policyholders-in-uniform to
the rights and privileges he has for keeping his life insurance in force.
If making premium payments directly to the Company is inconvenient, the policyholder can authorize the government to deduct and
remit them from service pay. Or he can make advance payments, at a
discount. Another alternative is for the government to advance the
premium payments under the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act.
Thanks to the help of the press and radio, this timely information
has been brought to the public at large through the news columns. We
are anxious to help all policyholders in the armed forces to continue
their life insurance plans . . . for, after all, family security is one of the
most important things they are fighting for.
j,
WEATHER STAR ATOP OUR HOME

OFFICE

FLASHES

OFFICIAL WEATHER FORECASTS

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
^_
»
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'52
CONVEN
Sponsorship
To TI
Be ON
Mulled
S
RADIO-TV network representatives will be sounded out shortly —
possibly this week — on the pros and
cons involved in commercial sponsorship of 1952 national convention
coverage.
Two rounds of industry meetings
— one each for radio and television— were in the planning stage
last week at Democratic and GOP
national committee headquarters
in the face of political discussion
of the weighty sponsorship issue
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 23].
A special meeting among GOP
and Democratic committeemen was
tentatively set for last Friday in
an effort to resolve the question of
whether coverage should be made
available to radio-TV networks and
if so, under what conditions.
Initial plan is to appoint two
members from each of the national
committee headquarters to deal
with industry. William Boyle Jr.,
Democratic National Committee
chairman, and Guy Gabrielson,
GOP committee chairman, already
have discussed sponsorship and
other convention problems among
themselves and with their respective staffs. Joint committee meeting was held fortnight ago.
It was held likely that the four
national committee representatives
would include Kenneth Fry and

Edward Ingle, Democratic and GOP
radio-TV directors, respectively, as
well as Charles Van Devander and
William Milander, committee publicity chiefs.
The second joint session was designed to clear the sponsorship issue before network representatives
are called in to confer with national
committeemen.
There is little question, of course,
that widespread coverage will be
given to both the Democratic and
Republican national conventions in
Chicago, if only as public interest
broadcasts and telecasts.
Certain conditions will be attached to commercial sponsorship,
however, among them factors touching on production techniques, scope
of coverage and type of sponsor.
Disposition of funds by both parties, in the event of sponsorship, is
another problem. Selection of agency also confronts both committees.
BAB Circulates Talk
SPEECH delivered by Louis Hausman, administrative vice president
of the CBS Radio Division, at the
BMI Clinic in New York in June,
in which he outlined listener promotion ideas [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, June 25], is being
circulated by BAB to its member
stations with the admonition that
"you can do an outstanding listener
promotion or 'tune-in' job if you
will follow Mr. Hausman's sugges-

AT sendoff of Denver Post's Frontier Days special train, KOA Denver /
nouncer Van Haaften interviews Palmer Hoyt, Post editor and publisher,
right is Lloyd Yoder, gen. mgr. of KNBC San Francisco, who joined the tra
load of business and government leaders attending the Cheyenne celebratii

JERRY REUTER, KLRA Little Rock
newsman, is given title of "Honorary
Recruiter" by Col. Herbert Newstrom,
commander in Arkansas, Louisiana
and Oklahoma. Mr. Reuter donated
time to writing and producing Ramblin Recruiter, on 50 stations.

RECORDING of first live broadcast
complete city council session
Illinois is presented Decatur May
Robert E. Willis by Frank C. Schroed
(I), gen. mgr., WDZ Decatur. Mi
Siman, local news editor, who did tl
commentary, looks on.

tions."

man

cooks

outdoors

Man's first cooked meal was a barbecue . . . but he
spent the next hundred centuries moving the
cookstove inside the house.
Then along came California. Somebody sold
somebody else a long-handled fork and a bag of
charcoal. And straightway, frying beefsteak in
the backyard became the thing to do from
Portland to Portsmouth.
Whether you have a fad for sale, or a fabric —
sell it first in California and the rest of the world
will buy. Sell it best on KMPC — with primary
coverage in 197 Southern California communities.
M
Los Angeles— 71 0 KC 1^
50,000 watts daytime • 1 0,000 watts nighttime
RADIO - AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM J^l/Ll
Represented by H-R Representatives, Inc. • Affiliate, Liberty Broadcasting System
KMPC
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W. T. GRANT and WTAG Worcester officials set radio promotion plans fc
the new Grant store in the Massachusetts city. Seated (I to r): Harry ,<Andrews, Worcester store mgr.; Harry L. Dwyer, Worcester dist. mgr.; A. h
Elliott, Boston dist. mgr.; and Henry N. Wood, store merchandiser. Standinc
Leonard Davis, Leonard Davis Adv. Inc.; Bernard S. Morley, WTAG sak
dept.; and Richard L. Gravel, WTAG local sales mgr.
PENNSYLVANIA affiliates of LBS meeting in Philadelphia included (I to
around table): Vic Diehm, WLTR Bloomsburg; A. V. Tidmore, WPPA Pott
ville; Georgine Yanavage, WPPA-FM; Ned Jay, WNOW York; Bill Caske>
WPEN Philadelphia; Benton Paschall, LBS vice president on three-week tou
of East; Jules Rind, WPEN Philadelphia; Earl C. Pace, WGET Gettysbur9
John P. Foster, James H. Tittle and Park Claycomb, all of WJAC Johnstown

3tK

REE'
Radio TIME
Cited by Services
DIO's munificence in doling out
e time for publicity on the armed
ces has been officially acknowlg-ed by the top strata in the
tagon in testimony before a
tbtee.
u s e Appropriations subcomt the same time, the group,
laded by Eep. George H. Mahon
!-Tex.), satisfied itself on the
de question of advertising
dch one member said had been
rought
forcefully" to its at;ition.
(The question of free publicity
as touched on during hearings on
Defense Dept. funds bill by
j. T. J. Hanley, Adjutant Gen,1's Office, chief of Military Pernnel Procurement Service (also
b separate story).
Gen. Hanley frankly told the
bcommittee:
"I have estimated, sir, that we
t more than twice as much free
vertising from radio as we spend
radio." He included TV broadsting along with radio.
This comment evoked the interest
Rep. Harry R. Sheppard (DMiL), perennial advocate of legiation to curb network ownership
stations, who protested that
:":;:o wspapers and other media have
* ''(own the same generosity. Rep.
leppard wanted to be apprised of
e full procedure launched by the
i pny and Air Force in negotiating
|'Mrse aan network
program
in CBS
this
unidentified
show— on
including agency commissions.
The California Democrat, who
tso favors divorcing network and
nufacturing firm operations, had
number of questions to ask, reting to the selection of Grant
dvertising Inc. as a successor
Gardner Advertising Co. in 1949.
Dntract was renewed last FebWiary.
J Rep. Sheppard inquired why
[ i leant was given the account in
fM V49 "after not having made any
I:i^esentation when programs were
>licited" and why Gardner had
squalified itself. Gen. Henley
'•"f[.id that the selection board in
»48 felt Grant had understood the
oblems of recruiting and was
mable of handling the account,
flhe agency did not enter a presenilation in 1949 since it had preNA MEETING
Planned Sept. 24-26
NNUAL meeting of the Assn. of
ational Advertisers will be held
pt. 24 through Sept. 26 at the
otel Plaza in New York, ANA
airman Albert Brown, vice present of the Best Foods Inc., anunced last week.
He said Henry Schachte, national
vertising manager of the Borden
will head the program comi:ttee for the meeting. The ANA
:11 follow its custom of opening
ne day to agency and media repssentatives.
ROADCASTING
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sented its case the year before,
he said.
Radio also was given top recognition by Army and Air Force enlistees who were interviewed from
what sources of media they had
received knowledge of the recruiting drive [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6]. Of Army personnel 74% recalled radio spots and
63% said they had gotten most of
their knowledge from radio programs. Of Air Force, 76% had recalled radio ads, while 59% attributed their knowledge to that
media.
Gen. Hanley's estimate on free
publicity invited speculation that
the armed forces have hoped to
receive perhaps close to $1 million
in free plugs and time before July
1, 1952. This is based on the $735,000 requested by the services for
radio-TV this new fiscal year, with
perhaps 40% discounted (Services
usually ask for about twice as
much as they hope to receive)
weighed
estimate. against Gen. Hanley's own
MUSIC

PROFITS

Sponsors Overlook — Haverlin
ADVERTISERS have been overlooking the "money crop" that can
be gathered from music programs,
Carl Haverlin, president, Broadcast Music Inc., told members of
the Hollywood Advertising Club
last Monday.
With the proper "intelligence,
imagination, technique and knowhow" broadcasters can make a
commercial success of musical programming, he pointed out. Such
programs, he said, might be the
answer to advertisers seeking
profitable programs.
There is a place for all types
of music on the air, he continued.
Not to be overlooked or feared is
classical music, of which he predicted a resurgence.
Quoting results of a listener
survey made in Wisconsin, Mr.
Haverlin stated that a preference
for music was shown over all other
types of programs. Classical musicwas rated first, modern dance
music next.
TOKYO

STATION

Planned by Catholic Order
THE Society of St. Paul, Catholic
religious order, has announced it
will establish a radio station in
Tokyo to begin a broadcasting battle against Communism in Japan.
Negotiations have been completed
with the International Div. of RCA
for equipment, according to Rev.
John Chiesa, a missionary in Japan
who is manager of the station.
Reportedly the first privatelyowned commercial broadcast transmitter in Japan, the station will
soon begin a 17-hour daily schedule "in an ideological race with
Communism for the minds of the
Japanese
ment said. people," the announce-
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AND
WMC

IS

MEMPHIS

MARKET-MINDED
Today, Memphis ranks first nationally in volume &
of wholesale sales per establishment .... and
WMC, proud of the 1,047,000 families in the
Memphis and Mid-South area, consist- y
ently schedules programs of information and
entertainment specifically designed to reach
this 2 billion dollar Market .... best.
A good example of WMC's specific
programming is the Quaker ful-o-pep feed
Show, featuring the songs of Charley Dial.
Veteran of 15 years in radio and star of the
famed Kansas City Brush Creek Follies,
Charley Dial presents his unique popular and
western renditions five quarter hours a week .
is consistently rated tops by his vast Memphis
and Mid-South listening audience.

—\
CHARLEY DIAL
ON WMC FOR
FUL-O-PEP FEED

AND HERE'S WHAT THE SPONSOR THINKS ....
"In the Mid-South area, it is essential that we reach the specific
market for which our Feed products are designed. Charley
Dial and his WMC ful-o-pep feed Show have done a
wonderful job in furthering the Quaker name and ful-o-pep
sales throughout the Mid-South."
Signed J. C. Huckabee
QUAKER OATS COMPANY
You can't afford to overlook Memphis as a National Market
... or WMC as the leading Memphis Marketer.
NBC
MEMPHIS
WMC

F

WMCT
Owned

—

5000

WATTS
— 790
National Representatives, The Branham Company

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule
First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

and Operated

by The Commercial

Appeal

•
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Thank-You Note
EDITOR:
May I thank you for the very
excellent article you printed in the
July 2 issue of Broadcasting regarding the radio activity of the
Netherlands Government.
Although it was not our intention, your splendid article brought
forth so many requests from all
over the country that we are now
over-subscribed. This certainly
shows the magnitude of your circulation, and further, how well-read
your magazine is. Our congratulations to you and your staff.
Natalie Hall
Radio Officer, Domestic
Broadcasting Division
Netherlands Information
Bureau
Netv York
Roper on the Ropes
EDITOR:
I read with interest your report
on the Elmo Roper CBS broadcast
of July 29. I think the time has
come when these many surveys
that are being conducted on how
people spend their leisure time
must recognize the basic nature of
radio.
Radio actually is not a leisure
time activity. It is part of the
warp and woof of a person's everyday life. He turns his radio on

When

the

CHIPS

are

open

mike

in the morning for news and
weather as automatically as he
looks out the window to see if it's
raining. For example, Mr. Roper
says that one million people say
they have no free time. Are we
given to believe that these one
million people never, or hardly
ever, listen to the radio because
they have small children or must
watch invalids?
The six million women "who
devote much of their time to handiwork" certainly listen to the radio
much of the time they are crocheting and knitting. The man with
the basement workshop, of which
Mr. Roper tells us there are seven
million, certainly devotes much of
his time to listening to the radio
and does not regard it as a leisure
time activity, but as integral a
part of his daily living as eating.
The point I am trying to make
is that to restrict the number of
people "who regularly listen to
the radio" to 62 million is, I think,
short-changing radio (and, goodness knows, it has been shortchanged enough by too many people). .. .
Mr. Roper's study is interesting

DOWN

. . .

Yes, when the chips are down . . . when there's
catastrophe in any form, fire, flood or storm, radio
always gets the call . . . and always answers! Yes,
radio always gets the call . . .
Why?
Because everyone knows that radio always answers
. . . quickly and effectively! Radio gets the job
done! Only radio is proved and accepted as an important part of everyday living under every condition in every kind of a home!
That's why . . .
When the chips are down
radio always delivers the goods ... be it flood
warnings or sales information! You can depend
on radio! You can depend on KVOO, Oklahoma's
Greatest Station for more than a quarter of a century!

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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but, of course, it is clearly not a
media measurement. Radio is so
much a part of the everyday American routine that it is almost incapable of measurement.
John
Wilkoff
Director,
motion Local Station ProBroadcast Advertising
Bureau
*
* *
Time Out in Albuquerque
EDITOR:
My copy of Time this week
(Aug. 6) contains no radio-TV
section.
Did the radio and television industry offend Henry Luce by pointing out that the combined circulation of Time, Life and his construction paper [Architectural
Forum'] do not have one-tenth the
circulation — combined — that any
one of the four networks has in
our county? . . .
William T. Kemp
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
KVER Albuquerque
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Is Time-less,
Lifelesszines'
Bernalillo
Achilles County
heel?] the Luce magaDamn The Torpedo
EDITOR:
As chairman of the Television
Program Standards Committee, I
feel called upon to comment on the
editorial in the [Aug. 6] issue of
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
entitled "TV Stitch in Time." As
you are no doubt aware, the committee received from several sources the suggestion of the appointment of an industry board of review which would carry on a continuous study of TV program problems and issue from time to time
reports and recommendations to
the industry. . . .
The establishment of such a
board will in all probability be included among the committee's
final
recommendations.
After careful
discussion, however, not only
among its own membership but
with the officials of NARTB, the
committee decided that it was highly advisable to attempt to set forth
in written form precepts of good
television programming for the
guidance of the industry and for
the information of those directly or
indirectly associated with it or
otherwise interested in its activities.
We were reliably informed that
the present radio program standards . . . have been of immeasurable assistance ... as concrete
evidence that broadcasters have
recognized their responsibilities
and have attempted to define and
meet them.
I write this not in any spirit of

criticism or petulance but only
let you and your readers know th I
your committee is interested n
only in being "energetic" but al.
in being prudent and practic;
Don't torpedo us yet. We're j.ifl
doing our best to come up with pi
posals, sound in our opinion, whi
we will be prepared to recommei
to the industry in its next meetii
on the subject.
Robert D. Swezey
V.P. & Gen. Mgr.
WDSU-AM-FM-TV New
Orleans
[EDITOR'Slaunched
NOTE: no
Broadcasting
casting
torpedos •atTeit
able
Mr.
Swezey's
committee,
inde f
praised the committee for its plan
a board of review. The "prudent a I
practical" approach, in this public P
tion's view, is to select a thoughtl I
boardencumbrance
of review, letofit afunction
witho j
the
rigid code
standards. A competent board woi \
need
no don't's
more than
a brief
do's and
to guide
it.] outline '
Mind Your
EDITOR:

Manners

It seems to me that today's telj
vision performers could profit frc
a bit of advice which I receiv
from
Edgar
L. Bill, Atthena managof WLS
Chicago.
progra
meeting some 22 years ago he sai<
"You fellows who are on the a j
remember; when your program
tuned in you are an invited guej
in that home. Conduct yourselv;
Charley Stookey
accordingly."
Farm Editor
KXOK St. Louis

Community TV
EDITOR:
We were very much interested
the report on community anteni
systems published in the July
issue of Broadcasting • Tel
casting. However, we must di
agree with the views expressed 1
Mr. Michael R. Hanna, as
prospective UHF telecaster, wl
fears that community antenr
systems might be harmful to pr
spective TV licensees . . .
Let us consider a city like Ha
risburg, Pa., where a Jerrold Cor
munity Antenna System is now b
ing installed. This system w:
enable the residents of the city
receive signals from all four ne
works via WMAR-TV Baltimoi
(CBS), WGAL-TV Lancast<
(NBC), WFIL-TV Philadelph
(ABC-DuMont). It is expecte
that 15,000 to 20,000 standai
design TV receivers will be so)
and connected to this communit
antenna system during the ne?
two years. However, Harrisbui
has been allocated two UHF chai
nels. Our system is so designe
that it is possible to receive th
UHF signals at the master antenn
tower and convert them to un-use
VHF frequencies.
In other words, when the tw
UHF stations assigned to Harrb
burg do go on the air, they wi
have an immediate audience of a
the sets connected to the Jerrol
Community Antenna System, witl
out any necessity for convertin
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

rue Story Sells
A COMMERCIAL based on
an experience of Frank E.
tut Martino, account executive
of WMTR Morristown, N. J.,
was reported last week to be
doing a bang-up selling job
for John Lotz, local LincolnMercury dealer. In the commercial, recorded with Bob
Mack, WMTR announcer,
Mr. Martino outlined the
background of his own decision to trade in his old car
for
a
new one. Eight an> at
nouncements later, the staaiflj
plat
reported, five new Mertad curys tionhad
been sold, five or
-:it six other sales
were in sight,
::nil and inquiries were still comI: ing.
iM
■'-J!
ie television sets for UHF or
ding special UHF receiving
tennas. Hence those UHF staBis are assured a large viewing
idience from the moment they
' gin broadcasting . . .
i|Many UHF stations are schedsd for one-station cities. If these
;ies are already served by a
immunity antenna system and
-;ifc»e receiving programs from seval channels, then the UHF broad]|ster will have a much larger
r.f.dience than he would normally
ilhieve by his own unaided effrts . . .
Since a UHF broadcaster can
ace his antenna in a central locaon among a group of towns, in2ad of in the middle of one town,
id use community antenna sysans in several towns to assure
cellent, shadow -free reception
er the entire area, the UHF sta>n will undoubtedly have sufficient
verage to be a far more profitile operation and to provide servrts to a far greater number of
;- j !iewers . . .
When color television is genially available, it will be even
ore important to provide clear,
... -iost-free reception to every teleon receiver. The Jerrold syspi was successfully used by CBS
- i making their demonstrations to
1|e FCC, and has been proved to
• highly successful for distribur. ' < Dn of color signals of any systm . . .
na
Milton J. Shapp
President
3K
:easl
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
Philadelphia
i-M
i i accentuate the Positive
ana
M DITOR:
1 This phrase came across my desk
s [ecently as the introduction to a
-promotion piece from one of the
tdustry's leading organizations:
"Here's an idea you can use to
xcellent advantage, especially now
hen radio needs all the drive and
j i;eam you can put behind your
ties efforts."
j We who are removed from the
ect influence of New York think<tg, but who are influenced, un>rtunately, by it, wish that the
;itJ) (Continued on page 86)
^^^^
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DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR THE XL STATIONS DELIVER THE BIGGER MARKET

There

are

HHnHfli

to

sell!

In a recent, thorough investigation Advertising
Research Bureau (ARBI) interviewed scores of persons
who shopped in ADVERTISED stores LEARNED that some
people get their information by listening others by
Reading . . .
■ ■ s on

LET US PROVE IT!
Clip this coupon and
receive the "Proof of
Putting"

Stations

KXL
KXLY
KXLF
KXLL
KXLJ
KXLK
KXLQ
Eastern Sales Manager - Wythe Walker - New York
Western Sales Manager - Tracy Moore - Los Angeles
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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CHILDREN
SHOWS
Aired
at U. of Calif
Workshop
CONSTRUCTIVE criticism on children's commercial television programs made directly to advertisers
will go a long way toward bettering such programs. This is the
opinion of E. Carlton Winckler,
television production manager,
ABC Western Division and KECATV Los Angeles, who Sept. 1 becomes general manager, CBS eastern TV network. Mr. Winckler
addressed educators and television
specialists at the television workshop during the four-day seventh
annual Children's Theatre Convention at the U. of California, Los
Angeles [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23].
Over 300 educators and specialists in the four entertainment
fields of radio, television, theatre
and movies attended the meet,
presented in co-operation with the
American Educational Theatre
Assn. and UCLA Theatre Arts
Dept., for the purpose of discussing
how children's programs in these
media can be improved.
Mr. Winckler, answering the
question as to how to get complaints on commercial programs
across to the station, pointed out
that a station's hands are tied
regarding such programs. Such
complaints, he stated, should be
laid at the doors of the advertising
agency which produces the show.
He urged the group to write their
opinions to agencies — to support
what they thought were good
shows, and to constructively criticize those to which they object.
Television, a "young medium going
through all the growing pains of a
child," needs help from all such
organizations, he said.
Seeks Criticism
A call for constructive criticism
on children's TV programs also
was made at the workshop by
Dorothy Allen, Seattle television
producer, and leader of the session.
The industry, she pointed out, is
willing to cooperate in producing
better programs and is anxious to
implement any practical suggestions offered by such lay groups as
were there.
Television, if properly channelled,
Gilbert Seldes, author, told the
group, has the greatest opportunity
for general usefulness, cultural and
educational advancement of all
four media represented at the clinic.
Ten major criteria for planning
children's television programs were
derived from the workshop on
"Psychological
Aspects
of the

Why

buy 2 or more...

do 1 big sales job
on "RADIO BALTIMORE''
irCa.
Page 62
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Uses TV for New Fall Se
WESTINGHOUSE
TELEVISION will be the ma.
medium used by Westinghou
Electric Corp. to advertise its ne
fall line of radio and video sell
with the company's exclusive spo
sorship of college football tell
casts spearing the fall drive, it WJ
disclosed Monday at a meeting
the
East Coast distrib;
tors company's
in New York.

*

HERE the model stage is set for TV show, Harmony Highway, produced by
Cleveland's Bing & Hass, advertising and promotion agency. Photo appeared
in the Cleveland Press, which also carried a story crediting the agency, now
celebrating its fifth anniversary, with obtaining success in the ad business
by following the precept of always paying bills the day they are received.
The Press feature was used as part of B&H's anniversary promotion. Grouped
about the rotating model stage set that gives televiewers the feeling of
motoring on a country highway are (I to r) Gertrude Hass, copywriter Adrienne Neiman, Ralph Bing and Art Director Eileen Gordon, all of the agency.
Child Audience' in Films and Television" during the sessions.
Marking a step forward in cooperation between various elements
involved in bettering children's programming the 10 points indicate
a temporary guide toward what
should be looked for in such programming. Included are:
Leading character with whom child
can identify; emotional involvement;
winning by identification character;
clearcut and continuous plot; opportunity for adventure; reasonably realistic and socially significant plot; good
amount of dramatic action; direct and
sincere presentation; provision for
audience participation.
Horse Cents
AMID rising talent costs
which plague the TV in1 dustry, Harold Cabot & Co.,
Boston, reports a refreshing
incident reminiscent of "the
good old days."
In making
television
film for
a client,a
Adams & Swett, the agency
needed a horse to play the
leading role in a living room
scene — pointing out that the
horse's sharp shoes were very
damaging to rugs. The animal selected was a 1,800-lb.
draft horse, picked for his
heavy fetlock. His "owneragent," a farmer, spent considerable time giving the
horse the Hollywood treatment for the TV debut — wavy
mane, shining coat and
brightly polished hooves. The
equestrian actor was before
the camera a little over an
hour. When asked for the
bill, the farmer disregarded
the hours spent in grooming
the animal. "Just like plowin'," he said, "$5 an hour."
Total bill: Under $7.50.

RECORD

SET

SALES

Forecast for '52 by Pokrass
A RECORD sales year for television set manufacturers in 1952 was
forecast last week by Louis I. Pokrass, board chairman of Tele King
Corp. Relaxations in Regulation
W, opening of new TV channels
and the opening of Latin American
and other foreign markets contributed to his optimism. By late
autumn, he predicted, sales will
have reached a healthy state.
Mr. Pokrass felt set manufacturers have learned the lesson of
over-production and henceforth
will turn out only the volume of
sets they believe they can sell.
He said his company already is
operating in Brazil and Mexico and
has contracted for distribution in
Argentina. European countries,
he predicted, will offer great potentials to U. S. set manufacturers in
the next few years.

A total of "well over $2 milliot
will be expended on behalf of tl
16 new TV and 10 new radj
receivers, Joseph F. Walsh, sail
manager, Westinghouse Televisio .1
Radio Div., stated. Rights to tltf
college gridiron telecasts, reporl
edly obtained at a cost of $1.4 mil
lion, will make up a substantia
part of the total budget, althoufii
these telecasts will advertise al
pliances as well as broadcast ri
ceivers, in the same manner J
Studio One. This CBS dramatl
series, sponsored by Westinghousl
advertises a variety of the coil
pany's
products.
Schedule
of commercials to 1
used on the football programs call
for five demonstrations, from oil
to two minutes in length, and fni
"time out" commercials of 30 to §
seconds planned for each garni
Of the demonstrations, four wl
be devoted to appliances and oil
to the new TV line, with that rati
reversed for the time out ail
nouncements, four of those goinl
to TV against one to appliances. j
To Use Papers
Company will promote the fool
ball telecasts with seven pre-gairj
ads in major city newspapers, 11
run the Thursday before eacj
game. Outlining the campaigil
which he called the largest in trj
division's history, Earl L. Hadle|
advertising and sales promotiol
manager, urged distributors to gi
their dealers to back up the conl
pany's
campaign
with ads,
their
owl
radio spots,
newspaper
posters
window displays and distribution
of the official handbook of tfc
American Football Coaches AssrS
identifying their stores with thj
telecasts.
Despite material restriction
Westinghouse will turn out abot
as many TV sets this year as las
F. M. Sloan, manager of the Teh
vision-Radio Div., stated.
Westinghouse will have a cole
adapter ready by Oct. 1, Mr. Sloa
said, which can be installed on an
Westinghouse TV receiver fo
"well under $20" to enable black
and-white reception of the CB
color telecasts. The company ha
an active research and develop
mental program on color, he saic
and when there is a demand fo
color receivers and convertor
Westinghouse will be ready to mee
it, although there is as yet no tini
table on the production of slav
units or full color receivers.

KLAC-TV FILMS
Buys 52 From Quality
EXCLUSIVE television rights to
52 feature films for one year have
been acquired by KLAC-TV Los
Angeles from Quality Films at a
cost of $302,500. The deal was
consummated by Don Fedderson,
general manager, KLAC-TV, and
Charles Weintraub, president, Quality Films.
The group of films were obtained
by the latter from independent
producers, Chemical Bank & Trust
Co, and Standard Capital. Included
are The Moon and Sixpence, Tomorrow the World, And Then
There Were None, Angel on My
Shoulder, Texas, Brooklyn and
Heaven, The Crooked Way, Babes
in Toyland, The Poivers Girl, So
Ends Our Night.
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Will Move
HOLLYWOOD
By DAVE GLICKMAN
/ITH "big money" in the offing,
steady trek of Hollywood "names"
ito television is anticipated when
jast-to-coast network video, now
Bt for Sept. 30, gets underway.
Income from motion pictures tapring off, talent sees a bonanza
haping up in the new entertainment medium. There is scarcely a
|lm star or name player in the
[ollywood constellation that has
ot explored potentialities of video.
Sizable number of established
lm stars, and those of lesser calier no longer under studio conract, will start a gradual move
ver to TV this fall and /or winter.
Several, such as Gene Autry and
ioy Rogers, already have set up
•heir own TV film production units
tarring themselves in pictures beSee AT&T Story,
Page 66
ng made for the new medium.
Others are quietly investing their
noney in such production enterrises, or buying into video one
vay or another.
Many "names" in negotiating
lew contracts with major film
tudios are not only asking, but
re insisting on video rights. A
ew have already managed this, inluding Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and
led Skelton.
Free from contracted commitnents and already expressing inentions of working themselves into
he new media are such stars as
oan Crawford, Loretta Young,
ernes Mason, Joan Bennett, Irene
Dunne, Preston Foster, to name but
few. Charles Laughton and
Jeorge Raft are also winking at
ideo. Some plan to do live proamming from Hollywood. Others
\ ill be seen on film produced especally for video.
Like many others, they got their
eet wet in radio but a few years
go. Realizing potentialities of
he new medium, they are now exloring video.
And picture folks who looked
iskance at TV dramatic shows, are
ow changing their tune.
Many producers and directors, as
ell as film industry executives of
aried stature, also have made ency or are shaping plans to evenually become identified with television.
Cecil B. DeMille had an offer
Telecasting

Into

TV

With

Pacific

Link

TALENT
from Goodrich a year ago to produce aseries of TV dramatic shows.
Other factors intervened to prevent acceptance, but his interest
in video hasn't evaporated. Walter
Wanger, another top movie producer, has video plans that are
rapidly approaching the "announcement" stage.
Daniel T. O'Shea, CBS Inc. vice
president, came to radio-TV from
the movie industry. He formerly
was president of Vanguard Films.
Prior to that he was executive producer of David 0. Selznick Studio.
Henry Ginsberg, identified with
the film industry for 30 years, was
recently appointed NBC general
consultant, working closely with
John West, the network's Western
Division vice president. Mr. Ginsberg was vice president in charge
of studio production and operations
at Paramount Pictures for 11 years
prior to joining NBC.
Sid Rogell was executive producer in charge of RKO Radio
Pictures studio before he joined
the recently merged Official FilmsJerry Fairbanks Productions as
vice president.
Louis B. Mayer, who recently

SAG-TVA

withdrew from MGM to set up his
own theatrical film production firm,
reportedly
also will make TV pictures.
James Mason is considering the
making of TV films when his 20th
Century-Fox commitment to play
the top role in the upcoming Five
Fingers is completed. He has a one
per year non-exclusive contract for
seven years with that film studio.
With his wife, Pamela Kellino,
and Bill Spier, Mr. Mason owns
Portland Pictures, a company
formed sometime ago to produce
theatrical and TV pictures. Besides producing and directing, Mr.
Mason may star in one of the TV
film series now under consideration.
Snader Series
Preston Foster is being starred
in a series of 39 half-hour filmed
television programs titled Walter
Fortune Story now being produced
by Ted Robinson for release
through Snader Productions in
October. Some 10 well known film
actresses have been lined up to
play opposite him in the series.
Lyle Talbot plays the "heavy"

AGREE

On

and Ralph Byrd the lead in the
Dick Tracy video series being produced and released by Snader. Allen Jenkins is being considered for
lead in Moon Mullins, comedy TV
film series based on the cartoon
strip which P. K. Palmer will produce for Snader.
Vincent Price, stage, screen and
radio actor, recently was signed
to star in a TV film series titled
Talisman. It is based on scripts
by Eleanor Beeson.
Guy Madison and Andy Devine
co-star in Wild Bill Hickok video
series produced by William F.
Broidy Productions and sponsored
by Kellogg Corn Pops on some 24
TV stations. Alan Mowbray will
be co-starred in the William F.
Broidy Production Heavens to
Betsy, slated for fall filming.
William Morris Agency has
packaged the Pat O'Brien Story, a
15-minute TV show in color. AdeReid Productions shot the pilot
film.
Edmund Lowe has the lead in
Front Page Detective, weekly 30minute show filmed by Jerry
Fairbanks
Productions. Helmut
(Continued on page 77)

Future

PAVING the way for a peaceful settlement of their long-standing dispute
over jurisdiction of performers used in making films 'for television,
Screen Actors Guild and Television Authority have agreed not to oppose
each other in upcoming NLRB elections.
Screen Actors Guild has notified
the AFL parent entertainment
were all represented, unanimously
union organization, Associated
adopted a resolution of approval
Actors and Artistes of America,
and gratification at these pacific
that if NLRB, in Case No. 2-RCmoves which requested "further
2334, decides that all performers
meetings between TVA, SAG and
employed by the networks should
SEG take place to promote the
belong to one union, SAG will not collective bargaining interests of
appear on the ballot, leaving TVA
unopposed. TVA has notified the all performers in the 4-A's."
Settlement Possible
4-A's that it has withdrawn from
NLRB Case No. 2-RC-2795 coverNoting that "this is the first sign
ing performers employed by 10 of a desire to get together" on the
part of TVA and SAG over video
New York motion picture companies which may make films for film employment jurisdiction, a
television as well as theatre, com4-A's spokesman said last week
mercial and educational pictures,
that "a peaceful settlement is now
leaving a clear field to SAG.
The agreement came almost
International board of the 4-A's,
simultaneously
with the opening
at a Tuesday meeting at which
possible."
Actors Equity Assn., AFRA,
of a third round of hearings held
in Washington by the National
AGVA, Chorus Equity, SAG,
Screen Extras Guild, and TVA
Labor Relations Board on TVA's
• BROADCASTING

NLRB

Elections

petition for certification as bargaining representative for all
talent on "live" and kinescoped
network programs. Nub of the
controversy was CBS-TV's Amos
V Andy, filmed at Hal Roach
studios on the West Coast. NLRB
authorities said late Thursday that
the agreement probably would
have little bearing on a board decision expected shortly.
Only CBS-TV is momentarily involved in the present case. NBCTV took no stand on the petition,
while DuMont TV Network expressed no intention of getting into
film production for TV. ABC-TV
has indicated that it plans to enter
the field.
The actual petition involves the
four major TV networks — ABCTV, CBS-TV, NBC-TV and DuMont Network, as well as General
Teleradio Inc. (WOR-TV New
York) and WGN-TV Chicago with
respect to wage contracts. SAG
(Continued on page 77)
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AMERICAN Telephone & Telegraph Co. plans to inaugurate the
opening of the coast-to-coast microwave radio relay circuit for TV
program transmission Sept. 30
with a special hour-long program
to be telecast simultaneously on
all four TV networks with the telephone company as sponsor.
N. W. Ayer & Son, Bell System
agency, last week was attempting
to clear the 9 to 10 p.m. time on
Sept. 30 and by Friday had obtained the go ahead from ABC-TV,
which at this time has no sponsor
for that Sunday evening hour, and
from NBC-TV and Philco Corp.,
whose Philco TV Playhouse occupies that time each Sunday on
NBC-TV. CBS-TV was trying to
arrange clearance with the Lincoln-Mercury dealers who sponsor
Toast of the Town on its hookup
during that 60 minutes. Du Mont
TV Network was also making an
attempt to get its clients, Emerson
Drug Co., sponsor of Rocky King,
Detective Sunday at 9-9:30 p.m.,
for Bromo-Seltzer, and Larus &
Brother Co., sponsor of The Plain
Clothesman Sunday 9:30-10 p.m.,
for its pipe tobaccos, to turn their
time on Sept. 30 over to AT&T.
Cites Difficulty
Major reason why transferring
the hour from its regular video
network sponsors to AT&T for that
one night is difficult in that with
the present limited intercity TV
transmission facilities these programs are presented by kinescope
on a delayed basis in many cities.
That means that in relinquishing
his network time, each advertiser
must either make arrangements
with the stations which normally
receive the programs by kinescope
to cancel the time for that week or
he must go through with that program for kinescope only so that he
can send it to these stations. Extra costs involved in such procedure
presumably would be borne by
AT&T, but in any event to work out
all the details is a painstaking
process.
Plans for the inaugural program
are still indefinite but call for appearances by top performers. An
AT&T spokesman said that he
could not confirm a report that
President Truman would participate in the telecast, adding that he
considered this extremely unlikely.
Since on Sept. 30 only one westbound channel will be available for
TV use, reported plans for a gala
Page 66
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movie colony show on that date are
obviously untrue. Hollywood's first
coast-to-coast telecast origination
will have to wait until late October
or early November, when an eastbound channel is expected to be
ready for use by the TV networks.
Addition of the western link to
the Bell System intercity TV network facilities which now end at
Omaha may add another headache
for the network representatives
who are now trying to work out a
time division of the various network links for the final quarter of

this year [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6]. If previous experience is any guide, it seems
probable that the same sort of allocation formula that was developed
for eastern and midwestern connective circuits will have to be apwell. plied to this far western link as
Indications that AT&T engineers
are not resting on their laurels
with the completion of the coast-tocoast microwave relay system, but
are looking forward to filling blank
spaces in the TV network map,

came last week when the compai
filed applications with the FCC f
the construction of a coaxial cat
link between Oklahoma City ai
Amarillo, which AT&T hopes
have completed and ready for u
in expanding telephone service b
tween those cities by late 1952.
There are no immediate plans f
using this link for TV progra
transmission, but a c o m p a n
spokesman said that there is i
reason it could not be equipped f>|
television and that it would be
anyone orders such use.

Surveyed
FILM

NEED for standardized procedures
in the ordering and production of
filmed commercials for use on television is urged by agency film
buyers and TV film producers.
This is revealed in their response
to questionnaires circulated among
both groups in a nationwide survey
conducted by American Television
Society.
More than half of the film producers, in answer to one question,
stated that they consider the information provided them by the
agencies is on the average inadequate as a basis for the competitive
bidding procedures which has become standard' practice in the placement of this business. Arid both
producers and agency buyers, by
overwhelming majorities, agreed
that a standard specification form
prepared by ATS or some similar
all-industry group for the use of
all agencies and producers would
be helpful.

Mr. Gudebrod

by AT

COMMERCIALS

Mr. Reichert

Accordingly, the ATS film commercials committee which prepared
the questionnaire will shortly begin work on a standard specification form, Gene Reichert, G. M.
Basford Co., committee chairman,
said last week. When complete,
he said, the proposed form will be
submitted to leading buyers and
sellers of TV commercial films and
after their approval has been obtained it will be presented to the
entire industry for general use.
Opinion Divided
Tabulation of responses to the
questionnaires, prepared by Committee Member C. E. Hooper for
ATS, shows wide areas of disagreement as to the duties and responsibilities ofagencies and film
producers. A list of 30 items appended to the question "who do
you think should provide these production items?" found the majority

Mr. Hooper

of both agency and producer rj
spondents agreeing on only abo
two-thirds, and there was fr
quently a divided opinion amor
the members of each group.
On the item of preparation of tl I
client's products for photographin
for example, 44 of the agencii
felt this to be an agency functioi
33 felt it the producers' respons
bility and eight that it should 1
a joint activity. The producers, cj
the other hand, voted 23 that
is their job to prepare the pro*
ucts for the camera to 14 wl1
thought the agencies should do
and six who voted to make it
joint venture.
Most agencies (35) felt that ca;
selection is their function, but
sizable minority (21) said tl
producer should select the cast an
an even larger group (29) fe
that it should be handled on a joir
(Continued on page 75)
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Mr. Dunford
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FCC

Clears

45

Applications

<OWER
BOOinstead
STS
of 1.82 kw it is putting out kw ERP is not strong enough to
.EARER TV pictures for view? of 41 TV stations became a now.
properly serve New Haven itself.
ulity last week when the FCC
In its petition, the Channel 6 sta- It also calls attention to probable
tion says that the FCC proposes to increase in adjacent channel inter:ared up the 45 applications for
ference if WABD is permitted
make it a metropolitan station on
jher transmitter output powers
Channel 8 and that present 1.82 higher power.
der its "Fifth Notice" ruling.
First move in cracking the three,ar-old freeze on TV applications,
? ruling permitted TV stations to
Grants for Power Increases
their transmitter power to
3.0
Effective Radiated Power
FOLLOWING TV stations have
,ted 5 kw output [BroadcastStation & City
From
g • Telecasting, Aug. 6, July received FCC permission to in2.0
0.680
0.476
crease their transmitter powers to
I
0.880
0.9
WDEl-TV
Wilmington**
WJAC-TV
Johnstown
9.3
6.5
WICU Erie**
WGAL-TV
Lancaster***
lit means, also, that these sta- maximum 5 kw rated output, as
To
WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo
15.7
>ns enlarged their service areas
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
result of the Commission's "Fifth
12.0
16.9
WSAZ-TV Huntington
.
8.0
Notice," issued July 26 [Broad9.6
KFMB-TV
San
Diego
fa marked degree
20.0
casting •Telecasting, July 30]. WAGA-TV Atlanta
Of the 41 stations now putting
16.7
18.0
26.5
27.4
50.0
These include all 41 granted such
17.9
I t higher-powered signals, Louis15.0
WNBK
Cleveland
authority.
WHAS-TV
Louisville****
KNBH
Los Angeles
Courier- Journal's WHAS-TV
Effective Radiated Power
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
12.0
23.5
n
io
WHBF-TV Rock Island
in the coun
the only TV stat
25.2
Station & City
23.3
11.0
12.16
From
To
7.0
WTVR
Richmond
24.0
WTVJ Miami
1.45
16.5
17.2
1 jy hitting the permitted peak un9.0
WSYR-TV Syracuse
26.0
WAVE-TV Louisville
23.0
22.0
WWJ-TV Detroit
Tlr present regulations — 50 kw
WOR-TV New York
13.7
15.0
12.2
WBRC-TV Birmingham
WPIX New York
3.6
21.7
3.0
20.5
WFBM-TV Indianapolis
I 'ective radiated power. Among
WNBT New York
5.2
16.3
28.2
18.3
28.3
WCPO-TV
Cincinnati
21.0
25.0
15.7
WJZ-TV New York
30.8
J |e others getting permission dur13.0
WCAU-TV Philadelphia
WCBS-TV New York
13.7
g the past two weeks, WFBM-TV
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa
WHEN
Syracuse
15.0
27.0
20.1
KRLD-TV Dallas
24.0
15.1
dianapolis went up to 30.8 kw.
KMTV Omaha
11.7
27.0
11.2
*WKTV
transmitter
power
increased
to
WGN-TV
Chicago
16.5
V
o
4.3
kw.
29.0
Chicag and
BC's WENR-T
WNBQ Chicago
23.2
**WICU
and
WDEL-TV
are
community
sta21.8
WBKB Chicago
niladelphia Bulletin's WCAU-TV
11.0
tions, limited to 500-w transmitter
25.2
ilh went to 28.3 kw.
WENR-TV Chicago
25.0
28.3
23.8
output.
WSM-TV Nashville
14.4
***WGAL-TV
is increasing its aural transWHAM-TV Rochester
22.0
25.6
mitter output only. It already is
High-Power Outlets
WXEL Cleveland
21.0
16.7
radiating 1 kw visual power.
25.0
13.0
****WHAS-TV transmitter power increased
41 Nine TV stations among the 107 WKTV
WTVN Utica*
Columbus
6.0
19.7
to 4.6 kw.
•>\v operating have been radiating
|r some time in the highei--powed class: In Los Angeles, KECAV puts out 29.4 kw, KFI-TV 30.2
v. KLAC-TV 28.1 kw, KTLA
OPPOSED
rV) 30 kw, KTTV (TV) 30.9 kw. EDUCATORS
thers which have been transmitFIRST industry action has been taken to oppose use of tax funds for
12 substantial signals are KPIX
school TV stations.
fV) San Francisco, 29.9 kw;
Organized effort of educator groups to obtain blocks of frequencies
DSU-TV New Orleans, 30.8 kw;
has aroused opposition of the Illinois Broadcasters Assn., which last
JAR-TV
Providence, 30 kw;
week notified high state officials *
WA.TV (TV) New York, 30.5 kw. that IBA was opposed to construcplanned, Mr. Howe told the
tion of a TV station at the U. of NARTB representatives.
! Although radiated power is im- Illinois.
The legislation raises these other
prtant in TV, it is not as signfiiIn notifying these officials of the questions, according to the NARTB
j nt as it is in AM broadcasting,
action, taken at the Aug. 3 IBA
letter :
^overage is a factor of antenna
meeting, the association sent copies
(1) Would this become a super?ight and transmitter power,
censorship board — accomplishing its
of a resolution adopted unani* 1 nus, many stations may be putmously except for votes of U. of ends by the "lifted eyebrow" technique
implicit in the Blue Book issuance
pg out strong signals from high Illinois representatives.
While IBA was taking its action, five years ago?
itenna sites, even though their
(2) Would it become a governmentNARTB on its own behalf was
liated powers may be low.
sponsored pressure group forcing
considering legislative proposals of broadcasters to set aside time for soThe four still pending applicants
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
called "public service" programs?
] authority to boost transmitter
(3) Would it expand its powers
>wers are KTSL (TV) Los An- covering educational TV and proposing
a
federal
agency
to
act
as
gradually
(thus do bureaucracies bei ieles, whose application involves
gin) and become a sprawling programproctor of commercial broadcasting.
review board, federally sponsored,
ove to Mt. Wilson; WTTV (TV)
within a few years?
l'jomington, Ind., also inlvolving
NARTB headquarters officials
On Capitol Hill, Sen. Benton
ove of antenna site; KRON-TV
met recently with John Howe, as- readied
a new bill and resolution
sistant to Sen. Benton. In its latest
an Francisco, already putting out
for
introduction
in the Senate
TV
newsletter
to
members,
NARTB
kw transmitter output, but which
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 6].
;sires to change its antenna oper- described the Benton plan to set up
While differing from the legision; WABD
(TV) New York, a citizens radio-TV advisory board
lation he introduced last June
;ld up due to conflict with as "one of the most critical problems facing radio and television
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
'NHC-TV New Haven.
June 11, 4] it would have the same
The NARTB letter quoted Mr. effect: Create a National Citizens
WNHC-TV Request
today."
Howe as saying he had sent a re- Advisory Board for Radio and TeleWNHC-TV asked FCC last week
vision to act as a non-commercial
vised version of the Benton pro' permit it to boost transmitter
watchdog over commercial broadposal to network executives, FCC
swer to 5 kw — even though it is Commissioners and others for
casting, and force a review of
community station and thus lim- comment. An early conference be- radio-TV in the light of educators'
demands.
tween Sen. Benton and NARTB
ed to 500 w output. New Haven
Text of the resolution adopted
President Harold E. Fellows is
ution wants to radiate 18.9 kw
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J. R. POPPELE (standing), vice president and chief engineer, WOR-AMTV New York, watches meters as
Charles H. Singer, assistant chief
engineer, turns up the power in WORTV's transmitter at North Bergen,
N. J., to 22 kw ERP at a height of
1,050 feet above sea level.
U. S. Shoe Buys
RED CROSS SHOES (U. S. Shoe
Corp. ) will sponsor hour-long musical revue having Berlin's Salute to
America, 8-9 p.m., Sept. 12, over
NBC-TV. Mr. Berlin, who is contributing his fee to the Girl Scouts'
"God Bless America" fund, will
debut as TV producer, director, and
master of ceremonies on the program which will feature his own
favorite compositions. Agency is
Stockton, West and Burkhart, Cincinnati.

n TV

Funds

Move

by the Illinois Association follows:
Whereas the IBA is opposed to the
Joint Committee for Educational Telechannels, vision's
and proposals for reservation for
Whereas the U. of Illinois is taking
a leading part in promoting these
programs and spending tax funds for
that purpose, and
Whereas any announcement of donations for initial construction costs
for TV transmitters may be most misleading to the public since it is conservatively estimated that further investment in equipment and personnel
and daily operating costs will total
hundredsnually,of
and thousands of dollars anWhereas a university station in
Urbana will serve a radius of 60 miles
or less and cannot ever serve the major centers of Illinois or the entire
population thereof, and
Whereas the state university could,
to much greater advantage, use the
taxpayers money to produce television
programs for use on commercial stations which will provide time without
charge for worthwhile educational
programs of general interest and
which will assure statewide television
coverage for the state university,
Therefore, be it resolved that the
IBA oppose the expenditure of tax
funds to build and operate a university television station and deplore
such proposals and hereby instruct
its officers to forward a copy of this
resolution to Gov. Adlai Stevenson,
the members of the Illinois General
Assembly and to the president of the
U. of Illinois.
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CBS

Keac/y

Berlin Demonstration
telestatus
(Report 176)

1

THE

EUROPEANS from both sides of
the Iron Curtain will get a chance
to see U. S. television in action —
both black-and-white and color — in
a two-week series of demonstrations slated to start in West Berlin
today (Monday) under sponsorship
of the Economic Cooperation Administration in collaboration with
the
many.U. S. High Command in Ger-

LARGEST

Coinciding in part with the second World Communist Youth Festival now in progress in East Berlin, the color TV demonstrations
will be staged by CBS and the
black-and-white by RCA. Russian
guards reportedly have attempted
to close off the border between East
and West Berlin but news reports
indicate that thousands are eluding the guards to visit the Western
Sector. These visitors are expected
to be among the audiences for the
TV showings, which for most BerlinerS will be their first.
An estimated 2 million youths
are attending the Communist festival, which opened Aug. 5 for 14
days. The number of these who
will have visited the Western Sector
by the time the festival is over is
expected to reach the tens of thousands.
Elaborate arrangements have
been made for both RCA and CBS
showings.
RCA's will be held in Schowenedergerstadt Park, described as con-

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

DALLAS
FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .
920,500

NOW

I

there are

125,720

I

taining the largest outdoor theatre
in Europe, and spokesmen said
about 25,000 persons are expected
to witness the RCA shows daily.
CBS's will be held in the Funksturm
Exhibit Grounds, with "many thoustration.sands" expected to see each demonIn addition, RCA has installed
its transmitter control console in a
corner window of the city's largest department store, and is setting up 40 home receivers in other
windows of the store. Sixty other
sets have been installed by RCA in
other
public Three
places large-screen
in West Berlin's
14 wards.
projection receivers also have been installed by RCA, which estimated
the value of its equipment at
$335,000.
Russians Planning Show
There have been reports that
Russians are planning a television
show of their own in East Berlin in
connection with the youth festival.
In that event youths who slip into
the Western Sector will be able to
compare their own brand with the
U. S.-type product.
Announcing its plans, RCA Said
it is prepared to present the most
comprehensive and ambitious television demonstration ever staged in
Europe. It sent a crew of 29 TV
engineers, technicians and producers, headed by Richard
City H. Hooper,
manager of the RCA Victor Promo-

tion Div., to install the equipmer i
and conduct its demonstrations.
For the color demonstration
CBS is supplying equipment an
experts, and has built a sped;
stage on the Funksturm Exhib
Grounds for the production. D
Peter C. Goldmark, vice presider
in charge of engineering researc
and development for the CBS Lat
Division, who developed the CB
color system, heads a group c
seven CBS experts on hand for th
showings. John Martin is produc
ing the color programs, which wi
include dramatizations of the Mai
shall Plan's productivity drive
sports events, and entertainer
from a number of countries.
In addition to the TV equipmen
RCA has sent along a large edr
cational exhibit including radio r«|
ceivers and 45-rpm phonographs.
Advertest

Takes

Survey

On 'Amos V Andy'
MOST Negroes interviewed b;
Advertest Research in regard t
the Amos 'n' Andy show do no
believe that the program reflect
unfavorably on the Negro.
The Advertest survey, releasei
last week, was undertaken becaus
of the controversy concerning th
program [Broadcasting • Tele
casting, Aug. 6]. National Assu
for the Advancement of Colorei
(Continued on page 77)
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i3,
Weekly Television Summary— A^ust
Outlets On Air
Sets in Are
Sets in Area Louisville
Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
91,98
Albuquerque
Memphis
WMCT
89,00
KOB-TV
Ames
Milwaukee
8,600 Miami
WOI-TV
60,331
WTVJ
75,00
115,000
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Baltimore
247,36
304,418 Minn.
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Nashville
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
269,10
41
,300
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
WSM-TV
35,07
57,400 New Haven
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
WNHC-TV
153,80
Bloomington
16,800 New Orleans
747,000
WDSU-TV
62,15
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
207,322 New York
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
84,413 Newark
WBTV
WOR-TV,
WPIX
2,425,00
Charlotte
Chicago
937,965 Norfolk
WATV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
300,000 Oklahoma City WTAR-TV
72,84
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
486,491
WKY-TV
87,63
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
176,541
Omaha
Columbus
KMTV,
WOW-TV
81,15
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Philadelphia
Dallas,
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV,
WPTZ
863,34
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
KPHO-TV
37,90
Ft. Worth
125,720
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WDTV
300,00
Davenport
Providence
WOC-TV
W JAR-TV
156,00
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline56,385 Richmond
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
WLWD
WTVR
85,07
205,000
Dayton
604,293 Rochester
WHAM-TV
86,03
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
Rock Island
Erie
WHBF-TV
56,38
60,050
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Moline
Quad
Cities
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Ft. Dallas
Worth48,12
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
125,720
KEYl, WOAI-TV
48,75
Antonio
146,181 San Diego
KFMB-TV
97,50
Grand
Rapids- W LAV-TV
Kalamazoo
San
Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
203,52
71,721
Schenectady
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
Albany-Troy
Houston
80,110
K PRC-TV
WRGB
159,20
Seattle
HuntingtonKING-TV
87,50
48,000
Charleston
St.
Louis
168,250
KSD-TV
300,00
WSAZ-TV
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
124,45
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
Toledo
35,000 Tulsa
WSPD-TV
125,00
Syracuse
87,275
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
KOTV
83,52
Kalamazoo
146,181 Utica-Rome
WKTV
47,00
Grand
Rapids
WKZO-TV
Washington
125,047
Kansas City
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
278,1
106,352
Wilmington
WDAF-TV
WDEL-TV
74,811
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAl-TV
WKECA-TV,
JIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
55,000
Los Angeles
1 ,002,000
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Estimated Sets in Use 13,098,00
Total Stations on Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
counts may bi
sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap setelectric
Editor's Note- Totals for each market represent estimated
companic
distributors, TV circulation committees,
set estimates are based on data from dealers,
partially duplicated Sources of are
all areas or
in
sets
Total
compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries.
and manufacturers. Since many
necessarily approximate.
City

in

KRLD-TV's
Effective

Coverage
Dke
for

CBS

Area
Station

DALLAS
and
FORT WORTH

tli fa fa wltij
KRLD
AM-FM-TV
C^liannet 4
fa if our oeit buu
I be
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Worthy organizations
currently being supported by
WSB and WSB-TV

"He

profi
who

For 29 years here at WSB — and now 3
at WSB-TV — our primary interest has been the
acquisition and maintenance of audience.
It was our original conviction that this best
could be achieved through a dedication to
service in the public interest.
The soundness of this philosophy is now well
established. For, throughout all these years, in
every audience survey ever made in Atlanta
by any recognized authority, WSB
have been a dominant first.

and WSB-TV

The policy that has paid rich audience dividends

National Safety Council
Atlanta League of Women Voters
Red Cross
Atlanta Christian Council
Warm Springs Foundation
Atlanta Municipal Government
Community Chest
Georgia Medical Association
N.A.A.CP.
U.S. Naval Reserve
Eight Georgia Colleges and Universities
Atlanta Public Schools
Cerebral Palsy Campaign
American Cancer Society
YMCA and YWCA
Boys Club of Atlanta
Fulton County Plan of Improvement
U.S. Employment Service
Treasury Department
National Council Christians and Jews
Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Campfire Girls
Chamber of Commerce
Junior Chamber of Commerce
American Legion
Atlanta Civic Clubs
. . . and others

for WSB and WSB-TV pays-off handsomely for
advertisers, too. Let our Petry representative
tell you how these stations can profit you.

w
THE VOICE OF THE SOUTH

wsb-fv
ON PEACHTREE STREET

sb
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and The Atlanta Constitution
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AFRA
CONVENTION
W
DELEGATES to the 12th annual national convention of the American
Federation of Radio Artists, who met in Minneapolis Thursday for a
four-day session, were expected to adopt a resolution calling for a merger
with the all-video union, Television Authority. One top-level AFRA
spokesman anticipates a "complete"
merger within a year.
ly in New York. The original arPros and cons of the merger,
ticles of agreement which founded
which has been proposed by AFRA
TVA provided for a convention
locals in New York and Los Anwithin two years, at which time
geles, were slated for Friday and
the group could continue with a
Saturday portions of the agenda.
status quo existence, form another
The hottest convention topic —
union group or merge with member
treatment of AFRA card-holders
unions. One name suggested for
labeled as subversive — was schedthe all-embracive radio-TV talent
uled for a battle on the convention
union was the American Federafloor late Saturday.
tion of Radio & Television artists.
AFRA members were balloted
Each AFRA delegation met
Thursday afternoon for its own
a month ago on a proposed constitutional amendment approved by caucus, while New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles convened in a
the
union's executive board, to ban
subversives.
single group because of the mutIn New York, AFRA spokesmen
announced that the anti-Communist
referendum had carried by a vote of
2,118 to 457, with 401 ballots deMOVIE GRID TV
clared void. It was not disclosed
whether any members would be
Opposed by FTPC
automatically expelled.
The constitutional amendment
NAVY scheduling of some of its
football games this fall on the Theapproved in the referendum would
atre Network Television drew fire
bar from AFRA membership any
last week from the Fair Television
performer who had been proven,
in a state of federal court action, Practices Committee, an organizato have been a Communist since
tion devoted to fighting box-office
Dec. 31, 1945. It also would dis- TV [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 6, July 30].
qualify any AFRA member identified as a Communist by the State
Protest was sent Vice Admiral
Dept., Justice Dept., or FBI, and Harry W. Hill, U. S. Naval Acadany member who affiliates with
emy superintendent, by Jerome W.
organizations which the U. S. At- Marks, FTPC chairman. "Theatre
television is a commercial operaGeneral termsCivil
"subversive."
The torney
American
Liberties
tion ... it offers no public servUnion asked AFRA, before the mail
ice features. The Academy, on the
referendum was completed, to re- other hand, is entirely supported by
consider the matter. The subject public funds and presumably should
was expected to come up at the be operated solely in the public inAFRA convention.
terest," Mr. Marks said.
Calling the exclusive telecast
Subversive Question
Convention delegates, about 200 rights with theatre TV "an exin all, were expected to adopt some
ample of bad policy" by the Academy, Mr. Marks said the commitkind of resolution on the question
tee believes Navy football games
rather than withdraw the proposal
should be made available for telecompletely, with debate centering
on the specific provisions of the
casts "for the general public benealternate amendments. Members
fit." Mr. Marks said his group had
met to consider limitations which
learned three of Navy's games have
could be incorporated to rule out been assigned to theatre TV.
Communist influences but which
FTPC, he said, "wishes to point
would also refute critics who say out to you that among those who
the amendment, as submitted, is will be deprived of the opportunity to witness telecasts of Navy
"restrictive, vindictive and all-infootball games will be thousands
clusive to the point of depriving
of hospitalized veterans, soldiers
people of their livelihood."
The Television Authority merger,
and sailors, who obtain a sense of
active participation in life through
in the opinion of most AFRA members, would save them time and the medium of television."
The complaint came shortly after
money and make their work routing
announcement of the full schedule
more efficient and the union stronger. Members shifting between the of major Eastern college grid
different fields represented by TVA
games for theatre telecasting last
could work on one card and pay week by Nathan L. Halpern, president of Theatre Network Televione scale of dues, rather than several. TVA is now comprised of sion.
Reportedly already signed by
members of AFRA, Actor's Equity,
American Guild of Variety Artists,
TNT for the upcoming season are
American Guild of Musical Artists
the U. S. Naval Academy, Dartand Chorus Equity.
mouth, Princeton, Pittsburgh, Yale,
If the AFRA convention ap- Columbia and Fordham. Other
proves the move, Television Authsignings are expected to be anority members can study the same
nounced shortly. TNT's schedule
proposal in November when they will cover games from Sept. 22 to
Dec.
1.
meet in annual convention, probabPage 70
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uality of their problems. The executive board, representing all three
regions, met informally Thursday
evening. Friday night the entire
delegation was to attend a party
at the estate of General Mills
President Leslie N. Perrin.
NCAA

EXPERIMENT

NBC-TV

to Carry Games
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp.,
sponsor of the NCAA experimental
TV football schedule, last week announced that NBC-TV had been
selected to carry the games during
the 10 week (Sept. 22-Nov. 24)
experiment.
In making the announcement,
J. M. McKibbin, vice president in
charge of consumer products for
Westinghouse, said that more than
50 stations of the NBC-TV network would be used to televise some
40 college teams selected by the
Westinghouse agency, Ketchum,
McLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.
An agency representative said
that no schedule could be announced until Sept. 1 because the
colleges fear notice of games to be
televised would hurt advance gate
sales.
Referring to the notice that the
AT&T transcontinental cable will
be in effect by Sept. 30, the agency
representative said that they might
find it highly desirable to feed
games cross-country.
It was understood that Westinghouse is paying regular rates to
NBC-TV for the telecasts.
Announcement was also made
of the appointment of Edwin S.
(Red) Reynolds, former promotion
manager, WOR New York, as director of the NCAA experimental
program. Mr. Reynolds is slated
to act as liaison between the colleges, Westinghouse and the
agency, and will also supervise
developments in such operations as
theatre television, Skiatron, Phonevision, etc.

HIGHEST TV transmitting antenni
in the country will be claimed b'
KOAT Albuquerque once constructioi
is complete. KOAT plans to begii
construction of television studios, in
stallation of equipment and erectioi
of the antenna as soon as FC(
authorization is granted. The an
tenna will be located at Sandr
Crest, 10,678 feet above surroundin;
terrain. Inspecting the site are A
Cadwell (I), KOAT manager, and Lev
Pett, of DuMont. Equipment ha
been ordered Clifton,
from DuMont
N. J. Labs Inc.

ATLANTIC PACTS
Releases Colleges on T\
ATLANTIC Refining Co. announcec
last week that it is voluntarilj
releasing "a number of colleges or
the Eastern seaboard" from contracts covering Atlantic sponsorship of TV coverage of their football games this fall.
The move was made, the announcement said, to "give the Nation Collegiate Athletic Assn. a
free hand in carrying out its experimental plan for the televisior
of
college
football
season.'
The contracts
being next
released
gave
Atlantic options for first-refusai
rights on TV coverage.
Atlantic had bid unsuccessfully
with Westinghouse for sponsorship
story). NCAA plan (see adjaundercentthe

CBS
FIGHT

COVERAGE

Radio-TV

Bought

Slate

by Pabst

PABST Brewing Co. last week returned major boxing to the "home TV"
fold, by signing for Wednesday night sponsorship of 41 telecasts and
37 broadcasts of International Boxing Club bouts over CBS Radio and
Television networks.
★
The competitive theatre-TV in- scheduled to carry the fights durterests, however, won exclusive
ing September, but will resume
Oct. 3, for the season.
rights to the Joe Louis - Jimmy
Bivins fight from Baltimore this
Agency for Pabst is Warwicli
Wednesday night.
& Legler Co., New York.
Meanwhile, NBC was querying
Pabst will launch its fight coverage via radio and TV six weeks
major TV manufacturers in a plan
earlier than usual, with two for joint broadcast TV sponsorchampionship matches from Madiship of major sports events aS a
son Square Garden: Aug. 22, Light- means of combatting possible inHeavyweight Champion Joey
Maxim vs. Bob Murphy, and Aug.
roads by theatre-TV interests. Th"
29, Welterweight Champion K i d joint-sponsorship plan of covering
Gavilan vs. Billy Graham. It is top-flight bouts was inaugurated
also negotiating for rights to the by eight manufacturers in coverage
of the Joe Walcott-Ezzard Charles
Randolph Turpin - Ray Robinson
middleweight championship fight, championship match via DuMontTV a few weeks ago. That deal was
Sept. 12.
The CBS Radio Network is not negotiated by DuMont officials.
Telecasting
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Makes

TV's

Camera

I

I*

Compare
THESE FEATURES WITH
ANYTHING
ON THE
•
•
•
•

MARKET

TODAY

Three Compact Units
Push-button Lens Change
Right or Left Hand Focus Knobs
Right or Left Hand Lens Iris
Control Buttons

• Turret, Focus and Iris Controls from
remote location if desired
•
•
•
•

High Resolution Integral View Finder
Enclosed I.O. Controls
Iris Setting Indicator
Pre-loaded Color Filter Wheel

• Swing-up Chassis
• Focus Range Selector Switch
• Equal Flexibility in Studio or Field
WRITE,

GPL's 1951 Image Orthicon Chain
is delivering even more features —
better performance — than the previous model which itself set new
industry standards! Compare it for
ease of operation, uniform high
quality, flexibility in studio or field.
Set this camera up to meet varying
requirements . . . control it remotely
if desired . . . select any of four lenses
at the press of a button . . . adjust
focus from right or left side of camera, with the same 300° arc of focus
adjustment for all lenses . . . choose
color filters, masks, at the flick of a

Chain

thumb . . . control the motor-driven
iris from camera or camera control
unit. Normal optical focus range
automatically adjusts for constant 9"
diagonal at close-up, for all lenses
except telephoto. Overtravel switch
provides extended focus range,
obtaining
full optical focus on all
lenses.
In every way, GPL's is a "humanengineered" camera chain, built to
do a tough job more easily, built to
do your specific job best! Arrange
to see this great new model at the
earliest opportunity.

FINGER-TIP
OPERATION
from CAMERA
or REMOTE LOCATION
Right
left hand
focusor controls
High resolution
integral view finder
I.O. controls
housed for protection
Push-button lens
turret control

WIRE OR PHONE
FOR DETAILS
GENERAL

TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains
TV Field and Studio Equipment
Theatre TV Equipment

lecasting
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JUNE

GROSS

JUNE marked the first sign of a
summer decline in TV network
billings comparable to the traditional summer slump of radio
broadcasting, according to figures
released to Broadcasting • Telecasting last week by Publishers
Information Bureau. They showed
that the combined gross time sales
of the four TV networks in June
totaled $8,996,940, more than $1
million under the combined May
gross of $10,011,144.
The June total of just under $9
million is more than three times
the PIB figure of $2,884,273 for the
same month of 1950 and although
there is no direct comparison, as
DuMont TV Network figures are
included in this year's PIB reports
whereas they were not during 1950,
there is ample evidence that TV
billings have practically tripled in
the past year.
The same conclusion is indicated
by the figures for the first half of
each year, 1951's January-June
four-network total being $55,098,126, compared to 1950's first-half
three-network total of $14,031,385.
Procter & Gamble Co. continues
to head the list of TV network
time users, although its June gross
time purchases of $563,650 lagged
nearly $80,000 behind its May gross
CAROLINIANS
of $642,432. Only change in the
top ten TV network sponsors
(Table I) is American Tobacco
\
Co., whose June gross time purchases topped its May total by some
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
$30,000 when Your Hit Parade and
Sensation-city of the South Carolina Pied- Big Story had five broadcasts each
in June against four in May. It
mont, Anderson's industrial payroll has grown
from 7 million to 44 million annually since replaced Anchor-Hocking Glass
Corp., whose Broadway Open
1940. The 250,000 people in Anderson's House dropped from a five-a-week
trading area receive television service from basis in May to three-a-week in
three stations but 89% "tune most" to WBTV June. Table II lists the top TV
Charlotte.
network advertiser in each product
group.
Product group total TV network
time purchases, itemized in Table
HI for June and January-June for
1950 and 1951, shows foods the
most heavily TV network advertised class, followed by smoking
materials, toiletries, soaps and
cleansers, automotive, household
equipment, beer, radio and TV sets,
drugs and remedies, and household
furnishings advertising, in that
order.
List is almost the same as for
May, except that drugs and remedies moved into ninth place by
practically doubling its gross time
expenditures over May, pushing
household furnishings from ninth
to tenth position.
Increase in gross time purchases
in the drugs and remedies category
resulted largely from the inaugut-ation in June of three new programs sponsored by advertisers in
this class: Kendall Co., sponsoring
Super Circus for Curity bandages
and first aid supplies; Noxzema
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
Chemical Co. starting Cameo Theatre for its medicated cream; Lehn
BY RADIO SALES
& Fink Products Corp. starting
Doodles Weaver for Lysol and
other products.
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LAGS
TOP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TEN

TV

Networks

in Summer

TABLE I
NETWORK ADVERTISERS

Drc

IN JUNE

Procter & Gamble
General Foods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
Ford Motor Co
American Tobacco Co
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co
Lever Bros
P. Lorillard & Co
Quaker Oats Co

195

$563,6
482,2
384,2
364,5
257,7
227,4
222,2
212,2
200,4:
192,41

TABLE II
LEADING ADVERTISERS IN EACH GROUP, JUNE 1951
GrossCo
Advertiser Net Time
Class
International Latex Corp. . .$ 49,6
Apparel, Footwear & Acces
Automotive, Automotive Acces. &
Ford Motor Co
257,7 I
Equip
Anheuser Busch Co
107,0
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Mars Inc
45, 4i
Confectionery & Soft Drinks . . . .
Arthur Murray Dance Studios 28,1
Consumer Services
Kendall Co
51,6*1
Drugs & Remedies
General Foods
482,2:
Food & Food Products
Texas Co
52,9(1
Gasoline, Oil & Other Fuels . . . .
Household Equip
Westinghouse Electric
92,91
Mohawk Carpet Co
121,61
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials
Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp. 93,0*
Insurance
Mutual Benefit Health and
Accident Assn
39,21
Watch Co
31,3<
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras . . Gruen
Office Stationery & Writing Supplies. Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. 30,4!
Time, Inc
57,71
Publishing & Media
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, MusiPhilco Corp
102,2(
cal Instruments, and Acces
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Drugstore Television Prod. .. 138,2;
R. J. Reynolds
364,5:
Smoking Materials
Procter & Gamble
563,6:
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet .... 257,95
Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co
49,9;
TABLE III

COMPARATIVE GROSS TV NETWORK* TIME SALES BY PRODUCT GROUI
1950
JAN.-JUNE
JAN.-JUK
JUNE 1951
JUNE
1950
CLASS
48,270
5
1951
» 346,8;
138,980 $ 1,338,026 $
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Acces.
428,103
692,985
4,775,020
2,157,55
648,50
Automotive,
tive Acces. Automo& Equip.
415,742
2,314,023
73,840
Beer, Wine & Liquor
7,690
Building Materials
505,10
204,486
1,286,876
160,019
Drinks
& Soft22,950
Confectionery
99,76
109,80
315,712
12,330
28,112
Consumer Services
1,178,220
304,985
11,897,230
466,904
1,984,434
Drugs & Remedies
1,980,26
Food & Food Products
107,470
188,650
Gasoline,
Oil
&
Other
1,274,887
583,71
Products
154,000
495,899
919,14
Household Equipment
3,463,458
& Supplies
966,01
210,153
ings
284,995
144,103
1,938,259
Household Furnish75,515
1,611,353
246,990
Industrial Materials
39,200
Insurance
85,21 |
125,29
116,645
16,725
Jewelry, Optical
1,112,851
Goods & Cameras
43,29 1
168,555
Office Stationery &
39,465
Writing Supplies
398,078
21,765
83,415
Publishing & Media
Radios, TV Sets, PhoInstruments nographs,
and Musical
342,511
2,508,353
293,627 1,475,40
Acces.
991,270
Retail Stores & Direct
155,565
517,144
1,224,631
2,551,0C
By
Mail
7,343,715
1,63
Smoking Materials
31,635
193,51
911,691 4,457,092
Soaps, Cleansers &
Polishes
225,313
Toiletries & Toilet
1,143,03
1,111,736
5,778,966
691,502
18,510
95,09
Goods
88,710
Miscellaneous
$8,996,940 $55,098,126 $2,884,273 $14,031,38
Total
ION TVBUREAU
INFORMAT
PUBLISHER
*SOURCE:
1950 figures
cover S ABC,
CBS, NBC
networks only, with DuMont excluded; 1951 figun
include all four networks.
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behind

the

scenes

nation's

of

the

screens

Bell technician at monitoring and control position, television network center in New York.

Television network transmission requires precise
and costly equipment. Yet the equipment alone would
be of little use without trained personnel to operate it.
So the Bell System trains men, even as it extends
its television channel miles. They are provided with
the special apparatus needed to handle television's
ever-changing requirements.
Control Center technicians monitor Bell circuits to
see that programs travel smoothly, that switching takes
place with a minimum of interruption. Their skill and
equipment help make network television flexible and

smooth in operation, even though the combination of
stations and networks may alter every 15 minutes.
In less than six years the Bell System has established over 18,000 miles of television channels to serve
the industry. The value of coaxial cable, radio relay
systems and associated equipment used by the Bell
System for television purposes is nearly $85,000,000.
Yet charges are relatively low. The Telephone Company's total network facility charges — including both
video and audio channels — average about 10 cents a
mile for a half hour of program time.
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FCC Gets Plan For
Viewer Ownership

CMANM€l4 MIANU
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E STATION
RESIDENTS of Las Vegas and Southern Nevada would become owners
as well as viewers of the local TV outlet proposed there by Desert Television Co., according to a unique plan submitted to FCC last week by the
applicant. Under the plan, each purchaser of a TV set would automatical y be given stock in the station at no extra cost. Set dealers
making the payment to Desert
also would be part owners.
Television.
Under the proposed plan, each
Desert Television, whose prinset dealer in addition to his own
cipals are identified with the ownership and operation of KRAM Las purchase of 10,000 shares in the
Vegas, has applied for Channel
station would "purchase or cause
13 with effective radiated power of to be purchased" a total of 9,000
3 kw visual and 1.5 kw aural. Esti- shares within one year. If this
mated cost of the TV outlet is condition is met, the dealer automatically would receive a bonus of
about $153,000, with 860,000 esti1,000 shares at no cost.
mated
as
the
first
year's
operating
cost. Initial annual revenue of
FCC staff members reportedly
have found no legal bar to the
$100,000 is expected.
Desert Television has authorized
stock plan, although it was pointed
299,000 shares of stock at $1 par out there might be some obstacle
under local laws or in merchandisand proposes to allot $125,000
worth of its stock to local citizens
ing policy of the trade.
Boulder City Broadcasting Co.,
under the plan. Several local TV
licensee of KRAM, also has an
set dealers each propose to purchase 10,000 shares in the applicant
agreement with Desert Television
and in addition "to include in their to operate and manage the prosale of television sets to the public
posed TV station for five years. As
at large five shares of the common
compensation, Boulder City Broadcapital stock . . . for each $100
casting would receive 10,000 shares
television set or installation sale." of Desert Television each year.
The set purchaser would receive
Economies of operation and sharthe stock at no cost, the set dealer
ing of talent and experience between the two outlets is envisioned
in the agreement.
KRAM President Edward P.
BOXING RIGHTS
Jansen is also president of Desert
House Asked to Probe
Television, holding a 6.6% interest
in
the latter. Vice president with
REQUEST was made last week
20% of the TV applicant is Otto
that Congress investigate whether
F. Stoehr, San Francisco restauthere is "unreasonable restraint"
rant owner. Dr. Ray T. Frederick,
in the purchase of exclusive rights
Wash., physician, is oneto boxing-match telecasts by the- Tacoma,
third owner. A 6.6% interest presatres for large screen viewing.
ently is each held in Desert TeleA resolution introduced in the
vision by Secretary - Treasurer
House last Monday by Rep. L.
Truman B. Hinkle, also secretaryGary Clemente (D-N. Y.) would
treasurer of KRAM, and Directors
set up a select committee to investi- I. J. Larnin, C. Norman Cornwall,
gate all phases of national boxing.
A. Manning, Evelyn A.
In addition to the TV probe, it Marquita
Mackenzie and Kermit Moe. All
would include study of whether
are stockholders in KRAM.
operators in the narcotic trade
have infiltrated the sport, whether
there is syndicate control over boxMESTRE
STATIONS
ers, managers and matches, and
whether the public is being denied
Buy DuMont Units
national competition for boxing
titles.
SALE OF two 500 w TV transmitters to Goar Mestre interests in
television
or Section
not the onpeople
of the reads:
U. S. "Whether
are being
Cuba were announced last week
denied the viewing of boxing matches
on television by unreasonable re- by Allen B. DuMont Labs.
One transmitter has been destraint."
Rep. Clemente said he had inlivered, but it could not be learned
troduced the legislation (H Res where the CMQ owner planned to
367) because "millions of fans are install it. Mr. Mestre already operrestricted from seeing matches on
ates CMQ-TV on Channel 6 in
their sets" when theatre TV interHavana, and has made known
ests outbid broadcast interests.
plans for other stations in CamaHe said not only were theatres
guey, Santa Clara, Matanzas and
restricting this viewing according
Holquin to establish
to their individual seating capacity
terconnected network. a Cuban inbut also "one theatre showing" in
Same plan is in the works for
an individual city further deprived
other Havana TV interests —
the public from the opportunity of the
CMUR-TV. In a recent statement,
seeing a bout.
New York representThe Congressman said he had Irving ativeLater,
for Union Radio Television,
received over 100 letters from consaid URT planned to spend $2 milstituents protesting restrictions.
lion this year in establishing 5 kw
Rep. Clemente also said he has re- stations at Santa Clara, Camaceived "favorable comments" on
his resolution from "20 or 25 Con- quey, and Holquin, and 500w stations at Santiago de Cuba, Matangressmen." The resolution was rezas and Pinar del Rio [BroadcastCommitRules
House
the
ferred
to
ing
• Telecasting, May 28].
tee.
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IITH ANSWERED
n Its Channel 2 Request
I|iITH
havethea essence
leg to
on. doesn't
That was
he reply of Balaban & Katz,
.see of WBKB (TV) Chicago,
CBS to the radio-TV manukrer's request that FCC deine its rights in Chicago's
imel 2 for which it has applied
lADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
!f : 6].
th Balaban & Katz and CBS
At these points in "motions to
e," filed with the Commission
6:
) If Zenith's request is a com: on the proposed allocation
. it has been filed too late,
ments, both statements pointed
were due May 7; oppositions,
11.
) If Zenith wants an official
g from the FCC, it should also
enied. Zenith has no rights in
mel 2, the statements declared,
use there is no conflict between
lith's application for that chanmd the proposed reassignment
7BKB from Channel 4 to Chan2. The reassignment is being
g by FCC order; therefore,
i is no legal ground on which
;.th can get into the case.
»ere is no prejudice to Zenith's
ication in changing the frecy of WBKB, the Balaban &
; statement averred. It con■if. Id:
the Commission adopts the other
osals for Chicago . . . there will
0 vacant VHF channel for which
vth can apply. But, exactly the
result would follow if the Comjfl /ion had not proposed to modify
had commercial
simply re1^B's
the license
number but
of VHF
ision channels to four in num;xt step is up to the FCC.
jiither Balaban & Katz nor CBS
essed themselves to the quesof whether the Commission
Id change its present practice
umping all applicants for a
e city into one hearing for
able channels.
lat question — as well as how
Commission is going to disaish between VHF and UHF
icants — will be faced after the
I ations proposals are made
it was learned.

ASCAP FEES
Matter to Judge Goddard
JUDGE Henry W. Goddard of the
U. S. District Court in New York
will hear the petition of 56 TV
broadcasters asking the court to
set fair and reasonable fees for the
use of ASCAP music on television
and also the request of ASCAP
for modification of the terms of
the government consent degree
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 6, July 23].
No date has been set for the
hearing as Judge Goddard is away
for the summer but presumably it
will take place sometime this fall.
U. S. District Court Judge
Gregory Noonan granted the request that the matter be referred
to Judge Goddard last Tuesday.
Move was made by agreement between Simon H. Rifkind, counsel
for the TV station operators, and
Robert P. Patterson, counsel for
ASCAP, because Judge Goddard
conducted the proceedings at the
time ASCAP accepted the original
consent decree in 1941 and also at
the time of the amended final
judgment in 1950.
SCHOOL
RADIO
Annual Conference Held
"TELEVISION is no threat to
school radio," Franklin Dunham,
chief of the Radio Div., U. S.
Office of Education, declared at the
Fifth Annual Conference on Radio
in Education.
Mr. Dunham spoke before 125
teachers, school administrators and
directors of 10 w FM educational
stations gathered at Indiana U.
on Aug. 2-3.
Rather, television has stimulated
interest among school people in
owning broadcasting facilities, said
Mr. Dunham. Low-power FM stations were suggested as being within financial reach of schools. As
a means of supplying such stations
with program material, Mr. Dunham mentioned the new tape-recording project located at the U. of
Illinois. He suggested also that
the USOE may in time become a
repository for tape-recorded educational programs.
Citing a need for subsidies, the
conference looked to national networks to release more programs
for rebroadcast on non-commercial
educational stations.
One difference of opinion among
school officials remained. That is
whether radio broadcasts to schools
should emphasize direct instruction
or should supplement regular school
work and stimulate pupil interest
throught showmanship.
The conference was organized
and directed by George C. Johnson,
director of radio educational programs at Indiana U.

C Names Barker
IL BARKER, executive producer and program director
KTSL (TV) Los
Angeles, last
week was named
television program and production director
of ABC Western
Div. and the network - owned
KECA-TV Los
Barker
Angeles, effective
WDGY Minneapolis is first station in
1. Before joining KTSL two
area covered by fifth district of the
B ago, Mr. Barker was execuAmerican Legion to receive a national
production assistant to David
citation for "outstanding public servolznick for five years.
ice" to legion.
BROADCASTING
e casting

Film Commercials
(Continued from page 66)
basis. The producers were more
unanimous in voting that this is
part of their assignment, 23 voting
that way to six who would leave
it up to the agencies and 14 who
thought it should be a joint function of both agency and producer.
Majority of both agencies and
producers felt that three is the
desirable number of producers to
be asked to bid on any TV commercial film order. Asked which
method of seeking bidding information is preferable agencies voted
28 for scripts, 33 for story board
and 27 for individual briefing as
their first choices, with only two
votes for mass briefing. Producers
voted 15 for scripts, 17 for story
board, 10 for individual briefing and
two for a general briefing session.
Both groups agreed that three
days to a week should be allowed
for preparing bids, but where the
majority of agencies reported that
they allow a week on the average,
most producers said that they are
allowed only one day to prepare
their bids.
Questionnaires were sent to 237
agencies — all that were listed as
having a TV department or executive— and to 160 film producers
felt to be currently or potentially
active in the field of producing film
commercials for television. Answers tabulated included 86 from
agencies and 45 from producers,
day. a few more coming in each
with
Decision to explore the matter
of standard specifications for TV
film commercials followed an ATS
meeting last fall [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Nov. 20] at which a
scheduled forum discussion of film
production problems errupted into
an argument over responsibility
for the too-frequent and too-costly
mistakes, agency panel members
blaming the producers and vice
versa. Ensuing discussion revealed
a basic lack of understanding between the two groups which pointed
to the need for industry standards
and ATS agreed to circulate a
questionnaire as the first step
toward fulfilling this need.
Committee members in addition
to Chairman Reichert, are: Thomas
J. Dunford, Transfilm Inc.; John
Freese, Young & Rubicam; G. David
Gudebrod, N. W. Ayer & Son; C. E.
Hooper, C. E. Hooper Inc.; and
Leslie Roush, Leslie Roush Productions.
Cincinnati

"
1
UNITED FEATURE7
TELEVISION

presents a ^reat
15 catch !

6por
COLL
EL'S
NKE
DUEG
DICK
FOOTBALL
RATINGS!

Entering the second big TV season! Dick Dunkel's Football Ratings
have been followed by millions of
fans for over twenty years. Package includes weekly merchandising
traffic-puller mat service with
ratings on 400 teams.
Action shots from top college and
university teams across the nation.
Scientifically computed strength
ratings and expectations in coming
games. 13 week presentation . . .
first release Sept. 17th. Time: 15
minutes. Commentary by Bob Wilson. Write, phone or wire immediately for your market price.
TEL RA PRODUCTION
Producers of National Pro Highlights,andTelesports
Digest,
Sports
BriefsTouchdown

Pool

WLWT (TV) WKRC-TV and
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, in a special
pool arrangement last week
brought Queen City viewers the
first public hearings telecast there.
Hearings centered around the City
Council's investigation of alleged
auto wreck-towing racket involving
the police. The stations last Monday cancelled all afternoon schedules to carry the entire hearing
from 1:45-5 p.m.

UNITED
FEATURE
TELEVISION
220 E. 42nd St.

N. Y. 17, N. Y.
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Movies in Radio-TV
(Continued from page 23)
"from the information now before
the Commission, that, despite the
applicants' characterization of the
above applications as applications
for approval of 'involuntary' transfers of control, the actions taken
thereunder were voluntary in nature and were taken without approval of the Commission as required by Sections 310(b) and 319(b) of the Communications Act."
Sees. 310(b) and 319(b) of the
Communications Act require FCC
approval to transfers of licenses
and construction permits, respectively.
The initial issue given in the order seeks to obtain full information "with respect to the participation of any of the applicants,
their officers, directors, stockholders, employes, or agents, in any
violations of either Federal or state
anti-trust laws."
The order indicated FCC wished
to determine the "extent and character of such participation, and
the results of any litigation flowing from such participation."
FCC Explains Order
"More specifically," the order
said, FCC wished "to secure information as to: (a) Whether the violations committed were willful or
inadvertent; (b) whether the violations were committed over a long
period of time or, in terms of time,
were isolated events; (c) whether
the violations were recent; (d)
whether the violations also constituted violations of Sees. 311 and
313 of the Communications Act."
Sec. 311 authorizes FCC to refuse a license to anyone found
guilty by a Federal court "of unlawfully monopolizing or attempting unlawfully to monopolize, radio
communication."
Sec. 313 of the Act makes the
anti-trust laws applicable to radio
broadcasting and allows a court in
making an anti-trust decree to also
revoke the radio license of a party
adjudged guilty. Sec 311 also directs FCC to refuse a license to any
party whose license was previously
revoked under Sec. 313.
The Commission stated it also
wanted details "concerning the in-

SRT-TV
INTENSIVE PROFESSIONAL
COURSES
m TELEVISION
BROADCASTINO
Instruction
by top-ranking
als
under actual
broadcast profession*
condition*
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educational • Day or Eveotag
Approved for Veterans
Send for free prospocfu*
"Carters in fe/ovfafon"
SRT
(School ol Radio TtdmUqntl
TELEVISION STUDIOS
Amtrlsa't Qldttl troadeasHmg Html
)U W«*t57 Stroot, NowYott tf,N.Y.
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violations unless and except to u
extent that they bear a proxim;
and proved relationship to 1
qualifications of the applicant
licensee for station managenn

dividual or individuals responsible
for the formulation of the applicants' present business policies and
to determine whether those policies
&s formulated, and as executed, are
violative of Federal or state antilaws."
As atrustfurther
general issue, FCC
said it wished to determine "in the
light of the evidence adduced" under certain other issues, "whether
the applicants, their officers, stockholders and directors, are qualified
from the standpoint of character
and conduct to be licensees, and
whether the grant of the above applications would be in the public
interest, convenience and necesIn connection with the several
transfer applications pending, FCC
sity." it seeks information on
stated
the terms of the consent decree entered by Paramount Pictures Inc.
as a result of the Supreme Court's
ruling in U. S. v. Paramount Pictures Inc. (334 U. S. 131), and as
to the steps taken by Paramount
Pictures Inc. as a result. The Commission indicated it is interested in
the steps taken to "properly comply" with Sees. 310(b) and 319(b)
of the Communications Act.
The 1948 SCOTUS ruling, which
pertained to other major movie
firms in addition to Paramount,
held certain practices of these firms
in controlling the production, distribution and exhibition of movies
violated the anti-trust laws. The
court did not hold vertical integration per se was illegal.
The case was remanded to the
District Court to consider whether
particular theatre holdings of various producing and distributing
companies violated these statutes.
Paramount entered into a consent
decree in 1949, agreeing to separate
its production and distribution activities from those of exhibition.
Two new independent firms were
organized for this purpose. Paramount Pictures Corp. succeeded to
the production and distribution
business while United Paramount
Theatres succeeded to the exhibition business, involving operation
of several hundred theatres. The
original Paramount radio holdings
were proposed to be divided between the two new firms and the
pending transfer applications cover
this phase.
FCC said it desires "full information with respect to all the facts
and circumstances surrounding the
filing" of the transfer applications.
The order indicated FCC seeks
further "to determine whether the
execution of any contracts, agreements or understandings entered
into by Paramount Pictures Inc.
relating to said transfer applications ... or any acts performed
pursuant
thereto, and
were319(b)
in violation"
of Sees. 310(b)
of the
Communications Act or Sees. 1.321,
1.342 and 1.343 of FCC's rules.
Complete details "regarding the
properties received by transferees,
Paramount Pictures Corp. and
United Paramount Theatres Inc.,
as a result of the dissolution of
Paramount Pictures Inc., the consideration paid therefor, and the

H. PETER LASKER (r), manager,
WLWD (TV) Dayton, mixes in a
playful tussle with a Baer. In this
case it's Max Baer, the former
heavyweight champ, and the pair was
only joking after a tennis match.
Dorothy Sanders, WLWD promotion
manager, intercedes. Mr. Baer was
in Dayton
referee
WLWD's won
television to
wrestling
tournament,
by Ruffy Silverstine and Mildred
Burke. Some 7,000 persons attended
fhe tournament finals, held last month
in the U. of Dayton fieldhouse for
the benefit of the cerebral palsy fund.
terms of payment of such consideration" was set forth as desired by
FCC. "In the event no monetary
consideration was paid," FCC said
it wished "the full terms of the
transactions resulting in the acquisition by the transferees of the
properties
in question."
The Commission
stated it also
wished to determine whether, since
Jan. 1, 1950, the broadcast facilities
licensed to Paramount Pictures
Inc. "have been owned, operated or
controlled by individuals or corporations without authorization of
this commission and in violation of
Sec. 301 of the Communications
Act." Sec. 301 requires that the
operator of a radio station must
have a license therefor.
Aside from seeking details about
the corporate structure of Paramount Pictures Corp. and United
Paramount Theatres and the legal
and other qualifications of their
officers, directors, and stockholders,
FCC said it wished to determine
"the policies to be pursued" by the
two companies "in the operation
and control of the broadcast facilities owned by them or their subsidiaries." FCC said it wants in
addition "full information as to the
individual or individuals authorized to formulate and execute such
Paramount spokemen last week
officially
policies." had "no comment" upon
the Commission's order. However,
it was understood they felt the
issues in the hearing "sound worse
than they are" and merely pose
questions they normally would be
expected to meet during the course
of such a hearing.
Paramount through the years has
vigorously held that FCC "may not
lawfully revoke or fail to renew the
license of an otherwise qualified
applicant because of allegedly
monopolistic practices in a noncom unications field . . . and may
not even take into account such

Commission has availa
and"The
control."
a direct, reliable guide to Pa
mount's qualifications for licensi
namely, its record as a licensee o\
a period of many years," FCC m
previously informed.
The Paramount views were e
phasized to FCC in early 1949
a memorandum brief seeking
newal of the licenses of certain si
sidiary firms. Paramount clahr
that to disqualify anti-trust si
lators would mean a "sweeping
organization" of the U. S. ra<
and TV structure [Broadcasting
Telecasting, March 21, 1949].
"The business establishments
the U. S. which have been unsi
cessful litigants in anti-trust pi
ceedings constitute a blue-ribb
list of American industries" and
would be contrary to "law, poli
and common sense" to preclu
them from radio, Paramou
argued.
It was noted that when t
Justice Dept. began its investig
tion of movie practices in 19:
Paramount and the other firi it!
"voluntarily cooperated" with t;
government to remove the caus'
of the complaint. The proceedir
described as "remedial" and rj
"punitive,"
culminated in the 19
SCOTUS ruling and subseque
1949 consent decree.
FCC's early contention th
Paramount's 29% of DuMont co
stitutes "control" of that firm w
reaffirmed in a December 19 IE
initial decision by ex-Hearing E
aminer Jack P. Blume. Both Par
mount and DuMont have contest
this issue through the years.
DuMont earlier this year coi
plained to the Commission that th
question has been a "critical har l
ship" in the conduct of its busine
[Broadcasting
• Telecastin !
March 19]. DuMont asked t!
Commission to dismiss the July 21950, request
for of
"involunta
transfer
of control"
DuMonl
WABD
(TV), WTTG (TV) ai
WDTV
(TV) to Paramount Pi
tures Corp. It was held the tran
fer application had been filed und> or
"protest" and contended it was n
necessary.
It was not known last we<
whether the Paramount hearir
will be conducted by a hearing e;i|j
aminer, a Commissioner or by tl
Commission itself.
Several protests are pending 1 1
FCC to the proposed merger >
ABC
and UPT, including cor
plaints by other movie interes: |
(see story page 77).
'Mr. & Mrs.' in Color
PLANS for color television's fir
regularly scheduled husband-an<
wife program Two Sleepy Peopl
were announced last Thursday 1
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS Tel
vision Division vice president ai
director of network programs. Tl
series starts next Monday and w
be seen Mon.-Fri. 10:30-11 a.m.
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Hollywood Talent
(Continued from page 65)
ptine is seen in the weekly 30hute TV film Shadoiv of the
>ak. Dane Clark, Alan Mowbray
i Ann Rutherford co-starred in
yue Productions' Unfinished
'siness, a half-hour comedy-dra-

oan Bennett will be seen in a
ieo film series temporarily titled
kn Bennett Presents which will
iture dramatized original plays.
3 will be m.c. and occasional star.
- ;kagers of the program are EdLewis who produced Faye
lerson's first TV series and G.
lph Branton, formerly general
nager of Tri-State Theatres,
iwest chain. Significant is the
t that Mr. Branton a few weeks
) was nominated for board memship of Monogram Pictures
Bert&'Lytell, stage and film actor,
(iow identified with TV as "FathBarbour" in the video version of
\e Man's Family. In addition he
a- has a New York television
iw of his own.
"Jary
Cooper,
one has
of been
the distop
vie stars
of today,
cing a TV series with William
■•iris Agency in New York and
llywood. He would be producer
:) in control of the TV film pack2 as well as its star, if plans
rk out. A series of 40 30-minute
[tts yearly would be produced

Telestatus
(Continued from page 68)
ople described the program as
irmful."
- i'n the unsponsored survey, Adinterviewed 365 Negroes in
n a •test
New York Metropolitan area,
hat these, 244 had seen the show,
i i out the program, 72.5% offered
m favorable comment.
ljAs for the NAACP statement,
1st of the 244 disagreed that the
kw was harmful, saying that it
3 *ls offered merely as entertainnt and accepted as such. Only 31
tj |nted the program discontinued.

at estimated cost of $20,000 each.
Of particular interest to the
star is the fact that the prolonged running time of a TV series
in the expanding market will provide him with a large annual income for many years. With single
picture committments, under his
freelance status, he is not convideo deals.tractually prohibited from makingWilliam Holden is asking for
TV rights for all new deals when
he winds up his Paramount-Columbia contract next year. Teresa
Wright is another movie star to
turn to video. She plays a woman
doctor in the TV series scripted by
Niven Busch, her husband.
Western Star Mulls TV
Johnny Mack Brown is looking
into the possibilities of television.
The Monogram western star is
giving the field a careful onceover, for a possible later video
program. For more than a year his
old theatrical pictures have been
steadily shown on video nationally.
Gene Autry has been making his
own TV films for almost a year
now. Roy Rogers, free from his
Republic Pictures contract, has
set up his own production unit and
is shooting a series of half-hour
TV western films starring himself,
Dale Evans and horse, Trigger.
Alan Ladd, with a committment
to Paramount, has established his
own independent production unit,
Ladd Enterprises, and will produce film for both TV and theatrical release.
Billie Burke is another from
stage and screen to enter TV. She
has her own five weekly half-hour
program on KTTV Hollywood.
There is possibility that it will be
filmed later for national distribution to other stations.
ABC-UPT
ANSWER
Franchon & Marco Petition
UNITED PARAMOUNT Theatres
Inc. and ABC told the FCC last
week that the Fanchon & Marco
petition to intervene in their merger applications [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 6] should be
denied because "no rights or interests which would be affected
by a. grant of the instant applications," has been shown.
In their answer, UPT and ABC
assert that Fanchon & Marco is
alleging a grievance against UPT
in connection with the theatre business "over which the Commission
has no jurisdiction." They claim
that Fanchon & Marco "should not
be permitted to take advantage of
the Commission's procedures by
prosecuting private law suits at
Commission hearings or to use
Commission proceedings as a means
of influencing the outcome of such
private actions." Reference is to
pending litigation in the U. S.
District Court in New York where
Fanchon & Marco is suing UPT
and Paramount Pictures Corp. for
treble damages under the antitrust laws.

fiarles-Walcott Fight
dps Nielsen July Report
IS Charles-Walcott heavyweight
rampionship bout championed the
tional Nielsen Ratings for the
) 10 television programs for the
io weeks ending July 21. Anjier sports event whose popularplaced it among the select 10
j jus the All Star baseball game.
i tings follow:
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS HOMES
(%)
PROGRAM
51.7
Charles-Walcott Fight
35.5
Big Town
31.8
Racket Squad
31.4
Kraft Te'evision Theatre
31.2
Westinghouse Theatre
Fireside Theatre
31.1
27.6
Amos 'n' Andy
27.3
Original Amateur Hour
27.3
All Star Baseball Game
27.1
Somerset Maugham Theatre
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
lecasting
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SAG-TVA
(Continued from page 65)
and SEG filed as intervenors. TV A
seeks to represent talent employed
by networks or stations telecasting
on a multiple-station basis in New
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Initial hearings on the TVA petition were held earlier this year in
New York and Hollywood under
NLRB
auspices
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
March
26, 12].
Neither the actors' nor extras'
guild challenges TVA jurisdiction
over talent on "live" or kinescoped
shows but held that a separate unit
should be designated by the board
for performers involved in film
sequences. In this connection, a
distinction is noted in the case of
the Groucho Marx Show, which is
telecast before a live audience and
which, though subject to retakes
and inserts in kinescope versions is
produced primarily for television.
Different working conditions and
production techniques — those of
motion picture facilities — arise,
however, in filming of the Amos
'n' Andy program at movie studios,
it was explained. NLRB Members
Abe
ing. Murdock, James Reynolds Jr.
and Paul Styles sat in at the hearSAG Movie Contract
SAG spokesmen noted that it
already holds contracts with motion
picture producers relating to film
performers, and questioned the
wisdom of including those performers in the same unit with "live"
talent under TVA jurisdiction "that
is 3,0C0 miles away" (in New
York). In the Amos V Andy case,
CBS is the actual employer, they
held.
TVA authorities said, however,
they know of no pictures made for
television which also are shown in
theatres throughout the country,
though they conceded this was
"mechanically possible." They held
that actors appearing on Amos V
Andy (about 30 performers are involved in production) should be
bracketed with TVA live units.
RCA Victor has announced that
sixth bound volume of RCA Victor
Service Data is now available. Book
contains all technical data on 1950
models of RCA Victor TV sets.
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VETERAN quarter-hour show, Dr.
Fixum's Household Hospital, went
into film production last week at
Vogue-Wright Studios, Chicago.
Show has been on ABC-TV and
Producer - Director - Creator Ed
Skotch handles a live production of
it for WENR-TV Chicago. Screening prints will be available Sept. 1.
A new mystery drama series,
Intrigue, goes into production at
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions,
Hollywood, next month. Each program will consist of an original
play and a different cast, running a
half-hour. OFFICIAL FILMS will
handle release of first 13 this winter. Another Fairbanks film, Front
Page Detective, was renewed for
another 13 weeks by Guild Wine on
seven TV stations— WABD (TV)
New York, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, KGO-TV San Francisco,
WENR-TV Chicago, WXEL (TV)
Cleveland, WDAF-TV Kansas City
and WCAU-TV Philadelphia. Guild,
Eascom & Bonfigli Inc., San Francisco, is agency.

Cuban Network Sold
ACQUISITION of Union Radio, one
of Cuba's principal networks, and
Union Radio Television, operator of
a TV station in Havana, by Manuel
Alonso and Jose Pelleya was reported last week.
Mr. Alanso, owner of motion picture interests in Cuba, holds a controlling interest in the new radioTV ownership. Mr. Pelleya, a lawyer, owns a minority portion and
said nerhein theis business.
Mr. Alonso's only partMr. Pelleya said the price was
$500,000 cash but that the new owners assumed the radio-TV company's
obligations
assets.
Purchase
wasalong
from with
Gaspar
Pumarejo & Associates.
Construction of an additional TV
station — in Santa Clara — is under
consideration but no definite plans
have been made, Mr. Pelleya reported. Union Radio operates nine
radio stations.
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NARTB Meets
(Continued from page 27)
manpower shortage. Workshop discussions will be featured.
The resolutions committee is to
report at the close of the morning
meeting.
In the afternoon of the second
day William B. Ryan, president of
BAB, will conduct a practical program on sales and related broadcast advertising problems.
Associated Press plans to hold
separate sessions in each district,
showing how news can be utilized
for revenue purposes.
The Roanoke agenda will set a
general pattern for the entire 17district circuit though individual
district directors will adjust programs to suit their special situations.
While TV will have a place at
the meetings, principal autumn
forum for TV stations will be the
Oct. 19 Chicago meeting for video
members of the association. Under
board policy, this meeting will be
open only to NARTB TV members
whereas the June 22 TV station
meeting was open to both members
and non-members of the association
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 25].
At its Sept. 6-7 meeting the TV
Board will go over a long series
of key issues facing the young
video industry. Topics slated for
review center around the legislative situation, including proposals

of Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.)
(see story page 67); FCC allocation progress; excess profits tax;
theatre television, committee reports and the Ford Foundation
workshop proposal (see story page
27).
The TV Board will take a careful look at the work of its Television Program Standards Committee, headed bv Robert D. Swezev,
WDSU-TV New Orleans. Three
subcommittees met last week to
start actual drafting of language
for portions of the code.
Committee 1, covering education,
culture, child programs and acceptability, met last Monday in New York
with Davidson Taylor, NBC, as chairman. Committee 2, on news and public events, religion, local responsibility and controversial issues, was
slated to meet Friday in New Orleans
under chairmanship of Harold Hough,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth. Committee 3,
on advertising practices, met Wednesday in Milwaukee with Walter J.
Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, as
chairman.
Mr. Brown attended all three meetings. A fourth committee on observance, headed by Paul Raibourn, KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, will get down to
serious work when the other three
groups have drawn up basic material.
The full committee will meet next
Oct. 2-3 to go over work of the subcommittees.

New Members
The TV membership of NARTB
reached a total of 69 last week,
including two networks (NBC and
DuMont). Among recent additions
to the TV rolls are KFMB-TV San
Diego; WEWS (TV) Cleveland;
WCPO-TV Cincinnati; KING-TV
Seattle and WOR-TV New York.
AM membership of NARTB has
been staying around the 950-point
for about a year but the headquarters staff is looking for an
Advertising succeeds
upward trend as the membership
drive gets into action. Board
with BUB win
members will join the stations relations staff in bringing in new members. Flanking Mr. Hardesty in
Continuous advertising in the station relations work is William K. Treynor, assistant director.
Mr. Fellows has been looking
Printers' Ink develops
into every phase of the headquarter operation and is making a lot
cumulative impact I of changes. Already the operating
tempo has been stepped up in
Washington and a number of steps
that creates a
will be taken as the result of comments by both members and nonmembers.
vivid picture of
A sharp crack at the association
was taken last week by Trueman
your station and
T. Rembusch, secretary-treasurer
of Syndicate Theatres Inc., operatmarket in the minds of the
ing WCSI-AM-FM Columbus, Ind.
Mr. Rembusch cited five reasons
explaining why WCSI had cancelled its NARTB membership.
■.leadingRrp©!
First, he charged, NARTB serves
"only the large clear channels and
BITi[7^lfi|jfland
is the tool of the networks." Second,
he said, NARTB "does not justify
helps you sell
its existence for the first rule of
any association is that it must serve
all of its members, both large and
more advertising.
NARTB was mainly responsible
small."
for
wrecking the old FM Assn., in
Mr.
Rembusch's
a claim
that opinion.
discussionHe ofadded
the
ASCAP
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problem was deliberately

sidetracked at an NAB district
meeting two or three years ago at
French Lick, Ind., claiming the association handled ASCAP affairs
for the benefit of transcription
companies rather than stations.
Finally Mr. Rembusch blamed
NARTB for the TV allocations
mess. He contended the association served only large-station operators in 1945 when it endorsed
the VHF
allocation.
He form
predicted small
stations " will
their own association.
Atlanta
(Continued from page 25)
its founding 11 years ago, has been
elected vice president and general
manager of the new TV station.
He has sold his WAGE interest
(see separate story).
Mr. Lane has purchased RCA
studio and camera equipment which
is now being shipped. The station's studios will be located in the
old Constitution Bldg., where the
discontinued WCON-AM-FM headquartered. Eventually, Broadcasting Inc. hopes to have its own
building but is presently concerned
with getting on the air as soon
as possible.
Arch Rogan, formerly of WAGATV Atlanta, has been named sales
manager by Mr. Lane. Harvey
Aderhold, now chief engineer of
WIBC Indianapolis and formerly
WSCR FULLTIME
Five-Hour Show Marks Switch
FIVE-HOUR inaugural programming Aug. 5 greeted fulltime
operation of WSCR
Scranton, Pa.,

chief engineer of WCON, has be) J
named chief engineer.
A. Ee
Cullum Jr. is consulting engines I
Paul D. P. Spearman is attorneJ
Mr. Sturdivant told Broadcas
ing • Telecasting "We are vejj
pleased that the FCC has given i
consent to transfer of the Chann
8 license to our company. It wi
soon be possible for the people i
the Atlanta area to enjoy mar
more fine television programs, ii
eluding locally originated pn
grams of special interest. . . .
"Since all of the stockholders <
Broadcasting Inc. are residents c
Atlanta, we feel a special obligj
tion to provide and broadcast tl!
finest possible service to the con
munity. We shall do everythin
possible
meetwillandendeavor
fulfill ox,'tl
obligation to and
prove that we are worthy of th
confidence the Commission ha
In itsin memorandum
opinion an
shown
us."
order granting assignment of th
WSB-TV license to Broadcastin
Inc. the FCC (Chairman Coy an
Comr. Hennock not participating
said the transfer satisfied FC1
rules covering multiple ownershif
The Commission rejected confer
tion of WGST, applicant for Char
nel 11 in Atlanta, that WSB-T
application should not be grantee
WGST had argued that Broad
casting Inc. should not be allows
to "come in the back-door" of At
lanta on the only channel availabl
by the assignment route and thu
preclude comparative consideratio
with other applicants for the re
maining channel. The FCC he!
the Ashbacker case did not applj
Taking a stand with WGST ha
been E. D. Rivers Jr., licensee o
WEAS Decatur, Ga., and also a
Atlanta TV applicant.
The FCC ruling stated that i:
line with precedent, applicants fo
a new CP are not entitled to com
parative consideration with an ap
plicant for license assignment.
Last Aug. 1 the FCC grante,
extension of the completion dat
of WCON-TV's CP to Feb. 15.
Counsel for WSB-TV are Paul A
O'Bryan and William Sims, c
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson.

which has operated as a daytime
independent since
1947. The station, owned by
David M. Baltimore, son of
Louis G. Baltimore,
owner-opDavid Baltimore
erator of WBRE
Wilkes-Bar re,
Pa., is on 1320 kc with 1 kw day
and 500 w night.
David Baltimore purchased
WSCR last month from Mrs. James
Dohertv of Scranton and other
stockholders for S150,000. FCC
approved the change to fulltime
last December but installation and
adjustment of new equipment
forced a delay in starting the new
schedule, the station reported.
Salutations on the station's fulltime programming came from
Scranton's Mayor James T. Hanlon
and other civic and business executives. Also aired were segments
of current programs with a review
of past shows and a history of the
station. Mr. Baltimore had been
manager of WBRE since 1945 before buying the Scranton outlet.
Barry Sherman is WSCR operations manager and sports director;
Willard Shimski is chief engineer.
117-119WEVD
W. 46 St
Station is licensed to Lackawanna
Valley Broadcasting Co.
HENRY GREENFIELD, Mg. Director JLY.19
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

INSTITUTE
N.U. Sessions Conclude
>JTH annual NBC-NorthwestU. Summer Radio and TeleviInstitute was concluded last
i in Chicago with Charles J.
| pieman Jr., WTAR Norfolk, Va.
ed winner of a full scholarship
the six-week session because of
"outstanding contribution" to
institute.
lthough there was only one
scholarship presented at the
jal banquet, 71 certificates
3 given out by Judith Waller,
'ctor of public affairs and educa| at NBC Chicago, and Donley
^eddersen, chairman of the dement of radio at N.U., coztors of the institute. Edward
iley, director of public affairs
education for the network, was
it speaker at the banquet,
ne following
persons were
^red as "outstanding" students:
I therine Hawes, head of high school
Ssh department
in Marquette,
..: Alvo Martin Jr., news editor.
JTL Waterville, Me.; Constantino
ardez, DYSR in the Philippines;
rt Chenoweth, assistant professor
:peech, Michigan State College;
d Kushler, student, Michigan State;
■rtNewEverett,
ColYork; student.
Benny Harper
Cummings.
JU Greenville, S. C; Charlotte AbTulsa; Kathleen D. Gindick, stuU. of Illinois; James Reese, stu. TJ. of Texas Radio House; Harry
am,Jr.,KAUS
student,
N. U.;Minn.;
DonaldRichard
RichAustin,
MBS Chicago,
nquet guests included Harry C.
, NBC vice president and general
jiger of WNBQ (TV) and WMAQ
igo; Jules Herbuveaux. manager
"V operations
at NBC Chicago;
and
Hunter, television
director,
igan State College; James Mc>.ey, dean of the school of speech
.U., and A. C. VanDusen, director
le N.U. summer session.

BOB PARKER appointed farm service director KSIB
Creston, Iowa. Mr.
„ .•
Parker has been
with WMT < .-rlai
Rapids, WOI Ames,
Iowa.

BC

ndau On Tour
M RANDAU, executive diDr of the Federal Civil Defense
linistration, is currently on a
oined business-vacation tour of
idinavian countries, checking
civil defense operations in
;zerland, Sweden and other
itries. Mr. Randau, stockholder
"NEW
New to
YorkFCDA
and top
execuassistant
Adminis3r Millard Caldwell, is expected
eturn early in September folng a visit to London. He is
accompanied by Mrs. Randau.

niiniKinmmlr
JULSL
WL
I W
M 2*

Rating*,
The 3 R'» ■
Rates Results
made
V/DRC 1st choice In the
Hartford Market. Write
y/m.
Comrner,reia\
Mgr., for cvoHabiW'e*Represented by
"JADCASTING

air-casters

direc-to
, progr
SMITHPortla
A. KPOJ
nd, amOre.,
HUGH tor
KPIX San Francisco, as assistant program director.
MILTON R. FLACK appointed program director KWHN Ft. Smith, Ark.
He was with WSAZ Huntington, W.
Va.
CHARLES KINCAID, copy chief J. T.
Howard Adv., Raleigh, N. C, appointed continuity director WPTF
Raleigh. He replaces JOHN DILLON,
resigned to become public relations
director Davidson College.
JACK ORANCH, program director
WVOS Liberty, N. Y., to WKRT Cortland, N. Y., as disc jockey on special
personality show.
GORDON ALDERMAN, program manager WAGE Syracuse, to WHEN
(TV) Syracuse, as production director. EUGENE A. RAGUS, WHEN
sutido crew, called to active duty with
Air National Guard.
PAUL B. MARION, production manChar■
lotte, ager
N. WSOC
C, called
to duty
tor with as
Air navigaForce.
ARMAND BODIE,
announcing staff,
replaces Mr. MaBILL SEAMAN,
WGCH Greenwich,
Conn., to announcing staff KVOC
Casper, Wyo.
Mr. Marion
APRIL WALTERS,
graduate Boston U.
School of Radio, named women's editor and continuity writer WTWN St.
Johnsbury, Vt. KENTON MUDGETT,
continuity writer, appointed acting
program director, replacing ROBERT
S. WEBTER, resigned.
TED STAMM named director of hillbilly programs and chief hillbilly disc
jockey WCBC Anderson, Ind. Mr.
Stamm is also organizing live hillbilly
unit to be used by station in personal
appearance promotion.
ELIZABETH FORSLING, radio-television director Newsweek, appointed
assistant to CHARLES UNDERHILL,
national
director of programs ABCTV.
CHARLES P. PLUMP, noted cartoonist and writer, appointed radio script
editor WOAI San Antonio. ANGELA
RICH named to handle radio traffic.
She was with WBZ Boston.
GLENN L. SPRAGUE, station manager WWHG Hornell, N. Y., appointed
area coordinator WHAM Rochester,
N. Y. He will handle promotion and
publicity for primary area of station.
HERSCHELL GORDON LEWIS, manager WRAC Racine, Wis., appointed
City.
producer-director
WKY-TV Oklahoma
ROBERT ROBB, continuity acceptance
editor KECA-TV Hollywood, named
program assistant on daytime operations. PATRICIA STINSON, film
operations supervisor, transfers to
continuity acceptance. IDA KAY,
secretary to RUSSELL FURSE, assistant TV production manager, ABC
Western Div. and KECA-TV, replaces
Miss Stinson as film operations supervisor.

• Telecasting

BRUCE EAGON,
KVOO Tulsa, apBILL DANIELS,
newscaster KULA
Los Angeles, on
CEDRIC ADAMS,

Mr. Adams

chief announcer and
Honolulu, to KFWB
announcing staff.
noted radio personality neapolis,
WCCO Minsigned
agreement
extendhis contract
with ing station
through 1955.
JEAN SLADDEN,
traffic manager
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, appointed
director of women's
programs.
MARY
McKAY, executive
secretary, succeeds
Miss Sladden as

traffic manager.
JOHN CLAYTON to WMJM Cordele,
Ga., as disc jockey and newscaster.
MIKE WYNN, WLOG Logan, W. Va.,
to staff WKNA Charleston, W. Va.
BILL HYDEN, announcer KOCY Oklahomanouncer
City, KRMGappointed
special anTulsa.
TED BROWN,
disc jockey WMGM
New York, father of boy, Aug. 4.
MILTON SCHATZ, musical director
WIP Philadelphia, named to faculty
of Midway School of Music. He will
direct saxophone instruction.
S. ERNEST ROLL, district attorney
of Los Angeles, starts 15 minute
weekly program featuring discussion
of local programs on KLAC-TV Los
Angeles. ED LYON, KLAC-TV news
head, and FREEMAN LUSK, moderator
of
sist.station's Freedom Forum, will asCHRISTY WALSH Jr., press representative NBC Hollywood, and Peggy
Wright Cobb, married Aug. 4.
SHERRIL TAYLOR, sales promotion
manager KNX Hollywood and Columbia Pacific Network, named chairman
of attendance committee, Los Angeles
Advertising Club.
GEORGE VIEIRA, floor manager and
director KECA (TV) Hollywood,
named permanent director of three
weekly Mary McAdoo at Home proWILLIAM STRAUSS, announcer
gram.
WQXR New York, father of girl,
Pamela John, July 30.
ARTHUR PIERSON, TV director, and
MARJORIE HUNT, formerly traffic
manager, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles,
parents of boy, Timothy Arthur,
Aug. 1.
MAGGIE FOSS, script secretary on
CBS Club J 5, and Robert Wallace, are
to be married Aug. 15.
MURRAY ARNOLD, program director
WIP Philadelphia, named one of sponsors of special 10th Anniversary program and dinner of Philadelphia Fellowship Commission, Oct. 11.
TOM HAVEMAN, announcer KVOS
Bellingham, Wash., father of boy.
JIM GOODRICH, announcer, father of
A/ewi • • •
girl.
DAN KAVANAUGH, staff announcer
WNBZ Saranac Lake, N. Y., named
farm editor and disc jockey WKRT
Cortland, N. Y.

news director andpointed
chief
nouncer anKOTV
(TV) Tulsa.
MOND, newscaster
CHARLES
HAMWHEN
(TV)
Syracuse, father of girl, July 28.
ROBERT G. (Rob) DIEHL appointed
special events director and news editor WORZ Orlando, Fla. He was
with MBS.
BEN OMAN appointed news director
and director of special events WJOY
Burlington, Vt. He has just returned
from active duty with Marine Corps.
BARRY BARENTS appointed news director WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va.
He was with WTAG Worcester, Mass.,
and WLEE Richmond, Va.
JULIAN GOODMAN, network news
director NBC Washington, father of
boy, Aug.
JOE
PIERCE3. Jr. to news staff WFAA
Dallas.
Mr. Parker

CAMPBELL SOUP's Double or Nothing Troup left Aug. 10 for threeweek entertainment tour of military
installations in Europe, under auspices
of USO Camp Shows Inc. Program
regularly scheduled over NBC, Monday-Friday, 10:30-11 p.m. and 2-2:30
p.m., will be taped overseas and flown
back for broadcast to New York.
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MARKET
WMRY
programspeople
to more
than x/z
million Colored
throughout
Southern Louisiana, Mississippi,
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WMRY
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
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COTTON

PICKER

Texans Test DJ's Boast
IN an unguarded moment, Ed
Keane, disc jockey for KGBS Harlingen, Tex., said he could pick a
bale of cotton — 1,500 pounds — in
a week. Doubting Texans put up
prizes totaling $1,600 and dart"!
him to make good.
Mr. Keane last week found himself busy as a bollweevil trying
to .gather that baleful bale. First
day he managed 321 pounds which
even Texans admitted was a pretty
good start. Every possible convenience has been provided for Mr.
Keane. He was furnished ambulance service to and from the field
with a police escort. A bulletin
board was erected at the site to
keep spectators informed of his
progress.
The local newspaper, the Valley
Morning Star, has been playing up
the story as a feature in the manner of a prize fight, with seconds,
handlers, etc. Mr. Keane's efforts
have attracted visitors from a 60mile radius.
At 7:45 p.m. last Wednesday, the
sixth day of actual picking, he
finished with 1,540 lbs.
Admiral Expansion
ADMIRAL Corp., Chicago, major
manufacturer of television, radios
and appliances, has launched another portion of its long-range expansion plans with allocation of $7
million for construction in four
areas. Announcement was made
last week by Executive Vice President John B. Huarisa. Factory and
distribution facilities will be implemented in Chicago, Galesburg, 111.,
New York and Boston, with the Chicago and Galesburg factories getting more than 500,000 additional
square feet of floor space and distribution centers in Chicago, New
York and Boston increasing by
240,000 square feet.
RADIO - TELEVISION - RECORDING
and Advertising Charities, Los Angeles, will launch its 1952 drive Sept.
18. Jack Benny is campaign chairman.

DO

YOU

Disc Jockey Keane learns that it's
true what they say about cotton
<
picking.
FTC Cease-And-Desist
'WEAPON'
Cite
Orders
CEASE-AND-DESIST orders imposed by the Federal Trade Commission are its "most effective
weapon" against the resumption
of false advertising and other unlawful acts, FTC Chairman James
Mead declared last Wednesday.
Chairman Mead issued a policy
statement on commission procedure
because of confusion concerning
the agency's authority and reasons
for entering such orders even
though unlawful practices may have
been discontinued.
"Discontinuance of an unlawful
act . . . gives no definite assurance
that it will not be resumed," Chairman Mead explained, noting that
the question has been posed often
by respondents in appeals from
commission decisions. U. S. courts
repeatedly have held that it is within FTC discretion to issue such
orders, he added.
No penalty is attached to such
orders unless violated, wherein the
courts determine the penalty within the limits of the law.
NET SALES of General Foods for
quarter ended June 30 amounted to
$137,232,591 as against $124,637,967
for same period of 1950, but net earnings dropped from $5,854,279 for the
period last year to $4,131,530 this year,
company has reported. Decline in
earnings was attributed to increased
provision for income taxes, higher cost
of promotion and marketing expenses.
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SCBA SESSION
Radio-TV Talks Arranged
RADIO and television broadcasting
methods will be studied the eighth
day of the scheduled ten-day advertising indoctrination course being
offered 200 teachers in the Southern California area by the Los Angeles and Hollywood Advertising
Club and Los Angeles Advertising
Women in cooperation with the Los
Angeles Board of Education Aug.
20-31.
Sponsoring the radio-TV session
Aug. 28 at NBC Hollywood studios will be the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. Chairmaned by
Alan Courtney, NBC station relations and public service director,
the session will offer a series of
talks by speakers from various
phases of the industry in addition
to conducted tours to observe NBC
AM and TV operations.
Already scheduled to speak are
A. E. Joscelyn, director of CBS
Hollywood operations, and president, SCBA, who will act as host
for the day; Robert J. McAndrews,
managing director, SCBA, who will
offer the SCBA promotional presentation on Southern California
radio statistics. Mr. Courtney also
will speak on public service programming. Other speakers will be
named later.
Advertisers and advertising
agencies will participate in other
sessions of the 10-day workshop
with representative speakers and
TEST

tours through agencies planr.
Speaking at the Aug. 20 sess
on "Evaluation of Advertising
Our Economic System" will be NIN
Reagan, manager, Hollywood o •
McCann-Erickson, and presid
Advertising Assn. of the West,
Don Belding, Foote, Cone & Be
ingSpeakers
president.at other sessions:
Aug 21 on "How Advertising S
Ideas,
Products," Coun
Rot I
Coleson,Services
of the and
Advertising
Jim Bishop, Bishop & Assoc.; F. 1
Wilcox, assistant general mana; I
Sunkist; Edward Baumer, director I
public relations, Prudential Life
surance
Co., Los Angeles.
Aug. ]
"Organization
of the Advertis I
Business," Charles Collier, vice pr I
dent, AAW;
Carl Tester, manaj I
Philip J. Meany Co., Los Angeles I
vertising agency; Paul Russell, j
count executive, BBDO, Los Ange! |
Jack O'Mara, head of research i
promotion, John I. Edwards & Ass
Los Angeles. Aug 23, "How Adver
ing Uses Its Tools," Ray Gage, of C
Juneau
Inc. advertising
agency;W< '
Stromberger,
vice president,
Marquis Inc.; Frances Corey, direci
Inc.
publicity and sales promotion, ft
Co.; Don McNamara, Dudley Pictu
Advertising sessions will be held
Holmes Hall.

'BOX 13' STATUS
In Mayfair Bankruptcy Cc
PRELIMINARY investigation ii
the status of the transcribed Al
Ladd Box 13 series has been im
at a meeting of creditors of M;
fair Transcription Co., Hollywo
Firm is undergoing bankrup
[Broadcasting • Telecastij
June 25]. Decision as to owners]
of the package probably will aw
legal action by the creditors.
Chief creditor of Mayfair
American
Federation
of Rai
Artists. The union is owed $11,C
in back pay for 94 members for :
release and foreign distribution
Box 13. It originally sued t
bankrupt firm for $13,000 and y*
granted judgment of $11,000
the court last April. Mayfair fil a
for bankruptcy in Los Ange
Federal Court July 13.

OFFERS
WJR Cites Listener Pull
IMPRESSIVE figures denoting
widespread listener response to
test offers made on WJR Detroit
were cited last week by Worth
Kramer, vice president and general
manager of the Goodwill station,
as
of radio's
pullcontinuing
as a mass evidence
sales medium.
Responses numbering well over
the aggregate 20,000 mark were
reported by Mr. Worth for offers
aired on three different WJR programs during the summer and
spring months. Monthly mail
counts also were singled out as
proof of regular long-range listener reaction.
Most recent case was that of Van
Patrick's Sports Final, which last
month drew 3,714 requests from
31 states for copies of baseball
C H N S
data mentioned in two announcements. Two early morning proHALIFAX
NOVA SCOTI,
grams— the Pete and Joe Show and
Music Hall — accounted for reA CAPITAL Station
sponses totaling 10,827 and 6,000,
In A CAPITAL City gets
respectively. On the latter program, six participating announceYou CAPITAL Results!
ments for Chap-Ans were used
over a two-week period. The adAsk
vertising agency, Lawrence W.
JOS. WEED & CO.
Gumbinner, termed the returns
"excellent." Mail response to of
350 Madison Ave., New York
John Denman and the News also
P.S. We now have our 5000 Wol
was noted, with nearly 8,000 requests for health booklets by
Transmitter in operationl
Metropolitan Life Insurance during May and July.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

?C CHANGES
Powell Succeeds Weir

Mr. Powell

Mr. Weir

ia5 3 ST change in 15 years since
commercial department of Ca« pi r 3ian Broadcasting Corp. was
med has been announced at Toito, with the retirement of E. A.
■ir and the appointment of Walas commercial manmi srE.of Powell
CBC. Ronald Johnson has
tii
■ "f! n appointed assistant commer1 manager.
Mr. Powell was with the Cana:iiret
'« n National Railways, which opited broadcasting stations

Pis ■oughout Canada in the early
s. In 1932 when the Canadian
dio Broadcasting Commission
k over the government-owned
JR stations, Mr. Powell went
fch CRBC and four years later
en the CBC was formed he beftne assistant commercial manft ipr.
Mr. Weir was press and advertising representative for the Canaan National Railways in Europe
•■jftid became director of the CNR
dio system in 1929. Prior to join■» jg the CNR he had been in pub135 hing and agricultural work. He
-t,ned the CRBC as commercial
jjjj onager of the system, and in 1935
nt into business for himself
ndling transcriptions imported
?jja)m the United States for a num: of Canadian stations. In 1937
became commercial manager
d supervisor of press and inforition for CBC. He has been
r;|-Timercial manager since then to
i] is present retirement. Mr. Weir
rj j-nains
in an audience
advisory
,r7.
/parity with
and CBC
to develop
rveys and listener reaction stud. for CBC.
Ronald Johnson joined the CBC
Timercial department in 1940
ter experience in the agency field,
incipally with James Fisher Co.
d., Toronto where he was radio
•ector from 1932-1940.

•a

I Report
[3E Oil Industry Information
immittee of the American PetroJm Institute has prepared "A
eport on the Supply and Demand
Oil Products in 1951" which is
ing presented during August in
series of personal conferences
radio station managers and edn-s throughout the country. Prestations are made by local oil
en. One of the first conferences
as held with Frank Procter, sta»*1
in manager, WTJS Jackson,
nn., and president of the Tenssee Broadcasters Assn.
ROADCASTING

GENEVA MEET
Allocations Conference Set
INTERNATIONAL conference to
fix service allocations of frequencies
below 27.5 mc will be held in
Geneva beginning Aug. 16.
Scheduled for 90 days, conference was planned originally for
September 1950, but was postponed. Its purpose is to consider
methods by which the 1947 Atlantic
City allocations can be made effective throughout the world.
Among the services to which these
frequency bands were allocated at
Atlantic City are broadcasting,
fixed and mobile, amateur, radio
navigation (air and maritime).
Assignments of frequencies above
27.5 mc were put into effect Jan.
1, 1949.
U. S. delegation is headed by
Ambassador to Sweden W. Walton
Butterworth. Vice chairmen are
H. B. Otterman and C. W. Loeber
of the State Dept. Other delegates are:
Air Force — Maj. Richard G. Hall,
Maj. Seymour Stearns. Army — Lt.
Col. W. M. Lauterbach, Nathaniel
White. CAA — Lloyd Simson, Edmund
V. Shores. FCC— A. L. Mcintosh, John
Russ, Richard Solomon, Donald M.
Mitchell. Navy — Lt. Comdr. L. R.
Raish, William J. Millsap. State
— M. G. Jones, W. T. Stone, A. L.
Lebel, Mucio Delgado. Industry — ■
W. E. Weaver, Aeronautical Radio
Inc.; J. R. Rae, AT&T; Haraden Pratt,
American Cable & Radio Corp., newly
named telecommunications adviser to
President Truman [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 6]; Philip F. Siling
and Christian E. Pfautz, RCA. State
Dept.'s David Jones is secretary to the
delegation. Also participating as a
member of the U. S. delegation will
be U. S. Telecommunications Attache
for Europe Wayne Mason, on leave
from RCA.
TRANSMITTERS
New RCA AM Units
FACTORY production of two new
AM transmitters, a 5-kw model
BTA-5G and a 10-kw model BTA10G, has bee^n announced by the
RCA Engineering Products Dept.
Both will be available for fall delivery.
RCA claims both transmitters,
displayed at the NARTB convention last spring, "introduce superior
standards in design and performance, resulting in a considerable
saving in floor space and reduced
operating expense." Fewer tubes
and tube types, lower power consumption, higher fidelity and lower
distortion also are claimed for the
new models.
The 5 kw transmitter is priced
at $25,750 and the 10 kw transmitter at $27,500, each including
one set of tubes but without operating console. RCA indicated transmitter prices today are less than in
1939 because units have been made
more efficient and smaller in size
as well as competition in the field.
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'WELCOME7
C&W Bids New

Employes

CUNNINGHAM & WALSH is extending to all employes a welcoming- hand in the form of a 41-Dage
booklet which begins: "We're
miq-hty glad to have you with us —
bone vou'll stay with us for a long,
Ever realistic, the first item
C&w time."
explains to its new employes
lors:
is "How
you p-et paid."
Other tidbits of valuable
information
are
The "welcome mat" is out to new
employes, as shown on the cover
of the C&W booklet. A
BASEBALL CONTEST
WHB Hits 'Home Run'
Kansas City, Mo., is combating the mid-summer business lull
by promoting a baseball contest.
The contest is centered around
Larry Ray, popular WHB sportscaster, and the New York Yankees
farm team, the Kansas City Blues.
The Blues, with reportedly their
best nine since 1947, have a chance
of bringing
the City.
"Little World Series" to Kansas
Launched July 23, after a week
of preliminary build-up, the WHB
"Know Your Baseball Contest" offers $100 weekly to winners.
Sponsors are sold on a participating basis and enter into the promotion play by displaying correct
answers to contest questions.

WHB

KIEV Ballot Ordered
UPHOLDING National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians in its petition for a representative election among engineers
and technicians at KIEV Glendale,
Calif., to choose a bargaining
agent, the National Labor Relations Board Aug. 2 ordered an election at the station. Election will
be held within 30 days. Decision
followed an NLRB hearing on the
jurisdictional squabble at KIEV
between NABET and IBEW (International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers) which had representation at the station.

imnarted concerning1 the employe
and his job. then the booklet explains how the newcomer cm find
his wav around the building at
40 E. 34th St., New York.
The booklet is amusingly illustrated by Eric Gurnev, former
Walt Disn^v artist. Layout is bv
Howard Wilcox; typography by Ed
George.
BAN

BACKFIRES
Ball Club Alters Policy
A BAN against radio broadcasts
of home games of the Spartanburg (S. C.) Peaches has been
lifted by the baseball club which
became
alarmed at falling attendance.
During three previous seasons
WORD Spartanburg and its affiliate, WDXY (FM), aired both
home and road games of the
Peaches. This season, the ball club
management decided to permit
broadcasting of only road games.
Despite a successful season
afield, the team found fewer spectators in the stands. In a newspaper ad, the club management
asked why. Letters from fans indicated that the lack of interest
centered around the lapse in continuity of the broadcasts.
On July 27, the baseball management requested WDXY to resume home-game broadcasting. Arrangements completed, Walter J.
Brown, WORD president and general as
manager,
commented:
"By
working
a team,
radio stations
and baseball clubs can provide a
fine service to the public and at the
same time be mutually beneficial
to each other."
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Sealy Mattress
(Continued from page 30)
many trails in western radio. The
most effective and most aped device
originated by this agency has been
copy featuring history and local
color of communities where Sealy
dealers are located. A local dealer
name and special services are
prominently featured in every
commercial.
In addition to its consumer sales
value, this treatment has been invaluable in aiding the mattress
company to maintain cordial relations with hundreds of dealers. It
is the source of much "plus" advertising to both the manufacturer
and retailer, according to Mr.
Ostrow.
Murray Wagner, announcer, handles the commercials. The pinpointing of copy requires considerable research on the part of the
Wilder agency.
Dealers themselves in many
cases contribute information, a
further "plus" in Sealy's relationship with these outlets. Each
broadcast of The World Today
salutes two Sealy dealers — one in
Northern California and the other
in Southern California.
These dealers also actively promote and merchandise the broadcast date upon which their respective firms will be mentioned. So
precise in fact and so well presented are the community sketches
aired during the commercials, that

INDUSTRIAL
OF

THE

HUB

MIDWEST

is now Area.
designated
aQuad-Cities'
Critical Defense
233,012as
people live in this great industrial
market. Over 300 manufacturing
firms, plus the Rock Island Arsenal, provide the payrolls which add
up to a tremendous volume of buying power for your product.
WHBF

is the influential hometown station with the coverage and ■
the impact to deliver sales at a \;
profit in this big, unified market. ;

in many cases local Chambers of
Commerce add their weight in promotion of the broadcast.
Sealy copy meticulously avoids
any "pitch" or "high pressure"
selling, because as Mr. Wilder explains: "Our audience is not receptive to that type of copy. Shows
we sponsor are chosen because of
that very audience. People who
seek intelligent, informed analysis
of current affairs from their radios
appreciate treatment of commercial
copy with equal emphasis and respect for their intelligence.
"We concentrate on this type of
audience because we believe it is
the group most likely to shop for
quality rather than price," he continued. "Since nearly all name
brand mattresses sell within the
Sealy price range, the firm does
not attempt to compete with offbrand
products."
California
mattress dealers have
reported to Mr. Wilder that more
than 70% of the customers enter
their store pre-disposed toward
buying a Sealy mattress. Most of
them mention the Sealy broadcast
as their introduction to the product, he said.
'Don't Be Switched'
Sealy Warns
Because Sealy is a standard
brand item, dealers sometimes are
tempted to "switch" customers to
some other "just-as-good" brand
on which they can get a much
higher mark-up price. When this
fact was reported to him, Mr.
Wilder began to insert "don't be
switched" warnings in Sealy commercial copy. Results have been
so spectacular that in many cases
retail outlets have decided to handle the Sealy product exclusively,
Mr. Ostrow reports.
Realizing the public service nature of its programming, Sealy of
California has been most careful
to preserve its impact by closely
guarding quality of the copy, Mr.
Wilder stressed. Since most of its
listeners are rather seriously disposed during the broadcast, Sealy
keeps a reserved, friendly and sincere copy approach so that no false
note will be sounded to the person
wrapped up on world news developments, Mr. Wilder declared.
Aside from its radio advertising,
Sealy this spring bought a series
of billboards in the Los Angeles
area to give an added impetus to its
spring selling drive.
For an eight months period the
firm also sponsored a musical series
on KNBH (TV) Hollywood. Still
interested in TV, Sealy of California is continuing the study of
video as a supplementary medium
in the near future.
"Sealy depends upon both frequency and low-pressure copy as
its selling tools," Mr. Wilder said
in the way of explanation. "While
TV's impact is great, so far cost
of attaining a frequency similar
to the radio campaign is very much

NAT. REPS. AVERY KNODEL, INC. /.
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Enthusiastic response by retailhigher."
ers to the news analyst programs

VEECK
Miss Wulff Scores 'Hit7
MAGGIE of WULFF,
women's
director
WERE Cleveland,
was hit on the head by a
baseball just prior to going
on the air chatter
with her program,
women's
baseball
Fan Fair. The errant ball
was thrown by Boston Red
Sox pitcher Maurice McDermott and intended for his
team mate, Ray Scarborough.
When Miss Wulff regained
consciousness, Pitchers McDermott, and Scarborough
were hovering nervously by.
As a consolation prize, Miss
Wulff was awarded the baseball. Pitcher McDermott autographed the ball and added
the
comment,
sorry."
Team Mate "I'm
Scarborough
siorned his name and wrote,
"I'm sorry, too." Miss Wulff
went on the air as scheduled.
and dealer name mention is illustrated by two from among hundreds of complimentary letters
received.
"You can be sure the Ramona
(Calif.) Furniture Co. will be adequately stocked with Sealy products
to back up your excellent prosaid one letter.
"Incidentally wegram,"received
some very
good
comments on the program from
ourAncustomers."
Alhambra furniture store
owner thanked the manufacturer
accordingly: "It is good merchandising ideas like these 'salutes' that
have helped us make Sealy the
largest selling mattress we carry."
UN

Delegation

A MEMBER of the State Dept.'s
International Broadcasting Division (Voice of America) has been
appointed to the U. S. delegation
on the Economic and Social Council of United Nations, which opened
in Geneva July 30. Chester D.
Harvey was named one of two
press and information officers in
the Secretariat group which accompanied the delegation. Corwin D.
Edwards, director of Industrial
Economics Bureau, Federal Trade
Commission, was appointed an
advisor.

the

SHOW

Browns' Owner Begins Sen's
BILL VEECK, new owner of th
St. Louis Browns baseball club, wil
be heard in his own weekly 15-min
ute show, aired Sundays at 8 p.™
over KWK St. Louis.
His wife, Mary Frances, will as
sist him. Johnny O'Hara, sports
caster, will serve as announcer. Mi
Veeck, when in Cleveland, had hi;
own TV sei-ies along with few)
weekly radio broadcasts.
In The Bill Veeck Show, basebal
will be the number one topic, bu
Mr. Veeck's wide knowledge an<
acquaintanceship in the sport:
world will give added spice t<
other subjects on the year-rouiu
With his share of remuneratioi
program.
from his new program, Mr. Veecl
will start a fund for the Missour
Boys' Town and various St. Louif
orphanages.
KRNT CONTEST
Winner Names Manhole Cove
DON BELL, disc jockey for KRNI
Des Moines, has just finished e
highly successful, if somewhat zanj
audience-building promotion con
test.
Listeners were asked to name
what Mr. Bell was thinking
He not only was musing over «
manhole cover, but a specific one
Listeners also were asked to write
in 10 words or fewer: "Why I think
DonA Bell
crazy."
localis housewife
named the
specific manhole cover. An entry
thought Mr. Bell was crazy because "everyone knows the famous
Bell
is cracked."
From
the contest Mr. Bell enhanced his personal popularity,
KRNT gained listeners, and entrants won substantial prizes.
Who's crazy?

SIXTH "transcribed sales meeting" of
Associated Program Service, dealing
with "Next Week's Cancellation," is
currently being circulated to APS
member stations for their use in boosting sales.

KOKOMO

market

is

rich

!

Distribution of Listening Homes
among stations . . .
WIOU . . . 67.0%
Latest Conlan Figures . . .
74,1\Q $302,329,00CV
RETAIL SALE SALES
FOOD SALES
1000 WATTS
$ 181,967, OOO $46,980,000
MO. gggg STORES
591

DRUG SALES
$6,539,000

KOKOMO, INDIANA
Columbia Broadtos*ing System
Notional Sep: We-erf * Cp.
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3 ADIO, TV GAINS
Predicted by De Groot
' DIO and television will expense their greatest development in
forthcoming year was the predion of Mitchell De Groot Jr.,
j.C New York manager of adtising and promotion, at Los
,geles Advertising Club meeting
ail che Biltmore Hotel last Tuesday.
ti ,ie said it would be a "big year
television because of the inased use of daytime programs"
lie, 1 i "for radio because national
£ i /ertisers are realizing that radio
st be used as an additional
dium."
■: i; 5Mr. De Groot told Ad Club mems radio and TV are both equally
ma portant and they both can do a
•ticular job for the advertiser,
adio and television can work
1: id in hand," he said,
le declared that the major factor
uencing advertiser-decisions to
i network radio in 1951-52 is a
,vly-found opportunity to take
vantage of one of the medias
;ic attributes, flexibility. He
Cm
' med it a "flexibility of time of
. jgram and of commercial mese."
i"^Although coast-to-coast televin may be a reality within the
<t 60 days Mr. De Groot warned
it this development will not at
pe be a great boom to the indusin the West.
(Partly because of time difference
; pointed out national advertising
ill still be slanted toward viewers
the East.
: Advertisers are not sold on the
Ufa of putting on an expensive
. #,>w in New York at 6 p.m. and
ml jving it reach a limited audience
the west coast at 3 p.m., he
olained.
iI
fia 4.MED to radio and television corattee of Los Angeles 10th District
lifornia Congress of Parents &
achers Inc. were Mrs. Clinton A.
■kison, chairman; Mmes. William
I Sheldon, Samuel Gill, Frank Lowe,
M. McClaskey, Stanley Gulliver,
F. MeArthur.
M

DO

YOU

KRCO

IN appreciation for their sponsorship of baseball, WISH Indianapolis feted
Stokely-Van Camp officials and prominent local Stokely dealers at a dinner.
Among those attending were (I to r): Frank M. McHale, Indianapolis attorney
and WISH director; H. F. Krimmendahl, president of Stokely-Van Camp; Frank
McKinney, WISH treasurer and vice president of the Indianapolis Indians,
and C. Bruce McConnell, WISH president.

SWG IN WEST
Forms Organizing Committee
IN ACCORDANCE with the decision of the National Television
Conference of the Author's League
of America granting its jurisdiction over all television writers west
of the Rockies [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 30], the Screen
Writers Guild last week took its
first steps in gathering TV writers
within its fold by forming a 17man organizing committee.
Co-chairmen of the committee
are Morgan Cox and Richard MurOther members are Leon Abrams,
phy.
Dwight Babcock, Robert Blees, Marvin Borowsky, Richard Breen, Oliver
H. P. Garrett, Ivan Goff, Howard J.
Green, Harold Greene, Dorothy B.
Hughes, Al Martin, Don Martin, Arthur Orloff, Wells Root, De Vallon
Scott, Tom Seller, Brenda Weisberg.
In the meantime, SWG and ALA,
denying Radio Writers Guild
claims of representation over TV
writers [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6] have issued a
joint statement signed by Oscar
Hammerstein II for ALA and Karl
Tunberg, for SWG upholding their
groups' stands.
Statement says that "the Auth-
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POWER

or's League of America Inc. and
Screen Writers Guild Inc. which
represent all writers in the United
States will oppose the Radio
Writers Guild's unilateral claim to
jurisdiction." It goes on to say
that ALA and SWG are "in the
process of working out jurisdiction
which will serve and protect all
television writers, including those
who work concurrently in radio,
motion pictures, the theatre, or
any other field."
STEWART-WARNER
Color, UHF Units Planned
COLOR television and UHF equipment will be manufactured by
Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago,
"as soon as either type of broadcasting is being conducted," Sales
Manager Edward L. Taylor announced at a day-long annual sales
convention there Aug. 3. StewartWarner Electric, the radio and TV
division of the corporation, is
"ready for color and UHF," Mr.
Taylor said.
He demonstrated pilot models
of the drum and disc types of color
receivers, and said UHF coil segments which can be mounted on
present turret-type tuners will be
ready for dealers as soon as UHF
station operation is authorized by
FCC.
Radio and TV spots will be used
nationally to introduce the firm's
new fall lines of radio and TV receivers. Stewart-Warner plans also
to buy two 15-minute sports
shows. This is in additon to cooperative advertising locally, Mr.
Taylor said.
Fundamentals of UHF and color
were outlined to the group by S. C.
Kolanowski, chief engineer at
Stewart-Warner Electric. He noted
that only 30% of. the 12 million
sets in American homes "can be
easily converted to receive UHF."
NEW TARIFFS of Assn. of Canadian
Radio and Television Artists (AFL)
for use in Toronto and Montreal, have
been released.

GO!

'Tape Drop' Coverage

NO FLY-BY-NIGHT affair was
the "airplane-tape-drop" coverage
by KRCO Prineville, Ore., of the
Paulina Amateur Rodeo last month.
The rodeo had been promoted
extensively and even though it was
scheduled in a town 50 miles from
KRCO, interest was at a high
pitch. No telephone facilities were
available for a direct broadcast,
so the station combined the modern miracles of air transportation
and tape recording to effect rapid,
impressive coverage of the event.
Chief Engineer Guy Welch, also
a licensed pilot, flew tape-recorded
descriptions of the rodeo back on
an hourly schedule. As soon as
he reached KRCO's tower, he
dropped out the tapes and headed
back for more. A local Chevrolet
dealer sponsored the coverage.
General Motors district representatives, listening in Portland 110
miles away, praised the Prineville
dealership for its aggressiveness.
STORECAST CORP. OF AMERICA,
reached new peak in sponsorship during June. Thirteen new sponsors were
added, among them Minute Maid
Corp.'s Lemonade Mix, General Food
Corp.'s Jell-0 and cake mixes, and
Hormel's chili and chicken; G. F.
Hueblin & Bro., Staley Mfg. Co., A. S.
Harrison Co. (Preen).

WFIL
560 kc.

Snquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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On All Accounts
(Continued from page 1U)
where he trained with the RAF. A
member of one of the first teams to
operate radar landing devices for
planes, he "talked down" planes
at six U.S. fields, working as approach controller, the most difficult
job in the training progression.
After three years of service, he
returned to N.U. for his B.S.
degree.
A Sigma Chi, Mr. Schlesinger
majored in advertising at commerce school because "that was the
nearest thing to photography" offered. He had been a camera bug
since high school days in Berwyn,
a Chicago suburb. Photo editor
of the high school yearbook, he
wrangled a job after graduation as
arenounced
Life cameraman's
apprentice,
but
his immediate
future
when his mother insisted he enroll
in college.
Photography long since has given
ground to golf. Mr. Schlesinger
admits a "fair" game, but a "lot
of patience" with his wife, who
is trying to master the sport. The
Schlesingers live in Berwyn with
their four-month-old son, Paul
Jeffrey. Mrs. Schlesinger is the
former Lorraine Stolzer, who
worked at J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago.
A member of the Television
Council and Radio Management
Club, Mr. Schlesinger is confident
there will "always be a place for
radio." Television, though, "will
be the biggest thing that ever hit
this country, bigger than the
movies or the automobile or radio,"
he says.
Radio-TV Fight Fees
TOP-RUNG boxers fighting in a
minimum of 10 shows at the Chicago Stadium next fall and winter
will receive $30,000 from radio and
TV fees, the Illinois Boxing commission has decided. This is an increase of $10,000 over last season.
Contracts with boxers will be
signed after Truman Gibson, manager of the Chicago office of the
commission, returns from Europe.
Each fighter will now receive $1,500
instead of the $1,000 paid last season.

WFRL

.1 _

TO

..Mim£. L_. .

WFRL Freeport, 111., is airing a
series of amateur contests which
are self-sustaining and are moneymakers for both the station and
the sponsor.
Dave Taylor, WFRL commercial
manager, is proud that for the
second year, these contests are so
successful.
"There wouldn't be any particular trick in lining up a series like
this on any station should the
station desire to provide Service,
prize money and publicity on the
series itself," Mr. Taylor commented.
"The real trick," he added, "is
to make the series self-sustaining
and an actual money-making affiair
for the station, its staff members
and the sponsoring organizations."
This year seven preliminary contests are being held within the
WFRL area in towns ranging in
population from 250-800 inhabiMike Device
A POCKET-SIZED microphone,
capable of serving as a "miniature
radio station" has been devised by
an aviation electronics technician
stationed at Milling Naval base,
Memphis, Tenn. According to Technician John F. Stephens, the device
is contained in an aluminum cigarette case and consists of a miniature tube, two coils, a resistor and
condensor, a home-built microphone, a hearing-aid battery and
two pen-light batteries. The microphone, used in a Navy musical production, has a pickup range of 100
feet.

GATES

THESE

AMATEUR CONTESTS
Self Sustaining Series Tours Towns

QUINCY,
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HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
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tants. Finals are slated Sept. 6-7
in Lena, 111.
The contests usually are held in
conjunction with a town celebration, such as a local Lion's Club
gathering, or a July 4 observance.
Mr. Taylor said that WFRL found
that these shows are very easily
sold to whatever organization is
sponsoring the town fair, homecoming, etc.
In most cases these contests are
held on the opening day of the
celebration. Then taped recordings
of the broadcast are aired the second day, plugging both the fete
and the sponsor. Local newspapers
contest
big their
play. respective town's
have given
TEXAS ROUNDUP
Stations Corral Tourists
IT'S tourist round-up time in
Amarillo and four stations of that
Texas city are stretching out a
"welcome mat" for approaching
motorists.
KAMQ KFDA KGNC and
KLYN Amarillo are reaching out
through spot announcements to
greet motorists looking for a place
to spend the night. The stations
are cooperating with the local
Chamber of Commerce. A typical
spot announcement goes something
like this:
"Hello, Mr. and Mrs. Tourist out
there on the highways. You are
listening to KFDA Amarillo. Tex.,
'The Friendly City'— the city of
cool nights. Make it a point to
spend some time in Amarillo. You
will like the modern facilities in
Amarillo, and we feel sure you
will like the people."
Psychological Unit
TECHNIQUES of psychological
warfare and research in science
and training methods will be exby a newly
- established
Human plored
Resources
Research
Office
within the Dept. of Army. Appointment of Dr. Meredith P.
Crawford, Vanderbilt U., Nashville, as director of the office was
announced last Tuesday. Research
will be used by the Army's Psychological Warfare Division, which
deals with effect of radio broadcasts and other media on enemy
troops and civilian population in
trouble zones.

TIN I
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATIN'I
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
MS I
(Total
U.S. Area,
Small-Town,
and Urban
HomesIncluding
and Including
Tetep <I
and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK JULY 1-7, 1951
CiH ]I
Current
Rank Programs
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average For All Programs)
1 Dragnet
Walter Winchell
2
(NBC) (ABC)
3 Mr. Keen (NBC)
4 Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
5 Screen Directors Playhouse (NBC I
6
of Firestone
7 Voice
Life with
Luigi (CBS)(NBC)
8 Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
9 Father Knows Best (NBC)
10
Mario Lanza Show (CBS)
EVENING,(Average
MULTI-WEEKLY
For All Programs)
1 One Man's Family (NBC)
2
News
of
the
3 Lone Ranger World
(ABC) (NBC)
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs)
1 Arthur
(CBS) Godfrey (Ligg. & Myers) |
2
Romance
Helen (CBS)
Trent (CBS) I
3 Our Gal, ofSunday
4 Ma Perkins (CBS)
5 Big Sister (CBS)
6 Wendy
(CBS) Warren and the News
7
Arthur
Godfrey (Pillsbury)
(Nabisco) (CBS)
8
Godfrey
(CBS) |I
9 Arthur
Aunt Jenny
(CBS)
10
Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
DAY, SUNDAY
(Average
For All
Programs)
1 True
Detective
Mysteries
(MBS)
2 Phil Regan Show (CBS)
3 Edward P. Morgan (CBS)

DAY, SATURDAY
(Average For
All Programs)
1 Armstrong
Theatre
(CBS)
2 Grand Central Station (CBS)
3 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by IEl
plying —thethe"NIELSEN-RATING''
(%) toUr |I
903,000
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any par I
the program, except for homes listening i I
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co
Air Force Commission
COLLEGE graduates with a yea
experience in radio, electric
communications or electronics en
neering may qualify for comm
sions in the Air Force Reser
Depending on age and experiei
of applicant, men may be comm
sioned from second lieutenants
majors, according to Maj. Char
D. Morat, director of personi j
procurement of First Air For
at Mitchel Air Force Base, N<
York. Inquiries should be address
to Maj. Morat.
Wheaties, etc.)
earningsFlo'
GENERAL
MILLSreports
(Gold Medal
$11,520,508 for fiscal year ended M
31, compared with $13,251,218 in pj
vious year. Wages and salaries
eluding retirement benefits reached a
time high of $51,054,685 conipai
with $45,568,148 a year ago. To
sales were $435,947,827.
A CHAS. MKHELSON HIT!
"ADVENTURES OF
30 MIN. TRANSCRIBED
KIDDIE SHOWS
For particulars
CHARLES MICHELSON, 1
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
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; 310 COMES THROUGH
OW Norfolk was asked by local
"Jijiiture store to plan advertising
washto sell over-stocked
jpaign
machines.
Station sold 63
:. s in four weeks, grossing furJjj re store over $9,000. It cost
"iees less
to sell
mavia than
radio. $400Store
ordered
;her 50 washers and kept air
paign going.
S TO TOURISTS
WN St. Johnsbury, Vt., disuting welcome cards to tourists
overage area. Cards list newsis time and information about
ion. Back of cards suggests
:es in area for visitors to see.
ds being handled by Chamber
Commerce tourist booths
mghout area. Station also
ding out colorful set of kitchen
suring spoons to brides and
mothers.

programs

promotjon

premiums

TOUGH COVERAGE
KENI Anchorage used tape recording to cover climbing of west side
of Mt. McKinley by mountain expedition. KENI crews accompanied
Air Force plane which dropped supplies and equipment to climbers.
Station also interviewed military
personnel on intricate points of
dropping supplies. It followed up
with two-way conversation between
expedition and plane.
* — * — *-

:rltting drive
VW San Antonio, Tues., 4:15 to
), broadcasting recruiting drive
us ipannish beamed to large Spani speaking population in area,
b jockey show answers quess phoned in by listeners about
ay and Air Force. Recruiting
nee reports that results have
i very favorable.
ml II t
VV PICTURES
:n pi o
twing AP-TV Fort Worth, Tex., now
some new "angle" shots of
ion for publicity-promotion detment. Thaine Engle, departt director, called local heliSIOM ter
company
to arrange for
it to take photos.
Both still
ectii i motion pictures were taken
lies a m air above its 502-foot transmi c;er. Many ground shots were
le of "eggbeater" taking off
-■■_<-. landing in station's front yard.
H J
snti \
Cfcai E FACTS
a BN Youngstown, Ohio, sending
e and advertisers four-page
hure headed "Straight facts —
' claims." Pieces gives data on
,:ning figures for city, citing
ion's high Hooperatings.

SPEAKING to the people of Attleboro, Mass., from the rear platform
of the train that carried him on
a tour of New England, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, expresses his thoughts on
world problems. WARA < Attleboro
made the necessary arrangements for
the general's speech, when it heard
he was passing through the town.
Station reports that a huge throng
greeted the general. Pictures of
Gen. MacArthur speaking over WARA
facilities were carried in many news★ papers.
— *— *—■ —
SOUND ADVICE
KNBC San Francisco, promoting
its recently expanded recording facilities, sending trade glossy pictorial folder. Frontispiece headed:
"Going on record? . . . here's sound
advice." Inside tells story of expansion and facilities available
with pictures to back up text.

•ton
produce

h regional
campaigns
yw years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N /V B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
15. 1

AUL

W. McCOLL

1.!' OADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
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ALL OUT PROMOTION
WCDL Carbondale, Pa., using auto
tags to promote station frequency,
1230 kc. Station Manager Richard
Carlson secured auto plates "C
1230". Honesdale Studio Manager
Tut Perry latched on to plates
"1230 H." Plates were secured
from Motor Vehicles Dept. to identify city and frequency (Carbondale and Honesdale,) Station phone
number also is 1230.
PATTI GETS AROUND
KSJO San Jose distributing to
trade promotion sheet with eye
stopping query : "Want to buy a
gal who really gets around?" Sheet
plugg Patti
Frew, girl
station's
sweetvoiced,
25-year-old
disc jockey
who presents Patti's Platter Show
from midnight to 6 a.m. Outlined
map shows her program pulling
listeners, and mail, from as far
away as Victoria, B. C, 1,225 miles
north. Sheet carries reprint of
Victoria's Daily Colonist entertainment column
Platter
Shoivrave-reviewing
as evidence Patti's
of its
broadcast range claims. Text concludes: "From midnight to dawn
she covers lots of ground!"
-• — • — •BASEBALLCASTS
KYA San Francisco boosts baseballcasts by Les Keiter with page
promotion piece to trade announcing "715 letters said, 'Yes, let's
have more'." Text tells of Mr.
Keiter's query to listeners whether
they wanted broadcast of second
game of Sunday double-header
ballgame. Response came from
Eureka to Fresno and east to
Nevada. As result, station announces, KYA will henceforth
carry both games of weekly doubleheader.

LARGE DRAWING
WCBS New York distributing to
trade promotion folder on its Galen
Drake program, Housewives Protective League, headlined "Maybe
It's His Beds;de Manner." Folder
shows enchanted housewife revealing her woes to Mr. Drake and
quotes Pequot Mills report (from
booklet offer made on HPL program) that "Galen Drake pulled
far more requests at a very much
lower cost per-inquiry than any of
the national magazines or other
radio shows and participations
-• — • — •PUBLICITY BREAK
WHK Cleveland sent agencies more
than 100 tear sheets of story appearing in Cleveland News about
WHK
used." Disc Jockey Bill Gordon.
Sketch on Mr. Gordon and family
covers half page, along with pictures. Story, headed "Disc jockey
even plays 'em at home," gives inside facts on one of Cleveland's
top platter spinners.
-• — • — •SERVICE NEWSCASTS
WGVA Geneva, N. Y., presenting
newscasts from Sampson Air Force
Base, Mon.-Fri., 7-7:05. Newscasts combine news of base and
general Air Force information.
Sgt. Robert Forbes is featured as
Air Force reporter.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on the
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

M

0NEL
SELL 1

PRAISE SHOW
KPIX

(TV) San Francisco promotes its battle-of-sexes program,
Stag at Eve, with pale blue folder
carrying line drawing of thoughtful lady on frontispiece and
thought-provoking announcement :
"The lady from Placerville thought
so too when she saw Stag at Eve."
Inside and back carry two letters
of , praise — one from sponsor to
agency, other from agency to KPIX
General Manager Philip Lasky —
testifying to sales results and
widely spread audience pull of program. Letters state program pulled
805 responses to special price offer,
made in a single "incidental mention" on one program night for
piece of sponsor's Descoware cooking pans. Among the 805 was one
lady from Placerville, a mountain
town not generally considered within San Francisco TV range.

LANG-WORTH
mil rf; programs, in.
I 3 W 57th ST., NEW YORK I 9. N. Y
V/ .'....•< ,'.ii,tn -Programs at
August 13, 1951
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Op(>en Mike
(Continued from page 61 )
old enthusiasm and confidence in
radio could be re-kindled in eastern
minds . . .
It is true we are not concerned
with television at the present, but
my own experiences in one of the
largest television markets have
proven to me that a good deal of
this negative thinking is completely uncalled for . . .
When
we're
talking radio,
regardless of our association with
television, the hell with television.
Let's talk about what radio is, has
been, will be and can do. Let's
drop these negative statements —
they're purely mental. An aggressive on-the-ball operation can do
far more for the money than any
other medium and we know it.
Donald F. Whitman
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
KGAL Lebanon, Ore.
Cash Register Research
EDITOR:
Although we appreciate the nonpartisan interest Broadcasting •
Telecasting has been displaying
in the fields of radio research, we
wish to point out that the particular research technique being used
by ARBI is not new to the industry . . . Our research organization
has not only been conducting the
same type of research at the cash
register level in Canada; we have
taken it a few steps further to its
Canada

Radio Week

CANADA'S National Radio Week
has been announced from Oct. 27
to Nov. 3, with the slogan "Relax
With Radio." Sponsored by the
entire radio manufacturing, dealers and broadcasting industry, it
will be marked with special programs during the week, as well as
special store window displays.
From the broadcasting division of
the industry representatives on the
National Radio Week Committee
are W. J. Dunlop, Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, and Murray T. Brown, CFPL London, representing the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters.

JKS
O P L WM
I N , MO.

IRE-RTMA

WCOP Boston is credited with a strong assist in prodding into reality a bill
stiffening penalties for narcotic peddling. During a five-month fight to get
the measure passed, WCOP kept the issue before both the public and legislators. On hand as the bill was signed into law (I to r): State Rep. Meyer
Pressman, sponsor of the bill; Henry W. Lundquist, WCOP production manager; Gov. Paul A. Dever (seated), who signed the measure, and State Sen.
John F. Collins.
more logical conclusion . . .
We also conduct concurrent
studies measuring radio audience
by coincidental telephone interviews and newspaper readership by
personal interviews. Both techniques, although different in method,
do enable us to estimate both costper-listener and cost-per-reader . . .
We do not feel that the solution
is quite as simple as your editorials
on the ARBI technique would lead
your readers to believe. We have
always cautioned our Canadian
clients to use ratings by all means,
but use them wisely. They were
not designed to be the end-all of
radio. Use all the other facts and
material that can be obtained . . .
J. D. Perm McLeod
President
Penn McLeod & Assoc.
The Pampered Press
EDITOR:
Isn't there something you can
do to get these network people to

PERSONSESWHO446,6
SPEND...
00*
REACH

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin,
Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
Austin A. Harrison, President
CBS
in JOPLIN,
MO.
, Nationally Represented by WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO. ,
•
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Set for Oct. 29-31
LATEST developments in r;
and television will be discussec
American and Canadian engin>
Oct. 29-31, in Toronto, Ont.
meeting is jointly sponsored by
Institute of Radio Engineers
RTMA's Engineering Dept.

$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
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MEET

have confidence in their own advertising medium?
As you probably know, ABC is
presently running a campaign of
ads in several New York newspapers. Ihave no inside information, but I will bet you a new hat
against a drink of Scotch that they
never even considered placing their
ad campaign on New York radio
stations.
Furthermore, they keep sending
down programs, both commercial
and sustaining, which include fortuitous and wholly unnecessary
propaganda for newspapers ... I
have a strong belief that during
the course of a typical week there
are literally hundreds and hundreds
of such references made on the
programs
works . . .sent out by all four netMurray Carpenter
Co-owner, Gen. Mgr.
WABI Bangor, Me.

Captures Convict
JUST before the 6:30 a.m.
newscast at CKVL Verdun
one morning late in July an
unidentified man phoned the
newsroom that a convict had
just escaped from the local
jail, and gave a description.
A check with police was made
and the bulletin went out on
the 6:30 a.m. newscast. Two
police cruising outside the
town heard the newscast, and
spotted a man answering the
description. He was taken to
jail and identified as the
missing prisoner. The Verdun
police thanked CKVL for getting the man back behind
bars 70 minutes after he had
escaped.

Agenda includes:
The first day's general session
feature three reports after in
welcoming speeches by I. S. Cogges
IRE president, and R. A. Hackbt
president of RTMA of Canada.
W. R. G. Baker, chairman of RTJ.
TV Committee, will preside over
session. Reports will be given by i
H. Carew, Stromberg-Carlson Co. 1
on "Noise in Television Receive
John Van Duyne, DuMont Labs.
"Suppression of Local Oscillator Ra
tion in Television Receivers"; anc
L. M. Clement, Crosley Div., Avco I
Corp., on the RTMA Material Bure
report.
An afternoon symposium on '
liability of Tubes and Circuits" wil
sponsored
IRE's Professional
on QualitybyControl.
J. R. SteenGi

The second day will begin wit
preside.
symposium on color TV sponsored
the IRE Professional Group on Bn
cast & Television Receivers. Presii
will be D. B. Smith. In the aftern
a television session, sponsored by
same group, will hear reports on a
miniature triode for UHF TV tu:
by K. E. Loofbourrow and C.
Morris of RCA; a discussion by W
Squires, Sylvania Electric Prod
Inc., on "Measurement of Televi
Gamma or Amplitude Linearity,"
a report on a UHF TV converter b;
R. Hesse of DuMont Labs.
The annual dinner will climax
second day with F. S. Barton actini
toastmaster and Donald G. Fink
porting on the 1951 CCIR meetin;
Geneva.
IRE's Audio Professional Group
sponsor a morning symposium Oct
concerning "The Receiver as a Lin'
the
Chain," with F. H. S:
makerAudio
presiding.
A second TV session in the af
noon will close the meeting. F. Hj
Pounsett will preside and three t
will be presented: "Phase Linearit.
TV Receivers" by Herbert Kiehne
Stanley Mazur, Emerson Radic
Phonograph Corp.; "The Chromatrc
An Electronically Registered Tri-C
Cathode Ray Tube" by Robert Dres:
Chromatic Television Labs; and "1 1)
cil Triode for Pulsed-Oscillator
Power-Amplifier Service" by John It
Busby, RCA.
THE

LITTLE

WALLOP/

WMAI

REP. BY HAL HOLMAN CO.
M ARINETTE, WISCONS!
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SHEET
TYLE
By DONALD E. BROWN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM &
COMMUNICATIONS
U. OF ILLINOIS
hi by i
THOUGH each of the communions media has its own individistrengths and weaknesses, none
he other media can equal radio
. speedy, economical, and cred■ means of disseminating the top
' s stories of the moment. In
competition among the media,
:'~ 'tfact
an enormously
valuableat
thatis radio
should enhance
y opportunity.
the news programs of an indial station are distinctive, one
not hear listeners complain"I tuned from one station to
her and heard newscasts that
:j just the same, word for
p."putsThe
radionews-minded
on the map station
and is
ang it an important force in
ern American life takes pains
|ee that its newscasts are not
t the same, word for word," as
I stations are sending out on
s ?air waves.
the first place, the newscious station will have a staff
.rained newsmen who gather
% news of local and regional
"est; and, beyond that, this
will be alert for the local
es and the background inforion that will give the stories
ne news wires the utmost meanand interest to the particular
ning audience served by a
n station.
Well Rounded Staff
follows that the radio station
:ing to do distinctive work in
inn jp should have some staff memj who know how to gather, edit,
li i write news as well as how to
it into the microphone.
5 for the writing of news copy,
'I Jflrves
is a phase
radio work
more ofattention
thanthatit
71 i

Jently is given. Compare radio
ons with newspapers in the
:er of style. Almost every selecting newspaper in the counlas its own style sheet, a bookftf specific rules for preparation
jpy that reporters and editors
expected to study thoroughly
to follow right down to the
if j last comma.
contrast, style sheets for raI,newsrooms are scarce articles
ed. However, we should imately concede this is not a
jor calamity, for radio news
is a highly individual matter,
like a newspaper, where the
of numerous reporters and
readers may be seen in adEACHES
3,217
A D IO
IA UMILIES
si

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE

PRESENTED BY DEVNEY
ADCASTING

FOR

RADIO

PROF. BROWN
joining columns, the processing of
radio news copy within a station
usually involves a very limited
number of persons. In fact, it is
common practice in many stations
for one person to gather the news,
write and edit it, and then present
it at the microphone. Under those
circumstances, where only a single
person is involved in the presentation of a news script, uniformity of
style is not a major problem.
Nevertheless, there are certain
style practices that have been
found advantageous. In compiling
a style sheet, the author has found
there are numerous rules so widely
accepted they are practically standard operating procedure in the
better newsrooms from coast to
coast. On other points, where there
is variation in common practice,
the author — just as any other practicing radio newsman should do — has arbitrarily chosen those timetested rules which he personally
has found most effective.
When there is more than one accepted style of writing a given
piece of information, the writer
should use the form that seems
most readable to him personally or
to the person who will be reading
the copy into the microphone. How
the show sounds on the air is the
final criterion.
With present international conditions leading to a considerable
change in personnel, perhaps this
is a good time to give some attention to recommended style practices.
Preparation of Copy
In the first place, all radio news
copy should be typed (double-space)
as neatly as time and the writer's
typing ability permit. Dirty copy
should not be condoned for it leads
to errors, hesitation, and generally
ineffective reading. The young
writer who has had some newspaper training or experience should
toss most of his newspaper copyreading symbols out of the window;
this applies especially to such common editing symbols as those used
in marking transpositions, lower
case letters, capitalization, etc. If
it is necessary to pencil in additions or other corrections, print
legibly and do not write. If it is
necessary to delete some material,

• Telecasting

NEWS

B—

AN ACTIVE radio newsman, the
author is a firm believer in a shipshape news department. Donald
E. Brown, assistant professor at
the U. of Illinois' school of Journalism & Communications, has
wrapped up his study and experience in an article on "radio news
style," which is based on a 14-page
"Radio News Style Sheet" that is
being sent by the university to all
Illinois stations. Prof. Brown, also
news director at the university's
stations WILL and WIUC-FM Urbana, for several years was a member of WHO Des Moines' news staff.
He feels that wide circulation of
the style sheet will re-emphasize
that a "flourishing news department is one of a radio station's
best assets" and that specific information on news writing should
be made available by management
to new or untrained employes. The
"style sheet" will appear in a
book on radio-TV news that is being
preparedrationbywith Prof.
in collaboProf. Brown
John Paul
Jones
of the U. of Florida, and will be
published by Rinehart & Co.
black it out completely and draw
a line above the stricken material
to bridge the gap.
Time is a precious commodity
in a radio newsroom, but the time
pressure should not be regarded as
an acceptable excuse day after day
for excessively dirty copy. Neatly
typed, well written copy is the
first step toward an intelligently
and interestingly presented script
on the air.
All datelines should be omitted,
but it is necessary to be sure that
all essential references to places
are included in the copy. Words
that are difficult to pronounce or
that require special emphasis may
well be underlined. In this connection, if it seems advisable, the
phonetic spelling of a difficult pronunciation may well be written in
parenthesis immediately following
the word or it may be printed
clearly above the word in question.
Most newspaper style sheets will
contain many columns of abbrevia-

Gives s^«™
tions in the form required by that
publication. In contrast, a single
typed page of instructions will
suffice in a style sheet for a radio
newsroom; furthermore, the most
important injunction on that single
page may easily be reduced to one
brief sentence: "Eliminate the use
of most abbreviations in radio
The news writer should get into
the habit of automatically spelling
out in full all months, days of the
week, states, governmental titles,
copy." titles, and other words
religious
and phrases abbreviated by most
printed publications. It is permissible, however, to use abbreviations or alphabetical designations
that are to be read as such if the
general public is quite familiar
with them. For instance, C-I-0 is
undoubtedly more quickly meaningful to many listeners than Congress of Industrial Organizations.
Many governmental agencies, such
as the Reconstruction Finance Corporation, may logically be written
in full the first time they appear
in the news story but referred to
merely by alphabetical designation
when mentioned a second time.
Capitalization
Another important area of style,
capitalization, may have its major
principle boiled down to only two
words, a mere fraction of the space
it
occupies
in the typical newsfreely
!
paper style sheet. Capitalize
Why should capital letters be
used liberally rather than sparingly as is the case with the majority
of modern newspapers that religiously follow the so-called "down
style"?style"
The reasons why the
"down
was adopted by many
newspapers have no application
to radio; research will show that
capitalization can be used as effective aids to the announcer in
identifying at a quick glance a
closely related group of words
that should be grouped as a single
unit when read orally.
Recommended style for radio:
Tilton High School; General As(Continued on page 9k )
'- ■ '
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August 3 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
N. C— Mod.of
CPWBBB-FM
new FM Burlington,
station for extension
completion date.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WCAR
Pontiac, Mich. — RETURNED
application for mod. CP to install new
vert. ant. and mount FM ant. on AM
tower for extension of completion date.
KGAL Lebanon. Ore. — RETURNED
application for CP to change from 930
kc 1 kw D to 920 kc 1 kw unl. DA-DN.
August 7 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KTLN Denver, Col. — Granted license
for change in frequency to 1150 kc 1
kw-D.
KXRN Renton, Wash. — Granted license for change in frequency and
hours of operation to 1230 kc 250 w U,
except when KTW operates.
Lansing CPs
Bcstg.
Mich. —
Granted
for Co.,
new Lansing,
remote pickups,
KQC-511 KQC-510.
KRLD-TV
cense for TV Dallas,
station. Tex.— Granted liKFMB-TV
San
Diego, Ca'if.—
license for TV station,
and to Granted
specify
aural ERP of 13.7 kw in lieu of 20.2 kw.
WOC-TV
Davenport,
Iowa
—
Granted
license for TV station: also for change
in studio location.
WCON-TV Atlanta, Ga. — Granted
mod. CP to change type ant. and studio
location. Also granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 2-15-52.
KRLW forWalnut
Ridge. Ark.—
Granted
license
AM station
on 1320
kc 1
kw D.
WIPCcense forLake
Wales, onFla.—
liAM station
1280 Granted
kc 1 kw D.
WFUL
Fulton,
Ky.—
Granted
license
for AM station on 1270 kc 1 kw D.
111., Urbana,
— Grants
fdUniversity
CP and of
license
for FM 111.broadcast
STL station, KSE-20.
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Granted CP
to make slight move in trans, location;
also make equipment changes; operating power output of 3.52 kw vis. 1.82
kw aur.

- ■^ —FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
offers all the flexrder
Magneco
Only
ibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder irt one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
• equipment.

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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The Fort Industry Co., Wheeling^
Va. — Granted petition for dismiss:!
petition and amendment filed Jun<
1950 to specify new TV channel in
of one now specified in application
to
make certain other engine:
changes.
fCC

actions

AUGUST

Jtjk

3 THROUGH

AUGUST

9

cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
Princeton Bcstg. Co., Princeton, Ind.
—9423Granted CP for remote pickup, KAKWBW Hutchison,
Kan. —authorized
Granted
cancellation
of CP which
changes in present vert. ant. and
mounting FM ant. on top of AM tower.
Delta Bcstg.
Co., Escanaba,
Granted
mod. license
to make Mich.
changes—
in remote pickup. KA-5240.
KADA Bcstg. Inc., Ada, Okla.— Granted mod. licenses to change frequencies
to 26.25 and 26.35 mc for KA-5648
KKC-416.
KIDOlicense
Inc., Boise,
Idahofrequency
— Grantedto
mod.
to change
26.15 mc for KA-2729.
Cleveland Bcstg. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
— Granted mod. license to increase
power
7280. and change type trans, for KAFollowing
pickupson were
granted renewal remote
of licenses
a regular
basis: KA-8043 (Boulder Radio KBOL
Inc.)
Boulder,
Col.;'Wilbur
KA-6284,
85, Jr.)
and
KKC-978
(Charles
Lamar,
Houma, La.; KA-7956 (Kennebec Bcstg.
Co.) Waterville, Me.; KGA-821 and KA5286 (United Bcstg. Co. Inc.) Hagerstown, Md.; KA-5240 (Delta Bcstg. Co.)
Escanaba.
KA-7475
("Show-Me"
Bcstg. Co.) Mich.;
Rolla, Mo.;
KA-5243
(Southern Tier Radio Service, Inc.) Binghamton, N. Y.: KA-5612 (WGAL. Inc.)
Lancaster, Pa.; KGB-233 KA 6414 (Lewistown (Mitchell
Bcstg. Co.)
Lewistown,
KA3600
Bcstg.
Assn.) Pa.;
Mitchell,
S. D.; KA-2945 (Mountain Bcstg. Service) Princeton, W. Va.; KA-5557, KA7737 (Radiophone Bcstg. Station WOPI,
Inc.) Bristol, Tenn.: KA-6391 (United
Bcstg. Co.) Ogden. Utah; KOB-281 Ogden, Utah; Tex.
KA-5830 (J. C. Rothwell)
Littlefield,
Licenses for following were extended
on temporary basis to Nov, 1, 1951:
KA-3533 (Covington News, Inc.) Covington, Ga.: KGB-607
KA-8534 (The
Tower Realty
Co.) Cumberland,
Md.;
KA-5888
(Bogalusa
Bcstg.
Co.) Bogalusa. La.
NEW AM DAYTIMER
WAIN Begins Operation
WAIN Columbia, Ky., has begun
operation on 1270 kc with 1 kw
daytime. Manager of the station
is Herb Arms, formerly of WKCT
Bowling Green, Ky. S. C. Bybee
is president of the Tri-County
Radio Broadcasting Corp., licensee
of WAIN.
Other personnel includes Edwin
P. Healy, chief engineer, formerly
with WEAB Greer, S. C; Lanier
Burchett, commercial manager;
Oris Gowen and Rex Osborne, announcers; Jean Allison, chief of
continuity, and Allene Holmes,
bookkeeper. Station took the air
at 8 a. m. July 31.
RCA VICTOR planning album of
''Winnie-The-Pooh" records based on
A. A. Milne childhood fantasy. James
Stewart, actor, will do narration; H.
Frazer Simon supplies background
music. Initial pressing planned is
800,000. Heavy national advertising
campaign will back album.

Merced Bcstg. Co., Merced, Calif. —
Granted renewal of license for KA9439 on regular basis subject to change
in frequency which may result from
proceedings in Docket 6651.
WHEC Rochester. N. Y. — Granted liment. cense for changes in aux. trans, equipWCHS forCharleston,
Va.— trans.
Granted
license
installation W.of new
KNBC
San
Francisco,
Calif.—
Granted
license for installation of new vert. ant.
KEYY new
Pocatello,
install
trans. Ida.— Granted CP to
WHEC Rochester, N. Y.— Granted CP
ment.
to make changes in aux. trans, equipWJPFnewHerrin,
install
trans. 111.— Granted CP to
WALK Patchogue, N. Y. — Granted
mod. CP to change trans, location, and
change type trans.; cond.
KTTV license
Inc., Los
Angeles,
Granted
for new
remote Calif.
pickup—
KA-8155.

WKSR
Pulaski,
Tenn.— applicatio;
Granted 1
tion
for leave
to amend
submitting revised financial infoi
tion. up-to-date program and staff
posals, and minor corrections in «;
neering information not affecting
quency or power requested.
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James I)
WEEK
Tampa,
Granted
mcl
for continuance ofFla.—
hearing
on app
tion from Aug. 10 to Oct. 3.
KFBK-FM Sacramento, Calif.— Gii
ed petition for leave to amend ai i
cation to specify a site in city of Se
mento and for removal of such app i
tion, as amended, from hearing doi
KYA San
Francisco,
Calif.applies
— Gra .
petition
for leave
to amend
by furnishing certain engineering <
Eastland County Bcstg. Co., Eastl
Tex. — Granted petition for leav<
amend application to specify 1250
1 kw D in lieu of 730 kc, 250 v
application as amended removed H
hearing docket.
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutcl
WRAD Radford, Va.— Granted
tion for continuance of hearing in
ceeding
application
Covington,upon
Va.. from
Aug. 1 of
to AuW
in Washington.
Chief, for
Broadcast
Bureau
— Gra
petition
extension
of time
to .
20, within which to file proposed
ings in proceeding upon applica
of KGAR Garden City, Kan.
By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth
Radio California, Sacramento, C
— By memorandum opinion and c
denied petition for leave to amend
plication by filing an amended
Form 301.
WLOW Norfolk, Va.— Granted ,
tion for leave to amend applicatio
request dual main studio locations,
to remove such application, as am
ed, from hearing docket. Action t.
July 30.
American Newspaper Pub.
U. S. A. through General Services
ministration and Chief, Common
rier Bureau — Granted petitions for
rections in various respects to 1
script
proceeding —and
Charges,
cla.cations,in regulations
practices
and in connection with interstate
graph services of Western Union 1
graph Co.
By
ExaminerR. I.LeoandResni
WHIMHearing
Providence,
WI
Pawtucket, R. I. — Ordered that hes
in this proceeding be continued * Aug. 13 to Aug. 14 in Washington
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. L
WJKO
Springfield,
Mass. —be Ord
that
hearing
in proceeding
cot
ued from Aug. 27 to Sept. 5 in W
ington.

Copper license
Bcstg. forCo.,newButte,
Granted
remoteMont.
pickup—
KA-9241.
Rafael Fuster, Guayama, P. R.
Granted license for new remote pickup KA-8654.
Booth
Radio & Tele. Stations, Inc.,
Flint, Mich. — Granted license for new
remote pickup KA-8045.
KXOK to St.change
Louis, name
Mo. — toGranted
license
KXOK mod.
Inc.
KTTV,
Inc.,
Los
Angeles,
Granted mod. license to moveCalif.
trans,—
location for KMC-43.
WGHNCP Spring
Lake, Mich.—
Granted
mod.
for extension
of completion
date
to
2-15-52.
All-Okla. Bcstg. Co., Tulsa, Okla.—
Granted mod. CPs to change frequen201-202.cies to 26.11 and 26.45 mc for KKELa Grange Bcstg. Co., La Grange, III.
—KA-9417.
Granted CP for new remote pickup
New Laurel Radio Station, Laurel,
Miss.— Same for KA-9418.
Lansing Bcstg. Co., Lansing, Mich. —
Same for KA-9419.
Newton-Conover Bcstg. Co., Newton,
N. C— Same for KA-9420.
August 7 Applications . .
Cleveland Bcstg. Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
—Same for KQC-507.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
KCNO Alturas, Calif. — License fo
new AM station.
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. and
Lawrence County Bcstg. Co., LawrenceKNED McAlester, Okla. — Licensf
burg, Tenn. — Granted petition of WDXE
to change frequencv etc.
for dismissal without prejudice of its CPKWSH
Wewoka, Okla.— License
CP to increase power etc.
application,
Commission's
own motion
removed onfrom
hearing docket
ap- . newWEKZ
Monroe,
AM station. Wis. — License fo
plication of Lawrence County Bcstg. Co.
WGST Atlanta, Ga. — Granted petition
WAIN Columbia, Ky. — License fo
new AM station.
for dismissal
without prejudice of application for CP,
WVBT (FM) Bristol Center, N. '

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL

RADIO

MONITORING
PRECISION FREQUENCY COMPAI^
MEASUREMI .
"A reliable service for over IS yeof
For immediate service phone
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, l

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

h

ONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
ecutive Offices
National Press Building
'ices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
: ashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*
pmmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
TERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Bsf if
Craven, Lohnes & Culver
llUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
-8 j
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
• |:
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

TELEVISION

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Raffner
Member AFCCE*

abal J
ad
aid

GEORGE

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

Member AFCCE*

ENGINEER!

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6. D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
27 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE C. SMEBY
Registered Professional Engineer"
11 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive ItSO — Executive S851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

Modification of License
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. — Mod. license
to change studio location from Portsmouth to Norfolk AMENDED to specify
Norfolk and Portsmouth and main
studio location.
CP to Replace CP
WKAT-FM Miami Beach, Fla.— CP to
replace CP new FM station.
(FM) CPMount
OhioCPWMVO
to replace
new Vernon,
FM station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KFRB Fairbanks, Alaska;
KDMS El Dorado, Ark.; KFAC Los
Angeles; WDRC Hartford, Conn.; WCCC
West
WTAQ Iowa;
LaGrange,Hartford,
111.; KRNTConn.;
Des Moines,
KGLO Mason City, Iowa; WCAM
Camden. N. J.; WWBZ Vineland, N. J.;
WNBF Binghamton, N. Y.; WNAE Warren, Pa.; WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn.;
KXOL Ft. Worth, Tex.; KTRN Wichita
Falls, Tex.; KOL Seattle; WHBL Sheboygan, Wis.; WGAD Gadsden, Ala.;
KWBR Oakland, Calif.; KSRO Santa
Rosa, Calif.; KGHF Pueblo, Col.; WIBB
Macon, Ga.; KID Idaho Falls, Idaho;
WJPS Evansville, Ind.; KSOK Arkansas
City, Kan.; WNAC Boston, Mass.;
KROX Crookston, Minn.; KXLW Clayton, Mo.; WHBI Newark, N. J.; KGCU

Mandan, N. D.; WILE Cambridge, Ohio;
WSAI Cincinnati,
WHOK S.Lancaster, Ohio; WFBC Ohio;
Greenville,
C;
KRIS Corpus Christi, Tex.; KFJZ Ft.
Worth, Tex.; WBTM Danville. Va.;
WSAP Portsmouth, Va:; KVCI (FM)
Chico, Calif.; WRR-FM Dallas. Tex.
TV— Ch. 4
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.— CP to
change ERP from 11 kw vis. 5.5 kw aur.
to 100 kw vis. 50 kw aur.
TV— Ch. 13
Rockford Bcstrs. Inc., Rockford, 111. —
Application for new TV station
AMENDED to change from Ch. 12 (204210 mc) creasetoERPCh.
(210-216
mc) 14.35
and kw
infrom13 28.7
kw vis.
aur. to 200 kw vis. 100 kw aur., change
studio location etc. Ant. 314 ft.
TV— Ch. 13
WKTVERP(TV)
N. 6.5
Y.—kwCP aur.to
change
from Utica,
13 kw vis.
to 25 kw vis. 12.5 kw aur.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
KTER Terrell, Tex. — RETURNED request for transfer of control.
Following license renewal requests
were RETURNED: KOLT Scottsbluff,
Neb.; WHBI Newark, N. J.

REAR

& KENNEDY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

lb.
rria

Id, 3
•VI
Si I
*j■

Member AhCCE*

Member AFCCE*

use
on. for CP to make changes in FM
AM— 1310 kc
N'OX
Grand
CP kcto
ige from 1400 Forks,
kc 250 N.w D.—
to 1310
vprn.DA-N AMENDED to change DA
Modification of CP.
•ABA Aguadilla, P.R. — Mod. CP new
station
date. for extension of comple0 *,BSC Bennettsville, S. C— Mod. CP
tange frequency etc. for extension
i jej'ompletion date.
WPC (FM) Muscatine, Iowa— Mod.
new FM station for extension of
pletion date.
:BS-FM
Francisco,
Calif.—
CP new San
FM station
for extension
mpletion date.
iii
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST.

AR 44721

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One leFevre lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620
August 8 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
CP to Replace CP
Following were granted applications
for CPc to replace expired CPs:
KWBW-FM Hutchinson. Kan. (Class
B). KOWN Conway, Ark. (Class A),
KOA-FM Denver, Col. (Class B).
August 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KWTO Springfield, Mo. — Mod. CP
authorizing increase in power etc. to
change DA system. Also mod. CP for
extension of completion date.
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
San Bruno,
Calif.— Mod.of
CPKSBR
new (FM)
FM station
for extension
completion date.
Name Change
Silver
City,
new AM
station on 1570 N.kc C—
1 kwCP DforAMENDED
(Continued on page 96)
August 13, 1951

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, lOtf per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20<jf per word — $2.00, minimum
All other classifications 25# per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
New 5 kw (1 kw night) going on the
air in southeast this fall. Invite inquiries about or applications for all
staff positions, except that of chief engineer. All replies held in strict confidence until and unless vou say otherwise. Box 510K, BROADCASTING.
Managerial
General manager having now active or
with references previous experience as
general manager in smaller community.
Ambitious for unusual opportunity in
metropolitan market. Box 558H,
BROADCASTING.
Manager - salesman to assume full
charge midwest station. Finest and
most modern equipment. Excellent opportunity to qualified person. Box
400K, BROADCASTING.
Beautiful station in progressive southcoastal community has excellent potential but has not yet made money for
two reasons: (1) insufficient starting
capital, (2) present manager has not
had sufficient experience. (I know. I'm
owner-manager.) What I need are no
"has beens"manager
or "wouldwhobe's"knows
but a good
all-round
phase of this
business. Who canevery
cut
and hold down expenses and boost sales
to
where starting
they should
a terrific
salarybe.butI Ican't
can offer
offer
salary plus commission based on net
earnings. I can also offer full authority,
full responsibility, headaches, hopes
and if you finally make this deal pay
off, a chance for part ownership in a
good business in a wonderful town.
Any
ING. takers? Box 578K, BROADCASTSalesman
Salesman-announcer, Maryland network affiliate. Personable experienced
man to assume sales responsibilities.
Excellent opportunity, must have ability to extend success of established
station to a new community. Start
immediately. Write all information,
references, first letter. Reply Box 354J,
BROADCASTING.
Head salesman wanted. Pennsylvania
area, 15% commission, $75.00 per week
draw. Reply Box 441K, BROADCASTING^
Good deal for man experienced sports
and sales. Upper midwest. Box 511K,
BROADCASTING.
Hard-hitting, experienced radio salesman for Salt Lake City network station. This growing market and outstanding station offers good opportunity
for a man who likes to work hard,
who thrives on competition and who
knows radio. This nob requires man to
sell radio only, no TV. All replies confidential. Send full information, including recent photo, to Box 542K, BROADCASTING,
5 kw Mutual midwest station in market
of overenced
100,000
opening national
for experisalesman has
to handle
and
regional accounts. Adequate draw
against commission. Box 545K, BROADCASTING.
Advertising experience preferred, but
not necessary. Excellent living conditions. Salary,
Porterville,
Calif.plus over-ride. KTIP,
Progressive independent station needs
experienced salesman with ideas immediately. Air time optional. Full
details first letter. KWBM, Williston,
North Dakota.
Leading station in southern major market has opening for sales executive.
Send full details first letter to WAIR,
Winston Salem, N. C.
Experienced salesman for sales manager position with Iowa station in a
friendly community. Guaranteed salary
plus commission. Send qualifications
and photo.
need insalesman
for
local
networkAlso
station
Connecticut
city. Fred A. Palmer, Worthington,
Ohio.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
The Norfolk area is the 26th market in
the United States, has fine beaches and
is a pleasant place to live. WNOR, an
outstanding 24 hour a day independent
station, has a tremendous listening
audience and a large number of sponsors. We have an opening for an experienced, aggressive radio salesman
who should earn $7,000 to $10,000 yearly.
You will
be paid
good drawing
count against
15% acommission
and acget
a number of accounts to start. No
floaters or high pressure salesmen
wanted. A good steady reliable family
man preferred. Send complete details
and a recent snapshot to Earl Harper,
WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia. Will be available for personal interviews at Plymouth Hotel, New York, beginning August 13th.
Announcers
Experienced announcer, midwest 500
watter. Give full details, experience
and
salary required. Box 401K,
BROADCASTING.
Football announcer plus staff duties.
Tell all. Box 406K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Western Pennsylvania station. Minimum guarantee
$80.00 week.
Excellent
working
conditions. Must be
good staff
announcer.
Box 455K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-salesman wanted by Minnesota station. Must be good
on DJ shows. Must like to sell. Good
salary.
CASTING.Write to Box 477K, BROADWanted. Two announcers for northern
Michigan station. At least one year
experience. Send letter, disc and starting salary requirement. Box 503K,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-announcer. Must be tops
play-by-play and competent special
events, general staff. Above average
earnings right man. Midwest. Write
all Box 512K, BROADCASTING.
Septembernounceropening
Texas experienced
station anwith deep voice,
board work. Good starting salary,
raises dependent upon individual. Full
details pected
firstand send
letterdisc
include
salary
exor tape
to Box
515K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with ticket, 250 watter, near
N. Y. Box 524K, BROADCASTING.
Opening also.
night Send
man who
can handle
football
resume.
Texas.
Box 405K, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan western Penna. Two combination men, afternoon DJ and newsman. Experience and license necessary
for above average salary. Box 546K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer network Minnesota station. Good salary, working conCASTING.ditions excellent. Box 548K, BROADEastern New York station expanding
staff, needs disc jockey-news reporter.
Must be versatile. Box 560K, BROADCASTING,
Fulltime
regional Must
station
ing announcer.
be needs
able tomornrun
good morning program including newscasts. Several years experience required. Send disc including news and
segment of record program, along with
references and educational history. Box
562K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with ticket and/or straight
announcer capable of handling early
morning trick Michigan network station. Pay good,
sentofto Michigan
you immediately. Twodetails
stations
three
station
group.
Box
577K,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers desired. Background necessary. Experience desired, but not
necessary. Want young man willing to
sacrifice high salary for complete experience. Must have potential for
sports, news and music announcing.
No
ING. floater. Box 586K, BROADCASTWe don'ttones
want and
announcers
with pearshaped
bad inflection.
We
want two air-salesmen with personality and naturalness who understand
their job. Excellent positions with a
good company. Restricted to good men
now working. Send detailed personal
history as part of your audition. Box
603K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-staff announcers. Experienced play-by-play football and basketball: talent for play-by-play sports;
40 hour week, $50.00. Phone East Liverpool 1490, collect.
Opening for announcer-engineer. Starting salary $60.00, maximum, 35 hours.
Contact Don Howard, KDLK, Del Rio,
Texas.
Announcer-engineer, would consider
man without
rock, Texas. experience. KEVA, ShamImmediate opening for staff announcer
with emphasis newscasting. Right man
can start tomorrow. Personal interview
necessary, Lee Gordon, KSWI-KFMX,
Council Bluffs, Iowa.
Immediate opening for good, experienced, enthusiastic announcer who enjoys doing a positive selling job on
commercials. Control board experience
desired, 40 hour week, $200.00 per
month. Send full details by letter accompanied by audition disc KSWM,
Joplin, Mo.
Immediate opening established Mutual
affiliate, combination announcer and engineer, first phone, car helpful. Good
top pay, permanent position, 40 hour
week. Experience preferred. Contact
Dave
ico. Button, KSVP, Artesia, N. MexNetwork station wants combination
announcer-engineer. Emphasis on announcing. Must hold first class ticket.
Wire or air mail complete details of
experience and minimum acceptable
starting salary. Advancement definitely
promised for right man. Ted Nelson,
KVER, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Wanted,
announcer-engineer. Mustcombination
be experienced
and average
or better
on
announcing.
Mutual
station in small town. Living
expenses
low. Housing available. Pay depends
on hours mation
andalongability.
Send fulldisc
infor-to
with audition
L. M, Neale, General Manager, WALD,
Walterboro, S. C.
Combination announcer-engineer. Emshift, progressivephasis
networkannouncing,
affiliate.night
Attractive
salary.
Send disc and qualifications, WFLB,
Fayetteville, N, C.
Wanted, announcer with first class
bama. Write WHBS, Huntsville, Alaticket.
Engineer - announcer for splendidly
equippedlanta.small
station— willing
near At-to
Want goodtownengineer
teach announcing. Permanent position.
Reasonable living conditions. WMOC,
Covington, Georgia.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, send
disc, resume, WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
WPAZ, Pottstown, Penna., needs morning man-salesman. Salary plus percentage.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga.. Phone 921.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Wanted — Engineer without exper:
with first class license. Good fu
Excellent opportunity for radio re
work in spare time with additions
come. Box 559K, BROADCASTIN
Engineer or combination for 250 w;
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCING.
Combo:
First class
for
combination
job engineer-annou
at KCOW, Allis
Nebraska. Salary depends on ex]
ence. Send audition.
Needed immediately, a man with
class phone ticket to handle combo
Excellent earnings. Permanent )
tion. Car needed. Write, wire or pi
WCDL, Carbondale, Penna.
First class operator wanted imrr
ately. Experience not necessary bu
essential. Good pay and working
ditions. Phone collect WDKD, Ki
tree, S. C.
Southeastern network station wanti
perienced first class operator with
capable
maintenancewatch.
and Comp
recor
as well asof transmitter
tion not swollen by long hours. 40 1
week with time-and-a-half for o
sional overtime. Permanent job
placing man gone to TV after five y
our staff. Write, wire or phone
Atkinson, WGBA, Columbus, Geo
Combination engineer - announcer
36 hour week, air conditioned stu'
high salary, free transportation,
work station. WGYV, Greenville,
bama.
Immediate opening for first class ti
at FM station. Experience not ne
sary,
Olean. but
New car
York.required. WHDLEngineer AM and FM NBC affil
$1.40
per hour
time and
40
hours.
Graduated
sick one-half
leave pa;
to six months at full pay plus
months at half pay after five >
service. See story in September
RCA Broadcast News. Thomas I
lips, WKPT, Kingsport, Tennessee.
Immediate opening for transmitter
gineer, 1 Harold
kw ABC.
necess
Contact
White,CarWKTY,
Crosse. Wisconsin.
Wanted: First phone engineer, 1
ABC. under construction. Good
prospects. $57.50, 44 hours. Reply, C
Engineer, WORD, Spartanburg, S.
First class engineer, no experience
quired, WRAG, Carrollton, Ala.
Production-Programming, Oth

Experienced copywriter, to proi
original,
results-getting
copy. requi
Give
details, samples
and salary
Box 402K, Broadcasting.
Executive asst. with solid backgrc
of programming, production, news
promotion, to supervise such def
ments in a highly rated regional
work station. Must have succe:
previous record in these fields am
able to build high ratings in a c
petitive market.
State previous
perience, salary expected and all o
pertinent details. Confidential.
412K. BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Newsman, news repo
newscaster, farm news, some sports
desirable. List all qualifications;
disc,
photo BROADCASTING.
and salary requiremc 8k
Box 582K.
Copywriter-announcer
for Florida (
time
LBS affiliate. Southerner
f erred. Box 608K, BROADCAST!
News director, able to take full ch
of a live wire news room in a lea
5000
iate. watt,
Must north-central
be a topflightnetwork
newsca ;
thoroughly experienced in local rev
ing,
and beRepl
abl
directediting
other wire
news copy
personnel.
confidence, giving detailed prev
experience,
when avail
and
attach salaries,
small photograph.
413K. BROADCASTING.

a.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Z, Pottstown. Penna., new kw
mer, needs experienced, male
.writer-announcer.
Very limited
uncing duties.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
manager, 7 years experience, first
phone, consider managerial post,
representation for transcription
ce or radio equipment company,
e 28 years old. Box 552K. BROAD•ING.
rienced executive, former NAB of. twenty years operating, adminisv-e in
and Washington,
legal background,
past nine
Is
available
for
al connection or assignment, limtravel. Own Chevy Chase home;
asive civic, club and government
ations. Present connection. $25,000
/ear, now requires too long absence
home. Will consider less. Can
e change on thirty to sixty days
•e. Write Box 556K, BROADCAST-

: worker,
minded manager-PD.
5 years,
available soon.
Good
play-by-play. Guarantee results
— ■ -iJes, programming, office efficiency,
ic relations, or money back. Rewill guide salary. Box 565K.
ADC ASTING .
ager, thoroughly seasoned. Will
uce
more profit.
surroundMinimum
salary Ohio
S8.000orplus
bonus.
I 581K. BROADCASTING.
J dramin radio
manager,
and thoroughly
TV, proven experirecord
jilding
ratings
in
competitive
marCan create, write
and produce
: rams. Sales ability. No job too
. Box 590K, BROADCASTING.
;ager-sales manager, 20 years news•r-radio management, sales, prolming, continuity experience. Maresponsible, aggressive. Commuis ft minded, excellent record. Family
. college graduate. Desire change
llentsales
personal
reasons.
emed
manager.
KOEL, Now
500 watt
irty affiliate, Oelwein, Iowa. Go
vhere, available interview. SalaryTiission basis. Experience opening
s stations. Gene Callahan, 37 SecAvenue, S. E., Oelwein, Iowa,
' pi 4 -ie 844LJ.
Salesman
bination man wants to get off board
'-' e first
can sell.
announcer
phoneExperienced
license. Box
550K,
ADC ASTING.
Announcers
e years experience. Announcer,
soaster, disc jockey. Professional
oling, Hollywood. Wisconsin area
>rred. Box 312K, BROADCASTouncer-PD
wouldthatlikelikesposition
with
ressive station
new ideas.
? five years sound experience in
!y echelon of broadcasting, with
hasis on special events, audience
a successful
children's
'cipation
of own and
creation.
Mature
voice,
7. named,
two
children.
Interested
>ermanency.
Box
363K.
BROADTING.
tscaster, network references, 6
s experience doing play-by-play
college and professional football,
etball, boxing and baseball. Marand draft exempt. Box 431K,
ADC ASTING.
;ouncer, native of Iowa. Married,
ran, employed. Nine years in eastradio. Desires permanent position
God's
County,"
Iowa. Box
. BROADCASTING.
ouncer, available immediately,
ng on DJ, news, commercials, some
cle. Will travel. Young, sober,
ran. Box 479K, BROADCASTING.
anna go south. Announcer-DJ.
oughly experienced. Strong corneals, newscasting. Can operate
d. Box 482K, BROADCASTING.
menced announcer, all-round staff
College. Vet. Exempt. Perent. Family man. Available SepJer First. Box 494K, BROADCAST?rienced topnotch combo. 1st phone,
-ied, Excellent
vet, age 31,references.
prefer west. Avail$95.00
<ly.
2 BROADCASTING.
weeks after making deal. Box
•. ^rienced
majorcharacter
market sportscaster
excellent
and ability
i. rences desires station heavy on
ts. Box 501K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Qualified, conscientious announcer, superior voice and commercial style,
thoroughly experienced all phases proand production,
desires
permanentgrammingaffiliation
established
station.
BOX 517K, BROADCASTING.
New blood. Young man, draft exempt, three
years
radio DJ,
experience
includingcollege
announce,
sportscast,
newsroom.
Desires
permanent position with future in small indie
station. Anywhere. Particulars on reCASTING.quest. Offers? Box 518K, BROADEight years experience in announcing
and production. Background includes
music, news and special events. Intelligent commercial rendition and ad libbing. Married, college degree, twentysix edyears
old, draft deferred.
Interestin employment
in radio/television
market. If you offer permanent employment with progressive organization.view.
I'll travel
audition and interBox 538K,forBROADCASTING.
Announcer, deejay, copywriter, sports,
news, console. Married, veteran. Four
vears experience, all phases. Box 539K,
BROADCASTING.
Canadian network announcer-producer.
Married with three children. Moving
south about October 1st. Four years
experience with CBC, three years in
private radio. Now doing network
news, special events, musical shows.
Professional music background. Prefer
to locate in ambitious station in southwest. Will arrange personal interview,
should you be interested. Write Box
541K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, single, two (2) years exhandling
all types
programs.perience
Good DJ,
news.
Loyal, of
sincere.
Box 547K, BROADCASTING.
Newsman - announcer, married, draft
exempt. Over two years in radio news.
Want work
with employed
a bigger news
department. Currently
at 1000
watt
eastern independent. Money not primary
concern.
Box
549K,
BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play football, basketball, baseball. Five years experience. Never
without sponsor, seek sports station.
Assist in programming, production, announcing. Box 551K, BROADCASTING.
Good, experienced, staff announcer and
disc jockey
wants permanent
employ-of
ment with eastern
station. Capable
building own show and personality.
Family, 27, best references. Box 553K,
BROADCASTING.
Can you use experienced, versatile announcer-writer with staff, news and
sports, plus commercial, continuity and
newspaperground,experience?
Goodpleasant
backneat, presentable,
effective voice. Single, 4-A, will travel.
Presently
notice. Will employed,
consider anyrequire
position,2-week
give
preference to news-staff offer, $60.00
minimum.
Box
554K.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 1st phone. Area
east of the Mississippi, north of Maryland preferred. Four and one half
years experience. Married and draft
exempt. Position must be permanent.
Box 555K, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. 6 years experience.
Strong on news. 32. Family. Now at
50 kw operation in midwest. Box 557K,
BROADCASTING.
Employed announcer desires change.
Background covers all phases of broadcasting, heavy on news, TV experience. "Only progressive metropolitan
programmed
stations
All
replies
answered.
Boxconsidered."
558K, BROADCASTING.
Whoa . . . young college grad desires
opportunity to train as announcer and
learn radio bottom up. Disc/tape and
photo. Box 564K. BROADCASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer. Definitely top-level. Excellent voice. Seventeen years experience in positions as
chief engineer, chief announcer, program sultant.
director,
conFormernewscaster-editor,
station owner. Advise
salary. Box 566K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, available on
two weeks notice to station now employed. Desiringbaseball.
position Three
to do years
football, basketball,
experience. Married vet with university
degree. quest.
WillPleasesend
audition
reinclude
terms.tape
Box on557K,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Good sports man available. Baseball,
football, basketball, boxing experience.
Married. Veteran. College. Age 31. Box
568K, BROADCASTING.
Hillbilly DJ, know, like hillbillies.
Seven years with own top western unit.
Want right permanent spot. Please no
"stuffed shirt" station replies. Also
news, commercials. Details, transcription request. Available around first of
September.
Box 571K. BROADCASTING.
DJ entertainer and all-round staff.
Desire west.progressive
station
east orPrefer
mid26, single, draft
exempt.
early morning or very late nite show.
Good work for good deal. Box 572K,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, 52 months extensive
play-by-play
experience,
handling
than 1000 events,
including
Big more
Ten
and pro basketball, prep football,
Three-I league baseball. Golden Gloves
and proempt,boxing.
Married,
28, Ifdraft
seeking better
market.
you exdo
year-round
play-by-play,
give
a
to one sincerely wrapped up inlisten
his
work.
Employed. Box 576K, BROADCASTING.
Combo man, first phone, limited experience, desires position with future.
Married, draft exempt, own automobile.
Box 580K, BROADCASTING.
Young man recently graduated from an
accredited midwest radio announcing
school desires opening in announcing,
staff or otherwise, in a northeast U. S.
station. Box 583K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, strong on news, rewrite,
sports. Good commercial sell. Deep,
resonant voice. Thorough knowledge
radio, single, college grad, veteran.
Box 588K, BROADCASTING.
Conscientious, draft exempt family man
wants to locate northeast permanently.
Announcer, writer, news, console playby-play. One year alltround experience
in net affiliate.
in radio, television. Box 591K,Degree
BROADCASTING.
News, sports, DJ (classical, popular)
commercials, also specialize in any field,
control board operation, B.A. Degree
English,sired.veteran,
community deBox 595K, small
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer - copywriter,
acting. Work board. Sober, neat. Sixty
dollar minimum. Only conscientious
progressive
stationBROADCASTING.
managers need answer. Box 596K,
SeekingRadio
job City,
as college
announcer
— negro.
Trained
background.
Strong on DJ, commercials, news. Clean
cut; cial
pleasing
voice,available.
can writeBox
commercopy. Disc
598K,
BROADCASTING.
Triple threat man! DJ. announcer,
singer, currently: N. Y, C. Draft exempt, known nationally
on recordstranscriptions.
Prefer station
within
500
miles
N.
Y.
C.
Don't
be timid,
write! Box 600K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man familiar with
all phases of broadcasting and trained
in TV wants permanent job with promarried,gressive
wantsstation.
to Pleasant
settle. voice,
Box 602K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Five years all phases. Now
PD. $80. Box 604K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Three year man all phases.
$75,
Married, draft exempt. Box 605K,
BROADCASTING.
I can ried.
sell!Commercial
Experienced,
exempt,
forte, news.
DJ. marNow
employed eastern 5 kw. Prefer western
Penna. vicinity. Reply Box 607K,
BROADCASTING.
Newswriter, 50 kw midwest, desires
return cast
to Northwestern
sports play-by-play.
BroadU 1950 football
games. Also have handled basketball,
baseball, track. Journalism Masters,
Northwestern. Full details and refer ences. Box 609K. BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer: Years of experience
including new constructions. Now employed. Box 416K, BROADCASTING.
Combo chief engineer-announcer, %\'2
years ried,
experience
desires30 change.
family, veteran,
years of Marage,
have car. Will consider straight combo
job. Complete offer first letter please.
Will go anywhere. Write Box 437K,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First class licensed engineer looking for
combo position or transmitter engineer
position. Recent graduate. Ambitious
and willing to learn. Box 537K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer
going to school?
I'm
your replacement.
4V2 yearsPerhaps
AM transmitters thru 5 kilowatts
directional,
studios, remotes, recording, maintenance. Southeast, preferably mountains. $75 minimum. Box 543K, BROADCASTING.
Combination engineer - announcer desires part-time doing either or both in
Washington, D. C. area. Box 570K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class phone ticket, desires experience, also has TV camera
training. Box 593K, BROADCASTING.
1st phone operator. Single. Will travel.
Some experience
Ambitious. Box 594K,in broadcasting.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
engineer-announcer who combination
is willing to work,
desires
permanent position with station willing
to
pay.
Prefer
North
Carolina.
Will wait for good job. Box 569K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 3 years experience all
phasestionbroadcasting
including
construcfrom ground up.
Advanced
TV
training. Permanent, no combo. Married. terial.
26. draftReferences.
exempt,
St=>telocation
salary.immaApt.
13, 2267 Newport Blvd., Costa Mesa,
Calif,
AM - FM experienced. Construction,
maintenance. Young, married, car, sober, ham, IRE. No announcing. ImmeS. C. diately available. Eddie Howell, Dillon,
Production-Programmiyig, Others
Copywriter, presently employed, i\'2
years
"punchy,"
"selling"experience
commercialwriting
copy, also
music,
quiz shows, some fashion commentary.
Graduatelege. leading
eastern Will
women's
colGo anywhere.
consider
CASTING^
agency,
but
prefer
women's
commentary
copywriting.
southwestorradio
station! Box West
507K, orBROADProgram director-announcer, 33, marchildren. 10 years all phases. Box
561K. ried,
BROADCASTING.
News editor, aiming for Florida, four
years with top network affiliate, family.
vet. Box 563K, BROADCASTING.
Writer!
ad waste!)
cost meAm$11.50,
let's
don'tagencies,
let (This
it go networks,
to
for
large available
stations!
Am now continuity director of 5 kw
midwest politan
radioarea. station
metroDegree ininlarge
advertising
and journalism. Over 3 years radio continuity,
publicityCommercial
and promotion
experience.
copy, special
scripts,
Specialty:
Composeetc.music,
words "singing
and playjingles."
piano
and "sing"
sometimes.
In
effect,
promotion director, also. News releases,
promotional brochures, take photos,
write column, etc. Desire position with
radio-TV department in advertising
agency or with a large TV or radio
network or station as writer-producer
and/or
publicity and promotion man,
ING^
Single,
27, veteran. Starting salary,
$5O0O-$700O. Box 574K, BROADCASTExperienced program director, single,
draft exempt veteran, wishes connection groundwithof 6progressive
station.
BackING.
years includes
announcing,
selling, PD, and publicity, promotion.
References. Box 575K, BROADCASTCollege graduate, male, 22, single, draft
exempt,
looking
experienceBoxin copyBROADCASTING.
writing.
Will go for
anywhere.
579K,
Experienced male copywriter with good
background, sound salable copy, ambitious, desire aggressive organization.
Box 599K, BROADCASTING.
Responsible,
fully trained
R. T. Radio,
T. U, graduate,
sales S.experience,
capable of any job in radio or TV,
desires first break in either medium.
Ambitious, reliable, 24, vet. good appearance, Boxcar. 601K,
will travel.
Highest references.
BROADCASTING.
Girl,
experienced
all phases
women's,
children's
programming
and continuity.
College background. Seeking position
with progressive radio and/or TV staNew York-New Jersey area. Box
606K, tion.
BROADCASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Salesmen
Experienced account man seeks new
affiliation with future. Consider TV
station, national rep, agency or film
distr. west,
Nowtelevision
top producer
with 1 southstation after
year.
Prior experience includes 2 years with
national representative Chicago office.
Excellent record. Excellent references.
Statistics:
single, orcollege.
Details followAge
your30,inquiry
will appear
personal interview. Wire or write Box
592K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcers
Ten years experience as announcer,
news man. Program director 5000 watt
net affiliate would like to be with TV
station. 30, draft exempt. No rush but
would like to serve operation with a
future for us both. Photographs and
tape sent on request. Box 584K,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Production -Prog ramming, 0 thers
TV writer-producer, experience in research, writing, narrating, producing
of historical, educational and original
material; public relations; personnel.
College graduate.
Box 540K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Experienced TV director-producer. 1000
program hours (3 years) of live studio
shows; variety, women's, sports, scichildren's education,
including
networkence,origination.
Currently
employed
large
eastern
metropolitan
station. Top references: veteran; familv
man. Box 438K, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Established (1000 watt) daytime station
in rapidly developing area in central
Massachusetts. Owner has other interests which demand his attention. Priced
right to sell. Box 483K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107 J, BROADCASTING.
Raytheon RA-250 transmitter, like new
condition. 2 sets tubes, 2 crystals —
holders 1400 kc. Crated. $2,000.00 cash.
Box 526K, BROADCASTING.
For sale, complete broadcasting equipment for FM radio station, all bought
new 3 years ago, includes 3 kw W. E.
transmitter, 54A 8 bay W. E. cloverleaf
antenna. 25B W. E. console, 2 Fairchild turntables, 225 ft. self-supporting
Blaw-Knox tower, G. E. type BM-l-A
FM station monitor, plus many auxiliary items all in excellent condition,
contact Box 544K, BROADCASTING.
For Sale: G. E. BC-l-A console, 3 FS-1A speakers with base, 4-FA-20A on
air light relay panels. 1-FA-8-A rack,
2-RCA 70-C-2 turntables, BM-l-A FM
monitor, RCA ET-4250-250W-AM transmitter, 1-DuMont 274 scope with spare
5"
C. R. Any
tube part
misc.or onall.air Best
lites offer
and
relays.
Ch. Eng. WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Three Crouse Hinds lighting kits (CAAA3, cable fittings, no cable). Include
300 MM code beacon, with 2 red color
niters, two sets double obstruction lights
with 2 red fresnel globes, assembled.
Equipment used 2 years. $300.00 per kit.
One 3 pole flasher, water-tight housing, $30.00. 4 lighting chokes, $45.00
each.
Wincharger
tower,
cheap. 150',
600 type
feet, 101
% inch
coax, 25<f
per
foot; 600 feet, % inch coax, 50<t foot.
Radio Station WISE, Asheville, N. C,
Telephone 3-5381.
Radio craftsmen RC-10 AM-FM tuners,
RC-101 and 200 TV, RC-2 amplifiers,
15% off regular dealer net. All new
factory stock with warranty. FOB,
Williamsport.
25% bargains
cash within
order, balance Terms
COD. — Also
Jim
Lansing,
Stephens,
Electro-Voice,
Jensen speaker systems. 20% off usual
net. Write for list or phone Alvo Recording Co., 51 W. Third, Williamsport, Pa.
Completely
power turntables.
rack. Console. 2 dualequipped
speed cabinet
Three baffled speakers Presto Y recorder complete.
"Cardyne"
Boom stand.
1 6 ft. 36 in.
Kimball mikes.
Grand
— cost $1600. Tables and desk, chrome
chairs. $2000 for lot. Broadcast ProIllinois. ductions, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago,
For sale
— Broadcasting
ard J. Schrader,
509V2 stations.
E. GreenLeonSt.,
Champaign, 111, Phone 9094 collect.
Wanted to Buy

Wanted To Buy

For Sale (Cont'd)
Stations

Stations

250 watt daytimer in excellent
only station'
southwestern small community, serving an area of 100,000 population.
Ambitious owner-manager can pay
this property out in three to four
years. Sales above $50,000 now,
larger potential. Not a distress property, as it has always made money.
$50,000 price includes $10,000 quick
assets, half down. Please state your
cash position. Box 573K, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
FLORIDA

STATION

$65,000
Excellent market, rapidly expanding. Good equipment.
An outstanding buy.
For details write
BOX 61 OK, BROADCASTING

WANTED . . your headacl
I want a "dog" . . . preferably a
or 1000 watter, day or fulltime, indepe
ent or network. MUST be in a cc
petitive market and MUST be los
money! Will buy all, part ... or
build it up . . . FAST . . . for a wc
ing share. Contact:
ft. Worth, T«

GEORGE R. TURPI N \. °- B«
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICI
Confidential, nation wide servic
placing commercial
qualified, experienced
agers,
managers, man
pro
gram directors, chief engineers an
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited froi
applicants and employers.
Howaid S. Fsuzibb
TV 4 Radio Management Consultant
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C
RADIO PERSONNEL
Wanted: topflight
nouncers Morning anDJ
personality, engineers
combination
engineerannouncer salesmen,
copywriters boys or
girls.pay.Top stations.
Top

BERT ARNOLD
Keene Road,
Clearwater, Fbrid
I am placing be
men with be
stations
every day.everywl

Equipment etc.
Complete equipment for eastern 1230
kc 250 watter, including transmitter,
tower, tuning unit. . monitors, speech
input. Box 587K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

Wanted, equipment for a 10 kilowatt
broadcasting station A. M. transmitter,
any popular manufacture, all equipment
necessary. P. O. Box 321, Memphis,
Tenn.

Production-Programming, Others

Wanted: Reasonably priced RCA TMV129B tion
crystal
for 1240Newkc/s.
Radio StaKICA, Clovis,
Mexico.
All or part A-3 lighting two towers,
flasher motors, chokes. WINZ, Opa
Locka, Florida.
For Sale
Equipment, Etc.
For Sale
Collins Multi Channel Studio Console, 2bay racks, tuner, oscillator,
complete 2 studio control rooms
used two years.
Martin Karig, 13 Warren Street,
Glens Falls, N. Y.

AVAILABLE!
EXECUTIVE!
CURRENTLY (and
for the past year)
PRODUCING TOP
NETWORK VIDEO
TV
SHOW FROM N. Y.
Thoroughly experienced in all phases
of programming, personnel, budget,
writing, directing, producing and creating ideas.
10 years experience as program director of important regional radio
stations and staff producer for major
radio network.
I WANT
Executive post with station where my
experience, ingenuity, ability to hypo
ratings, creative talents and commercial knowhow can spark your present
operation and build solidly for the
future.
Family man, draft exempt. Excellent
references.
BOX 589K
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

CATHEDRAL FILMS
Releasing Backlog for
ENTIRE backlog of movies
Cathedral Films, Los Angeles,
of the oldest and largest produ'
of
religious
'will accorc
be m
available
to films,
television,
to an announcement by Rev. Ja
K. Friedrich, president. Films
valued at approximately $1.2
lion.
At the same time the firm
nounced it would go into the ]
duction of films designed especi
for television. In the immedia
available group are 40 films,
eluding the series of 12 Life oft
Paid half-hour programs; serie
films based on Biblical stories
period costume, and another ba
on modern problems solved by
plication of religion.
Cathedral is planning product
of its first TV films, a half-h
series entitled Holy Night. Fi
will be distributed by Cathec
Releasing Corp.

-
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Outstanding Opportunities
$$25,000.00 tlowrt payment
balance financed on reasonable terms
MIDWEST
CAROLINAS
This is one of the most
An excellent facility locatsubstantial facilities of its
ed in one of the midwest's
under-stationed markets — a
size. A steady earner with
city of more than 70,000 —
profits increasing, this station
retail sales over ninety milis in the investment class.
lion and only two stations.
Valuable land and a fine
One or two good operators
building included plus several
can make $25,000.00 a year
thousand dollars in cash and
here and greatly increase the
accounts receivable.
value of the property.
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower
235 Monteomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672

Television

RADIO

and
TELEVISION

TIME
BUYER
™"^^^^^^^^— Unusual opportunity for top flight radio and
television time buyer for leading mail order advertising agency
presently scoring the most outstanding success in the business.
Must have contacts with radio and television stations, radio and
television representatives and have the ability to make rapidfire decisions, purchases and cancellations. Must be able to
work under pressure when necessary and handle a heavy amount
of station activity. Pleasant working conditions outside of New
York City with all of the assistance necessary to do an outstanding job. High salary in keeping with present earnings and
ability. Write in confidence to Box 597K, BROADCASTING.

f
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m„,(j/ and Jonny King, whose comm r12 age totals 18, are fast becoming radio veterans.
I IIpi uj
\
9 a jf
— * * ★
'■ 5i ]
RADIOMAN
Jonny, 8, Joins Betsy, 10
*P Boston's newest sports
lentator also probably is raWla I. youngest.
He's eight-yearonny King who is giving the
r,U iiIs baseball fans an earful with
redactions and tart comments,
jiny is the brother of Betsy
-. L now all of 10, who was the
n's youngest disc jockey when
r^riginated
her Let's
Fun
ram three years
ago Have
on WCOP.
are children of Gene King,
P program director,
'few weeks ago, Betsy invited
y to appear on her show,
9-10 a.m. Sunday. The repehas
to Jonny's
Sportsboosted "Junior
his appearance
a regular feature spot on the
BET AT KGO
znds to Creative Employes
1 ! ENDING its sphere to include
ive end of radio and television,
ET (National Assn. of BroadEngineers and Technicians
) , last week reached contract
:ments covering four writericers at KGO San Francisco,
'■< R eduction assistants and scenic
graphic artists at KGO-TV;
was unanimously voted in as
lining representative by four
a acers at KNBC San Francisco,
-troactive to May 15 the KGO^ontract calls for basic weekly
ijiy of $120, replacing former
95 weekly wage.
The tele^ \i contract is retroactive to
1 and gives scenic and graartists a 50% boost, bringing
I monthly salaries to $375;
action assistants go from $250
535 monthly. Both contracts
oased on an eight-hour day,
lay week. Standard NABET
tions for engineers covering
leave, vacations etc. will apNABET currently represents
leers at both KGO AM-TV.
e union currently is negotiatvith KSMO (FM) San Mateo,
. for contracts covering four
jncer-engineers.
LEON, owner of WDAS Philaia, will begin conduct series
cording dates for Capital Rec-

•ADCASTING

arts

D D. ROBISON, nationally
EDWAR
known sales and marketing counsellor, to John Sutherland Productions Inc., L. A., servicing clients
in sound films, television film commercials and motion pictures in 11
western states.
EZRA R. BAKER Jr. named director
of sales promotion International
Movie Producers Service, N. Y.
JOHN GREY, writing staff ABC-TV
Hollywood, to scenario department
Jerry
wood. Fairbanks Productions, HollyLEE SAVIN, producer Horace Heidt
Co., N. Y., to Ralph Branton & Assoc.,
L. A., to produce Raffles TV series.
DAVID R. GOLDBERRY, reporter
Athens Messenger, Athens, Ohio, to
public relations staff Seiberling Rubber
Co., Akron.
JOHN T. QUISENBERRY, general
counsel Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co., Washington, named general attorney of AT & T, succeeding T. BROOKE PRICE, who became
AT & T vice president and general
counsel on July 1.
WILLIAM GOODHEART Jr., executive vice president and general manager newly merged Official Films IncJerry Fairbanks Productions, and
JERRY FAIRBANKS, producer,
elected to board of directors of combined organization.
JACK McCLAIN to Snader Telescriptions Corp., as sales service representative in Atlanta.
BERNARD BRODY, art director and
production manager, Makelim Assoc.,
advertising agency, to Snader Telescriptions Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
on production staff.
CHESHIRE & ASSOCIATES, Hollywood, appointed distributor of Marvin
Miller, Story Teller, transcribed series
of 260 completed 5-minute programs
based on authentic but little known
stories of great men. LARRY
YOUNG is researcher-writer of the
series.
ELEANOR PARKER and FRED MacMURRAY, motion picture actors, have
each recorded 15 minute interview
plus series of radio spots for use as
exploitation for forthcoming BERT
FRIEDLOB production, Millionaire for
Christy in which they are co-starred.
Film will be released through 20thCentury-Fox.
STERLING TELEVISION Inc., N. Y.,
to handle TV distribution for Telenews Productions' short-subject films,
including more than 50 already completed, plus future Telenews shorts.

Equipment • • •
GEORGE HAKIM, cooperative advertising manager of receiver sales division, Allen B. DuMont Labs, Clifton,
N. J., appointed advertising manager
of division.
F. A. (Doc) DAUGHERTY, owner
of a sales representative firm, Bedford,
Ohio, named sales representative for
cathod-ray division, Allen B. DuMont
Labs., N. Y.
RAYMOND K. BURNET, sales staff
Sue, Young & Smith, (wholesale appli-

• Telecasting

ance distributor), L. A., named Cleveland district sales manager for radio
and television division Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y.
D. W. (Winnie) MAY named regional
manager in New York City and Northern New Jersey for Hoffman Radio
Corp., L. A.
MERIT TRANFORMER Corp., Chicago announces production of "air
core" horizontal output transformer,
HVO-8, designed for use in direct
drive systems. Used with company
MDF-30 "cosine" yoke, HVO-8 provides wide replacement coverage.
Complete technical data supplied with
each unit.
CONCORD RADIO Corp., Chicago, releasing publication Concert Hall Realism with High Fidelity. Forty-eight
page booklet gives information about
high fidelity, covering development
and growth of system.
W. W. HAMILTON appointed head
of new two-way radio communication
division Avia Products Co., L. A. He
was vice president Vetric Inc.
WALTER H. STELLER and GEORGE
R. MacDONALD, vice president and
director Motorola Co., Chicago, retiring. Mr. Steller joined the company
in 1937, and Mr. MacDonald in 1934.
RCA tube department releasing revised
and amplified version of Television
Components book, to parts dealers and
technicians. Book, compiled for quick
reference, gives data on each component listed.
EMERSON RADIO & PHONOGRAPH
Corp. announces organization of subsidiary company to distribute Emerson Radio & Phonograph products
in Chicago and northern Illinois. New
firm, Emerson-Midwest Corp., headed
by CHARLES BOBBINS, vice president in charge of sales of parent company, and has offices and showrooms
at 512 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, and
warehouse and shipping and service
depts. at E. 8th and Wabash, Chicago.
DR. IVAN GETTING, chief scientist
of U. S. Air Force for past year,
elected vice president, engineering and
research, Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.

"Technical • • •
JAMES KNAPP, engineering department WOLF Syracuse, named staff
projectionist WHEN (TV) Syracuse,
replacing IRVING WELSTED, now
with Bendix Corp.
FRED ALBIN, recording engineer
KECA-TV Hollywood, named Hollywood chairman for 70th Convention
of Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers.
TOM O'DONNELL, technical department KXOK-FM St. Louis, father of
boy, Danny Clark, Aug. 1.
KENNETH S. LITTRELL Jr., engineer
WTVJ (TV) Miami, and Martha Ann
Bell announce their marriage.
UNDERWOOD GRAHAM, FCC engineer specializing on North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement matters, resigns to join Central Intelligence Agency.
PAUL DAVIS, new to radio, to WFML
(FM) Washington, Ind., as engineer,
replacing FRED "KUHLMANN, resigned.

TELETEACHING
Syracuse U. Experiments
SYRACUSE U. is experimenting
by teaching a regularly scheduled
summer term course by television.
When the course ends this month,
students will take a battery of
tests by which educators hope to
derive some decisive answers as to
which is more effective — classroom
teaching or instruction by television.
A freshman course in responsible
citizenship was chosen as the testcase. Half the students are assigned to a classroom where they
are instructed for 1% hours daily
in a regular academic manner.
The remainder of the students
take lecture notes via video.
VIDICAM EXPANDS
Adds Three to Sales Staff
EXPANSION of the sales staff of
Vidicam Pictures Corp., New York,
TV motion picture producer, was
announced last week by Edward
Carroll, vice president and general
manager.
Sales staff additions are Joseph
Barnett and William H. Groody,
formerly of Jerry Fairbanks Inc.,
and Bruce Trabue, who has been
with the sales staffs of Town
Equipment Co. and Curtiss-Wright.
Mr. Carroll also announced Harry
Doolittle, recently with the TV department of Grant Adv., Chicago,
has been named sales promotion
director of Vidicam.

WANTED!

murder
scripts

Wanted — scripts adaptTV.

able for radio and/or

For more
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on story requirements,
payment

rates, etc.,

write to —
W. P. ROBINSON
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Programs
W

L W
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Style Sheet
(Continued from page 87)
sembly; Harrison County; Drake
Publishing Company; Mesabi
County Taxpayers League.
Figures
In the area of figures, there are
many specific suggestions that will
be found useful. Summarizing
some of the fundamentals, one
would emphasize that it is to the
mutual advantage of both announcer and listener for the radio
news editor to use figures much
more sparingly than the newspaper reporter uses them. He
should use only figures and statistics that are essential, and then
he should put them in a form that
will be easy for the announcer to
read and for the listener to grasp
understandingly.
Many figures, especially large
ones, should be translated into
round numbers whenever it is feasible. When simplifying numbers,
it will be convenient to employ
such generalizing terms as about,
more than, and almost. Also, to
avoid repetition and to make numerical information meaningful,
the writer should be alert to translate trends or changes into such
terminology as doubled, cut in
half, dropped 20%, and were only
one-fifth what they were last week.
Of the numerous other specific
suggestions concerning figures, one
of the most helpful is the use of a
hyphenated combination of numerals and words to express large
numbers (17-milliou Chinese).
In the final analysis, the most
important point in the handling of
numerals is good judgment. The
radio news editor must use the best
possible judgment in eliminating
much statistical material ; he must
generalize and simplify intelligently; but, while striving for easy
reading and easy listening, he must
take care that highly important
information is not omitted nor
distorted.
Punctuation
Traditional rules of punctuation
will be followed in most instances.
However, in optional situations
(not in violation of long-accepted
rules) the writer may find it useful to punctuate freely. As aids to

A&V EXPANSION
Moves to New Quart
PLANS for expansion of Audu
Video Products Corp., New Y(
coincident with a move into i I
quarters at 730 Fifth Ave., \v|
announced last week.
Details were made known v.\
prospectus covering a proposed I
suance of $150,000 in a 6% tl
year convertible sinking fund
bentures and 90,000 shares of c< I
mon stock, proceeds from wti
will be used in the expansion j I
THIS IS KCMO-AM-FM Kansas City, Mo.'s new Radio Center, located at 125
E. 31st St. The red brick building has 10,000 square feet of working area,
4,000 of which has been set aside for future TV operation. Largest AM
studio is 12 by 24 by 36 feet. First floor also houses FM transmitter.
Move into the new quarters was made during the July 13 flood. The station
was on the air all night. Because of the flood, formal opening has been
set for next month.
oral reading with intelligent interpretation ofthe content, dashes
and rows of dots are often employed to good advantage.
Direct Quotations
Direct quotations should be used
much more sparingly than they
are in some other forms of writing.
Many direct quotations are not
read very well aloud and they often
tend to be confusing to the listener. Condensation and conversion
of most direct quotations to brief
indirect quotations will be advantageous in the majority of
cases. The jarring words quote
and unquote may easily be avoided ;
controversial or striking quoted
material may be clearly identified
for the listener's benefit with a
variety of phrases, such as as he
put it or in what he called.
It is far better radio style to
give the source before the quotation rather than as a dangling
after-thought.
It should go without saying that
libelous allegations must be carefully deleted, and all opinion should
be ear-marked clearly so that it
does not sound as if the ideas being expressed are those of the announcer or of the station he represents.
Names and Titles
It has long been common practice in most radio newsrooms to
avoid a story beginning with a
person's name. The listener needs
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to be given time to adjust his ear
to the story, making sure there
will be no misunderstanding concerning the identity of the person.
Unless a title is long and unwieldy, it is a good idea to have
it Aprecede
name.has no
long the
list person's
of names
place on the average newscast.
If a person's first name is used,
rather than his initials, the middle
initial can usually be discarded.
Time Element
One of the most disputed points
of radio news style is the use of
the present that
tense.some
It isradio
the writer's
conviction
people
have gone overboard for the present tense, using it to excess and at
times when it is most artificial.
When a thing has clearly happened in the past and the action
has terminated, it is obvious to all
concerned that the event occurred
in the past and the verbs should
be chosen accordingly. An honest
use of the past tense is to be preferred to artificial use of the present tense.
It is true, of course, that the
alert radio newsman should ever
be alert to the possibility of freshening the approach on a story,
finding new angles, and avoiding
emphasis on old time elements.
Simple words are best. Whenever there is a choice, the writer
should choose the word that is
easiest to read and easiest to
understand. In addition to choosing simple words, the writer must
think constantly in terms of sound.
This means that he will avoid such
things as alliteration, rhyming
words, unpleasant sound sequences,
and technical terms that are not
absolutely essential.
While properly chosen connectives that give "flow" to the copy
have much to commend them, there
is great temptation to use such
transitional words as meantime and
meanwhile far more than they
should be.
Although good radio writing
sounds deceptively simple, it actually is a highly skilled form of
expression. The simplicity and
the clarity of well written radio
copy are the marks of a competent
craftsman.

The company, which also o\ |
and
gram.operates Audio-Video Reco I
ing Co. and the new A-V Tape I
braries Inc., will occupy 10,' J
square feet of floor space at the I
Fifth
Ave.
address,
forme I
WQXR New York studios. Rem
eling of the space and construct
of five recording studios there
now in progress, and transfer
the executive offices from 1
Broadway has been accomplis
under the direction of Presid
Charles E. Rynd.
The studios, each with float
ceilings
and floatingin walls,
ed for completion
30 or are
45 &is'
In addition to more than 20 t
recorders, five disc recorders, ;
related equipment, the record
company "is about to add fequipment for television broadc;
ing," the prospectus notes.
Within 60 days the recording s
sidiary expects to have a spei
tape duplicating equipment
take care of the growing dem;
for this service," the prospectus
serfs.
Audio & Video products was for
in 1948 as a sales agent for An
Tape Recording machines. . Princ
officers are President Rynd, for
Vice President in charge of op<
tions; Vice President Percy
Deutsch (president of the recorc
company and A-V Tape Library
founder and former president
World Broadcasting System;
Vice President Russell O. Hud,
former sales service manager
west coast recording manager
ABC; Engineering Vice Presic
Oliver Summerlin, former chief I
ording engineer in charge of red
ing department of Capitol Recoi
and Vice President, Treasurer
Assistant Secretary Richard S. R:
former production control superv
for Ajax Flexible Coupling Co.
Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Advice to Educators
STORY on cooperation among
broadcasters and educational
stitutions, under the heading "E
cators Advised — Cooperation
Best," from the July 23 issue
Broadcasting • Telecasting i
introduced in the Aug. 2 Cong
sional Record by Sen. Ed C. Jo
son (D-Col.). The chairman of
Senate Interstate Commerce C
mittee said the news story discus
"what contribution television i
make to educational processes
most interestingly and pointed

BROADCASTING
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Radio Free Europe
''Continued from page 26)
live of the Fred Waring organiion and advertising executive
General Foods, set up the sysr. Lang believed that exiles
■In Iron Curtain countries could
freedom to their compatriots
pome because only they knew
idiom and psychology of their
ltrymen.
e believed too that U. S. radio
evtising techniques could be
1 to sell freedom. The probwas to combine U. S. radio
v-how with the exiles' knowl3 of their own people. What
rged was a system that Mr.
g calls "mutual absorption."
..mericans finance and adminisRFE, give the exiles what they
in the way of general guides but the exiles write nearly
the programs, decide what goes
the air and (with the exception
ome special features) do the ac1 broadcasting.
.,ast September, the Crusade for
•edom, under the leadership of
i. Lucius Clay (who had made
A.S an effective voice against
nmunist propaganda in Gerny) was launched. In seven
sks, the Crusade raised $1,317,from 16 million American citis with which to build another
E station.

Bullet-Like Accuracy
Evidences of the Munich stars effectiveness already have
n mentioned. The transmitter
ras its multi-kilowatt signal
h bullet-like accuracy at its
get, Czechoslovakia, saturating
ry city, town, village and farm
a with its broadcasts. Out of
otal population of 12 million,
L ! le
2.2 million Czechs and
rf
vaks own radio sets capable of
Reiving mediumwave broadcasts,
its are are approximately four lisers per set, meaning that ftaEurope's potential audiEl e Free
9 million in a country with
us .2 ismillion
population.
ae
Pn Programs are beamed daily to
-•: eehoslovakia 11% hours a day;
include radio fare of every
U iety broadcast in direct compeori with such propaganda facies as Radio Prague and Radio
atislava.
Today, about 80% of the Czechovak programming originates in
'E's Munich studios. The staff
comprised of several hundred
echs, Slovaks, Germans, Amerns, and assorted anti-Communist
ropeans.
The remaining proims (all with no time element)
prepared by RFE's staff in
w York's Empire State Bldg.
jjankfort still shortwaves proams to Czechoslovakia to reach
pie without standard mediumve receivers.
The Frankfort station (its outt was recently increased to 10
covers the other five Iron Curn countries; programs are preIOADCASTING

pared in New York by a staff of
"mutually absorbed" exiles and
Americans. The exile-staff includes some of the most talented
journalists, writers, performers,
parliamentarians and propaganda
experts from Bulgaria, Hungary,
Poland, Rumania and Albania, as
well as Czechoslovakia.
To finance the expansion of Radio Free Europe into network of
aggressive freedom stations, the
Crusade for Freedom will conduct
another fund-raising campaign this
September. Gen. Clay is still the
leader of the Crusade, and Harold
Stassen is chairman of the 1951
drive to enroll 25 million Americans and raise $3.5 million. Abbott Washburn, on leave from General Mills Inc. where he is manager of the department of public
services, is executive vice chairman
of the Crusade.
New Targets Revealed
RFE's next "saturation" targets
are Hungary and Poland — two
weaker links on the chain of the
Kremlin's prisoner states. Highpowered transmitters, with a vastly
increased volume of programming
along the lines of the MunichCzechoslovak operation, are being
blueprinted for these countries.
A portion of the funds raised
by the Crusade will be used to
establish a Radio Free Asia to
fight Communist propaganda in
the Far East. A Committee for
a Free Asia (with headquarters
in San Francisco) is completing
plans for RFA broadcasting operations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23].
Nate Crabtree of Minneapolis is
supervising public relations activities including acting as RFE contact with American broadcasters.
Alton Kastner is director of the
Radio and Television Dept. Rita
Whearty, formerly with McCannErickson, assists Mr. Kastner, and
Tom Bennett, former production
director for NBC and Fred Waring, is in charge of special programming.
JUDSON

CHAPMAN

Greenville Exec. Dies
JUDSON WILLIAM CHAPMAN,
51, vice president of the Greenville News-Piedmont Co., which is
licensee of WFBC Greenville, S. C,
died of a heart attack in a Greenville hospital last Tuesday. He was
executive editor of the Greenville
News and Piedmont, which are published by the licensee company.
Mr. Chapman had served as a
reporter for the Greenville papers
while a student at Furman U.
there. After service in World
War I, he returned to the News
but left shortly afterward to join
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. He
returned to Greenville in 1924,
serving as city and managing editor of the News until 1928, and
then as editor of the Piedmont until 1948.

• Telecasting

Ford's First
(Continued from page 27)
the freshness and vitality applied
in dealing with characteristic social, economic or civic problems.
"In every part of the United
States," Dr. Eisenhower explained,
"people are bringing about amazing improvements in their conditions of life through teamwork at
the local level. With the help of
this program, we hope to encourage this sort of practical democracy by showing Americans everywhere what they can do to improve the way of life in their
ownDr.communities."
Eisenhower said his committee was formed at the invitation
of C. Scott Fletcher, president of
the Fund for Adult Education. The
fund, set up by the Ford Foundation in April, will operate the Television-Radio Workshop, which is
under the general supervision of
James Webb Young, consultant on
mass
dation. communications to the founMembers of the national committee headed by Dr. Eisenhower:
Dr. William Biddle, Earlham College, Richmond, Ind.; Thomas R. Carskadon, the 20-Century Fund, New
York; Dr. Ben C. Cherrington, U. of
Denver; Dr. Roy Colbert, U. of Wisconsin, Madison; Rabbi Morton Goldberg, B'nai Israel Synagogue, Toledo;
President John Hannah, Michigan
State College, East Lansing; President I. S. Ingram, West Georgia College, Carrollton; President Charles
FLOOD FILM
WDAF Host to Hill Groups
HALF-HOUR documentary on
Kansas City's big flood was shown
to a Senate group last Thursday
in the Senate Office Bldg. and
again Friday before a House deleCity. gation by WDAF-AM-TV Kansas
The film was The Story of the
Flood, which had been telecast nationally byCBS. Another but shorter film, called The Aftermath, depicting the clean-up after the flood
devastation, followed. Randall Jessee and Charles Ford reported and
photographed the flood for WDAFTV. Mr. Jessee presented a commentary with the film for the Congressional groups.

BOB

ATCHER

Johnson, Fisk U., Nashville; Dr. Jess
Ogden and Mrs. Jess Ogden, U. of
Virginia, Charlottesville; Professor
Robert Poison, Cornell U., Ithaca,
N. Y.; Professor Richard W. Poston,
U. of Washington, Seattle; Dean F. C.
Rosecrance, "New York U.; Dr. Karl
Tjerandsen, Kansas State College,
Manhattan; and Paul H. Sheats, U. of
California, Los Angeles.
In the meantime and before details of the inaugural project were
announced, Edward L. Bernays,
chairman of the public interest
committee of the National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters, which
has ardently advocated the reservation of TV channels for noncommercial educational stations,
warned that the foundation's workshop plan should not be regarded
as a cure-all for TV programming.
He said:
Since television can't get much
worse, anything to improve it is a
plus. However, any such workshop
plan . . . should not be looked upon,
as it well may be, as the 'medicine
man' that will completely cure the
present deplorable conditions. Nor
should it be permitted to deflect public interest in or support of the proposed allocation by the FCC of channels for educational stations.

City
NARTB DISTRICT MEETING
Aug.
SCHEDULE
Dates
Dist. Hotel
Roanoke, Va.
4 Roanoke
23-24
Sept. 2
Book Cadillac Detroit
111.
Syracuse
10-11
13-14 89 Syracuse
Highland Park
17-18
the-Lake
Minneapolis
Radisson
17111014 Moraine-onBlackstone
Wichita
Omaha
15
12
Broadview
24-25
27-28
20-21
Oct.
Salt Lake City
Utah
Davenport
4-6
13
San Francisco
11-12 16 Mark Hopkins Spokane
Site
to be
selected
15-16
8-9
Los Angeles
6 St. Charles New
Orleans
Houston
Shamrock
29-30
Nov.
25-26
St. Petersburg
5 Soreno
1-2
Boston
1 Somerset
5-6
7 Seelbach
8-9
12-13
Pittsburgh
3 William Penn Louisville
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

20: BMI Clinic, Harrisburg, Pa.
20-23: AIEE Pacific General Meeting, Portland, Ore.
21: BMI Clinic, Columbus, Ohio.
22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke, Va.

PRESENTS
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in GUicaaa!
(SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER)
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 89)
Applications Cont.:
to change name of applicant to William M. Wren, H. E. Stout, F. N. Justice. B. L. Spence and James E. Spence
d/b as Chatham Bcstg. Co.
License Renewal
Following
request
license
renewal: stations
KVOA Tucson,
Ariz.;
KXOB
Stockton, Calif.; WATR Waterbury,
Conn.; WWDC Washington, D. C;
Ky.; WMCK McKeesWKLX Lexington,
Pa.; KVET Austin. Tex.; KDYL
port.
Salt Lake City. Utah; WGH Newport
News, Va.; WHYU Newport News, Va.;
WWON-FM Woonsocket, R. I.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Streator, 111.— DISMISSED application
for CP new AM station by M. R. Paglee
for 1250 kc 500 w D (contingent on
WMAW denial being made final).
APPLICATION RETURNED
WARA Attleboro, Mass.— RETURNED
application for license renewal.
August 9 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
The Vacationland Bcstg. Co. and
West Fla. Bcstg. Service, Fort Walton,
Fla. — Designated for consolidated hearing in Washington
Sept.facilities
25. applications both seeking onsame
for
new station on 1260 kc 1 kw D.
Authorization Granted
Armando E. Santos, San Diego, Calif.
— Authorized to transmit programs by
wire from 1207 Rosecrans Blvd.. San
Diego, to station XEC Tijuana, Mexico.
Planned programs are in Portuguese,
originating with and directed to local
Portuguese population.
BY THE SECRETARY
Following TV stations were granted
increases in transmitter output power:
WJZ-TV New York City (from 4.19 kw
to 5 kw vis., with no change in aur.
2.5 kw); WOR-TV New York (from 2.04
kw to 5 kw vis.); KRLD-TV Dallas,
Tex. (from vis. 2.76 kw to 5 kw, and
aur. from 1.38 kw to 2.5 kw); KMTV
Shenandoah, Iowa (from vis. 3.53 kw
to 5 kw, aur. from 2.41 kw to 2.5 kw);
WHAM-TV Rochester, N. Y. (from vis.
3.81 kw to 5 kw, aur. from 1.81 kw to
2.5 kw); WHEN Syracuse, N. Y., from
vis. 2.78 kw to 5 kw, and aur. from
1.44 kw to 2.5 kw); WAVE-TV Louisville, Ky. (from vis. 1.37 kw to 5 kw.
aur. from .68 kw to 2.5 kw); WGN-TV
Chicago (from vis. 1.93 kw to 5 kw, and
aur. from 1.26 kw to 2.5 kw); WPIX
New York (from vis. 3.5 kw to 5 kw,
and aur. from 2.03 kw to 2.5 kw);
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn. (from vis.
3.02 kw to 5 kw, and aur. from 1.51 kw
to 2.5 kw).
August 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
TV— Ch. 34
South Bend, Ind.— CP new TV station requested by South Bend Tribune
AMENDED
change
Ch. kw
13 (210216 mc) ERPto 27.7
kw from
vis. 13.8
aur.
to UHF Ch. 34 (590-596 mc) 163.74 kw
vis. 81.87 kw aur. and studio location
to 225 Colfax Ave., South Bend etc.
License for CP
CPWIBA-FM
new FM Madison,
station. Wis. — License for
Transmitter Moved
KFBK-FM
Sacramento, Calif. — CP
new FM station AMENDED to change
trans, cite from Mt. Vaca Rd., near
Vacaville, ramento,
Calif,
I Sts.,
specifytoERP7th as& 3.15
etc. SacCP to Replace CP
KEPH (FM) Ephraim, Utah— CP to
replace CP new non-commercial FM
station which expired on 6-19-51.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KSCB Liberal, Kan.: WFYC
Alma, Mich.; KMMO Marshall, Mo.;
WOSC Fulton, N. Y.; WKST New Castle, Pa.; WTND Orangeburg, S. C;
WTSP-FM St. Petersburg, Fla.; WSAVFM Savannah, Ga.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WWJ-TV Detroit, Mich.— DISMISSED
application for mod. CP at request of
attorney.
Another application for
power increase filed.
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there also.Filed (See
applic
above.)
Aug. Bangor
9.
Jacksonville, Fla. — City of Jacks
viUe, Ch. 12 (204-210 mc), 62.44 kw
ual, 31.22 kw aural; estimated c
$372,746; operating cost $102,000; re
fCC roundup
nue $250,000. Applicant has constr
tion permit for WJAX-TV on Ch. 2 ;
wishes to change it to Ch. 12. Ap
Now Grants, Transfers, Changes, Application*
cant
is licensee
Ja
sonville.
Filed of
Aug.WJAX-AM-FM
7.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WLIO East Liverpool, Ohio — Trans
of control Pottery Bcstg. Co.. licen;
9
from
A. S. Sickman and J. Mil
AUGUST
GH
THROU
RY
SUMMA
M&X JfcOtQ
Hammond to Paul Bron Saliner throi
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
sale of 510 shares for $3,570. Mr. Si
man retains 19% interest. Mr. Sali
Cond'l Appls. In
owns radio advertising agency in C i
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
cago. Filed Aug. 8.
AM Stations
2,289
2,255
135
289
125
AcquisitCo
I'M
Stations
652
540
122
1*
9
3
of WTNT
control Tallahassee,
Tallahassee Fla.—
Appliance
TV Stations
107
85
24
424
171
by Frank W. Hazelton, present 33}
owner, through purchase of anot
* On the air.
33%% from W. H. Wilson. Godf
Filed
Smith Aug.
anH 8..T T Smith Jr Fnr Cl5f
WIAC
Juan, P. R. — Assignm
Inc., licensee, to Theodore F. Ezell Jr. of licenseSanfrom
Docket Actions . . .
Radio Station WI
and Michael Freeland through purchase
Inc.
to
El
Mundo
Bcstg. Corp., licen
MEMORANDUM
OPINION AND
of 55%%
interest
from Warren
Gilof WKAQ San Juan, for $375,000. (Pr
ORDER
pin and Roy
E. Wood
Jr. for G.
$15,775.
includes
$225,000
for
building.) WK.
Mr. Ezell (44%%), is former business
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga. — By memoranwill take over WIAC frequency of
manager of KTOK Oklahoma City and
dum opinion and order, granted assignkc, discontinuing present operation
has done auditing work for WCOR and
ment of license from Atlanta News620 kc.8. (See story this issue.) Fi
stations. Mr. Freeland (11%) has Aug.
papers Inc. to Broadcasting Inc. for other
been
commercial
manager
of
WEKR
$525,000 questsand
denied
petitionsof and
re- Fayetteville, Tenn. Granted Aug. 8.
KINE
Tex. — Assignm,
of Board
of Regents
Georgia
licenseKingsville,
from Josephine
Pate Ki.
U. on behalf of WGST Atlanta and
WKUL sigCullman,
Ala.— The
Granted
as- of
executrix of estate of Jack Henry Ki
WEAS Decatur, Ga. opposing transfer.
nment of license from
Cullman
Jr.,
deceased,
to
Radio
Station
KI
Bcstg. Co. to Hudson C. Millar Jr.,
For principals in transferee see FCC
for $3500. Principals are Presidi
formerly half-owner in assignor part- Inc.
ROUNDUP, June 11. Transfer was neJames
H.
Clement
(19%),
assistant
ces itated by merger of Atlanta Journal
purchases
50% infice manager King Ranch, Kingsvi
terest nership.
of hisMr. Millar
brother,
Alexander
B. Tex.;
Co., licensee of WSB-TV, and the ConVice President Ben A. Glusi
Millar, for $10,000. Granted Aug. 8.
stitution
Co.,
licensee
of
WCON-TV.
(24%), attorney; Secretary A. L. Ki
Order and grant Aug. 8.
KDKD
Clinton,
Mo.
—
Granted
assignberg
(19%),
manager
King Ram
Commission ordered applications for
ment of license from Clinton Bcstg. Co.
Richard
M. office
Kleberg
Jr. (19%),
sec
renewal of license and transfer of conto Clinton Bcstg. Co. Inc., a formality
tary
King
Ranch;
Robert
C. We
trol filed by Paramount Television Proinvolving
no
actual
change
in
owner(19%), tax
ductions Inc., DuMont Labs Inc. and
ship. Granted Aug. 2.
Ranch.
Filedand
Aug.land
7. manager Ki
Balaban & Katz Corp. designated for
WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beach, Flal
WTND Orangeburg,
S.
C—
Granted
consolidated hearing in Washington at assignment
of license from Sims Pub.
Acquisition of control by Charles
a time to be determined later. (See
Co. to WTND Inc., a new subsidiary
Davis, present % owner, through pi
story this issue.)
which
is
owned
by
same
stockholders.
chase of other % interest from Aj
Granted Aug. 2.
Corp. for $75,000. Filed Aug. 3.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
WMRC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C. —
West Palm
Trai
ferWJNO
of control
WJNO Beach,
Inc., Fla.—
licensee,
Granted consent for Robert A. Jolley
AM GRANTS
to relinquish control of Textile Bcstg.
J.
Stanley
O'Neill,
George
H.
Buck
a
Winslow, Ariz. — Gila Bcstg. Co.
Co., licensee, through transfer of 260 Adrian C. Leiby through purchase
Granted 1010 kc, 1 kw-day, 500 w-night,
shares,
as
a
gift,
to
four
members
of
51%%
(or
71%%)
for
$102,666.66
(
his family. Mr. Jolley now owns 44.33%,
directional; engineering conditions.
$142,666.66)
from John H.
Hemingw;
Granted Aug. 8.
Marshall Hemingway,
Stephen
Wil
formerly owned 50.11%. Granted July
31.
and William Hylan. Amounts in pare
Ridgecrest, Calif. — Indian Wells Bcstg.
thesis will hold if Mr. Hemingway c
Co. Granted 1240 kc, 250 w, fulltime;
WZOB
Fort
Payne,
Ala.—
Granted
assires
to sell 20 additional shares. >
engineering conditions. Estimated conof license
fromPayne
a three-man
partnershipsignment d/b
as Fort
On The
O'Neill is former owner of KTMC W
struction cost $8,092.50. One-third partAlester, Okla. Mr. Buck is president
ners are Benjamin L. Bell, electronics
Air to ner.Glenn
Gravitt, former
Hackensack Water Co., Weehawki
No moneyM. involved.
Other parttwo
technician; Frederick Feincrest, elecwish to withdraw and invest no further
N. J. Mr. Leiby is secretary of High
tronics engineer, and Harold L. Arment,
town
Rug Co. Filed Aug. 3.
in
business.
Granted
Aug.
8.
Gatesed Aug.
Radio
8. Co., sales engineer. GrantKSIW
Woodward,
Okla.—
Granted
acWCTW
New from
Castle,
Ind.
KTRM Beaumont, Tex. — Granted inTransfer of(FM)control
Adaline
quisition of control Woodward Bcstg.
crease in daytime power from 1 kw to Co., licensee,
by
Leonora
Woods
Ryan
Chambers
to
Adaline
B.
Chambers,
i
5 kw, installation of new transmitter
Edward A. Ryan, husband and
dividually, and Adaline B. Chamb«
and other changes on 990 kc with 1 and
wife,
through
purchase
by
her
of
49.9%
and
E.
G.
Scotten,
as
trustees.
Acti
kw-night. Granted Aug. 8.
from Robert E. Davis for $5,600. Mr.
results from death of Walter S. Chai
FM GRANT
Ryan also owns 49.9%. Granted Aug. 8. bers, former trustee and husband
WSNS (FM)of Sanford,
N. C—
Granted
B. Chambers. Filed Aug. 3. :
Decatur, Ala. — North Alabama Bcstg.
assignment
construction
permit
for Adaline
KENM ofPortales,
M. — Involunta
Co., Ch. 223 (92.5 mc), 7 kw, antenna
FM
station
from
Sanford
Bcstg.
Co. to transfer
control N.Plains
Bcstg. C
30 feet. Estimated cost $10,000; operatRadio
Sanford
Inc.
for
49%
of
its
voting
Inc.,
licensee,
from
W.
E. WhitmotJ
ing cant
costis $2,000;
revenue
$2,000.
Applistock
worth
$9,800.
Radio
Sanford
has
deceased,
to
Walter
E.
Whimore
licensee of WHOS Decatur.
also applied for a permit to build an executor of estate. Mr. Whitmore S
Granted Aug. 8.
AM station in Sanford on 1400 kc, 250 owned 66.66%. Mr. Whitmore Jr. ow
TRANSFER GRANTS
w, fulltime. (FCC ROUNDUP, June 25). 1.2%. Filed Aug. 8.
FM assignment granted Aug. 8.
KFI-TV Losof Angeles,
KGFL ofRoswell,
assignment
license Calif
from .—Granted
Earle C.
transfer
control N.fromM.—W.Involunta
E. Whi
Anthony Inc. to Thomas S. Lee Entermore, deceased, to Walter E. Whitmo
New
Applications
.
.
.
prises Inc. d/b as Don Lee Bcstg. SysJr.,
executor.
Mr.
Whitmore
Sr.
own'
AM APPLICATIONS
tem for $2,500,000. Granted Aug. 8.
Filed
74.8%.Aug.
Mr. 8. Whitmore Jr. owns 51
KPDN Pampa, Tex.— Granted assignNeedles, Calif. — Needles Bcstg. Co.,
ment of license from partnership d/b
Madison,
Iowa Radio
— Assignme
1340 kc, 250 w. fulltime; estimated con- of KXGI
as Radio Station KPDN to Freedom
licenseFt. from
Carson
Inc.
struction cost $4,605; first year operat- KXGI
Newspapers Inc. for $75,000. Principals
Inc.. a formality following Ju
ing cost $20,847; first vear revenue
in transferee are President R. C. Hoiles
10
grant
of
transfer
of
all
Carson
Equal partners
B. J.Gallup,
Fitz- stock to KXGI Inc. Filed Aug. 7.Rad
(13.16%), publisher; Vice President C. $30,000.
patrick, former
% owner are
KTAK
H. Hoiles (15.85%), also trustee for N.
M.,
and
L.
A.
Newsome
Jr.,
former
10.47% and a former partner; Vice PresWACL Waycross, Ga. — Transfer
program director KENO Las Vegas, control
ident Harry H. Hoiles (9.81%), also Nev.
Teletron'cs
Inc.James
from S.Mrs.RiveiVi
Both partners are now attending
ginia
Ecv.cn to
trustee for 2.98% and former partner;
Radio Operational Engineering School, presentPrice
cwner of 247 shares, throuf
Mabel M. Hoiles (8.35%), also trustee
Burbank, Calif., in order to obtain first transfer cf 4 shares, consideration coi
for 19.41%; Jane Hoiles Hardie (11.64%),
also trustee for 1.73%; Barbara C. class licenses. Filed Aug. 8.
sisting
of 7.release from obligation
Filed Aug.
Hoiles (2.10%) and Robert Hardie
Shelton, Wash. — James H. Lawson Jr.
tr/as
Mason
County
Bcstrs.,
810
kc,
250
KWKW-AM-FM
Pasadena, Calif.
(1.52%),
newspaper
distributors.
Granted Aug. 8.
w, daytime; estimated cost $14,625: op- Assignment of license from old par
erating cost $30,000; revenue $36,000. nership of Marshall S. Neal, Paul Bui
KHIT Lampasas, Tex.— Granted assignment of license from partnership
Applicant is vice president and general lig, M. B. Buhlig, Edwin Earl and Wi
manager
d/b as Lampasas Bcstg. Co. to LampaJ. Beaton to new partnersh
Aug.
8. KBKW Aberdeen, Wash. Filed liam
sas Bcstg. Corp. for $22,500, on condiwithout Mr. Beaton (who is retain<
tion that assignment not be consumTV
APPLICATIONS
as
general
manager). Mr. Beaton ri
mated until assignor files annual financeives Aug.
$6,330.96
Bangor, Me. — Community Bcstg. Serv- Filed
9. for his 10% intere^
cial report. One-fifth owners of asice, Ch. 5 (76-82 mc), 1.65 kw visual,
signee are President Lee H. Gripon, %
.825 kw aural, antenna 450 feet; estiowner Lampasas Feed & Elevator Co.;
Indianapolis, Ind. — Acquisitic
cost $159,275.53; operating cost ofWIBC
control WIBC Inc. by Presidei
Vice President Ryan M. Howard, 1/7 $60,000; matedrevenue
$50,000.
Applicant
is
Richard
M. Fairbanks through stoc
owner Park-O-Tel Corp., and agricullicensee of WABI Bangor. Filed Aug. 9. reorganization plan which gives hi!
tural instructor; Secretary-Treasurer
control
of
Kyle Smith, owner CPA firm; Dr. W. M.
Portland, Me. — Community Bcstg. Filed Aug. 51%
7. Class B voting stocl
Brook, physician; Harold Bakke, presService,
Ch.
6
(82-88
mc),
1.92
kw
visual, .96 kw aural; estimated cost $156,Aug. ent8.general manager of KHIT. Granted
025.53; operating cost $75,000; revenue
WCOR Lebanon, Tenn. — Granted
NBC initiating mystery-drama serie
$60,000.
Applicant is licensee of WABI
transfer of control Lebanon Bcstg. Co.
Bangor and has applied for TV station Inspector Thome, Friday, 9-9:30 p.r
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Baseball
[Continued from page 29)
fe of the anti-trust laws,
in. Johnson also was one of
i t a dozen "candidates" — alreported last
kghinhethehasn't
lead bid
for— consideration
(he new baseball commissioner.
Ke Senator, in defending the
cture of baseball as an operatI entity, was asked by Rep.
iiam M. McCulloch (R-Ohio)
jther the "impact of radio and
: ion baseball and on business or
merce or interstate communi>ns in general" should be studby the committee.
?n. Johnson said he thought
ball and radio - TV people
ild settle that question among
n selves — "I think that they
it to sit across the table and
k out the problem because they
' both involved in it, and I do
know that legislation is reed at the present time."
aseball, he said, has had "a lot
lelp from radio." But in TV,
Senator continued, baseball is
e in the experimental stage,
najor league coverage on TV
j ioubtedly hurts" minor leagues
n the big league games are
; ■ g shown in the area where
ors are in play,
e was asked whether organized
;ball would proceed to "severely
t radio and TV coverage" if
legislation were passed. Sen.
nson said baseball can do this
itt now without violating the
But, he admitted, that the
islation if enacted "would place
vision and radio in perhaps a
;se position than they are at
present time, although their
tion at the present time is not
:ood."
In ep. Patrick J. Hillings (R. f.) brought up the possibility
the legislation if enacted
:m'<'■ aid have the possible effect of
\
i.0
seriously limiting the broad\ing or telecasting of all sport
its . . . in the country," and
uld have an effect of seriously
ting expansion of a new infcry, television, and seriously
ting the amount of professional
[in :-ts, people might be able to
nve through this new medium."
:rep. Edwin E. Willis (D-La.)
II it "would mean all sports

Calil
lit }
Ml 1
lidill
in(I I

would control their arrangements
with radio and communications and
would bemittee
in Chairman
the saddle."
EmanuelSubcomCeller
(D-N. Y.) said professional sports
could include auto racing, harness
racing, trotting racing^ dog shows,
horse shows, wrestling, boxing,
hockey, basketball, football.
The chairman commented that
the subcommittee "should be very
careful" in approaching the legislation as it appeared it "would
enable all sorts of restrictive covOn TV's effect on baseball atenants."
tendance, Mr. Chandler said, "It is
here to stay — we've got to live with
it," and outlined three points,
which he said, make up his conviction on the subject. They are:
(1) If a baseball park has
"adequate parking facilities, no
real fan who can get to a game
will see it over television."
(2) Nobody can prove radio
hurts baseball, but on TV he could
not predict the future.
(3) You can't stop progress or
the development of the medium.
Mr. Chandler said that when
radio first began to broadcast
games, ball clubs were "afraid,"
but attendance that followed "broke
allHe
records."
defended his selling TV
rights to the World Series for the
next six years at $1 million a season, despite criticism which had
been leveled at him. Mr. Chandler
said that no one could say just
what the rights were worth but
that the agreement he signed means
sure money for the clubs.

GRANDVIEW BID
In Hearing Sept. 19
A GRANDVIEW, MO., application
for a new station on 1059 kc was
designated for hearing Sept. 19 by
the Commission last week. The application was filed by Waldo Haggberg Brazil. The hearing will attempt to determine possible interference with WHO Des Moines and
will also resources.
examine the applicant's
financial
Mr. Brazil owns the Pathfinder
School of Radio and the Bral Recording Co., both Kansas City.
Grandview, a town of 596 persons,
is 12 miles south of Kansas City
whose metropolitan area has a total population of 634,093. He applied for 250 w daytime only on
1050 kc last Feb. 7.
WRNL Names Sierer
APPOINTMENT of Joseph H.
Sierer to the position of general
sales manager of
WRNL Richmond,
Vnounced
a., was
a nlast week
by Edward S.
Whitlock, station
manager.
Mr. Sierer had been
on
the WRNL sales
staff since October, 1945, and had
been
local sales
Mr. Sierer
manager since
November, 1947. A Navy veteran,
Mr. Sierer had served also at
WTAR Norfolk, Va., and with NBC.
Sale Price

WKAQ
BUYS
WIA!
$375,000
LOCAL government and NARBA regulations were cited as being primarily responsible for the $375,000 sale of WIAC San Juan to WKAQ,
also San Juan, requested in transfer papers filed with the Commission
last week.
WIAC reports a desire to sell because the Puerto Rico Transport
take in view of all the present uncertainties and prospective developAuthority ordered its tower moved
to a site where it would not conments in the broadcasting art."
stitute a hazard to planes using
WKAQ, on the other hand, wants
the new San Juan International
to buy because it says the new
NARBA treaty, if ratified, would
Airport. The application maintained that this "would entail sub- force the station to abandon its
stantial expenditures which the as- present frequency of 620 kc and acsignor would prefer not to undercept "a less favorable assignment
on 810 kc," and the present antenna
would have to be revised and moved
at considerable expense.
If the requested purchase is apDO YOU WANT TO COVER THE SOUTH
proved, WKAQ will take over
AT LOWEST COST?
WIAC's assignment on 580 kc,
•
using WKAQ's present towers. The
application claimed this would resolve the conflict between WIAC
See Centerspread This Issue
and
the
new airport and would
e
"permit WKAQ to continue service
to substantially its present service
ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE 24 HOURS A DAY
area . . . after NARBA has become

n1
WCKY
CINCINNATI
WATTS
OADCASTING

OF

SELLING

• Telecasting

POWER

The request concluded that the
effective."
sale would eliminate "the necessity
for rebuilding both stations."
El Mundo Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WKAQ, would get
WIAC's building along with its
equipment and license. The building accounts for $225,000 of the
$375,000 purchase price.

'51

MAR

KETB00K

out

next

week
Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers will receive
this 200-page section as
part of the August 20 issue.
Timed for peak Fall buying, the
'51 Marketbook gives you Spot
Ratefinder, newest rate information, population shifts, countyby-county breakdowns, state
statistics, TV circulation, foreign
language
— ■ plus brand
new statestations
and regional
maps
especially drawn for this edition.
And for better perspective,
our latest 25" x 35" threecolor radio-tv map will be
inserted in each Marketbook.
Increased publishing costs
limit press run of this 200page section. Copies automatically reserved for Broadcasting • Telecasting subscribers.
If you are not a subscriber,
you may now start your own
subscription and receive the
big Marketbook as a bonus.
It's a $7.00 investment that
pays dividends every week.
BUOADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
By all means, start my subscription
right
away and bewithsurethetoAugust
send the20
1951 Marketbook
Name
Company
City
Title
Street
Zone
State
□ $7 Encl □ Bill me
'51 Marketbook Special
August 13, 1951

•
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RADIO, TV TO FACE
HOUSE BASEBALL QUIZ
RADIO and television industry spokesmen will
be questioned by House baseball investigators
this fall, Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) said
Friday.
Rep. A. S. Herlong Jr. (D-Fla.), ex-president
of Class D Florida State League, told Rep.
Celler's House Monopoly Subcommittee that
broadcasts of big league games have seriously
hurt minor league attendance. Rep. Herlong
is among those who have introduced bills to
exempt organized professional baseball from
anti-trust laws, also would give baseball right
to limit game broadcasts.
Rep. William M. McCulloch (R-Ohio) countered by saying curtailment of baseball broadcasts might be death of many radio stations.
Prickly legal question arises, commented Rep.
J. Frank Wilson (D-Texas), when property
right of local ball clubs collides with public
right to listen to games. That is why Congress wants to hear broadcasters side.
JONES' DUTIES OUTLINED
MERLE S. JONES will be CBS Television
Div. vice president in charge of general services as well as CBS-owned TV stations. For
short time he will "commute" between New
York and Los Angeles, where he's terminating
his duties as general manager of CBS-owned
KNX and KTSL (TV) and Columbia Pacific
Network, CBS-TV Spokesman said Friday.
ME., IND.

APPLICATIONS

COMMUNITY Broadcasting Service has applied for Channel 5 in Bangor and Channel 6
in Portland, both Maine. Applicant operates
5 kw WABI Bangor on 910 kc. General manager is Murray Carpenter. Ex-Gov. Horace
Hildreth is joint owner with Mr. Carpenter of
company. TV stations are expected to cost
more than $150,000 each.
Bid for UHF TV Channel 59 at Lafayette,
Ind., filed with FCC Friday by WFAM Inc.,
licensee of WASK (AM) and WFAM (FM)
there. Seeks effective radiated power 18.24 kw
visual, 9.12 kw aural, antenna 364 ft. Estimated cost $158,000. First year operating expenses estimated at $75,000; first year revenue
$75,000.
THREE NAMED BY CBS
WILLIAM DOZIER, movie producer and exassistant to Samuel Goldwyn, to join CBS
Television Network program executive staff
Oct. 1 in general creative capacity with specific responsibility for story department and
development of new talent, Hubbell Robinson
Jr., division vice president and director of
network programs, announced Friday. Mr.
Dozier will have headquarters in New York.
E. Carlton Winckler, ex-production manager
and program director for ABC-TV Hollywood,
named general manager of CBS-Television program department and Lorin S. Myers, of
NBC-TV television network's sales promotion
division, appointed market research counsel
for CBS Television.
Page 98
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HIGHER TV POWER
SEEN AS SALES STIMULUS
TV RETAILERS in cities where stations have
put higher powers into effect began to take
heart last week as reports of extended coverage
and better reception filtered into TV stations.
They saw in improved reception added fillip
to lagging set sales.
That there's some foundation for their belief
may be seen in comments received by WOR-TV
New York, week following its Aug. 3 boost in
ERP from 9 to 22 kw: "Picture came in here
perfect. This will be good news for all TV
fans in this locality," Norwalk, Conn. "Channel 9 was simply wonderful last night," Poughkeepsie, N.. Y. TV power boosts "makes
hundreds of thousands of new prospects for
TV sets," said J. R. Poppele, vice president
and chief engineer of the Macy-owned station.
CBS ACCOUNTS

RENEW

GENERAL FOODS (Log Cabin syrup) sponsoring through Benton & Bowles, New York,
newscast 9:25-9:30 p.m. Saturday, over CBS
Radio Network Sept. 22. Food company also
renewing Saturday programs, Hopalong Cassidy, 8:30-9 p.m., and Gangbusters, 9-9:25
p.m., over CBS Radio Network through Young
& Rubicam, New York, and for its Calumet
baking powder is purchasing hillbilly variety
show featuring Grady Cole, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
2-2:15 p.m. on regional CBS Radio Network
through Foote, Cone & Belding, New York.
NAM BUYS TV SEGMENTS
NATIONAL ASSN. of Manufacturers placing
TV time orders in each of 63 TV markets for
quarter-hour film entitled The Story of 'Kip'
Van Winkle to be telecast one time between
Aug. 15 and 31. Film was produced by NBCTelevision news department under supervision
of NAM's radio and TV department. Benton
& Bowles, New York, is agency. Telecast time
is being used as adjunct to association's current
campaign for "sound dollar."
BAB GETTING MEMBERS
SPURT in BAB membership signings reported
in statement being released today (Monday)
by President William B. Ryan, who said BAB
has averaged more than two new members per
day for last 10 days. He said response to distribution of brochure outlining BAB's aims
(story page 48) has been "instantaneous" and
that "tremendous upsurge in BAB memberships
that we predicted a short time ago is now in
full swing."
SUNDIAL BUYS ABC-TV SPOT
SUNDIAL SHOE Co., Manchester, N. H. (Division of International Shoe Corp.), sponsoring second 15-minute segment of Foodini the
Great, Saturday, 11-11:30 a.m., for 39 weeks
on 22 ABC-TV stations, beginning Aug. 25.
Agency is Hoag & Provandie, Boston. BromoSeltzer reportedly planning sponsorship of
first quarter-hour.

I

may shortly issue blast against campaign ;!
educator-politicians to grab TV assignnv- I
Argument may be that schools have not I
scratched surface of audio-visual aids to I
struction which involve expenditure of pea 1
dough in contrast to costs for installation . I
operation of TV outlets.
D-CON Co., Chicago, to spend quarter-mil] I
for 13-week campaign featuring all six j I
ducts of exterminating company. ABC, CM
and Mutual bidding for business. Agency I
Marfree Adv., Chicago.
SIGNIFICANT
is appointment
of Jul I
Blaustein to new post of executive producer |
20th Century-Fox. Comparative newcomer, i
specialty
is low-budget movies particular
suited for television.
REPORT of select House committee prob
handling of veterans' educational and train:
program, due later this month, expected
charge Veterans Administration with "malii
ministration." Most flagrant example, co1
mittee members feel and are expected to ci
is VA's reversal of its own policy in reclassi
ing radio broadcasting schooling, placing
under same category as dancing and bartei
ing
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
Legislation
to correct• alleged
abuses Aug."
may i
forthcoming.
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING, Chicago, rear
ing multi-million dollar national campaign J
Toni Co's. new home permanent wave, Pro
Product will be advertised in direct compe
tion with Toni home permanent, similar to co
petitive system of Procter & Gamble. Netwc
radio and TV considered.
ARMOUR DROPS GARROWAY
ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, dropping Garrowo
at-Large show on NBC-TV because of contin
ing network problem of station clearan
Sponsor reportedly wanted 50 stations, wi
NBC able to deliver only four because
popular Wednesday night fights. Compai
which also sponsors Garroway on NBC da
time radio strip, reportedly considering swit
of evening video show to daytime TV. Agency
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
HOCHHAUSER TO APS
APPOINTMENT of Ed Hochhauser, memb
of field staff since last January, as sales ma
ager of Associated Program Service, a
nounced Friday by Maurice B. Mitchell, vi
president and general manager. He succee
Bert Lown, who has resigned and will short
announce plans. Mr. Hochhauser formerly \v
general manager of Transcription Sales Ii
CONTEMPT

CITATIONS

CONTEMPT of Congress citations were vor
Friday by Senate against two crime eomm
tee witnesses who refused to testify f
TV, radio and newsreels. Action sent cas
to U. S. Attorney for District of Columb
Vote confirmed action taken last April. Ci*
were Louis Rothkopf and Morris Kleinman.
WNAT TO BE ABC'S 295TH
WNAT Natchez, Miss., 250 w station own
by Old South Broadcasting Co., Natchez,
become 295th ABC affiliate Aug. 15. Station
also affiliate of Liberty Broadcasting System.
BROADCASTING
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THE

It's

HEART

OF

AMERICA

. . .

The

KMBC

KFRM

Team

and

It's

. . . Wholeheartedly
interest . . .

in the public

Greater Kansas City— in fact the entire
Kansas City Trade Area— is rapidly
recovering from one of the greatest
disasters to strike the Midwest.
From the moment that the crisis became imminent, KMBC-KFRM facilities and staff were dedicated to the
emergency on a 24-hour basis. Direct
reports from the flood and fire zones—
authentic coverage from flood headquarters—complete cooperation with
all agencies— resulted in the saving of
countless lives and many thousands
of dollars. The KMBC-KFRM Team
was outstanding for its contribution

%\l, > IBtif,

TO SELL THE WHOLE

"in the public interest, convenience
and necessity." ALL OF THIS HAS
NOW -MORE THAN EVER BEFORE-TIED THE LISTENER TO
KMBC-KFRM!
Farm and industry alike have emerged
from the debris and are "on the way
back." And while The KMBC-KFRM
Team enjoyed the lead in the great
Kansas City Trade Area, its outstanding performance during and following
the disaster has gained thousands of
loyal listeners who, "to keep in touch
with the times, keep tuned to KMBCKFRM" and who buy KMBC-KFRM
advertised products and services.
Write, wire or phone KMBC-KFRM,
or your nearest Free & Peters office.
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WHO

FAR

THAN

is

BETTER

EVER

BEFORE
Area Inside .5 Millivolt Contour (Square Miles)
Population Inside .5 Millivolt Contour
Area Inside Nighttime Fading Zone (Square Miles)

entions
•oored
ret
in 52

Population Inside Nighttime Fading Zone
♦Area of Iowa is 52,680 sq. mi.
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WHO is the 6nly 50,000-watt, 1-A Clear Channel
Station in Iowa. Daytime listening area includes
nearly all of Iowa, Southern Minnesota, Northern
Missouri and Western Illinois. BMB Report #2,
March 1949, showed Daytime Audience of 639,330
families in 167 counties; Nighttime Audience of
719,670 families in 280 counties. Simple summary on request.
Since the BMB report was issued, WHO has
completed one of the most modern plants in the
TJ. S. The latest in 50 KW transmitters and,
more important to coverage, an innovation in
AM broadcast antennas has been installed. The
7 80- foot, 300° vertical-directionalized antenna increases coverage day and night as shown by the
above table.
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Iowa Radio Audience Survey Figures
The 1950 Edition of the famed Iowa Radio Audience Survey (made before the installation of the
new equipment mentioned above) shows that
Iowa radio-set ownership is at an all-time high —
98.9% of all Iowa homes in 1950, compared to
91.4% in 1940.
Furthermore, multiple-set ownership has increased
tremendously — 48.8%
of Iowa's radio homes

NOW

84,500

89,000

3,890,000

4,100,000

Population fig

5.3%
5.4%
71.6%

73,000
3,162,400

INCREASE

125,300*
6,096,300

92.7%

ures based on 1940 Census. J

now have two or more sets, compared to 18.2%
in 1940. Sets make today's audience: In Iowa
homes equipped with two sets, 38.9% of the
families report daily simultaneous listening to
both sets — in homes equipped with three or more
sets, 61.8% of the families report daily simultaneous listening to two or more sets.
The result is that the average 1950 Iowa home
accounts for 13.95 "listener-hours" per weekday.
WHO, of course, continues to get the greatest
share of Iowa listening. One of 57 Iowa AM
stations, WHO is "listened-to-most" by 37.5% of
Iowa's radio families, daytime, and by 43.9%,
nighttime!

WIHI©
+/or
Iowa
PLUS #
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Uional Representatives

this

is television

in the

WHAS

tradition...

The
ONE and ONLY
12-bay, bat-wing
antenna
in
high
gain TV
Service

50,000
Audio:

WATTS,
25,000

watts,

erp

ERP

Long before WHAS-TV went on the air over a year ago,
plans were made to insure the maximum television enjoyment
for the maximum number of viewers in Kentuckiana.
These plans included a 12-bay, high gain antenna— still
the only one of its kind in service.
With the recent authorization to increase our power, this
antenna permits WHAS to transmit the nation's strongest
television signal . . . giving more TV enjoyment to more viewers
. . . offering the advertiser more for his money in Louisville.

WHAS

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

•

•

TV

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Direct

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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#

TWO

MARKETS

BEDFORD

No outside station adequately covers the Fall River-New
Bedford

#

MEANINGS

Market

throughout

the day.

Only one outside station gives adequate coverage at any
time of the day before 6 pm, and then only during network time.*

#

Buy

WSAR-ABC

Massachusetts
9

For

in Fall River New

Bedford

to sell in

3rd Market.

the complete

story, contact

your Headley Reed

Salesmen.
Hooper Audience Index by two hour
periods 8 AM -6 PM, Winter 1950.
:* »

WSAR
5000 W
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FALL RIVER NEW

BEDFORD
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Q^jGr^l
TENTATIVE approval given project proposed by Col. Howard L. Nussbaum, now
radio-TV director of Harry B. Cohen, New
York agency, whereby selected agency personnel would visit European area for indoctrination preparatory to presentation of top
broadcast shows from abroad. Procedure
would expedite production of regular shows
while casts are participating in troop as well
as civilian entertainment. Col. Nussbaum,
former radio-TV chief of Army, was largely
responsible for combat reporting during last
war.
THEY WON'T HAZARD why, but station
executives and representatives report almost
unprecedented activity by agency radio buyers
for fall placement. New season, they predict,
could well be all-time high for national spot,
eclipsing 1950 net time sales total of $125
million which represented better than 25% of
total time sales for year (see story page 19).
WHILE RCA-Victor has no immediate plans
to enter white goods lines (refrigerators, washers, etc.) it is surveying field and may acquire
existing plants. Victor's vast distribution organization made to order for such expansion,
and Frank M. Folsom, RCA president, one of
nation's foremost experts on merchandising,
hasn't lost his touch since days he ran Montgomery-Ward and afterward put together
Victor organization.
COVERAGE of political conventions next July
to cost AM' and TV networks between $6 million and $7 million, according to curbstone
estimates. NBC and CBS alone would spend
around $2 million each, it's expected, including payments for both radio and TV commercial schedules preempted and reimbursements
to advertisers and cancelled talent (see story
page 23).
REPORTS CONTINUE on good progress being made in all-electronic color experiments of
combined manufacturing and licensee groups.
Best indications are that sometime next year
formal field-testing will be sought in application to FCC. Production of receivers, transmitters, etc., not now anticipated prior to 1953.
UHF, it's felt, also is that far away.
NEW CHANNEL 8 TV outlet in Atlanta, acquired by Broadcasting Inc., expected to use
call letters WLTV, which already has been
cleared with FCC. Assignment won't be formally made, however, until station using
former facilities of WSB-TV (now assigned
to Channel 2) is ready to take air — expected
in October (see story page 28).
SUPREME COURT may take Scripps-Howard
appeal and rule on FCC newspaper ownership
policy [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13]
in belief of some Washington legal observers.
They reason: Court has on docket appeal of
Lorain (0.) Journal from anti-trust conviction
for refusing to take advertising from local
merchants who advertised on WEOL ElyriaLorain and justices may feel that both cases
would give them a chance to "make newspaper
law."
August 20, 1951
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Upcoming
Aug. 20: BMI Clinic, Penn-Harris Hotel, Harrisburg, Pa.
Aug. 21 : BMI Clinic, Mayflower Hotel, Akron
Ohio.
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke,
Va.
Aug. 23-24: NARTB District 4 Meeting, Roanoke Hotel, Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 23-25: West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va. (BMI Clinic Aug. 24.)
Aug. 25: Hearing on nomination of Frieda B.
Hennock, FCC Comr., for Federal judgeship,
Senate Office Bldg., Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 34)
Bulletins
PREDICTION that today's 107 TV stations
in U. S. will increase to 1,500 in five years,
2,500 in 10 years, and perhaps an eventual
3,000 was voiced Friday by FCC Chairman
Wayne, Coy, speaking at inauguration of new
coast-to-coast microwave radio relay for
AT&T for telephone service (early story,
page 76).
AT&T TO OPEN RELAY SEPT. 4
FOR PEACE TREATY SESSION
AT&T at request of State Dept. will move
inaugural of cross-country radio relay for TV
program transmission from Sept. 30 to Sept.
4, bringing President Truman's address at
Japanese peace treaty conference in San
Francisco to televiewers 10:30-11 p.m. (EDT)
along with subsequent sessions.
Idea understood to be suggestion of Bob
McCormick, NBC-TV Washington commentator.
Conference telecasts expected to be pooled for
four TV networks and any other TV stations
desiring them. Sponsorship status undecided.
Peace conference telecasts expected to bring
revision of plans for Sept. 30 golden spike
inaugural, which carried program budget of
$250,000 for one-hour show, believed largest
in broadcast history. To be telecast 9-10 p.m.
on all inter-connected stations of all four TV
networks, show would be handled for AT&T
by its agency, N. W. Ayer & Son, New York,
under original plans. Ted Sisson, Ayer radioTV executive, supervising and Welbourne
Kelley would handle preliminary writing.
In addition to pickups from San Francisco,
Hollywood and New York, idea of including
national defense feature in program discussed
Thursday at Pentagon conference. Taking
part were Col. Ed Kirby, Lt. Comdr. A. F.
Rhoads, Lt. Col. Robert Keim and Messrs.
Sisson and Kelly.
NCAA PROBE ASKED
INVESTIGATION of National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. plan restricting college football
telecasts asked by Jerome W. Marks, New
York attorney and chairman of Fair Television Practices Committee, in letter to Attorney General Howard McGrath. Committee
is "private group organized to represent the
interests of television set owners'."
9

Briefly
ss
Busine
PINKHAM
BACK # Lydia E. Pinkha?
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass. (vegetable col
pound), returns to air this fall with natio !
wide radio spot campaign. Agency, Harry i
Cohen, New York.
SPOT PROJECT # Shulton Men's Toiletril
New York, preparing radio spot series stai
ing Sept. 24 for eight weeks in 75 marked
Agency, Wesley Assoc., New York.
MILITARY CAMPAIGN # Women's Arr
Corps planning radio spot announcement ca
paign in early morning time on 22 statio
in New York, New England and New Jers(
aimed at business women. Next Mond
tentative starting date. Agency, Buchan
& Co., New York.
SUNDAY FOOTBALL # Atlantic Refini:
Co. and Brewing Corp. of America understo
negotiating to sponsor large portion of D
Mont TV Network's schedule of 63 Sund
pro grid games. Other sponsors interested.
FEED TEST # Stone Mountain Gi
Lithonia, Ga. (poultry feed) , placing fi\
minute program, Market News Report, in s<
eral southern radio markets on test basis, i
52 weeks. Agency, Wildrick & Miller, N<
York.
JONES DISCHARGES FIVE
TOP AGENCY EXECUTIVES
DUANE JONES, president and board cha
man of Duane Jones Co., New York, announc
Friday that board of directors had discharg
five executives of agency, in what annoum
ment called "the sequel to an ultimatum serv
without warning on him to sell the agency
an absurdly low price" few weeks ago. The
listed as discharged were: Robert Hayes, f<
mer president of agency; Lawrence Hubba
vice president and director of research; Robi
Hughes, copy chief; Joseph Beck and Phil
Brooks, assistant account executives.
Those listed as "among the officers, directo
and employes who delivered the ultimatui
were those named as discharged, plus Ps
Werner and Joseph Scheideler, vice presides
and directors, and Don Gill, vice president.
Announcement quoted Mr. Jones as sayi
group served ultimatum without warning
eve of his proposed trip to Europe, then bei
planned under government auspices. At clien
request, announcement continued, and rati
than accede to group's "demands," he postpon
trip and was re-elected president and bo£
chairman. Lawrence J. Leaman, treasurer, v>
elected vice president. Mr. Jones said otl
changes are in prospect (early story, page 4
R.A.R. PINKHAM
RICHARD

TO NBC

A. R. PINKHAM

appointed Frid

to new post
of manager
of report
planning
for N~ !
television
network.
He will
to Sylves
L. Weaver, NBC vice president for televisi
Currently circulation manager and director
New York Herald-Tribune, Mr. Pinkham v
report to new post in September.
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KRLD-TV

NOW
MOST

TEXAS'
POWERFUL

TELEVISION

By Authorization

of the

Federal

Communica-

tions Commission, KRLD-TV's Power Has Been
Greatly Increased to 27,300 Watts Video and
to 13,600 Watts

Audio,

Making

. . .

KRLD-TV
The
Highest
Powered Television Station
in

Exclusive Columbia Station
for DALLAS and FORT
WORTH

Texas

on

Either

High

or

Low

Channel.

Even Before KRLD-TV's Power Was Increased,
a Survey of 102 Television Sales and Service
Dealers
Picture
Area.
Owners

and Operators

Revealed
and

KRLD-TV

Audio

Signal

Gave

the

in Dallas'

Best

100-Mile

of
Now

Operating

on

Greatly

Increased

Power

KRLD
and

50,000 WATTS

With a 6-Bay Antenna, KRLD-TV's Coverage Area Is Widely Extended and Viewer Reception Equally Improved
Radius.

100-Mile

MORE
IN
THE

BRANHAM

THAN

TWO

KRLD-TV'S

MILLION

EFFECTIVE

Throughout

POPULATION
COVERAGE

the

NOW
AREA!

CO.

Exclusive Representatives

More
More

power!

Progams!
More

More
More

Viewers!
Advertisers!

Results!

KRLD-TV
Channel
John W. Runyon, President
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Clyde W.

Rembert, Managing Director
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Advertisement

From

6y

Easy

where

Joe

I sit

Marsh

His "Cat"
Makes
Lightly
Tread

Driving home on Three Ponds Road
yesterday, I was flagged down by Easy
Roberts' boy, Skeeter. "Take it slow,"
he advised. "Dad's crossing this road
with our tractor beyond the bend"
Around the curve I saw why Skeeter
stopped me. Easy had laid two rows of
old truck tires right across the road,
and was driving his new "Cat" tractor
over them!

m

THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
New Business Goes for National Spot
19
Stations Form Alliances to Promote Radio
19
Saudek to Direct Ford Workshop
21
NPA Sets Tighter Controls Criteria
22
NARTB Cites Radio-TV Personnel Needs
22
Will Conventions Be Sponsored in '52?
23
Auto, Gasoline Firms to Sponsor College Football . 23
Movie Firms 'Study' Paramount Hearing
24
Benton Revises 'Advisory Board' Bill
25
DuMont Pleads for Spectrum Revision
25
WGN, 15 Others, Join NARTB
26
Five Product Groups Dominate June Time Sales ... 27
Clothier's Sure-Fire Salesman: Radio
50
1951 MARKETBOOK Starts on Page 99
TELECASTING Starts on Page 59
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New Business ... 10
Agency
Beat
14
14
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82 On All Accounts
52
Allied Arts
88 On Dotted Line
Editorial
56 Open Mike
FCC Actions 92 Our Respects To ... 80
56
Promotions, 85
FCC Roundup 92 Programs,
Premiums
Feature of Week
.. 8
Front Office 58 Strictly Business 8
Milestones
91 Upcoming
34
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS

"More

trouble this way," Easy ex-

plains, "but it does keep those tank
tracks from tearing up the asphalt
when I have to cross over to our other
fields. After all, the roads belong to
all of us — and I guess Fd get mad if
someone else chewed them up."
From where I sit, Easy is my kind
of citizen. He doesn't just give democracy lip service. He honestly believes
it's his duty to consider the other fellow's interests. Whether it's the right to
use the public highways or the right
to enjoy an occasional glass of beer,
Easy's out to protect his neighbor's
"right of way."

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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OHIO'S

RURAL
These

STATION

.

.

.
some

ROBINHOOD FLOUR
OMAR BAKERIES
FORD TRACTORS
MUSTEROLE
PURITY FEEDS
OHIO BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
MIRPHY FEED CONCENTRATES
OYSTER SHELL PRODUCTS
DR. PIERCE
PFISTER HYBRID SEED CORN
WAYNE FEEDS
WETALENE SOAP PRODUCTS
PERTUSSIN
CONSOLIDATED FARM FEEDS
STANDARD OIL OF OHIO
MULEHIDE ROOFING
DOLCIN
CARTER PRODUCTS

are

of the

satisfied

J

who

advertisers

are

«..«»/v««*,.ll»

"Billion
Rural

Dollar"

Market

Ohio

on

.

.

WRFD!
I

Lower

cost per thousand

rural listeners than any
other Ohio station!

O.

L.

Taylor

National

5000
880

Company

Representatives

WATTS
KC

WORTHINGTON,
11
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THERE

ARE

DIFFERENT
OF

GENE

ARCHER

WRC's Gene Archer, to
be exact. Gene's delightful, hour-long mid-day
program features the
Cliff Quartette's individual music, popular records . . . plus Gene
Archer's own brilliant
baritone style.
Participation in this
choice time period (12:15-1:15 PM, Monday
throught Friday) promises business in Washington. An impressive list
of current national spots

feature of the meek
f-f
TELEVISION can teach youngsters and their elders how to save
"more lives" in their community.
In Memphis, WMCT (TV) there
has been awarded honors to courageous youngsters who remembered
what they saw on their telesets.
Two 12-year-old boys in the city
pulled another little boy from a
lagoon and administered artificial
respiration, bringing air back into
the lungs of the nearly-drowned
youngster. They attributed the
knowledge to WMCT's telecast of Appearing on program are (I to r)
a film demonstrating how to perCurtis L. King, daughter Charlotte,
form the life-saving act.
12-year-old Gary Emerson, and H.
Charlotte King, 9% years old,
W. Slavick, WMCT general manwas responsible for the life rescue
ager, who *presented
awards.
* *
of a young boy knocked senseless
by lightning when her dad applied
method of artificial respiration.
knowledge of artificial respiration
In addition, the station is workdemonstrated to him by Charlotte
ing on other programs, originating
after she had learned the skill from
locally,
on various phases of lifetelevision.
saving and first aid.
The youngsters received merit
The film which originally incertificates from the station and
spired the youngsters to apply the
were interviewed on a special after- lifesaving techniques was reshown
over the station during the award
noon telecast Aug. 3.
As a result of these stories of ceremony. As a follow-up to the
lifesaving programs scheduled,
heroism, the station has planned
The Memphis Commercial Appeal
a series to "teach more people to and the Press-Scimitar carried detailed stories on the role TV has
save more lives." The first, a 15minute program, featured Memphis
assumed in saving Memphis lives.
Red Cross workers and city fire- WMCT is the Commercial Appeal
station.
men demonstrating an on-the-spot

strictly

A few choice availabilities remain, contact WRC
directly or NBC Spot
Sales.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

Mr. ABRAMS

•

August 20, 1951

business

believes in "test, test, test — then
ride, ride, ride." That's a good
yardstick for an advertising man
or for any other person with imagination.
Mr. Abrams won his spurs on
an idea. He got his present position — advertising manager of
Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N. J.—
by submitting an advertising idea
for Omega oil to Block. Up to that
time, he had been director of market research at Eversharp Inc.
Block liked his idea, and since the
advertising manager's job was
open,
1947. he took over in September

Audience loyalty of
"Here's Archer" offers
an immediate association with a "Name Performer" in the Nation's
Capital.
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THE

POWER

WE

HAVE

KIND

THAT

COUNTS!
THE

POWER

OF

THE

LARGEST LISTENING AUDIENCE
IN WILKES-BARRE
. . . WYOMING
VALLEY
A Recent Conlan
Audience Listening
Survey Revealed
That ....

amply supports Gene's
selling story.

5,000 Watts • 980 U

AND

KINDS

lledtocold
so-ca
rred
war
as
YSoftentherefe
DAis
NOWA
the war of ideas. In the advertising world it's an old breadand-butter philosophy.
For example, George J. Abrams,
who places large accounts on radio
and television, is an idea man who

It is one thing to get an idea,
but quite another to execute it
successfully. Mr. Abrams scores
on that card, too. As advertising
manager of Block he must keep in
mind such things as the $4 million
advertising budget Block has set
aside for this year.
Products of the company include
Amm-i-dent tooth paste and tooth
powder, Polident denture cleanser,
Poli-Grip denture adhesive, Minipoo dry shampoo, Py-Co-Pay tooth
(Coninued on page 83)

THE FIRST THIRTEEN
DAYTIME

PROGRAMS

IN ORDER

OF POPULARITY WERE ON

WBRE
We're all bustin' with
pride over the fact that
THREE OF THE TOP TEN
are our own LOCAL
SHOWS. Really some
thing to consider in your
Fall Plans!

BROADCASTING
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It's impossible...

...as

impossible
Bonanza

as

covering

Beeline

California's
with

The Beeline is a whale-size market. It takes in California's great
central valleys plus western
Nevada. It has more people than
Los Angeles . . . more buying
power than Detroit . . . higher
retail sales than Philadelphia.*
And it's an independent market, too — made up of localminded inlanders who find their
favorite listening on their own
radio them
stations.
can't
land
with You
San just
Francisco

!

and Los Angeles stations.
So be sure you use the stations
they listen to — the five on-the-

outside

radio

spot BEELINE
stations. Together, they cover the whole
market. Individually, each does
an all-over job in a major Beeline trading area. For example. . .
KFBK SACRAMENTO
Delivers solid coverage of the
entire 19-county billion-dollar
Sacramento market, with a BMB
home-city total weekly audience
of 78% daytime, 91% at night.
Affiliated with inland California's leading newspaper — The
Sacramento Bee. Has lowest
cost per listener in its area.
"Sales Management's 1951 Copyrighted Survey

M'Clatchy
Broa
SACRAMENTO.
CALIFORNIA dcas
Company
• PAUl H. ting
RAYMER CO.. National Representative
KWG
KFBK
KOH
KERN
Stockton (ABC)
Sacramento (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bokersfield (CBS)
Fresno
KMJ(NBC)
250 watts
1230 kc.
50.000 watts 1530 kc.
5000 watts 580 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
5000 watts, day; 1000 watts, night
630 kc.

ROADCASTING
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"PROMOTION

FLVSn

gets

RESULTS...

and

COMPLIMENTS

• • •

from

both

SPONSORS

and

AGENCIES!

PARENTS'
INSTITUTE,
Y., formajor
Compact
magazine
10-df
Spotradio and TV
campaign N.
in three
markets,
New starts
York, Was]
ington and Pittsburgh. Campaign includes 20 chain breaks on WNB
New York, 12 TV breaks on WNBT (TV) New York, 12 breaks &
WABD (TV) New York, 20 on WTTG (TV) Washington, and fo|
on WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh. Future spot campaign being planned.
NACO FERTILIZER Co., N. Y., sponsoring 15-minute news thrice weelJ
over network of five North Carolina stations for 26 weeks. Program
originates from WPTF Raleigh, and is carried on: WTSB Lumberto'
WADE Wadesboro, WGTC Greenville and WBIG Greensboro. Agenc;1
Kelly Nason, N. Y.
ZAIDEN Co., Pittsburgh, for Zadenol Dietary Supplement, using te
saturation campaign on WHBC Canton, Ohio. Site selected becau:!j
of "high concentration of average Amei-ican families who spend 21']
more for drug products than the average country."
ILLINOIS
begin TV
syndicated
Meyerhoff,

MEAT Co., Chicago, for its Broadcast brand products, j
test in Detroit next month with Range Rider, once-weekl
half-hour film, on WJBK-TV indefinitely. Agency: Arthl
Chicago.

HOLLAND FURNACE Co., Holland, Mich., uses TV for first time til
week when it begins test spot schedule on stations in Chicago, Clev
land, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Louisville and Grand Rapids. Clie:
just renewed Paul Gibson on WBBM Chicago for 26 weeks and h;
ordered show for WCAU Philadelphia for same period. Agenc;
Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago.
ASSOCIATED SALMON CANNERS of British Columbia, Vancouvfj
starts new women's daily program Notebook with Claire Wallace, abse:
from Canadian radio for past two years due to illness. Program w
be on many Canadian stations. Agency: James Lovick & Co. Ltd., Va
couver.
Meturotk

• • •

LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis (Turns), purchases MCA half-hoi
Hollywood Theatre to start Sept. 18 on NBC as replacement for tl
late Fannie Brice's Baby Snooks Show Tues., 8:30-9 p.m. (PST). Contra
for 13 weeks. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., Hollywood.
PETER PAUL Inc., N. Y. (candy bars), will sponsor Bob Garland the News on ABC Pacific network Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7:30-7:40 a.i
(PDT) starting Sept. 11 for 52 weeks. Agency: Maxon Inc., N.
GLORION CORP., L. A. (cosmetics), Sept. 13 starts Chet Huntl
and the News on ABC Pacific network Thurs., 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PDT
Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., L. A.

NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION OFFERS SUCH
CONTINUOUS "PROMOTION PLUS" TO SPONSORS)

INTERNATIONAL SHOE Co., St. Louis (Friedman-Shelby Div.),
sponsor Kids and Company, 11 to 11:30 a.m., featuring Johnny 01s<
on DuMont Network starting Sept. 1. Agency: Westheimer & Bloc
St. Louis, and its New York associates Wyatt & Schuebel Inc.
CORY Corp., Chicago (coffee brewer), sponsoring new daytime sho
featuring Don Ameche and Frances Langford, on ABC-TV.

• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

Page 10
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PAL RAZOR BLADE Co., N. Y., renewed its sponsorship of Rod a>
Gun Club of the Air Thurs., 8:30-8:55 p.m. over MBS, effective la JK
Thursday. Agency: Al Paul Lefton Inc., N. Y.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour), wl
sponsor The Breakfast Gang on full Don Lee network (45 station
for 13 weeks starting Oct. 2, Tues., Thurs., 7:15-7:30 a.m. (PDT). Fir|
will also sponsor The Answer Man starting Oct. 1 on same netwo
(Continued on page 15)
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NEW

FACILITIES

TO

BE

w,
E SPECIALIZE
DESIGN

TO

SPECIFIC

IN

CUSTOM

SOLVE

PROBLEMS

Our NEW, modern plant, vastly
expanded facilities and trained
personnel are ready to go to
work for you at a moment's notice. Skilled engineers are at
your disposal to analyze specific problems. Expert draftsmen are on the job to design
Look
5/10

at these features
of the new
KW

AM

Transmitter*

• For the first time in any commercial transmitter. Continental's Improved high -efficiency
amplifier incorporates equipment for matching the transmitter output to sharply tuned
loads encountered in directional arrays.
• Exclusive of the automatic voltage regulator,
the transmitter is completely self-contained,
thus simplifying installation.
• Full, unobstructed view of all functional
equipment is possible through the new
"Transview" cabinet design and handsome
vertical chassis construction. All components
are forced-air ventilated.
> MAXIMUM STABILITY of tuning assured by
vacuum-type capacitors in output stage.
• HUM-FREE OPERATION of control system
through DC-operated relays.

equipment geared to your particular needs in smooth, dependable broadcasting operations. Long years of experience
— in both domestic and foreign
markets — stand behind Continental Service. The Continental reputation for uniform high
quality, superior workmanship
and technical ability is your assurance of lasting satisfaction.
Upper right,
the
Continental
5 Tower 5 KW Power Division and Phase

II
jj
%

LowControl
er
right,Unit.
typical
■ "i
Continental components— radio frev §
quency inductors
> i.jj 'tj&uiuil
grouped about a
larger
ductor. isolation in-

producers of
if Complete transmitters if Power division and

PHONE
ROADCASTING

ecasting

EVEtGIEEN 1137

*
if
if
if

Radio frequency inductors
Isolation inductors if
Aluminum coupling cabinets
if
Antenna coupling units if

Pht"e control units
Rectifiers — Amplifiers
FM-AM Isolation units
Arc-back indicators
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By

any

measi

USE ANY MEASURE and you come up with
the same answer. Central California

THE BIGGEST AUDIENCES -you get them on
KFRE: more than any other station

is a great and productive market— and
in Central California, KFRE leads
them all.

in the area, more than the second network, more than all five of the third
and fourth network stations combined

BIGGEST BUYING POWER - the San Joaquin
Valley is one of the great test markets
in the country. It is one of the most
progressive and most diversified farming areas in the nation— with the
highest per capita wealth.

It is the

richest agricultural civilization that
America has ever known.
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND -your advertising message reaches more potential
and responsive buyers at less cost per
thousand on KFRE than on any other
media in Central California.

First in America's

Richest Farm

—the largest consistent audiences in
an area where the average income is
higher — where
spends more

the average

family

on everything.

FIRST CHOICE OF MOST SPONSORS - more
advertising dollars are budgeted to
KFRE

than

to any other Central

California station. Smart media buyers on local and national accounts
select it again and again because they
know the results they get from Central
California's only 50,000 watt station.
Ask Avery-Knodel.

Area . . .

50,000 Watts • CBS • 940 KC • FRESNO

KFRE
PAUL BARTLETT, President

%■

#

&
agency

B

ILL SHEPHERD, executive producer WCCO Minneapolis, name
head
same of
city.radio and television production Knox Reeves Adv. Inr'

RICHARD S. JACKSON, director of special events WAVE-TV
ville, to J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., as assistant director

Louii

of radio and TV in expansion of agency's broadcast
advertising activity under READ WIGHT, director.
of

the
JAMES LINCOLN, Fuller, Smith & Ross Inc., N. Y.,
to John Mather Lupton Co., N. Y., as copywriter.
HERBERT

St

Lo

u is

LEDER, director of film Benton & Bowles,

N. Y., and Nannette Vezina announce their marriage.

Mr. Jackson

JOHN R. DENNISON, vice president in charge of copy Klau-Var
Pietersom-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee, to copy staff Gordon Best Co., Chicagi
"
oom
r
r
sold
these
Ba

ELEANOR BROWN, E. L. Brown Adv., Phila., named vice presiden
Ed Shaprio Adv. Agency, same city.

advertisers
on all accounts

The "St. Louis Ballroom" plus is promotion! Bigger, better than
ever! 24 sheets, exterior bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and
streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper display
ads, special mail promotions and personal appearances, promotion announcements on KXOK are scoring a wide plus for
"St. Louis Ballroom" advertisers. Get details from your
John Blair man or from KXOK today.

, <taTIOM
mkosooowat
ts-FUU 370O
t PIUWR * CHESTNUT TIME

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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sideshow, William C stil
ov a 1
was of litsa
Patterson
wason one
televisi
WHEN
literal trumpeters. Currently assistant director of the television
department of Cecil & Presbrey,
New York, Mr. Patterson began
his career in video as a lecturer
in the RCA television exhibit at
the New York World's Fair in 1939.
After talking about the medium
for a season Mr. Patterson next
proceeded to learn what he was
talking about. He
joined the creative
element of the exhibit to serve as TV
director.

Since it was hardly a medium for
people, one of Mr.
Patterson's
shows featuredfirsta
pair of improbable
beasts known — but
only
as
Kuklaslightly
and - —Ollie.
Fran still had a separate identity and a
last name as a vocalist in Chicago.
With the closing

i

functioning on the Tex & Jinx an
Frank Luther shows among man
others. In 1948 he moved t
WBEN-TV Buffalo as producer an
program manager. And early i
1949 he returned to New York a
assistant program director o
WCBS-TV, remaining there unt:
a year ago August when he joine 3
Cecil & Presbrey in his presen;
capacity.
Mr. Patterson was born Marc
11, 1917, in New London, Wis. Hitf!
majored in drama aL
both Northwester
and Iowa U. Upo
completion
of hih
formal
education
turned to his firs
job
1939. as lecturer i
The followin,
shows are under hi
supervision:
Amm:o
dent's Danger
C B S - T V, Auto
Lite's Suspense oi,
CBS-TV and Syl
vania's Bea t t h
Clock. The agenc;
creates and produce
all the commercial
for the three net
work TV shows.

of the fair, Mr. PatMr. PATTERSON
terson joined NBC
as an assistant His
di- next job was she is the former Marcia Freil, hav
rector in radio
The Patterson's
as a bombardier in the Army Air
two The
children,
and Nei' *
Corps, serving there as an officer
2.
familyPamela,
lives in6V2Manhattar
for four years.
Mr. Patterson's hobbies are golJ
After the war he went to WNBC
bridge and literature.
in New York as a producer-director
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

*

«

+
MR.

beat

ADVERTISER:

ELDA CORANI, timebuyer Duane Jones, N. Y., to Benton & Bowles,
Y., in media department.
TICK E. DRAPER, network TV account executive ABC Chicago,
ned account supervisor of Grand Prize Beer, Foote, Cone & Belding.

IF

YOU

LATE

LLIAM R. BAKER, Jr., president Benton & Bowles, N. Y., named
.irman of public information committee of 1951 New York campaign
Crusade for Freedom.
| BARKER LOCKETT, copywriter and contact man VanSant, Duge & Co., Baltimore, named account executive Lewis & Gilman Inc.,
ila.

EVENING

NEWS

IED M. JORDAN, vice president in charge of West Coast operations
Earl Bothwell Adv., Hollywood, resigns. Prior to joining Bothwell,
Jordan was vice president and manager Los Angeles office, Buchanan
.,J, Co., and before that with Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A. WRIGHT
IDINE, account executive Bothwell Adv., is acting head of agency
;il permanent appointment made.
ange of addresses: WILLIAM D. MURDOCK Adv., Washington, D. C,
ving to enlarged quarters at 948 Wai'ner Bldg. effective Sept. 1. TeleDne is District 0450. BAKER ADV. Agency Ltd., Toronto, marked its
|h anniversary mid-August by moving to new and larger offices at 1315
unge St. ELLIS ADV. Co., Toronto, moved to new and larger offices

WANT

ON

TELEVISION
IN THE

MARKET*

WASHINGTON

'77 York St., Toronto. SCHNEIDER, CARDON Ltd., Montreal, moves
I new offices at 2024 Peel St., Montreal. ANDERSON, SMITH &
JRNS Ltd., Montreal, moves to new offices at 1510 Drummond St.,
intreal.

r
YOUR

m
*
era

New

BEST

SALES

BUY

IS

Business

•ly

(Continued from page 10)

:;|on., Wed., Fri., 10:30-10:45 a.m. (PDT).
Contract for 13 weeks,
cency: Price, Robinson & Frank Inc., Chicago.
ISTANT MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE to sponsor daytime drama
rial, When a Girl Marries over ABC, Mon.-Fri., 11:15 to 11:30 a.m.
ginning Oct. 1. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

GUNNAR
MONDAY

I :URINE Co., Chicago, Sept. 9 starts Cedric Foster in five-minute commtary series on full MBS network, Sun., 6:55-7 p.m. Agency: BBDO,
—teifi icago.
•

C. JOHNSON & Son Ltd., Brantford, Ont. (waxes), appoints Erwin,
fc.sey of Canada Ltd., Montreal, to handle advertising in Quebec prov•:e. Fall radio campaign for Glo-Coat is planned. Needham, Louis &
orby Inc., Chicago, understood to be handling remaining Canadian
vertising.
feav'<
, BEISS HOTELS, Mayfair & Lennox, St. Louis, named Olian Advertising,
, i le city, to handle advertising effective Aug. 1. TV spots will be used,
j mes O'Neal is account executive.
£LLOWS & Co., N. Y., appoints Benton & Bowles, same city, to
o .ndle advertising of all its wines and spirits products.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FRIDAY — II to 11=10 p.m.

Tomorrow's news, accurately and interestingly interpreted by one of the Capital's most distinguished news
reporters, supplemented with last minute Acme News
Photos.

ilYNOLDS METAL Co., Richmond, Va.. sponsoring broadcasts of mid. stern and southern trotting races, Thurs., 5:30-5:45 p.m. for five weeks
ABC. Agency, Buchanan & Co., N. Y.

lency •fljajaointmenti • • •
40WWHITE BAKING Co., Muskegon, Mich., appoints Ruse & Urban,
Aati ) handle advertising. Radio will be used.
l OH |
LTNT & WINTERBOTHAM, N. Y., maker of British Woolens, apI ints Gray & Rogers, Phila., to handle advertising.

THRU

BACK

The Nation's Capital is the News Capital of the World!
And the fact that here family buying power is the
highest in the U.S., makes this across-the-board program a smart advertising buy!

(LET

THE

GIVE

KATZ
YOU

AGENCY

FULL

DETAILS)

WMAL

WMAL-FM

V
-TSTATIONS
AL
THE WM
EVENING
STAR
WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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WRITES:
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Here's the success story of a Richmond
owner
what

had never believed in radio advertising — but then he tried WLEE!

The

Just read

he says now :

"I made

a point of running

other manner.
Now

store in the floor-laying business.

Radio

Specials that were

Several large sales have come

directly from

that we have been advertising regularly on WLEE

repeated

mention

very substantial

by customers

of our program

our WLEE

in any

advertising.

for the past few months,

the

has proved to us that radio is a

medium."

All kinds of local Richmond
this from

not advertised

advertising

merchants

on WLEE.

And

are used to getting direct results like

more

and

more

national

advertisers

are

following their lead.
How

about

your Richmond

A call to your Forjoe man

advertising?

Do you know

Page 18
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WLEE

story?

will bring you all the facts.

Mutual
TOM TINSLEY, President

the whole

IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

in Richmond
•

•

•

FORJOE & CO., Representativ

BROADCASTING

• Telecastit

I
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Crosley

Is Latest

The product will continue partly to
By FLORENCE SMALL
sponsor Big Toivn on CBS-TV,
IN UPSURGE in spot timebuying among major advertisers was
along with Spry, and part of the
/ident last week, suggesting the beginnings of what could become
Arthur Godfrey show on CBS
significant change in advertising planning.
Radio, but the spot commitment
In addition to Pepsodent's turn into spot scheduling exclusively
represents a sizable increase over
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
★
Crosley and Pepsodent for the last year's small schedule.
ug. 13], it was revealed that the
Spx-y, which spends $1.5 million
rosley Division of Avco Mfg.
switch to spot was the same : a
in radio and television, will con■orp. is bypassing both radio and
desire to saturate specific mai'kets
tinue to share sponsorship of Big
V network programming in favor where the buying potential is Town on CBS-TV with Rinso and
f a radio spot campaign for at manifestly strongest.
Falls on NBC-TV with
Plans for its other products by Hawkins
^ast one of its products, while
Surf,
but
also has a sizable spot
epsodent's parent, Lever Bros., Lever Bros., parent company of schedule currently running. Ruth; supplementing network schedul- Pepsodent, while somewhat more
rauff & Ryan, New York, handles
lg for other products with strong in line with previous practices,
pot drives. Additionally there reveal a strong undercurrent of both Spry and Rinso.
Lifebuoy, through Sullivan,
?ere signs that Procter & Gamble
spot awareness.
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
iay be paying closer attention to
Rinso, whose TV-radio advertispot radio.
ing budget is nearly $3 million,
York, is also currently concluding a radio spot schedule, which
As yet the sum of such moves is has directed 15% of that figure
do limited to justify the use of the into a spot radio and TV campaign.
is in addition to its CBS radio neterm "trend," but the tack taken
y Pepsodent and Crosley seemed
* * *
estined to gain the interest of
IT'S TOO SOON to call it a trend, but some major advertisers are shifthe industry, and their success or
ing the balance of their spending away from network and toward spot
ailure may influence the future
broadcasting. Crosley is buying radio spots in 100 markets. Lever
.pproach of many another client
Bros., for Pepsodent, will put half a million dollars into spot radio and
TV and for other products is augmenting network campaigns with heavy
vith even remotely similar merhandising problems.
spot schedules. Trend or not, the spot field is unusually active.
Crosley, having decided to canel its participation in the NBCTV Show of Shows, will break out
r. mid-September in a pressure
.pot radio compaign in at least
.00 markets to promote the sale of
Tulsa,
ts television and radio sets. The STATION
UNITY
irst concentration will be for a
jeriod of 13 weeks at an estimated
the project was made Thursday,
JOINT promotion campaigns to emfollowing a Monday meeting at
Sost of $35-40,000. No final deciphasize
AM
radio
were
started
last
sion has been made in regard to
an operating committee was
week by stations in two cities, De- which
formed.
?xploitation of the firm's new
troit
and
Tulsa,
as
the
local
conodel refrigerators, but it is underUnder a 30-day rotating chairidea started to gather
stood that spots in both radio and momentum. operative
manship plan Hal Neal, WXYZ,
Already versions of the
TV will probably be given pref- idea have been tried in a number of was named first chairman. Budget
;rence. The agency is Benton & cities.
plan provides individual stations
Bowles, New York.
share costs on a rate-card basis.
Six Tulsa stations last Tuesday
formed
an
alliance
to
awaken
the
Slogan to be Used
Pepsodent's Move
Comprehensive advertising camThe other spot convert, Pep- public and timebuyers to the depth
paign is being developed, using a
odent, was far more precipitate and breadth of radio's value. The
positive approach for AM radio
group is known as Associated Tulsa
in its plunge into single-station
rogramming. Sponsors last year Broadcasters. Stations will pool promotion. The drive will be built
resources, talent and facilities to around the Slogan, "Wherever you
f two radio network shows, My
Friend Irma and Junior Miss, the publicize radio as the medium re- go there is radio." Already the
company will this year spend about
turning the most value for the ad- slogan is being used on station
breaks and disc jockey programs.
vertising dollar.
5500,000 in some 100 TV and radio
A trademark, along with the slogan,
markets. Moreover, the firm also
Taking part in the Tulsa drive
will be incorporated in all cois considering purchase of a local are KRMG KTUL KAKC KOME
operative advertising, including
half -hour TV show, probably in KFMJ and KVOO. William B. Way,
transcribed spots, car card and
New York, to begin later in the KVOO general manager, was named
chairman.
reason. The decision to concentrate
newspaper space. No call letters
In Detroit it was decided to start will be used in co-op advertising.
on spots is the first major action
under the stewardship of its newly the campaign Sept. 15. ParticipatThe joint campaign will be augmented by individual station use of
ing stations are WXYZ WJR
acquired agency, McCann-Erickson, New York.
CKLW WWJ WJBK WEXL and the slogan and trademark in reguThe reason advanced to Broad- WKMH, with WJLB, independent,
lar newspaper and trade advertiscasting • Telecasting by both not yet enrolled. Announcement of
ing, direct mail and other promo3ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

to Revise

Plans

work show, Big Town, shared with
Silver Dust.
Surf, whose budget provides at
least $3 million for radio and television, has been running a steady
campaign in radio and TV spots
since last April, along with its
sponsorship of Hawkins Falls on
NBC-TV five times weekly. Surf
has been using spots since 1949 on
a market-to-market basis as distribution expanded. In the middle
of 1951, the product became national and the spot schedule increased. N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York, is the agency.
The strongly competitive nature
of soap advertising seemed certain to elicit the interest of Procter
& Gamble in Lever's renewed
orientation toward spots. There is
actually some indication that P&G
may be moving independently in
that same direction, though on a
much more tentative basis. P&G's
Camay soap, through Pedlar &
Ryan, New York, effective Sept. 17,
launched a one minute nighttime
radio-only spot schedule. More
than 100 markets will be used with
a 52-week contract.

Detroit

Set

Pattern

tion projects being planned.
Taking part in preliminary discussions, besides Chairman Neal,
were Wendell Parmalee, WWJ;
Worth Kramer, WJR; James G.
Riddell, WXYZ; J. E. Campeau,
CKLW; Frederick Knorr, WKMH;
Gordon Sparks, WEXL, and Hal
Hough, WJBK.
In Tulsa Mr. Way said, "The
number one job of ATB will be to
make every member station realize
that the promotion of its own
medium is its most vital endeavor,
and that united, we can all do a
better job for ourselves, for each
other and for the community, than
we
have ever been able to do individually.
"One of our first duties will be
to show the public what a tremendous public service our Tulsa radio
stations are doing in the matter
of public interest features . . .
courtesy spot announcements . . .
and free air time . . . made available every day to charitable organizations, church and civic groups,
(Continued on page 28)
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FC&B

CHANGES

Carney Joins Firm
As Board Chairman

WITH the resignation of William E. Berchtold, executive vice president
of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, last week, the agency announced
a realignment of and addition to its executive personnel.
Robert F. Carney, of the law firm of Carney, Crowell & Leibman,
Chicago, as senior partner, joins
the agency as chairman of the Chicago, both under Mr. Cone's
board of directors. Fairfax M. direction.
Cone, previously chairman, has
Mr. Taylor, vice president in
been elected president of the firm, the Chicago office, moves to New
and Don Belding, previously presi- York, where Krinkles, Post
Toasties and Postum accounts of
dent, has been elected chairman
of the executive committee which
General Foods will be handled.
Mr. Whitney will supervise the
comprises himself, Mr. Carney and
Mr. Cone.
agency creative department in New
Directors Named
Those named directors of the 'CRUSA
DE' SERIES
agency in addition to the above
Premieres
on WNBK Thursday
are W. R. Sachse, Roy Campbell
Jr., J. Hugh E. Davis, Frank E. DOCUMENTARY film series, CruDelano, Robert J. Koretz, William
sade in the Pacific, produced by
J. Pringle, A. E. Rood, Ford Sibley, March of Time exclusively for teleJack Smock, Elwood Whitney, and
vision as sequel to its Crusade in
Rolland W. Taylor.
Europe, will have its premiere over
Messrs. Delano, Taylor and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland on ThursWhitney will be responsible for
day, under sponsorship of Society
. . the agency's New York operations for Savings, Cleveland, it was anand Messrs. Campbell, David and
nounced Thursday. The films are
Koretz will be responsible in being sold on a local sponsorship
basis.
Portraying aggressive wars of
the Asiatic-Pacific area from the
1931 Japanese invasion of ManFCC FUNDS
churia to the current Korean con$6,116,500 for '52 Okayed
CONGRESS last week approved a
joint conference report on the
• Independent Offices Appropriations
■ bill (HR 3880) alloting funds for
FCC's fiscal 1952 operation.
This second joint reporting of
the bill was the first crack in the
logjam that piled up on funds legislation in mid-summer [Broad*' casting • Telecasting, Aug. 6].
; The money measure gives $6,1 the
116,650
or $733,350
off
mark tosetFCC,
by President
Truman
. • when he requested $6,850,000 for
the agency at the beginning of the
year.
The bill, which must be signed
, by President Truman before becoming law, contains a formula for
* cutting personnel funds.
This was the initial stymie in
the bill's acceptance since the
House wanted to prohibit agencies
from filling more than three out
of four vacancies while the Senate
; .. would have cut 10% from personnel funds for most of the agencies.
The compromise agreed upon by
the conferees would attempt to ef' fectuate both proposals.
Title V of the bill remains. That
section would give authority for
assessment of fees and charges for
: . regulatory services and activities
; performed by agencies and com. missions.
Rogers Joins Ziv
| EDWARD ROGERS, former sales
manager of Transcription Div. of
Muzak, New York, has been named
account executive for Frederic W.
Ziv Co. in the New York area.
Page 20
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flict, the series also is' scheduled to
begin on WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh
under sponsorship of the Mellon
Bank on Oct. 25; WSM-TV Nashville, sponsored by Third National
Bank of Nashville, Aug. 27; WBZTV Boston, sponsored by Shawmut
National Bank, on Oct. 2; WDSUTV New Orleans, sponsored by
American Brewing Co., on Oct. 3;
WBAL-TV Baltimore, sponsored by
W. Burton Guy Real Estate, Aug.
28; WXYZ-TV Detroit, sponsored
by Detroit Bank, Aug. 28.
The five owned TV stations of
ABC also are carrying the series
which consists of 26 30-minute installments and negotiations are in
progress in other cities.

York and Mr. Koretz in Chicago.
Messrs. Pringle and Smock in
Los Angeles, Sibley in San Francisco and S. R. Wilhelm in Houston will be responsible in each of
these areas under Mr. Belding's
direction.
A. J. Becker will also transfer
from Chicago to New York, as
will several other members of the
Chicago General Foods group.
Further moves are expected to be
announced shortly.

WSCR AFFILIATES
To Become 176th NBC

Furniture Fortissimo

RADIO
selling
got so good "
for
Farr's
Trade
Mart, a ||
retail furniture and appliance house, Cincinnati, that
it purchased 14 one-minute
spots to tell people the store
was
closed vacation.
for the owner's
two-week
Report
comes from Keelor & Stites,
Cincinnati advertising agency, which handled a heavy
spot campaign on two local
stations in a 12-month period
for the store.

Link

WSCR Scranton, Pa., will become
the 176th affiliate of the NBC Radio
Network Sept. 30, NBC announced
last week. On the air since 1947,
the new affiliate is expected to add
an estimated 75,000 radio families
to the NBC network service area.
WSCR is licensed to the Lackawanna Valley Broadcasting Co.,
owned and managed by David M.
Baltimore. Mr. Baltimore, holder
of an electrical engineering degree
from M.I.T., has been associated
with the radio industry since the
early '20's. His recent work has
been with WBRE, the NBC affiliate
in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., which he
joined after service with the Air
Force during the Second World
War. He managed WBRE from
1946 until early this summer
when he acquired the Lackawanna
Valley Broadcasting Co. WSCR is
assigned 1320 kc, with 1 kw day,
500 w night.

Quarterly Dividend
DIRECTORS of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Co. declared aquarterly dividend of S2.25
per share at their meeting Wednesday. This is the 122nd consecutive
dividend at that rate, and will be
paid, as of Oct. 15, to more than
a million AT&T stockholders.

AT&T RATES
Microwave Relay Cost Set
RATES for TV program transmission over the new coast-to-coast
microwave radio relay will be
based on exactly the same formula
that already applies to all other
Bell System facilities for intercity
video networks, a telephone comspokesman toldThursday.
Broadcasting pany
• Telecasting

!
i
i
j

In an attempt to clear up what
is evidently a widespread misunderstanding about TV network facility rates, the AT&T executive
said that for full-time use the base
rate for TV network service is $35
a mile a month for video connections, plus $6 a mile a month for
audio connections.
These rates, he said, are thej
same whether one network makes
exclusive use of the facilities oiv
whether they are shared among!
two, three or four networks, so
that the present facility sharing
arrangements do not result in extra revenue for AT&T.
Rates for occasional use are $1;
a mile an hour for the video service. These rates are on file with
and have been approved by theFCC and cannot be changed without
the Commission authority, it was
pointed out.
New

CBS

Show

ROBERT
QrLE WIS
Robertor
Q's Waxworks,
which show"
started
the CBS Radio Network as ari
eight-week summer series, will become a permanent
listing effective
on the'
network's
evening schedule
Monday, Aug. 27. The program
will be heard Monday, Tuesday
Thursday, and Friday, 10:30-11.,
p.m. It currently fills a MondayFriday time slot, 7-7:45 p.m.
ABC

Net Income

ABC announced Thursday that net i
income for the company and its
subsidiaries reached $472,000 foil
six months ending June 30, 1951
The amount is equal to 28 cents . :
per share on 1,689,017 shares ot <
outstanding $1 par common stock. ■■;
By
comparison,
net was
for the
first, a
six months
of 1950
$180,000.
equal to 11 cents a share.

Will

AUDEK

EE post of director of the Ford
mndation's new million-dollar
."-Radio Workshop went last week
ABC's Robert Saudek, who reigns as vice president and asptant to the president of the netbrk to take up his new duties
ept. 6.
With Mr. Saudek's departure
hn W. (Jack) Pacey, ABC directof publicity, was named acting
rector of public
'fairs for the
itwork, assumig all the res .lonsibilities formerly discharged
?fcr Mr. Saudek.
I ;hese include the
allowing depart; jjents for both
»dio and telePacev
■ sion: Public aflirs programs,
as riles development and research, i*eearch, advertising, publicity, and
Dntinuity acceptance.
■ Art Donegan, assistant publicity
: . i i-ector of ABC, was advanced to
eting publicity director.
Selection of Mr. Saudek for dijectorship of the TV-Radio Workshop, which has $1.2 million "im-n
' :: Mediately available" for productio
f constructive-entertaining proTarns, was announced by James
iVebb Young, consultant on mass
■ I 'ommunications to the Ford FounI.
ation, at a Monday news confernce at which the aims and plans of
- - he workshop were reviewed.
id
"I consider the Foundation very
ortunate in having secured Mr.
?audek to direct the operations of
iur TV-Radio
Workshop," Mr.
$
Young
asserted.
"His background
■ th
e in the practical
V.M-2 md long experienc
Operations of commercial broadcasting, especially in the public
iffairs field, will be of the greatest
•alue in making this operation a
successful one."
Mr. Young said ABC officials'
^'friendly and cooperative spirit" in
/ielding to the Foundation's desire
for Mr. Saudek's service was, in his
opinion, "an expression of their belief that the workshop has an important contribution to make to the
public welfare through the broadcasting industry."
Recognition of Workshop Value
Mr. Young, who reiterated that
he was finding networks and stations receptive to the workshop
project, was reassured as to ABC's
feelings by a statement issued by
President Robert E. Kintner in
■' connection with Mr. Saudek's ap: ] 'Ointment.
"ABC in both its radio and television operations welcomes the
it - Ford Foundation's practical interest in these media," he said.
J "Along with others in the industry
jta we look forward to extending our
i; ; full cooperation to the aims which
led the Ford Foundation to estab,1 BROADCASTING

Direct

Ford

Workshop

NAMED
lish the TV-Radio Workshop. The
high purposes motivating this
workshop will be of unparalleled
importance in extending the horiand television."
both radio
Thezons ofABC
executive said Mr.
Saudek "brings to the Ford Foundation a keen understanding of
commercial broadcasting and a
thorough knowledge of educational
programming in both radio and

farming out its work to a great extent. But Mr. Young made clear
that top talent will be employed,
with each show being put in the
charge of "the best man we can
find." Among performers, he said,
name stars will be employed if and
as they are needed. He added that
he already has an option on the
services of a "leading star of the
American stage."
In placing its shows the worktelevision." out that the workshop's
shop probably will work both
Pointing
, a 26-week series of through networks and through an
first program
half-hour shows called The People
existing (or, if necessary, set up
Act, already is in production and
organization for syndicaits own)
tion to stations. The deal with both
is scheduled to start on CBS Radio
in November [Broadcasting • networks and stations will be that
Telecasting, Aug. 13], Mr. Young
they provide the broadcast time
said the workshop also hopes to and the workshop supply the prohave at least one television show
grams. Networks and stations will
be free to sell the programs, in
on the air by January, although
which case the broadcaster gets his
work has not yet started.
He described the $1.2 million now
time costs and the workshop reavailable to the workshop as a
ceives its production expenses. The
Foundation retains the right to pass
"starting fund."
upon the sponsors, but Mr. Young
The workshop's major emphasis
will be on television, with programdid not specify the "certain types
ming mostly on film, and Mr. Young
said it expects to spend $16,000 to we wouldn't want."
Sponsor Interest
$20,000 per half-hour film show.
said a half-dozen advertisers
Workshop programs, he said, will andHe four
or five agencies already
not be labeled "educational" or had approached the Foundation
"documentary," for fear that the about sponsorship of programs.
label itself would drive audiences
Director Saudek, 40,
away. Nor will they carry the whoWorkshop
will have offices at the Ford
name of the Ford Foundation. The
Foundation's New York quarters
not be "preachy," he at 655 Madison Ave., is a threewillseek
programs
said, but will
to get their ideas
time winner of the Peabody Award.
across via good entertainment.
He entered radio via KDKA
The workshop expects to have "a
relatively small permanent staff," Pittsburgh, where he became con-

FORD

GETS SENATOR SUPPORT
Johnson, Benton Laud Television-Radio Workshop

SENS. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.)
and William Benton (D-Conn.)
have given their blessings to the
Ford Foundation's new Television•
Radio Workshop
Telecasting,
Aug.[Broadcasting
13, 6].
Sen. Johnson, seeing in the project the "right way" to go at the
problem of supplying community
and public service programs, said:
"I can't endorse it outright without knowing the content of the programs but it seems to be an effective way to handle educational programming. It probably will provide cooperative enterprise between
the commercial broadcaster and
those who prepare special proThe Senator, questioned if the
grams." seemed to fit in with his
workshop
call for cooperation between the
commercial broadcaster and the
educational institutition, said: "It
would appear to be along the line
of the Syracuse U. plan, an effective way of coordinating the

Sen. Benton, who is crusading in
groups."
Senate on behalf of additional
the
broadcast facilities for educational
institutions, praised the announced
• Telecasting

workshop,
"a wonderful
idea" and labeling
one in itwhich
he was
"wholely in sympathy.'
The Senator congratulated the
foundation for such a "constructive" development and for placing
responsibility of the project under
"a man of such experience and high
standing as Mr. Young" (James
Webb Young, consultant on mass
communications to the foundation,
who is general supervisor).
Asserting that Ford Foundation
was "pioneering" in a field in which
radio interests "have been gunshy," Sen. Benton said Mr. Young's
efforts were constructive in developing programs which can be "commercially sponsored."
Sen. Benton,
who has authored
legislation
' which would
set Board
up a
National Citizens
Advisory
for Radio-TV (see separate story),
said the project would at least
partially fulfill his expressed aims.
The Senator said he has been
working for greater use of radio
and television in the public service
and educational fields, whether
efforts are under commercial or
non-commercial sponsorship.

Mr. SAUDEK
tinuity editor in 1933 following his
graduation from Harvard U. the
previous year. In 1938, after
studying law at Duquesne U. from
1935-38, he joined NBC in New
York, serving in various capacities
in network sales and administration. When ABC's predecessor,
Blue Network, became a separate
network he was named assistant to |
the
Blue.executive vice president of the n
He went to England for the Office
of War Information in 1944 to manage the American
Broadcasting
Station in Europe. The following
year he returned to ABC, and in
January 1948 was elected vice
president. In addition to his departmental responsibilities he has
been a member of ABC's policy
and planning committees for both
radio and television.
Mr. Pacey, appointed acting director of public affairs for ABC,
joined the network as trade news
editor upon his release from wartime military service.
He advanced successively to assistant to
Mr. Saudek, and then to national
director of publicity.
Mr. Donegan, acting director of
publicity, has been with ABC and
the Blue Network since 1941. He
joined as trade news editor and
progressed to desk editor and then
assistant publicity director.
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RTMA COMMITTEES
Appointed by Sprague
THREE committees — tax, traffic
and industrial relations — were appointed last week by Robert C.
Sprague, chairman of the board,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. A. M.
Freeman, RCA Victor Division, |
was reappointed chairman of the
Tax Committee, with F. Cleveland
secretary.Jr. as special counsel and H
Hedrick
John B. Swan, Philco Corp., was;
reappointed chairman of the Traffic Committee with W. L. Fogel- 1
son, P. R. Mallory & Co., vice chairman. Leslie E. Woods, Raytheon .
Mfg. Co., was named chairman of
the Industrial Relations Committee. Harvey Stephens, International Resistance Co., was named vice
chairman.
August 20, 1951
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TIGHTER

CONTROLS

(Also see story, page 38)
RADIO-TV broadcasters who seek
construction materials and plan to
commence building or alteration,
with authorization after Oct. 1,
were confronted last week with
hard-fast new criteria governing
"essential projects."
Already faced with a temporary
"freeze" on new construction,
broadcasters were told, in effect,
they would be denied fourth-quarter materials allotments for larger
projects "unless the denial will adversely affect public health, safety
or welfare."
The National Production Authority announced that "relative essentiality" of projects will be "the
controlling factor in determining

D. C. DEFENSE
Broadcasters Planning Slowed
PROGRESS on communication installations for the District of
Columbia civil defense system has
been temporarily slowed because
of difficulty in obtaining amplifiers
for its supersonically - controlled
air-raid warning system. As a
result, broadcasters' role has not
yet crystalized.
The Defense Dept. reportedly
has pre-empted materials tabbed
for more than 30 amplifiers or public address horns and other equipment under a contract with RCA.
The horns would be activated by
special FM receivers located at
control centers. Only four have
been installed.
With the delay in receipt of
equipment, broadcast participation
in District civil defense has also
been slow, save in classified monitoring or frequency sequential
tests which have been conducted
periodically in recent months under
FCC supervision. Plan calls for
one Washington station to serve as
a monitor outlet.
Local civil defense officials reported that they have tested new
. 50 w transmitters installed at four
control centers, and a primary 250
: w transmitter at the main command
post. Supersonic devices, a new
, departure for warning systems,
. render use of telephone lines un, necessary and represent the out. growth of experimental work in
transit radio and other specialized
" services.
An advisory committee compris'ing broadcasters and other media
:has been inactive while the District
'Office of Civil Defense galvanizes
Hts planning into reality. Next
'step, after obtaining equipment, is
to recruit
personnel. Kenneth
Berkeley, vice president and genieral manager of WMAL-AM-FMTV (ABC), is a committee member.
]WRC, WTOP, and other stations
lalso are represented. Ross Beville,
]chief engineer of WWDC-AM-FM,
jheads a subcommittee on broadcast phases.
jPage 22
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whether to grant permission to
build and make an allotment of materials." Radio and television facilities were specifically cited by the
agency. Projects involving use of
less than two tons of steel and 200
pounds of copper need no approval.
Essential Priorities Listed
Industry authorities were momentarily unable to judge whether
broadcasters could make an adequate presentation under these
three classes of "essentiality"
priorities set forth by the NPA in
the following order:
Construction
projectseffort
"which
will9 further
the defense
by
providing facilities in areas adjacent to military establishments
or defense
plants" (mostly aircraft facilities).
% Construction required as a
result of disaster "materially affectingtothemeet
publiccommunity
interest" or
essential
needs.
$ Industrial (not commercial)
construction and plant expansion
essential to "the maintenance of
public
safety or the
welfare."
For health,
broadcasters
picture
shaped up this way:
# Applications for station
grants or permits approved by the
FCC probably will receive favorable consideration if the broadcaster has made contractual commitments for building or is curtion. rently in the process of construc#

Broadcasters who have received FCC approval but have
made no contract commitments or
begun construction would be required to prove that a denial of
materials would overlook criteria

NPA's

New

Criteria

of public interest, safety or welfare, represent a hardship to the
community or contravene the national defense effort.

mafor tion
ions filed
0 Applicat
terials and building
authoriza
without advance FCC approval —
an unlikely contingency — would
doubtless be rejected.
Reasoning behind this interpretation, as given in some quarters, is NPA conviction that all
non-essential construction should
be "postponed" and materials withheld for the quarter beginning Oct.
1. Scarcity of steel, vital in station construction, was particularly
stressed.
NPA evaluated the situation in
this statement:
No commercial construction will
receive allotments of materials for
the fourth quarter unless public interest would be so adversely affected
by such a denial that it would be a
serious and unreasonable hardship
upon the community involved, or
would have an adverse effect upon
the defense effort, or would seriously
affect public health, welfare or safety.
Controlling Factors
Considerations of profit or loss,
personal inconvenience, or lack of
efficiency of commercial operations
will not constitute "controlling or
influencing factors in final determinations," NPA emphasized.
Special consideration will be
given, however, to building already
underway (meaning where materials have been ordered and/or
incorporated into structures)
where failure to proceed would be
"uneconomic" and not in the public
interest.
Government officials had hinted

the past fortnight that, becaus,
of demands on materials, broad
cast and other applications woul
be more closely scrutinized wit
an eye to essentiality [Broadcast
ing • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
Last Thursday's action w a
viewed in some quarters as tanta
mount to a fourth-quarter freez
on sizable broadcast projects failin
to meet these criteria. Other at
thorities felt that the new regula
tions merely impose restrictionsimplied — but not carried out lit
erally — in NPA's original construe
tion order. At that time it wa
believed that the number of cui
rent AM-FM-TV facilities in rela
tion to any one community woul
serve as one criteria, as v/ell a
(Continued on page 31)
PROGRESS REPORT
Wilson Lauds Electronic
ELECTRONICS manufacturer
have jumped their production al
most 300 % the past six months an
bid fair to increase it another 30C
fold by the end of 1951, Defens
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson ha
informed the House Appropriation
Committee.
The chief of the Office of De
fense Mobilization told Hous
members that America is winnin.
the technological and productio
race with Soviet Russia, and indi
cated amazement at electronic
progress in particular.
Manufacturers are "conceivin:
things that are just amazing bu
awfully
intricate
to build,"
saic
Mr. Wilson
also noted
thatheequip
ment,
particularly
now costs
more thanfortheaircrafi
entir
figure recorded for planes durin:
World War II. Mr. Wilson i
former
trie Co. president of General Elec

ites Radio-TV

Need

S
Uwill
GOOD
CHANCE
thatIAL
radio and
be T
returned to the gov-= now asking for operator relief a
' television
ENT
ESS
the rate of about one per daj
ernment's list of essential industries was voiced last week by NARTB
spokesmen after a hearing before the Inter- Agency Advisory Committee
Many engineers who are in th
reserves are being called up, h
on Essential Activities and Critical Occupations.
added. Furthermore, he said, th
for classification of radio *
andPleaTV on the critical list was
inter-agency committee, sat with
situation in the tech
the technical subcommittee. He employment
nical field is getting tighter ever;
made Wednesday afternoon before
a technical subcommittee of the acknowledged the essentiality of day and the two industries ar
radio and TV but said NARTB
inter-agency group. Radio and TV
to suffer if they can't ge
should establish essentiality by bound
recognition on the critical list.
were removed from last year's
showing its inadequacy to meet
original list when a revised and
NARTB 's delegation at the healminimum
civilian requirements, or
sharply curtailed list was issued
short supply.
ing also included Robert K. Rich
last March.
ards, public affairs director, am
High praise for the role of the
Radio-TV Unique
Charles H. Tower, assistant em1
e^ctronic media in World War II
ploye-employer relations directoi
Harold E. Fellows, president,
and the current emergency was
Technical Subcommittee
voiced to the subcommittee by and Richard P. Doherty, employeRichard E. Scneder, public rela- employer relations director, conThe
technical subcommittee in
tended on behalf of NARTB that
tions representative of the U. S.
radio and TV are unique since they eluded Irvin E. Mitchell, Nationr.
Civil Service Commission.
Production Authority, chairman
Appearing at his own request,
operate with few manpower re- Mr. Coates; J. Bernard Josephs
serves. They might be unable to
Mr. Scneder said he had worked
Sidney Hatkin and B. E. Worden
meet minimum civilian requirewith NARTB in distributing manall of NPA.
ments
in
case
of
sudden
emergency
power recruitment announcements.
The commission considers radio and placing greater demands on the
A majority of the subcommitte
indicated they felt radio and T\
t°levision essential to its activities, two media, it was explained.
Mr. Scneder explained.
should receive special consideratioi
Neal McNaughten, NARTB engineering director, said stations are
Dewey Coates, secretary of the
by the full inter-agency committee
BROADCASTING
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ONVENTION
PROACHES for commercial
Jio-TV sponsorship of the 1952
:ional political conventions and
possible public service coverage
re charted last week in prelimiy discussions among key Deraotic-GOP representatives and netjjrk executives.
The unprecedented closed meetI was called by the Republican
tional Committee.
Its publicity
ectors, along with those of the
mocratic National Committee,
, t in Washington with represen°" 'kves from five radio and four
'(■ networks.
It was understood that no definite
lclusions were reached during
; one-day session, held Wednesv at the Mayflower Hotel in
ishington, and that a similar
u lclave will be called sometime
ly next month to resume the
Moratory talks.
A.mong the topics raised by nainal committee and industry reparatives were those touching
commercial sponsorship, conition facility arrangements, TV
q : eduction problems and operation,
'kicellations
cost of commercial
which wouldnetwork
arise
^ »m public service broadcasts, and
™ Ithniques of media coverage.
At conclusion of the conference,
Justry representatives agreed to
■ry back to their respective net,'rks
current
on these
>blems.
Theythinking
will confer
with
)-eehelon network executives on
;se matters as they relate to pola;'1" and financial aspects.
afjj Parties Decide Sponsorship
'M%t was emphasized that the ultie decision to either permit net>rk radio-TV sponsorship under
ttain conditions or to hold out
r public service coverage (with
— .endant loss of revenue to neti»rks and a myriad of other probns including sponsor selectivity)
11 rest with Democratic National
mmittee Chairman William Boyle
. and GOP Chairman Guy Gabriel |n. Similarly, industry representaJ'es will be guided in future talks
their respective network policies.
fcd.
The meeting last week followed
|conference among radio-TV representatives of thedelved
two into
national
mmittees, which
the
onsorship issue and convention
;e, yet to be selected in Chicago.
Iditionally, each committee has
dicated it will appoint an adrtising agency to handle the '52
!invention details [Broadcasting
, Telecasting, Aug. 13, July 23].
Attending last Wednesday's sesm were these industry reprentatives: (ABC) Thomas Velotta,
2e president in charge of news
d special events; (CBS) Earl
immons, vice president in charge
Washington operations, and Sig
ickelson, director of public af" is;
(LBS)
John Dunnegan,
ashington
regional manager
-#k OADCASTING

Industry

SPONSOR?
(WOL;; (MBS) Hollis Seavey,
Washington program coordinator,
and Milton Burgh, news director;
(NBC) William R. McAndrew, general manager, WRC - AM - FM
WNBW (TV) Washington, and
William F. Brooks, vice president
in charge of public relations; and
(DuMont TV Network) Walter
Compton, manager, WTTG (TV)
Washington.
Radio-TV Chiefs
Representing the national committees were: (Democratic) Fred
Van Devander, publicity director,
and Kenneth Fry, radio-TV chief;
(Republican) William Mylander,
publicity director, and Ed Ingle,
radio-TV chief.
While national committeemen
and industry executives were exploring the multitude of problems
bearing on '52 convention coverage,
there were indications that the
politicos themselves were primping
with an eye to radio and TV.

Commitments for radio-TV by
Senators and House members have
not crystalized as yet, but here
again campaigning poses some
thorny questions not likely to be
resolved before the 82d Congress
reconvenes for the second session
next January.
Involved are such factors as selectivity of media, costs of utilizing "live" or film television shots,
coverage of constituents' areas,
production techniques and other
complicated problems.
But a few Senators and Representatives already have evidenced
their eagerness to get into the TV
swim on the basis of filmed reports
"to the folks back home." One is
Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.),
who is up next year for his first
full term in the upper chamber.
Sen. Benton, staunch advocate
of educational TV and the Voice
of America, has already laid the
groundwork with commencement of

Consulted

a series of 10-minute film reports
on WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.
The Democratic National Committee is defraying
nances. Film costspart
and of
the the
hoursfiof preparation needed for each program are cited as a difficult problem confronting the Senator, and
as a result he may turn to live TV
spots after October. Possibility also was held out that he may reduce
his program to five-minute stints.
Keating Talks
A similar venture has been
launched by the Republican National Committee on behalf of Rep.
Kenneth B. Keating (R-N. Y.),
who last March began a series of
10-minute talks aimed at constituents in his 40th District covering
Rochester. On the Senate side, the
GOP has similar plans for Sen.
Arthur V. Watkins (R-Utah), who
also will campaign for re-election
in 1952. Sen. William F. Know(Continued on page 89)

Tide Water Sets Pact
GRID
COVERAGE
schedule will be the MarylandCONTRACTS for radio coverage of college football games are being
signed as opening of the season approaches, with automotive and
Navy game in Baltimore. Bob
Wolff will handle the running acpetroleum sponsors joining the list [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
count with commentary by Steve
—
★
Aug. 13].
Douglas.
Virginia
and
Pennsylvania
are
Such companies as Atlantic ReVirginia Chevrolet dealer groups
fining, Tide Water Associated Oil, completing negotiations for games
regional Chevrolet dealers and elec- through Ketchum, MacLeod & will sponsor games of the U. of
Grove, Pittsburgh agency.
tronic manufacturers will sponsor
Virginia on a 25-station network
Eleven Chevrolet dealers in the keyed from WRNL Richmond. Anplay-by-play broadcasts or related
nouncers will be Charles Harville
Maryland area will sponsor nine
sports programs.
and Howard Hamrick.
Tide Water will use over 125 U. of Maryland games on a hookup
Pacific Coast stations, many of of 11 stations, keyed from WITH
Tide Water's schedule, placed
which are regional or national net- Baltimore. Delaware, West Vir- through Buchanan & Co., San
Francisco, will open with the Sept.
ginia and District of Columbia
work affiliates, to cover 80 major
21 night game between U. of San
western collegiate games. Chev- outlets will be used in the hookup.
rolet dealer groups in Maryland,
High spot of the Sept. 29-Nov. 30 Francisco and San Jose State and
close Dec. 1 with the Southern
California - Notre Dame game.
Harold R. Deal, manager of advertising and sales promotion for the
sponsor,
marks
the firm's
26th
yearsaidof this
sports
broadcasting.
Included in the special network are
stations of NBC, Don Lee-Mutual,
Intermountain and Arizona Broadcasting System networks.
Film Versions
TV coverage was mapped by
WDSU-TV New Orleans, which
plans to telecast film version of
all Tulane U. and Louisiana State
U. games under sponsorship of
D. H. Helmes Co.
Phillips 66 and Lee Tires will
sponsor Ail-American Game of the
Week on a selective TV spot basis
in the South and Midwest, through
Lambert & Feasley, New York.
More than 60 stations already
have signed for Touchdown Tips
with Sam Hayes, RCA syndicated
football roundup series, Manager
STATEWIDE network will carry U. of Maryland football games this autumn
under Chevrolet dealer sponsorship. At contract signing (seated, I to r): A. B. Sambrook of RCA Recorded
Louis W. Kiefer, Baltimore dealer; James M. Tatum, U. of Maryland coach;
Program Services Sales reported
Charles W. Hoffman, Hagerstown, dealer; (standing) J. William Mcllhenny, of last week. He said the 13-week
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh agency; M. J. Logan, Chevrolet zone
(Continued on page 86)
manager; William W. Cobey, U. of Maryland graduate athletic manager.
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casting • Telecasting, Aug. 6]
Certain FCC and industry reprel

PICTURED celebrating the fifth birthday of WLAN Lancaster, Pa., at the Lancaster Country Club luncheon
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13] are (standing,
I to r): Arthur Beckwith, WLAN; Pete Konders, Philadelphia; Robert W. Robbins, Headley-Reed, New York;
Herb Gruber, Cecil & Presbrey, New York; John Marsich,
Kudner Agency, New York; Herb Classen, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York; Jack Hardingham, Headley-Reed, New
York; Fred Stoutland, BBDO, New York; Sam Altdoerffer,
WLAN, the host; Frank Altdoerffer, WLAN president;
Bob Keller, Robert S. Keller Inc., New York; Jerry Feniger,
Cunningham
& Walsh, New York; Richard Hogue,

Headley-Reed, New York; Bob Dome, Headley-Reed, Philadelphia; Frank Breslin, Headley-Reed, New York; and
Dewees Yeager, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Seated (second row, I to r): Gordon Ensign, Benton &
Bowles, New York; Ann Small, Duane Jones Co., New
York; Pat Hartnett, J. M. Mathes Inc., New York;
Penelope Simmons, Federal Adv., New York; Edna Hanna,
WLAN; Lillian Selb, Foote, Cone & Belding, New York;
Genevieve Schubert, Compton Adv., New York; and Walt
Erickson, Philadelphia. Front row (I to r): Walter Dunn,
Headley-Reed, New York; Ted Kelly, McCann-Erickson,
New York; George Keet, Harrisburg; Frank Knight, Phila.

G
THE MAJOR movie firms
had no
INpapers.
initial review
the merger
HEofAR
PARAMOUNT These are among the unanswered
comment last week on FCC's order
for hearing on the qualifications
questionsce ding : seen in the overall proof certain Paramount firms to be
broadcast station licensees in view
® Whether other movie "maof past anti-trust "violations" — isjors" will seek to intervene in the
case
since general issues may be
sues also held applicable to their
implied or precedent established.
future in radio and TV [BroadCertain movie interests already
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
But they acknowledged they are
have protested the proposed ABCUPT merger [Broadcasting •
"studying" the order and its imTelecasting, Aug. 6.].
plications carefully. For the pres© What position, if any, Justice
ent, it appeared that 20th CentDept. may take. Admittedly reury-Fox, Warner Bros, and Loew's
viewing problem, Justice volunamong others, plan to "watch deteered "memorandum" of views
velopments"
before
deciding
on
specific action.
in FCC's earlier "uniform policy"
The FCC investigation was
called upon all pending transfer,
renewal and license applications of BACK TO THE ABACUS
the several Paramount firms and
DuMont. It is recognized as the
'Whirlwind
"pilot case" which may determine
(Also see story, opposite page)
Commission policy as to future
movie participation in the ownerSUPER, ULTRA perfectionism of
ship and operation of broadcast
an electronic computer threw Dustations, particularly television.
Mont engineers for a loop, made
Hearing Not Set
them give up their idea of using
Massachusetts Institute of TechThe effect on control of the
media of mass communication is
nology's Whirlwind I digital computer to arrive at the definitive
considered to be one fundamental
U. S. television allocation plan.
background issue in the proceeding.
DuMont technicians had hoped
FCC has considered similar broad
to feed all allocations criteria
"public policy" questions before in
(spacing, occupied channels, fixed
other fields, notably the onetime
number of channels for certain
newspaper ownership study.
cities, etc. etc.) to the computer,
The proposed merger of ABC
sit back and have the machine
and United Paramount Theatres
come out with an unquestionable
Inc. has not been set for hearing
final allocation plan. They started
although some Commission quarters and Paramount spokesmen feel using the machine April 24, but
it will be consolidated with the the machine was too exacting.
Difficulty was, DuMont reports
overall Paramount-DuMont inquiry
in brief filed last Friday, that the
as soon as the FCC staff completes
Page 24
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'
's^y
Fir™on some
e touched
Movi
case
which
facets
of present proceedings. Justice has
intervened in other FCC cases,
principally common carrier.
$ Possibility FCC could view
movie entry into TV as stimulus,
lather than deterrent, to internetwork and station competition.
This especially is posed respecting
ABC-UPT merger.
® How many of basic problems
in FCCs forthcoming theatre television hearing may overlap in
Paramount-DuMont case. Theatre
TV inquiry has been postponed
from Sept. 17 to Nov. 26 [Broad-

sentatives consider the ABC-UP'j
merger proposal has forced th >
Commission to look at the polio 1
problems involved in the motio i
picture participation in radio-TV
They rjoint out the issue has bee
approached
several times sin.
1946, when FCC authorized Pars
mount Television Productions Im
to construct KTLA (TV) Hollj
wood.
In that grant FCC note
certain pending antitrust litigatio
to which the applicant was a part;
and for the first time asserte
Paramount's 29% interest in Alle
B. DuMont Labs, constituted "coi
trol" of DuMont under certain pr<
visions
lations. of the Commission's reg;
Earlier this year the Commissic
decided not to set a "uniform po
icy" in the handling of applicatioi
from firms found to have violate
federal laws other than the Cor
munications Act [Broadcasting
Telecasting, April 2]. Rathe
FCC decided to act on a case-t
case basis.
The movie anti-trust proble
was recognized as chiefly respon;
ble for this study and several
the major movie firms filed coi
ments.
Several Justice Dept. sourc
last week indicated that agency
considering various legal aspec
of movie ownership and operati
in broadcasting.
FCC's hearing "opens up Pa.
dora's box" for the movie interes
one spokesman commented.
DuMont representatives had
comment on FCC's hearing orcl
but they indicated specific acti
may be announced this week.
DuMont in the past has be
openly unhappy about the Par
mount "control" issue. In Mar
the firm again protested the co
tinued temporary licensing of
stations to the Commission.
DuMont held the non-action h
been a "critical hardship" in tjj
conduct of its business [Bro;.
casting • Telecasting, Mar
19]. The firm indicated it is \
ing penalized
because
another
has
been involved
in an
anti-tri.fir'
proceeding to which it was it
a party.

I' Fails for DuMont

Purposes

computer would backtrack repeatedly if it couldn't find a channel
to fit into a city. It would not only
scan all possible channels to be
fitted in for that city, but if it
couldn't find one it would start
back and change previous assignments— over and over.
"Even . . . with the computer
operating at the rate of 50,000
operations per second," says DuMont report, "trillions of centuries
would be required to exhaust all
possible
Reason:combinations."
Not enough storage capacity, says DuMont. But in a few
years the machine's storage capacity may be increased fourfold, and
then it could come out with the
unbreakable answer, the report
states.

No 'Unexpected Questions'
Spokesmen of the Paramoi
firms again indicated unofficia
the FCC order brought forth
"unexpected questions." They, t
felt some definite action may
announced this week respecting 1
proceeding.
Observers speculated last w(
that action on the pending appli
tions may be expedited more
getting on promptly with the he
ing rather than seeking out otl
normal recourse to settle the qu
tions. Legal experts point <
such other recourse includes p<
tioning for clarification of the he
ing issues, or amendment of th<
as
well as stipulation to cert,
matters.
Issued Aug. 9, the hearing on
indicated FCC wants details
(Continued on page Si)
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order to, as Sen. Benton told the
Senate, "make it even more clear
that the proposed Citizens Advisory Board is advisory only, and
further to make it clear that the
board's functions do not conflict
with or in any way supersede the
statutory powers vested by the

Benton Offers Substitute
Advisory
board
from another six months to a year.
ITH undiminished fervor, Sen. its counsel, Henry C. Fischer, that
The resolution otherwise would
it is going ahead with plans to
Uliam Benton (D-Conn.) last
FCC for licenses to concarry
through its original intent
j^ek opened a new phase of his ask thestruct a network
of 11 educational
of outlining the various phases of
; pitol Hill campaign to win sup- TV stations in that state. (Under
broadcasting which the board
*t for his proposed National
Congress
in the
the tentative FCC allocation table
Questioned
aboutFCC."
the new legis- tizens Advisory Board for Radio
would review [Broadcasting •
the state would have eight stations
lation, Chairman Coy said that
Telecasting,
June
11,
4].
It
would
id Television [Closed Circuit,
while he has not seen the new
reserved for educational institutions).
call upon the FCC to grant TV amendments or the legislation, he
6].
|g.
station licenses on a yearly basis
' Sen. Benton formally introduced
Co-sponsors of Bill
"generally supports the idea of
(the Communications Act spells an advisory committee to assess the
^frisions of the bill (S 1579) and
As in the past, there were cocontributions of radio and TV to
solution (S J Res 76) he introout a maximum three-to-five years
to Sen. Benton's pro- for a broadcast station license the American people and to enced last June [Broadcasting • sponsors posals.
They were Sens. Lester
xecasting, June 11, 4] in the
courage the formation of listener
grant) ; prod the Commission into
Hunt (D-Wyo.), Leverett Saltonrm of amendments last Monday.
councils."'
(The latter was exstall
(R-Mass.)
and
John
W.
exploration
of
subscription
broadSpeaking on the floor of the Bricker (R-Ohio).
pounded last week by FCC Comr.
casting
and
encourage
its
developEdward M. Webster, see story,
nate, the former advertising exEssentially there is little change
ment, and create the citizens ad•iutive revealed:
in the bill in so far as the creation
visory board.
# FCC Chairman Wayne Coy of the advisory board is concerned.
page 70).
The bill outlines the organization
Chairman
as personally approved the new
think
it wouldCoy
be then
a goodadded
thing: "I
to
However,
dropped
from
the
resoluaft of the bill though he makes
and
function
of
the
advisory
board.
tion is the provision that would
know whether the people are get,clear that he does not necessarily
(Continued on page 90)
extend the freeze on TV stations
Here, language was changed in
eak for other members of the
•mmission."
Q That he hoped the Senate
terstate Commerce Committee
ed
juld regard the revisions "as
Revise A||°cqH°"' fcc Ask
PLAN
NT
bstitutes" for the earlier legisDuMO
DuMONT
THREW the book at the an allocations plan that lies beition.
DuMont still plans to change
tween the acknowledged looseness
only 19 of the existing 107 TV staO Although the proposed board FCC for the second time — when it
tions
operating
on VHF
— com- .•ould not be subject to the charge filed its affirmative case last Fri- of its present proposals and tightpared to 31
changes
proposed
by
day— the first to do so under the
ness of DuMont's.
jj'censorship' . . . yet its potency
That
attitude is based on the the FCC.
Commission's July 25 order of testiould not be underestimated."
To clinch its claim that it utilizes
mony on the city-by-city TV allo- feeling that it is better to have
# The New York Board of Resome leeway for future channel
cation proceedings [Broadcasting
the spectrum more efficiently than
nts has informed him, through
shifts, rather than right off to nail does the FCC, DuMont cites the
• Telecasting, July 30].
?i
down channels assignments hard
In an impassioned plea for the and
following advantages in assignfast.
ments of VHF channels to cities.
FCC to adopt its plan of channel
TATE NETWORK
The DuMont plan fundamentally
This is on the assumption that only
allocations throughout the U. S.,
Sokolsky Hits Pa. BUI DuMont stresses that its plan prois based on economic and populaVHF wavelengths can be considtion factors. That is also considvides more channels to more cities
ered the competitive equal of presILL in Pennsylvania's General
ered to weigh against its adoption.
ent stations.
(particularly in top markets) than
5sembly (# 784) to set up a teleThe FCC set up a different set of
;ion network for non-commercial
® FCC plan allocates 558 VHF
does the FCC's.
priorities for TV assignments.
. ucational purposes has been
That means more network comchannels to 342 communities, comAllocation Criteria
. undly
scolded
by Newsman
pared with the DuMont plan which
petition, the broadcaster-manufacturer states.
Jorge E. Sokolsky in an ABC
assigns 655 such channels to 375
As established in the Commiscommunities.
oadcast. His script was printed
sion's March 21 notice, FCC criFCC's plan allots four or more
the Congressional Record last VHF
teria are to establish either one or
channels to only six of the
® FCC assigns four or more
ednesday by Sen. Joseph R. Mctwo TV services to all parts of the VHF channels to 21 cities, covertop 25 U. S. markets, DuMont says.
U.
S.
and
to
each
community.
Only
A TV network must have most of
u-thy (R-Wis.).
ing a population of 47,408,976 —
/ , Mr.
Sokolsky
"It used
to be the 25 top markets to exist, and
or 32% of the U. S. total; DuMont
after that was realized, were popuid that
when said:private
enterprise
lation, location and the number of to 53 cities, covering 73,904,115
iled, it was the duty and obligation its plan furnishes four VHF changovernment to step in. But that is
nels to 21 of the top 25, DuMont
TV services a community was get- people — or 49% of the population.
- t true of radio or television. They
These population figures are based
e, on the whole, well-managed or- points out.
ting from stations outside its boundaries to be taken into account.
nizations,
useful servon an estimated 50-mile radius for
doing it performing
better than aanywhere
else
Thus the FCC plan fosters monDuMont says its allocation plan VHF stations.
i earth, although still not good
opoly, itimplies.
iough, and making a profit at it."
is based on providing TV service
® In the top 100 markets, the
DuMont plan even takes into ac. Asserting that the Pennsylvania
"as far as possible to all the peoFCC plans to assign four or more
count the oppositions to its pro11 "is only important because it
ple of the U. S." and to provide "a VHF channels to 18 cities, coverposals from the 85 broadcasters
ows the politicians cannot keep
fair, efficient, and equitable disand educators who filed objections
ing 46,848,829 population; DuMont
tribution of TV broadcast stations
to 47 cities, covering 73,021,139.
eir hands off things," Mr. Sokol- June 11 and which the FCC listed
to
the
several
states
and
communiy warned that they "jumped the
0 In the top 50 markets, the
m and want to set up a costly in its order of appearances July
FCC plans to assign four or more
18 [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
In
essence,
it
says
its
plan
. - stem, competitive with private July
23].
VHF channels to 16 cities, covei-"serves the most people with the ing
iterprise." If they get away with
46,228,158 people; DuMont to
FCC's Position
he said, "it will be followed in
30 cities, covering 64,641,520.
possible
TV data
services."
General consensus is that the most
Among
the
new
included
in
.-.fher states and will place upon
ties."
e taxpayer another unjustified
Compares Proposals
FCC will hardly rip up its own al- last week's DuMont presentation
not
in its May comment are:
id heavy burden."
location plan to accept DuMont's
Unique approach is that of comAlthough the bill asks for $100,- — even if it were to agree to the
0 Population figures.
DuMont contention that its plan
FCC's
10 "as a starter," Mr. Sokolsky
0
Complete
comparison
beits
own paring
in thethe
area proposals
of the U.andS.
id, it would be more like $25 mil- makes more efficient use of the
tween
its
plan
and
the
FCC's
of
all
with highest population density —
UHF allocations. In May, DuMont
m and that "would be low." He spectrum.
north and east of Memphis, acMost observers feel that the FCC
id he wished to ask how many
comment only made such comparicording to DuMont.
sons
for
northeastern
U.
S.
ties would have "booster and sub- may use some of the DuMont recIn
that
area, says DuMont, the
om endations toincrease the num# Comparison of Canadian and
Jiary stations" and what type of
lildings and amount of land
FCC plans to assign four or more
ber of channels in many cities — as Mexican allocation proposals.
: ould be purchased. The bill asks pressures develop during the city• Maps of all 12 VHF chan- VHF channels to 37 cities, covernels, comparing its proposals with
ing 60,789,061. DuMont proposes
] a "master station and sub- by-city hearings.
(Continued on page 31)
Thus the FCC may end up with
diary stations as may be needed."
the FCC's.
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will review the association's cc
tacts with legislative and admin
trative bodies.
agenda
showing
of an morni*'
Assoi
Added is toa the
Thursday
WGN Amon* 16
RSHIP
E
B
M
E
M
Press film depicting how ne^
B
T its three-month
NARTB
enters
NAR
the nation's finest broadcasting sta- ated
can be used for revenue purpos*
schedule of district meetings next
tions, now aligning themselves with
Thursday at Roanoke, Va., under
Oliver
AP's assi;f
brother industry leaders. I confiant to S.
theGramling,
general manager
the impetus of a record influx of
dently believe this is the beginning
radio,
will
preside
at
the
showir
new members.
of a trend which will find NARTB
Mr. Fellows will appear at
Signing- of 16 new radio stastronger than ever before in its
tions last week by the NARTB
p.m. Thursday, after an inform
history
by the time we meet again
Station Relations Dept. marked a
luncheonof and
a presentation
behalf
the armed
forces. T '
seven-year record. Heading the
at Details
Chicago of
nexta April."
number of new
list was WGN Chicago, along with
television portion of the two-d
NARTB services will be announced
program will follow, with Th
WGNB, its FM affiliate.
Mr. Essex
Mr. Fellows
during the district meetings, Mr.
Brown participating as NARTI
Program for the Thursday-FriFellows said, describing them as
TV director. While the genei
day meeting at Roanoke [Broad"basic services intended to help format of district meetings dc
president, will make the district
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 13]
circut, his first since assuming the station operators not only in the not include a TV session as sue
was completed last week by Harold
broad fields of public relations and
Mr. Essex requested participati
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, presidency last June. He will ad- government relations but in the of the TV director because of i
dress the meeting Thursday afterNARTB District 4 director. The
tense District 4 interest in the sv
specific areas cf programming and
noon and then start a questionmeeting sets the pace for the series
answer battle royal in which memof 17 district gatherings that runs
control."
bers will have a chance to air management
Mr. Essex said
the Roanoke deleEntertainment for Guests
through mid-November.
any association gripes they may
gates will be welcomed Thursday
District 4 and the Virginia As
be harboring.
Largest Membership
morning by Lt. Gov. L. Preston
ject.
of Broadcasters will be hosts at
Mr.
Fellows
told
Broadcasting
Collins,
of
Virginia.
Lt.
Gov.
ColLargest of the 17 areas in point
6 p.m. cocktail party, to be follow
lins is part owner of WMEV
• Telecasting the NARTB headof membership, District 4 includes
Marion, Va.
by a dinner dance. Special ent<
quarters staff "is enthusiastic
District of Columbia and contigutainment for women guests
about the job we want to do for
ous Maryland counties, Virginia,
Fellows to Speak
planned during the meeting.
our
members.
You
can
imagine
North Carolina and South CaroAfter introduction of associate
lina. Attendance will pass the that 16 new applications for memRichard P. Doherty, NARTB e1
members, Carl Haverlin, BMI
bership within one week does much
250 mark and may reach 300, Mr.
ploye-employer
relations
direct1s
will
conduct a Friday
morning
president, will address the meetEssex said, judging by advance
to build up that enthusiasm."
ing.
Mr.
Haverlin
will
conduct
a
sion on labor problems, salaries -a
registrations. Meetings will be
Commenting on the Station Remanagement. A panel will ta
BMI clinic Wedensday for the Virheld at the Hotel Roanoke.
lations Dept. achievement in bringginia
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
with
over part of the meeting. The C(
ing in 128 new member stations
Harold
E. Fellows, NARTB
vention business meeting will
since last Nov. 1, Mr. Fellows said, Mr. Fellows as a featured speaker.
held at 12 noon.
Thursday morning speakers, in"This record speaks not only well
clude Robert K. Richards, NARTB
Friday afternoon will be .
for the association's services but
confirms the good judgment of public affairs director, and Ralph
charge of William B. Ryan, pre
NBC PURCHASE
the NARTB board in establishing
W. Hardy, government relations di- dent of Broadcast Advertising E
rector. Mr. Richards will describe
a Station Relations Dept. In the
reau. Mr. Ryan will make the fi
Land Deal Closes Sept-. 17 list of new members are some of NARTB services and Mr. Hardy
formal
the "fa
arsenal presentation
of BAB sales ofdevices
ESCROW proceeding in the purchase of 19 acres of Burbank, Calif.,
promotion sales
aids"clinic.
as part of 1
city-owned land by NBC for its
afternoon
Complete Talent
proposed $25 million Radio-TeleviBAB sessions during the disti
Unification Seen
sion Center [Broadcasting • Telemeetings
are open to all commerc
casting, July 30] will be closed
AFRA-TVA
MERGER
stations
in
each district regardl
MERGER of American Federation of Radio Artists with Television
Sept. 17.
of membership in BAB or NART
NBC New York board of direc- Authority, voted by AFRA convention delegates in Minneapolis a Mr. Ryan said. NARTB itself
tors originally agreed to close the fortnight ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13], is considered
inviting some non-members to 1
deal by Aug. 31, according to Burby union officials "the first step" in an amalgamation of all talent
meetings at the discretion of e
unions.
,
bank City Attorney Archie Waldistrict director.
ters. Indecision on a nine-acre
AFRA spokesmen, during the
porting
the
proposal
for
an
antiparcel of land involved caused the convention and afterwards, pointed
Kobak To Attend
extension of the sale terms. Price out to the industry generally that Communist clause, vetoed, however,
Edgar Kobak, consultant, BA
suggestion that the time-limit on
of the 19 acres is $263,287.50.
the merger is the beginning and amembership
in the Communist
board chairman, will open BA i
A Warner Bros. Studio spokes- not the end, as some observers be- Party be changed to the time after
program with a review
lieved, of the original plan of the the recent convention instead of Roanoke
man told Broadcasting • Telefundamental industry needs. Af
Associated
Actors
and
Artistes
of
casting last Thursday that NBC
31, 1945, and another which
Mr. Ryan's presentation, Lee He
America (AAAA) for a union of Dec.
has filed deeds to 30 acres of studioprovided that only a member of BAB retail specialists, will disci
owned land in Burbank recently all talent into a single group which
the Communist Party, rather than
sales aids derived from studies c<
purchased for reported $750,000.
would issue only one card to per- one of any group cited as subducted by Advertising Research I
formers.
Property adjoins 19 acres beingversive, would be barred from
reau, showing superiority of ra
sold by Burbank to NBC.
The move, now under discussion
AFRA. Clause now pertains to over newspapers in stimulating j
tail sales.
Property involved faces Alameda
by top AFRA and TVA men now,
various totalitarian and fascist
St., west of Buena Vista St. in is expected to be completed by groups as well as Communist.
A BAB clinic, Mr. Ryan said, \
southwestern Burbank. It adjoins early 1952. Transition would be
include Robert M. Lambe, WT.
To
Check
Code
Violations
almost
effortless
inasmuch
as
many
the Warner Bros, studio. The city,
Norfolk, Va., chairman; Harry
Conventioneers moved to check
in the deal worked out, agreed to AFRA executives in major as well
Shaw, WSJS Winston-Salem; C
vacate one street and permit con- as secondary areas are now han- more closely for violation of AFRA
Youngstead, WPTF Raleigh; Jar
struction ofbuildings over a storm
dling TVA business.
transcription codes, charging reW. Hicks, WCOS Columbia, S. I
drain as conditions of the sale,
Convention delegates voted to
use of transcriptions without payEd Whitlock, WRNL Richmo
ment of talent fees periodically
according to Mr. Walters.
ban from membership any cardJames A. Hagan, WWNC Ashev
and
misuse
of
musicians
who
are
holders or applicants who were
Construction of the Radio-TV
and John Harkrader, WDBJ F
Center will not start until 1953, it members after Dec. 31, 1945 of any
signed to handle speaking or sing- noke.
was said. Although denied by the organization deemed subversive by
ing parts which should be handled
In announcing that NARTB 1
by AFRA workers. Reports of signed
the U. S. Attorney General or any
network executives, it is under16 new members last we
such
violations
will
be
sent
by
field
stood that the present Hollywood
other "authorized" federal agency.
the association disclosed that
Such an amendment to the consti- workers to New York headquarters
Western Div. headquarters at Sunbut four of the 128 stations join
where they will be studied and
tution was approved by members
Set Blvd. and Vine St. will be dissince last Nov. 1 had taken
posed of upon completion of the nationally in a mail vote 2,118 to serve as a basis for recommenda(Continued on. page 32)
tions during the next negotiations.
457. Convention delegates, supproject.
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Five
mi

mi

ODS, Toiletries, Drugs, Tobacand Laundry Soaps & Cleans— the five leading classes of
on the radio netijlpds
irks—advertised
account for more than
! tee-quarters of all network time
a Broadcastaccording to analysis
sJ|es,
; • Telecasting
of ad: -risers' expenditures for network
le in June 1951, as recorded by
- Hiiijblishers Information Bureau.
Breakdown of Classes
byproduct group breakdown of
jlpe network time sales made by
B shows Foods in first place
f|th 23.2% of the total amount
a] oended for network facilities by
advertisers; Toiletries & Toilet
ods second with 16.8% ; Drugs
Remedies third with 12.6% ;
'-poking Materials — cigarettes,
stsafefte tobaccos and lighters — fourth
- th 12.3%;
Laundry Soaps,
• iansers & Polishes fifth with
1%. Combined, the five leading
Dups account for 76.0% of all
twork gross time sale revenue
ring June.
;; Three of the top five network
i vertiser groups — Soaps, Cleans3 & Polishes, Foods & Food Prodits, Drugs & Remedies — also are
long the five largest users of
tional spot radio, according to
be
pi*]
IEAMAN NAMED
CBS Labs Senior Attorney
| ILTON R. NEAMAN of Mamaneck, N. Y., was named senior
torney for the CBS Laboratories
vision by President Adrian Murfljly last week.
Another change in the CBS or: nizational structure was an:' 1 'Unced Wednesday when officials
: Royal Wood Products Manufaciring Co., wholly owned subsidiy of CBS's CBS-Columbia Inc.,
ected Max Epstein vice president
ltd director.
Mr. Neaman,
a graduate of
arvard College and Harvard Law
j :hool, served during the war as
■ ristant general counsel to the
mrtermaster general and as mem■) of Gen. Lucius D. Clay's legal
aff. Since then, he has been as; stant to the president and board
' ember for the Welch Grape Juice
jib. and assistant to the president
flod treasurer of the Soft-Lite Lens
I-'o., Bay State Optical Co., Lansing
-ioc, and Burroughs Optomat
.;#c
Epstein's Background
Mr. Epstein has been general
anager of Royal Wood Products
I ir the last three years, having
! -n associated with the radiolevision industry many years
iior to that. His election is coI i'-ident
with anthat
extensive
ob program
Royal expanWood
■ roducts is planning for its manuacture of radio and television
ibinets.
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Classes

Dominate

Network

Business

sales

GROSS

RADIO

NETWORK

TIME

JUNE
JUNE
PRODUCT
CO^Q
1951
1951JCAT
JAN
*IV 1 ,4t/
Agriculture & Farming $43,114
iO*l7,OU/
Apparel, Footwear & Acces. 9,060
Automotive, Automotive
Acces. & Supplies
302,831 2,331,700
Beer, Wine & Liquor
279,497 1,763,790
Building Materials,
102,678
708,437
Equip. & Supplies
Confectionery &
Soft Drinks
507.29S
3,178,820
245,634
Consumer Services
1,668,012
1,874,230 12,515,930
Drugs
&
Remedies
Food & Food Products 3,446,762 23,461,215
Gasoline, Lubricants & 454,413
Other Fuels
3,031,373
Horticulture
86,394
Household Equip. &
1,441,476
229,557
501,229
Household
Furnishings
Supp'ies Materials
80,414
Industrial
172,612
1,090,115
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau
survey made by Broadcasting •
Telecasting of station income
which showed that among spot advertisers, makers of soaps, foods
and drugs ranked one, two, three,
with brewers in fourth place and
automobile and accessory manufacturers ranking fifth.
Survey Comparisons
Same survey [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 6] revealed that
only one of the top network sponsor
groups attained similar prominence
at the local level; food advertising
on the average was ranked by station operators as their second
largest source of local advertising
revenue. The local top-spending
advertising groups were: Automobile & Auto Accessories, in first
place; Foods, second; Appliances,
third; Department Stores, fourth;
Furniture, fifth.
P&G Top Advertiser
Procter & Gamble Co. in June
continued as the number one network client, its more than $1.8
million worth of network time purchases, at gross rates, being nearly
three times the sum spent also at

TABLE I
SALES FOR JUNE AND FIRST HALF OF 1951 COMPARED TO
1950, BY PRODUCT GROUPS
JUNE
JUNE
JUNE
1950
JUNE
1950
PRODUCT
1951
1951
1950
JUNE
1950
JUNE
Insurance
242,593
279,035
1,585,612
$536,954
JAN 693,736 Jewelry, Optical
1,468,336
JANJAN.127,000
$6181 ,208
,745
GoodsEquip.,
& Cameras
909,453
611,105
Office
Stationery 82,622
360,1
234J521 1 3,009,326
94,768
289,292
166,643
814,195
1 ^483.563 Publishing
Media
& Writing& Supp'ies
573,759
Radio, TV Sets,
16,355
689,286
105,549
9,088
Phonographs,
Musical
263,636
Instruments & Acces.
671,416
1,299,294
613,803
108,551
948
144,948 3,709,698
935,104 Retail Stores
24,969
Smoking
Materials
2,092,351 12,719,255
24,148
11,145,251 1,831,164 12,379,112
Soaps Cleansers &
1,080
,830,593
3,606,879 23,530,111
Polishes &
10,813,032
9,788,272
1,793,593
Toiletries
390,779
2,484,158
105,696
Toilet Goods ! ,649,301 14,693,349 2,108,067
Transportation, Travel ,501,035
13,234,909
307,181
& Resorts
436,770
660,545
66,228
1,613,036
Miscellaneous
417,289
413,500
83,199
240,493
38,750
2,551,405
172,830
2,687,300
1,123,096
TOTAL
$14,872,111 $95,535,232 $15,070,491 $96,907,033
TABLE II
ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
FOR JUNE 1951
Argiculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Corp
$41,858
Apparel, Footwear & Acces
Frank H. Lee Co.
9,060
Automotive, Automotive Acces. & Supplies Electric Auto-Lite Co
77,082
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Schenley Corp
90,346
Building Materials, Equip. & Supplies
Johns-Manville Corp
102,678
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Wm. H. Wrigley Co
162,390
Consumer Services
U. S. Government
88,548
Drugs & Remedies
Miles Labs
550,023
Food & Food Products
General Foods
670,629
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
Standard Oil of Indiana
107,810
Household Equip. & Supplies
Philco Corp
128,655
Household Furnishings
Armstrong Cork
45,587
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel
107,200
Insurance
Prudential Insurance Co
113,115
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co
82,622
Publishing & Media
Book Assoc
8,191
Radio, TV Sets, Phonographs, Musical
Instruments & Acces
RCA
253,234
Retail Stores & Direct Mail
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
948
Smoking Materials
Liggett & Myers Co
495,377
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Procter & Gamble
1,116,871
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Procter & Gamble .
620,150
Transportation, Travel & Resorts
American Assn. of Railroads
67,660
Miscellaneous
American Federation of Labor
99,249
LEADING

NETWORK

gross rates, by General Foods.
Table III itemizes gross network
time purchases of the top 10 clients. Leading advertiser in each
product class is listed in Table II.
Table I shows the total gross
time purchases of all advertisers m
each product group, for June and
for the first half of the year, with
1951 billings compared to 1950.

OFF to a "day at the races," sponsored by WPTR Albany,
N. Y., these timebuyers and advertising executives are
greeted at the plane that brought them from New York.
On four successive Thursdays during August WPTR plays
host to timebuyers from New York including lunch, dinner,
the races and a trip through WPTR facilities. Welcomed
on this jaunt are (I to r): Howard W. Maschmeier, WPTR
director of news and special events; George Mill, station

• Telecasting

TABLE III
TOP TEN RADIO NETWORK
ADVERTISERS IN JUNE 1951
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$1,852,277
2. General Foods
670,629
3. Sterling Drug Co
557,861
4. Lever Bros
554,292
5. Miles labs
550,023
6. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
534,607
7. American Home Products Co. . . 523,024
8. Liggett & Myers Co
495,377
9. Campbell Soup Co
466,046
10. General Mills
465,948

director of sports; Don Frost, sales executive Weed & Co.;
Vera Brennan, Duane Jones Co.; Jean Sullivan, Wyatt &
Scheubel; Tom Lynch, Young & Rubicam; Jerry Lyons,
Weed sales manager; Doug Ballin, advertising director,
Whitehall Pharmacol Co.; Bill Dollard, Young & Rubicam,
Bill Lawrence and Chuck Allen, BBDO; Morgan Ryan,
vice president and general manager WPTR, and W. R.
David Sr., WPTR vice president for engineering and sales.
August 20, 1951
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Station Unity
(Continued from page 19)

WGST

CHARGES

Hidden Atlanta Ownership
HIDDEN STOCK ownership in
both Atlanta Newspapers Inc. and
Broadcasting Inc. is charged by
the Georgia School of Technology
(WGST) in petitions filed last
Thursday with the FCC.
This should invalidate the FCCapproved $525,000 sale of Atlanta's
WSB-TV Channel 8 facilities,
claims Georgia Tech, from Atlanta
Journal and Constitution interests
(Cox) to Broadcasting Inc. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
WGST alleges:
(1) That Joseph L. Morris, 10%
stockholder in Broadcasting Inc.,
"now has, or has had, an interest
in Atlanta Newspapers Inc. or its
predecessor companies and that
such fact was concealed from the
Commission. . . ."
(2) That investment bankers
Robinson-Humphrey Inc. were the
"moving parties" who promoted
the sale. That firm member Robey
Robinson holds 3,625 and his mother, Eleanore H. Robinson, 21,633
preferred shares in Atlanta Newspapers Inc. That firm member
Henry Grady is a trustee for 6,012
preferred shares in Atlanta Newspapers Inc. That firm member Joseph L. Morris owns 6,000 common
and 6,000 preferred shares of
Broadcasting Inc. That firm member Irvin T. Ragsdale owns 1,000
Spaghetti Contest
SIX-WOMAN team representing the Women's Advertising Club of St. Louis will
meet a six-man team of St.
Louis Browns today (Aug.
20) in a spaghetti-eating
contest. Bill Veeck, Browns'
owner, will introduce ball
players. Miss Le Chapman,
continuity and traffic editor
of WIL St. Louis, is a member of the women's team. Bud
Blattner and Howie Williams, sports announcers, will
broadcast a play-by-play account.
Page 28
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common and 1,000 preferred shares
in Broadcasting Inc.
In other portions of the petition
for reconsideration, WGST justifies that it is "aggrieved" by claiming the new station will compete
with it both for sponsors and audience; that its application for TV
Channel 11 in Atlanta is effectively denied without a hearing by
FCC's approval of the WSB-TV
sale. (FCC proposes to change Atlanta Channel 8 to 11 in the proposed allocation plan.)
Georgia Tech reiterates a previous petition that the WSB-TV
owners should be held to their original agreement that they would
give up Channel 8 when they began operation on Channel 2. CP
for Channel 2 was granted to the
Atlanta Constitution in 1948, came
into the hands of Atlanta Newspapers Inc. when the Journal and
Constitution were merged in 1950.
WLTV Starts Oct. 1
On Oct. 1, Broadcasting Inc.
plans to commence Channel 8 operation with tentative call letters
of WLTV. At the same time
WSB-TV will begin operating on
Channel 2, retaining those call letters.
Transfer of Channel 8 facilities
was approved by the FCC Aug. 9
by a 5-0 vote (with Chairman Coy
and Comr. Hennock absent). Approval came week after 3-3 tie on
matter.
WLTV is owned by a group of
Atlanta businessmen, headed by
Walter C. Sturdivant, owner of the
Montgomery Knitting Mills, Summerville, Ga. General manager of
the nation's prospective 108th —
and last pre-freeze — TV station is
William T. Lane, former WAGE
Syracuse executive.
Eduardo R. Chibas
SEN. EDUARDO R. CHIBAS,
leader of the Cuban Peoples Party,
died Aug. 16. Sen. Chibas is reported to have fatally wounded
himself Aug. 5, following a fiery
radio broadcast denouncing the
President of Cuba and his government. The Senator conducted a
weekly series of political broadcasts over CMQ Havana. The shot
was fired after the show had left
the air.

A BEDTIME

STORY

But KPRC-TV

Plays Safe

KPRC-TV Houston last week rea mattress
company's
oneminute jectedfilm
commercial
for fear
someone would be offended because
it showed a couple in bed.
The rejection was made in spite
of a stamp of approval given the
film by a Methodist minister who
had been invited by the would-be
sponsor, the Doyle D. Dennis Bedding Co. of Houston, to inspect it
with an ecclesiastical eye.
Bert Mitchell, KPRC-TV program
director, agreed that there was
"nothing suggestive" about the
film, but he said "we just can't
take the gamble that it might
offend ablesomebody.
. . . It's
conceivthe FCC would
cancel
our
license
if enoughfilm
people
The banned
first protested."
showed a
husband and wife trying unsuccessfully to sleep on a bed of standard
size and then reposing happily, if
at a modest distance, in the "kingsize" bed the Dennis company
advertises.

schools and others," Mr. W;
added.
A paid executive secretary w
be employed by ATB within f
next two weeks, Mr. Way sa:
This secretary will maintain pe
manent headquarters in the Watt'
Payne Adv. Inc., which has be !
named advisory agency for tj
new organization. Financing of t
group will be borne proportionate
by all six member stations.
"One of the regular duties
the executive secretary," explain
Mr.
be to
coordinate
free Way,
time "will
of all
stations
for tt
church and civic groups, and
let them know just how mar
thousands of dollars' worth of tin
at commercial rates, the statio 1
areMr.giving
each out
year."
Way them
pointed
that t
new organization will be especial 1
valuable in boosting Red Cro.' :
Community Chest and Chamber
Commerce campaigns.
Others present at Tuesday
meeting were C. B. Akers, vi
president of KRMG; L. A. (Burl
Blust, commercial manager
KTUL;
Jim Neal, manager
KAKC;
Tom
Devore, progra,
director at KVOO; W. T. McClari;
promotion manager of KVOO; D(
Watts, president of the Watt
Payne ad firm; Dale Bethke, pr
motion manager of KRMG; J.
Meyerson,
general manager
KOME, and Lawson Taylor, ge.
eral manager of KFMJ.
COLOR ADAPTER
Motorola Exhibi
PILOT model of an adapter wher
by existing monochrome sets c;
receive CBS color transmissions
black-and-white was shown for tj
first time last Wednesday in CI
cago by Motorola Inc. at the annu
convention of Motorola distributo
and salesmen. Meeting at t\
Stevens Hotel, group was told
production line on the adapter Wr
be started as soon as there is su
ficient public demand.
The unit is expected to sell f
$20,
and isdirectly
4y2-by-6-by-3
It attaches
onto theincht
ba;
of the picture tube, and is tun<
to black and white or color withr
simple, single dial. Motorola al
showed its "Stratotuner," whii
brings in UHF frequencies to ,
VHF set. The unit, a single di
mechanism, is incorporated in
the TV receiver at the factory f
an added cost of $40, and sells f
$49.95 if purchased separate).
Production will be started in Oct
ber. The company de-emphasiz.
color television as it introduc<
16 new black and white models, i
with 14, 17 and 20-inch black re
tangular tubes, for the fall Mr

FOR THE FIRST time in Armed
Forces public relations, television has
been made a separate entity. Heretofore linked with radio, the TV
branch gained separate stature when
Maj. Robert G. Leffingwell (r) was
officially appointed chief of television
for Headquarters U. S. Air Forces in
WORLD-wide distribution of the coi
Europe. Maj. Leffingwell formerly
plete line of Reves Soundcraft prof e
was associated with Walt Disney and
sional magnetic recording films will
Nat Fleischer studios. He was se- handled by Westrex Corp. (subsidiai
lected by Lt. Col. Barney Oldfield (I), Western Electric Co.), Soundcraft h
announced.
chief of USAFE public information.
BROADCASTING
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MfCE

S Voice of America should be
*ated by a new agency, "an
s pendent agency, separate from
State Dept. or any other govnent department," Brig. Gen.
. id Sarnoff, chairman of the
:d of RCA, declared Wednes-

en. Sarnoff, who had returned
In two months in Europe on
iday, said that he was not critisati ig the performance of the prespersonnel of the Voice of Amer"who are doing the best they
" ~jL with the limitations they have."
noted considerable progress this
r in Voice broadcasts over
at he had heard when he was
ottt in Europe two years ago, he
peckfcft.
ejut, he declared, "the war in the
abCn
a er is a war which the United
tes and the democratic countries
;sdj (I not winning." Russia, he said,
:;. t i oday doing the best propaganda
IB*. by all odds.
Use of Local Radio
3e urged the use of local radio
ilities in England and the coun:s of Western Europe, "as an
Edition to and not a substitution
our shortwave program." He
uld favor buying such time from
5 European radio operators as
■ essary.
But he said he felt
at the governments should make
available to the United States
a partial return for the ecojmic and military aid they are
l^ieiving.
Declaring that our propaganda
- o should "either be done on a
ale large enough to reach our obtive or it isn't worth doing at
," Gen. Sarnoff said that if we
e going to spend $100 billion
arming ourselves and our
ies in the next two years it would
t be unreasonable to spend 1%
: that sum for what he termed
-ychological peace-fare," which
• said is just as important in
acetime as psychological warfare
D w in war time.
He called for a full revaluation
■jj the Voice of America program,
: -ciding what we want to say, then
itting the facilities to say it —
lortwave, mediumwave, longwave
ations here and abroad, coordiited into a unified operation. He
; ^pressed confidence that once the
" d for such a program is underjiood there will be little difficulty
j obtaining the funds from Confess.

fOR

PEACE

the belief that non-governmental
spokesmen, representing commerce,
education, religion, the arts, and
other facets of our society should
also be represented in the Voice's
top management.
Plan to Increase Audience
Plan to increase the audience
for Voice of America broadcasts
through the distribution of lowcost personal radios in foreign
lands, proposed by Gen. Sarnoff
some time ago, is "being worked
on," he said. He reported that some
progress has been made. Largescreen TV installations in public
places might also be valuable disseminators of American messages
abroad, he said.
Gen. Sarnoff described as pure
"wishful thinking" any idea that
the American system of commer-

Sarnoff

Urges

Agency

cially supported broadcasting may
be adopted in Europe on any widespread scale.
Television is "practically non-existent" in Europe outside of England,
where a million set-owners receive
three to four hours of video programs
a day from the BBC, Gen. Sarnoff reported. French telecasts, on a dual
system of 405 and 819 line images,
occupy much less time, he said, and
are seen by far fewer viewers with
estimates on the number of receivers
in France ranging from 12,000 to
40,000. Holland has an experimental
service, and that is all the European
television there is, he said.
He reported little likelihood for
agreement on TV standards throughout Europe in the near future, noting that the English are urging adoption of their 405-line pictures, the
French advocating 819 lines and the
Belgians and Dutch favoring a 625-

line image. With all European television under governmental control,
decisions are influenced by political
as well as engineering considerations,
he said.
Despite this situation, Gen. Sarnoff was optimistic over the outlook
for international television, averring that it may well become a
reality before 1960.

Full Coverage

mer Peterson. Bob Letts, NBC's
news bureau chief in San Francisco, will report the local side of
the meetings.

JAPANESE
TREATY
By Networks
following the meetings, Sept. 2 and
STAR teams of radio-TV correspondents will be dispatched by the Sept. 9, 12 noon to 12:30 p.m. Mr.
Collingwood will act as chairman
major networks to cover the fourday Japanese Peace Treaty meet- for the discussion among representatives ofthe signing countries.
ings in San Francisco Sept. 4-8.
The conference will receive thorCapitol Cloakroom will be heard
ough coverage through regular as from San Francisco Tuesday, Sept.
well as special broadcasts, al- 4, from 10-10:30 p.m. EDT as
though final time clearances and
will the week's You and the World,
air schedules will not be fully Monday-Friday, 6:15-6:30 p.m.
worked out until the conference
EDT, which for that week will be
titled You and the Japanese Peace
agenda is announced.
Pact.
CBS Radio has created a special
news and public affairs staff,
NBC, ABC Teams
headed by Charles Collingwood, its
White House correspondent. From
NBC's team of four reporters
New York, Stuart Novins, CBS
will set up headquarters in San
Radio Associated Director of PubFrancisco's War Memorial Buildlic Affairs, and Dallas Townsend,
ing to give national audiences
radio news editor, will join Mr. radio coverage from Monday, Sept.
3 through Friday, Sept. 7. The
Collingwood and Don Mozley,
KCBS San Francisco in the con- group will be headed by Merrill
ference city.
Mueller,Bureau.
former With
chiefMr.of Mueller
NBC's
London
CBS
Radio's
regular
People's
Platform will emanate from the will be Alex Dreier, who currently
coast the Sundays preceding and broadcasts from Chicago, and El-

Proposed Agency Defined
The proposed new agency to
lerate the Voice of America would
JUDGE JUSTIN MILLER, NARTB board chairman, visited Latin America to
nave to be a government agency,"
study and appraise the U. S. Information & Education Exchange program in
s explained, possibly an Ameriseveral countries south of the border. Judge Miller also is a member of the
» i counterpart to England's Mintry of Information.
The State
U. S. National Commission for UNESCO. Here he is shown in Panama's new
resort hotel. El Panama. L to r: Judge Miller; Murray D. Wise, charge
: ept., which formulates our nation's
1 i Jreign policy, would necessarily
d'affaires of the U. S. Embassy in Panama; Forney A. Rankin, public affairs
a represented on the new agency's
officer for the U. S. Embassy in Mexico, who accompanied Judge Miller on the
: oard, he said, as would our miliary authorities. But he expressed
Latin American trip, and Fernando Eleta, head of Panama's largest radio chain.
•
Telecasting
Broadcasting
I

Separate

No Foreign Color TV
There is no color on the air
anywhere outside the United
States, he reported, and no signs
of its regular appearance elsewhere in the immediate future.
However, he said, conversations
with top executives convinced him
that when color comes it will be
via the all-electronic compatible
system which RCA is advocating
at home.

The team will make a special 15minute roundtable report each
afternoon at 1 p.m. EDT, Tuesday,
Sept. 4 through Friday, Sept 7,
the day the treaty is to be signed,
and leading conference delegates
will be heard on Yesterday, Today,
and Tomorrow at 1 p.m. Sunday,
Sept. 2. Beginning Monday, Sept.
3 through Friday, Sept. 7, NBC
will originate a series of daily
spot newscasts on World News
Roundup at 8 a.m. EDT and on
both editions of News of the World,
7:30 p.m. and 11:15 p.m., EDT.
ABC's Washington reporter Bryson Rash will accompany President Truman when he goes to the
conference and will remain there
to assist the ABC local news bureau staffs, directed by Victor Reed.
Top-level meetings as well as the
treaty signing will be given coastto-coast time by ABC on all regular as well as special newscasts.
Already lined up for conference
highlights are Headline Edition,
Monday-Friday 7:05 p.m., EDT
with Editor-Narrator Taylor Grant
and John Daly's News of Tomorrow, Monday-Thursday, 10:30 p.m.
Mutual's Coverage
Mutual will cover the full conference week with Bill Henry leading the Mutual crew. Mel Venter
of KFRC San Francisco and Mutual's local news bureau will assist,
with tie-in broadcasts from the
sibility.
Korean warfront and Tokyo a posBecause the coast-to-coast TV relays will not have been completed,
the networks have not pushed their
plans for TV coverage, but in all
likelihood they at least will follow
ABC's plan to cover at least the
treaty signing for West Coast audiences. Eastern televiewers will
probably see kinsecopes of the
event later in the week.
August 20x 1951
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AFL

WBKB-RTDG
Contract Signing Looms
CONTRACT between Radio-Television Directors Guild (AFL) and
WBKB, CBS video outlet in Chicago, has reached the "handshake"
stage as the union organized its
first group of television directors
in the city. Terms are still
being negotiated with WENR-TV
(ABC) and WNBQ (NBC), although most of the clauses have
been agreed upon except those pertaining to wages.
Under terms of the WBKB agreement, which is expected to be
okayed shortly by station management and the 15 employes affected
by the contract, directors and floor
managers on staff will receive a
minimum starting salary of $95
weekly. Directors also will receive
a commercial fee on every sponsored show, with sustainers included in the staff wage.
The contract, when signed, will
extend until May 31, a total of 11
months, and will expire at the same
time New York contracts come up
for renewal. A contingency clause
was included in the WBKB negotiations which provides for a buyer
of the station to "inherit" its RTDG
contract. CBS is planning to buy
the outlet when FCC approves purchase of ABC by United Paramount. WENR-TV Chicago, now
owned by ABC, will be the Paramount station. WBKB is now
owned by Balaban & Katz theatre
chain, a subsidiary of Paramount.

WGN-AFRA
Dispute
THREE-MAN arbitration panel
will attempt shortly to settle the
continuing dispute between AFRA
and WGN Chicago. Union reportedly wants revision in the
"company policy" providing for
sick leave "in accordance with the
circumstances of each case." AFRA
also wants sound effects personnel
at WGN-TV to be AFRA card
holders. WGN's arbitrator is
former Cooke County Circuit Court
Judge Julius H. Miner, with John
F. Sullivan for AFRA. The two
will select a third man from a
roster submitted by the American
Arbitration Assn.
'Captive' Item
A "captive motorist" is not
far removed from a "captive
audience" when he finds himself hemmed in by a doubleparking driver, according to
a municipal court judge in
New York. Judge Maurice
Wahl drew this comparison
in ruling that one motorist
was entitled to sue when he
found his car trapped by another. He alluded to the
U. S. District Court of Appeals decision which challenged the constitutionality
of transit radio in public
conveyances.
Page 30
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McCANN-ERICKSON, New York, last week appointed four new vice presidents. They are (I to r) Parish Jenkins, account service group head; Tom
Losee, account service head; Fred Zeder, general executive, and Rudyard
McKee, assistant to the president and account service group head.

*,!
PUBLIC hearing is set for Aug. 25 (this Saturday)
on l
thetr
nomination
s*"°
CK
ENNtoOsit
H
R
A
E
ofTFCC
Comr.
Frieda
B.
Hennock
as
a
federal
judge
in
New
York's
H
O
southern
district [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18 et seq.].
The Senate Judiciary subcommittee announced last Thursday the
hearing
be the
heldSenate
at 10 Office
a.m. *
in room will
424 in
en's Clubs, specifically on the
Bldg. Sen. Pat McCarran (D- grounds that confirmation was beNev.), Senate Judiciary Committee
ing held up because the nominee
chairman, also is chairman of the is a woman. (There now is no
subcommittee. Other members are
woman
New York's
southern sitting
district on
bench.)
Sens. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.)
and Willis Smith (D-N. C).
In a July 18 letter to the presiAt least three bar groups have
of 16 state women's clubs,
announced their opposition to Mrs. dents
Leslie Wright, legislative
chairman of the federation, urged
Comr. Hennock's nomination, made
them to write to committee memby the President last June. However, in the past few weeks, it has
bers in behalf of holding a hearing on the nomination without debeen learned that the "Madame
lay. Mrs. Wright gave a personal
Commissioner" has received supopinion that Miss Hennock was
port from several women's units.
qualified for the post.
Endorsements Sent
The nomination had been held
Unqualified endorsements have
up since last June at request of the
been sent to the Senate Judiciary
New York City Bar Assn., the
Committee from such groups as American Bar Assn. and the New
the Business & Professional WomYork County Lawyers Assn., all
en's Clubs and from the New York
of whom are in opposition.
Women's Bar Assn. The latter is
the first legal unit to endorse Miss
Hennock's nomination, as far as
PRESS AWARDS
can be ascertained.

Another group injecting itself
is the General Federation of WornNEW AM GRANTS
Made in Ohio and Texas
AUTHORIZATION of two new
AM stations was announced by
FCC last Thursday. Texo Broadcasting Co. was granted 1350 kc,
500 w, daytime only, in Clarksville, Tex. In Bellefontaine, Ohio,
Charles H. Chamberlain was
granted 500 w on 1390 kc, daytime
only. Both grants were subject
to conditions.
One power increase and one fulltime authorization were also announced. WNDB Daytona Beach,
Fla., was granted a switch from
daytime to fulltime on 1150 kc
with 1 kw. KUNO Corpus Christi,
Tex., was given an increase from
100 w to 250 w on 1400 kc. Both
grants were subject to engineering
conditions. (For FCC actions and
decisions earlier in week, see pages
92 and 96.)

WHCU-RRN 'Weekly' Contest
WINNERS of the "Press Leadership Awards" for 1950-51, sponsored by WHCU Ithaca and the
Rural Radio Network, were to be
chosen over the weekend by a panel
of five judges, representatives of
radio, journalism, agriculture, and
education.
Sol Taishoff, editor-publisher of
Broadcasting • Telecasting
heads the board of judges in the
fourth annual competition. Others
include Morgan Beatty, NBC newscaster; James A. McConnell, general manager of GLF; Robert
E. Cushman, professor of government at Cornell U.; and Michael
R. Hanna, general manager of
WHCU and RRN.
Contest is open to the 109 weekly
newspapers in New York and
Northern Pennsylvania which assist in producing WHCU's Sunday program, Radio Edition of
the Weekly Press. Entrants are
competing for $500, $250, and $100
awards in two divisions : editorial
leadership and community action.

FILM COUNCI
To Protect Membe

MOVE to protect its members fro
salary losses from un-establishc
television film producers was tak
last week by unions and guilds
Hollywood AFL Film Council. In
statement issued by Roy Brewc
president of the Film Council,
was announced that "hereafter, ai
television film company, not t
agent of a sponsor or which do
not have an established reputatk
in the industry, must sign a co
tract and provide sufficient boi
to guarantee at least one week
pay before members of the unh
and guilds affiliated with the cou
cil will be permitted to work f<
Action taken by council was a (
rect result of what happened
few weeks ago at Trans-World Pi
tures, Los Angeles, where sever
union members including talc
and backlot men were not paid fi
their work. Film Council has sin
prohibited members from workii
at the new TV film organizatii
until members are paid.
Firms will in future be clear*
through Film Council, rather thi
through individual unions. Grou]
will act together to withhold mei
bers' services until stability of pa
ticular producer
established
it."
their satisfaction.
Other unions associated with T
film production expected to tal
similar action.

Kling Negotiations
NEGOTIATIONS for the relea
of all video film series properti
of Kling Studios, Chicago,
United TV and Standard Rad
Transcription Services for nation
sales were understood to be
progress last week. The Klii
films include musical mountaine
program,
Old
American Bai
Dance; several children's show
one of which features Vaughn Mo
roe, bandleader-baritone, and
dramatic series, The Yelloiv Ki
Overseas

News

Service

AN OVERSEAS news service, i
tended to provide independent st
tions with network caliber new
is being offered by the Univers
Broadcasting System with i
series, Report From Europe. Tl
weekly feature, recorded overse:
and distributed by air from Ne
York, will feature news roundu]
from UBS correspondents in maj<
European capitals. Report Fro
Europe will start Sept. 1 and wi
be available either on tape
records.

SERIES of 39 one-minute films pr
senting stories about famous diamorn
announced by Charles Michelson In
New York, for local TV sponsorsh
by jewelry stores.
BROADCASTING
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Sale of Announcements
ABC

lotions
AKE'Disaster
C.Out'QinUMock
'"QUAKE"
rocked
the District
iColumbia Aug.
10, knocking
out
but one Washington station —
surviving listeners never got
d of the "disaster" over the air.
f^y had to consult their newsfyers.
fine "disaster" was an earth"ke simulated by the Military
ftrict for Washington in a spe; exercise to test one of its
agency plans on a local basis,
mally an Army command, the
anization serves as an overall
ense command in time of emer4cy.
No Participation
or radio-TV stations, the exerwas purely hypothetical, inling the release from the MiliDistrict describing the details
advance. Broadcasters neither
:icipated nor reported on the
ster — possibly out of deference
he memory of the Orson Welles
e, because of certain restraints
ed by the military, or lack of
s interest.
sfore the exercise got underthe military had apprised sta; of the test and requested
they refrain from extracting
e details from the release durthe exercise. Broadcasters also
asked to repeat, "This is an
cise," if they decided to air
reports. According to the
tary, none of the major stations
ied the "disaster." Newspapers
ied accounts.
Communications Silenced
ae "alert" was first sounded
2 noon Friday, Aug. 10, and
\ 3 hours later the "quake" had
ked out communications inng broadcast stations. A TV
| rt "resumed" operation the folng day and was asked to furnolunteers immediately for resvork.
litary authorities declined to
ify the television outlet which
ived the disaster. They added,
fever,
it was
lerest that
removed
from"the
the one
seat
mmand operations." Telecast■isould not throw any light on
'subject either.
d to Blair
OINTMENT of Steve Beard
iccount executive with the
is office of John Blair & Co.,
Dn representative firm, was
unced last week. The appointbecame effective Aug. 1. Prior
|jlining Blair, Mr. Beard had
an assistant account execuand merchandising manager
Tracy-Locke, Dallas advertisigency. Besides having been
To copy man for Advertising
:. in Dallas, Mr. Beard has
served as announcer and
man for KPLT Paris, Tex.
Is salesman for KRLD Dallas.
ADCASTING

SCORED

Assailed

by NARTSR

NATIONAL Assn. of Radio & Television Station Representatives last
week shifted its sights from NBC to ABC in a new volley in the association's continuing
war unfair
against encroachment
the network sale
which
NARTSR
considers
on of
whatannouncements,
should be station

COMDR. ARTHUR GODFREY (c) talks
shop with Jim Crocker (I), assistant
manager of KRLD-AM-TV Dallas, and
KRLD Program Director Ted Parrino. The CBS rodio-TV star was in
Dallas attending the 20th national
Model Airplane Championships held
at the Naval Air Station July 23-29.
KRLD-TV telecast parts of show.
Tighter Controls
( Continued from page 22)
the prior condition that FCC had
issued a station grant or permit
to the applicant [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, May 14].
NARTB supports the position
that it took at that time — viz., that
a large majority of broadcasters
propose to build in population centers adjacent to military establishments and that such a condition
would virtually preclude new
building. NARTB Government Relations Director Ralph Hardy
charged that such criteria "completely ignores" the public welfare
and defeats defense effort objectives.
More Requests Seen
Release of new criteria is not expected to stem the flow of broadcasters' requests now in the works.
They still may file on IN — 4A
forms with NPA in Washington.
No new decisions were reported
in the last fortnight.
NARTB also had advocated, unsuc es ful y,higher
a
steel tonnage
ceiling (25 tons) which would permit new building without NPA authorization. There were no indications last week that the government would ease this requirement.
It was understood that criteria
of essentiality will hinge largely
on views held by claimant agencies;
in the case of broadcasters, actions
taken by FCC, and with respect to
manufacturers,
thoseDivision.
by NPA's
Electronics Products

Review

Denied

RECONSIDERATION was refused
by FCC last week on its denial of
new station applications at Hamtramck, Mich., for 1440 kc, 500 w
daytime [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18]. The Commission
denied the bids of Hamtramck Radio Corp. and Atlas Broadcasting
Co. on engineering grounds.

• Telecasting

business.
"The accepted area of network
operation upon which the entire industry's economy is based is in the
field of network programs," Murray
Grabhorn, managing director of
NARTSR, stated. "Revenue from
announcements belongs to the stations. It is as simple as that."
Mr. Grabhorn, until recently an
ABC vice president, charges this
network with offering announcements "integrated within the body
of four separate network programs" to staticns for sale to local
advertisers. "The advertiser is
charged what might be considered

VOL
QUITS MBS
Assails Rate-Cutting Tactics
WCDL Carbondale, Pa., announced
Thursday that it was giving up its
MBS affiliation because of the recent rate cuts by national networks.
Richard Carlson, station manager, said the rate cuts were carried out "without consultation with
affiliates and with no regard to
local conditions which in most
cases have made unjust the cutting
of station rates." He stressed recent demands by MBS "for more
and more local time — time of importance tothe station in the proper
service
of
community."
No local the
station
can afford to
give networks choice time periods
"for a continuing decrease in
revenue by reason of sharp practices being entered into by the networks themselves in their sale of
time," Mr. Carlson said.
"In our opinion the networks are
going to ruin local radio unless
they are given a sharp awakening
now. There is already a strong
undercurrent of feeling among
broadcasters
the should
networks'
inroads into against
fields that
be
local spot business.
'One of Worst'
"Mutual was one of the worst
offenders. They persisted in selling
five-minute programs to national
advertisers — a considerable number
of them. These same advertisers,
if they were not given the opportunity to purchase five-minute
programs on MBS, would have gone
out and placed their advertising on
a spot basis direct to the stations
through their national representatives. . . . This is but one of the
many practices which brought
about our realization that independent operation is the best
way. . . .
"When the day comes that networks can dictate price to their
affiliates — and they succeed in reducing their revenue to a point
below operating cost — then they
have put out of business the station which has provided them with
revenue."

★
a premium rate but the station does
not get it," Mr. Grabhorn said.
"Most of it goes to the network.
... It is a wonderful take for the
network, but the station gets the
short end." ABC Answers
ABC viewed the matter in another light. A network spokesman
explained that these announcements
within programs are offered to network clients under the ABC Pyramid plan. Stations not included in
the sponsor's network are given
the chance to sell the program spots
locally on the standard ABC cooperative program basis, charging
3% of their one-hour nighttime
rate for each announcement, which
the stations retain, plus a program
charge, which the network receives,
as it does on all co-op shows.
DuMont Plan
(Continued from page 25)
to assign that many VHF channels to 63 cities, covering 73,645,828.
In 26 cases DuMont admits that
its plan falls short of the minimum
180-mile city - to - city separation
proposed by the FCC. DuMont
emphasizes, however, that in all
such cases the transmitter to transmitter separation fully meets the
170-mile criterion. Except for the
following, the city-to-city spacing
of the exceptions is between 170
and 180 miles:
Binghamton, N. Y. -Wilmington,
Del., 165 miles on Channel 12.
Columbus, Ohio-Detroit, Mich.,
168 miles on Channel 6.
Fresno, Calif. - San Francisco,
Calif., 161 miles on Channels 2, 4,
5 and 7.
Delays Plans
ORIGINAL PLANS to use new
400,000 square-foot Westinghouse
Television - Radio Div. plant at
Metuchen, N. J., to triple TV production have been postponed because of the international situation, F. M. Sloan, division manager, said last week in announcing
the beginning of personnel hiring.
Plant will now be used for limited
defense electronic production, he
said.
WFIL Philadelphia has received certificate of commendation from National Guard Bureau, Washington,
D. C, for "generous support of the
National Guard's 1950-51 recruiting
campaign." The award was made in
recognition of numerous announcements and special transcribed radio
shows broadcast by the station to spur
enlistments in the Guard during the
last year.
August 20, 1951
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'VOICE'
McCarthy

issue

Networks To Air 'Answer'
CBS, MBS and NBC last week promised— and ABC tentatively indicated— they would offer time to
Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) to
answer what he called an "extremely vicious smear attack" on him
by President Truman in a "nonpartisan" address last Tuesday
evening.
NBC wired the Wisconsin Republican that it would make available
15 minutes on its regular Pro and
Con series, 10:45-11 p.m. Aug. 24.
CBS Radio set aside the 6-15-30
p.m. segment that same evening for
the reply. ABC agreed to allot
broadcast time, but late Thursday
had not set the day or time.
The Senator was given time on
MBS' Reporters Roundup this
Thursday or the next.
Sen. McCarthy had wired each
of the networks carrying the Chief
Executive's American Legion talk,
requesting "equal time" to answer
references to "hate and scare
mongers." The President had
mentioned no names but the Senator readily accepted the challenge in the interest of "common
decency and fair play." Mr. Truman's speech was broadcast from
6:15 to 6:30 p.m.
NBC Statement
In its telegram NBC said it
did not regard the speech as "a
personal attack," but noted its
practice of making facilities available to members of Congress. ABC
promised to set the date later.
"All the networks claim they allow a man to reply if he is attacked," Sen. McCarthy explained.
"I have not looked into the legal
aspects of this because I think they
are fair."
This was the second occasion in
recent weeks that a major nonpartisan speech by Mr. Truman
has stirred a political tempest. Republican leaders previously had
cited a July 28 speech in Detroit, accusing the Chief Executive
of attacking GOP rivals on public
service time [Closed Circuit, Aug.
6].
Political addresses, as distinguished from "state of the nation"
messages, should be purchased at
radio-TV time rates or compel equal
time segments for opposition replies, the Republicans pointed out.
Emerson

Names

Abrams

STANLEY M. ABRAMS was appointed acting director of sales
last week by the Emerson Radio
& Phonograph Corp. With Emerson since 1945, Mr. Abrams has
served on the sales staff, was
regional sales manager and, since
1950, has been television sales
manager. He succeeds Charles
Robbins, who resigned as vice
president and sales director to assume the presidency of the new
distributing subsidiary, EmersonMidwest Corp. of Chicago.
Page 32
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ALL U. OF FLORIDA football games
will be broadcast over 28 Florida
stations of the Fidelity Broadcasting
System as result of arrangements
completed by (seated, I to r) Bill
Nimnicht, Riverside Chevrolet, Jacksonville; Blair W. Burwell, president
Burwell Motor Co., Jacksonville, and
(standing) Ralph T. Huston, executive
vice president of Fidelity network.
NARTB Membership
(Continued from page 26)
combined NARTB-BAB package,
which assigns 30% of monthly dues
to BAB.
NARTB and BAB are operating
under a membership agreement providing that BAB will not solicit
memberships for the period starting next April 1, when BAB becomes completely divorced, until
joint sales plans have been worked
out, according to NARTB headquarters.
The 16 new members signed last
week had been contacted during
sales trips in the last six months
by John F. Hardesty and William
K. Treynor, director and assistant
director respectively of the NARTB
station relations department.
Following
the week's
WGL
Fort isWayne,
Ind.; list:
WROW
and WROW-FM Albany, N. Y.; WPAT
and WPAT - FM Paterson, N. J.;
WVNJ Newark, N. J.; WESC and
WESC-FM Greenville, S. C; WGN
and WGNB (FM) Chicago; WBUT
and WBUT-FM Butler, Pa.; WAYB
Waynesboro, Va.; WCBT and WCBTFM Roanoke Rapids, N. C; WKNY
Kingston, N. Y.
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., joined as
a TV member of NARTB last week,
bringing TV membership to 68 stations and two networks.
Announcing return of WGN to
NARTB after resignation in 1941
during the NAB-ASCAP battle,
WGN Manager Frank P. Schreiber
issued this statement: "The industry needs our support now,
especially in the outstanding and
very important job being done by
BAB. We are happy to join this
organization in its efforts to promote and sell radio as the great
advertising medium it is."
KDB Santa Barbara, managed by
Donald J. Quinn, and KNBH (TV)
Hollywood, of which Thomas McFadden is general manager, join Southern California Broadcasters Assn.,
bringing
total station membership to
59.

FUNDS

Talking Clock

Showdown Vote Pends
A BITTER showdown vote by the
full Senate Appropriations Committee— and later by the upper
chamber itself — on further drastic
cuts in Voice of America funds was
firming up on Capitol Hill last
week.
There was every indication that
Senate debate would reach the same
feverish pitch as that which characterized House discussion on the
controversial State Dept. information program.
Latest evidence of this disparity
in Congressional thinking was
manifested last Thursday when a
Senate Appropriations subcommittee, headed by Sen Pat McCarran
(D-Nev.), voted to pare broadcast
and other information monies from
the original $115 million to $54
million.
Subcommittee vote was 7-6 in
favor of the $61 million reduction,
with ballots cast primarily along
party lines and perhaps one or two
Southern Democratic members uniting with Republicans to turn the
tide against the administration request. Sen. McCarran reportedly
was opposed to such drastic action,
and had, in fact, urged a stronger
drive by the Voice, including active
efforts to promote subversion
among Communist-controlled countries
• Telecasting,
Aug. [Broadcasting
13].
The subcommittee markup for the
Voice was slated to be brought before the full committee early this
week, possibly today (Monday). It
was generally felt that the committee would back up the group's
recommendations. If that happens,
administration forces will have no
recourse but to carry the fight to
the Senate floor. Committee is
headed by Sen. Kenneth McKellar
(D-Tenn.), another Dixiecrat.
Action taken by the subcommittee was even more crippling than
that by the House, which went
along with its Appropriations Committee and approved $85 million. In
this instance, administration backing failed to materialize, but Democratic stalwarts promised to renew
their efforts in the upper chamber.
Included in the original request
was $25 million for radio broadcasting (language additions, etc.).
State Dept. authorities have declined to estimate what amount the
Voice would be allotted pending
action by the Senate and a joint
Senate-House conference committee, which probably will be set up
to resolve differences.
MBS Adds Two
MBS announces two new affiliates:
WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C, 250 w,
1240 kc, (owned and operated by
Mt. Airy Broadcasting Inc.) on
Sept. 1 and WMUR Manchester,
N. H., 5 kw, 610 kc, (owned and
operated by Radio Voice of New
Hampshire Inc.) effective immediately. WMUR is also an ABC
affiliate.

as-"
ing hasfacet
advertis
AUDIO
possible
sumed another
with the issuance of patent
for a talking clock to T. J.
Valentino Inc., New York,
recording engineering com
sultants. Patent is for a system in which wall clocks,
equipped with records, tape,
"spot
will transmit
wire, ements"
or
in retail,
announc
stores. The talking clock will
deliver 48 20-second spots per
quarter-hour
every day.
day,
business
of theone
CLARK NAMED
To Defense Departme
CAPT.
CHESTER
H. CLA
(USAF), former account execut
at WWSW
Pittsburgh and o
time manager of WLOG Logan,
Va.,
joined
RadioBranchhasof the
Officethe
of Public
formation. Dept. of Defense,
producer-writer. His duties w^
outlined last Thursday by Chai
Dillon, Radio-TV Branch chief.
Capt. Clark will produce
write the Armed Forces Revi
official department radio ser
heard on MBS Friday, 9 p.m. E
He
replaces
Mark Morand,
leaves
for Maj.
a European
tour v-\
the Air Force.
Capt. Clark served as manage]
WLOG from 1947-48, and as
nouncer, producer and writer
WCAE Pittsburgh from 1938
1947. More recently he was pu
information officer of the 363 Ta
cal Reconnaisance Wing at SI
Air Force Base, Sumter, S. C
turning to active duty there fi
WWSW earlier this year.
RADIO'S VITALITY
Katz Releases Findi
A COMPILATION of publis
statements and findings empha
ing the vitality of radio has I
prepared by the Katz Agency, I
York, station representative fi
for its salesmen. It also is be,
given wider distribution to p
up radio's sales power, impact,
low cost, and to show that
"blue ad chips (are) still on rao
Titled Radio Roundup, the fi
page digest says its premise is (
President Frank Stanton's r|i
statement that "radio is — and
the foreseeable future will conti
to be — American's No. 1 n
Mrs. Norman B. Black
medium."
MRS.
NORMAN B. BLACK, 81
rector of WDAY Fargo, N. D.,
president of Forum Publishing
publishing the Fargo Forum,
Thursday after an illness that
confined her to a hospital sev
weeks. Mrs. Black became pi
dent of the publishing comi:
when her husband died in 1931.
was a director of Dakota Photo
graving Co. Norman D. Black
Forum.
grandson,
is publisher of
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COLOR

LINCOLN'S TEST
TV Sells Dictation Units

ADAPTERS
Now In Production

lALLICRAFTERS last week in•oduced a "color transcender,"
jjhich receives CBS colorcasts in
ack-and-white on its own models,
id Admiral Corp. brought out a
ilor adapter which converts color
black-and-white
and reduces
e picture size for future conver|on to CBS color by addition of a
,;.lor wheel. Webster-Chicago Corp.,
a similar move, demonstrated
_;i auxiliary color unit for attachent to standard sets, and planned
make color wheel assemblies for
9, le to set makers.
; Hallicrafters President William
§J Halligan said : "We want to prof de a way for Hallicrafter set
, mers to receive special telecasts,
■ch as CBS East Coast football
mes scheduled only for color."
ike color unit is built on a small
I cassis mounted atop the rear pori'iin of the standard set, and is
erated by one control. Producn will begin in a week.
Three Switches
Admiral's adapter has three
itch positions: (1) full screen rertion of black-and-white ; (2) full
•een reception of color programs
?f black-and-white, and (3) color
■eption on a reduced screen, that
a 10-inch tube, for conversion
, color with a color wheel. Adral, however, "hasn't changed its
" tfw that color should not have
fnsn authorized until a satisfactory
npatible electronic system had
nGraver
perfected,"
said. Vice President R.
Vebster-Chicago is making inideliveries of auxiliary color
ts, and will have "moderate"
duction by Sept. 1. The unit,
1 unpriced, has a 12% -inch pic:t e, 16-tube chassis, picture tube
1 color wheel assembly with
ee controls for contrast, brights and color phasing.
s Impact
REAL
estate values in a
ommunity near San Diego
reportedly have depreciated
oocause of Civil Aeronautics
Authority beacon equipment
A-hich has blacked out television reception. Some 200
esidents of La Mesa, near
San Diego, began having
:rouble a year ago when CAA
nstalled a fan mai-ker beacon.
The
"thing"
emitted a
:creeching noise — 24 hours a
lay. They complained. All
loped the beacon would be renoved.
Instead CAA intalled other equipment which
liminated the noise. The silnce was heavenly but it was
ubsequently discovered that
he additional equipment also
lacked out TV programs. As
of TV's
ealreflection
estate values
went impact,
down.
DADCASTING

SWITCH PUTTING first signal from new Empire State Blag, antenna was
thrown by G. Bennett Larson (center), vice president and general manager
of WPIX (TV) New York. Watching are Jimmy Powers (left), sportscaster,
and Tom Howard, WPIX chief engineer. Ceremony was staged Aug. 10 from
81st floor of building.
Four Commercial
TV
APPLICATIONS
Requests Filed
FOUR TV applications for new stations and a request for an experimental station were filed with FCC last Friday. The four commercial
applicants were:
Cowles-owned Midwest Television Co., seeking Channel 9 with 200 kw
ERP for Minneapolis. Company
Boston, and is also publisher of
plans to spend $413,750 in conDes Moines Register and Tribune,
struction, $150,000 first year of op- and Look magazine.
eration, estimates $350,000 revenue
For Allentown, Pa., Steinmanfirst year. Cowles publishes Minowned WEST Easton, Pa., seekneapolis Star and Tribune which
ing UHF Channel 39 with 200 kw.
under the name of Northwest
Broadcasting Co. got a CP for Plans to spend $328,000 on construction. Now operates experitelevision in 1948. It had to give
mental TV station KG2XAZ in Althe CP up in 1949 due to interlocklentown, also AM stations WORK
ing ownership with WTCN-TV.
York,
WKBO
Harrisburg, WRAW
Cowles owns KRNT Des Moines;
Reading, WGAL-AM-TV LancasWNAX Yankton, S. D.; WCOP
ter, all in Pennsylvania; WDELAM-TV Wilmington, Del. Steinmans publish Lancaster New Era
MODEL
TV CITY
and In telligencer-J ournal.
KHMO Hannibal, Mo., asking
Described in 'Interiors' for Channel 7 with 47.5 kw. ExDISCUSSION and analysis of telepects to spend $284,000 on convision as compared to other media,
struction, $96,000 first year of
with plans for a functional tele- operation. KHMO is owned by
vision city, are featured in the July Hannibal Courier Post, owners of
issue of Interiors magazine.
which also have newspaper interWritten by Sol Cornberg, who
ests in Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois.
is associated with NBC-TV New
KFDM Beaumont, Tex., seeking
York, the article, "Television . . . Channel 6 with 100 kw. Expects
a Challenge," describes demands
to spend $280,220 on construction,
and requirements of legitimate $200,000 first year of operation,
theatre, the cinema and radio; then estimates $350,000 revenue first
discusses the singular problems of year. Principal KFDM stockholdtelevision.
ers also have an interest in KFDX
The article has suggestions for Wichita Falls, Tex.
Experimental TV is being sought
construction of a "television city,"
a central tower between four serv- by WHUM Reading, Pa., which
ice blocks — "a plant which with seeks permission to use 700-mc
raw materials delivered, can tele- band with 12 kw, will spend $365,vise a show." The circular tower 000 on equipment.
would have master control rooms
on the ground floor, a number of
studio floors designed for particular Add Olsen & Johnson
OLEN & Johnson, zaney film and
types of programs, and employe
recreation and feeding areas. Ad- theatre comedy team, have been
jacent to the tower, the four serv- added to the list of comics who will
ice blocks would be designed for headline All Stay Revue programs,
administrative offices, scenery and over NBC-TV Saturday, 8-9 p.m.,
storage departments, script and starting, Sept. 8. Program, which
library departments, and the cos- will feature Jimmy Durante, Ed
tumes, properties and special effects Wynn, Danny Thomas and Jack
Carson, as well as other stars yet
departments.
to
be announced is sponsored by
Floor plans and cut-away drawings of the proposed television city Snow Crop Marketeers, Pet Milk
Co. and the Kellogg Co.
complete the article.

• Telecasting

EXPERIMENTAL use of television to sell dictation machines has
been pronounced a success by
the Lincoln Radio & Television
Corp., Chicago, area distributor
for Webster-Chicago machines.
Lincoln sponsors the Clifton Utley
newscast over WNBQ (TV) Chicago Friday 10:15-10:30 p.m.
Alfred W. Preskill, Lincoln vice
president, said that the program
has proved profitable and will be
continued. Mr. Preskill added that
this particular program was chosen
because a high percentage of its
audience are professional and business men, who are logical sales
prospects.
"On television," explained Mr.
Preskill, "we have been able to
give them an actual demonstration
of the use of the dictation machine,
which we have found is about threequarters of the necessary selling
In the commercial announcement, the machine's natural voice
playback is used to give a phone
number
process." which the viewer is invited to call for a personal demonstration.
NON-STOP
WTTG

Programs 33A Hours

WTTG (TV) Washington claim,
one of the longest commercial TV
shows ever seen in its area. The
DuMont station clocked 3% hours
for its remote program from the
showroom of John G. Webster Co.,
D. C. home appliance store.
The telecast was the feature attraction of a four-day open house
celebration of the firm's 39th anniversary. Station said more than
3,500 people jammed the store to
see theafternoon
show made
up of WTTG's
entire
programming.
Art
Lamb, disc jockey, was m.c.
Interest in the show also was
responsible for 2,000 people visiting the showroom the day after,
according to the station. WTTG
said the firm plans to feature the
telecast every year as part of its
anniversary promotion. Kal Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, is the
agency on the account.

Philco Sales Up
SALES of Philco Corp. increased
16% to a total of $171,023,000 in
the first six months of 1951, as
compared with $147,012,000 in the
same period a year ago, it was announced by William Balderston,
president. While earnings before
taxes increased, net income after
federal and state income taxes and
excess profits in the first six months
of 1951 was $6,342,000 which, after
preferred dividends, amounted to
$1.74 per share on the 3,525,372
shares
standing.of common stock now outAugust 20, 1951
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ATTENDING a Stork Club reception in connection with the premiere of CBSTV's Star of the Family, sponsored by Ronson Art Metal Works Inc., are
(I to r) Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS Television Div. vice president and director
of TV network programs; Arthur Fatt, executive vice president, Grey Adv.
Agency inc., which handles the Ronson account; Alfred R. Nathan, Ronson
vice president in charge of advertising; William Chalmers, vice president of
Grey and radio-television director; Alexander Harris, Ronson president; J. L.
Van Volkenburg, president of CBS TV Div.; Julien Field, Grey vice president,
and David Sutton, vice president in charge of sales, CBS TV Div.

VIEWING

POPULAR

Survey Finds Added Hours Get the Viewers
HOUSEWIVES do find time to
watch morning TV — one reported
even taking her ironing chores to
the living room — according to a coincidental survey completed by
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
Shortly after changing from a
12:30 p.m. to 9:30 a.m. sign-on, the
station found viewing over the fiveday week, 9:30-1 p.m., averaging
8.0.
During the survey week 2,143
calls were attempted, with 1,353
completed. This showed 63.1% of
all persons called were at home durParamount Hearing
(Continued from page 2U)
specting past anti-trust proceedings and alleged
"violations"
such laws.
The Commission
said ofit
also wishes to "obtain full information" as to :
(1) ". . . restrictions, if any, imposed
by the applicants on broadcast stations" in use of film, stories and talent;
(2) "relationship,
any, presently
existing between if
Paramount
Pictures
Corp. and United Paramount Theatres
Inc. and what arrangements have or
will be made" respecting production,
distribution and exhibition or "restriction" on use of films, stories and talent
through in theatres or on TV; (3) plans
or policies for exclusive theatre TV
programs; (4) "ownership, managementillegal
and control"
(5)
whethertions
transferof ofDuMont;
certain stahas occurred.
Among the transfer, license and
renewal applications set for hearing are the following:
Application for transfer of control
of Paramount Television Productions
Inc., licensee of KTLA (TV) Hollywood, from Paramount Pictures Inc.
(old production,
exhibition firm priordistribution
to divisionandunder
1949 anti-trust consent decree) to
Paramount Pictures Corp. (new separate production and distribution firm).
Request for "transfer of control" of
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc., TV manufacturing firm and network and station operator, from Paramount Pictures Inc. to Paramount Pictures Corp.
(29% stock interest involved).
Bid for transfer of control of BalaPage 34
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ing. the morning hours of telecasting
Of those at home, 61.2% or 829
owned TV sets and 104 of these
sets were in use. This gives the
average 8.0 rating.
Half-hour ratings for the week,
9:30 a.m.-l p.m., were comparable
to the 8.0 average. These were as
follows:
9:30-10 a.m
8.4
10- 10:30 a.m
7.4
10:30-11 a.m
9.0
11- 11:30 a.m
9.3
11:30-12 noon
7.9
12- 12:30 p.m
7.7
12:30-1 p.m
7.1
CBS' Strike It Rich is aired in
the 9:30-10 a.m. spot with a local
record m.c. 10-10:15 a.m. A local
kitchen show runs 10:15-11 a.m.,
having been transferred from its
popular afternoon period. A local
department store sponsors Shopping News in the 11-11:15 a.m.
period
with CBS'
Garry
Show running
to 11:45
a.m. Moore
News
is scheduled 11:45-12 noon and a
local interview and entertainment
show from 12 noon to 12:45 p.m.
Last quarter hour is weather and
news.
ban & Katz Corp., operator of WBKB
(TV) tures
Chicago,
from Paramount
Paramount ThePicInc. to United
atres Inc. (new separate exhibition
firm, which under proposed merger
with ABC would re-sell WBKB to
CBS for $6 million).
Application
by Inc.
Paramount
Televi-to
sion Productions
for license
cover construction permit for KTLA.
Applications by DuMont for licenses
to cover construction permits for
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and WTTG
(TV) Washington,
and New
for York.
license renewal of WABD (TV)
Bids by Balaban & Katz for licenses
to cover construction permits for
WBKB and WBIK (FM), for modificapermit renewal.
for WBKB and for
WBKB tion oflicense
Applications by Paramount Pictures
Inc. and E. V. Richards Jr., for transfer of control of WSMB-AM-FM New
Orleans.

WPIX APPOINTMENTS
Finley, Hayward to Sales
ADDITION of George Finley and
Howard Hayward to the sales staff
of WPIX (TV) New York was announced Friday by John F. Noone,
sales director. Mr. Finley was
space buyer and account executive
with Young & Rubicam for 13
years and, more recently, has been
director of plans and research for
the American Weekly for 21/k years.
Mr. Hayward has served four
years with Bill Brothers Inc., publisher of trade magazines, and six
years with the Borden Co.'s sales
division.
The addition of Messrs. Finley
and Hayward at WPIX follows
closely that of Karl Klimcheck,
formerly of Compton Adv. and the
Hearst organization.
'Mrs. America7 Stations
MORE than 14 radio stations are
now staging and publicizing local
eliminations for the 1952 "Mrs.
America" contest to be held in Asbury Park, N. J., Sept. 9, it was announced last week. Managers have
found that radio participation in
the beauty and homemaking contest has added to station publicity
and resulted in greater listener interest and a stronger mail pull,
contest officials said. Contestants
in some 22 cities, states, and regions have already entered the competition for the $7,500 grand prize
that accompanies the title.
Dr. Condon Named
DR. EDWARD U. CONDON, director of the National Bureau of
Standards and contributor to the
"Condon Report" on color television by special committee named by
the Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee during FCC's
proceeding, has been named director of research and development of
the Corning Glass Works. He resigns from NBS effective Sept. 30.

RESULTS of an appeal to help flood
victims made by Ted Mack on the
Orginal Amateur Hour over ABC is
presented by Fred Conger (r), business manager of WREN Topeka, Kan.,
local ABC outlet, to Jim Blazik, executive secretary of the Shawnee
County Chapter of the Red Cross. The
appeal, made over both radio and TV,
brought in over $12,000 to help the
flood stricken people.

City
1
NARTB DISTRICT MEETING
Aug.
SCHEDULE
Dates
Dist. Hotel
Roanoke, V;
Sept. 4 Roanoke
23- 24
Syracuse
Syracuse
10- 11
Book Cadillac Detroit
13-14
17-18
Moraine-on- Highland Pc
111.
the-Lake
Radisson
Minneapolis
4- 6
Blackstone
Omaha
Wichita
Broadview
24- 25
27-28
Oct.
20-21
Utah
Salt Lake C
Davenport Spokane
1112
Mark
Hopkins
San Francis
16
Beverly
15-16
29-30
25-8-926
Hills Hotel Los Angele
St. Charles New Orlea
Shamrock Houston
Nov.
5-1-26
Soreno St.
Petersbi
Somerset
Boston
Seelbach Louisville
12- 13
William Penn Pittsburgh
8-9
Aug.
20: BMI Clinic,
Harrisburg,
Pa. Penn-Harris Ho
Aug. 20-23: AIEE Pacific General Me
ing, Portland, Ore.
Aug. 21: BMI Clinic, Mayflower Ho
Akron, Ohio.
Aug. 22: BMI Clinic, Roanoke Ho
Roanoke, Va.
Aug. 22-24: Institute of Radio Engine
Western Convention and Seventh /
nual Pacific Electronic Exhibit, Ci
Auditorium, San Francisco.
Aug.
23-25:
West Virginia
Assn.,
Greenbrier
Hotel, Broadcast
White S
phur Springs, W. Va.
Aug. 24: BMI Clinic, White Sulp]
Spring,
W.Hearing
Va.
Aug.
on nomination
Comr.25: Frieda
B. Hennock
as fede
judge. Southern District, New Yc
Open 10 a.m. Room 424. Senate Of
Bldg., Washington.
Aug. 28: Radio-TV Session, Adver
ing
Course for
ern Indoctrination
California Teachers
(Aug.Sou
31), NBC Studios, Hollywood, Cs
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Ann
Edward L. Bernays Foundations ]
dio-TelevisionSociety.
Award by Ameri>
Sociological
Sept. 17-21 : Premium Advertising As
of America, New York Premi
Centennial
New
York. Exposition, Hotel As
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Adv
tisers.
Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Asto
New York.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertis
Agency Network, 19th Annual Mc
ing,2-3:
Philadelphia.
Oct.
NARTB Television Progr
Standards Committee Meeti
NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct. 12-13: Alabama Broadcasters As:
U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 15-16: Boston Conference on U
tribution, 23rd Annual Forum, He
Statler, Boston.
Oct. 15-19: Society of Motion Pictf
& Television Engineers Convent;
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, Hof
wood.
Oct.
22-26: AIEE Fall General Meeti
Cleveland.
Oct. 28-Nov. 3: National Radio & Te
vision Week.
Oct. 29-31: Institute of Radio Engine
Fall Meeting, King Edward Ho
Toronto, Ont.
Nov. 12-14: National Assn. of Ra
News Directors Convention, Sherr
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 14-15: American Public Relati
Assn., Seventh
Annual Meeti
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relati
Assn., Annual Convention, Ho
wood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, FI:
Nov. 28-Dec. 1: Fifth Annual NBC
dio and Television Affiliates Conv
tion,
Hotel. Boca Raton (Fla.) Club .
April 26-May 2, 1952: NARTB :
Chicago. Convention, Stevens He
Annual
June 8-11, 1952: Advertising Federal
of America,
New
York. Waldorf-Astoria Ho
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They

know

it

I what

I

is

in

BALTIMORE!

"What's that Mama?"
Reproduced by permission
Copyright 1951 — The New Yorker Magazine, Inc.

"WFBR

Family Day was biggest mid-week

attrac-

tion in history", say officials of Gwynn Oak
Amusement Park in Baltimore, as 25,000
people pack park! Promotion

was exclusively

WFBR's— no other advertising medium

used!

Yes — they know what radio's for in Baltimore
— especially when it's Baltimore's family
station -WFBR.
.
Families all over Baltimore
listened to
WFBR's advance promotion for WFBR
"Family Day" at Gwynn Oak Park. They
believed what they heard — and then acted!
Family after family stormed the park!
WFBR is proud of this record-breaking
promotion — proud, too, that it is Baltimore's real "family station" — the station
whole families listen to, enjoy, and trust
implicitly.
Yes, we have the Hoopers, too— in
some cases startingly high. But more
than that— we have the confidence and
solid loyalty of Baltimore families!
Ask any WFBR representative or
John Blair man to tell you about it.

WFBR

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
1e c a s tin g
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Once

again WOR,

you

that power-full

can

station in New

have

THOUSANDS

of

new

customers

for

less

%c

than

each!

Y<

es you another

here's

story of a phenomenal

how

itfs

sales success

done

THE DAY was June 7, 1951 — slightly overcast, but not for the Hudson Pulp and
Paper Co., nor the Duane Jones Co., its
agency.
The station was WOR.
The time was between 7:15 and
8:00 A. M.

. . .
Well, it was only one program conducted by WOR's John Gambling.
The announcement stated — and notice

that it is not too simple — "Write in and
get 4 coupons. Each of these is good
for one of the four kinds of Hudson
napkins which your local grocer will give
you when you give him the coupons.

The program was- (and is) "John
Gambling's Musical Clock."
The situation, says the Hudson Pulp

Write in and get your coupons."
However — and this is important —
every grocer did not liave the napkins.

and Paper Co. was — "... through
steady WOR promotion, Hudson Pulp

So, people prowled and asked and demanded and grocers got the napkins
from the Hudson Pulp and Paper Co.

and Paper Co's. 80-count paper napkin
has completely captured the New York
market . . . but:
. . What we want to do is increase
the use of this leader, and also obtain
distribution and wider use of our three
higher-priced and longer-profit napkins
called, Rainbow, Guest and Damask."
Sounds simple, doesn't it?
But it was a challenge for WOR and
John Gambling, both of which Hudson
Pulp and Paper has used as the spearhead of its advertising for more than
6 years.
You see, Hudson was a little rugged.
It said, "Let's make the offer on one
day's program."
"Gosh." said WOR,
want? Miracles?"

"what do they

our

They had to. You don't turn trade
away, do you?
How many customers did WOR's one
John Gambling program get to prod and
pummel all the good grocers of greater
New York for the Hudson Pulp and
Paper Co.?
Hold tight . . .
186,955

!

Really — at less than Y2 cent cost for each
on the advertiser's part . . .
for a one-day mention on WOR
No other station in America could have
produced this phenomenal impact on
America's greatest mass market at a cost
so incredibly low.
Would you like to do the same? At
such a low cost?

address

is
WOR

—that power-full

station at 1440

Broadway,

in New

York

MATERIAL

LAG

Gov. Lauds Industry
Inventiveness

CHALLENGE posed by shortages of raw materials is being succ
fully met by American industry, including electronics and commur
tions manufacturers, government allocation authorities acknowlec
last week.
.
Industry is using its inventiveness and ingenuity to find ways of
overcoming scarcities in all materials to keep the nation's economy humming along at high levels.
With the advent of a full-blown
controlled materials economy just
over the horizon, radio-TV set
makers and other electronics producers can take a bow for pressing
into operation
vation measures.a number of conserVirtually all firms have initiated
such campaigns. RCA, Westinghouse, General Electric, Philco, and
a host of other companies have
adopted conservation techniques
from cabinet design to substitutes
in electronics parts, like speakers,
tubes and capacitors.
The National Production Authority cited various examples of conservation. The communications industry, for instance, is saving vast
quantities of copper, steel and
nickel by introducing new theories
and practices. A major telephone
system was cited. Electrical manu-

^Jlte Predti^e Station
the (^-arolinas

GREENSBORO,

NORTH

25

CAROLINA

FTC

Eyes Discounts to Chains
DISCOUNTS, advertising allowances or other services bestowed by
manufacturers of radio-TV sets
and other household appliances on
chain stores and other large volume
buyers have come under the watchful eye of the Federal Trade Commis ion, itwas indicated last week.

Years

Serving the Richest
And

Most

populous

Area in the Southeast

1926-1951

Gilbert M. Hutchison
President

Represented

5000
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Affiliate

by Hollingbery

1470

KC

In taking note of "discriminations" denied smaller merchants in
the current price war of department stores, FTC Chairman James
Mead served notice that "if the
facts developed warrant action . . .
formal complaints will be issued
against these firms." The commission is charged with the responsibility of preventing "unfair
methods of competition." Chairman
Mead also declared:
The commission is keenly aware
of the importance of low prices to
consumers. That is one of the prime
objectives of our competitive system. The commission is also keenly
aware of the fact that if price discriminations and predatory pricecutting result in the destruction of
the small independent businessmen
. . . then the consumer will suffer
a long-term loss far overshadowing
his apparent immediate gain. . . .
The statement was issued by
Mr. Mead following a conference
with Rep. Donald L. O'Toole (DN. Y.) fortnight ago. Rep. O'Toole,
author of a House resolution calling for a Congressional probe of
the price war, stressed to Chairman Mead the need of preserving
for small merchants the opportunity to compete with larger business rivals.

facturers also were lauded.
This official acknowledge
came as the government annoui
plans for complete allocation
nickel, cobalt, tungsten and o
alloying materials heretofore
back from 15% to 35%. 1>
noted that these materials use
electronic equipment parts are
tally important" in defense
duction and
also to the "essenl
civilian
economy.
Cobalt and nickel are inte
parts of permanent magnet 1
speakers, though industry lea:
to improvise substitute mate:
with the advent of initial cutb
last fall. Nickel also has
used tubes
in the gun
assembly
cat'
ray
in TV
sets. ofTung
is utilized in radio-TV tubes.
Selenium Use Study
Allocation of selenium, usei
rectifiers, also was under st
NPA noted its widespread us
the "postwar expansion of
electronics and television in
tries,"
said thissupply.
had serve
outstripandavailable
In other actions last week
government:
(1) Tightened up rules go^
ing orders for "maintenance,
pairs
and operation"
supplies
commercial
broadcast
trans
ters ). Manufacturers may
order or receive more than 40'
their quarterly quotas (basei
120% of the dollar value of
MRO purchases) during the
month of any quarter.
(2) Met with members of
Electronic & Component Part:
dustry Advisory Committee ti
view the materials situation
discuss the prospect for fi
allocations under the Contr
Materials Plan.
(3) Reported that, as of Jul
it had approved tax amortiz;
certificates
74.3% of thetotaling
aggregate$80,10r
$10
requested by electronics and
munications producers for e>
sion of facilities.
(4) Was asked by Defense I
lizer Charles E. Wilson to de
aamortization
"general moritorium"
on
grants, begii
Aug.
for "at least
60 days
cause 18,
of shortages
of steel.
E. E. Hensinger
EMERY E. HENSINGER,
veteran accountant in FCC Bi
cast Bureau, died Aug. 10 a
home in Tiffin, Ohio. He j<
FCC in 1935. Prior to form
of the new Broadcast Bureau
Hensinger had been chief of
plications Branch of Broadcas
vision, FCC Accounting Dept
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

-more

to any

often-

other

radio

to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humboldt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how...
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
Napa-Santa Rosa
• Population — 149, 147,an increase of 52.9%
from 1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income* — $1 86,552,000,
an increase of 108.9%
• Retail Sales* -$170,51 9,000, up 191.6%
• KNBC Audience —Week after week, more
than four-fifths of the radio families listen
regularly to KNBC
*So/es Management' s 1951 Survey o f Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
50,000 Watts -680 K.C.
San Francisco

Dept OADCASTING

• Telecasting
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Wave
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*Do

7Vit&

time?

Y,ears ago when our company was young we decided that each of our
F&P

Colonels, on his or her fifth anniversary with this organization,

should receive a very handsome
memorate

wrist watch, inscribed to commemo-

this mutually important milestone.

Over the years, as. twenty-nine of us have stepped up and received our
watches, this sentimental gesture has become one of the most pleasant
and significant rituals of our lives. It betokens a real fraternity of effort,
and many other things that can hardly be said with words.
Yet over the years our Five-lrear Watches have also had much to do with
the sale of radio time. They have played a tangible part in welding us
together as a team, in reminding us of the lasting values of our daily
tasks, in sustaining our constant recognition of our long-term obligations to each other, to the stations we represent, and to you agencies
and advertisers.
So that's what one of our many F&P traditions means to you — better,
more conscientious service aimed at tomorrow as much as at today.

H
t£TE
Pioneer

NEW
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CHICAGO

Radio

and

DETROIT

Since 1932
Television

Station

5

Representatives

ATLANTA

BROADCASTING

FT. WORTH
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EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
EAST, SOUTHEAST
Boston-Springfield WBZ-WBZA
Buffalo
WGR
New York
WMCA
Philadelphia
KYW
Pittsburgh
KDKA
Syracuse
WFBL
WCSC
WDBJ
Charleston, S. C.
WIS
Columbia, S. C.
WGH
Raleigh
Norfolk
WPTF
Roanoke

5INC

HOLLYWOOD

ROADCASTING

Photo Courtesy Tiffany & Co.

SAN

• Telecasting

FRANCISCO

WHO
MIDWEST, SOUTHWEST
Des Moines
WOC
Davenport
Fargo
WDSM
Duluth-Superior
WDAY
Fort Wayne
WOWO
Kansas City
KMBC-KFRM
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Paul
KFAB
Omaha
WMBD
Peoria
St. Louis
• • • • •
KSD
Beaumont
KFDM
KRIS
Corpus Christi
Ft. Worth-Dallas
WBAP
Houston
' KXYZ
KVOD
KTSA
San Antonio
MOUNTAIN AND
Boise
Denver
Honolulu-Hilo
Portland, Ore.
Seattle

WEST

KDSH

KGMB-KHBC
KEX
KIRO
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DISPERSAL PLAN
Affects Material Allocation
FAILING to obtain authority from
Congress in the extended Defense
Production Act, President Truman
has approved a policy for dispersal
of industry which sets up new
criteria for allocation of materials
and other government actions.
The Office of Defense Mobilization will establish general standards to be followed by the Defense
Production Administration, National Production Authority and
other agencies in allocating raw
materials, granting tax amortizations and in approving emergency
loans. Defense Mobilizer Charles E.
Wilson will administer the policy.
Possible application was seen on
requests from electronics and other
manufacturers who might seek to
concentrate new plant facilities in
congested areas to handle govern-

ment orders. Established industry will not be dispersed, however,
it was stressed.
It was understood that the new
criteria would not apply to broadcasters desirous of beginning construction on new radio-TV facilities within metropolitan areas
when the building freeze is thawed
Oct. 1 (see separate story). Other
commercial enterprises (as distinguished from production plants)
would not be affected.
NSRB

Booklet

Presidential approval of the policy was based on recommendations
furnished by ODM, the National
Security Resources Board and the
Munitions Board. NSRB also has
issued a booklet, Is Your Plant a
Target?, dealing with "the protection of industrial production" in
the event of full-scale war. Gist
of the booklet is a four-point program for industrial dispersion with

THIS barber shop quartet is the sales staff at WJON St. Cloud, Minn., heli
celebrate "Pioneer Day," an annual St. Cloud event. Sporting their
growths are (I to r) Gerald Sandstrom, commercial manager; Paul T. Zaho
Herman Schneider and Edward (Bud) Lynott.
built up at the expense of another.
these guide posts:
3. Industrial dispersion can be car
1.
To
disperse
new
and/or
expanding
out if such deployment is confinec
dustry.
industry — not to move established in- each
local marketing area.
4. State and local governments
2. No region of the country is to be urged
to take a leading hand,
federal government will lend techn
guidance.
In his statement of policy,
Chief Executive said that "
danger of atomic attack grows i
demands . . . new and more p(
tive policies." He continued:
Since 1945, we have experience!
period of unprecedented industi
expansion, but, except for a few
amples, there has been no pronoun
trend away from (densely cone
trated centers). Some $18 billion
new plants and equipment were sp'
annually during the past four ye£
largely in areas already highly
dustrialized.
Several "factors" have added
the urgency of dispersal, the Pre
dent added, among them evidei
that Russia has the atomic bon
probability of successful peneti
tion of U. S. defenses in the eve
of air attack, and outbreak
hostilities in Asia. NSRB origin;
ly had recommended plant d
persal in 1945 but Congress si
sequently rejected the plans.

(COIN'S LOCAL NEWSCASTS
HAVE THE LARGEST NEWS
AUDIENCE

IN THE

PORTLAND

MARKET

ZIV SALES GOAL
Set at 450 Statio

Proof of KOIN's

SALES goal of 450 stations
Sept. 30 has been set by Frede
W. Ziv Co. for its new open-e
transcribed syndicated situati
comedy series Bright Star whi
co-stars
Irene Dunne and Fr
MacMurray.

local news popularity

is that its highest Hooperated
rates 15.1. KOIN's

strip*

lowest Hooperated

local news strip* rates 8.3. KOIN's average local news strip* Hooperating of
1 2.2 is higher than the highest rating of
any local news strip* on
Portland Station !

any other

(Mon.
thru toFri.,
'50, thru Apr. '51,
8:00 a.m.
10:15Dec.p.m.)
_
_
AVERY-KNODEt,
Page 42
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. A MARSHALL

FIELD STATION

Release date of the series, en
rently being taped in Hollywo
at a three-per-week rate, is sche
uled for Sept. 24, according to Jo]
L. Sinn, executive vice preside
[Broadcasting • Telecastik
Aug. 13]. The goal of 450 statio
was set during a series of confe
ences between Ziv executives ai
the firm's sales force over ti
week-end
Aug. of10.
tional salesof staff
100 Firm's
is now ii
the field contacting prospects.
RESOLUTION expressing "appreci
tion for the generous aid extended 1
NBC and Hospital
its personnel"
Veterans
program passed
officers 1
Charleston, W. Va.
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CLEVELAND'S C/u&fi STATION • WJW

• CLEVELAND'S/^^^f

SIGNAL- WJW

• CLEVELAND'S Mfc

$T4^
z

• • •

In Cleveland— only WJW

offers network

prestige, network audience, PLUS; XF/1'CALIBRE LOCAL PROGRAMMING.
Cleveland's key daytime personalities do
the town's surest selling job— oa.JjVJ W.

Clifton appear- J
Video Jack
. . personal
varices . . . and RADIO . . ?
this boy is big. 1:30-3:30 p.n

This combination of network and local personality programming
/

is geared jfor maxi ilium sales results in the Greater Cleveland

C/J

market. It pays off for others— it will pay off for YOU.

"Soupy" Hines 5
Just zany enough.
6:00-8:30 a.m.
3:30-5:00 p.m.

Results Talk: Call in H-R Representatives
or call Hal Waddell for full story, availabilities.

Music andJane
news Stevens
for ALL the gals ^
12:30-1:00 p.m. 5:00-5:30 p.m. 53
STATION

CLEVELAND'S

CO
5000

WJW
REPRESENTED

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

W.

BUILDING
N AT I O N ALLY'

8 Y

BASIC
ABC
CLEVELAND 1 5, OHIO
H-R REPRESENTATIVES,

/ N C.

CO
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prospects

are

test

in

the

West!

People are flocking to the Pacific Coast in
the biggest rush ever . . . anywhere.

Twenty

thousand of them— about one every two minutes
-are moving in every month. In California,
Oregon and Washington, population has
increased 48% in ten years!

i

These people are staking out a place in the
sun... are you? They spent 15,410,000,000
retail sales dollars last year. Are you
getting your share?
And new people (as every fourth person is)
establish new buying patterns. Are you
competing successfully with heavily-advertised
national and regional brands?
Consider this: of all advertising media,
only radio has kept pace with the Coast and
its booming growth. And Columbia Pacific
delivers larger audiences than any
other regional network.
If you want to strike it rich in the West,
the best way to reach your best prospects is
on the Columbia Pacific Network. For fine
locations on the finest stations up and down
the Coast, call Radio Sales, or. . .

Columbia

Pacific

Network

Represented by RADIO SALES

&

4Mh

^
Sources: Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power", May 1951.
Pacific Nielseyi Index, May, 195J.

BASEBALL
PROBE
Hill Mulls Media Aspects

RATE RAISES
Three Issue New Cc
THREE stations last week repo
increases in their rates. The
tions are WEEI Boston, K\
Tulsa and KOWL Santa Monic
WEEI issued Rate Card No.
effective Sept. 1. Rates for
time only are: Class A, one 1
$525; half-hour $315, and sta
breaks $84; Class B, one hour $:
half-hour $210, and one-mil
spot $70. Class C, one hour $262
half-hour $157.50, and one-mil
spot $50. Class D, one hour $
half-hour $78, and one-minute :

Gives Character

AN EXECUTIVE session of the
House Monopoly Subcommittee will
determine whether witnesses will
be called to give the entire picture
of baseball broadcasts, Chairman
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) said
Wednesday.
Chairman Celler discounted
earlier reports that the subcommittee already had decided to go
ahead with a broadened investigation and the calling of witnesses
from the radio-TV field and from
FCC.
"Our plans have not been made
as yet," he said. "It will be up to
the subcommittee, sitting in executive session to decide."
However, Aug. 10 when the subcommittee wound up its first phase
of the baseball hearings, it was
indicated that further hearings
would be held on the broadcast
question [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13]. Chairman Celler
had been quoted as saying radio
and TV industry spokesmen would
be questioned in the fall.
It also had been reported that
witnesses would be called from
FCC, from radio, TV and newsreel
industries to discuss the broadcasting issue.
Question of broadcasts and telecasts of games, whether they hurt
attendance and whether baseball
will have further restrictive rights
should legislation pass exempting
the sport from anti-trust laws,
have come up in the hearings just
completed.

to advertisers'
messages as he
knocks himself

JONES

UJLflV
Grand

Rapids, Mich.

CHARACTER
AMD

CHARACTERS

ELMER
The

Bat

Boy

out with selling.
In Grand Rapids
Elmer is

"Mr.

Afternoon"

Let Elmer go to
bat for you
For Reservation
Call John E. Pearson

UlLflV
AM-FM
ABC
for
Michigan's Second Market
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RE-NAMED

At Clients' Request
DUANE JONES, who last month
resigned as chairman of the board
of Duane Jones Co., New York, has
been re-elected board chairman and
president of the agency by request
of the clients, it was announced
this week.
Robert HayeS, who had taken
over as president of the agency
when Mr. Jones left, has resigned
to devote his entire time to servicing major accounts as an account
executive.
At the time of his resignation,
Mr. Jones had announced that he
was going to undertake a European business survey, but that trip,
planned under government auspices, has been indefinitely postponed, Mr. Jones stated.
Although valuable information
could have been obtained regarding
packaged goods markets abroad,
it was felt that inflationary trends,
the changing tax structure, and
other market factors made it advisable for him to remain as head
of the agency, to direct ad policies
and techniques that "placed major
clients of the agency at the head
of the sales parade in their respective fields," the announcement
said.

GAVEL is presented to William R.
McAndrew (r), general manager of
NBC Washington outlets, WRC-AMFM and WNBW (TV), as retiring
(1950-51) president of Radio Correspondents Assn. Making the presentation are D. Harold McGrath (I),
superintendent of Senate Radio Gallery, and Robert Menaugh, superintendent of House Radio Gallery.
TRANSIT

STATUS

Group Scans Progress
A REPORT on the legal status
of transitcasting, upon which the
Supreme Court of the United States
will be asked to rule this fall, highlighted an annual meeting of
Transit Riders Assn. Inc. in Washington last Tuesday.
Members also were apprised of
a "statement of objectives" contained in newly-filed papers of intransit group. corporation for the 450-member
One objective is "to collect and
disburse funds for the protection
of its members and the public by
all lawful means, except influencing
legislation, from being compelled to
hear broadcasting inside public conPaul Segal,
for the
antitransit
radio attorney
faction and
member
veyances."
of the law firm of Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, told members that as a
result of the appellate court ruling,
no additional equipment had been
installed in vehicles and that the
drive for national advertising had
been slowed.
Transit Riders Assn. Inc. was
one of the original opponents of
transit FM in the District of Columbia before the Public Utilities
Commission which dismissed appeals to halt the service. TRA
subsequently filed with the U. S.
District Court, along with Guy Martin and Franklin Pollak, which
upheld
PUC. a It
di-opped
action before
U. S.
Circuit formal
Court
of
lowerAppeals,
body. which reversed the
Hector Spaulding, attorney for the
transit riders'
group, toldlastBroadcasting • Telecasting
week
that if the Supreme Court decides
to review the case and rules that
no invasion of constitutional rights
is involved, TRA will seek an injunction alleging invasion of the
right of privacy. Washington Transit Radio Inc. (WWDC-FM), along
with PUC and Capital Transit Co.,
have asked SCOTUS to review the
lower court's judgment [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].

An increase of 10 to 20% <
its old rate card was annoui
by KOWL. The increase, first
four-year-old
5-kw daytime sta
$25.
has put into effect, brings the h'
ly rate to $72 from $60.
Boost was justified, accordin
Arthur H. Croghan, owner
KOWL, as operation has materi
increased during the station's :
years on the air; population
increased 750,000 within its
mary signal area during the fyear period; total radio listei
during the daytime hours is gre
in the area, with the numbei
auto radios doubled during
time.
Advertisers who have sig
contracts before Sept. 15, 1
will be given six months ;
tection.
KVOO has increased its 1
advertising rates for the first t
in 11 years, according to Local I
Card No. 9, effective June 25, 1
New rates for the 50 kw, c
channel station on 1170 kc,
one hour, half-hour, and one mil
in Classes A, B, and C, res
tively, are:
Class A (6-10:15 p.m.), $
$140, and $25; Class B (6 a.m
6 p.m., 10:15-11 p.m.), $125,
and $15, and Class C (11 p.m.
a.m.), $83.25, $53.35, and $10.
WEBER ELECTED
President of WF
FRED WEBER, former gen.
manager of Mutual and for;
part - owner
WDSU New i
eans, has I
elected presic
of N e p t v
Broadcas
ing Corp., O]
ating WFPG,
lantic City (
outlet.
Mr. Weber
become the h
Mr. Weber
est indivk
stockholder in the station with 3
ownership. Other owners, hok
10% each, are Jack Berkman, L<
Berkman, Allen Berkman, Rich
Teitelbaum, John Laux, Hi
Teitelbaum and Mayer Weizent
who are identified with The Frit
ly Group stations (WSTV Steul
ville, Ohio; WPIT Pittsbui
WMBS Boston).
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Built for hard service.
Pioneering u-h-f types, with many years of
successful application.
'\^Superior electrical characteristics.
'^/'Excellent isolation from load and antenna effects.
'heck these specific advantages of G-E Lighthouse Tubes
in v-h-f and u-h-f circuits where you need high-level
detectors and mixers; pulsed and CW oscillators; power amplifiers, and frequency multipliers ... at frequencies up to thousands
of megacycles!
You can't beat G-E Lighthouse Tubes for —
£ Aircraft traffic and location control equipment.
9 Radio, TV, and other microwave relay equipment.
# Microwave test apparatus.
% Emergency communications equipment (police, taxi,
and other fixed and mobile).
0 Military and commercial communications and
common-carrier equipment.
In applications such as these, General Electric tube engineers
will be glad to work closely with you, and with the circuit designers at your drawing-boards. Available at all times, is G.E.'s
experience with u-h-f types that goes back nearly two decades, and
which you may draw on at will.
Wire or write for comprehensive Bulletin ETD-120. Learn more
about G-E Lighthouse Tubes— how they'll improve the performance, increase the dependability of your new u-h-f circuit! Electronics Department, Section 5, General ElectricCo., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL

OADCASTING
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GL-2B22 — High-frequency, highperveance detector to beyond
1,500 mc.
•
GL-2C40— Radio-frequency amplifier, converter, and oscillator to 3,370
mc. Plate dissipation 6.5 w.
•
GL-2C43 — Radio-frequency amplifier, oscillator, and frequency converter from 150 mc to 1,500 mc, and
in special pulsed circuits to 3,370
mc. Plate dissipation 12 w.
GL-2C39-A— Radio-frequency amplifier, oscillator, and frequency converter from 150 mc to 2,500 mc.
Plate input to 100 w.

ELECTRIC
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HAYES

RTMA SERVICE UNIT
Me mam Renamed Chairman
E. W. MERRIAM, Allen B. DuMont Labs, has been reappointed
chairman of Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. Service Committee by Board
Chairman Robert C. Sprague. F.
L. Granger, Stromberg-Carlson Co.,
will serve as vice chairman. Membership of Service Committee:
F. Adams, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.; A. T. Alexander, Motorola Inc.; N. J. Cooper, The Hallicrafters Co.; D. R. Creato, RCA Service Co. Inc.; Harry A. Ehle, International Resistance Co.; R. W. Felber,
Stewart-Warner Electric Div.; C. E.
Hoshour. Belmont Radio Corp.; Harry Kalker, Sprague Electric Co.; A.
H. Kuttruff, Westinghouse Electric
Corp.; William P. Muller, Bendix
Radio Div.; H. A. Newell, Crosley
Div.. Avco. Mfg. Corp.; F. B. Ostman,
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp.; Henry T.
Paiste, Philco Corp.; W. L. Parkinson, General Electric Co.; R. K. Pew,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.; L. E.
Priscal, Sentinel Radio Corp.; William D. Renner, Howard W. Sams &
Co. Inc.; John F. Rider, John F. Rider
Publisher Inc.; N. F. Schumacher,
Wells-Gardner & Co.; Frank E.
Smolek, Zenith Radio Corp.; Thomas
L. Stevens, Packard-Bell Co.; L. J. A.
van Lieshout, North American Philips
Co. Inc., and Ray J. Yeranko, The
Magnavox Co.
Chairman Sprague also reappointed V. S. Mameyeff, Raytheon
Mfg. Co., chairman of RTMA Export Committee. W. M. Adams,
Sprague Electric Co., was named
vice chairman.

Ok (/
. . . Otfou

WHB
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Defense Radio-TV Consult

INSPECTING Radio Athens' 50 kw operation are (I to r) Dick Erstein, radio
officer, U. S. Information Service; Bob Humphries, BBC representative; General Gigantes, director. Radio Athens; John E. Peurifoy, U. S. Ambassador to
Greece, and Charles H. Crutchfield, vice president and general manager of the
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co., licensee of WBT-AM-FM and WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C. Mr. Crutchfield is in Greece as an adviser and consultant to Greek radio officials who are modernizing their programming
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18].
Slow on Pratt
HILL REACTION
CONGRESSIONAL reaction to the appointment of Appointment
Haraden Pratt as
the President's telecommunications troubleshooter [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6] has been slow in crystalizing on Capitol Hill the past
fortnight, and is best reflected in ★
which the selection of Mr. Pratt
a general "wait and see" attitude
stemmed.
in qualified quarters.
The 60-year old vice president
Without exception, communications-minded lawmakers were as of American Cable & Radio Corp.,
who was named to formulate policy
reluctant to comment on this development as upon publication of on national and international frethe Temporary Communications
quency allocations, is slated to assume his duties sometime in SepPolicy Board's own report from
tember. Until the picture shapes
up, authorities say, it would be
hazardous to speculate on whether
Mr. Pratt will be able to resolve
problems which pose these questions:
% Was the appointment of a
single advisor preferable to the
creation of a three-man telecommunications advisory board?
% Will a single advisor tend to
help resolve so-called "dual reSales
sponsibilities" within the FCC and
Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee?
In Your
# What
IRAC's
rolewith
be
under
the newwillsetup,
chiefly
regard to the demand among government agencies for spectrum
Pockets

O THRIFTY
COVERAGE

space?
% How will radio-TV broadcasters and other non-government users
fare in the battle for precious fre-

05 FOR 3
PRICE RATIO

quencies ?
No Ready Answers
Communications experts had no
ready answers to these $64 questions— and at least one key Senation.tor has repeatedly declined speculaSen. Ernest McFarland (D-Ariz.),
Senate Majority Leader, once again
issued a terse "no comment" pending Mr. Pratt's assumption to the
post in September. Sen. McFarland heads the radio-communications subcommittee of the Senate
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, which has concerned
itself with frequency problems.
Whether the appointment of Mr.
Pratt conforms in pattern, if not
in substance, to his recommendation that an Assistant Secretary

0 COMPLETE
MERCHANDISING
SERVICE
OIN THE SOUTH'S
GREATEST MARKET

MUTUAL

IN MEMPHIS..

fo&a *i¥otel Memphis, Tenn.
0' (fac
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NAMED

APPOINTMENT of Hows
Hayes, f ormer ^president and j
eral manager of -WPIK A
andria, Va;, as special radio
consultant to the Office of Tv
Information, Dept. of Defense,
been announced by Charles Dil
chief
of the
department's
Ra
Television
Branchnir.
Hayes
sumed his duties fortnight ag
According to Mr. Dillon,
Hayes will work with the In<!
trial Services Branch of the pu
information office on methods
utilizing radio-TV on the natio
regional and local levels for
fense purposes. Stress will be \
areas.
on
programming in defense p'
Mr. Hayes was associated v
WTOP
Washington before
founding WPIK in November 1:
In subsequent years he was ac
on the North American Regk
Broadcasting Agreement, and
on behalf of the Daytime F
tioners Assn. of which he
president. In that capacity
represented over 100 stations
Montreal and Washington con
ences and served as indus
advisor to the U.S. NARBA d
gation. Sale of his 32.4 % inte
in WPIK was reported last Dec
ber.
Wildroot in Alaska
ALASKA RADIO SALES, I
York, announced last week t
Wildroot Co. and Northwest 1
lines had signed 52-week contr;
for five one-minute spots per w
on Alaska Broadcasting Sys
stations. Three renewals also v.
reported by the organizatio
Blatz Beer for Sports Round
Thursday, 10:15-10:30 p.m.; Pa
Brewing Co. for Fight of the W(
Wednesday, 10-11 p.m. and Ches
field for The Bing Crosby Sh
Stations in the Alaska Broadc;
ing System are KFQD Anchors
KFRB Fairbanks, KINY Jun<
KTKN Ketchikan, KFIW Sitka
KIBH Seward.
of State for Communications
named, was not known. But cl
associates of the Senator thou,
that he would at least not frc
on the Pratt telecommunicati
appointment until the machin
actually is put into operation.
Basic criteria, it was explain
is whether Mr. Pratt can operate
a manner which would help eli
nate the waste among frequei
bands, and assure an equitable c
tribution among government (mc
ly military) and non-governm<
It also was pointed out that, w
quarters.
abandonment of plans for a thr
man board, FCC would continue
function much as it does now, si
ject to the watchful eye of C<
gress. The same was held to
true of the Defense Dept. and De
of State. Chairman Edwin C. Jol
son (D-Col.) has been unavaila
for comment.
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PRESTO

selected

for
MM

The

biggest

of radio
ever

job

journalism

undertaken

in the United
KENNETH

Kingdom'4

MELVIN,

New Zealand's No. 1 radio
personality tours three continents
with his PT-900.
wherever you go there's PRESTO
From a Hindu temple in Singapore to the dank tomb
"whether any tape-recording equipment has ever been
of King Tut in Egypt . . . from the imposing balcony of
subjected to so grueling a test as my PT-900 . . . not on a single
occasion— over four months of constant operation,
Mussolini's palace in Rome to the historic tower of Big Ben
in London, Kenneth Melvin has taken his presto tape
averaging six hours a day, under murderous variations of
recorder . . . recording strange voices, sounds, music, that
temperature, current, voltage and with constant man-handling
from car to scene, upstairs and down cellars—
have become living commentaries on people's
customs, habits and surroundings. As official reporter
not once has it failed me."
for the British Festival, he is now travelling
Every day, thousands of PRESTO owners are discovering,
throughout the British Isles recording material
just as Mr. Melvin did, that presto equipment is made to
for a 52-week series of network broadcasts.
give the utmost in performance and dependability. That's why
"I shall be interested to discover", says Kenneth Melvin,
. . . wherever you go there's PRESTO.
RECORDING
PARAMUS, NEW JERSEY

CORPORATION
•••e•

In Canada: Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal
Overseas: AA. Simons and Sons Company, Inc., 25 Warren St., New York, N. Y.
WORLD'S
ROADCASTING

LARGEST

MANUFACTURER
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OF

PRECISION

RECORDING
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DISCS
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CLOTHING

THE

STORES

HMD

SURE

RADIO

TO

FIRE

BE

. . .

SALESMAN

CLOTHING STORES, in all parts of the country, are finding
radio the best answer to their advertising problems.
Reports from established firms in widely separated areas
prove the efficiency of the spoken word in selling clothing —
★
of
its outstanding success to the
particularly men's and women's
suits.
"personal
touch" made possible by
Successful formats reported in- radio.
clude :
Since 1933 Max Yandt, presi# Sports broadcasts six times
dent, has used KGVO for a 10each week on KGVO Missoula,
minute, Monday-through-Saturday
Mont., which have built Yandt's
sports message which he has deMen's Store into one of the most
livered personally to a growing
successful suit merchandisers in
audience of sports followers. The
the area. The daily programs are
portion of these followers
aired by Max Yandt, owner of the major
have become customers of the store.
firm.
Q Spot radio, particularly on
Theto history
of Yandt's
back
1907 when
the store dates
was
newscasts, for the John Niemeyer
stores, of Grand Rapids. WOOD
founded by Max's father, J. S.
Grand Rapids carries the bulk of Yandt, in Stevensville, Mont., 30
miles south of Missoula. In 1919
the advertising to which the owner
most of the town of Stevensville
credits at least 50% of his gross
business.
was swept away by a disastrous
fire. The elder Yandt looked over
0 Daily participation for Grayburn Clothes, Los Angeles. The the ruins and decided to move to
firm uses a Negro disc jockey on Missoula.
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif.
Recognizes Radio's Value
# Well-timed spots on KFSD
San Diego, all the advertising
On Jan. 18, 1931, KGVO went
on the air in Missoula and two
needed by Bennett's Clothiers, San
years later the elder Mr. Yandt
Diego, since they dropped all newspaper advertising two years ago.
died, leaving the store to his son.
® Harris & Frank chain of Max Yandt was quick to see the
stores in Southern California sponpossibilities which radio offered.
sors daily newscasts on KMPC Los
He liked the idea of a sports show
Angeles, with supplementary
and, helped by a veteran radio
broadcasts in cities where stores man, Les McCabe, worked out the
are located. Executives trace many
format of Yandt's Sport Slants.
new accounts to the use of radio.
Auditions were held seeking the
right "voice" for the show and it
was agreed that Max Yandt, himUT in Missoula, Yandt's Men's
o Store credits a major share
self, gave the daily broadcast exactly the right personal touch.
From the first the show was a natural. It went on the air at 6:15
p. m., Monday through Saturday,
ten months a year. The basic foremat has never been changed.
Always interested in sports Max
Yandt has increased his knowledge until he is recognized as a
sports authority throughout the
state and area. He acts as judge
of many sports events in the area
and is a leader in several sportsmen's organizations.
Every year the business volume
of Yandt's Men's Wear has increased until at the present time
it does the largest business of any
men's wear store in the area in
spite of the fact that it is not
in the central business district.
The sporting goods department
Mr. NIEMEYER
Page 50
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has always been a major one with
the store but other departments
have not suffered. At the present
time the volume of sales to professional men and office workers
is the largest of any store in the
area while trade from outdoor
workers, men connected with lumbering, ranching and mining, has
continued to increase.
In recent months network commitments have forced a cut in the
program from ten to five minutes
but otherwise there has been no
change. The store still spends 75%
of its advertising budget on radio.
Max Yandt continues to deliver
the daily broadcasts. Speaking
rapidly, averaging slightly over
140 words per minute, he does not
lose distinctness or clarity.
Originally all advertising copy
was prepared under the direction
of Mr. Yandt, but now it is planned
to a greater degree by Frances
Supernau, who has been with the
clothing firm since 1946. No agency is involved in the account. Advertising features nationally advertised
the "right"
all
copy. Qualitybrandsisatemphasized
price.
in
Seasonal Emphasis Placed
Commercials have always followed a definite line often mentioning one seasonable item for as
many as 10 days at a time. Several slogans have been associated
with the store through the years.
Typical
Men's Wear,
the
Store are:
for "Yandt's
Men and Women
Who

Mr. YANDT
"We feel that radio has a ]
sonal touch that is not offered
any other
Max Yandt
"We
utilizemedia,"
the personal
appeas.
its fullest by doing our own brc
casting. We have made frie
and customers of hundreds of ]
sons by this method. Where €
except perhaps by television w
we could add vision as well as
voice, could we get this plus b<
fit in advertising? Our store
headquarters for all people in
ested in sports. We have built
reputation on a quality ba
Radio offers us something ir
than any other advertising
Officers of the company bes
Mr. Yandt, president, are Geo
May, vice president; Robert H
gren, treasurer, and Verda H
gren,
Mr. Supernau
dium."secretary.
director
of advertising.

l gross
000 50%
the ne£b
annuaof
least
AT S250,
ness of the John Niemeyer M(
clothing stores in Grand Rapid:
attributed to use of radio by
founder and owner, whose m
the two stores bear.
Mr. Niemeyer is a great belie
in the use of spot radio, par
ularly participations on n<
shows.
News Appeals to Customers
"Over the years," he says, "
same general type of radio
vertising has produced the great
results for us. News appeals
the man. The head of the ho
pays little attention to many
the spot advertisements scatte
between other shows. But wl
we can work in a plausible C(
mercial during a news show,
have the male audience set up
our message.
"We don't overlook the scatte
spot advertising program, thou
because apart from the men, wc
en are likewise good customers s
listen more intently to commerci

Buy
"Whatever
a Man
NeedsforforMen";
Himself
or a Woman
Wants to Buy for a Man, Yandt's
Men's Wear Has It"; "Priced
Right With Quality Always First."
Once a year the store offers a
suit and topcoat sale which is featured on the program. Occasionally close-outs of particular merchandise are stressed.
On New Year's day, 1942, fire
swept an entire city block in Missoula and much of the merchandise
in Yandt's store was damaged by at scattered times."
Favorite format for the Jc
smoke and water. Since the stock
Niemeyer one-minute spot,
of men's suits and overcoats was
large a room was rented in a vabulk of which is carried o1
cant building and the resulting
WOOD Grand Rapids, is the
formal conversational type i
"fire sale" was one of the most
successful ever held in the area.
nouncement. On WOOD many
these are put on the air by D
Spots on KGVO were used to supplement the program. It was a Henry, announcer, and Bob Ri
complete sell-out in 16 days.
(Continued on page 83)
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Washington
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WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT
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To the PRESS and RADIO:

Subject:

A " TREMENDOUS

JOB" —

and the JOB AHEAD

In keeping traffic moving around the Kansas-Missouri flood areas
by the use of alternative routes, and in the prompt repair of broken lines
and restoration of service, the railroads have done what James K. Knudson,
Administrator of the Defense Transport Administration, described as a "tremendous job."
They now face another difficult task of a different kind — the
movement, at the same time, of part of the Southwestern grain crop along
with the harvest in the Northwest.
Carefully laid plans for building up a
backlog of high-grade box cars were disrupted, first by prolonged rains
which delayed much of the winter wheat harvest, and then by the flood which
made unuseable thousands of the cars assembled for that purpose. Despite
difficulties, however, the railroads are going ahead with the job of assembling
box cars needed to handle the double movement ahead.
In all this, as well as in handling the major part of the nation's
other production, the railroads face difficulties in securing steel and other
materials needed not only for carrying forward the car and locomotive building
program which they undertook to meet the growing needs of national defense,
but also the materials necessary to keep existing cars and engines in repair
and running.
As Administrator Knudson of the DTA said, "This country can have
and use no more of anything than it can haul," and, as he added, "the great
bulk of that hauling is done in railroad cars."
That's why it is so essential
to commerce — so vital to defense — that there be no lessening of the flow
of materials needed both for increasing railroad capacity and for carrying
on day-by-day railroad operations.
Sincerely

*OADCASTING
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Una .
l.Qh the dotted
ARRANGING Standard Oil of Ind. sponsorship of 10 college grid games on
WJR Detroit are (I to r): Elmer O. Wayne, WJR sales mgr.; Jerry Vanek, adv.
and public relations dir.. Standard; Frank J. Swindell, dist. mgr., Standard;
and Worth Kramer, WJR vice pres. and gen. mgr.

HAYMONDS
DENY
Anti-Trust Charge Answered
DENYING that they had participated in any purported violation
of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act
while owners of San Bernardino
(Calif.) Broadcasting Corp. and
licensee of KITO San Bernardino,
Carl E. Haymond of Tacoma,
Wash., and his son Carl Dexter
Haymond have filed answer in U. S.
District Court at Los Angeles to
the half million dollar triple
damage suit of Broadcasting Corp.
of America, operator of KPRO
Riverside, Calif.
•
Telecasting,
July[Broadcasting
9].
Messrs. Haymond denied a conspiracy to injure
KPRO's
business
or restrain
its trade
in interstate
commerce by unfair competition,
false representation or through
other means in violation of the
anti-trust laws as char-ged in the
suit.
Declaring
the state
plaintiff's
plaint does not
a causecom-of
action for violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, and pointing out that the claims are barred
by the statute of limitations of
LAVERY

WILLIAM BURKHARDT (center),
pres., Burkhardt Brewing Co., Akron,
renews for second year sponsorship
of 1 1 p.m. news, Mon. through Fri.,
on WTAM-AM-FM Cleveland. Staff
Announcer Tom Field (I) handles the
nightly newscasts. Eugene Myers (r),
WTAM sales mgr., represented station in negotiations.

CONTRACT is completed for General
Electric Co. Gf Football Roundup on
CBS Radio this fall [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 13] by (I to r):
Red Barber, general coordinator of
pickups; John Karol, CBS Radio vice
pres. in charge of network sales; William H. Sahloff, mgr., GE Receiver
Div.; Mike Mahoney, Maxon Agency.

WISCONSIN U. football games on
WKOW Madison will be sponsored by
Oscar Mayer & Co., meat packager.
Completing arrangements (I to r):
Robert Loomer, station salesman; Pat
Hernon, play-by-play announcer; Arthur Towell, pres. of agency of same
name; Jack McDonald, adv. mgr. for
Oscar Mayer.

1951 grid games of Texas Western
College will be sponsored on KEPO
El Paso by McNutt Oil & Refining Co.
for Dixie service stations. L to r: Ray
McNutt, Dixie sales prom, mgr.;
Blaine McNutt (seated), company
pres.; Phil Eakins, play-by-play announcer; Sig Smith, KEPO adv. acct.
exec; Willard L. Kline, KEPO pres.

FOR second year, Associated Grocers of Eastern Mich, will sponsor Relay Quiz
on WBBC Flint. Completing renewal (I to r): Sales Representative Kip
Frazier; W. Eldon Garner, WBBC gen. mgr.; Robert Duncan, AG gen. mgr.,
and his assistant, Russell Bacon.

WINS

the State of California, Messr?
Haymond ask for (1) dismissa
of the complaint; (2) that plainth
pay
costsandinvolved,
(3) tha
"fo
such for
other
furtherandrelief
the court may deem just an.
In addition to Messrs. Haymond
named as defendants in the sui
are George Lindemann, forme
manager KITO and Robert S. Con
lanproper."
& Assn. Inc., Kansas City, Mo
radio audience survey organizatior
KPRO allegedly suffered actua
damages to the amount of S171,00(
but triple that sum is asked fo
under Section 7 of the Shermai
Act. Defendants also are bein;
asked to pay Broadcasting Corp
of America attorney fees of S51,30
under a provision of that sam
section.
Carl Haymond is owner of KM(
Tacoma and KIT Yakima.

I
[
\

j

'THE BIG SHOW
Recording in Londo
FIRST two broadcasts of NBC]
The Big Show for the 1951-52 sed
son will originate from London an!
Paris, Charles C. Barry, vice pres
ident in charge of radio networ'
programs, announced last weell
The shows will be recorded witl
continental audiences in Britaii
Sept. 16 and in France Sept. 2i
for
State'
Sept.broadcast
30 and in
Oct.the 7,United
respective!}
BBC will air The Big Show as i
is recorded in the British capita
On board for the trip abroa
will be a full production staff ir
eluding Tallulah Bankhead, Fre
Allen and Portland Hoffa, Produce1
Dee Englebach, Conductor Meredit
Willson, Writers Goodman Ac«
Mort Green, George Foster, an

Gets $30,000 Damages
DAMAGES amounting to $30,000
were awarded to Emmet Lavery,
playwright and screen writer, last
Monday night by a Los Angeles
Superior Court jury in his $200,000 depreciation of property suit
against Mrs. Lela Rogers, Town
Hall Inc., ABC and five other defendants [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 16]. Trial had been
in progress since July 10.
Mr. Lavery had originally filed
a $1 million slander suit against
the defendants. Judge Arnold
Selma
his
wifeDiamond.
will arriveMr.in Barry
Europe an1'i
Praeger early in the trial ruled
advance of the troupe and will t
out a plea for general damages
amounting to $800,000. Mr. LavJoseph John
H. McConnel^
network bypresident;
F. Roya; i!
ery was restricted to sue only for joined
executive consultant; William I :
specific damages of S200,000.
Suit stemmed from a Sept. 2, Brooks, vice president in charg
1947, ABC Town Hall debate on of public relations, and R
the question, "Is There Really a Reynolds Jr., president of Reynolc
Communist Threat in Hollywood?"
Metals Co., one of the show's spor
sors.
Mr. Lavery charged that during
the debate Mrs. Rogers accused him
:
of Communist sympathies. He also
claimed she referred to his play TOSCANINI RETURN
"A Gentleman From Athens" as
being un-American propaganda
In U. S. by Sept. — Sarno
and charged it followed the "party
line." He said its value was "de- turn
ARTURO
to the TOSCANINI
United States will
early rev U?
pressed" by this criticism on the
September, RCA Board Chairma
radio.
David Sarnoff announced Monda
Other defendants in the suit were
upon his own return from a tw<
month visit in Europe. The mus
Ayn nor,
Rand,
novelist,
and Frank
her rancher
husband;
MorrisO'ConRyscian
will make some recordings fi
kind, producer and writer; Robert
Arthur, producer; estate of the late RCA Victor and will prepare pr
James McGuinness, film producer;
grams for his broadcasts with tl
estate of the late Sam Wood, film di- NBC Symphony Orchestra, whos
rector.
season he will open Nov. 3 ;
Attorneys for the numerous de- Carnegie Hall.
fendants indicated that they will
"Mrs. Sarnoff and I spent
move for a new trial and if that weekend with the maestro on h
beautiful island on Lago Ma;
fails, they will appeal the 9-to-3
decision of the jury. Another damgiore," Brig. Gen. Sarnoff e:
age suit, filed by Martin A. Gosch,
plained. "He appeared to be
producer of the Lavery play, ask- good health and expressed h
ing for $1 million damages, is eagerness to resume his music
pending against Mrs. Rogers.
activities in America."
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They

LOVE

us

in

Cleveland

BILL MAYER . . . WGAR

. . . SAYS:

"I get 'em when they're wakin' up and eatin' breakfast. My
audience likes good music . . . including novelties and production gimicks. I can find them in the STANDARD PROGRAM
LIBRARY: not to mention the fine talent. I like STANDARD
. . . and so do the folks who listen in the morning."

isi
its

I" Mayer of the Morning"— 6:30 to 9:45 AM)

1 El
hi
ceIIAL MORGAN . . . WGAR. . . SAYS:
I get 'em when they feel like dancin' and romancin.' The
oiks want good music, by top artists, with fine arrangements.
> can find all of these in the STANDARD PROGRAM
jj pBRARY. And if it's soft and dreamy stuff I'm lookin' for . . .
they're in the STANDARD LIBRARY, too. It's a great
Jibrary."
J EG MERRIDEW,

Program Director . . . WGAR

. . . SAYS:

Both Bill Mayer and Hal Morgan are right. Both guys know
/hat their audience wants . . . and that's what they give them.
i "hat's what accounts for their swell ratings and sales success
Itories. Whether it's MORNING, NOON or NIGHT, the
TANDARD PROGRAM LIBRARY does a wonderful job

("Morgan's Musical Inn"— 10:30 to Midnight)

How about it? Top program-men in radio]
today use the STANDARD PROGRAM LIBRARY . . ,j
and to good advantage, too. It's the library that I
can make it easy for you to use . . . and sell!

rEfor
us. We sure like it."
rat

Why not join the smart men in radio . . :i
who say ... I like . . . and use . . . the STANDARD
PROGRAM LIBRARY. It's the greatest!]
Call or wire any office for information t
on how you can start to . .

SELL

WITH

RO ADC ASTING

TRANSCRIPTION
SERVICES,
140 N. La Brea, Hollywood • WEbster 8-9181
360 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • CEntral 6-0041
444 Madison Avenue, New York City • PLaza 3-4620
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GILLETTE
1950 PROFITS
FTC Reports Increases
PROFITS of 22 manufacturing industries— including makers of electrical equipment and supplies but
excluding the cigarette, bread and
dairy fields — all were similar or
"substantially higher" last year
than during 1940, according to a
report released last Monday by
the Federal Trade Commission and
submitted to Congress.
In a comparison of 1949 and
1950 profit rates, soap and cleaners reflected the "most striking
increase," reversing a decline on
the basis of 1949 and 1948 figures.
Those industries showing a profit
decrease were dairy products,
cigarettes, cigars, plug and smoking tobacco, bread and biscuits and
crackers. Motor vehicles and petrojleum refining showed marked in1 creases from 1940 to 1950.
Rate of return after taxes for
electrical equipment and supply
! industry, taking into account 64
i firms, was 14.2% for 1940; 19.8%,
11947; 18.8%, 1948; 15.9%, 1949,
land 21.2% for 1950.
The report was the fourth in a
series submitted to Congress by
FTC and compared pre-war and
post-war rates of return, after
taxes, for more than 500 corporations in 25 "homogeneous" fields.
Nineteen industries showed a
greater profit in 1950 over 1949,
according to the FTC report.
APRA CONVENTION
Harold Stassen To Speak
jHAROLD E. STASSEN, president,
jU. of Pennsylvania, will be prinanspeaker
jcipal nual
conventionat ofthetheseventh
American
jPublic Relations Assn., in Philadelphia Nov. 15.
\ Also announced last week was
the opening of the annual awards
contest for outstanding achievement in the public relations field.
Entries must be received by Sept.
30 at national association headquarters, 1010 Vermont Ave., N.
W., Washington, 9, D. C, and must
be accompanied by an entry fee
of S25.

NEWS
from Binghamton, N. Y.

WE1NE

BINGHAMTON,
NOW

N.Y. MARKET
5000

CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
Page 54
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ALL CONCERNED with Frederic W. Ziv Co.'s newest transcribed series.
Bright Star, seem satisfied with the way the first rehearsal is going. L to r:
Fred MacMurray, co-star of the situation comedy series; John L. Sinn, executive vice president, Ziv Co.; Irene Dunne, co-star; Herbert Gordon, vice president in charge of production for Ziv Series expected to be aired this fall
[Broadcastinc • Telecastinc, Aug. 13].
MEXICO
CHANGES
RADIO INSTITUTE
Additions, New Assignments
N. C. Teen-agers Attend
LATEST Mexican changes in opTWENTY teen-age students, many
on scholarships provided by their
erating assignments have been rearea stations,
ported by the FCC, following notiattended the first
fication from Mexico under provisions of the 1941 NARBA. The
North Carolina
new 1950 NARBA, to which MexiHigh dioSchool
InstituteRaat
co is not a party, awaits Senate
confirmation.
Chapel Hill this
Changes reported (probable comsummer sored
co-sponby the
mencement dates in parentheses)
North Carolina
are :
XEGH
Reynosa, Tamaulipas, new .
Assn. of Broadcasters and the
Class III station, 1 kw clay on 620
U. of N o r t h
kc (Oct. 12).
XEFX Poza Rica, Veracruz, new
Mr. Wynn Carolina.
Class III-A station, 5 kw fulltime on
Students for two weeks lived on
1480 kc with night directional (Jan. the campus and attended classes
1). XEZM Zamora, Michoacan,
in all phases of broadcasting. The
changes from 1480 kc to 650 kc with
institute was held under the guid1 kw day, Class II. (Aug. 1). XEGT
ance of Earl Wynn, director of
Zamora changes from 650 kc to 1490
kc with 250 w fulltime, Class IV. the Communications Center of the
university,
and
an assistant,
(Aug. 1).
XEFD Rio Bravo, Tamaulipas, new
Rhoda M. Hunter, executive secClass II station 1 kw day on 1170 kc.
retary, Communications Center.
(Nov. 20).
Among
North Carolina broadXEFP Reynosa, Tamaulipas, new
casters who lectured were Robert
Class IV station 1 kw day 250 w
Estes, WSJS Winston - Salem,
night (Oct. 30).
Cecil Hoskins, WWNC Asheville;
XEON Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas,
Bob Rierson, WBT Charlotte; Joel
changes from 1360 kc to 710 kc with
Lawhon, WVOT Wilson; Ed Kirk,
1 kw full time, Class II (Sept. 30).
WPTF Raleigh; Jack Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines; Sue Taylor, WDNC Durham; Charles GayWCOW ON AIR
lord, WFLB Fayetteville; Don
Pierce, WRRF Washington, and
Program Tests Underway
Ed
Anderson, WBBS Forest City.
WCOW South St. Paul, Minn., new
500 w daytimer on 1590 kc, began
program test operation Aug. 12
Split Over Policy
under the direction of Reinhard
Steinley, general manager, and ANDERSON & Cairns, New York,
Darrel Goden, chief engineer. Ex- has announced its resignation of
ecutive director of the station is the Alexander Smith Inc. carpet
Albert Tedesco, general manager
account. The agency had handled
the account for nearly 23 years,
of WKLK Cloquet, Minn.
WCOW was granted to South St. and attributed its move to "fundaPaul Broadcasting Co., owned by
mental disagreement on advertisVictor Tedesco and family, who
ing
policies."
continue to serve The
H. agency
Masland will
& Son,
also control WKLK. Victor Tedesco
is owner of WKLJ Sparta, Wis., carpet manufacturers, for whose
granted license Aug. 6 by FCC to carpets Alexander Smith Inc. is
sole selling agent.
cover its permit.

SUCCESS

Inserted in 'Record
SPEECH by Joseph P. Spang Jr.
president of the Gillette Safet;
Razor Co., on occasion of the firm';
golden anniversary, was reprinte< |
in the Congressional Record las I
week by House Majority Leade |
Joseph W. McCormack (D-Mass) J
Portions of the speech read lik<l
a radio success story. For . exam J
pie, Mr. Spang said:
The most important advertisinf I
event in the history of Gillette . . I
during this period (the thirties) I
came in 1939. That was the yeai 1
which saw the beginning of oui 1
"Calvacade of Sports" broadcasts I
We first broadcast the World Series ]
in 1939. Again, undertaking this pro- I
motion was a bold step. The cosl I
of sponsoring that one event ate £|]
large hole in our advertising appro- I
priation. That it was a good mov< I
has proven itself, and today we art]
most happy that we have acquirer
the rights to this outstanding evenl
for the next six years, both on radic
and on television.
As you all know, we broadcast and
telecast most of the major sports
events in the nation — football, boxing, and horse racing.
KCBS TO 50 KW
Stanton Gives Dedication
RADIO is "our foremost means
of information and entertainment" and "will continue to be
for
many Frank
years Stanton
to come,"saidCBSin
President
a CBS Radio broadcast Aug. 9,
celebrating CBS-owned KCBS San
Francisco's increase in power from
5 to 50 kw (740 kc). He appeared on a special broadcast
(10:30-11 p.m.) with a group of
CBS Radio stars and with San
Francisco Mayor Elmer Robinson,
who threw the switch that transmitter. ferred KCBS to its new trans"The great size of radio, so
hard to visualize when you hear
cold figures," Mr. Stanton said, in
the
speech,
"is has
evidence
that dedicatory
over the years
radio
been
able to fulfill the demands we all
make on it, and fulfill them more
completely than any other means
of communications, written or
spoken, in the history of mankind."
P&G's Marshall Plan
PROCTER & GAMBLE,
which sponsors Welcome
Travelers from Chicago on
NBC, has compiled some
totals on the quantity of food
it has dispensed to visitors
since the opening show June
30, 1947. Breakfast guests
since then have consumed 1,336,000 cups of Maxwell
House coffee, 971,000 glasses
of College Inn tomato juice,
589,000 bottles of Bowman
milk, 1,552,000 Apple 'n' Spice
doughnuts and 2,346,000 Salerno cookies. There currently is a three-month wait
for tickets.
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BINGHAMTON-

WENE

There is plenty of punch
at WENE,

in the new

Endicott, New

latest Gates

=

+ GATES

BC-5B

York.

transmitter

ENDICOTT,N.Y.

5000 watt signal

Equipped
and

with the

associate

five-

tower phasor, a real wallop is spread over the southern
tier section of New York state.
WENE

is another

Gates packaged

the larger variety. Everything

installation and of

but the land it was put

on was supplied by Gates — all ready for the consultant
to prove the directional pattern.
You,

too — like WENE,

and

over 700

other broad-

casters who have complete Gates installations can enjoy

WENE, Endicott, New York— established in 1947 as
250 watter, now operating 5000 watts day and night.
ABC affiliate, operated by Empire Newspapers, Inc.,
serves the rich triple city area of Endicott, Binghamton
and Johnson City, New York. S. W. Ryder is WENE
head; F. H. Brinkley, Director of Ottaway radio stations, and James H. Ottaway, President.

in action.

Gates walk-in construction is well illustrated
above, where WENE Chief Engineer, Shell
Weyland, readies a power amplifier tube
for final installation in his Gates BC-5B trans-

This cooperation can only result in the job done faster,
better and at lesser cost.

mitter. Any part
of the new Gates "Five" can
be reached
in seconds.

not only the finest and latest but a type of manufacturercustomer

relationship that spells cooperation

GATES

RADIO
COMPANY
Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
QUINCY, ILLINOIS, U.S.A.
OFFICES IN: Washington, D. C; Houston, Texas; New York City
INTERNATIONAL: 13 E. 40th St., New York City • Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal
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editorial

rJ

Ford's Solid Foundation
THE TV-Radio Workshop set up by the Ford
Foundation now has $1.2 million in its bank
account and Robert Saudek as its boss. We
aren't sure which is the more valuable asset.
Mr. Saudek, who collects radio awards in
such quantity as to risk accusations of monopoly, also knows how to collect cash. During
his service with commercial broadcasting he
has successfully sold both time and ideas, some
of them shockingly intelligent.
If anybody is living proof that commercial
broadcasting and public service can be compatible, Mr. Saudek is the man. He's an ideal
choice to run a workshop that can perpetuate
itself only by managing the rather difficult
exercise of keeping its feet on the ground
and its head in the sky.
Motion

Picture

Picture

ANOTHER
of the
with
the action of"battle
the FCC
in century"
ordering looms"
an inquiry
into participation of motion picture interests
in radio and television station ownership. If
anything, this determination is overdue.
Just four months ago, the FCC announced
that it would invoke no blanket policy on motion picture ownership, but would decide individual cases on their merits. Certain of
those "individual cases" now set down for
hearing are five years old.
There's little doubt that the pending ABCUnited Paramount merger goaded the FCC
into acting on these older cases, involving
Paramount Pictures and DuMont, as well as
Balaban & Katz, a subsidiary of United Paramount, now entirely divorced from the Para! mount Hollywood production company. The
1 ABC-United Paramount transaction involves
the transfer of ABC owned-and-operated staj tions to the newly fused corporation, and has
j no direct bearing upon these other pending
cases. But the broad question of public policy,
it is contended by FCC spokesmen, is inextrii cably interwoven in the proceeding,
i In the making here is another "newspaper
j ownership" issue, which had its onset a decade
ago during the heydey of the Roosevelt era.
The FCC, after a three year investigation,
finally dropped the proceeding. Within the last
fortnight Scripps-Howard Radio Inc. petitioned
the U. S. Supreme Court to review the FCC
doctrine, which is, essentially, that all other
things equal, the Commission
will prefer
a non-newspaper applicant over a newspaper
contender as a means of controlling the mass
communications media.
Any ironclad rule that would discriminate
against any class of citizen, we have steadfastly contended, violates the Constitutional
guarantees. That is so whether it be a newspaper, a motion picture producer or an exhibitor, an insurance company, an equipment
manufacturer, or a department store.
There is an extenuating circumstance, however, in the motion picture aspect. It is the
consideration of violations of the anti-trust
laws in determining the eligibility of applicants
for broadcast stations. The Supreme Court
has held that the motion picture companies
have violated the anti-trust laws by controlling
both production and exhibition facilities. The
result was a consent decree under which the
production companies were forced to divest
themselves of exhibition-house ownership.
Hence, for example, the recent separation from
Paramount of its theatre holdings, and the formation of United Paramount.
The FCC therefore, somewhere along the
'Page 56
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line, is obliged to decide whether motion picture production companies would be in volation
of the identical laws if they own and operate
television stations. It is apparent that a TV
station is the equivalent of a thousand motion
picture houses, in terms of audience reached.
But the FCC regulations limit the number of
TV stations in the hands of a single entity
to five.
Now there has arisen another legal conundrum. Motion picture exhibition houses are
bidding for (and getting) rights to major
prize fights. They plan to bid for other sporting events. These are on an exclusive basis,
precluding their use on radio or TV. Does this
constitute the movie decree issue, in reverse,
i.e., a theatre chain controlling an important
phase of "production," freezing out radio-TV
competition ? Is it analogous to the carriagemaker entering the automotive field?
The FCC, it would seem, is duty-bound to explore all of these facets. Certain others, such
as its proposal to inquire into withholding
of films and talent properties from TV use, we
regard as outside the FCC's legal domain.
It will be better for all concerned — the motion picture producers and exhibitors, the broadcasters and telecasters and the public — if these
fundamental questions are decided with greatest possible dispatch.
THE PASSING of William Randolph
Hearst brings recollections of his philosophy of radio. The militant publisher,
whose news exploits already are legendary, once told the editor of this journal
that the greatest mistake he had ever
made was his failure to "get into radio
on the ground floor." "People," he said
"are getting too lazy or too busy to read,
but they will listen." And, he explained
that his newspapers were turning to
shorter stories and more and more pictures. That was nearly two decades ago
ivhen there were 10 stations in the Hearst
empire, as against three radio and one
TV today.
It is ironically significant too that another publishing genius, Col. Robert B.
McCormick, in sending condolences to
William Randolph Hearst Jr., telegraphed: "My sincere sympathy to you
in the loss of your father, news of whose
death has just reached me over the
radio. . . ."
Benton & Boloney
WE'VE READ Sen. William Benton's revised legislation proposing a National Citizens Advisory Board for Radio and Television,
and we must gloomily report that the Senaltered.ator's original pattern has not been appreciably
It may be slightly redesigned, with a dressier drape shape and a higher neckline, but
it promises to cut the same suit of sackcloth,
sprinkled with ashes, that the Senator all
along has been wanting the commercial broadcasting system to wear.
It's becoming obvious that Mr. Benton's
persistent effort to force some kind of legislation along these lines is caused by his
peevish resentment over past difficulties he
personally has had with broadcasters.
As he has admitted, he couldn't get the
networks to scuttle their schedules every time
he had a notion for a new educational show,
however unimpressive, back when he was associated with the U. of Chicago.
He would be more than getting even for
these fancied insults if Congress ever adopted
the proposals he has made. The advisory
board he advocates would exert censorship
which, although indirect, would be intolerable,
and also illegal.

jf - our respects to:

MILTON

LESTER

GREENEBAUM

ng Co.,
SaginawcameBroadcasti
the Mich.,
WHEN
Miltonof
into being,
Saginaw,
Greenebaum was elected president.
Not only was he chief executive, Mr. Greenebaum also was salesman, continuity writer,
traffic manager and general factotum.
From this small beginning, Mr. Greenebaum
has nurtured the company into a parent organization which controls WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw
and WLEW Bad Axe, Mich.
Still president of the company, Milton
Greenebaum is not resting on his frequencies.
His three main hobbies are work, work and
more work.
During his formative years, Milton Lester
Greenebaum's footsteps were not pointed ir.
the direction of becoming a broadcaster. He
was born to Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Greenebaum
on Feb. 8, 1903, in the little community of
Chesaning, Mich.
He lived in Chesaning until he was 15, then
moved to the "big city" of Saginaw.
Graduation from Saginaw High was followed by attendance at the U. of Michigan.
From there, in 1925, he emerged with a BA degree. During his senior year at the university
ternity.
he was national president of Kappa Nu fraAfter graduation, he and a schoolmate
toured Europe working as assistants for a
newsreel company shooting footage on the continent.
His first real business experience was with
his father in operation of a state-wide chain
of men's clothing stores. He remained in the
clothing business until 1938 when he left to
enter the broadcasting field as part-owner and
commercial manager of WBCM Bay City, Mich.
Mr. Greenebaum at that time was not a
complete stranger to radio. In 1928 he served
as m.c. for a weekly local amateur program
sponsoi*ed by his clothing store and aired over
WBCM.
Then, too, in 1935, he had filed his first application for what was later to materialize as
WSAM. This application was not granted until 1940 because of litigation and frequent FCC
hearings.
With the granting of WSAM, as a timesharing station on and off the air four times
daily, Mr. Greenebaum left his position as
WBCM commercial manager and sold his interests in the Bay City outlet. He was going
to devote his fulltime and energies to establishing Saginaw's first radio station.
A local company was formed and Mr.
Greenebaum was elected president and did just
(Continued on page 8U)
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RADIO
FOR

IS TOPS

ADUERTISERS

SURVEYS

SHOW

RADIO REACHES

FARTHER;

Rgures show and advertising
results prove, just as they
do in most cities, that
IN
MEMPHIS
RIGHT
NOW

WREC
is a better buy than ever
before in it's history.
The advertiser gets more
in coverage. More in prestige.
Since 1946
U. S. wholesale prices have
gone up 65%.
Charges
of eight big
magazines have gone up
47%. Those of 94 big city
RADIO FAMILIES
RADIO HOMES COVERED
BASIC HOUR RATE
COST PER 1000 HOMES

1946

1949

404,560

448,890

$250.00
.61c

$250.00
.55c

newspapers

Figures Quoted Based on Latest Available BMB Measurements

are up 24%.

WREC RATE, IN COST
PER THOUSAND LISTENERS, HAS GONE DOWN
I0.l% COMPARED WITH
1946.

WREC HOOPER RATINGS AVERAGE
HIGHER THAN ANY OTHER MEMPHIS
STATION

vertising Is Essentially Salesmanship

Affiliated with CBS — 500 K.C. 5000 WATTS.
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OJREC

Sells More and Sells It Cheaper

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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,to accept position as regional sales manager Fab-Spray Div., Henderiz*
Inc., Sacramento.

front off
ice

GORDON

fgf

fictional* • • •
WORTH KRAMER, vice president and general manager WJR Detroif
named radio committee chairman, and LEE B. WAILES, vice presiden
Fort Industry Co. (WJBK-TV Detroit), named TV committee chairma
for Detroit United Foundation Torch Drive, raising funds for 146 healt
and community services in area. THOBURN (Toby) WIANT, publi
relations director Young & Rubicam, Detroit, named co-chairman publi |
relations committee.

J. LEWIS, president and general manager Biddeford Broadcasting Corp. (WIDE Biddeford, Me.), resigns. Mr. Lewis has been
elected president Bell City Broadcasting Co., Racine, Wis., where
he will handle duties of general manager at WRAC Racine. ARTHUR
EDWARD LAMB, publisher Erie Dispatch and president WTOD
DETERS succeeds; Mr. Xew;s- as president of Biddeford ., BroadcastingCorp.
7 -i .^j 77ri§v
/
4V :W
l^Uv*l 'J 'i »■'• * "**> ledo, WTVN(TV) Columbus, Ohio and ^WGIU(TV}-~Erie, Pa., com;
missioned admiral of Flagship Fleet by American Airlines. . . I
JOHN PIVAL, program manager WXYZ-TV Detroit, named to newly
created post of WXYZ-TV manager.
JOSEPH L. BRECHNER, general manager WGAY Silver Spring, Mdj
PETER STRAND replaces him as
won official Silver Spring song contest sponsored by local boarl
program manager. Mr. Pival joined
of trade with his "It's Spring in Silver Spring." . . . GEORGE I
WXYZ in 1946 as a radio director.
LEYDORF, vice president in charge of engineering WJR Detroi
His new position will embrace sales
elected chairman of Communications Engineering Committee of Michigan
responsibilities of the late LEONARD
KAMINS, who died Aug. 2. Mr.
Office of Civil Defense. He heads committee of 11 key technical engi
Strand joined WXYZ-TV in Septemneers, whose job it is to plan communications system for civil defend
ber, 1948 as a director.
of Michigan.
WALTER
BROWN,
sales service
EARL H. GAMMONS, vice president of CBS in Washington, named b
KLAC-TV Hollywood, to sales departMr Strand
Pival
President Truman as vice chairman, President's Committee on Nationa
ment, replacing LARRY BUSKETT,
recently named sales manager KLAC-AM. DANIEL MILLER replaces
Employ the Physically Handicapped Week. . . . WILLIAM S. CHERR]
Mr. Brown in sales service. FRANK SMITH, traffic department KLACJr., president WNEW New York, and WPRO Providence, and operate]
TV, transfers to AM traffic department.
of Cherry & Webb Stores of New England, confined to his home d
North
Farm, Bristol, R. I., with a slight chest condition. He is expecte
MORGAN RYAN, general manager WPTR Albany, N. Y., appointed
to return to his desk in a few weeks. . . . A. E. JOSCELYN, CBS directo
vice president Patroon Broadcasting Co., owner of station.
of operations, Hollywood, and president Southern California Broadcast!
LEAVITT T. POPE, administrative assistant to P. B. STEPHENS,
ers Assn., appointed broadcasting representative on Greater Los AngeleS
business manager New York News, appointed assistant to G. BENNETT
Committee, American Relief for Korea Inc. Campaign gets underwall
LARSON, vice president and general manager WPIX (TV) New
in late August.
York, owned by the News. Mr. Pope will relieve Mr. Larson of much
of his office routine and will also assume some of functions formerly
handled by JOHN McCLAY, previous director of operations who has
resigned to join WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
BBC CHARTER DEBATE
See Advertising Definitely Ruled Ou
GEORGE R. JENESON, in Chicago sales department WLW Cincinnati,
appointed manager WOR-AM-TV New York midwestern sales office
in Chicago, effective Aug. 27.
RENEWAL in altered form of the
% Concerning finance, the governs
ment thought BBC should make I
British Broadcasting Corp. charter
contribution to support rearmamenj
JACK DUNCAN, long-time radio veteran, named manager KNUJ New
which expires Dec. 31 was still and proposed that 15% be deducte I
Ulm, Minn., replacing BERNIE YOUNG, resigned.
under consideration in Parliament
from license fees paid by radio re]
last week.
ceiver - owners. Questions of th ]
PAUL SENFT to Boiling Co., New York, as account executive. He was
method of taxation made this a hotlj
with BBDO.
Although discussions were incomdebated issue.
plete, it seemed certain that BBC
0 The government proposed tf
will continue as a government moEDWARD PETRY & CO., San Francisco, has new telephone number:
"de-Londonize" BBC by having rel
noply
and
that
there
will
be
no
comYUkon 2-3631.
gional councils (particularly in Scotjl
mercial advertising whatsoever.
land, Northern Ireland and Walesu
A panel known as the Beveridge
JIM TOWLE, WTAO Cambridge, Mass., to sales staff WCOP Boston.
composed of men elected to borougij
Committee conducted an exhaustive
councils, but largely because of loca j
ROBERT MEEKER Assoc., N. Y., named national representative for examination into existing BBC
political aspects,
means of decentralizationthis
was abandoned.
WHOP Hopkinsville, WPAD Paducah, and WSON Henderson, Ky., effec- operations and made recommendations
for
the
new
charter.
tive Aug. 15.
Debate in Parliament centered
To Cite World Show
GUY POPHAM, KGBC Galveston, Tex., named to sales staff KLUF
around the Beveridge Report, isGalveston. He will also handle some announcing and news comsued early this year, and around a SINGLED out for its ForwarJ
mentation.
America series, the World Broad
government White Paper, issued
in July. Actual debate on the casting Co. will be cited fo
ROGER RICE, national sales manager KING Seattle, named sales
charter renewal took place in the Americanism by the Veterans oj]
manager. ROBERT KILPATRICK, local sales staff, will supervise
House of Commons July 19 and in Foreign Wars when the grou]|
national sales.
the House of Lords July 25.
holds its annual encampment ii
According to a despatch from the New York during the week of Augl
JOHN D. HYMES, former manager WLAN Lancaster, Pa., and for U. S. Embassy in London covering
26. Commander-in-Chief
Charle f
many years head timebuyer of several large agencies, including Lord
C. Ralls will introduce a resolu
the debates, it would appear that:
& Thomas and Biow Co., to Hurwick & Haller Inc., midwestern rug
tion which attests to the organ]
0 There will be no competition
and carpet retailers. He will become part owner and operator of their
permitted by any other sound or ization's appreciation for air tim
Store in South Bend, Ind.
television organization; dangers in- donations.
herent in a monopoly, especially a
PERRY NELSON, sales manager KFBK Sacramento, Calif., resigns
government monopoly were recognized but it was concluded that such
was the best solution for Great
Britain.
MORE THAN 12,000 Midwesterners
Why buy 2 or more...
0 Root and branch, the British
packed grandstand at Illinois State
do 1 big sales job
are
against
commercial
broadcasting.
WEOK
fair toDance.
see WLS
National
Barn
More Chicago's
than three-fourths
A few MP's reasonable
argued
that should
"it is unon "RADIO BALTIMORE"
that radio
be
POUGHKEEPSIE
of million persons see program or its
barred for all time to legitimate adstars each year, and station claims
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
its cast travels farther than any other
vertising." The majority, however,
Efci
W B A L
was
rigidly against radio advertising.
radio group in the country.
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t Since April
Page 67

Outlines Next
A Color Step
Page 67

eoples Eyes & Ears
An editorial
Page 62

The market delivered by these twelve stations* represents
an annual effective buying income of $35,487,593,000.
Television sets saturate the area intensively. And Spot
,Television
, . • sells
„it— sells
II •*
a *• i
it effectively.

WSB-TV
WBAL-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore

WFAA-TV
KPRC-TV

Dallas
Houston

Is your product getting its share of the sales

Los Angeles
KFI-TV
WHAS-TV
Louisville

in this ultra-rich market? If not, SpoTV on
these stations will get it for you.
*That is, by their combined 0.1 mv/m coverage areas.

itest Set Count
By Markets
Page 66

*

. . .M'pTs-St. Paul
KSTP-TV
" WSM
-TV
.Nashville
WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV

San Antonio

KOTV
REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
MEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• IALLAS

Tulsa
BY

HIS

HONOR

CETS

SOME

FIRST

The Pushmobile Derby is held every year
and the whole state turns out to enjoy it.
This spirited event is sponsored by the
Delaware Association of Police as part of
their Youth Recreation and Rehabilitation
Program. Each entrant must personally be
responsible for the construction of his car
to standard specifications.
Cooperating whole-heartedly with the DAP
program, each year WDEL-TV sponsors
an entrant. To further assist the program
and all boys who enter, the WDEL-TV
contestant* constructs his car on television

HAND

DOPE"

"DERBY

on his own show, "Derby Dope." This
year's entrant climaxed his series of weekly
shows by having as his guest, Mayor
James F. Hearn. The Mayor inspected the
TV derby car and took this opportunity to
issue the proclamation setting August 18,
1951 as Derby Day.
*W DEL-TV believes, as does the DAP, that boys
are our most precious commodity , that each
should hare full opportunity to become a worthwhile citizen. Thus WDEL-TV selected this year
as its entrant, Tommy Galitis, a recent Latvian
refugee.

WDEL-TV readily accepts its community responsibilities, is proud to present regularly
many programs designed to aid, improve and enrich the lives of all its listeners.

WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON
• DELAWARE

NBC
TV Affiliate

Represented by
WDEL
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Rise

SALES
ET
■J SET sales are inching up.
After the most drastic summer
(imp in TV's five-year-old comi;rcial history, dealers are beginng to see the sun shining behind
e dark clouds of consumer indifi-ence.
Optimism engendered by this
1st upward movement since sales
immeted last April was offset,
wever, by one Washington reIfiler, who claimed his sales are up
% over same two July weeks:
"Sure sales are up. Why
ouldn't they be? We're giving
Is away."
iHewas referring to the spate of
|ies current these days as dealers
par inventory in preparation for
m models already announced by
ch leading manufacturers as
dleo, Motorola, and Crosley last
fek.
An RCA spokesman, in reply to
quiries about set sales, said last
tek:
"There has been a material injase in the volume of TV receiver
les in the last ten days to two
pis.""dislocation" of sales marThe
its which was responsible for the
ing up of radio and television inntories will diminish this fall —
obably after Labor Day, the
ually astute W. A. Blees, general
Us manager of Crosley, preyed at his company's showing of
j new line in New York last Tues-

Is First Since

April

Downswing

RALLY
(2) Recent Congressional legislation easing credit restrictions from
These terms were enumerated for
consumer durables in the Defense
Production
signed by " the
President lastAct,
month.
(3) Still-persistent fear in the
public mind that the defense program will curtail output of TV sets
this fall and winter. Use of critical
metals in the military program
could impinge drastically on radioTV manufacture. At the same
time, radio-TV manufacturers are
having to devote more and more of
their facilities to war contracts —
although that isn't a major factor
Fears that color-TV and the still
yet.
continuing controversy between

COLOR
RCA
FIELD tests of RCA's all-electronic, compatible system of color
television will be resumed Sept. 10,
with the general public invited to
view the programs as received
on RCA colorsets
installed in New
York's C enter
Theatre, Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, announced Wednesday. Tests are
part of a continuGen. Sarnoff
ing program of
color video research— chiefly, he said, now on
production design — which will lead
to an eventual application to the
FCC for authorization of commercial operation of color telecasting by a compatible system,
Gen. Sarnoff said.
At the same time he disclosed
that RCA will demonstrate largescreen theatre color television in
a New York theatre before the
end of the year. It will be the
same basic system as is utilized in
RCA black-and-white theatre TV
installations, he said, with the addition of apparatus needed to receive the telecast pictures in full
color. The new equipment is "completely compatible," he said, with
color easily added to RCA monochrome theatre TV systems.
Gen. Sarnoff made these announcements at a news conference

Blees Predicts
Public confidence and the remption of buying, Mr. Blees said,
■11 result from several factors:
0 The scare effect of the intertional crisis has quieted and the
avy purchasing that first acnpanied it has now been "dieted" by the public.
The easing of Regulation W
II make time-buying possible for
estimated 20% of the public
torn the original credit controls
ected adversely.
\% Manufacturers will prod the
itative purchaser with strong
emotional and aggressive advising campaigns.
Reasons for the upward trend are
>ny, but they are mainly due to:
i(l) Clearances to reduce invenies before new 1952 models come
the market. These are primarily
! "40% off" or the "1950 model
in. table for $99" type of sale.
• BROADCASTING
lecasting

CBS and proponents of a compatible system would have an adverse
effect on TV sales are pretty much
dissipated. Dealers report that
color doesn't enter into their customers' thinking at all right now.
Meanwhile, factory inventory remains at highest peaks. At the
end of July, 770,000 TV sets were
in factory warehouses, according
to the Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn.
That doesn't count at least the
same number, if not more, in distributor and retail channels, according to informed sources.
Production, in the meantime, has
begun to move forward too.
Figures, compiled by RTMA,
show that weekly pi-oduction hit

50,000 the last week in July, compared to miniscule 8,000 produced
during the first week of that month
when most factories were closed for
vacations.
For the whole month of July,
116,000 TV sets were produced,
compared to the all-time high of
875,000 last March — the period
when manufacturers were pushing
out all the TV sets they could in
anticipation of cutbacks due to the
military program.
For first six months of 1951
dealers bought 2,470,954 TV sets,
RTMA reported last week in its
county-by-county tabulation of set
shipments. This compares to 2,612,000 shipped the first six months
(Continued on page 78)

Sarnoff Te"s Next Steps
PLANS
a right decision as well as a wrong
held in the RCA board room followone," but he voiced a "willingness
ing his return from a two-month
European tour (see story this and anxiety to meet the competi- ■
issue). Despite the FCC award
tion" and let the public view both
of commercial operation to the CBS
systems side by side and make its
non-compatible color system, he own decision as to which is better.
said that RCA is continuing its
Resumption of the RCA color
field tests next month will give the
own program of color research and
general public its first large scale
development and is also cooperating with other members of the TV
opportunity to see this system of
color TV. Only previous public
manufacturing industry to reach
showing of the RCA color system
an agreement on industry standards for compatible color television.
with its tri-color tube receivingThe FCC, Gen. Sarnoff ex- colorcast programs was held early
in 1950 at a home exposition in
plained, isinterested in standards,
not systems, and if any system
Washington. New York demonstrations, July 9-13, were limited to
meets the Commission's specified
standards of operation, it is eligi- viewers from the press and the
ble for approval. No date has been
radio-TV industry [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 16]. The test
set for an application for approval
of a compatible system but it starting in September probably will
extend to the end of the year, Gen.
"will be sometime within the next
Sarnoff said. He expressed doubt
six months," he declared. The application might be filed by RCA
that FCC would be asked to apalone or in the name of the entire
prove commercial operation before
the end of that time.
TV industry, he said.
The demonstrations will be exSet-Owners Factor
tended from New York to other
Unless the interests of the 15 cities as rapidly as possible, Gen.
Sarnoff said, explaining that the
million TV set-owners (at that
chief limiting factor is lack of a
time), are completely disregarded,
the Commission will have to give sufficient number of color receivers.
He named Washington, Philadelits approval to commercial operation with a compatible color sysphia, Boston, and Chicago as cities
tem, Gen. Sarnoff stated. He added
whose people will probably get the
first chance to look at color TV
that he did not expect the set-ownvia the RCA system. Programs
ers' interests to be disregarded.
will originate in New York and
Denying that such approval
will be transmitted elsewhere via
would make TV colorcasting under
dual standards inevitable, he said
regular TV network facilities, he
said.
that "the Commission can make
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the work of Congressional
first
the .public
figure
the public.
Its mult
AFTER
MUCH DEBATE,
not all ofThe
it partic- People's
TV and
Radio:
Eyescommittees
and at Ears
. .
. and
. An
Editorh
hand; in fact, the Dies Committee was in full
dimensional impartiality is unrivaled by ar
ularly illuminating, the Senate has voted concry when he was Assistant Attorney General.
other kind of reporter, man or machine.
tempt citations against two Kefauver comDoes Mr. Arnold believe there is more merit
mittee witnesses who refused to testify in the
Radio does not have the 20-20 vision of Tpresence of radio, television and other news
but its ears are just as good.
in an inquisition conducted before a small audimedia. Assuming the cases go to court, it is
ence, particularly when the former is widely
By these arguments it seems clear that
obvious that some kind of legal precedent will
reported in the press?
would not be in the interest of accurate nev
be set regarding the place of radio and TV
Assume that nowadays a certain Senator X,
reporting to exclude television and /or rad
in Congressional and other public procedures.
from public hearings.
during a telecast hearing, confronts a witness
The court will not have an easy job to prune
with a series of browbeating questions that
Nor would the rights of a witness be mo
away the underbrush of irrelevant comment
cannot be answered without the implied adprotected in newspaper accounts (some of the
in the Senate record on this subject and get at
mission of guilt, however undeserved. It is
flavored by deliberate editorial slanting) ths
the facts of the case. Our own view is that
true that this would be an offense against the
in broadcasts of the actual testimony.
neither television nor radio has created the
dignity of the proceedings and the rights of
If mob action ever were to result from sui
the witness. Would television have committed
problem involved here. Each has simply ila procedure, it should have been aroused 1
the offense? It seems to us that Senator X
luminated problems that exist independently
the Kefauver hearings. Two characteristi
of television and radio.
would be the culprit.
that are not likely to be repeated were prese
Is there reason to hope that the reputation
One of many articles and speeches inserted
in the Kefauver television audience.
of the squirming witness would be protected
in the Congressional Record during the Senate
First, most people in that audience, nev;
if television and radio were excluded from the
debate over the contempt citations was a piece
having seen a Congressional committee
room? History discourages Such optimism.
written for The Atlantic by Thurman Arnold,
action before, were too intrigued by t
Unless Senator X were unique among his
former U. S. Assistant Attorney General and
physical phenomenon of seeing one to thi?
colleagues,
he
would
not
be
apt
to
take
pains
now a practicing attorney in Washington'.
very penetratingly at the time about what w
to conceal the fact that he had brought a
Under the title, "Mob Justice and Television,"
going on. Second, the majority of the audien
witness to bay. Even if all media had been
Mr. Arnold expressed the fear that TV would
must be presumed to have already made i
transform Congressional hearings into public
kept out of the hearing, newsmen would find
its mind and prejudices about many of t
inquisitions and, in so doing, to deliver the
witnesses before it ever saw them.
it
almost
impossible
not
to
receive
a
"leak"
of
information
on
which
to
base
their
stories.
responsibilities of judicial judgment to the
The Kefauver TV audience, therefore, w
American housewife, an unstable creature of
The hazards of the "leak" system of news
unusually
stimulated by the novelty of i
doubtful wit and simmering violence.
coverage, an art that flourishes in Washingexperience and by its almost unanimous d
ton, are obvious. It substitutes hearsay for
It is somewhat astonishing to find Mr. Arnold
like for the witnesses it saw. Contrary
personal observation and thus aggravates the
suggesting that to date few such instances of
Mr.
Arnold's fears, however, no mob acti
risk
of
error
or
distortion
in
covering
news.
Congressional excess have occurred and that
resulted. A third element necessary to m
others are threatened now only because of
Compare the "leak" system to television.
reaction was missing.
television. Mr. Arnold has enjoyed unusual
The television camera is mercilessly truthA mob is composed of a great many peoj
ful.
It
does
not
insert
an
interpreter
between
opportunities — before television — to observe
gathered together, and mob action resu
not only from the stimulating force that r
sembles the crowd but also, and perhaps mc
directly, from the transmission from one pt
son to another within the crowd of an e
citement that becomes intensified as it
communicated.
The television audience is not a mob. It
a collection of individuals, most of them sitti
peaceably in their own living rooms, im
pendently observing an event and formi
independent opinions about it. A major
may emerge from the experience with t
same general opinion, but that does not mef
that a mob has been created or that m
action is likely to ensue.

THIS PICTURE was published in Broadcasting • Telecasting last April 2 as a contradiction to arguments, raised during the Kefauver hearings, that television made a circus
of the hearing. We reprint it now because
the same charges came up during Senate debate over contempt citations for two Kefauver
Page 62
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hearing witnesses. Television is circled in
the picture. All the other paraphernalia (including bothersome kleig lights and flashbulbs)
belong to other media. If any instrument is to
be kicked out of future hearings because of its
distracting influence, it should not be TV, the
most mannerly device of all.

It seems to us that Mr. Arnold and otht'
of similar mind have their targets mixed wh
they question the virtue of broadcasting pub
legisaltive hearings by television or rad!
What they really must be worrying about
the conduct of legislative committees in g<
eral, whether televised or not.
Their worry on that point may be justifi
but we suggest that the broadcast med
especially TV, should give them hope instt
of adding to their despair.
The unique accuracy of the television ca
era offers a chance for future improvemei
in Congressional procedures, providing we <i
right in refusing to believe that the Amt
can electorate is composed largely of boo
The camera will enable the voter to m;
sounder judgments of his elected represen
tives than can be made by any other me;
short of personal acquaintance, especia
after the novelty wears off and the audiei
becomes more sophisticated.
It took considerable effort on the part o
lot of people to remove lawmaking from
inaccessible throne room and install it in
public meeting-house.
We don't think the descendants of th
people wish to put it back.
Tel e c a s t l n g
BROADCASTS

c£!lLRMsd
COVERAGE
MRING
sures which we do not permit to
INGRESS hopes that the courts will be able to throw light on where
ws media stand in the coverage of Congressional hearings that are
be imposed upon us."
en to the public.
Joining in the debate, Sen. AlexIn a step toward getting court action, the Senate Aug. 10 voted to
ander Wiley (R-Wis.), a member
of the crime committee, said, in
hold contempt citations of two
pass upon the question is to vote
/-radio-newsreel shy witnesses
reference to the hearing in ques10 refused to testify before the for contempt proceedings."
tion: "No invasion of these men's
Sen. Cain retorted that Sen. Mcrights was involved, and I think
nate Crime Investigating ComFarland
was
correct
in
his
impresa court investigating the record
ittee [Broadcasting • Telecastwill find that on its face it was
sion, "providing
thefitSenate
the House
. . . see
to duckanda
ing, Aug. 13, 6].
apparent that these men used
TU. S. District Attorney George
clear responsibility which falls on very
their objection to television as a
brris Fay received the citations
theSen.
Congress.
..." conceded the smoke screen or camouflage. . . ."
s'l'Bt Tuesday and said his office
McFarland
list see whether it is necessary
Sen. Kefauver, defending the acquestion could be settled by a rule
! review them and must decide
but pointed out the court might
tionvision
of his
committee,
said single
"telehas been
the greatest
ken to present the material hestill find a man not in contempt if educational
arm available. ... I
re the grand jury.
the witness refused to testify while
am satisfied that television is going
"Tt may be a matter of weeks or
being telecast or his remarks
to play a vital role in many future
broadcast.
iger since there may be legal
committee hearings, but with apSen. Cain emphasized that until
! estions involved," Mr. Fay said.
The Senate has voted 38 to 13 the Senate decides to have its sespropriate safeguards."
sions reported by TV, radio and
Senate's function, he said, is to
reject Sen. Harry P. Cain's (Rsee
that
the
telecasting of hearings
newsreels, it has no right to de;ash.) motion that the Senate remand
that
witnesses
before
combe
used
constructively.
"We must
the
"reconsider"
and the
itself
jjrse
(Continued on page 78)
ations
which
chamber had
mittees "be exposed to these prested against the two men.
The witnesses are Louis RothNo Barriers Seen
j|pf and Morris Kleinman of
To Thaw
eveland, who refused to testify
TV TERRITORIES
fore cameras and microphones
(See
DuMont
story
page
25)
r radio, television and newsreels.
LOOK for the opening of U.S. territories to TV, as the next step in the
There is speculation that the
unthawing of the freeze.
eoliMrt may find it necessary to deFCC always has had a yen to permit TV stations to go on the air in
pe what part radio plays in the
U.S. territories because there are no problems of interference to hold
tlverage of open hearings. When
up the unfreezing of Alaska, Hale witnesses refused to testify hewaii, Puerto Rico and the Virgin power to rated output. WABD's
re TV, the crime committee's
Islands.
increase is being held up while
airman, Sen. Estes Kefauver (DFCC engineers study the interferOnly legal problem — a counter;nn.), who since relinquished his
ence that a more powerful Channel
proposal by Pacific Video Broadairmanship, offered to "turn off"
5
signal
would give to Channel 6
casting
Co.
that
Honolulu
Channel
V and in fact, this was done.
7 instead of Channel 2 be reserved
used by WNHC-TV New Haven.
Dwever, radio and newsreel camRequest that the FCC hold open
educational TV — was eliminated
as were permitted but the wit- for
final determination of the reservalast
month
when
the
Joint
Comnesses still objected. When they
mittee on Educational TV contion of Denver's Channel 6 for edBadfastly refused to testify, the
ucational TV was made last week
curred in the recommendation.
mmittee recommended they be
by
the
Adult
Education Council
FCC's
allocation
plan
proposes
;ed for contempt.
VHF-only wavelengths for the of Denver. It implied there might
Heated Senate Debate
territories, assigns 20 such chan- be a question whether educational
nels to Hawaii, 19 to Alaska, nine TV channel is necessary there.
jj [ During Senate floor debate, which
to
Puerto
Rico, and three to the
To Investigate
v few heated at times, Sen. Cain
beled the crime committee a Virgin Islands.
Council
informed the FCC that
Before the FCC can give the
jngressional "vaudeville show"
it had appointed a committee to
green
light
to
U.
S.
possessions,
jkd suggested that TV may have
investigate the "needs, procedures,
must be certain the proposed TV
,ade a "headline hunter" out of it
engineering standards are going financing and operational require;n. Kefauver.
ments" involved in establishing an
to be accepted by the industry.
He noted that Sen. Kefauver had
educational TV station.
There
doesn't
seem
to
be
much
It
asked
that the channel be held
Ivocated an 11-point proposal to doubt about that now.
i»vern telecasts of witnesses heopen
"until
a decision may be
At the present time, there are
re Congressional committees,
reached as to whether a cooperano
applications
for
any
city
outside
ethods of the crime group, he the U. S., but there is no doubt
tively operated educational TV station is most desirable or whether
]id, show little similarity to Sen. there will be applications as soon
efauver's "sensible and worthas the Commission gives the okay. it is better to cooperatively program educational telecasts through
hile proposals."
Meanwhile, FCC attorneys and
He also noted that Sen. Francis
the facilities of commercially opengineers have gone back to normal
Case (R-S. D.) had proposed
routine — following grants of speerating stations. . . ."
inning television, radio and phoEducators added: "The original
cial temporary authority to 41 sta- comment
and this amendment
igraphs of any kind in Congrestions to hike transmitter powers to
should
not
be construed as any
5
kw
or
500
w
in
case
of
community
* 'onal hearings while a witness is
stifying.
reflection upon the radio stations
stations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
of the City of Denver who have
Senate Majority Leader Ernest
cooperated admirably in servicing
. McFarland (D-Ariz.) said he
Still pending are requests from
anted it clear that the vote did WABD New York, KTSL Los Aneducational program needs ..."
»t mean that all Senators "favor
San Francisco's KPIX (TV)
geles, KRON-TV San Francisco,
le use of television or radio by WBEN-TV Buffalo, WTTV Bloomasked FCC last week to boost transimmittees or favor compelling
ington, Ind. All, except WABD,
mitter power from 4.9 kw to the
;i itnesses to be televised or to have
have to get changes of transmitter
5 kw permitted, thus increasing efieir remarks broadcast . . . the locations approved before they can
fective radiated power from 29.9
kw to 30.55 kw.
ly way we can get the courts to get STAs to boost transmitter
Recasting
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Newsmen
Hit Crime
mGroup
IA,m
MED
BEVY

of protests from radio followed a radio-TV-newsreel "blackout" by the Senate Crime Investigating Committee last Wednesday
when a witness balked at full
media coverage.
The action came on the heels of
Senate citing for contempt two witnesses who refused to testify before
the committee because of the media
(see adjacent story).
The witness Wednesday was Irving Sherman, a New York attorney. His counsel protested that
cameras and microphones would
make Mr. Sherman part of a "spectacle." The flare-up came as the
committee resumed hearings in
Washington on New York's criminal operations. Also objected to
was witness giving services to
media "for commercial purposes."
The counsel, Louis Waldman,
said radio - newsreel operations
would undermine "calmness, clarity and serenity" needed for Mr.
Sherman's presentation. The committee, under direction of Chairman Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.),
then ruled out radio and newsreels. TV was not there since networks' pooling arrangements fell
through because of costs, time
clearances and other difficulties.
News
reporters were permitted at
the hearing.
Big blast from radio was registered with Sen. O'Conor by the
Radio Correspondents
executive committee which Assn.'s
called the
limitation "arbitrary" and "a form
of discrimination against certain
news media and a threat to all
media under our democratic traditions of freedom of the press." It
asked the
crime group to "reconsider" its action.
Cite Equality
If accepted that coverage by one
media "should make a witness a
part of a spectacle is to say . . .
any news coverage of a public hearing makes a witness part of a spectacle." All news media should have
equal access, the radio correspondents added.
Other protests, upholding the
correspondents group, came from
ABC, NBC and CBS Radio, as well
as from Ben Chatfield, WMAZ
Macon, Ga., president, National
Assn. of Radio News Directors.
Networks generally carried portions of the hearings by broadcasting special recorded highlights,
including explanations of the Sherman incident.
Official reaction was not expected
until the full committee studies the
protests during closed session.
However, a spokesman said some
staff members were in favor of
hearings open to all media. But
another spokesman added, "we are
in a dilemma you know. We must
get testimony if at all possible."
Page 63
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Studio Camera— with mounting head
ond electronic viewflnder. Extremely accessible and light in weight, this camera
gives you high quality pickups even under
unfavorable lighting conditions.

Complete
studios

channels

studio
—

facilities —

installed

GENERAL

including

in record

time

4

camera

of 18 days!

ELECTRIC

!

\\\\

Master Control is extremely versatile.
It will accept as many incoming signals
as would be required in any studio installation, and will also fade or switch
any of these signals to multiple outputs.

G-t *»«»• Th,i
Latest in Camera Channels and Monitoring
Units Designed by General Electric Engineers and Built at Electronics Park. . . .
To equip their famous Studio 57, CBS officials demanded the finest, most advanced units the industry
could offer, and called on General Electric to supply
them. Because a large studio layout of this type requires the maximum in flexibility, standard G-E studio
units were ideal . . . cabinetry is uniform . . . blockbuilding permits rapid, painless expansion when necessary. There are 4 complete camera channels in this
CBS group, plus program control and accessory units.
can

GENERAL

nee

There's plenty going on at Electronics Park these
days — in research and manufacture for VHF, UHF and
color TV. You're invited to come up and see what we've
got before you buy any station equipment. For information and arrangements, call the G-E office near youHANDY

LEATHERETTE

ENVELOPE

. . . will be sent on request to station managers and engineers. Inside compartment
packed with illustrated specification
sheets on G-E television equipment.
Write: General Electric Company, Section 281-20, Electronics Park, Syracuse,
New York.

m

ELECTRIC

Four Stations Si
Rate Changes
telestatus

WPIX (TV) New York announced
Rate Card No. 4 last Tuesday, with
a 25% increase in A and B time,
while Class C time remains the
same. Increases will be effective
Sept. 15, although schedules contracted for prior to that date will
retain present rates for 26 weeks
after the change is made.
Under the new rates. Class A time —
from Sunday through Saturday, 710:30 p. m. — is increased from $1,200 to
$1,500
hour'sthrough
broadcast.
Class
B timefor— one
Sunday
Saturday,
5:30-7 p.m. and 10:30-11 p.m. and Sunday noon to 7 p.m. — is increased from
$900' to $1,125. Half -hour rates will be
stepped up for Class A from $720 to
$900: for Class B, from $540 to $675.
Rates for 15 minutes of air time will
rise from $480 to $600 for Class A; from
$360 to $450 for Class B.
"Even at the new rates, an advertiser buying A or B time on
WPIX can reach New Yorkers
26%
cheaper John
than F.
a Noone
year ago,"
Sales Director
said.
It's like a four-ring circus —
having the best shows from
all four TV networks — and
even more fun for 500,000
v iewers.
Mo wonder Toledoans are
climbing aboard at a lively
clip. Sets sales now stand
at . . .

(Report 177)
that figure within the next several
months." He asserted set circulation has increased more than 75%
since issuance of its number six
rate card a year ago, while
WTTG's new rates represent a 33%
increase in the Class A hourly
rate.

better buy."

ABC'S WENR-TV Chicago will
raise rates effective Sept. 1, with
Class A time going to $1,500 per
hour and spot announcements to
$300 each, ABC Central Division
Vice President John H. Norton Jr.
has announced. Move is attributed
to mounting number of sets in the
area and higher operating costs.
Sets in Chicago area went from
627,000 a year ago to 888,034 last
March, when WENR-TV last
raised rates, and are expected to
reach about 1,000,000 by Sept. 1,
Mr. Norton said.

WTTG (TV) Washington, DuMont owned and operated outlet,
will issue Rate Card' No. 7 Sept. 10,
according to General Manager
Walter Compton. It will set Class
A hourly rate at $600 and the Class
A spot announcement at $100.
In his announcement, Mr. Compton noted that the number of telesets in the greater Washington
area is now close to the 300,000
mark "and probably will exceed

A REVISED rate card, effective
Aug. 15 instead of Aug. 1 as originally announced, has been issued
by KRON-TV San Francisco. Class
A one-hour rates range from $480
to $600, Class B from $360 to $450,
and Class C from $240 to $300.
Spot announcement rates range
from $40 to $120 depending upon
class and number of times used.

"And for C time, he gets a 64%

Toast' Leads
Trendex Report
ED SULLIVAN'S Toast of
Town led all sponsored netwo
evening TV shows for the we
of Aug. 1-7 in Trendex ratin
released last week.
Following are the top 10
shows based on one live broadca
1. Toast of the Town
39.2
2.
Talent Scouts 25.8
31.1
3. Godfrey's
Danger
4. Somerset Maugham Theatre 25.2
5. What's My Line?
24.8
6.7. TVFireside
Playhouse-Phileo
24.7
Theatre 23.0
8. Ford Festival 22.4
9. Racket Squad
22.3
10. TV Theatre-Kraft 22.1
National

Ad

Service

Surveys College Studen
MORE THAN an eighth of colle
students (13.1%) own TV sets
college and twice that numb
(25.9%) look at one or more pi
grams regularly at college, accoi
ing to a survey conducted by N
tional Advertising Service, colle
newspaper representative. A to!
of 2,201 students at 25 colleges
21 TV areas completed the qus
tionnaire.
Time spent watching televisi
each week by students was brok
down as follows:
52.6% spent no time, 36.3% spent v
der
hours, 106.0%
5 to0.9%
10 hou
1.9% 5 spent
to 15spent
hours,
spe
15 to 20 hours, 0.5% spent more th
20 hours and 1.8% did not answer.
89,
75,

City
City

And — as an added attraction, remember WSPD-TV
bonus coverage in Northwestern Ohio and Southern
Michigan.
There's still a spot for you.
Why not climb on, too?
Katz has the story. Get it
today.

WSPD
TOLEDO, OHIO
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
\ 5000 WATTS • NBC
*
Represented by
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL 13
Nat. Sales Hq:488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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Weekly Television Summary —
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
Ames
KOB-TV
WOI-TV
8,600
Atlanta
115,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
60,331
Baltimore
WAAM,
WBAl-TV,
WMAR-TV
307,615
41,300
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
Birmingham
57,400
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
747,000
16,800
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
209,565
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
84,413
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
937,965
300,000
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Cleveland
486,491
WEWS, WNBK, WXEl
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Dallas,
176,541
Ft. Worth
125,720
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Davenport
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 59,506
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
205,000
Detroit
Erie
WICU
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
604,293
Ft. Dallas
Worth
61,475
125,720
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Grand
RapidsKalamazoo
146,181
WWFMY-TV
LAV-TV
71,721
Greensboro
Houston
KPRC-TV
84,129
Huntington48,000
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
168,250
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
Jacksonville
35,000
WMBR-TV
103,629
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Kalamazoo
146,181
Grand City
Rapids WKZO-TV
127,170
Kansas
WDAF-TV
Lancaster
106,352
WGAL-TV
Lansing
55,000
W JIM-TV
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
1,002,000
Total Station s on Air 107
Total Markets on Air 63
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Louisville
Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn. -St. Paul
Nashville
New
Haven
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Providence
Richmond
Rochester
Rock Island
QuadCityCities
Salt Lake
San Antonio
Diego
San Francisco
Schenectady
Albany-Troy
Seattle
St. Louis
Toledo
Syracuse
Tulsa
Utica-Rome
Washington
Wilmington

Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WMCT
WTVJ
WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
KSTP-TV,
WSM-TV
WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV
WABD, WCBS-TV,
WOR-TV,
WPIX WJZ-TV, WNBT
WATV
WTAR-TV
WKY-TV
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
WDTV
KPHO-TV
WTVR
WJAR-TV
WHAM-TV
WHBF-TV
Include Davenport,
KDYl-TV,
KSL-TV Moline, Rock Ise.,
KEYL, WOAI-TV
KFMB-TV
KGO-TV,
WRGB KPIX, KRON-TV
KING-TV
KSD-TV
WHEN, WSYR-TV
WSPD-TV
KOTV
WKTV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDEL-TV

100,
35,
247,
62,
Sets 269,
in A
72,
153,
93,
40,
81,
2,425,
59,
300,
873,
86,
49,
156,
85,
49,
87,
105,
E. Moline 47,
160,
74,
83,
300,
124,
125,
203
278,

Estimated Sets in Use 13,159,

Editor's
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representareestimated
area. WhereTVcoverage
overlap set
countscompai
may
partially Note:
duplicated.
set estimates
based on sets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulationareascommittees,
electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
BRO ADC ASTIN
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helpful

hints

to

advertisers
If TV sales results have slanted your thinking towards television advertising, you'll be even more interested when you
remember that . . .
not

in

yet

television

You can do better with Spot.
These are Spot programs we're talking about. Live programs
or film programs. Daytime shows or evening shows. Oncea-week telecasts or strips. With Spot programs, you can do
better in television — in so many ways:
You can gel started so easily — with Spot programs.
There's none of that business of minimum station requirements or "must" stations. Your distribution and
your budget shape your Spot program market line-up.
You get belter picture quality, for live shows or film
are generally superior to kinescope recordings.
You get complete station cooperation . . . find stations
clear time more readily because stations net more when
a time period is sold for a Spot program than for a
network show.
You get all this — at no extra cost. For compared to
network rates, Spot rates are generally lower for the
same time period, over the same stations. The savings
are more than enough to pay for the extra film prints
and their distribution.
Can you really look into television without looking into these
advantages of Spot programs? We don't think so either.
Which leads us to one final, practical hint : Call a Katz representative and get the full story on Spot program advertising.
You may discover that you're closer to television than you
think, because' in television . . .
you can do better with Spot. Much better.
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Planned
DENVER

THEATRE

TV MAY COME to Denver this
autumn — but it won't be broadcast
TV.
It will be theatre TV.
Plans are already in motion by
Wolfberg Theatres Inc., owner of
a chain of theatres in the Colorado
capital, to tap the transcontinental
microwave, and give the populace
their first view of regular TV. At
the present time, there is no TV
in Denver.
Not only special events are envisaged, but also regular network
commercial schedules.
Downtown 1,500-seat Broadway
Theatre will be equipped with General Precision Lab's film storage
system in two or three months, General Manager John Wolfberg told
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week.
Within six months a second installation will be ordered for the
2,100 - seat Paramount Theatre,
which the Wolfberg interests are
taking over. Whether that, too,
will be film storage or instantaneous has not been decided yet, Mr.
Wolfberg said.
If theatre TV is a success in
those two theatres, it will be extended to four drive-ins owned by
the theatre chain.- That would
make a total of 15,000 seats for TV
in Denver, Mr. Wolfberg pointed
out.
Wolfberg interests are associated
with Denver Mayor Quigg Newton
and Broadcaster-Publisher Gifford
Phillips in a TV application for

ROOSEVELT

Cameron Television, Inc.
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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TV

that city. Mr. Phillips owns KGHF
Pueblo and publishes several
weekly newspapers in the Rocky
Mountain area. Mr. Phillips already is a TV applicant for Denver, but will integrate his application with that of the new company
— to be called Denver Television
Co.
Chagrined broadcasters in Denver have been foreclosed from TV
because of the three-year-old FCC
freeze. There are eight applications for TV in Denver — including
those from the following broadcasters: KLZ, KMYR, KTLN,
KFEL. FCC proposes to allocate
4 VHF channels (one reserved for
non-commercial use) and two UHF
channels to Denver.
Coast-to-coast TV is due to be
inaugurated Sept. 30 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13]. Mr.
Wolfberg hopes he may be able to
inaugurate Denver TV with the
World Series.
Advertisers Like Idea
Advertisers seem to like idea of
having their shows seen in Denver, Wolfberg said. He has already
approached the networks. Network
officials haven't committed themselves yet, but their initial reaction
is that there's no reason why an
"affiliation" can't be arranged, according to Wolfberg.
Use of the film storage system
of theatre-TV will permit the
Broadway to schedule its TV programs into its present film opera-

GROOP

by Fa

Making Miami Bid
For Station

TV STATION in Miami is the object of Miami TV Inc., incorporated
last week in Florida, with Elliott Roosevelt, son of the late president, as
president of the firm. Other incorporators are former Georgia Gov. E. D.
Rivers Sr., chairman; Milton M. Ferrell, Miami attorney, vice president;
Dr. Robert M. Oliver, Miami and
owns WOBS Jackson, Miss., and
Coral Gables physician, secretaryWLBS Birmingham, Ala. His son,
treasurer. John Roosevelt, associated with his older brother in the E. D. Rivers Jr., owns WJIV Savannah, Ga.; WE AS Decatur, Ga.,
radio-TV package firm of Roosevelt
and KWEM E. Memphis, Ark.
Enterprises (mainly Mrs. RooseRoosevelt - Rivers application
programs), will be a member
of the velt's
board.
makes
six applicants
Miami's
Messrs. Rivers, Ferrell and
two remaining
VHF for
commercial
Oliver already are associated in a TV channels. Other applicants are
group seeking FCC approval to WGBS, WIOD, WQAM, WINZ
purchase WMIE Miami (10 kw
and WKAT. Lindsey - Hopkins
on 1140 kc) from Arthur B. Mc- Vocation School, operators of noncommercial FM station WTHS,
Bride and Daniel Sherby. But that
application is delayed pending FCC
has applied for the proposed noncommercial Channel 2.
clarification of the status of
In
a
statement
13, Elliott
WMIE's transfer of ownership to Roosevelt stressed Aug.
the local nature
Messrs. McBride and Sherby,
both of Cleveland. Mr. McBride
of the proposed TV operation.
"We think the local advertisers
figured prominently in recent Kefauver Crime Committee hearings
on TV throughout the United
as owner of Continental Press race
States have been getting a rather
news service. The FCC set aside rough time of it," he is quoted as
saying. "We plan to have a large
an examiner's recommendation ap- amount
of public service programs,
proving the transfer of WMIE after
to
seek maximum audience appeal
the allegations had been aired by
and to price it so as to make it
the Kefauver Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 4].
available to local advertisers." Mr.
Roosevelt has established his home
Mr. Rivers recently sold WGOV
Valdosta, Ga., to his son, but still in Marathon, on the Florida Keys.

tions, Wolfberg commented
giving the reasons why he pick
a delayed system. Paramount Te
vision Inc., subsidiary of Pai
mount Pictures Inc., also has
similar film system.
In a film-storage system, TV pi
grams are filmed off the kinesco]
run through regular motion picti;
projector at the convenience of t
theatre.
Denverites saw color TV M
14-18 when CBS demonstrated
field sequential system in that ci
[Broadcasting
• Telecasts
May
28].

Toast'

Resumes

CBS-TV network's Toast of
Town (Sun. 8-9 p.m.), sponsor
by Lincoln-Mercury, will resui
Sept. 9 with the first of two
stallments of "The Oscar Hammi
stein Story." Emcee Ed Sullivs
believing
the show's byvarie
format willthat
be heightened
ad
tion of a story line, has, wi
Mr. Hammerstein, evolved
lyricist's story from 1917 to da
Somehelpof inBroadway's
top tellir
nanwill
its singing and

JAPAN

NETWORK

Seen by Mundt Within Ye
NETWORK television comprisi
over 20 Stations which would c
erate by relays rather than t
axial cable may be a reality
Japan within the next year, Se
Monday.
Karl E. Mundt (R-S. D.) said 1
Sen. Mundt estimated the enti
cost for 22 stations at $4,670,0(
which he said would be underwr
ten by Japanese businessmen. T
Voice of America and other grou
would be permitted to purcha
time on the TV network, he addc
Reveals Publicity
In revealing publicly for t
first time what he had disclosed
Broadcasting • Telecasting e
clusively last month, Sen. Mun
noted that a similar television n(
work is contemplated for Turk
and possibly Greece and other cou
tries vital to U. S. interests. I
indicated last week that the Ja
anese project stood a better chan
of being galvanized into reali
before the Turkish venture,
which he has made a diligent stuc
The Asia plan was original
tipped off last month by Se
Mundt, who said he had conferr
with Japanese communications c
ficials when they visited the Unit
States. They also conferred wi
eastern commercial telecasters ai
broadcasters about the TV pi;
and the feasibility of commerci
radio advertising in that count
[Broadcasting
• Telecasts
July
30, 23].
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Philadelphia

Television!
if
And whatever your product, particularly if you're trying
to reach women buyers, you can be sure WPTZ's "Something Special" is the place to advertise it.
"Something Special's" audience doesn't want merely to
be entertained; it tunes to this program because it wants
to watch and remember the things it sees and hears.
It will watch and remember your sales messages on
"Something Special".
If you want to reach women buyers in the huge Philadelphia market, "Something Special" is the program you
especially want to hear about. For details on reaching
this pre-sold, pre-conditioned audience on WPTZ, give us
a call, or see your nearest NBC Spot Sales representative.

c
THERE'S "Something Special" on WPTZ, Philadelphia's
pe
first television station, every Monday,S
Tuesday

and Thursday afternoon from 2:30 to 3:00 o'clock.
It's just what the name implies — "Something Special" in
television programming for the thousands and thousands
of ladies among the 865,000 television homes that regularly turn to WPTZ for the finest in music, news, drama
and entertainment.
The program is conducted by Eleanor Glenn, a new and
excitingly adult personality who just seems to know what
her audience wants to see and hear. Her subjects range
from money, child psychology, the history and romance
of foods to the living habits of ball players' wives.
Whatever the topic, you can be sure Eleanor Glenn will
have the right guest and material to make the program
"Something Special" for her television audience.

FIRST
WPTZ

Recasting
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PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1800 Architects Bldg. • Phila., Penna.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

TELEVISION

IN

PHILADELPHIA

NBC
TV-AFFILIATE
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Big Underway
Sales Drive
A
TEL

RA

EXCLUSIVE
for

TV
SPORTS!

iNATIONAL
PRO

HIGHLIGHTS

Action highlights from the six professional football games played
each week across the nation. 13week presentation — first release
week beginning Sept. 24th. Commentary by award-winning Harry
Wismer. Time: 30 minutes.
"National
Pro Tel
Highlights"
is an
exclusive with
Ra Productions
for the third consecutive year. Used
with great success by the country's foremost sponsors and stations. Tops for intense TV market
penetration!
WRITE! PHONE!
WIRE!
Audition prints supplied
on request!

Tel

Ra

Productions
1518 Walnut

Street

Philadelphia 2, Pa.
PHONE
Klngsley 5-8540
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quarter-hours a week last Decenj
ber to 23 by Sept. 1.
In one year, it is pointed ouj
the average percent of TV se1]
tuned in between 1 and 5 p.rn
Monday through Friday, has gor
from 8.3 to 15.6, with an Adverte;
survey in the New York market
May showing that the averag
adult female viewer watches T
for 10 hours a week (Monda;
Friday). Further, the booklet r
ports, the average number of se
in use between 1 and 5 p.m. gain?
3817c between March 1950 ar
March this year, compared with
156% gain in the number of se
outstanding.

CBS
DAYTIME
WITH its nighttime schedule approaching the sold-out level, CBS Television last week launched a big push to sell daytime TV.
A 55-page presentation circulated to advertisers, agencies and CBSTV stations noted that the number of daytime TV advertisers jumped
from one in June 1950 to 21 a year
later, and admonished advertisers
thousand; (4) to profit hy the proven
sales impact of daytime television; (5)
to actablepromptly
and get franchise.
"a valudaytime television
to
get a valuable daytime television
franchise.
"From a commercial standpoint,"
In all, the booklet says, "47 big
the booklet
observed,
"daytime
television is now
in about
the same
advertisers have used daytime network television during the past
relative position as nighttime teleseason
or are starting this fall."
vision was a year and a half ago."
On CBS and NBC, it is noted,
Prepared by Gordon Hellmann,
director of sales presentations for Procter & Gamble will have boosted
The booklet asserts that "a
its use of daytime TV from five vertisers
can sponsor a mull
the CBS Television Div., the bookweekly daytime show on a oncelet is entitled "Five Big Reasons
For Getting Into Daytime Teleweek
and cit
Nielsennighttime
Televisionbudget,"
Index figures
vision . . . Now." Unveiled to
SAG ASKS BAN
newsmen at a luncheon Monday
show that, on a five times a wei
by Arthur Duram, CBS-TV asdaytime basis, the advertiser ave
On TV for Movies Since '48
sistant sales manager, it shows
ages
"an unduplicated audience tv
SCREEN ACTORS Guild, serving
that, on the basis of fall orders,
and one-half times as big as I
formal request upon^ three motion
only three Monday-through-Friday
average audience for a single day
picture producers associations for
strips, two Monday-WednesdayCite Magazines
opening of contract negotiations,
Friday strips, and two single quarhas asked as one of its contract
ter-hours remain available withAlready, it is noted, some da
out competition in the 12 noon to proposals that all theatrical pic- time
TV advertisers are reachii
tures
made
after
Aug.
1,
1948,
be
5 p.m. period.
viewers at lower costs-per-thou
banned
from
television
use
until
Stations Survey
an agreement can be reached on and than they can get in four lea
the conditions of TV exhibition.
It notes that a CBS-TV survey
ing women's magazines. As'
of the 107 U. S. stations showed
In extending the request, the Moore
March, Show
Procterdelivered
& Gamble's
Gar
viewers
70 are now starting operations by guild proposed that the first nego$2.03
per
thousand;
participatii
noon, Monday through Friday, and
tiating meeting be held Aug. 27
sponsors' Homemakers Exchan
that by fall the number will in- with the Assn. of Motion Picture
at $2.77, and Hudson Pape;
crease to 99, with 64 programming
Producers, representing the major Bride
and Groom at $3.80. By coi
by 10 a.m. A year ago, 18 stastudios, and the Society of Inde- parison, the average cost per thoi
tions were on the air by noon.
pendent Motion Picture Producers
and noters for full-page black-an
sitting in on the talks. Separate
The "five reasons" for getting
negotiations will be held with the white ads in four women's mag
into daytime TV are listed as:
(Woman's Home Compank
third group, the Independent Mo- zines
(1) To keep ahead of your competiGood Housekeeping, Ladies Hoi
tion Picture Producers Assn.
tion; (2) to deliver your sales messages
Jo
umal,
and McCalV s ) was plac
to large housewife audiences; (3) to
On the subject of television, the at $3.57 for this year and pi
deliver these messages at low cost-perguild asked that all terms and
conditions of the basic contract jected to $3.83 for 1952.
should apply. Also included were
Claiming
that fordaytime
fall CBS-r
the biggest
line
proposals calling for repayment to "has
CHILDREN'S SHOWS
actors of their original salary for in fall television," the booklet cil
Webster Suggests Study
following available packa
each reshowing in the same view- the
shows :
ing
area
of
a
motion
picture
on
COMMERCIALLY sponsored pro"Garry Moore Show"; "Steve AH
grams "intended to hold the in- television; and classification of Show";
"All Around the Town"; "Mi
actors employed in films made in a
terest of children, but which would
Your
Cover Girl"; "Homemakers' 1
series as term contract players if
curdle the blood of adults" was
change";
"VanityLoving
Fair";Family,"
"Bride a
their services in the series are ex- Groom"; "The
suggested as fit material for study
"Garden
of
Eve."
clusive, and multiple-players if
by a listeners' radio-TV advisory
their services are not exclusive.
group proposed to the Miami Lions
On re-use of theatrical films for
Club last Monday by Comr. E. M.
Webster.
television, the guild stated that SELZNICK SURVEY
specific proposals covering addiAddressing the group at a lunchtional compensation to actors would
Eyes Move Into Vid
eon meeting, Comr. Webster disto producers contemplatcussed "Community Interest in be made
LOOKING into new avenues J
ing the release of such films (those
Television
He the
re- made after Aug. 1, 1948) in the further revenue from his old tl
minded theProgramming."
Miami citizens that
atrical motion pictures, David
immediate future.
radio spectrum is public domain
Selznick, Hollywood film produc
Guild
further
said
that
proposals
and that the inhabitants in a comhas appointed John R. Markey
for minimum wages and working
munity must counsel broadcasters
conditions for actors employed in make an extensive national sun
regarding their needs and tastes
of the television field. Besides te
making of television commercial
if program improvement is desired.
vision
sales potential of these i
spots will be submitted later.
Citing the work done in educaMinimum salaries being asked
tional radio and TV by the U. of
films,
there
are "other
the general survey
Mr. phases"
Selznick
for players with term contracts
Miami in cooperation with several
interested
in,
it
was
said.
are
$75
per
week
for
beginners
local commercial stations, Comr.
Mr. Markey, recently resigi
(those who have been at a movie
Webster also noted the visual servstudio for less than six months),
ice now rendered by commercial
national
sales manager
of Cons'H
and $200 for all other contract
dated Television
Productions,
outlet WTVJ (TV) there. He
players.
Proposed
weekly
minimum
advised his audience it must lay
salary for freelance players is lywood
producer-distributor
filmed shows,
for the next 60ofd;'
the groundwork now for community awareness in future, ex- |375, for day players $100 per day. will be headquartered in the S(
Guild has asked that the con- nick Studio New York office at '
panded TV service, once the freeze
tract, replacing the one which ex- Madison Ave. He reportedly 1
is lifted. He urged them to "profit
pired Dec. 31, 1950, be for two
by our experiences with aural
several potential sponsors lined
for fall release of films.
broadcasting."
years.
Telecasting
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turns

a

FLOOD

MENACE

WOC-TV
INTO

A

of

FLOOD

CUSTOMERS

State Furniture Company . . . with store in Davenport, another
in Muscatine . . . ordered a carload of mattresses. Shipment
arrived during Mississippi River flood last Spring. There was
no place to store mattresses because State's warehouse was surrounded by a rampaging Mississippi. State had but one solution to problem . . . stock these mattresses on valuable sales floor
space in their two stores; then sell them as quickly as possible.
To do this selling job, State used TWO of their weekly halfhour shows on WOC-TV. Told public of their problem; offered
mattresses (originally priced at $49.95) for $33.75. Also used
newspaper ads.
According to State's own check of their customers, THIS ADVERTISING RESULTED IN $12,000 IN SALES . . . with WOC-TV
producing more than 97% of this total. Furthermore, 50% of
those who came to buy the $33.75 mattresses upped their purchases . . . bought either more expensive mattresses or other
furniture. So SOLD is State on WOC-TV's SELLING POWER that
they now buy two Vi-hour shows a week.
To prove that it sells, WOC-TV has a host of success stories similar to State's.
It's "know-how" that does it— the "know-how" to stimulate the buying urge of
people in the Quint-City area . . . people with a per capita effective buying power
30.2% above the national per capita average (Sales Management 1951 "Survey
of Buying Power").
Let WOC-TV write a successful sales story for your product or services. Your
nearest F & P office has the facts — or contact us, direct.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, resident manager
BETTENDORF AND DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCK ISLAND. MOLINE
AND EAST MOLINE
IN ILLINOIS

QUINT
WOC-TV,

The

CITIES
CHANNEL

Davenport,
casting
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D. J. FILMS
For Use With Standard Discs
ANOTHER answer for the question, "How can disc jockeys move
to TV?" was given last Tuesday
when Screen Gems Inc. announced
production of films — both "live"
and animated — designed to visualize the lyrics and rhythms of current and standard records.
Made in cooperation with such
record manufacturers as RCA Victor, Decca, Columbia, Capitol, and
Mercury, the open-end films have no
soundtracks of their own, but can
be synchronized manually with the
records they accompany.
The first package of 15 films includes acouple dancing in shadows
to Andre Kostelanetz' recording of
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes," a
young tap dancer shining shoes to
Red Foley's "Chattanooga Shoe
Shine Boy," and an animation of
cops and robbers, firemen, and an
old jalopy, all rebounding to the
beat of Pee Wee Hunt's "Twelfth
Street Rag."
This initial group will be available to TV stations for six preview
weeks at costs ranging from $187.50
to $375. Later leases, prorated
with spot charges, will grant unlimited use of the films for a full
year, with options available at

>pqfr»

The large, responsive audiences
and the remarkable sales records
being buiit on daytime spot TV
make today the time to explore
this medium. As success stories
from Blair-represented TV stations indicate, important franchises are beini developed now.
For example:
The D. H. Holmes Department
Store sponsors the "At Home"
show over WDSU-TV, New Orleans. They sold $400 worth of
Johnson's Magic Menders in 3
days, then pushed the menders
with 3 short daytime TV announcements. Sales jumped 700%
within two weeks!
For details call your Blair TV
representative today!
My
B

L A

I R

c
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ST. LOUIS
DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO • JACKSONVILLE
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about one-third the original cost.
The films will be released in
packages of 20 each month, with
advance strips anticipating advance
record sales. "In case of an unexpected record hit, we can turn
out a film to go with it in one
week's time," Will Baltin, producer
of the 16mm films, reports. So
far, no names have been signed for
the series, but it is being considered
to introduce new vocalists to TV
audiences by filming them singing
recorded hits, Mr. Baltin added.
Premiere of the record visualizations will take place in mid-September when Dorland Inc., New
York, introduces "TV disc jockey
tunes" on six stations.
AGENCY

CONTROL

Cited on Hollywood Films
ADVERTISING agencies are fast
becoming the "dictators" of Hollywood TV films, through direct control over $11 million in production
and secondary control over another
$5.5 million, Harry McMahan,
president - executive producer of
Five Star Productions, Hollywood,
told the Society of Motion Picture
Comptrollers, meeting in Hollywood.
He estimated that in 1952 the
ad men should be spending well
over $40 million of their clients'
money in Hollywood. He further
estimated costs of film commercials in Hollywood for the current
year as $4.5 million against an
expenditure of $6.5 million for
sponsored film shows and another
$5.5 million on open-end shows
which eventually are sponsored regionally and locally by advertising
agency clients.
Despite the sharp rise in Hollywood orders for TV film commercials, the producer finds it a hazardous occupation with a high
death rate, according to Mr. McMahan.
"More than 350 producers announced themselves in the TV spot
business two years ago, but fewer
than 40 have survived and only
seven have national recognition,"
he said.

TIME CONTRACT FORMS
NARTB Sets Standards
REVISED draft of standard contract forms for purchase of television time is nearing completion
at NARTB, according to Eugene
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York,
chairman of the Television Board
and former chairman of the Television Standardization Group.
Drafting of the new forms is proceding under direction of Theodore
Bergmann, DuMont TV Network
sales director, recently named
chairman of the group. Last meeting of the group was held Aug. 3
in New York. When the draft has
been completed the group will
meet with representatives of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies.

Film

Report

.

MORE and more TV film producers
are giving color a larger place in
their plans.
Junior Science is a new color
series aimed at children. Thirteen
of the quarter-hour shows have
been completed by OLIO VIDEO
Television Productions, New York.
They are designed as a physics
primer for young folks and will
include stunts and experiments
suitable for home scientists who
have only household equipment
available. The open-end strips are
based on a book by popular science
CHERTOK FIRM
Los Angeles, New York Offices
CHERTOK TV Production & Distribution Corp., with offices in Los
Angeles and New York, has been
formed by Jack Chertok, president,
Apex Film Corp., television film
production firm, and Charles K.
Feldman, president, Famous Artists Agency Inc., and motion picture producer.
Mr. Chertok, producer of The
Lone Ranger TV series, among
others, will be in complete charge
of production for the new firm.
Organization plans the production of "only quality TV shows,"
using players, writers and directors from the motion picture industries. Client resources and
story material of Famous Artists
will be available to the new firm.
Los Angeles offices of the production and distribution corporation
will be at 971 N. La Cienega Blvd.
New York offices will be in the
French Bldg.
NEW TRANSMITTERS
RCA Starts 2 kw Line
RCA Engineering Products Dept.
has ordered production of 2 kw TV
transmitters, providing radiated
powers up to 20 kw. Peak aural
power will be 1 kw. Model is designated TT-2AL for Channel 2-6 and
TT-2AH for Channel 7-13.
Lower power consumption and
efficient operation are claimed for
the transmitters, which are aircooled and feature small space requirement along with minimum
tubes, r-f stages and components.
Reflectometers are provided.

INDUSTRIAL FILMS
TV SPOTS . . .
PROGRAMS

writer, Kenneth M. Swezey, and ai
narrated by Dr. Gerald Wend
founder of Science Clubs of Ame
ica.
In early September,
D'ARMAN
Productions,
Los Angeles,
star
shooting, in color, a series of 6(
TV film shorts. Classical and popi
lar music, dancing and dramat
excerpts, will be among subjec
chosen for 35mm filming . .
SNADER
TELESCRIPTION
Beverly Hills, has completed fr
color shorts featuring the Dinnii
Sisters vocal team.
A catalogue of more than 2'
color films is now listed by STE1
LING Television Co., New Yor
which has acquired exclusive 1
rights for 13 more pictures fro
Van Kampen Heilner. (Eight
the new films are also available
black-and-white.) They are outdo
adventures on subjects such
Fighting Bulls, Tampico Tarpo
Jumpers, and Unusual Sports.
New wrinkles on the progra
side include Rackets Are A.
Racket, a new quarter-hour seri
designed to expose rackets and co
fidence games currently beii
played on the American publ
First group of 13 will be availal
for TV sponsorship Nov. 1. St
of the show is an authentic rackf
buster and swindle-exposer, S<
seant Audlie Walsh, a police c
tective and FBI instructor. He h
collected fixed devices and carnix
gadgets'
the years
has
beenovercalled
into and
courtoft
demonstrate them for the prosec
tion. Bruce Elliott will write t
scripts, basing them on S
Walsh's experiences. They v,
be produced by HOLBERT Prodi
tions Inc. and distributed throu
HYPERION Films, New York.
A train ride combined with
delayed action simulcast is bei
started in Chicago by ACADEft
Film
Productions.
Bob Elson's
terviews
of the Century
will taJ
place on the renowned train, Tw(
tieth Century Limited, featuri
celebrities and other interesti
passengers who happen to be alo
for the ride. Mr. Elson has done
similar show for radio and \
filmed programs will be duplical
on tape for radio broadcast.
Kerry Drake, comic strip distr
attorney is in a film series bv HA
NER-HALPERIN Inc., schedu
for shooting Oct. 1. The series v
run as complete half-hour p
grams, 26 produced annually. Fo
teen-year radio-TV-movie rights
strip have been acquired.
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Ol
HOLLYWOOD 9-7203

625 Madison Ave.
N.Y. 22. N.Y. • Plaxa 9-3600
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TAKBS
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When Circuito CMQ, S. A., the pioneers of
radio and television in Cuba, required an
unusual antenna support for their magnificent
new TV station in Havana they called in the
pioneer of antenna builders — Blaw-Knox.
This special structure, designed and fabricated

CHANCCS!

by Blaw-Knox, soars high above a congested
area yet will safely withstand anticipated wind
velocities in excess of 200 mph. The same
experience and engineering skill applied to
this installation is available to you at no added
cost, for even the simplest mobile communications towers.

BLAW-KNOX
TOWERS
BLAW-KNOX DIVISION OF BLAW-KNOX COMPANY
2038 Farmers Bank Building, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
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Laud TV Exhibit
Political Value

O'n

the

dotted

line , . .

MAKING final arrangements for premiere of Twenty Questions on DuMont
Television Network (seated, I to r): Chris J. Witting, DTN director; S. M.
Dieterich, exec, vice pres., The Mennen Co., sponsor; (standing) Gerry Martin,
dir. of TV, Duane Jones, account agency; Leonard Colson, Mennen's dir. of
adv.; Bruce Allen, of Duane Jones; Trevor Adams, DuMont asst. sales dir.

SPONSORSHIP of CBS-TV's Hollywood Opening Night by Pearson
Pharmacol Co. for Ennds Chlorophyll
Deodorant Tablets is set by (I to r):
Harry B. Cohen, pres. of agency
bearing his name; Lester Amster,
Pearson pres.; J. L. Van Volkenburg,
CBS Television Div. pres.

KAY NEUMAN
(I), conductor
of Kay's
Kitchen
on WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh,
welcomes Lila Jones, home economist of the H. J. Heinz Co. Company entered television for first time
on Aug. 10 with sponsorship of the
Friday segment of the local cooking show.

SECOND anniversary congratulations
are in order for Tom Walker (r),
Detroit Ford dealer undertaking sponsorship for third year of Wrestling
From Rainbow on WXYZ-TV Detroit.
Ed Trayhan (I), Clark & Rickert
Agency, and Hal Neal, adv. and sales
prom. mgr. for WXYZ-TV, join celebration.

ABC-TV fiction-science series Tales
of Tomorrow is sponsored on alternate Fridays 9:30-10 p.m., by Jacques
Kreisler. L to r: George Foley, Foley
& Gordon, program producer; Toby
Stern, Jacques Kreisler pres.; and
Sidney Garfield, pres., Hirshon Garfield, firm's agency.

GEORGE SCOTTI and his wife, Eleanor, celebrate fourth anniversary of
George Scotti Show on WWJ-TV Detroit, accepting plaque from sponsor.
Bruce Berkmans (2d from I), pres., Frankenmuth Brewing Co., makes presentation with Announcer Bert Wells holding cake.

BERLIN
SHOWING
COMMUNISTS from the Russian sector of Berlin, Germany, as well
citizens of the Western Zone became acquainted with new emmissE
from the free world last Monday — television, in both color and blai
and-white. The results, according to one reporter, "not only provols
admiration and amazement, but . . .
had concrete political value as weighing 35 tons and shipped fr
the Camden, N. J., plant — instaJ
atop the City Hall to the last ho
The diplomatic significance of outlet.
The two-week demonst
the two-week demonstrations —
color by CBS and monochrome by tion is producing pictures that i
excellent by American standar
RCA — was expressed in a cable
observers reported.
sent
Berliners by President Truwell."
The CBS color system was sho
man. He exhibition
said, inhaspart:
tele- in the British Pavilion of W
vision
been "This
arranged
Berlin's exposition grounds, op
by the Economic
ministration andCooperation
is presented Adby ing Monday night to an invi
audience of American, British, i
the American television industry
to show how free men can work
German dignitaries and follov
with public showings for all v
together for peace and prosperity."
would come. Many Commui
RCA presented its black-andyouths in Berlin for their ra
white system from a stage in Eutheir meetings and stra;
rope's largest outdoor theatre as skipped
to the Western Sector to stand
well as on two theatre-sized screens
as long as IV2 hours for
(15 by 20 feet) at points near the line
shows.
Russian section and on more than
100 home-type receivers installed
'Astonished' by Color
in show windows and other prominent spots in the boroughs of West
No television exists in East'
Berlin. In order to reach all their
Germany today, and people th
outlets, a crew of 29 RCA engi- know of it only as a boast that
neers and technicians had to in- Russians invented it. After see
color television, they were
stall atransmitter, a job that usually consumes six-months time.
scribed atby what
CBS reports
as "astT
ished
they saw.
They finished the job in 85 hours,
thought it was wonderful. T
from
a bat-winged
antenna —
were really eager to know — (
an average man buy a TV set
America?
How expensive are
TITLE BOUT
ceiving sets? Are there any
Theatres Get Robinson-Turpin
Western
Germany?"
Dr. Sigmond
Loewe, famed
RETURN middleweight title bout oneer in German television 20 ye
between Ray Robinson and Ranago and participant in color exp
dolph Turpin at the Polo Grounds
ments in 1939, was surprised
Sept. 15 will be telecast exclusively
the
quality of American co
in movie theatres outside New
CBS reports quoted him as sayi
York. The match will be carried
"This is the last word; it is ]
on a closed circuit to 11 of the 25 feet. ... It will be a great b
theatres equipped for theatrecasts,
to German black-and-white tel
and will not be aired otherwise.
sion which is just getting read;
Rights for the fight were sold to enter the commercial field ag
Theatre Network Television Inc. It sees itself obsolescent befor<
for a price reported unofficially as
$25,000. In addition, however, the
The impact of the occasion '
four movie chains involved in the- heightened
by the fact that
atrecasting were said to have purexhibition was staged modes
chased second-run movie rights to with
no fanfare nor any atte:
starts."
the contest for $275,000.
to compete with the Russian rt
Boxing promoters had previously
according to one newscaster.
stated their asking price for the
But crowds came, and tl
bout, after the success of the Wolseemed to be little doubt that tl
cott - Charles battle, would be sands more of the Commun
$250,000 for radio-TV rights or, would come, look and draw tl
in the case of theatre TV, sub- own conclusions.
stantially above the token fee of
110,000 originally asked [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 23].
Bruce I. Sreinmerz
Although it was understood that
radio interests had not sought
BRUCE
I. STEINMETZ, 65, se
rights for the outdoor Robinsontary-treasurer
of District No. ;
Turpin bout because of the chance
that bad weather would leave spon- the International Alliance of 1
sors holding a wet bag, the match
atrical Stage Employes and IV
adds to the victory of theatre telePicture Machine Operator'
vision. That organization had its ing U.
S. and Canada, died Au
fourth exclusive with the Joe the
at Great Falls, Mont, his he
Louis-Jimmy Bivins fight held in Death was attributed to a hi
Baltimore Wednesday, a match
that was shown in 15 theatres, 5 attack. District 1 of his ui
consists of Montana, Idaho, (
of which, including the Paramount,
were
in
the
New
York
metropolitan
gon,
Washington, and Bri
area.
Columbia.
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Pete and Joe, WJR's
western and folk song entertainers, sing the praises of
Farm Crest Bakeries
9:45 to 10:00 A. M. Mondaythrough Friday.

responsive

listeners

make

responsive

IA
W« DETROIT ^
50,000 CHANNEL
WATTS
CLEAR

buyers

Here's another sweet song
... of product sales!

CBS
the
GREAT

VOICE

e
of th
GREAT
LAKES

Here's convincing proof that WJR's great listening audience is an active, responsive one. Recently,
on their morning show, Pete and Joe offered their many listeners a copy of a verse. With only
eight announcements, WJR received 10,827 requests from 18 states and Canada. This amazing
response gives you added proof of WJR's intensive penetration of a large prosperous area,
and every indication that your advertising message over WJR produces high-powered action.
Remember . . . first they listen . . . then they buy!
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AFL-CIO TIFF
NABET Encroachment Chart!
FREQUENT
skirmishes betvl
feuding AFL and CIO unions q
representation of radio and t
vision workers last week gave -J
to all-out conflict as Hollyv;
AFL
Film Council represent1
entertainment unions declared j
on the CIO's NABET (Natiq;
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
Technicians). It further resol

MEXICAN
TV
CBS Wants Matamoros Outlet
FIRST TV network affiliation outside the U. S. is in the offing.
CBS has asked the FCC for permission to sign an affiliation contract with Mexican TV station
XELD-TV Matamoros — across the
border from
Brownsville, Tex.
[Broadcasting •
Telecasting,
Aug. 6].
Appointment of
Blair-TV Inc.,
New York, as national representative for XELDT V, was a nnounced last week
Mr. Kleban
by William H.
Weldon, president of the Blair
organization. Mr. Weldon also said
the station is due to go on the air
with test patterns next Friday and
to commence regular 2-11 p.m.
operation Sept. 1.
Mexican station is owned by a
group of Mexican businessmen, including Romulo O'Farrill Sr.,
owner of TV station XHTV Mexico City and publisher of Mexico
City Novedades. It will be managed by Monte Kleban, former
WOAI San Antonio executive.
Since XELD-TV won't be intercon ected, it will be serviced by
CBS in the same manner it serves
U. S. non-interconnected affiliates
— with film and kines.
FCC has jurisdiction, it is believed, under Sec. 325 (b) of the
Communications Act of 1934, as
amended. That section states that
FCC approval is required when a
U. S. station furnishes its programs to a foreign station whose
signals
in
the U. are
S. "consistently" heard
XELD-TV's Channel 7 signal is
expected to cover all of the Matamoros -Brownsville area. It will
radiate 2.8 kw from an antenna
height of 700 ft. above average
terrain.
XELD-TV expects to serve a
U. S. population of more than 300,000 persons along the Rio Grande
valley and will program largely to
them. In addition to the U. S.
audience, the Blair announcement
said, the station will have "a bonus
population of more than 200,000
Mexican citizens" in its primary
service area.
The station is licensed by the
Mexican Communications Commission, but also "will be operated in
strict accordance with the standards of the American Federal
Communicationssaid.
Commission," the
announcement
WONDERFUL ENTERPRISES, subsidiary of Bracken Television Productions, Los Angeles, has contracted with
Rosa-Lee Mfg. Co., Burbank, Calif.,
for manufacture and sale of polo
shirts and pajamas featuring puppet
character in firm's television film
series, Willie Wonderful. National distribution of articles is scheduled to
start in late December.
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to notify management that "tn
yielding to further NABET
croachments face united resista
of all crafts and guilds in

FCC ENGINEERS get a look at General Electric UHF television equipment
operating experimentally at Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. George F.
Metcalf (r), manager, GE Commercial and Government Equipment Dept.,
explains the UHF transmitter to Edward W. Allen (I), FCC chief engineer, and
Curtis B. PSummer, chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau.

AT NOON Friday the Long Lines Div. of American Telephone
&"
Tele**,"microDY
A
E
phone Co. inaugurated
its
840
million,
3,000-mile
transcontinental
R
Y
A
L
RE
ST
Aradio
relay for
telephone
service with the first phone call to cross
COwave
the country by radio rather than by wire or cable.
The AT&T relay system, which
call from terminal cities along the
already is carrying TV shows to relay route.
cities as far west as Omaha, midSystem, built i n about three
way point in the system, will transyears, comprises 107 relay stations
mit its first fully cross-country TV
including the New York and San
network program on Sept. 30 Francisco terminals and covers
2,992 miles with an average dis[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
tance between stations of 28.2
Aug. 13, 6]. Inaugural simultanemiles.
Highest and lowest ground
ous video coast-to-coast program
level
points
along the route are
is expected to be a full-hour show
Mt.
Rose,
Nev.,
feet above
sponsored by AT&T itself on all sea level, and New10,075
York, 11.5 feet
four TV networks, tentatively above
sea level.
scheduled for 9-10 p.m. if that
Tallest tower is at Des Moines,
Sunday evening hour can be cleared.
427 feet to top of antenna, 415
Last week it looked very much as feet platform height (excluding the
Long Lines Bldg. in New York
if it could, although CBS-TV,
which serves as first station, 450
which regularly carries the General Electric Co. program at that feet). Shortest tower is 2V2 foot
time, had not given AT&T office platform height (14 feet to top of
clearance.
antennas) for antennas facing east
at Stansbury Island station on the
For the first month of transwest si,de of Great Salt Lake,
continental TV program service
where
antennas were placed near
only one east-to-west circuit will
the ground to avoid reflections from
be available to telecasters, but
after that they will be allotted one the salt flats. Average height of
circuit each way. Amending its towers is 125 feet (including telephone buildings in eight cities).
original announcement, the telephone company said last week that Antennas weigh approximately one
special circuits will be used for the ton each. Radio relay system operates at frequencies in the 3,700Sept. 30 telecast to permit pickups
4,200 mc range.
from Los Angeles and San Francisco on that program only.
Participating in Friday's ceremonies which opened the crosscountry radio relay phone service
were FCC Chairman Wayne Coy;
Cleo F. Craig, AT&T president,
and H. T. Killingsworth, AT&T
vice president in charge of the
Long Lines Div., in New York,
with Mark Sullivan, president, Pacific Telephone & Telegram Co.,
and Harold P. Huls, member and
former president of the California
Public Utilities Commission, in San
Francisco. Presidents of Bell telephone companies answered a roll

Lewis to WSB

amusement
industries."
Move taken
chiefly in behalf
members of IBEW (Internatic
Brotherhood of Electrical Worke
and IATSE (International Allia
of Theatrical and Stage E
ployees), followed signing up
NABET of creative workers
three San Francisco stations,
act considered by the council as
invasion into its field [Broadc.
ing • Telecasting, Aug. 13]
council declared that it would t
"all necessary steps to defeat
planned
invasion" cr ;
eliminate itNABET
from "established
fields in the amusement industry
It further urged all other gui
and crafts "threatened by NAB
invasion campaign" of jurisdicti
in the amusement industries to s'
port "our efforts to maintain or
andSimilar
sanity action
in television
field."
was requested
the group of California St
Theatrical Federation and the C
fornia
Stateconventions.
Federation of La'
at
coming
Replying to the AFL declarati
Roy Tinsdall, national represen
five for
Constated thatNABET,
NLRB ActWest
as ameni
in 1947 leaves matter of un
representation entirely up to e
ployes. "If employes want NAB]
to represent them, we will contii
to give them best representat
He further asserted, regardi
AFL threats to employers, tl
management as well as emplo;
we can."
would
be protected from AFL act
under same act, if they sou£
NABET representation.
Printer Becomes Sponso
ADD to the list of unusual
radio and TV advertisers the
William G. Johnston Co..
Pittsburgh commercial printer, who has joined a participating sponsorship on
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
The 133-year-old firm long
has used radio and printed
advertising. Robert H. Caffee, company president, said
that through supplementary
TV advertising, closeups of
methods of printing production can be shown to the
public. Program sponsored
by the company is Pitt
Parade, a 10-minute film
roundup of local news and
current events.

RAYMOND LEWIS, chief investigator of the FCC Hearing Div.,
joins the Wage Stabilization
Board today (Monday) in a supervisory capacity. Mr. Lewis has
been with the Commission since
September 1940, during which
time he participated in the newspaper ownership, Bulova and Don
Lee cases, and most recently in
the Richards case. He was an
Army captain during World War
II, serving with OSS in Europe.
BROADCASTING
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BOOK
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for
timebuyers!
'"Poli
s^
R ead what media men in the nation's top
agencies write about thismanew, comprehensive data book on the rich Midwestern
as
WOWO market-area!

!I

ri )

Book-of-the-Month.

y°U h^ don °fe Sfar/o w
ns
From Detroit —
"It's a peach and should prove very valuable to

,S Orcui^o„ ,f0nSOiida*

timebuyers."
a. I

This convenient new handbook contains all the information you want on
this important market: geographical extent, population, buying power,
retail store sales, listening habits on the farm and in the city, comparative

IS

popularity of stations heard day and night. If this book isn't already in
your hands, write for a copy! Get it from Paul Mills at WOWO, or from
Free & Peters.

j
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NEW

TV

ATTENDANCE

TUBES

Called Self-Focusing
PRODUCTION of a self-focusing
cathode ray tube for TV sets has
been begun by Allen B. DuMont
Labs and General Electric Co.
DuMont has started making both
17 and 20-in. tubes, while GE is
starting with the 17-in. size.
Self-focusing picture tube eliminates focus coils, network resistors or mechanical focusers, also
eliminates significant quantities of
copper, nickel, aluminum and cobalt— all critical materials needed
for the defense program.
DuMont National Sales Manager
Bill C. Scales said that the 17-in.
self-focusing tube is a direct replacement for all 17-in. tubes on
the market today, whether electrostatic or electromagnetic.
GE plans to incorporate the new
"gun" in its 21-in. tube at an early
date.
KLAC SETTLEMENT
Writers Given Sum for Show
OUT-OF-COURT settlement of the
$800,000 judgment by the Bride
and Groom television show producers in their $1 -million suit
against KLAC - TV Hollywood
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 9] was announced last week
by attorneys for both sides.
Amount of the settlement was not
made public, but was understood
to be in the neighborhood of $50,000.
In their suit Bride and Groom
producers John Masterson, John
Reddy and John Nelson charged
I that the format of their radio-TV
show had been "pirated" by the
Wedding Bells program on KLACTV. Attorney J. G. Moser, who
with Harold Fendler represented
Messrs. Masterson, Reddy and
Nelson, said one of the terms of
the settlement was that KLAC-TV
will drop Wedding Bells. Jesse
Friedin and Richard Manson negotiated the settlement on behalf of
Mrs. Dorothy Schiff, owner of
KLAC-TV.
Hearing Coverage
(Continued from page 63)
not differentiate between it (TV)
and radio and the press, but it
does require that we provide very
good safeguards for the protection
of witnesses."
". . . disclosure of information," Sen.
Kefauver told the Senate, "at hearings
is a very important part of the educational process. By the same rule, it
could be asked why we did not order
representatives of the press out of the
room, or why we did not refuse to let
the press photographers take pictures.
It has always been recognized that in
Congressional investigations, which are
conducted for the purpose of getting
facts upon which to base legislation,
the informational feature is very important.
"I do not believe that a couple of
fellows like these witnesses — and they
are not timid men by any means, because it was my impression that they
were
as they
couldUnited
be — should
be ableas tocalmdictate
to the
States
Senate the manner in which we are to
conduct our hearings."
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WTVJ salesmen line
Phil Wolfson, Stuart
John Shelton, Marion
Mr.

up to receive their daily quota of vitamins. L to r:
Allen, Joseph Bruce, Frank Boscia, Louis Wolfson,
Davis (crouched to receive the mothball "vitamin" ) ,
Allen and secretary, Betty Stokes.

Employes Join to Maintain High Level
EST*sons* each. In addition to the cash
ONT
WTVJ
Fla.,
during
LES C
SAMiami,
WTVJ(TV)
August and September is conductbonus, the team members are coming a station-wide sales contest,
peting for individual prizes or merhoping to keep sales booming.
chandise on a point basis.
Points are scored for bringing
John S. Allen, station business
in a contract from advertisers who
and sales manager, reports that
have never before bought time on
the contest is generating enthusiasm among employes.
the station; new contracts from
WTVJ quotes the Rorabaugh Relapsed sponsors, for each five testimonial letters, etc.
port as saying that the station has
telecast for more individual local
All employes are kept informed
as to the progress of selling by
accounts every month for seven
months since December 1950, than
means of a huge thermometer
any other television station in the chart.
nation.
The current contest was' set up
to maintain the station's outstanding sales record.
A sales quota for the two months
has been set by the station owners
and management based on a perprevious
month's
business. centage
Allof the
employes
are to
share
equally in a percentage of the
gross above this quota.
The sales department has been
divided into two teams of 10 perTV TO GROW
Shouse Tells Food Dealers
TELEVISION will continue its
"genuine revolution in our lives as
we live them from day to day" and
"color television will be with us as
an intimate factor in entertainment
and education within 2% to 4
years." Opinions were expressed
a fortnight ago by James D.
Shouse, vice president of Avco
Mfg. Corp. and chairman of its
Crosley Broadcasting Division.
Addressing the annual convention of the National Assn. of Meat
& Food Dealers in Cincinnati, he
added :
Among all the things which television will interfere with, I would put
at the top of the list, conversation.
I will not attempt to advise you as to
whether that is a good or a bad thing.
There have been times when I have
thought both ways.

Set Sales Rally
(Continued from page 61)
of 1950 and high of 4,456,000 in
the second half of 1950.
New TV set lines, announced during last week, were:
Philco — Twenty-eight sets shown
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York Aug. 3-4, and at the Stevens
Hotel in Chicago Aug. 6-7. Sets
are all 17 and 20-in. models, range
from plastic 17-in. table model at
$199.95 to 20-in. radio-phonograph
combination with remote control at
$800. A 20-in. table model is
priced at $359.95. Prices include
excise tax. Featured are improved
fringe area reception, provision for
UHF and color.
Motorola — Sixteen sets shown
Aug. 14 in Chicago, including a 14in. table model at $169.95, a 17-in.
table model at $199.95 and a 20-in.
table model with attachable legs
at $299.95. Built-in UHF tuner is
available for $40 extra; same tuner
is available for present TV set
owners at $49.95. Featured are increased fringe area reception — as
much as 10% according to Executive Vice President Robert W.
Galvin.
Crosley — Twenty-one sets, shown
Aug. 14 in New York, ranging
from 17-in. table at $249.95 to 20in. radio-phonograph combination
at $795. Featured are facilities for
UHF and color.

DAT,

Reports on Fightca

THEATRE Network Televisi '
Inc., on the eve of its fourth e
elusive fight coverage with the J
Louis-Jimmy Bivins bout, last Tu:
day released attendance figures f
the first theatre-televised match*
While the seating capacity f
participating theatres was 75,91
total paid attendance for the fir
three bouts reached 81,022. Th
estimated that some 50,000 perso:
were turned away from box offic
because of SRO business.
In all, 31 theatres participated
the coverage of the Louis-Savol
LaMotta-Murphy, and Layne-Ma
cano fights on June 15, June 27, ai
July 12. Not broadcast or teleca
otherwise, the matches were tran
mitted on closed circuits directly
the theatre screens over some 3,0
miles relay.
of coaxial cable and mici
wave
House managers reported wi
public interest and audience e
thusiasm for the theatre method
telecasting sports events, TNT sai
Public comments recorded on su
vey cards distributed to the auc
ences included, according to i.
TNT report: "Nice, comfortab
economical way to witness maj
events"; "better than ringside
"sitting with the theatre crowds
much better than with a few
home"; and "the large size of tl
television picture is amazing."
NSTP COMMITTEE
Producers Discuss Choic
POTENTIAL appointments for
five-man committee to negotia
with film unions on behalf of tel
vision producers will be discuss*
at a board meeting of the Nation;
Society of Television Producer
Los Angeles, Aug. 22. Purpose i
committee will be to meet with re
resentatives of motion picture ui
ions to negotiate contracts for a
TV producers, thus eliminating tl
necessity for separate negotiatioi
by individual producers with eac
union.
Also to be discussed at tl
Wednesday meeting are persoi
under consideration for the pos
tion of administrator of code <
ethics recently adopted by the grou
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Jul
30] to replace Martin Mooney, wl
served briefly as code administr;
tor. The position will be filled, a>
cording to Louis Snader, head (
Snader Telescriptions Corp., Be1
erly Hills, and group president, to
someone of stature in the industr
but outside of the NSTP.
Gray Color Monitors
SEVERAL color television pictu1
monitors produced by the Gray R
search & Development Co. are b
ing used by CBS Television ;
part of its color TV studio equi]
ment, Walter E. Ditmars, pres
dent of the Gray Mfg. Co. of Har
ford and New York, announce
last week.
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Across
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than

country

in /ess

a minute!

Some day soon, a jet plane will leave
New York at 9 A.M. . . .
And be in California — at 9 A.M.!
So fast are modern jets, they come close
to following the sun in its flight across the
continent. Speed? Yes. But in manufacture, the story is different!
The all-precision jet engine takes al-
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most jour times as much machining as
World
War deadlines
II aircraft.areIt's
long work —
but defense
short!

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.

To speed up jet assembly lines, the
plane-makers have learned amazing production tricks. And they've learned an
amazing traffic trick, too.
When ordering and shipping parts, the
makers of the world's fastest planes use
the world's fastest service — Air Express!
Whether your business is jets or jewelry,
here are the unique advantages you can
enjoy with regular use of Air Express:

IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pick
up and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT— One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.

mamas
GETS
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Mutual Admiration
EDITOR:
This is just to let you know how
much I appreciate the excellent
coverage, balanced reporting, and
editorial understanding of our
purposes displayed by your publication in connection with our
TV-Radio Workshop.
James W. Young
The Ford Foundation
New York
[EDITOR'S
To Mr.
Young, consultant of NOTE:
the Ford
Foundation
and
senior consultant of J. Walter Thompson, our thanks for his unsolicited
praise,port forourthepromise
continuedof supvaluableof program
the
Ford-sponsored TV-Radio Workshop.]
Punch & Counterpunch
EDITOR:
It is very disturbing! I am referring to the WMBG [Richmond]
ad on the inside back cover of the
Aug. 6 issue of Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
As I read Mr. Havens' memo
to timebuyers, I was much impressed with what was apparently
a strong presentation of arguments
for a rate increase. And I felt
admiration for the man With nerve
enough to state his case so boldly.
He has added 84,968 families by
a change in transmitting equipment. This same change improved
his signal in areas already covered, and should provide more listening in these areas, too! Good!
To quote him directly, Mr. Havens
says, "We must price our programs
and medium realistically and in
keeping with the times." Excellent!
Good arguments well stated.
But wait! Here comes the
shocker! This man was not building argument for rate increases!
HE WAS ANNOUNCING RATE
DECREASES! Can you imagine
it? With a story like that, the man
announces rate decreases! What
has happened in radio? Where are
the leaders? Did he have to announce it so the whole industry
would see it? . . .
In announcing that WMBG is
now worth less than before, even
with 84,968 additional families in
its coverage area, Mr. Havens had
done himself, his station, and the
industry in which he makes a good
living an extreme disservice. If
he had to cut, why announce it in
the industry's leading publication?
What's he so proud of?
Harley M. West Jr.
Commercial Manager
WABJ Adrian, Mich.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: to Since
Mr. West's
comments applied
an advertisement
rather than to editorial matter, the
editors asked Mr. Havens, who bought
the ad, to reply. His letter appears
below.]
EDITOR:
... I think you will agree that
WMBG fought vigorously the attempt on the part of NBC to decrease AM rates last fall. Within
a matter of a couple of hours we
sent the president of NBC a 1,000
word telegram in opposition to a
rate reduction ... It was the first
opposition received by the network
and I have been told had a great
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open

their Leisure Time listening to t,
radio. If one were trying to med
ure the radio audience, one woxl
not approach it from that anl
at all, since of course to that figi
must be added those who spe
some of their leisure time as wl

mike

deal to do with NBC giving up
the idea to reduce rates last fall.
About six months later CBS
came out without prior warning
and promptly reduced its network
rates. Had the CBS affiliates
fought like the NBC affiliates six
months earlier, perhaps CBS would
have given up the idea just as
NBC did, but no such scrap was
put up by CBS affiliates. This left
our network, NBC, retaining its
affiliated station rates whereas
CBS, its competitor, had substantially reduced theirs. NBC had no
other course to follow but to reduce NBC rates, but still over the
objection of most, if not all, of the
NBC affiliates. Once the pattern
was set by the networks, it seemed
rather stupid for our company to
try to sell its AM facilities in the
spot field for $200 an hour while
NBC was offering the same station
and facilities for $126. Therefore,
we met the network rate in the
spot field.
Incidentally, we have had some
very splendid reactions to the rate
revision. They have come from
some of the top agency people and
three of our leading trade papers.
Therefore, I am more convinced
now than ever before that our
judgment was right and thinking
clear.
The WMBG rates were the highest in the city of Richmond for its
classification and this condition existed for many years, although we
have seen AM facilities increase
from two stations to three, then to
four, to five and finally six. Of
course, that is a condition that
developed in almost every community after the war. I am sure
anyone knows that whenever a station is added to a community, the
original stations lose listeners.
This condition is true even when
a community does not have a television station, and when a community does have a television station, it is worse.
Mr. West . . . asked, "Where
are the leaders?" WMBG was the
first commercial station in Virginia. It was the first station in
Richmond to broadcast daytime
programs; the first to own its own
buildings; the first to own a shortwave mobile unit; the first to own
recording equipment; the first to
use a directional antenna. It sold
the first commercial program in
Richmond. It was the first station
with FM and the first station in
the entire South to build a television station.
I do not know Mr. West, and I
am not even familiar with his station connections, but my guess is
that, (1) he does not have a network affiliation, and (2) that the
station's rate is perhaps already
so low, it would be quite difficult to

reduce it lower. His station is unthe the
1,000 war
new stations doubtedly
addedone of
since
and
which have brought about the
necessity of rate reduction through
a splitting of the audience. So far
as leadership is concerned, he is
either unable to distinguish it
when he sees or hears it, or else
he is very loose with the truth . . .
I think the step we have taken
is one in the right direction and
one that will be followed by others
who have had the years of experience that we have had dating back
over the past 26 years and at the
same stand.
Wilbur M. Havens
President & Gen. Mgr.
WMBG(AM),
WTVR(TV),
WCOD(FM)
Richmond, Va.

Locked Out
EDITOR:
KFBB Great Falls, Mont., was
today denied permission to record
a public hearing in the Cascade
County Courthouse . . . The hearing involved the termination of
three deputy sheriff jobs . . .
We are determined to continue
covering events of public interest.
W. J. Towner
Assistant Manager
KFBB Great Falls, Mont.
NOTE:any The
editors
like[EDITOR'S
to hear from
station
thatwould
runs
up against
unwarranted exclusion from
news
coverage.]

Response
EDITOR:

from

Roper

YOUR Aug. 13 issue carries a letter from Mr. John Wilkoff which I
think indicates cleai-ly that he (unfortunately, like so many other
people!) did not hear the broadcast from which the quotations
were made.
I made it perfectly clear that
this particular study did not have
as its purpose the measuring of
radio audiences. I am not in the
business of measuring radio audiences and have no desire to get
into it. Mr. Wilkoff recognizes
that fact in the last paragraph of
his letter when he says that our
study is "clearly not a media measurement." But the rest of his letter seems to rather take me to task
for the fact that the study is not
what it clearly was not intended
to be.
Judged by what it was and what
it was clearly stated to be, our
study did not "short-change radio";
it simply reported the number of
people who said they spent most of

as those who do not regard list'<
ing
a newscast
as being
time"to but
rather as
being "leisv
part ,
the obligation of daily living.
Elmo Roper
Marketing
Research
Consultant,
Public Opinion Analyst
New York
In Godfrey She Trusts
EDITOR:
The July 30 issue of your pi
lication took a couple of editoi
swings at [Arthur] Godfrey wh
make
volunteer
for themefellow.
. . . as a "secoi

you I.Q.
don'tis really
beli. I
theSurely
American
so depress;
nor . . . viewers and listeners
susceptible to star-gazing that si
little talks or seminars as G
f rey's are dangerous . . . Rel
I don't think even George Wa<
ington could have convinced us
Sally G. Holladay
Public Relations Directo
Treasure Masters Corp.
Minneapolis
EDITOR:
As Information Officer for
U. S. Dept. of Commerce-Natio
Production Authority in Te?
Louisiana, Arkansas and 01
homa, I have visited more than
radio-TV stations within the pi
90 days . . .
I have yet to contact a radiostation in my travels that die
afford my mission 100% coope
tion.
I know of no better way to
press
my
appreciation th
through a magazine that eve
body
in the radio-TV indus
reads. Bert
Haling
Regional Information Off'^
USDC-NPA
Dallas
Alcoholism

Series

SERIES of documentary brc
casts — The Lonesome Road, ■
alyzing medical, social and i
nomic problems created by driir
and drunkeness — will be ]
sented by ABC over its five owj
radio stations starting this wj
The series was produced by
National Committee on Alcohol
with the Communication Mater
Center of Columbia U. [In Revt
Aug. 13]. The series will be ]
sented under the auspices of AI
WJZ New York, WENR Chic;
WXYZ Detroit, KECA Los
geles, and KGO San Franciscc
cooperation with civic, educatio
social, health agencies and sim
groups.
BROADCASTING
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tape!

VBOK, NEW ORLEANS, HITS SALES JACKPOT
WITH TAPE-RECORDED PRESENTATIONS
M
"Ijnagine a brand new station breaking even in
:than a month, then zooming on to become the
independent in a tough 10-station market in
than a year! That's the accomplishment of
OK, New Orleans. And in the words of Stanley
L Jr., the station's general manager, "Tape
rdings enabled us to hit black ink 24 days after
Degan operation. We started making sales preations of both shows and spots on tape one
ith before we hit the air . . . and these tapes in
great majority of instances closed the sale."
|:ape can do tricks for you, too. It sparks new
% ideas, simplifies programming, eliminates
3 and miscues from full shows and spot anncements . . . and costs far less than convenal recording methods!
ipjirhy not let
y of what
ress Dept.
St. Paul 6,

our representative give you the full
tape recording can do for you?
BT-81, Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Minn.

"YOU COULDN'T FIND A MORE EFFECTIVE or cheaper way of making a sales presentation than tape recordings," says Mr. Ray, shown presenting a suggested program
to advertising agency head E. V. Brinckerhoff. "It's Standard Operating Procedure
now with WBOK . . . and effective beyond words."

MO. U.S. PM_W_

BRAND
ing
rd
H
co
Re
C
d O
T
Soun
SC
Tape

IRIMENTAL SPOTS and new program ideas
jj worked out and produced on tape by Ed
and Bob Murphy of WBOK. Un•j ' dergast
and localized sound effects are easily capl on tape, which reproduces in every register
matchless fidelity.

INTERVIEWS AND REMOTE PICK-UPS are simplified with tape. No complicated arrangements and
expensive fine charges . . . tape goes everywhere,
hears everything. Battery-operated units make
high-fidelity recordings possible in moving vehicles, elevators or planes!

IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of
sound recording tape on the market. To be sure
of getting the lubricated tape used by major
networks and recording companies, look for the
brand name "SCOTCH" and the distinctive
plaid-decorated box.

Made in U.S.A. by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. — also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized
Coating, "Scotchlite"
Reflective
Sheeting,
"Safety-Walk"
Surfacing,
"3M" &Adhesives.
General Ltd.,
Export:
Minn.Canada.
Mining & Mfg. Co.,
International
Division,
270 Park
Avenue, NewNon-slip
York 17,
N. Y. In "3M"
Canada:Abrasives,
Minn. Mining
Mfg. of Canada,
London,
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WOMEN

blood
procurement program
American Red Cross in state of I
ware.

ADVISORS

Defense Names Hobby, Market
OVETA CULP HOBBY, executive
vice president of the Houston Post
(KPRC-AM-FM-TV), and Hazel
Markel, women's commentator for
MBS and WWDC Washington,
were among the 48 women named
to the Defense Dept.'s newly-created Advisory Committee on Women in the Services.
The committee, composed of outstanding leaders from radio, education, journalism, theatre and
other fields, will advise on more
effective utilization of womenpower
in the military services, expansion
of opportunities and methods of attracting service enlistments. The
group will report directly to Anna
M. Rosenberg, Assistant Secretary
of Defense.
Also appointed to the committee
were Mrs. Arthur Hays Sulzberger,
wife of the publisher of the New York
Times and president of Interstate
Broadcasting Co. ( WQXR-AM-FM ) ,
and Mrs. Edgar Stern, wife of the
WDSU-AM-PM-TV New Orleans radio
executive (affiliated with the New Orleans Item.); and Actress Helen Hayes.
Miss Markel, the only woman actively identified with radio-TV, is
first
vice
the Women's
National president
Press Clubof and
regional
director of the Washington, D. C,
Fashion Group. She is heard over
the coast-to-coast Mutual network
each Sunday, 12:30 p. m. and daily
on WWDC, and also authors a
weekly column in the Washington
Daily News.
Store Radio Success
CASE histories of 10 prize win-y
ning department store radio programs, descriptions of spot saturation campaigns conducted by four
stores and articles on store use of
radio are included in Department
Store Radio Advertising , a new
70-page book published jointly by
BAB and National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. It is available at
$2.50 a copy to BAB and NRDGA
members, §10 to retailer non-members and $5 to non-members other
than retailers.

air-casters

named manFASSN
ager of TV ACHT
program department at ABC Chicago. Other
appointments: JOHN FITZPATRICK,
production manager; JACK McCORD,
business manager, TV programs.
DON PHILLIPS, newscaster KWFT
Wichita Falls, Tex., appointed publicity director KTRE Lufkin, Tex.
Mr. Phillips is former part owner of
KRUN Ballinger, Tex. JANE DERAPPS PEACE, KTBC Austin, Tex.,
named continuity director KTRE.
DON ANDERSON, announcer KFH
Wichita, Kan., named chief announcer. MARJORY BASSETT named public service director.
MONTE

BUZZ HANSON, accounting department WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, moves
to studio department. NORMA
WOODCOCK to accounting department.
MORGAN BAKER to CBS Housewives Protective League conducting
two programs daily over WEEI Boston. BERNIE JOHNSON, former program director WSOY Decatur, 111.,
will produce shows.
ROBERT SEYSGOOD, assistant program manager WKY-TV Oklahoma
City, father of girl, Robin Louise.
DOUG NIXON, program director
Pacific region, CBC Vancouver,
awarded Imperial Relations Trust
bursary for 1951, which will allow
him four months' study of radio and
TV in Great Britain. Bursary was
established in 1948 to strengthen
ties that bind various parts of British
Commonwealth.
DAVE DUNN, writer and continuity
editor CKCK Regina, to production
staff CFCF Montreal.
JIM CLARK, graduate U. of Oklahoma, to public relations department
WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City.
NORM KELLER, program director
WCNH Quincy, Fla., to WMOH-AMFM Hamilton, Ohio, as disc jockey.
WILLIS CONOVER, disc jockey
WWDC Washington, signed by
WNBW
(TV)
Washington
to do

In Greater

Grand

Rapids

. . . the most ears
are WOODpecked!

5000 WATTS
NBC
AFFILI ATE

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
AISO WFDF, FLINT; WEOA, EVANSVILLE; WFBM, INDIANAPOLIS • KATZ AGENCY
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nightly
half-hour program Conover's
Guest Book.
RALPH KRUEGER, WWHG Hornell,
N. Y., to WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., as
announcer and special events man.
MIKE HUNNICUTT, disc jockey
WCPO-TV Cincinnati, to WOL Washington, in same capacity.
MEL MOSS to WTAC Flint, Mich.,
as continuity and promotion writer.
MEL CODY, studio supervisor KMPC
Hollywood, father of boy, Aug. 10.
JAMES C. JORDAN Jr., television director NBC-TV Hollywood, transfers
to New York, as director of Eddie
Cantor show, one of NBC-TV Colgate
Comedy Hour programs.
HELEN J. SIOUSSAT, director of
talks for the CBS Radio network,
chosen for one of first two distinguished service awards of Ladies
Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars. Designated by organization as
"the outstanding woman of 1951 in
radio and TV," she will be honored
during national encampment in New
York Aug. 20-21. Other award goes
to DORIS FLEESON of Bell Syndicate in field of journalism.
BOB ARNOTT to announcing staff
KNUJ New Ulm, Minn., from KYSM
and KTOE Mankato, Minn. DENNY
HAYES transferred from announcing
staff to KNUJ music librarian.
SID VAN, recent graduate California
Institute of Radio & Television, L. A.,
to KSDO San Diego on announcing
staff.
NAT LINDEN, radio-TV writer-producer, Hollywood, father of girl, Hillary Joy, Aug. 5.
A/euri •
BOB ARTHUR, news editor KFH-AMFM Wichita, Kan., appointed director
of news and special events. BOB
HENRY, WMT Cedar Rapids, to news
staff, as rewrite man and reporter.
JOSEPH BURNS appointed head of
newly-created special news department WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.
Department formed in order to give
comprehensive pictorial report of
Connecticut happenings on its forthcoming daily W orld Neivs . . . Today,
to be sponsored by G. Fox & Co. department store of Hartford. New department will include crew of movie
and still cameramen, reporters, and rewrite men as well as technicians to
develop and edit the film. Reporters
and photographers will scour state in
telephone - equipped station wagons
for on-the-spot coverage. National
and international reportage will be
provided through the usual TV and
news sources. Mr. Burns, former
night supervisor at WNHC, will also
act as newscaster when show takes

BOB KELLEY, sportscaster K
Hollywood, and co-emcee KNBH I
Hollywood, Kelley & Moran sports
gram, recovering following emerg
appendectomy.
JIM HARDY, director of TV si
programs Hoffman Radio Corp., 1
will do TV play-by-play of Wes
State and Metropolitan confer
junior college football games !
21-Dec. 1 on KFI-TV Los Angel
GAIL CHAPMAN, executive secre
to FULTON LEWIS Jr., radio
mentator and newspaper colum
and Lt. (j.g.) Donald Vincent Gor
married Aug. 18. LEWIS AL
WEISS, former Don Lee president
now with NPA, gave bride away
KEN MAYER named to news re;
ing staff WBZ Boston. He was
BBC and CBC.
CLIFTON UTLEY, network and
commentator, NBC-Radio-TV Chi.
to fourth
Europe visit
at e1d of
month
his
since
1945.
He
Germany.
fly to London, France and We;
BILL STOUT, senior writer, news,
partment ABC Hollywood, starts
weekly 10-minute William Stout L
at The News on KECA-TV Los

geles.
'FREEDOM WINDS'
Balloons Plug Free R
SOME than
2,0002 million
balloons
canmore
message
encouragement and hope to
people of Czechoslovakia were
leased from a point "near the
Curtain" last week in the i:
guration of a "Winds of Freed
project to supplement Radio ]
Europe's radio broadsides
Communist
controlled a
Aug.
13].
[Broadcasting
• Telecast
On one side of each message ^
listed the frequencies and br
casting schedule of the free womajor stations transmitting
Czechoslovakia. These include
dio Free Europe, Voice of Araei
BBC, Vatican Radio, Radio Pi
and Radio Luxembourg.
The "Winds of Freedom" r
ect relies upon the fact that
the upper air, the winds alv.
blow from West to East. The
loons released in last week's ii
gural measured four and a
feet and were of two types,

type
a square,
plastic
which was
returns
to earth
intact"pill
at
end of its flight, bearing its pa
of messages inside. The other
a rubber pilot balloon of the i
used it meterological observat
it bursts at 30,000 feet, scatte:
its messages over a wide a
The project — experimental in
air.
ture — has been under study
SAM KAUFMAN, Washington sportscaster, to WOL Washington, in same
more than a year by leaders of
capacity.
Crusade for Freedom, which
nances RFE through public fi
BRYAN FIELD, radio and TV sportsraising campaigns.
caster, appointed chairman of new
BROADCASTING
Telecast

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 8)
Brushes and powder, Omega Oil,
jposlam ointment and soap, Alkaid
tablets, Kotalko ointment and soap
and 15 other professionally prooted brands.
Mr. Abrams is 33 years old. By
some standards that's a youngster.
[By Mr. Abrams' standard it means
he's had a chance to study and
Diactice marketing and advertising
since the day he was graduated
■■■ ; from New York U. with a bachelor
jf science degree in marketing,
f': 'magna cum laude.
llf For his master of arts degree,
Mr. Abrams wrote a 200-page
thesis, "Seasonal Variations in
Marketing of Drug Products."
-Now, he writes contracts with the
theme of marketing and selling
the products he represents.
Mixed in his experience is a
stint at reporting for the Orange
:(N. J.) Daily Courier (now The
Evening Transcript) ; advertising
T assistant, National Biscuit Co.
[ (1936-41) ; product advertising
manager, Whitehall Pharmacal Co.
I
-- (1941-46) — three years during this
1 period he was liaison officer to
'the commander-in-chief
of the
British Pacific Fleet; director of
market research, Eversharp
(1946-47).

as he puts it. He pioneered on the
company's Fashion Razor.
Mr. Abrams points out that
Block Drug has organized its advertising for "the long pull" by
purchasing network and television
programs, a juvenile show, and
developing high - readership in
print advertising. He cites the
rise in Amm-i-dent as a dentifrice.
Other people are benefiting from
Mr. Abrams' experience in the advertising profession for he teaches
the
subject
at New
York U.'s
Graduate School
of Business
Administration. He lists this as his
"hobby."
In the academic world, Mr.
Abrams is holder of membership
in three honorary fraternities:
Betta Gamma Sigma (Phi Betta
Cappa in the business field) ;
Alpha Delta Sigma (advertising),
and Alpha Phi Sigma (junior
scholastic) .
In his profession, Mr. Abrams
also is known as chairman of the
Drug & Toiletry Group of the
Assn. of National Advertisers Inc.

merchandise and personal service
are stressed.
Founded in 1923 as a one-man
operation, the John Niemeyer
stores have expanded to the point
that it now takes 12 men to handle
ordinary business.
Mr. Niemeyer has been a director of the Optimist Club and the
Lotus Club in Grand Rapids, serves
on the retail committee of the
Grand Rapids Chamber of Commerce. As a president of the

Sure Fire Salesman
(Continued from page 50)
yon, newscaster.
A recent example of the success
of this format was the sale of 400
pairs of a slow-moving model shoes
over an 8% -day sales period.
"To move these shoes and put
our inventory in better shape,"
Mr. Niemeyer said, "the shoe company representative urged us to
sell them in bulk to a jobber. There
were lots of discontinued patterns
and odds and ends in sizes. Rather
than dispose of them to the jobber— and with the shoe company's
consent — we put them on sale,
passing along price benefits to our
customers.
"We built the demand with a
prelude of radio announcements on
three mornings prior to the sale.
First came the teaser, next day the
announcement that 'tomorrow was
the day,' and then the third and
final day's push.
"We had phenomenal success on
this sale, which we can directly
attribute to radio inasmuch as we
had but one single newspaper advertisement in the local shopping
news. The radio schedule cost us
18. 7^ per pair of shoes sold, or
putting it another way, the schedule cost us 1.8% of our advertis-

IN California several clothing
stores are typical as firm believers in radio as the best advertising media.
Grayburn Clothes, Los Angeles,
as an example, credits more than
50% of all its business in the last
three years to its twice-daily 15minute participations in the afternoon and evening record program,
the Joe Adams Shoiv on KOWL
Santa Monica.
Direct accounts traceable to Mr.
Adams (Negro disc jockey) have
gone as high as 500 a month. The
store estimates that average sales
are $85. The firm specializes in
suits and sports jackets.
About 80%- of the Grayburn advertising budget goes into radio,
all of which is spent on KOWL.
Placement is direct.

Edited Children's Column
One of his chief duties at the
New Jersey paper was to edit a
children's column under the
pseudonym of "Uncle George."
"Uncle George" has many idea
nephews. When with National
Biscuit Mr. Abrams submitted an
average of one new idea a week.
Perhaps that is the reason he still
| is a firm believer in "the importance of the advertising idea."
That companionship with the
AS .force of an idea most likely accounts for his success with radio.
He believes one of the best radio
purchases he ever made was the
signing of Rayburn & Finch (disc
Hockey team) on WNEW New
i4fYork four years ago.
The Block firm now sponsors
'the duo on a 52-week basis in their
i fflihighest rated time periods. As Mr.
Abrams puts it, "the boys and the
station haven't forgotten our early
( faith in their ability to attract a
larsre audience."
Speaking of audiences, Mr.
Niemeyer
Abrams points to the television
ing cost." commercials are built,
mystery show, Danger, set at 10 for the most part, on low pres:p.m. Tuesday on CBS Television.
sure selling. Niemeyer's "advises"
listeners of quality goods on disThe company bought the time niche
play at the stores. Radio copy also
first. Mr. Abrams explains, in May
about odd sizes . . . the 48bf 1950 although it didn't have a talks
long suit ... 18 shirt ... 36 sleeve
ilishow ready. It wanted this time
period, however, realizing that it . . . suits for stout men.
The store uses WOOD on an
would become prime time as video
average of 10 one-minute spots a
got into high gear. Mr. Abrams
says the program is one of the week both during the news and at
highest-rated and best liked in the varying times in the day and early
mystery category on television to- evening. During January-February and July-August merchandis'iday.
ing periods the schedule is more
Each step up the idea ladder has than doubled. Always ease of parkbeen a battle. With Eversharp,
ing in the stores' neighborhood
Mr. Abrams entered at the peak
locations, style, convenience of
purchasing, personal selection of
pf the "battle of the ball points,"
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Welthy Heights
sociation, theBusinessmen's
neighborhood As-in
which his first store is located, he
welcomed many new businesses and
was instrumental in securing an
entirely new program of boulevard
lighting. In 1948 he was elected
president of the Michigan State
Retail Clothiers Association.
In January 1951 the business of
the two Niemeyer stores grossed
nearly 40% more than it did in the
same period a year 'before, an increase which Mr. Niemeyer credits
tising.
in large part to his radio adver-

WWJ

Goes West

WWJ

Detroit claims a listener in Vallejo, Calif., based
on response to an offer of
tickets to the Aug. 12 250mile stock car race, made by
Disc Jockey Bill Silbert on a
midnight-2 a.m. show. Calls
came in from Michigan, Ohio
and Chicago, but the winner
phoned from Vallejo and
made a gift of the tickets to
friends in Detroit.
gross business 58.6% above the
same four-week period last year.
The total cost of the advertising
schedule was $500.
The Harris & Frank Co., with
16 stores in Southern California
and one in San Jose, has sponsored
five-weekly, Mon.-Fri., 15-minute 8
a.m. news shows on KMPC Los;
Angeles, since March 1, 1950, and
finds many of its new accounts;
directly traceable to the newscasts.
The firm uses a combination of
institutional and merchandising
commercial copy. Straight selling
copy is used only for special sales.;
The KMPC news is supplemented
with seasonal programs and spot
announcements
firm's vari-|
ous
stores on by
localthe stations
forj?
special sales.
The firm is sponsoring baseball
on KSJO San Jose. Agency is
Walter McCreery, Beverly Hills.

. . . you

bet !
ning
(Zood Mor
W//

At San Diego, Bennett's Clothiers, has specialized in men's and
women's clothing on credit for the
past 26 years. Two years ago they
discontinued all newspaper advertising because of high rates. Since
that
time they have used radio
exclusively.
The store has concentrated on
two seasonal periods, the MarchApril-May spring campaign and
the fall and winter promotion
which includes September, Oetober,
November and December.
This April the company used
one station, KFSD San Diego, 4
spots a day, 5 days a week with
two morning minute spots and two
afternoon chain breaks.
One morning spot was scheduled
between 6 and 7 to reach aircraft
workers and the other ran between
7 and 8:30 to reach the remainder
of the wage-earner group.
The two afternoon spots ran adjacent to highly-rated serial
dramas. A special promotion was
used in the April campaign for new
charge accounts. Each new customer was given a $1.35 sterling
silver ash tray. The company estimated that over 100 new charge accounts during the period were
attributable directly to radio with

HOOPER IN CHATTANOOGA
March, April, May 1951
Mon. thru Fri. Sta. Sta. WDEF Sta. Sta.
B C
D E
30 ioa.m. 3.2 2.0 11.0 2 3 1.0
00
00 to 8:15 2.8 2.8 13.0 3.1 2.8
15 io 8:i0 2.1 1.4 11.0 3.3 3.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B C WDEF D E
12:00
noon
9.3
12.2 33.5% 21.1 22.3
8 00 a.m.1370 KC • 5000 WATTS

Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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Respects
(Continued from page 56)
about everything else which is required to get a struggling business
on its feet. Therewith, came into
existence the Saginaw Broadcasting Co.
Through relentless effort, he was
able in 1942 to find a better frequency for WSAM and the FCC
granted fulltime operation. In 1943,
WSAM became the Northeastern
Michigan outlet for NBC. FM was
added in 1947.
Files for Bad Axe
After his TV application was
nipped by the FCC freeze, Mr.
Greenebaum filed for a daytime
station in Bad Axe. This grant
was given in 1949, and on Feb. 11,
1950, WLEW took the air to serve
75,000 residents of that rich agricultural area. He still hasn't forsaken the ambition of bringing a
TV station to Saginaw.
Today, Mr. Greenebaum's energies are devoted to overseeing policy of the two AM stations and the
FM station, handling network-station relations and serving as liaison
with Headley-Reed, the firm's national sales representative.
;: He also is helping form sales
policies for the recently created
Great Lakes Network, keyed out of
WSAM and comprising WLEW,
WFYC Alma, Mich., and WOAP
Owosso.
In 1948, he organized the broadcasters of Michigan into a state
issociation. He was unanimously
elected to serve as its first presi-

Rhymaiine Time, featuring emcee
David Andrews, pianist Harry
Jenks and
KMBC-KFRM's
brated Tune
Chasers, is oneceleof
the Heart of America's favorite

dent and has served since on its
board of directors.
NBC affiliates recognized his administrative ability and he was
elected to that network's SPAC
committee, the first such owner of
a 250 w affiliate (WSAM) to be so
honored. Since being first elected,
he has been re-elected three times,
has held the position of secretary
of the group, and currently is in
his fourth term of office.
In 1949 he was a member of
NAB's FM committee and also was
a member of the Small Markets
committee of NAB.
All of these activities have
brought him one of the widest acquaintanceships in the industry.
He has said that he has never been
in a single city in America where
he didn't know someone.
His radio beliefs can best be
summed up in the policy that has
been the guidepost for 11 years at
WSAM: "Let's be local and with
the people, not above 'em."
Small Family
Mr. Greenebaum's family is a
small but tightly-knit one, consisting of his wife, the former Maude
Angers, of Bay City, whom he
married in 1933, and Red, their
prized Boxer dog.
It seems to be true that the busiest broadcasters in the industry
still somehow seem to find time for
outside activities. Mr. Greenebaum
is no exception.
In addition to Kappa Nu, he is
a member of Saginaw Lodge No. 47,
BPOE; the Elf Khurafeh Shrine
of Saginaw, Ancient Accepted
Scottish Rite Consistory of Bay
City, and Saginaw Club and the
Radio Pioneers of America.
If there is any time left over,
Mr. Greenebaum spends it with his
collection of U. S. stamps, firstday covers, and collecting and cataloguing Indian relics. And once in
a while he is able to do a little
hunting and fishing.
TRAIN

morning broadcasts. Heard each
weekday morning from 7:30 to
8:15, Rhymaiine Time is a musical-comedy program that pulls
more mail than any other current
"Team" feature.
Satisfied sponsors have included, among others, Katz Drug
Company, Land -Sharp Motors,
Jones Store, and Continental
Pharmaceutical Corp.
Contact us, or any Free & Peters
"Colonel" for availabilities!
KM
BC
of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
'age 84
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WRECK

Quick Radio-TV Coverage
RADIO-TV's quick coverage of
spot news was again demonstrated
Aug. 10 when the crack Southern
Belle smashed into a Marine troop
train 125 miles northwest of New
Orleans, resulting in what was reported to be the worst train wreck
in Louisiana for 20 years. Among
those stations reporting their coverage of the disaster to Broadcasting • Telecasting were the following:
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans
was on the scene in a few hours,
broadcasting reports and taking
pictures. First photos were shown
on the TV outlet at 3:25 p.m. the
day of the accident.
WLCS-AM-FM Baton Rouge sent
a special events team to the scene
of the accident. Reports were
phoned in and broadcast immediately. Newscaster Gene Nelson's
account was the lead story on
ABC's Headline Edition that night.

NEW

WCAU

CENTER

Wall To Include 323 Employes' Nameplate
STICKS and stones — and names
as well — are going into the construction of the new radio-television center of WCAU-AM-FMTV Philadelphia.
. Into a brick-and-mortar wall of
the center are going nameplates of
323 WCAU executives, employes
and performers.
The honor of imbedding into
mortar the first nameplate (his
own) went to William J. Rafferty,
oldest employe in point of service.
Mr. Rafferty, with WCAU since
February 1938, and now head of
the purchasing department, was
assisted by Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU president and general
manager.
This ceremony was attended by
top WCAU executives who said the
wall symbolized the share of each
staff member in the modern plant.
Nameplates of 322 other staffers
were included in the same wall by
construction workers.
The plant, on a 10-acre site just
outside Philadelphia, is slated for
occupancy next spring. A 100,000-square-foot structure, the center will house under one roof all
offices, studios and laboratories.
DEALERS CAUTIONED
On Set Ad Inducements
NEW YORK Better Business
Bureau has notified radio, TV and
furniture dealers that they must
not advertise flatly that no money
or cash is required as down payment with trade-ins on new receivers, appliances and furniture.
The amended Regulation W permits merchants to accept trade-ins
at
value
assigned
"in good
anda to
deduct
this value
fromfaith"
the
amount required to meet the 15%
down payment, the Bureau said in
a special bulletin. But, it continued, the value of the trade-in
is not always enough to meet the
full down-payment requirement.
WGAR

Spot Up

VOLUME of spot sales during the
first week of August was up 126%
over the same week during 1950
and dollar volume was the best
since last February, WGAR Cleveland reported last week. Contracts
signed early this month served to
launch the station's 1951-52 season
with flying colors, according to
John B. Garfield, WGAR sales
manager. New clients included
Amitone, Book Assoc., Brach
Candy, Bromo - Quinine Cold
Tablets, Citation Hats, Four-Way
Cold Tablets, GE Light Bulbs,
H&H Cleaner, Kool Cigarettes,
Pilsner Brewing Co., Ohio State
Fair, Vick's Cough Syrup, Cough
Drops and Vatronol Nose Drops,
Trokells, and George Washington
Instant Coffee.

Mr. Thornburgh holds the nameplate as Mr. Rafferty, with brick
and trowel, prepares to imbed it
into the wall.
CANADIAN RATINGS
'Mario Lanza Show' Top;
ONLY SEVEN PROGRAMS are
listed in Canadian national evening program rating for July by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. They
were Mario Lanza Show, with rating of 15.8, Peggy Lee 11.8, The
Falcon
11.7,11,Arthur
Godfrey's
Talent Scouts
Contented
Hour 10.2,
Grade Fields Show 10.2, and Father Knows Best 9.3.
Daytime the first five programs during July were Ma Perkins 13.4, Big
Sister 12.6, Right to Happiness 12
Pepper
Young's Family
Can be Beautiful
11.4. 11.9, and Life
French-language evening programs
in July were led by La Pause Qui
Rafraichet 15.7, Jouez Double 15.3,
Oswald 15.1, L'Epervier 14.6, and Aube
Incertaine 11.9. Daytime French-language programs were led by Grande
Soeur 17.8, Quart d'Heure de Detente
17.2, Rue Principale 16, Tante Lucie
15.8, and Maman Jeanne 15.4.
Mass. Defense Group
PROGRAM Advisory Committee
for
the Council-Public
Massachusetts Service
Governor's
Defense
Information has been named by Craig
Lawrence, vice president of Cowles
Broadcasting Co. and general manager of WCOP Boston. Mr. Craig
recently was appointed radio representative for the unit by Gov.
Paul A. Dever. Program Advisory
Committee members include:
George Perkins, program director.
WHDH Boston; Joseph Tobin, coowner, WJDA Quincy; Wayne H.
Latham, program director, WSPR
Springfield; Harold A. Dorschug, chief
engineer, WEEI Boston, technical adviser.
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OUND THE SOUTHWEST
00 Tulsa Assignment South>'fcs£,
p.m., thrice
weekly,
spon(e i ed 6:45
by Atchison,
Topeka
& Santa
Jfe Eailway.
Program presents
|ori&s about southwest, people,
ces and events of Oklahoma,
nsas, Colorado, New Mexico and
her southwestern
states. Proam originated by Ken Miller,
VOO news director.
e— •— •
jlOA EXCLUSIVE
j OA Denver, 5:45 p.m. Neivs,
jionsored by Standard Oil Co., fortght ago broadcast exclusive inrview with one of largest autoil obile dealers in United States,
red Ward, bedfast because of
;art ailment, told his version
financial collapse of his multi__illion dollar automobile empire.
i dark room, with rhythmic beat
I oxygen machines as background,
jto dealer told Bill Day, manager
1 OA news and special events, his
ans for come-back as soon as he
'gains his health.
f0pS,, RIGHT NEW STAR
. BS Radio Sales sending trade
.. tter with tear sheets attached
■ - bout new TV program Holiday in
[talaris. Star of film show is Delores
j-ray, now on Broadway. Tear
ieets are reviews of her Broadway show. Series of 13 shows
re re filmed in Paris featuring top
arisian entertainers along with
[iss Gray.
IR WANTED

POSTERS

VNJR Newark's 10:30 p.m. newsasts now end with background
acts and physical characteristics
f criminals wanted by FBI. Local
'ederal agent has recorded three
pots as daytime plugs for nightly
ewscasts.
•— • — •
FIGH UP INTERVIEW
jkSIB Creston, Iowa, broadcast
ape interview made
by Disc
ockey Jack Mills with performer
la action atop 135-foot swaying
ole. Recording also was used folding night by aerialist during
is act. Mr. Mills, prior to his
radio work, was a trapeze performer.
A '<

AIR DELIVERY
programs

promotion
premiums

OPERATION MURAL
WSBT South Bend, Ind., has added
full-color photo mural to its modern reception lounge to show visitors "there's considerably more to
a broadcasting station than soundproof studios, glassed-in control
rooms and business offices." Mural
shows 28-acre plot of ground five
miles from city on which transmitter is located, with 480-ft. fivetower directional antenna and four
shorter towers 270 feet high. Original picture was taken with fast
news camera from low-flying airplane. Finished colored mural
photo is 12 feet wide by IVz feet
high.
★— * — *
■
PROGRAM FOR BLOOD
WCKY Cincinnati, Makebelieve Ballroom, Mon.-Sat.,
10 to 12 a.m. and 3 to 5 p.m.
Rex Dale, show m.c, devoted
entire week of programs for
enlisting Red Cross blood
donors. Aug. 16 "Rex Dale
Day" at blood center was set
aside so persons pledged could
assemble and give blood. Mr.
Dale greeted and thanked
them personally for their cooperation.
MISTER PLUS
MBS distributing folder with reprint of ad which appeared in
Broadcasting • Telecasting
showing Mister Plus, dressed as
Western Prospector, leading two
burros across desert. Burros are
loaded down with products of six
advertisers using morning time on
network. Note attached to outside
of folder explains that picture actually should include still another
advertiser, whose $2 million account begins in October.

»

i!

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,
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FISH TALES
KFMB San Diego held "roundrobin gabfest" when Toastmasters
International held annual convention in San Diego. Station lined
up six of group's officers, three of
whom lived in middlewest, and had
each speak on "The Glories of
Deep Sea Fishing."
Station "piped"
broadcast
into convention
headquarters as well as airing it.
•— • — •
TALKS HIM DOWN
WKBI St. Marys, Pa., aired request for cars to light runway at
airport for distressed plane. Station reports that within five minutes 550 cars were either at field
or on their way. Listener first
noticed plane, Station broadcast
suggestion that if plane was in
trouble to circle WKBI's tower.
Plane did this and was brought
in safely.
COURTESY CAR
KOTA Rapid City, S. D., using
'Courtesy Car" on Black Hills
highways. Station wagon is
equipped to give visitors answers
to questions, tips on enjoying their
stay and welcoming guests. Station runs show, three-time daily
from car, relayed to transmitter
by remote facilities.
e— •— 8
CROSLEY GROWTH
■CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp.
sending trade and advertisers twocolor brochure describing and picturing its WLW Cincinnati, WLWT
(TV) Toledo, WLWD (TV) Dayton, WLWC (TV) Columbus, WINS
New York and Crosley shortwave
stations in Bethany, Ohio. Colorful brochure describes growth of
Crosley stations, and contrasts its
1922 studios with those of today.
AUTO CONTEST
WCUE Akron conducted six-week
automobile promotion contest,
sponsored by certain auto dealers
in Akron area. Contestant was to
take demonstration ride in car, finish statement in 25 words telling
why
it is new
"car car
of today."
awarded
to winner.Dealers

WTAG Worcester, Accent on Paris,
weekly quarter-hour series saluting
2,000th anniversary of Paris, arranged with trans-Atlantic airline
to unscrew one of rubber-bulb
horns from French taxi and fly it
to Worcester for program.
SELLING POWER
KCKN Kansas City circulating
folder showing piles of money,
crowds of people and happy shopper superimposed on air view of
Kansas City, with caption: "For
an in-the-money market, count on
greater Kansas City." Inside
folder shows map illustrating station's coverage, population and
buying power figures for area.
PUPPET

INTERVIEWS

KGO-TV San Francisco, Impossible Interviews, Mon.-Wed., 6-6:15
p.m. Features Ralph Chesse, college instructor in marionette production, and his son, Dion, who
bring cast of marionettes to screen.
Included is one Baron Woodly,
marionette ambassador, world traveler, philospher and leturer, who
conducts impossible interviews with
(Continued on page 86)

.
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BROADCASTS DONATION
KALL Salt Lake City's Sportcaster Mai Wyman aired blow-byblow broadcast widely different
from his usual stint fortnight ago
by describing his sensations while
givingmen500
cc's inof Korea.
blood for servicewounded
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on the
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
fJetuvrt Calibre Program at Cecal Station Cost
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Programs, Promotions
(Continued from Page 85)
characters, portrayed by other
marionettes, out of fairyland, storybooks and history.
•FREEDOM CITY' EVENT
"CITY of Freedom," musical spectacle commemorating Detroit's
250th b;rthday festival, aided by
staff members of three competing
Detroit stations. Fred Foy, WXYZAM-TV, narrator of Lone Ranger
program, had role of "Detroit,"
who battled "Menace" attempting
to enslave him. William Wendell,
WWJ-AM-TV, appeared in many
disguises as "Menace," attempting
to lure "Detroit" to destruction.
Sidney Brechner, WJR technician,
had charge of sound effects and recording. He solved problem of carrying dialogue spoken on five stages
to audience, a distance of 100
yards, by recording much of show
and taping sound effects.
NEW BABY
NBC-TV and Biography Films,
New York, issuing printed, pinkedged birth announcements for new
daytime serial, Cinderella Story.
Description of infant reads:
"Weight: shadow weight; Length,
15 minutes; Width: 35 mm; Color:
black and write; Disposition: Dra-

KSWM
JO PL! N, MO.
REACHES 446,600
PERSONS WHO SPEND...
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/

* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete
CBS service to the great
Joplin, Mo. district.
Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.

C 5 S

in

JOPLIN,
MO
Nationally Represented by
William G. Rambeau Co.
Austin A. Harrison. Pres.
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matic ; Visiting hours : 5 times
weekly; Diet: Daytime Serial. . . .
To see this baby, call Curtis Mitchell, Regent 4-1857 or NBC."
WJZ-TV New York today (Monday) inaugurates Uncle Lumpy's
Cabin (5 p. m., Mon.-Fri.). Hugh
Brannum plays title role of kindly
friend of all children. During
first half of show he explains, on
consecutive days, scientific origins,
handicrafts, or historical events.
For second half, he tells story —
usually fantasy — with original
music, lyrics, and animated films
to help.
EYE OPENER
CJIB Vernon, B. C, Canada, sending advertisers optical illusion gimmick with message warning "Don't
be fooled ... use CJIB." Attached
letter explains station's national
business increasing several-hundred
percent over previous year's.
POOL PROGRAM PLAN
Four Ont. Outlets Cooperate
FOUR ONTARIO STATIONS
have formed a pool for exchange
of programs on tape, to start Oct.
1. A preliminary test of such a
pooled service has been in operation this summer, with two programs running, one from CKNX
Wingham, and the other from
CFOS Owen Sound. The other
two stations in the pool are CFOR
Orillia, and CKBB Barrie.
At a meeting it was decided that
there would be 40 reels in the pool,
each station contributing ten. The
taped programs would be presented
by Community Broadcasting Services, the pool organization, and
taped pTograms would cover regional talks, music from local
groups, regional interviews, and
personality shows. Each station
would contribute a program a
week. Standardized opening, middle and closing announcements
would be used. Tapes would be
shipped between stations by mail,
and a method of numbering the
tapes has been set up.
'Confederate Special'
"CONFEDERATE Special"
show train, originating in the
South, with special sections
from Memphis, Birmingham,
Chattanooga, Nashville, New
Orleans, and Atlanta, will
carry several hundred passengers to New York to attend the Oct. 14 broadcast of
NBC's The Big Show. Representatives of radio, press,
politics, business, and southern organizations will be
aboard the special. Project
is an affirmation of Mistress
of Ceremonies Tallulah Bankhead's aired prediction before a New England show
train audience last spring
that the next group "will
come from Dixie."

Grid Coverage
(Continued from page 23)
series, which enters its 10th season when it starts Sept. 14, is
showing "tremendous local sponsorsales." The 15-minute program
features Sam Hayes, West Coast
sports expert, with football tips
and predictions. It is recorded
weekly at RCA Hollywood studios
and flown to subscribers for broadcast in advance of the next week's
Grantland Rice will do a weekly
games.
15-minute football forecast series
on CBS under sponsorship of
Sylvania Radio & Television Division for its Golden Jubilee Television Line. The celebrated sports
columnist will include predictions,
interviews, anecdotes, and timely
discussions.
Standard Oil of Kentucky will
sponsor 11 broadcasts of U. of
Kentucky grid games on WHAS
Louisville this fall, according to
Neil Cline, WHAS sales director.
Contract was placed through Burton E. Wyatt & Co., Atlanta.
Films of Kentucky games will
be on WHAS-TV the Sundays following the contests with Coach
Paul Bryant and Sportscaster Phil
Sutterfield doing the commentary.
Series will be sponsored by Ford
Dealers of Louisville, through J.
Walter Thompson Co., Cincinnati.
Marshall College Games
WPLH Huntington, W. Va., has
completed arrangements with Ashland Oil & Refining Co. to carry
Marshall College football contests.
Station will serve as originating
key for a network of West Virginia and Kentucky outlets. Ashland already has contracted for
West Virginia U. games on a 21station regional hookup, including
WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Aug.
6].
Rights for area broadcast coverage of U. S. Naval Academy
tussles have been obtained by
WCAV Norfolk, Va.
Ten-week schedule for Mutual's
1951-52 football Game of the Week
broadcast also was announced last
week, by Paul Jonas, network
sports director. Sept. 22 will be
the kick-off date for the Saturday
afternoon games.
WHBC-AM-FM Canton, Ohio,
will carry play-by-play broadcasts
of the Cleveland Browns professional football games this season,
beginning Aug. 25. Carling Brewing Co. will sponsor the grid contests.
FORMATION of Sylvania Electric
Products Inc. subsidiary in Puerto
Rico to fabricate mica for use in radio
tubes announced. Company, Sylvania
Electric of Puerto Rico Inc., is slated
to start production within 60 days in
Rio Piedras, a suburb of San Juan.
Raymond R. Chapman is manager of
plant, which will employ about 100
persons.

REPRESENTATION of WGN-AM-T j
Chicago is being handled now outsic !
key commercial centers by the Georc
P. Hollingbery Co., station represent
rive firm. Terms of the contract ai 1
perused by Mr. Hollingbery (I) an
William A. McGuineas, WGN con
mercial manager. Chicago and Ne
York sales offices of the station wi
service Chicago, New York, Minn
apolis, Philadelphia, Boston, Mi
waukee, Detroit and Cincinnati.
McCarthy's
listDen
'Radio' Specialists
TWO "radio information" snc
cialists and one announcer cited b
Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) i
his Senate speech as being "charge
with Communist activities" hav
issued sharp denials out of th
New York office Broadcasting
of the State Dept.'
International
Divi
sion.
The two specialists, Robert Ros
and Nelson Chipchin, and the an
nouncer, Esther Less, decried th
charges and claimed their loyalt;
to the United States. All are em
ployed by the Voice of Americ;
program under IBD operationa
supervision. Another State Dept
employe, William T. Stone, de
scribed by Sen. McCarthy as ar.
"information and editorial assist
ant," was unavailable for com!
ment. He currently is attending
an international conference ii
Geneva.
Sen. McCarthy has turned the
list of 26 names over to the Senati
Judiciary Internal Security sub
committee, headed by Sen. Pat Mc
Carran (D-Nev.). He said the lis;
was based on a series of "letter:
of charges" filed against each in
dividual, noting that they maj
later prove their innocence. Th(
charges were predicated on FBI
material, he said.

THE

LITTLE

STATION
WITH.

THE
ByHalHolman.Co. bigwallop!
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INIONS UPHELD
In Two NLRB Rulings
MPLAINT filed by IBEW
inst International Broadcastk Corp. (KWKH Shreveport,
[.), charging unfair labor praces, was substantially upheld in
reliminary finding handed down
a National Labor Relations
jard trial examiner last Friday.
In another action the full board
srruled objections raised by
estchester Broadcasting Corp. to
election held among its proam department employes at
FAS White Plains, N. Y. Deion involved a dispute between
jfe station and AFRA.
eonii'The KWKH case dealt with a
citlinplaint filed in September, 1950,
tij:' IBEW alleging failure of the
irjji kw station to bargain collec:i4 ely, and holding that it disarged two announcers for their
i i , ion activities. A hearing was
in t d in Shreveport May 15-18.
Mi In its reply KWKH denied comiti ssion of unfair practices and
- id that, following an election
r , ong announcers Aug. 8, 1950,
EW withdrew its original peti«< Vn. Accordingly, KWKH stated,
• ,RB was without authority to
•ide the case.
Two announcers involved were
a$ rul Crawford and Vendex Mar32 ill, with the latter described as
i 1 tion manager of KCIJ Shreve: "t at the time of the May hear:s. KWKH
had attempted to
nv that it sought to replace
■■■ tan "with more talented announc; . " looking toward improvement
; •* its overall program ratings and
-it .'ertising volume.
-With respect to the WFAS
:tion case, the NLRB ruling
mmed from a secret ballot taken
- iong the employes last June 5 to
i jihh Westchester filed objections.
. i f nine eligible voters, six cast balwhich were challenged by
ri.RB regional director and kept
led pending further investigajn its ruling last week, the board
W that the WFAS exceptions
ise no substantial or material
ae" respecting conduct of the
,-tion. Westchester charged that
election was improperly conted, that AFRA had "coerced,
imidated and threatened" sta, ,fi employes, and that election
■ice was insufficient. NLRB
ered its regional director to
n and count the ballots to demine whether
program em'ves (including staff announcers)
ill be represented by the AFRA
ak
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology In America, offers Its
•ralnecl
Radio
and Television techilclans
lustry. to the Broadcasting In Address inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
4 Service of Radio Corporation
of America
?50 W. 4th St., New Tork 14. N. T.
OADCASTING

A. M. WHARFIELD, vice president
of A. C. Nielsen Co., exhibits the
545-pound bluefin tuna he landed
off Wedgeport, Nova Scotia, while
vacationing there earlier this month.
Catch was made with homemade
tackle.
WBET FACILITIES
FCC Would Grant Changes
INITIAL decision to grant WBET
Brockton, Mass., change in facilities from 1 kw day on 990 kc to
1 kw fulltime on 1460 kc, directional night, was issued by FCC
last Monday.
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith found that WBET under its
proposed new operation would
cause some "objectionable" adjacent channel interference during
the day to WSAR Fall River,
Mass., but only within the Brockton metropolitan district which
already is served by 12 other stations. No objectionable interference would be caused to any other
outlet, the examiner concluded.
WBET's new primary daytime
signal would serve a population of
312,535, while the new nighttime
signal would give primary service
to at least 63,130, according to the
initial ruling. WBET is licensed
to Enterprise Pub. Co.
Allocation Speeches
TWO TOP government allocation
officials — Walter W. Watts, deputy
administrator for procurement and
production, Defense Production
Administration, and Manly Fleischmann, DPA Administrator — last
Tuesday delivered key addresses
on the nation's production picture.
Mr. Watts, who went to Washington from his post as vice president
in charge of RCA's Engineering
Products Div., spoke before the
U. S. Savings Bond Div., Treasury
Dept., at the Mayflower Hotel,
Washington. Mr. Fleischmann appeared on ABC's America's Town
Meeting of the Air.
INTERNATIONAL Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, Chicago local 1220
of radio and TV broadcast engineers,
moves to 400 N. Michigan Ave., room
514, from 410 N. Michigan Ave. Walter Thompson is president.

• Telecasting

FARM market news, an important
factor in keeping the farmer in a
favorable bargaining position with
other industry segments, is carried
daily on more than 1,300 radio stations, according to the U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture.
Social and economic conditions in
foreign nations would be much improved were farmers able to receive
agricultural news through radio
and other media, the Economic Cooperation Administration has been
told by German and Scandinavian
farm information specialists who
have
been making a tour in this
country.
In explaining results of the U.S.
station survey, Kenneth M. Gapen,
assistant director of information in
charge
Dept. of Service,
Agriculture's
Radio of
& the
Television
said
1,312 of the 1,922 reporting stations disclosed they carry one or
more farm market broadcasts daily,
an increase of 12% over the number a year ago.
First Broadcasts
First market news was broadcast
in 1921, with three stations carrying the reports. This year it was
found that 1,223 stations regularly
broadcast reports on livestock and
livestock products; 592 on fruits
and vegetables; 633 on grain and
feed; 932 on dairy and poultry; 288
on cotton, and 36 on tobacco. Besides the 1,312 AM outlets another
200 FM stations carried market
news.
This year marked first use of
farm market news by TV on a
regular basis, according to the department. Five TV stations reported such programs, including
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa; WCPO-TV
Cincinnati; WTVN(TV) and WBNS
TV Columbus, Ohio and WHIO-TV
Dayton, Ohio.
Small number of stations carrying tobacco news was ascribed to
the fact that the questionnaires

'It's Only Temporary'
ADAMS
"dean"
of Dallas COLHOUN,
radiomen, has
retired from WFAA Dallas
after 29 years with the station. He was in on its founding as a staff reporter of the
Dallas Morning News, and
ran the one-man station in
a corner of the News' library.
Opposed to the new medium,
Mr. Colhoun was placated
when told: "Go ahead, it's
only temporary." He saw
the station go from a 50watter to 50 kw on AM, and
take on TV. He was announcer, program director,
and later office manager and
finally station historian.

were mailed in April. The station
lists for cotton and the fruit-vegetable market news might be higher,
it was explained, were the survey
conducted in the autumn.
Daily information on markets,
food supplies and related programs
is prepared by the department for
transmission by press associations
to stations. In addition broadcasts
are handled locally for remote programs. Wider Use Urged
The Scandinavian and German
farm information specialists felt
their radio stations should devote
more time to information for farmers and farm women. The nations
are handicapped by shortage of
stations and inadequate teletype
service, with farmers getting
market prices a day late.
Use of more farm news on the
air and in newspapers would lead
to much needed understanding of
agricultural problems by the general public, the foreign visitors
agreed. The nine visitors were
brought to this country by ECA.
Their study program was developed in cooperation with the Dept.
of Agriculture.

IN MONTREAL

it's

Canada's FIRST station — wise in the
ways of PROGRAMMING, PROMOTION and MERCHANDISING . . .
gives you the coverage and the listenership needed to do a real selling job
in this rich market area.

U. S. Representative — Weed & Co.
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TRIBUTE TO 'BABE'
Funds Raised for Charity
SPECIAL programs commemorating the third anniversary of the
death of baseball's "Sultan of
Swat," Babe Ruth, were broadcast
by the DuMont TV and Mutual
and ABC radio networks last
Thursday.
DuMont broadcast a 2% hour
program (9 :30-midnight) from its
Adelphi Theatre in New York,
featuring baseball-land greats of
past and present, and an array of
show business celebrities, with
master of ceremonies Dizzy Dean
and co-emcee Mel Allen. The show
was for the Babe Ruth Foundation.
Contributions from home-viewers
were requested, throughout the
program, for the foundation which
aids causes fostered by the Babe.
During Mutual's 10:30-11 p.m.
special program, MBS President
Frank White presented to the Baseball Hall of Fame a gold-surfaced
transcription of the voice of Babe
Ruth, made on April 27, 1947 at
ceremonies in his honor at Yankee
Stadium. Mutual also picked up a
segment of the DuMont program
which spotlighted a quiz between
four major league baseball managers.
ABC scheduled an interview recorded by Joe Hasel, ABC sports
commentator, with the Babe at the
height of his career, and featured
Herb Pruett, St. Louis Brown
pitcher famous for his strikeouts
of the Babe.
Mr. Bill Hinman
Kenyon and Eckhardt
New York City
Dear Billy :
■Here'sthetoneoleferWCHS
th' books!
proves
is hardHitter shore
beat
when it comes
ter rcachin'
folks
'round
Charleston
West Virginny.
day aT'other
man
calledlice an'th'sedpo-a
feller wuz adrownin' inriver.
th'
Kanawhy
They rushed
out but
find
no cudn't
traces
at th' s'posed
an'
'course
place,
know
whodidn't
had
called. They
ast WCHS ter
help quick, so
arr
'nouncer
broadcast
one
'n o u ncement
askin' ferwhat
th'
feller
called ter call
back. This he
done in lessen
three minits!
He wuz adrialong ter
lissvin'
e nin
WCHS! He
tuk 'em back
ter th' place but th' guy had managed ter
git
out
an'
wuz
alright.
Hit tershore
proves, Billy, effen yuh wants
git
sumpthin'
acrost
'round
here,
yuh gotta
Algy
use WCHS!
Yrs.
WCHS
Charleston,
Page 88
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mw
past year has been executive assis
ant to assistant general manager
Montreal.

"Technical • • •
allied

arts

former
ALL,sville
TEETS
NGer F.WENT
IRVI
, N.
manag
Glover
Y., appointed sales representative
for metropolitan Philadelphia for
Frederic W. Ziv Co., transcribed program producer. Mr. Teetsall was with
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; WFPG Atlantic City and WFIL Philadelphia.
DONALD G. WEISS, for past six
years information service representative of Veterans Administration in
New York City, joins Frank Mason,
N. Y., in public relations work.
HENRY KULKY named technical director Superman Inc., L. A., on wrestling sequences of TV film No Holds
Barred being produced by firm.
MALCOM MEALEY, former intercollegiate wrestling champion, also
signed to assist.
ARNOLD BRASH signed by Natalie
Schafer to write half-hour TV film
program, Who Are You, which she
will m.c.
HENRY M. O'BRYAN, assistant executive secretary of Research and
Development Board since 1947, named
manager of Physics Labs, Sylvania
Electric Products, Ba.yside, N. Y.
E. A. (Bob) ALBURTY, Muzak franchise holder in Memphis, appointed
member of communication committee
of Memphis Office of Civil Defense.
LOUIS G. COWAN Inc., N. Y., radio
and TV program production firm, has
acquired rights to new family situation comedy for television, Bed and
Board, starring Charles Coburn and
Spring Byington.
ALAN HARTMAN, Frederic W. Ziv
Co. radio representative in Pennsylvania, to Official Films, N. Y.
FRANCES INGLIS named executive
secretary Screen Writers Guild by
SWG Board. Appointment will be
presented for ratification to general
membership meeting in Oct.
LLOYD BRIDGES, film actor, signed
by Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, for first TV role as star in
A Man's First Debt, newest in Bigelow
Theatre dramatic TV film series.
ROBERT J. McANDREWS, managing
director Southern California Broadcasters Assn., re-appointed radio and
TV representative on Board of DiWest. rectors of Advertising Assn. of the
UNITED Television Programs' N. Y.
office is moving into larger quarters
at 444 Madison Ave. as part of general expansion program which Executive Vice President RICHARD DORSO
said will include additional personnel. MILTON BLINK, head of Chicago
office, will spend most of his time in
N. Y. office, commuting each week.
ARO DISTRIBUTION Corp., N. Y.,
announces completion of new, openend radio transcription to be called
The Journal of Dr. Neil Stevens.
FRANCHOT TONE, making his debut
in his first radio series, stars as doctor and TEX WEINER, who has written Suspense, Richard Rogue, The Fat
Man, and other AM dramas, writes
and directs. HARDIE FRIEBERG produces The Journal, and JOHNNY

GUARNIERI and has orchestra supply backgrounds.

A. EARL FISHER, merchandising
tnent division Westing£cjjU.ijaradio-TV
manager
house Electric, appointed New England district manager for division.
Mr. Fisher will make his headquarters
in Boston.
OTTO BIXLER appointed director of
engineering Magnecord Inc., Chicago.
Mr. Bixler was with Airsearch Mfg.
Co. and Western Electric. JOHN W.
HINES, chief engineer WBVP Beaver
Falls, Pa., named sales engineer.
PATRICK J. McCAULEY, electrical engineer, named head of newly formed
specialcord alsoproducts
department.
announces
formation Magneof new
engineering development laboratory.
NATIONAL ASSN. of ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTORS, N. Y. moves to largAve.er headquarter offices at 290 Madison
RCA-VICTOR announces table model
AM-FM radio featuring eight-inch
loudspeaker, largest ever incorporated in RCA- Victor table model instrument. New radio, called "The Livingston," will retail for about $79.50.
RALPH C. WILLIAMS named eastern
representative for Brand-Line sales,
and RICHARD E. BYLANDT named
manager of New York orders and
service section, custom records sales
division of RCA-Vietor.
C. M. DUNN, named assistant manager Michigan apparatus district,
General Electric Co., Schenectady. ' He
succeeds ARTHUR R. RINE, appointed
assistant manager of marketing. E. C.
SHORR, assistant manager of sales
for specialty transformer and ballast
department, General Electric, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., appointed manager of
sales.
ASTATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, announce new phonograph pickup cartridge, crystal model L-12 for standard 78 rpm records. Output of model
is rated at approximately 4.0 volts at
1,000 cycles per second, on the Audiotone 78-1 test record. Company also
announces appointment of Joseph
Plasencia Inc., N. Y., to handle foreign sales of company products.
GERARD (Jerry) KELLY appointed
field representative for Telefex sales
division, Audio & Video Products
Corp., N. Y. He was with Pedlar &
Ryan and WHLI Hempstead, Long
Island.
DON MORSE named assistant sales
manager Eicor Inc., Chicago (tape
recorders). WILLIAM C. GEORGE
named chief engineer.

VIRGIL HINSHAW, engineer KFfl
Wichita, Kan., named chief engines J :
HOWARD C. LUTTGENS, chief en
neer NBC Chicago, and TED
SCHREYER, radio operations supe
visor, honored as charter membe
of NBC-RCA 25-Year Club in Chicag
LOUIS PARKS, engineer WKY 0
lahonia City, father of girl, Aug.

Special Deductions
ELECTRONICS and other man
facturers have been slow to reali
mushrooming opportunities for c
ducting a traditional 5% in e
penditures permitted for educ,
tional, scientific and welfare pu
poses in recent years. That is t
gist of a new pamphlet, The Fi
Pereent, released by the Nation
Planning Assn. last week. Book]
covers deductions which corpoi
tions may make from net earnin
before taxes for these purposes,
company in the excess prof
category today need only use
of its final net profits to cla;
roughly S3 in tax deducti
whereas formerly the ratio w
five to one, respectively, it was e
plained. Five percent of corpora
profits channeled for education k
and scientific purposes today wotj
run close to $2.2 billion, accordi
to the booklet. Preview of the i
port, prepared by Beardsley Ru
and Theodore Geiger, was giv
before the American Public Re
tions Assn. last Monday. Book
sells for 50 c1 and can be obtain
from NPA at 800 21st St., N/V
Washington 6, D. C.
WRITER-PRODUCER Perry Wolff
WBBM Chicago, who wrote c\
rent dope-addiction series, The L
touchables, reports getting numerc
telephone calls from addicts who i listening to program. Mr. Wolff tap, i130,000 feet of recordings for six-ti
series, featuring interviews with ;
diets.
SOONER
or LATE
some accuses
aggrieved
you listene
of

DER

slaN

and THEN you'll need our
UNIQUE hazard.
INSURANCE
covering
covers also
Invasion this
of Privacy, ItPlagiarism,
Piracy and Copyright. It is
ADEQUATE, SURPRISINGLY*
o
INEXPENSIVE.
EL
In I
useB
Nation-wide.
L
GET IT IN TIME!
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATE
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange — Kansas City. Mf

H. A. RICE appointed manager of
commercial products division, Canadian Marconi Co., Montreal. He
joined company in 1931, and for
BROADCASTING
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Convention Sponsor?
(Continued from page 23)
nd (R-Calif.) is another pros^ct.
Use of TV is not as complicated
the case of Senatorial candidates
for House members, whose conituent areas are more limited,
hus, Senatorial video activity is
pected to be more elastic, with
e national committees furnishing
considerable portion of national
mpaign funds.
Fourteen of the 19 GOP Senate
ats at stake will involve TV camligning in those states blessed
ith television facilities. Twelve
emocratic senators also will be
) for re-election. All but two hail
om states boasting TV outlets.
Sen. Benton and Rep. Keating
.ve been utilizing the SenateDuse Joint Recording Facility
th 35mm camera equipment
lich apparently leaves much to
desired with respect to perfec>n. This reportedly has served
cool the enthusiasm thus far of
me Senate and House members to
jnge wholesale into TV. Quesm is posed as to whether the joint
cility can improve its equipment
d eliminate some of the comlints which arise from film techftues. Only other alternative
>uld be live presentations on local
/ stations.
The cost factor for radio-TV
nmitments is expected to emerge
a stumbling block until the camigns officially get underway,
jlm reports thus far have been
ely within the public service
cegory, with stations sometimes
iking the requests themselves,
.•iting comparison w ith radio
inscriptions.
Much of the work will be han•d on Capitol Hill by the Repuban and Democratic Senatorial
d Congressional Campaign Comttees, whose activities are merein the planning stage at present,
ese groups have reported a
•asure of preliminary thinking on
dio-TV participations, but little
lcrete action. Situation is exited to firm up when Congress
Ijourns about October 1. The
'tional committees will, of course,
p to prepare vital data.

P ■ W

KNOTHOLE
GANG
KOWH Treats 1,200 Kids
ACTING on the theory that baseball is no less a community project
than a private enterprise, KOWH
Omaha recently went to bat for
some 1,200 youngsters and arranged for a special knothole section at Omaha Stadium, home of
the minor league Cardinals baseball team.
Faced with a lack of enthusiasm
for the knothole idea on the part
of the ballclub, which feared juvenile misbehavior, the KOWH
management
the and
club'shandled
front
office on thesold
idea
Sutherland's department heads personally tell listeners, via WLAW,
about upcoming sales and values. L to r: Mary Caffrey, Loretta Carney,
W LAW's Richard Hickox, who handles special programs for the store,
Nora Pidgeon and Frances Remitis.
*
RECORD

HERE'S what the A. B. Sutherland Co., of Lawrence, Mass.,
thinks of its advertising over
WLAW Lawrence:
From an original radio budget
of $600 in 1943, the firm has consistently increased its budget so
that this year it is expected to
spend $10,000.
Sutherland's, largest department
store north of Boston, attributes
its success over WLAW to four
components of its broadcasts.
In its programs, the store gives
local news of general interest,
weather news, shopping information and non-commercial religious
programs at Easter, Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Year's.

• Telecasting
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OF RESULTS
WLAW Advertiser Increases Radio Budget

BETTER
Calif. GroupRADIO-TV
Goes National
EXPANDING scope of operation
to a national basis, the Southern
California Assn. for Better Radio
& Television has changed its name
to National Assn. for Better
Radio & Television.
Headquartered in Los Angeles,
the non-profit corporation will continue to "promote social, cultural
and educational values in radio
and television through a national
program designed to arouse public
interest and support for higher
standards of programming," according to Mrs. Clara S. Logan,
president. Projected activities inpublication of a monthly
P R C - F M s£ magazinecludeand
an extensive organizational program, as well as continuation of current program evaluation studies and research projects, she said.
Dr. Richard Atkinson, author
and lecturer, is first vice president
Rating*,
The 3 R'» •
and Dr. Lee deForest, inventor,
de
ma
t
uH
R«
tes.
Ra^
second vice president. First new
the
■
*
C°
.
Writ
o,
ch
W
WDRC
director to be elected under the
Har
national expansion program is
V/m.
Dr. Dallas Smythe, research professor of communications, U. of
Illinois.
He also is director of
bv
d
e
t
resen
studies for the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters.
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For its shopping news section,
Sutherland's often uses department heads to describe outstanding
values.
The 51-year-old company now
draws customers from as far away
as 35 miles. Sutherland's confines
its press advertising to local newspapers and depends on WLAW,
with whom its spends its entire
radio budget, to reach prospective
customers
outside the immediate
vicinity.
AD

complete details. It hopes to interest the YMCA, Rotary and
other groups in sponsorship.
The youngsters were asked to
sign their ticket of admission calling for good behavior and sportsmanship and also to obtain their
parents' signatures. Station then
arranged to pay five extra policemen to patrol the bleachers at the
suggestion of the club. Total cost
came to $41 including payment to
policemen, printing of tickets and
minor clerical work, KOWH said.
In reporting on the special knothole occasion, KOWH noted that
one of the big problems confronting minor league baseball is to
maintain a healthy interest among
the youngsters for the local team.
Knothole gangs have become virtually extinct since the advent of
night baseball, the station observed.

COURSE

Opens Today In L. A.
DONN B. TATUM, director of
television, ABC Western Div. and
manager, KECA-TV Los Angeles,
has been added to the list of speakers participating in radio and television session of the 10-day advertising indoctrination course for
Southern California teachers getting underway in Los Angeles today (Monday)Aug.
[Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
13].
Radio-TV session, scheduled
Aug. 28 at NBC Hollywood studios,
will be sponsored by Southern
Calif. Broadcasters Assn. Entire
10-day course is offered under
auspices of Los Angeles and Hollywood advertising clubs and Los
Angeles Advertising Women Inc.,
in cooperation with Los Angeles
Board of Education.
Other radio-TV speakers will
include John Baird, director, public affairs department, KMPC
Hollywood; Myra Clark, continuity editor, KFI Los Angeles; A. E.
Joscelyn, director of CBS Hollywood operations and president,
SCBA; Robert J. McAndrews,
managing director, SCBA.
Program will include a tour
through NBC radio and TV facilities, supervised by Alan Courtney, NBC station relations and
public service director.
Participating in other sessions
of the 10-day indoctrination workshop will be representatives of
advertising agencies and advertisers.

560 kc.

inquirer

Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
August 20, 1951
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and nonprofit ^organizations or
other sources.

Advisory Board
(Continued from Page 25)
ting their
money's worth" out of
radio
and TV.
First industry reaction to the
Benton proposals came from
NARTB a fortnight ago followingits discussions with John Howe,
assistant to the Senator [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
Here is a quick summary of how
the so-called "amendment" to the
bill and the original draft differ:
$ Any officer, director, employe, or person otherwise "active"
in the affairs of stations or networks would be barred from membership in the 11-man board. Forpersons with stations
"financial
interest merly,
in broadcast
or
networks or employes thereof"
were prohibited. Not more than
six members of the board can be
of the same political party.
@ Persons with financial interest in broadcasting activities are
barred from employment with the
board.
Under the bill as drafted, the
board would study "programming
trends of broadcasting stations"
with particular emphasis to community service performed; extent
of carrying programs for broadening the civic, educational and cultural interest of the American people, and "the extent to which such
programs are carried at good listening hours."
Other Duties
In addition, the board would seek
out potential new programming
techniques; methods of financing
broadcast operations; nature and
composition of the "groups which
exercise effective control over programming," mentioned are station
operators, networks, advertisers,
educational institutions.
Significantly the revisions leave
out references to authority of the
board to "consider and advise the
FCC" on the many phases of
broadcasting that it would study.
Also deleted was a former reference
to the encouragement of the financing of public service and educational radio and TV programming
through
educational institutions

proposals, Sens. Hunt and Saltonstall noted the opposition from the
radio industry, the Senate commerce group and from FCC, and
said they thought the revised versions would serve to meet most of
this opposition.
Shows Way for FCC
Sen. Hunt said the advisory board
was necessary to point up needs
and details to both FCC and to
Congress since the legislators do
not have time to study "each facet"
of the broadcasting industry.
As Sen. Hunt looks at the situation "broadcasters consult with
FCC, the Commissions is bound to
be
influencedTheto FCC
the industry's
best
interests.
staff becomes
the creature of the broadcasters
and the Commission becomes the
creature of the staff."
Sen. Saltonstall said he understood that suggestions for revision
of the legislation which Sen. Benton obtained in discussion with
"Mr. Coy" should give the legislation abetter chance to be approved.
COUNTY

AGENTS

Rotate on KFSB Show
KFSB Joplin, Mo., is building up
its rural audience through a local
farm service program featuring six
county agents of the U. of Missouri
Agriculture
tension Service.ExThe program,
County* Agent, is
heard six times
weekly during
the noon hour.
Each day a diff erent agent
from one of six
counties in the
Mr. Clark
Joplin area broadcasts in informal style the latest
happening in his county.
Bill Clark, general and commercial manager of KFSB, can
claim credit for the program.
Transportation difficulties were
overcome through tape recorders.

TheVoice^/Kansas
WIBW
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TOPEKA

'WCPO DAY'
Complete Remote Operatior
AUG. 9 was "WCPO Day" in Cin
cinnati. Mayor Albert D. Cash is
sued a proclamation saying so an<
12,000 WCPO-AM-FM-TV listen
ers and viewers went out to Cin
cinnati's Coney Island to see foi
themselves.

Mayor Cash signs the 'proclamation
while Program Director Ed Weston
watches.
>

ARMY

All of the stations' daytime show:
originated on the island that day
A special 20- by 60-foot stage wa;
set up for the TV shows, and radi<
programs emanated from a studi<
and control room in the picnii
pavilion. Operations began at i
a.m. for radio and 7 a.m. for TV
Over 1,000 prizes were given away
A Crosley TV console was won b;
a boy who waited at the gate fo
36 hours in order to be first in lin«
for the opening.

DISCS

'Back Home'

Recordings

THE Army is going into the hometown recording business on a large
scale. In the near future the
Army's news processing center at
Kansas City will start producing
recorded interviews with soldiers
stationed around the world.
In charge of the center will be
Maj. Walter A. Pennino, formerly
of the Boston Globe. Besides serving with the 7th Armored Division
in World War II, Maj. Pennino did
a postwar tour as Gen. Douglas
MacArthur's news chief and until
recently has been helping brief
Pentagon reporters on the Korean
war.
Until the center is in operation,
within two or three months, hometown recordings will be processed
by Col. Ed Kirby's Radio-TV
branch of Army Public Information, in Washington. Stations interested in receiving interviews
with soldiers from their area can
obtain information from Maj. Pennino, Officer in Charge, Army News
Processing
Center, Kansas City,
Mo.
Experienced radio personnel will
handle technical and production
phases of the interviews. Interviews will be received at the center on tape and dubbed to disc
immediately. Accompanying letter
will go to the station program director, recommending the recordbe given to the soldier's family
as aing souvenir.
The center also will supply news
stories to radio and television stations, including still photos when
available. It is expected the center
will become a permanent clearing
house, even if the Korean war ends.
Staff will include 21 enlisted men,
mostly ex-radio and newspaper
personnel, plus 18 clerk-typists.
KSON San Diego, 250 w 24 hour
independent, will increase its rates
25% by Sept. 1, according to Fred
Rabell, general manager. This is
fourth raise in rates since station
started operating four years ago. Station's gross is reported as over 50%
ahead of 1950 for first six months of
this year, with complete sell-out from
Wednesday through Sunday.

CBC

CONTROLS
Challenged by Allan
CLAIMS THAT privately-ownei
Canadian broadcasting station
were not given freedom of expres
sion on news because of Canadiai
Broadcasting Corp. regulations
were made by T. J. Allard, genera,
manager of Canadian Assn. o
Broadcasters at Ottawa on Aug
13. The charge was made know
to Escott Reid, deputy under-sec
retary of State for External Af
fairs, when the department aske
the CAB for its views on th
United Nations draft convention o
freedom of information.
Mr. Allard wrote the departmer
that "Canada is one of the nation
which absolutely prohibits th
broadcast of news, except sue
types of news as may be approve
in advance by a government ax
thority, responsible directly to tli
executive. Nor is this done d
rectly by legislation, but unde
means or regulations issued by th
CBC. . . . While this condition pn
vails we feel that Canada woul
scarcely seem to be in a very stron
position to urge upon others a
enlightened and progressive polic
on Mr.
freedom
Allardof information."
said the CAB fe[
the gravest doubts as to the usij
fulness of any such convention 1
effect any improvement in intern;
tional freedom of information. H
stated that the CAB felt in gei
eral agreement with the views (
the Commonwealth Press Union o
the subject. He suggested th
Canada should clean house befoi
telling others what to do aboi
freedom of information.
National Lutheran Wee
NATIONAL Lutheran Radio
Television Week has been pn
claimed Oct. 28-Nov. 3, accordir
to Herman H. Hohenstein, D. I
acting executive secretary of tl
Synodical Radio & Television Con
mittee. During that week, mini
ters were urged to spread the go
pel through radio. Ministers wei r
cautioned, however, that crowd<
radio station schedules makes
advisable to apply early for rese
vations.

BROADCASTING
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FLOOD AID
Red Cross Lauds Radio
Initial celebration of WSBT
bth Bend's 30 years on the air
Ik place last week when 70,000
-sons attended the annual St.
feph 4H county fair and heard
* ^four-day concentration of plugs
iaj the veteran station. WSBT
grated the public address sysstaffed with its announcers,
-1
an information booth at the
I ;rance of the main exhibition
1 on the fairgrounds. Station
o originated numerous broad: ,t features from the site.
* * *
WTMJ Milwaukee has entered
o its 25th year on the air. The
'hvaakee Journal station began
>adcasting on July 25, 1927. The
cial 25th anniversary next year
m^l be marked by special features
,_;J .v in the planning stage.
II
*
* *
j On Aug. 26, WTJS Jackson,
nn., will celebrate its 20th year
broadcasting. Special programs
^f'i; newspaper
promotions
are beused throughout
August
in
'nor of the stations birthday.
* * *
Two staffers at WDRC Hartd, Conn., are observing anniver•ies with the station during
gust. Chief Announcer Russ
ughton is marking his ninth
ar and Eleanor Nickerson, sec,ary to President Franklin M.
:olittle, is observing her 15th
r ,niversary.

JJCKY NUMBER'
Jew Format, More Chances
)RMAT of the Lucky Social
'■arity Numbers program operjfcd by Azrael Adv. Agency, Baltire, has been broadened to inde additional types of numbers
which awards are made. Wherethe program originally was
sed on social security card nums, the format now includes
ned forces serial numbers, $1
'Is and auto drivers' permits.
Number of digits in lucky num•s has been reduced from nine
six, providing more chance for
:eners to win awards. The agen. has paid out nearly $250,000 in
;h prizes since the show started
jt year, according to Maurice
rael, head of the Baltimore
?ncy. The four-way number
mat has been tested in several
ies.
The program was held not to
a lottery in the July 19 decision
the WWDC Washington case
EOADCASTING
• TELECASTING,
[y 23]. In ruling that WE AM
lington, Va., could not broad;t numbers until at least an hour
,er their announcement on
WDC, Judge Albert V. Bryan,
the U. S. District Court in
;xandria, Va., held the idea did
, fall within U. S. lottery laws
jFCC regulations.
OADCASTING
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DISCUSSING mutual problems at a meeting of San Francisco Bay Area radio
and TV engineers are (I to r): Seated, Chief Engineers Harry Jacobs, KGO-TV;
Al Isberg, KRON-TV; Al Towne, KPIX, and Ralph Johnson, RCA engineer;
standing, Philip G. Lasky, vice president and general manager, KSFO-KPIX
(TV); Vic Zack, Zack Radio Supply Co., and Joseph Kelly, RCA. Some 70
engineers attended the meeting which was held at the KPIX studios. Mr.
Johnson was principal speaker, discussing latest advancements in the image
orthicon and camera techniques.

WAYX

WEEKEND

HOST
Tourists Feted by Station, Advertisers

GUEST couples on the WAYX
Waycross, Ga., Welcome World
program are given an unusual
sample of southern hospitality.
First they are scared half-to-death,
then they are feted.
Unsuspecting motorists are
stopped by a stern command of a
local police officer. The motorists,
usually out-of-towners, wonder
why they are being arrested, what
law they possibly could have violated.
They are much relieved when
the policeman invites them not to
KBS AFFILIATES
Wolf Reports 460 Total
KEYSTONE Broadcasting System
last week reported 460 station
affiliates, of which 39 have been
added since April
1. This was told
to the board of
directors at a
meeting in Chicago by President
Sidney J. Wolf.
The number of
network advertisers is "at an alltime high," he
Mr. Wolf
said, adding that
Keystone volume
for the first six months in 1951 is
more than three times that of the
same period last year. Ten new
advertisers, "all national radio
users," were signed during the first
half of this year, and 11 other advertisers have signed for sponsorship of fall programs.
Pointing up growth of the 11year-old network, the president
noted that 352 Keystone affiliates
"are completely outside of TV

coverage."
Telecast in;

"IMMEDIATE and generous response" by the nation's radio stations to fund-raising plea of the
American Red Cross for aid to
midwest flood victims has been
cited in a message to Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president, by E.
Roland Harriman, president of
American Red Cross.
Help of NARTB membership stations "has been an inspiration to
the entire Red Cross organization,
and has demonstrated once again
the dedication to public service of
all those associated with the broadcasting industry," Mr. Harriman
said. "Your wholehearted cooperation will be a major factor in
helping sustain our campaign."
In a letter to Theodore S. Repplier, president of Advertising
Council Inc., Mr. Harriman praised
the council for "obtaining the allout support and cooperation of the
radio and television industry to
reach the public with our emergency flood relief appeal for $5

appear before a judge but to be
guests of the city and to appear
on the program, Welcome World.
If the visitors consent to be
weekend guests, they are given a
police escort to the city limits
where they are met by the mayor
and the city commissioners.
Wide Entertainment
During the weekend the visitors
are partied, given a sightseeing
plane ride, a visit to nearby Okefenokee Swamp, a long-distance
phone call to a person of their own
selection, and gifts from local merchants.
On the weekly Welcome World,
they are interviewed informally.
When the guests set out again
to continue their trip, they do so
with a full tank of gasoline, courtesy of another local merchant.
The programs are sponsored by
local civic clubs.

Addie

Davis Cobb

FUNERAL services for Mrs. Addie
Davis Cobb, mother of Wilton E.
Cobb, general manager, WMAZ
Macon, were held Aug. 16 in Eastman, Ga., her home. Mrs. Cobb
died Aug. 14. In addition to her
son she is survived by a sister,
Mrs. Jennie Davis Sessoms.
"REAL AMERICAN BREAKFAST,"
campaign by Log Cabin Syrup, Aunt
Jemima Pancakes, Swift's Premium
Bacon and Pan American Coffee Bureau, will be boosted by radio and
television on Garry Moore Shoio
(NBC-TV); Show of Shoivs (NBCTV) ; Don McNeill's Breakfast Club
(ABC);
Cabin's CBSFoodnewscast
and
YankeeLog Hometown
Show

ALL-NEGRO
STAFF
million."
WEDR Enters Third Year
WEDR Birmingham on Aug. 28
enters its third year of broadcasting with an all-Negro staff. Serving the 242,000 Negroes of Jefferson County, Ala., the station
claims to be the first completely
Negro-staffed broadcast outlet in
the nation.
"In the two years of operation
many changes have come about in
both types of programs and in the
attitudes of the residents of the
area served," according to Paul E.
X. Brown, WEDR news editor.
"These two years have been
years of trials, of success and
achievements. By the widespread
response to the use of Negro personnel in southern radio and the
pointing of programs to the Negro
market, WEDR has given the green
light to a new field and provided
opportunities in heretofore unexIdea plored
for avenues."
the all-Negro staff was
conceived
by J. Edward Reynolds,
who with his two partners (also
white) spent some $30,000 getting
the operation under way.
For Girls Only
AT WNJR Newark, N. J., the
"W" in the call letter is
believedmen."to
standbabies
for "woLast five
born
to wives of staff members
have been girls. Fathers are
Art Hodges, newsman; Harry
Wapshare, personnel manager; John McCafferty, supervising engineer ; Tom Costigan, news editor; and finally, Harry Goodwin, general
manager, father of four girls.
The five are fathers of 17
children, all of them girls.
August 20, 1951
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'RED' TELEGRAPHERS
Monitor State Secrets Is Claim
THE SENATE Internal Security
Subcommittee has released testimony taken in secret session on
"subversive infiltration in the telegraph industry."
With the report, which recommended that legislation be passed
to bar any organization found to
be Communist controlled from certification as a bargaining agent by
the National Labor Relations
Board, Chairman Pat McCarran
(D-Nev.) charged that Communists
and sympathizers have ready access to the nation's defense and
diplomatic secrets with a number
of defense units open to their
'monitoring."
The report also recommended
the Justice Dept. prosecute for perjury seven officials of the American
Communications Assn., named during the hearing as Communists or
former Communists. They were
alleged to have failed to sign nonCommunist affidavits required under the Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947. Sen. McCarran
Aug. 9 introduced legislation embodying these recommendations.

PILLSBURY MILLS, Minneapolis,
reports net income of $2,676,049 for
fiscal year ending May 31, $1 million
more than that of last year, $1,524,915.
Income per share this year was $4.27,
contrasting- with $2.16 paid last year.
Sales rose $23,688,102 in fiscal year
to $224,780,042.

read ads, too. And
so advertising in
Printers' Ink is read by
the leadinglipesi

[@?aiiigjiji^'not /
only because -they are
interested in the

U2Jp|and
markets they might use,
but also because they
have a professional interest in
your copy, layout, etc.

fCC
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cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
August 10 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
Increases in transmitter output power of the following TV stations granted
Aug
3: WAGA-TV
Ga, vis
from 3.4
kw to 5 kw Atlanta,
and aur. from
1.9
kw to 2.5 kw. WBKB Chicago vis from
2.18 kw to 5.0 kw, and aur. from 1.49
to 2.5 kw. WDEL-TV Wilmington,
Del., vis from 292 w to 500 w, and aur.
from 210 to 250 w. WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa. aur. from 245 w to 250 w.
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky. vis. from 890
w to 4.6 kw, and aur. from 670 to 2.3
kw. WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa. vis.
fromkw 3.5to kw
to 5' WICU
kw, and
2.0
2.5 kw.
Erie,aur.Pa. from
vis.
from 333 w to 500 w. WKTV Utica,
N. Y. vis. from 2.25 kw to 4.3 kw and
aur. from 1.12 kw to 2.15 kw. WSAZTV Huntington. W. Va. vis. from 3.6
kw to 5 kw. WTVJ Miami, Fla. vis.
from 440 w to 5 kw, aur. from 220 w
to 2.5 kw. WTVN Columbus, Ohio vis.
from 1.52 kw to 5 kw, aur. from 0.83
kw to 2.5 kw. WXEL Cleveland, Ohio
vis.
fromto 4.1
2.42 kw
2.5 kw
kw. to 5 kw, aur. from
WJAX-TV Jacksonville, Fla. — In view
of District of Columbia Court of Appeals Decision rendered June 28, 1951,
upholding
Commission's
Decision forof
July 26, 1950,
denying application
extension of completion date filed by
WJAX-TV, the station records were
retired to the files and call letters deleted.
August 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KCRA Sacramento. Calif. — License
for CP
to increase
power, change DA
and
install
new trans.
KCBS San Francisco, Calif. — License
for CP to change frequency, power,
install new trans., change DA etc.
KRCC Colorado Springs, Col. — License for CP new non-commercial educational FM station.
Modification of CP
WORZ-FM
Orlando, Fla.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change ERP from
18.5
kw
to
16.43
kw, ant. from 300 to
304.5 ft. etc.
License Renewal
WUOAnewal ofTuscaloosa,
Ala. — Requests relicense.
August 13 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
Coast Fork Rcstg. Co., Cottage Grove,
Oreg. —ance Granted
petition
of hearing from
Aug.for20 continuto Sept.
21, in Washington, D. C, on its application and that of Williamette Bcstg.
Corp., Eugene, Ore.
WHIM Providence, R. I. — Granted
petition requesting dismissal without
prejudice of application.
Radio California, Sacramento, Calif.
— Granted petition requesting dismissal
without prejudice of its application.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
KTHS Little Rock, Ark. — Granted
motion by counsel for applicants to
correct transcript in various respects.
FCC Roundup,
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By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
Richland petition
Radio, forPulaski,
Tenn. —of
Granted
continuance
hearing in proceeding upon application
and that of WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. from
Aug. 14 to Oct. 9.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition requesting that time for filing
proposed findings of fact in proceeding
upon applications of Easton Publishing
Co., Easton, Pa., and that of Allentown
Bcstg. Corp.,
Allentown,
Pa., 1.be extended from Aug.
15 to Oct.
WBET Brockton, Mass. — Granted petition requesting that transcript in proupon its respects.
application be correctedceeding
in various
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex.— Granted
petition for continuance of hearing in
proceeding upon application from Aug.
15 to Sept. 17 in Washington, D. C.
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
WLOW Norfolk, Va., and WHLF
South Boston, Va. — Dismissed petition
of WLOW and supporting letter filed on
behalfing in of
WHLF requesting
that hear-of
proceeding
upon application
Stone Bcstg. Corp., Emporia, Va., now
scheduled to be held in Washington
on Aug.
sixty
days.8, be postponed for at least
By Hearing Examiner J.D.Cunningham
FCC General Counsel — Granted motion requesting that certain specified
corrections be made in official transcript of hearing conducted in matter
of Marcel De Velez, Elmhurst, N. Y.
August 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1250
Eastland, Tex. — CP of Eastland County Bcstg. Co. for new AM station on
730 kc 250 w D AMENDED to change
to 1250 kc 1 kw D etc.
Name Changed
WEKZ Monroe, Wis.— License for CP
new AM station AMENDED to change
name from partnership d/b as Green
County Co.Bcstg.
Bcstg.
Inc. Co. to Green County
License for CP
KFAC-FM
cense for CP Los
new Angeles,
FM station.Calif.— LiTV— Ch. 4
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— CP new
TV station AMENDED to decrease ERP
from 100 kw vis. 50 kw aur. to 880 w
vis. 440 w aur. and change type vis.
and aur. trans, and ant..
KRLD-TV Dallas, Tex.— CP to increase ERP from 15.1 kw vis. 7.5 kw
aur. to 100 kw vis. 50 kw. aur. and add
power amp. to trans, equipment.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

of license: KVOA Tucson, Ariz.; KC
Sacramento, Calif.; KCOK Tuk
Miami WLIZ
Beach. Bridgeport,
Fla.; WTAL Conn.;
Tallahas
Calif.;
WK '
Fla.; WLBK Dekalb, 111.; WKAN K
kakee, 111.; WEEK Peoria, 111.; WW
Gary, Ind.;
Io
WDSU
New KOKX
Orleans,Keokuk,
La.; WS
Springfield.
WORCMich.;
Worces'
Mass.; WXYZMass.;
Detroit,
WB
Flint, Mich.; WOOD Grand Rap
Mich.; WTCN Minneapolis, Mir
WJDX Jackson, Miss.; WGFC Kalar
zoo, Mich.; KFSB Joplin, Mo.; WK
Binghamton. N. Y.; WWHG Horn
N. Y.; WOV New York; WHLD N
gara Falls. N. Y.; WGWR Ashebc
N. C; WJSW Altoona. Pa.; WERC E
Pa.; WANS Anderson, S. C; WE
Easley, S. C; WRR Dallas, Te
WTAL-FM Tallahassee, Fla.
August 14 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BAN
WPTZ Philadelphia, Pa.— Denied
quest for authority to conduct expe
mental color TV broadcasts over WP
from 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. (regular ho
of operation) on Aug. 9 only.
BY THE SECRETARY
San Antonio Television Co., A
San Antonio, Tex. — Granted license
TVWSM
pickup
KA-7896. Tenn. — Granted
Nashville,
cense for
installation of new a
trans, at present location of m
trans.
WRAK Williamsport, Pa. — Gran
license for installation of new tra
WLAM Lewiston, Me. — Granted
cense for installation of new aux. tra
WMAKfor Nashville,
Granted
cense
change in Tenn.
DA; —cond.
WCLO,
Janesville,
Wis.—
Granted
cense for installation of new trans.
WGBS Miami, Fla.— Granted lice
to use aux. trans, as alt. main tra
during night operation only.
WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md.— Gran
license
changes
existing
FM's a
tion:
(104.7 inmc),
9.4 kw;
1340 ft.Ch.for 284
WKPT-FM Kingsport, Tenn.— Gra
ed license for changes in existing ]
station:
minus 85 Ch.
ft. 253 (98.5 mc), 4.5 kw; a
Following were granted mod. C
for extension of completion dates
shown:
WSVA-FM
to 9-29-51;
KFVS-FM Harrisonburg,
Cape Girarde 1
Mo. to 2-25-52; KISS San Antor
Tex. to 11-1-51 WBBB-FM Burlingt
N. C. to 10-1-51; WBSC Bennettsvi
S. C. to 2-20-52; cond.
WJOC forJamestown,
N. Y.— Gran
license
change of facilities,
char
in hours operation, installation of n
trans,
and
change
trans,
location
(1
kc 250 w unl.)
Columbus Bcstg. Co., Columbus, (
— Granted request to cancel CP s
delete FM STL KIB-41.
WABA Aguadilla, P. R. — Gran
mod. CP to change type trans., coi
Badger Bcstg. Co., Madison, Wis
Granted request to cancel licenses a
delete remote pickups KA-4109, KS
549WWPC-FM
KSA-550 Muscatine, Iowa.— Gra
ed mod. CP for extension of comtt
tion
date toBcstg.
11-1-51.
Gulfport
Co. Inc., Area Pen
cola, Fla. — License extended on te
porary
basis
for
to Sept.
subject to change KA-3373
in frequency
wh
may
result
from
proceedings
in Docl
6651.
KILO Grand Forks, N. D. — Gram
license for installation of new trans
WKLJ
Sparta, 990
Wis.—
for AM station:
kc Granted
250 w D.licei
Village
Bcstg.
Co.,
Oak
Park, III
9202.
Granted license for remote pickup K
WJSW-FM Altoona, Pa.— Granted
cense for FM station: Ch. 261 (10
mc) 135 w, ant. minus 170 ft,
WASH forWashington,
Grant(9
license
FM station:D. Ch.C— 246
mc) 15 kw, ant. 470 ft.
KCSB San Bernardino. Calif.— Grai
ed mod. license to change name to S
Bernardino Valley Bcstrs.
WGPC Albany, Ga.— Granted CP

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS yearn"
For immediate
nervice
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

ULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
iecutive Offices
National Press Building
Sices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ashington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

cmmercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
TERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
0. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
JNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

TELEVISION

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ENGINEER;

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Member

Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
OND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
27 15th St., N. W. RE public 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

i

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

'Registered Professional Engineer"
ill G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, U. C.
Executive 1230— Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, I.ockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rccholle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-4-51; cond.
The Commission, by the Acting Secretary, on dates
shown,output
granted
STA'sof
for increases
in trans,
power
following
TV
stations:
WENR-TV
Chicago, 111. (from vis. 4.42 kw to 5 kw);
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala. (from vis.
4.06 kw to 5 kw, and aur. from 2.03 kw
to
2.5 vis.
kw);3.35WWJ-TV
(from
kw to 5 Detroit,
kw, and Mich,
aur.
from 2.09 kw to 2.5 kw); WTVR Richmond, Va. (from vis. 3.53 kw to 5 kw,
and aur. from 1.86 kw to 3 kw); WOITV Ames, Iowa (from vis. 4.14 kw to
5 kw); WCAU-TV Philadelphia, Pa.
(from vis. 4.41 kw to 5 kw); WFBMTV Indianapolis, Ind. (from vis. 4.58
kw to 5 kw); WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
Ohio (from vis. 4.4 kw to 5 kw);
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111. (from vis.
2.36 kw to 5 kw, and aur. from 1.12 kw
to 2.4 kw); WNBK Cleveland, Ohio
(from vis. 4.2 kw to 5 kw); WNBQ
Chicago, 111. (from vis. 4.69 kw to 5
kw, and aur. from 2.4 kw to 2.5 kw);
WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y. (from vis.
4.45 kw to 5 kw); WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y. (from vis. 2.56 kw to 5 kw);
WNBT New York, mod. STA granted
to operate in accordance with BMPCT825 except vis. from 1.42 kw to 5 kw,
and aur. from 1.165 kw to 2.5 kw, and

to operate aux. ant. with increase in
vis. trans, power output from 4.15 kw
to 5 kw; KNBH Los Angeles (from vis.
2.97 kw to 5 kw, and aur. from 1.5 kw
to
2.5 (from
kw); vis.
KFMB-TV
Calif,
3.65 kw San
to 5 Diego,
kw);
WCBS-TV New York (from vis. 3.4 kw
to
5 kw);
WKY-TV
(from
vis. 3.85
kw to Oklahoma
5 kw and City
aur.
from zoo,
1.7 Mich,
to 2.5
kw);
WKZO-TV
(from vis. 2.55 kw toKalama5 kw).
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.— Granted
license for commercial TV station and
to change studio location, ant. height
682 ft.

Falls, Mont.: KSWA Graham, Tex.;
KTAE Taylor, TV—
Tex. Ch. 10

WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex. — CP to
increase ERP from 21.6 kw vis. 10.8
kw aur. to 100 kw vis. 50 kw aur. and
change type trans.,
TV— Ch.ant.6 480 ft.

August 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1110 kc
KBND Bend, Ore. — CP to switch
from 270 kc to 1110 kc and change DA
system. CP to Replace CP
KPOR Riverside, Calif. — CP to replace CP, as mod. and reinstated, which
authorized a new FM station and expired 5-22-51.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111.;
KREI Farmington, Mo.; KFBB Great

WTVR Richmond, Va.— CP TV station AMENDED to delete change from
metropolitan to rural station and
change ERP from 28.8 kw vis. 18.7 kw
aur. to 2.04 kw vis. and 1.02 kw aur.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
WSHB Stillwater, Minn. — RETURNED
applications for assignment of license
to a new partnership, and from thence
to a corporation, St. Croix Bcstg. Co.
FORFEITURE
KOOS Coos Bay, Ore.— FORFEITED
CP to change from 1230 kc 250 w to
630 kc 1 kw DA-DN, install new trans,
and change
trans, location,
ance with Section
1.314 (a). in accord-

;nge type trans.
;IDO Inc., Boise, Idaho— Granted CP
new remote pickup KA-9440.
CKY Coolidge, Ariz.— Granted CP
nake changes in trans, equipment.
NBH
New new
Bedford,
to install
trans. Mass. — Granted
A BR Aberdeen, S. D. — Granted
||L CP for approval of ant., trans.
■ studio location and change type
KIN Kingsport, Tenn. — Granted
(iis. location
CP for and
approval
ant. andin
to makeof change
'le
name
to
Cy
N.
Bahakel,
tr/as
ivan County Bcstrs.
NEW New York, N. Y.— Granted
1 CP for extension of completion
It to 3-15-52; cond.
■ >'PR Greenville, Miss. — Granted
iOADCASTING
• Telecasting

WBNS-TV
Columbus. Ohio— CP to
increase ERP from 24.30 kw vis. 12.15
kw aur. to 192.72 kw vis. 96.36 kw aur.,
ant. 450 ft. etc.TV— Ch. 4

August 20, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Opportunity near future for aggressive
sales-minded general manager. Full
experience necessary. Progressive, successful station. Liberal salary guarantee, plus bonus arrangement. Contact F. A. Higgins, General Manager,
WITZ, Jasper. Indiana.
Salesman
Radio station salesman. Topflight salesman to call on radio stations selling
nation's
radio programs.
$150 weeknumber
draw. one
Exceptional
opportunity.
Write
full
details
about vourself. Box 384K, BROADCASTING.
Good deal for man experienced sports
and sales. Upper midwest. Box 511K,
BROADCASTING.
5 kw Mutual midwest station in market
of overenced
100,000
opening national
for experisalesman has
to handle
and
regional accounts. Adequate draw
against commission. Box 545K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman for local accounts. Draw and
commission. Texas station. Box 623K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 1000 watt network affiliate.
Prosperous Michigan community where
retail sales are way above national
average. Guaranteed salary. Give
background and references first letter.
Box 660K. BROADCASTING. _.
Salesman; national list exclusive stations: for Chicago office. Prefer man
with knowledge of Chicago agencies.
Straight comm. and small draw.
Wonderful
for manWrite
who Box
believes he hasopportunity
selling ability.
663K, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager thoroughly experienced,
proven producer, ready to mix in community life, needed for immediate
opening at progressive Florida major
network affiliate. Right figure for right
man with starting account list. Send
full details, compensation requirements,
documented references air mail to Box
668K, BROADCASTING.
Advertising experience preferred, but
not necessary. Excellent living conditions. Salary, plus over-ride. KTTP,
Porterville, Calif.
Salesman-announcer wanted for independent station. Good proposition
for right man. Send disc, full details,
first letter to R. L. Fowler, WGAT,
Utica, N. Y.
Experienced salesman. Liberal guarantee against billing now on air. High
commission all business over guaranteed
basis. Conscientious man can earn
four to five figure income. No one-call
high-pressure boys please. Contact by
phone, wire, letter. F. A. Higgins, WITZ,
Jasper, Indiana.
Experienced salesmen desiring wonderful opportunity for advancement. See
Clarence Beaman, owner, WKGN,
Knoxville, Tenn., available for personal
interview at Greenbrier Hotel, White
Sulphur Springs. W. Va. August 24-25,
date of BMI Clinic.
Salesman wanted — 1 kw. Independent
station. $70.00 draw, 15% commission.
Write or call WKRT, Cortland. N. Y.
I have requests for good salesmen
from stations throughout the U. S. A.
If you have a good personal and sales
record and wish to advance yourself,
send complete information and photo
to
Fred A. Palmer Co., Worthington.theOhio.
Announcers
Sportscaster-announcer. Must be tops
play-by-play and competent special
events, general staff. Above average
earnings right man. Midwest. Write
all Box 512K, BROADCASTING.
Eastern New York station expanding
staff, needs disc jockey-news reporter.
Must be versatile. Box 560K, BROADCASTING,
Wanted — experienced announcer - DJ
abilities, Iowa
mensurate withstation,
ability.salary
Send comfull
particulars
including
picture
and
audition to Box 626K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Fulltime regional station needs morning announcer. Must be able to run
good morning program including newscasts. Several years experience required. Send disc including news and
segment of record program, along with
references and educational history. Box
562K, BROADCASTING.
We don'ttones
want and
announcers
with pearshaped
bad inflection.
We
want itytwo
air-salesmen
with
personaland naturalness who understand
their job. Excellent positions with a
good company. Restricted to good men
now working. Send detailed personal
history as part of your audition. Box
603K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, immediately by 250 fulltime
Liberty affiliate on Florida east coast, a
woman combo, must have first phone,
attractive personality and ability to
handle disc jockey show beamed at
service men in this area. Excellent
pay if you can produce. Send photo
and disc immediately to Box 615K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced sportscaster, football and basketball play-by-play, some
board work, salary commensurate with
ability. State expected starting salary
— Iowa station. Send full particulars
including picture and audition. Box
624K, BROADCASTING.
We have staff announcing position open
for
goodstation,
man whosmall
isn't staff,
afraid plenty
of work.of
Small
chance for advancement. If interested,
give all information in your first letter
as well as audition disc. Box 639K,
BROADCASTING.
A star to hitch your wagon to! We
need
a "Mr. Versatility"
New England.
Accent on from
news.around
Start
around $60, good talent prospects. Fast
growing, live-wire independent chain.
If
you're shoot
from the
northeast
and you're
g-o-o-d,
audition
and details
imING.
mediately. Box 654K, BROADCASTNewscaster. Strong air personality,
newspaper background desirable, for
editing and delivering local news. Permanent. Top network station, newspaper affiliated, nice sized community
for family man. East. Reply in detail,
send disc. Confidential. Box 681K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for early
morning shift, who can really put across
early morning programs. Hours of work
will average around 44 hours weekly.
This is an excellent opportunity for the
right man. Salary is dependent entirely upon ability. Radio Station
KBRL, Box 342, McCook, Nebraska.
Announcer-engineer. Starting salary
$70.00 week with increases to follow
determined
ability. Send
Salesman also bywanted.
KLIC,disc.Monroe,
Louisiana, dial 3-4617.
One news and one announcing vacancy,
expanding
organization.
man at KSTT,
Davenport,Contact
Iowa. NorImmediate opening established Mutual
affiliate, combination announcer and engineer, first phone, car helpful. Good
top pay, permanent position, 40 hour
week. Experience preferred. Contact
ico.
Dave
Button, KSVP, Artesia, N. MexFulltime network affiliate has immediate opening for ambitious, sober
staff announcer. Salary commensurate
with ability and experience. Send audition, references, qualifications first
letter. Ticket an asset but not required.
KXAR, Hope, Arkansas.
Wanted,
announcer-engineer. Mustcombination
be experienced
and average
or better
on announcing.
Mutual
station in small
town. Living
expenses
low. Housing available. Pay depends
on hours mation
andalongability.
Send fulldisc
infor-to
with audition
L. M. Neale, General Manager, WALD,
Walterboro, S. C.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening, announcer, experience not necessary.
Send disc
complete
information and audition
WASA,
Havre de Grace, Md.
Wanted, experienced announcer with
first class license. WBIP, Booneville,
Mississippi.
Wanted: announcer from North or South
Carolina or Virginia for regular staff
announcing to start around first of
September.
maker, WGTM,Contact
Wilson, Allen
N. C. WannaAnnouncer-engineer combo wanted.
WMTE, Manistee, Michigan. New station, good hours, good pay. Write or
call Jack Powell.
Announcer-engineer, first phone, send
disc, resume. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Announcer capable of high school football and basketball play-by-play. Good
salary. Excellent conditions. In small
market.
Ed Damron, WPKE,
Pikeville, Contact
Ky.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga., Phone 921.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer first phone license to work
1000 watt station in western Pennsylvania, on temporary two months basis.
Box 622K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — engineer. Capable of assuming encedchief's
duties, thoroughly
experiin construction
and maintenance.
Send photograph, starting salary and
letter
of experience. Box 636K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer for western
Penna. 250 watter. Car not essential.
$50.00 for 42 hours. Address Box 674K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, ately.
engineer-announcer
immediMust have first ticket,
good
voice. Experienced, starting pay $60.
Box 678K, BROADCASTING.
Want combination engineer-announcer
first phone. Good voice required. State
salary required first reply. KCOG,
Centerville, Iowa.
Combo:
First class
for
combination
job engineer-announcer
at KCOW, Alliance,
Nebraska.
Salary
ence. Send audition.depends on experiNeeded immediately, a man with first
class phone ticket to handle combo job.
Excellent earnings. Permanent position. Car needed. Write, wire or phone
WCDL, Carbondale, Penna.
Engineer, first class license. Immediate
opening. WEAV, Plattsburg, N. Y.
Engineer with 1st class ticket wanted
immediately by progressive 250 watt
station. No better working conditions
anywhere. Must be able to take announcing shift. Can pay $55.00 weekly
or more. Phone or wire collect. John
Garrison, Radio Station WFUN, Huntsville, Alabama.
Southeastern network station wants experienced first class operator with car,
capable of maintenance and recording
as well
as
transmitter
tion not swollen by longwatch.
hours.Computa40 hour
week with time-and-a-half for occasional overtime. Permanent job replacing man gone to TV after five years
our staff. Write, wire or phone Bill
Atkinson, WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Need engineer now. Prefer comb jf
tion mar.. Permanent. WGGA, Gai Jl
ville, Georgia.
Immediate opening for experiei
engineer with first class ticket. C
tact Allen B. Jones, Radio Sta
WGNI, Wilmington, N. C.
Combination engineer - announcer
36 hour week, air conditioned stuc
high salary, free transportation, i
work
bama. station. WGYV, Greenville, J.
Immediate opening for first class tic
at FM station. Experience not ne>
sary, but car required. WHDLOlean, New York..
Wanted; First phone engineer, 1
ABC, under construction. Good
prospects. $57.50, 44 hours. Reply, C
Engineer, WORD, Spartanburg, S.
Opening first class operator at $1.55
hour, 46 hour work week. Permai
only. WPAD, Paducah. Kentucky.
Production-Programming, Oth
Copywriter-announcer for Florida c
time LBS affiliate. Southerner ]
ferred. Box 608K, BROADCAST!
Wanted — experienced farm man, w
early shift with noon time farm i
gram. Salary commensurate with a
ity. State expected starting sal
Iowa station. Send full particulars ,
eluding picture and audition.
625K, BROADCASTING.
News director, able to take full ch;
of a live wire news room in a leac
5000 watt, north-central network s
iate. Must be a topflight newscas
thoroughly experienced in local rep
ing,
and be Reph
abl<
directediting
other wire
news copy
personnel.
confidence, giving detailed prev
experience,
when avaik
and attach salaries,
small photograph.
413K, BROADCASTING.
Assistant radio director-instructor, i
or woman, wanted by leading eas
radio broadcasting school. School ;
starts in September. Applicant ri
have had varied professional experic
including writing. If you can te
here is a good opening. Send resi
references, photo and salary requ
ments in first letter. Box 642K, BRO.
CASTING.
Organist-pianist, for combined posi
as musical director of station
organist at restaurant. Will hai
music library, play 3 daily shows
station; will play luncheon and diij
at cafe. Permanent work in good sor
eastern city. Total weekly income
start $135 per week. Should have 5?
own organ or be willing to rent one
use in restaurant. Write or wire
665K, BROADCASTING.
Woman copywriter. Southwest. £
audition disc, copy and recent ph
Box 672K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced secretary - copywri
Western Pennsylvania independ
Position opening in September. PI
send full details, photo, copy sam
and
salary required. Box 673K, BRO
CASTING.

Newsman: We are interested in a
sponsible man with a good news v
to take charge of news programs : :
this station; must know how to coL
write,
local, state
news. rewrite
Write WHDL,
Olean,andNewnati<Y
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager, 7 years experience
class phone, consider managerial r.
Road representation for transcrip
service or radio equipment comp.
Single, 28 years old. Box 552K. BRO.
CASTING.
Commercial manager of top 5000
station wants permanent sales op
tunity in NYC market this fall,
ceptionalMarried,
record college
in sales graduate,
and man
ment.
eran. Present owners know of this
If
interested,
don't put this off
650K,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Mienced executive, former NAB of, twenty years operating, adminisand Washington,
legal background,
past nine
--Bk'e in
available
for
al connection or assignment, limItravel. Own Chevy Chase home;
nsive civic, club and government
.ations. Present connection, $25,000
'ear,
now Will
requires
too longless.
absence
home.
consider
Can
change on thirty to sixty days
e. Write Box 556K, BROADCASTrienced commercial manager or
~-'man.
Veteran
exempt.
(Is college
degree.and draft
Available
for
5tview about September 1st. Now
kw as commercial manager. Box
BROADCASTING.
on and/or sales manager who can
lis available. Thoroughly capable,
j; experience all phases radio. Efipt,and
economical
management,A strong
public relations.
profit
sr. Mature, fine personality and
showmanship.
Everything that
5s a successful station. Prefer a
1 or medium market. Reasonable
, v and percentage.
Box 661K,
I ADCASTING.
:Big
build-ups.
No fantastic
pros. Just
a commercial
manager with
t e record wanting permanent posiAm now employed 250 w network
ate. Desire change in location,
lent, businessman. 28, married,
ge education. Experienced in all
es of radio. Stations with high
;ure policy do not answer. Box
:, BROADCASTING.
on or sales manager available!
"ough
of all efficient
station
'ations. knowledge
Long experience,
Ugement, sales and public relations.
; ge graduate, family, extremely
jble. Box 680K, BROADCASTING
iger-sales manager, 20 years newsr-radio management, sales, proming, continuity experience. Maresponsible,
aggressive.
minded,
excellent
record. CommuFamily
college graduate. Desire change
personal
reasons.
em:dlentsales
manager,
KOEL, Now
500 watt
•ty affiliate, Oelwein, Iowa. Go
here, available interview. Salary•nssion
stations.basis.GeneExperience
Callahan, opening
37 SecAvenue, S. E., Oelwein, Iowa,
e 8441J.
Announcers
;scaster, network references, 6
experience doing play-by-play
: | allege and professional football,
jJcfetball,
boxing exempt.
and baseball.
Marmd draft
Box 431K,
\DCASTING.
1
■S by-play football, basketball, base'-ei\ Five years experience. Never
'0!liJj»ut
seek production,
sports station.
Jfl
t in sponsor,
programming,
an' "ing. Box 551K, BROADCASTING.
• nation announcer-engineer. Defi'years
top-level.
Excellentin voice.
Seven-as
experience
positions
engineer, chief announcer, prodirector, newscaster-editor, conitti(.nt. Former station owner. Advise
Box 566K, BROADCASTING.
:rbrienced sportscaster, available on
t eeks notice to station now emIW. Desiring position to do footbasketball, baseball. Three years
'ience.
vet withtape
university
e. Will Married
send audition
on rePlease
include
terms.
Box
567K,
KDCASTING.
sports man available. Baseball,
all, basketball, boxing experience,
ed. Veteran. College. Age 31. Box
BROADCASTING.
lly DJ, know, like hillbillies.
i years with own top western unit,
right permanent spot. Please no
edcommercials.
shirt" stationDetails,
replies.
Also
transcrip,-equest. Available around first of
a rnber. Box 571K, BROADCASTs announcer, 52 mdnths extensive
.oy-play experience, handling more
1000 events, including Big Ten
:>ro basketball, prep football,
-I league baseball, Golden Gloves
• o boxing. Married, 28, draft exseeking better market. If you do
"ound play-by-play, give a listen
'ieEmployed.
sincerely wrapped
In his
Box 576K,upBROADING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Seeking
job City,
as announcer
— Negro.
Trained Radio
college background.
Strong on DJ, commercials, news. Clean
cut; pleasing
voice,available.
can writeBox
commercial copy. Disc
598K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Five vears all phases. Now
PD. $80. Box 604K. BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Three year man all phases.
$75. Married, draft exempt. Box 605K,
BROADCASTING.
Newswriter, 50 kw midwest, desires
return
to sports play-by-play.
Broadeast Northwestern
U 1950 football
games. Also have handled basketball,
baseball, track. Journalism Masters,
Northwestern. Full details and references. Box 609K, BROADCASTING.
Topnotch sportscaster can be available
approximately October 1st as sports
director for established station. A
really outstanding mike man with 5
years experience in metropolitan area
on all major sports. Family, finest
references.
Box 619K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster: Play-by-play Big Ten and
prep basketball and football, class A
baseball; college trained; presently employed 1000 watt station sports director,
6 years experience, married. Box C20K,
BROADCASTING.
Seven years experience. All phases of
announcing, board operation, production and programming, sports play-byplay, news writing and editing. Draft
exempt. Box 621K. BROADCASTING.
Experienced - combination announcer.
Family, vet, 25. DJ, news, commercials,
board operation, all-round man. Photo,
disc and background on request. Box
628K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, sports director two years,
strong basketball, football, play-byplay, news vet, college, network employed. Prefer northeast, highest references. Box 630K, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, vet, college, graduate
leading radio school. All phases. Disc.
Box 632K. BROADCASTING.
Permanency more important than big
money! Experienced sports announcer,
15 years play-by-play all sports, minor,
major league, live reconstruction.
Guarantees top job to station offering
fulltime sports position where honesty,
hard work, and loyalty are appreciated.
Best
references. Box 633K, BROADCASTING.
Top rated newscaster - announcer,
thoroughly experienced all fields. News
editing, local reporting, re-writing.
Proven record top-rated high caliber
newscasts nations major markets. Television experience. College graduate.
Married. Interested stability, congenial atmosphere and co-workers.
Available September 1st. Box 641K,
BROADCASTING.
Female disc jockey, available now. Experience inoperator.
all types programs.
Control board
Tape available
at
request. Box 651K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, knowledge control board operation, light experience.
Strong on news and copywrite talent.
Married, draft exempt, reliable, ambitious for opportunity, willing to travel.
Resume
and disc on request. Box 656K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced better than average staff
announcer completing third year on
same 250 watter. Trained and experienced news editor, writer, reporter and
newscaster. Degree. Strong on ad lib.
M.C. experience. Steady, sober, and
references. Box 658K, BROADCASTING^
Not a hot-shot or know it all: But five
years excellent background work as
announcer and PD. Mature voice and
ideas with ability to back them up.
Married, children,
interested
permanency with station
offering inhonest
opportunities to promote good ideas.
Box 666K, BROADCASTING.
First class adult announcer seeks a
berth with progressive station. Box
669K, BROADCASTING.
Westwardgressive
ho!announcer
Employed,
extra-agwith newscasting,
DJ, production, control board, sales,
script, managerial
and some
sports experience. Interested
in announcing
positionzona.inCollege
California,
Aridegree. Nevada,
Superior orvoice.
Executive ability. Young, married and
draft exempt. Appear at own expense
for audition. Write or wire Box 670K,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Station break. Young married veteran
in search of break in radio. Thoroughly
trained all phases of radio including
control board operations. Disc, resume
available. Good references. Will travel.
Box 671K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
man. Desire announcer-engineer-salespermanent position with
a future at aggressive station. Family,
car. Box 675K. BROADCASTING.
Available Sept. 1. Announcer, four
yearsball experience.
General
staff,former
baseand football, special
events,
program ager.
director
and
promotional
manOperate board, draft exempt,
married. Box 679K. BROADCASTING.
Technical
Experienced engineer desires position
in south. Box 469K, BROADCASTING.
Shorthanded after vacations? I might
fill that engineering position. 4',i years
AM transmitters thru 5 kilowatts directional. Remotes, recording, mainpreferably
tains.tenance.
$75.00 Southeast,
minimum.
Box moun617K,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, inexperienced, 23, draft
deferred, state salary, hours. Box 631K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer of RCA one kilowatt
seeks employment as operator with
larger station. Capable, reliable, veteran, family man. Box 634K, BROADCASTING.
Capable first phone now with 5 kw
directional AM desires connection with
equal or larger station operating and
believing in FM. Will consider chief
at small AM-FM. Require $4100 yearly.
Draft exempt veteran, 32, single, car.
All
inquiries answered. Box 635K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, available two weeks notice.
Ex Signal Corps, long radio experience,
9 years broadcast, Washington and
south.
Age forty-nine, single. Box
640K. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, degree, license, 15 years experience chief, combo. Box 652K,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, vicinity New
York City or New England. Box 657K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,mitter,
4 studio.
yearsDisc,
experience.
Transtape recording.
Remotes. No combo. State salary.
Box 659K. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 12 years experience 5 kw,
AM, FM directional, transmitter, studio,
remote experience. Prefer position with
living quarters
for family.
Write particulars. Box 664K.
BROADCASTING.
Hold
first classwithin
operator's
license,
employment
40 mile
radiuswantof
Providence,
R.
I.
D.
Federico,
58 Barton St., Providence 9, R. I.
Engineer, chief engineer, experienced.
Available immediately. Desire position
as chief. Small station or straight engineering position if salary is right.
References, will relocate. Contact
James Gray, 58 Sailly Avenue, Plattsburg, N. Y.
Productio n-Pro g ramming , Others
Girl,
experienced
all phases
women's,
children's
programming
and continuity.
College
background.
Seeking
position
with progressive radio and/or TV station.
New
York-New
Jersey
area.
606K, BROADCASTING. Box
Program director for small-medium
marketence at station.
7 years
varied
experi1 and 5 kw.
Traffic,
production
and public
relations
knowhow.
Married, hard worker, completely reliable.
CASTING.
Best references. Box 618K. BROADCapable woman experienced in program, selling, public relations, broadcasting and business departments desires larger opportunity with reliable
operation.
Prefer west but will go
ING^
anywhere.
Box 637K, BROADCASTFor sale: Experienced draft exempt
copywriter-program
agency or station iob director.
in or near Wants
large
city. Box 646K, BROADCASTING.
Traffic director, receptionist. Presently employed at network affiliate.
Experienced.
CASTING. Single. Box 648K, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director. 10 years radio.
Carolinas. Now employed. $65. Box
653K. BROADCASTING.
Recent university graduate, radio
journalism degree. Want writing job
in radio news department. Practical
experience writing newscasts. Veteran.
Hold two degrees. Box 655K. BROADCASTING.
Want
Here's production.
one. 3% years
solidlya good
based buy?
in good
26,
degree and experience in producing
both radio and stage shows. Speciality
shows and special events his babies.
News and sports director for a red hot
news and sports town. Writes own
copy. Looking for job with producing
opportunities
in TV orproof
livewire
radio
station. References
of ability.
Box 662K, BROADCASTING.
For two local
years daytime
I've produced
New York's
leading
TV show.
Lots
of net and local experience in production agency liaison, films, promotion,
etc. Desire to join an agency or a station that needs an all-round production
man. Box 667K, BROADCASTING.
Writer-announcer, college graduate,
now employed. Four years copywriting
experience, three years announcing.
Married,
one % children. Disc and
BROADCASTING.
sample
copy on request. Box 676K,
Copywriter, creative radio copy background in all phases, must be station to
advance. Data, copy samples. Box
682K, BROADCASTING.
Television
Announcers
Experienced radio announcer-actor, 25,
3 years large eastern Pennsylvania
market,tion.
desires
positionWilling
with TV
staConscientious.
to start
at bottom. Available immediately.
Box 638K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Established (1000Stations
watt) daytime station
in rapidly developing area in central
Massachusetts.
Owner
has other interING^
ests which demand his attention. Priced
right to sell. Box 483K, BROADCAST250 watt station, one station market
rich
agricultural-industrial
city. Combination
operation. Wisconsin
Grossing
$90,000. Priced $65,000. $10,000 quick
assets included. Terms. Box 627K,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
For sale or trade, channel two or three
bay orbattrade
wing forantenna
TF-3A
sell
channeltype
three
five will
bay
bat wing antenna. Immediate delivery.
Box 398K. BROADCASTING.
For sale,
equipment for complete
FM radio broadcasting
station, all bought
new 3 years ago, includes 3 kw W. E.
transmitter, 54A 8 bay W. E. cloverleaf
antenna, 25B W. E. console, 2 Fairchild turntables, 225 ft. self-supporting
Blaw-Knox tower, G. E. type BM-l-A
FM station monitor, plus many auxiliary items all in excellent condition,
contact Box 544K, BROADCASTING.
Tower, 178 ft. Truscon self supporting
with
base insulators and hardware.
CASTING^
Brand
new. Write Box 647K. BROADFor sale: One composite 250 watt transmitter,
tower, QuonsetComplete
hut, two250 turntables
and console.
watt
station except for frequency and modulation monitors. First $5,000 takes it.
WBSC, Bennettsville, S. C.
For sale: FM transmitting equipment
(used at
two operating
years), available
on "as-is"
basis
site. RCA
Pylon
type BF-14A/B complete. Wincharger
type 300 guyed tower, 250 feet complete
with Hughey & Phillips lighting equipment. Communication
transmission
line type Products
505, 320 1-%"
feet
complete with #48-507 dehvdrator.
RCA FM transmitter-type BTF-3B, 3
kw., 103.3 mc. complete. HewlettPackard
335B frequency
and modula-23
tion monitor,
103.3 mc. complete.
acre transmitter site with cinder block
transmitter bldg., located in North
Royalton,
Ohio, in Mail
lobe ofsealed
DA ofbids
standard AM station.
on
any or all items by September 1, 1951
to: Paul E. Miley, 1025 Chester Avenue.
Cleveland 14, Ohio.
(Continued on next page)

Wanted To Buy

For Sale (Cont'd)

Equipment etc.
Used
four-bay
Prefer Andrews side-mount
or Collins. FMWireantenna.
KITE,
San Antonio, specify frequency.
Wanted— GRC 1181-A or similar type
frequencydition.monitor,
be good
Priced right.must
WLAY,
Box con230,
Sheffield, Alabama.

fCC
STATION
FOR SALE:
City population around 105,000.
Primary population 200,600. Isolated market in mid-south. Independent station in 5 station market. Should gross over $120,000
this year with profit before taxes
of $32,000 with absentee manager.
Owner manager could cut expenses
$2,000 per month. Studio and
business office included in price of
$125,000.00. Box 629K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J ., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING

Equipment, etc.
Situations Wanted
Television
Salesmen
TV TIME SALES
Former agency account executive, radio and
TV director. Sold and serviced all types of TV.
Merchandising experience with one of America's leading
retail chains.
Young,
aggressive,
conscientious.
Can produce results
for station
or representative.
Willing to travel.
BOX 645K, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING
For Sale
Stations

e — in satisfactory opefor GEsalSTL
One
ration for two years over span of
thirty-two miles.
BT-9-A 10 watt transmitter, complete with tubes and two crystals,
940.5 megs.
One BR-6-A receiver, complete
with tubes and two crystals, including FA-38-A panel.
Two 6 foot parabolic reflectors and
Dipole
fittings. antennae, brackets and
200 joot RG-1S-U cable in two
lengths with BOX
fittings.616K,
BROADCASTING

only station250 watt daytimcr in excellent
southwestern small community, serving an area of 100,000 population.
Ambitious owner-manager can pay
this property out in three to four
years. Sales above #50,000 now,
larger potential. Not a distress property, as it has always made money.
#50,000 price includes $10,000 quick
assets, half down. Please state your
cash position. Box 573K, BROADCASTING.

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

iiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Radio

Station

and

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable BlackburnHamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
V. HamiltonSt.
Harold
R.
MurphyTribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235RayMontgomery
Delaware
7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
i:
SUMMARY

THROUGH

AUGUST

Pending
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Class
Hea
CPs
Grants
On Air Licensed
AM Stations
9
120
Appls.
FM Stations
2,25686
1
425
107
TV Stations
13423
2,289
654
* On the air.
Cond'l
291
*
542
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WG
Docket Actions . . .
AM-FMWSAI-AM-FM
Miami, WJBK-AM-FM-TV
INITIAL DECISION
troit,
Cincinnati, f
Aug. 10.
WBET aminer
Brockton,
Hearinginitial
ExOmaha,
Elizabeth C. Mass.
Smith— issued
ferWOW-AM-TV
of control Radio
StationNeb.—
WOW Tr ]
decision favoring grant of application
licensee,
through
sale
of
100%
inteI)
to switch from 990 kc, 1 kw, daytime
to Meredith Engineering Co., sub
ary of Meredith Pub. Co., for $2,525
only, to 1460 kc, 1 kw, fulltime, nightMeredith owns WHEN Syracuse, N
directional;
conditions. Decision Aug. engineering
13.
and has TV applications pending
Albany. N. Y. and Rochester, N<!
Non-Docket Actions . . .
[BROADCASTING • TELECAST!
Aug. 13]. Filed Aug. 10.
TRANSFER GRANTS
KOOK
Billings.
— Relinqu
ment
of control
The Mont.
Montana
Netw
WRIC Richlands,
Va. — permit
Granted from
as- licensee, by C. L. Crist through sal
signment of construction
treasury
stock
to
present
stockholc
Clinch Valley Bcstg. Co., a partnership,
President Crist owns 50.68% now
to Clinch Valley Bcstg. Corp., owned
will own J.
34.84%
transfer.
by same partners. Granted Aug. 10.
1*
President
Carterafter
Johnson
will
WKVA Lewistown, Pa. — Granted in- 33.61%. Total of 516 shares will be
voluntary
transfer
of
licensee
corporation from Paul Newton, deceased, to for $51,600. Filed Aug. 13.
WREV-AM-FM Reidsville, N. CMary
administratrix
the
estate E.of Newton,
Paul Newton,
deceased. of Mrs.
quisition
of control
Reidsville
Co. Inc., licensee,
by William
M. 01B<
Newton now controls 70%. Granted
Sr.,
present
50%
owner,
through
Aug. 9.
chase of other 50% for $3500 plus
WSBA-AM-FM York, Pa.— Granted
tain obligations from C. R. Oliver
involuntary transfer of control from
Louis J. Appell, deceased, to Helen P. Filed Aug. 13.
Appell, Louis J. Appell Jr., George H.
KWCB Searcy, Ark. — Acquisitioi
Appell, and the York National Bank & negative control White County B<
Co. Inc. by C. M. Dodd through re
Trust
Co.,
executors
of
Louis
J.
Apment of 60% interest held by W
pelFs estate. Executors control 100%
interest. Granted Aug. 6.
Smith and J. F. Higginbottom. I
Aug. 13.
WKID- AM-FM Urbana, D.I.— Ass
New Applications . . .
ment
license Bcstg.
from Co.
Kemper-Fa
AM APPLICATIONS
Inc. toofSterling
for $62 : :
Equal
partners
in
transferee
are 1
Newport, Vt. — Memphremagog Bcstg.
ert
E.
J.
Snyder,
42%
owner
of K
Co., 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated
Iowa
City,
Iowa,
and
Gene
W. I
construction cost $13,106; first year op- lippe, former chief announcer
erating cost $40,000; first year revenue
KXIC. Filed Aug. 10.
$50,000.
WKYB-WKYC (FM) Paducah, B
TreasurerPrincipals
E. Dean include
FinneyPresident(4.56%),
Assignment of licensee from Padi
46.1% owner WTWN St. Johnsbury,
Newspapers
Inc. to WKYB Inc. thn
Vt.; Vice President Richard M. Adams
delivery of 5% bonds worth a
(3.06%),
4.4%
owner
WTWN;
Twin
State Bcstrs. Inc. (45.6%), licensee of $114,000. New corporation is contn
by the Paxton family who also coi
WTWN; Roland E. Royer (12.1%), manPaducah Newspapers. Transfer is
ager Red Wing Pavilion Derby; Marie
quested in order to allow empt
A. Albinus (7.6%), 4.4% owner WTWN;
of the station to acquire some ow
Margaret Stark (7.6%), 8.8% owner
ship interest
and to13.simplify tax st
WTWN; J. Gordon Keyworth (4.5%), ture.
Filed Aug.
1/3 owner WMNB North Adams, Mass.,
and 30 other Vermont residents and
Pa. —Valley
AssigniR
ofWRYO
license Rochester,
from Beaver
companies. Filed Aug. 15.
Levelland, Tex. — Prosperity Land
Inc.
Michael(30%),
Bakera Jr.
(70%) ' St
S. W.toCalkins
partnershi
Bcstg. Co., 580 kc, 500 w, day; esti- the
two major stockholders in Be
mated cost $20,250;
operating
$30,- Valley.
Consideration consists of
000; revenue
$40,000.
Equal cost
partners
are David R. Worley, 25% owner New
sumption
of 15.obligations and liabili
Filed
Aug.
Frontier Bcstg. Co. which has applied
for a new AM station in Seminole,
Tex., dent
and Brownfield
Bruce C.
Zorns,
State
Bankvice& presiTrust
Co. and Yoakum County State Bank.
Canada Meet Agendc
Partners also are applying for an AM
stationAug.
in Lovington,
N. M. (below).
REPORTS on various phases
Filed
15.
Lovington, N. M. — Prosperity Land
Canadian broadcasting feature J >
Bcstg. Co., 1250 kc, 1 kw, day; esti- agenda
of the annual meeting \
mated cost $19,250; operating cost
the
Western
Assn. of Broadcas
$30,000;
$40,000. see
For applicant's
businessrevenue
connections,
Levelland,
Tex. application above. Filed Aug. 15. at Banff Springs Hotel, Banff,
berta, Aug. 30-Sept. 1. Rep
TV APPLICATIONS
will be made by Pat Freen
Lafayette, Ind. — WFAM Inc., Ch. 59 sales director of Canadian A i
(740-746 mc), 18.24 kw vis., 9.12 kw
of Broadcasters, Toronto; W.
aur., antenna 364 feet; estimated construction cost $158,000; first year operSouch, Canadian Marconi Co., ]V ^
atingpliccost
$75,000; ofrevenue
Apant is licensee
WASK $75,000.
and WFAM
(FM) Lafayette, Ind. Filed Aug. 10.
treal,
Canadian broadcast
neeringon conference
held last e':
TRANSFER REQUESTS
Harold Moon, assistant gen
manager of BMI Canada I
KEYL of(TV)
San San
Antonio,
Transfer
control
AntonioTex.
Tele-—
Toronto; and William Guild, C i
vision Co., licensee, from 21 present
stockholders to The Fort Industry Co. Lethbridge and past board cr.
through sale of 5000 shares (100%) for man of CAB on Massey R
$1,050,000. Fort Industry owns WSPDCommission report on broadc
AM-FM-TV Toledo, WWVA-AM-FM
Wheeling, WMMN Fairmont, W. Va.,
ing. Elections will be held Sep
BROADCASTING
Telecast

Radio-TV
BLOOD

Y TV camera is demonstrated by
I. Klinedinst (I), manager of RCA
strial Equipment Sales, to Dr.
K. Marshall, conductor of the
-TV program. The Nature of
cs. Heart of the camera is the
tiny Vidicon pickup tube.

i! ICING BOOM
Laid to Kefauver, TV
EVISION is proving a boon
the nation's racetracks — and
kmen are wont to attribute
ing turnstiles in part to Sen.
s Kefauver (D-Tenn.) and the
kte Crime Investigating Conine which held televised hearings
ambling operations,
edit to the Kefauver group,
h TV projected sharply on the
ic consciousness, is given by
track owners who report a
ung business in point of insed attendance (207c) and
<side betting (25%). Some
lillion racing fans wagered a
• over $1 billion at 44 tracks
ig the first seven months of
, according to the Wall Street
\nal.
•orge Widener, president of
i lont Park, N. Y., describes TV
key factor in introducing rac,o a broader public and whetappetites. Partial TV cover■ jjof racing events was cited,
'her official, Fred Ryan of Tanfi, claims that the Senate corai'.e put the quietus on off-track
ng and spurred actual attenspokesmen for the Empire City
'ng Assn. of New York noted
'television is uniquely suited
iving the public a complete
without giving it the entire
" The Wheeling Downs manent in West Virginia also finds
: 'stimulating, too, and is neting with some Pittsburgh
: >';ries for sponsorship of races,
■; hurnal reported.
A Colorcasts
5ED circuit colorcasts of new
ting techniques will be used
nerican Medical Assn. during
onvention in Los Angeles
e Auditorium Dec. 4-7. Emig CBS color system on Smith,
& French equipment, the
sts will be scheduled daily
9 to 11 a.m., and 2 to 4 p.m.,
said.
ADCASTING

DRIVE

United

Joining
Effort

RADIO-TV broadcasters will be asked to contribute their time and
talent on behalf of a concerted national drive to replenish blood plasma
supplies for the U. S. armed forces, beginning' next month.
Extensive plans for the campaign, primed for a full 12-month period,
were revealed last week by the
Material will include suggested anDept. of Defense, which is launchnouncements, mats and photos,
ing the drive in cooperation with
tie-ins with local Red Cross and
The Advertising Council. NARTB
armed services installations, and
also is expected to cooperate
film slides when available.
through its member stations.
The drive already has been apKickoff of the broadcast phase is
proved by The Advertising Countentatively set for Sept. 10, with a
cil, which is allocating special anspecial radio-TV simulcast on
nouncements on major programs
major networks agreeing to carry
over
a
yearly
basis. Official anthe program. Celebrated enternouncement was made last week by
tainers and military officials are
slated to participate. Final net- Mr. Gaynor, along with Mr. Dillon.
The agency executive is workwork commitments had not crystalized late last week.
ing out detailed plans for radio-TV
with Lt. Junell and inThe Defense Dept. drive, as dis- cooperation
dustry through NARTB.
tinguished from the blood proMr. Gaynor welcomed the support
gram already initiated by the
of the broadcasting industry which,
American Red Cross for national
civil defense, will enjoy the sup- he noted, has "proved a tremendous
port of a number of coordinating
force in fidence
(such)
emergencies."
Conwas expressed
by defense
groups,
including
the
department's
authorities
that
the
program
will
Office of Public Information under
be successful, largely through
Director Clayton Fritchey. Once
broadcast cooperation and support.
again the program will be worked
out with the Red Cross.
Paul Gaynor, vice president of
Buchanan & Co., New York and
BERLE VS. SINATRA
former member of Gardner AdverHave Opposite TV Spots
tising Co., Washington, is charged
with planning and coordinating the FRANK SINATRA will be pitted
vast program. Mr. Gaynor, on against Milton Berle on Tuesday
loan to the Defense Dept., will re- nights from 8-9 p.m., in what has
port directly to Mr. Fritchey.
become the focal point of the teleLt. Frank Junell (USN), former
vision contest between CBS and
NBC. Announcement of who the
commercial manager of KEYL-TV
San Antonio, now with the depart- CBS Television Division would send
ment's Radio-TV Branch, will against Berle, ruler of the ratings,
direct all broadcasting activities,
in his regular time slot was made
according to Charles Dillon, branch
Tuesday by Hubbell Robinson, Jr.,
chief.
vice president and director of netSupplementing the special inwork television programs for the
augural program will be a conCBS Television Division.
tinuing schedule of network spots
The Frank Sinatra Show, as
and promotions, as well as special
it has been known since 1945, will
features on prime network shows.
originate at first in New York
Additionally, complete radio kits before moving to Hollywood and
will be distributed to local stations.
will start in October, the exact
date to be announced later. The
crooner's stint will retain its vaINSIDE GOVT.
riety format, with the headliner
Mahoney in WBAL-TV Series performing both song and emcee
duties. Background support will
WHERE is your tax dollar going?
be provided from a weekly guest
Just what are the functions of the
list of stellar names.
various government agencies and
departments? These and many other timely questions are spotlighted
It's All Greek
in a new WBAL-TV Baltimore
A NEW note of democracy
public service feature, United
has been injected into the
States Newsreel, telecast weekly,
bloodstream of Greek politics
Friday 9:30-10 p. m.
Built on authoritative facts, the
complete with radio trimmings. The Athens radio
series is composed of official U. S.
station in Greece reportedly
Government films, with two to
is offering 20 minutes of
three reels being used on each telebroadcast time each day to
cast. Adding additional authority
Greece's 15 political parties.
to the project is George P. MahoNew
policy also was interney, Democratic National Commitpreted as a departure from
teeman for Maryland, who selects
practices of previous governand interprets the films on the
ments which had monopolized
series.
the station and, in some inWBAL-TV officials report "trestances, denied use of any
mendous" response to the premiere
type
political
broadcasts.
showing of United States Newsreel
Some editorial comment sugAug. 10. Switchboard was swamped
gested that the measure may
and a heavy load of mail and telebecome a permanent feature
grams continues to pour in, the
of Grecian politics.
station reports.

• Telecasting

Mr. Paulsen waves to televiewing
fans on sidewalk reporter program.
HEY

TAXI!
Meet TV-Wise Paulsen

THERE'S a cab driver in San
Francisco who pulls his cab right
up into the television screen, gets
out and starts telling stories; a
habit that cab drivers seem to have
not only in San Francisco but also
in New York, Philadelphia, Denver, London, Paris, and any place
else on earth.
There's a catch, however. This
cab driver is a real operator of a
taxi not an actor. He also advertises a product, the Yellow Cab
Co. of San Francisco.
This story-teller is Vic Paulsen,
once-upon-a-time radio announcer,
news commentator and disc jockey,
who took to cab driving because
he liked meeting people and it was
a good way to keep eating. Mr.
Paulsen shows up on most TV programs on all three local stations.
His favorite is KRON-TV's Man
on Mission Street, a sidewalk reTV program,
where the
era porter
catches
Mr. Paulsen
and camcab
pulling up at the curb. Rhoades &
Davis, San Francisco advertising
agency handling the rolling-stock
talent, says he is popular with
viewers and gives informative commercials.
IN THE FUTURE
GE Uses TV at Meeting
A FORETASTE of the "Sales Convention of the Future" may be had
in Chicago on Sept. 5, when executives of General Electric Co.'s Appliance Division and 150 of its
distributors and salesmen gather in
NBC-TV studios for a closed-circuit
preview
of the
win Show,
to benetwork's
sponsoredBillbyGoodGE.
The event will be part of the GE
appliance
division's
sales counselors convention
in Chicago.
All 48
interconnected stations of the NBCTV network will be fed the closedcircuit telecast, and each station is
being requested by NBC to summon
local GE distributors and appliance
dealers into its studios to look in
on the meeting.
Starting Sept. 11, the GE Appliance Division will sponsor the Bill
Goodwin Show on NBC-TV Tuesday and Thursday, 3:30-4 p.m.,
through Young & Rubicam.
August 20, 1951
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from the agency or principal. T|
booth is ours too. In fact the whi
operation belongs to KUTA. 7,
advertiser needs only to have pier
of stock on hand and stand ba
I've been talking about one boo
The one you see pictured. But do
jump to conclusions. We are pi
pared to put a dozen into siml
taneous operation at the drop o]
sales curve. And considering tl
each of them will serve from 1,3
to 3,000 customers on an avers
Saturday, that's good coverage, j
Actually on the average abl
half of our dozen booths are in I
at any one time. Each booth ca
about $160. It takes about $l|
day to run one, including the said
of the girl demonstrator.
Now we come to the big qui
tion. How can we expect a groi
to give us four by six feet of v£
able floor space for an item 1 1
might retail for as little as

Radio

Goes

How
By S. JOHN SCHILE
VICE PRESIDENT, SALES
ROCKY MOUNTAIN BSCTG. SYSTEM
SALES MANAGER
KUTA SALT LAKE CITY
TO BEGIN WITH, I'm going to reiterate some well known, hackneyed, trite but true facts:
Merchandising moves merchandise into the hands of customers,
for which advertising has created
a desire. Point of sale display is
essential to the success of advertising effort. Coordination of all promotion activity is important for
maximum results. It's the old onetwo and follow-through. Right?
Now then. Despite the fact that
many of us in this business of radio advertising have been well
aware of these facts, only a few
of us have bothered to integrate
these activities into our own organizations. Don't get me wrong. There
are some outstanding merchandising plans in operation. WLW
Cincinnati for example, and many
others. But they are mostly found
in large markets. Or, they are very
complex and comparatively expensive.
Requests for Product
Promotion Are Frequent
Today it is not uncommon for an
advertising agency or its client to
write us asking . . . "Would you
write a letter to the grocers in your
market calling attention to the special radio campaign promoting the
sale of Freezert? Would you prepare display cards? Would you
help our broker obtain floor displays in the super markets? Would
you run extra spots?" . . . Well,
would you?
Chances are you would, rather
than run the risk of losing the
Page 98
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account to the station currently
enjoying
a higher
yours. But
most of"Hooper"
it wouldthan
be
"eyewash." One copy to the broker,
one copy to the agency and one
copy to your "rep," and a letter
(dictated by you) from your favorite grocer applauding your "terrific
How, then, can an aggressive
5 kw station operating in a market
of 500,000 or less do an effective
merchandising job with a spot rate
of job."
less than $25 for Class "A"
time?
we at KUTA
don't
have allFrankly,
the answers
but I think
we've developed one of the most
sensible station-product-store tieups in our market. It's very simple too. One glance at the picture
accompanying this article should
tell the story. ■
Granted, there's nothing new in
point-of-sale sampling. Granted,
there's nothing new in point-ofpurchase displays and signs set up
by the radio station. After all, we
appreciate the value of appealing
to as many of the five senses as

KUTA

To

Glues

Sponsors

possible in creating a desire to buy.
Even the corner butcher is cognizant of this approach when he
proffers a slice of cheddar on the
point of his carving knife. But in
today's shop-a-minute super markets much of this personal touch is
relegated to a few — too few — salesmen who set up their samples on an
upended cracker box or a rickety
card table. I've seen shoppers actually do an "end run" to avoid
this type of gaffing. Yet the idea is
sound.
Let's take another look at the
picture.
You'll agree, won't you, the booth
is attractive — attractive enough to
stand out in the finest market. It
contains a built-in phonograph and
amplifier with portable speakers
that are set up throughout the
store. The grocer likes this. So do
his employes. The woman demonstrating the product is qualified to
answer all questions about the item
and its uses. She works for us and
is Supplied with all pertinent data
well in advance of the demonstration. Data that is always available

HERE'S a way for radio stations to put an extra merchandising push behind the products of their sponsors. It might well do as much for other stations and
their clients as it has for KUTA Salt Lake City and such
advertisers as Pillsbury, General Foods, Ready Mix Flour,
Pepsi Cola, Countrv Club Potato Chips, Fruzola Soft
Drinks, Reddi-Wip Dessert Topping and Ralston Instant
Cereal.
One KUTA sponsor, Hi-Land Dairy, credits the combination of a daily half-hour program and the use of two
merchandising booths each weekend with boosting its
sales 20% in a year. S. John Schile, KUTA sales manager
and vice president in charge of sales of the Rocky Mountain Broadcasting System, here tells how it's done.

Marke

a Merchandising

PI

cents? I said before he likes
carnival atmosphere it brings
his store. But being practical
wants more. Remember we pr
ised the advertiser some promc
spots? We give them to the gr<
instead. He gives us a few it
he wants to feature, for the Sa
day we will be in his store, and
run these spots on Friday,
course the spot calls attentior
the demonstration of Freezert
A couple of good spots will ;
quatelyspace.
compensate
floor
Right? him for
Experience Has Shown
Effectiveness of Effort
While the idea is still comp
tively new we have had enough
perience so far to evaluate
results. Obviously, sales incre
of the products demonstrated
been out of all proportion to
effort. I could say and prove
in one instance we stepped-up
sale of a fruit drink 15 time
could, but then somebody w
challenge us to double the sal
Zilch's succotash when every
knows Zilch only has 2% dist:
tion in the market.
Yes, but . . . ? Oh, you mean
do we determine how many
piers an advertiser is entitle
Or how often. The answer to
question shall have to remai
If you are sincere in wanting 1
a job arrive
for your
I'm
you'll
at anclients,
equitable
tion to the problem. Besides,
not overlook the inestimable |
of the stations personal co
with
listeners.andYou'll
some its
interesting
mightypic
able information on the "i
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* Hooper Reports Oct. 1949-Feb. 1950
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MASSACHUSETTS
WORCESTER

NEW ENGLAND'S LEADING INDEPENDENT IN NEW ENGLAND'S THIRD LARGEST MARKET
Represented by: The Boiling Company, Inc. and Ketteli-Carter, Inc.

/ AND WfTH THEIR \
\ HUSBANDS,
/

NEW

YORK

DETROIT

WJZ

Johnny Slagle Show
4:30-5:45 pm, Monday-Friday

Dean Cameron
4-4:30 pm, Monday-Friday
Household facts . . . household philosophy . . . household sales! Dean Cameron has a relaxing, soothing half hour
on WJZ. Women like what he says, believe what he says, buy what he says.
Important: there are special merchandising services available to the participating sponsor at no extra cost.

"Laughing Boy" — jovial Johnny Slagle
has a way with weary wives and workers in the nation's motor capital! They
love his slow, easy, sincere manner, his
wonderful laugh, his taste in records.
In addition to music, the latest news
headlines are presented in two fiveminute newscasts each day.
LOS

CHICAGO

WENR

Straight stuff from a straight guy!
Chicagoans like Austin H. Kiplinger's
impartial, accurate, unbiased coverage
of world, national and local news. His
clear, concise, unsensational commentary on the headlines inspires confidence
and loyalty in his many listeners.

FRANCISCO

KG0

For details about participating spots on any of these programs, contact

John Harvey"1
ABC Home Digest
6:30-7 am,s Monday-Saturday
for the whole family . . . and
John Harvey's ABC Home Institute
3-3:30 pm, Monday-Friday
10:30-11 am, Saturday
"Very fine results," writes a participating food sponsor! The Harvey
method of friendly, folksy, personal
selling has to be heard to be appreciated. And results show that, with the
thousands of listeners who hear it on
San Francisco's big 50,000-watt station,
it IS appreciated!

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

KECA

ANGELES

Clifton's Variety Fare
2:30-3 pm, Monday-Friday
"Most effective radio show we've ever
used," says a delighted shoe sponsor —
and no wonder! There are stunts, games,
contests, prizes, celebrities — and ingeniously integrated commercials — all in a
famous, fabulous setting, one of the
most publicized restaurants in the
world. (What a spot for a food sponsor!)
Handsome Bob Moon is m.c.

Austin Kiplinger News
10-10:15 pm, Monday-Friday

SAN

WXYZ

OWNED
RADIO
STATIONS

ABC
American

Broadcasting

Company

7 West 66th Street, New York
TRafalgar 3-7000
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. . with 2 discs especially designed
for promotions . . . for premiums'"

The 6y2-inch SPINNER— 78 rpm
a powerful little salesman,
one minute and 40 seconds per
side, that puts the impact of
sound into your sales message.
As personal as a visit, as mailable
as a letter . . . gets your message
to distributors, retailers or consumers— and gets it across!
Smart merchandisers are also using
SPINNERS to create lively,
entertaining premiums with a clever
sales twist.

The 10-inch PROMOTER— 78 rpm
for longer messages up to 3 minutes and
15 seconds per side. Like the SPINNER,
it's mailable plastic with true-to-life
perfection — a product of the finest
RCA Victor sound-reproduction techniques.
No surer way to get attention and individual
product identification.
. . . and for spots or
complete programs"

"Your best bet: contact
an RCA Custom Record
Sales office today!"
The 12- or 16-inch TRANSCRIPTION
— 33V3 rpm to carry program material
of every description — from spot announcements to full-length shows. Recorded,
processed and pressed in the country's
best-equipped studios and plants.
World-famous RCA Victor engineering
for every transcription order, large
or small. Complete, transcribed radio
production and script-writing facilities
are available.

Dept.
630
Fifth 8-8:
Avenue
New York 20, New York
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago 11, Illinois
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Hollywood 38, California
Hillside 5171
SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET!
It's called "I NEVER KNEW" —
and tells the whole story of
Custom Record Sales . . . describes
the amazing variety of services
this division of RCA Victor is

Custom

Record

Radio Corporation of America
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Sales

prepared
to offer
you.at You'll
want
to keep
a copy
your desk, j
You'll find it a valuable tool.

RCA Victor Division
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from

the

"HEART

OF

AMERICA"

KMBC's share-of-audience is 32% for the
total rated time periods (8:00 AM-10:00 PM),
according to C. E. Hooper Radio Audience
Index, December 1950 thru April 1951, Kansas
City, Mo. and Kans. Thus, KMBC leads in listenership by 44% in a metropolitan area that
rates 17th in the nation in population and
15th in retail sales!

KFRM (KMBC's Team mate), according to the
KFRM Area Survey (Conlan) March 1951, conducted in 88 contiguous counties within the KFRM halfmillivolt contour, leads its field with a 13.8% share
of audience. Here is leadership in a huge territory
that rates top and near-top in most agricultural
categories. KFRM half-millivolt contour includes
all central and western counties in Kansas, and
adjoining counties in Nebraska, Colorado, Texas
and Oklahoma.
Simple arithmetic reveals The KMBC- KFRM Team as the
dominant selling force in the Heart of America. A long list of successful
advertisers will tell you to "call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free &
Peters office," and that to
SELL THE WHOLE

"HEART OF AMERICA," WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

use

^KMBC-KFRM6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
—
PROGRAMMED BY KMBC
OWNED
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Sources
ISING

THE

JICK ESTIMATES of radio
television campaign time
sts can be made with a
iter degree of accuracy by
of the new and revised
ures available in the 1951
VRKETBOOK.
The Spot Rate Finder, deed by Broadcasting • Tel4.STING editors in 1949, has
Tie to be recognized by advisers and their agencies
the quickest means of esti,ting time costs for any deslated area. First used in
b 1949 Marketbook and reed for the 1950 issue the
-rent volume includes the
?st available rates for every
FM and TV station in the
nion. Basic information on
£h station and market is
;lined.
For speedy calculation all
es given are one-time. Price
any number of spots or proems can be quickly and acutely figured by the time
yer through use of the fresncy discount table prelted on page 6.
Tn addition to the rates for
pry station, power, fresncy, network, national repientative, and audience sur|rs available are listed alpha;ically by states. The timeyer has available at a glance
cities which have broadsting facilities, the county
which each is located with
s total county population,
mber of homes, percentage
radio and number of radio
|mes.

of Data

MARKETBOOK
of this information is the latest and most accurate available.
Each state section includes
a map, revised to July 1st,
showing the exact location of
every AM, FM and TV station. These maps are in addition to the large Broadcasting • Telecasting wall map
which goes to each subscriber
along with the Marketbook.
Market indicators for each
state as a whole are included
with each listing. Most up-todate total figures are given for
population, homes, radio
homes, retail sales, retail employes, wholesale employes,
manufacturing employes,
manufacturing payrolls, income, income distribution, per
capita income, percent of national per capita income, new
construction, automobile registration and telephones.
A special section of the 1951
Marketbook covers foreign
language broadcasts. In this
section stations which carry
this type of programming are

listed by states and cities.
Facts given include the languages used, the number of
minutes broadcast each week
and the population within the
coverage area speaking the
language.
All regional networks are
listed with the member stations, names and addresses of
principal executives and combination rates where the networks are sold in combination.
Sources of Data
Statistics used in the 1951
Marketbook are the latest
available in each instance.
They have been checked carefully for accuracy. In cases
where the station has failed to
supply complete information
it has been obtained from
other sources considered reliable. While Broadcasting •
Telecasting cannot assume
responsibility for the accuracy
of such data every effort has
been
made to insure their reliability.
The maps were prepared by

THE 1951 MARKETBOOK
FOR BUYERS of broadcast advertising with a budget of $100
and those with $1 million to spend . . .
For buyers who want to know the price of a one-minute
station break on a 50kw station in New York or a participation in a homemaker program in Boise, how big the total
payroll is in Pottsville, how many people own automobiles in
Iowa, how many homes have radios in Chattahoochee County,
Ga. . . .

Radio Homes — Radio Families
THE

1951 BROADCASTING • TELECASTING Marketbook publishes for the
first time a carefully compiled estimate of 1950 radio homes, based on the
1950 U. S. Census of Housing. These figures should
not be confused with the radio families estimates published in the 1950 Marketbook. In some communities the number of radio
homes will be less than the
number of radio families,
owing to the obvious fact
that sometimes two or more
families live in a single
dwelling. For radio families, consult the 1950 Marketbook. For the most upto-date and accurate estimate of radio homes, see
this issue of the Marketbook.

Walter P. Burn, of Middlebury,
Vt., for this issue of the
Marketbook.
State Indicators
Statistics for the State Market Indicators came from the
following sources :
Population: 1950 — Preliminary counts, 1950 Census of
Population, Bureau of Census, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Where available Advanced reports, rather than
Preliminary
were used.
1940— Same.
Percentage of U. S. : 1950 and
1940 — Same as Population.
Homes : 1950 — Broadcasting
• Telecasting estimate
based on Preliminary reports, 1950 Census of Housing, Bureau of Census, U. S.
Dept. of Commerce. 1940 —
Scim.6
Percent Radio : 1950 — BMB.
1940—1940 Census, U. S.
Dept. of Commerce.
(Continued on jmge 6)

State Indicators
For all who are employed in the business of broadcasting
A.lso in each state section is we present . . .
iounty-by-county listing of
THE 1951 MARKETBOOK, an improved revision of the
iic information to help the
yer in estimating value of standard source-work in broadcast advertising.
vertising in the area. Listin tabular form for each
Included again this year is an up-to-date SPOT RATE
mty are : 1950 population,
FINDER providing an easy-to-read, easy-to-compute listing
40 population, 1950 homes,
of rates for every AM, FM and TV station in the country.
50 radio homes, percentage
In addition, statistics are given on 1950 population, retail
radio sets, 1940 radio
sales,
buying power and a host of other subjects to help the
ties, 1950 retail sales, total
buver buy.
50 farm income, employsit and taxable payrolls. All
.(OADCASTING
• Telecasting
August 20, 1951
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Radio Homes: 1950— Broadcasting •Telecasting estimate. 1940—1940 Census,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
Retail Sales: 1950 — Sales
Management, copyright
1950. Further reproduction
unlicensed. 1940 — 1940
Census, U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
Retail Trade Employes: 1948
— 1948 Census of Business,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
1939— Same.
Wholesale Sales Volume : 1948
— 1948 Census of Business,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
1939— Same.
Wholesale Trade Employes :
1948—1948 Census of Business, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. 1939 — Same.
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March) : 1947 — Bureau of Old Age and Survivors Insurance of the Social
Security Administration,
Federal Security Agency,
Dept. of Commerce. (Figures based on employers'
tax reports and includes all
people under Social Security
Act. 75% of wage earners
are covered.)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls (1st Quarter): 1947
— Same as Manufacturing
Employment.
Income : 1949 — Office of Business Economics, Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. 1940 — Same.
Percent Distribution : Same as
Income.
Per Capita Income: Same as
Income.
Percent of National Per Capita Income: Same as Income.
New Construction : 1950 — Office of Domestic Commerce,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
1940— Same.

FREQUENCY

DISCOUNT

FORMULA

All rates in the Spot Rate Finder section of the 1951
MARKETBOOK

are one-time rates. For quick

calculation of frequency discounts the National Association
OT IxUUlU and Television Station Representatives recAm man n c (no
lilt; fi oliAu/inn
unuw my fftrmi
1 Ul IIIUlW.
iln •
All Program
Periods

Times
13

One-Minute
Announcements

Station
Breaks

3.5%
7.5
13

2.5%

4.5%

26

9

52
104

14.5
18.5

156

23.5

260

27.5

17
19.5
22.5

Automobile Registration:
1950 — Bureau of Public
Roads, Dept. of Commerce.
1948— Same.
Telephones : 1950 — Federal
Communications Commission. 1945 — Same.
Spot Rate Finders
Statistics for the Spot Rate
Finder listings come from the
following sources:
• TelHomes : Broadcasting
ecasting estimate based on
Preliminary reports, 1950
Census of Housing, Bureau
of Census, U. S. Dept. of
Commerce.
Percent Radio : BMB.
Radio Homes: Broadcasting
• Telecasting estimate.
Station information: BROADCASTING Telecasting
•
survey and FCC records.

5.5
9.5
12.5
15.5
17.5

Data by Counties
Statistics for the Market
Data by Counties come from
the following sources:
1950 Population : Preliminary
counts, 1950 Census of Population, Bureau of Census,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
Where available Advanced
reports, rather than Preliminary, were used.
1940 Population: Bureau of
Census, U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
1950 Homes : Broadcasting •
Telecasting estimate based
on Preliminary reports,
1950 Census of Housing,
Bureau of Census, U. S.
Dept. of Commerce.
1950 Radio Homes: Broadtimate. casting •Telecasting es-

Percentage Radio: BMB.
1940 Radio Homes: Bureau
Census, U. S. Dept. of Co
merce.
1950 Retail Sales : Sales Mc
agement, copyright 19v
Further reproduction ur
censed.
Total 1950 Farm Income : IS
Census of Agriculture, I
reau of Census, U. S. I
partment of Commerce. F
ures marked with aster;
(* ) Sales Manageme
copyright 1950. Further :
production unlicensed.
Employment
-MaiA
1948: Bureau Mid
of Old
and Survivors Insurance
the Social Security Adm:
istration, Federal Secur:
Agency, Dept. of Commer
Taxable Payrolls, First Qui
ter,
ment.1948 : Same as Emplc
Statistics for the Forei I
Broadcasting section canj
from
a BROADCASTING
• TEIj
casting
survey.
Metropolitan Area Statists
Statistics for the Metrop
itan Area Population and E
dio Homes listings came frc£
the following sources:
1950 Population : Prelimina
counts, 1950 Census of Pc
ulation, Bureau of Censi
U. S. Dept. of Commerce
1940 Population: Bureau
Census, U. S. Dept. of Coi
merce.

1950 Homes: Broadcasting
Telecasting estimate bas :
on
Preliminary repor
1950 Census of Housir
Bureau of Census, U.
Dept. of Commerce.
1950 Radio Homes: BroA
casting • Telecasting {
timate.
Percentage Radio: BMB.
i ::
g

Metropolitan

Birmingham
Mobile
Montgomery

1950
Population
554,186
228,835
137,512

Phoenix

329,266

Little Rock

192,879

Fresno
Los Angeles
Sacramento
San Bernardino
San Diego
San Francisco
Oakland
San Jose
Stockton
Denver

274,225
4,339,225
275,659
280,252
535,967
2,214,249
288,938
200,535

560,361
1951
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Area

Population

ALABAMA
1940
Population
1950 Homes
459,930
148,615
62,505
141,974
114,420
37,457
ARIZONA
186,193
100,374
ARKANSAS
55,116
156,085
CALIFORNIA
178,565
82,751
1,455,500
2,916,403
170,333
82,486
161,108
99,132
169,800
289,348
696,371
1,461,804
174,949 86,499
134,207 58,158
COLORADO
407,768 170,600
Marketbook

1950 Radio
Homes % Radio
132,565
89.2
83.5
52,192
30,041
80.2
94,552

94.2

48,833
80,599
1,436,579
80,754
166,744
96,555
687,318

88.6
97.4
98.7
97.9
97.4
98.2
98.7

85,202
56,704

98.5
97.5

167,188

98.0

and

Radio

Home

CONNECTICUT
1950
1940
Population
1950 Homes
Population
258,361
Bridgeport
212.569
356,080
Hartford
101,900
295,613
126,709
72,922
146,273
New Britain-Bristol
262,196
240,750
39,651
New Haven
160,274
194,401
53,754
Stamford-Norwalk
DELAWARE
221,836
Wilmington
267,220
72,661
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
967,985
Washington
1,457,601
397,391
FLORIDA
210,143
Jacksonville
267,739
83,743
302,711
158.100
488.689
Miami
143,618
272,000
Tampa-St. Petersburg 406,175
GEORGIA
518,100
Atlanta
664,033
177,423
41,985
131,779
162,104
Augusta
126,407
Columbus
169,921
Macon
134,464
40,640
117,970
35,929
150,946
95,086
Savannah
43,594
BROADCASTING

Figure

1950
Radio % Ra
Homes
101,187
72,047
39,373
53,109
70,409
384,674

99 :
98.:
99.:
98.:
98.:
96.!

74,615
147,507
131,841
93.;
156,665
89.:
96!
34,470
91.1
34,422
29,210
88.:
36,619
82.:
Telecastir
81.:
84.!

ILLINOIS
1940
1950
Population
1950 Homes
Population
4,825,527 1,589,400
eago
5,475,535
atur
100,273
30,357
84,693
74,708
ria
211,736
249,918
121,178
151,858
^ itford
45,305
Bin kl sIsland-Moline
117,912
field
130,649
40,477
INDIANA
!
46,137
158,363
130,783
1 0ft4
52,645
r]
n Wayne
163,500
460,926
549,047
-anapolis
;h Bend
204,740
161,823
56,336
e Haute
104,931
99,709
32,475
«
IOWA
n
ar Rapids
103,711
89,142
30,721
I'M,') d 1
enport, Iowa-Rock 233,012
66 730
ar!id-MoUne, III
224,920
Moines
67,590
195,835
k City
103,959
103,627
29,855
KANSAS
104,430
31,682
91,247
CO 1
220,213
er Ihita
143,311
09,100
1
KENTUCKY
168,500
111 sville
578,974
451,473
LOUISIANA
42,604
156,485
n n Rouge
88,415
192,690
Orleans
681,037
552,244
174,679
49,056
150,203
" veport
MARYLAND
354,400
1,320,754
^'imore
1,083,300
MASSACHUSETTS
665,600
2,354,507
Jin
2,177,621
129,297
W kton
119,310
136,936
River
135,137
124,849
rence
35,238
125,528
130,999
132,779
35,786
leU
134,435
137,366
Bedford
110,300
406,500
364,680
;ngfield-Holyoke
252,752
76,300
273,949
cester
MICHIGAN
«it
804,700
2,973,019
2,377,329
270,034
227,944
73,314
'
246,338
idI Rapids
287,020
80,657
mazoo
35,100
126,019
100,085
ing
172,466
130,616
46,414
iegon
34,899
naw
130,468
152,838
40,412
ith, Minn,
■rior, Wis.
leapolis'aul

3 In
I ha
hester
City
D 'itic
ton

IT3U naaio
Homes % Rodi
1,562,380
98.3
97.8
29,689
72,990
97.7
98.3
44,535
98.2
97.3
39 384

251,652

308,036

79,164

1,107,388

940,937
MISSISSIPPI
107,273
MISSOURI

93,629
852,623
104,118
118,260
362,203

94,067
816,048
90,541
NEBRASKA
100,585
325,153

44,199
51,750
159,413
55,040
30,949
29,953
65,262
66,103
9ft Qnn

97.5
97.8
97.8
96.8

Akron
Canton
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dayton
HamiltonMiddletown
Springfield
Steubenville
Toledo
Youngs town

96.7

Oklahoma City
Tulsa

30,636
66,718

95.3

96.5

1 Q07

94.9

38,258
170,145
42,777

89.8
88.3
87.2

344 122

97.1

657,613

98.8
98.2
98.4
98.5
99.8
98.4
99.3
98.4

34,709
35,714
109,528
75 079
794,239
72,068
79,286
34,468
45,764
34,271
39,523

98.7
98.3
98.3
98.2
98.6
98.2
97.8

314,583

77.422
310,493

97.8
98.7

37,560

31,550

84.0

254,300
27,807
482,300
32,675

246,671
26,389
469,760
30 878

97.0
94.9
97.4
94.5

34,597
104,400

101,581

97.3
97.3

24,829

97.5

NEW HAMPSHIRE
25,466
81,932
88,216
NEW JERSEY
124,066
132,879
44,318
197,318
229,412
55,336

ny-Schenectady- 512,527
hamton
184,664
tlo
1,085,606
York-Northrn New Jersey 12,831,914
ester
484,877
tuse
340,875
Rome
283,602
JADCASTING
NG •

NEW YORK
150,400
465,643
165,749
49,772
310,100
958,487
3,576,700
11,660,839
143,300
438,230
295,108
98,000
83,500
263,163
Telecasting

Population
122,557
Asheville
196,160
Charlotte
Durham
100,641
Greensboro-High Point 190,152
Raleigh
135,942
145,076
Win ctnn - Sal pm

95.8
98.3
97.5
97.7

MINNESOTA

141,480
;as City
oseph
^ouis
igfield

1950NORTH

41,748
53,399

94.2
96.5

146,490
48,279
303,898

97.4
97.0
98.0

135,848
92,904
79,826

96.9
94.8
94.8
95.6

407,981
282,060
898,031
1,453,556
501,882
453,181
146,792
110,999
392,626
322,520
248,658

CAROLINA
1940
Population
1950 Homes
33,346
108,755
45,860
151,826
1W80,244
Qf ft
109 544
126,475
OHIO
339,405
234,887
787,044
1,267,270
388,712
331,343

120,249
95,647
344,333
473,605
OKLAHOMA
244,159
193,363

25,321
48 386
511
l)dJ|WU
38 401

29,945
40,907
22,814
44,048
3429,115
484

118,400

116,387

282,400
79,925
421,300
142,614
130,300

275,058
78,167
414,138
140,047
127,694

40,480
32,101
100,700
115,118
145,300
100,411
74,866

OREGON
233,500
501,275
PENNSYLVANIA
125,600
Allentown434,857
396,673
Bethlehem-Easton
140,358
Altoona
138,934
39,334
Erie
218,407
180,889
Harrisburg
62,222
291,119
82,400
252,216
290,551
Johnstown
77,700
298,416
234,137
Lancaster
212,504
64,544
Philadelphia
985,300
3,199,637
3,660,676
Pittsburgh
607,000
2,205,544
Reading
2,082,556
241,884
254,942
72,642
256,208
Scranton
71,600
301,243
Wilkes-Barre-Hazleton 391,226
108,100
441,518
York
202,440
178,022
58,346
RHODE ISLAND
211,900
732,851
Providence
676,766
SOUTH CAROLINA
121,105
159,838
Charleston
43,782
141,880
Columbia
35,465
104,843
TENNESSEE
245,499
211,502
66,315
Chattanooga.
246,088
Knoxville
335,664
128,768
88,007
Memphis
358,250
320,388
480,161
257,267
85,589
TEXAS
160,381
Austin
111,053
42,768
55,108
193,979
BeaumontPort Arthur
145,329
164,629
Corpus Christi
44,311
Dallas
610,852
186,600
398,564
92,661
El Paso
131,067
197,934
46,939
Fort Worth
225,521
359,246
107,190
112,226
Galveston
34,929
236,400
81,173
802,102
Houston
528,961
San Antonio
134,200
496,090
338,176
101,898
128,589
Waco
37,130
Portland

Salt T ake Citv
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Richmond
Roanoke
Seattle
Spokane
X ill UIllil
Charleston
Huntington,
Achlanrl K V W. Va.Madison
Milwaukee
Racine
Superior

1950 Radio
Homes %

701,202

UTAH
211,623
76,012
VIRGINIA
112,099
409,545
258,927
326,863
262,991
88,332
35,207
112,184
132,779
WASHINGTON
504,980
726,464
240,900
164,652
220,149
67,355
275,802
182,081
79,827
WEST VIRGINIA
276,247
319,277
84,800
225,668
65,268
245,631
WISCONSIN
168,630
130,660
45,099
253,000
863,937
766,885
109,105
94,047
31,720
75,500
August 20, 1

274,208

951 •

39,428
31,298
97,276
113,161
141,232
93,483
70,299
227,196
121,204
59,360
37,328
79,186
73,116
60,349
946,873
584,541

Rod
89.8
90.1
89.2
90.8
89.9
89.8
97.8
98.3
97.4
98.3
98.0
98.2
97.4
97.5
96.6
97.2
98.3
93.9
93.1
97.3
96.5
94.9
95.4
96.1
93.5
94.1
96.1
96.3
96.2

69,882
67,734
103,236
55,604

94.6
95.5
95.3

209 569

98.9

35,901
30,642

82.0

59,750
80,174
111,642

86.4
91.8
90.1
91.1
86.7

78,571
38,064

89

50,203
37,753
174,471
41,494
99,258
32,239
218,670
119,170
32,897

91.1
85.2
93.5
88.4
92.6
92.3
92.5
88.8
88.6

75 100

98.8

102,346
33 024
82,325

93.2
91.3
93.8

235,359
65,806
78 310

97.7
97.7

79,373
56 783

93.6

98 1

98.7
44,513
98.7
87
249,711
99
31,403
97.8
73,839
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Regional
Airline Network
Radio Park, P. O. Box 2553, Birmingham, Ala.,
Rep. Headley-Reed Co., Sales Mgr. Harry
Callaway.
ville
Ala. WSGN Birmingham, WHBS HuntsIM
SB
I5M 30M I Hr
5M 48.00
20.00 20.00 36.00
72.00 120.00
32.00 32.00 72.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
Alaska

Broadcasting

System
830 Securities Bldg. Seattle, Wash. Manager:
William J. Wagner. KFQD Anchorage, KFRB
Fairbanks, KIBH Seward, KINY Juneau, KTKN
Ketchikan, KIFW Sitka. For combination
rates, work,contact
rates are: network. For complete netD 20.20 28.25 40.40 80.75 121.50 199.50
N 32.30 44.85 72.70 121.15 199.50 323.00
Aloha Network
P. O. Box 1380, Honolulu, Hawaii, Manager
R. M. Fitkin. KHON Honolulu, KIPA Hilo,

Networks

and

KMVI Wailuku, Maui, KTOH Lihue, Kauai.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Arizona

Broadcasting

System
Heard Bldg., Phoenix,
Ariz., Rep. Paul H.
Raymer Co., Mgr. Dick Lewis. KTAR Phoenix,
KVOA Tucson, KYUM Yuma, KAWT DouglasBisbee, KYCA Prescott, KGLU SafFord, KWJB
Globe-Miami.
D 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
N 48.00 64.00 128.00 192.00 320.00
Arizona

Network

P. O. Box 2671, Phoenix, Ariz., Rep. John
Blair & Co., Manager Albert D. Johnson.
KOY Phoenix, KTUC Tucson, KSUN Bisbee,
KYMA Yuma. All in Arizona.
D
25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N
50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00

Other

Groups

Aroostook Broadcasting
Service
Radio Station WAGM, Presque Isle, Maine,
Program Director Ted Coffin. WAGM Presque
Isle, Maine, WABM Houlton, Maine.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M i Hr
D
9.00 18.00 27.00 37.50
N
12.00 27.00 45.00 60.00
Arkansas Network
Comprising K ARK Little Rock and all other
stations in the State of Arkansas. Two or
more stations may be used; one or more outlets in multiple-station cities. Costs are
combined station time and line charges.
Arrowhead Network
WEBC
Bldg., Duluth
2, Minn.,
Ra-TelC.
Representatives
Inc., General
Mgr.Rep.
Walter
Bridges. WEBC Duluth-Superior, WMFG Hibbing, Minn., WHLB Virginia, Minn., WEAU
Eau Claire, Wise, WJMC Rice Lake, Wise,
WISC Madison, Wise.
D 22.06 32.85 50.83 67.19 124.18 230.94
N 37.74 60.43 94.35 125.97 241.57 428.40
Mobil
e. Al

Bay State Group
John Hancock Bldg., Boston 16, Mass., /
Elmer Kettell. WACE Chicopee-Springf
WBSM New Bedford, WKOX Farmingh
WALE Fall River, WEIM Fitchburg, W
Pittsfield,
Haverhill, WNEB V
cester.
All WHAV
in Massachusetts.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M i
D 51.50 51.50 91.00 182.00 273.00 45
N 75.50 75.50 143.80 287.60 431.40 71

Broadcasting Corporate
of America
P. O. Box 987, Riverside, Calif., Reps. Dur
Scott
J. Young
Inc., 1
Pres. &RoyCo.,W.Adam
Sinor.
KPRO Jr.
Riverside
Bernardino, KROP Brawley-EI Centro, KP
FM Riverside-San Bernardino, KREO In
Palm Springs, KYOR Blythe. All in Califor
D 12.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 54.00 9
N 18.00 21.00 34.00 56.00 84.00 14

Cactus State Networl
131 West Lafayette Ave., Detroit 26, t
Hil F. Best. KRIG Odessa, KVKM Monah
KIUN Pecos, KVLF Alpine. All in Texas.
D 18.00 18.00 38.25 55.50 82.50 14
N 15.75 15.75 27.00 49.50 74.00 12

California Group
George P. Hollingbery Co., 307 N. Michi
Ave., Chicago 1, III. Basic three stati
KYNO
Fresno,RatesKCOKavailable
Tulare-Visalia,
Bakersfield.
from netwK
Group

COMPANY
hr

^or.

California

Northern

Business office contact Rep. Tracy Moor
Assoc., 6381 Hollywood Blvd., Los Ang<
Calif. KBLF Red Bluff, KSUE Susan-.
KSYC Yreka.
D
7.00 14.00 21.00 3
N
7.00 14.00 21.00 31
s:
Chicago Perimeter
Broadcasting Associati
Room 907, 185 North Wabash Ave., Chi<
1, III., Hammond,
Rep. Joseph Ind.,
Hershey,
WJOB
WJOLMcGillvra
Joliet,
WKRS Waukegan, III., WRMN Elgin, III.
individual stations for rates or network.

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK
Columbia

DETROIT
DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE

^nciti, Q
h-

ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS

2<2s

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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Pacific

Network
Columbia Square, Los Angeles 28, C.
Rep. Radio Sales, Pacific Coast Sales M<
ger Edwin
W. Angeles,
Buckalew.KFRECalifornia
work:
KNX Los
Fresno, K
Palm
Springs,
KCBS
San Francisco,
Sacramento, KGDM Stockton,
KCBQ Kl
Diego. Pacific Network: KNX Los Ang.
KCBS San Francisco, KOIN Portland, Kl
Sacramento,
Diego,KGDM
KFREStock
Fr'
KIRO
Seattle, KCBQ
KXLY San
Spokane,
KCMJ Palm Springs. Pacific Supplemer.
Group: KSL Salt Lake City, KSUB Cedar (
KGVO Missoula, KFBB Great Falls,
Denver, KVOR Colorado Springs, KROD
Paso, KAVEKOOLCarlsbad,
Silver Reno,
City, K<K
Odessa,
Phoenix,KSILKOLO
Bakersfield, KXOC Chico, KOPO Tu.
KCKY Coolidge, KIMA Yakima, KGGM
buquerque, KVSF Santa Fe, KGMB Hono
KHBC Hilo, KBOW Butte, KDSH Boise, K
Las Vegas.
work
for rates.Contact Columbia Pacific
BROADCASTING

• Tclecasti

Columbine Network
ity Life Bldg., Denver 2, Col., Sales Mgr.
Koepke.Greeley,
KMYR Denver,
KCOL Ft.KRDO
ColKYOU
KBOL Boulder,
odo Springs, KCSJ Pueblo, KEXO Grand
(on.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
24.00 28.00 35.00 70.00 140.00 200.00
?4.00 28.00 35.00 70.00 140.00 200.00

Cotton Belt Group
State Line Ave., Texarkana, Tex.,
iger David M. Segal. RTFS Texarkana,
KDMS El Dorado, Ark., WGVM GreenMiss., KDAS Malvern, Ark.
15.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
15.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 90.00 150.00

Dairyland Network
>/ri 5 City, Minneapolis, Minn., Rep. Free &
s. KWLM Willmar, Minn., KWNO Win• network
Minn., WTCN
Minneapolis, Minn. Confor rates.
■l r\]
ik iCi
i n\
»on Lee Broadcasting
System
OlD' Lee Bldg., 1313 N. Vine St., Hollywood
Rep. John
& Co.,inPresident
.: ; ~alif
t H.., Brown,
Vice Blair
President
Charge
ales Ward D. Ingrim. KHJ Los Angeles,
u San Diego, KDB Santa Barbara, KFXM
■ -,i Bernardino, KFRC San Francisco, KMYC
: V"* erey,
sville, KYNO Fresno,Ana, KSBW
SalinasTulareia, KXOKVOEEl Santa
Centro, KAFYKCOK
Bakersfield,
Z San Luis Obispo, KPRL Paso Robles,
. Eureka, KHSL Chico, KVCV Redding,
5 Merced, KXOA Sacramento, KXOB
Lion (all in Calif.); KRNR Roseburg,
) Portland, KFJI Klamath Falls, KORE
ne, KBND Bend, KOOS Coos Bay, KWIL
,»iy, KAST Astoria, KUIN Grants Pass,
— -\ Salem (all in Oregon); KATO Reno,
; KVI Seattle-Tacoma, KYAK Yakima,
Spokane, KXRO Aberdeen, KGY OlymKELA Centralia, KRKO Everett, KWLK
view, KUJ Walla Walla, KPUG BellingKWNW Wenatchee (all in Washington);
Lewiston, KWAL Wallace-Kellogg, KVNI
r d'Alene (all in 15Idaho).
min. V2 hr. 1 hr.
I to 10pm 1080.00 1620.00 2700.00
to 1pm & 10pm
12 midnight 600.00 900.00 1500.00
to 6pm
540.00 810.00 1350.00
•idnight to 8am 400.00 600.00 1000.00

Fidelity Broadcasting
System, Inc.
Bldg., Jacksonville, Fla., Rep. Chisp &
ison Adv. Agency, President Harlow BarJr. WRHC Jacksonville, *WIVY Jacksonat Itka,*WJVB
WGGG Jacksonville
Gainesville, Beach,
WFOY *WWPF
St. Aune, WDSR Lake City, WNER Live Oak,
-. ,'Ccy, Lake
Wales,
WROD
Daytona,
WCNH
WFWF Key West, WEAR Pensacola,
2 Miami, WEAT Lake Worth, WTNT
hassee, WLOF Orlando, WLBE Leesburg,
Tampa, WSPB Sarasota, WLAK Lakewo4 LfWCLE
Clearwater, WMMB Melbourne,
<i West
Beach,WPCF*WPLAPanama
Plant City,
City,
Winter PalmHaven,
M Sebring (all in Florida); WAYX Way, Ga., WMOG Brunswick, Ga.
ytime stations. If time scheduled after
off, program will be taped and run
eable 150.00
day-time
period.
260.00
465.00 825.00 1500.00
165.00 286.00 511.50 907.50 1650.00

'I
Florida Select List

IS ■ ■I ' Best, Sales Director, 131 W. Lafayette
Detroit 26, Mich., Rep. Hil F. Best. WSWN
Glade, WDHL Bradenton, WCNU Crest, WROD Daytona Beach, WBRD Fort
terdale, WGGG Gainesville, WJVB Jack| i le Beach, WLBE Leesburg, WMMB Mel, re, WFEC Miami, WWPF Palatka, WPLA
t City, WCNH Quincy, WTRR Sanford,
(CY Sarasota WJCM Sebring, WVCG
III Gables, WHBO Sulphur Springs, WEBK
All in Florida. Contact Florida Select
for individual rates.
65.26 65.26 113.82 239.50 408.51 705.95
65.26 65.26 113.82 239.50 408.51 705.95

OADCASTING

Guy

Gannett Broadcasting System
Gannett Bldg., 390 Congress St., P. O. Box
1731, Portland, Me., Rep. Paul H. Raymer
Co., President Guy P. Gannett.
SB I M SM I5M 30M I Hr
D 17.10 17.10 26.50 53.00 79.50 132.50
N 34.20 34.20 53.00 106.00 159.00 265.00

Garden

State Network

541 East State St., Trenton, N. J., Fred L.
Bernstein. WNJR Newark, N. J., WCTC New
Brunswick, N. J., WTTM, Trenton, N. J.,
WKDN Camden, N. J., WJLK Asbury Park,
N. J., WFPG Atlantic City, N. J., WSNJ
Bridgeton, N. J.
D 48.40 64.80 106.50 191.55 315.20 574.20
N 59.05 76.95 126.10 229.60 384.65 677.70

Georgia Association
Local Stations

of

101 Marietta St. Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., Sales
Director Tom Carr. WATL Atlanta, WDEC
Americus, WGAU Athens, WBBQ Augusta,
WGIG Brunswick, WLBB Carrollton, WGAA
Cedartown, WBHF Cartersville, WMJM Cordele, WMOC Covington, WBLJ Dalton, WDWD
Dawson, WMLT Dublin, WBHB Fitzgerald,
WDUN Gainesville, WKEU Griffin, WIBB
Macon, WFOM Marietta, WMVG Milledgoville, WMGA Moultrie, WFRP Savannah,
WWNS Statesboro, WSFT Thomaston, WKTG
Thomasville, WWGS Tifton, WLET Toccoa,
WVOP Vidalia, WAYX Waycross, WRLD
West Point. All in Georgia.
D
70.00 150.00 282.00 420.00 696.00
N
70.00 150.00 282.00 420.00 696.00

FOR

BATTLE-FRONT -FOR

Minutes after being liberated from a Chinese Communist prison camp, this U. S soldier reports to Army
Intelligence and to the world. Portable Magnecord
tape recorders are on the spot to record his courageous words. Serving all over the world, Magnecorders

Georgia Trio
Rep. Katz Agency Ini WAGA Atlanta,
WMAZ Macon, WTOC Savannah. All in
Georgia.
D 39.53 47.60 73.53 121.13 192.10 322.15
N 54.83 67.15 104.98 175.10 280.50 467.50

undergo "battle-front" conditions and still continue
to record with high fidelity and dependability the
moment they are needed.

Granite State Network
155 Front St., Manchester, N. H., Reps. Boiling Co., Louis Borgatti Inc., Pres. Albin
Malin. WKBR Manchester, WWNH Rochester,
WTSV Claremont.
D
12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
Great Lakes Network
Radio Bldg., 117 W. Genesee, Saginaw,
Michigan. WSAM & WSAM-FM Saginaw (Key
Station), WLEW Bad Axe, WFYC Alma,
WOAP & WOAP-FM Owosso. Available as
a regional network for simultaneous pronaw. gram duplication keyed from WSAM-FM Sagi-

Great

Using Magnecorders, KFBI, Wichita, Kansas, handles
delayed programs and "on location" recordings
with complete confidence. In the field or at the
station, dependable Magnecorders are the first
choice of radio engineers everywhere.
FEATURES
PT7 accommodates
1 OV2 " reels and offers
3 heads, posifive
timingtonand
pushbutcontrol.
PT7
shown in complete
console model is
available
portable or rackformount.

FLEXIBILITY
In rack or console, or
in its rea 1 1 y portable
cases,
Magnecorder
will suittheevery
purpose.
PT6 is available with
31 5")
speeds
(33/4"- 7y2",
If preferred.

Northern

Great West Network
317 N. Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M., Rep.
Forjoe & Co., National Sales Manager Keith
Tye.
M., KSVP Artesia, KVER
N. M. Albuquerque, N.
8.50
6.50
8.50
6.50
(Continued on page 8B)

FIDELITY
PT63 shown in rack
mount
three
heads to offers
erase, record,
and
play
back
monitor from the tapeto
while recording.

C°NS£R

V£

Broadcasting System
107 First Ave. N. W., Mandan, N. D., Rep.
Orville Lawson and Assoc., Sec. & Treas.
M. J. Reichert. KDLR Devils Lake, N. D„
KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn., KNOX Grand
Forks, N. D„ KGCU Bismark-Mandan, N. D.,
KLPM Minot, N. D., KVOX Moorhead, Minn.,
KGCX Sidney, Mont., KOVC Valley City,
N. D., KWHL Marshall, Minn., KWLM Wilmar, Minn. Use station Spot Rate Finder
for
each station, then apply the following
discounts:
10% if three of the stations are used.
15% if five of the stations are used.
20% if all stations are used.

• Telecasting

BROADCAST!*

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG
INC.
360 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois, Dept.B-8
Send me latest catalog of Magnecord equipment.
Name.....
AddressCity

..Zone Stale..
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Regional Networks
(Continued from page 8 A)
Greater St. Louis
Broadcasting System
316 N. Eighth St., St. Louis, Mo., Rep. Adam
J. Young Jr., Inc., President William E.
Ware. KSTL St. Louis, KXLW St. Louis, WEW
St. Louis, WTMV East St. Louis, III.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D 31.27 31.27 41.69 83.38 125.06 208.44
N 31.27 31.27 41.69 83.38 125.06 208.44

RADIOS
PULSE

The Hoosier Network
Colonial
Bldg., New
Ind., President
Gardner Thomas.
WCNBCastle,
Connersville,
WFMU
Crawfordsville, WCTW New Castle, WMRI
Marion, WSRK Shelbyville, WFML WashingWarsaw.
in Indiana.
D ton, WRSW 24.50
42.10All 99.00
166.00 280.00
N
24.50 42.10 99.00 166.00 280.00

IS

STRONG

X> EGULAR bi-monthly
radio surveys are now
conducted by Pulse in 16
markets throughout the
country .... and subscribers to any one of these reports receive as a bonus the
Multi Market Network
Radio Pulse, covering
these 16 markets.

fJLUS these continuing
studies, Pulse will conduct radio surveys in over
40 other major markets in
the course of 1951.
For Information
About These Services

Inter Island Network
575 Kamoku St., Honolulu, Hawaii, Rep.
George P. Hollingbery Co., Fin Hollinger.
KPOA Honolulu, K ILA Hilo.
D 10.00 12.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 20.00 25.00 50.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

Intermountain Network
146 South Main, Salt Lake City, Utah, Rep.
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Vice ■ President in Charge
of Sales Lynn L. Meyer. KALL Salt Lake
City, gan,
KLOKOAL Ogden,
KOVORichfield,
Provo, KSUB
KVNUCedar
LoPrice, KSVC
City, (all in Utah); KEYY Pocatello, KID
Idaho Falls, KVMV Twin Falls, KFXD NampaBoise (all in Idaho); KVRS Rock Springs,
KOVE Lander, KOWB Laramie, KSPR Casper,
KPOW Powell, KWYO Sheridan (all in Wyoming); KBMY Billings, KRJF Miles City, KPRK
Livingston, KOPR Butte, KFDW Helena, KMON
Great Falls, KXLO Lewistown, KIYI Shelley,
KOJM Havre (all in Montana); KRAM Las
Vegas,
Nevada.
D 72.47
72.47 117.84 235.67 358.88 589.22
N 110.96 110.96 176.99 352.04 532.90 894.60

Iowa Tallcorn

Network

501 Garver Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa, Manager Max M. Friedman. KWCR Cedar Rapids, KROS
KSIBKDTH
Creston,
KSTT KVFD
Davenport, Clinton,
KDEC Decorah,
Dubuque,
Fort Dodge, KFJB Marshalltown, KRIB Mason
City, KWPC Muscatine, KCOM Sioux City,
KCID Spencer, KCIM Carroll. For rates see
individual station listings.

Liberty Broadcasting

System
(Pacific Network)
5939 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif., Vice
Pres. Benton Paschall. KMPC Los Angeles,
KSDO San Diego, KPRO Riverside, KROP
Brawley, KREO Indio, KYOR Blythe, KWTC
ASK THE PULSE
Barstow, KVVC Ventura, KSMA Santa Maria,
KTKR Taft, KTIP Porterville, KRDU Dinauba,
KGST Fresno, KCVR Lodi, KUBA Yuba City,
KBLF Red Bluff, KSYC Yreka, KVON Napa,
KSRO Santa Rosa, KDAC Fort Bragg, KDON
Salinas, KSJO San Jose, KPAS Banning,
THE PULSE, INC.
KHUM Eureka,
KYA );San
Turlock
(all in Calif
KWINFrancisco,
Ashland, *KTUR
K FIR
North Bend, KRUL Corvallis, KNPT Newport,
KOCO Salem, KMCM McMinnville, KGON
Oregon City (Portland), KODL The Dalles,
15 West 46th Street
KWRC Pendleton, KLBM La Grande, KBKR
Baker, KSRV Ontario, KERG Eugene, KVAS
Astoria,
*KRXlKBKW
Roseburg
(all KOL
in Oregon);
KTBI
Tacoma,
Aberdeen,
Seattle,
KALE
Richland,
KSPO
Spokane,
KCLX
Colfax,
New York 19, N.Y.
KELS Kelso, *KSEM Moses Lake (all in Wash.);
KRIZ Phoenix, KTKT Tucson, *KGAN King*KGPH Flagstaff
(all in Ariz);
Moscow,man, Idaho,
KPOA Honolulu,
Hawaii.KRPL
* Must be purchased separately.
D
600.00 900.00 1500.00
N
1000.00 1500.00 2500.00
Marketbook
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Lone Star Chain Inc.
1714 M & W Tower, Dallas, Tex., Rep. O. L.
Taylor
WBAPBeaumont,
Fort Worth-Dallas,
KOSA
Odessa,Co.KFDM
KGNC Amarillo,
KTBC Austin, KEYS Corpus Christi, KTRE
Lufkin, KFYO Lubbock, KTSA San Antonio,
KTBB Tyler, KWKC Abilene, KXYZ Houston,
KRGV Weslaco, KFDX Wichita Falls, KTXL
San Angelo, KROD El Paso.
With WBAP-570
IM
5M
ism
30M
I Hr
240.70 413.10 633.15 1046.25
425.07 725.40 1109.70 1849.50
SB
With WBAP-820
272.20
456.30 697.95 1163.25
488.07 811.80 1239.30 2065.50

Long Radio Enterprises
P. O. Box 1391, Bay City, Tex., Managing
Director J. G. Long. KIOX Bay City, KVIC
Victoria, KTLW Texas City, Tex. Contact
network for rates.

McClatchy Beeline
911 Seventh St., Sacramento, Calif., Rep.
Raymer, Director of Sales Leo O. Ricketts.
KFBK Sacramento, KWG Stockton, KMJ
Fresno, KERN Bakersfield, KOH Reno.
D 43.35 43.35 64.60 125.80 188.70 314.50
N 85.00 85.00 129.20 251.60 377.40 629.00

Maine
157 High
Brannan,
Portland,
D 23.75
N 47.50

Broadcasting

St., Portland, Me., Rep. Weed,
ManagerSystem
William H. Rines. WCSH
WRDO Augusta, WLBZ Bangor.
23.75 36.10 72.20 108.30 180.50
47.50 72.20 144.40 216.60 361.00

Maine

Mutual

Network

Louis J. Borgatti, Inc., 535 Statler Bldg., Boston, Mass., Rep. Louis J. Borgatti, Inc.
WMTW Portland, Me., WCOU Lewiston, Me.,
WFAU Augusta, Me.
D
14.45 22.10 44.20 66.30 110.50
N
18.70 37.40 74.80 112.20 187.00

Metropolitan Network
Munsey Bldg., Washington 4, D. C, Rep.
Indie Sales, Inc., Frank U. Fletcher. WARL
Arlington, Va., WPIK Alexandria, Va., WGAY
Silver
WBCC Spring,
Bethesda,Md„Md.WFAX Falls Church, Va.,
D 19.20 24.00 38.40 76.80 115.20 192.00
N 19.20 24.00 38.40 76.80 115.20 192.00

Michigan Radio Network
1700 Stroh Bldg., Detroit 26, Mich., President
James G. Riddell. WXYZ Detroit, WBCM
Bay City, WELL Battle Creek, WFDF Flint,
WIBM Jackson, WJIM Lansing, WLAV Grand
Rapids, WKBZ Muskegon, WKLA Ludington.
WGFG Kalamazoo, WHRV Ann Arbor, WSOO
Sault Ste. Marie. All in Michigan. For rates
consult WXYZ, 1700 Stroh Bldg., Detroit 26,
Mich.

Mid South Network
Gilmer Hotel, Columbus, Miss., Manager Bob
McRaney. WCBI Columbus, WROB West
Point, WELO Tupelo, WNAG Grenada, WMOX
Meridian, WMOX-FM, Meridian, WSSO Starkville, WROX Clarksdale. All in Mississippi.
D 20.80 20.80 32.50 88.40 130.60 221.00
N 20.80 20.80 32.50 88.40 130.60 221.00

Mo-Kan Network
Besse Hotel, Pittsburg, Kansas, Rep. Bowles
& Co., Thad M. Sandstrom, KSEK Pittsburg,
Kan., KLKC, Parsons, Kan., KDMO Carthage,
Mo.
D 10.00 10.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
N 10.00 10.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
BROADCASTING

• Telecastii

lew England Regional
Network
ove St., Hartford, Conn., Rep. Weed,
an Paul W. Morency. WBZ Boston,
WTIC Hartford, Conn., WJAR ProviR. I., WCSH Portland, Me., WLBZ Bane., WRDO Augusta, Me.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
164.00 308.00 462.00 770.00
328.00 616.00 924.00 1540.00

ew Hampshire

Group

Eastern Broadcasting System. Rep.
Kettell. WMCU Berlin, WKNE Keene,
Laconia, WFEA Manchester. (All in
ampshire)
00 22.00 37.60 75.20 112.80 188.00
00 33.00 62.00 124.00 186.00 310.00

Northern

Northwest

Network

3415 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn. Manager: K. M. Hance. WEBC Duluth, WMFG
Hibbing, KYSM Mankato, KROC Rochester,
KFAM St. Cloud, WHLB Virginia (all in Minnesota), KFYR Bismarck, WDAY Fargo, N. D.,
WEAU Eau Claire, WJMC Rice Lake, Wis.
(Rates on application)

North

Eastern Broadcasting System
John Hancock Bldg., Boston 16, Mass. Rep.
Elmer Kettell. WTHT Hartford, Conn.,
WBRY Waterbury, Conn., WABI Bangor,
WLAM Lewistown-Auburn, WPOR Portland,
WTVL Waterville (All in Maine), WJOY
Burlington, Vt., WSKI Montpelier-Barre, Vt.,
WHIM Providence, R. I., WMOU Berlin,
WKNE Keene, WLNH Laconia, WFEA Manchester (All in New Hampshire), WACE
Chicopee-Springfield, WALE Fall River,
WEIM Fitchbury, WKOX Farmingham, WHAV
Haverhill, WBSM New Bedford, WBEC Pittsfield, WNEB Worcester (All in Massachusetts).
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D 125.00 125.00 220.00 440.00 660.00 1100.00
N 190.00 190.00 350.00 700.00 1050.00 1750.00

Network

Box 17, Sault Ste Marie, Mich., Mananley R. Pratt. WMIQ Iron Mountain,
Marquette, WSOO Sault Ste Marie.
50 13.50 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
00 18.00 31.50 54.00 81.00 135.00

Oregon Trail Network
P. O. Box 110, Baker, Ore., Manager Lee W.
Jacobs. KBKR Baker, KSRV Ontario, KLBM
La Grande.
D 10.75 10.75 15.15 30.75 49.00 81.50
N 10.75 10.75 15.15 30.75 49.00 81.50

Pacific Regional Network

Personality Stations

6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Rep.
William A. Ayres Co. General Manager
Cliff Gill. KSDO San Diego, KVOE Santa
Ana, KPMO Pomona, KFOX Long Beach,
KWIK Burbank, KFWB Los Angeles, KFMV
Los Angeles, KVEN Ventura, KSPA, Santa
Paula, KIST Santa Barbara, KSMA Santa
Maria, KVEC San Luis Obispo, KPRL Paso
Robles, KITO San Bernardino, KPRO Riverside,
KREO Indio, KYOR Blythe, KBUC Corona,
KROP Brawley, KICO Calexico, KAFY Bakersfield, KTKR Taft, KOCS Ontario, KTIP Porterville, KCOK Tulare-Visalia, KNGS Hanford,
KSGN Sanger, KYNO Fresno, KTUR Turlock,
KMOD Modesto, KSTN Stockton, KROG Sonora, KCVR Lodi, KXOA Sacramento, KUBA
Yuba City, KDAN Oroville, KXOC Chico,
KBLF Red Bluff, KSUE Susanville, KWSD Mt.
Shasta, KSYC Yreka, KHUM Eureka, KDAC
Fort Bragg, KSRO Santa Rosa, KVON Napa,
KGYW Vallejo, KYA San Francisco, KROW
Oakland, KEEN San Jose, KDON Santa Cruz.
(All in California.) For rates contact network
or see individual station listings.

WJLS Bldg., Beckley, W. Va. Rep. Weed &
Co. Pres., Joe L. Smith, Jr. WKNA Charleston, W. Va., WJLS Beckley, W. Va., WKWK
Wheeling, W. Va.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
0 22.90 25.43 39.75 73.80 110.70 184.50
N 29.90 33.12 61.05 114.50 171.75 286.25

Pine Tree Group
Offices North Eastern Broadcasting System,
John Hancock Bldg., Boston, Mass. Rep. Kettell-Carter. WABI Bangor, WLAM LewistonAuburn, WPOR Portland, WTVL Waterville
(All in Maine).
D 26.00 26.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
N 41.50 41.50 68.40 136.80 205.20 342.00

Rebel

Network

Paul Bunyan Network
Paul Bunyan Bldg., Traverse City, Mich. Rep.
Hal Holman Co. President & General Manager, Les Biederman. WTCM Traverse City,
WATT Cadillac, WATZ Alpena, WMBN Petoskey, WATC Gaylord. (All in Michigan.)
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D
14.80 29.60 74.00 111.00 185.00
N
14.80 29.60 74.00 111.00 185.00

P. O. Box 2171, Jackson, Miss. Rep. Hollingbery, Business Manager,
Frank Gentry.
WJDX Jackson, WAML Laurel, WGCM Gulfport, WFOR Hattiesburg, WTOK Meridian.
D
23.60 40.92 74.40 112.80 191.20
N
36.10 62.75 122.88 192.96 321.60

can

show

save

your

(Continued on page 8E)

Allied's closer personal service,
coast to coast, helps you get the
most from time, talent and money
spent on your transcriptions.
Invite an Allied representative to
your office. Let him tell you why
so many more producers always
specify Allied for their complete
\
record requirements.
ALLIED
RECORD MANUFACTURING

CO.

17 Years of Record Service
HOLLYWOOD
UDCASTING

• 1041 N. LAS PALM AS • Hollywood 9-5107 • NEW
• Telecasting

YORK • 619 W. 54th ST. • JUdson 2-3791
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THESE

PROGRAM

THE

AIDS

TO

BROADCASTER

BMi services, are alt designed to aid the broadcaster, and are
available to every BMI-Hcensed station. Check with your music
librarian or program director for this material.

CONTINUITY SCRIPTS

LMusic programs that sell...
ready for immediate use . . . smooth, well-written continuity
for a variety of purposes:
ACCORDING TO THE RECORD (Five-minutes, daily)
SPOTLIGHT ON A STAR (Five-mins., five times weekly)
INSIDE STORY (15-minutes, three times weekly)
SPECIAL EVENTS (half-hour, on periodic natl. events)
COPYRIGHT RESEARCH

ft Thorough, up-to-the-minute
information on music clearance ... a complete basic catalogue and regular supplements of newly published music
provided at all times.
BMI PIN UP SHEETS

* Convenient and timely reference to the current song leaders . . . pop hits, folk favorites,
rhythm and blues winners . . . issued monthly.
NEWSLETTER

1 Personal monthly message to
the BMI family. An exchange of radio and music ideas.
BMI MUSIC MEMO

^Monthly informational bulletin . . the radio man's guide to BMI music . . . contains Recordata and Pin Up Patter.
Valuable reference of vital
statistics on the nation's popular recording artists.

PROGRAM DIRECTORS' CLINIC a Practical application
of music in programming . . . with instruction in building
and maintaining an efficient music library.
RECORD REPORT
ft Forecast of tomorrow's song
hits . . . weekly facts about BMI-licensed tunes coming up.
Suggestions of appropriate
music for seasonal holiday occasions.
■'"H',l|m":|!

Wm Music of every type, published
by BMI and affiliated publishers, and occasionally records,
mailed to stations.

BRIDGES, MOODS, INTERLUDES t
Classified and
cross-indexed reference book of tunes to fit background
requirements . . . supplementary material furnished
regularly.
PERFORMlNDEX

ft Handy, time-saving catalogue
of most-performed BMI-licensed titles.
CATEGORICAL INDEX

I Provides immediate reference
to a wide variety of song titles, arranged for selecting appropriate music in countless script situations.

Your BMI Field Representative, who visits your station periodically, can
be helpful in many ways. For any personal problem in selecting or programming music send your inquiry to BMI's Station Service Department.

When
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R egional Networks

South

Central
Network

Continued from page 8C)
Rocky

Mountain

roadcasting

System

uth State St., Salt Lake City, Utah.
3eorge P. Hollingbery Co., Vice Presides, S. J. Schile. KUTA Salt Lake City,
KCSU Provo, Utah, KVOG Odgen, Utah,
Las Vegas, Nevada, KGEM Boise,
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho, KBIO Burley,
KWIK Pocatello, Idaho, KIFI Idaho
Idaho, KMON
Great Falls, Mont.,
Bjtte, Mont., KOOK Billings, Mont.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
.25 57.25 87.50 162.00 250.00 425.00
.50 87.50 132.50 250.00 375.00 650.00

Comprising WMC Memphis, KARK Little Rock,
KWKH Shreveport, WJDX Jackson, Miss.,
WSMB New Orleans. Special hookup of any
or all available at combined rates of each
station, plus line charges. Headquarters,
each station.

Southwest

Network,

e'
orth Tioga St., 'nIthaca, N. Y. Gen.
I
Michael R. Hanna. WVBT Bristol Cen-

Y., WHDL-FM Olean, N. Y„ WHCU-FM
N. Y., WHLD-FM Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
'-FM Watertown, N. Y., WVCV Cherry
. N. Y„ WHVA Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
DeRuyter, N. Y., WMSA-FM Massena,
WRUN-FM Utica-Rome, N. Y., WFNF
sfield, N. Y., WFLY Troy, N. Y.,
-FAA Scranton, Pa.
.63 35.43 47.25 94.50 141.40 236.25
.50 47.25 63.00 126.00 189.00 215.00

Network

201-205 Radio Bldg., El Paso, Tex. Rep.
Taylor Co., President Dorrance D. Roderick,
KROD El Paso, Tex., KAVE Carlsbad, N. M„
KSIL Silver City, N. M„ KOSA Odessa, Tex.,
KWEW Hobbs, N. M., KGFL Roswell, N. M.
SB IM SM I5M 30M I Hr
D
41.25 74.75 114.00 171.00 285.00
N
58.00 102.00 160.00 240.00 400.00

Texas
jral Radio

Quality

Texas State Network, Inc.
1201 W. Lancaster Ave., Fort Worth 1, Texas.
Rep. Weed & Co. President & General Manager Gene L. Cagle. KRBC Abilene, KNOW
Austin, KBST Big Spring, KBWD Brownwood,
WRR Dallas, KFJZ Fort Worth, KGVL Greenville, KTHT Houston, KCMC Texarkana, KFRO
Longview, KCRS Midland, KRIO McAllen,
KPLT Paris, KGKL San Angelo, KMAC San
Antonio, *KABC San Antonio, KRRV Sherman,
WACO Waco. (All in Texas). For rates consult Texas State Network, Inc. *Only one
San Antonio station to be scheduled.

Tobacco

Network

P. O. Box 1988, Raleigh, N. C. Rep. Forjoe.
Sales Manager R. K. Scott. WRAL Raleigh,
WTIK Durham, WFNC Fayetteville, WGNI
Wilmington, WHIT New Bern, WGTC Greenville, WCEC Rocky Mount, WJNC Jacksonville.
D*♦(Class
25.00 A)40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

Transit

Radio

Quality Network

Correspondence or orders may be addressed
to any of stations listed. Rep. Retry.
WFAA Dallas-Fort Worth, WOAI San Antonio,
KPRC Houston.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D
282.80 435.00 725.00
N
474.00 729.00 1215.00

i3
S! .c
Bradbury Heights, Md.
WBUZ (FM)Ohio
1.44
Cincinnati,
WCTS
25.00
Des Moines, Iowa
KCBC-FM
5.00
Flint, Mich., Fla.,
WAJL
5.00
Jacksonville,
WJHP-FM City, Mo.,
9.00
Kansas
KCMO-FM
17.00
Omaha, Nebr.,
KBON-FM Pa.,
4.00
Pittsburgh,
WKJF
10.00
St. Louis, Mo.
KXOK-FM
30.00
Tacoma,
Trenton, Wash.,
N. J., KTNT . . 7.00
WTOA (FM)
4.50
Washington, D. C.
WWDC-FM
16.50
Worcester,
Mass.,
WGTR-FM
8.00

WW
NEW

R

Network

Bankhead Long Bldg., Jasper, Ala. President
W. W. Bankhead. WWWB Jasper, WWWF
bama.)
Fayette, WWWR Russellville. (All in AlaSB

IM
2.25

5M
4.00
4.00

I5M
I Hr
8.00 15.00 20.00
30 M 20.00
8.00 15.00

Inc.
United Broadcasting

Co.

1143 Connecticut Ave., Washington,
Mgr. Richard Eaton. WOOK Silver
WSID Baltimore, WARK Hagerstown,
Richmond, WFAN Washington.
D 20.00 30.00 50.00 95.00 150.00

D. C.
Spring,
WANT

Inc.

Union

Chrysler Bldg.,
New York, Inc.N. Y., H-R
Representatives,

Texas

Tri-W

2.25

Broadcasting

System
Herald Squcre, Dallas,
Texas. General Manager Clyde W. Rembert. KRLD Dallas, KABC
San Antonio, KTRH Houston.
D
241.00 361.50 600.00
N
457.00 685.00 1140.00

Tri City Network Inc.
4646 S. State, Murray, Utah. Pres. Bob Davies,
KMUR Murray, KVOG Ogden, KCSU Provo
(All rates.
in Utah). Consult Tri City Network Inc.
for

.2SI J
"a. 525
1.25
12.50
4.00
3.50
5.00
10.00
2.00
8.00
18.00
5.00
3.75
12.00
5.00

21,957
411,696
89,670
132,888
116,060
427,151
58,853
98,069
617,836
81.940
80,997
467,800
127,269

250.00

Broadcasting

136 State St., P. O. Box 1520, Albany, N. Y.
System
Rep. Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, Inc. General Manager Jim Healey. WOKO Albany,
WXRA Buffalo, WWSC Glens Falls, WHUC
Hudson, WKIP Poughkeepsie, WKOP Binghamton, WGAT Utica, WICY Malone, WNBZ Saranac Lake, WCSS Amsterdam, WENT Gloversville,, WKNY Kingston, WDOS Oneonta,
WELM Elmira, WOLF Syracuse, WEAV Plattsburg. (All in New York). WACE Chicopee,
WVOM Boston, WBEC Pittsfield, WALE Fall
River. (All in Mass.) WSYB Rutland, Vt.,
WJOY Burlington, Vt., WTOR Torrington,
Conn., WWCO Waterbury, Conn., WFAU Augusta, Me., WJOR Bangor, Me., WKNE
Keene, N. H.
600.00 1000.00 1200.00
900.00 1400.00 1750.00
(Continued on page 8G)
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' Spanish, German, Czechoslovakia^ Greek, Swiss, Hungarian,
Lithuanian, Ukranian, French, Syrian, Russian, Polish
and
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WJZ-TV
Dione

/

YORK

Lucas

12:30-1:00 PM-Mon., Tues., Wed., Fit

COOKING

mSHGT

IV

SHOWS

This program, conducted by one of the
world's most distinguished cooking authorities, has been expanded three times in
less than a year by audience and advertiser I
demand! Recently sold 4,000 cookbooks |
at $3 each with on-the-air announcements'

MARKER

CHICAGO
WENR-TV
Beulah Karney
1:00-1:30 PM— Tues. and Thurs.
Chicago's famous homemaking authority,
on radio for over 14 years, knows every
trick in the cookbook, every household
shortcut. Her technique of "selling
with friendship" has resulted in an
extraordinarily high percentage of
long-term advertiser renewals.
WXYZ

TV

DETROIT

Edythe Fern Melrose
11:00-12:00 Noon-Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri.

Here's what's on the fire: ABC's 5 owned television stations
are located in 5 of the 7 top markets in the nation. Right
now, they have the BEST cooking show on the air in each
of these cities. Participating spots are occasionally available
in one or more of the five.

"The Lady of Charm" is a major institution in Detroit broadcasting. Her "Charm
Kitchen," on the air four days a week,
gives an advertiser everything he needs to
reach Detroit's large cooking audience.
Mail returns average 1,500 per week!

KGO-TV
Julia

IMPORTANT! Attention national-program spot
buyers— ABC can usually provide better prime time on
a guaranteed basis than other stations in the same city.

ABC

American
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OWNED

TELEVISION

Broadcasting

SAN FRANCISCO
Hindley

1:00-2:00 PM-Mon. thru Fri.
Julia Hindley brings one of the most impressive home-economics backgrounds in
the country to her daily "Food Fare" program. Show emphasizes the entertainment
aspects of cooking and smooth integration
of commercials.

STATIONS

Company

LOS ANGELES
KECA-TV
Grace Lawson

7 West 66th Street, New York

12:00-1:30 PM-Mon. thru Fri.

TRafalgar 3-7000

"Adventures in Food" with Grace Lawson
has received about 50,000 pieces of mail
so far! Interesting guests and Grace
Lawson's droll sense of humor make the
show good viewing even for the non-cook
— and a great spot for a food advertiser!

BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

Wisconsin Network Inc.
Nash Block, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., Managing
Director, George T. Frechette. WIBU MadisonPoynette, WCLO Janesville, WRJN Racine,
KFIZ Fond du Lac, WHBL Sheboygan, WHBY
Appleton, WJPG Green Bay, WFHR Wisconsin
Rapids, WGEZ Beloit.
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D
46.08 69.00 127.80 194.40 324.00
N
57.60 86.25 159.75 243.00 405.00

Regional Networks
(Continued from page 8E)

now

avai

Everything needed
50 TO
)0 FOOT
OWERS

300 MM
CODE BEACON
Patented ventilator
iome circulates the
r, assures cooler
jperation, longer
amp life. Concave
ase with drainage
t lowest point.

I for ANY tower
EXPOSED or CONDUIT WIRED
Don't let lack of some
critical item hold-up
completion of
YOUR

JOB!

H&P Lighting equipment,
consistently specified by

Upper Midwest
Broadcasting
System
935 Northwestern Bank Bldg., Minneapolis,
Minn. Rep. Orville Lawson & Assoc. KXRA
Alexandria, KAUS Austin, KBUN Bemidji,
KUZ Brainerd, KROX Crookston, WEVE
Eveleth, KDHL Faribault, KSUM Fairmont,
KGDEcis, Fergus
Falls, CKFI
FranKLER Rochester,
KFAM Int'l
St. Falls-Ft.
Cloud, KWLM
Willmar, KWNO Winona. (All in Minnesota).
KDLR Devils Lake, KDIX Dickinson, KVOX
Fargo-Moorhead, KIIO Grand Forks, KGCU
Mandan-Bismarck, KLPM Minot, KOVC Valley
City, KGCX Williston-Sydney (All in North
Dakota). WIKB Iron River, WJMS Ironwood,
WJPD Ishpeming (All in Michigan.) KSDN
Aberdeen, KIJV Huron, KORN Mitchell, KIHO
Sioux Falls, KWAT Watertown (All in South
Dakota). WATW Ashland, WBIZ Eau Claire,
WJPG Green Bay, WLCX La Crosse, WLDY
Ladysmith, WIBU Madison-Poynette, WlIN
Merrill-Wausau, WOBT Rhinelander, WTCH
Shawano,
Wisconsin.) WFHR Wisconsin Rapids. (All in

Wolverine Network Inc.
740 Keeler Bldg., Grand Rapids 2, Mich.
President Roy C. Kelley. WFUR Grand Rapids, WKNX Saginaw, WFDF Flint, WILS
Lansing, WELL Battle Creek, WIBM Jackson,
WKBZ Muskegon, WHLS Port Huron, WTCM
Traverse City, WKLA Ludington, WATT Cadillac, WATZ Alpena, WMBN Petoskey, WHDF
Calumet, WDBC Escanaba, WDMJ Marquette,
WJMS Ironwood, WIKB Iron Mountain,
WJBK Detroit, WGFG Kalamazoo (All in
Michigan). WMAM Marinette, Wis. Consult Wolverine Network, Inc. for rates.
Yankee Network
21 Brookline Ave., Boston 15, Mass., General
Manager Linus Travers. WNAC Boston,
WFAU
Augusta, WCOU
WDEV Waterbury,
WMTW Lewiston-Auburn,
Portland, WIDE
Biddeford, WLNH Laconia, WSYB Rutland,
WKXL Concord, WHEB Portsmouth, WLLH
Lowell-Lawrence, WHAI Greenfield, WEIM
Fitchburg, WBRK Pittsfield, WHYN HolyokeSpringfield,
WAABProvidence,
Worcester, WOCB
WWON Hyannis,
Woonsocket, WEAN
WNBH New Bedford, WALE Fall River, WONS
Hartford, WWCO Waterbury, WNLC New
London, WICC Bridgeport.
5M
10M
15M
30M
1 HR.
D
252.00 378.00 504.00 756.00 1260.00
N
504.00 756.00 1008.00 1512.00 2520.00
Participation in The Yankee Network News
per announcement: 155.00, Daytime; 310.00,
Z-Net
Night.

SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D 157.00 184.00 353.00 700.00 1065.00 1765.00
N 213.00 252.00 500.00 1004.00 1524.00 2532.00

outstanding electronic
engineers, is furnished as
standard equipment by most
leading tower manufacturers.
COMPLETE LIGHTING KITS
SAVE . . . Purchasing time! Erection time!
Completion time!

West

Texas Packaged
Stations
Radio Station KGKL, St. Angelus Hotel, San
Angelo, Tex. Rep. John E. Pearson Co.
KRBC Abilene, KGKL San Angelo, KBST Big
Spring, KTRN Wichita Falls, KCBD Lubbock,
KCRS Midland.
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00

Box 1956, Butte, Mont. Manager Arne E.
Anzjon. KXLF Butte, KXLK Great Falls, KXLJ
Helena,
KXLQ Bozeman, KXLL Missoula.
All
in Montana.
D 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00
N 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00

The
Single and Double
Obstruction Lights
Designed for standard A-21 traffic
signal lamps. Prismatic globes meet
CAA specifications.

producers

transcribed musical radio and/or
television announcements
ers of American
PECA" Series
Photo-Electric
Control
Lights
automatically,
if any part fails.
Send for
FREE catalog
Gives complete bill
of material for each
of our 7 kits, with
itemized costs.

'ADCASTING

• Telecasting

SF-30-E Code Flasher
Electronically operated. Designed exclusively for Tower
Lighting.
"Fail-Safe"
and dust-proof.
PROMPT SERVICE
AND DELIVERY
Order through your jobber
or Tower Manufacturer. We
will send his name on request.

for such lead-

industry

as GENERAL

ELECTRIC, PEPSI-COLA, SEALTEST, BEN R US
of-WATCH, BLOCK DRUG, MOHAWK
CARPET
MILLS, ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN, BLUE COAL, SHELL
OIL, FEDDERS-QUIGAN ROOM AIR-CONDITIONERS, WILLIAM W. LEE & COMPANY, SONOTONE,
BOVRIL, SEALY MATTRESS COMPANY,
PRESSURE COOKER

COMPANY,

NATIONAL

LACKAWANNA

RAILROAD, and, literally, a host of others, are ready
to go to work for YOU.

Nelson

Ideas,

Schenectady

and

New

August 20, 1951

Inc.

York
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ALABAMA
MARKET
CLASSIFICATIONS

INDICATORS FOR ALABAMA
FIGURES YR. FIGURES

Population
3,061,743
% of U. S
>. .
2.0%
Homes
785,869
Percent Radio
82.7%
Radio Homes
649,914
Retail Sales
$1,743,086,000
Retail Trade Employes
91,366
Wholesale Sales Volume
$1,641,053,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes
26,007
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

'50
2,832,961
'50
2.15%
'50
650,710
'50
49.4%
'50
321,671
'50 1,631,403,000
'48
54,774
'48 415,700,000
'48
14,636

YR.
'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

223,486 '47
$108,826,000 '47

Percent distribution
1.17% '49
1% '40
Per
Capitaof Income
773 '49
268 '40
Percent
national per capita. $
income
58% '49
47% '40
New Construction (Private)
$ 143,900,000 '47 35,600,000 '39
Residential
$ 60,700,000 '47 16,300,000 '39
Non-Residential
$ 49,200,000 '48
8,900,000 '39
Automobile Registration
685,812 '50
541,993 '48
Telephones
423,800 '50
213,800 '45
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduction
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
SPOT RATE FINDER
ALBERTVILIE, Marshall, 11,688 homes, 84.3%
radio, 9,853 radio homes.
WAVU, 500w-D, 630kc $2,3
13,0 30M I Hr
SB IM 5M I5M
0,00 29.50
D 2.25 2.95 6.50 11.80 017.50
'
WAVU-FM, Chan. 286, 105.1mc, 4.7kw,0 Bonus
ALEXANDRIA CITY, Tallapoosa, 8,988 homes,49
83.3% radio, 7,487 radio homes.
WRFS,
D
4.00Ikw-D,5.001050kc,
12.00 Sears
24.00& Ayers
36.00 60.00
WRFS-FM, Chan. 291, 106.1mc, 4.6kw, Sears
& Ayer (Bonus daytime only)
N
2.00 2.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
ANDALUSIA,
Covington,
10,730 homes,
77.8% radio, 8,348 radio homes.
WCTA, 250w, 1340 kc, MBS
D
2.00 3.75 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N
2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCTA-FM, Chan. 251, 98.1mc, 10.5kw
{Rates on request)
ANNISTON, Calhoun, 19,859 homes, 83.5%
radio, 16,582 radio homes.
WHMA, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Sears & Ayer
D
3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
N
6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
WHMA-FM,
& Ayer Chan. 263, 100.3mc, 3.6kw, Sears
(Bonus)
WSPC, lkw, 1390kc
D 1.50 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75 35.00
N 3.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
ATHENS, Limestone, 8,584 homes, 75.3%
radio, 3,727 radio homes.
WJMW, 250w-D, lOlOkc, LBS
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 60.00
ATMORE, Escambia, 7,660 homes, 78.4% radio, 6,005 radio homes.
WATM, lkw-D, 1580kc
D
5.75 8.50 15.60 23.50 37.50
AUBURN,
Lee, homes.
11,318 homes, 77.2% radio,
8,737 radio
WAUD, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Devney
D
2.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
N
2.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
BESSEMER, Jefferson, 148,615 homes, 89.2%
radio, 132,565 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 6.50 6.50 11.00 20.00 34.00 67.50
N
6.50 6.50 11.00 20.00 34.00 67.50
WBCO, 250w, 1450kc
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50 00
WJLD, 250w, UOOkc, Hooper
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 38.00 75 00
N 8.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 38.00 75.00
WJLN (FM) Chan. 284, 104.7mc, 23kw
(See Birmingham, Ala., listing)
BIRMINGHAM,
Jefferson, 148,615 homes
89.2% radio, 132,565 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 12.83 14.12 23.44 38.50 57.60 96 25
N 22.67 24.75 43.75 72.00 108.00 180.00
3 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 12.33 22.17 44.67 73.33 116.67

WAPI, 5kw, 1070kc, CBS, Radio Sales, BMB
SB
IM
5M
I5M
30M I Hr
D 14.00 16.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 28.00 32.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WAFM(FM), Chan. 258, 99.5mc, lkw, Radio
Sales
D
7.00 8.00 9.00 13.50 30.00 50.00
N 14.00 16.00 18.00 22.50 50.00 80.00
WAFM-TV,
Chan. 13, 13.6kw-aur., 26kw-vis.
D763,37.50
37.50 67.50 90.00 135.00 225.00
0
00,0 50.00 90.00' 120.00 180.00 300.00
N 50.00
WBRC,
5kw, 00960kc, NBC, Raymer, BMB
D 17.00 17.00'40 30.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 30.00 30.00 60.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
WBRC-TV,
Ch an. 4, 7,25k w-aur., 14.25kw-vis
NBC, DuMont
D 30.00 30.00 46.88 75.00 112.50 187.50
N 50.00 50.00 90.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WEDR, lkw-D, 1220kc, McGillvra
D
10.00 17.50 30.00 60.00 120.00
WJLN (FM), Chan. 284, 104.7 mc. 23 kw
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 12.00 25.00 45.00
N 5.00 5.00 9.00 12.00 25.00 45.00
WKAX, lkw-D, 900kc. Holman
D
6.00 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 100.00
WSGN. 5kw-D, lkw-N, 610kc, ABC, Headley-Reed
D
16.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
27.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WSGN-FM,
Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 55kw
Bonus
WTNB. 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
7.50 7.50 18.75 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WVOK, 50kw-D, 690kc. BMB
D
15.00 37.00 74.00 100.00 130.00
BREWTON, Escambia, 7,660 homes, 78.4%
radio, 6,005 radio homes.
WEBJ, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
2.50 2.50 6.75 12.25 24.00 45 00
N
2.50 2.50 6.75 12.25 24.00 45.00
CLANTON, Chilton, 7,006 homes, 80.5% radio, 5,640 radio homes.
WKLF, lkw-D, 980kc, Clark
D
4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
CULLMAN, Cullman, 12,068 homes, 84.7%
radio, 10,222 radio homes.
WFMH, lkw-D, 1300kc
2.65 2.65 6.60 9.55 16.60 30.00
WFMH-FM, Chan. 265, 100.9mc, 0.43kw
Bonus
AM until LS. FM only after LS
40% with
day rate.
WKUL, 250w, 1340kc
D
1.50 2.95 7.40 10.65 18.65 33.30
N
1.50 2.95 7.40 10.65 18.65 33.30
DECATUR, Morgan, 14,059 homes, 85.3% radio, 11,992 radio homes.
WHOS. lkw-D, 800kc
D 3.90 6.50 13.00 19.50 39.00
WMSL, 250w, UOOkc, MBS, Crossley
D
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
N
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
DEMOPOLIS, Marengo, 7,418 homes, 73.5%
radio, 5,452 radio homes.
WXAL, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, KBS
D
4.00 4.00 7.50 19.00 26.00 40 00
N
4.00 4.00 7.50 19.00 26.00 40.00
DOTHAN, Houston, 12,444 homes, 84.0% radio, 10,453 radio homes.

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
3.25 3.25 6.00 12.20 21.00 35.00
WAGF, lkw, 1320kc, MBS, McGillvra
D
3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N
(Rates on request)
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5G>
WDIG,
250w, 1450kc, ABC, Cummings,
Schepp-Reiner
I Hr
SB
IM
5M I5M
D
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.40 24.00 40.00
30 M 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 21.60 36.00
WOOF,
D
2.00lkw-D,2.00 560kc,3.50Sears6.50& Ayer,
9.50BMB15.50
ENTERPRISE, Coffee, 8,049 homes, 78.4% radio, 6,310 radio homes.
WIRB, 250w, 1230kc
(Rates not available)
EUFAUIA, Barbour, 7,284 homes, 74.8% radio, 5,448 radio homes.
W'ULA,
D
3.50250w,3.501240kc,7.00MBS,14.00Dobson,
21.00Crossley
35.00
N
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
FAYETTE, Fayette, 4,899 homes, 81.4% radio,
3,988 radio homes.
WWWF,
D
3.50 lkw-D,
3.50 990kc7.50 15.00 25.00 35.00
FLORENCE, Lauderdale, 14,039 homes, 82.6%
radio, 11,596 radio homes.
WJOI,
Conlan18.75 35.00
D
3.00250w, 3.001340kc,4.50ABC, 9.37
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50 70.00
DWMFT,2.99250w,2.991240kc6.50 10.40 18.20 31.20
N
2.99 2.99 6.50 10.40 18.20 31.20
FORT PAYNE, DeKalb, 11,522 homes, 83.6%
radio, 9,632 radio homes.
250w, 1400kc,
DWFPA,2.00
5.00 MBS10.00 17.00 30.00
N
2.00
5.00 10.00 17.00 30.00
WZOB,
lkw-D,
1250kc
D
2.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 32.00
GADSDEN, Etowah, 24,609 homes, 87.4%
radio, 21,508 radio homes.
2D
AM affiliates,
1-time 21.00
rate 37.50
3.50 average
5.37 12.00
N
5.75 8.37 20.00 36.50 62.50
2D
AM non-affiliates,
average
3.80 7.80
15.601-time
23.40rates39.00
WETO,
lkw-D,3.60 930kc,
D
7.60 McGillvra
15.20 22.80
WGAD, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1350kc, ABC,
eral Advertising
D
3.60 Service
5.25 12.00 21.00
N
6.00 8.75 20.00 35.00
WGWD,
lkw-D,
D
4.00 570kc,
8.00 Dora-Clayton
16.00 24.00

38.00
Gen36.00
60.00

®(D Standard
Locationof(AM)
ofFM CityBroadcasting
and numberStations
of
Number
Broadcasting
Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
75, fOC

WJBY, 250w, 1240kc,
MBS, Sears & Ayer
SB IM 3 5MSeal./".
I5M 30M
D
3.40 5.50 12.00 21.00
N
5.50 8.00 20.00 38.00
WJBY-FM, Chan. 279, 103.7mc, 1.5kw
GREENVILLE, Butler, 7,302 homes, 77.2°/
dio, 5,637 radio homes.
WGYV, 250w, UOOkc, LBS
D
1.50 3.00 3.50 6.30 18.00
GUNTERSVILLE,
Marshall, 11,688 h
84.3% radio, 9,853 radio homes.
WGSV, lkw-D, 1270kc
D
3.00 4.00 6.50 12.00 18.00
HALEYVILLE, Winston, 4,492 homes, 8
radio, 3,737 radio homes.
WJBB, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
2.00 5.00 12.00 18.00
N
2.00
5.00 12.00 18.00
HAMILTON,
Marion,
6,833 homes, 83.1°
dio, 5,678 radio homes_
WERH,
lkw-D,
970kc,
D
5.00 6.00 12.00McGillvra
24.00 36.00
HUNTSVILLE, Madison, 18,046 homes, £
radio, 15,303 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
3.33 3.33 5.83 12.12 21.58
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 19.25 33.83
WBHP, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
3.00 3.00 5.00 15.00 28.00
N 3.00 3.00 5.00 15.00 28.00
WFUN, 250w, 1450kc, Liberty
D
3.00 3.00 4.50 9.37 18.75
N 6.00 6.00 9.00 18.75 37.50
Heodley-Ree
DWHBS, 4.00250w, 4.001490kc,8.00ABC,12.00
18.00
N
6.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00
WHBS-FM, Chan. 236, 95.1mc, 16kw, 4
ley-Reed, Bonus
JACKSON, Clarke, 6,566 homes, 78.0°/
dio, 5,121 radio homes.
WPBB,
D
4.00lkw-D,4.001290kc7.50 19.00 26.00
JASPER,
Walker,radio 15,853
dio, 13,602
homes. homes, 85.8°
WWWB,
250w,
1240kc
D
3.50 7.50 15 00 25.00
N
3.50 7.50 15.00 25.00

40.00
BROADCASTING
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62,505 homes, 83.5°o radio,
92 Mobile,
radio homes.
affiliates, average 1-time rate
iSB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
$.33
9.50
11.26
22.50 66.00
35.25 110.00
58.75
; .50 13 50 21.50 44.00
5kw, 1480kc, ABC, MBS, Branham,
.00 9.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
.00 12.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
FM, Chan. 271 102. Imc, 50kw, BranBonus
5kw, 1410kc, NBC, Headley-Reed
.00 10.00 11. 25 24.00 36.00 60.00
.00 15.00 22. 50 48.00 72.00 120.00
lkw-D, 840kc, LBS, Dodson
j.00 10. 80 24.00 36.00 60.00
Ikw-D, 250w-12 N, 710kc, CBS, Young
20.00 36.00 60.00
20 0000 40.00
60.00 100.00
FM, Chan. 260 , 99. 9mc, 3kw, Bonus
AM rates one-time. Home and radio
figures for each city include entire
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
red from 1950 Census of Housing. Peradio BMB. For complete explanation
-eword.

MONTEVALLO, Shelby, 7,636 homes, 84.3%
radio, 6,437 radio homes.
WNDI,
(CP) 250w-D, 730kc
(No rates available)
MONTGOMERY, Montgomery, 37,457 homes,
80.2% radio, 30,041 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.83 7.00 11.50 19.75 36.00 60.00
N
9.67 9.75 19.00 38.25 60.00 100.00
WAPX,
HooperIkw, 1600kc, ABC, Walker, Conlan &
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WCOV, 250w, 1240kc, CBS
D 5.50 5.50 10.00 19.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.00 33.00 60.00 100.00
WCOV-FM, Chan. 233, 94.5mc, 4.1 kw, Bonus
WJJJ,
D lOkw-D,7.50Ikw-N,
12.00 1170kc,
20.00 MBS,
36.00Weed
60.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WMGY, lkw-D, 800kc
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WSFA, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1440kc, NBC, Headley-Reed, Conlan
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 20.00 36 00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
MUSCLE SHOALS, Colbert, 10,103 homes,
83 3% radio, 8,420 radio homes.
WLAY, 250w, 1450kc. MBS. Devney, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36 00 60.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

SYLACAUGA, Talladega, 15,179 homes, 80.5%
radio, 12,219 radio homes.
WFEB, 250v
SB , 1M1340kc,5M
MBS 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4 00 7.00 15.00 20.00
40.00
N
4100 7.00 15.00 20.00 40.00
WMLS, lkv, D, 1290kc
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 15.00 30.00
TALLADEGA, Talladega, 15,179 homes, 80.5%
radio, 12,219 radio homes.
WHTB, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, KBS
D
2.85 2.85 7.85 10.70 17.80 35.75
N
2.85 2.85 7.85 10.70 17.80 35.75
TROY,
radio Pike,
homes.7,984 homes, 77.3% radio, 6,172
WTBF, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18 00 30.00
N
3.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
TUSCALOOSA,
Tuscaloosa, 21,887 homes,
82.1% radio, 17,969 radio homes.

OPELIKA, Lee, 11,318 homes, 77.2% radio,
8,737 radio homes.
WJHO, SB250w-D,
MBS, KBS1 Hr
1M lOOw-N,
5M 1400kc,
15M 30M
D
2.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27 00 45.00
N
2.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
ROANOKE, Randolph, 5,744 homes, 81.2%
radio, 4,664 radio homes.
DWELR, 2.25lkw-D,2.251360kc,
5.40 Dodson
9.00 15.00 30.00
RUSSELLVILLE, Franklin, 6,600 homes, 81.3%
radio, 5,366 radio homes.
WWWR, lkw-D, 920kc, KBS
D
2.50 3.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 35.00
SCOTTSBORO, Jackson, 9,506 homes, 82.3%
radio, 7,823 radio homes.
WCRI, 250w-D, 1050kc, LBS, Tenn. Valley
Adv.
D
1.30 2.55 5.20 8.90 13.50 20.25
WROS, lkw-D, 1330kc
(CP)
(No rates available)
SELMA, Dallas, 14,211 homes, 74.1% radio,
10,530 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 22.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.75 33.00 60.00
WGWC, 250w, 1340kc, CBS, Clayton
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHBB, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, KBS
D
6.00 12.00 20.00
N
8.00 17.50 30.00

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.00 5.00 8.50 18.00 29.50 52.00
N
4.00 5.00 8.50 18.00 29.50 52.00
WJRD, 5kw-D, 1150kc, Walker, LBS
D
5.00 5.00 7.00 12.00 23.00 44.00
N
5.00 5.00 7.00 12.00 23.00 44.00
WTBC, 250w. 1230kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
Total
1950
Mid-March rolls
1st PayPtr.
Taxable
(* S Income
000)
Employment
1950
1950
Percentage 1940
Sales Farm
1948 (S000)
Homes
1948
Radio Homes Retail
Radio Homes
Radio
(S 000)
649
4,616
11.907
1,408
3,573
77.4
22,089
1,760
84.7
5,334
11,405
83.7
1,184
2,988
9,966
3.587
7,284
763
5,448
74.8
4.371
1,215
2,140
3,331
81.5
3,702
2.077
7,340
6,966
4,171
2,787
409
73.2
5.982
4,717
3,053
9,132
1,937
13,330
1,076
7,302
83.5
362
1,343
77.2
2,248
19.859
932
635
49,351
16.338
5,637
16,582
1,132
10,369
8,301
10,366
8,619
3,052
84.0
9*
128
4,475
389
66
2,
4,331
8,710
86.1
2,478
3,729
80.5
9,780
10,033
1,854
583
1*
4*
7,006
4,362
75.7
86
44
5,
8,
2,778
1,346*
5,640
78.0
4,523
3,424
16.097
5,454
6,566
1,995
271
992
1,805
879
5.121
80.8
6,510*
5,364
3,644
4,695
1,175
2,944
6*
2,911*
1,440
' Further re
3,07(Continued3,444on
2,353*
Sales, and Farm Income ma rked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 'Sales Management.'
production6,049*
unlicensed.
Farm Incomepage
add S0OO.
10)
3,922*
6*
639*
3,
1.25
1,393*

1950
Population
18,177
41,046
28.860
17,955
28,997
16.075
29.301
79,783
39,560
17,455
26.839
19,188
26.498
13,964

!•? :
tair .
ft'.':>!
jn .
3ers
kee
<P
aw • •

■! !

ALABAMA
1940
Population
20,977
32,324
32,722
20,155
29,490
19,810
32,447
63.319
42,146
19,928
27,955
20,195
27,636
16,907

1,947*

m I
is

in

1

(Birmingham)
BLOCK PROGRAMMING
definable audience with
ests. (Ask for information
Market, Negro Market,
etc.)

the

selects a large
kindred interabout our Rural
Urban Market,

the

IDEAL

Station

IDEAL
Market*!
Test
MERCHANDISING
makes any adver2tising more successful. WSGN
offers
powerful promotional and dealer contact
aids.

ANNUAL CONSUMER ANALYSIS IN THIS DIVERSIFIED MARKET
RESEARCH A FIRM BASE FOR TEST CAMPAIGNS.

GIVES

Both local and regional advertisers purchased more advertising
on WSGN in the first seven months of 1951 than at any other
similar period during the 25 year history of WSGN.
O«s
... 55OOO vf

es
9W
ce
audien
bonus
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( Continued from page
ALABAMA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
(1950
S 000)
Total 1950
1940
1950
Percentage
1948 ($0
1940
Mid-March
1948
1950
000)
Retail Sales Farm(* $ Income
1950
Homes
rolls 1st I
Radio
Radio Homes
County
Radio Homes
Population
Population
3 068
7Q 4
13 629
Cleburne
2 436
i.uiy
11,976
649
2,964
711 A
ft ft4Q
31 987
Coffee
30,717
10,788
10
108
t
y.t
m q
24,322
ft 49ft
O.olU
Colbert
34 093
00.0
2,628
2,351
39,413
25 489
OU.l
21,807
4 1 91
77 Q
Conecuh . . .
5 005
290
6,494
1
,foZ
6,517
3
9
4ft7
ftft
1
13
460
Coosa
11,771
1,733
t.lZl
4QO
ilC*J
42 417
OA 7CG
77 ft
7A11 ,Uol
7fift
40,333
8 348
Covington .
10 730
zu,3,211
/oy
6,550
5
351
7
n^.7
1
f!44
23,631
Crenshaw . ,
0,
/
DO
4
249
79
4
19,013
972
C 7ftfl
1 01,887*
ceo *
1 ft 999
ftd. 71
12 068
49 050
Cullman
47 343
Of.
2,793
18,492
1,228
4 ^7ft
7ft
^
20 830
Dale
10.3
832
0,9 74.7
/UO
^ 992
55 245
Dallas
145 211
74 1
Q16,816
*37K
2
8,766*
10
530
01,0/0
2,073
Z,d 7ft7
f4 f
43 075
45 088
DeKalb
11 522
4,68845*4*
96 632
83
6
7,224
1
10,1
fU
f,
1
0
1
885
2,
2,760
Elmore
34 546
8 500
81 0
31,672
3O 040
2
ClA'i
5*
30
671
08
1,
7
660
O
TflQ
r
ftftn
7ft
4
Escambia . . .
< 0.1
31,463
4,496
1
lz.obo*
6,115*
0C719,849
1 ,yol
21,859
GQ1
91Zl ,ouo
Rftft
R7 &
899
Etowah
93 857
244 609
12
1 Z,oOo
72 580
5*
21 O.R7
167
25
4,
3,559
7
too
21
651
1 0 ^o**
19 393
3 988
81 4
Fayette
O QQO*
1 ,ooU
6 600
Franklin . . .
81 3
2 630
2,078
25 790
27
552
<±,Z11
11,456*
0 on4,o*303*
5
366
6
926
9^ Q98
1 D.oO
1 ^tftft1
Geneva
78 89
2 276
29 172
73
1,930
o,ZlZ
3*
77
7,
2,843
19
185
465
16 580
Greene
35 044
646
75 3
970
44 949
125
OO
090
1
ft
no.**
1 fton
90 89ft
9S
Hale
1 107
6 063
3 727
9/l2,844*
7A9*
7*
05
4
368
6,
91
1
*
o.yzi
3 446
21 912
1 5.17
fiOft
18 661
78 9
Henry
RZ,3,627*
Q91
1 4Z *
4 906
10 453
45 665
46 554
84 30
Houston
82
2
12 444
icq1,227
n/\ 0
in 917*
1Z,uOU
785
38 795
41 802
3
981
Jackson
5,452
7
823
1
9
R*sn
9
506
86 706
148 615
4cq QQfl
7 ,UD1
ftfil *
^4 1 ftfi
4ft7 4ft1
Jefferson . . .
1 ■ 1 — . - > * )- )
93
2,407
89 2
f/ ,OlO
4 285
IOO cee
70Q
299
Lamar
19 708
16 423
1 859
t,4K. QOft
izy
0,1
yo
32 131
14 039
522
T 1 Oft*
54 183
46 230
82 62
Lauderdale .
25 596
225
113 596
6 657
27 880
0,001
27 141
80 3
Lawrence . .
4,342
22
946
5
346
11 318
36 455
0.0 10
80 5
Lee
8 737
45 054
2
o.yzu
6,727
6 910
77 2
Limestone . .
84 431
584
14 026
33 214
239
35 712
35
642
1
ft
47fi*
O,O0U
22 661
18 034
73 7
673
Lowndes . . .
606
1,084
O. R71 *
3 266
0,0/1
94 809
356
Macon
6 739
27 654
1 553
A Qftft*
ou ,oyo
5QO.
43
5
081
^
ftdft*
75
4
73 032
66 317
18 046
84 8
81 228
Madison
535
15 303
127 306
256
01,155
ceo
7 418
73 5
Marengo
29 460
3528 736
2 800
11 QO.9*
O, i ZO
5
452
z.ooy
9 454
1717
776
27
291
6 833
83
1
Marion
59 678
26 478
45 098
9 AAO
42 395
853
5 265
Marshall
O. 9*?7*
1 1 CftK.
688
fiO
OZ.OUO
90 ft^fi
0,y.o/ 01i 0
1 DOfift . 495.
4
8384 53
141 974
Mobile
31
..-.O.O.J.)
524 848
192
9 ,OoO
AQO
78 1
1 746
9 873
6 208
Monroe
29 465
25 722
Z4Oo.fOl
,1;
OA QQC
Qftft
ftfil
30 041
1 361iyQ ,yuu
137CO 512
114 420
15 221
Montgomery
37 457
189
80
2
OZ,ODl
Morgan
ORto,
fil
ft
14
059
14:0
71 011
113 705
992
7/ .Olf
m d*
/1Q
1 AO
oft zld.9
85 53
76
117
4 843
7,610
ZO.OIU
o.yiy
Perry
2
015
f.OOO
Z07( fOK71t X
*}ft
1i.ioy
ft7Q
6 009
Pickens
OA RQQ
*iCQ
z^.ooy
A
RftQ*
79
5
8
529
4
777
z.yoo
9l.OQ^a(O
O.0 4QO.
6 172
77 3
22 410
700
•>u,oyy
Pike
7 984
14
022
OR 77C
CI fi
C 7dA
no 040
C/ic
ft fifi^
ZZ,
4 664
OCZD,
2,470
Randolph . . .
Q73 891*
1125*
fid *
DID
3 007
0,000
/I ft 9QO
QyO,,yQ70
7681 42
7 619
Russell
JO, 1 <0
I'll:
/
z
9 CI Q *
07Z ( ,OoO
QQfi
y9 ,ooy
Z,OlO
84 5
3 007
506
St. Clair
ZO.OoO
"}ft
1 ,973
6 722
56 680
Oft "i7C.
ft*3R
3.096
84 3
1 ,000
437
3 083
OQzo.yoz
QR9
107 747
337
3,329
Shelby
IE
1
7Q
OU,o
i
O
7
636
1 128
90Zo.OZo
COp
1
Qftn
Q ORG
4 234
Z071 ,oZl
5 600
Sumter
*?oi
1 ,oUo
10,558
18 ,79fi*
I ZO
206*
8075 56
4 761
12 219
32 118
DO, /OO
Talladega . .
1
7C1
*
83.3
Ol.ooZ
c35,270
1 000
17,773
Tallapoosa
34,666
13,353
6.458
3,850
48,859
8,988
7,487
82.1
Tuscaloosa .
94,017
21,887
76,036
17,969
8,794
31,168
85.8
Walker
15,853
63,653
64,201
13,602
10.451
8,136
77.8
951
Washington .
16,612
16,188
3 905*
23,451
26,279
1.009
Wilcox
3.553
2,764
5.657
4.024
3,749
74.3
83.2
Winston . . . .
966
5,416
18,746
18,245
1,827
3.737
6,445reproduction unlicensed Farm
4,492
2,072
Inco
' Further
1,771
Note: For sources see foreword.
Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sal
2.921*
es Management.'
5,518*
2,184*
94.2%
KOOL, 5kw, 960kc, CBS, Hollingbery, HoMESA, Maricopa, 100,374 homes,
ARIZONA
radio, 94,552 radio homes.
SB 3,391M4* 5M 15M 30M
D 12.602,152*
12.60 14.00 28.00 42.00 7
KTYL, lkw, 1310kc
N 23.10 23.10 28.00 56.00 84.00 14
SPOT RATE FINDER
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
992*
6.00 6.00 6.00 11.00 20.00 36.00 KOY, 5kw-D, Ikw-N,
BISBEE, Cochise, 11,009 homes, 94.9% radio, DOUGLAS, Cochise, 11,009 homes, 94.9% ra- D
550kc, MBS, Don
10,448 radio homes.
dio, 10,448 radio homes.
Blair, BMB
N 6.00 6.00 6.00 11.00 20.00 36.00
K AWT, 250w, 1450kc, NBC, Ariz. Bcstg. SysKSUN, 250w, 1230kc, Ariz. Network, MBS,
D 10.50 10.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 7!
KTYL-FM, Chan. 284, 104.7mc, 50kw
tem, Raymer
Blair. BMB
N 21.00 21.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 14
D
10.00
18.00
30.00
1M
5M
15M
30M
4.00
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
4.00
45.00
SB 8.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 1 Hr
N
10.00 18.00 30.00 KPHO, 5kw, 910kc, ABC, Petry
8.00
D 4.75 6.10 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
92%
D
7.50 10.00 12.50 17.50 35.00 7j
N 6.30 8.10 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
NOGALES,
Santa
Cruz,
2,700
homes,
FLAGSTAFF, Coconini, 6,716 homes, 90.6%
N
15.00
20.00 25.00 35.00 70.00 u \
radio,
2,484
radio
homes.
94% radio,
radio, 6,085 radio homes.
CLIFTON, Greenlee 3,267 homes
KNOG, 250w, 1340kc, BMB
KCLS, 250w, 1340kc
3,071 radio homes.
Chan. 5, 8.17kw-aur., 17.5kw- I
D
4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 D
2.30 2.80 5.00 7.00 10.00 17.00 KPHO-TV,
ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont, Paramount, f I
KCLF, 250 v, UOOkc LBS
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
3.00 4.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 D 36.00 36.00 45.00 72.00 108.00 iaj
D 3.00 7.50
10.00 14.40 24.00 KGPH, 250w, 1230kc, LBS
N 60.00 60.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 3C |
2.50 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 32.00
16.50 24.00 40.00 D
N 4.00 3.50
PHOENIX,
Maricopa,
100,374
homes,
94.2%
N
2.50 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 32.00
radio, 94,552 radio homes.
KRIZ, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Burn-Smith
COOLIDGE, Pinal, 12,491 homes, 92.2% ra- GLOBE, Gila, 7,211 homes, 94% radio, 6,778
D
4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00
dio, 11,517 radio homes.
5
AM
affiliates,
average
1-time
rate
radio homes.
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
D
8.78
9.82
15.50
24.70
38.80
53.00
KCKY, lkw, 1150kc, CBS
KWJB, 250w, 1240kc, NBC, Raymer
N 16.65 17.90 25.60 48.20 75.80 131.00 KRUX, 250w, 1340kc
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 D
N
8.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
50.00
D
5.00 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 i
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
N
5.00 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 i
KINGMAN,
Mohave,
2,934
homes,
93.6%
D
4.00 5.62 12.00 16.75 27.75 49.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
radio, 2,746 radio homes.
home figures for each city include entire
KTAR, 5kw, 620kc, NBC, Raymer
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
KGAN, 250w, 1230kc, LBS
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D
D
11.50 16.00 32.00 48.00 t
3.00 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 KIFN, 250w-D, 860kc, Oakes
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
N
3.00 3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 D
3.00 3.75 9.00 13.50 25.50 48.00 N
23.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 i<
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INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS

FOR

FIGURES

ARIZONA
YR.

Population
749,587
% of U. S
.5%
Homes
223,764
Percent Radio
93.7%
Radio Homes
209,667
Retail Sales
$ 676,594,000
Retail Trade Employes
32,515
Wholesale Sales Volume
$ 414,087,000
Wholesale Trade Employes
8,039
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

H] Location of City an
*IZONA
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Station
BUIN MJO04EBUIT. VBMOMI 1 Number of FM Broadcasting Station
macAsting Publication*. Inc. ± Number ol Telecasting Stations

!D, Graham, 3,715 homes, 93.8%
, 3,485 radio homes.
lkw, 1480kc, NBC, Raymer
00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
00 8.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

Cruz

or sources see foreword.
ADCASTING

YR.

'50
499,261
'50
0.38%
'50
127,250
'50
69.0%
'50
87,781
'50 653,321,000
'48
17,524
'48 96,500,000
'48
3,831

'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

15,394 '47
$

9,712,000 '47

Income
$ 839,000,000 '49 237,000,000 '40
Percent distribution
.42% '49
0.31% '40
Per Capita Income
$
1,165 '49
473 '40
Percent of national per capita
income
88% '49
82% '40
New Construction (Private) $ 49,500,000 '47 13,300,000 '39
Residential
$ 20,900,000 '47
7,000,000 '39
Non-Residential
$ 16,800,000 '48
2,600,000 '39
Automobile Registration
270,799 '50
216,702 '48
Telephones
160,400 '50
80,600 '45

TINC^^mECASTING
./ MAP
ETBOOK

)TT, Yavapai, 8,614 homes, 94.3%
8,123 radio homes.
250w, 1490kc, NBC, Ariz. Broadcastiystem, Raymer
;B 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 rir
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

FIGURES

Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
TUCSON, Pima, 43,397 homes, 94.9% radio,
41,184 radio homes.
5 AM affiliates, average
SB
1M
5M
D
6.25 7.30 8.12
N
9.32 11.92 12.32

1-time
15M
14.64
22.24

KTKT, 250w,
SB
D
2.00
N
2.00
KTUC, 250w,
BMB
D
5.00
N
8.00

rate
30M 1 Hr
22.36 37.40
33.76 56.40

KCNA, 5kw-D, 500w-N, 580kc, ABC, Hollingbery, Hooper
D 11.60 8.70 11.60 23.20 34.80 58.00
N 11.60 8.70 11.60 23.20 34.80 58.00
KOPO, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Forjoe, Hooper
D
6.00 9.00 10.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 12.00 18.00 20.00 28.00 42.00 70.00

1950
Population
27,183
31,438
23,755
24.214
13,018
12.808
329,266
8,461
29.263
141,074
43.343
9,328
24,967
27,141

ARIZONA

RADIO

1940
Population
24,095

1950
Homes

34,627
18,770
23,867
12,113
8,698
186,193
8,591
25,309
72.838
28,841
9.482
26,511
19,326

5,586
11.009
6,716
7,211
3.715
3,267
100,374
2,934

1490kc, LBS
1M
5M 15M
4.00 8.00
4.00 8.00
1400kc, MBS, Don

30M
14.00
14.00
Lee,

1 Hr
24.00
24.00
Blair,

5.00 7.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

KVOA, lkw, 1290kc, NBC, Raymer, Hooper
D
6.50 6.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 13.00 13.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
YUMA, Yuma, 8,227 homes,
7,684 radio homes.

MARKET

DATA

BY

1950 Percentage
Radio Homes Radio
87.8
4,905
10,448
94.9
90.6
6,085
94.0
6,778
3,485
93.8
94.0
3,071
94.2
94,552

7,523
43,397
12,491

2,746
6,793
41,184
11,517

2,700
8,614
8.227

2,484
8,123
7,684

93.6
94.9
90.3
92.2
92.0
94.3
93.4

93.4% radio,

COUNTIES
1940
Radio
Homes
1,372
6.893
2,403
4,631
1,821
1,567
36,344
1,657
2,518
14,619
3,695
1,546
5.473
3,242

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income ma rked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sale« Management."
• Telecasting

R etail
1950Sales
($000)
6,261
27,621
22,511
18,476
11,280
331,776
8,022
9,709
16,621
135,199
24,988
11,833
23,725

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 3.50 4.50 9.00 13.50 22.50
N
6.00 7.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
K YMA, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Don Lee,
Network, Blair
D
3.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 12.00
N 6.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
KYUM, lkw, 560kc, NBC, Raymer
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00

(*$000)
Total
1950
Farm Income

Arii.
20.00
40.00
25.00
50.00

Employment
Taxable
PayMid-March
rolls
Qtr.
1948
1948 1st($000)
836

5,522*
7,942*
6,109*
10,283*
3,161*
125,507*

1,392
5,874
3,128
5,153
1,238
57,459
3,099
1,448
1,701
23,255

1,659*
2,138*
11,980*
4,533*
35.206*

4,145
1,842

3,860
1,485
3,771
672
2,513
35,559
932
911
13,609
797
2,610
2.587
1.676

4,092
3,059
Further reproduction2,563*
unlicensed. Farm Income add 000.
30,540* • Marketbook, Page 11
August 20, 1951
6,927*
28,572

ARKANSAS
SPOT RATE FINDER
ARK ADELPHt A, Clark, 6,436 homes, 83.9%
radio, 5,400 radio homes.
KVRC, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
30M 1 Hr
SB 4.50
1M ' 7.50
5M 15.00
15M 22.50 38.00
D 4.00
N 4.50 5.50 9.00 19.00 30.00 48.00
BATESVILLE, Independence, 6,470 homes,
85.8% radio, 5,551 radio homes.
KBTA, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
3.50 4.50 7.00 11.00 18.00 33.00
N 4.25 5.25 7.75 12.00 21.00 35.00
BLYTHEVIUE,
Mississippi, 22,760 homes,
82.9% radio, 18,868 radio homes.
KLCN,
lkw-D,
900kc,
Pearson30.00 50.00
D
5.00 5.00 10.00LBS, 20.00
KLCN-FM, Chan. 241, 96.1mc, 21kw, Pearson
N (only) 2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
CAMDEN,
Ouachita, 9,414 homes, 82.1%
radio, 7,729 radio homes.
KAMD, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
2.50 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
N
3.75 5.50 11.25 22.50 33.75 56.00
CONWAY,
Faulkner, 6,788 homes, 85.7%
radio, 5,817 radio homes.
KCON, 250w, 1230kc
(No rates available)
KOWN (FM), Chan. 249, 97.7mc, 0.97kw
CROSSETT, Ashley, 6,673 homes, 81.3%
radio, 5,425 radio homes.
KAGH, lOOw, 1240kc, MBS
D
1.50 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
N
1.50 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
EL DORADO, Union, 14,260 homes, 86.8%
radio, 12,378 radio homes.
2D AM 4.25
affiliates,
4.87 average
8.25 1-time
11.50 rates
27.25 43.75
KDMS, lkw-D, 1290kc, LBS, CBN, Devny
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 32.00 50.00
JONESBORO,
Craighead,
13,374 homes,
KELD, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Continental
D
2.50 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
88.5% radio, 11,836 radio homes.
N
3.75 5.50 11.25 22.50 33.75 56.00 KBTM, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, BMB
FAYETTEVILLE, Washington, 14,274 homes,
SB 3.50
1M 7.50
5M ' 14.00
15M 21.00
30M 35.00
1 Hr
86.9% radio, 12,404 radio homes.
D 2.50
KGRH, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Walker
3.25 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
2.50 3.50 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00 N
N
3.25 4.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 KBTM-FM, Chan. 270, 101. 9mc, 8.1 kw, Bonus
KNEA,5.00
lkw-D,7.50
970kc,15.00
Sears30.00
& Ayer,
Conlan
FORREST CITY, St. Francis, 9,793 homes, D
45.00
75.00
77.8% radio, 7,619 radio homes.
LITTLE
ROCK,
Pulaski,
55,116
homes,
88.6%
KXJK,
lkw-D,
950kc
radio,
48,883
radio
homes.
D
3.00 5.00 7.00 14.00 26.00 50.00
FORT SMITH, Sebastian, 19,645 homes, 89.9% 4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
radio, 17,661 radio homes.
D
7.17 8.50 11.25 20.50 30.75 54.25
N 11.00 12.00 21.50 41.00 61.50 108.50
3D AM 5.97
affiliates,
average
1-time
rate
8.50 14.50 23.67 37.00 55.00 KARK, 5kw, 920kc, NBC, Petry, BMB, Hooper
N
9.93 14.00 25.33 39.33 62.00 80.00 D
9.00 12.00 16.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 18.00 30.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
Avery-Knodel
KGHI,
lkw-D,Hooper500w-N, 1250kc, ABC, HolDKFPW,5.40250w, 9.001230kc,
18.00CBS,27.00
45.00
lingbery.
N 10.80 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
D
6.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 42.00
8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 84.00
KFPW-FM, Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 14kw, Avery- N
Knodel, Bonus
KLRA, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, lOlOkc, CBS, Taylor
KFSA, lkw-D, 500w-N, 950kc, ABC, Pearson D
8.00 11.00 15.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
Conlan, BMB
28.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
D
6.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00 NKVLC,13.00lkw-D,16.001050kc,
Radio Repre sentatives
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 D
4.50 5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
KFSA-FM, Chan. 296, 107. Imc, .32kw, Bonus KVLC-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 9kw, Bonus
KWHN, 5kw, 1320kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer, KXLR, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Pearson, Hooper
Conlan
4.50 5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 40.00
D 6.50 9.00 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 DN
5.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 80.00
N 9.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Columbia, 7,973 homes, 82.5%
HARRISON,
Boone, 4,881 homes, 87.1% MAGNOLIA,
radio, 6,578 radio homes.
radio, 4,251 radio homes.
KVMA, lkw-D, 630kc, KBS
KHOZ, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
4.00 5.00 7.00 14.00 22.00 40.00
D
2.50 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00 D
N
3.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 MENA, Polk, 4.284 homes, 82.2% radio,
3,521 radio homes.
HELENA, Phillips, 12,901 homes, 75.6%
KENA, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Continental
radio, 9,753 radio homes.
D
2.50 3.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
KFFA, lan,
lkw,BMB 1360kc, MBS, Continental, ConN
2.50 3.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
D 4.50 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 NEWPORT, Jackson, 6,840 homes, 82% radio,
N 7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
5,609 radio homes.
KNBY, lkw-D, 1280kc
HOPE, Hempstead, 7,233 homes, 80.7% D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
radio, 5,837 radio homes.
KXAR, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Crosley, BMB
Mississippi, 22,760 homes, 82.9%
D
2.50 3.75 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 OSCEOLA,
radio, 18,868 radio homes.
N
2.50 3.75 6.00 12.00 21.00 35.00
KOSE, lkw-D 860kc, LBS, Conlan
HOT SPRINGS, Garland, 16,159 homes, 86.8%
D
4.50 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 14,026 radio homes.
PARAGOULD. Greene, 7,888 homes, 88.2%
radio, 6,957 radio homes.
2D AM 4.25
affiliates,
4.75 average
9.50 1-time
19.00 rate
23.50 47.50 KDRS, 250w, 1490kc
N
8.50 9.50 19.00 38.00 57.00 99.00 D
2.50 3.25 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
2.50 3.25 7.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
KTHS, lOkw-D, Ikw-N, 1090kc, ABC, Bran- PINE BLUFF, Jefferson, 21,170 homes, 81.2%
radio, 17,190 radio homes.
D ham,5.00Conlan,
6.00 BMB12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
KWFC, 250w, 1340kc. MBS, Sears & Ayer
3.75 4.45 9.40 17.80 28.20 47.00
D
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 D
3.75 4.45 9.40 17.80 28.20 47.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 78.00 N
UOOkc, LBS
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio KCLA, 250w, 5.40
10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
home figures for each city include entire DN 4.00
4.00 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
KBS
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- DKOTN,3.50250w, 3.501490kc,8.00MBS,14.00
24.00 40.00
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
N 3.50 3.50 8.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
see foreword.
Markctboofc
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ARKANSAS

FIGURES

Population
1,909,511
% of U. S
1.3%
Homes
534,248
Percent Radio
83.9%
Radio Homes
448,234
Retail Sales
$1,236,350,000
Retail Trade Employes
54,075
Wholesale Sales Volume
$ 845,350,000
Wholesale Trade Employes
14,574
Manufacturing' Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

YR.

FIGURES

'50
1,949,387
'50
1.48%
'50
480,955
'50
50.9%
'50
244,586
'50 1,079,050,000
'48
35,560
'48 248,900,000
'48
8,071
69,697
...

$ 28,892,000

Percent distribution
.73% '49
0.65%
Per Capita Income
$
778 '49
252
Percent of national per capita
income
58% '49
44%
New Construction (Private)
$ 120,800,000 '47 25,100,000
Residential
$ 51,500,000 '47
7,600,000
Non-Residential
$ 29,700,000 '48
6,300,000
Automobile Registration
477,265 '50
389,410
$
Telephones 1,44
253,200 '50
136,900
3, Sales, copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reprodiu
Note:
1950
Retail
0
unlicensed. For other
sources see foreword.
00
,0'
004
9
POCOHONTAS,
Randolph, 9 4,792 homes,
SPRINGDALE,
Washington, 14,274 h.
0,
86.9% radio, 12,404 radio homes.
82.8% radio, 3,968 radio 0homes.
0
KPOC, lkw-D, 1420kc, White 00,
KBRS, SB
250w, 1340kc,
ABC, Razorback,
00
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
1M 5M
15M 30M Pe
0 54.00
D 3.80 3.80 7.00 15.20 22.80
D
3.00 4.15 12.75 22.50 34.50
N
5.40 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40
RUSSELLVILLE, Pope, 6,303 homes, 84.2%
STUTTGART, Arkansas, 6,699 homes, 8
radio, 5.307 radio homes.
radio, 5,654 radio homes.
KXRJ, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
2.50 3.00 5.00 8.00 14.00 25.00
N
3.50 4.50 6.75 11.00 19.00 34.50 DKWAK,3.50250w,4.231240kc,6.50MBS 13.00 19.50
SILOAM SPRINGS, Benton, 11,769 homes, N 5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
87% radio, 10,239 radio homes.
TEXARKANA— (see Texas listing)
KUOA, 5kw-D, 1290kc, MBS, Conlan, BMB
D
5.00 7.00 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50 WEST MEMPHIS, Crittenden, 12,908 h
KUOA-FM, Chan. 289, 105.7mc, 2.6kw
77.2% radio, 9,965 radio homes.
D
.75 1.05 2.25 3.60 5.60 9.00
12.00990kc,
15.00Ra-Tel
31.00 47.00
N
1.00 1.40 2.50 5.00 7.50 12.50 DKWEM,9.70lkw-D,
BROADCASTING
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MARKET

DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
Total 1950
Mid-March
Percentage
1 948
Employment
Taxable
Pay1950
rolls
1st Qtr.
Retail Sales Farm(* $Income
1940
1940
1950
Radio
♦y
PabU1950
IntiAH
000)
P1 Ami
lit
inn
Radio
Homes
io Homes
- 87.0
wpuiuiiwn
84.4
:insas
23,451
($24,379
000)
24,437
6,699
1,198
5,654
3,450
81.3
26,785
2,788
25,616
ey .
6,673
87.8
592
12,933
2,697
5,425
ter . .
11,640
10,281
3,473
3,049
3,090
1,684
2,978
ton . .
6,878
37,987
36,148
11,769
1,113
5,845
10,239
87.1
574
31,874
1,140
305
16,229
15.860
1,128
13,754
15,702*
4,881
175
81.8
2,507
4,251
15,955
18,097
85.6
1,682
2,860
10,800
filey
3,683
423
875
91
2,163
ioun ,
4,302
7,132
9,636
1,969
1,611
2,008
547
88.0
1,317
oil .
13,208
14,737
6,729
12,739*
9*
4,212
45
4,
3,707
335
22,218
2,308
lot . .
11,960
27,452
77.3
6,949
2,138
1,150
22,958
83.9
467
24,402
5,372
14,269
6,436
2,446
2,883
26,643
28,386
5,400
11,930
6,425
2,940*
87.2
129
3,961
792
7,368
lorne ....
1,093*
11,469
13,134
1,036
84.6
1,538
3,173
134
82.5
590
eland . . .
12,570
3,643
8,958
2,684
2,018
1,998
2,446
mbia ....
82.5
28.706
3,281* 835*
29,822
16,674
1,158
3,530
292
3,160
7,973
82.8
565
21,536
6,578
18.118
uvay
4,984
1,653
1,398
4,127
88.5
47,200
1,934
2,602*
ghead . . .
11,836
1*
2,318
13,374
72
50,566
5,
9,049
35,845
330
952
vford
22,673
23,920
7,463
9,801* 743*
84.6
6,335
29,461
4,462
677
tendon . .
12,908
42,473
47,122
5,359
2,419
9,115
3,138
9,965
77.2
877
2,218*
80.6
26,046
24,734
6,508
3,226
13,823
'is
..
..
las ...
12,386
14,471
17,393*
1,267*
2,526
6,478
2,772*
5,245
1,920
3,333
79.4
601
1,123
ha
25,085
2,646
27,160
79.2
1,415
4,023*
6,876
626
13,272
79.1
to
2,191
17,980
19,831
19,079*
1,670
4,592
5,446
1,631
kner ....
592
25,249
3,059*
25.880
85.7
3,632
6,788
1,954
14,128
8,276
10,561*
86.4
192
lklin ....
5,817
3,500
12,343
15,683
3,580
82.9
3,024
290
1,563
277
2,017
94
ion
10,253
2,140
9,212
2,582
5,597
527
86.8
and
16,159
47,033
41,664
1,104
48,683
1,913
14,026
869
9,595
85.2
10,477
1,231
tat
9,003
3,305
7,325
3,926
2,470
7,239*
2,104
705
ene
30,204
29,136
17,363
4,570
7,888
6,957
88.2
919
8*
80.7
32,770
ipstead . .
3,221*
25,045
16,075
2,006
1*
81
54
7,233
4,
3,426
83.5
22,096
Springs .
18,916
5,837
2,221*
11,196
1,419
6,054
2,434
573
2,352
5,055
13,316
1,915
2,907
16,621
j-ard
3,932
7,697
83.2
84.0
7*
75
3,271
23,493
pendence
25,643
1,
14,663
6,470
3,463
8*
5,551
85.8
1,78
287
80
1,887
10,018
12,834
1,422
1,905
82.0
2,841
P
2,386
25,852
.son
674
1,407
706
16,263
7
250
26,427
8,230*
916,840
1 7ft
1,765
48 872
175,609
190
3,029
;rson
ID,o to
4,017
81.2
3,515*
376
ison
16,125
85.3
1,196
18,795
2,465
220
1,139*
4,513
3,850
16,851
8*
3,794
6,365
7,403
13,167
yette
76
3,115
2,136
3,897*
82.1
rence . . .
8,829
22,651
891
20,794
1,493
46
86.8
5,724
26,810
75.5
638
4,968
24,303
9,194
10,877
3,631*
920
3,010
302
6,315
oln ....
77.8
474
171
4,768
4,117
14
322*
17,134
19,709
e River
676
172
81.9
11,232
4,443
1,842*
15,932
207
3,290
1,962
9,220*
3,457
649
25,967
2,695
1,212
19,674
4,945
10,211
pn
5,264
26,968
Dke
84.5
960
4,538
86.2
3,360
29,802
17,065
1,422
6,305
1,459
7,461
ison
80.6
11,719
3,329
3,582
2,925*
14,531
1,308
ion
83.5
83.8
116
29
2,555
1,039
273
2,421*
2,683
33
2,305
82.9
2,586
9,464
8,586
352
2,141
32,576
8,938
pr
31,874
223
26,419
74.0
22,760
82,339
issippi .
8*
483
15
4,221
80,217
7,463
6,
18,868
59,008
3,588
roe
825
21,133
19,488
9,043*
2,005
1,42438
5,248
10,769
950
2,624
8,876
tgomery
9,696
6,671
4*
1,958
61
13,127*
5,
82.8
3,884
82.7
5,703
ada
1*
1,619
92
1,
14,761
19,869
4,274
2,181
1,751
79.3
809
776
108
3,539
"ton ....
10,881
7,146
3,270*
8.678
2,151
1,337
chita
...
82.1
31,151
1,706
32,968
22,011
3*
44
42,203*
2,
1.776
3,577
9,414
81.6
729
179
31
7,729
ry
5,940
8,392
6,465
3,247
84.7
45,970
1,057
2,838*
lips
421
12,901
75.6
1,449
46,219
26,216
4*
54
1,
417
9,753
4,026
9,995
2,907
4,059
11,786
sett
1,312
83.4
2,630
37,670
293
2,462
39,061
1,017
5,647
4,415
25,016
1,495
5,806*
14,138
2,553
1,069'49
9,964
1,839
4,284
15,832
8,310
6,303
12,379
82.2
22,998
25,682
3,521
8,921
84.2
1,566*
,p
86
trie
84.9
5,307
13,761
15,304
1,937
3,213
156,085
21,125
ski . . . .
88.6
192,879
29,051
190,850
'612
717
3,164
3,785
8*
269*
49
48,833
44,195
1,
1,815
5,250
11,828*
82.8
55,116
20
464
18,319
1,
17,454
"dolph
Francis . .
828
4,792
77.8
36,043
1,005*777*
36,814
'49
2,130
3,968
7,038
17,667*
2,839
9,793
tie
86.3
7,619
23,788
19,706
19,163
2,072
1,178
11,864
1,515*
991
384
10,045
5,042
(t
85.9
13,300
2,493
5,842
1,777
2,831
390
94'4
2,432
2,855
•cy
2,899
10,395
1,708
145
1,182*
11,942
81.1
9
62,809
1,051
.jstian
.
4,228
2,351
12,119
19,645
63,921
17,661
15,249
89.9
805
ler
69,731
252
2,894
3,369*
12,244
15,248
3.595
83.9
11,497
59
2,470
6,876
8,986
1,550
7*
80.5
T>
44
6,378*
12.928*
208
81.3
1,304
1,844
29
748
145
2,072
8, 2*
1,950
8,603
7,641
86.8
'58,211
1,585
14,260
73
4,
49,619
0 51
12,378
42,840
50,461
1,751
Buren
12,518
2,756
7,498
9,675
12,404
82.3
'50
5,297
1,383*
86.9
2,268
hington
49,883
41,114
14,274
9,825
1,284
46,742
2,330
6,535
86.0
rte
852
1,146*
5,285
10,207
37,528
1,283*
37,176
8,778
84.0
241
druff . .
3,080*
19,708
2,305
1,993
22,133
18,924
86.5
4,201
5,102
2,303
212
802
14,037
4,307
5.001
20,970
2,610
1,567*
3,726
1,749*
'50
9,218
666
'50 $000.
7,000
'50
For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further
reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income add
1,759*
1,161*
9,605*
MARKET INDICATORS FOR CALIFORNIA
5,787*
Manufacturing Employment
8,223* 673*
(Mid-March)
662,901
2,751*
Manufacturing
Taxable
Payrolls
LASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES YR.
(1st Quarter)
7.39%
$ 484,024,000
illation
10,586,223 '50
$17,005,000,000
6,907,387 '40 Income
5,606,000,000
Bf U. S
7.0% '50
Percent distribution
8.61%
5.29% '40
140%
ties
3,381,299 '50
805
$
1,665
2,079,820 '40 Per Capita Income
cent Radio
98.2% '50
92.9% '40 Percent of national per capita
income
125%
io Homes
3,320,436 '50
1,933,028 '40
ail Sales
$11,454,534,000 '50 10,979,997,000 '48 New Construction (Private) ..-..$ 2,257,000,000
479,100,000
ail Trade Employes
533,559 '48
Residential
$ 1,620,500,000
341,295 '39
324,900,000
alesale Sales Volume
$13,165,297,000 '48
Non-Residential
$ 379,800,000
3,840,100,000 '39
93,900,000
Resale Trade Employes
...
209,199 '48
4,620,078
138,096 '39 Automobile Registration
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management.' Further reproduction
3,798,813
censed.
For other
see foreword.
Telephones
3,811,100
2,280,700
Marketbook,
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CALIFORNIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
AUBURN, Placer, 14,429 homes, 97.3% radio,
14,039 radio homes.
KDI A, 250w, 1490kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.25 3.25 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
4.00 3.25 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
BAKERSFIELD, Kern, 65,827 homes, 97.1%
radio, 63,962 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.16 6.88 10.75 20.50 30.75 51.00
N 11.33 11.50 18.50 35.00 52.50 87.50
KAFY, lkw, 550kc, MBS, Grant
D
9.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KBIS, lkw, 970kc, Oak, National Time Sales
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
N
6.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KMAR (FM), Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 4.7kw
KERN, lkw, 1410kc, CBS, Raymer
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KERN-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 9.8kw, Bonus
KERO, 250w, 1230kc, NBC, Avery-Knodel,
Hooper
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KPMC, lkw, 1560kc, ABC, Hollingbery
D
7.50 7.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 54.00
N 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
BANNING, Riverside, 59,446 homes, 97.0%
radio, 57,663 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

CUT

KPAS, 250w, 1490kc, LBS,
SB
1M
5M
D
2.50 3.00 9.00
N
2.50 3.00 9.00

Cooke,
15M
14.40
14.40

Gene
30M
21.60
21.60

Grant
1 Hr
36.00
36.00

BARSTOW, San Bernardino, 99,132 homes,
97.4% radio, 96,555 radio homes.
KWTC, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Cooke
D
4.90 8.40 16.80 25.20 42.00
N
7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BERKELEY, Alameda, 232,715 homes, 98.9%
radio, 230,155 radio homes.
KPFA (FM), Chan. 285, 104.9mc, lkw (CP)
(No rates available)
KRE, 250w, 140Okc, BMB
D 3.00 4.00 8.55 14.25 26.25 47.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.55 14.25 26.25 47.00
KRE-FM, Chan. 275, 102.9mc, 6.8kw, Bonus
KSRT (FM), Chan. 292, 106.3mc, lkw (CP)
(No rates available)
BEVERLY HILLS, Los Angeles, 1,359,251 homes,
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio homes.
BLYTHE, Riverside, 59,446 homes, 97.0%
radio, 57,663 radio homes.
KYOR, 250w, 1450kc, LBS, BMB
D 3.00 3.50 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
4.00 5.00 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
BRAWIEY, Imperial, 16,931 homes, 93.2%
radio, 15,780 radio fiomes.
KROP, lkw, 1300kc, BMB
D
3.00 3.50 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
4.00 5.00 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00

yourself

CORONA, Riverside, 59,446 homes, 97.0%
radio, 57,663 radio homes.
KBUC, 500w, 1370kc, McGillvra
D
1.80 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
N
1.80 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
CRESCENT CITY, Del Norte, 2,639 homes,
95.4% radio, 2,518 radio homes.
KCRE, 250w, 1400kc
D 2.00 3.00 7.00 16.00 25.00 40.00
N
2.00 3.00 7.00 16.00 25.00 40.00
DELANO, Kern, 65,872 homes, 97.1% radio,
63,962 radio homes.
KCHJ, lkw-D, lOlOkc
D 5.00 6.00 9.00 17.00 30.00 50.00
KHAD,
(CP) 250w, 1340kc
(No rates available)
radio,
Radio
40.95
40.95

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
7.50 7.50 10.40 17.35 26.50 42.50
N 11.00 11.00 16.10 27.00 39.75 66.25

CAKE!

Crossley

Richest

Farm

Share

of

Audience

El Centro, and its adjoining area of rich farm families with a yearly income of $25,250 per family, is
blanketed with a 71.2% Crossley share of this prosperous audience by KXO. Here is a controllable,
profitable test market.
★
★
*
In addition to the concentrated El Centro area,
KXO covers Imperial valley and part of the rich
Coachella farm area, with a combined population
of 74,500 . . . one of the richest (in buying power)
and most productive agricultural areas in the entire
United States.
IMPERIAL VALLEY'S PIONEER STATION
KXO
El Centro, California
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COALINGA, Fresno, 82,751 homes, 97.4%
radio, 80,599 radio homes.
KBMX, 500w-D, 1470kc
D
3.75 4.70 8.50 13.50 21.65

EUREKA, Humboldt, 21,758 homes, 96.8%
radio, 21,062 radio homes.

Anniversary

The

KHSL,
Hooper5kw, 1290kc, MBS, Grant, Conlan,
D 5.40 5.40 9.65 19.25 32.10 53.45
N 6.50 6.50 11.60 23.15 38.50 64.15
KVIC (FM), Chan. 266, 101. 2mc, llkw, Grant
D
2.50 2.50 11.00 17.00 24.00
N
3.70 3.70 12.00 18.00 24.00
KXOC,
Pearson5kw, 1150kc, CBS, Western Radio,
D 6.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32 00 48.00 80.00

EL CENTRO, Imperial, 16,931 homes, 93.2%
radio, 15,780 radio homes.
KXO,
250w, Hooper
1230kc, MBS, Raymer, Conlan,
Crossley,
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 11.00 18.50 31.40 40.00 50.00

RICH

71.2%

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.70 5.70 8.82 17.62 28.05 46.72
N
9.25 9.25 13.80 27.57 43.25 72.07

DINUBA, Tulare, 44,782 homes, 96.5%
43,215 radio homes.
KRDU,
1240kc,Radio
LBS, Sales
Western
Sales, 250w,
West Coast
D
4.40 5.46 10.25 16.35 24.55
N
4.40 5.46 10.25 16.35 24.55

A piece of our

25th

CALEXICO, Imperial, 16,931 homes, 93.2%
radio, 15,780 radio homes.
KICO, 250w, 1490kc, Continental, Grant
1M
15M 30M
1 Hr
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 11.00 16.50 27.50
5M 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
5.00
SB 6.00 10.00
CHICO, Butte, 21,877 homes, 96.9% radio,
21,199 radio homes.

Paul H. Raymer Co., Nat'l Rep.
Marketbook

KHUM, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Western Radio
D
6.00 6.00 8.80 14.70 23.00 35.00
N 9.00 9.00 13.20 22.00 31.50 52.50
KIEM, 5kw, 1480kc, MBS, Blair, Conlan
D
9.00 9.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 13.00 13.00 19.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KRED (FM), Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 4.6kw Bonus
FORT BRAGG, Mendocino, 12,753 homes,
96.5% radio, 12,307 radio homes.
KDAC, 250w, 1230kc, For joe
D
2.75 3.45 7.00 11.00 16.50 27.50
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
FRESNO, Fresno, 82,751 homes, 97.4% radio,
80,599 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 13.25 13.62 21.30 37.90 56.85 94.75
N 26.25 26.88 42.65 75.80 113.70 189.50
K ARM, 5kw, 1430kc, ABC, Petry
D
9.50 11.00 16.90 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 20.00 22.50 34.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
KARM-FM, Chan. 270, 101. 9mc, 7.4kw
KFRE, 50kw, 940kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel, Pulse
D 18.00 18.00 32.50 52.00 78.00 130.00
N 35.00 35.00 65.00 104.00 156.00 260.00

KRFM
Knodel(FM), Chan. 227, 93.7mc, 70kv
1M
5M 15M 30M
D 3.00 3.00
8.00 12.00
N 3.00 3.00
8.00 12.00
KG ST,5.40
SBlk\ D,5.401600kc,9.00 For 20.00
D
joe 30.00
KMJ, 5kw 580kc, NBC, Raymer
D 18.00 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00
N 35.00 35.00 50.00 96.00 144.00
KMJ-FM, Ch
KYNO, lkw an.1300kc,
250, 97.9mc,
7.3kw, Boc1
MBS, Pearson,
Ho
D 7.50 , 7.50
10.80 21.60 32.40
N 15.00 15.00 21.60 43.20 64.80
GLENDALE, Los Angeles, 1,359,251 I
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio home
KIEV, 250w-D, 870kc
D
4.00 6.00 18.00 32.00
KUTE (FM), Chan. 270, 101.9mc, lOkw
D
3.00 3.00 3.50 7.00 11.00 r
N
3.00 3.00 3.50 7.00 11.00 '
HANFORD, Kings, 13,605 homes, 96.8%
13,170 radio homes.
KNGS,
620kc,10.00
O'Connell
D
5.00lkw, 9.00
20.00 30.00
N
6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00
HOLLYWOOD (see Los Angeles listing)
INDIO, Riverside, 59,446 homes,
radio, 57,663 radio homes.
KREO, 250w, 1400kc, LBS, BMB
D
3.00 3.50 6.00 8.00 12.00
N
4.00 5.00 8.00 1 2.00 1 8.00
LAGUNA BEACH, Orange, 74,267
98.5% radio, 73,153 radio homes.
KTED,
Radiolkw-D,
Sales 250w-N, 1520kc, LBS, V
D
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
LANCASTER, Los Angeles, 1,359,251
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio home
KAVL, 250w, 1340kc
D
3.60 5.35 10.75 21.25 28.50
N
3.60 5.35 10.75 21.25 28.50
LODI, San Joaquin, 58,158 homes,
radio, 56,704 radio homes.
KCVR, lkw-D, 1570kc, LBS
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
LONG BEACH, Los Angeles, 1,359,251
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio home
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time
D
5.50 6.50 12.00 23.50 41.00
N
8.75 10.00 19.50 37.50 62.50
KFOX, lkw, 1280kc, Burn-Smith
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 17.00 32.00
N
7.50 7.50 14.00 25.00 50.00
KFOX-FM,
Chan. 272, 102.3mc, lkw
(CP)
KGER, 5kw, 1390kc
D
6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00
KNOB (FM), Chan. 276, 103.1mc, 320w
D
1.00 2.00 8.00 1 2.00
N
1.00 2.00
8.00 12.00
LOS ANGELES, Los Angeles, 1,359,251
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio home
5 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 47.44 55.14 68.17 114.47 171.40
N 86.88 100.28 116.00 204.00 306.00
6 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time r
D 9.00 10.50 18.30 32.50 51.58
N 12.65 13.35 25.45 45.04 69.08
KECA, 5kw, 790kc, ABC, ABC Spot S<
D 42.20 42.20 54.00 108.00 162.00
N 84.40 84.40 90.00 180.00 270.00
KECA-FM, Chan. 288, 95.5mc, 290 kw
I KECA-TV, Chan. 13, 15.75kw-aur.; 2
vis.; ABC, ABC Spot Spot Sales, Kat
D 90.00 90.00 133.25 200.00 300.00
N 220.00 220.00 240.00 360.00 540.00
KFAC, 5kw, 1330kc, Pulse
D
8.00 10.00 30.00 45.0C
N 20.00
50.00 60.00
KFAC-FM,
Petry Chan. 238, 104.3mc, 8.8kw
KFI, 50kw, 640kc, NBC, Petry
D 62.50 62.50 84.00 140.00 210.00
N 125.00 125.00 168.00 280.00 420.00
KFI-TV, Chan. 9, 15.7kw-aur.; 31 1.
D 54.00 81.00 112.50 180.00 270.00
N 90.00 135.00 187.50 300.00 450.00
(Continued on page 16y
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CALIFORNIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 1U)
LOS ANGELES— (Contd.)
KFMV (FM), Chan. 234, 94.7mc, 58kw
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 6.25 12.50 25.00 43.75 75.00
N 4.50 6.25 12.50 25.00 43.75 75.00
KFVD, 5kw, 1020kc, McGillvra
D 6.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00
N 6.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 80.00
KFWB, 5kw, 980kc, Rambeau
D
10.00 25.00 36.00 72.00 108.00
N
15.00 40.00 50.00 100.00 150.00
KGFJ, 250w, 1230kc
D
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 65.00
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 65.00
KHJ, 5kw, 930kc, Don Lee, MBS, Blair
D 32.50 46.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 65.00 92.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
KHJ-FM, Chan. 216, 101. lmc, 2kw Bonus
KTSL
(TV),Sales
Chan. 2, 7kw-aur.; 14kw-vis.; CBS,
Radio
D
65.00 108.00 144.00 216.00 360.00
N
190.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
5kw-D,15.00lkw-N,
DKLAC,12.50
20.75570kc,
41.25Young
62.00 103.00
N 18.75 23.75 41.50 82.50 124.00 206.00
KLAC-TV,
Katz Chan. 13, 16.2kw-aur.; 30.8kw-vis.;
D 60.00 80.00 130.00 208.00 312.00 520.00
N 115.00 175.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1,000.00
KMGM (FM), Chan. 254, 98.7 mc, 49kw
D
3.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
KMPC, 50kw-D, lOkw-N, 710kc, LBS, H-R
50kw-N)30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
D Reps.
20.00(CP 25.00
N 40.00 50.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
KNBH (TV), Chan. 4, 8kw-aur.; 15kw-vis.;
NBC, NBC Spot
D 42.50 85.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
N 82.50 165.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1,000.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

KNX, 50kw, 1070kc, CBS, Radio Sales, Pulse
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 80.00 100.00 86.67 173.33 260.00 433.33
N 120.00 150.00 260.00 390.00 650.00
KNX-FM, Chan. 266, 93.1mc, 60kw Bonus
KPOL, 5kw-D, 1540kc, (CP)
KRKD, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1150kc
D 10.00 10.00 16.75 33.75 49.50 82.50
N 10.00 10.00 16.75 33.75 49.50 82.50
KRKD-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 15kw
KTLA (TV), Chan. 5, 15kw-aur.; 30kw-vis.;
National Sales, Raymer
D 100.00 110.00 140.00 225.00 340.00 560.00
N 165.00 175.00 190.00 300.00 450.00 750.00
KTTV (TV), Chan. 11, 16.6kw-aur.; 30.9kwvis.; DuMont, Blair TV, Pulse, Hooper,
Tele-Que
D 60.00 80.00 112.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
N 1 50.00 200.00 280.00 400.00 600.00 1 ,000.00
MARYSVILLE,
Yuba, 7,509 homes, 95.9%
radio, 7,201 radio homes.
KMYC, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
4.20 4.20 9.00 13.50 22.50 37.50
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
KMYC-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 4.7kw Bonus
MERCED, Merced, 19,816 homes, 94.7% radio,
18,766 radio homes.
KYOS, 5kw, 1480kc, MBS, Grant
D
6.20 6.20 9.65 19.25 32.10 53.45
N
8.10 8.10 11.60 27.75 46.25 77.00
KVME
Bonus(FM), Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 8.9kw, Grant,
MODESTO, Stanislaus, 37,713 homes, 97.8%
radio, 36,883 radio homes
KBEE (FM), Chan. 277, 103.3mc, 11.5kw,
Raymer
D 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.60 6.00 10.00
N 1.50 1.50 3.00 5.40 9.00 15.00
KMOD, lkw, 1360kc, ABC, Meeker, Tracy
Moore, Western Radio
D
8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KTRB, 5kw, 860kc, Grant
D
8.50 15.00 ,25.00 45.00 75.00
N
12.00 20.00 32.00 50.00 .90.00
KTBR-FM,
Bonus Chan. 281, 104.1mc, 5kw, Grant,

MONTEREY, Monterey, 39,056 homes, 97.5%
radio, 38,080 radio homes.
KMBY, 250w, 1240kc, KBS
1M
15M 30M
1 Hr
4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
5M 24.00 36.00 60.00
SB 6.00 12.00
MOUNT SHASTA, Siskiyou, 9,958 homes,
97.4% radio, 9,699 radio homes.
KWSD, 250w,
tinental, BMB 1340kc, Western Radio, ConD
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
NAPA, Napa, 12,952 homes, 98.3% radio,
12,732 radio homes.
KVON, 500w, 1440kc, LBS, Western Radio
Sales, West Coast Radio Sales
D
8.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
OAKLAND, Alameda, 232,715 homes, 98.9%
radio, 230,155 radio homes.
3 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
9.25 9.67 14.92 28.17 43.75 70.25
N 11.50 13.00 25.00 48.33 74.00 125.00
KLX, lkw, 910kc, Burn-Smith, Hooper
D
9.50 10.50 17.50 30.00 45.00 70.00
N 12.00 14.00 27.50 50.00 75.00 130.00
KLX-FM, Chan. 267, 101. 3mc, 20kw, BurnSmith, Bonus
KROW, lkw, 960kc, Pulse, Hooper
D
9.00 11.00 13.75 27.50 41.25 68.75
N 11.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
KWBR, lkw, 1310kc
D
7.50 13.50 27.00 45.00 72.00
N
12.50 22.50 45.00 72.00 120.00
ONTARIO, San Bernardino, 99,132 homes,
97.4% radio, 96,550 radio homes.
KOCS,
D
2.90250w-D,
2.90 1510kc
6.25 11.25 17.50 30.00
KEDO
(FM),
days only Chan. 228, 93.5mc, 310w, Bonus
OXNARD-VENTURA, Ventura, 32,658 homes,
97.7% radio, 31,907 radio homes.
KVEN, 250w, 1450kc
D
2.75 4.50 7.00 12.00 20.00 34.00
N 2.75 4.50 7.00 12.00 20.00 34.00
KVVC, lkw, 1590kc, LBS, KBS, Grant
D
3.60 6.00 12.10 21.60 36.00 60.00
N
3.60 6.00 12.10 21.60 36.00 60.00

PALM SPRINGS, Riverside, 59,446 he
97.0% radio, 57,663 homes.
KCMJ, 250w, 1340kc, CBS, Pearson, Wes
Radio, Conlan
5M 1 5M 30M
D 4.20 4.20 6.00 12.00 18.00 3
N
7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 5
1M
PALO SBALTO, Santa Clara, 86,499 hoi
98.5% radio, 85,202 radio homes.
KIBE, 250w-D,8.001220kc,
D
14.00 Young
28.00 42.00 7
PASADENA, Los Angeles, 1,359,251 hoi
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio homes.
2D AM 5.50
non-affiliates,
average
6.50 12.95
26.201-time
42.20rate7
N
7.25 8.75 18.37 34.62 57.25 10
Ikw-D,5.001430kc,8.50LBS,21.00
Schepp-Reiner
DKALI, 3.00
34.00 6
N 3.00 5.00 8.50 21.00 34.00 6
KWKW, lkw, 1300kc, Forjoe
D
3.00 5.00 8.50 20.00 34.00 6
N
4.50 7.50 10.75 26.25 42.50 7
KWKW-FM, Chan. 252, 98.3mc, 0.33kw I
KXLA, lOkw, UlOkc
D
8.00 8.00 17.40 32.40 50.40 8.
N 10.00 10.00 26.00 43.00 72.00 131
PASO ROBLES, San Luis Obispo, 17
homes, 97.1% radio, 17,345 radio home
Hooper250w, 1230kc, MBS, Don Lee, Gr
KPRL,
D 5.00 5.00 7.00 12.00 16.00 2
N 6.50 6.50 10.00 16.00 24.00 41
PETALUMA, Sonoma, 37,408 homes, 98
radio, 36,809 radio homes.
KAFP, 250w, 1490kc, Western Radio Sale
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 41
N
4.00 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 41
PITTSBURG, Contra Costa, 84,993 hor
98.7% radio, 83,888 radio homes.
KECC, lkw, 990 kc, W. S. Grant Co., In.
D
6.75 8.00 12.00 20.00 26.00 51
N
8.00 9.35 15.00 26.00 50.00 8!
POMONA, Los Angeles, 1,359,251 hor
98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio homes.
KPMO, 500w, 1600kc
D 3.00 5.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 3(
N
3.00 5.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 3(
(Continued on page 18)

"PUu OUTSTANDING NEWS COVERAGE ~
Ace Newscaster BOB FERRIS brings
you
dailyupatto 8theandminute
8:45 news
A. M.seven
and times
Spot
News Coverage at 10:30, 11:30 A.M.
and 1:30; 2:30 and 2:45 P.M.
In the Evening DAVE BALLARD
brings
KFWB
at 6-8:30
and listeners
9:45 P.M.the latest News
ff iADIO'S FINEST^ ENTERTAINERS
/4U ON One STATION

THE NATION'S LEADING DISC JOCKEYS
* Playing the Finest of Yesterday's and Tomorrow's Music and Selling You
the Merchandise and Services of the Nation's Finest Business Houses...
*ftyene t6ecf me...
BILL LEYDEN 6:30-8:45 A.M.
JOE YOCAM 9:00-9:30 A.M.
MAURICE HART 10:15-12 N.
BILL ANSON 12 Noon-3 P.M.
PETER POTTER 3:00-4:30 P.M.
Sundays 10:00-1:00 P.M.
6. RED ROWE 5:00 - 6:00 P.M.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AW MANY FEATURES AND PUBLIC SERVICE PROGRAMS
★ THE ELEANOR ROOSEVELT PROGRAM
★ PLATTER PALS ^COMMUNITY HOUR *THE
LOS ANGELES BREAKFAST CLUB * UNITED
NATIONS TODAY * NEWS IS OUR BUSINESS
★ THE DOPE TRAFFIC * MELODY OF YOUTH
★ MASTERS IMMORTAL and many others.
7***

RADIO!

Nationally represented by
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU CO.
NEW YORK— CHICAGO— SAN FRANCISCO-HOUYWOOD

fOR
Page 16, August 20, 1951

Phu SPORTS FLASHES and RACE RESULTS
All day long starting at 10:45 A.M. KFWB and the LOS
ANGELES DAILY NEWS presents the latest sports flashes
and race results at 15 minutes past the hour and 15 minute.'
before
6:15 P.M.the hour. Also Complete Sports-Race Roundup ai
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LOS ANGELES

LEADS

AMERICA

WITH

That's right — better than every other home
in Los Angeles has TV. No other area
approaches such television saturation!
Over 800,000 of the IV2 million families
in this great booming market now own TV
. . . well over 1,000,000 sets ! And to reach a
handsome portion of this eager, responsive
audience, your best bet is KNBH— the NBC
outlet in Los Angeles.
Remember: Los Angeles is now over a
billion dollars ahead of Philadelphia in
retail trade. It's America's Third Largest
Market— with business activity already up
247c over last year!

THAN

60%

ES!

TELEVIS

Choice time is available on KNBH

to

help you sell this rich market. For complete
information, write KNBH, Hollywood, or
call your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.

Here's the easiest way to get the picture
of America's fastest growing market —
Southern California: See NBC's new film
THE GOLD RUSH SS STILL ON
Available from your nearest NBC Spot
Sales Office. Our sales representative will
gladly arrange a showing of this film.

Ms! R l
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CALIFORNIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
BROADCASTING^^ TELECASTING
MARKETB00K MAP

(Continued from page 16)
PORTERVILLE, Tulare, 44,782 homes, 96.5%
radio, 43,215 radio homes.
KTIP, 250w, 1450kc, LBS, Cooke, Grant
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

QD Location ot City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Station!
d Number ol FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number ot Telecasting Stations

SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA

RED BLUFF, Tehama, 6,444 homes, 97.2%
radio, 6,264 radio homes.
KBLF, 250w, 1490kc, LBS, Tracy-Moore
D
4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
REDDING, Shasta, 12,013 homes, 95.9%
radio, 11,520 radio homes.
KVCV, lkw, 600kc, MBS, Grant
D
6.50 10.65 15.50 26.00 43.10 65.00
N
8.50 12.75 18.65 31.00 51.75 78.65
Grant,
KVRE (FM), Chan. 280, 103.9mc, lkv
Bonus
REDLANDS, San Bernardino, 99,132 homes,
97.4% radio, 96,555 radio homes.
KZYZ, lkw-D, 990kc
(No rates available)
RIVERSIDE, Riverside, 59,446 homes, 97.0%
radio, 57,663 radio homes.
KPRO, lkw, 1440kc, Young
D
... 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
N
... 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
KPOR (FM), Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 80kw
(Same as AM)
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

A

STORY

PREPARED BY THE SOUTHERN

IN

STATISTICS

CALIFORNIA BROADCASTERS

TELLS THIS INTERESTING STORY ABOUT

ASSOCIATION, INCORPORATED

RADIO IN THE LOS ANGELES METROPOLITAN

99% of the homes and 73% of the automobiles
have radio sets.

AREA:

# 4,127,222 radio sets are found in Los Angeles and
Orange Counties.
# Average sets-in-use in cars: 32.8%.

1,486,331 occupied dwelling units contain 2,443,125
radio sets.

® In-home listening last year totalled 68% more than
the World War II peak.
© Rates in Southern California are cheaper than in
any of the other top ten markets of the nation.

ft 1,309,097 automobiles have radios.
Our

conclusion

agrees

with

that of the Association:
AM— FM

Radio

is Southern

California's

Greatest

Medium!
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MENTO, Sacramento, 82,486 homes,
o radio, 80,754 radio homes.

affiliates, average 1-time rate
iS
1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
92 11.92 17.58 31.74 47.61 81.75
12 22.12 33.35 60.60 90.90 155.50

5kw, Ikw-N, 1320kc, NBC, Meeker,
Conlan, Hooper
20 13.20 21.60 34.55 51.85 96.00
00 22.00 36.00 57.60 86.40 160.00
M, Chan. 241, 96.1mc, 15kw, Meeker,
s

KXOA, lkw, 1470kc, MBS, Pearson, Hooper
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 7.50 7.50 11.20 22.40 33.60 56.00
N 15.00 15.00 22.40 44.80 67.20 112.00
KXOA-FM, Chan. 300, 107.9mc, 1 3kw, Bonus
SALINAS, Monterey, 39,056 homes, 97.5%
radio, 38,080 radio homes.
KDON, 5kw, 1460kc, Grant
D
7.50 9.00 34.00 48.00 62.00 90.00
N 11.00 13.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00
KSBW, lkw, 1380kc, MBS, Don Lee, BurnSmith, Western Radio, Hooper
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
SAN BERNARDINO, San Bernardino, 99,132
homes, 97.4% radio, 96,555 radio homes.

50kw, 1530kc, ABC, Raymer, Hooper,
00 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
00 35.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
r
M, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 5.4kw, Raymer,
s
250w, 1240kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel
00 9.00 12.50 22.00 33.00 55.00
50 16.50 25.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
All rates one-time. Home and radio
figures for each city include entire
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
ed from 1950 Census of Housing. Per^dio BMB. For complete explanation
eword.

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.25 8.25 11.60 23.20 34.80 58.00
N 13.00 13.00 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.00 6.00 10.75 17.20 25.80 43.00
N
5.40 9.00 12.50 22.80 34.20 57.00
KCSB, 500w, 1350kc, Forjoe
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KFXM, lkw, 590kc, MBS, Blair, Hooper
D
9.00 9.00 11.20 22.40 33.60 56.00
N 14.00 14.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00

KITO, 5kw, 1290kc, ABC, Hollingbery, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KRNO, 250w, 1240kc, Western, Hooper
D
3.00 5.00 11.50 1 4.40 21.60 36.00
N 4.80 8.00 13.00 21.60 32.40 54.00
SAN BRUNO, San Mateo, 71,814 homes,
98.5% radio, 70,737 radio homes.
KSBR (FM), Chan. 263, 100.5mc, 250kw
D
4.32 5.10 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SAN DIEGO, San Diego, 170,296 homes, 98.2%
radio, 167,231 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 12.07 14.60 20.70 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 22.75 27.50 38.90 72.00 108.00 180.00
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.00 7.50 14.75 26.25 38.00 60.00
N
6.75 8.75 20.25 37.50 48.00 80.00
KCBQ, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1170kc, CBS, Hollingbery, Hooper
D 16.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 30.00 30.00 48.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KFMB, lkw, 550kc, ABC, Branham, Hooper
D 10.80 14.40 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 18.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
KFMB-TV, Chan. 8, 29.2kw-vis.; 20.2kw-aur.;
ABC, Branham
D
50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 80.00 80.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00

KFSD, 5kw, 60kc, NBC, Raymer, Hooper
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 14.00 18.00 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 28.00 36.00 48.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KFSD-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 33kw, Bonus
KGB, lkw, 1360kc, MBS, Blair
D
7.50 10.00 16.80 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 20.00 23.60 56.00 84.00 140.00
KSDO, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1130kc,
D
5.00 7.50 11.50 22.50
N
7.50 10.00 22.50 45.00
KSON, 250w, 1240kc, Forjoe
D
5.00 7.50 18.00 30.00
N
5.00 7.50 18.00 30.00

Pearson
40.00 60.00
60.00 100.00
36.00 60.00
36.00 60.00

SAN FERNANDO,
Los Angeles, 1,359,251
homes, 98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio homes.
KGIL, lkw, 1260kc
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SAN FRANCISCO,
San Francisco, 287,776
homes, 98.2% radio, 279,650 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 38.83 38.25 56.67 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 73.17 69.75 108.00 183.00 274.50 457.50
4 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 11.52 12.88 20.38 37.99 61.24 102.25
N 21.41 23.44 37.12 68.75 110.50 186.00
(Continued on page 20)
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More

ft,

Northern

Californians

listen to

than to any other independent

SAN

FRANCISCO,

CALIF,

Represented by WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU

CO.

BMB,

K5FO,
Pulse 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 560kc, Rambeau,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D 14.00 14.00 20.00 39.95 59.95 100.00
1 Hr
N 28.00 28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KD YA, 8.10
5kw-D, 13.50lkw-N,20.001260kc,
Hollingbery
40.00 60.00 100.00
N 12.15 20.25 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
SANGER, Fresno, 82,751 homes, 97.4% radio,
80,599 radio homes.
Ikw-D,5.00900kc,10.00Tracy-Moore
DKSJV, 4.00
16.00 24.00 40.00
SAN JOSE. Santa Clara, 86,499 homes, 98.5%
radio, 85,202 radio homes.
4D AM 6.00
non-affiliates,
average
9.25 15.25
26.251-time
40.75rate 68.75
N
5.50 9.00 17.00 30.67 42.33 73.33
KEEN, Ikw, 1370kc, Grant, Hooper
D
6.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
6.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KLOK, 5kw-D, 1170kc
D
7.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 42.00 70.00
Conlan 65.00
DKSJO, ...Ikw-D,11.00500w-N,
17.00 1590kc,
27.00 39.00
N
... 11.00 22.00 39.00 45.00 80.00
KSJO-FM, Chan. 237, 95.3mc, Ikw, Bonus
KXRX, Ikw, 1500kc, Western Radio
D
5.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
N
5.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
SAN LUIS OBISPO, San Luis Obispo, 17,863
homes, 97.1% radio, 17,345 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.50 5.50 7.00 13.50 19.50 32.50
N 7.50 7.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
KATY, 250w, 1340kc, ABC
D
5.00 5.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KVEC,
Hooperlkw-D, 500w-N, 920kc, MBS, Grant,
D
6.00 6.00 8.00 15.00 21.00 35.00
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SAN MATEO, San Mateo, 71,814 homes,
98.5% radio, 70,737 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
7.45 8.50 13.33 30.16 47.50 79.16
KSMO, Ikw, 1550kc, Grant, Pulse
D
7.90 9.00 16.67 33.33 50.00 83.33
N 11.00 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
KVSM, 250w-D, 1050kc, Oakes
D
7.00 8.00 10.00 27.00 45.00 75.00
SAN RAFAEL, Marin, 27,006 homes, 99.2%
radio, 26,790 radio homes.
KTIM, lkw-D, 1510kc
D
4.70 4.70 7.05 14.15 25.90 47.05
Marketboofc

CALIFORNIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 19)
SAN FRANCISCO— (Contd.)
KCBS, 50kw, CBS, Radio Sales, BMB, Pulse
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 40.00
50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 80.00
200.00 300.00 500.00
KCBS-FM,
Bonus Chan. 279, 103.7mc, Radio Sales,
KFRC, 5kw, 610kc, MBS, Don Lee, Blair
D
80.00 120.00 200.00
N
160.00 240.00 400.00
KGO, 50kw, 810kc, ABC, ABC Spot Sales,
Hooper
D 40.50 40.50 72.00 108.00 162.00 270.00
N 67.50 67.50 120.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
KGO-FM, Chan. 291, 106.1mc, 50kw, ABC
Spot Sales, Bonus
KGO-TV, Chan. 7, 13kw-aur.; 27kw-vis.; ABC,
Sales,64.00
Te'le-Que
D ABC20.00Spot40.00
96.00 144.00 240.00
N 40.00 80.00 128.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
KGSF (FM), Chan. 247, 97.3mc, lOkw, Forjoe
(No rates available)
Ikw, 16.50
llOOkc, 28.00
Headley-Reed,
Hooper
DKJBS,16.50
45.00 80.00
137.00
N 33.00 33.00 56.00 90.00 160.00 274.00
KNBC, 50kw, 680kc, NBC, NBC Spot, BMB
D 36.00 36.00 48.00 96.00 <3 44.00 240.00
N 72.00 72.00 96.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
KNBC-FM,
Spot Sales,Chan.Bonus259, 99.7mc, 45kw, NBC
KPIXvis.;(TV),
29.93kwCBS, Chan.
DuMont,5, 15.43kw-aur.;
Katz
D 75.00 75.00 115.00 180.00 360.00 450.00
N 75.00 75.00 115.00 180.00 360.00 450.00
KPOO, Ikw-D, lOlOkc (CP)
(No rates available)
KRON (FM), Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 12kw
N
2.00 6:00 9.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
KRON-TV,
4, 7.7kw-aur.; 14.5kw-vis.;
NBC, FreeChan.
& Peters
D
... 60.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N
120.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
KSAN, 250w, 1450kc, Pulse
D
7.50 7.50 13.50 27.00 45.00 72.00
N 12.50 12.50 22.50 45.00 72.00 120.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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SANTA ANA, Orange, 74,267 homes, 98.5%
radio, 73,153 radio homes.
KVOE, Ikw, 1480kc, MBS, Cooke, BMB
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.50 3.50 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KVOE-FM, Chan. 244, 96.7mc, Ikw
D 1.00 1.00 3.50 5.00 10.00 15.00
N 1.00 1.00 3.50 5.00 10.00 15.00
SANTA BARBARA, Sanfa Barbara, 31,411
homes, 97.9% radio, 30,751 radio homes.
3D AM 5.18afhliates,
1-time 23.00
rate 38.00
5.85 average
9.17 15.50
N 10.37 11.70 16.17 26.87 40.80 68.00
KDB, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Pearson
D
5.00 7.00 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 10.00 14.00 21.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KIST, 250w, 1340kc, NBC, Hooper
D
4.95 4.95 9.00 16.50 24.00 39.00
N
9.90 9.90 15.00 27.00 42.00 70.00
KTMS, Ikw, 1250kc, ABC, Raymer
D
5.60 5.60 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.09
N 11.20 11.20 12.80 25.60 38.40 64.00
SANTA CRUZ, Santa Cruz, 29,292 homes,
97.8% radio, 28,648 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.25 7.00 22.00 34.00 46.00 70.00
N
8.50 9.50 26.00 42.00 58.00 90.00
KDON, 5kw, 1460kc, Grant
D
7.50 9.00 34.00 48.00 62.00 90.00
N 11.00 13.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00
KSCO, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1080kc
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SANTA MARIA, Santa Barbara, 31,411 homes,
97.9% radio, 30,751 radio homes.
KCOY, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Raymer, Hooper
D
3.50 3.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 7.00 7.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KSMA, 250w, 1240kc
D 2.50 3.75 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
N 3.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
SANTA MONICA, Los Angeles, 1,359,251
homes, 98.7% radio, 1,341,581 radio homes.
KOWL, 5kw-D, 1580kc
D 4.50 7.00 9.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
SANTA PAULA, Ventura, 32,658 homes,
97.7% radio, 31,907 radio homes.
KSPA, 250w, 1400kc
D 3.00 4.50 6.75 13.50 22.50 37.50
N 3.00 4.50 6.70 13.50 22.50 37.50
SANTA ROSA, Sonoma, 37,408 homes, 98.4%
radio, 36,809 radio homes.
KSRO, Ikw, 1350kc, Grant
D
5.25 5.25 10.50 21.00 31.50 52.50
N 7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00

SAUSALITO, Marin, 27,006 homes, S
radio, 26,790 radio homes.
KDFC (FM), Chan. 271, 102.1mc, 33kv
(See San Francisco Listing)
SONORA, Tuolumne, 5,669 homes, 5
radio, 5,510 radio homes.
KROG, 250w, 1450kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
STOCKTON,
San Joaquin, 58,158 h
97.5% radio, 56,704 radio homes.
3 AM 6.33
affiliates,
1-time 31.00
rate
D
6.33 average
11.33 20.67
N 11.67 11.67 19.00 37.33 56.00
KGDM, 5kw, 1140kc, CBS, Blair
D
9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 45.00
NKGDM-FM,
15.00 15.00
48.00 72.00
Chan. 25.00
225, 92.9mc,
Ikw,
Bonus.
KGW, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Raymer
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
KSTN, Ikw, 1420kc, Hollingbery, Hoop
D
3.50 3.50 5.60 11.20 16.80
N
3.50 3.50 5.60 11.20 16.80
KXOB, Ikw, 1280kc, MBS, Western I
Conlan
D 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
SUSANVILLE, Lassen, 5,678 homes, !
radio, 5,553 radio homes.
250w, 4.001240kc,7.00Tracy-Moore
DKSUE, 4.00
14.00 21.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00
TAFT, Kern, 65,872 homes, 97.1%
63.962 radio homes.
KTKR, 500w-D, 1310kc, LBS
D
4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
TULARE, Tulare, 44,782 homes, 96.5%
43,215 radio homes.
KCOK, Ikw, 1270kc, MBS, Grant
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
TURLOCK, Stanislaus, 37,713 homes, 1
radio, 36,883 radio homes.
1390kc, 8.45LBS, 17.55
O'Connell
DKTUR, 3.90Ikw, 3.90
34.15 .
N
3.90 3.90 9.75 22.75 42.90
UKIAH, Mendocino, 12,753 homes, !
radio, 250w,
12,307 1340kc
radio (CP)
homes.
KUCA,
(No rates available)
KUKI, 250w, 1400kc, Tracy-Moore, W
D Radio4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N
5.00(Continued
7.50 10.00on 20.00
page 30.00
2i)
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whether on banker, baker or barber,
contribute to the fact that workers in
the San Francisco area enjoy among
the largest per-capita incomes in the
nation.
may be seen frequently in Bay Area
retail stores helping to spend this
high income increasingly on items
that are television-advertised.
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figures
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are what you've been waiting for any,way, but they're appearing less and
less in public these days. Their owners are spending
more time at home
watching
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16%

up

17%

*( first quarter of 1 95 1 vs. first quarter of 1949, full network average audience)
Don Lee is a bigger, better advertising medium
No other advertising medium

today than ever.t

of any kind can deliver your

sales message to as many people as often from their own
local major selling medium

(with all the local influence and

prestige) at as low a cost per sales impression as Don Lee.
The above is a BIG statement, but Don Lee is a BIG
selling medium

with 45 stations in 45 important Pacific

Coast markets. Only Don Lee was especially designed
to consistently sell all the Pacific Coast. That's
why Don Lee consistently broadcasts more regionally
sponsored advertising than any other network on
the Pacific Coast. Don Lee delivers MORE

and the

advertisers who sell the Pacific Coast know it.
177 Don Lee affiliates have increased power and /or improved frequency
during the past year and a half.

willet H. brown, President ■ ward d. ingrim, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1313 north vine street, Hollywood 28, California • Represented Nationally by John blair & company
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CALIFORNIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 20)
VALLEJO, Solano, 31,067 homes, 98.7% radio,
30,663 radio homes.
KGYW,
Conlan 250w-D, 1190kc, Moore, Hooper,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 7.50 7.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
VENTURA-OXNARD, Ventura, 32,658 homes,
97.7% radio, 31,907 radio homes.
KVEN, 250w, 1450kc
D
2.75 4.50 7.00 12.00 20.00 34.00
N 2.75 4.50 7.00 12.00 20.00 34.00
KVVC, lkw, 1590kc, LBS, KBS, Grant
D
3.60 6.00 12.10 21.60 36.00 60.00
N
3.60 6.00 12.10 21.60 36.00 60.00
VICTORVILLE, San Bernardino, 99,132 homes,
97.4% radio, 96,555 radio homes.
KVRV, 5kw-D, 960kc (CP)
(No rates available)
VISALIA, Tulare, 44,782 homes, 96.5% radio,
43,215 radio homes.
KKIN, 250w, 1400kc, Forjoe
D
3.00 3.45 7.00 11.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 25.00 40.00
WASCO, Kern, 65,872 homes, 97.1% radio,
63,962 radio homes.
DKWSO,4.00250w-D,
4.00 1050kc,
9.00 Pulse
15.00 25.00 40.00
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WATSONVILLE, Santa Cruz, 29,292 homes,
97.8% radio, 28,648 radio homes.
KHUB, 250w, 1340kc
D
7.20 10.00 18.00 33.00 48.00
N
7.20 10.00 18.00 33.00 48.00
YREKA, Siskiyou, 9,958 homes, 97.4% radio,
9,699 radio homes.
KSYC, 250w, 1490kc, LBS, Moore, BMB
D
4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
4.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
YUBA CITY, Sutter, 7,994 homes, 96.8% radio,
7,738 radio homes.
KUBA,
1600kc, West Coast
Radio Ikw-D,
Sales, 500w-N,
Western Radio
D
6.65 9.50 17.00 27.00 39.00 65.00

/ [jjuinuDa \
(jj 1 Evisalia TULABE J

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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with

5000

watts!

KIEM
\
J

IS INTERESTED in processing plants
that use waste wood. In the KIEM
area there are over 400 mills and
plywood plants. This area today is
the largest lumber producing section
in California and one of largest in
world. It is the only redwood lumber
area, and now fir production here
exceeds that of redwood. If you know
of any plant interested in processing
waste materials left from logging and
lumber operation, please have them
contact KIEM. Information will be
supplied and without obligation. Phone
4000 or write Bill Smullin, KIEM,
Eureka, California.

%A# ILL tell your story to more than 100,000 people
in the northwestern California and southwestern
Oregon lumber producing area. If you are interested
in lumberjacks, fishermen, dairymen, cattlemen, sheepmen or redwood tourists, KIEM will reach them for
you. They believe and trust this station which has
been operating since 1933. Modern plant manned
by 25 professional radio people will handle your
campaign. For details, write direct or call John Blair
and Company.

■:<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<««««««<««<
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CALIFORNIA

BY COUNTIES
Total 1950
1 '566
1940
Employment
Percentage
1940
1948 rch Taxable
Retail Sales Farm(*$000)
r^id-Ma
1948 1 ($000)
1950
1950
rolls
st PayQtr.
63
Income
Radio
Homes
1950
Radio
Homes
Radio
Homes
Population
126,705
279
($000)
98.9
232,715
230,155
171,994
513,011
154,935
836,472
323
291
95.9
71
54
8,973
3,143
2,153
96.9
3,055
97.2
21,877
118
21,199
42,840
6,224
10,913
1,627
96.5
73,689
788
1,122
3,494
8,411
6,239
9,735
2,152
97.8
571
1,058
3,711
8,221
15,013
9,788
3,372
27,615
1,240
98.7
2,331
196,097
3,629
100,450
83,888
84,993
29,207*
2,639
41,524
2,518
4,745
30,932
13,229
95.4
14,100
178,565
2,610
28,479*
1,110
1,718
8,263
82,751
1,196
80,599
95.7
8,945
291,418
8,560
42,573
40^846
12,195
3,312
97.7
85 £
2,991
97.4
11 560
26^924
18,010
11,845
16
131
4,701
21,758
5*
96.8
80
1,
21,062
45,812
4,812
76,790
1,524
59,740
*
70
,1
74,089
19,906*
20
1,885*
16,931
95.4
15,780
3,753
10,388
93.2
9,155
7,625
15,975
2,329
1,517
155,684*
5,667
3,934
97.1
135.124
247,632
20,227
63,962
65,872
29,006
96.8
7*
31,076
22
35,168
'
.-J
■
13,605
48,693
1,661
13,170
97 8
409
828
10,454
7,915
19,228*
8,069
5,537
5,415
97.8
2,300
3,1,65608*1*
14,479
16,848
15,313*
5,678
2,480
98.7
5,553
835,058
3,589
2,785,643
1,341,581
113,734*
1,359,251
858,469
76,317*
4,707,180
3,457
1,165,548
95.6
23,314
10,939
10,458
30,958
68.006
4,699
26,790
27,006
52,907
2,786
1,681
35,088*
12,704
424
99.2
2,114
195,840*
95.5
1,762*
5,605
5,818
12,753
2,019
27,864
96.5
1,414
12,307
3,373
9,322
36,056
4,556*
69,790
46,988
10,308
776
94.7
19,816
34,943*
6,005
3,785
18,766
96.7
3,340*
11,124
6,287
12,597*
4,019
3,117
8,713
3,223
5,873
95.0
2,299
1,830
2,104
1,739
39,056
133,673
1,038
97.5
73,032
38,080
1,401
530
17,179
1,791
17,334
11,028
13,771*
28,503
98.3
39.910
12,732
12,952
62,310*
97.4
1,834*
2,960
6,893
20,271
19,283
7,602
32,68386
5,004
7,404
210,952
98.5
130,760
73,153
56
74,267
4,888
2,705
37,481
97.3
1,638
28,108
14,429
21,332
14,039
39,036
5*
66
11,548
57,720*
5,
96.9
7,025
2,713
4,019
13,797*
5,154
4,994
105,524
14,465
169,942
13,267
2,114
2,282
59,446
25,847
57,663
97.0
97.9
1,298
170,333
32,144
47,149
82,486
80,754
31,994
328,782
43,712
95,895*
909
12,432
11,392
0*
68
4,598
252,654
7*
4,488
161,108
27
97.6
1,
10,911*
97.4
2,836
96,555
41,367
24,932
1,448
99,132
38,034
170,296
167,231
517,403
289,348
82,582
60,913
68,026*
98.2
634,536
279,650
284,776
368,136
1,083,285
91,883
292,217
188,028
98.2
47,711*
205,051
134,207
31,559
4*
56,704
97.5
41
1,
30,563
58,158
20,648
19,869*
17,345
17,863
55,173
33,246
182,580
83,471*
97.1
111,782
8,465
98.5
70,737
2,993
71,814
16,069
31,709
37,749*
121,486
23,122
97.9
126,270*
70,555
5,311
31,411
18,761
30,751
30,962
10,158
98.5
174,949
302,670
86,499
32,870
47,545
47,352
13,279
85,202
97.8
45,057
29,292
28,648
26,173*
10,200
2,104*
6,057
71,344
43,269
28,800
95.9
12,013
11,520
18,411*
96.3
5,393
396
6,834
545
3,025
1,154
28,598
36,272*
1,111
1,620
31,697
70,968*
836
3,359
13,075
9,958
9,699
97.4
98.7
30,663
31,067
49,118
7,225
90,050
6,672
130,609
18,434*
69,052
98.4
37,408
4,730
36,809
19,291
18,974
13,486
97.8
152,756
36,883
74,866
37,713
9,702
14,894
8,017
6,161
96.8
18,680
7,994
9,288
12,022*325*
97.2
14,316
4,451
1,267
7,738
4,
15,424
19,896
2,199
6,444
28,635*
3,663
94.7
994
6,264
2,444
3,970
2,168
74,427*
3,451
2,053
134,635
96.5
107,152
2,832
43,215
87,818*
23,936
1/1
1
Or7
44,782
±1,±*£ i
282
10,887
1,341
5,669
12,864
9,236
97.2
69,685
43,361* 604*
16,854
32,658
31,907
5,510
1,933
99,577
11,489
ft 7*}9
97.7
534
14,449*
97.3
27,243
11,591
11,913
7,344
34,470
149,549*
6,484
17,034
95.9
3,763
7,509
2,417
7,201
38,335
3,874
Farm Income mark ed with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
Further reproduction unlicen sed. Farm4,772Income add $000.
58,272*
3,124
Management."
2,389*
35,909*
WASCO 4251
10 5 0 KILOCYLES
Phone 4:34*
9,606*
Theo. "Spud" Heinrichs
General Manager
K
W
S
O

1950
Population
733,999
236
9,101
64,374
9,850
11,567
297,430
8,027
16,046
274,225
15,341
68,548
62,580
11,486
227,163
46,265
11 380
18,403
4,125,164
36,763
85,237
5,083
40,596
69,396
9,643
2,082
129,911
46,373
19,409
214,061
41,324
13,398
169,392
275,659
14,330
280,252
535,967
760.753
200,535
51,115
234,080
97,741
288,938
65,920
36.062
2,363
30,517
102,750
102,774
126,765
26,135
19,169
5,045
148,711
12,517
113,415
40,453
24,251
Sales, and

ity
neda
ne . .
idor
veras . . . .
isa
tra Costa
Norte . . .
>rado . . . .
;no
in
-lboldt
erial . . .
a
»s
e
en
Angeles
era
jin
!|iposa . . .
docino . .
ced
jo
oe
iterey ...
ada
fige
er
was
rside ...
amento
Benito
Bernardino
Diego
Francisco . .
Joaquin . . .
Luis Obispo
Mateo
a Barbara . .
a Clara
a Cruz
ita
ayou
no . . .
6ma . .
islaus
ima .
pty.....
re
umne
"ura .
For sources see foreword.
P. O. Box 366 WASCO
E. J. Peters
President
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1000 WATTS
THE

POTATO

OADCASTING

Kern County's Music Station
COTTON
CENTER

OF

THE

WEST
Studioi
in

' our
7riendly
"arm Station
The Only AM
Jutlet with daily
cheduled Concert
Vlusic in the Valley
jiving us an
exclusive Audience
•lore People
Attended Concerts
Than Baseball in
950 in the U. S.

With

AND

ShafterSTATISTICS
and Wasco
So.*Pop.—
San Joaquin
939,000
Kern County
*Pop.— 230,100
Kern County
Bank Debits
*1949 — $1,855,157,532
*1950— $1,926,392,865

an

"EYE'

to
and

• Telecasting

"SOURCE: Kern County Chambe
of Commerce
Serving
the
Southern
San
Joaquin
an
"E A R"
for
Your Business
"Quality Sells Quality"

Retail
Sales
*1948—
$226,345,000
*1949— $233,13 5,000
Valley
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SPOT RATE FINDER
ALAMOSA, Alamosa, 2,921 homes, 95.5%
radio, 2,790 radio homes.
KGIW, 250w, 1450kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
N
2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
BOULDER, Boulder, 15,394 homes, 97.8%
radio, 15,055 radio homes.
KBOL, 250w, 1490kc, Conlan
D
5.50 7.00 11.00 17.00 28.00 49.00
N
5.50 7.00 11.00 17.00 28.00 49.00
CANON CITY, Fremont, 5,535 homes, 96%
radio, 5,314 radio homes.
KRLN, 250w, 1400kc
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
COLORADO SPRINGS, El Paso, 24,539 homes,
97.6% radio, 23,950 radio homes.
KRDO, 250w, 1240kc
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KVOR, lkw, 1300kc, CBS, Raymer
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 8.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
CRAIG, Moffat, 1,991 homes, 96.5% radio,
1,921 radio homes.
KRAI, 250w, 1230kc, Keystone
D
2.70 3.38 5.40 9.45 16.20 27.00
N
2.70 3.38 5.40 9.45 16.20 27.00
DENVER, Denver, 124,561 homes, 98% radio,
122,070 radio homes.
4D AM19.50
affiliates,
1-time 74.75
rate 124.50
17.62 average
25.50 48.50
N 36.83 33.62 56.00 97.00 149.25 248.75
non-affiliates,
average
D2 AM 4.90
6.50 14.50
27.251-time
43.20rate 76.40
KFEL, 5kw, 950kc, MBS, Blair, Conlan
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 17.50 17.50 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
Blair 20.00
DKFEL-FM,
2.40 Chan.
3.00 247,3.0097.3mc,6.006kw,11.00
N
4.00 5.00 6.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
KLZ, 5kw, 560kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper, BMB
D 22.50 22.50 30.00 55.00 83.00 138.00
N 45.00 45.00 60.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
KLZ-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 5.3kw
KMYR, 250w, 1340kc, Rambeao
D
6.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
N
6.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
KOA,BMB 50kw, 850kc, NBC, NBC Spot Sales,
D 24.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
N 48.00 48.00 64.00 128.00 192.00 320.00
KOA-FM. Chan. 239, 95.7mc, 43kw
KTLN, 4.90
lkw-D.7.001150kc.
D
14.00Radio
24.50Representatives
36.40 72.80
KVOD, 5kw, 630kc, ABC, Free & Peters
D
12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
N
24.00 40.00 70.00 120.00 200.00
DURANGO, La Plata, 4,486 homes, 94%
radio, 4,217 radio homes.
KIUP, lkw, 930kc, Holman
D
2.90 5.20 8.65 15.80 25.90 46.00
N
2.90 5.20 8.65 15.80 25.90 46.00
FORT COLLINS. Larimer, 15,796 homes, 97.5%
radio, 15,401 radio homes.
KCOL, lkw, 1410kc, Columbine Network,
H-R Representatives
D
6.75 675
9.00 18.00 28.00 45.00
N
6 75 6.75 9.00 18.00 28.00 45.00
FORT MORGAN, Morgan, 5,135 homes, 95.9%
radio, 4.924 radio homes.
KFTM, 500w-D, 1260kc. Columbine Network
D
2.86
7.50 15.00 25.00 45.00
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, Garfield, 3,688 homes,
96% radio, 3,540 radio homes.
KGLN. 250w, 1340kc. MBS. Holman
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
GRAND JUNCTION
Mesa, 12,019 homes,
96.2% radio, 11,562 radio homes.
KEXO, 250w, 1230kc. Oakes
D
3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30 00 50.00
KFXJ, lkw-D, 500w-N. 920kc, MBS, Holman
D
4 00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60 00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

fT Location of c i', and numbti of
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Number ot(AM)FM 8roadcas1inQ
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GREELEY, Weld, 19,482 homes, 96.9% radio,
18,878 radio homes.
KFKA, lkw, 1310kc
SB
1M 5M
30M 1 Hr
15M 42.00 70.00
D
3.00 4.50 14.00 28.00
N
3.00 4.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KYOU, 250w, 1450kc, McGillvra, LBS
D
3.60 7.50 15.00 25.00 45.00
N
3.60 7.50 15.00 25.00 45.00
LA JUNTA, Otero, 7,404 homes, 95.1% radio,
7,041 radio homes.
KOKO, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, KBS
D
3.50 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
3.50 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
LAMAR, Prowers, 4,308 homes, 96.9% radio,
4,174 radio homes.
KLMR, 250w, 1340kc, LBS
D
2.60 3.90 8.50 15.00 26.00 39.00
N
2.60 3.90 8.50 15.00 26.00 39.00
IE DVILLE, Lake, 2,224 homes, 95.5% radio,
2,124 radio homes.
KLVC, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Columbine, Clark
D
1.75 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
N
1.75 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
LONGMONT, Boulder, 15,394 homes, 97.8%
radio, 15,055 radio homes.
KLMO. 250w-D, 1050kc
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
MONTROSE. Montrose, 4,305 homes, 95.3%
radio, 4,103 radio homes.
KUBC,
1260kc (Delta, Montrose) lkw-D, 500DA-N,
D 2.70 3.38 5.40 9.45 16.20 27.00
N
2.70 3.38 5.40 9.45 16.20 27.00
PUEBLO, Pueblo, 23,956 homes, 96.5% radio,
23,118 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.75 5.17 9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
N 9.50 8.33 15.33 30.67 46.00 76.67
KCSJ, lkw, 590kc, MBS, Taylor, Hooper
D
5.50 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50 00
N
9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 43.00 80.00
KDZA, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Cooke, Hooper
D
4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

KGHF,

5kw-D,
Gillvra, Hooper,Ikw-N,
BMB 1350kc, ABC, McSB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
SALIDA, Chaffee, 2,549 homes, 95.2% radio,
2,427 radio homes.
KVRH, 250w, 1340kc, Clark, BMB, Continental
D
1.75 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
N
1.75 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00
STERLING, Logan, 5,032 homes, 96.6% radio,
4,861 radio homes.
DKGEK,2.00250w-D,
3.00 1230kc
4.50 8.50 16.00
MARKET

TRINIDAD, Las Anamis, 7,411 homes, 91
radio, 6,803 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time
SB
1M
5M 15M
D
3.00 4.00 8.88 17.00
N
3.25 4.50 9.88 20.00
KCRT, 250w, 1240kc, LBS
D
1.00 2.00 4.75 8.00
N
1.00 2.00 4.75 8.00
KSTR, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1280kc,
D
5.00 6.00 13.00 26.00
N
5.50 7.00 15.00 32.00

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATIONS

FOR

FIGURES

Population
1,325,089
% of U. S.
.9%
Homes
406,740
Percent Radio
96.9%
Radio Homes
394,131
Retail Sales
$1,357,115,000
Retail Trade Employes
66,795
Wholesale Sales Volume
$1,595,345,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes
24,688
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

rote
30M 1
24.50 3
29.00 4
14.00
14.00
MBS
35.00
44.00

3
3'
4
5

FIGURES

i

COLORADO
YR.

'50
1,123,296
'50
0.85%
'50
305,825
'50
84.5%
'50
258,573
'50 1,252,585,000
'48
46,616
'48 435,100,000
'48
14,562
51,919 .
$ 32,517,000

Percent distribution
.86% '49
0.78%
Per
Capita
1,386 '49
524
Percent
of Income
national per capita $
income
104%
'49
91%
New Construction (Private)
$ 215,300,000 '50 29,400,000
Residential
$ 93,900,000 '50 14,600,000
Non-Residential
$ 29,400,000 '50
4,400,000
Automobile Registration
564,210 '50
469,545
Telephones
441,000 '50
267,500
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduct
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

0,0

,00

RADIO

703

$1,

COLORADO

9

4
0'0

1950 Total 1950 Employment Taxable P
1950
1940
1950
1950
Percentage
1940
Retail Sales Farm Income Mid-March rolls 1st <
Population
Population
Homes
Radio Homes
Radio
Radio Homes
($000) (*$000) 1948
1943 ($01
40,353 22,481 10,559 10,137 96.0
4,402 19,475 12,038* 1,730
10.525 10,484 2,921
2,790 95.5
2,105 13,912 5,326* 1.376
51,687 32,150 14,930 14,631 98.0
7,798 38,178 6,994* 3,909 2,
(Continued on page I
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm income add SC
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RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

(Continued from page i.
Employment
Taxable
Total Income
1950
Mid-March rolls
1st P<;
1950
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
1940
1950
Farm
Radio
(* $ 000)
Homes
1950
1948
1948 ($01
Percentage
1940
County
opulation Population
92.6
144
827
893
Archuleta . .
(S 7,889
000)
1,890
94.3
3,025
1,085
450
Baca
3,806
6,207
599
506
2,471
Bent
7,947
2,330
45,113
9,653
1,771
97.8
2,464
5,899
8,793
Boulder
388
94.8
15,055
15,394
37,438
48,144
10,070
95.2
Chaffee
2,336
228
7,115
8,109
7,503
2,936
Cheyenne . .
2,549
1,936
1,037
3,445
1,006
2,427
2,964
957
6,037
Clear Creek
1,958
97.0
3,276
772
642
1,911
10,116
97.6
Conejos
3,784
11,648
3,514
16,058*
152
92.1
1,268
627
104
1,386
2,871
2,644
Costilla
723
6,047
1,525
7,533
95.9
354
4,526
90.9
Crowley
5,398
1,588
5,215
17,623*
447
93.4
777
142
4*
1,475
88
Custer
275
1,
1,041
2,270
1,565
1,415
323
95.6
Delta
271
17,335
13,096
16,470
3,807
675
5,489
7,426*
3,369
124,561
133,266
412,856
322,412
Denver
98.0
5,247
558,833
780
i
—
.
<
1
/"
Dolores
1,959
1,096*
1,253
1,958
96.7
818
4,505*
8,621
93.4
Douglas
729
1 .111
3,489
659
1,036
3,496
Eagle
6,487*
1,264
82,:
2,062
1,609
1,135
103
3,023
2,521
1,654
4,466
Elbert
97.3
5,361
5.460
4,469
12,485
24,539
78,987
1,423
El Paso
14,593
1,363
3.182*
95.8
74,265
1,149
23,950
11,727*
54,025
97.6
96.0
14,001
4,199
437
2,153
Fremont
18,091
19,742
5,495*
96.0
780
5,535
Garfield
11,595
5,314
10,560
2.216
11,833
3,688
1,136*
96.5
433
19
83
845
3,540
Gilpin
2.689
1,625
1,215
96.4
369
Grand
829
800
3,904
1,850
1,783
3,587
96.7
5,036
Gunnison . . .
245
4,347*
1,415
2,578
• 6,192
1,819*
5,689
234
76
124
5,870
233
234
349
2,493
2.931
Hinsdale . . .
100.0
10.343*
3,132*
3,492*
Huerfano . . .
10,508
2,308
7,560
2,675
939
16,088
367
305
897
1,51
Jackson
91.0
2.755
2,996
3,292
1,966
7,276*
1,798
1,326
Jefferson . . .
4,433
96.6
18,846
55,465
30,725
1,413
8.401
867
32,102
98.4
602
107
Kiowa
3,177*
2,990
2,01
2,388
6.411*
7,718
1,019
491
Kit Carson .
2,793
3,677
95.7
1,5
975
2,464
8,569
47*
Lake
7,512
2,224
2,358
9,854
95.7
1,441
1,699
6,883
2,121
6,139
94.0
14,472
7
La Plata . . .
2,124
6,471
4,486
14,854
95.5
415
15,494
9,540
15,796
Larimer
35,539
15,401
4,217
43,495
1,760
2,901
42,952
8.925
Las Animas
25,918
97.5
91.8
5,108
32,369
18,006
96.4
Lincoln
'728 4,917
6,803
1,01
7,411
5,869
1,879
5,882
3,546
96.6
18,370
1,811
Logan
17,117
2,6
1,277
7,389
2,1
5,032
20,626
Mesa
4,861
12,019
37,103
38,906
3.796
33,791
2,10161
691
975
96.4
476
Mineral
'50
11,562
96.2
7.216
4,248
96.5
Moffat
1,991
19,189*
561
8,928
541
5,944
'
1,119
94.3
5.086
880
232
Montezuma
9,937
10,463
1,921
3,003
'505 5
12,629
1,704
95.3
4,305
Montrose . . .
9,490
15,418
15,024
4,270*
849
2,832
3,064
9
18,035
4,103
Morgan
5,135
95.9
18.884*
20,171
17,214
780
95.1
22,002
Otero ......
4,855
25,274
'501
5,852*
1,348
23,571
17.024*
3.681
4,924
704
oyo
1,810
4,499
254
2,089
Ouray
7,404
7.033*
1
1
fiQ
2,089
'50 '4
7,041
423
95.6
2,709
1.653
Park
1,304
1,853
1,154
98.4
'1,1
3,272
50 8
476
4,948
Phillips
4,907
96.8
775
280
Pitkin
97.4
1,553
1,170
1,629
1,836
6,604
184
4.300*
96.5
96.9
'
Prowers
48
14,837
12,304
18,577
: 1,928
20,681*
1,034
82,295
4,308
2,507
Pueblo
89,592
23,956
68,870
13,606*
23,118
15,493
5,723* 247 18,739
97.6
653
Rio Blanco .
675
'48i:
1 ,723
4,711
9,700*
2,943
Rio Grande
12,639
1,682
11,019
85
4,903
12,404
3,367
Q794.3fl
2,196
Routt
3,570
2,845
130*
1,101
94.6
326
6,173
2,760
7,502
Saguache . . .
1,608
1,769
1,870
384
375
Z,ool
324
San Juan . . .
3,912
2:
305
1,459
1,439
Q 'Mil'
5,692
12,787*
1,866*
944
94.3
691
951
426
San Miguel
97.6
1 454
11,0'Z '
498
3,664
2,690
6,626*
97.1
Sedgwick . . .
943
1,001
1.811*
1,421
1,497
l.o: 49
749
1,127
Summit
97.2
481
586
5,080
5,294
17,237*
7.971*
1,130
1,754
97.1
Teller
2,734
2:
2,464
5,816
1,657
501
1,609
6,463
3,630* 951*
'49
319
Washington
1,624
7,522
2,153
8,336
96.3
18,878
1,636
2,236
96.9
Weld
66,623
63,747
62,811
13,602
6,058*
6,024
19,482
96.9
Yuma
629
6,482
10,823
10,667
2,477
12,102
3,319
3,216
5,369*
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
Farm Income add'47$00''47
1.3%unlicensed.
48
1,619*
8,622*
MARKET INDICATORS FOR 80,936*
CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT
12,310*
1.30% '50
8,362*
'YI50
FIGURES YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
95.7%
98.6%
492*
SPOT RATE FINDER
Population
98.9%
1,709,242
2,007,280
% of U. S
BRIDGEPORT. Fairfield, 14 033 homes, 98.9%
541*
DANBURY. Fairfield 14 033 homes,
436,165
Homes
radio, 13,879 radio homes.
radio, 13,879 radio homes.
569,862
Percent Radio
WLAD, 250w-D, 800kc, Hooper
417,259
Radio Homes
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
561,884
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
1,974,576,000
Retail Sales
13*
SB 1M
15M
30M
1
Hr
7.50
12
00
24.00
36
00
$2,122,184,000
46.50
5M
SB00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 Retail Trade Employes
3° 00 65.00
7.00 8.00 13.00 48.00
2600 72.00
60 00 Wholesale Sales Volume
73,044 3,7'
413,100,000
120 00
12.50 14.00 24.00
98,441
GREENWICH. Fairfield 14 033 homes, 98.9%
$1,366,036,000
Wholesale
Trade
Employes
....
radio, 13,879 radio homes.
26,287
16,277
WICC. lkw-D. 500w-N, 600kc. MBS, Petry
Manufacturing Employment
Chan. 240, 95.5mc, 0.34kw
D
8.00 8 00 16 00 32 00 48.00 80.00 WGCH'FM),
1.63%
(Mid-March)
4.00 6 00 14.00 28.00 42 00 70.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00 D
1.87% 3i
423,128
N
4.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
WLIZ, lkw-D, 1300kc. Youna
D
3.00 8.00 15.00 30 00 45.00 75.00
(1st Quarter)
120%
Hartford, 146,263 homes, 99.3%
$1,417,000,000
284,395,000
144%
Income
N
3.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 HARTFORD,
radio, 145,239 radio homes.
$3,213,000,000
Percent distribution
WNAB, 250w, 1450kc. ABC, Rambeau
D
6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50 00 4 AM affiliates, average Itime rate
827
Capita Income
N
9.00 12.00 1600 32.00 48.00 80.00 D 14 75 23.33 25.75 46.50 69.75 116 25 Per
Percent of national per capita $
1,591
99.3%
N 26.00 44.00 51.50 93.00 139.50 232.50
income
BRISTOL, Hartford. 146 263 homes,
l'
radio, 145,239 radio homes.
New Construction (Private)
$ 133,500,000
WBIS, 500w-D, 1440kc
66,900,000 I
Residential
WCCC
500w-D
1290kc,
Indie
Sales,
Hooper
0
6.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D
5.50 7.00 11.00 22.00 40.00 55.00
35,100,000
$ 50,500,000
Non-Residential
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio WDRC. 5kw, 1360kc, CBS, Raymer, Hooper
$ 58,800,000
18,500,000
Automobile Registration
632,053
715,935
home figures for each city include entire D 15.00 20.00 21.00 42.00 63.00 105.00 Telephones
N 25.00 35.00 42.00 84.00 126.00 210.00
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
787,200
500,500
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- WDRC-FM, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 7kw, Bonus
cent
radio
BMB.
For
complete
explanation
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1S51
"Sales
Management.'
see foreword.
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
(Continued on page 30)
Further reproductior
1950
Retail Sales
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County
Fairfield
lartford
Litchfield
Middlesex ...
Mew Haven . .
Mew London
Tolland
Windham . . .
3age 28, August 20, 1951

CONNECTICUT RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES1950
195Q
1940
Total
1950
(* S Income
000)
Percentage
1950
Employment Taxable Pay
Retail Sales Farm
1950
1940
Homes
Radio
Homes
Radio
Homes
Radio
Population
1948
Mid-March
rolls
O-r
Population
1948 1st($000
502,832
98.9
103.147
154,130
418,384
177,905
568,761
152,935
202,318
($
000)
608,949
450,189
21,479
536,232
99.3
108,626
146,263
145,239
123,91
98,399
24,849
97.7
90.503
31,444
87,041
68,007
67,128
97.9
55,999
21,723
30,721
21,267
13,002
541,994
152,549
484,316
180,881
141,01c
150,871
30.438
120,312
558.684
98.9
125,224
142.415
96.9
15,622
43,924
137,246
29,676
44,610
24,867rep
15.848
42,562
96.2
12,734
31,866
10,051
12,250
'
Further
61,653
65,167
123.221
7,531
18,192
56,223
17,555
13,486
96.5
16,557
53,688*
5.894Inco
19.56S
roduction14,457*
unlicen sed. Farm
Sales, and Farm Income mark ed with asterisk (*). Copyr
es Management.
9,994*
me add $000
19,965*
ght 1951 "Sa
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
• Marketbook
13,432*910*
10.206
9,
10,956*
13,149*
3.834

WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed & Co.

OADCASTING

• Telecastin;

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres.— Gen. Mgr., Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr.— Sales Mgr.

August 20, 1951

•
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CONNECTICUT
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 28)
HARTFORD— (Contd.)
WONS, 5kw, 1410kc, MBS, Petry
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WTHT,
250w, 1230kc,1 2.00ABC,24.00
Everett-McKinney
D
9.00
36.00 60.00
N 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WTIC, 50kw, 1080kc, NBC, Weed
D 25.00 40.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 77.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
WTIC-FM,
Bonus Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 20kw, Weed,
MERIDEN, New Haven, 152,549 homes, 98.9%
radio, 150,871 radio homes.
DWMMW,5.85 Ikw-D,
7.20 1470kc
12.00 24.00 48.00 60.00
WMMW-FM, Chan. 239, 95.7mc, 20kw
D
(No time available)
N
3.00 4.00 5.25 1 2.50 1 8.75 31.25
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

S
L
PLU AE
N
C
IG
VI
S
ER
MAKE

THE
BLANKET
COVERS

EASTERN
CONNECTICUT
BEST

OF

ALL

WICH
NORWICH,

CONN.

Pulse

The

MOAOCAJTINC^^TtlfCASTINC
MARKETB00K MAP
NEW
ENGLAND

2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rates
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.50 7.25 21.25 36.50 54.75 91.25

5) Standard
Location of(AM)CityBroadcasting
and number ot
Stations
® Number
Stations of FM Broadcasting

WHAY, 5kw, 910kc
D 7.00 7.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 7.00 7.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WKNB, lkw-D, 840kc, Forjoe, Hooper, Conlan
D
6.00 7.50 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
NEW HAVEN, New Haven, 152,549 homes,
98.9% radio, 150,871 radio homes.

A Number
Stations of Telecasting

2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 10.25 20.00 37.00 55.50 92.50
WAVZ,
lkw-D,
D
12.50 1260kc,
25.00 Keller
50.00 75.00 125.00
WBIB(FM), Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 7.8kw
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WELI,
Hooper Ikw, 960kc, ABC, Headley-Reed,
D
7.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 14.00 20.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WELI-FM, Chan. 300, 107.9 mc, 20kw, Headley-Reed, Bonus
WNHC, 250w ,1340kc, Katz, Conlan
D
6.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WNHC-FM,
Chan. 242, 99.1mc, 20kw, Katz,
Bonus
WNHC-TV, Chan. 6, .957kw-aur.; 1.82kwvis.; ABC, NBC, CBS, DuMont
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
NEW LONDON, New London, 43,924 homes,
96.9% radio, 42,562 radio homes.
WNLC, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, BMB
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
NORWALK, Fairfield, 14,033 homes, 98.9%
radio, 13,879 radio homes.
WNLK, 500w, 1350kc, Rambeau
D
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.00 9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
NORWICH,
New London, 43,924 homes,
96.9% radio, 42,562 radio homes.
WICH, 250w, 1400kc
D
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 10.00 14.00 24.00 32.00 80.00

WICH

THAT

MIDDLETOWN,
Middlesex, 21,723 homes,
97.9% radio, 21,267 radio home».
WCNX,
500w-D,
D
5.00 5.00 1150kc
12.00 21.00 38.00 60.00
NEW BRITAIN, Hartford, 146,263 homes,
99.3% radio, 145,239 radio homes.

STAMFORD, Fairfield, 14,033 homes, 98.9%
radio, 13,879 radio homes.
WSTC, 250w, UOOkc, ABC, McKinney
D
6.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WSTC-FM, Chan. 244, 96.7mc, 650v
ney, Bonus
McKin-

Says

No.

CBS in
Waterbury

1

MAP It WALTBt f. kURN. MEMUBUtV. >
0 195}. Btoxictsting Publications, Inc.
homes.
TORRINGTON,
Litchfield, 31,444
97.7% radio, 30,721 radio homes.
WLCR, Iwk-D, 990kc, Sears & Ayer
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 6C.00
N
6.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WTOR,
250w,Borgatti
1490kc, ABC, Conn. State,
Rambeau,
D
5.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
(Sold in combination with WATR, Waterbury
& WNAB, Bridgeport)
WATERBURY, New Haven, 152,549 homes,
98.9% radio, 150,871 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates,
D
5.13 6.27
N
9.17 11.67

< verage 1-time rate
10.67 21.33 32.00 53.33
20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

^

'*

Station
- Waterbury,
Ask the Avery-Knodel man
for
the
whole
Pulse story

WATR, lkw, 1320kc, ABC, Rambeau, Hoop.
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 H
D 5.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.C
N
8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.C
WBRY,
Con Ian 5kw, 1590kc, CBS, Avery-Knode,
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.C
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.C
WWCO, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
4.40 5.80 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.C
N 7.50 11.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100 C
1350 Kc Region
Full - time
Bridgep
W
RADK
> NORWALK
Managed by
Stamfor d
Now Men!
OwnerRadio
Long Is
land
D The No ort
rwalk:

e as^J

Conn.

watts
5,000
WBRY
J. Maxim
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Ryder, Manager
BROADCASTING

• Telecastirj

'040
'Cumberland®!)
40
ASHINGTON J /
'40'48
FREDERICK c<
'39
SKDHagerstown
'3'93
BtOADCASTINC^-mtCASTING|/
J~-BaltimoreJ
9
[QJiFrederick
MARKETBOOK
MAP
'47

'50
'5'0
DELAWARE
50
'50'50
'50
MARKET INDICATORS FOR DELAWARE
'48
'48
-2% YR.
'FIGURES
FIGURES
LASSIFICATIONS
48 0.20% YR.
266,505
ulation
318,085
if U. S.
87.0%
95.4%
90,018
68,870
pes
...;
cent .Radio
'49 59,921
io Homes
85,877
ail Sales
'4381,765^000
$ 376,26lioOO
'499 11,499
ail Trade Employes
16,544
olesale Sales Volume
157,500,000
$ 487,072,000
'49
olesale Trade Employes ....
5,216
2,962
lufacturing Employment
'47
'47 43,794
Mid-March)
'48
lufacturing Taxable Payrolls
$'533
000
1st Quarter)
0 9990.31%
.27%
'
5
239,000,000
$
541,000,000
0
e
m
p
ercent distribution
156%
Capita Income
$
1,675
126%
896
cent of national per capita
icome
12,600,000
ir Construction (Private)
$ 23,200,000
esidential
7,000,000
$ 7,300,000
3,700,000
$ 24,100,000
omobile Registration
108,272
88,316
118,100
;phones
67,700

'47'40 DISTRICT Arlington Bethesd.jii^P™ir\ I A.. ,
'40 AND VICINITY
^A^°"^lsh^ '^V
BIA
'
40 OF COLUMMARYLAND
DELAWARE
3'40 Location of City and number of50.
'3Standard
Stations
39 of(AM)FM Broadcasting
a '9Number
Broadcasting Stations
.i,'39 Number of Telecasting Stations
MAP© IT1951,WALTBroadcasting
IS P. BURN, MIDUISURT.
Publications,VEftMOMT
Inc.
'48 '45
SPOT RATE
DOVER, Kent, 11,398 homes, 91.6% radio,
10,441 radio homes.
WDOV, lkw-D, 1410kc, Rambeao
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.30 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
GEORGETOWN, Sussex, 20,218 homes, 92.6%
radio, 18,722 radio homes.
WJWL(FM),
W. Rollins Chan. 268, 101.5mc, 8.2kw, John
D
8.50 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
8.50 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WILMINGTON, New Castle, 58,402 homes,
96.9% radio, 56,592 radio homes.
1-time 49.17
rate 82.17
D3 AM 7.25affiliates,
7.91 average
16.43 32.53
N 13.00 14.00 * 27.66* *55.33 83.00 141.66

e: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
censed.
For other
see foreword.

DELAWARE
1950
Population
37,870
218,879
61,336

ity
it
Castle
ex
: For sources see foreword.

1940
Population
34,441
179,562
52,502

RADIO

MARKET

1950
Homes
11,398
58,402
20,218

Wilmington

Radio 1950
Homes
10,441
56,592
18,722

DATA
Percentage
Radio
91.6
96.9
92.6

H Georgetown

FINDER
WAMS, lkw, 1380kc, MBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 7.50 16.80 33.60 50.00 84.00
N 10.00 13.50 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
1150kc,20.00
NBC, 40.00
Meeker,60.00
Conlan100.00
DWDEL, 8.505kw, 10.00
N 16.00 16.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 160.00
WDEL-FM, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 20kw
WDEL-TV, Chan. 7, lkw-vis.; 5kw-aur„ NBC,
DuMont, Meeker
D 60.00 60.00 89.00 142.50 213.75 356.00
N 80.00 80.00 118.75 190.00 285.00 475.00
WILM,
BMB 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Boiling, Conlan,
D
6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N
12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WTUX,
D
5.00500w-D,
6.00 1290kc,
12.00 Forjoe
24.00 36.00 60.00
* * *

BY COUNTIES
Taxable
PayTotalIncome
1950 Employment
Mid-March
Qtr.
Retail1950
Sales Farm
1948 rolls
1948 1st($000)
($43,955
000) 11,949,426
(* $ 000)
5,737 3,053
244,162 7,809,440 61,226 41,850
88,144 72,959* 11,876 5,530

Radio1940Homes
7,093
41,634
11,194

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management."

Further reproduction unlicensed.

Farm Income add $000.

J
I
THIS MARKET IS FIRST IN RETAIL STORE
PURCHASES, HAS THE HIGHEST PER
CAPITA
EXPENDITURE
OF ANY 20%
STATE
Standard metropolitan Wilmington,
Delaware area showed following178%
increases in ten years.
INCREASE
209%
154%
Population
Dollar volume retail sales
Dollar volume wholesale sales
Dollar volume service trades
In the nine year period, 1939 to 1948,
employment rose 34%%.
Data from 1950 U.S. Census of Population
and 1948 U.S. Census of Business, figures

AM

TV

Delaware's pioneer radio and television station— the important voice in the rich Wilmington trading area. Cash in on this
responsive, buying audience.

FM

Wilmington,

Delaware
STEINMAN

Represented by

ROBERT

MEEKER

STATION

ASSOCIATES
NBC

Chicago
OADCASTING

San Francisco
• Telecasting

New York

Los Angeles

TV- AFFILIATE
August 20, 1951

•
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
•/

MARKETBOOK

SPOT RATE
WASHINGTON, Dist. of Columbia, 220,000
homes, 96.8% radio, 212,960 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 19.12 24.12 30.37 60.75 91.00 151.87
N 36.00 34.00 48.00 109.50 164.25 273.75
3 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 15.00 16.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 116.67
N 20.00 20.00 28.50 57.00 85.50 142.50
WARL
(Arlington, Va.), lkw-D, 780kc, MetroCD Georgetown
D
8.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 70.00 100.00
politan
WARL-FM,
Bonus Chan. 286, 105. lmc, 3kw, Forjoe,

MAP

DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
AND VICINITY
DELAWARE MARYLAND
H\ Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
® Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
MAP Br WALT EH P. BURN. MIDDUBURY, VERMONT
© 1951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.

WASH (FM), Chan. 246, 97.1mc, 15kw,
tinental
D 3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00
N 5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00
WBCC (Bethesda, Md.), 250w-D, 1120kc
3.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00

Con30.00
50.00
50.00

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
1950
1940
Population Population

City

Note: For sources see foreword.

Mook

in

1950
Radio Homes

MARKET

DATA

Percentage 1940
1950 Total 1950
Radio
Radio Homes
Retail Sales Farm Income

212,960

220,000

663,091

802,200

Washington

1950
Homes

RADIO

FINDER
FM). Chan. 292, 106.3mc, 0.5kv
WBCC-FM,
(Above rate includes 25% for simultan
WBUZ-FM (Bradbury Heights, Md.), Chan.
96.7mc, 0.42kw (see Transit Radio lis
WCFM
tinental(FM), Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 20kw,
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
N 6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
WEAM (Arlington, Va.) 5kw, 1390kc, C
D 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1C
N 19.00 30.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 2;
WFAN
United (FM),
Bcstg.Chan.
Co. 240, 100.3mc, 18.1
D
5.25 7.50 10.00 17.50 42.50
N affiliate
5.25 7.50
10.00 Silver
17.50 Spring,
42.50 Mf71
(FM
of WOOK,
WFAX (Falls Chruch, Va.), 250w-D, 15
D
3.60 4.80 10.80 16.80 28.80
WGAY
(Silver Spring,
Md.), Sales,
lkw-D, Puis10
Independent,
Metropolitan
D 7.00 10.00 15.00 27.00 45.00 I
WGMS, lkw-D, 570kc
D 10.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 1<
WGMS-FM, Chan. 278, 103.5mc, 20kw
(AM-FM Combination rates)
WINX, 250w, 1340kc, Young
D
20.00 40.00 60.00 1(
N
27.00 54.00 81.00 K
(Continued on page 3U)

($000)
1,301,151

158,377

96.8

Employment
Taxable
Mid-March rolls
1st
1948
1948 ($
227,646

14

569,621

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.

wkere

QooJ

Jnusic

Las

QftfashiYicjloYi 3ladio
37 times a week WGMS

—
is among the TOP

115 times a week WGMS

is among the TOP

CJ^esulfc

WGMS
one

(jets ijou most

thousand
Biggest
Biggest
Biggest
Biggest
Biggest

audience
audience
audience
audience
audience

homes
on
on
on
on
on

A

arrived

THREE

stations

FIVE * stations*
including 25 ties

listeners

per dollar

—

sis /

for jo cents

Network Station
Network Station
Network Station
Network Station
Independent Sta.

A
B
C
D
X

costs
costs
costs
costs
costs

$1.00
$1.16
$0.81
$0.94
$1.10

a
a
a
a
a

thousand
thousand
thousand
thousand
thousand

/ CPA

\ analy

FOR THE FIGURES THAT SUPPORT THE FACTS,
Call Patrick Hayes, Director of Sales, WGMS,

se \

(Pul

Executive 8676, Washington 5, D. C,

or National Time Sales, Murray Hill 2-0810, 17 E. 42 St., New York City 17.

WG1VIS
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• Marketbook
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Washington's

Good
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BROADCASTING

• Telecast

lis >

T1

rr
H »/y, ?9 50 "-June, ?9>5J, the Pulse, Inc.

me

»ftft
That's
Miami

What

They

(Dade

Say About

County)

Our

Trading

Area

SM Survey estimates a 1951 population in our 4 -county
Greater Miami trading area of 729,900. SM says the 1950 Effective
Buying Income of our residents totaled $954, 638,000. ..and, that
they — together with our Sunshine Visitors — bought retail goods
and services totaling $963,437,000. Not a hold-out in the bunch!
When you buy time on WIOD, you get not one, not two,
not three, not four — but all 17 gold- lined, fast-growing South
Florida counties which make up^
WIOD's primary market!
And, they're listenin 'counties,
too. BMB Report No. 2 shows
we've the biggest audience in the
history of our station!
Better hop to! Compare this
year's Southeast Florida SM figures
with last. Note the increases up to
nine figures under every heading.
Then, call our Rep, The Boiling
Company, for other details.

JAMES M. LeGATE, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 32)
WMAL, 5kw, 630kc, ABC, Katz, A. R. B.
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB 22.00
1M 30.00
D 15.00
60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
Chan. 297, 107.3mc, 20kw
WMAL-FM
Bonus
WMAL-TV, Chan. 7, 27.7kw-aur.; 13.9kwABC, Katz, A. R. B.
45.00 45.00 90.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
90.00 90.00 150.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
THE

WOL, 250w, 1450kc, LBS, Taylor
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
9.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 9.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WOL-FM, Chan, 254, 98.7mc, 20kw, Taylor
Bonus
WOOK (Silver
D
15.00 Spring,
20.00 Md.),
35.00 lkw-D,
85.00 1590kc
150.00
WPIK (Alexandria, Va.), lkw-D, 730kc
D
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WRC, 5kw, 980kc, NBC
D 22.50 22.50 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 45.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WRC-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc, 20kw, Bonus
WNBW
(TV), Spot
Chan.Sales4, 20.5kw-vis.; 10.5kwaur. NBC
D 60.00 60.00 69.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
N 120.00 120.00 138.00 220.00 330.00 550.00
50kw,40.00
1500kc,
CBS,75.00
Radio112.00
Sales, 187.50
Pulse
DWTOP,30.00
37.50
N 60.00
150.00 225.00 375.00

WTOP-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 20kw, Bonus
WTOP-TV, Chan. 9, 14.4kw-aur; 27.3kw-vis;
CBS, Radio Sales, Pulse
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 50.00 50.00 68.75 110.00 165.00 275.00
N 120.00 120.00 220.00 330.00 550.00
MARKET

INDICATORS

WTTG (TV), Chan. 5, 17.5kw-vis.; 10
aur.;SB DuMont1M
5M 15M 30M
D
30.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 1
N
60.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 4j
WWDC, 5k w, 1260kc, Blair
DN 20.00
20.00 20.00
20.00 30.00
30.00 60.00
60.00 90.00
90.00 1<l]
WWDC-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 20kw, T j
Radio

FOR

CLASSIFICATIONS

DISTRICT
FIGURES

Population
802,178
% of U. S
.5%
Homes Reporting
220,000
Percent Radio
96.8%
Radio Homes
212,960
Retail Sales
$1,301,151,000
Retail Trade Employes
69,368
Wholesale Sales Volume
$1,195,055,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes
16,782
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

OF COLUMB

YR.

FIGURES

'50
663,091
'50
M
'50
169,102
'50
93.7%
'50
158,377
'50 1,107,732,000
'48
50,838
'48 347,800,000
'48
10,554
17,110
$ 12,341,000

Percent distribution
.97% '49
1.19%
Per
Capitaof Income
1,820 '49
1,080
Percent
national per capita $
income
137% '49
188%
New Construction (Private)
$ 91,700,000 '50 59,400,000
Residential
$ 46,300,000 '50 34,000,000
Non-Residential
$ 27,500,000 '50 20,900,000
Automobile Registration
194,958 '50
171,188
$1,9
19,0
Telephones
489,000 '50
368,400
00,0
00
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales
Further reprodi
'4Management."
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
9
905,
000,
000
FLORIDA
SPOT RATE
BELLE GLADE, Palm Beach, 44,906 radio
homes, 85.1% radio, 38,215 radio homes.
WSWN, lkw-D, 900kc, Best
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 3.75 4.50 7.00 14.50 21.50 36.00
N
4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
BRADENTON, Manatee, 13,876 homes, 85.6%
radio, 11,878 radio homes.
WDHL, 250w, 1490kc
D 2.40 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
2.40 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CLEARWATER, Pinellas, 67,449 homes, 91.8%
radio, 61,918 radio homes.
WPIN, lkw-D, 680kc, Indie Sales, BAB
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WTAN, 250w, 1340kc, McGillvra, LBS
D
3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 17.50 30.00 45.00
CORAL GABLES, Dade, 170,252 homes, 93.9%
radio, 159,867 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
7.00 9.25 13.25 25.25 41.00 67.50
N
7.00 9.25 13.25 25.25 41.00 67.50

FINDER
WTTT, SB250w, 1M1490kc,5M
McGillvra
15M 30M
D
6 50 8.50 12.50 22.50 40.00
N
6.50 8.50 12.50 22.50 40.00
WVCG,
D
7.50lkw-D,
10.001070kc
14.00 28.00 42.00
N 7.50 10.00 14.00 28.00
42.00
CRESTVIEW, Okaloosa, 7,021 homes,
radio, 5,841 radio homes.
DWCNU,5.00lkw-D,
5.00 lOlOkc
8.00 12.00 20.00
DAYTONA BEACH, Volusia, 28,137
86.4% radio, 24,310 radio homes.
2D
AM affiliates,
1-time 27.00
rate
5.50 average
9.00 18.00
N
8.25 13.50 27.00 40.50
WMFJ,
Conlan250w, 1450kc, ABC, McGillvra
D
6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
10.00 15.00 30 00 45.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home anc
home figures for each city include
county. Sources: Homes and Radio
estimated from 1950 Census of Housin
cent radio BMB. For complete expl
see foreword.

AMAZING

STORY
OF
WOOK!
A UBC STATION
and everything is double okay
In Washington they say look to WOOK
Network
Network
WOOK
D
E
B
C
A
They Know
Here's the Proof %
Audience Indep'nd'nl
Indep'nd'nt
Audience
Audience
Netv
Audience
(Time)
V^fOOK has more listeners than ANY of the nine
1000
Audience
8285
Audi
6:45AM
9050
28940
17465
other Washington area Independents during the key
28940
22055
50830
7:00AM
1400
3695
22053
11 :30AM
2U
5225
13640
daytime periods.
12 :00Noon
15400
6755
2H
7460
5225
2165
12:30PM
9815
5990
5225
5225
7520
15170
7460
1 :00PM
2H
4460
7460
3695
WOOK
has more listeners during the entire after19760
1 :30PM
7460
24350
5225
6755
5225
noon period than the AVERAGE COMBINED LISTENING
141
15170
2:00PM
4460
4460
3695
211
AUDIENCE OF TWO NETWORK STATIONS.
8285
8285
2:30PM
13640
12875
6755
3695
36!
11345
15170
3:00PM
3400
13640
22055
3:30PM
8285
3695
2930
21310
21i
12875
WOOK
has more listeners during the key daytime
8285
4:00PM
11345
7520
23585
4460
1400
5225
2H
periods selected than the COMBINED LISTENING AUDI1000
29:
4:30PM
8285
17465
5:00PM
14
5400
5990
ENCE OF ANY TWO INDEPENDENT STATIONS.
7520
Average WOOK rating
AH above figures from the 1951 American Research Bureau report.
WOOK
GIVES
MORE
LISTENERS
FOR
THE
DOLLAR
SPENT44<
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BROADCASTING

• Teleca

3, Ikw-D, 1150kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 -Bonus
60.00
B-FM, Chan 233, 94.5mc, 8.5kwys1.25
only 2.50
5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
D 250w, 1340kc, MBS
4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
6.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
LAND, Volusia, 28,137 homes, 86.4%
dio, 24,310 radio homes.
5 250w, 1490kc, MBS
4.50 4.50 7.10 18 00 27.00 45.00
!4.50 4.50 7.15 18.00 27.00 45.00
LAUDERDALE, Broward, 33,776 homes,
radio, 28,743 radio homes_
A6.75non-affiliates,
9.00 13.50average
21.00 1-time
36.00rate60.00
36.00250 w-D,
6.00 1580kc
9.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
250 w, 1400kc, Hooper
i i 7.50 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
7.50 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MYERS, Lee, 8,323 homes, 86.9% ra'L 7,233 radio homes.
% 250w, 1240kc, CBS, KBS, Cooke
i 4.75 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50 00
5.75 6.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PIERCE, Saint Lucie, 6,331 homes,
9% radio, 5,058 radio homes.
, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
3.75 4.50 8.00 16 00 24.00 40.00
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
IESVILLE, Alachua, 15,075 homes, 83.3%
lio, 12,577 radio homes.
G, 250w, 1230kc
3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
:,5.00
5kw, 5.00
850kc, 10.00
MBS, Burn-Smith,
20.00 30.00BMB50 00
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00 75.00
:-FM, Chan. 281, 104.1mc, 12kw, BurnIth
ites upon request)
SONVILLE, Duval, 83,743 homes, 89.1%
lio, 74,615 radio homes.
\ affiliates, average 1-time rate
0.00 10 00 17.75 35.25 54.25 90.75
8.50 18.00 36.00 69.00 108.25 181.25
U 'A non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
7.50 8.75 12.00 29.00 38.00 78.00
, 1 kw-D, 1050kc
5.00 7.50 12.00 29.00 38.00 78.00
<, 5 kw, 930kc, NBC, Blair
10.00 18.50 37.00 60.00 95.00
20.00 37.00 74.00 120.00 190.00
< FM, Chan. 236, 95.1mc, 11.5kw (no
as available)
* Key West
For factS on the
FLORIDA MARKET
contact
HIL F. BEST

WJHP, 5kw, 1320kc, MBS, LBS, Perry, Hooper
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
10.00 18.00 35.00 53.00 88.00
N
15.00 35.00 70.00 105.00 175.00
WJHP-fM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 34kw
(See Transit Radio Listing)

Representatives of the
LORIDA SELECT LIST

WMBR, 5kw, 1460kc, CBS,
BMB, Hooper
18.00 15M
D 10.00 10.00 5M 36.00
N 20.00 20.00
36.00
72.00
1M
WMBR-FM,
SB Chan.
241,
96.1
mc,
Knodel rates 25% of AM)
(All FM

Avery-Knodel,
30M 90.00
1 Hr
54.00
108.00 180.00
67kw, Avery-

WMBR-TV, Chan. 4, 7.4kw-aur.; 14.8kw-vis.,
CBS, Avery-Knodel
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 20.00 20.00 45.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 40.00 90.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
(Continued on page 36)
f

111
L

WW

Y0UR

ADA
V

D

U

• • . in

Orlando's Pioneer Radio Station Est. 1924
ORLANDO
580 K.C.
WDBO-FM
Columbia
NATIONAL
OADCASTING

FLORIDA
5000 WATTS

92MCS

35000

Broadcasting

WATTS

System

REPRESENTATIVES: BLAIR, CUMMINGS
Telecasting

greatest

SELLING
C^Jiai

A

power
JloJiicta

1950 Retail Sales in the 21 WDBO

A

counties totaled

$582,687,000*.
WDBO has approximately 19,000 more daytime
families and 17,000 more nighttime families who
listen regularly (6 or 7 days or nights a week)
than the other 3 Orlando stations combined**.
The same report shows WDBO's gain over the
previous
is 20% — and rates have not been
increased report
!
* 1951 Sales Management
** Current BMB Report
August 20, 1951

•
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I
FLORIDA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 35)
JACKSONVILLE— (Contd.)
WOBS, lkw-D, 1360kc, Forjoe, Hooper
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 10.00 10.00 12.00 29.00 38.00 78.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 46.00 90.00
WPDQ, 5kw, 600kc, ABC, Katz, Hooper, BMB
D 10.00 10.00 16.50 33.00 50.00 90.00
N 17.00 17.00 36.00 60.00 100.00 180.00
WRHC, 250w, 1400kc
(No rates available)
JACKSONVILLE BEACH, Duval, 83,743 homes,
89.1% radio, 74,615 radio homes.
WJVB, 3.75
250w-D,
D
5 00lOlOkc
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KEY WEST, Monroe, 8,345 homes, 83.4%
radio, 6,960 radio homes.
WKWF, 500w, 1600kc, MBS, Perry
D
5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
LAKE CITY, Columbia, 4,961 homes, 75.9%
radio, 3,765 radio homes.
WDSR, 250w, 1340kc
D
3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
LAKELAND, Polk, 36,170 homes, 85.8% radio, 31,034 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

2 AM affiliates, average
SB
1M
5M
D
4.37 5 00 9.00
N
6.00 7.00 12.00

RADIO

1940
Population
38,607
6,510
20,686
8,717
39,794
16,142 ■
8,218
3,663
5,846
6,468
5.102

1950
Population
56,717
6,291
42,357
11,386
22,400
83,318
7,894
4,267
6,086
14,178
6,452

VACATION

MELBOURNE, Bevard, 8,559 homes, 86.5%
radio, 7,404 radio homes.
WMMB, 250w, 1240kc, LBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
3.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 50.00
N
4.20 7.00 11.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
MIAMI, Dade, 170,252 homes, 93.9% radio,
159,867 radio homes. 1-time rate
3 AM affiliates, average
D 18 17 18.17 26.67 53.00 80.33 131.67
N 27.33 27.33 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
2D AM 5.15non-affiliates,
6.35 11.72average
22.92 1-time
34.15rate56.22
WGBS,
50kw-D, lOkw-N, 710kc, CBS, Katz,
BMB
D 21.00 21.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WGBS-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, lkw, Katz,
Bonus
WIOD,
BMB 5k\ 610kc, NBC, Boiling, Hooper,
D 19.00 19.00 28.00 55.00 85.00 135.00
N 28.00 28.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
WIOD-FM,
Bonus Chan. 247, 97.3mc, 5kw, Boiling,
WTVJ (TV), Chan. 4, 2.2kw-vis.; l.lkw-aur.;
ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont, Free & Peters
D 48.00 48.00 55.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
N 95.00 95.00 110.00 220.00 330.00 550.00
DWFEC,4.30250w-D,
6.70 1220kc
13.45 25.85 38.30 62.45
WMIE, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 1140kc
(Consult station for rates)
WQAM,
BMB 5kw-D, lkw-N, 560kc, ABC, Blair,
D 14.50 14.50 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WQAM-FM, Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 60kw. Blair,
Bonus

rate
30M 1 Hr
28.00 42.50
38.50 67.50

WLAK, lkw, 1430kc, NBC. Pearson
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 21.00 30.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 30.00 45.00
WONN, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Cooke
D
3.75
8.00 16.00 26.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 32.00
LAKE WALES, Polk, 36,170 homes,
radio, 31,034 radio homes.
WIPC, lkw, 1280kc, LBS
D
4.50 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
LAKE WORTH, Palm Beach, 44,906
85.1% radio, 38,215 radio homes.
WE AT, 250w, 1490kc, NBC, Pearson
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
7.50 7.50 14.00 28.00 42.00
LEESBURG, Lake, 11,875 homes, 86.2%
10,236 radio homes.
WLBE, lkw, 790kc, Best
D
4.95 6.60 7.50 14.00 24.00
N
4.95 6.60 7.50 14.00 24.00
LIVE OAK, Suwannee, 4,844 homes,
radio, 3,827 radio homes.
WNER, 250w, 1450kc, KBS
D
4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 28.00
N
4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 28.00
MARIANNA, Jackson, 9,145 homes,
radio, 7,023 radio homes.
WTYS, 250w, 1340kc, LBS, Cummings
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
FLORIDA

County
Alachua
Baker . .
Bay
Bradford
Brevard
Broward
Calhoun
Charlotte
Citrus . . ,
Clay
Collier .

1-time
15M
18.50
25.00

45.00
75.00
40.00
50.00
85.8%
40.00
homes,
50.00
70.00
radio,
40.00
79.0%
40.00
40.00
40.00
76.8%
40.00
60.00

MARKET

DATA

LAND

WINZ, lkw, 940kc, Perry
D
8.75 17.50 20.00 60.00
N
13.25 26.50 20.00 90.00
WKAT,
Ra-Tel 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1360kc, MBS, W
D 12.00 12.00 19.00 40.00 60.00 10
N 20.00 20.00 37.00 75.00 110.00 19
WKAT-FM, Chan. 226, 93.1 mc, 324kw, B.
WLRD (FM), Chan. 230, 93.9mc, 13kw
(Store Broadcasting, 55 Supermarkets, $
per store per week for 48 announcemi
Ordinary rates, spots only $1.90 D or N
WMBM, lkw-D, 800kc, Rambeau
D
8.25 8.25 15.75 31.50 52.75 d
NEW SMYRNA, Volusia, 28,137 homes, 86
radio, 24,310 radio homes.
WNSA, lOOw, 1230kc
(CP)
(No rates available)
OCALA,
Marion, 11,168 homes, 82.8% rc
Crossley
9,247 radio homes.
WTMC, lkw, 1290kc, MBS, Perry, Coi
D 4.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 t
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 I
(Continued on page 38)

BY COUNTIES

Percentage
Radio
1950
Radio Homes
83.3
12,557
83.5
80.1
10,887
86.5
1,383
2,685
84.6
7,404
85.1
28,743
1.659
88.7
80.2
84.0
1,810
85.1
1,798
3,396
82.0
1,848

1950
Homes
15,075
1,726
13,038
3,174
8,559
33,776
2,069
2,041
2.141
3,991
2,254

WWPB, 250w, 1450kc, Cooke
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 5
N
7.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 7
WWPB-FM, Chan. 268, 101. 5mc, 8.5kw
MIAMI BEACH, Dade, 170,252 homes, 93
radio, 159,867 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate13
D
8.25 8.50 16.62 25.75 56.37 7

SUMMER

Retail1950Sales

1940Homes
Rodio

($000)
49,597
3,044
34,770
7,034
21,157
117,367
4.191
3,704
4,628
6,458
3,031

4,844
479
3,160
938
3,021
7.515
626
663
756
813
572

(*$000)
Total 1950
Farm Income

Mid-March
194B
Employment

8,034*
16,127*
1.021*
6,887*

350
7,323
378
6,080
1,046
421
2,324
16,445
591
693

Taxable
1948 1stC$1
rolls

1(

1,119

49598*6*
1,032*
1,034*
WINTER 516*
988*

AND

958*

WMFJ
FIRST

RADIO

STATION

IN
DAYTONA

Established

and

Operated

BEACH,

under

Same

Home

FLA.

Ownership

Since

1935

Affiliated with
The American
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, INC.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
UNITED
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Broadcasting Company
ROBERT S. KELLER
AGENCY

COORDINATOR

SESAC

BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

(*S000)
1950
'7 7 Total
1948 ($000;
Employment
Taxable
Mid-March
1940
1 948
Percentage
1950
1950
rolls 1st PayOtr.
1940Homes Retail Sales 7Farm
1950
Radio
Income
Rodio
Radio Homes
Homes
1950
Population
Popu lotion
75.9
765
1 "593 867
14\ JVUU386/
16,859
656
18.022
329
4,961
170352
267,739
488.689
140,077
665,231
1,424
62,001
88,034
1,714
82.5
81.5
2331
456
93.9
9.184
1,105
7,792
109
1335
2,063
3,911
365
1355
7,018
210,143
309488
7,241
294,388
2354
89.1
83,743
1,132
74315
82^1
30,506
74,068
40,627
40,671
86.3
11
317
111,241
84484
26327
16,321
74,667
1307
77^8
991
348
121
3,357
3.008
209
639
426
140
2467
2308
5,755
22,752*
2461
5,991
8,032
36,370
2,237
1,681
31,450
623
21317
4350
967
757
307
96
78.2
7,729
228
3,489
6,044
2,594*
3,394
2,745
350
118
1,285
523
46
2401
2,197
663
86.0
8*
28
3,
884
966
6,951
1314
84.0
674
1929
2,243
7,433
793
713
4330
8,955
277
2466
9,778
6,818*
81.9
1353
1,688
306
4464
10,158
720
738
656
10,022
2466
12374*
494*
3311
86.4
817
8440
1309
1,270
86.1
1363
5397
5,237
2423
5341
725
440
6,609
82.8
383
6352
41328
061
13485
5379
9471* 8*
673
258369
1,445
1,115
10,754
78.9
4,905
1809346
448
248336
76469
30
67414
29,233
1,469
85.8
14300
*
86
15474
2325
I4
3380
351836
57,233
1454
1348
3304
11,850
8357
1403*
4324
784
76^8
1,227
11,218
837
34369
9445
3410
34428
19302
132
0*
6327*
179
10385
4316
39
2,
2414
12332
2498
2302
7323
1,260
*
2,561
12443*
991
426
813
107
43
3
'
4!
405
8
7
3431
11,875
27,255
6*
36388
79
6,
82.0
20311*
10,236
1,638
4,696
534
86.9
28341
23311
86.2
29,382
17488
31 '646
82.9
12339
51335
1,760
7,233
42371
243
3,330
74*
8323
3472
11,232*
3357
10426
6409
3,822
8l!l
306
2345
1,559
12,550
2454* 2
10,627
2,965
3362
763
1354
660
78^3
5477
112
368
3,174
3,752
16490
332
11,117
843
8 389*
2,834
1,184
l'022
26,098
*851
20,531*
64,235
34347
13376
32377
11378
8
1,229
85.6
3,704
6,084
1,024
82.8
37373
2472*
4367
31,243
ll]l68
1,516*
4429
6395
9347
86^2
7365
37317
3.053
1357
6,837
1,970
25,159
83.4
988
2,555
2,632
14,078
5,381*
6,960
245
8,345
83.1
2,518
20,197
1,099
5,639
12.755
21441*
338*
3,015
10.826
2,223
528
12300
83^2
559
27480
1,301
3,628
7321
2,061
8,858
864
11^864
385
84.5
3444
5341
3300
1307
1,531
4,257*
33,930
89.8
21,129
2345
70374
114414
37484
11 '325
1,082
127,128
19,072
14,992
87.7
575
10419
4319
4383
2308
23,089
79 389
114
7304**
1 60!9^956
642
44306
38315
14379
114444
13,526
49
1
,318
93
853
618
6444
85.1
13381
20^412
7311
5*
12,675
21
27,739
*
192324
93
2376
33
9L8
67 449
157339
14,592
61318
23309
91352
122,801
1,578*
85.8
105386
86365
27414
14302
15,020
36,170
31334
20,470
32,675*
80.4
18398
1,544
2,935
23,545
1,390
22370
7387
5359
2408
81.8
21,113
29428*
20312
23469
8349
6329
1,326
3315
11371
20 373
79.9
6331
5358
16385
1363
1375
3,237
81.3
473
162
2475* 100*
18301
4335
12,551*
7 308
16316
83.5
88.1
111389
6450
12327
1,113
2,593
28,544
80396*
40,319
2,243
8*
4,012
65
6388*
22304
26 342
468*
2455
7! 725
3320
83.6
3470
217
11341
22,292
3,295
5,528
ll|3il
79.0
6384
467
2,072
10393
17373
16319
1376
3,827
76^7
4,844
972
953
11356
8349
10383
1,400
1,459
24*310
3420*
536
2434
387
210
71
3,174
1338
1398
8383
7394
812402
553
2,277
86.4
10 747
1,008
8o!o
73^151
2*
268
43
28437
5,
53410
11,789
8l!3
472
258
113
1368
*
99
15,418*
93
5338
4,248
79.3
5463
903
1360
14,246
1,809*
14,672
5,561
874
731
1384
4,005
11,844
1,120
4336*
12,302
3,369
2,583
8,513
3,253
79.4
344
Further reproduction unlicense
Sales, and Farm Income ma rked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "So
5,4307820** d. Farm Income add 5000.
es Management."

♦y
anbia . . .
t
:btq
ribia . . .
Tier
Iiklin
cden
hrist . . .
les
H
ilton
lee
rary
lando . . .
lands . . .
borough
hes
in River
son
1 son
yette

f
trty
pson
jatee
ton .
tin
roe ....
fau
oosa . . .
;chobee
uge
tola
1 Beach
io
Has
4am . . .
'ohns
L,ucie .. ..
Rosa
isota . . .
inole . .
ttter
annee .
(or
in
isia ....
ulla ...
>on
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HOOPER, JAN.-APRIL, '51
SHARE OF AUDIENCE
Weekday Mornings 32.7
Weekday Afternoons 48.1
Sunday Afternoons 37.4
Evenings
45. 1
Total Rated Time Periods 43.0

SM Survey of Buying Power
May 10, 1951
Metropolitan Area
Population
172,1 00
Retail Sales ..._$1 18,669,000
Effective Buying
Income ___..$ 160,535,000

FLORIDA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 36)
ORLANDO, Orange, 37,784 homes, 89.8%
radio, 33,930 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 7.75 7.75 12.24 24.31 38.62 63.38
N 10.50 10.50 18.06 35.88 57.75 96.25
WDBO, 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Blair, Hooper
D 8.50 8 50 13.75 27.50 44.00 71.50
N 12.00 12.00 19.25 38.50 66.00 110.00
WDBO-FM,
Chan. 222, 92.3mc, 35kw, Blair,
Bonus
WHOO,
lOkw,
Ra-Tel,39.00
Hooper
D
7.50 7.50990kc,
11.70ABC,22.75
65.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 35.00 60.00 100.00
WHOO-FM,
Chan.
243,
96.5mc,
59kw,
Ra-Tel,
Bonus
WLOF, 5kw, 950kc, MBS, Raymer
D
8.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 40.00 65.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WORZ, lkw, 740kc, NBC, Weed, Hooper,
Conlan
D 7.00 7.00 10.50 21.00 31.50 52.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
PALATKA, Putnam, 7,287 homes, 80.4% radio,
5,859 radio homes.
WWPF, 250w-D, 800kc, Continental
D
3.25 4.50 7.00 12.50 23.00 40.00
PALM BEACH, Palm Beach, 44,906 homes,
85.1% radio, 38,215 radio homes.
WWPG, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Perry
D
4.50
9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.70 11.40 22.80 34.20 57.00
WWPG-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 22kw, Bonus
PANAMA CITY, Bay, 13,038 homes, 83.5%
radio, 10,887 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.50 5.00 8.50 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.00 5.50 9.50 19.00 30.00 50.00
WDLP, lkw, 590kc, MBS
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WDLP-FM, Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 8kw (CP)
WPCF, 250w, 1400kc, ABC
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4 00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50 00
PENSACOLA, Escambia, 30,506 homes, 86.3%
radio, 26,327 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 6.53 10.75 21.67 34.17 57.17
N
8.05 8.67 13.92 28.00 45.50 76.67
WBSR 250\ f, 1450kc, CBS
D 5.50 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WCOA,
D 8.505k> /,8 501370kc,13.75NBC,27.50Perry44 00 71.50
N 12.00 12.00 19.25 38.50 66.00 110.00
WEAR, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Pearson
D
4.00 5.60 8.50 17.50 28.50 50.00
N
5.65 7.50 8.50 17.50 28.50 50.00
PLANT CITY, Hillsborough, 76,169 homes,
88.9% radio, 67,714 radio homes.
WPLA 250w-D, 1570kc
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 36.00
QUINCY, Gadsden, 7,729 homes, 78.2% radio, 6,044 radio homes.
WCNH, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Best
D 3.00 3.00 4.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 3.00 3.00 4.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
SAINT AUGUSTINE, Saint Johns, 8,349
homes, 81.8% radio, 6,829 radio homes.
WFOY, 250w, 1240kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel
1M
15M 30M
1 Hr
4.50 7.00
15
00
22.00
36.00
49.00
SB50 9.00
5M 22.00 33.00 54.00
11.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

MARKET
CLASSIFICATIONS

INDICATORS FOR FLORIDA
FIGURES YR. FIGURES

Population
2,771,305
% of U. S
1.8%
Homes
891,886
Percent Radio
87.4%
Radio Homes
779,508
Retail Sales
$2,810,451,000
Retail Trade Employes
130,591
Wholesale Sales Volume
$1,981,160,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes
49,320
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

'50
1,897,414
'50
1.44%
'50
504,011
'50
64.8%
'50
326,447
'50 2,335,965,000
'48
77,312
'48 525,900,000
'48
37,227
97,989
$48,475,000

Percent distribution
1.49% '49
1.19%
Per
Capitaof Income
1,102 '49
471
Percent
national per capita . $
income
83% '49
82%
New Construction (Private)
$ 563,500,000 '50 89,600,000
Residential
$2,94$ 437,800,000 '50 69,500,000
Non-Residential
$8,0070,200,000
'50 11,000,000
0,000
Automobile Registration
984,838
782,435
'49 '50
Telephones
647,000 '50
334,900
900,0
00,00
0 reproduc
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
*
* *
SAINT PETERSBURG, Pinellas, 67,449 homes, WTAL, 5kw, 1270kc, CBS, MBS, Blair, Cc
91.8% radio, 61,918 radio homes.
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N 10.00 1 0.00 1 8.00 36.00 54.00
2D AM 5.25
affiliates,
average
1-time
rate
WCSP
(FM), Chan. 280, 103.9mc, 710w,
Bonus
7.75 12.25 24.50 42.00 71.00
N
8.00 10.37 18.25 38.75 72.00 120.00
WTNT, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Clark
D
3.16 4.30 7.50 16.00 24.00
WMLD (FM), Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 16.5kw
N
4.05 5.18 9.00 18.00 30.00
(CP)
TAMPA,
Hillsborough, 76,169 homes, 8
(No rates available)
radio, 67,714 radio homes.
WSUN,
5kw,
620kc,
ABC,
Weed
D
4.50 7.50 12.50 25.00 42.00 70.00
affiliates,
1-time 50.00
rate
N
8.00 10.75 17.50 37.50 72.00 120.00 D2 AM13.00
13.00 average
20.00 32.00
WTSP, 5k w, 1380kc, MBS, Ra-Tel, Hooper, N 18.00 18.00 35.00 60.00 90.00 1
non-affiliates,
average
D Conlan
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 42.00 72 00 3 AM 4.17
4.67 8.50
16.371-time
28.63rate
N
8.00 10.00 19.00 40.00 72.00 120.00 D
lkw-D, lllOkc, Perry
WTSP-FM,
Bonus Chan. 273, 102.5mc, 37kw, Ra-Tel, WALT,
D
5.00 6.00 12.50 21.60 38.00
1250kc, CBS, Katz
SANFORD, Seminole, 7,725 homes, 83.5% DWDAE,14.005kw, 14.00
20.00 32.00 50.00
radio, 6,450 radio homes.
N 20.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 90.00 1
WTRR 250w, 1400kc, Best
D
2.16 3.60 6 48 12.96 21.60 36.00 WDAE-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 65kw, I
N
3.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 WEBK, lkw-D, 1590kc
D
3.50 5.50 14.00 21.65
SARASOTA, Sarasota, 12,927 homes, 88.1%
Hooper5kw, 970kc, NBC, Blair, Cumn
WFLA,
radio, 11,389 radio homes.
12.00 20.00 32.00 50.00
2D AM 4.37affiliates,
1-time 30.00
rate 50.00 DN 12.00
16.00 16.00 35.00 60.00 90.00 1
6.87 average
12.50 20.00
Chan.
227, 93.3mc, 53kw,
N
5.00 7.50 13.50 22.00 33.00 60.00 WFLA-FM,
Bonus
WHBO. 250w, 1050kc
WKXY. lkw-D, 1540kc, LBS
3.35 4.50 7.50 13.50 26.25
D
5.00 10.00 15.00 20 00 30.00 50.00 j DN
13.50Beach,
26.25 4
N
5.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 WEST 3.35PALM 4.50BEACH,7.50 Palm
WSPB, 250w, 1450kc. CBS, Pearson
homes,
85.1%
radio,
38,215
radio
ho
D
3.75 3.75 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 6.00 11.00 22.00 33.00
SEBRING, Highlands, 4,905 homes, 82.8%
N 11.00 11.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1
radio, 4,061 radio homes.
WJCM 250w, 1340kc
D
3.50 3.50 4.70 8.75 19.00 30.00
1290kc,12.00
MBS, 24.00
Cooke 36.00
N
4.50 4.50 6.00 16.25 27.00 45.00 DWIRK, 6.00lkw, 6.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1
TALLAHASSEE. Leon, 12,939 homes, 82.9%
WJNO,
Meeker30 00
radio, 10,726 radio homes.
D
6.00250w,6.001230kc,
10.00CBS.20.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1
WINTER HAVEN, Polk, 36,170 homes, i
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
radio, 31,034 radio homes.
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
Conlan,
70.00 DWSIR, 4.00250w, 4.001490kc,8.00MBS,16.00
D
5.08 5.65 9.75 20.00 30.00 50.00
24.00 BAv
N 7.02 7.59 13.50 27.00 42.00
N
5.36 5.36 10.72 21.44 32.16

WAGA, 5kw, 590kc, CBS, Katz
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D 26.00 30.00 40.00 65.00 110.00
N 34.00 40.00 54.00 90.00 156.00 I
SPOT RATE FINDER
WAGA-FM, Chan. 277, 103.3mc, 50kw,
WDEC, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Continental
ALBANY, Dougherty, 11,489 homes, 79.2%
WAGA-TV, Chan. 5, 9.5kw-aur., 18k\
(Net'l), Dora-Clayton (Reg'l), Crossley
radio, 9,099 radio homes.
CBS, DuMont
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 40.00
20.00 40.00 125.00
62.50 200.00
100.00 300.00
150.00 '.
N
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 WATL, 5kw, 80.00
1380kc,
Hollingbery,
LBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 37.50
N
3.00
4.00
8.00
16.00
24.00
40.00
1 Hr
1M 9,273 homes, 85.0% radio, D
6.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 48.00
ATHENS,SB Clarke,
14kc,
D
4.25 8.00 15.00 22.50
N 12.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 96.00
N 4.25
6.00 6.00 13.50 27.00 42.00 70.00
7,882 radio homes.
WATL-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 44kw, Be
WGAU,
250w,3.001340kc,6.00CBS,12.00
BMB 18.00 30.00 WBGE, 250w, 1340kc, Burn-Smith
D
3.00
5.00 10.00
7.00 20.00
15.00 36.00
24.00
1590kc, 8.00
ABC, 14.00
Burn-Smith,
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D
N
7.00
WBL
DWALB,4.50lkw, 4.50
21.00 BMB
35.00 N
N 6.00 6.00 13.00 26.00 42.00 70.00 WGAU-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 4.4kw, Bonus WBGE-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc,
m
ABC,
WRFC,6.00lkw-D,6.00960kc,
WGPC, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Hollingbery, BMB
Smith
10.00Dora-Clayton,
20.00 30.00BMB 50.00
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D
(Buckhead),
5kw-D, 51.00
790kc 90.00
N 6.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 ATLANTA, Fulton, 124,036 homes, 88.3% ra- WQXI
D 10.75
16.50 24.75
CALL ^
CBS
WERD, lkw-D, 860kc
dio, 109,524 radio homes.
(For combination
bus, Ga., listing) rates see WRBL, ColumD
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
5 kw
HOLLINGBERY
WGST,
AMERICUS, Sumter, 6,712 homes, 75.9% ra- 4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
Blair, 5kw-D,
Pulse Ikw-N, 920kc,
D 21.50 26.00 37.00 60.05 98.00 163.75 D 15.00 20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00
dio, 5,094 radio homes.
N 34.00 41.75 59.75 98.00 160.50 267.50 N 25.00 34.00 50.00 80.00 120.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
WGST-FM,
home figures for each city include entire
Bonus Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 345kw, o
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
3 AM 9.12non-affiliates,
average
1-time
rate88.33
D
9.67
15.58
32.00
53.00
WSB,
50kw, 45.00
750kc, 63.00
NBC, Petry
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. PerD 39.00
97.20 162.00 W
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
N 65.00 75.00 105.00 162.00 270.00 U
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:M, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 54kw, Bonus
:,"V, NBCChan. 8, 12.5kw-aur.; 23.8kw-vis.;
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
6.00 48.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
2.00 96.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
STA, Richmond, 27,863 homes, 82.1%
o, 22,876 radio homes.
affiliates, average 1-time rate
5.62 5.62 11.02 22.07 33.07 55.12
7.62 7.62 15.02 30.05 45.07 75.12
250w, 1340kc,
Walker24.30 40.50
50 4.50 8. 10MBS,16.20
1.50 4.50 8. 10 16.20 24.30 40.50
E,c si,5kw-D,
BMB Ikw- N, 580kc, ABC, Avery'.50 7.50 1 5. 00 30.00 45.00 75.00
3.00 10.00 20. 00 40.00 60.00 100.00
250w, 1230kc, NBC, Taylor
4 50 4.50 9. 00 18.00 27.00 45.00
500 6.00 12, 00 24.00 36.00 60.00
/ 5kw, 1480kc,
Headley-Reed
i.00 6.00 12. 00CBS,24.00
36.00 60.00
D.00 10.00 20. .00 40.00 60.00 100.00
•RIDGE, Decatur, 6,273 homes, 75.8%
0, 4,755 radio homes.
1, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, KBS
3.25
15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
3.25 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
iWICK, Glynn, 8,620 homes, 83.3% ra7,180 radio homes.

MOADCASHNC^^-TRECASTINa
MARKETBOOK
MAP
4
GEORGIA
5QScat, of WlL
15. IOq
'H Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
Number of FM Broadcasting Station*
wilkgs \uncoin^. HAP^ BYNumber
Telecasting
Stations
WALTBt off. BURN,
MIDfUIMMY.
VBKMOHT
DUFF1E ; ® 1951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
^_/Thom»r£Il

1 3.25
affiliates,
1-time 34.00
rate 57.50
4.00 average
10.50 23.50
).25 4.00 10.50 23.50 34.00 57.50
lkw, 1440kc, ABC, McGillvra
'3.50
11.00 22.00
22.00 33.00
55.00
1.50 11.00
33.00 55.00
S, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Conlan
1.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
i.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
I,1 radio
Grady, homes.
4,774 homes, 79.0% radio,
■ ■ '.35
, lkw-D,
1300kc
3.00 4.55 9.00 15.40 30.00
JLLTON, Carroll, 9,417 homes, 85.2%
'. o, 8,023 radio homes.
HI 250w-D, HOOkc, LBS, KBS
-1.20 10.00 12.00 25.00 42.50
RSVIILE, Bartow, 7,062 homes, 86.1%
— o,250w,
6,080 1450kc,
radio homes.
MBS, KBS
: i.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
. i.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
jo W Continued on page U0)

Outside
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GEORGIA
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LARGE
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AS

A

BMB

AUDIENCE
AS

MACON,

ill "

102,690 Families*
In 67 counties
With

1950 Retail Sales

of $474,098,000

GA.

10,000 W— 940
WMAZ
member

of The Georgia

KC

CBS
Trio

Represented by
THE KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

* Daytime Total Weekly Audience, as reported in
BMB Study No. 2, Spring 1949.
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GEORGIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 39)
CEDARTOWN, Polk, 7,708 homes, 87.9% radio, 6,775 radio homes.
WGAA, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Dora-Clayton
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
3.50 5.25 9.00 17.60 30.00 55.00
N
3.50 5.25 9.00 17.60 30.00 55.00
COLUMBUS, Muscogee, 29,432 homes, 84.7%
radio, 24,929 radio homes.
3D AM 7.50affiliates,
1-time 34.00
rate 56.67
7.50 average
11.33 22.67
N 11.00 11.00 17.33 34.67 52.00 86.67

If you want

to reach the right side of At-

lanta's buying audience,
just coverage.

it takes more than

You need the top local pro-

gramming, the high local acceptance
top flight merchandising
only by WGST.

and

support offered

That's why more

vertisers buy more time on WGST

local adthan any

other Atlanta station. The local boys know
the market

best —

so take advantage

of

these "pluses" offered by WGST.

ABC
MR
ATLANTA
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WDAK, 250w, 1340kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
D BMB,6.00O'Connor
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Hooper lkw, 1460kc, ABC, MBS, Branham,
WGBA,
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WGBA-FM, Chan. 236, 95.1mc, 15.5kw, Branham, Bonus
arate rates with purchase of WGBA, sepD 1.88 1.88 3.00 6.00 9.00 15.00
N 2.25 2.25 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
WRBL, 5kw, 1420kc, CBS, Hollingbery, BMB,
D Hooper,
9.00 O'Connor
9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N lingbery
15.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WRBL-FM,
Chan. 227, 93.3mc, 46.2kw, Hol(Bonus atrately,station
option, available separates on request)
CORDELE, Crisp, 4,984 homes, 74.7% radio,
3,723 radio homes.
WMJM,
D
3.00250w,3.001490kc,
15.00MBS20.00 35.00 50.00
N
3.00 3.00 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
COVINGTON, Newton, 5,380 homes, 85.4%
radio, 4,595 radio homes.
WMOC, 250w, 1490kc
D
4.00 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 4.00 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
DALTON, Whitfield, 8,755 homes, 90.9% radio, 7,958 radio homes.
WBLJ,
250w, 5.00
1230kc,5.00
MBS 8.00 15.50 30.00
D 5.00
N 5.00 5.00 5.00 8.00 15.50 30.00
DAWSON, Terrell, 4,011 homes, 73.7% radio,
2,956 radio homes.
WDWD,2.00
lkw-D,
D
3.00990kc6.00 8.75 15.00 25.00
DECATUR, DeKalb, 37,206 homes, 93.4% ra34,750 radiolOkw,
homes.
WEAS dio,
(Atlanta),
lOlOkc, Forjoe
D 15.75 18.00 24.75 40.50 67.50 112.50
N 15.75 18.00 24.75 40.50 67.50 112.50
DWGLS,8.00lkw-D,
10.00970kc,
18.00LBS 36.00 54.00 90.00
N
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
DOUGLAS, Coffee, 5,575 homes, 77.9% ra4,343 radio860kchomes.
WDMG, dio,lkw-D,
D 3.50 5.25 9.00 17.60 30.00 55.00
DUBLIN, Laurens, 8,635 homes, 78.4% radio,
6,770 radio homes.
W'MLT,
Continental,
BMB
D
3.85250w,2.851340kc,
15.00MBS,20.00
37.50 42.00
N
3.85 2.85 15.00 20.00 37.50 42.00
EAST POINT, Fulton, 124,036 homes, 88.3%
radio, 109,524 radio homes.
WTJH, 4.25
lkw-D,5.95
1260kc8.50 17.00 30.60 51.00
D
ELBERTON, Elbert, 4,821 homes, 80.9% radio,
3,900 radio homes.
Continental
DWSGC,1.75250w,1.751400kc,
4.00 MBS,8.00KBS, 14.00
20.00
N
1.75 1.75 4.00 8.00 14.00 20.00
FITZGERALD, Ben Hill, 3,969 homes, 81.3%
radio, 3,227 radio homes.
WBHB, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
GAINESVILLE, Hall, 10,290 homes, 86.1% radio, 8,860 radio homes.
2D AM 3.50affiliates,
1-time 19.20
rate 32.00
3.50 average
7.15 12.80
N
5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
WDUN,
D
3.50250w,3.501400kc,
7.50 LBS 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
WDUN-FM, Chan. 280, 103.9mc, 0.3kw, Bonus
DWGGA,3.50250w,3.501240kc,6.80MBS,13.60Hooper
20.40 34.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GRIFFIN, Spalding, 8,186 homes, 86.4% radio, 7,073 radio homes.
WKEU,
250w,6.001450kc,
& Ayer68.10
D
12.00MBS,21.00Sears37.80
N
6.00 12.00 21.00 37.80 68.10
HARTWELL, Hart, 3,723 homes, 84.6% radio,
3,150 radio homes.
DWKLY,5.00lkw-D,5.00980kc,
10.00Continental
20.00 30.00 50.00

JESUP, Wayne, 3,487 homes, 79.4% r \
2,769 radio homes.
WBGR, lkw-D, 1370kc
1M
5M 17.60
15M 30.00
30M
D 3.50 5.25 9.00
LA GRANGE, Troup, 12,842 homes,
radio, 250w,
10,2591240kc,
radio MBS,
homes. Conlan
WLAG,
SB
D
4.00
6.00 10.00 20.00 36.00
N
4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 36.00
WLAG-FM, Chan. 238, 104.1mc, 5kw
D
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00
N 2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00
MACON, Bibb, 30,415 homes, 81.3%
24,727 radio homes.
4D AM 7.15affiliates,
1-time 38.22
rate
7.78 average
14.00 25.50
N 10.83 12.17 22.83 40.67 61.00 1
WBML, 250w, 1240kc, ABC
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
9.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
WBML-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 15kw,
WIBB,
D
6.60lkw-D,6.601280kc,
11.00Dora-Clayton
22.00 33.00
WMAZ, lOkw, 940kc, CBS, Katz, BMB, I
D 11.00 13.50 25.00 40.00 60.00 1
N 16.00 20.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 1
WMAZ-FM,
Chan. 256, 99.1 mc, 44kw,
Bonus
WNEX, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Branham
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
WNEX-FM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 41kw,
ham, Bonus
MARIETTA, Cobb, 16,181 homes. 89.6°,
dio, 14,498 radio homes.
WFOM, 250w, 1230kc
D
3.00
8.00 15.00 30.00
N 3.00
8.00 15.00 30.00
MILLEDGEVILLE, Baldwin, 4,586 homes, 8
radio, 3,696 radio homes.
WMVG,
D
3.85 250w,2.851450kc,
15.00 MBS,
20.00Griffith
37.50
N
3.85 2.85 15.00 20.00 37.50
MOULTRIE, Colquitt, 8,667 homes, 79.4° (
dio, 6,882
homes.Clark
WMGA,
250w,radio
1400kc,
D
2.40 3.20 4.80 9.60 14.40
N 2.40 3.20 4.80 9.60 14.40
NEWNAN, Coweta, 7,560 homes, 82.2°
dio, 6,214
homes.
WCOH,
250w, radio
1400kc,
MBS
D
3.00 3.00 7.50 12.50 22.50
N
3.00 3.00 7.50 12.50 22.50
WCOH-FM, Chan. 244, 96.7mc, 250w,
QUITMAN, Brooks, 4,463 homes, 77A°,\
dio, 3,441
homes.LBS
WKMA,
250w,radio
1490kc,
D
4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 28.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 28.00
ROME, Floyd, 15,989 homes, 89.0%
14,230 radio homes.
3D AM 4.50affiliates,
1-time 32.00
rate
5.00 average
10.00 19.87
N
6.25 6.25 13.50 27.00 40.50
WLAQ,
1410kc,9.00ABC, 18.00
KBS 30.00
DN 5.00
3.00lkw, 4.50
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
WRGA,
D 6.005kv ,6.00
1470kc,12.00MBS, 24.00
Walker36.00
N 7.50 7.50
15.00 30.00 45.00
WRGA-FM, Chan. 293, 106. 5mc, 1 .4kw,
WROM,
Dodson30.00
D
4.50lkw-D,4.50 710kc,9.00LBS,17.60
SAVANNAH, Chatham, 43,594 homes,
radio, 36,619 radio homes.
4D AM 7.25
affiliates,
9.00 average
15.37 1-time
27.75 rate
43.00
N 10.75 13.37 23.00 41.00 63.25
non-affiliates,
D2 AM 5.07
6.97 10.87average
20.751-time
36.95 re

Walker30.00
DWCCP,5.50250w,5.501450kc,
10.00MBS,18.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
Ra-Tel,30.00
Hoo
DWDAR,4.50250w,6.001400kc,
10.00ABC,18.00
N
6.00 8.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
WFRP,
D
3.75250w, 5.001230kc,9.00Clark16.00 28.00
N 5.00 6.00 12.00 21.60 38.00
WJIV, lkw-D, 900kc, For]oe
D
6.40 8.95 12.75 25.50 45.90
Hooper5kw, 630kc, NBC, Hollingbery
WSAV,
D 9.50 12.00 20.00 37.50 56.00
N 14.50 18.00 30.00 56.00 84.00
WSAV-FM, Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 15.5kw
lingbery, Bonus
WTOC,
1290kc,21.50CBS, 37.50
Katz, Hoope
D
9.505k w,12.50
56.00
N 14.50 19.00 32.00 56.00 84.00
WTOC-FM,
Chan.
247,
97.3mc,
5kw,
Bonus
STATESBORO, Bulloch, 6,198 homes,
radio, 4,915 radio homes.
WWNS,
D
2.50250w,2.501490kc,
5.50MBS11.00 18.00
N
2.50 2.50 5.50 11.00 18.00
SUMMERVILLE, Chattooga, 5,379 homes,
radio, 4,809 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
3.30lkw-D,5.85950kc,
10.50O'Connor
18.65 33.50
home figures for each city include entire DWGTA,
SWAINSBORO, Emanuel, 5,498 homes,
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio,lkw-D,
4,382 800kc
radio homes.
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
WJAT,
see foreword.
D
3.50 5.25 9.00 17.60 30.00
BROADCASTING
• T e 1 e c ? s fl

2.3%
WLET-FM, Chan. 291, 106.1mc, lOkw, Clark,
Bonus with AM during operating hours.
VALDOSTA, Lowndes, 9,217 homes, 79.1%
radio, 7,291 radio homes.
WGAF, 5kw, 910kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.60 11.40 17.10 30.40 47.50 76.00
N 7.60 11.40 17.10 30.40 47.50 76.00
WGOV, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 950kc, MBS, Pearson
D
8.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N
8.00 12.00 18.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
VIDALIA, Toombs, 4,361 homes, 79.2% radio, 3,454 radio homes.
WVOP, 250w, 1450kc, KBS
D
3.10
8.50 13.50 25.00 30.00
N
3.10 8.50 13.50 25.00 30.00
WAYCROSS, Ware, 7,841 homes, 82.7% radio, 6,485 radio homes.
WACL,
D lkw-D,8.95570kc12.75 25.50 45.90 76.50
WAYX, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Holman, BMB
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 60.00
60.00
N
3.00 4.00 10.00 25.00 35.00 80.0%
WEST POINT, Troup, 12,824 homes,
radio, 10,259 radio homes.
WRLD, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, McGillvra 40.00
D
3.00 10.00 16.00 28.80
N 3.00 10.00 16.00 28.80 40.00
WRLD-FM, Chan. 275, 102. 9mc, 10.2kw
(For rates consult station management

.WIASTON, Upson, 6,389 homes, 84.1%
Wio, 5,373 radio homes.
IT, 250w-D, 1220kc, MBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
[J 4.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 17.50 25.00
MASVIILE, Thomas, 8,962 homes, 80.2%
dio, 7,188 radio homes.
M non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
3.50 4.87 9.00 18.80 33.75 57.50
G, Ikw-D, 730kc, Clark
3.50 5.25 9.00 17.60 30.00 55.00
X, 250w, 1240kc
3.50 4.50 20.00 37.50 60.00
3.50 4.50 20.00 37.50 60.00
MSON, McDuffie, 3,037 homes, 79.0%
dio, 2,399 radio homes.
VA, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
: 3 00 4.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
] 3 00 4.00 7.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
ON, Tift, 5,798 homes, 79.9% radio,
S33 radio homes.
3S, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
:OA, Stephens, 4,314 homes, 84.0% raj, 3,624 radio homes.
r, lkw, 1420kc, MBS, Clark
3.00 3.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
3.00 3.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
o

1950
Population
14,013
7.368
8,963
5,969
29,721
6,970
13,150
27,329
14,891
14,004
113,560
9,255
6,397
18,139
5,988
24,862

■ty

ling
nson
>n . .
151
<S
ow .
ow .
■ Hill
ien
:• kley
itley
I■ , >ks
' I in . ..
" : jch .
For sources see foreword.

GEORGIA
1940
Population
14,497
7,093
8,096
7,344
24,190
8,733
13,064
25,283
14,523
15,370
88,783
9,665
6,871
20,497
6,288
26,010

RADIO
1950
Homes

in

Georgia's

in

selling
. . .

Hooper-Wise
FIRST
,
According to the latest Hooper Survey (Dec. '50-April '51), WRDW is First
in the morning with 29.0%; First in the afternoon with 35.6%; First at
night with 35.2%. WRDW is first in Augusta in total rated periods with
33.4%.
3ADCASTING

650
1,165
769
392
1,957
791
1.819

. 77.9
82.4
82.6
77.1
80.6
82.4
89.8
86.1
81.3
81.3
81.4
81.6
78.4
77.1
78.4
79.3

3,268
1,876
13,065
1,348
868
402
374
1,582
2,347

third

market

• Telecasting

\9 ^<%r.
OO A ,DUO
2,086,256,000
83,346
806,200,000

M.n
tu

25,361
OO /c
x.ov /c
120,274,000
986,000,000

'49
'49
'49

kc qon nun
OXtJ

Employment
Taxab
1948
Mid-March
1948 1st Otr.
rolls
191
(2) ($000)
e Pay-21
(1)
($ 000)
(1) 576
(1)
(3)
(2) 3,186
(4) 1,131
4,503
4,271
811
622
171
(3)
1,741
(4)
10,427
(1) 3,556
580
106
427
2,455
1,327
7,310
2,028*
16,294
(5) 4,545
12,031
(5) 2,351
(7)
813
(6) 3,314
(6) 1,170
1,259
1,724*
1,986*
5,637
24,647
2,859*
570
11,927
(7) 379
94,174
215
4,063
124
1,597
4*
401
73
1,
1,300
6,679
508
(8)
(8)
4*
1,23
2,023*
1,142
524
13,784
2,372
2,900*
0*
4,38(Continued
1,492on
5,234*
42)
Further reproduction 2,411*
unlicensed. Farm Incomepage
add $000.
3,023*
6,912*
8,932*
66931*3*
Total 1950
Farm
(* $ Income
000)

. . .

(power)

5000

W

WRDW's powerful 5kw signal
dominates the Augusta market, day and night. We have
figures to prove it. Or ask
Headley-Reed for complete information.

AUGUSTA

power

■A

2,645
1,495
1,796
1,089
3,696
1,580
3,234
6,080
3,227
2,708
24,727
2,020
1,198
3,441
1,176
4,915

FIRST

noil Georgia's 3rd market is a
buying market. 1950 retail
sales exceeded $115 million.
1951 will be greater because
of the new $900 million AEC
Hydrogen Bomb Facilities
Plant, the Clark Hill Dam
and Camp Gordon operating
at full capacity.

GEORGIA
YR.
Q 1 23 723'5
'50
FIGURES '500YR.

oa
29,200,000
12,500,000
716,287
316,900
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management."

FIRST

FIRST

MARKET INDICATORS FOR
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Population
83.4%
3,444,578
% of U. S
Homes
897,279
Percent Radio
Radio Homes
748,331
Retail Sales
$2,310,587,000
120,378
Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume
$3,144,709,000
Wholesale Trade Employes
43,136
Manufacturing- Employment
(Mid-March)
66%
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
Income
Percent distribution
$2,928,000,000
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita
1.48%
$
876
income
New Construction (Private)
398,600,000
Residential
248,200,000
Non-Residential
66,700,000
Automobile Registration
897,518
577,400
Telephones

MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1940
Percentage
1950
1950
Radio
Radio Homes
Radio Homes Retail Sales

3,395
1,810
2,180
1.412
4,586
1.918
3,601
7,062
3,969
3,327
30,415
2,476
1,528
4,463
1,500
6,198

'50 '50

FIRST

in

the

market

The station most Augustans listen to most.

CBS

for Augusta,
August 20, 1951

Ga.
•

Marketbook, Page 41

'1ft

'4ft
'4ft

7*33
Population9
23,469
9,133
9,045
8,042
34,084
15,137
4^825
12*195
21*178
150*946
20*782
6*024
36*488
22*026
5 [830
61*748
23*998
6*083
33*934
12*242
9^499
3*707
27*736

County
Burke
Butts
Calhoun
Camden
Candler
Carroll
Catoosa
Charlton
Chatham
Chattahoochee
Chattooga
Cherokee
Clarke
Clay
Clayton
Clinch
Cobb
Coffee
Colquitt
Columbia
Cook
Coweta
Crawford
Crisp
Dade
Dawson
Decatur
De Kalb
Dodge
Dooly
Dougherty . . .
Douglas
Early
Echols
Effingham ....
Elbert
Emanuel
Evans
Fannin
Fayette
Floyd
Forsyth
Franklin
Fulton
Gilmer
Glascock
Glynn
Gordon
Grady
Greene
Gwinnett
Habersham . . .
Hall
Hancock
Haralson
Harris
Hart
Heard
Henry
Houston
Irwin
Jackson
Jasper
Jeff Davis . . .
Jefferson
Jenkins
Johnson
Jones
Lamar
Lanier
Laurens
Lee
Liberty
Lincoln
Long

17,644
7,362
23,625
134931
17*869
14^150
9*123
12*195
43,446
6*645
17,392
2,495
7
*989
18*572
19*698
15*162
62*917
10*.995
14*448
467*354
9^918
3,595
29,160
18,957
18919
12*849
32*375
16*532
40!020
14*680
ll!034
11 [258
14514
7 7*056483
20*904
15 9*784
332
ll]981
18987
9*900
18*833
9*863
10 298
6*680
7,536
5 168
33*103
8,467
6,492
3,561

Note: For sources see foreword.

£ct

1950 Retail Sales, and

*7do&tfJk
whether

wonders

advertisers

and

1 — WTWA reaches fewer radio homes than any other station
affiliated with a national network.
2 —WTWA reaches more radio homes in its area more
hours per day than any other station in any area. . . .
3 — WTWA has developed a strong local programming structure— local public service — home town news — a strong factor
in its community.

DATA

BY COUNTIES
1*784

...

agency

folks

4— — WTWA
tisers.

read

these

313*
777*
306*
ads

carries high percentage of available local adver-

5 — WTWA invites national and regional advertisers to cash-in
on its local sales ability.
6— WTWA subscribes to NARTB
Standards of Practice.
7 — WTWA makes no deals of any kind — just a good advertising buy at a fair price.
8 — WTWA offers small market test service.
Member NARTB

Affiliated with

WTWA
(Edgar H. Kobak, Pres. & G.M.)
THOMSON,
GEORGIA
New York Office — 341 Park Ave. — Edgar Kobal-

MUTUAL
KEYSTONE

Page 42, August 20, 1951

4*472
2*451

(Continued from page
*436
Total
1950
1948 Is(S
Employment
Taxable
(*$000)
rolls
Mid-March
1940
1950
Percentage
1950
1940
Retaii1950Sales Farm Income
1943
Radio Homes
2*415
Homes l'l08
Radio Homes Radio
(9)
Population
(S000) 2*
6,7931*2
4*757
1
26,520
1
468
2
9
84.6
4
3
5*256
*
6
2338
77.5
i Q 1 3 001
74.1
996
458
5,034
7,273 703
9,182
1.556
608
(10)
2328
3,769
2,232
10,436
\3) *274
(3)
1399
4,075
1,903
5
[910
80.4
34*156
2368
9
*
4
598
81.6
3 264
9,103
1*257833
1.527
16364
408
(11)
894
85.2
90.7
12,199
4,179
1,687
3357
9417
827
51**86329
80.7
7^099
140
7*064
7
317
3,560
34,599
3,498
15*138
1
8,023
*
11*648
4
124
327
8
9
6
84.0
43394
36,619
1
117*970
18*532*437
5 906
82.6
149
153
36*492
20,172
84.9
9,450*
4,809
1,021
5.379
2,149*
28*398
89.4
5*
10,270
575
3 202
2,550
20426
5378
(12)
77.9
4,103*
7 147
4,481
2,721*
2
150
11*655
9*433
2312
455
7,882
^
it-)
1,233
85.0
f1^ 1
87.1
16*181
(13)
5,300*
71 078
1.606*
82.8
613
(2)
38*272
14,*161
712
1,547
21*541
14,498
5,086
36307
77.9
89 6
ft \
M (1)n't
2,418*
1,347
(6)
4,343
15*420
21,071
5,994
L759
1.426* 387* \4) 3.901
4*479
8367
3o!oi2
82.9
81.4
787
1,667
730
1,697
6,882
79.4
2^085
3,232
1.862*
11.919
26*972
3339
2,519
1,252*
1*231 (1)
6*
46
82.2
8,
7360
3365
1,170
(14)
5,046
2,463*
928
265* V 0 ) 5 396
1.638*
78.9
6,214
3*
13392
7428
79
1314 4
74.7
3 216
4,984
1,195
17,540
1,730
(11)
1,714
3,723
*12,456*
807
5,894
525 2*654
1,810
66,593*
85.1
44 2,861* \ J- J- ) 22 562
1306
1,472
566
098
80.2
37*206
(15)
10,609
86*942
75.8
22,234
6,273
8 171
4,755
394
1.652
34,750
2*964
21*022
93.4
1 412
59367
42*250
11 '489
3 713*
5*
17,981
64
1*
(V 11")A \
18
77.2
1,
6*
(.14)
41
5*1*497389
3,615
4,900
4382
6,8076*9433
3)099*
79.5
28*565
9
517
16386
225
10*053
3,016
2,088*
1341
1,578
1
143
2
*115
3*60
(8) 2 710 2*707(16)
7*401
18*679
4,468*
3323
81.5
9,099
79.2
3389 7
2,518
5,1153*769
8*170
4313
1364
3,040*
V( 16)1 ) 4 604 6 (17)
731
590
80.7
216
l)l00
3,515
76.2
\o)
7,214
llo)
*971(19)
6.104*
19*618
81.3
7622
2,457
*
7
80.9
659
1
9322
(
19)
ni*!
23*517
5
2,754
4.666*
1,998
2
928
9,646
4,821
(10)
3,900
2,146
79.7
do)
4380
9335
81.6
14*752
3,806* 356*
2,157
4,382
15*989
85.8
1,419
4*547
8*620
1.588
5*
40
6,
5385
633
14 224
3,095
2,830*
80.0
89.0
(18)
1,298*
y 10)
49363
(15)
56,141
14,230
4*3*77294
2367
1,692
t
IRl
9,503*
4
11,322
/D\ ny.
2,374
(19)
73,187
8
82.8
*
84.3
4
3
3
3.886
9,424
15^612
1,457*
625
3,276
1349
81.5
649398
124336
2 923
88.3
109,524
1,168
2,123*
392386
/ on 1
(20)
736
75316
4,293*
83.2
2373
83.3
873
471
1,934
24,481
88.5
2979
9,001
1,799*
1349
(
1
'W
6412
21,920
3,400
7,180
18,445
4,335
4398
81.9
1,846* 365*(91 ^ 1344
(21)
16354
79.0
13*709
1336
3*3*1*,872843
8,041
8,063
1,195
3,771
258* (22) 2 378
2,698
830
3,
8,259*
84.5
14*.771
4*
(44)
29387
86.1
105
5,941
86.5
14,276
28 690
2,479*
3,504
277
7,126
4345
34*822
3,730
4312
12*764
1.822
10390
8*
(23)
37,271
54
9*
5400
77.0
5,48
(18)
1,990
4,433
8,860
2384
8,574
\ lo )
86.3
576
2*194
1,887*
V
J-O
)
14377
7383
3,352
81.0
(
1ft
748
2,994
2,425
1,791
2,705*
(13)
1L428
8*
(
1
Q*i
77
84.6
4*769
7,475*
232
4)370
2,631
1,702
15312
8* 2
15*119
78.1
799
3,150
8310841
82.4
1,429
11*303
(
94
1
3
940
(24)
1,358
1.802*
1)323
(Si 3 053
79.7
582
4,395
5)l85
3,383
8*853*
40
20*089
705
80.6
3,
2329
7,781
2,280
12336
1,008
5,514
9,239*
1,351*578*
83.2
796
3,359
4,177
C\U *J
82.8
5,020
2314
y^o ) 438
1,806*
8)802
81.8
(23)
3,181
1
544
1,817
2)929
2443
82.0
885
11*843
1,211* (25)
889
1,753
1.500*
20340
3,546*
74.7
1,735
806
3,911
\ J- ) 463
2,893
7)526
1,418*
2,161
12353
78.4
3)982
2337
2,224
{ZD
81.8
462
597
1330
1.205
(9)
2)906
4,363*
(9))
1,579
5.885*
(17)
81.4
1.216
(17)
2,085
10391
8,331
81.5
33*606
2362
1,823
3.506*
4,261
5,464*
81,308
635
78.4
1,066
17,137
(26)
5332
2,643*
2,948
375
2,544
1.398
938
6,770
75.1
1.140
(27)
1.145
(26) 2,280
78.8
1361
490
7337
671
2,105
1,659
(28)
855
8.595
80.4
467
2,361* (27)
5,929*
(27)
1.262
2,794
(28)
78.5
216
3,828
4.086
7,042
(1 -1
1*
24
1,570
3,
1,057
1*
3,45(Continued
5.856on page
Further reproduction1,174*
unlicensed.
Farm Income add
402*
Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.'
1,
8,840*
1,484*
3.213*
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BAB
Affiliates Committee
Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters

BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

ONLY

A

COMBINATION
THE

GEORGIA

PURCHASE
CAN

COVIR

MAJOR
GEORGIA'S
MARKETS

MACON

WAGA

WTOC

WMAZ
MACON

ATLANTA

SAVANNAH
SAVANNAH

5,0OOw

♦

590kc

10,OOOw

•

5,OOOw

940ke

•

l,290kc

(ALL CBS AFFILIATES)

OFFERS
THE^^W
AT
ONE
LOW
COST:

ADVERTISERS

• Concentrated coverage
• Merchandising assistance
• Listener loyalty built by local programming
• Dealer loyalties
— in three major markets.

Represented individually and as a group by
NEW YORK

DADCASTING

•

CHICAGO

•

DETROIT

• Telecasting

•

ATLANTA

THE
•

KATZ
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•
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KANSAS CITY

•

LOS ANGELES

INC.
*
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(Continued from page
DATA BY COUNTIES
7
RADIO 3*03MARKET
Mid-March Taxable
Employment
(5
000)
1950
1950
1940
Percentage
Total
1950
rolls 1st
1950 3*855
(* $ Income
000)
Homes
1950
Farm
1948
Radio
Homes
Radio
County
1*435*
Radio
Homes
Retail
Sales
1*688
opulation
2*173*
24 689
5*56
9 217
(20)
7 9Q1
7Q 1
(15)
Lowndes
(15)
965
1 497 7
35
196
2*674*
6
581
1
909
405
3
483
1
931
Lumpkin
(Zv)
1 947
McDuffie
21 399
7980 05
OU.o
11^445
1 7561*974
(27)
dO.7
1 540
000
56 317
1
6^007
Mcintosh
*J07
(Zl) 1 OOO
036
Macon
14[l88
2
*
6
3
088
3
1
3
103
1 194
21 312
83Ol.U
Madison
2 569
9*447*
12,233
((29)
'iCW *2,UoO (29)
746
77 2R
1 344
(16)
1*926*
430
Marion
(21) ('
6^516
1
313
78
8
2o!589
1948
37 357
055
1*501*
Meriwether
(10)
1
849
2
208
649
1
740
Miller
4 91 1
7^to. 1
1 90 9
229,020
293
1 610
10 498
5 490*
Mitchell
803
52 607
(4L)
891
4 641
10 540
2 284
81 5
Monroe
(19)
2,172
7 906
1
622
79
1
1
561
Montgomery
(19)
(OU) 1 d"7Q
2*305
11919
80 7
29*432
Morgan
OA2656
Q9Q
3^291
5
267
2
628
1
290
7
099*
(31)
9 971
1 583
082
86 4
Murray
10\702
10911 660
147
o4,olo
11720*242
437
(31) !
84
Muscogee
oyo
3*796*
1 470*
12 073
ft^ d7
51 904
380
(•)')
Newton
o.-tyz
(
Q*>
,
4
833*
80
5
(30)
2
71
R
*338
(32) ■
7 576
979
OJ..U
Oconee
(32)
2
584
7i005
875
4 830*
2 618
1*890
(6Z) 1,064
21 901
9 946
960
291 552
io7
(15)
12,430
Oglethorpe
221*(")
11 733
12 832
3 044
83 6
10*378
Paulding
(24)
2*852
1
282
1054
2
182
72
4
Peach
4
799
118 825
693
3*435
3*783
7 269
1*839*
3014
OO.D
81
0
1
QQd
Pickens
2 821
4 291
136
890
4155*
119 800
Pierce
1092
(») 7 Q7R
2346
118447
097
21 285
1 298*6*010 (10)
(9)
28*467
Q1A
R1 d
923
10 375
Pike
1
1217*
1*432 (7) i ,y001*o
fl
77^
S7
Q
1
7
7^ft
30
R^3
4
162
o
i
.y
Polk
3
633*
7
708
1i,yiu
763
4*888
8 793
5 279
7581 45
Pulaski
9
829
(23)
:
(22)
1
821*
774*
7718
693
3 884
Putnam
7*073
1*305*
1 609
540
8514
(12)
11*900*
719* 6*392(Z6)
822
152
455
808
Quitman
8*4*183164
2
350
7
821
(7)
I
16*609
3014
82
5
(12)
690
7388
1 939
3 483
Rabun
2*308
7*896
4*850*
(31)
7^74 d1
161
13813
294
81*863
Zz, too
Randolph
121 539
228761*547
Qfi36 Qd^
yo,y±o
395
108 Qlfi
272 054
863
82
1
799
Richmond
99 7*3ft (12)
7
*
4
3
3
354*
8
6*
63
0
2
742*
71
7
724
84
6
Rockdale
2
1 199
(16)
1 697
738
1 1061*195
48,486
038
Schley
(29) fl
2*084
{ 1 fl \ yoo
5 033
1
251
5
i6Q
3
695
Screven
916
2
651*
17
742
1969
2
478*
8*141
Q 970
23**54912
407
Seminole
244 005
1 571
1
7579 68
8
I 991
31051
288 492
427
Spalding
(22)
10*? d^n
110
(29)
4,463
1*
16 602
84
0
12 972
596
41
Stephens
8
86.4
3
624
3*
83
1 722
1 805
616
Stewart
( *?n \ 1 Q9C
8*962
011*
9188
(29)
24195
(28)
3*454
2 215
2410,603
502
16o,olu
027
Sumter
(33) 1
25 775*
4*361
787578
5902
(30)
i JU)
9fl i Z,oo4
5094
2
009
77
416
1
075
7 554
679
5*
Talbot
79
8
9 Q'iA
(/lf»l
1*218
16*243
938
387
6
278
598
Taliaferro
(10)
10*768
^ 7d1
(26)
3 762
3 1042*34
82 5
154,512
889
4 254 5*2733*(33)
Tattnall
1*618
1 858
379
6
947*
80 4
3
263
9 4129
44
Taylor
4
247*
*
7
6
240
8
2187
9
(
Oft
i
16*675
2
765
Telfair
13239
15
145
14*320
v ±\f) d Q9fi (25)
11037
213
2 187*
73.7
(33) i
2 956
857
Terrell
31*289
650
79 9
2 450*1*973
4,0116*3
916 584
flRA
9 ftl fi
18*599
7 188
23 005
Thomas
16
399
8
1
9
*
i
1
C\\
7
5*
4
4 6334*439
13 858
Tift
6,649
2217 624
80 2
(10)
2 826 113*49784
6*485
79.2
490
Toombs
(5)
(22)
16952
1 462
469
(43)
l(22)
OR \
1 115
83 1
4 925
Towns
2 you
079
6
513
14,775
78.9
7 632
1012
Treutlen
4390
1,277
d1 QR1
12 824
7*841
10 259
80 0
43 879
Troup
(5)
d1 fiftn
(24)
2*769
8178.57
2 871
189
108 323
490
504
Turner
643*(24)
5 427
10 846
76.2
2
004
(19)
431
1
482
Twiggs
1527
(19)
2058
1
780
7
325
9117
84
1
7
91
Q
1
502
1
914
7 680
546
669
Union
936
f
1
1
\
5
373
25on OQfl
108
1
710
Upson
25 064
l'1*709
(11)
559
90 1
9 79Q
697
1710 476
432 311
826
Walker
540
3120 024
9 845
8,810
84 7 80*9
777
Walton
27*929
2
200
OC
I
QC
/
on
\
6*704
5 241
82 7
3 804
Ware
2 380
ZO.loO
(30) 3,881
2 051
9 fl9fl
9 Q7R
84 4
683
Warren
2,430
236
792
7
flfift
76
7
218 089
1
707
2410 230
4509
Washington
79.4
^
OQ
\
3
487
l
,ODo
14
306
Wayne
(29)
5,879
(20) i
76.7
81.3
13122
841
1 096
271
4 726
4 106
1,376
Webster
(30)
7,575
81.4
682
Wheeler
(22)
8
535
1,389
(22)
8
755
l]l38
559
White
392
22,200
1,534
80.5
1,254
90.9
266 417
105
34 465
(5)
(5)
Whitfield
1,492
1,733
12*755
74.6
7,958
938
Wilcox
4,320
81.5
10,158
(28) 8,603
2,937
2,364
Wilkes
2,553
(4)
12,403
6,335
15,084
904
2,527
Wilkinson
(28)
2,995
3,387
11,025
2,729
9,785
1,674
79.4
3,320
4.789
1,110
21,374
Worth
1,817
19,419
3,802
(4)
1,144
4,956
1,444
706 (4) Ini d
(1) Includes Appling, Bacon, Coffee and Jeff Davis Counties. (2) Includes Atkinson and Clinch Counties. (3) Includes Baker and 9,040
Calhoun Counties.
Baldwin and Wilkinson Counties. (5) Includes Ben Hill, Irwin, Turner and Wilcox Counties. (6) Includes Berrien and Cook Counties. (7) Includes Beckle; ai
Pulaski Counties. (8) Includes Bryan and Effingham Counties. (9) Includes Butts. Lamar and Pike Counties. (10) Includes Candler, Evans, Tattnall and Toombs u
ties. (11) Crisp
Includes
Dade and (15)
Walker
Counties.
Includes Lumpkin
Clay, Quitman
and Randolph
(13) Includes
Clayton,
Henry Countie:
Includes
and Catoosa,
Dooley Counties.
Includes
Dawson,(12)Forsyth,
and Pickens
Counties.Counties.
(16) Includes
Early, Miller
and Fayette
SeminolandCounties.
(17) In. '1
Echols and Lanier Counties. (18) Includes Elbert, Franklin and Hart Counties. (19) Includes Fannin, Gilmer, Murray and Union Counties. (20) Includes Glascocl M
Duffie and Warren Counties. (21) Includes Greene and Morgan Counties. (22) Includes Habersham, Rabun, Stephens, Towns and White Counties. (23) Includes
cock, Jasper and Putnam Counties. (24) Includes Houston, Peach and Twiggs Counties. (25)Includes Johnson and Treutuen Counties. (26) Includes Lee and 1 n
Counties. (27) Includes Liberty, Long and Mcintosh Counties. (28) Includes Lincoln, Taliaferro and Wilkes Counties. (29) Includes Marion, Schley, Stewar
Webster Counties. (30) Includes Montgomery, Telfair and Wheeler Counties. (31) Includes Newton and Rockdale Counties. (32) Includes Oconee and Oglethorpe
ties. (33) Includes Talbot and Taylor Counties.
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Soles Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income ad M
IDAHO
GEORGIA
1940
Population
316 223
860
10^878
155^292
947
13 431
6^954
23
261
229,998
05=5
10 749
9 668
12 713
75*494
11 137
18*576

Gateway to
HELL'S CANYON & SEVEN DEVILS
Serves the Rich Snake River Area

KWEI

6 Counties in Idaho - 2 Counties in Oregon

lV VACATION LAND SUMMER & WINTER— $150,000,000 RETAIL SALES
iir LOCAL & NATIONAL NEWS— SPORTS— MUSIC— IS DOING A TOP
SELLING JOB IN THE RICH SNAKE RIVER TRADING AREA
OVER 70% OF ALL U S. SEED CROPS GROWN IN THIS AREA

KWEI
1240 Kc
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WEISER, IDAHO

Marketbook

250 w

SPOT RATE FINDER
BLACKFOOT, Bingham, 5,832 homes, 97.7%
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
radio, 5,698 radio homes.
KB 1.1, 250w, 1490kc
D
4.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.00 !Ci
(No rates available)
N
6.00 6.00 9.00 1 2.00 1 8.00 Dl
BOISE, Ada, 21,501 homes, 97.8% radio, CALDWELL, Canyon, 15,457 homes,
21,028 radio homes.
radio, 15,040 radio homes.
KCID, 250w, 1490kc
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
3.00 4.00 6.75 9.00 17.00 j».l
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.75 7.67 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N 4.00 5.00 10.50 17.00 30.00*1
N 13.50 13.83 18.23 41.42 62.67 106.67 COEUR D'ALENE, Kootenai. 9,415 iirt
96.9% radio, 9,123 radio homes.
KDSIt
KVNI, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Hollingber
Hooper5kw, 950kc, CBS^ rTe^ & Peters, D
6.00 15.90
10.00 24.00
16.00 36.0C
24.00 bSOi
4CJ
9.00
D
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N
N 12.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 IDAHO FALLS. Bonneville, 8,283 homes »J
KGEM, lOkw, 1140kc, ABC, Hollingbery
8,043 radio
homes.
DN
8.00 10.70
8.00 28.00
70.00 2 radio,
AM affiliates,
average
1-time rate !■
10.70
37.25 42.00
56.00 100.00
6.35 10.75 20.00 30.0C ;50
KIDO, 5kw, 630kc, NBC, Blair, Hooper, BMB DN 6.00
9.00 9.50 17.50 32.00 48.QrBH
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 KID, 5kw-D, 500w-N, 1350kc, MBS, M
BURLEY, Cassia, 4,143 homes, 97% radio,
Knodel, Conlan
4,019 radio homes,
D
6.00 7.50 13.50 24.00 36.0C i60
N
9.00 11.00 21.00 36.00 54.0C 90
KBIO,
250w,
1230kc,
Cooke,
ABC
&
Rocky
Mountain
KIFI, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Hollingbery
5.20 8.00 16.00 24.0C (40,
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio D
8.00 Perce,
14.00 6,961
28.00 homes,
42.0C ■[70i
home figures for each city include entire N
LEWISTON,
Nez
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
radio,
6,738
radio
homes.
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- KRLC, Ikw, 1350kc, MBS, Grant, BMB I
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
D
6.00 7.20 12.00 19.20 28.8(1
see foreword.
N
8.00 9.60 16.00 25.60 38.0C!
BROADCASTING

• Telecasii

5,793 homes, 98.2% radio,
SCOW,radioLatah,
homes.
,689
PL, 250w, 1400kc, Biddick, BMB, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
4 00 5 00 9.00 18.00 26.00 36.00
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 26.00 36.00
MP A, Canyon, 15,457 homes, 97.3% radio,
5,040 radio homes.
;D lkw 580kc, MBS, Avery-Knodel, Hooper
10 00 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
<D-FM, Chan. 270, 101. 9mc, 2.5kw, Bonus
CATELLO, Bannock, 11,456 homes, 97.8%
adio, 11,204 radio homes.
\M 7 applications,
average17.67
1-time29.75
rate 44.17
60 6.48 8.83
10.00 8.83 13.33 26.67 40.00 66.67
YY 250w, 4.23
1240kc,6.50MBS,13.00Avery-Knodel
19.50 32.50
6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
/IK lkw, 1440kc, ABC, Conlan
20 5.20 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
Eii,
5kw,
930kc, NBC, Walker, Conlan,
1MB
10.00 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
;i-FM, Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 1.8kw, Walker,
ionus

PRESTON, Franklin, 2,524 homes, 98.7% radio, 2,491 radio homes.
KPST, 250w, 1340kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.40 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
REXBURG, Madison, 2,314 homes, 97.4%
radio, 2,254 radio homes.
KRXK (FM), Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 1230kc
D
3.40 4.50 9.25 9.25 23.00
N
4.50 5.75 11.50 13.75 28.75
SANDPOINT, Bonner, 5,424 homes, 95.5%
radio, 5,180 radio homes.
250w, 4.15
1400kc,5.50KBS, 11.05
Walter 16.55
Biddick27.60
DKSPT, 2.75
N 4.15 6.20 8.30 16.55 24.85 41.40
TWIN FALLS, Twin Falls, 12,350 homes,
97.9% radio, 12,091 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, i verage 1-time rate 47.00
D
5.30 6.67 9.07 17.87 28.20
N 7.17 8.67 12.85 24.67 39.55 65.92

21.60 Conlan
KLIX, lkw, 1310kc, ABC, Hollingbery,
36.00
D 4.50 5.00 7.20' 12.60 NBC, Weed,
N 6.50 7.00 8.55 5015.00 25.65 42.75
KTFI,
5kw
'
50
Conlan D, lkw-N, '1270kc,
36.00 60.00
8.00 16.00
12.00 5024.00 48.00
D 6.40 11.00
N 9.00
80.00
'50'32.00
50
A
%
'50
'48
MARKET INDICATORS FOR IDAHO
'4'FIGURES
.4%
84
YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
8
588,637
524,873
pulation
of U. S.
86.4%
97.3%
175,950
137,521
'lanes
rcent Radio
'49
171 199
dio Homes
118,824
'
4'94
tail Sales
581,976,000
9
tail Trade Employes
17,499
26,051
625,648'000
105,500,000
lolesale Sales Volume
422,058,000
'49
lolesale Trade Employes ....
8,862
'47
anufacturing Employment
5,821
'47 17,734
.Mid-March)
'48
mufacturing Taxable Payrolls
'0
.31%
Cist Quarter)
.36%
$'5511,077,000
:ome
232,000,000
707,000,000
0
77%
3ercent distribution
440
92%
19 Ir Capita Income
1,221
rcent of national per capita
ncome
w Construction (Private) ....
43,700,000
13,600,000
Residential
4,900,000
14,800,000
1.200,000
Non-Residential
11,700,000
221,983
itomobile Registration
272,362
140,500
83,200
lephones

Sandpoint

'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39'3
9
'47
'47
'40
'40
'40
'40
'3'9
39
'39
'48
'45

KTFI-FM, Chan. 259, 99.3mc, 3kw, Weed,
Bonus
KVMV, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Avery-Knodel
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 45.00
D
5.00 7.00 8.00 17.00 27.00 98.4%
1 Hr
N 6.00 8.00 14.00 27.00 45.00 75.00
WALLACE, Shoshone, 6,783 homes,
radio, 6,674 radio homes.
620kc, 3.50
MBS 10.00 15.00 25.00
DKWAL, lkw, 3.00
N
4.00 4.50 15.00 25.00 35.00
WEISER, Washington, 2,662 homes, 97% radio, 2,582 radio homes.
250w, 1.60
1240kc,2.10KBS 6.80 10.20 17.00
DKWEI, 1.60
N
1.60 1.60 2.10 6.80 10.20 17.00
BROADCASTING^
TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK
IDAHO
O Location ol City and number of
Station*
Standard (AM) Broadcas
of ting
ting Stations
of FM Broadcas
<i) Number sa
A Number of Telecasting Stations

te: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
licensed.
For other
see foreword.
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IDAHO RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
1940
1940
1950 Homes Percentage
Radio
Homes
Radio
Radio 685
Homes
Population
21,501
97.8
50,401
21,028
96.4
12,535
3,407
1,112
34,759
97.8
11,456
11,204
1,072
7,911
98.5
7,844
2,280
2,006
1,976
7,332
97.7
97.2
1,804
5,832
2,216
21,044
97.8
1,693
5,698
5,295
4,206
1,837
2,333
510
637
95.4
1,797
95.5
668
15,667
1,166
5,424
25,697
8,283
5,180
96.9
785
3,408
97.1
325
5,987
5,487
1,826
98.1
96.8
161
770
1,769
8,043
1,877
357
346
1,331
1,360
97.3
15,457
15,040
40,987
544
230
2,284
1,538
1,566
97.0
98.2
14,430
9,578
96.7
4,143
339
1.005
328
4,019
2,898
96.9
2,357
96.7
8,243
2,284
1,728
3,549
1,070
92.2
2,591
2,389
1,035
746
5,518
98.7
10,229
1,219
2,165
2,524
96.8
10,304
97.0
2,491
2,803
2.719
2,039
2,635
2,551
97.3
9,544
9,257
2,120
3,138
97.0
3,053
3,454
12,691
2,697
97.9
1,967
3,561
2,594
2,153
10,762
97.2
2,540
3,365
2,053
9,990
96.9
3,271
22,283
9,415
98.2
18,804
9,123
5,689
4,695
95.6
2,089
5,683
5,793
1,349
6,521
1,997
1,299
1,268
4,666
97.6
97.4
4,230
1,118
97.5
1,142
1,147
2,254
2,314
9,186
882
1,813
96.8
2,174
97.5
2,611
9,870
2,678
18,873
6,961
98.4
4,751
1,403
6,738
5,417
1,426
1,143
95.0
1,985
5,652
97.1
1.886
3,678
9,511
1,006
2,230
839
1,205
655
3,571
98.4
3,965
21,230
1,171
97.2
97.5
829
850
6,783
3,601
6,674
97.9
5,382
36,403
12,091
12,350
96.9
907
4,035
1,804
97.0
1,748
1,988
8,672
4,035
2,662
2,582

[T)Preston
Employment
Pay1950
rolls
Qtr.
Mid-March Taxable
1948 1st($000)
Retail1950Sales
Population
1948
70,330
($000)
277
160
88,151
14,455
3,320
41,108
2,254
6,825
354
158
6,499
45,103
9,070
3,634
716
346
6,120
6,875
614
23,233
5,289
18,735
390
13,430*
5,333
243
131
1,758
6,226
14,823
1,303
581
11,829*
12,374
29,796
464
1,028
1,839*
229
1,789
45,429
992
5,852
39
155
2,707
18,697* 1*
4,36991
2,368
64
28
33
3,
1,075
5,978
52,846
1,654
3*
70
2,
236
54,948
851
6,147
5,574
14,402
16,666*
3,343
30 ,
5*
700
90
2,
2,262*
914
5,953
17,167
925
1,018
725
8,143
163
81
3,289
5,780
1,981
2,127*
406
6,663
2,077*
2,509
537
318
27,896*
6,401
395
9,749
2,213*
274
493
71
9,318
540
11,718* 613*
8,904
800
459
2,708*
8,742
10,995
8,557
11,400
12,261
7,273
10,509
230
1,175*
10,209
834
49180
905
12,085
415
6,935
116*6*
1,99
503
24,891
1,
10,454*
22,850
1,024
426
20,905
18,059
3*
812*
12,326
3,86
6,
221
1,509
6,285
2,610
2,283
3,649
6,652*
4,212
11,727*
4,239
3,999
5,728
330
703
8,491*
9,100
577
12,981*
374
383
641
3,124
10,252
9,761
192
11,434*
22,553
9,302*
36,324
131
306
8,296
4,195
4,380
3,13996
246
6,280
5,094
4*
91
3,
4,348
11,943
3,400*
215
6,804*
9,791
3,976
1,068
22,774
22,811
34
4,269
3,185
7*
83
3,221*
6,056
40,905
10,940*
8,
2,278
7,426
467
691
8*
75
8,
4,245
54,422
12,074
397
889
6,167
4,958
8,549
6,253*
3,445
6,603*
73
7,148*
Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add $000.
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1,805*
414*
5,744*
499 :
(*$000)
Total
1950
Farm Income
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MARKET

QUAD-CITIES
ROCK ISLAND, MOLINE, EAST MOLINE, ILLINOIS
DAVENPORT, IOWA

HOME

233,012
Rock

Over

OF:

People

Island

300

Arsenal

Industrial

Firms

Quad-Cities' designation as a Critical Defense Area again
proves the importance of this market in turning out the vital
materials for our national defense.
The Quad-City market is steady . . . well balanced with
many diversified industries. Industrial payrolls are large . . .
wage-earners have ready money to spend . . . and they're
eager to buy. Sales Management Survey of Buying Power
estimates a total effective buying income of $402,783,000 and
a per family average of $5,495. Here is a volume market that
offers you volume sales . . . through WHBF.
WHBF carries the highest Hooper ratings — greatest B M B
audience — offers complete AM-FM-TV service. Let us give you
more information in regard to WHBF's selling power in this big,
unified market. We invite your inquiry.

WHBF
AM

FM

Rock

TV

Island, Illinois

Les Johnson, General Manager
Maurice Corken, Sales Manager
National Representative — Avery Knodel, Inc.
Page 46, August 20, 1951
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ILLINOIS
S) Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
® Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
Number of Telecasting Stations
ScaL of WlL
MAP© BY1951,WALTBBroadcasting
P. BU«N. MIDME5UBY,
Publications,VOM.OMT
Inc.

SPOT RATE FINDER

SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 t
CANTON, Fulton, 14,256 homes, 96.5% r<
13,757 radio homes.
WBYS,5.50
250w-D,
D
5.501560kc
11.00 21.50 33.00 I
N 6.00 6.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 7
days
only
WBYS-FM, Chan. 265, 100.9mc, 650kw, B
N 2.00 3.50 7.00 14.00 26.00 3
CARBONDALE, Jackson, 11,455 homes, 93
radio, 10,699 radio homes.
WCIL, lkw, 1020kc, Conlan, BMB
D 5.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 t
N 6.00 11.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 7
CARMI, White, 6,659 homes, 94.0% rc
6,259 radio homes.
WROY,
Ian lkw-D, 1460kc, Sears & Ayer, (
D 3.75 5.55 11.25 19.50 29.25 5
WROY-FM,
Chan. 247, 97.3mc, 10.7kw, Bi
daytime only
N
2.25 2.75 5.75 9.50 13.25 2
CARTHAGE, Hancock, 8,531 homes, 91
radio, 8,139 radio homes.
WCAZ, lkw-D,7.00 990kc,
D
20.00 Holman
36.00 50.00 8
CENTRALIA, Marion, 13,651 homes, 93
radio, 12,818 radio homes.
WCNT, lkw-D, 1210kc
D
3.60 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
WCNT-FM, Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 3kw, Bon
CHAMPAIGN,
Champaign, 27,114 ho
98.1% radio, 26,599 radio homes.
WDWS, 250w, 1400kc, CBS, Conlan
D
4.00 5.50 9.00 18.00 30.00
N
5.00 6.50 13.00 26.00 45.00 7
WDWS-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, lOkw, B
(Continued on page 48)
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

ALTON, dio,Madison,
52,034 radio53,865
homes. homes, 96.6% raWOKZ, Ikw-D, 1570kc, McGillvra
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00
7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WOKZ-FM
Gillvra Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 9. lkw, McAURORA, Kane, 42,481 homes, 98.0% radio,
41,631 radio homes.
WMRO, 250w-D, 1280kc
D
5.18 5.75 10.35 20.70 34.50
BELLEVILLE, Saint Clair, 58,661 homes, 96.1%
radio, 56,373 radio homes.
WBND, lkw, 1260kc
(No
(CP) rates available)
WIBV, 250w-D, 1060kc, Holman, Conlan, BMB
D
6.00 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
BLOOAAINGTON, McLean, 23,111 homes, 97.9%
radio, 22,623 radio homes.
50.0D
WJBC, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Pearson
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30 00 70.00
N
6.50 6.50 14.00 27.00 42.00
WJBC-FM, Chan. 268, 101.5mc, 15.3kw
(FM rates 20% of AM rates)
BLUE ISLAND. Cook, 1,320,446 homes, 98.3%
radio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
WRBI (FM), Chan. 232, 94.3mc, lkw
(CP)
(No rates available)
CAIRO, Alexander, 6,494 homes, 86.2% radio, 5,598 radio homes.
WKRO, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Pearson
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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ILLINOIS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page i6)
CHICAGO, Cook, 1,320,446 homes, 98.3%
radio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
5 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 63.10 88.00 123.75 198.00 303.60 506.00
N 119.00 150.00 230.00 367.20 564.00 942.00
D10 AM16.80non-affiliates,
18.25 37.22average
61.39 1-time
100.33 rate
167.00
N 26.75 25.79 50.03 81.50 133.00 221.62
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

It Pays

To

Be

WAAF, lkw-D, 950kc, Pearson, Pulse
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 10.50 15.00 30.00 55.00 90.00 150.00
WAAF-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc, 28kw, Bonus
WAIT,
5kw-D, 820kc, Oakes, Radio Representatives
D 12.00 20.00 45.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
N 12.00 20.00 60.00 87.00 144.00 240.00
WBBM, 50kw, 780kc, CBS, Radio Sales
D 87.50 110.00 99.00 198.00 330.00 550.00
N 175.00
396.00 660.00 1,100.00
WBBM-FM, Chan. 246, 97.1mc, 13kw
(No data available)
WBIK (FM), Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 19.1kw
(No commercial programs)
WBKB (TV), Chan. 4, 12.7kw-aur.; 25.4kwvis.; CBS, Weed
D
165.00 220.00 330.00 550.00
N
330.00 440.00 660.00 1100.00
WCBD, 5kw, 820kc
D
60.00 87.00 144.00 240.00
N
60.00 87.00 144.00 240.00

The

Middleman

Covering Illinois Second Largest Market
. . . ONE broadcast order delivers 25 counties in a non-TV
area that is WMAY-conscious from sign-on to sign-off:
SANGAMON
FAYETTE MACON
BOND
MENARD
FULTON
BROWN
MACOUPIN MONTGOMERY SCHUYLER
SCOTT
MADISON
GREENE
CASS
MORGAN
MOULTRIE
MASON
CHRISTIAN
JERSEY
SHELBY
TAZEWELL
PIKE
EFFINGHAM LOGAN
McLEAN

900 Thousand People Who Spend 900 Million Dollars
Annually . . . all on ONE ORDER
ONE STATION
1000 Watts, Day
Sitting Pretty Between
500 Watts, Night
Chicago and St. Louis Springfield, Illinois
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN

IN

970 KILOCYCLES
E. PEARSON CO.

WCFL, 50kw, lOOOkc, Boiling, Pulse
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 13.50 20.00 44.00 67.50 100.00 175.00
N 20.00 30.00 75.00 115.00 175.00 300.00
WCRW, lOOw, 1240kc, ST 40.00 55.00 95.00
40.00 55.00 95.00
(13 time rate)
24.00
WEDC,
1240kc,
85.00
D 250w,10.00
12.00ST 34.00 51.00
36.00 60.00
N
14.00 17.00
WEFM (FM), Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 30kw
(Does not sell time)
WENR,
890kc,
ABC,216.00
ABC 324.00
Spot Sales
D 54.0050kw,90.00
144.00
540.00
N 90.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
(Shares time with WLS)
WENR-FM, Chan. 234, 94.7mc, 25kw, Bonus
WENR-TV, Chan. 7, 14kw-aur.; 25kw-vis.;
ABC, ABC Spot Sales
D 125.00 125.00 162.50 260.00 390.00 650.00
N 250.00 250.00 325.00 520.00 780.00 1300.00
WFJL, Chan. 226, 93.1mc, 29kw
(Does not sell time)
WFMT (FM), Chan. 290, 105.9mc, 9kw
(No rates available)
WGES, 5kw,16.00
1390kc32.50 54.00 90.00 150.00
D
N
18.00 43.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
WGN, 50kw, 720kc, MBS, Keenan & EickleD berg,
45.00Nielsen
75.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
N 90.00 150.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
WGNB (FM), Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 36kw, Bonus
WGN-TV, Chan. 9, 7.3kw-aur.; 11.2kw-vis.,
Videodex
D DuMont,
85.00 85.00
125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
N 200.00 200.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1000.00
WIND, 5kw, 560kc, Katz, Pulse
D 18.00 25.00 43.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
N 25.00 35.00 54.00 90.00 150.00 250.00
WJJD,
50kw,30.00
1160kc,52.00Avery-Knodel
D 30.00
85.00 143.00 228.00
N 50.00 50.00 72.00 124.00 208.00 338.00
WFMF (FM), Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 33kw
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 40.00 75.00
WLS, 50kw, 890kc, ABC, Blair, BMB
D 54.00 90.00 162.00 216.00 324.00 540.00
N 90.00 150.00 270.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
(Shares time with WENR)
WMAQ,
Pulse 50kw, 670kc, NBC, NBC Spot Sales,
D 75.00 75.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
N 150.00 150.00 180.00 360.00 540.00 900.00
WMAQ-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 24kw, Bonus
WNBQ, Chan. 5, 1 1 .8kw-aur.; 21 .8kw-vls.;
NBC, NBC Spot Sales
D 125.00 125.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
N 260.00 260.00 325.00 520.00 780.00 1300.00
WMOR (FM), Chan. 274, 102.7mc, 40kw
D
5.35 7.15 10.75 21.50 32.00 54.00
N
8.00 10.65 16.00
270, 32.00 48.00 80.00
WSBC, 250 w, 1240kc, ST, Forjoe, Pulse
D
10.00 16.50
36.00 60.00 100.00
N
13.50 19.25 43.50
72.00 120.00
WXRT (FM), Chan. 14.00 101. 9mc, 25kw
D 8.50
16.50 31.00 51.00 85 00
N 10.00
36.00 60.00 100.00
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, Cook, 1,320,446 homes,
98.3% radio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
WCHI (FM), Chan. 240, 95.9mc, 255kw
D
2.20 3.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 30.00
N
2.20 3.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 30.00
CICERO,dio, Cook,
1,297,998 1,320,446
radio homes.homes, 98.3% raWHFC, 250w, 1450kc
D
8.00 15.00 25.00 43.75 75.00
N
10.00 21.00 37.50 62.50 100.00
WEHS (FM), Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 16kw
(No data available)

ROCKFORD,

CLINTON, DeWitt, 5,577 homes, 96.8% J
dio, 5,399 radio homes.
WHOW, lkw-D, 1520kc, Holman
4.00 1M
5M 15M 30M
6.50 9.00 18.00 33.00 5
DANVILLE, Vermillion, 26,190 homes, 96
radio,SB 25,221 radio homes.
WDAN,
Ian 250w, 1490kc, CBS, McKinney, '
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 5
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 71
WDZ, lkw-D, 1050kc, Free & Peters, BMr
D
5.00 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 5
DECATUR, Macon, 30,357 homes, 97.8%
dio, 29,689 radio homes.
WSOY, 250w, 1340kc, CBS, Weed, CoH
D Hooper,
5.00 BMB6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 5
N
9.00 11.00 13.00 26.00 45.00 71
WSOY-FM,
Bonus Chan. 271, 102.1 mc, 32kw, Wt
DE KALB, De Kalb, 11,844 homes, 98]
radio, 11,643 radio homes.
DWLBK,4.00500w-D,
5.54 1360kc,
9.65 Ra-Tel
19.34 33.16 5
EAST SAINT LOUIS, Saint Clair, 58
homes, 96.1% radio, 56,373 radio hoi
WTMV, 250 w, 1490kc, Sears & Ayer
D
9.00 14.00 10.80 21.60 32.40 51
N
9.00 14.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 9'
WTMV-FM,
Chan. 273, 102.5mc, 33.;
Bonus
EFFINGHAM,
6,344 homes, 95'j
radio, 6,046 Effingham,
radio homes.
WCRA, 250w-D, 1090kc
D
3.00 3.85 7.66 16.00 25.70 4
ELGIN, Kane, 42,481 homes, 98.0% ro
41,631 radio homes.
WRMN, 500w-D, 1410kc, McGillvra
D
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 7\
ELM WOOD PARK, Cook, 1,320,446 ho.
98.3% radio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
WLEY (FM), Chan. 296, 107.1mc, lkw
D
1.00 2.50 4.50 12.50 20.00 3
N
1.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 4
EVANSTON, Cook, 1,320,446 homes, 98 1
radio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
sumers(FM),
Aid, Chan.
(Storebroadcasting)
Pulse ('
WEAW
286, 105.1mc, 36kw,
D
4.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 24.00 4
N
6.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 6
WNMP, lkw-D, 1590kc, Hooper
D 10.00 12.50 15.00 22.50 45.00 7:
N 10.00 12.50 15.00 22.50 45.00 7.
FREEPORT, Stephenson, 12,657 homes, 97
radio, 12,353 radio homes.
WFJS (FM), Chan. 273, 102.5mc, 9kw
D
1.50 3.00 4.56 9.30 18.36 3!
N
2.50 4.50 6.74 13.80 25.50 4
WFRL,
BMB lkw-D, 1570kc, Sears & Ayer, Cor
D
5.90 9.00 19.00 33.00 5
GALESBURG, Knox, 17,037 homes, 97.0%
dio, 16,526 radio homes.
WGIL, 250w, 1400kc, Rambeau
D
8.25 8.25 15.00 30.00 45.00 7
N
8.25 8.25 15.00 30.00 45.00 7}
HARRISBURG, Saline, 10,805 homes, 94
radio, 10,168 radio homes.
WEBQ, 250w, 1240kc
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 6
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 6WEBQ-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 4.2kw
D
2.75 3.50 6.75 13.50 23.50 4,
N
2.75 3.50 6.75 13.50 23.50 4
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A
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REPRESENTATIVES

C

iiN, Williamson, 15,795 homes, 94.4%
io, 14,910 radio homes.
, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Pearson
1M
1 Hr
SB
5M 15M 30M
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
SON V ILLE, Morgan, 9,749 homes, 95.8%
dio, 9,340 radio homes.
S, lkw-D, 1180kc, Holman
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
S-FM, Chan. 263, 100. 5mc, 7kw, Holman,
>ET, Will, 37,847 homes, 98.2% radio,
166 radio homes.
L, 250w, 1340kc, McGillvra, Conlan
5.40 5.40 9.70 21.60 36.00 60.00
5.40 5.40 9.70 21.60 36.00 60.00
» KAKEE, Kankakee, 18,660 homes, 98.2%
idic, 18,324 radio homes.
Ln, lkw-D, 1320kc, Holman
! 3.00 6.00 9.00 20.00 38.00 70.00
3RANGE, Cook, 1,320,446 homes, 98.3%
dio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
v\ non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
4.00 5.75 10.40 20.80 33.00 55.00
Q, 500w, 1300kc
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
0, 250w-D, 1220kc
■ 5.00 6.50 10.80 21.60 36.00 60.00
t SALLE, La Salle, 29,598 homes, 97.8%
dio, 28,947 radio homes.
3, 250w-D, 1220kc
5.00 6.50 10.80 21.60 36.00 60.00
': '87
OLN,radio
Logan,
8,011 homes, 97.2% radio,
homes.
C, 500w, 1370kc
4.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
5.00 5.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
-(FIELD, Montgomery, 10,696 homes,
,.3% radio, 10,193 radio homes.
; t, lkw-D, 1540kc
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00

MACOMB, McDonough, 8,909 homes, 96.4%
radio, 8,588 radio homes.
WKAI, 250w-D, 1510kc, LBS, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
MARION, Williamson, 15,795 homes, 94.4%
radio, 14,910 radio homes.
WGGH, 500w-D, U50kc, Sears & Ayer
D
5.00 8.50 15.00 25.00 45.00
MATTOON, Coles, 12,870 homes, 96.3% radio, 12,394 radio homes.
WLBH, 250w-D, 1170kc, Holman, Conlan
D 4.00 6.50 9.00 18.00 33.00 55.00
WLBH-FM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 23kw, Holman
D 2.00 3.00 4.00 7.50 13.00 22.00
N 2.00 3.00 4.00 7.50 13.00 20.00
METROPOLIS, Massac, 4,502 homes, 91.2%
radio, 4,106 radio homes.
WMOK, 500w-D, 920kc, LBS
D
3.25 4.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 55.00
MOLINE, Rock Island, 39,192 homes, 98.2%
radio, 38,487 radio homes.
WQUA, 250w, 1230kc, CBS
D
9.00 12.00 18.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
N 15.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 75.00 125.00
MOUNT CARMEL, Wabash, 4,611 homes,
95.2% radio, 4,390 radio homes.
WVMC, 500w-D, 1360kc
D
1.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
MOUNT VERNON, Jefferson, 11,730 homes,
94.1% radio, 11,038 radio homes.
WMIX, lkw-D, 940kc, LBS, Pearson, Conlan
D
6.00 10.00 19.00 30.00 50.00
WMIX-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 15.2kw, Pearson, Bonus daytime only
N
1.75 3.50 7.00 10.50 17.50
OAK PARK, Cook, 1,320,446 homes, 98.3%
radio, 1,297,998 radio homes.
WOPA, 250w, 1490kc, LBS
D
6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 85.00
N
6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 85.00
WOPA-FM, Chan. 272, 102. 3mc, Ikw, Bonus
CLNEY, Richland, 5,600 homes, 94.7% radio,
5,303 radio homes.
WVLN, 250-D, 740kc, Holman
D
3.00 5.00 8.00 15.00 27.00 45.00

OTTAWA, Lasalle, 29,598 homes, 97.8% radio, 28,947 radio homes
WCMY, 500w-D, 1430kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 8.00 10.00 25.00 42.00 70.00
PEKIN, Tazewell, 23,070 homes, 97.8% radio,
22,562 radio homes.
WSIV, lkw-D, 1140kc, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
PEORIA,
51,638 homes, 97.6% radio, 50,399
radio homes.

for

a

SELLING
JOB...
TAKE

4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
9.33 9.31 13.31 26.62 44.38 73.88
N 16.67 17.12 26.62 53.50 88.50 147.50
WEEK,
Hooper lkw, 1350kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
D
9.00 9.00 13.50 27.00 45.00 75.00
N 16.00 16.00 27.00 54.00 90.00 150.00
WIRL, 5kw, 1290kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
Hooper, BMB
D
9.00 9.00 12.50 25.00 42.00 70.00
N 14.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 84.00 140.00
WMBD, 5k w, 1470kc, CBS, Free & Peters,
Hooper, BMB
D 10.00 13.00 16.00 32.00 53.00 88.00
N 20.00 26.00 32.00 65.00 105.00 175.00
WPEO, lkw-D, 1020kc, Pearson
D
7.50 15.00 23.75 45.00 75.00
WWXL, lkw, 1590kc, Burn-Smith, LBS
D
6.25 11.25 22.50 37.50 62.50
N
12.50 22.50 45.00 75.00 125.00
QUINCY, Adams, 20,110 homes, 95.0% radio, 19,105 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 10.00 10.00 16.25 31.25 48.00 80.00
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WGEM, lkw, 1440kc, ABC, Walker
D
8.00 8.00 12.50 22.50 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WQDI ker,
(FM),
Bonus Chan. 286, 105.1mc, lOkw, Wal(Continued on page 50)
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5000
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733,900
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★
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WTAX

ILLINOIS

Outside of Chicago IS COVERED

BY
and

KUT
A X
m
AM and FM
ISP.
CBS Affiliate
J^Springfield, III.
■
)M
M
MM

WSOY
AM and FM
CBS Affiliate
Decatur, III.

When you buy WTAX and WSOY you
buy intensive family coverage of 20
counties surrounding Springfield — Decatur.
Huge State Payrolls
Large Industries
Small Industries
Tremendous Farm Market
66,671 industrial workers earn a total
of $179,602,000 each year.
$457,403,000
net farm income annually.
$9,016
income per farm family —
OVER TWICE the National Average.

WSOY

PLUS BUYING POWER
$782,738,000 total annual retail sales.
This major market is YOURS AT APPROXIMATELY ONE-HALF the cost of
any other major market in the U. S.
Buy WTAX and WSOY and let them
sell rich Central Illinois for you.

ILLINOIS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 49)
QUINCY— (Contd.)
WTAD, lkw, 930kc, CBS, Weed
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WTAD-FM,
Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 53kw, Weed,
Bonus
ROCKFORD, Winnebago, 45,305 homes, 98.8%
radio, 44,761 radio homes.
WROK, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1440kc, ABC, H-R
Reps., Conlan
D 10.00 10.00 17.00 35.00 55.00 80.00
N 12.00 12 00 22.00 50.00 60.00 120.00
WROK-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 17kw, Bonus
ROCK ISIAND, Rock Island, 39,192 homes,
98.2% radio, 38,487 radio homes.
WHBF,
1270kc,20.00ABC,40.00
Avery-Knodel
D 12.505kw, 15.00
60.00 100.00
N 19.50 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WHBF-FM, Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 37kw, AveryKnodel, Bonus
WHBF-TV, Chan. 4, llkw-aur., 5.5w-vis.,
ABC, CBS, DuMont, Avery-Knodel
D 20.00 35.00 47.00 75.00 112.50 187.50
N 30.00 50.00 62.50 100.00 150.00 250.00
SPRINGFIELD,
Sangamon,
40,477 homes,
97.3% radio, 39,384 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time
SB
1M
5M 15M
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 19.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.50 32.00

WCVS,
Hooper 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Sears & Ayer,
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 19.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WCVS-FM, Chan. 275, 102.9mc, 25kw, Sears
& Ayer, Bonus
WMAY, Ikw-D, 500w-N, , 970kc,
45.00 70.00
D
8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 Pearson
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
WTAX, 250w, 1240kc, CBS, Weed, Conlan,
Hooper, BMB
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 19.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 43 00 80.00
WTAX-FM,
Bonus Chan. 279, 1 03.7mc, 6.7kw, Weed,
ST. CHARLES, Kane, 42,481 homes, 98.0%
raHio. 41,631 radio homes.
WEXI (FM), Chan. 292, 106.3mc, 0.25kw
— ' 125
1.50 2.50 5.00 7.50 12.50
N
2.50 3 00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
STERLING, Whi:eside, 14,803 homes, 97.5%
radio, 14 443 radio homes.
WSDR, lOOw, 1240kc
D
8.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60 00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
URBANA, Champaign, 27,114 homes, 98.1%
radio, 26,599 radio homes.
WKID,
D 250w-D,
8.00 1580kc
11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
WKID-FM, Chan. 277, 103.3mc, 2.4kw, Bonus
WAUKEGAN, Lake, 53,149 homes, 98.7%
radio, 52,458 radio homes.
WKRS,
Conlan65.00
D
5.00lkw-D,5.00 1220kc,
9.00 McGillvra,
17.00 35.00
WKRS-FM,
Chan.
294,
106.7mc,
12kw,
Bonus
when AM Station on air.
N 7.00 7.00 11.00 20.00 45.00 75.00

HOOPER

only

MARKET INDICATORS FOR ILLINOIS
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
Population
8,712,176 '50
7,897,241
% of U. S.
5.8% '50
6%
Homes
2,588,187 '50
2,139,025
Percent Radio
97.5% '50
92.3%
Radio Homes
2,523,482 '50
1,974,604
Retail Sales
$ 9,100,855,000 '50 8,778,978,000
Retail Trade Employes
438,841 '48
353,486
Wholesale Sales Volume
$18,002,904,000 '48 4,998,800,000
Wholesale Trade Employes
180,055 '48
125,848
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
1,235,310
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
$ 863,038,000
Income
814,107,000,000 '49 5,740,000,000
Percent distribution
7.14% '49
7.57%
Per
Capita
Income
1,618 '49
726
Percent
of national
per capita $
income
122% '49
126%
New Construction (Private)
$ 1,267,900,000 '50 224,800,000
Residential
$ 763,500,000 '50 102,300,000
Non-Residential
$ 252,500,000 '50 48,300,000
Automobile Registration
2,650,968 '50
2,222,953
Telephones
3,039,600 '50
2,171,600
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproducl
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
WEST FRANKFORD, Franklin, 16,145 homes,
93.8% radio, 15,144 radio homes.
WFRX, lkw-D, 1300kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 50.00

WOODSTOCK, McHenry, 18,846 homes, 96
radio, 18,582 radio homes.
WILA
nental(FM), Chan. 221, 92.1mc, lkw, C
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D
3.50 4.50 7.50 15.00 22.00 :
N 5.75 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 <

SHOWS

ONE

station

DOMINATES

THIS

MIDWESTERN

RICH

MARKET

HOOPER
/.UiNt
I I I 7HMC
CITV
Radio
Sets In
Use

TIME

rate
30M 1 Hr
30.00 50.00
48.00 80.00

WTAD
(CBS)

A

RADIO AUDIENCE
15,786al Calls
This
Coincident
Total Period
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
Stations
C
D
E
B

INDEX
Quincy — 1950
Keokuk
— Hannibal
MONTHS:CITY:December,
— January,
1951
F
3.8

G

H

1

Homes
AMOther
& FM Called
1.8

MON. THRU FRI.
**
29.0
3.1
60.5
22.5
0.8
4.8
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 Noon
7.0
1.3
0.7
26.4
MON. THRU FRI.
2.4
50.9
0.8
4.3
I.I
2,497
12:00 Noon — 6:00 P.M.
24.7
9.8
0.7
1.7
25.9
SUNDAY
I.I
2.4
26.4
0.3
1.2
35.3
3.9
3,812
12:00 Noon — 6:00 P.M.
1.5
2.7
1,505
0.9
SUN. THRU SAT. EVE
65.0
4.9
2.2
0.9
2.4
7.4
13.2
6:00 P.M. — 10:30 P.M. 35.6
* Adjusted to compensate for the fact that Radio Stations C and E sign off at 4:45 P.M. in December and at 5:00 P.M.2.5 in January.
** No listeners found in sample.
7,972
4.1*
.3*
"Radio Sets In Use" is percentage of Total Homes listening to radio. Where listening to21program
over second radio set is reported, it is reflected in
botha particular
the "Radiostation.
Sets In Use" and in individual station "Shares." "Share of Radio Audience"3.9represents
proportion of total radio audience listening
*
to
2.9*
COPYRIGHT 1991. C. E. HOOPER. INC.
CELEBRATING

ITS

SILVER ANNIVERSARY
YEAR

GET YOUR SHARE OF THIS HUGE MARKET by investing your advertising
dollars in WTAD, Quincy — the one and only station that dominates this area!
A/^v^

OF SERVICE
SHIMS

WTAD
QUINCY. ILLINOIS
930 KC . . . 1000 Watts . . . CBS
affiliated with kglo. Mason City, Iowa
1300 KC . . . 5000 Watts . . . CBS

A

For availabilities write or call Walter
Rothschild,
Nat'l &Sales
Mgr., Lee Stations, Quincy,
Represented
by Weed
Company
Page 50, August 20, 1951
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BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

That means more customers than ever in the nation's
second market . . . where per capita income buying
power is 13 per cent above the national average . . .
where retail sales increased 632 per cent in dollar
volume
home

in the past 10 years . . . where housing and

building is 19 per cent above 10 years ago . . .

where industrial growth is first in the nation.
More

people in this market listen daily to WMAQ

than to any other station ... so place your product
before this army of potential customers by scheduling your advertising on WMAQ.
phone WMAQj
nearest NBC

Merchandise

Write, wire or

Mart, Chicago, or your

Spot Sales office for full details.

Sources: U. S. Bureau of Census, RandMcNally 1951 Commercial Atlas,
Standard Rate and Data, Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry,
BMB Study No. 2.

OADCASTING
—

• Telecasting
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ILLINOIS RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
1950
Percentage
Total
1950
(* $ 000)
1940
1940
1950
Homes
Radio
Radio
Homes
Radio Homes Retail Sales Farm Income
Population
20,110
95.0
00,229
19,105
15,775
15,778
25,496
*3Q
770
6,494
($Oo,ODO
000)
86.2
93.5
14,540
4,579
11,388
5,598
4,114
98.5
*37
Ann
16,788
4,281
3,148
5,119
15,202
94.0
3,985
2,265
2,410
6,664
8,053
5,042
97.6
11,617
A C\(\1
1,800
11,338
OO,
t i£i
2,287
21,917*
0,<iU
1
1
Q ft71
9,737
2,145
93.8
17,987
iu,yyo
iy,o
/1
lt>,o i 1
5,939
1
A
007
i ft a oct
4,874
5,785
97.4
4,668
95.1
26,599
98.1
X.Ooo
70,578
4,635
"I
A
QAA
27,114
101,645
2,319*
38,129
96.1
12,117
15,346*
17,686
38,564
3,823
94.6
11,644
7,311*
9,208
118,842
Q OA1
A Q1A
114,280
9 711 10R
5,911
J.Z,
94.9
94.9
OO Q1 O
D.'iiy
6,208*
5,592
C
OIQ
OQO
4,176
io,yyo
5,528
O.oZO
KRH
OA 7fl7
6,092
i "ion1 O Q7H
A Aft
AT^o.yoo
QftCt
1l,2y00.712,394
nno
98.3
y,
t\)
i
96.3
44,301*
i ,yyo
17 AAQ
J.(UoU,0o<5
4,740*
27,856*
QA4
21,294
9A C97
A Q1 Q
10,546*
95.7
6,964
11,698
3,439
4,yu^t
34,388
95.0
98.3
6,616
45,819
1 1; ftfwt
3,291
1 99
11,844
11,643
96.8
Adz
/
1 1Q1171 ,1ZZ
QfiQ
18,244
K. QQO
1lo,Q (OO
A
QQ.7
A95,577
i no
96.9
42,757
J.lo,oUo
10, DUO
5,399
of;4,550
noi
9,200
12,
UoU
1 no. /i on
5,215
4,769*
41,289*
ft
1
QA
99
n^n
96.0
O QOO*
99.2
24,430
2i,*Ho
ft Q74
7,691
o.yo^
7,383
9,674*
24,305
95.3
22,034
6,344
2
042
29,159
40,318*
6,573*
6,046
15,629*
4,677
18,349
7^188
98.4
o,y 1*1
15,007
94.5
4,903
16,524
7,606
5,902
4,983
34,548
53,137
3,897
16,145
15,144
11,926
96.5
93.8
44,627
13,757
11,105
35,962
14,256
11,414
2,900
6,437
2,171
93.8
20,292
3,122
92.9
13,859
4,370
6,045
18,398
17,850
92.5
5,918
5,670
20,165*
13,454
98.1
7,694*
5,806
92.7
4,646
19,209
4,101
2,604
26,297
3,793
5,876
95.4
23,578* 2*
6,493
8,531
7,759
9,98
8,139
3,374*
1,850
3,303
1,348
1,996
95.6
2,095
8,949
2,726
15,358*
2,851
43,798
47,127
11,468
5,571
14,527
30,573
14,164
14,780*
97.5
32,496
4,952*
8,091
9,988
11,455
37,920
9,738
30,781
10,699
27,270*
7,968
93.4
94.5
13,341
3,939
94.1
34,375
11,730
2,911
11,038
7,333
92.4
10,196
30,023
3,362*
12,972*
7,726
16,636
4,748
3,722
2,695
1,064*
96.1
4,387
38,569*
19,989
17,600
92.1
6,532
6,277
44,873*
10,727
4,862
2,687
98.0
3,848
41,631
42,481
176,338
2,918
1,893
130,206
oU,o77
12,675
32,122
18,324
18,660
98.0
75,050
2,770
11,105
98.2
61,450
3,551
6,622*
97.0
52,250
13,666
9,520repro
7,713*
16,526
17,037
3,623
' Further
15,426*
5,370*
duction8,346*
unlicense
Farm Income ma rked with asterisk {*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.'
33,379*
2,541*
27,488*
13,650*
24,955*

1950
Population

County
Adams ....
Alexander .
Bond
Boone .....
Brown
.
Bureau ....
Calhoun ...
Carroll ....
Cass
Champaign
Christian . .
Clark
Clay
Clinton ....
Coles ......
Cook
Crawford . .
Cumberland
DeKalb .....
DeWitt
Douglas . . .
DuPage
Edgar
Edwards . .
Effingham .
Fayette
Ford
Franklin . . ,
Fulton
Gallatin
Greene
Grundy
Hamilton . . .
Hancock
Hardin
Henderson .
Henry
,
Iroquois
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson . .
Jersey
Jo Daviess ,
Johnson
Kane
Kankakee .
Kendall
Knox
Note: For sources see foreword.

5

20,255
14,130
17,031
o 7,117
( ,DU1
D,0 / i
18,924
15,044
QO Til
oo,
to I
*>*>
QA£
17,238
t^Qfl
I1 7i ,OoU
A(\ ££1
A AQO01 con
nan
1f\
A 7Qit)
1U,4
40,670
1 ft ftQft
16,842
±Oo,ooD
21,618
24,545
15,881
48,395
43,603
9,784
18,791
19,164
12,217
25,734
7,497
8,398
46,381
32,275
38,009
12,242
35,785
15,229
21,379
8,707
149,918
no7o,40o
A AO
12,066
54,150
Sales, and

reasons

carries

why

more

and

drug

than

any

Chicago

WGN

1949 BMB Weekly-Daytime
ILLINOIS.

local

advertising
other

.

1,111
307
2,038
8,091
2,823
667
6,126
7,604
1,448

(2) 5,:
9,(C\
iu H
4.;t
(2)

1
i.:

29,<

1,969
(2)43,011
492
(3) 6,ii
14,468
960
10,774
9.:
d. Farm Income add SO

1,646,120
485,020

INDIANA

. .

331,920

.

262,630

IOWA

station

1,820
7,250
(2)
(2) 1,445
2,984
1,473

Audience

WISCONSIN

MICHIGAN

Mid-March
Employment
Taxable
Pi
1948 (so:1,1
1948
rolls 1st <'
8.:
15,282
ljI
3,851
2:
1,267
6.!
2.
3,241
4,099
321
1,164
i
2,159
l.:
4,!
13,479
1,416
6,847
i,:f!
4,(
2,180
1,645
2,553
1,306,;
1.S
1,754,624
5,4
8,531
2,939
1,094
' (<i
7,(
8,538
1,540
11,495
11,677
1 73
3,207
\\
3,556
<
2^617
11,059

104J

1 0

Advertisers of food and drug products need WGN in Chicago . . . still
reaching more homes day or night than any other Chicago station

Chicago 11
Illinois
A

Clear

Channel

Serving

the Middle
MBS
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50,000 Watts
720
West
On Your Dial
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.
West Coast Representatives: Keenan and Eickelberg
235 Montgomery St.. San Francisco 4 • 638 So. Van Ness Ave., Los Angeles 5
710 Lewis Bldg., 333 SW Oak St., Portland 4

BROADCASTING

• Telecastii

junty
file
wrence .
ingston .
|an
Donough
Henry . . .
Lean
con
coupin
dison
rion
rshall . . .
son
ssac
nard
;rcer
mroe
■n^gomery
iirgan
mltrie . . .
He
Dria
j^ry
It
ke . ...
pe
laski
itnam . . . .
.idolph . . .
inland . . .
;k Island
Clair
:ine
igamon . .
myler . . .
>tt
jlby
■rk
phenson. . ..
:ewell
lion
-million
bash
rren
shington
yne
ite
iteside . .
a
liamson .
mebago .
odford . .

1950
Population
178,491
100,236
20,459
36,366
37,713
30,598
28,121
50,416
76,273
100,273
43,721
181,543
41,510
12,997
15,273
13,548
9,611
17,336
13,175
32,328
35,502
13,141
33,281
173,873
21,606
13,913
22,080
5,750
13,607
4,740
31,540
16,849
133,133
205,169
33,288
130,649
9,585
7,218
24,360
8,701
41,453
76,045
20,436
86,361
14,612
21,914
14,428
20,885
20,880
49,176
134,499
48,216
15l]858
21,297

1940
Population
121,094
21,075
97,801
34,604
38,838
29,438
26,944
37,311
73,930
84,693
46,304
149,349
47,989
13,179
15,358
14,937
10,663
17,701
12,754
34,499
36,378
13,477
29,869
153,374
23,438
14,659
25,340
7,999
15,875
5,289
33,608
17,137
113,323
166,899
38,066
117,912
11,430
8,176
26,290
8,881
40,646
58,362
21,528
86,791
13,724
21,286
15,801
22,092
20,027
43,338
114,210
51,424
12l',178
19,124

(1) Includes Brown and Schuyler Counties. (2) Includes

sAtfi

1950
Homes
53,149
29,598
6,450
9,464
11,007
8,011
8,909
18,846
23,111
30,357
14,294
53,865
13,651
4,124
5,323
4,502
3,145
5,449
3,956
10,696
9,749
4,103
10,268
51,638
7,008
4,309
7,664
2,006
4,204
1,594
9,009
39,192
5,600
58,661
10.805
40,477
3,303
2,425
7,956
2,657
12,657
OO23,070
fill)
26,190
5,714
4,611
6,557
4,832
6,777
6,659
14,803
37,847
15,795
45^305
6,107
Gallatin and

1950
Total 1950
Percentage
Farm(* $ Income
1940
1950
Retail
Sales
000)
Radio
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
on QftQ
1 A A71 *
98.7
Io7,ooz
2o,41o
52,458
OQ QQft
iloy.oyy
onn
AH A f\o *
($no 000)
97.8
2o,yuo
28,94/
no a
15,132
OQ QQO*
94,6
6,102
zo.ooy
4,376
oU,
99 ooo
099
/19 K07*
y (.(
9,313
7,782
oq
onn*
26,065
10,754
8,979
OK97.2A
0714,0
OQO*
ilv
Z
/,0oZ
6,283
30,113
OQ
Q07#
7,787
98.6
8,588
18,582
6,927
54,230
97.9
9,402
Z2,o2o
18,907
82,102
OO CQO
OO QQQ
110,544
y / .o
■4z,yiu
1 1 OA 7
9Q ftOO
OO ft7C*
oo,
oyy
yo.u
13,579
ZZ,o 4,io933*
Oft ft
yo.o
q^ c;qq
153,251
1
Q
ftQ7
/io
<\a
n
52,034
y«5.y
IU,Q OOOQ71
QI^
12,818
yo.oO.
11,011
zo,oz7v
Qo,zy7QQ /
i 9 ono *
4,075
55,073*
A 1 f\(Z
Q1 O
21,855*
o,O QIC
ioy
15,512
5,078
0
RQQ
yyo.o
yo.o
c cnn *
7,906
6,879
Oftl .zP.
A AftA
18,134*
2,997
O ft^O
14,169
yo.o
5,275
o.ooy
z,ooz
14,167*
ft
1
ftA
OQ
ft7ft
1
ft
A CA #
no
a
95.8
10,401lO
Zo,o
3,703
95.3
7 71 A
10,193
6,927*
35,593
9
1
/II
9,340
OQ Oft7
97.7
95.1
21,759*
QTy / .0ft
1 QQzy.yo
7QQ
10,075*
10,032
3,902
loo,
/yot
9,624
tjo.oyo
ou.oyy
7,820
3,012*
QQT:,OO0
QQC^
QQ A
yo.ft
16,119
QQC,
9 CC9 *
Q7y i .oQ
QA ft^l
lo,4o4v
10,408
O.OOO
ClA O
20,013*
15,052
0,001
1
A1
7
O,0ol
7,219
14,631*
1,852
31,774*
3,800
4,887
92.3
90.4
1,41 1
1,887
2,480
OA
A
QQ
i19,056*
n noo*
1,243
94.5
1,537
96.4
6,285
8,514
QA. ni
1 3,030
ft AOQ
y±.
19,330*
OQ
AQQ
1
9 ftftft *
10,
IZo
o.yoi
zy^oo
oo.lo I
Qft
AC\
OQ/1
1i104,1100
71/ l.oyo
QQQ
119,561*
A Q79 *
98.21
4U,*5o4
07
Q7ft
00,0
to
yo.i
10,168
8,319
OQZo,oUZ
QHO
91 1 07 *
94.1
97.3
150,586
1U.02Z*
39,384
1,729*
2,585
2,965*
96.6
Qt^
ft
94.3
3,191
2*
ZO.obo
ft1,775
07Q
1io,5,580
ft6,306
7QO
2,287
6,
lo,
boo^
/yu
14,o/o*35
Oo,z1 QQ/y
y07yo.o
i .zft
2,583
/
,oUo
i nz,iyy
fti (\
46,945
12,353
4,229*
6,331
Q7y i* .oQ
1 A ftftfl
OOOn 007*
OO c^fiO
QC9"*
53,651
12,804
ft
ooo*
3,595
0£_->__■
OOI
Oft 9
9010,553*
977*
4,752*
87,523
21,304
D,o6L
yo.o
A(^Q
yo.oQ
3,219
13,690
Z4:,4oZ
Oft
OQ
QQ7
Oft
/IftO*'
4,390
i; *1A7
11,283*
95.2
Zo.oo /
QQQQ Q9
Q 1 QQ
7,43*5*
yo.o
CtAo nco
IOC*
4,508
O.o't i
QQyo.o
Q
Ao.ioy
QAA
y.yoo
9,776
&A
(\
Q
n70*
15,304
O.oZo
46,791
o,zoy
15,856
oz,o77*
Q7 ^
1 4,314
1 Q/in
onO.UftQft*
IZ
11,1)41^
QQy ( .oO
Oft
ftQO
ii
t
,you
zb,4bZ^
34
090
11,609
94
4
zo,oy*i
yo.z
117
fion
14,910
98.8
169,936
4,203*
44,761
32,303
97.8
18,970
4,589
5,973
zy,bobT
6,578*
z4,loo*
Hardin Counties. (3) Includes Johnson and Pope Counties.
17!473*
21,651*
2,434*

Buy collectively

Joliet, Illinois
Represented by
Hal Holman
lOADCASTING

• Telecastin

1,123
1,364
4,914
47,958
4,250
5,409
1,571
3,642
1,169
(3) 1,886
197
1,056
5,746
47,711
47,384
(1) 4,746
36,044
5,288
649
693
2,039
30,759
9,211
17,825
2,262
3,220
3,005
10,156
1,120
2,569
2,379
25,913
7,241
58,586
2,063

2,748
765
2,81785
788
31,077
2,521
2,578
(3) 512
365
3,467
32,650
2,276
30,601
21,401
3,532
(1) 317
236
22,205
963
5,936
946
10,037
451
1,944
1,456
1,194
6,869
1,299
18,461
42,929
4,328
881 ,

Broadcasters

Selling to over 3,700,000 PERIMETER

WJOL is the only radio station in Will County. WJOL is a
fulltime music-news-sports station and has been on the air
since 1926. 25 minutes of
broadcast time a day are devoted exclusively to local Joliet
news, plus our local news of
nearby towns. WJOL has three
sportscasts per day and has
play-by-play coverage of most
local high school football, basketball and baseball.

Mid-March
Employment
Taxable
1948
rolls
1st PayQtr.
1948 ($000)
21,565
28,035
32,342
17,188
1,348
2,367
4,657
1,750
2,658
3,692
1,569
3,374
4,009
2,026
23,197
4,768
15,634
7,973
14,882
8,583
33,806
4,413
6,520
51,388
524
617
1,175
7,645
3,972
809
631
1,471
865
386
2,093
426

WRMN is located in the heart
of the Fox River Valley, one of
the richest agricultural and industrial regions of the United
States. Here is a trade area of
over 200,000 bringing retail
sales to $60,000,000 a year.
In the Elgin trading area are
located approximately 200
manufacturing plants making
nationally known products.

persons spending over $3,500,000,000

in Retail Sales
*
*
*

Buy individually

WJOB S primary coverage
area is the Calumet Region—
the steel capital of the world—
with a population of more than
a million and retail sales of
more than one billion dollars
annually.
The in
station's
favorable location
a populous
market, its local-interest programming policy, and the alert
merchandising attention of its
commercial department combine
to make WJOB the most profitable medium in its area.

WKRS presents facts about the
Lake County, Illinois Market!
♦POPULATION 180,700
♦AVERAGE INCOME $5,695.00
♦RETAIL FOOD SALES $42,103,000
♦INCOME INDEX BASED ON NATIONAL AVERAGE OF 100%
(148%-Waukegan 137%)
♦TOTAL RETAIL SALES $167,000,000
♦♦2nd
mobilesin state in number of auto* 1951 Sales Management
figures.office
"Figures
Secretary of State
Springfield,fromIllinois.

WJOB

UJKRS

Elgin, Illinois
Represented by

Hammond, Indiana
Represented by

Waukegan, Illinois
Represented Nationally by

Joseph Hershey McGillvra

Joseph Hershey McGillvra

Joseph Hershey McGillvra
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INDIANA

me
oh WIRE

AP-31-KNUTC

ROCKNE KILLED

MARKET INDICATORS FOR
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Population
3,934,224
% of U. S.
2.6%
Homes
1,144,633
Percent Radio
96.5%
Radio Homes
1,104,571
Retail Sales
$3,690,721,000
Retail Trade Employes
189,629
Wholesale Sales Volume
$3,204,712,000
Wholesale Trade Employes ....
45,213
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

INDIANA
YR. FIGURES 1
'50
3,427 796
'50
2.61%
'50
937,048
'50
88.2%
'50
826,604
'50 3,520,507,000
'48
129,757
'48 847,000,000
'48
29,087
542,441
$ 357,358,000

Percent distribution
2.58% '49
2.45%
Per Capita Income
1,290 '49
541
Percent of national per capita
'wome
97% '49
94%
New Construction (Private)
$ 516,600,000 '50 90,400,000
Residential
$ 275,300,000 '50 38,700,000
Non-Residential
[uP-36-KtNC EDWARD ABDICATES /
$ 105,200,000 '50 19,800,000
Automobile Registration
1,434,885 '50
1,304,824
$5,0
1 936 — Northside Chevrolet, 1 a r g e s t Telephones
1,152,000 '50
97,0
732,200
0
0,00
Chevrolet dealer in Indiana, signs with
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management.
0
"
Further
reproducti
unlicensed.
For other sources see foreword. '49
WIRE.
97.9%
1,85
8,00
0,00
0
INS-38-NAZIS ENTER AUSTRIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
ELKHART,
Elkhart,
24,032 radio homes.24,724 homes, 97.2% rac
ANDERSON, Madison, 30,714 homes,
WTRC, 250w, I340kc, NBC, Pearson
radio, 30,071 radio homes.
1938 — Richman Brothers C 1 o t h i n g
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1
Company, starts radio advertising with WCBC, SBIkw-D,1MI470kc5M 15M 30M 80.00
D 4.00 4.00 15.00 21.00 35.00 41
N 4.00 Chan.
4.00 244,
15.00I00.7mc,
21.00 33kw
35.00 4'
WIRE.
WTRC-FM,
Bonus
D 8.00 8.00 18.00 34.00 53.00 27.50
1
Hr
WCBC-FM, Chan. 292, 106.3mc, .38kw
EVANSVILLE, Vanderburgh, 44,137 horn
D
1.90 3.75 8.85 15.00 27.50
95.8% radio, 44,199 radio homes.
N
1.90 3.75 8.85 15.00 40.00
AP-35-HITCER INVADES POLAND
94.
1
%
WHBU, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Boiling Conlan
40.00
3
AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
4.00 4.00 10.00 18.00 25.00
D 9.17 10.50 20.00 38.00 40.00 100
8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
1939— KO-WE-BA, one of the largest N
N 11.83 13.17 24.33 49.50 79.00 131
Lawrence, 10,088 homes,
eanned food distributors in Indiana, BEDFORD,
radio, 9,493 radio homes.
WEOA, 250w, I400kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper
45.00
buys radio advertising time with WIRE. WBIW, 250w, I340kc, Conlan
45.00 D 4.00 8.00 14.00 32.00 48.00 8(
N 9.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 40.00 I0(
D
4.50 4.50 10.00 17.50 27.50 homes.
Hooper 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I280kc, NBC, We
N 4.50 4.50 10.00 17.50 27.50
WGBF,
TERM
I
BLOOMINGTON.
Monroe, 12,543
ELECTED >RD
D 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 I2(
94.2% radio, 11,814 radio homes.
UP-40N 15.00 15.00 30.00 40.00 90.00 151
WMLL
Bonus (FM), Chan. 233, 94.5mc, 50kw
2
AM
non-affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
1940— Standard Oil Company (Ind.) D
WIKY,
250w-D,8.00
820kc,
IMS,32.00
Hooper,48.00
Conla81
9.00 20.00
17.50 27.50
4.00
14.00
N 3.50
3.75 5.00
5.50 10.00
30.00 47.50
50.00 D
joins long list of advertisers on WIRE
WIKY-FM,
Chan.
281,
I04.lmc,
20kw,
I
Bonus daytime only.
HARBOR j WTOM, 250w, I490kc
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 41
5kw-D,11.50
Ikw-N,
I330kc,
ABC,40.00
Walker10<
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 WJPS,
9.50
20.00
34.00
N 3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 ND 11.50
JNS-41 -JAPS ATTACK PEARL
14.50 29.00 48.50 87.00 14
WTTS,
5kw-D,4.00
500w-N,
I370kc,
D 4.00
10.00
20.00Meeker,
30.00Conlan
50.00 FORT WAYNE, Allen, 52,445 homes, 98 radio, 51,750 radio homes.
N 4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
1941 — Stark & Wetzel, one of Indiana's WTTV (TV), Chan. 10, 3.lkw-aur.; 4\2kw-vis.;
largest meat packers, chooses WIRE.
ABC, CBS, DuMont, NBC, Meeker
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
20.00 24.00 52.00 78.00 130.00 D 12.35 13.10 18.42 34.75 55.88 9
N
30.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 N 14.12 14.42 31.25 42.50 93.75 15/
BOONVILLE. Warrick, 4,274 homes, 93.3% WANE, 250w, I450kc, CBS, Boiling
radio, 5,854 radio homes.
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 34.00 4
WBNL,
250w-D, I540kc, KBS
These and many others have been consistent adverN 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 40.00 10
D
4.00 7.00 14.00 24.00 40.00 WGL,
Ikw, I250kc, ABC, Headley-Reed, Ho
COLUMBUS. Bartholomew, 9,832 homes, 94.2%
tisers on this station year after year — and are today
radio, 9,458 radio homes.
D er, Conlan
9.40 9.40 12.50 25.00 37.50 6
WCSI, 250w-D, lOIOkc,
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 12
40.00 WKJG,
selling more merchandise to more people through the
5kw, I380kc, MBS, Raymer
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 34.00
40.00
D
12.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 9 -J
WCSI-FM, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 71 kw
facilities of WIRE.
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 34.00 40.00 N 15.00 15.00 30.00 40.00 90.00
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 34.00
CONNERSVILLE, Fayette, 4,529 homes, 94.4%
radio, 4,307 radio homes.
High Program Ratings
WCNB, 250w-D, I580kc, Burn-Smith
SEE AD ON PAGE 5
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
• Better Programming
WCNB-FM,
Chan.only.
242, I00.3mc, lOkw, Inland
Bonus daytime
N
1.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
for the
• Better Merchandising Service CRAWFORDSVILLE, Montgomery, 8,935 homes,
94.4% radio, 8,431 radio homes.
AH Mean
WFMU(FM), Chan. 275, I02.9mc, I3kw, Inland
Radio
D 4.50 7.00 11.40 14.50 28.75 57.00
EVANSVILLI
Consistently Better Results
story
N
4.50 7.00 11.40 14.50 28.75 57.00
1931 — H. F Wasson, one ol Indianapolis' largest department stores, began
advertising on WIRE.

NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY THE JOHN E PEARSON COMPANY
BASIC NBC

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

• 5,000 WATTS
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Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
BROADCASTING

Telecasti

Michigan CitjQjr

I

'js. :
lOADCASTING^^mECASTlNG
MARKETBOOK MAP
Sc.L ./ UL
MAF iT WALTS P. BURN, MJDOiESURY, VBMOMI
€ 7951 . Broadcasting Publications, Inc.

G-FM, Chan. 291, lOi.lmc, 30kw, Bonus
HO, lOkw, I I90kc, NBC, Free & Peters,
ody, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
21.00 24.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
"27.00 29.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
VO-FM, Chan. 241, 94.lmc, I6.5kw
Y, Lake, 98,774, 97.8% radio, 96,601 radio
'■nes.
vt non-affiliates, average l-time rate
I 5.60 7.90 14.85 26.70 44.50 74.50
BY, SOOw-D, I370kc
5.20 7.80 11.70

23.40

39.00 65.00

CA, Ikw, I270kc, Hooper
I 6.00 8.00 18.00 30.00
8.00 12.00 26.00 43.00

50.00 84.00
72.00 120.00

IMOND, Lake, 98,774 homes, 97.8% radio,
[401 radio homes.
» B , 250w, I230kc, McGillvra, Conlan
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
,10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
1(FM), Chan. 222, 92.3mc, lOkw, McI'ra, Bonus
ANAPOLIS. Marion, 158,235 homes, 97.5%
iio, 154,279 radio homes.
_
A affiliates, average l-time rate
OADCASTING
• Tel

IOC

INDIANA
LU Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Station!
(i Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
d. Number ot Telecasting Stations

SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
16.50 17.67 27.50 54.00 82.33 144.33
26.67 28.33 50.00 103.67 161.67 283.00
2 AM non-affiliates, average l-time rate
D 10.60 12.60 23.20 42.40 63.50 106.00
N 15.00 17.00 32.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WFBM, 5kw, I260kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper
D 13.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 135.00
N 25.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 270.00
WFBM-TV, Chan. 6, I8.lkw-aur.; 28.2kw-vis.;
CBS, ABC, DuMont, Katz
D 75.00 115.00 161.00 184.00 276.00 460.00
N 100.00 145.00 203.00 232.00 348.00 580.00
WIBC, 50kw-D, lOkw-N, I070kc, MBS
D
18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 25.00 25.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WIRE, 5kw, I430kc, NBC, Pearson
D 20.00 20.00 52.00 82.00 148.00
N 30.00 30.00 91.00 155.00 279.00
WISH, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1310kc, ABC, Boiling
D 13.20 13.20 26.40 52.80 79.00 132.00
N 22.00 22.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
WXLW, Ikw, I590kc, IMS, Hooper
D 8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 8.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 43.00 80.00
(Continued on page 56)
casting
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INDIANA
SPOT RATE FINDER

reasons

16

(Continued from page 55)

WHY

JASPER, DuBois, 6,173 homes, 93.3% radio,
5,759 radio homes.
WITZ, Ikw-D, 990kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 97.4%
4.00
3.00
1 Hr
8.00 16.50 30.00 50.00
KOKOMO,
Howard, 15,778 homes,
radio, 15,368 radio homes.
WIOU, Ikw, I350kc, CBS, Weed
D
9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
LaFAYETTE, Tippecanoe, 19,484 homes, 97.5%
radio, 18,997 radio homes.
WASK, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Ra-Tel, Conlan
D
6.00 7.50 16.00 27.00 41.00 68.00
N
7.50 9.00 18.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
WFAM(FM), Chan. 236, 95.lmc, l.2kw, Ra-Tel
D
2.50 6.00 8.80 11.80 21.80
N
2.50 6.00 8.80 11.80 21.80
LAPORTE, LaPorte, 22,936 homes, 98.0% radio, 22,477 radio homes.
WLOI, 250w-D, I540kc, McGillvra
D
9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
LEBANON, Boone, 7,325 homes, 97.2% radio,
7,120 radio homes.
WINL(FM), Chan. 288, I07.lmc, 0.59kw
D
N
2.00 2.50 6.00 12.50 20.00 35.00

WITZ
Is Southwestern
Indiana's Best Buy
COUNTY
1950 CENSUS
Crawford
9,322
Daviess
26,689
Dubois
23,772
Gibson
30,657
Harrison
17,861
Knox
43,313
Lawrence
34,363
Martin
10,752
16,863
Orange
Perry
17,397
Pike
15,015
Posey
19,571
Spencer
16,164
Warrick
21,553
Washington
16,585
158,363
Vanderburgh
16 Counties
By any count

478,240
it's . . .

WITZ
JASPER,
1000 W (d)

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

INDIANA
•
990 KC

LOGANSPORT, Cass, 11.078 homes, 97.3%
radio, 10,779 radio homes.
WSAL, 250w, I230kc, MBS, Conlan
1M
4.50 6.00
SB 8.00
6.00

5M

I5M

30M

1 Hr

12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

MADISON, Jefferson, 5,709 homes, 93.4%
radio, 5,332 radio homes.
WORX(FM), Chan. 244, 96.7mc, 32kw
D
3.00 6.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.00 6.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
MARION, Grant, 18,206 homes, 97.6% radio,
17,769 radio homes.
WBAT, 250w, I400kc, Conlan
D
9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00
WMRI(FM), Chan.
Network, Inland
D
6.00
N
6.00

48.00 80.00

295, I06.9mc, 34kw, Hoosier
Radio.
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

MICHIGAN CITY, LaPorte, 22,936 homes,
98.0% radio, 22,477 radio homes.

EVANSVILLE,
Established
BMB

INDIANA

1923

STATION

NBC
AUDIENCE

Affiliate

REPORT
SPRING 1949

STUDY NO. 2

Radio Families
Total Weekly Audience
Average Daily Audience

Day

117,980

Night

89,270

Day

86,695

Night

59,971

EVANSVILLE
WGBF
5KW

1280 KC

• Marketbook

5M
8.00
5.00

15M • 30M 1
10.00 15.00 25
15.00 22.00 3

SOUTH BEND, St. Joseph, 56,336 hom
97.7% radio, 55,040 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average I-time rate
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 55.00 8
N 14.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 12
WHOT, 250w, I490kc, ABC, Boiling
D
7.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 61
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100
WJVA, 250w-D, I580kc, Burn-Smith
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 23.00 34.00 57
WSBT, 5kw, 960kc, CBS, Raymer, Hooper
D 13.00 13.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 115
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150

WIMS-FM, Chan. 228, 93.5rnc, Ikw, Ra-Tel,
Bonus daytime only.
N
1.50
5.00 10.00 20.00
MUNCIE,
Delaware, 26,336 homes, 97.6%
radio, 25,704 radio homes.

TERRE HAUTE, Vigo, 32,475 homes, 95.A *
radio, 30,949 radio homes.

WLBC, 250w, I340kc, CBS, Holman
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 3 2.00 48.00 80.
N
11.00 11.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110
WBOW, 250w, I230kc, NBC, Weed, Conlan
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 8(
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 I0(

NEW ALBANY, Floyd, 12,718 homes, 95.2%
radio, 12,108 radio homes.

WBOW-FM Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 20kw, Boni.

WLRP, Ikw-D, I570kc
D
3.50 5.00 8.00

24.00 40.00

WTHI, Ikw, I480kc, CBS, Boiling, Conlan
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 81
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 121

NEW CASTLE, Henry, 12,892 homes, 97.7%
radio, 12,595 radio homes.

WTHI-FM,
Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 3kw, Boll
Bonus

WCTW(FM), Chan. 273, I02.5mc, 4kw, Inland
Radio
D
3.00 5.00 8.97 17.96 26.93 44.89
N
5.00 8.00 13.60 27.20 40.80 68.00

VINCENNES,
Knox, 12,818 homes,
radio, 12,164 radio homes.

16.00

PORTLAND, Jay, 7,173 homes, 96.7% radio,
6,936 radio homes.

WAOV, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Pearson
D
3.60 3.60 7.20 14.40 21.60 3i
N
4.50 4.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 94i<

WPGW, 500w-D, I440kc
D 3.75 5.00 9.00 17.50 27.50 45.00

WARSAW, Kosciusko, 13,810 homes, 96
radio, 13,354 radio homes.

WRAY, Ikw-D, I250kc, LBS
D
1. 10 3.00 7.50 14.00

WKAM, 250w-D, I220kc, Holman
D
5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 4

22.00 40.00

RICHMOND, Wayne, 19,216 homes, 97.8%
radio, 18,793 radio homes.

WRSW, 500w, I480kc
(on the air Sept. I, 1951)

WKBV, 250w, I490kc, MBS, Meeker, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 22.50 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 7.00 12.00 26.00 36.00 60.00

WRSW-FM, Chan. 297, I07.3mc, 34kw
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 I
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 8

WASHINGTON, Daviess, 7,883 homes, 94 jj
radio, 7,410 radio homes.
WFML(FM), Chan. 293, I06.5mc, 14kw
3.00 5.00 8.00 17.00 25.00 '
40.00 60.00 D
N
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 i
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti

SEYMOUR,
Jackson, 8,114 homes, 94.6%
radio, 7,676 radio homes.
WJCD, 500w-D, I390kc
D
5.00 10.00
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SB 1M
2.00 3.00
2.75 3.50

TELL CITY, Perry, 4,776 homes, 91.6% rad
4,375 radio homes.
WTCJ, 250w, 1230kc, KBS
D
4.50 4.50 8.00 20.00 35.00
N
4.50 4.50 8.00 20.00 35.00 60

WIMS, Ikw-D, I420kc, LBS, Ra-Tel
D
8.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00

WMUN(FM), Chan. 281, I04.lmc, 8.64kw
D
6.00 9.00 15.00
N
8.00 12.00 20.00
WGBF

SHELBYVILLE, Shelby, 8,811 homes, KM
radio, 8,441 radio homes.
WSRK(FM), Chan. 267, I0l.3mc, 5kw, Inl
Radio

25.00

Your
00,000
OVER 3

EWHES

R

Best

in a Rich, Growing

Medium
and

Isolated

.

.

.

Market!

Yes, WTHI reaches a rich Wabash Valley market that is
far in excess of the 1950 Terre Haute population figures.
And the steady growth of retail sales, both in units sold
and dollar value, reflects the market increase. Just one
new industrial plant, now building, will increase area
production workers by 30 % , and the yearly payrolls by
$15,000,000! And this market is isolated, by from 70
to 175 miles, from the nearest major trading centers.
CBS and top-flight local programming plus constant and
vigorous promotion make WTHI your best buy in this
fine market.

Annual

WTHI is owned and operated by Terre
Haute people jor the benefit and entertainment of Terre Haute and W abash Valley
residents. More and more, WTHI is known
and respected as "The Family Station"

* Estimated 1950 figures,
Survey of Buying Power,
'Sales Management"
OADCASTING

Telecasting

TERRE
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U80
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MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

49,4
1950
(* S 000)
Employment
Taxable
Pa
Total
1950
1940
Mid-March
rolls
1st
Qt
1950
Percentage
Farm
Income
1950
Retail
Sales
1940
1950
Homes
1948
1948 ($001
Radio
Radio
Homes
Radio
Homes
Population
opulation
i ill
96.7
6,051
22.395
21,254
($200,720
000)
18,233
3 122
98.3
52,645
155,084
182,903
51,750
39,150
4,779
96.2
70[062
5,851
6,790
36,109
28,276
27,939
2 907
11,439
860
9,458
11,117
9,832
10,452
13 783
3,237
3.159
lo, Uoi>
5,8.
13 988
2,678
4 214
9,707
97.6
o,Ooo
3,9
22!081
23^950
2^769
7!325
23,728
1.4:
oo C7fi
952
88
1,955
7,120
97.2
2.125
90.4
2,57!
6,189
11,343
12,388*
96.2
5.605
6,172
1,921
5,891
15,410
15,974
18,957*
tR
QfiQ
1
1
f!7Q
97.3
11,
U io
00,0 lU
oD.yuo
10,779
39,400
3,837
5,392
13.419
92.8
1,0
25,195
48,284
9,223
12,498*
31,020
12,453
7.500
94.4
15,927
23,912
25,365
1,676
6,371
7,080
2*
5,728
99
16
6,591
27,520
29,619
28,411
9,565*
3,616
2,52
9.067
90.9
97.1
604
7,340
8,804
10,171
2,763
4,573
9,322
2,512
94.0
26,689
26,163
3,847
,34,5697* 2*
19,848
18,6
13
1,656
7,883
4,8
7,410
13,44917* 6*
25,136
7,078
23,053
95.3
5.364
2,5
2,466
6,745
19,764
1,
93.7
8,041
7
15,005
18,173
17,722
6,019*
*
5,485
5,231
61
,9
15,4
5,139
16
24,756
26,041
20,972
5,9
1,617
79,739
7.536
97.0
7,769
97.6
26,939
26,336
6,193
3,912
74,963
25,704
19,877
90.091
4,512
6,460*
18,194
22,579
23,772
5,759
4,067
93.3
6,173
1,977*
89,817
24,032
84,327
18,372
72,634
11,976*
23,691
24,724
2,0'
96.6
97.2
23,416
6,307
21,294
9,956*
19,411
A4,3A'
6,529
5,311
8,438
43,905
35,317
4,839
12,719
35,061
10,904*
12,108
8,305
1.1
13,328*
17,799
7*
95.2
67
5,
8,406
18,299
14,434
96.1
4,450
5,345
93.8
2
16,060
5,562
2,318
14,412
4,226
17,686*
2,766
3,964
15,802
96.9
7
94.8
8,072
16,523
15,577
5,589
3,999
5,768
25,120
1,647
862
7,176*
30,709
30,657
9,109
8,635
62,057
14,058
15,927
6,812
55,813
18,206
17,769
53,769
18,519
10,926* 0*
93.8
2.:0
97.6
31.330
27,837
8,964
45
4,194
8,408
6,
6,922
96.9
3,228*
24.614
28,431
22,366
8,525
2,574
6,494
9.11
96.5
4,181
8,261
20,304
17.302
15,264
10,021*
6,125
92.0
4,514
4.f&
17,861
10,884*
9*
5,911
65
1,891
8,
17,106
13,515
14i
96.6
2,961
24,560
4,619
20,151
8,572
14,727*
5,021
ii.:
1,205
1,003
7,152
6,909
97.7
10,140
12,595
4,949
40,208
45,433
12,892
35,769
12,300
15,368
97.4
15,778
47,752
17,765
2.2,!
54.384
7.702
27,586
10,830*
50,808
97.4
29,931
8,351
14,530*
31,302
7,964*
9,157
9.401
28,246
26,612
23,198
6,636
94.6
5,703
7,676
8,114
:
96.5
17,015
16,114*
14,397
14,042
4,368
4,526
96.7
3,214
23,119
18,115
13,402*
22,601
5,121
7*
1,111
8,76
13,258*
6.936
93.4
7,173
4,709
21,613
5,713
5.709
19,912
15,616
2.)
1,1
3,938
15,254
12,944*
5.332
8,168
13,681
92.4
3.825
20,075
2,545
1,133
22,493
3,534
26,261
95.6
2,252
7.621
94.9
9,955
43,313
5,415
12,818
43,973
7,286
12,164
14,173*
41,050
10,170*
96.7
29,598
1.1
13,810
13,354
32,868
29,561
8,367*
14,0
105,9
3,281
5,(
832
14,352
l.:
7,381
15,323
8,246
2:
5.259
96.6
97.8
2,
386,187
2,846
293,195
9,533
366,113
96,601
69,917
5,080
5,073
72,605
135,902
22,477
98.774
11,665*
2.1,
6.603*
2,;
22.936
63,660
25,525
15,219
76,740
21,533
98.0
7,655
34,363
35,045
6*
58
10,088
3,
16,548*
94.1
97.9
103,798
9,493
30,716
30,071
5,089
88,575
93,961
22,920
19,481*
33,927
22,1
140,:
154,279
97.5
158.235
120,282
655,410
204,758
460,926
549,047
11,236*
29,475
25,935
27,864
8,717
96.6
92.5
11,301*
9,024
2.997
10,300
12,142*
10,752
3,780
2,
2,772
4.945
6,094
23,679
28,154
27,926
1,188
8,539
1,648
8,300
97.2
94.2
7,215
49,469
12,543
11.816
36,534
34,428
15,286*
13,430*
96.6
7,868
29,097
27,231
5,140
27,224
8.935
8,157
4,056*
8,631
7,160
23,712
17,341
4,885
19,801
13,537*
3.'
7,149
6,734
10.775
96.6
94.2
10,363
10,992
2,479
2,199
3.248
96.9
4,296
24,163
12,014*
25,072
3.362
22,776
1,197
8,378
8,118
4,033
93.8
272
854
4,230
2,103
1,912*
1,184
5,634
3.782
93.7
16,863
1,111
17,311
4.996
18,915*
3,339
10,047
92.1
4,681
809
11,751
12.090
2,217
2,836*
94.4
2,296
3.856
10,185
3.551
17,358
15,647
10,893*
10,455
6,401
3,814
2.1
4,740
5,021
91.6
12,460*
8,395*
17,397
4,375
17,770
4,776
921
4,175
1,
15,015
3,033
1,141
17,045
4,602
92.4
4,518
97.7
11,751
39,562
9,767
11,481
27,836
31,387
3,242
92.8
6,867
19.183
19.571
13,197
1,931*
2,025
5.759
4,336
989
12,457
4,345*
4,000
12,056
5,344
10,330*
2,493
10,425
3,751
3,556
94.8
18,577
22,916
20,839
95.9
1*
38
3,
26,490
6,265
6,008
1,693
96.7
4,867
27,157
26,766
6,855
8.393
8,116
4,725
93.5
18,898
18,798
15,602
8*
5,255
64
3,722
2,
4,913
19,768
16,253
2,281
96.4
18,927
5,429
10,741*
5,632
97.7
234,576
4,712
3,846*
204,740
55,040
40,180
161,823
2,364
56,336
94.1
6*
67
7,
75,438
3,157
11,554
8,978
13,168*
3.355
8,705*
8.239
2
1,888
95.8
28,016
24,642
25.953
16,004*
8.811
92.3
8,441
894
16,164
1,407
16,211
6,547
4,194
2,872
4.544
13,290
94.3
974
12,258
8,801
15.239
5,122
2,615
96.3
18,287*
4,945
5,244
17,062
17,862
2*
88
6,
13,740
10,367*
7,175
94.2
7,451
16.291
3,455
23,641
27,014
1,464
7,675
7,230
240
1,676
5,940
2,179
7,577
8,167
2.328
13,822*
3.126
97.5
68.111
12,781
73,529
18,997
93.6
1,601
251*
2,
51,020
19,484
97.2
16,267
3,872
15,558
15,135
415
1,522
96.5
9,963
4,626
95.8
6,017
4,496
0*
1,836
6,399
31,356
74
7,
1,903
5,084
130,783
158,363
167,776
44,199
46,137
54,029
8*
1,742
64
7,
95.5
19,448
8,375*
14,571
112,968
21,787
1.807
104,931
5,297
32,475
8,067*
15.634*
6,146
95.3
99,709
25,651
5,869
30,949
97.1
28.760
25,497
12,839*
28,995
26,601
8*
75
4,
95.9
257
6.792
2,075
6,708
8,586
8,337
2,584
2,478
9,055
3,785
8,510
93.3
21,553
19,435
13,716
1 M1
16,585
6,276
2,773
92.5
3,833
13,083
5,856
17,008
4,801
4,441
1U
97.8
0*
18.793
68,514
14,864
70,703
3,210
1,535
6,5.16732*
59,229
19,216
97.0
19,583
19.099
858*
15,930
13,296*
5,
19.415
13,755
96.3
5.961
4,776
2,537
18,001
5,732
4,055
11,109*
17,037
96.9
6,754
16,133
6,504
17,001
18,828
7,682*
2,464 e* add S1 I
4,280
5,963
5
000*
5,778
2,427
ales, and Farm Income mar ked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sale s Management. ' Further reproduction16,297*
unlicensed
Farm
Incorr
•
Telecasti
g
12,132*
BROADCASTING
8,412*
etbook
14,743*
11,221*
1217

*'

County
Adams
Allen
Bartholomew
Benton
Blackford . . .
Boone
Brown
Carroll
Cass
Clark
Clay
Clinton
Crawford
Daviess
Dearborn
Decatur
DeKalb
Delaware
Dubois
Elkhart
Fayette
Floyd
Fountain
Franklin
Fulton
Gibson
Grant
Greene
Hamilton
Hancock
Harrison
Hendricks . . .
Henry
Howard
Huntington . .
Jackson
Jasper
Jay
Jefferson
Jennings
Johnson
Knox
Kosciusko . . .
Lagrange
Lake
LaPorte
Lawrence
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Martin
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Newton
Noble
Ohio
Orange
Owen
Parke
Perry
Pike
Porter
Posey
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph
Ripley
Rush
St. Joseph . . .
Scott
Shelby
Spencer
Starke
Steuben
Sullivan
Switzerland .
Tippecanoe . .
Tipton
Union
Vanderburgh
Vermillion . .
Vigo
Wabash
Warren
Warrick
Washington
Wayne
Wells
White
Whitley

RADIO

1,000 WATTS
DIAL
13 5 0
WIOU

DAY

& NIGHT

KOKOMO
Indiana

131,900

Households
Radio Homes
We know what our people want . . . and a share of the listening
audience that is never less than half and frequently exceeds 80 percent, isproof that we give them just that.
★
*
*
Including the finest programs in the world from the Columbia
Broadcasting System.
★
*
★
Farm Listeners hear a special program for two hours each day
conducted by Robert Nance, Farm Service Director.
Radio Station WIOU
John Carl Jeffrey, Vice-President and General Manager.
Radio Center
Kokomo, Indiana
Telephone 6194
Represented by
WEED & COMPANY
New York - Chicago - Hollywood - Detroit - San Francisco
Atlanta - Boston

RETAIL
Food
StoresMARKET* 1950
General Merchandise Stores
Home
Stores
ApparelFurnishings
Stores
Automotive
Outlets
Filling Stations
Building
Mtl.-Hardwaie
Eating-Drinking
Places
Drug
Stores
All Other Stores
TOTAL RETAIL SALES

40,030
41,
HO
12,590,000

311,100
98,400

23,770,000 26,860,000
95,620
56,250,000
13,430,000
5,820,000 13,140,000
15,800,000
61,200,000
25,900,000
8,060,000
7,430,000
15,230,000 19,420,000
6,840,000 39,000,000
14,490,000
7,820,000
27,970,000
13,210,000
;5,7iO,000 123,160,000
3,470,000 281,950,000
Witlun
2 J) MV/M WibMn
0.5 MV/M WithinContour
Contour
59,130,000
0.1 MV/M
FARM MARKET. 1950
Contour
18,360
Number of Farms
29,790
22,100
Households
Population
7,050
Radio Homes
20,840
8,330
83,050
Automotive Vehicles
79,150
48,350
73,320
Cost of Feed Purchased $00
78,500
313,200
18,300
Value of Products
179,700
68,400,000
$00 i 46,800,000
19,560,000
121,000,000
6,760,000
417,000,000
*Not shown
on map
by store classes, expressed it dollars $ 7,890
Sources: Census of 1950 (Population) 1949 (Business) 1945 (Agriculture);
BMB Radio
Families.
SRDS by
ConsumerWALTER
Markets, P.coordination
to 1950-1951
basis
of Federal
estimates
BURN. Middlebury.
Vermont00
2,880,000
5,640,000
f.,240,000
13,330,000
3,140,000
7,100,000
2,920,000
1,580,000

Scat of ML
LX Standard
Location(AM)ol CityBroadcasting
and numbarStatlom
of
<S) Numbar ol FM Broadcasting Station!
A Number o) Telecasting Stations

MARKETBOOK MAP

IOWA

IOWA
SPOT RATE FINDER
AMES, Story, 11,800 homes, 98.4% radio,
11,611 radio homes.
KASI, Ikw-D, 1430kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.00 9.00 15.00 22.50 37.50
WOI-TV, Chan. 4, 10.4kw-aur. 13kw-vis.,
ABC, CBS, DoMont & NBC, Weed
N 50.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
ATLANTIC, Cass, 5,681 homes, 97% radio,
5,511 radio homes.
KJAN, 250w, 1220kc, Keystone, Biddick
D
5.00 10.00 18.33 30.00 50.00
BOONE, Boone, 8,098 homes, 97.6% radio,
7,904 radio homes.
KWBG,
D lkw-D,4.00500w-N,
6.50 1590kc
13.00 21.00 33.00
N
5.80 8.50 15.00 25.00 42.00
BURLINGTON, Des Moines, 12,328 homes,
96.4% radio, 11,884 radio homes.
KBUR, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Taylor, Conlan
D
8.00 8.00 11.00 26.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 55.00 90.00
KBUR-FM, Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 53kw, Taylor
(To guarantee FM duplication add 50% to
above rates)
CARROLL, Carroll, 6,065 homes, 98.1% radio,
5,950 radio homes.
KCIM, Ikw, 1380kc, LBS
D
5.15 13.25 26.50 39.70 65 00
N
5.15 13.25 26.50 39.70 65.00
CEDAR RAPIDS, Linn, 30,721 homes, 97.5%
radio, 29,953 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 11.00 17.00 20.50 41.00 61.50 102.50
N 16.50 25.00 32.50 65.00 107.50 187.50
KCRG, 5kw, 1600kc, MBS, Burn-Smith, Conlan
D 6.00 10.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65. 0D
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
KCRK
Smith,(FM),
BonusChan. 245, 96.9mc, 43kw, BurnNote: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

CD Spencer

a
Centerville
KWCR, 250w, 1450kc, McKinney, Iowa Tallcorn
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
N
7.00 12.00 '20.00 30.00 50.00
WMT, 5kw, 600kc, CBS, Katz, Hooper, BMB
D 16.00 24.00 23.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
N 23.00 35.00 40.00 80.00 140.00 250.00

QUINT
CITIES
5 cities forming one great community
the Hub of a Major Market
Here's what you buy with WOC . . .
The erngreatest
the towns
westInner Cornconcentration
Belt area . of. .population
dozens of insmall
surrounding the cities ... a market
Basic
in one of the richest agricultural
NBC Affiliate
regions in the world ... a market
famous for its heavy and light industries.
WOC ties this entire area together
in one market package. Sell your
products by using WOC. Get the
facts from your nearest F & P
office — or from WOC direct.

1420 Kc
OC "

W

B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager

WOC
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Mason City[in)
HANCOCK
CERFVC GO* CO

BUENA VISTA POCAHONTAS
Fort Dodge [3D
L CALHOUN
HARDIN L
SAC
Webster City
SLACK HAWK I BUCHANAN
WEBSTERBoone SHAMILTON
©2 Waterloo
GREENE
LD
Carroll
BOONE
STORY L
mEAAmes
[TjMarsrialltown
DALLAS POLK
Des MoinesSJS,
CASS
MAHASKA
Oscaloosa
L3 Atlantic
KEOKUK
OttumwaO
Reda Oak
UNION
[TJCrestort

The

5,000 W

MAP© BY195),W A LBroadcasting
TEH 9. BURN, MIDDLEBURY,
Publications,VHlMOMT
Inc.
Charles B

Davenport, Iowa
AM-FM-TV
free & Peters Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

• Marketbook

*
CENTERVILLE, Appanoose, 6,465 homes, 94.6%
radio, 6,116 radio homes.
KCOG, lOOw, 1400kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.75 8.00 17.00 23.00 40.00
M
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
CHARLES CITY, Floyd, 6,206 homes, 97.5%
radio,250w-D.
6,051 radio
KCHA,
1580kc.homes.
McGillvra
D
4.30 5.70 11.45 22.85 34.30 57.45
CLINTON, Clinton, 14,210 homes, 97.6% radio, 13 869 radio homes.
KROS, 250w, 1340kc. MBS, McKinney, Conlan
D
5.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 40 00 60.00
N 7.00 9.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 90,00
KROS-FM, Kinney,
Chan.
Bonus 241, 96.1mc, 14kw, McCOUNCIL
BLUFFS, Pottawattamie, 19,714
homes. 96.6% radio, 19,044 radio homes.
f:SWI, 500w-D, 1560kc, McKinney
D
5.00 6.65 12 00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KFMX (FM), Chan. 241. 96.1mc, 12kw
D
3.25 3.50 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
3.25 3.50 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
CRESTCN,
Union,homes.
4,850 homes, 96.4% radio,
4 675 radio
('SIB,
lkw-D,
1520kc,
Conlan 30.00
D
5.00 6.00 8.00McKinney,
14.00 24.00
DAVENPORT. Scott, 27,538 homes, 97.8% radio, 26,932 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.50 10.50 12.00 30.00 51.00 85.00
N 13.00 17.25 20.00 50.00 86.50 155.00
KSTT, lkw, 1170kc, MBS, McKinney
D
5 00 6.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 12 00 20.00 40.00 65.00 130.00
5kv 151420kc,
NBC, Free & Pe»ers
DWOC.12.00
00
40.00 72.00 120.00
N 18.00 22.50
60.00 108.00 180.00
WOC-FM, Chan. 279 103.7mc, 47kw, Bonus
WOC-TV.
5, 22.9kw-aur.; 22.9kw-vis.;
NBC FreeChan.
& Peters
D 35 00 35.00 42.50 70.00 105.00 175.00
N 50.00 50.00 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
DECORAH. Winneshiek, 5,771 homes, 96.5%
radio 5,569 radio homes.
KDEC, 250w, 1240kc. MBS, McKinney, Conlan
D 4.50 5.00 10.00 18.00 23.00 48.00
N 4.50 5.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 48.00
DEj MOINES. Polk, 67,590 homes, 97.8%
radio, 66,103 radio homes.
4D AM15.50
affiliates,
1-time 85.00
rate 140.00
22.75 average
32 75 56.25
N 28.75 40.00 53.50 91.00 149.00 265.00
2 AM non-affi!'ates, average 1-time rate
D
7.50 9.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 9.50 20.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
KCBC, lkw, 1390kc, Forjoe
D
8.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KCBC-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 1 .5kw
(See Transit Radio Listing)
KIOA, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 940kc, MBS, Raymer,
BMB
D
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
N 8.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KRNT, 5kw, 1350kc, ABC, Katz, Hooper
D 12.00 18.00 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 16.00 24.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 200.00

KRNT-FM,
Bonus Chan. 283, 104.5mc, 8kw, M
KSO, 5kw, 1460kc, CBS
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 4
D 10.00 14.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 It
N 16.00 24.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 2C
KSO-FM, Chan. 247, 97.3mc, 254kw
(Rates not listed)
KWDM. lkw, 1150kc
D
7.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 6
N
8.00 9.00 20.00 36.00 60.00 10
BMB 50kw, 1040kc, NBC, Free 8. Per
WHO,
D 34.00 50.00 72.00 120.00 180.00 3t
N 75.00 100.00 134.40 224.00 336.00 5<
WHO-FM, Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 400kw
CUEUCUE
Dubuque,
17,793 homes, 9',
radio, 17,295
radio homes.
2 AM 5.50
affiliates,
1-time 30.00
rate
D
6.00 average
10.00 20.00
N 6.70 7.20 18.00 33.50 54.00
Kinneylkw, 1370kc, MBS, McKinney, Cc
KDTH,
D 600 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 i
N 7.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 1(
KDTH-FM, Chan. 263, 100.5mc, 50kw,
N
4.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 !
WKBB, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Meeker
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 ■
N
6.40 6.40 16.00 32.00 48.00 I
WDBQ(FM),
Meeker, BonusChan. 277, 103. 3mc, 1
FORT DODGE Webster, 12,372 homes, 9;
radio, 12,063 radio homes.
KVFD, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, McKinney, Cc
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 2000 28.00
N
6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 i
KFMY (FM), Chan. 274, 102.7mc, 7.2kw,
Kinney, Bonus
FORT MADISON, Lee, 12,506 homes, 9:
radio,500w-D,
11,968 1360kc,
radio homes.
KXGI,
LBS
D
2.25 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00
N
3.60 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00
IOWA CITY, Johnson, 11,278 homes, 9i
radio, 10.917 radio homes.
KXIC, lkw-D, 800kc
D
8.75 8.75 10.50 21.00 35.00
KEOKUK, Lee, 12,506 homes, 95.7% r
11,963 radio homes.
Meeke.DKOKX.
12.00 1310kc,
24.00 36.00
fees)6.00lkw-D,8.00500w-N,
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 II
KOKX-FM, Chan. 274, 102.7mc, 3.7kw, Mi
(Bcnus guaranteed only on payment o
D 3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
MARSHAL LTOWN. Marshall, 10,282 he
97.8% radio. 10,056 radio homes.
KFJB, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
4 80 4.80 11.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.50 20.00 35.00
MASON CITY, Cerro Gordo, 13,620 he
97.5% radio, 13,280 radio homes.
2D AM 6 affiliates,
1-time 39.75
rate
25 8.00 average
13.00 26.00
N
9.75 10.75 19.00 38.00 56.50

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

5kw, 1300kc, CBS, Weed, Hooper
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
1.50 10.50 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
isFM, Chan. 266, 101. lmc, 16kw, Weed,
250w, 1490kc, MBS, McKinney, Tall
.00 5.50 7.50 15.00 24.00 36.00
.50 7.50 10.00 20.00 29.00 48.00
lkw-D, lOIOkc, Rambeau
i.00 6.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MINE, Muscatine, 9,609 homes, 96.7%
o, 9,292 radio homes.
Conlan50.00
i.00250w-D,
5.00 860kc,
9.00 McKinney,
18.00 30.00
-FM, Chan. 259, 99.7mc, 0.8kw, Mce/ (Bonus daytime only)
!40 3.00 6.40 11.52 19.20 32.00
rIN,
8,007 homes, 96.9% ra7,759Fayette,
radio homes.
500w, 950kc
1.00 5.00 9.05 22.65 34.00 56.65
5.00 6.00 1 0.90 27.75 40.80 68.00
.OOSA, Mahaska, 7,759 homes, 96.2%
o 7,291 radio homes.
' 250w-D,5.10 740kc,
McGillvra
7.80 LBS,15.60
23.45 39.00
8.75 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
*WA, Wapello, 14,144 homes, 96.6%
o 13,663 radio homes.
250w, 1240kc, MBS
8.75
12.50 18.75 31.25
15.OO
20.00 30.00 50.00
>AK,4,656
Montgomery,
4,775 homes, 97.5%
o,
radio homes.
500w-D, 1600kc
rates available)

SHENANDOAH, Page, 6,909 homes, 96.6%
radio, 6,674 radio homes.
2 AM SBaffiliates,
1M average
5M 1-time
15M rate
30M 1 Hr
D
8.00 11.50 17.60 32.00 51.50 85.00
N 10.50 14.00 24.50 43.50 76.50 127.50
KFNF, lkw-D, 500w-N, 920kc, MBS, Taylor
D
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KMA, 5kw, 960kc, Avery-Knodel, ABC, BMB,
D Conlan
10.00 15.00 19.20 32.00 55.00 90.00
N 15.00 20.00 33.00 55.00 105.00 175.00
SIOUX CITY, Woodbury, 29,855 homes,
96.8% radio, 28,900 radio homes.
2D AM 12.00
affiliates,
10.50 average
13.00 1-time
26.00 rate
39.00 65.00
N 18.00 16.50 28.50 57.00 85.50 142.50
KCOM. lkw, 620kc
D 6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KSCJ, 5kw, 1360kc, ABC, Hollingbery
D 12.00 12.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N bery18.00 18.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
KSCJ-FM, Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 12kw, HollingD
1.80 1.80 2.40 4.80 7.20 12.00
N 3.60 3.60 4.80 9.60 14.40 24.00
KTRI, 5kw, 1470kc,
MBS, Taylor,
Conlan 60.00
D
9.00 12.00
24.00 36.00
N
15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
SPENCER, Clay, 5,267 homes, 98.4% radio,
5,183 radio homes.

KICD, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, McKinney
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
STORM LAKE, Buena Vista, 6,169 homes,
98.4% radio, 6,070 radio homes.
KAYL, 250w-D. 990kc
D
3.90 4.85 9.35 18.70 31.20 52.00
N
6.00 7.50 13.50 27.00 45.00 75.00
KAYL-FM, Chan. 234, 101.5 mc, 8.9kw, Bonus
daytime. (Night rates consult station manager)
WATERLOO,
Black Hawk, 27,909 homes,
98.1% radio, 27,379 radio homes.
1-time 75.00
rate 125.00
D2 AM10.25affiliates,
11.25 average
23.00 46.00
N 17.50 18.50 41.00 77.00 120.50 205.00
MARKET
CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
% of U. S
Homes
Percent Radio
Radio Homes
Retail Sales
Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume
Wholesale Trade Employes

KWWL, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1330kc, MBS, Pearson
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
N 10.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 85.00 150.00
KXEL,
Conlan50kw, 1540kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
D 12.50 12.50 26.00 52.00 78.00 130.00
N 25.00 25.00 52.00 104.00 156.00 260.00
KXEL-FM,
Knodel Chan. 289, 105.7mc, 18kw, AveryD
4.00 6.00 10.00
N
4.00 6.00 10.00
WEBSTER CITY, Hamilton, 5,781 homes, 98%
radio, 5,665 radio homes.
KJFJ,
250w-D,5.001570kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
3.00

INDICATORS FOR IOWA
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES
2,621,073 '50
2,538,268
1.7% '50
1.93%
755,969 '50
683,964
97.1% '50
90.2%
734,046 '50
617,006
$2,652,048,000 '50
2,553,851,000
126,350 '48
92,137
$3,323,533,000 '48
790,500,000
34,801 (Continued
'48
on 24,548
page

YR.
'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39
62)

1300 KC, 5000 Watts
full time — CBS affiliate.
Check Hooper below
— KGLO dominates
with twice as many
listeners as all other
stations combined.

HOOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
City: Mason City. Iowa • Total Coincidental Calls This Period: 6.217 • Period: Fall. 1950
SHARE OF R40/O AUDIENCE
RADIO
KGLO
HOMES
OTHER
TIME
SETS
A
E
B
c
D
(CBS)
IN USE
AM&FM CALLED
3.3
23.5
MON. THRU FRI.
*
65.7
2.9
18.0
2.9
7.1
8:00 A.M. — 10:00 A.M.
2.4
4.1
0.6
8.8
MON. THRU FRI.
80.6
1,258
1.2
2.4
2.2
10:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
17.4
MON. THRU FRI.
1.275
20.5
71.9
5.9
2.7
1.4
14.2
8:00 A.M. — 12:00 N.
2.4
9.6
0.2
2,533
MON. THRU FRI.
*
2.9
77.9
26.5
949
5.8
12:00 N. — 3:00 P.M.
(8.2f)
72.3
14.8
MON. THRU FRI.
*
20.1
2.6
0.6
2.8
3:00 P.M. — 6:00 P.M.
(6.7t)
MON. THRU FRI.
958
*
23.3
1
1.8
3.2
75.5
1.7
12:00 N. — 6:00 P.M.
2.0
13.6
SUN. THRU SAT.
70.2
1,907
41.7
2.2
876
10.3
1.3
2.6
6:00 P.M. — 8:00 P.M.
16.4
SUN. THRU SAT.
*
13.8
67.2
2.2
35.6
8:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
SUN. THRU SAT.
901
0.4
"SH
14.9
68.8
1.8
11.9
1.6
38.5
I.IARE C
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M.
t Adjusted to compensate for the fact that Radio Stat on
RADIO
the proportion
the total r)F
signs off at 5:30 P. M. in October.
adio audier AUDIENCE"
ce listening torepresents
a particular
station.1.777
Baseof
* No listeners found in sample.
for "RADI O SETS IN USE" is "Total Homes Called."
COPYRIGHT I950. C. E. HOOPER. INC.
For availabilities write or call
IN ITS 15TH YEAR OF
Walter
Nat'l. Sales
SERVING AND SELLING
Lee Rothschild.
Stations, Quincy,
IllinoisMgr.
tef^STAlIONS
Affiliated with WTAD, Quincy. linois — Represented by Weed & Company
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MARKET INDICATORS FOR IOWA
(Continued from page 61)
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
140,179 '47
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
$84,846,000 '47
Percent distribution
Per Capita Income

County

Black Hawk

Carroll

Clarke
Clay
Dallas
Dickinson
Fayette . . . :
Floyd
Greene
Grundy
:
Hamilton
Howard
Ida
Iowa
Jackson

Lyon
Marshall
Mills
Mitchell
Monona
Monroe
Montgomery
Muscatine
O'Brien .
Osceola
Page
Palo Alto
Pocahantas
Polk
Pottawattamie
Ringgold
Sac
Scott
Shelby
Story
Tama
Taylor
Warren
Washington
Winnebago
Winneshiek
Woodbury
Worth
Wright
Note: For sources see foreword.
Page 62, August 20, 1951

*

$

*

1.67%
1,292
*

'49
'49

1.63% '40
485 '40

CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
Percent of national per capita
income
97% '49
84%
New Construction (Private)
$ 213,900,000 '47
70,400,0C
Residential
$ 49,900,000 '47 23,700,00C
Non-Residential
$ 54,800,000 '48 12,700,000
Automobile Registration
1,072,290 '50
897,755
Telephones
824,400 '50
606,500
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduj
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
4*349
DATA

*

*

*

1*851

IOWA RADIO MARKET
BY COUNTIES
1*009
(*$000)
l'652
Total 1950 Er
1940
1940
1950
1 950
Retail1 950Sales Farm Income Mid-March
Percentage
1950
Radio
Homes
nployment
1948
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
7*617*
Population
Population
(iUUU)
687
$3,301,0 12,266
13,196
3,725
460 1*771
00,8,745
2,690
10,156
3,602
0
0
96.7
0
16,353 '49 17,184
8,951
2,491
6,233
1,233,00 4,549
2,620
97.1
3,222
19,659
24,245
6,465
15,641
0,003,375
30*837
2.790
95.6
840
1,378
0 *40
11,575
13,786
11,790
3,665
94.6
12,542
6,116
2,343 1*688
22,643
3,277
22,879
97.1
5,544
6,660
9,295*225
18*637*
19,720
5.762
99,580
19,074,345
115,776
1,416
6,480
27,909
97.3
79,946
27,379
21,084
1*263
33']. 60*
97.6
27,944
29,782
18,023,634
15,002*
7,043
98.1
18,843
8,098
2*452
7,904
5,255
17,932
23,406
2,547
20,227
4,332
21,666
20,991
96.9
13,559*
16.780
17'l41*
5,704
5,092
21,090
1,757
24,912
96.6
19,838
4,655
6,169
5,510
17,328
96.9
2,529
98.4
6,070
17,986
5,054
5,061
4.328
5,085
4,398
16,890
10*451
1*105
97.9
17,584
17,044
22,770
14,666
22*535*
98.1
4,904
28,230
22,977
4,978
26*714*
15,627*842
6,065
5.216
97.0
4,773
18,532
1*945
18,647
22,105
5,950
25*401*
2^421
5,681
17,734
16,884
l]823
24,963,164
4,855
20*669*
5.010
1,077
4.735
4.087
45,648
43,845
97.5
58.919
16,348
17,025,183
5,511
96.9
13,620
29,439*
97.9
19,031
10,721
19,258
18,398
13,280
4,837
10*448 4*550
96.5
15,169
31*846*
4,133
15,227
4,174
15,889
630
95.3
9,344
3,988
3,510
10,233
2,860
98.4
2,493
3,001
18,031
2,450
17,762
26,442
26*572*
892
4,395
22,490
8*343*
8,262
5,183
5,267
17,865,147
24,334
6,677
18,549
49,436
6,417
11,313
96.1
13,869
44,722
14,210
20,538
4,708
19,696
97.0
55,179
22,319,258
97.6
5,504
17,374
5,449
24,649
23,658
14.358*
7,342
23,382
25*134*
7,151
5,286
616
6,380
93.9
9,898
2,995
97.4
11,136
3,190
18*856
572 1*
2,430
94.8
12,545
14,012
5,073
3,870
3.669
3,060
8,359
17,709
l'293625
96.9
17,732,954
4,964
18,487
12,718
8.130*
42,056
4,810
12,328
10,319
4,246
36,804
1,166
45,664
11,884
97.9
30.988*
6,005*518
12,746
96.4
12,185
13,426
6,429
9,523
2,946
17,793
71,294
6,567
13*659*
14,322
17,295
96.7
3,939
14,102
97.2
78,881
14,530
16**389916
3.809
13,406
29,151
28,228
16*237*
24,838
8.007
6.906
19,042,458
19,415
6,206
63,768
•
21,457
7,759
3,121
20,169
96.9
97.5
14,674.032
5,046
97.4
16,287
14,450
6,051
16,379
18,*515,033
4.698
673 2*
4*309884
96.9
3.995
4,017
14,645
14,067*
12,302
12,575.960
2,574
1,325
4,576
3,892
97.7
15,613
16,599
15,004
21/771*
98.6
4,000
4.726
13,683
1,190
13,518
3,464
4,262
11,865
9,612
4,617
4,074
15,156
17,210
11,854
4,605
19,659
1*
3,384
3,944
4,767
96.6
5,781
892 997
19,922
18,925
4,925
12,280
15,079
5,665
98.0
25.151*
18,185,483
15,402
17,104*471
24*003*
918
22,189
2,495
3,568
97.7
4,161
22,530
793
4,078
28,071
6,685
95.0
22,767
19,508
5,555
16,256
6,842
911
2,329
96.1
1,297
17,994
5,802
4,857
4,099
5,217
15,369
5,512
13,105
3,488
13,531
95.8
5,014
12,215
29,157*
3,024
18*264*184
13,045
13,459
14,490.246
97,8
ll'628*
3.641
12,200
790
3,693
10,710
11.047
12,411
98.0
3,100
3,038
3.060
3.612
97.1
6*863
15,838
17,016
12,005*087
24,625*
17,874,387
974
4.383
21,755*
2,711
96.1
4,514
18.627
19,181
16,459
15,374
5,380
4,031
4.407
97.3
5,170
32,235
17*141*
31,496
1,651
27,885
7,84368**1925
96.0
15,451
9,198
9,453
15.762
34
3.836
45,591
11.278
4,631
6*
4,824
43,393
33,191
.6
87
10,917
99
ftRS
1
ftQ
13,226
27*697
96.6
19,950
19,405
96.8
18,566
4,434
8.117
1 622
16,757
5,292
15,256
5,112
18,406
24,671
1,155
26,181
26,630
6,800
96.6
5,432
4,707
5,247
41,074
6,623
97.4
3*87
43,002
11,9684*
36,060
10^761 l'806
95.7
12,506
99 1 fi7
OQft
10.277*
121,643
103,711
50
30,721
5,7723*4*1713441
29,953
26.753*
89,142
10,878
3,255 9
4
*
9,611
6
3,384
23,922
11,384
8
9
96.2
11,896
12,065
12,582
3,7604*656
2,682
14,571
3,909
855
3,548
14,747
3,880
12,001
15,374
96.2
849
95.5
13,152
3,767
97.1
4,118
14,525
17,380*
5
*
i.
i
,000,0
1
0
39^191*
2
24,609
3,933
8
5*
5
3,430
1,389
9ft 0^111.456*
9*^7
26,485
3,236 772
11,234
7,291
7,579
25,880
96.9
2
516
24,439
96.2
3
074
27,019
7,334
17,939
7,1076*674
97.8
35,484
10,056
35,406
41,716
10,282
15 084*
96.0
15,064
10,845
14,040
3,046
96.4
3,448
3,592
13,931
14,121
14,601
3,773
8 039*
1 112
16,287
18,238
3,914
3,323
13,409
897
4,736
832
95.5
14,553
20
173*
11,788
4.775
1
9
90^
1
?R
965
97.5
7,882
3,707
15,594
15,697
14 831*
33*710
3^540
7
089
96.7
16,994
1,868
36,187
32,987
31,296
26^009*
9,609
Irt,
100,0
1
£.
98.1
28,210
380
19,293
1 A Att *}79
18,958
22.802.547
21,687
9,292
5
10 158
*
97.4
2,700
7
9
13,194,252
17 915*
5,387
2,772
10,607
96.6
23.885
19 198*
9,822
24,887
19,054.694
6,909
15,284
14,486
16,170
3,981
804
4,087
3,498
23,277
6,077
32,801,178
6.258
1,041
24,346
97.4
3,432
23,502
5.249
3.815
15,450
4,241
98.3
97.1
1,604
7
546*
13,275
4,314
16,266
66,103
195.835
97.8
224.920
67,590
264,627
1,315
96.6
62,617
16,259
51.022
69,373
19,044
67,927
66,756
19,714
97.6
19,261
17,085,772
17.704
4,808
18,758
5.198
7,229
2.908
22,784*
9,529
11,137
95.6
3.042
97.8
5,326
17,295
17,639
8,593.264
2,617
16,749
5,177
6,181
26,932
5,063
1,842
116,424
4,320
97.8
99,879
27,538
2
26,548*
22,303
*
544
95
1,402
84,748
97.1
20,641.135
15,904
15,220
24,777
16,720
18,144*
4.283
28,942
96.7
26,075
4,159
1,095
27,209
45,619*
3,783
6,906
11,800
5.659
98.4
43,692
6,678
11,611
22,428
33,434
1,961
39,621
2.438
21,646
6,398
4,031
613
21,340
95.9
5,570
12,413
14,258
97.4
27,425*
96.4
3,999
1,655
6,232
7.864
3,835
15,436
4,673,369
3,440
15,032
21,550*
16,280
4,850
10,988
4,675
1.639
4,142
95.8
12,053
96.6
46,744
14,144
3,481
3,634
11,249
13,663
43,363
12,299
2,997
44,280
782
5.055
4,195
17,746
7,988,542
6,740
17,695
95.8
11,108
40,938*
4.909
504
26,190*
28,202*
5,277
96.4
19,688,588
22,370
19,521
20,055
5,709
96.1
5,503
11,709
13,308
2,070
97.5
8,069
3,808
12,405*
44,118
10.444
12,063
41.521
3,341
14,471
12,372
3,963
52,150
12.325,571
13,439
580
3.551
97.6
16,814
3.047
13,972
96.5
21,644
125,745
3,638
9,255
22,263
13.648*
25,208
96.8
4.959
103,959
28,900
103,627
27,957
29,855
5,771
5,569
1,675
97.3
455
8,622*
12,017.776
1,045
11,033
11,449
2,629
18.287,079
98.1
3,050
19,303
4.967
8,068
2,968
19,636
20,038
5,729
Further repro duction29,527*
5,840asterisk
unlicensed. Farm1,740Incor
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income ma rked with
(*) Copyright 1951 "Sa es Management."
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21,020*
37.019*
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Statistics!

1A7 e have nothing against the mathematical approach. It serves
■ * a purpose and it serves it well — and using slide rule, Comptometer, abacus, or counting on our fingers, we can prove that
WMT is an excellent buy in an excellent market.
But . . .
But figures can't measure the entelechy of a station. How do
you weigh the rapport which prompts a listener to report that his
day isn't over until he hears "good night" from WMT? How do
you measure the co-operative spirit which motivates WMT listeners? In the last March of Dimes drive our 270-lb. sports director
wanted to raise his weight in dimes — $4900 in folding money.
Listeners contributed five times his weight.
How do you score the community spirit which causes listeners
to depend on WMT for help? During a recent baling wire (for
hay) shortage WMT broadcast a plea for the stuff — and served
as a clearing house to enable have-nots to get it from haves.
What's our entelechy? It's public service and farm service;
It's market reports and sports news — not just the big press wire
dope, but also what we dig up ourselves about local games. It's
frost-warnings and storm-signals. It's national and international —
and county and township— news. It's bigtime CBS programming —
and around-the-corner square dances. It's the high regard which
makes Eastern Iowans say, "I was brought up on WMT." It's
beyond statistics.
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REPRESENTATIVES

ARKANSAS CITY, Cowley, 11,400 homes,
95.3% radio, 10,864 radio homes.
KSOK, lkw-D, 1280kc
SB
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
3.50 3.50 8.40 13.45 20.15 34.00
1M
ATCHISON, Atchison, 6,151 homes, 95.3%
radio, 5,862 radio homes.
KARE,
1470kc,12.00Rambeau
D
7.50lkw, 7.50
24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
COFFEYVILLE, Montgomery, 15,169 homes,
93.5% radio, 14,183 radio homes.
KGGF, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 690kc, ABC, Weed,
Conlan, BMB
D 9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 90.00
N 12.00 12.00 22.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
COLBY, Thomas, 2,266 homes, 96.1% radio,
2,178 radio homes.
KXXX, 5kw-D, 790kc, H-R Reps, BMB
D
12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N
15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
DODGE CITY, Ford, 5,826 homes, 95.9% radio, 5,587 radio homes.
KGNO, Ikw-D, 250w-N, 1370kc, Hagg
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
EMPORIA,
8,154 homes, 95.2% radio,
7,763 radioLyon,
homes.
KTSW, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Conlan
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GARDEN CITY, Finney, 4,262 homes, 93.5%
radio, 3,985 radio homes.
KGAR, lkw-D, 1050kc
D 7.50 11.00 16.00 25.00 42.50 70.00
KIUL, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D 4.30 6.50 9.50 17.00 26.50 45.00
N
4.30 6.50 9.50 17.00 26.50 45.00
GOODLAND, Sherman, 2,224 homes, 92.8%
radio, 2,064 radio homes.
KWGB, lkw-D, 730kc
D
5.00 7.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00

GREAT BEND, Barton, 8,591 homes, 9
radio, 8,265 radio homes.
KVGB, 5kw, 1590kc, MBS, Pearson, Con
1M
5.00
5M 15M 30M
5.00
9.00 20.00 30.00
8.00 8.00 15.00
30.00 45.00
SB
HAYS, Ellis, 4,853 homes, 94.7% radio,
radio homes.
DKAYS, 3.50250w,4.251400kc,
10.00LBS 15.00 25.00
N 4.50 5.25 13.50 22.00 35.00

HUTCHINSON, Reno, 16,729 homes, <
radio, 16,043 radio homes.
KWBW, 250w, 1450kc, NBC, Conlan
DN 7.00
5.00 9.00
6.00 15.00
10.00 25.00
18.00 40.00
30.00 '
KWBW-FM, Chan. 226, 93.1mc, lkw,
KWHK, lkw-D, 1190kc, McKinney, C|
1 kw-D,
D (CP 5.00
8.50 500w,
12.50 1260kc)
20.00 30.00 H
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00
INDEPENDENCE, Montgomery, 15,169 f
93.5% radio, 14,183 radio homes.
KIND, 250w-D, lOlOkc, Conlan, LBS .[
D
1.50 2.25 3.00 6.00 9.00 |
N 2.00 3.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 I
JUNCTION CITY, Geary, 5,833 homes,
radio, 5,641 radio homes.
lkw-D,6.001420,10.00
Holman20.00 30.00
DKJCK, 5.00
LAWRENCE, Douglas, 9,257 homes, I
radio, 8,813 radio homes.
KLWN, 500w-D,
D
6.00 1320kc
10.00 20.00 30.00 |
LEAVENWORTH, Leavenworth, 10,789 IN
95.2% radio, 10,271 radio homes.
500w-D,
DKCLO, 3.44
5.00 1410kc
8.75 15.00 29.96 1
LIBERAL, Seward, 2,964 homes, 94.8% i
2,810 radio homes.
KSCB, 1 kw-D, 1270kc, Best
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio D 4.25 6.00 10.50 18.75 33.00 1
home figures for each city include entire MANHATTAN, Riley, 7,987 homes, 1
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio, 7,676 radio homes.
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
KMAN, 500w-D, 1350kc
see foreword.
D 3.50 5.00 8.00 15.00 27.00 I
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1950 Retail

IRSON, McPherson, 7,128 homes, 95.9%
0, 6,836 radio homes.
250w-D, 1540kc
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
3.25 4.35 9.10 15.60 27.30 45.50
HE, Johnson, 18,372 homes, 96.8% ra17,784 radio homes.
lkw-D, 1590kc, LBS, Continental
3.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
B.OO 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
«A, Franklin, 6,294 homes, 94.5% ra5,948 radio homes.
. 250w-D, 1220kc
5.75 23.00 34.50 46.00 55.25
0NS,
Labette,
9,094 homes, 94.1% ra8,557 radio homes.
250w-D, 1540kc
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
iURG,
Crawford,
13,407 homes, 94.4%
o, 12,656
radio homes.

KANSAS RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
(*$000)
Total
1950
1940
PayPercentage
Employment
1950
Mid-March 1 axable
1940
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
1948 1st(S000)
rolls
Qtr.
Radio
1950
1948
Homes
Radio
Homes
Radio
Homes
Population
($000)
93.0
19,874
5,836
15,397
91.8
294
11,658
5,427
4,430
2,811
95.3
3,011
22,222
3,280
16,465
7,337
6,151
95.4
805
357
2,430
1,351
5,109
1,850
752
5,862
3,454
9,073
92,6
2,872
96.2
2,740
2,039
25,010
2,865
35,891
8,591
8,932
8,265
20,944
5,763
5,036
6,270
491
17,395
4,764
4,925
95.3
5,806
15,192
14,130
2,580
95.0
1,277
4,142
4,694
26,728
1,105
32,013
9,696
7,391
339
116
93.7
5,697*
6,345
4,557
1,678
1,356
2,747
223
9,211
2,575
11,134*
1,572
1*
38
92.1
9,233
92.4
6,
1,754
3,254
5,533
2,379
14,949* 4*
29,817
14,359
6,325
8,273
94.3
386
9,00
7,619
154
6,221
586
6,703
3,288
1,678
880
94.4
460
247
4,075
1,582
4,081
15,616*
1,238
1,813
1,169
96.2
398
1,151
13,281
11,455
3,888
14,225*
7,640*
877
3,365
17,247
3,740
16,654
2,035
1,094
2,140
590
206
12,278
95.1
93.2
269
98
3,214
3,974
2,063
7,529
1,177
3,448
4,412
8,349*
2,596
95.3
95.6
2,501
1,231
1,023
10,864
11,400
33,705
38,139
6*
29
94.4
3,
3,692
35,431
12,656
44,191
13,407
5,024
2*
810*
94.3
369
149
4,20
10,881
1,999
3,939
2,120
9,164
8,
96.4
1,453
7,434
22,929
7,014
469
6,786
19,490
6*
45
7,
93.6
322
119
2,945
12,936
5,984
6,542
9,893*
25 171
27 942
3,225
95 2
11,305
995
8 813
93,445
257
2,611
11,775*
5,698
9,808*
94^9
6,609
5,204
l!807
8,184*
6,377
1446
93.3
143
1^904
4,378
2,141
7,178*
51737
8,180
20,071
2,295
94.7
17,508
3,723
4,596
1.694
3,071
14,075*
397on page 66)
4,853
5,894*
(Continued2,047
7,276*
922
unlicensed.
Farm
Income add S00O
Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.' Further reproduction13i055*
9,471*
*
8,295*
4,161*
KANS,
5kw-D,
lkw-N, 1480kc, NBC, Taylor,
WIBW,
5k
w,
580kc,
CBS,
Capper,
Wlian
KOAM, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 860kc, NBC, Pearson,
BMB
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
BMB, Conlan
3*
52
9,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 22.50 27.00 52.50 75.00 135.00 225.00
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
9.00 11.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 27.00 40.50 54.00 108.00 162.00 270.00 D
N 15.00 17.50 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
D 11.40 11.40 22.80 38.00 68.40 114.00 WREN, 5kw, 1250kc, ABC, Weed, Hooper
N 15.20 15.20 28.50 47.50 85.50 142.50 D 9.60 9.60 15.60 34.66 62.40 104.00
lOkw-D, lkw-N, 1070kc, ABC, AveryN 12.00 12.00 19.50 43.30 78.00 130.00 KFBI,
KSEK, 250w, 1340ke, LBS, Cooke, Conlan
Knodel, BMB, Hooper, Conlan
D 4.00 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 WICHITA, Sedgwick, 69,138 homes, 96.5%
D 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 16.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 100.00 180.00
N
4.00 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
radio, 66,718 radio homes.
SALINA, Salina, 10,471 homes, 97.1% radio,
KFH, 5kw, 1330kc, CBS, Petry
D 15.00 15.00 28.15 45.00 67.50 112.50
10,167 radio homes.
5 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
9.80 11.70 18.43 33.40 50.10 83.50 N 30.00 30.00 56.25 90.00 135.00 225.00
KSAL, 5kw, 1150kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlan
N
16.20
18.00
30.45
52.40
80.60
137.00
D 7.20 7.20 15.00 24.00 40.00 72.00
KFH-FM,
Bonus Chan. 262, 100.3mc, llkw, Petry,
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 KAKE, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Radio Reps,
Hooper
TOPEKA, Shawnee, 31,682 homes, 96.7% raKWBB, Ikw, 1410kc, LBS
D
7.50 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
dio, 30,636 radio homes.
N 10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 N 10.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 12.70 14.70 26.70 43.22 77.80 129.67
N 15.00 20.00 28.50 57.10 92.00 153.33
1950
pulation
18,162
10,265
21.433
8,500
29,843
19,121
14,659
30,808
4,822
7,373
25,053
5,655
3,937
11,756
15,967
10,358
3,882
36,821
40,199
6,180
20,973
10,507
34 016
5,927
6,648
18,972

KJAY, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1440kc, Young, Conlan
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 25.00 50.00 80.00
N 10.00 10.00 17.00 35.00 70.00 120.00
affiliates, average 1-time rate
7.70 7.70 16.40 27.00 46.20 77.00 KTOP, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Ra-Tel
9.60 9.60 19.25 31.75 54.75 91.25 D 6.00 7.50 12.00 '520.00
0
36.00 60.00
N 6.00 7.50 12.00 '520.00
36.00 60.00
0
'50
'50
MARKET INDICATORS FOR KANSAS
'50
■
'FIGURES
50
FIGURES YR.
LASSIFICATIONS
YR.
1.3%
1.36%
i-ilation
'48 1,801,028
1,905,299
If U. S
'48
'48 496,101
83.0%
«es
577,923
95.3%
; ent Radio
550,761
io Homes
411,984
lil Sales
1,683,517,000
$1,739,813,000
iil Trade Employes
87,154
'49 58,256
•lesale Sales Volume
$2,042,616,000
'427,700,000
49
)lesale Trade Employes
22,780
'49 15,157
mfacturing Employment
1
fid-March)
'49 73,954 %
ufacturing Taxable Payrolls
'47
st Quarter)
$47,508,000
'
47
'48
757,000,000
me
$2,291,001.16%
0,000
ircent distribution
'50
422
73%
Capita Income
91%
1,210
$
'50
ent of national per capita
come
Construction (Private)
40,300,000
$ 163,800,000
Jsidential
11,000,000
$ 45,100,000
40,100,000
Mi-Residential
6,100,000
$
853,462
Jmobile Registration
758,149
594,200
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417,200
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KANSAS
1950
Population
8 427
15 105
19 694
19 879
19 057
4 424
5 018
4 654
42 884
013

1940
Population
109,855
092
17 254
20 889
15 222
4 793
6 071
1 946
4 773
1 638
16,495
2,645
12,068
21,712
2,088
3,535
13,382
12,718
11,970
33,327
2,525
12,001

RADIO
1950
Homes
2 743
4 262
5 826
6 294
51 833
181

MARKET

DATA

1950
Radio Homes
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BY COUNTIES

Percentage
1940
Radio
Radio Homes
96 0
2 174
QC93. '- Q5~2 120
yo .y
y4.o
d fll 1
Of? 71
1O.OUO
1 ftd
yo.
7dR
(40
040
1
91 .7

1950
Retail Sales

Total
1950
(* $ Income
000)
Farm

1948 1
Mid-March rolls
1948
Q7T
9 1 Q1
Q9 0ORR
z,iyi
t\1A10
(1)
1 IRA
1, 1iyo
104OR
268
'n 1)
yoi
1 oil

County
71 ,OOU
R^ft
Ellsworth . . .
32 985
633
($25000)
128
Finney
0O,0o0
ono*
1^,U04
Ford
32A ftQ7
160
o.oo t
Franklin ....
17 506
9ft
ftft9*
1 c^ft7
^ rai
O.OUo
Geary
o,v4o
^ OAQ
tk(S Rtdft1
Q0,010
Gove
4,uy 1
i
,uoy
077Q***
1 tRQ
1Q9
Graham
i1 ,-iy.s
4,00
t
A
QC%7
10^ ,OUftfi7'
1 296
1,000
Grant
o,y
i1
A4,Z40
94Q*
OA Q
Qd7
A d7R
y4.o
94.4
Gray
1
A
747*
1 ,OD4
14,
141
OA A
ttR
^1 ft
9 717t O1
O.UO
1 OO'J
olU
4,4
(3)
Greeley
4l.zyo
167
1 9\ A*>A
-.-■>■..>
93 3
4 466
Greenwood
OOO
13 565
13 251
\6)
4^4
1
134
Hamilton ....
529
3,486
9 90c *
1,078
3,662
93.2
1,005
(1)
Harper
10.249
4,908
3,318
(3) 949
715
3,471
10,149
744
95.6
21,604
Harvey
2,866
6.509
21,176
6,262
424
706
94.9
Haskell
96.2
(1) 2,510
2,564
5,063
875
94.5
121
656
Hodgeman
..
2,622
3,308
Jackson
613
926
2,253
11,096
9
432*
2,783
3,637
3,382
93.0
Jefferson ....
530
11,088
12,797*
8,304
3,758
3,484
11,479*
92.7
Jewell
497
(3)
2,991
93.5
2,541
7,123
3,199
5,031*
24,758
493
9,702
Johnson
18,372
61,466
17,784
5,363
12,456*
96.8
8,279
96.0
948
(3) 2,788
Kearney ....
329
3,575
710
95.3
3,313
2,655
910
Kingman ....
8*
52
10,326
7,
3,151
8.554
Kiowa
4,750
11,058*
3,003
1,484
1,426
7,369*
24,155
96.1
5,112
1,123 '
Labette
2,554
4,993
806
29,182
30,352
558*
9,094
8,
94.1
96.4
777
Lane
(4)
2,810
3,217
8,557
2,821
7,002
Leavenworth
3,458
12,649*788* (4) 3,849
41,600
10.789
41,112
658
23,542
591
9,
10,271
Lincoln
447
(5)
4,898*
95.2
2,160
7,546
2,058
8,338
6,618
95.3
1,788
Linn
4,903
11,969
10,015
2,208
5,871
3,360
91.0
93.8
1,239
9,096*
Logan
4,199
3,058
3,688
546
27,505
1,162
Lyon
26,424
26,427
5,631
712
24.507
8,154
6,622* (5) 500
7,763
95.2
McPherson . .
95.9
6.186
24,152
23,520
6,836
7,128
3,423
10,444*
5,109*
Marion
14,794
16,286
18,951
3,406
14,937
5,536
7,152*
4,771
95.2
5,012
4,011
Marshall ....
4,779
17,899
20,986
5,598
5,868
491
Meade
95.4
947
1,568
6,187*
5,707
1,218
13,141*
94.2
5,522
1,060
Miami
6,486
1,682
19,651
19,489
12,684
1,584
5,289
4,185*
5,651
17.440*
4,144
Mitchell
93.6
10,299
11,339
1,468
13,256
3,165
95.0
11,987*
3,332
93.5
2,599
43,387
46,517
Montgomery
14,739*
15.169
49,729
14,183
11,565
94.8
Morris
6,105
2.917
2,765
10,363
92.0
11,811*
8,488
786
723
Morton
8,881
2,334
(6)
2,606
11,250
2,186
564
10,075*
95.0
Nemaha
14,323
16,761
(6)
359
4,331
406
4,114
3,562
3,466
20,438
Neosho
22,210
17,180
6,378
951
93.6
7,150*
94.2
291
Ness
4,954
5,970
2,360
1.854
6,296
1,746
92.0
6,864
Norton
2,719
2,501
8,765
5*
12
1,321
5,
9,831
5,996
1,848
93.9
650
9,508
Osage
12,788
4,410
15,118
13,664*
4,141
732
841
Osborne
95.3
6*
2,890
12
8.539
7,
3,392
2,754
9,835
481
2,220
Ottawa
3*
96.1
8,157
72
3,
7.823
7,169
2,471
2,375
2,294
Pawnee
95.7
11,904*
9,224
11,055
2,617
5,542
2,735
10,300
11,412
657
2,073
2,133
10,435
Phillips
9,260
93.9
5,646*
3,157
2,964
10,608*
976
676
94.6
Pottawatomie
12,323
96.5
14,015
3,579
3,783
10,412
2,954
7,842
6,645*
Pratt
11,001*
12,348
12,128
3,930
10,195*
14,455
3,792
2,897
95.0
Rawlins
17,695*
95.9
5,701
6,618
1,727
1.641
Reno
16,043
1,458
52,165
16,729
12,483
59,888
53,992
1,340
5,852
93.9
436
765
Republic
10,507
13,124
11,413
3,953
3,712
2,974
96.6
Rice
15,593
4,840
17,213
7,796
7,350*
4,675
4,291
96.1
13,848
12,846*
Riley
33,574
20,617
26,398
7,987
94.1
5,171
Rooks
1,918
7,676
9,294*
9,030
2,743
3,350
9,195
21,797*
8,497
1,743
Rush
94.7
8,285
2,581
2,161
7,219
2,046
720
1,664
Russell
95.3
13,378
8,465* (4) 563
13,620
3,913
4,106
7,127
12,988*
13,464
10,167
Saline
3,037
9,299*
29,535
33,336
50,719
10,471
Scott
790
97.1
1,772
95.8
4,894
7,315
3,773
1,355
66,718
69,138
143,311
1,298
Sedgwick . . .
220,213
234,593
96.5
7,005
36,943
56.819
7,988
13,296*
96.7
94.8
Seward
7,158*
(4)
2,810
17,807
6,540
2,964
9,953
Shawnee
30,636
1,425
104,430
2*
91
7,
1,618
22,203
109,872
91,247
31,682
23,202
93.2
Sheridan
854
10,822*750*
1,319
4,594
9,
1,229
5,312
Sherman
92.8
1,359
3,874
10,374
7,355
6,421
2,064
208
16,713*
2,224
Smith
2,985
8,853
10,582
244
2.201
3,203
93.2
881
Stafford
6*
617
6,351
29
7,
8,784
2,929
10,487
2,824
92.2
588
96.4
569
Stanton
2,351
(6)
(6)
2,241
1,443
7,481
94.1
278
339
Stevens
2,127
8*
27
4,509
7,
1,253
5*
97
1,179
9,
95.6
Sumner
23,689
367
5,295
3,193
4,256*
26,163
18,336
604
7,639
Thomas
6,313
93.9
7,303
6,425
96.1
10,285
1.425
2,178
7,532
12,701*
2,266
Trego
1,754
1,043
5,853
4,917
9,260*
1,645
1,545
249
Wabaunsee . .
93.6
5,822
6*
75
7.199
1,110
8,
1.858
9,219
6,679*
(5)
661
Wallace
416
2,497
(5)
93.3
2,402
2,566
2,607
(2)
4,398
2,216
708
670
94.1
17,566*
Washington .
12,957
15,921
3,885
6,332*
4,129
3,406
693
409
Wichita
93.5
7,331
(2)
2,185
2,632
10,484
741
93.8
Wilson
14,973
4,412
4,592
17,723
3,952
359
Woodson
6,699
4,896
778*
8,014
93.1
2,212
2.059
6,8,752*
96.5
1,616
122,153
164,621
1,731
145,071
Wyandotte . .
4,561
35,577
46,263
11,535*
44,644
8,144*
39,383
(1) Includes Grant and Haskell Counties. (2) Includes Greeley and Wichita Counties. (3) Includes Hamilton and Kearny Counties.
3,553* (4) Includes Lane jtw
Scott Counties. (5) Includes Logan and Wallace Counties. (6) Includes Morton and Stanton Counties.
4,734*
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
Farm Income adc W(
5*
10
5,
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a

great

MARKET

DATA

market

in

1950!

. . . 1950

POPULATION
NO. RADIO

168,700
53,270

FAMILIES

TOTAL

RETAIL

SALES

TOTAL

WHOLESALE

$210,130,000.00

SALES

$308,676,000.00

* Data from SM Survey of Buying Power, 1951, and BMB, 1949, for corporate limits only.

a

GREATER

MARKET

DATA

market

1951!

. . . 1951
1st 3 mos. '50

RETAIL SALES (county)*
BANK DEBITS

in

J st 3 mos. '5 7

% Increase

$41,400,253* $73,624,027*
$735,330,988 $933,862,422

77.83
27.00

** Data from Federal Reserve Board and Wichita Chamber of Commerce for corporate limits only except where noted.
* Does not include sales of chain stores, public utilities, gasoline and oil, beer or tobaccos.
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KENTUCKY

SPOT RATE FINDER
ASHLAND, Boyd, 12,597 homes, 93.5% radio, 11,778 radio homes.
WCMI, 250w, 1340kc, CBS, Pearson, BMB
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 H'
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 60.00
N 6.50 6.50 12.00 30.00 55.00 100.00
WCMI-FM, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 4.3kw, Bonus
BOWLING GREEN, Warren, 11,581 homes,
85.5% radio, 9,902 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.50 7.00 12.50 22.50 37.50 67.50
N 6.50 7.00 12.50 22.50 37.50 67.50
WKCT,
Gillvra lkw-D, 500w-N, 930kc, ABC, McD 6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N 6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

WLBJ, 5kw-D, lkw-N, MBS, Burn-Smith
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
WLBJ-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 8.3kw, Bonus
WICK, 250w, 1450kc, (CP)
(No rates available)
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Todd, 3,540 homes, 83.9%
radio, 2,970 radio homes.
WTCO, lkw-D, 1150kc
D
2.00 3.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
CORBIN, Whitley, 7,760 homes, 83.1% radio,
6,449 radio homes.
WCTT lkw, 680kc, MBS, BMB
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
COVINGTON, Kenton, 29,879 homes, 97.6%
radio, 29,162 radio homes.
WZIP,
Conlan250w-D, 1050kc, KBS, Pulse, Hooper,
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
(Continued on page 69)

® Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations

2.16%
MARKET INDICATORS FOR KENTUCKY
FIGURES
65.39
FIGURES YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
2,845,627
% of U. S
2,944,806
'50
Homes
680,066 I
2.0% '50
Percent Radio
444,416
762,139 '50
Radio Homes
89.2% '50 1,677,541,000
Retail Sales
679,828 '50
Retail Trade Employes
57,636
$1,780,287,000 '50
464,400,000
Wholesale Sales Volume
86,417 '48
17,38354
Wholesale Trade Employes
$1,784,142,000
'48
%
Manufacturing Employment
65% '48
26,597
1.16%
137,266
(Mid-March)
1.25%
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
$73,324,000
Income
880,000,000
$2,476,000,000
Percent distribution
Per Capita Income
%
308
Percent of national per capita
865
income
New Construction (Private) . . i 133,800,000
44,300,000
Residential
$ 39,500,000
19,300,000
Non-Residential
$ 37,800,000
9,700,000
Automobile Registration
783,724
616,400
Telephones
461,000
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further 286,1001
reprodi
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
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OWENSBORO

raises

$1

million

to

move

a

college!

90-year old Kentucky Weslyan transplanted to Owensboro's
"Opportunity Land" without the aid of professional fund-raisers
A center of Oil, Industry and Agriculture now becomes an
Retail sales of Daviess County (Owensboro) pass all save
Education Center. Thus Kentucky's fastest growing city
for 30 years is assured new growth.
m■

OWENSBORO

City population 1st in Western

Jefferson County (Louisville), Fayette County (Lexington),
and Campbell County (Cincinnati).
Kentucky;

3rd outside Cincinnati area.

Cover completely one of America's fastest growing markets, with
ftfje (^toettfboro Jfle&Senger
MORNING
Page 68, August 20, 1951

•

^radiostation
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KENTUCKY
SPOT RATE FINDER
Continued from page 68)
_IE, Boyle, 5,125 homes, 91.2% radio,
radio homes.
250w, 1230kc, Holman, BMB
■B 1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
50 4.50 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
50 4.50 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
THTOWN,
Hardin, 10,120 homes,
-c radio, 8,855 radio homes.
2o0w, 1400kc
(75
18.00 30.00
30.00
75 2.75
2.75 4.75
4.75 10.00
10.00 18.00
fORT, Franklin, 7,149 homes, 92.4%
, 6,606 radio homes.
250w, 1490kc, MBS, Wood
.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
OW,
7,731 homes, 86.5% ra6.687 Barren,
radio homes.
250w, 1490kc, LBS
50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
50 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N, Harlan, 15,613 homes, 89.7% ra14,005 radio homes.
250w, 1230kc, MBS, Burn-Smith, BMB
3.50 5.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
3.50 5.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
0, Perry, 9,634 homes, 86.4% radio
4 radio homes.
250w, 1340kc, MBS, Clark, BMB
.00 6.00 12.00 22.50 35.00 60.00
.00 6.00 12.00 22.50 35.00 60.00
IRSON,
), 7,642 Henderson,
radio homes.8,625 homes, 88.6%
. 500w-D,
Ayer
8.00 860kc,
15.00 MBS,
30.00 Sears
45.00& 75.00

MADISONVILLE,
Hopkins, 10,928 homes,
87.8% radio, 9,595 radio homes.
WFMW, 250w-D, 730kc, Continental,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
2.50 3.00 8.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
WFMW-FM,
Chan. only
230, 93.9mc, 285w
Bonus daytime
N
2.50 3.00 8.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
MAYFIELD, Graves, 9,329 homes, 87.3% radio, 8,144 radio homes.
non-affiliates,
average20.001 -time35.00
rate 60.00
D2 AM 4.00
4.50 9.00
WKTM lkw-D, 1050kc, Sears & Ayer
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WNGO,
lkw-D,
D
4.00 1320kc,
8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
MAYSVIILE, Mason, 5,196 homes, 90.3%
radio, 4,692 radio homes.
WFTM, 250w, 1240kc, Grant, BMB
D
3.90 4.65 7.95 15.90 23.80 39.70
N
3.90 4.65 7.95 15.90 23.80 39.70
MIDDLESBORO, Bell, 10,581 homes, 85% radio, 8,994 radio homes.
WMIK,
D 500w-D,
2.75 560kc,
7.36 LBS,11.04Holman,
16.56 Conlan
27.60
MURRAY,dio, 5,219
Calloway,
6,020 homes, 86.7% raradio homes.
WNBS, 250w, 1340kc
D 4.00 4.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 4.00 12.00 28.00 36.00 60.00

NEWPORT, Campbell, 21,405 homes, 97.6%
radio, 20.891 radio homes.
WNOP, lkw-D, 740kc, For joe
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.75 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
OWENSBORO, Daviess, 14,938 homes, 91%
radio, 13,594 radio homes.
DWOMI,3.50250w,4.001490kc,
8.00 MBS,20.00Burn-Smith
35.00 60.00
N
3.50 4.00 8.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WOMI-FM, Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 60kw, Bonus
1420kc,8.00Rambeau
DWVJS, 4.50lkw, 6.00
20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WVJS-FM,
Bonus Chan. 241, 96.1mc, 45kw, Rambeau
PADUCAH, McCracken, 14,391 homes, 87.7%
radio, 12,621 radio homes.
1-time 37.00
rate 62.50
D2 AM 6.50affiliates,
6.50 average
11.50 23.00
26.00 39.00Ra-Tel
lkw-D,6.50500w-N
.13.00
227, 570kc
65.00
DWKYB,6.50
93.3mc,MBS,
12.50
WKYC (FM), Chan
24.00
D
4.00 4.00 245,
32kw 42.00
6.00 CBS, Conlan
WPAD,
250w,
1450kc,
D
6.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 18kw,
35.00 60.00
N
6.50 6.50 10.00 96.9mc, 35.00 60.00
WPAD-FM,
& Ayer Chan.
9.00
9.00 15.00 Sears
D
25.00
6.00
N
15.00 25.00

142

j-FM,
258, 99.5mc, 20kw
rates Chan.
available)
tJSVILLE, Christian, 10,571 homes,
% radio, 8,859 radio homes.
. 250, 1230kc, CBS, Sears & Ayer,
per 6.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 42.00
p.00
.00 6.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 42.00
-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 8.8kw, Bonus
3TON, Fayette, 26,030 homes, 92.4%
3, 24,052 radio homes.
affiliates, average 1-time rate
L00 8.00 16.25 27.50 45.00 75.00
1.00 10.00 18.75 32.50 55.00 95.00
. Ikw, 1300kc, Walker
1.00 10.00 30.00 50.00
5.00 10.00 30.00 50.00
»., 5kw-D,
Hooper Ikw-N, 630kc,
D.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
4.00 14.00 25.00 40.00
-FM. Chan. 233, 94.5mc,
250w, 1340kc, LBS
5.00 6.00 12.50 25.00
i.00 6.00 12.50 25.00
VILLE, Jefferson, 132,994
o, 126,211 radio homes.

75.00 125.00
75.00 125.00
ABC, Pearson,
50.00 80.00
70.00 120.00
4.6kw, Bonus
40.00 70.00
40.00 70.00
homes 94.9%

COVERAGE
AND
AS
A

OF

DOLLARS

WORTH

OF

AT

DISCOUNT

15%

KENTUCKY
. . .

KENTUCKY

PACKAGE

DISCOUNT

MILLION

AGRICULTURAL

INDUSTRIAL
A

PAINTSVILLE, Johnson, 5,575 homes, 85.1%
radio, 4,744 radio homes.
WSIP, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Devney
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 6.50 10.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
N 6.00 7.50 12.00 18.75 33.00 54.00
PIKEVILLE, Pike, 17,477 homes, 84.7% radio, 14,8038.50radio
home's.30.00 45.00 75.00
900kc16.50
DWLSI, 7.00lkw-D,
WPKE,
250w,
1240kc,
D
4.43 7.94 MBS15.87 24.00
N
4.43 7.94 15.87 24.00
PRESTONBURG, Floyd, 11,199 homes, 86.6%
radio, lkw-D,
9,698 radio
WPRT,
960kc,homes.
(CP)
(No rates available)
PRINCETON, Caldwell, 3,797 homes, 85.5%
radio, 3,246 radio homes.
WPKY, 250w-D, 1580kc
D
1.95 4.00 9.60 14.40 24.00
SOMERSET, Pulaski, 9,767 homes, 84.2% ra8,224 radio
WSFC, dio,
250w,
1240kc,homes.
MBS, Colton, Conlan
D
5.00 6.50 10.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 7.50 12.00 18.75 33.00 54.00
•VANCLEVE, Breathitt, 4,040 homes, 75.2%
radio, 3,038 radio homes.
WMTC, lkw-D,3.75 730kc,
D
6.70 Continental
13.35 23.35 40.00
VERSAILES, Woodford, 3,005 homes, 91.9%
radio, 2,808 radio homes.
590kc, 14.00
MBS, 28.00
Burn-Smith
DWVLK,5.00lkw, 6.00
42.00 70.00
N
8.00 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

AT

OF 15%

affiliates, average 1-time rate
2.00 20.62 31.38 54.00 81.00 135.00
2.67 38.31 40.00 1 05.00 1 57.50 262.50
non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
383 10.00 18.50 31.53 47.30 78.83
i, 5kw, 970kc, NBC, Free & Peters
6.50 22.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 1 25.00
3.00 41.25 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
,|W & (FM),
Peters Chan. 236, 95.1mc, 16.2kw,
7.50 1 0.00 1 2.00 1 6.00 26.00 38.00
0.00 1 5.00 1 8.00 22.00 35.00 50.00
';-TV,
Chan. 5, 5kw-aur.; 7kw-vis.; ABC,
'-, DuMont
0.00 47.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
0. 00 87.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
WITH W F S C: More than 186,000 consumers in
>. 50kw, 840kc, CBS, Petry
agricultural Central Kentucky tune to W F S C for
7.50 37.50 62.50 1 00.00 1 50.00 250.00
5.00 75.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
primary radio service. They're consumers with ample
to spend for they plough in $114 million yearly for
5-TV,
Chan. 9, 7.2kw- aur.; 9.6kw-vis.;
-TV, Petry
retail purchases. A call to W S F C puts your product
2 50 32.50 50.00 80.00 120.00 200 00
on their shopping list.
5 00 65.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
1, 250w, 1240kc, Liberty, Taylor
8.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65 00
12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
>, 5kw-D,
SOLD AS A PACKAGE and merchandised throughout
2.00 15.00lkw-N,
20.00 1080kc,
40.00 ABC,
60.00 Blair
100 00
0 00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
the campaign, WSFC and WSIP delivers a market
M, lkw-D, 900kc, Burns-Smith
8 00 8.00 23.00 34.50 57.50
of
291,000 buyers with 142 million* to spend. Conlkw-D, 1350kc
tact: Mike Layman, WSFC, Somerset, Kentucky.
5 00 7.00 12.90 21.60 32.40 54.00
5kw-D, lkw-N, 790kc, Walker
3.50 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
3 50 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
3 ADCAS
TING
• Telecasting

WITH WSIP: Add the 105,000 WSIP radio-active
buyers in this rich eastern coal area to your prospect
list. They dig down for $28 million in retail purchases. For your product?

WSFC!
SOMERSET,
KENTUCKY
August 20, 1951

WSIP
PAINTS V II LE
KENTUCKY
•
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KENTUCKY

County
A 1 1 £3 >1
T3 oil <a rrl

T950

1940

Population

Population

1 *J 791

no ooc

Bath
"Roll
~R AiirVinn
Bovle

t3T(^r*lri nriH a a
Rnllftt
Butler

(~* a tin nholl
f* CJ T"1 1 cl £1
^ T"TT\ \ 1

1 7 779
9n /in1}
1 Q 09,1
1 ^ A^O
1 1 947
1 1 A AH
7C; 91

.

Hancock

43,812
10,820
17,932
45,938
17,075
y ,ooy
9Q Q^lfi
1 7 HA A
Q £1 1
14,371
14,499
19,041
71,918
7,650
8,657
25,545
19,962
36,129
17,988
23,901
10,279
12,115

Clark
Plav
Plintnn
Pri ttcirirlciii
On m V^f^T"l q n H

Oallsti n

18,566
15,496
8,936
9,480
27,559
11,451

11,923
52,335
11,344

3 957
10,965
9,800
31,333
17.049
11,236
24,878
5,841
71,753

8,713
17,978
78, 899
13,327
52,986
2.6, Alio
15,413
4 307
11.910
9,876
31,763
17,562
12.321
24,917
6,807
29,108
75,275
15,124
17,238
27,020
12,220

Hart

38,329
13,089

9,142
37,789
16,339

Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income
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RADIO
1950
Homes
4,452
3,983
2,556
2,571
7,731
2,717
10,581
3,693
5,035
12,597
5,125
2,549
4,040
4,254
3,275
2,969
3,797
6,020
21,405

MARKET
1950
Radio Homes
3,655
3,322
2,331
2,273
6,687
2,364
8,994
3,427
4,577
11,778
4,674
2,325
3,038
3,624
2,875
2,396
3,246
5,219
20,891

DATA

Percentage
Radio
82.1
83.4
91.2
86.5
88.4
87.0
85.0
92.8
90.9
93.5
91.2
91.2
75.2
85.2
87.8
80.7
85.5
86.7

1,837
2,547
5,170
4,154
10,571

1,626
2,287
4,395

97.6
88.5
89.8
85.0

3,340
8,859

80.4
83.8
89.3

5,205
4,698
2,558

4,648
3,716
2,085
2,939
1,989
13,594

79.1
81.5
88.9
81.6
91.0

1,961
1,221
2,975

82.6
81.0
82.6

24,052
2,984
9,698
6,606
3,460
1 012

92.4

3,306
2,438
14,938
2,374
1,507
3,602
2b, 030
3,375
11,199
7,149
3,932
1 153
3,183
2,894
9,329
4,643
3,120
6,152
1,669
10,120
15,613
4,131
4,340
8,625
3,325
2,252

2,817
2,579
8.144
3,803
2.636
5,481
1,432
8,855
14.005
3,739
3,654
7,642
3,016
1,966

BY COUNTIES

88.4
86.6
92.4
88.0
87 8
88.5
89.1
87.3
81.9
84.5
89.1
85.8
87.5
89.7

1940
Radio Home

1950 Total 1950
etail Sales Farm Income
(• $ 000)

Employment Taxab.
Mid-March 1948
rolls 1
1948

(S 4,905
000)
1,902
1,841
1,718
1,553
4,138
1,577
5,023
2,232
3,513
8,880
3,238
1,798
1,003
2,346
1,475
1,254
2,291
2,995
17,912
1,192
1,667
2,675
1,635
4,906
3,431
1,496
959
2,006
l.UOD
9,928

5,734
5,732
3,340
18,084
2,530
27,975
4,893
12,490
on too
3y,
loz
18,310
3,864
3,213
4,992
3,466
1,919
7,227
11,640
50,402
2,394
7,575
6,445
3,545
27,242
15,726
3,992
2,462
4,620
2,710
46,920
646
1,752

707
1,117
1,784
16,678

4,380
109.548

2,166
5,906
4,748
660

4,848
20,414
20.037
12,736
1,730

1,817

4,809
4,714

1,772
5,305

18,532

1,804
1,547
3,395

5,452
3,671
6,513
1,859
19,558

939
3,605
10,204

39,019

90.5

2,973

9.648

84.2
88.6
90.7
87.3

2,121
2,273
5,029

6,612
21,561

(1)
(2) 1,124
1,008
1,309
136
c oon4,27* 4*
3,820*

3,793*
11,159*
5,179*

369
(3) 2,632
(4) 7,135
1,704

6,043*

(5)

(5)
433
(6)

(6)

366
5,686* 3*
98
1,331
6,665*
1,953
10,656
(4)
2,554* (7)
2,055
2,048*702*
2,842*
146
1,725
3,870*
2,551*
2,146*
863
2,207
5,048
3,386*
2.450*
(8)
1,332
4,994*
965
10,017* 8*
60
9,
(8)
12,316
(6)
1,559*
1,768*
(10) 1,111
817
(9)
11,890*
2,235*
2,011*
(11) 25,160
6*
08
2,
507
1,311*
16,849*
9,377
1,293*
6,719
(4)
8,023*
1, IX} 1
(12) 369
(7)

7,269*
3,832*
4,933*
1,416*
2,381*
6,298*

(4)

375
2,963
565
411

194*

5,926*
4,822*
406*
8,141*
5,174*

(3)

1,695
11,470

0,239*
7*
154,,29324*

(1)
(2)

822
435
5.096
7Q.1
2 123
136
16 535

(7)
(4)

(8)

(8 )
(6)
(10)
(9)
(11)

(7)
\*}
(12)
(1)

(13;

777
ill
942

4,822
360
3*
9,81
87.8
419* (7)
10,928
9,595
6,935
7,209*
340
2,386
79.1
1,049
2,042
7,846*
3,017
ml
8,821*
(Continued on
3,850*
marked with asterisk (*.). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management. " Further reproduction unficensed.
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1,693*
1,384
6.546

5.480
2.682
26.429

BESIDE

The Louisville Metropolitan Area ranks 28th
in America.
WAVE has a Daytime BMB Audience of
238,490 families. Its BMB Area has an Effective Buying Income of more than oneand-a-half billion dollars* — or 66.4% as
much
as the entire State
of Kentucky!
WAVE-TV was first in Kentucky by more
than a year ... is now a third-year veteran,
preferred by the majority of the 90,526
TV set-owners in and around Louisville.
WAVE-TV is Channel 5 . . . features outstanding local programming as well as NBC,
ABC and Dumont.
Ask Free & Peters for the whole
story, today!

WAVE

*Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1950

WAVE* has a Daytime BMB Audience
of 238,490 families in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. This area has an
Effective Buying Income of SI. 67
billion, as against $2.51 billion for
the entire State. The Effective BuyIncome within
WAVE'Sof Daytime
BMB ingcounties
is 151%
the Income in those Kentucky counties in
which WAVE does NOT have a BMB
audience !
*The WAVE-TV Coverage Area
contains 256,400 families.

LOUI

FREE 6- PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives

KENTUCKY

County
Jefferson . . .
Jessamine . .
Johnson
Kenton
Knott
Knox
Larue
Laurel
Lawrence . .
Lee
Leslie
Letcher
Lewis
Lincoln
Livingston .
Logan
Lyon
McCracken .
McCreary . .
McLean
Madison
Magoffin . . .
Marion
Marshall . . .
Martin
Mason
Meade
Menifee
Mercer
Metcalfe . . .
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Muhlenberg
Nelson
Nicholas
Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owsley
Pendleton . .
Perry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Robertson . .
Rockcastle .
Rowan
Russell
Scott
Shelby
Simpson ....
Spencer ....
Taylor
Todd
Trigg
Trimble
Union
Warren ....
Washington
Wayne
Webster ....
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford . .

1950

1940

opulation
482.285
12,446
23,823
104.030
20,336
30,393
9,949
25,760
14,419
8.727
15,520
39,497
13,526
18,655
7,185
22,311

Population

6,847
48,702
16,685
10,012
31,064
13,829
17,217
13,365
11,681
18,361
9,420
4,798
14,591
9,860
13,767
12,976
13,634
32,216
19.556
7,524
20,718
11,003
9,754
7,317
9,611
46,439
81,186
6,792
38,594
2,870
13,837
12,666
13,726
15,092
17,899
11,652
6,148
14,368
12,878
9,677
5,145
14,860
41,538
12,768
16,468
15,506
31,930
7,607
11.188

385,392
12.174
25,771
93,139
20,007
31,029
9,622
25,640
17,275
10,860
14,981
40,592
15,686
19,859
9,127
23,345
9,067
48,534
16,451
11,446
28,541
17,490
16,913
16,602
10.970
19,066
8.827
5,691
14,629
10,853
14,070
12,280
16,827
37,554
18,004
8,617
24,421
10,716
10,942
8,957
10,392
47.828
71,122
7,671
39,863
3,419
17,165
12,734
13,615
14,314
17,759
11,752
6,757
13,556
14,234
12,784
5,601
17,411

RADIO
1950
Homes
132,994
3,350
5,575
29,879
3,975
6,903
2,753
6,153
3,624
2,191
2,944
8,630
3,472
4,720
2,203
6,034
1,865
14,391
3,522
2,918
8,134
2,977
3,929
4,267
2,268
5,196
2,355
1,160
4,306
2,656
3,542
3,549
3,198
8,411
4,654
2,209
5,930
2,627
2,859
1,670
2,958
9,634
17.477
1,635
9,767
834
3,338
2,945
3,426
4,182
4,942
3,236

MARKET
1950
Radio Homes
126,211
2,955
4,744
29,162
3,156
5,736
2,365
5,095
3,001
1,799
2,223
7,456
2,930
4,073
1,899
5,141
1,634
12.621
2,973
2,606
7,012
2,319
3,391
3,746
1,792
4,692
2,075
918
3,845
2,197
2,972
3,063
2,539
7,233
4,082
2,019
5,574
2,377
2,542
1,304
2,674
8.324
14,803
1,310
8,224
751
2,664
2,515
3,056
3,781
4,458
2,747
1,394

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Percentage
1940
Radio
Radio Homes
94.9
88.2
85.1
97.6
79.4
83.1
85.9
82.8
82.8
82.1
75.5
84.4
86.4
86.3
86.2
85.2
87.6
87.7
84.4
89.3
86.2
77.9
86.3
87.8
79.0
90.3
88.1
79.1
89.3
82.7
83.9
86.3
79.4
86.0
87.7
91.4
94.0
90.5
88.9
78.1
90.4
84.7
86.4
80.1
84.2
90.0
79.8
85.4
89.2
90.4
90.2
84.9
89.0
87.1

90,710
2,172
2,757
23,546
1,276
2,766
1,424
2,404
1,668
611
936
4,455
1,722
2,525
1,282
3,378
974
9,318
1,536
1,891
4,163
1,016
2,243
2,518
680
405
3,648
1,309
2,760
1,237
1,576
1,965
1,197
4,870
2,614
1,668
3,080
1.472
1,877
618
1,924
5,438
588
7,115
640
4,611
1,207
1,473
1,172
2,800

(Continued from page
1950
Retail Sales

Total 1950
Farm Income
(* $ 000)

Employment Taxable
Mid-March
1948

($ 000)
493,668
5,874
10,776
80,271

155,660
472
12,565
2,854

2,712
6,608
4,808

496
1,028
1,482

9,148
3,875
1,565
16,737
2,407
3,373
6.588
2.029
12,216
1,675
46,679
5,521
3.078
16,719
1,897
9,524
5,167
1,705
17,146
3,700
621
8,907
2,113
4,541
8,564
2,051
15,623
10,273
3,070
6,240
4,289
3,852
462
3,477
24,554
33,012
16,732
1,338
644
3,378
5,145
3,116
8,770
12,247
8,653

9,966*
8,680*

1,044
444
450
2,381* (14) 330
435
7*
74
489
4,320*
6,842
277
2,283* 275*
945*
1,212*
4,138* 417*

(14)

(15)

(15) 2,429
211
449
9,395

7,434* 1*
2,104* 203*
7,694* 35
1,365*
2,396*
11,460*
3,703*
(13)
253* (3)
5*
55
5,
2,131*
11,515*
(1)
953*
2,909*
(9)
178*
8,420*
1,929*
3,480* 51*
7
5,685*6*
2,51
2,718*
(14)
8,831* (12)
5,452*
3,763*
5,066*
(10)
6,979*
(11)

1,914
484
1,816
385
658
1,542
3,555

(3)
(13)

1,212
429

(1)
(9J

1,221
4,517
233
1,862
1,260
308
311
(14)
9,743
12,325
273
2,956

(12)
(10)
(ID
(9)

5,763*
(8)
937*(9)
6,357*351*
2,238*
1,106
76485*2*(15) 1,281
2,213* (5)
1,290*

(8)
(15)
(5)

3,384
1,818
1,566
1,043
2,843
11,632*950*
3,801
83.1
83.9
478
8,026
2,
1,122
1,961
2,970
3,311
14,816*
1,713
3,540
263
4,914
1,527
2,308
930
2,777
89.3
3,638
1,026
1,258
10,867
1,409
89.7
85.5
2,970
5,550*
(2)
112
4,268
3,997*
3,828
36,631
11,581
32,262
6*
88.7
16
4,
9,902
12.965
(2) 5,656
5,787
1,141
2,725
3,072
5,658
1,961
81.1
579
1,357
6,759*
4,543
17,204
3,849
83.1
561*
3,
19,198
85.3
3,122
4.874
4,158
646
1.196
2,977
7,567
2,355
2,008*
6,449
16,378
1,287
10,772*
33,186
7,760
(14)
(14)
1,787
1,397
5,611*
1,054
78.2
91.9
9,997
2,808
11,847
3,055
2,109
6,002
6,706*
(1) Includes Adair, Green and Metcalfe Counties. (2) Includes Anderson and Washington Counties. (3) Includes Bath and Menifee Counties. (4) 511
Includes B
3,201* Fulton and Hie
Carroll and Gallatin Counties. (5) Includes Bullett and Spencer Counties. (6) Includes Butler and Edmonson Counties. (7) Includes Carlisle,
Counties. (8) Includes Clinton, Cumberland and Russell Counties. (9) Includes Elliott, Morgan and Rowan Counties. (10) Includes Estill
3,389*and Powell Counties
1,999*
Includes Fleming and Robertson Counties. (12) Includes Grant and Pendleton Counties. (13) Includes Hardin and Meade Counties. 11,475*
(14) Includes Lee, Owslej
1,008*
Wolfe Counties. (15) Includes Logan and Simpson Counties.

Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income adc
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THE

WHAS

WHAS-TV MARKET*
Population 1,030,000
Families 304,466
Retail Sales $777,818,600
Effective Buying Income
$1,202,699,000
*Based on 100
microvolt contour.
TV

TELEVISION IN THE WHAS TRADITION

THE

WHAS

L

KENTUCKIANA MARKET*
Population 3,501,300
Families 938,000
Retail Sales $2,118,829,000
Effective Buying Income
$3,023,247,000
♦Primary coverage in all
of Kentucky plui 22
Southern Indiana Counties.

'* (1 EAR CHANNtV
The only radio station serving and
selling all of the rich Kentuckiana Market.

3ADCASTING

• Telecastin

August 20, 1951
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LOUISIANA
SPOT RATE FINDER
ABBEVILLE, Vermilion, 10,277 homes, 79.0%
radio, 8,11? radio homes.
KROF, Ikw-D, 960kc, LBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.15 5.55 10.45 22.00 35.25 45.50
ALEXANDRIA. Rapides, 24,057 homes, 82.7%
radio, 19,895 radio homes.
rate
3 AM affiliates, average l-time
27.33 45.00
D
5.75 7.50 11.83 18.67 ABC,
32.67 49.33 Weed,
80.00
N
9.50 13.00 20.33 580kc.
KALB,
Conlan 5kw-D, Ikw-N,
50.00
7.50 12.50
12.50 20.00 30.00
D
6.25 7.50
Ikw, Weed,
100.00
N
12.50 15.00
15.00 25.00
25.00 40.00 I 60.00
Chan.
KALB-FM,
Chan. 245,
245, 96.9mc.
Bonus
Ra-Tel, 8MB
KSYL,
250w,
I400kc,
NBC 16.00 22.00
35.00
D 4.00 5.00 8.00
26.00
40.00 65.00
N 6.00 8.00 12.00
KVOB, Ikw, 970kc, MBS 18.00 27.00 45.00
D 4.00 6.50 11.00 21.00
36.00 60.00
N
5.00 8.00 13.00
BASTROP, Morehouse, 8,380 homes, 78.6%
radio, 6,587 radio homes.
KTRY, 250w-D, 730kc
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
BATON ROUGE, E. Baton Rouge, 42,604
homes, 89.8% radio, 38,258 radio homes.
4D AM 6.75
affiliates,
6.75 average
12.00 l-time
24.00 rate36.00 60.00
N
10.25 10.25 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WAFB,
Conlan 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I460kc, MBS, Walker,
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WAFB-FM,
Chan. 282, I04.3mc, 3kw, Walker,
Bonus
WIBR, Ikw, I300kc, LBS
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WJBO, 5kw, HSOkc, NBC, Hollingbery, BMB
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WBRL (FM), Chan. 251, 98.lmc, 7.6kw, Hollingbery, Bonus
WLCS, 250w, I400kc, ABC, Rambeau
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WLCS-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 0.9kw, Bonus
BOGALUSA, Washington, 10,044 homes, 82.5%
radio, 8,286 radio homes.
WIKC, 250w, 6.00
I490kc,12.00
MBS 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CRAWLEY, Acadia, 12,214 homes, 77.9% radio, 9,515 radio homes.
250w, 4.20
I450kc, 6.00
McGillvra,
DKSIG, 4.65
12.50 BMB
20.00 32.00
N
6.95 6.20 9.00 18.75 30.00 48.00
DeRIDDER, Beauregard, 4,960 homes, 79.1%
radio, 3,923 radio homes.
KDLA, lOIOkc, Ikw
D 6.20 6.20 10.00 17.00 22.00 40.00
HAMMOND,
Tangipahoa,
13,991 homes,
81.3% radio, 11,375 radio homes.
WIHL,
250w-D,
D 4.00
4.50730kc9.00 15.00 27.00 45.00
HOUMA, Terrebonne, 10,425 homes, 82.5%
radio, 8,601 radio homes.
KCIL, 250w, I490kc, LBS
D 6.25 7.00 9.75 18.25 35.00 63.25
N 6.25 7.00 9.75 18.25 35.00 63.25
JENNINGS, Jefferson Davis, 7,333 homes,
81.2%, 5,954 radio homes.
KJEF, 3.30
500w-D,2.95
I290kc5.30 11.90 18.60 39.20
D
N 4.95 4.65 7.95 17.90 28.00 56.00
LAFAYETTE, Lafayette, 14,669 homes, 79.8%
radio, 11,706 radio homes.
KLFY,
Ikw-D,5.20500w-N,
D
5.75
10.00 I420kc18.00 32.00 56.00
N
8.05 7.30 12.50 26.00 42.00 78.00
Ikw, I330kc,
NBC, Meeker
DKVOL, 6.00
7.25 12.00
20.00 32.00
N
8.00 9.00 16.00 30.00 40.00
KVOL-FM, Chan. 241, 96.lmc, I5kw, Bonus
LAKE CHARLES, Calcasieu, 24,947 homes,
86.1% radio, 21,479 radio homes.
3D AM 5.08
affiliates,
6.75 average
10.25 l-time
16.00 rate
25.50 42.50
N
8.67 11.67 17.50 27.67 44.83 74.17
KLOU,
Ikw,
I580kc,
CBS,
Ra-Tel,
Conlan 50.00
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
KPLC,
Conlan5kw-D, Ikw-N, I470kc, NBC, Weed,
D 6.00 9.00 12.75 17.00 27.50 15 00
N 12.00 18.00 22.50 34.00 55.00 90.00
KWSL, 250w, I400kc, MBS
D 3.25 3.25 6.00 13.00 19.50 32.50
N 5.00 5.00 9.75 19.50 32.50 50.00
MONROE, Ouachita, 20,846 homes, 85.8%
radio, 17,886 radio homes.
3D AM 5.75
affiliates,
5.75 average
10.90 l-time
24.03 rate36.67 59.00
N
8.75 8.75 15.33 36.67 56.67 91.67
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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KLIC, 250w, I230kc, MBS
D 4.75 4.75 8.20 23.10 34.00 57.00
N 6.25 6.25 11.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
KMLB, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I440kc, ABC, Taylor
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KMFM (FM), Chan. 281, I04.lmc, I7kw, Taylor, Bonus
KNOE, 6.50
5kw, 6.50
I39kc, NBC,
D
12.50 Ra-Tel
25.00 40.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
NATCHITOCHES, Natchitoches, 9,938 homes,
79.1% radio, 7,861 radio homes.
KWCJ, 250w, I450kc
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
NEW IBERIA, Iberia, 10,713 homes, 81.6%
radio, 8,742 radio homes.
KANE, 250w, I240kc, MBS
D
5.60 5.05 9.50 20.00 32.00 60.00
N
8.40 7.50 14.50 30.00 48.00 80.00
KVIM,
Ikw-D,available)
I570kc
(No rates
NEW ORLEANS, Orleans, 161,514 homes,
88.3% radio, 142,617 radio homes.
4D AM 21.00
affiliates,
20.75 average
29.00 l-time
51.50 rate86.25 141.25
N 36.33 32.25 53.25 98.25 160.00 257.50
6D AM 5.78
non-affiliates,
average
rate 59.00
7.17 11.77
23.20l-time37.33
N
6.83 10.20 18.02 34.37 56.17 87.50
WBOK, 7.00
Ikw-D,
D
7.00800kc12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WCHF,
50kw-D,
25kw-N, I540kc
(No rates available)
WDSU, 5kw, I280kc, ABC, Blair, Hooper, BMB
D
14.00 14.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 22.00 22.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WDSU-FM,
Chan. 287, I05.3mc, I7.5kw, Blair,
Bonus
WDSU-TV,
I5kw-aur.,
Blair
D 39.00 Chan.
39.00 6,58.50
78.003lkw-vis.,
117.00 195.00
N 65.00 65.00 97.50 130.00 195.00 325.00
WJBW,
250w,7.00
I230kc,
Rambeau
D 4.00
12.00
22.00 40.00 60.00
N 6.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 90.00
WJBW-FM, Chan. 298, I07.5mc, 5kw (CP)
WJMR,
250w-D,
D 6.00
6.00990kc
10.00 20.00 30.00 55.00
WRCM (FM), Chan. 248, 97. Imc, 6l.2kw, IMS
(Bonus daytime only)
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 55.00
WMRY,
D
7.00500w-D,
7.00 600kc,
12.00Pearson,
24.00 Pulse
36.00 60.00
WNOE,
50kw-D,
5kw-N,
I060kc,
D
20.00 30.00 50.00 MBS,
85.00Ra-Tel
150.00
N
20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WSMB, 5kw, I350kc, NBC, Petry
D
14.00 14.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 100.00
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LOUISIANA 1.8095
YR.

FIGURE!
Population
2,683,516 '50
% of U. S.
1.8% '50
577,96
Homes
723,702 '50
2,363,88i
Percent Radio
84.1% '50
Radio Homes
608,633 '50
307,88 6
53.3<£
Retail Sales
$1,851,415,000 '50 1,666,671,00(
66,89
Retail Trade Employes
97,082 '48
706,400,00
Wholesale Sales Volume
$2,159,905,000 '48
Wholesale
Trade Employment
Employes
35,135 '48
126,27
Manufacturing
24,71
(Mid-March)
1.12%
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
$67,380,00*
Income
$2,647,000,000 '49
Percent distribution
1.34% '49
35
847,000,00'
Per
Capitaof Income
1,002 '49
I
Percent
national per capita $
income
75% '49
44,80
New Construction (Private)
$ 165,800,000 '47
24,3000,,0000
Residential
$ 60,900,000 '47
9,950108,060
Non-Residential
$ 72,600.000 '48
Automobile Registration
706,733 '50
277,10
Telephones
516,500 '50
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reprod
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
N 22.00 22.00 36.00 72.00 120.00 200.00
WSMB-FM, Chan. 274, I02.7mc, 56kw
Bonus
Hooper Ikw-D, 500w-N, 940kc, Branham,
WTPS,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.50 7.00 10.80 21.60 36.00 60.00
N 7.00 9.60 16.80 33.60 51.00 85.00
WTPS-FM, Chan. 239, 95.7mc, 55kw, Branham
(Rates upon request)
WWEZ,
690kc, 13.80
Hollingbery
D
6.005kw, 9.00
27.60 46.00
N
7.50 11.00 17.25 34.50 57.50
WWL,
50kw,
870kc,
CBS,
Kati,
D 35.00 35.00 50.00 84.00 Pulse146.00 225.00
N 65.00 65.00 101.00 169.00 292.00 450.00
OPELOUSAS, St. Landry, 18,351 homes, 77.8%
radio, 14,277 radio homes.
250w, 4.20
I230kc, 7.95
MBS, Sears
Ayer 53.00
DKSLO, 4.65
16.50 & 26.50
N
6.95 6.20 11.90 25.00 40.00 80.00
RUSTON, Lincoln, 6,445 homes, 82.2% radio,
5,298 radio homes.
250w, 4.50
I490kc, 7.50
MBS, Conlan
DKRUS, 3.00
18.00 30.00 50.00
N
3.00 4.50 7.50 18.00 30.00 50.00

SHREVEPORT, Caddo, 49,056 homes
radio, 42,777 radio homes.
5 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D 9.25 10.95 18.50 32.25 49.50
N 19.12 23.37 38.75 68.75 105.00
KCIJ, 5kw-D, 980kc, LBS, Hooper
D 8.00 8.00 15.00 23.75 37.50
KENT, Ikw-D, 500w-N, I550kc, MBS,
BMB, Hooper
D
7.00 8.00 12.50 20.00 Ikw,
30.00 |
60.0C
N 14.00 16.00 25.00 40.00 I NBC,
60.00
KRMD, 250w, I340kc, ABC, Taylor
D
7.50 8.75 12.50 20.00
N 15.00 17.50 25.00 40.00
KRMD-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc,
30.000C !
KTBS, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 7IOkc, 60.
Hooper,
Conlan
D
10.00 12.00 22.50 37.50
N 20.00 24.00 45.00 75.00
I20.0C a3
KWKH, 50kw, Il30kc, CBS, Branham,
D BMB,13.75Conlan
18.00 30.00 60.00 90.0C
N 27.50 36.00 60.00 120.00 180.0C l«K
KWKH-FM, Chan. 233, 94.5mc, l3.5kv Br
ham, Bonus

BROADCASTING

• Telecai|ii

WKH

EET

it's

PHEN

YOU

^NOW

HOW!

$ Percenfoges arc in
unifs of merchandise
— nof dollar volume.

SALES

OF

JOHNNIE

BUSINESS

COMPANY!

SYRUP

FOR

easy,

m

MAKES

FAIR

SYRUP

1949 INCREASE
OVER 1948*

1950 INCREASE
OVER 1949*

1 st QUARTER

26.6%

35.1 %

2nd

QUARTER

28.6%

54.1 %

3rd QUARTER

45.2%

90.6%

4th QUARTER

59.0%

5.4%

38.5%

47.4%

ANNUAL

TOTAL

TOTAL SALES FOR 1950—102.7%

GREATER THAN 1948!

m
m
Li ATE in 1948, Mr. J. R. Murphy of the Shreveport Syrup
Company came to us for advice. Syrup sales, including
those of his company's Johnnie Fair Syrup, had been going
down steadily for years. Would radio help — or should he
look for another product?
We believe in radio, and told him so. He decided to try a
campaign on KWKH. The chart above shows the results.
1950 sales of Johnnie Fair Syrup were 102.7% greater than
in 1948! Yet competitive brands continue to decline!
What kind of campaign did it take to do the job? During
all of 1949, Johnnie Fair Syrup was advertised exclusively
on KWKH — at first with a 15-minute, Class C strip on weekdays; and then, later, an additional 15-minute, Class B strip.
Today the company is also using several radio stations outside
KWKH's territory. But these two programs on KWKH still
represent over half of Shreveport Syrup's advertising budget!
What may we sweeten for you?

KWKH
,■'•-<■: .

SHREVEPORT
The Branham
0,000

Watts

•

Company

1

1LOUISIANA
«

CBS
Henry Clay, General Manager

A

LOUISIANA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
rolls 1st
1948
Total 1950
1950
Mid-March
Employmen
Retail1950Sales Farm
1950
1940
1950
Income
Homes
1948 (!
Percentage
1940
Radio Homes
Radio
Radio Homes
County
Population
Population
26,330
77.9
4,203
Acadia
12,214
46,260
46,994
17,540
4]916
r s ooo)
Allen
4,190
18,752
($ 000)
9,515
1,878
80.8
8,377
21,215
81.4
2,093
Ascension
22,336
10,379
5] 880
4,002
967
4^751
Assumption
4441
17,241
1,460
1,373
80.1
18,541
2,012
2,053
80.2
14,400
Aroyelles
10il89
37,912
39,256
3!562
79.1
5,053
2,075
3,395
Beauregard
14,847
8]l61
82.7
4,960
17,712
4^969
4,109
Bienville
1,504
23,933
19,088
9,861
3,923
1,437
10^200
Bossier
18,012
18,900*
. 2,090
7,440
36,956
33,162
8^588
188,922
84.2
3,080
Caddo
40,513
150,203
25,835
174,679
42,777
49^056
3,286
86.1
87.2
Calcasieu
16,968
89,485
77,356
24^947
56,506
84.6
2L479
Caldwell
1.296
9,043
10,212
2,719
12,046
2*
789
84.5
575*
127
2,76
6,235
2,300
Cameron
4,629
7,203
1.978
2,
915
78.7
435
1.772
5,627*
11,738
Catahoula
14,618
4,415
1,202
1,671
12,219
2.568
80.8
Claiborne
6]728
25,055
3^263
29,855
2.645
7,841*
1,850
Concordia
4,300
14,347
3,234
5^436
1,137
79.4
5,396
2,313
14,562
75.2
1,242*
24,577
DeSoto
12,076
89.8
31,803
2*
154,813
82
1,
2,049
42]604
156,485
6^614
E. Baton Rouge
31,223
88,415
38,258
15,889
902
5,252
74.1
507
263*
5,92
16,295
E. Carroll
877
76.8
857
2,648
19,023
4^666
8, 1*
3,458
E. Feliciana
19,087
18,039
1,500
6,920
75.6
3!448
4*
4,513
47
4,540*
31,904
30,497
10,321
Evangeline
8^754
1,781
79.0
914
1,
6,618
Franklin
2.704
11,434
29,418
81.6
32,382
1,417
10*713
1,765*
Grant
7^527
81.9
15,933
2,994*
14,218
4,159
4^074
5,946
3,238*
1,491
Iberia
37.183
40.283
25,893
4.411
1,071
3,337
3,216*
8,742
27,721
Iberville
26.646
2.476
8,319* 7^379
5,933
80.4
2,484
Jackson
17,807
15,413
5.009
12,124
4,023
45,539
2,186
91.0
2,450*
85.4
2,764
Jefferson
3,102*
102,691
25,646
3,436
28,182
81.2
8.627
50,427
26,359
6,511*
Jefferson Davis
9,319
24,191
12,734
2,620
79.8
4.428
1,602
14,669
43,941
7,333
36,577
Lafayette
56,957
27,766
19,326
3,332*
5,954
2,232
11,706
81.4
6,440
10,553
Lafourche
38,615
41,703
82.5
84.9
6.985
8,590
LaSalle
10,959
1.297
82.2
12,692
3,010
3.342
3^545
8,711*
Lincoln
1,732*
4,427
7,735*
13,307
5,298
24,790
25,426
6,445
17,790
2,744
Livingston
19,799
4,482
74.7
18,443
Madison
8.755
2,216
4,868
12,154*
3,636
17,444
4,018*
78.6
1,313
1,757
8,210
5433
32.059
Morehouse
1,533
27,571
17,682
8.380
4,724
2,173
2,454
1,425*
2,769*
6,587
79.1
Natchitoches
12,720
7,861
40,997
37,744
88.3
3,091
142,617
172,326
Orleans
494,537
562,240
161,514
100,856
9^938
567,257
17.886
1,963
13,445
82,177
9,047*
20]846
85.8
Ouachita
86.1
74,276
59,168
12,318
9,735
4,147
24'057
14,225
Plaquemines
3,208
0*
44
79.1
1,446
7,
3,726
24,004
1,748
82.7
21.820
Pointe Coupee
4,638
80.1
19,895
1,638
7,881
8,978
73.370
2,517*
12,810
Rapides
62,196
5,864
90,112
1,159
Red River
12,092
15,881
956
81.3
0*
2,439
60
2,
Richland
3^304
13,760
81.3
2,647
4,305
26,653
28,829
6,910
4*
825*
5,
20,839
5.618
Sabine
1,928
5,587
423
4.542
23,586
1,062
96
7,077
5,
89.2
1,919
11,089
St. Bernard
1,073
7,280
2.671
8*
2^994
2,503
85.9
St. Charles
3,366
1,863
3,428
1,7,20017*303*
2,945
81.5
12,321
1,417
78.1
661
13,297
109
4,901
4,136*
St. Helena
83.6
1,377
646
1,717
8,997
16,596
St. James
2,199
3.062
9,542
15,351
6*
53
1,
14.766
1,213
14,840
3,757
77.8
St. John the Baptist
6,631*
3,011
4.833
1,147
3^602
7,137*
1,422
5,175
4,915
5,834
18i351
St. Landry
71,481
78,366
919
14,277
5*
St. Martin
33,622
12
26,315
3,505
3,
82.0
26,394
7,947
6,963*
4,891
77.1
1,784
.
31,458
21,372
St. Mary
6]344
35,804
9]667
1,021*
3,975
14,331
7,927
St. Tammany
26.884
23,624
1,058*
3,098
81.3
8,698
7,324
84.2
2.707
11,375
82.5
13,991
32,894
53.053
Tangipahoa
77.8
5,026
Tensas
13.151
84.3
4^103
9*
1.021
01
1,
15,940
2,713*
17,544*
5,626
Terrebonne
10,425
35,880
5,359
3,192
25,653
43,131
8,601
19,089
2.119
2,169
20,943
Union
3,185*
5,289
3.437
81.1
1,415
4,318
690
79.0
5,122
3,441
Vermilion
36,865
20,174
37,750
8,341
8,119
1*
1
.977
'
37
10,277
2,
19
,5
Vernon
45
1,133
18,956
82.5
8,387
23,344
19,142
4,443
4,457
82.9
5,977*
5,496
38,265
Washington
34,443
84.2
234^295
597
4,208
10,044
5.507
2,243*
Webster
6,388*
«3J,d7d
8,286
35,623
449
8,084
6,089
9,601
11,263
11.561
W. Baton Rouge
1,049
83.6
453
2,640
19,252
W. Carroll
3,575
3,184
5*
34
467
2,044
9,
774
6,542
5,698*
17.042
4,276
3,659
1,443
W. Feliciana
10,042
14,951*
11,720
80.3
1,888
77.1
7*
1,871
Winn
66
3,
6,995
16,085
16,923
4,557
1,610
Incc
3,066* d. Farm1,254
Sales, and Farm Income mar ked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 ' 'Sales Management.' ' Further reproduction unlicense
Note: For sources see foreword.
WGUY, 250w,
1230kc,
CBS,
Raymer
1*
BANGOR, Penobscot, 29,960 homes, 96.4%
42
5,
SB 1M
5M 15M 30M3dd
radio, 28,881 radio homes.
MAINE
D 6.002,1,33886.00
0*3* 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 12.00 5,12.00
20.00 40.00 60.00
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
039* 226,
SPOT RATE WFAU,
FINDER
WGUY-FM,3,124*
Chan.
93.1mc, lOkw, R
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
8*
87
WLBZ,
5kw,
620kc,
NBC, Weed
9* 14.00
250v ', 1340kc, MBS, Forjoe, Borgatti
D
8.00 8.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00 D 9.00 1,149.00
AUGUSTA, Kennebec, 24,790 homes, 94.9%
42.00
N 14.00 14.00 21.00 42.00 63.00 105.00 N 18.00 18.00 28.00 28.00
1M
5M 15M 30M 40.00
1H
radio, 23,526 radio homes.
56.00 84.00
D 3.00
6.00
8.00
16.00
24.00
BIDDE
FORD,
York,
32,599
homes,
1
SB
N 3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
radio, 31,360 radio homes.
WABI,
5kw, 910kc, ABC, Young, Kettell- WIDE,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
Carter
250w,
1400kc,
MBS,
Devney
WRDO
250v
Weed 18.00 30.00 D 9.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 D
D
3 50 5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 D 4.00 ,4.001400kc,6.00NBC,12.00
5.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 28.00
N
5 50 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N 8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
7.50 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
60.00 N 12.00 12.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 N

If

you

want

sales

in

Maine

ON-AUBURN
ST
1 st in Payrolls
1950 Retail Sales
$66,663,000

Buy

Buy
"Maine's
Mornings
8:00 a.m. to 12 N
43.1%
Represented
Nationally by
Everett-McKinney, Inc.
Page 76, August 20, 1951

• Marketboofc

LEWI

5,000

Watt

W

LA

Voice of Progress"
ABC
1st in SHARE of AUDIENCE

M
Network

Afternoons
Evenings
1 2 N. to 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m
43.0%
40.9%
C. E. HOOPER,
Inc. Survey
Lewiston-Auburn, Me., Feb., Mar., Apr., 1951

in New
England by
Represented
Kettell-Carter
BROADCASTING

• Telecas

TON, Aroostook, 23,650 homes, 89.8%
21,238 radio homes.
V 250w, 1340kc
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 25.00
1.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 40.00
in combination with WAGM, Presque
Me.
I, 250w, UOOkc
rates available)
TON, Androscoggin, 23,652 homes,
% radio, 23,321 radio homes.
affiliates, average 1-time rate
B.00 6.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
.50 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
250w, 1240kc, MBS, Borgatti, For joe,
per
i.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
ls.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc, 13.2kw
2.83 4.50 9.00 13.50 22.50
4.70 7.50 15.00 22.50 37.50
, 5kw, 1470kc, ABC, McKinney, Hooper
'.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
>.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
AND, Cumberland, 54,503 homes,
% radio, 53,685 radio homes.
All rates one-time. Home and radio
figures for each city include entire
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
ted from 1950 Census of Housing. Perodio BMB. For complete explanation
reword.

4 AM affiliates, average 1-time
SB
1M
5M 15M
D
8.25 9.05 14.50 29.00
N 17.50 18.00 29.00 58.00

rate
30M 1 Hr
43.50 72.50
87.00 145.00

WCSH, 5kw, 970kc, NBC, Weed, Conlan,
BMB
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WGAN, 5kw, 560kc, CBS, Raymer
D 12.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 24.00 24.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WMTW, 250 w, 1490kc, MBS, Petry
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WPOR, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Kettell-Carter-,
McKinney, Hooper, Conlan
D
6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
PRESQUE ISLE, Aroostook, 23,650 homes,
89.8% radio, 21,238 radio homes.
WAGM, 250w, 1450kc, Conlan
D
3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 25.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 40.00
Sold in combination with WABM, Houlton,
Me.
D
9.00 18.00 27.00 37.50
N
12.00 27.00 45.00 60.00

BROADCASTING^^'TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP

WATERVILLE, Kennebec, 24,790 homes, 94.9%
radio, 23,526 radio homes.
WTVL, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, McKinney, Kettell-Carter, Conlan
D
3.00 5.00 8.10 14.40 21.60 36.00
N
5.00 7.00 13.50 24.00 36.00 60.00

MAIN

-stay

5 1951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
IT, VHMONT

of...

MAINE

WGUY
WGUY-FM— 1 1,000 W. 93.1 MC

5000

250

ON

560

1230

SALES
DRUG

RETAIL

$168,057,000* $12,514,000*
GEN. MDSE.
FURN. HSHLD. RADIO

SALES

Covering
New
sale and Retail
Potentially
WGAN

FOOD

DRUG

$24,008,000* $1,942,000*
GEN. MDSE. FURN. HSHLD. RADIO

$664,839,000

$28,252,000*

^Broadcasting

and

ON

BANGOR

SALES

$45,432,000*

land..

WGAN

PORTLAND

FOOD

MAINE
and numberStations
of
Standard (AM)of CityBroadcasting
® Number
BroadcastingStations
Stations
Number ofoiFMTelecasting

$10,738,000*

1951 Marketbook

$5,025,000*

England's
Greatest
WholeMarket
north
of Boston
. . .
90%

of Maine's

PORTLAND

•

WGUY

Buying
Power
Get the MAINE idea
BANGOR

Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services
Main Offices: 390 Congress St., Portland
Telephone: Portland 2-7423
p AD CASTING

• Telecasting

August 20, 1951

•
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'48
MAINE

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

1 940
1950
Total
1950
1 940
1948 1st(!
Mid-March Taxable
Percentage
Employment
(* $Income
000)
Retail1950Sales Farm
1950
rolls
1948
Homes
Radio
Homes
Radio
Radio
Homes
Population
-ten
ooc
1
($76,972
000)
23,652
23,321
27.493
87,219
"t 7b,o7y
AC AAA
23,650
89.8
17,o57
98.6
94,436
21,238
41,219
14,031
98.5
2
54,503
53,685
15,955
1,1 /0,4ot>
9,112
93.3
19,896
7,127
'4
OA 940
o CO/1 c*?n
4,895
6,649
4,266
OA
Qr7r7
12,389
io,
fifty
13,321
OA
Q
1
ft
Add.
7ft
1
i
G
ft
Q1
7
Q7J
i
,DU1
no
a
J
77,231
25,588
23,526
20,817
93.7
o,yi i ,y it
27,191
10,458
17,123
1 479
16,294
5,186
/I OIK AO*>
9,799
'40
4,868
Z,09/,9Zo
8,481
93.9
6,704
3,859
14,136
13,274
10,605
42,662
93.7
1
10,296,965
108,198
'40 96.4
97,104
7,947
28,881
97,196
29.960
23,849
21,145
18.617
'4093.9
18,467
13,369
6,102
94.8
19
123
4,156
20
911
1,067,787
Sci^ciclcihoc
7,440
15,162
5,730
3,435
4,558
39,785
'40 91.5
7,053
38^245
'50 12,737
11,973
25,907
Waldo
21,159
21,687
8,008,591
13,845
94.0
8,279
22,065
7,705
7.844
6,955
7,177
35,187
3,988
Washington
37,767
11,480 '4'04
'5'05 12,451
4,547
1
York
2,682
82,550
5,493,298
93,541
68,724
8'392.2
19,340
0 32,599
31,360
24,733
996.2
7,816
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income ma rked'50with aster
Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
Farm
Income*
add
5,943*
sk (*). Copyright'391951 "Sales Management.'
'50*50
2,670*
'4'8
48
7,326*
Wholesale Trade Employes ....
MARKET INDICATORS FOR MAINE
2,752*
Manufacturing Employment
YR.
.51%
.6%
9,537
FIGURES
YR.
FIGURES
CLASSIFICATIONS
89%
(Mid-March)
1.87%
114,579
82%
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
0.64%
7,454
Population
913,774
847,226
(1st Quarter)
86.5%
% of U. S
$63,091,000
Income
004,000,000
95.3%
Homes
431,000,000
289,250
213,204
Percent
distribution
Percent Radio
Per Capita Income
$
Radio Homes
275,655
184,348
1,087
Percent of national per capita
Retail Sales
749,712,000
509
income
.
.
:
$ 774,123,000
Retail Trade Employes
28,093
New Construction (Private)
32,900,000
$
37,719
12,200,000
Wholesale Sales Volume
165,800,000
Residential
$ 488,472,000
$ 10,900,000
Non-Residential
4,200,000
$ 10,300,000
2,700,000
Automobile Registration
276,421
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduction
231,000
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
251,870
Telephones
164,100
1 950
Population
1 ncCO Aon
OA1
on £?oo

County

MARYLAND
SPOT RATE FINDER
ANNAPOLIS, Anne Arundel, 33,909 homes,
WNAV-FM,
(Rates on Chan.
request)256, 99.1mc, 16.6kw
95% radio, 32,214 radio homes.
BALTIMORE, Baltimore, 331,929 homes, 97.1%
radio, 322,303 radio homes.
3 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.60 12.67 21.23 33.60 56.00 4 AM SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 26.38 27.75 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 46.75 50.75 76.25 152.50 228.75 381.25
WANN, lkw-D, 1190kc
D
7.00 15.75 24.50 42.00 70.00
4 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
WASL, 250w-D, 810kc
7.53 10.58 20.89 35.51 60.31 102.20
D
5.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D
N 10.80 12.40 33.40 56.90 83.50 140.40
WNAV, lkw, 1430kc
D
4.80 9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
N
7.20 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00 WAAM (TV), Chan. 13, 14.0kw-aur.; 26.1kwvis.; Harrington, Righter & Parsons
56.75 65.00 130.00 195.00 325.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio D
113.75 130.00 260.00 390.00 650.00
home figures for each city include entire N
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
WBAL, 50kw, 1090kc, NBC, Petry
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D 35.00 35.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
cent
radio
BMB.
For
complete
explanation
see foreword.
N 70.00 70.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00

NBC, PetryChan. 11, 13.1kw aur.; 27.2kw vis.,
WBAL-TV,
$1
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 40.00 40.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
BMB,
N 80.00 80.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
75.00
WBMD Ikv -D, 750kc. McGillvra
D 6.00 7.50 19.75 33.25 46.75
WCAO,
600kc, CBS, Raymer,
Hooper 5k
D 25.50 28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 55.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
WCAO-FM, Chan, 274, 102.7mc, 20kw, Raymer, Bonus
WCBM, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 680kc, MBS, Taylor
D 17.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 36.00 55.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
WFBR, 5kw, 1300kc, ABC, Blair, Hooper
D 28.00 28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 42.00 42.00 75.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
WFBR-FM
Bonus Chan. 270, 101. 9mc, 20kw, Blair,
WMAR (TV),
CBS, Katz Chan. 2, 8kw-aur.; 16kw-vis.,
D 62.50 62.50 77.50 140.00 210.00 350.00
N 125.00 125.00 155.00 280.00 420.00 700.00
WSID, lkw-D, lOlOkc, UBC
D
15.00 20.00 35.00 85.00 150.00

In
Baltimore's
Metropolitan

WWIN, 1400kc, 250w, Ra-tel
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D 7.60 8.80 20.80 33.80 52.00
N 7.60 8.80 20.80 33.80 52.00
WWIN-FM, Chan. 234, 94.7mc, 20kw, 94
(Rates not available)
WITH,
1230kc,23.00Headley-Reed,
D 9.00250w,11.00
40.00 57.50Hoo
N 14.00 16.00 46.00 80.00 115.00 1
WITH-FM, Chan. 282, 104.3mc, 20kw, I
ley-Reed, Bonus
BETHESDA, Montgomery, 43,993 homes, 5
radio, 42,879 radio homes.
WBCC,
D
3.00250w-D,
5.00 1120kc
9.00 18.00 30.00
WBCC-FM, Chan. 292, 106.3mc, 0.5kw, (>
rate includes 25% for simultaneous I
BRADBURY HEIGHTS, Prince Georges, i
homes, 96.1% radio, 48,758 radio horr
WBUZ
Chan.listing)
244, 96.7mc, 0.42kw
Transit(FM)Radio
CAMBRIDGE, Dorchester, 8,616 homes, ;
radio, 7,677 radio homes.
WCEM, lOOw, 1240kc, MBS
D 3.40 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00
N 3.80 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
(Continued on page 80)

In
I

I

Area, 1st in sales in Md\

Hagerstown,
Capital of Western Maryland
2nd in sales in Md.

IT'S
\Ar^SI^)that gets the bid Baltimore's Favorite Independent
WSID
has more listeners during the entire afternoon
period than the COMBINED LISTENING AUDIENCE OF ANY
TWO INDEPENDENT STATIONS.
In Baltimore WSID has more listeners during the entire
afternoon period than ANY TWO STATIONS GIVING HORSE
RACE RESULTS.

Page 78, August 20, 1951

• Marketbeok

B

C

'Mark WARK' on your list
ABC-Auxiliary Studio, Waynesboro, Pa.
Leads any
IT'S
TWO other stations in
listening audience according to
all surveys available.
For more listeners and more value
Call UBC, 109 W. Baltimore St. Baltimore, Saratoga 8250
or 1143 Conn. Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C., Emerson 2798
BROADCASTING

• Telecast

IN

MARYLAND

MOST

PEOPLE

WATCH

WMAR-TV

STATION "B"
ers
Oth
STATION "C"

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY,
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES

3ADCAST1NG

• Telecasting

'official tabulation of all
rated quarter hours in
ARB report covering
July 14-20, incL

new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
INC.
* TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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•
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MARYLAND
SPOT RATE FINDER

(Continued from page 78)
CUMBERLAND, Allegany, 24,349 homes, 96%
radio, 23,375 radio homes.
co
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
me
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.58 5.83 11.60 23.17 36.00 60.00
N 7.83 8.67 17.33 34.67 54.00 90.00
WCUM, 250w, 1490kc, CBS
6. 00 6. 00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
SaleD
Ns 9. 00 9. 00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
FM, Ch an. 275, 102.9mc, Ikw, Meeker,
WCUMBonu
WDYK, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Rod io Reps, MBS
D 4. .75 5 50 10.80 21.50 36.00 60.00
N 5..50 8 00 16.00 32.00 54.00 90.00
WTBO, 250w, 1450kc, NBC
D 6 .00 6 00
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9 .00 9 00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WTBO FM, Ch an. 295, 106.9mc lkw, Bonus
FREDERICK, Frederick, 16,038 homes, 94.1%
radio, 15,092 radio homes.
WFMD, lkw, 930kc, CBS
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WFMD-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 2kw
(Rates on request)
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

HAGERSTOWN, Washington, 21,701 homes,
MARKET INDICATORS FOR MARYLAND
95.3% radio, 20,681 radio homes.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
Population
2,343,001
'50
1,821,244
D
5.04 6.30 12.60 25.20 37.80 63.00
% of U. S
1.6% '50
1.38%
N 7.20 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Homes
641,547 '50
449,960
WARK, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Radio Reps, Con- Percent Radio
95.7% '50
88.1%
BMB 6.30 12.60 25.20 37.80 63.00 Radio Homes
D Ian,5.04
613,960 '50
396,338
N 7.20 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
250w, 6.30
1240kc,12.60
MBS 25.20 37.80 63.00
DWJEJ, 5.04
109,170 '48
75,468
N 7.20 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume
$2,039,449,000 '48 689,000,000
WJEJ-FM, Chan. 284, 104. 7mc, lkw. Walker,
Bonus
Wholesale Trade Employes
33,400 '48
25,315
HAVRE DE GRACE, Harford, 13,102 homes,
Manufacturing Employment
94.4% radio, 12,368 i jdio homes.
(Mid-March)
236,135
DWASA,5.00lkw-D,
6.00 1330kc,
10.00 Schepp-Reiner
18.00 27.00 45.00 ReManufacturing
Taxable Payrolls
tail
SALISBURY, Wicomico, 11,818 homes, 92.3%
(1st Quarter)
$148,070,000
$2,051,819,000 '5
radio, 10,908 radio homes.
0 1,912,186,000
WBOC,
lkw,
960kc,
MBS,
Burn-Smith,
BMB
D 6.00 7.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
Percent distribution
1.56% '49
1.61%
N 7.00 9.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WBOC-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 3kw, BurnPer Capita Income
$
1,401 '49
713
Smith (Bonus with WBOC, used separate
Percent of national per capita
50% of AM rate)
income
105% '49
124%
SILVER SPRING, Montgomery, 43,933 homes,
97.6% radio, 42,879 radio homes.
New Construction (Private)
$ 376,900,000 '50 61,400,000
Residential
$3,08 $ 255,600,000 '50 39,100,000
2D AM 7.00non-affiliates,
1,$ 000 74,600,000 '50 13,400,000
Non-Residential
12.50 17.50average
31.00 1-time
65.00 rate
115.00
,000
'49 '50
Automobile
Registration
684,748
574,005
WGAY, lkw-D,
1050kc,
Independent
Metro222,0
Sales, Pulse
662,000 1,'50
00,00 405,100
D 7.00 politan
10.00
15.00 27.00 45.00 80.00 Telephones
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
"Sales Management." Further0 reprodut
WOOK,
lkw-D,
unlicensed.
For other
see 1951
foreword.
D
15.00 1590kc
20.00 35.00 85.00 150.00 Note:
MARYLAND

RADIO

BY COUNTIES
(*$000)1950
2c
1940
Total
Employment
Percentage
Mid-March Taxable
1950
1940
1950
Retail
Sales
Farm
Income
rolls
Isi
1950
1950
Homes
Radio
Radio Homes
County
Radio Homes
1948
Population
Population
1948-0
23,758
24,349
96.0
23,375
89,484
86.973
($000)
Allegany
76,976
12,156
18,896
33,909
111,187
Anne Arundel
95.0
68,375
331,929
32,214
322.303
393,245
1,209,567
1,014,925
59,855
Baltimore*
6,915
34,425
1,262,952
85.7
959
Calvert
97.1
12,272
10,484
19,040
92.2
Caroline
18,198
3,841
4,482
1,256
7,178
5,863
44,504
3,450
Carroll
5,406
10,462
3,846
10,955
39,054
26,407
7,950
Cecil
35,117
95.5
21,789
17,594
•
33,320
6,891
86.0
1.799
9,694
1,405
Charles
23,363
5,947
17,612
4,897
94.3
14,013
9,141
Dorchester
28,006
27,780
15,547*
5,114
3,372
7.677
20,856
94.1
Frederick
11,525
89.1
62,158
16,038
1,511*
8,029
8,616
52,792
57,312
21,981
13,038
15,092
4,769
4,845
Garrett
21,206
5,387
3,503
10,852*
89.9
8,175*
3,146
Harford
94.4
14,877*
52,014
35,060
12,363
8,912,208
36,261
17,175
5,992
13,102
Howard
23,064
0*
6,567
33
10,795
5,
13,665
4,147
90.4
5,903
Kent
4,507
12,296
13,465
3,071
5,561
2,444
94.2
109,789
163,749
97.6
Montgomery
14,120
42,879
1,657
43,933
4,074
2,362
19,109
83,670
50,737
83,912
96.1
193,799
Prince Georges
89,490
19,446*
17,644
48,758
7,092,252
7,227*
89.9
935
Queen Annes
14,476
14,491
9,959
82.7
858
28,953
St. Marys
3,921
4,362
14,626
1,280
13,279
5,377
7,5,41456*2*
Somerset
2,527
20,710
16,020
20,965
6,502
6,262
9,823
18,784
Talbot
5,622,634
19,368
5,517
88.1
3,981*
2,695
24,581
3,357
6,165
2,990
20,288
Washington
68.838
5,604
12,496*
21,701
8,727,086
90.9
3,853
14,843
67,953
78,726
11,818
20,681
47,470
Wicomico
10,908
5,866*
34,530
95.3
39,541
23,124
90.9
Worcester
21,245
92.3
9,903
7,335
36,276
6,217*
7,982
8,781asterisk
4,001
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management."
Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm3,810
Income* add
* Baltimore County combined with independent City of Baltimore.
8*
79
8,
21,105*
1*
6,20
WCOP-FM,
4* 264, 100.7mc, 20kw,
24,473*Chan.
MASSACHUSETTS
Bonus 9,91
6 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
WEEI, 5kw, 590kc , CBS, Radio Sales, Pu
D 14.71 16.49 28.08 55.42 84.25 141.08
SB 1M
5M 105.00
15M 157.00
30M
N
25.62
26.12
50.00
100.00
150.00
226.50
SPOT RATE FINDER
D 42.00 50.00 52.50
N 84.00 70.00 70.00
210.00
315.00
BEVERLY, Essex, 153,496 homes, 98.5% radio, WBZ,Pulse,50kw,
ATTLEBORO, Bristol, 108,453 homes, 98.4%
BMB 1030kc, NBC, Free & Peters, WEEI-FM, Chan. 277, 103.3mc, 20kw,
151,194 radio homes.
radio, 106,718 radio homes.
Sales, Bonus
(Operates
with WBZA, Springfield, Mass.)
WARA, lkw, 1320kc, Bannan, Noonan
WIBL, 250w-D, 1540kc
D
45.00
56.00
112.00
168.00
280.00
WHDH,
Hooper, Pul:
(CP)
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
N
90.00 112.00 224.00 336.00 560.00 D 30.0050kw,30.00850kc,40.00Blair,80.00
120.00
(No rates available)
D 9.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 75.00
WBZ-FM, Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 20kw, Bonus
N
40.00
40.00
60.00
120.00
180.00
N 11.00 12.00 18.00 42.00 60.00 90.00 BOSTON, Suffolk, 234,448 homes, 98.8% ra- WBZ-TV, Chan. 4, 7.07kw-aur., 1 5.61 kw-vis., WHDH-FM, Chan. 233, 94.5mc, 20kw,
Be
dio, 231,635 radio homes.
NBC, Spot
Sales150.00 240.00 360.00 600.00 WHEE, lkw-D, 1090kc
DWCOP,
120.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
N
200.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1000.00
D
7.50 11.00 17.50 35.00 60.00
home figures for each city include entire 3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
5kw, 1150kc, Cowles, Katz, Pulse, WMEX, 5kw, 1510kc
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
BMB
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D 36.33 45.33 69.50 120.33 189.67 241.25 D 25.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 D
9.00 10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00
cent radio BMB. For complete, explanation
N 72.67 75.33 127.33 240.67 379.67 482.50 N 37.50 37.50 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00 N 10.00 12.00 50.00 100.00 150.00
see foreword.
MASSACHUSETTS

MARKET

RADIO

DATA

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Total 1950
Mid-March Taxabli
rolls 1
Retail1950Sales Farm(*$000)
Employment
1950
1940
1950
1950
Percentage 1940
Income
County
Population
Population Homes Radio Homes
Radio Radio Homes
1948 1948 I
($000)
Barnstable
46,381 37,295 28,191 27,120 96.2
9,684
143,219
68,545
42,580
Berkshire
130,941 122,273 39,099 38,317 98.0
30,007
312,939
127,027
Bristol
380,849 364,637 108,453 106,718 98.4
89,300
799
5,512
Dukes
5,555
5,669 3,746 3,581 95.6
1,508
Essex
521,093 496,313 153,496 151,194 98.5 124,278
166,564
541,266
Franklin
52,578 49,453 16,326 15,902 97.4
12,347
7,625
13,462
123,165
384,552
Hampden
367,507 332,107 100,811 100,105 99.3
82,569
55,499
Hampshire
86,472
72,461 22,087 21,667 98.1
16,458
67,486
844,480
219,458
15,677
Middlesex
1,059,875 971,390 277,499 276,944 99.8 230.313
647
Nantucket
3,417
3,401 2,322 2,301 99.1
948
2992* 9*
326,101
19,54,
Norfolk
391,007 325.180 104,493 104,180 99.7
78,417
63,341
6,603
189,811
Plymouth
189,457 168,824 69,037 67,794 98.2
44,639
17
39,239
157,**851*
,726
386,653
11,8
97
Suffolk
886,058 863,248 234,448 231,635 98.8 205,152
,0
1,200,360
178,053
Worcester
543,094 504,470 148,764 146,384 98.4 119,210
68*
13,751
*
Farm Income add
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management. Further reproduction32,2unlicensed.
* 429* • Telecast
46
,3
10
BROADCASTING
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12**
,224
17,2
27
1,280*

WBET, lkw-D, 990kc, Bannan, Colton
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WBET-FM, Chan. 249, 97.9mc, 0.8kw, Bannan,
Colton, (Bonus — Daytime)
{Night rates on request)
CAMBRIDGE,
Middlesex, 277,499 homes,
99.8% radio, 276,944 radio homes.
DWTAO,8.00250w-D,
8.00 740kc,
20.00 Indie
35.00Sales60.00 100.00
WXHR (FM), Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 20kw, Bonus
CHICOPEE, Hampden, 100,811 homes, 99.3%
radio, 100,105 radio homes.
'50Nowlin, BMB
WACE,
D
7.00lkw-D,7.00730kc,
14.00IMS,28.00
42.00 70.00
(Continued on'50 page 82)
'50
'50
'50
'5'0
MARKET INDICATORS FOR MASSACHUSETTS
48
I K.
'48
t ItiUKriO IK.
OSSIFICATIONS
r l<jrUKri.!5
'48 3.28%
3.1%
lation
4,690,514
4,316,721
ff U. S
96.2%
98.9%
test,
1,308,772
1,086,623
Radio
jent
'49 1,044,830
o Homes
1,294,376
il Sales
'49
,689,903,000
4,258,279,000
'49 210,116
254,609
il Trade Employes
lesale Sales Volume
2,232,100,000
,327,290,000
'49 60,134
lesale Trade Employes ....
80,591
ufacturing Employment
'50'50
lid-March)
'50 737,030
ufacturing Taxable Payrolls
st Quarter)
$465,361,000
'50
4.36%
3.49%
'50
3,309,000,000
,892,000,000
pe
, rcent distribution
133%
'Capita Income
766
1,417
«nt of national per capita
107
:ome
482,200,000
Construction (Private) . .
98,800,000
314,100,000
49,300,000
:sidential
26,600,000
»n-Residential
92,800,000
•mobile Registration
1,280,329
1,111,359
ohones
1,586,900
1,101,100
: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
ensed.
For other
see foreword.
:, 5k w, 1260kc, Yankee, MBS, H-R Reps.
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
e.oo 30.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
i.oo 44.00 88.00 176.00 264.00 440.00
FM Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 19.5kw, Bonos
TV, Chan. 7, 13.3kw-aur., 26.6kw-vis.,
CBS, DuMont, Petry
00 160.00 200.00 380.00 570.00 950.00
1.00 250.00 315.00 500.00 750.00 1250.00
; 5kw-D, 950kc, Boiling, Pulse
,6.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
k, 5kw, 1600kc, McGillvra
1.75 10.75 22.00 39.50 58.50 97.50
i.OO 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
ITON, Plymouth, 69,037 homes, 98.2%
B, 67,748 radio homes.

^TELECASTING
MOADCASTINO
MARKETBOOK MAP
' St. Albans
FRANKLY

'40 '40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

BerlinQ]

NEW
ENGLAND

Burlington
a
I Chittenden * rjiWaterbuty
Montpelier-CE
YBarre

[il Standard
Location of(AM)CityBroadcasting
and number of
Stations
(D Number
Stations of FM Broadcasting
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A Number
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'39
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Publications.
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*Pocketbook
Guide"
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MASSACHUSETTS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 81)
FALL RIVER, Bristol, 108,453 homes, 98.4%
radio, 106,718 radio homes.

GARDNER, Worcester, 148,764 homes, 98.4%
radio, 146,384 radio homes.
WHOB, 250w, 1490kc, Rambeau
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
GREENFIELD, Franklin, 16,326 homes, 97.4%
radio, 15,902 radio homes.
WHAI, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Walker, Bannan
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.50 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 11.00 12.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

WHAI-FM, Chan. 252, 98.3mc, lkw, Walker,
Bannan, Bonus
HAVERHILL, Essex, 153,496 homes, 98.5%
radio, 151,194 radio homes.

WALE, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

WHAV, 250w, 1490kc, Kettell-Carter
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WHAV-FM, Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 20kw, Bonus

WSAR, 5kw, 1480kc, ABC, Bannan
D 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00

WHYN-FM, Chan. 226, 93.1mc, 20kw
(No data available)

WEIM, lkw, 1280kc, MBS, Walker, KettelCarter
D
7.00
N
12.00

FRAMINGHAM, Middlesex, 277,499 homes,
99.8% radio, 276,944 radio homes.
WKOX, lkw-D, 1190kc
D
6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

WLYN, lkw-D, 1360kc, Noonan
SB
D

WREB, 500w-D, 930kc
D
8.00 10.00 20.00 27.00 50.00
LAWRENCE, Essex, 153,496 homes, 98.5%
radio, 151,194 radio homes.
WCCM, lkw-D, 800kc, Bannan, Colton
D
6.00 7.50 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WLAW,
Pulse 50kw, 680kc, ABC, Weed, Conlan,
D 25.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
WLAW-FM,
Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 20kw, Weed,
Bonus

NEW BEDFORD, Bristol, 108,453 homes, 98.4%
radio, 106,718 radio homes.

QUINCY, Norfolk, 104,493 homes, ?
radio, 104,180 radio homes.
WJDA, lkw-D, 1300kc
D 6.00 6.00 13.00 24.00 36.00

WBSM, lOOw, 1230kc, Kettell-Carter, McGillvra, Conlan
D 6.00 6.00 12.00' 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WBSM-FM, Chan. 247, 97.3mc, 20kw, KettellCarter, McGilvra, Bonus
WNBH, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Conlan
D
7.50 7.50 14.40 28.00 43.20 72.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WFMR
(FM), Chan.
Walker, Bonus

Mutual

2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
2.75 4.25 7.15 14.30 21.45 35.75
WMNB, 250w, 1230kc, Grant
D
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WNAW, 250w-D, 860kc
D
2.50 4.50 6.30 12.60 18.90 31.50
NORTHAMPTON, Hampshire, 22,087 homes,
98.1% radio, 21,667 radio homes.
WHMP, 250w, 1400kc
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 70.00

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.75 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 17.50 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
WBZA, lkw, 1030kc
(Operates in conjunction with WBZ B
WBZA-FM, Chan. 246, 97.1 mc, lOkw
WJKO, 5kw-D, 1600kc, Boiling
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00
WJKO-FM, Chan. 270, 101.9mc, llkw,
WMAS, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Petry, Hoop
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
WMAS-FM,
Chan. 234, 94.7mc, 3.2kw,
Bonus
WSPR, lkw, 1270kc, ABC, Bannan, H
bery, Hooper
D 7.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 15.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
WSPR-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 13kw, Be

WLLH, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Haskell Bloomberg
D 10.00 10.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 20.00 20.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
7.50 7.50 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00

TAUNTON, Bristol, 108,453 homes, <
radio, 106,718 radio homes.
WPEP, lkw-D, 1570kc
D
4.90 5.90 11.00 22.00 33.00
(Continued on page 8k)

WLLH-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 12.2kw, Bonus

MASSACHUSETTS

FULLTIME

1280

System — Yankee

REPRESENTED
THE WALKER
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SPRINGFIELD,
Hampden,
100,811 h
99.3% radio, 100,105 radio homes.

PITTSFIELD, Berkshire, 39,099 homes, 98.0%
radio, 38,317 radio homes.

Broadcasting

CHICAGO

WESX, 250w, 1230kc
D 6.00 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00
N
6.00 12.00 18.00 24.00 36.00

251, 98.1mc, 20kw,

NORTH ADAMS, Berkshire, 39,099 homes,
98.0% radio, 38,317 radio homes.

KC.

Network

"The Voice of Central Massachusetts"

ATLANTA

SALEM, Essex, 153,496 homes, 98.5%
151,194 radio homes.

LOWELL, Middlesex, 277,499 homes, 99.8%
radio, 276,944 radio homes.
WCAP, lkw-D, 980kc
D
9.00 9.00 1 8.00 36.00 54.00 90.00

WEIM
W.

SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D
8.00 9.60 19.20 28.80
N
8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
WBEC-FM, Chan. 232, 94.3mc, lkw, Bon
WBRK, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Yankee, Wal
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1

FITCHBURG

1000

1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

WBEC, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, McKinney

WLYN-FM, Chan. 288, 105.5mc, 0.6kc, Bonus
during AM operating hours, consult station
for night rates

HOLYOKE, Hampden, 100,811 homes, 99.3%
radio, 100,105 radio homes.
WHYN, lkw, 560kc, MBS, Walker
D 10.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

FITCHBURG. Worcester, 148,764 homes, 98.4%
radio, 146,384 radio homes.

WFGM, lkw-D, 1580kc, Deveny, Bannan,
Conlan
D 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

LYNN, Essex, 153,496 homes, 98.5% radio,
151,194 radio homes.

• Marketbook

Data

0.5 mv/m Measured December 1950 by
New England Radio Consultants, Inc.,
Hartford, Conn.
Population
Radio Families Mass. 103,780
Radio Families
N. H. 6,000
Retail Sales
Food Sales
Drug Sales . .
Eat and Drink Sales . .

BY

COMPANY

• KANSAS CITY • LOS ANGELES
KETTEL - CARTER IN BOSTON

Market

NEW YORK

.

430.560

109.780
174,341
57,770
5,755
. 16,190

Money values in thousands of dollars. Population
figures from U. S. Census 1950. Radio families BMB
1950. Consumer Markets S R & D 1950-1951.
BROADCASTING

• Telecast

more
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are

more

dollars

turning

are

turning

We're
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not
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going
song
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some
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is
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are

to . .

long

"why

most

to . . .

dance

Boston's

radio

don't

lie,

station

and

here

honeys!

PULSE OF BOSTON RATINGS Januar
through 6:00-8:00
April, 1947
vs. 1951*
8:00-10:30
7:00-9:35 9:35-10:00 10:00-12:00 12:00-4:00 y 4:00-6:00
10:30-12Md
YEAR
1.77
1.07
2.83
2.25
2.44
2.07
1.75
2.74
1947
1.99
2.78
4.53
4.03
5.17
4.60
5.41
3.43
1951
COST PER THOUSA ID PER ONE-M
INUTE SPOT*
1947
$1.14 $ .97 $ .99 $ .73
$ .82 $1.11
1951 $ .59
$ .45 $ .59 $ .50
$ .56 $ .60
*FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEE YOUR JOHN BLAIR MAN

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN
NATIONAL SPOT BILLING,
1947 vs. 1950

304.8%
$1.41

$1.87

$ .79

$ .74

BOB CLAYTON

the Boston station with the "winning
50,000

personalities"
WATTS • 850 ON

THE DIAL

BOB
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

ADCASTING

• Telecastin

DELANEY

CURT GOWDY
KEN & CAROLINE

August 20, 1951

•
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MASSACHUSETTS
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 82)
WALTHAM, Middlesex, 277,499 hones, 99.8%
radio, 276,944 radio homes.
WCRB, SBlkw-D,1M 1330kc,
5M Bannan
15M 30M
1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WARE, dio,Hampshire,
21,667 radio 22,087
homes. homes, 98.1% raWARE,
lkw-D,
1250kc,
Radio Reps., Borgatti,
Noonan
D
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WEST
SPRINGFIELD,
Hampden, 100,811
homes, 99.3% radio, 100,105 radio homes.
WTXL, 250w, 1490kc, Walker
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WEST YARMOUTH, Barnstable, 28,191 homes,
96.2% radio, 27,120 radio homes.
WOCB,
D
5.00250w,5.001240kc,
10.00 MBS,
20.00Walker,
30.00Bannan
50.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WOCB-FM, Chan. 232, 94.3mc, 1 kw, Bonus
WORCESTER,
Worcester,
148,764 homes,
98.4% radio, 146,384 radio homes.
3D AM11.17
affiliates,
1-time 64.00
rate 106.67
12.33 average
21.33 42.67
N 20.33 22.67 39.33 78.67 118.00 196.67
WAAB,
MBS, 32.00
Ra-Tel 48.00 80.00
D
6.005w, 1440kc,
8.00 16.00
N 12.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
New rates effective 10/15/51, ABC
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 14.00 14.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WGTR (FM), Chan. 256, 99.1 mc, 20kw, (See
Transit Radio Listing)
WNEB, 250w, 1230kc, Boiling, Hooper
D
6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WORC,
lkw, 1310kc,
Yankee,
MBS, 10/51)
HeadleyReed (Networks
& Rep.
effective
D 7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 18.00 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
WTAG, 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Raymer, Pulse
D 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 34.00 34.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WTAG-FM, Chan. 274, 96.1mc, lOkw, Raymer, Bonus
MICHIGAN
SPOT RATE FINDER
ADRIAN, Lenawee, 19,176 homes, 97.9%
radio, 18,773 radio homes.
WABJ, 250w-D, 1500kc, Holman, Conlan, BMB
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ALMA, Gratiot, 9,441 homes, 96.7% radio,
9,129 radio homes.
WFYC, lkw-D,6.001280kc,
D
12.00 Great
24.00 Lakes
36.00Network
60.00
ALPENA, Alpena, 6,310 homes, 94.9% radio,
5,988 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

BROADCASTINC^^TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP
MICHIGAN

[3 Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
® Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
ScaL of WJ*
MAP BY WALTER P. BURN. MIDD1EBURY, VERMONT
' 1951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
WATZ, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, KBS, Holman
(Sold in combination with WTCM, Traverse
City, WATT, Cadillac & WMBN, Petoskey,
Mich.
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
10.50 20.00 42.50 62.50 105.00
N
12.50 25.00 60.00 100.00 150.00
ANN ARBOR, Washtenaw, 33,288 homes,
98.7% radio, 32,855 radio homes.
WHRV, lkw, 1600kc, ABC, Forjoe, Hooper
D
6.40 8.00 14.40 28.80 38.40 48.00
N
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 48.00 60.00
Conlan
DWPAG, 8.00 lkw-D,8.00 1050kc,
16.00 McGillvra,
32.00 48.00
80.00
WPAG-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 2.2kw, McGillvra, Bonus daytime only.
N 4.00 4.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
BAD AXE, Huron, 10,580 homes, 96.9% radio,
10,252 radio homes.
WLEW,
Headley-Reed
D 250w-D,
5.00 1540kc,
10.00 20.00
30.00 50.00
BATTLE CREEK, Calhoun, 32,949 homes,
98.3% radio, 32,389 radio homes.
2D AM 6.75affiliates,
1-time 43.50
rate 72.50
7.25 average
16.25 29.00
N
8.50 9.00 21.50 38.00 57.00 95.00

Lansing
EATON
BARRY
LIVINGSTON

miINGHAM

WBCK,7.00
lkw, 8.00
930, MBS,
Conlan
D
17.50 Burn-Smith,
28.00 42.00
70.00
N 9.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WELL, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Boiling
D 6.50 6.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 8.00 8.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WELL-FM, Chan. 271, 103. Imc, 45kw, Boiling
(Rates not available )
(Continued on page 86)

WELL
BATTLE

CREEK

Battle

and

Creek's

the

best

buy

top-rated

because

station

. . .

yean of making frisndi — and Sales
0

douers retail trading area of 1 98, 2 99
filiated with ^American $cstg. d-ompany

Represented
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nationally
• Marketbook

by

THE

BOLLING

CO.

*

250W

• 1400 WELL
BROADCASTING

WELL-FM
• Telecasti

From 6:00 P.M. to midnight, Monday
through
MORE

Friday,

WWJ

delivers

Detroit listeners than any

other station.

H
10

f
i

WWJ's average cost-per-thousand
|
nighttime listeners* in the Detroit
»
7 © 5_
Metropolitan Area (828,720 families) is 28%

2
*

lower than the average

cost-per-thousand listeners for nighttime radio in Detroit.

That's why WW J takes the guesswork
out ot buying time to sell Detroit. Ask
tor figures.
* based on March- April 1951 Pulse Ratings

AM-950 KHOCYCLES-5000 WATTS
FM— CHANNEL 246- 97.1 MEGACYCLES

FIRST IN DETROIT

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV

'ADCASTING

• Telecasting

August 20, 1951

•
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MICHIGAN
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from, page 8U)
BAY CITY, Bay, 23,821 homes, 97.9% radio,
23,321 radio homes.
WBCM, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1440kc, ABC, Hollingbery, Hooper
co
me
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 8.50 8.50 16.00 30.00 44.00 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 44.00 44.00 110.00
WBCM-FM, Chan. 241, 96.1mc, 41kw, Hollingbery, Bonus
WGRO, 500w-D, 1260kc, Sears & Ayer
D
5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BENTON HARBOR, Berrien, 37,826 homes,
97.6% radio, 36,918 radio homes.
Conlan 55.00
DWHFB, 6.60lkw-D,7.70 1060kc,
11.00 Holman,
16.50 33.00
WHFB-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 9.2kw, Holman
(Bonus daytime only)
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
CADILLAC, Wexford, 5,962 homes, 96.2%
radio, 5,735 radio homes.
WATT, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Holman, KBS
(Sold in combination with WTCM, Traverse
City,
Mich.) WMBN, Petoskey & WATZ, Alpena,
D
10.50 20.00 42.50 62.50 105.00
N
12.50 25.00 60.00 100.00 150.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
for KlOre facts on the
MUSKEGON MARKET
contact
HIL F. BEST
Representatives of
Kadio Station WKXK

Guardian

Bldg.
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COLDWATER, Branch, 9,519 homes, 97.2%
radio, 9,252 radio homes.
WTVB, lkw-D, 1590kc, LBS, KBS, McGillvra
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 7.50 13.50 18.75 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 7.50 7.50 13.50 18.75 24.00 36.00 60.00
WTVB-FM,
McGillvra Chan. 252, 98.3mc, 0.77kw, LBS,
D
2.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00
N
2.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 10.00
DEARBORN, Wayne, 624,681 homes, 98.7%
radio, 616,560 radio homes.
WKMH, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1310kc, Headley-Reed
D 22.50 45.00 60.50 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 22.50 45.00 60.50 90.00 135.00 225.00
WKMH
Bonus (FM), Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 25.5kw,
DETROIT, Wayne, 624,681 homes, 98.7%
radio, 616,560 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 49.59 51.15 84 00 168.00 252.00 420.00
N 81.70 87.95 139.50 279.00 413.50 697.50
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 21.00 32.50 55.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 21.00 32.50 55.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
CKLW, 50kw, 800kc, MBS, Young
D 30.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N 60.00 60.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
CKLW-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc, 3kw
WDET (FM), Chan. 270, 101. 9mc, 52kw
D
2.50 5.00 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
N
4.50 7.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WEXL, 250w, 1340kc (see Royal Oak listing)
WJBK, 250w, 1490kc, Katz, Hooper
D 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 25.00 25.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WJBK-FM, Chan. 226, 93.1 mc, 30kw, Bonus
WJBK-TV, Chan. 2, 8.3kw-aur.; 16.5kw-vis.;
CBS, DuMont, Kati, Videodex
D 132.00 132.00 165.00 264.00 396.00 660.00
N 200.00 200.00 275.00 440.00 660.00 1 100.00
WJLB, 250w, 1400kc, Forjoe, Pulse
D 17.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 17.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WJLB-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 30kw
(Same as above)

Detroit,

• Marketbook

Adam J. Young. Jr. Inc.
National Rep.

MARKET INDICATORS FOR MICHIGAN
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES
Population
6,371,766 '50
5,256,106
% of U. S. .
4.2% '50
4%
Homes
1,787,935 '50
1,361,021
Percent Radio
98.1% '50
93.4%
Radio Homes
1,753,964 '50
1,271,499
Retail Sales
$6,768,995,000 '50 5,941,538,000
Retail Trade Employes
305,887 '48
208,645
Wholesale Sales Volume
$6,485,958,000 '48 1,926,500,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes . ; ...
83,190 '48
53,695
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
1,044,991
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
$768,072,000
Percent distribution
4.56% '49
4.51%
Per
Capitaof Income
1,443 '49
649
Percent
national per capita $
income
108% '49
113%
New Construction (Private)
$1,005,000,000 '50 191,900,000
Residential
$
688,300,000
'50
118,000,000
$9,01$ 180,400,000 '50 35,800,000
Non-Residential
3,000
,000
Automobile Registration
2,432,684
2,005,949
'49 '50
Telephones
2,037,100
'50
1,252,600
3,425,
000,00 reproduc
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further
0
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
WJR, 50kw, 760kc, CBS, Petry, Hooper
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
68.75 75.00 110.00 220.00 330.00 550.00
N 125.00 150.00 200.00 400.00 600.00 1000.00
WJR-FM,
Bonus Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 24kw, Petry,
WKMH,
5kw-D,
lkw-N,listing)1310kc, HeadleyReed (see
Dearborn
WLDM (FM), Chan. 238, 95.5mc. 20kw
D
10.00 17.50 45.00 70.00 120.00
N
12.50 22.50 50.00 80.00 140.00
WWJ, 5kw, 950kc, NBC, Hollingbery, Pulse
D 57.60 57.60 96.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
N 76.80 76.80 128.00 256.00 384.00 640.00
WWJ-FM, Chan. 246, 97.1 mc, 10.5kw, Hollingbery, Pulse, Bonus
WWJ-TV, Chan. 4, 8.55kw-aur.; 17.1kw-vis.;
NBC, Hollingbery, Pulse
D 132.00 132.00 165.00 264.00 396.00 660.00
N 200.00 200.00 275.00 440.00 660.001100.00

J. E. Campeau
President

WXYZ, 5kw, 1270kc, ABC, ABC Spot So
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D 42.00 42.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 3
N 65.00 65.00 110.00 220.00 330.00 5
WXYZ-FM, Chan. 266, 101. lmc, 30kw, E
WXYZ-TV, Chan. 7, 13.9kw-aur.; 27.9kw
ABC, ABC Spot Sales
D
132.00 165.00 264.00 396.00 - 6i
N
200.00 275.00 440.00 660.00 11
ESCANABA, Delta, 9,592 homes, 95.8% r ;
9,189 radio homes.
WDBC, lkw, 680kc, MBS, Walker
D
7.50 15.00 30.00 40.00
N
9.00 27.50 45.00 60.00

MUTUAL
BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

73,314 homes, 9S.3°o radio,
►8Genesee,
radio homes.
affiliates, average 1-time rate
S8
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
1.42 11.42 19.60 37.53 58.47 91.33
.17 17.17 34.17 62.33 92.67 153.33
•(FM),
107.1 mc, 0.40kw
TransitChan.
Radio296,
listing)
Ikw, 1330kc, MBS, Forjoe
75 8.75 17.00 34.00 50.00 80.00
.00 12.00 29.50 56.00 84.00 140.00
lkw, 910kc, ABC, Katz, BMB, Hooper
00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00 110.00
.00 22.00 45.00 75.00 110.00 180.00
250w-D, 1510kc
5.75 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
lfcw-D, 500w-N, 600kc, NBC, Raymer
50 10.50 16.80 33.60 50.40 84.00
.50 17.50 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
2,750 homes, 93.4°b ra1RD,
radio homes.
2,569 Otsego,
lkw-D, 900kc, Holman
.80 4.80 9.60 24.00 36.00 60.00
3 HAVEN, Ottawa, 21,466 homes,
3o radio, 21,187 radio homes.
, 250w, 1490kc
rates available)
3 RAPIDS, Kent, 80,657 homes, 98.3%
5, 79,286 radio homes.

when

affiliates, average 1-time rate
.83 10.42 17.33 36.00 52.00 86.67
.67 18.33 31.33 61.00 90.67 151.67

II
i
i
t

rjl

non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
..00 9.00 17.50 35.00 52.50 87.50
(FM), available)
Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 10.5kw
rotes
lkw-D, 1570kc, Best
..00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
lkw-D, 1410kc, McGillvra, Hooper
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
250w, 1230kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
'.00 10.75 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
i.OO 18.00 30.00 .55.00 80.00 135.00
:M, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 550kw
250w, 1340kc, ABC, Pearson, Hooper
1.00 8.00 16.00 36.00 48.00 80.00
!.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
-FM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 3kw, Pearson,
us
-TV, Chan. 7, 10kw-aur.; 20kw-vis.;
, CBS, NBC, DuMont, Pearson
'.50 67.50 93.75 150.00 225.00 375.00
).00 90.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
), 5kw, 1300kc, NBC, Katz, Hooper
2.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
5.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
\ND, Ottawa, 21,466 homes, 98.7%
0, 21,187 radio homes.
. 250w, 1450kc, Grant, Con Ian
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
iHTON, Houghton, 12,773 homes, 97.4%
•o, 12,441 radio homes.
. 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan
3.50 3.50 8.00 15.00 22.00 36 00
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MOUNTAIN, Dickinson, 7,349 homes,
*°o
radio, 1450kc,
7,121 radio
1. 250w,
ABC homes.
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
I MOUNTAIN, Iron, 5,211 homes, 95.8%
io, 4,992 radio homes.
. 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan
4.50 9.00 18.00 26.00 45.00
6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WOOD, Gogebic, 7,747 homes, 96.6%
io, 7,484 radio homes.
>.4.00lkw, 6.00
630kc,12.00
MBS, 24.00
Walker,36.00
O'Connor
60.00
7.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
:MING, Marquette, 13,092 homes, 96.7%
io, 12,660 radio homes.
'.2 25250 w,3.501240kc 8.00 15.00 22.00 36.00
3.25 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
(SON, Jackson, 29,918 hemes, 98.2%
29,3791450kc.
rodio ABC,
homes.Forjoe, Holman
KJlio,250w,
1 7 50 7.50 1 2.00 22.50 37.50 75.00
J 7.50 7.50 12.00 22.50 37.50 75.00
|VFM,
222, 92.3mc, 16kw
ratesChan.
available)
.MAZOO, Kalamazoo, 35,100 homes,
5cb radio, 34,574 radio homes.
A affiliates, average 1-time rate
8 25 9.37 1 7.75 32.00 48.00 80.00
13.50 15.00 27.50 50.00 75.00 125.00
• (Continued on page 88 )
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do

600

to
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<£el their

238,000,000

•

The

sliare

Retail

acid test of any medium's

potency

of

Dollars

is local-advertiser

opinion . . . and Flint's radio time buyers are WFDF's
leaders!
More

head cheer

than 600 of them — anxious as you are to get their share

of the $238,000,000 spent annually in Flint for retailed products
— are keeping their prospects alive via Flint's favorite station.
Get the facts — get in Flint's profit picture, and get in right
through WFDF. More than a quarter of a million customers are
buying comforts, conveniences,
Flint — two hundred

necessities and entertainment

thirty-eight million dollars' worth

910

a year.

Kilocycles

MICH.

FLINT
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(Continued from page 87)
(Kalamazoo Contd.)
WGFG, lkw, 1360kc, ABC, H-R Reps
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WKZO,
Hooper 5kw, 590kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D 10.50 12.75 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 17.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WKZO-TV, Chan. 3, 8kw-aur.; 16kw-vis.;
CBS, NBC, ABC DuMont, Avery-Knode!
D 15.00 30.00 55.00
80.00 120.00 200.00
N 30.00 60.00 110.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
LANSING, Ingham, 46,414 homes, 98.6% radio, 45,764 radio homes.
2D AM 7.00affiliates,
1-time 37.50
rate 60.00
7.00 average
13.50 24.50
N
9.50 9.50 19.00 36.00 54.50 90.00
WILS, lkw, 1320kc, MBS, Rambeau, Hooper
D 7.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 39.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 55.00 90.00
WJIM,
250w, 7.00
1240kc,12.00
ABC,24.00
H-R Reps,
D 7.00
36.00Hooper
60.00
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WJIM-TV, Chan. 6, 2.5kw-aur., 5kw-vis.,
CBS, 75.00
DuMont,120.00
H-R 180.00
Reps. 300.00
D NBC,
40.00ABC,40.00
N 60.00 60.00 105.00 170.00 255.00 425.00
LUDINGTON, Mason, 7,247 homes, 96.3%
radio, 6,979 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

WKLA, SB
250w, 1M
1450kc,5MABC,15M
Burn-Smith
30M 1 Hr
D 2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
MANISTEE, Manistee, 6,742 homes, 86.4%
radio, 5,825 radio homes.
WMTE, 250w, 1340kc, Best
D
2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 17.00 30.00
N
3.40 3.40 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
MARINE CITY, Saint Clair, 27,023 homes,
98.1% radio, 26,510 radio homes.
WSDC, lkw, 1590kc, Best
D 2.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 2.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MARQUETTE, Marquette, 13,092 homes, 96.7%
radio, 12,660 radio homes.
WDMJ, lkw, 1320kc, MBS, BMB, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MIDLAND, Midland, 9,436 homes, 97.0% radio, 9,153 radio homes.
WMDN, 250w, 1490kc
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
MOUNT CLEMENS, Macomb, 47,363 homes,
98.8% radio, 46,795 radio homes.
WMLN (FM), Chan. 292, 106.3mc, 34kw
D
4.17 9.80 14.80 23.20 40.00
N
6.25 14.70 22.30 34.80 60.00
MOUNT PLEASANT, Isabella, 7,540 homes,
96.1% radio, 7,246 radio homes.
WCEM,
D
3.60500w-D,
4.50 1150kc
11.70 23.40 35.10 58.50
MUSKEGON, Muskegon, 34,899 homes, 98.2%
radio, 34,271 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
WKBZ, lkw, 850kc, ABC, Forjoe
(CP 5kw)
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00
1940
1950
•opy lotion
Population
5,802
5,463
10,167
9,878
41,839
47,240
22,009
20,766
10,622
10,964
9,590
9,233
8.014
9.356
22,613
26.038
88,161
74,981
7.800
7,995
114,683
89,117
25,845
30,052
120,265
94,206
21,910
28,016
13,343
13,031
13,644
13,421
28,936
27,807
10,204
9,163
31,106
26,671
3,765
34,037
4,126
32,725
24,630
28,731
39,915
34,124
FIRST
★
FIRST

MICHIGAN
County
Alcona . . .
Alger
Allegany .
Alpena . . .
Antrim . . .
Arenac . . .
Baraga . . .
Barry ....
Bay
Benzie
Berrien
Branch . . .
Calhoun . .
Cass
Charlevoix
Cheboygan
Chippewa
Clare
Clinton . . .
Crawford .
Delta
Dickinson
Eaton

1950
Homes
3,351
3,407
15,994
6,310
4,360
3,618
2,523
9,540
23,821
3,788
37,826
9,519
32,949
10,681
5,460
5,990
9,517
4,790
8,468
2,103
7,349
9,592
11,483

WKBZ-FM,
Bonus Chan. 225, 98.9mc, 4.7kw, Forjoe,
WKNK, 5kw, 1600kc, MBS, Best
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1 00.00
WMUS,
D 4.00lkw-D,
4.00 1090kc,
8.00 Holman
16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
OWOSSO, Shiawassee, 12,853 homes, 97.8%
radio, 12,570 radio homes.
WOAP,
250w-D, 1080kc
D
9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 4.50
6.00 4.50
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Gillvra Chan. 276, 103.1mc, lkw, Mo=
WOAP-FM
D
2.00 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
PETOSKEY, Emmet, 6,988 homes, 94.4% radio, 6,597 radio homes.
WMBN, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, KBS
(Sold in versecombination
with WTCM,
TraCity, WATT, Cadillac,
& WATZ,
Alpena, Mich.)
D
10.50 20.00 42.50 62.50 105.00
N
12.50 25.00 60.00 100.00 150.00
PONTIAC, Oakland, 106,559 homes, 99.0%
radio, 105,493 radio homes.
DWCAR, lkw-D,
15.601130kc,
45.00 Pearson
65.00 95.00 130.00
WCAR-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 25kw, Bonus
PORT HURON, Saint Clair, 27,023 homes,
98.1% radio, 26,510 radio homes.
2D AM 5.00affiliates,
1-time 36.00
rate 60.00
6.00 average
12.00 24.00
N
6.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WHLS, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Conlan
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WTTH, lkw, 1380kc, ABC, Weed
D
6.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WTTH-FM, Chan. 256, 99.1mc, 22kw

Percentage
1950
Radio Homes Radio
3,197
3,179
15,530
5.988
4,103
3,394
2,402
23.321
9,273
3.633
36,918
32.389
9,252
10,318
5,182
5,583
4,570
9,117

95.4
93.3
94.9
97.1
93.8
94.1
95.2
97.2
97.9
95.9
97.6
98.3
97.2
96.6
94.9
93.2

95.8
95.4
97.7
95.8
2,015
8,273
96.9
95.8
9,189
97.4
7,121
11,184
FIRST ★
★

1940Homes
Radio
1,130
10,018
1,905
4,225
2,145
1,726
1,895
5.715
17,420
1,795
22,559
24,493
6,774
2.706
5.478
2,545
1.889
5,597
6,428
740
7.286
6,676
8,801
FIRST

ROGERS CITY, Presque Isle, 3,954 \
93.5% radio, 3,697 radio homes.
WHAK, lkw-D, 960kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D 3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 23.50
ROYAL OAK, Oakland, 106,559 homes,
radio, 105,493 radio homes.
WEXL,
1340kc30.00 45.00 75.00
D
6.00250w,15.00
N
6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
SAGINAW, Saginaw, 40,412 homes,
radio, 39,523 radio homes.
2D AM 8.45affiliates,
1-time 49.00
rate
8.45 average
15.80 30.00
N 11.75 11.75 21.80 42.50 72.00 1
DWKNX,8.001 kw-D,
10.00 1210kc,
12.00 Holman
25.00 45.00

WSAM,
Headley-Re.
D
8.40250w,8.401400kc,
15.60 NBC,30.00
48.00
N 12.00 12.00 21.60 42.00 72.00 1
WSAM-FM, Chan. 251, 98.1mc, 1.7kw,
Pearson50.00
DWSGW,8.50 lkw,8.50790kc,16.00MBS, 30.00
N 11.50 11.50 22.00 43.00 72.00
SAULT STE. MARIE, Chippewa, 9,517 h
95.8% radio, 9,117 radio homes.
WSOO, 250w-D, lOOw-N, 1230kc, ABC,
D 6.00 6.00 10.60 16.00 24.00
N Ian 8.00 8.00 14.00 24.00 36.00
STURGIS,
Saint Joseph, 11,933 homes,
radio, 11,611 radio homes.
WSTR,
McGiLlvra
D
2.50500-w,4.751460kc,7.50LBS, 12.00
18.00
N
2.50 4.75 7.50 12.00 18.00
TRAVERSE
CITY, Grand Traverse,
homes, 95.8% radio, 8,108 radio hor
WTCM, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, KBS
(Sold in combination with WATT, Co
Petoskey
Alpeni
D WMBN, 10.50
20.00& WATZ,
42.50 62.50
N
12.50 25.00 60.00 100.00
(*$000)
1948
Total
1950
1948249 rolls 1:
Employment
Mid-March
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
(S000)
41,011
3,842
21,045
7,882
7,898
8,770
6,137
19,983
87,836
122.001
7,203
27,437
124,782
20,269
10,733
13,262
29,472
18,936
8,549
3,801
28,983
24,907
30,876

4.865
1,728
506
3.968
22,956*
1,939*
1,320*
3,375*

3,869*
11,558*
3,390*
1,546*
30,906*
8,796*
10,664*
3,112*
12,346*

599
1,073
3,411
683
18,774
30,011
31,553
3,299
4,284
1,291
1,494
878
4,917
336
1,842
6,948
5,363 FIRST
3.793
*

7,579*
2,073*
2,962*
FIRST
FIRST
*
FIRST
★
FIRST
★13,946*
1*
3,17FIRST
2,799*
11,801*
4,753*
1,839*
This
is WSAM,
with
FM,
Saginaw's
FIRST
Station
.
YES, THAT'S A FAMILIAR STATEMENT TO WSAM LISTENERS— BUT HAVE YOU STOPPED TO CONSIDER WHAT THAT ANNOUNCEMENT "9REALLY
9
MEANS . . .? WHAT SOUND, SOLID FACTS ARE BEHIND THE PHRASE— "FIRST IN SAGINAW ..".'.?"
171*
* FIRST AND ONLY STATION IN SAGINAW TO BROADCAST
IT SYMBOLIZES WSAM AS THE—
OVER STATIC-FREE FM (WSAM-FM, 98.1 MC)
* FIRST STATION SAGINAW1 ANS REALLY CALLED THEIR "OWN"
* FIRST STATION IN SAGINAW TO CARRY ON-THE-SPOT BROAD(ON THE AIR IN JUNE, 1940)
CASTS OF LOCAL BASEBALL, FOOTBALL AND BASKETBALL
* FIRST STATION TO BRING THE TOP-NOTCH TALENT OF NBC
GAMES, PLUS ELECTION RETURNS, CIVIC AFFAIRS, AND SPECIAL
TO NORTHEASTERN MICHIGAN.
NEWS EVENTS.
-AND

MOST

IMPORTANT

99

OF ALL-

*

YES,

FIRST
IN LISTENERSHIP!
Year
After Year
Independent Radio Surveys Show MORE PEOPLE Listen MORE OFTEN
To WSAM Than Any Other Station in The Saginaw Valley!
IT IS UNBEATABLE EVIDENCE, POINTING DIRECTLY, UNMISTAKABLY TO THE TRUTH BEHIND THE STATEMENT

This
is WSAM,
with
FM,
Saginaw's
FIRST
Station
. . . FIRST
IN
SAGINAW
SAGINAW
BROADCASTING
RADIO BUILDING- SAGINAW
AM - 1400 KC
FM - 98.1 MG
FIRST

COMPANY
OWNERS-OPERATORS

WLEW-BAD AXE
WSAM-AM-FM
GREAT LAKES NETWORK
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
National Representative HEADLEY-REED CO.
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
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(*$000)1950
Total
1940
PayPercentage
Mid-March 1 axable
IV40 1st(*UUU)
Employment
Retail
Sales
rolls
Qtr.
1950
Radio
Farm
Income
/
C
AAA
\
Radio Homes
1 948
Radio Homes
(1950
3>UUU)
t
22,340
1,278
6,597
ee
94.4
2,389
3,189
76,989
96.0
98.3
300,824
632
72,068
375
in ........
56,986
96.6
56,536
3.679
ic
1,915
7,484
6,248
i Traverse
25,960
95.8
7,106
2,494
3,132
8,108
3,729
4,903
33,381
4,484
96.9
Sale
96.7
31,068
7,405
7,224
9,129
26,944
9,507
2,840
(hton
11,116
12,441
11,560*
96.9
3,973
5,078
2,226
IQ
97.4
31,726
33,346
4,234
6.837
10,252
im
5*
36,905
206,752
23
45,764
2,
3,507
7,934
2,145
34,502
98.6
50,126
10,308
2,855*
96.2
553
8,353
97.0
30,176
2,864
15,556*
10,410
95.8
1,218*
1,862
1,999
13,983*
1,132
6.696
5,163
96.1
17,754
,11a . .
4,382
6,977*
27,489
4,992
22,649
98.2
7,246
116,571
-kon . .
29,379
23,193
5,628
3,473
2,471
'Tiazoo
98.5
20,958*
136,692
12,647*
19,929
208
4,887*
34,574
36,359
25,472
178
3,976
aska .
358
25,852
891
93.0
12,572*
2,026
98.3
63,953
2,659
327,339
enaw
65,61477
79,286
90.5
96,133
149
1,473
1,064
95.1
871
869*
10,643*
12,495*
3,316
1,
27,758
8*
6,409
3,222
nau .
160
77
388
871
94.0
1,
97.7
9,127
11,637*
97.9
*ee . .
1.517
3,370
18,773
14,198
2,425
4,633
13,200
65,997
98.0
1,238
igston
10,141
23,909
23,068*
9,164
67253
3,081
93.1
1,312*
1,615
323
1,800
1,069
mac .
769
93.2
5.112
1,355
98.8
mb .
5,541
46,795
4,277
7,825
25,692
135,384
13,609
1.722
15,098*
'•srtee
.
4,435
6.742
1,202*
96.7
8,744
uette
15,455
3,258
12,660
86.4
13,092
5,825
10,608
10,651
21,733*
40,324
1,608
la . . . .
96.3
1,389
6*
17
94.9
5,
6,303
972
7,247
21,758
ista
6,979
6,295
235
4,589
minee . .
17,593
97.0
5,974
1.883
2,734
3,679
15,073
7,180
1*
11
ind
3*
97.0
6,965
9,21
17,555*
26,539
4,877
2,71978
iukee . . .
9,436
2.455
93.5
9,153
5,484
2,295
10,059
5,956
toe
1,394
97.8
4,851
667
21,468
20,996
8,467
8,945
13,549
calm . . .
96.5
63,038
10,646
11,784
10,273
31,255
2,693
210
106
92.2
morency
2,238
069*
2,233*
3,
2,427
3,878
34,899
98.2
129,793
788
•J, egon ...
34,271
6,923
9*
31,748
79
95.3
40,845
23,998
iygo
6*
4,661
6,561*
6,08
106,559
and
8,014
105,493
15,134
99.0
7.637
2,115
55,510
63,095
376,680
ia ...
7,267* 9* 74,698
95.4
4,236
17,486*
1,176
Iiaw . .
5,232* 85
252
5,302
93.5
5,558
11,780
95.9
4,467
12,527*
937
1,559
808
4,177
lagon
3,182
695
3*
3,455
52
4,
555
iila ...
3,313
4,454
95.6
581
1,343
4,258
92.9
1,697
9,243
ia ...
29
2,777
113
478
10,792
1,016*
2,461
2,286
1,213
367
7,997
2.053
2,750
2,569
14,638*
98.7
/a
21,187
14.882
21,466
93.4
6,144
6,98535*2*
958
69,621
14,958
965
iue Isle
8,
3,954
93.5
3,697
152
immon
387
94.5
828
8,734
5,145
4.862
Law
5*
97.8
08
9,906
9,
40,412
2,044
27,837
146,901
39,523
31,292
lair
26.510
98.1
5*
69
2,
27,023
7,647
18,953
40,654
1,596
2,208*
97.3
oseph .
11,933
92,231
11,611
12,863
20,163
iac
97.0
36,947
8,575
3*
85
10,884
4,
10,557
20,222*
8,321
jlcraft .
97.8
5.308
6,738
26,160
2*
wassee
10,179
3,272
1,939
1,44
12,853
94.8
1,686
3,102
42,584
756
1,597
)la
12,570
8,332
8,898
96.5
10,772
10,395
19,415*
762
4,890
Bur en .
30,999
13,600*
9*
68
15,337
3,
2,798
1,499
14,892
tenaw .
7,707
35,979
97.1
2,363
' >33,288
— -r . Oi I I
8,881
20,880
fit32,855
fi sfin
,ie
724,640
30,828
139,811
98.7
39,951
24,520* 813*
73 146
4,702
jord . . . .
9896.27
18,496
2,96l!590
932,483
4,023
5,962
8,266*
5,735
2,277
13,583* 314*
Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk
unlicensed. Farm4|012
Income* add $000.
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sa es Management." Further reproduction21,353*
16,179*
18,556*
11 052*
711*
lie Detroit
Radio
Audience
Listens
to 2]034*
WJBK
1940
Population
15,791
227,944
9,385
31,797
23.390
32,205
29,092
47,631
32,584
130,616
35.710
8,560
20,243
25,982
93,108
100,085
5.159
246.338
4,004
4,798
32,116
8.436
53,110
20.863
7,423
9,438
107,638
18,450
47,144
19,378
16,902
24,883
27.094
8,034
58.620
28.581
3,840
94,501
19,286
254,068
14,812
8,720
11,359
13,309
2,543
5,827
59,660
12,250
3,668
130,468
76.222
31,749
30.114
9,524
41,207
35,694
35,111
80.810
— i 17,976
LtJ .O. — 'J

'I

1950
Population
16,365
270,034
9,418
26,942
28,160
33,265
31,750
39,525
33,038
172,466
38,040
10,775
17.628
28,883
107,409
126,019
4,569
287,020
2,901
5,233
35,636
8,568
64,401
26,628
8.105
9,113
184,251
18,393
47,475
19,967
17,887
25,188
35,478
7,410
75,274
30,857
4,096
120,775
21,473
393,467
16,031
9.281
10.245
' 13.759
6,398
3.108
73,357
11.853
5,805
152,838
91,175
34,885
30,737
9.102
45,704
38,147
38.939
132,980

an dh
Top

1950
Homes
6,988
73,314
3,832
7,747
8,463
9,441
9,811
12,773
10,580
46,414
10,627
6,960
5,211
7,540
29,918
35,100
2.178
80,657
1,549
3,664
9,342
3,585
19,176
10,348
1,735
4.589
47,363

in
• • •

ere's

audience

1st on

Sunday

Sunday

thru

proof

4

evenings

afternoons
Saturday

out
with

evenings

of

7

!

58.0

!

24.1

(Topped only by 50kw net with 25.5)
Total

Rated

Time

Periods

22.3

- 2nd only to 50,000 watt net !
* Radio Hooperatings — June 1951
This tremendous audience, immediately translated
by WJBK into exceptional listener-response and
terriffic sales results, is the lion's share of the

WJBK

NATIONAL

SALES

wealthy Detroit market. . . . and it can be yours
-AM
—
- FM when you advertise on WJBK!
-TV

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
48 8 MADISON
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK

22.

ELDORADO

5-2455
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ALBANY, Stearns, 16,521 homes, 97.1% radio, 16,042 radio homes.
KASM, 500w-D, 1150kc, LBS, Continental
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 1.50 3.50 6.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
N 1.50 3.50 6.00 10.00 15.00 30.00
ALBERT LEA, Freeborn, 9,344 homes, 97.9%
radio, 9,148 radio homes.
KATE, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Bulmer & Johnson,
Conlan36.00 60.00
D (Minneapolis),
6.00 7.00 Pearson,
1 2.00 24.00
N 7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
ALEXANDRIA, Douglas, 6,956 homes, 96.7%
radio, 6,726 radio homes.
KXRA, 250w, 1490kc
D 3.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 37.50 60.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 22.50 45.00 75.00
AUSTIN, Mower, 11,148 homes, 98.3% radio,
10,958 radio homes.
1480kc,12.00MBS, 24.00
Crossley36.00 60.00
DKAUS,7.20lkw, 7.20
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
6EMIDJI, Beltrami, 7,864 homes, 94.3% radio, 7,416 radio homes.
KBUN, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Lawson, Crossley
D 2.50 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BRAINERD, Crow Wing, 13,881 homes, 96.7%
radio, 13,425 radio homes.
KLIZ, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Lawson, Walker
D
4.00 6.00 9.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
BRECKENRIDGE, Wilkin, 2,647 homes, 97.8%
radio, 2,589 radio homes.
KBMW, 250w, 1450kc
D 2.55 2.55 5.00 10.50 21.00 36.00
N 3.40 3.40 6.60 14.00 28.00 48.00
CLOQUET, Carlton, 6,939 homes, 97% radio,
6,731 radio homes.
1230kc, Continental
DWKIK,2.75250w, 2.75
20.63 30.94 51.56
N 3.00 3.00 22.05 34.38 57.06
CROOKSTON,
Polk,homes.
9,930 homes, 97.1% radio, 9,642 radio
KROX, lkw, 1260kc, LBS, Cooke, Lawson
D
6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
N 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
DULUTH, St. Louis South, 64,728 homes, 97.8%
radio, 63,304 radio homes.
affiliates,
D3 AM 7.08
7.08 average
11.48 1-time
21.92 rate
38.00 67.50
N 13.00 13.00 21.40 41.50 73.00 126.67
KDAL,
Hooper 5kw, 610kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D 9.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 18.00 1 8.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 1 50.00
WEBC, 5kw, 1320kc, NBC
D 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 37.50 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 18.00 37.50 75.00 140.00
WREX,5.25
lOkw-D,
MBS, Weed
D
5.255kw-N,
9.45 1080kc,
15.75 31.50
52.50
N 9.00 9.00 16.20 27.00 54.00 90.00
EVELETH, St. Louis, 64,728 homes, 97.8%
radio, 63,304 radio homes.
WEVE,
BMB 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Lawson, Conlan,
D
4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
FAIRMONT, Martin, 6,990 homes, 98.2% radio, 6,864 radio homes.
KSUM, lkw, 1370, MBS, Walker, Conlan
D
3.51 5.40 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.85 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
FARIBAULT, Rice, 8,583 homes, 97.2% radio
8,343 radio homes.
KDHL, lkw, 920kc, Pearson, BMB
D
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
FERGUS FALLS, Otter Trail, 15,816 homes,
96.6% radio, 15,278 radio homes.
KGDE, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Great Northern,
Walker
D 2.80 3.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 3.75 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GRAND RAPIDS, Itasca, 10,216 homes, 96.3%
radio, 9,838 radio homes.
250w, 4.00
1490kc,7.00MBS 14.00 21.00 35.00
DKBZY, 4.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
HIBBING, St. Louis, 64,728 homes, 97.8%
radio, 63,304 radio homes.
WMFG, 250w, 1240kc, NBC
D
2.80 2.80 4.15 8.30 15.20 27.60
N 4.80 4.80 7.20 14.40 26.40 48.00
LITTLE FALLS, Morrison, 7,048 homes, 95.8%
radio, 6,752 radio homes.
500w-D,2.50 960kc,
DKLTF, 2.50
4.00 Power-Johns
9.00 15.00 24.00
N 3.00 3.00 5.00 10.50 17.50 27.00
MANKATO, Blue Earth, 10,455 homes, 97.7%
radio, 10,215 radio homes.
2D AM 4.00affiliates,
1-time 36.00
rate 60.00
6.00 average
12.00 24.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
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KTOE, lkw, 1420kc, ABC
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KYSM, 250 1230kc, NBC, Pearson, Conlan,
BMB
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KYSM-FM, Chan, 278, 103.5mc, 47k w, Pearson, Bonus
MARSHALL, Lyon, 5,990 homes, 94.1% radio,
5,637 radio homes.
DKMHL, 4.00250w, 6.001400kc,
1 2.00 MBS,
24.00Pearson
36.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
MINNEAPOLIS (St. Paul), Hennepin, 193,993
homes, 98.7% radio, 191,471 radio homes.
4D AM29.12affiliates,
1-time 135.00
rate 225.00
40.62 average
58.92 88.62
N 43.33 66.25 60.00 165.00 251.25 418.75
4D AM 7.31
non-affiliates,
average
9.76 22.16
37.421-time
59.50rate104.55
N 12.50 16.00 43.50 67.50 100.00 180.00
KEYD, 5kw-D, 1440kc, Rambeau
D
6.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 48.00 80.00
KSTP, 50kw, 1500kc, NBC, Petry
D 30.00 50.00 60.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 80.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
KSTP-FM, Chan. 271, 102.1mc, 2kw, Bonus
KSTP-TV,
Chan. 5, 17.3kw-aur.; 24.7kw-vis.;
NBC, Petry
D
75.00 95.00 150.00 225.00 375.00
N
130.00 175 00 260 00 390 00 650 00
WCCO,
50kw, '830kc, CBS, Radio Sales,
Pulse, BMB
72.00 115.20 144.00 216.00 360.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio DN 57.00 95.00
240.00 360.00 600.00
home figures for each city include entire
WDGY, 50kw-D,
25kw-N, 1130kc, Averycounty. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
BMB
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D Knodel,
10.50 14.00 42.00 56 00 84 00 140.00
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
N 15.00 20.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
see foreword.
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WLOL, 5kw, 1330kc, MBS, Blair
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 14.50 18.00 30.50 50.50 84.00 140.00
N 20.00 25.00 60.00 100.00 165.00 275.00
WMIN, 250w, 1400kc, Radio Reps
D 7.00 9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 120.00
N 10.00 12.00 27.00 55.00 80.00 160.00
WMIN-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, lOOkw, Bonus
WPBC,
500w-D,
& Ayer,
0 5.75
8.05980kc,
12.65Sears
25.30
46.00 Hooper
78.20
WTCN,
5kw-D,
Ikw-N,
1280kc,
ABC,
Free &
Peters, Pulse
D 15.00 22.50 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WTCN-FM, Chan. 246, 97.1mc, 12kw, Free &
Peters
(No rates available)
WTCN-TV, Chan. 4, 9.2kw-aur.; 17.9kw-vis.,
DuMont,
& Peters
D ABC,
65.00CBS,65.00
87.50Free130.00
195.00 325.00
N 130.00 130.00 175.00 260.00 390.00 650.00
MOORHEAD, Clay, 7,646 homes, 97.9% radio, 7,485 radio homes.
Walker,36.00
Conlan
DKVOX,3.95250w,5.251340kc,
12.00MBS,24.00
60.00
N
5.25 7.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
NEW ULM, Brown, 6.959 homes, 97.5% radio, 6,785 radio homes.
KNUJ,
D
5.25lkw-D,7.00860kc,14.00Conlan
28.00 42.00 70.00
N
3.50 5.25 10.50 21.00 31.50 52.50
NORTHFIELD, Rice, 8,583 homes, 97.2% radio, 8,343Chan.
radio 239,
homes.95.7mc, 49kw
WCAL-FM,
D
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
; N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
I OWATONNA, Steele, 5,608 homes, 97.6%
radio, 5,473 radio homes.
KOBK, 500w-D, 1390kc
' DN
2.00 2.00
15.00 27.00
24.00
3.00
3 00 4.00
5.00 109.0050 17.50
! RED WING, Goodhue, 9,086 homes, 97.7%
radio, 8,877 radio homes.

KAAA, lkw-D, 1250kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
ROCHESTER, Olmsted, 12,652 homes,
radio, 12,399 radio homes.
2D AM 4.50
affiliates,
1-time 36.00
rate
6.00average
12.00 24.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
KLER, 4.00
500w-D,6.00Ikw-N,
D
12.00 970kc,
24.00 ABC,
36.00 Pe
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
KROC, 5.00
250w, 6.00
1340kc,
NBC,24.00
Ra-Tel36.00
D
12.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
ST. CLOUD, Stearns, 16,521 homes,
radio, 16,042 radio homes.
2D AM 4.75
affiliates,
1-time 37.90
rate
5.25average
10.45 26.37
N 6.37 6.87 14.30 32.00 48.00
KFAM, 250w, 1450kc, NBC
D
4.50 4.50 10.90 27.75 40.80
N
6.75 6.75 13.60 34.00 51.00
KFAM-FM, Chan. 284, 104.7mc, 50kw,
WJON,
250w, 1240kc, ABC, Ra-Tel, f
& Johnson
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 35.00
N
6.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
STILLWATER, Washington, 10,211 homes
radio, 10,007 radio homes.
WSHB, 250w-D, 1220kc, KBS, Cooke
D
2.00 3.00 8.00 18.00 25.00
N
2.75 4.00 9.00 20.00 30.00
ST. PAUL 'see Minneapolis listing)
THIEF RIVER FALLS, Pennington, 3,554 I
95.9% radio, 3,408 radio homes.
KTRF,
Conlan250w, 1230kc, Bulmer & Jc
D 2.00 3.00 8.00 18.00 25.00
N
2.70 4.00 9.00 20 00 30 0C
(Continued on page 92)
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(Continued from page 90)
nco VIRGINIA, St. Louis, 64,728 homes, 97.8%
meradio, 63,304 radio homes.
WHLB,
Johnson250w, 1400kc, NBC, Ra-Tel, Bulmer &
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
2.40
3.60 7.20 13.20 24.00
N
4.80
7.20 14.40 26.40 48.00
WADENA, Wadena, 3,499 homes, 95.6% radio, 3,345 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

KWAD, Ikw, 920kc, MBS, Bulmer & Johnson
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.75 9.50 21.00 31.00 52.00
N 6.25 6.75 13.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WILLMAR, Kandiyohi, 8,021 homes, 97.9%
radio, 7,853 radio homes.
KWLM, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Pearson, Conlan
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WINONA, Winona, 10,932 homes, 96.9%
radio, 10,593 radio homes.
KWNO, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Pearson, Conlan, BMB
D
4.20 6.00 10.20 20.40 30.60 51.00
N
6.00 8.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
KWNO-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 55kw, Pearson, Bonus
WORTHINGTON, Nobles, 5,957 homes, 98.6%
radio, 5,874 radio homes.
KWOA, lkw-D, 730kc, Bulmer & Johnson
D
4.00 6.00 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00

MARKET INDICATORS FOR MINNESOTA
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES
Population
2,982,483 '50
2,792,300
% of U. S
2.0% '50
2.12%
Homes
854,939 '50
709,978
MINNESOTA

41

RADIO

YR.
'40
'40
'40

Percent Radio
97.7%
Radio Homes
835,275
Retail Sales
$2,911,471,000
Retail Trade Employes
152,939
Wholesale Sales Volume
$4,934,363,000
Wholesale Trade Employes ....
52,838
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

'50
91.2%
'50
647,499
'50 2,896,613,000
'48
109,539
'48 1,458,200,000
'48
39,002
187,883
$118,437,000

Percent distribution
1.82% '49
1.88%
Per
Capita
Income
$
1,227
'49
509
Percent of national per capita
income
92% '49
89%
New Construction (Private) . $3,$603,000, 414.1 '50 76,400,000
0
0
0 '4 '50 38,700,000
Residential
$
228.3
1,424,0 12,000,000
Non-Residential
$
66.7 9'50
0 00
Automobile Registration
1,168,887 '50 0,0977,474
Telephones
*
903,800 '50
641,000
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reprodui
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

1950 Total 1950
Employment
Taxable1
Mid-March
1950
1940
1950
1950 Percentage 1940 Retail Sales Farm Income
1948 rolls
1948 1
County
Population
Population Homes
Radio Homes
Radio
Radio Homes ($000) ( " S000)
712
Aitken
14,269
17,865
6,823
6,530
95.7
3,739
8,630
6,308!
Anoka
35,556 22,443 9,809 9,574 97.6
4,795 13,616 6,706
1,906
Becker
24,691 26,562 8,023 7,758 96.7
5,149 16,288 10,202
Beltrami
24,850 26,107 7,864 7.416 94.3
5,041 20,469 4,724
Benton
15,862 16,160 3,950 3.796 96.1
3,084 12,800 7,109
2,444
860
1,542
Big Stone
9,574 10,447 2.672 2,627 98.3
2,303 10,813 8,806
1.013
Blue Earth
38,211 36,203 10,455 10,215 97.7
8,547 49,754 23,653
Brown
25,878 25,544 6,959 6,785 97.5
5,778 26,713 18,062*
Carton
24,534 24,212 6,939 6,731 • 97.0
5,212 17,434 6,140*
6.862
3,502
Carver
18,177 17,606 4,904 4,757 97.0
3,750 13,883 15,600*
4,580
Cass
19,099 20,646 9.861 9,358 94.9
3,856 10,696 4,623*
1,273
Chippewa
16,718 16,927 4,641 4,544 97.9
3,908 19,008 14,939*
871
450
Chisago
12,610 13.124 4.135 4,007 96.9
3.027 8,356 9,379*
1,128
Clay
30,202 25,337 7.646 7,485 97.9
5,514 33,627 14,329*
575
1,674
Clearwater
10,158 11,153 3.041 2.892 95.1
2,133 6,967 4,396*
2,789
Cook
2,880 3,030 1,595 1,506 94.4
606
2,422
122*
Cottonwood
15,759 16,143 4,358 4,275 98.1
3,557 15,486 18,210*
1,190
Crow Wing
30,676 39,660
30,226 '
13,881 13,423
96.7
6.778
3,957*
Dakota
49,055
12,492
12,292 98.4
8,534 31,537
35,674 15,531
3,980
613
Dodge
12,609 12,931 3.367 3,286 97.6
2,873 8,690 12,427
11,411
Douglas
21,215 20,369 6,956 6,726 96.7
4,487 20,993 12,932
Fairbault
23,847 23,941 6,448 6,325 98.1
5,459 23,088 27,816
468
Fillmore
24,401 25,830 6,944 6,736 97.0
5,673 20,598 22,717
1,817
Freeborn
34,447 31.780 9.344 9,148 97.9
7,267 33,372 25,185
Goodhue
32,080 31,564 9.086 8,877 97.7
7,358 32,880 20,200
2,014
5,954
1.674
Grant
9,532 9,828 2.706 2,646 97.8
2,156 8,734 9,267
218,398
Hennepin
669,565 568,899 193,993 191,471 98.7
152,246 787,306 20,850
Houston
14,419 14,735 4,007 3,883 96.9
3,174 10,398 13,139
5,222
Hubbard
11,084
2.127
1,005
Isanti
12,094 11,085
12,950 5,363
3,386 5,036
3,267 93.9
96.5
2.481 7,486
8,192 3,112;
6,793
Itasea
33,141 32,996 10,216 9.838 96.3
6.943 27,084 3,660
932
1,009
Jackson
16,322 16,805 4,400 4.308 97.9
3.722 14,161 19,460
607
Kanabec
9,204 9,651 2,717 2,603 95.8
1,994 6,345 6,382
4,474
1,112
Kandiyohi
28,521 26,524 8,021 7,853 97.9
5,646 27,759 19,058
485
Kittson
9,622 10,717 2.647 2.552 96.4
2,123 7,543 13,306
2,371
Koochiching
16,848 16,930 5.470 5,060 92.5
3,427 14,102 4,762*
818
3,781
Lac Qui Parle
14,508 15,509 3,818 3,765 98.6
3,335 12,076 16,922*
Lake
7,768 6,956 3,240 2,971 91.7
1,868 5,973
464*
358
Lake of the Woods
4,904 5.975 1,732 1,654 95.5
1,119 3,385 2,100*
Le Sueur
19.055 19,227 5,791 5,646 97.5
4.419 16,271 15,163*
505
Lincoln
10,182 10,797 2.774 2.086 75.2
2,298 8.229 11,279*
2,027
Lyon
22,203 21,569 5,990 5.637 94.1
4,712 28,074 18,511*
McLeod
22,185 21,380 6.080 5,764 94.8
4,676 22,755 19,436*
513
228
2,367
Mahnomen
6,998 8.054 1,790 1,697 94.8
1,325 4,136 3,465*
2,400
650
Marshall
16,208 18,364 4,295 4,170 97.1
3,629 10,727 15,680*
Martin
25,543 24,656 6,990 6,864 98.2
5.616 25,157 28,339*
2,886
Meeker
18,941 19,277 5,234 5.087 97.2
4,175 16,081 17,648*
1,686
Mille Lacs
15,109 15,558 5.126 4,911 95.8
3,263 13,018 7,884*
Morrison
25,738 27,473 7,048 6,752 95.8
5,163 17,773 11,617*
1,829
Mower
42,171 36,113 11,148 10.958 98.3
8,346 41,448 19,478*
921
Murray
14,778 15,060 3,685 3,622 98.3
3,081 10,951 16,384*
1,004
7,865
Nicollet
20,952 18,282 4,764 4,678 98.2
3,681 11,364 11,985*
Nobles
22,382 21,215 5,957 5,874 98.6
4,760 25,758 23,638*
1,287
594
Norman
12,851 14,746 3,547 3,444 97.1
3,012 9,588 10,799*
1,989
Olmstead
47,980 42,658 12,652 12,399 98.0
9,193 52,971 18,684*
Otter Tail
51,094 53,192 15,816 15,278 96.6
10,604 36,665 31,765*
Pennington
12,953 12,913 3,554 3,408 95.9
2,766 15,393 6,176*
4,138
9,603
790
Pine
18,203 21,478 5,791 5,548 95.8
4,349 12,378 10,974*
1,493
Pipestone
13,995 13,794 3,639 3,577 98.3
3.018 16,306 12,455*
1,036
Polk
35,863 37,734 9,930 9,642 97.1
7,880 30,807 36,980*
1,533
Pope
12,821 13,544 3.857 3,764 97.6
2,924 7.981 12,030*
Ramsey
353,190 309,935 98,289 97,011 98.7
81,216 425.715 4,308*
358
3,129
Red Lake
6,805 7,413 1,682 1,623 96.5
1,385 5.106 4,044*
Redwood
22,113 22.290 5.885 5,773 98.1
4,836 21,747 23,076*
Renville
23,915 24,625 6,232 6,126 98.3
5,300 20,432 26,568*
Rice
36,202 32,160 8,583 8,343 97.2
6,657 28,110 15,799*
1,439
1,966
Rock
11,271 10,933 2.984 2,921 97.9
2,475 11,288 13,534*
3,733
Roseau
14,491 15,103 3,762 3,596 95.6
2,812 10,268 9.382*
St. Louis
205,205 260,917 64,728 63.304 97.8 51,295 182,712 14,725*
118,109
942 52.155
Scott
16,459 15,585 4,449 4,316 97.0
2,995 12,315 10.064*
860
437
1.296
Sherburne
10.637 10.456 3 197
3.069 96.0
1,899 5.659 5,432*
Sibley
15.829 16,625 4,114 4,019 97.7
3,425 11,265 15,373*
Stearns
70,409 67.200 16 521
16,042 97.1
12,424 66,115 28,888*
Steele
21,127 19,749 5,608 5.473 97.6
4,518 22,447 15,851*
981
940
Stevens
11,114 11 039
2.854 2,768 97.0
2,274 10,577 10,160*
8.206
1,203
Swift
15,820 15.469 4.174 4,078 97.7
3,293 17,900 15,052*
3,152
Todd
25,410 27,438 7.276 7.014 96.4
5,594 17,121 14,618*
580
Traverse
8.064 8.283 2.195 2,166 98.7
1,846 7,997 8.011*
Wabasha
16.883 17.653 4,757 4,619 97.1
3,919 14,748 11,237*
1,351
Wadena
12,716 12,772 3.499 3.345 95.6
2,504 13,993 5,252*
Waseca
14,933 15,186 4 236
4,122 97.3
3,416 14,121 12,516*
1,236
1,462
1.453
Washington
34.356 26,430 10,211 10,007 98.0
6,125 24,257 11.083*
3,683
Watonwan
13,872 13.902 3,786 3,729 98.5
3,158 13,252 13,515*
Wilkin
10,542 10.475 2,647 2,589 97.8
2,180 8.946 7,819*
1,542
Winona
39,753 37,795 10,932 10,593 96.9
8,631 37,706 14,058*
Wright
27,693 27,550 8.622 8,329 96.6
5,889 24,659 21,488*
2,111
591
7.717
Yellow Medicine
16,231 16,917 4.372 4,311 98.6
3,754 15,046 19,356*
Note? For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm1,066
Income* add
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MISSISSIPPI
SPOT RATE FINDER
£N, Monroe, 9,460 homes, 79.9% ra- WCBI,
work 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Mid-South Net559 radio homes.
l.5S<
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
250w, 1240kc
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
□ tes available)
Alcorn, 7,360 homes, 85.1% radio,
Harrison. 21,596 homes, 84.1% ra- CORINTH,
6,263 radio homes.
8,162 radio homes.
250w, 1490kc, MBS, Rambeau
WCMA,
D
4.00250w,5.001230kc,
8.00 MBS,13.00Burn-Smith
24.00 45.00
g
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
N 5.00 6.00 11.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
BO 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
Washingtori, 20,228 homes,
00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 GREENVILLE,
75.7% radio, 15,313 radio homes.
lkw, 570kc
.itO 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00 WGVM. lkw-D. 1260kc, Devney
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
40 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00 D
WJPR, lkw, 1330kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
/ILLE, Prentiss, 5,153 homes, 83.4%
D
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
4,298 radio homes.
N
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
>50w, 1400kc
SO 3.50 9.00 16.00 30.00 55.00 GREENWOOD, Leflore, 13,557 homes, 78.4%
radio,
10,629 radio homes.
C5 2.75 7.50 11.00 20.00 35.00
1 4AVEN, Lincoln, 7,305 homes, 80.1%
2D AM 5.50affiliates,
1-time 38.00
rate 67.50
5,851 radio homes.
6.50 average
9.50 20.25
250w, 1340kc, Continental
1.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 35.00
.75 3.00 12.00 12.00 20.00 WABG, lkw-D, 960kc, LBS
500w-N)6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
frJirVILLE, Wilkinson, 3,427 homes, 80.4%
D (CP 5.50
2,755 radio homes.
WGRM, 250w, 1240kc, NBC, KBS
250w-D, 1580kc
9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
b0 4.00 12.50 20.00 35.00 50.00 D
N
9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00
DALE, Coahoma, 13,523 homes, 75.8%
GRENADA, Grenada, 5,026 homes, 78.5%
10,250 radio homes.
radio,
3,945
radio
homes.
250w, 1450kc, MBS
250w, UOOkc, MBS, Radio Sales
^OO
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 WNAG,
D
5.00
5.00
10.00
24.00 36.00 60.00
fbO 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
-ID, Bolivar, 17,128 homes, 77.8%
GULFPORT,
Harrison,
21,596
homes, 84.1%
13,326 radio homes.
radio, 18,162 radio homes.
250w, 1490kc, LBS, McGillvra
50 2.75 7.50 10.00 16.00 35.00 WGCM, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, LBS, Sears &
50 2.75 7.50 10.00 16.00 35.00 D Ayer3.50 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
3IA,
6,031 homes, 77.7% ra- N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
1,686 Marion,
radio homes.
WGCM-FM, Chan. 268, 101. 5mc, 3kw, Bonus
250w, 1450kc, MBS, KBS
6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 HATTIESBURG, Forrest, 12,456 homes, 80.6%
radio, 10,040 radio homes.
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WFOR,
250w, 1400kc, NBC, Hollingbery,
3US, Lowndes, 9,537 homes, 85.0%
BMB. Conlan
8,106 radio homes.
D bery4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
250w-D,
1050kc
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
iO 3.40 7.50 12.75 21.25 42.50 N
)0 5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00 WFOR-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 2kw, Holling50
3.00 3.00 6.00 '12.00
18.00 30.00
kII rates one-time. Home and radio ND 5.00
5.00 10.00 ' 20.00 30.00 50 00
igures
for
each
city
include
entire
WHSY, 250w, 1230kc, BMB50
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
4.25
8.75 '5 15.00 24.00 40.00
;d from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- DN 7.50
12.00' 020.00 36.00 60.00
dio BMB. For complete explanation
(Continued on5'050 page 94)
;word.
'50
'48
MARKET INDICATORS FOR MISSISSIPPI
'48FIGURES YR.
FIGURES
1-4% YR.
OSSIFICATIONS
'48 1.66%
fttion
2,183,796
2,178,914
U. S.
39.9%
79.8%
566,311
515,369
it Radio
'49 205,613
Homes
451,916
Sales
'49
992,700,000
$1,070,092,000
Trade Employes
54,605
34,884
245,200,000
•sale Sales Volume
$ 977,523,000
sale Trade Employes ....
13,957
facturing Employment
7,270
d-March)
91,117
facturing Taxable Payrolls
t Quarter)
$35,781,000
0.58%
•67%
e
444,000,000
$1,317,000,000
cent distribution

THE OLD

SEA-HORSE

BUSINESS

LOWNOES I
Columbusl
KEMPER 1
LEAKE
SCOTT
SMITH

jelphia 1
NESMOBA
NEWTON ■ dianlDD
LAUDEROALE 11
HI Phila
JASPER Mer

CLARKE 1

'49

'49

'40'40
'40
'40
'4'0
48
'39
'39
'39

'47

'47
'40
'40
U

'49 '49
'49
'50
'50
tBOADCASTING^^mECASTlNG
MARKETBOOK MAP
®MISSISSIPPI
Location ol City and numbtr o(
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number ot Telecasting Stations
ScaU of WiL
50\lm

HM\

48%
HAP© BV195/,WAlTOtBroadcasting
P. SUIH. MBMBUII.
Publications,VMMOH1
Inc.

35%

634
202
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita
income
22,600,000
278,900,000
New Construction (Private) . . .
Residential
$ 127,700,000
9,500,000
Non-Residential
55,200,000
2,300,000
Automobile Registration
397,723
484,734
117,900
226,800
Telephones
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
"Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see 1951
foreword.

SAYS:

IS BOOMING

BETTER IN THE BILOXI-GULFPORT AREA
and the
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST
And WVMI with 1000 Watts on 570 kc is the
tary installation of it's type in the United States,
located in Biloxi, spending millions of dollars
only single station on the Mississippi Gulf Coast
in construction and personel payrolls, YOU can
that serves the Biloxi-Gulfport area, as well as
get YOUR share of this business by using WVMI.
the entire Mississippi Gulf Coast with a primary
WVMI programs to and for the masses — Our
signal.
sales success stories prove this beyond a doubt —
May We Tell You More?
With Keesler Air Force Base, the largest miliRepresented Nationally
by — NATIONAL TIME SALES,
Southern RepresentativesAtlanta.
— DORA-CLAYTON AGENCY,
New York-Chicago.

WVMI
SERVING
1,000 WATTS
ADCASTING

•

"THE

THE

GREAT

ENTIRE

BILOXI-GULFPORT
AND

MISSISSIPPI

GULF

Telecasting

AREA

COAST"

570
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KILOCYCLES
•

Marketbook, Page
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MISSISSIPPI

RADIO

MARKETl'696DATA BY COUNTIES
Total
Percentage
1 940
1940
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
1 950
Mid-Morch rolls 1
Employment
i ocn
1950
Homes
Radio Homes
County
Radio6 702
Homes
Radio
1948
Population
Popu lotion
4*077
1948
25,022
Adams
32,170
2*268
($000)
27,238
8,936
26,969
Alcorn
6263
16,768
2,798
85.1
7,360
27,026
75.0
Amite
757
35350
893
79.7
( $000;
21,892
3,702
19,232
6,827
Attala
3,024
78.0
1,697
2,637
26,615
1,30759
30,227
6,859
4,884
13,143
6,108
Benton
10,429
8,784
67,574
Bolivar
62,805
13 326
77.8
17,128
2,141
4,889
79.2
2,961
1,205
20,893
3 9424*744
84.2
Calhoun
18,336
27,894
5,313
2,333
20,651
4,682
2,580
2 870
79.4
Carroll
15,481
257
21,427
Chickasaw
1,487
81.9
3,614
943
4,978
18,927
1.942
1,024
2,883
13,548
Choctaw
81.1
10,999
520
6,433
2,874
2,835
2^331
Claiborne . . .
11,939
997*
73.7
829
1,138
1,
3,078
12,810
20,596
3*
25
Clarke
3
912
4,
19,337
4.806
4,701
17,733
3 573
76.7
1.835
4,658
Clay
75.8
19,030
81.4
1,206
1,685
48,333
13,523
31,538*
Coahoma . . .
49,249
5,586
224*
4,52
10^250
27,924
1,681
7,812
12,023
3.840
5,
78.8
8,033
33,974
30,475
Copiah
961*9*
2,
2,472
82.2
16,007
837
3,058
3,902
Covington . .
6^330
17,030
6*361
3,207
DeSoto
26,663
6,258
4,993*
2,634
423
24,600
3,226
75.8
5,446
1,514
40,010
Forrest
733
12,456
80.6
10^040
44,904
34,901
6*
2,855
23
689
5,
83.4
Franklin . . .
982
12,504
10,891
6*
6,162
754*
1,446
5,81
8,849
1,
3,905
4,814
2,444
George
2^381
24,574*
78^5
9,974
8,704
81.2
Greene
1*
750
1,960
2,307
2,974*
8,184
4,164
1,111
Grenada
19,052
18,773
L985
9.512
1,80
3^945
10,110
1,285
5,026
522
Hancock
1,720
81.8
76819
4,209
11,873
11,328
4,052*
3,443
12,978*
Harrison . . .
84.1
2,414
5.556
21,596
54,946
83,607
L560
50,799
18,162
14,567
124,544
107,273
8*
Hinds
84.0
141,480
6,95
37,560
3L5504*47
14,728
7,815
32,531
703
Holmes
75.4
3,438*
39,710
33,212
13,315
2*8235
75.0
8,436
662
23,083
26,257
Humphreys .
6,154
2,460
1,152*
1,413
297
1,433*
4,958
1,532
1,140
Issaquena . .
4^6162
1,763
9,732
6,433
4,420
74.4
Itawamba . . .
80.3
*
3
9
17,198
2
1,390*
16,940
3^549
19,922
Jackson
1,636
2,687
31,304
20,601
4*248
9,171
79.0
790
10,503*
Jasper
18,876
1,852,499
19,484
3,113
4,518
4,408
7^915
3,569
412
13,969
11,283
Jefferson . . .
1,409
75.5
641
663
2,972
1,391*
3,338*
Jeff Davis . .
369
15,476
15,869
2,
853
2,244
12,763*
1,467*
6,294
10,886*
3,662
Jones
5,204
3,436
1 1 !733
14,396
10,977
49,227
1,051
57,030
35,724
516
Kemper
21,867
15,877
6,136
3.788
2,947
80.6
6
22,774
854
*
Lafayette . . .
9
7
0*
1,248
63
21,257
5,552
81.9
2,054
Lamar
9.803
13,199
12,096
3,812
3,447
8*
44
1.143
Lauderdale .
78^7
3,
3,786
13!881
45,122
64,024
17,638
58,247
1,016*
78.9
Lawrence . .
956
4,155*
79.5
12,622
13,983
792
Leake
713
7,109
24,570
12,311
3,032
4,557
21,541
1.858
Lee
24,934
5,344
38,132
10,203
83.0
38,838
5,875
8^468
881
Leflore
4,734
51,669
13,557
78.4
4*
10^629
53,406
35,986
3*
04440*
80.1
16,577
Lincoln
4,961
5,2,50
27,506
27,833
5^851
4,334
7,305
7685.05 86*3
5,
Lowndes . . .
20,923
12,780
37,789
2,862
3,957*
2,722
35>245
9,537
3,583
Madison
8^106
33,814
4,574
4,835*
37,504
2,640
8,058
6]l64
Marion
23.874
24,085
10,913
6*
84
1,
529
Marshall
2,145
6,031
5,056
4^686
25,042
9
2,658
4,445
75.0
2,764*
*
5
25,522
2,081
5.926
79.9 8177
Monroe
7,559
36,470
13,661
21,455*
1,375
37,648
2*
6,781
55
2,
15.703
9,460
Montgomery
14,431
3,706
6,015*
77*8
79.1
25,695
3,420
Neshoba
6,107
6,406
3,049
80.4
3.792
1,532
27,882
5,067
1,120
81.3
Newton
9.717
9,721*
24,249
22,636
2,407
2,123
4,689
3,913*
74.9
Noxubee
19,992
5,767
7,265
78.4
2,072
9,203
5,058
24,578
•
2,360
1,652
1,089
Oktibbeha . .
22,151
3,788
80.4
7,296*
1,064
Panola
31,255
5,690
6,826*
4,461
34,421
13,957
8,806
4,030*
1,622
20,575
1,870
Pearl River .
8,266
6,646
2,909
19,12569 "
11.010
4,427
1,273
5,334
25,6
8,255*
77^7 ■
83.0
2,694
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction 7,1
unlicensed.
Farm Income *ad
038*
9,77*
, 3,
052*
6,703*
11,849*
PHILADELPHIA,
Neshoba, 6.406
WRBC,
4,554* 5,067
MACON, Noxubee, 5,058 homes, 74.9% raMISSISSIPPI
Conlan,5kw-D,
BMB lkw-N, 620kc, MBS, Branham,
79.1%
radio,
radio homes.
dio,
3,788
radio
homes.
WHOC, 250w,
WMBC, 250w, UOOkc
4,372*1490kc, LBS
SB
1M 10.00 20.00
SPOT RATE FINDER
1 Hr
ABC, 15M 30.00
30M 50.00
D 8.00 8.00 20.00
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB 1M
5M 15M 30M
7* 8.00
N 12.50 12.50 5M 40.00 60.00 100.00 D
3.40 7.50 12.75 21.25 42.50 D 4.005,834.00
12.00 24.00
(Continued from page 93)
N
5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00 N 6.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 36.00
930kc 15.00 Weed
WSLI,10.00
5kw 12.00
24.00
D
36.00
JACKSON,
60.00 McCOMB, Pike, 9,235 homes, 83.6% radio
dio, 31,550Hinds,
radio 37,560
homes. homes, 84.0% ra- N 12.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
PICAYUNE, Pearl River, 5,334 homes,
7,720 radio homes.
radio, 4,427 radio homes.
KOSCIUSCO, Attala, 6,859 homes, 78.0% ra5 AM affiliates. average 1-time rate
WRJW, lkw-D, 1320kc
dio,250w,
5,350 radio
homes.
15M 30M 1 Hr
WKOZ.
1340kc
SB
1M
2
AM
ncn-affi'iates,
average
1-time
rate
5M
19.15 29.65 50.50
6.50 5.75 15.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 D
D 8.50 8.35 11.30
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 D
(CP 5kw) 4.50 9.50 21.00 32.00
84.00 DN
N 1 1 .38 11.88 17.80 32.85 50.60
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
NBC,
STARKVILLE, Oktibbeha, 5,690 homes,*
WAPF, 250w-D, lOlOkc
LAUREL, Jones, 14,396 homes, 81.5% radio, D
WJDX, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1300kc
radio, 4,461 radio homes.
3.00 4.00 12.50 20.00 35.00 50.00
11,733 radio homes.
lingbery
WSSO,
250w, 1230kc
24.00 36.00 120.00
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 48.00
WSKB,
5kw-D,
500w-N,
1250kc
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00
D 10.00 7.50 17.50 35.00 60.00 100.00 D
72.00 60Ho!-00 2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
N 15.00 15.00 25.00
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 N 12.00 8.50 22.50 45.00 80.00 140.00 N
Chan.
3.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00
WJDX-FM,
5.00 50kw
1.50 275,
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
10.00 15.00 N
3.00102.9mc,
D
MERIDIAN, Lauderdale, 17,638 homes, 78.7%
TUPELO, Lee, 10,203 homes, 83.0%
N
1.50 3.00 5.00 10.00 15.00
radio, 13,881 radio homes.
WAML, 250w, 1340kc, NBC, Hollingbery
8,468 radio homes.
WJQS, 250 w, 1400kc,7.50CBS 12.75
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
21.25 42.50 D
D
3.40
WELO,
250w, 1490kc, MBS, Mid-South
5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00 N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 3 AM affiliates, <
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00
1-time 26.08
rate 47.50 D
Sales 40.00 WLAU, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
4.25 3.97 verage
8.33
16.50
WJXN, 250 w, 1450kc,9.00LBS,15.00
Indie
25.00
N
5.00
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 j
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 N
5.00 5.00 10.00 22.08 36.00 60.00
D
9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 N
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
VICKSBURG, Warren, 11,628 homes,
radio, 9,151 radio homes.
DWCOC,3.405kw-D,
3.40 lkw-N,
7.50 910kc,
12.75 CBS21.25 42.5C
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 21.25 36.00 60.00
WMOX,
affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.00205w 5.001240kc,
10.00 MBS.24.00Mid-South
36.00 60.00 2 AM 3.75
4.00 9.50 16.00 26.50
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D
N
5.50
6.00 13.50 24.50 43.00
WMOX-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 5kw, Bonus
DWTOK,3.50250w,3.501450kc,7.50ABC,12.75Headley-Reed
21.00 40.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 21.00 36.00 60.00 WQBC, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1420kc, MBS
& Ayer, Conlan
4.00 4.00 12.00 18.00 32.0C
NATCHEZ, Adams, 8,936 homes, 75% radio, D
N
6.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00
6,702 radio homes.
WVIM, 250w, 1490kc, LBS
7.00 14.00 21.00
affiliates,
D2 AM 5.50
6.00 average
10.50 1-time
23.25 rate
38.00 67.50 DN
12.00 24.00 36.00
N
5.50 6.00 10.50 23.25 38.00
67.50
WMIS, 250v 1240kc,9.00NBC,22.50
KBS 40.00
WEST
Clay, homes.
4,658 homes, 76'
dio, POINT,
3,573 radio
D
9.00 22.50 40.00 75.00 WROB 250w. 1450kc, MBS. Mid-South
N
Here's your sure way to "ringi;
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 |
WNAT, 250w, 1450kc, LBS
the bell" with extra sales by*
N
5 00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00
D
5.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
36.00 60.00
60.00
N
5.50
6.00
12.00
24.00
using Mississippi's leading ra
YAZOO CITY, Yazoo, 9,209 homes, 73
dio station . . . popular WJDX
PASCAGOUI A. Jackson, 9,171 homes, 86.3°
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
dio, 6 787 radio homes.
radio, 7,915 radio homes.
WAZF,
250w, 1230kc
the sales-pulling "Voice of Missis
WPMP,
(CP) 250w-D, 1580kc
D
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.0C
GEORGE
P.
HOLLINGBERY
CO.
(No rates availalbe)
sippi."
N
5.00 10.00 24.00 36.0C
BROADCASTING
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or sources see foreword.

1950
pulation

1940
Population

9,117
35,027
20.016
19,785
25,807
28,842
21,631
12,884
21,808
16,713
6,259
55,988
30,425
17,970
17,469
15,527
21,646
20,208
15,540

9,292
35,002
22,904
20,921
27,191
27,934
23,144
15,433
22,024
19,403
6,155
61,007
34,166
19,309
19,680
16,974
22,610
21,867
17,534
39,595
67,576
16,928
14,160
15,955
22,751
18,387
40,091

MARKET

DATA

1950
Homes

Percentage
1950
Radio Homes
Radio

2,133

5,872
5,355
3,574
5,368
4,177
1,586
14,115
7,776
4,699
4,541
4,236
5,994
5,428
3,726
11,628
20.228

MISSOURI

759
4,204
2,414
2,276
2,645
2,064
2,072
1,355
2,066
639
1,670
4,644
2,659
1,550
2,128
1,852
1,365

79.6
79.3
83.6
83.9
75.9
82.7
79.3
78.7
75.7
79.0
83.1
80.4
78.5

4,549
4,489
2,955
9,151
15,313
3,207
2,563
2,755

(Continued)

Radio Homes

80.8
83.6
83.2
83.4
81.3
81.6
82.7
80.3
82.4
81.6
83.2
78.3

1,723
7,720
4,524
4,298
5,501
4,792
4.429
2.870
4,423
3,408
1.320
11,052
6.190
3,726
3,796
3,554

9,235
5.438
5,153
6,766

39,212
70,280
16.968
4,059
11,579
3,084
14,083
3,427
22,180
5,327
15,154
3,909
35,612
9,209
Farm Income marked with asterisk
les, and Farm
1950 Retail Sales,

BY COUNTIES

2,656
1.288
5.371
6,267
1,122
1,457

Retail1950Sale*
($000)

6,794
7,294
8,935
6,190
12,609
5,800
6,873
3,076
22,562
3,873
8,871
6,959
5,284
3,403
6,940
7,653
4,414
28,475
44,898
5,231
5,250
6,114

(AGE, Jas per, 26,107 homes,
. 24,358 radio homes.
> 250w, I490kc
4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00
4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00

37.50
37.50
93.3%

40.00
40.00

505

181

445
3,944
691
533

1,400
178
175
198

1,205*

3,671*
6,992*
14,289*
5,915*

299
437
141
225
285
165
654

1,091
1,411
351
1,003
757
457

4,656*
5,048*
8,533*
4,721*

1,639
647
434
488
247
515

4,659*
31,412*
13,829*
951*
7,886*
5,296*
2,411*
15,886*
1,853,522

213
129
134
71
217
474
194

1,386
660
6,426
7,026
497
786

5.622*
5,236*
23,690*

2,782
234
3,330
136
654
149
792

1,769
2,031
8,823
6,526
1.903*
1,770
888
514
2,533*
2,876
16,194
2,129
2,394*
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sa es Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add $000.
3,901*
12,479*758*
3,
MARKET INDICATORS FOR MISSOURI
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•FM, Chan. 249, 97.7mc, 290w
3.75 4.25 7.50 15.00 22.50
3.75 4.25 7.50 15.00 22.50

Employment Taxable PayMid-March rolls
1948 IstQtr.
($000)
1948

3,061
21,436

4,182
3,014
6,787

1,242
1,758

77.1
73.7

CLASSIFICATIONS

Ml GIRARDEAU, Cape Girardeau, 10,962
is, 93.9% radio, 10,293 radio homes.
Ikw-D, 500w-N, 960kc, MBS, Pearson
!6B 1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
8.50 17.50 35.00 50.00 80.00
8.50 17.50 35.00 50.00 80.00
m
untyM. Chan. 239, 95.7mc, 8.lkw
f AM rate)
, 250w-D, I220kc
.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00

Total
1950
(*$000)
Farm Income

CARUTHERSVILLE, Pemiscot, 12,469 homes,
85.4% radio, 10,649 radio homes.
KCRV, Ikw-D, I370kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
2.50 3.50 7.50 15.00 18.75 37.50
CHILLICOTHE, Livingston, 5,391 homes, 94.2%
radio, 5,078 radio homes.
KCHI, 250w-D, lOIOkc, Conwell
D
7.50 7.50 12.00 21.30 36.30 60.75
CLINTON. Henry, 6,802 homes, 92.2% radio,
6,271 radio homes.
KDXD, lkw-D 1280kc, Devney & Co.
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 32.00 50.00
N
6.00 6.00 9.00 18.00 32.00 50.00
COLUMBIA.
Boone, 12,643 homes, 89.3%
radio, 11,290 radio homes.
KFRU, 250w, I400kc, ABC, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

Population .
% of U. S.
Homes

3,954,653
2.6%
1,191,046

FIGURES

'50
79.9%
"50
832,590
'50 3,538,622,000
'48
139,851
'48 2,261,300,000
'48
65,361

Percent distribution
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita
income
New Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential
Automobile Registration
Telephones

'49
'49

$

$
$
$

2.56%
1,286

,00

052

97%
531.2
261.9
93.4
1,261,420
1,150,600

YR.

'50
3,784,664 '40
'50
2.88% '40
'50
1,042,463 '40

Percent Radio
,
94.4%
Radio Homes
1,124,347
Retail Sales
$3,832,433,000
Retail Trade Employes
202,229
Wholesale Sales Volume
$7,345,124,000
Wholesale Trade Employes ....
85,659
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

$5,

'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

346,558 '47
$204,621,000 '47
2.52% '40
505 '40

'49
89%
'50 78,200,000
'50 37,000,000
'50 15,700,000
'50
1,112,229
'50
794,700

'40
'39
'39
'39
'48
'45

Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
"Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see 1951
foreword.
9
'004
0,0

91
1,

AM rates one-time. Home and radio
figures for each city include entire KUMO, Ikw-D, 950kc
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
red from 1950 Census of Housing. Peradio BMB. For complete explanation
(Continued on page 96)
:'eword.
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(Continued from page 95)
FARMINGTON, St. Francois, 9,754 homes,
94.3% radio, 9,200 radio homes.
KREI, Ikw-D, I350kc
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
3.75 4.50 7.50 18.75 37.50 60.00

MISSOURI
ScaL of WIlL
[3 Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
@ Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
MAP© BY195J,WAITER
P. BURN, MIDDLEBURY;
Broadcasting
Publications.VERMONT
Inc.

FESTUS, Jefferson, 12,321 homes, 94.7% radio,
11,668 radio homes.
KJCF, 250w-D, lOIOkc
D
3.00 4.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
FLAT RIVER, St. Francois, 9,756 homes, 94.3%
radio, 9,200 radio homes.
KFMO, 250w, I240kc, Pearson, BMB
D
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
FULTON, Callaway, 6,259 homes, 91.4% radio,
5,721 radio homes.
KFAL, 250w, 900kc, LBS
(CP Ikw)
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
HANNIBAL,
Marion, 9,412 homes, 94.6%
radio, 8,904 radio homes.
KHMO,
Conlan 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I070kc, MBS, Pearson,
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 37.50 70.00 120.00
N 18.00 18.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
INDEPENDENCE,
Jackson, 166,109 homes,
97.0% radio, 161,126 radio homes.
KIMO, Ikw-D, I5l0kc, Cooke
D 8.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 55.00 90.00
N 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00

JASPER
E Carthage
fflflJoplin
Monett
El

JEFFERSON CITY, Cole, 9,056 homes, 95.1%
radio, 8,612 radio homes.
KWOS,
Conlan 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
D 4.00 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
KWOS-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 9.2kw, Sears &
Ayer, Bonus
JOPLIN, Jasper, 26,107 homes, 93.3% radio,
24,358 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
7.25 8.00 13.50 20.00 35.00 55.00
N
8.50 10.00 16.50 27.50 45.00 75.00
KFSB, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I3l0kc, Conlan, BMB
D
10.00 10.00 14.00 30.00 50.00 90.00
N
15.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 110.00
KSWM, 250w, I230kc, CBS, Rambeau, Conlan
D 8.50 8.50 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
N
10.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WMBH, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer,
Conlan
6.00 7.50 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
7.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
WMBH-FM, Chan. 241, 96.lmc, 70kw, Sears &
Ayer, Bonus
KANSAS
CITY, Jackson, 166,109 homes,
97.0% radio, 161,126 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D 27.00 49.25 53.47 73.55 135.33 240.33
N 48.45 85.00 92.87 129.40 230.67 414.00
KCKN, 250w, I340kc
D 13.00 18.00 21.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
13.00 18.00 21.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KCMO,
Conlan,50kw-D,
Hooper lOkw-N, 8IOkc, ABC, Katz,
D 39.00 60.00 64.80 108.00 180.00 300.00
N 52.00 80.00 86.40 144.00 240.00 400.00
KCMO-FM,
Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 54kw, Transit
Radio
(See Transit Radio for rates)
KFRM, 5kw-D, 550kc, Free & Peters, Conlan
D
9.00 16.50 24.00
(For combination rates see listing under
KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.)

Combination rates for KMBC-KFRM, Concordia, Kan. are:
Noon 40.00 60.00
Other 30.00 55.00
80.00
WDAF, 5kw, 6IOkc, NBC, Petry
D 30.00 66.00 58.40 73.00 133.00 266.00
N 60.00 132.00 117.60 147.00 266.00 532.00
WDAF-TV, Chan. 4, I Ikw-aur.; 22kw-vis., Harrington, Righter & Parsons
D 45.00 45.00 56.00 90.00 135.00 225.00
N 90.00 90.00 113.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
WHB, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 7IOkc, MBS, Blair
D
16.00 30.00 37.20 53.20 93.00 155.00
N 31.80 53.00 74.60 106.60 186.00 310.00
KENNETT, Dunklin, 12,675 homes, 89.9% radio, 11,395 radio homes.
KBOA, Ikw-D, 830kc
D
6.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
KBOA-FM, Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 6.9kw, Bonus

KIRKSVILLE, Adair, 6,321 homes, 93.7% radio,
5,923 radio homes.
KIRX, 250w, I450kc, LBS
D
6.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
N
6.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
Marketbook

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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KMBC, 5kw, 980kc, CBS, Free & Peters, Hooper, Conlan
15M 30M
1 Hr
SB 1M
23.00 41.00
5M 60.00
120.00
50.00 75.00

LEBANON. Laclede, 5,843 homes, 89.3% radio, 5,218 radio homes.
KLWT, 250w, I230kc, MBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.40 5.65 9.40 18.75 31.25 43.75
N
4.40 5.65 9.40 18.75 31.25 43.75
MARSHALL, Saline, 8,019 homes, 93.0% radio, 7,458 radio homes.
KM MO, Ikw-D, I300kc
D
4.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
MEXICO, Audrain, 7,523 homes, 94.1% radio,
7,079 radio homes.
KXEO, 250w, I340kc, MBS
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
MOBERLY, Randolph, 7,605 homes, 93.7% radio, 7,126 radio homes.
KNCM, 250w-D, I220kc, Conwell
D
5.60 5.60 8.40 16.80 30.25 54.50
N
5.60 5.60 8.40 16.80 30.25 54.50
MONETT, Barry, 6,638 homes, 92.5% radio,
6,140 radio homes.
KRMO, 250w, 990kc
D
4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
N
4.00 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
NEVADA, Vernon, 6,852 homes, 91.7% radio,
6,283 radio homes.
KNEM, 250w, I240kc, Conwell, LBS, KBS
D
4.00 5.40 9.75 17.25 29.20 48.75
N
4.00 5.40 9.75 17.25 29.20 48.75

POPLAR BLUFF, Butler, 10,549 homes,
radio, 9,083 radio homes.
KWOC, 250w, I340kc, Pearson
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D
4.50 12.00 20.00 30.00
N
4.50 12.00 20.00 30.00
KWOC-FM,
Chan. 233, 94.5mc, I6kw, Pe
Bonus
ROLLA, Phelps, 6,182 homes, 87.5%
5,409 radio homes.
KTTR, 250w, I490kc, LBS
D
4.00 5.00 8.00 20.00 30.00
N
5.00 6.00 11.00 26.00 50.00
STE. GENEVIEVE,
Ste. Genevieve,
homes, 91.9% radio, 2,929 radio horn
KSGM, 500w, 980kc
D 3.75 6.25 8.10 15.30 27.00
N
3.75 6.25 8.10 15.30 27.00
ST. JOSEPH, Buchanan, 27,807 homes,
radio, 26,389 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
N 15.00 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
KFEQ, 5kw, 680kc, MBS, Headley-Reed
D
10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
N 15.00 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
KRES, 5kw, I550kc, LBS, Forioe, Conlan
D 10.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
N 15.00 15.00 28.00 56.00 84.00
(Continued on page 98)1
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Solid day and
night coverage of
four counties
Consistent listener
mail response irom
18 counties in 4
states

□
□

Occasional mail
FULL

1950 DATA

TIME

AUDIENCE , 1950

250 W
1230 KC

CBS
KSWM

KSWM

NETWORK

IN

JOPLIN,

MO.

is doing a regional-metropolitan job

for the great Joplin District, best diversified
area of the southwest among
ing and industry.

agriculture, min-

Owned and operated by
AIR

TIME,

INC.

1928 West 13th Street

Telephone 7260

Austin A, Harrison, President & General Manager
JOPLIN,
Nationally Represented by WILLIAM

JADCASTING

• Telecasting

MO.
G. RAMBEAU CO.

Within 0 5 MV/M
Conlour.OAY

249,200
Population
In Communities
194,300
On Farms
Households
In Communities
78,350
64,500
On Farms
54,900
13,850
Radio Homes
72,500
In Communities
On Farms
12,780
RETAIL MARKET, 1949, bj ' store classes, $000
59,720
Food Stores
General Merchandise Stores
18,650
38,240
Home
Furnishings
Stores
Apparel
Stores
Automotive Outlets
Filling Stations
10,710
8,460
46,700
Building Mil -Hardware
11,980
7,800
Eating-Drinking Places
Drug
Stores
All Other Stores
15,700
9,240
TOTAL RETAIL SALES
172,850
5,370
FARM MARKET. 1949
Number of Farms
Automotive Vehicles
Cost of Feed Purchased $000
22,000
13,600
Value of Products $000
8,670
dollars
$000 . expressed in thousands of
39,600

Within
Contour,0.1 MV/M
DAY

446,600
291,600
138,300
155,000
127,150
96,920
41,380
89,350
28,780
37,800
12,360
59,450
13,420
70,850
18,800
27,000
13,500
8,900
285,550
32,490

38,780
120,800
27,000
57,600

August 20, 1951

•

Total Matt

616,000
218,100
397,900
132,770
191,000
175,500
122,480
58,230
86,000
53,020
18,300
102,100
26,400
19,120
37,910
17,900
12,380
a, 700
47,200
409,010
82,400
42,680
170,700

Marketbook, Page 97
54,270"

93.1%
radio,

homes,
MISSOURI
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 96)
ST. LOUIS. St. Louis, 340,145 homes, 97.4%
radio, 350,801 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 33.42 49.12 57.47 99.50 154.25 248.75
N 41.25 77.47 91.00 177.50 283.75 443.75
4D AM 10.00
non-affiliates,
average
rate 119.00
14.40 21.38
41.50l-time
45.75
KMOX, SOkw, M20kc, CBS, Radio Sales, Pulse,
CBS Diary
D 54.00 78.00 49.00 138.00 207.00 345.00
N 90.00
230.00 345.00 575.00
KSD, 5kw, 550kc, NBC, Free & Peters
D 32.50 44.50 100.00 170.00 250.00
N 45.00 93.00 200.00 340.00 500.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
heme figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

KSD-TV,
Free & Chan.
Peters 5,
IM
SB
40.00
D
100.00
N

I0kw-aur.; 20kw-vis.; NBC,
5M
30M
1 Hr
15M 180.00 300.00
120.00
80.00 200.00
300.00 500.00
133.00
Katz, 40.00
KSTL, Ikw-D,15.40
490kc
34.00 Hooper Pulse
D
l/U/l/ 12.00
CLW I380kc, 18.00
rvwiv,
5kw,
MBS,
120.00 200.00
Co.,
80.00 Boiling
D 24.00 34.00 48.00 140.00
N 4s!00 70.00 84.00 The 225.00 380.00
w-D, I320kc,
KXLW,
Hooper Ik
40.00 in nn
D 4.00 11.00 20.00 Blair,
430kc,
ABC,
Hooper
KXOX, 5kw
120.00 200.00
80.00 225.00
D 24.00 34.00 54.00 140.00
70kw, 400.00
N 45.00 70.00 98.00
KXOX-FM, Chan. 229, 93.7mc,
Transit
Radio
(See Transit FM Listing)
WEW, Ikw-D, 770kc, Sears & Ayer, Pulse
D
8.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 40.00 100.00
WIL, 5kw, 1430kc, Pearson
D
14.00 21.00 27.50 55.00 83.00 138.00
N 21.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 100.00 180.00

MISSOURI
1950
Population
19,400
11,562
11,130
23,829
21,580
12,544
17 391

County

Audrain
Barry
Barton
Bates

10,909
48 166

Boone
Butler
Caldwell
:

Cape Girardeau

4,764
19 307

Cass
Christian
Clark
Clay
Cole
Dallas
DeKalb
Dent

14,860
12 277
9,017
44,594
11,742
35,163
16,485
11,569
....... 9.321
10,364
11.096
8,010
10,934
12,639
45,215
36,037
12,332
11,006
104,118

Hickory
Holt

5,377
11,821

18,952
25.190
10,684
12,804
16,474
14,049
18,204
10,364
7,412

Linn
McDonald
Maries
Note: For sources see foreword.
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37,782
9 920
7,834
38 509

1950 Retail Sales, and
•

1940
Population
20,246
13,015
12,897
22.673
23,546
14,148
19,531
12,898
34,991
11,142 94,067
34,276
11,629
23,094
8,971
37,775
17,814
6,226
19,534
11,697
18,084
13,538
10,166
30,417
13.261
34,912
18,075
12,693
11,248
11,523
13,398
9,751
11,763
15,600
44,957

RADIO
1950
Homes
6,321
3,839
3,595
7,523
6.638
4,266
5,980
3,396
3.235
12,643
27.807
10,549
3,547
6,259
2,601
10,962
5,098
1,422
6,352
3,806
5,052
3,842
3,009
13,725
4,040
9,056
5.053
4,017
3,137
3,374
4,048
2,853
3,561
3.581
12,675
11,816
3,902
3.836
32,675
4,657
4.786
6,802
1.823
3,449
3.540
6,694
2.579
166,109
26,107
12,321
6,715
2,686
7,901
5,843
7,496
3,640
4,582
6,351
5.391
4,428
6,175
3,206
2,279

SEDALIA. Pettis, 10,190
9,487 radio
homes. MBS, Forjoe
KDRO,
25w, I490kc,
1 Mr
IM 5M ISM
12.50 22.50 40.00
D 4.00 4.00 7.00
30M i nr
30.00
55.00
SB 4.00 10.00 17.50 92.2%
N 4.00
KDRO-FM, Chan. 259, 99.7mc, 1
radio,
5kw, Bonus
homes,
SIKESTON. Scott, 9,071
8,343 radio homes.
KSIM, 250w, I400kc
D 4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 34.00 40.00
N 4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 34.00
SPRINGFIELD, Greene, 32,475 homes, 94.5%
radio, 30,878 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
9.54 9.54 18.25 29.75 51.00 84.25
N
11.81 11.81 22.88 34.19 43.25 104.25
KGBX, 5kw, I240kc, NBC, Hollingbery
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 28.00 45.00 80.00
N 14.00 14.00 25.00 40.00 70.00 120.00

MARKET
1950
Radio Homes

DATA

1940
Percentage
Radio Homes
Radio

5.923
3,666
3,451
7,079
6,140
3,933

93.7
95.5
96.0

5,508
3,070

90.4
85.5
94.9
89.3

2,766
11,290
26,389
9,083
3.334
5,721
2,349
10,293
4,797
1,229
5,901
3,425
4,744
3,523
2,783
13,107
3,785
8,612
4,634
3,515
2,886
3,057
3,757
2,693
3,198
3,187
11,395
10,953
3,508
3,675
30,878
4,359
4,480
6.271
1,661
3.263
3,264
5,824
2,231
161,126
24,358
11,668
6,198
2,511
7,340
5,218
6,919
3,443
4,266
5,945
5,078
3,994
5,737
2,796
1,930

BY COUNTIES

33,868
12,414
13,359
90.541
15,716
16,525
22,313
6.506
12,476
13,026
22,270
10.440
477,828
78,705
32,023
21,617
8,878
18,718
27,856
24,637
11,490
14,395
21,416
18,000
15,749
21,396
9,656
8,638
Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright

92.5
94.1
92.1
92.2

86.1
91.4
94.0
90.3
94.1
93.9
86.4
92.9
93.9
90.0
92.5
91.7
95.5
93.7
95.1
91.7
87.5
92.0
90.6
92.8
94.4
89.8
89.0
89.9
92.7
89.9
95.8
94.5

1950
Retail Sales
($20,091
000)

4,731
3,020
2,910
4,150
5,322
2,697
3,839
1,841
1.536
8,121
22,659
4,537
3,610
3,804
1,360
7,582
719
4,044
4.212
1,907
3,722
2,277
2,062
7.547
3,008
6,740
3,291
1,806
2,041
1,732
2.800
2.162
1,728
1,900
6.578
6,390
2,172
21,599
3.023

5,715
11.067
22,714
17,071
9,105
12,689
6.777
45,025
3,374
90,476
26,035
9,296
13,261
3,752
39,776
12,296
2.030
16,719
6,764
11,134
6,430
41,995
7,627
14.765
35.707
13,712
6,339
6.437
6.991
8,079
5,398
7.566
33.154
5,036
28,300
10.702
103,262
13,777
9,661
11.030
18,077
2,556
9,393
8,199
13,398

I340kc
KICK
McGillvra
CBS,
KTTS, SB250w IM
15M
135M00 23.50
250w,
39.00
13.00
D
5.25 5.25
5.25
5.25
30M
N
30.00
Sears
17.50 & 45.00
Ayer
I400kc
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.25
N
4.00 4.00 15.00
KTTS-FM, Chan. 234, 94.7mc, ll.3kw, Se<
Ayer, Bonus except for athletic events
KWTO, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, ABC, Pearson, Cc
5kw-N) 35.00 50.00 90.00
D BMB18.00(CP 18.00
N 20.00 20.00 38.50 55.00 99.00
WARRENTON, Warren, 2,514 homes,
radio 2,307 radio homes.
DKWRE, 2.00500w-D,
5.00 730kc8.00

15.00 24.00

WEST PLAINS, Howell, 4,494 homes, I
radio, 5,825 radio homes.
24.00
KWPM, 250» I450kc 4.00
4.00 15.00 24.00
D 3.00
N 3.00

Total
1950
(* $ Income
000)
Farm

1948
Employment
Taxab
Mid-March
1948

4,843,517
8,630,077
10,397,450
9,227,291
6,260,853
5,443,778
9,410,196
4,029,160
2,669,033
6.612.313
7,665,098
4,643,570
5,966,404
7,046,641
1,746,875
6,717,932
10,277,929
433,006
10,016,617
3,714,491
9,556,733
5,424,049
5,628,593
11,300.276
13,280,857
3,978,265
8,553,406
2,452,152
4,885,300
3,420.095
7,479,524
7,144,208
1,877,618
3,416,098
18,782,622
7.984,878
2,803,743
7,214,859
10.008,983
4,929,012
9,207,204
7,256,216
2.381.457
7,190,763
6,145,106
3,458.113
1.031,118
11,115,968
7.510.532
3.821,229
10.716,812
5.053,411
4,296,123
13,625.147

2,657 rolls 1<
552
(1)
(1) 1,256
1,493
6,004
1 214
337
1,115
336
23,748
6,612
3 428
2,200
656
(2) 354
8,914
1,018
947
(3) 1,373
810
(4) 883
(5) 12,515
1,164
1,158
1,047
6,320
673
2,253
222
(7) 1,267
270
813
566
(8) 2,884
342
6,401
2.188

r^,i
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

(9) 19,513
1,362
(2)
3,659
1,290
3.600
(10) 2,409
1,123
(10)
4,630
1.129
(1)
2,749
(2)
2,639
3,323
(11) 1
836
1,290
1,995
128,680
828,841
(11)197,931
1.976
5,036
87,957
18,408
25,351
(1) 17.176
6.970
13,874
4,315
2,004
5,661
4,073
14,745
1,926
2.862
(12) 776
24.800
5,865
1,929
4,777
12,524
7.709.178
3,187
5,934,385
(6)
12,423
(12)
2,710
1,673
8,824
2,956
476
7,259,505
17,058
1.173
6,669.128
93.1
3,972
93.6
(6) 2.079
10,868
94.2
5,014
4,105,267
2,451
7,335,098
92.9
7,726
90.2
1,557
2,240
(11)
13,381
1,205,760
87.2
4,642
2,213,753
1,464
84.7
7,229
256
1,058
2,556
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* adt
9.666*
(Continued
on page 100,
93.6
93.6
92.2
91.1
94.6
87.0
92.2
86.5
97.0
93.3
94.7
93.5
92.3
89.3
92.3
92.9
94.6
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MISSOURI

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

(Continued from page 98,

1950 Total 1950 Employment Taxable
1950
1940
1950
1950
Percentage
1940
Retail Sales Farm Income Mid-March rolls 1st
County
Population
Population Homes
Radio Homes Radio
Radio Homes ($ 000) (* $ 000)
1948
1948 C
Marion
29,736 31,576 9,412 8,904 94.6
7,683 31,612 6,536,994 6,741
Mercer
7,234 8,766 2,611 2,454 94.0
1,882 5,014 4,846.388 (10)
(10)
Miller
13,707 14,798 4,048 3,651 90.2
2.338 9,362 4,176,949 1,286
Mississippi
22,521 23,149 5,880 5,004 85.1
2.891 15,533 11,514.544 1.816
Moniteau
10,792 11,775 3,420 3,143 91.9
2,241 7,985 4,740.887 871
Monroe
11,351 13,195 3,886 3,637 93.6
2.866 10,365 7,425,134 912
Montgomery
11,544 12,442 3,940 3,664 93.0
2,597 8,498 4,936,490 825
Morgan
10,108 11,140 3,939 3,573 90.7
1,703 6,822 3,187,974 520
New Madrid
39,373 39,789 10,023 8,981 89.6
4,907 21,176 21,159,168 1,908
Newton
28,227 29,039 8,891 8,180 92.0
5,250 16,665 5,858,839 2,558
Nodaway
23,960 25,556 7,341 6,945 94.6
5,709 20,410 16,102.359 1.680
Oregon
11,953 13,390 3,493 3,025 86.6
1,750 5,204 3,046,716 (14)
523 (14)
Osage
11,274 12,375 3,132 2,706 86.4
1,523 6,110 4.279.219 553
Ozark
8,850 10,766 2,564 2,128 83.0
1.143 2,533 1,883,641 (8)
(8)
Pemiscot
45,491 46,857 12,469 10,649 85.4
6,167 25,348 19,682,791 2,690
Perry
14,855 15,358 4,123 3,657 88.7
2.472 11.074 5,724,148 1,954
Petlis
31,478 33,336 10,190 9,487 93.1
7,584 33,090 9,699,142 4,585
Phelps
21,418 17,437 6,182 5,409 87.5
2.827 15,341 2,257,568 2,640
Pike
16,773 18,327 5,727 5,326 93.0
4.088 15.105 8,698,949 2,795
Platte
14,909 13,862 4,798 4,520 94.2
2.976 8,325 8,417,519 534
Polk
16,022 17,400 5,288 4,323 91.2
3.007 13,062 7,247,869 (7)
(7)
Pulaski
10,346
10,775 4,213
1.852 4,744
7,710
2.295* 387
783
Putnam
9,158 11,327
3,181 3,893
2,955 92.4
92.9
2,167
4,720.988
Rails
8,662 10,040 2,870 2,692 93.8
2,071 4,201 5,445,267 297
Randolph
22,856 24,458 7,605 7,126 93.7
5.891 20,362 4,953.964 3,532
Ray
15,873 18,584 5,487 5,130 93.5
4.079 11,442 8,535,679 848
Reynolds
6,909 9,370 2,115 1,783 84.3
924
2,563
969,456 (3)
(3)
Ripley
11,433 25,562
12,606 3,340
1,550
4,815
2,410* 3,941
356
St. Charles
29,777
8,681 2,879
8,221 86.2
94.7
5.207 23,007
8,189.241
St. Clair
10.484 13,146 3,931 3,561 90.6
2.136 5,746 4,140,335 (4)
(4)
St. Francois
35,202 35,950 9,756 9,200 94.3
6,758 24,851 2.078,347 7.831
St.
Louis
404,355
1,090,278
360,165
350,801
97.4
68,339
1,330,020
8.311.935
436,202
2'
Ste. Genevieve
11,221 10,905 3,187 2,929 91.9
1,739 7,565 3,113,168 1,053
Saline
26,633 29,416 8,019 7,458 93.0
6.018 23,663 14,633,857 3,856
Schuyler
5,738 6,627 2,016 1,911 94.8
1,593 4,815 3.039,779 218
Scotland
7,292 8.557 2,647 2,507 94.7
1.924 6,136 5,548.133 (12)
(12)
Scott
32.769 30,377 9,071 8,363 92.2
5,428 27,254 9,316,640 3,876
Shannon
8,375 11,831 2,618 2,241 85.6
1,364 2,541 1,255,073 (14)
(14)
Shelby
9,717 11,224 3,639 3,432 94.3
2,559 7,843 6,321,350 587
Stoddard
33,395 33,009 9,185 8,303 90.4
4,546 17,710 14,657,528 2,476
Stone
9,749 11,298 3,031 2,625 86.6
1,466 2,814 3,054,940 (5)
(5)
Sullivan
11,212 13,701 3,668 3,408 92.9
2,644 7,052 6,069,637 408
Taney
9,901 10,323 3,215 2,784 86.6
1,401 5.537 1,782,714 (5)
(5)
Texas
18,924 19,813 5,828 5,199 89.2
2,662 8,972 4,490.579 (14) 1.914 (14)
Vernon
22,601
25,586
6,852
6,283
91.7
4,778
18,578
8,845*
1,721
Warren
7,640 7,734 2,516 2,307 91.7
1,364 6,367 2,967,714 804
Washington
14,618 17,492 3,966 3,355 84.6
1,864 6,329 1.840,529 1,209
Wayne
10,493 12,794 3,004 2,586 86.1
1.505 4,346 1,218,967 (3)
(3)
Webster
15,021 17.226 4,652 4,284 92.1
2,857 10,321 5,176,541 584
Worth
5,095 6,345 1.751 1,658 94.7
1.354 4,122 3,791,761 (9)
(9)
Wright
15,685 17,967 4,824 4,337 89.9
2,497 12,420 3,988.809 (14)
(14)
(1) Includes Atchison and Holt Counties. (2) Includes Camden and Hickory Counties. (3) Includes Carter, Reynolds and Wayne Counties. (4) Includes Cedai
St. Clair Counties. (5) Includes Christian, Stone and Taney Counties. (6) Includes Clark and Lewis Counties. (7) Includes Dade and Polk Counties. (8) Includes Do
and Ozark Counties. (9) Includes Gentry and Worth Counties. (10) Includes Harrison and Mercer Counties. (11) Includes Iron and Madison Counties. (12) Inc
Knox and Scotland Counties. (13) Includes Texas and Wright Counties. (14) Includes Oregon and Shannon Counties.
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm income add
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ANACONDA,
Deer Lodge, 4,000 homes,
97.8% radio, 3,912 radio homes.
K ANA, 250w, 1230kc, Grant Donahue
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
6.00 12.00
6.00
18.00 30.00
4.50
1M
SB
16.00 24.00 40.00
8.00
8.00
6.00
BILLINGS, Yellowstone, 16,534 homes, 97.6%
radio, 16,137 radio homes.
1-time 32.17
rate 57.50
D3 AM 7.95affiliates,
7.42 average
10.67 19.67
N
9.17 9.67 14.33 27.00 44.67 80.00
KBMY,2.75
250w,4.15
1240kc,7.00MBS,11.00
Avery-Knodel
D
16.50 27.50
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KGHL, 5kv 790kc, NBC, Katz, BMB, Conlan
D 13.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 13.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KOOK, 5kw, 970kc, CBS, Hollingbery
D 8.10 8.10 10.00 18.00 35.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 100.00
BOZEMAN, Gallatin, 6,593 homes, 96.9%
radio, 6,389 radio homes.
KBMN, 250w, 1230kc
D
3.50 5.00 8.00 41.00 28.00
N
3.50 5 00 8.00 14 00 28.00
KXLQ, 250w, 1450kc, NBC, Pacific Northwest, Z-Net., Walker
(For rates see listing of Z-Bar-Net)
BUTTE, Silver Bow, 15,432 homes, 97.4%
radio, 15,031 radio
veragehomes.
3 AM affiliates, < 17.02 1-time rate
D 10.73 10.73 19.00 27.37 47.72 88.42
N 12.02 12.02
31.33 53.67
98.33
KBOW, 250w, 1490kc, CBS, Cooke
D
8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

Marketbook

KOPR, Ikw, 550kc, ABC, Hollingbery, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
7.18 7.18 11.05 22.10 33.15 55.25
N 11.05 11.05 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
KXLF,
5kw, 1370kc,
Northwest,
Walker NBC, Z-Bar-Net, Pacific
D 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00
N 17.00 17.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 160.00
GLENDIVE, Dawson, 2,707 homes, 97.9%
radio, 2,650 radio homes.
24.00
KXGN, 250w, 1400kc
D
5.40 6 00 9.00 16.00
N 6.00 6.60 9.60 17.60 26.40
GREAT FALLS, Cascade, 15,456 homes, 97.6%
radio, 15,085 radio homes.
2D AM 9.22affiliates,
1-time 42.00
rate 67.50
9.22 average
14.00 28.00
N 11.50 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KFBB, 5kw, 1310kc, CBS, Weed, Conlan
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 70.00
N 10.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Avery-Knodel
DKMON,8.455kw, 8.45560kc,13.00ABC, 26.00
39.00 65.00
N 13.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KXLK, 250w, 1400kc, NBC
(See Z-Bar-Net or KXLF Butte)
HAVRE, Hill, 4,221 homes, 97.7% radio,
4,124 radio homes.
KOIM. lkw-DN, 610kc, Donald Cooke 97%
Inc.,
D MBS,6.00IMN 7.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 45.00

KALISPELL, Flathead, 9,958 homes,
radio, 9,719 radio homes.
KGEZ, CP-lkw, 600kc, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D 3.00 3.00 5.00 9.00 15.00
N 3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 20.00
LEWISTOWN, Fergus, 4,260 homes,
radio, 4,149 radio homes.
KXLO, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
3.25 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00- /
N
3.25 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00
LIBBY, Lincoln, 2,639 homes, 96.9%
2,557250w,
radio 1230kc,
homes. (CP)
KLCB,
(No rates available)
LIVINGSTON, Park, 3,916 homes, 96.6
dio, 3,783 radio homes.
KPRK,
Knodel250w, 1340kc, Intermountain, .
D 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00
N 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00
MILES CITY, Custer, 3,764 homes,
radio, 3,632 radio homes.
KRJF,
250w, 1340kc,
MBS, Intermoi
Avery-Knodel,
BMB, Hooper
D
2.50 3.75 7.00 10.50 20.00
N
3.00 4.50 8.50 12.50 23.75
MISSOULA, Missoula, 10,389 homes,
radio, 10,108 radio homes.
KGVO,
1290kc,10.50CBS,21.00
McGillvra,
D
7 885kw,10.50
31.50 <
N 10.50 14.00 14.00 28.00 42.00
KXLL, 250w, 1450kc, NBC, Walker
(See Z-Bar-Net)
SHELBY, Toole, 2,095 homes, 97.5%
2,043 radio homes.
KIYI, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Cooke
D
2.75 3.25 4.90 8.75 17.50
N 2.75 3.25 4.90 8.75 17.50

HELENA, Lewis & Clark, 7,891
radio, 7,654 radio homes.
KFDW, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
SIDNEY, Richland, 3,102 homes, 97.1
24.00
D
5.20 5.20 8.00 16.00 42.00
dio, 3,012 radio homes.
40.00
70.00 KGCX,
N
8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00
1480kc,10.00
MBS, 20.00
Lawson,30.00BM!
D
3.505kw, 4.50
KXLJ, 250w, 1240kc, NBC, Walker
N
4.50
6.00
13.00
26.00
40.00
(See Z-Bar-Net)
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Metropolitan St. Louis today has 241,379 more
people than in 1940 — stands ninth in America
with a census total of 1,673,467. Retail sales
are soaring too — up to $1,567,167,000 last
year. St. Louis is big and still growing!
But this is only half the KXOK coverage
story. KXOK covers a rich Mississippi Valley
Empire more than twice the volume of the
Metropolitan St. Louis area. Almost four
million people listen and live in the KXOK
coverage area creating a retail market of three
and onedialf billion dollars.

Pin, also, the KXOK
"program plus" of strong local personalities
attracting new and even greater audiences for your advertising messages throughout
is great empire. Check KXOK's fair rates and
you will see KXOK is your buy!
Call your KXOK or
John Blair Representative today!
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County
Beaverhead . . .
Big Horn
Blaine
Broadwater . . .
Carbon
Carter
Cascade
Chouteau
Custer
Daniels
Dawson
Deer Lodge . . .
Fallon
Fergus
Flathead
Gallatin
Garfield
Glacier
Golden Valley
Granite
Hill
Jefferson
Judith Basin
Lake
Lewis & Clark
Liberty
Lincoln
McCone
Madison
Meagher
Mineral
Missoula
Musselshell
Park
Petroleum
Phillips
Pondera
Powder River
Powell
Prairie
Ravalli
Richland
Roosevelt
Rosebud
Sanders
Sheridan
Silver Bow . . .
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
Treasure
Valley
Wheatland . . .
Wibaux
Yellowstone . .
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Q) Location ol City and number ot
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stationa
® Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A. Number ot Telecasting Stations
T. veuaoxi
r. auiH. «uorxBU«
map© ar1951,waits*
Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc.

MONTANA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
rolls Is
1940
Total 1950
1940
Percentage
1 948
Employment
Mid-March
1948 (!
19S0
mo
1950
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
Radio
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
Pop u lot ion
Population
679
94.7
6,417
2,407
6,943
1.710
2.279
492
96.4
9,063
10,419
2,720
1,940
9,799
2.622
566
96.6
2,509
7,698
8,473
2,597
1.868
6.860
887
712
206
848
95.6
9,566
3,485,540
3.451
2,887
11,865
10,106
644
96.8
2,635
3.139
6,835
64
863
834
96.6
2,785
2.643
3,243
3.280
11,230
1,452
41,999
11.051
97.6
52,408
15,085
15,456
12,269*
62,002
703
337
98.2
6,908
2,282
9,290*
7,316
2,324
12,623
96.5
1,833
10,483*
1,809
5,205,704
10,422
7,017
17,403
3,764
2.584
3,632
241
98.4
1,191
3,923
4,563
1,210
4.282
97.9
1,073
1.040
2,707
10,836
8,618
2,650
1.996
9,047
16,529
97.8
13.627
4,000
12,793*
11,407
8,054*
3,912
17,898*
995
3,643
3,014,586
4.027*
3.719
4,003
3,647
1,030
96.6
97.4
4,260
4,126
13,963
14,040
14,884
813
97.6
4,149
356
3,415
31,412
24,271
9.719
11,462*
32,578
6,034
1,822
23,997
18,269
4.099
9,958
96.9
21,718
4,335
6,593
6.389
768
9,574,411
740
96.4
578
2,154
2.87275
2,641
95.3
100.0
14,758*
883
1,323
10,110
9.633
4*
74
1,261*
7,
2,651
416
1,575
416
496
9,034
2,782
1,780
1,339
1,908,981
335
1,165
1.607
2.765
97.7
3.401
394
1,127
14,281
13,304
889
96.7
14,947
97.2
977
4.005
4,124
1.64197
3,137
1,247
4,221
4,360*
2,704
4,664
914
97.3
1,283
3,204
2,475
3,655
97.3
87931
4,458
13,767
2,610
13,490
189
4,582
97.0
891
22,131
24,418
2,948
7,654
25,723
736
712
96.8
78
2*
458
36
4,
5,743
2.209
9,448
7,891
2,168
96.9
145
2,146
832*
2,639
4,
7,882
979
1.828
5.655
546
11,187*
8,672
2,557
97.0
3,246
3.798
5,144
1,34567
96.6
946
2,221
2,154
5,906
697
675
96.9
1,763*
836
1,861
2,039
7.294
3,392
157,265
97.3
2,237
806
779
547
243
1,402
2,135
1,603
2,062
1,989*
29,038
537
1.376
34,982
96.7
10,108
10,389
7.313
967
37,474
97.3
2,622,781
13,797
1.747
5,7,84585*7*
6,51394
5.392
1,700
11,974
5,717
11,566
1.425
2,923
4,745
4.793*
999*
97.3
351
342
4,
553
3,916
256
3,783
96.6
1,025
96.9
1,083
489
1,408
7.892
5,860
6,343
496
7,673
2,072
2,138
1,822
6.429
7*
821
96.0
637
1,492
66
855
75
6,
2,680
1,860
97.2
6,716
1,914
6.511*
728
1,074
3.159
97.1
659
6.152
3,367*
6.258
4,707
1,873
2,259,295
700
521
118
96.1
1.819
2.361
1,903
12.978
4,210
13,021
1,487
2.410
2.988*803*
2,971
9,303
10,346
97.0
10.209
11,608
4.084
3,012
830
2.708
1,990
97.1
2,226
5.648,676
12,080
3,102
1,053
9,550
4,502*
97.4
9.806
10,492*
96.0
395
4,837
2,638
6,529
1,339*
1.555
6.477
1,034
2.032
96.0
1.293
1,951
6,926
2,336
97.8
437
2,433
3,763
6,952
6,628
7,815*
2,090
47,992
97.4
6.759
2,044
14,543
7.814
1.700
14,396
4,649*
53.813
15,432
15,031
53,207
666
11,689*
277
97.5
5*
1.629
1,340
74
3,
5.694
883
1,849
205
4,200
1,803
3.619
3,745
1.088
97.7
3,719
402
1.699
2,160
96.8
7.130
1,053
7,543
7,166*
6.859
6,922
97.5
2,110
1,663
2.095
6,769
399
94.7
421
300
64
2,043
7,779
2,025,899
1,499
1,406
97.7
971
14,843*
10,949
97.8
11,320
6.981*
1,190
15,181
939
3,528
960
780
984
3.335
229
2,232*
3,413
3,162
100.0
486
3,398
3.286
1,916.664
1,904
1,359
10,134
97.6
2,161
16,534
16,137
71.701
41,182
554
55,763
554
10,992
Further reproduction12,465*
unlicensed.
5,662*
Sales, and Farm Income ma rked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
Farm 104
Incorr
1*
Management." BROADCASTING
4,21
13.736*
5.075*
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WOW!

SHREWD
CLIENT

NEBRASKA
SPOT RATE
NCE, Box Butte, 3,568 homes, 96.2%
o, 3,432 radio homes.
, 250w, 1400 kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
4.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
ICE, Gage, 8,262 homes, 95.8% radio,
5 radio homes.
250w, 1450kc, MBS
1.50 5.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
i.50 6.50 18.00 30.00 40.00 65.00
N BOW, Custer, 5,965 homes, 94.3%
o, 5,625 radio homes.
250w, 1490kc, MBS
i.OO 6.00 12.00 21.00 36.00 50.00
i.OO 6.00 12.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
•ABUS,
5,392 homes, 94.9% ra5,117 Platte,
radio homes.
Ikw-D, 900kc
'.00
7.00 268,13.00101. 5mc,
19.50 6.9kw
37.50(CP)65.00
M, Chan.
INT,
Dodge,
7,776
homes,
96.5%
radio,
4 radio homes.
lOOw, 1340kc, MBS, Conlan
i.OO 5.00 10.00 18.33 30.00 50.00
..00 6.00 13.00 19.50 37.50 65.00
D ISLAND, Hall, 9,339 homes, 95.8%
3, 8,947 radio homes,
lkw, 12.00
750kc, 24.00
ABC, 48.00
H-R Representatives
:.00
72.00 120.00
.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
in
combination
with
KXXX,
Colby,
sas)
NGS, Adams, 8,201 homes, 96% radio,
3 radio homes.
250w, 1230kc, MBS
!.65 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
100 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
IEY, Buffalo, 7,624 homes, 94.2% ra7,182 radio homes.
250w, 1340kc, MBS
1.00 6.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
.00 6.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
GTON, Dawson, 5,731 homes, 95.5%
o, 5,473 radio homes.
25kw, lOlOkc, LBS, Taylor
.25 11.25 16.87 33.75 56.25 90.00
:.82 18.82 28.23 56.46 91.10 150.00
LN, Lancaster, 34,597 homes, 97.3%
o, 33,663 radio homes.
affiliates, average 1-time rate
i.25 6.25 10.67 15.83 30.83 55.00
1.75 11.25 18.33 28.75 57.50 105.00
250w, 1240kc, ABC, Petry, Hooper
■50 7.50 12.00 17.50 32.50 65.00
!.50 12.50 20.00 31.25 62.50 125.00
FM, Chan. 275, 102.9mc, 22kw, Bonus
lkw, 1480kc. LBS, Indie Sales
'■00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
'•00 15.00 25.00 50.00 90.00
250w, 1400kc, MBS. Pearson
5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
10.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 100.00
All rates one-time. Home and radio
figures
each city
entire
Sources:for Homes
and include
Radio Homes
ted from 1950 Census of Housing. Per, ,iodio
reword.BMB. For complete explanation
'ADCASTING

KNEB, Ikw-D, 500w-N. 960kc, MBS, Holman
D
7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KOLT, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1320kc, CBS, McGillvra, Conlan
D
9.00 9.00 16.50 30.00 50.00 90.00
N 9.00 9.00 16.50 30.00 50.00 90.00
SIDNEY,dio, Cheyenne,
3,450 homes, 96.1% ra3,315 radio homes.
KSID, 250w-D, 1540kc, (CP)
(No rates available)

• Telecasting

AGENCY

Here what this client did:
I He carefully analyzed
JL coverage and costs of
all stations and other media
—
and, heon then
a firm year-'round
basis,
— one in Omaha and
stat
two Iowa
d est
ppe
, ions
thw
one
in Sou
and
2 Dro
ed WOW
o Kid
" on
placio
"The, Cisc
Rad
6:00
p.m.
to
6:30 p.m. three nights a
week,hour
plus WOW-TV — a
half
rsdays. a week, 7:30 p.m.
Thu

4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 16.50 16.50 30.19 51.44 86.62 147.50
N 31.00 31.00 58.19 100.37 174.50 285.00

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.00 8.00 16.25 31.00 49.00 85.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.25 31.00 49.00 85.00

and

USES NIGHT-TIME
RADIO PLUS TV

FINDER
McCOOK, Red Willow, 3,958 homes, 94.7%
radio, 3,748 radio homes.
KBRL, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.30 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 80.00
NORFOLK, Madison, 6,604 homes, 96.1%
radio, 6,346 radio homes.
WJAG, lkw, 780kc, Walker, Conlan
D
7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
12.00 24.00 48.00
NORTH PLATTE, Lincoln, 8,337 homes, 95.3%
radio, 7,945 radio homes.
KNBR, Ikw-D, 1280kc (CP)
(No rates available)
KODY, 250w, 1240kc, NBC, Blair, Conlan,
D BMB 5.00 5.00 10.80 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 80.00
OMAHA, Douglas, 76,470 homes, 97.3% radio,
74,405 radio homes.

KBON, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlan
D 6.50 6.50 13.00 19.50 39.00 65.00
N 13.00 13.00 26.00 39.00 78.00 130.00
KBON-FM,
Radio Chan. 224, 98.7mc, 8.7kw, Transit
(See Transit Radio Listings)
KFAB, 50kw, lllOkc, CBS, Free & Peters
D 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 40.00 40.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
KMTV (TV), Chan. 3, 8kw-aur.; 1 1 .7kw-vis.;
ABC, CBS, DuMont, Katz, Pulse
D 17.50 35.00 43.75 70.00 105.00 175.00
N 35.00 70.00 87.50 140.00 210.00 350.00
KOIL, 5kw, 1290kc, ABC, Petry, Hooper, BMB
D 14.50 14.50 22.75 31.25 62.50 125.00
N 21.00 21.00 36.75 52.50 105.00 210.00
KOWH.
D 12.75500w-D.
12.75 660kc,
25.00 Indie
36.00 Sales.
60.00 Hooo-i100.00
WOW, 5kw, 590kc, NBC, Blair
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 75.00 125.00 200.00
N 50.00 50.00 90.00 150.00 275.00 400.00
WOW-TV,
Blair TV Chan. 6, 8.5kw-aur., 16.2kw-vis.,
D 50.00 50.00 70.00 140.00 150.00 250.00
N 70.00 70.00 98.00 100.00 210.00 350.00
SCOTTSBLUFF, Scotts Bluff, 10,171 homes,
94.8% radio, 9,642 radio homes.

NATIONAL

For

two

excellent

reasons:

I
i

HE
now
gets GREATER
COVERAGE
at LESS COST.

O

HE

_

operations.

can

now

Expand

his

Write, wire or ^
>/
♦Name on request

phone WOW,
John
rest C
r neaman
or youBlair

mCaafTUWefi

FRANK P. FOGARTY. General Manager * JOHN BLAIR CO . , Representative*
August 20, 1951
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1%
MARKET INDICATORS FOR NEBRASKA
FIGURES YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
1,315,834
Population
1,325,510 '50
84.
% of U. S
.9% '50
352,676%2
Homes
387,259 '50
Percent Radio
95.8% '50
298,790
Radio Homes
370,994 '50
Retail Sales
$1,362,461,000 '50 1,313,883,0
45, 00
Retail Trade Employes
64,230 '48
567,000 818
Wholesale Sales Volume
$2,392,023,000 '48
,
15,060305
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes
23,948 '48
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
47,215 '47

'39

Manufacturing
Taxable Payrolls
Met fi ii o rl
[ri(>n m ti
Pprrpn \ Hi «t rihn tinn
Per Capita, Income
Percent of national per capita

7d%
U. / o To
fi?OQ 1 HZZ 4«>a
AAA
3>Jo,175,UU0

fi^Q fifth ftftA

CCQ AAA AAA
4»

c* a? oftnQIC/
(\f\(\
4/
i>evv V/On&iruciion \r riv die^ . . .
10,400,000
Residential
Non-Residential
$ 30,900,000
3,900,000
$ 49,100,000
569,497
509,666
Automobile Registration
284,200
400,800
Telephones
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reprodu
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.

60X BUTTE
AllianceQ]
Scottsbluff (2]
SCOTTS BLUFF

•t
CHErgNNE
EE] Sidney

©North Platte

jL

Lexington
DAWSONQ]

BROADCASTING^* TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP
NEBRASKA
S Localton of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
MAP Br WAITS P. BUKN. MIDDtEBURY. VERMOMT
© 1951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.

CDREDWILLOW
Mc Cook

1950
>pulation
28,737
799
11,631

NEBRASKA
1940
Population
24,576
13,289
1,045
1,403
1,538
12,127
10,736
6,060
6.962
23,655
12,546
13,106
16,992
15,126
5,310
9,637
9,505
10,445
10,627
13,562
22,591
9,836
10,128
17,890
3.580
10,413
23,799
247,562
5,122
11,417
7,740
6,417
10,098
29,588
4,680
3,444
3,687
1,327
6,845
27,523

County
Adams
Antelope
Arthur
Banner
1,321
Blaine
1.209
Boone
10,703
Box Butte
12,225
Boyd
Brown
4,921
5,157
Buffalo
25,091
Burt
11,514
Butler
:
11,376
Cass
16,355
Cedar
13.820
Chase
5,185
Cherry
8,348
Chevenne
11,921
Clay
8,677
Colfax
10,158
12,996
Cuming
Custer
19,207
Dakota
10,403
Dawes
Dawson
9.646
19,376
Deuel
3,323
Dixon
9,107
Dodge
26,100
277,189
Douglas
Dundy
4,347
Fillmore
Franklin
9,622
7.070
Frontier
5.189
Furnas
9.349
Gage
28,055
Garden
4,084
Garfield
2,906
Gosper
2,732
Grant
1,060
Greeley
5,584
Hall
32,009
Hamilton
8,788
Harlan
7,138
Hayes
2,409
Hitchcock
5.864
Holt
14.867
1.055
Hooker
Howard
7.229
Jefferson
13,614
Johnson
7.262
6.359
Kearney
Keith
7.415
Keyapaha
2.154
Kimball
4,289
14,829
Knox
Lancaster
118.260
Lincoln
27.384
Logan
1.354
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm
Marketbook
Page 104, August 20, 1951

9,982
7,130
2,958
6.404
16,552
1,253
8,422
15,532
8,662
6,854
8,333
3,235
3,913
16,478
100,585
25,425
1,742
Income

RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1940
Mid-March
1950
1948
Percentage
1948 Is(
Employment
rolls
1950
1950
Total Income
1950
Radio
Homes
Radio Homes Retail Sales Farm
Radio Homes
238
96.0
4,704.349
219
8.201
7,873
34,067
5.453
10,714,179
3.515
539
418
10,393
92.5
94.8
203
194
4,64510
3,332
428
302
37
2,770
94.9
307
693
34
1,815,521
97.6
249
94.9
3.010
552
341
324
3.172
96.2
2.369
8,601
3,568
2,469
3.432
1,310
93.5
737
3,560,601
15,649
1,401
94.3
1.476
453
1,475
3,548.542
7,305
28,605
7.624
4,312
1,392
1,149
1,175
2,585
3,175
94.2
3,280
5,230
7,182
1.768*
2,950
10,782
96.8
3.332
3,560
95.3
4,839
919
1,885*
93.6
2,621
5.078
7,722
11,145
96.4
4,097
3.590
3.461
10,748
516
94.4
585
6,550
4,052,259
1,073
1.566
3,091
94.7
9,381*
503
1,478
675
15,792*
2,217
737
96.1
2,341
1,808
3,315
14,069
3,450
566*
7,
18.428*
94.8
457
12,347*
9,829
1.185
2,102
3,024
2,867
94.6
12,641
2.892
15,315*
2,427
5,562
96.4
809
2,895
2,736
17,768*
2,422
3.492
13,422
94.3
3,366
94.4
5.965
16,520
4,656
5.618.777
5,625
13,862*
1,192
2.653
2.810
96.5
2,097
7,997
365
11.209
3,020
28.569
3,130
14,021*
2,350
1,122
5,473
96.8
770
314
4,223.084
2,084
10,731*
1,021
1,055
95.5
96.3
5,731
5.299
2,610
3,914
25,879*
2.513
96.5
20,615*
7,504
7,044
2,287
7,776
328,536
592
35,160
97.3
7,731*
76,470
74,405
62,150
1.289
94.5
89,526
93.0
961
4,901
333
4,672,649
1,386
205
5,948
5,234
620
6,294
2,949
2,534
26,753*
93.1
3,121
387
6,249
2.100
2,256
93.2
3,060
5,571*
1,548
1,611
1.290
94.2
1,729
736
14,127*
3,113
25,153
2,932
12,521*
95.8
9,284
7,915
16,766*
2,212
976
190
8,262
6,748
4.526
1.286
832
663
891
209
95.2
3,063
10,258*
1,224
672
93.3
973
3.986,566
93.4
2,841
274
297
312
1,773
95.3
1,019
908
93.6
206
1.542
1,195
95.8
6,637
37,957
4,388
18,355*
1,443
7,080*
2,209
513
9.339
2,500
6.203
2,654
8,947
685
5,080,3357,769*
94.2
6,374
47396
2,283
94.7
634
1,460
2*
53
08
9,
3,871,047
2,162
94.4
38351
7,369*
92.5
1.798
4,418.062
5,524
1,291
94.9
546
848
1,697
518
13,626
4,711
2.345*
310
93.9
244
330
4.086
121
3,878
3,288
12,928*
2,188
322
1,758
11,858*
1,410*
2.328
6,075*
94.0
95.2
4.058
1,715
7,519.414
4,263
95.5
3,674
443
5,021
1,986
13,242
432
1.556
2.219
6,227
2,324
2,003
6,355.389
6,673
1,594
852
1,929
96.3
25
719
10,508
15,515*
94.9
602
947
2.111
39
94.1
2,243
1,746
97.3
880
339
12,906
599
568
94.0
1.288
130,830
1,324
5.369
3.986
13.863,358
28.109
26,329
650
3,244
33,663
4,240
34,597
32,920
97.3
95.3
7,099*
7.945
3.252
370
93.3
313
397
8.337
7,200*
5,621
8,555*
marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction16,957*
unlicensed. Farm Income* ad |
BROADCASTING
2,826* 758* • Tel
5,479*
16.323*
1,994*

[I:

NEBRASKA

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

(Continued)

Total
1950
(*$000)
Poy~
Employment
Mid-March Toxciblc
1948 1st($000)
1940
1950
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
1950
1950
1940
roils
Qtr.
>sPercentage
Radio
Homes
Radio
Homes
Radio
Hom<
1948
349
Population
pulation
($000)
387
93.5
561
1,349
1,777
1,838,867
2332
--on
828
231
252
205
252
5
362
1,175
233
96,1
24,185
24,269
91.7
32,566
166
6,604
6,346
629
5,477
t ::
8,802
2,719
8,747
295
3,172
1,491
9,354
2,608
95.4
2,142
95.9
8,255
1,840
50
36314
2,522
7,614
9,436
94.8
416
1,989
2,406
6,551
7.653
4,789
1,886
10,940
738
12.781
504
8,101
3,487
3,351
1,504
93.1
96.1
846
8,570
10,446
13,804*
3,036
9.359
7,144,163
15,944
3,108
2,827
17,045
723
18,994
2,207
1,544*
1,840
11,112*
5.223
95.3
101
95.8
5,004
6,734
5,000,466
1,700
2,146
2,045
4,128
8,514
307
127
1,863
95.9
5,197
4,822
1,452
559
1,199
1,392
9.029
11,704
306
8,093,166
1.062
2,815
8,452
6,749*
0*
2,076
2,686
99
95.4
5,134
8,
193
487
2,669
9,400
10,211
2,546
94.9
2,159
19,857
20,191
21,711
15,790*
5*
53
8,064
9,
132
372
1,068
5,392
95.8
5,117
8,748
3,961
8,027
6,725
2.443
2,030
180
2,340
94.7
illow
723
18,272
3,958
12,909
11,951
2,292
678
2,647
3,748
95.6
ison .
16,838
19,178
16,711
1,677
5,169
4,351
4,942
11,973*
865
917
60
2,978
3,030
1,476
3,977
93.8
94.3
14,021
8,341*
17,907*
11,869
592
15,010
4,433
781
10,626,405
264
3,541
1,508
10,835
510
15,641
4,726
95.5
4,848
3,963
3,852
2,257
97.2
915
17,892
16,820
13,983
94.8
43,335
Bluff
1,665
33,889
4,193
5,322
33,917
10,171
5,083
4,383
15,515*
5*
6,895
56
9,
979
462
13,187
94.5
10.329
14,167
4,024
9,642
3,803
2,466
92.0
95.1
12,106*
264
74225
7,051*
10,857,445
10.568
3,172
2,822
2,684
2,122
9.869
9,520
266
6,418
7*
7,764
17
3,
41887
4
001
2,131
931
93.9
767
1 344
991
45
12
1,363
20,021*
3,722
3.120
1,961
200
1,468
10,bo4,58o
24180
30,798*
6,413
1,850
6,887
94.9
1,761
2,679
10,631
12,262
8,969
3,517
3,151 '40 95.2
14,064*
3,320
1,553
382
317
691
8
1,195
95.2
543
10,243
92.9
2,299
275
8,569
364
958
'40
2,136 '40 94.4
510
174
2.300
7,256
6,186
8.163
1,738
6,823,307
8,795
1,734
96.2
2,171
11.496
11.578
gton
5,872
2,713
3.329
1,125
6 730*
3,202
408
10,098
660
2,689
'40'40
9.880 '50
2.616
5,360*
130
2,417
97.3
7,317
4,461.761
10,042*
2,316
534
1,691
8,071
8,761
478
392
2,257
5,900
2
510
13
93.4
93.8
2,170
1,528
'50
11,444*
579
14,228
14,874 '50 4,362
392
13,964
4,170 '46 '39 95.6
13,170*
3,544
it sources see foreword.
Further reproduction16,299*
unlicensed Farm1,401
les, and Farm Income mar
ked with asterisk (*). Copyright'39
'50'50
Income* add $000.
'391951 "Sales
Management."
'50
MARKET INDICATORS FOR NEVADA
'48
13,418* 915*
YR.
FIGURES
'48'48
OSSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
.1%
2,411*
'47
0.08%
ition
160,083
110,247
'
U. S
'4400
81.4%
96.3%
53,320
'
32,178
40
it Radio
Homes
51,347
'40
26,200
Sales
199,592,000
204,113,000
'39 '39
Trade Employes
9,013
sale Sales Volume
'39
79,498,000
6,027
23,200,00
768
sale Trade Employes ....
'49
1,326
'48
acturing Employment
'47'4
'45
1-March)
7
acturing Taxable Payrolls
'48
3,855 '47
Quarter)
'5$2,788,000
0 0.12%
e
'5092,000,000
277,000,000 '49
ent distribution
tpita Income
14% '49
145%
836
130%
°t
it of national per capita
1,731 '49
lime
Tonstruction (Private) . . .
25,800,000
7,300,00
dential
16,900,000
4,000,000
-Residential
4,900,000
1,800,000
obile Registration
77,142
63,223
ones
49,400
28,300
1950
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
sed. Retail
For other
see foreword.
NEVADA
SPOT RATE
ko,
3,574
homes,
95.8%
radio,
3,424
homes.
0w, 1240kc
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
jO 5.00 9.00 13.50 21.00 32.50
0 5.00 9.00 13.50 21.00 32.50
ite Pine, 3,177 homes, 96.3% radio,
radio homes.
50w, 1230kc
5 5.30 7.15 10.65 17.70 29.50
5 5.30 7.15 10.65 17.70 29.50
GAS, Clark, 15.627 homes, 95.6%
14,939 radio homes.
filiates, average 1-time rate
3 5.33 8.47 15.17 24.00 41.00
3 5.75 12.00 21.67 33.50 65.00
1460kc,10.00
ABC, 16.00
Grant 24.00 40 00
0jew, 6.00
0 9.00 1 5.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
*, Chan. 260, 103. 9mc, 250kw, Grant

FINDER
KLAS,
Ian 250w, 1230kc, CBS, Hollingbery, ConSB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.00 6.00 8.40 16.50 25.50 42.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KRAM, lkw, 920kc, MBS, KBS, IntermounD tain,3.00World,4.00Avery-Knodel
7.00 13.00 22.50
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 13.00 22.50
RENO, Washoe, 16,148 homes, 97.6% radio,
15,760 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate 32.00
D 3.95 3.95 6.90 12.80 19.20 61.50
N 6.65 6.65 12.30 24.60 36.90

KOH, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 630kc, NBC, Raymer
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KATO,
250w,Radio1340kc,
Western
Sales Don Lee, MBS, Pearson,
D 4.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N 6.00 6 00 9.00 16 00 24.00 40.00
lkw, 920kc, CBS, Hollingbery
II rates one-time. Home and radio KOLO,
D 4.80 4.80 7.60 15.20 22.80 38.00
gores for each city include entire N
7.60 7.60 15.20 30.40 45.60 76.00
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
KWRN, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Walker, Conlan
J from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
word.nio BMB. For complete explanation
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
A.DCASTING
• Tel ecasting

BROADCASTINCy^- TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP
NEVADA
CiJ Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
Scat, of WlL
MAP BY W ALTEC P. BURN, MIDWEBURY. VERMONT
© 1951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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County
Churchill
Clark
Douglas .
Elko
Esmeralda
Eureka . .
Humboldt
Lander . .
Lincoln .
Lyon
Mineral» . .. ..
Nye
Ormsby .
Pershing
Storey . . .
Washoe . .
White Pine

i^eTTTr sources see foreword.

NEVADA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
(*SO00)
Total 1950
Employment
Retail Sales
1 940
1940
Mid-March
rolls
1 950
Percentage
1948 Taxab
1943
1950
1950 Homes
Farm Income
Radio Homes
Radio
Radio
Homes
($000)
Pop
u
lotion
Population
a i fii
96.3
8,133
5,317
2,021
15,627
437
Aft OOQ
16^414
14,939
959
95.6
1,183
55,776
733
1,946
95.8
2
029
2^056
3,788
95.7
11,32877
2,243
11 654
918
224
400
458
10^912
241
3,574
285
14,293
825
248
440
95.2
2,433
896
614
3,424
481
958
94.2
4 838
L554
1,538
414
614
648
4^743
1,478
95.6
6,192
961
97.5
4L745
130
L361
2,577
1,699
639
175
3 837
390
1,413
249
1,323
94.7
475
1,290
3,928*
1,086
1,050
3^679
96.7
578
316
903
4^076
2,178
1,514
,279715**
450
95.1
111,
5,560
821
3,220
3,086
3,101
2,342
94.4
2,071
3,312
2,809*
593
3,606
897
98.4
1,429
4,172
39
3,209
514
317
316
2,713
95.0
1,282
671
1,261
3,103
1,069
1,016
4,646
524
98.1
*
9
3,357
7
693
3
32,476
,
310
83,108
1
1,216
16,148
50.205
10,899
97.6
3,009756**
15,760
12,377
13,682
3,177
2,693
1,
96.3
8,703
9,424
3,059
.ncome* odd
Farm2,795
4,479*
1950 Retail Sale,, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
1,042* 164*

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

SPOT RATE FINDER
homes,
Hillsboro, 47,218
Coos, 10,469 homes, 96.3% radio, MANCHESTER,
BERLIN,
97.5% radio, 46,038 radio homes.
10,082 radio homes.
Radio
rter,
Kettell-Ca
1230kc,
250w,
WMOU,
Reps.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
4 00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
D
60.00
36.00
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
N
D
5.67 5.67 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.67 37.33 56.00 93.33
Sullivan, 8,522 homes, 96.1%
CLAREMONT,
radio, 8,190 radio homes.
WTSV, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Boiling, Noonan
Carter,5kw,
Hooper1370kc, CBS, Young, KettellD
5 00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 WFEA,
60.00
36.00
24.00
12.00
6.00 6.00
N
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WTSV-FM, Chan. 291, 106.1 mc, 27kw, Boiling, N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
Bonus
WKBR, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Boiling
D 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
CONCORD, Merrimack, 19,733 homes, 96.8%
radio, 19,102 radio homes.
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WKXL, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Walker
WKBR-FM,
Chan. 261, 100. lmc, Ikw, Boiling,
D
5 00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Bonus
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WMUR, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 610kc, ABC, Weed,
Hooper, BMB
HANOVER, Grafton, 15,924 homes, 95.2%
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
radio, 15,160 radio homes.
N
12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WTSL, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Yankee, Boiling
D
5 00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 NASHUA, Hillsboro, 47,218 homes, 97.5%
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
radio, 46,038 radio homes.
KEENE, Cheshire, 13,229 homes, 96.4% radio, WOTW, lkw-D, 900kc, Bannan, Walker
12,753 radio homes.
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
5.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
Kettell-Carter,
CBS,
1290kc,
5kw,
WKNE,
Meeker, BMB
WOTW-FM,
Chan. 292, 106.3mc, lkw, BanD
6 70 8.00 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
nan, Walker
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
PORTSMOUTH, Rockingham, 27,770 homes,
LACONIA, Belknap, 11,689 homes, 96.2%
96.7% radio, 26,854 radio homes.
radio, 11,146 radio homes.
WLNH, 250w, 1340kc, Yankee, MBS, KBS, WHEB, lkw, 750kc, MBS, Yankee, Walker
Kettell-Carter
Kettel-Carter
D
4 50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00 D
7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio ROCHESTER, Strafford, 15,220 homes, 97%
home figures for each city include entire
radio, 14,763 radio homes.
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- WWNH, lkw-D, 930kc, Granite, Boiling, Borcent radio BMB. For complete explanation
gatti, Noonan
D
7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 55.00
see foreword.
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/ St. Albans
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State
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★ regularly reaches a NIGHTTIME audience of 46,200 radio families — in 6 of the
10 N. H. Counties. 46% more families DAYTIME, and 17% more families NIGHTTIME
than any other New Hampshire station
(1949 BMB Est.)
of the families of New Hamp79.7%
shire live within the WMUR
coverage area and do 81.9% of all the buying
done in the state.
Marketbook

/ ESSEX /

159*

V°

it regularly reaches a DAYTIME audience
of 58,390 radio families — in 8 of the 10 N. H.
Counties.
state Market
with...>

\ ORLEANS

1,760* *
741
4,8083**
2,24 257*
153*

P. BUtH MIDOUWT.
© ■Tf95l,IMTIBroxtc*sttnq
Publications.VBKOKT
Inc.

MARKET DATA
. . within WMUR
Daytime BMB Area:
families
168.08C
radio homes
162, 42C
1950 Retail Sales
$450,511,OOC
food
^.lSS^.OOl
gen'l. Mdse.
3O,724,00C
apparel
30,602,0(K
home furn.
24,693,001
automotive
61,259,001
b.m. -hardware
33,344,001
eat-drink
28,697,001
13.237,001
drug
(1951-'52 Consumer Markets

WMUR

610 KC. i
i
!
The Radio Voice of New
Hampshire
! BASIC A. B.C. 1
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Represented nationally by WEED & CO.
Telecasting

• BROADCAST

NEW

HAMPSHIRE

RADIO

MARKET
7*943

DATA

BY COUNTIES
8',321

Total 1950
Employment
Taxable1st Pay1 OCA
Mid-March
Qtr.
1 950
Percentage
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
1940
1948 rolls
1948 ($000)
Radio
Radio
Homes
Radio Homes
Homes
($000)
C$000)
118 689
p
4,101
96.2
3
657
432
11
146
i
28,712
1,143,995
15,589
7,170
5,858
96.4
14,876
94
2
re
30,867
34,953
2,344
13,229
10,719
1,043
121753
96.3
6,372
29,970
10,469
39,274
4,982
10,082
45,408
In
44,645
3,107,631
8,681
97.5
156,244
95.2
15,160
10,318
15,924
4,934
10,864,661
iro . . .
46,038 '4
144,888
8,343
35,174
96.8
47,218
55,072
31,176
0
8,742
'
nack .
12,318
14,028
4
6,431,202
60,710
0
19,733
96.7
53,722
26,854
10.788
62,279
27,770
19,102 ' 97.0
4gham
58,142
6,587
14,468
rd ...
43,553
14,321
45,837
5,383
3,841,227
15,220
14,763 40
10,584
ji ....
2,308,951
7,947
27,148
25,442 '5
3,788
6,058
8,522
'40 96.1
0
8,190
$000.
add
Income*
Farm
unlicensed.
6,610
'50 with asterisk (*). Copyright
or sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked
'40 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
'48
'50
'39
'50
'39
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES YR.
> K V IV IV 111 1 liNHH^.V 1 v^IVo FOR NEW HAMPSHIRE
'50
'39 of national per capita
Percent
YR. '5'04FIGURES YR.
OSSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
.4%
8
income
90% '49
95% '40
0.37%
'48 491,524
New '4Construction
(Private) . ... $ 26,200,000 '47 12,000,000 '39
533,242
7
Residential
$ 10,700,000 '47
4,600,000 '39
U. S.
'48
Non-Residential
$
6,900,000 '48
2,700,000 '39
178,205
96.7%
129,758
90.0%
'47
Automobile
Registration
172,339 '50
160,497 '48
it Radio
'40
Telephones
149,600 '50
103,100 '45
Homes
116,809
172,324
'
4
0
'
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduction
4
1 Sales
$ 495,063,000
0 For other sources see foreword.
unlicensed.
469,841,000
'
4
i Trade Employes
24,128
9 18,198
sale Sales Volume
$ 192,438,000
'4964,300,000
sale Trade Employes ....
BROADCASTING^^TELECASTING
'49
4,112
2,570
MARKETBOOK MAP
■acturing Employment
i d-March)
85,134
4
acturing Taxable Payrolls
Quarter)
$47,490,000
.31%
NEW
JERSEY
0.35%
e
. : $ 621,000,000
269,000,000
•ent distribution
lizabeth
apita Income
$
1,195
546
1950
Population
40,00 J
15,868
38,811
35,932
47,923
156.987
63,022
70,059
51,597
26,441

NEW

1940
Population

JERSEY

MARKET INDICATORS FOR NEW
SSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR.
ition
U. S

4,835,329
3.2%
1,372,046
t Radio
96.5%
Homes
s. .
1,324,024
Sales
$4,948,344,000
i Trade Employes
207,950
sale Sales Volume
$3,470,255,000
! sale Trade Employes
58,222
acturing Employment
d-March)
(Continued on page 108)

Serving

JERSEY
FIGURES

'50
'50
'50
'50
'50
'50
'48
'48
'48

4,160,165
3.16%
1,068,709
95.5%
1,020,466
4,470,833,000
158,377
1,075,300,000

CBS
with MORE

'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39

766,690 '47

the

Atlantic City
LU Location of City and number ol
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
® Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A, Number of Telecasting Stations

Market

of

Atlantic

Radio

play-by-play

107th

Scj. of mi*

YR.

37,606 '39

WFPG

1

MAP BY WALTER P. BUKN, MIDDLEBURY, VERMONT
50. Inc.
© 1951, Broadcasting Publications,

Network

sports

•

MORE

for

the

Nation

City,
New

network

N.

J.

Jersey

programs

•

MORE

news

from its
408
FOOT
TOWER
(Tallest structure in New Jersey, south of Newark)

WST
V
Steubensville
ADCASTING

WPIT
Pittsburgh
• Telecasting

WHEE
Boston
August 20, 1951

WFPG
Atlantic City
•
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(Continued from page 107)
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SPOT RATE FINDER
A Local Station That
Knows Its Audience

ALPINE, Bergen, 147,694 homes, 97.9% radio,
144,592 radio homes.
WFMN (FM), Chan. 226, 93.1 mc, 6kw
(No rates available)
ASBURY PARK, Monmouth, 75,854 homes,
95.4% radio, 72,365 radio homes.
WJLK, 250w, 1310kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.50 7.50 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
N
5.50 7.50 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
WJLK-FM, Chan. 232, 94.3mc, lkw
(Duplicates AM programs)
ATLANTIC CITY, Atlantic, 44,318 homes,
94.2% radio, 41,748 radio homes.

1310 AM 250 Watts
94.3 FM 1000 Watts
Asbury Park 2-3000

□

Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

$538,596,000

4.14%
3.55% '49
$7,018,00
0,001,546
803
0 '49'49
$
Per Capita Income
3,138,000
,
000
Percent of national per capita
140%
"6%
income
Percent distribution

New Construction (Private) .... % 795,500,000

'50

114,100,000

Residential

$ 542,500,000

'50

70,200,000

Non-Residential

$ 178,700,000

'50

25,400,000
1,331,916

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
3.40 4.37 8.77 17.50 29.25 50.00
N
4.37 7.75 14.50 29.25 47.50 80.00

Automobile Registration

1,579,181

'50

Telephones

1,645,300

'50

WFPG, 250w, 1450kc, CBS, Pearson, Conlan,
Hooper, BMB Sports Net.
D 3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
253, 98.5mc, 15.6kw, PearWFPG-FM,
son, BonusChan.
WMID, 250w, 1340kc, ABC, MBS, Forjoe
D
3.30 4.25 8.55 17.00 28.50 50.00
N
5.25 8.00 14.00 28.50 45.00 80.00

1951 "Sales Management." Further reprodu
Note: 1950 Retail Sales, copyright
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.

BRIDGETON, Cumberland, 25,217 homes,
radio, 23,956 radio homes.
WSNJ, 250w, 1240kc, Clark
D
4.80 8.00 12.00 15.00 18.00
N
4.80 8.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
WSNJ-FM, Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 9.25kw,
Vi AM rates

2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
8.00 11.50 19.00 38.75 57.50 95.00
D

95%
50.00
50.00
Clark

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
entire
home figures for each city include Homes
county. Sources: Homes andof Radio
Housing. Perfrom 1950ForCensus
estimated
complete explanation
cent radio BMB.
see foreword.

CAMDEN, Camden, 80,616 homes, 96% radio,
77,391 radio homes.

974,900

ELIZABETH, Union, 104,834 homes,
radio, 101,794 radio homes.
WPOE (FM), Chan. 244, 96.7mc, lkw
SB
D
N

1M
5M 15M 30M
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00

WCAM, 250w, 1310kc
6.00 9.00 13.00 27.50 40.00 65.00
D
9.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N

MORRISTOWN, Morris, 48,180 homes,
radio, 47,072 radio homes.

WKDN, lkw-D, 800kc
D 10.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00

WMTR, lkw-D, 1250kc, Conlan
D
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00

SALES

RECORDS...

that

is

Let us tell you more.

WVNJ

5000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
NEWARK, N. J.
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• Marketbook

BROADCASTING

• Teleca

RK, Essex, 239,990 homes, 96.2% ra,|230,870 radio homes.
non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
.42 20.12 29.58 55.55 107.37 206.00
,1.12 22.00 24.37 58.37 111.75 214.75
I. 5kw-D, lkw-N, 970kc
T.50 25.00 66.00 132.00 264.00
+.50 25.00 66.00 132.00 264.00
LFM, Chan. 234, 94.7mc, 13.5kw, Bonus
j (TV), Chan. 13, 25kw-aur., 50kwi.00 135.00 180.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
1.00 165.00 240.00 320.00 480.00 800.00
2.5kw-D, lkw-N, 1280kc
days only — 7:00 A.M. to Midnite
|5.00 15.00 20.00 45.00 75.00 140.00
(0.00 20.00 25.00 50.00 80.00 150.00
5kw, 1430kc, Rambeau, Pulse
tp.20 22.50 33.75 56.25 112.50 225.00
3.00 25.00 37.50 62.50 125.00 250.00
i-FM, Chan. 274, 102. 7mc, 3kw, Ramu, Bonus
5kw, 620t-.c, Hollingbery
>.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 110.00 195.00
?00 18.00 35.00 55.00 110.00 195.00

PATERSON, Passaic, 98,322 homes,
radio, 94,684 radio homes.
WPAT, 5kw, 930kc, Pulse
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D
21.60 36.40 72.80 109.20
N
21.60 36.40 72.80 109.20

96.3%
1 Hr
182.00
182.00

2 AM non-affiliates 1-time rate
D
1.10 6.25 13.87 23.37 36.50 61.00

VINELAND, Cumberland, 25,217 homes, 95%
radio, 23,956 radio homes.
WWBZ, lkw, 1360kc
D 5.00 8.00 10.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
N
9.00 12.00 15.00 36.00 65.00 90.00

NEW
1950
Population
132,879
536,310
135,926
300,287
36,924
88,727
900,887
91,719
646,136
42,689
229,412
264,659
223,306
164,613
56,117
337,308
49,615
98,740
34,308
397,559
54,407

For sources see foreword.
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TRENTON, Mercer, 55,336 homes, 96.5% radio, 53,399 radio homes.

-FM, Chan. 252, 98.3mc, Ikw, Bonus
J(FM), Chan. 228, 93.5mc, lkw
3.00 4.00 8.50 13.50 22.50 35.00
3.00 4.00 8.50 13.50 22.50 35.00

■rset

125

PLEASANTVILLE,
Atlantic, 44,318 homes,
94.2% radio, 41,748 radio homes.
WOND, 250w, 1400kc
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 46.00 75.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 46.00 75.00

BRUNSWICK, Middlesex, 69,883 homes,
'% radio, 67,437 radio homes.
250w, 1450kc, BMB, Pulse
5.10 8.50 13.60 20.60 37.40 68.00
5.10 8.50 13.60 20.60 37.40 68.00

cester
-#+on
erdon . .
lesex
nouth

150

PLAINFIELD, Union, 104,834 homes, 97.1%
radio, 101,794 radio homes.
WXNJ(FM), Chan. 280, 103.9 mc, 1 kw
D
3.90 6.50 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 2.60 5.20 7.50 12.00 19.50 32.50

WBUD 250v i, 1490kc
8.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
D
8.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
N
WTNJ, 250w-D, 1300kc
D
1.10 4.50 9.75 16.75 25.00 42.00
WTOA
(FM), Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 14.5kw,
H-R Reps.
(See Transit Radio listening)
WTTM, lkw, 920kc, NBC, Forjoe
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 16.00 16.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

itic
ngton .
ien
May . .
. Derland

RADIO

JERSEY RADIO
1950
1940
Homes
Population
44,318
124,066
147,694
409,646
97,013
32,890
80,616
225,727
28,476
28,919
25,217
73,184
239,990
837,340
72,219
26,024
173,895
652,040
12,656
36,766
197,318
55,336
217,077
69,883
75,854
161,238
48,180
125,732
35,907
37,706
309,353
98,322
14,259
42,274
74,390
25,286
16,313
29,636
328,344
104,834
16,097
50,181

(BASED
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DATA

BY COUNTIES
1940
1950 Percentage
Retail Sales
Radio Homes Radio
Radio Homes
1950
($000)
97.9
94.2
41,748
30,852
191,226
105,573
144,592
446,866
97.0
31,903
22,469
97,563
77,391
96.0
62,333
281,008
27,166
95.0
7,587
95.4
23,956
54,391
17,479
230,870
96.2
205,169
93,071
62,977
1,046,618
17,355
25,113
96.5
96.8
168,504
96.9
163,908
572,929
12,251
96.5
277,415
42,458
53,399
9,292
67,437
49,778
44,807
257,619
95.4
72,365
262,015
39,125
47,072
97.7
152,216
29,417
34,686
96.6
82,568
96.3
94,684
397,650
9,618
78,469
94.8
97.5
43,213
13,518
9,963
24,654
17,016
96.0
15,660
7,205
85,008
97.1
101,794
80,386
417,354
35,344
12,665
96.5
15,534
48,835

Total 1950
Farm(*$000)
Income

Employment
Pay1943 1st($000)
Mid-March Taxable
rolls
Otr,
1948
33,290
17,831
82,659
11,986
56,612
19,452
79,979
52,896
2,781
12,824
22,713
5,471
299,118
209,048
11,475*
11,928
10,955*
20,346*
180,510
248,279
7,921
71,008
47,682
6,407
3,903
76,530
*
36,25,62431*
53,874
32,680
18,323
26,329
3,611*
18,843*
17,622
4,107*
7,125
20,287*
87,540
10,585
125,702
3,556
14,545
13,55,1674* 9*
*
19,511
07
27,093
,5
14,439*
110,950
29
2,875
4,969
10,950*
14,775
82,112
10,262*
9,412
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Soles Management." Further reproduction17unlicensed.
,494*
Farm Income* add $000.
*
74
7*
15,84,75
12,58.0260* 2*

5,509*
%>nt6,
NORTH

fauetfUa
JERSEY IS BIGGER, RICHER
WITH

THAN

$5,000,000,000
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NEW

MEXICO

SPOT RATE FINDER
89.6%
ALAMOGORDA, Otero, 4,287 homes,
radio, 3,841 radio homes.
KALG, 250w, 1230kc
SB 1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 1.50 2.42 4 65 7 00 8.35 16.68 33.35
N 1 .50 2.43 4.65 7.00 8.35 16.68 33.35
ALBUQUERQUE, Bernalillo, 41,053 homes,
94.1% radio, 38,631 radio homes.
i AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
6 75 10.25 15.50 25.00 39.00 65.00
D
N 1^25 17.88 26.25 43.25 64.75 106.25
odel
KGfiM 5kw 610kc, CBS, Avery-Kn
36.00 60.00
1 5.00 24.00
10.00 30.00
7 00 20.00
DN 14.00
48.00 72^00 120.00
ABC
KOAT, 250w, 8.501240kc,
12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
5.00
DN 8.00
12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KOB, 50k v-D, 25kw-N, 770kc, NBC
D 10.00 15.00 22.50 36.00 60.00 100.00
N 20.00 30.00 40.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
KOB-TV, Chan. 4, 5kw-aur., 2.51kw-vis.,
ABC CBS, NBC, DoMont
D 18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 20.00 20.00 40.00 78.66 117.00 195.00
KVER, 250w, 1340kc MBS, Forjoe, BMB,
Hooper, Conlan
D
5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.00 9.50 15.00 29.00 43.00 65.00
ARTESIA, Eddy, 11,625 homes, 92.5% radio,
10,753 radio homes.
KSVP, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
2.45 3.25 6.75 12.50 20.00
35.00
N
2.45 3.25 6.75 12.50 20.00 35.00
Eddy, 11,625 homes, 92.5% radio,
CARLSBAD,
10,753 radio homes.
KAVE, 250w, 1240kc, CBS, Taylor
D
6.75 6.75 12.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KPBM, lkw-D,6.00
740kc7.50
D
24.00 36.00 60.00
Union, 2,175 homes, 92.1% radio,
CLAYTON,
2,003 radio homes.
KLMX, 250w, 1450kc
D
2.45 4.25 8.30 14.50
N
2.45 4.25 8.30 14.50 24.15
24.15
CLOVIS, Curry, 7,189 homes, 93.9% radio,
6,750 radio homes.
KICA, lkw, 980kc, MBS, Taylor
D
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GALLUP,dio, 4,881
McKinley,
5,503 homes, 88.7% raradio homes.
KGAK, 250w, 1230kc, McGillvra
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
HOBBS, Lea, 9,264 homes, 93.4% radio.
8,653 radio homes.
KWEW,
Taylor lOOw, 1490kc, MBS, KBS, Mid-Sooth,
40.00
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 16.00 24.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 87.8%
HOT SPRINGS, Sierra, 2,689 homes,
radio, 2,519 radio homes.
KCHS, 250w, 1400kc, KBS
D
2.40 2.40 4.00 8.00 14.00 24.00
24.00
N
2.40 2.40 4.00 8.00 14.00 homes,
LAS CRUCES, Dona Ana, 10,036
87.2% radio, 8,839 radio homes.
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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Inc. BROADCASTING^?*'
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I MAP© Br1951.WAITED
P. BURN. MIDDIEBURY,
T£lf CASTING
J>caU of ffflUi Standard (AM) Broadcasting Station
s of
MAP
a Location „, City and number „, MARKETBOOK
O , ,Wf
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations NEW MEXICO
A Number of Telecasting Stations
KOBE, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 25.00 45.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
LAS VEGAS, San Miguel, 6,549 homes,
85.7% radio, 5,612 radio homes.
KFUN, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Best.
D
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
LOS ALAMOS, Los Alamos, 3,278 homes,
94.5% radio, 3,098 radio homes.
250w, 4.50
1490kc, 7.50
McGillvra
DKRSN, 3.00
12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.50 6.75 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N. M.)
(Sold
in combination with KTRC Santa Fe,
PORTALES, Roosevelt, 4,884 homes, 91.9%
radio, 4,488 radio homes.
KENM, 250w, 1450kc, Taylor
D
5.00 5.00 9.60 15.00 21.50 36.00
N
5.00 5.00 9.60 15.00 21.50 36.00
NEW

County
Bernalillo
Catron
Chaves
Colfax
Curry
DeBaca
Dona Ana
Eddy
Grant
Guadalupe
Harding
Hidalgo
Lea
Lincoln
Los Alamos
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union . . . . ;
Valencia
Note: For sources see foreword. 1
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MEXICO
1940
Population
69,391
4,881
23,980
18,718
18,159
3,725
30,411
24,311
20,050

1950
opulation
146,014
3,517
39,884
16,356
23,174
3,460
39,044
40,421
21,561
6,756
3,034
5,110
30,577
7.371
10,467
8,640
26,920
8,604
14,709
13,912
24,543
16,391
12,427
18,116
26,411
37,582
7,174
9,665
17,303
8,060
7,375
22,574
tales, and Farm
Marketbook

8,646
4,374
4,821
21,154
8,557
6,457
23,641
10,981
10,522
12,111
25,352
14,549
13,898
17,115
27,910
30,826
6,962
11,422
18,528
11,026
9,095
20,245
Income

RADIO
1950
Homes
41,053
11,345
1,070
4,663
7,189
1,163
10,136
11,625
5,901
706
1,762

RATON, Colfax, 4,663 homes, 92.7% radio,
4,323 radio homes.
KRTN, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Best, BMB
SB 1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
3.00 3.00
3.00
9.60 14.40 24.00
3.00
6.00
6.00 9.60 14.40 24.00
ROSWELL, Chaves, 11,345 homes, 92.1% ra
dio, 10,449 radio homes.
KGFL, 250w, 1400kc, Taylor
D 6.75 6.75 12.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 37.50
60.00
KSWS, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, McGillvra
D 3.00 3.75 5.25 9.50 18.75
N 4.50 5.25 8.25 15.00 30.00 89.3%
52.50
SANTA FE, Santa rerage
Fe, 9,338 homes,
radio, 8,339 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, a 8.75 1-time rate
D
4.00 5.25
14.00 21.00 35.00
N
5.75 7.87 13.25 21.00 31.50 52.50

MARKET

KTRC, 250w, 1400kc, ABC
SB
1M
5M
D
3.00 4.50 7.50
N
4.50 6.75 11.25
(Sold
in N.combination
Alamos,
M.)

15M 30M
12.00 18.00
18.00 27.00
with KRSN

KVSF,
1260kc,10.00
CBS, 16.00
Avery-Knode!
D lkw, 6.00
24.00
N
9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00
SILVER CITY, Grant, 5,901 homes,
radio,250w,
5,4411340kc,
radio CBS,
homes.Taylor
KSIL,
D
4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 16.00 24.00
TUCUMCARI,
3,594 radio Quay,
homes. 3,894 homes, 92.3ri
KTNM, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D
4.50 6.00 12.00 M0.00 35.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 * 10.00 35.00 '
* (15 min. rate non-commissionable — n
quency discount)

DATA BY COUNTIES
(*$000)
Total 1950
1948 1I
Percentage
Employmen
1940
Mid-March rolls
1950
Radio
Retail
Sales
Farm
Income
1950
1948
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
153,720
12,688
38,631
21,676
($000)
129
550
975
94.1
91.1
42,294
1,226
10,449
92.1
3,955
15,357
4,631
92.7
93.9
30,458
4,323
3,392
3,014
6,750
226
490
3,502
3,690
92.7
87.2
25,885
92:5
1,078
3,243
8,839
10,753
3,695
41,683
2,384
450
639
18,718
2,993
92.2
551
7,544
17,949*
3,867
131
5,441
90.5
4*
88.2
21
4,
4,870
1,554
4,648
1,840
0*
668
19
3,
12,528*
420
1,265
90.6
37,298
1,396
4,254
737
6,553*
8,653
93.4
20,652*
1,094
9,264
5,603
3,036
94.5
4,484
3,293
3,098
2,629
5,039
065*
10,319*
4,
970
3,278
466
88.7
2,624
8,394
19,609
90.2
2,367
92.2
333
201
1,058
96.0
4,881
5,503
2,283
2,189
850
1,958
1,883
1,315
3*8*
2,3,93751*
4,287
15,975
89.6
9,471
3,894
73
3,
3,594
1,964
3,841
86.8
604
92.3
2,069
4,904
91.9
2,908*
1,039
14,171
87.8
7,723
5,650
743
4,488
1,181
4,884
6,469*
2,418
2,087
1,192
89.5
760
2,754
2,659
14,407
4,289
3.839
3*
06
85.7
5,
1,385
9,347
89.3
0*
25
2,029
3,
2,206*
4,496
6,549
5,612
87.8
1,871
877
555
4,074
8,339
35,532
2,869
9,338
2,519
5.168
970
86.6
881
3,583*
0*
22
2,
921
2,461
87.2
6,047
17,017*
6,418
2,131
4,716
2,237
328
8,099*
93.5
3,941
4,824*
4,519
552
92.1
2,003
2,092
11,013
4,170
667
88.2
2,175
7.330
4,849
5*
284*
2,94
Further repro duction unlicensed.
1,366
5,498asterisk
394
1,427
4,
mar ked with
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
0*
Farm 981
Incoi
801*
3,11
3,
Management." Telecasting
4*
41
BROADCAST]!
1,
1.123*
2,556*
5,911*
7,825**

INDICATORS FOR NEW MEXICO
IncMARKET
ome
OSSIFICATIONS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES
ration
681,187 '50
531,818
1U. S
.5% '50
0.40%
tp
185,567 '50
125,134
lit Radio
90.9% '50
53.2%
Homes
168,680 '50
66,609

YR.
'40
'40
'40
'40
'40

Trade Employes
24,293 '48
13,813
ftsale Sales Volume
$ 261,775,000 '48 66,400,000
;sale Trade Employes
4,566 '48
2,522
facturing Employment
lid-March)
10,411

ales

NEW

YORK
$ 569,028,000

SPOT RATE FINDER
Y, Albany, 64,994 homes, 96.8% radio,
) radio homes.
iffiliates, average l-time rate
SB 1M
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
1.00 18.00 25.80 51.60 81.00 135.00
J.50 28.00 40.50 81.00 127.50 212.50
ion-affiliates,
average26.67l-time41.33
rate 63.33
J.50
10.75 13.67
>.00 20.50 24.67 49.00 74.33 125.33
250w, I400kc
45.00
8.00 15.00 25.00
3.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
), 5kw, I460kc, McGillvra
?.00 9.00 13.00 25.00
6.00 16.00 26.00 52.00
50KW, I540kc, Weed
3.00 12.50 20.00 40.00
i.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
/,
Der 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 590kc, MBS, Boiling,
100 16.00 21.60 43.20 72.00 120.00
7.00 26.00 36.00 72.00 120.00 200.00

V-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc,
/, lOkw, 850kc, ABC, Katz
6.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
4.00 30.00 45.00 90.00 135.00
ERDAM, Montgomery, 16,794 homes,
. radio, 16,206 radio homes.
, 250w, I490kc
50.00
3.60 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 75.00
5.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
All rates one-time. Home and radio
entire
figures
each city
Sources:for Homes
and include
Radio Homes
3ted from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio BMB. For complete explanation
Dreword.

» DATA

Within 0.3 KV/M
COQiour

Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

Percent distribution
.34% '49
0.25% '40
$ 665,000,0
00 '4
9 190,000,0356
Per
Capitaof Income
1,033
'49
'40
00 '40
Percent
national per capita $
income
78% '49
62% '40
New Construction (Private)
$ 68,900,000 '47 14,400,000 '39
Residential
$ 20,300,000 '47
5,100,000 '39
Non-Residential
$
9,600,000 '48
1,800,000 '39
Automobile Registration
237,741 '50
178,258 '48
Telephones
117,200 '50
53,300 '45
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.

'39
'39
'39
'47

MOADCASTINC^^IUECASTING
MAP
'50 MARKETBOOK
475,663,000 '46
NEW YORK
(3 Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
d. Number of Telecasting Stations

WMBO, 250w, I340kc, MBS, Clark
SB
1M
5M
15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.10 16.00 32.00 54.00 90.00
WMBO-FM, Chan. 241, 96.lmc, I8kw, Bonus
BATAVIA. Genessee, 12,691 homes, 96.1% radio, 12,196 radio homes.
WBTA, 250w, I490kc, MBS
D
4.00 5.00 7.50 14.60 21.00 35.00
N
4.00 5.00 7.50 14.60
35.00
(Continued on page 112)

Wltnln 0.1 MV/M
Contour

>ENCE , 1950
lotion
09,100
Coram uniti**
563,000
203,600
430,000
i Farms
133,000
35,500
4holda
67,750
163,200
Co mm unities
129,600
58.810
l Farms
8,940
o Homes
65,100
155,600
33,600
Communities
124,320
56,780
a Farms
8,320
AIL MARKET 1949. by store class**. $000 31,280
Stores
120,000
28,U,0
eral Merchandise Star**
54,600
arel Stare*
12,630
50,700
24,920
• Furnishings Store*
11,350
20,580
imotive Outlets
38,000
88,100
39 Station*
23,570
8,930
10,630
ling Mu.-Hardwar*
18,850
34,220
J-lg-Dhnking
Sloie* Places
39,100
3thei Stores
4,750
9,670
25,800
79,400
AL RETAIL SALES
213,980
490,260
BM MARKET. 1949
aber of Farms
30,150
7,750
.utomotiv* Vehicles
61,400
15,600
*Kt of Feed Purchased MOO
15,220
67,000
'alue of Products $000
179,100
39,800
5. expressed In thousande of
jjoji:
1949 (Bvutnooa)
(Aarlcultu,.);on
r*41oConiu,
FuiiUm.ol 1930
SRDS (PopuUilon)
Conjumor MnikoU.
coordination1943to 1949-1990
<* r.d.T4l ««Un.i«, by WAITP P. BURN, MiddlobuiT. VonnonI
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

$5,836,000 '47

21
3
4
5

bronxyork Manhattan
Broni 1|
new
queens Queens
kings Brooklyn
Richmond Richmond .

INVESTIGATE

WKOP
BINGHAMTON

N. Y.

1000 w Day, 500 w Night, 1360 kc
100%

Metropolitan Coverage

With a Rural "Plus"
National Representatives
BURN-SMITH COMPANY
MUTUAL
Call or Write — Now!
August 20, 1951

•
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on ly with WWSC
up-state

New

LOOK AT THIS

can

you effectively penetrate

York

and southwestern Vermont market area!!
FOR YEAR-ROUND SALES AND TESTING
MARKET
LOOK AT THESE MARKET FIGURES
FALL 1950
Total estimated Annual Retail Sales
$171,233,000
Food Sales
, 21,292,000
General
Merchandise
4,843,000
50 kw 10 kw 50 kw 5-1 kw
Automotive
14,589,000
Inde- Net- Net- Net- OTHERS
Drug
1,653,000
pendent work work work
Manufacturing income
41,420,000
Annual wholesale volume
45,268,000
4.3 7.4 29.7 3.5 2.4
Annual farm income . .
28,286,000
(Source: 1950-51 Consumer Markets)
3.1
4.7 35.5 2.4 7.2
Ask your Everett-McKinney representative for availabilities and
rates.
Affiliated with American Broadcasting Company.
retail
sales
averages
$4,464
per
family
—
44%
above national average.
WWSC'sBUSINESS
"personalized"
means
for YOU!local programming
WWSC
GLENS FALLS, NEW YORK

HCOPER RADIO AUDIENCE INDEX
5 kw
TIME
NetWWSC
work
8:00 A.M. — 6:00 P.M.
1.2
51.4
MON. THRU FRI.
6:00 P.M. — 10:00 P.M
1.6
45.4
SUN. THRU SAT.
WWSC's
primary area
in up-state
York
and
southwestern
Vermont
includesNew167.000
people and 46.090 radio homes.
Warren County (WWSC's home county) annual
WKOP,
Smith Ikw-D, 500w-N, I360kc, MBS, BurnNEW YORK
1M 5M 15M 51.00
30M 140.00
85.00
SPOT RATE FINDER
D 8.00 10.20 17.00 34.00
1 Hr
N
10.00
SB
16.80
28.00 56.00 84.00
(Continued from page 111)
I290kc, CBS, Boiling 54.00 90.00
D
WNBF,10.805k' 18.00
10.80 19.80 36.00 90.00 150.00
BINGHAMTON, Broome, 49,772 homes, 97.0%
N 18.00
33.00 60.00
radio, 48,279 radio homes.
Chan
263, I00.5mc, I2kw, Boiling,
WNBF-FM
4 AM affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
Bonus
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
Boiling
D
8.20 9.25 15.70 30.50 45.75 76.25 WNBF-TV, Chan. 12, ll.7kw-aur., I2kw-vis.
N
12.00 14.95 26.25 51.00 76.50 127.50
D
39.00 52.00 104.00 156.00 260.00
N
WENE, tives
250w,
48.75 65.00 130.00 195.00 325.00
(CP 5kw)I450kc, ABC, Radio RepresentaBRISTOL
CENTER, Ontario, 17,471 homes,
95.7% radio, 16,719 radio homes.
D(Endicott)
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
listing)(FM), Chan. 236, 95.lmc, 5.3kw. Rural
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 WVBT
Radio (For rates see Rurau Radio Network
WINR, 250w, I490kc, NBC, Hollinbery
(CP
Ikw-D,
500w-N,
680kc)
70.00
D
8.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00
Erie, 235,317 homes, 98.0% radio,
N 10.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00 BUFFALO,
230,61 1 radio homes.
4
AM
affiliates,
37.00 l-time
60.50rate90.75 151.25
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio D 20.31 29.44 average
home figures for each city include entire N 36.62 53.50 74.83 132.50 198.75 331.25
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
2 AM 10.00
non-affiliates,
average62.50
l-time89.50
rate 142.50
17.50 37.50
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
WBEN,
5kw,
930kc
see foreword.
D 22.00 35.00 NBC, ' Petry,
70.00 Pulse
105.00 175.00
136.00 204.00 340.00
N 50 00 65.00
293,
106.
5mc,
3kw, Petry,
Chan.
WBEN-FM
Bonus
WBEN-TV, Chan. 4, I0.2kw-aur.; I6.2kw-vis.;
ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont, Harrington,
NEWS
Parsons68.75 110.00 165.00 275.00
D Righter
41.25 & 41.25
N 82.50 82.50 137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00
WBNY, 250w, I400kc, Young
D
7.50 15.00 35.00 45.00 10.00 105.00
from Binghamton, N. Y.
190.00
N
7.50 15.00 40.00 80.00 I 65.00
WBNY-FM, Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 48kw, Bonus
WEBR, 5kw, 970kc, MBS, Katz, Pulse
D 13.25 18.25 33.00 44.00 66.00 I 10.00
N
17.50 35.00 82.50 1 10.00 165.00 275.00
WGR,
5kw, 550kc,
& Peters
D 28.00
32.00 CBS,
42.00 Free56.00
84.00 140.00
N 42.50 56.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
WKBW,
WENE
Pulse 50kw, I520kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel,
D
18.00 32.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
N 37.00 58.00 72.00 144.00 216.00
BINGHAMTON, N.Y. MARKET
7.7kw, 360.00
WWOL,
D
12.50Ikw-D,
20.00 H20kc,
40.00Forioe
80.00 1 14.00 180.00
Bonus
WWOt-FM, Chan. 281, 104. Imc,
NOW
5000
CHERRY VALLEY, Otsego, 15,612 homes,
WATTS
93.6% radio, 14,613 radio homes.
WVCV (FM), Chan. 270, I0l.9mc, 5.4kw,
Rural
NetworkRadio
listing)(For rates see Rural Radio
CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
CORAM, Suffolk, 97,632 homes, 97.2% radio,
94,898 radio homes.
THE
WGSM

the rich

WFSS (FM), Chan. 278, 97.5mc, I5kw (CP)
(No rates available)
CORNING, Steuben, 25,861 homes, 94.2%
radio, 24,361 radio homes.
WCBA,7.50Ikw, I350kc, McGillvra
1M
5M 15M 30M 60.00
SB 7.50
7.50
12.00 24.00 36.00
250w,
D
60.00
7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 1 Hr
7.50
N
6.00 I450kc, ABC
70.00
WCLI
50.00
6.00 10.00 20.00 42.00
D
7.50 14.00 21.00 30.00
N
Chan. 291, 106. Imc, 4.2kw, Walker
Bonus
WCLI-FM
CORTLAND, Cortland, 10,317 homes, 96.9%
radio, 9,997 radio homes.
WKRT, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 920kc
D
9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WKRT-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, I5kw, McGillvra, Bonus
DE listing)
RUYTER, Madison, 14,296 homes, 94.5%
radio, 13,510 radio homes.
WVCN (FM), Chan. 286, 105. Imc, 5.3kw, Rural
Radio (For rates see Rural Radio Network
DUNKIRK, Chautaugua, 41,691 homes, 97.1%
radio, 40,482 radio homes.
WFCB,
D 500w,4.00I4l0kc 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
5.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
ELMIRA, Chemung, 23,691 homes, 96.4% radio, 22,838 radio homes.
affiliates,
D2 AM 7.00
7.50 average
13.00 l-time
26.00 rate39.00 65.00
N
8.00 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
WELM, 250w, I400kc, CBS, Walker, Conlan
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WENY, 250w, I230kc, NBC, MBS, McKinney
D
8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
ENDICOTT, Broome, 49,772 homes, 97.0% radio,5kw,
48,279 radio
WENE,
I430kc,homes.
ABC, 32.00
Radio 48.00
Reps, 80.00
BMB
D 7.50
7.50
16.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
FREEPORT, Nassau, 185,861 homes, 98.4%
radio, 182,887 radio homes.
WGBB,
lOOw,8.00
I240kc 10.00 20.00 37.50 70.00
D 5.00
N 5.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 37.50 70.00
FULTON, Oswego, 22,302 homes, 94.8% radio,
21,142 radio homes.
DWOSC, 5.00Ikw-D,6.00 I300kc,
12.00 Devney,
24.00 LBS36.00 60.00
GENEVA, Ontario, 17,471 homes, 95.7% radio,
16,719 radio homes.
WGVA,
Cooke,48.00
BMB 80.00
D
7.00250w,8.00I240kc,16.00ABC,32.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

SINGLE

ADVERTISING

INTENSIVE

GLENS FALLS, Warren, 13,719 homes, <
radio, 250w,
13,102 I450kc,
radio homes.
WWSC,
McKinney
SB
1M
5MABC, 15M
30M
D
7.00 8.75 10.00 21.25 37.50
N
8.00 10.00 12.00 26.25 45.00
GLOVERSVILLE, Fulton, 17,079 homes, '
radio, 16,379 radio homes.
WENT,
McGillvra
D 250w, 5.00I340kc,10.00CBS, 20.00
30.00
N
8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
HEMPSTEAD, Nassau, 185,861 homes, '
radio, 182,887 radio homes.
WHLI,
D 250w-D,
12.00 HOOkc,
20.00 Conlan,
32.00 Pulse,
48.00 B
WHLI-FM, Chan. 252, 98.3mc, Ikw, Bon
HORNELL, Steuben, 25,861 homes, 94.2°,
dio, 24,361
homes.
WLEA,
Ikw-D,radio
I480kc
(CP)
(No rates available)
DWWHG, 7.50 Ikw-D,
12.00 I320kc,
18.00 McGillvra
24.00 36.00
WWHG-FM, Chan. 287, I05.3mc, 8.3kw,
HUDSON, Columbia, 14,299 homes, 96.6"
dio, 13,813
radio homes.
WHUC,
D
1.75250w,3.45I230kc8.65 17.25 28.75
N
3.45 5.20 11.50 20.15 31.00
HUNTINGTON, Suffolk, 97,632 homes, !
radio, 94,898 radio homes.
WGSM,
D
13.00Ikw-D,
13.00 740kc
20.00 40.00 60.00
ITHACA, Tompkins, 14,714 homes, 95.7°,
dio, 14,081
radio
WHCU,
870kc, homes.
CBS, Conlan
D
6.00Ikw, 9.00
15.00
30.00 45.00
N
6.00 9.00 25.00 50.00 75.00
WHCU-FM, Chan. 247 , 97.3mc, 40kw
(Rates on request)
JAMESTOWN.
Chautaugua, 41,691
97.1% radio, 40,482 radio homes.
2D AM 5.85
affiliates,
average
7.25 11.50 l-time
23.00rate34.50
N
7.25 8.90 14.65 29.30 43.95
WJOC,
McGillvra
D
5.20250w,6.50I340kc,11.00MBS, 22.00
33.00
N
6.50 7.80 14.30 28.60 42.90
WJTN, 250w, I240kc, ABC, Rambeau, C
D
6.50 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N
8.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
WJTN-FM, Chan. 227, 93.3mc, 9.5kw,
beau, Bonus
KENMORE. Erie, 235,317 homes, 98.0%
230,61 1 radio homes.
WXRA,
(Buffalo)Ikw-D, I080kc, Rambeau
D
9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
N
9.00 20.00 40.00 60.00

MEDIUM

SUPPLYING

COVERAGE

Exclusively
Covers the

^Af
O

O
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R EAT

.NASS
. . where a AU
million people—spend SUFFOLK
a billion dollars annually

EST

C:T

. . . where there are more retail
sales than in any one of 14 states

S

. . . where New York City is moving
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A

R

K

E

T

COVERAGE:

Remainder of "The Golden Ring
New York"
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BROADCASTING

Telecast

MARKET INDICATORS FOR NEW YORK
Iassifications
figures yr. figures yr.
Ilation
14,830,192 '50 13,479,142 '40
F U. S
9.8% '50
10.42% '40
ies
4,177,368 '50
3,544,098 '40
ent Radio
96.8% '50
95.5% '40
3 Homes
4,043,692 '50
3,385,620 '40
il Sales
$16,064,939,000 '50 14,579,879,000 '48
il Trade Employes
760,587 '48
587,180 '39
lesale Sales Volume
$41,764,878,000 '48 14,508,500,000 '39
lesale Trade Employes
381,395 '48
300,324 '39
jfacturing Employment
Sid-March)
1,905,247 '47
jfacturing Taxable Payrolls
St Quarter)
$1,349,563,000 '47
me
$26,340,000,000 '49 11,830,000,000 '40
rcent distribution
13.33% '49
15.60% '40
Capita
Income
$
1,758
'49
863 '40
ent of national per capita
•ome
132% '49
150% '40
Construction (Private)
$1,575,100,000 '50 495,400,000 '39
sidential
$1,006,800,000 '50 320,100,000 '39
m-Residential
$ 255,400,000 '50 113,000,000 '39
•mobile Registration
3,735,113 '50
3,195,072 '48
ohones
5,490,700 '50
3,359,300 '45
:ensed.
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
For other
see foreword.
NEW YORK, New York, 2,442,684 homes,
94.8% rodio, 2,315,664 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates,
SB
1M average
5M l-time
15M rate30M 1 Hr
D 95.75 114.50 129.75 259.50 389.25 648.75
N 187.50 200.00 240.00 495.00 742.50 1237.50
DII AM20.92non-affiliates,
28.41 50.39average
103.64 l-time
163.41rate276.98
N 23.87 34.60 72.12 128.00 202.92 339.72
WABD (TV),
Chan. 5, 9.4kw-aur.; I4.5kw-vis.,
DuMont
D 131.50 325.00 412.50 660.00 990.00 1650.00
N 212.50 500.00 550.00
880.00 1320.00 2200.00
WABF(FM),
Chan. 2,258, 99.5mc, 20kw 100.00
D
150.00
N
WBNX,
Pulse
,18.00
I380kc,32.00
King 45.00
141.75
80.00 257.25
D
5k* 24.00 45.00 80.00 141.75
N
WCBS, 50kv f, 880kc,266,
CBS, Radio Sales
D 100.00 150.00 135.00 270.00
675.00
-aur. 405.00
N 200.00
540.00
810.00 1350.00
101. Imc, 5.8kw, Bonus
WCBS-FM, Chan.
WCBS-TV,
Chan.
I3.7kw-vis.
CBS
6.8k*
390.00 585.00 975.00
D 175.00 200.00 292.50 1300.00
950.00 3250.00
N 675.00
WEVD,
I330kc 35.00 75.00 125.00 215.00
D 5kw,15.00
200.00(CP)
300.00
N
25.00 65.00 115.00 20kw
WEVD-FM,
298, 107. 5mc, I7kw,
WFAS, 250w,Chan.1230kc.
Headley-Reed,
(see
White Plains
Pulse
WFDR(FM), Chan. 282, I04.3mc,
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 65.00 I 10.00
WGHF(FM), Chan. 270, I0l.9mc 33.75
20 kw 60.00
D
3.50 7.50 14.00 25.00 45.00
80.00
N 5.00 10.00 18.75 33.75
WHOM,10.00 5kw,
17.50I480kc45.00 75.00 137.50 250.00
63.00 105.00 192.50 350.00
15.00
WALK (FM 25.00
Chan. 294, 106. 7mc lOkw
ROCHELLE,
Westchester, 168,774
(CP)
Ifies, 98.0% radio, 165,399 radio homes.
WINS,
R 500w-D, I460kc
D
18.0050kw-D,
25.00 lOkw-N, lOIOkc,
100.00 Pulse
150.00 250.00
7.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 N 11.25
15.00
50.00 75.00 125.00
WJZ, 50kw, 770kc, ABC, ABC Spot Sales,
R-FM, Chan. 228, 93.5mc, Ikw, Bonus
Pulse, BMB
D 108.00 108.00 144.00 288.00 432.00 720.00
N 200.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
WJZ-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 6kw, Bonus
BETTER COVERAGE
WJZ-TV,
Chan. 7, I4.8kw-aur.; 29.5kw-vis.;
ABC
D 145.00 170.00 279.00 372.00 558.00 930.00
IN THE RICH . . .
N 350.00 650.00 930.00 1240.00 1860.00 3100.00
WLIB,
Ikw-D,15.00Il90kc,37.50(L-WOWO)
D
75.00 125.00 225.00
WMCA,
570kc, 60.00
Free &120.00
Peters 180.00 300.00
D 24.005kw,40.00
N 24.00 40.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
DWMGM,
36.00 50kw,
60.00 I050kc,
120.00 Radio
240.00 Representatives
360.00 600.00
N 48.00 80.00 160.00 320.00 480.00 800.00
WMGM-FM,
Chan. 262, I00.3mc,
D
5.00
30.00 I8kw
45.00 75.00
N
5.00
40.00 60.00 100.00
tail Seles; $799,04rJ,00Q
WNBC,
50kw,
660kc,
NBC,
Spot
Sales
D 100.00 100.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
iio Fomilies: 187,465
N 200.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
WNBC-FM, Chan. 246, 97. Imc, l.6kw
(No data available)
WNBT
NBC (TV), Chan. 4, 4.27kw-aur.; 5.40kw-vis.;
D 200.00 200.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1000.00
N 675.00 675.00 813.00 1300.00 1950.00 3250.00
WLNA
WNEW, lOkw, Il30kc, Blair, Pulse
D
60.00
200.00 300.00 500.00
N
60.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
HIGHLAND BROADCASTING CORP.
WNYC, Ikw, 830kc, Pulse
(Does not sell time)
Peekskill, N. Y.
I WNYC-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc, 20kw
(Continued on page
;j (FM),
Bonus Chan. 277, 103. 3mc, 4.6kw, Ram5TON,
Ulster,homes.
33,094 homes, 94.6% ra31,307 radio
C, 250w, I490kc, MBS, Meeker, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
TY,
Sullivan,
95 radio
homes.32,797 homes, 94.2% radio,
3, 250w, I240kc, LBS
5.00 6.75 8.25 15.50 30.00
6.00 7.25 9.2S 17.50 34.00
PORT, Niagara, 50,810 homes, 96.8%
o, 49, 184 radio homes.
, 250w, I340kc
3.50 6.50 11.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
3.50 6.50 11.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
i-FM, Chan. 257, 99.3mc, 0.8kw, Bonus
)NE.
12,545 homes, 93.8% raI 1 ,767Franklin,
radio homes.
, 250w, I490kc, MBS
3.00 5.00 10.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
6.00 8.00 15.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
SENA, St. Lawrence, 26,827 homes,
% radio, 24,842 radio homes.
A, 250w, I340kc, ABC, Weed
2.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 24.00 40.00
2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
A-FM, Chan. 287, 105. 3mc, I3kw
> rates available)
'LETOWN,
Orange,
io, 43,995 radio
homes.45,972 homes, 95.7%
., 250w, I340kc, Conlan
6 00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
BURG, Orange, 45,972 homes, 95.7%
io, 43,995 radio homes.
IY,6.00Ikw-D,
8.00 I220kc,
14.00 BMB28.00 42.00 70.00

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

Rural
The

1.

Radio

FM

A

Network

Rifle-Shot

Network

Rifle-Shot

by

DAY

to reach the farm people of
New York State.
•

Weather Round-ups
5 times per day

^ Market Reports
7 times per day
•

Farm Information

P Homemaking

2. A

Rifle-Shot

Programs

by NIGHT

to reach the music lovers
of town and country alike.
Carrying the famous good-music programs of
WQXR

evenings and Sundays to a great up-

state audience not reached by any other kind
of radio.

FM
is Big-League
Radio in Upstate New York

Rural

Radio

Network

(Owned by ten major farm organizations representing over
140,000 farm families)
Write or call
Michael R. Hanna, General Manager
118 North Tigoa Street

Ithaca, New York

Phone 3341
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SYRACUSE,

-in

30

YORK

of

40

Quarter
Hour
Daytime
Periods
Monday thru Friday

42.2

2nd

37.2

Look

Station B

in 8 Periods

at the Share-of-Audience
You

WFBL

NEW

Get on

Station C

WFBL !

Station D

Station E

All ratings from Hooper Winter-Spring
Report— December, 1950 thro April, 1951

Compare and you'll buy . . .

WFBL
• Syracuse, N. Y.
FREE 4 PETERS, INC. Exclusive Noliono/ Representative! BASIC
—
—
— —
III—
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• Marketbook

Hoop.
WVET, 5kw, I280kc, MBS, Boiling,
(Continued from page 113)
30M
SB 1M 5M 1 5M 72.00
NEW YORK— (Contd.)
D 17.00 20.00 24.00 48.00
80.00 95.6%
120.00 j
N 30.00 35.00 40.00 homes,
WOR, 50kw, 7ICkc, MBS, 8MB
ROME,
Oneida,
60,031
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
57,390 radio homes.
D 75.00 100.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00 WKAL,
250w, I450kc, MBS, Cooke Hocp
N 150.00 200.00 240.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00 D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
WOR-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, ISkw
N
8.00
36.00 homes,
54 00
LAKE, 18.00
Essex, 11,695
D
3.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 SARANAC 10.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
radio, 11,157 radio homes.
WNBZ, 250w, I450kc, ABC, Clark
WOR-TV,
llkw-aur.;
D 80.00 Chan.
120.00 9, 180.00
240.009kw-vis.
360.00 600.00
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N 200.00 300.00 450.00 600.00 900.00 1500.00 DN
6.00 8.00 Schenectady,
15.00 30.00 40,191
45 00 h
SCHENECTADY,
WOV,
5kw,
I280kc,
Pearson
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 90.00 150.00 250.00
97.4%
radio,
39,146
radio
homes.
N 25.00 25.00 45.00 90.00 150.00 250.00 WBCA (FM), Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 3.5kw
WPIX
Chan. II, 9.25kw-aur.; I8.5kw-vis., D
2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00
Free (TV),
& Peters
N
5.00
20.00 Sales,
30 00 H
D 95.00 125.00 180.00 240.00 360.00 600.00 WGY,
50kw, 5.00
8IOkc, 10.00
NBC, Spot
N 185.00 225.00 360.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00 D
35.00 44.00 88.00 132.00
WQXR, lOkw, 1560kc, Raymer
N
70.00 88.00 176.00 264.00
D 12.50 25.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 WRGB(TV), Chan. 4, 9.l2kw-aur.; I8.25h
N 20.00 40.00 120.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
NBC,
Spot
Sales 62.50 100.00 150.00
D 50.00 50.00
WQXR-FM,
Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 20kw, Raymer,
Bonus
N
100.00
100.00
WSNY, 250w, I240kc,125.00
Young200.00 300.00
WWRL, 5kw, I600kc
D 6.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
(Woodside)
D & N 12.00 19.00 40.00 70.00 115.00 N 9.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
SYRACUSE, Onondaga, 91,935 homes,
NIAGARA FALLS, Niagara, 50,810 homes,
radio, 89,177 radio homes.
96.8% radio, 49,184 radio homes.
2D AM 7.50
non-affiliates,
average
rafe 112.50 4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
9.00 13.75
37.00I-time65.00
D
9.62 12.75 22.75 43.00 67.00
N lor 17.25
26.00 Ikw-N,
44.25 86.00 134.00
I270kc,15.00Headley-Reed
DWHLD,10.005kw, 12.00
50.00 90.00 150.00 WAGE,
Co.5kw-D,
I390kc, 20.00 620kc, ABC, O. L
N 10.00 12.00 15.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
10.00
35.00 60.00
Reed
7.50
WHLD-FM,
Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 46kw, Headley- D
N 13.00 18.00 35.00 70.00 120.00
5kw
D
3.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 WFBL,
& Peters
45.00
70.00
D 10.00 15.00 CBS Free
N
4.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 WHEN
25.00 7.5kw-aur.;
90.00
140.0015k*
(TV)
N
20.00
WJJL,
Ikw-D,
I440kc,
Grant,
Conlan
30.00
50.00
Chan.
ABC, CBS,
D
5.00 6.00 12.50 24.00 40.00 75.00
OGDENSBURG, St. Lawrence, 26,827 homes,
DuMont50.00 80.00 120.00
D 40.00 40.00
92.6% radio, 24,842 radio homes.
N 80.00 80.00 100.00 160.00 240.00
WSLB,
250w,
I400kc,
MBS
D
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00
5kw,11.00
I260kc,20.00
MBS, 40.00
Rambeau,
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 WNDR,
D 11.00
60.00 H
N 16.00 16.00 40.00 80.00 120.00
WSLB-FM, Chan. 291, 106. Imc, 3kw
Chan. 273, I02.5mc, 8.5kw
OLEAN, Cattaraugus, 21,409 homes, 96.7% ra- WNDR-FM,
WOLF, 250w, I490kc, Walker
20,703 radio
homes.
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 45.00
WHDL, dio,250w,
I450kc,
ABC, McKinney
D
6.00 12.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 90.00N
7.00 15.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 WSYR,
5kw, 570kc NBC, Headley-Reed
tell-Carter
WHDL-FM, Chan. 239, 95.7mc, 43kw, McKin- D 10.00 15.00 26.00 52.00 78.00
ney. See Rural Radio Network.
N 20.00 Chan.
40.00 52.00 104.00 156.00
ONEONTA, Otsego, 15,612 homes, 93.6% ra- WSYR-FM,
233, 94.5mc, lOkw, Bor
dio,
14,613
radio
homes.
WSYR-TV,
Chan.
Radio Reps
5, I2.5kw-aur.; 23.6ki
DWDOS, 6.00250w,6.00I400kc,12.00MBS, 24.00
36.00 60.00 D NBC,46.00Headley-Reed
54.00 67.00 108.00 162.00
N
8.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 N 77.00 90.00
112.00
270.00
OYSTER BAY, Nassau, 185,861 homes, 98.4% TROY, Rensselaer, 36,594 180.00
homes, 96.3%
radio, 182,887 radio homes.
35,240 radio homes.
WKBS,
250w-D,
(FM), Chan. 222, 92.3mc, 5.4kw
D 5.00
8.00I520kc
15.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 WFLY
(Does not sell time)
PEEKSKILL,
Westchester,
168,774 homes, WHAZ,
Ikw, I330kc
98.0% radio, 165,399 radio homes.
D & N
25.00 45.00
WLNA,5.00
500w-D,
D
7.00 1420kc
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 WTRY, 5kw, 980kc, CBS, Headley-Reed, I
PLATTSBURG, Clinton, 13,415 homes, 95.0% D 16.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00
radio, 12,744 radio homes.
N 25.00 35.00 45.00 90.00 135.00
2D AM 3.00
affiliates,
(FM), Chan. 274, I02.7mc,
5.00 average
11.00 l-time
18.00 rate27.00 45.00 WTRIHeadley-Reed,
N
6.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 37.50 67.50 UTICA, Oneida, Bonus
60,031 homes, 95.6%
er
WEAV,
57,390
radio homes.
D Ikw, 960kc,
5.00 ABC,
10.00 McGillvra
20.00 30.00 50.00
affiliates,
N
8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00 2DAM 14.75
16.00average
25.00 l-time
40.00rate60.00
WIRY,
250w, 5.00
I340kc, 12.00
MBS, Grant
20.25 21.25 35.00 60.00 90.00
D
3.00
16.00 24.00 40.00 N
WGAT. Ikw-D. 500w-N, I3l0kc, Meeker
N
6.00 8.00 15.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 D
7.50 7.50 18.00 25.00 35.00
POUGHKEEPSIE,
Dutchess, 34,660 homes,
N 11.00 11.00 25.00 35.00 70.00
96.1% radio, 33,308 radio homes.
WIBX, 5kw, 950kc,
CBS, Colton, Bannan
WEOK, Ikw-D, I390kc, Barry, Hooper
Hooper
D
8.00 10.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 D dick,14.50Stovin,
17.00
25.00
40.00 60.00
WKIP, 250w, I450kc, ABC, Conlan
D
6.00 7.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N 20.50 22.50 35.00 60.00 90.00
N
7.00 8.00 18.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 WIBX-FM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 9kw, Bonu
WKTV(TV), Chan. 13, ll.3kw-aur.; 13k
WHVA(FM), Chan. 284, I04.7mc, 2.3kw
Cooke, ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont
(For rates see Rural Radio Network)
50.00 93.75 150.00 225.00
ROCHESTER, Monroe, 133,243 homes, 97.3% DN 50.00
65.00 65.00 68.75 I 10.00 165.00
radio, 129,645 radio homes.
WRUN,
5kw-D,
Ikw-N, I I50kc, ABC, i
Knodel,
Pulse
4D AM 22.00
affiliates,
24.25 average
31.25 l-time
58.75 rate93.75 152.50
15.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
N 38.75 42.50 55.75 107.75 163.50 270.00 D
N 20.00 20.00 35.00 60.00 90.00
non-affiliates,
average34.00l-time51.00
rate 85.00
4.3kw, ,
Knodel Chan. 289, I05.7mc, homes,
D2 AM 9.50
10.50 17.00
WRUN-FM
WARC, Ikw, 950kc, ABC, Raymer
10.00 16.00 24.00
WALTON,
N
D
17.00 20.00 27.00 49.00 81.00 130.00
Delaware, 13,181
N 30.00 35.00 45.00 85.00 130.00 215.00
radio, 12,654 radio homes.
WHAM,
Hooper 50kw, Il80kc, NBC, Hollingbery,
WDLA, Ikw-D, I270kc, Deveny
D
5.00 9.10 11.20 31.15 42.00
D 37.00 37.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00 WATERTOWN,
Jefferson, 27,052 I
N 65.00 65.00 88.00 176.00 264.00 440.00
lingbery
94.5%
radio, 25,564 radio homes.
WHFM(FM), Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 20kw, Hol- 2 AM affiliates,
average l-time rate
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 D- 5.00 7.00 13.00 26.00 42.00
8.00 11.00 22.00 44.00 66.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 N
250w, I250kc, MBS
WHAM-TV,
Hollingbery Chan. 6, 8.65kw-aur.; I6.7kw-vis., WATN,
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
D 56.00 56.00 95.75 150.00 225.00 375.00 N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
N 75.00 75.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00 WWNY, Ikw, 790kc, CBS, Weed, BMB
D
4.00 8.00 24.00
14.00 28.00 48.00
WHEC,
BMB Skw, I460kc, CBS, McKinney, Hooper,
72.00
NWWNY-FM,
6.00 12.00
Chan. 263, 100.48.00
D 17.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 90.00 140.00
Smc, I4.4kw,
Radio, Weed
N 30.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 140.00 225.00
D
2.50 5.00 8.00 I
WRNY,
250w-D,
D 4.00
6.00680kc,
10.00Forjoe
20.00 30.00 50.00 N
3.75 7.50 12.00 01
WRNY-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 7.9kw, Forioe, WETHERSFIELD, Wyoming,
Bonus
94.6% radio, 9,073 radio homes.9,591 fl
WSAY,
I370kc, 24.00
Walker,48.00Hooper72.00 120.00 WFNF
(FM), Chan. 299, I07.7mc, *
D 15.00Ikw, 15.00
Rural PLAINS,
Radio (Rural
Radio listing
N 25.00 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 WHITE
Westchester,
168,774for^ «;sNote: All rates one-time. Home and radio
98.0% radio, 165,399 radio homes.
home figures for each city include entire WFAS, 250w, I230kc, Headley-Reed, Co I
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
D
8.50 13.00 22.00 49.00 65.50 •«
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- N
8.50 13.00 22.00 49.00 65.50 •«
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
WFAS-FM,
Chan. 280, 103.9m. Ikw, He ef
Reed, Bonus
see foreword.
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NEW

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES
Retail1950Sales

1950
1940
1950
1950
Percenter 1940
Population Population Homes Radio Homes
Radio Radio Homes

County
Albany
Allegany
Bronx
Broome
Cattaraugus
Cayuga
Chautauqua
Chemung .. .'
Chenango
Clinton
Columbia
Cortland
Delaware
Dutchess
Erie
Essex
Franklin
Fulton
Genesee
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer
Jefferson
Kings
Lewis
Livingston
Madison
Monroe
Montgomery
Nassau
Note: For sources see foreword.

YORK

238,211 221,315
43,395 39,681
1,444,903 1,394,711
184,664 165,749
77,605 72,652
70,008 65,508
133,457 123.580
86,797 73,718
39,196 36,454
53,583 54,006
43,262 41,464
37,073 33,668
44,185 40,989
136,814 120,542
895,620 798,377
34,973 34,178
44,834 44,286
50,968 48,597
47,607 44.481
28,599 27,926
4,051 4,188
61,268 59,527
85,272 84,003
2,716,347 2,698,285
22,447 22,815
40,182 38,510
46,316 39,598
484,877 438,230
59,550 59,142
666,252 406,748

66,994
12,339
388,729
49.772
21,409
20,342
41,691
23,691
11,427
13,415
14,299
10,317
13,181
34,660
235,317
11,695
12,545
17,079
12.691
9,838
3,048
18,081
27,052
732,079
6,986
11,156
14,296
133,243
16.794
185,861

64,850
11,895
380,177
48,279
20,703
19,732
40,482
22,838
11,118
12,744
13,813
9,997
12,654
33,308
230,611
11,157
11,767
16,379
12,196
9,356
2,838
17,358
25,564
715,241
6,511
10,598
13,510
129,645
16.206
182,887

96.8
96.4
97.8
97.0
96.7
97.0
97.1
96.4
97.3
95.0
96.6
96.9
96.0
96.1
98.0
95.4
93.8
95.9
96.1
95.1
93.1
96.0
94.5
97.7
93.2
95.0
94.5
97.3
96.5
98.4

(*S000)
Total
1950
Farm Income

Employment Taxable
1948 1st(Si
Mid-March
rolls
1948

($000)
329,688

58,594
9,312
357,134
40,240
17,354
15,934
32,632
18,454
8,883
9,778
10,229
8,615
9,364
25,690
197,969
7,238
8,954
13,327
10,745
7,229
949
14,788
20,380
668,284
4,774
8,353
9,845
113,483
15,281
101.464

60
61
156

35,293
1,012,110
204,464
80.947
69,599
147,625
101,262
37,477
46,858
39,748
43,599
47,727
149,824
969,718
28,165
47,717
53,883
50,451
32,996

(1)
11,809*
9,082*
12,269*
17,078*
90**
,346
18,2
22
115*

20,445*
6,155*
12,654*
15,584*
13,737*
30,596*
19,162*
26,689*
11,184*

4,436*
15,253*
3,096*

3,876
58,107
96,386
2,174,580
18,225
34,477
47,418

13,89,0605* 5*
21,955*

498,984
66,145
772,640

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.'

448
,025
413
16 ,474
36 ,055
27 ,605
6
309
7 .248
276 144
670
,833
9
6

(1)

11
13;

26515 912
5 727
5 ,031
,410
1910 ,588
3 564
932
600
,214
071
536
2 595
(1) 165 140
5
177 238
387
20 500
749

(1)

i;
12,996*
1,662*
15,140* tinned on page 1
20,302*
Further reproduction25,036*
unlicensed. Farm
13
Income* add
10,136*
80
49*
17,709*
(Con
5:

WHU

DOMINATES

—

where

—

where

retail
retail

THE

sales
sales

NASSAU

reach
are

more

COUNTY

nearly
than

MARKET

$2,000,000
in

any

of

a

12

day

States

• Among all Counties in the United States, Nassau County is
22nd in Population, 13th in Total Net Income, 2nd in Net Income Per Family, 25th in Total Retail Sales, 17th in Food Store
Sales, 25th in Automotive
Store Sales.

Store Sales and

$1,686,726,000

Net Income

$

Retail Sales

722,640,000
677,400

Data Source:
Sales Management
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T R Y

in retail

sales
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in per
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over

half
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buy
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evening,
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largest

WTRY
980 kc

OADCASTING

•

in the

43

the

sales

less

audience,

in

5000 watts

market

is

wherein

are

than

made.

Station

morning,

nation's

. . . The

nation

top markets

nations

half

market*:

income

Albany-Troy-Schenectady

* Plus 8 ofher counties

This

County

is the Albany-Troy-Schenectady

27th

WTRY

a

27th

B

rates,

afternoon,
market.

***** 1950
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Busine" Census
1948 Population
**** Fall-Winter Hooper, Oct. '50-Jan. '51
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Radio
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NEW
1950
Population
1,936,540
189,986
222,334
340,875
59,922
150,583
29,833
76,974
50,615
19,301
1,546,294
131,666
191,015
89,009
97,724
74,964
142,650
22,830
14,154
29,211
91,424
272,359

County
New York . . .
Niagara
Oneida
Onondaga . . .
Ontario
Orange
Orleans
Oswego
Otsego
Putnam
Queens
Rensselaer . .
Richmond . . .
Rockland
St. Lawrence
Saratoga
Schenectady
Schoharie . . .
Schuyler
Seneca
Steuben
Suffolk
Sullivan
Tioga
Tompkins . . .
Ulster
Warren
Washington .
Wayne
Westchester .
Wyoming
Yates

40,600
30,087
59,186
92,662
39,033
47,064
56,879
622,983
32,758
17,614

YORK
1940
Population
1,889,924
160,110
203,636
295,108
55,307
140,113
27,760
71,275
46,082
16,555
1,297,634
121,834
174,441
74,261
91,098
65,606
122.494
20,812
12.979
25,732
84,927
197.355
37,901
27,072
42,340
87,017
36,035
46,726
52,747
573,558
31,394
16,381

RADIO
1950
Homes
576,657
50,810
60,031
91,935
17,471
45,972
9,036
22,302
15,612
10,126
445,595
36,594
50,470
22,819
26,827
23,027
40,191
6,912
4,565
8,377
25,861
97,632
32,797

MARKET

DATA

1950 Homes Percentage
Radio
Radio
546.671
49,184
57,390
89,177
16,719
43,995
8,503
21,142
14,613
439,357
9,761
35,240
49,006
22,066
24.842
21,991
39,146
6,373
4,255
7,891
24,361
94,898
30,895

94.8
96.8
97.0
95.6
95.7
95.7
94.1
94.8
93.6
96.4
98.6
96.3
97.1
96.7
92.6
95.5
92.2
97.4
93.2
94.2
97.2
94.2
94.2
92.6
95.7

*i

BY COUNTIES
1940
Radio Homes
499,121
39,742
48,388
74,709
13,270
33,337
7,001
17,284
11,450
3,959
344,736
31,911
40,836
15,033
19,413
16,508
33,534
5,003
3,146
5,399
20,031
43.682
6,545
9,224
11,087
22,088

Retail Sales
1950
($000)
3,967,466
194,837
233,961
358,543
62,008
180,329
27,799
66.851
55,531
26,158
1.350,124
140,380
144,480
72,277
86,948
67,409
168,827
22,374
12,861
20,285
85,742
289,570
66,009
27.043

(Continued from page 116 J41
rolls 1st
Taxable
(*$000)
Total
1950
1948
Mid-March
Employment
Farm Income
1948 'Si
(1)2,979,743
57,066
57,389
108,532
10,232
29,270
15,822*
27,163*
21,378*
15,689*
28,880*
14,190*
14,594*
21,879*
2,832*
10,900*
3,252*
1,288*
28,001*
3,772*
13,353*
7,576*
3,179*
19,757*
3,633*
6,400*
50,907*

14,119
3,821
6,086
1,627
29,329
(1)
13,881
(1) 10,943
11,857
57,904
2,010
1,888
3,340
18,829
25,187

75
(1)2,21<f
M
(1) J
(1)

r
(J
i!
•

5,232
8,561
14,714
11,687
7,927
14,081
58,656
31,307
5.333
99,914
15,442
33,094
i
94.6
61,339
13,102
13,719
95.5
11,034
9,044
12,665
13,574
35,551
11,507*
10,592
6.334
93.3
55.737
16,447
17,331
13,131
10,814*
115.464
139,523
98.0
94.9
165,399
168.774
726,769
6.928
29,239
20,459*
94.6
7,339
9.591
20,033
94.1
4,807
9,073
9,537*
87.4%
4,272
5,989
6,364
20,250*
2,266
15,516*
1,598*
(1) Includes Bronx, Kings, New York, Queens and Richmond Counties. *(000).
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 'Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add
15,346* lkw-N, 610kc, ABC,
BREVARD, Transylvania, 3,976 homes,
5,292*
Avery-Knodel
radio,
3,475
radio
homes.
WAYS,
5kw-D1M 5M 15M 30M
NORTH CAROLINA
WPNF, 250w, I240kc
14.40 21.60 43.20 64.80 I
6.690*
D
14.40
19.00
12.00 30M
1M
N 14.40 14.40 36.00 72.00 108.00 I
4.00
3.00 5.00
40.00
32.00
1
Hr
Chan.
299, I07.7mc, 7.7kw, Bo
6.00 15.00
15M 24.00
SPOT RATE FINDER
WAYS-FM
WBT, 50kw
IMOkc, CBS, Radio Sales, Ho
SB 40.00
5M
SB
BURLINGTON, Alamance, 17,805 homes. WBT-FM,
15M
NBC Keller
AHOSKI. Hertford, 4,677 homes, 84.8% radio, WISE, 250w, I230kc,
D BMB35.00 80.00 63.75 85.00 127.50
92.4% radio, 16,452 radio homes.
1M 5M
30M 47.00
1 Hr
3,966 radio homes.
N 70.00 4.00 127.50 170.00 255.00
6.00
10.00
D
18.00
28.00
WRCS, Ikw, 970kc, Dodson
SB 8.00 16.00 I380kc,
N
32.00 48.00 80.00 2DAM 4.87
affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
6.12 12.00 23.00 36.50 61.25 DSales 2.50 Chan.
4.80 260, 99.9mc, 54.6kw,
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
-D,
Ikw-N,
ABC, Taylor,
5kv,
Eickleberg
7.50 14.50 21.50
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 WLOS,
WBBB,
lkw-D,7.00920kc,
McGillvra,
Keenan &
10.00 19.00 28.00
22.00 36.00 60.00
D 5.25
14.00MBS,28.00
43.00 Grant
70.00 N 3.00
D 7.00 7.00 12.00 40.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00
WBTV
60.00 100.00
ALBEMARLE,
Stanly,
WBBB-FM, Gillvra,
Chan.
267, 101.
3, 8.2kw-aur.; I6.3k»
Radio (TV),
Sales,Chan.
CBS 120.00
Bonus daytime
only.Imc, 34kw, Mcdio, 8,793 radio
homes.9,568 homes, 91.9% ra- WLOS-FM, Chan. 282, I04.3mc, 92kw, Bonus
90.00
NBC, 120.00
ABC, 180.00
DuMont
50.00 50.00 I600kc,
N 3.00 3.50 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00 D
WABZ,
Ikw-D,
lOIOkc
WSKY,
250w,
I490kc,
Rambeau
160.00 240.00
D
3.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 3
50.00 D
90.1%
5.00 8.00 16.50 22.00 36.00 WFNS, Ikw-D, M50kc, LBS, Tobacco, Sears & N 65.00 65.00
N
6.00 11.00 24.00 H-R36.00
Rep. 60.00
Inc.,
Forjoe,36.00Hoo
ASHEBORO, Randolph, 12,897 homes
D
6.00Ikw-D,
6.00 12.00 24.00
WWNC,
D Ayer 4.50 5.25 10.00 18.00 30.00 52.50 WGIV,
Hooper 5kw, 570kc, CBS, MBS, 45.00
radio, 11,620 radio homes.
WSOC,
250w,
I240kc,
NBC,
H-R Repre;
75.00
WFNS-FM,
Chan.
230,
93.9mc,
2kw,
Sears
&
homes,
8.50 8.50 15.00 27.50
WGWR,
fives, Inc., BMB
D
5.00Ikw-D,5.00I260kc,
10.00BMB20.00 30.00 50.00 D
N 13.50 13.50 20.00 45.00 75.00 125.00
D
7.50
7.50
15.00
30.00
45.00
Ayer,
Bonus
WGWR-FM, Chan. 222, 92.3mc lOkw, Bonus
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 77.00
CHARLOTTE,
Mecklenburg, 45,960
daytime only.
BOONE, Watauga, 4,635 homes, 85.0% radio
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00
WSOC-FM, Chan. 276, 103. 5mc 38kw,
89.2% radio, 40,907 radio homes.
3,940 radio homes.
Representatives, Inc., Bonus
WATA, 250w, 3.20I450kc,8.00
MBS 16.00
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
ASHEVILLE, Buncombe, 33,346 homes,
radio, 29,945 radio homes.
3.20 8.00
3D AM 7.75
affiliates,
7.17 average
12.33 l-time
22.50rate36.33
N 11.75 10.50 18.00 39.00 61.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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GAIN

+ 100%

PROOF!!

OR
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AMONG

SCHENECTADY

LOSS

IN

TOTAL

THE

and

RADIO

TROY-

HOOPER

POINTS

DURING

1950*

+ 50% —

-50% —
NETWORK

-100%

NOTE
WPTR
some
THIRD
fourth

1
has achieved FIRST PLACE for
of its programs; SECOND AND
PLACE for many of them; and
place for practically all others.

STATIONS
NOTE 2

NOTE 3
During January, 1951, WPTR TIED ONE
OF THE LARGE NETWORK STATIONS
FOR THIRD PLACE with (3.4% of the
audience from 8:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
each Saturday.

During October and November 1950
WPTR TOPPED ALL STATIONS in percent of audience from 12:00 Noon to
6:00 P.M. Each Sunday.

* FROM A COMPARISON OF OCTOBER 1950 THRU JANUARY 1951 HOOPER REPORT
WITH PREVIOUS 1949-1950 HOOPER REPORT (Subscribed to by all Stations)

tnend

frvt&ien, tcifatOKUated

&y tile Ctt&ieaAe cCcvUty f950

MAIL

RESPONSE

NATIONAL
LOCAL

ALBANY - SCHENECTADY

- TROY

GROSS

GROSS
NEWS

50,000 WATTS

Ik

EVERY

BILLING

BILLING
HOUR
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HOUR

HOTEL TEN EYCK, ALBANY, NEW

YORK

Represented Nationally by WEED & COMPANY
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NORTH CAROLINA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 118)
CLINTON, Sampson, 11,452 homes, 81.6% radio, 9,345 radio homes.
WRRZ, Ikw-D, 880kc, ABC, Walker
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
36.00 93.7%
60.00
CONCORD, Cabarrus, 16,153 homes,
radio, 15,135 radio homes.
WEGO,
50.00
30.00 radio,
D
4.00Ikw-D,
6.00 I4l0kc,
7.50Clark17.50 85.9%
DUNN, Harnett, 11,104 homes
9,538 radio homes.
WCKB,
D
4.00Ikw-D,5.00780kc 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
DURHAM, Durham, 25,321 homes, 90.1% radio, 22,814 radio homes.
2D AM 7.00
affiliates,
7.50 average
12.50 l-time
25.00 rate40.50 67.50
N 10.00 10.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WDNC,
Raymer
D
10.005kw-D,
10.00 Ikw-N,
15.00 620kc,
30.00 CBS,45.00
75.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WDNC-FM,
Chan. 286, 105. 1 mc, 36kw, Raymer
(50% of AM Rates)
WSSB, 250w, I490kc, MBS, Cooke
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N 5.00 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
I3l0kc, Pearson,
WTIK, Ikw-D, 500w-N
Hooper
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 10.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
ELIZABETH CITY, Pasquotank, 6,343 homes,
86.0% radio, 5,455 radio homes.
2D AM affiliates,
4.35 5.35 average
10.37 l-time
22.00rate36.67 62.50
N
4.35 5.35 10.37 22.00 36.67 62.50
WCNC,
Burn-Smith
D
4.20250w,5.20I240kc,8.75MBS,20.00
37.35 65.00
N
4.20 5.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
WGAI,
LBS 36.00 60.00
D
4.50Ikw-D,5.50500w-N,
12.00 560kc,
24.00
N
4.50 5.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

ELKIN, Surry, 12,988 homes, 88.4% radio,
1 1,48 1 radio homes.
WIFM (FM), Chan. 265, 100. 9mc, 0.35kw, LBS
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
1.50 1.50 3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00
N
2.00 2.00 4.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
FAYETTEVILLE, Cumberland, 20,359 homes,
83.4% radio, 16,979 radio homes.
2D AM 3.75
affiliates,
4.25 average
8.50 l-time
20.45 rate33.60 54.00
N 4.50 5.00 9.00 20.95 36.60 63.00
WFAI,
D
7.50250w,9.50I230kc 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 11.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WFLB,
250w, 4.00
I490kc, 7.00
ABC, Burn-Smith
D
3.00
15.00 24.00 36.00
N 4.50 5.50 8.00 16.00 30.00 54.00
WFNC, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Walker
I390kc) 10.00 25.90 43.20 72.00
D (CP, 4.505kw, 4.50
N
4.50 4.50 10.00 25.90 43.20 72.00
WFNC-FM, Chan. 251, 98.1mc, 12kw, Bonus
FOREST CITY, Rutherford, 11,614 homes,
88.7% radio, 10,302 radio homes.
WBBO,
780kc 10.00 22.00 36.00 60.00
D Ikw-D,5.00
WBBO-FM, Chan. 227, 93.3mc, l.5kw, Bonus
daytime only.
N
2.50 5.00 11.00 18.00 30.00
FUQUAY SPRINGS, Wake, 32,386 homes,
89.9% radio, 29,115 radio homes.
WFVG,
Ikw-D,6.00 I460kc,
D
12.00Continental
27.00 45.00 75.00
GASTONIA, Gaston, 26,741 homes, 91.8%
radio, 24,548 radio homes.
WGNC,
D
3.50250w,3.50 I450kc,
5.50 ABC,15.00Continental
25.00 45.00
N 4.00 4.00 6.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
WGNC-FM, Chan. 270, I0l.9mc, ll.lkw, Bonus
DWLTC, 3.50Ikw-D,5.20I370kc,10.40Clark20.80 31.20 52.00
GOLDSBORO, Wayne, 15,124 homes, 84.2%
radio, 12,734 radio homes.
WGBR, 250w, I400kc, ABC
Ikw, 5.00
M50kc) 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
D (CP 5.00
N
5.00 5.00 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
WEOR(FM), Chan. 277, 93.3mc, 35kw, Bonus
GREENSBORO, Guilford; 48,511 homes, 90.8%
radio, 44,048 radio homes.
3D AM 6.75
affiliates,
6.83 average
14.33 l-time
29.00 rate42.67 71.67
N
10.50 10.33 20.67 41.67 63.33 105.00

Hollingbery, BMB,
WBIG,
Hooper5kw I470kc, CBS, ABC,
Ikw,1M
1 Hr
5M 15M 30M
8.50 I320kc,
D 8.50 14.00
17.00 35.00 50.00 85.00
27.00
85.00
140.00
55.00 Avery-Knodel,
N 14.00
WCOG
SB
Hooper
70.00
D
7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 100.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
13.75
WFMY
(FM), 1.50
Chan. 3.10
247, 97.3mc,
D 1.50
6.25 33kw
8.75 20.00
N 2.00 2.00 4.00 8.00 12.00
WFMY-TV, Chan. 2, 0.84kw-aur.; I.67kw-vis.;
CBS, ABC, NBC, DuMont, Harrington,
240.00
Parsons 60.00 96.00 144.00 400.00
D Righter
40.00 & 40.00
N 65.00 65.00 100.00 160.00 240.00
WGBG,
Burn-Smith
60.00
D
5.00250w,5.00I400kc,
12.00 MBS,24.00
36.00 75.00
N
7.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
GREENVILLE, Pitt, 14,069 homes, 84.2% radio,
11,846 radio homes.
WGTC, 5kw, 6.001590kc,12.00MBS,24.00
Pearson-Conlon
D
40.00 60.00
N
6.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
HENDERSON, Vance, 7,397 homes, 84.5% radio, 6,250 radio homes.
WHNC,
D
5.25 Ikw-D,
6.25 890kc,
12.50 MBS,25.00McKinney
37.50 56.25
WHNC-FM,
Chan. 223, 92.5mc, lOkw
D
5.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 56.25
HENDERSON VILLE, Henderson, 10,039 homes,
88.6% radio, 8,895 radio homes.
WHKP, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Cooke
D
3.96 3.96 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N
3.96 3.96 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
HICKORY, Catawba, 15,459 homes, 92.0% radio, 14,222 radio homes.
WHKY, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, I290kc, ABC, LBS,
Walker, Dodson
D
6.80 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
N
6.80 13.40 26.80 40.20 67.00
WHKY-FM, Chan. 275, I02.9mc, 2IOkw, Bonus
WIRC,
D
3.50Ikw-D,5.00630kc,10.00McGillvra
20.00 30.00 50.00
HIGH POINT. Guilford, 48,511 homes, 90.8%
radio, 44,048 radio homes.
WHPE,
Ikw-D,
D 3.75
4.50I070kc12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHPE-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 37kw, Bonus
30.00
only.
Ndays
Ian 1.88 2.25 6.00 12.00 18.00
WMFR, 250w, I230kc, ABC, Burn-Smith, 60.00
D
4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
4.00 4.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
WMFR-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 38kw,
Smith, Bonus.

JACKSONVILLE. Onslaw, 8,114 homes, V
radio, 250w,
6,816 radio
WJNC,
I240kc,homes.
MBS, Crossley
SB
1M
5M I5M 30M j
D
4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 i
N
4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 t
KANNAPOLIS, Cabarrus, 16,153 homes, 93
radio, 15,135 radio homes.
WGTL,
Ikw-D,4.20870kc 8.40 16.80 29.40 t
D
2.94
N
4.20 6.00 12.00 24.00 42.00 i
KINSTON, Lenoir, 10,631 homes, 85.5% ra
9,090 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D 4.25 4.75 9.50 i7.50 27.50 t
WELS, Ikw-D, lOIOkc, MBS, Devney
D 3.50 4.50 9.00 15.00 25.00 t
WFTC,
250w, I230kc,
ABC, Burn-Smith
D
5.00
5.00 10.00
20.00 30.00 E
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 5
LAURINSBURG, Scotland, 5,876 homes, 81
radio, 4,807 radio homes.
WEWO,
Ikw-D, I080kc, BMB
DWEWO-FM
5.00 (Night)
5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 t
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 i
LEAKSVILLE,
Rockingham, 16,385 hoi
90.1% radio, 14,763 radio homes.
WLOE, 250w, I490kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 <
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 t
WLOE-FM, Chan. 224, 92.7mc, 0.82kw
Bonus
LENOIR, Caldwell, 10,272 homes, 88.1% ra
9,050 radio 1340
homes.
WJRI,
D 250w,
4.00 4.00 kc,9.00MBS 18.00 30.00 !
N
4.00 4.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 !
LEXINGTON, Davidson, 15,527 homes, 9
radio, 14,130 radio homes.
WBUY, 250w I450kc, Continental, LBS
D 2.80 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 •
N 3.75 Chan.
5.00 232,
10.0094.3mc,
20.00305w,
30.00Bom 1
WBUY-FM,
LUMBERTON, Robeson, 18,670 homes, 8:
radio, 15,421 radio homes.
WTSB, 250w, I340kc, MBS, KBS, Continent,
D
5.00
N
5.00 11.00
11.00 22.00
22.00 33.00
33.00 1!
MAYODAN, Rockingham, 16,385 homes, 91
radio, 14,763 radio homes.
WFMB(FM) Chan. 228, 93.5mc, 0.38 kw, L
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 '
(Continued on page 122)
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MARION.
McDowell, 6,270 homes, 87.0%
radio, 5,455 radio homes.
WBRM, SBIkw-D,1M1250 5M
kc 15M 30M
D
3.60 7.80 18.00 28.80 48.00
1 rlr
MONROE, Union, 9,747 homes, 86.5% radio,
8,431 radio homes.
WMAP,
D
2.50250w-D,
3.35 I060kc,
5.00 LBS,
10.00Continental
18.00 30.00
MOORESVILLE, Iredell, 14,159 homes, 88.8%
radio, 12,573 radio homes.
WHIP,
Ikw-D, 6.00I350kc,7.50KBS 15.00 27.50 50.00
D
4.00
MOREHEAD CITY, Carteret, 6,281 homes,
83.8% radio, 5,263 radio homes.
WMBL,
70.40
D
4.50Ikw-D,4.50740kc,15.35McGillvra
28.10 42.45 90.0%
MORGANTON.
Burke, 10,346 homes,
radio, 9,311 radio homes.
WMNC, 250w, 1490 kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
MOUNT AIRY, 12,988 homes, B.4% radio,
1 1,48 1 radio homes.
WPAO,
Clark24.00 36.00 60.00
D
2.00Ikw-D,6.30740kc,12.00
homes, 81.2%
NEW BERN, Craven, 11,310
radio, 9,184 radio homes.
WHIT, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Pearson
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
NEWTON, Catawba, 15,459 homes, 92.0%
radio, 14,222 radio homes.
WNNC, 250w, I230kc, MBS, Continental
D
2.00 3.50 5.50 15.00 25.00 45.00
N
2.50 4.00 6.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
NORTH WILKESBORO, Wilkes, 10,664 homes,
82.8% radio, 8,830 radio homes.
WKBC,
D Ikw-D,6.408l0kc,14.00BMB 22.00 36.00 60.00
OXFORD, Granville, 6,724 homes, 83.1% radio,
5,588 radio homes.
WOXF, 250w, 1340 kc
D 0.75 3.50 8.00 15.00 20.00 32.00
N 0.75 6.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 48.00
RALEIGH, Wake, 32,386 homes, 89.9% radio,
29,1 15 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D 12.92 14.58 20.50 39.33 59.00 96.67
N 21.83 25.17 34.67 65.00 99.00 164.00
WNAO, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 850kc, ABC, Weed
D
8.75 8.75 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
12.50 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WNAO-FM,
Chan. 241, 96.lmc, 25kw, Weed,
Bonus.
WPTF, 50kw, 680kc NBC, Free & Peters, BMB,
Hooper
37.50 70.00 105.00 175.00
D 25.00 30.00 70.00
192.00 320.00
128.00 15kw,
N 45.00 55.00
Bonus
WPTF-FM, Chan. 234, 94.7mc,
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

County
Alleghany
Ashe
Avery
Beaufort
Bertie
Buncombe
Caldwell
Carteret
Caswell
Catawba
Cherokee
Clay
Cleveland
Craven
Cumberland
Currituck . . . r. . . .
Note: For sources see foreword.
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WRAL, 250w, I240kc, MBS, Pearson
S3 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N 8.00 8.00 14.00 27.00 45.00 72.00
WRAL-FM, Chan. 268, 101. 5mc, 54kw, Bonus
REIDSVILLE, Rockingham, 16,385 homes, 90.1%
radio, 14,763 radio homes.
WFRC,
Ikw, 6.00
I600kc 10.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
D 4.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
WREV,
250w-D,6.00I220kc,
Devney35.00 65.00
8.25LBS,20.00
D
6.00 8.25 20.00 35.00 65.00
N Devney
WREV(FM),
Chan. 271, 102. Imc, l.6kw, LBS,
D
6.00 8.25 20.00 35.00 65.00
6.00 8.25 20.00 35.00 65.00
N
ROANOKE RAPIDS, Halifax, 12,901 homes,
83.4% radio, 10,759 radio homes.
WCBT, 250w, I230kc, MBS, KBS
D
4.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
N
4.20 8.75 20.00 37.35 65.00
WCBT-FM, Chan. 254, 98.5mc, I6kw, Bonus.
ROCKINGHAM,
Richmond, 9,605 homes,
86.6% radio, 8,318 radio homes.
WAYN,
Ikw-D,
900kc
D 4.00 6.00 7.50 15.00 27.50 50.00
ROCKY MOUNT. Nash, 13,257 homes, 84.5%
radio, 11,202 radio homes,
2D AM 5.00
affiliates,
8.00 average
14.00 l-time
24.50 rate
40.00 65.00
WCEC,
Ikw-D,
8IOkc,
LBS,
KBS, Ra-Tel
D
6.00 12.00 27.00
45.00 75.00
WEED, Ikw, 1390kc, ABC
D 5.00 10.00 16.00 22.00 35.00 55.00
N 7.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 75.00
WEED-FM, Chan, 221, 92. 1 mc Bonus
WFMA(FM), Chan. 264, I00.7mc, 33kw, CBS,
LBS
D
4.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
ROXBORO, Person, 5,562 homes, 84.2% radio,
4,683 radio homes.
WRXO,
Ikw-D,6.50 I430kc,
D
17.50 LBS30.00 52.50 93.75
SALISBURY.
Rowan, 19,357 homes, 92.9%
radio, 17,983 radio homes.
WSAT,
I280kc, 15.00
Dodson 30.00 45.00 75.00
D 7.50Ikw, 7.50
N 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
W5TP, 250w, I490kc, MBS Burn-Smith, Crossley
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WSTP-FM, Chan. 293, 106. 5mc, 20kw
rates
Bonus all AM programs. Individual FM
on request.
SANFORD. Lee, 5,561 homes, 89.5% radio
103. Imc,
4,977 radio homes.
WSNS(FM), Chan. 276, 10.00 0.33kw
D
2.25 2.25 4.00 12.00 16.00 24.00
18.00 30.00
N 2.75 2.75 4.50
25.50
WWGP,
Ikw-D,
I050kc
D
6.00 12.00
39.00 65.00
WWGP-FM,
available) Chan. 288, 105. 5mc
data
SHELBY, Cleveland, 15,151 homes, 87.6%
radio, 13,272 radio homes.
(No 50.00
WOHS,
D
5.00250w-D,
5.00 730kc,
10.00 MBS20.00 30.00
WOHS-FM,
Chan.
241,
96.
Imc,
2.6kw,
Bonus
daytime only.
N 2.50 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
SMITHFIELD, Johnston, 15,607 homes, 84.9%
8.8%
radio, 13,250 radio homes.
WMPM,
Ikw-D,
I270kc
D
3.20 4.50 10.50 20.00 33.00 50.00
STATESVILLE, Iredell, 14,159 homes,
radio, 12,573 radio homes.

MARKET INDICATORS
CLASSIFICATIONS
Population
% of U. S
Homes
Percent Radio
Radio Homes
Retail Sales
Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume
Wholesale Trade Employes ....
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
Income
Percent distribution
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita
income
New Construction (Private)
..
Residential
Non-Residential
Automobile Registration
Telephones

2.71%
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87.1% YR.
FIGURES
FIGURES
61.8%
4,061,929
3,571,623
983,068
764,144
DFC or o
Ant o/Jo
ooo,zoZ aO
471,8o.J
$2,623,684,000
2,223,378,000
130, lot fin
48
85,147
831,300,000
$3,073,911,000
42,367
43,972
1.49%
64%
55%
1.70%
382,819
$3,349,000,000
$

854

$ 215,400,000
$ 108,500,000
$ 60,900,000
1,056,309
539,200
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword. Management,

WSIC, 250w, I400kc, MBS, Continental
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WSIC-FM, Chan. 289, I05.7mc, 2.4kw, Bonus
TARBORO, Edgecombe, 11,561 homes, 84.5%
radio, 9,769 radio homes.
WCPS,
Ikw-D,5.00
760kc 10.00 18.00 35.00 65.00
D 3.50
THOMASVILLE,
Davidson, 15,527 homes,
91.0% radio, 14,130 radio homes.
DWTNC,4.75Ikw-D,4.75790kc10.00 14.00 36.00 48.00
WTNC-FM,
Chan. 252, 98.3mc, 450, Bonus
daytime only.
N
2.50 2.50 5.00 7.00 18.00 24.00
WADESBORO, Anson, 6,277 homes, 83.8%
radio, 5,260 radio homes.
WADE,
D
3.00Ikw-D,4.0012 lOkc8.00 15.00 27.50 50.00
WASHINGTON, Beaufort, 9,531 homes, 82.2%
radio, 7,834 radio homes.
WHED,
D
4.00250w,4.00I340kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 4.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WRRF,
Walker45.00 75.00
D
8.005kw-D,8.00930kc,15.00ABC,30.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WAYNESVILLE, Haywood, 9,903 homes, 86.6%
radio, 8,576 radio homes.
DWHCC, 1.90250w, 2.40I400kc,8.00 MBS 15.00 20.00 40.00
N
1.90 2.40 8.00 15.00 20.00 40.00
WHITEVILLE, Columbus, 11,709 homes, 82.6%
radio, 9,672 radio homes.
WENC, 250w, I240kc, MBS, Clark
D
3.50 4.50 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
N
3.50 4.50 7.50 12.50 20.00 35.00
WILLIAMSTON, Martin, 5,871 homes, 82.2%
radio, 4,826 radio homes.

$181,574,000
316
1,131,000,000

67,700,000
35,900,000
15,700,000
848,357
283,100
Further reproduct

WIAM, Ikw-D, 900kc
SB 4.00
1M 115.00
5M 20.00
15M 30.00
30M !1
D
4.00
WILMINGTON, New Hanover, 19,429 ho
86.4% radio, 16,787 radio homes.
2D AM 5.25
affiliates,
l-time rate
7.50 average
13.75 23.00
31.00 !
N
6.80 9.05 15.15 25.80 34.50 !
WGNI,
BMB 250w, I340kc, MBS, Pearson, Cor
D 4.50 9.00 13.50 18.00 27.00
27.00
N 4.50 9.00 13.50 18.00
Burn-Smith
WMFD,
Ikw, 6.00
630kc,14.00
ABC 28.00
35.00
D 6.00
N 9.10 9.10 16.80 33.60 42.00
WMFD-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, I Ikw, Bor
WILSON. Wilson, 12,400 homes, 84.1% re
10,428 radio homes.
WGTM, 5kw, 590kc, CBS
D
8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 10.00 10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 II
WVOT,
D
6.00Ikw-D,6.00500w-N,
10.00 I420kc
16.50 30.00
N
7.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
WINSTON-SALEM,
Forsyth, 38,401 hoi0
89.8% radio, 34,484 radio homes.
3D AM 7.33
affiliates,
7.33 average
14.00 l-time
28.33 rate
45.00 ;
N 10.67 10.67 20.67 41.67 63.33 1(
WAAA, lkw-D, 980kc, Forjoe
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 35.00
WAIR,
ABC, 20.00
Walker,40.00
Conle
D
6.00250w, 6.00I340kc,10.00
WAIR-FM,
N 8.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00
Chan. 226, 93. Imc, 34kw, Wa
Bonus
Reed,
WSJS,
5kw , 600kc,
8.50 NBC,
17.00 Headley-Reed
35.00 50.00
D 8.50
N 14.00 14.00 27.00 55.00 85.00 I
WSJS-FM,
WTOB,
Chan. 281, I04.lmc, 48kw, Hea
Bonus
45.00
15.00
7.50
7.50
Ikw,
I380kc, CBS-MBS,
10.00 10.00
30.00 Taylor
20.00 40.00 60.00

NORTH CAROLINA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
(*$000)
Total
1950
1940
1950
Percentage
Employment
Mid-March
Retail Sales Farm Income
1948 Taxable
1940
1950
1948 (!
Radio
Radio
Homes
Homes
1950
1950
Radio
Homes
rolls Is
Population
Population
($000)
4,227,903
1
71,035
16,452
17,805
57,427
55,302
23,214
1,850,916
86.0
14,496
13,454
92.4
9,675
3,491
860
1,616.109
82.3
342
8,101
5,144
2,466
3,002
605
1,596
1,760
83.8
2,138
26,781
8,341
28,443
13,009
83.2
696
22,664
6,277
21,866
5.260
2,758
1,092
3,005,639
4,387
2,731
5,649
5,273
1,154,908
3,248
13,338
1
2,706
13,561
2,218
1,285
25,006
82.2
37,031
36,431
83.3
9,398,202
2,966
12,879
3.822
82.6
5.687
9,531
26,449
7,834
3,446
26,201
12,078
6,257,539
4,697
9,008,272
82.5
29,684
1,470
27,156
2,273
6,753
81.9
529
2,869,103
5,571
19,227
17,125
2,749
2,342
108,789
108,755
4,813
89.8
1
122.557
3,734
29,945
33,346
1,406
19,024
3,942
28,687
4,033,127
90.0
45,440
970,650
19,703
38,615
10,346
890
10,174
9,311
5,242
93.7
1
64,010
4,831*
59,393
2,683,491
15,135
52,337
16,153
10,315
29,271
43,329
35,795
1,137,013
22,264
9,050
10,272
4,775
86.2
656
5,209
88.1
1,702,117
5,440
10,367
1,465
11,473
83.8
22.951
1,263
6,281
2,321
18,284
83.0
(1) 2,435
254
607
1,554.279
20,892
3,533
5,932,464
20,032
5,263
92.0
42,554
61.569
3,771
15,459
1,691
(1)
20,812
3,014,190
51,653
86.6
14,222
12,445
25,397
5,929,986
8,733
2,827
24,726
84.4
6.260
18,296
4.543 •
684,997
*
add
5,421
18,813
4,425
81.1
1,251
1,902
12,510
3,735
7,593
672,073
2.325
83.6
2,641,281
2,449
11,572
1,200
513
741
252
6,011
2,867
1.503
6,529
6,405
25.577
87.6
1.466
64,316
1,226
58,055
13,272
14,471
38,527
15,151
82.6
4,331
14,868,054
50,585
11,709
45,663
28,603
81.2
3,598
6,003,891
48,681
.
5.695,594
155
31.298
8,022
9.758
9,672
16,979
4,575
11,310
3,274
83.4
82,892
9,184
20,359
6,079
61,864
82.7
59,320
704
1,975,976
, .
6.157
(1)
6.709
1,919
909
5,364
2,875
1,587
19,585
6,041
1,675
1,922
1,857
90.2
unlicensed Farm Income (1)
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction10,551*
(Continued on page Ui>
•
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BROADCASTING

• Telecast!

'
'

he

*ons"

are

it

llayon, nylon, orlon — the fabulous fabrics — fascinate and
erve the American woman. For her, the Carolinas
pin and weave them all — producing each year 40%
if the rayon and related broad woven fabrics produced
n the United States.* Here's another steady source
f wage-dollars for WBT's 3,000,000 listeners
he largest group of your prospects you can
each by any advertising medium

in

he two Carolinas.

* U. S. ProductionSi, 002,923,000
N. C.-S. C. Production$398,538,000

COLOSSUS

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

Represented

OF THE CAROLINAS

DROADCASTING

Nationally

August 20, 1951

COMPANY

by Radio

•

Sales

Marketbook, Page 123

NORTH
County

Durham

1950
Population
62,225
15,433

CAROLINA
1940
Population
53,377
14,909
39,739
80,244
49,162
126,475
30.382
87,531
10,060
6,418
29,344
18,548
153,916
56,512
44,239

100,641
51,591
145,076
Forsyth
Franklin
31,333
Gaston
110,706
9,526
........ 6,873
31,878
Greene
18,041
Guilford
190,152
58,475
47,634
37,672
30,843
21,436
Hoke
15,609
6,465
Hyde
56,148
Jackson
19,239
65,751
11,012
23,456
45,913
27,156
McDowell
25,741
16,150
Madison
20,588
Martin
27,972
196,160
Mecklenburg
Mitchell
15,139
17,282
32,933
Nash
59,900
63,342
Northampton
28,440
41,857
34,415
9,981
24,143
18,391
9,601
24,136
Pitt
63,750
Polk
11,613
50,750
39,412
87,733
64,965
75,238
46,257
49,760
Scotland
26,321
37,081
Stanly
21,535
45,672
9,970
15,321
Transylvania
5,051
Tyrell
7
41,989
32,036
Wake
135,942
23,556
13,170
18,296
64,174
Wilkes
45,202
53,837
22,132
16,304
(1) Includes Camden and Currituck. *($000).
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm
Page 124, August 20, 1951
• Marketoook

33,804
26,049
19.352
14,937
7.860
50,424
19.366
63,798
10,926
18,743
41.211
24,187
22,996
15.880
22.522
26.111
151,826
15.980
16,280
30.969
55,608
47,935
28,299
17,939
23,072
9,706
20.568
17,710
9,773
25,029
61,244
11,874
44,554
36,810
76,860
57.898
69,206
45.577
47,440
23,232
32,834
22,658
41,783
12,177
12,241
5,556
39.097
29,961
109,544
23.145
12.323
18.114
58,328
43,009
50.219
20,657
17,202
Income

RADIO

1950
Homes
15,527
3,948
10,064
25,321
11,561
38,401
7,095
26,741
2,130
1,821
6,724
3,715
48.511
12,901
11,104
9,903
10.039
4,677
3.267
1,734
14.159
4,651
15.607
2,355
5,561
10,631
6,326
6,270
4,681
4,787
5,871
45,860
3,803
4,281
8,335
13.257
19,429
6,035
8,114
7,966
2,590
6,343
4,562
2,422
5,562
14,069
3,311
12,897
9,605
18,670
16,385
19,357
11.614
11,452
5,876
9,568
5,268
12,988
2,392
3,976
1,254
9,747
7,397
32,386
4,920
3,076
4,635
15,124
10,664
12.400
5,411
3,776

MARKET
1950
Radio Homes
14,130
3,514
8,313
22,814
9,769
34,484
5.860
24,548
1,749
1,497
5,588
3,225
44,048
10,759
9.538
8,576
8,895
3,966
2,708
12,573
1,441
3,818
13.250
1,931
4,977

DATA
Percentag
Radio
91.0
89.0
82.6
90.1
84.5
89.8
82.6
91.8
82.1
82.2
83.1
86.8
90.8
83.4
85.9
86.6
88.6
84.8
82.9
83.1
88.8
82.1
84.9
82.0
89.5

3.320

85.5
89.1
87.0
82.0
82.0
82.2
89.2
87.3

3,737
7,193
11,202
16,787
4,979

86.3
84.5
86.4
82.5

9,090
5,636
5.455
3,838
3,925
4,826
40,907

6,816
7,177
2,119
5,455
3,704
2,025
4,683
11,846
2,904
11,620
8,318
15,421
14,763
17,983
10,302
9,345
4,807
8,793
4,525
11,481
1,978
3,475
1,060
8,431
6,250
29,115
3,897
2,633
12,734
3,940

84.0
90.1
81.8
86.0
81.2
83.6

BY COUNTIES
1940
Radio
Homes
8,729
2,003
14,882
3,684
22,900
5,498
2,703
14,656
799
2,680
537
2,015
28,486
4,967
5.029
4,449
4,076
665
1,854
1,246
7,621
1,664
7.063
862
2,718
5,182
3,411
2,893
1,453
2,048
2,178
26,847
1,924
1,923
3,631
6,246
7,803
1,950
1,445
817
3,374
2,998
1,449

84.2
84.2
87.7
90.1
86.6
82.6
90.1
92.9

1,001
2,629
6,802
1,511
6,595
4,619
6,788
8,865
12,697

88.7
81.6

6,349
4,239
2,090

81.8
91.9
82.7
95.9
88.4
87.4
84.5
86.5
84.5
89.9

5,419
2,639
5,605
941
1,570
579
4.997
3.290
16,529
1,440

(Continued from page 122 )\
(*$000)
1950 Total
1950
Employment Taxable
Retail Sales Farm Income
Mid-March rolls 1st
194S
($000)
37,675
15,870
3,944,016
2,029,027
6,171
14,757
12,212,021
1,624
2,625,955
26,399
31,255
1,734
93,579
15,146,932
42,610
109,269
6,897
4,321,243
10,048,946
10.019
1,671
2,727,477
37,119
78,224
2,275
2,546,589
332,642
232
2,070
894
8,694,611
13,557
10,008,983
208
1,523
4,777
195,471
62,025
8,381,906
12,575,169
37.727
24,575
20,879
4,953
8,816
. 6,304
2,235,279
22,672
4,177
205
12.542
645
16,983*
3,796,500
2,121
5,208
1,386
36,885
5,836,375
12,868
3,298*
701,972
6,787
31,256
21,622,911
1,167
7,433*
350
4,136,114
2.050
3,320,573
5,022
15.734
4,504
1,696*
33,642
11,942,216
14,219
3,602,276
620,804
5,621
4,460
13.027
983,575
6,071
5,514
528
4,993
3,210,579
701
14,792
10,471,405
226,920
4,474,389
59,052
732,828
1,663
1,876
5,831
9.647
21,734
40.702
63,206
7,773
12,726
16,737
21,455
1,797
4,026
5.298
12.575
42,528
4,686
27,833
28,535
48,973
37,163
50,334
25.408
18,295
14,978
23,722
4,899
31,268
1,254
1,897
516
4,420
23,014
4,576

1,599,849
4,863,089
18,583,840
1,522,839
4,540,501
3,591,887
2,048,817
10,665*
3,131,797
3,613,960
6,271,060
22,220,171
719,023
4,745,639
3.949*
2,890,190
21,898,279
8,002,034
3,677,960
2,511,153
13,520,474
3,348,691
2,654,696
7,045,553
8,138,752
196,825
467.902
7,395,001
5,851,376
16,474,188
5,605,879
1,454,936
1.398*
2,031,290
14,662.569
5,733,085
17,412,600
5,508,365
1,436,011

5,163
3,677
14,013
4,452
1,046
1,428
3,247
529
4,170
1,300
558
3,267
4,744
1,169
13,021
7,116
13,613
7,262
13,438
2,379
8,423
3,887
497
8,681
603
9,928
3,494
514
3,157
4,668
22,605

1,168
8,920
5,893
734
2,051
6,575
46,215
7,015
19.361
82.8
8,830
4,336
35,873
10,428
84.1
390
5,792
87.1
5,365
81.9
362
4,713
4,189
3,093
marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add
BROADCASTING
• Telecast
79.2
85.0
85.6
84.2

1,200
2,008
6,736
4,086
6,191
1.475
2,566

NORTH DAKOTA
SPOT RATE FINDER

BROADCASTING^5- TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP

i RCK, Burleigh, 6,622 homes, 97.4%
o, 6,450 radio homes.
5kw, 550kc, NBC,
|SB
1M
5M
).00 10.00 20.00
j.00 15.00 34.00

NORTH

® Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number ol FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations

ScaL of WllL

MAP® BY1951,WALTfB
P. BAIRN. WUDOtEBUBT.
Broadcasting
Publications,VBMOMT
Inc.

DAKOTA

wm£ '0<\
ROLETTE TOWNER

£5

Blair, BMB, Conlan
15M 30M 1 Hr
40.00 60.00 100.00
80.00 120.00 200.00

Minot LU
QWilHston

S LAKE, Ramsey, 3,779 homes, 97.5%
o, 3,685 radio homes.
250w, 1240kc, MBS, BMB, Conlan
r5.00 5.00 9.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
5.00 5.00 9.50 17.50 30.00 50.00

Grand Forks
GRAND FORKS

NSON, Stark, 3,923 homes, 96% radio,
•6 radio homes.
250w, 1230kc, Lawson
7.50 7.50 13.50 22.50 37.50 57.00
'00 9.00 16.00 27.00 45.00 68.40

affiliates, average 1-time rate
B.15 10.35 18.50 37.00 55.50 92.50
6.50 21.00 37.50 75.00 112.50 187.50

1, 5kw, 970kc, NBC, Free & Peters,
uper
8.80 13.20 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
8.00 27.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 225.00

*
MANDAN, Morton, 4,853 homes, 97.4% radio, 4,727 radio homes.

MARKET

KGCU. lkw-D, 250w-N, 1270kc, MBS, Walker
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.80 7.60 15.00 30.00 40.00 75.00
N
6.80 7.60 15.00 30.00 40.00 75.00

CLASSIFICATIONS

MINOT, Ward, 9,452 homes,
9,225 radio homes.

97.6% radio,

ID FORKS, Grand Forks. 10.086 homes,
3% radio, 9,864 radio homes.

\ affiliates, average 1-time rate
5.72 5.72 10.50 22.25 33.37 55.62
7.50 7.50 13.85 29.00 43.50 72.50

lkw-D, 500w-N, 1440kc, CBS, Avery>del, BMB
6.25 6.25 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
<, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
5.20 5.20 8.50 19.50 29.25 48.75
7.00 7.00 11.70 26.00 39.00 65.00
STOWN, Stutsman, 5,848 homes, 97.4%
lio, 5,696 radio homes.
5kw, 600kc, CBS, Weed, BMB, Conlan
12.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
16.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

KLPM, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1390kc, MBS, Walker,
Lawson, BMB, Conlan
4.20 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
6.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

KOVC, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Conlan
D
2.80 3.75 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
3.75 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WILLISTON, Williams, 4,896 homes, 96.7%
radio, 4,734 radio homes.

Population

YR.

FIGURES YR.

'50

641,935 '40

.4%

'50

0.49% '40

163,887

'50

148,179 '40

97%

'50

88.4% '40

Radio Homes

158,970

'50

131,000 '40

Retail Sales

$ 648,775,000

% of U. S
Homes
Percent Radio

Retail Trade Employes

'50

27,229

607,519,000 '48

'48

$ 959,981,000

Wholesale Trade Employes
Manufacturing Employment

'48

8,928

16,025 '39

170,300,000 '39

'48

6,335 '39

(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payroll

5,726 '47

(1st Quarter)

Per Capita Income
$
Percent of national per capita
income
New Construction (Private)
Residential
Non-Residential

$3,041,000 '47

.36%

'49

1,202

'49

90%

'49

0.31% '40
368 '40
64%

'40

... $

38,600,000

'47

9,400,000 '39

$
$

9,300,000
7,300,000

'47
'48

2,300,000 '39
1,200,000 '39

276,027

'50

235,743 '48

Telephones

125,800

'50

81,200 '45

4
0'0
0,0

,00

Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
9

0
0'04

0,

00

7,

23

• Telecasting

DAKOTA

619,636

Automobile Registration
KWBM, 250w, 1450kc
D 3.60 3.60 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.80 4.80 8.40 16.80 25.20 42.00

NORTH

FIGURES

Percent distribution
VALLEY CITY, Barnes, 4,590 homes, 97%
radio, 4,452 radio homes.

FOR

703

OADCASTING

INDICATORS

Wholesale Sales Volume
KCJB, lkw, 910kc, CBS, Weed, Hooper
D 4.50 6.75 13.60 27.75 40.80 68.00
N
8.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

* *

$

: All rates one-time. Home and radio
■ figures for each city include entire
y. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
■ated from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio BMB. For complete explanation
:oreword.

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 4.35 6.87 13.80 27.87 41.40 69.00
N 7.00 11.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00

A

(T) Valley City

([JlBismarck

O, Cass, 15,446 homes, 98.5% radio,
214 radio homes.

, 5kw, 790kc, ABC, Boiling
.7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
5.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

]

Jamestown [TJ

August 20, 1951

•
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.1

County
Adams
Barnes
Benson
Billings
Bottineau
Bowman
Burke
Burleigh
Cass
Cavalier
Dickey
Divide
Dunn
Eddy
Emmons
Foster
Golden Valley
Grand Forks .
Grant
Griggs
Hettinger
Kidder
LaMoure
Logan
McHenry
Mcintosh
McKenzie
McLean
Mercer
Morton
Mountrail . . . :
Nelson
Oliver
Pembina
Pierce
Ramsey
Ransom
Renville
Richland
Rolette
Sargent
Sheridan
Sioux
Slope
Stark
Steele
Stutsman
Towner
Traill
Walsh
Ward
Wells
Williams
Note: For sources see foreword.

DAKOTA

RADIO

MARKET

BY COUNTIES
rolls Is
(*S00Q)
1940
1950
Total
1950
i ocn
Retail Sales Farm Income
Mid-March
1940
1950
Employment
1950 Percentage
Radio Homes
Radio Homes Radio
Population Homes
1 943
Population
(S000)
6.083
291
314
963
93.8
4,910
4,139,359
1,358
4,664
17,495
16,884
17,814
3,945
10,268.877
1,274
4,590
1943 '
10.675
12,629
97.0
2,859
4,452
1,366
6,740,529
2,768
423
166
417
453
96.8
2,459
5,414
1,777
2,531
13,253
615
12,140
97.0
92.0
1,831,983
2,851
11,729,019
3,483
95.8
3,591
4,001
6,248
3,860
3,301,657
1,192
9,756
96.1
1,142
7,653
2.082
6.621
822
6,971,046
4,954
22,736
26.673
4.235
4.868
2,001
36,432
30212
6,142,218
1,734
6,450
97.4
98.5
282
6,622
58,877
12,191
24,044.889
52,849
15,446
14,106
15,214
83,866
319
13,923
2.665
11,840
10,359,454
3,116
3,013
97.0
96.7
9,181
2,037
5,840,719
9,121
2,472
9,696
2,398
384
1,888
9,383
7.086
1.658
97.7
5.967
5,954.141
1,845
156
590
5,347
5,909,433
1,737
8,376
7,212
1,655
1,397
98.3
4,227
3,215,851
95.3
1,410
2,290
5,372
1,215
11,699
1,386
341
95.0
5,741
7,010,885
9,715
1,776
5.522
7,298
2,176
358
318
5,337
1,221
5,824
3,694,132
6,551
1,386
96.1
985
1,442
2,781,709
3,499
3.498
93.8
18,264.653
34,518
39,443
4.248
10,086
97.8
924
53,453
762
7,844
252
1,645
7,114
6,188
4,800,577
9,864
1,746
8.264
94.2
254
1,355
4,708,756
4,386
1.231
5,818
5,460
1,479
97.2
95.7
188
1,337
7,457
1,522
5,016
7,100
4,193,336
9,234
1,712
167
96.9
6,168
1,638
1,572
4,537,835
6,692
411
97.1
10.298
394- 43
1,263
6,050,915
2.027
2,461
1,523
4,044
9,498
2,390
95.6
6,357
1,497
1,431
4,042,470
7,561
96.5
8,574
1,247
12,556
14,034
10,104,961
4,425
3,354
324
94.6
184
2,827
9,671
1,885
3,237
8.984
7,590
1.805
1,536
1,993
206
4,301,718
7,444
6.849
2,027
8,426
7,385.615
4.579
96.2
674
16,082
5,139
1,950
18,824
11,768,607
3.126
405
817
13,052
94.5
612
8.686
1.599
5,017,796
4,944
6,626
2,204
2,083
97.4
19.295
20,184
9,611
7,657,315
19,411
4,853
96.9
10,482
2,848
3,842
9,418
2,274
4,727
1,498
448
2,760
8,577,586
97.0
9,129
6,658,615
8,697
8,359
8,090
2,176
1,925
671
729
755
3.091
3,859
2,111
3,083,991
12.927
96.6
13.990
15,073,305
15,671
921
3,712
3,623
97.6
493
96.3
1.661
2,108
3.166
6,369,423
8.326
9,208
7.212
2,030
97.5
636
14.373
3,779
15,626
19.295
3,340
97.8
3,685
399
7,736,018
10,061
8,876
2,418
5,754,164
2.365
8.528
1,523
173
98.6
2.122
1,590
1,299
22,905
4,924
7,048,843
5,405
16,866,841
1,568
98.0
19,865
20.519
92.8
1,539
2,518
4,320
5,533
■
5,154
327
12.583
11,102
5,051
1.860
4,522,080
2,337
221
97.5
8,693
6,309,155
7.616
1,981
4,295
6,507
112
95.9
1,827
1,931
458
1.255
5,253
6.616
4,502,685
1,373
55
656
807
4.419
92.0
1,759,737
1,317
3,696
3,193
1,381
614
33
614
647
94.9
2,315
742
2,932,886
2,932
96.0
16,137
3,923
15,414
2.848
20,591
6,333,020
97.3
120
6.820,038
6,193
1,424
3,766
1,690
5,145
1,228
3,687
97.4
23,495
10,429,284
24,158
26,649
4.562
1,386
2.153
5,848
279
5,696
1,785
6.360
7,200
1,520
7,047,932
690
1,721
11,763.558
2,587
12,300
11,359
96.4
11,901
3,051
5,811
20,747
97.0
3,110
18.859
17,752,385
19,318
98.1
3,919
5,060
97.6
31,981
46,975
7.244
34,782
4,908
2.386
96.9
9,225
495
9,452
3,816
11,198
952
10,417
7,765,543
22,695
96.7
9,460
3,698
16.315
8.588,931
16,442
4,734
3,690
4,896
add
Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk
Further reproduction unlicensed Farm1,620
Inco
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sal es Management."
NORTH

OHIO
SPOT RATE FINDER
98.3%
AKRON,
Summit.
117,553 homes,
ASHLAND, Ashland, 10,242 homes, 97.2%
radio, 115,555 radio homes.
radio, 9,955 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
WATG, 250w, I340kc, McGillvra, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
96.67 D 6.25 6.25 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
D 11.17 11.17 21.50 38.67 58.00 184.00
N 18.75 18.75 37.50 73.67 110.33
27.00 45.00
N 6.25 6.25 9.00 18.00 I0.2kw,
Bonus
WADC, 5kw, I350kc, CBS, Hollingbery I 10.00 WATG-FM, Chan. 267, 101. 3mc,
D 12.50 12.50 25.00 44.00 66.00 220.00
N 22.50 22.50 45.00 88.00 132.00
ASHTABULA, Ashtabula, 25,820 homes, 97.6%
radio, 25,200 radio homes.
WAKR, 5kv I590kc, ABC, Weed
D 15.00 15.00 27.50 48.00 72.00 120.00 WICA, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 970kc, Conlan, BMB
N 22.50 22.50 45.00 88.00 132.00 220.00 D
9.00 9.00 15.00 26.00 42.00 70.00
Chan. 248, 97.5mc, I4.7kc, Weed,
WAKR-FM,
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
Bonus
Forjoe,48.00Pulse 80.00 WICA-FM, Chan. 279, I03.7mc, 52kw, Bonus
WCUE,7.50Ikv 7.501 150kc,16.00Indie,32.00
D
ATHENS, Athens, 12,482 homes, 95.1% radio,
N 4.88 4.88 10.40 20.80 31.20 52.00
11,870 radio homes.
MBS,
Meeker
WHKK,
Ikv,
WATH,
36.00
,
640kc
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00
60.00 D Ikw-D,
5.20 I540kc9.10 13.00 26.00 39.00
N 11.25 I 1.25 22.50 45.00 67.00 112.50
Belmont, 25,573 homes, 95.8% raALLIANCE, Stark, 79,925 homes, 97.8% radio, BELLAIRE.
dio, 24,499 radio homes.
78,167 radio homes.
WTRF, Ikw-D, I290kc, MBS, Walker, Conlan
WFAH(FM), Chan. 269, 101. 7mc, Ikw, LBS
D
7.50 10.00 15.00 25.00 35.00 50.00 D 8.50 9.50 14.00 22.00 38.00 65.00
N
7.50 10.00 15.00 25.00 35.00 50.00 N 9.75 11.00 16.00 32.00 55.00 80.00
WTRF-FM, Chan. 263, 100. 5mc, 20kw, Walker
N
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 37.50
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio CAMBRIDGE, Guernsey, 11,640 homes, 95.4%
radio, 11,105 radio homes.
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes WILE, Ikw-D, I270kc, BMB
8.00 15.30 23.80 40.00 68.00
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
(Continued on page 128)
see foreword.
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INDICATORS

FOR

CLASSIFICATION
FIGURES YR.
Population
7,946,627
% of U. S
, 5.3%
Homes
2,310,036
Percent Radio
97.4%
Radio Homes
2,249,975
Retail Sales
$ 7,615,119,000
Retail Trade Employes
404,378
Wholesale Sales Volume
$ 9,396,849,000
Wholesale Trade Employes
119,561
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payroll
(1st Quarter)
Income
$11,443,000,000
Percent distribution
5.79%
Per Capita Income
$
1,436
Percent of national per capita
income
108%
New Construction (Private)
$ 1,124,300,000
Residential
$ 720,900,000
Non-Residential
$ 232,300,000
Automobile Registration
2,795,073
Telephones
2,613,900

|

'5
'

'4

OHIO
5.26%
FIGURES
91.7%
6,907,612
1,852,318
1,697,672
7,343,316,000
282,963
2,630,800,000
78,061
5.86%
1,213,965
$835,305,000
112%
4,448,000,000
643

213,900,000
125,400,000
42,100,000
2,423,264
1,691,500
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduc
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
BROADCASTING
Telecast)

'

*

***

An independent survey of radio listening
habits in the Red River Valley was recently

over the next station ... a 31/2't0'^ favorite
over all competition combined!*

made by students at North Dakota Agricultural College. The Survey covered 3,969 farm
families in 22 counties within about 90 miles

It's the same story in town. Year after year,
WDAY makes a run-away of the Hooper
race, consistently getting a 3-to-l greater Share
of the Fargo-Moorhead Audience than all
other stations combined!

of Fargo. In answer to the question, "To
what radio station does your family listen
most?", 78.6% of the families said WD AY,
4.4% Station "B", 2.3% Station "C", 2.1%
Station "D", etc. WDAY was a 17-to-l choice

Truly, WDAY is a colossal radio buy in a
stupendous farm market. Write direct, or ask
Free & Peters for all the facts.

'Competition includes local studios of the other three major networks.
WDAY

•

NBC

•

970 KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

OHIO
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 126)
CANTON, Stark, 79,925 homes, 97.8% radio,
78,167 radio homes.
2 AM SBnon-affiliates,
1M
5Maverage15M l-time30M rate 1 Hr
D
5.30 5.75 12.50 25.50 38.50 45.00
WAND,
D
4.40500w-D,
5.75 900kc,
12.00 McGillvra
25.00 38.00 45.00
WAND-FM, Chan. 223, 92.5mc, I5kw, Bonus
WCMW,
Ikw-D,
I040kc,
Sears
D
6.00 13.00 26.00 & Ayer
39.00 65.00
WHBC, 5kw, I480kc, ABC, Taylor, Hooper
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 150.00
75.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 ABC,
WHBC-FM, Chan. 231, 94.lmc, I5kw,
Taylor
(Sold in combination with WHBC) 95.0%
CHILLICOTHE, Ross, 14,830 homes,
radio, 14,089 radio homes.
WBEX, 250w, I490kc, ABC, Grant, Conlan,
Hooper
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CINCINNATI,
Hamilton, 214,622 homes,
97.4% radio, 209,042 radio homes.
4D AM 20.73
affiliates,
average
21.57 58.06 l-time
109.37rate163.00 258.75
N 37.67 39.17 108.62 208.75 316.00 505.00
WCKY, 50kw, I530kc, Pulse
90.00 150.00
D 20.00 25.00 30.00 60.00 180.00
300.00
N 30.00 40.00 60.00 120.00
WCPO, 250w, I230kc, MBS, Branham, Hooper
D 15.25 17.75 40.00 70.00 100.00 175.00
N 23.00 27.50 50.00 100.00 140.00 300.00
WCPO-FM, Chan. 286, 105. Imc, lOkw, Bonus
WCPO-TV,
DuMont, Chan.
Branham7, I2kw-aur.; 2lkw-vis., ABC,
D 32.50 37.50 50.00 100.00 150.00
Katz,
CBS, 250.00
N 65.00 75.00 Ikw-N,
100.00 200.00
550kc, 300.00 500.00
WKRC, 5kw-D,
102.00 170.00
D Hooper,
30.00 BMB
30.00 42.50 68.00 204.00
85.00 136.00 I2.6kw, 340.00
N 60.00 60.00 270.
101.
9mc,
WKRC-FM,
sit Radio Chan,
Tran(See Transit Radio listing for rates)
WKRC-TV, Chan. II, I2.3kw-aur. 24.5kw-vis.
CBS, Katz
D 50.00 45.00 105.00 140.00 210.00 425.00
N 150.00 125.00 210.00 280.00 420.00 850.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
LATEST

HOOPER

REPORT

WLW, 50kw, 700kc, NBC, MBS, Nielsen
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D (on request) 119.75 239.50 360.00 540.00
N (on request) 239.50 479.00 720.00 1080.00
WLWA (FM), Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 9kw, Bonus
WLWT
NBC (TV), Chan. 4, I9.5kw-aur.; 23.5kw-vis.;
D 42.50 42.50 I 10.00 170.00 255.00 425.00
N 125.00 125.00 215.00 340.00 510.00 850.00
WSAI,
Pulse 5kw, I360kc, ABC, Avery-Knodel, BMB,
D 16.95 16.95 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 30.00 30.00 40.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
WSAI-FM, Chan. 274, I02.7mc, I4.7kw, Bonus
CLEVELAND, Cuyahoga, 406,314 homes, 98.3%
radio, 399,407 radio homes.
4D AM 28.25
affiliates,
31.88 average
48.00 l-time
94.00 rate144.00 240.00
N 58.12 41.88 87.00 174.00 241.00 435.00
4D AM 9.47
non-affiliates,
average
rate 111.25
12.17 23.42
44.50l-time66.75
N 16.75 22.00 30.17 45.47 64.50 101.67
WCUO (FM), Chan. 277, 103. 3mc, I5kw
D
4.75 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N
7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WDOK 5kw, I260kc, Walker, Hooper, ConIan
1 10.00
D
6.00 11.00 27.50 44.00 64.00
N 11.00 20.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WERE, 5kw, I300kc, Taylor, Hooper
D 12.50 15.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N
30.00 40.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
WERE-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, I2kw, Bonus
WEWS
I4.3kw-vis.;
ABC (TV),
CBS Chan. 5, 8.l5kw-aur.;187.50
750.00
312.50
DN ' 140.00
40.00 200.00
90.00 300.00
125.00 450.00
WGAR, 50kw, I220kc, CBS, Petry
250.00
D 37.50 45.00 50.00 100.00 300.00
N 75.00 90.00 100.00 200.00 150.00 500.00
WHK,
5kw, 21.00
I420kc, 34.00
MBS, Raymer
D 14.00
72.00 108.00 180.00
N 42.00 42.00 72.00 144.00 216.00 340.00
WHK-FM, Chan. 244, I00.7mc, ll.5kw, Bonus
WJMO,
10.00
D 10.50Ikw-D,
10.50I540kc,
17.00Young,
44.00Hooper
44.00 1ABC,
WJW,
5kw,
850kc,
ABC,
H-R
Representatives
D 22.50 22.50 54.00 144.00
108.00 214.00
142.00
270.00
I9kw, 340.00
N 37.50 37.50 72.00 I04.lmc,
WJW-FM, Chan. 281
12.00
H-R Representatives
D
3.75 3.75 4.00 24.00 18.00 30.00
34.00 40.00
N
7.50 7.50 12.00
WSRS, 250w, I490kc, Forjoe
100.00
40.00
75.00
D
20.00'
N
15.00 40.00
30.00 45.00
WSRS-FM, Chan. 237, 95.3mc, Ikw, Bonus
(Continued on page 129)

DefiancerT]
DEFIANCE

UGaMipolis
OHIO
LH Location of City and number of
I 3l.iwrence 1 J
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Station
^IrontonJ © Number of FM Broadcasting Station
A Number of Telecasting Stations

SHOWS :
WBNS,

Columbus,

LISTENERS

has

in Every

the

Rated

HIGHEST
Period

NUMBER

Except

0

One

STA^cX
/sta.b
/STAAX
WBNS
p
/XJ4.8

Sunday
Mon. thru Fri.
8 A.M. to 1 2 Noon
The May-June, 1951, report shows more Central
Ohioans listening to WBNS
than any other station.
Here are twenty good reasons why: WBNS carries
the 10 top-rated daytime
shows as well as the 10
top-rated night-time
shows! What an opportunity for spots and participation! Call your John Blair
man or write us.

Mon. thru Fri.
1 2 Noon — 6 P.M.

CENTRAL

POWER
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WBNS

1 2 Noon — 6 P.M.

OHIO'S

ONLY

Sun. thru Sat. Eve.
6 P.M. — 10:30 P.M.

CBS

OUTLET

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,
BROADCASTING

OH

• Telecast

WTAM, 50kw, HOOkc, NBC, NBC Spot Sales, I WEOL, Ikw, 930kc, 8MB
Hooper, BMB
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 10.00 11.50 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 14.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
D 39.00 39.00 52.00 104.00 156.00 260.00
N 78.00 78.00 104.00 208.00 312.00 520.00 WEOL-FM, Chan. 297, 107. 3mc, 48kw, Bonus
WTAM-FM, Chan. 289, I05.7mc, 20kw, Bonus
vis. (TV), Chan. 4, 20.26kw-aur.; 39.22kw- FINDLAY, Hancock, 13,879 homes, 97.9% raWNBK
dio, 13,588 radio homes.
D 42.50 62.50 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00 WFIN, Ikw-D, I330kc, BMB
ASK
5.20 7.80 15.00 30.00 51.00 90.00
N 150.00 150.00 188.00 300.00 450.00 750.00 D
WXEL(TV), Chan. 9, I3kw-aur.; 2lkw-v!s., WFIN-FM, Chan. 288, 105. 5mc, 8.2kw
(Rates % of AM Rates)
DuMont,
Pulse 180.00 300.00
D ABC,40.00CBS,40.00
80.00Katz,120.00
HIL
F.
N 125.00 125.00 160.00 240.00 360.00 600.00 FOSTORIA, Seneca, 15,131 homes, 97.4% radio, 14,738 radio homes.
COLUMBUS, Franklin, 142,614 homes, 98.2% WFOB(FM), Chan. 288, 105. 5mc, 450w
D
1.00 4.00 4.00 7.50 13.50 22.50
radio, 140,005 radio homes.
N
2.00 4.00 5.00 10.00 17.00 30.00
3D AM 13.10
affiliates,
15.32 average
24.09 l-time
35.32 rate53.76 85.23
N 27.00 33.67 52.75 76.25 115.25 183.33 FREMONT, Sandusky, 13,805 homes, 97.7%
radio, 13,487 radio homes.
WBNS,
Blair 105.00
D 20.005kw-D,
20.00Ikw-N,
33.37 I460kc,
49.87 CBS,70.87
WFRO, 6.00500w-D,6.00 900kc,9.45Best, 17.70
Conlan 31.90 53.10
N 40.00 40.00 66.75 99.75 141.75 210.00 D
N
7.50 7.50 11.80 23.60 41.30 70.80
WELD(FM), Chan. 246, 97.lmc, 35kw, Bonus
WBNS-TV, Chan. 10, I2.lkw-aur.; 24.3kw-vis., WFRO-FM,
(Rates on Chan.
request)257, 99.3mc, Ikw
: National Representative
D CBS,50.00Blair-TV
50.00 67.50 90.00 135.00 225.00 GALLIPOLIS, Gallia, 6,488 homes, 91.9% rafor
N 100.00 100.00 135.00 180.00 270.00 450.00
dio, 5,962 radio homes.
WCOL, tives,
250w, Hooper,I230kc,
ABC, H-R RepresentaWJEH,4.50250w-D,
S. Grant
BMB
D
6.00 990kc,9.00 W. 21.00
37.00 60.00
D
12.60 12.60 18.90 29.40 50.40 84.00
N 21.00 21.00 31.50 49.00 84.00 140.00
HAMILTON. Butler, 40,480 homes, 97.4% raWCOL-FM, Chan. 222, 92.3mc, 33kw BMB,
H-R
dio, 39,428 radio homes.
Representatives, Bonus
WMOH,
250w,6.80I450kc,
Conlan34.65 57.75
D
4.75
11.55MBS,23.10
WHKC,
5kw,
6l0kc,
MBS,
Raymer,
Hooper
N
6.00 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
66.70
D
6.70 13.35 20.00 26.70 40.00
Chan. 278, 103. 5mc, 8.7kw
N 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 200.00 WMOH-FM,
(Rates on request)
WHKC-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 30kw, Bonus
WLWF (FM), Chan. 242, 96.3mc, I5kw, (FM LANCASTER, Fairfield, 16,518 homes, 96.6%
how many homes
radio, 15,956 radio homes.
(Affiliate of WLW Cincinnati, Ohio), Bonus
WHOK,
500w-D,
WLWC
(TV)
Chan.
8,
I2.8kw-aur.;
I5.2kw-vis.;
you can reach
7.00 I320kc
18.00 26.00 40.00 60.00
NBC
315.00 D
D
30.00
30.00
80.00
125.00
190.00
for only
N 100.00 100.00 160.00 250.00 375.00 625.00 LIMA. Allen, 25,421 homes, 98.0% radio,
24,913 radio homes.
WTVN(TV), Chan. 6, 6kw-vis.; 3.5k>
72.50
2
AM 7.50
affiliates,
ABC,
DuMont,
Headley-Reed,
Pulse
7.25 average
14.50 l-time
29.00rate43.50
D 55.00 65.00 70.00 110.00 165.00 275.00 DN 10.00
60.00
100.00
10.00
20.00
40.00
N 100.00 110.00 130.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
Weed
Ikw, M50kc, ABC, MBS
WVKO 1.69(FM), 1.69Chan. 6.00234, 99.7mc,
52kw 30.00 WIMA,
12.00 18.00
45.00 75.00
Ian
4.50 4.50 12.00 24.00
36.00 60.00 D 7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 I5.5kw,
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Bonus
COSHOCTON,
Coshocton,
9,776 homes, WIMA-FM, Chan. 271, 102. Imc,
96.0% radio, 9,385 radio homes.
o
tives 250w, I240kc, NBC, H-R RepresentaWLOK,
WTNS,
1
D
6.00Ikw-D,6.00 I560kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D
Con7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
DAYTON, Montgomery, 115,553 homes, 98.0%
WLOK-FM, Chan. 277, I03.3mc, Ikw, Bonus
radio, 113,242 radio homes.
3D AM 12.00
affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
Richland, 25,922 homes, 97.7%
14.00 24.33 55.00 75.00 123.33 MANSFIELD,
radio, 25,326 radio homes.
N 12.00 19.00 33.00 75.00 110.00 173.33
250w, I400kc, ABC, Taylor
WHIO,
I290kc,28.00
CBS, 45.00
Boiling,65.00
Hooper100.00 WMAN,
D
5.75 5.75 9.75 19.50 29.25 48.75
flfSRS
D 5kw, 16.00
N
7.75 7.75 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
N
26.00
45.00
90.00
130.00
200.00
bery
WHIO-FM, Chan. 256, 99.lmc, I9kw, Holling- MARIETTA. Washington, 13,377 homes, 94.3%
radio, 12,615 radio homes.
:leveland
D
3.00 15.00
WMOA, 250w, I490kc, MBS, Grant
N
3.00 15.00
D
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
4.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WHIO-TV, Chan. 13, I2.6kw-aur.; 26.6kw-vis.; N
ABC,
CBS,
DuMont,
Hollingbery,
Pulse
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 108.00 180.00 MARION, Marion, 14,768 homes, 97.2% radio,
K ."The Family Station"
N 40.00 40.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
14,354 radio homes.
irving Clevelanders and
WING, 5kw, I4l0kc, ABC, Weed 80.00 150.00 WMRN, 250w, I490kc, ABC, Stovin, Hooper,
BMB
D
15.00 60.00
N
24.00 75.00 120.00
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
'I the local nationalities
Ohio) 200.00 D
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WLWB(FM), Chan. 248, 97.5 mc, I6kw, Bonus,
(Affiliate of WLW, Cincinnati,
WMRN-FM, Chan. 295, I06.9mc, 7.4kw (CP)
the 3rd most densely
WLWD(TV),
Chan. 80.00
5, 8kw-aur.,
NBC
MIDDLETOWN, Butler, 40,480 homes, 97.4%
D 15.00 30.00
125.00 I6kw-vis.,
190.00 315.00
opulated metropolitan
radio, 39,480 radio homes.
N 30.00 100.00 160.00 250.00 375.00 625.00
strict in the U. S. A. . . .
WPFB,
WONE,
5kw,
980kc,
MBS,
Headley-Reed
7.00Ikw-D,9.00lOOw-N,
20.00 9IOkc,
43.00Conlan,
46.00Hooper
110.00
D 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 80.00 120.00 DN 10.00
12.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
N 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 80.00 120.00
Dvering 336 sq. miles.
WTWO(FM),
Chan. 284, I04.7mc, 43kw, MT. VERNON, Knox, 10,491 homes, 97.1%
Headley-Reed, Bonus
radio, 10,187 radio homes.
... . Ask Forjoe for the
(FM), Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 3.2kw
DEFIANCE. Defiance, 7,716 homes, 97.0% ra- WMVO
D
1.50 2.50 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
dio, 7,485 radio homes.
N
2.00 3.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
ower-packed selling
WONW,
D 5.50500w-D,
5.50 I280kc
10.00 20.00 32.00 58.00
icts about the effective
Licking, 22,224 homes, 94.9% radio,
N
7.00 7.00 13.00 26.00 41.00 75.00 NEWARK,
21,535 radio homes.
500w-D,7.90 I430kc,
'SRS d omination and
DOVER, Tuscarawas, 20,719 homes, 96.5% ra- WCLT,
D
4.55
12.00 Meeker
24.00 36.00 60.00
dio, 19,994 radio homes.
N
9.00
10.80
15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
>ca\ impact. Hooper
WJER, 250w, I450kc
Chan. 262, I00.3mc, 8.5kw (Bonus
D 6.50 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 WCLT-FM,
daytime only)
N
6.50 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 N
iting up . . . WSRS cost
6.55 7.90 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
EAST LIVERPOOL, Columbiana, 28,725 homes,
er thousand lowest in
(Continued on page 130)
97.2% radio, 27,921 radio homes.
WLIO,
Ikw-D,
I570kc
»wn, thus the best buy in
D
5.60 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WOHI, 250w, I490kc, LBS, W. S. Grant,
for the best in radio
D Conlan4.80 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
in FREMONT
ELYRIA, Lorain, 41,099 homes, 98.2% radio,
Contact
40,359 radio homes.
HIL
F. BEST
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
representing
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
SRS
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Perlladio Station WFRO
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
August
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• Telecasting

NEW

DATA!

Northern Ohio's Most listened to Radio Station
theSrWbrSPOT

RADIO

'Rouble Aheck
V

\ythe

facts!

\ WGAR
V Coverage
servesand 39Market:
counties in
Northern Ohio, West Virginia
and Western Pennsylvania.
Data
from 1951-5 2 Consumer Markets:
Households
1,347,570
Radio Homes
1,312,320
Farm Households
101.660
Farm Radio Homes
97,980
Data from Sales Management
"Survey of Buying Power"1951:
Retail Sales
$4,225,930,000
Effective Buying Income $6,572,419,000
yTop
[\ Programming:
CBS shows plus outstanding local programs and personalities. For the fifth consecutive year, WGAR has won The
Cleveland Press radio poll with
the best in local programming.
vv Plus Listeners:
A recent auto radio listening
survey shows:
• 81% of 418,185 autos in
Cuyahoga County have auto
radios.
• Radios are turned on 74% of
the time autos are in use.
• Average auto has 1.6
• Auto
radio listeners are tuned
passengers.
to WGAR a total of 411,708
7half
PM).hours daily (7 AM to
This survey is available.
v _ _ _

For sales
in Cleveland and Northern
Ohio,
choose
WGAR. Ask any
Petry man for full
information.
50,000 WATTS
Cleveland

WGAR

20, 1951

EDWARD PETRY
& COMPANY
National Representatives
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OHIO

selling

"TIMS

with Jeanne

OUT"

Shea

and

for

Tom

SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 129)
PIOUA, Miami, 18,504 homes, 98.2% radio,
18,171 radio homes.
WPTW, 250w-D, I570kc, Grant
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 6.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
PORTSMOUTH. Scioto, 23,746 homes, 95.2%
radio, 22,606 radio homes.
2D AM 6.00
affiliates,
24.00 rate36.00 60.00
6.00average
12.00 l-time
45.00Kinney
75.00
N
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00
Everett-Mc
WNXT, Ikw, I260kc, ABC 22.40 33.60 56.00
D
5.60 5.60 11.20
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
WPAY,
BMB 250w, I400kc, CBS, Taylor, Conlan,
D
6.40 6.40 12.80 25.60 38.40 64.00
N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WPAY-FM,
Chan. 281, I04.lmc, 7kw, Taylor,
Bonus
SANDUSKY, Erie, 17,053 homes, 97.9% radio,
16,695 radio homes.
WLEC,
McKinney,
D
5.40250w,5.40I450kc,8.10MBS, 12.60
21.60Griffith
36.00
N
9.00 9.00 13.50 21.00 36.00 60.00
SPRINGFIELD. Clark, 32,101 homes, 97.5%
radio, 31,298 radio homes.
2D AM 7.50
affiliates,
average l-time
6.50
26.50 rate37.25 66.25
WIZE, 250w. I340kc, ABC, Weed, Conlan
D
10.00
30.00 40.00 75.00
N
10.00
37.50 60.00 100.00
WJEL,
500w-D,
I600kc,
McGillvra
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 50.00
WWSO, 250w-D, I2l0kc, LBS
D
5.00 6.50 23.00 34.50 57.50
STEUBENVILLE.
Jefferson, 26,350 homes,
96.6% radio, 25,454 radio homes.
WSTV,
250w, 5.50
I340kc, 11.00
MBS, Pearson
D 4.75
22.00 33.00 80.00
55.00
WSTV-FM,
N
7.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
Chan.
278,
103.
5mc,
2kw,
Pearson,
Bonus
TOLEDO. Lucas, 115,118 homes, 98.3% radio,
113,161 radio homes.
2D AM 11.25
affiliates,
11.25 average
21.00 l-time
38.50 rate57.50 96.00
N 22.50 22.50 36.00 72.00 108.00 180.00
Note: All rotes one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

72.00 15,1
WSPD,
5kw, 15.00
I370kc, 27.00
NBC, Katr
D 15.00
48.00
5M 15M 30M
N 30.00 30.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 2'
WSPD-FM, Chan. 268, I0l.5mc, 3kw, Bonu
1M 13, I4.4kw-aur.; 27.4kwWSPD-TV,
Chan.
CBS, SBNBC. DuMont,
D
62.50Katz100.00 150.00
N
125.00 200.00 300.00
WTOD, Ikw, 7.50
I560kc, 15.00
Headley-Reed
D
29.00 43.00
N
15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00
WTRT (FM), Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 8.8kw
(Consult station for rates)
WTOL, 250w, I230kc, ABC, Raymer
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 29.00 43.00
N 15.00 15.00 24.00 48.00 72.00
WTOL-FM, Chan. 284, 104.7mc, 50kw, B
WARREN, Trumbull, 43,795 homes, 97.6%
dio, 42,744 radio homes.
WHHH,
Ra-Tel,42.00
Conla !
D
7.50Skw,7.50I440kc,14.00MBS,28.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 II
WOOSTER, Wayne, 15,949 homes, 96.5%
dio, 15,391 radio homes.
WWST,
500w-D, 960kc9.35 18.75 31.25 !
D
4.65
N 7.00 14.05 28.15 46.85 !
WWST-FM, Chan. 283, I04.5mc, I3kw
(Rates 50% of AM rates)
WORTH INGTON, Franklin, 142,614 Y
98.2% radio, 140,005 radio homes.
WRFD,
5kw-D,10.00880kc,15.00Hooper30.00 53.00
D 10.00
N 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 105.00 I
YOUNGSTOWN.
Mahoning,* -69,296 -he
97.2% radio, 67,356 radio homes.
2DAM 13.00
affiliates,
average
14.25 21.00 l-time
42.00rate43.00 I
N 19.00 20.25 38.00 76.00 114.00 I
WBBW, 250w, I240kc, Forioe, Hooper
D 6.75 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N 9.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 I
WFMJ,
Hooper 5kw, I390kc, ABC, Headley-I
D
12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00WFMJ-FM, Chan. 286, lOS.Imc, 50kw, Bo
WKBN,
570kc, 26.00
CBS, Raymer
D
14.005kw, 16.50
52.00 78.00
N 22.00 24.50 44.00 88.00 132.00 I
WKBN-FM, Chan. 255, 98.9mc, I9kw, Bo
ZANESVILLE, Muskingum, 21,966 he
96.7% radio, 21,241 radio homes.
WHIZ, 250w, I240kc, NBC, Pearson, Ho
D BMB,6.50Conlan8.00 11.00 22.00 33.00
N
9.50 11.00 16.00 32.00 48.00

Gleba

Here's the best features of the ever popular "woman's page" skillfully
blended into a fast-moving and exciting participation program. Assisted by a variety cast of four, Tom Gleba and Jeanne Shea present
such interesting features as "Slick Tricks" like making a laundry bag
from an old shirt . . ."What is It?" hilarious telephone quiz . . ."Beauty
Care". . ."Children's Corner". . ."Food Tips". . ."Window Shopping" and many other units PLUS lively entertainment. It's the right
spot for your sales message to reach central Ohio's homemakers.

TIME
no

TV

within

BUYERS*

note:

station
GO

miles

>
.Ohio's
. . of Youngstownthird large
trading area. In M
honing County alon
there are more thav
80,000 radio famill
98%
radio saturation
Buy WFMJ,
the onjj

For program resume, see Blair TV
or write direct
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10
WBNS-TY
CBS-TV Network • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch
and WBNS-AM • Sales Office: 33 North High Street

ABC
station serviil
this market.
A call |
Headlev-Beed does il
W
F M J

All programs duplicated |
WFMJ-FM 105.1
• 50,000
Meg. waj

5000
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HERE'S

THE
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STORY

...

OUT

TOP

HOOPERATED

SHOWS

WKBN
WKBN
WKBN
WKBN
WKBN
WKBN

has
has
has
has
has
has

8
17
25
34
43
53

out
out
out
out
out
out

of
of
of
of
of
of

OF

10
20
30
40
50
60

ON

highest
highest
highest
highest
highest
highest

WKBN

Hoopers
Hoopers
Hoopers
Hoopers
Hoopers
Hoopers

Hooperating
1.
2. 26.4
3. 25.2
25.2
4.
24.7
23.6
5.
7.
6. 23.5
9. 23.2
23.1
22.2
8.
10. 22.2
11. 22.1
12. 21.8
114.
3. 21 .2
21.0
15. 20.8
16. 20.2
17.
20.2
19.8
18.
19.
19.5
20.
19.4
21. 18.8
22. 18.8
23
Mm *J* 18.7
24. 18.5
25. 18.4
18.0
26.
27. 17.4
17.3
28
29. 17.1
17.0
30
17.0
31.
16.8
16.8
32.
33.
34
16 7
16 6
35
16 4
36
37
16 4
16 0
38
1 5 fi
39
1*5
40
1 5 0A
42
AA

SOURCE: Fall-Winter Report of C. E. Hooper,
Inc., for Youngstown, Ohio, Nov., 1 950,
through March 1951.

A7
A*\
AUK
A*%
A®
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
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14 '\7A
1 vJ
1A A
1 4t 4
1A A
ia n
13.8
13.6
13.5
13.4
13.4
13.1
13.0
13.0
13.0
13.0
12.9

PROGRAM
STATION
Jack Benny
WKBN
Walter Winchell
Station B
Louella Parsons
Station B
Lux Radio Theater
WKBN
My Friend Irma
WKBN
Bing Crosby
WKBN
Beulah
WKBN
Amos 'n' Andy
WKBN
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts. .WKBN
Mr. and Mrs. North
WKBN
Life with Luigi
WKBN
Mystery Theater
WKBN
Young Dr. Malone
WKBN
Our Miss Brooks
WKBN
Dr. Christian
WKBN
Lowell Thomas
WKBN
Horace Heidt
WKBN
Mr. Chameleon
WKBN
Ozzie and Harriet
Station B
Mr. Keen
. .WKBN
Suspense
WKBN
Aunt Jenny
WKBN
Jack Smith
WKBN
Hopalong Cassidy
WKBN
Stop the Music
Station B
Charlie McCarthy
WKBN
My Favorite Husband
WKBN
FBI in Peace and War
WKBN
Richard Diamond
.Station B
Truth or Consequences
WKBN
Vaughn Monroe
WKBN
Second Mrs. Burton
WKBN
Club 15
WKBN
Gene Autry
WKBN
Helen Trent
WKBN
Home Edition .
WKBN
Hallmark Playhouse
WKBN
WKBN Six O'clock News
WKBN
This Is Your FBI
Station B
Perry Mason
WKBN
Brighter Day
WKBN
Station B
0 Midday News
Gangbusters
WKBN
Ma Perkins
WKBN
Guiding Light
WKBN
This Is Nora Drake
WKBN
Red Skelton
WKBN
Freddie Martin
WKBN
Edward R. Murrow
WKBN
Wendy Warren
WKBN
Don Gardner
WKBN
Arthur Godfrey Time
WKBN
Rosemary
WKBN
House Party
WKBN
Harold Peary
WKBN
Hilltop House
WKBN
Meet Corliss Archer
WKBN
Contented Hour
WKBN
Johnny Dollar
WKBN
Sing It Again
WKBN
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OHIO
County

T7 TOO
OA ECO.

1940
Population
21,705
TilO.OUo
qoo
29,785
68,674
46,166
OQ OQ7

1 A C TflO

95,614
i 21,638
on O/i n

1950
Population
onQT nOO
CQC

1 1 n nriri
ciq a on
OQ i nn
1 OTO OOE

cni ooo
Gallia
Hamilton
Hancock
Henry
tt; , , v. , i , . . , j

Jackson

riin t?oc

on a

Or? CCC

rtf\ A nrj

49,830
/I A Orj^
nn OAA

17,128

on ono
14,576
co CUT
oc non
25,159
nn too

Shelby
Stark
Trumbull
Van Wert

OQ OTQ
282 060
407,981
158,252
70,083
20,781
26,906
10,735
38,367
43,645
58,542
26,125
59,408
19,763

17,449
25,258
95,647
34,109
22,574
90,121
30,594
1! oi35,571
ocn
1 hi ,-2t)U
38,831
24,367
oc Ton
43,201
ao a nn
4o,49U
21,385
obo, /1-2
oo coo
-2o,b-2b
24,930
19,430
35,863
oo ooo
o-21,9o7
40,793
27,061
20,313
22,756
<ot onn
-27,099
21,504
17,876
34,800
-27,004
98,129
31,024
50,020
46,705
cob-2,-s79
ono
29,624
112,390
O344,333
A A OOO
21,811
240,251
44,898
33,034
24,104
26,256
52,632
18,641
one
a o/\
J95,4o0
14,227
15,646
69,795
14,587
24,360
An15,527
AAA
31,087
Z7,oo9
16,113
46,660
oo oon
25,016
73,853
52,147
41,014
86,565
A 00
OCitO (171
48,499
234,887
339,405
132,315
68,816
20,012
26,759
11.573
29,894
43,537
50,520
25,510
51,796
19,218

RADIO

MARKET

1950
Homes
6,341
25,421
10,242
25,820
12,482
Q 1 £0
25,573
A£\6,812
a on
4U,4oU
5,562
7,887
32,101
12,436
7,780
28,725
11,795
9,776
406,314
12,512
7,716
8,680
17,053
16,518
6,733
142,614
7,607
6,488
8,110
15,423
0111,640
A COO
-214,
b-2-2
13,879
8,750
5,722
6,739
8,766
6,002
4,950
11,554
7,981
26,350
10,491
22,846
OO13,523
OO/I
12,032
41,099
115,118
69,296
5,880
14,768
12,251
7,107
8,258
18,504
4,908
115,553
4,257
5,032
21,966
3,565
10,182
4,671
8,640
7,501
4,082
17,906
7,858
6,967
25,922
14,830
13,805
23,746
15,131
Q OQQ
O.ZOO
79 925
117,553
43,795
20,719
6,140

DATA

BY COUNTIES

1950 Homes Percentage
Radio
Radio
92.5
5,865
24,913
97.2
98.0
9,955
97.6
25,200
11,870
y95.1
Q'7i .4A
24,499
8,914
95.8
94.1
6,410
95.9
39,428
97.4
96.8
7,635
5,334
31,298
97.5
95.9
11,926
96.6
7,515
27,921
97.2
9,385
96.0
97.5
11,500
98.3
onn Af\r7
96.6
12,087
Q'7 o
97.0
96.7
7,485
y / .y
ib.byo
8,394
15,956
94.6
96.6
6,369
14,005
98.2
97.1
7,386
96.1
91.9
5,962
96.3
7,794
14,852
11,105
onn n>io
95.4
97.4
97.9
13,588
96.4
8,435
95.7
97.3
6,557
5,476
8,336
4,559
5,672
11,300
7,486
25,454
10,187
22,572
12,685
21,535
11,683
40,359
113,161
67,356
5,586
14,354
12,006
6,638
8,027
18,171
4,540
113,242
4,036
4,836
21,241
3,298
9,958
4,508
8,260
7,088
17,440
3,719
7,607
6,779
25,326
14,089
oo13,487
22. enc
butt
14,738
Q f\Afi
78O.U4U
167
115,555
42,744
19,994
5,962
8,199
2,786
10,362
12,615
15,391

94.5Q
Q'7
95.1
92.1
93.8
96.6
07y < .11
OQ Q
yo.o
96.9
93.8
97.1
98.3
98.2
95.0
97.2
98.0
97.2
OQ A
yo\4
97.2
98.2
92.5
94.8
98.0
96.1
96.7
92.5
97.8
96.5
95.6
94.5
97.4
91.1
96.8
97.7
97.3
95.0
97.7
95.2
97.4
Q'7
C
y97.8
/ .t>
98.3
97.6
96.5
97.1
97.6
96.7
91.9

1940Homes
Radio
3,966
18,570
•77,508
f\AQ
17,353
t ,U4o
9,642
on QQO
29,254
4,602
24,258
6,321
3,821
7,993
01 All
5,781
i ono
9,334
HQ r7'70
olo,
i iZ
9,443
5.944
i n oi q
c occ
11,470
4,916
96,785
5,823
3,995
Q OQ1
4,255
1 CC8,808
oco
10,773
6,739
A OCO
5,525
4,396
6,428
Q2,994
QOO
o,o-£U
21,380
n iao
5,463
/4ya
n
1 Oi ,ciOCQ
15,759
8,520
27,895
QO OOO
4,309
53,413
11,289
8,328
4,895
5,818
13,867
76,034
3,224
2,928
3,695
17,252
2,722
6,026
3,642
6,708
5,527
2,373
11,221
5,743
5,621
17,986
10,270
17,305
10,506
11,673
o,z to
56,730
85,603
30,285
16,304
4,982
6,750

Retail1 950Sales
($000)
10,561
92,496
31,785
71,982
31,178
OQ OQfl
54,269
i oc12,142
nno
lob.UUo
10,557
1 no22,571
a oo
lUy,4oo
25,298
26,991
Q7 OOO
24,643
1 it-ah38,113
toc
1,34 1 , /(Jo
39,619
25,311
24,018
CI 77Q
OQ OOT
OO.OZ
01 C/IO/
^l,b4o
515,100
25,330
13,565
16,765
39,469
Z t ,0.>O
nan
OAft
lb / ,o4b
42,930
21,587
11,804
20,991
OO Qf\A
13,144
9,703
36,135
19,470
81,543
32,747
62,274
on ooo
59,659
i 32,419
oo ciA n
A a n ceo
44y,oo*s
Ofj OOO
-25o,UOb
oco23,607
nnc
52,902
Oi14,715
,000
27,716
55,907
6,375
421,861
7,724
9,548
64,725
5,306
24,134
17,474
9,169
21,431
6,037
46,209
18,203
19,477
f\t\
OO A
90,224
39,831
43,130
62,506
49,961
276 724
411,112
120,691
57,130
15,719
25,035

Total
T _ . I m1950
ACA
Farm Income
rsooo)

Employment
Mid—March
rolls
1948 Taxabie
1948(5It
25,124
954
7,432
13,544

c one *
12,540*
7,291*
12,653*
113,400*
O 8,194*
1lo,o o/4bi n*
3,837*
b,-29b*
11,718*
9,939*

lo,ol9* 7*
4,02
,Z.>.ZZo
il)Z
13,955*
OO1U,
OOQ*
1 O A7,1 O*290*
13,051*
714*
7,9,344*
i10,529*
a O/in*
1 o noo *
112,751*
1 CiA o*
ii,y4o
14,185*
7,370*
lo.Uoo*
"1i o4,069*
n occ
occ **
8,165*
lo.obo
17,504*
3,974*
14,725*
8,727*
i1-2,o 4yu
/ion*
17,2bb*
2,891*
10.714*
1,796*
1"1 1o ooo
A a n **
2,633*
11,360*
2,775*
■t13,410*
1 con*
lz,44/
5,98* 5*
2,668*
14,839*
11, OOO*
15,274*

ll.boO*
11,026*
8,502*
14,559*
15,871*
3,497*
12,776*
3,762*
3,595*
8,312*
fa, 72b*
3,301*
7,679*
16,459*
9,662*
3,842*
2,959*
10,406*
15,054*
18,591*
10,677*
14,460*
9,991*
io,y±
18,039*/*

4,542*
15 518*

6,689
15,561
5,710
4o,090
A O OOO
2,213

1,920
7,061
9,151
11,428

3,638
27,269
31,331
55,630
25,183
43,920
15,698

n3

1,817
31,684
2
2,734
2,472
.£1,4-20
oi3,373
/ion 1'1
7,311
499,
a nn cb4o
ao
aho7
8,907
4,329
4,345
3,234
10,122
15,872
i a c i on
145.1-2U
yri
2,833
3,744
1,564
2,447
4,613
OCT cio
ilcr
-2b7,ol-2
5,367
8,772
3,258
2,664
2,213
3,174
989
2,240
6,620
OO4,119
Af\C
2o,4Ub

11

12,613
7,163
7,441
13,868
43,662
c
3,824
147,271 It
2,005
o84,902
a noo
i12,322
6,847
2,025
12,584
4,491
683
151,621
796
1,301
19,239
993

11
1

4,487
1,050
4,018
416
1,914
10,825
1,780
1,828
30,053
;
7,250
10,269
18,854
12,953
QA 7fi^
6,330
140,253 3(
48,671 :
13,852

1,831
708
4,111
94.3
6,661*
5,047
13,198*
96.5
9,396*
14,729*
7,838*
6,416
97.6
11,727
Wood
97.7
8,217
12,926
6,770
16,438
4,728
12,555*
4,679
Wyandot
5,030
1,283*
96.6
2,239
5,718
6,525*
12,128*
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction22,076*
unlicensed. Farm Income* add
25,190*
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12,768*
8,401
3,032
10,716
13,377
15,949
8,419
16,825
5,919

1

MORE!

again

it's

MORE!

MORE!

W

LW

Mon.

thru

Fri.

Mon.

thru

Fri.,

Sat.

Mon.

—

Sun,

thru

■ -Television

delivers

MORE

. . . 77%

MORE

. . . 125%

Afternoon

&

Morning

viewers

MORE

76%

Morning...

Afternoon

more

Fri

Evening...

MORE

MORE

18%

in all time classifications than all three

36%

of its next competitors.* For six consecutive months
in 1951, WLW-Television

delivered more viewers than

the three leading competitors. "Operation Sunburst"
offers advertisers an unusual opportunity to sell
this greater audience. There's still time to
take advantage of the "Sunburst" selling plan.
OHIO'S

GREATEST

in OHIO'S

LARGEST

TV

OPERATION

TV

MARKET

(542,000 TV Homes — July 1, 1951)

WLW
'Source — Videodex
June, 1951

ADCASTING

• Telecasting

-TELEVISION
WLW-T
Channel 4
CINCINNATI

WLW-D
Channel 5
DAYTON

WLW-C
Channel 3
COLUMBUS
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OKLAHOMA

SPOT RATE FINDER
ADA, Pontonoc, 8 998 homes, 90.1% radio,
8,107 radio homes.
KADA, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Taylor, Conlan,
BMB
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00

MARKETBOOK

OKLAHOMA
ID Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
3 Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
1 Number of Telecasting Stations

ALTUS, Jackson, 6,380 homes, 89.2% radio,
5,691 radio homes.
KWHW, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
2.70 3.60 9.00 13.50 21.60 36.00
N
2.70 3.60 9.00 13.50 21.60 36.00
ARDMORE, Carter, 10,988 homes, 87.8% radio, 9,647 radio homes.
KVSO, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Taylor
D
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
BARTLESVILLE, Washington, 10,011 homes,
93.2% radio, 9,330 radio homes.
KWON, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D
4.00 9.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N
4.00 9.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
CHICKASHA, Grady, 10,549 homes, 88.1%
radio, 9,294 radio homes.
Note: AM rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

The

MAP

MAP IT WAITBI 9. BURN, MIDUfBURY,
IOC)
^5^ VBMONT
5Q^Publications,
> 1951g£. Broadcasting
Inc.
KWCO, 250w, 1560kc, MBS
(CP SBlk 1M
5M
D
4.00 4.50 9.00
N 4.00 4.50 9.00
CLINTON, Custer, 6,382
5,737 radio homes.
KWOE, lkw-D, 1320kc,
D
4.00 5.50 8.75

15M
18.00
18.00
homes,

30M
27.00
27.00
89.9%

1 Hr
45.00
45.00
radio,

LBS
17.50 33.60 56.00

CUSHING, Payne, 12,970 homes, 91.6% radio, 11,881 radio homes.
KWHP, 500w-D, 1600kc
(CP)
(No rates available)
(Continued on page 138)

No.

1

Market

in

Oklahoma

s. KVOO

|51% - 100%
26% - 50%

□□10%

is

(Blanksdsid

- 25%
Only

DAYTIME

NIGHTTIME

STATION INFORMATION: 1170 clear channel full-time. 50,000 Watts day and
night. Standard and World transcription library. U.P. News. Operating time:
6 days a week, 5:25 a.m. to 2:30 a.m. Sundays, 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 a.m. Owned
and operated by Southwestern Sales Corp., Philtower, Tulsa 3, Oklahoma. Wm.
B. Way, General Manager; Gustav Brandborg, Assistant General and Commercial
Manager. N. B. C. Affiliate.

by

KVOO

The 1949 BMB report shows each of the 30 counties of the
Tulsa Market Area of Northeast Oklahoma, plus 13 bonus
counties in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas are within the
KVOO 51-100% daytime area. This report shows a KVOO
radio family figure of 805,690 daytime and 1,279,200
nighttime. Note maps at left.
The KVOO Tulsa Market Area, comprising but 34.8% of
the state's land area contains 54.7% of Oklahoma's industrial wage earners who receive 59.5% of the total wages
earned by all industrial workers in the state.
This area also contains 46% of Oklahoma's retail sales;
44% of effective buying income; 47% of bank deposits.
HOOPER RATING- latest over-all available (morning, afternoon and night) gives KVOO 37.2; station "B" 26.3; station
"C" 15.5;
time only).station "D" 6.2; station "E" 6.0; station "F" (day-

RADIO
STATION
KVOO
EDWARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
50,000 WATTS
OKLAHOMA'S
CREATEST STATION
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WKYTV

WKY

OKLAHOMA'S

OKLAHOMA'S

RAO/0

smrto/v
H

SERVING
FOR

OKLAHOMA
31 YEARS

0,fl^o*.
n&Y
NIGHT

THAN

dayt"«e

A err

AND

A

Q

Ta

*

,he next <>°se*'

*
m 0k^homa

°
,12
292
es
e fanH..
„i9h«im

■
■

940

,

113

Z

City.

ss-

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO. • THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN • OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES • THE FARMER-STOCKMAN
Represented by
THE

)ADCASTING

• Telecasting

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.
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OKLAHOMA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 136)
DUNCAN, Stephens, 10,325 homes, 88.7%
radio, 9,158 radio homes.
KRHD, 250w-D, lOOw-N, 1350kc, MBS
SB 1M
15M 30M 1 Hr
5M 18.00
4.63 4.63 8.46
30.00 50.00
5.79 5.79 10.58 22.50 37.50 62.50
DURANT, Byran, 8,367 homes, 87.9% radio,
7,355 radio homes.
DKSEO, 3.00250w-D,4.50 750kc,
6.00Conlan
18.00 27.00 40.00
KSEO-FM, Chan. 296, 107.3mc, lkw, Bonus
ELK CITY, Beckham, 6,729 homes, 88.4%
radio, 5,948 radio homes.
KASA, 250 w, 1240kc, MBS
0
3.50 4.50 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
3.50 4.50 9.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
ENID, Garfield, 15,525 homes, 93.6% radio,
14,531 radio homes.
1-time 28.50
rate 47.50
D2 AM 5.44affiliates,
5.70 average
11.87 19.00
N 7.68 8.55 17.81 28.50 42.75 71.25
KCRC, lkw, 1390kc, ABC, Taylor, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.75 30.00 45.00 75.00
KGWA, lkw, 960kc, MBS, Rambeau
D
4.88 5.40 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.37 8.10 16.88 27.00 40.50 67.50
FREDERICK, Tillman, 5,675 homes, 89.6% radio, 5,085 radio homes.
DKTAT, 2.25250w-D,5.00 1570kc,
9.00 LBS,
18.00Best 30.00 51.00
GUYMON, Texas, 4,185 homes, 91.3% radio,
3,821 radio homes.
KGYN, Ikw-D, 1220kc, BMB, Conlan
D
3.95 5.70 10.00 18.00 33.00 57.00
HOBART, Kiowa, 6,059 homes, 89.8% radio,
5,441 radio homes.
250w-D,6.101420kc11.00 17.50 33.00 56.00
DKTJS, 4.60
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

HUGO, Choctaw, 5,652 homes, 82.1% radio,
4,640 radio homes.
KIHN, 250w, 1340kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.00 3.75 6.30 12.60 21.00 35.00
N
3.00 3.75 6.30 12.60 21.00 35.00
LAWTON, Comanche, 15,355 homes, 88.3%
radio, 13,558 radio homes.
KSWO, lkw, 1380kc, ABC, Taylor, Conlan
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
McALESTER, Pittsburg, 11,854 homes, 87.3%
radio, 10,349 radio homes.
KNED, Ikw-D, 1460kc
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
KTMC, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Taylor
D
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
MIAMI, Ottawa, 10,293 homes, 88.7% radio,
9,130 radio homes.
KGLC, lkw, 910kc
D
3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.00 8.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
MUSKOGEE, Muskogee, 19,067 homes, 86.6%
radio, 16,512 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.00 6.25 10.50 17.00 25.50 42.50
N
4.50 7.00 11.50 18.50 30.00 50.00
KBIX, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Taylor, Conlan,
BMB
D 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 4.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KBIX-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 3.3kw, Bonus
KMUS,4.00
lkw-D,6.50
500w-N,
D
11.00 1380kc,
18.00 MBS.
27.00Pearson
45.00
N 5.00 8.00 13.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
KMUS-FM, Chan. 268, 101. 5mc, 8.5kw, Bonus
NORMAN, Cleveland, 10,601 homes, 92.0%
radio, 9,753 radio homes.
KNOR, 250w, 1400kc
D
3.25 4.55 10.00 20.00 35 00 60.00
N
3.25 4.55 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
OKLAHOMA CITY, Oklahoma, 100,411 homes,
93.1% radio, 93,483 radio homes.
5 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 15.25 15.40 18.35 39.20 63.20 109.00
N 25.00 20.67 30.00 71.75 114.50 193.75
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 9.50 13.50 22.00 40.00 60.00
KBYE, lkw-D, 890kc
D
6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 40.00 60.00

KLPR, lkw-D, 1140kc
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00
(1 hour rate on request)
KOCY, SB250w, 1340kc, MBS, Walker
D
7.00 12.50 25.00 35.00 60.00
N
10.00 20.00 45.00 70.00 120.00
KOMA,
Conlan 50kw, 1520kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D 15.00 23.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 150.00
N 30.00 40.00 50.00 90.00 160.00 275.00
KOMA-FM, Chan. 290, 105.9mc, 2.10kw, Bonus
KTOK, 5kw-D, lkw-N, lOOOkc, ABC, Taylor
D
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KTOW, 250w-D, 800kc, LBS, Forjoe
D
6.00 10.00 16.00 27.00 45.00 75.00
WKY,
5kw, 31.00
930kc, NBC, Katz
D 31.00
80.00 120.00 200.00
N 33.00
120.00 180.00 300 00
WKY-TV,
Chan. 4, 6.2kw-aur.; 12.1kw-vis.;
Katz
N
200.00 300.00 500.00
OKMULGEE,
13,083 homes, 87.0% radio,
11,382 radio homes.
KHBG, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Pearson
D
4.80 6 00 9.60 16.00 28.00 48.00
N 5.60 8.00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
PAULS VALLEY, Garvin, 8,301 homes, 85.8%
radio, 7,122 radio homes.
KVLH, 250w-D, 1470kc, Best, LBS
D
3.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 40.00
PONCA CITY, Kay, 15,445 homes, 93.2% radio, 14 395 radio homes.
WBBZ, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
6 00 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.00 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
PRYOR, Mayes, 5,968 homes, 85.5% radio,
5,103 radio homes.
KOLS, 1.50
250w-D,2.501570kc
D
5.00 12.00 22.00 40.00
SEMINOLE, Seminole, 11,441 homes, 89.3%
radio, lkw,
10,217
radioMBS,
homes.BMB
KWSH,
1260kc,
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
SH4WNEE,
Pottawatomie,
13,507 homes,
90.0% radio, 12,156 radio homes.
KGFF, 250w, 1450kc, LBS, Taylor
D
4 50 4.50 7.50 12 00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
STILLWATER, Payne, 12,970 homes, 91.6%
rcidio. 11,881 radio homes.
KSPI, 250w-D, 780kc, MBS, Ra-Tel
D
4.00 6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
6.00 9 00 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KSPI-FM, Chan. 230, 93.9mc, llkw, Ra-Tel
Bonus

TULSA, Tulsa, 74,866 homes, 93.9%
70,299 radio homes.
4 AM SB
affiliates,
1Maverage
5M 1-time
15M rate
30M
D 13.75 13.75 26.38 45.25 68.5C
N 27.00 27.00 51.75 88.50 134.0C
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time r
D
6.00 8.50 13.50 26.50 42.00
KAKC, lkw, 970kc, Walker
D 6.00 9.00 12.00 21.00 36.00
N 7.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.0C
KAKC-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 8.2kw, Bo
KFMJ, lkw-D, 1050kc, Dora-Clayton,
Sales
D
8.00 15.00 32.00 48.00
KOME, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1300kc, MBS, P
D 9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
N 16.00 16.00 32.00 64.00 96.00
KRMG, 50kw-D, 25kw-N, 740kc, ABC,
D 14.00 14.00 25.00 45.00 70.00
N Hooper
28.00 28.00 50.00 90.00 140.00
KTUL, 5kw, 1430kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel
40.00 60.00
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 80.00 120.00
N 24.00 24.00 40.00
KTUL-FM, Chan. 246, 97.1mc, 2.6kw,
Hooper 50kw, 1170kc, NBC, Petry,
KVOO,
D 20.00 20.00 42.50 60.00 90 00
N 40.00 40.00 85.00 120.00 180.00
KOTV (TV). Chan. 6. 8.5kw-aur.; 16.55k
ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont, Young
D 60.00 60 00 75.00 120.00 180 00
N 100.00 100.00 125.00 200.00 300.00
WOODWARD, Woodward, 4,236 homes,
radio, 3,817 radio homes.
KSIW, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
3.50 5.25 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 3.50 5.25 8.00 16.00 24.00

get all
the facts on
ALTUS
by contacting
HIL F. BEST
representing
KadioStationKWH

JOPLIN

TUISA

50,000 WATTS
25,000 WATTS NIGHT
740

KC.

ABC

SMITH
OKLAHOMA

Ma^et
REPRESENTED
JOHN

BLAIR
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*the

ABC

station

in

Oklahoma's
first
market

represented nationally by:
the O. L. TAYLOR
new york
chicago
dallas

CO.

OKLAHOMA

RADIO

T50
1940
County
Population
Population
Adair
14,766 15,755
Alfalfa
10,631 14,129
Atoka
14,248 18,702
Beaver
7,399 8,648
Beckham
21,596 22,169
Blaine
14,991 18,542
Bryan
28,938 38,138
Caddo
34,839 41,567
Canadiau
25,616 27,329
Carter
36,335 43,292
Cherokee
18,932 21,030
Choctaw
20,295 28,358
Cimarron
4,579 3,654
Cleveland
41,393 27,728
Coal
8,035 12,811
Comanche
54,863 38,988
Cotton
10,168 12,884
Craig
18,242 21,083
Creek
43,072 55,503
Custer
21,065 23,068
Delaware
14,732 18,592
Dewey
8,780 11,981
Ellis
7,304 8,466
Garfield
52,774 45,484
Garvin
29,433 31,150
Grady
34,761 41,116
Grant
10,465 13,128
Greer
11,701 14,550
Harmon
8,078 10,019
Harper
5,880 6,454
Haskell
13,307 17,324
Hughes
20,648 29,189
Jackson
19,886 22,708
Jefferson
11,112 15,107
Johnston
10,586 15,960
Kay
48,922 47,084
Kingfisher
12,874 15,617
Kiowa
18,908 22,817
Latimer
9,647 12,380
Le Flore
35,225 45,866
Lincoln
22,017 29,529
Logan
22,053 25,245
Love
7,728 11,433
McClain
14,608 19,250
McCurtain
31,504 41,318
Mcintosh
17,824 24,097
Major
10,261 11,946
Marshall
8,151 12,384
Mayes
19,601 21,668
Murray
10,742 13,841
Muskogee
65,386
Noble
12,181 65,914'
14,826
Nowata
-. .
12,708 15,774
Okfuskee
16,968 26,279
Oklahoma
322,520 244,159
Okmulgee
44,513 50,101
Osage
32,994 41,502
Ottawa
32,000 35,849
Pawnee
13,508 17,395
Payne
46,285 36,057
Pittsburg
40,949 48,985
Pontotoc
30,730 39,792
Pottawatomie
43,779 54,377
Pushmataha
11,961 19,466
Roger Mills
7,412 10,736
Rogers
19,622 21,078
Seminole
40,655 61,201
Sequoyah
:
19,477 23,138
Stephens
33,956 31,090
Texas
14,227 9,896
Tillman
17,531 20,754
Tulsa
248,658 193,363
Wagoner
16,737 21,642
Washington
32.923 30,559
Washita
17,577 22,279
Woods
14,502 14,915
Woodward
14,376 16,270
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

OREGON
MARKET
CLASSIFICATION

INDICATORS FOR OKLAHOMA
FIGURES YR. FIGURES

Population
2,233,351
% of U. S
1.5%
Homes
663,908
Percent Radio
89.5%
Radio Homes
594,198
Retail Sales
$1,732,068,000
Retail Trade Employes
87,592
Wholesale Sales Volume
$1,719,811,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes ...
25,019
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing
Taxable Payroll
(1st Quarter)

'50
2,336,434
'50
1.77%
'50
589,919
'50
68.8%
'50
405,754
'50 1,634,205,000
'48
62,774
'48 461,500,000
'48
16,234

YR.
'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

60,229 '47
$37,870,000 '47

Percent distribution
1.16% '49
1.09% '40
Per
Capitaof Income
1,068 '49
356 '40
Percent
national per capita $
income
80% '49
62% '40
New Construction (Private) . $ 177,600,000 '47 44,400,000 '39
Residential
$ 75,200,000 '47 22,600,000 '39
Non-Residential
$ 34,200,000 '48
4,600,000 '39
Automobile Registration
831,368 '50
683,465 '48
Telephones
572,600 '50
343,000 '45
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
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(*$000)
Total
1950
Farm Income

Employment
Mid-March Taxal
rolls
1950
1950 Percentage 1940
1948 1941
Homes Radio Homes
Radio
Radio Homes
($000)
3,939
3,721 3,025 81.3
1,412
414
3,536 3,288 93.0
3,127
721
8,019
3,817 3,092 81.0
1,787
2,391 2,154 90.1
1,578
326
5,518
4,025
2,031
6,729 5,948 88.4
3,924
20,082
4,794 4,243 88.5
3,125
11,633
1,994
1,239
18,002
8,367 7,355 87.9
5,643
10,245 9,057 88.4
6,526
23,282
1,952
13,611*
2,040
7,497 6,942 92.6
5,427
19,234
29,115
2,076
1,941*
10,988 9,647 87.8
7,121
15,527*
5,005 4,004 80.0
1,821
5,029
10,677*
6,340
11.594*
5,652 4,640 82.1
3,091
2,282*
230
9.464
1,419 1,273 89.7
671
202
22,606
1,151
501
10,601 9,753 92.0
5,087
4,457
16,517*
2,249 1.900 84.5
1,430
15,355 13,558 88.3
6,259
2,848
2,707
5,115
11,419*
41,264
5,489*
7,030
3,171 2,844 89.7
2,167
4,526 3,924 86.7
2,932
374
1,134
13,227 11,679 88.3
9,417
27,227
9,244
1,835*
826
6,382 5,737 89.9
4,340
20,204
3,812*
334
2,287
3,054
4,864 4,066 83.6
2,038
4,134
2,331*
8,140*
2,814 2,513 89.3
2,001
276
3,634*
5,201
2,301 2,080 90.4
1,544
4,976
2,037*
15,525 14,531 93.6
10,767
58,881
7,155*
20,429
8,301 7,122 85.8
4,026
1,765
13,455*
10,549 9,294 88.1
6,869
25,166
2,968
9,014
3,962*
3,442 3,270 95.0
3,117
598
6,742
5,592*
4,614*
731
3,604 3,150 87.4
2,466
452
2,483 2,220 89.4
1,716
368
8,207
5.929
1,866 1,685 90.3
1,141
294
15,101*
6.910*
2,728*
3,500 2,993 85.5
1,964
4,914
498
11,922*
4.642
11,772
5,922 5,170 87.3
4,146
7,393*
221
17,285
6,380 5,691 89.2
4,233
1,610
1,301
14,948*
8,402*
3,428 3,010 87.8
2,234
3,089 2.669 86.4
1,863
6,629
42,959
3,100
15,445 14,395 93.2
10,620
919
4,169 3,785 90.8
3,065
8,238
13,001
6,059 5,441 89.8
4,179
5,790*
5,878*
16,184
6,839*
2,673 2,245 84.0
1,362
2.978
243
1,460
13,869
9,901 8,376 84.6
5,425
6,884 6,037 87.7
4,470
2,309*
1.853
13,827
4,303*
15,341
7,006 6,263 89.4
4,746
1,233
9,318*
3,015
2,205 1,918 87.0
1,471
177
13,185*
5,792*
4,246 3,686 86.8
2,724
1,692
2.915*
13.049*
12,115
8,507 6,865 80.7
3,704
9,973*
2,097
7,262
6,757
4,882 4,140 84.8
2,496
431
482
555
3,065 2,737 89.3
2,057
2,574 2,245 87.2
1.646
6.486
818
4,017
3,107*
971
5,968 5,103 85.5
2,754
891
3,467 3,041 87.7
2,043
8,997
6,730
5,370*
775
45,641
19,067
16,512
86.6
10,428
5,472*
4,009 3,668 91.5
3,070
2,472*
9,574
3,903 3,400 87.1
2,588
5,967*
4,962 4.218 85.0
3,237
9,667
2,981*
6,550
4,874* 771* 81,618
928
1,133
100,411 93,483 93.1
57,392
358,662
7,551
8,843*
28,596
13,083 11,382 87.0
8,091
7,269
1,795*
10,340 9,440 91.3
7,600
1,604
23,095
10,293 9,130 88.7
6,664
17,384
3,619*
2,310*
4,025 3,566 88.6
2.897
760
5,462
7,178
12,970 11,881 91.6
7,465
32,459
7,056*
11,854 10,349 87.3
6,966
359
27,524
27,023
4,374
8,998 8,107 90.1
6,605
3,709*
2.919
6,196*
13,507 12,156 90.0
9,776
34,708
6,271*
4,764
3,502 2,742 78.3
1,918
15,520*
5,718*
4,778
137
2,272 1.974 86.9
1,564
4,652*
5.678 4,923 86.7
3,118
5,363
2,922
1,115
11,441 10,217 89.3
9,746
2,857*
9,849
28,154
15,120
433
4,895 3,999 81.7
1.915
4,905*
4,342
10,325 9,158 88.7
5,143
29,573
4,185 3,821 91.3
1,919
4,712*
415
14,490
15,620
3,564*
5,675 5,085 89.6
3.770
4,598
4,428*
1,092
269,240
1,280
74,866 70,299 93.9
44,945
5,195*
4,618 3.764 81.5
2,285
28,028
67,103
1,563*
10,011 9,330 93.2
6.766
7,036*
6,536
10,439
684
5,416 4,901 90.5
4.067
10,240
3,939*
4,576 4,237 92.6
3,244
2,833*
14,546
4,236 3,817 90.1
2.803
17,873*
1.254
13,314
12.830*
5.711*
with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm1,424
Income* ac
Retail1950Sales

8,819*
17,627*
10,614*
7,186*
3,091*

SPOT RATE FINDER
8,457* 5,360 homes, 96.3%
ALBANY, Linn, 15,918 homes 96.7% radio
BAKER, Baker,
15,393 radio homes.
5,162
radio
homes.
KBKR, 250w, 1490kc
KWIL, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Keating
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D 4.12 4.12 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 D
3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00,
N 5.50 5.50 8.50 14.00 21.00 35.00 N
3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00
KWIL-FM, Chan. 269, 101.7mc, 0.71kw, Bonus
BEND, Deschutes, 6,854 homes, 97%
ASHLAND, Jackson, 18,989 homes, 97.2%
6,643 radio homes.
radio, 18,457 radio homes.
KBND,
lkw, 1270kc, MBS, Grant, Conl
KWIN, 250w, 1400kc, Grant
D
5.00 5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00
6.00 6.00 8.50 16.00 24.00
D
3.09 4.12 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00 N
N 4.12 5.50 8.50 16.00 24.00 40.00 COOS BAY, Coos, 13,225 homes, 97%
ASTORIA, Clatsop, 11,845 homes, 97.4% ra12,828 radio homes.
dio, 11,537 radio homes.
1230kc,7.00MBS, 14.00
Keating,21.00O'l
DKOOS, 3.50250w, 5.25
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00;
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 4.56 4.12 6.75 11.00 16.50 27.50 COQUILIE, Coos, 13,225 homes, 97%
N
5.75 5.50 8.25 15.00 22.50 37.50
12,828 radio homes.
KWRO, 250w, 1450kc, Gene Grant
KAST, lkw, 1370kc, 7.50
MBS, 12.00
KBS, McHugh
18.00 Jr.
D
3.00 4.50 6.00 12.00 18.00
D 5.00
30 00 N
3.50 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00
8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 -D. 1050kc.
LBS
25.00 CORVALLIS, Benton, 8,861 homes, 97.8
KVAS, 4.12
250v
15.00
D
21.00
dio, 8,666 radio homes.
4.12 6.00 10.00
250w, 1340kc, LBS, Keating,
N 5.50 5.50 8.50 14.00
35.00 KRUL,
Network
4.50 4.50 6.50 14.00 21.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio D
home figures for each city include entire N 3.60 3.60 5.20 11.20 16.80
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes THE DALLES, Wasco, 4,969 homes
radio, 4,815 radio homes.
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
(Continued on page 142)
see foreword.
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Leadership
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WHEN TULSA HAD f^^^^^^

through April
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December
KTUL1943
Share
^J-^r^,
Time
Morning

Last year, a leading Tulsa
Advertising Agency made a
study of the EFFECTIVENESS
of Radio in the TULSA MARKET. The survey disclosed
some startling facts! On
the basis of that survey,

Audience

of

Per
KTUL
W» Cost
—

Reached by KTUL l/n

8:00-12:00 a.m.
Afternoon
12:00-6:00 p.m.
Evening
6:00-10:00 p m.

26.7
Today

■ lllJRtfl

1B,fM

RADIO STATIONS

KTUL issued the "Story of
Leadership."
Now, a year later, KTUL
is proud to REPEAT THE
STORY!

UM
M
REPORT)
ft -OP* KTUL
ti
JZ,
w
HAS 6 AM »%&?
Cost Per
' VuL
'(figures
1951
January
discount) ,000 Homes
No. f Homes
KTUL Share
(Fibres from Current

Just add the TULSA COUNTY picture (pointed up here)
to the entire KTUL coverage, with its increases in
every county — the answer,
in GREAT BIG CAPITAL LETTERS: — KTUL, TODAY, IS
STILL A BIGGER BUY THAN
EVER BEFORE!

Morning

The Radio Business — like
all others— is CONTROLLED
BY THE SAME RISING
COSTS OF OPERATION.

£28.00

EVEN SO — KTUL, today,
COSTS YOU NO MORE
(even less).

• Telecasting

ONLY. ^

COUNTY
e TULSA ra
ge
(The aboverea,KT
ve
co
UL
Add .he en.i

KTUL

Eastern

TULSA'S EXCLUSIVE RADIO CENTER
AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
Radio Station Representatives
JOHN ESAU, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Oklahoma's

Affiliated
and

ADCASTING

$7.73

Afternoon
Evening
12:00-<

There is NO VALID REASON
why radio advertising dollars— alone of all business
dollars — should REMAIN
CONSTANT!

Reached by KTUL (Ma

Audience

«f

with

KFPW,

KOMA,

only CBS

Station

Fort Smith,

Oklahoma

Ark.,

City.
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BROADCASTING ^^TELECASTING
f

It's A Fact!
PROMOTION
in

'. VBMOHT
© t9$t, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.

/
°t
<D Number of FM Broadcasting Statio
MARKETBOOK MAP Voca,,on •"-«*•"••
K tb UN
Hood River ^ Number of Telecasting Statio
OH r n A M

^

Set. if m,L

PAYS!

EUGENE,
The Oregon Market
2nd Only to Portland
KERG
The Register-Guard
Radio Station
gives
^
an unmatched ^
PROMOTION BONUS
^ Combined with Complete
Coverage of one of the
top 200 Markets in the
Nation*, with "Preferred
City" rating*.
KERG
1000 watts

1280 kc

EUGENE,

OREGON

LBS
Liberty Broadcasting System
* Sales Management

'

OREGON
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page HO)
KODL, 250w-D, lOOw-N, 1230kc, LBS, Keating
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.00 2.90 8.65 13.80 23.00 40.25
N 2.00 2.90 8.65 13.80 23.00 40.25
EUGENE, Lane, 38,205 homes, 97.6% radio,
37,288 radio homes.
3D AM 5.67
affiiliates,
1-time 23.67
rate 39.67
5.67 average
9.67 16.00
N 7.67 7.67 13.67 22.67 34.00 53.33
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

KASH, SBlkw, 1M1600kc, 5M
Cooke15M
1 Hr
D
7.50 15.00 22.00 38.00 72.00
30M
60.00
N
8.50 19.20 28.80 43.20
KERG, lkw, 1280kc, LBS 14.00 21.00 35.00
D
5.00 5.00 8.50
50.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00
30.00 Conlan
KORE, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, McKinney,
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 17.00 25.00 42.00
N 8.50 8.50 14.50 24.00 36.00 50.00
KUGN, lkw, 590kc. ABC, Meeker
D 6.00 6.00 10.50 17.00 25.00 42.00
N
8.50 8.50 14.50 24.00 36.00 60.00
KUGN-FM, Chan. 256, 99.1mc, 356w, Bonus
FOREST GROVE, Washington, 19,416 homes,
97.9% radio 19,008 radio homes.
KFGR,
250w-D,3.601570kc,
D 3.60
6.25 BMB9.00 15.00 25.00
N 3.60 3.60 6.25 9.00 15.00 25.00
GRANTS PASS, Josephine, 8,808 homes, 95.6%
radio, 8,420 radio homes.
250w, 4.32
1340kc,6.48MBS,10.80
Grant,16.20
BMB 27.00
DKUIN, 4.32
N
6.40 6.40 9.60 16.00 24.00 40.00

CONLAN
KMED
SURVEY
Station B
Station C
Others

D

K

RETAIL

SALES

POPULATION
RADIO
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WATTS

NBC STATION SERVING THE
OREGON— NORTHERN CAL-

COUNTY:

INCREASE:
INCREASE:

HOMES:

50.5%
35.0%
8.7%
5.8%

NBC

KMED IS THE ONLY
ENTIRE SOUTHERN
IFORNIA MARKET
JACKSON

D2 AM 5.00affiliates,
5.5Q average
10.62 16.88
1-time 25.88
rate'
N 5.35 5.92 11.50 18.12 28.37
KFJI, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1150kc, MBS, Gr<
D 5.00 5.00 11.25 18.75 26.75
N 5.00 5.00 11.25 18.75 26.75'
KFLW,
Hoooer250w, 1450kc, ABC, Everett-Mc
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 5.70 6.85 11.75 17.50 30.00
(Continued on page

—

5000

1940-1950

KGPO (FM), Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 3.1 kw j
HOOD RIVER, Hood River, 5,310
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1
97.9%
radio
5,198
Kl HR, 250w, 1340kc radio homes. - l|
D 2.80 2.80 6.20 10.00 14.951
N 3.10 3.10 6.90 11.10 16.60l
KLAMATH FALLS, Klamath, 13,805 I
97.6% radio, 13,474 radio homes.

97.2%

• Marketbook

241.6%
75.7%

MEDFORD
Represented Nationally by Robert Meeker Associates, Irn
New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

Son Francisco Lanca

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

CGW

THE

ONLY

STATION

HICH GIVES THE ADVERTISER
#
9MPREHENSIVE COVERAGE •.••/#

^

BROADCAST

MEASUREMENT

BUREAU

SURVEYS

PROVE
KGW's
LEADERSHIP
No other Portland radio station, regardless of power,
reaches as many radio families or provides a greater
coverage area. KGW's efficient 620 frequency is beamed
to cover Oregon's Willamette Valley and Southwestern Washington. BMB surveys prove KGW is doing
just that!
TOTAL BMB FAMILIES
(From 1949 BMB Survey)
DAYTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D
Cugene, Oregon's third largest city, viewed by Miss KGW
rom atop Skinner's Butte, is a thriving lumber, manufacturng and distribution center, serving the Cascade and Southrn Oregon region. KGW Tour Test, conducted in cooperaion with Oregon Motor Association, proves Eugene is anther great market area reached by KGW's Comprehensive
Coverage. In second picture, Neil Chase, grandson of the
ounder of Chase Gardens shows Miss KGW some orchids,
f which his firm is a leading grower.

350,030
337,330
295,470
192,630

NIGHTTIME
KGW
Station B
Station C
Station D

367,370
350,820
307,970
205,440

This cial,
chart,
compiled
from maps
offihalf-milivolt
contour
filed with the FCC in Washington, D.C., or from field intensity
surveys, tells the story ofCOVERKGW's
COMPREHENSIVE
the nation.
fastest-growing marketAGEin ofthe

PORTLAND,
ON
REPRESENTED
3ADCASTING

• Telecastin

THE

EFFICIENT
NATIONALLY

OREGON
620

BY

FREQUENCY

EDWARD
August 20, 1951

PETRY
•

&

CO.
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'50
OREGON
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 1A2)
IA GRANDE, Union, 5,779 homes, 97.2%
radio, 5,617 radio homes.
KLBM, 250w, 1450kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00
N 3.75 3.75 5.50 10.75 18.00 30.00
LEBANON, Linn, 15,918 homes, 96.7% radio,
15,393 radio homes.
KGAL, lkw, 930kc, Western Radio Sales
D
6.00 8.25 17.50 35.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.25 17.50 35.00 60.00
McMINNVILLE, Yamhill, 10,305 homes, 97.8%
radio, 10,078 radio homes.
KMCM, lkw, 1260kc
D
3.50 3.85 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.75 4.13 8.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
MEDFORD, Jackson, 18,989 homes, 97.2%
radio, 18,457 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 7.00 7.00 9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00
N
9.00 9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KMED
Conlan5kw-D, lkw-N, 1440kc, NBC, Meeker,
D 9.00 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KYJC, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Grant, McHugh
D 5.00 5.00 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
NEWPORT, Lincoln, 8,544 homes, 97% radio,
8,288 radio homes.
KNPT, lkw, 1310kc, LBS, Viking Network,
Keating, West Coast Radio Sales
D
3.50 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
97%
NORTH BEND, Coos, 13,225 homes,
radio, 12,828 radio homes.
KfIR, 250w, 1340kc, LBS, West Coast Radio
D 5.25 5.25 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N 6.00 6.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

ONTARIO, Malheur, 6,551 homes, 96.1%
radio, 6,296 radio homes.
KSRV, lkw, 1380kc, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
N
5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 35.00
OREGON CITY, Clackamas, 28,975 homes,
98.2% radio, 28,453 radio homes.
KGON 250w. 1230kc, LBS, McGillvra
D
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PENDLETON, Umatilla, 13,109 homes, 97.1%
radio, 12,729 radio homes.
KWRC, 250v 1240kc
D 2.30 3.35
15.15 27.50
27.50 45.00
9.95 15.15
45.00
N 2.30 3.35 9.95
PORTLAND,
Multnomah, 153,438 homes,
97.3% radio, 149,295 radio homes.
4D AM17.67
affiliates,
24.88 average
28.33 1-time
37.50 rate
63.25 115.50
N 35.00 48.75 56.67 73.75 126.75 231.25
4D AM 7.25
non-affiliates,
average26.001-time46.53
rate 85.33
8.00 14.67
KBKO, Ikw-D, 1290kc, For joe
D
6.00 7.50 15.00 24.00 39.60 66.00
KEX, 50kw, 1190kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
Hooper, BMB
D 20.00 25.00 40.00 67.00 112.00
N 40.00 50.00 80.00 135.00 225.00
KEX-FM, Chan. 222, 92.3mc, 56kw, Free &
Peters, Bonus
KGW, 5kw, 620kc, NBC, Petry
D 20.00 27.50 32.50 40.00 66.00 110.00
N 40.00 55.00 65.00 80.00 132.00 220.00
KOIN,
Hooper,5kw,BMB 970kc, CBS, Avery-Knodel,
D 20.00 30.00 32.50 40.00 75.00 150.00
N 40.00 60.00 65.00 75.00 150.00 300.00
KOIN-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 48.6kw, Bonus
KPDQ, lkw-D,8.00800kc14.00 24.00 40.00 70.00
D
KPFM (FM), Chan. 246, 97.1mc, 1.6kw
D (Storecasting)
N
30.00 45.00 75.00
KPOJ, 5kw. 1330kc, MBS, Don Lee, Blair,
Hooper, BMB
D 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 90.00
N 20.00 30.00 40.00 . 60.00 90.00 180.00
*
* *
OREGON

KRXL, 250w, 1240kc,
'50 '48
(No rates available)
'48
Marion, 30,047 homes, 97.9=
93.75 SALEM,
29,416
radio
homes.
'
4
8
125.00
1 Hr
KOCO, 250w, 1490kc, Rambeau
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
120.00
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 .
97.5%
120.00 N 6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 .
KSLM, lkw, 1390kc, MBS, McKinney, Kei
97%
D 5.00 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
50.00 N 7.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 '4
9
TILLAMOOK, Tillamook, 7,500 homes, '9!
49
radio, 7,305 radio homes.
25.00 KTIL, 250w, 1590kc
'
2.20 2.65 5.60 10.55 16.50 '459
35.00 DN
3.10
1.0% 3.55 6.60 13.20 19.80 ': 0
5
0.83% '050
MARKET INDICATORS FOR OREGON
FIGURES YR.
88.7% '50
CLASSIFICATION
FIGURES
97.4%
1,521,341
Population
1,089,684
% of U. S
327,806
488,575
Homes
Percent Radio
475,872
Radio Homes
290,641
Retail Sales
$1,679,485,000
1,590,621,000
Retail Trade Employes
71,002
43,909
441,300,000
Wholesale Sales Volume
Wholesale Trade Employes .... $1,886,737,000
29,350
Manufacturing Employment
15,894
0.84%
118,146
1.06%
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payroll
101%
(1st Quarter)
109%
Income
$82,950,000
633,000,000
$2,095,000,000
Percent distribution
579
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita $
1,448
income
30,000,000
New Construction (Private) .... $ 225,500,000
Residential
14,400,000
$
137,400,000
Non-Residential
6,800,000
574,331
$ 39,900,000
Automobile Registration
689,447
438,200
Telephones
258,100 5.
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduci
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
KPOJ-FM,
Bonus Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 50kw,
KWJJ, SB
lOkw, 1M
1080kc,5MBurn-Smith
15M 30M
D
7.50 15.00 31.25 50.00
N
10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00
KXL,
lOkw, 750kc,
Walker 30.00 60.00
D
8.50
8.50 15.00
N
8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 60.00
PRINEVILLE, Crook, 2,649 homes,
radio, 2,583 radio homes.
KRCO,
Conlan
D
6.00lkw-D,5.00690kc,
10.00Grant,
20.00
30.00
ROSEBURG, Douglas, 16,028 homes,
radio,250w,
15,5471490kc,
radio MBS,
homes. Keating
KRNR,
D 3.25 4.65 9.50 12.00 16.00
N
5.00 6.25 11.50 14.00 21.00

RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
(*$000)
Total 1950
1950
Employment
Taxable1st I
1950
Mid-March
1940
1940
Retail
Sales
1950
1950 Percentage
Farm Income
1948 rolls
1948 ($(
Homes
Radio
Homes
County
Radio
Homes
Radio
Population
Population
($000)
Baker
16,067
17,534
18.297
5,360
97.8
Benton
18,629
2,544
8,861
96.3
4,413
31,524
19,848
28,975
27,068
Clackamas .
28,453
4,828
86,574
5,162
57,130
11,845
4,322
97.4
24,697
98.2
53,687
Clatsop ....
11,537
8,254
8,666
15,303
30.571
6,804
97.9
Columbia . .
22,869
36,287
2,148.740
20,971
17,598
6,572
97.5
7,538
13,225
97.0
Coos
41,558
7,380
4,537,587
5,278
48,550
32,466
12,828
Crook
8,364
5,046,737
2,649
9,936
96.3
609
Curry
1,450
2,583
5.533
1,273
4,301
8,923
6,940
4,212
5,997
2,057
661
2.136
97.0
Deschutes .
21,691
837,880
3.
885
18,631
4,997
6.854
97.0
986
6,648
32,783
8,097*
Douglas . . .
16,028
25.728
4,570
54,064
909
4,257
6,289
523
5,933,312
3,803
Gilliam ....
15,547
2,844
2,804
2,499
49,197
9,782
7,195*
Grant
95.8
97.4
6.380
8,275
3,866,570
97.7
7,305
Harney ....
1,583
2,442
6,068
1,133
1,930
1,285
5,374
Hood River
11,580
97.9
2,942
12,761
1,849
5,310
7,711
97.2
Jackson . . .
36,213
18,989
5,825,703
13,132
5,198
18,457
58,494
1,571
468
65,290
Jefferson . .
96.8
1,052
9,641
5,505
2,476,5*487*
2
8.808
2,042
16,301
26,313
16i
1,584
Josephine .
1,636
4,005
97.6
13,805
4,133
29,417
96.0
Klamath . . .
40,497
8,420
95.6
4,000
13,474
42,014
9,788
354
2,289
Lake
10,151
59,111
2,384
6.637
97.6
9,056
6,293
97.0
7,591*
8,776
125,057
Lane
69,096
38,205
37,288
1,492
131,970
21.180
2
1,040
23,563
Lincoln ....
3,697*
17,816
96.1
14,549
3,418
1,527.566
96.7
Linn
19,860
30,485
16,057*
8,288
15,393
15,918
8.544
53,622
4,161
10,815
Malheur . . .
19,767
6,551
23,142
53,563
7,260
97.9
6,296
29,416
9
22,305*
Marion
25,212
100,379
30,047
75,246
4,013
107,360
18,499
97.3
98.2
2,198
Morrow ....
2,373*
13,898
4.337
149,295
106,855
1,515
6,433*
105
153,438
468,571
618
Multnomah
355.099
638,497
4,739
7,453,062
1,008
691
1,488
98.9
2
Polk
97.6
4,822
149,241
19,266*
15,772
4,247*
26,184
9,270
384
19,989
683
4,819
189
Sherman . .
2.321
3,829
97.4
2
7,305
Tillamook .
18,553*
12,263
9,048
5,963,360
2,260
7,500
2,247
18,536
17,986
97.1
3
12,729
34,490*
25,578*
Umatilla . . .
26,030
13,109
5,491,039
3,059
41,176
6,140
3,538
97.2
Union
43,053
4,508
5,198
17.898
5,779
17,399
97.8
Wallowa . . .
2,490
19,341
96.9
7,212
5,617
7,623
10,536*
i
2,546
1,781
Wasco
2,754
5,300,992
96.0
13,069
15,516
22,554
6,892
3
97.9
3,320
12,814*
39.194
4,815
Washington
6,455,796
4,969
61,221
19,008
42,820
691
10,025
19,416
Wheeler . . .
33.410
3,288
10,078
1,033
97.8
10,305
26,336
2.974
1,703,850
Yamhill
1,942
32,159
992
1,778
5,231
6,742
656
568
32,863*
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm5,341
Income* add S'
8,786*
MARKET INDICATORS FOR 18,712*
PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
17,666*
CLASSIFICATION
FIGURES YR. FIGURES "5
SPOT RATE FINDER
Population
10,498,012 '50
9,900,180
6.9% '50
7.54%
WFIvfZ, (FM), Chan. 264, lOOJmc, 20kw, % of U. S
ALLENTOWN, Lehigh, 54,107 homes, 96.5%
Homes
2,901,680 '50
2,453,103
WQXR (Network)
radio, 52,213 radio homes.
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 127.50
Percent Radio
95.5% '50
92.4%
Hr
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
2.50 3.50 7.00 9.00 15.00 40.00
Radio Homes
2,771,104 '50
2,265,921
15.00 25.00
N
3.00
4.50
10.00
Sales
$ 9,899,851,000 '50 9,030,166,000
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
WHOL, 250w, I230kc, CBS, Meeker
SB
85.00 Retail
D
7.00 8.50 15.00 30.00 75.00
51.00 125.00
Retail Trade Employes
509,287 '48
368,329
8.50 11.17 17.67 35.33 55.00 145.00
91.67
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00
Wholesale Sales Volume
$10,750,483,000 '48 3,347,500,000
13.75 17.17 29.00 58.00 87.67
WKAP,
I320kc, 18.00
Weed 36.00
90.00 Manufacturing
Trade Employment
Employes
151,097 '48
101,400
D lkw, 10.00
54.00 Weed,
130.00 Wholesale
WAEB,
N
12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
bery, 500w-D,
Conlan lkw-N, 790kc, ABC, Holling(Mid-March)
1,463,216
Chan. 292, I06.3mc, 0.78kw
D 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00 WKAP-FM,
(Continued on page 145)
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
(Continued on page 1J,
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PENNSYLVANIA

Q] Location ol City and numb«r of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(i) Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number ot Telecasting Stations
MAP® OT1951,WAITBIBroadcasting
f. WIN, MIDMUUIY,
Publications,VBMOMT
Inc.

PENNSYLVANIA'S
3RD
CITY
€Utd ADJACENT
0.5 MV/M
0.1 MV/M

AREAS

1890 Sq. Mi. 259,874 Pop.
6365 Sq. Mi. 576,164 Pop.
Write for latest brochure
and coverage maps.

BLOOMSBURG,
Columbia,
15,610 homes,
94.3% radio, 14,720 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average l-time rate
1 Hr
IM 5M 15M
12.75 24.75
4.62
30M 45.00
SB 6.12 9.62
4.25500w-D,
22.50 40.00
WLTR,
D I,4.25
5.50930kc9.25
10.50 22.50
9.25 10.50
Ikw -D, 690kc
15.00
5.00
27.00 50.00
10.00 15.00 27.00
D 5.00
5.00 6.75 10.00
10.00 15.00
N 5.00 6.75 10.00
27.00 50.00
15.00 27.00
BRADDOCK, Allegheny, 412,005 homes, 96.3%
radio, 396,761 radio homes.
DWLOA,6.00Ikw-D,
9.00 I550kc
20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
(Includes WLFM (FM) Pittsburgh)
BRADFORD, McKean, 17,124 homes, 95.7%
radio, 16,388 radio homes.
WESB,
250w, 5.00
I490kc,10.00
MBS, 20.00
Ra-Tel, 30.00
Conlan 50.00
D
4.00
N
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BUTLER, Butler, 26,973 homes, 95.0% radio,
25,624 radio homes.
2D AM 2.50
non-affiliates,
average
rate 72.50
7.00 17.25
21.00l-time
42.50
WBUT,
500w-D,
I580kc
D 2.50 4.00 12.00 17.00 35.00 60.00
WBUT-FM,
— Day only.Chan. 280, I03.9mc, 0.72kw, Bonus
N
.83 1.33 4.00 5.67 11.67 20.00
WISR,
D 250w-D,
10.00680kc,
22.50Hooper,
25.00BMB50.00 85.00
WISR-FM, Chan. 249, 97.7mc, 0.56kw homes,
(50% of AM rates)
CARBONDALE, Lackawanna, 70,586
94.6% radio, 66.774 radio homes.
WCDL,
Cooke24.00 36.00 94.8%
D
5.00250w,7.00I230kc,12.00
60.00
N
7.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
CARLISLE, Cumberland, 27,066 homes,
radio, 25,659 radio homes.
72.00
WLXW,
D
6.40Ikw-D,
8.00 I380kc
14.40 28.80 43.20 homes,
CHAMBERSBURG,
Franklin, 21,209
92.8% radio, 19,682 radio homes.
WCHA,
Ikw-D,
800kc,
D
7.50 7.50 14.40 Forjoe,
28.80Conlan
43.20 72.00
WCHA-FM, Chan. 249, 95.9mc, 0.82kw,
joe, Bonus — Day oniy.
N (V3 of AM rates)
CHARLEROI,
Washington, 57,173 homes,
94.8% radio, 54,200 radio homes.
ForWESA,
250w-D,
940kc,
KBS 20.00 30.00 50.00
D 5.75 6.75 10.00
CHESTER, Delaware, 111,719 homes, 97.8%
radio, 109,261 radio homes.
2D AM 7.50
non-affiliates,
average
rate 95.00
10.00 19.00
38.00l-time57.00
Waynesboro, Pa.
WPWA, Ikw, I590kc, Conlan
90.00
D
7.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
ark to WARK
90.00
N
7.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 93.9%
IN
WVCH,
D 250w-D,
10.00740kc
20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WAYN ESBORO
CLEARFIELD, Clearfield, 24,341 homes,
95.2%
radio, 22,856 radio homes.
(3,270 Radio Families)
WCPA,
D
5.00Ikw-D,
5.00 900kc15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00
AND
COATESVILLE, Chester, 40,247 homes,
FRANKLIN COUNTY
radio, 38,315 radio homes.
WCOJ,
(20,490 Radio Families)
80.00
D
7.00Ikw-D,
8.00 I420kc
16.00 32.00 48.00 homes,
CONNELLSVILLE,
Fayette, 50,574
EVERYONE LISTENS TO
93.9% radio, 47,489 radio homes.
WCVI,
D
4.00250w,5.00I340kc 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WAR
K
N
6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
DOYLESTOWN, Bucks, 42,123 homes, 97.5%
HAGERSTOWN, MD.
radio, 41,070 radio homes.
WBUX,
ABC
D
4.50250w-D,
6.00 I570kc
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
DuBOIS, Clearfield, 24,341 homes, 93.9% raWith Studios in
dio, 22,856 radio homes.
IE ANTHONY WAYNE HOTEL
WCED,
McGillvra
D
5.00250w,6.25I230kc,12.90CBS, 22.40
36.40 56.00
N
5.00 6.25 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00
WCED-FM, Gillvra,Chan.
Waynesboro, Pa.
Bonus 271, 102. Imc 9.5kw, McEASTON, Northampton, 49,975 homes, 96.3%
Ask Radio Representatives
radio, 48,126 radio homes.
OADCASTING
• Telecasting
, 5kw, I470kc, NBC, Headley-Reed
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
15.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 8kw
rates 20% of AM rates)
3NA,
39,334 homes, 94.9% radio,
8 radioBlair,
homes.
affiliates,
4.72
6.72 average
19.31 l-time
31.05 rate
46.72 77.62
3.09 10.09 25.69 43.50 67.75 108.75
, 250w, I340kc, NBC, H.R. Representa8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
2.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00
MBS, 120.00
SOOw-N, I290kc,
,h, Ikw-D,
Conlan
Burn6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 100.00
75.00
9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00
-FM, 100. Imc, 0.25kw, Bonus
, 250w, I240kc, ABC, Meeker
4.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
V.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
n, Ikw, I430kc, CBS, Weed 48.90 80.50
'6.90
6.90 28.75
21.25 46.00
32.20 69.00 94.4%
I 15.00
0.35 10.35
•10, Armstrong, 22,360 homes,
o 21,108 radio homes.
, Ikw-D,6.00
9IOkc 10.00 20.00 34.00 94.56.00
1%
4.50
ESBORO, Cambria, 52,922 homes
o, 49,800 radio homes.
Z,5.00
500w-D,
50.00
5.00950kc
15.00 20.00 94.6%
35.00 radio,
:R
FALLS,
46,656 homes,
37 radio homes.
, 250w, I230kc
5.25 5.25 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
00 8.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 90.00
LEHEM, Northampton, 49,975 homes,
% radio, 48,126 radio homes.
\,5.75
250w-D,
8.75 MOOkc
17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
VFM, Chan. 236, 95. Imc, lOkw
2.00 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
All rates one-time. Home and radio
figures for each city include entire
Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
jted from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio
^reword.BMB. For complete explanation

WEEX (FM)

MBS,98.3mc Ikw
Chan. 252,
3.50
4.50
IM
15M 30M
1 Hr
15.00 25.00
D 3.50 I400kc, 7.00
6.00 10.00
16.00 25.00 45.00
N 4.50
5M NBC, Meeker,
WEST, SB250w 6.50
27.50
Ian
D 5.00 9.00 12.25
40.00 60.00
18.00
N 9.00
55.00Meeker,
90.00
35.00 I6kw,
WEST-FM,
Bonus Chan. 300, 107. 9mc
ERIE. Erie, 62,222 homes, 95.4% radio, 59,360
l-time rate
Conradio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average Weed,
83.33
D
9.00 9.00 17.00 31.33 49.33
N 15.00 15.00 26.00 53.00 80.67
Hooper135.00
WERC, 5kw, I260kc, NBC 40.00 60.00 100.00
D
12.00 12.00 20.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00
WERC-FM, Chan. 260 99.9mc, 9.7kw, Bonus
WICU (TV), Chan. 12, 2kw-aur .; 4kw-vis.,
Headley-Reed
225.00 375.00
D 45.00 60.00 112.00 150.00 300.00
'page U6) 500.00
N 50.00 75.00 150.00 200.00
(Continued on
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Mary

WHOD
... is proud
to announce
it is

Dee

around
Movin'
with Smilin'
Mary
Dee

Supergh's
r
Pittsbu
Female D.J.
Smilin'

WHOD's
Sellin'est
Female D.J.

This year marks the 3rd anniversary
in WHOD's public service activity.
The Mary Dee Program started with the birth of the station.
WHOD . . . is proud to announce the new Mary Dee
Studio at Centre and Herron Avenues, in the heart of Pittsburgh's well-heeled Hill district, is now open for services to
all advertisers.
WHOD
. The station of nations— 250w ... 860 on every Pittsburgh dial
Beams programs to Polish — Slovak — Jewish — Italian — Greek — Arabic —
Croatian — Hungarian — Negro — Lithuanian.
— WRITE FOR SALES CASE HISTORIES —
Represented Nationally By JOE WOOTON
INTERSTATE UNITED NEWSPAPERS, INC.
545 Fifth Ave., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
August 20, 1951
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WKBO, 250w I230kc, MBS, NBC, Meeker,
Conlan
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
N 12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
HAZLETON, Luzerne, 105,887 homes, 95.5%
radio, 101,122 radio homes.
WAZL, 250w, I490kc, NBC, MBS, Meeker
D
4.15 5.00 12.25 27.50 40.00 60.00
N
6.75 6.75 18.00 35.00 55.00 90.00
WA2L-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 7.6kw, Bonus
HOMESTEAD, Allegheny, 412,005 homes,
96.3% radio, 396,761 radio homes.
WHOD,
250w-D, 860kc, Interstate United
Newspapers
D
8.50 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
HUNTINGDON, Huntingdon, 11,872 homes,
91.9% radio, 10,910 radio homes.
WHUN, 250w, I400kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.50 13.00 16.90 29.25 52.00
N
5.00 6.00 15.60 26.00 45.50 78.00
INDIANA, Indiana, 20,689 homes, 94.0% radio, 19,448 radio homes.
WDAD,
lan 250w, I450kc, CBS, McGillvra, ConD 5.00 6.00 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00
N
5.00 6.00 12.90 22.40 36.40 56.00
JOHNSTOWN,
Cambria,
52,922 homes,
94.1% radio, 49,800 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
7.33 7.33 17.33 31.33 47.00 78.33
N 10.00 10.00 24.67 44.33 69.00 110.00
WARD, 250w, I490kc, CBS, Weed
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 180.00
N
9.00 9.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 10.00
WARD-FM, Chan. 287, 92. Ike, 0.25kw
D
5.00 8.50 16.00
N
5.00 8.50 16.00
WCRO, 250w, I230kc, ABC, MBS, Radio Reps.
D 6.00 6.00 20.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 9.00 9.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 100.00
WJAC,
Hooper 250w, I400kc, NBC, Headley-Reed,
D
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
WJAC-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 8.3kw, Headley-Reed, Bonus
WJAC-TV, Chan. 13, ,3.7kw-aur.; 6.5kw-vis.;
ABC,48.00CBS,48.00
DuMont,
82.50 NBC,
198.00 330.00
132.00Headley-Reed
80.00 80.00 137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00

PENNSYLVANIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 145)
WIKK,
Hooper5kw, 1330kc, ABC, H-R Representatives,
SB
1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
8.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N
14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WLEU, 250w, I450kc, MBS
D
7.00 7.00 13.00 22.00 40.00 70.00
N 13.00 13.00 20.00 43.00 68.00 115.00
WLEU-FM, Chan 250, 97.9mc, 9kw
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 7.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
GETTYSBURG, Adams, 12,284 homes, 93.7%
radio, 11,510 radio homes.
WGET, 250w, I450kc, LBS, KBS
D
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GREENSBURG, Westmoreland, 84,403 homes,
95.3% radio, 80,436 radio homes.
WHJB, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 620kc, Cooke
D
5.60 7.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
N
8.00 10.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
HANOVER, York, 58,346 homes, 95.3% radio,
55,604 radio homes.
WHVR,
D
5.60Ikw-D,7.00500w-N,
14.00 I280kc,
28.00 MBS42.00 70.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
HARRISBURG, Dauphin, 56,298 homes, 96.1%
radio, 54,102 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
7.00 7.50 17.25 34.50 53.00 85.00
N 10.75 10.75 26.25 48.75 75.00 125.00
WABX (FM), Chan. 265, I00.9mc, Ikw
(No rates available)
WHGB, 250w, I400kc, ABC, Weed, Conlan
D 7.50 7.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
N 9.50 9.50 25.00 Boiling
50.00 75.00 125.00
580kc, CBS,
WHP,
5kw
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 18.00 18.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WHP-FM, Chan. 247, 97.3mc, 4kw (duplica
tion of AM, balance sold independently)
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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KITTANNING,
Armstrong, 22,360 homes,
93.5%
94.4% radio, 21,108 radio homes.
WACB, SB 500w-D,1M I380kc&M
15M 30M
1 Hr
D
3.85 12.60 25.20 37.80 63.00
LANCASTER, Lancaster, 64,544 homes
87.50
radio, 60,349 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
127.50
D
6.75 7.80 18.75
37.50
57.50
257, 48.75 77.50
N 12.00 12.00 28.75
WGAL, 250w, I490kc, MBS, NBC, Meeker,
Conlan
17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
D 6.50 7.60 27.50
47.50 75.00 125.00
N 12.00 12.00
WGAL-FM, Chan
101. 3mc, I6kw, Meeker, Bonus
WGAL-TV, Chan 4, 0.88kw-aur.; Ikw-vis.;
DuMont,120.00
Meeker180.00 300.00
ABC, NBC,45.00
CBS 75.00
D
N
90.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
WLAN, Ikw I390kc, ABC, Headley-Reed
D 7.00
00 20.00 40.00 60.00 90.00
N 12.00 12.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 130.00
WLAN-FM, Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 20kw, Headley-Reed, Bonus
LEBANON, Lebanon, 23,043 homes, 95.4% radio, 21,974 radio homes.
WLBR,
Ikw, I270kc,
Rambeau,
D
7.50 18.00
30.00Conlan
47.00 75.00
N
7.50 18.00 30.00 47.00 75.00
WLBR-FM, Chan. 261, 100. Imc, 0.64kw, Rambeau, Bonus
LEMOYNE, Cumberland, 27,066 homes, 94.8%
radio, 25,659 radio homes.
WCMB,
Cooke 55.00 90.00
D
9.00Ikw-D,9.00960kc,18.00LBS, 37.00
LEWISTOWN, Mifflin, 12,460 homes, 93.1%
radio, 11,600 radio homes.
WKVA,
Ikw-D,7.00
920kc 10.00 20.00 60.00
D 7.00
WMRF, 250w, I490kc, NBC, Burn-Smith, HoopConlan,4.50
BMB 10.00 13.00 22.50 94.3%
D er,4.50
40.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
WLTN
Smith (FM),
(80% Chan.
of AM 250,
Rates)97.9mc, 2.25kw, BurnLOCK HAVEN. Clinton, 10,555 homes,
radio, 9,953 radio homes.
40.00
WBPZ, 250w, I230kc, MBS, McGillvra
D
4.50 10.00 13.00 22.50 60.00
N
6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00

HARRISBURG,
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(148)

Income

per Family

($6,135)

Effective

Buying

Income

per Capita

($1,916)

CBS

_HILj®_oopers
HSoopers

PA

Index

Buying

Harrisburg's figures literally jump out of the pages compared to
other Pennsylvania markets in the Survey of Buying Power.
Harrisburg is first in the all-important Quality of Market Index—
with a figure (148) which means that Harrisburg sales potential is
48% greater than indicated by its population. And Harrisburg also
shows the highest per capita and per family Effective Buying Income
in the entire state.
Equally important — Harrisburg is clearly the shopping center of the
area, claiming 72.8% of Dauphin County retail sales although its

5,000

OIL CITY, Venango, 18,394 homes, 94.2°
dio, 17,327 radio homes.
WKRZ, 250w, I340kc, Conlan
D
2.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 26.50
N
2.00 5.25 11.00 22.50 33.00

Effective

CBS

here
^I^&^here

McKEESPORT,
Allegheny, 412,005 ha,
96.3% radio, 396,761 radio homes
2 AM non-affiliates, average l-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D
6.00 8.50 16.00 40.00 60.00
WEDO, Ikw-D, 8IOkc
D
6.00 9.00 16.00 40.00 60.00
40.00 60.00
WMCK, Ikw, I360kc
D
6.00 8.00 16.00 40.00 60.00
N
6.00 8.00 16.00 I04.9mc, 0.5kw, L]
WMCK-FM, Chan. 285,
MEADVILLE, Crawford, 24,925 homes,
radio, 23,504 radio homes.
WMGW, 250w, I490kc
D
4.15 5.00 12.25 27.50 40.00
N
6.75 18.00 35.00 55.00
WMGW-FM, Chan. 262, I00.3mc, lOkw,
MORRISVILLE, Bucks, 42,123 homes,
radio, 41,070 radio homes.
WBUD, 250w, I490kc, McGillvra
D
8.00 18.00 30.00 48.00
N
8.00 18.00 30.00 48.00
NONTICOKE, Luzerne, 105,887 homes,
radio, 101,122 radio homes.
WHWL, Ikw-D, 730kc, Forjoe
D
5.00 6.50 8.21 22.78 37.80
NEW CASTLE, Lawrence, 28,636 h
95.1% radio, 27,233 radio homes.
WKST, Ikw, I280kc, MBS, Meeker, Conl
D 6.50 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 1
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
WKST-FM, Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 3kw, Mee
D
1.40 1.75 3.50 7.00 10.50
N
2.00 2.50 5.00 10.00 15.00
NEW KENSINGTON, Westmoreland, i
homes, 95.3% radio, 80,436 radio horns
WKPA, 250w-D, Il50kc, Continental
D
5.00 6.00 12.00 25.00 38.00 |
NORRISTOWN, Montgomery, 92,308 h<
97.3% 500w,
radio, IllOkc,
80,816 radio
.1
WNAR,
Grant homes.
D
6.00 8.00 21.00 42.00 63.00

JUL

city limits account for only 48.3% of the County's families. And in
some
Harrisburg's
is even
more dominating.
Generalcategories,
Merchandise
Sales forshare
example,
Harrisburg
stores accountIn
for 87.1% of the County total.
You can effectively sell this rich market both inside and outside
Harrisburg through Station WHP. In its new home on the dial at
580 kilocycles and its more effective power of 5,000 watts. WHP extends its coverage
a much wider area in Pennsylvania's
rich South
Central throughout
belt and bevond.

re vail

Watts

Represented

• Marketbook

by the Boiling Co
BROADCASTING

• Telecasi

DELPHIA, Philadelphia, 571,701 homes,
| radio, 549,405 radio homes,
[affiliates, average l-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
C.80 34.60 47.90 91.80 139.20 229.20
2.00 54.60 78.50 144.00 221.00 370.00
non-affiliates,
average
rate 108.00
12.83
11.60 19.80
41.00l-time62.60
4.25 15.33 30.67 61.33 103.67 165.00
50kw, I060kc, NBC, Free & Peters, BMB,
£.00 35.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
COO 60.00 100.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
i;M, Chan, 223, 92.5mc, 20kw, Free &
rs, Bonus
1 50kw, I2l0kc, CBS, Radio Sales
5.00 45.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
0.00 90.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
J-FM, Chan. 251, 98.lmc, llkw, Bonus
J-TV,
RadioChan.
Sales 10, I4kw-aur.; 25kw-vis.;
0.00 100.00 150.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
0.00 220.00 300.00 480.00 720.00 1200.00
250w, I400kc, Forioe
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
7.50 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
5kw 560kc,
Pulse165.00
5.00 38.00 ABC,
52.50 Katz,
105.00
300.00
5.00 38.00 52.50 105.00 165.00 300.00
FM, Chan. 271, I02.lmc, lOkw Katz,
TV, Chan.
I3.5kw-aur .; 27kw-vis.
, Katz
'0.00 200.00 187.50 300.00 450.00 750.00
5.00 150.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1000.00
(FM), Chan. 239, 95.7mc. 30.00 45.00
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 20kw
0.00 10.00 20.00 37.50 55.00 90.00
T. 250w, I340kc, Pulse
120.00
7.00 24.00 48.00 72.00
120.00
7.00 24.00 48.00 72.00
20kw,
Bonus
1.I, Chan. 287, I05.3mc,
lOkw, 990kc, Radio Representatives
. 5.00 21.00 32.00 68.00 105.00 180.00
.1.00 30.00 50.00 100.00 185.00 285.00
-FM, Chan. 231, 94.lmc, 20kw
recasting, rates on request)
Skw, 6IOkc, MBS, Petry, BMB
24.00 30.00 42.00 84.00 126.00 196.00
tt.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
=M, Chan. 227, 93.3mc, 20kw, Petry,
J, jus
Ikw-D, I540kc, McGillvra
10.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
— |-p,
5kw, 25.00
950kc, 35.00
Rambeau,
Liberty
25.00
50.00
75.00Network
100.00
B5.00 35.00 45.00 75.00 100.00 150.00
J-FM, Chan. 275, I02.9mc, 20kw, RamI u, (Rates on request)
Chan.Sales
3, 8.lkw-aur.; I6.2kw-vis.;
Z., (TV),
NBC Spot
30.00 100.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
30.00 200.00 250.00 400.00 600.00 1000.00
, 250w-D,9.00860kc11.00 25.00 40.00 80.00
5BURGH, Allegheny, 412,005 homes,
% radio, 396,761 radio homes,
affiliates,
24.25
31.12 average
46.88 l-time
90.00 rate138.75 226.12
48.50 61.25 93.75 180.00 277.50 447.25
non-affiliates,
average
rate 128.33
11.06
15.50 25.00
51.33l-time77.00
50kw,
Hooper I020kc, NBC, Free & Peters,
■ 45.00 50.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
90.00 95.00 120.00 240.00 360.00 600.00
-FM, Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 9kw, Free &
2rs, Bonus
MBS, Weed, Hooper
I 14.00
5kw, 20.00
I4l0kc 35.00
70.00 105.00 175.00
28.00 40.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 330.00
'FM. Chan. 251 98,lmc, 2k\
arecasting rates on request)
E 5kw, I250kc, ABC, Katz, BMB, Hooper
\1.00 27.50 47.50 95.00 150.00 237.50
38.00
55.00 95.00 190.00 300.00 475.00
E-FM Chan. 24I, 96.lmc, I2kw, Bonus
V(TV) Chan. 3, 8.3kw-aur.; I6.6kw-vis.,
Mont, ABC,
CBS, NBC
50.00 75.00
75.00 120.00 192.00
192.00 288.00 480.00
'00.00 125.00 200.00 320.00 480.00 800.00
p,
•oper 5kw, I320kc, CBS, Hollingbery,
19.00 27.00 45.00 75.00 120.00 192.00
38.00 55.00 90.00 150.00 240.00 384.00
S-FM,
y, BonusChan. 259, 99.7mc, 24kw, HollingF (FM), Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 20kw
>r rates see Transit Radio listing)
-H,8.00Ikw-D,
I080kc.
Reps 60.00 100.00
12.50
18.00Radio40.00
H-FM, Chan. 273, I02.5mc, 22kw, Bonus
',I i.20
Ikw-D,14.00
730kc,25.00
Forjoe,50.00
Hooper
75.00 125.00
-FM,
Chan.
268,
I0l.5mc,
I9kw, Forjoe
nus
5W,
Blair, 64.00
Hooper 96.00 160.00
K.00 5kw,20.00970kc,32.00
17.50 25.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
5V/-FM, Chan. 233, 94.5mc, 8.5kw, Blair,
nus
* ! {Continued on page 148)
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THE

FEELING

IS

MUTUAL
IN

PHILLY!

^Produced

that

Here's why— WIP's advertisers through the years have
found that dollar for dollar, Philadelphia's Pioneer
Voice is their best radio buy

^Produced
in

because

and listen to this
spite of a hot television
market, WIP has increased its new business more
than 18% for the first half of 1951 .. , .

^Produced

because

od
ve a fo
,f vou ha

I

know we can a

5000
610

(hat
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WEEU-FM, Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 9kw, Bonus

PENNSYLVANIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 1U7)
POTTSVILLE, Schuylkill, 54,199 homes, 94.8%
radio, 51,381 radio homes.
WPAM, 250w, I450kc, MBS, McKinney, ConIan, BMB, Crossley
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.00 4.00 11.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.50 7.50 15.00 22.50 45.00 45.00
WPAM-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 5.lkw, McKinney, Bonus
WPPA, Ikw-D, 500w-N, I340kc
D
5.80 16.00 32.00
N
7.25 20.00 40.00

48.00 80.00
40.00 100.00

WPPA-FM, Chan. 270, I0l.9mc, 2.8kw
D
2.55
9.40 19.20 38.40
N
3.40 12.00 24.00 48.00
READING, Berks, 72,442 homes, 94.2% radio,
49,882 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
7.00 7.47 18.17 35.00 48.33 84.47
N 12.00 12.00 27.00 51.83 82.33 131.47
WEEU, Ikw, 850kc, ABC, Headley-Reed
D
8.00 8.00 20.00 40.00 40.00 100.00
N 12.00 12.00 30.00 40.00 90.00 150.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

WHUM, 250w, I240kc, CBS, Hollingbery
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 7.50 17.00 30.00 50.00 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 82.00 120.00
WRAW, 250w, I340kc, NBC, Meeker, Conlan
D 4.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
N 12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
RED LION. York, 58,344 homes, 95.3% radio,
55,404 radio homes.
WGCB, I440kc, Ikw-D, Kennedy Company
D
7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
ROCHESTER, Beaver, 44,454 homes, 94.4%
radio, 44,137 radio homes.
WRYO, 250w-D, I050kc
D
4.00 11.75 23.50 40.00 70.00

SAYRE, Bradford, 15,590 homes, 93.2% radio
14,530 radio homes.
Ikw-D, I470kc
SB IM
15M 30M
1 Hr
13.00 22.00 34.00
9.00
5.00 5.00 5M
22.00
34.00
13.00
5.00 5.00

WGBI,
9l0kc, CBS,
Hooper Ikw-D, 500w-N,
247,
IM 21.00
5M
30M
13.00 13.00
D 20.00 20.00 42.00 35.00
53.00
15M 105.00
N
101.70.00
3mc,
SB
WGBI-FM, Chan.
l.8kw
Bonus

SCRANTON,
Lackawanna, 70,584 homes,
94.4% radio, 44,774 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D 10.10 10.10 14.50 29.50 44.50 74.00
N 14.00 14.00 33.00 59.00 88.50 147.50

WOAN, 500w-D, 430kc, Boiling
D
7.80 7.80 13.00 24.00 39.00
N
7.80 7.80 13.00 24.00 39.00
WOAN-FM, Chan. 222, 92.3mc, I8kw, I
daytime
(Night rates on request)

2 AM non-affiliates, average l-time rate
D
7.80 8.90 15.50 31.00 47.50 77.50

WSCR, Ikw-D, lOOOkc, Walker
(CP Ikw-D, SOOw-N, I320kc)
D
10.00 18.00 34.00 54.00

WARM, 5kw, 590kc, ABC, Hollingbery
D
7.20 7.20 12.00 24.00 34.00 60.00
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

SHAMOKIN, Northumberland, 49,975 hei
94.3% radio, 48,124 radio homes.

MARKET

INDICATORS FOR PENNSYLVANIA
(Continued from page lkU)
Manufacturing Taxable Payroll
(1st Quarter)
*91 7,630.000 '47
Income
$14,468,000,000 '49 6,225,000,000 '40
Percent distribution
7.33% '49
8.21% '40
Per
Capitaof Income
1,416 '49
628 '40
Percent
national per capita $
income
106%
'49
109% '40
New Construction (Private)
$ 1,211,100,000 '50 220,100,000 '39
Residential
$ 733,700,000 '50 128,700,000 '39
Non-Residential
$ 261,700,000 '50 44,800,000 '39
Automobile Registration
3,009,820 '50
2,570,792 '48
Telephones
3,152,100 '50
1,961,600 '45
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduction
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.

WISL, Ikw, I480kc, MBS, Forjoe, Conlan'jo'
D
5.00 4.50 15.00 35.00 50.00
N
5.00 6.50 20.00 35.00 50.00
i
SHARON, Mercer, 30,544 homes, 95.3% r
29,127 radio homes.
WPIC, Ikw-D, 790kc, Young, Hooper
D
9.00 12.00 24.00 34.00

WPIC-FM. Chan. 275, I02.9mc, 24kw, Yoi :
D
3.00 4.25 12.50 20.00
N
5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00

;
1320 On The Dial
SCRANTON,
PENNA.
WSCR

Now

Under

New

of Several
1

Management — Makes

Important

Starting Aug. 5, 1951 WSCR

Began

to

the

Announcements
O

First

. . .

Starting Sept. 30th, WSCR

Becomes

V

Operate FULL TIME— from 6:30 A.M.
An Affiliate of the NATIONAL
to 12 Midnight— 1,000 Watts Daytime—
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
and thus
500 Watts

Nighttime

joins
SCRANTON
Network!

to America's

No. 1 Radio

Write for Complete Details
Or See THE WALKER
COMPANY,
Our National

WSCR

DAVID
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Representative

-Studios at 1 16 Adams

M. BALTIMORE,

Ave., Scranton, Pa.

President-General

Manager

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

i

Economy
Coverage
in

ennsylvania's
Anthracite
Area

t/VHWL
«u;ated in the north cen! Anthracite area, with
D00 watts, 730 kc.

WISL
:ated in the south cenj| Anthracite area, with
D00 watts, 1480 kc.

:DS retail sales figures
counties covered . . .
ckawanna ..$209,635,000
zerne
yoming

312,971,000
. . 13,549,000

Dnroe

35,750,000

irbon
.lumbia . .

38,069,000
40,072,000

Dntour

7,336,000

huylkill

139,875,000

SOMERSET, Somerset, 22,308 homes, 92.6%
radio, 20,657 radio homes.
WVSC, 250w-D, 990kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 5.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
STATE COLLEGE,
Centre, 16,446 homes,
94.5% radio, 15,541 radio homes.
WMAJ, 250w, I450kc, MBS
D 4.50 3.50 11.70 15.30 25.50 47.00
N
5.00 4.85 14.20 23.30 40.50 70.00
ST.8,901MARY'S,
Elk, 9,389 homes, 94.8% radio,
radio homes.
WKBI,
250w, 6.00
I400kc,12.00
MBS 20.00 35.00 60.00
D
5.00
N
5.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
STROUDSBURG, Monroe, 13,242 homes, 94.9%
radio, 12,567 radio homes.
WVPO,
Inc. 250w-D, 840kc, Radio Representatives,
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SUNBURY,
Northumberland, 32,730 homes,
94.7% radio, 30,995 radio homes.
WKOK, 250w, I240kc, ABC
D
5.40 5.40 12.00 15.60 27.00 48.00
N
7.20 7.20 14.40 24.00 42.00 72.00
WKOK-FM, Chan. 231, 94.lmc, 4.4kw, ABC
UNIONTOWN, Fayette, 50,574 homes, 93.9%
radio, 47,489 radio homes.
WMBS, Ikw, 590kc, CBS, Meeker
D
4.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N
7.50 12.50 25.50 50.00 75.00 125.00
WARREN, Warren, 12,753 homes, 94.2% radio, 12,013 radio homes.
222, 16.00
6.00 10.00
WNAE,
24.00 40.00
D 6.00Ikw-D, I3l0kc
92.3mc,
WRRN(FM) Chan.
10.80
D 1.50 1.50 2.50 4.32 2.20kw
4.32 6.48
N 1.50
6.48 10.80
WASHINGTON, Washington, 57,173 homes,
94.8% radio, 54,200 radio homes.
WJPA, 250w, 1450, MBS, McGillvra, Conlan
D
3.60 5.40 10.80 21.60 32.40 54.00
N
5.40 7.20 14.40 28.00 43.20 72.00
WJPA-FM, Chan. 282, I04.3mc, 6kw, McGillvra, Bonus
WILKES-BARRE,
Luzerne, 105,887 homes,
95.5% radio, 101,122 radio homes.
3D AM 9.00
affiliates,
8.17 average
15.67 l-time
31.33 rate46.67 77.33
N 11.50 10.83 23.67 47.00 70.33 116.67
WBAX,
MBS, 26.00
Burn-Smith
D 250w, 6.50I240kc,13.00
38.00 62.00
N
9.50 19.00 37.00 55.00 90.00

BUY

MEASURED

BUY

LOYAL

WBRE, 250w, I340kc, NBC, Conlan
D
N

SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
8.00 8.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
11.00 11.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00

WBRE-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 2.2kw, Bonus
WILK,
Knodel5kw-D,
(Conlan)Ikw-N, 980kc, ABC, AveryD 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 12.00 12.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

$884,510,000

»HWL-1000 Watts-730 kc
VISL-1000 Watts-1480 kc
Radio Anthracite, Inc.

WILLIAMSPORT, Lycoming, 30,151 homes,
94.1% radio, 28,372 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
6.15 7.65 13.95 28.15 41.60 68.50
N
8.10 9.90 19.80 39.10 59.90 99.00
WLYC, Ikw-D, I050kc
D
4.75 7.00 14.00

28.00

42.00 70.00

For Combination Discounts

=
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

5000
Watts

WLYC-FM, Chan. 286, lOS.Imc, 3.2kw
D
2.90 2.90 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
2.90 2.90 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
WRAK, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, McKinney, Hooper,4.80Conlan 7.80 14.40 28.80 43.20 72.00
D
N
7.20 10.80 21.60 43.20 64.80 108.00
WRAK-FM, Chan. 262, I00.3mc, 3.2kw, McKinney, Bonus
WWPA,
D
7.50250w,7.50I340kc,
13.50CBS,27.50Burn-Smith
40.00 65.00
N
9.00 9.00 18.00 35.00 55.00 90.00
YORK,
York, homes.
58,346 homes, 95.3% radio, 55,604 radio
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
6.33 7.50 18.25 34.42 52.25 81.67
N 10.67 11.33 27.17 46.50 70.83 116.67
WNOW, Ikw-D, I250kc, LBS, Conlan
D
6.00 7.50 19.75 33.25 46.75 75.00
N
8.00 10.00 26.50 44.50 62.50 100.00
WNOW-FM, Chan. 289, I05.7mc, I8kw, Bonus
WORK, 5kw,
I350kc, MBS, NBC, Meeker,
35.00 55.00 85.00
D Conlan6.50 7.50 17.50 47.50
N
12.00 12.00 27.50
75.00 125.00
WRZE
(FM), 2.00
Chan. 253,
N
1.25
5.00 98.5mc,
15.00 8kw30.00 60.00
D
1.25 2.00 5.00 15.00 30.00 60.00
WSBA, Ikw, 9IOkc, ABC
D
6.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 55.00 85.00
N 12.00 12.00 27.50 47.50 75.00 125.00
WSBA-FM, Chan. 277, I03.3mc, 20kw, Bonus

OF
SELLING

POWER
COVERING
THE

BIG,

RICH

WILKES-BARRE
METROPOLITAN

AREA

AND
14 SURROUNDING
COUNTIES

AUDIENCE

AUDIENCE
^
INSIDE Vr

In these days of measured audience buying, foreign language broadcasting offers
the nearest approach to saturated audience, and per dollar is known to produce the greatest results. In making up
budgets, this phase of broadcasting
should receive most serious consideration.
Ask us about programs designed to create
the interest that sells.

FORJOE & CO., Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

YOU

WILK-FM, Chan. 241, 96.lmc, 3. Ikw, AveryKnodel, Bonus

Drthumberland 87,263,000
Total

GIVES

BUY WJMJ
1 0 0 0 WATTS
PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

WflK

MOST POWERFUL STATION

IN PENNSYLVANIA'S 3RD
LARGEST MARKET
Kilocycles AM-FM
5000 980
W (d)
1000 W (n)
ABC AFFILIATE
AVERY-KNODELJnc,
Rep.
608 Fifth Ave. New York Nat'l
20, N. Y.
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PENNSYLVANIA RADIO
1940
1950
1950
Homes
Population
Pop ii lotion
12,284
44,084
39,435
412,005
1,508,255
1,411,539
22,360
81,087
80,626
156,754
174,953
46,656
40,809
40,668
11,713
241,884
72,642
254,942
39.334
140,358
138,934
50,615
15,590
51,481
42,123
144,234
107,715
26,973
97,511
87,590
213,459
208,911
52,922
7.005
6,852
2,418
61,735
57,389
15,884
52,608
65,642
16,446
158,687
40,247
135,626
38,410
10,594
38,284
24,341
92,094
85,622
10,555
36,340
34,557
53,276
51,413
24,925
15,610
71,644
78,604
27,066
94,079
74,806
56,298
177,410
197,040
111.719
413,065
310,756
34,443
34,443
9,389
180,889
218,407
62,222
200,999
189,432
50,574
2,823
4,919
5,791
76,025
21,209
69,378
10,361
10,673
2,807
12,119
44,671
45,251
11,872
41,836
40,764
20,689
79,854
76,887
54,090
48,824
14,440
15,226
4,415
15,373
256,208
301,243
70,586
212,504
234,137
64,544
104,687
96,877
28,636
81,452
23,034
72,641
54,107
196,727
177,538

County
Adams
Allegheny . .
Armstrong
Beaver
Bedford
Berks . .
Blair
Bradford . . .
Bucks
Butler
Cambria
Cameron . . .
Carbon
Centre
Chester
Clarion
Clearfield . .
Clinton
Columbia . . .
Crawford . . .
Cumberland
Dauphin . . .
Delaware . . .
Elk
Erie
Fayette
Forest
Franklin . . .
Fulton
Greene
Huntingdon
Indiana
Jefferson . . .
Juniata
Lackawanna
Lancaster . .
Lawrence . .
Lebanon
Lehigh .
Note: For sources see foreword.

MARKET
1950
Radio Homes
11,510
396,761
21,108
44,137
10,635
69,882
37,328
14,530
41,070
25,624
49,800
2,237
15,328
15,541
38,315
9,852
22,856
9,953
14,720
23,504
25,659
54,102
109,261
8,901
59,360
47,489
2,637
19,682
2,571
11,222
10,910
19,448
13,487
4,031
66,774
60,349
27,233
21,974
52,213

DATA
Percentage

BY COUNTIES
1940
KOalO nomes

93.7
96.3
94.4
90.8
94.6
96.2
94.9
93.2
97.5
95.0
94.1
96.5
92.5
94.5
93.0
95.2
93.9
94.3
94.3
94.3
94.8
97.8
96.1
94.8
93.9
95.4
93.4
92.8

8,366
335,520
17,142
34,919
7,553
58,515
32,772
11,432
25,838
19,295
42,720
1.620
13,665
11,335
29,184
19,036
7,760
11,698
7,662
17,200
17,936
42,999
76.016

91.6
91.9
92.6
94.0
93.4
91.3
94.6
93.5
95.1

7,038
43,538
40,780
1,203
14,527
1.915
8.696
8,210
16,065
11,401
2,980
65,740
47,219
22,495

96.5
95.4

17,142
42,495

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.'

Retail Sales
/toon
(1950
OUUU )i
34,418
1,595,216
58,768
150,918
26,016
261,143
122,455
40,412
110,821
81,172
167,242
6,675
39,850
48,894
136,691
31,224
66,172
28,689
43,740
75,673
77,749
208,224
315,641
22,247
232,039
151,991
66,252
2,557
4,580
24,954
26,492
58,377
38,339
10,504
222,687
232,051

Total 1950
S-UUU)
Farm1 Income

17,153*
10,105*

5,127*
31,293*
5,291*
9,529*
19,873*
30,756*
5,650*
10,904*

5,120*
41,988*
2,682*
8,802*
5,017*183*
3,392*
14,400*
2,515*
9,257*
12,450*
10,100*
4,746*
19,767*
1,431*
21,707*
5,256*

Mid-March
Employment
1 948
500,227
7,411
17,360
57,828
3,953
84,244
21,222
7,805
23,245

1948 1st($0
rolls
353
3
10
11
4214
1
51
4

17,906
56,529

1117
38

18,826
1,112
9,705
28,440
17,102
6,356
7,169
14,353
16,038
15,835
74,068
56,402
10,608
73,199
789
35.682
14,580
575
11,032
7,849
13,532
11,038

13
5
6.
51,3
9
9
7
9
8
3524,:8;
f
48
32,
17:
40,!
36,

70,074
1,852
3,584*
58,892
12,!
26,440
4,018*295*
93,998
22,245
4*
11
206,491
5,
79,248
63,391on page 15
4,727*
7,238* tinued
Further reproduction87,228*
unlicensed
Farm Income* add $E
6,5,93486*1*
12,762*
14,905*
7,812*
(Con
4,<
,I

N

COVERED

WITH

Wk

SH

SB H

9Rk

H^Bl

^WL

Reach a rich market! Your message will thoroughly cover an area where over three hundred
million dollars are spent annually on retail trade
alone, by over one million buyers! This six-city,
eight-county
just can't
ignored when
you buy timecoverage
and expect
REAL beRESULTS!

BR
LEBANON,
PENNSYLVANIA
1000
WATTS
•
1270 KC
The Star Market of Central Pennsylvania

ian
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BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

IS

RECORDS

Mrs. M. E. Megargee
President
CBS Affiliate

TING

910 KC

• Telecasting

START

HERE

George D. Coleman
General Manager
1000 Watts Day

500 Watts Night

&

COMPANY

N ATI ON At RIP RE S ENT ATI VES
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•
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PENNSYLVANIA
1950
Population
391,226
100,903
56,308
111,530
43,625
33,627
351,964
15,973
183,723
116.899
24,728
2,064,794

County
Luzerne
Lycoming
McKean
Mercer
Mifflin
Monroe
Montgomery
Montour
Northampton . . .
Northumberland
Perry
Philadelphia
Pike
Potter
Schwylkill
Snyder
Somerset
Sullivan
Susquehanna . . .
Tioga
Union
Venango
Warren
Washington ....
Wayne
Westmoreland . .
Wyoming
York

1940
Population
441,518
93,633
56,673
101,039
42,993

DATA

BY COUNTIES

Percentage
1950
Radio
Radio Homes

1940
Radio Homes

105,887
30,151
17,124
30,564
12,460
13,242
92,308
3,684
49,975
32,730

101,122
28,372
16,388
29,127
11,600
12,567
89,816
3,386
48,126
30,995

95.5
94.1

91.9
96.3
94.7

2,838
40,215
28,048

7,176
571,701

6,738
549,405

5.994
6,008
54,199
6,095
22,308

5.670

93.9
96.1
94.6
91.9
94.8

5,023
470,187
1,905
3,924
47,282
4,194
16,536

7,504
33,893
35,004
20,247
63,958
42,789
210,852

35.384
23,095
65.038
42,434
209,001
Zo.oO i
313,335
16,676
202,440

MARKET

1950
Homes

29,802
289,247
15,466
168,959
126,887
23.213
1,931.334
7,452
18,201
228,331
20,208
84,957

8,364
16,752
200,281
22,804
81,635
6,720
31.845

RADIO

92.6
91.7
93.3

2,126
9,769
9,942
5,521
17,327
12.013
54,200

5,644
6,023
55,604
58,346
95.3
Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sales

CONLAN
AND

IF

- - Here

FIRST

SYLVANIA'S 4th LARGEST
Page 152, August 20, 1951

Marketbook

1,765
42,004
2,568

5,
6,.

58,713
21.086
3,911
27,352
13,214
51,550
48,836
172,956
OO QfiO
zo,ouo
264.381
14,405
184,909

STATION

9,815*
6,343*
2,946*

12,656
870
2,691

1,187*
10,074*
5,749*
13,782*
5,907*

5.501
2,717
15,264

15,492*
2,036*
12,439*

35

9,163
51,664
72,973
O,0-il
1,496
61,351

lo.O
lo
4,793*
3.627*
13,123*
5,309*

48
34

6,706*
37,936*
A
TO

Answers

VISIT
QUIZ

IT

- -

Total annual retail sales $402,116,000
Food Sales
112,224,000
General Merchandise
50,382,000
Automotive Sales
58,518,000
Ear-Drink Sales
34,568,000
Drug Sales
8,577,000
Total annual wholesale sales $301,886,000
(Source: 1950-51 Consumer Markers)
Yes, WBRE can be your most effective salesman
throughout the rich Wilkes-Barre, Wyoming Valley
area. Check today and select WBRE availabilities
that can and will do the job for )rou.

You just can't go wrong on WBRE.

THE

3,
1,
17,'

Get your share of the big sales volumes listed
below for the big Three-County area covered by
WBRE.

WBRE's listenership to nearly every
NBC program stood far above the national average for the same shows, it
was also proven that WBRE had the
TOP THIRTEEN daytime programs
in listener popularity and THREE of
the top TEN were our own local shows.

IS

31,108
750,739
2,130
694

Management."

the evening. Aside from the fact that

WBRE

6,073*
18,706*
3,632*
13,783*
2,777*

Further reproduction13,261*
unlicensed. Farm Incoi

The

A recent Conlan Audience Survey
showed WBRE programs ranked
FIRST. FIRST in the morning . . .
FIRST in the afternoon and FIRST in

......

95,559
15,411
2,340,990
5,945
14,098
149,838
12.048

43.008
3,582

WANT
Are

11,411
7,596
88,356
1,896
67,255

MADE

YOU

16,834
31,501
8,565*
11,007*
9,121*
2,403*

46,109
9.247
6 488
66.160

95.3
93.7

80,436

84,403

1,
3,!

107,746
26,351

44,!
57,:
23,
509,
22i
1,
9,

1,454
7,313
7,833
4,173
13,778

93.5
94.3
94.2
94.2
94.8

CS000)

35,923
336,066
8,047
178,239

8,955
7,094
66,749

92.3

20,657
5,626

57,173

29,934
303,411
16,702
178,022

95.7
93.1
95.3
94.9
97.3

5,521
51,381

2,318
10,471
10.633
5,855
18,394
12,753

93,367
22,611
13,405
22.816

Retail1950Sales
($000)
331,364
93,407
53,352
107,554
36,279

(Continued on page 66,1
l
141
Em p toy mon rolls
1948 1st($0CC
Total 1950
Mid-March
1948
Farm Income
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BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

Philadelphia

is

proud

of

WCAU,

too

I

WCAU
on
CBS

50,000
Radio

Watts

Channel

Network

-™
AU
C
W
CBS-TV
Network

Affiliate

10

Affiliate

THE PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN STATIONS REPRESENTED BY RADIO SALES
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• Telecasting
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RHODE

SPOT RATE
NEWPORT, Newport, 17,573 homes, 98.7%
radio, 17,345 radio homes.
WRJM, lkw-D, 1540 kc
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
PAWTUCKET,
Providence, 160,021 homes,
98.9% radio, 158,261 radio homes.
WPAW, 500w-D, 1380kc
D
3.00 5.00 6.50 16.50 27.50 50.00
PROVIDENCE,
Providence, 160,021 homes,
98.9% radio, 158,261 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 12.33 12.25 22.12 44.00 66.00 107.50
N 24.66 24.50 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
3 AM non-affiiiates, average 1-time rate
D
6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 56.00 90.00
WDEM, 500w-D, 1 290kc
D
6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WDEM-fM, Chan. 299, 107.7mc, 20kw
D
6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N
6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WEAN, 5kw, 790kc, MBS, Petry, Hooper
D 11.00 11.00 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N 22.00 22.00 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
MARKET
CLASSIFICATION

INDICATORS

Population
% of U. S
Homes
Percent Radio
Radio Homes
Retail Sales
Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume
Employes
Trade Employment
Wholesale
Manufacturing

FINDER
WHIM, Ikw-D, lllOkc, Young, Ketell-Carter
SB
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WJAR, 5kw, 920kc, NBC, Weed
D
9.60 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
N
19.20 44.00 88.00 132.00 220.00
WJAR-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 14kw, Bonus
WJAR-TV, Chan. 11, 15kw-aur.; 30kw-vis.;
NBC, Weed
D
90.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
N
137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00
WPJB,
1420kc,20.00ABC, 40.00
Avery-Knodel
D 10.005kw, 10.00
60.00 100.00
N 20.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
WPJB-FM, Chan. 286, 105. lmc, 20kw, ABC,
Avery-Knodel, Bonus
WPRO, 5kw, 630kc, CBS, Raymer, Hooper
D 16.00 16.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 32.00 32.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WPRO-FM, Chan. 222, 92.3mc, 20kw, Bonus
WRIB, Ikw, 1220kc
D 6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 90.00
N 6.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 90.00
WESTERLY, Washington, 16,581 homes, 97.1%
radio, 16,100 radio homes.
WERI, 250w, 1230kc, Colton, Bannan, Conlan
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WOONSOCKET, Providence, 160 021 homes,
98.9% radio, 158,261 radio homes.
WWON, 250w, 1240kc
D
5.85 7.20 16.00 26.00 45.00 75.00
N
5.85 7.20 16.00 26.00 45.00 75.00
WWON-FM,
Chan. 288 105.5mc, 0.39kw.
Bonus
FOR RHODE ISLAND
FIGURES YR. FIGURES

791,896
-5%
227,159
98.8%
224,433
$ 737,795,000
39,057
$ 712,500,000
10,917

-March)
(Mid
Manufacturing
Taxable Payroll
(1st Quarter)
Percent distribution
Per Capita Income

"OAOCASTING^TEIECASTINO
MARKETBOOK MAP

ISLAND

$

713,346
'50
0.54%
'50
184,661
'50
95.7%
'50
176,739
'50
'50 708,791,000
31,174
'48
'48 239,000,000
7,626
'48

'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

$94,926,000 '47
'49
'49

RHODE

ISLAND

0.67% '40
715 '40
RADIO

BerlinfT]

a
Burlington
CHITTENDEI

SHINGTOr^ [JJ
t. JohnsburJ

' rfjWaterbury
Montpelier-Q]
YBarre

NEW
ENGLAND
® Standard
Location of(AM)CityBroadcasting
and number of
Stations
Stations of FM Broadcasting
CD Number

ALEDONI*

A Number
Stations of Telecasting

ConcordQ]
?IMACKLaconia

B rattle bo ro/

Keene
m

PortsmouthLLl
Manchesterfa] ROCKINGHA
Nashua [OlT HavcrhiHI
ILLSBOROUGH 1

®rloi,h Mam
ireenfieldCED
®Fi,cbburg J*]Lawrenc#
BTrl£}
AMPSHIRL
®®Pmsfel>-a-^W
Worcester
fc"
/^t~rW}-^
.A
.
S3)iJJSalemEKD Cambridge
~ I midolesex)
^
IX franklin
^Hampshire)
r^/Pv
Northampton!!] .„ JL, , S2 ^Yil
ESSEX
^
vT|Brockton
]
CHU
Lowell.>\^\—
' Berkshire picopee^TL_HAMPDEN^i
HolyUe (Q&J^Wareffl)
1W Worcester^
W°r™ F^gham
Qumcv, *492&Bostori - Suffolk
WesttfipringfieldQ .-^'Springfield
Litchfield
f_ UlNew
StflHartford
BristoOT]
Britain
VaterburVsT^^dUwn momR
(m mioolese:
LANO^raf^^RO^OL

YR.

159,072 '47

.57%
1,403

1 St. Albans

MAP© BY1951,WALTB1Broadcasting
P. BUIN. MIDDUSUIT.
Publications,VEUHOMT
Inc.

Percent of national per capita
income
105% '49
124%
New Construction (Private)
$ 81,100,000 '50 19,200,000
Residential
$ 49,500,000 '50 10,300,000
Non-Residential
$ 16,300,000 '50
5,000,000
Automobile Registration
250,869 '50
224,244
Telephones
241,200 '50
160,200
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduct
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.

MARKET

DATA

BY COUNTIES

1950 Employment
TotalIncome
„
,„„
,„_„
,„„„
1950
1940
1950
1950
Percentage 1940 Retail1950Sales Farm
Mid-March Taxable
rolls 1st t
Population
Population Homes Radio Homes
Radio Radio Homes ($000)
(*$000) 1948 1948 ($0
29,039
25,548
8,891 8,820 99.2
6,170 15,977
1,127,022 7,744 4
77,651
58,311
24,094 23,781 98.7
14,301 51,363
1,559,312 13,645 8
53,946
46,696
17,573 17,345 98.7
11,256 40,553
3,172,073 5,414 2
573,045
550,298 160,021 158,261
98.9 137,059 593,600
9,629* 218,583 135
46,250
32,493
16,581 16,100 97.1
7,953 36,302
3,207,843 8,091 4
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add S
CAMDEN, Kershaw, 7,781 homes, 79.0% ra- WHAN,
Hooper 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Burn-Smith, B
SOUTH CAROLINA
dio, 6,147 radio homes.
bery SB
WACA,
lkw-D,
1590kc
41kw,
IM
5M 15M 30M
SPOT RATE FINDER
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00
4.00
8.00
16.00 24.00 i
WCAC
(FM)
Chan.
266,
101.
lmc,
ANDERSON. Anderson, 23,133 homes, 86.3%
D
3.00 8.40 14.40 24.20 homes,
38.40 N
8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 8
Burn-Smith, Dodson, Bonus
radio, 20,007 radio homes.
WANS, lkw, 1280kc, MBS
CHARLESTON,
Charleston, 43,782
WPAL, lkw-D, 730kc, Pearson, Dora-CIa
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
82.0% radio, 35,901 radio homes.
SB
IM
D
8.00 15.00 24.00 4
5M 15M
SB
IM
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
5.20 5.20 16.90 33.80 45.60
1 Hr
30M 76.80
D
6 10 6.10 17.45 34.90 49.80 33.40
WTMA, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1250kc, NBC, Holl
7.20 7.20 22.90 46.80 63.60 106.80 4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
N 7.10 7.10 20.45 41.40 58.80 98.40
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 17.75 27.38 47.62 D 6.00 6 00 12.00 20.00 30.00 5
WAIM, 250w, 1230kc, CBS, Palmetto, BurnN
9.75 9.75 20.25 35.50 54.50 95.00 N 12.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 10
Smith, BMB, Dodson
D 7.00 7.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00 EENNETTSVILLE,
Marlboro,
7661
homes,
WCSC,
5wk, 1390kc, CBS, Free & Peters, WTMA-FM, Chan. 236, 95.1mc, 49kw, Bon
7.00 7.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
BMB, Hooper
79.4% radio, 6,083 radio homes.
lOkw-D,
5kv
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio WSSC,
-N, 1550kc, MBS, Mc- D
6.00 6.00 12.00 20.00 32.50 62.50 WUSN, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Radio Reps.
Gillvra
home figures for each city include entire
N
12.00
12.00 25.00 40.00 65.00 125.00 D 4.00 4.00 8.00 15.00 23.00 3
28.00
14.00
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
42.00 70.00 WCSC-FM, Chan.
7.00
N
7.00 7.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 7
245, 96.9mc, 36kw
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per20.00
40.00
60.00
100.00
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
(20% of AM rates)
10.00
(Continued on }M£/e 156)
see foreword.
Marketbook
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County
Bristol
Kent
Newport
Providence
Washington
Note: For sources see foreword.
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more

New

listen

to

Englanders

than

any

Rhode

other

Island

station

Season after season, Hooper's Share of Radio
Audience Reports show a dominant audience leadership for WPRO in the Providence-Pawtucket area —
the nucleus of New England's SECOND LARGEST
MARKET ... the 19th largest market in the
United States.

but,

that's

only

HALF

the

story

Another of America's major marketing areas,
Fall River-New Bedford, Mass., relies on WPRO for
its popular CBS and local programs. WPRO's powerful 5000 watts on 630 kilocycles cover this eighth
largest New England market with a signal greater
than 2 millivolts.

and,

as

a TEST

MARKET

. . . PROVIDENCE ranks FIRST in the New EnglandMiddle Atlantic States area and FIFTH in the United
States for cities of 250,000 to 500,000 population.
*Copr. Sales Management Nov. 10th issue, 1950.

TO

REACH

THE
AM

MOST

BUYERS,

BUY

WPRO

BASIC.

PROVIDENCE-

R
OADCASTING

• Telecasting

E
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R

630

&

KC

FM

5000
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homes.
SOUTH CAROLINA'S SUPERMARKET!

SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN
AREA
(U. S. Census, 1950)

LEADS

BY

FAR

SOUTH CAROLINA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 154)
CHESTER, Chester, 7,999 homes, 84.2% radio,
6 735 radio homes.
WGCD, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, McGillvra
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
COLUMBIA, Richland, 35,465 homes, 86.4%
radio, 30,642 radio homes.
4D AM 6.50affiliates,
1-time 40.50
rate 67.50
7.50 average
14.88 25.00
N 10.00 10.25 18.75 36.00 55.25 98.75
WCOS, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Taylor, Pulse
D
6.00 6.00 12.50 20 00 36.00 60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32. 00 48.00 80.00
WIS, 5kw 560kc, NBC, Free & Peters, Pulse,
D BMB10.00 14.00 25.00 40 00 60.00 100.00
N 17.00 18.00 28.00 50 00 80.00 160.00
WIS-FM, Chan. 233, 94.5mc, H-R
1 .3kw,Reps,
BonusBMB,
WMSC, lkw, 1320kc, CBS,
Pulse
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20 00 30.00 50.00
N
8.00 8.00 15.00 30 00 45.00 75.00

IN

GEORGETOWN, Georgetown, 7,631
79.1% radio, 6,036 radio homes.
WGTN, 250w, 1400kc,9.00MBS
15M 30M 1 Hr
SB 1M
30.00 50.00
4.00 4.50 9.00 17.00
4.00 4.50 5M 17.00 30.00 50.00
GREENVILLE. Greenville, 44,313 homes, 89.2%
radio, 39,527 radio homes.
4D AM 6.62affiliates,
1-time 34.50
rate 57.50
6.62 average
12.00 23.00
N 10.67 10.67 21.33 42.50 64.00 106.67
WAKE, 250
1490kc, CBS, MBS, Taylor,
40.00
D Conlan
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WESC,7.00
5kw-D,7.00
660kc,
LBS,28.00
Wal 42.00 70.00
D
15.00
12kw, Walker,
NBC,
WESC-FM,
Chan.
Bonus days
only223, 92.5mc
14.00
N
3.50 3.50 7.50
er21.00 35.00
Avery-Knodel,
WFBC. 5kw, 1330kc
28.00
42.00 70.00
D Conlan
7.50 7.50 15.00
N 14.00 14.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WFBC-FM, Chan. 229, 93.7mc, 8.3kw, Bonus

NEWBERRY, Newberry, 7,952 homes, 82.8%
radio, 6,584 radio homes.
WKDK, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hi
D 5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60JS
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60|
ORANGEBURG, Orangeburg, 16,272 hom
78.3% radio, 12,741 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
3.25 3.50 9.00 1 9.00 27.50 37, WRNO, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 25.00 35
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50
WTND, lkw-D, 1270kc, LBS
D
2.50 3.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40
ROCK HILL, York, 16,777 homes, 85.9%
dio, 14,411 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.25 6.50 10.50 20.50 33.00 55 ■
WRHI, 250w, 1 340kc, MBS
D
4.50 5.00 9.00 17.00 30.00 50.
N
4.50 5.00 9.00 17.00 30.00 50.(

•/

RETAIL

SALES

GREENVILLE
$151,050,000
Columbia

136,965,000

Charleston

125,097,000

Sales Management 795 7

Greenville leads also in Population, Employment, Wages,
and Automotive Registration.
South Carolina's First Metropolitan Area is your first market in S. C.

NBC

THREE

BROADCASTING^*-TELECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP
SOUTH CAROLINA
tU Location ol City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(J) Number of FM Broadca&ting Stations
& Number of Telecasting Stations
Scat, of WiL
MAP BY WALTEB P. BURN, MID01EBURT, VEftMOKT
© (951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
WNOK, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Forjoe, Pulse
D
5.00 5.00 12.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
N
7.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
CONWAY, Horry, 15,542 homes, 79.6% radio,
12,371 radio homes.
WLAT,
McGillvra,
D
3.00250w, 4.001490kc,8.00MBS,16.00
24.00 Conlan
40.00
N
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
DILLON, Dillon, 6,825 homes, 80.7% radio,
5,508 radio homes.
WDSC,
lkw-D,5.00800kc,
McGillvra,
D
10.00MBS,20.00
30.00 BMB
50.00
EASLEY, Pickens, 10,130 homes, 88.5% radio,
8,965 radio homes.
DWELP, 2.00lkw-D,4.001360kc9.00 18.00 30.00 60.00
FLORENCE, Florence, 18,141 homes, 81.5%
radio, 14,785 radio homes.
2D AM 4.30affiliates,
1-time 36.90
rate 61.50
6.30 average
12.30 23.60
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

5000 Watts 19 Hours Daily
and WFBC-FM
93.7 Channel • 60,000 WotH
GREENVILLE, S.C.
THE NEWS- PIEDMONT STATION

WJMX, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 970kc, ABC, Walker,
BMB, Hooper
D
5.00 7.50 15.00 28.00 45.00 75.00
N
7.50 10 00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WOLS,
1230kc,9.60LBS, 19.20
McGillvra
D
3.60250w, 4.80
28.80 48.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
GAFFNEY. Cherokee, 8,406 homes, 86.3% radio, 7,254 radio homes.
WFGN,
D 250w-D,
2.10 1570kc
4.15 8.25 16.50 33.00

Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated
of Housing.
Percent radiofrom
BMB.1950ForCensus
complete
explanation
REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC. see foreword.
Marketbook
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WMRC, 5kw, 1440kc, ABC, Weed
D 7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WMRC-FM, Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 79kw, Bonus
WMUU, lkw-D, 1260kc
D
3.00 4.00 6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00
GREENWOOD,
Greenwood, 10,806 homes,
85.4% radio, 9,228 radio homes.
WCRS, 250w, 1450kc, NBC, Clark
D
4.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCRS-FM,
NBC,
5.00 239, 95.7mc, 8.6kw, 40.00
McGillvra
4.00
4.00 Chan.
7.00 15.00 25.00
5.00
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
GREER, Greenville, 44,313 homes, 89.2% radio, 39,527 radio homes.
WEAB, 250w-D, 800kc
D
4.00 12.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
HARTSVILLE, Darlington, 11,448 homes, 80.7%
radio, 9,239 radio homes.
WHSC, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
3.00 3.00 8.00 16 00 24.00 40.00
N
3.00 3.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KINGSTREE,
Williamsburg,
9,081 homes,
76.2% radio, 6,920 radio homes.
WDKD, lkw-D, 1300kc
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
LAURENS, Laurens, 11,558 homes, 84.2% radio, 9,732 radio homes,
WLBG, 250w-D, 860kc
D
5.00 5.00 6.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
MULLINS, Marion, 7,676 homes, 79.1% radio
homes, 6,072 radio homes.
WJAY lkw-D. 1280kc. LBS, KBS
D
3.00 3.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
MYRTLE BEACH, Harry, 15,542 homes, 79.6%
radio, 12,371 radio homes.
WMRA, 250w, 1450kc
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 21.00 30.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 21.00 30.00

WRHI-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 9.4kw, Bonus
WTYC, lkw-D, 1150kc, LBS
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.
SENECA, Oconee, 9,315 homes, 84.8% rod
7,899 radio homes.
WSNW,
D
4.00 lkw-D,
4.00 1150kc,
9.00 LBS,
18.00Continental
30.00 60.
SPARTANBURG, Spartanburg, 36,931 horn
88.5% radio, 32,684 radio homes.
2D AM 6.75affiliates,
1-time 40.50
rate 67
6.75 average
13.50 27.00
N
9.75 9.75 21.25 39.00 58.50 97
WORD, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Hollingbery
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50
N 7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70
WDXY (FM), Chan. 263, 100.5mc, 12kw, A
D 3.00 3.00 5.50 11.25 18.75 30
N 3.00 3.00 5.50 11.25 18.75 30
WSPA, 5kw, 950kc, CBS, Blair, BMB, Hoopei
D 8.50 8.50 17.00 34.00 51.00 85
N 12.50 12.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 125
WSPA-FM, Chan. 255, 98.9mc, 4.85kw, Bor
SUMTER, Sumter, 13,076 homes, 78.6% rad
10,278 radio homes.
WFIG,
McGillvra
D
5 250w,
00 5 1340kc,
00 10.00MBS, 18.00
28.00 40
N
6.00 6.00 14.00 24.00 30.00 5C
UNION,
Union,homes.
7,412 homes, 84.4% rad
6,256 radio
WBCU, lkw, 1460kc, MBS
D
2.00 2.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 25
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30
WALTERBORO, Coleton, 7,748 homes, 77.:
radio, 5,989 radio homes.
WALD, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
5.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60
N
5.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60

BROADCASTING

*

Telecast it

SOUTH
1950
Population
22 475
53 188
12 475
90 617
17 605
17 174
26 941
30,47o
14,789
159,838
34,913
OZ .01 91i 1
*?C

.-ille
dale . .
rson . .
serg ..
well ..
fort . . .
teley . .
un ...
eston
okee . .
ter
terfield
sndon .
•ton . . .
ngton

CAROLINA
1940
Population
22 231
49 916
13 040
88 712
18 643
20 138
22 037

09 091
00 9=1
OU.UUO
99.— ..•).<^Qft'0
16 608
21 791
79• > 1 , 014
Q1 49fi
167,118
41,467
18,153
59.862
10,985
32,233
37,131
46,924
23,168
44,229
9,571
Sales, and Farm

hester .
field . .
field ...
nee . . .
getown
•nville .
mwood
spton . .
fy
er
phaw . .
:aster . .
rens . . .
ngton .
'ormick
For sources see foreword.

27,128
16,229
121,105
33,290
99 £7Q
•JR yoo
Oft"?
00,
Knn
0111 ,ouu
_AC*I .-'1 Qfl»< 1
1Q
17
24
70

Q98
894
187
582

136,580
40,083
17,465
51,951
11,011
32,913
33,542
44.185
24.908
35,994
10,361

RADIO

1950
Homes
5 889
14 122
2 868
23 183
4 529
4 527
6 680
6,538
3,784
43,782
78,406
QQQ
1 ,yyy
o,UDo
O.Ool
1 , l4o
fi0 .0-0
Q9£
9fi7
4 009
d QQQ
^.yyy
18 141
7,631
44,313
10,806
4,506
15,542
2,476
7,781
8.912
11,558
4,998
11,212
2,230

MARKET

Percentage
1950
Radio
Radio Homes
80
4 723
84.02
11 862
2 240
78 1
86 3
20 007
3 492
77.1
3 517
77.76
76
5 117
78.8
5,152
77.6
2,936
82.0
35,901
86.3
84 2
O,7,254
IOD
R ^R7
fti ^
0,00
5 1 1 Q1
ox.o2
77
£ QQQ
77ou. T1
D.yoy
Q 9T.Q
ro 7
y- ',^oy
fin 7
0< ">
net
ou.u
80 00
4 214
3 207
79
3 984
81 57
14 785
R AQR
7Q 1
O.UoO
89.2
39,527
85.4
78.0
9,228
3,515
79.6
12,371
78.4
1,941
79.0
6,147
86.8
84.2
75.8
7,736
9,732
3,788
85.1
77.8
9,541
1,735

BY COUNTIES
1940
Radio Homes
2 219
5 861
723
12 758
1 260
1 153
1 128
1,476
876
16,969
14,141
fii ^
0,010
1 598
3 1^4
7 ig
41,000
457 g
1 641
1 278
1 877
9 1 fi£
z,luo9 d7R"
23,136
5.302
1,084
4,060
674
2,520
4,090
5,526
1,480
4,331
576

Retail1950Sales
10($000)
030
18 873
4 516
578 385
125
105,580
589
7,500
125,097
4,524
15,936
18 029
16 791
689
1 99 RQ9
27 338
14 125
9 448
6 874
8 198
541 R 538
n9ft
151,050
33,389
6,399
31.237
3.857
14,726
21,344
23,572

Total 1950
Farm Income

Employment
Taxable
PayMid-March
rolls
Qtr.
1948
1948 1st($000)

C$000)

2,598
8,577
838
19,029

2 316*
3,218,597
7,040*
2 316*
9 003*

789
1,585

3,451*
2 054*

1,399*
3,857*
3,364*
4,716*
3 558*
6 976*
7 634*
2 951*
10 567*
9 826*
2 676*
16
2

3 928*
740*
1 966*
241*
7,555*

1,612
863
1,599
29,308
5,734
7,094
2,921
1,020
2,265
7,003

buy

buy...

9,817
604
277
597
275
499
13,694
2,680
3,677
356
1,152
725
757
3,828
620

1,667
4,773
3,160
7,647
48,067
16,859
2,279
879
0,140

744
3,100
1,390
26,629
2,476
870
1 274
338
9,031

3,568

1,872*
20,123*
2,162*

1,587
187
3.998
4,807
1,535
433
$000.

RADIO

While television is stepping
on a lot of people, it is not
a factor in the Coastal
South Carolina Market.

wese
CHARLESTON,

277
1,459
4,394

1.722
1,322

498
8,899
7,106
7,538
18.076
4,037
2,997
1,017*
1.187
* add
(Continued
on page 158)
6*
65
4,
ked
with
asterisk
Income mai
4*
94
Further
reproduction
unlicensed
2,
(*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
Farm Income
6,147*
Management."
7,541* 753*
6,025*

better

best

DATA

S. C.

"When there is a selling job to be done in Charleston, South Carolina, Radio is the most effective way to tell the people of this
fast-growing Coastal Carolina Market. First Federal Saving &
Loan grew from $5,000.00 to Three Million in fifteen years, from
Three Million to Six and a half Million in two years, Growth assigned to radio.
We hope advertisers will use WCSC

and WCSC-FM,

Coastal Caro-

lina's Oldest, Most Popular* and Most Widely Heard**
Stations.

Radio

But, in any event, use Radio . . . the best selling media for
Charleston, S. C, and Coastal Carolina.
AM 5000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
FM 36,000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
WCSC

* Last 3 Hoopers
e* BMB Study AE2'
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Thanks to: Successful Servicing
JOHN M. RIVER, OWNER
FREE & PETERS, NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVE
August 20, 1951

•
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(Continued from page
rolls 1st151>2&
Qtr
SOUTH CAROLINA RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1948 ($000
(*$000)
Employment
Taxable
Pay.
Total
1950
1948
1940
Mid-March
1950
1 950
1 940
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
Percentage
1950
3,06!
Homes
County
Radio
14.35S
Pop u lotion
2,4
Radio Homes
Population
Radio Homes
($000)
Marion
30,107
9
QQ9
7,676
33,194
6,072
17,973
79.1
Marlboro
33,281
31,728
2 663
3,85!
82.8
7,661
20,01
79.4
6,083
14,881
31,796
33,577
Newberry
^ 5QQ
2,826
2,509
'40 84.8
6,584
Oconee
18,508
i.-j
36,512
39,016
0,1
IV
78.3
9,315
16,742
7,899
3,718
'40 88.5
4,105
63,707
Orangeburg .
7,952
68,751
4,0
16,272
12,741
33,509
8 965
10
130
37 111
Pickens
40 053
4,930
3,38f
'40
136,965
8,110
14l[880
Richland
104^843
18,365
35^465
'4086.4
4 661
19',406
29,304
1 395
5,075
§
Saluda
15,954
30^642
37,793
17,192
3.057
15,347
88.5
80.6
'40
3,793
Spartanburg
.
147,930
127,733
36,931
109,296
8,21
32,684
Sumter
13,076
944
57,606
52,463
'48 78.6
30,731
84.4
9,7,75828*7*
31,259
Union
14',087*
10,278
31,360
8,053
16,288
4,264
14,045*
3,763
43,830
Williamsburg
'39
'505
7,412
7,609
6*
41,011
308*
16,031
6,256
85.9
3,19
16,777
76.2
9,081
2,209
York
71,561
'39
6,920
3,
15,139
58,663
14,411
'50
'39
48,124
7,474
Income* add'5 $000
Farm1,799
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
6*
50% '050
3237
33,
193*2*
4,
MARKET INDICATORS FOR SOUTH CAROLINA
Manufacturing Taxable Payroll
13,002* 9*
0.72% '50
'5'0
135*
8,83
(1st
Quarter)
$90,611,000
1,
48
YR.
FIGURES
FIGURES YR.
CLASSIFICATIONS
1.44%
Income
$1,584,000,000 '49
545,000,000
Population
'
Percent distribution
.80%
'49
7*
1,899,804
4
5,45
8
2,117,027 '50
% of U. S
Per
Capitaof Income
787 '49
49.6%
Percent
national
per
capita
422,263
Homes
286
'
4
1.4% '50
8
518,940
'50
Percent Radio
income
59% '49
Radio Homes
83.2% '50
209,542
New Construction (Private) . $ 87,600,000 '47
30,300,000
431,758 '50
'50
1,141,201,000
Residential
$ 33,100,000 '47
16,500,000 '4 '
Retail Sales
$1,257,732,000
9
43,997
Non-Residential
$ 30,300,000 '48
Retail Trade Employes
63,874 '48
6,900,000
297,200,000
484,579
Automobile Registration
578,802 '50
Wholesale Sales Volume
$ 991,602,000 '48
Telephones
250,000 '50
Wholesale Trade Employes
13,725 '48
8,892
124,900 '49
Manufacturing Employment
.4%
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management.'
unlicensed. For other sources see foreword.
(Mid-March)
Further reproductio
192,835 '47
SOUTH DAKOTA
0.49% '47 '47
MARKET INDICATORS FOR SOUTH DAKOTA
FINDER
SPOT RATE KOZY
YI
YR.
(FM)
CLASSIFICATIONS
FIGURES
Chan. 232, 94.7mc, 16kw
ABERDEEN, Brown, 8,987 homes, 97.9% raFIGURES '48 '50
dio, 8,798 radio homes.
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
95.9%
Population
84.6%
652,740
'50
KSDN,
4.00
5.50 9.25 14.00 21.00 35.00 % of U. S
642,961
CrosleyIkw, 930kc, MBS, Weed, Conlan, D
SB
N
4.00
5.50
9.25
14.00
21.00
35.00
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
Homes
181,033
D 5.50 5.50 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
FALLS, Minnehaha, 19,520 homes, Percent Radio
80.00 SIOUX
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 96.4%
97.5%
radio,
19,032
radio
homes.
160,894
DEADWOOD, Lawrence, 5,198 homes,
Radio Homes
1 -time rate
173,611
3 AM affil ates, average
radio, 5,01 1 radio homes.
136,049 >
7.50 15.00 41.33
D 6.67 11.00
KDSJ, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, LBS, Clark
645,284,000
30.00 45.00 75.00 Retail Sales
(CP lkw, 980kc)
N
9.67
103.33
62.00
Retail
Trade
Employes
618,827,000
27.00
20.67
45.00
D
5.00 6.00 9.00 18.00
792,828,000
29,240
Wholesale Sales Volume
N
6.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 KELO, 5kw 1320kc, NBC, Pearson, Con Ian
17,798
18.00 36.00 54.00
HURON, Beadle, 5,830 homes, 96.3% radio, D 10.00 10.00 26.00
133,400,000
Wholesale
Trade
Employes
....
90.00
78.00
15.00
5,614 radio homes.
N 15.00
130.00 Manufacturing Employment
52.00
*
KIJV, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Lawson
»
Rayme
D
2.40 4.00 9.60 19.20 28.80 48.00 KIHO, lkw 1270k< , MBS, 24.00
8,030
(Mid-March)
.37%
N
3.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 D 5.00 10.00
600 12.00
36.00
60.00
65%
0.32%
90.00
54.00
18.00
96.4%
Manufacturing
Taxable
Payroll
N
8.00
4,984
36 00
MITCHELL, Davison, 4,662 homes,
88%
11,288
radio, 4,494 radio homes.
(1st Quarter)
KISD, 250v, , 1230k c, Cooke,16.00Con 24.00
KORN, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
5.00
Income
4.00
8.00
40.00
42.00
D
3.75 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D
70.00
17.50 28.00
Percent distribution
$ 734,000,000
an
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 radio,
60.00 N 6.00 8.40
242,000,000
Knode
$6,447,000
PIERRE, Hughes, 2,234 homes, 96.0%
KSOO,
5kw
75.00 Per Capita Income
H
:,
ABC, 30.00
45.00
15.00
1140k
Avery2,145 radio homes.
D 5.00 , 6.50
54.00 90.00 Percent of national per capita
8.00
18.00
KGFX,
200w-D,
630kc,
Continental,
BMB
N
6.00
36.00
$
1,174
376
D
5.00 18.00 25.00 36.00 60.00
income
RAPID CITY, Pennington, 9,754 homes, 95.5% WATERTOWN, Codington, 5,418 homes, 96.8%
radio, 9,315 radio homes.
New Construction (Private) ....
radio, 5,245 radio homes.
KOTA, 5kw, 1380kc, CBS, Johns, Hooper
$ 12,100,000
39,400,000
950kc, Walker, Lawson
D
7.50 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 DK WAT, 3.70lkw, 5.00
$
9,000,000
10.80
16.90
32.00
56.70
N
9 00 12.50 20.00 45.00 65.00 100.00 N
Non-Residential
4.25 6.35 12.35 20.00 37.50 66.50
2,500,000 u
$ 6,500,000
290,080
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio YANKTON, Yankton, 4,091 homes, 95.3% ra- Automobile Registration
1,300,000
home figures for each city include entire
Telephones
154,200
249,659
dio, 3,899 radio homes.
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
101,000
WNAX,
5kw,
570kc,
CBS,
Katz,
BMB,
Diary
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per- D 15.00 23.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
cent
radio
BMB.
For
complete
explanation
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproductit
unlicensed.
For
other
sources
see
foreword.
see foreword.
N 20.00 30.00 40.00 80.00 150.00 300.00

WSPA
HA5
EM
ALU
the area! 112,010 Daytime Total Weekly
COVERAGE. ..Solid throughout the populous,
Audience Families!
wealthy, eager-to-buy 17 counties which
constitute the rich, Carolina Piedmont
SALESMANSHIP. ..It was born in us...
(Spartanburg-Greenville) Area.
Experience taught us the rest!
PENETRATION. ..As deep and sure as the
SHOWMANSHIP.. .Our know-how to program
Gamecock's spurs!
-- to mix the sweet and hot with the news
and views. ..the thrillers with the top billers,
AUDIENCE. ..BMB Report No. 2 shows WSPA
local and network.
with the largest audience of any station in

it

These are the things which, have' made. WSPA the No. 1 CBS Station in the prosperous Spartanburg-Greenville Market!
Represented By:
John Blair & Co.
Harry E. Cummings
P ON ROIUNG.
„ ,«.« THAT WW KEE
Southeastern Representative
Roger A. Shaffer
Managing Director
Guy Vaughan, Jr.
Sales Manager
No. 1 CBS Station For The
Spartanburg-Greenville Market
5,000 Watts -■ 950 On Your Dial
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5000
WATTS
AFFILIATE

1320 KC
MIDCONTINENT
BROADCASTING
CO.,
SIOUX
FALLS,
S & U TH
DAKOTA

INC

1
I

A

AS
KELO
48%

OF

SALES

^KELO

OF
R
TTE
A
M
TALK ABOUT
STRATEGIC

.5

MV
.5 MV
5%
OF RETAIL SALES
IN MINNESOTA

RETAIL
IN

S. D.

IN

mv

.5

OF RETAIL
3%
SALES IN NEBR.
THIS

DWELL

OVER

175,000
IN
TO

RICHEST

OF

750,000

RADIO

U.

PEOPLE

HOMES—

NATION'S

IN

WITH

.5

mv

REPRESENTING
INCOME

$7,076.00

MOST

RADIO

MARKETS

FAMILY

of

THIS

MARKETS—

S. FARM

PERSONS—

KELOLAND
THE

KELO

8%
OF RETAIL
SALES IN
IOWA

NEBRASKA

IN
I

.
LOCATION"
T1
C
FA

STABLE

STATION

OF

THE

KELO

IS

FIRST
for farm
information
QUESTION 1. Upon what station do you depend most for
farm information?
27.3%
KELO
18.0
STATION A
16.6
STATION B
STATION C
13.9
9.1
STATION D
7.0
STATION E

^PRESENTED:
FOADCASTING

NATIONALLY

• Telecasting

B
C

BY

THE

for general
news
QUESTION 2. Upon what station do you depend most for
news?
KELO
25.2%
20.8
STATION A
STATION B
STATION C
12.6
17.9
9.1
STATION D
7.9
STATION E

JOHN

E.

PEARSON
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CD Dead wood
StDRapid City
PENNINGTON

-/

BROADCASTING^g^TUECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP
SOUTH

DAKOTA

® Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
@ Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
.If. Number of Telecasting Stations
%

%

%
RADIO
1950
Homes

2,875
3,401
5,198
3.565
1,280
2,365
1,860
2,087
850
2,790
1,759
19.520
2,404
9,754
1,896
1,307
3,955
1,524
1,168
590
3,362
750
1,110
2,584
3,576
3,098
2,087
383
677
4,091

DATA

1950
Radio
Homes Percentage
Radio
1,352
841
5,614
2,650
4,561
8,798
371
981
2,503
3,928
2,283
2,830
5,245
1,444
1,763
3,550
4,494
1,963
1,410
1,142
1,800
2,844
2,787
1,335
2,262
959
1,898
1,943
713
1,240
2,145
3,000
773
494
645
1,240
2,760
3,296
5,011
1,215
3,462
2,266
1,737
2,006
768
2,617
1,687
19,032
2,337
9,315
1,797
1,260
3,789
1,443
1,016
3,278
717
568
985
2,450
3,447
359
2,990
625
2,022
3,899

96.3
94.1
89.4
97.1
95.1
97.9
GK 1
91.7
96.0
94.7
93.3
96.8
96.5
96.8
96.0
93.2
96.4
96.3
96.7
94.7
93.3
94.5
95.6
97.7
96.7
93.9
96.3
95.8
96.8
93.5
95.6
96.0
95.0
96.3
94.1
96.2
95.2
96.0
96.9
96.4
94.9
97.1
95.8
93.4
96.1
93.8
90.3
95.9
97.5
97.2
95.5
94.8
96.4
95.8
94.7
87.0
97.5
96.2
88.7
95.6
94.8
96.5
96.4
96.9
93.8
92.3
95.3

BY COUNTIES
1940
Radio Homes

Retail1950Sales

1,055
540
4,545
2,171
257
3,740
7,000
1,339
1,751
848
2,279
1,949

($000)
3,147
25,250
2,386
17,480
46,561
8,402
194
7,366
11,178

2,269
1,095
3,783
3,671
1,214
2,794
940
1,691
1,227
1,488
1,648
1,165
809
2,397
1,730
1,581
1,536
569
1,140
675
1,601
2,423
414
1,054
552
2,342
2,778
4,652
2,935
2,047
989
1,334
1,730
2,019
496
1,500
14,073
2,140
5,502
975
1,309
3,155

1,894
10,833
6,475
27,463
7,687
3,109
4.015
28,239
11,511
4,294
3,106
3,562
5,545
4,139
8.128
7,496
3,929
6,252
6,793
5,458
1,904
1,347
10,072
10,840
3,174
2,274
3,643
2,441
11,575
9,775
14,994
10,944
3,035
6,482
5,321
7,030
7,312
1,172
4,990
88,889
6,499
45,551
8,453
10,635
6,076
642
3,833
11,158
936
2,236
778
10,951

(*$000)
Total
1950
Farm Income

Mid-March
Employment
1948
120
161
3,686

11,345*
4,009*
2,846*
13,979*
20,316*
7,343*
4,522*
6,885*
1,421*
10,134*
14,917*
003*
6,96
9, 9*

6,203*
9,660*
11,528*
1,948*
6,068*
7,711*
1*8*
4,2,77698*
6,91
10,047*
2,958*
6,673*
7,602*
2,866*
8,7,63575*7*
11,877*
532*
1,880.2356,
785*
3,01
2, 1*
2,902*
1,140*
11,186*
4,035*
10,316*
2,648*
16.149*

526
1,379
8
5,332
43374
663
912
718
346
146
3,119
543
761
3,243
251
187
312
141
770
213
231
793
355
377
54
386
385
126
643
147
79
293
93
569
610
930
3,705
478
290
359
40
112
249
527
458
45
505
17,581
270
5,850

rolls 1st Qti60
1948 ($000
5
i
1,8718
2,70
16
23
S
3C
1,622112f
1,55
25
2i
i
li
2512
e
li
21
3!
3(

12

1,437
941
5,830
2,787
4,697
8,987
1,750
405
2,607
1,036
4,210
2,366
2,924
1,504
5,418
1,892
4,662
3,686
2,030
1,489
1,224
1,883
3,010
1,381
2,853
2,409
1,001
2,007
1,971
763
1,297
2,234
3,158
803
525
1,289
677

MARKET

3(

County
Aurora
Beadle
Bennett
Bon Homme
Brookings
Brown
Brule
Buffalo
Butte
Campbell
Charles Mix
Clark
Clay
Codington
Corson
Custer
Davison
Day
Deuel
Dewey
Douglas
Edmunds
Fall Kiver
Faulk
Grant
Gregory
Haakon
Hamlin
Hand
,
Hanson
Harding
Hughes
Hutchinson
Hyde
Jackson
Jerauld
Jones
Kingbury
Lake
Lawrence
Lincoln
Lyman
McCook
McPherson
Marshall
Meade
Mellette
Miner
Minnehaha
Moody
Pennington
Perkins
Potter
Roberts
Sanborn
Shannon
Spink
Stanley
Sully
Todd
Tripp
Turner
Union
Walworth
Washabaugh
Yankton
Zieback

1950
1940
Population Population
5,008 5,387
21,005 19,648
3,374 3,983
9,437 10,241
17,799 16,560
32,543 29,676
6,073 6,195
1.607 1,853
8,091 8,004
4,036 5.033
15.314 13,449
8,368 8.955
10,989 9,592
18,904 17,014
6,150 6,755
5,491 6,023
16,444 15,336
12,258 13,565
7,687 8,450
4,907 5,709
5,626 6,348
7,253 7,814
10,368 8,089
4,741 5,168
10,225 10,552
8,456 9,554
3,165 3,515
7,035 7,562
7,139 7,166
4,876 5,400
2,275 3.010
8,079 6,624
11,423 12,668
2,801 3,113
1,764 1,955
4,459 4,752
2,274 2,509
9,962 10,831
11,650 12,412
16,373 19,093
12,760 13,171
4,563 5,045
8,799 9,793
7,062 8,353
7,797 8,880
11,515 9,735
3,032 4,107
6,260 6,836
70,371 57,697
9,253 9,341
33,844
6,765 23,799
6,585
4,681 4.614
14,896 15.887
5,120 5,754
5,623 7,155
12,168 12,527
2,043 1,959
2,697 2,668
4,759 5,714
9,114 9.937
12,084 13,270
10,773 11.675
7,629 7.274
1.548 1.980
16,791 16,725
2,601 2,875

MAP© BY1951,WAITER
P. BURN, MIDDLEBUBY,
Broadcasting
Publications,VERMONT
Inc.

1
2,32li1)
2(
I
11

4,336*
3*
124*
Kii
8,07
7,
10,8:2{
8,305*
1
7,042*
539
25,383*
1,210
726
3,034*
13,144*
262
60
3,01ii
458
2,822
5,487*
105
529
962
26
li
652
766
1,910
6,634*
13,080*
7,842*
603
2,923
8.675
10,132
5,441*
2,572
1(
709
15,761*
9,529
222
1,541
430
180
4*
570
82
1,5,788*
3,131
18,712
1,724*
1,202
2,874*
16,240*
1,893
2*
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction13,947*
unlicensed.
Farm Income* add $00
595*
3,90
8,
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34
23227**
,6
115,
3*
28
1,
21*

COMPARE

CONSIDER

THE

THE

COST

COVERAGE

WNAX

vs

FARM

PAPERS

(circulation)
publisher s figures
overage)
(c°
WNAX weekly audience, as measured
Farm Paper A
227,877
224,968
" B
by BMV Study #2: 405,210 families—
with 80% listening 3-7 times each week.
"u
" c
mfiTO
E
148,420
//
«
p '
93,460
G
65,180
(Circulation for the leading farm publications in the five
states served by WNAX)
COST PER THOUSAND:
WNAX
One class "D" half-hour on WNAX carries a one-time rate of $84.00. WNAX
... OR A COST-PER-THOUSAND
reaches 405,210 families for $84.00
OF ONLY $0,207
FARM

PUBLICATIONS
The combined black and white page cost to reach 405,000 Big Aggie Land families with these 7 leading farm publications would be $1952.10 ... OR A COST
$4.82
PER-THOUSAND OF
When you consider the coverage and compare the cost,
it's easy to see you just can't beat WNAX in Big Aggie JL^&^M
Land. So, when you buy to sell in the world's richest
agricultural area ... get the BEST BUY— WNAX!
* f
See your nearest Katz man today.
,

^

j. -

YANKTON

. OADCASTING

- SIOUX

• Telecasting

CITY

affiliated with

the Columbia

broadcasting

August 20, 1951
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MARKET
CLASSIFICATION

TENNESSEE

2.2%
INDICATORS FOR TENNESSEE
2.22%
YR.
FIGURES
1
87%
FIGURES

Population
SPOT RATE FINDER
ATHENS, McMinn, 8,210 homes, 87.1% radio,
7,151 radio homes.
WLAR, 250w, 1450kc, KBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
2.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 30.00
N 3.00 4.00 8.00 18.00 32.00 60.00
BRISTOL (see also Bristol, Va.), Sullivan,
23,950 homes, 91.2% radio, 21,842 radio
homes.
WOPI, 250w, 1490kc, NBC, Born-Smith
D
5.46 5.46 13.65 21.84 32.76 54.60
N 7.80 7.80 17.55 27.30 46.80 78.00
WOPI-FM,
Smith Chan. 245, 96.9mc, 18.5kw, Burn2.00 2.00
6.00 12.00 24.00
2.50 2.50
7.50 15.00 30.00
CHATTANOOGA,
Hamilton, 56,470 homes,
90.1% radio, 50,879 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 10.25 10.25 15.25 29.50 44.25 73.75
N 17.00 17.00 26.50 54.00 81.00 135.00
WAGC,
250w, 1450kc, MBS, Rambeau,
Hooper
D
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WAPO, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1150kc, NBC, Headley-Reed, Hooper, Conlan
D 12.00 12.00 17.50 35.00 52.50 87.50
N 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WAPO-FM, Chan. 234, 94.7mc, 37.2kw, Bonus
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

WDEF, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 1370kc, ABC, Branham, Hooper, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 11.00 11.00 16.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 18.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WDOD, 5kw, 1310kc, CBS, Raymer
D 12.00 12.00 17.50 35.00 52.50 87.50
N 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WDOD-FM, Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 42kw, Bonus
WDXB,
Forjoe,45.00
O'Connor
D 8.00 250w,
15.00 1490kc,
25.00 30.00
55.00 90.00
N 8.00 15.00 25.00 30.00 45.00 55.00 90.00
CLARKSVILLE, Montgomery, 10,216 homes,
85.1% radio, 8,694 radio homes.
WJZM, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Conlan
D
4.00 4.00 7.00 12.50 24.00 40.00
N
4.00 4.00 7.00 12.50 24.00 40.00
CLEVELAND, Bradley, 8,175 homes, 88.7%
radio, 7,251 radio homes.
WBAC, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
4.50 5.00 7.50 12.50 22.50 40.00
N
4.50 5.00 7.50 12.50 22.50 40.00
COLUMBIA, Maury, 11,195 homes, 87.4% radio, 9,784 radio homes.
WKRM, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
3.00 3.50 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
3.40 4.00 4.55 9.10 13.65 22.75
COOKEVILLE, Putnam, 7,563 homes, 83.6%
radio, 6,323 radio homes.
WHUB, 250w, 1400kc, CBS, Continental
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00

THANKS,

FOR

THIS

% of U. S
Homes
Percent Radio
Radio Homes
Retail Sales

3,291,718

2,915,841
62.5%

858,523

695,362

746,915

434,733

'50
2,074,189,000
'
'50
'
76,897

$2,213,931,000
117,724

Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume

$3,406,328,000
40,813
Wholesale Trade Employes .
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
Income
$2,858,000,000
66%
Percent distribution
1.45%
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita
income

'49

839,500,000

23,742
1.22% |
245,617
$129,745,000
55%
927,000,000

317

873 '49

New Construction (Private) . . . . $ 304,200,000
Residential
$ 151,800,000
Non-Residential
$ 68,600,000
Automobile Registration
858,111
634,200
Telephones

42,000,000
20,900,000
9,300,000
672,522
357,500

Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
"Sales Management." Further reproducti .
unlicensed.
For other
see 1951
foreword.

BROADCASTING

VERY

IMPORTANT

ATION IN KEEPING

Memphis

TIME

Market

INFORMBUYERS

Minded!

NOW

846,344
*(based on figures compiled by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.)
RADIO
COVERAGE

FAMILIES IN WMC'S
AREA, REPRESENTING

—

/ RETAIL
SALES
Dollars
Food
General Merchandise
Drug

NBC-5000
WATTS-

790

\

EFFECTIVE BUYING
Net
Farm

WMCF

260 KW Simultaneously Duplicating AM Schedule

National
Representatives,
The
Branham
Company

WMCT

First TV Station in Memphis and the Mid-South

Owned and Operated by The Commercial Appeal

MEMPHIS
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$2,210,484,000
477,738,000
331,532,000
54,653,000
INCOME
$2,809,513,000 |
1,074,900,000

• Telecast!

■ SURG Dyer, 9,334 homes, 86.8% radio, MARYVILLE, Blount, 13,633 homes, 90.7%
radio, 12,365 radio homes.
f 02 radio homes.
WGAP, 250w, 1400kc, LBS
M B, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
1M
15M 30M
1 Hr
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
5M 14.70 23.60 39.60
SB
5.00
5.00 8.90
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 D
N 6.00 6.00 11.90 19.80 35.60 59.20
5.50 6.50 10.00 18.00 36.00 60.00 McMINNVILLE,
Warren, 6,180 homes, 84.2%
radio, 5,204 radio homes.
8ETHTON, Carter, 10,137 homes, 88.8%
io, 9,002 radio homes.
WMMT, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, KBS
D
3.50 7.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
3.50 7.50 17.50 30.00 50.00
3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00 N
Shelby, 128,768 homes, 86.7% ra3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00 MEMPHIS,
dio, 111,642 radio homes.
TTEVILLE, Lincoln, 6,736 homes, 86.7%
ip, 5,840 radio homes.
4D AM19.12
affiliates,
1-time 91.50
rate 144.00
23.50 average
33.88 55.68
?, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
N
30.25
35.50
45.50
87.50
135.00
240.00
4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
ATIN, Summer, 9,023 homes, 85.6% ra- D 10.50 11.50 19.00 31.00 46.50 77.50
7,724 radio homes.
WDIA,
M, lkw-D, lOlOkc
D 11.00250w-D,
11.00 730kc,
18.00Pearson,
30.00 Hooper
45.00 75.00
3.95 3.95 8.60 17.20s 33.05 52.90 WHBQ, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 560kc, MBS, Weed
NEVILLE, Greene, 10,486 homes, 85.8% D 13.50 16.00 21.50 42.70 64.00 106.00
N 18.00 24.00 34.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
iio, 8,997 radio homes.
WHHM, 250w, 1340kc, Indie Sales
V, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00 N 10.00
12.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
3.75 3.75 9.38 17.50 31.25 50.00
WHHM-FM, Chan. 295, 106.9mc, 18kw, Bonus
IMAN, Roane, 7,868 homes, 85.9% ra- WMC, 5kw, 790kc, NBC, Branham, BMB
», 6,759 radio homes.
D 20.00 25.00 40.00 56.00 100.00 150.00
N 35.00 40.00 50.00 95.00 150.00 280.00
T, 250 w, 1230kc, Continental
5.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00 WMCF (FM), Chan. 259, 99.7mc, 260kw, Branham, Bonus
5.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
WMCT
(TV), Branham
Chan. 4, 7.1 2kw-aur.; 13.6kwBOLDT, Gibson, 13,339 homes, 84.3%
vis., NBC,
N 90.00 110.00 137.50 220.00 330.00 550.00
Jio, 11,245 radio homes.
WMPS, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 680kc, ABC, Radio
250w-D, 740kc, KBS
2.00 3.00 6.00 10.00 1 7.50 30.00 D Reps.
23.00 28.00 34.00 68.00 102.00 170.00
SON, Madison, 16,262 homes, 85.5%
N 33.00 38.00 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
iio, 13,904 radio homes.
WREC, 5kw, 600kc, CBS, Katz, BMB
D 20.00 25.00 40.00 56.00 100.00 150.00
A3.42
affiliates,
1-time 25.67
rate 44.33 N 35.00 40.00 50.00 95.00 150.00 280.00
5.12 average
7.75 15.67
MORRISTOWN, Hamblen, 6,214 homes, 84.9%
4.42 6.45 11.75 25.00 38.67 66.00
radio, 5,273 radio homes.
WCRK, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Holman
D
4.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
I,
5kw-D,
lkw-N,
1310kc,
MBS,
Burnith
N
4.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
3.00 6.00 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00 MURFREESBORO, Rutherford, 10,333 homes,
4.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
85.8% radio, 8,866 radio homes.
WGNS, 250w, 1450kc, LBS, Holman
, 250w, 1490kc, McGillvra, LBS
5.00 6.00 9.00 28.80 30.00 50.00
3.25 4.35 7.25 13.00 23.00 43.00 D
6.00 8.00 16.00 36.40 48.00 80.00
3.25 4.35 7.25 13.00 23.00 43.00 N
NASHVILLE,
Davidson, 85,589 homes, 91.8%
, Ikw, 1390kc, ABC, Branham, Conlan
radio, 78,571 radio homes.
4.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
6.00 7.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
l-FM, Chan. 264, 100. lmc, 50kw, Bran- D 16.78 18.52 32.68 59.10 89.28 144.00
N 32.00 35.25 61.75 111.00 167.75 270.00
'"ym, Bonus
WSON CITY, Washington, 14,562 homes, 2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
.7% radio, 12,916 radio homes.
D 6.00 6.50 12.25 26.00 39.00 65.00
3. lkw-D. 790kc
3.50 5.00 9.40 18.90 29.60 50.00 WKDA, 250w, 1240kc, Boiling, Hooper
D
7.00 8 00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
L,10.00
5kw-D,10.00lkw-N,
Pearson
15.00910kc,
25.00ABC,50.00
100.00 N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
12.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 WLAC, 50kw, 1510kc, CBS, Raymer, BMB
D 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
L-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 9.7kw
N 30.00 30.00 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
M-FM, combination rates above)
WMAK, 5kw, 1300kc, MBS, Weed, Hooper
D
9.60 9.60 19.20 38.40 57.60 96.00
SSPCRT, Sullivan, 23,950 homes, 91.2%
N 16.00 1 6.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 1 60.00
dio, 21,842 radio homes.
lwk-D, 1360kc
T, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, Cooke, Dora- WNAH,
D
5.00 5.00 8.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
ayton
5kw,
980kc, ABC, Katz, Conlan,
5.00 5.00 9.30 18.00 30.00 50.00 WSIX,
7.50 7.50 13.75 27.00 45.00 75.00 D Hooper
10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 17.00 20.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
J-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 4.8kw, Bonus
Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 71kw
XVILLE. Knox, 57,735 homes, 91.1% ra- WSIX-FM,
(No rates available)
>, 52,597 radio homes.
WSM, 50kw, 650kc, NBC, Petry, BMB Hooper
D 32.50 37.50 57.50 90.00 137.50 210.00
A affiliates, average 1-time rate
65.00 75.00 115.00 180.00 275.00 420.00
13.78 12.09 17.91 37.34 56.00 93.34 NWSM-TV,
Chan. 4, 7.2kw-aur.; 14.4kw-vis.
22.33 19.00 28.75 57.25 92.75 163.75 D
25.00 38.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
N
50.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
!, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, Boiling
7.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 OAK RIDGE, Anderson, 16,639 homes, 88.0%
radio, 14,642 radio homes.
9.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 120.00
WATO,
!-FM,
Chan.
227,
93.3mc,
2.84kw,
BMB,
D
6.00250w,6.001450kc,9.00MBS,18.00O'Conner
27.00 45.00
oper, Bonus
N
8.50 8.50 14.40 26.00 39.00 65.00
lkw-D. 800kc, Cooke
Henry, 7,177 homes, 84.4% radio,
3.30 5.30 10.20 18.70 29.80 51.00 PARIS,
6.057 radio homes.
7.19 7.19 13.80 22.00 40.00 69.00 WTPR, 250w-D, 710kc, Holman
D
3.00 4.00 6.00 12.50 22.50 40.00
IN6.00250w,6.001340kc,9.00MBS,20.00For joe,
O'Connor
30.00
50.00 PULASKI, Giles, 7,279 homes, 84.4% radio,
6,143 radio homes.
8.00 8.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 100.00
250w-D. 730kc. LBS
3X, lOkw. 990kc, CBS, Branham, Hooper WKSR.
2.50 2.50 7.50 12.50 21.88 37.50
23.35 23.35 36.65 73.35 110.00 1 83.35 D
SHELBYVILLE,
Bedford, 6,753 homes, 88.3%
35.00 35.00 55.00 110.00 165.00 275.00
radio, 5,963 radio homes.
0L,
5kw,
620kc,
NBC,
Avery-Knodel,
WHAL,
250w,
UOOkc. MBS
•mmings
3.00 3.00 7.50 13.00 25.00 40.00
12.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 DN
3.00
3.00
7.50 13.00 25.00 40.00
24.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00 SPRINGFIELD, Robertson,
7,426 homes, 84.3%
radio, 6,260 radio homes.
7,445 homes, 86.2% ra5,-NON.
6,418Wilson,
radio homes.
WDBL, lkw-D, 1430kc
D 3.50 3.75 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
>R. 250w-D, 900kc, LBS
Coffee, 6,355 homes, 85.5%
2.75 3.25 6.50 12.00 25.00 40.00 TULLAHOMA,
radio, 5,434 radio homes.
0|R
CITY,
Loudon,
5,832
homes,
87.9%
WJIG,
250w-D,
740kc, Continental
dio, 5,126 radio homes.
D
3.50 3.50 7.50 17.50 35.00 50.00
-, 500w, 730kc, LBS
UNION CITY, Obion, 8,384 homes, 88.0%
3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 30.00
radio, 7,378 radio homes.
3.00 7.00 12.00 20.00 30.00 WENK, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Burn-Smith
D
4.00 5.00 8.00 13.00 24.00 45.00
-FM, Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 8.8kw
N
5.00 6.00 11.00 25.00 40.00 70.00
ISBURG,
Marshall,
4,979
homes,
88.1%
WINCHESTER,
Franklin, 6,296 homes, 87.1%
dio, 4,386 radio homes.
radio, 5,484 radio homes.
WCDT, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
<A, 250w, I490kc
3.00 3.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 40.00
3.00
6.50 11.50 22.50 35.00 D
3.00 3.00 7.50 14.00 25.00 40.00
3.00
6.50 11.50 22.50 35.00 N
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Salesmaker

to the Central South

During 1950. a work garment
manufacturer with one WSM half-hour
program a weeft increased his Central
South sales by 21 percent!
Radio Stations Everywhere
But Only One...

NASHVILLE
. . . with a talent staff of 200 top name
entertainers . . . production facilities that
originate 17 network shows each week
. . a loyal audience of millions that sets
ils dial on 650 . . . and leaves it there!
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MARKETBOOK MAP
TENNESSEE
Scat ./ WlL

&UBH. hUDMOUtY.
? (951, Bioadcasbng
Publications,VRMOHI
Inc.

ii
S Location ol City and numbar of 1,
r Standard
Number of(AM)FM Broadcasting Stations 4,
13,1,

TENNESSEE
County
Anderson . . .
Bedford
Benton
Bledsoe
Blount
Bradley
Campbell
Cannon . . .
Carroll
Carter
Cheatham . .
Chester
Claiborne . . .
Clay
Cocke
Coffee
Crockett
Cumberland
Davidson . . .
Decatur
DeKalb
Dickson
Dyer
Fayette
Fentress
Franklin
Gibson
Giles
Grainger
Greene
Grundy ....
Hamblen . . .
Hamilton . . .
Hancock
Hardeman . .
Hardin
Hawkins . . .
Haywood . . .
Henderson .
Henry
Hickman . . .
Houston ....
Humphreys
Jackson
Jefferson . . .
Johnson
Knox
Lake
Lauderdale .
Lawrence . .
Lewis
Lincoln
Loudon
McMinn
McNairy
Macon
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Maury
Meigs
Monroe
Montgomery
Moore
Morgan
Obion
Overton
Perry
Pickett
Polk
Putnam
Rhea
Roane
Robertson . .
Rutherford .
Scott
Sequatchie
Sevier
Page 166, August 20, 1951

1950
opulation
59,261
23,568
11,475
8,554
54,578
32,128
34,302
9,156
26,500
42,195
9,158
11,152
24,729
8,693
22,972
23309
16,601
18,830
320 388
9436
11,667
18,768
oo ,ovjy
27,504
14,897
25,452
48
057
26328
13,070
40.907
U , 1i
1! 9- . c=^l
23,932
207,276
9,105
23,261
16,890
30,464
26.187
2317,156
774
13335
5,312
10,992
12,337
19.637
12,252
221,825
11,631
24,996
28,786
6,069
25,590
23,134
31,954
20,359
13,581
60,001
20,490
17,738
40,297
6,073
24,455
44,313
3,948
15,703
29,026
17,564
6,443
5,055
14,040
29,825
16,053
31,594
27,051
40,613
17,368
5,677
23,300
tales, and
Marketbook

KAUIvJ

MARKET

BY COUNTIES
1948 ($0
(*$000)
1950
Total
1950
1940
Employment
Mid-March Taxable
1950
Farm
Income
Percentage
1940
rolls
1st 1,P(
Retail
Sales
1950
Homes
1948
Radio Homes
Radio Homes Radio
Population
16,639
88.0
($000)
30,324
26,504
21,886
88.3
6,753
23,151
14,642
3,610
13,855
312
82.3
11,976
4,046
3,250
1,
3,794
706
81.5
2,333
5,963
12,450
1,207
8,358
3,760
2,675
12,365
1,931
1,574
41,116
13,633
27,725
2
6 759
88.7
28,498
90.7
8,175
6,672
3 494
703
86 1
I
18,826
31,131
4,453
7,251
15,494
345
7,850
3,739
2,374
45,
9,880
81
.1
1,961.699
1325
5,904
25,978
3,419
12,267
2,663
4,836,264
910
6,181
10,137
7,238
85.4
2,362
246
35,127
85
6
2
115
88.8
on
7*>o
1,986,173
2,471
9,928
7,982
897
775
84^0
3,300
4,339
9,002
2,914
1,6,51455*0*
11,124
2448
1,196
84.2
24,657
1,219
1
CI
ft
5,700
164
81.2
6*
1,72
10,904
2,125
2,389
1,
6,328
A4,799
7d1
1,899
1,010
1,726
24,083
1*
6*
66
52
2,
3,
ft,
Intl
85.5
0*
18,959
6,355
79
2,442
12,438
8,881
5,658
oo.o
7 P.fl7 7Q9
1,156*
1,010
461
3,320
2,482
85.0
17,330
82.5
4,558
5,434
3,874
7Q
K71
2,250
307
137
yi.O
53,655
4,423
1,597*
25715,592
267
85,589
1,440
3,649
7,644
7,001
1,114
726
85.5
85,949
10361
2,200
3,560
2,491*
403
82.8
2,573
14,588
3,188
1,674
84.9
1,261
3,225
5
191
5,284*
o,10o
19,718
86.8
3430',322
920
2,356
4,407
2,670
33!
268,652
237
1,459
5,580
545
1,632*
4,225*
3,756
9,334
75.5
7J25
8,102
915
70A
000
3,223
6,374
6
296
1,
8*
14,262
2,74
2,585
4,812
87.1
80.2
23,892
1,
11,546
L428
4,008
61,005
731
3,139
26
347
84.3
44 835
2,080
131339
11,245
1 988
65,484
143
84 4
13389
29340
7,279
8,472*
3340
80.2
227
14,356
2,149
0*
67
1,
10
486
5,066
2,671
39,405
85.8
3,330
1,193
1,
19,970
86.0
1
372
3,017*
3
163
5,146
1! 11 .->.c;c?9>~
3,206
17 333
8,997
4 398
84 9
52,757
273
18,611
1,312
6,211
50379
180,478
0*
46
9,
8,619*
2,108
34,753
195,577
13,318*
3,634
64^332
4,
111
56,470
2 235
79.1
11,231
1 QQ1
1,768
954*
81.5
23,590
1,308
4,1241978
1
999
5339
34,270
845
84 4
i ,ool
806
4,436*
4,556
17,806
1,859
85.6
6,074
13,161*
67,479
329
28,523
9,411*
754
76.6
3,878,066
27,699
29,
6402
3,326
11,235
4,848
3,684*
1,357
798
84.1
8,294
4,643
2,022
3 630
d3,905
fi^7
2519,220
877
7,415
2,413
2 901*
4,322,801
7,177
14,873
O,U0 i
1,142
13,099
85.0
242
86.1
4973,898*
510 2*
3,549
3,017
2,120
4,129
84.3
1,163
1,62
1,661
1,245
1,200
12,421
6,432
2,644
81.6 l
3,137
764
435
259
1,331
4,672
15,082
3,187
2.021
1,364
2,601
88.8 90.'
968
707*
2,
4,919
18,621
82.2
4,368
1,
9
670*
2,541
12,998
2!
2.371
7,014
2,884
4356* 704*
57,735
91.1
178,468
52,597
204,262
33,956
1,354
1,199
82.0
3,144
54,526
{
11,235
3,373
1,299
2,766
82.0
1.205
24,461
6,298
2,172*
726
9,062,612
t
1,
28,726
83.9
6,539
2,700
86.8
12,272
5,362
7,406
2353*
13,316
6,214
810
1,570
3,205
86.7
5,849
1,762
3,038*
1,653
1,435
123,026
750
3 973
27,214
7*
6,736
98
3,
11,625
5.840
87.9
19,838
4,673*
5,832
1,843
87.1
16,486
30,781
5,126
2,947
8,210
8*
84.0
20,424
7,151
2,982
83.0
4,454
6,5,85555*
4,375
2,112
4,610
5,271
1, i
665
14,904
3,745
85.5
1,459
7,643
2,835,695
3,146
54,115
13,905
2,394
44,086
16,262
1,745
5,325*
88.0
4,295
19,140
2,429
8,400
4,881
88.1
16,030
8,457
955
9,494
9,433*
2,442
1,
11,195
4,386
4,979
87.4
2,692
40,357
10,762
3,965*
84.3
6*
6.538
24
25,164
2,
237
684
6,393
i
6,899,464
9,784
2,392
1,184
1,404
6,027
24,275
83.9
6*
37
2,527
4*
66
3,
4,902
8,418
85.1
8,694
33,346
10,216
5,843
23,094
1,383
882
133
85.6
85.3
537
818
4,810
1,030
5,930
4,093
il
964
1.597
15,242
0*
2,910
31
8,
3,411
7*
20
1,
88.0
78.5
30,978
3,422
7,378
17,575
8,384
6,180*
5,319
4,225
18,883
459
3,317
85.9
193
3,305
954
1,228
5,535
1,795
4.550
1,060*
1,542
1,613
1,048
945
79.5
903
8*
55
3,
1,189
6,213
87.9
1,735
15,473
6,483*
3,422
26,250
3,008
1,753*
87.3
138
83.6
7,563
6,102
2,765
2,595
12,742
6,323
16,353
4,084
2,025
,553*
10
3,565
27,795
84.3
15,130
6,954
85.9
1.813
6,759
3,675
7,868
3,728
29,046
85.8
1,003,164
7,426
12,208
3,925
9,029,699
6,260
7*
31
22,731
1,
10,333
8,866
8*
33,604
34
2,456
1,
4,214
82.8
4,849
15,966
593*
1,474
3,849
84.2
5,130
3,187
3,625
1.308
318 * add S<
514
1,101
5,038
1,625
83.9
6,148
23,291
2,398
10,113
1.741
5,158
2*
37
2,
1,008
1,113*
Farm Income ma rlced with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
Further reproduction unlicensed.
Farm
Income
*
8
80
Management."
BROADCASTING 717* • Telecast^
9,399*
DATA

4,194*

mty
by ....
Mix
wart . . .
I
i ivan . . .
finer . . .
Ion
usdale .
boi

1950
opulation

1940
Population

480,161
14,079
9,160
94,978
33,476
29,716

358,250
16,148
13,549
69,085
32,719
28,036

5,511
15,863
8,665
3.979
22,235
59,741
13,853
27,927
16,162
24,257
26,261

|on
Buren
Ten
-.hington
/ne
akley . .
lite
\ iamson
son

6,113
14,128
9,030
4,090
19,764
51,631
13,638
29,498
15,983
25,220
25,267

1950
Homes
128,768
3,984
2,402
23,950
9,023
7,406
1.538

Percentage
1950
Radio Homes
Radio
86.7
111,642
86.6
3,398
86.6
2,081
91.2
21,842
85.6
82.0
7,724
6,073
1,343
87.3
86.6

3,744
2,116
947
6,180
14,562
3,378
8,195
4,224
6,318
7,445

3,242
1,718
786
5,204
12,916
2,777
6,999
3,464
5,402
6,418

81.2
83.0
84.2
88.7
82.2
85.4
82.0
85.5
86.2

1940
Radio Homes

Retail1950
Sales
($000)

65,665
2,259

537,541

1,522
11,750
4,485
3,009
907
1,729
778
379
2,540
8,032
1,230
4,306
1,568
3,374
3,889

ates, ond Form Income mc r\jrKcactf\ uiitli
wiiii flctarict
uiici isi*. (*). Copyright 1951 "Sa Ics Monocjement.
MARKET
CLASSIFICATION

SPOT RATE FINDER
Taylor,
3,ENE,
16,978
radio 18,374
homes. homes, 92.4% raM affiliates, average
SB
1M
5M
10.00 8.25 13.00
10.00 8.25 13.00

1-time
15M
24.00
24.00

rate
30M 1 Hr
36.00 60.00
36.00 60.00

:, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1470kc, ABC, Pearson,
loper, Conlan
10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
C, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Taylor, Conlan,
ioper
6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
E, Jim Wells, 7,118 homes, 81.6% ra?, 5,808 radio homes.
I lkw, 1070kc, MBS
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
6.00 9.00 15.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
NE, Brewster, 2,032 homes, 80.6% ra», 1,638 radio homes.
, 250w, 1240kc, Hil F. Best
4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
RILLO, Potter, 21,844 homes, 95.9%
lip, 20,948 radio homes.
^ affiliates, average 1-time rate
10.50 11.67 18.75 29.50 43.75 76.25
17.00 18.33 29.00 47.50 75.00 125.00
3, lkw-D, 500w-N, lOlOkc, MBS, Forjoe
9.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
9.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
.,~n, 5kw-D,
Conlan lkw-N, 1440kc, ABC, Bran10.00 10.00 18.00 28.00 45.00 75.00
15.00 15.00 22.00 40.00 70.00 120.00
-FM, Chan. 262, 100. 3mc, 3.4kw, Bonos
C, lOkw, 710kc, NBC, Taylor
15.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200.00

J

AUSTIN, Travis, 42,768 homes, 89.0% radio,
38,064 radio homes.
3D AM 6.75affiliates,
1-time 36.00
rate 56.67
7.50 average
13.00 23.33
N 11.17 12.67 24.67 43.33 65.00 108.33
KNOW,5.25
250w,6.00
1490kc,
Pearson,
D
12.00ABC,
20.00
30.00 Conlan
40.00
N 9.00 10.50 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KTBC,
5kw-D,
lkw-N,
590kc,
CBS,
Taylor
D 9.00 9.00 15.00 26.00 42.00 70.00
N 13.50 13.50 30.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
DKTXN, 5.75lkw-D,6.501370kc10.00 22.00 32.00 55.00
KVET, lkw, 1300kc, MBS, Forjoe
D
6.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 11.00 14.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
BALLINGER, Runnels, 5,260 homes, 89.3% radio, 4,697 radio homes.
KRUN, 3.75
250w, 7.50
1400kc10.00 15.00 27.00 45.00
D
N
3.75 7.50 10.00 15.00 27.00 45.00
BAY CITY, Matagorda, 6,739 homes, 82.4%
radio, 5,553 radio homes.
KIOX, lkw, 1270kc, MBS
D 4.00 5.50 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
4.00 5.50 8.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
BAYTOWN, Harris, 237,006 homes, 92.5%
radio, 219,231 radio homes.
2D AM 4.75
non-affiliates,
average
5.70 11.40
22.801-time
33.25rate 57.00

250w-D,6.00650kc,
DKRCT, 5.00
12.00McGillvra
24.00 35.00 60.00
KREL, lkw, 1360kc, Conlan
D
4.50 5.40 10.80 21.60 31.50 54.00
N
6.00 7.50 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
KREL-FM, Chan. 221, 92.1mc, 250w, Bonus
• Telecasting

■ All rates one-time. Home and radio
figures for each city include entire
y. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
a red from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio BMB. For complete explanation
1,oreword.
OADCASTING

KLYN, lkw, 940kc, CBS, Blair
D 8.00
12.00 20.00 20.00 50.00
N 14.00
24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
ATHENS, Henderson, 7,056 homes, 86.4% radio, 6,096 radio homes.
KBUD, SB250w-D,1M 1410kc5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
3.50 4.00 6.00 12.50 20.00 35.00
ATLANTA, Cass, 7,565 homes, 84.0% radio,
6,355 radio homes.
lkw-D,5.25900kc,7.75Best 12.00 21.00 35.00
DKALT, 4.25

5,082
2,378
68,710
12,501
14,345
2.233
6,633
1,079
576
11,901
45,203

Total
1950
(*$000)
Farm Income

1948 rol($000)
Employment
s 1stPayOtr.
Mid-March T axable
1948
121,523
227
511

4,703,274
13,361*

66,076
178
47
19,269

26,506

1,690*
10,473* 4*
5,36 .
1,619*
9,727*
312,790

2,680*

4,244
11,841
6,279
10,203
13,880

3,115
1,552
231

600
1,266
937
59

1,990
41

15
7
966

51
2,551
9,338

4,709
174
611
619
262

621
1,819
818

2,872* 866*
1,450
7,176*
6,207,613
2,274
1,483*
8,456*
2,557*
Further reproduction unlicensed Farm Income
9,234*

776
Qua iUUU.

INDICATORS FOR TEXAS
FIGURES YR. FIGURES YR.

Population
7,711,194
% of U. S
5.1%
Homes
2,203,877
Percent Radio
88.5%
Radio Homes
1,950,431
Retail Sales
$7,616,428,000
Retail Trade Employes
345,834
Wholesale Sales Volume
$8,054,864,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes ...
115,041
Manufacturing

'50
6,414,824
'50
4.86%
'50
1,630,801
'50
66.9%
'50
1,090,206
'50 6,485,971,000
'48
222,120
'48 2,041,000,000
'48
70,206

(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

324,466 '47
$193,679,000 '47

Percent distribution
4.69% '49
3.50% '40
Per
Capita
Income
$
1,205
'49
413 '40
Percent of national per capita
income
91% '49
72% '40
New Construction (Private) . ... $1,563,800,000 '50 199,400,000 '39
Residential
$ 943,200,000 '50 96,200,000 '39
Non-Residential
$ 235,000,000 '50 41,300,000 '39
Automobile Registration
2,968,143 '50
2,301,638 '48
Telephones .
1,879,600 '50
984,300 "45
dio,
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
$9,
265
,00
0,0 55,108 homes, 91.1%
BEAUMONT, Jefferson,
BEEVILLE, Bee, 5,150 homes, 83.4%
00'
radio, 50,023 radio homes.
4,295250w,
radio 1490kc
homes.
49
KIBL,
1 Hr
2, rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 40.40
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time
65
D 3.83 5.10 10.20 16.32 24.48 40.40
N
3.83
5.10
10.20
16.32
24.48
SB
1M
5M 15M 2,30M
1
Hr
00
0, 70.00 BIG SPRING, Howard, 7,604 homes, 90.7°
D
6.12 8.37 14.87 23.00 36.00
00'
radio, 6,897 radio homes.
040
2D AM 5.00
non-affiliates,
average
6.25 9.50
19.001-time
28.50rate 47.50
N 6.00 7.25 11.25 24.00 36.00 60.00
KFDM, 5kw, 560kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
D Hooper,
8.00 BMB
10.00 18.75 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 15.00 18.00 37.50 56.00 84.00 140.00
KPBX, lkw-D, 1380kc, LBS, Forjoe
D
4.25 6.75 11.00 18.00 30.00
250w, 6.00
1450kc,9.00
Branham
DKRIC, 5.00
18.00 27.00 45.00
N
6.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
KRIC-FM, Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 4.5kw, Bonus
KTRM,
Walker20.00
Co. 30.00 50.00
D
5.00lkw, 990kc,
6.50 10.00
N 6.00 7.50 12.50 28.00 42.00 70.00

2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.37 4.75 8.00 16.50 27.50 45.00
N
4.37 4.75 8.00 16.50 27.50 45.00
KB ST, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Pearson,
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00
N 5.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00
KTXC, lOOw, 1400kc, LBS
D
3.75 4.50 7.00 15.00 28.00
N
3.75 4.50 7.00 15.00 28.00

BMB,
45.00
45.00
45.00
45.00

BONHAM, Fannin, 9,958 homes, 89.9% radio, 8,953 radio homes.
DKFYN, 250w-D,
3.90 1420kc
6.50 14.30 21.45 35.75
(Continued on page 168)
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BORGER, Hutchinson, 9,243 homes, 94.4%
radio, 8,725 radio homes.
KHUZ, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Girard, Crossley
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
2.50 4.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N
3.50 5.00 12.00 18.00 27.00 48.00
BRADY, McCulloch, 3,731 homes, 87.5% radio,
3,265 radio homes.
KNEL, 250w, 1490kc
D
3.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00
N
3.00 3.00 6.00 15.00 25.00 50.00
BRECKENRIDGE,
Stephens, 3,433 homes,
89.5% radio, 3,073 radio homes.
lkw-D,5.001430kc14.00 23.00 34.50 57.50
DKSTB, 4.00
BRENHAM, Washington, 6,117 homes, 78.2%
radio, 4,783 radio homes.
DKWHI,4.201280kc,5.00lkw-D,
15.00 Liberty,
25.20 BMB42.00 70.00
BROWNFIELD,
Terry,homes.
3,977 homes, 87.8% radio, 3,492 radio
250w-D,4.001050kc,
West-Tex.
DKTFY, 4.00
6.00 Keystone,
12.00 22.00
40.00
BROWNSVILLE,
Cameron, 31,388 homes,
78.6% radio, 24,671 radio homes.
affiliates,
D2 AM 5.75
7.37 average
11.25 1-time
22.50 rate
33.75 56.00
N 10.50 13.12 21.00 42.00 63.00 105.00
KBOR, Ikw, 1600kc, LBS, Best
D
6.50 8.50 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.00
N 11.00 13.75 22.00 44.00 66.00 110.00
KVAL, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Free & Peters
D
5.00 6.25 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 1 2.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 1 00.00
BROWNWOOD, Brown, 9,539 homes, 88.8%
radio, 8,471 radio homes.
DKBWD,3.25lkw-D,6.25500w-N,
9.00 1380kc,
18.00 MBS,
27.00Walker
43.00
N
5.00 10.00 13.50 20.00 38.50 65.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

BRYAN, Brazos, 10,512 homes,
8,904 radio homes.
KORA, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
SB
1M
5M 15M
D
1.78 3.90 8.32 13.65
N
2.30 7.15 10.93 19.11
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30M 1 Hr
20.48 32.50
27.30 44.83

CENTER, Shelby, 6,657 homes, 82.1% radio,
5,465 radio homes.
lkw-D,6.00930kc,12.00Best 24.00 36.00 60.00
DKDET, 6.00
CHILDRESS, Childress, 3,844 homes, 88.6%
radio, 3,406 radio homes.
250w-D,3.501510kc,
Girard 35.00
DKCTX, 2.50
7.00 MBS,14.00Best,21.00
CLEBURNE, Johnson, 9,636 homes, 89.3%
radio, 8,605 radio homes.
250w-D,6.001120kc
DKCLE, 4.00
10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
KCLE-FM, Chan. 232, 94.3mc, 330w
N
2.00 3.00 5.00 7.50 12.50 20.00
COLEMAN, Coleman, 5,105 homes, 88.8%
radio, 4,533 radio homes.
KSTA, 250w-D, lOOOkc
D
3.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
COLLEGE STATION, Brazos, 10,512 homes,
84.7% radio, 8,904 radio homes.
WTAW, lkw-D, 1150kc
D
3.75 5.00 10.00 18.00 25.00 40.00
COLORADO CITY, Mitchell, 4,045 homes,
86.3% radio, 3,491 radio homes.
KVMC, 500w-D, 1320kc
D
3.75 4.75 6.75 14.25 24.00 45.00
CONROE, Montgomery, 7,267 homes, 84.1%
radio, 6,112 radio homes.
KMCO, 500w-D, 900kc
D
2.50 4.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
CORPUS CHRISTI, Nueces, 44,311 homes,
85.2% radio, 37,753 r.adio homes.
4 AM affiliates, c verage 1-time rate
D 6.62 7.48 13.50 25.50 38.50 65.00
N 11.40 12.95 23.00 43.50 67.00 112.50

INFLUENCE
RICH

84.7% radio,

the

933,000
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1140kc, CBS, Taylor,
KEYS,
Hooperlkw-D, 500w-N,
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 6.00 7.20 12.00 -24.00m 36.00 60.00
72.00
120.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00
KRIS, lkw, 1360kc, NBC, Free & Peters
D
6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.40 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KSIX, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, For joe
D
7.00 7.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 80.00
KUNO, lOOw, 1400kc, MBS
D 7.50 8.50 20.00 36.00 52.00 90.00
N 11.60 1 3.00 26.00 48.00 76.00 130.00
KWBU, 50kw-D, 1030kc, Branham
D 15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 ,75.00
Hooper125.00
CORSICANA, Navarro, 12,379 homes, 86.0%
radio, 10,646 radio homes.
KAND, 250w, 1340kc, Branham
D 2.50 3.10 10.90 17.65 29.40 49.00
N 2.50 3.10 10.90 1 7.65 29.40 49.00
CROCKETT, Houston, 6,780 homes, 79.9% radio, 5,404 radio homes.
KIVY, 250w-D, 1570kc
D
1.90 2.50 4.25 7.80 15.00 30.00
CUERO, De Witt, 6,450 homes, 81.7% radio,
5,720 radio homes.
KCFH, 500w-D, 1600kc, LBS, Biddick, Best
D 3.83 5.10 8.50 13.60 20.40 34.00
DALHART, Hartley, 601 homes, 93.1% radio,
560 radio homes.
KXIT, 500w-D, 1410kc, LBS, KBS, Best
D
2.75 3.30 7.50 15.00 27.00 45.00
DALLAS, Dallas, 180,701 homes, 93.5% radio, 168,955 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
9.67 18.81 27.38 53.88 82.25 135.75
N 16.67 34.62 50.00 99.50 151.00 250.00
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
7.00 9.75 18.00 31.00 50.00
KACE, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 740kc
(CP) rates available)
(No

PEOPLE
COASTAL

KIXL, lkw-D, 1040kc, Dallas
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M J
D 9.00 12.00 24.00 38.00 60.00
KIXL FM, Chan. 283, 104.5mc, 34kw, D.l
(Rates on request)
KLIF, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1190kc, Liberty, f
son, Hooper
D
6.50 9.25 15.50 29.50 50.00 5
N 9.00 12.50 20.00 42.00 70.00 11
KRLD, 50kw, 1080kc, CBS, Branham
D
36.00 45.00 90.00 135.00 T,
N
72.00 90.00 180.00 270.00 4!
KRLD-FM, Chan. 223, 92.5mc, 46kw, t<
ham, Bonus
KRLD-TV, Chan. 4, 8kw-aur.; 15.8kw
CBS, Branham
D 18.00 18.00 36.00 48.00 72.00 1!
N 60.00 60.00 120.00 160.00 240.00 41
KSKY, lkw-D, 660kc
D 5.00 7.50 12.00 24.00 40.00
KYBS (FM), Chan. 300, 107.9mc, 90kw
D 1.75 2.25 3.50 7.00 13.00
N 2.00 2.50 4.00 8.00 17.50
WFAA, 5kw, 570kc, ABC, Petry
D 13.50 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 1
N 27.00 36.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 2
WFAA, 50kw, 820kc, NBC, Petry
D 38.00 45.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 3
N 60.00 75.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 5
WFAA-TV, Chan. 8, 13.5kw-aur.; 27k,w
NBC, ABC, DuMont, Petry
D 18.00 18.00 36.00 48.00 72.00 1
N 60.00 60.00 120.00 160.00 240.00 4
WRR,
5kw, 12.00
1310kc, 24.00
MBS, 48.00
Blair 72.00 1
D
9.00
N 14.00 18.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 2
WRR-FM, Chan. 266, 101. lmc, 68kw, Boi

in

the

CORNER

BROADCASTING

with

• Telecast!

RIO, Vol Verde, 4,466 homes, 77.0%
Jio, 3,439 radio homes.
250w, 1230kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
•3.20
6.00 13.00 20.00 34.00
3.20
6.00 13.00 20.00 34.00
ON, Grayson, 21,283 homes, 91.0%
fo, 19,368 radio homes.
;. lkw, 1220kc
5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
ON, Denton, 11,624 homes, 91.0% ra10,578 radio homes.
. 250w, 1450kc, Best
4.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
4.00 6.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
-FM, Chan. 291, 104.9mc, Ikw, Bonus
kS, Moore, 3,895 homes, 97.0% radio,
r8 radio homes.
,3 250w-D,
00 4.00 800kc10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
SURG, Hidalgo, 38,325 homes, 76.6%
io, 29,357 radio homes.
, 250w-D,5.00710kc10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
-FM, Chan. 285, 104.9mc, lkw, Bonus
AMPO, Wharton, 10,234 homes, 85.0%
io, 8,699 radio homes.
5 500w-D,
00 7.501390kc,
1 3.35 LBS,
20.00BMB 36.00 50.00
•RA,
Wichita,
, 22,973
radio 24,998
homes. homes, 91.9% ra250w-D,
1050kc
2.65 4.10 7.95 15.90 23.85 37.25
VSO, El Paso, 46,939 homes, 88.4% ra. 41,949 radio homes.
,7 affiliates,
1-time 34.58
rate 59.30
40 7.40 average
12.16 22.72
1.50 11.50 20.75 38.50 60.75 101.25
lkw-D, 920kc, LBS, Pearson
•6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
, 5kw, 690kc, ABC, Blair
6.00 6.00 10.80 21.60 32.40
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00
, 5kw, 600kc, CBS, Taylor
2.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00
8.00 18.00 30.00 48.00 72.00
250w, 1340kc, MBS, McGillvra
4.50 4.50 7.50 15.00 22.50
9.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00

50.00
54.00
90.00
80.00
120.00
37.50
75.00

KTSM,
lingberylkw-D, 500w-N, 1380kc, NBC, Hoi
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 8.50 8.50 12.50 25.00 40.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 72.00 120.00
FLOYDADA,
Floyd, homes.
3,205 homes, 91.0°/c
dio, 2,917 radio
KFLD,
250-D,
900kc,
Continental
Radio 40.00
Sales
D
3.00 4.50 9.00
18.00 25.00
FORT STOCKTON, Pecos, 2,734 homes, 86.7%
radio, 2,370 radio homes.
KFST,
(CP) 250w-D, 860kc
(No rates available)
FORT WORTH, Tarrant, 107,190 homes, 92.6%
radio, 99,258 radio homes.
3D AM13.83
affiliates,
1-time 86.00
rate 143.33
18.33 average
32.67 57.33
N 25.67 33.33 60.00 104.00 156.00 260.00
3D AM 5.27
non-affiliates,
average
7.70 15.33
33.601-time
50.40rate 84.00
DKCNC,6.40250w-D,8.00 870kc
15.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
72.00
DKCUL, 4.155kw-D,5.75lkw-N,
11.001540kc
28.80 43.20
54.00 90.00
N 5.60 7.90 18.00 36.00
Hooper
5kw, 12.00
1270kc, 24.00
MBS, Blair,
DKFJZ, 9.00
48.00 72.00 120.00
N 14.00 18.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KWBC, lkw-D,9.35970kc,
D
20.00Rambeau
40.00 60.00 100.00
KXOL,
lkw,
1360kc,
Hooper,28.00LBS, 42.00
Pearson 70.00
D
5.00 7.00 14.00
N
8.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Combination rates with KLIF Dallas, Tex.
WBAP, 50kw, 820kc, NBC, Free 8, Peters
D 27.50 36.00 60.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
N 55.00 72.00 120.00 192.00 288.00 480.00
WBAP, 5kw, 570kc, ABC, Free & Peters
D 13.50 18.00 25.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
N 27.00 36.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
WBAP-FM, Chan. 263, 100.5mc, 50kw, Free &
Peters, Bonus
WBAP-TV, Chan. 5, 8.2kw-aur.; 1 6.4kw-vis.;
NBC, ABC, Free 8. Peters
D 30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200 00
N 60.00 60.00 100.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
FREDERICKSBURG, Gillespie, 3,324 homes,
84.4% radio, 2,805 radio homes.
KNAF, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
2.60 3.90 9.35 14.45 23.40 39.00
N
2.60 3.90 9.35 14.45 23.40 39.00
GAINESVILLE, Cooke, 6,901 homes, 89.9%
radio, 6,204 radio homes.
KGAF, 250w-D, 1580kc, BMB, Jay
D
4.50 6.25 12.50 18.75 32.00 50.00

GALVESTON, Galveston, 34,929 homes, 92.3%
radio, 32,239 radio homes.
KGBC, lkw-D, 250w-N, 1540kc, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
D 4.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 1 Hr
N 5.50 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00
KLUF, 250w 1400kc, MBS, LBS, Rambeau
D
4.25 6.50 13.00 19.50 32.50
N 4.15
8.30 8.50
13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
KLUF-FM, Chan. 259, 98.7mc, 9.5kw, Bonus
GLADEWATER, Gregg, 18,465 homes, 89.0%
radio, 16,434 radio homes.
81.8%
KSIJ, lkw-D, 1430kc
D
4.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
GONZALES, Gonzales, 5,802 homes, 50.00
radio, 4,746 radio homes.
KCTI, 250w, 1450kc, Grant, Cooke
D
1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
N
1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
GRAHAM, Young, 5,283 homes, 90.1% radio, 4,760 radio homes.
KSWA, 500w-D, 1330kc
D
3.00 4.00 7.00 14.00 20.00 34.00
GREENVILLE, Hunt, 13,661 homes, 90.3% radio, 12,336 radio homes.
KGVL, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, TSN
D
3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 87.8%
45.00
N
3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
HAMILTON, Hamilton, 3,543 homes,
radio, 3,111 radio homes.
KCLW, 250w-D, 900kc
D
2.10 3.25 7.50 10.80 20.00 35.00
HARLINGEN, Cameron, 31,388 homes, 78.6%
radio, 24,671 radio homes.
KGBS, 4.00
250w, 6.00
1240kc,10.00
CBS, 16.00
Ra-Tel, 24.00
Conlan 40.00
6.00 10.00
15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KSOX, 50k '-D, lOkw-N, 1530kc
(CP)
86.5%
(No rates available)
HENDERSON, Rusk, 12,315 homes,
radio, 10,652 radio homes.
KGRI, 250w-D, lOOOkc
D
4.25 5.00 10.00 22.50 37.50
60.00
HEREFORD, Deaf Smith, 2,519 homes, 92.1%
radio, 2,320 radio homes.
KPAN, 250w-D, 860kc, LBS, Best
D
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
HILLSBORO, Hill, 10,202 homes, 87.3% radio,
8,906 radio homes.
KHBR, 250w-D, 1560kc, LBS, Best
D
5.00 4.50 7.00 20.00 28.00 45.00
HOUSTON, Harris, 237,006 homes, 92.5%
radio, 219,231 radio homes.

retail sales increase%'n

EL
..radio

audience

is delivered

the

4 AM SB
affiliates,
1-time rate
1M < verage
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 21.33 22.25 36.75 57.45 97.50 162.50
N 36.67 37.88 65.75 107.00 175.50 292.50
4D AM 6.09non-affiliates,
11.50 19.86average
32.04 1-time
49.72rate83.08
N
9.63 15.46 26.17 41.40 65.00 108.33
5kw, 1590kc,
Keller 26.10 43.50 72.50
DKATL, 5.64
9.40 15.66
N 11.27 18.79 31.32 52.20 87.00 145.00
DKCOH,4.62lkw-D,9.001430kc,
16.57 National
30.08 Time
47.40Sales
79.80
KLEE, 5kw, 610kc, Young
D
16.00 28.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N
16.00 28.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
KNUZ, 250w, 1230kc, Forjoe, Hooper
D 8.00 11.60 19.20 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 8.00 11.60 19.20 32.00 48.00 80.00
KPRC, 5kw, 950kc, NBC, Petry, Hooper, BMB
D 24.00 24.00 45.00 64.80 108.00 180.00
N 40.00 40.00 75.00 108.00 180.00 300.00
KPRC-FM,
Chan.
275, Radio
102.9mc,
57kw, Transit
Radio (See
Transit
Listing)
KPRC-TV, Chan. 2, 8.5kw-aur.; 16kw-vis.
D 40.00 50.00 75.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
N 80.00 100.00 150.00 200.00 300.00 500.00
KTHT, 5kw, 790kc, MBS, Avery-Knodel,
Hooper, Conlan
D
15.00 24.00 42.00 72.00 120.00
N
24.00 48.00 84.00 144.00 240.00
KTRH, 50kw, 750kc, CBS, Blair, Hooper, BMB
D 24.00 30.00 50.00 75.00 126.00 210.00
N 40.00 50.00 84.00 140.00 210.00 350.00
KTRH-FM, Chan. 266, 101. lmc, 29.5kw, Bonus
KXYZ,
Hooper5kw, 1320kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
D 16.00 20.00 28.00 48.00 84.00 140.00
NKXYZ-FM,
30.00 Chan.
37.50 56.00 96.00 1 68.00 280.00
Peters, Bonus 243, 96.5mc, 15kw, Free &
(Continued on page 170)
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HUNTSV ILLE, Walker, 5,139 homes, 83.6%
radio, 4,296 radio homes.
KSAM, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
JACKSONVILLE,
Cherokee, 10,307 homes,
83.3% radio, 8,586 radio homes.
KEBE, 250w, 1400kc, BMB
D
3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
N 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
JASPER, Jasper, 5,345 homes, 82.2% radio,
4,394 radio homes.
KTXJ, 250w, 1240kc
D
3.00
5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00
N 6.00
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
JUNCTION, Kimble, 1,626 homes, 89.5% radio, 1,455 radio homes.
KMBL, lOOw, 1450kc, LBS
D
.75 1.50 2.50 5.00 9.00 16.50
N
.75 1.50 2.50 5.00 9.00 16.50
KERMIT, Winkler, 3,020 homes, 90.6% radio,
2,736 radio homes.
lkw-D,2.10600kc 5.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
DKERB, 2.10
KERRVILLE, Kerr, 4,531 homes, 89.1% radio,
4,037 radio homes.
KEVT, 250w, 1230kc, LBS, Best
D
2.50 5.70 9.50 15.15 26.65
N
2.50 5.70 9.50 15.15 26.65
KILGORE, Gregg, 18,465 homes, 89.0% radio,
16,434 radio homes.
KOCA, 250w, 1240kc
D
4.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 4.00 6.00 1 2.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KINGSVIllE, Kleberg, 5,496 homes, 84.2%
radio, 4,628 radio homes.
KINE,
lkw-D,6.001330kc15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
D
4.50
LAMESA, Dawson, 5,629 homes, 87.2% radio,
4,908 radio homes.
KPET, 250w, 690kc, KBS
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30 00
N
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
LAMPASAS, Lampasas, 3,171 homes, 86.9%
radio, 2,756 radio homes.
KHIT, 250w, 1450kc, LBS, Best
D
2.30 3.45 7.25 11.90 21.00 35.00
N
2.30 3.45 7.25 11.90 21.00 35.00
LEVELLAND, Hockley, 6,296 homes, 89.8%
radio, 5,654 radio homes.
KLVT,
250w, 1230kc, 9.00
Best 15.00 24.00 40.00
D
N
9.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
LITTLEFIELD, Lamb, 7,723 homes, 88.4% radio, 6,827 radio homes.
KVOW, 250w, 1490kc
D
4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
LONGVIEW, Gregg, 18,465 homes, 89.0%
radio, 16,434 radio homes.
KFRO,
Ian lkw, 1370kc, ABC, Cooke, BMB, ConD
6.00 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 12.00 14.50 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00
KLTI,
lkw-D, 6.60
1280kc11.25 22.50 35.00 56.00
D
KLTI-FM, Chan. 290, 105.9mc, lOkw
(Rates on request)
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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lUBOCK, Lubbock, 28,884 homes, 92.0% ralio, 26,573 radio homes.
AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
7.31 8.25 12.62 23.00 34.50 57.50
10.12 12.00 18.25 32.00 48.00 80.00
BD lkw, 1590kc, MBS, Pearson, Conlan
9 00 9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
9.00 9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
O 250w, 1340kc, ABC, Taylor
5.62 7.50 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
11.25 15.00 22.50 36.00 54.00 90.00
:L lkw-D, 500w-N, 950kc, Rambeau
8.00 9.00 14.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
8.00 9.00 14.00 25.00 40.00 75.00
-"KIN,dio,Angelina,
10,401 homes, 86.2% ra8,966 radio homes.
iA, 250w, 1340kc, KBS, Continental
6.00 8.00 17.50 27.00 45.00
7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
3A-FM, Chan. 238, 95.5mc, 2.9kw, Bonus
•IE, 5.00
lkw, 1420kc,
MBS, Taylor,
5.00 10.00
20.00 Conlan
30.00 50.00
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
f- SHALL, Harrison, 13,250 homes, 81.4%
adio, 10,786 radio homes.
HT, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
3.50 4.90 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
3.50 4.90 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
ALLEN, Hidalgo, 38,325 homes, 76.6% radio, 29,357 radio homes.
10,
Ionianlkw, 910kc, ABC, MBS, Weed, BMB,
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
6.00 8.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KINNEY, Collin, 12,940 homes, 90.0% radio, 11,646 radio homes.
AE,5.50
lkw-D,8.001600kc,
11.00BMB20.00 30.00 50.00
3 LAND, Midland, 7,310 homes, 88.4% ralio, 6,462 radio homes.
RS.10.00
5kw-D,10.00
lkw-N,16.00
550kc,28.00
ABC,48.00
Pearson70.00
10.00 10.00 16.00 28.00 48.00 70.00
IC, lkw-D,4.751150kc,6.75Bowles
14.25 24.00 45.00
MERAL WELLS, Palo Pinto, 5,964 homes,
'1.8% radio, 5,475 radio homes.
RC,2.20
250w-D,
3.701140kc,
6.15 Best
14.00 24.00 40.00
Nlio,AHANS,
Ward,
3,870 homes, 89.5% ra3,464 radio homes.
KM, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, LBS, Best, Conlan
4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
•UNT PLEASANT, Titus, 5,211 homes, 85.1%
adio, 4,435 radio homes.
*P, lkw-D, 960kc, LBS

SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 2.30 3.50 9.00 15.00 22.00 36.00
NACOGDOCHES, Nacogdoches, 8,519 homes,
84.5% radio, 7,199 radio homes.
2D AM 2.55non-affiliates,
3.72 10.12average
20.00 1-time
35.10rate58.50
KOSF, 250w, 1230kc
D
1.35 3.70 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N - 1.35 3.70 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
KSFA, lkw-D, 860kc
D
3.75 3.75 11.25 22.00 43.20 72.00
NEW BRAUNFELS, Comal, 4,820 homes, 86.0%
radio, 4,145 radio homes.
KGNB, lkw-D, 1420kc
D
3.75 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
ODESSA, Ector, 12,144 homes, 91.7% radio,
11,136 radio homes.
2D AM 7.87
affiliates,
1-time 31.50
rate 52.50
7.87 average
13.12 21.00
N
9.00 9.00 1 5.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KOSA, 250w, 1230kc, CBS, Taylor
D
6.75 6.75 11.25 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KRIG, lkw, 1410kc, MBS, LBS, Best
D
9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
lkw-D,11.25500w-N,
DKECK, 7.50
18.75 920kc,
30.00 Conlan
45.00 75.00
N 9.35 14.05 23.45 37.50 56.25 93.75
ORANGE, Orange, 11,194 homes, 86.8% radio, 9,716 radio homes.
KOGT, lkw, 1600kc, Best
D
6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
PALESTINE, Anderson, 9,500 homes, 84.3%
radio, 8,009 radio homes.
KNET, 250w, 1450kc
D
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
PAMPA, Gray, 7,705 homes, 94.6% radio,
7,289 radio homes.
KPAT, 250w, 1230kc
D
6.00 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 4.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KPDN, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Girard, Sears 8.
D Ayer4.50 6.65 9.25 18.50 28.00 46.50
N 4.50 6.65 9.25 18.50 28.00 46.50
PARIS, Lamar, 13,351 homes, 86.6% radio,
11,562 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.80 6.10 10.50 21.00 31.50 52.50
KFTV, 500w-D, 1250kc, LBS, KBS, Best

D 4.80 7.20 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KPLT, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Pearson, Conlan
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
5.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
PASADENA, Harris, 237,006 homes, 92.5%
radio, 219,231 radio homes.
KLVL, lkw-D, 1480kc
D 7.50 9.38 13.50 30.00 45.00 75.00
PECOS, Reeves, 3,294 homes, 83.2% radio,
2,741 radio homes.
KIUN, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, LBS, Best
D
4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
PERRYTON, Ochiltree, 1,836 homes, 95.9%
radio, 1,761 radio homes.
KEYE, 250w-D, 1400kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
PLAINVIEW, Hale, 8,323 homes, 91.7% ra7,632 radio
homes.
KVOP, dio,
250w,
1400kc,
MBS
D
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
3.00 4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
PORT ARTHUR, Jefferson, 55,108 homes, 91.9%
radio, 50,203 radio homes.
KOLE, 250w, 1340kc, Best, Hooper, Conlan
D
3.42 3.60 6.00 14.76 25.20 38.40
N
3.95 4.15 7.00 17.00 29.00 45.00
KPAC, 5kw-D,8.00lkw-N,
Hooper
D
15.001250kc,
25.00 MBS,40.00
65.00
N
13.00 25.00 45.00 65.00 110.00
QUANAH, Hardeman, 3,314 homes, 89.9%
radio, 2,979 radio homes.
KOLJ, 500w-D, 1150kc
(CP)
(No rates available)
ROSENBERG, Fort Bend, 7,743 homes, 82.7%
radio, 6,403 radio homes.
KFRD, lkw-D, 980kc
D
3.00 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
SAN ANGELO, Tom Green, 16,735 homes,
89.7% radio, 15,011 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.25 8.25 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 8.25 8.25 13.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KGKL,
Conlan,5kw-D,
BMB lkw-N, 960kc, ABC, Pearson,
D 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
KTXL, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Taylor
D
6.50 6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 6.50 6.50 12.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
SAN ANTONIO, Bexar, 127,691 homes, 88.8%
radio, 113,390 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 18.92 22.18 33.12 51.55 77.32 128.88
N 36.23 42.46 67.06 104.50 156.75 261.25
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4 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.29 9.00 19.00 29.88 45.75 58.33
N 10.30 15.00 38.00 49.50 80.50 60.00
KABC,
Hooper50kw-D, lOkw-N, 680kc, ABC, Blair,
D 21.42 25.20 33.25 53.20 79.80 133.00
N 36.41 42.84 70.00 112.00 168.00 280.00
KCOR, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1350kc, Everett-McKinney, Oakes &5.55Associates
D
9.00 24.00 48.00 75.00
N
11.00 18.00 38.00 75.00 125.00
KEYL (TV), Chan. 5, 9kw-aur.; 17.9kw-vis.,
ABC, DuMont,
D
52.50 Paramount
60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N
70.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
KITE, lkw-D, 930kc, IMS, Hooper
D
5.5C 8.00 22.50 35.00 50.00
KIWW, 250w-D, 1540kc
D 4.50 7.00 14.00 25.00 37.00 65.00
KMAC, 5kw, 630kc, MBS
D 9.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
N 18.00 24.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
KISS (FM), Chan. 258, 99.5mc, 250kw
KONO, 5kw, 860kc, Forjoe, Hooper, BMB
D 9.60 12.00 (on request) 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 9.60 1 2.00 (on request) 24.00 36.00 60.00
KONO-FM,
Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 3kw, Forjoe,
Bonus
KTSA,
5kw,
550kc, CBS,
& Peters,
D 15.25 19.00
28.25 Free45.00
67.50 Hooper
112.50
N 30.50 38.00 56.25 90.00 135.00 225.00
KTSA-FM,
Chan. 268, 101. 5mc, 18kw, Free &
Peters, Bonus
WOAI,
50kw,
1200kc, NBC, Petry, BMB,
Hooper
D 30.00 32.50 51.00 68.00 102.00 170.00
N 60.00 65.00 102.00 136.00 204.00 340.00
WOAI-TV,
10.8kw-aur., 21.6kw-vis.,
NBC, CBS,Chan.
Petry,4, Hooper
D 52.50 52.50 60.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
N 70.00 70.00 80.00 160.00 240.00 400.00
(Continued on page 172)
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SAN MARCOS, Guadalupe, 7,188 homes,
82.7% radio, 5,944 radio homes.
KCNY, 250w-D, 1470kc, LBS
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
3.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
SEGUIN, Guadalupe, 7,188 homes, 82.7%
radio, 5,944 radio homes.
KWED, lkw-D, 1580kc
D
3.15 3.75 11.25 18.90 31.50 52.50
SEYMOUR, Baylor, 2,331 homes, 87.6% radio,
2,042 radio homes.
KSEY, lOOw, 1230kc, Best
D 1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
N
1.90 3.15 4.35 8.95 15.00 24.80
SHAMROCK, Wheeler, 2,969 homes, 90.1%
radio, 2,675 radio homes.
KEVA, 250w-D, 1580kc, LBS, Best
D
2.70 3.75 6.00 12.00 22.50 45.00
SHERMAN, Grayson, 21,283 homes, 91.0%
radio, 19,368 radio homes.
KRRV (Denison), Ikw, 910kc, MBS, Pearson
D 7.50 7.50 12.50 18.00 30.00 50.00
N 10.00 10.00 15.00 21.60 36.00 60.00
KTAN, 250w-D, 1500kc
D 4.00 5.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 36.00
KSNY, 500w-D, 1280kc, LBS
D
3.50 6.00 * 9.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
SNYDER, Scurry, 6,979 homes, 87.7% radio,
6,121 radio homes.
KDWT, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Conlan
D
2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
STEPHENVIllE, Erath, 5,946 homes, 86.7%
radio, 5,155 radio homes.
KSTV, 250w-D, 1510kc, LBS
D
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 45.00
SULPHUR SPRINGS, Hopkins, 7,489 homes,
87.2% radio, 6,529 radio homes.
KSST, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
1.95 2.93 6.24 12.48 18.72 31.20
N
1.95 2.93 6.24 12.48 18.72 31.20
SWEETWATER, Nolan, 5,917 homes, 89.6%
radio, 5,302 radio homes.
KXOX, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
2.50 4.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
TAYLOR, Williamson, 11,761 homes, 86.0%
radio, 10,114 radio homes.
KTAE, lkw-D, 1260kc
D
5.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
TEMPLE, Bell, 18,367 homes, 87.9% radio,
16,145 radio homes.
KTEM, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D
3.95 5.65 9.00 15.75 27.00 45.00
N 4.65 6.65 10.00 17.50 30.00 50.00
KTEM-FM, Chan. 298, 107.5mc, 1.9kw, Bonus
TERRELL, Kaufman, 8,772 homes, 85.5% radio, 7,500 radio homes.
KTER, 250w-D, 1570kc
(No rates available)
TEXARKANA, Bowie, 17,975 hemes, 85.9%
radio, 15,441 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
4.50 5.50 11.00 22.00 35.50 60.00
N 5.50 6.50 13.00 26.00 41.50 70.00
KCMC, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Taylor, BMB,
Conlan
D 4.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KCMC-FM,
Bonus Chan. 251, 98.1 mc, 40kw, Taylor,
KTFS, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Conlan
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
TEXAS CITY, Galveston, 34,929 homes, 92.3%
radio, 32,239 radio homes.
KTLW, lkw-D, 920kc
D
6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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TYLER, Smith, 21,380 homes, 87.9% radio,
18,793 radio homes.
KGKB, 250\ , 1490kc, MBS, Grant
1M
5M 15M 30M
4.00
1 Hr
4.00
10.00
20.00 40.00 60.00
SB
4.00
4.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00
KGKB-FM, Chan. 264, 101. 5mc, lOkw, Bonus
KTBB, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 600kc, Taylor, Conlan,
BMB
D 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
UVALDE, Uvalde, 3,999 homes, 80.6% radio,
3,223 radio homes.
KVOU, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N
3.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
VERNON, Wilbarger, 6,127 homes, 90.4%
radio, 5,539 radio homes.
KVWC, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Clark
D
3.60 4.50 7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
N
3.60 4.50 7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
KVWC-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 8kw, Bonus

• Marketbook

VICTORIA, Victoria, 8,408 homes, 89.0% radio, 7,483 radio homes.
KNAL, 500w, 1410kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KVIC, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Conlan
D
3.83 5.10 8.50 13.60 20.40 34.00
N 5.10 7.65 12.75 20.40 30.60 51.00
WACO, McLennan, 37,130 homes, 86.6% radio, 32,155 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
5.25 6.50 10.00 17.00 27.00 45.00
N 7.50 9.50 15.00 29.50 48.00 80.00
KWTX, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, McKinney
D
4.50 6.00 10.00 16.00 24.00
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00
WACO, Ikw, 1460kc, ABC
D
6.00 7.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
N
9.00 10.00 15.00 35.00 60.00

40.00
60.00
50.00
100.00

WESLACO, Hidalgo, 38,325 homes, 7\
radio, 29,357 radio homes.
KRGV, 5kw, 1290kc, NBC, Taylor
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
D 6.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00
N 12.00 20.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 1
WICHITA FALLS, Wichita, 24,998 K
91.9% radio, 22,973 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.17 8.17 14.00 28.00 43.67
N 13.17 13.17 21.67 43.33 68.33
KFDX, lOkw, 990kc, ABC, Taylor, Hoope
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
N 13.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 '
KTRN, 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1290kc, MBS, Pe>
Conlan
D 6.50 6.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
N 6.50 6.50 1 5.00 30.00 45.00
KWFT, 5kw, 620kc, CBS, Blair, Hoope . I
D 10.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
N 20.00 20.00 30.00 60.00 100.00
KWFT-FM,
Bonus Chan. 260, 99.9mc, lOkw,
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TEXAS
County

Bell

Caldwell

Clay i*
Collingsworth

Cottle

Dallas
Deaf Smith
Delta
DeWitt
Donley

Ellis
El Paso
Ealls

Fort Bend

Goliad

.'

1950
Population
31,749
4,985
35,972
4,240
6,837
2,205
20,016
14,631
7,578
4,385
19,561
6,849
18,110
74,145
496,090
3,771
1,100
11,782
61,782
46,413
38,266
7,278
3,520
9.170
28,464
12,953
10,333
19,263
8,971
9,060
124,834
8,711
6,840
26,646
5,402
7,843
38,603
12,065
9,866
5,909
4,035
15,407
41,495
9,122
17,519
16,325
15,461
5,063
22,058
16,221
6,068
3,956
3,963
9,548
l]814
7,608
610,852
19 056
9,073
8,953
41,243
22,912
7,139
10,588
6,201
15,582
23,793
41,947
2.900
45,517
197,934
18,376
26,582
31,152
24,126
10.985
10.514
4.212
30,410
6,241
15,644
10,337
8,882
112,226
6,264
10,494
1,090
6,202
21.000
24,622
70,122
60.951
14,938
25,337
28,056
10,882
10,634
4,168
10,185
1 Q A Qfi
802,102
47,709
1,901
13,691

1940
Population
37,092
1,277
32,201
3,469
7,599
2,495
19,275
17,384
6,318
4,234
21,610
7,755
16,481
44,863
338,176
4.264
1,396
15,761
50,208
27,069
26,977
6,478
4,056
6,362
25,924
18,334
10.771
24,893
11.568
5,911
83,202
10,285
6,624
33,496
4,631
7,511
43,970
12,149
12,524
3,735
4,590
20,571
47,190
10,331
17,812
12,321
19,245
6,192
24,909
20,226
7,079
2,841
102,809
046
L653
398,564
156,494
367
6,056
12,858
33,658
24,935
7,847
8,542
7,487
20,565
20,345
15,051
2,933
47,733
131,067
20,760
35,984
41,064
29,246
12,932
10,659
5,237
32,963
8,378
21,138
9,207
8,136
81.173
5,678
10,670
1,193
8,798
26,075
23,911
69,499
58,027
21,960
25,596
18,813
12,117
13,303
2,783
11,073
15,875
528,961
50,900
1,873
14,905

RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
Percentage
1940
1950
Radio
Homes
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
264
84.3
9,500
93.3
4,958
8,009
10,401
1.372
1,280
87.0
8,966
86.2
4,818
1,637
92.9
1,424
576
726
677
553
1,885
2,029
1,405
93.2
82.7
5,110
1,609
4,211
82.4
4,400
2,012
89.0
3,639
2,296
2,043
1,724
1,030
81.5
88.1
1,519
6,149
717
2,331
2,290
5,011
83.4
87.6
5,150
2,042
1,350
730
87.9
4,295
18,367
2,210
16,145
127,691
211
88.8
113,390
249
7,833
63,406
284
1,290
1,140
88.4
87.8
90.6
2,795
4,054
85.9
17,975
3,673
15,441
12,148
7,626
84.7
4,086
10,763
88.6
10,512
80.6
848
8,904
3,871
80.5
2,032
89.9
695
956
1,638
1,063
467
2,281
88.8
1,836
81.9
9,539
5,073
8,471
4,123
780
3,377
89.2
1,633
3,069
87.5
2,738
1,788
5,733
83.0
4,758
2,695
3,110
2,358
2,937
90.0
78.6
80.5
31,388
2,643
1,901
24,671
2,593
9,368
1,285
2,087
84.0
2,044
1,966
96.2
7,565
6,355
89.5
1,506
840
1,415
3,564
92.6
1,528
2,428
1.343
2,173
10,307
8.586
83.3
3,844
5,116
2,382
89.8
3,406
88.6
2.121
89.1
2,822
1,685
3,142
86.9
1,501
1,266
1,100
543
4,533
88.8
5,105
90.0
3,608
711
12,940
8,749
11,646
1.808
86.7
2,533
2,922
2,078
4.399
86.0
84.2
5,225
2,084
4,820
4,145
4.465
89.9
89.6
88.4
5,051
3,389
1,520
6,901
1,003
1.362
4,607
6.204
81.9
3,064
86.4
441
4,145
5.061
2,048
1,245
1,769
624
95.2
91
5
1,159
89.3
1.217
85.8
1,175
1,049
2,944
456
1,845
3,217
91.1
531
168,955
93.5
2,313
1,292
2,107
93,564
180,701
87 2
2 694
5 629
92il
4,908
2^19
89.6
2|320
1^272
2,937
2,224
2.632
91.0
10,578
11,624
81.7
6,646
6,450
81.9
3,185
2,134
5,270
1,334
1,923
692
90.1
2,442
2,000
93.1
1,800
1,479
1,933
83.8
2,325
3,946
3,307
88.1
6,457
91.7
7,329
5,423
3,459
12,144
11,136
953
89.7
855
482
11,773
87.6
13,439
22,696
88.4
8,112
41,494
46,939
86.7
5,155
82.3
5,946
4,093
89.9
81.8
3,511
8,313
9,958
7,439
6,842
8,952
5,825
89.2
7,121
3,142
3.029
2,013
91.0
3,396
3,205
2,917
89.8
887
2,088
1,367
82.7
3,319
1,228
6,403
7,743
88.8
1,775
1,342
1,999
82.5
2,238
3,879
4,702
76.6
819
2,354
1,803
89.1
1,507
92.3
32,239
2,662
2,372
34,929
18,060
92.4
1,085
259
1,756
84.4
1,900
2,805
777
3,324
94.1
82.0
1,614
332
312
1,770
5,802
7,705
21,283
18,465
4,197
7,188
8,323
3,332
3,543
1,241
3,314
5,038
237,006
13,250
601
4,191

1,451
4,746

81.8

7,289
19,368
16,434

91.0
94.6
89.0

2,805
14,505
5,740
11,118
2,086
3,038

Retail1950Sales

(*$000)
Total
1950
Farm Income

($000)
22,416
30,297
2,993
3,503
11,011
3,660
12,698
1,429
8,059
3,385
11,775
16,062
7,112
52,711
465,220
3,49644
46,823
8,951
41,869
34,354
6,939
3,037
26,452
8,988
18,299
8,304
6,588
6,539
5,363
97,243
4,889
17,700
6,422
3,984
26,137
6,266
14,984
6,380
5,688
14,159
2,722
30,451
8,731
17,739
20,206
11,624
22,101
4,181
6,596
9,333
3,593
4,478
9,052
2,416
793,005
11,854
22,231
12,103
5,940
35,762
24,842
7,447
5,016
5,952
8,607
26,956
51,184
36,843
191,293
1,532
16,047
21,302
19,272
20,255
10,797
7,150
28,840
3,852
3,522
9.577
6,464
11,710
125,064
355
5,855
11,133
4,246
25,701
35,742
65,864
87,873
10,634
19 588
42,040

rolls
Ot
1 948 1st($OC0
Taxabl
Employment
Mid-March
(13)
1948
(13)
3,0]
(1) 7f
(14)
(1)
(14)
(2)
(16)
(15)
(19)
(17)
(3)
(18)
(20)

4,427*
1,271*
1,591* (21)
(1)
(23)
10,187*
8*
77
5,
8,583*
11,816*
(24)
(22)
7,197*
2,058* 307* (4)
4,507*
11,986*
(25)
6,215*
16,370*
5,856* (2)
(26)
(4)
(19)
(27)
2,247*
12,088*
(22)
3,885* (1)
'234 5,573*
6,507*

3,703
7,747
7,794
883
9,913
6,937
2,309
6,877
6,421
2,451
4,592
5,464
7,723
88,389
4,405
7,738
5,220
10,341
3,506
8,248
4,515

2,232
6,192
13,969
5,449*
14,578
5,716*
7,319*
4,809
(29)
(28)
(5)
2,430*
6,667*
4,911*
2,156
4,662*
(2) 2,424
541
(30)
2,438*
(13)
4,930*
28,765*
5,310*
(15) 2,739
14,983*
(17)
19,589*
490
(31)
2,122*
(27)
(30)
3,806* (32)
(33)
6,590*
(8) 3,684
(27)
(3)
7,625*
8,250*
5,883
6,737*
12,515
11,767*
22,828*
2,779
3,687*
(6)
7,921* (34)
(21)
10,608*
12,955
(25)
10,042*
(7) 7,355
468
14,738*
(7)
2,134*
(9) 202,754
9,175*
11,876
8,668*
(14)
f29)
(35)
5,698*
12,921*
6,668* (36) 2,154
6,678*
(10)
13i755*
(7)
(2) 3.575
2,185*
16,846*
16,398*
30,188* 741*
7,401
(37) 3,026
14,766*

1016 831*
235*
9,577*
11 681*
12,012*
14 183*

(38) 6,666
(40)
(39)
(8) 5,520
3,547
4,121
33,206
(41) 1,691
(4)
3,503
1,950
(42) 4,468
(43)
(7)
(20)
(28)
713*
2,864
(44)
(16)
(14)
1,231

14 112*
6 518*

33,723

5,366*
9 937*
56,607*
354*
8,149*
978*
37 425*
19 029*
21,848*
5,172*

1 908*
3 569*
6 270*
3 561*
3 569*
4 916*

(45)
(22)
(7) 6,245
(1)
(2)
(10)

(2)
(16)
(15)
(3)

1,7{9!
4,31
3,94
3,9]
3,0:
3,2:

(17)
( 18)
(19)
1,6(
(21)
(4)
(1)
( 23)
(20)
( 22)
(24) 1,3!
2,5;
2,0!
(25)
(2) 3,7:
(26) 42,7'
(4)
5,51
(27)
(19)
(1)
(5)
(2)
(22)

(28)
3,0'
(29) 1,5,'
6,6:
6,1:
1,1
9
( 15 )
(17)
(13)
(30) 1,5
(31 ) 2,5'1
(27) 2,491
(32)
(33) 1,1
(27)
(30)
(6) 2,0'
(3)
(7) 5,8
C 91(8)*
3,4
(25)
(34)
I 1 > 120,3
(29) 7,52
7,2
(35)
(14) 2,6
(9)
g
(7) 1,47;
(36)
(10)
(2)
1,0
(37)
3,1
(38)
(8)
(39) 1,5
17,c
I,E
(40)
(

(41)
(42)

(4) 2,:
(7)
1,:
(43) 2,-j
(28)
(20) I ;
(44)
(14)
(16)
(22)
I8.1
(7)
(1 )
(45)
(10)
(2)
16)
\v f 8
(11)
(46) 3
(2)
(33)
(7)

(11) 18,323
(46)
(6)
(33) 7,791
(7)
3,879
2,025
(2) 817
10,000
7,816
41
583
2,326
1
874*
(9)
4 442*
5,838
(20)
(20)
2,295
153,
19 619*
2,092
12,322
9,018
1,510
107 926*
202*
(9) 239,175
908,432
116,300
387
33,928
• 2318,951*
6 843*
605*
(47) 7,916
817 (47)
5,556
(48)
560
3,680
542
2,600
(
Continued
on page
9,400
(9)
8 081*
(9) 17
(48)
unlicensed.
add $000. Copyright 1951 "Sa les Management " Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add SI
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3,989*
7,824*
568*
3,290
5,944
7,632
2,892
3,111
1,169
2,979
4,313
219,231
10,786

78.4
82.7
91.7
86.8
87.8
94.2
89.9
85.6
92.5
81.4
93.1
87.8

52 677*
156*
20,411*
3 701*
17 162*
8,125*

In Houston
First

...

the

South's

Market!

KPRC has led the Golden Gulf Coast area for
26 years . . . consistently first in everything
that counts! The place for your sales story—
now as always is KPRC!
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1948 (S
TEXAS RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
(Continued
fr>d-Mo rch Taxable
(*$000)
Total
1950
roils
i-i
Em
1940
1950
Percentage
1 940
1 950
M 1948
1 950
1950
Homes
Form Income
Radio Homes
(19)
ployment
Radio
Radio
Homes
County
Population
Population
(9)
(9)
820
12.275
84.0
(19)
15,349
17,794
rn(49)
11 r * t
91.5
4,991
1,990
1,219
4,095
4,192
4,170
16,789
23,330
(24)
4,611
(49)
1,115
31,822
4,208
160,059
(24) .
104,456
7,058
6,096
29,357
159,994
86.4
10,231
15,064
38,325
23.725
38,355
76.6
3,847
10,202
87.3
31,152
6,347
(36)
(23)
(41)
8,906
20 352
°$ooo)6S
12,693
22,992
89.8
( 17)
(50)
2,236
6,296
994
(41)
(23)
5,273
4,149
1,787
6,674
3,042*
23,424
86.2
87.2
5,654
30,274
7,487
15,375
1,540
(36)
5.010
79.7
6,780
31,137
6,529
22,745
8,475* (50) 3,526
58,021*
20,990
2,740
90.7
26,647
34,354
13,814
(9)
15,397*
4,478*
7.604
5,404
4,143
352
84.5
2.063
3,149
(35)
6,897
4,276
1,220
42,605
13,661
90.3
Hunt
.
48,793
(35)
12,336
(51)
37,314
18,830*
19.069
9,587
94.4
31,467
1,031
(9) 4,466
(31)
9,243
8,725
10,195*
32,056
88.4
4.527
490
554
Irion
(25)
(31)
(52)
1,963
1.054
1,582
88.9
10,206
2.815
2,547
(53)
6,385
(51)
275
11.720
7,712
12,889
84.0
1,652
354
4,789*
Jackson
(1)
(1)
1,551
3,495
83.5
2,264
17,491
82.2
20,002
1.903
16,568
9,159
3,119
7,540*
863
(5)
650
2,936
778
5,345
Jeff Davis
4,394
2,375
7,259*
230,934
2,084
15,837*
193,979
91.1
Jefferson
145,329
30.298
55,108
(25)
56,031
4,248*
(38) 3
725
(38)
(53)
Jim
Hogg
85.1
50,203
5,369
5,449
(52)
81.6
1,394
Jim Wells
27,825
20,239
3,787
25,965
1,186
7,118
5,803
7,300*
89.3
564
Johnson
2,340
31.108
(54)
30,384
25,554
5,988
4.078
(10)
9.636
4,344*
(54)
(18)
22,072
6.835
(48)
8,605
(5)
4.826*
23,378
23,254
89.5
81.3
Karnes
4,506
(10) 5,244
85.5
6,117
17,088
19,248
Kaufman
11,950*
3,663
38,308
31,117
9*
14,332
79
5,
23,538
86.9
8.772
2,225
7,500
1.722
497
862
Kendall
629
1,875
(18)
5,306
5,080
1,629
4,001*
31
(40)
108
5,40771
700
(55)
(26)
5,402
(26)
82.4
2.238
620
Kent
701
(48)
(55)
131
(7)
1.252
268
11,650
17,640
3,413
209
14,532*
13.953
(18)
88.4
15,548*
2,225
1,123*
3.983
280
8,764*
4,531
(18)
(38)
89.5
871
Kimble
4,597
89.1
4,037
1,455
5,064
880
76.5
241
868
1,626
King
(7) 1,013
(40)
86.2
1,066
426
673
2,648
(20)
10,936*
946*(38)
Kinney
18,300
(37)
8,042*
1.472
Kleberg
4,533
21,911
13,344
1,950
5,496
(22)
89.1
Knox
4,628
84.2
10,048
(20)
10,090
2,994
42,998
86.6
1,582
2,668
21,513
13,351
50,425
8,016
17,605
2*
35,087
7,816
2,12 (17) 4,837
19,953
Lamb
11.562
1,060*
(17)
6.827
7,723
5.354*
86.9
88.4
3,596*
1,770
Lampasas
(22)
2.066
(4)
9,894
4,784
9,167
3,171
2,756
3,141
71.3
554
LaSalle
9,415
(37)
8,003
82.2
4,508*
7.472
1,473
(10)
25,485
(44)
11,800
7.519
22,122
5,236
1,558*
2,799
81.8
6,370
Lee
12,751
10,117
(10)
2.922
10,779*
1,180
81.7
Leon
(44)
17,733
2,390
11,988
3,630
84.9
3,332* (46)
26,685
7.460
2,966
Liberty
(46)
24,541
94.5
(56)
1,54268
26,684
5,870
23,229*
5,528* (56)
84.2
3,267
Limestone
7.906
6,334
(42)
(4)
33,781
(42)
15,374
25,112
8*
6,657
25
4,491
8,
794
1,057
Lipscomb
86.3
(9) 854
3,636
3,764
1,118
(8)
87.2
Live Oak
2,379
9,799
9,025
3,613*
2,074
285
1,128
Llano
227
2,014
6,131
(22)
5.352
5,268
1,738
5,996
70
127
5.740
Loving
11,007
1,144
26,573
(8) i
(22)
92.0
5,231* (17)
Lubbock
100,603
143,344
28,884
51.782
2.183
12,113*
91.8
11.931
8,894*
17,962
Lynn
10,987
(17)
3,416
87.5
3*
12,178
11,655
3,753*
McCulloch
9.060
2,334
4,54
13,202
3,136
451
3.731
3,265
101,898
(34)
86.6
Mclennan
32,155
128,589
1]
136,878
37,130
(50)
18,734
(34)
642* (56)
368
81.6
198
5,
307
McMullen
(47) 23,691
(56)
1,184
(47)
82.0
1,374
Madison
(50)
12,029
1*
(14)
569*
7.32
77.9
950
11,457
2,216
7,966
2,858
4,
10,132
7,150
2,702
(37)
90.2
827
Martin
5.293
2.895
944
2,226
23,156*
90.2
5,556
4*
1.832
5,521
(14)
47
30,462*
4,
(16)
Mason
4,050
1,033
(22)
(22)
82.4
5.378
(37)
(9) - ]
(55)
73.9
1,652
4,922
1,642
Matagorda
1,481
10,723*
20,066
21,519
23.152
2,575
6.739
Maverick
15,235*
12,246
5,553
10,071
11,559
2,852
2,163
(55)
2,927
86.1
(45)
(4)
16,986
16,106
88.4
4,548
1,949
Menard
816
(22)
1,335
3,916
872
89.6
10,362
(45)
83.4
4,157
(16)
4,521
5*
11,721
. 30,735
18,884
Midland
23
4,773
1,196
2,430
25,621
(22)
1,565* (9)
23,450
Milam
7,310
6,462
(23)
33,120
(4)
7,607
6.344
88.3
Mills
2,044*
3,873
5,973
1,319
86.3
7,951
1,980
88.5
14,289
12,477
3,491
Mitchell
2.175
10,780*
4,045
1,748
5.612*
11,815
6,498*
Montague
17,001
4,342
15,016
20,442
2,899
4,980
23,055
(23)
84.1
24,440
Montgomery
(28)
5,627
17,823
7,267
83.9
3.778
97.0
856
1,739
6,112
5,212* P01*
(9)
4,461
3,895
13,302
11,378
(28)
3,424
2.337
972
Morris
9,420
7,417*
1,048
5.081
84.5
(46)
9.810
89.0
2,785
4.994
Motley
5,986*
22,090
1.162
(7)
(7)
4,207
3.948
10,566*785* (46)
7,199
1,306
4,288
Nacogdoches
30,273
3,
86.0
7.789
35,392
(57) 7,933
Navarro
8,519
10,646
39,731
12,379
51,308
32,825
(43)
13,700
10.819
81.1
Newton
1.156
(52)
4,164*
(9)
2,281
(52)
89.6
Nolan
2,812
3.951
17,309
5.917
(43)
19,697
23,532
37,753
5,051
5,302
95.9
10.690*
34,058
(57)
44.311
85.2
IE2
Nueces
3,218
307
164,629
168,240
92,661
6*
7*
79
01
4.
8,
15,366
Ochiltree
6,015
(47)
(9)
1,761
(51)
1.836
11,014
0*
4,213
414
432
95.8
Oldham
1,48 (29)
(29) i
1,385
1,668
86.8
2,838
Orange
966
1.521
40,083
17,382
11,194
31.993
9.716
1*
91.8
68
Palo Pinto
17,025
5,964
1,
15.607
18,456
2.051
8782.40
22,513
5,475
6* (47)
19,207
034*
Panola
6,68
13,028*
3.455
4,349
11,737
21,479
3,
3,327
Parker
5,278
23,998*
5,773
6,636
(51) 7,824
20.482
1,508
(54)
17.023
(29)
93.9
1.318*
(25)
1.239
1,606
(25)
5.890
10,205
5,771
86.7
1.141
Pecos
5,259
(58)
27,340*
(54)
7.596*
8,185
9,877
(29)
2,734
(59)
95.9
84.7
21.555
4.524
Polk
2,370
16,159
20,635
11,285
20,948
Potter
21,844
(12)
3,832
72.851
54.265
132,271
2,374
5.571
13,388
(25)
10,925
77.6
Presidio
2,113
(25)
1,640
(58)
9,235* (59)
7.328
2,268*
1.409
(12) 122
86.0
953
6,675
7,334
94.8
4,258
1,212
1,759
4,093
792
8,853
13,732
1,586
680
(40)
4.670*
795
(40)
85.5
7,185
(12)
3,880
(12)
980
96.0
477
(25)
1.997
83.7
1,021
3.104
2,970*
1.702
17,994*
Real
5*
06
8.
1,215
2,475
3,711
4,728
6.725
2.420
21.800
29,769
12,063
1,203
87.1
869
(9)
293
83.2
2,741
5,629
11,718
332
(8)
14,928
340
3,294
(8)
8,006
2,488
10,383
1.139*
1.628
10.078
2,857
8,467*
82.1
(1)
9,305* (1)
8.859
324
1.289
(28)
(9)
1,030
(32)
2.496
88.7
(28)
obertson
25,710
5,919
14,818*
(32)
(4)
19,786
13,537
4,859
(4)
95.2
5,776*
2,158*
1,747
1.148
3.337
7,051
6,116
15,153
1.970
89.3
4,697
18,903
4.118
(34)
16,717
31,303
12.315
5.260
8ol
Rusk
10,652
7.200
86.5
(11)
42,234
51,023
2.268
79.7
8*
(11)
(34)
36
82.6
459
8.552
3,
10,896
(57)
3,400
1,662*
(57)
1.032
12.471
2,498
1,873
1.991
8.819
5,199
76.4
7* (22)
2.372
95
7,
7.162
(57) 1
(58)
9,056
85.2
3,076* (58)
25.553
4,028
1,897
28,871
35,692
1,812
9.825
1,768
11.012
86.2
4,693* (55)
2.553
2,201
8,371
(5)
(57)
8.627
(55)
(22)
6*
89.7
32
826
921
518
2,955
7,
2,838
6.979
7,784
87.7
3,083
22,721
11.545
11.959*
2,051
(43)
6,121
11,157
1,256
4.768
6.211
2,564
435
93.3
1,638
3,5,48516*4* (43)
4.986
82.1
805
13.707
1.528
29,235
Shelby
23,414
87.9
4,874*
6,657
4.237
771
95.8
3,131
2.026
5,465
2.424
861
(9)
85.5
11,230
(5)
630
Smith
16.896*
(57)
69,090
74,458
21.380
18,793
75,182
1*
432
70
1,
3.071
(57)
13,024
2,532
(39)
89.5
1.007
(9)
77.4
Starr
3,205
13,898
1.703
13.312
12.356
5,625
13.365
(41)
178)
2,439
(39)
2,481
10,574
3.433
(41)
1.404
3,073
7*
85
405
379
264
1,273
7,
93.5
*(31)
add S
5.589
1,441
6,229*925*(31)
384
991
88.7
807
(48)
3.666
(48)
4.408
1.117
1.973
14,328*
3.977
94.0
572
7*
1.399
3.741
56
9,
6 528
8.232
94.7
1,095
(55)
(29)
15,089*
2.434
4,343*
1,029
107,190
225,521
52,082
359,246
3,849*726* 96,488
453,695
2,305
99.258
9.322
92.6
(29)
(55)
Further reproc uction 1.756*
unticenss
4*
unlicensed.
Farm
24
1,
i
page
j
Further
reproduction
Copyright 1951 "Sales Management."
d. Farm Income
Income* add $000. Copyright 1951 "Sales
3.193*
4,855*
(Continued
4.192*
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14,753*
15,555*
5,883*
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$156,837,880.00/

Does

a B-36

cost

THAT

the WBAP territory and you have a gigantic market
of buy-minded citizens.

much?

No - this tremendous figure is not the cost of that
mighty bomber .... but it does represent the annual
payroll of the aircraft industries alone in the Fort
Worth-Dallas market, where WBAP - AM, FM and
TV covers the trade territory. And this includes the
Fort Worth division of Convair, where these huge
planes roll off the production lines.

In this ever-expanding industrial center - sixteen rich
counties in the fabulous Fort Worth-Dallas area WBAP-TV is the dominant medium that holds steadily
Monday thru Friday with 62.3% of the afternoon
audience, better than the combined totals of stations
B and C in this dollar packed market.
The South's No. 1 market, leading Houston and New
Orleans, in that order. YOUR sales story can saturate
it by scheduling WBAP-AM, FM, and TV. It is a great
buy for you RIGHT NOW!

Just think of that for a minute! $156,837,880.00 in
annual salaries from aircraft industries alone, in this
wealthy market. Food processing and packing companies provide an additional $45,289,200.00 in annual salaries - building permits only in the city of
Fort Worth were in excess of $50,000,000.00 in 1950.
Add the tremendous payrolls from the milling industries, railroads, oil companies and public utilities in

No spotty coverage - it is complete!
For more details call your Free and Peters man or
write direct to WBAP, 3900 Barnett, Fart Worth, Texas.

'Dallas-Fort Worth Television Audience Index April-May 795?
DON'T

BE SPOTTY
SPOTS
YOUR
W{ WITH
™1 . . . REACH

AM

-TV

570 - 820
CHANNEL

WBAP

ALL ALL ALL
Tlic Fabulously Rich
fort Worth-Dallas
Market

-FM

5

HHHI
\ STAR-TELEGRAM STATION
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
JROADCASTING

• Telecasting

•

FREE & PETERS INC.
Exclusive National •
Representatives

AMON CARTER, President
HAROLD HOUGH, Director

GEORGE CRANSTON, Manager
ROY BACUS, Commercial Mgr.

August 20, 1951
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TEXAS RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES (*$000)
(Continued fr, Taxable
to) !
Total 1950
d-March rolls 1st
1950
1940
1948
Employment
Farm
Income
Percentage
1948
(S(
Retail Sales
1950
1940
1950 Homes
Cou nty
Radio
Population
Population
($000)
(25 )
44 147
92 4
63 079
Tsylor
1 ft **7.1
(5)
10, a 1 o
79 965
9 392
023
Mi
2 952
Xcrrell
3 171
86 0
yu i
780
2,805
(25)
11 160
Torrv
M 71
13 074
o,y t i
87 8
3 492
(60)
(17)
1 054
1 167
4 275
( fin i 1}i
1,951
737
3 611
2,851
15,924
2,725
(28)
90.3
^911
( 9ft i
17 266
4 435
Titus
19 228
13,657
85.1
9*
41
2,748
8,
18
013*
HP run ve^&Y}
89.7
16 735
74,889
15 011
(58) 25,605
14,842
163,387
i fin
7,770
111 053
3,821*
38 064
Trs vis
42 768
2
299
20,170
»
13
705
89.0
10 013
3 001
\ DO)
8,385
1,387
2 754
7684 67
3,861* (58)
11 275
9M
{ ^ft \
3 177*
7,973
11 948
1,381
10,931*
20
763
fi
1
Oft
(1 1 1
T Tt~icTi nr
84 7
26 178
(11)
12,101
5 173
3.344
10,780*
4
297
(25)
i 9^ i
5 288
1 649
1 527
92.6
T ta 1
{ dm
16,155
5,668
80
6
15 977
(40)
13 246
3
223
(40)
o.yyy
1,013
1,786
1,379*
\7a1 \T f^v r\
77.0
3 439
14,984
16 575
1,131*
4 466
15 453
)
1,874
2
860*
6 397
7 155
Van 7.anrlt
f
4Q1
22 549
31 155
(49)
89.4
13,944
89.0
4,892
31 174
23 741
8 408
y(d1 )1
\7i ptrtT*i a
34,160
(50)
(50)
7 483
1,845*
\ Of
3,756
20 168
Walker
83.6
4
296
19 868
7 543*
5 139
(1)
1,951
11,044*
13,552
Waller
11 938
976
2 428
2 976
10 280
(3)
10,259*
3 464
81.6
14,085
8,777
(4)
9 575
1,801
89.5
13 256
Ward
3 870
(8)
f4 1
20 489
78.2
6 117
4 783
25 387
15,860
2,318
7*
57
5,
Webb
55 904
45 916
12 990
4,349
46,411
9 561
73.6
1,942*
\A7 V\ a vtnvi
36 158
34 260
85.0
8 699
4,687
(3) 7,213
10 234
4,804*
2
675
11 797
2 969
WJ It fi 1 o v
12
411
10no 288
(30)
n*Jfi
2,931*
2,246
22 973
Wiohita
9190.19
24 998
15,845
73 604
21,762
20 521
( 2n )
\A7i 1 ho rcff^V
90.4
8,010* (20)
6 127
20 474
23,188
4,012
21,023*
5 539
7,863*
20 891
Willanv
i 9fi )
16
008
4 231
79 0
(26)
13 230
1 322
5 356
6
380
\A7 i 11 i a in Cfvn
41
fiQR
86 0
I
..
oo, / uu
5 894*
11 761
33 245
10 114
3,607
3 681
3 026
17 066
(33)
14 fi4i
8
325
6,307*
82.2
1,477
10 995
11,425*
3 020
10 005
1 348
2 736
90 6
6 141
(8)
88.5
4 625
Wise
11,256
16 092
5 226
19 074
179 939*
895*
86 5
(54)
3,043
Wood
17 117
24 360
5 371
6 209
21 218
3 579
91.0
265 (37)
987
(59)
(60)
5,354
4,332
1,242
1,130
2,773
895
(60)
16,748
2*
3,685
8,04
19,004
4,760
19.933
5,283
90.1
170
848
76.2
Zapata
(37)
(53)
4,306
7,053*
(53)
3,916
1,113
69.4
11,603
11,171
3
496*
6,088
2,768
1,921 (2) Includes Armstrong,
721 Briscoe, Carson, Donley, Gray and Hall Counties.
(1) Includes Aranas, Bee, Calhoun, Goliad, Jackson, Refugio and Victoria Counties.
Includes Austin, Colorado, Waller and Wharton Counties. (4) Includes Brazos, Burleson, Fayette, Lee, Milam, Robertson and Washington 2,Counties.
Includes Cal
287*657*Hale, (5)King
han, Jones, Shackelford and Taylor Counties. (6) Includes Cooke and Grayson Counties. (7) Includes Cottle, Crosby, Dickens, Floyd, 5,578*
Garza,
and Mot
Counties. (8) Includes Crane, Ector, Loving, Reeves, Ward and Winkler Counties. (9) Includes Dallam, Hansford, Hartley, Hemphill, Hutchinson, Lipscomb. Moo
Ochiltree, Roberts and Sherman Counties. (10) Includes DeWitt, Gonzales, Karnes and Lavaca Counties. (11) Includes Gregg, Rusk and Upshur Counties. (12)
eludes Potter and Randall Counties. (13) Includes Anderson and Cherokee Counties. (14) Includes Andrews, Dawson, Gaines and Martin Counties. (15) Inclu<:
Archer and Clay Counties. (16) Includes Atascosa, Frio and Medina Counties. (17) Includes Bailey, Cochran, Hockley, Lamb, Lynn and6,832*
Terry Counties. (18) InclU'
Bandera, Kendall and Kerr Counties. (19) Includes Bastrop, Caldwell and Hays Counties. (20) Includes Baylor, Foard, Hardeman, Knox and Wilbarger Counties. (
Includes Bell and Coryell Counties. (22) Includes Blanco, Burnet, Gillespie, Lampasas, Llano, Mason, Mills and San Saba Counties. (23) Includes Borden, Howard ;
Mitchell Counties. (24) Includes Bosque and Hill Counties. (25) Includes Brewster, Crockett, Jeff Davis, Pecos, Presidio, Reagan, Terrell and Upton Counties. (26)
eludes Brooks, Kenedy and Willacy Counties. (27) Includes Brown, Coleman and Comanche Counties. (28) Includes Camp, Franklin, Morris, Red4* River and Titus Co\
ties. (29) Includes Castro, Deaf Smith, Oldham. Parmer and Swisher Counties. (30) Includes Childress, Collingsworth and Wheeler Counties.58 (31) Includes Coke, Ii
and Sterling Counties. (32) Includes Collin and Rockwall Counties. (33) Includes Comal, Guadalupe and Wilson Counties. (34) Includes Concho, McCulloch and Ri
nels Counties. (35) Includes Culberson and Hudspeth Counties. (36) Includes Delta and Hopkins Counties. (37) Includes Dimmit, La Salle, Maverick and Zavala Coi
ties. (38) Includes Duval, Jim Wells and Kleberg Counties. (39) Includes Eastland and Stephens Counties. (40) Includes Edwards, Kinney, Real, Uvalde and Val Vei
Counties. (41) Includes Erath, Hood and Somervell Counties. (42) Includes Falls and Limestone Counties. (43) Includes Fisher, Nolan and Scurry Counties. (44)
eludes Freestone and Leon Counties. (45) Includes Glasscock and Midland Counties. (46) Includes Grimes, Liberty and Montgomery Counties. (47) Includes Hai
son,
Marion
and Counties.
Panola Counties.
(48) Includes
Kent and (52)
Stonewall
(49) Newton
Includes Counties.
Henderson (53)
and Includes
Van ZandtJimCounties.
IncludesCounties.
Houston, (54)Ma'
son and
Walker
(51) Includes
Jack andHaskell,
Palo Counties.
IncludesCounties.
Jasper and
Hogg and(50)Zapata
eludes Johnson, Parker and Wise Counties. (55) Includes Kimble, Menard, Schleicher and Sutton Counties. (56) Includes Live Oak and McMullen Counties. (57)
eludes Nacogdoches, Sabine, San Augustine and Shelby Counties. (58) Includes Polk, San Jacinto, Trinity and Tyler Counties. (59) Includes Rains and Wood Coi
ties. (60) Includes Throckmorton and Young Counties.
Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add $000. Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add
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UTAH
M M2£
SPOT RATE
GHAM CITY, Box Elder, 5,299 homes,
'8.8% radio, 5,235 radio homes.
,JH, 250w-D, 800kc, Continental
SB IM 5M
I5M
30M I Hr
3.70 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
JAR CITY, Iron, 2,584 homes, 98.1% radio, 2,535 radio homes.
1JB, lkw, 590 kc, CBS
6 00 6.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
6.00 6.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 50.00
GAN, Cache, 9,007 homes, 99.0% radio,
1,917 radio homes.
!NU, lkw, 610kc, MBS
4.50 5.00 8.00 13.50 21.50 32.50
5.00 6.00 9.50 14.50 23.00 40.00
IRRAY, Salt Lake, 76,012 homes, 98.8%
adio, 75,100 radio homes.
,UR, 250w, 1230kc, Tri City Network
3.75 13.80 20.70 27.60 48.30
3.75 13.80 20.70 27.60 48.30
.DEN. Weber, 22,563 homes, 98.7% radio,
2,270 radio homes.
5kw, 1430kc,
MBS, Avery-Knodel
8.45
8.45 13.00
26.00 39.00 65.00
13.00 13.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
iPP, lkw-D, 730kc, KBS
(Rates on request)
'OG.3.00250w,3.851490kc6.30 11.90 21.00 35.00
3.50 4.40 7.20 13.60 24.00 40.00
ICE, Carbon, 6,361 homes, 96.9% radio,
6,164 radio homes.
)AL, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, KBS, Intermoun■ tain, Avery-Knodel
3.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
3.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
OVO, Utah, 20,546 homes, 98.0% radio,
20,135 radio homes.
AM 1.87
non-affiliates,
average
2.37 4.55
7.10 1-time
11.90rate21.50
2.37 3.02 4.85 9.75 15.75 28.00
:SU, 250w, 1400kc, Tri-City Network, Bid: i dick 2.00 2.50 4.60 9.20 13.80 23.00
3.00 3.80 7.20 14.50 21.50 36.00
: All rates one-time. Home and radio
— —
I3te:
■me figures for each city include entire
lunty. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
timated from 1950 Census of Housing. Pert foreword.
radio BMB. For complete explanation
MARKET
CLASSIFICATION
opulation
i of U. S
w omes
p ercent
Radio
adio Homes
etail Sales .

5(\

75i ,oc\

FINDER
KNEU, 250w, 1450kc, Continental
SB
IM
SM
ISM
30M I Hr
D
2.25 2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00
N
2.25 2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00
KOVO,
960kc, 5.52
MBS, Avery-Knodel
D
3.31lkw, 3.31
11.04 17.66 27.60
N
5.00 5.00 7.60 14.80 23.20 40.00
RICHFIELD, Sevier, 3,433 homes, 98.3% radio,
3,375 radio homes.
lkw-D,3.90690kc,6.00Avery-Knodel
DKSVC, 3.90
12.00 18.00 30.00
SALT LAKE CITY, Salt Lake, 76,012 homes,
98.8% radio, 75,100 radio homes.
4D AM17.33
affiliates,
1-time 74.38
rate 111.25
17.50 average
26.38 47.25
N 33.67 31.00 49.25 82.50 126.75 198.75

KALL,
lkw, 910kc,
D 8.50
8.50 MBS,
17.50Avery-Knodel,
30.00 50.00 Hooper
80.00
N 15.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 125.00
KDYL, 5kw, 1320kc, NBC, Blair, BMB, Hooper
D 18.50 18.50 25.00 50.00 75.00 110.00
N 36.00 36.00 50.00 100.00 150.00 220.00
KDYL-FM, Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 9kw, Bonus
KDYL-TV, Chan. 4, 2kw-aur., 4kw-vis., NBC,
Blair-TV
D 20.00 25.00 37.50 60.00 90.00 150.00
N 40.00 50.00 75.00 120.00 180.00 300.00
KNAK, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1280kc, IMS
D
4.00 5.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
KSL, 5kw, 1160kc, CBS, Radio Sales
D 25.00 30.00 40.00 70.00 107.50 160.00
N 50.00 50.00 80.00 130.00 200.00 300.00
KSL-FM, Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 5.9kw
D
11.25 18.00 30.00
N
15.00 24.00 40.00
KSL-TV, Chan. 5, 9.6kw-aur., 18.4kw-vis.,
ABC, CBS, DuMont, Radio Sales
D 14.00 18.00 25.00 35.00 52.50 87.50
N 40.00 50.00 65.00 100.00 150.00 250.00
KUTA, 5kw, 570kc, ABC, Hollingbery, Hooper
D
13.00 23.00 39.00 65.00 95.00
N
23.00 32.00 55.00
'50 85.00 150.00
VERNAL, Uintah, 2,630 homes,
96.4% radio
homes, 2,535 radio homes.
'
5
0
KJAM, 250w, 1340kc, KBS,'50Grant
D
4.50 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.50 7.50 '5'012.00 18.00 30.00
50
'5
INDICATORS FOR UTAH0
FIGURES
.5% YR.
FIGURES
0.24% YR.
550,310
688,862
92.4%
136,747
98.5%
186,673

>l locationUTAH
of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting. Stations
(?) Number ot FM Broadcasting Stations
& Number ot Telecasting Stations
MAF© Br1951WAltEt
t BUtM. MIDMUUtY.
', Bioadcailinq
Publications.VBLMOKt
Inc.

CD Vernal

'48'48
'48

'49'49
'49
'4'95

0

'50 '50
'50
'50

'40
'
'40 40
'40
Retail''40 Trade Employes
48
Wholesale
Sales Volume
Wholesale Trade Employes ....
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
Income
Percent distribution
Per Capita Income
Percent of national per capita
income
New Construction (Private) . . .
Residential
Non-Residential
Automobile Registration
Telephones

31,961
741,904,000
11,874
.42%
91%
825,000,000

20,397
194,200,000

'47 -

6,915
0.35%
22,756
83%
$14,180,000
265,000,000
480

1,213
118.5
126,418
18,200,000
66.0
577,133,000
30.8
9,900,000
2,400,000
247,317
208,908
Vote:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
nlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
'48'
199,300
116,200
s CM!
idtelf
lit
a Co:
ilVe I
UTAH RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
;Hx{
1940
(*$000)
1950
Total
1950
i It i
1948 1st($000)
1950
1940
1950 Homes Percentage
Qtr.
Mid-March rolls
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
Homes
Radio
Radio
Radio
Homes
: ounty
663
Population
Population
1948
313
4,856
1,372
"lox
eave
■
i
5,235
($000)
r
5,014
Elder .
96.6
13,225,654
19,734
18,832
5,299
1,050
19,898
1.325
ache
9,007
98.8
33,536
29,797
33,307
1,553
1,495
128
4,134
arbon . . . .
8,917
975,054
3,834
6,981
99.0
24,901
400
18,459
251,157
3,241
6,361
364
564
4
76
123
25,287
87.5
96.9
__|-aggett
6,16484
4,833
7,865
(avis
3,741
3,836
847
30,867
15,784
6,256,107
uchesne . .
167
99.2
3,503
18,786
2,033
8,958
7,802
96
8,134
1,473
96.2
mery . . . .
6,304
97.9
1,467
2,186,372
6,569
1,751
7,072
arfield
1,956
179
835
320
96.1
1,714
2,450
4,151
13,167*
1,209
1,443,798
1,051
5,253
1,24298
irand
467.802
347
553
2,198
2,070
1,010
1,903
16
1,341
1,411*
fon
532
584
94.7
3,790,567
465
2,584
2,535
14,270
8,331
9,642
5.981
jab
311
702
98.0
98.1
1,794
1,132
1,708
162
arte
134
442
7,392
685
672
98.1
625,540
1,674
2,299
1,736
25
699
Millard ....
1,029
194
98.2
5,869
2,561
2,458
9,387
495
1,730
1,890
244
147
9,613
-organ ....
2,414
2,519
8,631
479
2,611
491
iute
4*
436
715
19
508
4,03
718
97.4
2,207
1,128,798
1,911
iich
468
815
46
15
576
2,203
97.4
2,028
274,895
1,673
alt Lake .
98.8
296,037
211,623
97.5
57
12,137,826
410
91.8
an Juan ..
65,244
405
75
76,012
75,100
1,601
41,316
5,315
52,972
4,712
13,891
1,128
198
98.7
anpete
1,229
16,063
4,072
51
10,480,628
2,153*
98.3
evier
925
12.112
12,072
4,019
10,083
7,131,752
13,393
3,620
3,375
ummit . . .
339
3,433
2,571
519
6,745
5,449*
8,714
1,574*
2,020
2,090
14.636
ooele ....
1,988
98.1
1.025
4,844
95.1
448
1,394,866
9,133
2,120
10,559
4,667
intah
644
321
10,300
4,126,508
563
2,630
1,677
9,898
1,491
4,578
96.4
ftah
98.0
2,535
81,912
13,053,449
20,546
20,135
2,428*
57,382
68,856
'asatch . . .
12,642
648
12,696
7,691
8,420
2,192*
5,574
2,416,063
5,754
289
98.4
690
Washington
9,836
5,495
1,410
1,265
1,433
2,854
9,269
2,723
3,897,582
Wayne
22
391
825
98,7
575
2,394
95.4
2,205
7,700
1,677
/eber
97.4
1,509,564
6,438
22,563
83,319
56,714
560
22,270
11,514
14,092
7*
2,93
81,432
8,290
lote: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.' Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add $000.
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183,873
657,066,000

MARKET
CLASSIFICATION

VERMONT

SPOT RATE
BRATTLEBORO,
Windham,
9,750 homes,
95.6% radio, 9,321 radio homes.
co WTSA, 250w, 1450kc, Yankee, MBS
me
SB IM 5M I5M 30M I Hr
D 5.00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
BURLINGTON,
Chittenden, 16,736 homes,
97.6% radio, 16,334 radio homes.
2D AM 7.00
affiliates,
7.00 average
12.50 1-time
25.00 rate37.50 62.50
N 11.25 11.25 18.50 40.00 60.00 100.00

WCAX, 5kw, 620kc, CBS, Weed
D 9.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
co
Nm
15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WJOY, e
250w, 1230kc, ABC, Rambeau, Conlan
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 7.50 7.50 12.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

FINDER
MONTPEL1ER,
Washington, 11,895 homes,
95.8% radio, 11,395 radio homes.
WSKI, 250w, 1240kc, Grant, Kettell-Carter
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 4.50 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N 5.70 5.70 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
RUTLAND, Rutland, 14,160 homes, 95.7% radio, 13,551 radio homes.
WHWB,
Ikw-D,
D 6.00
6.00lOOOkc
12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WSYB, Ikw, 1380kc, MBS, McGillvra, Bannan
D 2.00 3.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N 4.00 5.00 12.00 18.00 36.00 60.00
ST. ALBANS, Franklin, 8,650 homes, 96%
radio, 8,304 radio homes.
WW5R, Ikw, 1420kc, Walker, Bannan
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
ST. JOHNSBURY, Caledonia, 7,427 homes,
95.4% radio, 7,035 radio homes.
DWTWN,3.00250w,4.001340kc,
8.00McGillvra
15.00 22.50 35.00
N
5.00 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WATERBURY,
Washington, 11,895 homes,
95.8% radio, 11,395 radio homes.
WDEV, Ikw, 550kc, MBS, Walker, Bannan
D
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00P
N
8.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00er

INDICATORS FOR VERMONT
FIGURES YR. FIGURES Y

Population
377,747
.3%
% of U. S
113,872
Homes
Percent Radio
95.7%
Radio Homes
108,976
Retail Sales
$ 342,333,000
Retail Trade Employes
15,918
Wholesale Sales Volume
$ 167,809,000
Wholesale
TradeEmployment
Employes ....
3,128
Manufacturing
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing
Taxable Payrolls

'50
359,231
0.27%
'50
90,569
'50
'50
88.6%
'50
80,253
'50 334,959,000
'48
12,174
'48 57,100,000
'48
2,364

'
:.
'
"
'
'
'
'
'

39,584 '

(1st Quarter)
$21,937,000 '
Percent distribution
.20% '49
0.25% '
Percent of national per capita
income
81% '49
91% '
New Construction (Private)
$ 15,600,000 '47
6,660,000 '
Residential
4,900,000 '47
2,300,000 '
$ 400$$
Non-Residential
1,800,000 '
,000,06,400,000 '48
00120,598 '50
Automobile Registration
111,603 '
'
Telephones
96,10049 '50
70,100 '
187,0
0
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproductic
0
,
000 f
For other sources see foreword.
Cunlicensed.
apita

.
VERMONT RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES$
1,075 Total
1950
(*$000)
'
1950
1940
1950Sales
1940
Percentage
1948 T axable
49 Employment
Mid-March
rolls 1st PaC
1950
Retail
Farm
Income
Homes
Radio
Homes
Radio
5
Radio
Homes
1950
2
Population
1 ' 1948 ($001
Population
($000)
6,014
24,115
13,876
19,442
17,944
2,98
96.7
22,286
93.6
7,683
3,705
22,122
23,638
5,481
24,049
24,320
7,085
7,429
1,871
6,5
5,629
62,570
5,459
7,427
16,736
63,036
52,098
95.4
4,629
93.7
16,334
6,257
5,634
2,107
12,058
11,521
97.6
6,490
1.376
96.0
29,894
1,974
29,601
8,650
8,304
155
2.974
95.3
92.7
6,472
1,701
25,027
3,802
3,406
3,803
94.6
11,545*
1,354
11,388
11,028
1,290
2,381
767
4,939
1,904
17,027
3,301
17,048
1,553
11,907
7,667
95.4
21,190
3,123
5,328
18,119
3,544
21,718
2,4!
13,551
1,708
6,851
95.7
6,536
14,160
45,905
2,777
45,638
10,285
4,626
11,395
95 .«
47,809
3,560*
9.888
42,870
13,032*
39,263
41,546
11,895
28,749
9,293
95.6
6.455
27,850
28,523
1*2*
12,099
9,750
9,9,94122*
9,559
9.321
40,885
5,3
95.9
8,735
10,533
1,54
12,616
37,862
1,8!
6,894
36,528
Sales, and Farm Income n
3.7
unlicensed
larked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sa es Management.' Further reproduction10,483*
1*
99
1,
Farm
Income*
add
SO'
*
4,943*
* *
6,6.
5*
33
7,
TELECASTING
1*1*
MARKETBOOK
MAP
9,92
8,138*
CUSTOM-DRAWN
9.
6,9,05368*

County
Addison . . .
Bennington
Caledonia .
Chittenden
Essex
Franklin . . .
Grand Isle
Lamoille . .
Orange
Orleans
Rutland . . .
Washington
Windham . .
Windsor . . .

5,4i
MAPS
TO FIT YOUR COVERAGE

1,2'
ID Standard
Location of(AM)CityBroadcasting
and number of
Stations

Coordinated
1951

DATA

1951 Audience, Households
(one year later than Census)
1950 Retail Sales, Services, Wholesale
1950

(two years later than Census)
Farm Market Data

7i

(six years later than Census)
Data map Sheets at low
package price include printing 1, 000
500

Satisfied Clients

Send for samples, prices
WALTER
P.
17 WASHINGTON
MIDDLEBURY,
"Mapmaker
Page 180, August 20, 1951
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• Telccastin

VIRGINIA
SPOT RATE
17,531
city),
dent
1 EXANDRIA (Indepen16,812
radio homes.
nomes, 95.9% radio,
PIK, lkw-D, 730kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
8.00 10.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
n, 38,276 homes, 97.3%
UNGTON, Arlingto
odio, 37,246 radio homes.

1-time rate
*M non-affiliates, average
8.50 12.00 20.00 42.50 65.00 100.00

ARL, lkw-D, 780kc, Forjoe, Metropolitan
Ne*8V00k 12.00 20.00 45.00 70.00 100.00
ARL-FM, Chan. 286, 105. Imc, 3kw, Forjoe,
Bonus
-AM, 5kw, 1390kc, Cooke
~ 19.00
9 00 30.00
12 00 20.00
60.00 240.00
100.00
96.00 144.00
48.00 40.00
7,342 homes, 84.0% raDFORD,
radio homes.
dio, 6,167Bedford,
BLT, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
2 75 3.50 11.50 16.00 20.00 30.00
275 3.50 11.50 16.00 20.00 30.00
ACKSTONE, Nottoway, 3,999 homes, 85.0%
radio, 3,399 radio homes.
IKLV, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
8 00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
8.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 25.00 40.00
(Independent city), 3,975 homes,
:ISTOL
91.8% radio,
3,649 radio homes.
"YB lkw, 6.79
690kc, 10.15
O'Connor,
20.35 BMB28.80 50.90
5.29
FHG, lkw-D, 860kc, MBS, Walker
3 90 6.00 10.10 16.80 25.20 42.00
5.45 7.35 12.45 20.70 33.60 56.00
I iHARLOTTESVILLE (Independent city), 6,915
..: homes, 89.6% radio, 6,196 radio homes.
: :CHV, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, McGillvra, ConIan,4 'bmb
00 5.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
: H i'lNA,3.60lkw-D,4.801280kc6.00 1 6.00 24.00 40.00
.IFTON FORGE (Independent city), 1,606
homes, percent radio homes not available.
ICFV, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
2 45 3.50 8.75 14.00 21.00 35.00
2.45 3.50 8.75 14.00 21.00 35.00
Alleghany, 5,742, 92.2% radio,
DVINGTON,
5 294 radio homes.
KEY, 250w, 1340kc, ABC
4 00 5.00 7.00 15.00 20.00 30.00
5.50 6.00 8.00 18.00 24.00 45.00
3,999 homes, 85.0% raEWE,dio,Nottoway,
3,399 radio homes.
'SVS,4.50lkw-D,6.00650kc,
12.75Conlan
24.00 37.50 69.00
SVS-FM, Chan. 284, 104.7mc, 14kw, Bonus,
daytime only
4.50 6.00 12.75 24.00 37.50 69.00
JLPEPER, Culpeper, 3,446 homes, 86.7%
radio, 2,988 radio homes.
OVA, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
3.00 3.50 7.00 15.00 22.50 35.00
3.00 3.50 7.00 15.00 22.50 35.00
ANVILLE (Independent city), 9,436 homes,
86.0% radio, 8,115 radio homes.
AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
5.75 6.75 11.00 22.00 33.00 55.00
8.75 10.75 16.25 32.00 50.00 87.50
'BTM,
bery 5kw-D, lkw-N, 1330kc, ABC, Holling6.00 7.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
10.00 12.50 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
'BTM-FM, Chan. 250, 97.9mc, 32kw, Bonus
DVA,
Smith, 5kw-D,
BMB lkw-N, 1250kc, MBS, Burn5.50 6.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
7.50 9.00 12.50 24.00 40.00 75.00
ALLS CHURCH, Fairfax, 24,876 homes, 94.7%
radio, 23,558 radio homes.
'FAX,3.60250w-D,
4.80 1220kc
10.80 16.80 28.80 48.00
io'e:
ratesforone-time.
and entire
radio
on e All
figures
each cityHome
include
ounty. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
stinated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per2n* foreword.
radio BMB. For complete explanation
se
FOADCASTING

FINDER
FARMVILLE, Prince Edward, 3,757 homes,
82.0% radio, 3,081 radio homes.
WFLO, lkw-D, 870kc, Clark
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
6.00 14.00 24.00 30.00 50.00
FREDERICKSBURG (Independent city), 3,117
homes, 96.5% radio, 3,008 radio homes.
WFVA, 250w, 1230kc, ABC, Conlan
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 22.50 40.00
N 4.00 5.00 10.00 17.50 22.50 40.00
FRONT ROYAL, Warren, 3,919 homes, 89.7%
radio, 3,515 radio homes.
WFTR, 250w, 1450kc, MBS
D
3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
N
3.00 4.00 10.00 20.00 32.00 54.00
GALEX, Grayson, 5,410 homes, 86.2% radio,
4,663 radio homes,
WBOB, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
D
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
N
4.00 5.00 7.50 15.00 22.00 36.00
HAMPTON (Independent city), 1,845 homes,
90.9% radio, 1,677 radio homes.
WVEC, 250w, 1490kc
D 5.50 7.50 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
N
5.50 7.50 10.00 18.00 30.00 50.00

NORFOLKt (Independent city), 52,605 homes,
91.3% radio, 48,023 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D 6.02 8.75 11.55 23.75 36.60 61.00
N
8.60 12.90 19.85 39.70 61.50 102.50

NORTON, Wise, 12,771 homes, 87.4% radio,
11,162 radio homes.
WNVA, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, KBS
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
35.00
60.00
1M
SB
ORANGE, Orange, 3,443 homes, 87.0% radio, 2,995 radio homes.
WJMA, 250w, 1340kc, MBS
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00

WCAV, lkw, 850kc, Boiling
D
7.50 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 12.00 18.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00
WLOW, 250w, 1400kc (See Portsmouth, Va.)
WNOR,
D
4.55250w,6.501230kc,
9.10 Conlan,
19.50 Hooper
31.20 52.00
N Va.)
5.20 7.80 11.70 23.40 39.00 65.00
WRVC (FM), Chan. 273, 102.5mc, 7kw, Radio
Sales (FM Affiliate of WRVA Richmond,

PETERSBURG (Independent city), 9,594 homes,
95.0% radio, 9,114 radio homes.
WSSV, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
D
4.20 7.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 75.00
N
4.20 7.00 12.00 20.00 45.00 75.00

mouth, Va.)1350kc, MBS, Ra-Tel (See PortsWSAP, 5kw,
WTAR, 5kw, 790kc, NBC, Petry,
D 11.25 15.00 20.00 40.00
N 22.50 30.00 40.00 80.00
WTAR-FM,
Chan. 247, 97.3mc,
Bonus

PORTSMOUTHt (Independent city), 19,499
'homes, 89.7% radio, 17,491 radio homes.
WLOW, 250w, 1400kc, Forjoe
D
4.00 7.50 10.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
6.00 10.00 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WSAP, 5kw, 1350kc. MBS, Ra-Tel
D
6.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00

BMB
60.00 100.00
120.00 200.00
50kw, Petry,

WTARNBC, TV,PetryChan. 4, 12.25kw-aur., 24.5kw-vis.,
D
45.00 57.50 97.50 140.00 287.50
N
90.00 115.00 185.00 280.00 475.00

(Continued on 'page 182)

HARRISONBURG
(Independent city), 2,794
homes, 93.5% radio, 2,612 radio homes.
WSVA, lkw, 550kc, NBC, BMB
D
7.50 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 15.00 15.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WSVA-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 6kw, Bonus
HOPEWELL (Independent city), 2,709 homes,
percent radio homes not available.
WHAP, 250w, 1340kc
D 4.00 5.00 10.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
N 4.00 5.00 1.0.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
LEXINGTON, Rockbridge, 5,705 homes, 98.3%
radio, 5,608 radio homes.
WREL, 250v , 1450kc, MBS
40 00
D 2.25 3.25 7.25 14.40 24.00
N 2.40 4.00 8.50 16.20 27.00 45.00
LYNCHBURG
(Independent
city), 12,750
homes, 89.7% radio, 11,437 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
7.50 7.50 11.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WLVA, 1 kw, 590kc, ABC, Hollingbery, BMB
D 7.50 7.50 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WLVA-FM, Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 3.7kw, Hollingbery, Bonus
WWOD, lkw, 1390kc, MBS, Walker
D 7.50 7.50 10.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WWOD-FM, Chan. 261, lOO.lmc, 250w, Walker, Bonus
MARION, Smyth, 6,731 homes, 86.9% radio,
5,849 radio homes.
WMEV, lkw-D, lOlOkc
D 5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00
MARTINSVILLE
(Independent city), 4,195
homes, 86.4% radio, 3,624 radio homes.
WMVA, 250w, 1450kc, NBC, KBS
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WMVA-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 2.7kw, Bonus
NEWPORT NEWSf (Independent city), 11,615
homes, 89.1% radio, 10,349 radio homes.
WGH, 5kw, 1310kc, ABC, Free & Peters
D 8.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 16.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00
WGH-FM,
Chan. 243, 96.5mc, 38kw, Free &
Peters, Bonus
WHYU, lkw-D, 1270kc
D
4.00 6.00 14.50 27.00 48.00
Norfolk, Portsmouth and Newport
News are all considered part of the
greater
Norfolklistings.
area. For statistics
see individual

• Telecasting

WTAR
The

Sells

Norfolk

ALL

Metropolitan

Sales Area

for You!

WTAR is the profitable way to sell the big, eager and able-to-buy
Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area— Norfolk, Portsmouth, Newport News,
Virginia.
According to BMB, 95% of the families in this four-county sales area
listen to WTAR regularly. Hooper says that most Norfolks listen
most of the time to WTAR. Add the fact that WTAR delivers more
listeners-per-dollar than any other local station or combination of
stations. Easy to see why WTAR reduces sales costs, increases sales
and profits.
MARKET

DATA -Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area
POPULATION RETAIL SALES- 1950
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
Families
ttfl?§Dollars
ESTIMATES %
Total 1/1/51
Htf,'§eSTIMATES
sands)
of
sands)
sands)
U.S.A.

Norfolk- Portsmouth
Metropolitan Area. Thou419.4 Thou- $375,623
113,954
Newport News
38.9 ThouMetropolitan Area. 144.5 107.2
TOTAL
489,577
Norfolk Metropolitan (in
146.1
(in
(in
563.9
NBC Affiliate
5,000 Watts Day

.2677
.0812

ESTIMATES
Dollars
Net
sands
(in
Thou$509,403
182,051

.3489

691,454

Per
Capita

Family
Per

1,260 $4,752
$1,215
4,680
1,226
4,733

and Night

Inter-connected NBC, CBS, ABC,
& DuMont Television Networks
Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
August 20, 1951

•

Marketbook, Page 181

2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
FOR
WDBJ

ROANOKE

SOUTHWEST

D

AND

VIRGINIA

WANT,
Co. lkw-D, 990kc, United Broadcasting
D 10.50 15.00 20.00 35.00 85.00 150.00
N 10.50 15.00 20.00 35.00 85.00 150.00
WLEE, 5kw, 1480kc, MBS, For joe
D
6.50 10.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
N 10.00 16.00 28.00 56.00 84.00 140.00

The million people in WDBJ's coverage
area will earn nearly a billion dollars

WLEE-FM, Chan. 275, 102.9mc, 21V2kw, Bonus
WMBG, 5kw, 1380kc, NBC, Blair, Conlan
D 18.00 18.00 25.00 50.00 70.00 100.00
N 36.00 36.00 50.00 100.00 140.00 200.00

this year. Here's WDBJ's family coverage, according to the 1949 BMB:

WCOD (FM), Chan. 251, 98.1mc, 47kw, Blair,
Bonus

Day — 110,590 families in 36 counties
Night — 85,830 families in 31 counties
and 3 to 7 days weekly
Day — 90,320 families

WTVR (TV), Chan. 6, 6.4kw-aur„ 12.6kw-vis.,
NBC, Blair-TV
D 50.00 66.67 131.25 168.75 225.00 375.00
N 75.00 100.00 175.00 225.00 300.00 500.00

Night — 66,230 families

WRNL, 5kw, 910kc, ABC, Petry, Pulse, BMB
D
8.00 14.00 19.00 38.00 57.00 96.00
N 14.00 24.00 32.00 64.00 96.00 160.00

For further information:
Write WDBJ or Ask FREE & PETERS!

WDBJ

Established

1924

CBS

1929

Since

WRNL-FM, Chan. 271, 102. lmc, 50kw, Bonus
WRVA, 50kw, 1140kc, CBS, Radio Sales, Pulse
D 22.50 28.00 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
N 45.00 55.00 70.00 140.00 210.00 350.00

AM — 5000 WATTS — 9 6 0 Kc.
FM — 41,000 WATTS — 94.9 Mc.
SOUTHWEST

VIRGINIA'S 7>io«een RADIO

VIRGINIA
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 181)
PULASKI, Pulaski, 6,889 homes, 89.1% radio,
6,138 radio homes.
WPUV, 250 w, 1230kc, MBS, Sears & Ayer
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
3.50 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

WRVB (FM), Chan. 233, 94.5mc, 25.5kw, Radio
Sales, Bonus
WXGI, lkw-D, 950kc, IMS
D
5.00 8.00 23.00 34.50 57.50

STATION

RADFORD (Independent city), 2,371 homes;
Montgomery county, 6,964 homes, 90.6%
radio, 6,309 radio homes.
WRAD, 250w, 1340kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.50 8.00 16.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
N 6.50 8.00 1 6.00 32.00 50.00 80.00
RICHLANDS, Tazewell, 10,446 homes, 91.1%
radio, 9,516 radio homes.
WRIC, Ikw-D, 1050kc
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
RICHMOND (Independent city), 62,255 homes,
93.2% radio, 58,022 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 13.75 17.50 24.50 49.00 72.25 116.50
N 26.25 32.75 45.00 90.00 132.50 212.50

WANT
Use

SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
7.75 11.50 20.00 29.00 59.75 103.75

ROANOKE (Independent city), 25,131 homes,
93.8% radio, 23,573 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 6.83 8.25 13.50 27.00 40.67 68.00
N 9.50 11.67 22.25 44.50 66.67 111.00
WDBJ,
Hooper 5kw,

960kc, CBS,

Free & Peters,

D 8.50 11.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
N 12.00 15.00 26.75 53.50 80.00 133.00
WDBJ-FM, Chan. 235, 94.9mc, 41 kw, Free &
Peters, Bonus

WROV,

250w,

Smith
D 4.25
N 6.50
SB
WROV-FM,
Bonus

1240kc,

ABC,

MBS, Burl

1M
5M 15M 30M 1
5.25 10.50 21.00 32.00 5i I
8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80
Chan. 279, 103.7mc, . 2851

WSLS, lkw, 610kc, NBC, Weed
D
7.75 8.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70
N 10.00 12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120
WSLS-FM, Chan. 256, 99.1 mc, 4.7kw, Bonu
SOUTH BOSTON, Halifax, 9,730 homes, 80.
radio, 7,803 radio homes.
WHLF, 250 w, 1400kc, ABC
D
3.50 7.25 14.50 20.50 35
N
3.50 7.25 14.50 20.50 35
STAUNTON (Independent city), 4,746 horr
93.4% radio, 4,433 radio homes.
WTON, 250w, UOOkc, ABC
D
2.52 3.15 6.30 12.60 18.90 31
N
3.60 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45
SUFFOLK (Independent city), 3,420 hon
88.0% radio, 3,010 radio homes.
WLPM, 250w, 1450kc, ABC, Sears & Ayer
D 4.00 6.00 8.00 1 2.50 25.00 5C
N 4.00 6.00 8.00 12.50 25.00 50
WL'PM-FM, Chan. 299, 107mc, 3kw
(No rates available)
WARSAW, Richmond, 1,751 homes,
radio, 1,466 radio homes.
83.
WNNT, 250w-D, 690kc
D
3.50 5.25 10.00 20.00 30.00 5C
WAYNESBORO, Augusta, 8,223 homes, 91
radio, 7,483 radio homes.
WAYB, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Cooke
D
2.25 3.25 7.25 14.40 24.00 4C
N 2.40 4.00 8.50 16.20 27.00 4^
WINCHESTER (Independent city), 4,054 hon
94.7% radio, 3,839 radio homes.
WINC, 250w, UOOkc, ABC, Conlan
D
3.50 3.50 10.00 17.00 22.50 3(
N
3.50 3.50 10.00 17.00 22.50 3(
WRFL (FM), Chan. 223, 92.5mc„ 14kw
DN
3.50
3.50 4.00
5.00 10.00
10.00 2(2<*
3.50 3.50
4.00 5.00
WYTHEVILLE, Wythe, 5,425 homes, 89
radio, 4,855 radio homes.
WYVE, lkw-D, 1280kc, Devney
D
3.00 4.50 8.00 16.00 24.00 41

RESULTS

WANT

A

UBC

Station

990 KC
LEADING
INDEPENDENT,
1,000 Watts
Average Daily Mail Count: 800 letters
More new advertisers in 1951 than
65 new leads for TV sales for one
other Richmond station.
advertiser in 10 days.
WANT
WANT!
1000 pairs of nylons sold for a leading
Ask: HFC, BC Remedy, Stanback, Hadacol,
Richmond Department store with FIVE
Royal Crown, Gunther's, Old Georgetown,
spots on WANT
SSS Richbrau, Rayla's, NHA, Slimdent.
WANT
MORE
CALL
WANT
COLLECT
38368
Richmond,
Ya

RICHMOND'S
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• Telecasti
A

RADIO

VIRGINIA

mack . .
marie . .
jhany . .
lia
. erst
' jmattox
lgton . . ,
asta
iord
w
tourt
iswick
banan
uingham
pbell
line
oil
1 -les City
lirlotte
rterfield
ke
j
: Forj
sources
see foreword.

ABC

III

ROANOKE,

OH I ROANOKE When You
«tLL
W R O V
RADIO
SETS
IN USE

TIME

in
»

Mon. thru Fri.
8 AM-12 Noon

OPI

1Feb.
3
Mon. thru Fri.
412 Noon-6 PM
o
X
1950 Mon. thru Fri.
6 PM-8 PM
u<u
a
Sun. thru Sat.
1 8 PM-10

tOADCASTING

COUNTIES

STA.
"B"

WROV

STA.
«G"

50.8

25.3

23.8

23.3

64.9

19.1

15.7

Y0U
V
D
U.

+•
38.1
40.8

74.4
67.5
HIGH

13.1
9.1
WITH

11.9

AND

ln R0AN™ER*h;B
B
A
42.75

25.50

22.88

15.02
21.00

Va
Sta. "C" Hr.
1
Sta. "B" Min.
WROVMi„.
1
Sta. "C" Min.

20.4
LISTENERS

MORE
CLASS
Va
Sta. "B" Hr.
WROVhI

BUY

ADVERTISERS

FOR AVAILABILITIES, CALL BURN SMITH COMPANY, Inc.; or
FRANK KOEHLER, General Manager, WROV, Roanoke, Virginia
• Telecasting

NETWORK

VIRGINIA

Buy

23.3

SCORES
WROV

BY

(*$000)
Total
1950
1948 1st($000)
Employment
Taxabl
1940
1950
1950
rolls
Qtr.
1940
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
Mid-March
1950 HomesPercentage
Homes
Radio Homes
Radio
Radio
1948
e PayPopulation
Population
($000)
33,030
88.4
33,836
850
10,310
24,652
26,550
19,262
5,013
46,580
6,585
(1)
2,723
87.3
22,688
9,114
23,462
645
5,749
(2) 4,33889
22,981
2,485
92.2
5,742
78.9
635
2,544
431
7,909
3,709
(1) 9,310
8.495
1,892
173
5,294
20.273
1,493
19,612
(2)
5,972
4,215
3,575
4,172
191
931
85.7
9,020
3,416
2,112
2.223
97.3
134,990
1,876
8,662
84.4
(3)
57,040
38,276
15,059
37,243
3,596
559
166,512
(4) 14,393
14,996*
91.0
33,782
10,207,173
42,772
44,986
(3)
24,637
399
90.4
950
7,483
6,251
7,191
(4)
14,235
8,223
1,695
84.0
29,305
29,687
6,747
10,513
7,721
2,675
1,097
7,342
273
87.5
841
8»
1,532
7,02
6,167
6,428
1,124
6,731
1,623
89.1
276
1,457
16,447
3,462
15,734
2,578
1,420
4,348
4,015
2,572*
81.6
3,577
2,595*
995
20,110
19,575
2,308
8,789
4,924,672
3,734
6,976
332,695
439
4,576
35,403
31.477
85.0
1,608
12,274
4,523,423*
688
191
13.398
698
79.9
5,930
12,274
2,113*
2,948
2,355
513
3,112
4,195
2,436
26,048
88.2
(5) 13,105
1,674
29,399
6,348
72,794
76
3,460
3*
7,197
12,349
53
83.9
13,945
3,195
2,898
(23)
2,431
83.7
26,865
4,952
25,904
1,308
(5)
25,292
5,459
123
875
312
255
4,275
79.5
1,248
2,814
6.522
6,238
1,079
4,667
171
699
591
15,861
81.1
13,934
3,774
1,397
3,335,083
539
3,342
325
2,657
3,1,24154*2* (23) 3,033
39,791
31,183
1,161
609
90.3
92.8
7,050
9,312
9,752
7,159
1,099
9,050
1,936
1,748
5,716
604*
3,698
931
1,668*
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
Farm Income* add $000.
7*
14
4,
2,708*
3,635*
79*
3,202*
4,454*
AND
MBS
659*

NETWORK

YOU

DATA

MARKET

36.00
12.00

8.75

5.72

3.76

9.00

6.37

You Buy
C
17.75
14.30
13.50
6.75

3.58
4.50

IN
ROANOKE,
August 20, 1951

•
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260-Time

"9

VIRGINIA
County
Craig
CuVpeper
Cumberland
Dickenson
Dinwiddie
Elizabeth City
Essex
Fairfax
Fauquier
Flovd
Fluvanna
Franklin
Frederick
Giles
Gloucester
Goochland
Grayson
Greene
Greensville
Halifax
Hanover
Henrico
Henry
Highland
Isle of Wight
James City
King & Queen
.-.
King George
King William
Lancaster
Lee
Loudoun
Louisa
Lunenburg
Madison
Mathews
Mecklenburg
Middlesex
Montgomery
Nansemond
Nelson
New Kent
Note: For sources see foreword.
H00 KILOCYCLES

RADIO

DATA

BY COUNTIES
Retail1950Sales
(S000)

1950
1940
1950
1950 Percentage 1940
Population
Population Homes Radio Homes
Radio
Radio Homes
3,455
3,769
933
837 89.7
577
13,212 13,365 3,446 2,988 86.7
1.788
7,253
7.505 1,845 1,467 79.5
547
23,147 21,622 4,703 4,054 86.2
2,282
18,823 18,166 3,365 2,827 84.0
1,173
54,369 32,283 14,347 13,457 93.8
4,537
6,510
7,006 1,940 1,599 82.4
667
98,255 40,929 24,876 23,558 94.7
6.938
21,178 21,039 5,559 4,392 79.0
2,763
11,266 11.967 3,072 2,559 83.3
1,312
7,130
7,088 1,950 1,509 77.4
729
24,254 25,864 5,899 4,943 83.8
2,588
17,489 14,008 4.656 4,297 92.3
2,320
18,903 14,635 4,568 4,116 90.1 » 2,048
10,305
9,548 3,267 2,800 85.7
1,221
8,896
8,454 1,898 1,545 81.4
695
21,248 21,916 5,410 4,663 86.2
2,777
4,742
5,218 1,078
834 77.4
324
16,298 14,866 3,700 3,045 82.3
1,263
41,427 41,271 9,730 7,803 80.2
3,494
21,941 18,500 5,339 4,522 84.7
2,045
57,166 41,960 16,325 15,297 93.7
9,021
31,188 26,481 7,028 6,157 87.6
3,177
4,064
4,875 1,074
956 89.0
686
14.881 13,381 3,750 3,094 82.5
1.234
6,306
4,907 1,442 1,293 89.7
569
6,293
6,954 1,694 1,357 80.1
588
6,694
5,431 1,901 1,576 82.9
553
7,568
7,855 2,053 1,743 84.9
908
8,608
8,786 2,703 2,316 85.7
1,079
35,994 39,296 8,062 6,853 85.0
4,056
21,063 20,291 5,484 4,941 90.1
3,204
12,812 13,665 3,521 2,908 82.6
1,395
14,098 13,844 3,487 2,880 82.6
1,316
8.260
8.465 2,124 1,754 82.6
846
7,105
7,149 2,336 2,018 86.4
1,017
33,477 31.933 7,796 6,478 83.1
2,600
6,707
6.673 2.353 1,958 83.2
683
29,908 21,206 6,964 6,309 90.6
3,257
25,226 22,771 5,923 5,052 85.3
2,138
14,040 16,241
• 3,499 2,943 84.1
1,601
3,989
4,092 1,086
895 82.4
368

1.089
10,992
1,238
6,843
43.817
31.582
27,398
4,220
14,957
3,648
2,162
32,126
8,782
11,092
5,613
1,767
12,767
920
9,738
17,896
7,840
344,610
31,049
846
7,425
9,875
1,401
1,687
5,830
10,687
5.741
13,773
5,165
1,985
6,777
3,534
18,921
3,459
25.478
26,679

(Continued from page 1.
(*S000)
Total
1950
1948 1st($0c
Mid-March
rolls
1948 Taxable
Employment
Farm Income

3

3.904,737

137
555
202

,675
(6) 11
.880
852
(7) 24 ,673
4,237*
1 912
544
1,886*
516
,867
778
1,522* 659* (8)
4*
1,388*
431
4,399,225,3*814*
,814
9,27 364*
69
439*
,338
1 ,374
1,22332,8*5*
270
4
2,504, 7,404*
1 517
208
,007
1*
19
1,
,265
583
1,185,785
* 7* (9)105 ,827
8998
16,41,
(10) 14 203
5,816,450
1*
4,20
056
(24)
436
4,602* 965*
113
4,147*
2*
57
240
1,361*
587
261
,355
1,595,482
3,771,251
1,369*
2,163,015
254
,470
1,501*
11,724* 894*
4,617*
(12) ,272
466
533
889*
(13) ,768
12,368* 901*(23) ,032

(6)
(7)

(8)

(9) 6071
(10)
(24)

'

'

'50
'
'50

(12) 2 '
3,667
(13) 2
1,837
unlicensed. Farm Income*(23)add'48S
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management. Further reproduction
1,671,487*
1.301*
,327
,439
2,638*
6.855* 675*
250 W. UNLIMITED
ABC AFFILIATE
MARKET INDICATORS FOR VIRGINIA
2.01%
FIGURES
CLASSIFICATION
FIGURES YR.

HALIFAX BROADCASTING COMPANY" O

/)
una

v. V

Juiy 28. 1951

f
Mr. Sol Telshoff
Broadcasting Marketbook
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sol:
The South Boston Tobacco Market will open the middle of
September, and we expect to sell more than 30 million pounds of
the golden weed this season. It will average more than 55 cents
per pound, beoause the government will guarantee 50 cents.
That's 16,500,000 bucks we will kick around for the next
twelve
That' for
3 intheaddition
the regularI want
17 million
retail months.
sales figure
county to
of Halifax.
you to
tell some of your national advertising friends they are overlo king a lovely market if they don't use WHLF this fall.
Advertising rates are low on WBXF, the only station in the
oounty. Our local programs axe designed especially for our
rural friends, and ABC is always right. They say "America is
aold on ABC. That's why a recent survey shows it's WHU almost
100% in Halifax County. We don't have TV coverage either.
I want to tell you about how far we get out. Our .5
millivolt oontour gets out an average of 20 miles in all directions.
We figure we can cover over 75,000 folks in daytime and about
half
that many
at night.
thing station
that makes
nighttime
audience
so large.But here's
The onlythenetwork
theyourcan
get except our ABC is seventy miles away across the state line.
Also, Sol, I want you to tell the "PI" dealers that they are
wasting their time writing here. We can't offer Pi's to our
local
dealers,
and that's
whereout our
from. I haveTella
lot more
information
to send
to meals
nationalcomeadvertisers.
them to write me a letter for rates, program logs, coverage maps,
end other market data. Thanks a lot.
Slnoe)rely/?yours ,
John L. Cole, Jr.
Owner and Manager
Where Trie Piedmont's Bright Tobacco Comes To Market
Page 184, August 20, 1951

MARKET

• Marketbook

Population
% of U. S
Homes
Percent Radio
Radio Homes
Retail Sales

3,318,680
2.2%
840,270
89.5%
752,042
$2,300,987,000

Retail Trade Employes
Wholesale Sales Volume

123,593
$1,987,432,000

Wholesale Trade Employes
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)

39,013

Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
Income
$3,221,000,000
Percent distribution
1.63%
Per Capita Income
$
Percent of national per capita
income

969*

2,677,773
67.1%
610,878
409,978 '50
2,221,246,000 '5'05
0
79,147 '50
627,600,000
'50
33,131
209,684
1.49%
78%
$107,301,000
1,127,000,000
450

1,039
78%

New Construction (Private) ... $ 483,300,000
Residential
$ 332,800,000
Non-Residential
$ 69,600,000
Automobile Registration

917,744

Telephones

688,000

86,900,000
53,900,000
16,000,000
769,010
412,900

Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduci
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

1940
Population
35,828
17,597
10,463
15,556
12,649
14,863
16,613
61,697
5,671
14,922
12,226
17,738
19,984
22,767

THAT

YOU

iMtity
:rfolk
/Wthampton
: rthumberland
ittoway
&knge

able
•J

sex
ewell
ren
rwick
. shington . . .
stmoreland
fee
(the
mi Irk

BE

SURE

IN

THE

1950
Homes

1950
Population
99,350
17,285
10,004
15,546
12.733
15,111
15,681
65,783
5,551
15,373
19,639
22,544
39,892
27,630
6,096
6,180
41,690
23,298
34,970
26,738
26,603
21,109
30,093
26,493
11,900
11,873
6,254
12 803
47 405
14 776
39 177
37 432
10 140
56,240
23,183
11,589

26,202
5,079
2,975
3,999
3,443
3,929
3,650
14,836
1,395
3,757
3,452
5,446
10,943
6,889
1,621
1,751
10,076
5,705
8,878
5,846
6,613
5,905
6,731
6,290
3,116
3,136
31,709
035
10 446
3 919
9 834
8 670
3 592
12,771
5,425
3,133

7,208
6,634
42,897
22,384
31,289
26,627
26,989
20,898
28,861
26,442
9,905
9,548
6,193
12 485
41 607
11 352
9 248
38 197
9 512
52,458
22,721
8.857

HAVE

$353,000,000

WRNL

—

of course

there 9s
SELL
MORE
on ....

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

1940
Radio Homes

Retail1950Sales

6,297
2,401
1,292
1,737
1,647

356,321
($0ui>;
10,687

A

SALESMAN

STAR

11,469
3,974
9,610
7,291
3,846
69,638

2,083
1,337
488
6,771
1,524
1,497

1,979
10,441
12,810
19,302
12,899

1,939
2,974
3,410
614
710

14,674
1,298
3,425
146,048
16,156
37,805

8,036
3,449
4,588
3,023
2,716
3,677
3,342
2,240

6,043
9,252
■ 13,030
12,618
14,746
27,349

1,301
1,350
935
6 674
292

61,813
536
2,438
27 977
71 732
82 372
5 609
33,838
15,312
2,898

1 722
8^8
41 931
885
6,770
3,322
1,188

RICHMOND

lotal 1950
Farm Income
4,422,691
7,366,520

Employment
Taxable
PavMid-March
rolls
Qtr.
lV4d
1943 1st(?>uu0)
(14) 37,537
(14) 70,829
705
358
1,959
704
623
1,142
1,926
272
975
78
2,252
1,053
1,673

13,597,394
1,928* (15) 23,695
368
7*
2,
2,254*78
2,329
935* (16) 5,106
2,
2,906,333
4,085*
1,108
147
4,499,928
5,043
1,908
1,456*
2,853*
952
1,885*
2,498,760
(17) 34,473
(18) 4,778
19,916,632023* (19) 7,547
2,
3,195*
1,967
2,913,7431,451*
6,272,869
570
1,796
3,398*
4,864
251
8,508,312
1,665,466
"iAQ
5,372* l On l ' 3,428
2,807,343
4 AAR 7^0
3*
0 fififi OU13,7Q85
1 A1A ^OAt

(15) 12,879
886
(16) 3,148
466
765
360
2,480
38
(17) 18,276
(18)
(19) 2,376
3,465
220
633
1,278
2,672
1,603
/ on 1 *3 Q70

163
1.857

713
58
4.879
8,415
2,766
230
5,214
875
(21) 17,14051
(21) 25,798
0,400,00 ,
(22) 8,807
(22) 4,258
10,031
5,501
1,365
3,196,236
5*
83
783
(25) 2,990
445
(25) 177
(Continued on page 186)
2 096*
1 135*

MARKET!

. . ,

A quick look at the statistics and you
know that Richmond, Virginia is a
BIG and GROWING market. Out of
168 standard United States metropolitan markets, Richmond now ranks
52nd in Population! . . . 35th in
Wholesale Sales! . . . 48th in Retail Sales ($353,000,000 1950 Sales estimated by "Sales Management" — May 1951.)
How do you get a bigger share of
these sales? With the extra sell on

Remember —

Percentage
1950
Radio
Radio Homes
90.8
23,791
87.9
4,464
2,564
86.2
3,399
85.0
87.0
2,995
88.1
80.8
3,461
2,949
86.0
12,759
81.2
1,133
82.0
3,081
3,128
90.6
88.7
4,831
90.4
6,138
9,892
89.1
81.0
1,313
83.7
1,466
9,451
93.8
98.3
5,603
89.8
86.6
7,972
5,063
83.6
91.4
5,528
86.9
5,397
81.1
5,849
5,101
2,867
92.0
2,810
89.6
83.5
1,427
2 452
80 8
89 71
91
93 516
515
90
87 81
8 860
72 612
82
974
87,48
11,162
89.5
4,855
88.9
2,785

R N L! WRNL has been on 5,000
watts at 910 kc for over 10 years and
that $353,000,000 buying audience
has the WRNL listening habit. They
like the complete radio entertainment
that WRNL has always offered, and
of course they buy from the lucky
sponsors.
Are YOU a LUCKY
SPONSOR?

WRNL

5 KW— 910 KC
ABC AFFILIATE
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
EDWAHD PE7RY i CO INC
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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Virginia Independent Cities:
Alexandria
Bristol
Buena Vista
Charlottesville
Clifton Forge
Danville
Fredericksburg
Hampton
Harrisonburg
Hopewell
Lynchburg
Martinsville
Newport News
Norfolk City
Petersburg
Portsmouth
Radford
Richmond City
Roanoke City
South Norfolk
,
Staunton
Suffolk
Williamsburg
,
Winchester

VIRGINIA

RADIO

1940
Population
33,523
9,768
4,335
19,400

1950
Homes

1950
Population
61.604
15,897
5,219
25,909
5,769
34,537
12.143
5,957
10.764
10,184
47,639
17,210
41,571
188,601
34,948
71,294
8,979
229,906
91,089
10,408
19,884
12,287
6,726
13,766

6.461
32,749
10,066
5,898
8,768
8,679
44.541
10,080
37,067
144,332
30,631
50,745
6.990
193,042
69,287
8,038
13,337
11,343
3,942
12,095

MARKET

17,531
3,975
1,270
6,915
1.606
9,436
3,117
1,845
2,794
2,709
12,750
4,195
11,615
52,605
9,594
19,499
2,371
62,255
25.131
2.850
4,746
3,420
1,177
4,054

DATA

Percentage
1950
Radio
Radio Homes
16,812
3,649
6,196
8,115
3,008
1,677
2,612
11,437
3,624
10,349
48,028
9,114
17,491
58,022
23,573
4,433
3,010
3,839

95.9
91.8
89.6
86.0
96.5

1940
Radio Homes
7,931
1,902
744
4,034
1,410
5,936
2,331

93.5
90.9

1,262

89.7

1,940
1,873

86.4
89.1

8,795
1,655
7,439
30,085

91.3
95.0
89.7
93.2
93.8
93.4
88.0
94.7

(Continued from page 185)

BY COUNTIES

5,648
10,200
1,429
43,084
15,386
576 .
1,604

Retail1950Sales

(*$000)
Total
1950
Farm Income

($000)
71,931
44,215

Employment Taxable Pay
Mid-March rolls 1st C
1948
1943
(3) ($000
(3)
(22)
(18)

39,947

(1)

52,731
25,120
14,871
23,816

(15)
(2)
(20)

60,886
21,585
71,003

(22)
(18)
(1)
(2)
(20)
(15)

(7)
(19)

(7)

(16)

(16)
(19)

253,143

(10)
(5)
(21)
(14)

41,144
71,623

(14)
(12)
(6)
(9)
(17)
(14)

(5)
(10)
(21)
(14)
(6)
(12)
(14)
(9)
(17)
(14)

(4)

2,393
2,240

(13)
(24X25)
(8)

2,897

(13)
(4)
(24) (25)

(8)
(1) Albemarle County combined with independent city of Charlottesville. (2) Alleghany County combined with independent city of Clifton Forge. (3) Arlini
ton County combined with independent city of Alexandria. (4) Augusta County combined with independent city of Staunton. (5) Campbell County combined wil
independent city of Lynchburg. (6) Dinwiddie County combined with independent city of Petersburg. (7) Elizabeth City County combined with independei
city of Hampton. (8) Frederick County combined with independent city of Winchester. (9) Henrico County combined with independent city of Richmond. (H
Henry County combined with independent city of Martinsville. (11) James City combined with independent city of Williamsburg. (12) Montgomery County con
bined with independent city of Radford. (13) Nansemond County combined with independent city of Suffolk. (14) Norfolk County combined with independei
cities of Norfolk, South Norfolk, Portsmouth. (15) Pittsylvania County combined with independent city of Danville. (16) Prince George County combined wi
independent city of Hopewell. (17) Roanoke County combined with independent city of Roanoke. (18) Rockbridge County combined with independent city
Buena Vista. (19) Rockingham County combined with independent city of Harrisonburg. (20) Spotsylvania County combined with independent city of Frederick
burg. (21) Warwick County combined with independent city of Newport News. (22) Washington County combined with independent city of Bristol. (23) Ii
eludes Charles City County and New Kent County. (24) Includes James City County and part of Williamsburg City. (25) Includes York County and part
Williamsburg City.
Note: For sources see foreword.

1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction unlicensed.
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WASHINGTON
SPOT RATE FINDER
iSDEEN, Grays Harbor, 17,799 homes,
9% radio, 17,247 radio homes.
I affiliates, average l-time rate
IM 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
SB
31.50
4.20 4.72 10.85 14.00 20.30 46.00
5.85 6.55 14.50 18.40 28.50
V, 250w , I450kc, LBS 14.00 19.60 28.00
3.15 4.20 1 1.20
4.20 5. SO 14.00 16.80 27.00 42.00
0,B Ikw, I320kc, MBS, Grant, Keating,
5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
7.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
INGHAM,
Whatcom, 22,100
3% radio, 21,724 radio homes.
1 8.00
affiliates,
average
8.00 12.25 l-time
18.00rate27.00 43.00
10.00 10.00 15.50 24.50 38.00 60.00
5, Ikw, Il70kc, MBS, Cooke 24.00 36.00
8.00 8.00 12.00 16.00
10.00 10.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
S,nlanIk 790kc, ABC, McGillvra, Keating
50.00
8.00 8.00 12.50 20.00 30.00 60.00
10.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 98.7%
, cRTON, Kitsap, 26,934 homes,
dio, 26,584 radio homes.
•A 3.47
non-affiliates,
average1 1. 22l-time18.95
rate 3 1.55
5.32 6.62
D,4.95250w,6.65I490kc 7.25 1 1.95 19.90 33. 10
4.95 6.65 7.25 1 1.95 19.90 33. 10
3, 2.00
Ikw-D,4.00I540kc 6.00 10.50 18.00 30.00
TRALIA, Lewis, 13,972 homes, 97.7% rap,
13,651
radio homes.
K, 5.50
Ikw, 5.50
1470kc,
Tracy 14.00
AAoore, 21.00
Keating35.00
8.40
7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
AX,
9,276 homes, 98.6% ra9,146 Whitman,
radio homes.
< 250w, I450kc
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 26.00 36.00
4.00 5.00 9.00 18.00 26.00 36.00
iNSBURG, Kittitas, 7,073 homes, 97.5%
dio, 6,896 radio homes.
J, 3.50
250w, 3.50
I240kc 7.00 15.00 20.00 40.00
3.50 3.50 7.00 15.00 20.00 40.00
■_:;RATA,
33 radio Grant,
homes. 7,147 homes, 97.0% radio,
E, 4.15
250w-D,5.40730kc 7.50 12.00 18.00 30.00
RETT, Snohomish, 36,969 homes, 98.0%
dio, 36,230 radio homes.
D, Ikw, I380kc, MBS, McGillvra, BMB
5.50 5.50 8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
7.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
.ND COULEE, Grant, 7,147 homes, 97.0%
- L dio, 6,933 radio homes.
R, 250w, I400kc
2.70 3.00 4.50 8.00 12.00
2.70 3.00 4.50 8.00 12.00
?: All rates one-time. Home and radio
<e figures
for Homes
each city
entire
ity.
Sources:
and include
Radio Homes
noted from 1950 Census of Housing. Perradio BMB. For complete explanation
!, foreword.

COWLITZ
Longvie
BROADCASTING^^ TELECASTING
JihtDKelso
MARKETBOOK MAP
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WASHINGTON

KELSO, Cowlitz, 15,994 homes, 98.0% radio,
15,674 radio homes.
KELS, 250w, I490kc
SB IM 5M 15M 30M 97.7%
134.00
Hr
D 5.00 5.00 10.00 13.50 20.50
20.50 34.00
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 13.50 homes,
KENNEWICK. Benton, 14,304
radio, 13,975 radio homes.
97.7% 37.50
DKWIE, 3.00lOOOw,4.056l0kc 8.15 13.75 21.25 radio,
N 4.80 6.50 12.50 20.00 33.00 57.50
KIRKLAND, King, 235,939 homes
98.0%
230,512 radio homes.
DKRKL, 3.250w-D,
IS 3.75 I050kc13.80 20.70 27.60 48.30
LONGVIEW, Cowlitz, 15,994 homes,
radio, 15,674 radio homes.
KWLK,
BMB 250w, I400kc, MBS, Grant, Conlan
D 5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
50.00
N 7.50 7.50 14.25 19.00 30.00 97.0%
KWLK-FM,
Chan.
280,
I03.9mc,
0.4lkw
{Does not sell time)
MOSES LAKE, Grant, 7,147 homes,
radio, 6,933 radio homes.
250w, 4.50
I450kc, 6.75
Cooke 12.00 18.00 30.00
DKSEM, 4.05
30.00
N
4.05 4.50 6.75 12.00 18.00 homes,
MOUNT VERNON,
Skagit, 13,896
98. 1 % radio, 13,632 radio homes.
500w, 4.75
I430kc, 7.00
Keating,12.00
Conlan18.00 30.00
DKBRC, 4.75
N
5.50 5.50 8.50 14.00 21.00 35.00
(Continued on page 188)
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CLASSIFICATION

INDICATORS

Population
2,378,963
% of U. S
1.6%
Homes
756,178
Percent Radio
97.8%
Radio Homes
739,542
Retail Sales
$2,276,114,000
Retail Trade Employes
104,760
Wholesale Sales Volume
$2,576,417,000
Wholesale
Trade
Employes
...
44,710
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing
Taxable Payrolls

'50
1,736,191
'50
1.31%
'50
521,777
'50
90.6%
'50
472,553
'50 2,206,766,000
'48
69,771
'48 767,700,000
'48
29,062

'40
'40
'40
'40
'40
'48
'39
'39
'39

155,835 '47

(1st Quarter)

$108,239,000 '47

Percent distribution
1.79% '49
1.45% '40
Per
Capitaof Income
1,469 '49
632 '40
Percent
national per capita $
income
110%
'49
110% '40
New Construction (Private)
. . $ 366,500,000 '50 49,600,000 '39
Residential
$ 225,500,000 '50 24,900,000 '39
Non-Residential
$ 57,800,000 '50 11,400,000 '39
Automobile Registration
924,220 '50
791,226 '48
Telephones
759,100 '50
474,600 '45
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
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Yakima, "Fruitbowl of the Nation", produces more apples, more pears, more
hops, and more mint than any other county of the U. S. A. A "superior" market, Yakima county ranks fifth in total gross
income derived from farm products.
}{( Retail sales exceed 129 million dollars annually and KIMA effectively and economically
delivers this third individual market in
Washington.

YAK

I MA

NOTE TO TIME BUYERS: Plenty people loo! In Yakima, (rhymes wilh mackinaw) most of the people listen most of the
day and night to KIM A-CBS. (C. E. Hooper Station Audience Index, December 1949).
'
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2*748
2,3j
3*357
WASHINGTON RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1,1
5*406
9*,027
3,9
18,0
8*
1948 ($00Pi
082
Employment Taxable
1950
1
01a
1
1
7ju
1
950
rolls
1st
Q
percentage
1
940
Mid-March
D «
cnrtn\
neiuii saies Farm1 * Income
1950
1940
1950
Radio
^ JuJU }
Rodio Homes
Radio Homes
Population
County
Population
10,1
1948
3*
6.209
10,C3
Adams
13*975561
2,050
547
1,507
6.568
2,013
4
Asotin
8,365
'
0
434
10,831
98.2
1
3,426
14,304
9,045
2^1741*652
464)398
308
14*433 73
9*442*
Benton
12,053
51,146
7*920*
39,105
148,1
Chelan
14,743
3*803*
l'
00
711
45)662
2
34,412
19,843
27)514
Clallam
21,848
36*917*
26,218
26,165
Clark
8,323
5,676
98^3
49,852
84,836
279
13!235
25^720
Columbia ....
97.1
5,376
20*750
3
4,818
249
1,618
5*3*216287
1,571
14,238
15
924*
Cowlitz
98.0
5,549
4,256
1)427
53,132
3*
15,994
15i674
73
10)329
9
14,370
10.788
51 470
98.4
Douglas
]
40,155
■
8,651
8
3,619
*
9
1
3625*
8
10607*
7*073
880
4,701
990
5)l68
Ferry
3*689
1
3*565*
95.3
2)202
4,086
l)295
6,307
18*830*
3*744*
Franklin ....
96.1
4,238
13,444
If
3
*
L359
Garfield
8
1
17*247
5
L295
3,191
3,383
1,548
24,225
98.4
2877*
Grant
3)503
3,916
14,668
7,147
16)807
986
4.1
17^799
53,250
Grays Harbor
Ml
6,933
2,437
60)732
53,166
10,987
Island
321
9*541
15,949
6,098
13)918
1,867
5*767
Jefferson
4.(
5^330
11,520
0
2,!
*
26*.584
1*852
2)092
1,375
726,464
97.7 9978*7 150,794
5,364
779)376
King
230,512
235*939
62)029
7)442
206,016
346
504*980
26,934
98.7
9
73,434
Kitsap
*
44,387
23)907
22,151
6,988
Kittitas
97.5 9977*1 12)731
61 044*
075*
20,230
13*651
13*972
6,896
c
Klickitat
96.7
11,927
87 46I*
139*
11,357
4)964
2,953
41,393
Lewis
2)618
11*361
43,594
10)278
3*157
43)764
14*907
10^939
11*603
Lincoln
1,587
9)l68
f
13)861
3,625
Mason
3,560
6,699
1 123*
21,332*
2,:
2,929
ll)726
4*633
96\6
1,030
Okanogan
24,546
29,029
18)966
5^606
2)967
9,877
Pacific
11,875*
3,768
16,411
4*796
15,928
5)368
78*310
6.298
14)556
Pend Oreille .
96.6 97*0
32.:t
2,611
3,501
221,850
6.122
4)l01
7,156
7,366
2,972
98.1
Pierce
275,802
2)l02*
182,081
13*896
79,827
1,572
37*650
13*632
2,522
San Juan
96*99 49)690
855
4)321
43*066
21
964*
45,474
1,075
6)056*
48',015
Skagit
3,192
9 261*
43)361
9.659
9977**0 44',715
65*806
L422
Skamania
67*355
2)047
97
354
1
,697
366
1,748
22,857*
36
969
36
230
98
0
24
388
7,019
Snohomish . . .
12 i
11L163
88,754
227,939
L464
l)l34
17 563
167
Spokane
164*652
22o'l49
96.6
18,488
Stevens
151,893*
258*
19,275
11,734
23',485*
6,265
6,052
Thurston
44,669
4,240
37,285
14,992
42,646
15,267
l)095*
10,324
Wahkiakum
3,816
4,286
98.2
1,165
15,762* 5*
$0
11.954
91,828
097 « add 1,1
97.7
Walla Walla . .
39,957
1,144
98.2
11,679
987**27 1,012
30,547
84
47,162
1,702
13,383*
22,100
98.3
Whatcom
66,316
60,355
9
7,319
16,660
66,433
2
*
7
21,724
Whitman
98.6
9
27,221
32.302
5,963
97.6 97*2 24,046
10,822
135,206
7.138
31,027
Yakima
99,019
129,393
41,113
9,276
16,859
42,124
9,146
Note: For sources see foreword.
Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm2,808
10,:
Income
97*.7 97°.9l7**11
21,957*
8*
63
9*
98 Management."
5.
83
20,418*
4,109*
1,553*833*
51,400*
93,233*
VANCOUVER, Clark, 26,165 homes, 98.3%
KISW 3.50
(FM), Chan.
260,
99.9mc,
2.lkw
KPQ,
5kw,
560kc, ABC, McGillvra, Keati
WASHINGTON
SB
1M
5M
15M
30W
15M 30M
1 Hr
ARBI, BMB
radio, 25,720 radio homes.
D 5kw,
7.50 12.50 18.00 30.00
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 61 t
SPOT RATE FINDER
3.50 950kc,
5.00 7.50 .12.50 18.00 30.00
N
D 10.00 12.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 61
KVAN, SBIkw, 9IOkc,
Keating,
O'Connel
1M
5M
15M
30M
1
Hr
KJR
N 12.00 15.00 20.00 35.00 50.00 8(
5.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
(Continued from page 11 V
D 18.00 25.00 ABC,
35.00 Avery-Knodel,
56.00 168.00
84.00BMB280.00
140.00 DN
6.25 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
'5
KWNW,
250w, I340kc, MBS
35.00
N
BMB
60.00
70.00
112.00
OLYMPIA, Thurston, 15,267 homes, 98.2%
KOL
D
2.75 2.90 5.00 9.00 15.00 I'050
I300kc, Forjoe & Co.,
radio, 14,992 radio homes.
WALLA
WALLA,
Walla
Walla,
11,954
homes,
ABC,
N
3.00 4.00 7.00 12.00 18.00 29
10.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 100.00
D , 10.00
60.00
KGY, 250w, I240kc, MBS, Grant Conlan
5kw, 18.00
97.7% radio, 11,679 radio homes.
'50
N 18.00
26.00 40.00 60.00 Petry,
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
YAKIMA,
Yakima, 42,124 homes, 97.6% raJ
2
AM
affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
D 5.25 5.25 10.50 14.00 21.00 35.00 KOMO
lOOOkc, NBC, Petry, Hooper,
D
6.25
9.00
11.10
14.20
28.80
48.00
41,113
radio
homes.
N 7.50 7.50 15.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D BMB25.00 50k*
12.00 MBS,
16.00 28.00 42.00 70.00 3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate45.33'
8.00 1420kc,
35.00 37.50 72.00 108.00 180.00 N
KUJ, 5kw,
OMAK, Okanogan, 9,877 homes, 96.6% radio
D
8.00 8.67 13.17 21.73 31.60 50'5'0
W. S. Grant, Keating,
216.00 360.00
N 60.00 70.00 75.00 144.00 I4.4kw,
9,541 radio homes.
N
10.17 10.83 17.67 29.00
!,■50
Chan. 225, 98.9mc,
BMB
KOMW,
Ikw-D,
680kc,
Keating,
8MB
KOMO-FM
D 7.50 9.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
Bonus all broadcasting hours.
D
6.00 9.60 24.00 42.00 66.00 KRSC,
KIT,
Skw-D,
Ikw-N,
I280kc,
NBC
28.80
'
48 '4
Ikw,
48.00
N 10.00 12.00 20.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
McGillvra,
PASCO, Franklin, 4,238 homes, 96.1% radio,
I I50kc, 20.00
Tracy-Moore
D ing, 9.00
9.00 Hollingbery
12.00 19.20 48.00 3,'
32.00
80.00 KWWB, 250 v, I490kc, ABC, Moore
D 10.00 12.00
4.073 radio homes.
36.00
100.00
N
12.00
12.00
20.00
32.00
N 12.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
D 5.00
7.20 14.40 21.60 60.00
KPKW, 250w, I340kc, ABC, Keating, Griffith
HooperIkw-D, 500w-N, I460kc, CBS '48
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 17.50 28.50 47.50
N 6.00
12.00 24.00 36.00
KIMA,
30.00
24.00
40.00
N
6.75 8.00 13.00 21.00 33.00 54.00 DKTW, Ikw, 1250kc, ST-KWSC
40.00
16.00
24.00
NKVI, 5kw,
Hollingbery,
PORT ANGELES, Clallan, 8,323 homes, 97.1%
WENATCHEE, Chelan, 14,743 homes, 97.9%
D
8.00 10.00 12.50 20.00
570kc, MBS, Don Lee,
radio, 8,082 radio homes.
25.00
radio, 14,433 radio homes.
N
9.00 11.00 15.00
40.00
KONP, 250kc, Keating, Conlan
100.00 2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
23.00 40.00 120.00
60.00 97.7%
20.00 46.00
D
3.00 4.00 5.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 D BMB 12.50 40.00
KYAK, 250w, I400kc, MBS, Grant
200.00
D
6.37 7.45 10.00 17.00 27.50 39.37 D
N
4.00 5.00 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00 N 25.00
80.00
7.00
7.00
15.00
26.00
36.00 61
KXA, Ikw, 770kc
PULLMAN, Whitman, 9,276 homes, 98.6% ra- D
7.50 9.50 13.50 23.50 34.00 52.50
N
9.50 9.50 18.00 30.00 48.00 7! '4
7.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 40.00 75.00 N
dio, 9,146 radio homes.
'49
SPOKANE, Spokane, 67,355 homes,
'49
DKBKH, 2.40Ikw-D,3.60Il50kc8.00 16.00 20.00 35.00
radio, 65,806 radio homes.
WEST
VIRGINIA
90.00
affiliates,
RAYMOND,
Pacific,
6,298 homes, 97.2% ra- 5D AM 12.00
52.30 173.00
14.50 average
20.10 l-time
34.50 rate100.60
dio, 6,122 radio
homes.
'49
1.3%
I5l0kc, 39.00 67.00
23.60 28.00
KAPA, 250w, I340kc
9.00 15.00 25.00 N
ABC, Petry 72.00 120.00
D
4.00 5.00 10.00
'4
KGA
50kw
17.50
MARKET INDICATORS FOR WEST VIRGINIA
97.7%
18.00 radio,
25.00 48.00
30.00 D 12.50
N
5.00 6.00
1.45% '4
N 25.00 35.00 50.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
8
RENTON, King, 235,939 homes,
CLASSIFICATION
92% YR.
FIGURES
75.1% '50
230,512 radio homes.
120.00
FIGURES
NBC,
Katz,
BMB
KHQ,
5kw,
590kc
KXRN, 250w, 7.20
I230kc 12.00 24.00 38.40 72.00 D
Population
18.50 22.00 30.00 48.00 72.00 240.00
'50
D
2,005,552
N 37.00 44.00 60.00 96.00 144.00
1,901,974
% of U. S
RICHLAND,
Benton,
14,304
homes,
97.7%
raKNEW,
5kw,
790kc,
MBS,
Hollingbery,
Hooper
dio, 13,975 radio homes.
D
12.50 18.00 34.00 50.00 170.00
85.00 Homes
505,275
KALE, Ikw-D, 5.50
900kc, 12.50
LBS, Moore
D
19.00 27.50 47.50 N 25.00 36.00 68.00 100.00 40.00 Percent Radio
'47. 434,388 1%
KREM, Ikw, 970kc, Borrometer, ARBI
KALE-FM, Chan. 280, I03.9mc
Radio
Homes
D
5.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 24.00
(CP)
464,853
SEATTLE, King, 235,939 homes, 97.7% radio, N 10.00 10.00 18.00 32.00 48.00 80.00 Retail Sales
326,347
230,512 radio, homes.
$1,224,456,000
KSPO, 4.00
250w, 6.00
I230kc, 10.00
LBS 15.00 25.00 40.00 Retail Trade Employes
1,281,291,000
D
4DAM 21.37
affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
45.00
30.25 36.37 60.75 91.12 151.87
6.00 8.00 14.00 20.00 30.00 97.6% Wholesale Sales Volume
67,598
N 46.25 62.00 70.75 121.50 182.25 303.75 N
284,200,000
KXLY,
Skw, 920kc,
CBS,
Walker
44,942
$2,658,504,000
5D AM 10.50
non-affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
42.50
85.00
Wholesale
Trade
Employes
....
D
12.50
12.50
17.50
27.50
13.62 20.25 31.40 47.60 81.00
17,008
N 15.17 18.50 27.00 39.00 58.50 97.50 N 25.00 25.00 35.00 55.00 85.00 170.00 Manufacturing Employment
11,620
Hooper,90.00Ward150.00 SUNNYSIDE, Yakima, 42,124 homes
(Mid-March)
DKING,15.0050kw,22.50
22.50I090kc,30.00Blair,60.00
.98%
radio, 41,113 radio homes.
131,058
69%
Blair, KREW,
N 15.00
30.00 60.00 90.00
I5kw, 150.00
250w, I230kc, 6.00
Forjoe 8.00 15.00 25.00 Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
75%
D
4.00
KING-FM, Chan. 251, 98.lmc
(1st
Quarter)
N
4.00 6.00 8.00 15.00 25.00
KING-TV, Chan. 5, 9.79kw-aur.; I8.9kw-vis.; TACOMA, Pierce, 79,827 homes, 98.1% radio, Income
$79,063,000
Percent distribution
760,000,000
$1,928,000,000
NBC, 65.00
DuMont,100.00
Blair-TV
78,310 radio homes.
D ABC,20.00CBS,50.00
150.00 250.00
non-affiliates,
average
l-time
rate
N 35.00 100.00 125.00 200.00 300.00 500.00 2D AM 7.35
Per
Capita
Income
7.35 14.70 24.00 36.00 60.00
KIRO, 50kw, 7IOkc, CBS, Free & Peters
of national per capita $
998
D 30.00 41.00 50.00 75.00 112.50 187.50 N 11.00 11.00 22.00 37.50 55.00 95.00 Percent
398
income .
N 65.00 78.00 92.00 150.00 225.00 375.00 KMO, 5kw, I360kc, McGillvra, Scott, Keating,
New
Construction
(Private)
.
.
.
KIRO-FM, Ch. 264, I00.7mc, 5.7kw, Free & D Hooper,
Conlan
7.20 7.20 14.40 24.00 36.00 60.00
Residential
Peters, Bonus
$ 112,700,000
40,800,000
N 12.00 12.00 24.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
Non-Residential
18,800,000
$
38,600,000
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio KTBI, lkw-D, 810kc, IMS, LBS, Gene Grant
Registration
$ 34,400,000
850kc) 7.50 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00 Automobile
482,275
home figures for each city include entire D (CP 7.50
8,400,000
357,300
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes N 10.00 10.00 20.00 35.00 50.00 90.00 Telephones
406,147
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Per211,900
KTNT(FM), Chan. 247, 97.3mc, lOkw
cent radio BMB. For complete explanation
Note:
1950
Retail
Sales,
copyright
1951
"Sales
Management."
Further
reproduct
unlicensed.
For
other
sources
see
foreword.
see foreword.
(See Transit Radio FM, listing for rates)
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ELKINS, Randolph, 7,357 homes, 91.1% radio,
6,702 radio homes.
WDNE, 250w, I240kc, MBS,15MKeller, BMB
SB
1M
5M
1 Hr
30M 42.50
8.50 24.00
D
4.55
17.00 25.50
12.00
5.45
N
36.00 50.00
6.40 7.70

VIRGINIA

SPOT RATE FINDER
BECKLEY, Raleigh, 22,352 homes, 93.4% radio, 20,877 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 6.50 6.50 11.50 23.00 34.50 57.50
N
8.50 8.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WCFC,
250w-D,(Bonus730kc,with LBS,
KBS, National
Time Sales
FM station)
WCFC-FM, Chan. 267, I0l.3mc, 35kw
D
6.00 12.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
N
6.00 12.00 21.00 36.00 60.00
WJLS,
BMB, Ikw-D,
Conlan 500w-N, 560kc, CBS, Weed,
D
9.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WWNR, Ikw-D, 500w-N, 620kc, MBS, Walker
D 4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
BLUEFIELD,
Mercer,homes.
18,256 homes, 92.7% radio, 16,923 radio
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
5.25 5.75 11.50 23.00 34.50 57.50
N
7.25 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WHIS, 5kw, I440kc, NBC, Katz
D
7.50 7.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 10.00 10.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100.00
WKOY, 250w, I240kc, MBS
D 3.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
4.50 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
CHARLESTOWN,
Kanawha, 61,510 homes,
93.6% radio, 57,573 radio homes.
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D 10.13 10.32 15.80 33.35 49.40 77.00
N
12.96 13.21 23.70 46.90 70.98 117.88
WCAW, 250w, I400kc, McGillvra
N
3.75 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
D
3.75 5.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
WCHS,
BMB 5kw, 580kc, CBS, Branham, Hooper,
D 14.52 14.52 24.20 48.40 72.60 108.90
N 19.36 19.36 36.30 72.60 108.90 181.50
WGKV, 250w, I490kc, NBC, Meeker, Hooper
D 8.00 8.00 12.00 30.00 40.00 60.00
N 11.50 11.50 21.50 40.00 60.00 100.00

FAIRMONT, Marion, 19,559 homes, 94.1%
radio, 18,405 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
6.75 7.50 14.50 27.00 42.00 67.50
N 10.50 12.00 22.50 42.50 67.50 110.00
WMMN, 5kw, 920kc, CBS, Katz, BMB
D
9.00 9.00 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
WWW, 250w, I490kc, MBS, Conlan, ABC
D
4.50 6.00 11.00 18.00 30.00 45.00
N
6.00 9.00 15.00 25.00 45.00 70.00
WJPB(FM), Chan. 222, 92.3mc, lOkw, Bonus
HUNTINGTON, Cabell, 26,690 homes, 92.4%
radio, 24,662 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
7.00 7.50 14.49 24.75 40.88 68.12
N
10.45 11.25 23.81 44.75 65.40 1 1 1.87
WHTN, Ikw-D, 800kc, Conlan
D
5.00 7.00 12.00 18.00

30.00 50.00

WHTN-FM, Chan. 263, 100. 5mc, 53kw, Bonus
WPLH, 250w, I450kc, MBS, Conlan, BMB
D
4.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.40 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WPLH-FM,
Chan. 273, I02.4mc, 4lkw, Walker,
Bonus
WSAZ, 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 930kc, ABC, Branham,
BMB, Hooper
D
10.00 10.00 18.98 34.50 51.75 86.25
N 14.50 14.50 31.63 . 57.50 82.80 143.75
WSAZ-TV, Chan. 5, 9.6kw-aur.,
CBS, NBC, DuMont, Hooper,
D 45.00 45.00 56.00 90.00
N 60.00 60.00 75.00 120.00

I2kw-vis„ ABC,
Katz
135.00 225.00
180.00 300.00

LOGAN, Logan, 16,638 homes, 91.3% radio
15,190 radio homes.
WLOG, 250w, I230kc
D
6.00 6.00 9.60
N
6.00 6.00 9.60
WLOG-FM, Chan. 277, I03.3mc, Ikw, Bonus
WVOW,
5kw-D, Ikw-N, I290kc, (CP)
(No rates available)

MOOREFIELD. Hardy, 2,493 homes, 86.1% ra2,146 radio790kc,
homes.(CP)
WEGG,dio, Ikw-D,
(No rates available)
MORGANTOWN, Monongalia, 15,362 homes,
93.2% radio, 14,317 radio homes.
WAJR, 250w, I230kc, MBS, Crossley
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 5.35 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
6.50 9.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 60.00
WAJR-FM, Chan. 257, 99.3mc, Ikw, Bonus
MOUNDSVILLE. Marshall, 9,979 homes, 93.0%
radio, 9,280 radio homes.
WMOD, Ikw-D, I470kc
D
4.50 6.00 10.50 15.00 30.00 45.00
OAK HILL. Fayette, 19,558 homes, 93.1% radio, 18,208 radio homes.
WOAY, 5kw-D, 860kc, BMB
D
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WOAY-FM, Chan. 231, 94.lmc, 20kw, Bonus
(60% of AM rates after AM sign-off)
PARKERSBURG. Wood, 19,114 homes, 94.6%
radio, 18,082 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WCOM, 250w, I230kc, ABC, McGillvra
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N
7.00 8,00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WPAR, 250w, I450kc, CBS, Branham
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 45.00
N
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WPAR-FM, Chan. 293, I06.5mc, 9kw, Branham,
Bonus
PINEVILLE, Wyoming, 8,400 homes, 90.6%
radio, 7,610 radio homes.
WWYO, Ikw-D, 970kc
D
6.00 8.00 12.00 24.00 36.00

WEIRTON. Hancock, 9,746 homes, 97.7%
dio, 8,545 radio homes.
WEIR, Ikw, I430kc, Walker
30M 1
SB 1M 5M 15M 42.00 7C
60.00
lot
D 4.90 7.00 14.00 28.00
N
7.00 10.00 20.00 40.00
WELCH, McDowell, 21,242 homes, 92.9%
dio, 19,734 radio homes.
WBRW, 250w, I340kc, MBS, BMB
D
3.00 3.75 7.50 18.00 27.00 41
N
4.50 6.00 12.75 28.50 42.75 6
V/ELC, Ikw-D, M50kc, McGillvra
D
3.44 4.69 9.38 15.63 30.00 4
WESTON, Lewis, 5,228 homes, 91.2% ra
4,768 radio homes.
WHAW, 250w, I450kc, KBS, Cooke
D
3.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 4
N
4.50 15.00 25.00 35.00 5

WHEELING, Ohio, 20,508 homes, 96.3% ra
19,749 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D 16.50 17.50 30.00 48.00 78.00 13
N 30.00 31.25 57.00 92.00 150.00 25
WHLL, 5kw-D, I600kc
D
4.95 7.00 10.60 17.70 31.75 S|
WKWK, 250w, I400kc, ABC, Weed, BMB
D
8.00 10.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 (
N 10.00 12.50 24.00 40.00 60.00 IC
WKWK-FM, Chan. 247, 97.3mc, I6kw, Bon
WWVA, 50kw, H70kc, CBS, Petry, BMB
D 25.00 25.00 45.00 72.00 120.00 2(
N 50.00 50.00 90.00 144.00 240.00 4(
Bonus
WWVA-FM,
Chan. 254, 98.7mc, 30kw, P
WILLIAMSON, Mingo, 10,457 homes, 8
radoi, 9,171 radio homes.
WBTH, 250w, I400kc, MBS, BMB 36.00
D
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00
N
5.00 5.00 12.00 24.00 36.00
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WGKV-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 5kw, Bonus
WKNA,
BMB 5kw-D, Ikw-N, 950kc, ABC, Weed,
D
9.00 9.75 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 12.00 13.00 25.00 50.00 75.00 125.00
WKNA-FM,
Bonus
WTIP, 250w,
D
9.00
N
9.00

Chan. 248, 97.5mc, 3kw, Weed,
I240kc, MBS, Forjoe, Hooper
9.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 65.00
9.00 12.00 25.00 40.00 65.00

CLARKSBURG, Harrison, 23,061 homes,
radio, 21,539 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
3.47 3.97 6.95 13.90 20.85
N
5.12 5.62 10.75 21.50 32.25
WBLK, 250w, I400kc, NBC, Branham
D
5.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00
N
7.00 8.00 15.00 30.00 45.00

93.4%
32.25
53.75
45.00
75.00

MAP© BY1951.WAITER
P. BURN, MIODiEBURY.
Broadcasting
Publications,VERMONT
Inc.

WHAR, 250w, I340kc, MBS, ABC
D
1.95 1.95 3.90 7.80 11.70 19.50
N
3.25 3.25 6.50 13.00 19.50 32.50
WPDX, Ikw-D, 750kc
D
6.00 7.50 12.00 25.00 45.00 75.00
WPDX-FM, Chan. 236, 95.lmc, 2kw
(Rates upon request)
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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MARTINSBURG, Berkeley, 8,342 homes, 93.1%
radio, 7,766 radio homes.
WEPM, 250w, I340kc, McGillvra, BMB
D
4.50 6.00 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
N 6.00 9.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
WEPM-FM, Gillvra,Chan.
Bonus 232, 94.3mc, 0.66kw, McMONTGOMERY, Fayette, 19,558 homes, 93.1%
radio, 18,208 radio homes.
WMON, 250w, I340kc, MBS, Conlan
D
5.00 6.00 8.00 15.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 7.50 10.00 20.00 35.00 60.00

• Marketbook

PRINCETON, Mercer, 18,256 homes, 92.7%
radio, 16,923 radio homes.
WLOH,4.55250w,5.20I490kc,10.00LBS 20.00 30.00
8.00 16.00 24.00 50.00
4.00
40.00
3.50
RONCEVERTE,
Greenbrier, 9,598 homes,
90.7% radio, 8,705 radio homes.
WRON, 250w, I400kc, MBS, McGillvra, BMB
D
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
6.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00

get more facts on th<
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People make a market, and here— in this steel and
coal belt of the nation— are more than six million of
them. They are industrious, prosperous people who
spend nearly Four Billion Dollars annually in retail
stores in Eastern Ohio, Western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia and Virginia.
They are people who welcome the top-flight local
and CBS programming of WWVA into their homes.

50,000
National
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They prove it by their capacity attendance at personal appearances of WWVA artists; they prove it
with two jam-packed audiences at the World's
Original WWVA Radio Jamboree every Saturday
night.
Yes, people make a market— and in this great fourstate area they make a potent, powerful, profitable
market for alert advertisers. Reach it now with
one station, one cost, one billing— with WWVA.

-CBS-
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1950
1940
County
Population
Population
Barbour
19,745 19,869
Berkeley
30,359 29,016
Boone
33,173 28,556
Braxton
18,082 21,658
Brooke
26,904 25,513
Cabell
108,035 97,459
Calhoun
10,259 12,455
Clay
14,961 15,206
Doddridge
9,026 10,923
Fayette
82,443 80,628
Gilmer
9,746 12,046
Grant
8,756 8,805
Greenbrier
39,295 38,520
Hampshire
12,577 12,974
Hancock
34,388 31,572
Hardy
10,032 10,813
Harrison
85,296 82,911
Jackson
15,299 16,598
Jefferson
17,184 16,762
Kanawha
239,629 195,619
Lewis
21,074 22,271
Lincoln
22,466 22,886
Logan
77,391 67,768
McDowell
98,887 94,354
Marion
71,521 68,683
Marshall
36,893 40,189
Mason
23,537 22,270
Mercer
75,013 68,289
Mineral
22,333 22,215
Mingo
47,409 40,802
Monongalia
60,797 51,253
Monroe
13,123 13,577
Morgan
8,276 8,743
Nicholas
27,696 24,070
Ohio
71,672 73,115
Pendleton
9,313 10,884
Pleasants
6,369 6,692
Pocahontas
12,480 13,906
Preston
31,399 30,416
Putnam
21,021 19,511
Raleigh
96,273 86,687
Randolph
30,558 30,259
Ritchie
12,535 15,389
Roane
18,408 20,787
Summers
19,183 20,409
Taylor
18,422 19,919
Tucker
10,600 13,173
Tyler
10,535 12,559
Upshur
19,242 18,360
Wayne
38.696 35,566
Webster
17,888 22,342
18,080
'
Witzel
20,154
Wirt
5,119 6,475
Wood
66.540 62,399
Wyoming
37,540 29,774
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked

WSAZ
COVERS
WEST

28 Counties

RADIO

BY COUNTIES
Taxable Fa
(*$000)
Total
1950
Employment
Mid-March
1948
rolls
Retail1950Sales Farm Income
4,93
1950
1950 Percentage 1940
1948 1st
($001
Homes Radio Homas
Radio
Radio Homes
1.1
4.3
($000)
5,187 4,611 88.9
3,044
17,2
3,2
6,978
8,342 7,761, 93.1
6,072
19,307
6,087
2,112
7,353 6,632 90.2
3,930
15,777
648
4,530 3,805 84.0
2,256
2
254
7,063
12,085
6,790 6,512 95.9
5,367
15,1
6,609
104,030
26,690 24,662 92.4
20,179
30,080
5,319
2,535 2,172 85.7
1,429
4.;
1,343
3,377 2,860 84.7
1,467
3,479
1,912
334
2,602 2,300 88.4
1,587
20,575
2,878
1,3
19,558 18,208 93.1
13,556
2,015*
361
2,453 2,110 86.0
1,447
50,362
14,71
7,174*
567
2,076 2,037 98.1
1,225
2,246
9,598 8,705 90.7
5,944
22,432
1,933*
3,237 2,884 89.1
1,850
4,395
16,1
5,138
8,746 8,545 97.7
6,827
20,364
6,710
17,882
758
2,493 2,146 86.1
1,320
147*
2,
3,921
564
23,061 21,539 93.4
16,217
1,137* 425*
26,471
879
4,079 3,643 89.3
2,502
71,489
6,048
4,541 4,205 92.6
3,006
201,861
5*
50
9*
is,:
12
46,(
1,301*
61,510 57,573 93.6
37,521
4,
1,923
9,322
5,228 4,768 91.2
3,664
65,842
2,694
3*
4,967 4,073 82.0
1,983
48,555
84
0,(
2
4*
6*
9,364
50
41
21,085
4,505,9* 833*
16,638 15,190 91.3
9,886
28,253
5,392
1,113
21,242 19,734 92.9
14,838
47,678
19,559 18,405 94.1
13,990
8,494*
56,911
4,1
20,322
9,979 9,280 93.0
7,524
2,703,4*985*
14,313
9,;
5,911 5,113 86.5
2,993
2,115
18,256 16,923 92.7
12,231
2,306,6*508*654*
50,503
7,642
15,054
7,032
5,934 5,507 92.8
4,269
10,457 9,171 87.7
5,343
31,297
1,826
1,(
14,659
1,232,4*314*
8,878
41,287
15,362 14,317 93.2
10,328
331
3,332 2,972 89.2
1,934
2,:
8,548
2,706
1,343
2,343 2,188 93.4
1,554
1.!(
5,i
3,721
3*
6,335 5,461 86.2
2,884
640*
1,
10,399
27,529
20,508 19,749 96.3
17,288
2,74 5*
92,064
390
2,174 1,898 87.3
1,315
3,15 416*
9/
2,411
1,757 1,660 94.5
1,317
1,025
1,771,8*743* 9*
3,046
3,146 2,772 88.1
1,828
16.:
1,'fi
20
11,984
8,007 7,198 89.9
4,685
1,8
2*
1,003
4.457
l
2,078*
3,944
5,241 4,649 88.7
2,660
3,990
635*
2,06
2,999>
22,352 20,877 93.4
14.512
57,038
2,
18,992
2,267
7,357 6,702 91.1
4,875
14,907
995
9*
3,736 3,347 89.6
2,477
63
1, 1,052*
4,285
2,:
4,643
4,583 3,964 86.5
2,471
5,778
4,077* 480*
7,898
5,040 4,440 88.1
2,886
1,206
4,939 4,539 91.9
3,569
1,157
2,803 2,562 91.4
2,079
2,473
4,210
7,958
21,,660952**
3,171 2,854 90.0
2,247
1,186
5,059 4,467 88.3
2,815
1,482*
3,788
6,807
9,458 8,228 87.0
4,509
7,964
1*
762
1,416
73
6,435
1,
4,023 5,004
3,520 87.5
2.223
5*
5,604
89.3
3,515
9
4
3*
1,991
l,:
22
2,
6*
54
952
1,
136
2,472
1,503 1,288 85.7
803
10,:
48,628
3,300
19,114 18,082 94.6
13,946
4*
9,521
19,009
45
15.765
1,
8,400 7,610 90.6
4,161
1,223*955*
5,650
Further
reproduction
unlicensed.
Farm Income* add S
with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.'
1,812*
1:
1,435* 9*
63
5*
3,!
1,122*84
2,579*
WSAZ-TV 420*

in

VIRGINIA— KENTUCKY— OHIO

MARKET

DATA

Delivers

HUNTINGTON
$601

BMB

Study

No.

EXCLUSIVE

Million

Retail

Coverage
4483*58*

of the

CHARLESTON
Sales

Market

2

• 92,950 families day
• 73,900

fa milies night

• $454 million Retail Sales
• 5000 Day, 1000 Night
• 930 KC
TELL MORE

Huntington

ABC

#
SELL MORE
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• Ashland
Tri-State Market
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BRANHAM CO.
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WISCONSIN

BROADCASTINr^^-mECASTlNO
MARKETBOOK MAP

Scat, of ML

SPOT RATE FINDER
lilTIGO, Langlade, 6,661 homes, 97.2% raJio, 6,474 radio homes.
lUK,SB 250w-D,
1M 900kc5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
3.25 5.50 12.00 20.00 35.00
IPLETON, Outagamie, 21,001 homes, 98.2%
adio, 20,623 radio homes.
HBY, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, McKinney
5.75 5.75 13.00 22.00 35.00 60.00
8.75 8.75 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
HLAND, Ashland, 5,781 homes, 95.8% radio, 5,538 radio homes.
|\TW, 250w, 1400kc, MBS, Walker, O'Con3.00 4.50 9.00 18.00 27.00 45.00
4.50 6.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
AVER DAM, Dodge, 15,481 homes, 97.9%
adio, 15,156 radio homes.
1EV,6.00lkw-D,5.00 1430kc
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
lOM, Rock, 28,503 homes, 98.1% radio,
27,961 radio homes.
-4EL,6.00lkw-D,6.001380kc10.00 20.00 36.00 60.00
3EZ, lOOw, 1490kc, MBS, Rambeau
6.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
6.00 6.00 15.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
U CLAIRE, Eau Claire, 14,904 homes,
97.1% radio, 14,472 radio homes.
AM 4.02
affiliates,
rate 49.00
4.02average
7.67 1-time
13.82 27.12
7.12 7.12 12.37 26.25 50.00 90.00
, ;»IZ, 250w, 1400kc, MBS
1 2.80
9.65 30.00
19.25 33.00
4.25 2.80
4.25 5.35
8.25 17.50
60.00
6AU,
5kw,
790kc,
NBC,
Ra-Tel,
Bulmer 8.
lohnson
5.25 5.25 10.00 18.00 35.00 65.00
i 10.00 10.00 16.50 35.00 70.00 120.00
:AU-FM, Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 60kw, Ra-Tel,
'3ulmer
5.25 & Johnson
5.25 10.00 18.00 35.00 65.00
10.00 10.00 16.50 35.00 70.00 120.00
•JFW, lkw-D, 1050kc, Forioe
' 4.90
3.50
7.50 18.45
13.55 37.10
26.95 63.00
46.25
10.35
(Continued on page
l
1 »te: All rates one-time. Home and radio
1 Jime figures for each city include entire
jnty. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
I) ( imated from 1950 Census of Housing. Peri f»t: foreword,
radio BMB. For complete explanation
lit

Broadcasting
MAP^ © BY1951.WAITER
P. BURN, MJMKDUMY,
PubficaUons,VERMONT
Inc.
ISC O N S I N
50- 71
35
ID Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Station!
<D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations

•
MEMBERS

AM

PLUS

AMERICAN

WISCONSIN

FM

•

25

YEARS

BROADCASTING

NETWORK

OF

SERVICE

IN

RACINE

by the Walker

Company

COMPANY

• Represented

I
ROADCASTING

•

Telecasting
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WISCONSIN
SPOT RATE FINDER
(Continued from page 193)
FOND DU LAC, Fond Du Lac, 18,826 homes,
97.9% radio, 18,431 radio homes.
KFIZ, 250w, 1450kc, MBS, Conlan
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.00
GREEN BAY, Brown, 25,533 homes, 97.9%
radio, 24,997 radio homes.
2 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D
8.00 10.00 17.96 31.60 51.00 85.00
N 11.00 14.75 23.12 41.20 66.00 110.00
WBAY, 5kw, 1360kc, CBS
D 10.00 12.00 25.92 43.20 72.00 120.00
N 13.00 17.50 30.24 50.40 84.00 140.00
WDUZ, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Pearson
D 6.00 8.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
9.00 12.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
WJPG, lkw, 1440kc, Devney
D
5.00 4.25 12.50 27.50 40.00 50.00
N 5.00 5.00 15.00 35.00 45.00 60.00
ney
WJPG-FM,
Chan. 266, 101. Imc, 14.4kw, DevN
5.00 10.00 15.00 25.00

HARTFORD,
Washington,
10,199 homes,
98.0% radio, 9,995 radio homes.
WTKM, SB500w-D,
1M 1540kc
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
1.75 4.25 9.25 15.00 35.00 50.00
JANESVILLE, Rock, 28,503 homes, 98.1% radio, 27,961 radio homes.
WCLO, 250w, 1230kc, MBS, Rambeau
D
5.60 5.60 14.00 22.40 33.60 56.00
N 7.00 7.00 17.50 28.00 42.00 70.00
WCLO-FM, Chan. 260, 99.9mc, 15kw, Rambeau, Bonus
KENOSHA, Kenosha, 23,672 homes, 99.0%
radio, 23,435 radio homes.
WLIP, 250w-D, 1050kc, McKinney
D
8.75 8.75 10.00 19.00 30.00 50.00
LA CROSSE, La Crosse, 18,277 homes, 98.0%
radio, 17,911 radio homes.
3D AM 5.08
affiliates,
6.82 average
9.00 1-time
18.00 rate
27.00 45.00
N
8.22 10.73 18.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
WKBH, 5 kw, 1410kc, NBC, Taylor, Conlan
D
5.60 7.50 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N
9.00 1 2.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 1 00.00
WKTY, lkw, 580kc, ABC, Weed, Conlan
D
4.70 6.35 8.50 17.00 25.50 42.50
N 7.65 10.20 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
WLCX, 250w, 1490kc, MBS
D
4.95 6.60 8.50 17.00 25.50 42.50
N
8.00 10.00 17.00 34.00 51.00 85.00
LADYSMITH, Rusk, 5,010 homes, 95.2% radio, 4,770 radio homes.
WLDY, 250w, 1340kc, Clark, Lawson & Co.
D
3.60 3.60 5.20 11.20 16.80 38.00
N
4.50 4.50 6.50 14.00 21.00 35.00

WISCONSIN

S

MADISON, Dane, 45,099 homes, 98.7% radio, 44,513 radio homes.
3 AM SBaffiliates,
1M average
5M 1-time
15M rate
30M 1 Hr
D
7.58 7.58 14.67 26.25 46.00 77.50
N 12.83 12.83 25.00 45.00 80.00 133.33
WFOW (FM), Chan. 285, 104.9mc, 930w
D
.85 1.00 2.00 4.50 8.00 15.00
N
1.25 1.75 3.00 5.50 12.00 20.00
WIBA,
1310kc,
Hooper,5kw,Conlan,
BMB NBC, Avery-Knodel,
D
9.00 9.00 18.00 31.50 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 52.50 90.00 150.00
WIBA-FM,
Chan. 268, 101. 5mc, 45kw, AveryKnodel, Bonus
WISC,
lkw, 4.75
1480kc, 8.00
ABC &17.25
MBS, 30.00
Ra-Tel 52.50
D
4.75
N
8.50 8.50 15.00 32.50 60.00 100.00
WISC-FM,
Bonus Chan. 251, 98.1 mc, 1 kw, Ra-Tel,
WKOW, lOkw-D, 5kw-N, 1070kc, CBS, HeadD ley-Reed
9.00 9.00 18.00 30.00 54.00 90.00
N 15.00 15.00 30.00 50.00 90.00 150.00
MANITOWOC,
Manitowoc, 18,295 homes,
98.4% radio, 18,002 radio homes.
Conlan
DWOMT,5.50250w,6.501240kc,
11.00MBS,18.50Ra-Tel,
31.00
52.00
N
6.50 7.50 15.00 26.00 43.00 72.00
WWOC, 500w-D, 980kc
(No rates available)
MARINETTE, Marinette, 11,220 homes, 96.6%
radio, 10,839 radio homes.
WMAM,
570kc, NBC,
D 6.00250w-D,
6.00 lOOw-N,
13.00 22.00
35.00Meeker
60.00
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00

3rd

MARKET

MARSHFIELD, Wood, 13,231 homes, 97.0° I
radio, 12,834 radio homes.
WDLB, 250w, 1450kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 H 1
D 3.60 6.00 9.00 17.00 25.00 42 C
N
4.20 7.00 14.00 28.00 42.00 70.C
WDLB-FM, Chan. 280, 103.9me, 250w, Bom

MEDFORD, Taylor, 5,023 homes, 94.2% radi,
4,732 radio homes.
WIGM, 250w, 1490kc, MBS, Continental
D
1.50 4.25 6.00 10.50 18.50 28.;
N
1.50 4.25 6.00 1 0.50 1 8.50 28.;
MENOMONIE, Dunn, 7,549 homes, 96.3% r,
dio, 7,270 radio homes.
WMNE, 1360kc, 500w-D, Power-Johns
D
2.00 2.50 5.00 9.00 15.00 24.1 |
MERRILL, Lincoln, 6,877 homes, 95.1% radi
6,540 radio homes.
WLIN, Ikw-D, 730kc
D 4.50 4.50 7.50 15.00 35.00 50.1
N 6.00 6.00 12.50 25.00 40.00 70.1
WLIN-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc, 9.7kw, Bon
MILWAUKEE,
Milwaukee, 236,655 hom(
98.1% radio, 233,578 radio homes.
3 AM affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 25.83 32.83 43.12 69.33 106.39 195.
N 45.70 58.50 70.00 125.33 190.50 313.
4 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
D 10.43 10.12 16.25 32.50 52.50 83.
N 12.12 12.33 21.67 41.67 70.00 100.
WEMP, 250w, 1340kc, Headley-Reed, Hoop
D
10.80 12.00 15.00 30.00 60.
N
13.50 15.00 25.00 45.00 90.
Reed, Bonus
WEMP-FM,
Chan. 231, 94.1mc, 35kw, Headle '
WFOX, 250w-D, 860kc, Ra-Tel
D
8.00 16.00 32.00
N
10.00 20.00 40.00
WISN, 5kw, 1150kc, CBS, Katz
D 31.00 31.00 56.25 75.00
N 46.50 46.50 90.00 120.00
Bonus
WISN-FM,
Chan. 275, 12.9mc,

NOW

/IP
^^^^^^

Exceptional
Because

Buys

in New

We've Added

Availabilities

Nighttime Hours!

Unique Program Policy Hasn't Changed
It Has Merely Expanded
The Station That Tunes in The Listeners
More Reason

THE RADIO SERVICE
OF THE
Green Bay Press Gazette
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to Listen — More Often

48.00 80.;
60.00 100.
117.18 187.1
187.50 300.
3kw, Ko

WMAW, 5kw, 1250kc, ABC, Boiling
D 15.00 15.00 30.00 45.00 70.00 100
N 30.00 30.00 50.00 80.00 120.00 200
WMIL, Ikw-D, 1290kc, Forjoe, Hooper
D 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100
WOKY, lkw, 920kc, Weed
D 8.50 8.50 14.00 28.00 42.00 70
N 12.00 12.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 100
WTMJ, 5k w, 620kc, NBC, Petry
D 31.50 52.50 88.00 132.00 220
N 60.60 99.00 176.00 264.00 440
WTMJ-FM, Chan. 227, 93.3mc, 50kw
WTMJ-TV, Chan. 3, 10.2kw-aur.; 16.11 |
vis., ABC, CBS, NBC, DuMont, Harringt I
Righter, Parsons
NEENAH,
Winnebago,
25,926 homes, 98.'
radio, 25,459
radio homes.
WNAM, lkw, 1280kc, BMB
D 4.50 6.00 10.00 30.00 50.00 70
N 4.50 6.00 10.00 30.00 50.00 70
WNAM-FM, Chan. 253, 98.5mc, 3.2kw,
(Storecasts)
OSHKOSH, Winnebago, 25,926 homes, 98.:
radio, 25,459 radio homes.
WOSH, 250w, 1490kc, ABC, Pearson, Con
D 6.00 6.00 13.00 22.00 35.00 60
N 8.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 48.00 80
WOSH-FM, Chan. 225, 92.9mc, 3.5kw, Coo
Bonus

POYNETTE, Columbia, 10,319 homes, 97. !
radio, 10,051 radio homes.
WIBU,
250w, 1240kc
McGillvra, N. Y. and Chicago, will tell you the rest
or wire us.
D 4.50 4.50 9.00 18.00 24.00 3<
N 5.00 5.00 11.00 19.00 30.00 4£
WWCF (FM), Chan. 235, 94.9me, 37kw
(For FM service add 50% to AM rate) I
BROADCASTING
• Telecastii

'39
IE, Racine, 31,720 homes, 99.0% radio,
■03 radio homes.
, 500w-D, 1460kc
5M 15M
9.00 15.50 28.00
, 250w, 1400kc, ABC, Wis.
t
10.00 13.00 20.00 37.00
100 13.00 20.00 37.00
-FM, Chan. 264, 100.7mc,
Bonus
SB

30M
1 Hr
42.00 70.00
Net., Walker,
55.00 92.00
55.00 92.00
15kw, Wal-

SLANDER, Oneida, 7,936 homes, 95.6%
o, 7,587 radio homes.
, 250w, 1240kc, MBS
4.00 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
6.00 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
LAKE, Barron, 10,723 homes, 96.4%
0, 10,337 radio homes.
, 250w, 1240kc, MBS, Ra-Tel, Bulmernson
3.75 4.15 8.30 15.20 27.60
4.30 7.20 14.40 26.40 48.00
-FM, Chan. 242, 96.3mc, 4.4kw, Ra-Tel,
ner & Johnson, Bonus
AND CENTER, Richland, 5,297 homes,
,0o radio, 5,080 radio homes.
1, 250w, 1450kc, Con Ian
:b.50 4.00 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
500 6.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
'ANO,
10,148 homes, 95.9%
o, 9,732Shawano,
radio homes.
Ikw-D, 960kc
... . 5.00 6.25 13.50 26.50 42.00 58.00
i
) YGAN, Sheboygan, 23,051 homes,
'% radio, 22,705 radio homes.
, lkw-D, 250w-N, 1330kc, ABC, Taylor,
Ian, BMB
6.00 6.00 16.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
0.00 10.00 24.00 36.00 54.00 90.00
' -FM, Chan. 262, 100.3mc, 15kw, Bonus
riNS POINT, Portage, 9,131 homes,
(•% radio, 8,757 radio homes.
250w-D, lOlOkc, Holman
5.70 5.70 11.45 22.85 34.30 57.45
MOR, Douglas, 14,436 homes, 97.0%
(io, 14,003 radio homes,
k/ 5kw, 710kc, ABC, Free & Peters,
iper
6.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
12.00 24.00 48.00 72.00 120.00

II

3EON BAY, Door, 8,316 homes, 96.7%
'lio, 8,042 adio homes.
W, 250w-D, 1050kc
76 3.50 6.50 14.00 20.00 35.00
IRTOWN, Jefferson, 12,849 homes, 98.1%
io, 12,605 radio homes.
I, 250w-D, 1580kc, Devney & Co., Con-

MARKET

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATION

FOR

WISCONSIN

FIGURES YR.

Population
3,434,575
% of U. S
2.3%
Homes
986,574
Percent Radio
97.7%
Radio Homes
963,883
Retail Sales
$3,352,642,000
Retail Trade Employes
169,917
Wholesale Sales Volume
$2,747,009,000
Wholesale Trade Employes
..
40,476
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)

'47

FIGURES

Between

YR.

'47
CHICAGO

'50
3,137,587
'50
2.39%
'50
810,433
'50
91.7%
'50
743,078
'50 3,231,155,000
'48
111,028
'48 825,000,000
'48
27,182

'40
and the
'40
'
TWIN40 '40CITIES

'3
"most9 people"
'39 'listen
39
"most often" to
'48 '4
5

418,158

Nfsl

$270,590,000

Percent distribution
2.28% '49
2.14%
Per Capita Income
$
1,329 '49
516
Percent of national per capita
income
100% '49
90%
New Construction (Private)
$ 454,400,000 '50 81,700,000
Residential
$ 248,200,000 '50 40,400,000
Non-Residential
$ 99,300,000 '50 14,700,000
Automobile Registration
1,201,188 '50
1,042,035
$4,
495
,
000
Telephones
991,600
'50
676,800
,00
0 '4
9
1,62 Management." Further reproduction
Note: 1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
2,00
0,00
0
1M 5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
5.00 9.00 14.00 26.00 50.00
95.8%
WAUKESHA, Waukesha, 5,314 homes,
radio, 5,091 radio homes.
70.00
WAUX, 250w-D, 1510kc, Ra-Tel
D
6.00 11.00 18.00 36.00
96.6%
WAUSAU, Marathon, 20,870 homes,
radio, 20,160 radio homes.
WSAU, 250w, 1400kc, NBC, Meeker
D
6.00 6.75 14.00 24.00 40.00
N
8.00 9.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WEST BE NO, Washington, 10,199
98.0% radio, 9,995 radio homes.
WBKV, 500w-D. 1470kc
59.00
D
4.15 6.00 10.60 16.50 30.70
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, Wood, 13,231 homes,
97.0% radio, 12,834 radio homes.
WFHR, 250w, 1340kc, MBS, Crossley
D
6.00 6.00 9.00 17.00 25.00 42.00
N
7.00 7.00 14.00 21.00 28.00 70.00
WFHR-FM, Chan. 277, 103.3mc, 2kw, Bonus

'39

K
B
NBC

/y

5,000 W

1410 KC

La Crosse, Wisconsin
For Details, Write
Howard

Dahl, Manager
or

The O. L. TAYLOR

CO.

(NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES)

SB
4.00
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Madison
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ence surveys

leads all the Madison

audi-

BECAUSE WIBA
area market

covers the entire Madison

■
—

KENOSHA

WISCONSIN'S
Served

—

4th LARGEST

by

OJVE

W

L

Kenosha,

Radio
I

CITY
Station

Wisconsin

They Live Here, They Know!
Represented by
EVERETT-McKINNEY, Inc.
• Chicago • Les Angeles • San Francisco
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• Telecasting

WIBA

has 26 years of radio know-

P
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Use Our Media Year Around

New York

BECAUSE
how

THE

BADGER
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CO.

Radio Park, Madison, Wis.
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MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
Total 1950
14i
Employment
1940
Mid-Ma rch Taxable
1948 (St
Radio
Percentage
Retail
Sales
1950
Farm Income
1950
Radio Homes
Radio Homes
94.0
1948287
($000)
1,695
I
1,807,025
2,508
95.8
4,635
I
4,140
19,728
10,337
15,840,942
3,024
95.5
36,014
3,163,842
5,538
7,475
96.4
3^417
97.9
23,109
5,196
13,279,650
100,487
24,997
18,897
6,897
3,323
l!040
2]
4,059
96.4
2,450
8,955,142
97.9
3.962
95.2
3,402
16,561
6,115
10,442,272
8,924
3
1,017
2,458
37,490
12,952.626
558
94.9
5,123
3,914
]
17.557,720
96.1
11,044
8,025
9*
36
26,310
3,
18,423,651
36,328
8,404
4,644
2,396
6,794
10,051
4^597
11,582
7,801,643
1,739
98.7
96.2
3,714
176,154
7,846
38,019
37.845,261
44,513
4,545
97.9
11,334*
44,074
33,071
9!l61
12,624
15,156
96.7
]
97.4
7,475,747
19,234
2^040
41,113
97.0
4,228
2,799,833
96.3
]
14,003
11,366
8,042
21,250
6^367
11
15|655
6,621,861
54,911
5.923
866
95.7
135
2,526
7,270
645,442
11,012
97.1
14,472
22,867,504
2,067
14,918
18,431
34,187*
1,445
70,252
95.2
97.9
1,063,614
6,018
24,136,304
13,464
2,096
37,726
3,147
18,614,651
10,999
97.4
1,199
i
96.2
30,514
6,723
96.5
3,205
17,276*
9,178
5,778
16,337
2,069
15,194,463
3,063
13,091
4,858
3,470
659,037
J
96.6
4.561
12,159
96.4
2,158
6.657
5,264
2,497
46,177
6,965,574
1,174
94.4
16,570,284
4,449
3,333
12,605
15,134
5,102,506
98.1
99.0
16,054
76,209
9,844
96.5
95.3
8,672.491
1,074
5,134
3,792
L778
i
24,057
23,435
12,661
7,970,800
8,542
98.0
4,499
3,733
71,803
18,175
2,704
997
14,516
7,875.587
17,911
15,241
L298
8,779*
7,660,182
96.8
4,671
21,473
6,474
6,661
97.2
4,172
4,832
20,622
4,713,045
18,295
i
15,635,643
6,540
2,584
17,258
6,877
95.1
14,678
4,720
23.177,694
62,111
<
71,449
3,803
18,002
98.4
20,870
20,160
15,383
96.6
11.220
96.6
10,839
6,251,260
7,743
29,721
15,215
3,634,156
324,556
236,655
6,215
967,260
98.7
233,578
3,184
95.7
200,528
3,327
2,026
22!
11,396,207
6,240
21,633
572
94.7
8,143
7,711
5*
53
5,967
3,
9,686,712
17,988
96.2
2,346
1,949,608
8,409
22,602
4,158
21.001
3,530
8,089
2,363
1
17,303,343
95.6
5,471
20,623
16,079
81,228
18^980
7,587
22,067
7,936
6.547
4,635
98.2
6,429
549
2,084
3,615,058
98.2
1,620
17,803
96.42
2,005
11,022,847
4,611
6,385
9696.7
5,947
12,539,717
4,843
22,193
5,770
5,733
95.9
8,424
8,667*
8,146
27,089
1,706
7,776,177
8,757
5,273
3,885,982
13,128
7.012
2,074
5,259
3,551
9,131
99.0
11,661,646
4,980
118,871
1,808
94.7
23,880
11,781*
36,521
31,403
10,832,164
31,720
111,995
95.9
16,989
22,541,987
4,358
98.1
i
ZU,00*i
28,503
26,219
5,297
13,148
1,390
27,961
5,080
6,011,962
3,509
95.2
1,182
4,770
5,010
(Continued
on
1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales
Furrher reproduction unlicensed.
Farm Income*
add
Management."
page ±
WISCONSIN
1950
1940
Population
Population
7,897
8,449
19,387
21,809
34,683
34,289
15,827
13,718
83,109
97,922
14,698
16,090
10,199
11,382
18,797
17,618
42,753
.40,703
32,380
33,972
33.939
32,517
17,661
18,382
130,660
168,630
54,280
57,504
20,690
19,095
46,453
47,119
27,375
27,245
46,999
53,978
4.177
3,737
62,353
67,666
11,805
9,408
41,544
40,639
24,125
23,146
14,738
14,092
19,555
20,595
8,677
10,049
16,033
16,599
43,124
38,868
18,708
18,911
75,157
63,505
17,347
16,680
67,597
59,653
18,115
18,695
21,959
23,227
22,176
22,536
66,607
61,617
80.332
75,915
36,225
35,716
9.097
8.811
766,885
863.937
31,375
30,080
27,075
26,212
20,505
18,938
81,564
70,032
23,302
18,985
7,430
7,897
21,409
21,471
24,880
26,197
34,845
35,800
16,338
18,467
109.105
94,047
20,381
19,236
80,173
92,644
16,764
17,737

County
Adams
Ashland
Barron
Bayfield
Brown
Buffalo
Burnett
Calumet
Chippewa . . .
Clark
Columbia . . .
Crawford
Dane
Dodge
Door
Douglas
Dunn
Eau Claire . .
Florence
Fond du Lac
Forest
Grant
Green
Green Lake .
Iowa
Iron
Jackson
Jefferson
Juneau
Kenosha
Kewannee . . .
LaCrosse
Lafayette
Langlade
Lincoln
Manitowoc . .
Marathon
Marinette . . .
Marquette . . .
Milwaukee . .
Monroe
Oconto
Oneida
Outagamie . . .
Ozaukee
Pepin
Pierce
Polk ....
Portage
Price
Racine
Richland
Rock
Rusk
Note: For sources see foreword.

THE

LITTLE
WITH

RADIO
1950
Homes
2,668
5,781
10,723
25,533
5,441
4,211
4,162
5,233
11,492
8,856
10,319
45,099
4,725
15,481
8,316
14,436
7,549
14,904
1,510
18,826
3,306
11,433
6,902
5,034
5,461
2,585
4,713
12,849
5,387
23,672
4,662
18.277
4,825

STATION
THE

. . . .

BIG

WALLOP!

2<

IMPORTANT
WIS.
WMAM
MARINETTE,

WISCONSIN

Represented
Page 196, August 20, 1951

N at
Marketbook

WMAM

Total Population
246,230

Total Population
189,524
428,868
Totals
by
n a 11y
MICH.

AUDIENCE FACTS
Urban

139,408

106,822
Urban

Rural
83,325
222,733

106,313
213,135
Robert

Rural

M

e e k e r

Service Sales

68,778
Radio HonRadio Horn

$81,130.00
(in millions)
Service Sales
$51,174.05
(in millions)
$132,304.05
Assoc

BROADCASTING

43,812
i a112,590
t e |

• Telecas-

I

in Milwaukee

and

S

Wisconsin's

Richest

Market

860
Ctite/itciiHtnettt
•OWi
'CALUMET
MANIT
WINNEBAGO

KC

Center of the Dial
MASON

LAKE

4f Riptm
Fond du Lac 1
FOND DU LAC

Charles J. Lanp^llPf1 President and General Manager
739 North Broadway, Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin
Telephone: Broadway 2-1272
RA — TEL National Representatives
Contours measured, 1951, by Edward W. Jacker,
Consulting Radio Engineer
★ ★ ★
RATE WISE
WFOX offers regional
advertising at local rates.

Beaver MayviiieJ|
Dam
* *

NEWAYGO

COVERAGE

WISE
WFOX blankets
over one-third of all Wisconsin radio
homes,
PLUS
bonus listeners in
Illinois, Indiana and Michigan.

Milwaukee

RESULT WISE WFOX can produce
success story after success story for
local, regional and national advertisers who consistently RENEW WFOX
contracts.

South
WFOX
Milwaukee
Metropolitan Area,
19S0 as defined by
Executive Office of
President, U. S. A.

PROGRAM WISE WFOX offers spec
ialized Milwaukee programming by
experienced personnel, trained in this
unusual market.
PROMOTION

ALLEGAN

WISE

WFOX has won
National Billboard Awards every year
since 1946 for overall, audience and
audience sales promotions.
VALUE WISE WFOX on 860KC invites
comparison with any other advertising
medium. Dollar for dollar, WFOX will
produce more dividends in one of
Sycamore
DeKalb

Arlington*
.Mo^i^^ii1116"6
*T
*^W%E™nston
KANB

MAIL Mail offers always pull
heavy response. Tone indicates counties
from which mail is received daily
Milwaukee

St. Chaxlesij||
Geneva^f
Batavia^

KENDALL

America's most profitable, but
.,hardest tQ seH„ marketg_

WILL

illll

Harvey-^

an

■ Metropolit
iARY

ELKHART
City or City
Village5,000
2,500to to10,000
5,000

Hammoni
City over 25,000 Population
City 10,000 to 25,000.
Metropolitan
Milwaukee
AUDIENCE, 1951
Population
881,000
In Communities
874,890
On Farms
6,110
Households
260,200
In Communities
258,670
On Farms
1,530
Radio Homes
257,300
In Communities
255,830
On Farms
1,470
FARM MARKET, 1950
Number ol Farms
Automotive Vehicles
1,480
Cost of Feed Purchased $000
4,950
1,020
Value of Products $000
9,960

1951
Within
2.0 MV/M
Contour
1,115,000
1,076,350
38,650
336,000
326,470
9,530
331,500
322,360
9,140
8,810
28,900
12,900
70,100

Within
0.5 MV/M
Contour
1,755,000
1,638,100
116,900

DATA

Daily Mail
Cjiunties^

532,000
502,800
29,200
526,000
28,000
498,000

7,955,000
7,612,000
2,406,000
343,000
2.319,300
86,700
2,366,000
2,282,700
83,300

26,400
82,300
229,000
36,900

225,000
79,800
612,000
92,000

Metropolitan
Milwaukee
RETAIL MARKET * 1950
Food Stores
General Merchandise Stores
Home
Stores
ApparelFurnishings
Stores
Automotive
Outlets
Filling Stations
Building Mtl. -Hardware
Eating-Drinking Places
Drug
StoresStores
All Other
TOTAL RETAIL SALES

Within
2.0Contour
MV/M

267,300
211,000
88,300
164,000
179,700
211,700
263,000
66,600
75,200
53,200
45,900
26,520
105,000
34,780
39,670
72,200
83,600
116,600
89,360
32,600
of do ars1,833,900
S000
989,030 1 thousands
1,237,200
sses, expressed
Sources:
Census
ol 1950 (Popula on) 1949 (Business) 1945 (Agrl
by
store
c
BMB
Radio
Families,
SBDS
Consul,
basis ol Federal estimates by srWALTER
Markets, P.coordination
to 1950-1951
BURN. Middlebury.
Vi

COUNTY

WISCONSIN

RADIO

MARKET

DATA

1950
1940
1950
1950 Percentage 1940
County
Population
Population Homes Radio Homes
Radio
Radio Homes
St. Croix
25,890 24,842 7,163 6,991 97.6
5,541
Sauk
38,088 33,700 11,050 10,663 96.5
7,792
•
Sawyer
10,275 11,540 5,195 4,883 94.0f
2,129
Shawano
35,198 35,378 10,148 9.732 95.9
7,053
Shebovgan
80,415 76,221 23,051 22,705 98.5
19,202
Tavlor
18,441 20,105 5,023 4,732 94.2
3,631
Trempealeau
23,623 24,381 6,457 6,192 95.9
5,022
Vernon
27,879 29,940 7,771 7,406 95.3
6,261
Vilas
9,255
8,894 6,071 5,780 95.2
1,836
Walworth
41,413 33,103 17,767 17,429 98.1
8,720
Washburn
11,647 12,496 4,701 4,513 96.0
2,686
Washington
33,881 28,430 10,199 9,995 98.0
6,735
Waukesha
85,683 62,744 25,221 24,969 99.0
15,260
Waupaca
34,986 32,614 10,592 10,232 96.6
7,793
Waushara
13,862 14,628 5,314 5,091 95.8
3,128
Winnebago
90,841 80,507 25,926 25,459 98.2
20,162
Wood
50,524 44,465 13,231 12,834 97.0
9,839
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Sales Management.'
WYOMING
SPOT RATE FINDER
CASPER, Natrona, 9,714 homes, 97.0% radio,
9,423 radio homes.
2 AM non-affiliates, average 1-time rate
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D 3.75 3.75 7.25 11.80 19.50 32.50
N 5.25 5.25 11.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
KSPR,
Ikw, Net.,
1470kc,Conlan
MBS, Sears-Avery, Intermountain
D
4.00 4.00 7.70 1 2.60 21.00 35.00
N 5.50 5.50 11.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
KVOC, 250w, 1230kc, ABC
D
3.50 3.50 6.80 11.00 18.00 30.00
N
5.00 5.00 11.00 18.00 30.00 50.00
CHEYENNE, Laramie, 12,486 homes, 98.2%
radio, 12,261 radio homes.
KFBC, 250w, 1240kc, McGillvra
D 4.00
7.50 15.00 26.25 45.00
N
6.00 12.50 18.75 35.00 60.00
CODY, Park, 4,699 homes, 96.6% radio,
4,539 radio homes.
KODI, 250w, 1400kc
DN ' 2.75
6.00 12.00
32.00
2.75 3.75
3.75 7.50
15.00 20.00
25.00 40.00
LANDER, dio, 5,361
Fremont,
5,649 homes, 94.9% raradio homes.
KOVE, 250w, 1230kc, MBS
D
3.50 3.00 5.00 9.00 16.00 27.50
N 4.50 3.50 6.00 10.00 18.00 30.00
LARAMIE,dio, 5,503Albany,
5,679 homes, 96.9% raradio homes.
DKOWB,3.00250w,3.001340kc,5.20 MBS,8.80Avery-Knodel
13.20 22.00
N
4.00 4.00 6.40 12.80 19.20 32.00
POWELL, Park, 4,699 homes, 96.6% radio,
4,539 radio homes.
1260kc,7.50MBS, 15.00
Avery-Knodel
DKPOW,4.00Ikw, 4.00
26.00 45.00
N 4.00 4.00 7.50 15.00 26.00 45.00
RAWLINS,
4,842 homes, 95.8% radio, 4,639Carbon,
radio homes.
KRAL, 250w, 1240kc, ABC, McGillvra
D 2.75 2.75 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
4.00 4.00 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

County
Albany
Big Horn . .
Campbell . . .
Carbon
Converse . . .
Crook
Fremont
Goshen
Hot Springs
Johnson
Laramie
Lincoln
Natrona
Niobrara . . .
Park
Platte

BROADCASTING^^TEIECASTING
MARKETBOOK MAP
WYOMING

(Continued from page
(*$000)
Total 1950
Employment
Mid-March Taxable
rolls 1st
Farm Income
1948
1 948 (S

BY COUNTIES
1950
Retail Sales
($000)
22,195
35,874
24,243
8,328
75,290
12,088
18,093
18,509
10,571
47,204

13,279,852
3,707
1
2,013
15,012,380
1.613,849
650
14,543,683
20,672
i;
2,955
15,690,181
8,011,227
11,746,026
1,690
1,616
15,480,063
2,281
364,269
883
17,839,814
882
2,971,215
11,819,450
13,831 !
32,224
9,626
16,489,004
69,932
6,414
12,959,726
7,293
5,564 i2■
36,874
801
6,054,113
11,054
11,609,565
28,988
91,068
12,053
8,944,388
48,086
Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add I

[*) Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(D Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
MAP© BY1951,WALTER
P. BURN, MIDW.EBURY.
Broadcasting
Publications,VERMONT
Inc.

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PARK

JTJSheridan

Casper {7}

LTJ.
PLATTE
LURock Spring?

Wheatland

(T) Rawlins

Laramie 1

MBS,
homes,
97.3%
RIVERTON, Fremont, 5,649 homes, 94.9% ra- SHERIDAN, Sheridan, 6,251
1410kc,
dio, 5,361 radio homes.
radio,
radio homes.
Knodel,lk6,082
KWRL, 250w, 1450kc
KWYO,
w-D, 500w-N,
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
BMB
AveryD 3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00 40.00
SB
1M 5M 15.00
15M 30M 45.00
D
3.75
3.75 7.50
ROCK SPRINGS, Sweetwater, 6,393 homes,
26.25 1 Hr
N 5.00 5.00 10.00 20.00 35.00
97.1% radio, 6,208 radio homes.
KVRS, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1360kc, MBS, Inter60.00
mountain Net., Avery-Knodel, BMB
D
5.00 5.00 10.00 18.50 27.50 45.00 TORRINGTON, Goshen, 3,825 homes, 97.6%
N
7.50 7.50 12.50 25.00 37.50 60.00
radio, 3,733 radio homes.
*
WYOMING RADIO MARKET DATA BY COUNTIES
1950
1940
19S0
1950 Percentage
1940 Homes Retail($000)
Homes
1950Sales
Radio
Radio Homes Radio
Population
ipulation
96.9
19,055
13,946
5,679
18,933
5,503
97.3
13,176
12,911
3,809
3,587
2,697
6,048
3.706
97.5
1,359
10,640
4,839
1,562
1,602
12,644
15,742
95.8
4,639
15,785
2,927
4,842
5,950
97.5
6,631
1,978
5,933
1,929
95.4
6,613
1,637
1,504
4,738
1,065
5,463
94.9
19,580
16,095
3,620
1,562
12,207
18,486
5,649
2,487
3,041
5,361
3,825
13,003
12,634
96.7
97.1
3,733
4,607
97.6
1,650
5,250
1,205
1,087
4,980
1,602
5,986
1,505
1,455
4,707
12,261
33,651
12,486
47,662
48,741
4,906
98.2
7,437
10,286
9,023
2,457
2,505
2,238
23,858
98.1
97.0
31,437
8,355
45,244
9,714
97.4
1,575
6,342
9,423
5,988
4,701
96.6
1,353
15,182
10,976
6.016
1,534
96.6
4,699
2.465
2,463
4,539
19,929
7,925
2,552
1,751
8.644
8,013

LARAMIE

KGOS, 250w,g) 1490kc
SB
1MCheyenne5M 15M 30M
D 3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00
N 3.00 4.00 7.00 15.00 25.00
WORLAND, Washakie, 2,150 homes, 9<.
25.00
radio, 2,0774.00radio homes.
KWOR,3.00
KBS15.00 25.00
7.50
3.00250w,4.001490kc,
7.50 15.00
(*$000)
Total 1950
Farm Income

Mid-March
Employment
1948

rolls 1st
1948 ($i

4,320,735
2,567
7,220,134
385
1,263
6,085,350
7,953,988
625
4,115,563
2,036
281
5,031,712
7,198,144
14,603,133
767
1,014
2.307,115
1,348
356
4,157,790
8,723,605
4,739,249
7.502
1,586
4,304,522
6.491
3,623,463
1,250
7,081,977
7,258.233(Continued2,039on page
902
Note: For sources see foreword. 1950 Retail Sales, and Farm Income marked with asterisk (*). Copyright 1951 "Soles Management." Further reproduction unlicensed. Farm Income* add $j
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WYOMING
1950
Population

unty
,pridan
(alette
eetwater
aaj
ita
shakie
iston

•••

low Stone Nat'l. Park

7,331
7,252
6,733
353
Sales, and Farm

MARKET INDICATORS FOR
.2%
:lassification
FIGURES
c ulation
290,529
of U. S
mes
97.1%
86,529
rcent Radio
dio Homes
84,020
tail Sales
321,060,000
tail Trade Employes
14,159
lolesale Sales Volume
147,903,000
lolesale Trade Employes
2,137
inufacturing Employment
;Mid-March)

MARKET

SPOT RATE FINDER
CHORAGE, Anchorage District, 31,561,
KFRB, 5kw,
Scott
'50 population.
30M
M affiliates, average l-time rate
1 Hr
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
1M 10.00 15M 30.00 50.00
SB 7.00
20.00
D 5.00
5M 30.00
6.25 8.75 12.50 25.00 37.50 62.50 N 8.00 11.25 18.00
50.00 80.00
9.50 14.02 22.50 37.50 60.00 100.00
JUNEAU, Juneau District, 8,572, 1950
'R, 250w, I240kc, Cooke
lation
CBS,
8.40 14.00 21.00 35.00
LBS, Pan American,
10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 KINY, 5kw I460kc
popuScott
HI, 5kw, ABC, MBS, NBC, Young
8.75 12.50 25.00 37.50 60.00
5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00 D 6.25 13.60
22.50 37.50 60.00 100.00
N 10.00
7.00 11.25 18.00 30.00 45.00 80.00
District,
KETCHIKAN, Ketchikan
•mbination with KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska)
9,061 1950
CBS,
population.
?D, 5kw, 600kc, CBS, LBS, Pan American,
.cott
LBS, Pan American,
KTKN, Ikw , 930kc,
7.50 10.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
Scott
12.00 16.80 27.00 45.00 75.00 120.00
D 5.00 7.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 50.00
N 8.00 11.25 18.00 30.00 50.00 80.00
'RBANKS, Fairbanks District, 198,128, 1950
opulation.
SEWARD, Seward District, 2,653 1950
M affiliates, average l-time rate
lation.
5.50 8.00 12.12 22.00 33.00 55.00
;rican,
KIBH, 250w, I340kc
8.00 11.62 18.50 31.00 50.00 90.00
LBS, Pan Am popu,
CBS,
Scott
7.50 15.00
KR, lOkw, 660kc, NBC, MBS Don Lee, D 3.75 5.25
22.50 40.00
15.00
25.00 40.00 60.00
BC, Young
N 6.00 8.50
6.00 9.00 14.25 24.00 36.00 60.00
8.00 12.00 19.00 32.00 50.00 100.00 SITKA, Sitka District, 4,611, 1950 population.
KALA, 250w, I400kc
(No rates available)
re: All rates one-time. Home and radio
ne figures for each city include entire
KIFW, 250w, I230kc, CBS, LBS, Pan American,
+nty. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
Scott
mated from 1950 Census of Housing. PerD
3.75 5.25 7.50 15.00 22.50 40.00
t radio BMB. For complete explanation
foreword.
N
6.00 8.50 15.00 25.00 40.00 60.00
• Telecasting

(Continued from page 198)

BY COUNTIES

1950
Homes

ALASKA

ROADCASTING

DATA

Total 1950
Mid-March Taxablerolls 1stPayEmployment
( iUUU)
'49
Percentage
1940
1950
Radio
1950
Retail
Sales
Farm
Income
1948 '4loOOO)
9 'Qtr.
Radio Homes
1 948
Radio Homes
49
a qi f\ 1
97.3
6,251
'
49
23,844
■>.Z i 1, loo
6,082
4,660
2,752
841
813
96.7
79
648
1,442
2,778
'47 '48
1
TDK
Af\t
2,110
'
4
97.1
7
182
19,407
6,393
'50
6,208
OA flO'7
4,844
4,709
3,047
i'n950
91
879
582
845
96.1
zio
2,543
i,uyy,
ioj
o, /DU
781
364
96.9
2,678,315
7,223
1,976
1,915
8,174
667
346
'4 96.6
1,521
2,150
3,910,884
5,858
2,077 '400
9,271
'
1,121
4
290
4,958
2,005 '40 96.8
2,071
2,356,937
0
1,104
103
416 '50
261
261 '4 100.0
17
8
5,792
561
2,271
0
'50
'
4
8
'50
'39
'50 with asterisk
Income marked
'39
Further reproduction unlicensed Farm Income* add $000.
(*). Copyright
1951 "Sa les Management." *
'50
*
* .21%
'
39
'50
0.20%
'
'
Manufacturing
Taxable
Payrolls
48
47
WYOMING
'48'48
111%
(1st Quarter)
105%
YR.
FIGURES
Income
$3,317,000
419,000,000
151,000,000
0.19% YR.
Percent
distribution
250,742
605
Per Capita Income
84.4%
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FIGURES YR.
Population
126,661
Families
45,000
Retail Sales
$103,100,000
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Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
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$
1,328

'50
'50
'50
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Note:
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copyright
"Sales Management." Further reproduction
unlicensed.
For other
see 1951
foreword.
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KAIMi
HAWAII
SPOT RATE
HILO, Hawaii County, 67,683, 1950 popula
tion.
2 AM non-affiliates, average l-time rate
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
9.45 11.69 23.00 34.50 57.50
18.90 23.00 46.00 69.00 115.00
KHBC, Ikw, 970kc, Free & Peters
D
15.00 16.50 33.00 49.50 82.50
N
30.00 33.00 66.00 99.00 165.00
(Combination
with KGMB Honolulu, Hawaii)
KILA, Ikw, 850kc, Don Lee, MBS, Hollingbery
D 4.00 4.80 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
5.35 6.40 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KIPA, Ikw, lllOkc, Aloha Network, Grant
D
3.90 6.88 13.00 19.50 32.50
N
7.80 13.00 26.00 39.00 65.00
HONOLULU, Honolulu County, 347,529, 1950
population.
4 AM affiliates, average l-time rate
D
9.17 11.81 14.51 27.76 41.77 69.28
N 17.60 22.12 27.64 52.78 78.79 131.81
2D AM 5.81
non-affiliates,
average19.00 l-time
7.50 10.87
28.50rate 47.50
N 11.62 15.00 21.75 38.00 57.00 95.00
KGMB, 5kw, 590kc, CBS. Free & Peters,
Hooper
D 10.20 12.75 14.03 28.05 42.08 70.13
N 20.40 25.50 28.05 56.10 84.15 140.25
Note: All rates one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.

PUERTO
SPOT RATE
AQUADILLA, 43,748, 1950 population.
WABA, 250w, I240kc
(Rates upon request)
ARECIBO, 75,058, 1950 population.
WCMN, Ikw, I280kc
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr
D
2.50 3.00
7.50 12.50 20.00
N
3.00 4.00 5.00 12.50 25.00 40.00
WKUM,
25kw, _ I070kc
San Juan-Arecibo
BAYAMON, 48,179, 1950 population.
WENA, 250w, I560kc
D
1.00
3.75 12.50
6.50 12.50 25.00
N
25.00 50.00
.50
5.00
CAGUAS,
60,132,
1950
population.
3 AM non-affiliates, average l-time rate
D
1.37 3.00 6.50 12.25 23.50
N
2.25 5.00 10.50 19.50 38.75
WJFR, 250w, I240kc
(CP)
available)
(No rates
WRIA,
250w, 1450kc
7.00 13.00 25.00
D
1.75 3.00 10.00
N
2.50 5.00
19.00 37.50
WVJP, 250w, lllOkc
6.00 11.50 22.00
D
1.00 3.00 11.00
N
2.00 5.00
20.00 40.00
FAJERDO, 22,036, 1950 population.
WMDD, 250w, I490kc
D
1.75 2.50 5.00 10.00 20.00
N
3.00 4.50 8.75 17.50 35.00
GUAYAMA, 32,713, 1950 population.
WXRF, Ikw, I590kc
D .65 1.00
3.75 7.50 15.00
N 1.00 1.50
6.25 12.50 25.00
MAYAGUEZ, 87,038 1950 population,
average6.39l-time11.59
rate 23.19
5D AM 1non-affiliates,
.25 1.47 3.35
N 2.09 2.69 6.20 11.63 20.94 41.88
WAEL, 250w, I400kc
(No rates available)
WKJB,
Ikw, 7l0kc,
2.50 6.25 12.50 25.00
D 1.30
1.50 Inter-American
N 2.25 2.50 3.75 9.38 18.75 37.50
Guzman
WORA,
Ikw, 1.25
I ISOkc 3.38
22.50
D 1.30
6.75 11.25 42.50
N 2.50 2.25 6.38 12.75 21.25
Continental 12.50 25.00
WPRA, lOkw, 990kc, 5.00
7.50
D
2.00
N
4.00 10.00 15.00 25.00 50.00
Note: All rotes one-time. Home and radio
home figures for each city include entire
county. Sources: Homes and Radio Homes
estimated from 1950 Census of Housing. Percent radio BMB. For complete explanation
see foreword.
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FINDER
KGU, 2.5kw, 760kc,
1M
7.50
10.00
SB
15.00 18.00

NBC,
5M
12.50
25.00

Katz
15M
20.00
40.00

'5
'

30M
1 Hr
32.00 51.00
61.00 102.00

'50

KHON, 5kw, I380kc, Aloha, Grant
D
6.88 8.25 13.75 22.00 33.00 55.00
N 13.75 16.50 27.50 44.00 66.00 110.00
KILA, Ikw, 850 kc, MBS, Hollingberry
D
2.70 3.20 4.00 8.00 12.00 20.00
N
5.35 4.40 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
KIKI, 250w, 860kc, Western Radio Sales,
Tracy-Moore
D
4.75 6.75 8.00 16.00 24.00 40.00
N
9.50 13.50 16.00 32.00 48.00 80.00
KPOA, 5kw, 630kc, MBS, Hollingbery
D
9.00 12.00 16.50 33.00 48.00 81.00
N 15.00 20.00 27.50 55.00 80.00 135.00
KULA, lOkw, 690kc, ABC, Young Jr.
D 10.00 12.50 15.00 30.00 45.00 75.00
N 20.00 25.00 30.00 60.00 90.00 150.00
LIHUE, Kauai County, 29,838, 1950 population.
KTOH, 250w, 1490kc, Aloha, Grant
D
3.75 4.50 6.00 12.00 18.00 30.00
N
7.50 9.00 12.00 24.00 36.00 60.00
WAILUKU, Maui County, 48,387, 1950 population.
KMVI, Ikw, 550kc, Aloha, Walker
D 3.60 5.40 7.20 14.40 21.60 36.00
N 8.10 10.80 14.40 28.80 43.20 72.00
WALPAHU, Honolulu County, 347,529, 1950
population.
47.60
KAHU, Ikw, 920kc
D
5.00 6.33 9.33 18.66 28.80
N
8.31 9.55 17.50 35.20 56.95 93.50 I
RICO
FINDER
WTIL, Ikw, I300kc
SB 1M 5M 15M 30M 1 Hr
D
1.14 1.13 2.53 5.06 10.13 20.25
N
1.52 2.03 4.69 9.38 18.75 37.50
PONCE, 126,451, 1950 population.
2D AM 2.00
non-affiliates,
average14.00l-time26.50
rate 35.00
4.50 10.00
N
2.50 6.00 13.00 24.25 37.50 50.00
WPAB,
Ikw-N, 550kc,10.00Inter-American
D 5kw-D,4.00
18.00 35.00
N
5.00 13.50 25.00 50.00
WPRP,
910kc,10.00
Guzman18.00 35.00
D
2.005kw, 5.00
N
2.50 7.00 13.00 25.00 50.00
RIO PIEDRAS, 143,897, 1950 population.
WRIO,
I320kc
D
2.05Ikw, 3.75
11.00 20.50 37.50
N
2.80 5.00 15.00 27.50 50.00
WWWW, 250w, I520kc
(No rates available)
SAN JUAN, 223,949, 1950 population.
2D AM 6.00
affiliates,
6.00 average
7.25 l-time
11.75 rate21.50 42.50
N 12.00 12.00 15.00 27.00 51.00 100.00
2D
AM non-affiliates,
average8.25l-time14.87
rate 28.75
7.00 6.00
N
15.00 15.00 20.50 40.00 75.00
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HAWAII
@ Location of City and number of
Standard (AM) Broadcasting Stations
(?) Number of FM Broadcasting Stations
A Number of Telecasting Stations
MAP Br WALTBl P. BURN, MIDDLEBURY, VIKMONT
© J951, Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
•: MARKET

INDICATORS

FOR HAWAII

CLASSIFICATION
FIGURES YR.
FIGURES Y j
Population
493,437 '50
423,330 \
Families
120,900
Retail Sales
$373,774,000
Manufacturing Employment
(Mid-March)
23,267
S
Manufacturing Taxable Payrolls
(1st Quarter)
$14,940,000
Per Capita Income
$
1,190
tl
Note:
1950 Retail
Sales,sources
copyright
1951 "Sales Management.' Further reproducti
unlicensed.
For other
see foreword.
WAPA, lOkw, 680kc, ABC, MBS, Mann
6.50
SB
1M
5M 10.00
15M 30M
18.00 35.00
12.00
1 Hr
6.00 15.00
6.00 15.00
27.00 52.00 100.00
18.00
WIAC, 5kw, 580kc, Guzman
35.00
D
7.00 6.00 10.00
N
15.00 15.00 25.00 50.00 100.00
WIPR, lOkw, 940kc
(Does not sell time)
WITA, 250w, I400kc
11.75 22.50
D
6.50
N
16.00 30.00 50.00

MARKET

WKAC-, 5kw, 620kc, CBS, Inter-American §SB
1M
5M 15M 30M 1
8.00 13.50 25.00
15.00
27.00 50.00
SANTURCE, San Juan Municipio, 223,9
1950 population.
WIBS, lOkw, 740kc, Pan American
D
6.00 7.50 15.00 27.50 50 [
N 12.00 15.00 30.00 55.00 IOC
WNEL, 5kw, 860kc, NBC, Weed
D
6.00 7.50 15.00 27.00 50
N 12.00 15.00 30.00 55.00 IOC

INDICATORS

CLASSIFICATION
Population
Families
Retail Sales
Per Capita Income

FOR

PUERTO

FIGURES YR.
2,205,398
465,000
$354,500,000
$
295

RICO
FIGURES 1

'50
1,869,255
'50
'50
'50
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• Telecastir I

reign

Language

ALABAMA
IMINGHAM
;lAX, lkw-D, 900kc
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
k
90
ARIZONA
BEE
30
IN, 250w, 1230kc
aish
10,000
FTON
uF, 250w, 1400kc
1470
nish
10,000
-GSTAFF
10
,S, 250w, 1340kc
lish, Navaho 10,000
H, 250w, 1230kc
420
iish
5,500
BE
JB, 250w, 1240kc
240
aish
20%
GMAN
30
iVN, 250w, 1230kc
aish
25%
Jf'iA
riL, lkw, 1310kc
aish, Italian &
210
jngarian 350,000
7 ALES
JG, 250w. 1340kc
flish
40,000
2,520
>ENIX
Total
SUN, 250W-D, 860kc
Schedule
aish
75,000
lO, 5kw, 910 kc
iish
142,000
1,530
SCOTT
:A, 250w, 1490kc
180
aish
2,000
FORD
-U, lkw, 1480kc
180
iish
12,000
SON
JA, 5kw-D, 500W-N, 580kc
300
iish
30,000
30, 250w, 1450 kc
840
iish
35,000
iGrtjjiCT, 250w, 1490kc
iish
30,000
1,440
TC, 250w, 1400kc
240
iish
20%
3A, lkw, 1290kc
1,440
mber of listeners is station estimate. For
lie write direct to station manager.
: ::

11 1

BUSINESS is BUSINESS
IN
ANY LANGUAGE!
KSAN PROGRAMS 20 HOURS
WEEKLY OF FOREIGN
LANGUAGE AT ESTABLISHED
PEAK HOURS
*Population

Language

ITALIAN

175,000

SPANISH

85,000

CHINESE

40,000

GREEK

25,000

FRENCH

25,000

* S.F.
U. S.Chamber
Census ofBureau
Commerce
KSAN
SAN

FRANCISCO

OADCASTING

• Tel,

Broadcasting

in Major

YUMA
KYUM, 250w, 1400kc
Long.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Spanish
120,000
CALIFORNIA
AUBURN
KDIA, 250w, 1490kc
Spanish, Swedish
4,000 1,040
BAKERSFIELD
KAFY, lkw, 550kc
Spanish
12,000 525
KBIS, lkw, 970kc
Spanish
50,000
BERKELEY
600
KRE, 250w, 1400kc
Portuguese 100,000
Italian
200,000
600
BLYTHE
KYOR, 250w, 1450kc
150
Spanish
CHICO
KHSL, 5kw, 1290kc
60
Spanish
COALINGA
KBMX, 500w, 1470kc
780
Spanish
CORONA
KBUC, 500w, 1370kc
Spanish
70,000
1,200
EL CENTRO
120
KXO, 250w, 1230kc
Mexican
130,000
FRESNO
450
KYNO, lkw, 1300kc
Spanish
150,000
FT. BRAGG
KDAC, 250w, 1230kc
Portuguese, Italian
& Finnish
HANFORD
75
KNGS, lkw, 620kc
690
Spanish
50,000
Portuguese 100,000
120
Italian
6,000
60
LIDO
KCVR, lkw-D, 1570kc
300
Spanish
& Portuguese
LOS ANGELES
360
KFVD, 5kw, 1020kc
Spanish
500,000
MERCED
KYOS, 5kw, 1480kc
540
Mexican, Spanish
& Portuguese
MODESTO
KMOD, lkw, 1360kc
30
Spanish
60
MT. SHASTA
KWSD, 250w, 1340kc
Italian
6,000
OAKLAND
180
KROW, lkw, 960kc
Italian
120,000
KWBR, lkw, 1310kc
360
Spanish
360
450
Portuguese
Italian
ONTARIO
150
KOCS, 250W-D, 1510kc25,000
Italian
PASADENA
KALI,
lkw-D, 1430kc500,000
1,800
Spanish
KWKW, lkw, 1300kc
Spanish
525,000
2,370
510
Italian
50,000
30
Portuguese 5,000
30
Japanese 25,000
PITTSBURG
KECC, lkw, 990kc
120
60
Italian
300,000
Spanish
RIVERSIDE
KPRO, lkw, 1440kc
Spanish
78,000
SALINAS
KDON, 5kw, 1460kc
Spanish
450
KSBW, lkw, 1380kc
Spanish
21,000 540
SAN BERNARDINO
KCSB, 500w, 1350kc
Spanish
90,000 660
KFXM, lkw, 590kc
Spanish
50,000 420
KITO, 5kw, 1290kc
Spanish
30,000 630
KRNO, 250w, 1240kc
Spanish
27,000 1,040
a stin g

U.

S. Cities

OVER

SAN DIEGO
Lang. 5kw-D, lkw-N
KSDO,
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Italian
17,000 30
SAN FRANCISCO

350,000

NEGROES
AND
550,000

25,000
420
Spanish 250w, 1450kc
KSAN,
45,000
30
240
150
175,000
Spanish
Italian
420
25,000
Greek
25,000
Chinese
360
French
25,000
lkw-N,
1260kc
KYA,
5kw-D,
175,000
Italian
120
60
SANGER
KSJV, lkw-D 900kc 75,000
840
German
Spanish
25,000
SAN JOSE
KEEN, lkw, 1370kc
Spanish
150,000
Italian
65,000
Portuguese 25,000
Greek
30,000 Total for all
Japanese
8,500 810
KSJO, lkw-D, 500W-N, 1590kc
Spanish
35,000 1,040
Italian
65,000 180
SANTA ANA
KVOE, lkw, 1480kc
Spanish
30,000
36070
SANTA BARBARA
KDB,
250w, 1490kc
Italian
KIST, 250w, 1340kc
Spanish
30,000
360
KTMS, lkw, 1250kc
Spanish ()
270
Italian
20,000

Spanish

Speaking

listeners
FROM

MEXICO

21 LATIN

AND

AMERICAN

COUNTRIES
in the
LOS

ANGELES
area

LISTEN DAILY
To the Only
Full-Time Station
Directing 12 Hours
Daily to This Vast
Buying Audience

SANTA MARIA
KCOY, 250w, 1400kc
60
Spanish
50%
KSMA, 250w, 1240kc
Spanish
9,000
(Continued on page 202)

am

kfvd

KWKW
fm
Pasadena — Los Angeles
"Ask For joe"

is

proud

OF THE POWERFUL "ONE-TWO" PUNCH
IT DELIVERS DAILY TO LOS ANGELES'
TWO

LARGEST

MINORITY
GROUPS*
EDDIE RODRIGUEZ' "Buenos
Dias," Monday through Saturday, 6 to 7 a.m. It's Southern
California's pioneer stationcontrolled program directed to
the large Mexican population.
We're proud of Eddie's community service activities as
well as his sales record. His

HUNTER HANCOCK'S "Harlematinee," Monday through
Saturday from 2 to 3:30 p.m.
His selection as "Disc Jockey
of the Year" in the Los Angeles Sentinel poll and his top
rating in a current poll not yet
completed are proof Hunter
is highly regarded among the
Negro population. Stories
from his sponsors are absolute convincers.

facts
the
eyes

andlargest
figures
on "the
ond
Mexican
Citysec-in
world" will open your
to a whole new market.

TWO

August 20, 1951
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
(Continued from page 201 )
(California Contd.)
SANTA MONICA
KOWL, 5kw-D, 1580kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Spanish
735
Jewish
Italian
690
German
210
Greek
45
Hungarian
30
Japanese
30
Scandinavian
75
Serbian
60
Croatian
30
SANTA PAULA
KSPA, 250w, 1400kc
Spanish
SAN RAFAEL
KTIM, lkw-D, 1510kc
Portuguese 100,000 150
SANTA ROSA
KSRO, lkw, 1350kc
Spanish &
Portuguese
90
STOCKTON
KGDM, 5kw, 1140kc
Italian
125,000 120
Spanish
25,000 15
Portuguese 300,000 60
KSTN, lkw, 1420kc
Filipino &
Spanish
120
KXOB, lkw, 1280kc
Filipino
2,000 180
Spanish
6,000 180
TAFT
KTKR, 500W-D, 1310kc
Spanish
50,000 420
TULARE
KCOK, lkw, 1270kc
Spanish &
Portuguese
660
TURLOCK
KTUR, lkw, 1390kc
Portuguese 5,000
Spanish
3,000 Total for all
Scandinavian 8,000 510
Number of listeners is station estimate. For
source write direct to station manager.

VENTURA
KVEN, 250w, 1450kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
840
Spanish
25,000
VISALIA
KKIN, 250w, 1400kc
270
Portuguese &
Spanish
WATSONVILLE
KHUB,
250w, , 1340kc
Spanish,
560
Portuguese,
Slovenian
75,000
YUBA
CITY
KUBA, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1600kc 240
42,000
Spanish
COLORADO
ALAMOSA
KGIW, 250w, 1450kc
32,000
360
Spanish
S
FT. COLLIN
120
KCOL,
lkw, 1410kc
3,580
Spanish
DENVER
10%
15%
KTLN, lkw-. D, 1150kc
870
250,000
Spanish
30
GREELEY
KFKA, lkw, 1310kc
Spanish
German
KYOU, 250w 1450kc 18,000
15%
Spanish
LONGMONT
KLMO, 250w- D, 1050kc
165
Spanish
MONTROSE
KUBC, lkw-D, 500w-N, 1260kc
75
Spanish
PUEBLO
240
KDZA, 250w, 1230kc
40,000
Spanish
60
10,000
Italian
KGHF, 5kw-D, lkw-N,75,000
1350kc
60
60
Spanish
Slovenian
25,000
SALIDA
KVRH, 250w, 1340kc
90
5,000
Spanish
STERLING
KGEK,
250w- D, 1230kc
33,069
1,260
Spanish
TRINIDAD
KCRT, 250w, 1240kc
360
32,500
360
Spanish
10,000
Italian

KOWL

The

Most

Powerful

FOREIGN

LANGUAGE

STATION

in

the

WEST

KOWL is the only station in Los Angeles majoring in
language programs that completely covers Southern
California.
KOWL therefore gives you exclusive coverage of
1. City of Los Angeles
2. Los Angeles County
3. San Diego in Orange County
WITH A 0.5 MV SIGNAL
Unlike New York and Chicago, the language groups are
not highly concentrated in a particular section of Los
Angeles; they are somewhat scattered, not only within
the city but throughout Los Angeles County and Southern California. To reach them, it is essential to have
POWER AND PROGRAMMING. KOWL has both.
Owned

and Operated by Art. Croghan
5 000

KOWL
LOS

ANGELES

SANTA

WATTS
Clear Channel
MONICA,

ONLY JOE ADAMS, ON KOWL, REACHES ALL NEGROES !
Page 202, August 20, 1951
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CAL.

CHICAGO
CONNECTICUT
WSBC, 250w, 1240kc
BRIDGEPORT
Lang.
Listeners
Lang.
Italian
375,000
WLIZ, lkw-D,1 1300kc
German
700,000
Bohemian
j
Listeners
Mins. Wkly. Polish
Italian,
720,000
240
Hungarian,
Albanian
30
DANBURY
75,000
430,000
Jewish
100,000
Greekh
Arabic,
WLAD, &250W-D, 800kc
dis
220,000
Swe
200,000
SlovOak j
CICER
Lebanese
3,000
HARTFORD
WHFC, 250w, 1450kc
Polish,
WCCC, French,
500W-D, 1290kc
Czech,Lithuanian,
Greek,
Polish,
270
Italian, Jewish,
Jewish &
30
Spanish
Italian
EAST ST. LOUIS
WTHT, 250w, 1230kc
French
WTMV, 250w, 1490kc
60
Jewish
Polish
60,000
MERIDEN
ELMWOOD PARK
WLEY
120
WMMW, lkw-D, 1470kc
107.1mc(FM),
lkw Chan. 296,
Italian
30,000
360
Polish
50,000
Polish
&
Italian
750,000
GALESBURG
MIDDLETOWN
WGIL,
250w,
1400kc
KCNX,
500w-D,
1150kc
Swedish
25%
Polish. Italian 15,000
90
NEW BRITAIN
240
JOLIET
WHAY,
5kw, 910kc 500,000
WJOL, 250w,
1340kc 5%
Italian
Slovak,
Croatian
240
WKNB, lkw-D, 840kc
240
MOLINE
Polish
90,000
Italian
169,000
WQUA,
250w, 1230kc 25,000
Swedish
Lithuanian
PEORIA
60
NEW HAVEN
WWXL, lkw, 1590kc
15
WAVZ, lkw-D, 1260kc
Italian
1,500
Polish
2,772
60
ROCKFORD
Greek
30
1440kc lkw-D, 500w-N,
Jewish
WROK,
90
Italian
12,652
Swedish & Italian 25%
WNHC, 250w, 1340kc
Italian
300.000
NEW LONDON
INDIANA
180
1,680
WNLC, 250w, 1490kc
HAMMOND
Italian & Polish 25,000
WJOB, 250w, 1230kc
NORWALK
Slovak
WNLK, 500w, 1350kc
Hungarian
Polish
Italian
35,000
120
420
Polish
20,000
60
Hungarian 17,000
GARY
Spanish
30
WATERBURY
WWCA, lkw, 1270kc
120
WWCO,
250w,
1240kc
Polish
50,000
Italian
40,000
Greek
20,000
Polish
12,000
Slovenian
20,000
Lithuanian 18,000
Croatian 10,000
60
SOUTH
BEND
DELAWARE
WHOT, 250w, 1490kc
Polish
35,000
WILMINGTON
WJVA,
250w-D, 1580kc
WTUX,
500W-D,
1290kc
Polish,
German,
Jewish, Polish &
Polish
Serbian & I
Italian
40,000 405
Hungarian 325,000
WSBT,
5kw, j 960kc
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Hungarian
WASHINGTON, D. C.
30,000
WOL, 250w, 1450kc
Greek
15,000 30
IOWA
160
15
FLORIDA
CEDAR RAPIDS
KWCR,
250w, 1450kc 40%
FT. LAUDERDALE
Czech
WBRD, 250w-D, 1580kc
CHARLES CITY
Seminole
KCHA,
250w-D, 1580kc1,000
JACKSONVILLE
German
15
WIVY, lkw-D, 1050kc
DES
MOINES
Greek, Syrian 10,000
60
KEY WEST
KWDM,
lkw,
1150kc
Croatian, Bohemian,
WKWF, 500w, 1600kc
Italian, Irish &
Spanish
500,000
Scandinavian
LAKE WORTH
IOWA CITY
WEAT, 250w, 1490kc
Finnish
3,500
KXIC,
lkw-D, 800kc 25,000
45
Czech
MIAMI
4J
210
WFEC, 250W-D,
1220kc
Hungarian,
Jewish,
LOUISIANA
Italian & Polish 75,000
ABBEVILLE
WIOD,
5kw, 610kc
Spanish
KROF. lkw-D, 960kc
French
MIAMI BEACH
ALEXANDRIA
WINZ, lkw,}940kc „.m
Jewish
KALB,
210
580kc 5kw-D, lkw-N, 40%
45
65
French
Italian
5%
WKAT, 5kw-D, lkw-N,
3(
Spanish
50-0001360kc
|
30
Italian
48CBATON ROUGE
Tot,
TAMPA
WLCS, 250w, 1400kc 6,000
WALT, lkw-D, lOlOkc
French
3<
Spanish
50,000
WEBK, lkw-D, 1590kc
CRAWLEY
Spanish
&
KSIG,
250w, 1450kc 100,000
795
French
Italian
4,500
360
JENNINGS
GEORGIA
KJEF,
500W-D, 1290kc25,646
French
ATLANTA
LAFAYETTE
WBGE,
250w,
1340kc
Greek
5,000
60
1420kc lkw-D, 500W-N,
KLFY,
2f;
French
185,000
ILLINOIS
KVOL, lkw, 1330kc
CHICAGO
French
125,000
WCRW,
German, lOOw,
Polish,1240kc
LAKE CHARLES
Greek
KPLC,
1470kc 5kw-D, lkw-N,
&Italian,
Ukrainian
211
French
40%
WEDC, 250w, 1240kc
Polish, Slovak,
NEW ORLEANS
Greek, Italian,
WBOK,
lkw-D, 800kc 88,100
Russian & Czech
Italian
WGES, 5kw, 1390kc
Polish, Swedish,
WJMR,
250w-D, 990kc80,000
Spanish
German, Hungarian,
OPELOUSAS
Spanish,
Ukrainian,
Croatian, &
KSLO, 250w, 1230kc200,000
French
Jugoslav
BROADCASTING
• Telecast
31

WSPR, lkw, 1270kc
MAINE
Lang.
Listeners Mins. 45Wkly.
Polish
DEFOKD
Italian
45
iE, 250w, 1400kc Listeners
Mins. 330Wkly. TAUNTON
i,-h
30%
WPEP,
lkw-D,
1570kc
rTISTON
Portuguese 12,000
WARE
OU, 250w, 1240kc
120
■pch
60,000
WARE, lkw-D, 1250kc
85
tTERYTLLLE
60
French
50,000
VL, 250w, 1490kc
WEST SPRINGFIELD
•inch
20,000
WTXL, 250w, 1490kc
45
55
Italian
30,000
MARYLAND
VAPOLIS
MICHIGAN
SL. 250w-D, 810kc 75,000
ANN ARBOR
420
ish
WPAG, Italian,
lkw-D, 1050kc
I.TIMORE
Polish,
}ID, Polish,
lkw-D, 750kc
270
Czech &
ian,
105,000
Serbian
- erman, Greek
60
BAY CITY
ithuanian, &
630
2wish
WGRO.
500W-D,
1260kc
Polish
75,000
MBERLAND
DETROIT
YK, 250w, 1230kc
30
WDET (FM). Chan. 270,
:an
20,000
150
VER SPRING
101.9mc, 52kw
150
60
Ukrainian
AY. lkw-D, 1050kc
30
- ek
Italian
30
Arabic
60
German
- STONMASSACHUSETTS
Dutch
WJLB, 250w, 1400kc
MS, lkw-D, 1090kc
Polish, Italian,
60
•ek
20,000
German, Greek,
90
ian
160,000
Athenian, Hungarian,
60
IEX, 5kw, 1510kc
Jewish, Lithuanian,
nuanian 35,000
Roumanian,
30
I .'anian
Lebanese
& Syrian,
60
rish
145,000
Spanish
1,405,000
FLINT
-OM,
ish 5kw, 1600kc 398,166
2,970
225
WMRD, 250W-D, 1510kc
90
ndi
155,320
15
Hungarian
30
60
nch navian
624,420
GRAND RAPIDS
90
313,142
ish
ian
WGRD,
lkw-D,
1410kc
624,260
1,215
Polish
25,000
405
;ek
134,428
HAOGHTON
360
1.250,000
h
180
WHDF,
250w,
1400kc
j OCKTON
30
Finnish
20,000
-ET.
lkw-D,
990kc
IRONWOOD
uanian 15,000
MBRIDGE
WJMS, lkw, 630kc
Finnish
30,000
75
AO, 250w-D,
740kc
ISHPEMING
ibic.
Lithuanian,
60
WJPD, 250w, 1240kc
, -reek
&
225
ortuguese
Finnish
60
ICOPEE
Italian
.CE.
lkw-D,
730kc
ish & French 65,000
1,000
MINNESOTA
i L RIVER
ALBANY
_LE, 250w, 1400kc
m
Total
KASM,
500w-D, 1150kc
420
75
German
100,000
■tuguese 25%
30%
BEMIDJI
>nch
ish
10%
KB UN, 250w, 1450kc
Indian
5,000
15
"CHBURG
:iM, lkw, 1280kc
CLOQUET
kneh &
WKLK, 250w, 1230kc
180
240
Finnish 30,000
Polish &
Finnish
20,000
'GM,
lkw-D,
1580kc
90
30
•nch
CROOKSTON
30
60
.nish
KROX, lkw-D, 1050kc
lian
Norwegian
A.MINGHAM
DULUTH
*:OX,
lkw-D,
1190kc
90
KDAL,
5kw-D, 610kc100,000
tish
35,000
30
Finnish
30
.ian
18,000
WREX,
lOkw-D, 5kw-N,
I EENFIELD
1080kc
IAI, 250w, 1240kc
Finnish 50%
90
ish
10,000
30
EVELETH
VERHILL
WEVE, 250w, 1340kc
IAV, 250w, 1490kc
Finnish
...lian & Arabic
32%
FAIRMOUNT
I YOKE
90
IYN, lkw, 560kc
KSUM,
lkw,
1370kc
60
Swedish &
ish
6,000
German
45
IEB. SOOw-D, 930kc
60
30
GRAND RAPIDS
pnch
30
KBZY.
250w,
1490kc
'ish
24030
sek
Finnish
8,000
30
MANKATO
•tufuese
lian
KTOE,
lkw,
1420kc
142,000
NN
German
60
NEW ULM
*,YN,
lkw, 1360kc 100,000
.ian
1,995
KNUJ,
lkw-D, 860kc 50%
150
aek
40,000
15
German
W BEDFORD
ST.
CLOUD
;SM. lOOw, 1230kc
WJON,
250w,
1240kc
Total
75
Scandinavian 15,000
120
THIEF RIVER FALLS
•tuguese
42,000
ish
35,000
KTRF, 250k, 1230kc
mch
12,000
45
Scandinavian 75%
7BH. 250w, 1340kc
120
]:nch
MISSOURI
120
•tueuese
ST. LOUIS
RTH ADAMS
30
KSTL.
lkw-D, 690kc
IAW, 250w-D, 860kc
75
Slavic
!lian
30
German
60
ish
15
Italian
TTSFIELD
5EC, 250w, 1490kc
Total
NEBRASKA
150
!ush
5,000
COLUMBUS
Lian
8,000
KJSK,
900kc
SRK, 250w, 1340kc
75
Czech
&lkw-D,
German
60
iLEM
ish
10,000
NEW HAMPSHIRE
:SX, 250w 1230kc
BERLIN
dsh, Lithuanian
60
WMOU, 250w, 1230kc
t Greek
10%
30
French
30,000
RINGFIELD
MANCHESTER
30
KO,
5kw-D,
1600kc
WFEA,
5kw,
1370kc
ish, Italian,
30
French
40
51,000
ireek, German
360
Polish
: Hebrew
3,000
Greek
WKBR,
5,000
Jumber of listeners is station estimate. por French 250w, 1240kc40,000
180
rce write direct to station manager.
iOADCASTING
• Telecastinj
i

NASHUA
WOTW,
lkw-D, 900kc
Lang.
Listeners
French,
Polish &Greek
Portuguese
PORTSMOUTH
WHEB, lkw, 750kc
Greek
7,500
ROCHESTER
WWNH, lkw, 930kc
French
100,000
NEW JERSEY
CAMDEN
WCAM, 250w, 1310kc
Italian
100,000
Greek
25,000
WKDN,
lkw-D, 800kc40.000
Greek
German
75,000
Polish
60,000
TRENTON
WBUD,
Polish & 250w, 1490kc
Hungarian 35,000
WTNJ, 250w-D, 1300kc
Polish
Italian
WTTM,
lkw, 920kc 38,000
Italian
VINELAND
WWBZ,
lkw-D, 1360kc
Italian

NEW MEXICO
ALAMOGORDO
KALG, 250w, 1230kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Spanish
26%
360
ALBUQUERQUE
KGGM,
5kw,
610kc
Spanish
200,000 540
KOAT, 250w, 1240kc
Spanish
175,000 300
KVER, 250w, 1340kc 125,000 300
ARTESIA
KSVP, 250w, 1450kc
Spanish
180
CARLSBAD
KPBM,
lkw-D, 740kc50,000 150
Spanish
LAS CRUCES
KOBE. 250w, 1450kc
Spanish
22,000 540
PORTALES
KENM, 250w, 1450kc
Spanish
1,500 30
ROSWELL
KGFL, 250w, 1400kc
Spanish
7,500 90
SANTA FE
KTRC, 250w, 1400kc
Spanish
70,000 300
SILVER CITY
KSIL, 250w, 1340kc
Spanish
50,000 270
(Continued on page 20U )

Mins. Wkly.
325
30
30

60
Total
120
30
30
30
600
60
30
60

DIRECT

IMPACT!

INCREASED

SALES!

*
WSBC
SELLS
Chicago's Foreign Language market MORE
effectively
at LOWER
cost!

ONE

low rate buys NINE
Major
Markets: Polish, Italian, Jewish,
Bohemian, German,
ish, Greek, Negro.

REACH

Slovak, Swed-

this responsive, economicallysound, basic market successfully,
directly!

WSBC
ih& low coaI modLum
2400 W. Madison

Street

w

Qhiaxqo
MOnroe

6-9060

Forjoe & Co., Nat'l Reps.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE
(Continued from page 203)
NEW YORK
ALBANY
WOKO,
5kw,' 1460kcListeners Mins. 30Wkly.
Lang.
90
Italian
30,000
Polish
60,000
15
Greek
12,000
WROW,
590kc 5kw-D, lkw-N,
15
Italian
15,000
AMSTERDAM
WCSS, 250w, 1490kc
Total
15
Polish
9,000
Italian
5,000
Lithuanian
3,000
Number of listeners is station estimate. For
source write direct to station manager.
W W O L
BUFFALO, NEW YORK
Selling biggest foreign market
in Western New York
Polish 3 hours daily
Italian 1 hour daily
German 1/2 hour daily
Reaches over Vi million people
315 Main Street, Buffalo 3, New York

TEST

YIELDS

PROOF
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Lang.
NIAGARA
FALLS
WHLD, 5kw, 1270kc
510 !
Listeners
45
350,000
Mins. Wkly.
Polish
100,000
Italian
360
Mins. 90Wl '
WJJL,
lkw-D,
1440kc
Polish
240,000
540
POUGHKEEPSIE
60
720
WEOK, lkw-D, 1390kc50,000
Italian
60
ROCHESTER
WRNY,
250W-D, 680kc20,000 120
3,150
420
106.7mc.
Italian
1,200
180
WSAY,
lkw,
1370kc
Italian
30 '
60
240
Total
Jewish
30
Polish
30
WVET, 5kw, 1280kc
30
9,930
Italian
70,000 240
90
ROME
WKAL, 250w, 1450kc
60
Polish
12,000 60
30
Italian
20,000 45
15
4,405
SCHENECTADY
120
WSNY, 250w, 1240kc
180
Polish
28,000 240
120
Italian
34,000 90
105
SYRACUSE
45
WNDR, &5kw, 1260kc
34530
Polish
60
Italian
35,000 120 :j
45
UTICA
60
75
1310kc lkw-D, 500W-N,
WGAT,
510
30
180
Italian
65%
360'
Polish
40%
360
1,050
1,350
WIBX, 5kw, 950kc
90
460
Total
Polish
50,000
120
Italian
30,000
1150kc 5kw-D, lkw-N,
WRUN,
30
Polish
20,000
120
Italian
35,000
AM
120
FM
WATERTOWN
WWNY, lkw, 790kc
107.5
1330 K.C.
Italian
7,000
20
K.W.
5 K.W.
NORTH DAKOTA
FARGO
KFGO, 5kw, 790kc
Norwegian 200,000
3(
MINOT
KLPM,
1390kc 5kw-D, lkw-N,
Norwegian
30
OHIO
ASHTABULA
lkw-N,5kw-D,
970kc
WICA,
Year after year the foremost national and local adverFinnish
50,000
1,500
BELLAIRE
tisers of a large variety of quality products continue
Italian,
1290kc lkw-D,
WTRF,
to use the facilities of WEVD to reach the Jewish
Bohemian &
population in the New York Metropolitan area.
Polish
22%
180
CANTON
WAND, 500w-D,
They have tested and found proof of the vast buying
900kc
Italian
35,000
30
power represented by the more than 600,000 families
1060kc lkw-D,
WCMW,
Slovak &
with a population approximating 3,000,000, who come
Greek
8,000
75
within the radius of influence of the Yiddish spoken
CLEVELAND
WDOK, 5kw,
Italian,
Slovak,1260kc
and written word.
Slovene, German,
Polish, Czech &
630
Hungarian 533,000
Distinctive adult programming in the two dominant
WERE,
5kw,Slovak,
1300kc
Slovenian,
languages (English, Jewish) and a loyal responsive
Hungarian,
Bohemian &Italian,
audience are the WEVD combination which national
285
Polish
651,340
WJMO,
and local advertisers have found so effective and
1540kc lkw-D,
Polish,
Hungarian,
German,
Italian,
economical in maintaining a consistent position of
Czech, Slovene,
& Slovak
62%
dominance in the Jewish field.
WSRS, 250w, 1490kc 75,000
Polish
33G
150
Italian
35,000
Czech
110,000
All AM Programs are Broadcast on FM
Croatian 10,000
Hungarian 35,000
Without Extra Charge
15C
Lithuanian 10,000
Greek
5,000
Ukrainian 8,000
Jewish
50,000
SEND FOR A COPY OF
ELYRIA
WEOL, lkw, 930kc
Spanish
7,500
Polish
"WHO'S
WHO
ON
WEVD"
9(
Slovenian 10,000
8,000
STEUBEN VILLE
HENRY GREENFIELD, MANAGING DIRECTOR
15C
WSTV 250w, 1340kc
Italian
TOLEDO
WSPD,
5kw, 1370kc 10%
WEVD— 117-119 West 46th Street New York 19, N. Y.
12C
Hungarian
WARREN
WHHH,
4i
Greek 5kw, 1440kc
BROADCASTING
7,500
Telecasti

BINGHAMTON
WKOP,
1360kc lkw-D, 500w-N,
Lang.
Listeners
Italian
20,000
BUFFALO
WBNY, 250w, 1400kc
Polish
250,000
WKBW, 50kw, 1520kc
Polish
250,000
WWOL,
1120kc lkw-D,
Polish
274,374
Italian
133,084
German
120,338
Ukrainian
WXRA,
1080kc lkw-D,
Hungarian 50,000
Jewish
95,000
DUNKIRK
WFCB, 500w, 1410kc
Polish
250,000
German
30,000
JAMESTOWN
WJOC,
250w,
1340kc
Swedish &
Italian
18%
WJTN, 250w, 1240kc
Swedish
5,351
KINGSTON
WKNY, 250w, 1490kc
Polish
LIBERTY
WVOS, 250w, 1240kc
Jewish
5,000
LOCKPORT
WUSJ, 250w, 1340kc
50,000
Italian

Marketbook

MIDDLETOWN
WALL, 250w. 1340kc
Lang.
Listeners A
Polish
25,000
NEW YORK
WBNX, 5kw, 1380kc
German
1,531,600
Italian 1,624,950
Spanish
450,000
WEVD, 5kw, 1330kc3,000,000
Jewish
WHOM, 5kw, 1480kc
WALK
lOkw. (FM affiliate) Ch. 294,
Italian, German,
Polish, Jewish,
Ukrainian
&Spanish,
Russian
5.000,000
WLIB,
lkw-D,
Polish, German,1190kc
Spanish,
Jewish
4,000,000
WOV,
5kw, 1280kc 2,100,000
Italian
WWRL, 5kw, 1600kc
( Woodside)
Lithuanian
16,060 .
Hungarian
64,360
149,840
Russian
163,500
Polish
Greek
48,120
Ukrainian
10,360
44,200
Czechoslovak
Syrian
37,860
French
Swiss
911,280
Jewish
121,040
8,551
Spanish
429,060
German
WOR, 50kw, 710kc
Italian

ins.120Wkly.

18'

OREGON
nitTLAND
'; JJ, lOkw, 1080kc
Listeners
rian
17,000

Mins. Wkly.
60

WILKE S-B ARRE
WBRE, 250w, 1340kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
100,000 345
WILK,
980kc 5kw-D, lkw-N,
Polish &
Lithuanian 245,000 150
RHODE ISLAND
NEWPORT
WRJM, lkw-D, 1540kc
Portuguese
45
PAWTUCKET
WPAW, 500w-D, 1380kc
French
420
Italian
330
Polish
120
Armenian
30
PROVIDENCE
WRIB,
Italian lkw,
& 1220kc
Portuguese 150,000 1,140
WESTERLY
WERI, 250w, 1230kc
Italian
42%
240
WOONSOCKET
WWON, 250w, 1240kc
French
50,000 480

PENNSYLVANIA
LENTOWN
OL, 250w, 1230kc
30
man
150,000
fOONA
3W, lkw-D,
iliOw-N,
1290kc
30
jlian
18,000
DLLO
VL, lkw-D,
, Okc
15
j/ak
RNESBORO
1CC, 500W-D, 950kc
60
.sh,
Slovak
Italian
\DDOCK
OA,
50kc lkw-D,
/ak, Hungarian,
ovenian, Croatian,
Brbian, Lithuanian,
345
-jlish 212,000
- RBONDALE
DL, 250w, 1230kc
SOUTH DAKOTA
30
-ak
20,000
HURON
iSTER
KIJV, 250w, 1340kc
WA, lkw, 1590kc
German
30
60
Ash
60
ian
TEXAS
:arfield
ABILENE
PA,
lkw-D, 900kc 10,000
30
lan
KWKC, 250w, 1340kc
BOIS
Spanish
2,500 30
ED, 250w, 1230kc
ALICE
60
sh & Italian 10,000
KBKI,
lkw,
1070kc
E (TV)
Spanish
166,624 1,050
;U, Chan. 12,
30%
ALPINE
;w-aur,
4kw-vis
30
sh
KVLF, 250w, 1240kc
Spanish
15,000 540
P
EU, 250w, 1450kc Total
AUSTIN
60
KTXN, lkw-D, 1370kc
sh
40%
Spanish
67,700 3,600
30
lan
KVET, lkw, 1300kc
BESTEAD
Spanish
73,415 200
OD, 250w-D, 860kc
BALLINGER
Total
15090
KRUN, 250w, 1400kc
an
1,105,289
30
Spanish
1,000 240
sh
igarian
BAYTOWN
30
ek
KREL. lkw, 1360kc
30
atian
Spanish
65,000 420
30
oian
BEAUMONT
.uanian
30
KRIC, 250w, 1450kc
(bic
-ak
15
French
15%
30
30
ish
BEEVILLE
iEESPORT
KIBL, 250w, 1490kc
CK, lkw, 1360kc
Spanish
185,449 1,290
ak, Croatian
30
BIG SPRING
Polish 50,000
KTXC, lOOw, 1400kc
RRISTOWN
Spanish
6,500 360
AR, 500w, lllOkc
30
ian
BRADY
CITY
KNEL, 250w, 1490kc
RZ, 250w, 1340kc
Spanish
15,000 60
30
sh
10,000
BROWNFIELD
LADELPHIA
KTFY, 250w-D, 1050kc
Spanish
10,000 195
| -AS,
ish, 250W,
Irish, 1400kc
Danish &
BROWNSVILLE
krainian 700,000
KBOR, lkw, 1600kc
AT,
250w, 1340kc
Spanish
320,000 1,800
960
an
KVAL, 250w, 1490kc
vlJ, lkw-D, 1540kc
Spanish
600
an, Polish,
BROWNWOOD
Jewish
1,125,000
2,205
KB 1380kc
WD, lkw-D, 500W-N,
'sh
EL, 250w-D, 860kc190,000
510
300
Spanish
75
man
280,000
30
90
: uanian
25,000
BRYAN
mian
15,000
KORA, 250w, 1240kc
60
90
sk
20,000
Spanish
3%
1 each
ainian
18,000
Czech
8%
weekly
30
20,000
garian
-ak
30
12,000
COLEMAN
TSVILLE
KSTA. 250w-D, lOOOkc
Spanish
69,000 90
AM, 250w, 1450kc
30
82,500
fen
COLORADO CITY
'A, lkw-D, 500w-N,20%
KVMC, 500w-D, 1320kc
6'ikc
Spanish
90
teh
60
CORPUS CHRISTI
"HESTER
KEYS,
■YO,
1140kc lkw-D, 500w-N,
an, 250w-D,
Croatian, 1050kc
Spanish
35%
525
jlish, Serbian,
480
reek & Czech
KUNO, lOOw, 1400kc
Spanish
50% 2,520
► LION
15
KWBU,
50kw-D, 1030kc
CB, lkw-D, 1440kc
Spanish
1,000,000 1,050
Ich
25%
TBURY
CUERO
OK, 250w, 1240kc
KCFH,
500w-D, 1600kc
60
ch
20,000
Spanish
360
ONTOWN
DEL
RIO
ES, lkw, 590kc
KDLK, 250w, 1230kc
60
sh & Slovak
Spanish
66%
135
RREN
EDINBURG
AE, lkw-D, 1310kc
30
dish
5,000
KURV, 250w-D, 710kc
300,000
Jrrber of listeners is station estimate. For Spanish
(Continued on page 206 )
~e write direct to station manager.
T e Ie c a s tin g
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"the

most

economical
reaching

the

market

of

station

efficient

and

medium

of

ITALIAN

vast

York

New

is

...

WHOM
. . . according to ADVERTEST RESEARCH
which reached this conclusion after making an
elaborate survey of listening habits in Italian
homes.
ADVERTEST

RESEARCH

also found . . .

WHOM
delivers Italian listeners for as low as
27c per thousand for a 15-minute program; as low as
8c per thousand for a spot announcement.
WHOM
broadcasts 8 of the first 10 most popular
Italian programs.
WHOM
families listen an average of 4.2 hours
daily to Italian radio programs. Families who listen to
other Italian radio stations listen an average of 2.7
hours daily.
WHOM
and Station A compete in Italian from
2:00 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. Monday through Saturday. During this competitive period, WHOM delivers listeners
at a 28% lower cost per thousand than Station A.
(Well worth remembering, too!! The Italian
group of metropolitan New York is populous
enough to rank as the 6th largest city in the

WHOM
AM-FM

• JhsL QL (pJwqASL&AD SbzilDVL

136 W. 52 ST., NEW

YORK

19 • Circle 6-3900
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180
FOREIGN

HARLINGEN
KGBS, 250w, 1240kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Spanish
125,000 945
HEREFORD
KPAN, 250w-D, 860kc
Spanish
15,000 45
HILLSBORO
KHBR, 250W-D, 1560kc
Czech
15,000 345
KING S VILLE
KINE, lkw-D, 1330kc
Spanish
55%
720
LAMPASAS
KHIT, 250w, 1450kc
Spanish
2,500 30
LUBBOCK
KSEL, lkw-D, 500W-N,
950kc
Spanish
30,000 360

LANGUAGE

(Continued from page 205)
(Texas Contd.)
EL CAMPO
KULP, 500w-D, 1390kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
360
Spanish
33,203
225
Czech
86,214
EL PASO
KEPO, 5kw, 690kc
145
Spanish
175,000
KSET, 250w, 1340kc
390
Spanish
25,000
FLOYDADA
KFLD, 250W-D, 900kc
Spanish
FORT WORTH
KCNC, 250W-D, 870kc
75
Spanish
35,000
WCUL,
1540kc 5kw-D, lkw-N,
150
Spanish
150,000
KWBC, lkw-D, 970kc
Spanish
110,000
1,260
FREDERICKSBURG
KNAF, 250w, 1340kc
German
80%
GALVESTON
KGBC, lkw-D, 250w-N,
1540kc
Total
Czech
15,000
300
Spanish
100,000
GONZALES
KCTI, 250w, 1450kc 30%
420
Spanish

McALLEN
KRIO, lkw, 910kc
Spanish

McKINNEY
KMAE, lkw-D, 1600kc
Spanish
2%
MIDLAND
KCRS, 5kw-D, lkw-N,
550kc
Spanish
25,000
KJBC, lkw-D, 1150kc
Spanish
10%
MONAHANS
KVKM, 250w, 1340kc
Spanish
18,000
NACOGDOCHES
KSFA, lkw-D, 860kc
Spanish
6%

Number of listeners is station estimate. For
source write direct to station manager.

The

for

right

169,231

780
15

150
180
270
90

NEW BRAUNFELS
KGNB, lkw-D, 1420kc
Lang.
Listeners
Spanish
500,000
PASADENA
KLVL, lkw-D, 1480kc
Spanish
175,000
PECOS
KIUN, 250w, 1400kc
Spanish
20,000
ROSENBURG
KFRD, lkw-D, 980kc
Czech
30%
Spanish
20%
SAN ANGELO
KTXL, 250w, 1340kc
Spanish
15,000
SAN ANTONIO
KCOR, 5kw-D, lkw-N,
1350kc
Spanish
645,643
KEYL (TV) Chan. 5,
9kw-aur., 17.9kw-vis.
Spanish
250,000
KIWW, 250w-D, 1540kc
Spanish
250,000
SAN MARCOS
KCNY, 250w-D, 1470kc
Spanish
172,000
SEGUIN
KWED, lkw-D, 1580kc
Spanish
284,900
SEYMOUR
KSEY, lOOw, 1230kc
1,500
Spanish
STAMFORD
KDWT, 250w, 1400kc
Spanish
12,000
SWEETWATER
KXOX, 250w, 1240kc
1,000
Spanish

combination

productive

planning

Limited supply of August
issue containing

Unfolded

maps

65% of
day prog.
360

420
630
360

30
5,760
4,800
1,080
510
30
60
105

VERMONT
RUTLAND
WHWB, lkw-D, lOOOkc
Polish
25%
Italian
28%
VIRGINIA
ALEXANDRIA
WPIK, lkw-D, 730kc
Greek
ARLINGTON
WARL,
lkw-D, 780kc
Italian
Jewish
WEAM, 5kw, 1390kc
Italian
30,000

1951 Radio-Television Outline
25" x 35" AM FM TV sales planning tool
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Mins. Wl

720

UVALDE
KVOU, 250w, 1450kc
Spanish
65,000
VICTORIA
KVIC, 250w, 1340kc
Spanish
20,000
KNAL, 500w, 1410kc
Spanish
12,000
WACO
KWTX, 250w, 1230kc
Spanish
15,000
WACO, 1 kw, 1460 kc
Spanish
10%
WESLACO
KRGV, 5kw, 1290kc
Spanish

1951 Broadcasting-Telecasting
Expressly designed for buyers of time

Marketbook Section and
able at $1.00 per copy.
available

Mins. Wkly.
360

TAYLOR
KTAE, lkw-D, 1260kc
Lang.
Listeners
Spanish
75,000
TEXAS CITY
KTLW, lkw-D, 920kc
Spanish
200,000

540

2H
it
6(
13c
15i

Tot
12(

.1

Marketbo

Map

• TELECASTING
folded map

at these money-saving

avail-

quantity dis-

counts: 5copies, $4.50; 10 copies, $8.50; 25 copies, $20.00; 50
copies, $37.50; 100 copies, $70.00.

ORDER

TODAY!
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WYOMING

WASHINGTON
WTON
;|RN, 250W-D, 1220kc
Listeners
15,000
an
1 aTTLE
_ 5kw, 1300kc
ian

50,000

» NYSIDE
5W, 250W-D, 1050kc
j nish
8%

Mins. Wkl/.
60

180

RAWLINGS
KRAL, 250w, 1240kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Spanish
4,000 75

HONOLULU

atpj;oMA
O, 5kw, 1360kc
an

30

WEST VIRGINIA
RMONT
VW, 250w, 1490kc
an
20,000
AN
DG, 250w, 1230kc
igarian
Italian

KGMB, 5kw, 590kc

WAIPAHU

Japanese, Chinese

KAHU, lkw, 920kc

& Filipino
45

30

LIHUE
KTOH, 250W, 1490kc
Japanese 11,500
Filipino
8,400

HAWAII

15

KPOA, 5kw, 630kc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Japanese 186,000 1,065
Filipino 61,000 525
Korean
7,000 30

278,002

750

KHON, 5kw, 1380kc

Japanese, Chinese
& Filipino

420
360

2,340

KMVI, lkw, 550kc

Japanese

60%

630

Filipino

15%

210

Japanese &
Filipino

They do everything

you want!

18,000

530

PUERTO

RICO

CAGUAS
WVJP, 250w, lllOkc
Lang.
Listeners Mins. Wkly.
Spanish
500,000 6,840
English
250,000 180
MAYAGUEZ
WORA, lkw, 1150kc
English
WTIL, lkw, 1300kc
English
20,000
PONCE
WPAB, 5kw-D, lkw-N,
550kc
English
WPRP, 5kw, 910kc
English
5,000

255
90

30
150

SAN JUAN
WKAQ, 5kw, 620kc
Spanish 2,250,000

TON
p,
an, lkw,
Polish1430kc
Slovak

65%

135

EELING
WK, 250w, 1400kc
|sh
15,000

30

WISCONSIN
OFORD
,3M, 250w, 1490kc
(man
choslovak

15075

< RILL
tN, lkw-D, 730kc
adinavian,
erman &
olish
250,000

30

iWACKEE
MP, 250w, 1340kc
enian, German,
Italian
OX, 250w-D, 860kc
fsh
n\iHsshh
an
ak
ek
IL, lkw-D, 1290kc
60%
jek
1
sh
nn
jiglmaraia
:ine
jjJN, 250w, 1400kc
sh
19,408
WANO
CH, lkw-D, 960kc

VERIOR
IrSM, 5kw, 710kc
nish

420
60
30
27030
30

For wide range high fidelity response
For fixed position or man-in-motion
For ruggedness and versatility
For exclusive Acoustalloy diaphragm

60
60
60
60

For pop-proof pick-up indoors and out

270

75

50%

tough jobs easy!

120

105

:VENS POINT
PT, 250W-D, lOlOkc

They make

"654"
Response 50-14,000
c.p.s., substantially
flat. Power rating
-55. Swivel head.
List $90

105

umber of listeners is station estimate. For
ce write direct to station manager.
• Telecasting
■it OADCASTING

You see . . . and hear . . . the E-V Slim-Trim
on network and local telecasts and broadcasts. You find it in the studios and on reit's there
becausemoteit hook-ups.
has metAnd
the you
mostknow
exacting
tests
. . . because it serves so superbly in every
way for voice and music. First in dynamic,
it has features only Electro-Voice can provide. Get full facts now!

"655"
Response 40-15,000
c.p.s., + 2.5 db.
Power ratingswivel,
-53.
Removable
list $200

402 CARROLL ST. . BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Export: 1 3 E. 40th St., N.Y. 1 6, U.S. A. Cab/es: Arlab
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KBOR, Brownsville
KCMC, Texarkana
KCRA, Sacramento
KELO, Sioux Falls
KERG, Eugene
KFAC, Los Angeles
KFDM, Beaumont
KFRO, Longview
KFVD, Los Angeles
KFWB, Hollywood
KGLO, Mason City
KGW, Portland
KIEM, Eureka
KIMA, Yakima
KING, Seattle
KJAY, Topeka
KMBC, Kansas City
KMED, Medford
KNBH, Hollywood
KOA, Denver
KOWL, Santa Monica
KPIX-KSFO, San Francisco
KPRC, Houston
KRGV, Weslaco
KRIG, Odessa
KRMG, Tulsa
KROD, El Paso
KSAN, San Francisco
KSD, St. Louis
KSTP, Minneapolis
KSWM, Joplin
KTOK, Oklahoma City
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KXO, El Centro
KXOK, St. Louis
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WADC, Akron
132-133
WAGA, Atlanta
43
WANE, Fort Wayne
55
WANT, Richmond
182
WARK, Hagerstown
145
WAVE, Louisville
71
WBAP, Fort Worth
177
WBIG, Greensboro
121
WBNS, Columbus
128
WBNS-TV, Columbus
130
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre
152
WBRY, Waterbury
30
WBT, Charlotte
123
WBZ, Boston
81
WCAU, Philadelphia
153
WCAV, Norfolk
186
WCSC, Charleston
157
WCTC, New Brunswick
109
WDAY, Fargo
127
WDBJ, Roanoke
182
WDBO, Orlando
35
WDEL, Wilmington
31
WEIM, Fitchburg
82
WELL, Battle Creek
84
WENE, Binghamton
112
WEOA, Evansville
87
WERC, Erie
145
WEVD, New York
204
WFBC, Greenville
156
WFBL, Syracuse
114
WFBM, Indianapolis
87
WFDF, Flint
87
WFMJ, Youngstown
130
WFOX, Milwaukee
197
WFPG, Atlantic City
107
WFRO, Fremont
129
WGAN-WGUY, Portland-Bangor
77
WGAR, Cleveland
129
WGBF, Evansville
54, 56
WGBI, Scranton
151
WGMS, Washington, D. C
32
WGN-AM, Chicago
52
WGSM, Huntington
112
WGST, Atlanta
40
WHAS, Louisville
73
WHBF, Rock Island
46
WHBU, Anderson
55
WHDH, Boston
83
WHEE, Boston
107
WHLF, South Boston
]84
WHLI, Hempstead, L. 1
116
WHLL, Wheeling
191
WHOD, Homestead
145
WHOM, New York
205
WHOT, South Bend
55
WHP, Harrisburg
146
WHWL-WISL, Nanticoke-Shamokin
149
WIBA, Madison
195
WICH, Norwich
30
WILK, Wilkes-Barre
149
WIOD, Miami
34
WIOU, Kokomo
59
WIP, Philadelphia
147
WIRE, Indianapolis
54
WIRL, Peoria
49
WISH, Indianapolis
55
WITZ, Jasper
56
WJAX, Jacksonville
37
WJBK, Detroit
89
WJDX, Jackson
94
WJJD, Chicago
47
WJLK, Asbury Park
108
WJMJ, Philadelphia
149

WJOB, Hammond
WJOL, Joliet
WJPG, Green Bay
WKBH, LaCrosse
WKBN, Youngstown
WKNK, Muskegon
WKOP, Binghamton
WKRS, Waukegan
WKY, Oklahoma City
WLAM, Lewiston
WLBR, Lebanon
WLEW-WSAM, Bad Axe-Saginaw
WLIP, Kenosha
WLNA, Peekskill
WLW-T,
WLW-D, WLW-C, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus
WMAM, Marinette
WMAQ, Chicago
WMAR-TV, Baltimore
WMAZ, Macon
39,
WMAY, Springfield
WMC, Memphis
WMCT, Memphis
WMFJ, Daytona Beach
WMT, Cedar Rapids
WMUR, Manchester
WNAX, Yankton
WNEB, Worcester
Inside Front Cc
WNJR, Newark
WNLK, Norwalk
WOC, Davenport
WOMI, Owensboro
WOOD, Grand Rapids
WOOK, Silver Spring
WOW, Omaha
WPIT, Pittsburgh
WPRO, Providence
WPTR, Albany
WRBL, Columbus
WRDW, Augusta
WREN, Topeka
WRJN, Racine
WRMN, Elgin
WRNL, Richmond
WROK, Rockford
WROV, Roanoke
WSAZ, Huntington
WSBC, Chicago
WSCR, Scranton
WSFC-WSIP, Somerset-Paintsville
WSGN, Birmingham
WSID, Essex
WSJS, Winston-Salem
WSM, Nashville
164
WSOY-WTAX, Decatur-Springfield
WSPA, Spartanburg
WSRS, Cleveland
WSTV, Steubensville
WSYR, Syracuse
WTAD, Quincy
WTAR, Norfolk
WTHI, Terre Haute
WTIC, Hartford
WTOC, Savannah
WTOP, Washington, D. C
WTRY, Troy
WTWA, Thomson
WVMI, Biloxi
9
WVNJ, Newark
WWJ, Detroit
|
WWOL, Buffalo
WWRL, Woodside
WWSC, Glens Falls
WWVA, Wheeling
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price

j.

people?

af
Wh
You have to reach and influence people to move goods.

j!

To move goods in volume at low cost, you must reach
a lot of people. You must reach them frequently and
at low cost.

But what Price People?
1

In WLW-Land, the market that is approximately l/10th
of America, WLW

delivers people — a lot of people —

at the lowest possible price.

The new presentation entitled "What Price People?" is
a factual substantiation that WLW

is your best buy to

reach more people, more often, to move more merchandise
— for less.

•

140 West Ninth St., Cincinnati 2, Ohio
Phone Cherry 1822

•

360 North Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Illinois
Phone State 2-6693

•

630 Fifth Ave., New York 20, New York
Phone Circle 6-1616

•

6381 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California
Phone Hollywood 9-5408

FOR

LOCAL

LEVEL

IMPACT

Less than half of the nation lives in the metropolitan
areas. In Small Town and Rural America, you will find
more than half of the nation living— with more than half
of the nation's purchasing power! The Keystone
Broadcasting System has 450 stations with LOCAL
LEVEL IMPACT to sell these people who need and buy

BEYOND

EFFECTIVE

TELEVISION

There are very few television sets in Small Town and
Rural America— with little and unsatisfactory reception. These people still depend upon their local radio
station— and these stations, according to BMB studies
enjoy higher listener-loyalty than distant metropolitan
stations. National blue chip advertisers have already
discovered that Keystone's 450 stations effectively and economically move their merchandise!

IN

SMALL

TOW1V

AND

RURAL

AMERICA

For LOCAL LEVEL IMPACT, Keystone is the only
national transcription network reaching Small Town
and Rural America. These 450 stations can be purchased inone, low cost and attractive package— with
only one order, one check and one performance affidavit! Or buy only the number of stations needed to
cover a selected area.

KEYSTONE
NEW

YORK:

580 FIFTH AVE.
CHICAGO : 134 N. LaSALLE

BROADCASTING
ST.

SYSTEM

inc.
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You

don't have to hunt far in Baltimore

buy. It's W-I-T-H — the BIG
the LOW,

LOW

for the biggest bargain

independent, with the BIG

audience, and

rates!

ations in Black
uring 1950
Page 27

W-I-T-H

regularly delivers more

buying listeners-per-dollar than

any other radio or television station in Baltimore.
ECASTING

W-I-T-H

regularly

delivers better results — at lower cost.

? on Page 59
So if you're a bargain hunter
Baltimore for a little bit of money,
W-I-T-H.

It's BALTIMORE'S

if you want

see your Headley-Reed

BIGGEST

BARGAIN

N !WW<

W*I*T*H

s weekly

station

to do a BIG

Baltimore,

md

man
BUY!

job in
and buy

"I would

rather

be

right

than

president"

Virginia-born Henry Clay, thrice nominated to be
president, was willing to forego the highest honor
in America for his convictions. Independence of
thought and loyalty to principle has long been
characteristic of the Virginian. The First Stations
of Virginia (WMBG, WCOD-FM and WTVR-TV) profit by
these qualities. The friendship and loyalty of
listeners and viewers in the Old Dominion go all out for
Havens and Martin sponsors.

Statue of Henry Clay

WMBG

^

WCOD

Havens & Martin Stations are the only

"

\th€W&MYim

tdKvisTonTtatio!

WTVR'v

complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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Headley-Reed
NEW YORK
DETROIT

PHILADELPHIA
SAN FRANCISCO

Company
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
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NEW ORLEANS
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Business
Closed

Circuit

NEVILLE MILLER, former NAB president,
former mayor of Louisville, and now senior
member of Miller & Schroeder, Washington
radio law firm, being considered by White
House for high federal appointment. Although
he has been mentioned for FCC chairmanship,
in event vacancy occurs, that is not position
now being negotiated. From unimpeachable
sources, it's learned that Wayne Coy's departure is not imminent.
IT'S been kept undercover, but unofficial
NARTB sampling of industry opinion showed
one-third of stations wants some type of new
coverage study to succeed three-year-old BMB
figures; one-third is flatly against it, and
other third doesn't care. Quiet study now being
made to see if group of advertisers and/or
agencies would be interested in financing evaluation of audience measurement techniques. Incidentally, formal dissolution papers for BMB
were filed week ago.
VICK CHEMICAL CO. (Softskin hand
cream), New York, looking for women's participation shows in 100 markets to start Oct. 1
through Morse International, New York.
DELAY BY FCC in considering $25 million
ABC-United Paramount merger is causing
consternation in quarters other than these two
companies. CBS, which would acquire WBKB
Chicago for $6 million in parlay, also is
stymied on its Chicago plans. With only four
TV stations in Chicago, it would be hardpressed to find any other property available
for purchase.
TIME INC. may sponsor on ABC, NBC hourlong telecast of Japanese peace treaty signing
in San Francisco. Richfield Oil Co. may sponsor telecasts of all conference sessions on
CBS-TV Pacific Coast hookup. Radio and
TV coverage of all sessions except opening
address of President Truman is open for
sponsorship, but no signed contracts reported
Friday evening.
BIG PUSH to boost TV sales this autumn and
winter on part of manufacturers-distributorsdealers can be expected to bring appeals for
promotional cooperation from TV stations.
Set sellers got terrific charge from KSD-TV
page ad in Aug. 5 St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and
have some distributors and dealers talking of
approaching all TV stations for similar efforts.
One formula was suggested by National Appliance & Radio Dealers Assn. to dealer-members in its current "Appliance & Radio
Dealers News": Get pictures of TV stars who
will be appearing on air this fall from stations,
use them for window displays, interior setups,
advertising.
DRACKETT CO., Cincinnati (Windex), placing spot announcement campaign, basically
radio with a few TV stations, in 35 markets
starting Sept. 24 for 39 weeks.
Young &
(Continued on page 9 It)
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September NARTB District Meetings
Dist. Date
Hotel
City
2 Sept. 10-11 Syracuse Syracuse
8 Sept. 13-14 Book Cadillac Detroit
9 Sept. 17-18 Moraine-on-the- Highland Park,
Lake
III.
(More Upcomings on page 70)
Bulletins
SEN. ESTES KEFAUVER (D-Tenn.) Friday
proposed adoption by Congress of "code of
conduct" governing Congressional investigations and hearings and assuring full coverage
opportunities to all news media, including radio and television, except in cases where witness proves to committee chairman that "devices annoy" him. It would be up to chairman
to turn off annoying devices. Sen. Kefauver's
proposals included in two joint resolutions
which need both Senate and House approval
to be put in effect.
NEW AGENCY FORMED
BY EX-DUANE JONES MEN
FORMER OFFICERS and directors of the
Duane Jones Co., New York agency [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20], are planning to form an agency of their own with
three major advertising accounts as a nucleus
and with overall billing said to be between
$4% and $5 million. New agency will be
known as Scheidler, Beck and Werner, composed of following and their accounts departing from Duane Jones : Joseph Scheidler, vice
president and account executive, Manhattan
Soap account; Joseph Beck, account executive,
Borden Co., and Paul Werner, Hudson Pulp
and Paper Co. Eugene Hulshizer, secretary
of Duane Jones, is understood to be joining
firm with C. F. Mueller account.
Robert Hayes, former president, and Don
Gill, vice president, will reportedly either join
new agency or form one of their own.
Manhattan Soap Co. currently sponsors One
Man's Family on 63 NBC-TV stations, and
Hudson Pulp and Paper Co. underwrites Bride
and Groom twice weekly on CBS-TV.

Brief

REVLON
BUYS BREAKS
# Revlon
delible Cream Lipstick, N. Y., through
Ham H. Weintraub, N. Y., starting short
markets.
paign using mostly chain breaks in se~
JOHNS-MANVILLE
BUYING
# M
Manville Inc. (building materials), cons
ing sponsorship of TV programs for Sun
Firm already airing Bill Henry & Neu\
MBS (8:55-9 p.m., Mon.-Fri.).
NEW P&G SERIAL # Procter & Ga
(Joy and Spic & Span) initiating new da;
dramatic serial Search for Tomorrow
CBS-TV network, Mon.-Fri., 12:30-12:45
beginning Sept. 3. Agency: Biow Co., ]i
DINAH SHORE SIGNED # Stokeljj
Camp Inc., has signed Dinah Shore f<q
Little
Show to
NBC-TV,
Thurs.'sta ■
7:45 p.m.
replaceTues.
JohnandConte
either Nov. 20 or Nov. 27. Agency: Ci
& Holden, Carlock, McClinton and Smith,'
York.
IRONRITE RENEWING # Ironrite]
Mt. Clemens, Mich., renewing sponsorsh
Hollywood Screen Test over ABC-TV,
days, 7 :30-8 p.m., for 52 weeks, effective (
Three affiliates have been added to ne
list: WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio; K
Texas.
(TV) Omaha, Nebr., and WFAA-TV I
COMMUNICATIONS
MEET 11!
CONSISTENT WITH military plans
date communications planning for emerj
second conference of major radio and T1
works, communications carriers and wirej
ices scheduled by Army Public InforriJ
Division Aug. 30 at Pentagon, Washi:
Conference will discuss estimates of exf,
copy loads of radio and press in case
breaks out and plans developed by comr
tions companies to meet emergency,
ing
of conference,
issu'f
Col. toE. announcement
M. Kirby, chief,
Radio-TV Brai
Army Information, plans include Signal
furnishing such emergency assistance
sible.

District 4 Opposes
Sale of Network
Brecj
NETWORK proposals to sell chain-break time
was couched in general language, del l
and their slicing of radio rates drew wrath of
were openly resentful. Networks wen
NARTB District 4 members as first of annual
minded radio set ownership has reached s
district meeting series adjourned Friday at
tion stage, with medium "indispensabl*
Roanoke, Va. (main story, page 23). Followof the American way of life." Resolutio
ing up hot Thursday protests against rate
demned rate cuts, "Impingement upon
cuts, members unanimously adopted resolution
signals heretofore recognized as withi
impressing on "all sources of program supply"
province of the individual station, or int
need of stations to maintain economic stability.
tioti of practices which tend to dislocat
District 4, traditional spawner of powerful
gram structures, or any other acts whi
protests, took equally violent stand against
preciate the value of radio as an adve
legislation sponsored by Sen. William Benton
andOther
publicresolutions
service medium."
(D-Conn.). Benton measures would set up
lauded NARTB-:
advisory board along censorship lines, limit
test markets plan to show value of FM
TV licenses to one year and direct FCC to
page 93); commended NARTB board i\
foster subscription broadcasting.
vitalizing association under leaders! J
(Continued on page 9U)
While resolution cracking network tactics
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Any

way

you

look

WSAV

at

reaches

Comparative

it

more

people!

Analysis

Based upon Official Published Reports-BMB-Study No. 2.
For three subscribing Savannah, Georgia stations:
Average Daily
Subscribing
Total Weekly
Total BMB
Station:
Radio Homes:
Audience Families:
Audience Families:
D 57,009
D 143,670
D 82,080
WSAV
N 109,100
N 53,850
N 33,786
D 106,860
Savannah
D 46,163
N 46,070
N 83,320
D 65,810
N 31,578
D 51,880
D 19,323
Station "B"
D 30,470
Savannah
N 44,800
N 28,430
N 16,996
Station "A"
Average Daily Circulation ( ABC Reports) :
Savannah Newspaper "M" — 46,774

|

Number
Counties:
D 42
ND 28
29
N 20
D 7
N 3

Savannah Newspaper "E" — 23,807

630 kc.
5,000 watt*
FulJ Tim©

in Savannah WSAV
asting

Represented by Hollingbery
August 27, 1951
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DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR THE XL STATIONS DELIVER THE BIGGER MARKET
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Markets
YES, EVER SINCE TIME BEGAN . . . (Way back when Knighthood was in flower) there have been 'Them WHAT HEARD'
and 'Them WHAT SAW!. Today it has become possible to analyze to what
degree that is so . . . THE FIGURES PROVE THAT (IN THE NORTHWEST)
RADIO ... and 'Them WHAT HEARD' ... IS THE LARGER GROUP.
In a recent, thorough investigation, Advertising Research Bureau (ARBI)
interviewed scores of persons who sho pped in ADVERTISED stores. LEARNED
that 54.5% of these people got their information exclusively by listening and
only 33.2% by reading.

54.5%
12.3%

33.2%

radio
BOTH

newspaper

LET US PROVE iT!
Clip this coupon and
receive the "Proof of
Putting"
\ C*1
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Rated as the number one station in this extensive midPennsylvania area (Conlan and BMB), its recent power
increase to 5,000 watts and far wider coverage is fast
pushing it to an all-time high in popularity. Add to this
the above-average population growth in this area (1950
Census figures) and the fact that rates have not increased.
The result is a terrific sales opportunity for advertisers.
Write now for information.
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OMPARATIVE NETWORK SHOWSHEET
MONDAY
SUNDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Life Ins.
NotMon-Fri.
in Service Metro
Kid Strips
Drew Pearson
Allan
Jackson
6-7
p.m.
Quaker
You
Can't
Take
Repeat
of
Challenge of It With You
fi-nnPM
u.uu rivi
How To—
the Yukon | S
(22)
Socman R*Bros.
and
theYouWorld
Mon.(273)Headlines
U. 1 J
S
(268) R
Adventures of
No Network
Nick Carter Archie Andrews
My Irma
Friend
D.dU
Co-op
O ES D
S
P8G Ivory
Lowell
Thomas
Co-op
(6:55-7)
Kellogg
Murine
6:45
(101)
Cedric Foster
Co-op
P8G,
Oxy., Lava,
Amer. Tob. Co.
The Quiz Kids
Wild Bill
Lewis Jr.
Playroom
7. 00
Guy
Lombardo
Headline Edition Dreft— Buelah Fulton(321)
S
Adlam's
S
Time
(191)
R
Hickok
7-7:25
D'nner
Date
15
(122)
R
P8G Tide
Elmer Davis Jack Smith Show
News
1:
s
(147) RSoup
General
Mills Campbell
Beltone
An
Ted Mack
(302)Heatter
Affairs of
Lone Ranger
Club 15
GabrielCo-op
7: 30
Fiesta
TEA
Family Hour
Peter Salem
S
(145) R
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
Mutual
Ed. (154)
R. MurrowR
7:45
Newsreel
RCA
Hartley
Singing
(103)
Man
From
Coca-Cola
Hashknife
Elec.Suspense
Auto-Lite
Homicide
Stop theS Music Mario Lanza
Harris 8 Faye
Marshall
Show (193)
S
8: 00
(168)
(179) R
Stop theS Music
8: 15
8:30-8:55
American Chicle Philip Morris
Motors Lever-Lipton
Enchanted
Hour
Steel General
Godfrey (159)
TalentR Crime Fighters
Stop (171)
the Music Horace Heidi
NBCU. S.Symphony
8: 30
Henry Taylor Scouts
(179)
Worla Wine
Lorillard
Flashes
Stop the Music
8 45
Murder By
S
(198)
Elec. Cos.
United
or
Warner-Huunut
Lever—
Lux
Lux Radio
Not
Walter Winchell Coriss Archer
9:00
Opera
Experts
Theatre
(170)
Concert
S
S
Co-op
(173)
(281)Jirgens
Andrew
15
Louella Parsons
9:
*OT
(2S3)
Carnation Co.
Everett
Ghoct Stories
Dr.
Gino
Mr.
Moto
Holies
Contested
Holt
9: 30
S
S
Home Front
Ness
(131)
War FrontWar
Review
9:45
A.F.ofL.
Burton Dixie
R. BobJ. Reynolds
Latin
This
Music
EuropeIs
Hawk
Frank Edwards
$64 Question
For You
Corp., Paul
11 00 _Harvey
Show
(172)
S
(1J9)
Quarter
Gloria Parker
1Mystery
Love
(133) A
10. 15
Show
Solway
S
Co-op
Sterling
Drug
String
Phillips Petro
iinericsn Forum
News
BondsFor
George
of the Air
?ex Allen Show Bands
Wittnauer
Longines10 30
Co-op
S
Sokj'sky
(67)
(207)
Symphonette
Quartet
Dream
Harbor
Robt.
Q.
Lewis
(148)
My
Lucky
Stars
45
10
Waxworks
S
S
Baukhage
Talking
Band
News
News
News
from
News
News
00
S
S
NBC
11
15 PJ Thoughts
Dance
Music
Clifton Utley Sports SReport
in Passing
U.N.
Orchestra
11:
Highlights
<s . Elmer Roper
HHI
ABC
Milton Cross
9: GO AM Opera SAlbum
9 15
9 30

Voice oi Prophecy, V6P Inc.
(105)

SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Elder Michaux
Keyboard
Concerts
Happiness Hour
News
S
Christian Ref.
E. Biggs
Power
Church
Back to God

9 45
10 00
10 15
10 30
10 45
11 00

Message
Israel ot
S

Voice of
Prophecy
(322)

NegroChoirs
College
S
Fine Arts
Quartet
S

11 15
11 30

Church of Air
S

The Christian
In Action
S

RadioClassBible
(319)

Salt Lake City
Tabernacle

Wm. Hillman

Invitation
Learning to
S

Dixie 4
N 'western
Quartet U
Review
S

;1245
hi

News
Platform
S
People's
;1215 PM BrunchS Time
12
Co-op
Howard K.
Piano
30
Smith
Playhouse
Richfield
45
C.Collingwood
:121
(35)
San Francisco Book Assoc.
00
Talks
Sketch Book
(63)
(eff. 9/16) S
String
1:15
Serenade
00 N

College Choirs
Co-op
Hazel Markel
Dawn Bible
Frank 8 Ernest
lapehart-Fransworth— News
Vandeventer
Organ
Moods

Co-op
NBC
World News
Leon Pearson
We Hold
These
Truths
We(9:30-10
Remember
Spl)
Hudson Coal
D&H Miners
Spl
(14)
National
Radio Pulpit
S

ABC
General Foods
Breakfast Club
(261)& RSCo.
Swift
Breakfast
Club
(316) R
Philco(299)Corp.
Breakfast
Club
Sterling Drug
My (216)
True RStory

Co-op
MONDAY
CBS
News
Barnyard
Follies
S

Co-op
- FRIDAY
MBS
Co-op
Robt Hurleigh
Tell Your
Harmony
Neighbor
Rangers
Cc-op

NBC
Bob News
Warren
S
(34)
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45
Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star
(33)
Pure Oil Co.
News Time
No Network
Service
Miles
News of Labs
World
Miles Labs
(158) Fam
One Man's
(155)
Rs
ARailroad
A of HRRHour
1(171)
Firestone
Voice ol Firestone
(140)
Bell Telephone
Telephone Hour
(168) R
Cities Service
Band of America
(97) N
Orchestra
Boston "Pops"
OT
NewsNBCfrom
News of
the World

NBC
News Oil
Skelly
(27)
No Network
Service

TUESDAY
CRS
MBS
Kid Strips
Metro.
Life
Allan JacksonIns.
Repeat of
You(22)and
the World
S
No Network
Co-op
P8G— Ivory
(101)
Lowell Thomas
Co-op
P8G, Oxy., Lava, Fulton Lewis Jr
Headline
Dreft— Buelah
(324)
(122) R
P8G-Tide
Edition
Dinner
Jack
Smith
Show
Co-opDate
Elmer Davis
Campbell Soup
Personna Blades
Club 15R
General
Mills
(147)
Mr Mercury
Gabriel Heatter
(154)
R
Mutual
Am.
Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Murrow
Newsreel
"S
Danger
Monte
Chance
CountCristo
of
(103)
Lifetimeof a
S
S
Operation
ARC
Not in Service

News
NBC
(29)
Bob Warren
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45
3-Star
Sun OilExtra
Co
(33)
Pure Oil Co.
News Time
No Network
Service
Miles Labs
News (158)
of World
Miles Labs

Town Meeting

Chr S.S,Monitor
Views the News
R
Time For
Defense
S
Sterling Drug
News
(207)
Dream Harbor
S
Band
S
Sports Report
Co-op
Today
ABC
No School
S

SchoolDrug
Today
P8G,Travelers
Welcome No Block
10-10:15
(142)
Mo School Today
"

Shave Cream
Mr.8Mrs. North
Wm.(1d2)R
Wrigley
Life of Luigi
(179)
Meet Millie

Capitol
Cloakroom
Robt. Q. Lewis
Waxworks
News
Dance
Orchestra
Co-op

Official
Detective
S

Dangerous
Assignment

John Steele
Adventurer

It's Higgins, Sir

Traveler
Mysterious
(23)
A.F.ofL.
Frank Edwards
1Mystery
Love A
Co-op
Dance
Orchestra
Talking
Baukhage
U.N.
i Highlights

SATURDAY10am)
CBS
MBS
News
(Network Opens
Follies
Ba;nyard
S
Garden Gate
Lee Kelton
Orchestra
(153)
Galen Drake
Make Way

Pet Milk (150)
Jack Pearl 8
Mimi Benzell
Lever Bros
(133)
Big Town
Philip Morris
Bickersons
(167)
News from
NBC
theNewsWorldof

Headline
Edition

Co-op
Jack Smart Show
(eff. 9 19)
Gallery

Dr

Co-op

V
Ch
He.
Yoi

Mr. President
Rogue's
Lawrence
Welk
S

Johr(1
Blu
Box

Sterling Drug

(1

News
(207)
Dream Harbor
S
Band
S
Sports SReport ,

O

;

NBC
Coffee
in
Washington
S

1:30 PM

Brown Shoe

1:45
2:00

Ed McDonnell
Mind
Your
(124)
Smilin'
Manners

General Mills
Red (43)
FoleySplShow
Leslie Nichols
Betty(202)Crocker
Youth
R
Swift
8
Co*
Philip
Morris
Nothing
11 Double(132)
or
Modern
Helen Hall
Campbell
10:30Romances
(228)
Bristol
Myers
Let's
Pretend
Junior
Cream of Wheat
R
The Romance of Liggett
Myers
Arthur(184)&Godfrey
Junction
Ladies Fair Break the Bank
Record
Evelyn Winters
S
(191) R
Adventures
(T-Th. S)
(148)
S
When
a
fiirl
A
Day
Serenade
Marries
(167) M-W-F
S
S
Prudential Ins Journey Into
UN Is
Bristo -Myers Contnl. Baking
Jazz
TBA
Jack Berch
Break(MWF)
the Bank Grand(48)Slam Lorillard-Kraft*
S
Armour
My SBeat
Queen for
Rosemary
Party
PSG Ivory Snow
TBA
Mert's
Dial(141)Dave
ofCarnival
Books
Garroway(166)
(153)*
Armstrongof Today
Cork
America
No Network 101 Ranch Boys Theatre
General(134)Foods Curt
MilesMassey
Labs
Prudential
United
Time
The Jack Berch Wendy Warren
Service
S
(181)
S
Show S
theManFarmon
(151)
Pickens
Aunt
Jenny
Quaker
Lever
Bros.
Serutan
Lanny
Ross
«
Srthur Van Horn
S*
S
(139)
Georgia
(167)
The Eternal
Pillsbury
Mills
American
NoSongsNetwork
Whitehall
Miscellaneous
Farmer
Not in Service
Serviceby
Grand. Cen.Sta.
Helen Trent
Light
Crackers
Program
S
S
(155)
Eve
Young
Co-op
Whitehall
Co-op
Bob Poole
Our Gal Sunday
S
P&G (161)
Ivory, Spic
'/esterday, Today
Co-op
Show
Armour
Hometowners
8 Span, Big
Paul Harvey
8 Tomorrow
Stars Over(183)
I53j
NavySHour Hollywood
Sister (144)
S
Cedric Foster
S
Serenade
Jerry
& Sky
Party
PSG Oxydol
PickensRpt
Luncheon
with
Lopez
Ma Perkins
S
Ted Malone
Soldier's

Pet Milk
Mary (151)
Lee Taylor

ArtDr.olPeale
Living
S
News
Highlights
S
Faultless
Starch
Time
(53) Spl
Morning

No
P8G.
Lowt

0 (1

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Cecil Brown
Murdock,
A
Toni-Reid(93)
Godfrey
(170) R
Lever-Rinso
Faith
Our Time
Arthur
Godfrey
Pillsbury,
(174) R
Dixieland
Breakfast
God!rey(183)R
Co-op
Club
National
Biscuit
Arthur Godfrey

Co-op

th
Dref
P8
(145)Davis Jack!
Elmer
Lone Ranger
General
Mills Cam
C
Mr.
Am.
Bob Barkley
One Man's Fam
Ed. 1
DuPont(155) American Agent
America
Cavalcade
(155) H ofR
S

C-P-P Shampoo,
Black Night
Co-op
S
*OT

V
ABC
(
Metr
Not in Service Alia
Pg\
Co-op

Love Story
Story
Hollywood

Ve

Goodm
Back
NaB

2:15
2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15

This
Oncer1
Dr.Arou
Bill]
WoiHo

3:30
S
My Secret

4:00
3:45

(eff.
Der
Gospel

News
Barriault
Washington

4:15
4:30
4:45

Old-F;<e«.
Vl

Public Affairs
S
US
Marine Band
Allis-Chalmers
NatlHourFarm(168)
&H

5:00
5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

unday
leviv.'l

FOR

" ,ea(of
Strips

Sun Oil Co
3-Star Extra
Pure (34)
Oil Co.
'■'&Irr':'< Lewis Jr. News Time
liBM)
(34)
No Network
er Date
Service
' ^ Miles Labs
"
3
:aJ I H carter News of World
(158)
°",op,
Miles" Labs
One(155)
Man'sH Fam
R
— - "rHidden
uth
PeteBlues
Kelly's
S
i , national
t ; irport
I isPlus
i( nily
!i ealre
rlS

News
LionelS Ricau
No Network
Service
6:15-6:46

News
Bob Warren
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45

Kraft
Gildersleeve
(155)

Co-op
Headline
Edition
Co-op
Elmer Davis
General Mills
Silver Eagle
S.B.I. (162)
Newstandatre Players
TheS
Hollywood
Star
Playhouse

O'd Gold OrisDeSoto Plym'th
Dealers,
It Pays Amateur Hour
To Be Ignorant
(167)
(232^
Am Cig 8 Cig
The Big Story
(174)
Foreign
Reporter
S

You and
the World
S
No Network
P8G— Ivory
Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
(32)
(101)
Oil Co.
P&G.Oxy., Lava, Fulton(324)
Lewis Jr Pure
News(30)Time
Dreft— Buelah
(122) R
P8G-Tide
No Network
Jack Smith Show Dinner Date
Service
(147) R
Campbell Soup VCA Labs Inc. Miles Labs
News
of World
Co-op
Club 15R
(159)
Gab.iel Heatter
(154)
Miles Labs
Am. Oil-Hamm.
Mutual
Ed. R. Murrow
One Man's Fam
Newsreel
(103)
(156) HFoods
R
General
California
Wildroot
Father
Caravan
F.B.I. (149) R
Best Knows
(156)
S
Pal Blades
Hall Bros.
Rod 8 Gun Club
Hallmarkhouse Play(174) R
(135)
The Lineup

True
Falseor

Nightmare
Nation's

Roundup
Reporter's

News
Dance
Orchestra

U.N.
Highlights

SUNDAY
IBS
MBS
NBC
-^ouDur
Lutheran
U
of
Chicago
Hour
alien
Roundtable
(Lutheran)
losic

ABC
Gems For
Thought

Dance
Orchestra

Not in Service
Co-op

I

The Hour
Catholic
Report from
M. M. McBride
Pentagon
Co-op
BillCunningham
News
Mutual Benefit
Top Tunes
Ins , Bob
S
with Trendler Considine
(163>
Frances Scully
The Girl
From Paris
S
Hormel,
Music Family Circle
Bandstand with the Hormel
U.S.A.
S
Girls (45)

:OWtevens

Bobby
Benson

lay
ihaseat

Under
Arrest

tr

The Shadow
S

Am Dairy
Assn.
David
Lawrence
(167)
Belmont Radio
John (139)
C. Swayzi
Dean Cameron
The Saint
S
S
Altar Bound
S
The
Perfect
U S Tobacco
Co-op
Husband
Martin(167)Kane

The Whisperer
S

Big Jon 8
S
Sparkie

Williamson
True Detective Now HearS This
Mysteries (487)

Fun Factory
S

r
>nge
ler:
4 u

Co-op
Headline
Edition
Elmer(145)Davis
General
Mills
Lone Ranger
Attorney
Defense
S

Dimension
"X"

Equitable
This
Your Life
FBI
(286) R

L8M Fatima
Dragnet
(167) R

Heinz
Ozzie 8 Harriet
(elf. 9 28)

Counterspy
Gulf
Refining
(118)

Bristol-Myers
Mr
torneyDistrict
(eft. 9 At-21

A F of L
Amer. Tob. Co.
Frank Edwards Your Hit Parade
(168)
(23)
I Love A
Mystery
Dance
Orchestra
Co-op
Baukhage
Talking

Air Force
Hour

Co-op

and
Rayburn
Finch
Show

Co-op

OIL
TBA
■1 Edwards
Dixie
': 33 1
oveA
stery
Sterling
ante
RCA
NewsDrug
hestra Meredith(168)Willson
S
(207)
Dream Harbor
S
j-OD
Band
News
from
khage
NBC
S
kin;
News
of
.N.
Sports SReport
the World
77 . ilighfs

■ hadel
ws
ismnjf
iWs
Befit
cdies

ABC
Not in Service

FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins. Kid Strips
S Allan (22)
Jackson
Repeat ol
You and
the World
S
No Network
P8G— Ivory
Lowell Thomas
PSG.Oiy.,
(101) Lava,
Lewis Jr
Dreft— Buelah Fulton(324)
(122) R
P8G-Tide
Jack Smith Show Dinner Date
Co-op
(147) Soup
R
Campbell
Pearson
Club 15
Pharm Co
Gabriel Heatter
R
Am. (154)
Oil-Hamm.
Mutual
Ed. R. Murrow
Newsreel
(103)
SpadeShowCooley
Magazine
Theatre

Gillette
(elf.Fights
9/7)

Robt.Waxworks
Q. Lewis
Band
S

News

Sports Report

Dance
Orchestra

MONDAY - FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Co-op News
P8G(148)Crisco
Luncheon
Luncheon
With Lopez
Dr. Malone
with Lopez
GeorgeS Hicks
P8G Duz
Sings
Today
Guiding Light Harvey Harding Songs by Eve
Young— Repeat
150
Campbell
Soup
Music of
GF-Sw:nsdown
From«* the
Double or
Mrs.(7513urton
Windy
City
Nothing (130
S
P8G Tide
(152)
Perry Mason
General Mills
Toni Co.
Nora Drake
Live Like A Happy SHayloft
withSayMusic
It
(158)
P8G
Ivory Fl.
Go-op
Millionaire
Brighter
Amer.
Tob. (74'
Co
(127) Day
Banghart
P8G 2:55 Pan American
«*
Miles Labs.
Life-Beautiful
Hilltop House
Union
Paradise
(141)
P8G
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Road(154)
of Life
Kings
Poole's
PillsburyRow
(154)
(50) R
Roseland
P8G
House Party
Ballroom
Pepper Young
S
Col.-Palm.-Peet
(157)*
Strike It Rich
(141) R
Treasury
Bandstand
4:55-5 News
Tu
Music You Know
M. W
The Chicagoans
St. Louis Mat.
Th-F
TopTimeTune
MilesMassey
Labs.
Curt
Time (143) R

Miscellaneous
Programs
Tu. 5-5:30
Challenge of
the Yukon S
B8D
Chucklewagon
Mert's4:30-5Record
Adveniures
M-W-F
5-5:30
Chall.Quaker
of Yukon
Thurs. 5-5:30
5:30-5:55
Tu. 8
Th.,Kellogg
Derby
Sky King
5:30-5:55 MWF
Clyde Beatty

*OT

Dance
Orchestra

Nightbeat
S

General Foods
HopalongCassid] Take a Number
(eff. 9/22

Armed
Forces
Review

Inspector
Thome
S

General Foods
Gangbusters
(Start
9 22X152)

A Song
Time For

Mr. Keen Tracer
of Lost Persons

P8G
Right(158)
to nessHappi(155)
P8G
Marines
Review In
Backstage Wif
S
Sterling Drug
(143)
Stella Dallas
Sterling
(147)Drug
Concert ol
Y Widder
Brown (147) AmericanS Jazz
Manhtn. Soap
Woman in my
House (168)
News
Whitehall
Jus! (137)
Plain Bill
S
Horse
Racing
Whitehall
Front Page
Farrell (134)
P8G
Vacation
Lorenzo Jones
Time
(42)
Bob 8 Roy ClubClubAluminum
Time

Hawaii Calls

Broadway

A F of L
Frank Edwards Roy Shield 8 Co.
(133)
IMystery
Love A

TBA

News from
NBC
News of
the World
Morzan
Beattv

TBA

SEPTEMBER 1951
Harmony
SATURDAY
NBC
CBS
MBS
_NBC.
(j)
News
Morton Salt
-A.B_C_.
Lionel Ricau
Rangers
UnaTrioRenner
May
Roger
Bob News
Warren
6:00 PM
S
S
Visitin' Time
No Network
Carlisle
Service
6:15
Dr. (47)
Pepper
S
Washington
(35)
6:15-6:45
Co-op
6:30
NBC Symphony
Harry SWismer Sports Roundup
Earl
Godwin's
Orchestra
Organ Music
Sun OilExtra
Co
3-Star
*OT
LRichfield
Leseuer
Management
S
6:45
Co-op
(33)
Pure
OilTimeCo.
Dance
News(33)
Al Heifer
Management
Orchestra
S
LaborTwin
No Network
Views of
Bert Andrews
Service
the
Newsof
LaborComedy
7:15
Tropical Trip
Milesof Labs.
News
World
Errors
(7:30-7:50)
Space SPatrol
7:30
(159)
Wrigley
7:50-8 State
Party
Miles Labs.
Farm
Auto
Ins
Dancing
(176)
7:45
One Man's Fam.
Co , C Brown
Gene Autry
Man
(156)Called
HR
(167)
RCA,
Musical
20 Questions Merry-go-Round
"X"S
S

Is My Beat
Saturday at
Shamrock
S

Carter Prod.
Songs(134)
for Sale
Sterling

Montague
Magnificent

1:30
:45

TBA
Bob 8 Ray

Lombardoland
U.S.A.
S

8:15

9:30
9:15

Show
9:45
10:00

Chicago
of theTheatre
Air
S
TBA
Grand Ole Opry
R J Reynolds

10:15
Dixieland
Jam-Bake (Start
10:30
Songs
Sale
(334
Songs9/15)
forfor Sale'
S
(162)
Pro 8 Con
New Yorkers
S
S
10:45
Talking
NBC
News
News
Baukhage
NewsNBCiron
News
from
News
rioiil Roosevelt
11:(
News of
Dance
Dance
U.N.
(LA)
Silver
Jubilee
the World
Orchestra
Highlights
S
Morgan Beattv
11:15PM
Orchestra
Explanatory: Listings in order: Sponsor, name
of program,
number of sta'Tions;
s sustaining;
K reDroaacast
Coast; TBA to be announced. Time EDT.
SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
Toni Co.
Dance
8:50-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris,
Rio
Rhythms
Alias (151)
Jane Doe
Orchestra
One Man's
Opinion,American
200 stations.
7:30-8
PM M-W-F,
Bakeries
Co., Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
Discs
8:30-9:15 AM Sun.,
Hormel 8 Co.
CBS General Foods,
Dunn on
Musicana
Girls with
(115)H.
Sunday AMMorning
stas.
Music
8:30-8:45
M-F, Gatherin',
General 107Foods,
Renfro Valley Country Store, 68.
10:25-30
AM
Sat.,
Economic
Labs,
Galen Drake, 179 stations.
11-11:05 AM Sat., Campana Sales Co.
Slim 8Bryant
The
Bill Shadel News, 178 stations.
3:55-4
PM 184
Mon.-Fri.,
Chicagoans
His Wildcats
Drake,
stations. Pillsbury, Galen
5:55-6 PM Sun., American Safety RaP. Morgan,
stas.
12:55 PMzor Corp.,
Sat.,Edw.
Pillsbury
Mills, 148Cedric
MBS
Adams, 155 stations.
Farm
Caribbean
News
TBA
Crossroads
NOTE: Split network (4/16-9/30) from
Adv. in
TBA
approx.work A,2-4
PM Mon.-Sun.;
NetScience
B. baseball,regular
related shows;
shows. Network
From
Bondsfor
US
Bands
8:55-9 PM Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry &
Report
the News. Johns-Manville, 434 stas.
Overseas
Army Band
8:55-9 AM Mon.-Fri., Les Higbie and
Dance
the News, American Tobacco Co.
10:25-10:30. 11:25-11:30 AM Mon.-Fri.,
Orchestra
12:25-12:30, 2:25-2:30, 3:25-3:30. 4:25Stan Dougherty
4:30T.PMBabbit
Mon.-Fri.,
Sports SParade
B.
Inc. Bab-O Reporter,
Orchestra
10:55-11
AM
Mon.-Fri.,
Talk Back With
TBA
Horse Racing
Happy noon
Felton,
American
Co.
11:30-12
Tues.,
Thur., Tobacco
Kraft Foods
Co.,
co-sponsors
Queen
for
a
Day.
Summer for
Bandstand
NBC
Cross-Section
U.S.A.
Orchestra
USA
i!OT — Operation Tandem, Whitehall,
RCA and Liggett & Myers.
8- 8:15
Oil AM
Co. Mon.-Fri.
27 stations.Alex Drier. Skelly
TBA
9- 9:15 AM, Sat. This Farming BusiRadio
ness, SkellyMon.-Fri.
Oil Co. 26Hymn
stations.Time,
Yourselffor
10:45-11 AM.
Speak
Scratchpad
Treasury
General Mills, 10 stations.
Dance
Orchestra
Co-op

Reporter's
Bandstand
Dance
Orchestra
a

On the Spot

Big City
Serenade
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You

Everywhere

It

Hear

£6

The extremely successful
showing of the 1951
DeSoto in Baltimore was
due, in no small part, to
the strong advertising
campaign RENNIX
over WBAL *
WILLIAM
DeSoto Dealers Ass'n. of B

6t
Thank you for the splendid job WBAL has done
for us.
SETH W. HEARTF
Delvale Dairies, Inc.

We definitely feel that
WBAL's Kitchen Karnival
has helped the sale of
Mrs.
Soups. Grass' Noodle
A. J. GRASS
/. J. Grass NoodA

We have excellent
ports of the fine
WBAL is doing to
Windex and Drano.
L. A. AUE
The Drackett

38,000
496,810
That's The Kind

SQUARE
RADIO
of Coverage

WBAL can show you success story after success
story to prove it pays off when you buy radio
time wisely. In addition to the widest coverage
and the largest listening audience in the Middle Atlantic area, WBAL offers constant program promotion over the air and in the Baltimore newspapers.
50,000

Watts

NATIONALLY
Edward

Petry and

FAMILIES!
WBAL

Gives

You

sponsors' products. In addition, WBAL "plugs"
radio shows on WBAL-TV. These are the "extras"
that bring results . . . the WBAL success stories.
RADIO

BALTIMORE

BY

Co., Inc.

WBAL
NBC

Con

are pleased with

the way WBAL's Mollie
Martin covers the important selling points of
La France.

WBAL's expert merchandising staff works each
day with dealer and store contacts; places pointof-sale displays; gets merchants to promote

in Maryland

REPRESENTED

We

MILES

rejob
sell

in MARYLAND

MARGARET WOODV
Foote, Cone & Belding

open mike
[TOR :
would appreciate it very much
i ou could send me one of your
ADCASTING • TELECASTING tele. on and . . . AM maps . . .
John Gordon
Radio-TV Director
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Cincinnati
HOB'S NOTE: Mr. Gordon and 15,other BROADCASTING
• TELEiTING
subscribers received
new
maps of AM, FM and TV stations
heir annual MARKETBOOKS last
k.]

pster
ITOR:
. . I understand that a good
vy IBEW, AFRA and NABET
tracts, recently negotiated, have
:i turned down by the Wage
bilization Board insofar as wage
eases are concerned. One of
recent turndowns involved
K here in Cleveland. . . .
wonder if it would not be newsthy if you could get a list of
0 cases which the wage people
e turned down in the last sevi months. It might make good
ling.
James C. Hanrahan
General Manager
WEWS (TV) Cleveland
(TOR'S NOTE: Thanks to Mr. Hann for his news tip which encourthe story this issue.]
I| •
*
* *
eed The Thaw
■■>■ TOR:
ince the FCC
has partially
■d the TV "freeze," by granting
- er boosts to existing stations,
Id it not be entirely feasible
onclude that there will be little
ige in the allocation plan of
March 23? If that is so, would
ot seem practical for the Common to authorize grants for
largest metropolitan areas, not
served by television, with the
iso that if the allocations are
iged as to those particular
nmnities, stations would amend
r applications accordingly? It
rs to me that this would
?dite handling of applications
would be of material assistance
consulting engineers, lawyers
equipment manufacturers. It
Id have the double virtue of
'iding additional TV service in
Jrved areas at the earliest
ticable time and, at the same
would give a lift to TV set
ufacturers, now in the dol<ns.

^&
performing outstanding public
service at the very outset of their
operation.
I realize fully, of course, that
this procedure could not be invoked
until after the Nov. 26 deadline
specified in the FCC's timetable.
But prior to that, all of the spadework could be done, in preparation
for a speedy thawing of the freeze.
It would also separate the sheep
from the goats, among those people
who are talking television but who
are not prepared to follow through.
Norman A. Thomas
Vice President
WDOD Chattanooga
* * sfc
Greenville Has Grown
EDITOR:
Just on the outside chance that
it might be news to you there are
three Metropolitan Districts in
South Carolina.
True enough that Greenville
made it this year for the first time
and we did it by a rather Gargantuan job of extending our city limits to embrace some good suburbs.
But when we did it, we did it in a
very big way and got in No. 1 position in the state, beating Columbia and Charleston all the way by
population, homes, radio homes and
percentage of radio homes.
Yet on page 7 of your Marketbook you list only Columbia and
Charleston as South Carolina Metropolitan Districts . . .
B. T. Whitmire
Manager
WFBC Greenville, S. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The U.S. Bureau of
the Budget's "Standard Metropolitan
Area
June Columbia
5, 1950, latest
officialDefinitions"
list, namesforonly
and
Charleston.
Greenville's
annexation
surrounding suburbs occurred since theof
latest official definitions came out.]
Star Spangled Cure-Ail
EDITOR:
The American way of life is
rapidly fading away. . . . What
can radio and television do to stop
this tragic trend? . . .
Let each radio and video station
take the same moment each day
to play the national anthem. At
that moment, there would be only
one program, one song available
for the entire nation by radio and
video, the national anthem. . . .
R. B. McAlister
Co-owner
KICA Clovis, N. M.

aere would be another great
Antage in the upcoming naRADIO activities at Canadian Naal elections, in my judgment.
tional Exhibition, Toronto, Aug. 241 television so important an
Sept.
8,
on Radio
rumentality in bringing the and PresswillDaybe athighlighted
annual fair on Aug.
lidates to the people, additional
31. CNE will show latest in home receivers both radio and TV, as well as
ions in currently unserved
s would be in the position of military communication equipment.
O ADCASTING
• Tele casting

"...like selling refrigerators

J. N. Blair & Company, Inc., of Sacramento, California,
to Eskimos77
sponsors
of the Fulton Lewis, Jr. program on KXOA, had
this to say to the station:
"We've heard about selling refrigerators to Eskimos,
and now KXOA has done almost the same thing for
us through Fulton Lewis. Jr.
"As you know, we started with one spot a night. Eight
weeks later we tripled our investment to buy three
quarter-hours.
friends
know we
handled heatingSeveral
units personal
until they
hearddidn't
the program.
"The real pulling power of the show was tested when
we advertised ice cream units in mid-winter — the nearest thing we know of to selling refrigerators to Eskimos.
Fifteen minutes after the program we received eleven
inquiries for further information!
"Fulton Lewis, Jr. and KXOA have certainly done a
for us."
Thejob*
Fulton
Lewis, Jr. program is "doing a job" for local
advertisers on 372 stations. It offers a ready-made audience at local time cost. Since there are more than 500
MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System,
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11) .
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WBIG'S

SILe

ANNIVERSARY
Special Programs Hail 25th Year

ALL-DAY series of special broadcasts marked the observance
Wednesday by WBIG Greensboro,
N. C, of its 25th anniversary. Rededicating the station to its principles of public service, entertainment and education, WBIG carried
program features typical of its
first quarter-century.
Gilbert M. Hutchison, WBIG
president and general manager,
directed the celebration. Mr.
Hutchison has headed the operation since death of Maj. Edney
Ridge Jan. 13, 1949.
Commercial novelty centered
around the voicing of advertising
messages by the advertisers themselves.
Four of the original directors of
the station and of Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. when the
insurance company bought control
of the property in 1934 took part
in the program. They were Howard
Holderness, president of the company; Joseph M. Bryan, first vice
president and director; Julius C.
Smith, vice president and general
counsel, and Carl Jung, vice president in charge of agency operations.
History of Greensboro radio was
featured in an evening program
titled Radio Since 1926. Persons
LATEST

HOOPER

REPORT

active in local affairs participated.
Mayor Robert Frazier, of Greensboro, was one of the participants.
Mayor Frazier helped form WNRC,
predecessor station, in 1926 and
was active in organizing North
Carolina Broadcasting Co. in 1930
when that firm took over ownership from Wayne Nelson, its cofounder with Mr. Frazier.
The present WBIG directorate
took part in a special feature. Included were M. H. Crocker and
Mrs. Edney Ridge, directors, and
Mr. Hutchison as president-general manager. Three government
levels participated in the feature.
Governmental speakers were Federal Judge Johnston P. Hayes;
Henry Bridges, state auditor of
North Carolina, and Mr. Frazier.
This program, heard 10:45-11
p.m., closed with pledge of allegiance to the flag and a pledge
by WBIG to its listeners and advertisers of better things to come.
Salutes were received from other
North Carolina stations. Arthur
Godfrey's morning program on
CBS Radio carried a tribute and
Warren Hull followed up on the
CBS Strike It Rich feature. A
Godfrey transcription was used.
Messages came from U. S. Sena-

KEY MIDDLEWEST women broadcasters go over plans in advance of tr j
district meeting to be held in Omaha Sept. 29. At the planning board me
ing of the American Women in Radio & Television at the home of Drf
Murphy in Shenandoah (KMA Shenandoah, la.) are (I to r): Ann Hayes, KC/I
Kansas City, Mo.; Belle West (seated on floor), KOIL Omaha; Martha Bohlsl
WOW-AM-TV Omaha; Bernice Currier, KMA; Doris Murphy; Betty Wei
KIOA Des Moines; Mayme Allison, KBON Omaha; Adella Shoemaker, Kk)
tors Willis Smith and Clyde R.
Hoey as well as Reps. Thurmond
Chatham and Carl T. Durham.
Gordon Gray, president of the U.
of
North Carolina, sent a special
message.
A musical and news program,
9-10:45 p.m., featured 25 top
tunes of the quarter-century and
an important news item for each
Opening feature of the anniveryear.

sary was a 25-year agricultul
review at 6:05 a.m. by ChaJ
Lamb, Guilford County soil <M
servation agent.
Mr. Hutchison said the static!
progress was a tribute to the l|
Maj. Ridge, a firm believer!
public service. Under Maj. Rida
guidance the station received lc|
and nationwide recognition for)
services, he said.

SHOWS:

WBNS,

Columbus,

programs

has

the

—

20

Day

top-ratd

and

Night

Keep company with the top-rated programs on Central
Ohio's top station. Cash in on these ratings with your own
spots and programs.
The 10 top-rated daytime shows on WBNS are: Helen Trent,
Aunt Jenny, Arthur Godfrey Time, Omar News, News Roundup, Big Sister, Ma Perkins, Our Gal Sunday, Rosemary, Guiding
Light; followed by the 10 top-rated night-time shows, including Chet Long, Godfrey's Talent Scouts, Lux Theatre,
Suspense, Dr. Christian, F.B.I., Amos 'n' Andy, Boston
Blackie, Lowell Thomas and My Friend Irma. That makes
20 out of 20 ... a good batting average in any league. For
time availabilities, write or call your John Blair representative.
W/BK1S IS
BATTlKlG 1000 IN
THE BIG CENTRAL
OHIO

LEAGUE

CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET

Source: May-June Hooperatings
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OKA

•

KYW

•

jational Representatives,

jOADCASTING

WBZ

• WBZA

Free&Peters,

• TelecastingRadio.

except

- AmeticaX

• WOWO
for WBZ-TV;

• KEX
for WBZ-TV,

• WBZ-TV
NBC

Spot Sales

QtecU 'Adw*titi*Uf
August 27,Medium
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#

agency

ICHAEL J. MADAR, vice president and director Lennen
Mitchell, N. Y., named secretary. He has been with firm i
23 years.

DWIGHT F. McCOLLISTER appointed vice president in charge of p
duction Rollman, Cary & Rittenhouse, Cincinnati. He formerly operai
his own art studio.
ARTHUR BURNS, manager CJAD Montreal, named president Associai
Adv. Agency Ltd., Montreal.
ANN JANOWICZ, timebuyer BBDO, N. Y., to Benton & Bowles, N.
as timebuyer on General Foods and Best Foods accounts.
RAY REX, chief copywriter Rex Adv. Co., Detroit, named product
manager.
DAVID J. GILLESPIE Jr., Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., named assock
media director.
VIRGINIA CRAWFORD, Eastern Advertising agencies, to Lockwoi
Shackelford, S. F., as media and traffic director.
NORMAN ROBBINS, copy writer Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayl
N. Y., to Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., as copy supervis

on all accounts

H.
as well as advertising, Leoradio
er in
pione
EER'
PION
A Rose
g, S vice
nber
president of
Foote, Cone & Belding in Chicago,
appeared on what is believed to be
the first regularly-scheduled broadcast and celebrates this year his
25th anniversary with the agency
which began as Lord & Thomas &
Logan.
Mr. Rosenberg, a quiet man with
a pixie humor, gave returns in the
the
wireless for
Harding-Cox
presidential
on
the racerfHl

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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BLAIR

&

CO.

our

$3." The turnover, he recalls, m
enough to satisfy the most ava:
cious salesman because the sh<
were so cheap a half-way popu
girl could wear out a pair in t
weeks of dancing.
Interested primarily in lite:
ture and writing, he nevertheb
succumbed to the wishes of
father and majored in electriengineering
at Chicago's HeArmci
Institute
of Technology.
mi
aged, however, to elect two ye<*
of English. T
youngest in his cli^
to be graduated i

first time in 1920.
CBS's Ed Murrow
asked him to deliver
21)
self , hewithapplied
the hid !
them again in his
third album of the
gence which h
documentary record,
characterized
since, carrying,h i
"I Can Hear It
Now." NBC requione period, 43 out
sitioned his services
aof possible
also for its first telecourses 44inhoic
casting of election
week. Five hours
returns in 1940,
homework night
when Mr. Willkie
challenged FDR.
aft
Leo Rosenberg
noon
and each
lectin
plus labs
from
8:30
until
nc 1!
maneuvered around
netted
him
a
B
and about the agency
degree.
business before actuhisAfter
— and graduate
McGra
ally entering the
fold. A native of
Hill's — circulati
Mr.
ROSENBERG
Montgomery, Mo.,
increased as 1
moved
where his father ran a general
zest through
with
his
store, he lived in Iola, Kan., and "field,"
St. Louis before moving to Chicago.
portion includi
Louisiana, Texas and Oklahoi1
While attending Englewood High
Elated
in
his
first venture fr<
School, young Rosenberg picked the family hearth,
Mr. Rosenbe
was rewarded personally but fti«
up book money by selling Cutler's
(Continued on page 82)
shoes, "any shoe in the house for
BROADCASTING

• Telecasti

*

#

#

beat

OWARD W. WILSON to Tatham-Laird, Chicago, as merchandising
anager, from Lady Esther Ltd., where he was general sales manager.
= is former director of sales promotion at Ruthrauff & Ryan.
TEUART HENDERSON BRITT, personnel director McCann-Erickson,
Y., appointed vice president and director of research Needham, Louis
Brorby, Chicago.
DN THOMAS, Galloway & Thomas, Washington, appointed account
ecutive Kronstadt Adv. Agency, Washington.
)M HICKS, executive TV producer Geyer, Newell & Ganger, N. Y., to
uicer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., in radio-TV department.
;: : A.THERINE HURLEY, McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. Inc., S. F., to Alport
O'Rourke, S. F., as account executive.
LBERT L. BURTON, assistant to president Irwin Vladimir & Co. Inc.,
Y., to agency's S. F. office, as executive assistant.
D M. FLOM to Marvin Gordon & Assoc., Chicago, as production manrer.
LA.N WADE RINDLAUB, vice president BBDO, N. Y., invited to
~.:v dress National Assn. of Food Chains 18th annual meeting in WashingSept. 23-27.
NA
CLARK, framework writer on CBS Lux Radio Theatre for J.
1
alter Thompson Co., Hollywood, named publicity director succeeding
>E LEIGHTON, transferred to radio and TV department of agency.
langes of address: J. J. WEINER Co., S. F., moves offices to 149
Jifornia St., S. F. GEORGE E. S. THOMPSON, Oakland, moves to
08 Lakeshore Ave., same city. ALPORT & O'ROURKE, S. F., moves to
15 Post St. Telephone number is YUkon 2-3161. AVERY & BRUJIERE Adv., S. F., moves to 681 Market St. Telephone remains
Jkon 6-0181. KIRKLAND, WHITE & SCHELL, Atlanta, Ga., moves to
w offices at 101 Marietta St. Telephone remains LAmar 3682-3.
ARNER, SCHULENBURG, TODD & ASSOC. Inc., St. Louis, move to
ger quarters at Court House Plaza, Clayton 5. Telephone is
: Clmar 8892.

With

a New

Full Time

Schedule

Serving over 200,000 people in the Green Bay area
with music, news, sports and farm news. Programs

-"GH BENSON, Blaine-Thompson Co., N. Y., to Roy S. Durstine Inc.,
j Y., as public relations and publicity director. Associated with Mr.
it nson will be KATHRYN GRIMES, previously with Blaine-Thompson,
-d ROGER YOUNG, formerly with Paramount News.

which are really merchandised!

" j)ROTHY
radio and LEWIS,
TV publicity
snt N. W. DORAN,
Ayer & assistant
Son., N. to
Y.,head
and ofWILLIAM
MaxondepartInc.
r Y., married Aug. 17 in New York City.

AND your best buy in Wisconsin's 3rd Market!
Listeners stay tuned to us, because we stay tuned
to them!

IARLES TRACEY Adv., headed by CHARLES TRACEY, eastern
vertising executive, will open offices in S. F. and Hollywood in near
Dure.

"More Reason to Listen, Oftener"

M. DANCER, president and board chairman Dancer-Fitzgerald- Sample
'.v. Agency, attended opening of firm's western affiliate, Dancer-Fitzrald-McDougall Inc., S. F. President of new affiliate is CHARLES H.
•DOUGALL. Offices are located at 114 Sansome Street, S. F. MARILYN
IDWICH, BBDO, S. F. to media department Dancer-FitzgeraldDougall.
XOMAS O. MORRIS, Jr., account executive Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
plywood, named director of public relations Prudential Insurance Co.
America, Newark. DICK JAMES replaces him at Ruthrauff & Ryan.

^RL R. SUTPHIN, account executive for ABC network sales departnt, appointed radio and TV account executive for BBDO, Chicago, on
Libby Frozen Foods (Libby, McNeill & Libby) account.

GENE E. BLACKWELL, assistant advertising manager Hoover Co.,
icago, to McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as sales promotion manager.
jlOADCASTING
• Telecasting
1

^teeft 'Say, TVi&catt&iti
Ask McGillvra, N. Y. and Chicago or Wire Us
New Additional Hours Presently Means
New Availabilities and Choice!
1000 WATTS DAYTIME

500 NIGHT
August 27, 1951
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new

Maybe

business

• • •
HOLIDAY ON ICE Inc., N. Y., preparing radio spot announcement
Spot to be used in United States, Mexico and South America, to promot
1952 edition of "Holiday on Ice" show. Transcriptions are bein:
prepared by Columbia Recording Corp. Agency: Walter McCreery Inc
N. Y.
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Ft. Madison, Iowa, offering its dealers a
no charge series of 16 slides in 35mm size for 20-second TV spot an
nouncements. They are available through company salesmen. Copy cov
ers back-to-school, Christmas and gifts of Sheaffer TM (thin model
fountain pens.
MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee, in cooperation with local distribu
tors sponsoring Chicago Bears-Cleveland Browns football game fror
Chicago, Sept. 9. Game will be carried by special network.

But

what

a

lot

of

DEARBORN SUPPLY Co., Chicago, which is introducing its new produc
Chlor-O-Creme, a chlorophyll face cream, in Chicago-area radio and T1
tests, plans to use more broadcast media when test is complete an
results analyzed. Agency: Tim Morrow Adv., same city. Mr. Morro\
is account executive.
CASITE Corp., Hastings, Mich, (oil additive for autos), will use radi
and TV spots in 164 markets from mid-September for 13 weeks. Agency
Keeling & Co., Indianapolis.
UNION STARCH & REFINING Co., Columbus, Ind., testing its ne^
product, Pennant Reddi Starch, with three TV participations weekly i
Indianapolis for indefinite period. Agency: H. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicagc
Meturotk

iv/iAni/iTT
MAR
KET

n ■ i - Rank
D ,
Groceries,
Confect'ry, Sales
Meats
Population
-1948 Wholesale

AKRON

40

AMARILLO

#15,866,000

162

15,686,000

WICHITA

85

PEORIA

76

13,416,000

117

7,397,000

ALBUQUERQUE

:

15,531,000

♦figures From Printers' Ink, May 25, J 95 7
Where there's money, there's a market! . . . And
KGNC is the only medium that reaches and delivers
the green-backed Amarillo market!
P. S. The AMARILLO
the largest non-TV
and Oklahoma.

WHOLESALE

MARKET

market in Texas, New

is

Mexico

• • •

ARMOUR & Co., Chicago, renews Dial Dave Garroway on full NB'
radio network for 52 weeks from Sept. 3 through Foote, Cone & Belc
ing, same city. Show is aired daily 10:45-11 a.m. CT.
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City, renews quarter-hour on NBC split nel
work of 28 stations Mon.-Sat. for 52 weeks through Henri, Hurst <
McDonald, Chicago. NBC News Commentator Alex Drier is hear
five days weekly, and This Farming Business on Sat., both from
to 7:15 a.m. CT.
NATIONAL OPTICS Co., N. Y. (Rayex night glasses), sponsors If
minute news commentaries by Sidney Walton Thursday and Sunday o
72 ABC radio stations. Agency: Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
JACOB RUPPERT BREWERY, N. Y., to sponsor Candid Camera startin
today (Monday) on WJZ-TV New York, Monday- Wednesday-Friday 7:1?
7:30 p.m., for 52 weeks, replacing Broadway Open House which was car
celled effective Aug. 24 on NBC-TV. New series to be seen in N. Y. an
Boston only. Ruppert to buy time in other cities. Agency: Biow Co
N. Y.
CLUETT-PEABODY, N. Y. (shirts), now sponsoring Don Ameche altei
nate Thursdays' on ABC-TV, considering sponsorship of Herb Shrine
among others, in new autumn series. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
VITAMIN CORP. OF AMERICA, Newark (Rybutol), begins 52-wee
sponsorship of Chet Huntley newscasts on 45 ABC Western Networ
stations, Tuesday, 5:30-5:45 p.m. (PST). Agency: Milton Weinber
Adv. Co., L. A.
KINGAN PACKING Co., N. Y., buying Arthur Godfrey's Digest to stai
Oct. 14, Sunday afternoon on CBS. Agency: Warwick & Legler, N. 1
LESLIE SALT Co., S. F., Sept. 17 starts sponsorship of The Breai
fast Gang on full Don Lee network of 45 stations, Mon., Wed., Fri
7:15-7:30 a.m. (PDT). Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: Long Ad
Service, S. F.

Represented Nationally by the O. L. Taylor Company
Page 16
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GREYSTONE

PRESS, N. Y., for its legal publications, will sponsor Tl
(Continued on page 79 )
BROADCASTING

• Tclecastin

These

three rich Michigan

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

markets

now

available

to NBC

advertisers

for the first time.
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feature

of the week

If it's ears you are need'n
The kind that are heed'n

Commercials, just as they should;
Before proceeding . . .

WOOPS

! I

Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more thah marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.
WRC listening is up — way up.
Some very choice availabilities
in spots and programs are keyed

Stepping out of the proverb into the china shop, the bashful bull enjoys
the air-conditioning while Mr. Monroe tries to coax a few comments.
Keeping a safe distance in the background are (I to r) Jack Towery, of
Kunkle's Gift Shop; Bill Ford, KENT advertising department; Mr.
Kunkle, Bob Conwell, of the Chamber of Commerce, and an unidentified
policeman.
IT ALL started with a friendly
after-dinner conversation between
Joe Monroe, disc jockey for KENT
Shreveport, La., and John Kunkle,
owner
Shop. of the local Kunkle's Gift
Some persons have the failing
of "putting their foot in their
mouth" during off-hand conversations. Mr. Kunkle was different. By

opening his mouth he managed —
shop!
literally — to put a bull in his china
Mr. Monroe, it seems, won a bet
from Mr. Kunkle that the Shreveport Sports would win a threegame baseball series from the Beaamont (Tex.) Roughnecks.
If the Sports won the series, Mr.
(Continued on page 77)

to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we

Pick the station that's leading.
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOC

<7

•«

Why
is WOOD
terrific?
Ask Katz
to get specific.
In Greater Grand Rapids . .
most ears are WOODpecked
• WOOD appeal
Greater Grand Ra
most diversified i
ence
est
inland
market
Covers
Michigan's
Gives you lowest

can accomplish for a product.
strictly

We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.

tisin
uctUTI
prod
adver
is er
the than
vein
L g rath
ONA
TIT
INS
of public opinion mined by
Ralph C. Mulligan, managing dius Coal Institute. rector of the Bitumino

The latest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.

As director of BCI, the public relations division of the National Coal
Institute, his job is to make friends
for the bituminous coal industry.

We'll stand on that!

Mr. MULLIGAN
Page 18
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business

An important vehicle of BCI's
public relations is radio. The institute spends an average of $40,000 annually in the medium, principally for its 15-minute newscast,
heard weekday evenings over
WMAL Washington. When Congress is in session, the program is
called Congress Today; otherwise
it is listed as Washington Today.
All but one minute of the newscast is devoted to unslanted news,
(Continued on page 77)

per thousand
Gives
you best I
programming and
motion
Is Greater Grand
ids' only 5000 1
station
for the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIG
5000 WATTS •• NBC AFFILIATE
Also WFDFInd.— WFBM
Flint, —Mich.,
WEOA — Ind.Evarn
Indianapolis,
National Representatives
Katz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York,
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MR.

SPONSOR:

....AND
IN THE

gill

WJBK,
TIGER

THE

KEY

BASEBALL

STATION
NETWORK

The kind of Tigers we're talking about make
their mark with baseball bats in Detroit, a town
whose

metropolitan area holds a baseball fan

club over 2 l/z million strong.
In case you didn't know, the Tigers
represent Detroit in the American League
. . . and WJBK,

for the third straight year,

is the key station of the network
carries the Tiger broadcasts.

that
-AM
-FM

A baseball fan club over 2V2 million strong
carries a lot of wallop in the "Sales League."
For a "Sales League" fourbagger, metropolitan
Detroit is the ball field and WJBK is your
best bat.
Get the facts on this home-run

sales

story now. Your local Katz Agency man
will show

you how

to bat 1.000 in

Detroit's buyers league.

-TV

WJBK

NATIONAL

SALES

DETROIT

The Station with a Million Friends
HEADQUARTERS:
488
MADISON
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK

22,

ELDORADO

5-245$

Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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CAROLINA
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SOUTHS

No.

1

STATE

North Carolina
Rates More Firsts In

AND

Sales Management

Survey

Than Any Other Southern State.
NORTH

More North Carolinians Listen
to WPTF

Than to Any

Other Station
CAROLINA'S

5AI

ftMAN

50,000
WATTS

F
I W R
U C
%0
also T
WPTF-FM
WP
N
AFFILIATE
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680

for RALEIGH- DURHAM
and Eastern North
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE FREE & PETERS, INC.

KC.
kc

Carolina
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$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

Flares Anew at Dist. 4 Meeting
RATE
CUT
RESENTM
tanburg, S. C, touched off the wrote. The association represents
ton-Salem, N. C. He asked if a
BEHIND - SCENES resentan entire industry, he explained.
resolution calling for action would
rockets by asking President Felment of radio stations over
lows if NARTB was doing anything
Mr. Brown contended the as- be out of order.
network rate cuts broke out
sociation should do something, but
Again on the spot, President
"about making networks have more
into the open once more last appreciation of their affiliates?"
Fellows said he personally felt a
agreed the problem was a delicate
one.
week as NARTB District 4
The new president said he had
name-calling resolution might not
Edgar Kobak, consultant and
help the Affiliates Committee.
ielegates called on the associ- just written to Murray Grabhorn,
head of the National Assn. of RaNARTB board member, recalled
Asking Mr. Fellows if networks
ation to protect their interests
dio & Television Representatives,
are broadcasters, Edward A. Allen,
formation of the Affiliates Comagainst cheapening of the answering an open letter demandmittee and said it has a $16,000
WLVA Lynchburg, Va., active
fund.
medium.
some years ago in forming a group
ing that NARTB do something
of
independents, claimed NARTB
about
the
rate-cutting
crisis.
"I'm
giving
you
the
decision
of
Taking up where they left
In his reply, Mr. Fellows said,
the board," Mr. Fellows said. "The
is "straddling the fence."
>ff at Chicago last spring, NARTB
he told Mr. Grabhorn the NARTB
board would not let Judge Justin
In a reply to another question
nembers meeting at Roanoke, Va., board had decided the association
Miller, board chairman, preside
from Mr. Allen, the president said
Thursday - Friday engaged in a had no right to take part in a fight
at the meeting that led to formaNBC pays $5,000 a year as an asiively debate over what position the between affiliates and networks.
sociate member and NBC-ownedtion of the affiliates group."
association should take in the rateThat
reminded
Mr.
Brown
that
and-operated
radio and TV staNARTB
has
no
more
right
to
join
:utting crisis.
tions pay around $40,000.
the fight than to take part in a he was a member of the resolutions
Since networks as such are not
The District 4 members got the contractual controversy between a committee named by District 4 Diannual series of NARTB meetings
(Continued on page 91 )
representative and his client, he
rector Harold Essex, WSJS Winsoff to a flying start as they spoke
plainly and heatedly about the
'blows they have taken as a result
of network rate adjustments.
I They gave their new president,
Harold E. Fellows, a rough time
py putting hini on the spot in the
controversy, but he emerged with
i burst of applause after answerng the questions directly and suggesting the convention should not
ake any action that would hamper
he work of the independent Affiliites Committee that was formed at
Hhicago.
GROUP AT Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters BMI Clinic
WHAP Hopewell; John Tansey, WRVA Richmond; Horace
Subjects Wide-Range
(I to r): Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; James H.
Fitzpatrick, WSLS; Joel Carlson, Campbell Arnoux,
For two days the largest of all Moore, WSLS Roanoke; Charles Mark, Johnny Mercer,
WTAR Norfolk. (Story on VAB meeting, page 93.)
sTARTB districts (Va., N. C, S. C,
Idistrict of Columbia and contiguius counties) heard talks and took
BAB, World Plans Set
,iart in panels covering the gamut
if broadcast problems.
RADIO
UNITY
GROWS
Television occupied a formal
BAB PRESIDENT William B. personalities, will stress the theme
nity station cooperation should in)lace on the district meeting agenRyan disclosed last Thursday that "Listen! Wherever You Go, There's
volve: (1) frequent meetings of
da for the first time in association
BAB "has developed and will soon
Radio," which also will be the tag- station operators and pooling of
aistory as Thad Brown, NARTB
issue a detailed master plan enline closing all future WBS li- resources, (2) audience promotion
fV director, recited current probabling
the
whole
industry
simulbrary programs.
campaigns, and (3) active publiclems facing that industry. This was
taneously to achieve the kind of
Mr. Ryan said details of the service campaigning.
followed by a panel discussion in
The World Broadcasting System
teamwork" displayed by radio sta- BAB plan, in the development
svhich radio broadcasters asked
announcement,
detailing plans for
tions
of
Tulsa
and
Detroit,
restage for two months, are tentaquestions that were answered by
its
"sell
radio"
package,
said WBS
s
p
e
c
t
i
v
e
l
y
,
i
n
their
local
alliances
tively
set
for
announcement
with:elecasters (see separate story page
in two weeks.
for cooperative promotion of radio
is "joining wholeheartedly in a
52).
forceful and aggressive campaign
[Broadcasting •, Telecasting,
Ryan Telegram
Broadcast advertising section of Aug.
10].
to re-emphasize the vital character
Work
on
the
industry-wide
bluehe meeting was held Friday afterWorld Broadcasting System,
print
was
revealed
in
a
telegram
radio's services."
won, headed by William B. Ryan,
of the package is a
Ryan sent the chairman of the of Backbone
meanwhile, announced that "in line Mr.
series of announcements designed
Detroit and Tulsa groups offering
[president of Broadcast Advertising
with the growing movement" to
Bureau (story page 46).
for use during station breaks, etc.
re-emphasize radio's vital service, congratulations
"on the wondei'ful
Mr. Fellows made his district
news that the broadcasters
in your
it has started work on a special
Those who already have tranneeting bow with a discussion of
scribed such material include Rob(respective communities) have
package of "sell radio" promoert Q. Lewis, Bud Collyer, Andre
^ARTB's plans for expanded servtional material which it will dis- joined together for the promotion
ce to the membership. He then
Baruch, Ken Roberts, Norman
tribute to its more than 800 affili- of radio as an advertising and
Brokenshire, Ed Herlihy, and
ailed for questions, and really got
ates as WBS's contribution to the
iihem.
Frank Gallop. Each one, after
public
service the
medium."
Discussing
plan to be issued
industry - wide campaign. The
(Continued on page 86)
Walter J. Brown, WORD Sparpackage, including discs by name
by BAB, Mr. Ryan said commuROADCASTING
• Telecasting
August 27, 1951 • Page 23

AM

IN

BOOMS

MORE PEOPLE are listening to
the radio between 6 and 9 a.m.
each day this year than ever listened before.
Surprised?
You needn't
be, because that statement
is based
on
a special study made for Broadcasting • Telecasting by the
A.C. Nielsen Co. and is well authenticated by carefully prepared figures from the entire United States.
In all parts of the nation the
early morning man is thriving and he is doing even better
since television entered the picture
than he did in 1946 when there were
only 10,000 TV sets in the whole
country.
Music, news, the time, weather
reports and friendly easy chatter
are his stock in trade. The format
varies slightly from coast to coast.
The sponsors eat it up. Hardly
a morning man, and there's at
least one on every station, lacks
sponsors. Many are sold out and
the station's commercial department proudly surveys a waiting
list of eager advertisers who want
to "participate" at the comparatively low morning rates.
The happy state of the morning
man is even more surprising when
the student of statistics takes a
look at evening time. There the
average audience has dropped from
39% of sets in use in 1946 to 26.3%
in 1951.
Many factors play their part in
the booming business of the disc
jockeys.
America has the early

Ralph Story, KNX Los Angeles, and
Christmas mail he collected for
charity.
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THE
TO

—MARCH
AUDIENCE RADIO SETS
THROUGH
MONDAY
1948(f) FRIDAY
IN USE1947(f)
1946(f)
4.0%
3.9%
1949
3.7% 12.0
4.1%
13.0
13.7
10.4
19.5
19.6
16.7
18.4
11.5
10.3
12.4
12.2

AVERAGE
6-7 a.m.
7-8 a.m.
8-9 a.m
Average

ALL
42.9
45.5
44.5
42.7
31.5
41.8
35.4
39.0
(t) Nielsen radio index sample covered
63%
of total100%U. since
S. inthen.
'46-'48,
by
population;
In both
periods,
time
zone
distribution
evenly matched census figures. By city
size, '46-'48 sample favored metro.
8-9 p.m.
9-10 p.n i
10-11 p.i n.
Average

morning music habit and the average men or woman turns on the
radio automatically while shaving
the overnight stubble or frying the
breakfast eggs.
But one of the principal factors
which cannot be overlooked is the
morning man himself, whose personality sells him and his sponsors'
products to a huge and loyal audience day after day.
cal.Let's look at a few who are typiTOP O' THE MORNING
Top morning man at WE EI Boston was the master of ceremonies
at the station's inaugural broad-

John Gambling, WOR New York, is
deluged with responses to Hudson
napkin offer.

DAYS
44.1
43.9
34.6
40.9

1950
3.7%
12.2
19.7
11.9

4.6 %
1951
13.7
19.6
12.6

28.1
36.9
28.2
27.7
22.6
26.3
35.9
33.5
33.4
areas, 39.7
if anything, e. g.:
'46-'48 '49-'51
Metro
Metro.
44% 32%
Medium
27
32
Small-rural
29
36
So current TV area distortion not
much of a factor.
43.6
42.0

cast Sept. 30, 1924— Carl Moore.
It was just another job to Mr.
Moore, who is those days was songplugging in Boston's Tin Pan Alley.
It was a sudden call to an emergency spot and he filled it with all
the aplomb which keeps his programs top rated to this day.
He is completely informal, never
uses a script, and composes on an
average of two parodies a day
melody.
which he sings to some popular
On the air at 7 each morning
except Sunday
his Top
the
Morning
show with
he sings
and o'talks
to his listeners to his own piano
accompaniment. From 8:30 to 9:30
a.m. he returns to the air as m.c.
of Beantown Varieties which includes a vocalist, Gloria Carroll,
the Azales Trio (westerns) and a
nine-piece orchestra conducted by
Prank Bell. Two years ago, under
the name Coffee Club the program
work.
was put on the CBS eastern net-

NEW

A.M
HIGH

fices of the firm. The insurar
firm's comment was: "This WE ■
deluge was the biggest respoi
from the Boston area, although t
essay was read over three otl
stations and was printed in t
daily newspapers."
SHOPPING WITH THE MISSl
Jim Conway, top morning mj
on WBBM Chicago, is on the |
from 7:30 to 9 a.m. Mon.-Fri. :
a number of satisfied sponsors.
On the first half hour with a li
music and chatter program 1
Conway
extolls the virtues
Meister Brau beer for Peter Ha
Brewery (first quarter hours, Mo
Wed.-Fri., at cost of $792 which
eludes an hour show on Saturday
and New York Central (last qu:
ter hour, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., $534.6
Starting at 8 a.m. Mr. Conw
emcees Shopping With the Mist
sponsored by the Milnot Co., Lite
field, 111., which makes Milnot
milk substitute. The show featu
interviews with housewives wh
are tape recorded in grocery sto:
and super markets in the grea
Chicago area, with merchand
prizes given for questions
swered.
Unusual feature of the Mill'
arrangement is that Mr. Conway
account executive for the prod,
at Henri, Hurst and McDon;
agency. Milnot assumes the entj
sponsorship of this show and pj
$891 weekly for the time. Mar
Hauser, advertising and sales mager of Milnot, says "Conwa

The program provides a rare opportunity for personalized selling.
Such sponsors as The Borden Co.
and Wilson Canned Meats have
used it as a theme around which
to hold sales meetings. Other sponsors include Colgate's, Saturday
Evening Post, Wilson's Canned
Meats, The First National Bank,
General Electric, and the Boston &
Maine Railroad.
In 1950 the New England Life
Insurance Co. offered a copy of an
editorial printed in its house organ
titled "What is a Boy" over the
program. The single offer brought
more than 400 requests to WE EI
John Harvey prepares script for K9
San Francisco show.
and an uncounted flood to the ofTelecast!
BROADCASTING

Fran Pettay WJR
m.c.'sDetroit.
"Music Hall" on
asy friendliness and sincerity
ake him Milnot's number one
alesman on the air."
Since high school in Milwaukee
Jim Conway wanted to go into
radio. He specialized in voice
studies and made an intensive
501 study of diction, radio and tone
mia control. In 1942 he came to WBBM
i as a staff announcer. His warm,
: friendly personality was quick to
;. make a name for him on the stajj :tion and he acted as m.c. on many
■ well-known shows. Soon after he
. entered the Navy and served as a
i, , Iflying instructor until his disharge in 1946. After the war he
ejoined WBBM and was assigned
;o the Shopping With the Missus
. ( program which immediately reestablished him as a favorite.
'iVJ,
tom McCarthy
Tom McCarthy talks to his large
morning audience over WKRC Cin;a: cinnati, 6:15-7:45 a.m., direct from
lis farm home in Clermont Couny, Ohio. It is not surprising that
rea f ;he conversation on his music and
chatter program deals principally
J with farm subjects.
There is a wide range of music
m on the program starting with popiv ular and ranging all the way to
: Opera. While the combination may
[ r.- be unorthodox there is no doubt
-fflithat the customers like it. They
pijalso like to hear of the fortunes
Vartjknd misfortunes of the McCarthy
• is Ibeagle hounds, nine cats, two
r^lorses, six cows, sixteen hogs and
flock of chickens. The condition
f the McCarthy crops is more
ridely known in the area than that
f any other farm.
Everything
on the McCarthy

■KDCarl Moore: a WEEI Boston personality for 27 years.
BROADCASTING

Carl Stutz (r), disc jockey, gets ready
Henry Dupre, WWL
New Orleans,
for his WRVA Richmond show. took Optical Week pretty hard.

Tom McCarthy broadcasts from his
living room for WKRC Cincinnati.

show is informal and friendly. If
one or more of the four McCarthy
children wander into the livingroom during the broadcast they
promptly get into the act and more
often than not steal the spotlight.
Judging from the products he
has sold on his show and the people who have bought them it is
evident that his popularity is as
great in the city as on the farm.
Among his long-time sponsors are
Verkamp Corp., Bayer Aspirin,
Ibold Cigar, Thorobred Co. (dog
feed), L. T. Patterson (automobiles), Barq Bottling, Farm and
Home Center, Ohio Appliances,
Phil Steward (RCA appliances),
Plough Inc. (Mexana).
The show is currently sold out
with a waiting list of sponsors.
Rates for one minute spots are $20
before 7 a.m. and $30 after with
frequency discounts.

gram thrice weekly.
One of the recent successes of
the
for Chap-Ans.
After program
a total ofwas
six announcements

MUSIC HALL
The .Music Hall emceed by Fran
Pettay is an example of the best
in morning programming at WJR
Detroit. Broadcast 7:15-8 a.m. and
8:30-9:15 a.m. Mon.-Fri. and from
7:15-7:30 a.m. and 8:15-9 a.m. on
Saturdays, it is a disc show with
time, weather, and a minimum of
chatter between music.
Mr. Pettay has a sincere manner
and a soft, pleasing delivery. He
avoids perpetual chatter. He is a
17-year veteran of radio and has
handled the Music Hall for the past
two years.
The show is loaded with "blue
chip" participating
sponsors
including Bristol Myers,
Stanback,
Procter & Gamble, Colgate Palmolive-Peet, Excell Labs, Lever
Bros., National Biscuit, Kasco Mills,
Hills Bros., Griffen Mfg. and
others. The Mennen Co. sponsors
15-minute segments of the pro-

Morning shows are sold at comparatively low daytime rates. Typical examples are the
following average
one-time
rates in ten of the nation's top markets.
AFFILIATED
STATIONS
NON-AFFILIATED STATIONS
NEW YORK, 4 stations
NEW YORK, 11 stations
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr.
SB
1M
5M 15M 30M
1 Hr.
95.75 114.50 129.75 259.50 389.25 648.75
20.92 28.41 50.39 103.64 163.41 276.98
CHICAGO, 10 stations
CHICAGO, 5 stations
63.10 88.00 123.75 198.00 303.60 506.00
16.80 18.75 37.22 61.39 100.33 167.00
PHILADELPHIA, 5 stations
PHILADELPHIA, 5 stations
32.80 34.60 47.90 91.80 139.20 229.20
12.80 11.60 19.80 41.00 62.60 108.00
LOS ANGELES, 6 stations
LOS ANGELES, 5 stations
47.44 55.14 68.17 114.47 171.40 285.67
9.00 10.50 18.30 32.50 51.58 84.75
DETROIT, 2 stations
DETROIT, 4 stations
21.00 32.50 55.00 90.00 125.00 225.00
49.59 51.15 84.00 168.00 252.00 420.00
BALTIMORE, 4 stations
BALTIMORE, 4 stations
26.38 27.75 40.00 80.00 120.00 200.00
7.53 10.58 20.89 35.51 60.31 102.20
CLEVELAND, 4 stations 44.50
CLEVELAND, 4 stations
28.25 31.88 48.00 96.00 144.00 240.00
9.67 12.17 23.62
66.75 111.25
ST. LOUIS, 4 stations
ST. LOUIS, 4 stations
10.00 14.40 21.38 41.50 65.75 119.00
33.62 49.12 57.67 99.50 154.25 248.75
WASHINGTON, 3 stations
WASHINGTON, 5 stations
19.12 24.12 30.37 60.75 91.00 151.87
15.00 16.00 25.00 45.00 70.00 116.67
BOSTON, 6 stations
BOSTON, 3 stations
14.71 16.49 28.08 55.42 84.25 141.08
36.33 45.33 69.50 120.33 189.67 241.25
(All figures from Spot Rate Finder, 1951 BROADCASTING • TELECASTING MARKETBOOK.

Mac McGuire is in charge of "Start
the Day Right" on WIP Philadelphia.
• Telecasting

Curt Ray KMOX
is the "Clock
Watcher" of
St. Louis.

over a two-week period offering
free samples the firm received over
6,000 returns. The cost was $342,
which amounted to 5%$ per reply.
Lawrence Gumbinner, agency on
the account, called this "an excellent return — certainly concrete evidence of the station's far-reaching
listening." The mail breakdown
showed that Detroit and its suburbs accounted for 20% of the
total returns. The state of Michigan showed 5,000 returns, Ohio
872 returns, Indiana 69 and PennWJR enjoys a heavy commercial
lvania 35. •
morning syschedule
from 5:30 a.m.
right up to CBS- Arthur Godfrey
time at 10 a.m.
TOP OF THE MORNING
Ad-libbed commercials are the
secret of the Ralph Story morning
success on KNX Los Angeles.
A perfectionist in programming
his 5:25-6 a.m. record-news-chatter
show for KNX and his 8-8:15 a.m.
show to the Columbia Pacific network, Mr. Story tailors his commercials to fit the program and
the mood of his audience.
From his first broadcast for the
station on Valentine's Day, 1949,
Mr. Story has thrown away the
book as far as advertising copy is
concerned. Every advertiser's message is presented in conversational
style to avoid the repetitive "slugging" of his audience that is a basic
part of much pitch copy. Mr.
Story (Continued
capitalizes onon intimate
page 56)and in-

Jim Missus"
Conway goes
"Shopping
with the
on WBBM
Chicago.
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RED

1913

Jonas

OTetlanb

JONAS WEILAND, 38, veteran
broadcaster, met a tragic death
Wednesday in a plane crash.
Operator of WINZ Hollywood,
Fla., near Miami, Mr. Weiland was
flying a new amphibian plane he
had acquired recently.
He crashed off Miami Beach in
full view of the
resort's seaside
crowds.
According t o
best information,
he had been flying
to his new transmitter site, where
four out of six
11 towers for a 50
kw operation
were already up.
Mr. Weiland
WINZ got a CP
for 50 kw day (10 kw N) on 940 kc
only last month. The station is five
years old.
NARTB Shocked
Members of NARTB Dist. 4
were shocked Thursday to hear of
World Shows
WORLD Broadcasting System, New
York, has produced a special halfhour Labor Day program for its
affiliates, We Owe Our Glory to
Their Toil. Program, which features transcribed readings by Walter Huston and Robert Montgomery, describes the historical background of the labor movement and
its contributions. At the same time
World announced release to its
affiliates of a 15-minute bonus
series, Football Time, featuring
football music, local sports personalities and gridiron history.

1951

the accident at their Roanoke, Va.
meeting.
Mr. Weiland entered broadcasting in 1936 when he got a grant for
WFTC Kinston, N. C— one of the
youngest broadcasters then in the
business. Later he helped establish WSSV Petersburg, Va., in
which he had a 48% interest. In
addition he had taken part in the
formation of WMVA Martinville,
Va.
War Duty
Mr. censeWeiland
his pilot's
liin 1940 andgotserved
with the
Civil Air Patrol on anti-submarine
duty during World War II.
He leaves his widow, Mrs. Lenore
Davis Weiland, two daughters and
a son.

TIME

Inking contract for the Red Wing
coverage is John Stroh, president
of the Stroh Brewery Co. Looking on are (I to r) : A. H. Ritter,
vice president, Zimmer, Keller &
Calvert Inc., agency handling the
account; H. W. Calvert, executive
vice president ZK&C; John Shenefield, secretary Stroh Brewery;
Jack Adam, Red Wing, mgr. >
Networks

SALES

Down 4.5%— PI B
FOUR radio networks combined gross time sales in July totaled $11,733,804, down 4.5% from the 812,292,779 billed in July of 1950, according
to figures released for publication today (Monday) by Publishers Information Bureau. For the year to date the 1951 total is down 1.8%
from the same period last year, *
the figures being $107,232,580 for gross time sales for the first seven
months of this year than they had
January-July 1951 and $109,231,in the like period of 1950. PIB
899 for the like period of 1950.
MBS is the only radio network
breakdown by networks for the
to show increased time sales in month and the year to date, 1951
and 1950, is shown in the table
July of this year over July of last;
below.
MBS and CBS both haveJulygreater
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January-July

1951

ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC

1951
S 2,265,297
4,401,797
1,347,841
3,718,869

1950
S 2,267,233
4,512,915
1,057,200
4,455,431

S 19,655,369
43,650,557
10,207,749
33,718,905

1950
S 21,740,769
40,574,812
9,550,844
37,365,474

TOTAL

$11,733,804

$12,292,779

$107,232,580

5109,231,899

TENNIS

'But

July Total

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
what' 11 I do? I'm on a simulcast."
August 27, 1951

MATCHES

Spalding To Sponsor
A. G. SPALDING & Bros., New
York, will sponsor the play-by-play
description of the national tennis
championships from Forest Hills
on a special "custom built" coastto-coast radio hookup. This marks
the eighth consecutive year that
Spalding has sponsored the event.
The play-by-play reporting will
be handled by Lev Richards and
Bob Thomas, tennis sportscasters.
The match will be heard on more
than 35 stations with WQXR New
York acting as the key station
feeding the other outlets. Games
will be broadcast 3-5 p.m. Sept. 2-3.
The games will be publicized in
advance by widespread newspaper
publicity, courtesy announcements
by the stations, posters and streamers in dealers' stores and tennis
and golf clubs.
Commercial announcements will
promote not only Spalding but
the services of all interested in
tennis. The major mention will
be given the Spalding-made Wright
& Ditson tennis ball.

WING

GAME!]

Sponsored by Stroh Brewe
PLAY-BY-PLAY coverage of t
Detroit Red Wing home hock j
games, will be sponsored for ti|
third consecutive year by til
Stroh Brewery Co. The gam,
will be carried over a 16-statii !
extended radio-TV network.
WJBK Detroit will sei^ve as tf
key station for the radio coverag
with Al Nagler handling the broa
casts. Mr. Nagler will also do I
15-minute resume of all gam
the team plays away from home.
WJW-TV Detroit and WJIli
TV Lansing will carry the teij
vision end of the games, startii
at 10 p.m. WJW-TV will ser
as key station in the video coveJ
age, and its Sportscaster Bui
Lynch will handle the play-by-pl;
description.
Broadcasts will begin Oct. |
when the Wings tangle with ti
Boston Bruins. Radio statio
carrying the broadcasts are:
WHRV Ann Arbor. WBCK Bat
Creek, WBBC Flint, WHDF Houghti
WJMS Ironwood, WIBM Jacks.
WHLS Port Huron, WSGW Sagins
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie. WDMJ M;
quette, WMIQ
Mountain,
Alpena,
WMBN Iron
Petoskey.
WTCM WA'I
T:
verse City and WATT Cadillac.
ZIV

SALES

'Bright Star' in 97 Marke
FIRST week of selling for Fr<
eric W. Ziv Co.'s forthcomi I
Bright Star transcribed ra< »
series featuring Irene Dunne all
Fred MacMurray [Broadcast! j
• Telecasting, Aug. 13], resull 1
in contracts placing the progr;
in 97 markets, Ziv Executive V
President
last week. John L. Sinn announc
At the same time the compa
announced an expansion of its sa
force with the appointment
Harold W. Falter, former gene
manager of WVXI Biloxi, Mi/
and Marion A. Stoneking, forjJ
sales manager of KELO Sic
Falls, Iowa. Mr. Falter will he
headquarters at Memphis; I
Stoneking, at Sioux Falls.
In the initial week's selling
Bright Star, to be released :
broadcast starting Sept. 24, mu
market sponsors included:
Hudepohl
Cincinn,;
which
signedBrewing
for theCo.,series
in
markets in Ohio, Indiana, Kentuc
and West Virginia. Hudepohl agei
is Stockton, West & Burkhardt Ac
Cincinnati. Southwestern Public Se
ice Co., Amarillo, bought the ser
for 16 cities in Texas, New Mex:
and Oklahoma.
Gill Leaves Jones
FOLLOWING the preceding weei
shakeup at Duane Jones Co., N
York, when five executives w<
discharged [Broadcasting • Te
casting, Aug. 20], Don Gill, \
president, resigned from the agei
last week. He did not reveal
future plans.
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More

Stations

in

Black

DESPITE

RISING

COSTS

1949
THE

number of radio stations operating at a loss in
1950 was well below 1949, despite television's impact, and
this favorable trend is con« tinuing in 1951, NARTB Dis' trict 4 delegates were told Fri[I day morning at the opening
district meeting (see main story
page 23).
tr Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
employe-employer relations director, presented his annual analysis
of station operating costs and in■ come at the meeting. Afterward
a he conducted a series of informal
panels on budgetary control and
_ j wage stabilization, featured by
Tj case histories. Tabulations for the
operating cost analysis were compiled by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
NARTB research director.
The financial health of both
radio and television improved in
1950, according to Mr. Doherty.
Taking up the status of broadcasting, he said 1950 radio station
revenues "rose markedly" during
the 12-month period. In 1949, he
i- said, 33% of stations operated in
". the red whereas in 1950 slightly
"vr
fewer than 25% of stations lost
. money.
"There is no reason to believe
i that 1951 will not be just as good
\f as 1950," he declared.
Costs continued "very high" in
itejj 1950, Mr. Doherty said. As to
[ji revenues, he said income per staJ tion had increased last year in all
Sidjlpf the five major areas of the
y,: nation.
Local, Regional Outlets
Fare Best of All
-: i Local and regional stations, and
:a ; stations in small and medium-size
!i cities, enjoyed the best revenue
.,r records last year, he explained. On
j the other hand, average per-station
-J. revenues in 1950 for large stations
nd stations located in large cities
ere a little under 1949, preumably
uch cases.because of TV's impact in
In the case of TV stations,
evenues continued their sharp
pward trend for video outlets as
whole. However, the majority of
TV stations operated at a loss in
. 1950 though this loss was noticably
I' reduced in comparison with 1949.
Discussing radio operating costs,
i ~it Mr. Doherty said these costs will
■'■ continue to be high — just about as
- high as a year ago. The main
', factor
in high
costs though
is labor most
and
personnel,
he said,
BROADCASTING

33% lost money

67% made profit

other operating costs per unit continue to rise.
"Over the last ten years total
broadcast revenues for the industry as a whole slightly more than
tripled," Mr. Doherty said. "The
industry's total labor bill rose
nearly fivefold, however. In the
period just before World War II
(1939-40) average total labor costs
of the industry equaled 30% of
total revenue.
Radio's Labor Increase
Typical of All Industries
"By 1950 labor costs had risen
to slightly over 50% of revenue.
Radio is not unique in facing
steadily rising wage scales and
heavier labor costs. Virtually all
segments of American industry are
on an inflationary escalator as far
as wage payments are concerned."
No person can quarrel that average weekly salaries in radio have

25% lost money

risen in proportion to the trend
in general wage levels and cost of
living, according to Mr. Doherty.
He noted that in the past decade
the value of the dollar has declined
and this has affected all industry.
Solution for Radio
Is More Difficult
Radio stations face a difficult
problem in meeting higher costs
when revenues are not rising just
as rapidly, he declared, because
the solution can't be found in
tries.
mechanization
as in other indusOnly solution for broadcasters,
he explained, was to obtain increased output per-employe perdollar spent. He offered five methods of meeting the problem of
rising costs:
(1) More efficient operations.
(2) Better arrangement of work
among the staff.

RADIO WAS HEALTHIER in 1950 than in 1949, with 75% of
all stations reporting a profit, as compared with only 67%
the year before.
BUT COSTS ARE RISING TOO. Labor costs equalled less than
a third of total revenue in the period just before World War II.
They were equal to half the total revenue in 1950.
THE

BEST PROFIT-INSURANCE

is to increase output per-

employe per-dollar spent. Here's a report of the why's and
how's by Richard P. Doherty, employe-employer relations director of NARTB.

• Telecasting

75% made profit

(3) More competent personnel.
(4) Elimination of wasteful
featherbedding and unsound
work restrictions.
(5) Better staff morale.
With few exceptions no radio
station can be operated profitably
for less than $45,000 per year,
Mr. Doherty said, calling that
figure
the "irreducible
In those
cases withminimum."
revenue
under $50,000, he found, 80% are
losing money. Only in the $50,000$75,000 category is there a reasonable opportunity for a fair profit,
his analysis disclosed.
"The answer?" Mr. Doherty
asked rhetorically.
"Have a small, well-integrated
and competent
Here he
called
on a numberstaff."
of broadcasters
to explain how they arranged the
work load.
Cost Ratios Vary
According to Region
West Coast stations can expect
higher cost ratios, he predicted,
noting that costs are highest in
that part of the nation. Next highest regions are North Central and
Northeastern states. Costs reach
their lowest in the South Atlantic
and Southwest, he said, with the
latter at the bottom of the list.
The majority of TV stations
should make a profit in 1951, Mr,
Doherty predicted, despite the
fact that 25%-30% are still in
the red.
At the same time he said the
vast majority of radio stations
are in the black. The survey indicates this trend will continue.
August 27, 1951
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BLAIR

[
.
I

'

I|

after several years with Williai
Rambeau Co. Early in 1946 he wa
named a vice president and becam
New York office manager later the

ion Plan
Continues Expans
The new vice president, Mr. East J
ALIGNS
JOHN BLAIR, founder,RE
president
man, joined the company in 194 I
and principal stockholder of John
as an account executive, after
Blair & Co., national radio repreyear.
sentative, will become chairman
number
of years' prior experiene 1
with NBC and ABC spot sales.
of the board Sept. 1 in the first
History of Firm
major change of executive strucJohn Blair & Co. was forme ||
ture since the company's organization 18 years ago.
early in 1933 as Grieg, Blair, an j
Richard D. Buckley, vice presiSpight. The original partner!
dent and manager of the New York
were Mr. Blair, Lindsey Spighi!
office, will become president, and
now vice president and San Fran I
Robert E. Eastman, account execucisco manager of Blair-TV, an j
tive in the New York office since
Humboldt Grieg, now president an I
1943, will become a vice president
general manager of WHUM Reac
and New York sales manager.
ing, Pa. The company was reoi I
Mr. Buckley
Mr. Eastman
Mr. Blair
"The changes which we have
ganized under its present title i 1
made in our executive lineup rep1934. The first four stations reprel
resent a continuation of a plan of
sented were KNX Los Angele* i
dio company in personnel, services, increasing amounts of time with
expansion which we set up three
KDYL Salt Lake City, WO\ |
advertisers and stations, and
our
stations
in
a
joint
effort
to
years ago," Mr. Blair explained.
volume.
work out ways and means of pre- Omaha, and WBNS Columbu: j
"At that time, after considerable
"While
the
spot
radio
industry
serving them for the future as Ohio. Although the KNX accour I
study, and contrary to much inwas automatically lost when CBJ
has been growing," Mr. Blair
dustry opinion then, we became
important advertising vehicles' in bought the station, since CBS hail
added, "it has become more comconvinced of the true competitive
their
area.
As
president,
Mr.
Buckplex and the sales job has become
nature of radio and television. We
ley will of course contribute im- its own representation organiza
more
difficult. Coupled with this
tion, the three others are sti I
therefore set up Blair-TV Inc., increasing
complexity is that fact
portantly
to
this
work."
those on the Blair list. 1
among
headed by William Weldon as presMr. Buckley joined Blair in 1938
that in recent years we have spent
ident, as an entirely separate business to handle television alone.
Blair-TV was the television industry's first exclusive national representative.
MORE
CBS
the CBS Radio Division,pos
wood.
Objects of Blair-TV
Holly
fr
sistant manager in charge of 14
REORGANIZATION into Radio
Gjven New
S
E
"The formation of Blair-TV
G changes are
AN
WBBM
sales.
These
CH
and Television Divisions continued
John G. Grant joined the leg£
achieved several important ends,"
also effective today.
at CBS last week as executives
department of the CBS Radio Di
Mr. Blair said. "First, it dis- announced 14 new appointments.
Carl
Ward,
assistant
general
vision in New York, it was ar
charged our obligation to the telenounced Wednesday.
They were:
manager of WCCO Minneapolis-St.
vision stations by providing them
Charles L. Glett received a dual
Paul, moves into the office of the
with their own exclusive staff of
Also from New York came wor>
title Thursday when he was named
general manager of WCBS New
that four staff members have bee
trained specialists. In the second
York
to
succeed
G.
Richard
Swift.
place, it allowed John Blair & Co. vice president in charge of netnamed to the sales promotion an
work services, Hollywood, for the Until now general manager of both
to continue to provide the same or
advertising department of the CB
Radio Division and, separately, vice WCBS and WCBS-TV, Mr. Swift
Radio Division, which remain i
improved service to its radio stawill
retain
his
managership
of
the
president in charge of network
tions without dilution of interest
under the direction of Georg
television outlet.
services, Hollywood, for the CBS
or effort. Moreover, the devotion
Bristol; Robert Elliott, formerl
of [the] company exclusively to Television Division.
Shaw Appointed
assistant promotion director a
In
New
York,
Carl
J.
Burkland,
Fortune magazine, is director q
AM spot radio was a demonstraThe eastern sales manager for
general sales manager for CBS
tion of our continuing faith in that
network
copy. Frank Nesbitv
CBS
Radio
Sales
since
July
1950,
Radio Sales since 1948, was named
medium."
director of station administration
William Shaw, has been named
associated
ABC-TV'
The results, Mr. Blair reported,
joins network
saleswith
presentation
for CBS Radio Division. Wendell
general manager of KNX Los recently
division as a writer, and Williar
were continued growth for the raAngeles and of the Columbia PaB. Campbell, western sales manBrower, WGVA Geneva, N. Y., ai
ager for CBS Radio network sales
cific Radio Network, effective to- writer for the program and trad
day. Other changes in CBS West
with headquarters in Chicago since
HOOPEREPORTS
1950, was moved to New York to Coast organization included the promotion division. Doris Johr
ston moves from the CBS legal d€
Separate Company Formed
serve as general sales manager of concurrent promotion of Edwin
Buckalew as assistant general
CBS Radio Sales starting today
partment
ORGANIZATION of Hoopereports
Mr. Bristol.to become secretary t'
(Monday).
manager in charge of sales of KNX
Inc. as a separate company to pubMr. Glett is a former vice pres;
and the Columbia Pacific Network.
All sales activities of CBS Radio
lish, distribute and handle the
dent in charge of television for th?
Network
and
local
sales
(Central
Irving
Fein
was
named
director
"Hooper Brand Ratings" and
Don Lee Network and in receif
Division) will be supervised by of publicity and exploitation, Holly"Media-Meter Reports," was anmonths
has served as administrt
wood,
for
the
CBS
Radio
Division.
E. H. Shomo, assistant general
nounced last week by C. E. Hooper
Robert Meyer was named director tive assistant for KTSL, CBS-owne
Inc. Parent company will continue
manager of CBS-owned WBBM
television station in Hollywood. I j
of press information for the CBS
to collect and publish broadcast
Chicago and KMOX St. Louis. His
his new position he will supervis I
audience information of the type assistant sales managers will be Television Division, Hollywood,
contained in the the TV home and
while Lloyd Brownfield continues as general business and operations I
R. K. (Dutch) Huston for network
(Continued on page 7 A )
director of press information for
radio Hooperatings.
sales and C. Gilman Johnston, as*
Warren T. Mayers, formerly advertising manager of Look magazine, has been made vice president
and director of Hoopereports Inc.
and will serve as eastern representative ofthe Brand Ratings and
Media-Meter Reports. New firm
has established headquarters at
55 W. 55th St., New York.
David Lasley, formerly with
NBC's Central Div., will join C.
E. Hooper Inc., Sept. 1 to serve
Mr. Shaw
Mr. Shomo
Mr. Campbell Mr. Ward
Mr. Glett Mr. Burkland
as an account executive in Chicago.
Telecast in
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STATION

PENALTIES

PROSPECT that Congress might
: press for tighter penalty proviions covering broadcast stations
ind other parties within the juris[iction of Sec. 606 of the Commuieations Act appeared likely last
eek in connection with national
efense legislation.
The possibility was held out durg hearings on the Defense Dept.'s
ntroversial electromagnetic radiions bill before the House Interate & Foreign Commerce Comittee Thursday. No action was
ken by the group as the House
gan a three-week recess.
The committee received testiony from FCC Comr. E. M. Weber; Ralph Hardy, NARTB government relations director; and
Maj. Gen. Francis Ankenbrandt,
QSAF.
Session was called on a
jproposed amendment to the ComDi mmications Act which is designed
12 :o bring certain radiation devices
zt: (capable of serving as navigational
. lids) under Sec. 606 together with
jroadcast stations. It would also
jimpose sanctions for wilful violajtions. Devices capable of radiating
,iin excess of five miles are included.
5t
The amendment, offered during
the hearing by Rep. Lindley Becki_, worth (R-Tex.), would provide for
separate penalties for "wilful fail, jure" to comply with terms pre[ijjiscribed under Presidential authora[,ity and for more severe sanctions
tin cases involving "wilful intent to
^jjj&ijure the United States."
The House proposal thus would
^ distinguish between the degree of
3 violations under a new subsection
:.r (h) to Sec. 606 of the Communications Act. The Senate Interstate &
>rl|Foreign Commerce Committee,
n which held hearings on the legisi lation earlier this year, had set
' aside a $1,000 ceiling on fines and
Tone year's imprisonment in the case
of individuals, and a fine not to
exceed $5,000 for corporations, or
..'4 both [Broadcasting • TelecastacoiiNG, July 16].
Fines Set
i Under the House committee's
tentative plan, persons who comJftit violations "with intent to injure the United States or with
-intent to secure an advantage to
:Ki|jany foreign nation," would be subaejftet to fines not to exceed $20,000
i and imprisonment
not over 20
, 'years, or both.
nil This has originally been recommended, to a more stringent degree,
iy the Air Force, but the Senate
Commerce Committee, under Sen.
• Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.) had
' rejected the suggestion. The Senate
adopted the committee report without objection [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 30, 23].
It was not known when the
H'mse committee would report the
I bill. The House is in three-week
J recess which probably delays a
formal report to the lower chamber
unless the committee can obtain
BROADCASTING

special permission to file it. In any
event, House action on the bill (S
537) appeared unlikely this month.
Speaking for the FCC, Comr.
Webster reiterated views on the
bill which the Commission had offered in substantially the same
form before the Senate committee.
In testifying, he supported comments by Chairman Wayne Coy,
inserted as part of the record of
the hearings.
Chairman Coy had noted that
Sec. 606 does not require "anybody
to do anything or refrain from doing anything" but merely authorized the President to take action.
In fact, he said, "it is possible that
violations made pursuant to exercise of Presidential authority under
Sec. 606 of the Communications Act
would be held not to be in violation of Sec. 501," which sets forth
general penalty provisions applicable to the whole Act. No provision of Sec. 606, in itself, contains
any criminal sanction which applies to that section as a whole, he
noted.
Thus, Chairman Coy explained,
FCC is prepared to support a separate subsection (h), under the
new bill, establishing certain criminal sanctions for knowing violations issued pursuant to exercise
of Presidential authority under
Sec. 606.
Comr. Webster, asked about illegal radio transmissions, cited the
existence of more stations today
and the difficulty stemming from
the necessity of policing high fre-

GAMBLING

Muiied

by Congress

quency bands.
Mr. Hardy testified that "industry is very greatly concerned with
the possible exercise of power"
under the neutrality provision of
the present act. He said he recognizes, however, that broadcasting,
"by virtue of any of its great
powers, would be subject to special
Questions Effectiveness
scrutiny."
The NARTB government relations director also posed the "grave
question as to the effectiveness of
the control methods which have
been devised, at least in their present state of evolution. We have
not been advised of any secret
plans the military may have, but
we have been exposed to many of
the plans that have been promulfor discussion."
Mr. gated
Hardy
also questioned the
possibility of illegal radio transmissions. "There is not anything,
so far as we have been able to
determine, that would preclude enemy agents operating in this country from carrying portable transmitting equipment . . . and setting
(it) up immediately preceding a
bombing attack on this country
for use as a navigational aid."
This, he added, "disturbs the
broadcasters."
Mr. Hardy suggested an adequate monitoring policy over
specious transmitters, pointing out
that blacking out signals from
broadcast transmitters alone would
not guarantee against successful

STUDY

Senate

EXTENSIVE hearings may be forthcoming on the anti-gambling information legislation now pending before the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, it was indicated last week.
The Justice Dept. is expected to present its attitude on anti-gambling
regulations, which will be more *
in line with those desired by the wants Congress to spell out crimSenate Crime Investigating Cominal penalties for violators.
mittee.
Last year, FCC defined gambling
It was that committee which
information as "bets or wagers,
sent a series of bills on gambling
or betting odds or prices paid on
information control to the Senate
commerce committee, all of which
any sporting
eventthe orposition
contest."it
That
is precisely
involve FCC but only one (S 1624)
now, Chairman Coy's letter
revealed.
which specifically bears on broad- holds
cast operations [Broadcasting •
Chairman Coy noted that the
Telecasting, June 18, 11, 4].
If the Justice Dept. supports the crime committee "stopped short"
of proposing a complete ban on
crime committee's proposals — and
interstate transmission of gambit is expected to — then a repetition
ling information (including prices
of detailed hearings such as those
paid and odds on future events) in
held last year on similar legislaorder to avoid any claim that it
tion can be expected.
was infringing on the freedom of
FCC's position, outlined last
the press and of radio.
year, has been restated again in
But, FCC warned, it has been
an Aug. 14 letter from Chairman
found that quick broadcasting of
Wayne Coy to the commerce comracing results and betting prices,
mittee's chairman, Sen. Ed C. as well as odds, is of great value to
Johnson (D-Col.).
bookies and would become more so
Chairman Coy urged the Congress to enact a flat ban on the if regular wire services were restricted in their dissemination of
interstate transmission of informasuch information.
tion that can be used in gambling
operations. And FCC, he said,
Another bill (S 1563)— designed
• Telecasting

SILVER plaque showing the gratitude
of Birmingham is presented to Henry
P. Johnston (r), managing director of
WSGN Birmingham, by Cooper Green,
mayor of the Alabama city. The
plaque was presented to the station
on its 25th birthday. The inscription
reads "To Radio Station WSGN on its
25th Anniversary of outstanding service to the people of Birmingham and
Alabama, Cooper Green, Mayor."
enemy "homing."
monitoring
story.) (Also see FCC
NARTB has no objections to
penaltytained inprovisions
currentlythough
conthe Senate version,
he declined to comment for the
present on the new House committee proposal.
Gen. Ankenbrandt traced the
history of the bill, which the Defense Dept. had proposed late
last year in the form of separate
law. He said the language was
purposefully broad because of constant development of new weapons.
The general and Rep. Charles
(Continued on page 72)

May

Open

Hearings

to put out of business the Continental Press Service, national
horse racing news wire — would specifically exempt broadcasters from
licensing requirements which would
be administered by FCC.
Of this, the FCC Chairman
warned the legislation could be construed to take away authority from
the Commission in its efforts to
stop broadcasts of direct gambling
information by any licensed station.
Coy's View
Chairman Coy said:
As the committee is aware, the
Commission has been confronted with
cases where broadcasting stations
have been transmitting information
which enabled gamblers to carry on
bookmaking activities, and the Commission feels strongly that any implication that the Commission does
not have the power to prevent radio
stations from operating in such a
manner should be avoided.
Of the proposed licensing provision of the bill, Chairman Coy
asserted, as he has before Congressional committees in the past,
that its administration would be
unwieldy and burdensome on the
Commission's already taxed personnel.
August 27, 1951
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Bar of the City of New Yorl
which registered opposition th
day after the nomination was ai
nounced in Washington.
That group, subsequently backe
up by other lawyer associations i
the Empire State and also th
American Bar Assn., alleged Mi;
Hennock to be "totally unqual
fied." The reason for the bar
opposition was never made publi
In addition, the New York Count
Lawyers Assn. and the New Yor
State Bar Assn. have protested. I
However, support also has bee
registered, chiefly from women
units. A legal group favoring he
nomination is the New Yor
Women's Bar Assn.
FCBA Approves
As early as the week her non
ination was announced, Miss Hei
nock received congratulations froi
FCC, itself, and significantly, th
Federal Communications Bar Assi
adopted a resolution saying it wa
the opinion of FCBA that in th
"judicial functioning" of the Con
mission, Miss
"has and
den
onstrated
her Hennock
legal ability

Bs*s s~
OFF
HEARING
HENNOCK
SENATE Judiciary Committee was scheduled at Broadcasting • Telecasting's deadline to hear the judgeship nomination of FCC Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock as soon as the committee agenda permits, possibly this week.
The hearing by the full committee had been scheduled for last Saturday [Broadcasting • Telecasting, *
Aug. 20] but was postponed be- a successor on the FCC bench.
cause a survey of committee memWashington circles still offer the
bers indicated a quorum could not name of Robert T. Bartley,
be mustered.
nephew of House Speaker Sam
The announcement was made by Rayburn (D-Tex.) to whom he is
administrative assistant, as the
Judiciary Chairman Pat McCarran (D-Nev.) late last week. He
favorite candidate being considadded that a new date would be set
ered by the White House [BROAD"shortly."
CASTING •Telecasting, June 18].
Despite this new delay, the SenMr. Bartley is a former broadate has in effect ordered a speedup
caster and trade association execon confirmation proceedings after
utive, starting in radio in 1934.
a prolonged, three-month waiting
He is 42 years old.
Indication that the committee
period on President Truman's appointment of Miss Hennock to the wants to get going on the nominabench in New York's southern
tion was evidenced by the decision
district.
to hold the hearing with the full
While storm signals have been Judiciary group in attendance
posted, chiefly by law critics in rather than the three-man subcomNew York, the Capitol Hill baromMr. Bartley, leading contender to
mittee as previously planned.
eter climbed last week toward fair
succeed Miss Hennock on the FCC,
This
procedure
eliminates
the
weather ahead.
necessity for a subcommittee re- works behind his House desk as fair and judicial attitude" in mai
The livelier pace also brought
on the other side of the Capitol, ters
coming before FCC's consic
and its recommendation to the
eration.
closer the eventual appointment of full port
committee and possibly the hearings are being set on Madame
Miss Hennock would succee<
rehashing of testimony delivered.
Commissioner' s bid for a New York
upon confirmation, Judge Alfre
It also was pointed out that the
C. Coxe, retired. Her salary woul
judgeship.
full committee hearing will tend to
be the same as Commissionerannounced in June by the White
Miss Hennock's favor as a pro$15,000 per year. However, th
House, has come from law groups
longed wrangle would surely dissijudge appointment is for lif
pate chances for quick Senate concentered mainly in New York.
KMBC V. P. -Managing Dir.
Miss Hennock's term a
firmation.
First to come out against the tenure.
Commissioner expires June 3(
GEORGE C. HIGGINS, vice presiOpposition to her appointment,
appointment was the Assn. of the 1955.
dent in charge of sales for KMBC
Kansas City, is to become vice
president and
more than one station included i
WSB Regional Boards
managing direcnegotiations)
and disputed cases.
tor of the station
To Weigh Appeals
UNION
PACTS
The 14 regions comprise Bostor
on Oct. 1. AnNew York, Philadelphia, Richmonc
nouncement was CERTAIN appeals for wage adjustments negotiated by talent and tech- Atlanta,
Cleveland, Detroit, Ch:
nical
broadcasting
unions
with
individual
radio-TV
stations
are
coming
made by President Arthur B. under the watchful eye of regional Wage Stabilization Board offices cago, Minneapolis, Kansas Citj
Dallas, Denver, San Francisco an
under a new decentralized policy announced last week.
Church last
Seattle. Four representatives wi
Primarily, these petitions in- *— —
be drawn each from the industrj
Thursday following disclosure volve pacts reached by local broadand WBKB (TV) Chicago. Both
public and labor fields to make u
casters with AFRA, IBEW,
parties are awaiting approval of the regional offices.
Aug. 20 that Karl
Mr. Higgins
Koerper was re- NABET and other unions and pro- terms stipulated in a new contract
In the IBEW-WBKB case a nei
viding for more than the basic agreed upon but not yet signed.
signing his KMBC
contract, which would be in effec
post to accept a vice presidency at 10% increases allowed by the
Also hanging in. the balance are until Aug. 31, 1952, provides for
the Kansas City Power & Light Co. board over the January 1950 base pacts negotiated by NABET with
SV2 year wage escalator with
Mr. Higgins joined KMBC earlier
KGO-AM-TV San Francisco. The
starting salary of $80 for engi
period.
Under
a
policy
announced
last
radio agreement covers four
this year after resigning as genneers,
an increase from $72.50. Th
Wednesday by WSB, 14 regional
eral manager of WISH Indianapwriter-producers, calling for a maximum remains $137.50. Con
olis. As operations head, he will boards comprising industry and
basic weekly salary of $120 comtract also provides for five supei
continue to actively supervise sales. labor members are being set up
pared to the former $85-$95 scale
visory
jobs, paying a flat $162.5
Mr. Church expressed surprise to process appeals and generally
— or a better than 10% increase.
weekly, which have been filled b
that Mr. Koerper was leaving the facilitate the operation of the wage
The TV agreement deals with pro- three IBEW and two WBKB me
organization, saying:
duction assistants and scenic ar- who will join the union.
program. Petitions involving network contracts will remain under
Of course, I am very sorry to lose
tists, who stand to realize monthly
him but I wish him only the best in national WSB jurisdiction, it was
Management has agreed to
salary boosts from 25% to 50%>.
the highly important position he will indicated.
three-week vacation yearly an
occupy. He will be available to us in
The general wage level currently
premium pay for holidays, wit
an advisory capacity as long as is necOther Appeals
being sought by NABET invited
essary. Fortunately, we have in George
contract terms retroactive to Ma
Higgins an experienced man, fully
speculation that other appeals
A
number
of
cases
involving
qualified
opera1. Only element still to be decide'
individual stations have been filed would be filed with regional WSB
tions to
head assume
on Oct.the1 post
after ofKoerper
is the pending jurisdictional dig
leaves. He will continue to manage
with
WSB
and
will
be
referred
to
offices,
perhaps
in
cases
involving
KMBC-KFRM sales activity in addition
pute with the International Assr
KNBC Hollywood and KSMO (FM)
regional branches for processing.
to his new administrative responsibility.
of Theatrical Stage Employe
San
Mateo,
Calif.,
among
others.
WSB
authorities
said
last
week
It was also announced last week
(IATSE), Chicago Local 666, whic
WSB regional directors (to be claims
that Arthur B. Church Jr., son of that the agency previously had reauthority over cameramer
jected other appeals but were un- designated chairmen) will be dele- IBEW, which has most of th
the president and founder of
able
to
identify
the
broadcasters
gated authority to process and act cameramen in the country, hopes t
KMBC, on Aug. 16 had joined or unions involved. One of those
KMBC and its sister station KFRM
upon wage adjustment applicasettle the matter with IATSE with
reportedly turned down concerned
tions, petitions involving base pe- out going to the National Labo
in a sales capacity. The younger
WHK Cleveland, but details were
riod abnormalities, and productivRelations Board, and union dis
Mr. Church, a 1950 graduate of unavailable.
ity increases. The national board
cussions are going on now at th
Amherst, until recently had been
international level. The IATS1
One petition was known to be will continue to handle appeals on
acquiring radio background and ex- slated
for rerouting, however, to companies "located in more than
contract
covering WBKB camera
ChiWBBM
and
perience at CBS
men expires Sept. 28.
the regional level — that of IBEW
cago.
one board region" (networks with
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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IN THE

IN

IOWA,

FIVE POINT

WHO

EDUCATIONAL

STATIONS BROADCASTING
'BEST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS"
WOMEN
50MEN.5%
41.7%
STATION
LISTENERS
LISTENERS
WHO
13.1
"A"
9.3
6.1
4.9
5.4
2.9
"C"
(Source: 1947 Iowa Radio Audience Survey)

WIHI©
+/©r
Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

SYSTEM

IS

OF PROGRAMMING

THE

PROGRAM

EVALUATION—

PREFERRED
STATION

One of the twentieth century's most dramatic developments is
the sudden emergence of the modern farmer and the modern
farm family. Freed from impassable roads and stifling isolation,
the average Iowa farm household is now more progressive and
more prosperous than the average American household.
Radio has played an enormous part in this transformation. It
has helped teach and "sell" our people new ideas of every sort
— economic, cultural, social. In 1950, Iowa listeners were asked
to appraise the jobs being done by radio and by schools. The
following chart (from the 1950 Iowa Radio Audience Survey)
tells the story:
ADULT APPRAISAL OF SCHOOLS AND RADIO10.7%
12.2%
(An Iowa Radio Audience
Study)
11.4% Survey 13.2%
Figures ere weighted percentages of all questioned in rodio-e
Radio
Schools M
Schools WOMEN
quipped homes* 70,9
In this area they are doing:
, Radio
59.S
13.0
1.0
EN
15.0
12.3
69.2
13.2
12.9
60.1
1.2
1.3
1.5
15.6
3.4
2.4
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
^Figures have been weighted to give correct influence
to women and to men in urban, village and farm homes.
Year in, year out, Station WHO devotes a very sizable part of
all its programming to Educational Programs. In 1946, WHO
conceived and pioneered the Plowing Matches and Soil Conservation Days which have swept the nation ever since, and
have taught millions of farmers "how to do" the kind of
terracing, draining, plowing, etc. that improves farm lands,
produces record crops.
In 1941 WHO inaugurated the annual Master Swine Producer
Project which has helped ever since to make Iowa the nation's
top hog-producing state (20% of the U.S. total).
In 1946, '47, '48 and '49, WHO won National Safety Council
Awards for promoting Farm Safety. In recent years we have won
two Distinguished Service Awards from the National Board of
Fire Underwriters for our spectacular promotion of Fire Safety.
In 1940, we inaugurated the Annual National Radio Corn Festival, which has unquestionably contributed to the nation's
vastly-increased corn production. All these and many other
Public Education projects are sponsored . . . by WHO alone!
This is Point Five in the Five Point System of Programming
Evaluation, which helps explain WHO's outstanding position
as a public facility and as an advertising medium, in Iowa Plus.
We suggest your consideration of this and the other four points
as vital factors in time-buying.

Support Urged At
W. Va. Meet

RADIO
FREE ASIA
AMERICAN broadcasters were called upon to support the Asian counterpart of Radio Free Europe by Col. James T. Quirk, just returned
from Korea, who addressed the West Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters
last Friday.
The broadcasters were holding
their semi-annual meeting at the broadcasters, "who play such a
Greenbrier in White Sulphur
vital part in communications in
our own country, should be conSprings, W. Va. Aug. 23-24.
scious of the tremendous need for
Col. Quirk recently returned from
the post of special assistant to the establishing a basis for communication with people of the East." He
United Nations Supreme Commander in the Far East, Gen. Matthew
stressed that "we are under great
Ridgway, and has joined the delusions if we believe that people
in the Far East have faith or conPhiladelphia Inquirer as general
fidence in our motives . . ."
promotion manager. Before takAssociation President Joe L.
ing the UN post, he was program
director for WFIL Philadelphia.
Smith Jr., president of the PersonHe
declared
that American
ality Stations (WJLS Beckley,

LOOK

AT

SAVANNAH

WKNA Charleston and WKWK
Wheeling), opened the meeting.
Mr. Smith pointed out that the
West Virginia station association
is the only one in the country to
have pledged a definite sum of
money — $30,700 — for support of the
Crusade for Freedom, sponsor of
Radio Free Europe.
The WVAB also heard talks by
BAB President William B. Ryan
on "How to be a Better Radio
Salesman" and Fred A. Palmer,
management and operations consultant of Columbus, Ohio, on "You
AreOn a Thursday
Salesman." the broadcasters
reiterated their support of Radio
Free Europe and endorsed BMI's
"Young Composer's Contest" and
"Children's Book Reviews."
They also expressed opposition

LOOK
!

THE

AT
No.

STATION

1
!

Take a Good Look at
the BMB Study No. 2.
See that WTOC gives
the Advertiser More
MEMBER:
GEORGIA TRIO
CBS
RADIO
N ETWOR K
For Full BMB Story See Any Katz Man

total weekly Audience
in Savannah and
more unduplicated
Audience in the Savannah
Area than any other
station —
No. 1 in HOOPER SURVEY

WTOC
SAVANNAH,
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GEORGIA

No. 1 in BMB (50 MILE RADIUS)
No. 1 in NUMBER OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

to West
Virginia legislatun
House Act 226 which forbids rac
stations or newspapers to accel
advertising from non-approved i
surance companies.
The broai
casters maintain the burden
proof should rest on the adv<
tisers, not the media handling thi
sales messages.
It was deck]
to turn the whole matter over
NARTB.
Friday's program opened wi
BMI's "Program and Sales Clini
led by Chairman Lin Pattee
BMI. Speakers for BMI includ
Glenn Dolberg, BMI; Harry K
Tigue, WINN Louisville, Ky.; Rc
ert J. Burton, BMI; Sam Can
WRVA Richmond, Va., and Da
Baylor, WJMO Cleveland, Ohio
Speaking for the West Virgii
broadcasters were John T. Geld
WCHF Charleston; Frank E. Sh;
fer, WEIR Weirton; J. Rob<
Kerns, WMMN Fairmont, and
liam R. Barrett, WJLS Beckley.
Col. Quirk's address to the F
day luncheon session was follow
by BMI President Carl Haverli
address closing the "Program a
Sales Clinic."
KBR STATIONS
Yankee, MBS Ties Sever
FOUR stations licensed to
Granite State Broadcasting Co. I
have severed affiliations with M
and the Yankee Network, it v
learned last week.
The stations are WKBR Mi
Chester, WTSV Claremont, WT
Hanover-Lebanon, all in Vermo
and WTSA Brattleboro, Vt. Sev
ance of affiliations became effect
July 29.
William F. Rust Jr., general m;
ager of the KBR Stations, as tr
are known, explained that rec
network rate reductions, the i
position of free commercial hoi
and the widespread sale of p
ticipating network announceme
within Yankee Network shows h;
combined to make further affil
tion impossible and uneconomic
"I am afraid," commented I
Rust, "that in this case the n
work is killing the goose that 1;
the golden eggs. By tailoring c
local programs to suit our own lo
markets we can best serve our cc
munities and can continue <
growth in our non-television m
kets regardless of how badly
competition may induce the nati
wide networks to undermine th
Owners
of the Granite St
rate
structure."
Broadcasting Co. Inc. are listed
FCC as William J. Barkley, pre
dent and director; Mr. Rust, tre
urer and director; H. Scott Killg<
vice president and director ;
Ralph Gottlieb, WKBR commerc
manager.
WCDL Carbondale, Pa., a fc
night ago announced it was f
ing up its MBS affiliation beca
[Broadca
rate cuts Aug.
of network
ing
• Telecasting,
20].
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Polling

the

experts
on

Cleveland's

best

buy
m . m

Stewart Stuart, Acct. Exec, adds:
"When I want to wake up a market, give me a
station's grass-roots impact. Sure, WTAM is Cleveland's lowest cost-per-1000 station for announcements. But it's the community identification that
gets me— the only XBC station in the entire area,
and the first 50,000 watt station in Northern Ohio.
It's old-fashioned good radio without fooling."

Horace Norris, Nat'l. Adv. Mgr., says :
"As I see it, the basic plot is concentration on our
key
radio, America's
mass markets.
medium,That
andmeans
in Northeastern
Ohio,No.that1
means WTAM— the only station to deliver sizeable
audience in all four markets of Cleveland, Akron.
Canton and Youngstown. And at the cost of a single schedule. To get 4 for 1, better buy WTAM."

Morton Horton, listener, concludes:
"I'm thinking of the WTAM shows I live by. Up
in the morning to Jay Miltner. Off to work on time
thanks to Tom Haley. Then the little lady tunes in
Woman's Club of the Air. And after an evening of
the big NBC shows, I'm sold on the J J PM News,
and wind up happy with Tom Manning's Sportcast.
It's Cleveland's finest listening, and I come from
Cleveland, so I ought to know,"

Monroe Monroe/ Timebuyer, insists:
"I want to send up skyrockets on audience size.
With the largest daily BMB audience in Cleveland
and over twice the audience of any other station
in
the entire
Northern
Ohioperiods
area, WTAM
has the"
highest
Hoopers
in more
of the noon
to
midnight peak listening time than any other area
station. Yes, WTAM rates better than any other

station."
All the experts agree . . . Whatever your angle, the conclusion

WNBC— New York
WMAQ-Chicago
WTAM— Cleveland
WRC— Washington
KOA— Denver
KNBC — San Francisco
WGY — Schenectady —
Albany — Troy
represented by
NBC
Spot
[NEW YORK

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

just can't be denied— WTAM is Cleveland's best radio buy. And
just so, all seven major market stations represented by NBC Spot
Sales are the best buys in their areas. And that's only one
reason why first calls just naturally are put in to NBC Spot.
Serving only seven key radio stations, your NBC Spot Salesman
has the time to devote to your account . . . the knowledge,
organization and research services to show what Spot can deliver
for you in the nation's key markets . . .
via RADIO, America's No. 1 mass medium.

Sales
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

HOLLYWOOD
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OKLAHOMA
RADIO

STATIO

ii

^| jf^^kB

E! ^° otner station reaches as many Okla
IE ^9
night,1949as WKY.
and2, Spring,
homa homes,
EKAwE
•BMB day
Study No.

Daytime

36,280

9

N

2/12©

Nighttime

Sta.B Sta.C Sta.D

Sta.E Sta.F Sta.G

[rning (Mon.-Fri.) 35.2
20.6
22.3 4.9 5.8 4.4 3.6
|err.oon (Mon.-Fri.) 51.0
15.1
7.8 5.4 6.2 7.0 5.4
ning (Sun. -Sat.) 44.9
26.6
15.8 7.9
Hooper Audience Index, March-April 1951
'Sign off of /oca/ sunset

(MARKET

A%
[.%
L%
|i%

IN

II;

Families

Year in and year out, WKY holds top
spot among Oklahoma City stations.

AUDIENCE
WKY

Families

Look

how

WKY

stands

among all NBC Stations
April-May Hooper Index. 1951
MORNING 2nd
AFTERNOON 1st
WKY
EVENING 1st

OKLAHOMA

The 62 Oklahoma Counties in WKY's Daytime BMB Area Contain:
of the state's Population
72% of the state's Automotive Sales
87%
the state's
Gross Farm
of the state's Total Retail Sales
'Source:of 1951
Sales Management
EstimatesIncome
of the state's Food Store Sales
of the state's Drug Store Sales

for
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SCRANTON
Join America's
No. 1 Radio Network

WSCR
SCRANTON,

PA.

Operating On A Full-Time
Schedule, Day and Night,
Since August 5th
NOW

BECOMES

AN

AFFILIATE
STATION

OF N.B.C.

Network Programs of the
NBC Chain begin in
Scranton on Sept. 30th

N

B.

Brings the tremendous Scranton Market, covering 350,000 listeners, for the
first time on America' s No. 1 Radio
Network. . . .

c.
Contact us immediately,
or THE WALKER COMPANY, our National Representatives for the choice
Fall commitments ....
For REAL

COVERAGE

of

the Scranton Market —
Schedule

WSCR
The N.B.C. Affiliate Station
in Scranton, Pa., beginning
September 30th
1,000 Watts Daytime
500 Watts Nighttime
DAVID M. BALTIMORE
President & General Manager
Studios: 116 Adams Ave., Scranton, Pa.
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MOCK invasion of Raleigh-Durham, N. C, area by "aggressor" force during
U. S. Army maneuvers in the Tar Heel State included an "attempt" by the
aggressors to take over facilities of WPTF Raleigh, 50 kw outlet. As part of
Operation "Southern Pine," invading troop's Marshall Arturo Aguinaldo (r),
leader of the forces, tries to bargain with Richard H. Mason (I), vice president and general manager. Ready to take the microphone is "Loreli Latina,"
the aggressor's "Axis Sally."
work as a special committee on this
and other projects.

Radio Unity Grows
(Continued from page 23)
identifying himself, emphasizes:
"Listen! Wherever You Go, There's

The three "general lines" he advocated for cooperative promotion
were described by Mr. Ryan as
follows :

The same slogan is being carried
on
WBS correspondence and maRadio."
terial distributed to stations, agencies, etc., in addition to being used
as closing line on future World
programs.
Discussing the Detroit and Tulsa
campaigns, BAB Chief Ryan said
they "are providing a splendid
example to the rest of the industry" but that "our plan, when it is
ready, will make it possible, we
hope, to start overnight a fullscale movement in this direction."
He said he recently wired the
presidents of all state broadcasters
associations for recommendations
for top-flight promotion men to

"First of all, the individual station operators in a market or community must meet together, not
just once, but often. They should
meet with one another at least
once a month to discuss their overall commercial sales problems and
the strategy for meeting and solving these problems locally.
"They should, and this is still
part of step one, combine their
efforts wherever it is at all possible, pooling their resources for
local surveys and other research
that is of a non-competitive nature,
etc. Since they all are drawing
their local revenue from the same
advertisers, the broadcasters should

TULSA

AM

Vast Plurality of Radio
Homes Cited by Unity

TULSA's concerted and unified AM radio campaign is getting off to
a facts-and-figures pace.
The city's six stations are conducting an all-out local cooperative
drive to emphasize radio, as are some eight outlets in Detroit, indicating
*
a trend in joint promotion efforts First
National Bank and Trust Co.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 20].
of Tulsa to be given to the first
The Tulsa group, called the As- person proving the Brooks survey
is not within 5% of accuracy, as
sociated Tulsa Broadcasters, has
just released a promotion piece
of Itdate
wasmade."
further stated that the
prepared independently by a local
research firm that purports an
survey embraced a 3,416 interview
overwhelming number of radio
sample, "statiscally valid within
homes in the market area.
2%." Market saturation according
to the survey, is 21.0% TV homes
The study was conducted by Lesand businesses compared to 98.8%
lie Brooks & Assoc., Tulsa research
radio homes in the city of Tulsa.
consultants. It claims 212,940 radio homes in a specified Tulsa area,
In the so-called Tulsa TV area, exclusive of the city, Brooks found
as
compared
to
31,072
"television
homes and businesses as of July,
11.3% TV homes and businesses,
98.3% radio.
Explaining its survey, conducted
Further figures released: Families with both TV and radio sets,
1951."
for
participating association members KAKC KFMJ KOME KRMG
average listening viewing per day,
4.28 radio, 4.45 television; those
KTUL and KVOO, the Brooks firm
with radio sets only, average per
asserted it was taken "in Tulsa and
day is 5.3 hours.
in 40 towns in the Tulsa TV area."
To back up the accuracy of the
Copy of the survey, according to
the brochure, can be obtained by
figures, the Tulsa broadcasters
bung this challenge; "$1,000 re- writing any one of the Tulsa staward! Associated Tulsa Broadtions or from their national reprecasters have posted $1,000 with the sentatives.

by all means try to agree on whs
the fundamental values of loci
radio actually are and jointly sc
to it that advertisers becoin
aware of these values.
"Step two should consist of cai
rying out audience promotion 1
increase tune-in. There should t
always a central theme and <
course, as in step one, the cos
should be shared equitably.
"Step three — and this grows i
importance all the time — is for tl
whole group in a community
plan
a full
year's activityI in
service
programming.
am publ
coi
vinced that radio broadcasters :
a community can easily do a bett<
public service job than any othi
media group if they will just mal
the effort and try conscientious
to be really helpful and useful i
the many worthwhile projects th:
deserve their fullest support."
He said "the important thinj :
in develop
public service
to
a soundprogramming
and solid plai"
for
such these
shows plans
— "to me
withhandling
and make
wi
the top people locally who are r
sponsible for their community
participation ; to follow through <
the plan in every detail.
"Recognition will follow immec
ately and automatically," he co
tinued. "The broadcasters no
never worry that their genero
efforts will go unnoticed."
Mr. Ryan's congratulatory wir
to the Tulsa and Detroit broa
casters went to William B. Wa
gentral manager of KVOO Tul
and chairman of the group of s
stations which formed Associat
Tulsa Broadcasters to promote r
dio as the most economical ai
effective advertising medium; ai
to Hal Neal of WXYZ Detroit, w
heads the group of seven Detrc
stations who allied themselves f
a similar purpose.
The BAB executive said the gc
of the Detroit and Tulsa grou
"is a basic objective of BAB."
"I have featured this objecti
in all of my talks and BAB w
continue to plead this cause un
the broadcasters of every city a
town in the U. S. are worki
jointly for their own welfare a
the
said. general welfare of radio,"
Tale of The Graph
AS PART
of Tulsa's
AM
radio
promotion
campaign,
KTUL Tulsa has prepared a
chart showing a drop in TV
sets manufactured last
spring. Station's chart points
up a corresponding rise in
radio set production for the
same period. Figures, according to station, are taken from
Radio - Television M f r s .
Assn.'s computations. While
chart goes from January 1950
to June 1951, station emphasizes that in July 1951 TV
industry turned out "only
106,055 sets — a brand new
low. During the same period,
radio manufacturers turned

out 734,281 sets."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti
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Hooper Radio Audience Index
Total Rated Time Periods
JUNE-JULY 1951

station

in
WERE
A

30.5
26.0
7.6

B

Cleveland

:i

O.

L.

TAYLOR

National

COMPANY

C

4.1

D

7.7

E

6.6

F

13.3

^m^tJt?^

Representatives

1

5000

WATTS

•

CLEVELAND
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AD VALUE
Radio Backs AFA Promotion
ADVERTISING men will turn to
radio for major help in their sixth
annual campaign to inform the
public of the value of advertising,
it was indicated last week when
Advertising Federation of America
launched its 1951-52 drive.
The federation will send recorded
commercials to an estimated 1,000
stations throughout the country,
stressing variations of the campain theme: "Advertising Gives
You More for Your Money." Eight
messages, three one-minute, one 25second, two 15-second, and two 10second transcriptions, will be recorded on a single vinylite record.
Radio was put to further use
when closed circuits of NBC and
ABC were used to introduce the
campaign to radio officials and local
advertising clubs. Ben R. Donaldson, director of advertising and
sales promotion for the Ford Motor

"THE

Co., spoke Wednesday over NBC
facilities, and Albert L. Morse,
vice president of Goodall Fabrics,
spoke Thursday on ABC circuit.
The AFA campaign, expected to
achieve its peak this spring, will
reach an estimated 75 million people through radio, newspapers,
magazines, outdoor, and transportation advertising. No television
facilities will be employed.
S.F. FM NETWORK
Discussed at Birmingham Meet
FORMATION of a five-state FM
network was discussed recently at
a FM broadcasters' meeting in the
studios of WSGN Birmingham.
They pointed out that due to the
increasing number of FM set owners, separate programs based on
the interest of large rural groups
may be necessary.
The FM broadcasters from Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, South
Carolina and North Carolina appointed Henry P. Johnston, manag-

ing director of WSGN-AM-FM,
chairman of a committee to study
prospects for a FM network.
Those attending were:
John Evins, Hart-Greer Inc., Birmingham; D. H. Grigsby and Ted Leitzell,
Zenith, Chicago; Bomar B. Lourance,
Bomar Lourance & Assoc., Charlotte,
N. C; L. S. Hart, Hart-Greer; Mr.
Johnston, WSGN-FM; E. F. Lindgren,
Zenith, Altanta, Ga.; Louis R. Draughon
and E. S. Tanner, WSIX Nashville;
Norman A. Thomas, WDOD ChatS. Hart, WDOD;
WBIR Knoxville; Earltanooga;
W.John Winger,
H. J.
Cristadoro, Radio Speciality Corp., New
Orleans; Robert D. Williams, WSGNFM; Harold Keown and Jack Langhorne, WHBS-FM Huntsville; Pat Courington,
WAVU-FM
Ala.;
James Hudson
and Albertville,
Malcolm Street,
WHMA-FM Anniston; L. A. Womeldorf
and E. G. Wulker, Graybar, Birmingham; Lem Coley, WRFS-FM Alexander
City, Ala.; Dige Bishop, WCTA-FM
Andalusia, Ala.; Ben Akerman, WGSTFM Atlanta; Louis Blizzard, WHOS-FM
Decatur,
Ala.; Seagle
Bender
Edward D. Kamme
Sr., Sou.
Furn.andSales,
Chattanooga; D. H. Long, WABB-FM
Mobile; F. R. Shibley, Nelson Radio &
Supply, Mobile; Jim Woodruff Jr., Joe
Gamble and George Gingell, WRBLFM Columbus; Thad Holt, WAFM Birmingham; James Connolly and George
Johnston Jr., WJLN Birmingham;
Lionel Baxter, WAFM Birmingham.

flE

D

FOOTBALL
RADIO'S

No.

SHOW

1 FOOTBALL

SHOW!!

ALL-TIME
ALL-AMERICAN!

PREDICTIONS
HEADLINE
FEATURE
BIG

LET

RED

GRANGE

CARRY

THE

NEWS
STORIES

NAME

A fast moving 1 5-minute show, once a week
the football season. Begins week of September
week of Dec. 9. Show is recorded weekly
games, and expressed for Thursday or Friday
BALL

GUESTS

for 13 weeks, during
16, and runs through
following week-end
broadcasting.
FOR

For Prices and Information
WRITE

520 NORTH
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STATION SALES
KALI, KAFP, WIBS Affecte
SALES of two California rad
stations and one in Puerto Rii
were revealed last week. Statioi
are KALI Pasadena and KAF
Petaluma, in California, and WIE
Santurce, P. R. All must have FC
approval
for transfer.
KALI was
sold by John H. Poo
to Consolidated Broadcasting C
for $40,000. New owners incluc
Henry Fritzen, Los Angeles adve
tising agency owner; Jack Reede
chief engineer, and Charles Hughe
account executive, both with KXL
Pasadena. KALI operates with
kw daytime-only on 1430 kc and
affiliate with LBS. Sale was nece
sary under FCC's duopoly ruL
because Mr. Poole got a grant i
March for KBIG Avalon. KBIG
due to begin broadcasting early i
March with 10 kw daytime-only c
740 kc and will cover the L(
Angeles area.
Year-old KAFP (250 w on 14£
kc) was sold for $30,000 to radi<
men V. A. L. Linder and Willia:
A. Exline. Mr. Linder is no
continuity supervisor and a pr<
duction director of KEX Portlan*
Ore., and will be president an
general manager of KAFP. M
Exline is now news editor of KSL1
Salem, Ore. Associated with thei
is M. E. Linder, now with the U. i
Dept. of Labor, who will be sak
manager. Sale was handled throug
Blackburn-Hamilton Co.
Following closely after tr
$375,000 sale of WIAC San Jua
to WKAQ in the same cit
[Broadcasting • Telecastin
Aug. 13], WIBS Santurce has bee
sold for $174,200 to Thomas Muni
manager of WIAC, and Ramo
Pares, former assistant managf
of WKAQ. Sellers are Adoli
Veve and associates. WIBS opei
ates with 10 kw on 740 kc, direi
tional. Mr. Munitz will be manage
of WIBS and hopes to change ca
letters to WIAC after presei
WIAC call is changed to WKA(

YOU!

WOULD
DENY
BID
For D.C. Suburb AM Outh
DENIAL of a new AM station fc
Washington suburb, Brad bur
Heights, Md., was proposed in a
initial decision issued Thursday fc
FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh I
Hutchison. Chesapeake Broadcas
ing Co. had applied for 1540 1
there with 1 kw daytime only.
Examiner's initial decision mail
tained that the standards of goc
engineering practice would not I
satisfied since they "expressly pn
vide that in case a Class II, IIIor IV station is located in a metn
politan
interference-frt
contour area
shall the
include
90% of tr
population of said metropolis

The proposed assignment
Bradbury Heights would rendi
primary service to only 45% of tl
Washington, D. C, metropolita
area in which Bradbury Heights
11, ILLINOIS
located, the decision said.
area."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

1. It takes all kinds of tools to keep America
running and all kinds of tools to keep Americans
employed. In many jobs the cost of these tools is
relatively little. So almost any man can provide
them for himself. In others, the cost is great. So
in order for a man to put his talents to work, he
needs help in the form of capital from others.

Mew

job

in:iii:*s
TOOLS
U. S.

THE

FOIK

C OST
5

OF

TYPICAL

OCCUPATIONS

2* This is one of the main reasons why we need
all sizes of businesses in America — big, medium
and small. The average oil well drilling rig, for
example, costs about $200,000. For the 20 men
who make up its 4 crews, this represents a tool
investment of $10,000 per man.

$450
HOUSE PAINTE"

3* High-cost tools are typical of the oil business. So is the large amount of capital required
for raw-material supplies, transportation systems, etc. Our average investment at Union Oil,
for example, is $67,000 (in refineries, ships, tools,
rigs, oil lands, etc.) for each one of our 7974
employees.
Sources for tool costs: "Selecting and Operating a
Business of Your Own," by G. E. Larson in Survey
of Current Business; Painters, Decorators & Paperhangers of America District Council, A. F. of L. ;
Carpenter's
DistrictOilCouncil
Angeles County,
A. P. of L.; Union
Companyof Los
of California.

4« That's why you find many big companies
in the oil industry. A rough carpenter can set
himself up in business without outside help. But
the only way we could have financed the $67,000
worth of tools, equipment and raw-material supplies that are required for each of our employees
was by pooling the money of a lot of people.

UNION
OF

•

COMPANY

CAIIfOR\Il

INCORPORATED
IN CALIFORNIA,
OCTOBER
17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you'll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers

ROADCASTING

Oil

St This pooling process resulted in a corporation known as Union Oil Company, owned by
36,012 individual stockholders. (The largest one
of our stockholders owns less than lH^c of the
total stock of the company.) By some standards
Union Oil Company is big. By others it is small.*
But big or small, its size is a direct result of the
economic functions it has to perform.
*The U. S. government, for example, is so much
bigger than Union Oil Company that it takes in and
puts out almost as much money every day as Union
does in an entire year.

of Royal Triton, the amazing

Telecasting

purple motor oil.
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NITORING
MOrequest
FCC's
for additional monies to expand radio monitoring
activities embracing certain phases
of its emergency broadcast plan
and detection of illegal radio transmissions was wiped out by an
economy-minded House bloc last
week and earmarked for stormy debate in the Senate.
In a drastic move, the lower
chamber voted down a $1 million
sum approved by the House Appropriations Committee for monitoring activities in a supplemental
funds bill (HR 5215). President
Truman originally had requested
$1,340,000 for this purpose [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 31].
The bill was passed last Monday
and sent to the Senate.
At the same time, the House
equally showed little concern in

<*
*c. p*-**-.
FUNDS
slashing federal civil defense funds,
The proposal drew sharp compreserving intact an almost 90%
ment from Rep. Albert Thomas
reduction approved by the House
(D-Texas), who protested that the
committee. Monies for attack
funds were vitally needed for national defense work. He told House
warning and communications systems were voted, however, by the
colleagues that the FCC had deHouse.
tected transmission of unauthorized shortwave radio signals piped
Prime mover behind maneuvers
from within the District of Columto eviscerate the Commission's
bia to Iron Curtain countries. He
monitoring expenditures was Rep.
urged
caution in fund-cutting, notJohn Phillips (R-Calif.), who declared that FCC had been given
ing that the House committee already had pared expenses 25% to
sufficient regular funds "to absorb
30%. FCC declined comment on
more urgent expenses of the war
the revelation. Both Reps. Thomas
like this one." Congress had given
and Phillips are members of the
the Commission $6,116,500 for fiscal
House Appropriations Committee
1952, considerably less ($733,350)
whose subcommittee held hearings
than the amount asked by the Chief
under Rep. Thomas last June.
Executive [Broadcasting • TeleRep. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.), vitcasting, Aug. 20, 6]. Rep. Phillips
riolic critic of FCC, added fuel to
proposed the amendment which
wiped out FCC funds.
the fire with another outburst di-

their
department
have 97legal
people,
67 of whomalone,
are th
la|'
yers. . . . They could get along wij
a half a dozen. . . . There is J
justification for making this apprl
priation. . . .
In making its report, the Hou
Appropriations Committee noti
that the extra funds would be us<
for new monitoring stations, i|
eluding necessary personnel; add]
tional investigative staff and mobij
monitoring equipment; detectiq
and control of electromagnetic rl
diations for air defense (see sepl
rate story); and for urgentl|
needed" components necessary j
efficient operation for directio]
finding equipment.
Gives Details
Details of these projects, inclu<]
ing FCC's broadcast alert plaj
were revealed in hearing releastl
by the House Committee Aug. l|
r0 Appearing for the Commissic
were Comr. George E. Sterling

KALAMAZOO

MICHIGAN

Frank
Kratokvil,
chief, Fie'
Engineering
& acting
Monitoring
Divj
Ralph Renton, Office of the Chi<]
Engineer, and others. Col. Goma
Lewis, U. S. Air Force, reprj
sented the Defense Dept.
Comr. Sterling said the Commil
sion planned to establish four ne|
secondary monitoring stations (twj
in Alaska, one in Puerto Rico, on
in Arizona), which would requi;
funds of $94,660 to cover an ave]
age employment of 16.4 person);
and another $176,000 for rental arj

CT. WAY&K

N

A

l_
I

• INDIANAPOLIS

WSBT

FOR

A

BILLION

DOLLAR
SOOQ

In reaching the South Bend-Mishawaka trading area nothing equals
WSBT. This station is a great buy on any schedule, delivering a
half-billion dollar market all by itself. BEYOND THIS, WSBT is
the outstanding station throughout its primary area, adding another
billion dollars to the WSBT market. Check it for yourself — from
Sales Management figures and Hooperratings. (Every CBS show
on WSBT enjoys a higher Hooper than the network average.) For
a tremendous bonus buy, buy WSBT.
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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rected at Commission personm
with particular emphasis on allegn
leftist influences within the age
cy's legal department. Once aga
he chided FCC Chairman Wayi|
Coy, noting his former associate
with the Washington Post as dire!
tor of radio activities [Broadcas j
ing • Telecasting, May 14]. Ta
ing another tack he stated:
. . . Not an additional dime shoul
be appropriated to the [FCC]. It hi
been able to get . . . for a number
years . . . money far in excess ;
what the Commission might legiii
mately use. It is overstaffed. It w
operated as a coverup for Communis"!
during the last war. It is at th
time staffed with extreme leftists. 1

BONDS

equipment.
Another $448,515 was sought fc
some 110 employes to man existin
monitor stations, including thos
earmarked for operation unde
FCC's radiation control plan. Aboi
99 employes would be assigned 1
the 18 existent and five propose
stations, and the remainder to n<
control stations at Laurel, Md., an
Livermore, Calif.
I© In submitting budget estimate
Comr. Sterling cited support froi
Maj. Gen. Francis Ankenbrand
USAF,
in connection
A:
Force-FCC
broadcast with
alerttheplai
The General had observed:
Along with this plan is the prol
lem of necessary monitoring of a
broadcasting stations to insure th;
strict adherence to the plan is mail
tained and that clandestine as well ;
intentional broadcasts are determine
identified, and located in the minimu
of time in order to take the necessai
(Continued on page 54)
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t\v.
fin.

Representative "smallpower" types in the RCA line: 2E26, 4E27/8001, 4-125A/4D21,
4-250A/5D22, 802, 807, 810, 813, 814, 828, 829B, and 5588.

• ••widest
As familiar to broadcast engineers
as their station call letters, the small
power tubes in RCA's line pictured
here meet virtually every driver requirement in modern broadcast
transmitters. There's a tube for practically every power and frequency

line

in

broadcasting

application. There's a tube for every
type of broadcast service — AM, FM,
and television.
Specify RCA when you order
power tubes. Your local RCA Tube
Distributor is "headquarters" for
RCA power tubes of all types. Sim-

plify your ordering problems . . . get
delivery in minimum time. Deal with
one reliable source. For fast service,
call him. For technical data, consult
your distributor. Or write RCA,
Commercial Engineering, Dept.
37HP, Harrison, New Jersey.

RADIO
CORPORATION
ELECTRON TUBES
BROADCASTING
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of AMERICA
HARRISON, M. J.
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B.

zvhere

all your

have

C.

customers

just

had

a

raise!

What better sales market could a man want? New wealth, a rising
standard of living, plus higher wages equal new business. And that's the
happy situation in British Columbia.
B. C, Canada's anchor province on the Pacific Coast, modestly claims to
be Canada's fastest-growing market. It salts its sales pitch with accredited
figures to prove it. Like most revealing figures, they're worth a second
look.
Since 1941, B. C.'s population has increased faster than any province in
Canada (40% in ten years). A statistician, plotting the population growth
of B. C. just six years ago, guesstimated the population would reach one
million by 1975. But by 1950 B.C. was already well over a million —
and still growing.
With 8.25% of Canada's population, B.C. accounts for 11% of the
Dominion's retail sales. B. C. has the highest wage index. Other items:
In ten years, its retail sales increased over 231%; new construction up
over 300%; forestry production jumped 225%. Had enough?
The B. C. market — likely the wealthiest per capita in Canada — is of
course a competitive one. Those who know B. C. best say sales soar
when radio is your medium. The coastal province is strategically covered
by radio stations, so that all the lucrative marketing areas are covered.
Radio is the salesman's elixir, because B. C. listens to radio.
If you're planning to sell in Canada — or want to go on selling — British
Columbia is one of your best bets. And you'll find radio your best sales
voice.

"In Canada, you sell 'em when you tell em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

Canadian
108 Sparks St..
Ottawa.
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of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.

PACIFIC MILLS, producer of textiles, was honored Aug. 7 over WLA1
Lawrence, Mass., by representatives of local organizations which during thi
past four years have been provided with free time on the Mills' weekly pro
gram, This Is Greater Lawrence. Among those present were (I to r) David M
Kimel, WLAW local commercial manager; Joseph F. Bacigalupo, forme
assistant attorney general of Massachusetts; Charles J. McCabe, civic leader
holding framed scroll of appreciation; Ernest Dean Walen, vice president
worsted division. Pacific Mills, receiving engraved pen and pencil set fron
Mr. Bacigalupo, and Richard Hickox, program's producer-director.
UNION
TAG
Bill Would Affect Newsmen
NEWSMEN or commentators on
the air would have to identify
their labor union affiliations under
terms of a bill that has been introduced in the House by Rep.
Richard B. Vail (R-Ill.).
The measure (HR 5204) also
would require such membership or
affiliation to appear in all matter
contained in a newspaper relating
to economic, political affairs or
labor problems and activities. Conditions are the same in the broadcast provision.
An announcement would be made
at the beginning and at the close
of a broadcast "clearly identifying
as such each author, speaker, and
poi'trayer of the matter so broadcast" who is a member or affiliate
in a labor organization. Violation
would be $50 for each broadcast
not so identified and would be paid
by the radio or TV station.
In a speech on the floor Aug. 16,
Rep. Vail said he was introducing
the legislation to "serve the vital
purpose of informing the public of
author affiliation to permit correct
appraisal
of newsto the
content."
The
bill was referred
Home Education and Labor Committee.
During his House talk, the congressman attacked American NewsAAA PACKAGE
'School's Open' Reminder
AMERICAN Automobile Assn. has
distributed a special package of
"School's Open" material to more
than 300 radio stations throughout
the country.
The package, prepared under the
supervision of Edgar Parsons,
AAA radio-television director, is
to be timed with school openings.
In addition to spot announcements
reminding motorists about children who will be on the streets, the
package contains a three-minute
tribute to schoolboy patrols.

paper Guild and the CIO, witl
which ANG is affiliated. He in
timated that "radicals" and Com
munist-inspired members have ac
cess to control the means of com
munication — "Hence, their amaz
ingly bold effort to subjugate press
radio, and the films."
NABET CHOSEN
Wins WE BR, WKOP Election
TWO additional upstate New Yorl
stations — WEBR Buffalo a n >
WKOP Binghamton — have beei
claimed by NABET as a result o
elections held Aug. 14 and 16 amonj
certain employes who voted on ;
collective bargaining representa
week.
t:ve, the CIO union reported las
At WEBR 13 engineers vote;
unanimously for NABET, witl
certification date set for Sept. 1
The technicians are now repre
sented by the American Commu
nications Assn., whose contrac
with the station expires on tha
date. WEBR becomes the fiftl
NABET member in Buffalo, ac
cording
Tim J.
O 'Sullivan
NABET to
national
representative
Un;on also was chosen as bargain
ing agent by announcers, an
nouncer-operators, salesmen and
news editor at WKOP by a 6vote, he said.
NABET also hopes to emerg
with representation for productio
and engineering employes
WNBF Binghamton at an elec
tion slated for Sept. .6, and als
has petitioned for staff announcer
at WINR Binghamton. Union nc\
represents technicians at the latte
outlet, as well as at WENj
Endicott, N. Y.
A $1 MILLION contract for produc
tion of telephone-telegraph signs
units for U. S. Army Signal Corp
announced by Tele Tone Radio Cor]
Firm has moved into expanded facil
N. J. at Bayway Terminal, Elizabetl
ties
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NEWS

COAL'S

SAFETY

RECORD

AND

VIEWS

OF

COAL

OUTSTANDING.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that industrial accidents are beginning to climb
alarmingly— doubtless because of speeded defense production and inexperienced workers. Contrasted to this, coal's safety record is outstanding. Not only was last year the safest
in coal-mining history, but reports for this year show an even better record in the making.
Today coal mining is twice as safe as it was ten years ago— the result of one of the most
vigorous and effective safety programs carried on by any American industry.
COAL

ASH

COMPLETELY

REMOVED

BY NEW

VACUUM

SYSTEM.

The city of Jamestown's new coal-fired electric plant features a vacuum ash-handling
system that completely removes ash, fly ash, soot, and dust— without any manual labor.
The entire operation is push-button controlled, and is so effective that even the boiler
room is free of dust. Such modern coal- and ash-handling equipment cuts labor costs and
practically eliminates inconveniences. In addition, it makes coal, in most cases, not only
the least expensive fuel, but also an easier, more economical and efficient fuel to use.
DEMAND

FOR

COAL

UP.

A report from the New York area shows that 25% more coal is being bought this year than
last. Demands for export are heavy, and many plants, especially in the upstate region,
are turning to coal for economy and dependability of supply. A long-range factor affecting the demand for coal is that, because of coal's abundance and because the coal industry isso highly mechanized and efficient, coal prices are likely to remain far more
stable than those of any other fuel.
LIGNITE

TO GENERATE

POWER

FOR

NEW

ALUMINUM

PLANT.

Large deposits of lignite, a "young," brown-black form of coal, will soon be put to work
generating power for a new aluminum plant to be built in Texas— so says a recent article
in the Wall Street Journal. New technical developments have opened up this vast, new
source of energy— further extending coal's horizons into the future. America's tremendous
coal and lignite reserves account for 90% of the nation's fuel resources— enough to generate abundant power and heat for many centuries to come.
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us -will receive prompt reply.
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FEATURED in changes of executive personnel at Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, a fortnight ago [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20] are (I to r):
Elwood Whitney, a director of the New York office; Robert F. Carney, new
chairman of the board of directors; Rolland W. Taylor, a director of the
New York office; Frank E. Delano, also a FC&B director of its New York
operation. Involved in the changes were some 14 executives in the New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Houston offices.

_£»

Bond
FC&B

A)

We have nothing against the mathematical
approach. It serves a purpose and it serves it
well — and using slide rule, Comptometer,
abacus, or counting on our fingers, we can
prove that WMT is an excellent buy in an
excellent market. But . . .
ye

But figures can't measure the entelechy of a
station. How do you weigh the rapport which
prompts a listener to report that his day isn't
over until he hears "good night" from WMT?
How do you measure the cooperative spirit
which motivates WMT listeners? In the last
March of Dimes drive our 270-lb. sports director wanted to raise his weight in dimes —
$4900 in folding money. Listeners contributed
five times his weight.
How do you score the community spirit which
causes listeners to depend on WMT for help?
During a recent baling wire (for hay) shortage WMT broadcast a plea for the stuff —
and served as a clearing house to enable
have-nots to get it from haves.
What's our entelechy? It's public service and
farm service; it's market reports and sports
news — not just the big press wire dope, but
also what we dig up ourselves about local
games. It's frost-warning and storm-signals.
It's national and international — and county
and township news. It's bigtime CBS program ing— and around-the-corner square
dances. It's the high regard which makes
Eastern Iowans say, "I was brought up on
WMT." It's beyond statistics.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC,
Represented Nationally
by ihe Kaiz Agency
BASIC
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COLUMBIA

NETWORK

LINEUP

Pryor Named Radio-TV V. P.
FOLLOWING the previous announcement ofa realignment of its
executive lineup, [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 20] Foote, Cone
& Belding, New York, last week
revealed further appointments in
its radio and telement.
vision
departRoger Pryor,
who has been
with the agency
since 1947, following wide experience in the
radio, motion picture, stage, and
Mr. Pryor
music fields, has
been elected vice
president in charge of radio and
television, New York office.
In line with the consolidation of
the New York office's radio and
television department, Thomas M.
McDonnell has been appointed director of radio and television production and George Wolf has been
named manager of radio and TV
programs.
F. Winslow Stetson Jr., who will
work on some of the General Foods
accounts which recently were moved
to New York, has also been elected
a vice president. He has been with
the agency since 1947.
The agency has resigned the $1
million Emerson Radio and Phonograph Corp. account. Firm has not
yet named a new agency. Emerson
has not used radio or TV advertising for past year.

Gagwriters' Clinic
REGISTRATION
for the sixth
annual comedy clinic of the National Assn. of Gagwriters, to be
held in New York Sept. 12, has
been opened by George Lewis, NAG
president. Writers and comedians
throughout the nation are expected
to attend the semester of the NAG
Institute Comedy Development
Center. Purpose is to develop a
higher comedy standard for radioTV shows. Registrations may be
filed without charge at Room 902,
292 Madison Ave., New York.

Drive Cut?

THAT economy axe on
Capitol Hill threatens to cut
into the savings bond campaign of the Treasury Dept.
House Appropriations
Com-a
mittee has turned down
request for an additional $2
million to help finance the
department's upcoming drive,
noting "it is high time for
the Treasury Dept. to inject
some new and more effective
thinking into its bond sales
program."
Success
the
drive is weighed
by of
quality
and not by the amount of the
money
committeepoured
said. into it, the
N.Y. AD CLUB
Starts Course Oct. 15
ADVERTISING CLUB of New
York will offer its 28th annual advertising and selling course Monday and Thursday evenings, from
6:15-7:45 p.m. starting Oct. 15. The
course of 27 lectures, six clinic sessions, and six specialities will be
divided into fields, with special
divisions for radio and television
as well as for newspapers, magazines, direct mail, business papers,
outdoor and transit advertising,
and selling.
Partial list of lecturers includes
Alden James, director of advertising
P. Lorillard Co.; Fred B. Manchee
executive vice president for BBDO;
E. Scott Pattison, executive vice president, G. M. Basford Co.; Edgai
Kobak, business consultant; Zenr
Kaufman, merchandising director foi
Philip Morris & Co. Inc.; and Louis
Hausman, CBS Radio vice president
KBA

Plans Agenda

HOW radio can help defeat th*
narcotics menace among the youtl
is among the topics to be discussec
by the Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn. when it holds its fall meet
ing during October in Lexington
The broadcasters' planning group
the KBA's executive committee
meets Wednesday to map th<
agenda and set the date.
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/ for broadcast

MICROGROOVE

transcriptions,

it's MICROGROOVE!

ADVANTAGES

• Cuts costs ... as much as half!
•
•
•
•

Smaller disc . . . more program time!
Big savings on packing and shipping costs!
Easier handling and storage!
Maintains highest quality!

3*

.?" - ,oove

^

46*

SAVED

COLUMBIA

TRANSCRIPTIONS
Call, phone, or write:
Los Angeles— 8723 Alden Drive, Bradshaw 2-5411
New York— 799 Seventh Ave., Circle 5-7300
Chicago— 410 North Michigan Ave., Whitehall 4-6000
Trade Marks "Columbia," "Masterworks, "
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lotama
RENEWING acquaintances at BMI Hollywood Clinic (seated, I to r): Donald
Quinn, mgr., KDB Santa Barbara; C. J. Smith, pres., KFAC Los Angeles;
Ned Connor, mgr., KRKD Los Angeles; (standing) Glenn Dolberg, dir., sta.
'el., BMI, New York; James Cox, BMI West Coast field rep. Clinic was
held in cooperation with Southern California Broadcasters Assn.

AFFILIATION of WSCR Scranton,
Pa., with NBC Sept. 30 is made official by (I to r) Paul Rittenhouse,
WSCR sta. rel. dept.; David M. Baltimore, WSCR mgr., and owner, Lackawanna Valley Broadcasting Co., Norman E. Cash, dir., NBC sta. rel. dept.

OREGON Press Club '51 award for
best public service program goes to
Fred F. Chitty, gen. mgr., KVAN
Vancouver, Wash., for weekly From
Our Viewpoint. L to r: Bob Frazier,
Eugene Register-Guard, recipient of
newspaper award; Sen. Estes Kefauver
who made presentations; Mr. Chitty.

SAN FRANCISCO Mayor Elmer E.
Robinson (c), flanked by Arthur Hull
Hayes (I), CBS v. p. and gen. mgr. of
network-owned KCBS San Francisco,
and Frank Stanton (r), CBS Inc. pres.,
closes the switch increasing KCBS
power from 5 kw to 50 kw Aug. 9.

NEAL HOPKINS (I), radio-TV PIO for
Military Sea Transportation Service,
Pacific, and Bill Minette, pub. aff.
dir., KNBC San Francisco, discuss
plans for regularly scheduled "timedifferential" station break announcements on KNBC. Four times daily,
KNBC gives Korean time.

ECA presented public service certificates to radio networks and AFRA at a
luncheon in
10.Saudek,
Among then
those
the
ceremony
wereNew(I toYork's
r) SigWaldorf-Astoria
Mickelson, CBS;Aug.
Robert
withat ABC
now Ford Foundation TV-Radio Workshop director; Robert Schmid, MBS;
Ed Stanley, NBC, and Wallace Gade, ECA radio dir.

URGE
BAB
SUPPORT
T£r
RADIO'S need for BAB, and what BAB is doing to meet the need, were
outlined by officials of the sales promotion bureau at Roanoke, Va., last
Friday in the first of a series of BAB clinics to be held in conjunction
with the 17 NARTB district meetings.
BAB President William B. Ryan
which becomes standard
sketched the organization's objec- station,
tives and range of services for the rate for all station memberships on
promotion of radio sales on both
the April 1 date.
A six-man panel under the
local and national levels, while Miss
chairmanship of Robert M. Lambe,
Lee Hart, BAB retail specialist,
sales manager of WTAR Norfolk,
previewed in detail three forthwas scheduled to present case hiscoming BAB sales aids derived
tories on specific sales and on
from point-of-sale surveys conducted by Advertising Research
"meeting the competition" as another feature of the Roanoke meetBureau Inc., results of 52 of which
BAB is publishing.
ing. Scheduled panel members
were Harry B. Shaw, WSJS WinOpening the BAB session, Board
ston-Salem, N.C. ; Gus Youngstead,
Chairman Edgar Kobak emphaWPTF Raleigh; Jim Hicks, WCOS
sized radio broadcasters' need for
BAB as a promotion agent for all Columbia, S. C; Eddie Whitlock,
radio.
WRNL Richmond; James A.
Hagen, WWNC Asheville, and
'Not in Doubt'
John Harkrader, WDBJ Roanoke.
"Radio's future is not in doubt
A question-answer session followed.
President Ryan employed an ar— radio's future is secure, proray of charts and exhibits, titled
vided every responsible operator
in this industry gives BAB his
"Brass Tacks and Bright Future,"
in outlining BAB's sales aids.
proper quota of support," Mr.
Kobak declared. "Not just his These include the BAB co-op service, direct-mail aids, special presmoney,
becausealone.
you can't
job
entations, retail service bulletins,
with money
BABdo amust
radio success stories supplied by
have the benefit of your brains
advertisers, as well as by stations;
and your energy. No one in radio
can afford any longer to stand on
BAB's "trouble-shooting" functions, special reporting services,
the sidelines and wait for the others
to do the job. BAB Inc. is yours.
weekly sales bulletins, library servYou must see to it that BAB gets
ice and analyses of the ARB I surveys, which are to be published
every possible chance to work for
under the title "Count Your LisAt the clinic BAB officials urged
NARTB members who now pay
He also pointed out that BAB's
BAB dues via NARTB to sign up newspaper
counterpart, the Newsat once for conversion of their
paper Bureau of Advertising, has
103 executives and staff members
dues system, effective next April 1, teners."
as against 16 at BAB.
to the BAB monthly rate of onehalf the highest hourly rate of the
you."
WPMP PASCAGOULA
COPY
advertisement
rd'
'Reco
Ad an inRCA
RCA of
Plans Sept. Opening
that appeared in The Washington
NEW AM daytime outlet for the
Moss Point-Pascagoula, Miss., area,
WPMP Pascagoula, plans to begin
operations about Sept. 1 on 1500
kc with 250 w. Don Murphy, formerly with WJRW Picayune, Miss.,
and for nine years chief engineer
of WGCM Gulfport, is manager
and chief engineer for WPMP.
Station is owned and operated
by the Crest Broadcasting Co.,
which has elected the following
officers and directors :
W. R. Guest Jr., Ingalls Shipbuilding Corp. of Pascagoula, president;
T. T. Justice, owner, local Palace
Drug Store, vice president; Hugh O.
Jones, owner-operator, WGCM-AMFM, secretary-treasurer. Board of
directors: B. F. Keyes, Keyes-Dorman
Motor Co., Gulfport; Burt Wood, Moss
Point insurance man, and Messrs.
Guest, Justice and Jones.
WPMP will be affiliated with
LBS and will use Capital Transcription and INS news service. Studios
and transmitter are located midway
between Pascagoula and Moss
Point.

Post
was included
in last
Congressional
Record
by Tuesday's
Sen. John
J. Sparkman (D-Ala.), who
singled out RCA President Frank
Folsom
having World
"served
distinctionas during
WarwithII
in field procurement for the government, both for the Navy and for
the War Production Board." Advertisement dealt with RCA cooperation with a small business
firm, The Penn Engineering & Mfg.
Co., Doylestown, Pa., in the production of light-weight walkietalkies.
Raymond Atwood
RAYMOND ATWOOD, 60, a former vice president of McCannErickson, died Aug. 19 at Damariscotta, Me., after a long illness. He
had been with McCann-Erickson
in Toronto, Cleveland, Chicago and
New York offices, and was a vice
president before his retirement in
1943. Survivors include two daughters, Janet Atwood, member of the
Skidmore College faculty and Sally
Atwood, Mount Holyoke College
senior, a sister and a brother.

PROMOTE
In Any Language . . .
IF KFWB Hollywood listeners tuning in that station
during a station break think
that a foreign station has
taken over the channel, it's
all because KFWB's production director Dan Russell got
tired of the dull routine station break. Seeking something new in that department
Dan conceived the idea of a
foreign language break. Listeners now discover what station they're tuned in on by
hearing a voice say in French,
Spanish, Italian, German or
Portugese something similar
to "For Easy listening it's
KFWB Hollywood." At that
point the announcer comes
in and says "No matter how
you say it, for easy listening
it's KFWB Hollywood.
INDUSTRY

JOBS

Technicians' Opportunity
EMPLOYMENT prospects for
radio and television technicians
are particularly bright during the
current mobilization program, with
demand far exceeding supply, the
government has reported.
In a special Occupational Outlook released yesterday (Sunday)
by the U. S. Dept. of Labor and the
Veterans Administration, demand
for skilled electronic technicians is
seen as "strong" in all fields —
civilian, industrial and military.
The report observed that "in
most fields, the number of workers
has increased, but in some the
mobilization impact has had a
reverse effect." In any event, employment prospects have chanered
for all type jobs whether related
to defense or not.
The rosy picture painted for
technicians is not extended, however, to profess' onal talent employed by radio-TV networks and
,5
stations. As an example, the handbook claims that despite the defense pro°ram, radio announcing
"will remain relatively difficult to
enter."
The 575-page booklet contains complete reports on 433 occupations and
was prepared by the Labor Dept.'s
Bureau of Labor Statistics in cooperation with VA, and copies are available at $3 each from the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.
BAB Sales Aid
BAB came out last week with the
first issue of its "Radio Salesman," a weekly roundup of facts
' and general information intended
solely "for selling Amerca's most
efficient, least expensive advertising medium — radio." BAB's "Radio
Salesman" is intended to be brief,
for fast easy reading; but comprehensive, for compete descriptions of sales tips and devices. The
i two-page sheet will carry Friday
datelines.

BROADCASTING

RADIO

Calif. Group in Second Lap

in

lap of intensive and extensive on-the-air campaign plugging the value of Southern California radio as an advertising medium got under way this past week
with 72 stations in the area combining to air a new batch of promotional announcements distributed by Southern California Broadcasters Assn.
Announcements range from 8 to
25 seconds, and are adaptable for
use "as is" or re-written with station slant. Now material, to be
used through Sept. 5, features
average and total listening in the
area. Opening series of spots during early weeks of the campaign
in August treated set totals. Future emphasis during the fall will
be on separate aspects of radio
promotion.
Timebuyers of agencies and advertisers in key eastern cities, including New York and Chicago,
will be told the merits of yeararound Southern California radio
when Robert J. McAndrews, SCBA
managing director, invades those
markets in October for a series of
"shirt sleeve" sessions arranged in
cooperation with committees of
station representatives.

West

Virginia

. .

SECOND

your

farther
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with

More than a million \,
West Virginians, (with
a half-billion dollars to
spend annually) can hear your
sales story when you put this
potent pair
of "Personality"
Stations
to work
for
you. And WKNA and
WJLS are yours at a
combination rate that is
about the same as you
would pay for any single

Co-Founder Dies

QUINCY A. BRACKETT, 66, cofounder and past president of
WSPR Springfield, Mass., died in
St. Andrews Hospital, Boothbay
Harbor, Me., Aug.
12, following a
short illness. Funeral services were
held Aug. 15. Mr.
Brackett, a pioneer in radio,
joined Lewis
Breed in organizing WSPR in
1935. He was
Mr. Brackett
president until
last April, when his son-in-law,
Alan Tindal, succeeded him.
Mr. Brackett had been with
Westinghouse Electric Corp., its
KDKA Pittsburgh, and Western
Electric. While with the latter
company he worked as an assistant to Dr. Lee DeForest, pioneer
radio inventor. In 1921, following
a stint as engineer at KDKA, he
went to Springfield to start production of radio receivers, transmitters and allied equipment for
Westinghouse.
He was a member of the Engineering Society of Western Massachusetts, Institute of Radio Engineers, Harvard Clubs of New
York and Connecticut Valley and
Church of Unity.
He leaves his widow. Ruth; a
daughter, Mrs. Alan C. Tindal, and
two grandsons.

goes

"personality"

Q. A. BRACKETT
WSPR

dollar

comparable station in
either locality. Make us
prove it!

WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON
5000950
W DAYKC—
• 1000 ABC
W NIGHT

i

WJLS
WJLS-FM
BECKLEY
1000560
W DAYKC—
• 500 WCBS
NIGHT

I

Joe L Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED

& CO.
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JOHNNY THOMPSON: THE 4 KNIGHTS: Popular
Starred in "The Listening Glass." quartette in their own show.

THE AIRIAHE TRIO:
Stars of "Airiane Melodies."

D'ARTEGA: Director 01
PAGE ... and ... RAY ANTHONY
RUSS CASE: Director of
"An American Rhapsody." Co-stars of their own program, "Rhythm Rendezvous." "The Cavalcade of Music'

THE SUNSHINE BOYS: Famous vocal quartette
starred in their own program of Gospel Songs.

FRANK1E CARLE: star of
"Keynotes by Carle" Show.

SHEP FIELDS: Star of
"The Shep Fields Show."

THE COTE GLEE i
feature program, 15

GAY BLAZERS: Ctose■nv. in "Remember When."
I

ALLAN JONES: Star of
"The Allan Jones Show,"

figure
Starting November 1, 1951: Lang-Worth subscribers with full membership
will receive specially prepared script programs totalling 4545 quarterhours of playing time per year. Service mailed every week — prepaid.

it

out

Selling aids— photographs, counter cards, posters, newspaper mats, spot
announcements, etc. — are an integral part of this new service. All programs are designed, written and timed for commercial sponsorship —
utilizing star-studded talent from the Lang-Worth Library.

for
Based on the minimum rental of $125 per month, the cost of each 15minute program is 33 cents — 3 for 1 dollar! Figure it out for yourself.

!
yourself
THIS FOR FREE ! In addition to the specially prepared program service
totalling 4545 quarter-hours of playing time per year, all station affiliates
holding full membership in Lang-Worth Program Service receive the
largest, best balanced and most diversified Basic Library of transcribed
music in the world (6000 selections) — plus a continuous flow of New
Releases featuring top-ranking artists in New tunes, New jingles, New
voice tracks and New production aids, every month — FOR FREE!
Stop shaking your head — drop us a line and get the full story.

LANG-WORTH
FEATURE
113

WEST

57th

PROGRAMS,
STREET,

WESTERN OFFICE
LANG- WORTH Feature Prog. Inc.
14579 Benefit St., Sherman Oaks, Cal.

f thefr own
1 rc s the board.

FOY WILLING: In "The Riders
of the Purpie Sage" show.

NEW

YORK

Inc.
19,

N. Y.

CANADIAN OFFICE
S. W. CALDWELL Ltd.
80 Richmond Street West, Toronto

editorial

«}<

Sports: Misnomer
IT BECOMES increasingly clear that Mr.
Webster should rewrite his dictionary. "Sport,"
Mr. Webster insists, is "that which diverts,
and makes mirth; pastime; diversion."
Sports, we say, are big business; industry.
The baseball leagues are unionized; big business like the tax-free unions themselves. Professional or amateur, college or high school,
it's now a matter of gate receipts and "pertelevision. formance rights" — radio, television, theatre
A Congressional Committee is investigating
baseball and proposes to delve into all sports
broadcasts and telecasts. Movie theatres are
bidding against radio and TV for exclusive
rights on boxing and other events. West Point
has a scandal over cribbing by football players, enrolled presumably because of brawn
rather than indicated military prowess.
In our land of free competition, the mass
radio media to some degree have been a causative agent in this change of concept. There's
no doubt they helped inspire a latent lust for
gold. Radio and TV may even be as culpable
as the sports tycoons and athletic directors.
They did the bidding for exclusive rights, at
fantastic figures. Newspapers cover gratis,
but they do it on a non-exclusive basis.
But now it goes beyond outlandish prices.
The NCAA bans telecasts of "amateur" college football games. Is that collusion? Is it a
combination in restraint of trade? The reasoning, cockeyed we think, is that TV is a potential threat to the financial structure of
intercollegiate athletics.
All this is the result of fuzzy thinking and
disregard of very recent history. The broadcast media have breathed new life into many
a decadent sport. They have created new
fans; prevented old ones from turning to other
leisure pursuits. They have made it possible
to build new stadia.
Realism, we feel, ultimately will take over.
If baseball and football ban radio, the effect
probably won't be immediate on box-office.
Fans will still go to see the "performers"
they know — largely by virtue of radio and
TV. No one wilts as fast as an unpublicized
"performer." Gradually, interest will wane,
to the accompaniment of acres of empty seats.
The professionals will be smart enough to
realize this, we predict.
As for the amateurs, the colleges and
junior schools, let them study their own history. It's the taxpayer, in the final analysis,
who builds and supports our institutions of
learning. The endowed universities too get
privileges from the public, including the not
too inconsequential item of tax-exempt status.
The tax-paying public wants broadcasts
and telecasts. It's no over-statement to say
that the broadcast media, which are dedicated to serving that tax-paying public (they
wouldn't survive if they didn't) can make or
break the popularity of any sport.
All who believe in our free institutions
would abhor any legislative move that would
change our free competition concepts. We hope
the Celler Committee investigating the sports
industries, will tread warily in considering
such legislative recommendations.
But Congress can, in good conscience, look
into the application of the anti-trust laws to
the sports industries, just as it does to any
"big business."
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Selling the Medium
AS TV EXPANDS and other media increase
the intensity of their sales efforts, it becomes
obvious that the future solvency of radio
depends more upon the promotion of the
medium as a whole and less upon internecine
competition that pits station against station
and network against network.
The futility of exaggerated emphasis on
intramural competition has been clearly shown.
To a large
extent,
short-lived
against
radio
came theabout
because buyers'
stationsstrike
and
networks were too busy swiping accounts from
other stations and networks to notice that in
a lot of advertisers' minds the whole radio system was diminishing in value.
Had these stations and networks been working together to promote all radio and point out
its virtues in comparison with other media,
the chances are that everybody in radio would
have come off with more business in the end.
As we reported last week, the radio stations
of Tulsa and Detroit have taken joint action
to prove the value of radio as a medium. The
cooperative effort won't mean that individual
stations will quit soliciting business for themselves or cease to sell against others. But it
will mean that they have a chance to create
more business for all. If the pie is bigger,
everybody at the table eats more.
We like to hope that the Tulsa and Detroit
actions are forerunners of many more like
them.
hungry. If the pie disappears, everybody goes

We'll Take the WHAM
Way
WHAM-AM-TV Rochester has as good a record of serving the public as almost any station that comes to our mind, but it wants to
improve it.
William Fay, vice president of StrombergCarlson Co., owner of the stations, has announced the formation of a citizen's advisory
council which will "advise with us regularly
on ways in which WHAM and WHAM-TV
can constantly improve their service to lisWithout begging the issue, we want to point
teners."
out
that the advisory council will consist of
people who live in and around Rochester and
who presumably know what other people of
the neighboi-hood want.
Compare this board to the kind that Sen.
William Benton is advocating. Sen. Benton
wants to establish an 11-member, high-powered
board that would dictate the radio and television program tastes of the whole country. It
seems
board. to us that's asking too much of any
The cultural needs and tastes of Rochester
are not identical with those of Birmingham or
Boise. Aside from the fact that a national
board of the kind Sen. Benton advocates would
rob broadcasters of their constitutional rights
to free speech, it would have an impossible job
in applying a national policy to a system of
bi'oadcasting that must vary in its character
and attitudes as widely as the many different
communities it serves vary in theirs.
Every radio and television station must
adapt its personality to suit the community
in which it exists. No station can wear a
personality tailored by mass production in
Washington and hope to be at home among
its own folks.
We think Mr. Fay's advisory council will
be an asset to WHAM-AM-TV and to the
entire Rochester area. It shows a sense of
community responsibility to ask the neighbors
for their judgment from time to time. They
know a lot more about what's going on down
the block than somebody playing with a slide
rule and a crystal ball in Washington.

DAVID ERSKINE DRISCOLL
OLD-TIMERS
at WOR
ber that "right
from New
the York
start,remen
Dai,
Driscoll was an energetic, creative, gei
eral assignment man of the Brisbane Schooi
when he first came to that station in 1936.
Whenever and wherever a story broke, M
Driscoll was there with a microphone to Indian eye-witness report for WOR listeners.
Today, 15 years later, Mr. Driscoll bears t?
title of director of news and special feature
for WOR-AM-TV, but he is still the eag<
newsman.
In New York, he is working not far from h
birthplace. David Erskine Driscoll was boi
in Maplewood, N. J., April 15, 1909, to Davi
and May E. Driscoll. His father, now dea*
was for 14 years general manager of the Brool
lyn Dodgers whose games are now telecast ove
WOR-TV under Mr. Driscoll's supervision.
Mr. Driscoll has been in the news busines
since his undergraduate days at the U. (
Minnesota. In 1928-29 he covered Big Te
sports for the New York Sun.
In 1932 he turned to radio and was a sport
announcer for WCCO Minneapolis while doin
graduate work at the university.
After a year at WCCO he moved to KGD
Fergus Falls, Minn., as manager. Three yeai
there and then to WFIL Philadelphia as a new
and sports announcer. He was not in Philade
phia long when the New York challenge cann
In early 1936 he went to WOR as a sport
and special events newsman. Four years late
he assumed his present WOR title. His coir
pany's entrance into television in October 194
extended his responsibilities.
Mr. Driscoll has made frequent use of th
documentary technique. He developed it fc
use on many special metropolitan area broac
casts. Once, with a portable recorder in hi
car, he followed speeding vehicles through bus
streets noting violations by police patrol car:
Edited, the recordings made a stirring 30-mir
ute program, Death On Wheels, spotlights
needed life-saving reforms in the handling c
New York City traffic.
In 1943 another documentary made with
York's
recorder,
portable squirm
market
undermadethe New
hot glare
of blac
radi
publicity.
Mr. Driscoll also has supervised such othe
outstanding documentaries as the award-wir
ning series, Name Your Poison, which discusse
sleeping pills and restaurant sanitation.
During World War II Mr. Driscoll spen
nearly two years covering fighting fronts an
for WOR wa
gathering background
(Continued material
on page 53)
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Smart boy, WFAA-TV! Since you last heard of him,
that boy has pulled many a juicy plum out of the
pie. Set himself up in the plum-pulling business,
and doing plum swell!
Chip off the old block, WFAA-AM. And who
knows, someday his nine-county holding may be
as big Radio
as hisSouthwest.
daddy's, spreading out over this
whole
That's a kid for you — so cute and cocky you're
apt to forget what a job the old man's doing.
Take Radio Southwest*— that's WFAA-AM's
primary coverage area — 171 of the richest counties
of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, with over seven
billion dollars of spendable income last year. And
Texas, mind you, was No. 1 last year in income
gain in the U. S.
Every week WFAA-AM is selling in a million or
more homes, with no less than thirty -three live
local shows a week, twenty of which are across the
board. Three are variety shows with large casts

of musicians and dramatic talent.
And there's no let up.
Just now WFAA is putting on
more steam — investing more than
a quarter-million dollars in a new
transmitter on the 570 frequency
— and that'll mean a bonus of more
people listening.
Sure WFAA-TV's got what it
it takes — but he'll have to grow
a lot before he can wear his old
man's shoes.
* Radio Southwest is no tall tale. WFAA820 is a clear channel 50,000 watt frequency, that nature has especially favored. The FCC's "Standards of Good
Engineering Practice Concerning Standard Broadcasting Stations" specifically
mentions "Dallas" as affording the optimum ground conductivity in the entire
U.S. Which means greater area coverage.

WFAA
The Only Mass Medium Covering This Great Southwest Market.
Radio Service of The Dallas Morning News
EDWARD

IOADCASTING

820

570

TV

50,000 Watts 5,000 Watts Channel 8

PETRY & CO., Representatives
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ROBERT WRIGHT, graduate Northwest Broadcasting School, Portia
Ore., named salesman-announcer KVAS Astoria, Ore.
HOWARD E. STARK, brokers and financial consultants to radio and
stations, N. Y., moves to new offices at 50 E. 58th St. Telephone
ELdorado 5-0405.

front of
fice

fj^

ROBERT L. KENNETT, manager WICC Bridgeport and WONS
Hartford, now will devote his entire time to management of WICC.
ED PALEN and FRANK McGIVERN take over management on
WONS [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
ROBERT A. MURROW, news department KDTH Dubuque, appointed
manager KOWL Oelwein, Iowa. He was with MBS and Don Lee.
ALBERT TEDESCO, general manager WKLK Cloquet, Minn., named
station manager WCOW South St. Paul, Minn.
EDWARD C. PAGE, ABC Radio Spot Sales, N. Y., and JOSEPH D.
PAYNE, KVET Austin, Tex., appointed to sales staff George P. Hollhigbery Co., N. Y., station representative firm. ROBERT Q. TIEDJE, WINR
Binghamton, to research department.
RALPH H. WHITAKER, head
appointed account executive in
vision Network. RALPH M.
executive Sesac Inc., N. Y., and
tive Conde Nast Publications,
New York, DuMont outlet.

of Ralph H. Whitaker Adv. Co., N. Y.,
national sales department DuMont TeleBARUCH, sales and station relations
RICHARD C. DAWSON, account execuappointed to sales staff WABD (TV)

ROBERT HAWKES and LEONARD THORTON to ABC Chicago, as network TV salesmen. Mr. Hawkes worked eight years as salesman for St.
Louis Star-Times, and Mr. Thorton is former media director of Morris
Swaney Agency, Chicago.
BOB ROGERS, commercial manager WNOR
Norfolk, as account executive.

Norfolk, Va., to WCAV

BILLY WILSON appointed head of sales and account executive KCOH
Houston, Tex. FRED BATES named Mr. Wilson's assistant.

AND EAST MOLINE
IN ILLINOIS
local advertisers

bought time on Radio Station WOC,
July i, 1 950- June 30, 1951, than in
any previous

12-month

period . . .

. . . local advertisers spent
more
WOC

money

for time on

14.4%

during this period,

than in any similar 12-months
Men who buy advertising at the local level . . . the cash
register level . . . know what piles up those black-ink figures on their sales reports. Take your cue from the 215
local advertisers who use WOC. Buy at their cash register
level
you'll buy WOC and you'll find your Quint-City
sales— skyrocketing.
Basic NBC

Affiliate

5000 W — 1420 Kc
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, manager
DAVENPORT,
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IOWA

JOSEPH A. HARDY & Co. Ltd., Montreal, station representative fu
moves its Toronto office to 11 Jordan St. BRUCE BUTLER, of L.
Heagerty Ltd., Toronto advertising agency, named manager of office.
JOHN L. ELLINGER, WONS Hartford, Conn., named to sales si;
WWCO Waterbury, Conn. He was with WMMW Meriden, Conn.
fiatlonaU

• • •

HIL F. BEST, president Hil F. Best Co., Detroit, and director Deti
Adcraft Club named winner of Nash Country Club Rambler at rec
"Adcrafest" of club. . . . JOHN W. ROLLINS, president W. Rollins
Assoc., Rehoboth, Del. (WRAD Radford, Va., WJWL Georgetown, E
and WFAI Fayetteville, N. C), appointed convention chairman of Yoit;
Presidents' Organization. Convention to be held in Boca Raton, F
March 18-22.
O. L. CARPENTER, sales manager WPTF Raleigh, N. C, recover
from heart attack in Rex Hospital, Raleigh. . . . Lieut. BILL HUNEFE
Jr., USNR, formerly sales manager for KLX Oakland, is now Navy r
resentative with Armed Forces Radio Services in Tokyo. . . . WALT
G. TOLLESON Jr., assistant sales manager NBC Western Div., S.
convalescing in Santa Cruz Hospital following heart attack he suffe
July 29.
ERNEST FELIX, acting manager ABC Western Div., accepts chairm
ship for TV stations for second annual fund drive of Radio-T
vision-Recording & Advertising Charities Inc., getting underway Sept.
. . . LEM HALL, account executive Columbia Pacific-KNX Hollywc
father of girl, Ginny, Aug. 16.
T. E. DANLEY, manager of sales traffic MBS, appointed recruiting (
cer for civil defense at network's New York headquarters. . . . LAR
ISRAEL, sales director WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, and Audrey Wes1
man announce fall wedding plans. . . .

BETTENDORF
AND
DAVENPORT
IN IOWA

more

ADAM J. YOUNG JR. Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative
WAIT Chicago effective immediately. Company also appointed rep
sentative for CKCW Moncton, New Brunswick.

National Representatives
Free & Peters, Inc.

JAPAN RADIO
To make Commercial Debut

supplement the Japanese publ
strictly governmental radio f
with programming to be suppor
by
sponsorshipJuly[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
23].

JAPAN'S first commercial radio
station starts operation in Osaka .
on Sept. 1, with one-third of its
time allotted to sponsored proPlant Conversion
grams and, according to reports
last week, with about 70 % of this COURSE of action for manui
time already sold.
turers desiring to change over
The United Press, which said defense output is outlined in
it had negotiated the first worldfour-page pamphlet, Converting
wide news service contract with
Military Production, issued by
the station, reported the outlet will Office of Small Business, Natio
operate 17 hours a day, using 1210
Production Authority, Dept.
kc with 10 kw. It will use the call Commerce.
Booklet suggests t
letters JOOR. Operated by the
Mainichi Newspaper Co., which
manufacturers
now toon inw"
lines they mightplan
convert
publishes Japan's largest daily event of full mobilization, and i I
(circulation: more than five mil- lists steps for securing govs I
lion), the station is known as Shin
ment prime contracts for defe e
Nihon Radio Broadcasting Station
items. Subjects touched on incl e
(New Japan Radio Broadcasting
use of tools, manpower, plant lclf
Station) .
tion, materials, etc. Copies maj;e
The UP account said JOOR
obtained from Printing Servi B
plans to build a heavy schedule of Dept. of Commerce,
Washing |ri
newscasts around the UP worldoffice.D. C, or any department r'l
wide news report, contract for 25.
which was concluded by Ernest
Hoberecht, UP general manager
for Asia.
SYRACUSE U. announces formal M
Japanese radio heretofore has of new TV class, beginning Sept. M
Openings for 20 men and women m
been exclusively governmental,
with listeners required to pay a available in 12-month course. IV H
ter's degrees will be awarded to tb ■
fee. JOOR is one of 18 authorized
completing course. Present class j]
commercial
stations which will due to be graduated Aug. 31.
BROADCASTING
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Respects
(Continued from page 50)

V the pioneering days of radio this is the way transmitter equipment
'as set up. And operating the station's original equipment here is Mr.
euman, president and founder of WWRL.
Date is Aug. 26, 1926, when
. WWRL first went on the air. Place: Mr. Reuman's living room.
* * *

VWRL'S
BirthdayQUARTER
Is Aug. 26; CENTURY
Minority Group Service Outstanding
Though our air has turned to silver,
\Mpur arts are young and gay. . . .

WWRL started what it believes is
the first Mr. and Mrs. Negro radio
team.
In honor of the station's 25th
birthday, Ethel Merman, Norman
Brokenshire, Eddie Bracken, Art
Ford, Richard Hayes, Symphony
Syd and others who got their start
at WWRL recorded congratulatory
spots which were to be broadcast
during yesterday's commemorative
programs.

1 /ITH such dogged doggerel, acompanied by silver anniversary
akes, WWRL Woodside, Long Is;ind, last week notified its friends
lat yesterday (Aug. 26) it was
elebrating the conclusion of 25
ears on the air under the same
lanagement.
William H. Reuman, ownerounder of WWRL, on Aug. 16,
926, received his license from the
hen Secretary of Commerce Herert Hoover for 100 w on 1160 kc. WNAX EXPANDS
en days later the station's first
Yankton Operation Moved
roadcast went out from its only
IMPROVEMENT and expansion
tudio, Mr. Reuman's living room,
of station facilities has been re'oday, WWRL broadcasts from a
ported by WNAX Yankton-Sioux
svo-story studio-and-office building
n that site with 5 kw on 1600 kc. City, which recently moved its
Yankton operation into the new
Secret of Success
WNAX Bldg. The operation utilizes 13,000 square feet in a twoService to minority groups has
story stone and steel building and
een the secret of WWRL's success
B the highly competitive metroprovides "expanded production
politan market served by more than facilities and improved working
score of radio stations. Starting
conditions," according to R. R.
Tincher, station manager.
'n 1929 with a one-hour German
Production is located on the
anguage program broadcast on
kernate Sundays, WWRL today ground floor, with a huge auditorium studio designed to house
levotes 72 of its 119 hours on the
lir each week to broadcasts in 13 any future TV operation. Second
floor is set aside for administraanguages other than English:
tive offices. WNAX also will con!4% hours of Spanish, 12Vz hours
tinue to operate studios and offices
>f German, 8V2 hours of Czechoin
S'oux
City, Mr. Tincher said.
;lovakian, 4V± hours of Greek, 2
lours each of Hungarian and
3olish, 1% hours of Russian, 1 Defense Names Redman
lour each of Lithuanian, Jewish
ind French, % hour of Syrian and APPOINTMENT of Rear Adm.
k hour each of Ukranian and John R. Redman (USN) as direcSwiss.
tor of electronics-communications
' Most of the rest of WWRL's
for the Joint Chiefs of Staff effecchedule is made up of programs
tive Sept. 1 has been announced
by the Dept. of Defense. Adm.
timed at New York's Negro audiince, which the station estimates
Redman, currently communications
director for the Navy Dept., will
is over 800,000. Negro performers
fid announcers have been employed
succeed Maj. Gen. H. M. McClelor years: Jocko Maxwell, said to
land (USAF). Capt. Wilfred B.
)e the first Negro sportscaster,
Goulett (USN), who has been servstarted with the station 15 years
ing under Adm. Redman, will beigo and is still heard. Last year
come acting director.
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reports and analyses. He took
along his constant companion, a
portable recorder, and reportedly
was one of the first correspondents
to use one in combat areas.
Out of this World War II experience came a program he rates
among his best. This broadcast,
made on various Navy convoy trips,
brought listeners in October 1942
on-the-spot combat reports of submarine warfare. It included a story
of the sinking of the U. S. destroyer, Jacob Jones.
Mr. Driscoll has participated in
his share of stunts. He delivered
a double-talk harangue on world
affairs from the Court of Peace on
the closing night of the New York
World's Fair. He covered proceedings when WOR carried the bouncing of a radar signal off the moon.
He also has donned full diving
regalia
to takeRiver
a fish's-eye
the Hudson
for the view
benefitof
of Navy recruit diving specialists.
Mr. Driscoll feels, however, that
the era of "stunts" is passing. The
public he says is too interested in
what's going on to need or want
any "gimmick" in newscasts.
Mr. Driscoll's eagerness to broadcast news was demonstrated when
President Truman relieved General
MacArthur at 1 a.m., an hour before WOR's sign-off Mr. Driscoll
sped to the station, assembled an
emergency crew and kept WOR on

Good

the air throughout the night.
With Mr. Driscoll, however, it
isn't just a matter of having enough
news periods. He puts his best
feature-style announcers on newscasts emphasizing the "human
side" of the news. For straight
newscasts, he uses announcers with
a crisp, fast, hard-hitting style.
In addition to being worked into
shape for a particular type of voice,
each news period is edited, not for
a vague group of listeners but for
the WOR community. Mr. Driscoll
assigns one man of the 12-man department as editor-writer for each
Mr. Driscoll's haven, after a typiprogram.
cally hectic day, is an apartment in
Manhattan. But when opportunity
permits, especially on weekends, he
and his wife, the former Elizabeth
Fredericks, "escape" to their country home at Greenport, Long Island.
There he finds time for golf at
North Fork Country Club, Cutchogue, L. I., and enjoys hunting and
fishing. His favorite spectator
sports are baseball and football.
About news, Mr. Driscoll has a
simple over-all philosophy: "Give
the public all the news it wants."
RAYTHEON MFG. CO., Newton,
Mass.,porthas
released
for fiscal
year stockholders'
ending May re31.
Total income from sales and rentals for year was $89,662,000 with net
profit, after taxes, of $2,179,000. Company's net for previous year was $935,000. Raytheon reported 50% increase
in sales.
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NBC

EMPLOYES

Network Honors Old-Tin I
SOME 103 employes who hi J
been with NBC for 10, 20, or I
years recently were honored at - I
annual outing held in Purchg ,
N. Y.
Chairman of the Board Ni |
Trammell presented watches to ||
year employes and pins to the o i
ers, including President Joseph ;
McConnell, who has served

INFORMALITY rules at this talkfest between KMPC Gordon Gray, eastern sales representative for the Goodwill
Hollywood executives and John Patt, president, KMPC, Stations; Loyd C. Sigmon, vice president and assistant
WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland, during Mr. Patt's manager; Tom Frandsen, local sales manager; Oren Matvisit to the Hollywood operation. L to r: Mr. Patt; KMPC's tison, auditor; John Baird, director of public affairs, and
Robert 0. Reynolds, vice president and general manager; Charles Cowling, national sales manager.
FCC Funds Axed
(Continued from page 40)
corrective action. Conferences among
our working people have brought out
the fact that the present monitoring
service of the FCC would not be adequate to cope with the anticipated
situation.
Another project requested by the
FCC called for $50,000 to provide
remote control of 17 high-frequency
direction finders used with the
monitoring outlets.
With respect to control of electromagnetic radiations, Comr.
Sterling explained that the alert
plan was conceived to keep certain
stations on the air to transmit messages to the public during or after
an air raid. The Air Force has
agreed "to the plan we are now
preparing, and for which our engineers are now in the field setting
up the alert system, and it will be
placed in operation," he revealed.
Many to Participate
Mr. Renton told subcommittee
members that "about 90%" of 2,200
broadcasting stations are expected
to participate in the alert system
on a "voluntary" basis [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 11].
The military's view on station
controls and monitoring was given
by Col. Lewis :
The monitoring stations are set up
to provide necessary control so that
those stations that are operating on
any frequency can be identified and
controlled through the monitoring
system. Likewise, they can also monitor the entire spectrum to determine
what stations are broadcasting and
whether or not they are in any way
available for use by the enemy for
navigational purposes. . . .
Rep. Thomas wanted to know
whether, in the case of imminent
air attack, all radio activities in
the U. S. might not be shut down ?
Col. Lewis conceded "that would
be one answer" but said "it is not
the plan
Civil defense willagreed
have toupon."
issue directives
during and prior to an alert "to
notify the public of what is hapPage 54
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pening." Comr.were
Sterling
asked
whether there
not was
sufficient
radio stations to "warn the people?" The Commissioner said he
felt "they can do a big job" but
added he was not qualified to speak
on air raid warning systems and
equipment, also under discussion
by the subcommittee relating to
civil defense.
Serves Two Purposes
Col. Lewis stated that the Air
Force-FCC plan serves two purposes involving shifts in frequencies
and operation in various areas.
With use of "clusters," the enemy
would be denied a single beam
upon which to "home" and would
thus be "confused," he explained.
"Some stations (thus) will continue to broadcast ... on the same
frequency simultaneous programs
and the programs will be utilized
by Subcommittee
civilian defense.
. . ." were told
members
that the FCC could notify "every
radio station in the U. S." of an
imminent attack "in a matter of
minutes," after receiving notice
from the Defense Dept. The FCC
representative at the main control
center then would be asked to place
into effect the pre-arranged plan
worked out with AM, FM and TV
stations under which certain stations would cease operation and
others would remain on the air.
"We do not intend in most cases
to ever black out the entire U. S.,
so far as the control of radio is
concerned — only those areas which
areThe
subject
imminent
Houseto voted
the attack."
Federal
Civil Defense Administration $10,755,000 for operations, including
$240,000 for an attack warning
plan and $4,170,000 for a communications system. Training and education (through radio, TV and
other public media) drew $1,545,000.
In cutting FCDA funds from a
requested $535 million to $65,255,000, the House was guided by the
committee report which sharply
criticized lack of a "realistic, wellcoordinated plan." FCDA plans and
estimates do not reflect the basic

"concept" of national civil defense,
the committee felt. "It is obvious
that proper emphasis is not being
placed on training and education
and the dissemination of information," itnoted.
On the other hand, it felt that
the primary requirements for a
well-founded program are communications and an attack warning
system, in addition to education.
Similar cuts were wielded over
funds for the Economic Stabilization Agency, Defense Production
Administration, Office of Defense
Mobilization and National Production Authority. In the case of
ODM, the House voted $500,000 for
a public information program
under the guiding hand of Defense
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson. Sums
allotted: ODM, $1.85 million; DPA,
$2.8 million; NPA, $30 million;
ESA (including the Salary and
Wage Stabilization Boards, and
Office of Price Stabilization), $127.6
million.
Also approved were amendments
by Rep. Ben Jensen (R-Iowa)
which would limit pay of employes
to ceilings contained in regular
1952 fund measures, and by Rep.
Lawrence Smith (R-Wis.) who
proposed that compensation for
persons performing "domestic information functions" be limited
to 50% of overall funds in the
bill. Number of information specialists on government payrolls
had prompted sharp criticism of
House members.
Canadian Output
PRODUCTION of radio sets in
Canada during the first five months
of 1951 totalled 323,600, valued at
$22,981,000, according to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Ottawa. Production of TV sets in the
period totalled 24,800 valued at
$12,684,000. Imports of radio and
TV sets, mostly from the United
States, in that period totalled 18,500 sets, and exports amounted to
10,600 sets.

Mr. Trammell, in return, years. a citation and watch for II
ceived
25-year tenure.
Among those named to the 25-yH
club were George H. Frey, vice pi I
ident and director of television r J
work sales; O. B. Hanson, vice pr< 4
dent and chief engineer; Lewis M 1
Connach, secretary; Raymond G I
manager of radio and allocations *
gineering; George McElrath, direc j
of radio network technical operatio I
and Harry McKeon, controller.
Carleton Smith, vice president it
charge of station relations and Jai ■
V. McConnell, director of natio I
spot sales, received pins for 20 ye; f
service, and Sydney H. Eiges, vl
president in charge of press, ; (
Kenneth
announcer
newscaster,Banghart,
for 10 years
with '; I
company.

For the 'Record'
STATEMENT
by Brig. Gen. Da 1
Sarnoff, RCA
chairman
of a
board, on his impressions of ta 3
with statesmen, businessmen £
workmen during his trip to I
rope,
inserted
in the Cong)
sional was
Record
last Monday
by S
ate Majority Leader Ernest W. I
Farland (D-Ariz.). Gen. Sarn
upon return from his jouri
abroad, called for a revitali: I
Voice of America, tailored "
"psychological
peace-fare"Aug.
[Bro2
casting • Telecasting,

Bingham
Wins 'Em
DICK BINGHAM,
of MBSV
Game of the Day fame, was
feted by St. Petersburg Aug.
19, proclaimed
"Dick
Bingham Day" by the
Mayor
of |
the Florida city. Mr. Bingham, sports director of WTSP
St. Petersburg (on leave to,
MBS until the end of the
World Series), was presented
a $400 golf outfit plus a
shower of congratulations
from fans who noted his
hometown mentions. Ben
Greene, local sponsor of the
Mutual series, and F. J. Kelley, WTSP vice president and
general manager, flew to
Chicago to join Mr. Bingham
on that day. Mr. Greene
added to the gifts, with a 16- '
mm movie camera set. The
sportscaster, who shares the
Mutual series stint with Al
Heifer, also received
a year's
membership
to a local
golf j
club.
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Property

suits
'AMERICAN

Lawyer Stresses Caution
A. CAUTION to put business deals
m foolscap rather than "on the
!uff" was given members of the
Hollywood Advertising Club last
londay (Aug. 20) by Robert Myers,
esident partner of the law firm of
jllick, Geary & McHose, Hollywood.
Backing up his warning with
ieveral examples of plagiarism and
nvasion of privacy suits that have
■esulted when advertisers failed
i;o protect themselves suitably, Mr.
Myers urged members to get the
proper clearance for all properties
jised.
He further advised the group
epresenting advertisers, radio,
elevision and other media men, to
ave any outsider submitting maerial sign a fool proof release
igreeing to let the advertiser be
:ole judge on whether or not maerial should be used and how; and
leciding compensation for the maerial, if used.
In dealing with professional
vriters who might balk at such an
irrangement, he suggested that a
dause be included in the release
j1
if the
writer
he wasbe
I ;hat,
wronged
in the
deal,feels
the case
emitted to arbitration by a panel
I
)f people within the industry.
Presenting the case to such a

ar iser
st athe
jury
regul
as again
' | oanel
advert
offer
;rial would
inasfeels,
he
on,
Ifcnore protecti
much as most juries are not fa"ijmiliar with the problems of the
ndustry. Mr. Myers further suggested that a maximum amount
inf|!or an award by arbitration be
"stated in the agreement.
In the meantime, "when in doubt
j*et a signature," he concluded.
Better Ad Legislation
Speaking on the same program,
Ion. Charles Conrad, California
state Assemblyman from Hollyvood, urged ad club members to
:arefully watch legislature measures being taken up, in order to
Protect their business from any
larmful ones. He further adnsed them to get to know their
assemblymen that they might keep
n close touch with the workings
m the legislative body.
i In many cases, Mr. Conrad
Jointed out, regulatory measures
affecting radio, television and advertising are passed by small committees, without being put to majority vote. In other instances the
publicity put out on a certain legisative measure often clouds the real
; ssues, and leads the voter astray.
With conditions like this Mr.
Conrad stated, advertisers can't
afford not to be interested in politics,
i
Donn B. Tatum, director of television, ABC Western Division and
manager, KECA-TV Los Angeles,
was chairman of the day for the
Meeting.
BROADCASTING

BABE RUTH's voice, to be enshrined
with other mementoes in Baseball's
Hall of Fame at Cooperstown, N. Y.,
is preserved on this golden record.
Paul Kerr (c), vice president and secretary of the Hall of Fame, accepts
the recording from Paul Jonas (1),
MBS sports director, and Frank White
(r), MBS president. Duplicate playable copies also were presented to
permit rehearing when occasions warrant. The recording is of the Bambino's speech on "Babe Ruth Day,"
April 27, 1947, in Yankee Stadium.
He died shortly thereafter.
'STAR' SUPPORT

Gained In CAB Argument
BACKING of the influential Toronto Daily Star- was unexpectedly
received by the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters in its argument that
Canada must first clean house before backing up the United Nations
draft convention on freedom of information [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20]. The CAB,
through General Manager T. J. Allard at Ottawa, had told the Canadian government that Canadian
broadcasting stations were not free
to choose the news they wished to
broadcast. Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. Chairman A. D. Dunton stated that CBC news regulations referred to were not operative at
present.
The Toronto Daily Star pointed
out that CAB had a rightful
grievance if the regulations were
still on the CBC books, even though
no longer in operation. The Toronto Star, which usually backs up
the CBC and government radio,
stated editorially that if the regulation is not enforced it should be
dropped, that it places unwarranted limitations
access
to news. on the broadcasters'
Tribute

to Hearst

WCUM Cumberland, Md., silenced
its commercial programming Aug.
15 in memoriam to William Randolph Hearst, who died Aug. 14.
Station substituted special programs in tribute to the noted publisher, who was founder of The
Tower Realty Co., Baltimore, of
which WCUM has since become a
part. Karl F. Steinmann, president of The Tower Realty and
owner of WCUM, a CBS affiliate,
has been closely associated with
Hearst enterprises.
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NEWS
TOWER'
GE Series
Forerunner of Voice of America

ALTHOUGH the first Voice of
America program did not go on
the air until February 1942, the
concept of using the international
airwaves for an American "propaganda through truth" campaign
got its first tryout five years before that time as the American
News Tower series broadcast
round-the-world by the two General
Electric Co. shortwave stations
W2XAD and W2XAF.
Idea was suggested by C. D.
Wagoner of the GE general news
bureau following talks with Carl
W. Ackerman, newspaper correspondent who is now dean of
Columbia U.'s graduate school of
journalism. "He told of censorship placed by other countries on
news originating in the United
States and of how stories were colored so as to create a most unfavorable impression in the minds
of foreigners,"
called last week. Mr. Wagoner reShortwaves seemed to be the answer; GE had hundreds of letters
from all parts of the world telling
how well its shortwave broadcasts
were heard. "So the idea of inaugurating abroadcast news service
to other countries was brought to
the attention of the late Franklin
D. Roosevelt. He liked it and made
an appointment for a GE representative to discuss the plan with
Sumner Welles, then Under Secretary of State. Mr. Welles was likewise enthusiastic, said he would
send word to all embassies in foreign countries, asking ambassadors
and consuls to spread the word as
widely as possible in their respective communities. Thus the way

American News Tower newscast.
Reaction was prompt, and good.
That was in June 1937. It was
not until February 1942 that the
Voice of America was first heard.
In June 1942, the Voice was placed
under OWI and in August 1945,
at the end of the war, it was transferred to the State Dept., which
is still in charge. The GE shortwave stations, where it all started,
are now part of the Voice of America network.

San Diego AWRT
RADIO and television women in
San Diego have organized the first
western chapter of American Women in Radio & Television. Izetta
Jewel,
women's
program
director, KCBQ
is founder
and honorary
president of the San Diego chapter. She has been named national
vice president and organizer for
the Pacific Coast states, an area
which includes Alaska and Hawaii.
Officers of the San Diego chapter
are Molly Morse, KFMB, president; Nancy Read, KCBQ, secretary; Janice Mesmer, KFMB,
treasurer, and Bobby Truesdale,
KCBQ, membership chairman.

was paved for the programs."
Days Summary Arranged

Sells ALL the Norfolk Metropolitan Sales Area for You!

GE arranged with the Press Radio Bureau for a 500 to 600 word
summary of the day's news of the
country to be wired to Schenectady
each day except Saturday and
Sunday at 5 p.m. for broadcast on
American
NewsWagoner
Tower. Program's
name, Mr.
explained,
plus its description as news for
Americans wherever they might
be, was felt to "remove any suspicions of foreigners that this was
a scheme of spreading propaganda
from America. It also was felt
that such programs would catch
the ears of foreigners in that they
would feel they were listening in
on a somewhat private conversation between this country and its

WTAR delivers more listeners-per-dollar
than any other local station in Norfolk,
Portsmouth, and Newport News, Virginia.

ownOfficials
people."at GE were no less enthusiastic about the project than
the government executives. John
R. Sheehan, now radio and television director, Cunningham &
Walsh, who was then in charge of
the GE shortwave operations, was
so
impressed that
with he
the personally
program's
importance
edited and broadcast the initial

Hooper and BMB prove it. Sell your
product more profitably with WTAR.

NBC AFFILIATE
5,000 Watts, Day & Nigh

Nat'l. Rep.: Edw. Petry & Co.
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(Continued from page 25)
formal feeling of morning radio.
Both the audience and the sponsors
love it.
The Bank of America used a
participation for its Time-Plan
loans on Mr. Story's first show with
such spectacular success that it
bought an across-the-board series.
Shortly thereafter the bank began
to sponsor the m.c. in the special
Top of the Morning series to Columbia Pacific stations in California.
The Story personalized presentation is a major share of the Bank
of America radio advertising in
California.
Other long-term advertisers include Pyroil and Curtis Publishing
Co.
Mr. Story began his radio career
in high school as an announcer for
WKZO Kalamazoo. After a temporary career as a drug salesman,
Mr. Story returned to WKZO as announcer, writer and director. During the war he was an Army Air
Force fighter pilot in the E.T.O.
In 1945 he was with WGR Buffalo
and in 1948 became a free lance
director of morning shows in New
York. He came to KNX when the
station decided to revamp its morning programming.
DAWNBUSTERS
From a fee of $2 per program
to being top man on WWL's top
morning show with a staff of thirty
is the personal success story of
Henry Dupre, m.c. of Dawnbusters,
7:15-9, Mon.-Sat. At the same
time it is the 18-year morning
success story of the CBS New
Orleans outlet.
The "Duke" began his radio career with WMCA New York reading poetry at the same time he
was appearing in several Broadway hits including: "Diamond Lil"
and "Whoopee." He says "it was
plenty of experience but I nearly
starved to death." Just when things
began to look up Mr. Dupre was
called home to New Orleans by the
serious illness of his father.
In 1932 WWL was a small station. It consisted of one studio,
two offices, one announcer, phono-

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
1 G»
Is w
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graph records and PLENTY of
hillbillys. Henry landed a job
reading poetry at $2 a program.
He was such a success that he was
hired to do part-time announcing
and his salary was raised to $10
a week. When the station was
granted full time he was made a
member of the staff.
When the need was felt for a
higher morning rating, every member of the WWL staff was auditioned for a morning show. Mr.
Dupre clicked. He went on the air
with "the time, light chatter,
weather report, easy listening music
and enough corn to encourage a
smile, regardless of their feelings."
He created two characters, Judy
and Dopey, who caught on immediately with WWL listeners. Judy
was a 33% rpm played at 78 and
Dopey was a 78 rpm played at
33%. Dialogue with the two went
on day after day to the delight of
the growing audience. Today the
show has a cast of 30 and a long
record of sending ex-Dawnbusters
on to stardom.
The program has been sold out
for fourteen years. Among satisfied sponsors are 4-Way Cold Tablets, Chill Tonic, Bromo Quinine,
BC Headache Podwer, Stanback,
Kool Cigarettes, Super Suds, Feenamint,
Soap,
Doan's Ipana,
Pills,
Camel Octagon
Cigarettes,
Lifebouy,
and Arrid.
RAMBLING WITH GAMBLING
One of the top morning men in
America's top market is John B.
Gambling, heard on WOR New
York from 6 to 7 a.m., Monday
through Saturday, on Rambling
With Gambling and from 7:15 to
8 a.m., Mon.-Sat. on Gambling's
Musical Clock. On Saturday the
John Gambling Show is on from
8:15-9 a.m.
Rambling With Gambling features semi-classical and light classical recorded music, frequent mentions of time and weather. The
aim is to wake people pleasantly,
an aim which continues as the goal
in the following Musical Clock program. The second show features
live music, played by the Gamboliers, and the same type of music
that comes from records on the
earlier show. It's never very exciting, but it's easy to listen to.
The diction is good and clean-cut
and Mr. Gambling manages to keep
commercials from annoying people
with uncertain early morning
tempers.
So successful is the format that
it has been going on, almost unchanged, for 26 years. Known to
literally millions of New Yorkers
as the "Human Alarm Clock" after
more than a quarter of a century
he shows no sign of running down.
A native of Cambridge, England,
Mr. Gambling was a wireless operator with the Royal Navy during
World War I. After the war he
came to the U. S. where his first job
was as engineer with WOR. He
took on the most hated stint, the
6:30 morning gym class which was
a part of every well-managed radio

HAROLD F. GROSS (c), president and general manager of WGFG Kalamazc
and WJIM Lansing, affixes his signature to a contract affiliating these sti
Hons with NBC, Sept. 30. Mr. Gross says that WGFG covers the Battle Cres
market also. Carleton D. Smith (r), network vice president in charge,
station relations, and Norm Cash (1), NBC director of station relation
signed for the network. Both WGFG and WJIM will continue to joint
program NBC and ABC. WJIM-TV was added to the basic NBC televisic
network last July 1.
station in those early days. One
day the announcer failed to report.
John was equal to the emergency
— set his controls and did an ad lib
job through the hour-long show.
That experience resulted in his
being given the job permanently.
A talent for ad libbing and an
ability to retell what Mr. Gambling
calls "the oldest jokes in radio" are
part of the Gambling charm.
Sponsors on the Gambling show
are as loyal as the listeners. In
one case, at least, it was a listener
who turned sponsor. Mr. and Mrs.
Chambers, who own and operate
Peter Chambers Inc., retail fur
establishment, listened to the show
for 20 years. After attending his
25th anniversary broadcast they decided the Gambling audience represented their type of customer.
As a result they tried a 13-week
campaign during the fall of 1950.
It was so successful that it was
renewed. According to Mr. Chambers: "Our experience provides
concrete proof that his listeners
are sold, one thousand percent on
John Gambling. . . . They have complete confidence in what he says
and what he sells."
Since 1942 the Hudson Pulp and
Paper Corp. has used the Musical
Clock to sell its paper napkins and
other products. They say: "WOR
has accounted for 90% of all Hudson advertising in the New York
area and deserves at least 90% of
the advertising credit for changing Hudson from a 'private label'
to New York's No. 1 napkin!"
Rambling With Gambling and the
Saturday show are participating,
with rates starting at $90 per spot.

The Musical Clock, which is. spoi
sored by Hudson, is $4,500 a wee
EASY DOES IT
An easy-to-listen-to style is tl
trademark of WRVA Richmond
early morning disc show, emceed t
Carl Stutz. Using all types <
music, from populars to the clas
ics, the show is paced for tl
awakening listener's ear.
The commercials are given
smooth voice treatment which is
particular talent of Mr. Stutz, wK
believes that a disc show shoujj
"live up to all the requirements (
a live network program."
Before entering radio Ca
worked as an accountant, a photo;
rapher and as a musician. Thre
years ago when WRVA was lool
ing for a disc jockey for the earl
morning show they chose him fro:
the
station's announcing-prodn
tion staff.
A graduate of the U. of Ricl
mond Carl began his radio caref
seven years ago at WRNL Ricl
mond, then moved to WBEN Bu:
falo, then back to WLEE Richmor,
before going to WRVA. He hi
collaborated on several songs wit
Sam Fouts, continuity director c
the station. Among those whic
have appeared on major labels art
"Feelin' Sorry", "Send in Yoi
Name and Address", "Time an
Time Again," "Lets Talk It Ovei
and "When I Wake Up Christms
Easy Does It is on the air Moi
Morning."
day
through Friday 7:05-9 a.m. an
on Saturday 7:05-7:55. The larg
share of the morning audienc
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which WRVA enjoys, pleases sponsors, some of whom are: Lifebuoy,
Arrid, Chesterfields, Ford, Kasco
Dog Food, Joy, Anacin, Dr. Cald(well, Lipton, Chase and Sanborn,
'Goodluck Margarine, Luster Creme,
A&P, Halo, Silverdust, Cuticura,
'Halo and McCormick Tea.
There are still some participations available on the program.
Standard rate is $25 a participation, with frequency discounts.
Griffin Mfg., one of the long
time national sponsors on the program, wrote the station that they
were "very pleased with the inteliligent handling of our products by
Carl Stutz". Virginia Dairy Co.,
another long-time user of the program, said: "We feel that WRVA
has done a real job for us. ..."
START THE DAY RIGHT
An authentic western drawl is
ithe trade mark of Mac McGuire
I jpn his Start the Day Right program over WIP Philadelphia.
Promptly at 7 a.m. he goes on
the air with records, and transcribed music, frequent time announcements, weather and comment
In his own congenial, friendly
manner.
At 31 Mac has been in radio 22
years. He was featured as a boy
soprano on a children's program
in Peoria at the age of 9 and was
jane of many to take the Atwater
Kent auditions. Many of his early
years were spent in the far west
where he worked on a ranch.
At 9:30 a.m. McGuire goes on
.Mutual with a coast to coast, sixlilay a week, show Harmony Ranges. In the evening he makes onelight stands throughout the
Nation's listening area, appearances which are advertised with
!:he station identity and which are
ledited with helping to build his
air popularity.
Capitol Records have released
nany of Mac's numbers including:
'I'm Gonna' Dry Every Tear With
i Kiss," "The Place Where I
-Vorship," "The Cake Walk" and
Hokey Pokey Polka." He has
SELLS COMPETITION
Mgr. Plugs Another Station
ROBERT W. MAERCKLEIN, of
he Maercklein Adv. Agency, Milwaukee, blinked his eyes and
ooked again. Yes, it was true!
Ferome Sill, general manager,
•V.M1L Milwaukee, actually was
I slugging another Milwaukee sta;ion!
Mr. Sill, in a letter to Mr.
Maercklein said: "We want to tell
you about us, to be sure. But we
vant to tell you about another Milvaukee station, too. It's the 250w
VEMP. It's an awful good radio
station."
Although Mr. Sill makes it clear
hat WMIL and WEMP are not
sold in combination, he points out
hat an advertiser purchasing time
m each station gets a better buy
han if the advertiser bought time
elsewhere.
ROADCASTING

been featured in theatres throughout the midwest with other hillbilly and western
stars.
Advertisers
find"name"
this morning
show particularly productive.
Among the more successful firms
on the program are Anders and
Jervis, Brooks, Beneficial SavingFund, Broad Motors, Miller, North
Broad Storage, Arrow Store, Manchester Laundry, Philadelphia Electric, Household Finance and Dif
Hand Cleaner.
Rates are $30 per one minute
spot announcement with frequency
discounts. Currently the show is
sold out.
Nedicks, national restaurant
chain, sends coffee and doughnuts
to the morning man each day.
Much interest has built up over
the years in the m.c.'s comment over the messengers' arrival time. On
the rare occasions when he fails
to appear, the mail swells with
inquiries.
CLOCK

WATCHER

One feature of Curt Ray's 8:158:45 Clock Watcher morning show
on KMOX St. Louis is a brief report on the more important goings
on in the city.
Ray plays a selection of recorded
popular tunes, gives frequent time
and temperature reports and brief
news bulletins.
A talent for integrating introductions into both records and commercials is one of his fortes. For
example here's how one recent
show opened:
. . . (Theme song — Peggy Lee's "It's
a Good Day.") It could be today, so
how about a little music to get the
deal under way? It's part of the
agenda for another visit from the
Clock Watcher. In said role, this is
Curt Ray reporting the findings of the
clock and the thermometer, a quote
from the weatherman, as usual; and,
briefly, news and events from news of
the day. And speaking of the day, as
far as I am concerned . . . (Right
into Guy Lombardo's vocal "The Best
Time of the Day.")
Commercials also tie in with
easy chatter, and since nearly all
commercials are ET's, they prove
particularly adapted to the same
treatment as records. Among advertisers on the program are Bristol Myers, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet,
Kellogg, Lipton and Standard
Brands.
Curt Ray's radio career began
at the U. of Iowa where he participated in many activities on the
school's 5 kw station. After graduation he went right into radio
work. He has worked with many
of the big name bands of the nation and is closely acquainted with
many of the leaders.
The show always enjoys a high
rating in St. Louis. Base rate for
participating one-minute announcements is $75.
ABC HOME DIGEST
From 6:30 to 7 every morning
except Sunday John Harvey is
heard throughout KGO San Francisco's 50 kw coverage area. His
is a solo production : Chatter about

• Telecasting

OIL EXPLOSION
WLCS Reports to Nation
WLCS BATON ROUGE, La.,
through the program, Headline
Edition over ABC, told the nation
about the oil explosion which rocked
the Louisiana capital Aug. 16.
The blast occurred at the Standard Oil Refinery at 5 :45 a.m. that
day as WLCS's early morning man,
Mark O'Brien, was preparing the
station's sign-on at 6 a.m.
Mr. O'Brien went on the air at
5 :50 a.m. with a report of the blast.
Throughout the day WLCS gave
on-the-spot taped recordings of the
explosion. In the blast, two men
were killed, 10 injured and damage
was estimated at over $100,000. Mr.
O'Brien and Gene Nelson reported
on the nation-wide Headline Edition
that same evening.
family topics — time and weather
reports — a few records, one of
which is always a military march.
Listeners like it, as do such advertisers as Bayer Aspirin, Bon Ami,
Borden's Dairy, Sta-Flo Liquid
Starch,Sanborn
Collier'sCoffee
magazine,
and
and Chase
Yami
Yogurt.
Behind this top morning personality are a tour with his own
stock company, two years at
WAAW Omaha and a morning
show with KOIL Omaha. During
the war he was a combat correspondent with the Coast Guard in
the South and Central Pacific.
After the war he joined the ABC
production staff in Hollywood.
KGO picked him for his affable,
easy going style and warm rich
voice plus his long radio experience.
In order to give advertisers
maximum flexibility, John offers
four sales plan, two of which combine participations in his morning
and afternoon programs, ABC
Home Digest (6:30-7 a.m., Mon.Sat., and ABC Home Institute 33:30 p.m., Mon.-Fri., 10:30-11 a.m.
Saturday). Rates on his morningprogram are $25 for one participation per week and $135 for six.
Agency for one client, Santa
Clara Packing Co., wrote to the
station : "... we are extremely
pleased with the very fine results
obtained from . . . John Harvey
. . . over KGO San Francisco," citing a special plastic mold offer
which was used on all their radio
and TV advertising the letter
pointed out that ". . . of all the
orders . . . 43.5% were received
from John Harvey's enthusiastic
audience, more than any other

Here's
Ad

iox

News
Alley!

YOUNG
LCD

FINDS

FORB/tffi

After months of
research, Adam Young
has brought to light a
"Least Common Denominator"
for interpreting BMB figures.
This method, by completely
eliminating the popularity
factor from physical coverage,
puts BMB statistics in their
true light— gives a "reading"
that is equally fair to ALL
radio stations whether
Independent, Mutual,
ABC, NBC, CBS.
May we tell you more
about this
Mr. Time Buyer?
Inc.

medium used."
WESTERN Union Telegraph Co. has
announced operating results for first
six months of 1951: Gross revenues
totaled $98,611,019, with net income listed as $4,246,672. For comparable period last year, gross was
$88,483,907 and net, $3,206,300. Federal income tax provisions for current period were $2,518,000 as compared with $400,000 for first six months
of 1950.
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LIBERTY National Bank
THE
& Trust Co., now in its 97th
year, is the oldest financial
institution in Louisville, but it's as
spry as a sprout when it comes to
advertising.
The day television was introduced to Louisville, Liberty National became a TV advertiser. The
company has not left the television
air since.

Film commercials . . .
Liberty sponsored the telecast of
a football game between two high
schools on Thanksgiving Day, 1949,
when WAVE-TV began television
broadcasting. Immediately afterward, the bank bought a daily oneminute weather report at 7 p.m. on
WAVE-TV which continued to
July, 1950. .
Since July 13, 1950, Liberty has
sponsored a weekly half-hour show
on WHAS-TV. It's the most highly-rated, locally-produced musical
show on television in Louisville.
The program stars an organist,
Herbie Koch, who has been a popular WHAS performer in radio for
18 years. Each program is built
Page 58
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around the massive WHAS studio
organ, said to be the largest in any
radio station studio.
For variety, Bill Picket, a baritone, is presented in various settings, and Producer Bill Loader
also uses still pictures, film clips
and drawings for additional pictorial variety to accompany the music.
Broadcast at 9:30-10 p.m. Thursdays, the Herbie Koch Show runs
the musical gamut from jazz to
Bach fugues. For some time the
program featured each week the
favorite musical selections of prominent men in Louisville.
Still pictures of three or four of
these leaders were shown on each
program as their selections were
played. In the opinion of Liberty
National, the feature had viewer
interest and created goodwill for
the bank among important people
whose favorite tunes were used.
Finally, however, the bank ran
through all the top-caliber leaders
of Louisville and had to abandon
the feature.
Since then, guest artists have

for Liberty National . . .

been used on the show. On some
occasions whole groups have appeared. An Easter program featured the entire Louisville Philharmonic Chorus of 52 voices.
Ashby Millican, first vice president of Liberty National says the
Herbie Koch Show suits the special needs of bank advertising.
"It is not spectacular in any
way," Mr. Millican said, "but mu-

point up conveniences . . .

ed out banking services provid(
es
that Liberty and
National
at headquarters
the tenoperate
branc"
The principal commercials on tl
show are live. A vice president
the bank, acting as a bankiii
counsellor, explains the varioi
services that Liberty National o
fers. The commercials lean heavi
toward institutional selling.
The bank supports the show wi
consistent promotion. Each we
it runs a newspaper insertion a
vertising the program and tl
guest artist of the week. It i
eludes mailing pieces in its montl
ly
statements
to depositers,
ardowntown
branches
of the bank di
play
the show.
"Wesigns
don'tpromoting
know of any
progra|
on TV similar to our present pr|
gram," Mr. Millican said recentl
"We feel that our show has di|
nity and stature and consequent
is the type of program that a i
nancial institution can spons<
without fear of criticism. The pe<
pie who like this type of show ar
loud in its praise; those who do nc
like it certainly can find nothin

sically it is a good show; it is
pleasant, relaxing and we believe
a welcome change in tempo from
the high-powered, fast-moving,
screaming, hard-hitting types of
shows that are now so prevalent."
Since starting in television, Lib- objectionable in its format."
erty National has tried out almost
every kind of TV commercial announcement. It used films, stills,
Balopticons, and live performances
before settling down to its present
techniques.
The opening and close of the
show now are on film, showing
Liberty's home office building, a
landmark in Louisville. Other films,
like drive-in depositing.
used from time to time, have pointBROADCASTING
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KTLA Studios 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Sales Office 1501 Broadway, New York 18 ■ BRyant 9-8700
PAUl H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

KEY STATION OF THE PARAMOUNT

TELEVISION NETWORK

KTLA - THE BEST ADVERTISING BUY IN LOS ANGELES

Hi

v
v
LOS ANGELES

<ut^i
fjj\m
LEADS AMERICA WITH
MORE THAN 60%

That's right — better than every other home
in Los Angeles has TV. No other area
approaches such television saturation!
Over 800,000 of the IV2 million families
in this great booming market now own TV
. . . well over 1,000,000 sets! And to reach a
handsome portion of this eager, responsive
audience, your best bet is KNBH — the NBC
outlet in Los Angeles.
Remember: Los Angeles is now over a
billion dollars ahead of Philadelphia in
retail trade. It's America's Third Largest
Market— with business activity already up
24% over last year!

iwi
TELEVISION
HOMES!

Choice time is available on KNBH

to

help you sell this rich market. For complete
information, write KNBH, Hollywood, or
call your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office.

Here's the easiest way to get the picture
of America's fastest growing market —
Southern California: See NBC's new film
THE GOLD RUSH IS STILL ON
Available from your nearest NBC Spot
Sales Office. Our sales representative will
gladly arrange a showing of this film.

NBC HOLLYWOOD
f]

TO SELL THE BUYING
AMERICA'S
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COLOR

Satisfactory'

Than

LABORATORY tests with the said that there was no agreement
ment— a camera chain and six receivers, including a 17-inch drum
ICA tri-color tube as part of a as to definition or any major stand:olor receiver for telecasts by the
ard, with each nation holding out unit — will be shipped to Zurich
for its own standard and with
for demonstration at a new hos]BS field sequential system have
pital in that city, whose officials are
political considerations seemingly
ihown it to perform far less satisinterested in using TV as an educaactorily than the color disc devemore important than pure entional tool. This demonstration, to
gineering factors. He reported
oped by CBS, Dr. Peter C. Goldinclude the first colorcast of an
sensing a rather general attitude
nark, vice president, CBS Laboraory Div., reported Wednesday in that with things as they are in operation in Europe, will be
m exclusive interview with Broadhandled by Remington Rand, sales
Europe, it made little difference
whether continental TV standards
agent for the CBS color unit.
'asting • Telecasting.
Paris Exhibit
"The difference is not slight, but are settled this year or next.
He said that the response of
if the day and night variety," he
From Zurich, the equipment will
Germans to the color TV demon;aid, "from every aspect — color,
travel to Paris, he said, for use in
strations staged by CBS in Berlin
■ontrast and detail."
surgical colorcasts at the meeting
were even more enthusiastic than
Furthermore, Dr. Goldmark
of the International Congress of
stated, executives of Hytron Radio
that given last year's demonstraSurgeons there the end of Septemtions in this country by Americans.
i. Electronics Co., tube manufacber. Smith, Kline and French Labs
"Most
of
our
Berlin
audience
had
-.uring division of CBS, have found
will
sponsor
the Paris color shownever
seen
any
television
before,
';he RCA tri-color tube impractical
ing as they have sponsored similar
.Tom the manufacturing standlet alone color," he said, "and it showings at medical meetings in
point, both as to possibility of mass
their demonstration
feet."
the United States during the past
Afterthem
the off
Berlin
production and to price, which he swept
said was far in excess of that of is concluded, Dr. Goldmark said several years. E. R. Squibb &
:he color disc unit.
Sons, which had planned to sponthe 9,000 pounds of color TV equipDr. Goldmark expressed disappointment that the RCA tube had
not proved more successful with
Big 5 Still
the CBS system of color TV—
United
'after all we're in the tube business now and we'd as soon manuADMIRAL'S
STAND
DON'T TAKE too seriously
the fact that Admiral is first of the
facture RCA's tubes as anyone
"Big 5" in TV manufacturing to show a TV color "slave" console,
That is no indication of a break in manufacturers' ranks against the
slse's" — but said that while a color
:ube will undoubtedly be developed
FCC-approved CBS system.
it some time which will satisfacAll major manufacturers are still
:orily serve color TV," the RCA
has been engineered for the addirooting
for the all-industry simultube is not the answer.
tion of color TV when and if the
taneous system being developed by
customer wants it.
"Even if this tube were com- the National Television System
parable in price with the color Committee [Broadcasting • TeleIn a half-page of the booklet,
Admiral tells the customer that it
wheel, we still would not use it
casting, Aug. 13].
because of its inferior picture
However, as merchandisers, manhas aablecolor
now. "companion" set availufacturers are well aware that
quality," he declared.
Only other color units that seem
they've got to watch the movement
Self-contained Unit
certain to be on the market this
of color TV units in the fall-winter
Apparatus needed to add color
fall and winter, according to a
market.
them.If color units sell, they'll
reception to black-and-white via make
quick Broadcasting • Telecasting
the CBS system is now being
Virtually all manufacturers have
survey of major manufacturers
packaged into a single, self-conlast week, are:
color
sets,
"slave"
units
or
contained, sealed unit which the set
verters on their drawing boards or
CBS-Columbia, Webster-Chicago,
manufacturer can install with his in their laboratories.
Teletone, Stewart-Warner, Meek.
black-and-white receiving equipCBS looks for color units from
Admiral's "color companion" set
ment in a cabinet, with no need
such other manufacturers as Arvin,
has a 10-in. picture tube, magnified
to concern himself about color to give a 12% -in. picture. It has
Muntz, Tele-Video, International
receiver discs, tubes or circuits,
Television,
Trav-Ler. It also benot
been
priced.
It
is
on
a
"samDr. Goldmark reported.
lieves color converters (which will
ple" basis to distributors right now.
Two companies — Crescent and Admiral hopes to make enough to require technical installation) will
put the unit into all its dealers
come from such non-radio-TV
Webster-Chicago — are already
turning out these color packages,
stores in the next 30-60 days.
manufacturers as Celeomat, Telehe said, with a number of other
vision Engineering Co., JFD ManuBut Admiral's realistic attitude
facturing Co.
comnanies preparing: to do so. Plan — reflecting that of all major set
Prices apparently will be in the
is identical, he explained, with that makers — is made clear in a conused in the manufacture and in$200-250 range. Teletone hopes
sumer brochure that heralds "Color
stallation of vari-speed record
to sell a "slave" unit for $125.
TVInOptional."
fifteen-and-a-half of its 16 Majority of those saying they will
players in phonographs.
make color units hope to be in real
Just returned from Europe,
pages, the S^xS-in. booklet stresses
;where he sat in as an observer on that the future of color TV is a production sometime in October.
CCIR deliberations on internationThey hope to have samples in dealcompatible, "all-electronic" system
al TV standards, Dr. Goldmark
ers' hands by mid-September.
and that Admiral's new 17-set line
Tel e c a s t i n g
BROADCASTING

Disc — Goldmark

sor black-and-white operation telecasts with RCA equipment at the
Paris gathering, withdrew when
it learned of the S-K-F color plans,
Dr. Goldmark reported.
Dr. Goldmark said he expects to
be in Paris at that time — his fifth
trip to Europe this year — on his
way to Switzerland to confer with
engineers of the Swiss Institute
of Technology about the Eidophor
system of theatre television developed there. Twentieth CenturyFox Film Corp. has acquired rights
to use the Eidophor large-screen
system for receiving telecasts in
color via the CBS method and
hopes to have at least one unit
installed in a theatre and ready
for demonstration before the end
of the yearcasting,[Broadcasting
• TeleJuly 30].

SET SHORTAGE
Opinions Differ On Problem
DIFFERENCE of opinion among
radio-TV manufacturers on whether defense impact will cause shortages of TV sets this fall and winter
was publicly highlighted last week.
In San Francisco, before the
Pacific Electronics Exhibit audience, Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. President Glen McDaniel said:
"In the light of tightening materials controls, TV receivers may
again be in short supply before
In Los Angeles, before distribuChristmas."
tors, Westinghouse TV-Radio Division Manager F. M. Sloan said:
"Despite increasing government
restrictions to conserve vital
metals, the television industry will
be able to manufacture as many
television and radio sets as the
market will absorb by the year's
Meanwhile, RCA last week announced price cuts on its current
TV set line effective Sept. 1, preparatory to coming out this week
with new line of 10 sets.
Cuts ranged from $30 on basic
17-inch Newport table model, to be
end."
S239.95, to S115 on top-of-the-line
19-inch Hillsdale console, to be
S359.95.
The reductions are reported to
have been in effect informally for
the past month.
RCA's new line will run in price
from S225 to S495.
Page 61
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TV

TROUBUS

Brown

Cites

Current

Pressures

THE RELATIVELY young television industry faces governmental and its share of the audience, he said.
Mr. McAndrew said WRC, AM
private-interest pressures that keep it in a constant state of uncerunit
of the NBC Washington opertainty, Thad Brown, NARTB television director, told the association's
ation, had increased its morning
District 4 members at their meeting last week (see main story page 23).
time,
bringing
AM income for June*
Reviewing a long list of funcJuly ahead of last year. Mr. Artions undertaken by the TV organnoux
said
AM
was going up this
question
by
Frederick
L.
Allman,
ization within NARTB, Mr. Brown
WSVA Harrisonburg, Va., said the fall, with marked gains in chain
predicted a final TV allocation plan effect of TV on the AM audience
breaks, announcements and particmight come out of the FCC by
is "profound" when TV first hits
ipating programs.
March 1. He said he was unable
a community but subsides until
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
to explain a prediction by FCC
radio and TV are soon living side- president and formerly in charge
Chairman Wayne Coy at a recent
of WEEI Boston, said in response
by-side.
Intelligent AM programSenate hearing that the freeze
ming and selling will bring radio
to a question directed his way that
might be ended in September. (Mr.
Coy subsequently revised his estiOkla. City Group
mate in light of "paper" hearings
scheduled to run through Nov. 26
Seeking TV
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
1500-FT.
TOWER
Aug. 6].)
TALLEST man-made structure is proposed for an OklaIn his reference to pressure by WORLD'S
homa City TV station by the Oklahoma Television Corp., syndicate of
so-called educational interests for
local businessmen which includes ex-Gov. Roy J. Turner and radio piolarge hunks of the TV spectrum,
neer Edgar T. Bell.
.
Mr. Brown said reservation by the
Application will be filed this Broadcasting Co., Oklahoma City
FCC of 10% of facilities actually
week with the FCC. Three TV ap- Television Co., and Southwestern
would mean 25% to 50% of the
plications were filed last week
Publishing Co. {Southwestern
available channels in specific comthrough Aug. 23 — for Chicago, Co- American and Times-Record, Fort
munities.
lumbia, S. C, and Meridian, Miss.
Smith, Ark.).
Oklahoma group proposes a
FCC cerned
officials
are
"deeply
conwith the time elements in 1,500-foot tower on a site eight
Application
Channel 11 with 32.4forkw Chicago's
radiated power
miles north of the city. Highest
the freeze," Mr. Brown declared.
was by American Federation of
He briefly listed some of the TV
man-made structure is the Empire
State Bldg. in New York which is Labor's WCFL. It plans to spend
industry's more serious problems
$292,500 on construction. FCC proas: The freeze; FCC allocation
1,250 feet above ground. Group inposes to reserve Channel 11 for an
procedure; oral argument on the
tends to spend $1,500,000 to build educational station, and it is the
the
Channel
9
station
and
will
ask
allocation plan; educational reseronly VHF frequency available in
vation; educational stations; TV
for 200 kw radiation to cover sub- that city. The AFL application
stantially the entire state.
program standards ; standard agenmakes the fifth applicant for that
cy contracts; ASCAP; excess profPlan is to spend $360,000 to op- city— WIND, WJJD, WFJL and
its tax; engineering; organized colerate and they hope to have $400,- Zenith Radio Corp. CBS, also an
lege restrictions on football tele- 000 income the first year.
Associated with Gov. Turner and applicant,
is buying
Chancasts; Congressional baseball invesnel 2 facilities
if andWBKB's
when United
Mr. Bell — who gave up his inter- Paramount Theatres Inc. -ABC mertigation; reclassification of programs, and legal and government
est in WKY Oklahoma City in 1948
ger is approved by the FCC.
matters.
— are Luther T. Dulaney, radioIn
Columbia, S. C, WNOK is
TV and appliance distributor
Congress Concerned
asking
for Channel 10, with 24.5
(RCA Victor radio-TV sets) ; Henkw power. Applicant plans to spend
In a roundup of the legislative
ry S. Griffing, southwest theatre
situation he said Capitol Hill is chain operator, and Forrest E. $208,849 for construction. This is
deeply concerned about television
the third application for ColumHarper, who has oil interests.
bia's two VHF channels. The others
and feels it should either investiGov. Turner, who has oil inter- are WIS
and WMSC.
gate or legislate in view of the wide
ests and is a large cattle breeder,
In
Meridian,
Miss., WMOX is
interest in the exciting new meis president and 15% stockholder.
dium.
Mr. Bell is executive vice presi- seeking Channel 11 with 11.6 kw
Mr. Brown went into the move
dent and 15% stockholder; Mr.
power, plans to spend $90,000 in
construction. WMOX is owned by
to write program standards for Harper, vice president, 15%; Mr.
Birney Imes Jr., who also owns
television, saying subcommittees
Griffing, secretary, 30 %; Mr. DuWCBI Columbus, WELO Tupelo,
laney, treasurer, 30%.
will report Oct. 2-3 on progress of
their work, with a full report to be
Oklahoma City application will WNAG Granada, WROX Clarksmake a total of five seeking the dale, all in Mississippi. He is also
submitted to the NARTB membership at a meeting scheduled Oct. remaining two VHF channels — one
the publisher of the Columbus
19 at the Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
of which FCC proposes to reserve
(Miss.) Commercial Dispatch. This
He outlined anti-trust angles of for educational TV. Other appli- is the first application for Meridcants are KOMA, Mid-South TV
the standards problem as well as
ian's single VHF channel.
S
regulatory angles in case a station
is subjected to association discipline.
Taking part in a question-answer
panel conducted by Campbell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk, were
William R. McAndrew, WNBW
(TV) Washington; Keith Byerly,
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C;
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director,
and Mr. Brown. Mr. Arnoux turned
the gavel over to Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, NARTB
District 4 director, so he could join
in the argument.
Gov. Turner Mr. Griffing
Mr. Bell
Mr. Dulaney
Mr. Harper
Mr. Arnoux, responding to a
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several
stations,their
includbui|
i'
WEEI, Boston
had increased
ness when TV came to the cit
with managers and salesmen real 1
getting down to hard work.
Mr. Essex said the situation i |
minded him that 20 years ago ne\\
papers were hit by radio but nc
they are selling more space th;
ever before. Mr. Byerly said ratir
of WBT, AM adjunct of WBT
the ofhighest
in history.
awere
matter
programming
and "Ise !
ing," he continued.
STOKEY
NAMED
To Head NSTP Labor Ur \
MIKE STOKEY, producer, Pam\
mime Quiz, was named to head N
tional Society of Television Pi
ducers' seven-man labor committ
at last week's regular month
meeting of the group. Committ
will study labor conditions pertai
ing to television production ai
report findings to the NSTP meij
bership, as its first step in plannii I
negotiations with film unions.
Group plans to negotiate as . j
whole with film unions for a co
tract
covering
all produced
through the special NSTP coi
mittee.
Others making up the labor coij
mittee are Julius Tuchler, Syd Cassj
Jack Voglin, Max Gilford, NSTP leg
counsel; Betty Mears and Bill Stever
Elliott Kelly, labor consultant fl
Snader Telescriptions Corp., acts
a similar capacity for the grout
First
meeting is to be held todl
(Monday).
Also accomplished at the mee^
ing was formation of a title regi
tration bureau. Scale of charg
on title registration was approve
to be $1 for the first six month
$5 for second six months; $25 fl
third six months, with affidavit
activity required on the final perio
Prior title registration protectk
will be provided producers on pro
ects in preparation.
Code administrator to replai
Martinmeeting.
Mooney will be named at tl
next

Film Council Wins Suppoi
ASION'to the HoIIt
NABET INV
FURTHER
support
wood AFL Film Council "stoi
NABET" campaign was given las
week when the California Stat
Federation of Labor and Californi
State Theatrical Federation vote
at their respective conventions t

support the council's resolution t
"invs
prevent
sion"
into further
amusementNABET
fields [Broai
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 20"
Film take
Council
resolved that
would
all necessary
steps "it
defeat planned NABET invasio
and eliminate it from establish^
craft fields in amusement indus
tries." It further urged suppor
from other guilds and crafts, an<
tossed a warning to TV industr;
management that any yielding t>
"further encroachments" b?
NABET would bring "united re
sistance" of AFL unions.
Telecasting
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20-Fold
ADVERTISER
A. MORE THAN 20-fold increase
.m the number of advertisers using
television in the past three years
| is shown by a comparison of data
'or June 1951 and the same month
j-t-bf 1948 as recorded in Rorabaugh
^Reports on Television Advertising.
4.1 In June 1948, first month that
yideo advertising activities were
compiled by Mr. Rorabaugh, the
'our TV networks and the 20 TV
stations then on the air reported
i total of 228 network, spot and
. ocal video clients — 16 using the
IV networks, 68 sponsoring naional or regional spot campaigns
- hn television and 144 using this
lew medium in their own communities on a local-retail basis.
Three years later, in June of this
.•ear, according to the latest Rorajaugh compilation of TV advertisng statistics as reported by the
four TV networks and 99 stations, which will reach subscribers
this week, the total number of

PRO

GRID GAMES
Atlantic Refining Signs
. IX ITS MOST extensive TV sponsorship of pro football to date, the
. ...Atlantic Refining Co. contracted
; last week for DuMont coverage of
. 20 National Professional League
. games this fall.
Schedule includes all 10 Sunday
' League games of the champion
: Cleveland Browns and five games
' each for the Philadelphia Eagles
and the Pittsburgh Steelers. Com* mitment was handled through N. W.
-- j; Ayer & Son Inc.
enco DuMont outlets in Boston, Providence, Buffalo, Rochester, Schenectady, Syracuse, and Utica will
DIM
carry all ten of the Browns' games,
with Richmond scheduling five and
^ Erie, four. Negotiations to include
Binghamton in the series are still
pending.
The Browns coverage, to be announced for the full Oct. 14-Dec. 16
.season by Bob Neal, will be cop(.(isponsored
by the
. America on
all Brewing
but the Corp.
Buffalo,of
- Rochester, and Binghamton sta-'toons.
Only the away-from-home games
of the Eagles and Steelers will be
telecast, but they will be available
to Eagles fans in Philadelphia, Lancaster, and Wilmington and to followers of the Steelers in Pittsburgh
and Johnstown. Byrum Saam has
- signed for the Eagles' telecasts, but
no sportscaster has been chosen for
the Steelers' games. Co-sponsorship for all ten of these games also
is being considered.
In cooperation with the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s plan for
televising college football during
the 1951 season, Atlantic recently
announced that it had released a
number of Eastern colleges from
first refusal options for football
television coverage.
Telecasting

Increase

in 3 Yrs.

USE
video accounts hhad skyrocketed to
5,322, an increase of 2,234.2%,
Network accounts in June 1951
totaled 210, a gain of 1,212.5%;
TABLE I
46 National and Regional
Advertisers Active June 1948
Who Were Still Active June 1951
June '48
June '51Spot
Network
Spot Network
Admiral Corp.
V
V
V
American Tobacco Co. V
V
V
V
V
V
Atlantic Refining Co.
V
V
V
B. T. Babbitt
P. Ballantine
V
V
V
V
V
Breyer Ice Cream Co.
V
V
Brach Candy Co.
Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Co.
V
V
Bulova Watch Co.
V
V
V
Canada Dry Ginger
Ale Co.
V
V
V
Curtis Pub. Co.
V
V
V
V
V
Dad's Root Beer Co.
Allen B. DuMont
V
V
V
V
V
V
Elgin Watch Co.
Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co.
V
V
V
Fischer Baking Co.
V
Ford Motor Co.
V
V
V
General Electric Co. V
V
V
General Foods Corp. V
V
V
V
Gillette Safety
Razor Co.
V
V
V
Gulf Oil Corp.
V
V
V
V
Gunther Brewing Co.
Kraft Foods Co.
V
V
V
Liggett
Tobacco& Myers
Co.
V
V
V
P. Lorillard Co.
V
V
V
Manhattan Soap Co.
V
V
V
Motorola
V
V
V
V
V
C. F. Mueller Co.
Nash-Kelvinator
V
V
V
National
Brewing
V
V
Norge
V
V
V
V
V
Pepsi-Cola Co.
V
V
V
Philip Morris
RCA Victor
V
V
V
Red Top Brewing
V
V
V
V
V
R. J. Reynolds
P. J. Ritter
V
V
Ron son Art
Metal Works
V
V
V
F. & M. Schaefer
V
V
V
V
Schenley Industries
Standard Oil
of Indiana
V
V
Swift & Co.
V
V
V
Texas Co.
V
V
United Airlines
V
V
V
V
Valley Forge Beer
V
V
Zippy Products

spot advertisers totaled 1,175, up
1,628.0%; local users of video advertising totaled 3,397, up 2,634.0%
in the three-year span. (Eight of
the country's 107 operating TV
stations did not report in June
1951, so the figures on spot and
(Continued on page 80)
PEACE TREATY
Calif. Pool Coverage Set
TELECASTS of Japanese treaty
signing activities in San Francisco Sept. 4-8 will be carried via
microwave relay by a pool of the
eight Southern California television stations on a share-the-expense
basis. Participating in pool will
be seven Los Angeles stations, and
one San Diego station, KFMB-TV.
Three San Francisco stations —
KGO-TV, KPIX(TV), KRON-TV
— will also be invited to participate in the pool arrangement
which follows that used for coverage of the MacArthur San Francisco arrival.
Originally, the CBS Hollywood
station, KTSL (TV), had reserved
the microwave relay from the start
of the conference Sept. 4 through
Sept. 7, with ABC holding reservation for actual signing date,
Sept. 8. Both agreed to surrender
rights to time and share it with
other stations. Decision was made
at a meeting last Wednesday.
Total of 22 hours will be available for telecasting by coast stations. Time will include five days
of treaty signing activities from
War Memorial Opera House, including speeches and interviews,
plus signing of Pacific Mutual Defense Pact from Presidio Sept. 1.
Programs will be fed to Los Angeles stations by a San Francisco
TV
outlet,
CBS' upKPIX
(TV), whichprobably
is picking
the
telecast for eastern transmission.

GROSS
GROSS time salesTIME
of the fourSALES
TV networks N«#ir
in July totaled $8,964,581,
according to figures released for publication today (Monday) by Publishers Information Bureau, which also reported that in the first seven
months of this year the combined cumulative gross of the four TV
networks amounted to $64,190,075.
Figures show a gain of 485.3% for by comparing the 1951 video network gross time sales with those
July and 312.4% for January-July
of the radio networks. In July,
for this year over last, but these
the TV network gross was more
percentages are somewhat larger
than three-quarters of the radio
than the true gain in billings as
total (76.4%), while for the sevenDuMont figures were not included
month period, the TV network comfor the 1950 month and sevenbined gross was 60.0% of the radio
month periods.
network total. PIB TV breakdown
An indication of the rapid rate
follows:
at which TV is growing is given
ABC
CBS
DM
NBC
TOTAl

• BROADCASTING

1951
$1,354,588
3,434,659
645,359
3,529,975
$8,964,581

JULY

1950
$210,947
380,906
941,243
$1,533,096

JAN.-JULY
1951
$9,733,441
20,503,987
3,705,925
30,246,722
$64,190,075

1950
$2,137,481
4,985,302
8,442,479
$15,565,262

TREMENDOUS response was reported
by RCA to its series of five-dav field
tests of the compatible, all-electronic
color television system [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 16]. Sifting
through the replies is O. B. Hanson,
vice president and chief engineer of
NBC, while Secretary Jean Bissell
empties still another pouch of mail.
Over 5,000 viewers watched the tests
on black-and-white sets and communicated with RCA within 48 hours after
start of transmissions July 9, according to Frank Folsom, RCA president.
An additional 3,000 responded within
next four days.

COAST-TO-COAST
Gala Inaugural Dropped
SUDDEN advance in the opening
date of AT&T's transcontinental
microwave radio relay TV program
transmission service from Sept. 30
to Sept. 4 [At Deadline, Aug. 20]
has led the phone company to drop
its
plans inaugural
for a $250,000
gala, fournetwork
program.
Move, made at the request of the
State Dept., will instead inaugurate
coast-to-coast simultaneous TV program service with a telecast from
San Francisco, Sept. 4, at 10:30
p.m. (EDT), of President Truman's opening address to the Japanese peace treaty conference. This
program and other pickups from
the conference, on which details are
now being worked out, will be sent
east from San Francisco to Omaha
by way of "special temporary circuits" which will be taken out of
service at the conclusion of the
conference, AT&T said last week.
Following the conference there
will be a hiatus in coast-to-coast
service of about a month's duration.
Then about Oct. 1 and definitely in
time for cross-country TV coverage
of the World Series, an east-towest relay circuit will be made
available for commercial TV program service. At the end of another month, about Nov. 1, a westto-east circuit will be added, also
on a permanent basis, providing
two-way coast-to-coast TV service.
Bell System spokesmen said they
were unable to explain reports current last week that the all-star
show would be presented instead
on Nov. 15. All plans for the program have been dropped, they insisted, and there is no present
thought of attempting to stage another "Golden Spike" telecast under AT&T sponsorship.
August 27, 1951
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to be telecast on its two expe
mental TV stations in Chicagc
KS2XBR and KS2XBS.
First oppositions to DuMont pi
posal [Broadcasting • Telecas
ING, Aug. 20] came from Crosl
Broadcasting
Corp.
in Tole
(where it is a TV applicant), ft
lumbus
(WLWC)
and Day!1
(WLWD),
all Ohio; Sangan,
Valley Television Corp., TV apy
cant for Springfield, 111.; Ba |
ban & Katz Corp. (WBKI
Chicago; WMAR-TV Baltimoi
WGRD Grand Rapids; WSSV P
ersburg, Va.; WOI Ames.
Most object to DuMont chani
separations, which they claim 1
less than FCC proposed minimi
180 miles co-channel, 70 miles £
jacent channel.

by FCC
Two More Approved
TS
OS
BO
POWER
TWO MORE TV stations got FCC permission to boost power last week,
accomplished, to seek special auas WLWT (TV) and Zenith asked permission to telecast color and the
thority to run its transmitter at cafirst oppositions to the DuMont proposed allocation plan were filed.
pacity, and put out a 40 kw signal.
And KDYL-TV Salt Lake City
KPIX (TV) San Francisco got permission to boost transmitter output
wants to move its transmitter locafrom 4.9 kw to 5 kw, raising its ★
tion from downtown Salt Lake City
radiated power from 29.9 kw to 30.55 kw. WLAV-TV Grand Rapids got permission to boost its to 9,000-ft. Mt. Nelson in the
Quirrh Range near Tooele, Utah.
transmitter to full 5 kw output,
This would put antenna 3,600 ft.
increasing its effective radiated
above average terrain (compared
WCAU-TV
EXPANDS
power from 20.0 to 28.5 kw.
with current minus 500 ft) and,
Makes Top-Level Shifts
New application for power in- with radiated power of 50 kw, percrease was filed by WOW-TV
mit station to cover Ogden and
IN anticipation of schedule ex- Omaha. It wants to jump from
Provo, 30-odd miles north and south
pansion, Charles Vanda, vice presi- 16.2 kw to 17.5 kw radiated power.
dent in charge of television for
respectively of Salt Lake.
Still pending FCC action are
WCAU
PhilaWLWT (TV) Cincinnati asked
power boost requests of WABD
delphia, last week
FCC for permission to transmit
(TV)
New
York,
KTSL
(TV)
Los
announced topboth FCC-approved CBS color sysAngeles, KRON-TV San Francisco,
level personnel
tem and that being worked on by GETS OFFER
WBEN-TV Buffalo and WTTV(TV)
reassignments.
the National Television System
To Buy School Outl
Bloomington, Ind. [Broadcasting
Committee. Its purpose, Crosley
The reassign• Telecasting, Aug. 20].
ments and exstation said, was to help develop
SOMEBODY
HAS
a sense
In other applications WICU
tended organizacolor TV receivers for both systems
humor
—
or
he
doesn't
know 1
tional plans are
(TV) Erie, Pa., asked FCC for and also to permit it to judge pubTV.
FCC's
attitude about educatioi
being made, Mr.
permission to install a new 5 kw
lic's reaction to color TV. It stated
Vanda explained,
DuMont transmitter1 — with no in- it wanted to utilize color programs
That's the only deduction (
crease in authorized 3 kw radiated
Mr. Vanda
looking toward a
on an experimental basis.
can make after the disclosure
TV-schedule beZenith asked for the same thing,
power. It intends, after that is
Miami School Superintendent ]
yond the 117-hour weekly schedule
James T. Wilson that "someoi
which WCAU-TV has telecast for
had offered $500,000 for the TV s
a year.
tion if the school system got
Hidden
Ownership
Charge
WCAU-TV also anticipates origair.
grant
and put the station on 1
inating CBS Television Network
Refuted by Atlanta Firms
programs. During the past year, WSB-TV
SALE
As reported in the Aug. 19 Mia
WCAU-TV has originated four REFUTATION of hidden ownership charge in the sale of WSB-TV
Herald, Dr. Wilson told De
Atlanta
to
Broadcasting
Inc.
was
made
last
week
by
Atlanta
Newspapers
weekly CBS-TV shows, including
County School Board:
Inc. and Broadcasting Inc.
Sealtest Big Top.
"This person said he would
Answer
to
the
Georgia
Tech
petition
to
reconsider
the
approval
of
John McClay, director of operawilling after, and if, we obtain 1
tions at WPIX (TV) New York, the sale of Atlanta's Channel 8 fa- ★
channel to put up as much as
formerly director of operations at cilities [Broadcasting • Telecasthalf-million dollars, give the bo;
Ironic twist is given in Mr. Moring, Aug. 20] asked that the FCC
ris' statement when he disclosed
WCAU-TV for two years, will
25
% of the stock and guarantee 1
return as operations manager. As deny the request. Same day that that he formerly owned $10,000 of board IV2 to 2 hours a day on 1
such, Mr. Vanda explained, Mr. the answer was filed, a second peti- Georgia Tech Dormitory Revenue
tion for reconsideration was filed Certificates — Georgia Tech being
McClay will handle all administraDr. Wilson did not identify
the petitioner trying to get the
bidder.
tive details, reporting directly to by E. D. Rivers Jr. (WEAS DeMr. Vanda.
catur, Ga.), another TV applicant
Commission to rescind its approval
Although several school bof
for Atlanta.
of the sale.
members were reported chorusi
Thomas Freebairn-Snv'th, forGeorgia Tech (WGST) alleged
(2) That there is no foundation
merly operations manager, has
"We would be willing, too," tl
become executive producer in that: (1) Joseph L. Morris, 10%
were soon set straight on the Co
to the allegation of a "community
charge of all news and special stockholder in Broadcasting Inc., of interest" between Atlanta Newsmission's proposal for educatio
events for WCAU-TV. He also was or had been a stockholder in
papers Inc. and Broadcasting Inc.
TV — which would prohibit such s
Atlanta Newspapers Inc., owner of because certain members of Robinwill supervise the film department
tions from being run commercial
and oversee establishment of comChannel 2 facilities, and that this
son-Humphrey Co. Inc. own stock
air." County School Board a
Dade
mercial film laboratories in the new
in Atlanta Newspapers Inc. and
voted 3-2 to hire the Washingi
violated
FCC's
multiple
ownership
WCAU building.
law firm of Krieger & Jorgem
rules. (2) That some members of other members in Broadcasting Inc.
Robert A. Forrest, script super- the investment banking firm of Affidavit by Robey Robinson, vice
at
$75 toa represent
month on itsixin months'
president of the investment firm,
tainer
prosecuti
Robinson-Humphrey Co. Inc. had
visor, will head the new program
development section and the stock interests in Broadcasting Inc. stated that the only connection his
its
application
for
non-commerc
Channel 2 in Miami. The appli
and others including Mr. Morris in firm has had with either of the two
WCAU-TV program panel, which
principals
was
to
sell
stock
in
the
will include Executive Producers
tion
is in the name of Lindsey H<
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. That this new
company.
kins Vocational School, wh
Warren Wright and Paul Ritts, as "community of interest" showed
well as Mr. Vanda.
Other more legalistic complaints
multiple ownership.
operates
tion WTHS.non-commercial FM s
were
also answered by BroadcastRichard A. Schlegel will conBroadcasting Inc. and Atlanta
There are five pending appli
ing
Inc.
and
Atlanta
Newspapers
tinue to handle operations for the Newspapers furnished affidavits by Inc.
WCAU stations and the assign- Mr. Morris and others mentioned
tions for Miami's two availa
VHF channels. Due to be filed sc
ment of producers and directors.
Mr. Rivers' complaint is much
in Georgia Tech allegations to along
the
same
lines
as
those
by
is the sixth application, by Elli
Robert Morton, traffic manager,
show :
Georgia Tech. It implied that
Roosevelt-E. D. Rivers Sr. grc
will report to Mr. Schlegel.
(1) That Mr. Morris did own
"suspicion" should attach to the
[Broadcasting
• Telecasti:
Aug.
20].
180 shares of non-voting preferred
fact that the WSB-TV facilities
stock out of 180,000 such shares in
sold for $525,000 "when
Atlanta Newspapers Inc. and that were
everyone in the industry knows
his wife owned 120 such shares.
that the station is worth at least
ABC Buys Film
This, said Mr. Morris, is one-tenth
four times that amount." It cited
AT a price estimated to be unc
of 1% of the issue. It did not ocrecent TV station purchases to 8100,000, ABC has purchased
cur to him, he said, to consider
feature films from Pine-Thorn
imply that "the owners of WSB-TV
this an interest in a broadcast stawithout any trouble whatever,
Los Angeles independent produc
tion. When he learned in July that
could have found a number of buyfor telecasting on ABC-TV n
ers for the station who would have
it might be considered in that light,
work. Deal was negotiated in N
he said he sold all his stock, as well
been willing to pay . . . perhaps
York between ABC and MCA
Pine-Thomas.
Mr. McClay
Mr. Freebairn-Smith
as that of his wife's.
$2 million or more for WSB-TV."
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DAY

Daytime TV does more than build big audiences —
it delivers the kind that look, listen and buy.
Stories like these, from Blair-represented television stations, show how advertisers who are
developing franchises in daytime TV are getting
quantity . . . quality . . . results!
"The

Billie Burke Show"

over KTTV,

Los

Angeles, presents the first big "name" personality on West Coast television . . . "Come Into
the Kitchen", also on KTTV — daytime, now
has seventeen (count 'em), seventeen sponsors
including such ad-wise people as Borden's, Yuban
and Sunkist.

"Martha's Kitchen" for Skinner's Macaroni
and Raisin Bran on WOW-TV, Omaha, offered a
measuring spoon for a dime and boxtop. Only
four announcements rang up 500 replies per
week for four weeks.
Red and White Grocers, sponsors of "King's
Queen" over KING-TV, Seattle, mimeographs
all recipes mentioned on the show. 4600 copies
are distributed among the 82 member stores each
month. Repeat requests total about 1400 more,
not including some 700 mailed monthly from
the station.

All Blair-represented television stations can point to
this kind of daytime response. For facts and figures,
call your Blair TV representative today!

Etilii A

I

New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Dallas,
Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Jacksonville
BROADCASTING
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Theatre

Network

Gets

FIGHT RIGHTS
Saddler-Pep Bout
ANOTHER victory in the race for TV rights to boxing events was
scored by Theatre Network Television Inc. last week when it signed an
exclusive contract for the Sandy Saddler-Willie Pep featherweight
bout in New York's Yankee Stadium Sept. 26.
With arrangements still pending,
40 cents to 75 cents per house seat
it is expected that 20 movie houses
will carry the battle, the largest
for the Randy Turpin-Sugar Ray
number to participate in a single Robinson exclusive Sept. 12 [Broadtheatrecast. (A total of 25 houses
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
After the International Boxing
are equipped for large-screen television, but five of these — located in Club sets its fee — estimated at
the New York area — are ineligible
$25,000 — the charge is pro-rated
among participating theatres by
for the Saddler-Pep fight.)
TNT, which administers the events,
Signees for the hookup so far
on a basis of theatre capacity and
include theatres in Minneapolis,
admission charge.
Detroit and St. Louis, which have
Exhibitors, who in addition to
never before tested theatre TV, and
the IBC fee must bear AT&T
Boston, which has just premiered
the service with the Joe Louischarges, TNT administrative exJimmy Bivins contest Aug. 15.
penses, rental of Hollywood films
they show the same evening, and
Exhibitors were reportedly
the usual overhead, argued they
jarred,
however,
at last
trade news
that TNT
fees week's
would
could not break even. IBC's sugbe increased from an approximate
gestion: Increase admission prices

— now ranging from a standard 65
cents to an increased charge of
$1.25— to $2 for the RobinsonTurpin show.
As house owners wondered if the
trade would bear an increase, reports came in on theatre television's last offering, the Louis-Bivins
fight, which was carried by 15
theatres. Six reported SRO business, while the remaining nine described it as anything from "fair"
to "near capacity." Observers felt
the public was beginning to cool
towards the novelty of theatre TV.
Scrap Drive
EMERGENCY public service campaign to speed the flow of industrial and agricultural iron and
steel scrap to steel plants, has been
opened by The Advertising Council
upon request of the Steel Industry
Scrap Mobilization Committee of
the American Iron & Steel Institute and by the National Production Authority.

TV

If so, be

sure

to —

t . Compare station rates.
2. Compare the number of spot and retail advertisers.
3.

Compare the availabilities.

4. Compare the facilities.
5. If you're looking for a show . . . compare the know-how.

@&tC&<2'0'f there is no comparison. WGN-TV is
the best buy for your advertising dollar. Call your
WGN-TV

representative

for top availabilities today.

tKfje Cfjicago Cribune ^debision Station
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FIRMS SPLIT
Official-Fairbanks P
APPROXIMATELY three monj
after being merged, Jerry pj
banks Productions, Hollywood, J
Official Films, New York, last wJ
dissolved their union, with e;
firm returning to its former sj
arate status. One of the bs\
reasons for the break was und
stood to be difficulty of long-rail
negotiations between the Holj
wood and New York firms.
Simultaneous with announji
ment of the split, made jointly j|
both cities, came news of reorgi!
ization within Official's rarJ
Aaron Katz resigned as presid]
of the firm and William Goodhe I
Jr., formerly MCA executive \ji
president, replaced him.
Under the new arrangement Jj'l
ry Fairbanks, who was on the boal
of directors of the merged orga;;i
zation, will be the Fairbanks pr^|
dent and board chairman.
Rogell, former executive head |
RKO who left to join Official |
vice president, becomes executs
vice president in charge of stuM
operations for the Fairbanks fiiv
Austin Sherman, Fairbanks lei
adviser, becomes secretary an
board member.
According to Mr. Rogell, ij
Fairbanks firm has acquired ci
siderable amount of outside final
ing for planned TV film prodf
tion. Such financing may ha
come from Mr. Rogell and ll
Sherman both who, the firm sal
will have "important interests"?.!
the organization.
Under the newly arranged terl
between the two firms, Official vfl
continue to handle distribution |
three Fairbanks TV film serl
Frontpage Detective, Hollyw®
Ringside and Bigelow Theatk
In the meantime, Fairbanks |
vealed that it would go ahead w|i
large-scale expansion. To this el
the organization has leased adl
tional stage space and office fac ji
ties at Rocket Studios, Sunp
Blvd. Included are a large staw
8-10 large offices, plus other studil
KLING DISTRIBUTOR
United Television Nam
CONTRACTS naming Unit
Television Programs as exclus
distributors for Kling Studios I
film producer [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Aug. 20] , were sign
last week in Chicago by exeeuth
of the two companies.
Kling already has completed
half-hour films called Old Ame
can Barn Dance for Sept. 1 relea
and
immediate production
planned for a second series of
The 35mm film features Bill Bz
("Cactus Jim") as m.c. with
cast of 24 folk entertainers.
Nine markets have been signed
carry the show: The American Sn
Co. has purchased it for Atlan
Birmingham, Nashville, Greensbo
Norfolk, Memphis, and Richmo
Oxford Products Co. of Cleveland (J
Imdrin ) will sponsor the show in O
aha and New Orleans.

Telecasting
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STABILIZING

For

a

better

minimize

picture-

jitter,

roll,

customer— the viewer— deserves a received picture that's
sharp, stable, free of the ailments that
go with a poor incoming signal. The
new G-E type TV-16-B, different from
all other stabilizing amplifiers, will
do much to eliminate these nuisances.
YOUR

Your

G-E

broadcast

AMPLIFIER

now

you

tearing,

can

humbars!

New General Electric circuitry wipes
out hum. Old sync is taken off, reshaped
and reinserted in the proper amount to
assure a standard signal and to diminish
jitter, roll, and tearing. Examine the
comparison chart at lower left. It tells
the complete story.

representative

. . > is loaded with Information on the
new General Electric television station
Performance chart— you check the difference!
MANUFACTURER MANUFACTURER
CHARACTERISTIC
Fidelity response

Uniform to

Uniform to

Uniform to

equipment Kne. A phone call to the G-E
office near you will get quick action; or
write General Electric Company, Section
Z81-27, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

Output level adjustment
Feedback Output Stage
Direct Monitoring of
Output Signals
Local Blanking Input
(with sync lock)
Video "Clip-Fade"
White Clipper
Bridging Input Level
Control

^^oa can ytnt/jfO€6b confab/zee zhz^
GENERAL

HI

ELECTRIC

Michigan U. Studies
TV Educator Succesi
telestatus
(Report 178)

=

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET..

DALLAS

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES .. .
920,500

NOW

tkere are

TELEVISION has passed the test
as an educator, as far as telestudents of the U. of Michigan are
concerned.
Six courses were telecast last
fall and spring over WWJ-TV
Detroit. The "viewdent body" included 1,001 women and 938 men.
Several registered for more than
one course bringing total registrations to 2,307.
More than a third of the students
returned questionnaires in a recent
survey. All students answering indicated they wanted the telecourses
continued.
The courses offered in the 28week series covered interior design,
human biology, how to enjoy living
after retirement, retailing, the Far
East and photography. A fee of
S2 was charged for the 14-week
course and $1 for the seven-week
course.
Garnet R. Garrison, university
director of television, who produced
the programs, said that telecourses
in different subjects would be offered this fall.
Noontime

Top Tele-Que Report
NOONTIME movies topped all
multi-weekly shows in the San
Francisco Bay Area during July
according to Tele-Que report re-

City

AM-FM-TV
(^lianne f 4
uour best bi
IS your best buy
t he
TIMES HERALD Station
National Representatives
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Movies

leased by Coffin, Cooper & Clay
Inc., San Francisco. Golden Gate
Playhouse on KRON-TV, featuring full-length movies, placed first
in the survey.
Other leaders were:
2. Adventure Time
3.
4. Shell
Howdy News
Doody
5. Buckskin Dan
Hopalong Cassidy, perennial favorite, headed the list of daytime
shows, and Groucho Marx took top
honors in evening entertainment.
Top 10 evening shows:
1. Groucho Marx (You Bet Your Life)
2. Lone Ranger
3. Martin Kane, Private Eye
4. Golden State Movie
5.6. Cisco
Kid
Art Linkletter
7. Comedy
Par-T-Pak HourTheatre(Eddie Cantor)
8.
Amateur
9. Gene AutryHour
10. Pultizer Prize Playhouse
Toast' First
In Three ARB Cities
THREE of the four cities surveyed
by American Research Bureau Inc.
during the week of Aug. 1-7 gave
top rating to Toast of the Town,
according to ARB's latest release.
In Boston, New York and Philadelphia, 'Toast' was first. The most
watched show in Chicago, the
fourth city surveyed, was What's
My Line. Talent Scouts and Godfrey & His Friends also drew high
ratings in all four cities.
City

Variety and Talent Sho1
Sell Small-Cost Staples

VARIETY and talent shows on '
can sell "interchangeable, sm;
cost staples better than expensi
judgment-demanding
items,"
opinion of Dr. Burleigh
B. in
Ga
ner, executive director of Soc ;i
Research,
Chicago.
Dr. Gard>
reached
this
conclusion
af
studying results of the compan y
third video survey, entitled "SI
Song and
Dance,"
among
vision
families
on all
social400
levelt<
He reports that variety f
talent shows attract, in the ms
a lower middle class audier
Upper middle class viewers ]
not take this kind of programm ]
"seriously"
standards of because
artistry, "of
style th£ <j
J
taste," the report concludes.
'Not Enthusiastic'
Upper middles "are not fl
thusiastic about the kind of sii
ing and dancing which domin
variety and talent shows, and t
rather quickly of watching amatt
performances. They are prec
posed to perceive an 'unsopl
ticated' quality in amateur prod
tions, and are likely to feel a co
mercial program should be staf
by the best professionals obta

Lower
middle
class view'
(Continued on page 78)
89,
75,
100,
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Survey
35,
able."
251,
62,
Outlets On Air
Sets 269,
in A
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
Memphis
168,
WMCT
72,
WTVJ
Miami
Milwaukee
WTMJ-TV
Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
40,
Nashville
93,
WSM-TV
New Haven
WNHC-TV
59,
82,
New Orleans
WDSU-TV
95,
New York
WABO, WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
2,490,
49,
WOR-TV,
WPIX
874,
Newark
WATV
86,
Norfolk City
300,
Oklahoma
WTAR-TV
156,
WKY-TV
Omaha
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Fhoenix
Fiftsburgh
KPHO-TV
WDTV
WTVR
Frovidence
WJAR-TV
Richmond
105,
Rochester
49,
WHAM-TV
203,
Rock Island
WHBF-TV
Quad
Citi
Salt Lake City es Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 87,
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
160,
San
47,
San Antonio
Diego
i-126,
KEYL, WOAI-TV
San
Francisco
300, f
KFMB-TV KPIX, KRON-TV
KGO-TV,
Schenectady
Albany-Troy WRGB
278,
Seattle
KING-TV
St.
Louis
KSD-TV
Toledo
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Syracuse
KOTV
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
WKTV
Utica-Rome
Washington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
WDEL-TV

Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
Ames
9,450
WOl-TV
115,000
60,331
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
307,615
41,300
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Baltimore
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
57,400
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
16,800
753,760
Bloomington
WTTV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Boston
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
209,565
WBTV
85,359
Charlotte
937,965
Chicago
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
300,000
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Cincinnati
436,491
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Cleveland
176,541
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Columbus
Dallas,
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft. Worth
Davenport
59,506
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Molinem.ooo
Quad Cities WOC-TV
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
2G3,0f)Q
Dayton
616,544
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
Erie
61,475
Ft. Worth
126,000
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Dallas
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
146,181
Kalamazoo
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
Houston
84,129
KPRC-TV
, 71,721
HuntingtonWSAZ-TV
48,000
Charleston
Indianapolis
168,250
WFBM-TV
38,750
Jacksonville
WM3R-TV
103,629
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Grand Rapids
146,181
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
127,170
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
Lancaster
106,352
Lansing
WGAL-TV
55,000
WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
1,002,000
Estimated Sets in Use 13,256,
Air 63
Total Stations on Air 107
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may
TV circulation committees, electric compai
on data from dealers, distributors,
Sources of set estimates are based some
partially duplicated. Since
may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas
manufacturers.
and
approximate. many are compiled monthly,
necessarily
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DAYTON,

a

participate in Dayton's own daily church of
the air — the interdenominational "Morning
Reflections" originated in the studios of
WHIO-TV. Day after day, religious leaders of
the area alternate in using our facilities to
spread, far beyond the boundaries of their
congregations, inspiration for hope and faith.
We gladly contribute daily air time and facilities for "Morning Reflections" and many
other programs in the religious, educational,
patriotic and charitable fields. As a locallyowned, locally -operated station, we conceive
it our duty and our privilege as a "Good Citizen". We're glad to say that our conception
of responsibility works both ways. In audience
loyalty and audience surveys*, Dayton enthusiastically reciprocates every effort that we
make. WHIO-TV is represented nationally by
the George P. Hollingbery Co.

♦EXAMPLE — Pulse July survey
shows that 8 out of top 10 televised
shows were aired via WHIO-TV.

E

of

Every weekday morning, Daytonians by the
thousands turn from their routine tasks, from
housework, from business and commerce, to

GOOD

CHANNEL

Ears

13

$3

OHIO

"'Morning Reflections' turns one's thoughts toward the finer things of
life at the beginning of the day," says Rev. R. W. Coleman, Executive
Secretary of the Church Federation of Greater Dayton (left). "Thanks
to the progressive civic spirit of our broadcaster, this pastoral visit midmorning each day helps make our community a better place to live."
lecasting
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SPORTS
STUDY
House May Probe Entire Field
THERE is a chance that when the
House returns from its extended
recess a special committee may be
set up to look over the entire field
of sports to see if there is "unreasonable restraint" against the public interest.
Giving impetus to this possibility
was a new resolution introduced in
the House last Thursday by Rep.
L. Gary Clemente (D-N. Y.) superseding his H Res 367 introduced
earlier in the month [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
That initial request asked Congress to probe whether such restraint isapplicable in the purchase
of exclusive rights to boxing-match
telecasts by theatres for large
screen viewing.
However, Rep. Clemente has extended this in his new legislation
to "investigate all phases of foot-

9

ball, basketball, boxing, racing and
other
The sporting
committeeevents."
would be charged
with "determining whether federal
legislation is needed to prevent
illegal, unethical, corrupt or othertests. wise improper conduct" of the conRep. Clemente told Broadcasting
• Telecasting that he believed the
TV issue would be essential in any
study
since his resolution is allinclusive.
Earlier, the congressman told
newsmen that he had introduced
the new resolution at the recommendation ofthe House Rules Committee, which must approve the
request before it can stand or die
on its merits in the lower chamber.
While speculative, it is conceivable that the proposed five-man
House committee, if established,
could turn its attention to such
broadcast problems as baseball restrictions and football bans, for
example,
the
NCAA partial blackout.

NLRBCLASH
RWG-TV/G
Hearing j

upcomin

g 5|

nartb district
schedule for
Dates Dist. Hotel
Sept.
10-11 2 Syracuse
13-14 8 Book Cadillac
17-18 9 Moraine-onthe-Lake
20-21 11 Radisson
24-25 10 Blackstone
27-28 12 Broadview

BALANCED"

Syracuse
Detroit
Highland
Park
111.
Minneapolis
Omaha
Wichita

i|e $ • • ♦
Aug. 28: Radio-TV Session, AdvertisingernIndoctrination
Course for
SouthCalifornia Teachers
(Aug.
2031). NBC Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Sept. 6-7: NARTB TV Board Meeting,
Cavalier Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annual
Edward L. Bernays
Radio-TelevisionFoundations
Award by American
Sociological Society.
Sept. 17-21: Premium Advertising Assn.
of America, New York Premium
Centennial
New
York. Exposition, Hotel Astor,

,or Sll TV

^Action!

meeting
sept.
City

Cameras

Pending)
TV (Pat.
TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action, dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below:
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars
FRANK C. ZUCKER
(Tflni€Rfl €ouipm€nT (a
1600 BROHDWfly \ ll€U) H0RK CIT«
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JURISDICTIONAL dispute
representation of television wi
last week threatened to come 11
climax that may ultimately :
the three-year old debate and : j
the way for resumption of neg<||
tions with three major networi
Contest between the Radio Va
ers' Guild and the Telev:
Writers' group became fully pi $
last July when the radio wr I
filed a petition with the N] I
requesting they be certified as i
elusive bargaining agent fori
free lance television writers 6
ABC-TV, CBS-TV, and NBC I
Negotiations with the netw
were halted until the proper i
gaining agent could be establis <
Last week, the Authors Leni
of America, parent of both gro «
sent a letter to individual wri -j
charging the Radio Writers G l<
petition was unilateral and ill J
and asserting that the League c 1<
not allow it. The statement %
signed by League President 0 I
Hammerstein 2nd.
Radio Writers Guild spokes 5
said they had met with Mr. Hi
merstein the day the letter 1
dated, and that he had agreei B
call a meeting of the league cor :i
for reconsideration of the prob 11
Disclaiming the charge of ill 9
techniques, they countered that I
League's own lawyer had agilt
their petition was filed accor( if
to protocol. Petition is slated 0:
NLRB hearing Sept. 1.
KTTV

SUED
In TV Script Disp

CHARGED with pirating a 1|
vision script, KTTV (TV) x
Angeles and others have 1 i
named in a $150,000 suit filer i
Los Angeles Superior Court ■
Morris Braun, MGM propi 3
man. Mr. Braun claims that A
KTTV urogram Batter Up a j
enee-participation program t
patterned after his Play Ball ]1
gram idea, a television sc I
which he claims was submittec I
the station and later rejected, jl
Also named in the suit v *
Bill Welsh, m.c. of Batter Up; £
Herrick and Art McCautry, di
tor
and producer respectively '
the show.
BOND DRIVE
Networks Set for Kick
FIVE radio networks will ca
kickoff ceremonies of the U.
Defense Bonds Drive on La
Day,
it was announced
last w<
Ceremonies
will be highligl

by President Truman, speak
from San Francisco, and Secret
of the Treasury John W. Sny<
speaking from Grand Rapids, M
Military leaders and Kor
Medal of Honor heroes will
heard on the broadcasts from 10:
11 p.m. on Sept. 3 over CBS, N
LBS, and MBS, and 10:50-11
p.m. over ABC.
• BROADCAS
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More

Proven

of the Eimac

Performance
3X2500A3

^ J8- 1650

1 th»"eht y„u

bibo
In fast, „. K
• ™VV3 »lth
J allium j,,-,..
"*
5,,nt « *e
ft. „„f"""".nc.Iu> «
CARLOS
CHIEF ENGINEER W
TRANSMITTER i

LAS. TEXAS
HANNEL 8.

The Eimac 3X2500A3 Is one of the outstanding vacuum tube
developments made during recent years. Consistent performance,
long life, and low cost account for its filling the key socket positions
in many important recently designed equipments.
The 3X2500A3 is a compact, air-cooled triode. Its coaxial construction results in minimum lead inductance, excellent circuit
isolation, and convenience of use with coaxial plate and filament
tank circuits. For AM service it is FCC rated for 5000 watts per
tube as a high-level modulated amplifier. It has comparatively low
plate-resistance, high transconductance, and will provide effective
performance over a wide range of plate voltages at frequencies
extending well into the VHF.
Reports from many engineers, like Mr. Dodd of WFAA-TV, confirm the outstanding transmitter performance, simplified maintenance, and low tube replacement cost made possible through the use
of the Eimac 3X2500A3. Consider this unequalled triode for your
applications . . . complete data are free for the asking.

EITEL-McCULLOUGH, INC.
SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA

♦COMPLETE

DATA AVAILABLE

FREE

Export Agents: Frazar & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California
the 3X2500A3

is another

Eimac contribution to electronic progress.

'Recasting
I ■
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BETWEEN

1
W

COMMERCIALS
BY KAY MULVIH1U

.ggA

Glen Hurlbert, who hosts KSFO's
"Take It Easy Time"— is one of the
most versatile and gifted entertainers in radio today.
Author of the celebrated "Cable
Car Concerto"— which has the distinction of being the biggest selling
single
ord everrec-to
be released
in Northern
California —
and its companion piece,
" Fisherman's
Wharf," the
blind pianistc o m poser,
takes to the
KSFO mikeside every
Glen Hurlbert
evening from
10 to 12 to bring listeners the finest
in popular dance music.
The simple charm of Glen's personality, in addition to his musical
background and adeptness in selecting music for his listeners, have
credited him with a large and loyal
following on KSFO.
When Glen is not behind the
mike or making public appearances,
he can usually be found writing
musical arrangements, dictating to a
secretary, swimming, hiking, movie
or play-going, and practicing the art
of being an accomplished cook and
gourmet.
PEACE TREATY TELECAST
With the signing of the Japanese
Peace Treaty set for September 4 to
8 in San Francisco's Opera House.
KPIX has announced plans to televise all sessions of the history-making event. It is expected that representatives from some 50 nations
will assemble in San Francisco for
the Treaty signing.
ADD SCREENINGS
Scheduled for July 30th lensing
on KPIX, is "Joe"— the amusing
story of a talented janitor working
for a television station, starring Bay
Area TV favorite, Ralph Manza, in
the title role.
Also slated for KPIX screening is
Margo Trumbull's celebrity interviews
the Mark.from the world famed Top of

Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

Represented by Wm. G. Pombeau Co.
SAN FRAN C ISCO
Page 72
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Station Penalty
(Continued from page 29)
Wolverton (R-N. J.) then engaged
in a lengthy exchange evolving
about the invocation of power "in
order to preserve the neutrality of
the United States," which the latter
felt was ambiguous and dangerous,
"the power that is granted would
be similar to an act that would
deny newspapers the right to publish news in time of war, or threat
of war, or a state of public peril."
Rep. Wolverton said. The general
noted that is part of the Communications Act now.
Gen Ankenbrandt also revealed
the immence of an executive order
"to bring into effect now the authority contained in the current
law, and as soon as Congress
amends the current law, if they so
see fit, we intend to pursue that
executive order for bringing the
new authority into operation"
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 13].
In any event, the proclamation or
order should be on the books now
in advance of any critical emergency. He recalled that in the last
ANTENNA

war, no such authority was spelled
out before Pearl Harbor.
Gen. Ankenbrandt also conceded
that where a decision had to be
made on invoking Sec. 606, the Continental Air Defense Command
"would be supreme" on the question
of removing stations from the air —
but only under the interdepartmental plan involving participation of
FCC, Defense Dept., Federal Civil
Defense, CAA and other agencies.
"Closing of many stations" is not
contemplated, he added.
FCDA Favors Plan
The Federal Civil Defense Administration also placed itself on
record for the legislation. The
agencyever, expressed
"concern,"
howlest any measure
be adopted
which might deny the FCDA administrator use of broadcasting
facilities during a civil defense
emergency. Specifically, this function consists of "providing for
necessary civil defense communications and for dissemination of
warnings of enemy attack to the
civilian
. ."by FCDA's
commentspopulation.
were filed
James
Wadsworth, acting deputy administrator.

SITE PROBLEMS
NARTB

CAPEHART
PLAN]
Truman Asks Re\\
PRESIDENT TRUMAN wl
Congress to repeal the so-cJ
Capehart Amendment to the nl
enacted Defense Product Act.
That's the formula which le;
room for a firm to apply adve
ing and selling costs to its pro|
in setting price ceilings [Br]
casting
• Telecasting,
In a message
to CongressAug.Thfl'i
day, the President asked for rel
of certain sections of the act— I
of those the Capehart Amendnj!
Some Senate Republicans greji
theChairma
request
with bitter critic!
n Burnet
Maybank |j
S. C.) of the Senate Banking
Currency Committee annoui]
soon after a committee huddle J
Economic Stabilizer Eric Johns!
and Price Administrator Micj
DiSalle that open hearings wJ
be held this Thursday and Fr|
on any proposed legislation to I
prove the present act. This wl
be a clarifying hearing, he said
Only a few weeks ago, the Oi
of Price Stabilization indefmil
postpone the effective date (A
13) for the new ceiling price ma
facturers' regulations. . |
OPS was working on a met]
to put into regulation form I
formula to permit new cost all]
ances to be added to rollback J
ings as contained in the Capefl
Amendment.
The old formulas, including Q
22, had not provided for incred
in overhead costs, an issue that i\
criticized because of fears that I
vertising budgets might be cull
maintaining ceilings.

to Circulate Piece by CAA's Guccione
Various factors are reviewed in
NEED for continued cooperation
terms of the newly-revised Part
between broadcasters and authorI of FCC Rules & Regulations,
ities of the Civil Aeronautics Administration on factors involved in and the part being played by
airspace subcommittees of
the selection of antenna tower sites regional
the CAA.
is emphasized in an article now
In announcing the adoption of
ready for distribution by NARTB
Part 17 early this year [Broadto member stations.
casting • Telecasting, Feb. 26],
Philip Litvin
The article was written by VinFCC noted that the amended rule, DR.
PHILIP LITVIN, 45, hush
cent T. Guccione, aids and hazards
Sec. 1.337, provides procedure for of FCC Hearing Examiner Fan
specialist, CAA New York office, antenna data submitted in station
in view of a new rule promulgated
Neyman Litvin, was drowned A|
The rule was ap- 20 in Montana. Mr. and Mrs. |
by the FCC earlier this year deal- applications.
proved
in
light
of
provisions
for
ing with Commission procedure in aeronautical study of antenna sites vin were guests of Montana Bro:
caster Ed Craney when the accidi
handling antenna applications. It contained in Part 17.
occurred. Mrs. Litvin is a nat
also is a followup to a similar
The
tower
issue
hinged
largely
of Montana. As of Aug. 24 |
article penned last year by Mr.
on FCC's relaxation of the TV
Guccione on aeronautics hazards
Litvin's body had not been
freeze, fective
posing
the problem
ef- covered. Dr. Litvin was a netted
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
transmission
in view of
of the
Sept. 11, 1950].
gist and a lieutenant colonel in
Mr. Guccione delves into con- necessity of line-of-sight coverage
Army Medical Corps Resei
from transmitter to recipient of tery.
Burial will be in Arlington Cei
siderations of construction, marking and lighting on antenna struc- the signal.
tures, and points up choice of areas
that will concern broadcasters in
selecting sites without fear of their
r
being adjudged unsuitable from an
aeronautical standpoint. Adjacency
With The Money
of a tower to airports or civil airNS
ATIO
ST
RE
ways is the primary factor.
You
Save On
YOU CAN ADD MO
The CAA specialist also cites
TVTMMM
community cooperation among
broadcasters and regional CAA ofSPOTS
fices, and reviews CAA concern
To cover more markets without
over selection of sites which could
increasing the budget have us
serve as aeronautical hazards.
make your TV film commercials.
Article is titled Will Your Tower
Our long experience and comBe An Aeronautical Hazard?
plete, modern equipment assure
highest quality at big savings.
The eight-page article, which
NARTB was slated to distribute to
members over the past weekend,
LET US QUOTE 9
was written in the hope of saving
ON YOUR
broadcasters substantial expendiNEXT FILM
tures in land commitments, and of
Write for details!
promoting greater liaison between
local station engineers and regional
m
CAA branches.
****
h [H ** H wiw
ABAS
W
S.
1331
ek
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#1 1IA#I
THE EASTMAN
RECORDING

TELEVISION
CAMERA

to record it on 16mm film — for review — for future release I

1

THE EASTMAN TELEVISION RECORDING CAMERA
is designed and built for network operation. Already it has been in use in major
studios for more than a year.
Thanks to a 1200-foot double-chamber
magazine, it handles complete half-hour
shows, recording them at sound speed
directly from monitor receiving tube. An

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 17, New York
West Coast Division
706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.

Midwest Division
137 North Wabash Ave.
Chicago 2, Illinois

improved geneva movement assures images of highest professional quality.
Three motors drive this camera: two
synchronous units, one for the shutter, one
for the film transport; while a third, a
constant tension unit, operates the magazine take-up.
A 40mm Gne-Ektar f/1.6 lens is supplied
as regular equipment. For maximum critical
definition at taking distances a Portra +
attachment may be used.
Available in two models: one for pictureand-sound recording; the other for picture
recording only.
For further information, address:
Motion Picture Film Department
Eastman Kodak Company
Rochester 4, N. Y.

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
Presents the biggest
and best show of its
type for year-round
sports telecasting!

TELESPORTS
DIGEST

More CBS Change
(Continued from page 28)
functions, while Harry Ackerman
remains vice president in charge
of network programs for both
Radio and Television Divisions,
Hollywood. The two men are described as being "in effect, copartners in charge of CBS in
A veteran of 22 years in radio,
Hollywood."
Mr. Burkland has spent his entire
business career with CBS. While
attending the U. of Minnesota, he
worked as announcer and salesman
for CBS-owned WCCO. In 1938
he became sales manager of the
station and in 1941 joined the Radio
Sales staff in New York. He was
general manager of WTOP, Washington, D. C, network affiliate,
from 1942-48.
Mr. Campbell, a graduate of
Culver Military Academy, class of
1930, joined CBS in 1938. Since
then he has been general manager
of KMOX and WCCO.
Mr. Ward spent five years at
KWTO and KGBX Springfield, Mo.,
and a year at KTTS, network affiliate in that city. After wartime
service he joined WCCO as promotion manager and became, suc-

cessively, assistant sales manager,
sales manager, and assistant general manager.
Associated with CBS Radio for
12 years in the sales departments
of both CPN and KNX, Mr. Shaw
was assistant sales manager from
1948 until 1950, when he became
an account executive with Radio
Sales. During World War II, he
was a combat pilot in the Army
Air Corps with the rank of captain.
A native of Dayton, Ohio, Mr.
Grant was reared in California
where he attended Stanford U. He
received his law degree from the
U. of Southern California and has
practiced in both Los Angeles and
New York.

Big Screen
WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul
on Aug. 18 presented what it believes to be the first big-screen
telecasting of a commercial studio
TV program. Working with Craigie
Adv. Agency, WTCN developed a
tie-in with Radio City Theatre,
4,000 seat house owned by UnitedParamount. Piped into the theatre
was
Kid's
TalentToby
HuntPrin's
show 11fora.m.
sponsors,
Nesbitt's Orange and Mida Drugs.
NCCM

RATING
This outstanding 52 - week show
features up-to-the-minute news and
action shots of headline sports
personalities, plus "behind-thescenes" coverage of both wellknown and little-known sports.
Commentary is handled by awardwinning Harry Wismer, assisted by
Bob Wilson. 30-minute program
. . . now in its second year.
37 stations across the nation currently scheduling "TELESPORTS
DIGEST" tell the success-story of
this grea* thow. . . .
KOB-TV
WKZO-TV WHAM-TV
WAGA-TV WDAF-TV WHBF-TV
WAFM-TT WJIM-TV KDTL-TV
WBZ-TV KTSL-TV WOA1-TV
WBEN-TV WMCT-TV KFMB-TV
WGN-TV AVTMJ-TV KPtX-TV
WCPO-TV WTCN-TV WRGB-TV
KRLD-TV KMTV
WDSU-TV KING-TV
WXYZ-TV
WSPD-TV
WICU-TV WFIL-TT KOTV
WL.AV-TV KPHO-TV
WTTG-TV
YVFBM-TV WDTV
VVJAB-TV CVQ-TV
Add your station to
this growing list!
A TEL RA PRODUCTION
Producers if National Pro Highlights and Touchdown!
WRITE!
PHONE!
WIRE!
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
729 7th Ave.
New York 19, N. Y.
Circle 5-6000
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SYSTEM

Bares Program

Monitoring

Plan

Film Report . . .
A TWELVE - PART
film se j
based on the life of Christ is
ing produced by CATHEDF j
FILMS, Los Angeles. It is tlj
first series designed for TV as i
as church use. Budgeted at $5
000, the films will be shot in co
The first episode, Holy Night
being filmed now. The episod(
Beheld His Glory, will be filrl
next. Rev. James F. Friedr
president of Cathedral, estinu
that the project will require tin-

Strictly for community serv
years.
is
H, The Story of a Teen-A
Drug addict, produced by ST1
LING Television Co., New Y(!
The film will be released only ji
those stations which intend to si
it as a public service. Discuss
material on the dope problem m
accompany the quarter-hour ill
and is included in the pack; i
price. It is available now.
Life Saving and Water Saf^
Skills has been completed
WCAU-TV Philadelphia as a pj
lie service for American Red Cr<
Southeastern Pennsylvania Ch j
ter. The station has waived 1
rights to the film and announ
that the Red Cross may distrib
it as it sees fit, to other TV si
tions and publicity outlets. M e
than 125 summer camps and yoi ;

PROSPECT of a nationwide system of monitoring TV programs for
moral balance within the confines of industry self-regulation was held
out last week by the National Council of Catholic Men.
The comprehensive TV rating plan, for which NCCM claimed
people's
in to
theseechaptc
area are groups
scheduled
it ti
NARTB's blessing as part of its *
summer.
own campaign looking toward
(CBS) are developing our own code
formulation of a standards code, for
Helicopters are the heroes o;
television . . . which will be
stems from a resolution adopted
13% minute special film to be
more severe than the NARTB
by the council at its recent annual
leased late this month by MAE,
standards." NARTB's exploratory
meeting. A complete study will be work
THON
TV NEWSREEL, N
concerns education and
issued shortly.
York.
Entitled The Guard
children's programs and
Present NCCM plan involves a culture;
Angel, it will cover the magnific
decency; news and public events,
system to be administered through
work of the all-purpose craft
religion and controversial issues;
various diocesan councils of men
Korea. It will be as up to date
advertising
practices;
and
standaffiliated with the National Council.
possible, including shots of
ards observance — for which subJoining with NCCM are a host of
committees were created early this Kaesong negotiators and other 1
community organizations, most of
footage as it comes in from
monthing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastAug. 6].
whose complaints to the FCC
battlefield cameramen. Sirkors
touched on alleged indecency, obThe NCCM also singled out legis- Aircraft is paying for the film
scenity or profanity.
a public service, but it will cont
lation offered by Sen. William Benno commercial reference. Avi
In support of its plan, the NCCM
ton (D-Conn.), which is designed
able in 16 mm or 35 mm, the f
noted a flush of developments:
to set up a National Citizens Adis free to interested telecasters w
(1) Meeting last June of the
visory
Board
on
Radio
and
TeleNARTB Television Program Stand- vision.
should contact
Executive
Direc'JI
Konstantin
Kaiser
at Marath
ards Committee under Chairman
"Although the bill does not ex125
East
50th
St.,
New
York
J
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
plicitly state that the board would
Many
cathode
ray
tubes
will
h;
\i
investigate
morality
of
shows,
the
Orleans; (2) NBC's revised program code; (3) Proposals ap- implication is that it would," NCCM
to be replaced if child-view^
emulate the hero and heroine o:
proved by the National Society of asserted. While the Benton board
Television Producers for TV film would comprise educational, civic,
new
completed
by TELE1N 1
SION series
SCREEN
Productions,
cultural and religious leaders, perproducers; (4) A bill (H.R. 3482)
haps its main purpose would be to York, entitled Jim and Judy
sponsored by Rep. Thomas Lane
Tele-Land. Jim and his younj
(D-Mass.) to empower FCC to study allocation of time primarily
promulgate regulations regarding for public service and educational
(Continued on page 80)
obscenity and other objectionable
programs in contradistinction to
phases of TV; and (5) Refusal of commercial fare. Religion is a side
TELESCRIPTION
issue.
the U. S. Supreme Court to review
Present NCCM thinking is that
a decision by the Federal Court
ANIMATED AND
improved TV programming lies
of Appeals (of Philadelphia) which
held that the state of Pennsylvania
within the realm of industry selfhad no constitutional power to regulation. An "alert, informed,
20-Second and 1 Minute
establish censorship over films in- active public opinion capable of
tended for television.
expressing its criticism and appro823 VICTOR BLDG.
• WASH., D.
The council also quoted J. L. Van
bation quickly and effectively" also
Sterling
4650 TVF,LMSP°
ON
TI
AC
would
serve
as
a
pulse
for
better
LIVE
Volkenburg, CBS Television Divistandards, NCCM contends.
sion president, as stating that "we
Telecasting * BROADCASTIN

ECIAL PULSE
Says WJZ Viewing Better
SPECIAL survey conducted by
se Inc. for ABC
has rated
''/ige-area viewers' reaction to
Jj stepped-up power of WJZ-TV
. & York and has indicated that
Qjjjfe of the test homes found that
H.jaire quality remained excellent
/J had improved.
Before the
;...#er increase, 28<7e of the homes
"good" or "excellent" re, iorted
tion; after the increase the
. ire jumped to 77%.
ief ore the increase, 36 % of the
^ jrviewees found Channel 7 rea- tion
number
lined only
to 17%"fair";
after this
the increase.
! survey was conducted in Stami, Conn.;
Pleasantville and
' ntington, N. Y.; Montclair and
S'w Brunswick, N. J.; and on
..ten Island.
WJZ-TV's power
" i increased when its transmitter
] i moved to the Empire State

1DICAM

GROWTH

Grey Heads Production
.: ,IST PHASE of its expansion
' gram has been completed by
i• j.icam Pictures Corp., New York,
r';;Sh the addition of 50% more
j "tdio space and the appointment
Richard Grey as head of produc~ l,t Edward
R. Carroll,
vice presiand manager,
announced
last

-,■Mlr British commando and under■u- und agent during World War II,
.- . Grey's list of screen credits inies the associate directorship of
;d Shoes" and major assign jj its on "The 39 Steps," "Jamaica
\juL" "The Glass Mountain," and
\ 'gmalion." Vidicam's staff has
eased from 12 to 24 people in
d last two months.
.;: he organization is currently
•: ig three separate jobs for the
e Smith TV shows and, in the
[j|t two months, has handled such
)unts as Elizabeth Arden,
■otri^ees, Atlas Tires, Commodore
; sues, and Lewyt Vacuum Clean-

C MERGES
Emerson Film Acquires
ION PICTURE Television
r, Hollywood,
offshoot of
son Film Corp., has been abd into the mother organizaMerged firms will go under
ame of Emerson Film Corp.
ike Gore is president of the
William Norins is executive
president, formerly acting as
sident of MPTC,
and Jason
lie is vice president. William
ihens, formerly vice president
harge of production for MPTC,
resigned.
merson recently completed its
veek Famous Americans series,
grams currently are being telein about six TV markets. Firm
lanning production of other TV
series.
OADCASTING
:i>"

TEST pattern of WJZ-TV New York before (I) and after (r) Aug. 9 power
boost from 3 kw to 16.3 kw. Both pictures show reception on "an average"
television set in the so-called "fringe" area.
of KHJ, the Don Lee-owned-andoperated Los Angeles AM station
WHITNEY RETURNS
for 18 months prior to joining the
Earle C. Anthony Organization in
To Don Lee From KFI-AM-TV
November 1950. Before that he
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, for the served as KFI sales and business
past year general manager of KFImanager in 1945-46. Mr. Whitney
AM-TV Los Angeles, has re- in his new post is building a sales
joined Don Lee
staff that will operate independBroadca sting
ently from AM division.
System, HollyAn
program, to be
wood, as vice telecastinaugural
when the station adopts
president in its
new identification, also is becharge
of television sales.
ing lined up. Joe Rines, freelance producer-director, has the
He will work
assignment.
directly with
Willet H. Brown,
With no successor to Mr. Whitney at KFI having been named,
president of the
department
heads are reporting
regional network,
Mr. Whitney
who heads both being.
directly to Mr. Anthony for time
AM and TV operations. General
Tire & Rubber Co.'s Thomas S. Lee
Enterprises Inc., of which Don
Lee Broadcasting System is a CBS SHOWS RETURN
division, recently purchased KFIAfter Summer Hiatus
TV from Earle C. Anthony for
$2,500,000. When the station transRETURNING dates for comfer is made effective early next
mercial shows on the CBS Televimonth, call letters will be changed
sion Network have been announced
from KFI-TV to KHJ-TV, iden- by Hubbell Robinson Jr., vice
tifying it with the Don Lee AM
president in charge of network
operations. KFI-AM continues
television programming, as folunder ownership of Mr. Anthony.
lows :
All present KFI-TV employes
Pabst Blue Ribbon Boxing resumed
live broadcasts Wednesday, Aug. 22,
are being screened by Mr. Brown
10-11 p.m.; Perry Como Show, today
and those best qualified for posts
7:45-8 p.m.; Lux Video Theaavailable under new ownership will (Monday),
tre, today, 8-8:30 p.m; Mama, Friday,
be retained, he said.
Sept. 7, 8-8:30 p.m.; The Ken Murray
Show, Saturday, Sept. 8, 8-9 p.m.;
Mr. Whitney was sales manager
This Is Show Business, Sunday, Sept.
9, 7:30-8 p.m.; Toast of the Town, Sunday, Sept. 9, 8-9 p.m.; Fred Waring
Show,
9, 9-10Friday,
p.m.;
NEW FILM LEADER
Schlitz Sunday,
PlayhouseSept.
of Stars,
Unit Released by SMPTE
Sept. 14, 9-10 p.m.; Studio One, Monday, Sept. 17, 10-11 p.m.
A NEW TYPE of film leader for
The Alan Young Show, Thursday,
motion picture prints, incorporatSept.
9-9:30 Monday,
p.m.; Arthur
Talent 20,Scouts,
Sept. Godfrey's
24, 8:30-9
ing several special provisions for p.m.;
and Arthur Godfrey and His
television use, has been released to Friends, Wednesday, Sept. 26, 8-9 p.m.
All times are EDT and subject to
producers and film laboratories by change.
the Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers. Use of the
new leaders, SMPTE spokesmen
REPUBLIC FILMS
said, will eliminate "blind" switching of telecast films and will perFirst Run Rights to KTTV
mit synchronous threading of all
MAKING its films available to
16mm projectors. The leader has
television for the first time, Repubbeen endorsed by a number of TV
lic Pictures Inc. last week sold
broadcasters, officials reported.
exclusive, first-run television rights
Credited with the new developto 175 films to KTTV (TV) Los
ment were:
Angeles. Station paid $250,000 for
V. D. Armstrong, Consolidated
Labs; R. O. Bigwood, DuMont; L. W. the films. The package comprises
feature motion pictures, serials,
Davee, Century Projector; T. P. Dewhirst, General Precision Labs; L. B. and westerns. All films are new
Gumbinner and K. E. Macllvain, CBS;
prints,
C. F. Horstman, RKO; H. R. Lipman,
vision. especially re-edited for teleAudio Productions; K. E. Mullenger
Films were released through
and C. A. Younger, ABC; J. G. Stott,
Hollywood Television Service, Inc.
DuArt Labs; C. L. Townsend, NBC;
They will be telecast on the staSteve ists'D'Inzillo,
New York ProjectionLocal.
tion Mondays starting Sept. 24.

• Telecasting

UNESCO
PANEL
Broadcasters Invited to Meet
COMMERCIAL and educational TV
broadcasters will be invited to sit
in on a special working panel
which meets in New York Sept. 12
to map plans for a permanent
UNESCO television panel.
The panel was authorized under
a resolution adopted by the National Commission of the United
Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization. It will ultimately explore methods of utilizing
both commercial and educational
TV facilitiesternational
in information
UNESCO's
inprogram
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
July
30, 16].
The State Dept. is withholding
the identity of participants pending acceptances
month'sof
meeting,
to be heldforatnext
the Office
the U. S. Mission to UN, 2 Park
Ave. Representatives of film and
live broadcast facilities are slated
to make up the bulk of the proposed 12-man working group, with
perhaps a handful of participants
from educational institutions.
The National Commission is
headed by George Stoddard, president of the U. of Illinois. Sen.
William Benton (D-Conn.), primemover behind educational TV, also
is a member of the commission,
though his office reported no invitation as of last week.
groupduring
will discuss
role
as The
outlined
the sixthTV's
session
of the UNESCO general conference in Paris. The group will lay
plans for Setting up the panel
which will study recommendations
for use of television in the
UNESCO program. Help of commercial telecasters also will be
solicited. Proposals will be submitted to the general conference
at Hunter College next Jan. 27-31.
MILWAUKEE area youngsters are
learning how to train their dogs at
special
"class Thomas
session"program
on Time
Out
With Gordon
telecast
by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Obedience
courses are taught in dog "college"
by Art Gueltzow, director of WisHumane Society's animal welfareconsin
department.

*****

CHNS
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
THE
SIGNBOARD
OF
SELLING POWER
IN THE
MARITIME

PROVINCES

JOS. WEED
ASK & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
He Has the Reasons Why!
5000 WATTS-NOW!
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WGEZ

TO

250

W

Examiner Favors Power B

air-casters
DOTY, program director
WKLK Cloquet, Minn., appointed program director WCOW
South St. Paul, Minn.
ROSS DONALDSON named supervisor of literary rights and play-reading NBC. He succeeds THOMAS
ADAMS, resigned.
PORTMAN PAGET, WFMY (TV)
Greensboro, N. C, named producer
WLWD (TV) Dayton.
MARK BRESLOW, stage manager
KNBH (TV) Hollywood, named director.
ROGER KRUPP to announcing staff
WDGY Minneapolis.
BOB O'DONNELL, disc jockey WARC
Rochester, to announcing staff WSYR
Syracuse. JERRY LANDAY and CARL
SIMMERMAN named to announcing
staff WSYR-TV.
LOUISE WALKER, radio graduate U.
of North Carolina, to promotion department WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C.
CLAYTON H. BRACE, production
manager KLZ Denver, father of boy,
Kimball William, Aug. 15.
BILL LAMBERT, continuity writer
KYBE Oklahoma City, to WKY-TV
Oklahoma City on continuity staff.
ROBERT KELLY, WJPG Green Bay,
Wis., to announcing staff WTMJ-AMTV Milwaukee. He will assist LARRY
CLARK in broadcasting Green Bay
Packers football games this year.
MARCELLA WILKERSON to continuity department KWK St. Louis.
LLOYD McFEE, graduate Northwest
Broadcasting School, Portland, Ore.,
named to announcing staff KBKR
Baker, Ore. EVERETT MORRIS,
graduate, to KSYC Yreka, Calif., as
announcer-operator. DENMAN DAYTON, graduate, to KODL The Dalles,
Ore., as announcer-operator. LEONARD MAYS, graduate, named announcer-operator KIHR Hood River,
Ore.
GRACE NEWKIRK, KXXX Colby,
Kan., named chief of continuity department KOEL Oelwein, Iowa. DON
BALLINGER named to announcing
staff. SYL SERGI, WLIO East Liverpool, Ohio, named announcer-disc
DON

JOPLIN,
MO.
KSWM
kswmT
Kansas
CityC_£t lou|s«i

jockey. EDWARD B. LEARY named
announcer-copywriter.
LOUISE COX, KYA San Francisco, to
KSFO San Francisco, as music librarian.
ARTHUR MUNCH elected president
CBS Hollywood Columbia Workshop,
acting group. BEVERLY ANDERSON
named vice president.
TOM BORDENKIRCHER, production
manager WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio,
appointed producer-director WSAZTV Huntington, W. Va.
WILLIAM N. COTHRAN, staff news
writer KNBC San Francisco, named
director of public affairs and education. He replaces WILLIAM E.
MINETTE, resigned to join Radio
Free Asia, S. F.
VERN APPLEBY, director KPIX (TV)
San Francisco, father of boy, Mark
Aldridge.
MAL BELLAIRS, Chicago radio-TV
announcer, father of boy Kimberly,
Aug. 13.
A/euri •
Lt. WILLIAM J. ALLERT, former reporter WOAI San Antonio, who was
called to active duty as public information officer for Company C, 20th
Infantry Battalion, USMC [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Aug. 14, 1950],
returning from duty in Korea.
GEORGE W. PASSAGE, news editor
WRVA Richmond, Va., author of safety
article appearing in August edition of
Public Safety.
ALLAN G. McLELLAN, staff announcer WPEP Taunton, Mass., to
staff and sports department WARA
Attleboro, Mass.
ERIK PAIGE, sportscaster WNOR
Norfolk, Va., to WCAV Norfolk, in
same capacity.
RENA HAMELFARB, Carl Byoir &
Assoc., N. Y., named magazine editor
for MBS press information department.
BOB LYLE, newscaster WLS Chicago,
leaves for Europe and Middle East
this month for news-gathering tour.

0*
PERSONS SWHO446,60
SPEND...
REACHE
$285,550,000 ANNUALLY
IN TOTAL RETAIL SALES/
* This map shows airline
miles to the nearest large
cities, assuring complete CBS
service to the great Joplin,
Mo. district.

1

Now in its fifth year of service,
KSWM is an integral part of all
community affairs and activities.
KSWM

Austin A. Harrison, President

CBS
in JOPLI
, Nationally Represented by WILLIAM
Page 76
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N,
MO.
G. RAMBEAU CO

GILMORE N. NUNN (1), president of
the Nunn stations, pays a visit to
WKRC-TV Cincinnati. Guiding the
tour of installations is Hulbert Taft
Jr., executive vice president of Radio
Cincinnati Inc., WKRC licensee.
KFDA

NEWS

AD

Gives 'Food for Thought'
OFFERING "food for thought,"
KFDA Amarillo, Tex., caused comment by running
a "food
advertisement" in the local
newspaper
under the heading, "KFDA

Food

Listed were such things as bananas ("Yes, We Have No Bananas,
Specials."
but
we have peeled off some of the
best ABC network and local programs for your listening menu"),
corn ("Sure, there's a little 'corn'
on somemakes
of thea well
programs,
but listenthat's
what
balanced
ing station"),
soap our
("Weprograms
are interested in keeping
clean. It's no 'soft soap,' though,
when we tell you that this great
area has the largest percentage of
homes with radio . . .") etc.
Small print note, which when almost missed by the paper's ad
takers caused head-cratching, said
"Well, we are not in the food business, but it is well to point out that
the leading food manufacturers use
KFDA consistently to 'tell 'em and
sell 'em.' "
BOOK DRIVE
Governor Thanks KFH
KFH Wichita, Kan., has received
a letter of appreciation from Gov.
Edward F. Am for the station's
drive to collect library books for
flooded areas.
Through "Operation Library
Flood Relief" on the Monday-Friday morning
J.'s
Notebook,
more program,
than 75,000E.books
have been collected. The program
is conducted by Ethel Jane King,
KFH women's director.
For each book collected, KFH in
conjunction with an amusement
park, is offering a ticket for rides
at reduced rates. Using the KFH
sound truck staff members have
personally collected the books. The
sound truck was used on-the-spot
during floods to alert citizens, recruit volunteer workers and to direct families to relief.

INCREASE in power for W>
Beloit, Wis., was recommended
week by FCC Hearing Exan
Hugh B. Hutchison. His in
decision favored the station's
quest for a boost to 250 w on
kc. WGEZ is now operating
100 w on that frequency.
The initial decision noted
Sidney H. Bliss is sole owne
WGEZ and also is a member o:
family which controls W
Janesville, Wis., located 12 i
from WGEZ. Duopoly is noi
volved, the decision maintained
cause the two station's night
interference-free contours will
overlap, although their daj
contours will (as they do n
Also, the two cities are sep£
trading areas and neither st;
will program for the other stat
area. Both WGEZ and WCLC
MBS affiliates.
Slight interference to W
Oak Park, 111., and WOSH
kosh, Wis., will result from
power boost, which is still su
to final
FCC approval,
but inert
the '.
ing
examiner
felt greatly
service to WGEZ's area jus
the increase. The station pres
provides primary nighttime se
to only 56.1%
Beloit's 2f
population.
With ofproposed
WGEZ would serve 90.4% at
time. Interference would als'
feet 4.9% of WKBB Dubi
Iowa's service area population
examiner estimated, pointing
that these listeners now re
primary service from six to
stations, depending on their
tion in the area.
Alexander

in Crash

NO YES ALEXANDER, new;
tor, KFRE Fresno, and his^
children Janie, 8, and Denn
are recovering from severe 1'
received when a helicopter in \
they were passengers crashed
burned near Clovis, Calif.,
night of Aug. 16. Harry W
of Fresno, pilot of the craft,
the following day from burn
ceived in the crash. Mrs. Al
der, who was watching the J
from the ground, ran to the
copter when it crashed from 1.
in the air. She received l
burns in helping her family es
STARS of radio, TV, stage and s
will participate in softball gai
New York's Polo Grounds nig
Sept. 6 for
cerebral
palsy.benefit of fight a:

The Nation's Richest Farm Market
Survey average of 50.8% tuned |
every hour to geed lUrenhlg.
gITTI I J * BBSEM

BROADCASTING

• Telecasi

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
It. Mulligan said. "During that
e minute we supply copy for a
ews note about coal — I suppose
at's what you'd call our commercial," he added.
Mr. Mulligan feels that BCI's
dio program is important beluse it is heard by Congressmen,
ther government officials and the
apital's newspaper
corps. The
rogram is now in its fourth year.
"The brief news note pertaining
d coal," explains Mr. Mulligan,
"points up what is being done by a
jrogressive
forward-looking innstry under private management."
While BCI has no other programs, itfurnishes information and
-" electric transcriptions for coal
;' operators who want to sponsor
:?x spots or programs at the local level.
In addition, BCI owns motion
3 : picture films which have been shown
•MPpi television. One film, "The Magic
jf Coal," has been telecast more
7<< than 6,000 times over 67 of the naH tion's TV outlets, as part of the
i stations' public service.
;cb Ralph Mulligan's middle initial
■i'i jtant.
standscousin
for Coolidge.
He President
is a disof the late
Calvin Coolidge, whom he knew
pell.
New England Roots
Although his employment now
lis for Washington, D. C, resience, Mr. Mulligan's roots are
deep in New England.
He was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Coolidge Mulligan, March 15,
1888, in the fashionable Massachusetts hamlet of Natick. At
Phillips Exeter Academy in New
Hampshire, he got his first taste of
newspapering which many years
later was to take him to Washingiton.
Like his father, class of 1879,
••. he was a graduate of Harvard U.,
■ class of 1909. Then, in 1911, he rej! ct ived his law degree at Boston U.
Law School,
jti When Calvin Coolidge was cataie p ulted into the White House, Mr.
^Mulligan came to Washington as
flYia correspondent for the Boston Post
■■ and other New England papers.
His early affiliation with the
''National Coal Assn. was on a part-

time basis, but during World War
II he detached himself from all
other activities and was in charge
of NCA's department of priorities
and procurement.
When this function ended, Mr.
Mulligan was named director of
public relations and was assigned
to BCI, the NCA's public relations
and advertising agency. BCI's advertising, ishandled through Benton & Bowles, New York.
Stamps, New England antiques
and fine books have been hobbies in
the past for Mr. Mulligan. While
he was at Harvard, he won a crimson H on the rowing crew and has
not quite recovered from his liking
for boating. He owns a six-bedroom
"cottage" on Maine's Penobscot
Bay and still takes a sailboat out
whenever he gets a chance.
Most of Mr. Mulligan's leisure
time is spent with his family. His
wife is the former Marguerite Maxwell, of New York City. A daughter, Patricia, will be entering her
senior year at Bryn Mawr this fall.
His son, Minot Coolidge Mulligan,
is secretary of the Civil Aeronautics Board.
Mr. Mulligan is a junior warden
at St. Thomas' Episcopal Church
in Washington, where the late
Franklin D. Roosevelt worshipped.
He
is a member
of Washington's
exclusive
Metropolitan
Club, the
National Press Club, the Harvard
Club of Washington and the Harvard Club of New York.
National Nielsen* Ratings Top
Radio Programs
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes — and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK July 8-14, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
CURRENT RATING
CURRENT
HOMES
RANK PROGRAM
%
1 Walter Winchell (ABC)
6.9
2 Private Files of Rex Saunders (NBC) 6.9
3 Big Story (NBC)
6.8
4 Mr. District Attorney (NBC)
6.7
5 Mr. Keen (NBC)
6.5
6 F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS) 6.5
7 Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS)
6.4
8 Pursuit (CBS)
6.3
9 The Bickersons (CBS)
5.9
10 Dragnet (NBC)
5.8
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apthe "NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000 —plyingthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes
all orlistening
any partonlyof
the
program,reached
except during
for homes
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN Co.
PLANNING
A

FALL

SCHEDULE

FOR THE MADISON

\

MARKET?

JUST MARK WIBA ON THE
ORDER AND CALL THESE GUYS
IIIIB R
MADISON
WISCONSIN
NBC

Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger Broadcasting Company
5000 WATTS ON B10 ... ESTABLISHED 1925

BROADCASTING

SALES

POWER
KFMJ Is $1,050 Sure

SELF-CONFIDENCE in its selling power has encouraged KFMJ,
the 1050 kc station (1 kw) in
Tulsa, to offer $1,050 to any advertiser "when KFMJ does not
outsell (dollar volume) or outdraw
(traffic) any other Tulsa advertisTheing medium."
advertiser is challenged to
engage in a comparison in "any
mutually approved promotion" with
expenditure in each medium measured at $150 or more at published
rates.
Measurement would be made by
Advertising Research Bureau Inc.,
Seattle, national sales engineers.
Thus, station says, the advertiser
has opportunity to learn how to
"earn more of your advertising
budget, and therefore show you a
way to more sales from your adver-

BERG SIGNS
Sets NBC 10-year Contract
MRS. GERTRUDE BERG, creator
of The Goldbergs, who plays her
own lead role, has signed an exclusive 10-year contract with NBC,
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.,
vice president in charge of television, announced last week. The
deal was handled through Ted
Ashley Assoc.
It was understood that the contract called for a television series
only, but starting time and date
are yet to be announced.
Originally called The Rise of the
Goldbergs, the show got its start
on NBC after Mrs. Berg decided
that the summer entertainment she
wrote for her father's guests as a
Catskill hotel would make good
radio material. From NBC, The
Goldbergs moved to CBS, where it
was produced as a television program last year under the sponsorship of Sanka Coffee.

tising dollar."
Feature of Week
(Continued from page 18)
Kunkle was to introduce a bull into
his china shop. If the Roughnecks
won, Mr. Monroe was to wheel Mr.
Kunkle around the ball park in a
barrow.
KENT, which broadcasts Texas
League play-by-plays seven nights
a week, featured the wager on all
sports programs. Sportswriters
dubbed the contests "the bull in the
china inshop
calls
came
from series."
Houston Phone
and Dallas
asking for information.
As soon as the Sports had won
two games, a search was begun for
a suitable bull. No ordinary bull
would do. Not with coverage planned by radio stations, newspapers
and magazines.
The specimen of hamburger-onthe-hoof chosen was an 1,800-pound
white-faced bull who, it was hoped,
would not be unnerved in making
his broadcast debut.
For the occasion, the bull was
decorated with flowers, just like his
Hollywood cousin, Ferdinand. It
was doubtful that even a New York
bull could have been groomed any
more carefully for a Broadway
debut.
An audience of 400 persons assembled for the great moment. The
performance got off to an uneasy
start inasmuch as the bull could
hardly
door. wriggle through the 42-inch
Once inside the china shop, the
bull accepted a lei of carnations,
blinked at the flash bulbs, gazed
placidly at his audience like a
radio veteran.
Then as Mr. Monroe approached
him with the KENT microphone,
the bull unceremoniously sat on the
floor and refused to move.
Apparently a victim of mikefright, the bull had no bellowing
comment whatsoever to make. But
his expression seemed to say, "Gee,
the air-conditioning in here is

Telecasting

BMI

Index

MASTER INDEX of all BMI copyright music has been sent to all
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
member stations, in order to speed
up thetion ofjob
completing
all ofmusic
at CAB identificamember
stations. Decision to identify music
by the copyright owner was decided
on at the last CAB convention
earlier this year.
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ANDY

WHITE

NEW

NETWORK
,
14 Stations Form System

RETURNS
Radio Pioneer Spinning Discs

WHAT has become of J. Andrew
White, protege of Marconi and
founder of CBS?
For the answer, just ask any
KNX Hollywood listener. You will
learn that Andy White now is
heard regularly Tuesday midnight
on KNX's Encore Night, a program of mellowed-vintage recordings.
The program's popularity largely hinges on Mr. White's ability to
reminisce about the stars and music fads of the pre-1930 recordings.
Mr. White stirs memories which
take parents back to the Charleston era.
Although on the air less than a
couple months, Andy White is no
stranger to broadcasting. Founder
of CBS in 1927, he has been identified with radio and the recording
business since first spotted by
Guglielmo Marconi some years
prior. The inventor hired Mr.
White, then New York correspondent for London Times, after reading his story which resulted in the
conviction of three stock swindlers.
When Marconi Co. became RCA,
Andy White went along with the
deal. He was made its first director of broadcasts. In that capacity
he participated in so many "firsts"
that even he can't remember them
all.
Old Memories
Recall quite a few of them he
does, though, on the Tuesday midnight show while spinning stories
about artists long since retired and
recordings and programming crises
that seem impossible to those accustomed to present day radio
operations.
Mr. White, who broadcast the
first fight and World Series games,
left RCA to form a receiver set
company and to keep an eye on an
investment in a retail store chain.
Relative quiet of the manufacturing and retailing business
prompted him to form CBS in
1927. The "Columbia" in the network's title came from Columbia
Phonograph Co., an original stockholder.
The urge to "play polo, improve

my golf and see Europe" caused
Mr. White to sell his CBS holdings to William S. Paley on May
1, 1930.
Polo having palled on him momentarily, two years later he was
back in the radio field. He formed
the world's first transcription company. He called it American
Broadcasting Co. Mr. White said
his firm proved to be about 15
years ahead of the times. He discontinued the business and became
a radio consultant. During World
War II, Mr. White was a Signal
Corps major, "working 25 hours
a day," writing textbooks and devising officer training schedules.
Starts as Favor
Mr. White's stint on Encore
Night began as a favor to a friend
who was stuck for a last minute
guest. Prevailed upon to take over
the spot, it is a matter of record
that Mr. White didn't know what
he was suppose to do until he actually got on the air.
However, his casual chat with
Comedian Jim Hawthorne about
artists on the old records used on
that program was an immediate
hit. Two more guest appearances
followed.
Phone calls and letters from old
friends who had heard him clinched
KNX program executives' plea
that he continue with Mr. Hawthorne on the weekly program.
Mr. White, who terms his appearance on the program a result
of having reached his "anecdotage," is more than rewarded for
his midnight stint by the old friendships he has renewed since starting the KNX broadcasts.
Hooper Adds 10
C. E. HOOPER Inc. last week announced signing of ten additional
cities for new radio Hooperatings.
Cities are: Des Moines, Hartford,
Honolulu, Kansas City, Norfolk,
Omaha-Council Bluffs, Raleigh, San
Antonio, Waterloo and Zanesville.

Jim Hawthorne looks on while
Andy White, founder of CBS, chats
about artists on old recordings
iised on Tuesday midnight Encore
<
Night on KNX.
Telesrarus
(Continued from page 68)
"identify wholeheartedly with the
amateur, given half-decent performers, and believe the program
is valuable in starting beginners
and in entertaining themselves."
Dr. Gardner's report concludes:
"Entertainment and commercials
on TV variety and talent shows
can be almost exactly calculated,
and the underlying reasons for
their popularity or unpopularity
made clear. What must be determined first, however, is what the
sponsor wants, what social classes
he wishes to reach, what commodities he wishes to sell." "Most"
such shows do not show "any evidence" of this kind of planning,
Dr. Gardner said.
Best Medium
To Reach Suburbs
TV IS the medium to reach the
whole metropolitan market, according to a survey released by KTSL
(TV) Los Angeles.
The survey cited Los Angeles
County's impressive rise in population, noting that most of the
increase was centered in its 15
suburban markets. With a million TV sets in the area, the survey
claimed advertisers enjoyed 30%
sales jumps, on the average, when
they used television.
The county claims highest percapita automobile ownership of any
area in the world and the survey
indicates business is moving out of
the city into the suburbs — retail
sales and bank deposits showing
big increases for the outlying areas.

FOURTEEN independently-owned'
radio stations in the steel-rich areas i 1
of Pennsylvania, West Virginia and ;
Ohio
have formed
Broadcasting
System.the Industrial 1
The new network embraces 4,
782,183 persons in 1,253,987 homes
Operations are expected to begii
no later than Oct. 1. Rate cards
now being distributed, are effective
Sept. 1. Home address of IBS is |
547 Fifth Ave., McKeesport, Pa.
Organizing stations are WEDC
McKeesport, WISR Butler, WBVF
Beaver Falls, WCVI Connellsville
WESA WKRZ
Charleroi,
WACB
Kittan'"
ning,
Oil City,
WD AD
In i
diana, WJPA Washington, WCEL
Dubois
and WKJF-FM WOHI
Pittsburgh
all
in Pennsylvania;
Easi, :

Liverpool, Ohio; WMOD Mounds |
ville and WEIR Weirton, W. Va j
Edward J. Hirshberg, owner o; [
WEDO and WACB, was describee I

as
"the He
guiding
force" was
behind
the! '■■
project.
reportedly
assisted
by Frank Smith, owner of WBVP ,
Tom Cassell, owner of WDAD
Jack Craddock, WCVI owner, arici
Boyd Siegel, president of WJPA.
"Object of the Industrial Broad 5
casting System," explained Mr 1
Hirshberg, "is to sell local station;
on a national basis, and to effect s
local point of purchase contact witr
At the outset, these three time;
distributors."
segments have been selected foi
network operation — 9-10:30 a.m.;!
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., and 4-6 :3C
Mr. Hirshberg said that several
national spots have been sold. He
added that possibility exists thai;
several other stations will join the
p.m.
network. Announcement of the
network was made through Cabbol
& Coffman Inc., Pittsburgh. New
York and Chicago representation
has not be selected.
NCAB

FALL meeting of the North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters Inc. will,_
ParkheldHotel,
be
Oct. Asheville.
18-19 in theTheme
Batteryof "
the convention will be "Selling^,
Radio." Attendance will be limited !
to members and associate members;
only. Hotel reservation blanks are :
to be forwarded to the membership.
It will be necessary to use these j
forms to obtain reservations, the*!
announcement stated. Registration]
will begin Thursday, Oct. "18.
SealOuted
standing
exponents
of
radio
sales
will be on the program.
A CHAS.

TheVoice^Kansas
in
Page 78
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SCBA 'Whingding'
SOUTHERN California Broadcasters Assn., Hollywood, will hold its
seventh annual "Whingding" at
Oakmont Country Club, Glendale,
on Oct. 29. Frank Burke Jr., president and general manager of
KFVD Los Angeles, is chairman
of the yearly golf tournament and
stag dinner.
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Fall Meeting

MICHELSON

HIT!
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1

30 MIN.
MYSTERIES |
TRANSCRIBED
CHARLES MICHEL* OX. Inc.
IS WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
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New Business
(Continued from page 16)
jaw and You, on ABC 9:30-9:45 p.m., Sept. 2 and 9.
loge & Sons Inc., N. Y.

Agency: Huber

ALLSTATE INSURANCE Co., Chicago, automobile insurance subsidiary
of Sears, Roebuck & Co., names Christiansen Adv., same city, to handle
all advertising. Radio being considered and has been used. H. E. Christiansen is account executive.

sjSKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City, Mo., renews Alex Dreier's news commentaries, Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m. EDT, on 28-station midwestern segment of
\BC. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.

FIFTH ARMY, which headquarters in Chicago, names Fuller & Smith &
Ross, same city, to handle recruiting advertising. Estimated $250,000
will be spent yearly, with radio and TV expected to be used extensively
throughout Army area. Guy Mercer is account executive.

IILLETTE SAFETY
\ade of Sports when
■f 10 p.m. fights will
ontest, with sports
vlaxon Inc., N. Y.

RAZOR Co., Boston, to sponsor NBC-TV's Cavalbig-name bouts return to TV Fri., Sept. 7. First
be the Walter Cartier-Billy Kilgore middleweight
reporter Jimmy Powers commenting. Agency:

STEGMAIER BREWING Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Stegmaier's Gold Medal
Beer), names MacManus, John & Adams, N. Y., to handle all advertising
[Closed Circuit, July 2]. Radio and TV will be used.
JOHN F. DALY Inc., Phila. (Ford dealer), appoints Lavenson Bureau
of Advertising, same city, to handle advertising. TV will be used.

?ONI Co., (Toni Home Wave) renewing first half alternate week-sponorship of Arthur Godfrey & His Friends over CBS-TV Network, Wed.,
-9 p.m., for full year, effective Oct. 3. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding,
:hicago.

ELECTRIC STEAM RADIATOR Corp., Paris, Ky., names O'Neil, Larson
& McMahon, Chicago to handle advertising for its portable steam radiators, vaporizers, bottle warmers and bottle sterilizers. National campaign begins in Oct., with radio and TV spot planned.

)ERBY FOODS Inc., subsidiary of SWIFT & Co., Chicago, for Peter
3an Peanut Butter and salted peanuts, renews Sky King, Tues.-Thurs.,
: 50-5: 55 p.m., on MBS, for 12-months. Agency: Needham, Louis &
jirorby Inc., Chicago.
NSTANT MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, division of GENERAL FOODS
Norp., N. Y., to sponsor When a Girl Marries, 11:30-11:45 a.m., on ABC,
vIon.-Fri., starting Oct. 1. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago, for Ful-O-Pep feeds renews sponsorship of
Han on the Farm, Sat. 12-12:30 p.m. EDT on MBS, for 12-months.
\gency: Sherman & Marquette, Chicago.
vELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich., for Rice Krispies cereal, renews
The Clyde Beatty Shoiv, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 5:30-5:55 p.m., over MBS.
or 12-months. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
-JONA-FIDE MILLS Inc., N. Y. (Bonny Maid Linoleums and Bonny
vlaid Versa-Tile), to sponsor Versatile Varieties, alternate Fridays,
:30-10 p.m., starting Oct. 5, over ABC-TV.
Agency: Gilbralter Adv.,
kT. Y.
LIQUOT CLUB Co., Mills, Mass. (beverages), to sponsor Thurs. 12:302:45 p.m. segment of The Frances Langford-Don Ameche Show on ABCTV, starting Sept. 13. Agency: Frank Weston Adv., Providence.
)RLON Div of Rayon Dept., I. E. duPont deNEMOURS & Co., Wilmington, Del., to sponsor Fri. 12:45-1 p.m. segment of same show, starting
Sept. 21. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
STANDARD OIL of INDIANA, Chicago, renews Wayne King Show on
>\TBC-TV split network of 11 midwest stations Aug. 30, Thurs. 9:30 to
0 p.m. CT. Agency: McCann-Erickson, same city.
J.S. ARMY RECRUITING signs to sponsor Hal Wolf's Sports Desk on
2 NBC Western Div. stations for 10-week football season starting Sat.
Sept. 22, 5:15 p.m. PDT.

ROWN OVERALL Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, names H. W. Kastor & Sons,
Chicago, to handle advertising on its work and sports clothes. Media
jow being considered. Herman Kastor is account executive.
N. Y. Defense Showing
EVERY phase of civil defense
planning and operation will be exhibited by the New York Commission at the State Fair in Syracuse
from Sept. 1-8, Col. Lawrence
Wilkinson, Chairman and director,
announced Saturday. One part of
the display will depict the operation of the complete New York
State Civil Defense Radio Network in time of disaster, showing
how emergency programs are
transmitted without the use of
landlines [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6].

WEVD
117-111 W. 46 St
Greenfield, M|. Director HY.19
IROADCASTING

NBC-TV dispatching camera crews of
Brad Kress and John Hofen to troublecenter Iran and Gene and Charlie
Jones to the North Pole.

• Telecasting

eoale • • •
HARRY JAY GREENWALD, assistant to president Melrose Distillers
Inc., N. Y., elected vice president and executive assistant to president.
Dr. E. W. BURGESS, vice president and director of industrial relations
General Mills, Chicago, resigns due to ill health.
MORNE R. BUCK named manager of advertising, sales promotion
and public relations Mohawk Carpet Co. Amsterdam, N. Y. He was
in radio station management in Rochester, N. Y., and Wichita Falls,
Kan.
F. E. BENSON Jr., assistant advertising manager in charge of license
department advertising Canada Dry Inc., N. Y., named advertising manager for all carbonated beverage operations of company in U. S.
HUGH SMITH, field sales manager Bymart Inc., N. Y., appointed assistant sales manager. ARNOLD A. GOLDMAN, midwest sales manager,
named field sales manager.
STATE FAIR
WCCO Plans Full Coverage
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul Saturday was slated to begin a heavy
program of participation in the
10-day Minnesota State Fair,
whichlion isvisitors.
expected to draw a milThe station planned the most
complete broadcast coverage of the
fair in WCCO's history. In addition, staffers will make personal
appearances at the fair and aid
distribution of 50,000 copies of a
special state edition of the WCCO
News Parade. A special WCCO
booth has been erected on the fairgrounds from which a total of 15
hours of programs will originate.
Larry
Haeg, is
station
farm serv-of
ice director,
in charge
WCCO's state fair activities. Other
representatives of WCCO scheduled to take part in activities at
the fair included Cedric Adams,
Bob DeHaven, George Grim, Stew
MacPherson, Howard Viken, Earl
Steele, Frank Butler, Jack Huston,
Rolf Hertsgaard, Burt Hanson,
Darragh Aldrich, Sally Foster,
Ed Viehman, Tony Grise, Ramona
Gerhard and Gordon Eaton.
WNJR Newark gives a boost to the
$500 million Bonds for Israel Drive
when it broadcasts Stars for Bonds,
a benefit to be held at Untermann
Field, Newark, today (Monday) from
8:30-11:30 p.m. Radio star Joey Adams
will emcee program with comics Molly
Picon and Emil Coehn heading talent
roster.
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Advertiser Use
(Continued from page 63)
local business for that month are
slightly less than the actual totals.)
Perhaps more surprising- than
the tremendous upshoot in TV
business, which was to be expected
of such a young and potent
medium, is the fact that of the 68
advertisers who were using either
network or spot television in June
1948, 46 or 67.6% are still active
TV advertisers today. Table I lists
these advertisers and indicates
their use of network and/or spot
television in June of 1948 and
the same month of 1951.
P&G Tops TV
It is also interesting to note that
Procter & Gamble Co., traditional
leading advertiser in use of radio
time and in recent months the consistent top user of TV network
facilities, is not included among
the video clients in June 1948.
Neither do P&G's two major competitors— Lever Bros. Co. and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. — appear
on the June 1948 list of TV advertisers, although both, like P&G,
are among the leading users of
this medium today.
In fact, of the top 10 TV network advertisers in June of this
year [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13], only three were
using network TV in June of
1948 — American Tobacco Co., General Foods Corp. and R. J. Reyn-

SEARS
IN

EL

PASO

Mr.
Joe of
Walters,
popular and'
progressive
manager
this mammoth
El Paso
store,
is enthusiastic about the business which
KROD'shas guitar-playin'
Brown
been bringingfunnyman
Sears for"Red"
years
with his weekly Saturday morning show.
This is the only regular radio show which
Sears uses in El Paso. YOUR business can
also profit by the .tremendous pulling power of this influential CBS station serving the
El Paso area's 441,310 people with their
S396,840,000 of retail purchases.

KROD
5,000 watts 600 K. C.
RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
Dorrance D. Roderick
Val Lawrence
President Vlce-Pres. & Gen. Afgr.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY
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TABLE II
Number of TV Accounts: June 1948 vs. June 1951
Network
23 & Reg. Spot
Nat
Local-Retail
J1
1HOA
1 84
24
1 03
15
doChicago
11 imore
0
192
198
10
1 J/
0
191
3
9185
11
159
Cleveland
113
DLosI.' Angeles
176
0
132
2119
225
22
7
2
9
94
95
Milwaukee
13
8
143
16
202
248
New York
92
106
16
189
185
Philadelphia
Schenectady
1
64
25
69
14
195
17
195
Washington
36
*
31
olds Tobacco Co. The seven comManhattan Soap Co.,27 Pepsi-Cola
99
panies who were among the top Co., Phillip Morris Co., RCA-Victor
users of video network time this and Ronson Art Metal Works.
June but not three years ago include, in addition to the three soap
manufacturers, Quaker Oats Co.,
Ford Motor Co., Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co. and P. Lorillard & Co.
Ford, Liggett & Myers and Lorillard were at that time using spot
TV, however.
Other advertisers who used only
TV spot in June 1948 but had
added network to spot by June 1951
include: Admiral Corp., B. T.
Babbitt, P. Ballantine & Sons,
Bulova Watch Co., Canada Dry
Ginger Ale, Curtis Publishing Co.,

Analyzing the Rorabaugh data in
another manner, Table II gives a
comparison of the June 1948 and
1951 TV advertisers for those
cities whose TV broadcasters provided information about their
clients for both years. It should
be remembered that Chicago, Cleveland and Los Angeles were not connected with the East Coast TV
network facilities provided by
AT&T in June 1948, which explains the absence of network business reported for those cities for
that month.

Film Report
(Continued from page 7U)
openings, closings and commercials
sister get into exciting predicafor series of 13 football movies
ments by climbing into their TV
sponsored by Phillips 66 gasoline
set to participate in adventures
they see going on there. Wild ani- and oil and Lee tires. Spots are
mal hunts, pirate fights and FBI
likelytiontoarea,beSouth
used and
in firm's
distribumidwest.
Spots
spy pursuits are some of the shows
for Chase Candy Co., Manor House
in which they become involved.
Coffee, Whirlpool Washers and
Highlights of outstanding racing
Sears Roebuck have just been comevents will be featured in a new
TV series of sports films, Speed
* * *
pleted.
Classics, produced by DYNAMIC
Films, New York. Selection of WILLIAM F. BROIDY Productions
events to be filmed lies in hands of Inc., Hollywood, has moved to newly
Frank Bear, veteran newspaper
BRODCO's
Sunset
Studios,
and newsreel editor, and Russ Cat- acquired
5545 Sunset
Blvd.,
Hollywood.
lin, editor of Speed Age Magazine.
Phone number is Hempstead 6844.
Race locations are carefully scouted
* * *
for best camera angles and placement of mobile sound recording
PROCTER & GAMBLE Productions started filming new group of
units. The series is adaptable to
15 or 30 minute programming.
half-hour Fireside Theatre programs Aug. 20.
Sleepy Joe, based on the "Uncle
Remus" character of that name, is
being filmed by CARDINAL Co., FIVE STAR Productions, HollyHollywood. Jimmy Scribner, known
wood, has completed TV film comfor his multi-voiced work with the
mercials for Union Electric
radio show, The Johnson Family,
(through Gardner Adv.), Fuller
will do all the voices for the pup- Paints (McCann-Erickson), Portpets in the films.
land Woolen Mills (MacWilkins,
A film division has been added
Cole & Weber), Pabst (AVarwick &
Legler), Carnation Co. (Erwin,
by COMMERCIAL ILLUSTRATORS Inc., Chicago. First client Wasey & Co.), Maytag (McCannwas the Omar Baking Co. Direc- Erickson), Swift Poultry Div. (Mctor of the new service is Boris cann-Erickson), Toddy (Grant
Yakovleff, veteran documentary
Adv.), Lucky Lager (McCannfilm-maker. Program films are to Erickson). Films combine live action and cartoons.
be produced as well as commercials.
American Cinema Editors an* * *
nounces that 38 feature film edi- ALEXANDER FILM Co., Colorado
tors, or 22% of its membership,
Springs, announces TV film comare working regularly on Hollymercials for George D. Roper Co.,
wood TV films. ACE claims more
than 90% of all film feature edi- Peter Pan Bakeries, Esquire Ice
tors.
Cream, Bruan Bakery, Flavor-Aid,
Bowman Biscuit Co., and Thorofare Markets.
Sales & Production . . .
* * *
WILLIAMS Productions, Los Angeles, begins producing new 15- BRACKEN Productions, Los Anminute series, Bits of Life, Sept. 7.
geles, has started 18 weeks of pro*
* #
duction for Willie Wonderful, TV
ATLAS FILMS, Chicago, will film film puppet series.

COMMUNITY
BOOST |
Merchants Featured on KW8
TO "tell the world that radio
here to stay and fills the communil
need," is the declared purpose i
Meet Your Merchant, new publ 1
service series on KWBE Beatric I
Neb.
The station is featurii I
three, five-minute periods daily < I
which local businessmen are i:|
vited to tell the story of how th( j
picked Beatrice as the place <j
their business and activities.
KWBE reports that over 70 !i
the merchants have taken time o
from their work to tell their tale
Slogan of the series is "Shop
Beatrice, the
Queen tell
Citywhyof th<
N'
braska."
Merchants
have faith in the city, togeth
with their plans for the futui
and how radio has helped thei
All
time used is donated by tl:
station.
The series will be wrapped i
with a "big party" at the city aud
torium, Sept. 14-15. KWBE w
play host at the big event, includfr
a cooking school, give-away quize
dancing and other fun making. Tl
date of the gala event also is tl.
station's second birthday.
ADD

PRAVDA

To List of 'Voice' Ctitin
CONTINUING controversial di 5
cussion over the effectiveness <'
the State Dept.'s Voice of Amerit
program has elicited comment fro !
Moscow's Pravda and its hon
radio service.
Pravda describes the U. S. rad
arm as "loud and obnoxious" ar
tells home listeners that it cos
more "than all the opera singe:
of America put together." Tl.
Voice is costing Americans "som
thing like half a million dollars -s
year, yet the return is not wort
a dime," the Soviet newspapi
added.
Touching on its own reasons f( i
the Voice's "failure," Pravda quo.
ed a charge leveled by Rep. Hamc
Budge (R-Ida.) that the first thrc
letters (WRU) of certain Amer
can stations mean "I lie" whe
translated into Russian [Broai
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 6^
The inference subsequently we;
denied by both the State Dept. air
the FCC.
WOV New York reported last weethat in four weeks more than 4,00
tickets, representing a listener ej
penditure of $3.80 per ticket, havi
been distributed in response to a|
offer carried on Caruso Products Dif
tributing
Corp.'s
daily
11:05-11:1
a.m. newscasts
on the
station.
Offe
was for tickets to motion picture "Th
Great Caruso," free with the purchas
of a gallon of Caruso Edible Oil.

WE0K
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY, DEVNEY
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IREAT TO CBS
allows Waterfront Program
RE AT that any CBS personnel
turing near the New York
!',:erfront would be "knocked out"
| one result of the Aug. 16 broadI of Nation's Nightmare, on the
|TheRadio
(8:30-9 p.m.).
telephoned
warning came
ing the documentary program
Lch that week was devoted to
ailed descriptions of mob rule
crime along the docks of New
•k and other cities. The voice
imed the facts on the program
-e false and said, "you hurt us
>t and now we have to get even
h you . . . there's only one way
ight you people and we'll fight
any way we can," according to
3 Radio spokesmen,
'he following day, CBS Radio
kesmen reported, a mobile
.v operating at Pier 84 in New
-k was accosted by a hefty longreman. Six city detectives arid on the scene to protect the
prised crew and the man deJted.
leanwhile, with some 40 hours
ad for each half hour of The
ion's Nightmare to reach the
Producer Irving Gitlin and his
umentary crew played excerpts
their collection — unusable for
■lie broadcast — for newsmen last
ifliesday.
Tapes pertained to details of an
pooked Chicago killing, Willie
retti's analogy between gamrs and fish in the sea, a petty
keteer's sobbing story of failure,
i a profane though private dission of murder between the retly-killed Herbert Noble and a
?bster.
lamenting that they could not
all the material they had col;ed, Mr. Gitlin, whose next asiment will be on The People Act
1 the Ford Foundation, explained,
couldn't use much of it because
legal problems or because we
Wed to keep the secret of our inmant's identity."
"BS will rebroadcast three of
series at 9:30-10 p.m. on conutive Thursdays: narcotics, Aug.
slot machine and gambling
ino operations, Sept. 6; and
terfront crime, Sept. 13.

w
OADC ASTING

SPECIAL guest speaker E. M. Webster, FCC Commissioner, is flanked by executives of local radio stations
also feted by their host, the Edison Lions Club in Miami.
They are (I to r:) Paul Brake, WWPB; Pete Kettler,
Removal

WGBS; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV); Comr. Webster; Owen
Uridge, WQAM;
George Thorpe, WVCG,
and James
LeGate, WIOD.
Festivities were held in the Florida city
Aug. 13.
for Radio,

TV Not Decided
WAGE
CEILINGS
THE WAGE Stabilization Board last week was tangled in an octopuslike report of its self -created advisory panel. The panel failed to agree
on the question of whether wage ceilings should be lifted on industries
which are exempt from price control.
Among the industries are radio
and television stations, which like gested
industry.wage board review of each
newspapers, movies, insurance
3. Fred R. Rauch, of Cincinnati,
firms, public utilities and railroads
are specifically price exempt in the and Irvin D. Shapiro, of Boston,
both industry members, thought
Defense Production Act.
The six-man panel split five ways.
Congress didn't intend removal of
Now, it's up to WSB to announce a wage controls from industries
policy for an estimated 10 million price-exempt. Relaxation of the
workers affected.
controls would jeopardize the wage
Management, labor and the pub- stabilization program, they said.
4. Woodruff Randolph, president,
lic, two persons from each, were
International Typographical Union
represented on the panel.
Public and industry members
(AFL), a labor member, believed
couldn't even agree whether the in- Congress wanted to tie-in price and
dustries are exempt by terms of wage exemption and therefore
law from wage controls. Consensus
regulations should be adjusted accordingly.
was the board should get legal ad5. Another labor member, Stanley
vice from the Justice Dept.
On the question of whether the Ruttenberg of the CIO, held flatly
that wages are exempt in those inindustries "should" be exempt,
dustries which are price exempt.
here is the way the board split:
1. Theodore W. Kheel, of New
Included were suggestions for
York, panel chairman and a public
member, recommended lifting of
PIONEER WOMAN
wage controls over industries exempt under the pricing provision
Leads Burro, Aids Sponsor
and under any other governmental
price-rate regulation. An esti- MODERN day Annie Oakley has
mated three million workers would
been enacted by Drue Smith,
be affected, among these, radio-TV
mistress of ceremonies of Pioneer
employes and entertainers.
Bank's three-year daily Party Line
2. Richard A. Lester, of Prince- show
over WDOD Chattanooga,
ton U., also a public member and
Tenn.
panel vice-chairman, was in part
When Pioneer opened a new
agreement with Mr. Kheel but sugbranch at the Farmer's Market,
bank's President George M. Clark
thought the first deposit should be
carries the weight
made as it would have been in the
buckskin days — by mule back. Miss
Smith, catching the frontier spirit,
in the Oregon Market
dressed herself with coonskin cap
DAYjor
NIGHT
(also emblem of the bank), carried
a long rifle and led the pack animal
10 blocks along downtown streets.
On the way, Miss Smith called
upon the county manager and the
city mayor inviting them to the
TOTAL BI»B
Survey ES
new banking facilities. At end of
FAMILI
B»B
journey she broadcast direct from
FromB 19. 49
S»orto«
• 295,*T«
the scene with a description of the
s,orto« C . • • ,9Ii6W
gala opening and deposit of $74,000
NIGHTTIME
I1|Stotton
D• ■ •• • • 350.SMw
on the burro's back. A news reKGW
1 Sw>iw>B • - ' 307,910
porter noted in his account of the
StoHoo CT,- M•E• we 440
event that Miss Smith was the only
!D£
pioneer woman in history with toenails painted red !
Surflon O •
Telecasting

panel and advisory boards to
handle wage stabilization of those
industries
exempt from price ceilings.
More than a score of witnesses
testified and briefs were filed by
some 35 organizations during threeday hearings held by the board.
The report filled 60-pages.
Among those who testified before
the panel were:
Sol B. Pryor, for Television Authority and the American Federation of Radio Artists; William M.
Dunn, assistant to the president,
Communications Workers of America (CIO); and Joseph Shelly, for
American Communications Assn.
Briefs were submitted, among
others, by American Federation of
Musicians; Hollywood AFL Film
Council; Radio and Television Directors Guild (AFL), and NARTB.

WANTED!

murder
scripts

Wanted — scripts adaptTV.

able for radio and/or

For more

information

on story requirements,
payment

rates, etc.,

write to —
W. P. ROBINSON
V. P. in charge of
Programs
W

L W
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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HOCHHAUSER Jr., apEDWARD pointed
sales manager Associated
Program Service,
Div. of Muzak
Corp., N. Y. He
succeeds BERT
LOWN, resigned.
BILL WOLFF,
program director
WKNK Muskegon,
Mich., now on leave
with Armed Forces
appointed to newsannouncing staff Mr. Hochhauser
American Forces Network headquarters, Frankfort, Germany.
JEAN YARBROUGH, director, signed
to long term contract by TCA Productions, Hollywood, and made producer-director onAbbott and Costello
TV film series which starts on
NBC-TV in fall. CLARENCE EURIST
continues as TCA production supervisor. To be known as Abbott & Costello Show, production on half hour
TV series resumes at Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City, on Sept. 5.
DAVID MILTON, art director and
superintendent of construction Monogram Studios, to William F. Broidy
Productions, Hollywood, film producing firm, in similar capacity.
ALLEN RIVKIN, newly - appointed
president Motion Picture Industry
Council, resigns as director of public
relations Screen Writers Guild.
IRWIN GIELGUD replaces him.
Lt. Comdr. ARNOLD
C. NYGREN
appointed head of
Electronics Production Branch,
U. S. Navy Bureau
of Aeronautics. He
was with Transit
Radio Inc., Cincinnati, and Frederic
W. Ziv Co., New
England office,
prior to Korean
war when recalled
to active duty.
Comdr. Nygren
HERBERT S. LAUFMAN & Co., Chicago, radio and TV package and production firm, moves to new offices at
624 S. Michigan Ave.

CARL WESTER, owner of radio and
TV package firm of same name,
opens Chicago office at 221 N. LaSalle
St. KAY BRENNAN is assistant general manager of firm.
DANIEL C. BONBRIGHT, secretary
and counsel Capitol Records Inc.,
Hollywood, elected vice-president. He
succeeds JAMES W. MURRAY who
joins General Precision Corp., N. Y.,
in executive capacity effective Sept. 1.
In his new capacity, Mr. Bonbright
continues to function as counsel and
also assumes responsibilities of finance. Mr. Murray will act in advisory
capacity to Capitol from his New
York headquarters, according to
GLENN E. WALLICHS, president of
the recording firm.
JAMES DAY and RICHARD BERTRANDIAS, KNBC San Francisco, to
Radio Free Asia, S. F.
FREDERICK GORDON NIXON appointed assistant controller of telecom unications in Dept. of Transport at Ottawa. He succeeds E. G.
BENNETT who retired recently.
GORDON R. BADGER named assistant chief engineer of test and inspection Bendix Radio Div., Bendix
Aviation Corp.
• • •
ent
C.£^u
J. ipm
WARD,
N. Y. zone manager of
Crosley Div., Avco, Mfg. Corp., appointed Albany branch manager Crosley Distributing Corp.
F. B. RILEY, former Bendix Corp. TV
district merchandise, and GORDON
WISNIEWSKI, president R&W Sales
& Service, both Milwaukee, named
new distributor-sales representative
for Bendix Radio-TV Div., Bendix
Aviation Corp., Baltimore.
AMPEX ELECTRIC Corp. announces
opening of new plant and general offices at 934 Charter St., Redwood,
Calif. Telephone Emerson 8-1471.
R. C. FREYTAG, executive vice president Scott Radio Labs., Chicago,
elected to board of directors. Other
directors re-elected for one-year
terms: JOHN S. MECK, HUBERT S.
CONOVER, H. S. DARR, RUSSELL
G. EGGO. Officers re-elected: Mr.
Meek, president; Mr. Freytag, execu-

QUINCY,
GATES

ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL., METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE
• ■
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY ..... TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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tive vice president; L. M. SANDWICK,
vice president and general sales manager; and Mr. Eggo, secretary. P. E.
SCHUECKING elected treasurer, succeeding G. F. MECK.
J. B. FARR appointed manager of
sales training for receiver department,
General Electric, Syracuse. He was
with Tradeways Inc. R. M. LUTZ,
assistant supervisor in cost section of
cooperative advertising, named supervisor of department.
HAROLD G. CHENEY appointed sales
manager Westinghouse Electronic
Tube Div.
BRUCE M. WILLIAMS appointed
sales engineer John A. Green Co.,
Dallas, Tex., sales engineering representatives. He was with Magnolia
Petroleum Co., Dallas.
C. W. BRYANT, purchasing agent of
ferrous products, Purchasing Dept.,
General Electric Co., Schenectady, appointed manager of purchasing section, Material and Purchasing Dept.
NORMAN F. BARNES, section engineer in charge of radiation and
photometric instruments, General Engineering Lab., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, appointed assistant to
engineering manager.
"Teckntcal • • •
CALVIN WALTER, graduate Northwest Broadcasting School, Portland,
Ore., to KVAS Astoria, Ore., as technician.
On All Accounts
(Continued from page H)
so professionally six months later
when he was named assistant eneditor of and
the company's
Electrical gineering
World
Electrical
Merchandising magazines in New
York. He remained there until
1920, except for a short period of
service in the Army Air Force,
and then went to Westinghouse
to supervise trade paper publicity
at E. Pittsburgh headquarters.
It was there he was rushed into
radio without benefit of indoctrination. He became an announcer at
KDKA, the pioneer Pittsburgh station owned by Westinghouse, and
opened the company's Chicago outlet, KYW, on which he programmed four solid hours of opera
nightly for 10 weeks. Church services, popular program fare because they were free and timeconsuming, became his special
chore. One time he was forced to
sit in the midst of a sedate choir
so he could handle switches on the
carbon mike. The noise of the
switching drowned out the voices.
After managing KDKA for
awhile, Leo Rosenberg took over
another Westinghouse station, WBZ
Springfield, from which he ran a
100-mile line to Boston for originations. Hop-skipping in radio gave
way to a well-grounded job in New
York, where he took complete
charge of a $400,000 national promotion campaign for the electrical
industry. A lighting education contest involving the spotting of electrical outlets on floor plans drew
2V2 million entries from children.
The job, scheduled to last a month
and have one assistant, ended up
with a score of five all.
Mr. Rosenberg headquartered in
offices of Thomas F. Logan, president of the agency of the same

namecampaign.
who handled
the
Afteradvertising'
successf
"electrifying" the nation,
Rosenberg joined the Chicago
fice of the Thomas F. Logan Agi
six months before a merger 1
Lord & Thomas. The new ag<
reverted to the L&T name a|
Mr. Logan's death, and bec|
Foote, Cone & Belding in 194 !
During his 25 years with
company, Mr. Rosenberg has su
vised a variety of accounts — anj
them, Hurley Machine Co. (Thi
Hotpoint,
Horlick's, Ward,
BeatrU
Foods, Montgomery
Gypsum, the Trane Co. and
fabulously successful Toni Co..
most recent account. He has
all of them achieve marked sue
among the competition.
In the depression years, !
lick's malted milk expendit
jumped under his supervision 1
several hundred dollars weekl
$700,000 a year, thanks largel
hum 'n' Abner. Mr. Rosen
worked closely with the 90-y
old Horlick president who insi
always on knowing exactly \
he was getting for his money,
one instance,
account
tive
was calledtheupon
to maVex1)
formal presentation to get a
weekly appropriation for 01
music on a radio show, which
been bought for $12,000 weekl
Gets Utilities Accounts
In 1933, while assigned to ha
several gas and utility compa
because of his extensive experi
at Westinghouse, a camp;
which Mr. Rosenberg inaugur
startled even the demanding cl
with its results. The gas c
panies had constructed a pipe
from Texas into Chicago,
wanted to introduce natural
there for the first time. "Tl
was
an awful lot
hand,"
Leo Rosenberg
was ongiven
the
of selling it. He used radio s
on every station, day and ni
and almost overnight the city
came gas conscious. In tl
months, more than 10,000 gas h
ing units were sold.
Mr. Rosenberg has been mar
29 years to the former Flon
Warren, a professional pianisi
Pittsburgh when they met. T
live on Chicago's South Sh
where golfing
they spend
much of
time
at Ravisloe
Court'
Club. Their daughter, Judy F
der, has a nine-month-old
Terry Lee, and their son, War
works at CBS-TV New York.
Rosenberg is a member of
Merchants & Manufacturers C

: The LITTLE Station vritl
1 *e fciG-WALLO]
• by
• Company
:rep.
• Hal Holm

WMAM
WISCOHS
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• Telecasti
MARINET

9NSUMER
ADVICE
Proposed in Dollinger Bill
l?0-CALLED "Consumers' Adjry Bureau" would be set up
fer the wing of the Commerce
k. as the official analyzer and
?r of consumer goods, according
< bill (HR 5189) introduced in
House by Rep. Isidore Dollinger
N\ Y.).
xplaining his bill, Rep. Dollintold House colleagues the
:rican consumer "has no way
determining for himself how
tr makes or brands actually
pare with the products expertly
»rtised by press, radio, televi, and other mediums."
sserting that the consumer
re often than not pays a higher
Je than necessary, as the littlevn product can in fact be of
er grade and cheaper," the
jressman surmised, "remember,
millions paid for advertising
*f eventually tacked on to the
of the product and the coner
ff pays for it."
W NABET

McANDREW

To President's NEPH Unit
APPOINTMENT of William R.
McAndrew, general manager of
WRC-AM-FM WNBW (TV) Washington, as chairman of the Public
Information Committee of the
President's Committee on National
Employ the Physically Handicapped
Week was announced by the U. S.
Dept. of Labor last Thursday.
Mr. McAndrew succeeds Earl H.
Gammons, vice president of CBS
Washington operations, who has
been named by President Truman
as vice chairman of the President's
Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20]. In announcing
the appointment, Vice Adm. Ross
T. Mclntyre, committee chairman,
described it as "another indication
of the vital importance of radio and
television in carrying forward the
President's program" for the physically-handicapped.
DREWRY REPORT
Radiomen Thanked For Aid
ANNUAL report of Dean John E.
Drewry, U. of Georgia's Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, reviewing the 1950-1951 session, has
just been sent to Georgia radio
executives.
In the report, Dean Drewry paid
tribute to the Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters and the Radio Executives Club of New York for their
cooperation in various university
projects.

Unit

1 )ADCAST Employes Local
P), Pottsville, Pa., has unanisly voted to affiliate with
National Assn. of Broadcast
ineers & Technicians (CIO),
ibers of the local are anicers and engineers at WPAM
sville. Negotiations are now
ir way between the newly
hed unit of NABET and
A.M management. NABET rely affiliated with the CIO.

right

he

>r

NAMED

NEWS ENDEAVOR
KGAL Sells Foreign Trip

Mr. Allen with pen and typewriter
becomes KGAL's
roving correspondent. >
Electronics Meet
HIGHLIGHTING the seventh annual National Electronics Conference, Oct. 22-24 at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel, Chicago, will be a
luncheon address by Adrian Murphy. Mr. Murphy, president of CBS
Laboratories Div., will speak on
"Color Television." More than 2,000
engineers are expected to be on
hand when the sessions open.
W. R. G. Baker, vice president of
General Electric, and Phila Hanna,
financial editor, Chicago Daily
News, also will present luncheon
addresses. E. H. Schulz, electrical
engineering chairman at Armour
Research Foundation of Illinois Institute of Technology, is the 1951
president of the conference. '

combination

productive

planning

Unfolded

maps

Marketbook

1951 Radio-Television Outline Map
25" x 35" AM • FM • TV sales planning tool

Marketbook Section and
able at $1.00 per copy.
available

FOR first time since WGN-TV took
the air more than three years ago,
video fan mail has out-numbered that
for radio shows on WGN. Down You
Go, Louis G. Cowan TV show aired
on DuMont, received 46,590 pieces of
mail in July, which helped raise TV
total considerably, station reports.

1951 Broadcasting-Telecasting
Expressly designed for buyers of time

Limited supply of August 20 BROADCASTING
issue containing

LOCAL, national and international
news can pay off in both prestige
and station revenue, says KGAL
Lebanon, Ore., which cites the trip
abroad
Gordon
Allen,
station's
presidentby and
general
manager.
Mr. Allen will spend September
in an European air-trip including
countries of France, Germany,
Switzerland, Italy, England and
Istanbul, reporting news impressions via air-mailed tape recordings. Recorded features will be
used as part
of station'son 7Radio
p.m.
newscasts
for Chevrolet
Willamette-Land.
While on the trip, Mr. Allen will
take colored movies of "Free Europe in the Fall of '51," which will
be edited into a feature-length 16
mm movie for showing to service
clubs, women's clubs and ParentTeachers Assn. groups as a joint
public service venture by the station and the area Chevrolet dealers.
Mr. Allen also will contribute to
local area newspapers on his European journey.

• TELECASTING
folded map

at these money-saving

avail-

quantity dis-

counts: 5copies, $4.50; 10 copies, $8.50; 25 copies, $20.00; 50
copies, $37.50; 100 copies, $70.00.
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BACK SEAT PROMOTION
WOL Washington using eye-catching posters on rear of front seats
of 1,400 Combined Cabs in Washington. Poster, in black, red and
white, brings riders attention to
Liberty Scoreboard program sponsored by Combined Cab Service.
Station estimates 90,000 people
will see promotion daily.

In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
both variable and fixed vacuum type
capacitors are used in all tuned circuits
in the power amplifier output. The
reliability of this type of capacitor
has been proven by exhaustive tests
and use in many high frequency
applications.
*
Because of the extremely low power
factor inherent in this type capacitor
. . . the stability of tuning is not affected
by temperature or aging. Likewise,
power losses are minimized because of
this low power factor and high circuit
efficiencies are obtained.

WSLS Roanoke, Va.'s twins, Betty (1)
and Amy Glenn join Bill Ashworth,
station program and promotion manager, in inviting station managers to
the NARTB District 4 meeting in
Roanoke, last Thursday and Friday.
Post cards like the above were mailed
to station managers to promote attendance at the meeting.

PRODUCERS OF
Complete transmitters
• Radio
frequency inductors • Isolation
inductors * Aluminum coupling
cabinets • Antenna coupling units
Power division and phase control
units • Rectifiers - Amplifiers
FM-AM Isolation units
Arc-back indicators.

F
New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MANUFACTURING

CO.

OHIO'S FIRST LADY
WGAR Cleveland featuring series
in which of Ohio Gov. Frank J.
Lausche takes part in courtesy announcements for station's "Northern
Ohio
Day
the Fair"
to be
held Aug. 28. at
Series
prepared
in
cooperation with President Sam
Abrams' Ohio Adv. Co. Spots carried on all Cleveland radio outlets,
which WGAR labeled "rare marshalling of support for a rival pro•— o — •
KIRO AT SCENE
motion."
KIRO Seattle bulletined news of
Air Force's B-50 crash into apartment building in South Seattle
Aug. 13, within minutes had four
staffers on their way with tape
recorder. Crash occurred 2:15 p.m.
At 4 p.m., station broadcast eyewitness report plus interviews from
scene and from hospital. At 4:46
station gave nation on-thep.m., account
spot
via Don Hollenbeck
and the News on CBS Radio.
RAISES FUNDS

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD
Page 84
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DALLAS 10, TEXAS

PHONE EVergreen 1137

premiums
down. Station ran 16 spots p]

ging all-night request show. A
special program started, stai
reports, requests and donati
swamped operators. Goal of f
reached by midnight; doubled
3 a.m.
PONY PRIZE
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, Pony
press, with Chief Halftown, i
blooded Seneca Indian. Chief fc
himself swamped with mail f
boys and girls competing for
pony and other prizes in con
based on identification of anin
Within three-day period, chief
ceived some 7,000 cards and let
daily.
at WFIL-TV. Program is tele<
PLUGS POWER INCREASE
KCBS San Francisco using 12Q
boards in choice locations throi
out listening area telling of
power increase. Station also u;
over 900 "traveling" displays
outside of street cars, busses
bridge trains in metropolitan
Francisco-Oakland area. Over
display cards are being used in
busses traveling through covei
BIG TV PUSH
WFMY-TV Greensboro Aug.
climaxed two-week TV promo
to push sales of TV sets. Sta
used polyop cards with special
work employing clever use of
Mother Goose characters, reci
ings of young girl reading rhy
and local spots on WFMY-TV 1
WFMY (FM). Promotion 1
idea of buying TV sets in fr
of public, using rhymes whem
possible.
ALL ABOUT RECORDS
RCA Victor Custom Record S
Div. sending trade brochure hes
"I Never Knew . . . ," based
operation of division. Boo
gives inside workings of ree
ing, re-recording, processing, pi
ing,
and handling,
tures shipping
and drawings
help give f
about record production. Attac
note from James P. Davis, <
sion manager,
explains
". . . .
booklet
is designed
to inform
of the different types of cus
work we're currently turning
It may suggest some new asp
to you possibly in an end of c
Universal Recording Corporation
is pleased that
to announce
BOB CUNNINGHAM
Director -Writer - Producer
is nota affiliated

KUKI Ukiah, Calif., asked to request donations for county fair
parade after attempts to raise
money through other media bogged
BROADCASTING

•

Telecast \\

ifes with which you are not too
niliar ..."• — • — •
ITER VIEWS THE SICK
30T South Bend, Ind., Operate, Pills and Stitches, Mon., 6:30-7
5 Jla., to start Sept. 10, sponsored
local florist and candy shops,
©gram taped at five area hos'jals, interviewing patients and
rsonnel. Show announced and
Dduced by Edie and Howie
~ ^her. C. J. Pajakowski originated
jgram idea, structure and name.
•— • — •
\RINE LIFE
SM Nashville, Parade of Science,
rrying taped recordings of Nashle Children's Museum Bahama
■ef expedition to collect specijns for diarama showing of
;.rine life on ocean floor among
■al reefs. Station equipped party
th tape recorder so that record's could be sent back for proim. Tiny mike was placed in
ing helmet for recordings from
±an floor.
• — •— •
?GRO MARKET
3CO Bessemer, Ala., sending
.de brochure pointing up large
rmingham
Negro market and
^J^t station
plays
in reaching
Booklet contains
facts peoand
lucres on population, retail sales,
jekly payroll, buying income,
3CO program schedule, pictures
entertainers and sales testimons. Station is fully-staffed with
igroes and claims to be south's
, »bly night and day Negro radio
;tion," stressing advantages of
ling that market.
•— • — •
OGAN CONTEST
FGM Fitchburg, Mass., beaming
,w program to listeners in nearcity, Leominster. Show, titled
ikien Leominster, features com,;rcials of local merchants and
,a ^respondingly numbered slogans,
-ter repeat listeners are asked to
ite them down. Emcee Allan
rtis selects one by number and
yeet. First person calling from
at street with text of slogan,
id for word, wins at least $5
>m merchant assigned number,
ize mounts each day when no
nner is found. Show is tailored
.mg informal and neighborly
es.
-

immediate

NATIONAL GUARD
WWNY Watertown, N. Y., airing
two special public service programs
in cooperation with U. S. Army.
Shows centered around activities
of 42d Rainbow Division of National Guard. First program was
broadcast on same day that division arrived in Watertown for
training period. Week later, Larry
Lesueur, CBS newsman, conducted
roundtable discussion with military
ing.
commanders describing 42d's train★— * — *

DRAWING power of radio is no secret
to W. H. Fowler (r), manager of a
local grocery store in Enid, Okla., as
Homer (Pop) Hale, commercial manager, KCRC Enid, shows him some of
the response to a free-offer aired on
the station. Station reports that
more than 40 cases of canned cherries
were given away as a result of three
free offers on one of KCRC's 7:30
a.m. newscasts. Listeners from 43
cities in Oklahoma and Kansas responded to the free offer. Even Mr.
Fowler got a free offer — a recipe for
cherry rolls.
TWO

NEW

SHOWS

WAAM (TV) Baltimore presenting two new Sunday evening programs designed to give viewers
latest news in sports and world
happenings and to present wellknown Marylanders in discussions
of interest. News programs, Sunday News and Sports, is seen (since
Aug. 19) at 7:30-7:45 p.m. Discussion program, Maryland Forum,
is telecast (also since Aug. 19) at
7:45-8 p.m.

revenue

produced

with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
iPAUL W. McCOLLISTER,
<OADCASTING

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area
Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
Genera/

• Telecasting

Manager

ASKS A QUESTION
DuMONT TV NETWORK, via
blue promotion folder, querying
advertisers and trade : "Are you in
show business ... or, are you in
business to sell?" DuMont explains
that TV is "primarily a medium
in which to display and sell your
product — not a catch basin for
fantastic sums of money expended
on lavish productions in the interests of show business," and asks
advertisers to ascertain "is the
rating worth • the
— • — rate?"
•
POOCH PARADE
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul
has new sponsor for "Pooch
Parade"Jamboree.
segment George
of Jimmy's
Junior
Ziegler
Candy Co., Milwaukee, will assume
sponsorship Sept. 20. Telecast
Thurs., 5-5:15 p.m., "Pooch
Parade" gives youngsters chance
to show off their dogs. Each week
canines are judged according to
specific classification, such as which
has longest ears, shortest tail,
smallest nose, etc. Contract placed
through Mautner Agency, Milwaukee. Jimmy's Junior Jamboree
is daily show, a —telecast
* — • 5-5:30 p.m.
'TOP KINDERGARTEN'
WTOP - TV Washington sending
prospective sponsors material about
station's TOP Kindergarten. Material includes large diploma-like
card given to tots who have appeared on Monday-Friday 4:30-5
p.m. program. Accompanying information states that show "offers
a showcase for your product in
which your message can be incorporated into the program itself
and your product used by the children in the TOP Kindergarten
classroom. . .• —." • — •
OKLAHOMA COVERAGE
WKY Oklahoma City distributing
folder showing by maps and cartoons how well station covers state.
Based on BMB figures, folder
shows how 62 Oklahoma counties
in WKY's daytime BMB area contain 73% of state's population;
71% of state's total retail sales;
71% of food store sales: 71% of
drug store sales; 72% of automotive sales, and 87% of gross farm
income. Also given is breakdown
of Oklahoma City Hooper Audience Index, March-April 1951.
•— • — •
■
MOST RETURN
WCBS- AM-FM-TV New York
sending out attractive folder designed to illustrate that in Gotham's Croesus-like market, WCBS
stations offer advertisers "Point of
Most Return." CBS owned stations, represented by Radio Sales,
have animated electric display sign,
stories high on Times Square,
which is illustrated by colored photograph in folder.
•— • — •

ton, and is NBC-TV summer replacement for Your Show of Shows,
Sat. 8-9 p.m. Cake was presented
to Bill Thall, Hayride m.c, with
inscription, "H a p p y Birthday
Bavarians." On hand were William R. Schott, secretary-treasurer,
Bavarian Co., and Kathryn Hardig,
radio-TV director, Ralph H. Jones
Co., ad agency.
'DIVING COWBOY'
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, Western Roundup, Mon.-Fri. feature.
Program currently cooperating
with Red Cross on "Learn to
Swim" campaign at swimming
pools where Dick Zubel of Roundup
appearsboy." weekly
CowMr. Zubel asand"Diving
his partner,
Blackie (Bill Turner), recently
drew 1,000 youngsters, creating
own promotion gimmicks identified
with "personalized
as incentive to kids upon brands"
good behavior.
Brands also have become integral
part of each Western Roundup
telecast.
AIRFORCE SHOW
WACE Chicopee, Mass., Westover
Airplanes Show, Mon.-Fri., 12:351 p.m., interviews noted personalities traveling through Westover
Airbase. Broadcasts are aired directly from base by WACE Host
Ed Carter.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

Your greatest
sales asset is
advertiser IfflJIS
Your advertising

in Printers' Ink
acceptance among
the leading |BB
advertising,

r

and so helps

you sell more
advertising to them.

'HAYRIDE' CELEBRATES
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati Midwestern Hayride celebrating its third
anniversary under sponsorship of
Bavarian Brewing Co. Program
also is seen on WLWC (TV)
Columbus and WLWD (TV) DayAugust 27, 1951
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August 16 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION
Application Granted ■
WSAY Rochester, N. Y.— Granted application for extension of completion
date of Dec. 1 for CP which authorized
increase in power on 1370 kc from 1
to 5 kw unl.; install new trans, and
change ant.
Issues Deleted
William C. Forrest, Reedsburg, Wis.
— On its own motion. Commission
amended order of July 5 designating
application for hearing and deleted
therefrom Issues No. 1, 3 and 8 and
all reference to application of Watertown Radio, Inc., Baraboo, Wis.
Application Denied
KUMO Columbia, Mo. — Denied application for extension of completion date
of CP for new station on 950 kc 1 kw
unl.; to treat subsequent application, to
change hours of operation etc., as new
application, subject to KUMO requesting hearing if it desires.
Designated for Hearing
Grand Island Bcstg. Co., Grand Island, Neb. and KCNI Broken Bow,
Neb. — Designated for hearing in Washington on Aug. 23, application of Grand
Island for new station on 1430 kc 1 kw
unl. DA-N, in consolidated proceeding
with application of KCNI to change
facilities from 1490 kc 250 w unl. to
1430 kc 1 kw D.
August 16 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WSFA Montgomery, Ala. — License for
CP, as mod., authorizing increase in
D power etc.
AMWAVA
station.Ava, 111. — License for CP new
Modification of CP
KRES St. Joseph, Mo.— Mod. CP, as
mod. which authorized change in fredate. quency etc., for extension of completion
Birmingham,
Ala.— Mod.of
CPWAFM
new (FM)
FM station
for extension
completion date.
License Renewal
KHJ-FMrenewal.
Los Angeles, Calif.— Request
license

OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!

fCC

actions
AUGUST

16 THROUGH

•
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cond. -conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Following applications for license renewal were RETURNED: WPBB Jackson, Ala.; WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
WYVE Wytheville, Va.
August 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
License for CP
WCOWcense for CP
Southnew St.AM Paul,
Minn.— Listation.
WGST-FM
Atlanta,
Ga.—
License
for
CP new FM station.
AM— 1060 kc
KILO Grand Forks, N. D.— CP to
change
1440 unl.
kc 1etc.
kw-D 500 w-N
to
1060 from
kc 5 kw
Modification of CP
KWBW-FM Hutchinson, Kan.— Mod.
CP authorizing reinstatement new FM
station to change ERP from 1.5 kw to
780 w, ant. from 190 ft. to 170.25 ft. etc.
License Renewal
Following stations request license renewal: WFBM Indianapolis, Ind.; KFGQ
Boone. Iowa; WHAZ
Troy, N. Y.;
WMUU Greenville, S. C; WWW Fairmont, W. Va.; WBAY Green Bay, Wis.;
WGBI-FM Scranton, Pa.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WMSC
(FM) Columbia, S. C— RETURNED application for license renewal.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
WBGE Atlanta, Ga.— DISMISSED application for assignment of license.
August 20 Decisions ...
BY THE SECRETARY
NBC, Inc., New York, N. Y.— Granted
extension of authority to transmit recorded programs to all broadcast stations under control of Canadian authorities that may be heard consist9-15-51 ently in U. S. for period beginning
NBC, Inc., New York, N. Y.— Granted
extension of authority to transmit programs to CBL and CBM and other stations under control of Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for period beginning 9-15-51.
WKAP Allentown, Pa.— Granted license for change of facilities, trans,
equipment, install DA-N and new
trans, and change of trans, location
(1320 kc, 1 kw, unl.); cond.
WSPC Anniston, Ala. — Granted license for increase in D power, change
from employing DA-DN to DA-N only
and install new trans. (1390 kc 5 kwLS, 1 kw-N DA-N).
WKBBcense for Dubuque,
— Granted
installation Iowa
of new
trans. liKD AS Malvern, Ark. — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.
WIBR Baton Rouge, La.— Granted license for change of facilities, install,
new trans, and DA-DN and change
trans, location; cond. (1300 kc 1 kw
DA-2 unl. DA-DN).
KNAL Victoria, Tex.— Granted license
for change in hours operation and inNON - EXCLUSIVE patent licenses
granted to Diamond Power Specialty
Corp. by three IT&T U. S. affiliates —
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp., Federal
Telephone & Radio Corp., International
Standard Electric Corp. of New York
— for manufacture and sale of industrial television, telemetering and
facsimile equipment.
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DA-N).
stallation of DA-N (1410 kc 500 w unl.
WIAM Williamston, N. C— Granted
license for AM station, change in studio location, and change in type trans.
(900 kc 1 kw D).
Stanley G. Boynton, Highland Park,
Mich. tion— ofGranted
for programs
cancellaauthority request
to transmit
to CKLW Windsor, Ont. from Highland
Park Baptist Church, Highland Park,
Mich., effective July 23.
WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 3-1-52.
WFBM-TV
Ind.—
ed license for Indianapolis,
TV station and
forGrantmove
of
studio
location;
ant.
height
409 ft.,
in lieu of 400 ft.
WOUI Athens, Ohio— Granted CP to
change existing noncommercial educational FM station, to change trans, lotem;cation
Ch. and201make
(88.1 changes
mc) 10 inw. ant. sysKEPH Ephraim, Utah— Granted CP to
replace CP for new noncommercial
educational FM station, which expired
6-19-51.
KSBR San Bruno, Calif. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 2-15-52.
Sarkes
Tarzian, Inc., Van Beuren
Twp., lation
Ind.of new
— Granted
license for
instaltrans., increase
in power,
and ant. changes for TV inter-city relay KSB-79.
WPIX
New York, N. Y.— Granted CP
to! install new trans, at old main trans,
location for aux. purpose only; to
change equipment and ant. system.
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., Bloomington.
Ind. — Granted mod. CP to change to
2008-2025 mc. and to request DA system for TV inter-city relay KSC-55.
WDOR Sturgeon Bay, Wis.— Granted
mod. CP to change type trans, and
specify main studio location; cond.
WABA Aguadilla, P. R. — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 10-1-51; cond.
KWTO
Springfield,
Granted
mod.
CP for
extension Mo.of —completion
date to 2-20-52; cond.
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio — Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 9-1-51; cond.
August 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KWSO Wasco, Calif.— License for CP
to increase power and install new trans.
Extension of Authority
MBS, thoChicago,
Extensionto KCLW
of aurity to transmit111.—
programs
Hamilton, Tex. and CBC stations and
those licensed by Canadian Minister of
Transport for period beginning Nov. 14.
FM— 97.1 mc
WELD (FM) Columbus, Ohio— CP to

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, 0. C
Sterling 3626

change ERP from 53 kw to 100 kw, ai
height from 430 ft. to 331 ft. and chan
ant. system.
Modification of CP
WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.— M(
CP, as mod., new TV station to chan
power from 1 kw
2vis.kw trans,
etc. rated
TV— Ch. 3
WAVE Louisville, Ky.— CP to chan
from Ch. 5 (76-82 mc) ERP 7 kw v
3.5 kw aur. to Ch. 3 (60-66 mc) El
100 kw vis. 50 kw aur., ant. 526 ft. e
TV — Ch. 13
WAAM (TV) Baltimore, Md. — CP j
change
ERP vis.
from1.4526 kw
kw aur.,
vis. 14ant..
kw a-II
to
ft. 2.9
etc. kw
License Renewal
Following stations request license i
newal: WAGF Dothan, Ala.; KY
Fresno, Calif.; KFOX Long Bea
Calif.; KMOD Modesto, Calif.; KT1
Taft,
WJHP Fla.;
Jacksonville,
WOBS Calif.;
Jacksonville,
WTMC OcaFl
Fla.; WTJH East Point, Ga.; WG
Evansville, Ind.; KXGI Ft. Madisi
Iowa; WNGO Mayfield, Ky.; KV
Lafayette, La.; WKMH Dearborn, Mic
KGVO Missoula, Mont.; KOIL Omal
Neb.; York,
KOLT N.Scottsbluff.
WE1
New
Y.; WVETNeb.;
Rochest
N. Y.; WTIK Durham. N. C; WS
Salisbury, N. C; WDOK Clevelai
Ohio; KWSH Seminole, Okla.; WII
Erie Pa.; WDKD Kingstree, S.
WDXI Jackson, Tenn.; WMAK Nas
ville, Tenn.; KIOX Bay City, Tei
KINE Kingsville, Tex.; KCOR San A
tonio, Tex.; KPOW Powell, Wyo.: KV
Rock
Mass. Springs, Wyo.; WLYN-FM Lyi
APPLICATION RETURNED
KRLC Lewiston,
Idaho—
RETURN]"
application
for license
renewal.
August 21 Decisions . . .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
WIKC Bogalusa, La. — Granted pe
tion for dismissal without prejudice
application for CP.
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Granted petiti
for acceptance of late appearance
proceeding upon application for CP.
Decatur,of 111.—
forWDZ
extension
timeGranted
to Sept.petiti
20
which to file exceptions to initial de
sion re application for mod. CP a
that of Afro-American Bcstg. Systi
Inc., Hopkins Park, 111. for CP.
Willamette Bcstg. Corp., Eugene. O
and Coast Fork Bcstg. Co., Cotta
Grove, Ore. — Granted petition of W:
lamette for dismissal without prejud
of application;
Commission's
motion,
removed onfrom
hearing doclo1
application of Coast Fork Bcstg. Co.
Chief, for
Broadcast
Bureau
— Granl
petition
extension
of time
to At
27 in which to file exceptions to init
decision re application of The Coi
House Bcstg. Co., Washington Co)
House, Ohio.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnicl
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I. — Granl
petition for leave to amend applicati
by
modifying
engineering report
to :
elude
new measurements
of signal
WPAW in directions of WGAN a
CFNB
and requesting
that four-day
be waived
and immediate
action n
taken on petition.
WNPTforTuscaloosa,
Ala. — Granted
tition
leave to amend
applicati i
so as to request a station at Northpo
instead of Tuscaloosa, for waiver
Sec.
1.745 ofof Commission's
for removal
application, as rules,
amend'a
from
hearing docket.
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchis
WOKYfor Greenfield,
Granted in j:
tition
continuanceWis.—
of hearing
application from Aug. 20 to Oct.

DIRECTORY
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MONITORING COMPANl
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service for
over phone
IS yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Me
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JANSKY & BAILEY
:xecutiva Offices
National Press Building
offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
ADams 2414
rashington, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
^t>.
JACKSON 5302
: O. BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.

■'WS.3 I

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
(fa e
!! MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
IN J
E . C . PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.
■

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Mcintosh & Inglis
710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

:
r

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984
AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

KEAR

& KENNEDY

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 4-8721
P. O. BOX 32
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profetsional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive ItSO — Executive 6851
(Niehta-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast, Communication
and Television Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 6-1620

APPLICATION RETURNED
WSMB
New Orleans, La. — RETURNED application for license renewal.

TV— Ch. 2

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

■
LYNNE

A 43-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

August 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
newKWCB
AM Searcy,
station. Ark. — License for CP
WBCA for(FM)
N. Y. —in
License
CP Schenectady,
authorizing changes
FM station.
(FM)FM Norfolk,
forWRVC
CP new
station. Va. — License
AM— 920 kc
KGAL Lebanon, Ore. — RESUBMITTED application for CP to change from
930 kc 1 kw D to 920 kc 1 kw unl.
DA-DN.
Modification of CP
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. — Mod. CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.
Long Island,
N. Y.— Mod.of
CPWFSS
new (FM)
FM station
for extension
completion date.
FM — 98.1 mc
KOZY
(FM)
City, etc.S. D.— CP
to change ERP Rapid
to 25 kw,
License Renewal
Following
license
renewal: KVSFstations
Santa request
Fe, N. M.;
KRHD
Duncan, Okla.; WDEM Providence, R. I.

i Washington.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WOL Washington, D. C. — Granted
etition for continuance of hearing in
roceeding upon application from Aug.
9 to Oct. 30 in Washington.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. — Granted
etition for continuance of hearing re
p application from Aug. 22, to a date
J be fixed by subsequent order.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith
KCNI Broken Bow, Neb. — Granted
lotion for continuance of hearing re
fc application and that of Grand
sland Bcstg. Co.. Grand Island, Neb.
rom Aug. 23 to Oct. 1 in Washington.
1
IRO ADCASTING
• Telecasting

August 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KMPC Los Angeles — Mod. CP, as
mod., siontoof completion
increase power
date. etc. for extenWDMJ Marquette, Mich.— Mod. CP,
as mod., to change frequency etc. for
extension of completion date.
WVOW Logan, W. Va.— Mod. CP. as
mod., new AM station for extension of
completion date.
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah— Mod.
CP new TV station to change ERP from
3.7 kw vis. 2.3 kw aur. to 50 kw vis.
25 kw aur. etc.
AM— 1340 kc
KSPO Spokane, Wash. — CP to change
from 1230 kc to 1340 kc.
Modification of CP
WPTL (FM) Providence, R. I.— Mod.
license to change ERP from 2.9 kw to
3.19 kw.

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Detroit, Mich.
— CP ERP
newTVWJBK-TV
station AMENDED
to change
from 100 kw vis. 50 kw aur. to 3 kw
vis. 1.5 kw aur.
TV—etc.Ch. 4
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah— CP
new TV station AMENDED to change
ERP from 3.7 kw vis. 2.3 kw aur. to
3.03 kw vis. 1.9 kw aur. etc.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WFMH East Cullman, Ala.;
KTYL Mesa, Ariz.; KFKA Greeley,
Col.; KUBC Montrose. Calif.; WNLK
Norwalk, Conn.; KLWN Lawrence,
Kan.; WGVM Greenville, Miss.; WRJW
Picayune. Miss.; WONW Defiance, Ohio:
WTIL Mayaguez, P. R.: WJAY Mullins,
S. C; KIHO Sioux Falls. S. D.; WNAH
Nashville, Tenn.; KWHI Brenham, Tex.:
KXYZ Houston, Tex.; KNAK Salt Lake
City,
Utah; Dubuque,
WINA Charlottesville.
Va.;
KDTH-FM
Iowa; WTRI (FM)
Troy, N. Y.; WTRF-FM Bellaire, Ohio.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KOOK Billings, Mont. — RETURNED
application for relinquishment of control permitee corporation.
(Continued on page 92)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10<J per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25# per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Bioadcastihg expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Salesman
Salesman for local accounts. Draw and
commission. Texas station. Box 623K,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager thoroughly experienced,
proven producer, ready to mix in community life, needed for immediate
opening at progressive Florida major
network affiliate. Right figure for right
man with starting account list. Send
full details, compensation requirements,
documented references air mail to Box
668K. BROADCASTING.
Experienced salesman for key spot in
expanding California operation. Prefer
man with ground.
program
backGuaranteeddepartment
minimum salary
plus commission. Submit full history,
photo, references. Box 697K, BROADCASTING^
Salesman with car. Rocky Mountain
ABC affiliate, promotional, stable station. Permanent. Excellent opportunity. Send snapshot with full details
in first letter to Box 758K, BROADCASTING.
Time salesman. Salary plus commission. Good market. KFRO, Longview,
Texas.
Salesmen: 1000 watt independent. Single station market 14,000 population.
Will guarantee up to $400 month plus
commission for right man. Needed immediately. Write Bud Weir, KJCK,
Junction City, Kansas.
Salesman-announcer wanted for independent station. Good proposition
for right man. Send disc, full details,
first letter to R. L. Fowler, WGAT,
lltica, N. Y.
Salesman wanted by progressive New
England radio station. Guaranteed
salary to start. Commission. Write
Manager, WIDE, Biddeford, Maine.
Salesman wanted — 1 kw. Independent
station. $70.00 draw, 15% commission.
Write or call WKRT, Cortland, N. Y.
Experienced salesman not afraid of
tough competition. Progressive 1000
watt independent. Draw against 15%
commission. Write, wire or call Buddy
E. Starcher, WMBM, Miami Beach. Fla.
I have requests for good salesmen
from stations throughout the U. S. A.
If you have a good personal and sales
record and wish to advance yourself,
send complete information and photo
to the Fred A. Palmer Co., Worthington, Ohio.
Announcers
Wanted. Two announcers for northern
Michigan station. At least one year
experience. Send letter, disc and starting salary requirement.
Box 503K,
BROADCASTING.
Eastern New York station expanding
staff, needs disc jockey-news reporter.
Must be versatile. Box 560K, BROADCASTING^
Opening in Minnesota station for announcer interested in selling time.
Must have car. Good deal for right
man. Box 701K, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer.
Schoolwith
graduates
considered. Send disc
more than
news. Flexibility foremost requirement. Letter and recent snapshot. Box
703K, BROADCASTING.
Southern 1 kw. Liberty affiliate, Community of 30.000 wants staff man who
can read. Probably $50. Photo must
accompany disc or tape including news,
soot samples. Box 734K, BROADCASTING^
Network station in progressive southern town wants morning man with first
phone. 50 hours. $75.00 plus sales commis ion if he wants to employ himself
afternoons. Address Box 754K, BROADCASTING^
Immediate onening for combination announcer-engine r with Rocky Mountain
network affiliate. Ideal working conditions, station splendidly equipped.
Permanent position. Wonderful climate
and outdoor
genial staff. paradise.
Send full Small
details butto conBox
755K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
High hourly pay, plenty of overtime and
talent for good combination man for
progressive Arkansas ABC affiliate.
Also need top small market salesman
who can announce to take charge of
two remote
studios
on 25%andcommission with bonus,
guarantee
draw.
Good man can earn above $150.00
weeklv. Wire reply. Box 756K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman with car. Wyoming ABC affiliate. Picture and disc
required with application letter giving
all information. Write Box 759K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for early
morning shift, who can really put across
early morning programs. Hours of work
will average around 44 hours weekly.
This is an excellent opportunity for the
right man.
dependent
entirely uponSalary
ability.is Radio
Station
KBRL, Box 342, McCook, Nebraska.
Immediate opening for staff announcer,
KBWD, Brownwood, Texas.
Announcer-engineer, combination man
for a progressive network station in
one
most ideal
communities.
Send ofallTexas'
information,
recent
snapshot
and disc. KHIT. Lampasas.
Announcer-engineer. Starting salary
$70.00 week with increases to follow
determined
ability. Send
Salesman also bywanted.
KLIC,disc.Monroe,
Louisiana, dial 3-4617.
Immediatenounceropening,
experiencdticket,
anwith first telephone
$280 per month start. Elk hunting
sports area. Air mail photo and disc
KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Network station wants combination
announcer-engineer. Emphasis on announcing. Must hold first class ticket.
Wire or air mail complete details of
experience and minimum acceptable
starting salary. Advancement definitely
promised for right man. Ted Nelson,
KVER, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Fulltime network affiliate has immediate opening for ambitious, sober
staff announcer. Salary commensurate
with ability and experience. Send audition, references, qualifications first
letter. Ticket an asset but not required.
KXAR, Hope, Arkansas.
Wanted: announcer from North or South
Carolina or Virginia for regular staff
announcing to start around first of
September.
maker, WGTM,Contact
Wilson, Allen
N. C. WannaWanted by southeastern network affiliate. Capable announcer for news and
general staff duties. No floaters. Attractive
andAnniston,
ideal working
ditions.salaryWHMA,
Alabama.conAnnouncer with first class license, will
consider inexperienced man having
training and ability. WIKC, Bogalusa,
Louisiana.
Experienced staff announcer, for successful independent. Must have friendly delivery and ability to deliver punch
copy. Send full details, including
salary requirements and audition disc
to J. Sill, WMIL, Milwaukee.
Announcer-engineer combo wanted.
WMTE, Manistee, Michigan. New station, goodPowell.
hours, good pay. Write or
call Jack
Farm director. Conversational style.
Farm background. $75-$90 weekly depending on man. Send audition, photo,
letter, WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga.. Phone 921.
Announcer-engineer, 1st class license.
Good starting salary depending experience _and ability. Excellent future.
Rush tape or disc and details to Wm.
Carman, Alvarado Best. Co., Albuquerque, N. M.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer. 1st
experience
unnecessary. ticket,
State minimum
salary and
all other details in letter. Box 704K,
BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for one engine r-an ouncer and one Wonderful
engineer.
Both first class tickets.
working conditions. Health insurance,
vacation, opportunity for advancement.
Friendly little western town in the
Indian country. Only conscientious
steady men answer. Experience not
necessary but would help a lot. O yes,
durn good
Sendletter.
references,
tion, etc., pay.
in first
Box audi710K,
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, mid-September
opening. perience
Must unnecessary
have first
Exbut phone.
prefer man
with amateur or servicing background.
Box 715K, BROADCASTING.
First class operator in upstate New
York. Good wages. Write Box 729K,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer first
class. Experience not necessary. Starting salary $58.50, 48 hours. Box 738K,
BROADCASTING.
Overseas — Broadcast engineer with
managerial experience. Must speak
and write fluent Portuguese. Excellent
salary renewable
plus subsistence
Oneyear
contractallowance.
with private
firm. Box 742K, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for combination
operator-announcer
first classGoodlicense. Audition disc with
is required.
salary in western network affiliate. Box
753K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, any combination of engineer,
announcer, script writer and salesman,
KCNI, Broken Bow, Nebr.
Everybody leaves this station, eventuala betterWe job.
because we
teachly, forradio.
need That's
two combination
engineers - announcers. $60.00 weekly
plus
hospitalization.
45 job.
hours KDRS,
in a
community
broadcasting
Paragould, Ark.
Engineer or combo. 1000 watt independent. Will pay up to $350 a month
for right man. Needed immediately.
Write
Bud
Weir, KJCK, Junction City,
Kansas.
Chief engineer, at least three years experience, some announcing. Good paying position for person willing accept
responsibility. Send complete details,
references,
Creston, Iowa.photo. Manager, KSIB,
Engineer, first class license. Immediate
opening. WEAV, Plattsburg, N. Y.
Southeastern network station wants experienced first class operator with car,
capable of maintenance and recording
as well as transmitter watch. Computation not swollen by long hours. 40 hour
week with time-and-a-half for occasional overtime. Permanent job replacing man gone to TV after five years
our staff. Write, wire or phone Bill
Atkinson, WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.
Need engineer now. Prefer combinationville,
man.Georgia.
Permanent. WGGA, GainesImmediate opening for Experienced
engineer with first class ticket. Contact Allen B. Jones, Radio Station
WGNI, Wilmington, N. C.
Engineer,
first classBasic
license.
ence not necessary.
ABC Experistation,
central New York state. Contact T. L.
Brown, WGVA, Geneva, New York.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening for first class ticl
at FM station. Experience not nec
sary,
Olean, but
New car
York.required. WHDL-B
Five kilowatt network station wa:
engineer with first class license
studio-transmitter watch. Some tc
recording and maintenance. 40-hc
6-dayessential.
week. Experience
not necessa
car
Contact Frank
A. Jen
Radio Station WJMX, Florence, Soi
Carolina.
Transmitter engineer with car want
Regional ABC station. Contact Har
White, WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin
Combination man wanted, first el.
ticket
required,
perience.
Sober, some
reliable,announcing
steady woi <■
ers needed, no drifters. Contact
Damron, WPKE. Pikeville, Kentucl
All applicants considered.
Wanted — transmitter operator for lo
MutualKy.station. $55 for 44 hours. Ra
ville.
to $60 if satisfactory. WSIP, Pain
Production-Programming , Othe
News director, able to take full chai
of a live wire news room in a leadi
5000 watt, north-central network af
iate. Must be a topflight newscast
thoroughly experienced in local repo
ing,
and beReply
able . '
directediting
other wire
news copy
personnel.
confidence, giving detailed previc
experience, salaries, when availal
and
small photograph. B'
413K, attach
BROADCASTING.
Woman
Southwest.
Se'
audition copywriter.
disc, copy and
recent pho
Box 672K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced secretary - copywrit'i
Western Pennsylvania independe !
Position opening in September. PleE
send full details, photo, copy samp!:
and salary required. Box 673K, BROA
CASTING.
Creative commercial writer (male
female)
with emphasis
on TV/rac
ideas. Qualified
to head TV/radio
wr^ 1
Send group
background
ing
for 4A material,
St. Louissalary
agenc'e
pected. Box 757K, BROADCASTING
5000-watt ABC station desires expe:;
enced traffic manager. Excellent futu.;
for right person. Address ProgrE
Manager, WGH, Norfolk, Virginia. ,
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Experienced
former adminil
NAB c 1
ficial,
twenty executive,
years operating,
trative and legal background, past nil
years in Washington, available f[
capitaltravel.
connection
or assignment,
lirited
Own Chevy
Chase homi
extensive civic, club and governme
affiliations. Present connection, $25,0per
year,
now Will
requires
too longless.
absent
ING.
from
home.
consider
C;
make change on thirty to sixty da
notice. Write Box 556K, BROADCAST I
Commercial manager of top 5000 we
station wants permanent sales oppo
tunity in NYC market this fall. E:
ceptional record in sales and manag.l
ment. Married, college graduate, ve.
eran. Present owners know of this a.
If
interested,
don't put this off. Be
650K,
BROADCASTING.
Station or sales manager availabl
Thorough knowledge of all static
operations. Long experience, efficie)
management, sales and public relation |
College
extreme)
reliable. graduate,
Box 680K, family,
BROADCASTIN
Manager-salesman, prefer southwes
15 years sales, promotion, both rad:
newspaper.
Now employed
commerci;a;
manager,
Mutual
outlet. Married,
ING.
gressive,
civic minded, college gradi
ate. Know management, personnc
promotion. Box 718K, BROADCAST
Want the best manager available? Lev
headed program
manager
knows the director-commerci
business. Requin
authority, permanency, living wag
Present employer approves. Repln
answered. Box 732K. BROADCASTINC
Sales manager, very successful recoi
with good midwest stations. Best refei
ences. Valid reason for change. Bo
761K, BROADCASTING.

i

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
iyng for a real opportunity with
Dn, agency or rep. Job must have
rv of activity. 22 years radio, news|r, public relations, advertising. 18
h all phases of broadcasting, nett production; overall programming.
Outstanding record in publicity,
lotion
for 1 radio-TV
of nation's
biggest,
successful
operations,
ion owners: even though you've
],
in radiois for
years, iforyou
ousiness
a plaything,
thatthink
you
bperate as you did 10 — or even 5—
■=720K,
ago. please
don't answer this ad!
BROADCASTING.
manage. are
t-salesfamily
on man
stationdesires
in Carolinas.
:gia or Florida. 10 years experience
good record. Hard worker and
:ir. Employed but desire change
personal
reasons. Box 751K,
ADCASTING.
ager small radio station desires
-: nge, southern Oregon, northern
3< ;tornia or Arizona preferred. Any
'^ition
paying livingTwo
wageweeks
and offeradvancement.
trial
■ ibl° during cominq vacation. Box
iHlSf, BROADCASTING.
ager-sales manager, 20 years newser-radio management, sales, proexperience. Macontinuity
,Tnming,
: ; , minded,
responsible,
aggressive.
excellent
record. CommuFamily
. college graduate. Desire change
llent
personal
reasons.
Now
emed sales manager, KOEL, 500 watt
•rty affiliate, Oelwein, Iowa. Go
vhere,
interview. opening
Salarymission available
basis. Experience
e stations. Gene Callahan, 37 SecAvenue, S. E., Oelwein, Iowa,
ne 8441J.
Salesmen
A ; ;en years NBC sales, local, spot netla*, excellent record, best references,
irently emoloyed. Considering leav1 New York City for anywhere in
Is. Box 744K, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
College grad., 25, seeks first announcing job, anynouncing,
location.
in ancopywriting,Courses
newswriting.
Short on experience, long on talent,
ideas. Disc, photo. Box 699K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Writing and musical ability. Seeks position with progressive
station. Box 700K, BROADCASTING.
Presently employed by one of Cincintop stations.
DJ andnati'snews
shows.Plenty
Capableof straight,
DJ, like
early morning.
4
years
— married.
Consider anywhere, answer
all replies.
Available September. Box 705K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Play-by-play hockey and
baseball, also special events and news.
Comedy morning or evening show. 4
years Canadian radio. Have visa. Now
staffing at a dead-end. Want position
with
ING. future. Box 708K, BROADCASTAnnouncer-newscaster-disc jockey. Inexperienced. Recent Radio City graduate. Trained all phases. Ambitious,
seeks
opportunity.
Box 709K, BROADCASTING.
All-round announcer. Best on news.
Three and one-half years experience.
Box 719K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
announcer-engineer,
heavy
on news, classics
and commercials.
Presently terestedemployed
at
kilowatt.
in any good proposition Inon
the west coast. Home is there. Write
Box 721K, BROADCASTING.
3 years experience. Most phases. Net
independent. Carolinas preferred.
Salary
ING. open. Box 728K, BROADCASTAnnouncer, one year experience, folk,
popular, disc jockey, news, operate
board. South or west. Box 730K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, former reservist
returned to permanent civilian duty
desires position as combo man or engineer in New England area. One year
experience, 1st phone, draft exempt.
Box 737K, BROADCASTING.
Twenty seven, family man, deep voice
and strong on news. Box 739K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, would like position with
progressive station in midwest. Now
working for station in large metropolitan area. Five years experience in all
phases of broadcasting. Deep mature
voice. Married, one child, draft exempt.
Age 30. Box 740K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, copywriter.
Work board. Specialty: news, classics.
Sixty minimum. Box 743K, BROADCASTING.

.'-by-play football, basketball, base1 Five years experience. Never
.aout sponsor, seek sports station.
1 st in programming, production, an•ncing. Box 551K, BROADCASTING.
-**rienced sportscaster, available on
W ' weeks notice to station now em- ed.basketball,
Desiringbaseball.
position Three
to do years
footerience. Married vet with university
-ee.st.Will
audition
rePlease send
include
terms.tape
Box on567K,
0 ADCASTING.
rts announcer, 52 months extensive
-by-play experience, handling more
i 1000 events, including Big Ten
pro basketball, prep football,
ee-I league baseball. Golden Gloves
pro boxing. Married, 28, draft ex•t, seeking better market. If you do
•-round
play-by-play,
)ne sincerely
wrappedgiveup a inlisten
his
k.
Employed.
Box 576K, BROAD iTTNG.
■iing job as announcer — Negro.
ned Radio City, college background.
ng on DJ, commercials, news. Clean
pleasing
voice,available.
can writeBox
commereopy. Disc
598K,
3 ADCASTING.
louncer. Five years all phases. Now
$80. Box 604K, BROADCASTING.
- icrtscaster:
Play-by-play
Big Ten
o basketball
and football,
classandA
sball; college trained; presently emfed 1000 watt station sports director,
:ars experience, married. Box 620K,
3 ADCASTING.
terienced announcer-engineer-salesi. Desire permanent position with
ature at aggressive station. Family,
Box 675K, BROADCASTING.
tilable Sept. 1. Announcer, four
frs experience. General staff, baseand football, special events, former
gram director and promotional mantr. Operate board, draft exempt,
Tied. Box 679K, BROADCASTING.
etter than average announcer seeks
:er than average job. Box 691K,
3ADCASTTNG.

Here's a radio man who wants to stay
a radio man! Have you a morning
show for an experienced morning man?
Married. Draft exempt. Friendly in
style. Strong on news. Convincing on
commercials. Announcing seven years.
Currently earning ninety. Need month
notice. Box 749K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, flair for programming, production, seven years experience, family,
college, ADC
permanency.
Box 760K,
BRO
ASTING.
Announcer: Experienced, 3V2 years,
prefer disc mercials.
jockey,
news middle
comSingle, 25,alsoprefer
west. Tape on request. State salary.
Box 762K, BROADCASTING.
Available September. Three years experience major market
indie,heavy
announcer-operator, news, sports,
on DJ. Vet, 25, married, college grad,
draft exempt. Excellent references.
Desire position progressive station.
Box 764K BROADCASTING.
Attention PDs: Announcer, graduate
School Radio Technique. Married,
draft exempt. Familiar all phases radio, TV. Topnotch news, DJ. Prefer
midwest but will travel. Write, wire,
call collect: David Alter, 4147 Archer
Ave., Chicago, LAfayette 3-1151.
Announcing team. Also write, produce,
direct. Work best together. DJ, sports,
news, comedy. Write Ellis & Sweeney,
Room York
253, City.
NBC, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New

louncer, single, draft exempt, col| graduate.
Operates Available
console, imex|ience
in all phases.
|liately. Disc, photo. Box 693K,
~ ADCASTING.

Announcer-copywriter. Ambitious. Degree in speech. Limited experience.
26, vet., draft exempt, control board.
Steven Gray, c/o Graff, 725 F.. D. R.
Drive, New York 9, N. Y. OR. 7-8693.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer-salesman: Responsible, fully
trained S. R. T. Radio-TV graduate.
Capable of any job in radio or TV, desires first break either medium. Ambitious, reliable, 24, vet, good appearance, car, will travel. Highest references. Eli Shabott, 1935-64th Street,
Brooklyn 4, N. Y., Cloverdale 6-5653.
Announcer, advertising experience.
Graduate leading radio school. Draft
exempt. Single, 24. Best references.
Mel Wayne,
North SPaulding
Springfield 2-9663.
Avenue, Chicago.1257Phone
Technical
Engineer, degree, license, 15 years experience chief, combo. Box 652K,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first class, 3% years experience AM, FM, draft exempt, married,
wants permanent position in northeast.
Can be available October 1. Box 690K,
BROADCASTING.
Drifters
your 3 distress?
heldchange
present position
years, but I've
desire
for advancement. iY2 years AM transmitter thru 5 kilowatts directional. Remotes, recording, maintenance. Southeast,
§75 minimum. Boxpreferably
694K,mountains.
BROADCASTING.
First phone, 13 months engineer, draft
bait, had no announcing, would like to
try, no disc, prefer studio, be married.
Box 695K, BROADCASTING.
First phone operator wishes location
in California. Married, car, veteran.
15 years in radio maintenance. Ambitious. Permanency desired. Now em.
ployed. Box 696K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief engineer desires
chief of small station or engineer in
larger station.
Prefer states.
Kentucky,
Tennessee or bordering
Married,
family. Box 702K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer would like to
make change in near future. Nine
months experience. Rsferences. Box
725K, BROADCASTING.
First class licensed engineer for combo
position.
Draft toexempt.
uate, willing
travel.Recent
Box grad727K,
BROADCASTING.
Good voice quality. First phone, strong
on commercials, minimum $65.00
weekly. Box 303, McCook, Nebraska,
or phone 1055W.
1st class operator. Excellent technician with experience and car. Avail23002.
able September 7 plus travel to anywhere. Box 695, Butler, Penna. Phone
Production-Programming, Others
Male copywriter, traffic, experienced,
want to settle down with aggressive
station. Good background, samples,
data. Box 692K, BROADCASTING.

1— RCA
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Newsman who does a conscientious job
in gathering, writing and newscasting.
Want to be granted a chance to prove
that I've got talent that would be a
credit to any station! 26-year-old, unmarried, infantry veteran and a university graduate
who are
majored
radiojournalism.
My feet
on the inground,
my
judgment Prefer
is good toandvisit
I'm currently
employed.
you, but
will
sendST
all information
if you could
CA
ING.
use a topnotch man. Box 706K, BROADI'm young, hard working, draft exempt, experienced
copywriter. Want
I
N
G
copywriting
job.
Will.
send sample copy
on request. Box 717K, BROADCASTNewscaster looking for a station that
airs
well-written
copy. I writing
can do
a first
class job news
at gathering,
with clarity and simplicity and news
announcing. If you need a capable
and interview
enthusiasticor newsman,
I'll travel
for
send details.
Offer
must be $80 weekly to start. Currently
employed. Box 707K, BROADCASTING.
I am a radio man, writ" and produce
selling shows.
7 years
tvnes of programs, can double
in anyall capacity.
Top
staff man. Top references, available
now. Box 731K, BROADCASTING.
I can make you the top station. PD,
1 kw net, wants more opportunity,
present employer approves. Must have
authority,
permanency,
prospects. good
Inquiriespay,
answered.
Box 733K,
BROADCASTING.
■
Program director, experienced in all
phases of writing, producing, selling.
Net and indies. Sober, reliable, versatile, top hillbilly DJ morning man,
sports. Family man. Desires change
due
to school conditions. Available
CASTING^
two weeks notice. Box 736K, BROADCapable woman commentator experienced in program, selling, public relations, broadcasting. Has sold successand local
Prefersfullywestnational
but will
discussaccounts.
any location.
Box 746K, BROADCASTING.
Program director, copywriter, sports
and news announcer. Desire change,
preferlegemidwest.
ExcellentFamily.
voice, Will
colgraduate. Veteran.
CASTING^
appear in scientious
person.
Emnloved.
Conworker. Box 750K, BROADYoung woman,
single,desires
experienced
ceptionist and typist,
position re-in
continuity, traffic, or as receptionist
and organist with progressive radio station. In addition to my office experience and ability, I am an experienced
entertainer, accomplished organist and
pianist. Have my own Hammond organ
available with my services. My programsAvailable
will buildnow.yourAll listening
audience.
suitable offers
given serious consideration. Write Box
763K, BROADCASTING.

10B transmitter.

Co. "Cloverleaf"

1 — Workshop

Ant.

Assoc. FMT-1
f —
1— Hewlett-Packard 335B
Modulation

Ant.

and Freq. Mon

10 kw amp, "Cloverleaf" Ant.
new, other equip.— 1500 hours.
CONTACT:
WHB
Kansas City, Mo.
Att: Chief

Eng.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Radio-TV program production assistant.
24, college, degree, agency background.
Box 716K, BROADCASTING.
News editor. Three years experience
writing own world, local, sports shows.
Experienced local coverage, special
events, nalism
play-by-play.
radioveteran
jourNorthwestern. MS
Marine
— 25. Fletcher Latta. Phi Gamma Delta,
NU, Evanston. 111.
Television
Salesmen
Executive type salesman, middle aged,
successful in newspaper, radio and
theatre screen advertising-selling, desires to affiliate with television station,
selling television time on commission
basis. Box 726K. BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
An nonncers
Attention owners of television stations.
What is your offer for a clean humorist
comparable to Arthur Godfrey? Can
prove mv statement! Box 745K,
BROADCASTING O TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
TV newsreel camerman available for
studio or newsreel assignment. Box
724K. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Established (1000 watt) daytime station
in rapidly developing area in central
Massachusetts. Owner has other interests which demand his attention. Priced
right to sell. Box 483K, BROADCASTING.
30% return, eastern y4 kw, TV fringe
single station market, no strong paper,
$125,000. Box 712K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
For sale or trade, channel two or three
bay bat wing antenna type TF-3A will
sell or trade for channel three five bay
bat wing antenna. Immediate delivery.
Box 398K, BROADCASTING.
Raytheon RA-250 transmitter, like new
condition. 2 sets tubes, 2 crystals —
holders. 1400 kc. Crated, $2,000.00 cash.
Box 526K, BROADCASTING.
Rel. 10 kw FM transmitter. Includes
driver unit power supply and amplifier.
Perfect condition. Never been used.
Make best offer. This is a real bargain! Box 698K, BROADCASTING.
Reverberation time meter, like new
condition. Priced at $185.00 for quick
sale. Box 714K. BROADCASTING.
For sale, 10 kw FM transmitter, RCA
type BTF 10B, 3 years old with only
12,000 actual operating hours. Excellent condition. Available on as-is basis.
$20,000. Price includes some spare parts
and required number of spare tubes.
Also at substantially reduced price, all
necessary auxiliary FM transmitting
items, including antenna, transmission
line and frequency and modulation
monitor. Operating frequency 96.5 mc.
Contact Box 748K, BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Three complete RMC reproducer
groups, with universal heads, extra
head included all for $100.00. Also
Brushlenttape
recorder,
BK 403,Write
in excelcondition,
also $100.00.
Box
741K. BROADCASTING.
For sale, Gates 250A, 250 watt transmitter with 1490 kcs crystals. Contact
Eli Daniels, KDSJ, Deadwood, So.
Dakota.
Webster wire recorder, complete with
six spools. Good condition. Excellent
for interviews, only $50.00. Station
WLOW, Norfolk, Virginia.
General condition.
Radio RF Reasonable,
bridge type W.
916-A.
Perfect
D.
Powers,
429
E.
20
St.,
Anniston,
Alabama.
Wanted To Buy
Stations
Two experienced broadcasters will pay
up
to $80,000
profitable
network
station
west or cash
southwest.
Confidential.
Box 711K, BROADCASTING.
Owner-operator will purchase regional
or local network station. West, southwest preferred. Box 713K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Used
Preferfour-bay
Andrews side-mount
or Collins. FMWireantenna.
KITE,
San Antonio, specify frequency.
Wanted to buy Gates SA 40 console in
good condition. Contact Chief Engineer, WCMW, Canton, Ohio.
Am constructing one kw station. Need
all equipment, write Rose M. Kirby,
WROS, Scottsboro, Alabama.
Wanted: Equipment. Antenna tuning
unit, less
meters, feeding
for 920 K.intoC. series
one kilowatt transmitter
fed
antenna.
WWWR,
Russellville,
Alabama.
Complete FM 3 kw outfit less tower. J.
I. Sims. Orangeburg, S. C.
Miscellaneous
Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley,
Western Electric, RCA holders, etc.;
fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson
Electronic
Co., Temple, Texas, phone
3-3901.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
ISFUTURE
YOUR STATION'S
SECURE?
Save as much as $10,000 on operational costs! Creator of new, stationtested, mechanical radio operation,
looking
ment. for tough managerial assignWRITE FOR $UCCE$$ STORY TODAY!
Box 723K, BROADCASTING

SINGLE
STATION
MARKET
OPPORTUNITY
$80,000.00
The only station in a very attractive midwest city of more than
30,000 having retail sales in excess of $40,000,000.00. Excellent equipment, good installation, well programmed with large
listening audience.
This is an outstanding opportunity for one or two good partners
who can qualify and make a down payment of $30,000.00.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Harold R. Murphy
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Delaware 7-2755-6
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterline 4341-2
Page 90
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Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers

Wanted to Buy
Equipment etc.
To Buy
WANTED

MORNING DISKER
Well-known in East Coast trade
circles . . . successful in highly
kets.
competitive
metropolitan marWANTS
Morning show and Production
Directorship of medium Indie
in West. I want relatively free
hand and small budget to develop and sell commerciallysound ideas. Offer must match
my presentarea.
#10,000
cost-index
Write inor highwire
Box 722K, BROADCASTING.

LANGEVIN TYPE 119-i
PROGAR Audio Ampli
fier. Must be in goo<
shape with all tubes
Write Care of Chief En
gineer, Radio Statioi
WCHS, Charleston 24, W
Va. giving price and al
details.

Help Wanted
Announcers

Employment Service

DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING
For Sale
Stations

QNLY
STATION
in 12,000.
western
industrial
town of
Out of town owners have too
many interests. Good opportunity at $40,000, part cash,
balance monthly.
Box 735K, BROADCASTING

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing commercial
qualified, experienced
agers,
managers, man
pro
gram directors, chief engineers an<
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited froi
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazier
TV
&
Radio
Management
726 Bond Bldg.,
WashingtonConsultant
5, D. C
Schools

SRT-Radio
AMERICA'S OLDEST BROADCASTING SCHOOL
Intensive full or pari time
COURSES
ANNOUNCING • ACTING
SCRIPT WRITING • ADVERTISING
Outstanding faculty of
Network Professionals
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
Small Classes
Approved
Veterans
Write lor forProspectus
School of Radio Technique
RKO Bldg., Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.
228 South Wcbosh Ave., Chicago 4, Illinois

Equipment etc.

One GE
STL — in satisfactory opefor
sale
ration for two years over span of
thirty-two miles.
BT-9-A 10 watt transmitter, complete with tubes and two crystals,
940.5 megs.
One BR-5-A receiver, complete
with tubes and two crystals, including FA-38-A panel.
Two 6 foot parabolic reflectors and
fittings. antennae, brackets and
Dipole
200 foot RG-18-U cable in two
lengths with BOX
fittings.616K,
BROADCASTING
TOWER FOR SALE:
Erected 411 ft. self-supporting
Truscon Type D 30 tower. Designed to resist 30 pound wind
pressure in accordance with
specifications of Radio-Television
Manufacturers Association.
Tower located near District of
Columbia. Can be dismantled or
sold with %y2 acres of ground.
Box 747K, BROADCASTING.

Lou Webb
FUNERAL services were condi
ed Friday morning in Chicago
Lou Webb, 51, staff organist
NBC Chicago for the past 13 ye
who died Tuesday at work as ,
result of a heart attack. He star
on his own program of organ mi
on NBC many years, and was he
on many shows, including Vic
Sade, Road of Life and Hawh
Falls, Pop. 6200. Mr. Webb opera
his own College of Modern Mi
in Chicago, and remained as
rector of the organ school al
the college was purchased by
Midwestern Conservatory of Mu
Surviving are his widow, Bertha
son, and a daughter.

DETAILED study has been made
Canadian Assn of Broadcasters
facilities of member stations regf
ing
eq>
ment.playback
Survey and
coversrecording
every type
recording facility at each station
what mobile equipment is availab
BROADCASTING
• Telecast!

Rate Cut Resentment
(Continued from page 23)
'tive members, the association
|iould do something, Mr. Allen
lid. Mr. Fellows replied that since
5 had been asked for counsel, he
■It the association should not call
BC names but might act on a
ore general type of resolution.
"It's time to educate the networks on the value of radio adprtising," Mr. Brown said. "I feel
jjexshould take action. Anything
Jkat cheapens radio cheapens all
Rations. The purpose of an associ- AROUND luncheon table at Roanoke BMI Clinic (I to r): Richmond; Ted Austin, WANT Richmond; Frank Spaulding, Geneva Martin, WCYB Bristol, Va.
tion should be to protect our in- Jack Weldon, WWOD Lynchburg; E. S. Whitlock, WRNL
•rests."
era in broadcasting that demands
Mr. Kobak drew applause when
described BMI's cm-rent public time is devoted to locally originated
serious, thoughtful at- relations program, including con- newscasts compared to 30% in
"? wound up the debate with the the careful,
cert music packets for recorded
metropolitan newspapers and 60%
tention of every man and woman
iminder that "It's been a long
who has made radio his profession, programs and the BMI contest to in small-city or rural papers.
;me since we had a president who
stimulate young American comor anticipates doing so.
mid talk our language."
Only 34% of the hundred staposers. He said the Virginia Assn.
tions taking part in the survey
The idea of using radio to sell
Plans to set up new headquarters
of
Broadcasters
board
had
recomhave fulltime newsmen. As to cost
idio, Mr. Fellows said in his
"welcome mat" facilities for use
mended adoption of the awards
of handling station - originated
-jrmal address, will be put into by members when they are in contest to its members.
Washington were described. It
newscasts, 45% said they cost rela1 aeration early next year. The plan
Robert K. Richards, NARTB
tively more than other types of
'ill be based on a series of 15- will provide phone and secreterial public affairs director, reported to
programs with 17% saying they
inute transcriptions. Each will service as well as hotel reservacost less and 38% about the same.
tions and other facilities. Mr. membership on "Y our New
>ntain a key talk or interview
NARTB." Using a black-magic
oout radio and feature top names
However, he pointed out that sponFellows urged members to make
board he charted all association
sored news accounts for 10% of
2 I, government, business and broadNARTB's offices their Washington
departmental activities in detail. revenue from local advertisers and
isting.
headquarters.
Referring to the relatively new Sta- 3% from regional advertisers.
a Placing the facts about radio
tion Dept., he said John F. HardKirby Asks Support
efore the people, records will bring
Breaking down station - origesty and William Treynor, director
bices of such officials as FCC
inated news by program lengths,
A
feature
of
the
Thursday
and
assistant
director,
had
called
hairman Wayne Coy, Sen. Edwin
this
study
showed that 5% are
on
630
members
in
226
cities
and
meeting was a plea for
>hnson (D-Col.), chairman of the afternoon
short headline programs, 36% five21
states
since
last
November.
NARTB
cooperation
in
the
defense
iterstate & Foreign Commerce
Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB gov- minute programs; 11%; 10-minute,
ommittee, and others of high effort. Col. Edward M. Kirby,
ernment relations director, called 47% 15-minute and 1% half -hour
heading
Army
radio-TV
activities,
;ature. At least one recording
on
all
broadcasters
to keep in close
asked
broadcasters
and
telecasters
\ ill be provided a month, at first,
touch with NARTB headquarters
programs. Local News
to
do
their
part
to
develop
respect
ned
on
use
for
i hey will be desig
on
national
and
local
government
for
the
uniform
and
take
part
in
Half of the stations said they
.
ns
iiatio and before local groups
activities for service- activities. He declared 57 bills have some locally originated newsEach record will have on the community
men at nearby bases. He gave a now pending in Congress directly
casts that contain nothing but local
averse side four or five announcebrief
analysis of the Korean crisis affect broadcasting. Five NARTB
news,
Mr. Richards said. In other
ments directed toward promotion
and the overall world situation. Lt. officials are now registered as cases local news is interspersed
I radio listening. Voices would
Dick Hodgson, radio-TV director lobbyists, he explained, including with national and international re3 those of top radio stars and of
the Marines, took part in the Justin Miller, board chairman and
ports. Of stations with a fulltime
idio officials along with agency
meeting.
rreneral counsel ; President Fel- news editor,
40% of editors report
nd advertiser speakers.
lows, himself; Vincent Wasilewski,
NARTB
headquarters
representato
the
program
director rather than
attorney, and Thad Brown, TV the station manager.
' Cost for the first year will be
tives who took part in the Roanoke
K4 for 12 releases.
director.
meeting included, besides President
The news program is the most
Jack Weldon, WWOD LynchGovernment Activities
Fellows, Richard P. Doherty, emsalable on the air, he said, in conploye-employer relations director, who
burg,
Va.,
presided
at
a
morning
1 New publication services starting spoke Friday morning (separate story session on newscasts, with Mr.
cluding, "when it comes to news,
i September will include "gov- page 27) ; Robert K. Richards, public Richards and Oliver Gramling,
there's
no
place like home."
Mr. Gramling narrated a slide
nment highlights," carrying ae- affairs director; Ralph W. Hardy, Associated Press, as speakers.
ons of federal agencies and giving government relations director; CharMr. Richards, talking on use of
all details on legislation. Both
les Tower, assistant employer rela- local news as the answer to com- film on the topic, "Your News and
Its Revenue Potential." The film
tions
director;
John
F.
Hardesty
and
*idio and TV, national and local,
petition for audience attention, centered around the facilities and
William Treynor, station relations
ill be covered.
submitted
results
of
an
NARTB
techniques
used in gathering news
director and assistant director, and
Radio and TV management let- Florence Mitchell, secretary to Mr. survey showing that 7% of station
(Continued on page 92)
■rs, each to be issued every other Fellows.
eek, will be interpretive, Mr.
Opening the meeting Thursday
- ellows said, and contain back- morning, Director Essex presented
round information.
Lt. Gov. L. Preston Collins of VirHe mentioned other association
ginia, president of WMED Marion,
jrvices, including a proposed group who formally welcomed the delel-surance plan designed to save
gates. Lt. Gov. Collins was introduced by Robert C. Wolfenden,
loney for stations at the comlunity level. A new project will WMED manager. He called on
d by Raleigh
Another BMI "Pin Vp" Hit-Publishe
e a library showing radio service broadcasters to use their influence
) mankind, a running account of to combat threats to freedom of
ublic service.
speech, declaring that freedom has
Mr. Fellows voiced gratification made possible America's growth.
OLINA
WAY UP IN NORTH CAR
Named to the resolutions commt NARTB membership is on
mittee:
C.
Wallace
Martin,
WMSC
ne upturn. He said radio needs
zmfidence of those who direct its Columbia, S. C, chairman; Charles
27739; Bell
Dee Finch -Gene Raybnrn - Dec.
ffairs. Out of that confidence, he P. Blackley, WTON Staunton Va.;
Col. 39533.
J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte,
Tones_Mer. 5692; Champ Butler—
aid, "will grow a new, burning E.
N.
C;
Ray
Jordan,
WDBJ
esire to make radio an even greatr instrumentality than it has Roanoke; and Walter J. Brown,
roved itself to be. This is a WORD Spartanburg, S. C.
Carl Haverlin, BMI president,
halleng-e — the beginning of a new
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fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH AUGUST 23
ScOtQ
SoX
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
Grants Pending Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
133
294
126
AM Stations
2,290
542
2,255
119
1*
9
3
653
FM Stations
87
22
431
171
TV Stations
107
* On the air.
Docket Actions . . .
INITIAL DECISION
ExWGEZ Beloit, Wis.— Hearing
issued iniaminer Hugh B. Hutchison of
applicatial decision favoring grant
ion of license to infor modificat
tion crease
power from 100 w to 250 w on
1490 kc fulltime. Decision Aug. 21.
Md- Hearing ExBradbury
aminer HughHeights,
B. Hutchison issued initial
decision proposing denial of Chesapeake
n
Bcstg.
applicatio
AM
station Co.'s
daytime.
on 1540
kc with for
1 kwa new
Decision Aug. 23.
MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER
Hamtramck, Mich. — Announced memorandum opinion and order denying
petitions filed by Hamtramck Radio
Corp. and Atlas Bcstg. Co. which were
directed against FCC decision of June
12 denying their applications for new
stations on 1440 kc with 500 w daytime
only. Order Aug. 16.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
WHHM Memphis, Tenn.— Granted acquisition of control Mid-South Bcstg.
Corp., licensee, by P. E. Furlow
through purchase of 25% from George
D. Wray Sr, for $25,000. Mr. Furlow
previously owned 40%, now owns 65%.
Granted Aug. 13.
WBIW Bedford, Ind. — Granted acquisition of control Radio Bedford Inc..
licensee, by William C. Smith Jr.
through purchase of 17.78% from Carl
J. Finger for $3,200. Mr. Smith previously owned V3, now owns 51.1%.
Granted Aug. 13.
WRAD Radford, Va. and WFAI
Fayetteville, N. C. and WJWL-AM-FM
Georgetown, Del. — Granted acquisition
of control Rollins Bcstg. Inc., licensee,
by John W. Rollins through transfer of
y3 interest from Rollins Motors for
$12,500 credit against compensations
owned him. (Rollins Motors is owned
100% by Mr. Rollins.) Granted Aug. 13.
KWEW Hobbs,
Granted
voluntary transferN.of M.—
control
KWEWinInc., licensee, from W. E. Whitmore,
deceased, to Walter E. Whitmore Jr.,
executor of estate. Granted Aug. 13.
New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Cornelia, Ga. — Habersham Bcstg. Co.,
1450 kc, 250 w, fulltime; estimated construction cost $9,949; first year operatcost $24,000; include
first yearTreasurer
revenue John
$36,000. ingPrincipals
W. Jacobs Jr. (20%), general manager
WDTJN Gainesville, Ga.; Chester I.
Munson (20%), commercial manager
WDUN;identHarry
PurvisCorp.;
(5%),Cleo
viceFinley,
presChicopee Mfg.
trustee for Belk Gallant Co., (5%), and
31 other individuals and companies.
Filed Aug. 17.
Hot Springs, Ark. — Resort Bcstg. Co.
Inc., 590 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated
cost $16,474; operating cost $35,000; revenue $60,000. Principals include Ishmael
Alexander Cain (20%), owner Cain
Drug Store; Ovid Luer Bayless (20%),
pastor, Second Baptist Church; H. E.
Williams (10%), president Southern
Baptist College, Walnut Ridge, Ark.;
Earl Hodges (10%), chief engineer
KRLW Walnut Ridge; Thomas Haywood
Smith (8%); David Meredith (4%). coowner Meredith Motor Co.; Ovid Lyndal Bayless (4%), student; John Clinton
(4%), Filed
owner Aug.
Norman
ist, HotNorman
Springs.
22. FlorSpartanburg, S. C. — Omar G. Hilton
and Greeley N. Hilton d/b as SouthenPage 92
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air Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime;
estimated cost $10,000; operating cost
$50,000; revenue $60,000. Applicants are
brothers and 50% partners. They also
own WBUY-AM-FM Lexington, N. C.
(Contingent on grant of WORD Spartanburg request for 910 kc since WORD
now operates on 1400 kc). Filed Aug. 22.
TV APPLICATIONS
Beaumont, Tex. — Beaumont Bcstg.
Corp.,
Ch. 6 antenna
(82-88 mc),
100 kwestimated
visual,
50 kw aural,
292 feet;
cost $280,220; operating cost $200,000;
revenue $350,000. Applicant is licensee
of KFDM Beaumont. Filed Aug. 20.
Hannibal, Mo. — The Courier-Post Pub.
Co., Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), 47.5 kw visual,
23.75 kw aurial, antenna 634 feet; estimated cost $284,000;
operating
cost $96.-is
000; revenue
unknown.
Applicant
licensee of KHMO Hannibal. Filed
Aug. 20.
Allentown, Pa. — Associated Bcstrs.
Inc., Ch. 39, 200 kw visual, 100 kw
aurial, antenna 603 feet; estimated cost
$328,000; unable to estimate operating
cost and revenue. Applicant is licensee
of
Easton,Filed
Pa., one
manWEST
Stations.
Aug. of17.the SteinMinneapolis-St. Paul, Minn. — Upper
Midwest Television Co., Ch. 9 (186-192
mc), 200
100 kwcostaural,
antenna 500kwfeet;visual,
estimated
$413,750;
operating cost $150,000; revenue $350,000.
Applicant is owned 72.3% by Cowles
Bcstg. Co., licensee of WNAX Yankton,
S. D., KRNT-AM-FM Des Moines,
WCOP-AM-FM Boston. Ten other
stockholders own minority interest.
Filed Aug. 17.
Columbia, S. C. — Palmetto Radio
Corp., Ch. 10 (192-198 mc), 24.5 kw
visual, 12.25 kw aural, antenna 603 feet.
Estimated cost $208,849; operating cost
$100-125,000;
revenue
$95-120,000.
Applicant is licensee
of WNOK
Columbia,
S. C. Filed Aug. 23.
Chicago, 111. — Chicago Federation of
Labor, Ch. 11 (198-204 mc), 32.4 kw
visual, 16.2 kw aural, antenna 611.1 feet.
Estimated cost $292,500; operating cost
$340,000; revenue $500,000. Applicant is
licensee of WCFL Chicago. Filed Aug.
22.
EXPERIMENTAL TV
Near Summit Station, Pa. — Eastern
Radio Corp. asks for 717.25 mc 12 kw
visual, 721.75 mc 6 kw aural, with emission A-5 visual and F-3 aural. Estimated cost $500,000. Applicant is licensee of WHUM Reading, Pa. Filed
Aug. 22.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WHLN Harlan, Ky., and WNVA Norton, Va. —Blanfox
Acquisition
negative
control
Radio Co.of Inc.,
licensee,
by Jack T. Helms and R. B. Helms
through issuance of four shares (6.25%
interest) to J. T. Helms as payment
for $2,001.90 obligation. This gives 50%
to the Helms brothers. J. Francke Fox
Jr. and O. R. Galliher Jr. now own
43.75% and 6.25% respectively. Filed
Aug. 17.
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Acquisition of
control Lubbock Bcstg. Co., licensee,
by Walter G. Russell through purchase
of 28% interest from B. C. Garnett and
Betty K. S. Garnett for $56,000. Mr.
Russell is present owner of 4,435.2
shares and will own 9,609.6 shares after
transfer,
Filed
Aug.out17. of total of 18,480 shares.
— Assignment
of KVOB
license Alexandria,
from Central La.
Louisiana
Bcstg.
Corp. to Dudley J. LeBlanc for $58,000.
Mr. LeBlanc is president of the LeBlanc
Corp. (Hadacol). Filed Aug. 21.
KWIN Ashland. Ore.— Transfer of
control Rogue Valley Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
licensee, from M. S. Hamaker and

H. H. Hild to Leslie V. Bahr and James
A. Strickland through sale of 257 shares
for $25,000. Mr. Bahr is office manager
Coos Curry Electric Cooperative, Coquille, Ore.
Strickland atis KOOS
combinationMr.
operator-announcer
Coos tions
Bay, Maintenance
Ore. andCo.,owns
Communicaof twoway industrial radios. repairer
Filed Aug.
21.
Wis. — Relinquishment
of WBEL
control Beloit,
Beloit Bcstrs.
Inc. by Lloyd
Burlingham
through
transfer ofpresent
y3 interest to L. O. Fitzgibbons,
station
manager,
for
$13,333.33.
Filed
Aug. 21.
KDLK Del Rio, Tex. — Assignment of
license from old partnership to James
A. Clements and Richard Higgins d/b
as Del Rio Bcstg. Co. Interest of former
partner Joe H. Torbett is transferred
to othertions.twoFiled Aug.
for assumption
of obliga23.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 23, FM 52, TV 0. New deletions,
effective dates, and reasons follow.
WTOM Bloomington, Ind.— Fred O.
Grimwood,
Aug. 5. Inability
of
licensee tolicense,
sell station.
WPOR Portland, Me.— Oliver Bcstg.
Corp., license,
WMTW
Portland.Aug. 1. Purchase of
WCOH-FM Newnan, Ga. — Newnan
Bcstg. Co., construction permit, Aug.
16. Applicant's request.
Rate Cut Resentment
(Continued from page 91 )
around the world, all tied to the
daily work of Archie, a fictional
radio time salesman.
After explaining that the average time salesman's call costs
$18.12, Mr. Gramling called for
more attention to news programming. He said more people listen to news than to any other type
of program, with 15% of the average station's time devoted to news.
He urged use of fixed periods for
newscasts. The slide film was previewed in Washington last July.
Registration at the Roanoke
meeting included:
Philip P. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg;
Edward A. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg;
Frederick L. Allman, WSVA Harrisonburg; Ed M. Anderson, WBBO Forest
City; Mr. and Mrs. Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR Norfolk; Vassie G. Balkcum,
WGBR Goldsboro; Charles A. Ballou,
WDBJ Roanoke; J. Frank Beatty,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING,
Washington, D. C; Mr. and Mrs. Sterling B. Beeson, Headley-Reed; Charles
P. Blackley, WTON Staunton; Max M.
Blakemore, WRIC Richlands; Douglass
M. Bradham, WTMA Charleston; Harrol A. Brauer Jr., WVEC Hampton;
W. Ennis Bray, WESC Greenville; Thad
Brown. NARTB Washington, D. C;
Walter Brown, WORD Spartanburg;
Tom Buckley, WAAA Winston-Salem;
Jack Burney WSJS Winston-Salem; Mr.
and Mrs. Keith Byerly, WBT & WBTV
Charlotte; Joel F. Carlson, WTAR Norfolk; T. M. Carruthers, WINA Charlottesville; Jimmy Coleman, WREL
Lexington; Mr. and Mrs. Ward A. Coleman, WENC Whiteville; Bruce Collier,
LBS Dallas; Mrs. Lee Corn, WPUV Pulaski; Douglas L. Craddock, WLOE
Leaksville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard M. Dabney.
WCBT Roanoke Rapids; J. R. Dalrymple
WEWO Washington,
Laurinburg; D.R. C;
P. Doherty, NARTB
Nat
Donato, McGregor, New York; Mr. and
Mrs. John
M.
Dunnagan,
LBS
Washington; Mr. and Mrs. Law Epps, WCOS
Columbia; R. T. Eskew, UP Atlanta;
Samuel E. Feldman, ASCAP Baltimore; Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
Washington: Mr. and Mrs. Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLS
J. Fitzsimmons.
Weed &Roanoke;
Co., NewE. York.
Charles
Freeman,
WINA
Charlottesville; Ray A. Furr, WIST Charlotte;
Arthur M. Gates Jr., WYVE Wytheville;
Mr. and saurus,
Mrs. Atlanta;
Henry
TheE. A.
J. Gillespie,
Gluck, WSOC
Charlotte; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Goan,
WAYS
Charlotte; Lester L. Gould.

WJNC Jacksonville; Oliver Gramlia;
AP New York.
James A. Hagan, WWNC Ashevillq
Jack Hardesty, NARTB Washingtoi I
D. C; Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB Wasr
ington, D. C; John Harkrader, WDE
Roanoke; Earl Harper, WSSV Peter:
burg; R. B. Harrington, WSVA Hai
risonburg; M. B. Henson, WREL Le>
ington; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. HicV
WCOS Columbia; Bill Holland, WNV
Norton; Josh L. Home, WFMA Rock
Mount; Cecil Hoskins, WWNC Ash.
ville; Barron Howard, WRVA Ricl
mond: Dick Johnson, WSVA Harrisor :
burg; Nancy M. Johnson, WCFV Cliftc
Forge; E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlingtoi
Ray P. Jordan, WDBJ Roanoke.
Bob Keller, Keller, Inc. New Yorl
Earl M. Key, WKEY Covington; Mr
Carla B. Keys, WFLO Farmville; N. V
Kidd, WAYB Waynesboro; Edgar Kc
bak, BAB New York; Mr. and Mr .
Frank E. Koehler; WROV Roanoki
Frank S. Lambeth. WMFR High Poin
C. O. Mr.
Langlois
Jr., John
Lang-Worth
Ne ,
York;
and Mrs.
D. Langloi
Lang-Worth
New
York;
Mr.
and
Mr;
Dick Lawrence, World, New York: Wn
R. McAndrew, WRC-WNBW Washini
ton, D. C; Chuck Maillet, WFL
Farmville; Leonard H. Marks, Cohn 1
Marks, Washington, D. C; Mr. and Mr
C. Wallace Martin. WMSC Columbia
Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigl
Charles D. Melton. WSIC StatesvilL
Florence J. Mitchell. NARTB Was!
ington,
C; Roanoke:
Mr. and Mrs.
Moore, D.
WSLS
R. H.James
Morri,I •
WSOC Charlotte; Ray L. Moss, WSS
Petersburg; Charles B. Parham. WOR
Spartanburg; Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Pa
terson, WRRF Washington. N. C; L. I
Peterson, WSSV Petersburg: Mr. an-.j
Mrs. Emerson
J.Mrs.
Pryor,Glenn
WDVARamse
Dai.' ! .
ville;
SESAC Mr.New and York;
C. Robert
Ra
WBUY Lexington; Paul E. Reynold
WDBJ Roanoke; Robert K. Richard
NARTB Washington. D. C; O. Wayr
Rollins, WRAD Radford.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Seebeclf
WTON Staunton;Harrv B. Shaw, WSJ
Winston-Salem; W. H. Siler. WRA
Radford; Gene Sink, WAAA Winstoi
Salem; Douglas Smith, WRIC Rici
lands; Edmond
H. Smith
WIRHickory;
R. H. Smith,
WCYBJr.,Bristo
Ken
Sparnon,
BMI
New
York;
Fran'
M. Stearns, AP Washington, D. C
Stubblefield,
New YorlBi'
Wally
Stone, Associated.
Standard. Atlanta;
Henry E. Sullivan, WCOG Greeni
boro; Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sweatmai
Headley-Reed, Atlanta; Mr. and Mr
Sol Taishoff , BROADCASTING • TEI ;
ECASTING. Washington, D. C; Charle
H. Tower, NARTB Washington, D. C
William K. Treynor. NARTB Was!
ington, D. C: Mr. and Mrs. George !
Walston. WRRF Washington, N. C
Melvin J. Warner, WCEC Rocky Moun
N. C; Joe Webb, WRIC Richlands; Jac ii
Weldon. WWOD Lynchburg: E.
Whitlock. WRNL Richmond: Mr. an'
Mrs. R. C. Ward.
Wolfenden,
Marioi '
Freeland
WHEDWMEV
Washingtoi
N. C; leigh:
R. Mr.W.andYoungsteadt,
Mrs. Jack WPTF
S. YountRaWEEB Southern Pines.
Standard

Oil Spots

STANDARD Oil of Ohio will fe
ture Ben Grauer, NBC comments
tor, in a series of six recorde
commercials for a campaign t
launch its new motor oil — HQE
Commercials are scheduled for stations throughout Ohio.

i
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 87)
August 23 Decisions . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KIFW Sitka, Alaska— Mod. lie. t
change hours operation from unl. t
specific hours.
License Renewal
Following stations request renew;
of license: KREL Baytown, Tex.; WFJ
(FM)
111.; WBOW-FM Terr
Haute, Freeport,
Ind.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KROP Brawley,
Calif.—
RETURNE1
application
for license
renewal.

BROADCASTING
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Reiterated

at

Va.

Meet

I1

ADIO'S
LOW
COST
broadcasting is not in New York.
general manager and VAB secre\DIO'S permanent place among
vertising media may be altered It's found in the individual statary-treasurer, "Building Shows of
Network Caliber from Off the
tions that do the local job and make
mewhat by television but it will
Record"; Dave Baylor, vice presintinue to provide the lowest- possible the big network programs.
dent and general manager of
st access to the American public,
"The networks aren't forsaking
ARTB President Harold E. Fel- the radio business. They're workWJMO Cleveland, "The Patient
ws told members of the Virginia
Survived"; Wendell H. Siler, news
hard behind thebyscenes.
Issn. of Broadcasters Wednesday.
be ing
overwhelmed
what Don't
you director and commercial manager,
see on Madison Ave. or Fifth Ave.
WRAD Radford, Va., "Are You
Making
his first public appear11|ce
r since assuming
Making the Most of Local News";
the presidency
"Anyone who tells you TV doesn't
Sam Carey, program service manijst June, Mr. Fellows declared
encroach on radio is cockeyed, and
kothing can influence the public
ager, WRVA Richmond, "The
TV isdoesn't
en- Three I's
— Imagination, Initiative
fast and as inexpensively as anyone croachwho
on othersays
media
even more
ioadcasting." He spoke at the cockeyed. Within five years tele- and Intelligence."
MI program clinic held by VAB
vision will be many times larger
1 the Hotel Roanoke, Roanoke, Va. than radio from a dollars-andRED INROADS
In taking the premise that no cents standpoint. It will require
her medium can match radio's many times as much income to
Again Charged by Hoover
aim to quick, intimate and low- support a TV system in this country. You must recognize how big CHARGE that many of the 115
st influencing of the citizenry,
r. Fellows' drew from the audi- your business is and operate ac- "known or suspected Communistfront" organizations now under
ice a series of questions about
scrutiny by the FBI have "infil.dio's future in the face of TV's cordingly."45th BMI CHnic
trated" radio, television, motion
pid growth.
The BMI clinic was the 45th of pictures and
other media has been
"TV scares you when it first a nationwide series held during the reiterated by FBI Director J. Ed■mes," he said, tackling the ques- last 2% years. Charles P. Blackgar Hoover on Capitol Hill.
ons head-on. "It forces you to ley, WTON Staunton, presided as
In testimony before a Senate
> a better job. Not all stations
VAB president. Ken Sparnon,
subcommittee, reill be able to maintain their pres- BMI field representative, was clinic Appropriations
leased early last week, Mr. Hoover
lt level but in many cases broadchairman.
noted that the task of the bureau
isters have increased their profits
Speaking at the luncheon, BMI
"complicated consideri television developed in their President
Carl Haverlin cited the has been
ably" as the Communist movement
Iarkets.
increasing public interest in serious has gone underground.
] "When TV moves in and takes
music, commenting that as many
The FBI chief also reported that
>me of your audience, you must
people pay to hear concert artists the Communists "have carried on
tale your operations accordingly."
as pay to see baseball games. He considerable agitation designed to
Mr. Fellows suggested use of outlined plans for BMFs plan for bring about slow-downs, work stopa series of state association awards
<n mail for promotional announcepages, and inspire strikes." Estiments. He said integration of audi- to young composers.
mating that about 50% of Comiice letters into station and proOther speakers included Glenn
munist Party members are memtarn promotional announcements
bers of labor unions, Mr. Hoover
Dolberg, BMI station relations
ould draw a pyramiding response
cited the United Electrical, Radio,
director, "Your Music Library";
t'om listeners.
Harry McTigue, president and gen- and Machine Workers of America
as a notable example.
eral manager of WINN Louisville,
New Perspective Cited
"This union's members are em"Your Product Is Programs"; Eric
F. Lund, rural service director,
sosence
NARTB's
said that
ployed in the electrical-manufacfrom president
a radio station
for
turing industry, which, of course,
WLVA Lynchburg, "Building and
le first time in more than a score
is vital to the national defense of
Holding the Rural Audience";
it years had given him a new and
Robert J. Burton, BMI vice presi- the United States," Mr. Hoover
ojective perspective. The real
dent, "History and Application of asserted. UE was expelled from
»b in radio, he said, "is to deterthe CIO for its alleged CommuCopyright
Law"; Robert H. Smith,
line what potential audience be- WCYB Bristol,
nist policies.
Va., president and
ings to you and then direct your
•rvice to it." In offering a formula
> broadcasters, he urged them "to
;ake their claim" and then devote
lemselves to this claim and stick
> it. "Set up advertising rates
jstified by the audience you
?ach," he advised.
Mr. Fellows said he believed
adio "is one of the best businesses
l the world. You'll never comletely displace radio by televi>n." He reminded that he had
perated a radio station (WE EI
Boston) in a "red-hot television
larket" for three years. Radio
tations are referred to by call
etters, he declared, in emphasizing
;s close contact with the public,
''hereas viewers often identify TV
tations by channel numbers.
"Radio is a grand business from
ti economic standpoint," Mr. Fel>ws said. In 1949 a third of broadest stations lost money as the
SPEAKERS AT Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters BMi Clinic Wednesday at
elevision industry was getting
Roanoke included (seated, I to r): Wendell Siler, WRAD Radford; Sam
nder way whereas fewer than a
Carey, WRVA Richmond; Carl Haverlin, BMI president. Standing, Robert
ourth lost money in 1950.
H. Smith, WCYB Bristol, VAB secretary-treasurer; Eric Lund, WLVA
Lynchburg; Charles P. Blackley, WTON Staunton, VAB president.
"The grass roots of American
■ ROADCASTING
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Radio
WNJR Facf
NewarkSheef
has initiated
for distribution to advertisers and agencies, a weekly
Radio Fact Sheet, which according to General Manager
Harry D. Goodwin, "will point
up radio's vigor, sales performance andissue
prospects."
Initial three-page
quotes
articles about radio's continued
from Broadcasting •upsurge
Telecasting
and
other radio publications.

FM TEST PLAN
Endorsed at Roanoke Meet
EXPERIMENTAL plan for coof NARTB
Television operation
Mfrs.
Assn. and
in anRadioFM
test markets project was unanimously endorsed by a workshop
group of NARTB District 4 FM
broadcasters at a meeting held
Wednesday night at Roanoke, Va.
The test markets project was conceived last Monday at a Washington meeting of NARTB and RTMA
officers. Skeleton outline of the
project was laid before the Wednesday night workshop session.
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president, sounded the keynote of
the session, explaining the need for
development of a plan that would
bring cooperation among stations,
manufacturers, distributors and
dealers. He said manufacturers
had indicated their desire to coveloped. operate if a suitable plan is deAt this stage it appeared that
NARTB members and the headquarters staff were ready to take
part in a study that would show
FM's achievements and its potentialities. At the same time it was
believed RTMA would cooperate.
FM station operators who took
part in the meeting let down their
hair and freely criticized each other
sought a solution to FM's
as they problems.
obvious
A high spot of the session was
announcement by Mr. Fellows of
survey results showing amount of
time FM stations are on the air.
He explained he was presenting the
figures on behalf of Ben Strouse,
WWDC-FM Washington, who could
not attend because of illness. Mr.
Strouse
is chairman of NARTB's
FM
Committee.
The survey showed that 27% of
stations answering a questionnaire
sent out by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker,
NARTB research director, reported
they operated 18 or more hours a
day; 41% operated 12 to 17 hours,
and 32% operated 6 to 11 hours.
Highlight of the survey, it was explained, was the revelation that
21% of reporting stations were
programming separately on their
FM stations 90% to 100% of the
time. Several of the 21% are edutional stations. Eighteen percent
of stations program separately
from 20% to 89% of the time and
9% program separately 10% to
19% of the time.
August 27, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page h)
Rubicam, New York, is agency.

TRUMAN
BOND SALE
SPEECH FROM WEST COAST
PRESIDENT HARRY TRUMAN will launch
the annual defense bond drive with a 4-minute
radio speech from San Francisco to be carried
by all major networks, Monday, Sept. 3. NBC,
CBS and Mutual, operating through a pool,
will carry the speech and preceding activity
from 10:30-11 p.m., EDT. ABC will take to
the air from 10:50-11:15 p.m.
The President, whose address the following
day at the opening of the Japanese peace
treaty conference will be broadcast as well
as telecast coast-to-coast [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 20] will be introduced by
Sec. of the Treasury John W. Snyder, speaking from Grand Rapids, Mich. Gen. J. Lawton Collins, Army chief of staff; Gen. Clifton
B. Cates, commandant of the Marines; and
Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, chief of staff for
the Air Forces, will also be heard (earlier
story, page 70).
LIBERTY, INDIE CHANGES
JOHN KOSTE, president of Indie Sales Inc.,
N. Y. (station representative), has been appointed director of national sales for Liberty
Bcstg. System, the network announced last
week. Mr. Koste will make his headquarters
in New York. Oscar P. Lutz, personnel manager of Maxwell House Division, of General
Foods Corp., has been appointed vice president
and general manager of Indie sales, and
Eugene C. Lipt, former timebuyer for Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., named vice president.
KOME SALE ANNOUNCED
SALE of KOME Tulsa to John Brown U.
was made public Friday. KOME, Mutual affiliate, ison 1300 kc with 5 kw (1 kw N-DA),
was founded in 1938 by Harry Schwartz,
former Tulsa AFL leader. John Brown U.
owns KUOA-AM-FM Siloam Springs, Ark.,
and KGER Long Beach. John I. Myerson will continue as general manager of
KOME. Sale price was not disclosed, but
transaction involves long-term lease on KOME
building. Station will remain commercial.
BREAKS SALES OPPOSED
(Continued from page U )
President Harold E. Fellows; pledged cooperation to nation in preservation of freedoms; lauded Roanoke stations and Hotel
Roanoke for convention arrangements; paid
tribute to work of Harold Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C, district 4 director; commended Broadcast Advertising Bureau under
President William B. Ryan and urged BMI to
continue series of station clinics.
In unanimously opposing Benton measures,
delegates said reports of advisory board would
resemble "infamous Blue Book" and amount
to "virtual directives" to guide FCC in issuing
grants and renewals.
NARTB portion of Roanoke meeting closed
Friday noon with BAB putting on Friday
afternoon sales program (story page 23).
Total registration for Roanoke meeting was
147. Next year's district meeting to be held
Sept. 11-12.
Page 94 • August 27, 1951

FIRST 15 TELEVISION
PROGRAMS ARE RATED
POPULARITY ratings— based on first two
weeks of August; — of the first 15 television
programs were released Friday from the
"Hooperatings Pocketpiece." List is for sponsored network programs only:
28.5
Toast of the Town
24.1
2.
1. Westinghouse Summer Theatre
23.1
What's My Line
22.7
4. Philco TV Playhouse
22.7
3.
Celebrity Time
22.5
6. Fireside Arena Theatre
5.
22.2
Godfrey's Talent Scouts
22.1
8. Man
Against Crime
7.
21.9
9.
Original Amateur Hour
21.8
21.3
Godfrey's Maugham
Friends
10.
11. Somerset
21.1
Amos 'n' Andy
21.0
12.
13. Kraft TV Theatre
20.3
Racket Squad
14.
19.9
15. Suspense
KTSL (TV) POWER INCREASE
MOVE to Mt. Wilson with higher power was
finally granted KTSL (TV), CBS-owned Los
Angeles outlet by FCC Friday. Move was
held up for months because of FCC contention
partial construction completed by previous
owner Don Lee violated rules. At cost of
$130,569— about $70,000 more than its engineers considered necessary — CBS will move
tower and erect new antenna, move transmitter to new location in transmitter building
and install wiring, lay transmission lines to
new tower location, erect microwave and other
equipment. CBS hopes to have Channel 2
operation going by Dec. 1, estimates 2,837-ft.
antenna height above average terrain and 25
kw radiated power (from previous 9.3 on Mt.
Lee) will expand coverage three-fold. Comr.
Jones dissented from grant.
RADIO 'INDISPENSABLE'
RADIO still packs a mightly wallop in TV
areas, according to a brochure just released
by NBC which reports that NBC-Radio delivers more than 19.4 million radio-only homes
in TV areas, compared to 5.8 million in nonTV areas. This three-to-one ratio, plus the
fact that 10% of TV homes have a radio in
use at any given minute during the evening
hours, show conclusively that "radio located
in television areas is indispensable to any
national advertising campaign," NBC stated.
WIRE SERVICE RATES UP
RADIO stations will pay more for Western
Union baseball and sports service, following
FCC preliminary grant of general rate increases Friday. 'Baseball service will be based
on distance between subscriber station and
place game is being played, will range from
$25 in first zone to $50 in eighth and ninth
zones. Rate for double-headers will range
from $40 to $85 respectively. Border-state
games will be uniformly increased by $5 per
game.

RADIO-TV industry employes who would be
affected by any new Wage Stabilization Board
order lifting wage freeze, needn't get excited.
Although advisory panel has come through
with split recommendation (see story, page
81), board has plenty to handle right now including achange in its membership. Insiders
see no expediting of decision in near future.
U. S. INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL CO. (Super
Pyro anti-freeze), New York, placing spot announcement radio schedule using 39 stations
starting on staggered schedule with first mar-|l
ket effective Sept. 1. Firm also using several
TV markets for test of its permanent antifreeze. Geyer-Newell-Ganger, New York, is
agency.
AMAZO INSTANT DESSERT, New York,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, looking for availabilities on women's daytime programs.
RADIO Correspondents Assn. circulating
letter to membership in connection with utiliza- ;
tion of their services by government agencies.
Letter asks members to report outside assignments to association for posting in radio galleries, similar to practice of press media.
Issued raised by Rep. William S. Hill (R-Col.)
in floor attack on commentators last month.
ABC, NBC SIGN WITH RTDG
ABC and NBC, Chicago (WENR-TV and
WNBQ), and Radio-Television Directors Guild
agreed late Thursday to terms of first contract,
but signing postponed until return to city of
network lawyers. Contract, slated to run two
years and be retroactive to July 1, provides
minimum wage scales of $450 monthly for director employed from 0 to 6 months, $500 from
6 to 12 months and $550 from 12 months to
two years; associate directors, for same time
period, to get $325, $375 and $400, and directorial assistants (at ABC only) $250, $275 and,j
$300. Terms also provide for 10% increase
for present employes or minimum scale, which- |
ever is higher. RTDG negotiations handled by
Pres. Alan Fishburn and Attorney Sanford
Wolff. WBKB (CBS) agreement has been
completed.
KFXD POWER INCREASE
INCREASE IN POWER from 1 kw to 5 kw
(DA) for KFXD Nampa, Idaho, was recommended with engineering conditions by FCC
Hearing Examiner Leo Resniek Friday in
initial decision. KFXD operates on 580 kc.
Denied
DA). was request of KOPR Butte, Mont., to
change from 550 kc to 580 kc 5 kw (1 kw-NFC&B

VICE

PRESIDENTS

FOLLOWING ACCOUNT supervisors have
been elected vice presidents of Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago: A. J. Becker, W. R. Forrest, Carl C. Hertzberg, Hugh L. Lucas,
Carl M. Post, and J. W. Switzer Jr. R. C.
Beaumont, account supervisor in San Francisco
office, also named vice president.
NEW

NBC

AFFILIATE

NBC is expected to announce affiliation of ;
WBML Macon, Ga., this week. WBML, on
1240 kc with 250w, is owned by Middle Ga. |
Bcstg. Co., of which E. D. Black is president.
BROADCASTING
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THE

ANSAS
'Back

in

HEART

OF

AMERICA

. .

.

CITY-

Business

and

it's

The above picture was taken
August 14, 1951.
A month earlier, July 14, this
area was under 14 to 18 feet
of water.

Midwesterners

are noted

for

their wholehearted determination. And because of this determination, Greater Kansas City and
the entire recently flooded sections of Kansas and Missouri are

same determination and cooperation will see all partially completed projects to a finish and the
necessary new water control systems built without delay.

"Back in Business"!

Hats off to Kansas City and the
Midwest! Standing in the midst

Kansas

of this spirit, The KMBC-KFRM
Team can see only one ultimate
result -a BIGGER AND BETTER KANSAS CITY!

City is entitled to a

mighty salute — not only for its
quick return to normal, but for
the manner in which flood control legislation is being enacted
to prevent a recurrence of flooding in the heart of America. That

Represented nationally by Free
& Peters, Inc.

i i
TO SELL THE WHOLE

HEART OF AMERICA

WHOLEHEARTEDLY,

IT'S

earn
KMBC-KFR
6TH OLDEST CBS AFFILIATE
—
PROGRAMMED
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BY KMBC

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

Many of America's leading advertisers
find the WGAR microphone one of the most
effective ways to reach the rich
Northern Ohio Market.
Here's

Why. . .

• POWER— 50,000 watts.
• COVERAGE AND MARKET— 39 counties with
1,312,320 radio homes and an effective
buying income over six billion dollars . . .
98% coverage of all homes.
• NETWORK— CBS Radio Network.
• LOCAL PROGRAMMING — Winner of The
Cleveland Press Radio Poll for local program
popularity five consecutive years.
• LISTENERS— 8 out of 10 top rated shows. Total
share of audience greater than the next
two stations combined. An auto radio audience
listening to WGAR a total
of 411,708
half-hours
daily.
IMPACT — No double-spotting. Every announcement and program is showcased to
increase advertising results.
Choose the right sales tool for
selling your product or
service. It's WGAR.

-the SPCTT-for SPOT

WGAR
Cleveland
50,000 WATTS . . . CBS

RADIO

RADIO . . . AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Represented Nationally by
Edward Petry & Company

n Advisory Plan
for Hearing
Page 23

...

:-UPT Mergei
Issues *
'age 25

>y Ride For
advertisers
Page 28

I EC AST I NG
ns on Page 55

makes

registers

cash

RING!

You know how retail merchants are. If their cash registers don't ring, they drop
any advertising medium like a hot brick. So get this big fact about Baltimore
advertisers:
W-I-T-H regularly carries the advertising of more than twice as many retail
merchants as any other station in town!
Week in, week out . . . year in, year out . . . these retail stores buy W-I-T-H
for just one reason: W-I-T-H makes the cash registers ring ... at low, low cost! Smart
national advertisers "buy W-I-T-H for the same good reason. They know that W-I-T-H
delivers more buying listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station in town.
How about your own schedule in Baltimore? If W-I-T-H isn't on it, get hold of
your Headley-Reed man and let him give you the whole W-I-T-H story today!

Station

BALTIMORE,

MD.

the

nation's

television

W

EXTENDS

most

powerh

station

ITS

COVERAGE

With the recent authorization to
increase its power to 50,000 watts
ND

I AN

E.R.P., WHAS-TV is now coverir1
even more of the rich Kentuckian

A

Market . . . reaching such additip
EXTENT OF PRESENT
4 50 KW 100 MICROVOLT
COVERAGE

Bluegrass cities as Lexington and
Harrodsburg . . . plus important
Indiana markets as well.
Your TV

LOUISVILLE

dollar buys more

on WHAS-TV!

EXTENT OF FORMER
WHAS-TV 100 MICROVOLT t
COVERAGE

NEW WHAS-TV MARKET
KENTUCKY

Population

Retail Sales

1,276,875

$996,710,000

FORMER WHAS-TV MARKET 1,030,000
246,875 more

777,818,600
$218,891,400 mo

Sl3

fa

/(

Basic

CBS

interconnected
Serving a market
96,000

of more than

WHASTV

Affiliate

television homes

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY AND CO.

•

NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES
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UNLESS ALL signs fail, FCC shortly will
announce decision affirming examiner's finding
that Arthur B. McBride is qualified as stockholder in WMIE Miami. While decision would
take cognizance of Kefauver Crime Committee
condemnation of Mr. McBride's past association with Continental News Service, FCC expected to hold that based on hearing record,
transfer to Mr. McBride and his associate,
Daniel Sherby, is warranted. Whether they
will cancel deal to sell majority holdings for
$220,000 (one-cent on dollar) to ex-Gov. E. D.
Rivers Sr. presumably will be decided when
FCC finalizes its action [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, July 9].
FCC CHAIRMAN Wayne Coy, who accompanied President Truman on his flight Monday (Sept. 3) to San Francisco, for Japanese
Peace Treaty signing, expected to participate
in Sept. 4 inaugural of coast-to-coast TV. He
was only one outside of President's official
family to make flight on Independence.
EXPECTED MOMENTARILY: Important
announcement regarding Red Skelton program
on CBS understood to introduce "new element
;n radio network selling" (see story this issue).
DEPT. OF DEFENSE has urged radio and TV
companies to obtain accreditation for all news
correspondents who might be sent overseas in
event of new emergency. By completing
security check and other details now, correspondents could be cleared quickly for transportation to zone of trouble if it broke out.
Other matter also covered at meeting of defense officers and representatives of broadcasting, press and communications companies
included possible reactivation of Spindle Eye,
communications ship designed for Japanese
invasion and now in mothballs.
FCC HAS approved CBS affiliation with
Mexican border TV station XELD-TV Matamoros [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug.
20], but only for period of license of WCBSTV New York, which expires, as do licenses
for all TV stations in February, 1952. Legal
question whether Commission approval necessary for kines and film was resolved by FCC
along lines that they are "programs" within
meaning of the Communications Act and FCC
rules.
OFFICE of Price Stabilization is working out
new ceiling price regulation for manufacturers. This one, due for announcement in
few days, will probably be effective 60-90 days
later. It will allow manufacturers to consider
increased advertising costs in setting new ceiling price, patterned after Capehart formula
in Defense Production Act.
PLANS under way for revival of Army Hour
of World War II into new hour-long program
retitled America's Hour. Utilizing substantially same format, program would be available for sponsorship with Coca Cola understood prepared to pick up tab for first program or perhaps first segment. Army Hour
(Continued on page 90)
Page 4
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Sept. 5-6: Hearing on Benton Bill to create National Citizens' Advisory Board on Radio and
TV. Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Subcommittee, Capitol, Washington.
Sept. 6-7: NARTB TV Board Meeting, Cavalier
Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va.
Sept. 6-8: Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, Summer Meeting, King & Prince Hotel, St. Simons
Island, Ga.
Sept. 10-11: District 2 NARTB Meeting, Syracuse
Hotel, Syracuse.
(More Upcomings on page 76)
Bulletins
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA board
chairman, named by Gen. Lucius D. Clay, national chairman of Crusade for Freedom, as
chairman of Greater New York drive for funds
to help Radio Free Europe and Radio Free Asia.
LEONARD F. CRAMER
RESIGNS DuMONT POST
LEONARD F. CRAMER resigned as executive
vice president and director of Allan B. DuMont
Labs, ending 16-year association with video
manufacturing concern, last ten as executive
vice president.
Resignation will have no effect on operation
of DuMont TV network, Chris Witting, director and general manager, said Friday. Mr.
Cramer, he explained, had devoted himself to
company's manufacturing and sales aspects.
One of earliest DuMont employes, Mr.
Cramer originally was in charge of company's
sales and advertising, handling negotiations
with government for electronic equipment during war. Transferring to broadcast end, he
supervised WABD (TV) New York in its early
days of commercial operation and was instrumental in the formation of DuMont TV Network.
In 1948, Mr. Cramer relinquished management of telecasting phase to Comdr. Mortimer
Loewi, who in June returned to his earlier
post of executive assistant to president when
Mr. Witting assumed control of network operations [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18].
Since 1948, Mr. Cramer has concentrated on
manufacturing end. He said his immediate
plan is to take extended vacation. He will
announce business plans in autumn.
FCC SETS RECORD
RECORD of 20 days from date of application to date of grant was set by FCC
Aug. 29 when it granted KBND Bend,
Ore., permission to change from 1270 kc
to 1110 kc with 1 kw (DA-N). But there
are extenuating circumstances. Seems
1950 grant on 1270 kc was discovered
to be an egregious error — that frequency
had been promised to Canada! So FCC
engineers worked with KBND technicians, found new frequency, pushed
through grant in hurry.

Brief!

RAZOR RADIO £ American Safety Rs
Co., New York (Treet, Blue Star), Sept.
enters 100 markets with 10-week spot h
schedule. Agency, BBDO, New York.
LEVER CAMPAIGN # Lever Brothers, >
York (Jelke margarine) increasing freque
of spots in 100 radio markets, effective in e<
September, for 52 weeks. Agency, BR
New York.
SPUDS TEST $ Philip Morris, New Y
(Spuds cigarettes), effective Oct. 1 starts
radio campaign in several markets for
weeks. Agency, Biow Co., New York.
GILLETTE VIDEO © Gillette Safety Rs
Co. (Prom home permanent, White Rains)
Hazel Bishop Inc., to sponsor 8-8:30 p.m. <
ment of ABC-TV Stop the Music, effec
Nov. 1, on alternate Thursdays. Agenc
Foote, Cone & Belding for Gillette; Raym
Spector Co. for Hazel Bishop. Old Golds sj:
soring last half-hour of program.
AGENCY NAMED ® J. P. Smith Shoe 1
Chicago, names Price, Robinson & Frank, (
cago, as agency. Radio and TV to be c
sidered in media planning.
MOTOROLA SPOTS • Motorola Co., (
cago (TV, radio sets) starting radio-only s
announcement campaign Oct. 21 in 84 marl
for six weeks. Agency, Ruthrauff & R>
New York.
WCOL

APPLICATION

FILED

APPLICATION for sale of WCOL-AMColumbus, Ohio, to Secretary of Comme
Charles Sawyer for $100,000 [Closed Circi
July 16] was filed Friday with FCC. F
chase of 250-w station on 1230 kc from LL
Pixley and family also includes 10-year le
on studios at $20,000 per year. Sale leaves
Pixley with 51% interest in WLOK Lii
Ohio. He acquired WLOK last April, sul
quently sold 49% interest to Columbus in!
ests. Mr. Sawyer already owns WING Day
and WIZE Springfield, Ohio, also publis
Lancaster (Ohio) Eagle-Gazette.
KHJ-TV

TO

MAKE

BOW

CHANGING call letters to KHJ-TV, Don
Network takes over operation of KFILos Angeles from Earle C. Anthony at
a.m. Sept. 6 (Thursday) when $2% mill
purchase of station officially leaves escr
FCC approved transaction Aug. 8. Wi
Brown, Don Lee president, to take acl
charge, with Ward Ingrim as executive a
president for radio and TV, and Geo
Whitney, vice president in charge of TV sa
NBC PROMOTES PHILLIPS
CHARLES H. PHILLIPS, formerly sales m
ager of NBC-TV spot sales, named assist
general manager of WNBC-AM-FM i
WNBT (TV), NBC New York key outl
Ted Cott, general manager of stations, s
billings.
new
post made necessary by increase in lc
BROADCASTING

Telecasti
1

Photograph of a typical program shows Dr. Ulna
Goodall (left), Secretary of Public Instruction, Visual
Education, with WGAL-TV staff member, Leo Kelly.
REPORT

TO

THE

COMMONWEALTH

Time— Saturdays, 6:45 P.M.— on WGAL-TV

the head of

one of Pennsylvania's many State Departments reports
on the duties, functions and activities of his Department
while the people of this large area of Pennsylvania look,
listen and learn. This public interest telecast answers the
numerous

requests for information which are regularly

received by lawmakers and public officials in the Commonwealth's Capitol.
WGAL-TV presents this public service program as one
of many in its endeavor to render outstanding service to
the people of the communities it serves.

Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
PENNSYLVANIA
A Steinman Station • Clair R. McCollough, President

ASSOCIATES

NBC
IV-AFFIIIATE

Chicago . San Francisco • New York . Los Angeles
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Markets
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
YES, EVER SINCE TIME BEGAN . . . (Way back when Knighthood was in flower) there have been 'Them WHAT HEARD'
and 'Them WHAT SAW!. Today it has become possible to analyze to what
degree that is so . . . THE FIGURES PROVE THAT (IN THE NORTHWEST)
RADIO ... and Them WHAT HEARD' ... IS THE LARGER GROUP.
In a recent, thorough investigation, Advertising Research Bureau (ARBI)
interviewed scores of persons who shopped in ADVERTISED stores, LEARNED
that 54.5% of these people got their information exclusively by listening and
only 33.2% by reading.

54.5%

12.3%
33.2%

RADIO

BOTH
new$paper

LET US PROVE IT!
Clip this coupon and
receive tfie "Proof of
Puffing"

Stations
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KXL
KXLY
KXLF
KXLL
KXLJ
KXLK
KXLQ
Eastern Sales Manager - Wythe Walker - New York
Western Sales Manager - Tracy Moore - Los Angeles
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor: EDWIN fj
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl E
Abrams. Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistan
Managing Editor; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor; Dav<
Berlyn, Assignment Editor; Lawrence Christophei
Technical Editor. STAFF: John H. Kearney, Wilsoi
D. McCarthy, John Osbon, Allen Riley, Keith Tran
tow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Kathryn Am
Fisher. Pat Kowalczyk, Jean D. Statz; Gladys L
Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Win
field R. Levi, Assistant Advertising Manager; Georgi
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Steven?
Classified
Manager;
Doris Orme, Advertising
Jeanine Eckstein;
B. T. Eleanor
Taishoff, Schadi
Treas
urer; Irving C. Miller, Auditor and Office Manager
Eunice Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS'
COSGROVE, Manager;
Doris J. SERVICE:
Buschling,JOHN
Ruth WP
Davis, Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Schorm.
NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, Net
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Gret
chen Groff, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Di
rector; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone I
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertis
ing Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywooc
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman.
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0Ti:
James Montagnes.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 bj
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fiftr
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.• was acquired in 193;
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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How

are

many

sirloin

□

250

□

150 lbs.

□

50 lbs.

Sirloin on

pounds

steak?

lbs.

a plate comes

as thick as you

want it and as big as your appetite (or your
pocketbook).
Sirloin on a steer comes
hamburger,

surrounded

by

chuck, stewing beef and a lot

of other cuts. The meat packer has to buy
them all. And sell them all, too.
The part that is sirloin figures out like this:
From a 1000-pound steer, you subtract
400 pounds of hides, hoofs, inedible fats,
etc. That

leaves 600

pounds

of "eatin'

AMERICAN
Headquarters,

SOADCASTING

• Telecasting

Chicago

meat." But only 8% of this, or around
50 pounds, is sirloin.
That's why you pay more for sirloin
than for most other cuts. The price of
each cut, you see, is determined
by how

much

largely

there is of it and how much

people like it.
Economists call this the law of supply
and demand. Women call it "shopping.''
They compare, pick, choose. In a free
market, their choice sets the values.

MEAT
• Members

INSTITUTE
throughout the U. S.
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Bell-Ringer

in

BRIDGETON.

Li

I

Bridgeton's Liberty Bell
rang tidings of freedom in 1776.

WFIL

BLANKETS

BRIDGETON...

Bridgeton's history goes back to 1716. But you don't have to
go that far to realize that Bridgeton is a market worth having.
Political center of New

Jersey's leading farm county, seat of 45

manufacturing plants, home

for more

than 18,000 people . . .

Bridgeton today sells $28 million worth of goods through 356
retail outlets. Back up your merchandising with a voice that
carries — WFIL.

Its penetrating signal regularly pulls two-thirds

of Bridgeton's radio families . . . and 58 per cent of all radio
homes

Page 8
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in prosperous Cumberland
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County. Schedule

WFIL.

BROADCASTING
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I

id

ALL

of

America's

3rd

Market

id

■

■ ■' '

" '";

"

■'■

J

C. F. SEABROOK, Farmer— Leader
in a leading farm county, Seabrook
Farms grows and packs fine frozen
foods. Cumberland County farmers
prosper; gross 537,000,000 a year.

AND

THE

HAROLD W. BALBIRNIE, Druggist
— Bridgeton dtug stores are social
centers, too. Establishments like
H. H. D. Balbirnie and Son sell
$517,000 worth of goods a year.

14-COUNTY

MARY
Farmef's Wife
— Sell herB. !ROBERTS,
For Bridgeton-area
farm
families average $11,256 in annual
retail spending . . . 165 per cent
more than the national farm average.

TRADE

J. ELMER MULFORD, Auto Dealer
— Btidgetonians spend $5,126,000
a year on automobiles, buy from
dealers like Mr. Mulford, treasurer
of Elmer D. Mulford, Incorporated.

AREA

You get the most for your radio money in Bridgeton with WFIL.
And it's the same story throughout Philadelphia's vast 14-County
Retail Trading Area, where

WFIL's

signal is strongest. It's

America's 3rd market because here are 4,400,000 people, more
than $6 billion in purchasing power, a high income level ($5,345
per family). It's your market when

you sell through WFIL,

reg-

ular stop on two out of three dials in this rich, sales-producing
zone. And WFIL

3Tfje iDfjiiabelpfjia
Snquir'er Station
An ARC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market

brings you in a winner, too, in a huge bonus

area reaching way beyond the 14 counties. Schedule WFIL.

ROADCASTING

560 kc.

• Telecasting

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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agency

Announcing
the
appointment

of
EORGE H. GRIBBEN, vice president and head of copy, named Y
of radio-TV commercial department Young & Rubicam, N. Y. W
LIAM J. COLIHAN, in same department, named manager.
WILFRED

S. ROBERTS, director of radio and TV Pedlar & Ryan, N.
elected vice president.
JOHN F. BROOKS, assistant director of research I
eral Adv. Agency, N. Y., appointed associate accc
executive. CHARLES S. PATTERSON, Daniel Sts
& Staff, N. Y., to Federal as assistant to Miss IVL
GARET BOOSS, director of research.
DON FAIRBAIRN, farm commentator CBC Toro
named radio director E. W. Reynolds Adv. Ltd., Toro

NEEDHAM, LOUIS & BRORBY Inc. opens Tore
office early in Sept. at 880 Bay St., with JOHN W
LOUGHBY of Chicago office as manager. E. W. S. REED, fonm
of J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto, will be staff member.
Mr. Roberts

ANDY POTTER, executive producer Wm. Esty Co. Inc., Hollywood I
Calkins, Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, L. A., as radio and t
director.
KIRKLAND, WHITE & SCHELL, Atlanta, Ga., moves to new office!
101 Marietta St. Telephone remains LAmar 3682-3.

Mr.

Carroll

Loos

on all accounts

as
Commercial

Manager

KOMA
/. J. Bernard, Viee-Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
OKLAHOMA CITY

50,000

WATTS

-

CBS

f, INC.
RESENTATIVE
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doing
Joseph
rt
or,nowRobe
mentis
ER Fisher,
A FORM
his teaching by example as agaccount
gressive
ecutive for Leveex-r
Bros.' Surf with N.
W. Aver & Son, New
York.
Born in Ashland,
Ohio, on Oct. 24,
1915, Mr. Fisher was
educated at U. of
Syracuse, where he
majored in history
and political science.
With the aid of a
scholarship and
working as a radio
researcher, plus an

partment.
In November
1943 he
joined
Navy
as a lieutenant
junior
grfi'
and upon his
turn in 1946
went back to Le.
Bros, for a sh
while. In 1947 j
joined
W. Aye
Son's N.Philadelp
office in the plans :
partment working
food and drugs. 1
years later he
transferred to
office on New
the Le,
agency's
Yl
Bros, account.
Bros. (Su;
isLever
currently
sp

occasional
waiting onsummer's
tables,
soring Hawk if
Bob Fisher managed
Falls, five th
Mr. FISHER
to get his degree in
1938.
weekly
and alsoonisNBCrunn
After graduation,
a
spot
radio
television campaign.
his first job was teaching civics and
The Fishers have been man
English at a Syracuse high school,
while continuing to study at night since 1940. She is the fori
Kathryn Benner. They have (
for his master's degree. Two years
later he abandoned teaching for a children, Jeffery, 8, and Janet,
The family home is in White Pla:
selling position with the American
Bob Fisher claims that he
Text Book Co., and one year later
accepted a position with Lever no time for hobbies, that his
Bros, in the market research de- and home occupy him completely
BROADCASTING
• Telecasti
J

Obviously
beat

OUTSTANDING
RDON CATES, vice president Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y., to Biow Co.,
Y., as vice president and account supervisor.
LL SEYMOUR, radio writer, announcer and producer, to Leo Burnett,
icago, as member of broadcast department.

"if

ANKLIN S. ROBERTS, radio-TV director Harry Feigenbaum Agency,
Ml jla., appointed radio-TV director Wil Roberts Adv., same city.
4k RAGER, Erwin Wasey & Co., N. Y., to Simoniz Co., Chicago, as
"■^listant advertising manager.
♦WARD S. GORE, Philadelphia advertising executive, to J. Robert
ndte Adv. Agency, N. Y., as vice president.
EXANDER H. CARVER Jr., Holiday magazine, Phila., to Kastor
■rell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y., as account executive.
WING ECKHOFF, partner Roche, Eckhoff & Assoc., L. A., speaks on
of radio, television and newspapers as ways of promoting special
mts and sports at joint luncheon of Hollywood and San Diego Adverng Clubs Wednesday (Sept. 5) at Del Mar, Calif.
WARD

(Jeff) FORBES, account executive and assistant sales director WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, appointed radio-TV director W. Craig Chambers Adv. Agency, Pittsburgh.
JAMES YATES appointed creative assistant to president Buchanan & Co., N. Y. He was with William
Esty Co. and Ted Bates Agency.
DON DAVID named to copy department Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Detroit. He was with BBDO and McCannErickson.

FRANK J. SCHROEDER named to art staff Gray &
Rogers, Phila. Mr. Schroeder was with Lott Adv.
ency, Santa Monica, Calif.

Ir. Forbes

Fundamental

research

the commercial

in PEORIA

production

made

possible

of penicillin!

That's only one of many achievements of the Northern Regional
Research Laboratory in Peoria. Established by the U. S. Dept.
of Agriculture, the "lab" develops important industrial uses for
cereal and oilseed crops of the North Central states . . . and
agricultural residues of the entire nation. It's OBVIOUSLY
OUTSTANDING!
the
Dominates

WMBD

Peoriarea

Rich

ILLIAM J. LUEDKE, product manager for Pepsodent Div., Lever
others Co., has resigned to become member of plans and merchandising
ard of N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., effective September 17.

Market

LOCAL

ADVERTISERS

KNOW

IT!

They must base

their advertising expenditures
on RESULTS . . . and in the

fRTIS BERRIEN, Biow Co., N. Y., to copy staff Needham, Louis &
ni orby, Chicago. He was with McCann-Erickson and Tatham-Laird, also
lis icago.

highly competitive Peoria market, local retailers buy more program time by far on WMBD
than on any other Peoriarea station. These advertisers get RESULTS! Over 21 of them have
been on WMBD for more than

L :RA BRENNEN, radio head Duane Jones, N. Y., for past nine years, to
i leideler, Beck & Werner, N. Y., in same capacity. SHERMAN K.
41 ,LIS Jr., account executive Duane Jones, to General Foods, N. Y., as
eduction manager for decaffeinated coffees. ANNE SMALL, timebuyer
:eiijf?iane Jones, to Scheideler, Beck & Werner, in same capacity. WALTER
as IaRE, TV production supervisor, Duane Jones, to Scheideler, Beck &
>rner, as television director.
WALTER THURMAN ,
popular caster.world
His 8 a.m.newsand
12 Noon
attract more newscasts
listeners than
the next two Peoriarea
stations COMBINED.

10 years . . . many for more than
20 years. WMBD IS YOUR NO.
1 BUY IN THE MIDWEST'S
NO. 1 TEST MARKET!

CHARLES C. CALEY, Vice
President
and
General
Manager
DON D. KYN ASTON, Director of Sales
See Free & Peters
PRESENTATIVES of the H. J. Heinz Co. hold a final production meeting
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh for the Heinz half-hour Friday segment of the
>iilar cooking show, Kay's Kitchen. Heinz began sponsorship Aug. 10.
o r: Howard J. Forbes, WDTV account executive; Arthur Dimond, Heinz
'ertising manager; A. J. Adams, Heinz' head of production for advertising;
3 Jones, Heinz home economist; W. L. De Weese, production manager,
linz sales division, and William Suitt, account executive with Maxon
Adv., Detroit.
Telecasting
OADCASTING

FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Affiliate
5000 Watts
September 3, 1951
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or 2 to 20

kilowatts

ryou plan to start TV station operations
with a modest equipment investment . . .
and still be sure you get adequate signal
coverage . . . this new "2 kw" is a logical,
economical solution to your problem. Initial
equipment expense is lower than that of
most TV stations on the air today. And tube
costs are low— became all the tubes are
standard types.

antennas of higher gain, this transmitter
provides up to 20 kw ERP !
Why not ask your RCA Broadcast Sales
Specialist to help you with your planning.
He can tell you precisely what you'll need
to go on the air— and how to do it at lowest
cost. today.
Make
him

Used with RCA's popular and inexpensive high-gain 3 -section Super Turnstile Antenna, this transmitter produces 5 kilowatts

any
II

TV

power

to 200
3-tay VHFfiW—
5-tay
12-bay

6-hay

lOkwUKF

10 kw VHF

50kwVHF
UHF High-Gain

VHF

use of his "know-how."

VHF

Call

ANNOUNCING — a 64-page book oq
RCA's new line of TV broadcast
equipment for all channels, 2 to 83!
An indispensable reference for station
planning. Available only from your
RCA Broadcast Sales Specialist.
* Effective radiated power

ERP— at the lowest cost per radiated kilowatt in TV history. Used with RCA TV

For

erp

VHF

go

2 kw VHF

VHF

The heart of the "2 kw"ffte forced-air-cooled triode, RCA-5762
This service-proved triode features sturdy internal
construction — and a very efficient plate radiator.
The tube takes less than half the air flow previously needed for a tube having the same powerhandling capability. And it's available through
any RCA Tube Distributor!

RCA

20 kw VHF

f

new

business

• • •

CENTRAL AIRLINES, L. A., starts transcribed sp.
CALIFORNIA
Spotcampaign in Los Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego. TV will I
used in Los Angeles. Other cities to be added later. Agency: Calkin
Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, L. A.
HAROLDS CLUB, Reno, using spot announcements on 31 western rad*
stations in Washington, Oregon, California and Nevada. Spots promo
Reno as vacation-tourist area. Agency: Thomas C. Wilson Adv., Ren
SMITH - DOUGLASS Co., Norfolk, Va. (S-D Fertilizers), renev|
Debnam Views the News, 12:45-1 p.m., starting today (Monday), ovdjl
11 southern stations: WPTF Raleigh; WTAR Norfolk; WDSC Dillo
WRCS Ahoskie, N. C; WABZ Albemarle, N. C; WHNC Hende
son, N. C; WIRC Hickory, N. C; WFMA Rocky Mount, N. C; WRR
Washington, N. C; WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C; WFLO Farmville, V
Agency: Lindsey & Co., Richmond.
WESTERN STATES REFINERIES, through Ross Jurney & Assoc,
Salt Lake City, will sponsor Time-Test, syndicated feature of Walt<
Schwimmer Productions, Chicago, half-hour daily on six Rocky Moui
tain stations: KALL Salt Lake City, KVNU Logan, KOVO Provo an
KLO Ogden, all Utah, and KLIX Twin Falls and KID Idaho Falls, Ids'
HOLLAND FURNACE Co., Holland, Mich., expands its TV spots schec
ule now in six cities, by adding seven markets. Agency: Roche, Willian
& Cleary, Chicago.
AMERICAN VITAMIN Assoc., L. A., purchases KTLA (TV) Hoik
wood Frosty Frolics for placement in 10 TV markets including Holh
wood, starting Sept. 7 for 13 weeks. Program will originate from KTL
and be kinescoped for telecasting on other stations, to be heard Mon
7-8 p.m. (PDT) first week and Sept. 12 moving to Wed., 8-9 p.m. (PDT
slot. Other markets include Chicago, San Francisco, Washington, D.
Baltimore, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Detroit, Philadelphi;
Agency: Schwimmer & Scott Inc., L. A.
nationally

famous

has joined

merchandising

expert

our staff

There probably isn't a single Indianapolis druggist or
grocer — retail or wholesale — who doesn't personally
know and respect Ruth Burnett. She digs out
facts. She makes tests — going right to the consumer if
necessary. She tells you from first-hand research
just WHERE your products stand with actual buyers,
furnishes you priceless merchandising information
you couldn't get in any other way. Write or phone for
further information now to the Boiling Company
or to WISH . . .
"The Station that never out-promises
BUT ALWAYS OUT-PERFORMS"

WHOT- South Bend
i^Efa
INDIANAPOLIS
1310
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WANE — Fort Wayne
WHBU- Anderson

Owned and Operated by
UNIVERSAL BROADCASTING CO., Inc.

KC?
Represented Nationally by The BOLUNG COMPANY

September 3, 1951

G. T. FULFORD Ltd., Brockville, Ont. (Baby's Own tablets), starts spi
announcement campaign for one year on number of Canadian station
Agency: Hayhurst Adv. Co., Toronto.
A. O. McCOLL Ltd., Vancouver (peanut butter), starts spot announc<
ment campaign on British Columbia stations. Agency: O'Brien Ad1
Ltd., Vancouver.
A/aturotk •
FRED W. AMEND Co., Danville, 111. (Chuckles candy), will sponsc
Hail the Champ, Sat., 5:30-6 p.m. (CT) on three ABC-TV station
WENR-TV Chicago, WXYZ-TV Detroit and WXEL (TV) Clevelan.
from Sept. 22 for 52 weeks. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicag'
PILLSBURY MILLS, Minneapolis, for various flour products, bus
quarter-hour of Kate Smith Shoiv on NBC-TV one day weekly throug
Leo Burnett, Chicago. Segment is 3:15-3:30 p.m. (CT) on Monday froi
Sept. 10 for 52 weeks.
STERLING DRUG Co., N. Y., sponsoring 10:30-11 p.m. segment c
Songs for Sale, over CBS-TV Network, Sat., 10-11 p.m., beginning Sep
15, for 16 weeks. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
CHAMPION SPARK PLUG Co. renewing its sponsorship of Champio
Roll Call, five-minute sports commentary, Fri., 9:55-10 p.m. over ABC
effective Sept. 28. Agency: Mac Manus, John & Adams, Detroit.
LESLIE SALT Co., S. F., Sept. 22, starts sponsorship of Meet th
Missus Varieties, Sat. 11:30 a.m.-12 M. (PDT), for 52 weeks, on 1
Columbia Pacific stations. Agency: Long. Adv. Service, S. F.
SCHICK Inc., Stamford, Conn, (razors), sponsoring' Rudolph Halley
former chief counsel of Senate Crime Investigating Committee, as nai
(Continued on page 75)
BROADCASTING
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1

cvitA

Yankee

Network

News

Service

England's

New
FIRST

News

will show you how to reach the consistent, loyal,

home-town

England audience

New

9

Since

A.M.

A

The

Service

Your Petry Man

—
A.M.

LARGEST

and

Radio

8

tAe

New

Yankee

of the Yankee

7934

1 P.M.

England

News

Service.

—
6

P.M.

11

P.M.

Institution

Network,

Inc

Member of the Mutual Broadcasting System
21 BROOKLINE AVENUE, BOSTON 15, MASS.
BROADCASTING
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Represented Nationally by EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC
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feature

of the week

TIME
AMERICAN LEGION and the
Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters have joined forces in a radio
assault on Communism.
J. Norman Lodge, Legion public
relations officer, hopes that other
state broadcasters' associations will
pick up the idea and that the assault will become nation-wide.
Mr. Lodge, veteran newspaperman and world traveler, has prepared aseries entitled, The Enemy
We Face — World Communism.
The series consists of 24 fiveminute scripts which Mr. Lodge
says are based on fact and not
simply emotional propaganda. "Already," Mr. Lodge says, "43 Pennsylvania stations are carrying the
programs and we hope that 25 more
stations in Pennsylvania will air

WASHINGTON

BILL

HERSON

By popular demand Bill's
morning show is now heard
Monday through Friday
6:00 to 10:00 A.M
Saturdays till 9:00

theSubjects
series." of the series cover religion, schools, sportsmanship, medicine and many other aspects of
daily life.
Of the five minutes, 3 Mi are consumed by the narrative. Remaining
IV2 minutes are open for plugs for
the American Legion, the station,
and the association.
As prepared now, a typical script
would open like this:
"The American Legion through
the cooperation of the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters now
brings
firstthis:
in a series. . . ."
And you
closethelike

GENE
ARCHER
Gene Archer and the Cliff
Quartette with G e n e's
songs and easy chatter in
a full hour feature each
noon-time
12:15-1:15 PM

NANCY

&

:

. .

"ay After
Year

After

Year,

Ann

Leslie

WISN's
Proves

Day,

That

She Is

Milwaukee's

and

Southeastern

Wis-

consin's MOST
POPULAR Women's
Commentator.

or
F.

More

Than

18
Years
"Over
The Ann's
Coffee

gin with.

strictly business
brakes were being tested in Detroit.
Through the years, B. F. Goodrich has been synonymous with
automobile tires and other rubber
products. The name is put before
each
new generation by extensive
advertising.
Frank Thomas Tucker has
headed up this advertising operation as director of advertising for
the past decade. And in his association with the powerful advertising media, Mr. Tucker has become
acquainted with the salesmanship
of radio, and now television.
Mr: Tucker is well-versed in the
open secret that has made B. F.
Goodrich famous in its field. As
he explains it:
". . . in radio, television and
printed matter the sponsor's name
is highly important and should not

Co. of
DRICH
GOOOhio,
BF. Akron,
has been using radio since the years
when Korea was studied only by
the cartographer, and four-wheel

September 3, 1951

Mr. ciated
Lodge,
yearstimes
with around
AssoPress and24 four
the globe, knows enough to keep the
language simple and the appeal
direct.
"We could make these scripts
suitable for any radio station in
the country by simply changing a
word here and there," he pointed
out.
"We hope that this idea will
spread across the country. We'll
air mail these scripts to any station manager who requests them."
Mr. Lodge's office is in the new
American Legion building at 1608
K St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Mr. Lodge figures that the American Legion with a three million
membership and its one million
members of Auxiliary offer a loyal
audience for radio stations to be-

IN WOMEN

Cup" Tone Has
Made Her Programs

Mr. TUCKER

•

But in the Soviet Union no church
bells rang.

STED
INTERE
IF YOU'RE

A BUY- WORD

Now heard in her regular
half hour at 1:15 each
weekday afternoon. This is
a great combination with
Gene Archer.

Page 16

Station
XXXX." script, designed to
The opening
be aired on a Monday, deals with
religion. Its narrative begins :
Yesterday church bells rang in
Pennsylvania,
People
God, went to a church of their
own choice.
In their own way they worshipped

m

OSGOOD

IRSTinK

"This program has been brought
to you by the American Legion
and was prepared especially for

With

Her Host of Faithful
Listeners.
1
\ou'll Like Doing
Business with WISN.

be Or,
soft-pedaled."
he tells about an experience
in an Akron barber shop, which
goes like this:
"I asked the barber, a TV fan,
how he liked the B. F. Goodrich
(Continued on page 71 )
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1

"To what radio station does your family
listen most?" As part of an independent
survey made by students at North Dakota
Agricultural College, this question was
asked of 3,969 farm families in 22 prosperous counties within 90 miles of Fargo.
74.6% of the families named WDAY:

a G^/2-to-l favorite over all other stations
combined!

4.4% said Station "B", 2.3% Station "C",
2.1% Station "D", and so on.
WDAY was a IJ-to-l choice over the next
station . . . a V/j-to-l favorite over all
other stations combined!

BMB figures, Hoopers and mail-order
returns all tell the same amazing story on
WDAY and the rich Red River Valley.
Get all the facts. Write us direct, or ask
Free & Peters!

WDAY

•

NBC

In Fargo's home county, WDAY was the
first choice of 87.2% of the families,
as against 5.8% for Station "B". In its
home county, WDAY was a whopping
15-to-l choice over the next station . . .

•

970 KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

FREE & PETERS, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

Voyage
EDITOR:
open mike

Overseas Mail Bag
EDITOR:
It was a distinct pleasure to
learn from an article on page 23
of your July 23 issue that Radio
Free Asia has been formed for the
purpose of fighting Communism in
Asia.
The Bolinao Broadcasting System presently operates two standard broadcast stations and one
shortwave station in the Philippines with an additional standard
broadcast station to be added shortly. .. . If [Radio Free Asia] would
care to avail themselves of our
services in any way, we would be

delighted to help. We also are
willing to offer our comprehensive
facilities on a "no charge" basis if
they can utilize them in the furtherance of their objectives.
Unfortunately, your article did
not contain an address or we would
have communicated directly with
the Committee without troubling
you.

James B. Lindenberg
President
Bolinao Broadcasting

SystemP.I.
Manila,
[EDITOR'S
Radio
Free Asiaof
will
operate NOTE:
under the
jurisdiction
the Committee for a Free Asia, 245
California St., San Francisco.]

NOT "178,498 RADIO HOMES"
NOT "OVER 83,000 TV HOMES"
as claimed by Tulsa's TV Station
In an independent survey by Leslie Brooks &
Associates, Research Consultants of Tulsa, Oklahoma, itwas found that the Tulsa TV area, defined
as the .1 MV area of Tulsa's single Television
Station, has 212,940 radio homes and 31,072 Television Homes and Businesses as of July, 1951. This
is in contrast to the Tulsa Television Station's
claims in literature and in advertising of "178,498
radio homes" and "over 83,000 television sets"
in the area. The survey was conducted in Tulsa
and in 40 towns in the Tulsa TV area. A 3,416
interview sample was made, statistically valid
within two percent.
$1,000 REWARD!
Associated Tulsa Broadcasters have posted
$1,000. with the First National Bank and
Trust Company of Tulsa to be given to the
first person proving the Brooks survey is not
within 5 per cent of accuracy, as of date
made.

KAKC
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It's All Greek
EDITOR:
The neon sign on Constitution
square in the center of downtown
Athens has given me such a bang
I decided that you . . . ought to
know about it.
Maybe you are an old fraternity

*
***
**
AND
BUS/MESSES

ruiSA

AREA
AS OF JULY. 195)

TELEVISION SET
(HOMES21.0%
AND BUSINESSES)
11.3%

RADIO SET
98.8%
(HOMES
ONLY)
98.3%

FAMILIES WITH BOTH TELEVISION AND RADIO
SETS — AVERAGE PER DAY:
4.28 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO
4.45 HOURS VIEWING TELEVISION
FAMILIES WITH RADIO SETS ONLY — AVERAGE
PER DAY:
5.3 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO

KFMJ
KOME
KRMG
KTUL
A copy of the survey may be obtained by writing any
Tulso radio station or from their National Representatives.

September 3, 1951

0 0 0

PERCENT OF MARKET SATURATION
IN CITY OF TULSA
IN TULSA TV AREA
(EXCLUSIVE OF TULSA)

man and can read the wi
"Radio, RCA, Television."

I just got back from Nassau and
I thought you might be interested
. . . in ZNS, the Voice of the Bahamas, operated by the Telecommunications Dept., Nassau, Bahamas ... I was very much surprised to find that this radio station, in a British colony, is commercially operated . . . has been
operating commercially since Aug.
1, 1950. . .
Joseph L. Brechner
General Manager
WGAY-AM-FM
Silver
Spring, Md.

HOMES

%£$m.MOxmo
?J til?
*J/,1/f*

of Discovery

KVOO

It is typical of Greek spirit ; j
optimism, for television is
nearer here than Vatican City.
Radio, however, is about
most advertised commodity I
Greece, utilizing outdoor adver
ing for the job because there
little time sold on Greek broadc;
ing stations. Whitewashed wall;
ancient vintage
"RCA" i;
"Philco"
along herald
with English
German makes all over mel
politan Athens. I believe, howei
that English makes have a sli
edge on the others in number
use.There are about 200,000 rec<
ing sets in use in Greece, popi
tion some 8 million, which is pre
good considering the 100%
port tax on such items and the 1;
of electric power in hundreds
villages. A listening tax of ab
60 cents a month on each set g
to support the National Bro
casting Institute, a la BBC . .
I keep up with things at ho
via yourLayne
magazine,
Beaty a month late
EC A/ FA
APO,
206, c/o Postmaste,
New York.
Anthem in Chicago
EDITOR:
In your Open Mike departrm
of the Aug. 27 issue, R. B. I
Alister of KICA Clovis, N.
suggests all stations play the 1
tional Anthem at the same ti
each day, as a constant remini
of the American way of life.
We think that is a good id
and WLS has already made a st;
in that direction. For the p:
20 years, we have opened c
Dinnerbell program broadcast es
day, Monday through Friday, w
the National Anthem played b\
20-piece studio orchestra.
For almost the same period
time, we have closed the Nation
Barn Dance at midnight each S
urday with the entire cast, bacli
by the instrumentalists on tl
show, singing this revered sel
tion.
Glenn Snyder
Manager
WLS

Chicago

Mmm

<
§
W Jillf Jmrnm J«P^
■

the

lowest

cost

per-thousand

in

the

If you want

fabulous

Houston

market

■

Network
station B's cost-per-thousand
is 52% HIGHER
than KPRC

■

Network
station C's cost-per-thousand
is 142% HIGHER
than KPRC

to present your sales story to a constantly increasing

Gulf Coast audience,
ask your Petry man

and

make

it a buying audience,

... or call us.

Percentages based on BMB, February-May
Hooper Report, and 260 time Daytime
Quarter Hour Rate.

NBC and TQN on the Gulf Coast
JACK HARRIS, General Manager
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
A-6-5 1
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WDRC Aids Camp Fund
A ONE-MAN campaign by Jack
Zaiman over WDRC Hartford,
Conn., resulted in listener contributions of $1,156.80 for the Camp
Courant fund. The summer camp
is operated by the local morning
newspaper for children in the area.
Money was raised by Mr. Zaiman
on his Needle Club program. The
WDRC contribution puts the Courant's
top. $15,000 camp fund over the
WLBR Raises Fund
WHEN word reached WLBR
Lebanon, Pa., that local 4% -yearold boy was dying of cancer, the
station swung into action to raise
funds for the stricken boy's family.
All-out drive was started on the
air at 7 p.m. and by 1 a.m. over
82,500 had been pledged by WLBR
listeners, the station reports. Campaign was spirited by Announcers
Hy White and Syd Brenner. More

In

Salt Desert, spotted a violent st:
approaching.
With Mr. Neilsc
information, the local weather
reau was able to warn airpl;
pilots. Major storms are usus
forecast by the weather bureau
unpredictable squalls often deve
in mountain areas during sumr.
"Please express our thanks to y> j
engineer," wrote the supervi:
forecaster to C. Richard Ev
KSL general manager.

The

Public
Interest

than 500 people called in during
the evening — and many are still
calling. At last report over 83,000
had been collected.
Bloodmobile Donations
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt, received a call that donations at a
bloodmobile unit visit were lagging. It was necessary that St.
Johnsbury meet its quota or lose
future bloodmobile visits and available blood for the two local hos-

pitals. Station immediately began
spot series urging listeners to
make donations. The repeated announcements brought the largest
number of blood donations in the
city's history, the station reports.
Future visits of the bloodmobile
unit seemed assured.
Engineer Thanked
KSL Salt Lake City Engineer Curt
Neilson, while at the KSL transmitter on the edge of the Great

In the Public Interest
In the interest of the Broadcasting Industry

at

In the selfish interest of a Radio Station
f

SNY

these factors are synonymous
Van

de

as we present :
Car

&

The

6:45-7:00 P.M.— Monday

News

KIRBY

WINS

Takes Women's

thru Friday

Golf T

DOROTHY
KIRBY, member
the WSB-AM-TV
Atlanta sf
Golf Champi
staff, won the Women's
Amat

active in all worthwhile community affairs is WSNY's answer to the TV exploitation
of the Kefauver Investigation. He is also an answer to our Public Service, Broadcasting
Industry and Selfish Radio Showmanship and Commercial responsibilities.

ship in St. P
Aug.
25.
Winning
of
title climaxed
links career

ALREADY . . . since his vigorous campaigning for clean government and law
enforcement ... a simple tearing up of a police blotter containing an entry
of a traffic violation has resulted in a grand jury investigation of perjury on the
part of government officials and a full scale inquiry into all possible crime conditions
in Schenectady.

the 31 - year golfing
veteib
who
has
aiming t o w a
the
nation
championship
Miss Kirby
17 years.
Miss Kirby said she plans p
in the National Open tournam

You can do the same kind of thing in your
expose graft, crime and undue political
establish the honesty and integrity of most
can help to continually guard the principles
government.

community. You can help
influence. You can help
government officials. You
of honesty and efficiency in

in
in September.
that,Atlanta
no tournament
golf for"Afn
she said. She added that she d
nitely would not turn professioi
'T've got a good job selling ra
and television advertising for W
in Atlanta and I intend to keep

By doing so you'll get bigger audiences, more revenue, more respect for radio . . .
and you'll really be fulfilling your obligations to ''operate in the public interest."

This advertisement is placed by
WSNY as a contribution to the Radio Industry of America.

•

WHBG Helps 111 Lad
FOUR-YEAR old Ralph Th
wechter stricken with cancer
the lung was given the opportur
for special treatment at M;
Clinic when WHGB Harrisbv
Pa., broadcast a marathon apr.
for funds in its choice 9 p.m. per
Marathon ended at 1 a.m. Ab
$2,500 — mostly in $1-2 donation
was collected, with more be
pledged at the last report.
DOT

TTAROLD M. VAN DE CAR, Director of Development and Public Relations of
Union College, Director of the Schenectady Chamber of Commerce, Civic Leader,

Page 20

Red Cross Drive
WTCN-AM-FM-TV Minneapoi
St. Paul boosted Red Cross fi
contributions in a special di
for Midwest flood victims. Dur
the famed Aquatennial Torchli
Parade, WTCN Disc Jockey .
Boysen urged contributions fi
an Army truck equipped wit?
loudspeaker. Parade view
donated $3,464.12.

September 3, 1951

WSNY
Schenectady,

N. Y.

Ad Council Aids Drive
ADVERTISING Council last w
circulated a radio fact sheet on
Defense Bond drive to run fr
Sept. 3 to Oct. 27 with the then
"Make Today Your D-Day — I
United States Defense Bond
Council had endorsed this is
paign as important to the pul
interest and the fact sheet poi
out salient arguments in favor
buying bonds, for use on the air
BROADCASTING
• Telecast

HADIO
IS

TDPS

FOR
ADUERTISERS

SuRUEVS SHOLU . . . Radio Reaches Farther;
Radio Delivers More;
Radio Than
Costsever
Lessbefore!
—

IMC

Rate, in cost per thousand listeners, has gone down 10.1% as compared with 1946
U1REC is a better buy than ever in its history. The advertiser
gets more in coverage — more in prestige — at lower cost.
RADIO FAMILIES
1946
RADIO HOMES COVERED 404,560
BASIC HOUR RATE
$250.00
COST PER 1000 HOMES
61c

1949
448,890
.55c
$250.00

Figures Quoted Based on Latest Available BMB Measurements
Advertising Is
Essentially Salesmanship

Affiliated with CBS— 600 K.C. 5000 WATTS.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

ujrec iroiPHis no. i simui
WREC HOOPER RATINGS AVERAGE
HIGHER THAN ANY OTHER MEMPHIS STATION

Sells More and
Sells It Cheaper
★
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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it's

KWKH

easy,

WHEN

YOU

KNOW

HOW!

51.8
KWKH
44.6

WEEKDAY

HOOPERS

Shreveport City Zone
8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
March-April*

A quick glance at the chart above shows you that
KWKH is tops in Shreveport Hooperatings — has
steadily increased its superiority, year after year!

On Weekday Mornings in 1949, KWKH had
70.0 % more Shreveport listeners than the next
station. For the same period in 1950, we had
76.9% more listeners. In 1951, we had 157.7%
more listeners!

Shreveport itself, however, accounts for only 11%
of KWKH's audience. BMB Report No. 2
(Spring, 1949) gives KWKH a Daytime Audience
in 87 Louisiana, Arkansas and Texas counties.
KWKH's total Daytime BMB Audience is 303,230
families. 75.0% of these are "average daily KWKH
listeners!"
Your Branham Company man can give you the
whole KWKH story. Or write us direct.

KWKH DAYTIME
BMB COUNTIES
Study No. 1
Spring, 1949

KWKH

*Latest available at press time

mm
Texas

SHREVEPORT

The Branham
50,000

Watts

•

CBS

f

LOUISIANA

Company

Representatives

^ Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

I
WASHINGTON,

fol. 41, No. 10

NETWORK
j'ALL business on the nationwide
adio networks this year will in
me aggregate be slightly behind
jne combined volume of the four
etworks for the 1950 autumn seaon, if business signed in August
f each year is a proper compar;on.
Lists of network commercial prorams to be broadcast this fall,
jrnished to Broadcasting • Telcasting last week by all four
etworks, show a total of 237 sponjred network shows this year as
gainst 245 reported a year ago,
decline of 3.3%. A similar comarison of the amount of air time
lese programs will occupy shows
le same 3.3% drop-off from last
all, when business signed in Aumst totaled 194 hours, 42 y2 mintes a week, to this fall, when 188
ours, 12V2 minutes of network
me a week has been sold as of
lis date.
These figures cannot of course
% taken as an absolute criterion
lat the networks this autumn will
Dt quite match last year's level
i business volume. In the first
lace, there is a lot of selling
oing to be attempted and some
:complished between Labor Day
id the end of the fall season,
econdly, hours alone have little
gnificance without the number of
ations to be used for each proram when it comes to translating
te number of programs or hours
to dollar volume. And on that
ore, it must be remembered that
le 10% reduction in network rates
jt into effect in the summer
eans that it takes slightly more
tan 10% more network station
burs this fall to return the same
^venue as was recorded by the
Jtworks a year ago.
Comparison With '50
It is perhaps significant that
ross time sale billings of the four
atworks for the first seven months
: 1951 as reported by Publishers
lformation Bureau showed a
<8% drop, but for the month of
ily the decrease amounted to
,i5%, the difference presumably in
rge part being due to the rate
it becoming effective July 1
i
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ug. 27].
Tabulation of number of spon'>red programs and amount of
■mmercial network time each
jeek, analyzed network by netork and comparing last fall with
lis, in accordance with business
SOADCASTING

D. C, SEPTEMBER

3, 1951

N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

AUTUMN
OUTLOOK
Slight Drop From '50
signed in August of each year, fol- this time last year. Number of Coffee; Bristol-Myers, Ralston Purina
lows:
Co., Sterling Drug, Hazel Bishop Inc.,
commercial programs is up 9.8%;
No. of
Prudential
Life Insurance Co., Sylsponsored
time
volume
is
up
27.8%.
Amount of
vania
Electric
Products, Philip MorSponsored
Network
Programs
Sponsored 1951
Time
Commenting on the outlook for
ris & Co.,Co. Ltd., Serutan Co. and the
1950
1951
1950
Kellogg
ABC
28:30
ABC, Charles T. Ayers, vice presi41 45
46:25
All of this new business will start
CBS
99 96
80:271/2 72:40
20:00
dent for the network's radio sales
20:071/2
NBC
31 29
MBS
on the ABC radio network this fall.
division, said:
59:00
65:45
74 67
We confidently expect that this conBased on current activities, the
194:42V2 188:12V2
tinually expanding use of our network
Total
245 237
outlook for fall business on the Amerradio facilities by leading advertisers
ican Broadcasting Co. radio netwill
be
further
increased as the fall
ABC was the only network last
work is most encouraging. Recent
season gets under way and that this
week to report both more commerradio network sales have included
year will see ABC with one of the
cials and more sponsored hours
such outstanding advertisers as Genstrongest lineups of programs and
for this fall than it had signed at
eral Foods, for Instant Maxwell
sponsors that it has had.
Karol Optimistic
John J. Karol, vice president in
Radio Network Clients for Fall 1951
charge of network sales, CBS Radio Division, was similarly optimisIV2
ABC
tic about the outlook for the netHours
work, which on the August showAgency
ing is down 3.0% in number of
Program
Sponsor
Week
sponsored programs and 9.7% in
Lone Ranger
American Bakeries
Tucker, Wayne & Co.
amount of commercial time sold
To be announced 25 min. Raymond Spector
Bishop, Hazel, Inc.
for fall, in comparison with last
Break
The
Bank
Bristol-Myers Co.
Young & Rubicam
Mr. District
year. Mr. Karol said:
Doherty,
Clifford &
Shenfleld
Attorney 25 min. Turner Adv.
The fall season on CBS Radio will
Burton Dixie Corp.
see an influx of advertisers new to
Paul Harvey & News per14 Ted Bates & Co.
Carter Products
Drew Pearson
network radio — clients who never beMacManus,
Champion Spark Plugs
Champion
fore have used the medium for their
Adams Inc.John &
Roll Call
5 min.
advertising message. Among these
Christian Science Monitor The Christian Science
are Kingan Meats, Bel-Tone, Soilax,
Monitor Views The %
News
Walton Butterfleld Adv.
Dr. Pepper's beverages, Morton Salt.
Leo
Burnett
Co.
Club Aluminum Products
More and more advertisers are beClub Time
14
ginning to realize that video still is
Equitable Life Assurance
Warwick
&
Legler
Inc.
This Is Your F.B.I. yz
Society of the U. S.
not a national medium and that netBreakfast Club
1J4 Young & Rubicam
General Foods Corp.
work radio still gives them more valWhen A Girl Marries 1% Benton & Bowles
ue per dollar in terms of circulation
(Continued on page 38)
(Continued on page 8U)

Congress To Probe Issues
BOARD
ADVISORY
hearings would be held Wednesday
THE BURNING question of a Board for Radio and Television —
burst
upon
the
Congressional
scene
and
Thursday (Sept. 5-6), 10 a.m.
proposed radio-TV advisory board
in room G-16 in the Capitol.
and its censorship implication will during a hearing by the McFarland
Full list of witnesses has not
Subcommittee last June [Broadbe aired on Capitol Hill this week.
casting • Telecasting, June 11]. been completed, but it is expected
Announcement of hearings came
Sen. Benton and other supporters
Its sponsor is Sen. William Benton
from Senate Majority Leader
(D-Conn.), who has wielded a big of his proposal will appear.
Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.)
on the heels of an FCC letter to stick on behalf of educational inThis is only the first phase of
Sen. Ed C. Johnson, chairman of vations. stitutions for additional TV reserhearings. There will be others.
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
The next sessions will be devoted
Benton Substitutes
to other interested parties, namely
Commerce, stating the Commission
has statutory authority to fix the
Only a few weeks ago, Sen. Benthe FCC and industry spokesmen.
ton offered substitutes for his bill
percentage of broadcast time a
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy, who
commercial station must devote to
(S 1579) and resolution (S J Res
reportedly
would have testified this
76)
in
the
form
of
amendments
educational programs.
week, will be unavailable as he is
Both issues since their injection
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
the President's
party
Aug. 20]. It will be on these accompanying
into the Washington scene have
to San Francisco
for the opening
amendments that the subcommittee,
been given top attention throughof the coast-to-coast TV hookup
out the broadcast industry, at made up of Chairman McFarland,
at the Japanese Treaty signing.
NARTB district meetings and in and Sens. Johnson, Lester C. Hunt
A secondary issue — that of fixed
(D-Wyo.),
Charles
W.
Tobey
(Rspeeches by leading radio execupercentage of broadcast time for
tives.
N. H.) and Homer E. Capehart
educational programming — also
(R-Ind.), will hold hearings.
The first proposal — the creation
(Continued on page 76)
Sen. McFarland announced the
of a National Citizens Advisory

• Telecasting
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Institutes Legal Action

who were officers and stockholders in
the Duane Jones Co. I am now starting suit against this group for $1
million. Due to their piracy I have
lost 50% of my business. Men that
I hired and trusted as officers and
account executives have pirated the
accounts I paid them to represent.
This practice has long been prevalent
in the agency business and nobody
has ever done anything about it. The
th ing that is happening to me can
happen to any agency.
Therefore my battle to save my
business is not merely an individual
fight but one in which I shall wage
an offensive for the entire advertising industry.
Meanwhile, the new agency,
Scheideler, Beck & Werner, announced its officers and its address,
487 Park Ave., New York. Mr.
Scheideler is president, Mr. Beck,
vice president and treasurer, Mr.
Werner, executive vice president.
Among the department heads at
Duane Jones who earlier announced their moves to the new
agency are Vera Brennen, radio
head; Walter Ware, TV production supervisor; Robert Hughes,
copy chief, and Anne Small, time
buyer [see Agency Beat].
The new agency's billing will be
about $5 million, with a nucleus of
the following accounts: Manhattan
Soap Co., which sponsors One
Man's Family on 63 NBC-TV stations; Hudson Pulp & Paper Co.,
which underwrites Bride & Groom;
the Borden Co., a spot advertiser;
C. F. Mueller, a spot advertiser.

GRAY ELECTED
DUANE
JONES
Against Ex-Employes
Named Goodwill V.
DUANE JONES, president and chairman of the board of Duane Jones
GORDON GRAY last week w
Co., last week resigned his remaining accounts. At the same time he
elected a vice president of ti
instituted a $1 million suit against his former employes, among them
Goodwill Stations, WJR Detro
Joseph Scheideler, Joseph Beck and Paul Werner, who have formed their
WGAR
Cleveland and KMPC He
own agency [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27] and announced
lywood. Mr. Gray's election tod
shopping for a new agency and is
that he will retain his agency and
place at a qua
expected to make a new affiliation
terly meeting
subsequently will reveal his future
within 10 days.
the board of c
plans.
Resignation of the remaining acrectors meetii
Mr. Jones, who had originally
counts was made necessary, Mr.
at WGAR o
formed the agency in 1942, is unJones said, by a "raid" on his emderstood personally to have made
Aug. 29.
ployes that deprived him of 60 of
A former vi
approximately $1 million from the
his
key
personnel,
making
it
impackage goods agency field. Alpresident
of W]M
Philadelphia,
possible for him to service adethough he did not announce it, it
quately
his
remaining
clients.
was understood that he probably
Gray
been recently
placed h;
would take a European trip before
Mr. Jones attributed this "raid"
Mr. Gray
to the group, which he said, remaking any future plans.
charge of th
cently demanded his resignation,
Those accounts that did not go
ern sales office. Goodwill's eas
to the new agency and were re- along with the sale to them of his
signed by Mr. Jones include the business at their price, within 48
This week Mr. Gray is to op>|
hours. They threatened to resign
following: Mennen Co. (shave
eastern
offices at 665 Fifth Av<
creams, skin bracer, talcum for en masse and wreck the Jones busNew York. He will represent Goo
iness, Mr. Jones said, if he did not
men, cream hair oil), Marlin Firewill Stations in selling and in ser
accept their offer.
arms Co. (razor blades), Tetley
icing the eastern area.
"Much as I regret it," he said, "I
Tea, Mcllhenny's tobasco sauce;
Edward Petry & Co. will cc
am
forced
to
suspend
operations.
The
Bonomo turkish taffy candy and
tinue
to serve as representative f
key personnel that resigned could not
Kiwi shoe polish.
WJR and WGAR. H-R Represe
be replaced on short notice. In fairF. S. Dietrich, vice president,
tatives will continue to handle tl
ness to remaining clients, whose inMennen Co., told Broadcasting •
terests would suffer as a result of
KMPC
added. account, the announceme
Telecasting last Wednesday that this mass resignation, I am releasing
Mr. Jones personally resigned the them from all obligation to the Duane
Mr. Gray last week at WGA
account. The new agency associaJones agency as of Sept. 30. I will
was participating in sales clin
tion for Mennen Co. probably will go ahead with my damage suit for $1
discussions. He had just return
be made in about 10 days. Grey
million, however, against the group
from similar discussions at KMF
that issued an ultimatum to me to
Adv. currently handles the baby
and at WJR.
products for Mennen.
sell them my business."
Another account, Pharmaco Co.,
Eight employes were named by WSIX to Hollingbery
Newark, also is understood to be Mr. Jones [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20] as part of that APPOINTMENT of George P.
'LADIES FAIR1
Hollingbery Co. as exclusive nagroup. They are Robert Hayes,
tional representative for WSIX
Don Gill, Lawrence Hubbard, RobHADACOL
FIRM
Sterling Drug Buys Sen
Nashville, was announced last week
ert Hughes, Phillip Brooks, Messrs
Sold to N. Y. Foundation
SALE of Ladies Fair for five 2
by Louis R. Draughon, acting
SALE of the Hadacol company by Beck, Werner and Scheideler.
minute periods a week for a f\
Last
Monday,
Mr.
Jones
in
a
wire
general
manager.
The
appointDudley J. LeBlanc to the Tobeyment became effective Sept. 1. year to Sterling Drug spearheai
Maltz Memorial Foundation Inc., a to newsmen stated:
Mutual's fall business outloo
Evidence now unfolding shows that WSIX, established in 1927, operprivate medical foundation, for $8
ates on 980 kc with 5 kw and is Adolf N. Hult, MBS vice preside:
I am the victim of a conspiracy carmillion was confirmed Thursday.
affiliated with ABC.
in charge of sales, said last wee
ried out by a group of my employes
The New York foundation — with
Other newcomers to the MBS spo;
plastic surgeon Dr. Maxwell Maltz
sor list this fall include Murin;
as director — acquired capital stock
Capehart - Farnsworth, Wildro\
in the LeBlanc Corp., Lafayette,
and Toni, he said.
La., for $1 million in cash, with the
On the program front, Willia
remaining money to be paid in 10
H. Fineshriber, vice president
yearly installments. It has leased
the trademark to a new organizachargecontinue
of programs,
said: emphas
"Mutu
will
to place
tion headed by New York Attorney
upon
shows
in
the
drama,
mus
Asher Lans, who will replace Mr.
and news categories — three typ
LeBlanc as president. Mr. LeBlanc,
of programming in which we fe
a state senator in Louisiana, will
remain with the company under a
radio is
eminently
successful.
shall
also
carry an
impressiv~Vi
15-year contract for an annual
schedule of sportscasts, includir
salary of $100,000.
our 13th exclusive radio coveraj
The corporation will continue the
of the 1951 World Series, follow*
manufacture of Hadacol, but plans
to add new products and expand
by a sequence of the nation's tc
operations, Mr. Lans said. "There
college football contests."
will be no change at the top level
The 5-6 p.m. period will contim
except for my replacing Mr. Leas the children's hour on Mutus
Blanc who will be sales manager,
Mr. Fineshriber said. He also a>
both nationally and internanounced that at least two maj<
tionally."
symphony orchestras will be airs
Mr. Lans would not reveal the
by MBS on a regular schedule th
terms under which his organization
fall. Five-minute news summarii
acquired the Hadacol rights, nor
will be broadcast hourly from 9:1
would he announce who his associa.m. to 4:25 p.m. each weekday, 1
ates in the venture are.
said, most of them sponsored. Tl
Long known for amazingly lavnumber of sponsored news pr<
ish expenditures on all advertising
grams on MBS has increased 69'
media, the Hadacol company's adin the past year. As a prelude
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
vertising appropriation "will reach
next
year's Presidential race, MB
a record total" under its new man'It's an offer from a deep freeze company to sponsor broadcasts of the is readying a public affairs sho\
agement, Mr. Lans said.
Mr. Fineshriber reported.
1952 convention!"
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FCC

Spells

Out

Questions

ABC-UPT
MERGER
ISSUES
ties in particular areas and on a
blanket policy should be invoked,
MERGER OF ABC and United
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
regional and national scale, and
Paramount Theatres Inc. was conInc., possible monopoly, etc. — the but that newspaper ownership
(3) monopoly issues raised by the
solidated bythe FCC last week into FCC wants to know whether the should be considered among other
factors in contested hearings.
common ownership of broadcast
;he already scheduled (but still new company:
and theatre facilities.
m dated) Paramount Pictures Corp.
• Proposes to engage in theComr. Jones' attitude — and probIssues concerning the merger are
ably the thinking of others on the
atre-TV "to the exclusion of other
. hearing [Broadcasting • Telespelled out by the FCC as follows:
casting, Aug. 20, 13].
Commission — may be surmised
1. To obtain full information with
from this extract from his dissent:
Issues on the merger applications
• Proposes to restrict the use
outlets."
respect to the participation of any
of motion picture films, stories or
". . . Substantially the same key
irun the gamut from the relationof the applicants, their officers, direcship of the officers and directors of talent on broadcast stations.
officers were highly placed in Parators, stockholders, employes, or
mount Pictures Inc. . . . over a wide
Paramount Pictures hearing, set
United Paramount Theatres to the
agents,
in any violations of either
span of years, during which courts
i government's
10-year-long anti- by the FCC in Aug. 8 order
Federal or State anti-trust laws, the
trust motion picture case to how
have characterized these corpora[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
extent and character of such particithe new American Broadcasting
Aug. 13], is the first case to come
pation, and the results of any litigations' business practices as: 'willCo. -Paramount Theatres Inc. in- under Commission scrutiny followtion flowing from such participation
ful,' 'unreasonable,' 'unfair,' 'disand more specifically to secure intends to treat its radio-TV propering its March anti-trust decision
criminatory,' and 'predatory'."
formation as to:
Mr. Jones wants
a complete study
;ies and its exhibition business.
to act on a case-by-case basis
made
of
the
individuals
concerned
a.
Whether
the violations com[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
!4- None of the issues caused any
mitted were wilful or inadand then a determination by the
April 2].
surprise to the principals. It was
vertent.
FCC whether the activities of the
In addition to the anti-trust imapparent they were exactly what
b. Whether the violations were
officers
and directors disqualify
plications,
that
hearing
also
is
Anfaad been expected.
committed over a long period
them
from
holding
broadcast
lischeduled
to
take
up:
of time or, interms of time,
m | Fact that the Commission did
censes.
were isolated events.
■ not set any date for the consoli(1)
Paramount
Pictures'
"conc. Whether
the violations were
dated hearing has caused some
". . . it is clear," he says, "that
trol" of Allen B. DuMont Laborarecent.
concern to the parties involved.
tories. DuMont owns and operates
(1) the merger applications of
d. Whether the violations also
American Broadcasting Co. and
;They fear that it may be winter WABD (TV) New York, WTTG
United Paramount Theatres and
constituted violations of Secg 5 oef ore the FCC hears their story
(TV) Washington, WDTV (TV)
tions 311 and municat313
(2) the subsequent transfer of
tand perhaps well into 1952 before Pittsburgh and the DuMont Teleions Act. of the Comcontrol of WBKB Chicago to
decision is handed down.
vision Network.
2.
To
obtain
full
information
with
(2) Legality of the transfer of Columbia Broadcasting System Inc., respect to the properties to be reJune 1953 Deadline
the following stations from the two steps and three steps, received by American BroadcastingGli Agreement
between ABC and
spectively, removed from prereqParamount Theatres Inc., and CoUnited Paramount has a June 1953 parent Paramount Pictures Corp.
uisite determination in the order
lumbia Broadcasting System Inc.,
the production-only Paramount
;^ut-off date. None of the principals to
adopted
by
the
Commission
Aug.
the
considerations
to be paid therefor
Pictures Inc: KTLA (TV) Los Anbelieve that it will not be extended
and the terms of such payment, and,
geles
and
WBKB
(TV)
Chicago.
8,
might
well
become
moot."
if necessary.
in the event no monetary consideraJones Dubious
(3) License applications for the
tion is to be paid, the terms of the
It was apparent also that CBS is above
stations
as
well
as
for
FM
Highly complicated factors in transaction resulting in the acquisigoing to have a long wait before it station WBIK Chicago.
the merger of ABC and UPT also
tion by the transferees of the proporcan take over WBKB (TV) Chities in question.
perturb Mr. Jones and makes him
(4) Transfer of "negative" consago. Part of the merger deal in3. To obtain full information with
trol of WSMB-AM-FM New Ordubious about the advisability of
volves the sale of the Balaban &
leans from Paramount Pictures
respect to the corporate structure of
consolidating both hearings.
I Katz TV outlet to CBS for $6 mil- Corp.
American Broadcasting - Paramount
^!ion. This is because ABC owns
Not only is the question of busiTheatres Inc., and with respect to
All-embracing issues in the Parness practices involved, the Ohio
the legal, technical, financial and
f|WENR-TV in Chicago, and FCC
amount
hearing
have
made
many
Commissioner states, but also other qualifications of its officers,
;e2 'rules prohibit the same company
directors and stockholders.
■:0()From owning more than one facility observers consider this as imporquestions of (1) concurrent operatant in FCC annals as the 1941-44
4. To determine the policies to be
tion of broadcasting and theatre':- '.n the same community.
newspaper ownership fight.
TV in the same areas, (2) effect of pursued by American BroadcastingSignificance of last week's Comthe transferees of the properThat issue was resolved by the owning and operating motion pic- tion by(Continued
?■ Emission action in consolidating the
on page 70)
FCC
when it decided that no
ture theatres and radio-TV faciliABC-UPT merger with the Para'mount Pictures hearings is this :
United Paramount is going to
lave to convince the seven Commissioners that (1) there is actual
lti divorcement between the two Paraips Pqpers
0u*stf
RqdioBreakdown
ER
LL
of 50 ARBI studies
mount companies, (2) that prin- RADIO
RE
advertising
hasTA
been IL
found
TOP
bySE
hearing
it advertised on the
;Ahipals in UPT should not be tarred
by three types of products follows:
superior to newspapers in selling
air or reading about it in newstj] qwith the anti-trust brush that may
papers; 73.3% of persons who
Results
ARBI surveys covering womwomen's wear, men's wear and
en's wearofand23 accessories:
pe applied to the producing combought the test item came into the
furniture - appliance merchandise,
Radio
pany, and (3) that UPT has no in- according to an analysis of 50 surNewspapers
store as a result of advertising-.
Both
ention of making the radio-TV
24.8
veys conducted by Advertising ReLee Hart, BAB assistant direcTraffic
% Total
properties subsidiary to the operasearch Bureau Inc.
tor, said the ARBI studies may be Purchasing
30.9
10.8
Breakdown of the 50 ARBI
tion of its movie theatres — in prod% Traffic
the
springboard
for
a
continuing
52.1
66.1
act, talent or story property.
58.6
studies covering these products is test of the effectiveness of radio
% Dollar
Both
Pointing to some of the questions
advertising.
Sales
26.2
12.6
in
preparation
at
Broadcast
AdResults of five surveys 32.7
in the FCC's mind was Comr.
vertising Bureau and will soon be
wear:
In breaking down 50 ARBI
•Tones' dissent to consolidating the published under the title, "Count
Radio
studies by three types of products,
covering men's
Newspapers
merger applications with the ParaYour Customers," according to Miss Hart found that radio outmount heaings.
William B. Ryan, BAB president.
% Total
Traffic
77.6
18.4
7.9
pulled newspapers in women's
". . . We should not even think
One of the problems facing both
Purchasing
80.3
84.9
wear,
men's
wear
and
consumer
)f hearing on the merger until
% Traffic
radio and newspapers, Mr. Ryan
durables
from
the
standpoint
of
39.1
?uch time as we have decided
observed at the NARTB District 4 traffic produced.
%SalesDollar
Paramount has anything to trans18.9
7.5
meeting held Aug. 23-24 at
furniture.
41.1
Radio topped newspapers in perfer," he concludes.
Results
Roanoke,
Va.,
is
that
many
retailof
22
surveys
covering
centage of traffic purchasing womAction was taken by Comrs. Coy,
ers don't believe the majority of
and homewares:
en's wear and consumer durables,
SValker, Hyde and Webster on tising.
Both
Radio
their business comes from adverappliances Newspapers
she
found,
but
ran
a
shade
under
Aag. 27. Comrs. Sterling and Hen10.0
25.4
lock were not present.
Traffic
% Total
"We must show the retailer that newspapers with men's wear.
Miss Hart's breakdown shows
I Aside from the more obvious is- radio is a selling medium," Mr.
Purchasing
35.9
44.9
% Traffic
that radio far outstripped newsj (sues — anti-trust violations and the Ryan said. He cited figures from
45.0
11.3
28.4
papers in percentage of dollar
character qualifications of the ARBI studies showing that 68.5%
% Dollar
sales in all three types of products.
of customers knew about an item
Drincipals of the new American
Sales
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IOWANS PROTEST
Radio Hits Censorship
BROADCASTER
resentment
against censorship actions of public and educational personnel in
Iowa reached a peak last week as
two formal protests rested on the
desk of Gov. William S. Beardsley.
Back of the protests were refusal of the State Board of Appeals to permit recording of a
public hearing and censorship of
sportscasting by a high school
athletic official. The latter incident
led recently to formation of the
Iowa Broadcasters Assn. with William B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
Rapids, president; Edward Breen,
KVFD Fort Dodge, vice president,
and George Volger, KWPC Muscatine, secretary-treasurer.
The association also plans to introduce abill at the next session of
the Legislature requiring state
boards to allow use of radio and
press facilities at public hearings.
Both IBA and the Iowa Tall
Corn Network have protested discriminatory action by Iowa High
School Athletic Assn. in barring Al
Coupee, of KRNT Des Moines, from
describing a track meet over WOITV Ames.
Fort Dodge Incident
The protest against denial of recording rights grew out of a public
hearing held in Fort Dodge. Mr.
Breen and a recording crew set up
microphones to record proceedings
but the state board refused to permit the pickup.
IBA has adopted a declaration of
news and sports policy pledging
joint action to protect basic freedoms and denying that any group
has the right to bar any broadcaster
from a public or semi-public event
merely because past broadcasts
might have been displeasing to the
group or some of its members.
The association will resist censorship in the courts, if necessary.
An IBA committee will be formed
to hear complaints about any broadcast and meet with the station affected as well as those who make
complaints in an effort to reach
a solution.
The censorship attempts will be
discussed by IBA officers and the
Iowa High School Athletic Assn.
some time this month.

Children's Wear
RADIO salesmen have this year
"the best selling opportunity yet
offered in the infants' and children's wear field," according to
Radio Sales with Primer People,
25-page retail information folder
mailed last week to member stations by BAB. Booklet is filled
with information on the juvenile
market, with statistics on the nation's child population, department
store sales of infants' and children's wear, etc., with data on the
influence of children in selecting
their apparel and with other sales
helps.
Page 26
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NARTB

District 4 Resolutions

PROTECTION of the basic rights of broadcasters and telecasters from
inroads of public agencies and from tactics harmful to economic stability
provided the theme for resolutions adopted at the first of NARTB's
annual series of 17 district meetings. Opening session of the series was
held Aug. 23-24 at Roanoke, Va. [Broadcasting* Telecasting, Aug. 27].
One resolution was aimed directly at the plan of Sen. William Benton
(D-Conn.) to set up a national citizens board to review programs. A
second resolution was directed particularly at rate-cutting. A third
pledged broadcaster cooperation with the government in the present defense crisis.
Texts of the three resolutions follow:
WHEREAS, Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.) has introduced legislation
(S. 1579 as amended and S. J. Res. 76 as amended) which would establish
a National Citizens Advisory Board for Radio & Television, restrict the
period of television station licenses to one year, and urge the FCC to
encourage the development of subscription broadcasting; and
WHEREAS, the National Citizens Advisory Board would in effect
function as a board of review over programming on commercial radio
and television stations and submit advice to the FCC regarding this
subject; and
WHEREAS, Sen. Benton himself has testified that he believes such an
advisory board should issue reports not unlike the infamous "Blue Book"
published by the FCC in 1946; and

WBML Macon, Ga., has contracte
to affiliate with NBC, effective Sep
30. Present at the signing were thes
WBML officials (I to r): E. G. M
Kenzie, vice president; Ernest Blac
(seated), president, and Charles V
Pittman, general manager.
ABA

REQUEST

Disregarded by Commissionc.
DESPITE protest of the Arkansa
Broadcasters Assn., State Ban
Commissioner Ed I. McKinley ha
refused to withdraw his reques
to small loan companies for thei
WHEREAS, although the function of such a board would be "advisory,"
radio and direct mail advertising
the practical fact is that its suggestions would carry compelling weight
ABA had adopted a resolution ?i
with the FCC and indeed would amount to virtual directives to guide the
FCC in determining the eligibility of applicants for grants or license re- its Aug. 6 meeting denouncing th
commissioner's policy as an inv£
newals; and
sion of radio rights "both as t
WHEREAS, such legislation would create a high-level body having all free
enterprise and the right cl
the attributes of censors, in derogation of the Constitution of the United
free
speech."
ABA had contende
States;
the policy would be an invitatio
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the members of to other state agencies to mak
similar requests for advance copie
District 4 of the NARTB, in convention assembled, do hereby declare
of advertising material.
their unanimous opposition to the measures proposed by Sen. Benton; and
Mr. McKinley was quoted in pres
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the members of District 4 do reports as saying he believed
direct that copies of this resolution be forwarded to the chairmen of the 1951 state law, broadening powei
Senate and House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committees, the of the Bank Dept., gave him authoi
Senators and Congressmen of the 4th NARTB district, and to all District
ity to request radio advertisin
from radio stations. The reques
Directors of NARTB.
* •
•
to loan companies was verbal, h
said,newspaper
adding that
he didn't
as
WHEREAS, radio under the American System of free, competitive
for
copy since
the news
enterprise, has demonstrated itself to be the most effective means of- papers themselves provided an eas
mass communications ever devised; and
way of checking such advertising
Storm Whaley, secretary of AB/
WHEREAS, radio set ownership has attained the unprecedented height
said the association has not r<.
of 95% of American homes, urban and rural; aside from automobiles and
ceived a reply from the commi;
other out-of-home ownership; and
sioner. ABA members felt the po
WHEREAS, radio, since its advent in 1920, has become an indispenicy was "discriminatory." The n
sable part of the American way of life; with the average individual de- quests for radio copy were nc
made to stations but to the bank:
voting more than five hours per day to radio;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That the members of the
Fourth District of the NARTB, in annual meeting assembled, do hereby
TECHNICAL HELP
condemn any action, whether it be rate reduction; impingement upon
Wilson Asks Industry A
time segments heretofore recognized as within the province of the
DEFENSE
Mobilizer Charles Wi
individual station, or introduction of practices which tend to dislocate
program structures, or any other acts which depreciate the value of son last week called on industry
government and educational inst
radio as an advertising and public service medium; and
tutions to take affirmative steps t
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That the members of the Fourth
meet the "serious shortage of sc:
District of NARTB, recognize the desirability of national program serventifically and technically traine
ice, whether network or non-network, but desire to impress upon all
He asked industry to make th
sources of program supply the necessity of stations maintaining an
most effective use of alread
economic stability, and an equitable balance of program service which
personnel, and to develo
personnel."
will enable them to meet the public interest requirements of their trained
respective service areas and continue to function as the backbone of the job training programs on a cc
operative basis which will result i
broadcasting industry.
* * *
employed persons receiving sue
experience. "This must be done i
RESOLVED: That the members of the Fourth District of the NARTB
our defense program is to succeed,
pledge all-out cooperation to their nation in the promotion of peace, and, Mr. Wilson added, noting that th
if need be, in the prosecution of war, to the end that Government of the
supply
engineering
1951 isofless
than halfgraduates
needed ;t
people, by the people and for the people shall not perish from this earth.
man economic and defense pro|
grams.
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Radio
ATLANTIC

CITY

A DVERTISING history is being
f\ made every day a short disjr
tance off the boardwalks at
Atlantic City.
The largest store in the seaside
metropolis, and in all of Southern
\Tew Jersey — 33-year-old M. E.
1 IBlatt Co. — has discovered that it
J :an:
0 Live without newspapers.

Sells

Best

STORY

people come into the store to ask
for an item advertised on the air
and we're studying our sales carefully since turning to radio as our
primary
medium."was then submitThis question
ted to Mr. Klahr: "What types of
products can you sell most successfully by radio?"
His answer: "We haven't found
a single case in which radio was
not effective."
Blatt's advertising schedule currently includes three stations. The
two-year-old co-op MGM Theatre
hour on WFPG Atlantic City is
being continued. Besides that
series, Blatt's
is on
using
a news
saturation
schedule
WFPG.
This

ule on WOND in nearby Pleasantville is about the same as WMID's.
In typical Blatt's fashion there
are signs all over the big eightstory building showing microphones and call letters. The signs
urge listeners to tune to the three
stations. Special display windows
show radio-advertised items.
The stations, in turn, are cooperating with the store with promotional aids, according to Mr. Klahr.
Blatt's tabloid, a promotional
device of past years, was revived
in July when newspapers were
dropped. The 12-page circular has
been issued twice a month but the
schedule in September calls for
three issues. Circulation is 70,000.
Across the bottom of every page is
a different radio message, calling
attention
to specific
Blatt's broadcasts on the
three stations.

which is running along at the
same level.
Most important, M. E. Blatt Co.
has discovered radio. It has learned
how to move merchandise by utilizing the compelling power of the
spoken word. It has learned that
the ear can be mightier than the
eye when a persuasive message is
properly directed at prospective
buyers.
FOOTBALL
RIGHTS
KPAC in Unusual Pact
ONE solution to the problem of
payment for privileges to high
school football broadcasts has been
reported by KPAC Port Arthur,
Tex., an MBS outlet owned by
Port Arthur College. Station announced an agreement with the
local board of education, which is
buying time at regular commercial
rates to produce and supervise the
broadcasts.
KPAC said the two Port Arthur
stations — the other presumably being KOLE — previously had rejected
offers by the board to carry the
games sustaining or to pay $62.50
per game, to be split between each
outlet, for broadcast rights. Stations held that adding such charges
to already
high made
expenses
for football broadcasts
it difficult
to
obtain sponsors and meet expenses,
KPAC said.

0 Live better than ever before
by using radio instead.
9 Sell all types of merchandise
joy radio.
Not a single line of daily newspaper advertising has been used by
Blatt's since July 1. At that time
:he store pulled out of its familiar
oage 3 position in the morning
includes eight five-minute newscasts a day, seven days a week.
^ress and afternoon Union because
:hey raised the rates 20%.
As in the case of the theatre hour,
item copy is featured. The reFor more years than most adversults are checked and there are
Coverage via the tabloids is douting folk can remember, Blatt's
some honeys on the list.
ble the coverage provided by newsstore had been the largest newspapers, Mr. Klahr said.
k paper advertiser in the city.
Many Radio Successes
Is the radio-shopping news arIt had played around with radio
Offhand Mr. Klahr recalled a
rangement permanent?
::ie ; iow and then but hadn't used the
promotion
for garment bags that
Mr. Klahr isn't saying what the
jmedium as a basic means of sellstore will do, but the chances are
was "a tremendous success." An.ng goods.
that he is keeping in touch with
other item was insect repellent.
And then came the July 1 deciAnd there are plenty more.
sion, an action that admittedly
the Press-TJnion people. Blatt's
had enjoyed that choice page 3
Fred Weber, president of WFPG,
furrowed the brows of Presidentspot for years and years. Then
added a significant observation.
Dwner Blatt and Murray Klahr,
when the papers absorbed the comAdvertising director of this major
"The Blatt's departments are now
peting Tribune and abandoned it,
merchandising enterprise.
asking that their items be adverIn rejecting
the board'sthat
offer,it
each
station suggested
a
20%
rate
increase was imposed.
tised on the air," he said. Every
"How's your business since July
advertising manager and every
That didn't sit well with the would permit the school group to
1?" Mr. Klahr was asked.
buy time at regular commercial
media salesman knows that the deVery good, in fact extremely
Blatt's people. With courage characteristic of their 33-year career, rates and produce its own broadpartment head is close to the clerk
i'ood," he replied. "Our sales incasts. The board accepted and now
and close to the customer's desires.
they departed
traditional and
recreased in July and they're still
tailer reliance from
on newspapers
hires
the
announcers and other perThe
Blatt's
schedule
includes
10
?oing up in August. So far we're
sonnel, makes arrangements for
to
15
spots
every
day
on
WMID
turned
to
radio.
There's
still
a
loing very well."
little weekly newspaper white space a sponsor and produces and superThat trend developed during a Atlantic City plus announcements
vises the broadcasts.
in the Blatt's advertising budget,
line-week period in which daily
on a women's program. The schedlewspapers have been laid aside
heavy usenews
of broadcasting
plus
i"orshopping
type of circular
md expanded direct mail.
After nine weeks how does Mr.
lntense Cqmpqign Set
^lahr feel about radio?
DRIVE
OT
SP
ER
OG
rials in past years.
KR
ONE
of the largest spot campaigns
will be announced in mid- September
"Our thinking about broadcastafter
the
teams
have
completed
the
in
radio
history
will
get
under
way
With the mid-September prong has changed," he said. "For a
Sept. 24 when Kroger Co., third circuit, extending from Wichita
ong time we experimented. The
gram Kroger will wind up Corliss
largest food chain in the nation, to Roanoke, Va., and from MadiArcher, summer replacement for
^adio people tried to show us where
son, Wis., to Pittsburgh.
the Alan Young TV show and cowe were wrong. Now we're doing switches from transcribed radio
serials to announcements, accordt their way, and it really works."
Kroger 's 1951 radio-TV budget sponsored by Esso in the east.
Basic for Stores
ing to Ralph H. Jones Co., Cin- is believed to be about .the same
Kroger's current radio pi'ogram,
cinnati.
Share the Wealth, winds up Sept.
as the former radio budget, which
How about radio as a primary
7.
This schedule has been handled
The agency is compiling an en- was based on three five-a-week
idvertising medium for department
transcribed
serials.
Radio
will
use
in
recent
months by Ruthrauff &
larged
radio
station
list
for
the
stores ?
spot drive. The change in Kroger
Ryan, Cincinnati, only instance in
something
over
a
third
of
the
eleci "We've found that radio can do radio policy is described as longtronic budget, the rest going to the which Kroger radio advertising
Ihe basic advertising job," Mr. range, and not a 13-week or 26- costly TV series. Radio expendi- has not been placed through Ralph
-Qahr said. "We've finally learned
tures will still be heavy but not as H. Jones Co.
week experiment. Advertising diiow to use radio successfully."
rector of the Kroger chain is Wil- high as those prior to Kroger's
The big food chain first used raHaving made the switch from
liam J. Sanning.
first use of TV in 1950.
dio on a big scale in 1935 when it
lewspapers to broadcast time,
Long a heavy radio buyer in its
started
Linda's First Love, five-a31att's officials are watching store Midwest area, Kroger also will reweek transcribed serial, for Kroger
Fall Sales Tie-in
igures more closely than ever becoffee
on
26 midwestern stations.
The
radio
announcements
will
be
sume its Alan Young television
fore. They're watching the specific program Sept. 17 using kinescope
The
serial
was heard at different
tied
into
the
annual
series
of
fall
terns that are promoted on the on 17 CBS TV outlets.
hours
in
each
city until it was
sales staged by Kroger stores. An- abandoned in 1950.
ir and they're watching what hapnouncements will be both live and
Three teams from the Jones
iens when customer contacts clerk.
transcribed and will cover the
In 1937 Kroger added a second
agency and Kroger headquarters
"We're making a study of each will
set out tomorrow (Sept. 4) on whole range of Kroger items. Comtranscribed serial, Mary Foster,
iroduct advertised on the air," Mr. a tour of the Kroger marketing
mercials on the TV program will the Editor's Daughter. Bread and
Clahr observed. "We're weighing
be
devoted
to Kroger coffee and other baked goods were advertised.
area.
They
will
cover
outlets
all
'he results, trying to put our finA third serial, Hearts in Harmony,
over the region, describing the new
Tenderay meat.
ders on what type of copy is most
ffective and how successful we are radio policy and working out merwas added in 1939, promoting TenStation
list
for
the
radio
camchandising aids.
deray meat, and the three serials
paign will be greatly enlarged over
pth each item.
Final
details
of the spot series the 25 to 30 stations used for se- ran side-by-side until last year.
"Naturally we're gratified when
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HAPPY

FOR

RIDE

ADVERTISERS

OR MORE than 15 years, The Midday Merry-Go-Round has been
F spinning six days a week on WNOX Knoxville, to the happy cries
of sponsors and the constant clank of coin.
TWO MILLION PEOPLE have paid their way to see The Midda |
There are no brass rings on the WNOX carousel. Everybody pays
Merry-Go-Round in a 15-year whirl on WNOX Knoxville, an
for his ride.
★
uncounted millions more have heard it on the air.
In the more than 15 years of its unusual in the extreme. One woman
production, more than two million advised him by post that her mother
had been hospitalized in a coma for AND THERE'S A WAITING LINE of audience and sponsors fc
people have paid admission charges
days, unresponsive to the best ef- a radio show that is a Tennessee phenomenon.
to see the program in the studio.
forts of physicians or the loving
The present charge is 50 cents.
words of friends or kin. It was not
Three sponsors still participatuntil a nearby radio was tuned to
ing on the show have been steady
Merry-Go-Round and Mr. Story
hillbilly entertainment. Roy Acu:
advertisers for more than 10 years.
has sponsored an announcement
sang a song that she was restored
started his career at the outset. c
Half a dozen others are regulars
daily
on
the
Monday-Saturday,
to consciousness.
12:10-1:45
p.m.,
show
for
15
years.
the program. Others who are no1
of more than six years' standing.
celebrated among hillbilly fancier
More than a million listeners
ILL CARLISLE, who plays
Swan's Bakery has advertised
the country are Homef
have written letters to the program
B Hotshot Elmer on the show, daily for more than 12 years. The throughout
'n' Jethro, the Carter Sisters, Smr
and its talent. The devotion which
Martin
Rosenberger
Wallpaper
Co.
once complained on the air that
ing Eddie Hill and Cowboy Copa:
the show commands from its audialthough it was leap year, no fe- has promoted its wallpaper and
ence is unique. One expiring lisThe present cast include
male had thrown herself at his feet paints on the program for an equal
tener on his deathbed sent an
Messrs. Blanehard, Story and Cai
or indeed even cast a second look time.
lisle, Charlie Monroe, Don Gibsoi
urgent message to Lowell BlanchOther long-time accounts include
at him. In days he received 2,213
ard, the Merry -Go -Round m.c.
B. C. Headache Tablets, the Cas Martha Carson, Salty and Matti
proposals.
Homes, Jack Shelton and th
"Tell Lowell I said goodbye and
The program frequently inter- Walker grocery chain, the Tennessee Beauty Shop and School, the Greene County Boys, the McNall
cedes
in
charitable
fund-raising
apgood
luck,"
were
the
dying
man's
last words.
peals, usually with spectacular re- Kerr Motor Co. (Dodge and Plymsas
Travelers
Rondelle,
a f<
Sisters,
Claude and
Boone,
the Arkar'"
sults. In a recent polio fund drive,
outh dealer), and Scalf's Indian
male ventriloquist.
only pennies were accepted. A River Medicine Co.
Midday Merry-Go-Round
THE
was set in motion in January
total of 400,000 came in.
Judging by its more than 1
There's a perpetual waiting list
1936 in a small studio located in
A show with such proven audi- for sponsorship availabilities.
years
of giddy spinning, it's safe t
the Andrew Jackson hotel. The
ence is bound to attract sponsors,
The Midday Merry-Go-Round has bet that
there's very little chanc
show began to attract such large and Merry-Go-Round has.
been the professional birthplace of the WNOX Merry-Go-Round wi
audiences that the hotel manageFielden's, a local furniture store, several stars now prominent in ever run down.
ment firmly suggested it should be
taken elsewhere. The program was
moved to a sports arena for sevHere's a typical crowd waiting to get into a performance of The Midday
eral weeks and then to the City
Merry-Go-Round tvhich regularly plays to standing room only.
Market Hall where a 5 cent admission charge was instituted in an
effort to keep down the crowds.
In May, 1936, WNOX acquired
its own five-story building and
made the first floor into a 600-seat
auditorium for Merry-Go-Round.
Admission was increased to a dime,
but the audience kept coming. It
is still jamming the place despite
successive price hikes that have
boosted the admission to 50 cents.
The Merry-Go-Round is a hillbilly-variety show whose master of
ceremonies, Mr. Blanehard, trained
for his rustic assignment in such
backwoods as the U. of Illinois and
Detroit radio. It was after he was
hired by WNOX that he acquired
a passable mountain-man dialect
and began presiding over the program.
Mr. Blanehard, the recipient of
the dying fan's last words, is not
alone among the program's performers in receiving acknowledgment from listeners.
Carl Story averages 3,000 letters
and cards a week, some of them
Page 28
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NARTB
JPERATING
PERATING expenses at broadist stations in 1950 were highest
•r stations with an annual income
?tween $100,000-$125,000 and lowlit in the $350,000-$1,000,000
Jh-acket, according to the annual
\ i aerating cost studies compiled by
mi ARTB and supplied delegates at
strict meetings.
Cost data for stations were preared and analyzed by Richard P.
oherty, NARTB employe-employ• relations director, with research
andled by Dr. Kenneth H. Baker.
;search director. They found that
le number of stations operating
; a loss in 1950 was well below
M9 despite TV's impact [Broada^iiSTiNG • Telecasting, Aug. 27].
Ranking next to the top in the
Derating cost study was the
i^;ilow-$50,000 group of stations. In
aneral, stations under $200,000 in>me had a higher ratio of oper;ing costs in comparison to highicome stations.
Average cost for all stations was
c|)l.40% of broadcast revenue,
anging from 88.65% for the $100,)0-$125,000 group to 74.42% in
4e case of $350,000-$l,000,000 sta<ons.
1 Highest item in the breakdown
t 1950 expenditures was general
fid administrative, including sali j'ries, rent, taxes, losses, depreciation, etc. This class consumed 30%
±
VEW

RTMA
UNITS
Cover Sports, Statistics
WO committees, covering sports
roadcasting and industry statists, have been named by Radioj (elevision Mfrs. Assn. John W.
raig, Crosley Division, chairman
: the RTMA Set Division, reapDinted J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor
ivision, as chairman of the Sports
roadcasting Committee.
Serving on the sports group with
.chairman Elliott are A. A. Brandt,
Beneral Electric Co.; L. F. Cramer,
■ lien B. DuMont Labs; H. L. HoffHian, Hoffman Radio Corp.; John
I. Gilligan, Philco Corp.; William
9i. Kelley, Motorola Inc., and L. C.
■xuesdell, Zenith Radio Corp.
I The committee was formed to
Hromote better relations between
■be radio-television industry and
rganized sports groups, both collate and professional.
Robert C. Sprague, Sprague Elec"ic Co., RTMA board chairman, reppointed Frank W. Mansfield, Sylania Electric Products, as chairman
f the Industry Statistics Committee,
his group supervises compilation of
ata on radio-TV production. Other
lembers are E. C. Anderson, RCA
abs. Division; George A. Biese, Crosby Division; H. W. Clough, Belden
Ifg. Co.; C. J. Hassard, Bendix Radio
•r'ision; F. A. Lyman, Allen B. DuIont Labs; George McCleary, RCA
rictor Division; Edwin B. Pease,
'hilco Corp.; A. G. Schifino, Stromerg-Carlson Co.; W. M. Skillman,
General Electric Co.
ROADCASTING

Reports

by Income

DATA
OPERATING COST BREAKDOWN, 1950
Percent of Broadcast Revenue
1 oral
Selling
Operating
General
Program
10.02%
88.19%
29.42%
29.15% Expenses
Below $50,000
11.00
30.00
30.20
86.89
$50,000-$75,000
29.34
12.29
Admin.* 87.19
$75,000-$! 00,000
31.48
13.73
32.93
28.29
13.70
88.65
$100,000-$! 25,000
28.43
30.70
85.51
12.92
13.46
$125,000-5150,000
13.40
27.42
13.21
85.63
$150,000-$200,000
31.60
26.60
82.06
12.89
13.96
28.61
$200,000-$350,000
74.42
25.56
25.00
10.62
13.24
$350,000-$l, 000,000
74.75
11.88
9.23
23.78
29.86
Over $1,000,000
* Includes salaries, rent, taxes, losses, depreciation and other expenses.
Technical
1 9.60 %
15.69
14.08

of average station revenue.
Close behind was the program
item, 28.02%. It includes salaries,
talent, royalties, transcriptions,
wire service, news service, teletype
and other expenses.
Technical expenses consumed
14.21% of broadcast revenue. Selling expenses are at the bottom of
the list, taking 12.17% of average
station revenue.
Cost Breakdown
In breaking down labor costs,
Mr. Doherty found that salaries,
wages and other compensation took
48.63% of the broadcasting dollar,
or 57.58% of total operating expense.
The study shows that 13.83% of
the 1950 broadcast dollar went to
program salaries, with 11.83% to
general-administrative, 10.95% to
technical, 8.74% to selling and

3.28% to talent compensation.
Percentage of general-administrative salaries ranged from 13.50% for stations in the $100,000$125,000 group to 8.07% for stations over $1 million.
In the case of selling salaries,
the percentage of broadcast dollar
ranged from 10.32% for $100,000$125,000 stations to 4.71% for
stations over $1 million.
Program salaries were highest,
15.19%, for $100,000-$125,000 stations, and lowest, 9.19%, for stations over $1 million.
Average Income
Technical salaries ranged from
15.58% of the broadcast dollar for
stations below $50,000 down to
9.32% for stations over $1 million.
Talent payments varied all the way
from 1.20% of the broadcast dollar at stations under $50,000 to

Radio-TV
PEACE

TREATY

Networks

Special

Map

Coverage

NO SPONSORS had signed up late last week for special radio-television
coverage of the Japanese Peace Treaty Conference although all major
networks were busy scheduling extra airtime for the event. Apathy was
attributed to nature of the conference itself.
Time Inc. — sponsor of the Kediplomatic, with protocol influfauver hearings over ABC — was
encing even interviews, might seem
an expected entry into the field,
but the magazine is producing its fairly mild stuff. And although
public feeling toward the conferown show with a "March of Time"
ence is felt to be great enough to
format, not giving coverage to the
conference itself. Program, to be assure high ratings, peaks of interest could not be anticipated until
called Your Stake in Japan, will be
telecast over ABC-TV, 10-11 p.m. the agenda is adopted at the conference itself. Networks expressed
EDT Friday, Sept. 7, placed by
Young & Rubicam. Planned for the confidence, as a result, that some
sales would be made early this
one shot only, the show will be a week.
drama-discussion of Japan and the
The Dept. of State early last
Japanese national character, with week
had granted permission for
accent on future relations of the
country with the United States, commercial use of conference coverage, except for the alwaysRussia, China, and the Orient.
Network sales officials felt that unsponsored speech to be made by
President Truman, and had placed
sponsor-reluctance was not the re- no restrictions on sponsorship other
sult of costs — the peace treaty ses- than those generally in effect.
sions are a good TV buy with a
AT&T made relays available for
package price of about $15,000. the full conference length, alTotal cost of 5-6 hours of sessions
though full facilities are not yet
for the four conference days, over
ready.
If
all network coverage befull network, coast-to-coast, would
comes sponsored, telecasts will have
average about $85,000-$90,000.
to be sent directly from San FranAfter the informality of some
cisco to New York where the netKefauver witnesses, however, it
works will then transmit their
was generally felt that anything
• Telecasting

13.75% at stations over $1 million.
Average income of radio stations
rose from 1949 to 1950 at local and
regional stations, according to the
Doherty analysis, but declined at
clear-channel stations. At the same
time station operating costs continued to rise.
Average income of local stations
rose from $101,854 in 1949 to $109,279 in 1950; regional stations,
$229,574 in 1949 to $279,681 in
1950; clear-channel stations, down
from $960,122 in 1949 to $904,896
in 1950.
A geographical breakdown of
stations by average income in 1950
shows that local stations had the
highest 1950 income in the North
Central area, averaging $124,054,
compared to $92,232 in the South
Central area.
Regional stations enjoyed highest average income, $349,554, in
the Northeast with lowest income
in the Mountain-Pacific area where
it averaged $221,385.
Clear stations had the highest income in the Northeast, averaging
$1,360,943 compared to $590,654
in the South Central area.
Eight Join NARTB
EIGHT new member stations have
signed with NARTB in the last
fortnight, according to Jack Hardesty, NARTB station relations
director. Several joined during the
NARTB District 4 meeting at
Roanoke, Va. The new members
are WEXL and WOMC (FM) Royal
Oak, Mich.; WFMC Goldsboro,
N. C; WHED Washington, N. C;
WINC and WRFL (FM) Winchester, Va.; WJNC Jacksonville,
N. C; WNGO Mayfield, Ky.
pictures — via the usual facilities
back west as far as Omaha. Cities
between the West Coast and Omaha
would have to take their transmission directly from the microwave
relay, however, which means they
could not receive commercials. As
plans stood at week's end, all television coverage will be pooled —
with KPIX (TV) San Francisco
as the originating outlet — and
transmitted to New York via a
single relay.
All highlights of the four-day
conference will be carried via
microwave relay to all eight Southern California TV stations, on a
pool
All basis.
major networks — NBC, ABC,
Mutual and CBS Radio and NBC,
CBS, ABC and DuMont Television
— will carry President Truman's
address, which marks the conference opening, from 10:30-11 p.m.
EDT Tuesday. Originating from
San Francisco's Opera House, the
speech also will inaugurate coastto-coast television, previously
scheduled for a Sept. 30 opening,
but moved up at the request of
the State Dept.
Networks have varying plans for
reporting the rest of the conference, which runs from Wednesday,
Sept. 5 to Saturday, Sept. 8.
September 3, 1951
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PROGRAM FACTS
Crusade
in the Pacific,
hour chapters
on film. 26 halfProduced and Distributed by the
March of Time.
Producer: Arthur B. Tourtellot.
Script: Fred Feldkamp, assistant
producer.
Film
Editing and Compilation:
Jack Bush, supervisor.
Research: Jane Bartels, Allen
Dibble, Isabelle Kohn.
Maps:
Inc. Joseph Stultz, Cineffects
Narrator:
Westbrook Van Voorhis.

Ci CJ Q

CRUSADE IN THE PACIFIC, a sequel to Crusade in Europe, is
the March of Time's second ambitious translation of the history of
World War II to film.
It is the kind of thing that the March of Time does better than
anyone else. Although Pacific, or
at least the four chapters that
have been seen by this reviewer,
Program: Music in Velvet, Aug.
26, ABC-TV, 7:30-8Grover
p.m. EDT.
does not quite measure up to EuProducer-Director:
J.
Allen.
rope, which has been seen in its
Cast: Rex Maupin & Orchestra;
entirety, the second Crusade ought
Vocalists Paula Wray and Bill
to be as big a television attraction
Snary; Harpist Russ Crandall.
as the first.
The Pacific was not as photogenic a war as that in Europe,
where the emphasis was on mass
movement of land armies and their
armor which photograph handsomely.
Land warfare in the islands was
largely conducted with stealth and
in think jungle where the photographer had as much trouble seeing
a crawling rifleman as the enemy
did.
The sea and air wars, although
more accessible to the camera lens
than ground combat, were not entirely satisfactory as pictorial
material for a film series of this
kind. No matter how many angles
it may be shot from, one airplane
takeoff from a carrier deck looks
just about like any other.
It is in this respect that this reviewer has a minor and perhaps
quibbling point to make about the
chapters of Pacific that he saw.
There were so many sequences of
fighters and bombers landing on or
leaving carriers and ground fields
that at times the film had the
monotony of prolonged observation
of any military airport.
The four chapters previewed
were numbers 3, 4, 6, and 7 — "The
Rise of the Japanese Empire,"
"America Goes to War in the Pacific," "The Navy Holds— 1942,"
and "Guadalcanal — America's First
Offensive."
Of the four, the rise of Japan
was the most absorbing. Both in
the selection of films and the narration tying them together this
chapter was excellent. It was the
most dramatic demonstration this
reviewer has seen of the contrast
between the warrior's mask that
Japan wore before her 1945 surrender and the bland and somewhat
apologetic face she has worn since.
Despite its shortcomings, Crusade
in the Pacific is worth anybody's
television time.
Page 30
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MUSIC IN VELVET is another
example of what trade critics have
come to proclaim as the Chicago
style of television — the approach
of playing directly- to the home
viewer and easing into its sequences
with commendable if unfanciful
flourish.
On the basis of the Aug. 26 program, ABC-TV Chicago apparently
has endeavored to shift the timetested techniques of radio's moodmusic programs to the TV cam-,
eras, with at least partial success.
The result is a half-hour of restful, soothing musical fare that is
neither apt to make heavy demands
on the eyes, nor to turn the viewer
back to his radio set for similar
ventures.
What Music in Velvet does offer,
it would appear, is a set of unimposing camera techniques which
adequately spotlight Rex Maupin
and his orchestra, as well as Harpist Russ Crandall and Vocalists
Paula Wray and Bill Snary.
A notable example is Mr. Snary's
rendition of "You Go to My Head,"
which he sang to Miss Wray. Mr.
Snary is adequate but this reviewer
was more intrigued with the camera treatment which wisely displayed only a rear view of Miss
Wray's flowing tresses and a final
closeup shot of the male vocalist
bussing the lady in question. The
camera virtually nosed right into
her hairdo.
Other sequences showed Mr.
Maupin's velvety strings in action
to good advantage on selections
which were tastefully heralded by
cards against the backdrop of Mr.
Crandall's plucking harp fingers.
Not a word is spoken during the
entire program, save at the conclusion which indentifies the Chicago origination. The producers
wisely let the music speak for
itself.

MEDIA COVERAGE
Pondered by Crime Group
COURTS ultimately will resolve
the question of whether a witness'
rights are tampered with when required to testify before television,
the Senate Crime Investigating
Committee said Friday in its final
report.
Other points stressed by the
committee :
9 Congress does not have an
adequate hearing room that would
place attendant media unobtrusively as is the case in the United Nations.
• If such a room were available, there would be few occasions
where the witness could justify his
refusal to testify.
• TV is desirable as it is another improved medium, and extends the public hearing to more
people throughout the country.
9 Public has the right to be
informed on the actions of its Congress. Because of the expense of
picking up a hearing, the networks
and other media companies select
only those hearings which have unlimited interest.
9 It is up to the committees of
Congress to adopt their codes of
procedure and be "fair and equitable." The committee should not be
put in position where it must discriminate in favor of one coverage
medium over another.
• TV, as a medium, does not
need the light that is necessary for
the newsreel cameras and does not
need as much equipment at the
hearing room. Committee pointed
up
the factpopping
that photographers'
flashbulbs
and Kleig
lights' brightness and heat are not
caused by television but by other
media.
Protest 'Blackout'
The matter of coverage was
brought to a head a fortnight ago
by protests of the Radio Correspondents Assn.'s executive committee, National Assn. of Radio News
Directors, and ABC, NBC and CBS
Radio. These protests attacked the
radio-TV-newsreel "blackout" by
the crime group laid down when
Irving Sherman, a New York attorney, refused to testify unless
it was enforced [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 20].
The incident occurred on the
heels of Senate action upholding
contempt citations against two
Cleveland witnesses who were TVradio-newsreel shy.
According to the Radio Correspondents group, the committee
"blackout" was an "arbitrary"
limitation and "a form of discrimination against certain news

think witnesses "ought to be fore
to testify before radio or te
vision" until a definite rule is s
Direct reference to the cor: }
spondents' objection has been rah
by
Sen. Alexander
Wiley group,
(R-Wia member
of the crime
the Senate floor.
Noting that the letter of prob
from Bill Shadel, of CBS, pre!
dent of the correspondents' as;
ciation, "sets forth a very sou j
conclusion," Sen. Wiley read t
paragraphs and then had the el
tire letter printed in the Reco
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Teni
has proposed TV be treated
same category as other news me<
with the exception it can be ban
from the outset at the discreti
of the committee chairman.
Meanwhile, it has been not
that the Senate Internal Secur
Subcommittee — similar to t
House Un-American Activities Co
mittee — has a policy of barring i
dio and television. News phol
can be taken before and after acta
hearing sessions but are prohibit
during hearings.
When announcing this polii
Chairman Pat McCarran (D-Nc
had declared the committee maj
the decisions "because we are sec
ing facts, not publicity. We wa
to make a record, not to make hea
lines . . . we want to make it cle
that no witness who is called he
will be subjected to undue publici
Some observers
against
his will." have interpret
these remarks as implied ci'iticis
against
other committee procee
ings.
HOLLYWOOD
PROB
Radio-TV Stars Subpena
ALTHOUGH names have not be
revealed, between 30 and 40 mov
radio and television personaliti
are being subpenaed by fedei
agents for a 10-day hearing by t
House Committee on Un-Americ;
Activities investigating comm
nism in Hollywood, which starts
Los Angeles' Federal Buildii
Sept.
17. expected to throw lig
Hearing,
on subtlety with which many re
have slipped into various branch
of three industries, will be he
in the "Kefauver Room."
Day and night sessions will
telecast and released via radio,
permission is given. Sessions we
originally scheduled to start t
morrow (Sept. 4) but were delay'
because of the Japanese Pea
Treaty Conference in San Fra
cisco. A five man sub-committ
headed by Rep. John S. Wood (1
Ga.) will conduct inquiry.
Fort Industry Office
FORT INDUSTRY Co. has esta
lished new Chicago headquarte
at 230 N. Michigan Ave., und
the supervision of Ren Kraft, Mi
west sales manager of the compan
which owns and operates WSP1
AM-TV Toledo, WWVA Wheelin
WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., WAG.
AM-TV Atlanta, WGBS Mian
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, and wf/
Cincinnati.

Chairman Herbert R. O'Conor
(D-Md.) of the crime committee
told
Broadcasting • Telecasting
media."
last
week
he usefeels
"strongly
that the
fullest
of radio
and
television ought to be made" in the
hearings. While the committee
members as a whole agree with
this, the Senator said they did not
BROADCASTING
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By H. R. MOORMAN
ADVERTISING
MANAGER
FAIRMONT

FOODS

COMPANY

Area that 'do not give milk,' of course, are
in theofKFAB
cows herds
"The vast
the
beef cattle raised in Nebraska's great ranch
country and fattened in the feed lots of Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas
and Missouri.
It is the marketing of this beef (the finest in all the
world) which places the Omaha Livestock Market second in the Nation.
flU^n■
■H^K

jfc
# I
I ":>-JWHL

Those 'bossies' that ARE milked in this great dairying area make Omaha
city in the manufacture of butter."

the number one

So, when we say that all the cows in the KFAB area give milk — we are leading into a big
market story of tremendous importance to you. The Midwest Empire Station blankets a vast
territory of farms, rural towns and cities. Its backbone is the ranching and farming industry.
Its wealth is not only among the ranchers and farmers, but also in the cities where the agricultural products are made into marketable foods that help meet the needs of the entire
Nation.
KFAB, the Midwest Empire Station, through years of experience in serving such a rich, vast
area, has become the station to do the powerful selling job. Arrangements can be made
for you to use this effective medium — at a low cost — and cover the Midwest Empire profitably. May we tell you more about it?

n g

Represented
Broadcasting

by FREE

• Telecasti

& PETERS

Inc.

-

General

Manager,

HARRY

BURKE
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From a year around
FEATURE FOODS
merchandising service
grew a station-wide plan
that again proves . . . .

Peter
c

G. Lennon

Company

Wholesale G-rocers
114 LAFAYETTE STREET
JOLIET, ILLINOIS
PHONE 4474

AUgUSt

c. r. LCNNQN

14, 1951.

Agricultural Broadcasting Company
1230 W. Washington Blvd.,
Chicago 7, Illinois
Attention Mr. J. D. Hm,
Dear Mr. Hill:

Sales Promotion

We should have written this letter several weeks ago, but we wanted to
make a very complete check on the results of our two-week Clover FarmWLS sale, which ran from July 9 to the 21st inclusive.
We have made
that check, , we have talked to our members, and we have referred to our
records.
It was the most successful sale we have ever conducted!
Here are a few of the most outstanding percentage increases:
Clover Farm Salad Dressing:
We advertised three sizes and our
increase over our average for the year prior to the sale was 398%.
259%.

We featured two kinds of Clover Farm Corn with an increase of

Clover farm Pork and Beans, 3 sizes advertised:
increase, one 93% increase, and another 32% increase.

One showed 235%

We more than doubled our average sales on Red Cup, Green Cup, and
Clover Farm Coffees.
Lipton's Frostee Mix: an increase of 78%, but we sold out before
the sale was over, and did not get a new shipment in time to carry on.
We more than tripled our sales on Lite, doubled our sales on Ajax,
sold as much Tide in two weeks as we sold in the preceding four months,
almost three times as much Fab, doubled our sales on Surf, five times
as much Creamettes (Spaghetti and Macaroni) tripled our sales on
Clover Farm Grape Jam, quarts, had a 400% increase on Sur-Jel, and
sold out, so it should have been more.
Shina Dish: sold a two months' supply in two weeks
Perfex: sold a three months' supply in two weeks
Dexol : sold a month' s supply in two weeks
Gloss tex: sold a two and a half months' supply In two weeks
We doubled our sales on our own flour, and had a 200% increase
on Joan of Arc Light Red Kidney Beans.
We are enclosing a marked copy of our newspaper ad with more
facts and figures.

Again we repeat that it was the most successful
conducted.
We, ourselves, did not realize the
on WLS on the "Hello Homemakers" program.
If
this wonderful sales event, we want you to plan
for us - and we sincerely hope you do.

sale we have ever
value of a tie-in
you again conduct
a two week period

C. V. Allen
President.

"...it

was

the

successful

have

most

sale

we

conducted'

ever

ti

mi

e
fr

The Peter G. Lennon Company is the head259%

I

398%

I

"Clover Farm Salad Dressing: We advertised three
sizes and our increase

"We featured two kinds
of Clover Farm Corn with
an increase of 259 % ."

was 398 % ."

quarters for an important cooperative chain
of 117 Midwest CLOVER FARM STORES

235%

in the WLS

area. Recently they participated

with WLS

in a joint merchandising-promo-

"Clover Farm Pork and
Beans, 3 sizes advertised: One showed 235%

tion plan designed to increase summer food

increase."

as the "WLS Summer Food Promotion,"
was originated with the cooperation of eight

business at the retail level. The plan, known

important chain groups, including CLOVER
200%

1

300%

I

800%

FARM.

The letter reproduced here tells the

results obtained by this one group; letters
from the others verify the story. Combined,

COF

FEE

J

2,300 Midwest stores were affected by this

sold as much Tide
in two weeks as we sold
in the preceding four
month:

"We more than doubled
our average sales on Red
Cup, Green Cup and Clover Farm Coffees."

revolutionary merchandising tie-ia thruout
the summer.
Here then is again proof of WLS

power

to move goods into customers, hands. We
400%

have known of this power for years— as have
many advertisers— this campaign proves re-

jelJ

sults in a chain of stores for a specific time

sua-B

". . . five times as much
Creamettes (Spaghetti
and Macaroni) . . ."

". . . almost three times
as much Fab, doubled
our sales on Surf . . .'"

I
", . . had
aSur-Jel,
400% and
increase
sold out,on so it should
have been

Your John Blair man will give you details
period.
on how WLS can produce similar results for
your product or service.

more."
600%

200%

300%

The
■
jam!
"Tripled
"Perfex: W
. sold a X
three1
/ supply£in two
months
|

PRAIRIE
FARMER

our sales oh
Clover Far m Grape Jam,
quarts . . .

STATION

weeks."
CLEAR

CHANNEL

Home

of the NATIONAL

Barn

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK

Dance
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by Hollingbery

1470

KC

Congress Mul
SECURITY
BILLS
Proposals
CONGRESS last week marked time on twin security proposals invo]
ing the FCC — one recommending that penalty provisions of the Coi
munications Act be made more stringent and another requesting adi
tional monies to bulwark the Commission's monitoring activities [Brcu
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 27].
prisonment not to exceed 20 yea:
Possibility that the House Interor both, for violations indicatii
state & Foreign Commerce Coma desire to sabotage the U. S.
mittee would meet in executive
session to discuss heavier criminal
The other proposed amendme
sanctions for broadcasters and — approved by the Senate Intel
state & Foreign Commerce Coi
other parties before Sept. 12 — date
mittee, which also held hearin
the House returns from recess —
was held as remote.
earlier this year — calls for a $1,0
In any event, authorities point ceiling on fines and one year's ii
prisonment, or both, in the case
out, the lower chamber could take
individuals, and a levy not to e
no action on the military's electromagnetic radiations control bill ceed $5,000 for corporations — f
failure to comply with that secti
(S 537) before that date. The
suggested amendment was posed when invoked by the President.
by the committee during hearings
Aug. 23 on the proposal, which
seeks to place non-broadcast devices
within Sec. 606 of Communications
STATION SALES
Act.
WKAI Sold; WBGE Plans Vo
Hanging in the balance is a
FOUR stations were involved
proposal, in the form of an amendment to the Act, calling for stiffer financial transactions last week.
penalties for violations entailing
Sale of WKAI Macomb, 111. w
announced by James C. Bailey ai
"wilful intent to injure the United
States." This would be distinct
Lyle C. Landis, present ownei
from a provision within Sec. 606
subject to the usual FCC approv;
The 250 w daytime station will
setting lesser penalties for "wilful
failure" to comply with terms pre- bought for an undisclosed sum 1
scribed under Presidential authorWilliam E. Schons, Dr. Edwa
ity. There are no express criminal
Schons, Charles S. Harris and T.
sanctions at present in Sec. 606,
Cook, all of St. Paul, Minn. f]
which deals with Presidential auChicago
office brokers,
of Blackburn-Ham
thority over stations.
ton,
station
handled jtjj
details. As of last Thursday, ti
Senate Testimony
application was not on file wi
On the Senate side, the Approthe FCC.
priations Committee plans to hear
At the same time, it was learn
testimony from the FCC "either that the sale of WBGE Atlant
this week or next" on the Commission's request for $1,340,000 to Ga. to Wilton E. Hall for $110,0'
[Broadcasting • Telecastin
expand its radio monitoring.
12], had been called off. Tl
The House had wiped out the Feb.
sales contract expired Aug. 12 di
$1 million sum recommended by the to
FCC's failure to act on the app
House Appropriations Committee
cation. The Commission reported
for these activities. FCC is ex- wanted to wait until South Carolii
pected to make a strong pitch for courts had acted on a case invol
restoration of these funds.
Committee spokesmen said last ing
ownership
of Mr. Hall's
WAD
WCAC
(FM) Anderson,
S. C.
Mil
week that FCC Chairman Wayne
Benton retains WBGE ownership
Coy would be called upon to testify
Financial difficulties were respo
during this part of the emergency
sible for two stations leaving the a
agency Supplemental bill, if he under FCC authorizations. WSK
were available. In the event he is
Miss, was allowed to r
not available, it was felt that either McComb,
main silent for 30 days from Au
Comr. George Sterling or E. M.
24 in order to complete refinancin
Webster would appear.
The station is going through ban
Stiff opposition to the cut is ex- ruptcy proceedings but hopes
pected once the omnibus money
bill reaches the Senate floor. The secure backing of a "responsible r
dio station operator in New Orleai
House committee had approved the who
is interested in keeping WSK
expenditure for new monitoring
on the air," according to the r
stations, including necessary personnel; additional investigative
The other station, KODI Cod
staff and mobile equipment; detecWyo., was authorized to rema
tion and control of illegal station
silent for 90 days from Aug. 24
quest.
transmissions and other radiation
order to effect Sale. Owners W:
devices capable of serving as naviliam J. Garlow and wife moved
gational aids to enemy aircraft.
Dallas in January and station h;
Four new monitoring stations and been in red most of the time sine:
upwards of 110 new employes, as However Mr. Garlow feels it w
well as rental, are involved.
regain a sound basis "if the rig
With respect to station penalties
person buys." He pointed out,
(in the bill before the House comhis request for silence authorir.
mit e ), a new subsection (h) to tion,
that the station grossed $5(
Sec. 606 of the Communications
000 in 1950 and "did quite w<
Act pends, with provision for fines financially." He gave the loss f<
of not to exceed $20,000 and im- Julv this year as $889.68.
• Telecastin
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Almost

1,000

FOR

WITH

NEW

NO

ORDERS

FOOD

PRODUCT

DISTRIBUTION...

another

example
of

KDKAction!
reviewed this booklet for tips on how to
build your sales in the tri-state Pittsburgh
market-area, get a copy from KDKA or
Free & Peters.

To promote a new food product with
practically no distribution, an advertiser
used a single half-hour late-night program
on KDKA. Listeners were asked to telephone aspecial number or send their order
to the station. Result: almost 1,000 orders
for a total of more than $8,000, with a program
time-cost of only $180.
This is typical KDKAction . . . the kind of
action documented in a revealing booklet
titled "6 Case Histories." If you haven't

KDKA

PITTSBURG
50,000 WATTS

|p

ft/eltlMfAatfde

(lacUa

NBC AFFILIATE

StatiotuL 9 tie
SeztdHf 2.5 Million

WBZ • WBZA • WOWO
• KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO
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Threat
TRANSIT

to U. S. Broadcasting

Charged

FM

"FORCED LISTENING devices disrupt and endanger the American
and pose a matter of "national concern," atsystem of
torneys broadcasting"
for anti-transitcasting forces charged in a brief prepared last
week for submission to the U. S. Supreme Court.
The brief was accompanied by
a*
review of the lower appellate
a petition for a writ of certiorari
court decision. Stress was laid on
asking the high court to review
the judgment of U. S. District Court the relation of the service to the
First and Fifth Amendments to
of Appeals that segments of transit FM are unconstitutional in the the Constitution [Broadcasting •
District of Columbia. The brief Telecasting, Aug. 13]. The high
was prepared for Franklin S. Pol- court, now in recess, will reconvene in October.
lak and Guy Martin, who launched
the original court action, by the
In filing for consent to the writ,
law firm of Segal, Smith & Henalso requested by the pro-transit
nessey, Washington.
radio faction, opponents noted that
the circuit court decision sought to
Opponents of transit radio took
this step last Thursday, little more
prohibit only "commercials" and
than a fortnight after Washington
"announcements," making no refTransit Radio Inc. and two other
erence to musical or other "spoken
parts" of the broadcasts.
parties — Capital Transit Co. and
Additionally, Messrs. Pollak and
the Public Utilities Commission —
and
others
hope that
had asked the Supreme Court for Martin

SCOTUS will consent to review the
decision and outlaw transit radio
throughout the nation. Service
currently operates in upwards of
14 cities.
"Forced listening by a captive
audience to editorial matter selected by private individuals involves grave dangers," the brief
asserted. "The power of this captive audience has been used in the
personal interest of Washington
Transit Radio Inc. and Capital
Transit Co. to influence public opinion on the merits of transit radio
. . . The United States of America
has a unique system of broadcasting
supported by commercial advertising.
itself."
Currently,
the industry is on the
threshold of a tremendous expansion
into television. Already there are 13
million television receivers in use.
Color television is in the offing. Pro-

posals to convert television broadca;
ing into a form quite different frc
that which has prevailed in am
broadcasting are being discus i
Wire television, subscription tele
sion,
theatre pay-as-you-look
television, each Phonevisk
has its a
vocates. Advertising revenue, appt
atus sales and the correlated indi
trial applications have grown to
point
involved.where billions of dollars a
Transit radio alone excepted, tl
whole vast structure, with all
social and economic impacts, deriv
its vital force from the princii
that the listener or viewer shall ha
the absolute and unrestricted rig
to elect whether or not his receh
shall be placed in operation and
so, to what station it shall be tuni
Unless the listener or viewer is co
pletely free to select what he wis!
to hear or see in a freely competiti
field, the American system of bro?
casting is deprived of its vigor a
becomes a sinister, formless thing
"The importance of a decisi
by the Supreme Court ... at tl
stage affirming the inviolable rig
of the public to select its broadc£
programs is self evident," the br
declared.
Opponents held that the "ul
matebroadcasts
question turns"
whet?
the
deprive onpasseng*
of rights under the First Amer
ment . . . "by generally int(
fering with their freedom to list
or not to listen, and to read or r

. .das

morning

Salt

the

other

HOOPER,
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listeners

lake

stations

mow

City

3

in

than

network

combined
DEC. 'SO- APRIL '51

/

The high court also should <
termine whether the programs (
to
priveread."
riders of liberty and propel
in violation of the Fifth Amer
ment, the brief said.
Other Reasons
Other reasons advanced i
granting such a writ, the me
orandum continued, are these:
(1) freedom of communication
writing or speech and freedom of
flection are "impaired" by tran
radio and are basic to democracy; I
"threatened" nationwide expansion
transitcasting enterprises cannot
dealt with by the U. S. District Coi
of Appeals and needs SCOTUS att<
tion.
"In the absence of [a high coi
ruling on constitutional rights
the riding public], it seems lik<
that transit radio will continue
the other cities where it is n]
functioning and perhaps even (
pand into still other cities, op'
ating as a correlated system
broadcasting to captive audieni
of many millions," the brief !
serted.
Washington Transit Radio I
and other proponents of the serv
had taken issue with that part
the lower decision holding that d
semination of programs are i
protected by the First Amendme
and claimed it was in conflict w
past Supreme
Court judgmer
The court "erred," according
transit FM forces, in holding tl
the action of a transportation s
tern
governmental
that isthe
broadcasts "action"
deprive si
jecting passengers of liberty "wi
outBrief
due process
of law."
for Messrs.
Pollak a
Martin was filed by Attorneys P:
M. Segal and Harry P. Warn
of Segal, Smith & Hennessey.
BROADCASTING
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HELEN HAYES

starts Sept.

U.S.

9

STEEL

HOUR

Theatre

S

on

the

Air

On September 9, another outstanding
season of the U. S. Steel Hour gets under way. Among the top shows already
scheduled are The Glass Menagerie,
Twentieth Century, The Sea Wolf, Pygmalion, Oliver Twist, 1984.
The best plays . . . the best stars . . .
for the best dramatic entertainment
on radio. That's been standard since
Theatre Guild on the Air began in 1345.
No wonder the U. S. Steel Hour has
become radio's most-honored show.

i W
HUMPHREY BOGART

SUNDAYS

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.
BROADCASTING
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IN

"BLUES

CHASERS"

DAILY 214 HOUR

DISC JOCKEY

CONDUCTED
PAUL
9:15 TO

WLOF's

FLORIDA,

ORLANDO,

SHOW,

BY

MARLOWE

11:30 A.M., MON.

THRU

SAT.

more than doubled

station's audience

on January,

over January,

1951

(*)

1950:

"BLUES
CHASERS"
INCREASED WLOF DAILY AUDIENCE AS FOLLOWS:
9.-15 TILL 10:00 AM.

FOR

57%

INCREASE

10:00 TILL 11:00 AM. 163%

INCREASE

1 1 =00 TILL 1 1 :30 AM. 227%

INCREASE

SPOT

Paul

AVAILABILITIES

H.

Rayaaer

"FLORIDA'S
WATTS

5000

SWEET

• 950

ORLANDO,
(*) HOOPER STUDY
DECEMBER, 1950 THRU
FEBRUARY, 1951.
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CONTACT:

Company,

MUSIC
KC

Inc.

STATION"

• MBS

NETWORK

FLORIDA

J. ALLEN

BROWN

VICE-PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER

Network Outlook
(Continued from page 23)
and audiences delivered than any
other advertising medium.
The CBS Radio daytime schedule is
completely sold out. There are a few
availabilities in the early Saturday
afternoon periods but there are promising indications that these spots will
be sold within the next few weeks.
Sunday afternoon will be bigger than
last year, with new sponsors entering
network radio, others like LonginesWittnauer Watch Co. returning and
the U. S. Army and Air Force recruiting services presenting a new
series with Frankie Laine.
There are several good availabilities in the CBS Radio nighttime
schedule but there has been greater
interest on the part of sponsors in
these programs during the past few
weeks than there has been for some
time — and indication that the hysteria
over television has subsided considerably and that advertisers still
consider network radio the number
one advertising medium.
"Our sales on Mutual are up,"
MBS President Frank White stated,
"up enough to be indicative that
the TV hysteria has abated to the
point where the true value of radio
as a merchandising medium is again
receiving some measure of the
recognition
deserves."out that the
Mr. Whiteit pointed
average Mutual advertiser this
year is putting his program on 356
MBS stations, contrasted with an
average commercial network lineup of 284 for MBS clients last fall.
Table shows that according to business signed to date, MBS is 6.5%
down in number of commercial programs, but 0.6% up in amount of
sponsored time for this coming fall
compared with the same season of
last year. Mr. White further stated:
We plan to continue the same extensive promotion of AM radio which
has already won Mutual several outstanding awards during the past year.
If our own efforts along these lines
are now supported by increased activity on the part of other networks, result is bound to help radio.
NBC's vice president and director
of radio sales, John K. Herbert, was
vacationing last week and in his
absence no statement could be obtained from this network. On the
August 1950 vs. August 1951 record, NBC advance fall business is
down 9.3% in number of sponsored
shows and down 10.3% in amount
of commercial time for this fall
against last.

GOODWILL
CASE
Group Backs Cottone, Plumme
PROSECUTION to a decision o
FCC's proceedings involving th
Goodwill Stations was urged las
Wednesday by a group of 19 di
tinguished lawyers, authors ani
In a motion and memorandum
professors.
filed by Will Maslow, general coun
sel of the American Jewish Con
gress, the group went on record i
support of FCC General Counsc
Benedict P. Cottone and Broadcas
Bureau Chief Curtis B. Plummer
opposition to the hearing examin
er's
initial report
Telecasting,
July [Broadcasting
9].
The June 14 initial report b
Examiner James D. Cunninghar
recommended that the issues in
volved be considered moot becaus
of the death of G. A. (Dick) Rid.
ards. Mr. Richards, princip
stockholder, KMPC Los Angeles
WJR Detroit and WGAR Clevc
land, was charged with allege
slanting of news in the case ir
volving
licenses. renewal of the station;
Ask Reopen Record
The citizens' group urged th
proceedings be remanded to th
trial examiner for decision "on th
important issues" and that th
record be reopened to "receive as
surances, subject to cross-examine
tion, from the successors in interes
of
shoul
the George
licensesA. beRichards"
renewed, that
program
"designed to reflect racial and rt
ligious
inated. prejudices" would be elin
According to the brief, the sigr
ers believe the case "an importan
test . . . whether [they] may be use
for
propagation
of "racismar
sincetheradio
station licensees
under a "duty to serve the public
and that "distortion of the news i
favor of or against any group . .
is an evil which must be thwarted.

said has
the been
proceeding
"is nc
andThey
never
a proceedin
against Richards" but to determin
the renewal of the stations' license
if they serve the public interest
The brief points out that if pas
policies of the stations fail to cor
form to "high standards expecte
and required of radio franchis
holders . . . and . . . violate th
canons of good taste and fair play
then FCC must discover to whor
ABC CLIENTS
control passed after Mr. Richard;
death.
Buy $24,131,000 in Time
Signing the brief were:
Roger Union;
Baldwin,
American
ABC last week announced that a berties
Algernon
Black.Civil
EthicELi
Culture
Society;
Paul
Freund,
Harvar
total of 46 sponsors have pur- U. Law School professor; Lloyd Gar
rison. New York attorney; Earl A
chased $24,131,000 in radio and TV
Philadelphia attorney; Hor
network accounts, starting during Harrison,
ace M. Kallen, New School for Socis
Research; Freda Kirchwey, editoi
the seven-week period through
"Nation"; Milton R. Konvitz, Cornel
Oct. 14.
U. professor; Edward H. Levi, Chicag
U. Law School dean.
The ABC radio network reported
Max Lerner, author, lecturer; Patrk
sales of $17,323,000 placed by 24
Murphy
Malin,Thurgood
AmericanMarshall,
Civil Liber
ties
Union;
Na
sponsors for the Aug. 25-Oct. 14 tional
Assn. for the Advancement o
period, and the ABC-TV network
Colored
People;
Jerome
Michael,
Co
for the same period reported sales lumbia U. law professor; Shad Poliei
New York attorney; David A. Reisman
totaling $6,808,000 to 22 adverChicago U. law professor; Harry Schul
tisers. Seventy-five percent of the man,
Yale U. law professor; Hard'
accounts, ABC said, represented
Taylor,
president,
Lawrencex
College; and
David W.Sarah
Petegorsky.
new business while the balance are ecutive
director, American Jewis)
renewals.
Congress.
BROADCASTING
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Salesmaker

.to

the

Central

South

Harvey s, Nashville's Largest
Store, uses WSM to talk to
an area twelve times the size of
Nashville. That's how Harveys
became Nashville's largest store.
Radio Stations Everywhere
But Only One . . .

W§M
NASHVILLE

with a talent staff of 200 top name
entertainers . . . production facilities
that originate 17 network shows each
week ... a loyal audience of millions that
sets its dial on 650 ... and leaves
it there!
CLEAR CHANNEL
50,000 WATTS
IRVING WAUGH, Commercial Manager
EDWARD PETRY & CO., National Representatives

SROADC

ASTING
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CBS SCORED
By NARTSR on Norge Plan
CBS was accused of entering the
national spot field at the expense
of station revenue last week by
Murray Grabhorn, managing director of the National Assn. of
Radio and TV Station Representatives.
Ruckus started when Norge —
through Russel M. Seeds Co. —
planned half -hour national spot
campaign for 39 weeks starting
Oct. 4 and featuring Red Skelton in
about 40 non-TV cities. Mr. Grabhorn wired association members
that "CBS is now making a counter
proposal to take this business on
network basis and suggesting to
stations they accept it on the line
with cued cut-in commercials at no
cut-in charge ... or they offer the
full show with commercials and
entire program on tape to be
played locally at identical network
time on network basis."
Mr. Grabhorn conceded that "a
number" of stations had already accepted the business, but endorsed
their action of refusing to waive
cut-in charges or of applying national spot sales rates to the taped
versions.
His complaint stressed that the
greater number of stations involved
were located in non-TV markets
and thus were the same group to
FCC

PERSONNEL
Over 100 to Be Cut

FCC will be cutting personnel from
the approximately 1,200 it had on
the rolls, as it began the last fiscal
year, to 1,080 for fiscal 1952 as a
result of the budget cut enacted by
Congress [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
President Truman is expected to
sign the bill momentarily.
It gives $6,116,650 to FCC, or
$733,350 less than that requested
of Congress early in the year. The
bill contains a formula for cutting
personnel funds and thus FCC
must reduce its staff.
As of a fortnight ago, the agency
had 1,173 persons on its rolls.

"...it

was

KIEV ENGINEERS
To Vote on Union Issue
NEW NLRB elections to determine
or reject a bargaining agent will
be held by KIEV Glendale, Calif.,
engineers Sept. 11, following a nodecision vote at an election Aug.
23. Engineers will again decide
between NABET (National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers), IBEW
(International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers) and no union
representation. New vote called
when each of the three engineers
involved chose a different category.
No hearing date yet set for an
NLRB hearing involving about 125
engineers and stage people at
KTTV(TV) Los Angeles. Seeking
to represent various categories including engineers, floor managers,
stage and lighting personnel are
four different unions — NABET,
IATSE, Screen Directors Guild
and IBEW.

'People Act7 Series
TRANSCRIPTIONS of the original The People Act series are now
available on a free loan basis
through the Federal Radio Education Committee of the U. S. Office
of Education. Arrangements were
made by the Twentieth Century
Fund of New York. Persons interested inborrowing the transcriptions may obtain further information by writing directly to Mrs.
Gertrude Broderick, Federal Radio
Education Committee, USOE,
Washington 25, D. C.

the

successful
have

be hit when the network made its
recent rate cut, designed to equate
radio-TV competition but applying
to all stations, regardless of
whether they shared market with
TV or not.
CBS officials denied the accusation by asserting that the network
had made no plans at all concerning the Skelton show and would
not be considering it until the middle of this week. Since the network controls the comic, it was
conceded that CBS "may" come
forth with some proposal. Feeling
remained, however, that NARTSR,
lead runner for station representatives, had jumped the gun.

we

ever
3

conducted"
(See *lwa Paxjti /id)
1 CLEAR CHANNEL
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LONG-TERM contract for Breakfast at the Maxwell House is finalized I
Purities Dairies with WMAK Nashville, Tenn. Seated are Albert Gasser (
and Miles Ezell, president and secretary, respectively, of the sponsoring firr
Standing are Carl Behle (I), WMAK sales representative, and WMAK Ge:
Mgr. George B. Faulder.

OHIO State U. gridiron clashes will
be carried on WKVO (FM) Columbus
for Modern Finance Co., local firm.
Paul Kelly (I), Kelly & Lamb Adv.
Agency, watches Bruce Osborne,
Modern Finance vice pres., approve
arrangements. Standing: Bill Arthurs (I), WKVO sales representative,
and Bert Charles, station gen. mgr.

CHATTING with KOA Denver li<
teners in the Friday 9:30 p.m. Th
Governor Reports is Colorado Go
Dan Thornton (seated). Introduce
by Charles C. Bevis Jr. (I), KC
general manager, the govern
stressed need for action on road:
schools and crime in his initial put
lie service broadcast.

THREE-YEAR purchase of Frederic W. Ziv's Cisco Kid by Jackson Packin
Co., Jackson, Miss., resulted in this hat ceremony by (I to r): Al Godwin, Zh
John
Boman,
mgr. firm;
of" Jackson
Packing;
Gammon,execa:
sistantH. gen.
mgr.pres.
of and
the gen.
packing
and Larry
Davis,Stuaccount
Dixie Advertisers.

most

sale

ELEVEN Big Seven football games this fall will be carried on WHB Kans
City to promote Hallicrafter television sets. At final negotiations with Jol
G. Gaines & Co., distributor, are (I to r): Jack Sampson, WHB sales; Ja<
Gaines; Larry Ray, WHB sports director, who will do play-by-play description
and John G. Gaines, Hallicrafter TV distributor for Kansas and Weste
Missouri.

7

Barn Dance |

Sarnoff

Appeal

Favored

new Psychological Strategy Warfare Board and owner of WSJS
Winston Salem, N. C.
Following are capsule comments
on VOA from other Senators:
McMahon
"It is
theBrien
only item
I know (D-Conn.j
of in the— budget
which gives any promise of carrying
the cold war to Soviet Russia."
Everett Dirksen (R-I1I.) — ". . . (The
Voice) is a permanent fixture in our
national life. . . . But this is a type of
weapon which . . . must be divorced
from the policy-making branch of the
government, and it should not be directed or shaped, nor should its policy
be colored by the State Dept. . . .
The Voice has not been very objec-

would mean retreat in the face of
Telecasting, July 10, 1950].
PPEAL
by Brig. Gen. David
VOICE'
DEBATE
mounting worldwide pressures of
Leading the movement to restore
arnoff,
RCA
board chairman,
essing the need of greater finan- Voice expenditures on the floor
Communist Radio
propaganda
..." he
declared.
had succeeded
in
was Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.)
fl; al support for the Voice of Amerand six other GOP Senators. The
opening
"at
least
a
crack"
in
the
Ijha as part of a "psychological
Iron Curtain, Mr. Truman added,
upper chamber adopted the Mundt
4 jeace - fare"
campaign elicited
i avorable reaction during highly amendment for a $22 million in- referring to the publicity given his
crease over the committee sum.
; artisan debate on Capitol Hill.
message of friendship in Russia.
Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.),
• Gen. Sarnoff's plea for a SI bil- Later, Sen. Mundt suggested creachairman of the appropriations
on expenditure on propaganda
tion of a bi-partisan board or commission to advise VOA officials.
subcommittee which held hearings
,„ . -ithin the next two years — with
The Voice debate was not withon the Voice, promptly accused
I, erhaps half of that for the U. S.
out its charges and countercharges.
Mr. Truman of joining the Voice
Jooiverseas radio arm — was heralded
President
Truman stirred the ex- "lobby."
jr-s "more persuasive" than argu". .is.
tive . . ."Ferguson
Out of floor debate also came a TheHomer
change rolling with a special plea
trouble
with the(R-Mich.)
Voice —...
;;t=i:ients for any reductions in State
to Congress for restoration of the proposal by Sen. A. Willis Robertthat those having it in charge are
»ept. information funds.
full expenditures.
The RCA board chairman's
son (D-Va.) calling for "exposi- trying to do too much. . . . They are
tatement was cited by Sen. Lister
"A slash in funds for the Voice
tion of Christian principles" on trying to give quantity instead of
of America, coming at this time, the air, with programs to be placed
fill (D-Ala.) during discussions
i the upper chamber, which re- would have the effect of severely under "a man of the splendid
Paul Douglas
quality.
. . ." (D-Ill.) — ". . . We
Itored full monies to the State
damaging our efforts to reach the
should not confuse the Voice of Ameri'ept. program after political hearts and minds of people . . . ability and character," Gordon
ica with the breath of America. . . ."
Gray, director of the President's
Maneuvering within the Approinations Committee and on the
or.
Actually, the Senate group had
greed not to cripple the Voice,
lloting the full 825,164,655 recomlended in the budget for radio
THE
V
roadcasting operations. It had
oted, however, to cut other inII
ormational activities from S85
pillion allowed by the House to
FOOTBALL
SHOW
15^ ^^ ^ 63
compromising
art n million,
4~ r\ Appropriations
A r^r^i'Anvi
n f i An f SubcommitQ n V-» r> r\onw-i i-v-\the
\ +■
Senate
ee figure of between S54 million
.nd $56 million.
RADIO'S
No. 1 FOOTBALL
SHOW!!
The monies bill last week was
ent to a conference committee
ith assurance that funds for the
ALL-TIME
/oice and other operations would
ot be altered on the basis of agreeent by both Senate and House.
ALL-AMERICAN!
'Not the Issue'
Noting Gen. Sarnoff's statement
pon his return from Europe
Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
ijiug. 20], Sen. Hill said he felt
: he proposal for a separate agency
PREDICTIONS
iHo operate VOA "is not the issue
'jlefore
us at is
this hisjuncture.
i.s relevant
demandWhat
for
HEADLINE
NEWS
■ j'-reatly increased financial support
, j|. .1 regard his testimony as much
fil'nore persuasive than the reasons
FEATURE
STORIES
5t »-iven for the reduction of funds."
w n To measure up to the challenge
Snapped by Gen. Sarnoff, he con"inued, "we must strengthen our
BIG NAME
GUESTS
!* information program, not amputate
* "t." The Senator also noted that
ihe RCA board chairman had not
.,: hiticized State Dept. personnel but
A fast moving 1 5-minute show, once a week for 13 weeks, during
i 3 ad declared that the U. S. is losing
the football season. Begins week of September 16, and runs through
1 1 Hhe "ether war."
week of Dec. 9. Show is recorded weekly following week-end
* i Subsequently, lack of funds was
games, and expressed for Thursday or Friday broadcasting.
I 'lamed in part for the Voice's
I ailure in a counter-statement by
I 'hurman
L. Barnard, general
LET RED
GRANGE
CARRY
THE BALL
FOR
YOU!
nanager of the information pro:ram. Conceding that primary use
For Prices and Information
f shortwave facilities is not the
nswer, Mr. Barnard noted a deWRITE...
WIRE...
PHONE!
>artment request for monies to
•uild a ring network. Congress
lias authorized only one-third of
unds requested, and the remainGREEN
ASSOCIATES
er was contained in an $88 million
PHONE-WHitehall 4-0818
urn denied in a supplemental bill,
CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
iing plan was advocated by Gen.
520 NORTH MICHIGAN BOULEVARD
•
sarnoff last year [Broadcasting •
Telecasting
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1
Federal CD

DEFENSE
Advertisement

From

where

61/ Joe

Skip

Makes

a

Marsh

Slip

Miss Gilbert, the teacher, was telling me how one day last week Skip
Lawson

almost went to sleep in her

physics class.
She noticed him nodding and — since
they were discussing electricity — said
in a loud voice: "Now maybe MR.
LAWSON will explain what electricity
is." Skip started up, looked around
wildly, and blurted out, "Gee! I used
to know, but I forgot."
"What

a loss to science!" sighs

Miss Gilbert. "No one to this day
knows what electricity really is, and
here we have a genius who could explain it— but forgot!"
From where I sit, I hope this taught
Skip that you're better off if you
you don't know all answers.
grownups haven't learned that
like the ones who are always

admit
Some
yet —
telling

other people what's best and what's
right and what's wrong. I like a temperate glass of beer, myself, but if you
prefer buttermilk I won't argue. I've
seen too many "know-it-alls" turn out
to be wrong!

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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I sit

ROLE

Laud

Officio
Radio

RADIO'S "ability and willingness to inform the public on civil defer!
and to bring listeners official instructions and news in event of attac
\
has won it official commendation from federal CD planners.
The Federal Civil Defense Administration takes a favorable look
the New York State Civil Defense
*
——
Radio Network of over 135 sta- made for playback by other st
tions, which have been offering a tions at more convenient periods.
series of weekly broadcasts titled
Scripts are prepared by a co?
Plan for Survival.
mittee of representatives compr
The network, FCDA has ining the major networks and inc
formed other local community CD
pendent outlets who confer wi!
groups, is "attracting national at- CD authorities. Final approval
tention" and has proved to be an
"effective pilot project" worthy of scripts is made by Col. Lawren
Wilkinson, state's CD director.
emulation by other states. Executives of large and small stations
Program follows a question-an
answer format. Topics for broai
alike were lauded by the agency for
voluntarily organizing the series
casts thus far have included "T
under the guidance of the New
Bomb,"
"Personal
Survival,"
"Fi"
York State Civil Defense CommisFighting,"
"Welfare,"
and othe:
sion.
Numerous state and federal ci"
defense speakers also have a]
"These programs not only present authoritative civil defense in
formation but also serve as a weekThe 100-plus TV stations in t
peared.
U. S. will, sooner or later, all 1
ly test of the radio facilities
through which the public could re- ceive kinescopes of What Y
Should Know About Biologi&.
ceive instructions during an emerWarfare and other subjects. Fii
gency," FCDA observed.
Similar series have elicited the film is a reproduction of the J oh
Hopkins U. Science Review, whi
praise of local civil defense officials
in other states where state net- premiered on the DuMont TV N<]
works have been formed for the work last April.
Under FCDA procedure, t
same purpose. Reports were aired
in August by a special network of agency periodically is makii
58 outlets in Alabama and 41 sta- available to state directors fibi
tions in Wisconsin, including the and kinescopes of previously tel
cast programs. The directors di
latter's State FM Network [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Aug. 13]. tribute them to TV outlets in the
respective states or nearby are?.
Alert Plans
Limited number of prints w
Another phase pointing up co- make it necessary for stations
circulate them among others i
operation among New York CD
and radio-TV broadcasting officials
adequate distribution once thi
have aired the program, the agen
was the issuance of alert regulaadded.
tions which would require all AM
stations in the state to reduce their
Films, kinescope, scripts ar
other data are prepared by FCD.A
power to 250 w in the event of proclaimed imminence of enemy at- Audio-Visual section under the
rection of Jesse Butcher, fa
tack, and compel TV and FM outlets to leave the air completely
mer network and agency executiv
Working with him are Haro
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Aug.
6].
Azine, TV director, and Steve M;
Cormick, radio chief.
FCDA authorities have never
publicly commented on the state
alert plan and the FCC is known
to entertain certain reservations
PIGSKIN SERIES
with respect to the feasibility of
Lang-Worth Mails Bookl
such a proposal. It was emphasized
COPYRIGHTED book, Pigsk
that the rules are subject to modification which would render them
Salute, is being distributed to mei
consistent with regulations preber radio stations by Lang-Wor
scribed by the FCC in conjunction
Feature Programs Inc. as a bas'
for tailoring broadcasts of the 1
with the Dept. of Defense.
30-minute shows to local footbj
In any event, the information (as or
interest.
distinguished from alert) role curThe book contains specially wn
rently being played by New York
State radio stations has the bless- ten salutes to 87 leading univer;
ties and colleges and outstandii
ing of federal planners who cite football
stories. Package also i
the project as a pattern for other
eludes suggested recorded sou;
groups. At the same time, the effects to "assure maximum resull
agency also is distributing kine- in the production of the 13-wo
scope recordings and film prints
series," according to C. 0. Lan
to TV stations for local use.
lois, Lang- Worth president. Fo
mat
of Pigskin Salute radio seri
The New York State Civil Dealso
is designed to pinpoint tl
fense Radio Network, operating
national, regional or local footb:
by direct relay rather than through
situation for advertisers now se
land lines, originates Plan for Sur- ting fall radio commercials on loc
vival from a different station each
levels, with suggested commerci
week.
Transcriptions
also are
prospects.
BROADCASTING
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pAPAN diet
Members Watch

Hearing

EPRESENTATIVES of the Japw ] lese
Diet Telecommunications
taining Group — all members of
e House of Representatives in
jkyo — sat in as observers during
,fbarings held by the House Interate & Foreign Commerce Commite on electromagnetic radiations
iiiiUug. 23 [Broadcasting • TeleThiiSTING, Aug. 27].
I Chairman of the telecommunicarem ons group told Chairman Robert
rosser (D-Ohio) that "we are
■ar.: ■ying
to improve telecommunicaons to the American standards."
_' ttendance at the session was
V lonsored by the FCC.
' Members of the Diet also were
troduced to Senate members by
ice President Alben Barkley, who
. ficially welcomed the visitors.
:aution urged
For Military Production
HE IMPORTANCE of greater
,{jtre in the production of eleconic equipment for critical militltiry applications was emphasized
--• --.T E. Finley Carter, vice president
l charge of engineering for Syl-mia Electric Products, in an ad;ess to the West Coast convention
I Institute of Radio Engineers
: fortnight ago in San Francisco.
"In the commercial radio and
\ Revision field," he said, "tube
anuf acturers operate with a deli*te balance between the cost of
anufacture and the cost of field
ST pvice. The war brought probms to a new order of magni" jkde . . .
"Engineers must discard some
: the habits and practices which
ive been acceptable in the comstitive economy which surrounds
^e radio and television industry
hen products for entertainment
re the prime consideration. These
.raetices are dangerous if carried
|/er into the design of military,
navigational or other vital equipart ents."
)AB

Fall Meeting

:*NUAL
fall meeting will
of the
ssn.
of Broadcasters
be Ohio
held
jtet. 24-25 at Hotel Carter, Cleveind, Robert W. Ferguson, OAB
.rjjjiice president, announced last week.
;. : ■

ne Nation's Richest Farm Market
ir/ey average of 50.8% tuned
'ery hour to good listening.
rYATERTOWN,
lAITTU
' WW I I PI WISCONSIN
ROADCASTING

NPA

GO AHEAD
For Three Building Jobs
PERMISSION to commence construction has been tendered by the
National Production Authority to
three broadcast stations who had
previously obtained approval before NPA amended building regulations.
NPA notified Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co. (WBT-AM-FMWBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C),
Mount Airy Broadcasting Inc.
(WSYD Mount Airy, N. C.) and
Dowlander Broadcasting Co.
(WOOF Dothan, Ala.) that they
may proceed with construction
without regard to new rules which
brought all construction under the
government's Controlled Materials
Plan beginning Oct. 1.
Notification followed issuance of
a new set of criteria which will
govern future approval of commercial construction projects, including those involving the delivery of materials after Oct. 1 in
cases where authorization already
has been granted. Broadcasters are
now confronted with a virtual
"freeze" on new building [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20,
13].

ONLY

ONE

STATION

COVERS

The SEVENTEENTH

In Charlotte, N. C, WBT-AMFM-WBTV was given the green
light to proceed with studio alterations at an estimated cost of
$12,064. In Mount Airy, Robert H.
Epperson, a principal in Mount
Airy Broadcasting Inc., was given
approval to build WSYD at an
estimated cost of $11,350. Original
estimate was S7,850. Ralph D.
Epperson is licensee, president and
general manager of WPAQ that
city.
At WOOF Dothan, Ala., R. A.
Dowling, president and general
manager, was authorized to commence work on a "radio broadcasting building" with the project
placed at $28,000.
These applicants and perhaps a
dozen other broadcasters had filed
on CMP-4-C forms which must be
filled out in cases requiring NPA
authorization — those involving
more than two tons of steel, 200
pounds of copper and alloy or
stainless steel or aluminum. NPA
extended its approval in all instances [Broadcasting • Telecasting,-July 30].

• 22 cities

Overseas

• more goods purchased than 34 states

USO

Shows

THREE companies from the radiotelevision world are currently touring Europe to entertain troops for
the newly reactivated USO-Camp
Shows. Sponsored commercially
but routed and administered by
Camp his
Shows
are orWalter
O'Keefe
with
Double
Nothing
quiz,
Opera Star Robert Merrill, and a
Ted Mack Original Amateur Hour
unit. Three additional Camp Shows
units are touring Korea, Alaska,
and the United States with a
fourth enroute overseas. A total
of 14 units will be abroad by
March 1.

• Telecasting

STATE*

*a compact market of 54
counties in Eastern New
York and Western New
England whose population
exceeds that of 32 states.

• 428 towns
• 54 counties

• 2,980,100 citizens
o 840,040 radio families
• only NBC station

• more people than 32 states

• more spendable income than 36 states

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
Y
Q

ATE
tH ST
SALES
BY ENBC17SPOT
ED NATIONALLY TH
REPRESENT
THE CAPITAL OF
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Baker
BMB

DISSOLVED

Is Presented

Official Papers

QUIETLY, and without ceremony, Broadcast Measurement Bureau was
interred last Tuesday.
The turbulent career of this broadcaster-agency-advertiser project
came to a formal end when the Secretary of State of Delaware sent
dissolution papers to Dr. Kenneth
have been occupied more than a
H. Baker, BMB acting president
and NARTB research director.
year by Broadcast Advertising
Bureau. BAB is expected to purIn its seven-year operation BMB
chase some of the supplies and
conducted two major studies of
station coverage, both of which re- furniture.
BMB exited the media-advertisceived general agency-advertiser
ing world leaving a debt of nearly
recognition. The second study is
still alive and circulating, with
$100,000. Principal creditor is its
foster father, NARTB, whose
wide acceptance given to its maps
predecessor NAB loaned the money
and data by major buyers of radio
time.
to prevent collapse of the project.
The debt to NARTB may be cut
The vast supply of Statistical mato around $90,000 through sale jf
terial developed by BMB has been
turned over to Statistical Tabulatfurniture and other assets. BMB's
financial plight might have been
ing Co., 89 Broad St., New York.
much worse had it not been able
This company has agreed to service
to ride out two legal actions. Last
at cost requests for data.
Offices of BMB at 270 Park Ave.
May BMB won a favorable Tax

Court decision holding it to be a
non-profit organization. Loss of
this decision would have cost BMB,
or its main creditor, heavily. Another court action, in which BMB
had been sued for damages, was
dropped.
Since BMB was non-profit, J.
Harold Ryan of Fort Industry stations, chairman of the BMB board,
as well as other officers and directors, are not personally liable
for the corporation's debts.
BMB was born in January 1945
to meet desire of broadcasteragency-advertiser groups for a survey that would show station coverage. Assn. of National Advertisers and American Assn. of Advertising Agencies each have had
one-third board representation.
The No. 1 study produced coverage data for 900 stations. It also
produced agonized and angry
screams from stations claiming the
study did not fairly portray their
coverage or incorrectly portrayed

***** o

COMPANY

q'

coverage of other stations.
Among advertisers and agenethe No. 1 study received gene 1
approval and the data were ml
extensively in placement of time i
When No. 2 study was und
taken in 1949, some 650,000 ball
were mailed. They produced d;
covering 2,100 stations. Thoi
the formula was revised to m
station criticism, only 640 static
actually subscribed. Agencies gj
advertisers received reports f
but 250 agencies and 200 adv j
tisers paid BMB for special st;
area reports.
Intra-Industry Battles
Because of the controvert
nature of its findings, BMB v
constantly embroiled in intradustry battles. Some two years s
when the crisis became so aci
that disintegration appeared imi
nent, Dr. Baker was loaned
BMB by NAB. He picked up 1
loose ends of the $1.2 mill
project and carried it through
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB pr
ident, credited Dr. Baker with s;
ing radio and NARTB upward
$200,000 in managing the reseai
project. 4 meeting
Speaking at at
NART],\f
District
Roanoke,
Mr. Fellows, answering a quests
said Broadcast Audience Measu
ment Inc. had been formed
NARTB suggestion to investigii
the coverage and measurenu
situation.
He reminded that t
NARTB board felt NARTB shov
not be directly involved in such
Edgar Kobak, consultant, a me
project.
ber of the NARTB board, is cc
tacting agency-advertiser groups
learn if they would be interested
undertaking a study of varic
types of program ratings.
RADIO-TV

***

*

Nielsen Urges 'Blen
"IT is very important to recc
nize that TV and radio are usua
more complementary than compe
tive," A. C. Nielsen, preside
A. C. Nielsen Co., points out in t
September-October issue of T
Nielsen Researcher, publication
sued by the research firm for d
tribution to its clients.

CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

DETROIT
DALLAS

Sqi* bi
er.

ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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TEAM

Is. ,Qs

In It—
a lead
Face
TV isarticle
Here totitled
Stay ! "Le
Wh
Should We Do About It?," IV
Nielsen in a five-point analy:
notes that ignoring TV can
"hazardous"; that "effective gu'
ance" is essential if TV is to
used effectively, urging the ve
best in audience and marketi
research ; warns against "robbi
other media to pay for TV"; c
dares that "continuous checking
competitive sales position is
'must' when TV is used either
you or any of your competitor
and calls abandonment of radio
favor of TV "a most hazardo
venture
this that
time."
Pointingat out
radio and te
vision reach largely different ma
kets,
Mr. Nielsen
states: as"T 1
most profitable
procedure,
see it, is to blend these two med
in the most skillful manner."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastir

AMERICAN

RADIO TOUCH
Broadcasters Sell Radio Greece on Farm Shows

ii AMERICAN radio's touch is toucnj mg up radio in Greece, thanks to
:c efforts of U. S. broadcasters on
ulliloan to the country. For the first
lime in Radio Greece's history, a
farm program is being beamed
:.: Sunday morning and in the week: day evening hours.
This development
came after
two months of research and preliminary work by Americans:
Layne Beaty, former farm editor
■ of WBAP
Fort Worth; Richard
:rErstein, formerly with the Lowell
s- Institute, Boston, and CBS New
. York; Charles Crutchfield, vice
"'president and general manager,
HE WBT Charlotte, N. C; Everett
veteran m.c. of NBC's
Mitchell, Farm
i| National
and Home Hour.
±1
Beaty With EGA
Mr. Beaty went to Greece last
is] February to work with ECA as adird viser to the Greek Ministry of Ag■m riculture in audio and visual aids
Elfin the development of an agri: T' cultral information service.
: Mr. Erstein is radio officer for
-•a the U. S. Educational and Informa-■ tion Service in Greece, and since
-: March, has been working closely
an©] with Gen. Gigantes, director of the
' Greek National Broadcasting Install stitute.
Mr. Mitchell visited the country
in mid-August and aided in the
: launching of the new Greek Farm
STATE ANSWER
Note on RFE to Czechs
OPERATION of Radio Free Europe
is "clearly not in violation of any
I international agreement" signed by
Hm the U. S. or "any accepted principle
of international law," the State
Dept. has informed the Czech
1 government.
In a note delivered to the Czechoslovak Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
I that
the U.Radio
S. said
does not
"agree
Free itEurope
is issuing
directives for espionage and inu citing . . . criminal acts." The note
was in reply to a protest filed last
July by the Czechs against FRE
• broadcasts in the Czech and Slovak
.tongues.
The U. S. note stated that our
- .government is "unalterably committed to the basic principle of
freedom of information," to which
the Czechs had made no reference
"since no such freedom exists" in
that country. Nothing "new or substantial" has been contributed to
previous discussions between the
U. S. and Czechoslovakia, it added.
The U. S. also described as "not
unexpected that the Czech government, whose controlled press and
radio indulge freely in hostile and
vituperative attacks against the
U. S. and other free nations, should
protest legitimate criticism of itself by information organs in other
countries."
BROADCASTING

Hour. He was touring 14 countries, making recordings and films
of International Farm Youth exchange delegates along with Gerald
A. Seaman, Bert S. Gittings
Agency, Milwaukee, which handles
the National Farm show for AllisChalmers Co., and Jerry Sotola,
Armour & Co., one of Mr. Mitchell's sponsors at WMAQ Chicago.
Mr. Crutchfield is on a fourmonth State Dept. assignment as
radio consultant to Greece, helping to implicate improvements in
overall schedules.
Originating at Radio Athens, the
farm program is tape-recorded and
rebroadcast on stations in other
parts of the country.
CITATIONS TO NDC
Radio, TV Networks Lauded
THE NBC radio and television networks last week were cited for
public service contributions by two
of the nation's top military organizations.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
presented its Award of Merit to
the radio network for "distinguished and meritorious performance of public service" in a ceremony Saturday at 11:15 p. m.
on the Silver Jubilee of NBC program. The award was presented
by VFW Commander - in - Chief
Charles C. Ralls to Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president, who said
he considered it "a challenge to
maintain and improve our service
as we begin our second quartercentury."
Earlier in the week, the NBC-TV
network received a citation from
the U. S. Marine Corps for the
network's Marine Corps Revue
show which has contributed to the
Corps' recruiting program. Citation was presented on the Friday
program by Lt. Gen. Merwin H.
Silverthorn, assistant Commander
of the Corps, to Frederic W. Wile
Jr., vice president and director of
television network production.
Air Force Commissions
COMMISSIONS ranging from captain to lieutenant colonel are being
offered to civilians, veterans and
non-veterans, to become psychological warfare officers in the First
Air Force. A master's degree in
one of the following fields is a
prerequisite for appointment to a
commission in this field: Journalism, advertising, public relations,
psychology, sociology, anthropology, languages, history, political
science, economics or international
relations, according to a First Air
Force announcement. Further details may be obtained from the
Dept. of Military Personnel Procurement Headquarters, First Air
Force, Mitchell Air Force Base,
New York.
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13

MILLION

CANADIANS

CAN'T

BE

WRONG!

Those 13 million are the Canadians who listen to the radio, over 93%
of all Canadian homes. They do more than listen to the radio . . .
They spend money, lots of it. Over 9 billion dollars last year is the
latest estimate for retail sales. And with an oil boom in Alberta,
uranium in Saskatchewan, and new heavy industry in Quebec there's
going to be lots more spent in '51-'52!
Just take a look at what's happening this year:
Quebec is developing one of the largest deposits of base metals in the
world.
The West is ready to harvest another bumper wheat crop . . . and
it's already sold !
British Columbia is building the world's largest aluminum refinery.
Ontario has hit- the jackpot with general construction and defence
plant activity.
The provinces on the Atlantic coast turned in retail sales of over half a
billion dollars.
And those are just a few samples.
This is a rich market. But Canada is a vast country, stretching 4,280
miles
John'sis:to How
Vancouver,
4 million
square and
miles
area. from
Your St.
problem
to covernearly
this area,
both urban
rural,in
with a maximum number of sales messages for every advertising dollar
expended.
no millions
secret: Useof radio.
Everyhomes;
week effective
messages
go
by radioIt'sinto
Canadian
and everysales
week
those
same homes buy the products advertised.

It's as simple as that!

With radio you cover the cities, the farms, and those isolated areas
where there's lots of money and no medium other than radio giving
complete coverage. The independent radio stations of Canada have
done a big job in Public Service, and now it's paying off. Radio has
the
respect
the public — the hold on the public — the sales punch that
delivers
the ofdollars.
So, just figure out how much of that nine billion dollars could be yours
and remember ....
"In Canada you sell 'em when you tell "em!"
A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.
Canadian
108 Sparks St.,
Ottawa.

Association

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.
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The sale of any product

actually has two beginnings.

The first is when the prospect recognizes the need for the product, and the
second — and most important to you — is when he decides on the brand name
he will buy.
Somewhere between the two he talks with his neighbors, listens to the advice
of his friends, and is influenced in his choice.
It is this influence of an acquaintance, the believability of a friend, that decides
your prospect in favor of your brand — or a competitor's.
In seven of America's wealthy markets you can take part in this discussion of
product merit by using the friendly voice of the FORT INDUSTRY STATION.
For 24 years, you see, FORT INDUSTRY has been broadcasting in
the public interest, has become an integral part of the communities it serves,
has been building a loyal, responsive audience which will listen to and believe
in your message.

THE

FORT

WWVA, Wheeling,
WSPD, Toledo, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo,
National Sales

BROADCASTING
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INDUSTRY

COMPANY

W. Va.
•
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
•
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
• WAGA, Atlanta, Ga. • WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich.
O.
•
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
•
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
Headquarters: 488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
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editorial

Bless 'Em
ers; picture
The Pione
COMPARE
the television
today with
what it was, say, four years ago. Then, there
were 20 commercial stations — all losing money
and bragging about it.
Today there are 107, stations, most of them
making money on a day-to-day operating basis.
In the quest for assignments, notably in the
coveted VHF band, every conceivable kind of
device is being used by applicants and prospective applicants to rework existing allocations
to accommodate their presumed requirements.
Some suggestions are for reallocations which
would remove existing stations from their
present VHF assignments on grounds of need
for service in other areas.
The Commission, it is expected, will do that
which is engineeringly feasible, and at the same
time provide maximum service to the public.
That it would uproot existing stations merely
because newcomers claim they would be at a
competitive disadvantage, is inconceivable.
Those existing telecasters risked their capital when there were, few if any receivers.
They could only dream their future. They
were confronted with such formidable technical obstacles as G2-Laver and tropospheric interference. Then TV began to pay off. And
the rush for assignments was on. Came the
freeze.
Before the September, 1948 freeze, all had
the same chance — if they wanted to risk the
roll of the TV dice. Those that didn't should
have no recriminations. It is to be expected
that the Commission — when that freeze is
thawed — will take into account the extenuating
circumstances existent in some cases, and the
fine public service rendered by established radio
stations in others,
It is only fair play to let the pioneers of TV
alone. In their spheres, they are Carnegies,
the Fords, the Firestones and the Ochs, who
ventured their vision, judgment and capital
before the bandwagon started rolling.
Hell

Benton

for Election

THERE IS every indication that the build-up
for a new offensive against commercial radio
and television is taking place.
Senator Benton, the self-appointed general
of this campaign (and a candidate for election
next year), has pressured the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee into
scheduling another hearing on his proposed
legislation to create a National Citizens Advisory Board on Radio and Television.
He has also managed to catch the chairman
of the FCC in what must have been a weak
moment and obtain what Sen. Benton says is
Wayne Coy's endorsement of the bill.
Presumably Mr. Coy goes along with the
Senator's explanation that the board would
not impinge upon the Commission's regulatory
authority and functions.
Maybe Mr. Coy believes this, but we don't.
Senator Benton himself has nullified this explanation in an article that he wrote for last
week's Saturday Review of Literature. The
Senator said in one sentence that his proposed
board would not be "subject to the charge of
censorship" and in the next, however, that
"its potency should not be underestimated."
If a board, established by an Act of Congress, exercises a potent influence in the field
of radio and television, it certainly would be
Page 48
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engaging in censorship by indirection, which
is to say censorship, period.
Mr. Benton also figures in events connected
with the letter sent by Mr. Coy last week to
Senator Johnson, chairman of the Senate commerce committee. The letter was intended to
correct testimony that Mr. Coy gave at a recent
committee hearing in which Senator Benton,
although not a member of the committee, participated as an interrogator.
Mr. Coy wanted to revise his testimony to
make the point that he now believed, on advice
of the FCC general counsel, that the Commission had the statutory authority to fix percentages of time that broadcasters should devote to this or that kind of programming,
although he carefully added that he did not
believe it would be desirable for the Commission to do so.
This is another part of the Benton offensive.
The Senator urges that the FCC force stations
to devote definite time for educational programs (although
he still hasn't
been is).
able to
define what
an educational
program
At the NARTB district meeting in Roanoke
a fortnight ago there emerged a vigorous
resolution, condemning the Benton legislation
for what it is — censorship. The text is published in this issue. We hope every district
will follow the lead of the Fourth District,
which has cradled many a crusade.
Sen. Benton never lets go. The only way to
lick him is at his own game. Every broadcaster
interested
in see
the preservation
radio'sof freedom should
to it that aof copy
that
resolution reaches his full Congressional delegation. The weight of that opposition can
break Benton's pedagogic huckstering.

TV's Golden Spike
ANOTHER STEP— and a long one— toward
a truly nationwide TV network service will be
completed about Nov. 1 when AT&T will open
its new transcontinental microwave radio relay for two-way TV program transmission
from coast-to-coast. Two months earlier during the week of Sept. 3 to 9, a temporary oneway circuit will permit the nation's televiewers
to watch the Japanese peace treaty conference.
About Oct. 1, in time for the World Series, a
permanent east-to-west TV circuit will be put
into service, to be joined a month later by a
second west-to-east transcontinental link.
Without depreciating the tremendous task of
installing the relay, it seems wise to point out
that the addition of two transcontinental TV
highways will not solve all of video's
major problems. Two circuits will not carry
the programs of four networks at the same
time; competing sponsors during choice evening hours will still have to rely on kinescopes
to reach many markets; network officials will
still have to negotiate time-sharing arrangements for AT&T facilities. And until the FCC
unfreezes the ban on station construction even
AT&T cannot extend television to more than
the 63 markets now receiving service.
But the contributions of the new coast-tocoast connection to television will be great.
The vast resources of Hollywood talent will become available for TV programming. It will
make sports and other special event telecasts
available to larger audiences. The possibility
for nationwide telecasts of major campaign
speeches of the Presidential candidates and the
resulting effect on the elections would, of itself,
warrant the expense and labor involved.
What will
be the relay's
contribution inprobably
the immediate
future, great
however,
is to studio
lessen facilities.
the pressureOriginating
on New York's
TV
even alimited
small
part of the TV program service from Hollywood will allow more studio rehearsal time for
all shows, which should result in better entertainment for all viewers.

f - our respects to.-

RICHARD

RUDOLPH

ed gei
uninhibit
the the
, of
b
irrepressi
manager
eralRDsalesRUDOLPH
RICHA
WITH Baltimore, is 51 today. Pr
sumably he will celebrate the occasion wit)
the dignity and exaltation it deserves — by sel
ing some radio time, a pursuit which M
ing
Rudolph
fly-by-night infieh'i'
suchtranscend
rewards as
and described
challengeshas
as surgery, jurisprudence or ecclesiastics.
Salesmanship, Mr. Rudolph has written wit
apostolic
fervor,
"the mostart interesting,
difficult and
most isvaluable
and science mo:. .
which requires the finest and noblest qualitu
Rudolph himself has risen courageous!
of Mr.
manhood."
to the exacting demands "of his profession. B
his own tally, he has sold nearly $2 million i
radio time in the 10 years he has been £
WITH, a record which he recently pointe
out was "a mark for competition to shoot at.
By no means exhausted by his own sellin
efforts, Mr. Rudolph has composed a manu;
for fledgling hawkers on his staff. A modi
of brevity, the manual presents Mr. Rudolph
course of instructions in the "most difficu
art and science" in seven mimeographed page:
New salesmen joining the WITH force ar
presented with Mr. Rudolph's manual an
urged to study it. "You will be surprised ho^
readily you will find here the solution to a
your difficulties," the instructions say.
The manual contains common objection
raised by prospective advertisers and answer
which radio salesmen can quickly call to mine
It is inspirational in tone.
"By mastering salesmanship ... by winnin
out in a mental battle with the prospect, b;
inducing him to want what he did not wan
before you talked to him, you become maste
of yourself," the manual says.
"The reward of salesmanship therefore i
not in dollars only — it is more in power ac
quired and characters strengthened. It has n
price
the trade markets
the world."
Suchon encouragement
has ofprovided
urgen
inspiration to an unreported but, Mr. Rudolpl
says, substantial number of WITH salesmei
who, trained on this yeasty prose, have gom
elsewhere to become managers of other sta
tions. Mr. Rudolph himself has not ignore!
his own advice.
In a testimonial to his manual, he recentl;
reported it had "helped me sell an average ol
over $200,000 per year of radio time personalis
in addition to my duties as general sales man
ager over six time salesmen."
He added that he had been told that "m>
(Continued on page 51)
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Sports

fans

listen

VAN PATRICK, the
Great Lakes Region's
most listened-to sportscaster,
is sponsored daily by
PFEIFFER BREWING

Sports

fans

buy!

COMPANY,
. and helps deliver

makers of Michigan's largest selling beer .

this kind of action!

WJR Sports Director Van Patrick conducts the
Great Lakes Region's most listened-to sports
shows at 6:30 P.M., Monday through Saturday,
sponsored by Pfeiffer's, and at 77:75 P.M., Monday
through Friday. In addition, Patrick broadcasts
the University of Michigan football games for
Standard Oil Company to thousands of loyal
sports fans in WJR's vast coverage area. Here's
another example of a WJR star personality
attracting millions of listeners [and potential
customers) for the sponsor.
Remember . . . first they listen . . . then they buy !
Van Patrick listeners from 31 states and Canada mailed
into 3714
requests
for copies ofon "Tiger
response
only two
announcements
his 11:15Facts"
P.M.in program!
FREE ^§
SPEECH
MIKE

Radio — America's Greatest
Advertising MediumRepresented nationally by Edward Petry & Company
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ROBERT M. SHAW, methods consulting division Shaw-Walker Coi
N. Y., named administrative assistant to HAROLD L. MORGAN, vic<;
president of TV program department ABC.
front

FRED I. GEIGER, sales staff WSYR
ager WAGE Syracuse.

office

Syracuse, named commercial man j

JAMES F. PONDER, local sales manager WESB
pointed commercial manager.
EORGE E. HALLEMAN Jr., radio-TV salesman NBC Chicago,
named station manager WAAF-AM-FM; Chicago. He suceeds
G THOMAS L. DAVIS, now manager WAIT Chicago.
KEITH J. NIGHBERT, program director KUSD Vermillion, S. D.,
named manager. He replaces IRVING R. MERRILL, who resigned to
work on his doctorate at U. of Illinois.
RALF BRENT, sales manager WBBM Chicago, appointed director of
sales WIP Philadelphia.
RALPH E. P. MELLON, assistant chief engineer
WTTM Trenton, N. J., to WPAZ Pottstown, Pa., as
co-owner and chief engineer. CLIFFORD M. CHAFEY,
former station owner and radio consultant, named
WPAZ sales manager.
NORMAN DeLUDE returns to WOTW Nashua, N. H.,
as sales manager. Mr. DeLude was called to active
duty with enlisted reserve last year.
Mr. Brent

ROBERT MANDEVILLE, head of radio sales John
H. Perry Assoc., N. Y., to Everett-McKinney Inc.,
N. Y., station representative firm.
JACK RILEY, radio-TV director Armour & Co., Chicago, to ABC-TV
Chicago, as network salesman. He is succeeded by HUGH LELAND,
Armour's soap division.
LYNN CLEARY, manager of continuity acceptance DuMont Television
Network, appointed manager of sales service for network and its owned
and operated stations.
CLEVELAND'S flud STATION • wjw ■ CLEVELANO'S^^TSIfiHAl- wjw • CLEVELAND'S Gtilfj $7^

Chief

Says:

CARROLL LOOS appointed commercial manager KOMA Oklahoma
City, Okla.
PAT PATTERSON, commercial manager KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa, tc
KLAC Los Angeles, as account executive.
ASYA ZUCKER, sales account executive WFDR (FM) New York, anc
MONROE FALITZ, space salesman Beauty Culture Publishing Co., ap !
pointed sales account executives WLIB New York.
SPENCER SCHIESS, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., to ABC, as contrad
supervisor of radio stations department.
WILLIAM C. GILLOGLY and FREDERICK J. KELLER to ABC Chicago
as network TV salesmen. Mr. Gillogly was salesman at WOW-TV Omaha
and Mr. Keller was with WOOD Grand Rapids.
J^ationaU

• • •

CHARLES LANPHIER, president and general manager WFOX Milwaukee, father of girl, Mary Lynn. ... J. J. BERNARD, managei
KOMA Oklahoma City, appointed to newly created Advertising Advisory I
Council to Oklahoma Planning & Resources Board. Mr. Bernard isi
only radio man on council. . . . CARL GEORGE, vice president and gen- j
eral manager WGAR Cleveland, named to represent Sales Executive
Club of Cleveland on Chamber of Commerce. Mr. George is president
of club.
HUGH B. TERRY, vice president and general manager KLZ Denver,
spoke on "The Radio and Responsibility of the Radio Station Manager
in Broadcasting News and Special Events," at U. of Illinois National
Journalism meeting, Aug. 28. . . . GORDON J. LEWIS, president andj
general manager WRAC Racine, Wis., father of daughter, Janet
Joslyn. . . . CHARLES E. SODEN, network sales manager Alaska Radio
Sales representative
of Alaska Broadcasting System, and Margaret'
Krash,
married Aug. 18.

|

"My braves know how to open door, «j*
Make the pitch and close the sale. 4

ROBINSON BOOT
Will Be Aired to Europe

STEW MacPHERSON, sportscaster for WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul,
will broadcast the Turpin-Robinson
championship fight for English and
European fight fans. The bout is
slated Sept. 12 at the Polo Grounds,
New York. Since both BBC and
SALES
I Radio Luxembourg are bidding for
broadcast rights, Mr. MacPherson
is not sure which network he will
SUCCESS
story!
be working for. Mr. MacPherson
was Britain's top sportscaster
when he left the BBC in 1950 to
No supersalesmen? Ask H-R Reps or Hal
join WCCO.
BBC also has asked Mr. MacPherson to do several broadcasts
Waddell about Hines, Clifton and Freed... your
with Princess Elizabeth and the
Duke of Edinburgh during their
best salesmen in the Greater Cleveland Market.
October tour of Canada and the
5
United States.
Chief Station 'spots' sure offer more 2"
'Cause they get in where others fail." ii

CLEVELA

STATION

BASIC ABC
5 000 w. vTX
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
WJWW BUILDING
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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Bradford, Pa., ap

AFA Essay Contest
SIXTH consecutive approval has
been given the Advertising Federation of America's National High
School Essay Contest by the contest committee of the National
Assn. of Secondary School principals.
Subject for the 1951-52
competition is "What Advertising
Means to Me," and about 50,000
students are expected to enter.

Silver Anvil Awards
SILVER anvil trophies will be
givenlicagain
the American
PubRelationsby Assn.,
Washington,
recognizing outstanding achievements in public relations, as a feature
thebe organization's
annual
meeting of to
held in Philadelphia,
Nov. 14-15. One of the categories
is communications organizations
which includes radio and TV enterprises. Anvil will go to each of
12 categories. Deadline for 195051 entry is Sept. 30.

Ror Thompson
25 years of radio experience and personal particiW
in hisservices
community's
projects pationand
have
made Roy Thompson a
R household word in industrial y -rich Altoona. WRTA,
the
Roy Thompson
Station,
will assure
you a loyal,
buyT
ing audience throughout the
listening hours.
A

ABC

1240 KC

Altoona,
Pa
Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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Respects
(Continued from page i8)
record of nearly $2 million in less
than 10 years is the best individual
sales record in the entire country,
since it is produced on a $7 per spot
rate."
Mr. Rudolph describes himself
as a tough-minded realist. He
measures the value of his radio
programs, many of them original,
tc: by the sales they produce. He says
that his philosophy is "Never sell
a client anything that he does not
believe will do an effective job."
ip-c This super-salesman is constantly on the lookout for new program
ideas. One program idea, The
■iC7: Town Crier, is rounding out its
fifth year of sponsorship by one
of
Baltimore's leading department
stores.
Mr. Rudolph feels that such
strong program and merchandizing
ideas will do more than anything
else to keep merchants sold on the
effectiveness and low cost of radio.
Ideally, Mr. Rudolph feels that
accounts should regard station time
:e . salesmen as one of their own perbjU sonal merchandising and promotion
-r;- counsel. He aims toward that ideal
■mi in servicing his accounts.
Mr. Rudolph was born in Balti:i more Sept. 3, 1900, and has never
left home. He attended City College and Johns Hopkins U., both
Baltimore, and then went to work
OTs-ias an insurance salesman.
; Later he joined the advertising
Ml

There Are

department of the Baltimore NewsPost where he eventually became
assistant advertising manager.
After 10 years with the paper, he
organized a business that conducted public opinion surveys and
two years after that joined WITH
as a salesman.
In his present post as general
sales manager he not only directs
the department but also services 75
accounts of his own.
He has three sons: Alvan, an
insurance salesman; Erwin, who is
in government service, and Howard, who
senior
nouncerisand aWITH's
disc jockey
on anthe
station.
For relaxation Mr. Rudolph plays
golf and on each weekend he plays
18 innings of softball. As might
be expected, he pitches for his team.
Eleanor P. Geer
ELEANOR PACKER GEER, 46,
traffic manager at WNAC Boston,
Yankee Network outlet, died in
Melrose, Mass., Aug. 24 following
a brief illness. Miss Geer had been
associated with the network and
station for 22 years during which
time she conducted interview-type
programs. She also was a pianist
on her own program and appeared
in vaudeville for several seasons
and entertained at service hospitals
during World War II. Miss Geer
is survived by her mother, Mrs.
Charles R. Geer, and a brother,
Reginald.

of PEOPLE
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IN THESE AREAS
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LIVE

IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE IT,
JUST COME ON OVER AND
SETS

YOU'LL

Local Programming
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Owned and Operated by SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
Don W. Reynolds, President
Publishers of: Southwest Times-Record, Fort Smith, Arkansas; Examiner-Enterprise, Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and The Daily Times, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
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E. Y. FLANIGAN
Radio Veteran Dies in Toledo
FUNERAL SERVICES for Edward Yearsley Flanigan, 59, managing director of WSPD-AM-TV
Toledo, were held
last Tuesday in
Toledo. Burial
was in Ottawa
Hills Memorial
Park, Toledo.
Mr. Flanigan
died Aug. 25 at
the Toledo Hospital
an ill-a
ness after
of only
week. He had
Mr. Flanigan
contracted pneumonia while summering at his fishing lodge at Wampler's Lake, Mich.
Born in Pittsburgh, Mr. Flanigan
attended Taizey Art School there.
After several years in advertising
departments of newspapers, he
joined WSPD in 1931 as a salesman. In 1933, he was named sales
manager. Mr. Flanigan was made
station manager in 1941. In 1948
he was appointed vice president of
the parent Fort Industry Co., in
charge of the Toledo broadcast
properties.
An ex-president of the Ohio Assn.
of Broadcasters, Mr. Flanigan also
was active in NAB (now NARTB)
affairs. He was one of the original
five men to form the NAB's sales
managers committee. This committee was the forerunner of
NAB's Dept. of Broadcast Advertising, which today has become the
BAB.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Anna Carmen Flanigan; daughters,
Mrs. Earl Harrison of Toledo, Mrs.
Robert Firestone of Raymond,
Wash.; a son, Russell Biddle Flanigan, of Toledo, and four granddaughters.
Mrs. Jessie Johnson
MRS. JESSIE R. PARSONS
JOHNSON, vice president and secretary of the Brockway Co., owner
of Watertown (N. Y.) Daily Times
and WWNY Watertown, died Aug.
27, apparently of a heart attack,
at her summer home in Henderson
Harbor, N. Y. She was the widow
of Harold B. Johnson, editor-publisher of the Times until his death
in 1949. Her only son, John B.
Johnson,
now editor-publisher, survives.
Edgar Higgins
EDGAR HIGGINS, 46, a member
of the DuMont Television Network's news staff, was found dead
in his New York apartment Aug.
25, reportedly from an overdose of
sleeping tablets. He had been with
DuMont for the past year and was
one of the writers for the Broadivay
to Hollywood show. Prior to joining DuMont, Mr. Higgins had been
associated with NBC. He is survived by a sister and four brothers.

UJLAV
Grand

Rapids, Mich.
PROGRAM

CHARACTER
PROVIDES

CHARACTERS
FOR ADVERTISERS

Bob Kirby

WLAV's
ACE
News man, Emcee, and
Special Events Director

Kirby's experience
and
know-how
on news,
audience shows and
special events, lends
prestige to all his
sponsors.
LET JOHN E. PEARSON
HELP SELECT YOUR
POSITIONS NOW.

UJLflV
AM-FM
ABC
for
Michigan's Second Marker
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New
NPA

Construction

Guide

CLARIFIES

Issued

THE GOVERNMENT last week clarified its regulations governing new
construction which entail use of substantial amounts of critical materials
by broadcasters and other commercial, industrial and home builders.
The National Production Authority released a set of 44 representative
questions and answers to guide
rials plan affect building projects?
broadcasters in applying for auA. All building projects are subject
thorization under the Controlled
to the controlled materials plan, as of
Materials Plan beginning Oct. 1 the
fourth quarter of 1951, except
[Broadcasting 9 Telecasting,
those not requiring use of the three
Aug. 13, 6, May 14].
controlled materials, steel, copper and
Confronted with charges that its aluminum.
Q. Can anyone build a commercial
so-called "freeze" order on new
structure ?
construction is a "nightmare of
A. Anyone may proceed by self-auconfusion" — the charge had been
thorization to build a store, a wareleveled by members of Congress
house or an office building, provided
and news agencies — NPA spelled he uses no more than two tons of
out specifics designed to clear the steel, no more than 200 pounds of
air.
copper, and no alloy steel, stainless
steel or aluminum. . . .
Leading the attack was the
Q. What is self-authorization?
Washington Evening Star
A. Self-authorization means that
(WMAL- AM-FM-TV Washingmay obtain materials diton). The newspaper quoted a the builder
rectly without seeking further authorization from the NPA or anyone else.
government official as saying "the
whole thing would be funny, if it He simply certifies on his order that
he is conforming with regulations and
were not so gruesome." Referring
is using the appropriate symbol.
to both the original order and the
Q. What are the appropriate symamended regulation, the Evening
bols?
Star quipped :
A. The symbol U6 is used to designate industrial building, U-7 for all
"The simplest thing you can sav
about M-4A is that it replaces a home building, except for apartment
houses, and U-8 for all other building,
previous order called M-4."
with the exception of recreational faFollowing is a series of 12 quescilities.
tions and answers issued by NPA
Q. Must the owner or builder know
which apply generally to all buildall his building needs in advance?
ers and specifically to broadcastA. The owner or builder need only
ers:
know the amounts of steel, copper and
aluminum he will require. He speciQ. How does the controlled matei k

HI,

"
NEIGHBOR
"Got my hands full

. . . but never too busy
to sell your products to
my thousands of loyal
neighbors

in Central

f ' Pennsylvania ... on my
"Hi,

Neighbor"

Monday
BROTHER

BOB WALTER

thru

Show,
Friday,

4:30 to 5:30 p.m."

A "big brother" to 2 out of 3 families in the entire area.
P.S. Weed & Co. can give you the details

WARDlWVAM
JOHNSTOWN

A L T O

Represented by "W e e d and Company
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fies these amounts in his application
for materials.
Q. If estimated needs are insufficient, can further materials be authorized later?
A. If sufficient materials are not obtained for building upon first authorization, the builder may reapply for
additional materials later on. There
is no guarantee, however, that further
allotments will be made.
Q. If building was started before
the new regulations went into effect,
must authorization for necessary additional materials be obtained?
A. Authorization is necessary only
where the builder, for completion of
his project, requires delivery after
October 1 of more materials than he
can self-authorize.
Q. If building has not been started
before the new regulations are in
effect and the builder has the necessary materials on hand, must authorization to start construction be
obtained?
A. No. But he may not use the
materials to build apartment houses,
or recreation, amusement and entertainent facilities.
Q. If a builder has received authorization to start construction before
the new regulations are in effect and
has not yet started his project, must
he reapply for authorization?
A. He need not reapply for authorization unless he is unable to receive
delivery on the necessary materials
before the new regulations are in effect. If he requires amounts larger
than those permitted by self-authorization, he must file his application with the appropriate agency.
Q. Under what circumstances may
a builder make application for adjustment or exception to NPA's construction orders and regulations?
A. If a builder feels that the regulations work an undue hardship upon
him, not suffered by others in the same
industry, or if he feels that the enforcement against him is not in the
interest of the defense program, he
may file an application (NPAF-24A)
for adjustment or exception.
Q. Where can application forms
(CMP4-C) for building projects be
obtained?
A. Application forms may be obtained at any Regional or District
Office of the Department of Commerce.
Q. Where are applications for general commercial construction filed?
A. Applications for commercial
construction such as stores, office
buildings, warehouses, and other types
of construction not delegated to other
agencies,cilities
should
be filed with
the Fa-of
and Construction
Bureau
NPA, Washington, D. C.

N A

Vacations Bring Lowest Level
VACATION shutdown in manufacturing plants carried July radio
and TV set production to the lowest
~~
level of Rthe
year,
to
CTIONaccording
P ODUAssn.
SET Mfrs.
Radio
Declines of
more than 50% were recorded as
radio output dropped to 539,500
and TV to 116,000 sets, RTMA
found. Figures cover the entire
manufacturing industry.
Revised RTMA estimates show
radio set production totaled 8,413,136 for the first seven months of
1951. TV set production totaled
3,483,674 units. Radio production
during this 30-week period consisted of 4,233,611 home sets, 3,264,043 auto sets and 915,482
portables.

MILITARY NEEDS
McDaniel Speaks in Wet
MILITARY PROCUREMENT o
electronics and communication
equipment is currently running a
the rate of $3.8 billion a year, Glei
McDaniel, president of the Radio
Television Mfrs. Assn. said a fort
night ago in a speech to wester)
manufacturers and engineers a
San Francisco's Pacific Electroni
Exhibit.
But the RTMA president quickl;
squeezed the water out of tha:
figure by warning that only 20 °,
is for items that can be manufac
tured by radio-TV manufacturer
on a mass production basis.
Contracts actually let durinj
1950- 51 fiscal year total S3.8 bil
lion, Mr. McDaniel reported. Abou
the same amount is scheduled fo
1951- 52 fiscal year, making a tota
of $7.6 billion electronic-commun
ication war contracts for the tw^1
years,
he said.if only 20% is fo
However,
products that can be made by radio
TV manufacturers, that means th
small amount of $1.5 billion fo
the radio-TV industry for botl
years. $2.5 Billion in 1950
Radio-TV industry produced $2.1
billion worth of products in 1950
Mr. McDaniel said.
Biggest military order the aver
age radio-TV manufacturer cai
get is for 50-60,000 units, th<
RTMA executive said. Althougl
that amount can be run in 10-li
days, it takes 18 months to pre
pare production lines, he added
That is because most of the equip
ment is complex and new, he said.
Using a June 1951 RTMA sur
vey, Mr McDaniel showed that oi
the average set and parts manu
facturers were using 11% of thei
capacity for defense work, and 39<K
for civilian production.
Of the normal 200,000 workers
employed by the radio-TV indus
try, about 50,000 are now out of
work, Mr. McDaniel reported.
Electronic equipment represents
32% of the average cost of al
combat planes, Mr. McDaniel revealed. In some planes, electronics
is 60% of the cost.
Joins Intermountain
KVER Albuquerque, N. M., affiliated with MBS, joins the Inter
mountain Network (regional) ef
fective Oct. 1, according to Presi- ,;
dent William T. Kemp. Station is
on 1340 kc with 250 w.
MAXWELL HOUSE Div. of General
Foods, N. Y., moves its headquarters
to Hoboken, N. J. J. K. Evans, general manager of division, heads personnel moving to Hoboken.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
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NNY California smiles brighten this Adiscussion group
during the CBS Radio
n romotion Clinic held on the West Coast Aug. 6. L to r: R. Lee Black, K1MA
akima, Wash.; Louis Hausman, CBS Radio administrative vice president;
Waul Bartlett, KFRE Fresno, Calif.; Charles Oppenheim, CBS New York; H. G.
Veils, KOLO Reno, Nev.; Jules Dundes, KCBS San Francisco director of
sales. Clinic was held at CBS-owned KCBS.
DISPERSAL PLAN
Hill Resists Truman
it

HE GOVERNMENT'S plan for
ispersal of industrial plants has
boll tirred up stiff opposition on
Capitol Hill and equally stern ressurances from President Truman.
Core of resistance to the execuive order, which would grant tax
nd other benefits to qualified firms,
entered around Sen. Edward Mar.a I!n (R-Pa.). He sponsored a projosal, in the form of a proposed
mendment to the 1950 Defense
production Act, that preference in
Dans and allocations of materials
shall not be given to facilities
i!$Uhich meet any specified standards
f dispersal."
'Misunderstood'
iC ' Charged with a "direct and flagrant defiance of the express will
f Congress," the Chief Executive
Ljj (t his Aug. 23 news conference
13 Did newsmen the order is being
misunderstood." He pointed out
he order does not contemplate
-loving existing plants but "merely
'ncourages spacing of new defense
nd defense-supporting industries
^ I few miles apart."
The plan, drawn up by the Na-

tional Security Resources Board,
may have little practical application
to electronics firms and less to
broadcasters who desire to construct radio-TV facilities in metropolitan areas [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 20].

NEW YORK U.
Announces

Radio-TV Courses

NEW

YORK U. last week announced its fall 1951 schedule of
courses beginning Sept. 24 in radio
and television, to include:
Fundamentals of Television: TV
Studio Production; TV Script Writing; TV Dramatic Direction; TV
Films I; TV Films II; TV Films III;
TV Films-Special Effects: Advertising, Radio, TV, and the Law; The
Business Side of TV; Radio Production; Radio Announcing I; Radio Announcing II; Tape Recording and
Tape Editing; Radio Acting Laboratory; Advanced Radio Acting; Radio
Acting Workshop; Radio Actor's
Playhouse; Makeup for Stage and
TV; Fencing and Swordplay for the
theatre; Acting for Stage and TV I—
Interpretion ; Acting for Stage and TV
II — Rehearsal; TV Actors Workshop.

UPDERIY IMPOSSIBLE
TO CBT MILKEP
AftOUNP HERE
KGLO°N

WITH

™E A,R

kglo
1300 KC. 5,000 Watts CBS
MASON CITY, IOWA
BROADCASTING

15th year of SERVICE to 69.740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
Telecastini

AGENDA
Planned for N. Y. Meet
TENTATIVE agenda for the fall
convention of the Assn. of National Advertisers, Sept. 24-26, at
the Plaza Hotel, New York, was
released by the ANA to Broadcasting • Telecasting last week,
as follows:
Monday (a.m.) — Speakers: Leo
Cherne, Research Institute of America, Andrew Heiskell, Life Magazine;
and Phil Pillsbury, General Mills.
Monday (p.m.) — Horace Schwerin,
Schwerin Research Inc.
Tuesday (a.m.) — Durable Goods
Session:
Chicago. Fergus Mead, Buchen Co.,
Tuesday (a.m.) (Concurrent) : —
Consumer goods session: Don B. Hause,
Armour & Co., M. B. Hursch, Shilitos
Dept. Store, Cincinnati; Russell Partridge, United Fruit; Clifford Parsells,
Ted Bates Co.
Tuesday (p.m.) — Earle Ludigan,
Earle Ludigan Co., Chicago.
Wednesday's Agenda
Wednesday (a.m.) — Dr. Roy Peel,
director of U. S. Census Bureau;
Marion Harper Jr., McCann-Erickson ;
Richard Hottelet, CBS correspondent,
Berlin; Fairfax Cone, Foote, Cone &
Belding, New York.
Wednesday — Luncheon speakers:
C. D. Jackson, Radio-Free Europe and
Fortune nounced.)Magazine (others to be anAdjournment: Wednesday afternoon.
Monday session is limited to
ANA members only; Tuesday sessions are open to agencies and the
Tuesday banquet to agencies and
media. Wednesday session is open
to all.
RADIO

TRUCKS
ECA Aid to Vietna m

ECA has turned over to the government of Vietnam, Indochina, 10
radio-movie information trucks to
be used in combating the spread of
communism.
Specially designed for use in
rough country, each information
truck is equipped with floodlights,
2 kw midget generators, extra
fire extinguishers, portable and
mounted speakers, projector, master radio-recorder control panel, a
collapsible movie screen and nine
extra five-gallon fuel tanks, giving
the diesel truck a range of 600
miles. ECA said that in small
towns and bush villages near Communist territory, radio and movies
are all-important methods of communicating with the people.
The trucks were turned over to
the Vietnamese government by
ECA Representative Leo Hochstetter who said that "a government
cannot be truly representative if it
cannot communicate with its people, and a people cannot take responsible action unless they understand the problems now dividing
the globe and immediately threatening Vietnam."

IN
PHILADELPHIA

it's
WIBG
FOR

THE

E

EE
Fast-moving. Powerful. Playby-play action covering each
Saturday's outstanding collegiate football clash. Narration
by Harry Wismer, America's
top sportscaster. A WIBG exclusive for the second consecutive year. Last year's line-up
included such famous games
as Navy vs. Notre Dame, Michigan vs. Army.
This great program will bring
your sales message to thousands of customers in America's
third-largest market. It's tops
for intense sales penetration!
Write! Phone! Wire!
for commercial availability

10,000 Watts
Most
Philadelphia's
Powerful
Independent

WIBG
1425 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 2, PA.
Phone
Rittenhouse 6-2300
REPRESENTED BY
Radio Representatives, Inc.
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port. Buildings devoted to teu j
TV CITY FOR

CHICAGO
Broadcasters Cool to Balkin's Plan

ANOTHER AMBITIOUS plan
for a Television City in Chicago
was projected last week by an insurance executive who estimates
the cost at $250 million. William
R. Balkin, who heads his own firm
there, envisions a pooled project in
is the to
which the networks and stations
would cooperate in airing radio as
well as video shows.
In addition, he would incorporate
station
in in the same area exclusive shops of
various kinds, swimming pools, a
golf course, motels, businesses
allied to the broadcast media
(talent bookers, model agencies,
production
firms) and a permanent
Cleveland
Science Exposition Hall, a "world
TVMr.model."
Balkin is now attempting to
line up an impressive array of civic
Hooper Radio Audience
and industrial leaders to back his
Index
project, but no one in the Chicago
broadcasting picture had committed
Total Rated Time Periods
his organization in any way by late
last
week. Several network spokesJUNE-JULY 1951
men treated the entire idea as an
"academic" one, inasmuch as the
possibility of pooled facilities "has
WERE
30.5
been tried and found wanting."
One network vice president, who
admired the prospect of a Television City but lamented the
26.0
A
enormous scope of this one, said
nothing "along this line" would be
conceivable "for at least 10 years,
7.6
B
because we all have commitments
on space and facilities."
NBC-TV, which operates WNBQ,
C
4.1
is understood to be tied up for an-

WERE

D

7.7

E

6.6

F

13.3

G

3.2

Sunday through Saturday
8:00 A.M. -10:30 P.M.
O. L. TAYLOR

COMPANY

National Representatives

£000 WATTS

•
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FIRMS COMBINE
UPA, Screen Gems Unite
UNION of two television production firms was announced Wednesday when Stephen Bosustow, president of United Productions of
America, and Ralph Cohn, of
Screen Gems, announced the formation of Screen Gems Div. of
UPA, to produce animated film
commercials for television.
Under the new setup, the Screen
Gems Div. will provide all animated
commercials for both parent companies, with the regular sales staff
of Screen Gems representing the
new division. Screen Gems will
continue to produce live commercials and programs as in the past.
The new division, which will be
in operation shortly at an estimated cost of $150,000, will establish studios in New York.
UPA recently won an Academy
Award for the one-reel short,
"Gerald McBoing-Boing," and has
produced commercial cartoons for
Ford Motors, Shell Oil, Ponds Tissue, Websters Cigars, and Colgate.
Screen Gems, a subsidiary of
Columbia Pictures, has produced
such films as the 20-second BVD
spot, the Hamilton watch live
"Peggy and Jim" shorts, and commercials for Blatz, Coca-Cola,
Camels, Schlitz, Borden's Zippo,
and Pepsodent.

other eight years on its Merchandise Mart lease; ABC for another
6V2 at the Civic Opera Bldg. and
Merchandise Mart. W G N - T V,
owned by the Chicago Tribune and
affiliated with DuMont, just expanded its N. Michigan Ave. headquarters for television by adding
an entire separate building just for
video. WBKB(TV), Balaban &
Katz station which is affiliated with
CBS, has been sold to CBS as an
adjunct to the sale of ABC to
United Paramount Theatres. CBS,
when and if it takes over operation
of the video station, is understood
to have blueprints readied for construction of its own video center
away from present headquarters in
the Wrigley Bldg.
'Won't Work'
Another network official decried
the entire conception of a video city
for all TV stations, asserting "it
just wouldn't work." He explained
that any TV station would want
facilities available at any and all
times," and a pooling of studios, rehearsal rooms and facilities would
be a stumbling block to any kind
of production, local or network.
New York stations evidently followed this same theory several
years ago when the City of New
York offered tax-free land for
construction of a television area
and was turned down after serious
consideration by the networks and
independent stations.
Mr. Balkin expects to finance the
$250 million project with contributions, 99-year leases signed by networks and stations and other allied
firms, mortgaging by real estate
firms and subsidies from "other
groups." His brother, David, who
is active in the proposed plan also,
estimates the city could actually
get underway with $1 million cash.
The city, as projected, would be
located on a 5,000-acre tract Df
land, probably north or northwest
of Chicago in order to be accessible
to the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, the Army Signal Corps
unit at Fort Sheridan, and an air-

VJPG

GREEN

catt

vision
would
the area,
and occupy
all wouldabout
be ofone-ha"
Holljl
wood studio-type construction, orit
story high.
Underground
emergency
equipment
and facilities
would T'b f
provided, and all buildings woull
be
built them
with lead
protect
from insulation
damages "t|
oj
atom rays." The area would b
zoned, so that no factories ot
electrical firms could interfere wit I
TV broadcasting. There woul j
also be a school, for the training 0!
"future TV scientists and electroni j
engineers to make Chicago greaj
as Mr.
a TVBalkin
center."
said he planned con I
ferences with network spokesmen
this week.
COMPOSER

RODGERS

Handles 'Victory' Scon I
ORIGINAL series,
SCOREVictory
for atNBC'B
forthcoming
Se<M
a portrait of U. S. and allied nava 1
operations during the second Worli J
War, will be composed by Richaral
Rodgers, Pulitzer prize-winnini I
composer. The series of 26 half!
hour television programs will b<m
on film, actual battle scenes fronffl
files of the Navy Dept., Britisll
Admiralty, and Canadian GovernS
ment. C. S. Forester, author of tb I
"Capt. Hornblower" stories, wilH
write the scripts, which Actor-Pro E
ducer Robert Montgomery will nar ■
rate.
Victory at Sea represents the I
first major attempt by television tcB
tackle problem of presenting tel
American people contemporary his 3
tory on comprehensive, dramati>|
basis, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weavei
Jr., vice president in charge of telel
vision said, when he announced thq
program plans.
POOR TV reception in London, Ont.,
area, 100 miles from Detroit TV staJ
tions,
resultedbyin London
erection ApJ
01
rhombichasantenna
pliance Dealers Assn., where TV
signals are amplified, and from where
cables are strung to TV receivers in
private homes. Service charge is about
$5 per month per home receiving
amplified TV signals. Cables cost $10C
to $125 to each house.
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Newsweekly

WOR-tv
channel 9

ISSUE:

re Power Boosts
Expected
Page 57

New York's greatest sports station, carrying such important sports events as The Brooklyn
Dodgers, The World Series, All-Star Game, the best in basketball, boxing, wrestling, golf
Proudly announces its 1951 Fall sports schedule
Monday — Boxing, IBC Bouts from St. Nicholas Arena

& Rubicam Tops
kgency Buyers
Page 57

'Tuesday — Boxing, from Westchester County Center
Wednesday- Wrestling from Ridgewood Grove (in October), Basketball from Columbia,
Fordham and St. Francis College from their own gyms (in December)
Thursday — Boxing, from Sunnyside Gardens
Friday — Wrestling, from Jamaica Arena
"Saturday - Boxing, from Ridgewood Grove

ie Question Faces
NARTB Board
Page 58

Effective Immediately WOR-tv will accept orders for fall start
There are still premium availabilities on such top show groups
as the following:
SPORTS
CHILDREN'S SHOWS

jtest Set Count
By Markets
Page 66

NEWS
FEATURE FILMS, ETC

All time is guaranteed against pre-emption at a
cost any sponsor can afford. Ask for availabilities.
write, wire, or phone

WOR-tv
in New York
* Bouts under the supervision of one of the greatest
promotors and match-makers in the fight game,
Joe McKenna.

why

500-line
should

on

next

your

ad

be

Television

One year ago in the nation's major markets
television set circulation passed that of the
nation's leading magazine, market by market.
Today television set circulation surpasses
that of the leading newspaper in the nation's
major markets (see below).
Now television is firmly established as the
No. 1 visual mass medium in your key markets.Television can present your message not
only to families which are larger and more
prosperous than average, but also to more
families. And consider this : today's average
family head (averaging TV-owners and nonowners) spends 49% more time watching
television than reading his newspaper. (TVowning family heads spend 187% more time
watching television).

— < City
MAJOR MARKET CIRCULATION
Leading Paper
TV Sets
New York
2,197,518
2,455,000
Los
Angeles
396,959
Chicago
1,003,000
917,068
942,000
Philadelphia
711,396
874,000
Boston
754,000
564,641
486,000
Cleveland
304,104
278,000
Washington
265,684
Schenectady161,000
142,003
Albany-Troy
(3 papers)
SOURCES:
ABC (3/31/51)
NBC-TV Set Mfgs.
Est. (8/1/51)
SRDS (8/51)
"Television
HofstraToday",
Study (7/51)

Cost-wise, too, it pays to be on television.
For the same money that would buy one 500line ad in the leading morning newspaper in
each of the eight major markets listed above,
you can buy five one-minute daytime announcements onthe leading television station
in each market.

If you have always wanted the unparalleled
impact and selling power of TV but up to
now have been afraid to look at the cost and
circulation picture, now is the time to bring
yourself up to date on the mass circulation
economy of Spot Television. For the facts
and figures you need call NBC Spot Sales.
WNBT
WNBQ
KNBH
WPTZ

NBC
Spot
Sales
NEW YORK CHICAGO CLEVELAND SAN FRANCISCO HOLLYWOOD
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New
York
Chicago
Hollywood
Philadelphia

WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB

Telecasting

Boston
Cleveland
Washington
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
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As

POWER

MORE

MANY MORE than the 45-odd TV
stations first believed eligible for
Dower hikes under the FCC's "Fifth
Notice" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 30] are going to be
able to boost their signal powers.
That became apparent last wee'k
when FCC grants as well as requests showed that stations are
(1) changing low-powered transmitters to 5 kw apparatus and (2)
moving transmitter sites.
Each such move is approved
under present FCC policy — provided that coverage is maintained
at the present levels.
However, once the new transmitter is in — or the antenna is relocated— it becomes possible to get
special temporary authority to
utilize the full 5-kw transmitter
output and thus boost the radiated
signal to the limit of 50 kw.
That is what WBEN-TV Buffalo
plans to do after it moves to new
Colden, N. Y., transmitter site, 22
miles from Buffalo. It got FCC
approval last week to move, with
radiation cut from its present 16.2
kw from a 335-ft. antenna above
average terrain to 880 watts from
a new 1,195-ft. antenna.
And it has gotten an STA to run
its transmitter at 4.8 kw, transmitting a 50-kw signal.
WTTV

Telecasting

Changes

•

BOOSTS

antenna casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleAug. 27].
WFMY-TV Greensboro got a
grant two weeks ago to put a
5-kw transmitter in place of its
present 500-w transmitter. It has
now asked for an STA to run it
at capacity, to put out 16.7 kw
from 470-ft. antenna — instead of
the present 1.67 kw.
CBS's KTSL (TV) Los Angeles
has same idea. It got approval two
weeks ago to move to Mt. Wilson,
but had its effective radiated power
reduced from 9.3 kw to 500 w. On
Friday it got an STA to run the
transmitter at full 5 kw power,
permitting it put out 25 kw, increasing its coverage area threefold. The FCC announcement approving the Mt. Wilson move

Stations

Shift

Equipment

SEEN
erroneously stated that a STA had
also been granted for more power.
Undoubtedly both KRON-TV
San Francisco and WAAM (TV)
Baltimore intend to ask for temporary authority to run transmitters at full output once their
requests for antenna changes are
approved.
KRON-TV Seeks DA
KRON-TV asked the FCC last
week for permission to directionalize its 1,325-ft. San Bruno antenna
to suppress westbound signals —
which fall over the Pacific Ocean.
Since the change would increase
materially the signal over the San
Francisco-Oakland Bay area, it
also asked that its power be re-

duced from 14.5 kw to 9.5 kw so
it covers the same 4,300-mile area.
Approval of this request would
be significant. The Commission
has consistently frowned on TV
directional antennas although
NBC's WNBK Cleveland has directional features in its antenna
which permits it to suppress the
signal over Lake Erie.
WAAM wants to build a new
1,780-ft. tower, will reduce effective radiated power from present
26 kw to 2.9 kw. If it gets permission from the FCC, it will no
doubt
an STA to run its transis up. seek
mitter at full power if the freeze
is still in force when the tower
The (Continued
legal rigidity
of three-yearon page
69)

June

Network

Time

«
BUYER
TOP
Y&R
YOUNG
& RUBICAM
was top Co. products ($88,700), making a Smith Show for Hunt Foods, and
agency from the standpoint of buy- total of $161,690 worth of time $14,580 for time on the same proing TV network time for its clients purchased from CBS-TV.
gram for Simmons Co. mattresses;
during June — and also during the Agency's expenditures on NBC$51,945 for We, the People for Gulf
first six months of 1951 — according TV during June include $57,780
Corp. gas and oil. NBC-TV
to an analysis made by Broadcast- for time for Kukla, Fran & Ollie Oil
total June gross time sales to Y&R
ing • Telecasting.
Calculations for Time Inc. (Life); $79,238 for were $438,423.
were based on advertisers' pur- The Bert Parks Show; $83,000 for
chases of video network time dur- Hopalong Cassidy, and $36,600 for
Y&R Gross
ing the month and six-month pe- The Aldrich Family, all three adThe Y&R gross combined TV
riods as reported by Publishers vertising various products of Gennetwork time purchases for June
Information Bureau, broken down eral Foods Corp.; $115,280 for Kate
amount to roughly a third more
— — — — — —
than the gross of William Esty Co.,
accordance with inin
agencies
by
formation obtained from each of
TOP TEN TV NETWORK
second ranking agency, which in
the four networks.
AGENCIES
June had five shows for R. J. ReyJune TV network time purchases,
June 1951
nolds Tobacco Co., two for Colgateat gross rates, made by Y&R for
Young & Rubicam
$810,732 Palmolive-Peet Co. and one for
its accounts aggregated $810,732.
William Esty Co.
610,297 M&M Ltd. on the video networks,
This total includes $210,619 worth
Benton & Bowles
581,820 for
time. a gross of $610,297 worth of
of ABC-TV time used for Holiday
BBDO
469,855
Hotel,
sponsored
on alternate j Waiter Thompson Co. 453,193
Lists of the top 10 TV network
Thursdays by Cluett, Peabody &
Renyon & Eckhardt
304,028 agencies for June and for the first
Co. for Arrow Shirts ($30,870),
Cecil & presbrey
294,555 half of 1951 show nine of the 10
and Packard Motor Car Co. ($23,Ruthrauff & Ryan
272,912 leaders are the same for both one070); Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,
McCann-Erickson
249,190 month and six-month periods. In
sponsored by Joseph E. Schlitz Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample_ 245,547 the six-month tabulation William
H. Weintraub & Co. appears in
Brewing Co. ($106,699); Goodyear
1951
ne
January-Ju
sixth position, largely due to the
White
Paul
Co.'s
Tire & Rubber
man Revue ($49,980).
Young & Rubicam
$4,958,797 more than $1 million worth of time
J. Walter Thompson Co. _ 2,981,441 purchased for Broadway Open
CBS-TV Placements William
Esty Co.
2,932,012 House, sponsored five nights a
2,617,176 week, 11 p.m. to midnight, on NBCBBDO
On CBS-TV during June, Y&R
2,588,312 TV by Anchor-Hocking Glass Corp.
Benton & Bowles
placed The Goldbergs for General
for its disposable bottles. Program
Foods Corp. (Sanka Coffee) ($36,- William H. Weintraub &
1,925,365 in June dropped from five to three
Co
180); Arthur Godfrey's Talent
times a week and station list was
Scouts for Lever Bros. Co. (Lipton Dancer-Fitzgerald1,681,044 concurrently curtailed. Kenyon &
Sample
Tea and Soup Mix) ($34,020);
1,619,443 Eckhardt, ranking sixth on the
McCann-Erickson
Bigelow Theatre for Bigelow-San1,599,394 June list, stood in 11th place in the
Ruthrauff & Ryan
ford Carpet Co. ($2,790); Fred
1,581,195 January-to-June table.
Cecil & Presbrey
Waring Show for General Electric
STING
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be applied to bona fide applicant
for TV permits.
The board will hear a report bl
a special all-industry committee in
vestigating tax legislation. Th
committee is seeking Congressiona i
relief from proposed excess profit
tax which works a hardship on tele
casting because of its brief exist
ence as an industry.
Other topics coming before th
board will include status of litiga
tion based on ASCAP's refusal t<
grant satisfactory per piece T^
licenses; station-agency contrac
standardization; NARTB service
for TV members and subscribers
state association activities; TV en
gineering problems and the overal
regulatory situation.
Slated to attend the meeting frou
NARTB headquarters are Presiden
Harold E. Fellows; Judge Justin Millei
board chairman and general counsel
Thad
Brown, director
of NARTB's
organization;
C. E. Arney
Jr., secreT\
tory-treasurer; Robert K. Richards
public affairs director, and Ella Nelson
secretary to Mr. Arney.

m
nmtbtv
*~
ODE
C
M
A
R
G
O
TENTATIVE
standards
for
TV
PR
tees have developed tentative lan- and controversial issues. A preguage for their portions of the
liminary document has been preprogramming, moving along swiftly since work was started early
standards but these are subject to
pared, with changes being made by
this month, will be submitted to the
revision prior to a meeting of the mail circularization.
NARTB-TV Board Thursday-Frifull standards committee in WashOpening topic at the two-day
day. The board will meet at the
ington Oct. 2-3.
board meeting is tentatively slated
Cavalier Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va.
At that time the three sections
to be finances and membership. The
of the code will be analyzed and a TV board will be told that total
Other key TV problems, including such legislative threats as the complete set of standards is to be
video membership in NARTB commeasures sponsored by Sen. Wilsubmitted to the full NARTB-TV
liam Benton (D-Conn.) and the membership Oct. 19 in Chicago.
works. prises 68 stations and two netTV freeze, will be taken up by the
A subcommittee under chairmanTV Board.
Dues Decision
ship of Davidson Taylor, NBC, has
Eugene S. Thomas, WOR-TV
been considering education and culThe TV directors will face deciNew York, is to preside at the
sions on how to bring all 108 TV
ture, responsibility toward chilmeeting as chairman of the TV
dren, acceptability of program
stations into membership and what
Board.
material and decency and decorum
to do about dues of TV stations
in production. This group will and applicants as well as aural
Capitol Hill hearings on the Benhold another meeting Sept. 17 in stations desiring TV service from
ton measures will overlap the board
session, since a subcommittee of New York.
the association. A complete AMthe Senate Interstate & Foreign
FM-TV dues schedule, interlocked
Another group, headed by WalCommerce Committee convenes
with Broadcast Advertising Buter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV MilwauWednesday morning and will sit at
reau dues, will come before the Johnson To Speak
kee, has made considerable progleast two days.
combined
NARTB Radio and TV
ress in working out such matters
SEN. ED C. JOHNSON (D-Col.)J
as length of advertising message
Review Board
Boards when they meet in Decemchairman of the Senate Interstati
ber.
This serious legislative threat to and other phases of commercial
& Foreign Commerce Committee
telecasting. The group will meet
An arrangement by which
is slated to discuss legislation pend
TV, involving creation of a naagain in Detroit Sept. 13.
NARTB aural members may ob- ing before his committee at tin
tional program review board and
tain full services of the TV organHarold Hough, WBAP-TV Fort
other restrictions on stations (SU. S. Chamber of Commerce's
Worth, is chairman of the group
ization for perhaps $25 per month
1579, S. J. Res 76), will be discussed
transportation-communication com
is
to
be
reviewed
by
the
TV
board.
mittee
meeting in Washington this
handling news, public events, reThursday.
by Sen. Benton and other advoThis rate, it is understood, could
ligion, community responsibility
cates. NARTB representatives will
attend the hearings but it is expected opposition witnesses will not
be heard until a later date (see
story page 23).
First Step to Thaw
DuMONT
OPPOSITION
In taking up TV program standards the board will review the
whole subject from an overall polwould not begin to be made unti
WHEELS started turning in earnicalities — requests for oral hearnest at the FCC last week as the
icy standpoint. Three subcommiting, motions to strike testimony,
next March — since the FCC proposes to allow a 30-day grace peexceptions, etc. — are due by Oct. 1.
first step in the TV freeze-end proriod for additional applications tc
cedure came and passed.
Then
the
DuMont
phase
is
wound up.
be filed before beginning to process
Oppositions to the DuMont plan
BALLANTINE
BUYS
those on file.
for a national allocation of chanMeanwhile, tomorrow (Tuesday)
'Intrigue' in 72 Markets
nels [Broadcasting • TelecastIt probably means the end of
the first of the specific city-by-city
P. BALLANTINE & SONS, New
1952 before major markets get
ing, Aug. 20] flooded into the Compresentations
starts.
These
are
the
mission on the Aug. 27 deadline
York, will sponsor a series of adgrants. That is because in virtually;
affirmative cases for the New Engventure films entitled Intrigue in date, touching off the first work
all top markets there are more
land and Middle Atlantic states
12 eastern cities beginning the first
for the Broadcast Bureau's alloapplicants already than there are
cation division that can lead to a (down the eastern seaboard to the channels
week in October.
proposed or available.
District
of
Columbia).
final result.
Program will be carried on WNBT
Hearings thus are inevitable —
At weekly intervals thereafter,
(TV) New York, WNAC-TV Boston,
Study of the 128 filings opposing
WNBW (TV) Washington, WRGB (TV)
protracted hearings in important
DuMont shows that virtually all other geographic groupings will be- cities.
Schenectady, WTAR (TV) Norfolk,
WJAR-TV Providence, WTVJ (TV)
gin filing their cases, continuing
objections fell into three equal
Miami, WGAL-TV Lancaster and
Hope that there might be a parto Oct.file.22, when the southeastern
categories:
WNBF-TV Binghamton. Philadelphia,
cities
tial lifting of the freeze as each
New Haven and Wilmington stations
£ DuMont did not propose any
will be announced later.
segment of the country completes
Some 20 days after each initial its
VHF
channel
for
the
city
incase before the FCC was dashed
J. Walter Thompson, New York,
volved.
filing, rebuttals are due.
is the agency. Advertiser will also
when
it was pointed out that each
Q DuMont d i d not propose
After a two-week interval, pleadmake the program available for
change
in one section could set off*
enough VHF channels for the city
ings may be filed.
sale to regional and local sponsors
a chain reaction affecting contiguinvolved.
in all other TV cities.
ous
areas.
Mechanics of the "paper" proceedings runs until Nov. 26.
0 Mileage separation in the
FCC Technical Research DiviDuMont plan is below minimums
Provided that requests for oral
sion's new "UHF Propagation
set by the FCC— 180 miles coargument and other legal moves
Within
Line
of Sight" publication,
channel, 70 miles adjacent chancan be met in good time, the FCC
INS Wire Opens
issued last week, already has some i
nel.
could
lift
the
freeze
soon
after
the
INTERNATIONAL News Servconsulting engineers in a fret. They
In a few instances other points Nov. 26 date.
Say
it bolsters their claims that
were
made,
but
the
most
vehement
ice's new television wire [BroadNone, however, in industry or the Commission has not made sufcasting • Telecasting, July 30]
objection to the DuMont proposal
the Commission, have such high
ficient allowance for coverage by 1
will begin operation today (Moncame from KOKX Keokuk, la.
hopes. No one at the Commission
UHF
stations
in rough terrain.
day). The new teletype circuit
"The DuMont plan," it sizzled
is willing even to hazard a guess
will transmit up - to - the - minute
It
means,
they
say, that under
angrily, "is a plan of definite seg- when the freeze might be lifted.
scripts for use with the newsreel
regation .. . VHF for the large
the proposed engineering standards
Not with more than 1,000 partici- cities in mountainous areas (like
film provided by Telenews Produccities and METRO (sic) areas and
pants to be heard from.
tions, INS affiliate, since 1948.
Pittsburgh, Portland, Ore., etc.)
the crumbs of allocation, or UHF
General
industry consensus is are not going to get the same kind
Newest subscribers include WNHCfor the farmers and rural areas!"
Rebuttal for DuMont — and for that the FCC might come to its of coverage from a UHF station
TV New Haven, Conn., WBAL-TV
Baltimore, and WJAR-TV Provthose participants who care to — -is final decision late in January 1952. that cities in "smooth" terrain will
idence.
This would mean that grants
due by Sept. 17. Final legal techPage 58 • September 3, 1951
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Let

Public

Ml
STANDARDS
UAL STANDARDS for color TV job rather than on speed alone.
No date has been set for asking
:js the banner raised by RCA's
oard Chairman Brig. Gen. David
the FCC to look at the NTSC system officially.
iBarnoff.
"We must be careful not to do
Again this week, he reiterated
|he position that the FCC must
that until we are sure jwe've done
an adequate job," he added. "To
Het the public decide" [BroadPasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20]. go to the Commission before we are
It now can be assumed that the fully ready would serve only to
make their job and ours doubly
emainder of the radio-TV manu'acturing industry will ask the difficult."
What Gen. Sarnoff thinks about
FCC to authorize its all-industry
the present color situation is
compatible color TV system in comsummed up in these words from
petition with the FCC-sanctioned
TBS system. Manufacturers are his latest statement:
I yield to no one in my faith in the
virtually 100% behind the system
ultimate possibilities of color TV.
c Evolved by its National Television
This is sub- It will add importantly to programrSystem Committee.
ming' and give extra value to advertising . . .
J. tantially the same as the RCA
system, which will resume public
In my judgment, however, author•olorcasts in New York Sept. 10.
ization by the FCC to operate a completely compatible, all-electronic,
If Gen. Sarnoff's predilection for
hial standards is the official posi- high-definition system on a commercial basis is essential, before the
ion of compatible color TV propopotentialities of color TV can be
nents, then the next big question
fully translated into a satisfactory
jls:
service to the public . . .
tti I When are they coming to the
If given the opportunity to do so,
CC with an official petition?
Most industry spokesmen still
speak of the end of this year or
;arly in January as the time they
vill be ready to come to the FCC
md ask it to look at the improved
_|j:olor system that has been developed from the original RCA dot
.equential system shown during
]\ i he 1949-50 color TV hearings.
However, doubt has been expressed in some quarters as to
vhether NTSC or RCA will make
:hat schedule.
Commission's Criteria
Doubt is based on fact that any
;ystem proffered to the FCC must
.)e a "proved" system — it must meet
"ill
of the stiff
criteria before
that theit
lommission
enunciated
vill consider another color TV
;ystem. These criteria include
leld testing, apparatus testing by
:he Commission's own laboratories,
lite.
Certainly, these observers say, it
-vould be folly for either NTSC
ir RCA to come to the Commission
jefore it had exhausted every possible test to make sure that all
-hose criteria are met.
And that, they say, takes time.
Progress of NTSC toward this
±nd was made clear by Arthur V.
Loughran, Hazeltine research vice
president and chairman of the
NTSC panel on color video standards. In answer to a Broadcasting • Telecasting query Mr.
Loughran said this:
• NTSC is moving along. The
industry is getting closer and closer
to agreement on standards for a
.jompatible color system.
% But, that does not mean that
the work of the NTSC is about
finished. There is a great deal to
be done before the system has been
fully tested. While all members
bf the committee are moving just
~s fast as they can, the emphasis
is on doing a completely adequate
relecasting

Decide — Sarnoff

the public can and will make that
decision [importance of compatibility]. Istrongly favor giving the
public such an opportunity . . .
It seems to me that the present
situation calls for consideration by all
concerned of the need for recommending to the FCC, that it authorize the
use of dual standards which would
permit the compatible as well as the
incompatible system of color TV to
operate commercially. Only under
such conditions can the public have
the opportunity to see both systems
in actual operation, to reach its own
decision,
choice
. . .and to make its own
Only those
fearto the
public's
decision
would who
object
submitting
their
system
to
such
a
competitive
test.
RCA's Booklet
In a new 12-page booklet, with
color-tinted cover, RCA puts its
case to the public for a "compatible,
all-electronic" color system.
It details the drawbacks of the
presently authorized CBS field
sequential color system (incompatibility, mechanical wheel, picture

COMPARING notes at the first annual Snader Telcscriptions Corp. sales convention in Hollywood are (I to r): Monroe Mendelsohn, national station service
coordinator; Reuben Kaufman, sales head; Louis D. Snader, president; E.
Jonny Graff, manager, agency sales; Alan Fischler, West Coast sales service
representative; Oliver A. linger, theatre sales and distribution supervisor.

size limitation, etc) and boosts compatibility on the premise that:
"What's best for the customer
is best for RCA . . . we believe
that only a compatible system can
supply the public with the satisfactory, economical product it requests -and that any incompatible
system is just not good enough."
Throughout the 8%x3%-in. booklet, the adjective
is always
patible" for the
CBS "incomsystem,
"compatible" for the RCA system.
Emphasis in the brochures conclusion is that present black-andwhite sets will not be obsoleted by
color TV, that monochrome programs will continue for "years to
come," and that this is a good time
to buy a TV set.
Meanwhile, Color Television Inc.,
San Francisco group whose compatible system was practically
ruled out by the FCC in its final
color decision and which has not
been heard from since, came back
into the news last week.
Move into the production of airborne radar and other electronics
equipment, was announced by CTI
President Arthur S. Matthews.
CTI will initially manufacture
$4 million in miliary contracts in
conjunction with electronics products designer-manufacturer Tomlinson I. Moseley, president, Dalmo
Victor Co., San Carlos, Calif.
"With the added engineering and
development facilities that will be
made available . . . CTI can sooner
ready its compatible, all-electronic
color system for public acceptance," Mr. Matthews said.
SMPTE

Meeting

SOCIETY of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers will hold its
70th semi-annual convention Oct.
15-19 at the Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel,sionsHollywood.'
Three WednesTV sesare listed. Banquet
day will be occasion of award presentations, including the new David
Sarnoff Gold Medal Award.

Raibourn Soys
Answer'
/or the
Co
E
B
U
TV COLOR tubeMdeveloped
by
Chromatic
Television
Labs
provides
T
ATIC
now paid off with the conception
RO
CH
long
sought answer to color television, Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pic- of his plan for producing color picture Corp. vice president in charge of television, stated Thursday in an
tures with a single cathode ray
exclusive interview with Broadcasting • Telecasting.
tube.
Revealing plans to demonstrate
This tube, known as the Chromaprovides the answer to color.
the tube produced by the Paratron, developed from Dr. Law"We're
all
happy
as
larks
about
mount subsidiary company "within
rence's idea by Chromatic Televiit," he declared.
a month," Mr. Raibourn jubilantly
sion Labs, was described by the
Credit for the idea from which
announced that "it looks like all the
company as "a single gun standard
the Chromatic color tube was de- shape cathode ray tube containing
color problems are solved."
"A brilliant new idea popped
a color grid capable of displaying
veloped should go to Dr. Ernest
out of the struggle we were having
Lawrence, a consultant and direc- television pictures or other elecwhich wipes out the problem of
tor of Chromatic Television Labs
tronic signals in color." The company explained that although the
getting color into the tube," he as well as director of the U. of
tube will work with any known
California's radiation laboratory,
stated, "and the cost comes way
down. We put the idea into the Mr. Raibourn said. Inventor of system of color television, it is partube and it's amazing how it the atom-smashing cyclotron and
ticularly advantageous when used
in connection with the CBS field
Prize winner, Dr. LawMr. Raibourn declined to reveal a Nobelrence first
became interested in sequential system as it eliminates
works."
any
details of the construction or television as a hobby when he was
the need for a wheel or drum and
operation of the new tube in ad- a graduate student at Yale where,
so removes the limitations on picvance of the demonstration, but he in 1925, he built an all-electronic
ture size imposed by those mechanrepeated his conviction that it television system. This hobby has
ical devices.
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Navy, NCAA TV Plans
AFTER leveling another broadside
at the U. S. Naval Academy for
doing business with theatre television, the Fair Television Practices Committee last week turned
its guns against the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s so-called
"partial blackout" of football telecasts.
Charles Alldredge, Washington
representative of FTPC, sent the
organization's protest to Assistant
Attorney General H. Graham Morison, in charge of the Justice
Dept.'s Anti-Trust Div.
The Justice Dept. was informed
that Westinghouse was being
"forced" to pay "spectacularly"
high prices for rights to telecast
the 10 games permitted under the
NCAA plan. These prices, FTPC
said, was the "logical result" of
the limitations placed on telecasting the games this fall, and are evidence of the "monopoly" resulting
from the NCAA policy (for Westinghouse football plans, see story
this page).
Letter To Hill
FTPC also released further correspondence between Jerome W.
Marks (New York lawyer), chairman of FTPC, and Adm. H. -W.
Hill,
emy. superintendent of the AcadThe letters followed the original
protest sent the Academy by FTPC
to the effect that theatre TV is
commercial but that it offers no
public service features and that
the Academy is entirely supported
by public funds and therefore dutybound to the public interest
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 13]. Navy has scheduled
some of its fall gridiron games on
the Theatre Network Television,
and expects to have one of its
games regularly home telecast under the NCAA plan.
Adm. Hill pointed out that Navy
is a contributing member of NCAA
and as such is complying with the
TV plan. But, he asserted, the
Naval Academy "intercollegiate
athletic program is not supported
by public funds." The Naval Academy Athletic Assn. provides financial support for the athletic program operation, he said. The admiral noted the funds come from
membership dues, contributions,
game admissions, sales of radio
rights, of television rights, program advertising, program sales,
etc.
Marks* Answer
In his rebuttal, Mr. Marks reminded Adm. Hill that while the
intercollegiate athletic program of
the Academy may not be directly
supported by public funds, "the
Naval Academy is so supported
and the administration of the
Academy has the final and unavoidable responsibility for the policies
followed by the Athletic Assn."
Adm. Hill also had supplied the
FTPC with its list of TV participa-

tions— one home monochrome telecast, all home games live by CBS
color, post game films via CBS and
theatre TV to be selected.
Mr. Marks said this list "boiled
down" to a single Navy game made
available to national TV audiences
at the time the game is played.
ARENACAST
PLAN
IBC Withholds Opinion
PROPOSAL by a Cleveland arena
manager, Jim Hendy, that the fight
arenas through the nation install
big screen TV sets to carry major
boxing bouts for their fight audiences, was still in the early stages
of discussion by the International
Boxing Club, according to Harry B.
Markson,
managing director of the
IBC.
Commitments to Pabst and Gillette, who sponsor the IBC bouts
on television— Pabst on CBS-TV
Wednesdays, and Gillette, on NBCTV Fridays — eliminate any consideration of the arena tie-up for
the coming boxing year, Mr. Markson said.
Designed to draw the fans back
to the smaller arenas, the Cleveland proposal would bill the televised bouts as the major attractions with the live local semi-final
and preliminary fights on the same
card. The threat of theatre television receiving all box office receipts
from the televised stellar fight attractions, such as the RobinsonTurpin match [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Aug. 27] would
thereby be averted, according to
the Cleveland plan.
PENN PLANS FILMS
Half-Hour Show $10,000
UNIVERSITY of Pennsylvania is
making available for sponsorship
a television series of half-hour
filmed programs, comprising highlights of the school's home football
games plus one game played elsewhere during the coming gridiron
season. Programs would be telecast on Saturday evenings, each
featuring the game played by Penn
that afternoon.
Price is reportedly $10,000 per
half-hour show. Package is being
offered to sponsors and agencies
by ABC, which still holds a $125,000 contract with the university
for live telecasts of all of Penn's
home games. The school was unable to fulfill pact when it agreed
to comply with a decision of the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
to restrict football telecasting this
fall in an attempt to determine the
effect of such telecasts on attendance at the games.

NCAA

SLATE

Westinghouse Sponsors 2
WESTINGHOUSE will sponsor 2|
National Collegiate Athletic Assr
football games on an NBC-TV net
work of 48 stations this season, bu
the game schedule will not be re
leased until next Wednesday. Thi
was reported in Chicago last wee
by Edwin S. Reynolds of New Yorl
NCAA
specialist, as he spoke t
day.
the NCAA executive council Tues
Mr. Reynolds, who was assigne
to correlate the projected prograr
[Broadcasting • Telecastin(i
Aug. 13], said release of games an
dates of telecast was postpone
until Sept. 5 to protect seaso,
ticket sales for the telecasting co!
leges. Eight Schools' teams wil
appear in two TV games durhr
the season.
The 48-station lineup does nc
include four West Coast outlet1
Mr. Reynolds said, adding thai
eastern and midwest games wil
be fed in some instances to thj
West Coast after November whe
microwave facilities are in opera
tion regularly.
A minimum of four games and
maximum of seven will be carrie
on the coast-to-coast microwav
relay system by Westinghouse,
spokesman for the Westinghous
day.
agency,
Ketchum, McCloud
Grove, Pittsburgh, said last Thurs
Big Ten Plans
Nineteen colleges have beep
signed by Westinghouse to partic:]
pate
in the Westinghouse,
now-frozen limited
T1]
schedule.
it wal
learned, has signed up every schoo
in the Big Ten that can be pickej
up on the interconnected networl
which led to speculation that J
least one of the Big Ten Games wi|
be carried coast-to-coast by tlJ
microwave relay system.
The agency representative re
ported that the colleges have give!
"wonderful cooperation" to th|
Westinghouse sponsorship pr|
posals and difficulty in the highH
complex schedule was met only wit
"colleges
in marginal
areas"eoul|
— q
areas where
gate receipts
equal the 2V2 times the NBC hourl
rate figure offered by Westing
house on a per-station basis.
NCAA introduced the expert
mental plan of blacking out spf
cific TV areas three Saturdays ovj
of 10 in an attempt to find out th
exact effect of TV in any give
area on gate receipts and atteiu
ance. Games played Fridays, Sa'
urday nights or Sundays are nc
affected by the ruling. Amon
these, for example, is the Noti
Dame-U. of Detroit match Oct. 5 i
Detroit. Ruling also does not a{
ply to games played before or afte
the official 10-week season, froi
Sept. 22 to Nov. 24. The blackout
will be spotted sectionally withi
this time period.

TRADITION — packed post-Thanksgiving Day football game between U.
of Penn. and Cornell was added last
week to the CBS Color-TV football
schedule. The Ivy League game from
CBS-TV network presenting new fern
Tranklin Field, Phila., replaces the inine news program, News at Noor
Mon.-Fri., 12:15-12:30 p.m., for thre
previously announced Harvard-Yale
weeks beginning Sept. 3.
game, Nov. 24.
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B C-TV

starring in his own daytime Variety Show . . .
starting early September, Monday through Friday.*

Sales history will be made in the morning— Just as another great star of radio
—Kate Smith— moved into NBC daytime television and moved mountains
of merchandise— so do we believe that Rudy Vallee will make sales history in
an early daytime period . . . No doubt about it, "The Rudy Vallee Show"
is one of the great opportunities to get a head-start in the race for television's
vast, responsive 'woman's market.' It will be available for a strictly limited
period of time. Call us immediately for details . . . Circle 7-8300.

* tentative
NBC

TELEVISION

6:45

COMPARATIVE NETWORK SHOWSHEET .. .
SUNDAY
NBC
MONDAY
A.5C.
CBS DuMONT
CBS
, DuMONT
Big
Swanson
Gen. Mills
Kellogg
General
Question
(alt. wks.)
Foods
Hopalong
Cassidy
TedFamily
Mack
Ronson
F
Jimmy
Space
Star of
Cdt.
Hour
Family
Healy &
Blaine
Hayes
L (E-M)

7:15

Goodyear
Paul
Whiteman
L (E-M)

6:15
6:30

7:30
7:45

:15
:30

Music in American
Velvet ThisTobacco
Is Show
Business
Hollywood
Adventure
Time

:45
9:1

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:(

LincolnMercury
Dealers
Toast
of the
Towd

Marshall
Plan

General
Electric
Fred
Waring

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

Ironrite Oldsmobile
YoungFds Hollywood
General
News
Screen
Mr. Button
chesterfield
3erryGM-Como
Test
Seiberling
Lever
The Amazin
Vlr. Maloue
Lux
Video
Theatre
BristolColgate
Comedy
MrMyers
D. A
(alt.) T
Hour
Li pton
Pentagon —
LeverBusiness
Talent
Washington
Everybody'!
Scouts
Godfrey's
King
Selt/.iT
Rockey
Bromo-

Film

9:15

Regent Cig.
Leave It
To The
Girls
L

Wrigley
Gene
Autry
Show

Detective
Larus &
Brother
Co.,TheInc.

Clothesman
PlainB. Graham
B.F.
Evan. Assn Goodrich
B. Graham Celebrity
Religious
Time
Show
Crawford
L
Clothes
Young
They
Stand
Jules
Accused
Montenier
Church
People'son
Youth
the March My Line
L
What's
Norwich
Sunday
News Spec,

Philco
Corp.
Philco TV
Playhouse
Bohn
Aluminum
American
Forum of
the Air
L

Or Not?
United—
On Trial
L (E-M)
Feature
Film

P. Morris
Lucille
Ball
Show
Gen. Fds.
It'sSanka
News
To Me

house
WestingSummer
Theatre
(st. 9-17)
Studio
One
Loll^'iries
scope
Chrono-

11:151

.ABC.

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

Co-op
NBC

ABC

TUESDAY
CBS DuMONT

Co-op
NBC

ABC
Kellogg

Cactus
Jim
L

Cactus
Jim
L

Cdt.
Space
Edition
Junior
RCA Fran
■Cukla,
& OUie

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

Carmet
Mvers
Show
P&G

Oldsmol
Bendix
Oldsmobile
of a
Godfre> [
Chance
News
Show
Fatima
Washington
Lifetime Chesterli
Beulah
Stork
Camel
News
Report
Club
Caravan L
GWCome
Toni i
)avid Wine
University
Film
Georgetown
Wild
TV Recital Chas.
Forum
Friend
!
Private
MogenGMHall
Texas Oil Co
NewsFilm
Detective
Texaco
Theatre
L
&Ligget
Mye
Godfrey
Star
on the Air
Firestone
Drug
Johns
Theatre
Gallery of Voice of
Friend
Hopkins
Firestone
Science
Liu-Tsong
Madame
Film
Review
L
Don
Admiral
StrikeI
Philco
Schick Inc.
P&G
Colga
Co-op
Lights
McNeill
Crime
Fireside
Out
It Rid
Theatre
(alt. TBA)
Syndicated TVStore
Prod.
L
Q.E.D.
Armstrong
Co-op
Electric
Cavalcade
Lite
Drug
Web
of
Circle The Ruggles P. Lorill,
Bands
TBA
The
Theatre
Bymart
Maugham
Wrestling
Co-op
Dang
Theatre
L
Suspense
alt. with
Pabsl
American
with . Tobacco
Rlock
Dennis
AutoRobert Co.
Destiny
Sales
PabslC
Montgomery
Corp.
Film
Hands of P. Lorrillard Celanese
Ribbo
James
Co-op
Blue
Celanese
Original
Bouts
Amateur
Theatre
Opening
of
Hour
Pres.
Truman
(alt. LTBA)
L
Who Said Symphony
Co-op
That
L
Japanese
Bout
L
Peace Conference 9/4
Wrestling
Sporlt
WickShow
LKent/
Feature
Film
L

Mohawk
Mohawk
Show
Room
Camel
Nol For
News L
Publication laravan

MONDAY - FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

NBC
ABC

ABC

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

9:1

1:30 PM

9:15

1:45
2:00

9:30
9:45

2:15

10:00

2:30

10:15
Mike 4 Buff
(Color TV)

10:30
10:45
11:
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:151
112:30
112:45

Soup
Box
Theatre
R. Joe Inc
Ranger
Joe
Mason
Cndy
the
Chester
Pup_
Voice
of
Prophecy
Faith
For
Today

D. James
L

Walter H.
Johnson
FlyingCo.
Candy
Tigers

Perry \

P&G Fran
Kukla,
Van& OUie
Camp
Little

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich

Cory Corp.
12 o'clock
Clicquot
Headlines
duPont
Egg 4 I
For Your
News
at
Noon
AmecheLangford
In formal ion
L
H. F. Keane
P&G
Premier
Search for
Prod.
Tomorrow
Bumpus
Room
Sieve
Allen
Take
Don the
Break
Russell
PUlAllen
Steve
T.&Th.

2:45

Iwood. Cdy
Jr. Circus
Oh,Kay(alt.)
Gen. Shoe
Acrobat
Ranch

3:00

Internatl.
Latex
Fashion
Magic
Brown
Shoe
Top
McConnell
Smilin'
Ed
Dairy
BT Two
Babbitt
Girls
Named
The Big
Natl.
Smith
Seaman
Bros
I
Cover
Times Sq.
MaidenForm
F.(alt,Baldwin
wks.)
Betty
Myers
Foodini
BristolSun Dial
Foodini
McKesson
&with
Judy
ARobbins
Date

Gen. Mills
Crocker

Football
Highlights

Internatl.
Shoe
Kids Co.
&
Company

3:15
3:30
3:45
4:00
4:15
4:30

Gloria
Swanso

TBA
Scoutin
inBalstoi
Aclir

4:45
5:00
5:15

Patrol
Space

(alt.) I
Canada
Super
Cir
Peter
5:30
M&MSh
1 5:45 PM
Super Cir
(alt.) 1

)AY
I'uMONT

DuMONT
Co-op
Cactus
Jim
L

DuMONT

Co-op
Cactus
Jim
L

Co-op

yStage
ntrance

National
Biscuit Co.
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
Mohawk
Mohawk
Show Room
Camel
News
Caravan L
CongoleumNairn,
Norge
Kate
Smith

hat's
the
irv with
Walter
illadow
of the
i Cloak

Kraft Fds.
Kraft
Television
Theatre
L

BristolM yersthe
Break
Bank
L

Kellogg

Int.
Anthracite
Better
Home
Show

Gen.
Mills
Lone
Ranker
Stop
' Admiral
The
Music
Stop
Lorillard
The
Music
Cluett
Peabody
Herb
Sheldon
(alt..) L
Gruen
Guild
Theatre
L
Jene Sales
(alt.) TBA

NBC

Battle
Report

ABC

MONDAY
CBS
Dm I FUUU",
Labs,GEP&G,
Hansen's
Qkr.
Oats,
Reynolds,
Standard
Brands
TheduPont
Garry
Moore
Show
P&G
First 100
Years
Vanity
Fair

American
Inventory

Revere
Meet 'the
Press/oo

Marlene's
VanityFair*
(Wed.)
Interntnl.
Latex
Fashion
(Tues.)
Magic*
Aluminum
Cooking
Utensil
makers
HomeExchange

Parade

Mel Torme
(Color
TV)

How Does
Your Garden
Grow

lamp
Unto
Wy Feel
Man of
)e Week

Gen.
Foods
Capt.
Video

Foods
Gen.
Capt
Video

Masland
At Home
Hazel
Bishop
Show L
Fredd y
Martin
Florsheim
Red Graug<
Nick
Kennv L
Show
Paul
Dixon
Feature
Film

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

Time
Kukla, Fran
& Ollie
Van Camp
Little
Oldsmobile
GMTNews
Show
Camel
Fatima
News
Not
For
Stork
Publication Caravan L
Club
DeSoto
Carnation
Co-op
It Pays
Burns Allen
to Be
(alt.)
SC Johnson Al Morgan
Starlight
Ignorant
F
Theatre
Blatz
Borden in
Tydol
T-Men
Headline
Brewing
Clues
Andy
Action
Bdw. to
L
Hwood.
Esso 'n'
Amos
Alan Youni
Frazer
KaiserShow
9-20 Adventures
Kroger
of EUery
Alan Younj
Ford
Ford
ShowBig9-20
Festival
Queen
L
Lever
Binso
Town
Philip
U.S. Tobaccc
Morris
Martin
Kane
Backet
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Carter(alt.
Standard
King
Prod.
Oil
wks.) Crime
Wayne
Photographer
Hocking
AnchorBroadway
Open(to House
12)
L

Quaker Oati
Gabby
Hayes
Derby Food
Magic
Slate
alt. with
H'wd Candy
Hollywood
Jr. Circus

FRIDAY
DuMONT

6:1

Caotus
Jim
L

Cdt.
Space
Junior
Edition
|"oods
Gen.
\; apt.
ideo

DuMONT

Green
Giant
Linkletter
Brown
ActingShoi
Say It With
(alt.) L
Sterling
Mystery
Theatre
L

Off
Oldsmobile
Perry
News
< lliesterfield
Como
General Fds
Maxwell H,
Coffee
Mama

Film

B. J.
Reynolds
Man
Against
Crime

Jerry

Brewing
Schlitz
Film Firsts
Kreisler
Tales of Schlitz Play
Tomorrow houseof Stars
Bona Fide
Versatile I
Vrties (alt St. 10-5
Gen. Mills
wks.)
Dell o Dell (alt.
LiveGrove
Like ;
Millionaire
Pearson
Pharmacol
A merica Hollywood
Opening
in View
Night
Colona

NBC
ABC

6:15
6:30

P&G
Hollywood
Time
Cukla, Fran Theatre
& Ollie
Kaye Show
Mohawk
Gen.
Mohawk
Show Room
Mills
Beat
Sylvania
Erwin
Stu
Washington
The
Camel
News
Clock
Caravan L
Report
Show
Mennen
Twenty Miles Labs.
SkiCo.|)[>y
Anheuser
L
Quiz Kids Kelvinator
Busch
Budweiser
Questions
Big
Whiteman ECen Murray
Peanut
TVNashCo.Teen
Gulf Oil
Club
Butter
You
People
Asked
We,
the
For It
Safety
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Story
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American
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Pepsi-Cola
Down You
Emerson
Show
Go
Safety
American
Bazor
Campbell
Family
Aldrieh
The Show
Goes On
Racing
Drug
Carter
Harness
Songs for
Songs
Gillette
L
Sale fo,
Store
TV
Cavalcade
Prod.
of Sports
Sale
SterlingDru;
Cavalcade
of Stars ( 'hesebrough
Songs
Sale for
Greatest
Hocking
Fights
Doeskin
Broadway Word of Life
Products
AnchorEloise
Salutes
(to 12)
the Stars Open LHouse Song Time

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

Mr.Kellogg
Wizard
L

Burkhart
P. Bowman
I'harmacal
TheLambert
Sammy

6:45
Soap
Space L Cadet
Family
Manhattan

7:30
7:45
7:15

Kellogg
One Man's
Snow
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Pet Milk
All Star
Revue

8:15
:30
8:45

Reynolds,
Libbv,
Libby
S.O.S.
Benrus
McNeill &

9:15
9:30

Co-op

Eversharp
>hn
& Fink

9:45

Wresting
Chicago
from

Your Show
of Shows

Jack
Brickhouse

American
Tobacco
Your Hit
Parade

W
Tiny
TOT

it
itrrei

NBC
Programs in italics, sustaining; Time,
EDT. L, live; F, film; K, kinescopic
recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern; NI, noninterconnected stations.
ABC
12-12:30 PM, Cory sponsors AmecheLangford Tues., Thurs.; Clicquot on
Thurs.; duPont Fri.

Colgate
Miss
Susan
Vacation
Wonderland
F
M.W.F
General Fds
Bert Parks
Th
Glen.Tu,Electric
Bill Goodwin

Inter
Collegiate
Football
1:30-4:30
(st. 10/9)
Approx.

CBS
3:15-3:30 PM, Th., Bride & Groom;
Hudson Paper Co.
3:15-3:30 PM, Tues., Bride & Groom;
Lehn & Fink Products Corp.
3:30-4 PM, M-W-F, All Around The
Town, s.
3:30-4 PM, Th., Meet Your Cover Girl, s.
10:55-11 PM, Sun., Pres. Truman; Community Chest Campaign — 9/30 only
NBC

Participat
ng
Sponsors
KateHour
Smith

5:15-5:30 PM, Quaker Oats. M-F; Peter
Paul, Th.; Gabby Hayes.
5:30-6 PM M-F, Firms listed sponsor
Howdy Doody in 15 min. segments.

Lever
Hwkns.
L Falls
Gabby

Velch,
Klg.
Wars,
C-P-P
Int.
Shoe,
Hayes*
rlowdy Ddy,
L
Wander*

Nature
Things of

BRO
A OUSTING
Tk« N.w«w«.wiSsf
ladle end T«l«»l»4on

Mutual
B. Benefit
Considine
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If you've ever been in Cincinnati, or if your client has a single dealer
there— then you know all about this lady's past. And you know, too, why
she is going National on NBC television this Fall ... for RUTH LYONS'
program, "Fifty Club," has been making history in that mature television
market for two years running:
Cincinnati sets-in-use during Ruth Lyons (12 to 1 P. M., Monday through
Friday) are the highest among all reported U. S. TV cities.
TV tune-ins jump nearly 100^

when Ruth Lyons goes on the air at noon.

Share of Audience— 68.2%

Average*

Rating— 13.9 Average*
Better call us today for all the facts in the case— its low-cost features will
put a gleam in your eye.

"■October 1950 through March 195L

NBC

TELEVISION

The network where success is a habit
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

equipmenre-t
. s.Turkey,
for asu in
*int makers.
Again,
as ,an ageAnt
Mundt Readies Bluepr
lay facilities rather than microwave
For SHAPE
LOBAL
VIDEO
equipment would be utilized.
.UEPRINT for creation of educational and cultural TV networks
WHEN
Since the project will not be completed before next year, there is no
advocated by Sen. Karl Mundt (R-S. D.) for Europe and Asia may
immediate concern over funds to
presented to Gen. Dwight Eisenhower's Supreme Headquarters for
be used for this purpose, it was
p Allied Powers of Europe in forthcoming months, it was learned
TELEVISION
*
point out. Eventually, the State
t week.
ilitary authorities from the
Dept. is expected to request additional monies from Congress as
lited States may confer with the that headquarters for the system
SELLS...
of
proposed
television
relay
stareme Commander at his Paris
part of the information budget
tions
would
be
set
up
in
Paris,
which would enable it to lease
adquarters on the feasibility of focal point for SHAPE operations.
inching the Mundt TV project
Japanese TV facilities.
It also was held likely that U. S.
The Turkey project, geared along
m that point and bringing it
and European industry engineering
somewhat different lines, could be
der the jurisdiction of SHAPE,
JULY
launched for between $3 million
e identity of the military officials representatives would ultimately
50% UP
confer with Gen. Eisenhower someand $4 million at the outset, coverSALES
1ae.not known, of course, at this
time after the top-level military
ing a few stations, and be consumconference, probably late this fall.
mated for between $30 million and
Such a move, Sen. Mundt's office
$40 million, Sen. Mundt feels.
These representatives (reportd, would place in Gen. EisenInitial cost would cover installation
edly associated with RCA and
wer's hands an "invaluable"
of transmitter equipment and a
;trument for educating the Philips-Eindleoven, the Dutch manIN
number of community-type projecufacturer) have left for Tokyo
oples of the North Atlantic
tion
receivers
within
Turkey.
eaty Organization to U. S. mili- where they will confer with JapaThe South Dakota Republican has
nese authorities on a similar proj:y and democratic objectives,
ect for television. Sen. Mundt has
also suggested creation of an
"en. Mundt originally proposed predicted that Japan will have net- American Advertising Foundation
t the project first be undertaken
work TV there within a year comprising manufacturers who
Turkey, which is earmarked for
SYRACUSE
would band together and buy time
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
\TO membership, and perhaps
eece and other countries. TurkAug. 20]. The engineers, who pre- on European and Japanese TV stations to sell their products once
pared statistical data at Sen.
i diplomatic officials already have
THE G. J. RALPH COMPANY,
networks are established.
Mundt's
request,
are
due
back
in
licated "enthusiasm" for the the United States in October when
PERMA-STARCH BROKER IN SYReject, provided that programthe European operation will be
ng be devoid of propaganda
RCA UHF SHOW
given attention.
ACUSE SAYS "Participations in
pects and that time be equally
nded among American and
Set for Sept. 12 'What's New' with Jean Slade
Japanese Network
akish fare [Broadcasting* TeleThe Japanese plan envisions a TV broadcast engineers from all increased PERMA-STARCH Sales
sting, July 30, 23].
network
of 22 stations to be in- parts of the nation will inspect
ftth respect to the European
50% DURING the Month of July.
stalled
by their own communicaUHF developments
at Bridgeport
RCA's excet, authorities thought it likely
perimental station in
NO OTHER ADVERTISING WAS
tions personnel at an estimated
|
cost of $4,670,000. The costs would
Sept.
12
as
guests
of
the
RCA's
Engineering Products Dept., it was
be underwritten by Tokyo finanECKWITH
NAMED
ciers, but the State Dept. would be announced last week.
To Be UTP Gen. Sales Mgr. permitted to lease facilities for
This visit will highlight RCA's
Eighth Television Technical TrainU. S. information programs.
A.RON BECKWITH, commercial
The suggestion has been offered
ing Program — a series of five day
anager of WAGE Syracuse since
engineering seminars at the RCA
USED."
43, has been named general by Sen. Mundt that the State Dept.
Victor Plant, Camden, N. J., W. W.
buy
time
to
apprise
the
Japanese
sales manager of
United Television of educational progress in the Watts, vice president in charge of
department, said. More than
Programs, Gerald United States and to lay the the
groundwork for indirect sales 90 broadcasters are expected to
M
i/^TE LEVIS LpX
King, UTP presiattend. The seminar is set, Sept.
dent, announced acceptability of American commercial products used in education,
10-14, and is designed to orientate
Friday. In his
TO YOUR NEAREST KATZ AGENand industry and ex- personnel with latest programming
newly-created po- agriculture
and operating techniques, as well
ported to that country. In a sense,
CY MAN AND LEARN HOW YOU
sition which he
as with new RCA equipment.
the State Dept. then might serve
CAN
SELL THE BIG SYRACUSE
"d ' -.M assumes this
BeckMr.
week,
w
I
with will have
MARKET
charge of all
r. Beckwith
sales, both na• FIRST IN TELEVISION
onal and local, of the TV film
stributing company.
IN CENTRAL NEW YORK
Appointment of Mr. Beckwith
■Hows the relocation of UTP's
ew York headquarters in larger
CBS^ABODUMONT
pace at 444 Madison Ave.,
e signing of a new contract
tr exclusive distribution of all
Ims produced by Kling Studios
Broadcasting • Telecasting,
ug. 27], and a plan to increase the
WHEN
TP sales force considerably. In
Idition to coordinating all sales
•ross the country of the firm, Mr.
TELEVISION
sckwith will be responsible for
e selection of new sales reprentatives and for their super •sion.
SYRACUSE
Before joining WAGE some eight
sars ago, Mr. Beckwith had been
isociated with the advertising de- Pleased after signing exclusive sales distribution agreement are (I to r)
OWNED BY THE
ptment of WSYR Syracuse. At Milt Blink, UTP vice president and officials of Kling Studios of
Chicago, Fred Niles, director of TV, Bob Eirinberg, president and Lee
AGE he handled programming
MEREDITH PUBLISHING CO.
Blevins, secretary.
id promotion in addition to sales. <
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WCBS-TV
YESTERDAY

Evening Rates

telestatus
and

in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV
'JjuhJL in. 9ndiana."

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.

Today
there

....
are

RATE Card No. 10 for WCBS-TV
New York, effective Sept. 1, shows
a base evening hour rate of $3,750,
a boost of approximately 15% over
the station's previous rate. This is
more than offset, G. Richard Swift,
WCBS-TV general manager, points
out in a memo accompanying the
card, by a nearly 23% increase in
the number of video families in
New York since Jan. 1, when the
previous rate was established.
ARB

Ratings

Released for Aug. 1-7
AMERICAN Research Bureau Inc.,
Washington, D. C, last week released its list of top television programs with ratings covering the
week Aug. 1-7.
Two networks carried all top 10
programs, with CBS-TV disseminating the leading six programs
and NBC-TV carrying the remaining four ranking shows. The ARB
list follows:
RANKING BY PROGRAM RATING
1. Toast of the Town (CBS) 43.2
2.
Friends
(CBS) 36.9
37.7
3. Godfrey's
Talent Scouts
(CBS)
4. Amos V Andy (CBS) 33.7
5. What's My Line? (CBS) 32.9
6. Summer Theatre (CBS) 32.4
7. Kraft TV Theatre (NBC) 31.9
8. Philco Playhouse (NBC) 31.5
9. Orig. Amateur Hour (NBC) 31.3
10. Lights Out (NBC)
30.5

Toast',
'Lights Ratings
Out'
Lead Videodex
TOP ten Videodex ratings for 63
markets, covering the week of Aug.
1-7, were announced last week as
follows:
PERCENT TV
RANK
SHOW
HOMES
1 Toost of the Town (36 cities) 34.4
2 Lights Out (39)
28.1
3 Philco TV Playhouse (55)
27.2
4 Godfrey and Friends (50)
27.0
5 Talent Scouts (24)
26.8
6 Kraft TV Theatre (39)
26.5
7 Fireside Theatre (49)
24.9
8 Amos V Andy (46)
24.0
9 Original Amateur Hour (53) 23.6
10 Danger (25)
23.3
10 Somerset Maugham Theatre (58) 23.3
10 What's My Line? (32)
23.3
Reactions to Berlin
Demonstrations
GERMANY has had televisionblack-and-white as well as color.
The response has been great from
German officials, electronic scientists, the public and the East German visitors who slipped across the
Soviet's "verboten" boundary to
take a look.
The U. S. hosts to the German
people were RCA and CBS. Here
is what they report:
RCA says some million and a
quarter residents and visitors to
West Berlin saw the TV programs
transmitted daily by a 29-man crew
during the two weeks ending Aug.

168,250
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY
COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

"JiMt
Page 66
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26. According to Richard
Hooper, RCA's Shows and Exhib
manager who headed the crew,
least 25,000 Berliners gathered
the Schoeneberg Stadt Park for t
final program. Thousands mc
watched shows on more than 1
telesets distributed by RC
through the western sectors of t
German capital.
Howard P. Jones, director of t
Berlin contingent of the U. S. Hi:
Commission, lauded the quick-tii
setting up of facilities (85 hour
by RCA engineers, technicians a
German assistants. Both Mr. Jon
and Maj. Gen. Lemuel Mathewsc
U. S. commander in Berlin, sa
the demonstrations of U. S. tel
vision deeply impressed all w
saw them.
CBS says top American and Ge
man officials were enthused ov
the color system demonstrations
the Funktrum Exhibition Groufic
Richard Hottelet, CBS correspon
ent in Germany, cabled New Yo
that Gen. Mathewson had speci
praise for the network's color sy
tern.
Still others, including Mr. Jon
and Dr. Kurt Wagenfuhr, direct
of television studies at the unive
sities of Hamburg and Muenstt
were delighted with color TV di
Exhibitions by RCA and CI
play.
(Continued on page 69)

City
City

Increase

Weekly Television Summary —
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
9,450
Ames
115,000
60,331
Atlanta
WOI-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Baltimore
307,615
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
41,300
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
57,400
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
WTTV
Bloomington
16,800
753,760
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
Buffalo
209,565
WBEN-TV
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
85,359
949,793
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBO
Cincinnati
300,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
486,491
Columbus
176,541
Dallas,
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
126,000
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Davenport
59,506
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
sc., E. Moline208,000
Detroit
WICU
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
616,544
Erie
61,475
Ft. Worth
126,000
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Dallas
Grand
Rapids- WLAV-TV
Kalamazoo
146,181
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
71,721
Houston
KPRC-TV
84,129
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
48,000
168,250
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
38,750
103,629
Kalamazoo
146,181
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
127,170
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
106,352
55,000
WJIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
KECA-TV,
1,002,000
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Total Markets on Air 63
Total Stations on Air 107

-Telecasting Survey

September 3, 1951Louisville
Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn.
-St. Paul
Nashville
New Haven
New Orleans
New York
Newark
Norfolk City
Oklahoma
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Phoenix
Providence
Richmond
Rochester
Rock Island
QuadCityCities
Salt Lake
San Antonio
Diego
San
Francisco
Schenectady
Albany-Troy
Seattle
St. Louis
Toledo
Syracuse
Tulsa
Utica-Rome
Washington
Wilmington

Outlets On Air
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
WMCT
WTVJ

100,9|
251,3]
269,
35,(|1
Sets in81,6An|
89,0

WTMJ-TV WTCN-TV
KSTP-TV,
2,490,0]
WSM-TV
16862,1t
WNHC-TV
WDSU-TV
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
WOR-TV, WPIX
72,8
WATV
93,4 i
WTAR-TV
874,0
WKY-TV
82,7
40,1
KMTV, WOW-TV
300,(
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
156,(
KPHO-TV
WDTV
95,(
86,0
59,5
WJAR-TV
WTVR
WHAM-TV
WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock he., , Moline 49,8
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
49,3
105,5
KEYL,
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
210,0
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
WRGB
160,9
KING-TV
300,0
126,2
KSD-TV
125,0
WHEN, WSYR-TV
87,5
47,0
WSPD-TV
KOTV
WKTV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
278,
83,5r
WDEL-TV
74,8
Estimated Sets in Use 13,282 0

Editor's
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representareestimated
area. WhereTVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap set
countscompani
may I
partially Note:
duplicated.
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas a
necessarily approximate.
Telecasting
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DAVENPORT!

OC

y|

REPRESENTING
TELEVISION STATIONS:
DAVENPORT
WOC-TV*
(CentralWHO-WOC)
Broadcasting Co. —
FORT WORTH-DALLAS WBAP-TV*
(STAR-TELEGRAM)
LOUISVILLE WAVE-TV*
(WAVE, Inc.)
MIAMI
WTVJ
(Wometco Theatres)
MINNEAPOLIS— ST. PAUL WTCN-TV
(DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS)
NEW YORK
WPIX
(THE NEWS)
ST. LOUIS
KSD-TV*
(POST-DISPATCH)
SAN FRANCISCO KRON-TV*
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦ Primary NBC Affiliates
Recasting
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Advance sale in 15
markets indicates the
popularity of this great
TV sports show!

"TOUCHDOWN"

Highlights of the top college football games played each Saturday
across the nation. 13-week program, first release Sept. 24th.
Commentary on this 30-minute
show is handled by "By" Saam.
TOUCHDOWN is currently entering
its fourth consecutive year of
collegiate football coverage.* Already scheduled by these alert
stations. . .
WMAR-TV
WNAC-TV
WGN-TV
WCPO-TV
WEXL-TV

WBNS-TV
WFAA-TV
WXYZ-TV
KTSL
WAVE-TV

WDSU-TV
WTVJ-TV
KSL-TV
WOAI-TV
KING-TV

* This show is not available for
alcoholic beverage sponsorship

Don't miss this great opportunity to include one
of America's most closelyfollowed shows on your
fall TV line-up!
PHONE!
WRITE!
WIRE!
—Audition prints on request —

Tel

Ra

Productions
1518 Walnut

Street

Philadelphia 2, Pa.
PHONE
Klngsley 5-8540
ige 68
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WOV

KFI-TV STRIKE
Settlement With TV A Seen
FOUR - MONTH old Television
Authority strike against KFI-TV
Los Angeles seems headed for settlement following meetings last
week between TVA officials and
representatives of the new owners
of KFI-TV, General Tire & Rubber
Co.
Union at the first exploratory
meeting presented a contract accepted by the six other local TV
stations to management representatives to familiarize them with it,
and at a later meeting sought to
clarify various points of the contract. Further meetings are expected to be held this week.
Meeting with union executives
Peter Prouse, TVA West Coast
executives; Ken Carpenter, chairman, West Coast section, TVA national board, and Wayne Oliver,
field representative, were Norman
Ostby, vice president in charge of
station relations, Don Lee Broadcasting System, and T°ny La
Frano, program manager, Don Lee.
Negotiations between the union
and the former owner of the station, Earle C. Anthony, owner of
KFI - AM, ceased about three
months ago when both parties met
ashop.
deadlock over the issue of a closed

Mr. Cueto (I) discusses plans
with Guiliano Gerbi,
Rome. also of WOVKTTV SUIT
Court Filing Expected
NOTICE of $150,000 suit is expected to be filed this week against
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and
others by three attorneys for Morris Braun, MGM property man,
who charges lifting of a television
script [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27]. Mr. Braun alleges
the KTTV Batter Up program is
patterned after the television script
for his Play Ball program idea.
Three others named in suit are
Bill Welsh, m.c. of Batter Up; Sam
Herrick and Art McCautry, director and producer, respectively.
Construction

WOR TV SQUARE

Speeded;

Dec. 7 Is Goal

FILM

ll

Italy Production Plann
WOV New York, the only AM sffl
tion in America to have its ovl
studios abroad, establishes anotr i
first when it goes into product!
of television films. Contracts we
signed last week for documentary
as well as TV film spots to
produced in Italy by WOV-Roil
for the Buitoni Macaroni Corp.
Claire Mann of WJZ-TV M
York, currently in Italy, will r\t
rate the English-language do<8
mentaries, which will be used lj
educational indoctrination of Ami
ican Buitoni employes as well
for Buitoni-sponsored shows to
telecast throughout the U. S. Fii
films will be shot at the compan;
Italy. in San Sepolcro and at th
plant
chocolate factory in Perugii
Segments of the documentari
with new sound tracks dubbed
will be edited into TV spots, whi
will be used to promote the sj
ghetti firm's products by emp?
sizing local color and tourist ;
tractions in Italy.
Plans call for use of WOV-Roi
mobile equipment — which now pi
vides from one to one and a h;
hours of taped radio fare daily i
New York audiences — to provi
trucks and cars for the film en,
of 10 technicians. Television st;
will be supervised by Geor
Cueto, director of WOV-Rome, a
production will begin immediate
Additional television films to
shot by WOV in Italy are now \
ing discussed, Ralph Weil, W(
general manager, explained, but
commitments have yet been signi
American film stars vacationing
Italy will narrate or emcee t
English - language productioi
however.

"TELEVISION Square," the new WOR-TV New York building and
the first in the city to be constructed exclusively for television, will be
completed a month ahead of schedule and ready for occupancy Dec. 1.
Considered one of the most up-to-date studios extant, the structure is
reported
to have cost about $1,250,000.
The two-story, block-sized buildSquare" has a light board that ining was designed with the help of
dicates all entrances to the buildtelevision engineers to stress the
ing with lights that flash when
CULOR IN DETROIT
any door except the main entrance
requirements of television producWJBK-TV Demonstrat
tion. Located on the Upper West
is opened. The signal — accomDETROIT newsmen and CB[
Side of the city, the brick and conpanied by a buzzer sound — remains
Columbia Inc. dealers took tht
crete structure will have all facili- in operation until the door is closed
first look at CBS-color televisi
and
secured.
Thus trespassing or
ties for "live" shows on its first
floor with film work areas on the intrusions that might interrupt a last week when WJBK-TV Detr<
second.
show in progress will be minimized.
gave a closed circuit demonstrate
Three production rooms, each a
of the CBS color program T
Film vaults, cutting and editing
self-contained unit with its own
rooms, film projection rooms, a World and You at the Detroit M
small studio for newscasts, and a sonic Temple.
announcer's booth, control room,
Reaction of the viewers, CI
master control room will occupy the
sponsor's booth, and rehearsal
room, will be on the ground floor. second floor.
described,
was "highly enthu:
Two of the studios contain 4,000
astic." Bettelou Peterson, TV edit
Many
of
the
distinctive
features
of the Detroit Free Press, w
square feet of floor space each and
of "Television Square" came about
the third, equipped with an audi- as
quoted by the network as statu
a result of cooperation between
"We were all very favorably ii
ence balcony, measures 6,000 square
WOR-TV
and
its
competitors.
feet. Two makeup rooms and six
pressed with the color show
"We went to engineers at CBS,
dressing rooms skirt the studios.
entire color production was mu<
A 5,000-foot area for the loading,
NBC, ABC, and DuMont," Charles
easier on the eye than black-an
Singer, WOR-TV assistant chief enunloading, and storing of scenery
white", while Detroit Times R
gineer who is in charge of the conand properties runs the length of
porter Irmengard Pohrt sai
"Color television has already pro
struction, explained, "and asked them
the first floor, with doors at each
what mistakes they had made in en to be much more realistic tht
end large enough to admit delivery
building studios so that we could
avoid them. We also asked them what
trucks, and cars or any livestock
installations they would make if they cinema technicolor. . ."
that might be used on shows.
were
about to design a new studio.
Each studio will be equipped with
27 counterweighted battens for A lot of what is in our building is a
TELEFILM, INC.
result of those talks."
hanging lighting equipment or temCOMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
Work on the structure was beporarily storing scenery near the
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
gun last spring and when it is
ceiling, above camera levels. Some
All Production
FOR Steps
finished it will consolidate nearly
150 pieces of lighting equipment
will be used to illuminate each
In
One
Organization
all WOR-TV production activities
studio.
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif
in its near-50,000 feet of floor
HOLLYWOOD 9-7205
The main lobby of "Television
space.
• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

UP-MOVIETONE
Film Report . . .

erliners, including thousands of
ide-eyed visitors from Communist
<ast Germany, huddled around
\deo screens set up in more than
ho spots in West Berlin. This was
\e first look at television for the
.: mngsters. A four-hour show feaired severaltertainers.
of Europe's top enTelestatus
(Continued from page 66)
R iere presented at the request of
je Economic Cooperation Admintration and the U. S. High Comission in Germany.
While there was plenty of gooditured rivalry between RCA and
BS, each was credited with doing
public relations job for America
id the U. S. technical know-how.
The State Dept. also reported
ivorable comment from West Bern newspapers which carried full
ports on the displays, giving parcular emphasis to President Tru.an's message to the Berlin popuHion [Broadcasting • Telecast■g, Aug. 20].

OLD 1890 serials may just fade
away, but Charlie Chaplin will run
and re-run forever. KTTV (TV)
Hollywood has purchased 26 halfhour Chaplain comedies from
COMMONWEALTH Film & Television Inc. and FILM CLASSICS
Exchange, both New York, for
Tuesday evening telecasting.
Rebound is the new title of
BING CROSBY Enterprises' Cry
of the City. Two original stories
were bought from Joe Pagano, film
writer, for the series.
French acrobats, Swiss yodeling,
and gypsy music will provide European flavor for Cafe Continental,
a group of quarter-hour musical
TV films based on visits to wellknown boites across the sea. Starring Isabel Bigley, currently in
Broadway's "Guys and Dolls," the
13 films are produced by STERLING Television, New York, and
will be available for general distribution. Conmar Products Corp.
sponsored the films on NBC-TV
during their first showing.
Top Secret, U.S.A. will depict
government intelligence agents at
work. Robert Alda will star in the
D-N-S Television Productions show.
"Mission Rhino" is the first program. It was scripted by Henry
Misrock from an original story by
Lt. Col. Donald Robinson, former
chief
many. historian for SHAEF in Ger-

TV

More Power Boosts
(Continued from page 57)
d freeze is pointed up in request
KOB-TV Albuquerque for perission to continue radiating 5.8
v. When the FCC granted its CP
Albuquerque Journal station in
•48, theoretical computations
Lowed that the 5-kw transmitter
jad 48-ft. antenna should radiate
p" kw operating
output. But
station
jgan
it putwhen
out 5.8
kw.
Thus it is seeking to legitimatize
e power it has been radiating for
j ree years — solely because TV
feeze rules do not permit the FCC
approve any powers greater
.an those specified in a staDn's CP.

DISC SERIES
Placed in 7 7 Markets

INITIAL package of "TV Disc
Jockey Toons," film accompaniments to song recordings produced
by Screen Gems, New York, has
been placed in 17 markets within
10 days, Will Baltin, sales manager
of the series, announced last week.
Largest sale of the 15 films was to
the Wildroot Co., through BBDO for
placement in Los Angeles, Chicago,
St. Louis, Minneapolis, Buffalo,
Omaha, Dallas, and Oklahoma City.
Mail Order Network, through the
Dorland Agency, also took the package for us"; in New York, Newark,
Washington, D. C, and possibly in
Pittsburgh Birmingham, and Toledo.
Direct sales were made to three television stations: WNBK (TV) CleveY
T
U
land, WCPO-TV Cincinnati and
TOP QUA
; WXYZ-TV Detroit. The song — length
S
E
R
U
T
C
I
N P
TIO1932
MOSince
Up-to-date
... i| films, rented for an introductory sixperiod, will go on the air about
completely j week
the middle of this month.
equipped
New York
DELEGATES to New York State Food
studios of
Merchants Assn. convention in New
York watched CBS color television
Video Varieties
CORPORATION
program daily during their three-day
Office: 41 E. 50th St., N.Y. 22 MU 8-1162
meeting recently as guests of CBS.
elecasting
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ABC-TV Buys Service
PURCHASE of the new United
Press — Movietone News Service
was announced last week by ABCTV for an October launching on
its owned television stations, WJZTV New York, WXYZ-TV Detroit,
and KECA-TV Los Angeles.
In making the announcement,
Slocum Chapin, vice president for
ABC-owned TV stations, said "acquisition of this newest and most
comprehensive television news
coverage, will bring to millions of
ABC viewers the finest and fastest
television news available anywhere.
We feel that through this service
ABC viewers will receive the most
complete and up-to-telecast coverage of the news, both live and on
film, that has thus far been presented in the television field."
Films and stories from the news
service which combines the reporter ial and camera staffs of UP
and Fox Movietone News will
be utilized by WJZ-TV to form
an overall "television newspaper,
Mondays through Fridays, 7:007:15 p.m. The station also plans
to incorporate the service in an
evening newscast, 11-11:10 p.m.
and a mid-day program at 1 p.m.,
Mr. Chapin said.
The Detroit and Los Angeles stations, Mr. Chapin announced, ate
working out similar programs
based on the UP-Fox service.

DuMONT

CAMPAIGN

Spotlights TV Receivers
ALLEN B. DuMONT LABS, last
week announced an expansive fall
advertising campaign based on the
theme, "Look Inside . . . Then
Compare. See Why DuMonts Do
More," to spotlight its DuMont
television receiver. George Hakim,
advertising manager of the Labs
Receiver Sales Div., said that DuMont wants the American public
to become "more conscious of the
'insides' of television receivers."
Media to be used include radio
and TV spots, film commercials,
newspapers in TV cities, and consumer and trade magazines. DuMont agency is Campbell-Ewald
Co., New York.

News

Network

INS-Telenews, WXEL (TV) Cleveland and McCann-Erickson Inc.
have cooperated in establishing a
regional network to distribute the
daily TV news programs sponsored
in five Ohio cities by Standard
Oil Co. of Ohio. Each night at 11
p.m., the 10-minute news show is
microwaved from WXEL to
WSPD-TV Toledo, WLWC (TV)
Columbus, WLWD (TV) Dayton
and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
under the supervision of Robert
Rowley, WXEL news chief. Programs include the INS-Telenews
daily newsreel, plus spot news
photos, maps and charts.

UHHtediaie

Produced Especially for TV!
AVAILABLE
FOR NATIONAL - REGIONAL
OR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP
Adrian Weiss Productions
present

CRAIG

KENNEDY
CRIMINOLOGIST

ur

13Vi-ho

films

ted
complie
f rst
Starring

DONALD
WOODS
CRAIG KENNEDY
as
SYDNEY MASON
As Inspector Burke
LEWIS G. WILSON
As Walter Jameson
Newspaper Reporter
and
of Supporting
Established Cast
Players
* In the thick of everything is CRAIG
KENNEDY, CRIMINOLOGIST - thinking,
fighting and risking his life to exciting,
startling conclusions!
* FILMED EXCLUSIVELY TO HOLD YOUR
VIEWERS THROUGH EVERY COMMERCIAL AND RETURN FOR MORE!
PHONE — WIRE— WRITE

Exclusive Distributor
SO —
LOUIS WEISS & COMPANY
655 N. Fairfax • Los Angeles 46, California
Phones: Olympia 1913, NOrmandy 1-6883
Write for Catalog of Westerns,
Features, Serials, Cartoons,
Travelogues.
September 3, 1951
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TELEMETER

Only ONE

Station

DOMINATES
This

Rich,

15

Growing

-COUNTY
MARKET
With

AUTO

SALES
OF

$122,697,000*

*Sales Management, 1951
Survey

of Buying Power

AM-FM
WINSTON-SALEM
Kit »llili»le
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Paramount Explains
Its System

MORE INFORMATION on how Paramount Pictures' "Telemeter" system of subscription-TV works is needed before the FCC can consider
granting the request for technical experiments over KTLA Los Angeles.
That was the substance of the FCC reply last week to Paramount
Pictures' application for permis- *
sion to run a technical experiment
"comparator" containing the magnetic tape and the money, will be picked
over its TV station in Hollywood.
up by a Telemeter serviceman and
FCC wants to know what fre- taken
to a central point. Here the
quencies will be used for the scrammoney
will be counted and the magbling devices and the coded pulses,
netic tape read by an electronic comhow much of an audience will have
puting machine, insuring proper allocation of this money to those
the Telemeter instrument, who
persons whose shows were seen via
will participate, how many units
the Telemeter System.
will be tested.
No need for land lines was exHow Telemeter works was explained in this manner:
plained fully for first time in
The operation of the Telemeter
Paramount Pictures' Aug. 21 re- System requires no land lines of any
quest for experimental approval.
kind, other than those used in the
It is described in this manner:
normal operation of any television
No change is required in any of set. There is no necessity for telephone or power lines other than those
the transmitting equipment. However, by means of equipment at the in the norm, as the coded information
from the station to the set is comstation, the video signal is scrambled.
pletely an air link. The Telemeter
Through the use of subcarriers in
System as devised can be used with
the audio channel, coded pulses are
sent out which when received at the any existing channel, with any UHF
channel, with black and white, or
TV set which has telemeter equipment attached thereto remove the with color and can be attached to
any standard television set now bejitter from the picture.
ing manufactured.
The telemeter home equipment conThe experimental work will be
sists of two units; first, an unscrambling unit which rectifies the done in conjunction with International Telemeter Corp., who have descrambled picture sent from the station and which is placed within the device. signed and built the aforementioned
actual TV chassis. The second piece
International Telemeter Corp. inof equipment is called the "comparatends to monitor these experimental
tor." This device is approximately 8V2
inches high and 4 inches square, and
programs in locations of weak and
is attached to the TV set by a strong signals, close to the transcoaxial cable. Inside the "comparator" is a magnetic tape which records
the code sent out over the subcarriers
in the audio channel. The "com- WSB-TV
SALE
parator" is a coin-operated mechanEffective Date Postponed
ism with one coin slot, taking either
nickels, dimes, quarters or halves, SALE OF WSB-TV Atlanta Chanand is equipped to receive instrucfacilities was held up until
tions from the TV station as to the Sept.nel 814
last week when the FCC
price of the designated programs.
issued a stay of execution of its
Such prices in the present setup range
Aug. 9 approval of the transfer
from five cents to two dollars, in any
multiple of five cents. On the face until it had time to study charges
of the "comparator" are two small of hidden and multiple ownership,
windows. One, which will register as well as the legal standing of the
the charge demanded by the station two petitioners — WGST and E. D.
and, the other which will register the River Jr. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27, 20].
amount paid by the home consumer.
Immediately upon turning to any desCommission's stay order noted
ignated channel, the first window
will automatically show the price re- that the WGST and River's petitions raised charges not before the
quested by the station. The other
window will show the home consumer
FCC at the time of the original
how much he has put into the box for
each program. When these two
Since Broadcasting Inc., new
grant.
amounts match, the 'A' device is auto- owners of Channel 8, and Atlanta
matically operated and the show beNewspapers Inc., which plans to
ing broadcast becomes unscrambled
move to Channel 2, had requested
and intelligible.
a 30-day extension for consummaMethod of payment was described
thus :
tion of the sale, the Commission's
stay did not cause them undue
The "comparator" can be instructed, alarm.
by the station, to receive payment
Under FCC rules, a sale must
in any amount from five cents to two
dollars in multiples of five. It will be consummated within 30 days
operate if- an overage is paid, but will after the Commission approves a
not decode if there is insufficient transfer. In this case that would
payment. Each program broadcast
over the Telemeter System, from a have been Sept. 9. But both Atlanta parties had planned to begin
given station, will carry a code number and when payment is made at their new operations Oct. 1. Thus
the home receiver this code number
they had asked for an extension.
will automatically register on the
Both Broadcasting Inc. and Atmagnetic tape in the "comparator"
lanta Newspapers denied the
so that there is a positive identificacharges of hidden and multiple
tion of the money paid, plus a record
of the rightful allocation.
ownership, also questioned the leAt given intervals the part of the
gal standing of the petitioners.

mitter and in fringe areas, and wi
all makes and models of sets, wi
and without decoding and coin-ope
ated apparatus, and in the presen
of multipath and line of sight signa
with the intent of making a thorou;
survey of any effects of the codt
signals on all types of home recei
ing sets in all locations. . . .
ABC-UPT
(Continued from page 25)
ation and control of the broadca
facilities proposed to be owned by
or its subsidiaries and to obtain fi
information as to the individual
individuals authorized to formula
and execute such policies.
5. To obtain full information wi
respect to the policies and plans
American Broadcasting - Paramou
Theatres Inc., relating to any a
rangements contemplated for t
televising of selected programs
theatres
outlets. to the exclusion of oth
6. To obtain full information wi
respect to the restrictions, if any,
be imposed by American Broadca
ing-Paramount Theatres Inc., 1
broadcast stations in the use, int
alia, of motion picture films or stori
exhibited by transferee or restri
tions imposed on broadcast static
in the use of talent under contra
to or employed by the transferee.
7. To obtain full information wi
respect to the plans of the transfere
for the staffing and programming
the broadcast stations proposed to 1
owned by them.
8. To obtain full information wii
respect to the plans of the transfere
American Broadcasting - Paramoui
Theatres Inc., in the event of grai
of its above applications, to comp
ership.
with the Commission's Rules ai
Regulations relative to multiple owi
9. To determine whether the effe
of the proposed merger of America
Broadcasting-United Paramount Th
atres Inc., if consummated, wou
substantially lessen competition i
tend to monopoly in any line of con
merce, in any section of the countr
10. To determine in the light of t\
evidence adduced under the abov
issues, whether the applicants, the
officers, stockholders and director
are qualified from the standpoint <
character and conduct to be licensee
and whether grant of the abov
styled applications would be in tt
essity.
public interest, convenience and ne>

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
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BLOOD
DRIVE
Network Times Scheduled

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
■ [B. F. Goodrich's Celebrity
: on CBS Television]. He did
recall ever seeing it. 'It's on
WS Cleveland, at 10 p.m. Sunnights, ' I prompted. 'I think
kre usually watching Celebrity
? about then,' the barber said."
(r.
now there
stillTucker
larger adds
B. F.: "So
Goodrich
sign
lie curtain in CBS Studio 41."
nis advertising executive likes
link of the days when the rubcompany had what he believes
" one of its best radio buys — the
Baer-Primo Camera heavy•ht boxing championship fight
©34.
Will Rogers' Take-off
ill Rogers, he remembers, used
resent an amusing take-off on
announcer, the late Graham
amee. The great humorist in
dio broadcast ribbed the Melee Goodrich commercials,
afcr. Rogers mimicked: "He's up.
down. He's up again." But,
'- Rogers would continue, Mr.
ta nam "would not tell us who
■n i up or who was down until we
iti v;ht a set of B. F. Goodrich
\ j,Ring in on some background,
Tucker says the reason for the
ry commercial was instructions
i the firm to use frequent anicements between rounds if it
#ed like a short fight. The BaerM hera fight was anything but
?, but Mr. McNamee, who
ght it would be abbreviated
went heavy through the early
>ds, couldn't let up because the
ence might forget the sponfife message.
;rie'hile B. F. Goodrich manufac3 many more products than
a , company policy, according to
m ,1 Tucker, makes the massed
iit Imet commercial a rarity. Ex,ftfi-on, he says, was last New
s Eve telecast on CBS on the
tki>|:>any's 80th anniversary. That
^»|(ram covered the history of the
and of B. F. Goodrich from
up to Korea,
it. Tucker was born in Ot« kft'a, Iowa, in 1896. When in
REENVILLE
is
UTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
ETROPOLITAN AREA . . .

"COVERED"

WAGES

IEENVILLE $112,827,014
umbia

UNDERLINING blood plasma drive
getting underway next week via radio
and television is Army Nurse (Lt.)
Helen Gallick of Walter Reed Hospital, Washington, D. C. She holds a
bottle of whole blood. Flanking her
is Lt. Frank Junell (I), USN, former
commercial manager, KEYL-TV San
Antonio, now with radio-TV branch
of Office of Public Information, Dept.
of Defense, and Paul Gaynor, vice
president, Buchanan & Co., New
York, and on loan to the department
in charge of planning and coordinating the blood drive. Purpose of drive
is to obtain 2,800,000 pints of
plasma to replenish U. S. armed
forces' supplies. >
high school he started in the newspaper field, working his way
through the U. of Wisconsin as
correspondent and sportswriter for
Chicago and Milwaukee papers. He
was sports editor of the Madison
(Wis.) Capital Times.
Next came aviation in the Navy
in 1918, followed by more newspaper work.
Mr. Tucker made his bow at B.
F. Goodrich in 1919 while he was
covering the Wisconsin State Legislature for the Milwaukee Sentinel.
In the more than 30-year association with the firm, Mr. Tucker
has served in sales, public relations
and various advertising divisions.
Most successful company campaign, Mr. Tucker believes, is the
one led by the Goodrich president,
John L. Collyer, encouraging American rubber-producing facilities to
free the U. S. from dependence on
foreign rubber supply sources.
Mr. Tucker is married and has
two children, a son and a daughter,
both in their 20s.
When away from his desk, he
grows tall "Iowa" corn in his
Akron backyard.
Fraternal organization is Beta
Theta Pi. He is a member of the
Akron and Cleveland Advertising
Clubs and the Congress Lake Club,
Hartville, Ohio.

NETWORK commitments for radio-TV kickoff of the Armed
Forces Blood Donor Program next
Monday (Sept. 10) were announced
by the Dept. of Defense Office of
Public Information last Thursday.
Tentative schedule calls for radio playback of the 15-minute
taped program on ABC, 10:15-30
p.m.; CBS and MBS, 11:15-30
p.m., and NBC, 11:30-45 p.m., all
EDT. On television, ABC-TV
plans to carry the film version
from 8:30-45 p.m. and DuMont
TV Network, 8:15-30 p.m. NBCTV and CBS-TV schedules were
undetermined Thursday.
The special salute was prepared
simultaneously for radio and television broadcast, and features
messages from Gen. George C.
Marshall, Secretary of Defense;
Gen. Omar Bradley, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Gen.
Matthew Ridgway, UN Far Eastern Commander.
The program will launch a yearlong campaign to raise 2,800,000
pints of whole blood and plasma
for the armed forces, and enjoys
the cooperation of The Advertising Council and NARTB. A continuing series of network spots
and special shows, plus local station coverage for community tieins,
will follow up the network pre• Telecasting,mier
Aug. [Broadcasting
20].

Your

F B C 5000 watts
•Aws-Piedmont Station, Greenville, S. C.
* For the Greenville-AndersonSpartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel
)ADC ASTING

Robert

Telecasting

► Bill Henry, newscaster for MBS,
celebrated his 28th year on the air
Aug. 21.
► Ida A. Kohlhass, member of
KDKA Pittsburgh's auditing department, celebrated her 27th year
with the Westinghouse station
Aug. 15.
► Columbia Pacific Meet the
Missus Varieties last month celebrated its seventh year on the air.
Harry Koplan, who first joined
the show at its inception as an
assistant producer, is now producer-m. c. of the audience-participation program.
► Radio director for the Roosevelt
Hotel in New Orleans, Charlie
Lake, is a 20-year man in the business of radio. First "paid" job
was Sept. 1, 1931, at KOY Phoenix.
For the past eight years with
Roosevelt's radio department, Mr.
Lake is only 38 years old.

e*

. . WITH*KOW
HERE'S HOW
AND
SIN
H
O
C
It's the ^
knack
ISof knowing "how" that makes the difference . . . how
can get its share of Bossy's "moo-la." There's a halfyour
billionproduct
dollars' worth of milk checks that will be spent this year. And
WKOW will reach these customers in America's rich dairyland.
HERE'S

HOW

TO GET RESULTS

^KOW-CBS
MADISON,

WISCONSIN

Blankets the capital and 13 prosperous
counties. Gives you the largest radio
coverage in Wisconsin. That's why
WKOW
ing buy! is Wisconsin's hottest advertis-

Mathews

FUNERAL services for Robert
Mathews, 37, CBS Television Hollywood production facilities manager
who died Aug. 27 following a major
operation, were to be held last
Thursday at American Martyrs
Church, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
His widow and three children sur-

► NBC will mark its 25th year
of incorporation as a network on
Sept. 9, 67 days before it celebrates
the "silver anniversary" of the first
NBC network broadcast, November
15, 1926. Silver jubilee of the network is being observed from June
continuing through November.

INeverag
B

62,217,401

'arleston 48,677,862
S. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1950
AKE IT YOURS WITH

milestones

1070
K. C.
Represented by
HEADLEY-REED COMPANY

WISCONSIN'S MOST
POWERFUL STATION
V57KOW
September 3, 1951
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Arbitration
THE

ONLY

50.000
WATT

INDEPENDENT
STATION
IN

THE

'The

SOUTH

Dixie Dynamo"

WINZ
940 K.C.
FORJOE
& CO.
National
Representatives
As the largest independent
station below the MasonDixon and centered in
America's most rapidly expanding market (22nd in
U.S.) WINZ today mirrors
a grand opportunity walking in your door.
It will double the effect of
the smallest advertising
budget ... It is an imposing sales advantage for
BETTER TIME — or MORE
TIME — or MORE POWER —
or NEW MARKETS — or
GREATER MARKETS.

WINZ
940 K.C.
MIAMI
AAIAMI BEACH
304 Lincoln Road
HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood Beach Hotel
*50,000 Daytime, 10,000 Nightime
Now Under Construction
Page 72
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CBS

MORALS

CLAUSE

Favors

RWG

DEFEAT of CBS attempts over the past year to insert a morals clause
in writers' agreements with the network was ruled last week by the
American Arbitration Assn., in proceedings brought by the Radio Writers'
Guild. Since CBS agreed to arbitration in its initial contract with the
guild, the decision is final.
The CBS clause, considered to ment of the community by what
he creates, even apart from other
have been the network's reaction
to Red Channels listings, stipu- 'acts or things' which he may commit 'at any time,' since this must
lated that contracts could be terobviously include what he does in
minated any time an artist comhis leisure hours of conversation,
mitted "an offense involving moral
turpitude ... or which might tend study, experience or action, in
which the creative process ferto bring the artist into public
disrepute, contempt, scandal or
ridicule or which might tend to
RWG, contending that the morals
insult or offend the community . . . clause violated the spirit of their
ments."
or tend to reflect unfavorably upon
CBS, the sponsors, or their advertising agencies or injure the sucPROMOTE
FM
cess of the program."
Asheville Meet Sept. 5-6
Quotes Arnold
MEETING of FM broadcasters in
Majority opinion, written by North Carolina to discuss means
Louis Gannett, writer and critic,
and Dr. Harold Taylor, head of of promoting manufacture and sale
FM sets will be held Sept. 5-6
Sarah Lawrence College, quoted of
at Mt. Mitchell and Asheville, N. C.
Matthew Arnold that "Art is a
Barbecue and inspection trip is
criticism of life." Stating that in scheduled Sept. 5 atop Mt. Mitchell,
the Western democracies in 1951
with WMIT (FM) as host. WMIT
a creative writer is generally un- returned to the air July i after
derstood to be some one who tells
having been silenced in April 1950.
the
truth,
opinion
said, "it
difficult
to the
see how
a writer
couidis The station will soon be operating
with 325 kw power, according to
avoid tending to offend some seg- W. Olin Nisbet Jr., president. Jack
Erwin, Zenith distributor in Charlotte, is vice president.
NATIONAL
NIELSEN*
RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
(Total
U.
S.
Area,
including
Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes and Including
president, and Ted Leit/ell, public
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
relations director, Zenith Radio
REGULAR WEEK JULY 15-21,
Current1951Ratings Corp., have been invited to the twoHomes
day session, along with Zenith disCurrent
%
tributors and dealers. All FM
Rank Programs
broadcasters will be welcomed.
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
(Average
for
All Programs)
(3.8)
7.4
Business meeting will be held
1 Romance (CBS)
6.9 Sept. 6 at the George Vanderbilt
2 Walter Winchell (ABC)
5.8 Hotel, Asheville.
3 Dragnet (NBC)
4
Talent Time
Scouts(MBS)
(CBS) 6.2
6.4
5.7
5 Godfrey's
Guy Lombardo
5.2
6 Big Town (NBC)
7 Screen Directors Playhouse (NBC) 5.7
8 Mario Lanza Show (CBS)
PACKAGE
5.2 WCCO
9 Broadway Is My Beat (CBS)
10 Hollywood Star Playhouse (ABC)
AM, Stage Shows Bought
5.1
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY (Average for (2.1)
All Programs)
4.4 A TRAVELING weekly stage
1 One
(NBC)
4.2 show and a half-hour Sunday radio
2
News Man's
of the Family
World (NBC)
3.7
3 lone Ranger (ABC)
program over WCCO MinneapolisWEEKDAY (Average for All Programs) (3.6) St. Paul have been purchased by
6.7 the Northern States Power Co.
1 Ma Perkins (CBS)
6.7
2 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
6.4 Both will star Cedric Adams,
3 Big Sister (CBS)
sonality.
4 Wendy Warren and the News
WCCO newscaster and radio per(CBS)
6.1
5 Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers)
(CBS)
6.0
A "Home Town Social" show,
6
Our Gal, Sunday (CBS) 5.8 with a troupe of five variety acts,
7
Rosemary
(CBS)
5.6
8
PepperJenny
Young's
Family (NBC) 5.4
5.5 will be given in a different town or
9 Aunt
(CBS)
10
Young Dr. Malone (CBS) 5.4 city of the area each week. The
show includes music, comedy and
DAY, SUNDAY (Average for All Prolocal
appeal and is climaxed by a
grams) (1-6)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 3.5 broadcast of Mr. Adams' Nighttime News. The stage show, free
2 Phil Regan Show (CBS) 2.7
3 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 2.4 to inhabitants, will be sponsored
by the local Northern States Power
DAY, SATURDAY (Average for All Pro-)
grams)
(4.4) Co. manager.
1 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 6.6
2 Armstrong Theatre (CBS) 6.4
On the following Sunday, Mr.
3 Cedric Adams (CBS)
5.8 Adams narrates the story of his
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by ap- visit to each "home town" at 1-1:30
plying the—"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%) to p.m. The program, Your Home
41,903,000
theRadio
1951 estimate
United States
Homes. of Total Town, also will include portions of
with local personalities
reached
or any
part interviews
recorded during the evening stage
of (*)theHomes
program,
exceptduring
for all
homes
listening
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs, show. Show was premiered Aug.
Average Audience basis is used.
26 after heavy promotion.
Copyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.

agreement
with the
netw ]
signed in 1947, initially soil
arbitration through the joint |
justment board. CBS, conten
that the clause was an out]
argument not pertinent to the j
iginal pact, first sought a sta;
arbitration from the State Supi |
Court and later appealed their |
ative decision. The five-judge
pellate court unanimously rj
that
May. the question was one for
bitration, clearing the way
argument, which was heard
Dissenting opinion in the £
trators' 2-1 decision was wrij
by Attorney Albert M. Gilbert.
The decision retained for
the right to delete offensive
terial from scripts.
Litvin Burial
DR. PHILIP LITVIN, husban
FCC Examiner Fanney Ney
Litvin, was buried Aug. 30 at
lington National Cemetery, fol
ing funeral services that morr
Dr. Litvin's body was found i
24, four days after he drov
while vacationing with his wif
Montana Aug.
[Broadcasting
• T
casting,
27].

S.
W. Corp.,
GROSS,
president
Tele-'
Radio
announces
million-d
defense order for production of
phone-telegraph signal units,
tract is prime agreement with T
Army Signal Corps.
Mr. Sam Mdrgulis
Shaffer-Brennan-Margulis Adv. Co.
St. Louis. Missouri
Dear Sam :
Overheerd
a hen
t'other
right
after they'd
heerdparty
a speech
on Win
kept
upby
near
tltin'sever
there
sed
affairs.
Dui i
senth'
news..ter S
th'
reasons A
W CHS!
Sam,
W C H one
S.
th'
fack ,
inVirginny
southern
central.
docs 'em J;
F'rinstance
durned
coverage
ll'CHS gn
all I e v e
it has th'
six p. m. 7c
a news ro:
up it has
audience,
percent uv
they's
tions infiveto\1
Algy The
Then
Lowell
comes on
WCHS
ister 72WCH
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iDIO EMPHASIS
In Journalism Stressed
GREATER emphasis on radio jouralism instruction was urged by
•rof. Mitchell V. Charnley, U. of
Jll|<Iinnesota, in a report to the Coun|il on Radio Journalism, which met
lug. 27 at the U. of Illinois, Chamaign, 111.
The council agreed to change its
iarae to Council on Radio-Televiion Journalism Inc. The action will
ie submitted to the 1952 meeting,
lated during the NARTB convenBaskett Mosse, Northwestern U.,
vas elected council chairman suceeding Floyd K. Baskette, U. of
"olorado.
Robert
K. Richards,
•JARTB public affairs director, was
e-elected secretary-treasurer. Karl
ioerper, KMBC Kansas City, who
ias left the broadcasting business,
• Telecasting,
at !L Broadcasting
Aug. 27], resigned. Ben Chatfield,
VMAZ Macon, Ga., and president
. if the National Assn. of Radio
J sews Directors, was elected a
T nember under the automatic proi mHsion covering NARND.
1 Prof. Charnley's report urged
nore attention to teachers clinic
md a study of procedure covering
; iccreditation of journalism schools.
Amend By-laws
• By-laws were amended to innease membership from 10 to 12.
The council was formed in 1945 by
— \TARTB and the Assn. of Accredited
Schools and Depts. of Journalism.
'.t maintains an internship program by which radio journalism
;eachers spend the summer serving
n radio newsrooms.
Attending the Monday meeting
f'Vere Arthur M. Barnes, State U. of
'owa;
Prof. Koerper;
Baskette; Prof.
Prof. Mosse;
Charney; Mr.
VIessrs. Chatfield and Richards.
Terms of William Brooks, NBC,
ind Edward Breen, KVFD Ft.
Dodge, la., expire this year. Vacancies will be filled by President Harold E. Fellows, of NARTB.
SCA Tube Dept. has announced loworiced all-electronic vacuum-tube Junor Voltohmyst meter. It is designed
meet service technicians' demands
'or low-priced voltohmeter capable of
] easuring AC volts and DC volts, and
i sistance in five different ranges.

WALLOP: WM
AM
REP. BY HAL HOLMAN CO. I
■MARINETTE, WISCONSIN.
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air-casters

advertisand ted
, radioappoin
DAVIS
ing executive,
program director KING Seattle.
GRANT MERRILL appointed production manager.
BILL BRENNAN,
producer - writer
KTSL (TV) Los
Angeles named
program director.
He CIL
replaces
CEBARKER, who
recently resigned
to become TV programdirector
and production
ABC
Western Division.
Mr. Brennan
HAL

LISLE F. SHOEMAKER, night manager Los Angeles office United Press,
appointed promotion manager KFMBAM-TV San Diego.
SY MILLER, script writer, and CAL
REED, floor manager KLAC-TV Hollywood, named producer and director,
respectively, of KLAC-TV Hollywood
On Television.
JOHN TILLMAN, chief announcer and
newscaster WPIX (TV) New York,
received second 1951 Community Service Award given by Veterans of Foreign Wars on his Televiews the News
Aug. 23. He was cited for "the outstanding cooperation he has unstintingly given through his television programs to a wide variety of community
endeavors."
BILL
GORDON, program staff WGTM
Wilson, N. C, appointed program
director. Mr. Gordon was with
W A Y N Rockingham, N. C, and
WEAT Lake
Worth, Fla.
RICHARD ROSS,
announcer KIRO
Seattle, father of
Mr. Gordon
girl, Kimberly.
read
assistant program director LBS, appointed network production supervisor. Mr. Read was general manager
WNAT Natchez.
WALTER LEWIS, program director
and chief announcer WTNJ Trenton,
N. J., to WHLI Hempstead, N. Y., as
member of announcing and production staff.
MAX BAER, former world's heavyweight boxing champion and noted
entertainer, starts weekly disc jockey
show on KFBK Sacramento, Calif.
JIM LOWE to NBC Chicago as vacation relief announcer. He was with
WBBM Chicago and WIRE Indianapolis.
JACK ANGELL, newsman NBC Chicago, father of daughter, Rosalind,
born Aug. 16.
PAT FITZGERALD, disc jockey
WNOK Columbia, S. C, father of boy,
Patrick Francis.
JEFF SCOTT to WFIL Philadelphia,
as disc jockey.
BETTY YEAGER, WIP Philadelphia,
and James Mossimo, married.

• Telecasting

BILL WRIGHT, announcing staff
WONE Dayton, to WIP Philadelphia,
as summer replacement on announcing
staff.
HOWARD J. SILBAR, promotion director WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.,
father of daughter, Jean Claire.
TED MEADOWS, graduate, Don Martin School of Radio & Television Arts
&Diego.
Sciences, Hollywood, to KFSD San
CY HARLEY, graduate, Don Martin
School of Radio & Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, to KITO San
Bernardino, Calif.
WILLIAM HUDDY, recent graduate,
Don Martin School of Radio & TV
Arts & Sciences, Hollywood, to KOOL
Phoenix.
BOB CUNNINGHAM, Chicago writer,
producer and announcer, now handling agency contact and sales work
Universal Recording Corp., same city.
SID GARFIELD to CBS Radio Network Sept. 10, as director of exploitation. He was eastern publicity and
advertising director Samuel Goldwyn
Productions.
JANET WILLIAMS, personnel department NBC New York, to continuity
acceptance department NBC Chicago.
GUY WALLACE, program manager
WFDR (FM) New York, resigns to
join Radio Free Europe as executive
producer.
RICHARD L. CASS, promotion department MBS Central Div., and Mart
Steuart, Chicago Tribune, married,
Aug.
JOHN 25. KERRICK
and TOM LEE,
graduates Don Martin School of Radio & Television Arts, L. A., to KYUM
Yuma, Ariz. ANDRO DARCO, Don
Martin graduate, to KOAL Price,
Utah. OSCAR SEMONES, graduate,
to KBIS Bakersfield, Calif.
VINITA HINDERT to production department KWK St. Louis.
JANE KORTE to music department
WCKY Cincinnati.
A/aurA • • •
TOM HARMON, sports director KNXKTSL (TV) Hollywood, starts fiveweekly
five-minute
Tom Harmon's

Sports Taps, resume of daily sports
events, on KMX Hollywood. Bank of
America, S. F., sponsors program.
WALTER MURPHY, director of press
department
bia RecordsColumInc.,
appointed manager
of magazine division of press information CBS Radio Div. He will
assume his new
duties Sept. 10.
ART WELSH, reporter
Van-to
couver,CJORresigns
become Vancouver
Mr. Murphy
school teacher.
ANN M. CORRICK, newswoman,
TransRadio, appointed chief of staff,
Theodore Granik's American Forum of
the Air, effective Sept. 4.

WCFL-AFRA
TALKS
Resume as Recess Ends
NEGOTIATIONS between WCFL,
Chicago Federation of Labor station, and American Federation of
Radio Artists (AFRA-AFL) on
wage increases will be resumed this
week after a one-week recess petitioned by CFL President William
Lee.
The announcers' union is seeking higher wages for its eight
WCFL staff announcers, as well as
free-lancers, and wants the minimum weekly wage increased from
$114.35 to $135, in line with that
paid to the "big five" stations in
Chicago. AFRA's old contract at
WCFL,, an independent, expired
Oct. 31 last year.
The labor station is also having
wage problems
with of
the Electrical
International Brotherhood
Workers (AFL), Local 1220, which
seeks higher wages on a new contract. Its old one expired 11 months
ago, and members reportedly were
ready to issue a strike vote until
management offered a $5 general
increase for engineers and technicians. This proposal is being studied
now.
AFRA's dispute with WGN continues unsettled as two arbitrators,
one representing each group, attempts to find a third person amenable to both. The AFRA contract
has more than a year to go.
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DuMONT
SEES
Great Electronic Rise
PREDICTION that the electronics
industry, next to steel and aircraft,
will be responsible for the greatest
contribution to the nation's present
military defense effort, was made
by Allen B. DuMont, president
Allen B. DuMont Labs, Thursday
in Pittsburgh.
Dr. DuMont, chief speaker at the
Men's Formal Dinner of the 87th
Annual convention, Theta Xi Fraternity, told his audience that almost all phases of military operations utilize electronic devices and
asserted that "superiority in electronics must be counted as a decisive factor under modern military
strategy and tactics."
Increase in electronic production,
Dr. DuMont said, has increased
300 7<- in the last six months and
will probably expand another 300 %
in the last half of 1951.
Dr. DuMont also prophesied an
upswing in sales of TV receivers
for October and November this fall,
and said that he anticipated a
"normal" holiday sales season.
Good color television pictures, Dr.
DuMont asserted, will not be
received for some years, and the
high cost of receivers prohibits
mass consumer purchasing.
CBS' Vaughn Monroe Show Sept. 1
went off the air for four weeks. Replacing program during that time will
be Bill Downs with 8-8:15 p.m. newscast on KNX Hollywood and eastern
dance orchestras during 8:15-8:30 p.m.
Saturday time slot.
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ

The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
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allied

arts

NBC
manage
J. BOCK,
LD Coast
HAROWest
onsr until
TV operati
he joined Foladare & Greer,
Hollywood, publicity and public relations firm, in an advisory capacity few
months ago, made associate of firm.
Concurrently firm name has been
changed to Foladare, Greer & Bock.
Before being named to most recent
NBC post, one which he held for two
years, Mr. Bock was for 15 years director of publicity and public relations for NBC's Western Div. Public
relations firm handles radio packages
and TV films, in addition to motion
picture, and commercial accounts and
personalities.
CARLO De ANGELO elected presivision activities for
Emil Mogul Co.
Inc., including new
and McCann-Eriekson agencies. Company has contracted
to handle all telement firm. He was
with Compton Adv.,
Sherman & Marquette, N. W. Ayer,
dent Productions
for Television Inc.,
Mr. De Angelo
package tion-talent
producmanagehalf - hour show
scheduled for ABC-TV this fall.
THEOBOLD HOLSOPPLE, RKO-Pathe
and Pine-Thomas staffs, to Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, as
studio art director.
RUDY FLOTOW, Columbia Pictures
producer, to Revue Productions, L. A.,
as producer on Stars Over Hollywood
half-hour TV film series currently being sponsored on NBC by Armour &
Co. He replaces SHERMAN HARRIS,
who joins TeeVee Film Co., L. A.
REV. ALBERT J. BARRETT named
head of consolidated department of
communications arts at Fordham U.
He will be in charge of television production courses, given in association
with CBS-TV, and of student training
for WFUV-FM, university's station, in
addition to university theatres and
newspaper.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., N. Y., appointed sales promotion representative
for WESC Greenville, S. C.
DICK MOORES has withdrawn from
Illustrate Inc., with his interest
being purchased by two remaining
partners, DON DEWAR, president,
and JACK BOYD. Mr. Boyd will absorb Moores' duties.
JERRY ALBERT, national director of
advertising and public relations United
World Films, N. Y., resigns to devote
more time to TV program production
company he recently formed in association with WILLIAM HOLLAND,
president of Hyperion Films. Company, Holbert Productions, will start
shooting its first films series, Rackets
Are My Racket, early next month.
FRED R. HAVILAND Jr., senior associate Stewart, Dougall & Assoc.,
N. Y., market research and management consulting firm, to Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co. in executive capacity.
WYNN NATHAN, United Television
Programs, N. Y., resigning to return
to West Coast. His future plans will
be announced shortly.

BILL WOLFF, program director
WKNK Muskegon, Mich., now on leave
with Armed Forces, appointed to newsanouncing staff American Forces Netmany. work headquarters, Frankfurt, Ger-

EUGENE F. HAINES, assistant treasurer RCA Victor
Div., retires after
50 years with division and predecessor companies.
E. P. VANDERWICKEN,
director,
vice president and
treasurer York
Corp., York, Pa.,
appointed vice
president and
Mr. Haines
treasurer Motorola
Inc., Chicago. He
succeeds GEORGE R. MacDONALD,
who retires in December.
BARTON K. WICKSTRUM, general
sales manager of Lighting Div.,
Sylvania Electric Products, elected
vice president and director of sales.
He succeeds ROBERT H. BISHOP,
recently resigned to become vice
president E. F. Drew & Co., N. Y.
CHARLES A. BURTON, lamp sales
manager for Sylvania, succeeds Mr.
Wickstrum.
RCA announces publication of Ultra
High Frequency Fundamentals, latest
booklet in company's electronic series.
New manual prepared as technical aid
for UHF training and installation,
operation and maintenance of UHF
electronic equipment.
BERNARD HECHT, RCA Victor, Camden, named general manager Starrett
Television Corp., N. Y.
LOUIS M. ROBB, tube divisions General Electric, Schenectady, appointed
district tube representative in central
and northern California. He will
make headquarters in San Francisco.
M. J. YAHR, sales staff engineering
product dept., RCA, appointed manager
of RCA sound products sales group,
for department.

7&6e*

BMI

DAVID HARRIS
Veteran Program Dir. Die.
DAVID H. HARRIS, 41, veteraj
radio program director, died Auj.
25, in New York ness.
after a brief ill
Burial w a
Wednesday morr
ing at Rosehi
Cemetery,
Lin
den, N. J. A Re
quiemFriday
Massmorn
wa
held
ing at St. Eliza
beth's
New York.ChurcrEntering th?
Mr. Harris
business world a
production director of F. K. Gle\
Advertising Co., Grand Rapids, Mi
Harris in 1932 became productio;
manager of WOOD-WASH Gran
Rapids, remaining there until 194C
when he assumed charge of produc
tion and traffic for WXYZ Detroi
and the Michigan Radio Network
In 1942, he became program-pro
duction manager of WTAG Wor
cester, where he produced th{
Worcester and the World series
which won for the station the Pea
body,
for
1944.duPont, and other award:
In 1945, Mr. Harris was ap
pointed program director of WOI
Washington. The following yeai
he was made program director Oj
the New York State Radio Bureai
in Albany, remaining there unti
1948, when he joined WFDR (FM:
New York. In recent months h(
was associated with Chare Productions, New York.
6MI Sept. Clinics
BMI will hold three program clinics
in the East during September
Glenn Dolberg, BMI director of
station relations, announced: Sept
17 in Augusta, Me., the following
day in Boston, and the 20th in1
Rochester.
TONY LaFRANO, director of operations, Don Lee Broadcasting System.
Hollywood, named broadcasting representative on Southern California executive committee of second Crusade
for Freedom by Gen. Frank S. Ross,
local chairman.

^

d by Acuff-Rose
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Publishe

(/OLD.

COLD

HEART

t-Col. 39449;
On Records: Tony Bennet liams MGM
Wil
Hank
;
5693
1090
Tony4. Fontane— Mer.
ne— Langwo*th.
On Transcriptions: Leon Pay
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New Business
(Continued from page 1U)
rator of dramatic series, Crime Syndicated, over CBS-TV Tues. 9-9:30
p.m. starting Sept. 18. Agency: Kudner Inc., N. Y.
PURE OIL Co., Chicago, renews H. V. Kaltenborn and Pure Oil News
Time three days weekly on NBC from Sept. 3 through Leo Burnett, same
:ity. Pure Oil sponsors Mon.-Wed.-Fri. segments. Richard Harkness
::; nandles Tues. and Thur. commentaries.
lim f Btj ANHEUSER-BUSCH INC. (Budweiser beer), St. Louis, resuming its
sponsorship of Ken Murray Show over CBS-TV, Sat.,' 8-9 p.m. beginning
- Sept. 8. Agency: D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
GENERAL FOODS Ltd., Toronto (various products), Sept. 9 to June 2,
sponsoring Father Knows Best on 39 Dominion Network stations, Sun.
tii|iiE):30-6 p.m., changing from Trans-Canada Network Sun. 8-8:30 p.m.
la Agency: Baker Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
LEVER BROS. Ltd. Toronto (margarine), Sept. 10 starts unnamed proK)i:gram to June 6, on 33 Dominion Network stations, Mon.-Fri. 10:4511 a.m. Agency: Young & Rubicam Ltd., Toronto.
mil
. 3ULOVA WATCH Co. Ltd., Toronto, has purchased Red Skelton transcribed show from All-Canada Radio Facilities, Toronto, for use by
-. ocal dealers on local radio stations.
pre
u
• • •
nea fiyeneif -GjajaointmentA
E. PLINER SHOE Co., Phila. (women's and children's shoes), ap; 4-ooints Lavenson Bureau of Advertising, same city, to handle advertising.
TV will be used.
:0lCOPPER BRITE Inc., L. A. (Copper Brite liquid cleaner), appoints
'Davis & Co., L. A., to handle advertising. National campaign planned
L. itilizing TV film spots in all major markets.
3UCKEYE BREWING Co., Toledo, appoints W. B. Doner & Co., Detroit,
. o handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
TOCHRAN FOIL Co., Louisville, Ky. (household, industrial and instiutional products), names Compton Adv., N. Y., to handle advertising
.nd merchandising of all of company's products.
ANTRAL CHEVROLET Co., L. A. (dealers), appoint Hunter, Patter- on & Scott Adv., L. A., to handle advertising. Radio and TV solely will
« used. Bill Hunter is account executive. DULANE MFG. Co., L. A.
Fryryte and Butteryte), names Same agency to handle advertising for
• 1 Western states. Firm currently utilizing approximately 10 spots daily
n about six TV stations in that area, with further TV and radio plans
n offing. Harry Patterson is account executive.
VESTCHESTER PLASTICS Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y., names Grant &
Vadsworth Inc., N. Y., to handle its advertising.
e • • •
: JENE McMASTERS, assistant advertising manager the Denver Chem:al Mfg. Co. Inc., N. Y., appointed advertising manager.

EMERSON

Miss Truman

STOCK

MARGARET TRUMAN'S
singing of "God Bless America" will cap the all-star
Irving Berlin's Salute to
to America, a full-hour prothe composer's
music
to begram ofaired
over NBC-TV
Wednesday, Sept 12, 8 p.m.
Red Cross Shoes will sponsor
the all-star revue, which
marks the TV debut of Mr.
Berlin, who also is producing
and directing the program.
The performance will be Miss
Truman's first since her recent trip abroad.

Sets Employe Option Plan
EMERSON Radio & Phonograph
Corp. last week announced that its
board of directors had authorized
a restricted stock option plan for
key employes of the corporation,
with no more than 100,000 shares
of unissued capital stock to be available under the plan. Authorization
is
subject
holders. to approval of the stockBoard members, Ferdinand Eberstadt, Richard C. Hunt and George
H. Saylor have been named to pass
upon qualifications and to select
employes to participate in the program. It was made known by
Emerson that Benjamin Abrams,
president, and Max Abrams, secretary-treasurer, wil not participate
in the plan.
At the same time, Emerson and
its subsidiaries announced a consolidated net profit (before provision for federal income and excess
profits taxes) of $5,762,716 for the
39 week period, ended Aug. 4, 1951,
as compared with consolidated net
profit (before taxes) of $6,040,120
for the same period in 1950.
Consolidated net profit for the 39
week period ended Aug. 4, 1951,
after taxes, was reported by Emerson as $3,039,943, equal to $1.57
per share on 1,935,187 shares outstanding. For the same period
ended August 1950, after taxes,
Emerson reported $3,559,827 equal
to $1.84 per share on the same
number of shares.

RCA

Institute

TOTAL of 178 students were graduated last month from RCA Institutes Inc., one of the oldest technical training schools in America,
at commencement exercises held in
New York. Maj. Gen. George L.
Van Deusen, president of RCA Institutes, reported that during the
past year, more than 96% of the
school's graduates had found employment in radio, television, or
electronics. "At least 100 men in
our August class have accepted
positions prior to graduation."

To Sing

RETAIL SALES
Commerce Survey New Eng.
RETAIL sales of independent radio, furniture and other house goods
dealers dropped off 10% in Boston
for the first seven months of 1951
as compared to a similar period last
year, but jumped 5% each in Providence, R. I., and Hartford, Conn.,
a Commerce Dept. New England
survey showed last week.
The radio-furniture-household retail group showed a sharp drop of
31% in retail sales for July 1951
compared to the same month last
year, and a 10% decrease off the
pace for June. In Providence and
Hartford, July '51-July '50 and
July '51-June '51 comparisons also
showed drops ranging from 5% to
1%. Hartford recorded a monumental slump of 48% for the group
during July '51 as against June '51
figures.
The survey did not break down
the group into different categories,
such as for a similar study of New
England counties. In this instance,
comprising Suffolk, Providence and
Hartford counties, radio-household
appliances dealers reported a sharp
25% increase in retail sales for
July over June 1951 and a 42%
drop in the July '51-July '50 comparisons.
BASEBALL game in Los Angeles between Los Angeles Rams and Chicago Bears recorded by Armed Forces
Radio Service for broadcast to serv
icemen overseas.

ACK HARGER, account executive Waak & Wank Adv., S. F., to Cutter
jabs, Berkeley, as advertising manager.
?RED R. McBRIEN appointed vice president and sales manager
Jristol-Myers Co. of Canada Ltd., Windsor. He will be in charge of
dvertising.
. M. TESSIER appointed Quebec advertising manager Robin Hood Flour
lills Ltd., Montreal.
'Bright Star7 Sales
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. reported
its new syndicated disc series,
do 1 big sales job
Bright Star, sold for broadcast in
147 cities during the first two
on "RADIO BALTIMORE"
weeks
of the selling effort, ending
■Contact
Aug. 30, well ahead of the schedule
'•£ D W A K D
which sets a goal of 450 cities by
jPETRY CO.
WBAL
Sept. 30.
Telecasting
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Advisory Board
(Continued from page 23)
came up during a hearing at the
suggestion of Sen. Johnson with
the support of Sen. Benton. That
hearing, July 18, featured testimony by Chairman Coy on a host
of Subjects, chief among them the
freeze and educational television
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
July 23].
Subsequently, an FCC advisory
opinion, authored by the then acting general counsel, Max Goldman,
was sent to Sen. Johnson. It indicated that FCC thought Congress
should enact a law if it desired the
Commission to require commercial
broadcast stations to devote a specified percentage of their time to
educational programs [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 30].
Mr. Goldman then said that FCC
does not have this authority clearly
defined.
However, Chairman Coy last
week sent a new letter and an additional memorandum, written by
FCC General Counsel Ben Cottone,
expressing quite a different viewpoint.
In the new memorandum, Mr.
Cottone points out that the Goldman memorandum "quite accurately sets out the past attitude of the
Commission on the question of the
desirability of prescribing specific
percentages of time for educational
or other uses in the broadcast
services."
He said he also thought that

There's a
the Pine
elbow

room

Utica Resolution
UTICA College of Syracuse
U. (branch of university located at Utica, N. Y.) has
sent to the Senate a resolution adopted by its board of
regents supporting the proposed construction of a network of educational TV stations in New York state "as
an aid to education." It was
referred to the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee. Syracuse U. is
noted for developing the socalled Syracuse U. Plan featuring cooperative operation
between the university and
WSYR Syracuse, a commercial station.
"the considerations adduced in that
memorandum for the conclusion
that clarifying legislation is desirable are considerations of policy
and not arguments establishing
want of legal authority."
But because FCC thus far has
not believed it desirable that in
the public interest such action be
taken "it cannot be inferred that
the Commission lacks authority lo
take such action under circumstances where it could find, as a
matter of policy, that the public
interest would be served."
Mr. Cottone pointed out that
Congress' clarifying legislation
would be useful only as an expression of Congressional
"belief
that circumstances
now warrant

lot of space to grow
Tree State . . . plenty
between

population

in
of

centers.

NATURALLY, RADIO SERVES MAINE BEST BUT—
NO ONE STATION SERVES ALL MAINE RADIO HOMES.
That's why you need the first-established, long-accepted threestation facilities of The MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
for widest coverage at less cost per thousand homes.
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the exercise of the authority . . ."
The section of the Communications Act (Sec. 326) dealing with
censorship, Mr. Cottone said, is
no bar to the authority of FCC
to fix a percentage of time, for "in
doing so it is merely specifying
classes of stations for which it
will issue licenses, and the nature
of the service to be rendered as
authorized by Sec. 303 . . ." [Sec.
303(b) gives the Commission authority to classify stations and directs it to encourage larger and
more effective use of radio in the
public interest.]
Chairman Coy, in commenting on
Mr. Cottone's memorandum, said
he was "especially impressed with
his [Mr. Cottone's] observation
that the question of statutory authority to allocate percentages of
time for educational programs
must be kept separate from the
policy question of the desirability
of Chairman
making such
Coy an
said:allocation."
I have also given further thought to
Mr. Cottone's view that the censorship
prohibition
of Sec.of 326
does not
preclude the exercise
authority
to make
a percentage allocation of broadcast
time for educational programs. I„am
impressed with the point which he
makes that in setting up classes of stain the non-broadcast
services,tions,theespecially
Commission
prescribes the
type of communications for which a
particular service is available.
I do not think that I would agree
that when the Commission provides
that commercial programs may not be
carried on a non-profit educational station or that entertainment may not be
presented on taxicab frequencies, such
action is censorship in violation of
Sec. 326 of the Act.
In that light,
I would
now draw
distinction
between
Commission
actiona
in prescribing the nature and content
of individual programs, or otherwise
intervening in the presentation of individual programs, and in prescribing a
general type of service.
Chairman Coy noted, however,
that the policy problems involved
"are of the most formidable kind,
and I have real doubt as to the
desirability" of devoting a specified percentage of broadcast time
to educational programs.
Foremost difficulty, Chairman
Coy emphasized, was an "adequate
definition of the term 'educational'
program." Educational may be
entertaining and vice versa, he
explained. Up to now, the FCC
has left initial responsibility on
the entire problem with the individual station licensee, "acting in
the light of his knowledge of local
conditions and his practical experience," Chairman Coy concluded.
Meanwhile, Sen. Benton spoke
on the floor of the Senate last
Monday on the question of educational television and his projected
citizens board for the broadcast
media.
Again, Sen. Benton announced
that "Mr. Wayne Coy has notified
me that he is in accord with the
bill
[to create
the board]."
The
Senator
had stressed
Chairman

WCSH
Portland

WRDO

Augusta
Represented by
Weed & Company
Nationally
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WLBZ
Bangor
Bertha Bannan
New England

Coy's reported agreement to the
Senate earlier in August when
presenting his revisions in the
Senate.
Cites Tideland Rights
During his talk to the Senate,
the Connecticut Democrat likened
the allocation of television frequen-

upcoming

City

NARTB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Dates Dist. Hotel
Sept.
10-11
17-18 2 Book Cadillac Detroit
Syracuse
13-14 39 Syracuse
Highland Pa l
the-Lake
111.
11 Radisson
Moraine-on- Minneapolis
Blackstone
10
14
Wichita
Omaha
17
24-25
20-21 12 Broadview
27-28
16
Oct.
Utah
Salt Lake Ci
4-6 13 Davenport
Beverly
15
San Francis< 1
11-12
Spokane
Clift Hotel
8-9
Los Angeles
15-16
Hills
Charles New Orleans
29-30
25-26 6 St.
Shamrock
Houston
* *
1-2
Nov.
1
5 Soreno
Seelbach Penn St.
Louisville
Petersbu!
12-13 37 William
Pittsburgh
Boston
Somerset
1
15-16
8-9
* * *
Sept. 5-6: Hearing on Benton Bill
create onNational
Adviso I
Board
Radio andCitizens'
TV. Senate
terstate & Foreign Commerce Su
committee.
Open. 10 a.m. U.
Capitol, Washington.
Sept.
6-7: NARTB
TV BoardBeach,
Meetii\ '
Cavalier
Hotel, Virginia
Sept.
6-8:
Georgia
Assn.
of
Broadca:
ers. Summer Meeting, King & Prin 1
Hotel, St. Simons Island, Ga.
Sept.
8-9: Midwestern
Adv. AgenB 1
Network,
quarterly meeting,
marck Hotel. Chicago.
Sept. 12: UNESCO Special TV Worki
Panel Group, Office of the U. S. M I
sion to UN, 2 Park Ave., New Yoi]
Sept. 14-15: Seventh District Meetii i
. Advertising Federation of Ameri<
Hotel Peabody, Memphis.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annv
Edward L. Bernays Foundations E
dio-Television Award by Americ ]
Sociological Society.
Sept. 17-21: Premium Advertising Ass
of America, New York Premii
Centennial
New
York. Exposition, Hotel Ast
Sept. 24-26 : Assn. of National Adve
tisers,
Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astor
New York.
Sept. 26: Federal Trade Commissic i
Trade Practice Conference for Radi
TV Industry, Second Session. 10 a.r
National Archives Bldg., Washingtc
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertisi
Agency Network, 19th Annual Me<
ing, 2-3:
Philadelphia.
Oct.
NARTB Television Progrj |
Standards Committee Meetii
NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
cies to the tideland oil rights, sa'
ing: "In my own judgment, 5
least, these frequencies are a mo
valuable national asset than t
His comments
came while inti |
tideland
oil."
ducing for the record his artic
"Television With a Conscience j
which appeared in an August iss j
of the Saturday Review of L
erature.
In the article, Sen. Benton d.
veloped four main avenues of a
tion in order to save televisii
from "commercialization and triv
alization" as he expressed the £
ternative
usingAmerican
channels peoph
"in t;
interest ofto the
These four narrow down to (
the fixed percentage time idea, ('.
the pay-as-you-go system or su
scription telecasting, (3) the o
eration of TV stations by educ
tional institutions and (4) tic
establishment of the advisory boa J
"with annual recommendations
the FCC, the Congress and tl
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WEWS
SHIFT
Daughter Subs for Mother

ther Fuldheim (seated) briefed
ughter Fuldheim just prior to
taking off for London. ►
RED ITS

WATV

Et'ep. Rod ino Cites Programs
NGRATULATING WATV (TV)
wark on its first year anniver•y in programming Federal Afrs Forum, a New Jersey Con.f fsman has credited the station
s taking "the lead in producing
icational programs."
n the Aug. 17 Congressional
zord, Rep. Peter W. Rodino Jr.,
v: Democrat, said "at the present
ie we are hearing a great deal
Bi»ut educational television and
J/ fact that so few television proims have a serious informational
itent." WATV's programs, in: ding Know
Your State, are
tmples of "civic functions that
7'- fill a great need on the part of
eric* citizens," he said. "Only with
; dership like this in our radio
1 television stations can we here
Congress be assured that our
zens are being fully informed
" ough all modern media of comm nications."
' ^he forum program features inr views with members of Congress
Vj*rjldents
of government
by college
from the metropolitan
"a.
— limal Talent
a LIVESTOCK and pets were
it, stars on their own show
series via TV in Milwaukee
fortnight ago as the American
Veterinary Medical Assn. met
jl for a four-day convention.
Four hour-long closed circuit
telecasts originated from Miljwaukee Auditorium with
jcows, horses, pigs, dogs and
jeats appearing in medical
demonstrations for 2,700 veterinarians. They watched
clinical techniques on two 6by-9-foot screens a floor above
the origination site. The
telecasts, believed to be the
jlfirst ever involving animal
surgery, included demonstrations of anaesthetizing so
that animal operations can
be performed painlessly; cattle disease tests, and autopsies on poultry to ascertain
the diseases causing death.
.Equipment was installed in
|cooperation with WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee.
OADCASTING

WHEN Dorothy Fuldheim, news
commentator for WEWS (TV)
Cleveland, left for a tour of European capitals, her place was taken
by Dorothy Fuldheim.
Daughter Fuldheim is taking the
air for her mother, regular WEWS
commentator, who is taking to the
air for her trans-oceanic tour.
Mrs. Fuldheim, during a twoweek, 17,000-mile trip, planned to
interview important personages' in
London, Paris, Berlin, Rome and
Madrid. While she was away, Miss
Fuldheim will serve as her substitute on the Duquesne Brewing
Co. news program, Highlights of
the News.
No stranger to a microphone,
Miss Fuldheim has conducted her
own TV newscasts. At one time
she competed for audience by appearing on FM newscasts while her
mother was doing her regular TV
stint.
CITES TV THREAT
At Publishers' Meeting
TELEVISION was depicted as a
threat to the printing and publishing business fortnight ago at the
annual convention of the International Photo-Engravers Union of
North America (AFL).
Chairman J. B. Fisher of the
Gravure Printers Negotiation Committee told the delegates in New
York that TV's growth already has
upset the advertising market of
the publishing field, and warned
that the effect of 16 million sets in
use by 1952 would be to "take advertising dollars locally as well as
nationally."
money
which otherwiseAdvertising
would be allocated
to the publishing industry, he said,
is going at least in part to television.
PRODUCTION FIRM
Set Up for TV in Houston
ORGANIZATION of a TV production firm, Montrose Studios, Houston, to turn out spot announcement
cartoons, shorts, features and other
material has been announced by Bill
Wilson, account executive at KCOH
Houston, who will head up sales
and promotions for the new firm.
Production schedules designed to
produce material for KPRC-TV
Houston and other TV outlets, with
the eventual lifting of the freeze,
are now being mapped, according
to Mr. Wilson. Organization will
comprise staffs for makeup and
dance numbers and include two
cameramen and film editors, a director to handle scripts and production, and a business manager.
Firm will be located at 4401 Montrose Blvd., Houston.

KLAC-TV Hollywood has completed
construction of its new art stage unit,
erected at cost of $18,750. It allows
2,500 square feet for construction of
props, sets and backdrops for TV programs.
• Telecasting

in your locality^
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TV DEGREES
Presented at WGN Course
TV B. S. degrees have been awarded
five members of the staff of the
Chicago Board of Education's Radio Council. The degree — Television, Back Stage — was earned by
the quintet after a one-week observation course at WGN-TV Chicago. The project, instigated by
Radio Council Director George
Jennings, enabled each of the five
students to see the various kinds of
TV shows, starting with rehearsal
and continuing through the on-air
telecast.
The group studied all technical
aspects, including engineering, film
production and camera work, as
well as the production and sales
angles of programming. They
hopped a ride with a station mobile
unit from the garage to the ball
park to see a remote pickup; accompanied a WGN-TV newsreel
cameraman on his assignment, and
watch the shooting, developing and
editing of film.
Mr. Jennings, long an advocate
of educational radio and TV,
pointed out that the station's training program for his men "is an
outstanding example of helpful
service to education by a commercial television station. The educator
cannot use these modern technical
developments in communication
without knowledge of them first
hand."

ST in
CHATTANOOGA
in the morning

ND

in

CHATTANOOGA
in the evening

Source: March, April, May— Hooper
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA
1370 KC • 5000 WATTS
Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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AT INAUGURATION in New York of AT&T's $40 million, 3,000-mile transcontinental microwave radio relay for telephone service Aug. 17 were (I to r):
H. T. Killingsworth, AT&T vice president in charge of the Long Lines Div.;
Wayne Coy, FCC chairman, and Cleo F. Craig, AT&T president. Ceremony
marked the first phone call to span the country by radio rather than by wire
or cable [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
Nine
GRIDIRON

SPONSORS

Set

More
Plans

MONIES

|

Media Spending Tops C
RADIO and television stations
advertising industry and <
public media "have already s
far more money in terms of s
and time than has been sper
the federal, state or local go^
ments" on civil defense, men
of Congress have been told.
Millard F. Caldwell Jr., Fe«
Civil Defense Administrator,
a House Appropriations sub
mittee that civil defense would
"fared badly" if it had been fc
to rely on the federal goverm
Hearings on civil defense and (
appropriations were released
casting,
27].
night agoAug.
[Broadcasting
• 1
"We have received remarl
support from all the media o
formation and have assuranc
future,'
in theradio
greater
anc
said, citing
Caldwell support
and other media activity.
FCDA funds were pared al
90% by the House— from $535
Hon to $65,255,000— although
ies for the communications wai
system ($4,170,000)
and publi
formation
and education
($1,
000) were approved without r<
tion. The House committee
stressed the importance of ec
tion national
(media) civil
as thedefense.
"basic" cor
for
Protests over the broad cu
CD funds have been lodged b?
National Civil Defense Adv
Council and other groups,
bill for supplemental funds
pends before the Senate Aj
priations Committee.

ON the eve of football's 1951 regular season debut, more than a score
additional sponsors have joined the lengthening list of gridiron broadcast sponsors [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
Latest reports include:
Professional, college and high *
school football will be broadcast
again features the complete U. of
Cincinnati schedule. Sponsor is
this fall by KQV Pittsburgh. StaFrisch Restaurants of Cincinnati.
tion Manager James F. Murray
reports four exhibition games of
WCFL, Chicago Federation of
the Pittsburgh Steelers, MBS' 10 Labor station, after prolonged
college football Games of the Week,
negotiation, has obtained rights to
and eight Mount Lebanon High
17 Chicago Cardinals contests
School games will be carried. Local
which include both regular and
sponsor, Sylvania TV dealers, has exhibition games of the profesbeen signed for the MBS games.
sional team. Package, with pre and
High school contests will have
postgame shows, will sell for about
local Kaiser-Frazer dealers paying
145,000. Sinclair Oil Co. is picking
the tab. Professional tilts are be- up the check for the regular sea- SAG-AMPP
Co. ing sponsored by Atlantic Refining
son games. American Vitamins,
Negotiate New Conl
U. S. Steel, Atlas Brewing and
Sandra Motors are expected to be SCREEN ACTORS GUILD I
On the West Coast, Seattle-First
National Bank, through Pacific
adjacent
sponsors of exhibition
open negotiations for a new
slate.
National Adv. Agency, Seattle, has
tract with the Assn. of Motion :
ture
on Sept. 17, il
signed for three weekly sportcasts
KYW Philadelphia has been been Producers
announced jointly by
over KING-AM-TV Seattle, startgranted exclusive air rights to the
Dales Jr., SAG executive secre
ing Sept. 26. Programs, covering
10-game home and road schedule
U. of Washington football and
of Temple TJ. Plans call for Sports- and Charles Boren, vice pres
basketball with previews and post- casters Allan Gans and Lee Allen in
charge of industrial relal
AMPP.
game analyses, run for 26 weeks.
to handle four night and six afterTV show presents film highlights
noon contests commencing Sept. 21.
Among
major proposals
of previous weekend games with
Games will be played on Fridays
guild will present to the prod
and Saturdays.
comment by university football
are the calling for repaymer
coach, Howie Odell, or basketball
actors of their original salarie
Stations
also
reported
other
pigcoach, Tippy Dye.
each reshowing of a motion pi
skin activity. WWSW Pittsburgh
Sports Director Joe Tucker has on television in the same vie
KWG Schedule
completed a series of tape-recorded
area, and the banning from ,
KWG Stockton, Calif., of the Mc- interviews with Pittsburgh Steelers
vision showing of all thea1
pictures made after Aug. 1,
Clatchy stations, has a full foot- stars for use on his sportscasts.
ball schedule: Ten home and road
Mr. Tucker will handle play-byuntil an agreement can be res
games of the College of the Pacific,
play of pro games on WWSW for on the conditions of TV exhili
son. 16th
sponsor, Tidewater Associated Oil the
consecutive year this sea[Broadcasting
• Telecas
Aug.
20].
Co.; professional San Francisco
Philco Distributors Inc., and
'49ers (17 games), sponsor, Goebel
Brewing Co., and seven Game of metropolitan Philco dealers will
the Week (ABC) broadcasts. Sta- present play-by-play broadcasts of
RCA INSTITUTES, INC
the Notre Dame football schedule
tion also will air two weekly football programs.
over WMCA New York, starting
One of the leading a
oldest schools of Rac
In Albany, N. Y., WPTR will with the Indiana game on Sept. 29.
Technology
In America,
offerstec
cover four exhibition games and 12
Joe Boland, one-time Notre Dame
trained
Radio
Television
season contests of the New York
dustry. to theandBroadcasting
player and line coach, will handle
nicians
I
the broadcasts, which will include
Giants, professional footballers.
Address inquiries to
Placement Director
Sponsor is Miller's High Life beer.
all of the "Fighting Irish" games
RCA INSTITUTES. INC.
Eleventh pigskin year for WKRC
except the Notre Dame-Navy game
A
Service
of Radio Corporatio
Cincinnati, with Syd Cornell and
on Oct. 6. Substitute for Navy
360
W.
4th
St.,
New York 14, N.
Ed Kennedy
calling the plays,
of America
game is Army-Northwestern.
BROADCASTING
Telecast

E LIP PRINT
NX Washington, WINX Varie!, Mon.-Fri., 9:30 a.m.-l p.m.,
> ! turing Jack Laurence, as m.c.
ducting "Miss Kissable Lips"
test. Contest started as gag
an Mr. Laurence asked listeners
send in lipstick imprints. Mail
n pouring into station along
ih offers from local business
ms with prizes. Panel of promnt people selected to serve as
ges in contest .
SWAPPING

PARTY

ENA Charleston, W. Va., retly held fourth annual Swap
rl >p party at home of listener.
' 3 'ip Shop program airs swaps lisiers would like to make. Mike
mifepin, m.c, reports swaps that are
; :ie, and one swapper is awarded
Mctdenia corsage. Each year one
■-. nan swapper volunteers her
le for party, inviting listeners.
:h listener brings articles for
m ther. If not suitable, swapping
' "ins.
RD GUESSING
WGM
Fitchburg, Mass., Coffee
•:- Lh Curtis, telephone contest feaBd old record of Sammy Kaye
: ying "Blue Skies." Difficulty in
ling band was that song was
anged by Ralph Flanagan, noted
id leader, and therefore not
; yed in usual Sammy Kaye manWtsL After 31 calls in period of
minutes, Allan Curtis, m.c,
b irded housewife winner five
non-breakable records.
STERY VOICE
UB Watsonville, Calif., in coration with local Chamber of
nmerce
sponsored
two - week
LI ystery Voice" contest. Gifts
t "e donated by local merchants
tiora winner, who guessed "Mystery
' a ce." Promotion featured Marie
idsor, movie star, who was
-i '-lice." Miss Windsor awarded
Bipes to winners. Station con:• icted redwood cabin in city
'k to stimulate interest in con-

programs

promo|jOI1

DUTCH SAYINGS
WTMJ - A M - T V Milwaukee has
published Milwaukee Talk based on
typical sayings of old German
population in city. Expressions
collected through contest on WTMJ
Grenadiers show. Booklet used
colorful English translations of
old German and other sayings along
with illustrations.

TAKE
this, says
Doc
Lemon,a gander
disc at
jockey
at 01'
WCOL
Columbus, Ohio, as he shows off his
newly won golf trophy. Using his
mighty drives and dead-eye putting,
Mr. Lemon breezed through the
Disc Jockey Tournament in the
National Celebrity Golf Tournament,
held in Columbus Aug. 20. His final
remark to his faithful audience was:
"How did I do it?"
GUARDSMAN

AWARD

WFDF

Flint, Mich., has established an award to be presented to
best Michigan National Guardsman from Flint. "WFDF Distinguished Flintannually.
GuardsmanStation
Award"
will be made
for
second year covered
nual encampment,
news coverage from
ner of award will
portable radio.

Guard's anbroadcasting
camp. Winbe presented

Immediate revenue produced
ith regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry
III
31 |
Jet!«

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,

O ADCASTING

General Manager

Telecasting

BLOOD

NEED

WSYR-TV Syracuse and WFMYTV Greensboro, N. C, have brought
need for blood donations to public
through TV shows. WSYR-TV
had entire local blood bank in studio to show viewer how easy it was
to give donations. Director Tom
McCollum gave bank pint of blood
as viewers watched. WFMY carried entire process of blood from
taking to testing. Complete operation was topped with Program Director Gomer Lesch's donation.
During donation Mr. Lesch relayed
his feelings to audience. Local
Greensboro Red Cross official reported public service show drew
great many responses.
FIRST HAND SELLING
KNBC San Francisco sending
small recording to timebuyers and
agencies based on Judy Deane
Show. Record is sales pitch beamed
to timebuyers by Judy Deane herself. Station officials think record
will attract more interest than
printed promotion. Unique promotion comes in small envelope saying
"This package contains a personal
message from Judy."
CAN GOODS SELLING
WFBR Baltimore sending trade
and advertisers promotion piece
accompanied by small can of beets.
Piece explains that Gibbs Packing
Co. received wonderful results
through station advertising of
beets. Letter on inside of folder
from Gibbs' president praised use
of WFBR in advertising product.
Piece headed "How to bring Gibbs
to his nibs ... on the right Baltimore station!"
AUDIENCE PROBLEMS
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, Opinion
Please, Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. (PDT),
started Aug. 28. Panel of five station "experts" attempt to answer
problems submitted by home audience. Prizes are given for best
problem submitted on basis of
human interest and humor. Additional prize of Benrus wrist watch
given bearer of problem getting
best reaction from studio audience
and panelists. Permanent members
of panel are Bill Welsh, sports and
special events announcer; Freda
Nelson, m.c. of KTTV's Come Into
the Kitchen, and Judd Leatherman,
station stage hand. Two additional
guest panelists are chosen weekly.
OLD PRODUCTIONS
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, Flicker
Snickers, Thurs., 7:15-7:30 p.m.
(PDT). Oldtime comedy film
shorts of 1915-1918 era, with suitable comment by Bud Stefan.

FIRE SCOOP
WCSC Charleston, S. C, broadcast
on-the-spot coverage of last Tuesday's water-front fire. Charles
Hall, station news staff, arriving
before several fire companies,
broadcast description via telephone. He followed that up few
minutes later with complete narrative picture of disaster.
•— • — • —
ENTERTAINS VISITORS
OVER

500 North Carolinians attending the opening of the Rocky
Mount tobacco market accepted the
broadcast invitation of WFMA
(FM) Rocky Mount to visit station.
They met staff members, President
Josh Horne and General Manager
Melvin J. Warner. WFMA served
several thousand glasses of lemonade and reminded visitors station
had been operating in black for
some time.
BREAKFAST

PARTY

WLWTfast Party
(TV)
Cincinnati'splace
Breakis gathering
for
visitors from faraway places. During week beginning Aug. 6, two
visitors were from Australia.
Others came from 22 states and
District of Columbia. Cast celebrated program's first anniversary
Aug. 29.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

RTH
LANG WO
8«H«,S
fUTBRS PR

FOOD

PRODUCTS'.

LANG
WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
'AV/«Vflf Calibre Programs at Cecal Stalicn Cost
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August 24 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Mod. CP Granted
KTSL
(TV) Hollywood,
Calif. —
Granted application for mod. CP to
change trans, site of KTSL (TV) now
on Ch. 2, from Mt. Lee to Mt. Wilson,
Calif., operating with reduced power
from 9.3 kw vis. and 6 kw aur., to 500
w vis. and 300 w aur.; install new ant.,
and make other changes; estimated
new construction cost $130,569.
BY THE SECRETARY
KPIX San Francisco, Calif. — Granted
increase in trans, output power from
vis. 4.9 kw to 5 kw, and aur. 2.45 kw to
2.5 kw,
WLAV-TVincreaseGrand
Rapids,
Granted
in trans,
output Mich.—
power
from vis. 3.5 kw to 5 kw, and aur.
1.76 kw to 2.5 kw.
August 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala.— Mod. CP
new AM station for approval of ant.
and change trans, etc. AMENDED to
change trans, and studio locations from
Tuscaloosa to Northport, Ala.
Wheeling,for W.extension
Va.— Mod,of
CPWWVA-FM
new FM station
completion date.
WNBT (TV) New York— Mod. CP to
change ERP, type ant. etc. for extension of completion date to 12-15-51.
AM— 1340 kc
KAGH
Crossett,
— CP toto 1340
change
from 1240 kc 100 Ark.
w unl.
kc
250 w unl.
AM— 1430 kc
WMOC1490Covington,
— CP toto 1430
changekc
from
kc 250 wGa.unl.
1 kw D etc.
AM— 1600 kc
WNOW
York,
from 1250 kc 1 kw Pa.—
D toCP 1600to kcchange
1 kw
unl. DA-N.
AM— 920 kc
WTND
Orangeburg, S. C— CP to
change
from 1270 kc to 920 kc
AMENDED
to change
of applicant from Sims
Pub. Co.name
to WTND
Inc.
FOR FINEST-TAPE RECORDING

-FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS*
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — . compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units con be combined for
studio operation of portabie
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTEOperation available by -torn

360 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.
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actions
AUGUST

j&A

24 THROUGH

AUGUST

30

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
License Renewal
Followingnewal:
stations
request licenseAla.;
reWGSV Guntersville,
WMLS Sylacauga, Ala.; WAVZ New
Haven, Conn.; WTOC Savannah, Ga.;
WIOU Kokomo, Ind.; KWWL Waterloo,
Iowa; WLYN Lynn, Mass.; WPPA
Pottsville, Pa.; WCMN Arecibo, P.R.;
WLAG-FM LaGrange, Ga.; KFXD-FM
Nampa, Idaho; KFH-FM Wichita, Kan.;
WRNL-FM Richmond, Va.
License for CP
CPWSPD-FM
new FM Toledo,
station. Ohio— License for
APPLICATION RETURNED
KCSB San Bernardino, Calif.— RETURNED request for license renewal.
August 27 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Petitions Granted
Granted petition of High Point Enterprises
Inc., High
N. C, late
requesting
CommissionPoint,
to accept
comment in current TV proceedings
(Docket 8736 et al); interested parties
may file oppositions thereto within 10
days from Aug. 24.
Granted
of Central
Willamettepetition
Broadcasting Co.,
Albany, Ore.,
for waiver of provisions of paragraph
12(b) of the Third Notice of Further
Proposed Rule Making in current TV
proceedings, and accept its opposition
in TV proceedings, containing new proposal;positions
interested
parties 10maydaysfilefrom
opthereto within
Aug. 24.
Granted joint petition of Cleveland
Bcstg. Co. Inc., United Bcstg. Co.
WGAR Bcstg. Co., and WJW Inc. (all
aoplieants for TV stations in Cleveland,
Ohio), for leave to amend a comment
in opposition filed jointly in current
TV proceedings.
SEA Granted
WHDH-FM Boston, Mass.— Granted
special experimental authority to operate WHDH-FM by remote control from
studios without licensed operator in
attendance at trans., for the period
ending Feb. 29, 1952.
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
Radio Tahoe, Tahoe Valley, Calif. — ■
Designated for hearing in Washington
Oct. 2 application for new station 1240
kc 100 w unl.
WFEC Miami, Fla. and Circle Bcstg.
Corp., Hollywood, Fla. — Designated for
hearing application change from 1220
kc 250 w, D to 1240 kc 250 w, unl., in
consolidated proceeding with Circle
Bcstg. Corp. Hearing in Washington
Oct. 7; WINK Fort Myers. Fla., party
to proceeding with respect to WFEC.
Luke H. Wetherington, New Bern,
N. C. and Eastern Carolina Bcstg. Co.,
Greenville, N. C. — Designated for hearing in consolidated proceeding in Washington Oct. 8 applications requesting
simultaneous operation on 1490 kc 250
w unl. aration
in of 38cities
miles.having physical sepKWBR Oakland, Calif.— Designated
for hearing
in Washington
5 application to install
new trans,Oct.increase
D1 kw
powerN. from 1 to 5 kw on 1310 kc with
WBUD Trenton, N. J.— Designated
for hearing in Washington Oct. 8 application to change trans, location and
type trans.
Grant Modified
WVCH Chester, Pa. and Williamsburg

Radio Co. Inc., Williamsburg, Va. —
Modification of April 5 grant of application Williamsburg Radio Co. to include condition that Williamsburg Radio Co., agrees to accept such interference as may be caused by subsequent grant of application to increase
power of WVCH Chester, Pa. to 1 kw,
and dismissed petition of WVCH for
reconsideration of grant of Williamsburg application.
CP Reinstated
KSOX Harlington, Tex.— Granted application for reinstatement of expired
CP, which authorized new station on
1530 kc 10 kw-N, 50 kw-LS DA-2, cond.
Silence Authorized
WSKB thorityMcComb,
auto remain Miss.—
silent Granted
for 30 days
for refinancing.
Renewals Granted
WATL-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted
renewal of licenses and denied petition
of American Federation of Radio Artists filedvocaAug.
2, 1949, requesting retion of licenses.
Following
stations
were granted renewal of licenses:
KFBW Helena, Mont.; KROG Senora
Calif.; KTRM Beaumont, Tex.; WBCC
Bethesda, Md.; WCUM Cumberland,
Md.; WDHL Bradenton. Fla.; WFEC
Miami, Fla.; WKID, Urbana, 111.; WLIO,
East Liverpool,
Ohio; KIMO,
ence, Mo.: WLAT
Conway,IndependS. C;
WSHB Stillwater, Minn.; KNEU Provo,
Utah; KTER Terrell, Tex.; KWED
Sequin, Tex.; KWPM West Plains, Mo.;
WHBS Huntsville. Ala.; WHWB Rutland, Vt.; WKLO Louisville, Ky.;
WMAP Monroe, N. C; WNEL San Juan
P.R.; WPLA Plant City, Fla.; WTOD
Toledo, Ohio; WAEL Mayaguez P.R.;
WTAM Cleveland, Ohio; WLCR Torrington. Conn.; KGAR Garden City,
Kans.; KCUL Ft. Worth, Tex.; KOFJ
Webster City, Iowa; KLRA Little Rock,
Ark.; KSTT Davenport, Iowa; KSWI
Council Bluffs, Iowa; WBRD Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.; WEGO Concord. N. C;
WEWO ton,Laurinburg,
C: WHEE P.R.;
BosMass.; WPRA N.Mayaguez,
WPTW Piqua, Ohio; WRIO Rio Piedras,
P.R.; WUSN Charleston. S. C; WXRF
Guayama, P.R., WIBV Belleville, 111.
Extensions Granted
Following stations were extended on
temporary basis to Dec. 1, 1951:
KCSJ Pueblo. Colo.; KMPC Los Angeles, Calif.; KSVC Richfield, Utah;
KTHS Hot Springs National Park, Ark.;
KTXC dena,BigCalif.;Spring,
PasaWGAR Tex.;
& Aux.KXLA
Cleveland,
Ohio; WINS & Aux. New York, N. Y.;
WINX (Synchronous amplifiers only)
Washington, D. C.j WJR Detroit, Mich.;
WJVA South
Ind.; Washington,
WOL (Synchronous Bend,
amplifiers only)

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
STerling 3626

D.C.; WOW Omaha, Nebr.; WRIA
guas, P.R.; WSNY Schenectady, >
York; KBMW Breckinridge, Mil |
KBOK Waterloo, Iowa; KBUC Cor*
Calif.: KBYR Anchorage, Alaska; Kl
Lampasas,
Tex.;Oklahoma
KIND Independei
Kans.; KLPR
City, Ok,
KOLS Pryor, Okla.; KPUC Bell
ham. Wash.; KRKL Kirkland, Wa
KXA Seattle, Wash.; KXRX San J<
Calif.; WACR Columbus, Miss.; WC
Effingham, 111.; WD WD Dawson C
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C; WI
Kinston; N. C; WHHH Warren, Ol
WIBG & Aux. Philadelphia, Pa.; W]
La Porte, Ind.; WPLH Huntington.
Va.; WMUS Muskegon, Mich.; WE
Duluth, Minn.; WRJM Newport, R.
WRJN Racine, Wis.; WRNO Orar
burg, S. C; WSYB Rutland,
WVAM Altoona, Pa.; WWWW Rio
dras, P.R.;
KTANCalif.;
Sherman,
KVSM
San Mateo,
KWEM TcW
Memphis, Ark.; WJMW Athens, A
WLOA Braddock, Pa.; KJBS San Fr
Cisco, Calif.; KSAN San Franci
Calif.; WANN Annapolis. Md.; WP
New York, N. Y.; WGPA Bethleh
Pa.; WJJD and Aux, Chicago,
WMEX Boston, Mass.; WRIB & A
Providence, R. I.: KDKA Pittsbui
Pa.; KEX Portland, Oreg.; KYW Ph
delphia, Pa.; WBZ Boston, Ma
WBZA Boston. Mass.; WGY & A\
Schenectady, N. Y.; WMGM & A\
N. Y., N. Y.; WOWO Ft. Wayne Ii
KPRO Riverside, Calif.; KREO In
Calif.; KYOR Blythe, Calif.; KB
Ballinger, Tex.
Renewals Granted
Following stations were granted
newal of licenses :
KLUF-FM Galveston, Tex.; KR
FM Clinton, Iowa; KWOC-FM Po]
Bluff, Mo.; KWOS-FM Jefferson C:
Co.; WDET-FM Detroit. Mich.; WK
FM Muskegon, Mich.; WKIDKTNT
Wash.
Urbana, Tacoma,
111.; WRLD-FM
Lanett, 'A
Extensions Granted
Following stations extended on b
porary basis to Dec. 1, 1951:
KARM-FM Fresno, Calif.; KDROSedalia.KFMV
Mo.; Hollywood,
KERN-FM Calif.;
BakersfiKR
Calif.;
FM Denver, Colo.; KOKX-FM Keol
Iowa; WCBT-FM Roanoke Rapids.
C; WCFM Washington, D. C; WD1
FM
Providence,
R. I.; WEAU-FM
Claire.
Wis.; WFMN
Alpine, N.
WGOV-FM Valdosta, Ga.; WISRButler, Pa.; WICA-FM Ashtabula, O
WIMS-FM Michigan City, Ind.; WJv
FM Jacksonville, Fla.; WKJG-FM ]
Wayne,
Ind.; WNDR-FM
N. Y.;NewWRJN-FM
Wis.;Syrac
WSI
FM
Orleans, Racine.
La.
August 28 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa.— Granted
to change type vis. and aur. trans.
WTTVCP toBloomington,
— Graimod.
change rated Ind.
power
of
trans, from 1 kw to 2' kw, etc.
WOKECP Oak
Ridge,
Grai
mod.
for etc.
approval Tenn.
of —arit.
trans,
location,
WTNBfor Birmingham,
license
installation ofAla.
new— Grai
trar\
KPAM Portland, Ore. — Granted n
CP for approval of ant. and tr
location.
Following were granted mod. <f
for
extension of completion dates
shown:
KCBS-FM San Francisco, Calif
3-1-52; WFSS Coram, N. Y. to 3-1S
KFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. to 12-1 I
KA-8042, Gallipolis, Ohio to 10-31
KA-8187 Chicago, 111. to 10-1-51; WI
Marquette, Mich, to 10-2-51; co
KRES St. Joseph, Mo. to 11-21-51, c<
WRAG
Carrollton, Ala. — Grai
mod. CP to change type trans.
CBS, Inc.,of New
York, toN. transmit
Y.— Grai
extension
authority
grams to CFRB, CKAC, CJAD
other stations under control of C;
dian Bcstg. Corp. for period begini

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPAN!
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEr
"A reliable service for over 18 yean
For immediate service phone
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, <

BROADCASTING

Telecasti

!

/f~* f~- )NSULTIJNG
cc

RADIO

> &

JANSKY t BAILEY
¥ Executive Offices
National Press Building
It|Offi cet and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member
AFCCE*
to
M

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

? Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
3 Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
e iirl

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
I: BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
sids.l.i
Member AFCCE*
S. .
a.0fi
Will
HI
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE'

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

IJbLJb VISION

A US-year background
— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.

REpublic 3984
Member AFCCE*

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Reffner
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST. AR 44721
P. O. BOX 32
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profettional Experience
Radio-TelevisionEUctronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive ItSO — Executive USi
(Nichts-holidays, Lock wood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, 111.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle e-le20

TV— Ch. 5
KSTP-TV
St. Paul, Minn.— CP to
change ERP from 24.7 kw vis. 17.3 kw
aur. to 98.7 kw vis. 54.3 kw aur. and
add power amp, to trans, equip.
License Renewal
Following
stations
requestArk.;
license
renewal: KWHN
Fort Smith,
KNBY
Newport, Ark.; KFTM Ft. Morgan,
Col.; KSTR Trinidad, Col.; WIRK West
Palm Beach, Fla.; KMAN Manhattan,
Kan.; WAR A Attleboro, Mass.; WILS
Lansing, Mich.; WTNJ Lansing, Mich.;
WGAT New Hartford, N. Y.; WCBA
Corning, N. Y.; WHKY Hickory, N. C;
WHVR Hanover. Pa.; WBTM Danville.
Va.; WNBF-FM Binghamton, N. Y.;
WLWA Cincinnati, Ohio; KOIN-FM
Portland, Ore.; WFIL-FM Philadelphia,
Pa.; WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa.;
WCAC Anderson, S. C.
APPLICATION RETURNED
KXIT Dalhart, Tex. — RETURNED request for assignment of license.

petition for continuance of hearing
from Sept. 7 to Dec. 7 in Washington
in proceeding re application.
KIRO Seattle, Wash. — Granted petition for continuance of hearing from
Sept. 12 to Dec. 12, in Washington,
D.C., in proceeding re application.
Desert Radio and Telecasting Co.,
Palm Springs, Calif. — Granted petition
for continuance of hearing to Oct. 23
in
Washington in proceeding re application.
The Gadsden Radio Co., Mobile, Ala.
— Granted petition of Aug. 17 for leave
to amend application so as to specify
950 kc 1 kw D in lieu of 1340 kc 250 w
unl.; application, as amended, removed
from hearing docket. Dismissed petitions filed on July 3 and 5 for leave
to amend.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — Granted petition for dismissal without prejudice
of application.
Tri-County Bcstg. Co., Inc., Hawkinsville, tion,
Ga. removed
— On from
Commission's
own mohearing docket.
State Capital Bcstrs., Raleigh, N. C.
— Granted petition for dismissal with(Continued on page 87)

KEAR

& KENNEDY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7,
6646D. C.
Washington

Ml
LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
31 1 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Of. H. fitter
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1700 Wayne St.
TOLEDO 9, OHIO
Telephone — Kingswood 7631
15-51.
CP for extension of completion date
■si ' KSIB Creston, Iowa — Granted request to 12-8-51.
r authority to sign-off at 6 p.m. CST
rough Sept. 30.
August 28 Applications . .
VVEST-FM Easton, Pa— Granted liACCEPTED FOR FILING
•nse for FM broadcast station; Chanel 300 (107.9 mc) 11 kw, ant. 50 ft.
AM— 1450 kc
VVDSU-FM New Orleans, La.— GrantKJCF Festus, Mo.— CP to change
i license for FM station; Channel 287 from
1010 kc 250 w D to 1450 kc 250 w
105.3 mc), 17.7 kw; ant. 390 ft.
unl.
WFMY-TV
Greensboro,
N. C. —
FM Changes
ranted CP to change type trans.
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa— CP to
VVPAC Patchogue, N. Y.— Granted
change location
ERP, ant.
ili!od. CP for approval of ant. and studio
etc. height, trans, and
4 ans. location and change type trans.
Modification of CP
i'WAFM Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
od. CP for extension of completion
WPAR-FM
Parkersburg, W. Va. —
ite to 12-1-51.
Mod. CP new FM station for extension
of
completion
date.
jWCMN Arecibo, P. K. — Granted mod.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

August 29 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
KROY Sacramento, Calif. — Granted

September 3, 1951

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20# per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<j: per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photo*, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. BioABCAtTiac expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
North midwestern 250 watt network
affiliate wants all-round manager. Solid
market and a proven station. Salary
open. Present manager receives $8,000,
Send complete and detailed information together with photo. Box 773K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Salesman for local accounts. Draw and
commission. Texas station. Box 623K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman for 1000 watt network affiliate.
Prosperous Michigan community where
retail sales are way above national
average. Guaranteed salary. Give
background and references first letter.
Box 660K. BROADCASTING.
Salesman with car. Rocky Mountain
ABC affiliate, promotional, stable station. Permanent. Excellent opportunity. Send snapshot with full details
in
first
CASTING.letter to Box 758K, BROADA good sales position with excellent
opportunity for advancement now open
in growing industrial market of 50.000
in Oklahoma. Good living conditions.
250 watt fulltime well established network affiliate. Good guarantee against
billing on air, with liberal commission
on new business. No high pressure
selling. Send detailed resume and references. Box 776K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, male or female, for one of
Connecticut's
major
market.leading
Base independents
salary, commis-in
sion, expense account. Write to Box
814K. BROADCASTING.
Time salesman. Salary plus commisTexas. sion. Good market. KFRO, Longview,
Salesmen: 1000 watt independent. Single station market 14,000 population.
Will guarantee up to $400 month plus
commission for right man. Needed immediately. Write Bud Weir, KJCK,
Junction City, Kansas.
Salesman-announcer wanted for independent station. Good proposition
for right man. Send disc, full details,
first letter to R. L. Fowler, WGAT,
Utica, N. Y.
Experienced salesman, prefer man
familiar with Washington, D. C. market.
Salary, plus commission. Contact Carl
Lindburg, WPIK, Alexandria, Virginia.
I have requests for good salesmen
from stations throughout the U. S. A.
If you have a good personal and sales
record and wish to advance yourself,
send complete information and photo
to
Fred A. Palmer Co., Worthington,theOhio.
Announcers
Opening in Minnesota station for announcer interested in selling time.
Must have car. Good deal for right
man. Box 701K, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for combination announcer-engine r with Rocky Mountain
network affiliate. Ideal working conditions, station splendidly equipped.
Permanent position. Wonderful climate
and outdoor paradise. Small but congenial staff. Send full details to Box
755K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-salesman with car. Wyoming ABC affiliate. Picture and disc
required with application letter giving
all information. Write Box 759K,
BROADCASTING.
Fulltime two-fifty watt regional station Oklahoma needs good versatile
announcer. Excellent working and
living conditions. Plenty of opportunity
for advancement. Must know how to
operate General Electric studio control
board. Send full particulars and disc.
Box 775K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, some experience — \(i kw
near N. Y. No prima donnas. Box
778K. BROADCASTING,
Announcer for general staff work.
Sports shows available if qualified.
Send letter, disc and snapshot. Box
797K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Staff man with disc-jock
background for existing vacancy at top
mid-south independent station. 3-5
years experience preferred. Must be
able to operate console. We are looking for a man who has lost the wanderlust. State all particulars in first letter
with
disc or tape. Box 815K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer for early
morning shift, who can really put across
early morning programs. Hours of work
will average around 44 hours weekly.
This is an excellent opportunity for the
right man. Salary is dependent entirely upon ability. Radio Station
KBRL, Box 342, McCook, Nebraska.
Combination man wanted for immediate
opening.
SendLampasas,
letter, disc
shot. KHIT,
Texas.and snapImmediatenounceropening,
experiencdticket,
anwith first telephone
$280 per month start. Elk hunting
sports area. Air mail photo and disc
KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Network station needs good announcer
with first class license. Ability to do
some interview work preferred. Permanent position in excellent community. Write, phone, or wire Bill
Bradford, KSST, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.
$325 monthly.
announcer with firstNeed
classexperienced
ticket. 40 hour
6 day week. Prefer applicant from
south or southwest who will appreciate
ideal working conditions in modern
plant. Send details, Manager, KTFY,
Brownfield, Texas.
Immediate opening for experienced announcer, man with some sports playby-play preferred. Salary is dependant
on ability. Send disc and details.
WDBL, Springfield, Tenn.
Wantedate. by
southeastern
Capable
announcer network
for news affiliand
general staff duties. No floaters. Attractive
salary
and
ideal
working
conditions. WHMA, Anniston, Alabama.
Wanted. Two experienced announcers,
prefer men who have worked leaf
tobacco markets and from North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia or
Georgia. Good working conditions, no
floaters need apply. Radio Station
WHNC, Henderson, telephone 736.
Announcer with first class license, will
consider inexperienced man having
training and ability. WIKC, Bogalusa,
Louisiana.
Wanted: Reliable combo man. Emphasis on announcing. Good deal for
right man. Write, call or see Jim
McDougall, WKLK, Cloquet, Minnesota.
Immediate opening. Experienced announcer with board knowhow. Opportunities for capable man. 40 hour week,
250 watt Mutual. Send resume, photo
and disc. Ed Eckert, Program Director,
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y.
Announcer-onerator wanted. Regional
ABC. WKTY, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
NBC affiliate has opening for aboveaverage, thoroughly
experienced
announcer. Good opportunity
for solid,
draft exempt man seeking permanent
connection with leading station. Send
disc, snapshot, complete outline qualifications including past and expected
earnings, WSAV, Savannah.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton. Ga.. Phone 921.
Technical
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, mid-September
opening. perience
Must unnecessary
have first
Exbut phone.
prefer man
with amateur or servicing background.
Box 715K, BROADCASTING.
First class operator in upstate New
York. Good wages. Write Box 729K,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for combination
operator-announcer with first class license. Audition disc is required. Good
salary in western network affiliate. Box
753K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer wanted for immediate employment. Experience unnecessary.
Send letter of details. Box 798K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer, first class license, no
car or experience necessary. $1.25 per
hour, 40 hours. Western Pennsylvania.
Box 805K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer capable assuming
duties and responsibilities of chief in
long established southwestern 250 network affiliate. If interested, kindly contact Box 806K. BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Engineer with first class license. Experience
not required.
Western Penna.
250 watter.
State minimum
starting requirements. Address Box
812K, BROADCASTING.
Texas independent wants female engineer. Some typing ability. No engineering ability or experience required,
just a first class license. Box 818K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, engineer with some announcing ability. Permanent position with
future for right man in 5 kw ABC
affiliate in Colorado. KGHF, Pueblo,
Colo.
Engineer or combo. 1000 watt independent. Will pay up to $350 a month
for right man. Needed immediately.
Write
Bud
Weir, KJCK, Junction City,
Kansas.
Wanted— Chief engineer for 1000 watt
daytime station, KPBM, Carlsbad, New
Mexico.
First Class engineer. No experience
necessary. WASA, Havre de Grace, Md.
Wanted: nouncerCombination
engineer
for 250 watt Mutual
outlet,- an-40
miles north Atlanta. $55.00 for 45
hours to start. WBHF, Cartersville,
Georgia.
Wanted: First phone or combination
man, no experience required. WCFV,
Clifton Forge, Virginia.
Engineer, first class license for 1000
watt daytime
station, experience
desirable but not necessary.
Car essential.
WDBL, Springfield, Tenn.
Need first class licensed operator. No
announcing, 6 day week. Time and
half for over 40 hours, car not necessary. WDIG, Dothan, Ala.
First class engineer-operator needed immediately for fulltime station. WFAH,
Alliance. Ohio.
Southeastern network station wants experienced first class operator with car,
capable of maintenance and recording
as well
as
transmitter
tion not swollen
by longwatch.
hours.Computa40 hour
week with time-and-a-half for occasional overtime. Permanent job replacing man gone to TV after five years
our staff. Write, wire or phone Bill
Atkinson, WGBA, Columbus, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Engineer with first cla
ticket,
NBC station, WGRM, Gree-j
wood. Mississippi.
Immediate opening for engineer fii
class. Experience not necessary. Stai
ing salary $50.00 44 hours. WINK, CI
in Fort Myers, Florida.
Have immediate opening for transm:
ter engineer. No experience necessar
$55.00 for 45 hours. Contact Chief E
gineer, WJBF, Augusta, Georgia.
Wanted, engineer for AM and FM NE
affiliate. WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn.
Transmitter engineer with car wante
Regional ABC station. Contact Haro
White, WKTY, La Crosse, Wisconsin.
Engineer-announcer, auto necessar
Send salary requirements and full d
tails first letter to WRZE, York, Perm
Production-Programming, Other
News director, able to take full chari
of a live wire news room in a leadii
5000 watt, north-central network aff
iate. Must be a topflight newscaste
thoroughly experienced in local repor
ing,
and be Reply
able
directediting
other wire
news copy
personnel.
confidence, giving detailed previo
experience,
when availabB<
and attach salaries,
small photograph.
413K, BROADCASTING.
Woman copywriter. Southwest. Sei
audition disc, copy and recent phol
Box 672K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced secretary - copywrite
Western Pennsylvania independer
Position opening in September. Plea
send full details, photo, copy sampl
and
salary required. Box 673K, BROA1
CASTING.
Experienced writer for large copy d
partment in midwest radio-TV statio
$70
AFRA minimum. Box 8171
BROADCASTING.
Newsman: We are interested in a r
sponsible
man with
a goodprograms
news voi<f
to take charge
of news
this station: must know how to collec
write, rewrite local, state and nation
news. Write WHDL. Olean. New Yor
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Experienced executive, former NAB o
ficial, twenty years operating, admini
trative and legal background, past nit
years in Washington, available f.
capital connection or assignment, lir
ited travel. Own Chevy Chase horn
extensive
clubconnection,
and governme
affiliations.civic,
Present
$25,0
per
year,
now
requires
too
long
absen;
from home. Will consider less. Cli
make change on thirty to sixty da
ING,
notice. Write Box 556K, BROADCAS'
Experienced station manager with su
cessful record and clean, sober habii
Making change for understandat ,
personal reason, with recommendatio
of all previous station owner emplo
ers. Can bring topnotch engineerii
and commercial staff if desired. Plea
address: Manager,
Jonesboro Box 2Sanford,
North Carolina.
Salesmen
Fifteen years NBC sales, local, spot ne
work, excellent record, best reference
Currently employed. Considering lea
ing New'York City. Box 744K, BROAI
CASTING.
Announcer: Salesman, good recoi
references,
full Two
detailsweeks
and audition
return
mail.
notice r1
quired. Box 808K. BROADCASTING
Account executive desires position st
tion reps, N. Y. or Phila. Box 8101
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Play-by-play football, basketball, bas
ball. Five years experience. Nev
without sponsor, seek sports statio
Assist in programming, production, ei
nouncing. Box 551K, BROADCASTINi

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
;eking job as announcer — Negro,
-ained
City, college background,
rong onRadio
DJ, commercials,
news. Clean
it: pleasing voice, can write commerslI copy. Disc available. Box 598K,
ROADCASTING.
ijnnouncer. Five years all phases. Now
D. $80. Box 604K, BROADCASTING.
- allege grad., 25, seeks first announci g job, anycopywriting,
location. Courses
in ani- Jouncing,
newswriting.
Is -iort on experience, long on talent,
Disc, photo. Box 699K, BROAD— .leas.
ASTING.
nnouncer. Writing and musical abiljy. Seeks position with progressive
~f ation. Box 700K, BROADCASTING.
nnouncer-engineer,
former
reservist
^' ;turned
to permanent
civilian
duty
— .r.eer
ssires inposition
as
combo
man
enNew England area. Oneor year
<oerience, 1st phone, draft exempt.
fflr£|ox 737K, BROADCASTING.
■ ixperienced announcer, copywriter,
'ork board. Specialty: news, classics.
—W1 ixtv
minimum. Box 743K, BROADASTING.
ir'sp evening
disc jockey,
conducting
sstawte
showcurrently
in the east.
Four
W! :ars experience. Desired change to
)!e -ogressive station as PD or DJ and
:iyi!becial events. Fully experienced in all
••Itn iases of announcing. Married. $75.00
^ttf'aarantee plus talent. Go anywhere.
2:' ox 772K, BROADCASTING.
—Sjjjrperience.
[-jews — DJ. General
Two years
Presently staff:
employed.
DisjHrtc tisfied but not hard to get along
•nth. Prefer east coast. Box 774K,
ROADCASTING.
™
it
r
etwork
experienced
sports~ man wants
nployment preferably west. Board
. rperience, news, DJ. Married, draft
:empt. Presently employed, no drifter.
■U,3X 777K. BROADCASTING.
— ill you pay for experience and
7.•ROADCASTING.
djjbility? I'm your man. Box 779K,
r:
:
lexperienced announcer-newscaster— sc jockey. Trained Radio City. All
J iases. Young,
ambitious. Wants
>lden opportunity. Box 782K, BROADCASTING.
srsatile announcer wants position
here board work not required. Conientious, draft exempt, excellent re"Tences. Box 783K, BROADCASTING.
— nnouncer, 3 years experience all
■iases, first phone license, college, vet,
arried. Want change for advance—tfcoROADCASTING.
ent in south or west. Box 786K,
wm
-niraight
morning
man Proven
with sense
Ifl imor, zing
and sell.
sales onof
lijfcal market. Morning show suitable
rdr late night. MC audience shows.
MHfefer east, southwest or midwest.
«3,(«l«n build up sales and audience. Just
-;eil.1 dinary fellow that can do an extraOrdinary job. Present position four
te$ars. Available around November
"jSmst. Box 787K. BROADCASTING.
_, 'inouncer:
Experienced,
ard work, script
writing, production,
dramatics.
: 3efer
England region. Box 788K.
3 ADCNewASTING.
mouncer-24. First class license. 2V2
, ars experience. Strong news, DJ,
,-ecial events, sports, vet. Good referees. $75 per week.
Box 789K,
ROADCASTING.
ubition with a voice! Leading DJ
state, topnotch emcee, now emoyed with 5,000 watt midwest major
twork affiliate. Four years experice, single, veteran. Seeking TV work,
ill consider all offers-radio or TV.
-! .3 00 minimum. Box 7S1K BROAD" \3TING.
'ortscaster, former professional base* ''ner
11 player
minor year-round,
league and
sports desires
play-by-play,
•j,, .arried. veteran, college, best referf ces. Box 792K, BROADCASTING.
mouncerWrite
— Experienced
— operate
<ard.
excellent commercial
py. Age: 27 — married — veteran. Draft
emptBROADCASTING.
— no floater, very reliable. Box
3K,
.. .inouncer. 6 years experience all
.ases. Family. Now employed large
atropolitan market. Best references.
>x 796K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-minded combo man. Presentlyunique
employed,
offered $72.50.
tile,
DJ approach,
news, Versaactor,
Northwestern University School of
Speech grad., Ex-ham, married, vet.
East or midwest. Box 799K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, five years experience AM
and TV. BA Speech-Theater Minnesota.
Currentlyviews.
on BestTVreferences.
series withAvailable
top reSeptember 15. Will consider all offers.
Box 800K. BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
trained
caster. Pastformally
year been
doingnewstop
sponsored cast on station. Reporter,
newswriter, caster, all phases. Two
years collegeperiencedradio
work. straight
Althoughnews.
exstaff, prefer
Married, 28, two children, veteran, undraftable, college graduate, journalism.
Minimum salary $65 a week. Box
801K, BROADCASTING.
Top newscaster. Authoritative (natural). Experienced and trained in writreporting,
airing news
wire. ing,Want
to affiliate
with— editing
station
large enough to afford separate news
operation. Minimum salary $75 a week.
Familytionman,
References,
manager28.knows
of this tape.
ad. StaBox
802K, BROADCASTING.
Recentdio graduate
from the School
of RaTechnique available
immediately.
Strong on DJ. news, commercials. Some
console. Will travel. Young, draft exempt. Disc and photo available upon
request. Box 803K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — IVs months experience.
Have done all phases announcing. Desire night turn. Would like network
station. Go anywhere on first immediate offer.G
Box 813K.
IN
.BROADCASTSportscastcr with outstanding college
and major league experience. Draft
exempt. Box 816K, BROADCASTING.
Missourian, 3 years experience all
phases broadcasting in local stations.
Box 821K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, copywriter. 4
years varied experience in everything
from
250'sdepartments
to 5 kw. Have
set up New
and
run copy
in 4 stations.
ideas, veteran, 28, single, will travel.
Disc and references readilv available.
Box 822K. BROADCASTING.
Persons involved: Husband and wife.
Draft exempt. College. Two years AM,
FM, TV experience. Strong in all
phases of news, editing, rewrite and
local reporting. Excellent DJ team.
Continuity and commercial writing.
Production and direction. Available
immediately. Permanent. Peter Newton, #1 Stuyvesant Oval, New York
City, New York.
Technical
Engineer, degree, license, 15 years experience chief, combo.
Box 652K,
BROADCAS
TING.
Experienced chief engineer desires
chief of small station or engineer in
larger station.
Prefer states.
Kentucky,
Tennessee or bordering
Married,
family. Box 702K. BROADCASTING.
You need chief? I need change!
Presently chief small market AM. Desiresonal
move satisfaction.
for advancement
perSoutheast.andPlease
forward your requirements and proposition. I can't afford to tell all in
this ad — you'll be pleasantly surprised
after
writing.
Box 771K, BROADCASTING^
Engineer: 12 years experience, majority
as combination engineer-announcer. 4
years chief engineer at same station.
Construction, maintenance and assistant
managerial
experience.
released September
25th fromWill
activebe duty
with the Naval Reserve. Prefer western N
states. G
Box 785K,
I
.BROADCASTPresent chief engineer wants chief small
station or consider engineer of large
station or TV. 10 years in radio. Box
820K, BROADCASTING.
Good voice quality, first phone, strong
on commercials, minimum $65 weekly.
Box
303, McCook,
10
55Nebraska,
W. or phone
1st class operator. Excellent technician with experience and car. Available where.
September
7Butler,
plus travel
anyBox 695,
Penna. toPhone
230
0
2.
Chief engineer and experienced station
manager, two man team, not available
separately. For details write Engineer,
Jonesboro Box 247, Sanford, N. C.
Straight first phone engineer desires
position with station 1000 watts or over
with possibilities. Experience six
months. Write Gilbert Legler, 616 S.
Second, Clinton, Mo.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Increase business. Improve your station. Cutdirector
expenses.
Experienced
program
and promotion
manager
looking for station with work to be
done. Extensive education and background. Personnel, programs, sales,
public relations specialties. 28, aggressive, intelligent. Save money on
my salary.
Save all the way. Box
770K.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced copywriter, creative, ambition to progress. Sound commercial
copy, for you and vour sponsors. Write
ING.
for samples. Box 780K, BROADCASTNews director, able to meet requirements of live wire news room. Currently in charge of leading 5000 watt
midwest network affiliate. Thoroughly
experienced in top-flight newscasting
and local reporting. A. P., U. P. correspondent. Interested in eastern metropolitan areas only. Box 790K,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale: One composite 250 watt transtower, Quonset
hut, two250 turntablesmitter,
and console.
Complete
watt
station lation
except
for
frequency
modu-it.
monitors. First $5,000andtakes
WBSC, Bennettsville, S. C.
Stancil Hoffman minitape recorder.
Used two hours. Condition and complete as new. First check $180 takes it.
Jack Stone, WRVA, Richmond, Virginia.
Wanted To Buy
Stations
Owner-operator will purchase regional
or local network station. West, southwest preferred. Box 713K, BROADCASTING.

Experienced program director, announcer, copywriter. Age 27, married
veteran. Presently employed 250-watt
PD. Want permanency. Only reasonable salary expected. Box 794K,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment, etc.
Wanted: 2 RCA transcription arms with
Universal heads. Radio Station KVAN,
Vancouver, Washington.

Program Director — Plenty of experience in all phases of radio: programming, production, continuity, traffic,
sales ideas and presentations, promotion, air work (no sports) etc. Would
like location in or near eastern coastal
states.
College ingraduate
— no drifter.
Best references
the business.
Reply
Box 795K, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter-male. Experience on network affiliate wants progressive station.
Hard
worker. Draft exempt. No anING^
nouncing. Box 807K, BROADCAST-

260-foot guyed tower. Must be complete and dismantled. Write Radio
Station KXRJ, Russellville, Arkansas.

Showmanship plus production skill
equal higher station profits. I have
worked fornouncer,seven
years as and
staff now
anchief announcer
news editor for 5 kw. I want to prove
my ability to be the program director
of vourried, 27.local
regional
station. MarBox or811K.
BROADCASTING.
Crack reporter, rewrite man needs
western location for health. Now covering large midwest city for top rated
station. Journalism grad, vet, family.
Disc
on request. Write Box 819K,
BROADCASTING.
News editor. Three years experience
writing own world, local, sports shows.
Experienced local coverage, special
events, nalism
play-by-play.
radioveteran
jourNorthwestern. MS
Marine
—25. Fletcher Latta, Phi Gamma Delta,
NU. Evanston, 111.
Television
Salesmen
TV film buyer-salesman. 10 years experience motion picture exhibition and
distribution.
Box 781K BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Seasoned time salesman. Best qualificasuccess, 809K,
results.
Desires positiontions,
TV. Box
BROADCASTING
O TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , others
TV newsreel camerman available for
studio or newsreel assignment. Box
724K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Western local station in good farm
town. selves
Owners
to devote
to other wish
business.
Low themprice
for cash. Low-cost operation ideal for
owner-manager-engineer and wife. Replies confidential. Box 804K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Raytheon RA-250 transmitter, like new
condition.
tubes, $2,000.00
2 crystals
holders 1400 2kc.sets
Crated.
cash.—
Box 526K. BROADCASTING.
Rel. 10 kw FM transmitter. Includes
driver unit power supply and amplifier.
Perfect condition. Never been used.
Make best offer. This is a real bargain! Box 698K, BROADCASTING.
For sale,
Gates
250 watt Contact
transmitter with
1490 250A,
kes crystals.
Eli Daniels, KDSJ, Deadwood. So.
Dakota.

Wanted — phone.
Used
Will payRCA
cash."88"-A
WIMS, microMichigan City, Indiana.
Am constructing one kw station. Need
all equipment, write Rose M. Kirby,
WROS, Scottsboro, Alabama.
500 watt transmitter and frequency
modulation monitor and guyed tower.
Contact C, Chamberlain, P. O. Box 438,
Bellefontaine, Ohio, or phone 9-2398.
Miscellaneous
Learn how to speak and write for radio. Send for practical text book with
comprehensive Home Study Course.
Introductory offer (two months only)
complete
lessons. Address Boxwith
784K,15 printed
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted
Announcers
MORNING DISKER
Well-known in East Coast trade
circles . . . successful in highly
kets.
competitive
metropolitan marWANTS
Morning show and Production
Directorship of medium Indie
in West. I want relatively free
hand and small budget to develop and sell
sound ideas.
Offercommerciallymust match
my
present
$10,000
cost-index area. Write inor highwire
Box 722K, BROADCASTING.

VA

For Sale
Equipment etc.

TOWER FOR SALE:
Erected 411 ft. self-supporting
Truscon Type D 30 tower. Designed to resist 30 pound wind
pressure in accordance with
specifications of Radio-Television
Manufacturers Association.
Tower located near District of
Columbia. Can be dismantled or
sold with %Vz acres of ground.
Box 747K, BROADCASTING.

Employment Service

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Schools

beeo«"« ' " * . Ope'3*.0;- se«i>«e.
ekey'
A.r."«ioea-

lt00%PU«^dOH.uting

NORTHWEST
BROADCASTING
SCHOOL
531 S. W. 12th . PORTLAND, OSISGON
SOLD

GAB MEETING
Full Program Announced
COMPLETE program of the
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters
summer meeting was announced
last week by Ben Williams, GAB
president and commercial manager
of WTOC Savannah. The meeting
will be held at the King and Prince
Hotel on St. Simons Island, Ga.,
Sept.
6-8. speakers scheduled are
Among
Oliver S. Gramling, assistant to
the general manager for radio AP,
Tucker Wayne, president of Tucker
Wayne & Co.; Wythe Walker, station representative; and Thurman
Sensing, executive vice president,
Southern States Industrial Council.
The program follows:
Thursday: Afternoon registration.
Friday: Morning registration; 12 noon,
Opening session with Dorsey Owing
presenting
BMI-Young
Award
for the
adpotion
by GAB;Composers
1 p.m.,
Lunch with a talk by Mr. Gramling;
3James
p.m., Cobb,
Mr. Wayne's
address;
3:45
p.m.,
public relations director,
Delta Airlines; 6 p.m.. Convivial Hour;
sing.
7 p.m., Dinner with talk by Mr. SenSaturday: 12 noon, Miss Gertrude
Gordon, groups liaison representative,
Office of Price Stabilization; 1 p.m.,
Lunch with talk by Mr. Walker.
WEATHERS TO WBS
83 New Stations Added
JAMES WEATHERS has resigned
as commercial manager of WNEX
Macon, Ga., to join World Broadcasting System as a field sales
representative, Robert W. Friedheim, general manager of World,
announced Thursday. Cy Kaplan,
previously with Tel-air Assoc., has
also been added to the World field
force, Mr. Friedheim said, noting
that the two appointments are the
first step in a WBS program to
expand services to its more than
800 affiliated stations.
WBS during the period June 1Aug. 27 added 83 stations to its
list of library affiliates to bring
the total to 827 subscribers. WBS
also signed 197 renewals of existing contracts during the summer,
which showed a 48% over-all increase in business compared to
the same period of 1950. The 1951
summer record, best in the company's 20-year history, was attributed to local programming and
local sales.
New

England

$15,000
The property that was scheduled
Down Payment
in this issue of BROADCASTING has been sold to one of
The only station in a very attractive New England city with a
Blackburn-Hamilton Company's
qualified buyers. For careful
population of more than 35,000
handling, on a strictly confidenhaving retail sales in excess of
tial basis, to buyers we have
$45,000,000.00. This is an unchecked and know are qualified
usual opportunity for a qualified
— not just information seekers
operator to purchase an im— please list your property with
portant facility on a very favorour national organization.
able financing arrangement.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672
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Clients for Fall 1951

(Continued from page 23)
Hours
Program
Sponsor Mills
WeekVz
General
Lone Ranger
Edward Arnold,
va
Story Teller
25 mins.
Betty Crocker
zine of the AirMagaMr. Mercury
Vz
Silver Eagle
per
Henry J. Taylor
General Motors
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
Gillette Fights Varies
Goodnews
Broadcasting
Back to The Bible
Assoc.
v2
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. The Greatest Story
/Z
1
Gospel Broadcasting Assoc. Revival Hour
Evangelistic Assoc. Inc.,
V*
Hour of Decision
Billy Graham
Adventures of
VA
Heinz, H. J., Co.
Ozzie & Harriet
VA
Jergens, Andrew, Co.
TheWoodbury
JergensJournal
Victor
Borge
Kellogg Co.
VA
Mark Trail
J4
Lorillard, P., Co.
Stop The Music
Vz
TheHourOriginal Amateur %
y4
(To be announced)
Philip Morris Co.
l
Break The Bank
The Romance of
Evelyn Winters
Breakfast
Club
Philco Corp.
Prudential Insurance Co.
Jack Berch Show
of America
tVz
Vz
Ralston
Purina
Co.
Space Patrol
Rornnldc
Richard
Diamond,
JVC J I1U1U3 ■ T?XV . .1
<3 . , Crt
\s vJ •
Vz
Private Detective
Monday Morning
Seeman Bros. inc.
A
Headlines
Victor H. Lindlahr
Serutan Inc.
My True Story
hrs.,
Sterling Drug Inc.
5 2mins.
Swift & Co.
Inc.
Sylvania
Electric Products
U. S. Army & U. S. Air
r UI LC XV C 1. 1 111 Ullg
v. 1 vi*'*'
VOlCe OI It XU IJIlcC J J.IH-.
WdrUCl'IlUUHUl XIII.

American
Home Products
Corp.
American Oil Co.
American
Safety Razor
Corp.
American Tobacco Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Bank of America National
Trust & Savings Assn.
13eKinS Villi Oc OLUltl&c \^U'

Agency
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Tatham-Laird Inc.
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Knox, Reeves Adv.
Knox,
Kudner Reeves
Agency Adv.
Maxon Inc.
J. M.
VA Camp
Kudner Agency
VA Alber Co.
R. H.
Walter F. Bennett &
Maxon Inc.
Robert W. Orr & As
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Lennen
VA & Mitchell
Lennen & Mitchell
Cecil & Presbrey
Cecil & Presbrey

Cecil & Presbrey
Hutchins Adv.
Calkins & Holden, (
lick, McClinton
&
Smith
Inc.
Gardner Adv.
William Esty Co.
Wm. H. Weintraub
Roy S. Durstine Inc
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
VA
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Mystery Theatre
J. Walter Thompson
Breakfast Club
VA
Sammy Kaye
Sunday Serenade
VA Roy S. Durstine Inc.
Game of the Week TBA Grant Adv.
The Voice of Prophecy Vz Western Adv.
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Walter Winchell
Vz
*
* *
VA
A.
Vz
CBS Radio
Romance of Helen
John F. Murray Adv
Trent
JohnVA F. Murray Adv
Harry Babbitt Show
John F. Murray Adv
Our Gal Sunday
Edward R. Murrow
Joseph Katz Co.
Vz BBDO
McCann-Erickson
Frank
Goss — News
BBDO
TodayBenny
Jack
Show
Vz
Armstrong Theatre of Vz

Ralph Story Show
Bekins
Hall Hollywood Music Vz
Vz
Vt
Book Assoc.
TBA
Sidney Walton Show
Vz
& Magic of Believing VA
Bill
Shadel
5
min.
Campana Sales Co.
Club 15
Campbell Soup Co.
Carnation Co.
Contented Hour
Vz
Stars Over Hollywood V*
Carter Products Inc.
Songs For Sale
Chemicals Inc.
%
CBSSunday
Newsroom
Desk —
Vz
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.
Dr. Christian
Vz
Coca-Cola Co.
Charlie McCarthy
Vz
Show
Strike
It
Rich
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Kings Row
Vz
Mr. & Mrs. North
Our Miss Brooks
Continental Baking Co.
Grand Slam
Cream of Wheat Corp.
Let's Pretend
25 min.
Economics Laboratory
Galen Drake
5 min.
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
Suspense
BROADCASTING Vz

Charles R. Stuart
VA Adv.
Brooks
Huber Hoge
So
Huber Hoge && So
VA
Co.
Wallace-Ferry-Hanle
Ward Wheelock Co.
Erwin, Wasey & Co
Erwin, Wasey & Co
Sullivan, Stauffer,
well & Bayles
Sidney Garfield & As
McCann-Erickson
D'Arcy Adv.
Wm. Esty & Co.
Wm. Esty & Co.
Sherman & Marquett
Ted Bates & Co.
Ted Bates & Co.
BBDO
Cunningham
& Wals
Cecil
& Presbrey
•

Telecast i,

>onsor
^tric Companies Adv.
;m.
icral Electric Co.
leral Foods Corp.

1 Brothers Inc.
;o. Hamm Brewing Co.
A. Hormel & Co.
jsehold Finance Corp.
igan & Co.
Bros., Thos. J. Lip! >ner Div.

;ett & Myers Tobacco
10.
igines-Wittnauer
tfatch Co.
ohattan Soap Co.
t,|rs Inc.
-linen Co.
tropolitan
Life Insurnce Co.
es Labs,
trton Sales Co.
:ional Biscuit Co.
ost Sales Co.
i-OUI'-1er Paul Inc.
Pepper Co.
Inc. :
lip Morris & Co.
Hips Petroleum Co.
sbury Mills Inc.
alters Nut & Chocolate
■cter & Gamble Co.

Hours
Week Agency
Program
Corliss Archer
per N. W. Ayer & Son
CBS Football
Round-up Yz3 Maxon Inc.
Renfro Valley— Sunday
Morning Gatherin' % Benton & Bowles
Renfro
Valley — Country 54 Benton & Bowles
Store
Gangbusters 25 min. Young & Rubicam
Hopalong Cassidy Vz Young & Rubicam
Second Mrs. Burton 154 Young & Rubicam
News
5 min. Benton & Bowles
Wendy Warren 134 Benton & Bowles
Hallmark Playhouse 54 Foote, Cone & Belding
Edw. R. Murrow 154 Campbell-Mithun
Music With the
Hormel Girls 54 BBDO
Edw. R. Murrow % Needham,
Brorby Louis &
Brorby Louis &
Needham,
CBS Newsroom —
Sunday Desk
King Arthur Godfrey
& His Roundtable
Yz Warwick & Legler
Arthur
Talent Godfrey's
Scouts
Yz Young & Rubicam
Lux Radio Theatre
1 J. Walter Thompson Co.
Arthur Godfrey Show 154 Ruthrauff & Ryan
Aunt Jenny
154 Ruthrauff & Ryan
Arthur Godfrey
Show
254 Cunningham & Walsh
Bing Crosby Program 54 Cunningham & Walsh
Longines Symphonettc Yz Victor A. Bennett Co.
Choraliers
54 Victor A. Bennett Co.
Frank Goss, News
% Duane Jones Co.
People Are Funny
54 Leo Burnett Co.
Frank Goss, News
% Duane Jones Co.
Allan Jackson and
The News
1^4 Young & Rubicam
Hilltop House
1% Geoffrey Wade Adv.
Curt Massey Time
1^4 Geoffrey Wade Adv.
Visitin' Time
y2 Klau-Van
PietcrsonDunlap Assoc.
Arthur Godfrey
Show
1^4 McCann-Erickson
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Bouts
Yz
Yz Warwich & Legler
Frank Goss
5454 Maxon Inc.
Dr.Sports
Pepper's
Southern 54 Ruthrauff & Ryan
Roundup
Horace Heidt Show Yz The Biow Co.
Rex Allen Show
Yz Lambert & Feasley
House Party 1 hr., 25 min. Leo Burnett Co.
Cedric Adams 25 min. Leo Burnett Co.
Arthur Godfrey
Show
Leo Burnett Co.
Edward R. Murrow
Beulah

Raymond R. Morgan Co.
m Dancer-Fitzgerald154
Sample
Brighter Day
m
154 Compton Adv.
Big Sister
m Compton Adv.
Young Dr. Malone
Compton Adv.
Guiding Light
154 Compton Adv.
Rosemary
Benton & Bowles
Lowell Thomas
m Compton Adv.
Jack Smith Show
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Ma Perkins
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Perry Mason
154 Benton & Bowles
Arthur Godfrey (alt. days
jd-Murdoch
Show
with Toni) Weiss & Geller
Amos 'n' Andy
<all Drug Co.
54 BBDO
' J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Vaughn Monroe Show 54 Wm. Esty Co.
Bob Hawk Show 54 Wm. Esty Co.
infield Oil Corp. of N.Y. Larry Lesueur 54 Morey, Humm & John154"
stone
Charles Collingwood 54
Co,
Morey,
Stone Humm & JohnHarry Babbitt Show % Foote, Cone & Belding
c 'a W Fine Foods Inc.
The World Today,
-la,C ly Mattress Co.
Carroll Alcott % Alvin Wilder
nal Oil Co.
The Whistler Yz Barton A. Stebbins Adv.
Songs for Sale
54 Dancer- Fitzgerald,rling Drug Inc.
Sample
vania Electric Products
oc.
Grantland Rice
54 Roy S. Durstine Inc.
Toni Co.
This is Nora Drake
1^4 Foote, Cone & Belding
Arthur Godfrey (alt. days
Show
with
Reid Foote, Cone & Belding
Murdoch)
Alias Jane Doe
25 min. Foote, Cone & Belding
Mystery Singer
5 min. Foote, Cone & Belding
S. Army & U. S.
Frankie Laine Show
54 Grant Adv.
j | ervice
ir Force Recruiting
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

Wildroot
Sponsor Co.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
American Fed. of Labor
American School
American Tobacco Co.
Beltone Hearing Aid
B. T. Babbitt Inc.
Capehart-Farnsworth
Christian Reform Church
Dawn Bible Students Assn.
Derby Foods
♦Gillette Safety Razor Co.
Johns-Manville Corp.
Kellogg Co.
Kraft Foods Co.
Lorillard, P., & Co.
Lutheran Laymen's League
Miles Labs
Murine Co.
Pal Blade Co.
Pearson Pharmacal Co.
Personna Blade Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
Radio Bible Class
State Farm Mutual Auto
Ins. Co.
Sterling Drug Inc.
VCA Labs.
Voice of Prophecy Inc.
Williamson Candy Co.

Hours
week
Program
War in Peace &
F.B.I
14
The World Today,
Carroll Alcott
Life with Luigi
%1/2
Gene Autry Show
54
MBS
Frank Edwards per154
Gabriel Heatter
14 EOW
Les Higbie & the
News
25 min.
Talk Back With
Happy Heatter
Felton 5425 EOW
min.
Gabriel
Bab-O-Reporter 254
News
With
Vandeventer
54
Back to God
54
Frank and Ernest 54
Sky King
50 min.
World Series (time indef.)
Bill Henry and
the News
25 min.
Clyde Beatty
154
Wild Bill Hickok 25 min.
Queen for a Day 54
Queen for a Day 154
Lutheran Hour
54
Curt Massey Time 154
Cedric Foster and
the News
5 min.
Rod & Gun Club
of the Air 25 min.
Gabriel Heatter 54
Gabriel Heatter 54
Challenge
of the
Yukon
154
Man on the Farm y2
Radio Bible Class 54
Cecil Brown 10 min.
Ladies Fair

2 hrs. 5 min.

Gabriel Heatter
Voice of Prophecy
True Detective
Mysteries

Agency
BBDO
Arthur
BBDO Meyerhoff & Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Furman, Finer Co.
Olian Adv. Co.
BBDO
BBDO
Olian Adv. Co.
Wm. H. Weintraub
J. M. Mathes Adv.
GlennJordan-Stoetzel
Brorby
Wm.
Gleeson Co.
Needham, Louis &
Maxon Inc.
J. Walter Thompson
Leo Burnett Co.
Leo Burnett Co.
J. Walter Thompson
Lennen & Mitchell
Gotham Adv. Inc.
Geoffrey Wade Inc.
BBDO
Al Paul Lefton Adv.
Harry B. Cohen
J. D. Tarcher & Co.
Sherman & Marquette
Sherman & Marquette
Brorby G. Boynton
Stanley
Needham, Louis &
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample

54 Harry B. Cohen Adv.
54 Western
Adv.
Inc.
54 Aubrey, Moore Wallace

NBC
The National Farm
HomeStory
Hour
The& Big

Bert S. Gittins
Stauffer,
54 Sullivan,
Colwell & Bayles
BBDO
154 Campbell-Mithun Inc.
David Lawrence
Kenneth Banghart
& the News 25 min. BBDO
Your Hit Parade
American Trucking
American Forum of
54 Biow Co.
the Air
Dial Dave Garroway
Armour & Co.
Foote, Cone & Belding
Benton & Bowles
Assn. of American Railroads The Railroad Hour
Bell Telephone System
54 N. W. Ayer & Son
The Telephone Hour
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
American Cigarette
& Cigar Co.
American Dairy Assn.
American Tobacco Co.

* Only in October.
EOW — Every other week.
(Continued on page 86)
QUINCY,
GATES

ILLINOIS

y>

THESE

OFFICES

TO

SERVE YOU
astii
QUINCY, AILL
TEL. 8202
UBroadc
HOUSTON, TEXAS
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NLRB
LABOR

CASES

WWOL

Acts

on

WPEN,

and WNBT

(TV)

IBEW complaint that William Perm Broadcasting Co. (WPEN-AM-FM
Philadelphia) had "illegally interfered" with employes' rights by renewing its contract with American Communications Assn. is pending once
again before the National Labor Relations Board.
The board last April overruled *
the findings of a trial examiner IATSE as bargaining agent for
and dismissed for lack of proof stage electricians, carpenters and
the complaint that the unit sought property men.
by IBEW was appropriate for col- The petitioners sought a clarifilective bargaining. But it reopened cation to determine whether the
the case, remanding it to the classification of "stage electricians"
examiner for further evidence. was intended to cover only emExaminer George A. Downing ployes bearing those titles on the
last week found that the unit was payroll or those spending more
appropriate and concluded that than 50% of their time in placeWilliam Penn "unlawfully rendered ment of TV lights. NBC previously
support and assistance" to ACA testified that engineers had spent
by renewing its contract. Bargain- only a minor portion of their time
ing history with ACA, he added, 0n lighting duties,
was "at best a defective one," be- in its initial decision, the board
cause that union bargained "for noted that under a compromise in
a group of heterogeneous classifica- effect at NBC in May 1950, TV
tions such as have never been lights were handled and placed bv
recognized as constituting an ap- engineer members of NABET and
propriate unit . . .
stage electricians belonging to
In another case, NLRB handed IATSE at NBC Radio City studios,
down a decision touching on the At NBC>S 106th St. Theatre and
status of Frank Saj, a non-super- international Amphitheatre,
visory employe at WWOL Buffalo, electricians handled lighting. only
N. Y. (Greater Erie Broadcasting The order represented another
Co.). Issue hinged on Mr. Saj s NABET defeat inasmuch as NLRB
right to vote in an election ravolv- bracketed engineers spending maing NABET. The board ruled that jority of their time on lighting with
Mr. Saj had not become a ron- electricians. Originally, the board
supervisory employe during the had concluded
engineers should
period between a hearing and the COnstitute a that
distinct unit. It
election. WWOL claimed it be- noted; however, that the ruling
stowed supervisory authority on
Qnl to NBC employe in
Mr Saj m the interim period, and the Ued
case &t hand and ; Hed it
that he was not eligible to vote. might be interpreted differently
in
•
instancesAug.[Broadcasting
other
Telecasting,
6].
WNBT Ruling
In a third case, NLRB
said In the NBC case, to which ABC
NBC
engineers and other em- originally was a party, NLRB exployes at WNBT (TV) New York piained its "reconsideration of the
"who regularly spend more than record" thusly
50% of their time handling and
u (s evident from the de]inea.
placing television lights . . . are tion o£ lighting duties . . . that these
in effect stage electricians" and duties whether carried out by stage
would belong in the unit repre- electricians or engineers, do not bring
sented by International Alliance of into play advanced electronic knowlTheatrical Stage Employes. edge or skills acquired through
This ruling was handed down last higher learning or special training
Tuesday in a decision clarifying and experience. . . . When an engiunit descriptions set forth last Julv. neer ceases to Perform such W01-k as
all-arou
his but
nd enincifntf
to, s,
i petition
j , asking
„, f for
, clarific
T . a- amere
function
regularly
A, •jointhad
tion
bv
IATSE
fgineerin
, ong±,
J
/ a tit > ibeen
■ a i filed
i ■ i ■ ,„Z^
7
takes
these
duties
as his main.
(AFL) and NABET (CIO), along 0peration, he thereby forsakes his
with NBC Inc. Balloting held in special field and assumes the charMay 1950 resulted in the election of acter of a stage electrician.

PROTECT

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs. Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements. Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.

USE CAUTION — LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER!
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
F or details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION

Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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Kansas City, Mo.

Radio

Network Clients for Fall 1951
1/2
(Continued from page 85)
Agency
Hours
Program
week
Sponsor Radio Corp.
Henri, Hurst &
Belmont
John
Swayze
GangCameron the
Highlighting
News J£ McDonald
Brown Shoe Co.
smiiin La ivieconncn Vi
& his Buster Brown
Leo Burnett Co.
BBDO
Ward Wheelock Co.
Double or Nothing
Campbell Soup Co.
1/2
It Pays to Be Ignorantper BBDO
DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers
Cavalcade of America
E. I. duPont de
Nemours & Co.
Faultless Starch Time Vi
Faultless Starch Co.
v. Bruce B. Brewer & 1
The
Voice
of
Firestone
Sweeny & 1/James
C
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
2
Father Knows Best
General Foods Co.
Vi Benton & Bowles
Hymn Time
VA Knox Reeves Adv.
General Mills Inc.
Vi
Live Like a
Counterspy
Millionaire 2 hrs. 5 min.y* Knox Reeves Adv.
Gulf Oil Corp.
Young
BBDO & Rubicam
Music with the
George A. Hormel Co.
Hormel Girls
TheMiners
Hudson Coal
Hudson Coal Co.
Clements Co.
The Falcon
& BrorbyLouis
Vi Needham,
Kraft Foods Co.
Lever Bros. Co.
Lewis-Howe Co.

Big Town
TheShowCarmen Dragon

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. Bob Hope Show
Dragnet
Manhattan Soap Co.
Miles Labs
Mutual Benefit Health &
Accident Assn. of Omaha
Pet Milk Sales Corp.
Petroleum Advisers Inc.
Philip Morris Tobacco Co.

Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles
Sample
Dancer-FitzgeraldV>
& Walsl
Vz Cunningham
Inc.
Inc.
Cunningham & Walsl

The Women in My
House
1^4
News of the World lti
One Man's Family
VA
On the Line with
Bob Considinc
Yi
Jack Pearl & Mimi
Benzell
1/2
Mary Lee Taylor 1/2
Cities Service Band
1/2
of America
Philip
Morris
Playhouse
on Broadway Vz

Procter & Gamble Co.

>
Duane Jones Co.V
Geoffrey Wade Adv.
Geoffrey Wade Adv.

Bozcll & Jacobs
Gardner Adv.
Gardner Adv.
Ellington & Co.
Biow Co.
Biow Co.
Benton & Bowles
Compton Adv.
Pedlar & Ryan
Compton Adv.
Sample
Dancer-FitzgeraldYoung & Rubicam

Welcome Travelers
Zl'z
Life Can Be Beautiful VA
Road of Life
154
Family
lVi
Pepper to Young's
Right
Happiness
VA
Backstage Wife VA
Lorenzo Jones
1J4
Kaltenborn Edits the
Pure Oil Co.
News (M-W-F) % Leo Burnett Co.
Harkness of Washington
(Tues.-Thurs.) Vz Leo Burnett Co.
RCA
The Private Files of
Rex Saunders 1/2 J. Walter Thompson
Musical
Merry-GoRound
Vz J. Walter Thompson
Phil Harris-Alice Faye
Show
1/2 J. Walter Thompson
Reynolds Metals Co.
The Big Show
Vz Buchanan & Co.
1/2 Wm. Esty Co.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Grand Ole Opry
Skclly Oil Co.
Alex Dieier (M.-F.)
This Farming Business Henri, Hurst
(Sat.)
IVi & McDonald
Sterling Drug Inc.
Stella Dallas
VA Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Young Widder Brown VA D?.ncer-FitzgeraldSample
Sun Oil Co.
Sunoco Three Star
Hewitt, Ogilvy,
Extra
VA Benson & Mather
Swift & Co.
The Red Foley Show
VA J- Walter Thompson
United States Steel Corp.
Theatre Guild on the
1 BBDO
EyeAir
United States Tobacco Co. Martin Kane-Private
Vz Kudner Agency
Wesson Oil & Snow
Dr. Paul
Drift Sales Co.
1>4 Fitzgerald Adv.
Whitehall Pharmacal Co.
Just Plain Bill
VA John F. Murray Adv
Front Page Farrell
VA John
Adv. A
W. F.EarlMurray
Bothwell
BROADCASTING

• Telecast;

FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 81)
•ecisions Cont.:
kt prejudice of application.
Waldo W. Primm, Sanford, N. C— On
1 >plication
:>mmission'sfromownhearing
motion,
removed
docket.
IWMPM Smithfleld, N. C— Granted
questfile in to
dismiss petition
to inter-of
proceeding
re applications
aldo W. Primm, Sanfard, N. C. and
ate Capital Brcstrs, Raleigh, N. C.
v Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham
WVOW Logan, W. Va. — Granted petijn insofar as it requests continuance
hearing re its application and that
KJEF Jennings, La.; hearing coniued from Sept. 5 to Nov. 20 in Washington.
WARM Scranton, Pa. — Granted peti>n for continuance of hearing from
sag. 28 to Sept. 27 in Washington in
oceeding re its application.
S Hearing Examiner
son Hugh B. HutchiWMOD
Moundsville, W. Va. and
reater Newcastle Bcstg. Corp., New
istle. Pa. and Sanford A. Schafitz,
■irrell. Pa. — Dismissed as moot peti3iis by WMOD and Greater Newcastle
require toSchafitz
amend site,
his ant.
apication
specify totrans,
,id ground system. Granted petition
Mr. Schafitz for leave to amend his
^plication
substituting
new trans,
engi;ering databyspecifying
definite
te ant. and ground system. Ordered
at further hearing in proceeding re
>plication of Greater Newcastle and
tat of Mr. Schafitz shall be held Oct.
ilj , in Washington.
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith
The Opp Bcstg. Co., Inc., Opp, Ala.—
ranted petition for continuance of
;aring from Aug. 27, to Oct. 26 in
ashington
re its
apication
and inthatproceeding
of Covington
Bcstg.
3., Inc., Opp, Ala.
Easton Publishing Co., Easton, Pa.
ad Allentown Bcstg. Corp.. Allentown,
i. — Granted motions by Easton and
Uentown requesting that transcript
hearing in proceeding re applications
: corrected in various respects.
Capitol Radio Enterprises, Sacraento, Calif. — Granted petitions — one
questing leave to amend application
correct typographical error with reject to phasing of ant. system conined in engineering data attached to
iplication and other asking leave to
nend such application in order to
ow maximum expected operating
ilue which was omitted from applica)ii. Record closed.
;. By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
WPAW Pawtucket, R. I.— Granted
quest for dismissal of petition for
aiver of provisions of Sect. 1.821 of
)mmission's Rules, subject matter of
hich were depositions received in evi;nce; dismissed petition for waiver.
Richland Radio, Pulaski, Tenn. — De, rred action on petition for order to
depositions.
psra rke
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. — Deferred acj i on petition for order to take depo^ 'tions.

...if

was

August 30 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
SEA Granted
WRFL(FM) Winchester, Va.— Granted request forperimental
extension
special exauthority toof operate
by
remote control from studios, to March
1. 1952 under same conditions.
FM Plan Amended
The Commission proposed to amend
Revised Tentative Allocation Plan for
Class B FM Stations to substitute Ch.
281 for Ch. 290 at Madison, Wis., and
transfer channel 266 from Albany, Ga.,
to Dawson, Ga.
SSA Extended
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — By order,
granted extension of SSA to operate
on 770
kc 25 from
kw-N Sept.
50 kw-LS,
for
6 months
1; grantunl.,is
without prejudice to any action the
Commission might take during this
period to comply with the decision of
U. S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia Circuit in this matter.
Silence Authorized
KODI
Cody,
authority to remain Wyo.
silent— Granted
for 90 days
for
purpose of selling station.
Authority Extended
WIOD Miami, Fla. — Granted extension of authority for 6 months from
Sept. 5 to operate with nondirectional
ant. and power reduced to 2 kw, pending reconstruction of authorized DA.
Transmitter Move
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Granted
CP to move trans, site 22 miles from
center of Buffalo to Colden, N. Y.
License Renewals and Extensions
Following
commercial
TV, granted
experimental and aux.
stations were
further censestemporary
extensions
of lito Dec. 1:

the

successful
have

August 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KDONcense to Palm
lichangeBeach,
main Calif.—
studio Mod.
location
AMENDED to change to Salinas-Santa
Cruz, Calif.
Modification of CP
WIMS Michigan City, Ind.— Mod. CP,
as mod., authorizing increase in power
etc. for extension of completion date
to 180 days after grant.
V. for
I.— Mod.
CP,
as WIVI
mod., Christiansted,
new AM station
extension
of completion date to 90 days after
grant of mod. CP AMENDED to change
completion date to 60 days after grant.
WEHS (FM) Chicago, 111.— Mod. CP
to change ERP, ant. height etc.
AM— 1440 kc
WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y. — CP to
change trans, location to Long Rd.,
near Sandy Beach, Grand Island, N. Y,
and install new vert. ant.
FM— 106.5 mc
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— CP new
FM station AMENDED to change from
Ch. 291 (106.1 mc) to Ch. 293 (106.5
mc).
License Renewal
Following stations request license
renewal: WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.;
KYBS (FM) Wis.
Dallas. Tex.; WHBL-FM
Sheboygen,
APPLICATION RETURNED
WIBS
Santurce, P.R.— RETURNED
application for assignment of license.

sale

ever

conducted'9
(See 7 wo Pacfe. /Id)
idi

CLEAR CHANNEL
ROADCASTING

most

Home of the
• Telecasting

we

WBKB, KA-3428, KA-3429, Chicago
111.; WABD New York, N. Y.; KCA-61
Oxford,
Conn., KE2XDN,
3431, KA-3432,
near New KE2XDR.
York, N. KAY.
KA-4448, near Pittsburgh, Pa., KA
3433, KA-3434, near Washington, D. C.
KM2XBB Los Angeles, KA-3436, KA4841, KA-4842, near Los Angeles; KPIX
San Francisco, Calif., KA-2086, near
San Francisco, Calif.; WRGB Schenectady, N. Y., KA-2106, KA-2107, near
Schenectady,
ton, Mass. N. Y.; KA-4858, near BosFollowing noncommercial educational
FM stations were granted renewal of
licenses on a regular basis:
KRVM Eugene, Ore.; KSLH St. Louis,
Mo.; KWGS
Tulsa, New
Okla.;Orleans,
WABE La.:
Atlanta, Ga.; WBEH
WBOE Cleveland, Ohio; WBUR Boston,
Mass.;
WGRE N.
Greencastle, WEPS
Ind.; Elgin,
WITJ 111.;Ithaca,
Y.;
WKAR-FM East Lansing, Mich.; WSDX
Louisville, Ky.; WSHS Floral Park,
N. Y.; WUOATenn.Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WUOT
Knoxville,
Following FM stations were granted
further censestemporary
to Dec. 1: extensions of liKDKA-FM
Pittsburgh, Pa.; KYWOPS

FORMULAS
Could Affect Radio-TV
STABILIZATION officials were
busy in Washington last week
promulgating orders and regulations which will affect the advertising and radio-TV industries.
Office of Price Stabilization permitted advertising and other costs
involved in promoting private
brand products by grocery wholesalers to be reflected in jobbers'
selling prices. Probably this will
be a precedent for large food
chains, supermarkets and other
types of food retailers.
On another front, OPS is proceeding to revise Ceiling Price
Regulation 22 to permit advertising and other overhead costs to be
accounted in a product's selling
price. This is for manufacturers.
For advice, OPS last Tuesday consulted with 16 manufacturers. The
new system will be patterned after
the Capehart formula [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27] that
is contained in the amended Defense Production Act.
The Wage Stabilization Board
still must come up with ruling on
whether radio-TV workers are to
be exempt from wage ceilings in
the way their industry is exempt
under price control.
The Salary Stabilization Board
last Wednesday appointed a committee to study the salaries of
screen, radio, state and television
employes
diction. who come under its jurisThe three-man committee, chairmaned by Roy Henrickson, formerly of the Agriculture Dept.,
will confer with employers and
employees in the talent field and
present recommendations. Other
members are Philip F. Siff, formerly with Lehman Bros., N. Y.,
and former director of Selznick International &United Artists, and
Neal Agnew, former vice president
of Paramount Pictures, now consultant to independent motion picture distributors.
The Salary Stabilization Board
last week set up a three-man committee to confer with radio, TV
and other entertainers in an effort
to work out a salary formula for
talent. Thus far the board has
passed individually on unusual
high pay increases.

FM Philadelphia,
Pa.; WBZ-FM
Boston, Mass.; WBZA-FM
Springfield,
Mass.; WOWO-FM Ft. Wayne, Ind.;
KBON-FM Omaha, Neb.; KCMO-FM
Kansas City, Mo.; KXOK-FM St. Louis,
Mo.; WAJL Flint, Mich.; WGTR Paxton, Mass.; WLYN-FM Lynn, Mass.;
WTOA Trenton, N, J.; WEAW Evanston, 111.; WEHS Chicago, 111.; WMMWFM Meriden, Conn.; KRKD-FM Los
Angeles, Calif.; WLDM Oak Park,
Mich.; WKJF Pittsburgh, Pa.: WWDCFM
Washington,
D. C; WLRD Miami
Beach,
Fla.
Following FM stations were granted
renewal of licenses on a regular basis:
KQV-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.: WJHP-FM
Jacksonville, Fla.; KALE-FM Yakima,
Wash.; KDNT-FM Denton, Tex.; KWILFM Albany, Ore.; WBUT-FM Butler,
Pa.; WBYS-FM Canton, 111.; WDLB-FM
Marshfield, Wis.; WEXI St. Charles,
111.; WFAH Alliance, Ohio; WFMH-FM
Cullman, Ala.; WFOW Madison, Wis.;
WKBR-FM Manchester, N. H.; WLBRFM Lebanon, Pa.; WTAL-FM Tallahassee, Fla.; WWOD-FM Lynchburg,
Va.; WWON-FM Woonsocket, R. I.
Following FM stations were granted
temporary extension of licenses to
Dec. 1:
WIFM Elkin, N. C; WABX Harrisburg,
WO I-Pa.
KM Ames, Iowa — Granted temporarymercial
extension
of license
noncom-to
educational
FM ofstation
(Continued on page 88)
TWA Changes Plans
TRANS-WORLD Airlines will not
resume the weekly half hour transcribed NBC The Blandings in fall
as planned because Cary Grant and
his wife, Betsy Drake, who played
the leads, are unable to continue
in the series due to heavy movie
commitments. Agency is BBDO,
New York. Don Sharpe, Hollywood program packager, has auditioned Robert Cummings and Jane
Wyatt for the title roles with expectation of originating from New
York with a new sponsor.

Successful marketing
is an BiBpMl operation.
Printers' Ink stands
alone as the one
publication that HSj.ilP%;

every phase of
EiSffl completely,
that integrates all
the complexities of
marketing for the
advertising, management,
sales and agency executives
who are the leading
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 87)
Dec. 1:
General Electric Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
— Granted further temporary extension
of license of developmental broadcast
KE2XCV to Dec, 1.
111.— GrantCo., Quincy,
Radio
Gates
ed renewal
of license
for developmental
modificertain
with
station,
broadcastcations
KS2XAO.
KSIW Woodward, Okla. — Granted renewal of license.
Following AM stations were granted
extensions of lifurther censestemporary
to Dec. 1:
KALA Sitka. Alaska; KHBR Hillsboro, Tex.; KVVC Ventura, Calif.;
WKOW MadiMyers, Fla.;
WINKson, Ft.
Wis.; WNVA
Norton. Va.
August 30 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of License
KCBQ San Diego, Calif.— Mod. lie.
to change from DA-DN to DA-N.
Modification of CP
KBOX Modesto, Calif.— Mod. CP, as
mod., new AM station for extension
of completion date.
KGDE Fergus Falls, Minn.— Mod. CP
to change frequency etc. for extension
of completion date.
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP
new AM station for extension of completion date.
WRRF Washington, N. C— Mod. CP
to change hours, increase power etc.
for extension of completion date.
License for CP
WLEA Hornell, N. Y. — License for
CP,
as
mod.,
new AM station on 1480
kc.
WRIC Richlands, Va.— AMENDED to
change name of applicant for license
for CP new AM station from partnership d/b as Clinch Valley Bcstg. Co. to
Clinch Valley Bcstg. Corp.
AM— 1420 kc
Chehalis, Wash. — CP new AM station
810 kc 1 kw D AMENDED to change
to 1420 kc.
License Renewal
Following stations request license
renewal: KMCM McMinnville, Ore.;
WGRO N.BayC. City, Mich.; WMPM Smithfield,
HALL TO WCCO
Appointed Sales Manager
ROY W. HALL, account executive
on the television sales staff of CBS
Radio Sales since January, preceded by three years as an AM
account executive for Radio Sales,
has been appointed sales manager
of WCCO Minneapolis, CBS-owned
station, effective immediately.
Starting with the Hearst newspapers in 1936, Mr. Hall next
joined the sales staff of James
Leeds & Sons, manufacturing company, returning to advertising and
entering radio in 1940 with the
sales service department of WOR
New York. Two years later he
moved to ABC as an account executive in the network's spot sales
division. After three years war
service in the ETO as a first lieutenant in the Army Air Corps, he
returned to ABC, then moved to
CBS Radio Sales in 1945.
WJR

Dividend

DIVIDEND of 10 cents per share,
payable Sept. 14 to shareholders as
of Sept. 7, was declared last week
by directors of WJR The Goodwill
Station Inc., Detroit, according to
President John P. Patt.
Page 88
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roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

it
r

SUMMARY THROUGH AUGUST 30
S/cOtQ
HoX
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Pending Hearing
136
Class
On Air Licensed CPs
Grants
117
543
125
Appls.
299
AM Stations
2,291
FM Stations
654
11
In 3
2,25587
TV Stations
107
432
22
Cond'l
* On the air.
171
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
Wichita Falls, Tex. — Announced final
decision denying application of James
H. Sligar for new AM station on 860
kc, 250 w, daytime. Decision Aug. 27.
Cumberland, Ky. — Announced final
decision
Blanfox
Radio granting
Co. Inc. application
for new AM of station
on 1490 kc with 250 w fulltime; subject
to condition
applicant
satisfactorythat
adjustment
of all make
reasonable
complaints of blanket interference
within its 250 mv/m contour. Decision
Aug. 29.
WORD nouncedSpartanburg,
S. C. —switch
Anfinal decision granting
in facilities from 1400 kc, 250 w, fulltime, to 910 kc, 1 kw, fulltime, directional; engineering conditions including
provision that WORD be responsible
for eliminating any objectionable interactionAug.with 27.
WSPA Spartanburg. Decision
WWST Wooster, Ohio — Announced
final decision granting increase in
power from 500 w to 1 kw, operating
daytime only on 960 kc. Decision Aug.
27.
KLOK San Jose, Calif. — Announced
final decision granting request for
change in facilities from 5 kw, daytime only, to 5 kw-day, 1 kw-night,
night-directional,
on 29.
1170 kc; conditions. Decision Aug.
INITIAL DECISIONS
KFXD aminerNampa,
— Hearing
Leo ResnickIdaho
issued
initial Exdecision favoring grant of application to
increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw on
580 kc with day-night directional; conditions. Favored denial of KOPR Butte,
Mont, application to switch from 550
kc, 1 kw, fulltime to 580 kc, 1 kw-night,
5 kw-day, night-directional. Decision
Aug. 24.
MEMORANDUM OPINIONS AND
ORDERS
Oak Harbor,
Ohioand
— Adopted
memorandum opinion
order denying
petition of The Rural Bcstg. Co. of
Ohio for review of examiner's ruling in
memorandum opinion of Feb. 16 denying leave to amend application for new
AM station (on 1470 kc, 1 kw, fulltime)
to show redesign of daytime directional array. Order Aug. 27.
Ft. Stockton, Tex. — Announced
memorandum opinion and order denying petition and motion of Trans-Pecos
Bcstg. Co. for leave to intervene and
enlarge issues in matter of revocation
of KFST Ft. Stockton's construction
permit. Order Aug. 27.
WTUX Wilmington, Del.— By order,
granted authority to continue temporary operation until midnight, Dec. 10,
pending action on petition for rehearing and other relief filed by WTUX
on Nov. 1, 1950, directed against FCC
decision released Oct. 12, 1950 denying
renewal of license. Order Aug. 29.
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska — By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition by KTKN Ketchikan and KINY
Juneau requesting FCC to set aside
grant of construction permit for KABI
and designate Aurora Bcstrs. Inc. application for Juneau station for hearing. Order Aug. 29.
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.-On its own
motion, Commission postponed effectivenes of Aug. 8 memorandum opinion and order granting assignment of
license from Atlanta Newspapers Inc.
to Broadcasting Inc. and stayed the
same until Sept. 14. Order Aug. 29.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Prairie Du Chien, Wis. — Prairie
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1280 kc, 500 w, day-

time; engineering conditions. Principals include President Edwin W. Erdman (11.6%), technician Draves Radio
Lab; Vice President Jasper J. Harwood
(5%), technician Mueller Radio Inc.;
Secretary-Treasurer Walter C. Schlaugat Jr. (13.3%),
WFOX (10%),
Milwaukee; Thomas engineer
N. Gallagher
ownerthur F.Gallagher
Real
Estate
Co.;
Vahovious (13.3%), civilian Arair
technician,
ed Aug. 24. Air National Guard. GrantWildwood,
J. — kc,
Francis
Matrangola.
GrantedN. 1230
100 w,J. fulltime.
(Removed
from
hearing
docket.)
Estimated construction cost $6,504. Applicant is instructor for New York Technical Institute of Maryland, Baltimore.
Granted Aug. 24.
Juneau, Alaska — Aurora Bcstrs. Inc.
Granted 630 kc, 1 kw-day, 500 w-night;
engineering condition. Permitee is
also
Grantedpermitee
Aug. 29.of KABI Ketchikan.
WILScrease inLansing,
Mich. — from
Granted
daytime power
1 kw into
5 kw on 1320 kc with 1 kw-night, directional
antenna
2;
engineering
conditions. Granted Aug. 24.
KLIX Twin
Falls, power
Idaho —fromGranted
reduction
in daytime
5 kw
to 1 kw, change in daytime directional
system and transmitter; engineering
conditions. (Presently licensed on 1340
kc, 250 w, fulltime; has construction
permit
for 1310 kc,Granted
5 kw-day,
night, directional.
Aug. 124.kwWSKY
Asheville,
N.
C.
—
switch in facilities from 1490 kc Granted
to 1230
kc, 250 w, fulltime and changes in
antenna system; engineering conditions
include stipulation that program tests
will not be authorized until WISE Asheville shifts
Granted
Aug.from
29. 1230 kc to 1310 kc.
WWSC inGlens
Falls,power
N. Y.—
increase
nighttime
on Granted
1410 kc
from 500 w to 1 kw, directional; change
transmitter location and directional
antenna system; specified new completion date eight months from date of
grant; missed
engineering
Disrelated 29.
WWSC conditions.
petition as moot.
Granted Aug.
Bend,
switch
in KBND
facilities
fromOre.—
1270 Granted
kc to 1110
kc
with
1
kw,
fulltime,
night-directional.
Granted Aug. 29.
FM GRANTS
WAGA-FM
Atlanta, Ga. — Granted
decrease
in
ERP
Granted Aug. 24. from 50 kw to 42 kw.
WTOL-FM
Toledo,
decrease
in ERP
from Ohio
50 kw— toGranted
1.3 kw
and
antenna
from
340
ft. to 160 ft.
Granted Aug. 24.
WFBC-FM Greenville. S. C— Granted
decrease in ERP from 160 kw to 8.7 kw
and antenna from 1,120 ft. to 170 ft.
Granted Aug. 29.
WORZ-FM
Orlando.
decrease
in ERP
from Fla.
18.5 —kw Granted
to 16.5
kw; conditions. Granted Aug. 29.
KOA-FM
Denver,
— Granted
crease in ERP
from Col.
43 kw
to 23.5 dekw
and antenna from 405 ft. to 185 ft.;
condition. Granted Aug. 29.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WRNO Orangeburg, S. C. — Granted
transfer of control WRNO Inc., licensee, from R. L. Easley to Frank S. Best
and Frank S. Best Jr. through purchase of 90 shares by Mr. Best Sr. for
$1,700. Granted Aug. 24.
KTAN Sherman. Tex. — Granted
transfer of control Sherman Bcstg.
Corp., licensee, from E. T. Fant Jr.
and F. W. Anthony to Charles L. Cain
for $7,600. Mr. Cain has been a KTAN
employe. Granted Aug. 24.
WSKI Montpelier, Vt. — Granted transfer of control Montpelier-Barre Bcstg.
Co. Inc., licensee, from Christian
Leader Pub. Co. to Nathan Greenburg
an! Charles W. Grinnell through pur-

chase of stock from several prese
stockholders for $35,000. Purchase re
resents all of outstanding stock exceV
one
share. Savings
Mr. Greenburg
is direct '
of Capital
Bank, MontpeJh
and Mr. Grinnell is director Civil D
f nse Agency State of Vermont, Di
trict 3. Granted Aug. 24.
WIBC Indianapolis, Ind. — Grant
acquisition of control WIBC Inc.,
censee, by Richard M. Fairban
through stock reorganization pi;
which
him Aug.
a 51%24. Class B voti:
stock. gives
Granted
KEVA Shamrock, Tex. — Granted a
signment of license from Albert Coop
and James Daniell Abbott to new pai
nership including Farrell M. Brool
chief engineer and commercial man
ger. Mr. Brooks pays $6,000 for 1
20% interest. Granted Aug. 30.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Ozark, Ala. — Ozark Bcstg. Corp., !
kc,
kw, daytime;
estimated
constri
tion 1 cost
$11,900; first
year operati
cost $24,000; first year revenue $30,0
Principals include President Doug!
Brown
(2i^%),Bank
attorney;
Pre
dent Bertram
(33j^%),Vicey3 owr^
WTBC Tuscaloosa; Secretary-Treasui
W. S. Garner (2%%), owner Garr
Insurance Co.; V. P. Taylor 12V2°,
automobile dealer; J. W. H. Belcf
(¥•%),
V> owner
J.
H. Kelley
(1%),Belcher
owner Produce
Kelley BsC
kerage Co.; T. A.W.Goff
(}'•>%), und<
taker-attendant;
C. Brown
(229
drug store owner;
Fred Seaborn
B. Saliba (10<?
merchant;
Jimmy
(10?
broadcast engineer; Jesse Strickla
(10%),
Filed Bcstg.
Aug. 28.
Cocoa,merchant.
Fla. — Brevard
Co., 1
kc, 250 w, daytime; estimated 0
$15,700; operating cost $26,800; reven
$42,848. Partners are W. D. Wils
(22 2/9%), attorney; Seay Dormay W
son (22 2/9%); Davis E. Wilsc
(22 2/9%),
chief engineer
Par
ma
City, Fla.;
Emerson WDLP
W. Brow
(16%%),
chief
engineer
WTRR
ford,
Sarah A. Browne (16%9Sa
Filed Fla.;
Aug. 29.
FM APPLICATIONS
Portland, Ore. — Pioneer Bcstrs. In
Ch. 262 (100.3 mc), 57 kw, antenna
ft. No construction cost as applica
owns KGW-FM facilities, formerly
censed to Oregonian Pub. Co. App
cant is23. licensee of KGW (AM). Fil
Aug.
Olney, 111.— Olney Bcstg. Co., Ch
(92.9 mc), 18.38 kw; estimated c
$9,315; operating cost $4,800; reven
$12,000. Applicant is licensee of WVI
Olney. Filed Aug. 29.
TV APPLICATIONS
Meridian, Miss. — Birney Imes Jr
11 (198-204 mc), 11.6 kw visual, 5.8 1
aural, antenna height 250^ ft. Es
mated cost $90,000; operating cost $10
000; revenue $100,000. Applicant is
censee of WMOX Meridian. Fil
Aug. 24.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
WJBO and WBRL (FM) Baton Roui
La. — Transfer of control Baton Rou
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, from Char
P. Manship Jr. and Douglas L. Ma
ship, co-executors of estate of Lec
D. Manship, to Charles P. Manship J
Douglas L. Manship, Douglas L. Ma:
ship Jr., Richard F. Manship, and B
vid C. Manship. Transfer is for purp<
of carrying out terms of Mrs. Lec
Manship's will. Filed Aug. 29.
KSMO
San Mateo,
Calif.— Assig
ment
of license
from Amphlett
Prii
ing Co. to Bay Radio Inc. for $80,0
Principals in transferee are Preside
S. A. Cisler (55%), part-owner WKV
Louisville, WXLW Indianapolis, WX
Richmond;
wife
of S. A.Rachel
Cisler. W.FiledCisler
Aug. (45<?
30.
WIRO
Ironton,
Ohio
—
Assignment
construction permit from Glacus
Merrill to Iron City Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
corporation
Filed
Aug. 24.owned 99% plus by hi
WCHI (FM) Chicago Heights, 111
Acquisition of control Chicago Heigl
Bcstg. Co., licensee, by President A
thony Santucci through purchase
the corporation of Secretary F. J. An
bruster's 22.6% for $2,394. Mr. Sa
tucci
will 28.own 60% after transfi
Filed Aug.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan.
AM
FM 53.dates
TV follow:
0. New deletio
and 24,
effective
WBND Belleville, 111. — Bellevi
News Democrat, construction perm
Aug. 29.
UAW-C
Ohio—20.
Cleveland
WCUOCorp.,
license,, Aug.
Bcstg.
App
cant's request.
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ngineers Buffaloed
RADIO ENGINEERS arriving at a construction site at
Avalon on Santa Catalina
Island, Calif., to set up equipment for a new station,
KBIG, were ill-prepared for
the obstacle that confronted
them. They found the site
had been taken over by a
herd of American buffalo. It
took the engineers several
hours of friendly persuasion
before these "vanishing
Americans" would relinquish
the site. The wilds of Avalon
are one of the few remaining
sanctuaries of the bison.

Creates Manufacturer Threat
STRIKE
ER
PP
CO
in use of mica for condensers in
MATERIALS scarcity problems
formers, filter chokes and coiis, and
appeared seriously compounded for antennae. Cadmium has been uti- electronics and radio equipment and
a proposed order designed to give
lized as a substitute, but this metal
manufacturers of radio-TV appli- is scarce
amateur radio operators priority
too.
ances and military electronic orders
assistance in obtaining equipment
Supplies
of
galvanized
sheet,
Thursday as the nation found itself
copper, aluminum and zinc also are also were reviewed by government
tied up with a copper strike of in
short supply, with no prospect of authorities past fortnight.
threatening dimensions.
relief in the foreseeable future.
Industry authorities generally
Additionally, the government has
conceded that, if the work stoppage
called an emergency conference in
CHICAGO REUNION
continues for another week, pro- Washington for Sept. 11 to discuss
duction of copper would scale down
methods of uncovering new supBermuda Trip Recalled
plies of iron and steel scrap. In
through the present stockpile, let
CHICAGOANS reminisced on
alone dislocate the whole chain of another move, President Truman
electronic output for both civilian
Shangri-La, the exclusive Westingset up a Defense Materials Proand defense orders.
house retreat, last Tuesday when
curement agency under Jess Larthe company entertained agency
son, General Services AdministraEquipment manufacturers have
tor, to look into means of obtaining
buyers and media directors at
continuously
faced
shortages,
datmaterials in the U. S. and abroad.
RADE RULES
luncheon in the Racquet Club. The
ing back to last fall when the govThe situation on nickel is perFTC Sets Meet Sept. 26
reunion of midwesterners who went
ernment imposed gradual cutbacks.
just as acute. The direct to Bermuda on the original surEDERAL Trade Commission last But the present strike of mine, mill effect haps
here
is
on
manufacturers
of
and smelter workers portends a
prise trip to Shangri-La included:
a ] iday unveiled a tentative draft more ominous spectre. Seven unpermanent magnetic loudspeakers
Phil Bowman and Marion Reuter,
proposed new trade practice
and
assemblers
of
cathode
ray
ions are involved in negotiations
Young & Rubicam; Hal Rorke, J. Walles for the radio-TV industry and
tubes. A Senate Small Business
ter Thompson; Jane Daly, Earle Lud-iiultaneously set Sept. 26 as the with companies which produce 95%
subcommittee, headed by Sen. Blair
gin; Kay Kennelly, Olian Adv.; John
Ite for a second conference of of the nation's copper, much of
Piatt,
George Mc(D-Mich.), has been ex- Givern,McCann-Erickson;
highly-developed elec- Moody ploring
Grant; Genevieve Lemper.
•vernment and industry repre- it goingtronicinto
an
alleged
black
market
in
weapons.
Foote, Cone & Belding; Jane McKenfntatives.
this metal.
dry, Needham, Louis & Brorby; Lou
Aside from copper, for which
The conference will be held in
Nelson,
Wade Adv; Ray H. Reynolds,
Still in all, the National Promanufacturers have devised subRogers and Smith; Holly Shively, Ruthduction Authority last week notified
Pi ff|e National Archives Bldg. audirauflf & Ryan, and Evelyn Vanderploeg,
stitutes, lead, zinc and other output
manufacturers who use copper,
Schwimmer & Scott; Carl Georgi Jr.,
ifj'xium, Washington, at 10 a.m.
^bsequent sessions are slated for would be affected. Another ex- steel or aluminum that they now
D. P. Brother and Co., and Bill Bryan,
ample is selenium, a scarce by?pt. 27-28 if necessary. FTC
Free & Peters came from Detroit.
may appeal any previous denials
product of the smelting and refin- of
Westinghouse officials on hand were
tiairman James Mead is expected
requests
for
adjustments
of
their
Walter Evans. Sales Manager
ing process, used in rectifiers.
allotments under CMP. NPA said President
j preside.
E. R. Borroff, J. E. Baudino, Eldon
The FTC tentative draft, pre- Allocation is now under study by it has set up a three-man board
Campbell, W. E. Wiemers, W. B. Mcued by its staff and released last the government. Employment disBob Duffield, Dave Lewis, Franklin
ruption in a number of plants, which would grant relief "to the GjH,
Tooke, Bill Swartley and George Tons.
<zek, conforms substantially to
extent permitted by the availabilcommendations set forth by the especially those in plants handling
idio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and government contracts, appeared
materials."
Theity ofneed
for greater conservation
certain pending settlement of the
'her groups. These representaTRIED and PROVED
strike.
tives attended the first conference
There has been a critical scarcity
for 5 YEARS
1st June [Broadcasting • Tele.sting, June 25] when color TV of copper scrap and base alloy
right along, not to mention steel
upted as a bitter controversial
EXCISE TAXES
Bue in the one-day proceedings.
scrap — so critical that the government had to draw out some 25,000
jAt that time, the commission
Group Omits Radio-TV Levy
A Dramatized
Creed to compile a summary of pounds from its already low stockSENATE Finance Committee last
ggested rules and regulations
Thursday failed to include an adid distribute them to industry
Truman Acts
Industrial
pile.
ministration-proposed increase in
.rties, a procedure which it set
federal excise taxes on radio and
Another effect of the strike,
\ motion last week. The rules are which prompted President Truman
telesets at the manufacturing level.
erely tentative and have no of- to wield the Taft-Hartley injunctive
Educational
The increase desired by the administration would have boosted the
,!jj.ial FTC approval.
axe, could be drastic cuts in the
' These proceedings are designed
formulate trade practice rules allocation of basic materials (cop- excise tax on sets from the current
per, steel and aluminum) under
10% to 25%, or a total raise of
Program
'aich would eliminate and prevent
15%.
Controlled
Mamfair methods of competition, de- the government's
terials Plan. Consumer durable
However,
the
committee
hiked
ptive practices and other abuses
makers are down to 659c below pre- excise taxes on automobiles, cigarfor Employees
lling within the commission's
Korean levels.
ettes and other items, requested by
risdiction. The rules will replace
the administration.
Late Thursday government meose now governing1 the radio
anufacturing industry and also d:ators tried to set up new barThe Senate group's action iggaining sessions. While union and
On WBRY since 1945. Just
noring radio-TV, followed the
extended to TV set makers.
Significant provisions in the staff company officials met, the PresiHouse procedure. Radio-TV inrenewed on upper N. Y. stadent signed an executive order inaft are those which deal with
tion. Now available for your
dustry spokesmen protested the revoking the Act. He also set up an
presentations for color TV. It
quest for increased levies on reinquiry board to investigate and
ceivers during a Senate hearing
city. Programs
5 minould be "an unfair trade practice"
utes: Can be run
adapted
to
report to him by Tuesday.
early
last
month
[BROADCASTING
•
jir any industry member to adverTelecasting,
Aug.
6,
July
30].
special
local
situations.
Even with early settlement of
se or reDr^sent that:
The committee was expected to
! A television receiving set is a the strike, further cutbacks in copFOR AUDITION RECORDS
,lor television receiving set, or a
study the excess profits tax as well.
per for non-defense projects
seemed almost a certainty, perhaps
lor television receiving set when
AND INFORMATION
Suggestions
that
industries
which
rts or accessories are added, unless
were in the period of growth during
late this month. Factory schedWRITE
ch television receiving set is capaules for September already are in the years now taken as the so-called
s. as so constituted, of reproducing
effect.
"base period" in computing excess
dor television signals in color from
Copper is used in many portions
profits be treated differently so as
color
television
transmitting
staWBRY
in.
of TV sets, with pound ratio for to bring the tax base more in line
with normal operation, have been
© An adaptor or other device for television about five times greater
5,000 WATTS
than that needed for radio receivBor television is capable of producmade both by radio-TV industry
CBS in Waterburv, Conn.
g television pictures in color when
ers. It also is used to plate steel spokesmen and have been heard on
ch is not the fact.
the floor of the Senate.
chassis, and in AC power transSeptember 3, 1951
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)

FELLOWS ASKS CHANCE
TO OPPOSE BENTON BILL
"URGENT" desire of broadcasters and telecasters to be heard in opposition to Benton
legislation (S 1579, SJ Res-76) expressed to
chairChairman Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.),
man of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee, by Harold E. Fellows, NARTB
president (see story page 23).
Legislation considered "the most dangerous
and far-reaching to come before Congress in
recent years," Mr. Fellows said, terming this
unanimous opinion of industry. He indicated
"substantial number" of witnesses both within and without industry will want to testify.
TV PLAN CHANGED
FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
CHANGE IN TV allocations along Southern
California-Mexican border officially made public Friday when FCC released text of Aug. 29
letter from Chairman Coy to Will C. Crawford, San Diego school superintendent. Instead
of proposed Channels 7 and 9 to Mexicali, new
allocation proposes only Channel 3, deleted
from San Diego [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 13].
Mr. Coy assures Mr. Crawford that educators who favored FCC's plan to reserve
Channel 3 for education in San Diego would
have a chance to file new comments on remaining channels allocated — 8 and 10 or 21,
Commis27, 33. In any event, Mr. Coy says,
sion will reserve one of UHF channels for
educational TV.
WAUSAU, WIS. TV BID
ONLY TV application filed last week was
request for Ch. 7 in Wausau,, Wis., by Rib
Mountain Radio Inc., owned 60% by the
Morgan Murphy-Walter C. Bridges interests
and 40% by Wausau Record-Herald. Rib
Mountain Radio wants 48.6 kw from 814 ft.
antenna. . Construction cost estimated at
S240,445, first year operating expenses,
8150,000. President and general manager is
W. C. Bridges; vice president is J. C. Sturtevant, publisher Record-Herald; secretarytreasurer is Morgan Murphy. Bridges-Murphy
stations are WEBC Duluth, WMFG Hibbing,
Minn.; WHLB Virginia, Minn.; WEAU Eau
Claire, WISC Madison, Wis. Mr. Bridges
owns controlling interest in WJMC Rice Lake,
Wis., and Mr. Murphy owns majority in KVOL
Lafayette, La. On Friday, WOW-TV Omaha
got STA to run transmitter at full 5 kw, boosting output from 16.7 kw to 17.5 kw.
FLYNN PROMOTED
HENRY FLYNN, account executive, promoted
Friday to assistant general manager, CBS
Radio Sales.
RELAY

OPERATIONS

TRANSCONTINENTAL TV relay facilities
will be in operation 5% hours weekly starting Sept. 30, according to Donn Tatum, western director of ABC television.
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CROSS-COUNTRY RATE
ON NEW CBS-TV CARD
CBS-TV Rate Card No. 6 for first time offers
advertiser live transcontinental TV program
service, with addition of KTSL (TV) Los Angeles, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KPIX (TV)
San Francisco and KFMB-TV San Diego to
CBS-TV interconnected stations, which now
total 51 out of 61 affiliates. Base evening
hour rate for 51 interconnected station network is $39,200; for full 61 stations, $44,000.
New card shows 45-minute rate at 80% of
hourly rate instead of 85% as heretofore.
Facilities charges are set at $325 an hour
within eight consecutive hours, $350 an hour
otherwise. Remote facilities are priced at
$1,250 per pickup. Card is dated Sept. 1.
DuMONT
TO LEND SETS
TO WORLD
SERIES VIEWERS
PROMOTION of DuMont television receivers
tying in with World Series this fall announced
by Walter L. Stickel, national sales manager
of Receiver Sales Division.
DuMont will form World Series clubs whenever group of five or more people register with
dealer, signifying their intent to watch series
telecasts in group. Sets will be installed
wherever "club members" choose — in home,
barbershop, hotel, or bus terminal — in time
for opening game and for duration of series.
Promotion is open to all authorized DuMont
dealers through their distributors.
TV'S SOCIAL IMPACT
CITED BY PSYCHOLOGISTS
SCIENTISTS' view of TV's impact on public
reflected in three papers on television slated
for presentation at four-day American Psychological Assn. Convention which opened
Friday at Chicago's Hotel Sherman.
In papers scheduled to be given Dr. Thomas
E. Coffin, supervisor, program research division, NBC TV Dept., suggested that video's
success as advertising medium is measurement of TV's success as training medium. Dr.
G. D. Wiebe, research psychologist, CBS
Radio Div., contended that television, under
certain demonstrable conditions, can help
achieve social and cultural objectives.
SADDLER, PETERSON NAMED
MAY BROADCASTING Co., owner-operator
of KMA Shenandoah, la., and KMTV (TV)
Omaha, has named Owen Saddler, general
manager, as executive vice president. Howard
O. Peterson, sales manager, was advanced to
vice president in charge of sales. President
Edward May said action was based on expansion of company and growth of Omaha operations to major proportions.
WNEX MACON JOINS ABC
WNEX Macon, Ga., 250 w on 1400 kc, effective
Sept. 30 becomes an affiliate of ABC. Station
also is MBS affiliate. WBML Macon moves
from
26). ABC to NBC Sept. 30 (see photo page

was under RCA sponsorship 3% years. Pis
contemplates Sunday afternoon time on fu
radio network, with rotation of "blue chij.
advertisers. Pickups would be world-ovi
from "battle stations." Col. E. M. Kirb
radio-TV chief of Army, who created Wor
War II series in collaboration with RCA-NB'
has been contacted by Robert Woodruff, Cor
Cola chairman and other officials about deve
opment of program.

NEW holdup on Senate Judiciary Commitfc
hearing of FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
judgeship nomination attributed to Chairms
Pat McCarran's (D-Nev.) absence. Nevads I
is on West Coast attending Japanese pea* I
treaty observances. Date now pegged for ne.
week to give interested parties advance notic
FCC Chairman Coy and Vice Chairnu
Walker also expected to testify.
NEXT PHASE of RCA-NBC color demonstr
tions, to get under way Sept. 10, will inclui
"networking" of its electronic color. Whi
date hasn't been set, series contemplates tran
mission over AT&T coaxial cable of color pr
gram from New York to Washington whe:
all in government (including FCC) can si]
for themselves. Sometime soon it's indica-ti
RCA will seek FCC authority to field test i
compatible color, in accordance with criter
laid down by Commission last year.
COMMENT of Frank Folsom, RCA presiden
on statement by CBS Laboratories Divisic
Vice President Peter C. Goldmark that labor;
tory tests with RCA tri-color tube are n
as good as color disc: "So what."
CHAIRMAN Robert Crosser (D-Ohio) «
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Con!
mittee
industry members
dicationmay
of have
speedygiven
consideration
of dormaiii '
McFarland Bill (S658). But there are f e i
portents of action. House is on extende
recess.
Besides,
someare
of vacationing,
Rep. Crosser'salor.
ke i
committee
staffers
with members.
SNARL developing in NARTB aural and T
dues plan, with aural members paying exti
for video services. Meantime BAB is gettin
jump
by signing
stations
advanceJoii(
NARTB-BAB
divorce
nextinApril.
NARTB boards not to work out aural-videi ;
BAB dues formula until December.
NARTB quietly preparing up-dated data c
TV station construction costs to meet rapid!
growing demand as thaw approaches. Sectio
will be added on UHF.
TELEPROMPTER

RULING

TELEPROMPTER employes don't have to \
NABET members, National Labor Relation
Board ruled last week. In decision on con
plaint of Teleprompter principals (Irvin
Kahn, Twentieth Century-Fox executive
NLRB ruled that visual prompter aid shall b
own employesTeleprompter'sAlliance
by International
operated of
members
of Theai
rical Stage Employes. Dispute between NABE
and Teleprompter forced several stoppages c
NBC Little Show rehearsals last February. |
MEYERS

TO

MATHES

CHARLES H. MEYERS, Grey Adv., Ne'
York, to J. M. Mathes, New York, as accoun
executive.
BROADCASTING
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That's what you want, isn't it? In advertising that means more sales impressions
per dollar spent.
No other medium can approach radio in reaching a lot of people at low cost.
In a market that is nearly 1/1 Oth of America, one station — WLW — reaches
more people more frequently and at lower cost than any
other medium available.
If you're really serious about wanting more for your advertising dollar,
if you're concerned about the cost of reaching people, you should see the new
presentation, "What Price People?" We'll be glad to show you
this factual story about —

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE- ABLE STATION

RCA Service technicians, dur
their unique training program, li
and breathe the subject of te
vision — for your benefit.

~These

men

When

you buy a fine television receiver, correct installation and maintenance are as important as the set. For service technicians,
RCA has developed the only training program
of its kind — a facton/ program.
During their studies, these men learn the basic
facts of modern, all-electronic TV. . . how it
reached its present perfection by research at RCA
Laboratories . . . how to build a television receiver
. . . how to select and install the right antenna for

vet

TVs

/nsf'cfe

Story

your home ... all the complexities of kinescopes,
electron guns, tubes, TV cameras and transmitters.
When their studies are complete, they have a
grasp of television's inside story that assures vou
the most perf ect possible installation and maintenance
— under your RCA Victor Factory-Service Contract.
See the latest wonders of radio, television, and electronics
at RCA Exhibition Hall, 36 West 49th Street, N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building,
Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

Get all the performance that's built i
your new RCA Victor home televis
receiver
through an RCA Victor Facte'
Sen ice Contract.

SEPTEMBER

r

WOR-iv
channel 9

New York's greatest sports station, carrying such important sports events as The Brooklyn
Dodgers, The World Series, All-Star Game, the best in basketball, boxing, wrestling, golf
Proudly announces its 1951 Fall sports schedule
Monday - Boxing, IBC Bouts from St. Nicholas Arena
"Tuesday - Boxing, from Westchester County Center
Wednesday -Wrestling from Ridgewood Grove (in October), Basketball from Columbia,
Fordham and St. Francis College from their own gyms (in December)
^Thursday - Boxing, from Sunnyside Gardens
Friday — Wrestling, from Jamaica Arena
"Saturday - Boxing, from Ridgewood Grove
rniture Stores
>w with Radio
Page 28

Effective Immediately WOR-tv will accept orders for fall start
There are still premium availabilities on such top show groups
as the following:
SPORTS

RECASTING

CHILDREN'S SHOWS

NEWS
FEATURE FILMS, ETC

All time is guaranteed against pre-emption at a
cost any sponsor can afford. Ask for availabilities
write, wire, or phone

WOR-tv
in New York
* Bouts under the supervision of one of the greatest
promotors and match-makers in the fight game,
Joe McKenna.
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WLS
IllinoisNATIONAL
State Fair. BARN DANCE Square Dancers on stage at the

This was the biggest State Fair year for WLS! Radio's Ever
Magic Touch brought throngs into WLS tents at the Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin State Fairs. At each of these state activities WLS entertainers broadcast daily direct from the Fair
Grounds before enthusiastic crowds. Further, the large WLS
tents contained special displays promoting WLS service and
entertainment . . . contained checking racks for the benefit of Fair
visitors. Thousands of WLS listeners from all over the Midwest
stopped in to meet and say hello to all the WLS folks.
As in eleven previous years, the WLS NATIONAL BARN
DANCE was the opening Saturday night feature at the Illinois
State Fair . . . and played before one of the largest crowds ever
to see the famed program at the Fair! 12,331 people paid to see
the 27 year old NATIONAL BARN DANCE broadcast from
before the Fairground Grandstand.
This personal touch with the WLS audience . . . this acceptance

Above — Illinois Governor Adlai Stevenson presents Mr. Arthur Enix with the
State
TrophyGroup
for thefrom"outstanding
chorus the
of 1951."
the Choral
Will County,ruralaccepted
trophy Mr.
duringEnix,the Director
WLS NA-of
TIONAL BARN DANCE program broadcast from the Illinois State Fair. Mr.
Harold Safford, WLS Program Director (far right) joined the Barn Dance cast in
applauding the presentation.
Below — broadcast
Part of the
who paidat tothe see
the State
NATIONAL
DANCE
from12,331
before people
the Grandstand
Illinois
Fair. BARN

enjoyed in ever-increasing amounts, helps prove that in the concentrated Midwest area, more people are listening to WLS— on
more radios— than ever before. The WLS audience, ever increasing in size and importance, shows again the power of radio's
ever magic touch — to educate — to entertain — to contribute to
the American way of life — and to create favorable public opinion—and sales— for articles and services that deserve it.

SEE YOUR JOHN BLAIR MAN FOR DETAILED INFORMATION

CLEAR

CHANNEL

Home of the NATIONAL

Earn Dane

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK- REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR V,

& COMPANY

3

BIRMINGHAM'S

i

SELL

to

ways

Mass

FOOD CHAIN CO-OP PLAN gives you

Market

10

special displays in major food stores.

0
0

vs ADVERTISED

o O 0
0 o
2

THREE DAILY five-minute programs
" (news or musical participation) at contiguous rates, beamed to reach ideal pros-

N
WSG
FAMILIES
I ON INDUSTRIAL

HOUSEWIVES

pects. Choice availabilities for two products now open.

0

DISTRIBUTIONAL HELP is a big extra
when you advertise with WSGN. We're

Birmingham's "Food Station", evidenced by
the fact that we carry more retail food advertising than any other station in Alabama.
If your product needs more distribution
here, ask us for help.

Ask

HEADLEY-REED

or write

Plus WSGN-FM

Serving
Radio

Alabama

Park,

for over

Birmingham,

25

with 55,000

Watts

Years"

Alabama
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I
CiosedCircuit
WHAT MAY BE far reaching changes in
economic structure of NBC, applying new
standard formula for affiliates, may emerge
from preliminary discussions of network's
Basic Economic Study Committee. Committee,
headed by Jack W. Harris, KPRC-AM-TV
Houston, who also is chairman of SPAC, includes Harry Bannister, WWJ-AM-TV Detroit;
C. Robert Thompson, WBEN-AM-TV Buffalo,
also SPAC member, and Harold Essex, WSJS
Winston-Salem. It's presumed matter will
crystallize at NBC convention at Boca Raton
Nov. 28-Dec. 1.
IF SENATOR William Benton (D-Conn.) has
' any notions that FCC will go overboard for his
plan to establish Advisory Board for Radio and
Television (short title: Censorship Board), he
has another think coming. FCC majority,
despite qualified personal endorsement given
by Chairman Coy, known to feel that plan
could open up Pandora's box, since it would
set up super advisory body to which FCC would
have to pay obeisance without having placed
upon it limitations under which Commission
itself functions.
THERE'LL BE teeth aplenty in upcoming
NARTB television standards of program and
advertising practice if present thinking prevails. Code envisioned as effective answer to
Benton plan for federal review board.
CBS ADDS its 200th station Oct. 1— WARK
Hagerstown, Md., owned by Richard Eaton,
operator also of WOOK Silver Spring, WSID
Baltimore and WANT Richmond. Station,
with $50 network rate, operates on 1490 kc
with 250 watts. CBS shortly expected to announce addition of two more stations in Rocky
Mountain area.
NATIONAL CARBON CO. (Prestone antifreeze), through William Esty buying sixsecond weather tie-ins in about 100 markets
with varying dates to coincide with cold
weather from Sept. through Dec. 31. In non-TV
markets time period will be 6-8 a.m. and 6-11
p.m. and in TV areas, 6-8, both morning and
evening.
PROPOSED CODE for sponsorship of upcoming political conventions has been submitted to
Democratic and GOP national committees by
radio & TV networks, preparatory to third
joint meeting within next fortnight. Proposed
code understood patterned after Senate Crime
Committee blueprint for Congressional radioTV coverage (story page 72). It advocates
good taste in commercials, veto power by
parties over sponsor-type, to allow networks
to recoup costs.

NORWICH PHARMACAL CO., Norwich,
N. Y. (Pepto-Bismol), through Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., adding 50 radio markets to its
spot announcement campaign, effective Sept.
24 for 15 weeks.
INTERNATIONAL broadcasts dealing with
(Continued on page 110)
Page 4
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coming
Sept. 10-11:Up
District 2 NARTB Meeting, Syracuse
Hotel, Syracuse.
Sept. 13-14: District 8 NARTB Meeting, Book
Cadillac Hotel, Detroit.
Sept. 14-15: District 7 Advertising Federation
of America Meeting, Hotel Peabody, Memphis.
(More Upcomings on page 98)

Bulletins
PERMISSION to telecast color was given by
the FCC last week to Crosley's WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati and Zenith's experimental TV stations KS2XBR and KS2XBS. Both got authority to use FCC-approved CBS field sequential
system, also NTSC simultaneous system.
WLWT was cautioned against broadcasting
NTSC system during program hours and selling time, was given experimental TV station
call KQ2XBO. Crosley asked permission to
telecast both systems three weeks ago to aid in
making color sets in factory and also to judge
public reaction [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 27].
A. LYNN ADDISON, 55, died of a heart attack
Friday afternoon at his office in Chicago. He
owned A. Lynn Addison Adv. Agency.
GOODWILL
PROGRAM
POLICY
CLARIFICATION IS ASKED
CLARIFICATION of Goodwill stations' future
program policies was asked by the FCC last
week. In Sept. 6 letter to Mrs. Frances S. Richards, widow of the late G. A. Richards, FCC
said it must have clarification of program policies before it can act on the transfer of KMPC
Los Angeles, WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland to Mr. Richards' estate. Same stations
are up for license renewal, pending FCC decision on result of lengthy hearing in which
bias and news slanting was alleged.
It's presumed by observers that if appropriate
responses are forthcoming, FCC then will consider dropping cases as moot, as recommended
by hearing officer following recent death of Mr.
Richards.
KLIMAN FORMING AGENCY
BERNARD M. KLIMAN, advertising director
of Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, has formed
his own agency and will resign from Gruen on
or before Dec. 31, as soon as successor is found.
New agency name, as well as addresses in
New
later. York and Hollywood, will be announced

14,670,000 SEE TRUMAN
TRENDEX estimated that audience of
14,670,000 watched President Truman
open the Japanese Peace Treaty conference on Tuesday, rating the program at
50.1 percent.

Briefly
Business
G.M. BUYS SKELTON # General Moto
Corp., Pontiac Division, has bought the CI
radio Red Skelton Show for three broadcast
Dec. 5, 12, and 19, first sale of the progra
under the new plan of making it available f
sponsorship on a one-time-or-more basis (s
story page 25). Broadcasts will advertise 19
Pontiacs. Agency: MacManus, John & AdanDetroit.
MARLIN NAMES NEW AGENCY # Marl
Firearms Co., razor blade and firearm divisi<
formerly with Duane Jones and Co., has a
pointed the new agency Scheideler, Beck a:
Werner, to handle advertising.
SCHUDT, SNYDER NAMED
TO MAJOR CBS POSITIONS
APPOINTMENTS of William A. Schudt J
as National Director of Radio Station Rel
tions for the CBS Radio Division and of C.
(Fritz) Snyder as National Director of Tel
vision Station Relations for the CBS Televisi'
Division announced today (Monday) by He
bert V. Akerberg, CBS vice president in char,
of both divisions. With CBS since Jan. 195
Mr. Schudt began as publicity director
WABC (now WCBS) New York, then head
CBS experimental TV operation from Ju
1931 to Feb. 1933, when he was made manag
WBT Charlotte. In 1938 he became manag
of WKRC Cincinnati and in Jan. 1940, start
organizing transcription division of Columt
Records before joining CBS station relatio
in June 1942 as field manager, becoming si
cessively eastern division manager and dir<
tor.
Mr. Snyder spent ten years with Chrysl
Corp. in various positions, followed by s
years as Assistant Advertising Manager
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey, from whi
he moved to J. Sterling Getchell Adv. as £
count executive on the Socony-Vacuum accoui
After a year with NBC Blue Network stati
relations department, he joined Biow Co.
1944 as account executive on Bulova, and frc
1947 to 1951 served as assistant to the pre
dent of Bulova Watch Co., returning in Ja
uary to Biow. Several months ago he join
CBS TV Network Sales; since then he h
been visiting CBS-TV affiliates in interest
sales relations.
RADIO GAINING IN TV
HOMES, PULSE REPORTS
PULSE DATA for January through Augi
of the last three years show a 41 per cent
crease in nighttime radio in TV homes, W(
New York reported Friday. Radio setsuse among video families from 6 p.m. to ni
night during the eight-month periods avera
8.3 in 1949, 9.3 in 1950 and 11.7 in 1951. Amo
non-TV families Pulse found the level of ra<
listening also steadily rising from 32.6 se
in-use in 1949 to 40.4 this year.
BROADCASTING
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OUT

OF

THE

WILD

BLUE

YONDER

America strengthens her defenses and WDEL-TV dramatizes for Delawareans the needs and methods for mobilization. Programs and spot announcements point up recruiting
campaigns, defense bond drives, governmental aims of all
types. "Your Air Force at New Castle," a weekly program presented bythe Public Relations Staff of the 113th Fighter
Interceptor Wing, typifies this WDEL-TV

service to its

viewers, brings into sharp focus "the wild blue yonder" and
the men who traverse it. Delawareans depend on their local
station for such programs, look to Channel 7 for information concerning their civic responsibilities and privileges.

WD

E

L

TV

Delaware
Wilmington,
A Steinman Station

Represented by
ROBERT
MEEKER
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
ANA Lobs Another Rock at Radio
Benton Supporters Hail His Plan
Use of Radio Silence Planned
CBS One-Time Plan Arouses Mixed Reaction ...
Coast-to-Coast TV Opened to 40 Million
NCAA Test Schedule Issued
Dr. Baker to Direct New Service
Furniture Stores Boost Sales by Radio
FCC Answers in Scripps-Howard Case
World Series Goes to NBC-TV
Theatre TV Use in Defense Training
Wage-Price Policies Continue Unsettled
WIRC Explains Its Nine-Man Staff
TELECASTING Starts on Page 75
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Agency Beat
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64
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58
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106|
Strictly Business . 14|
Upcoming
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Markets
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
THE 'BIRTH OF THE SWOON' PROVES THIS . . . Yes,
even in the tempestuous Twenties there were 'Them WHAT
HEARD' and 'Them WHAT SAW and we suspected even then that the
listeners were in the majority . . . NOW WE KNOW THEY ARE!
In a recent, thorough investigation, Advertising Research Bureau (ARBI)
interviewed scores of persons who shopped in ADVERTISED stores, LEARNED
that 54.5% get their information exclusively by listening to the RADIO.

54.5%
12.3%
33*2%

radio
«■
NEWSPAPER

LET US PROVE IT!
Clip +his coupon and
receive ffie "Proof of
Putting"
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KXLY
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KXLJ
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PEOPLE

YOU WON'T

SELL MUCH

sell

bette

VICHYSSOISE . . .

Every day at approximately 12 :45 pm in restaurants
throughout America, about 13 million businessmen ask
about 3 million waiters this question : "What's good today?"
Each one of the businessmen is looking at a complete menu
when he asks the question.
Waiters sell better than menus. People sell better
than paper.
Now suppose you had these people selling for you :
FRED ALLEN, LOUIS ARMSTRONG, EDDY ARNOLD, CHARLES BOYER,
DAVID BRIAN, EDDIE CANTOR, JACK CARSON, MINDY CARSON,
IMOGENE COCA, PERRY COMO, JOAN DAVIS, JIMMY DURANTE,
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr., JOSE FERRER, ED GARDNER, PHIL HARRIS,
ED HERLIHY, PORTLAND HOFFA, BOB HOPE, DEBORAH KERR, BERT

han

paper

. . . UNLESS YOU

USE THE HUMAN

VOISE

LAHR, FRANKIE LAINE, VIVIEN LEIGH, FRANK LOVEJOY, PAUL
LUKAS, DEAN MARTIN AND JERRY LEWIS, GROUCHO MARX,
DOROTHY McGUIRE, LAURITZ MELCHIOR, ETHEL MERMAN, ROBERT
MERRILL, RAY MIDDLETON, RUSSELL NYPE, MARGARET O'BRIEN,
SIR LAURENCE OLIVIER, EDITH PIAF, EZIO PINZA, JANE POWELL,
PHIL SILVERS, SONS OF THE PIONEERS, HANLEY STAFFORD, DANNY
THOMAS, MARGARET TRUMAN, EVELYN VARDEN, JIMMY WALLINGTON, CLIFTON WEBB, MEREDITH WILLSON, ED WYNN
. . . and Tallulah Bankhead,

dahlings.

These are the people who would sell better than paper
for you on NBC's THE BIG SHOW : Sundays 6 :30-8 :00 pm.
Cost: $12,408 per week, time and talent, for a quarter-hour
segment. Available in 13-week cycles.

NBC

Radio

Network
a service of Radio Corporation of America

new
You

Can

Central

Cover
New

the

York

business

Rich
Market

• • •

UALITY IMPORTERS Inc., N. Y. (Welch's Wine),
15 starts
Spotcoast-to-coast advertising campaign. Program willSept.
include radi<
Q spots in key markets. Agency: Al Paul Lefton Co., Phila.

with

SILVER SKILLET BRANDS Inc., Skokie, 111. (corned beef hash), Sept
3 started consumer advertising campaign in Boston, Providence, Buffalo
Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Schenectady, Richmond, Va., Norfolk, Va.
Columbia, S. C, and Chicago. Radio and TV being used. Agency: Fred
erick Asher Inc., Chicago.
CRAWFORD CLOTHES, N. Y., to sponsor Public Prosecutor, Thurs.
9:30-10 p.m., and They Stand Accused, Sun., 10-11 p.m., both on WABr
(TV) New York. Firm will also sponsor International Boxing Club (IBC
bouts, Mon., 9:50 p.m., on WOR-TV New York. Spots, disc jockey show;
and newscasts will be used on WINS WMGM WQXR WLIB WMW
New York.
ASSOCIATED BULB GROWERS of HOLLAND, Toronto, starts five
minute transcribed talks on bulb culture twice weekly on 16 Canadiai
stations. Agency: Don H. Copeland Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
MUSTEROLE Co. of Canada, Ste. Therese, Que. (medicinal), start
late in Oct. one-minute spot announcements five times weekly on V
Canadian stations. Agency: Erwin, Wasey of Canada, Toronto.
SCHICK (Canada), Toronto (electric razor) starts half-hour TV pro
grams beamed to Canadian audience on Buffalo and Detroit TV stations
Agency: Harold F. Stanfield Ltd., Toronto.
SWIFT CANADIAN Co., Toronto (Pard dog food), starts spot announce
ments on Canadian stations in connection with Canadian Internationa
Stamp Exhibition at Toronto. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Toronto

i
• • •

! CHEMUNG ! TIOGA
BMB

BROOME

Nighttime

Audience

WSYR
Station

KINGAN & Co. (meat products), Indianapolis, Oct. 14 starts Kin<\
Arthur Godfrey's Round Table on CBS radio Sun., 5-5:30 p.m. Agency!
Warwick & Legler, N. Y.
Families

TONI Co., Chicago (Prom, new home permanent wave, and White Rai

214,960
A

station

shampoo),
sponsorstarting
Stop theNov.
Music
alternate
Thursdays
ABC-T'V
7-7:30 p.m.to (CDT)
1, for
52 weeks,
sharingon with
OL1
GOLD cigarettes. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

164,720
B

Station

148,340
C

Station

SEIBERLING RUBBER Co,, Cleveland, sponsoring on alternate weeks
The Amazing Mr. Malone, Mon., 8-8:30 p.m., over ABC-TV beginnin:
Sept. 24. Agency: Meldrum & Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland.

76,920

GROVE Labs., St. Louis (Fitch Shampoo), sponsoring Live Like
Millionaire on CBS-TV, alternate Fridays, 10-10:30 p.m. for 26 week;
effective Sept. 21. Agency: Gardner Adv., St. Louis.

68,970

AMERICAN CHICLE Co., N. Y. (Clorets Chlorophyll Gum), effectiv
Sept. 16 will sponsor Rocky King, Detective Sun., 9-9:30 p.m. on DuMon
TV Network. Program is Jerry Layton Assoc. production and is directe
by Dick Sandwick. It has been on DuMont as sustaining show since Jai
7, 1950. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.

ACUSE
570 KC 4

PHILIP MORRIS & Co., N. Y., Oct. 15 starts I Love Lucy, film pr(
gram on CBS-TV, replacing Horace Heidt Youth Opportunity, Mc
9-9:30 p.m. (EDT). Contract for 26 weeks. Agency: Biow Co., N. Y.

D

WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC Affiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives

DAIRY FARMERS of Canada, Toronto (institutional), starts early i
October unnamed program on 28 Trans-Canada Network stations, Mon
Fri. 1:45-2 p.m. Agency: Reynolds Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
CANADIAN WESTINGHOUSE Co., Hamilton, Ont. (receivers and elec
trical appliances) starting Oct. 7 for 39 weeks renews Canadian WeSi\
(Continued on page 13)
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for the nationally accepted "Joske's Radio

Clinic." This account KNOWS
Texas Radio. JOSKE'S

San Antonio and South

buys to get RESULTS

. . . that's

why they apportion so large a part of their radio advertising dollar to KTSA.

(10 — fifteen-minute programs; 1 —

thirty-minute program; 1 — five-minute program per week)
Why

not follow the lead of in-the-know San Antonio advertiser . .. . for results choose KTSA.
F

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE EXPRESS PUBLISHING COMPANY
AVENUE
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

E AT THIRD ST.

• SAN

ANTONID

£. TEXAS

REPRESENTED A
NATIONALLY BY
FREE
and
PETERS
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JOHN KLATT, assistant director of media McCann-Erickson Inc.
Chicago, appointed manager of media department. He will contimii
to supervise buying of radio-TV time.
C. H. COTTINGTON, vice president in charge of radio and TV Erwir
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y., resigns. Mr. Cottington said that he has n
immediate plans for the future.
LOU HOLZER, executive vice-president, and VICTOR MALL, art di
rector Lockwood-Shackelford Adv., L. A., formed own agency unde
name of Holzer Co., with offices at 8743 Sunset Blvd. They are presides
and vice-president respectively. MABLE FRANCES formerly Warwic
& Legler Inc., L. A., is office manager.
LARRY W. PENDLETON, head of own Los Angeles agency, to Jorda
Co., that city, as account executive.
TED H. FACTOR Agency, L. A., changes name to Factor-Breyer Ini
TED H. FACTOR continues as president, and DONALD A. BREYE
as executive vice-president. ARTHUR PEARSON is chairman of plan
board.
Man

About

Town

and

Members
grocery

and

Country

of the Mid-South

trade know

Tom

drug

Wilborn

as a regular caller.
Tom, full-time merchandising
for WMPS,

,man

gets around

personally

to solicit tie-ins with WMPS

advertisers,

make

surveys, check

takes orders when

stock — and

even

necessary! He secures

and maintains window,

counter and floor

displays. Tom's background and experience in the food and drug field is an
ideal adjunct to your campaign.
Another instance of WMPS' merchandising cooperation with advertisers
— 100% service, through the point of sale]
Represented by RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, Inc.

WMPS
MEMPHIS,
mmmm
Page 12
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on all accounts

COMPANY

Flour's sponsorship of Arthur Go
em21st
the
ILVAIN was
McS
JAME
on CBS part
(Radio)
CBS-T"\
WILLIAM
Pillsbury's
of theandKate
Smh
ploye of the Leo Burnett & frey
Co. when he joined it 13 years ago Show, NBC-TV; Mars Candy Bar
as a shipping clerk. Today the two-day-a-week participation ar
Kellogg's two-day stint on Howd
agency has grown to a personnel
total of more than 350 people, its
Kaltenborn
on NBC
Doody,
NBC-TV;
Pure (radio)
Oil's H.ar1
radio and television billing is said
"Who Said That?", NBC-T^
to be over S6 million, and William
Green Giant County's alterna
James Mcllvain is eastern manweek sponsorship with Pillsbury r
ager of its radio and television
Art Linkletter on CBS (radio) ar
department.
With Shoe's
ActingSay
Bill Mcllvain started in the ship- ABC-TV; Brown's
ping
department
in
ABC-TV,
Busts
December 1938 and
Brown Shoes Smili
was transferred to
Ed McConnell
the traffic division
NBC radio a n
shortly afterward
where he remained
CBS-TV.
until August 1941.
Mr. inMcllvain
born
Chicago w
At that time he enlisted in the Coast
attended
Loyoi,ai
May 2, 1918,
Guard and served in
Brazil and Trinidad.
Academy.
For t
first year out
His rank was that
school he worked
of lieutenant (j. g.).
an office boy wi
He was released in
the Teletype Coi
1945 and returned
to the agency as
Then he Agency
joined t
Burnett
timebuyer and aswas
on hisclerk
way a
a shipping
sistant to Bill Waddell, radio manager.
his present status.
Three years later
he was moved to
The Mcllvains
Mr. McILVAIN
she is the form
New York as adPat Murray, an ex-radio and te
ministrative assistant to Mr. Weddell to handle the growing number
vision actress — have been marri
of eastern originated television
shows of the agency. Last year he since June 1946. They have t\
children, Bill III, 4 years, and E
was named manager of that branch
of the agency.
gina, IV2 years. The family liv
Under his administrative superin its own home in West Nyack
vision, the department handles the
Sailing is his hobby.
programs : Pillsbury
following
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CHARLES H. MYERS appointed account executive J. M. Mathes Inc.,
sT. Y. He was with Grey Adv. and Benton & Bowles.
?AUL BASS, art director Buchanan & Co., L. A., to Foote, Cone &
Belding, L. A., in same capacity.
3ENRI, HURST & McDONALD, Chicago, elected to membership in
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
PanSANT, DUGDALE & Co., Baltimore, moves to new offices at 15 E.
Jayette St., effective Sept. 24.
3ERENICE E. CONNOR, radio-TV director Buckley Adv. Agency, Phila.,
.;o Ladies Home Journal on advertising and promotion staff.
♦IURRAY GOODWIN, copy supervisor Kenyton & Eckhardt, N. Y.,
lamed copy chief on Kaiser-Frazer account for William H. Weintraub
k Co. N. Y.

5ILBERT COLLINS, copywriter Warwick & Legler, N. Y., to copywriting
i staff William H. Weintraub & Co., N. Y.
Ti
rOSEPH MORONE, head of his own film company, to Dancer-Fitz?erald-Sample, N. Y., to take charge of production of film commercials,
mcceeding JOHN BATTISON, resigned. Mr. Battison has not yet re— j-ealed his future plans.
ZORNELIUS W. HAUCK appointed media and research director
juenther, Brown & Berne, Cincinnati.
W. E. SIMLER, account executive Victor van der Linde Co., N. Y., sailed
Sept. 4, on Gripsholm, to consult with organizing committee of 15th
Dlympic Games to be held in Helsinki, 1952. United States promotion
'or fall and spring will be discussed.
50RDON JACOBS, assistant research director Foster & Kleiser, S. F.,
:o BBDO, same city, as account representative on Schenley account.
jRAHAM BLACK to BBDO, in merchandising and account capacity.
5ERRY C. LEFTWICH, advertising manager P. R. Mallory & Co., Ingj lianapolis, to Young & Rubicam, S. F., as copywriter.
FRANKLIN C. WELCH

to Honig-Cooper Co., Seattle.

New Business
(Continued from page 10)
nghouse Presents on 52 Dominion network stations, Sun. 6-6:30 p.m.
Vgency: S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto.

Qyency •Qjajaointminti • • •
rlcCALL'S MAGAZINE appoints Cunningham & Walsh Inc., N. Y., to
andle advertising. George A. Flanagan is account executive.
'ETER FOX BREWING Co., Chicago, appoints Fletcher D. Richards
nc, Chicago, to handle advertising. Firm currently
I'
N using radio and TV.
iCOTT PETERSEN & Co., Chicago, names H. W. Kastor & Sons, same
ity, to handle advertising for its meat products. TV will be used.
LYRON FOUNDATION, Chicago (dietary reducing aid), appoints Chioffice Simmonds
5agoaccount
executive. & Simmonds to handle advertising. George O'Leary
I'NURTONE
Co., Beverly
(medical
electronicNational
equipment),
ppoints Factor-Breyer
Inc.,Hills,
L. A.,Calif,
to handle
advertising.
spot
adio campaign planned. TV spot campaign also being considered.

By Invitation Only
ANN

and

Keep WHAM's

ROADCASTING
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KEEFE

finger on a 23-County

keep 23 Counties' Ears Tuned

Pulse and

to WHAM

It's a simple enough idea — the Keefes' "Hometown" program — but
WHAM happens to be the only station doing it. And there's a moral
in that for timebuyers interested in the upstate New York market of
23 prosperous counties.
At the drop of a hat — or the arrival of a postcard — the Keefes take
off for any one of the area's scores of towns for a personal visit. It
may be a Grange meeting here or a church supper there or a 4-H
meeting somewhere else. The contact builds friendly loyalty to
WHAM and the Keefes' report of their visit, broadcast a few days
later, builds top listenership. Add a generous sprinkling of "favorite
recipes" sent in, of play and book reviews, of strictly local club and
society news — and you'll agree that "Hometown" is a perfect vehicle
for your product commercials.
1 :20 p.m. Daily on
WHAM
Participations Available

"ONTINENTAL
(gun importers), names Grant &
Vadsworth Inc., N.ARMS
Y., to Corp.,
handle N.itsY.advertising.
>EAN ROSE STUDIOS, N. Y., names R. T. O'Connell Co., same city,
~> handle its radio and television advertising.
ANADA PACKERS Ltd., Toronto, appoints Cockfield, Brown & Co.,
"oronto, to handle all advertising except soap division.
V. CAUHORN Co., CAUHORN DISTRIBUTING Co., LAMINATED
IETALS Corp., and ELECTRIC DEODORIZER Corp., all Detroit, apoint Betteridge & Co., same city, to handle advertising. Radio and TV
ill be used. Harry W. Betteridge is account executive.
IUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co. of New York appoints Benton &
:owles, N. Y., to handle advertising.

BOB

WHAM

The Stromberg-Carlson
Station
Rochester, N. Y.

Basic NBC — 50,000 watts— clear channel— 1180 kc
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
September 10, 1951
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GEORGIA

1200 KC

CBS

by

Katz Agency,

•

in installments on his Lines for
Living program. The response
from young and old was so enthusiastic Mr. Seale decided to publish
the tale. In the book, Author Seale
tells "the story of the story," giving KGNC credit for making Bogio
known to thousands of listeners.

strictly business
ment that the Ford Motor Co. had
won a gold medal award from
the Fashion Academy, the employer
mused: "I wish we could win
an award like that."
Mr. Green hurried a presentation together and shortly thereafter, Detecto Scales became one
of the first in its field to be a gold
medal recipient. The promotion to
advertising manager and publicity
director followed, four months
after Mr. Green had joined the
company.
As advertising manager, Mr.
Green is responsible for his company's now active interest in air
time, and he has just finished demonstrating the effects of radiotelevision advertising to company
executives. His first test was to
channel the firm's products (scales,
MR. GREEN
hampers, and matching bathroom
equipment) through Prizes Inc. for
made
bossHarold
his in
k ed
CASUAL
one dayremar
result
give-away programs, and the
results were so satisfactory that
Green's becoming advertising
manager and publicity director of station managers were soon putDetecto Scales Inc., Brooklyn.
ting Detecto products at the top
(Continued on page 52)
After seeing a billboard announceJlf

TO BE SPENT IN THE

Represented

left), founderMr.of Linn.
Boy's Ranch, and

A

THE $190,000,000 MORE

5000 W

AMARILLO businessmen joined
KGNC in helping Mr. Seale
(seated, right) launch Bogio.
Active in event were Dale Smiley
(also seated), First National Bank
vice president; Cal Farley (top,

1 ,000,000
PER

WRC

Inc.

September 10, 1951

DAY

audience surveys

mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.
Morning,

TING YOUR SHARE OF

SAVANNAH,

contiguous area knows about "Bogio," a mythical newsboy with a
mythical
pet dog,
"Rags."
Residents
of the
region love
Bogio and his mutt because they
have heard Uncle Jay Linn of
KGNC Amarillo tell the tales of
these lovable characters every Sunday afternoon.
Last week KGNC joined Amarillo merchants and thousands of
listeners in buying copies of a new
book, Bogio. First 25 were bought
at premium prices for the benefit
of child charities. The next 1,000
were given to the famed Cal Farley's Boy's Ranch and Khiva Kentrick Fund for Crippled Children.
Fred Seale, Amarillo real estate
developer and builder, is Bogio's
author. Mr. Seale is setting aside
5% of the sale price of all books
for child welfare agencies.
Bogio was born a score of years
ago when Daddy Seale started telling stories to his own children and
their neighborhood friends.
As the young audience grew up,
Mr. Seale was constantly asked to
put Bogio on paper. He did, but
no publisher was interested. That
wasSome
in themonths
early '40's.
ago Mr. Linn,
KGNC farm editor, heard about
Bogio and started reading the story

SPELL

ARE

SAVANNAH

Panhandle and

USE

CAPITAL DOLLAR SIGN.
FOR

ALL THE TEXAS

of the meek

noon

and

night, Washington

area

people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of programming to fit any sales
requirement.

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

i|38

million

dollar

seed

The cotton seed alone pays southern farmers 157 million
dollars, brings southern crushers another 281 million
when processed into oil, meal, hulls and linters
for myriad industries. Over 11%

of this income

enriches Carolinians, notably WBT's 3,000,000
listeners — the largest group of your prospects

JEFFERSON

STANDARD

Represented

BROADCASTING

National ly by

COMPANY

Radio

Sales

In

The

Public
they say it's a
television

age, BUT...

Indiana's
and

first

only 50 KW

radio station

has

increased

of nighttime

its share

audiences

No doubt about it, television has grown rapidly
here in Indiana. But WIBC's share of nighttime
audiences has done a heap of growing, too!
WIBC's share of this "A-time" audience shows
a gain of 36.8% over the comparable period in
1950, according to the latest Hooper (Feb. -April,
1951).
By contrast, all other Indianapolis radio stations
showed a drop in percentage of the nighttime
audience of the Hoosier capital.
So, before you buy time or television in Indiana,
investigate the solid evening lineup of good
listening on WIBC . . . the only Indianapolis
radio station that gives you an out-of-state "bonus"
coverage.

/

Ask your JOHN BLAIR man for particulars on
these excellent nighttime availabilities.

1070

KC

WIBC
The Friendly Voice of Indiana
WIBC, Inc. • 30 West Washington Street • Indianapolis 6, Indiana
John Blair & Company, National Representatives
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Boys Go to Camp
THROUGH single-handed efforts
of Ross Mulholland, KMPC Hollywood disc jockey, over $4,000 has
been raised during past few months
to send underprivileged boys in
Southern California to camp. Devoting his morning programs to
boys' cause, Mr. Mulholland has
been urging listeners to subscribe
all or part of cost it takes to send
a boy to camp. Cost required per
boy is $15. During that time over
250 boys have been able to enjoy
10-day vacations at the All Nations
Boys Club Camp in San Bernardino
Mts., thanks to energetic Mr.
Mulholland.
Needed a Goat
AFTER being told by his doctors
he had leukemia and needed goat's
milk in addition to prescribed medicine, aDanville, Va., father of five
children called WDVA for help
after learning the only goat he
could find cost $60. Station ran
the item on an early morning show
and telephones began to ring soon
afterward offering donations. But
one listener offered a goat free to
the patient if he would come and
get it. WDVA news editor Charles
Craig drove the patient to pick up
the goat, completing mission.

Aids Red Cross
WYVE Wytheville, Va., brought tl
Red Cross much publicity when tl
station broadcast proceedings du
ing a blood bank donation Aug.
of Miss Francis Poe, WYVE i
count executive. Microphone w;
handled by Sid Tear, WYVE cob
mercial manager, who has been a
pointed recruitment chairman
the Wythe County Red Cross Bloo
mobile. Ronnie Lindamood, WYV
engineer, assisted at donati<
broadcast.
Comfort for Stricken Child
CKY Winnipeg learned little Ba
bara Desjarlais was stricken wil
rheumatic fever and at Winnips
General Hospital. Her paren
could not afford any toys for
and CKY news editor George He]
man mentioned it on the air.
a matter of hours over 200 dol
and other playthings had bet
sent to CKY. A local taxi compai
delivered them to the hospital
its good deed.
POLICE CLAIM HIT
WSAZ Defends News Repo

CRITICISM by the local chief
police charging that WSAZ Hur
ington, W. Va., contributed part
to congested traffic conditions
reporting a series of motor aci
Blood Donations
dents drew an unequivocal rep
ABC Radio today (Monday) will from Program Director Ted Eilai
present a program, Wanted — Blood,
on the subject of station respori!
in cooperation with the Dept. of De- bilities.
Police Chief Lon Whitten hi
fense to point up acute need for concensured the station for airing
tributions to the nation's blood
bank. Broadcast will include statebulletin, with the "net result th
ments by Defense Secretary George
we had to dispatch badly-need
C. Marshall, Gen. Omar Bradley,
traffic men to attempt to hano
and Gen. Matthew Ridgway.
the abnormal traffic." The loc
newspaper and AP radio wire ca
ried the chief's remarks along wi
Highway Safety
Mr. Eiland's reply, prompted
WKNE Keene, N. H., began intenpart by a similar incident with t
sive spot campaign for highway
fire department in recent weeks.
safety just prior to Labor Day
Mr. Eiland pointed out that
weekend and will continue the drive
station "has not only the right ai
through school openings.
privilege but also the duty to broa
cast news, the origin of which
# * *
not controlled by any individual
Stop! Stop!
organization."
Moreover, indivi
DONALD R. SHUE, former disc ual stations must
exercise th<
jockey for WGCB Red Lion, Pa., own judgment as to news vah
came up with an unusual promotion
been "dere1:
stunt that raised money for a local
would have
WSAZ
its duties,"
he added, if it h
girl ill with multiple sclerosis. At in
refrained from airing the bullet:
a block party sponsored by a rescue
The WSAZ program director d
fire company in York, Pa., Mr. Shue
claimed
any suggestion that t
had recordings played over and station was
any more responsil
over. They could be taken off the
turntable only when a specified for converging spectators than n
torcycle sirens and cruisers. Fi
number of donations was reached.
Mr. Shue now has his own free- thermore, he noted, the annouru
ment expressly urged people "n
lance agency in York.
to go to the scene of the accident
BROADCASTING
• Telecasts

pjdtke

h,

Coach

Little Johnny wants to play, all right, but the coach knows it
takes strong, skilled players to win — just as broadcasters know
they need stirring band music to put over their fall sports programs. At the first kick-off of the season, stations covering games
from Central High to Notre Dame will be scoring with band
numbers from the SESAC

PUT

SESAC

IN

THE

Transcribed Library.

POWERFUL

Transcribed

Library

with the big Series B

BAND
COLLEGE

MARCHES

MILITARY
All-American

MUSIC
NOVELTIES

MARCHES

Band

CONCERT
National

NUMBERS

Symphonic

Band

The Band Series is only one of the stalwarts on the solid SESAC line which stars American Folk, Concert, Hawaiian, Novelty, Religious, and Latin-American Music. And here's
SESAC's All American backfield — across-the-board scripts, program notes, classified and
alphabetical indexes, and a catalog of 1,200 Bridges, Moods and Themes.
With 4,000 brilliant numbers, the SESAC team will win again and again for you. And
it costs as little as #40 a month (based on advertising rates).

SESAC.
475

FIFTH

AVENUE
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Insurance in the Morning
EDITOR:
I am writing to ask your permission to reprint, in a semi-confidential house organ, News Notes, the
entire heading and the first three
paragraphs of the "AM In The
A.M." piece in the August 27 issue
of Broadcasting. I will, of course,
credit the reprint as coming from
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
This company has recently had
Norman Brokenshire record a series
of stories which we are strongly
urging our agents to broadcast to
the woman audience in the morning. It is for the purpose of adding weight to our argument that
I would like to use the introduction of your article.
Robert K. Maynard
Lawyers Title Insurance
Corp.
Richmond, Va.
[Editor's Note: Permission granted.]

central

open

mike

100,000+ in Fayette
EDITOR:
Have just been examining the
1951 Marketbook, and it's a fine
job, as usual.
I note, however, that your source
for 1950 population figures on the
county-by-county listing was the
Bureau of Census preliminary or
advanced reports which doubtless
accounts for your Fayette County
listing of 98,506 on page 70 of the
Marketbook. We got over the very
important 100,000 mark in the final
census figures. I was able to get
the final U. S. Bureau of Census

New

Slogans in Steubenville
EDITOR:
. . . Since Broadcasting has reported the slogan, "Wherever you
go, there's radio," [see Editor's.
Note] we have adopted that slogan
and are using it at least twice each
hour on station breaks.
figure, which was 100,746, back in
April and, of course, was sorry to
see in the Marketbook that you
hadn't used this figure.
That 100,000 plus would look
mighty good (at least to us) on
page 70. . . .
J. E. Willis
Gen. Mgr.
WLAP-AM-FM
Lexington,
Ky.
[EDITOR'S NOTE:
the time
the
MARKETBOOK
went Atto press,
the only
full set of population figures available
were those the MARKETBOOK used.
For some special requests, like Mr.
basis.]
Willis', the Census Bureau was able
to provide final figures on an individual

York's

We are continuing our "extra
sets" spot announcement campaign
stressing the desirability of buying
portables or table model sets for
use in the home. During the summer months we have been reminding our listeners that they should
take along a portable on all family
outings. Now we're stressing extra
sets for fall listening by various
members of the family in their own
rooms. For Christmas we plan a
series of announcements on radios
as suitable gifts. . . .
Frank E. Shaffer
Gen. Mgr.
WEIR Steubenville, Ohio
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The slogan was
coined by World Broadcasting System
for a sell-radio promotion campaign
[BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Aug. 27].]
I
One Man
EDITOR:

Band

I appreciate your article about
Morning Men ["AM in the A.M."
Aug. 27] but what about us little
M.M. on 1,000-w indies. ... My
morning begins at 5:30 a.m. with
Rise and Shine from 5:30 to 7. . . I
From 7:15 to 8 Jay's Coffee Time
runs . . . with yours truly running telephone dedications and requests. . . .
At 8 a.m. I drag my weary bones
home to sleep for a few hours.
1:30 to 2:30 p.m. is graced with
Wax Train and me. . . . Surprisingly enough this morning man is
sports editor, with a 15 minute
broadcast to close the station. Before this I have a great time with
a 15-minute Telephone Quiz on
which I sing and give away
money. . . .
Was it needed ? 8 program and
spot sales before it went on the
Mail two weeks before the
debut based on a columnist's prediction that "WAGE HAS JOAN
LORRY." Joan expertly covers fashions, homemaking notes, newsy hints to
shoppers, budget-buying, gardening, hostess suggestions, gift possibilities. She sings
and Central New York women and sponsors
sing along with her. She has everyone waiting for
her "serviceman's mail" feature: and the response
to "sentimental song contest" is the most gratifying
we've ever had. It's a vibrant show for listeners who find
a long-felt
radio
show. need satisfied in the grand, new JOAN LORRY

Jay
WIAMRoberts
Williams ton, N. C.
* * ❖
Old Story
EDITOR:

It would be interesting and profitable ifall radio stations who have
been "taken" by agencies offering
P.I. deals would organize for mu- i|
tual benefit and crying sessions.
KNOR is two years old and we
have been initiated into the "sorry,
we cannot pay you" fraternity . . . j.
We have been initiated and do
not care to pay further fees in the
way of free radio time for P.I.
KNOR will be glad to issue memto the "We Have
bership cardsclub.
GET THE DETAILS FROM YOUR
Been Taken"
The call letters
are
WHBT.
Headlines are being made at WAGE, Syracuse, N.Y.
William S. Morgan
General Manager
0. L. TAYLOR-Man
KNOR Norman, Okla.
Page 18 • September 10, 1951
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of

from

a

the

Encyclopedia

A

to A)

If you're wondering how the hell we can segue into our
WMTsong from that, don't forget this: In Russian, Iowa
comes under "A" — which is perfectly okay with us. It's
the following stuff in the new Soviet Encyclopedia which
makes us reach for the mono-sodium glutamate.
"Iowa. State in the Middle West of the United States."
So far Mr. Dzugashvili is telling the pravda ; we're as middle
U. S. West as you can get. "Large capitalist farms provide
the basic production." Hmmmmm, right as far as it goes.
But, of Iowa's $4 billion annual income, half comes from
industry. We got balance, which is more than we can say
for some people.
"All farmers are in great debt to the banks, and the
farmers' debts, even in the case of full owners, are more
than 50% of the value of the farms." Why, those j-rks!
Black is white and white is Red and we'll eat Vols. A to A in
the Politburo's window if that figure is more than 7%.
Our poor banker-ridden farmers gross $768 a month from
the average 160-acre farm. (Iowa land, part of the Louisiana Purchase, cost the U. S. 4$ an acre. The land was
purchased, not liberated.) Furthermore, our poor capitalist
farmers have electricity (over 95%), tractors (1.1 per
farm), and telephones (over 90%), all, of course, invented
by Russians.
97% of Iowans have radios, made with tuning dials instead of the 1-station Soviet-style. They have a constitutional right to not listen to WMT, which few exercise.
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5000 WATTS
600 KC
BASIC CBS RADIO
NETWORK

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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m
Von

Daytime
Nighttime

audit

Ueb

audience

up

audience

16.3%

up

22.3%

(According to Nielson, 1st half 1951 vs. 1st half 1949, full network average audience)
If you want to sell your product to the maximum

number

of people

on the Pacific Coast, Don Lee is the best medium

to use. Don

Lee can deliver your sales message to more Pacific Coast
people through their own local major selling medium

at a lower

cost per sales impression than any other advertising medium.
Don Lee offers more per sales dollar than anyone else on the
Pacific Coast because Don Lee broadcasts your message
locally from 45 network stations in 45 important Pacific
Coast markets with all the local selling influence and
prestige that you need to do a real selling job in each
local market. . .where your sales are actually made.
Don Lee is the only selling medium

actually designed

to sell consistently to all the Pacific Coast. That's why
Don Lee consistently broadcasts more regionally sponsored
advertising than any other network on the Pacific Coast.
Don Lee delivers more and better and the advertisers who
sell the Pacific Coast know it.
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cific
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\e Nation's Greatest Regional Network
WI LLET H. BROWN, President • WARD D. INGRIM, Executive Vice-President
NORMAN BOGGS, Vice-President in Charge of Sales
1A^n , . ,
street, Hollywood 28, California
vine
NORTH
1313
n
SSiFrr
CiP I » ' \
Represented Nationally by JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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ANA

LOBS

ANOTHER

DNCE MORE ASSUMING
:hat only a negligible number
jf television set owners listen
:o radio between the hours
Df 6 and 11 p.m., the Radio
£ Television Committee of the
Assn. of National Advertisers
ast week issued the third
-ection of a continuing series of
•tudies on the "Impact of Television on Radio Listening."
The report contends that there
iave been further inroads by tele'ision on the nighttime radio audiences and bases this finding on
he fact that more TV sets have
)een sold in every video market.
Timing of the report was
egarded as surprising by Paul
W. Morency, vice president and
general manager of WTIC Hart"ord and chairman of the Affiliates
Committee appointed at the
to avert
i\TARTB
general convention
breakdown tointry
radio
rates
"Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
A.pril
23].
Mr. Morency, together with Clair
McCollough, WGAL Lancaster,
Pa., and Edgar Kobak, WTWA
Thomson, Ga., had reported feeing that progress had been made at
:heir first meeting with a similar
A.NA group composed of ANA
President Paul B. West, M. L. McElroy, ANA vice president and research director, and Walter P.
Lantz, of Bristol-Myers Co.
Second Session Delayed
For six or eight weeks, Mr.
Morency said, he has been trying
jjto arrange a second meeting but
the summer vacation season and
Mr. West's European trip had delayed such a conference.
As to the report itself, Mr.
Morency said he would make no
comment until it had been analyzed

SENS. CAPEHART
BROADCASTING

ROCK

by research experts.
Network and station executives
had little comment to make on the
report until they had time to study
its figures further. BAB President
William B. Ryan charged it was
an attempt to influence buyers and
sellers of advertising by means of
incomplete and superficial study
of media problems.
Less sensational than its predecessors— "Radio Time Values" and
"Radio Time Values — Supplement
No. 1" [Broadcasting • Telecasting, March 19, 1951; July 30, 24,
1950], which suggested that in

AT

TV

Effect

RADIO

light of the encroachments of television CBS and NBC should make
substantial reductions in their evening AM network rates — roughly
15% in the summer of 1950, 19%
last spring — this third ANA report
omits cost data. Reason for the
omission, ANA says rather smugly,
is that "recent cost adjustments
make the same type of computation
ANA has consistently maintained
impractical."
that as an association of the buyers
of advertising media it should not
and does not attempt to dictate to
those media what rates they should

charge. The ANA position was officially and ably expressed last week
by President West.
Commenting on the series of reports on TV's effect on radio listening,tisers
Mr. andWest
said: medium
"Today owners
adverthe radio
have the responsibility of studying
the changing of evening radio listening caused by the growth of television. The sole purpose is to help
get established basic facts to enable
all concerned to better evaluate the
Neither does the new report carry
(Continued on page 24)
medium."

His plan
Hai
ents
and |
public service proByNT
EDWIN
H. 'S
JAMES
NING
subcommittee
hearings on Mr.Pf°
Ben-p°neducational
IN
ON
BE
gramming.
ton's proposed
legislation
SEN. WILLIAM BENTON (D- television
station
licenses toto limit
one
9 Television broadcasters have
Conn.) and half a dozen handdone no better than their radio colyear, require the FCC to encourage
picked witnesses last week did their
subscription broadcasting and es- leagues.
level best to prove that the Senatablish the citizens advisory board
0 There is little hope that as
tor's proposed National Citizens
matters now stand the commercial
to "advise" the FCC in "fostering
Advisory Board for Radio and Telebroadcasting record on such provision would not inject censorship
a national policy on broadcasting."
gramming will be improved.
The testimony added up to these
into
federal
regulation
of
broadcharges:
casting.
The cure-alls advocated by the
witnesses:
The Senator and his supporting
9 Commercial radio broadcast# Reservation of television
witnesses testified before Senate
ers have done an inadequate job of
channels (perhaps more than the
FCC proposes to keep on ice) for
THE FIGHT to remake the U.S. broadcasting system more to the liking
educational purposes.
of educators, labor unions and Sen, Benton was intensified on two fronts
# Requirement that commercial
last week:
broadcasters devote stated percentBEFORE CONGRESS where Sen. Benton and supporting witnesses urged
ages of time to educational and
a Senate subcommittee to approve the Benton plan for a National Citizens
public service programs.
Advisory Board for Radio and Television (see this page) ; and
0 Creation by Congress of a
BEFORE THE FCC which received a flood of comments from groups
National Citizens Advisory Board
favoring reservation of TV channels for education (see page 84).
of 11 members appointed by the
BUT INDUSTRY GOT IN SOME LICKS. A sizzling resolution opposing
President and attached to the FCC.
the Benton legislation was passed by the NARTB TV Board (see page
The question of how such a board
77). And Sen. McFarland, chairman of the subcommittee that heard
could exercise wide influence over
Sen. Benton and friends last week, promised the industry plenty of time broadcasting without also exercisto state its case when hearings are resumed, probably after the anticiing powers of censorship was the
(Continued on page 108)
pated Senate recess.
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AN

ANA
Thiofrd
Refr
THERE'S's
A modicum
restraint
in the ain
third
report of the Radio & Television Committee of
the Assn. of National Advertisers on what it
calls the "Impact of Television on Radio
Listening."
But the report, released last week without
the fanfare or tumult that accompanied its
predecessors, is nevertheless a bad report for
radio as a competitive advertising medium.
It is another thrust in the campaign of the
buyers of national advertising, through their
trade association, to beat down radio rates.
This is so, despite the fact that the document
studiously avoids mention of rates per se.
"Recent cost adjustments," it says, "make the
same type of computation impractical."
Certainly television has made inroads into
radio listening. It has made inroads into newspaper and magazine reading too. We can't
comprehend why the ANA committee persists
in making radio its only target. There's no
compulsion in the buying of advertising. If
the advertiser gets results at reasonable cost
he uses the medium; otherwise he drops it.
The great fallacy in the ANA committee
approach is that it concludes that when a teleANA

Lobs

Rock

(Continued from page 23)
forward the figures from A. C. Neilsen Co. which, as analyzed in the
previous ANA reports, had shown
a "decline of about IV2 % per month
in the audience ratings of evening
programs" and a drop-off also in
the number of homes using radio.
"Nielsen's offer to permit publication of up-to-date information in
this report," the committee explains, "was on a financial basis
which precluded its acceptance."
Claims Corresponding Decline
However, the report notes, "the
rate of decline necessarily is associated with the increase in the number of television sets owned," and
it cites NBC estimated showing an
increase of 3,903,000 TV sets between Oct. 1, 1950 and April 1,
1951, "much larger than in any
previous six-month period."
Recalling that Nielsen data for

vision set is installed in a radio home, radio
listening goes out the window. Yet it will
accept the mere delivery of a newspaper or
magazine to a home as proof of avid readership of every page seemingly by everyone in
the household. And the printed media no
longer use the yardstick of circulation as the
exclusive advertising cost base. The new formula includes cost of operation, and a surcharge
thereon, to assure profitable operation.
Isn't ANA venturing into legally forbidden
area in its unremitting onslaught? NARTB
board chairman Justin Miller, a distinguished
jurist, last April, described advertising pressure that led to the network rate reductions as
a "boycott by a combination in restraint of
trade." Relying upon his years of servitude as
a Federal jurist, Judge Miller said unequivocally that there were indications of anti-trust
violations in the "conspiracy" among national
advertisers to force down radio rates.
We hope this issue will never have to go to
the courts. But there may be some broadcaster,
somewhere, who injured.
feels' thatThehe average
is aggrieved and irreparably
broadcaster is a small business man. The

December 1949 and November 1950
used in the earlier studies "indicated that there was about 82%
less radio listening in television
homes than in non-television homes
between 7 and 11 p.m.," the committee states: "In the absence of
a comparable figure for a more recent month, it is assumed that radio listening in television homes
continues to approach near-elimination duringcites
the evening
Report
Hooper hours."
figures for
36 TV cities showing increases in
the TV share of the total broadcast
audience from March-April 1950 to
March-April 1951, with TV accounting for more than half of the
evening audiences in 24 of the 36
cities and ranging from a low of
25.3% in Tulsa to 74.7% in Philadelphia. Committee notes, however, that the TV audience "is obtained partly from additions to the
total broadcast audience as well as
from diversion of former radio listeners."

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"I refuse to testify while there's a microphone present!"
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EDITORIAL

average national advertiser is not. There are
laws to protect the small business man and
there are committees in Congress and in Government dedicated to his protection.
We have no doubt that a number of the individual ANA members may well be pondering
this very point. Certainly they cannot afford
to ignore the legal judgment of a jurist of
Judge Miller's stature. There may be in this
more restrained "Third Report" the portents
of a sloughing off of this campaign of rate
attrition. But broadcasters cannot afford to
ignore it. Nor telecasters in the days ahead,
because television is going to be Subjected to
the same sort of pinpoint "researching" that
has caused radio anguish. The printed media
have blithely romped along with proof only of
their circulation.
The advertiser cannot name a single service
or material that does not cost him more than
it did a few years ago. Why should he expect
radio, with increased overhead in every bracket,
to be the exception? Radio, like all other
pursuits, should set its own rates. It is still'
demonstrably the best buy. If it isn't a good
value, the advertiser won't buy it.

Also included in the committee
report are tables showing the ratio
of TV homes to radio homes covered by radio stations in TV cities
for both NBC and CBS radio affiliates. TV homes within a 60mile radius of each city, as esti-

mated by NBC for Oct. 1, 1951, are
contrasted with the number of radio homes each network affiliate reported it covers and the resultant
figures turned into percentages b.v
ANA. NBC list shows the TV per
(Continued on page 38)

[Editor's Note: The third ANA report, like the two previous reports
in the series, assumes for statistical purposes that only a negligibh
number of television set owners ever listen to radio between 6 and 11
p.m. The obvious fallacy of this reasoning has been pointed out repeat
edly by this journal. The following table included in the ANA report
is typical because it includes in the "TV Share of Audience" everj
family that owns any type of TV set.]
City
TABLE I
TOTAL SETS IN USE AND TV SHARE OF AUDIENCE IN TELEVISION CITIES
AVERAGE, EVENING HOURS,* SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
Source: TV-Home Hooperatings (City by City)
Sets-in-Use (Radio plus TV)
TV Share of Audience
Philadelphia
Prov.-Pawtucket
Baltimore
New York
Detroit
Chicago
Dayton
Buffalo
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus, Ohio
Milwaukee
Toledo
Washington
Boston

28.9% '48 Mar.-Apr.
41 .98 '50 Mar.-Apr.
47
52.1
45.13 '51 Mar.-Apr.
Mar.-Apr.
74.73x'5
40
72.0
42 3 '50 Mar.-Apr.
73
33.0
42
3
54.1
31 .5
35.2
52 3
45.2
35.8
44.8
72.13x
4347.8
42
0
71
3939.48
31 .8
47 05
69 7
40.4
46.7
68.4
40.6
29.6
54.0
33 5
44.4
42 6
68 2
49.3
41 .3
42.7
67.3
48 0
43
0
43.5
39.8
40.0
35.5
45
4
66
36.6
34.0
65
45.3
66.720
36.0
33.6
49.5
39.7
41.8
65.0
43
3
29.8
45
7
36.7
64.8
5138.9.9
64.5
39.2
37.9
4244.7
8
31 .8
26.2
40.4
34.7
48.57
44
40 8
Syracuse
Los Angeles
59
6x
39.2
33.8
35.9
63
58.3
58 35
46.30
Rochester
43
Pittsburgh
46
0
26.7
39.2
Louisvi lie
36 6
18
57
31.1
30.14
33.5
53 70
Atlanta
35.2
33.1
56.5
38 0
38.28
34
St. Louis
51 .9
43.2
31 .5
38.7
45.6
Indianapolis
11.8
37.9
51.5
49.1
20.8
28.9
Kansas City Paul
41.9
Minneapolis-St.
44.5
11.6
36 2
36.5
22 1
48
42.7
33 6
Memphis
43 0
San Diego
49 55
46.5
33.3
32.2
40.5
18.0
33.0
Salt Lake City
37 3
13 4
40.6
39.2
39.0
35.5
36.0
Fort
10 8
20.4
32.3
37.8
San Worth-Dallas
Antonio
30.5
29.7
14.0
35.1
28.5
35 6
33 8
San
40.1
HoustonFran. -Oakland
10.8
35.5
28.5
30.5
35. 2x
34 69
f30.4
New Orleans
32.5
14.9
10
8
31
8
5
35
2
Jacksonville
33.1
31 4
Oklahoma City
3130.7.0
25.3
35.3
8.2
Tulsa
36.9
34 6
Number of TV sets in
36.6 '
U.thousands)
S. (NBC est. Apr.2861, '48
12,172
Apr.5,3431, '50
12,172
Apr.
1, '51
Apr.5,343
1, '50 Apr. 1, '51
' than
From 106 p.m.
11 p.m.,
or to end of survey time, if earlier. Surveys ended no earlie
p.m. to
in any
in city for any period,
f Not available,
x April, 1951 only.
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RADIO

SILENCE

RADIO SILENCE in case of an
enemy air attack will be invoked
temporarily pending organization
of the deception project first announced by the FCC and U.S. Air
Force in Washington last March
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 2], according to FCC instructions sent to all AM, FM and
TV stations.
The instructions, which emphasize the preliminary nature of the
radio silence directive, detail how
this is to be accomplished.
The request for cooperation by
all broadcast stations also is
emphatic that there will be no practice alerts. When stations receive

Temporary

the word to go off the air, it will
be the real thing.
FCC now has two engineers in
the field working up combinations
of radio stations to operate on
common frequencies using a unique
synchronization-pulsation formula
upon receiving an Air Defense
Command "alert" notice [Broadcasting •Telecasting, April 23].
Plan Disclosed Earlier
The plan was first broached at
a top-level management meeting in
Washington's Departmental Auditorium in March and was repeated
at the NARTB convention the
next month.
Some complaints were registered
at the time of the Washington
meeting at having busy broadcasters brought to Washington to
hear preliminary plans. Objectors
felt the whole idea could have been
relayed to stations by mail, with
the technicalities described to
Washington attorneys and consulting engineers for dissemination to
their clients.
The plan to keep radio stations
on the air during an air attack
should be worked out within three
months, informed
sources say.

Use

Planned

Until then radio silence apparently
is the only method to prevent raiders from homing on vital U.S.
targets.
There are still no plans for anything but shut-downs for FM and
TV stations during an air attack,
as far as can be learned. FCC
and Air Force officials at the
March meeting expressed hope that
some method could be evolved to
permit FM and TV stations to
remain on the air. But so far
nothing has been developed.
Meanwhile, amendment of Sec.
606 (c) of the Communications Act
remains pending before the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Mail

Pouch

Buys

Committee. Consideration of the
Senate-passed amendment (S 537)
will be resumed when the House
committee returns Sept. 12 after
the current House recess [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 3].
The amendment would include
non - broadcast electromagnetic
radiating devices in addition to
broadcast stations in the section.
The section as now written gives
the President power to shut down
or control broadcast stations in
the event of an emergency.
One aspect of the House committee's consideration is an endeavor to make more severe the
penalties for failure to comply with
a Presidential proclamation.
FM POLICY GROUP
Craig Again Chairman
RTMA's FM Policy Committee for
the ensuing year again will be
headed by John W. Craig of the
Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp.
Other members appointed by
Robert C. Sprague (Sprague Electric), chairman of the RTMA board,
were: H. C. Bonfig, Zenith; J. B.
Elliott, RCA- Victor; Larry F.
Hardy, Philco; H. L. Hoffman,
Hoffman Radio; and E. H. Vogel,
General Electric. Ex-officio members are W. R. G. Baker, General
Electric and Mr. Sprague.

MAIL Pouch Tobacco Co., WheelDRUG ADS
ing, W. Va. (Kentucky Club ToBills May Hurt, Is Claim
bacco)
syndicatedhasradiopurchased
program, RCA's
Touchdown
POSSIBLE impact on advertising
Tips with Sam Hayes for use in
by pending drug legislation was
20 major, midwestern markets.
outlined to radio, TV and newspaper
Program begins its tenth season
representatives in New York last
as a transcribed feature with preweek by the Proprietary Assn.
view Sept. 7 and first regular
broadcast Sept. 14 on some 150
Meeting at the Hotel Biltmore
stations. Agency: Charles W.
on Wednesday, the media men were
Hoyt Co. Inc., New York.
told by Ben Duffy, president of
BBDO and chairman of the session,
orl|] that certain pending drug legislaI tion if passed in its proposed form
might "kill an industry which
Arouses Mixed Reqcti°ns
AN
1 spends over $75 million in adverTI
CBS did
not announce is the CBS Radio Div., who said:
ONEANNOUNCEMENT
that CBS
wasMEWhat PL
CBS
tising annually."
that the Skelton show has already
"This is the first step in a longoffering a big-time nighttime radio
The original and primary purpose
been purchased by the Norge Div.
term program to implement sevprogram
for
sponsorship
on
a
oneeral basic convictions we hold about
of the bill was to clarify the probBorg-Warner Corp., through
radio.
time basis — a radio first in a day of
lem confronting retail druggists in
Russell
M.
Seeds
Co.,
to
advertise
when only TV is supposedly in a
"First, in the interests of the
Norge Refrigerators in 37 small
refilling prescriptions. The Durposition to make such records
markets for 39 weeks, leaving the radio audience and sponsors alike,
ham Bill (H R 3298) was adopted
[Closed Circuit, Sept. 3] — was
we believe it essential that big
rest of the network and the more
by the House with several amendmet with neither all-out approval
names and personalities continue
than
90%
of
CBS
listeners
availments. The great majority of nor determined opposition.
able for other sponsors. Norge
to
supply the 96 million radio sets
interested parties fully approved
"It's a good trick if they can do hopes to increase its coverage to 46 of this country with top enterthe bill in its amended form which
markets.
tainment. The Skelton promotion
it," seems to sum up the immediate
curbs a delegation of power sought reaction of New York advertising
is one of many CBS Radio attracFee
Question
circles.
tions that does this.
by the Federal Security AdminUsual network procedure in such
What CBS announced was that, cases is to offer the show to local
istrator, the group was told.
"Second, it serves the interests
advertisers on individual affiiliated
of all our sponsors to maintain a
Humphrey Bill
beginning
3, "the Show
regular
Radio RealOct.
Skelton
willCBSbe stations, but in those cases the solid line-up of stars on the CBS
The Humphrey Bill, a similar bill
Radio Network. With Skelton on
now before the House Labor and available for a single week's spon- network collects only a small pro- Wednesday nights between Dr.
gram
fee
from
each
station,
the
sorship for $23,500 in cities acPublic Welfare Committee, covers
Christian and Bing Crosby, we
counting for more than 90% of stations retaining the lion's share
adequately the prescription prob- the total CBS Radio circulation.
can sustain — and even raise — the
of the time sale revenue themlem, it was explained. But the
selves. But CBS Radio did not high
listening level of CBS Radio
"One of the 10 most popular
leadership.
Humphrey Bill also incorporates a
pursue
the
beaten
path
of
co-op
shows
in
all
radio,"
the
announceparagraph which in effect grants
"And third, we want to develop
radio programming.
ment continued, "it is scheduled
| the Federal Security Administrator
new and special ways to use the
Instead,
CBS
Radio
determined
to
during a peak listening hour —
handle the sale of Skelton to the proven economy of radio so that
j the right to determine which drugs Wednesday,
9-9:30 p.m. (EST) —
may be sold and, if permitted to
more and more advertisers can
major part of its network in such
between
two
top
audience
attracbe sold, whether or not these drugs
profit
by the mass selling that is
tions, Dr. Christian and Bing
a way as
to retain
network's
shall be sold "over the counter" or Crosby. Sponsors will not be normal
share
of timethecharges
for radio's outstanding strength. We
think, specifically, that new ways
itself, as it would if the program
upon "prescription only."
The Proprietary Assn. feels this limited to a single program."
were sold to a single sponsor for to communicate to all the people
the full network for 13 weeks or are essential in these days of big
Holiday Promotion
is an "unwarranted and unjustiinventories and retarded sales, and
fiable delegation of power to an adAdvertisers with special holiday longer. The result is an innovation
in network radio selling, which for
ministrative agency and is bound
promotions — Christmas, ValenSkelton
plan is such
way."
to set an unwholesome precedent,
Skelton's
TV aprogram,
the first time puts a radio net- theRed
tine's Day, Mother's Day, June
i It would be another step toward
work into the one-time special edi- which starts Sept. 30 on NBC-TV,
weddings and graduations and the
tion class previously monopolized
whittling down freedom to enter- like — can cash in on "a radio star
Sunday, 10-10:30 p.m., is orthoprise, and would move toward so- with listener-loyalty of some 13 by printed media.
doxically sponsored by a single
A
somewhat
differently
phrased
sponsor, Procter & Gamble Co., for
cialization ofpharmacy."
million
people,"
the
announcement
The health subcommittee of the
out, adding that the pro- explanation for the radical depart- more than one week. The contract
Committee on Labor and Public pointedgram can
is for five years, with the usual
also be used to launch a ture from network radio's normal
Welfare will hold an open hearing new product, model or price or to sales procedure was offered by cancellation clauses, and was
Howard S. Meighan, president of placed by Benton & Bowles.
on the Humphrey Bill on Sept. 11. promote a contest or premium.
casting
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ALTHOUGH TV stole the show with
its epic making first coast-to-coast
telecast of the Japanese Peace Conference its camera (circled) was nearly
lost in this helter skelter array. The
23 lights in this picture were put
there for the movie and news photographers. TV could operate efficiently
without any of them.

Truman lnququrqtes
TV
TO-COAST
TAS
CO
studios after Sept. 30. Availability
COAST-TO-COAST TV was made
tion as a public service and dispatched combined staffs of more
available to a potential audience of of veteran guests— such as Burns
than 100 people to the West Coast
nearly 40 million U.S. viewers last and Allen and Jack Benny, who
handle technical deTuesday as President Truman's admay appear on Mr. Cantor's first to announce,
tails and arrange special events
dress before the Japanese peace
West Coast show — working in what
programming.
film performers know as their home
treaty conference in San Francisco
CBS took ads the day of the preopened the new transcontinental
area and proximity to movie techmiere in the New York Times, the
nical talent, will give artists more
microwave video network. 95% of
Herald-Tribune, and Wall Street
energy
and
resultingly
better
perthe nation's TV sets are reported
Journal to announce its participaformances, Mr. Cantor maintains.
within range of the network.
Racing for nationwide air time,
The program was carried live on
to advise
the being
public:made
"Be
sure tion
to andwatch
history
last week applied for 5%
94 of the country's 107 TV outlets, ABC
— in San Francisco, and in televiwith most of the remaining 13 sta- hours weekly on the continental
tions— not yet connected to the circuit, making definite the bid
NBC announced its coverage in
circuit because of their more re- they first placed when AT&T anNew York afternoon papers, the
nounced plans for the San Franmote locations — receiving kineWorld-Telegram & Sun and the
cisco-Omaha link. Most programscopes of the ceremony for telePost,
sion."with followups Wednesday in
cast later in the week.
ming will originate from New
York, but ABC was reported to be the Times and Herald-Tribune.
All television networks offered
only the Presidential speech at the planning half-hour periods from
25 Years After Radio
Chicago and Holly10:30 p.m. (EDT) time slot and, al- Philadelphia,
When
the big moment came
wood as well.
though definite results will not be
Tuesday
night
— 25 years after the
NBC and CBS were angling for
known until station logs are in, it
first transcontinental radio broadwas assumed by all networks that exclusive and coast-to-coast televicast— television screens all over
sion coverage of the World Series
all stations participated.
the country showed the Presidenthe
first
week
of
October,
while
the
$40 Million Link
tial shield, telecast from the stage
DuMont network, silent on primary
Facilities for the transcontinental
of San Francisco's big and clean
plans, announced a definite comOpera House. Three cameras
telecast were provided by the Ammitment for continental coverage
ranged
the stage from boxes in the
erican Telephone and Telegraph
of the college all-star football game
golden horseshoe, another played
in San Francisco Dec. 29. Problem
Co.'s new $40-million microwave
over the lobby, and a fifth was set
system, which relayed signals in of final clearance for any show on
line-of-sight paths via 107 towers
the single circuit remained to be up outside the building entrance.
Three reserve cameras were prelocated about 30 miles apart. The
settled through allocations meetpared for stand-by action and technewest link, covering the 1,687
ings to be held between network
nicians filled the two control rooms
miles between Omaha and San
applicants and AT&T officials.
to coordinate equipment.
Francisco, was opened 26 days
No sponsors were lined up for necessary
First voice heard belonged to
ahead of schedule by request of the the national coverage, but the
Dept. of State, and added four
NBC's Robert McCormick, who innetworks gave top-drawer attenmore cities — San Francisco, Los
Angeles, San Diego, and Salt Lake
City — to the 54 communities previously interconnected.
The transcontinental link will remain unused from the end of the
conference until Sept. 28, when
AT&T holds the full opening of the
2,750-mile span. One channel only
will be available in each direction
at the start, so full nationwide programming with varied selection will
be realized only gradually. Debut
earlier was scheduled Sept. 30.
Meanwhile, comedian Eddie
Cantor reportedly was planning to
President Truman as he appeared
and as he appeared on the
originate 10 of his Colgate Comedy
on the TV screen .
stage in San Francisco.
Hour appearances from West Coast
Page 26
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troduced Secretary of State Dean
Acheson. Stepping in front of the
cameras to be seen as well as heard,
Mr. Acheson followed the customarily brief form in introducing
the President of the United States.
Mr. Truman, in striped tie and
dark suit, read his address slowly
and with more than his usual emphasis when he propounded treaty
aims: To include Japan in a partnership for peace.
Cameras scanned the stage from
time to time to pick up the Presidential party and the audience to
watch reactions of the Russian
delegation, headed by Deputy Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
An unexpected note of informality came at the conclusion of the
President's speech. Walking offstage, Mr. Truman turned, gesturing to his party to follow him.
No master switch was "thrown"
for the start of the first transcontinental telecast. "It was a little
more complicated," according to
George Mathiesen, who sat at the
master control panel as general
engineering supervisor for CBSTV's San Francisco affiliate KPIX.
"There were several feeders
which were cut in beforehand."
he explained,
"but theour
hundred-odd
stations
receiving
pictures
didn't start transmitting it over
their outlets until their time cut

To insure fast identification of
was
given."three spotters with bindelegates,
oculars were stationed on the first
floor of the Opera House, with communications facilities to commentators, located in the box-seat area.
Initial Talks
Arrangements for the early premiere of continental television were
started at the end of July when
NBC's Frederic W. Wile, vice president and director of television
production, was on a trip to the
coast and suggested the idea to
NBC's Davidson Taylor. Carleton
D. Smith carried the suggestion
from the network to AT&T, and
shortly thereafter a contingent of
that company's vice presidents vis- i
ited Undersecretary of State James
Webb in Washington.
Their decision to make facilities
available for the Truman address
was made Aug. 17 and three days
later the four television networks
were meeting to pool their facilities. DuMont drew the production
task, which they ceded to CBS. The
network assigned Sig Mickelson,
CBS director of news and public
affairs, as overall head of the
project. Final arrangements were j
handled through KPIX San Fran- j
cisco, affiliate of both DuMont and
CBS. AT&T engineers ran an ex- 1
perimental transcontinental trans- j
mission Aug. 31 to test picture !
(Continued on page 30)
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Issues
NCAA

Test

Schedule

of

19 Games

GRIDCASTS

was determined only after careful
sor has the right to cancel any
television sets, Mr. Ketchum exNATIONAL Collegiate Athletic
plained, was the factor of college
Assn. last week released its long- weighing of multiple factors, it is game and replace it with a more
locations in relation to TV facilisubject to change, if need be.
powerful attraction. Mr. Ketchum
awaited schedule of 1951 college
ties.
added, however, that he was 99%
grid games permitted to be telecast.
George Ketchum, president Ketsure the schedule would remain inHe pointed out that Tennessee,
Nineteen games will feature 29 chum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittstact and declared Westinghouse
burgh, Westinghouse agency, said
teams on nine Saturdays from
touted as the country's top team,
the schedule could be altered it had planned the finest schedule
does not play any game in an area
Sept. 29 through Nov. 24.
available under existing difficulties.
Telecasts will be available to 49 any team's performance falls short
where because of engineering difficulties television would be feasible
A major obstacle in bringing
cities throughout the nation via of pre-season expectations. In that
52 stations and affiliates of NBC.
and
practical.
event, Mr. Ketchum said, the sponthe best elevens to the nation's
Each city will be offered seven
Similar difficulties were encounttelecasts, with two Saturdays
ered with such universities as Kentucky, Minnesota and the schools
"blacked out" in line with the
of the Pacific Coast Conference, he
NCAA plan for controlled televiadded.
sion.
The entire schedule will be sponOriginally, the NCAA TV Comsored by Westinghouse Electric
mittee had authorized 10 weeks of
telecasts but technical difficulties
Corp. It is estimated that Westruled out carrying any major
inghouse will foot a bill of nearly
$2 million to advertise its products
games scheduled for Sept. 22.
during the telecast season.
The full NBC network will carry
Westinghouse paid approximatethree of the top pigskin rivalries.
ly $1,250,000 for sponsor's rights
They will be: Illinois-Wisconsin,
and network time for the package,
Oct. 6; Notre Dame-Southern
of which about $700,000 will go to
Methodist, Oct. 13, and Michiganthe colleges concerned.
Ohio State, Nov. 24.
Roger Bolin, assistant to the vice
World Series Delay
president in charge of consumer
Because of a World Series baseproducts, said the $1% million
ball game slated for the same day,
would include production costs,
the Illinois-Wisconsin game will be
payments to colleges for the pridelayed 30 minutes or more in orvilege of telecasting the games and
the cost of commercials.
der to bring it to televiewers.
In addition, Mr. Bolin said,
Two other main types of telecasts are planned:
Westinghouse plans to spend between $500,000 and $700,000 for
6 Regional telecasts have been
newspaper advertising in connecset up for three Saturdays. These
tion with the telecasts.
are games originating in the East
BERT BELL, president, National Professional Football League, affixes directed to eastern audiences and
Westinghouse Sponsorship
his signature to contracts calling for sponsorship of the Eagles and midwestern contests sent West.
Westinghouse, he added, would
Steelers road game telecasts. Seated (I to r) are Fred Neall, Atlantic
pay the entire bill. Its dealers
® Inter - regional telecasts —
Refining Co. executive; Mr. Bell; Paul Lewis, secretary of Eagles; standwill be asked merely to distribute
meaning games played in the Miding (I to r) are Tom Gallery, sports director, DuMont Television Netwest directed only to eastern viewhandbooks describing the gridcasts.
(Continued on page 88 )
work; Norton Cotterill, N. W. Ayer & Son, Atlantic's agency, and Ed
Announcements were made at a
Kiely, Steelers' public relations director.
luncheon Wednesday in New York
by James McKibbin, vice president
in charge of consumer products for
Westinghouse.
The completed schedule necessiService
New
Bqker to Dir
tated individual negotiations with
Y
BMB ect
formally
expired Aug. 28
ST
ENCE
DI
letterUD
asking for views on a new
AU
A
NEW
industrywide
stationeach college by Westinghouse. Col- audience coverage measurement
when dissolution papers were renationwide measurement of station
leges will receive 2% times the
ceived from the Delaware Secreservice,
third
in
radio
history,
will
audience and coverage indicated inNBC-TV hourly rate on a pertary
of
State.
terest in the idea, with only onestation basis.
be launched this week under prithird not indicating interest
Supporting
stations in the desire
vate
auspices.
Those colleges whose contests are
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 27].
for a third nationwide study are
Directing
the
study
will
be
Dr.
telecast by the greatest number of
many national representatives as
Kenneth H. Baker, NARTB restations will benefit more than
well as advertiser and agency exsearch
director
since
1946.
Dr.
those whose games will be viewed
ecutives.
Baker has submitted his resignaover a single outlet.
tion to NARTB to set up a new
Whereas BMB's research inFor instance, Westinghouse may
volved expenditure of around
corporation
with
M.
R.
Notaro,
pay Franklin & Marshall and
owner of Statistical Tabulating
$1,200,000
it is believed the new
Washington & Jefferson only about
corporation can handle an expanded
$1,000 each for TV rights for a Co., New York.
measurement at perhaps 70 9o of
The new organization, known as
single station telecast from WGALthe BMB cost, resulting in savings
Standard
Audit
&
Measurement
TV Lancaster, Pa. Whereas, teams
for
stations in comparison with the
Services
Inc.,
will
have
offices
at
such as those from Notre Dame
assessments paid BMB.
89 Broad St., New York. Dr. Baker
and Southern Methodist U. may
Dr. Baker said a 1952 radio study
receive a check up to $80,000 for is president of the company. Statistical Tabulating Co. has acwould give timebuyers a basis on
1 one nationally telecast game.
which to estimate the extent of
quired all of the BMB Broadcast
The country has been divided
Measurement Bureau cards and
television's bite into radio's basic
into west and east on the basis
is servicing subscribers and others
audience. He said some buyers
of existing TV cable routes, a
have subtracted all TV families
• Tele[Broadcasting
cost
at
casting, Sept. 3].
major factor in forging the schedfrom radio's circulation in a TV
ule.
Formation of the new enterprise
area.
Pittsburgh and Rochester and
to an inresponse
of
out
grew
By measuring circulation in the
all points west were considered
formal survey conducted earlier in
spring of 1952, Dr. Baker said, a
west. All others, east.
the summer by NARTB. Two(Continued on page 5i)
Dr. BAKER
thirds of stations replying to a
Although the present schedule
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Because

of Radio

They

Now

. . .

Serve

a

City

Announcer Bill Bramhall, left, and Mr. Max Stein, president of Kosciuszko
Furniture Co., pick out two of the prizes the store is offering to listeners
over WEMP Milwaukee.

neigha small
W furnitur
YOU KNO
e store that
borhood
would like to serve a metropolitan market and still keep the
advertising budget low?
What salesman doesn't? And
what small furniture store wouldn't
jump at the chance to grow?
The answer: Radio.
The proof comes from two long
established and successful furniture stores in widely separated
parts of the country. Both use
variations of the quiz show technique and both swear to its effectiveness. They are:
£ The Kosciuszko Furniture
Co., Milwaukee, which has used
radio successfully over WEMP Milwaukee and other stations for the
past 16 years while it grew from a
small upholstery shop to a store
that serves the entire Milwaukee
market.
# The Little Potts Furniture
Store, Baltimore, using WFBR Baltimore for 12 consecutive years, and
DO

now serving the entire area from
its neighborhood location.
Radio advertising has boosted
sales volume tremendously and contributed to the expansion of the
Kosciuszko Furniture Stores.
Kosciuszko was just a small
store, an outgrowth of an upholstery shop, when WEMP first went
on the air in 1935. With spot announcements purchased at five for
$10 and a five-minute newscast, the
Kosciuszko store began its radio
advertising
as one of WE MP's first
accounts.
Because it is hard to pronounce,
the peculiar name — Kosciuszko —
was butchered by announcers. People from all over town flocked to
the little store on Milwaukee's far
south side just to see if the store
looked as funny as the name
sounded.
Max Stein, president of the
stores, chose the name because the
main store is located in a Polish
area. It was two blocks away from

ISAAC POTTS, president of the Little Potts Furniture Store, sings first tenor
with the Lather Boys during his annual appearance on the store's Sing 'n Win
program over WFBR Baltimore. Left to right: John Alderson, Mr. Potts,
Gerald Eythe, Carroll Warrington and Phil Crist. All except Mr. Potts are
WFBR staffers.

the city's only monument to the
great Polish general who fought in
the Revolutionary War and was
the architect who designed the
West Point Military Academy.
"Kosciuszko was a highly respected man among the predominantly Polish population on Milwaukee's south side," Ed Stein,
secretary and general manager, explains, "so we chose that name as
one that would be respected by our
In 1937, Kosciuszko sponsored a
customers."
15-minute program of Hawaiian
music called Harmony Isles on
WEMP. The program, broadcast
for six years from 1:15-1:30 p.m.,
brought phone calls from listeners
who wanted to know if the music
came directly from Hawaii. Many
listeners also came into the store
to see the Hawaiian girls they
imagined were there.
Change in Format
Kosciuszko changed to a different type musical program and saturation spots in 1943.
What's In The News, a quiz program broadcast from 7:45-8 p.m.
on the Old Timers Party, followed.
The format consisted of a phone
call to a party chosen at random
from the directory. Questions concerning the news of the day were
asked. Correct answers merited a
prize such as small appliances,
lamps and lounge chairs. If answers were incorrect, a $2.50 gift
certificate was given.
Kosciuszko, which has since expanded to two stores and a warehouse, still uses that same time on
WEMP. A musical quiz in the Old
Timers Party now makes up the
format with table lamps and electric clocks as prizes and $2.50 gift
certificates for wrong answers.
The program averages three winners a night. Kosciuszko also uses
regular daytime spots on WEMP.
Ed Stein explains the success

of this program by saying, "Everybody has the desire to win, and
people like to hear their names or
relatives' and friends' names over
the radio. It's the idea more than
the item they win. Many who
come in with free gift certificates
end up buying merchandise. The
show also spreads the name of
the company, which eventually
brings
customers tointothethe time
store."on
In addition
WEMP, the store uses four spots
a day on WMIL and WFOX Milwaukee. The policy varies from
time to time to include other stations in the city.
Mr. Stein believes daytime radio
spotfulannouncements
success-in
because radio has are
listeners
the housewives, small shop operators and businessmen traveling
in their cars.
Until two or three years ago,
Kosciuszko used only radio advertising. Mr. Stein found he could
capitalize more with the same number of dollars spent on radio, because returns per dollar spent
were greater on radio than in
newspaper advertising.
To check
radio's pull,special
Kosciuszko on
has advertised
items on radio, with other items
appearing in the newspaper ad.
More response was received from
the radio advertising than from a
full page newspaper ad.
To illustrate the power of radic
advertising, Mr. Stein pointed out
that one
year his
annual warehouse
salecompany's
was scooped
by a competitor who held his sale
the day before.
Kosciuszko's newspaper ad was
not to appear until the following
afternoon. He used 20 spot announcements on WEMP the day
before, telling customers to wait
for his sale to get bigger bargains.
The next morning rain poured
down (Continued
in sheets, but
eight93)o'clock
on atpage
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NEWSPAPER
OPPOSITION to Scripps-Howard
Radio Inc. request last month to
the Supreme Court for a writ of
certiorari was filed last week by
the FCC.
Two major points made by the
FCC, in asking the Supreme Court
not to take the newspaper ownership case, were:
0 Newspaper ownership was
only one of a number of factors
considered in the 1949 grant of
WERE Cleveland to Cleveland
Broadcasting Inc. and the denial
of the application of ScrippsHoward Radio Inc. for a new AM
station in that city.
0 FCC has every right to take
newspaper ownership into account
in deciding between applicants for
the same facilities.
"Completely baseless" was the
Commission's reply to the ScrippsHoward argument that it discriminates against newspapers in granting radio licenses. In justification,
it cited a number of grants it
has made to newspapers following
hearings between mutually exclusive applicants.
"The Commission's consistent
policy," the brief read, "has been
that, in choosing between qualified
applicants, it prefers those without newspaper connections because
interest in diversifica4 of the tionpublic
of control over the various
TEA

COUNCIL

Sets $2 Million Budget
SPOT advertisements in seven
;3 radio and television markets will
a part of the Tea Council's
; : -: be
second annual advertising campaign, budgeted in excess of $2,mi 000,000. Radio and television will
be allotted about a quarter of a
m I million dollars of the total amount.
Tea Council representatives
were anxious for the radio industry to understand why the main
be impetus of their campaign is being
-a
pushed through 16 full-page ads
in Life magazine as well as in fullcolor ads in Sunday supplements
of 33 metropolitan newspapers.
Individual council members — such
as Lipton's with Arthur Godfrey
and White Rose Tea with its newscasts— have long used radio as a
primary advertising medium. It
was felt, as a result, that any additional campaigns sponsored by the
council should also employ other
media to reach new potential markets. The same interest in building new customer lists led to
choice of the spot campaign.
I Studies conducted by the Elmo
Roper Marketing Research will be
used to select the final radio-TV
markets.
Campaign as a whole was developed by the Leo Burnett Agency,
New York, after motivation studies
into people's beverage habits had
been conducted by Dr. Ernest
Dichter.

BROADCASTING

FCC

CASE

media through which news and information are disseminated ..."
But, the Commission emphasized,
"this policy is but one of numerous
relevant factors to be weighed
and considered . . ."
The Scripps-Howard appeal is
based on this major question:
Whether the FCC has the statutory authority or discretion to
discriminate against an applicant
because it is owned or controlled
by a newspaper?
It asked that the Supreme Court
make a definitive ruling on that
question [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 13].
Scripps-Howard can file a reply

Opposes

FM

POST

JOHN H. SMITH Jr., manager of
Bureau of National Affairs Inc. since
President Harold E. Fellows to serve
Department. He takes office Oct. 1.
The post has been vacant since
May 15 when Ed Sellers, previous
director, resigned to join the Carl
Byoir public relations organization, headquartering in California.
Long Considered
Appointment of an FM department director has been under consideration for several months within the association. While Mr. Smith
has not been actively identified with
radio, he has obtained a reputation
as a top-level promotion executive.
One of Mr. Smith's first jobs
will be to ride herd on a joint

View

brief to the FCC's opposition, but
no decision has been made yet
whether to do so.
It is expected that the Supreme
Court will decide whether to take
the case or not within a week
or two after it resumes its sessions
Oct. 1.
To Hear Lorain Case
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court
will hear oral arguments on the
Lorain (Ohio) Journal case Oct. 11.
Lorain Journal was convicted of
anti-trust violations and conspiracy
in restraint of trade for refusing
to run advertisements of advertisers who bought time on WEOL,
local station.
John

NARTB

S-H

H. Smith
Named

Jr.

advertising and promotion for the
1943, was named Friday by NARTB
as director of the association's FM
NARTB - Radio - Television Mfrs.
Assn. campaign to promote FM
receiver sales in key state and city
areas. Ben Strouse, chairman of
NARTB's FM Committee, and
other association officials are expected to confer in New York Sept.
18 with RTMA's Advertising Committee and lay the groundwork for
the saturation campaign.
Originally it had been hoped
that Mr. Smith would be separated
from his BNA activities in time
to participate in the meeting. Other
promotion drives also hang fire.

Free Speeches
WTTM Trenton, N. J., is offering several staff members
as guest speakers for local
clubs to talk about network
radio in peace and war. The
NBC affiliate offers the
speeches, strongly slanted to
demonstrate
WTTM's
munity services,
as its compart
in
the network's
25thcelebrating
anniversary.

RTMA MEET
Features Small Manufacturers
SMALLER MANUFACTURERS in
the radio-TV industry will have
their inning at a three-day RTMA
conference in New York Sept. 1820.
Special meeting for small manufacturers will be under the direction of RTMA President Glen McDaniel and A. D. Plamondon Jr.
(Indiana Steel Products) who is
chairman of the committee to aid
smaller manufacturers particularly
in the procurement of defense contracts.
Mobilization and material shortage problems will be reviewed by
the board of directors and major
committees, General Manager
James D. Secrest announced. Also
to be discussed will be the outlook
for an early lifting of the TV
station "freeze," as well as expansion of RTMA member services.
The Federal Trade Commission's
draft
of "Fair
Practices,"
scheduled
to be Trade
formulated
after
a Sept. 26-28 meeting, will be discussed by Chairman Benjamin
Abrams (Emerson) of the Trade
Practice Conference Committee.

Gillette

Names

NBC-TV
TO
SERIES
WORLD
ries were paid for one hour a day TV stations of MBS stockholders
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR
for four days.
the right to carry the Series teleCo., which last spring secured the
casts in addition to any others seLast year the station time
telecasting rights to the World
lected by Gillette.
were paid by the three
Series for six years, 1951-1956, at charges
TV networks which carried the
This
means that the 1951 Series
a price of $1 million a year, has
will be telecast by WOR-TV New
named NBC-TV as the video net- series— ABC-TV, CBS-TV, NBCTV, with DuMont refusing to go York, WGN-TV Chicago, WNACwork to carry the series telecasts.
along
on the reasoning that buying
TV Boston and KHJ-TV Los AnThe Gillette-NBC contract, howtime is the responsibility of the
geles in addition to the coast-toever, is for four years only, runcoast NBC-TV hookup.
sponsor, not the network.
ning through 1954.
Mutual, which pays approximateProof that television is growing
Split Payments
ly $750,000 a year for the radio
The three networks last year alup is given in this award of the
Series' telecasts to a single netso contributed $50,000 each to Gil- rights to the World Series, has
sold sponsorship to Gillette for the
work in place of the previous
lette to help defray expenses connected
with
series
telecasts.
If
duration of the network's contract
pooled arrangement. Probably betwith the baseball authority,
ter proof of TV's maturity are the their is any similar kick-back in through 1956. This year, as preterms of the new contract, which
the NBC-Gillette deal, the netviously, the radio broadcasts will
call for payment of stations on the
work, the advertiser and the agenbe given the widest distribution,
same basis as the Gillette arrangecy, Maxon Inc., New York, were
with extra stations augmenting
ment with MBS outlets for the Se- keeping it a close secret.
ries' radio broadcasts.
Although the Series telecasts
the MBS outlets for complete coverage within the continental United
Both radio and television sta- will not be pooled during the run
tions carrying the games will re- of the four-year contract, neither
Staes, plus a coast-to-coast Canadian network, plus broadcasts to
ceive payment for two hours a day are they an NBC-TV exclusive.
A three-way agreement among
Latin America in Spanish, plus
for four days, donating extra time
and extra days, if any, in exchange
the Baseball Commissioner, Gil- round-the-world broadcast to our
for the privilege of securing this
lette and Mutual, which holds ex- troops overseas via the Armed
clusive radio broadcast rights to Forces Radio Service.
sure-fire audience attraction. Last
the
Series
through 1956, gives the
year TV stations carrying the seSeptember 10, 1951
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Coast-ro-Coasr TV
(Continued from page 26)
quality and the stage was set.
special commentary and interpretation during conference meetings.
Telephone engineers were reported as satisfied with the final results
NBC
kinescoped important sesTuesday, feeling all had gone
sions throughout the daily meetsmoothly. Radio reporters contraings for later showing on its own
dicted each other as to whether
network as well as over BBC telereception on the East Coast had
vision and Japanese newsreels. Gen.
been blurred, but the public seemed
Douglas Mac-Arthur's speech at 9
to like it fine.
p.m. (EDT) Thursday was schedConference coverage for the reuled for exclusive kinescope showmainder of last week was as elastic
ing by NBC at 11:15 p.m.
as initial schedules had been, with
ABC, scheduling only one day in
final results depending on when the
advance, showed the conference
sessions ended. All networks were
from 11 p.m.-l a.m. Wednesday and
prepared for extra scheduling, howanticipated similar coverage
ever, in case the Soviet delegation
throughout the rest of the week.
decided to block the signing.
CBS and NBC telecast the first The DuMont network planned telecasts of the peace treaty meetings
plenary session from 1-3 p.m. and
Wednesday
from 1-3 p.m. and from
from 11 p.m.-l a.m. Wednesday. An11 p.m.-l a.m.; Friday, 11:15 p.m.other session, late because of time
zone differences, was slated for 11 1 a.m.; and Saturday, 1-3 p.m.
In announcing the regular openp.m.-l a.m. (EDT) Friday. Actual
ing of coast-to-coast TV link Sept.
signing ceremonies, expected to be 28, AT&T
indicated more channels
held Saturday, were planned for
will be available in late 1952, which
1-3 p.m. (EDT).
will permit adding Miami, New
While using the pool picture, CBS
Orleans, Tulsa, Oklahoma City, Ft.
had its own audio line to provide
Worth, Dallas, San Antonio, and
Houston to the nationwide netwoi-k.
The company opened a southbound coaxial cable from Detroit
to Toledo Wednesday to augment
the three northbound channels
which have connected the cities by
microwave relay for more than a

ENTERPRISING WAAM (TV) Baltimore invited Sidney Mille (left),
AT&T transmission engineer, to appear on two of its shows to explain
coast-to-coast television to its viewers. Here he is with Nick Campofreda
on the Tee Vee Waamboree.
Page 30
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year.
Opening of the nationwide microwave facilities was the signal for
special programs by Los Angeles
and Hollywood Advertising Clubs
last Tuesday with members of the
latter hearing a five-way conversation between mayors across the
country.
David L. Coale, general information officer for the Pacific Telephone
& Telegraph Co., speaking to members of the Los Angeles. Ad Club

at the Biltmore Hotel, explained
the microwave system. He reported the facilities used for the transcontinental telecasting of the Japanese peace conference were developed with telephone usage primarily in mind.
Klaus Landsberg, vice president
of Paramount Television Productions and general manager KTLA
(TV) Hollywood, speaking at the
Hollywood Ad Club declared the
opening of the relay makes the position of the independent TV station stronger than ever.
Blackburn Comment
"There's a great day coming,"
Norman Blackburn, director of network television for the NBC Western Division, declared. He warned,
however, that the relay opening
also presents a "great challenge"
to the West but expressed confidence the talent and facilities in
Hollywood are equal to the job.
J. Neal Regan, Hollywood manager, McCann-Erickson, and president of the Advertising Assn. of
the West, told Hollywood Ad Clubbers the relay must prove itself
competitively with other media.
When FCC unfreezes television
channels, time buying and cost
problems eventually would be
solved, he said.
To mark the day, Mayor Bowron
proclaimed last Tuesday "Golden
Aerial Day," noting that the 170th
birthday of Los Angeles and the
opening of the relay coincided.
San Francisco was the television
capital of America for the second
time in recent months. Like the
city's last big national show (General Mac Arthur's arrival home) the
program far exceeded early plans.
The local stations — KPIX,
KRON-TV and KGO-TV— like the
100 other Stations along the new
transcontinental hookup initially
planned to carry only limited portions of the conference, but all

three ended up carrying virtuall;
every hour of the proceedings
sacrificing large blocks of regula
commercially-sponsored time.
The coverage Sept. 4-8 wa
Sponsored on TV in California b
the Richfield Oil Co. Richfieli
paid $75,000 for the program, fa
less than the 11 stations participat
ing had hoped to get. Commercial
were kept down to bare and in
frequent announcements remindin
viewers that the coverage was be
ing brought to their screens b
Richfield Oil.
Television set distributors ex
ploited the conference to its full
est with an extensive advertisin
campaign that began a month be
fore the peace group assemblec
By start of the conference they ha
the radio air filled with spot ar
nouncements and a heavy schedul
of other media ads was placed.
Radio coverage of the conferenc
was the greatest since the Unite
Nations was organized in Sa
Francisco in the same opera hous
six years ago.
Hundreds of radiomen froi
throughout the country converge
on the city as the conference cor
vened. Hundreds of national ne;
work programs usually originate
in New York, Hollywood and Was!
ington, came from the conferenc
headquarters during the week.
In addition to the network cove]
age, local stations with reinforce
news staffs devoted special hom
daily to the conference. NBC fe
special programs to the Canadia
Broadcasting Corp. and in Japanee
to the Broadcast Corp. of Japai
John Thompson, director of nev
and special events for KNBC Sa
Francisco, headed the NBC open
tion; Bill Nietfeld, director of new
and Stuart Novins, director of pul
lie affairs, both of KCBS San Frai
cisco, directed the CBS staff ; Fran,
La Tourette, ABC's West Coa:
director of news and special event
headed his network's staff. Mutual
operation was directed by Willia:
Pabst, general manager of KFR
San Francisco.
Full coverage of San Francisc
treaty conference ceremonies we
sentAmerica
around the
the Voic
of
and world
other byState
Dep !
international information media.
On hand for conclusion and si{
nature of the Japanese peace treat
were a radio team of two news ri
porters, two commentators an
two special events editors. Simu
taneous radio broadcasts of Pres
dent Truman's address Tuesda
and other highlights were fe
through a direct hookup with tl
city's Municipal
Opera Hous
Truman

Hooper

SPECIAL "TV-Home Hooperatings" taken in three
cities to measure audiences
for President Truman's Tuesday night speech and the
transcontinof thetelevision
opening
ental network
were
reported as 51.6 in San Francisco, 51.9 in Los Angeles and
44.6 in New York.
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WHO
Dear Mr. Woods :
Speaking for the administration and
teachers in the Des Moines Public
Schools, I want to express our thanks
and appreciation for the splendid publicity you gave us in making American
Education Week a success in Des
Moines. We counted on you this time
as we counted on you in the past and
again your station came through.
Thanks a lot.
Very truly yours,
Clifton F. Schropp
Director of Curriculum Development
and Audio- Visual Education
Des Moines Public Schools
Gentlemen :
Thank you very much for your public
service announcements regarding the
closing of our schools during the recent
snow storm. The radio broadcast is one
of the best methods of contacting our
people and we appreciate it very much.
Very truly yours,
E. A. Colbert
Superintendent
Scranton Consolidated
Independent School
Gentlemen :
Last night, Saturday, there were a
number of fellows and their wives in the
shop, and one of them was fooling
around with the radio, and all of a
sudden he said "listen to this." We did,
and believe me you could have heard a
pin drop. I took a paper and pencil and
waited until the announcer told me
where the program was coming from,
and therefore this letter.
The singer at that time was the 14
year old boy from Marshalltown, and
believe me we have not heard any more
beautiful voice on any program, even
professional, and we want to hear more
of him, and the others on it.
As far as the rest of the program was
concerned, we really enjoyed it and the
gang were here until after 1 :00 a.m. and
we close at 9 .30 so when you put a program on again with Slim Hayes & His
Boys and the others, let us know, especially when the 14 year old sings again,
and
we'll
borrow a and
machine
police department
drivegunthemfromout ourat
10 o'clock.
(The customers
the shop
here
I am referring
to.) Howin about
it?
This is the first time we listened to
your station and will do so every
Saturday nite as often as we can.
Very truly yours,
A. F. Carney
Carney Gun Repair
and Sport Shop
Wausau. Wis.

Dear Sir:
We are studying about radio programs
in our room at school. We would like
to know which programs you advise for
children's education. Thank you very
much.
Yours truly,
Carol Fry
Van Home School
Van Home, Iowa
Dear Mr. Plambeck:
We appreciate very much your kindness in giving the cancellation notice of
our sale for today on your programs
yesterday.
We realize that you and your force
were called upon to work many hours
and strenuously to get all of these service announcements on the air in the space
of time allotted to you. When we called
your station, we fully expected to pay
for this service, for while we think it
had public interest, yet it is done for a
commercial firm, and when you take
your time to make these announcements
for commercial enterprises, we think you
are going a long way in service, and we
do greatly appreciate
Yours veryit. truly,
O. D. Ellsworth
Partner
Adel Sales Pavilion
Adel, Iowa

Gentlemen :
I heard Edgar A. Guest read a poem
"Tomorrow" recently and I decided that
this letter which I have meant to write
today.
on so many tomorrows, must be written
Last fall my daughter and her husband
moved to Baton Rouge, Louisiana. After
living in Iowa for so long they were a
bit homesick, even tho the climate, new
surroundings and their work at the
University were more pleasant than they
had anticipated. One night they decided
to try and get the WHO news at 10:15
P.M. Imagine their surprise when they
did get it. Of course some nights recepperfect nor is it here in Lone
Tree tionatisn'ttimes.
To make a long story short, it is a
pleasure to know they are listening to
the same program at 10:15 P.M. that
we are listening to. You have so manyvery fine programs from your station
that it would be impossible to tell you
about them all. I think we especially
like the News because we have many
friends and relatives in different parts
of the state, and if anything unusual
happens to them you are sure to tell us
first.
Thank you so much for the very fine
serviceSincerely,
you are giving us.
Mrs. William P. Ashton
Lone Tree, Iowa

a sophisticated, big-city advertising man, it may be
difficult for you to realize what WHO

means in Iowa Plus.

Day in and day out, our mailbags are jammed

with

personal letters of friendship and confidence — "stampof -approval" evidence, from your customers, that WHO
is giving a unique radio service to the millions of
people in Iowa

Plus.

WIHI®
♦/or
Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer. President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

PIECE
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With this announcement, CBS Radio opens the
mass circulation of night-time, network radio to
advertisers with limited budgets. Also, to large
advertisers for special promotions.
RED SKELTOJS, star-showman, star-salesman —
and his 13 million listeners — are now available
on a one-time basis. The cost: less than a color
page in a mass magazine. . . . Here's how a onetime budget now fits big-time radio:
QUESTION: How?
ANSWER: Red Skelton's regular half-hour show—
the "top ten" in all radio — will be on the air
consecutive weeks, starting October 3. Each
market broadcast will be sold to a single sponsor
sponsor will not be limited to a single broadcast).

one of
for 39
mass(but a

SK

ELTON

?

ANSWER: Displays and mailings will flash the appeal
of Skelton's personality, tieing-in program, product, and
purse at the sales counter.
QUESTION: What's the time of broadcast?
ANSWER: During a peak listening hour — 9:00 to 9:30
p.m., Wednesdays. Between the big-audience attractions
of Dr. Christian and Bing Crosby.
QUESTION: How many stations in the Skelton line-up?
ANSWER: Stations accounting for 91.4 per cent of the
entire CBS Radio circulation are available for clearance.
QUESTION: How many listeners?
ANSWER: Year-in, year-out Red Skelton in front of a microphone is a human, fun-making magnet. Last season, he drew an average weekly audience of more than
13 million people.

QUESTION-. How will advertisers use the show?

QUESTION: How much does the show cost?

ANSWER:To say something special with impact— as explo-

ANSWER: $23,500— including time, talent, and merchandising. To give this price a yardstick: For $23,500,

sive as the laughter of Skelton's listeners. . . . Here is
mass radio uniquely produced to launch a new product—kick off a drive— announce a contest Here also
is the perfect opportunity for the split-timing and commanding attention that many advertisers need for peakselling seasons and holidays: Christmas, White Sales,
Mother's Day, Father's Day, June weddings and graduations. (Skelton ad libs over our shoulder : "For Thanksgiving, we can sell bogs and bogs of cranberries.")
QUESTION: Any merchandising tie-ins?

you can tap a mass audience and listener-loyalty that
took an annual investment of $1,500,000 to build.
QUESTION: How will sponsors be scheduled?
ANSWER: Solely on a first-come, first-to-profit basis.
QUESTION: Are there any other answers?
ANSWER: Just a reminder: To say things that get things
started ...or to give a peak-selling season a higher peak
than ever, red skelton is your boy For available
program dates call your representative at . . .

THE

CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

NEW KHQ TOWER
Final Phase Completed
PLANS for dedication of a new
826-foot transmitting tower and 5
kw transmitter on
Sept. 15 were announced last week
b y Richard 0 .
Dunning, president of KHQ
Spokane, Wash.
The dedication
culminates nearly
two years work
and "completes
"
of
the final phase
installation
of all
new equipment at
KHQ's
trans- ';
mitter," according '
to John Walker, "y*
*" , '
chiefnew engineer.
The
tower,
:> !
equivalent in
_ ;',
height to a 68story building, re- u^
places one which
I \ ]">
• •
was snapped in
half during a vio*,!
lent windstorm
.>.■
[Broadcasting •
Telecasting,
Dec. 12, 1949].
The old tower's
stub has been in
use since. A replacement tower,
three-fourths completed, fell in a
construction accident last fall.

FCDA
DEFENSE
TRAINING
IS THEATRE TV the answer for
scheduled for one hour, 9-10 a.m.,
training millions of citizens for the the theatres will be used for local
possibility of atomic attack on the instruction for a half-hour before
U. S.?
and after the Washington demonstration.
Question may be answered Sept.
15 when the Federal Civil Defense
Civil Defense officials are keyed
Administration holds the first test up about the possibilities of theaof theatre-TV to train civilian defense workers.
It not only permits mass "crash"
On that day, 11,000 civilian de- instruction by top level instrucfense workers will see live demontors, tre-Tthey
V." feel, but if successful
strations in four cities — linked by could possibly eliminate the timeconsuming method of developing
a closed-circuit theatre-TV network.
layers of teachers for regions,
states, counties, communities.
The cities are Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and New
With a minimum budget, FCDA
York.
is anxious to try anything that
Program will originate at promises low cost per trained volunteer.
WMAL-TV Washington and will
be piped to RKO Keith Theatre in
Attitude of civil defense officials
to
the possibilities was exemplified
Washington,
seating
1,800;
Loew's
Century, Baltimore, seating 3,000;
by Federal Civil Defense AdminisWarner's Stanley in Philadelphia,
trator Millard Caldwell, who said
seating 3,000; Paramount Theatre,
in
announcing
the Sept. 15 experiNew York, seating 3,800.
ment:
Theatres have been donated for
The mass training of 15,000,000
the event.
civil defense workers is one of the
The live training course will be
nation's most immediate problems.
Through theatre television the task
given for FCDA's Warden and Public Welfare Service, Communicaof preparing not only the civil detions and Warning Service, Rescue
fense worker for his job but the naService.
tion at large to meet an enemy attack can be greatly simplified.
A two-way circuit will be used
Co-operating with FCDA are
so students in each city can question instructors in Washington.
Robert H. O'Brien, United Paramount Theatres secretary-treasurer
Although
the experiment is

HOME

SWEET
FOR

HOME

IS

CENTRAL

To

Try

Movie

TV

(and American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres executive vice president if and when the ABC-UPT
merger is approved by FCC) and
Nathan L. Halpern, president of
Theatre Network Television.
At present 26 theatres in 17
cities are equipped with theatreTV installations. Before the end
of
the equipped.
year, about 100 are expected
to be
LAMB

NAMED
To Defense Post
APPOINTMENT of Franklin
Lamb, vice chairman of the board
of Tele King Corp. New York, as
assistant to the director has been
announced by Charles E. Wilson,
director of the Office of Defense
Mobilization.
Mr. Lamb has recently served as I
member of the Electronics Board of
the National Production Authority
and will continue as an observer |
with that group.
Vice Chairman of Tele King for
the past two years, Mr. Lamb previously was associated with development ofthe Reynolds Pen and
served as president of the Reynolds Pen Co. He has also been
vice president of WIP Philadelphia,
Gimbel Bros, outlet.

BIG

BUSINESS

OHIOANS

The welcome mat is out for you if you sell home furnishings. Almost $51 million are spent annually for
furniture, wall-paper, storm windows, television sets
and thousands of home items. One of the shortest
ways to this big market is through WBNS, Columbus. Latest Hooper Report shows WBNS with all
top-rated 20 day-time and night-time shows; you're
visiting with good company when you're on WBNS.
For information, write us or call your John Blair representative.

CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET

WELD-FM
Ask John Blair
Source: 1951 SM Survey of Buying Power
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A

New

and

Improved

Radio

Sales

Tool

Broadcasters everywhere are being affected by a ground swell of opinion that
it is time again for the industry to produce a standardized, uniform measurement
of station audience and coverage— radio's basic measurement of circulation. The
industry has produced two BMB-type Studies and turned them over to its customers.
There is no doubt that the time buyers liked them and used them. Enthusiastic
supporters of the idea will even tell you that a goodly portion of radio's increased
dollar volume can be traced directly to the availability of these basic measurements.
But radio's circulation is not a static thing— even though "everybody has a
radio". Constant change is the rule of the day. Since the last industry-wide measurement in 1949, many changes have occurred. Programs have been shifted between
networks and among stations. Stations have dropped or acquired new network
affiliations. A whole new network has come into existence. Over 400 new stations
have come on the air. Over 200 stations have changed their power or frequency
or both.
The effect of television on radio's basic circulation is unknown.
All of these changes can cause doubt to arise in the mind of the buyer. In many
instances that doubt has taken the form of cancellations and failures to renew. The
time has come
customers
need. to remove

the doubt and to supply the firm figures which radio's

Fortunately, the job does not need to cost as much as it has in the past. Fortunately, also, the experience gained from prior studies and the benefit of lessons
learned with them are still available. STANDARD AUDIT AND MEASUREMENT SERVICES has been organized to utilize this experience in the production
of the next industry-wide measurement of station audience and coverage. A BMBtype of study is planned as our initial effort. The field work will be done in the
spring of 1952. Commitments must be obtained now in order to guarantee an economical execution of this colossal job. Every broadcaster will soon receive contract
forms and a letter explaining the project.
We

invite your inquiries and participation.
Kenneth H. Baker
PRESIDENT

STANDARD

audit

and

measurement

services,

inc.

89 BROAD STREET, NEW YORK 4, N. Y.
WHITEHALL 3-8390
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WAGEREGULATORY PRICE
wheels which
would set into motion certain wage
and price concepts were turning
slowly at government level last
week as stabilizers cocked an eye
to Capitol Hill.
Still hanging in mid air were uniform policies governing:
(1) Wages for radio-TV workers
in the price-exempt broadcasting
industry. A procedure for salesmen on commission also was under
study.
(2) Remuneration under talent
contracts negotiated for radio, television and other employes falling
within the jurisdiction of the Salary Stabilization Board.
(3) A revision of OPS Ceiling
Price Regulation 22, under which
manufacturers would be permitted
to apply advertising, selling and
other costs to their products in

FLINT.
and

apt

POLIC
IES
computing
price ceilings.
In the last instance, OPS faced
a stiff fight from the administration which is seeking stronger inflationary controls. Both Defense
Mobilizer Charles Wilson and Price
Stabilizer Michael DiSalle appealed
to the Senate Banking & Currency
Committee for elimination of the
new formula, known as the Capehart amendment. They termed it
"unworkable" in its present form.
OPS officials said that the agency probably would take no action
on a revised CPR 22 until Congress
completes testimony on the administration battle. Hearings will be
resumed this week.
Meanwhile, Sen. Burnet Maybank
(D-S. C.) offered a substitute
amendment designed, in part, to
prohibit any price ceiling from becoming effective which establishes

. ■ a bustling

market..

to stay that way!

Take a look at Flint's Saginaw Street. Daily, crowded
busy scenes like this testify to Flint's willingness to buy. An
effective buying income of $6134 per family per year (higher
than New York or Chicago) proves the ability to buy!
And that's not all. Buick, Chevrolet, AC, Fisher Body
and DuPont, with huge production schedules now being filled
and huge defense contracts yet to be filled, indicate a continuing, expanding buying economy!
Sell your products in this rich market. Sell them for
sure over Flint's first Station, WFDF, now in our 29th year!
(See your latest Hooper for the full story.)
FLINT
MICH
910

Kilocycles

Represented by the Katz Agency
Associated with WOOD Grand Rapids — WEOA Evansville
— WFBM & WFBM TV Indianapolis
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Unsettled

a level below that for such sales
prior to the date of issuance of
regulation or the level prevailing
for such sales during the period
Jan. 25, 1951, to Feb. 24, 1951.
The Maybank proposal otherwise
carries the same provisions, allowing manufacturers to include advertising, selling and other costs
accrued from June 24, 1950 to July
26, 1951, to the highest price during the base period from Jan. 1,
1950, to June 25, 1950 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 6].
OPS authorities said the revised
CPR 22, giving manufacturers this
benefit, is being studued by legal
and economic executives and being
withheld until Congress takes action. In any event, manufacturers
would be required to file for the
new product ceilings when, and if,
the regulations become effective.

Originally
they were to go into effect Aug. 13.
The wage and salary boards also
have been marking time. WSB has
been sounding out industry and labor on the question of whether to
remove wage ceilings for radio-TV
and other price-exempt industries.
At SSB the problem involves
compensation involving individual
talent. Question of salaries, with
percentage of gross or net, is being
explored by a three-man panel
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 3]. Originally SSB gave station management the go-ahead to
continue or renew contracts (without being subject to the 10% increase ceiling imposed by WSB)
with individual talent, involving options by stations, networks, sponsors and producing agencies.
At the time, however, SSB made
plain the ruling was temporary
pending exploration of the whole
talent issue. These cases involve
distinctions between salaried or, in
some cases, freelance or contracted
talent and those working under
wage provisions established through
collective bargaining agreements.
The three-man salary panel is
expected to meet sometime in the
next fortnight and possibly set
hearings comparable to those held
by the WSB.
A similar group has been set up
to investigate commission earnings
looking toward the development of
a board policy. A tri-parte panel
of industry, labor and public members has set hearings for Sent. 1819 in Washington. They will hear
testimony on suggested methods of
adiusting wages of salesmen and
other employes who derive earnings, either partly or wholly, from
commissions.
Coy to Speak
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy will
speak Wednesday at the Bridgeport luncheon for broadcast engineers while on an inspection tour
of the NBC-RCA experimental
UHF station there. Trip is part
of the eighth RCA television technical training program, a five-day
seminar held chiefly at the RCAVictor plant in Camden, for broadcast engineers from all parts of the
country casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleSept. 3].
UHF Symposium
INSTITUTE of Radio Engineers,
professional group on broadcast
transmission systems, is sponsoring a UHF symposium to be held
Sept. 17 at Franklin Institute in
Philadelphia. Opening at 10 a.m.
with a greeting by Lewis Winner,
group chairman, the program will
include addresses by George H.
Brown, of RCA Labs, William
Sayer Jr. and Elliott Mehrbach of
Alien B. DuMont Labs; R. A. Sodermand and F. D. Lewis, General
Radio Co.; L. O. Krause, General
Electric Co.; W. B. Whalley, Sylvania Physics Labs; Raymond Guy.
of NBC;*J.
M. DeBell
Jr., DuMont,
and
Frederick
W. Smith,
NBC
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

— more

to any

often

other

radio

— to

KNB€

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fast est- growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California. PLUS MARKETS like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Bosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humboldt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
San Jose -Santa Clara
• Population-288,938, an increase of 65.2%
from 1940-1950
• Effective Buying Income* — $41 5,346,000,
an increase of 166.4%
• Retail Sales* -$302,670,000, up 206.2%
• KNBC Audience —Week after week, almost
nine-tenths (89%) of the radio families
listen regularly to KNBC
* Sales Management's T951 Survey of Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
50,000 Watts -680 K.C. San Francisco Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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ANA Lobs Rock
(Continued from page 2h)
centage to run from 5% of the
WSM Nashville audience to 69%
of the audience of WBAL Baltimore; the CBS list shows a range
for TV homes from 11% of the radio homes reached by WWL New
Orleans to 71% of those reached by
WEEI Boston.
Mr. Ryan issued the following
statement :
In the interests of sound advertising
and fair evaluation of media, BAB opposes any attempt to influence either
the buyers or sellers of advertising by
means of incomplete or superficial
study of media problems. BAB con-

sistently and publicly has offered its
facilities, resources and technical assistance to any group with a sincere
interest in true evaluation of the radio
medium and radio's relationship with
the other complementary major media.
This new report by the ANA cannot,
by itself, seriously affect advertising
decisions. It is significant mainly because, with its two predecessor reports,
it is part of the ANA's organized effort
to assist its members in the general
area of comparative media values that
so far has been restricted entirely to
the problem of radio time values.
This new report is not valid unless
advertisers using it are willing to rely
completely on several questionable assumptions. BAB has started a thorough study of the report and its possible usefulness and will shortly issue
a formal memorandum describing its
main technical and other limitations.

NOW! THE IMPORTANT, PRACTICAL
BOOK FOR YOU— AT POPULAR PRICE
Theory

and

of
Directional

Design
Antennas

By CARL E. SMITH, B.S., M.S., E.E.
117 Pages
— 8V2forx 3-ring
11" — Paper
Punched
Binder Cover

Carl E. Smith
Here is a complete oriel authoritative disclosure of the theory and practical
design of the shape and size of directional antenna systems, and the design
of feeder systems.
The National Association of Broadcasters, Department of Engineering, states
in their 1949 edition of the NAB Engineering Handbook (where this material
was first published) —
"The NAB Department of Engineering presents this material with
a twofold objective: first, that professional engineers may find in
their work, with respect to directional antenna systems, a common
understanding of the basic principles of design; and, second, that
the broadcast engineer charged with the operation and maintenance
of a directional antenna system, no matter how complex, will better
understand its design and operation, which understanding in turn
will pay high dividends through more efficient, economical and consistent broadcast service."
This book is planned for the professional radio engineer, the broadcast
engineer, the broadcast technician, and the student of broadcast engineering,
who desires a practical approach to directional antenna design. MOST OF THE
MATERIAL THEREIN HAS NEVER BEFORE BEEN MADE AVAILABLE IN BOOK
FORM.

The treatment of the subject material is both quantitative and qualitative in
nature; it is of college level, and the professional radio engineer — the technically trained broadcast engineer— the technician — the advanced student of
radio engineering should have no difficulty in grasping and applying the
principles found therein. The problem examples and the solutions thereof —
plentifully supplied — offer the practice so much desired. Order Your Copy Today!
"THEORY ANDRECTIONAL
DESIGN
ANTENNAS"OFis DIthe
Partial
companion book to 'Smith's "DIRECTIONAL
ANTENNAS",
the
unprecedented
and
now
famous
work,
pubTable
of Contents
lished in 1946 by Cleveland Institute
of Radio Electronics, which includes
1. Fundamental Properties
238 pages containing more than 15,000
2. General Treatment
systematized patterns, together with a
3. Control of Pattern Shape
theoretical treatment of general design
4.
Control
of Pattern
equations and how these equations are
a. General
design Size
equations
applied to pattern 3ystematization. (A
for
power
method flow integration
limited quantity of Smith's "Direcb.
Mutual
Resistance
method
tional
Antennas"
are
still
available
at
$15.00 per copy, postpaid.)
of determining pattern size
c.
Driving
point
impedance
CLIP THIS COUPON
methodtern sizeof determining patd. Horizontal
rms power gain
arraya directional
Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics
of
antenna
Desk 9-10
■
4900 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 3, Ohio
e. Efficiency
of
directional
antennas
5. Feeder System Design
Enclosed herewith is my remittance of $3.00 |
APPENDIX A
to cover cost, including postage, of Smith's
"Theory and Design of Directional Anten- I
Twenty
pagesbetween
of mutual
nas." I understand
that ifinspection,
I am not entirely
dance curves
verticalimpeansatisfied
days
may ■M■
ten as of equal and also of unreturn theafter
book five
and you
will refund theI entire
equal
heights,
for
spacing
out
purchase price. PLEASE PRINT.
600 degrees. inCovers
casesto
encountered
designmost
problems
of directional antenna systems.
Name
APPENDIX B
Ten
pages
of systematizedpatterns
twoAddress
tower
directional
for tower
spacingsantenna
out to 1440
degrees.
Also
presents
a
more
City
Zone_ State
detailed systemization for tower
PLEASE REMIT BY CHECK OR MONEY
spacings out to 360 degrees.
ORDER. DO NOT ENCLOSE CURRENCY.
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THE ABSENCE of Chairman Pat McCarran
(D-Nev.)ttr
of the Sena
NG Hill"fc
HEARI
CK from
HENNO
Judiciary
Committee
the Capitol
scene, together
with tl
possibility of prolonged Japanese peace treaty activities, may consph
to further delay hearing on the judgeship nomination of FCC Com
Frieda Hennock.
That was the unofficial word last committee could be held befoi
week from both the committee and
Sept. 14 at the earliest — if n
later — because of Chairman M
the Senator's office on confirmation
proceedings for which a new date
Carran's presence at the peai
still hung in the balance.
treaty conference.
Authorities expressed little hope
The Senator is not expected ba<
that the hearing before the full in his office before mid-week, aft<
which details would have to be a
ranged for the session and advan
notice given to parties expressii
MACY'S EVENT
an interest in the hearing.
Puts Fair on WOV
In any event, two factors sto<
PIAZZA ARALDO— known to out in bold relief last week: |]
the committee may have to procei
New Yorkers as Herald Square
with reasonable speed to meet tl
and the site of Macy's Department
Oct. 1 target date set for Congre
Store — becomes the scene of an
sional adjournment; (2) prolong
Italian fair, featuring over 1,000
tion of the Japanese treaty obser
products made in Italy.
ances conceivably could delay tl
The department store has signed
hearing date even longer, shou
with WOV New York, bilingual
Chairman McCarran decide to i
independent, for coverage of openmain on the West Coast.
ing festivities from 1-1 :30 p.m.,
Committee spokesmen reported
EDT, today (Monday). Dian Baldi
considerable flow of inquiries fro
and Giorgio Padovani, WOV comindividuals and groups asking th
mentators, will interview officials,
guests, and shoppers — both live they be notified in advance of t
hearing date. Some have express
and on tape — for immediate as well
interest in testifying personal
as future broadcast. The independbefore the committee, though thf
ent station, transmitting both English and Italian languages, is identities were not divulged.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy ai
beamed at an audience of over
Comr. Paul A. Walker are expect
2,100,000 in the greater New York
area, station reports.
to testify from the Commissi
[Closed Circuit, Sept. 3].
Combination sale and exposition
of merchandise valued in excess of
There also was an inkling th
the hearing not only may be c
$1,000,000 was 18 months in planning. Some 30 buyers were sent
layed but protracted beyond o
to Italy to obtain Venitian glass,
morning or afternoon session
modern ceramics, religious articles,
the basis of the wide open proc
dure the committee had indicat
jewelry, gloves, playing cards,
leather goods, clothing, foods and
it will follow.
wines, linens and toys. The fair,
called "Italy in Macy's U. S. A.,"
will last until Sept. 22 and will
PINZA-NBC PACT
feature sales personnel in Italian
Signed for Three Yea
costume as well as four Italian
BASSO Ezio Pinza and NBC we
craftsmen demonstrating their
reported last week to have come
skills.
agreement for a long-term co
tract assuring the network of t
artist's exclusive radio and tel
vision services. Contract would
TAX PROPOSALS
firm for three years, with a fi
May Aid Industry Growth
year
option
provided to the broa
THE SENATE Finance Committee
casting
company.
last week cut a wide swath in the
Terms assured the singer of
maze of tax proposals confronting
$5,000 fee for his television a
it, but early Friday had not cleared
pearances and $2,500 for ea
the major hurdle of excess profit guest show he might make ■
levies.
radio. Mr. Pinza was slated
It was learned, however, that serve as master of ceremoni
committee members were considSaturday when the All Star Rev
ering write-in provisions designed
returned to the air from 8-9 p.r
to soften the blow on television and
EDT,
NBC-TV.
The over
contract
remained unsign
other so-called "growth" companies
which have suffered hardships under
at week's end.
the present law.
The fate of broadcasters had
not been determined by the comFry Nuptials
mittee late Thursday, though it NANCY
FRY, daughter of W
was speculated that some relief and Mrs. Kenneth Fry, was to
married last Saturday (Sept. I
would be granted them as recommended by industry authorities in to Joseph William Moran at t
hearings before the Senate Fi- Church of the Transfigurati*
nance Committee [Broadcasting •
("Little Church Around the Co
Telecasting, July 30]. That re- ner") in New York City. Mr. F
portedly was the unofficial con- is radio-TV director of the Dem
sensus of some committeemen.
cratic National Committee.
BROADCASTING
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BESIDE

The

Kentucky

deity 7?

The Louisville Metropolitan Area ranks 28th
in America in Net Effective Buying Income.*
WAVE has a Daytime BMB Audience of
238,490 families. Its BMB Area has an Effective Buying Income of more than one-and-ahalf billion dollars — or 66.6% as much as
the entire State of Kentucky!
WAVE-TV was first in Kentucky by more
than a year ... is now a third-year veteran,
preferred by the majority of the 91,987 TV
set-owners in and around Louisville. WAVETV is Channel 5 . . . features outstanding
local programming as well as NBC, ABC and
Dumont.
Ask Free &
story, today!

Peters for the whole

WAVE

'Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1951

WAVE* lias a Daytime BMB Audience
of 238,490 families in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana. This area has an
Effective Buying Income of $1.70
billion, as against S2.56 billion for
the entire State. The Effective BuyIncome within
WAVE'sof Daytime
BMB ingcounties
is 151.6%
the Income in those Kentucky counties in
which
WAVE
does
NOT
have
a BMB
audience !
•The WAVE-TV Coverage Area
contains 334,000 families.

LOUI

FREE 6* PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
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KELP, KBMX
Station Sales Are Reported
SALE OF KELP El Paso, Tex.,
to Barton and Gordon McLendon,
majority owners of the Liberty
Broadcasting System, was announced last week. Also reported
was the sale of KBMX Coalinga,
Calif.
The McLendons are leasing the
equipment and studios of the 1-kw
daytimer KELP (920 kc) for five
years at a rental of $497 per
month. Lease also includes an
option at the end of that term to
extend rental for another three
years or purchase of the equipment
and studios for $3,000.
They also agree to underwrite
the losses of KELP while the transfer application is being considered
by the FCC. Upon FCC approval,
they agree to assume all obligations up to $6,000.
KELP licensee is Paso Broad-

casting Co., of which Raymond T.
Richey is president. Purchase is
being made in the name of Trinity
Broadcasting Corp., licensee of
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex., suburb of
Dallas. This 5-kw station on 1190
kc is wholly owned by the McLendons. The McLendons and Houston oilman H. R. Cullen own LBS,
founded in 1948 and now embracing more than 430 affiliates
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 13].
With price of $22,000, KBMX
was sold by Benjamin M. Bowman
and family to John H. Thatcher,
Crescent City, Calif., subject to
FCC approval. Sale of the 500-w
daytime station on 1470 kc was
negotiated by Blackburn-Hamilton
Co., station broker. Mr. Thatcher
is now co-owner of a plywood mill
in Port Angeles, Wash., and was at
one time financially interested in
KSEM Moses Lake and KPUG
Bellingham, Wash.

N.

Y. AD CLUB
Radio-TV Clinic Slated
RALPH WEIL, general manager,
WOV New York, will serve as director of the radio and television
clinic following the conclusion of
the series of 27 lectures which initiates the 28th annual advertising
and selling course of the Advertising Club of New York.
Course, which will start Oct. 15,
will include lecturers on "Broadcasting— Present and Future" by
Louis Hausman, CBS Radio Div.
administrative vice president; on
"Television as an Advertising Medium" by Glenn Gundell, director of
advertising, National Dairy Products Corp., and on "Qualifications
for Salesmanship" by Edgar Kobak,
business consultant.
Radio and television clinic, starting in February concurrently with
other clinics on sales promotion,
better selling copy, advertising
production and research, will include sessions on "Audience Meas-

Mr. 5,000,000
FIVE - MILLIONTH visitor
has been clocked into the
RCA Exhibition Hall in
Rockefeller Center, New
York. One of the most popular features for persons touring the Hall is the closedcircuit system that enables
visitors to see themselves on
TV. The five-millionth visitor, Donald Swanks, of Adrian, Mich., was presented
with a 19-inch console television set and 45 rpm record
player by Frank M. Folsom,
president of RCA.

urement" conducted by Dr. Sydney
Roslow, director, The Pulse Inc.;
"Radio and TV Programming" by
Rodney Erickson, manager, radio
and TV department, Young & Rubicam; "Time Buying" by C. E.
Midgley Jr., director of radio and
television media, Ted Bates Co.;
"Commercial Radio and TV "Writing" by Joseph A. Moran, Young
& Rubicam vice president and associate director of radio and television; "Audience Promotion and
Merchandising" by John Cowden,
operations director of advertising
and sales promotion, CBS Television Division; "Television Production Problems", by Nicholas Keesely, vice president in charge of
radio and television, Lennen &
Mitchell.
Course of 27 lectures and six
clinic sessions will be held Monday
and Thursday, 6:15-7:15 p.m. at
29 W. 39th St., New York. Fee
for the full course is $25.

SAFETY OATHS
WTCN-AM-TV Sets Coverage

v&r To serve you better, The
Goodwill Stations . . .WJR Detroit,
WGAR Cleveland and KMPC
Los Angeles . . . have opened an
Eastern Office with Gordon Gray,
vice president, in charge. We
welcome the opportunity to be of
greater service to our advertisers.
Mr. Gordon Gray, vice president
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:
Continuing to represent WJR Detroit and WGAR Cleveland...
Edward Petry & Company;
KMPC Los Angeles . . . H. R. Representatives, Inc.
FREE
SPEECH J>ji
MIKE
THE GOODWILL
STATIONS

WJR
DETROIT
Page 40
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WGAR
CLEVELAND

KMPC
LOS ANGELES

STATEWIDE induction of some
20,000 youths comprising a school
safety patrol will be given ceremonious coverage Sept. 18 in a
half-hour radio-TV broadcast bv
WTCN - AM - TV Minneapolis - St.
Paul from the Minnesota State
Fair Grounds grandstand.
The WTCN radio program will
be fed to a statewide network of
22 stations, most of them members of the Upper Midwest Broadcasting System, beginning at 1:30
p.m. The American Legion will
install radio loudspeakers and, in
some instances, TV sets in school?
within the Twin Cities area, with
about 6,700 Twin Cities youngsters |
among those to be sworn in by
Governor - encumbent C. Elmer
Anderson.
Members of Upper Midwest planning to carry the program are: ;
KBMW
Breckinridge,
KNUJ
Nev- i
Ulm, KLER Rochester, KXRA Alexandra, KAUS Austin, KB UN Bemidji.
KLIZ
Brainerd
KROX Crookston.
WDSM Duluth, WEVE Eveleth, KSUM
Fairmont, KDHL
Faribault, KTOE I
Mankato, KMHL
Marshall, KVOX j
Moorehead, KFAM St. Cloud, KWLM
Willmar, and KWNO Winona. Others
include
KWAD
Wadena, KWOA
Worthington
and
KBZY
Grand Ra-f
Minnesota.
pids, all Minnesota.
BROADCAST IN G
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WWDC

in

total

share

Washington
And that's going some!

audience!

The Washington, D. C. radio market

is the most highly competitive in the country.
17 stations crowd the Washington area.
survey shows WWDC
audience!

of

No less than

The latest Pulse

as second in total share of

And at WWDC's

low rates, it's really

first — on a results-producing basis.

It means that in

Washington, your best advertising buy is WWDC.
Just get all the facts from your John Blair man.
*Pulse: May- June, 1951; 6 A.M. to Midnight
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Quotas Up
Steel, Aluminum
RADIO-TV
GOODS
PRODUCTION of radio-TV ap- Wednesday by Manly FleischRadio-TV appliances were not
included in an essentiality list
mann, administrator of the Depliances and other semi-essential
fense Production Administration
consumer durable goods will reissued by the NPA's Consumer
and National Production Authority,
main at substantially the same
Goods Division, but were tabled in
level during the fourth quarter of fourth-quarter allotments for steel, requirements compiled by the
copper and aluminum were mapped.
1951 (October through December),
agency's tronics
claimant
group, the ElecProducts Division.
government officials indicated last
Mr. Fleischmann said:
week.
Electronic
durables
fared better
Allotments, plus raw materials still
Available steel and aluminum —
in the hands of manufacturers and
than the average for "essential
two key materials under the govsuppliers of finished products . . . consumer durable goods," which
ernment's Controlled Materials
will be adequate to meet normal de- were cut to 58% of the base period
Plan — for radio-television sets and
mands during this period and so profor steel, 54% for copper and about
vide reasonable employment for those
phonographs will be somewhat
46% for aluminum. Home radio, TV
who are dependent upon the continued
larger for the remaining months
and record-player sets as distinproduction and distribution of conunder plans outlined last week.
guished from commercial equipsumer
durable
goods.
The
highest
The copper situation will remain
ment, such as transmitters, will reallotments
were
made
to
those
inceive about 65%, 54% and 48%,
acute, dependent upon the outcome
dustries which have a heavy share of respectively.
of the strike which has paralyzed
military orders or which are producThe fourth-quarter breakdown
about 95%
of the manufacturers
nation's proing goods essential to defense inducers and related
dustries. Other products must be shows the following data:
Steel — 79,804 tons, compared to 72,550
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
supported . . . because they are imfor the third quarter; copper— 33,385,000
portant to public welfare, health or
Sept. 3].
safety.
pounds
compared to 31,965,000 for the
In a news
conference held
present period; aluminum — 16,700,000

18

of

the

20

top-rated

programs

are

. . . and

Buffalo

CBS

in

on

CBS

is WGR

Corporation
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo J. ("Fifz") Fitzpatrick
I. fi. ("Ike") Lounsberry
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SPECIAL communications
railroad
with all the
Train
an's car
T|,um
latest devices for two-way
transmission will be ready
this fall for President Truman's train travels. The
White House said the car
was built under an Army
Signal Corps contract with a
St. Louis firm. It has been
sent to an electronics manufacturer for installation of
equipment. Joseph Short,
press secretary, said it may
be a couple of months before the car is ready for use.
The car will replace an old
converted baggage car used
since 1942 for communications.
pounds as against 15,750,000 for the
present three months ending Oct. 1.
The increase for steel and
aluminum was made, according to
NPA authorities, to bring radioTV up to the same level as that
for other consumer hard goods.
Previous metal percentages for
these civilian items during the
third quarter had a range cutbacks from 70% for iron and steel
through 60% for copper to an
even 50% for aluminum — comprising consumer products only recently placed under CMP.
More significantly, on the basis
of allotments compiled by NPA's
Consumer Goods Division, electronics tops the copper and alumninum categories for all other
civilian goods during the the fourth
quarter and is second only to
"household refrigerators" in the
matter of steel tonnage.
Specific Allocations
There were some specific allocations of structural steel during the
forthcoming period. Firms receiving allotments for defense (Army,
Navy, Air Force) expansion programs included the Magnavox Co.,
Webster Electric Co., Amprex
Electronic Corp., Westinghouse
Electric Corp., the Baldwin Co.,
General Precision Lab., and others.
Reviewing the materials problem, Mr. Fleischmann said that
steel (used in radio-TV towers and
transmitter construction) will continue scarce during the first four
months of 1952. Demand is expected to remain far ahead (about
200%) of available supply.
The copper strike dominated the
news conference. Mr. Fleischmann
termed the situation "terribly
acute" — primarily because of the
copper strike. His agency has
notified producers to give priority
to "essential needs." If the strike
continues, he added, fourth quarter allotments already set will have
to be drastically curtailed.
The government has found it
difficult to maintain the flow of
metals to consumer goods because
of the walkout, he said.
In the case of structural steel
for commercial construction and
other purposes, Mr. Fleischmann
(Continued on page H)
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other materials used in building
construction.
DPA suggested a standards
guide of recommended conservation practices for builders who
"want to minimize delay." The
program is backed by Defense
Mobilizer Charles Wilson and 17
government agencies participating1 in the mobilization effort.

Radio-TV Goods
(Continued from page 42)
made plain that "projects not approved are not being- permanently
denied," but only "deferred."
Broadcasters who contemplate new
building or major alterations fail
under this category, as previously
outlined [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 3 J. Only 11% of
requested allotments have been
granted in terms of steel tonnage,
NPA said.
The copper situation became
more acute with each passing day.
President Truman asked Atty. Gen.
J. Howard McGrath on Tuesday to
apply for an injunction in a move
to curtail the national strike. The
injunction was sought against the
International Union of Mine, Mill
& Smelter Workers and affiliated
AFL unions "in the interest of the
public health and safety."
At the same time the government announced a program for
conserving structural steel and

SET SALES DRIVE
Omaha Campaign Underway
NEBRASKA - IOWA Electrical
Council in late August began sponsorship of a saturation spot campaign on radio stations to stimulate
television set sales.
Spread over 42 days, the campaign will use over 800 spot announcements. More than half of
the spots are reported scheduled
on WOW Omaha, with the remainder slated for KFAB KOIL
KBON KOWH Omaha.

SAG

APPEALS

Two Appear at Senate Hearing
ASSERTING that its members
were being deprived of jobs under
the Taft-Hartley Act, the Screen
Actors Guild sent two representatives to Washington Aug. 27-28 to
seek modification of union membership requirements. The representatives, actor Richard Carlson, and
John Dales Jr., executive secretary
of the guild, appeared before a
subcommittee of the Senate Labor
Committee, headed by Sen. Hubert
Humphrey (D-Minn.).
The actors' union maintains that
the law, since it permits an individual to work 30 days before
having to apply for union membership, allows "thousands of casuals" who have no serious intention
of becoming professional actors to
take a great number of one- to
three-day jobs away from the small
bit players in Hollywood. The guild
wants the 30 - day clause to be

National Nielsen Ratings Top
Radio Programs
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urbanand Homes
— and including
Non-Telephone
Homes) Telephone
EXTRA-WEEK July 28-August 4, 1951
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
CURRENT RATING
NIELSEN-RATING*
CURRENT
HOMES
RANK
PROGRAM
%
1 Big Story (NBC)
6.5
2 Romance (CBS)
6.5
3 Screen Directors Playhouse (NBC) 6.2
4 Mr. District Attorney (ABC) 5.8
5 Dragnet (NBC
5.7
6 Broadway Is My Beat (CBS) 5.7
7 Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS) 5.6
8 Private Files of Rex Saunders (NBC) 5.5
9 Voice of Firestone (NBC) 5.3
10 Counter-Spy (NBC)
5.2
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying
the
"NIELSEN-RATING"
(%)
to
41,903,000 — the 1951 estimate of Total United
States Radio Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
dropped
few
days.or at least reduced to a
SAG will begin collective bargaining negotiations with motion
picture producers
Sept. 17 Sept.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
3],
and to protect small bit players
will demand an employment preference clause as part of its new basic
work contract.
MEXICO

ICS>L.
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In L. A. Radio-TV Progress
GREATEST radio and TV development among Latin American nations has occurred in Mexico, Judge
Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman and general counsel, reported
Friday after an inspection trip
that took him to nine countries.
Judge Miller made the tour as
representative of the Office of International Information, Dept. of
State, and as a member of the U. S.
Advisory Commission on Information. He said radio in Colombia is
under government censorship and
Brazil demands a daily hour of
government news popularly known
as the "Hour of Silence." Argentina operates all radio stations in
the country and is planning government TV outlets, he said.
In Uruguay broadcasters are
planning a cooperatively owned
television outlet, Judge Miller continued. He said two TV stations
are operating in Mexico, one in
Cuba and two in Rio de Janeiro.
Latin broadcasters appreciate
United States participation in Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters, he added.
HOGAN FACSIMILE
Jap Press Gets License
JIJI Press in Japan has been
granted an exclusive license for
use of Hogan facsimile equipment
in Japan, Korea, Formosa, and
Okinawa, according to John V. L.
Hogan, president, Faximile Inc.
The Japanese agency, which
specializes in economic news, will
use facsimile to distribute its
information to subscribing newspapers over telegraph circuits.
Individual subscribers will receive
service either by wire or FM.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting!

BACKGRO'jrCO

FOR

The Southwest is a great and growing market. WOAI covers this market
with its 50,000 watt clear-channel voice better, far better, than any
other advertising medium. BMB shows 395,350 families listen to WOAI
daytime • 740,700 families listen evenings - latest Hooper shows WOAI
leading day and night! Daytime, WOAI leads in 34 of 40 rated \ hr.
periods! Dollar for dollar, there's not a better advertising buy!

OWSINGFASTEST
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BROADCASTING

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES » ST., LOUIS
DALLAS • SAN FRANCISCO • DETROIT
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c
WIRC Exp|qins qt Rogn°k
STAFF
MINE-MAN
programming formula calls for five He also handles station promotion,
HOW does a 1,000-w daytime AM
public relations and supervises
station operate with a total staff special talent programs daily, plus
of nine?
programming. News contacts and
local news coverage in a five-county
public relations involve attendance
The story was told in detail by area seven days a week. The genat all major civic or governmental
Edmond H. Smith Jr., general
eral manager and women's editor
meetings. The overnight spot local
manager of WIRC Hickory, N. C, handle most news coverage, aside
newscast each weekday morning is
from a parttime string correspondduring the NARTB District 4 meetent who phones news every day.
presented by staff announcers. But
ing at Roanoke, Va. [Broadcasting
it requires the General Manager to
Sales activity in the competitive
• Telecasting, Aug. 27].
assemble and write most of the
Speaking during a panel discusmarket involves much personal consion, Mr. Smith said the staff is
tact, Mr. Smith said, with national
copy between 7-7:45 a.m. He is now
closely knit and versatile, sharing
spot a secondary, extra effort of well accustomed to early rising for
the general manager.
this chore. Chief engineer, deoverflows of work among departsignated as assistant manager,
ments. There is little overtime, he
Here is his detailed story of the
said, and normal working hours
nine staff jobs:
pinch
hits of
in the
absence
on most
the manager's
above activities.
prevail for all but the general manBUSINESS DEPARTMENT
He also prepares all FCC technical
ager and women's editor, who is
Margaret A. Smith. These two are
(a) General Manager — In addi- reports and handles equipment
principal owners.
tion to routine business managepurchases.
During the summer WIRC needs
ment, he apportions his time mostly
(b) Bookkeeper - Receptionist —
no temporary or parttime help as to active selling of local advertisDoes all accounting except the anstaff members assume relief duties.
nual audit. She supplies monthly
ing, servicing of important acstatements, handles all commercial
Major work load is centered in
counts, writing spot area news and
writing occasional commercial copy.
billing, shares telephone answering
programming
and selling. The

Want

Kesults

Then

take

advertising

a tip from
agency

has

to

one

top

say . . .

"For our florabunda offer, which ran on WGN
for a cost of $746.50, WGN sold 1706 orders,
bringing the order cost to an all time low of
only 44 cents.
On the climbing roses, for an expenditure of
$1119-00, WGN sold 2630 orders, making the
order cost here 43 cents.
This is one more reason why our agency and
any advertiser represented by us will always wish
to use the facilities of WGN."
WGN
. . . still reaching more homes per week
than any other Chicago station . . . 1949 BMB

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
A Clear Channel Station . . .
720
Serving the Middle West
On Your Dial
Chicago office for
Mlnneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
MBS
Eastern Sales Office:
220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. for New York City,
Philadelphia and Boston
Representatives: Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Los Angeles — 411 W. 5th Street Atlanta — 223 Peach Street
New York — 500 5th Avenue Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue
San Francisco — 400 Montgomery Street
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
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with the program personnel and
conducts over the counter visitor
business. The bookkeeper also
types most traffic orders, but does
not take dictation for correspondence. WIRC staff members mostly
write their own business letters.
PROGRAM DEPARTMENT
(a) Women's Editor — Devotes
about half her work day to her
three
air showsTime
— Woman's
Make Believe
and Stork World,
Club.

?
what

BAB'S headquarters crew at Roanoke
NARTB district meeting consisted of
(I to r) Lee Hart, head of Chicago
office; Edgar Kobak, board chairman,
and William B. Ryan, president.

The first
is the society-women's
news
commentary,
the second is a
children's story record program
and the third is news of births
from three counties. The other half
of Margaret Smith's day is absorbed mostly by writing spot news
for the 12:30 p.m. midday news
and for the late afternoon Home
Final; also by copy writing, script
writing and general program department details. She represents
WIRC in theganizationsleading
orby active women's
membership
and attendance.
(b) Traffic-Program Manager —
Types the program schedule on
the transmitter logs in advance,
making several carbon copies for
studio use. She also files complete
announcer books for every air shift,
maintaining the files of all formats,
commercial copy and library
scripts. Mrs. Padgett does her
scheduling from traffic orders, but
is so skilled at keeping competitive
advertising apart that the sales
department often leaves it to her
to select the best availabilities for
short-notice spot schedules. She
also keeps the talent mail count,
helps answer the telephone and
does her own feminine hillbilly disc
jockey half-hour show each afternoon, Monday through Friday. Her
work week is 40 hours.
(c) announcers
Staff announcers
— The two
staff
are employed
on
a basis of a 40- to 50-hour work
week, including overtime as necessary. They actually average about
41 hours weekly. The relief announcer-salesman ispaid a basic
salary in the program department
for these principal duties : two full
relief shifts each week-end and
copy writing. Otherwise, he is on j
his own time as an outside com(Continued on page 7U)
BROADCASTING
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Federal
in

West

your

Virginia

dollar

farther

. .

goes

with

"personality"

More than a million
West Virginians, (with \
a half-billion dollars to
spend annually) can hear your
sales story when you put this
potent pair of "Personality"
Stations to work for
you. And WKNA and
WJLS are yours at a
combination rate that is
about the same as you
would pay for any single
comparable station in
either locality. Make us
prove it!

WKNA
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON
950 KC— ABC
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT

WJLS
WJLS-FM
BECKLEY
560 KC— CBS
1000 W DAY • 500 W NIGHT

•0

o o 0' \
Joe L Smith, Jr., Incorporated
Represented nationally by WEED
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Reserve

Plans

To Curb Abuses
REGULATION
W
A MODIFICATION of Regulation W was under study by the Federal
Reserve Board last week, looking toward move literal compliance with
down payment provisions on installment purchases.
Action is being taken on the basis of complaints that some dealers
have used the newer, less severe
credit terms to competitive price pending revision of Regulation W
by FRB itself. At the same time
advantage in terms of advertising
it also was pointed out that any
and selling practices.
The charge also was pointed up formal complaints involving advertising abuses would fall within
by the National Appliance & Radio
jurisdiction of the Federal
Dealers Assn., which called on the
Trade Commission. FTC had no
manufacturers to help "clean this official comment last week.
situation up" lest the "many, clean,
Mr. Farr asked manufacturers
legitimate retailers" suffer for the to carefully monitor all dealer adabuses of a few. Mort Farr,
vertising and deny cooperative
NARDA president, also urged Congress and the reserve board to funds for "advertising that discredits our industry." Set-makers
take appropriate action.
should seek out "exaggerations and
Many dealers "advertised no
of new credit
down payment, exaggerated the misinterpretations"
terms, he added. He also sent copies
meaning of the new credit terms,
to the board and Senate Finance
encouraged customers to make purCommittee, which passed them on
chases without getting cash equity
to the Senate Banking group.
in the merchandise," Mr. Farr
stated in his letter to manufacturers.
SCBA SERIES
National Promotion Slated
Specifically, complaints received
by FRB and Congress, allege that SOUTHERN California radio, with
trade-ins have little actual value
millions of automobile sets, sky
and that they are, in effect, concealed discounts. The FRB is not rocketing population, growing inhome and out-of-home listening
concerned with the discount phase
andJust
low how
rates,different
is "different."
but is known to be skeptical over
will be told
ad practices which tend to de- to the agencies and advertisers in
valuate trade-ins under terms of New York, Chicago, Cincinnati and
Minneapolis in a series of presenta
Regulation W. An "over-allowance" applied to down payments
by the Southern California
would violate the spirit of the tions
Broadcasters Assn. starting Sept
regulation, it was stressed.
24 and continuing through Oct. 12.
Presentations will be deliverec
Past Relaxations
by Robert J. McAndrews, SCBA
The board last month amended
managing director, with several
sales representatives of Southerr
the regulation to provide for a 15%
California stations participating
down payment on radio-TV sets
in each meeting. Station repre
and a maturity date of 18 months,
are working in commit
daily.
with provision that trade-ins could sentatives
tees to schedule several meeting:
be applied as down payment. The
government had relaxed restricBroadcast Advertising Bureau
tions requiring 25% down payNew York, is hosting a new recep
ments and 15 months' maturity
tion in New York on Sept. 24 ai
date after protests from the manuwhich the representation will b(
facturing industry and other
previewed. Personnel of statioi
groups.
representatives organizations wil
With respect to the imminent
hold a luncheon meeting that sami
clarification, board spokesmen noted
that it would be impracticable to day for similar purposes.
Planned by SCBA sales promo
develop an interpretation which
tion committee under chairmanshii
would require an evaluation of of Kevin Sweeney, sales manage:
trade-ins at the time of purchases.
Los Angeles, this is believec
What does pend, however, is a KFI,
to be the first time that a regiona
modification spelling out in broad
group of competitive stations havi
banded together for a major co
terms that so-called "over-allowances" applied as down payments
operative sales campaign in ke;
would violate the intent of Regulaspot buying centers.
tion W— the objective of restraining credit purchases. What language the amendment would take
Lansing Council Tribute
was not known last week.
CITY COUNCIL of Lansing, Mich
FRB decided to take action after
at a weekly meeting Aug. 27, paii
conferring with members of the tribute to WILS Lansing. Th
Senate Banking & Currency Committee the past fortnight, it was
council
WILS fron
fo*
receivingcongratulated
a daytime power
learned. Board officials had sought
1 kw to 5 kw. A resolution passe'
to determine whether the trade-in
by the council stated, in part, . .
provision represented the clear in- "this council express its apprecia
tent of the committee before Contion to WILS for the public serv
gress adopted the less stringent
ice that this station has given t
credit rules.
the public and wish them succes
The committee advised the board
for the future." W. A. Pomeroy i
it would take no further action
station general manager.
BROADCASTING
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NARND SUPPORT
Offered In La. Incident
NEWSMEN in all media must
"unite and work together to keep
all freedoms intact in America,"
Ben Chatfield, president of the National Assn. of Radio News Directors, has advised newspapermen in
the wake of separate incidents involving news suppression.
Mr. Chatfield offered the association's assistance to five Lake
Charles, La., newspapermen indicted by a grand jury on charges
of defaming three alleged gamblers
and some public officials, and to two
other editors barred by the mayor
of Elkton, Md., from town council
meetings.
In letters to the mayor and foreman of the grand jury, the NARND
president said the reports he had
received of the incidents indicated
"very serious threats to freedom
of information."
He added that

the incidents are being probed by
NARND's Freedom of Information
Committee under the chairmanship
of William Ray, NBC Central Division. Mr. Chatfield also asked
the newspapermen their versions.
"It is high time for newsmen in
all media to unite and work together to keep all freedoms intact
in America," the NARND prexy
wrote. "News is news, whether
it comes off a press or from a radio
or television speaker, and that
freedom can't be held without the
absolute cooperation of every honin theforeman
entire world."
Heest journalist
asked the
of the
Lake Charles grand jury to "see
that that freedom is protected,"
noting that the First Amendment
of the Constitution provides for
freedom of the press.
Broadcasters have been directly
concerned in two similar incidents,
one involving a prohibition against
a recording of a public hearing and
the other censorship over coverage

RADIO TO ASIA
|
RFA Project Started
FIRST privately operated project

Voicing broadcast of Radio Free
Asia is Lian Light (seated), with
Richard Bertrandias, RFA program director, directing. ►
of a sports event, both in Iowa.
Complaints filed with the governor
flayed the action of the State Board
of Appeals and the Iowa High
School Athletic Assn.

Whether it's lambs or sales that have gone astray,
WIBW can quickly pull them back into the fold. Out
here in Kansas, WIBW is the station most listened to
by farm and small town families.* These are the folks
who have the money ... do the bulk of the buying.**
These "bread and butter" customers of yours leave
their dials set to WIBW from sunrise to midnight because we're programmed to give them the entertainment, services and features that both interest and serve
them.
So, to hold old customers and build new ones,
use the most powerful mass selling force in Kansas—WIBW.
* Kansas Radio Audience 1951
** Ask our Research Dept.

WIBW
Serving and Selling
THE MAGIC CIRCLE'
Rep.: Copper Publications, Int. • BEN LUDY, Gen. Mgr.- WIBW* KCKN

designed
to in
pierce
Iron
Curtain
Asia communism's
was put into
action last Tuesday as a 1%-hour
program of news and comment was
beamed to the Chinese mainland
by Radio Free Asia.
Seven-day-a-week schedule of
broadcasts is being transmitted
from San Francisco over RCA
shortwave to Manila and then
shortwaved on 6110 kc to China.
Broadcasts start at 10:30 p.m.
Manila and China time.
Brayton Wilbur is chairman of
Committee for a Free Asia Inc.
Radio Free Asia is an operating
branch of the committee and is directed by John W. Elwood, former
manager of KNBC San Francisco.
News and comment are dividea
into three sections — Mandarin,
Cantonese and English. Programming will be expanded later both in
length and type, eventually including programs on agriculture, health
and other topics designed to aid
people in various parts of Asia and
to help them resist communism. '
Suppression in Asia
All media of public communication in the major part of Asia are
controlled, Mr. Elwood said. RFA
will concentrate on Asian news for
Asians "with the aim of letting the
Asians know what actually is going on in their own areas." All
broadcasts are live from San Francisco, conducted in native language
by refugees or exiles. Later the
committee plans to build and operate its own transmitting stations
as near the target areas as possible.

AAW '52 MEET
Feltis Named Chairman
HUGH M. FELTIS, formerly president of Broadcast Measurement
Bureau and now an independent
radio - television consultant in
Seattle, has been named chairman
of the 1952 Advertising Assn. of
the West convention, scheduled to
be held in Seattle June 22-27, 1952.
Mr. Feltis was selected by the
Past Presidents' Council of the
Advertising and Sales Club of
Seattle, host to the convention.
The AAW convention is expected
to draw 1,000 delegates from eleven
Western states, Canada and
Hawaii, as well as representatives
from eastern and national advertising organizations. The Ad Club
has also announced that all committees for the AAW convention
will be headed by past presidents
of the Seattle ad group. Present
president is Roger Rice, sales
manager for KING Seattle.
Until last spring, when he
resigned to establish his own consultation service, Mr. Feltis was
FM-TV
manager of KING-AMgeneral Seattle.
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In Siam and elsewhere too, women have worn
trousers of a sort for centuries. The idea was
considered quaint. The Bloomer Girls tried it.
It was hilarious. Then one day a few years back a
girl stopped in at a tailor sKop and ordered
herself a pair of pants. All of a sudden, for better
or for worse, slacks became a standard and
important part of every woman's wardrobe.

How

come? Well, it started in Southern

California. The tailor shop was on Hollywood
Boulevard. The pants covered a pair of
famous legs. Other famous movie stars and
other women

everywhere found the idea

irresistible— for, as every good merchandiser
knows, if an idea takes hold in Southern
California, the rest of the country, the
rest of the world, will follow suit.

Got something to sell? Sell Southern California
first— with the station that serves it best.
KMPC,

Hollywood, reaches 197 pacesetting, free-spending communities
in its primary listening area.
x
710 \
KCJ

KMPC
LOS ANGELES—

REPRESENTED BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
AFFILIATED,
LIBERTY
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
BROADCASTING
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FREE SPEECH
50,000 watts daytime • 1 0,000 watts nighttime M'!^
RADIO - AMERICA'S GREATEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM Ak.
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COf/EfflGE

0/YEf

i5AtY.

EA/OUGH!

To get in the swim of things in the Atlanta
market

you need

WGST.

The

we've got# but it takes more

coverage

to sell your

goods. You need the station Atlanta

listen-

ers and advertisers like; you need WGST's
top drawer merchandising

support; you need

the high rated local shows

and

ABC

pro-

grams. Don't flounder and call for help too
late — save those sales by jumping

aboard

Strictly Business
(Continued from page lk)
of their request lists. Since then
the products, which are produced in
matching, soft colors, have been
shown on color television — an idea
that Mr. Green realized would demonstrate his merchandise as well
as the advertising possibilities and
color distinctions that CBS was
promoting.
"On television, we can actually
show how our equipment works,"
he observes, "and on color screens,
we can put over one of our major
sales points — our products match
each other." The result is that
Detecto is currently looking for its
own program, preferably on television, for fall sponsorship.
Mr. Green, a native New Yorker
who was born April 19, 1922, on
the
ride, anniversary
has kept up ofhisPaul
own Revere's
pace by
combining college with career. He
received his final degree only last
year. After attending New York
high schools, he enrolled at the
City College of New York, but
transferred to Maine's Quoddy
School of Engineering in 1942. He
became managing editor and columnist for the weekly paper at Quoddy
and sold advertisements on the
side, thus getting his introduction
to advei'tising techniques.
Enlists in 1942
In August 1942, he enlisted in the
Army Air Corps and was assigned,
for more engineering study, to the
U. of Chicago. He was shipped
abroad to participate in the invasion of the Philippines and Okinawa. He continued, from his Far
East location, to do the freelance
writing he had started in college
and also served on the Mid-Pacific
edition of Yank magazine.
One of his poems about Combat
Engineers was shown by his mother
to a fellow office worker who, after
the remote and impersonal introduction, ultimately became Mrs.
Green. Mr. Green and his wife, a
professional singer when not working in a wartime office, are now
grooming their two-year-old daughter for a future singing career.
Back in New York after the war,
Mr. Green returned to CCNY,
working part time for StewartDougall & Associates Inc. (then
Stewai-t-Brown)
as advertising

manager. In 1947, he and two fellow students, all of whom were on
the Lexicon, the CCNY yearbook,
started their own advertising agency, Lexicon Associates. Although
all of them left their agency for
bigger and better jobs, Mr. Green
still holds a few of his original
accounts. Mr. Green's next stop
was with a trade publication and
from there he went to Detecto two
years ago, winning his job over
a field of 49 applicants.
His schooling, concurrant with
his working, earned him a BBA
in advertising in 1947. Then he
transferred to Columbia Teachers
College as a night student to work
on his Masters in business education and public affairs, receiving his
degree in 1950.
Last year, he was somewhat surprised to find his evenings — usually
spent in class or at study — were
relatively free. The result: he has
scripted several different program
series for adult education on television. Columbia's Lyman Bryson
started Mr. Green on the project
and now CBS, NBC and the Ford
Foundation are considering his
ideas. Regarding educational television, Mr. Green says, "If it's
educational, people won't look, and
if it's interesting enough to hold
their attention, it's probably not
too educational." So his series aim
for the middle mark. "You have to
be subtle," he observes.
An inveterate pipe-smoker (he
bought a car to drive to work, thus
avoiding subway no-smoking rules),
Mr. Green's preoccupation with
commercial television during business hours and educational television during his spare time, now
consumes his day. It's just about
all he can do to get an occasional
chess game into his crowded
schedule.
Anthony C. Thornton
REQUIEM MASS for Anthony C.
Thornton, 41, manager of WCVA
Culpeper, Va., who died Aug. 19,
was offered Aug. 21. Native of
Memphis, Tenn., Mr. Thornton
joined Culpeper Broadcasting Corp.
in May,fered a heart
1950. attack
Mr. Thornton
suftwo months
previously. Surviving is his widow,
the former Dorothy Louise Jones,
of Viroqua, Wis.

WGST.
WCKY

PRODUCES

See Centerspread

RESULTS
This Issue

ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE
50,000

24 HOURS A DAY

WATTS

OF
SELLING
POWER
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OIL
PREPARED

BY THE

CIL iMD USTRY

NEWSLETTER
INFORMATION

COMMITTEE

NUMBER

OF A SERIES
4

FOR

YOUR

INFORMATION:

It's a rare day when a technical report on laboratory research
gets past the editor and into print.
The reason: it's not news.
But often as not you will find the results of that research on Page
One.
The reason: they are news.
A case in point is the story of the advances made in aviation
design.
American manufacturers are building airplane engines with
double the horsepower of our best World War II models.
What does that
mean to newspaper readers?
It means that our commercial aircraft can
carry heavier payloads at higher speeds and without a comparable increas(
in engine weight.
It means that our fighter and bomber pilots can knife
deeper into enemy territory, strike with greater force, and come home
again.
That gets into print.
That ' s news.
What makes this progress possible? For one thing, a little army
of men and women, working at oil company laboratories in every section
of the country, developing the fuels that make these engines possible.
They work with hydrocarbons . They ask — then answer — questions about
gravity and viscosity and flash point and molecular structure . To most
newspapermen,

that's not news.

Thus, when the American public opens its papers it reads the
effect, not the cause.
But behind these tremendous industrial achievements are such interesting facts as these:
...during the past five years oil scientists have patented
new inventions — an average of more than six every working day.

8,179

...some of these have helped make possible today's record oil
Output — 25 per cent greater than during the peak year of World War II.
...others have made possible today's high standard of oil product
quality — two gallons of gasoline now do the work that three gallons
did in 1925.
...research work is going on at the greatest pitch in history.
U. S. oil companies today employ more than 15,000 scientists and
technicians,
spend more than 100 million dollars a year to create new
products, make old ones better.
If you'd like further information — on any phase of this
remarkable story of research or any other part of the oil industry
please write to me.

—

H. B. Miller, Executive Director
Oil Industry Information Committee
American Petroleum Institute
50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y,
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Audience Study
(Continued from page 27)

This advertisement ran in this publication last April. It is repeated
with corrections which reflect increases of the past four months.

His

Sponsors

Make

a Sizable

Alone
Audience

Fulton Lewis, Jr. issjponsored locally on more than(340/
Mutual stations by(57^)advertisers.
The roster of businesses represented is too long to detail here, but this brief
summary shows their scope:
(01 93- automotive agencies
2-1 -1-9- auto supply and repair companies
6 bakers
-JyJ- banks ami savings institutions
21 36- brewers and bottlers
6/ 58 building materials firms
31 -39- coal, ice and oil companies
IS "M- dairies
36 -SO- department stores
-2*- drug stores
16 food companies
47 43- furniture or appliance stores
2-1 ~ir7- hardware stores
"i4 jewelers
17 -\A laundries
£5 -35- real estate and insurance agencies
90 "94- miscellaneous
His program is the original news co-op. It offers local
advertisers network prestige, a ready-made and faithful
audience, a nationally known commentator — all at local
time cost with pro-rated talent cost. Since there are more
than 500 MBS stations, there may be an opening in your
locality. Check your Mutual outlet — or the Cooperative
Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System/
1440 Broadway, NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11) .
mm
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rather precise basis would be set
up for estimating effect of TV on
radio. This would provide a benchmark or base figure for extension
of these estimates into the future
as new TV stations take the air.
National and regional sponsors,
after experience with the two BMB
studies, now recognize uniformity
in measurement of station audience and coverage as a "must" in
buying time, he added. More than
400 top buyers regularly use the
BMB reports and this experience
has created among them "a strong
desire" for such a basic type of
audience measurement, he explained.
An advantage of the BMB type
of circulation measurement is
found in the opportunity for comparisons with data supplied by
printed media, according to Dr.
Baker. He said radio long has
been at a competitive disadvantage
because it is bought exclusively
on a program-rating basis whereas
printed media are judged on a basis
of gross circulation.
Radio's Yardstick
Recalling the oft-heard adage
that radio is measured by a micrometer and printed media by a
yardstick, he said the projected
new study will provide a radio
yardstick.
A number of important changes
have occurred in the broadcasting
industry since field work was done
for BMB Study No. 2 in the spring
of 1949, he declared. Programs
have shifted from one network to
another and also among stations,
he continued, and some 400 new
stations are on the air. In addition
he observed that over 200 stations
have increased power or changed
frequency, or both. On top of
these factors a fifth network, Liberty Broadcasting System, has developed and all these changes have
created "uncertainties in the mind
of the buyer which can be detrimental to radio's interest," according to Dr. Baker.
An "important improvement" is
planned by Dr. Baker in the new
study. Audiences will be reported
for morning, afternoon and evening
periods instead of just the day and
night separation previously reported, he said.
Stations buying the report will
automatically receive information
concerning the audience of competing stations although such data
will not be in a form that can be
used by non-purchasers.
Price of the new study will be
based on estimated audience of the
station involved, or number of ballot-mentions, instead of on station
income, Dr. Baker said. He called
the relating of cost to station income "unrealistic, working to the
disadvantage of many stations."
Letters are being mailed all
broadcast stations, explaining the
new study and providing contract
forms.
The new company asked

for signatures by Oct. 15 to permit
commitments for personnel, printing, ballots, premiums, tabulating
etc. by Nov. 1. It is understood a
higher fee will be levied after
Oct 15.
A NARTB - inspired agency,
Broadcast Audience Measurement
Inc., has been conducting a study
of the whole coverage picture for
more than a year. It was set up
to analyze the situation and report
to NARTB. Under current NARTB
board policy the association is not
permitted to participate as such in
coverage projects.
Dr. Baker
second
study was
two called
years into
ago BMB's
when
the project became involved in
intra-industry bickering. He was
named acting president of BMB, on
leave from NARTB, and has been
credited with saving the study and
carrying it through to successful
conclusion.
The whole BMB matter was
aired at the opening NARTB district meeting, held Aug. 23-24 at
Roanoke, Va. At that District 4
session NARTB President Harold
Fellows, answering questions, cited
history of BMB and the salvaging
job performed by Dr. Baker.
NARTB has not yet announced
a successor to Dr. Baker as research director. Department work
will be carried on by Frederica
Clough, his assistant, and the staff
FAITH

IN

RADIO

KLZ Sponsor States Beliel
FRED DAVIS, dean of Denver
furniture dealers, has a philosophical approach to advertising.
"Advertising is much like religion," says Mr. Davis. "You've
gotNoto believe
it to get results.'
better in
testimonial
of Mr
Davis' faith could be desired thar
the fact that he has just signec
his yearly renewal for KLZ Den
ver's Voice of the News, thereby
marking the start of his 17th con
secutive year as a KLZ newscas"
sponsor.
The newscast is aired seven day:
weekly, from 7:45-8 a.m. Con
sistent use of radio has been in
strumental in bringing new cus
tomers into the store, says Mr
Davis, who on Oct. 7 celebrates hi:
51st business birthday.
Materials for the commercial in
elude suggestions on home furnish
ings, new trends, new merchandis
and style information.

m&!:*m* lh

coi
older,* wh
(I), Denver's
t sponsor,
secutive
Mr, Davis newscas
began his 17th year of KLZ newt
cast sponsorship Sept. 1, discusst
the program with Harker Spensle,
KLZ account executive.
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The

new

boosting

New

What

"package"
drugstore

England's

BIG

It Is:

sales

in

market!

Intensive Coverage of the heart of the rich
WBZ-land market.

"WBZ Feature Drugs" is the new radio advertisingplus-merchandising-plus-promotion idea that's ready
to hypo your drugstore sales throughout the heart
of the rich WBZ-land market.
How

that's

A Full-time Staff of five under the personal
direction of Betty Ready, merchandising coordinator of"WBZ Feature Drugs."
Who Makes It Work:

It Works:

Participating advertisers on "WBZ Feature Drugs"
get the day-after-day benefit of:
500 Co-operating Drugstores— each identified
by a "WBZ Feature Drugs" decalcomania.
500 Continuing Displays— one in each of
these high traffic independent stores.

At the microphone is Bob Rissling, one of New England's great radio personalities. Bob continues his
friendly chit-chat. . his singing of the songs your
customers want to hear. . and adds special drugslanted stunts such as recorded interviews with leading druggists.
When It's Heard:

Regular Point-of-Sale Promotions.
Alert, Aggressive Field Staff— providing reports to advertisers on 200 storechecks each
month. This staff acts as a valuable on-the-spot
extension of your own sales staff!

"WBZ Feature Drugs" is on the job for its advertisers twice a day. . 1:00-1:30 PM, and 7:00-7:15
PM, Mon. thru Fri. each week. The show is new!
The format is tested. Success is assured! For details
and availabilities, check WBZ Sales or Free & Peters.

BOSTON
WBZ

synchronized

50,000
WATTS
NBC
AFFILIATE

tyJeA&utaUo-ule

Radio- Station^

with WBZ.A
SPRINGFIELD

9*tc\<£&ut.i*ia 2.5 Million

WBZ • WBZA • K D K A • WO WO • KEX • KYW • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
RADIO

ROADCASTING

-
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THE

LATEST

ONE

SELLS

Stein's Clothing, who

$15.95.

OVER

weekly

the price of their summer

suits to

announcement,

been

no additional announcement

until Monday,

a short announcement

at 10:45 am

announcement

suits and did not have enough

Friday morning,

should

have

announcement

of WCKY,

suits to advertise them

THE AIR EVERYWHERE

was overwhelmed

24 HOURS

been

saying that

$15.95.

only, Stein's sold over 200

of the Stein organization, who is from New

the pulling power

at 7:05 am, received

after the Friday morning

Friday and Saturday, on this ONE

WCKY-ON

SUITS!

arrived

have

the price on the 7:05 am

Mr. Gregory

200

buy three announcements

This price change

made

WCKY

Friday July 20th reducing

and since there would
WCKY

STORY

ANNOUNCEMENT

ON

a copy change

WCKY

again Monday

morning.

York, and isn't used to

with the results.

A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK

365 DAYS A YEAR

THESE

SIGNS*

ARE

NORMAL

IN

NEW

YORK

Italian traffic signs* are a realistic recognition of the fact that the Italian language is
more commonplace

on the streets of New York than any other except English. More than

2,000,000 Americans

of Italian origin live in the New

exceeds $2,300,000,000

By showmanship,

York area. Their buying power

a year.

service, facilities and tradition, WOV

long ago became

the unrivalled

first choice of the New York area Italian audience. So much so, that 90% of all expenditure for Italian-language radio advertising in New

York is on WOV.

The only direct and inexpensive way to influence the buying of these 2,000,000 Italian
Americans

BROADCASTING

is through WOV.
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Put it on all your New York schedules!
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KIRBY NAMED
Becomes WLAW Sales Head
NONA KIRBY, for the past six
years regional sales manager in
the Boston area for WLAW Lawrence, Mass., has been named general sales manager. The appointment, announced last
week, was effective Sept. 1.
William A.
R i p 1 e, station
manager, said
also that since
WLAW has become the Boston
Miss Kirby
outlet for ABC,
the sales organization will be
greatly expanded, bringing to
advertisers a complete sales service.
Miss Kirby has been active in
radio since 1935, joining the industry after a successful career in
show business.
Miss Kirby was a leading figure
in organizing the Radio Executive
Club of Boston and is a co-ordinator of communications for civil defense.

KING-AM-TV CHANGES
Four Given New Posts
FOUR executive changes at KINGAM-TV were announced last week
by Otto Brandt, vice president
and general manager.
Grant Merrill, KING program
director, has been promoted to production manager. Hal Davis, formerly freelance announcer and advertising agency executive, has
been named program director of
the AM outlet.
Mel Anderson, freelance publicity man, has been appointed director of publicity and promotion for
both KING and KING-TV. Elizabeth Wright Evans has been assigned as director of public service.
CHURCH RADIO
Father Broderick Named
THE REV. Edwin B. Broderick
of St. Patrick's Cathedral in New
York was appointed archdiocesan
director of television and radio last
week by Francis Cardinal Spellman.
The newly created department
was originated, Father Broderick
said, "to establish a central clearing house for Catholic speakers,
films and programs" and to act as
"clearance board" for negotiations
between radio and TV stations and
the Catholic Church, in the Archdiocese of New York.
Offices of the new church department are located at 453 Madison Ave., New York.

NATIONAL radio broadcast from Hollywood Sept. 24 with leading stars
enacting scenes from coming pictures
will help inaugurate year-long, nationwide advertising and publicity campaign of motion picture industry,
keyed to 50th annversary of the nation's first movie theatre.

ROANOKE

SOUTHWEST

BOK REITZEL, account executive, KCBS San Francisco, named Sar
Francisco sales manager, Columbia Pacific Network. He replace;
HENRY L. BUCCELLO, resigned to join Bank of America, as
assistant to vice president and general manager.
ROBERT F. HYLAND, local sales staff WBBM Chicago, appointed as
sistant to the general manager KMOX St. Louis.
OWEN

SADDLER, general manager, and HOWARD O. PETERSON
sales manager May Broadcasting Co.
(KM A Shenandoah, Iowa, and KMTV
(TV) Omaha, Neb.), appointed executive vice president and vice president
in charge of sales, respectively
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept.
3].
ERNEST F. OLIVER, general sales
manager WESB Bradford, Pa., appointed station manager WDOS
Oneonta, N. Y.

Mr. Peterson
Mr. Saddler
RALPH R. BRUNTON, former president and general manager KQ^
and KJBS San Francisco, announces opening of Bruntons Inc., electronii
engineering, Redwood City, Calif.
H. F. (Herb) SAXTON, BERNIE SIMON and JACK STOOPS appointei
to sales staff KRIZ Phoenix. Mr. Simon was with KCNA Tucson.
HOMER (Rusty) GILL, new to radio, named to sales and promotioi
department KSWI and KFMI (FM) Council Bluffs, Iowa. He replace
DICK GURNEY, now with KBON Omaha, Neb.

AND

VIRGINIA

JAMES F. OWENS, account manager in sales department DuMont TT
network, named account executive on sales staff. Mr. Owens wa
managing editor, Television Magazine, and associate editor, Radio Daily
BILL L. MERRITT, director of several west coast TV programs, namei
account manager for sales department WABD (TV) New York, and til
DuMont TV Network.
HOWARD N. JOHANSEN, sales staff WENE
to local sales staff WEEI Boston.

The million people in WDBJ's coverage
area will earn nearly a billion dollars
this year. Here's WDBJ's family coverage, according to the 1949 BMB:
Day — 110,590 families in 36 counties
Night — 85,830 families in 31 counties
and 3 to 7 days weekly
Day — 90, 320 families

Night — 66, 230 families

PetionaU

Write WDBJ or Ask FREE & PETERS!
Established

1924

CBS

1929

Since

AM — 50 00 WATTS — 9 6 0 Kc.
FM — 41,000 WATTS — 94.9 Mc.
SOUTHWEST
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Endicott, N. Y., appointei

• • •

BOB JAWER, commercial representative WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, fa
ther of boy. Mrs. Jawer is former LYNNE BARRETT, TV actress. . .
BERRY SMITH, account executive WIRE Indianapolis, father of boj
Martin Joseph. . . . JAMES W. BLACKBURN, Blackburn-Hamilton Co
radio station brokers, and Mrs. Blackburn parents of third boy, bor
Sept. 5, George Washington Hospital, Washington.
EDWARD H. (Bud) HAWKINS, business staff WGAR Cleveland, an
Helen Paulus, married. . . . R. A. JOLLEY, president and general manage
WMRC Greenville, S. C, appointed to national OPS advisory con;
mittee. . . .TED BERGMANN, director of sales, DuMont TV network1
father of boy, David L., Aug. 29.

For further information:

WDBJ

fgf

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA Inc., N. Y., appointed national sale
representative for WKBS Oyster Bay, N. Y.

FOR
WDBJ

front of
fice

DETROIT AM
CKLW Sales Up 25%
HEALTHY state of AM radio is
emphasized in report of sales for
1951 by CKLW Detroit-Windsor.
Local and national business is up
25% for the first eight months of
1951 over a comparable period in
1950, according to station president, J. E. (Ted) Campeau.
One of the most enthusiastic
supporters of "The Detroit Plan"
for selling radio, Mr. Campeau

said: "We have the entire CKLv
sales staff geared to emphasiz
that radio is still the greatest mas
medium, through adaptations oil
our slogan, 'Wherever you g:
there's radio.' We feel confiden
that this effort will result in cor
stantly increasing sales efforts." [
CJON St. John's, Newfoundland, ne-;
5 kw station, went on the air late i
August, with Jeff Sterling as manage
Station is represented by All-Canad |j
Radio Facilities, Toronto.
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RADIO

TOWERS..

fo

meet

your

Broadcasting
AM

- FM

Requirements
- TV

-

- MICROWAVE

Truscon possesses seventeen years of
engineering knowledge and experience in the
steel radio tower field. Since 1934,
Truscon has designed, built and supervised the
erection of a large number of steel radio
towers in America and many foreign countries.
The recognition of responsibility
... in every detail of steel tower engineering
and manufacture . . . has always been
a Truscon obligation.
Truscon facilities for the complete production
of steel radio towers . . . from drawing
board to final installation of the
beacon light . . . are the most modern and
efficient in the industry.
Your phone call or letter to any convenient
Truscon district office, or to our home office in
Youngstown, will bring you prompt,
capable engineering assistance on
your tower problems. Call or write today.

TRUSCO
STE E L COMPANY
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation
Youngstown 1, Ohio

I
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ZENITH

STORY

'Post' Traces Phonevision
FCC approval of Zenith Radio
Corp.'s Phonevision system could
establish President Eugene F. McDonald Jr. as the most powerful
individual in the entertainment
field by requiring the movies and
television industry to cooperate
with him on subscription TV.
That conviction is expressed by
Victor Ullman in a byline piece
appearing in Aug. 25 issue of the
Saturday Evening Post. Title of
the article is "What About PayAs-You-Look TV?"
Mr. Ullman traces the history
of the McDonald concept that the
future of TV lies in telephone
wires and that advertising will not
adequately support all video entertainment. Millions of dollars

and 16 years of research laid the
groundwork for Zenith's current
claim to world patent and licensing
rights to Phonevision, Mr. Ullman
recounts.
The article notes that Comdr.
McDonald and his engineers have
the "advantage" of a system that
is "acceptable to the public" on
the basis of 90-day tests conducted
in the Chicago area. The experiment proved, according to the
author,
ets arethat
not "pay-as-you-go"
a substitute forgadgthe
movies, sports events or TV, but
merely a supplementary form of
entertainment.
ABC-TV's daytime programming will
be extended to 11:30 a.m. (EDT) beginning Sept. 24, when network starts
Okay Mother, audience participation
show starring Dennis James. Program
will be seen 11:30-12 noon, Mon.-Fri.

feteccaccd

7%ate

Miller Buys Game
MILLER Brewing Co. of Milwaukee, Wis. (Miller Hi-Life beer),
purchased sponsorship of the Cleveland Browns-Chicago Bears football game, from Chicago over 17
stations of the DuMont Network
at 2:30 p.m. yesterday, Sept. 9.
Proceeds of the charity game will
be split among Army Emergency
Relief, Navy Relief Society, and
Air Force Aid Society. Agency:
Mathisson
and Associates Inc., Milwaukee.
TWENTY-FIVE Time for Beany
items have been licensed in six months
since first offering of merchandising
tie-ups with Bob Clampett's television
program, George T. Shupert, vice president of Paramount Television Productions Inc., N. Y., announced last
week. All negotiations were handled
through John F. Howell of PTP.

t&cut

milestones
► WSTC Stamford, Conn., Sept. 1,
began a month-long programming
series of special events in observance of its 10th anniversary.
WSTC started broadcasting Sept.
1, 1941. The station will present
many sporting, educational and
public service events during the entire month, celebrating the event.
GRAEME ZIMMER, manager
of WCAV Norfolk, Va., Sept. 1
celebrated his 10th year in radio.
► Edythe Fern Melrose of WXYZAM-TV Detroit, is observing her
10th anniversary with a cake baking contest open to all her listeners
and viewers. Finals will be held
at a theatre where anniversary
celebration will be staged.
^- Irving Miller starts his third
year as musical conductor of CBS
Bob Hawk Show. He also is conductor of CBS Meet Millie.

even

To the life insurance
policyholder who
joins the armed
forces, loved ones at
home are more precious
WILLIAM H. REUMAN, founderpresident of WWRL New York, which
marked its 25th anniversary last
month [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 27], slices the birthday cake
during the party when the station
staff presented him the sterling
loving cup memento atop the cake.

than ever. Their protection becomes an immediate concern.
Realizing this, we alerted each of our policyholders-in-uniform to
the rights and privileges he has for keeping his life insurance in force.
If making premium payments directly to the Company is inconvenient, the policyholder can authorize the government to deduct and
remit them from service pay. Or he can make advance payments, at a
discount. Another alternative is for the government to advance the

BAB

premium payments under the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act.
Thanks to the help of the press and radio, this timely information
has been brought to the public at large through the news columns. We
are anxious to help all policyholders in the armed forces to continue
their life insurance plans . . . for, after all, family security is one of the
most important things they are fighting for.
WEATHER

—M- STAR ATOP OUR HOME

OFFICE

FLASHES

OFFICIAL. WEATHER FORECASTS

THE
MUTUAL
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK
1740 BROADWAY AT 55TH STREET

•

NEW YORK 19, N.Y;
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Contest

WITH ENTRIES from almost 75
stations received in the last week
alone, BAB's first "Radio Gets Results" contest will pull entries from
at least two out of three member
stations by the contest's end on
Oct. 1, BAB President William B.
Ryan estimated last week. Success
stories in approximately 200 merchandising categories provided by
the contest have made it one of the
most profitable things BAB has
he said. "It is
yet undertaken,
building
up an arsenal of priceless
case studies and success stories,
radio's
of whichto proves
every one ability
create store
superior
traffic and move merchandise."
ATTEMPTING to answer frequently
asked questions and clear up misconceptions about the CBS color television system, KTSL (TV) Los Angeles
sales promotion department has sent
Anand comQuestions
entitled
to 1700
pamphlet
Television
swers on Color
munity leaders in Los Angeles.

BROADCASTING
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How

to

solve

Specify

Blaw-Knox

your

tower

problems

You can be sure of maximum radiating
efficiency and tower strength when you
specify guyed or self-supporting BlawKnox towers ... for AM, FM or TV.
Blaw-Knox engineers and Graybar
are familiar with your tower requirements .. . whether they are problems
presented by extreme wind velocities,
heavy ice and snow loads or difficult
terrain. They've solved them in hundreds of tower installations— they can
solve yours.

Take

advantage

Graybar

of

service

Blaw-Knox towers— in fact, all of your
broadcast equipment needs— are available through your near-by Graybar
office.
Discuss your requirements with a
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative. You'll find him well qualified
to assist you in every phase of station
contruction, of transmitter and studio
expansion or modernization.
Remember, too, that Graybar distributes everything you need in wiring, ventilating, signaling, and lighting
equipment . . . maintains a nation-wide
warehouse system to help you get deliveries on schedule. Graybar Electric
Co., Inc.: Executive offices: Graybar
Building, New York 17, N. Y.

EVERYTHING

110-19
Distributor of Western Electric products

ELECTRICAL

Graybar Brings You Broadcasting's Best . . .
Amplifiers (1,23)
Antenna Equipment (23)
Attenuators (8)
Cabinets (15)
Consoles (23)
loudspeakers and Accessories (1,23,25)
Microphones, Stands and Accessories
(1,13,14,16,23,25)
Monitors (12)
Recorders and Accessories (2,9,19,22)
Speech Input Equipment (23)
Test Equipment (1,8,12,24)
Towers (Vertical Radiators) (3)
Tower Lighting Equipment (7,11)
Transmission Line and Accessories (5)
Transmitters, AM and TV (6,20,23)
Tubes (11,16,23)
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories (9,19,23)
Wiring Supplies and Devices (4,10,11,13,18,21,25)
BROADCASTING

Four self-supporting Blaw-Knox towers beam clear, strong signals
the year round to Station WERE's audience in the Cleveland area—
a typical Graybar job.

• Telecasting

KEEP
Manufactured By . ♦ .
(1 ) Altec Lansing
(2) Ampex
(3) Blaw-Knox
(4)
(5) Bryant
Communication Products
(6) Continental Electronics
(7) Crouse-Hinds
(8)
Daven
(9) General
Fairchild Cable
(10)
(11) General Electric
(12) General Radio
(13) Hugh
HubbellLyons
(14)
(15) Karp Metal
(16) Machlett
(17) National
Meletron Electric
(18)
Products
(19) Standard
Presto
(20)
Electronics
(21) Triangle
(22)
Webster Electric
(23) Western Electric
(24) Weston
(25) Whitney Blake

Graybar's network of more than 100 offices and warehouses in
principal cities throughout the nation assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. The 19 Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representatives are located in the following key cities:
DETROIT
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
BOSTON
HOUSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567 R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
CHICAGO
JACKSONVILLE
W. C Winfree,
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
Jacksonville 6-7611
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
KANSAS CITY, MO.
CLEVELAND
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
W. S. Rockwell, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
C. C Ross, Randolph 6454

MINNEAPOLIS
W. G. Pree, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
J. J. Connolly, Stillwell 6-5858
PHILADELPHIA
G. I. Jones, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
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Respects
(Continued from page 58)

VOA NAME CHANGE
Already Being Used — Lemmon
CONGRESSIONAL resolution that
the Voice of America be changed
to the Voice of Freedom, introduced
by Rep. W. J. Bryan Dorn (D-S.
C), has provoked a statement from
Walter S. Lemmon, president of
the World Wide Broadcasting
Corp., licensee of WRUL Boston.
"Use of the words 'Voice of
Freedom' to identify our station
is copyrighted and has long been
recognized in the radio industry as
belonging to station WRUL," he
said. The privately owned station
has beamed commercial broadcasts
to Europe and the Middle East as
well as Central and South America since it first went on the air
with educational programs in 1935.
"It is interesting to note," Mr.
Lemmon added, "that we had at one
time used the identification 'Voice
of America' long before the government entered the broadcasting
field."
"If Congressman Dorn's resolution is passed," Mr. Lemmon promised, "we of course will be glad
to fully cooperate in every way
with the desires of the Congress."

BOB
phia. BACH, assistant producer of
What's My Line?, and JESS KIMMEL,
assistant to producer of Your Show of
Shows, named CBS color TV producers.
Mr. Bach for past two years has been
associated with Goodson-Todman Productions, and with CBS-TV as writer.
Previously he wrote for New York
stations. Mr. Kimmel previously was
assistant to producer of Olsen & Johnson show.
GUY DeANGELIS appointed continuity director KRIZ Phoenix. He
was with several advertising agencies
handling
tinuity. commercial copy and con-

WNJR Newark and Broadway stars,
Molly Picon and Joey Adams, combined
to raise telephoned pledges totaling
$8,000 during station's three hour
Stars for Bonds broadcast of a Newark, N. J., "Bonds for Israel" rally
last month.

BILL HOBIN, director of GarrowayAt-Large show on NBC Chicago,
transfers to NBC New York, where
he will direct Show of Shows. Mr.
Hobin also handled the Wayne King
Show.
JOHN R. HURLEY, program manager

WIOU, the presentation reads, in
part: ". . . this book is a token
of the esteem we all have for Mr.
John Carl Jeffrey and the competent, efficient and courteous staff

air-casters

WPCFdisalesmansports
rector and LLEN,
GEORGE MacMU
Panama City, Fla., appointed
traffic manager and program director.
He will continue duties of sports director. JACK HOWELL, west coast
disc jockey, appointed music director.
JAMES BLAIR, TV director Lamb &
Keen Adv., Phila., appointed executive producer WPTZ (TV) Philadel-

Don Lee Broadcasting System, Hollywood, resigns to become executive
assistant to EDWARD W. MEHREN,
publisher, TV Time, Los Angeles fan
publication.
DAVE SNOW, graduate Don Martin
School of Radio & Television Arts &
Sciences, Hollywood, to KNAK Salt
Lake City. SAM TURNER, graduate,
to KPMO Pomona, Calif. JOHN
SUROVIK, graduate, to KDLK Del
Rio, Texas.
LOU DORFSMAN appointed director
of art division of sales promotion and
advertising department CBS Radio
Network. IRVING MILLER named
director of art service for CBS-owned
radio stations. Both have been members of CBS's art department.
F. C. (Mike) STRAWN, director of
promotion and publicity KCMO
Kansas City, Mo., elected president
of Kansas City Industrial Editors for
1951-52 term.
EDWARD TRUMAN, organist-pianist,
to music staff ABC Hollywood.
BOB McVAY, KSRV Ontario, Ore.,
to KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore., as staff
announcer.
GENE WEBSTER named writer of
Columbia Pacific Summer Cruise proJOAN BROWN, research staff Quiz
gram.
Kids radio program, to CBS Bob Hawk
Show, in similar capacity.
ALLAN J. PHAUP Jr., program director WMBG Richmond, recalled to active duty with Air Force as captain.
He will train recruits at Sampson
Air Force Base, Geneva, N. Y.
IMOGENE MILLER named secretary
for sales department KWK St. Louis.
DONALD W. McGUINN, traffic department WOR New York, father of
girl, Mary Elizabeth, Aug. 24.
ALBERT McCLERRY, television promarried.ducer NBC, and Sanny Sue Bailey,

TOM CARNEGIE, sports editor WIRE
Indianapolis, awarded citation by National Sports Committee for United
Cerebral Palsy in recognition of his
cooperation in 1951 campaign.
ROBERT McCORMICK, Washington
manager TV News and Special Events
NBC-TV, appointed European television news representative with headquarters in Paris, effective Sept. 15.
Mr. McCormick will head NBC-TV's
European, African and Middle Eastern
news coverage. Succeeding Mr. McCormick in Washington will be
JULIAN GOODMAN, NBC Washington radio news chief.
MATT WEINSTOCK, Los Angeles
columnist, starts weekly 15 minute
commentary on KECA Los Angeles.
HANK WEAVER and CHET HUNTLEY, newscaster and commentator
ABC Hollywood, and TOM HANLON,
announcer-night manager KNX same
city, signed for feature roles in 20th
Century-Fox film The Pride of St.
Louis.
BISMARCK,
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N. DAK.

LEWIS SHOLLENBERGER, CBS director of special events in Washington, appointed Admiral in Nebraska
Navy by Gov. Val Peterson.

Although music and the demandingcaster
profession
of being
broadof WIOU."
have absorbed
mucha of
Mr.
Jeffrey's energy, he would not be
a true Hoosier unless he was a
basketball enthusiast.
Mr. Jeffrey played four years
on the varsity basketball team of
Arsenal Technical High School in
Indianapolis and even today is an
avid basketball follower.
He does not, however, have as
much time as he would like for
basketball. His devotion to civic
affairssure"
absorbs
moments. most of his "leiMr. Jeffrey is a past president
of the Kokomo Lions Club, the
Civic Music Center and the Community Chest; a past director of
the Kokomo Chamber of Commerce, present director of the
Community Chest and a member of
the Masonic order. Last year he
was district governor of 25-D in
Lions International. He is proud
of his 10-year perfect attendance
record in the Kokomo Lions Club.
Another source of pride is his
family. He is a companion to his
son, Jimmy, 17, and a worshipping
father to his daughter, Jenelle,
18 months.
If he has any time left over, he
tries to improve his golf.
FAUST SPEAKS
On Advertising Honesty
COMMERCIALISM was held forth
as the real reason for American
progress by Holman Faust, Chicago advertising consultant, in a
speech before the Advertising Club
of Chicago Sept. 4.
Mr. Faust, radio-TV consultant
for the Bisberne Adv. Agency, was
to talk on "Honesty in Advertising." He dwelt on that topic only
a few minutes, however, because,
he said, as a business became successful through advertising, the
honest in advertising took care of
itself.
The morals and ethics of the
advertising, Mr. Faust added,
clears itself because of the economical standpoint.
Mr. Faust went on to another
subject, "Happiness Toward Advertising." He stated that advertising was the most important
factor in the development of this
country. . . .
He concluded that the real reason for the American progress lies
in its commercialism. Mr. Faust
said he didn't believe that a person
could become over-commercial in
anything he did.
PLATTER program, M.J. B. Show, has
been made into a syndicated package
for 25 stations in mid-west and west.
Handled by Frankel & Price, St. Louis,
show is conducted by Myron J. Bennett.

BROADCASTING
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BRAND

HtWf

COLLINS
250

WATT

Immediate

TRANSMITTER

Delivery in Limited Quantities

Mm

1

The sensationally modern Collins 300 J 250 watt AM transmitter isa product of the latest engineering techniques.
It is completely contained in a full size, beautifully styled
cabinet, finished in attractive high gloss two-tone grey enamel, and streamlined with polished chrome trim.

'tool

Great simplification has been achieved in the circuits
associated with the modulator and power amplifier stages,
through the use of high gain, long life tetrodes. The employment ofthese highly efficient tubes also permits the use
of low drain receiver-type tubes in the driver stages. Only
16 tubes, of but 7 types, are used in the entire transmitter.
The tuning and operating controls are conveniently located on the front. Tubes, components and terminals are
quickly, easily accessible from the rear.
This handsome, modern, full size transmitter is immediately available limited quantities. If you are planning a
new or modernized 250 watt station, we urge you to get in
touch with your nearest Collins office without delay.

For broadcast quality, it's . . .

r
COLLINS RADIO
1 1 West 42nd Street
NEW YORK 18
BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

2700 West Olive Avenue
BURBANK
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Cedar

Rapids,

Iowa

1937 Irving
DALLASBoulevard
2

1
Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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KGW

FREEDOM
DRIVE
Gets Radio Boos
THE 1951 Crusade for Freedon
campaign, a national drive with th<
double goal of 25 million member]
Day.
and $3.5 million, was opened witl},
a special radio broadcast Laboi

FM BID
Would Resume Service

APPLICATION for the resumption of FM has been filed with the
FCC by Portland Oregonian-KGWNewhouse interests.
This is the first time that the
holder of an FM permit which had
shut down the station has reconsidered and asked for authority to
resume FM broadcasting, as far as
it is known.
The Portland Oregonian station
was granted in 1946 — one of the
first in the state — and was surrendered in 1950.
Theodore Newhouse, vice president of Pioneer Broadcasters Inc.,
licensee of NBC-affiliated KGW,
said that the reason for filing the
application for the FM station is:
"We believe that there is a definite future for FM operation and
because there are thousands of FM
receiving sets now owned by residents in the KGW srvice area that
are entitled to rceive such srvice."
The Newhouse interests, which
bought Portland Oregoniayi and
KGW last December [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 18, 1950],
also own WSYR-AM-FM-TV in
Syracuse, N. Y.
Present application asks for
same facilities as previously held
by KGW-FM: Channel 262 (100.3
mc), 57 kw, antenna 957 ft. There
will be no construction cost since
the equipment of KGW-FM is still
available.

allied

als sales
R, ia nation
PAUL
r Columb
Inc.,
Record
manageWEXLE
CBS subsidiary, appointed vice
president. Mr. Wexler joined recording firm as a junior field man in 1941,
returning as assistant district manager for New England after military
service as captain in Air Force. In
November 1946 he was made district
manager of upstate New York and
western New England and in July
1947 district manager for mid-Atlantic
territory. In Oct. 1950 Mr. Wexler
was appointed national sales manager.
MAX W. BURRELL, general sales
manager Collins
Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, appointed director of
procurement for
new procurement
division.
JOEY SASSO, promotion manager
Exclusive Records,
appointed director
of record promoMr. Burrell
t i o n department
David O. Alber Assoc. .Inc., N. Y.
MRS. H. C. MALONEY, advertising
manager Atlas Film Co., Chicago and
Oak Park, retires.
WILLIAM ASHER, director Williams

KFMJ, in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
the Fred Jones station, has
announced an award of $1050.00
if, and when, it does not outsell ANY other medium in Tulsa
on a mutually approved promotion. Results to be measured
by ARBI for 3 days, and
advertising to run simultaneously on same merchandise,
with an expenditure of $150
or more.
KFMJ is one of America's
top independents in share
of audience. Are you using it in Tulsa?
Call Indie Sales, New York.
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Productions, L. A. (TV film promarried. ducer), and Dani Sue Nolan, actress,

£<j-uipment
JOHNNY
PARSONS, sales promotion
manager Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A.,
resigns and returns to San Francisco. Future plans not announced.
ROBERT R. W. LACY, commercial
engineer tube department's eastern
sales region, General Electric, Schenectady, appointed commercial engineer for western sales region of
department.
JOHN M. BRUSH, project engineer,
Television Transmitter Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J., to speak
on "Video Switching Problems" before fall general meeting of American
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
Oct. 22-26, Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland.
CONCORD RADIO Corp., Chicago,
issues 1952 catalog on TV, radio and
industrial electronic parts and equipment. Catalog 95 said to be complete
buying guide for industry, radio-TV
stations, schools, servicemen, radio
amateurs, government export buyers,
experimenters and builders.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Schenectady,
announces new d-c magnetic testing
desk containing all components and
auxiliary equipment for making routine d-c magnetization and hysteresis
tests and simple flux measurements.
M. J. YAHR, theatre sales representative in Chicago region for RCA Engineering Products Dept., appointed
Group.
manager RCA Sound Products Sales

"Tecknlcal •

$1050.00
AWARD

LAWSON
Manager

arts

TAYLOR
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DON FOSTER, CBS engineering staff,
appointed assistant to RICHARD
MAHLER, director of licensing and
contracts for CBS Labs Div. He will
assist manufacturers who plan to put
color TV sets into production and
be of general aid to those seeking
technical data on CBS color TV.
BILL YOUNG, WORL Boston, named
chief engineer WOTW Nashua, N. H.
New Light Developed
A NEW TYPE of TV studio light,
a bluish lamp combining some of
the best qualities of all previously
employed light sources, has been
developed by DuMont in cooperation with Luxor Lighting Products
Co., according to Rodney D. Chipp,
director of engineering for the
DuMont TV Network. Two years
of research, he said, have produced a type of studio lighting
which will allow the home viewer
to see finer skin textures and a
better gray scale, doing away with
the chalky pale-faced performers
of the past.

Messages were read by Genj
Lucius D. Clay, national chairman
and Harold E. Stassen, chairman
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower, Mayo:
Ernest Reuter of West Berlin, anc
Walter S. Gifford, American am
bassador to England, also spok<
on behalf of the freedom campaign
Sounds of Big Ben in London
the bell in Notre Dame of Paris
the Freedom Bell of West Berlin
and the Chong-No bell in Korej
were also incorporated into the'
program,
tapedp.m.
for (EDT).
broadcast ove:
CBS at 5:30
Funds from this year's campaigi
will be used to provide two mon
transmitters for Radio Free Eu
rope, Gen. Clay explained. Grant:
also will be made to Radio Fre<
Asia, sponsored by the Committei
for a Free Asia, which started daih
newscasts to the Chinese mainlarK
last
week (see story
this issue'
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting
Sept. 3, July 23].
Gen. Clay also announced the ap
pointment of Gen. David Sarnoff
RCA board chairman, as New Yorl
City's drive chairman.
CBS analyst Edward R. Murrov
narrated the broadcast which wil
be translated into six languages foi
use over Radio Free Europe in th<
propaganda
war against commu
nism.
Chicago Ad Exec. Club
FREDERICK A. NILES, produce]
for Kling Studios, will talk abou
TV commercials and how they art
produced at the Advertising Ex
ecutives ofClub
firsi
meeting
the of
yearChicago's
today (Mon
day). Mr. Niles has worked a
KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa; KGLC
Mason City, Iowa, and WAAT
Chicago. He joined Kling Studio:
after serving with a propagandf
unit of the Army during Work
War II.

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
Is w

PUBLICITY Club of New York on
Sept. 18 will start its third annual 10week survey course, "Fundamentals of
Publicity," Tuesday evenings, 7-9 p.m.
at Hotel Shelton, New York. Cost of
course is $15.
BROADCASTING
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You
I

have

to

be

GOOD

ENGINEERING
SERVICE
AM-FM-TV- Short Wave||
or 2-Way Communication
problems are all within
the expert scope of Win
charger engineers. You'll
get experience - seasoned
advice on every phase of&
design, requirements, in*stallation and maintenance. Write for free new
booklet
describing alllj
types of Wincharger Tow
ers in detail.

to

be

the

LEADER

Well over 1,000 successful antenna tower installa-

BE
PREPARED
the Minute

tions from coast to coast testify to Wincharger's
New

TV

"know, how" in radio tower design and construction. Many of the first directional antennas were

Channels

pioneered on Wincharger drafting boards. The

are

slender uniform cross section permits highly efficient radiation combined with surprisingly low
initial and maintenance costs. A sleeker, stream-

Available
write

lined tower with adequate high safety factor.
Directional arrays of Wincharger Towers are effi-

NOW!

ciently serving many stations where strict adherence to a critical and complicated broadcasting
pattern is most essential.,
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J. M. NASSAU
Pa. Radio Pioneer Dies

NEW

CONTRACTS
I N
30

DAYS

(July 20

-

August

19)

Join the ever-growing
list of National, Regional and Local Accounts who advertise
on K-NUZ.
K-NUZ
more

not only offers

listeners per dollar invested, but also

a number

of the top

Hoopers in the Houston Market.
Results speak much
louder than words . . .
Ask about

these cam-

paigns:
Ebony Magazine
U. S. Green Stamps
T. V.
R. C. Cola
Capehart T. V.
Hunt Mattress Co.
Jet Dot
Their Success

Stories

are Proof of K-NUZ'
Sales Ability.
For information call
FORJOE
National Representative
or DAVE MORR5S
General Manager
at KEystone 2581 _'i
"RADIO RANCH"
P. O. Box 2135

JOSEPH M. NASSAU, 48, president and general manager of
WAEB Allentown, Pa., died Sept. 2
after a heart attack.
Burial was Wednesday morning
from St. Luke's Catholic church.
One of the pioneers of radio, Mr.
Nassau taught wireless engineering in the Philadelphia Marconi
School during World War I. His
commercial radio career began
with the John Wanamaker station,
WOO Philadelphia, as an engineer.
He later became known as an
announcer and tenor vocalist, finally becoming manager of the station.
Later he joined WLIT Philadelphia and in 1930 started WHAT,
which he operated until its sale to
the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
WHAT is now licensed to Independence Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Nassau was general manager of WLIT from 1932 to 1935,
when it merged with WFI to become WFIL. In 1935 he formed
Seaboard Broadcasting Corp.,
which bought and operated WIBG
Glenside. He was a radio management consultant for a few years
after the sale of WIBG [now
Philadelphia], but started WMRF
Lewistown, Pa., in 1941. During
World War II he was consultant
on Air Force radio equipment
purchases and later was radio director in Pennsylvania for war
bonds.
Mr. Nassau became vice president and general manager of
WEEU Reading in 1944, but sold
his interests and returned to radio
management consultation. In 1948
he formed WAEB Allentown.
He is survived by his widow, the
former Marian Hodgson.
Eriand Echlin
ERLAND ECHLIN, executive of
McConnell Eastman & Co., Toronto, died at Toronto Aug. 31 of
coronary occlusion. A former
foreign correspondent for British,
Canadian and American newspapers and magazines, he was
newscaster from London for CBS
from 1938 to 1941. Born at Flamboro, near Hamilton, Ont., he
served overseas during World War
I, was foreign correspondent in
London and western Europe from
1936-1941, was newscaster with
CKNX Wingham, Ont., for a period
after returning to Canada from
Europe after World War II. He
leaves his wife and two daughters.

Fans
FemaleMass.,
WNEB l's
Worcester,
has
Basebal
long suspected that its broadcasts of Boston Red Sox
games attracted a growing
number of women listeners.
The station feels that a justcompleted contest proves it.
WNEB offered six pairs of
game tickets, plus transportation to the six persons
writing in with the nearest
answers to the question: How
many baseballs did the Red
Sox use in their official 1950
home games? The station
reported that 34% of the
entries were from female
fans who indicated that
they'd be lost without the
baseballcasts.
NEW VOA SHOW
Beamed to Japara
ALMOST concurrent with the
Japanese peace treaty conference,
the State Dept. last week launched
a series of daily Voice of America
broadcasts to Japan in both Nipponese and English. Initial broadcast included statements by Vice
President Alben Barkley, Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and
other U. S. officials.
The special programs will touch
on special events, news commentaries, features and music and
emanate from New York with relay
by West Coast transmitters and
those in Honolulu and Manila.
Anthony J. Kaye, deputy chief of
the Army Civil Information Section's Radio Branch, will head the
new Japanese desk for the Voice
of America. Addition steps up the
Voice output to 50 daily program
hours in 46 languages.
Mrs. Ralph H. Booth
MRS. RALPH HARMAN BOOTH,
72, mother of John Lord Booth, station owner-publisher, died Sept. 4
at her Grosse Pointe home, near
Detroit. Mrs. Booth was the widow
of the Michigan publisher and former Minister to Denmark. Mr.
Booth is owner of Booth Radio Stations Inc., and a director of Booth
Newspapers Inc. Booth stations
are WJLB-AM-FM Detroit, WBBC
Flint, and WSGW Saginaw, Mich.

WCKY

KIKI Denied
VOA
Y Repo,
TREAT
PEACE
KIKI Honolulu was denied permis
sion to rebroadcast Voice of Amei
ica accounts of the Japanese Peac
Treaty signing in San Francisc
and has complained to Secretary c
State Dean Acheson.
Royal V. Howard, KIKI ownei
president, on Aug. 24 wrote th
State Dept.'s International Broac
cast Div. in New York to releas
VOA broadcasts for local coverag
in Hawaii.
On Aug. 27 a wire answered hi
query, saying that VOA authorit
extended only to broadcasts abroa
and therefore permission could nc
be granted for rebroadcast withi
U. S. possessions.
Mr. Howard wrote Secretar
Acheson: "It seems silly to den
KIKI this opportunity to perfori
a great public service in Hawaii
when countries throughout tr
world, including those behind th
Iron Curtain, would receive th
VOA broadcasts.
It seemed "silly" also to M
Howard that Hawaiians could pic
up the VOA transmissions on
shortwave set, yet be prohibits
from hearing the broadcasts on
regular set.
Copies of the letter to the Secrt
tary were sent to Sen. Joseph (
O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), Sen. Edwi
C. Johnson (D-Col.), Joseph 1
Farrington, Delegate from Hawai
and to FCC.
Ernest Cram
ERNEST R. CRAM, 70, Brooklv
radio engineer, died Sept. 4. Boi
in Boston and educated at Ha
vard, Mr. Cram was a foundc
of the Society of Wireless Tel'
graph Engineers, which has sine
become a part of the Institute <
Radio Engineers.
WDGY Minneapolis awarded nation
citation
by American Legion
for "ed
cation, entertainment
and inspiratic
of the community." According to L
gion officials, it was first time su<
an award made in station's area f
recognition of service by any rad
station.

PRODUCES

See Center spread
Sol N. Lasky
SOL. N. LASKY, 65, owner of the
Lasky Advertising Service, died
Monday at his home in Chicago.
Chicago Lodge No. 4 of the Benevolent & Protective Order of Elks,
of which Mr. Lasky was an active
member, conducted funeral services
Wednesday. Burial was in Rosemont Cemetery. Surviving are his
widow, Mrs. Rosalind Lasky; a son,
Martin, and a brother, Joseph.
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ON THE AIR EVERYWHERE
50,000
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RESULTS
This Issue
24 HOURS A DAY
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"Nice thing to serve a guy after a hard
day's work!
"Why . . . that's the kind of food they
eat on the other side of the iron curtain.
"Then I caught on to why Mabel did it.
I'd
had black
baked bread
ham
twicecomplained
that week. we'd
So this
business was her way of teaching me a
lesson in thankfulness. And I admit I
needed it.
"Here I am living in a democratic
America. And we've got plenty else
besides good food to be thankful for.
We've got Freedom . . . and that's the
tastiest dish any people could ask for!
"Freedom of worship . . . that's important. So's free speech. So's the secret
ballot. What's more, we can travel
wherever we please, own a house or a
farm or a business or get a job like I
have with Republic, turning out the
steel this country needs. We can put our
hard-earned bucks into a bank account,
stocks and bonds, or a weekend fishing
trip. Freedoms like these are all old
stuff to us.
"Trouble with us is we take it for
granted
these
Freedoms. that
But, we'll
come always
to think have
of it, many
of those oppressed people used to have
Freedoms, too. They got careless, though,
and let a lot of power-hungry dictators
'plan' their Freedom right out from
under their noses.
"Like Mabel
was hinting
at, I guess
it's
smart
to be thankful
for what
we have
. . . and to take a more healthy interest
in which way we're heading.
"By the way . . . did you ever eat a meal
of just dry, hard black bread? Ugh!"
REPUBLIC
STEEL
Republic Building, Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong
and free America. Republic can
REMAIN strong only in an America
that remains strong and free . . . an
America looking to the Steel Industry for
strength both in times of peace and in times of
war. In today's national emergency, Republic
is doing mentsallof steel
it canforto National
help meet the
huge requireDefense.
At the
same time, Republic is making every effort to
provide Industry and Business, too, with quality
steel to meet civilian needs as fully as possible.
This messageandis one
of a series appearing
in national^
magazines,
in newspapers
in communities
where ,
Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a
full color reprint, or permission to broadcast or telecast, write Dept. M, Republic Steel, Cleveland 1 , Ohio, j 1
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CRJ

ELECTS

THREE

Terry Speaks at U. of III.
THREE new educator members
have been elected to the Council on
Radio Journalism, which jointly
represents the broadcasting industry and schools of journalism, it
was announced last week.
The new members, elected Aug. 29
at the national convention of the
Assn. for Education in Journalism,
are Baskette Mosse, chairman, division
of radio, Northwestern U. School of
Journalism; Professor Paul Wagner,
school of journalism, Ohio State U.,
and Professor Donald E. Brown,
school of journalism and communications, U. of Illinois, Urbana.
Three additional members to the
council are to be appointed later
this year to represent the broadcasting industry. These appointments are to be made by Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president.
The council met in connection
with the AEJ convention, held on
the U. of Illinois campus.
Hugh B. Terry, vice president
and general manager, KLZ Denver,
spoke on "Responsibility of the
Radio Station Manager in Broadcasting News and Public Events."
Mr. Terry warned, "It is vital
that radio management protect its
newsroom from pressure of any
form. This goes for sponsors . . .
prominent persons in the community . . . and within the station
from the various departments.
"The factual, unbiased reporting
of news is basic to any radio sta-

FLOYD BASKETTE, chairman,
Council on Radio Journalism, extends a welcoming hand to Ben
Chatfield, news director of WMAZ
Macon, Ga. Mr. Chatfield, president
of the National Assn. of Radio
News Directors, became a member
of the Council following a change
in the by-laws which provides that
NARND shall be officially represented on the group.
% % %
tion if it is to build a reputation
for integrity among its listeners," said Mr. Terry.
He concluded by reminding his
audience that "management should
protect its newscasts." This may
be done, he added, by seeing that
"newscasts are programmed in
good time periods, care is taken in
the type of sponsorship and product association, and news periods
are protected against encroachment and shifting around for other
programs."

r
BEFORE
DECIDE

ON

FALL
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YOU
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NARND AWARDS
Opens Station Competition
NATIONAL Assn. of Radio News
Directors is now accepting nominations for outstanding news presentations byradio and television,
between Sept. 1, 1950 and Aug. 31,
1951, Ben Chatfield, NARND president and news director of WMAZ
Macon, has announced.
Competing stations will be
judged on reports of special coverage of one or more major news
events, plus reports of special
coverage of community activities
or problems. Facilities of station
and size of news staff should be
reported, as judges will take these
factors into consideration. Entries should include recordings of
radio shows and kinescopes of TV
shows where possible, and be sent
to Baskette Mosse, Medill School
of Journalism, Northwestern U.,
Evanston, 111., by midnight, Oct.
15. Awards will be presented at
the 1951 NARND convention, to
be held late this fall in Chicago.
Winners in 1950 were WOW
Omaha for radio and WHAS-TV
Louisville for television.
AFTER 23 YEARS
Circus Buddies Meet Again
IN THE SPRING of 1925 two men
met while working for the Hagenbeck & Wallace Circus at its winter quarters in Peru, Ind. One of
the men was an aerialist and acrobat, the other a wild animal
trainer. They became inseparable
buddies for the next three years,
but then, like most show people do,
separated
circuses. and went with different
A fortnight ago the two men met
for the first time in 23 years. They
were united in the studios of
WSGW Saginaw, Mich.
The former aerialist, Vince Picard, is now a WSGW salesman.
The wild animal trainer now owns
a circus. His name is Clyde Beatty.
After meeting Mr. Beatty again,
Mr. Picard said, "Clyde is reported
to be a millionaire and is a nabut the
he hasn't
changed tionally
one knownbitstar,
from
Clyde
Beatty I first met 26 years ago."
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and it's 50,000
watts
AT THE LOWEST
RATE OF ANY
MAJOR STATION IN THIS MARKET
Guardian Bldg.
Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.
National Rep.
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Detroit 26,
J. President
E. Campeau

CANADIAN
MEET
il
Strikes at Set License Fee

STRESSING radio regulations
now in force in Canada hindering
freedom of information, the Western Assn. of Broadcasters has gone
on record urging repeal of the
annual radio receiving license fee j
and the establishment of an independent regulatory body.
Annual meeting of the Canadian
group was held at Banff Springs
Hotel, Banff, Aug. 30-Sept. 1.
E. A. Rawlinson, CKBI Prince
Albert, was re-elected president
and Saskatchewan representative.
F. H. Elphicke, CKWX Vancouver,
was re-elected British Columbia
representative and vice president;
Gordon Love, CFCN Calgary, was
elected Alberta representative, and
W. A. Speers, CKRC Winnipeg,
Manitoba representative. Ninetyseven persons registered at the
convention representing 42 western
Canadian stations.
At a closed meeting the final
day of convention a resolution was
passed urging the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters "to take such steps
as they see fit to request Parliament to abolish the present radio
receiver license" because "the law
presently requires the payment of
a license and registration in Ottawa before Canadians can legally
listen to radio broadcasts thus constituting an abridgement of a
fundamental freedom of every
No Longer Excuse
Canadian."
J. T. Allard, general manager of
CAB, pointed out to the convention
that "the need for regulation [of
radio] arising from frequency allocations and related technical matters should not be permitted to
serve any longer as an excuse foi
control" of freedom of information.
He stated radio should have the
same rights and privileges excation. tended to other forms of communi"The broadcast segment of the
press should not alone be singled
out for control," he said.
He stated an independent regulatory board is best for the broadcast industry. Mr. Allard alsc
said definite plans for handling
emergency broadcasting in civiliar
defense had been drawn up.
In view of the successful engineering clinic of western statior
personnel last year, WAB decidec
to hold clinics on radio programming soon. These are planned tc
be two-day meets, to be held ai
various western Canadian centers
with program directors and statior
managers discussing and studying
programming,
rated services. music and incorpo-

Meeting
for 1952
cided to beplace
Jasper
Park was
LodgedeJasper, Alberta, Sept. 10-14. Mr
Clyde Beatty (I) and Vince Picard,
was chairman of conformer circus buddies, meet in Rawlinson
vention and R. G. Lewis, Canadian
WSGW studio after almost a quarBroadcaster, Toronto, was guest
ter-century separation.
speaker at the annual dinner.
BROADCASTING
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We

are

adding

thousands
99

upon

thousands

. . •

FRANK M. FOLSOM
President, Radio Corporation of America

"By a simple person-to-person canvass, we are adding thousands upon thousands of serious savers to our Payroll Savings Plan. Our employees are
eager to contribute to the strengthening of America's defenses while they
build their own security. They know that individual saving initiative means
a blow at ruinous inflation. They know that is the line on which all of us at
home can make our strongest fight."
"Thirty days has September." And every one of these
September days is a D Day. In newspapers . . . magazines .. . over the radio . . . from the television screen
... on billboards . . . contributed advertising will urge
every American to "Make today your D Day. Buy U.S.
Defense Bonds."
September days are "D" Days for management, too
— Decision Days.
If you have a Payroll Savings Plan and your employee participation is less than 50% ... or if you have
not made a person-to-person canvass recently — consider this your "D" Day.
Phone, wire or write to Savings Bond Division, U. S.
Treasury Department, Suite 700, Washington Building,

Washington, D. C. Your State Director will show you
how easy it is to increase your employee participation
to 70%, 80%— even 90%— by a simple person-to-person
canvass that places an application blank in the hands
of every employee. He will furnish you with application blanks, promotional material, practical suggestions and all the personal assistance you may desire.
Your employees, like those of the Radio Corporation
of America and many other companies will join by
the hundreds or thousands because they, too, are eager
to contribute to the strengthening of America's defenses while they build their own security. Make it
very easy for them — through the automatic Payroll
Savings Plan.

The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and
BROADCASTING
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COVERAGE

A SUGGESTED "code of procedure" governing commercial practices to be followed by radio-TV
networks and stations in coverage
of Congressional hearings was laid
down by the Senate Crime Investigating Committee prior to its
expiration Sept. 1
In a report designed for adoption
by other committees on Capitol
Hill, the crime-probers held that
committees should not discriminate
"unjustly" among media. The public, it affirmed, has a right to free
access to news involving actions of
Congress casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleSept. 3].
The
that :

Issued

committee recommended

© Sponsorship of a public proceeding be permitted only with
prior committee approval.
H Commercial announcements
originate outside the hearing
rooms.
£ Station identifications be
limited to 10 seconds duration.
® Interruption of hearings for
commercial or other comments,
particularly by local stations for
local or spot announcements, be
prohibited.
Additionally, networks would be
required, at the beginning or end
of such proceeding, to include the
announcement that "these hearings are brought to you as a public
service by .... in cooperation
with the .... television network."
To Save Time
Offering the suggested code as a
means of saving time and expediting hearings, the committee also
tendered "wholehearted approval"
to the Kefauver proposal (S Con
Res 44) now pending before the
Senate Rules & Administration
Committee. Sen Estes Kefauver
(D-Tenn.) and a dozen other Senators urged a "code of conduct" for
hearings, with provision for full
coverage by radio, TV and other
media save in cases where the witness proves to the committee chairman that such devices "annoy"
him [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27]. It was drafted because of the "advent of new methods of rapid communication."
Both Senate and House approval
is necessary before the code becomes practice. The rules group
may take up the resolution at its
executive meeting next Wednesday.
The
crime committee's
report
submitted
in connection
withwasS
Res 202 (as amended) which
authorized its crime exploration
activities.
The Kefauver resolution provides
that:
(Sec. 12.) Subject to the physical
limitations of the hearing room and
consideration of the physical comfort
of witnesses, equal access for coverage of the hearings shall be provided
to . . . newspapers, magazines, radio,
newsreels and television. It shall be
the responsbility of the committee
chairman to see that the various com-

munication devices and instruments
do not unduly distract or frighten
the witness and interfere with his
presentation.
In its report, the crimeprobers,
headed by Sen. Herbert R. 0 'Conor
(D-Md.), note the issue of the
advisability of permitting TV
coverage "does not relate to television as such," since the latter
is merly "another improved method of public
The
report communication."
continued:
No serious objection has been
raised to the use of flash-bulb photographs for newspaper publication and
the use of radio to broadcast public
hearings has been a common practice.
Newsreel cameras present the most
difficult problem because of their bulk
and the brilliance of the lights required for their use. . . . Adding television merely has the effect of increasing the number of people who
can actually see the proceedings.
Television cameras are quiet and
unobtrusive and they require considerably less light than newsreel
cameras. . . .
"It is the degree of public interest, not the desires of the committee, which governs the number
of new representatives and the
amount of equipment that the committee will be asked to allow in
the
hearing
room," the report
added.
Cites Pool Operation
The committee also observed that
TV networks have operated on a
pool basis, reducing the amount
of equipment. It also cited instances showing varying degrees
of bans imposed on media.
The probers also scored another
popular
conception
: "... the
error
of placing
Congressional
hearings
in the same category as trials in
court." A court trial, it noted, is
"entirely different" and for numerous reasons, radio broadcasting of
court proceedings are expressly
forbidden. The function of the
Congressional committee is to obtain information, while a jury
must weigh evidence without distraction in a "calm and judicial

without benefit of precedent when
it received requests to televise the
crime hearings, it was stressed.
Following is the set of standards
proposed for sponsorship:
1. No television network or station
shall use for the hearings a commercial sponsor not specifically approved
in writing by the committee or its
designated representative, and no
sponsor shall be charged by a network or station more than such reasonable amount as may be consistent
with the usual charges for other programs emanating from a public
source.
2. No commercial announcement
shall be broadcast from the hearing
room.
3. Breaks for station identification
during the hearings shall be limited
to 10 seconds.
4. No network or station shall make
any comment or commercial announcement during the testimony of
a witness, or interrupt the broadcasting of the testimony of a witness
for the purpose of making any such
comment or announcement.
5. During each pause or intermission in the hearings, the network
may make a commercial announcement lasting not more than 1 minute
and, except in the case of a newspaper, magazine, or other publication
of general circulation referring to
reports of the hearings to appear in
its columns, such commercial shall
be institutional in character and shall
make no reference to the hearings.
6. No local station shall interrupt
any portion of the broadcasting of
the hearings as received from a network for the purpose of making any
spot or other commercial announcement.
7. A network or situation may, at
any time, make a complete break
from the broadcasting of the hearings
for the purpose of broadcasting other
programs.
8. At the beginning and end of the
broadcasting of the hearings for any
day, the network carrying the hearings shall make the following announcement or its equivalent:
These hearings are brought to you as
a public service by the X Company in
work.
cooperation with the Y Television Net-

atmosphere."
Turning to commercial sponTRANSMITTERS
sorship, the committee explained:
Unlike most public interest proWANTED
grams, a Congressional hearing if
fully broadcast, occupies long periods
used, in good operating
condition and appearance
of time, often extending over several
days. During this period, a radio or
television station or network, in or• TV TRANSMITTERS
der to carry the hearings, is required
Studio equipment, cameras
to cancel all of its regular commercial
programs. This involves not only loss
• AM BROADCAST
of revenue but also, in some cases,
TRANSMITTERS
the payment of cancellation penalties.
and studio equipment
Seldom can a station or network afford to bear this enormous financial
• SHORT WAVE
burden.
TRANSMITTERS
The code for commercial radioTV sponsorship, the committee
For immediate or future delivery.
added, was drafted after extenSubstantial cash binder available.
sive study with its staff and
Negotiations
confidential.
consultation with industry repreWritestrictly
Box 170
sentatives inan effort to reach an
Cromwell Advertising Agency, Inc. 1
175 Fifth Ave., New York 10
understanding. The Senate Crime
Investigating Committee had to act
BROADCASTING
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PRESTO

successor

portable

tape

recorder

The new streamlined PT-920 (the designation for the group consisting of the RC-7 mechanism
and the A-920 amplifier) will take the place of the famous PT-900,
one of the most widely used tape recorders in the world.
The tape transport RC-7 has a 3-motor drive which eliminates the
friction take-up clutch and tension adjustments. It also has fast forward and rewind speeds
and instant switching to eliminate danger of tape breakage.
The A-920 amplifier is a compact unit with single microphone
input, and a power output of 10 watts. An A/B switch provides
monitoring either from the recording amplifier or directly
from the tape. Connection with the RC-7 is easily made with only two
plugs. The original Al-900 amplifier, with three microphone input,
is still available, however, for use with the RC-7 if desired.

"Model PT-920

Due to mechanical improvements and streamlining, the
PT-920 actually costs less than the PT-900. For complete
information write direct or contact the presto
distributor in your community today!

RECORDING
PARAMUS,
Export Division:
Canadian Division)

NEW

JERSEY

25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y,
Walter P. Downs Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg.. Montreal

CORPORATION

Nine-Man Staff
(Continued from page U6)
mission advertising salesman. All
three men earn talent fees paid
only by advertisers. WIRC pays
no talent, but encourages advertisers to pay it for special shows.
Occasionally a staff announcer is
alowed a 10% sales commission
for personally selling an assigned
account which the regular salesmen have repeatedly failed to sell.
Thus, all program department personnel, including the traffic-program manager, have inducements
in the form of talent fees or commissions for extra initiative.
(d) Morning shift — The morning man works his announcing
shift from sign-on at 6 a.m.
until 12:45 p.m., Monday through
Saturday. He gets a half-hour
break from 8-8:30 a.m. while
salesman-relief announcer presents
Swap Shop talent program personally from the control board. Thus
the morning man has IV2 days off
each week — all day Sunday and a
half-day Saturday. One relief shift
is Sunday morning, the other Saturday afternoon.
(e) Afternoon shift- — The afternoon announcer starts on duty at
12 noon. This provides two-voice
air work from noon through the
midday local news, a 15-minute
newscast 12:30-12:45 p.m. Afternoon shift varies greatly during
the year because of the changing

PANEL for BAB discussion period at NARTB Roanoke meeting included
(I to r): J. W. Hicks, WCOS Columbia, S. C; E. S. Whitlock, WRNL Richmond; R. W. Youngsteadt, WPTF Raleigh; Harry B. Shaw, WSJS WinstonSalem; James A. Hagan, WWNC director.
Asheville; Harold Essex, WSJS, District 4
sign-off time, based on an average
of local sunset. In summer, his
shift lasts from noon until 7:45
p.m., but he gets breaks from 44:30 p.m. and 6-6:30 p.m.
The first break is provided by
the traffic manager's half-hour
hillbilly disc jockey show, during
which she operates the control
board herself. The late afternoon
break is provided by relief announcer, who also supplies a twovoice share in the home final news,
5:45-6 p.m. In the winter months,
when sign-off is as early as 5:15
p.m., he makes up working hours
by helping with copy writing and
other programming work each
morning before lunch. The afternoon announcer's time off duty is
all day Saturday and a half-day

Sunday morning.
ENGINEERING

DEPARTMENT

(a) Personnel — The WIRC engineering department consists of
only two men, both licensed firstclass operators. The only person
performing other engineering
duties is a part-time remote operator (unlicensed), who originates all Sunday church remotes.
(b) Operation — The two licensed
engineers stand the complete
transmitter watch. They make all
necessary repairs both to transmitting and studio technical equipment, cut all disc recordings, prepare all engineering reports far
the station, and — in the interest
of economy — they perform the
yearly proof-of-performance required by the FCC. The small
number of engineering personnel
TWO

NEW

has fostered friendly attitude of
cooperation between the engineers
and the other departments.
Since the WIRC transmitter is
some 2% miles from the studios
and separate operation is therefore
utilized, the engineers normally
do no announcing. During their
regular transmitter watch, the engineers also maintain the station
program log. As we are a local
station, we feel the engineer has
more time at his disposal to do this
than the announcer, who also
doubles as control operator. Keeping the log is made as easy as possible for the engineers by the program department. All information
which can be pre-entered on the
log is typed in advance at the
studios. Actually, this requires no j
extra work for the program department, as the pre-entered portion of the log is merely the "original" of the several copies of the,
daily operation schedule prepared for the announcers. The
work week of each engineer is
the hourly equivalent of one-half |
of the station's operating hours
for that week. After considerable
experimentation, a staggered
schedule of working hours has;
been worked out. This affords the
engineers sufficient days off for
recreation. When one engineer isj
off, the other works the entire!
broadcast day without a break.
Contrary to first impression, this
has placed no burden on the engineers. Each engineer has two weekdays and alternate Sundays off.

PI OFFERS
This Time They're Vitamins, Christmas Cards
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cepted. Full payment must accompany!:
INJECTION of some zip into the
each order.
sale of Vip has been undertaken
Submitting the Christmas cardl
by the law offices of Saul W. Goldoffer is Radio Advertising Corp. of j
berg, Berger Bldg., Pittsburgh,
America, Jersey City, on behalf off
according to a per-inquiry offer
Welcome Greeting Card Co. Welsent stations by Attorney Goldcome is advertising "for people who)
berg. Also brightening the preautumn market is a Christmas
wish to earn money in spare time'
by taking orders for Christmas j.
card per-inquiry offer.
Per-inquiry techniques have been cards
on sight'."
For that
each'sell
bona-fide
lead mailed
adopted — only for radio — by the
in or phoned to the station, Wellaw firm on behalf of the distribcome will pay $1, the offer specifies, <
utors of Vip, described as a new
vitamin capsule containing Vitamin
adding,
client's
ex-[j
perience "Our
has shown
this16to years'
be a very
B-12, plus assorted other vitamins
fair
price
to
pay
for
leads.
We
payl
and minerals. A sample label
specifies Drug Packaging Inc., $1 a lead net to you, and we worry
about the percentage of closures
Pittsburgh, as distributor.
Attorney Goldberg informs sta- andBrightening
how many boxes
they sell."
the offer
is a tip
tions that Vip's distributors are
that the client plans another cambeginning a new advertising campaign which features the sale of
paign starting in January and runan introductory one-week supply
ning through June, after which
of this vitamin capsule for $1. it will switch to Christmas cards
"This quantity," he says, "permits the public to determine
again.
whether or not the vitamin is beneficial, without being forced to invest large amounts as is required
in the purchase of most other
Why buy 2 or more...
vitamin cansules." He continued:
do 1 big sales job
The distributors are starting an area
by area campaign to acquaint the public with their product. For the radio
on "RADIO BALTIMORE "
portion of their advertising they are
Contact
proceeding
strictly
on
a
per-inquiry
basis. They are prepared to pay 30%
EDWARD
PETRY CO.
of the sale price to the station securing
the orders. C. O. D.'s will not be acAL
BROADCASTING
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RTB Board Scores
Benton Plan
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few of the many
fine audience attractin
shows that will comprise
the Fall lineup of the

DU 1ST
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62 AFFILIATED STATIONS
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HE

CAN

SEE

Somewhere along a coaxial cable route — it may
be a state or two away — a fault threatens television transmission. A warning light flashes
in a central control room. The maintenance
technician places a record sheet over a glass
screen. Within seconds a pattern of lights
shows exactly what's wrong.
Many times the fault can be corrected by
automatic apparatus operated from the control center. Or the maintenance chief can send
crews directly to the spot. In most cases the
trouble will be fixed without interference with
the program.
This and other automatic equipment keep

HUNDREDS

OF

MILES!

transmission flowing freely along more than
19,000 miles of television channels — both
coaxial and radio relay. To the Bell System,
maintenance of network television service is
just as important as providing channels.
The coaxial cable, radio relay systems and
associated equipment used by the Bell System
for television purposes are valued at nearly
$85,000,000.
The cost for your use of this equipment?
Bell's total network facility charges average
about 10 cents a mile for a half hour of program time, including both video and audio
channels.

BELL

TELEPHONE

SYS1

R

PROVIDING NETWORK TRANSMISSION CHANNELS FOR THE RADIO AND TELEVISION INDUSTRIES TODAY AND TOMORROW
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Increased Network Signings
OUTLOOK
BRIGHT
IT is hard to think of an adjective today are growth and diversificaon network radio is the clue to
homes, including non-TV areas.
glowing enough to describe the tion.
their great diversification. Our
"And,
as
television
grows,
with
outlook for network television this
"As many advertisers know, the more and more proof of better than advertisers come from all sections
coming fall. The four TV netsize of television is greater than pay-out results, so grows our list of America and represent almost
works last week, in listing business
that reflected in set sales. True, of leading advertisers who benefit as many product categories as
already signed, reported a total the 15 million set mark will be
number. We regard this as
by this dynamic medium of 'in atheir
of 226 commercial programs, ac- reached before the end of the year. person'
healthy indication that television
salesmanship. Today,
:ounting for 125 hours and 28 But even now, by the middle of nearly half a hundred advertisers
canDavid
be a V.positive
all."
minutes a week of network air 1951, Nielsen shows that in every have contracted for ABC network
Sutton, value
CBS for
Television
:ime.
Division
vice
president
in
charge
evening of the week there are television, and the list is steadily
This represents an increase of periods when television viewing
increasing. The fact that users of ment:
of network sales, offered this comhomes outnumber radio listening network television outnumber those
43% over last August's advance
"Prospects for fall business on
sales in number of sponsored TV
CBS Television look excellent.
network shows — 158 at that time
Nighttime is practically sold out,
— and an increase of 30.7% in volTV Network Clients for Fall 1951
with the Frank Sinatra Show oppoume of commercial TV network
site Berle and the 6 to 6:30
ime, which a year ago stood at
55 hours and 59 minutes.
p.m. Sunday period the best bets
ABC-TV
for new business. Quite a few adHours
Nor are these figures a true inAgency
vertisers have expressed interest
Program
dication of the upswing in TV netSponsor Corp.
Week
in
sending
their shows live to the
Admiral
vork commercial revenue for this
Stop The Music
Vz Erwin, Wasey & Co.
West Coast, and others want to
Lone Ranger
all compared to last, as they do American Bakeries
V2 Tucker, Wayne & Co.
originate on the West Coast.
Better Home Show
lot reflect the numerous rate in- Anthracite Institute
Vz J. Walter Thompson
per
"The daytime picture for this
Babbitt, B. T., Co.
Two Girls Named
reases that have been put into
Smith
V2 Wm. H. Weintraub & Co. fall has far surpassed what we
iffect in the last 12 months. For
Bendix Home Appliances
anticipated. Of the 110 quarter
he first seven months of this year,
Inc.
Chance of a Lifetime
V2 Tatham-Laird Inc.
hours between 11:30 a.m. and 5
Versatile
cross time sales of the video netBona-Fide Mills
p.m. (Monday through Friday),
Varieties
y% EOW* Gibralter Agency
vorks, as reported by Publishers
CBS-TV already has orders for 47
Bristol-Myers Co.
Mr. District Atnformation Bureau, topped those
quarter-hours
— more than any
torney
yz
EOW*
Young
&
Rubicam
or the like period of 1950 by a
Foodini The Great
J4 Doherty,
other network has announced. SevShenfield Clifford &
our-to-one ratio, with the month
eral additional daytime strir> sales
Brown Shoe Co.
Say It With Acting
y2 Leo Burnett Co.
f July showing a five-to-one lead
are pending. With Strike It Rich
•ver July of 1950 [Broadcasting
* EOW — every other week.
attracting increasingly large audi• Telecasting, Aug. 27].
(Continued on page 97)
(Continued on page 98)
Tabulated by networks, with the
umber of sponsored shows and
he volume of commercial time per
.eek already sold for this fall
ompared with the amount of busiess signed at this time last year,
Ben*on plan
MEET
BOARDures and calling
he programs listed in the adjoinB BEATTY
NA
them threats to adoption of the resolution, which
By RT
J. FRANK
ig column are summarized in the
was seconded by W. D. Rogers Jr.,
THE NARTB Television Board, freedom of speech.
ollowing figures:
convinced that telecasters and
@ Signing by all directors of a KEYL (TV) San Antonio.
Amount of
The statement, directed to Sen.
broadcasters alike face one of the strong statement to be submitted
No. of Commercial
Commercial
TV Network
to the Senate Interstate and ForErnest
W. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
gravest
threats
in
the
history
of
etwork TV Programs Time Per Week
eign Commerce Committee.
chairman of the Interstate Com1950 1951
1950 1951
electronic media, came up last
BC
31
53
14:20 21:10
The resolution called the legismerce Communications Subcomweek with a fighting program deBS
55
70
31:04 39:33
mittee, and Senate majority leader,
lation "a direct step toward out• uMont 13 17 11:45 19:45
signed to meet the crisis head-on.
right governmental censorship of warned the Benton proposals "are
'BC
59
86
38:50 45:00
Dominating much of the discuspotentially more dangerous to free
OTAL
158 226
radio
and
television
programming."
95:59 125:28
It went still
farther
by warning
sion at the board's Thursday-Friexpression than any legislation
day
meetings,
held
at
the
Cavalier
that the radio and television in- that has been before Congress in
Individual networks showed the
Hotel,
Virginia
Beach,
Va.,
was
dustry as well as the general pubollowing percentage increases in the Benton legislation (S 1579,
the 30 year history of American
lic must be warned that this legis- broadcasting. Implicit in it are all
ne number of commercial TV proS
J
Res
76).
rams booked for this fall over
of the evils of censorship and
lation imperils "freedom of expresAround the conference table and
sion in all mass media, including
abridgement of free expression
ne total signed at this time a year
at private discussions the directors
newspapers, magazines, books, moagainst which this nation's free
go: ABC up 71%, CBS up 27~3%, weighed all the angles of this uncitizens have fought for genera'•uMont
tion pictures,
up increases
30.8%, NBCin number
up 45.8%.of
precedented legislation. All through
ercentage
Board etc."
Empowered
the conversations a single note
ronsored hours each week are:
The board authorized NARTB
The board was "distressed" by
BC up 47.7%, CBS up 27.4%,
prevailed — "let's fight this thing to take all necessary steps to prothe fact "that James E. Webb, ActuMont up 68.1%, NBC up 15.9%.
ing Secretary of State, testified on
tect the American system of telethrough."
The discussion culminated Fribehalf
of this censorship threat
Fred M. Thrower, ABC vice presvision broadcasting and directed
tions."
day morning in a double-barrelled
ent for television sales, made this
that copies of the resolution be at a time when American teleattack by the Board.
:atement to Broadcasting • Teleserved on all NARTB members
vision, by virtue of private entercasting on the fall outlook:
at each district meeting.
@ Adoption of explosive resoluprise, has initiated coast-to-coast
Frank
M.
Russell,
NBC,
moved
(Continued
on page 90)
tion
condemning
the
Benton
meas"The two key words in television
elecasting
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FALL

CBS Cites 'Monopoly'
ALLOCATIONS
MONOPOLY AMONG networks is asked the FCC to commercialize
kets stymied the matter of clearcolor in 1946-47. FCC denied that ances.
fostered by FCC's proposed plan
request. However, its system was
"Inability to clear in one or two
allocating insufficient VHF chankey markets, such as the cities innels to major markets in the U. S., chosen by the FCC after the 1949volved in our proposals [Boston,
according to CBS Executive Vice
50 hearings.'
Therefore,
CBS
failed
to
swing
President Joseph H. Ream.
Chicago and San Francisco]," Mr.
onto the TV gravy train when
Ream said, "may sometimes spell
In an unusually frank statement
the
difference between obtaining
others were doing so — obviously in
on CBS's position as a TV network
the
expectation
of
color
TV.
a network advertiser or losing it."
with only two owned and operated
As for origination, Mr. Ream
Bald facts of commercial broadTV stations (plus 45% interest in
pointed
out that owned-and-operwere inherent
in Mr.of Ream's
WTOP-TV Washington and purremarkscastingthat
the lack
owned
ated stations in key cities permit
chaser for $6 million WBKB (TV)
a network to use talent and faciliand operated stations in key marChicago, if and when the United
tParamoun ABC merger goes
through), Mr. Ream delved into
the economics of television in support of his network's proposals for
additional VHF allocations to Boston, Chicago and San Francisco.
The CBS presentation was one
of 128 filed last week with the FCC,
covering the New England and
Middle Atlantic states.
In a sense Mr. Ream's position
was similar to that taken by DuMont in its filing three weeks ago —
first in the city-by-city "paper"
hearings to determine TV allocations throughout the U. S.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 20].
But whereas DuMont protested
the lack of sufficient VHF channels
in major markets on the grounds
that less than four meant discrimiMOBILE TV caravan was developed for the U. S. Army Signal Corps by RCA
nation against one or more TV netand shown to officers before being turned over to Fort Monmouth, N. J. Labs.
works, CBS took a different view.
RCA officials on hand for showing were Charles M. Odorizzi (c), operating
CBS Claims Injury
vice president, RCA Victor Div., and L. W. Teegarden (r), vice president in
charge of technical production. Inspecting camera unit are (I to r): Lt. Col.
CBS claimed lack of owned-andLester R. Kleinknight; Major E. L. Weeks; Mr. Odorizzi; Lt. Col. William H.
operated stations in key cities hits
Gaeckle, and Mr. Teegarden. Station on wheels, developed in conjunction
where it hurts — in the pocketbook.
Also that such lack means in- with corps' engineers, is contained in four huge trucks, and includes complete
transmitting and monitoring equipment, three field cameras, 10 receivers,
security on (1) clearances and (2)
a large-screen TV projector, and radio intercommunication system. The
originations.
caravan will be used to explore the feasibility of TV for field instruction,
As in radio, owned-and-operated
and
to develop instructional techniques via TV. It is contemplated that the
stations will be the money makers
equipment might have much value in telecasting intricate field exercises
for a TV network, Mr. Ream stated.
This is more true in TV because
and "piping" the picture, by microwave radio link and/or coaxial cable,
to expert observers, maneuver umpires, or to military classrooms.
of the higher costs of programming
and operation, he added.
"It is a fact of television network economics and operations,"
he said, "that a full complement
SET
SALES
UP
of owned stations is a condition
precedent to successful networking
LOW PRICES, resulting from huge
Eve'A PhilcCH a bare three weeks
on a fully competitive basis.
inventories, are moving television
aftfe* it brought out its new 28"This pattern, it may be noted,
sets off dealers' shelves these days. rti^del 1952 line, revised its prices,
is not temporary or arising out of But
despite mass turnover, profits cutting them all except low end
interim circumstances. It follows
are being pared, too.
models from $20 to $60. For exthe radio pattern, in which by far
Dealers, had in stock at the beample, the 20-in. table model was
the major portion of Columbia's
ginning of August between 900,000
cut from $359.95 to $299.95.
broadcasting profits have been at- and 1,150,000 TV sets, according to
Philco also added a new 17-in.
tributable to our owned stations.
a Sept. 3 Dun & Bradstreet report
table model at $229.95 and three
20-in. models to the line.
"The high cost of television net- — -the first of its kind.
working, and particularly the cable
Manufacturers, at about the
Other Price Cuts
costs which the networks bear, are same time, had 768,766 TV sets in
likely to result in the accentuation
factory warehouses, according to
Following the lead of RCA Vicof this phenomenon in the television
the Radio-Television Manufactor in cutting old-line prices
field.
turers Assn.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
That means there were between
"Therefore, a network which
Aug. 27], GE pared as much as
owns a permissible quota of sta- 1.6 and 1.9 million unsold TV sets
$100 from its present line, e.g.
tions has a definite competitive
at the beginning of August.
17-in. table from $269.95 to $249.95.
advantage over a network which
It is to wipe out that inventory
Sylvania, a month after it had in— $sb clear the shelves for the new
falls short of the quota."
troduced its new line, revised its
It is no secret that CBS dragged
lSt>2 sets that have already been
prices, cutting from $30 to $90 off
its feet when it could have had
introduced [Broatdcasting • Telelist prices, e.g. 17-in. table from
what stations it desired. As the
casting, Aug. 27, 20, 13, 6] — that $249.95 to $219.95.
leading proponent of color TV, it. manufacturers have pared prices.
CBS-Columbia announced price
Page 78
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ties other than such markets a:
New York and Hollywood.
As to UHF, Mr. Ream said:
"For a considerable period, per
haps five years, perhaps more, i
commercial UHF station canno
compete on anything like an equa
basis with a commercial VHF sta t
tionCBSin the
community."
also same
recommended
all edu
cational reservations be made i
the UHF band in order to give mor
VHF
casters.stations to commercial broad
Sees Less
'Urgency'
Its thesis
was there
is not th<
same urgency for an educationa
TV station as there is for a com
mercial station.
[For the see
educator's
side of84],thi;
argument,
story page
CBS offered three proposals eacl
for Boston, Chicago and San Fran
cisco. All entail adding anothej
VHF channel to those cities in ad
dition to those proposed by th<
FCC.
Here are the proposals:
For Boston — Assign additional VH1
Channel 9, affecting these cities
Providence, R. I.; Manchester, Dur
ham, N. H.; Portland, Lewiston
Augusta, Orono, Calis, Me.; Albany
N. Y.; St. John, Canada.
For Chicago — Assign additiona
VHF Channel 13 affecting these cities
Rockford, Urbana, Bloomington, 111.
Indianapolis, Muncie, Connersville
Ind.; Piqua, Ohio; Milwaukee, Greei
Bay,
ForWis.
San Francisco, assign addi
tional VHF Channels 11 and/or 13
affecting these cities: Stockton, Sai
Jose, Madera, Salinas, Calif.
Of the other filings last week
major hassle seems certain ove
Philadelphia groups' determinatioi
to keep VHF Channel 12.
FCC proposes only new UHI
frequencies
Philadelphia
VHF channelsforalready
occupied— al
b:
the three existing TV stations. 0
the four UHF frequencies, on
would be reserved for educationa 5
broadcasters.
In original 1945 allocations, FC(
(Continued on page 109)

But

Prices

Are

Lov

cuts last week, amounting to abou
25% on its present line (still calle
Air King). Cut put $199.95 pric
on basic 17-in. table model. At th
same time it introduced a 17-ii
metal table model to sell fo
$189.95, a 20-in. metal table modi
at
$279.95.
These
Columbia
name,
and bear
have the
beenCBS-'
M
gineered to easily accept a con:
panion "slave" color unit.
RCA Victor, meanwhile, intrc
duced 10 new sets. All were 17- an
21-in. models, with stress on the:
higher sensitivity. Circuits ar
engineered so that they can b
produced
a VHF-UHF
in them forwith
markets
that have tune
bot

types
of stations.
Basic at17-in.
met£
table model
is priced
$279.95.
At
the manufacturer leve
optimism for fall-winter prospecl
continues, even though a high vo
(Continued on page 85)
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ming on non-interconnected TV stations throughout the country now
is on film. A checkup reveals that
some of the shows are kinescoped
film supplied by the advertiser on
a delayed basis, plus regular Hollywood-made theatrical film bought
for either sponsored or sustaining
programs, it was said. A fair percentage also now includes film produced especially for video.
Belief that TV will become overwhelmingly afilm medium has been
expressed by Don McClure, radiotelevision production department
executive of McCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York. He said that Hollywood will inevitably win out in the
battle with New York for video
film honors.

CEOSS-COUNTRY microwave reJay notwithstanding, film is exf il^ected to represent more than 65%
TV's future
total,supply
with
j|of
Hollywood
as program
the major
line.
That's the consensus among top
advertising agency executives in
Los Angeles, and many a station
operator throughout the country
shares that thinking.
fity Not wanting to set themselves up
■—as oracles and talking "off the
•jrecord," executives of various top
r0! riagencies have told Broadcasting •
^Telecasting that "film is the
srj <thing" and their clients will be
using "more and more of it as advertising budgets permit."
Executives Lay Plans
I Big spenders, they believe, will
use both live and filmed TV enterWalter Craig, vice president and
tainment, with activity slowly in- director of radio-television, Benton & Bowles Inc.; Joe Stauffer,
creasing. "Fringe edge" adverc! jtisers, who must watch their dol- program director of N. W. Ayer
& Son, and Arthur Pryor Jr.,
lars, will stick, however, to film on
vice president and director of
the local level, buying tailor-made
products and/or old theatrical moradio-television for BBDO, are
,tion pictures available.
among New York agency executives who in recent months have
Stations, besides releasing TV
been casing Hollywood, consulting
network shows, live and kinescope,
with motion picture studio heads
will continue to produce their own
on what cooperation video may exlocal programs, but Hollywood
tailor-made products for video and
pect in the way of talent availability and space accommodations.
available theatrical motion picAdvertising agencies should be
tures, will make up an important
spending well over $40 million of
part of daily programming.
Substantiating this thinking is their clients' video money in Hollywood next year, according to Harry
the fact that 74% of the programTelecasting
• BROADCASTING

IN
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AS

TELEVISION'S

FUTURE

McMahan, owner of Five Star Productions, and pioneer in the making of industrial-advertising and
video commercial films.
He told the Society of Motion
Picture Comptrollers a few weeks
ago that well over $4.5 million will
be spent on TV film commercials
alone this year by agency clients in
Hollywood. Agencies, he added,
will naturally control television
film production. Filmed spots are
only a part of the overall television
film
expenditure.
year's
expenditures
include Current
a $6.5 million
for sponsored shows and another
$5.5 million on open end shows
slated to be sponsored regionally
and locally, he stated.
Businesses Expanding
There are around 300 large and
small production units across the
country engaged more or less in
turning out filmed spots and/or
programming for television. Majority of these are producers of
industrial and advertising films
who gradually are swinging into
the video field.
At last count there was a minimum of 75 independent TV production units in Hollywood filming
programs. They are involved in
a total of 185 series ranging in
preparedness from announced ideas
or plans to finished and sold products. Some of these production
units are "one man" companies,
Others are well staffed and financially established. And there is
a score of TV film production units
in the Hollywood area who make
only commercial spots.

HORIZONS

EXPAND

As far as can be ascertained, 25
of these Hollywood TV film companies have sold their products for
the 1951-52 season and are either
on the air now or will definitely
start sometime in fall. Others have
sold their filmed series for winter
release, and are in process of completing production.
Products
involve some 40 separate film series, 25 of them considered major entries in the programming field, at a total estimated
production cost of approximately
$423 million, on a 39 week season
basis.
Figure
is based
on a conservative estimate
of $14,000
per half
hour of film, with total seasons'
product amounting to around 820
hours. (Some few shows such as
audience participations have been
filmed for as little as $1,500, with
others in the $20,000 bracket.)
The theatrical film industry last
year produced 450 feature films —
approximately 675 hours, and 550
short subjects or 100 hours, a total •
of 775 hours of film in all. With
over 780 hours, already more film
is being produced annually for TV
in Hollywood than for theatrical
exhibition. With production groups
working at an accelerated speed,
all figures on Hollywood TV film
production and sales are subject to
weekly change.
Leader in the field currently is
Jerry Fairbanks Productions, with
two major weekly series, Bigelow
Theatre (sponsored by BigelowSanford Carpet Co.) and Front
Page Detective (sponsored by Guild
(Continued on page 9U)
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Rorabaugh

Report

June Advertising
telestatus
(Report 180)

It

=

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

TV NETWORK advertisers showed
a slight gain of .6% in June, but
the number of national-regional
spot and local-retail advertisers
fell off 2.7% and 6.9% respectively. The figures were released
in the latest Rorabaugh Report on
Television Advertising.
In general, advertisers using TV
dropped 5.8% in June from the
May total of 5,478. The June total
was 5,160, made up of 1,064 national-regional spot accounts, 3,937
local-retail and 159 network.
The 159 network advertisers
sponsored 210 programs on four
networks. Of the programs sponsored, NBC led with 87, CBS followed with 67, ABC had 44 and
DuMont had 12. Table I lists top
(Continued on page 98)

DALLAS
NUMBER

TABLE I
TOP TV NETWORK ACCOUNTS BY NUMBER OF STATIONS USED
No. of
Program
Sponsor Program
Stations
Sponsor
NBC
Ralston-Purina
Co. NBC
DeSoto
61
"Your
Pet
Parade"
"You
Bet
Your
Life"
Hun* Foods
B. T. Babbitt Co.
"Two Girls Named Smith"
"Kate Smith Show"
Maiden
Form Brassiere Co.
Manhattan Soap Co.
61
"Faith
"One
Man's
Family"
McKesson Baldwin
& RobbinsTheatre"
Texas Co.
"A
Date
6161
"Texaco
Star
Theatre"
General MillsWith Judy"
Swift & Co.
61
"Stu Irwin Show"
"Show of Shows"
DTN
CBS
Drug Store TV Products
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
56
"Cavalcade
Bands"
"Garry Moore
Carnation
Co. Show"
General
Foods ofCorp.
53
55
"Burns
&
Allen
Show"
"Captain
Nash-Kelvinator Corp.
Drug
Store TVVideo"
Products
"Cavalcade of Stars"
"Morton
Downey
Show"
DuMont Labs
Philip Morris & Co.
"Horace
Heidt Show"
"DuMont Royal
Kaiser-Frazer
Corp. Theatre"
Procter
& Gamble
55
"First 100 Years" ABC
"Ellery
Queen"
53
Larus & Brother
"Garry Moore Show"
"Plainclothesman"

No. of
Station
59
5662
61
24
54

23
22
17
17
15

TABLE II
TABLE III
OF ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT GROUPS
LEADING CITIES BY TOTAL TV ACCOUNT!
Network Spot
Total
National- Local- Total

FT- WORTH
Combined Population
DALLAS and TARRANT
COUNTIES . . .

4.
5.
920,500
3. 8.
Toil
2. 7. et
Beer
&
NOW
ikere are

9. Tobacco, Cigarettes & Accessories
10. Dairy & Margarine Products
12. Automotive (cars, tires, accessories)

14.
15.
17.
18.

4 Pet Foods Cameras, etc
Agricultural& Accessories,
Jewelry
Radios, TV Sets, Phonographs, Accessories
Transportation

24
6
17
3
10

29
44
24
31
22

53
50
41
34
32

7
9
"10-

.
Erie
Baltimore
De,r°,,
Washington

10

13
19

2319

,3 Mi|waukee

-_
«
203
137 103
84
156 99
109
94 95

259
240
240
208

189

1. F
oods

21. Public Utilities
7
7
St. Paul
104 73 177
& Fo
od C
hain
2
13.
3
1
20.
3
3 8
Summary — September 10, 1951— telecasting survey
WeBkly Television
3
18
8
7
2 1
City
Outlets
On
Air
Sets in Area City
Outlets On Air
Sets in Are
19.
1
8 111
106
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
9,450 Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
100,50
0
4
3
Ames
WOI-TV
61,544 Memphis WMCT
93,16
6 9 81941 , 115,000
Atlanta
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
Miami
WTVJ
81,60
.
47
.
.
7
1
Baltimore
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Milwaukee WTMJ-TV
251,38
4 58 47 3'2C.h,307,615
N
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
Minn.-St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
269,10
35
e9(wL>
Ica41,300
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
35,07
osYoArk Nashville WSM-TV
84 6 6 P .60,000
n
Bloomington
WTTV
17,200
New
Haven
WNHC-TV
168,00
g
4
h
,
e
0
i
3
lesNew 0Orleans WDSU-TV
5. M lad753,760
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
62,15
0
elph C New
iami209,565
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WABD, WCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
ia it19284York
282„
Charlotte
WBTV
86,405
WOR-TV, WPIX
2,490,00
v
5
1
9
16.
Chicago
WBKB, WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
949,793
Newark
WATV
R
4
6
1
.
e
2
1
g
.
3
i
.
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
300,000
Norfolk
WTAR-TV
75,31
85
ona2l 76
Gaso
line
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
486,491 Oklahoma
93,48
90Sp3o9WKY-TV
60 8 City
1
4
t
0
1
Retai WOW-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
176,541 Omaha
KMTV,
83,93
&
2 WLWC, WTVN33
l Acc WFIl-TV, WPTZ
251
Dallas,
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
874,00
ount
4270
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
129,564 Phoenix
KPHO-TV
40,10
39
274 WDTV
Davenport
WOC-TV
59,506 Pittsburgh
300.0C
1 7 Moline, Rock
Quad Cities Include Davenport,
Providence
WJAR-TV
162,00
,lie.,
- _ E. Moline
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
208,000 Richmond WTVR
95,07
.
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV,1 WXYZ-TV
616,544 Rochester WHAM-TV
88,13
Erie
WICU
61,475 Rock Island WHBF-TV
59,5C
29
Ft. WorthQuad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock lie., E. Moline
15.1
Dallas
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV3Min
129,564
Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
51,50
.. San
ne1a4.
Grand RapidsAntonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
50-3
.
p
Kalamazoo
WLAV-TV
146,181
San
Diego
KFMB-TV
105,56
P
o
5
liitstsb
.
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
73,911
San
Francisco
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
210,00
,
- urgh
Houston
KPRC-TV
84,129 Schenectady
27
...
HuntingtonAlbany-Troy
WRGB
160,9C
shes
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
50,562 Seattle
KING-TV
87,5C
68 171,250 St. Louis KSD-TV
6. LauIndianapolis
WFBM-TV
30O,0C
ndry Soaps, Cleane
3
2
rs,
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
38,750
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
126,25
12.
11
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
103,629
Toledo WSPD-TV
125,0:
Dalla 22
5
4 6
Kalamaioo
Tulsa
KOTV
84,27
87
s
AM-FM-TV
4. San Francisco
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
146,181182 Utica-Rome WKTV
50,OC
160 121 281
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
127,170 Washington WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
278,1C
Lancaster
WGAl-TV
109,112
Wilmington
WDEL-TV
77,67
(Channel 4
Lansing
WJIM-TV
55,00092
ries
10
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV KNBH
0
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
1,002,000
11. Clothing &
192
is your Lest buy
Total Markets on Air 63
Total Stations on Air 107
Estimated Sets in Use 13, 323, CC
I be
TIMES HERALD Station
38television43 area.8. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may b
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated5sets within
ClevelandTV circulation15committees, electric companii
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors,
National Representatives
9 Total91sets in250 all areas at
and manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries.
necessarily approximate.
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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rich
...the Starting Sept. 15, America's newest television
station... XELD-TV, Brownsville, Texas, and
Matamoras, Mexico, creates a new television
market of unusual importance to advertisers.
XELD-TV's 2.8 kilowatts will cover the
entire Rio Grande Valley, where television is
eagerly awaited by 306,348 United States citizens and, below the border, by 200,000 Mexican
citizens who buy United States products. This
market, the third largest in Texas, is actually
larger than Rochester, Memphis or Dayton.
Its wealth produced more than $123,282,000
in retail sales during 1950.

A CBS affiliate represented by Blair-TV,
XELD-TV is managed and staffed by veterans
in Southwest advertising.
Spot clients are assured saturation of this
productive market through use of both Spanish
and English on local programming. Currently
there are 1200 TV sets, with hundreds more
being installed daily throughout the rich, homeloving Rio Grande Valley.
Advertisers who establish their franchises

now will profit most from this unusually heavy
interest in television among people with money
to spend. Call Blair-TV today!

V
Brownsville, XE
Texas,LD
and -T
Matamoras, Mexico
CBS Affiliate
Channel 7

2.8 Kilowatts ERP
MONTE KLEBAN,
Sales Office: 1111 S. E. Levee St., Brownsville

General Manager

Nationally Represented
NEW
DETROIT"
Telecasting

YORK

• SAN FRANCISCO
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• CHICAGO
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• ST. LOUIS
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television

Dual Slide Projector. Handles either
opaques or transparencies, provides lop
dissolve from one io ihe other. Tapetime slide carriage ar>d 2" x 2" projector
kit shown are optional accessories.

\

. director and

Studio Camera— with mounting head
and electronic vlewflnder. Extremely accessible and light fn weight, this camera
gives you high quality pickups even under
unfavorable lighting conditions.

Complete
studios

channels

studio
—

facilities —

installed

GENERAL

including

in record

time

4

camera

of 18 days!

ELECTRIC

!

Master Control is extremely versatile.
It will accept as many incoming signals
as would be required in any studio installation, and will also fade or switch
any of these signals to multiple outputs.
Latest in Camera Channels and Monitoring
Units Designed by General Electric Engineers and Built at Electronics Park. . . .
To equip their famous Studio 57, CBS officials demanded the finest, most advanced units the industry
could offer, and called on General Electric to supply
them. Because a large studio layout of this type requires the maximum in flexibility, standard G-E studio
units were ideal . . . cabinetry is uniform . . . blockbuilding permits rapid, painless expansion when necessary. There are 4 complete camera channels in this
CBS group, plus program control and accessory units.

oa can- yfru/

There's plenty going on at Electronics Park these
days — in research and manufacture for VHF, UHF and
color TV. You're invited to come up and see what we've
got before you buy any station equipment. For information and arrangements, call the G-E office near you.
HANDY

LEATHERETTE

ENVELOPE

. . . will be sent on request to station managers and engineers. Inside compartment
packed with illustrated specification
sheets on G-E television equipment, j
Write: General Electric Company, Section 291-10, Electronics Park, Syracuse,
New York.

ce/^denze m

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

EDUCATORS
SUPPORT of labor leaders and the
acceptance of UHF are the two developments that stand out in studying the strong pitches made by educators for the reservation of TV
channels in last week's filings before the FCC.
Surprise of the filings was the
switch from non-commercial to
commercial requested by Michigan
State College, East Lansing.
Originally, Michigan State had
asked for the assignment for education of VHF Channel 10 to East

Ready-Made
in

a

Accept

Lansing — to which FCC proposed
to allocate only a UHF channel.
Last week, Michigan State repeated its request for assignment
of Channel 10 to East Lansing, but
asked that it be made commercial.
It has, it reported, $200,000 earmarked for TV and has been working with closed circuit TV.
Michigan State operates 5 kw
WEAR, established in 1922.
Indication of labor's support is
given in the announcement of a
resolution to be introduced at the

TV

PROFITABLE

Audience
MARKET

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Channel 10

There's no question about WBNS-TV
Complete coverage of the central Ohio market
SABINA— 52 miles from Columbus
-"We get WBNS-TV quite well
here."*
KENTON— 59 miles from Columbus
-"The best is WBNS-TV - picture
good— signal strong."*

WILMINGTON-58 miles from Columbus-"We get WBNS-TV the best
of the Columbus Stations."*
NEW LEXINGTON-49 miles from Columbus -"WBNS-TV is coming in
very good— the best of the Colum-

bus Stations."*
The consumer data Is here, and it shows you why central
Ohio is such a rich and responsive market for you. There's
no question about where to put your TV sales message in
central Ohio for full coverage all around. Just check the Pulse
ratings and you will see the popularity of WBNS-TV programs in this fastest growing TV market. Read the "WBNS-TV
Coverage Story" and learn about the bonus coverage you
get. Yes, top local and CBS stars assure you of a profitable
and ready-made audience in the rich 24 county central Ohio
area when you schedule WBNS-TV.
*From "WBNS-TV Coverage Story"
To get your copy, phone Blair TV or write direct.

WBNS-TV
CBS-TV Network— Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS-AM —Sales Office: 33 North High Street
Page 84
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UHF;

Get

Labor

Boost

International Labor Press of America convention in San Francisco
Sept. 14-16. It calls for the establishment "in every major and medium sized city in the country" of
a TV station "specializing in the
promotion of a more enlightened
and better citizenship."
Resolution is to be introduced by
Bernard Tassler, managing editor
of the AFL's American F ederationist, also calls for establishing an
ILPA committee to work with educators to establish "a nationwide
network of public service television stations owned and operated
for the public good jointly by labor
and educational institutions."
Submission of the same proposition to the full AFL convention,
scheduled in San Francisco Sept.
17, is also proposed.
Week's filings were highlighted
by presentations of New York State
Board of Regents and the states of
New Jersey and Connecticut.
The New York Regents reaffirmed
their earlier bid for 11 channels,
but withdrew request for VHF in
Rochester and Buffalo.
In addition to approving FCC
proposals for reservation of noncommercial channels for AlbanySchenectady - Troy, Binghamton,
Buffalo, Ithaca, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica-Rome and in New York
City, the Board of Regents asked
for another UHF reservation in
New York City and for Malone and
Poughkeepsie — the only assignments to the latter two cities.
Multi-Millions Spent
Cost of the 11-station network
was estimated at $3,850,000, not
counting land and buildings —
shrugged off as a minor consideration. The Board of Regents pointed
out that for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1950, it spent $885 million to operate all kinds of educational institutions, museums, historical societies, etc. State aid
amounted to $236 million plus another $2,300,000 for adult education. The educational plant is worth
$2.3 billion, it said.
Yearly operating cost was estimated at $2,300,000.
Still going its own way is Cornell U.'s WHCU Ithaca which repeated its plan to move VHF Channel 3 to Ithaca for commercial use.
The New Jersey presentation included specific request for FCC
grant to build a UHF non-commercial TV station at New Brunswick, to be operated by Rutgers U.
Since New Jersey has had no
channels reserved for educational
TV, it loaded its document with
outraged comments from leading
citizens.
It repeated its earlier request for
UHF channels in Andover, Montclair, New Brunswick, Freehold,
Camden and Hammonton.
The state of Connecticut, which
has only one UHF channel reserved at Storrs for non-commer-

TV, put stations
in strongto bid
for four-a
more cialUHF
establish
state-wide TV educational TV network.
Connecticut wants stations at
Bridgtport, Hartford, Norwich and
Waterbury.
Answer to the resolution of the
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. last
month opposing use of public funds
to build and operate a state university TV station was made last
week by U. of Illinois President
George D. Stoddard in a letter to
Ray Livesay of IBA.
The IBA resolution had stated
that
university use
couldthe"totaxpay
much
bettertheadvantage
er's money to produce television
programs for use on commercial
stations . . . which will assure
state-wide television coverage.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Aug.
6].
Mr. Stoddard said the university ; :
was considering the use of an edu
cational TV station in conjunction
with its agricultural, professional
and adult education extension
courses, and hopes to keep costs
down through exchange of programs with other educational and
commercial stations.

SAG CANCELS
Lippert Productions Contract
SALE of new theatrical feature
pictures for television use last week
brought Lippert Productions the
first Screen Actors Guild action
against a motion picture producer
The guild served the producer no
tice of cancellation of contract.
Notice was served in accordance
with the SAG basic contract with
all producers giving the guild a
cancellation right if the producer
sold feature films made after Aug.
1, 1948 for television use without
negotiating agreement with SAG
for additional payment to actors
Lippert recently sold a batch of
such films to KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles.
si
Essentially the action means
that SAG members will not work
for Lippert until differences are
adjusted and the new basic con
tract is signed. In its notice the
guild stated that "we hereby offer
to meet and confer with you and *
the Independent Motion Producers
Assn. of which you are member for
purpose of negotiating new collective bargaining contract and would
appreciate it if you would promptly
advise us of a convenient time and
place where such meeting may be
SAG recently presented demands
for a new contract with producers
to replace the present one. New
contract asks ban of all theatrical
films made after Aug. 1, 1948 from
television use in place of the present
held."
cancellation
• Telecasting,clause
Aug. [Broadcasting
20].
RECORD "highs" were set by Television-Electronics Fund Inc., Chicago,
this month when firm reported total
net assets of $7,153,000, with $13.14
net assets per share and number of
outstanding shares 544,194.

Telecasting
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KFI-TVNOWKHJ-TV
Personnel Changes Made
VITHOUT fanfare Don Lee Broadasting System took over operation
fcl KFI-TV Los Angeles from Earle
C. Anthony last Thursday and
station call letters became KHJ-TV
i lentifying it with the networks
AM operations. Six key KFI-TV
department heads went along with
pew ownership.
George Whitney, formerly general manager of KFI-AM-TV, rejoined Don Lee as vice president in
v^leharge of TV sales [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Aug. 27]. Others
making the shift include Ken Higdirector; Paul
,gins, program
Knight, director of remotes; Brian
Cole, supervisor of TV engineering;
Serge Krisman, art director; Jim
Love, film editor and Ted Meyers,
• news and special events.
r.li Ward Ingrim, Don Lee executive
vzK'ice president, will be active in
:a iboth radio and TV. Tony LaFrano,
•ioiliDon Lee director of AM operations, adds television to his re;r>onsibilities. Herb Smith, in the
sil network's accounting department,
Set Sales Up
(Continued from page 78)
jme-small profit market is acknowl;dged.
The Dun & Bradstreet study was
lone at the behest of a number of
he larger radio-TV and parts
nanufacturers. In addition to estimating the total number of TV
sets in dealer inventory, it also
eported :
# Between 350,000 and 450,000
Id 1 1 able model TV sets were among
he 900,000-1,150,000 TV sets in
inventory.
A:» retail
!
boil
Between 1,400,000 and 1,700,3A| }»00 radio sets were in dealer inis entory at the beginning of August.
:. 0! • Between 375,000 and 450,000
u* Sattery portable radio sets were in
lealer inventory at the beginning
mM August.
™T # Retail radio-TV inventories
r Reclined by about 15% during July.
: tta This was the first of a continujel'Hg monthly survey of radio and
aJirV set sales and inventories at the
: retail level to be conducted by Dun
fj,(& Bradstreet.
The next report,
lue about the middle of September,
4 vill cover August sales and invenories.
Underwrite Study
1 Manufacturers underwriting the
tudy are: Bendix, Corning Glass,
>osley, GE, Hallicrafters, Indiana

was made television production
business manager and Jim Parsons,
in charge of the network's public
relations department, shifts to TV
in a similar capacity. Rodney
(Bud) Coulson, formerly KFI publicity director, takes over Mr. Parsons' former post. William Barron
continues as Don Lee publicity news
editor.
"Programwise, we will pursue the
same aggressive policy that has
made Don Lee Broadcasting System the nation's largest regional
radio network," Willet H. Brown,
president, who heads both AM and
TV operations, said in announcing
names of those being retained for
KHJ-TV.
With the ownership change,
Haan Tyler, manager of KFI-TV,
shifted to KFI as general sales
manager. He succeeds Kevin
Sweeney, who resigned effective
Sept. 15. Mr. Sweeney's future
plans are not determined, he toid
Broadcasting • Telecasting.

CLOSED CIRCUIT
Used for Sales Pitch
PATTERN for what may be the
typical sales convention of the
future was set in Chicago on
Wednesday, Sept. 5 Executives of
the General Electric Co.'s Appliance Div. and 150 of their distributors and leading salesmen met in
NBC's
television Mart
studios
the
Merchandise
for "AA"
a closedin
circuit introduction preview of the
network's Bill Goodwin Show.
The appliance division of GE
will sponsor the new program twice
a week over the NBC Television
Network, Tuesday and Thursday,
3:30-4 p.m., EDT, beginning Sept.
11 thi-ough Young & Rubicam.
The closed circuit introduction
was
a part of
the sponsor's
Counselors
Convention
whichSalesis
being held in Chicago this week.
All interconnected stations of the
NBC Television Network were fed
the unique telecast.

W$2/2,M0XAM
W/,Cr/dfc
til?
?i

NOT "178,498 RADIO HOMES"
NOT "OVER 83,000 TV HOMES"
as claimed by Tulsa's TV Station
In an independent survey by Leslie Brooks &
Associates, Research Consultants of Tulsa, Oklahoma, itwas found that the Tulsa TV area, defined
as the .1 MV area of Tulsa's single Television
Station, has 212,940 radio homes and 31,072 Television Homes and Businesses as of July, 1951. This
is in controst to the Tulsa Television Station's
claims in literature and in advertising of "178,498
radio homes" and "over 83,000 television sets"
in the area. The survey was conducted in Tulsa
and in 40 towns in the Tulsa TV area. A 3,416
interview sample was made, statistically valid
within two percent.
$1,000 REWARD!
Associated Tulsa Broadcasters have posted
$1,000. with the First National Bank and
Trust Company of Tulsa to be given to the
first person proving the Brooks survey is not
within 5 per cent of accuracy, as of date
made.

■■f■ '?teel
Motorola, Sprague
Philco,
ICA Products,
Victor, Sentinel,
Clectric, Stromberg-Carlson, Syl|-ania, Westinghouse and Zenith.
TV set production for the first
10 weeks of 1951 totaled 3,483,674
ets, RTMA has reported. This
ompares with 3,463,800 produced
luring
the same period in 1950.
w
KAKC
However, only 116,000 TV sets
vere produced in July, the lowest
lumber since the 79,500 built in the
ame month of 1949.
Tel ecasting
BROADCASTING

TV

TV

Four New Requests Filed
ALL FOUR of the new TV applications filed with FCC last week were
for Texas.
Three of them were filed by the
same company, UHF Television
Co., owned by Texas oilmen H. L.
Wheelock, W. L. Pickens and H.
H. Coffield. They requested UHF
stations in San Antonio, Houston
and Dallas.
The trio recently sold their interests in KEYL (TV) San
Antonio to Fort Industry Co. for
more ingthan
$1 million Aug.
[Broadcast• Telecasting,
6].
In addition to their new applications for Channel 35 in San Antonio Channel 23 in Houston and
Dallas, the three oilmen have prefreeze applications for New Orleans
and Corpus Christi.
The fourth TV application was
filed by KGNC Amarillo, requesting Channel 4 there. The same
group owns KFYO Lubbock, Tex.

HOME*

/TU If

M

TEXAS

rs
"M
AND
Bl/S/Af
ESSES *

TULSA

AREA
AS. OF JULY, 195 1

# • #

PERCENT OF MARKET SATURATION
TELEVISION
21.0% SET
(HOMES AND BUSINESSES)
11.3%
IN CITY OF TULSA
IN TULSA TV AREA
(EXCLUSIVE OF TULSA)

98.8%
RADIO ONLY)
SET
(HOMES
98.3%

FAMILIES WITH BOTH TELEVISION AND RADIO
SETS — AVERAGE PER DAY:
4.28 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO
4.45 HOURS VIEWING TELEVISION
FAMILIES WITH RADIO SETS ONLY — AVERAGE
PER DAY:
5.3 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO

KFMJ
KOME
KRMG
KTUL
A copy of the survey may be obtained by writing any
Tulsa radio station or from their National Representatives.
September 10, 1951
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NBC-TV

BI66ffiSflA*
m the C\HboJc
SOUTH FLORIDA
MARKET

A CHANMEL4
lAl^ll
WTVJ
MIAMI
Covers this rjch,
FAST-GROWING MARKET

...REACHING NEARLY 750,000
PERMANENT RESIDENTS
p6u* NEARLY 2,000,000
TOUeiftTSwCAy ywift,.

V SETS INI
GREATER MIAMI ALONE
(N5C amd. Dealer S^ryeyg)
COMPLETE COVERAGE^
So. PALM BEACH County
FORT LAUDERDALE
•HOLLY WOOD
ALL GREATER MIAMI
ft CHANNEL A
|H#i|
WTVJ
MIAMI

P. LORILLARD
Takes Garden Events
P. LORILLARD Co. for Old Golds,
through Lennen & Mitchell, New
York, has bought half sponsorship
for 117 sports events to be telecast
by WPIX (TV) New York from
Madison Square Garden during the
1951-52 sport season, it was announced Thursday.
Reported to have paid more
than $500,000 in Garden's TV
rights, WPIX, independent-owned
by the New York Daily News, offered the coverage as a single package, as a third of a package, or
as a series of 26 half-hour periods
over a five-month span. Time,
rights, and announcers for the latter arrangement — requiring about
14 different sponsors — bore a price
mark of $47,398 each, so it was
reported that WPIX was asking
some $640,000 for the package.

TVA STRIKE
Ends on West Coast
TELEVISION Authority pickets
which have maintained a fivemonth march on KFI-TV Los Angeles through change, of ownership
and of call letters last week ceased
their march as the Don Lee Broadcasting System, new owners of station came to terms with the union.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 3].
Almost simultaneously, Peter
Prouse, west coast executive, TVA,
submitted his resignation to TVA
National Board to join Jack Douglas
Productions, TV film producers.
The contract became effective
Sept. 6, same day on which KFI-TV
resumed operations as KHJ-TV.
It continues to Nov. 1952. Including
among contract conditions are payments to TV performers of $35 for
15 minute show; $45 for half -hour;
$60, hour show. Don Lee also
agreed to accept a memorandum
agreement covering employment of
staff announcers.
PRODUCERS
Plan Own Group

ItlKI ft
WlVvJ

CHANNEL 4MIAMI

Represented by FRf ENTERS
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FEELING need of what they term
a "representative" organization of
working television film producers,
10 leading Hollywood TV film
producers last week bypassed the
existing National Society of Television Producers and laid plans
for a new producers' association.
Meeting was to be held Thursday night to formally organize the
group.
In the new group are such active
TV film producers as Jerry Fairbanks Productions; Ziv Television
Productions; Bing Crosby Enterprises; William F. Broidy Productions Inc.; Flying A Productions;
Roy Rogers Productions; Frank
Wisbar Productions; TVA Inc.;
Primrose Productions ; Screen
Assoc.

IN AM.
Two Shows Planned

PLANS for expanding NBC-TV's
hours of operation — and its advertising revenue — through addition of
a breakfast-time program and a
post-midnight show to its daily
schedule, were revealed last week
by Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver,
NBC vice president for television.
The morning program, to run
from 7 to 9 a.m., will be modeled
on the music-news-time-weathercomedy formula which has paid off
so handsomely in radio as to become an almost universal formula.
Original plans called for selling
the two-hour program to network
sponsors in 15-minute segments,
interspersed with local cut-in announcements at each station, but
at week's end a proposal that the
time periods be cut to eight minutes
was reportedly receiving serious
consideration from top NBC-TV
sales and program executives.
Plans for the after-midnight
show are less well developed, except that it will be a casually informal type of program suitable
to the 12-to-l time, possibly somewhat along the lines of last season's
Broadway Open House series.
These two new NBC-TV network
programs, according to present
thinking, will be separated from
the regular afternoon and evening
shows on the network, leaving the
11 p.m. -to-midnight period and the
morning hours after 9 a.m. free for
local programming by NBC-TV
affiliates.
Gillette Buys on CBS
GILLETTE Safety Razor's subsidiary, Cosmetic Co., for home permanents, becomes alternating sponsor on Sept. 27 of Crime Photographer on CBS-TV, Thursday,
10:30-11 p.m., EDT. Agency is
Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago. Carter Products Inc., New York (Arrid) through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles Inc., New York,
has been bi-weekly sponsor of the
drama since it started April 19.

WTVJ

CHANNE L 4
MIAMI

Covers this rich
FAST MOWING MARKET
..REACHING NEARLY 750,000
PERMANENT RESIDENTS
TOURISTS
^xj.
p&w
NEARLYjuuay
2,000,000

82,300
TV SETS IN
GREATER, MIAMI ALONE
(NBC oj*A Dealer SurveysV
Complete Average *tJH
So. PALM BEACH Countu
Ft. LAUDERDALE
HOLLYWOOD
ALL GREATER MIAMI
iAJffi J ft CHANNEL4
WTVJ
MIAMI

TV STATION
9A.M.tP IA.M.
FULL DAYTIME PROGRAMMING

$5>$o-C<t<t
^dreclsg ofsuccess
,^4v^-Hu
^^advertisin
VTn\ S+orie9
in our files
WIVJ
CHANNEL 4 MIAMI

Maddigan Named
JOHN MADDIGAN, director of
news for ABC, has been named
director of special events and news,
for the ABC television network.
A similar appointment will be made
soon for the ABC radio network.
KEYL

(TV) Adds CBS

chann£l4
(TV) San Antonio will beW M MIA
MI
Wl
mmimbk
come a CBS television network affiliate effective December 11, General Manager W. D. Rogers Jr. Represented by FREEcv^ PETER?
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
last week. KEYL will continue its
ABC and DuMont affiliations.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
KEYL

Makes

Camera
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THESE

«

FEATURES

THE

HB

WITH

MARKET

TODAY

Three Compact Units
Push-button Lens Change
Right or Left Hand Focus Knobs
Right or Left Hand Lens Iris
Control Burtons

• Turret, Focus and Iris Controls from
remote location if desired
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Resolution Integral View Finder
Enclosed 1.0. Controls
Iris Setting Indicator
Pre-loaded Color Filter Wheel
Swing-up Chassis
Focus Range Selector Switch
Equal Flexibility in Studio or Field

WRITE/

Chain

EEEE^EEeT'I

ANYTHING
ON

Outstanding

HHHt

1

•
•
•
•

TV's

GPL's 1951 Image Orthicon Chain
is delivering even more features —
better performance — than the previous model which itself set new
industry standards! Compare it for
ease of operation, uniform high
quality, flexibility in studio or field.
Set this camera up to meet varying
requirements . . . control it remotely
if desired . . . select any of four lenses
at the press of a button . . . adjust
focus from right or left side of camera, with the same 300° arc of focus
adjustment for all lenses . . . choose
color filters, masks, at the flick of a

thumb . . . control the motor-driven
iris from camera or camera control
unit. Normal optical focus range
automatically adjusts for constant 9"
diagonal at close-up, for all lenses
except telephoto. Overtravel switch
provides extended focus range,
obtaining full optical focus on all
lenses.
In every way, GPL's is a "humanengineered" camera chain, built to
do a tough job more easily, built to
do your specific job best! Arrange
to see this great new model at the
earliest opportunity.

FINGER-TIP
OPERATION
from CAMERA
or REMOTE LOCATION
Right
left hand
focusor controls
High resolution
integral view finder
I.O. controls
housed for protection
Push-button lens
turret control

WIRE OR PHONE
FOR DETAILS
PRECISION

TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains
TV Field and Studio Equipment
Theatre TV Equipment

elecasting
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Pleasantville

LABORATORY
New York
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Date
29
Sept. 22
Sept.
Sept. 29
Oct. 136
Oct.
20
Oct. 20
Oct.
Oct. 20
MORE

Oct. 27
Oct. 27

POWER
FOR

NCAA Gridcasts
(Continued from page 27)
ers and eastern games directed
only to the West. This arrangement also is slated for three Saturdays.
In addition, there will be sectional and strictly local telecasts.
Local telecasts, such as the Minnesota-Nebraska game Oct. 20 at
Minneapolis which is slated to be
telecast to the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area only, are expected to be of
particular
in measuring
impact on value
box office
receipts. TV's

YOU

THRU

WICU
ERIE
PENNSYLVANIA,
This bonus coverage
is available now

to

all advertisers.

■
Phone

or

wire

for

availability today.
A perfect test market
for any campaign!

WICU
Channel

12

EDWARD LAMB
President
HEADLEY-REED, NATL. REP.
Closely affiliated with —
WTVN Channel 6
Columbus, Ohio
WTOD
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Army
COMPLETE TV SCHEDULE OF NCAA COLLEGE FOOTBALL GAMES
Date
Type
Location
Home Team vs. Visitor
Home Tear n vs. Visitor
No NCAA Games Televised
Nov
lllinois
Michigan
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
West to East Nov. 3 Navy
Duke
Princeton,
Nov. 3 Frank. & Marshal u. s. c.
Columbia
Princeton
Wash. & Jeff.
East to West
N. J.
Navy
Wisconsin
1 llinois
Notre Dame
Urbana, III. Full network
Nov. 10 Mich. State
souin
Dena
Notre Dame
S M U
Full network
Yale
New Haven,
Cornell
Nov. 10
Maryland
East to East
Columbia
Nov.
Indiana
Columbus
Ohio State
West to West
Colorado
Nov. 17 Nebraska
Ames, Iowa Local only
Iowa State
Missouri
iiiLocal
only
17
Minneapolis
Minnesota
Nebraska
N. C. State
Cambridge,
Nov. 17 Maryland
Dartmouth
Harvard
Mass.
East to East
Ohio State
Chicago
24 Michigan
Northwestern
Wisconsin
West to West Nov.

Toledo, Ohio
September 10, 1951

Nine teams will appear twice
each on the national schedule. They
are Columbia, Michigan, Maryland,
Navy, Illinois, Nebraska, Ohio
State, Notre Dame and Wisconsin.
Final draft of the national card,
prepared by Westinghouse, was
endorsed unanimously by the
NCAA TV Committee. Co-chairmen are Ralph Furey of Columbia
U. and Tom Hamilton, U. of Pittsburgh, both athletic directors at
their respective schools.
Speaking for the NCAA committee, Mr. Furey expressed complete satisfaction for the schedule
and asserted the committee had
given "television a football schedule that it wouldn't have had"
otherwise.
Bans in 1950
Mr. Furey cited bans imposed
in 1950 on football telecasting by
the Big Ten, the Southwest and
the Pacific Coast Conferences, and
the potential ban by the largest
football group, the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference. He
emphasized that the NCAA experimental plan had induced the colleges to permit telecasts of their
games.
"We are hopeful that the experiment will result in some type
of program that can be continued in the future," said Mr. Furey.
"Television is here to stay; college
football is here to stay. We hope
the two can work together."
The Columbia U. official admitted other factors such as weather,
team performance and ticket prices
can affect gate receipts, all of
which would be taken into consideration by the NCAA research
agency.
The research agency referred to
is the National Opinion Research
Center of the U. of Chicago, which

measured gate receipts for the
seasons of 1947, 1948 and 1949
when TV was not considered a
major factor, and compared this
collected data with 1950 season
attendance.
It was on the basis of this comparison that NCAA felt justified
to gauge
impact season.
on attendance in theTV's
upcoming
All NCAA members, more than
300 colleges and universities, will
file data on the 1951 season, including attendance figures, with
NCAA. Information thus compiled
will be analyzed by the NORC.
Results of this analysis, expected
to be aired at the NCAA winter
convention, will guide future
NCAA policy on grid telecasts.
The present NCAA controlled experiment ends Nov. 24. Schools
are, in fact, encouraged to obtain
TV sponsors before Sept. 29, and
after Nov. 24.
N.D.-U.S.C. Game Sought
It was understood that Westinghouse is negotiating for the
Notre Dame-Southern California
grid classic Dec. 8.
Further, NCAA has authorized
any college to make individual
arrangements for theatre television, Phonevision, or Skiatron.
The theatre television interests,
Fabian Network in the East and
Paramount in the Southwest, have
been granted the right to telecast
any
to buy,"
Mr. game
Furey "they
said, want
provided
they
submit results to NORC and 2%
of their gross profit to NCAA.
Skiatron and Phonevision also
have been given the go-ahead sig-

use

Type
Location
UrDOna, III.
llrknnn
111 west to ta
to We
Lancaster,
NewPa. York East
Local only
Lonsincj,
Baltimore
New York
Lincoln,
College
Neb.
Md.
AnnPark,
Arbor,
Mich.

West to Ea
East to We
East to Eas
West to We
S. E. only
Full network

nal by NCAA on the same basis.
In addition to the funds thu
realized, NCAA will assess eacl
school participating in the ' West
Mich.
inghouse
scheduleincome.
"20% or less:
of
its television
U. of Pennsylvania, eastern gri
powerhouse, which rebelled agains
the NCAA imposed plan then late
relented, does not appear on th>
Westinghouse schedule. Whei
queried about this glaring omis
sion, Mr. Furey stated Penn hac
refused a Westinghouse offer t<
carry the Penn-U. of Californi;
game on the full NBC-TV net
work. This refusal reportedb
stemmed from an exclusive Penn
ABC-TV contract.
Restrictions imposed by NCA^
on college gridcasts are expecte<
to encourage telecasts at the pro
fessional and high school levels.
Already, Westinghouse has con
tracted to sponsor high school gri<
contests on Sept. 21 and on Thanks
giving
via KING-TV
Seattle
The Day
Washington
(D. C.)
Red
skins professional football tean
has announced all of its Nationa
Football League road games wil
be telecast over WMAL-TV Wash
ington.
Also announced was the spon
sorship by the Atlantic Refininj
Co. of road games of the Phila
delphia Eagles and the Pittsburgl
Steelers, both professional teams
On NCAA "black out" Satur
days, grid interest will be sus
tained on some stations by film
pertaining to football in place o
the live contests.
CBS-TV plans to carry severa
football games via color television
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SPOTS
Experienced Advertising Men are amazed
that we can give so much for so little !
Whatever your film needs
Filmack can make them!

Let us quote you
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FROM 60 CYCLES/SECOND
TO 24,000 MEGACYCLES/SECOND
• MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, UTMOST
ADAPTABILITY, LOWEST COST
• AVAILABLE MOLDED TO PRACTICALLY
ANY SHAPE OR SIZE WITH OR WITHOUT
METAL ELECTRODES OR INSERTS
FCC Approval of UHF TV has introduced an era of engineering and manufacture to standards seldom before attained in
mass production. Many materials, dielectrics in particular, fail
to meet these more critical requirements. MYCALEX 410 is
tane exception. This dielectric can be molded to close tolerances
with or without metal inserts — high efficiency to well over
24,000 megacycles. MYCALEX 410 can be molded in volume
at low cost. It can be produced to closer tolerances than higher
priced ceramics. Electrically and mechanically, MYCALEX 410
is the ideal dielectric for tube sockets, tuners, condensers,
switches, coil structures and many other UHF components.

SOCKETS

MYCALEX glass-bonded mica sockets are
injection molded to extremely close tolerance. This exclusive process affords superior
low-loss properties, exceptional uniformity
and results in a socket of comparable quality
but greater dimensional accuracy than ceramics— all at no greater cost than inferior
phenolic types. These sockets are available
in two grades, featuring high dielectric
strength, low dielectric loss, high arc resistance and fully meet RTMA standards.
Write for Tube Socket Data Sheets

MYCALEX 410 is priced comparable
to mica-filled phenolics. loss factor
is only .015 1 inc., insulation resistance 10,000 megohms. Fully approved as Grade L-4B under N.M.E.S.
JAN-1-10 "Insulating Materials Ceramic, Radio,
Classis L."
MYCALEX
410X
low in cost but
insulating properties greatly exceed
those of general purpose phenolics.
Loss factor is only one-fourth that
of phenolics (.083 at 1 mc.) but cost
is comparable. Insulation resistance
10,000 megohms.

Mycalex
Corporation
of America
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade-Marks
Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 - Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N.J.
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NARTB Board Meet
(Continued from page 77)
service on the occasion of a great
and vital diplomatic conference.
It is inconceivable to those of us
engaged in radio and television
broadcasting that a State Department executive of such high rank
should fail so utterly in evaluating
the public service contributions of
American broadcasting."
The directors pointed out that
the 11-man program commission
inherent in the Benton plan would
be one step away from an actual
censorship agency.
Even while the Senate subcommittee was hearing the pro-Benton bill witnesses tell why they
wanted Congress to open the floodgates a crack or two and release
the first surges of governmentapproved censorship (see hearing
story page 23), the board was voicing genuine concern about the legislative situation.

01
But is was no accident,
that he hit the multimillion dollar Tulsa
market, because you
see— he's a time buyer
who knows about the
more than 80,000 TV
homes covered by
KOTV-Tulsa's first TV
station. He also knows
about the top-rated
afternoon shows— Lookin' at Cookin'; Matinee
Showcase, and that
KOTV has the finest
shows available from
four networks, NBC,
CBS, ABC and Dumont.
Gluz+utel

6

First in Tulsa

V

Cameron Television, Inc.
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
Page 90
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'Pig Squeal' Video
Members were concerned, too,
about the Benton-inspired drive to
get Congressional blessing for fee
or "pig squeal" television. They
also discussed ways of meeting the
extensive demands of well-organized educators for allocation of TV
channels and required bracketing
of special regular hours for educational and public service programs.
Obviously the board felt it should
set the pace for a determined battle against legislation deemed
highly damaging to the private
telecasting industry. Members
were in agreement that every resource of this young medium as
well as all association facilities
should be thrown into the battle.
Thad Brown, director of
NARTB's television organization,
reported to the board on the
Wednesday-Thursday hearings on
Capitol Hill.
NARTB President Harold Fellows, who took an active part in the
Virginia Beach discussions, previously had asked Chairman Ed
Johnson (D-Col.) for the right to
testify in opposition to the Benton
measures [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 3].
Presiding at the TV board's
meeting was Chairman of the
Board Eugene S. Thomas, WORTV New York. Justin Miller sat
with the directors as chairman of
the combined NARTB boards and
NARTB general counsel.
The first day's meeting closed
Thursday afternoon with a decision to name a committee to draw
up specific language reflecting the
board's position in the legislative
crisis. This committee reported
to the board as the Friday morning
session opened.
The crucial question of television
program and advertising standards
was moved to the Friday agenda
because of time consumed in the
legislative discussion.
The commercial side of telecasting was dominant in several Thursday discussions. Cooperative ef-

forts carried on this year by
broadcasters, telecasters and professional baseball operators were
reviewed by President Fellows and
Robert K. Richards, public affairs
director.
Already in the works is a move
to set up an industry committee to
expand this cooperative venture.
Despite the improvement in relations with sports promoters there
still exists a belief among some
club owners that radio and television are hurting the baseball gate.
Involved in the question are serious technical problems and it was
felt a committee of broadcasters,
telecasters and NARTB officials
would provide the best means of
handling the situations, which involves anti-trust angles.
AAAA Negotiations
Chairman Thomas reported on
progress of negotiations with
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies on standard advertising
contracts. He submitted the report
on behalf of Ted Bergmann of DuMont Television Network, chairman of a special NARTB committee handling the matter.
The standard forms will greatly
simplify the business of signing
TV sponsorship contracts, Mr.
Thomas said. Provisions will cover
such matters as discounts, cancellations and related material.
He added the committee will hold
another meeting soon with an
AAAA committee headed by Frank
Silvernail, BBDO.
First action taken by the board
after it convened Thursday morning was to approve the TV organization's expansion program. Director Thad Brown, who has headed
the operation since June, will be
given an assistant, to be appointed
by President Fellows.
Operations have been kept well
within the $150,000 annual budget
since the organization was set up
last spring. Board Chairman
Thomas told Broadcasting* Telecasting the directors unanimously
applauded
the TV organization's
fiscal position.
With 68 stations and two networks now in the fold, the organization is ready to enter new functions and bi'oaden its work, Mr.
Thomas said. This will be part of
a continuous effort to expand the
service to TV members as well as
to aural stations and TV applicants
when a membership basis has been

worked out for them.
Solicitation of TV membership;
started last March. In the inter
vening months the membershii
dues have reached 92% of the
budget estimate. The TV organiza
tion has been functioning wit!
three persons.
Applications for TV membershii
were approved as follows: KFMB
TV San Diego; KING-TV Seattle
WABD (TV) New York; WCPO
TV Cincinnati; WDTV (TV) Pitts
burgh; WEWS (TV) Cleveland
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; WJIM
TV Lansing, Mich.; WOR-TV Nev
York; WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee NBC
an(
DuMont
Television Network.
Television Network and DuMont
owned WTTG (TV) Washingtoj
had been
admitted at the Board':
June
meeting.
Dues Action Later
The knotty question of NARTI
dues, interlocked with AM am
Broadcast Advertising Bureai
membership, will be decided by th(
combined NARTB radio and TV
boards at a joint meeting to b<
held in early December.
BAB already hag started solici
tation of members for the perio<
starting next April 1 when it will
be divorced completely fron
NARTB. As it stands now, NARTI
dues follow a station-incomi
schedule whereas monthly TV due
are based on the five minute or hal:
the quarter hour card rate an
BAB charges half the highes
hourly card rate.
TV board members attending th
Virginia Beach meeting were Chair
man Thomas; Paul Raibourn
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; Camp
bell Arnoux, WTAR-TV Norfolk
Clair McCollough, WGAL-TV Lan
caster, Pa.; Robert D. Swezey
WDSU-TV New Orleans; Messrs;
Russell and Rogers. Excused wer.j
George B. Storer, Fort Industry
stations; Chris J. Witting, Du'
Mont; Harry
Detroit,
andBannister,
Harold WWJ-TY
Hough
WBAP-TV Fort Worth. Attending
for NARTB besides President Fel
lows, Board Chairman Miller an^
Director Brown, were C. E. Arne
Jr., secretary-treasurer; Robert K
Arney.
public affairs directo*
Richards,
and
Ella Nelson, secretary to Mi

XELD-TV to CBS-TV
XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico, became the 62nd CBS-TV affiliate
Sept. 1.
first
Mexican
vision The
station to
affiliate
withtelean
American network will receive
service by television recording.
SHOES?
WILBUR STREECH PRODUCTIONS
TV FILM COMMERCIALS
1697 BROADWAY, N. Y. HUDSON 2-3816
Telecasting

RADIO and TV STATIONS
Profits Depend on
Efficient Personnel
Our Graduates ore
Checked for
Ability and Enthusiasm
Appearance
and Personality
Integrity
Trained
bv . . and
. Showmanship
Network
Trained
to . . Professionals
Do more than one job well
Understand your operational
Trained with . .
problemsTV and Radio
Complete
Equipment
Trained Commercial
under
Actual Broadcast Conditions
for Promof Free Service
Call. Write, or Wire
Personnel Division
SCHOOL of RADIO TECHNIQUE
316 West 57 St.. N. Y. • PLaza 7-32J2
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Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
film

report

' PUPPETS that can sell anything
from a detergent to an automobile
are claimed to be the invention of
..loop Geesink, Dutch puppet maker.
He has been signed by TRANS• FILM Inc., New York to design
exclusive TV film properties for
' "five prominent U. S. advertisers."
Transfilm Executive Vice President Walter Lowendahl maintains
1 -that "Joop Geesink's Dollywood
life-like puppets, set in almost unbelievably realistic detailed scenes,
are certainly the most compelling
M identification for a product, trademark or idea that has been devised
=o far." Premiere showings will
be scheduled for major TV cities
• : ?oon after Mr. Geesink arrives in
li-this country.
m An interesting and informative
w quarter-hour TV commercial has
~':cdresses
been worked
out by
Nelly Don
(Donnelly
Garment
Co.,
Kansas City). It is described as an
'editorial - type
fashion show"
:racing the creation of a lady's
»f press from designer's sketch pad
r]-;o customer's wardrobe. Available
U in color and black-and-white to
stores selling Nelly Don dresses,
jthere is no charge for use of the
ilm. Stores must buy their own
:ime.
, Wild Bill Hickok rides again in
i series by WILLIAM F. BROIDY
Productions. Filming starts next
aanii .veek. Kellogg's Corn Pops are
sponsoring the show on 35 TV sta;ions.
Last week, / Love Lucy, starring
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, was
'. irst
out before
the series
camerasstarts
for Oct.
the
time. The

they are to be ready for distribution Oct. 1.
Take It Easy Time, half-hour
musical series, is first production
of a new Hollywood firm formed
by Buster Collier and Harry Joe
Brown. FEDERAL Television will
produce both live and film TV
shows.
Sales & Production . . .
DICK LEWIS Studios, Chicago,
and TELEPIX Corp., Hollywood,
are affiliating in the sale of TV
spot commercials at 155 E. Ohio
St., Chicago.
❖ ^ =!=
JERRY FAIRBANKS, Hollywood,
will film 65 TV spots for Crawford
Clothes through A. Paul Lefton
agency and has completed comPills through
Ted Batesmercials&for Carter's
Co.
SKYLINE Productions, New York,
in association with Auerbach Film
Enterprises, has completed halfhour pilot film for projected 13week series tentatively titled Stay
Out of My Dreams, featuring
Celeste Holm.
ENCYCLOPAEDIA Britannica
Films, Chicago, has bought assets
of Instructional Films Inc., New
York, a distribution agency for
educational films.

.ri|.5 on CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
,1 Horris. Fifty-two half -hour shows
-'. Mil be filmed. Producer, DESILU
jfifj?roductions, is owned by Miss Ball
j md Mr. Arnaz.
Jewelers' commercials will be
tPef •rightened up by some 30-second
| iU tories called Highlights of Famous
diamonds. They are incorporated
ii one-minute spots narrated by
. t0*rom Terris, world traveler and exj olorer. CHARLES MICHELSON,
\*ew York, has produced them and

SNADER Telescriptions, Los Angeles, has completed 10 TV color
shorts featuring Andy and Delia
Russell and Marti Stevens, singers,
at General Service Studios.
* * *
INS-TELENEWS, New York, has
sold its newsreel services to KMTV
(TV) Omaha, WNHC-TV New
Haven, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee and
XELD-TV Matamoras, Mexico
(planning studios in Brownsville,
Tex.).
* * *
FRAN HARRIS and NORMAN
WRIGHT are co-producing TV
commercials for Ice Follies of 1952
through WALTER McCREERY

for
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the
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7th Ave.

N.Y. 19, N.Y.
Circle 5-5044

ILLUSTRATE Inc., Los Angeles,
will make its quarter-hour, five-aweek Tele-Comics series available
in half-hour lengths for once-aweek showing, providing 44 weeks
of programming.
* * #
WILBUR STREECH Productions,
New York, is filming 13 one-minute
spots for Thorn McAn Shoes
through Neff-Rogow
* * * agency.
JERRY SCHNITZER, Bernard Luber and Robert Maxwell have completed four five-minute films for
their new Magic Mirror series.
DUDLEY
Pictures
Corp., Los
Angeles, has sold 10-minute This
Land of Ours series to six additional TV stations, making total of
11 now carrying the educational
series. New outlets are WDAF-TV
Kansas City, WGN-TV Chicago,
WNBT (TV) New York, KGO-TV
San Francisco, KSTP-TV St. Paul,
and WBEN-TV Buffalo.
# * *
ALTAVITA Films, Rio de Janeiro,
has purchased Latin - American
rights to Invitation Playhouse from
WILLIAMS Productions, Los Angeles.
FORD

The

outstanding

"catch"!
sportsscheduled
TV
Already
in 15 markets!

COLL
EL'S
NKE
DUEG
DICK
FOOTBALL
RATINGS!

GRANT

Advisers Meet at WO/- TV
AN ADVISORY committee met at
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, Aug. 27 to
discuss programs to be telecast
under a $260,000 grant from the
Ford Foundation.
Purpose of the committee, explained Richard B. Hull, radio-TV
director at Iowa State College, is
to select subjects for two weekly
30-minute educational programs to
be aired by WOI-TV.
Of the two programs now
planned, one will deal with local,
state and national problems, the
other to be devoted to international
problems.
The committee is composed of
clergy, newspapermen, and other
community leaders. Dr. Burton
Paulu, manager of U. of Minnesota's KUOM Minneapolis - St.
Paul, is supervisor of the program
project.
Aim of the project is threefold.
It will seek new techniques for
telecast presentation, determine
audience evaluation and train personnel for the production of educational programs.
Also at the Iowa State College
to aid in organization of the programs dealing with international
problems is Mavor Moore, director
of television production for the
Canadian Broadcasting System,
Toronto.
The WOI-TV grant issued from
the Fund of Adult Education of
the Ford Foundation. It provides
for a series of TV programs within
the general objectives of the Foundation. These objectives are the
avoidance of war, preservation of
the democratic way of life and the
strengthening of world economic
foundations.

Action shots from top college and
university teams across the nation.
Scientifically computed strength
ratings. 13 week presentation . . .
first release week of Sept. 17th.
Commentary for this 15 minute
show is handled by Bob Wilson.
Package includes weekly merchandising traffic-puller mat service
with ratings on 400 teams.
Write, phone or wire immediately
for individual market prices! Add
your station to this rapidly growing
list!
WHAM-TV
WXYZ-TV
KTTV
WSB-TV
KPRC-TV
WBAL-TV WPIX
WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV WDAF
WBKB
KSTP-TV
WFBM-TV
WBEN-TV
WTAR-TV
TEL RA PRODUCTION
Producers of National Pro Highlights, Telesports Digest, Touchdown
—Audition prints sirpplied on request —
UNITED
FEATURE
TELEVISION
220 E. 42nd St.

N. Y. 17, N. Y.
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Psychologists
VIDEO'S
EFFICACY
esting implications regarding teleVIDEO'S success as an advertising
vision as an instrument for educamedium corresponds roughly with
its efficacy as a training and education and training."
From this viewpoint, effectivetional medium, the American Psyness of advertising means to some
chological Assn. was told during
degree effectiveness of learning,
its four-day convention in Chicago
Dr. Coffin noted, "for in a verywhich ended last Monday.
real sense the advertiser is underThat conviction was expressed
taking a project of education and
by Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, supertraining with his commercial messages. A measurement of his sucvisor of NBC-TV's program research division, in one of a series
cess in this endeavor is a measurement of television's success as a
of papers reflecting the scientists'
view
of
TV's
impact
on
the
public.
The convention was held at the training medium."
Commercial Types
Hotel Sherman Aug. 31-Sept. 3.
In another paper, Dr. G. D.
Discussing viewers' attitudes
Wiebe, research psychologist for towards commercials seen on TV,
Dr.
Coffin reported a survey finding
the CBS Radio Division, told delethat the least effective commercials
gates that television can, under
certain demonstrable conditions, were those that left viewers neutral
or indifferent, with those arousing
help achieve social and cultural
antagonism as somewhat more efobjectives. A third paper, delivered
ficient and those that were well
by Norman Young, urged a "conliked
the
most effective by a large
structive" technique for securing
"more definitive data" on TV pro- measure. "Perhaps," he concluded,
gram popularity with emphasis on
"some of our students might maintain that similar trends may often
program segments.
Dr. Coffin reviewed for the psy- hold for transmitting education via
chologists the findings of the second Hofstra College study of the television."
In his paper titled "Merchandising Commodities and Citizenship
impact of television [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 18]. on Television and Radio," delivered
the convention Saturday, Dr.
"The explicit objective of the re- at
Wiebe contended that the media
search," he said, "was a study of
television's effectiveness as an ad- can, under certain demonstrable
vertising medium, but implicit in conditions, help achieve social and
cultural objectives.
the findings are a number of interSellers of commercial products
assure themselves that certain
agencies, mechanisms and conditions exist and are in good workBETTER
ing order before they begin to advertise their products on radio or
PROGRAMS
ON

FILM
FEATURES:
Historical
Mystery
Drama
Crime
WESTERNS:

Tim McCoy
Tom Tyler
Hoot Gibson
Big Boy Williams
SHORTS:
Sports
Historical
Travel
Oddities
Novelties
Musical
Write AW

For Full Details
to

TELECAST FILMS, INC.
112 West 48th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
Att: G. W. Hedwig
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television, Dr. Wiebe explained;
the manufacture of the products
must have started, with distribution systematized, and retail outlets available, before the producer
will want to advertise his products.
The same thing is true when it
comes to selling good citizenship,
Dr. Wiebe said. "Mass persuasion
in terms of motivating behavior is
a function of the audience member's experience with regard to
five factors : The force of the motivation, the existence of a mechanism, the direction, the distance and
the adequacy.
He cited a CBS war bond selling campaign of 1943 as a good
example
of radio's
influencing
social behavior.
Audiences
were
asked to telephone their local CBS
station to order war bonds. The
motivating force, the war effort,
was powerful and the mechanism
through which listeners could act —
the telephone — was easily available, obviously located, and
familiar through previous use. The
distance, both physical and psychological, was minimized. Result
was that the audience response
was strong, with $39 billion worth
of bonds being pledged within 18
hours.
Mr. Young told the convention
that on the basis of 50 questionnairs he sent to televiewers in a
large city, "a composite list of 10
program favorites differed significantly from the ranking of the
segments (of programs taken)
Segmental analysis technique,
separately."
Mr. Young asserted, gives "not

SETS
Advertest Surveys New York TV Families

REPORT on home and automobile
radio ownership in TV homes within the New York television area
has been compiled for CBS by
Advertest Research, New Brunswick, N. J.
The study was based on 767 personal interviews during the period
Aug. 3-11 and released last week.
Figures revealed 1,776 families
with radios and 1,653 families with
receivers in working order. Percentage of owned radios in working
order was 93.1%.
Average number of radios per
TV family, on the basis of figures
supplied by Advertest, was 2.32 in
the owned category and 2.16 in the
working classification.
Families equipped with working
auto radios amounted to 381 or
49.7% out of a total number of
639 vehicles. Average number of
autos per TV family was 0.83 automobiles and 0.59 auto-equipped
sets working. Percentage of all
owned automobiles equipped with
working radios was 70.6%.
Statistics furnished by Advertest
follow :

OWNERSHIP OF ALL RADIOS AND WORKING
RADIOS BY TV FAMILIES
(Base: 767 Television Homes)
Working
Number
Having Families
Having
Radios of Families
This Number
This Number
27 ((35.3%)
3.5%)
0
1.6%)
25712 ((33.5%)
271
1
209 (27.2%)
221
(28.8%)
2
16559 ((21.5%)
14258 (18.5%)
3
( 7.6%)
7.7%)
4
4112 (( 5.3%)
24
(
3.1%)
5
1.6%)
6
156 (( 2.0%)
0.8%)
7 ( 0.9%)
7
5 ( 0.7%)
8
or
more
3
(
0.4%)
Total Number
1776
of Radios
1653
Average
Per
TV Family
2.32
1% 2.16
Percentage of all
Owned Radios in
Working Order
93
OWNERSHIP OF AUTOMOBILES AND RADIO
EQUIPPED AUTOMOBILES BY TV FAMILIES
(Base: 767 Television Families
Families) Having
This Number
Number of Families Having
Automobiles
Working
Radios
This
Number
Equipped
251 (32.7%)
381 (49.7%)With
0
422 (55.0%)
1
335 (43.7%)
3910 (( 5.1%)
68 ( 8.9%)
2
1.3%)
23 ( 3.0%)
3
2 ( 0.2%)
4 or more
3 ( 0.4%)
Total Number
639
451
of Automobiles
Average
Per
TV Family
.59
.83
Percentage of all
Owned Automobiles
Equipped Radios
With
70.6%
Working

only more information but better
information as to the whys and
wherefores of program popularity." He suggested the technique :
may be used in program construction and reorganization.
As an example, Mr. Young cited
a program rated No. 1 by Hooper
but which
no segment
first
three had
favored
segments "inof the
all
the programs, whereas a lowerrated program (No. 9 or No. 10)
had a segment rated as No. 2
among
all the
Mr
Young said
that segments."
formats using
favored segments "were found not
to match any top programs."
NLRB

ON NABET
Rules Strike Mega
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board in a unanimous decisior
Aug. 30tional
ruled
as illegal
the NaAssoc. of
Broadcast
En
gineers and Technicians jurisdictional strike last February [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 3].
Strike occurred in New Yorl
when Teleprompter machines, electrical cuing aids for actors, were;
installed at WNBT.
Members ol
the IATSE local were assigned bj
the company to handle the equip
ment. NABET ordered its mem
bers out on strike, contending th(
added equipment
increased th<hazards of employment. NLRB
however, found the union wa
acting to get Teleprompter worl
for its own members rather thai
those already employed for it, an(
ordered the dispute terminated.
Decision is expected to set prec
edent where jurisdictional questioi
about Teleprompters is raised.
Canada Telesets Up
A TOTAL of 1,088 TV sets wer
sold in Canada in May, valued a
$542,073, compared to 686 sets
year earlier. Most of the sets wer
sold in southern Ontario, close t
the U. S. border. In first fiv:
months of 1951, a total of 19,25
sets valued at $10,663,699 wer
sold in Canada, as against 4,24
in 1950 period, according to figure
of the Dominion Bureau of Statis
tics, Ottawa. By cities sales of T
sets were mostly in the Toronto
Hamilton area, 8,361 in Januarj
May 1951 period; 7,822 sets i
Windsor area (opposite Detroit)
and 2,215 sets in Niagara Fall
KTLA (TV) Hollywood adds two an
one-half hours weekly to prograi
schedule with addition of new fi\
weekly half-hour public service pr
gram Playcrafter's Club.
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WMAQ
TOWER
Extends Coverage Area
TOXSTRUCTION of a new 740" pot tower for WMAQ Chicago has
:een completed near Bloomingdale,
: 111., 30 miles west of the Windy
: Tity.
The tower is expected to be ready
o begin transmitting within a
■ eek.
Beasley Construction Co., Mus,-ijogee, Okla., began work on the
Jj:!;ower base Aug. 20 and on Aug. 30,
-fnine working days later, the last
rivets were in place.
| WMAQ's first tower was a 100|oot mast erected atop a store in
,922.
The new mast is reported to give
jjltwVMAQ a service area some 12-15%
. greater than was embraced by the
. previous antenna and to add sev;ral thousand square miles to the
ration's coverage.
RED 'FREE RADIO'
Canned Propaganda Pleases

THE REDS have "free" radio.
They do it with wires.
A vice president of the Roumanian Broadcasting Committee wrote
*i long
newspaper
article in
Bucharest explaining the Soviet
>rand of broadcasting. He calls
'rt "radiofication."
; Radiofication is the "construction of local stations of radio
, ! .mplification which are able to rereive the broadcasts of transmit" ing stations and send them along
vires to the loud-speakers installed
.- * n the homes of the inhabitants
•f the respective locality."
Capitalist countries
like the
Jnited States avoid this radioficaion, the official says, because "they
lo not dare to put at the disposal
f the masses a means of propa' li-anda and education . . . They fear
jfie masses, who would doubtless
:/ se it ... in the interests of the
\_eople, peace, democracy and the
".. ."elf are of those who work."
"J^"ommunists,
The wired-radiofication
of the
of course, precludes
' eception
of America
roadcasts. ofTheVoice
Roumanian
official
. elf -consciously assures his readers
. hat this American brand of broadasting is "hated and despised by
he workers everywhere."

Because of Radio
(Continued from page 28)
bargain
hunters
were already
lined up for a block outside Kosciuszko's warehouse store.
Today 90% of Kosciuszko's advertising money is spent on radio.
Out of an approximately $25,000
per year radio budget, one-third
goes to WEMP.
Ed Stein attributes a large portion of Kosciuszko's success to his
WEMP advertising.
"WEMP got us started in radio
and gave us good spots on the air,
which brought people into the
store who ordinarily do not come
to this side of town. We have had
customers come all the way from
North Milwaukee and Port Washington. Now only 60% of our
business comes from south side
residents," he says.
"We were only a small neighborhood store when we started advertising over WEMP. Our radio
messages brought in the traffic and
today the Kosciuszko Furniture
Stores are rated among the upper
four or five in the city for sales
volume."

Brings Them In

In Mr. Stein's opinion radio has
done a "terrific job for Sales of
major appliances and bedding.
Radio brought in the store traffic,
and when they start looking at
items, half the battle is won."
"We have never run a newspaper
ad on carpets," Mr. Stein declares.
"But our radio advertising has
brought people in who are looking
for a rug, and they've left after
purchasing wall-to-wall carpeting."
In the future the Kosciuszko
Furniture Stores, now in their 41st
year of business, plan to use the
same amount of radio advertising.
However, radio will be concentrated more in the daytime hours,
with perhaps some evening television spots.
The Little Potts Furniture Store,
at 10 East North Ave. in Baltimore, spends 95% of it's $16,000
annual budget in radio and finds
the
results
are eminently satisfactory.
So satisfactory, in fact, that
Isaac Potts, owner of the store,
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just signed up for his 12th consecutive year on one radio program on WFBR Baltimore.
Proof that the type of program
is important to the the furniture
store is found in the fact the Little
Potts store was not particularly
impressed with its first venture into
radio, a series of dramatic sketches
based on the life of Edgar Allen
Poe.
There seemed to be no tangible
results. So the store tried both
daily newspapers in Baltimore.
Results were no better.
Out For Year
The store was out of radio advertising for a year until the
Maurice Chessler Co. proposed the
idea of Sing 'n Win, a telephone
prize show which was then a new
idea for radio. Isaac Potts accepted
the plan on a 13-week trial basis
and subsequent developments have
proved he picked a winner.
Sing 'n Win is presented as a
separate feature of WFBR's variety show Club 1300 near the middle
of the show, falling at about 1:30
p.m. each day. Ten minutes long,
the portion includes two phone
calls with a $5 cash, cumulative
prize offered to the listener who
can identify the song.
Between calls m.c. Henry Hickman takes time out to talk about
Sing 'n Win "money savers" which
can be purchased at the Little
Potts store. The approach is on a
neighborly, down-to-earth basis.
People like it. And what's more
important, they go to the store
and
the "money
savers"
and
other buy
furniture
as well.
Through
its 11-year use of radio Little Potts
has become one of the best-known
stores in Maryland.
On Friday The Lather Boys, a
barber shop quartet, put in a special appearance for Sing 'n Win.
Each member of the quartet belongs to the station staff who joined
the group as a gag several years

WFBR promotes the Little Potts give
away with this radio display.
his contract renewal by putting in
an appearance on Club 1300 with
John E. Surrick, vice president and
general manager of WFBR. He
joins in the fun by reading his
own commercials, putting in a
phone call to a prospective prize
winner and joining the Lather
Boys for a tune.
Cab Driver Test
Mr. Potts likes to test the effectiveness of his advertising in radio
on Baltimore cab drivers. When
getting into a cab he will ask the
driver to take him to the store that
sponsors the Sing 'n Win program.
He says he always gets to the right
destination.
The furniture store owner was
please one day recently while talking to Mayor Thomas D'Alesandro
to hear that Mrs. D'Alesandro is
a steady listener to the program
although she has never been called
on the prize question. He finds the
constant association of the Little
Potts named with his own makes
a profitable business relationship.

NORTHEASTERN

PENNSYLVANIA'S

ago.The Potts firm feels that the
"money saver" is the key to the
store's success with radio.
Results Good
Ephraim Potts, son of the store's
founder, is in charge of advertising. He points out the item featured may not be a money maker.
It is selected for its seasonal appeal and outstanding value and is
rated by the number of people it
brings into the store. It is not unusual for one of these offers to
bring people from 20 or 30 miles
away even though the store is in
what is usually classified as a
neighborhood location.
The fact that the Potts store
has given more than $35,000 in
prizes to Baltimore radio listeners
is featured in radio and other advertising. The station publicizes
this feature generously through its
own facilities as well as through
display. All of the people who top
$100 in winnings are interviewed
on the air and are awarded a certificate ofmembership to the Little
Potts $100 club.
Each year Mr. Potts celebrates
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Film
(Continued from page 79)
Wine in seven markets and local
advertisers on open-end basis in
other areas), with a weekly 60 minute syndicated open-end, American
Legion Wrestling.
Firm also has six re-issues in
circulation and in addition this
week is scheduled to start two new
series. One is a mystery-drama
prestige package and the other an
untitled dramatic series with star
names.
Sharing equal first place honors
with Fairbanks Productions is
Snader Telescriptions, turning out
a weekly average of 12 of its three
and one-half minute musical TV
filmed open-end shorts. Shooting
is in color as well as black and
white. Snader shot its quota of
400 telescriptions on schedule last
season and now is in all of the
63 TV markets.
Firm also has set up a subsidiary, Snader Productions, to finance and produce full length TV
feature films and various quarterhour series. Besides the Dick Tracy
series and Tele-Vespers, religious
programs, in production are two
half hour as yet untitled adventure
series of 39 programs each. Pilot
films of Brenda Starr and Moon
Mullins also have been shot. Based
on the syndicated cartoon strips,
they will be a half-hour each, with
a series of at least 39 programs.
Roland
Reed
Productions is

Henry
Wooldridge

CADILLAC
OLDSMOBILE
CHEVROLET

the LONE

STAR MOTOR

CO.

Henry Wooldridge, president
of this pioneer southwestern
automobile agency, says: KROD
has been doing a good job for
us for years. Our "Lone Star
Round-up" has been on the air
for three
years and we're pleased with it.
KROD can also sell YOUR product in this vital market, with
its 441,310 population and $396,
840,000 of retail sales.
CBS IN EL PASO

600 KC
5000 WATTSRODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
Dorrance D. Roderick Val Lawrence
President
Vice-Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
NATIONALLY REPRESENTED BY
.THE O. L. TAYLOR COMPANY.
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shooting the 30 minute situation
comedy series, Trouble with
Father, sponsored by General Mills.
The Beulah comedy series sponsored by Procter & Gamble, was
scheduled to go into production last
Tuesday (Sept. 4). Half -hour Mystery Theatre, sponsored by Sterling
Drug Co., also is being shot by
Roland Reed Productions.
Then there are Ziv Television
and John Guedel Productions, each
with two major entries. Ziv has
its Cisco Kid series going full blast
in several markets and Boston
Blackie will be ready for fall release. The Falcon will be produced
in color as well as black and white,
according to John L. Sinn, president of Ziv TV. He believes that
95% of TV entertainment eventually will be on film.
Filmcraft Productions is again
filming the Groucho Marx You Bet
Your Life audience participation
show for NBC-TV. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsors that network package.
John Guedel Productions is filming its Life With Linkletter for
ABC-TV release, with Green Giant
the sponsor. Shooting is every
other week for 26 weeks.
Showcase Productions
Others include Showcase Productions (Hal Roach Jr.), producing Racket Squad for Philip Morris
& Co.; Desilu Productions, filming
I Love Lucy for that same cigarette
company for CBS-TV release, with
Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll credited as producers of Amos
'n' Andy for CBS and Blatz beer.
William F. Broidy Productions'
Wild Bill Hickok series for Kellogg
Corn Pops; Frank Wisbar Productions' Fireside Theatre for Procter
&Ranger
Gamble;
Films'
Lone
for Apex
General
Mills;TheDudley
TV Corp.'s documentary series for
the Assn. of American Railroads;
Flying A Productions' Gene Autry
open-end series and Rocky Jordan
adventure series now in preparation.
Then there is Cathedral Films
with a series of 12 half-hour religious films, Life of Jesus Christ,
which has a production budget of
more than $500,000. Cathedral also
is making its complete stock of
church films available to video.
Consisting of 40 productions based
upon biblical material, their combined production cost is more than
$1,200,000.
Not to be forgotten are Condor
Pictures' Pulse of the City, series
of 10 half-hour dramas based on
public health officers' experiences
which goes into production Sept.
15; Arizona Motion Picture Corp.
The Calico Kid, now being shot at
rate of two half-hour programs
weekly; Television Associated series of five minute films, Digress of
the News, with Alan Mowbray;
Adrian Weiss Productions' Craig
Kennedy — Criminologist, 30-minute
mystery drama ; Wilkins-Gooden
Productions' open-end soap opera,
The Jonathan Story, starting Sept.
15 at rate of six per week.
Peter O'Crotty Productions is

making On Guard, series of 13
quarter-hour patriotic documentaries sponsored by General Plant Protection Co.; Bing Crosby Enterprises has the half hour series
Rebound, and re-run of Royal
Playhouse, which is a re-issue of
the earlier Fireside Theatre series.
Others on the list include Allegro
Productions, with an adventure
series, Voyage of the Scarlet
Queen, scheduled for Sept. 20 start;
Roy Rogers Productions, shooting
half -hour westerns ; Superman Inc.,
producing 30 minute Superman
series at rate of two programs
weekly; TCA Productions, which
starts its series of seven half -hour
Abbott & Costello films for NBC
on Sept. 12, each with a two day
shooting schedule.
Williams Productions is shooting
Invitation Playhouse, a filmed series of 52 quarter hour dramas,
mysteries and comedies. Firm also
has Bits of Life in 26 half hour
programs. TeeVee Co. is producing Little Theatre dramatic series.
There are several other film productions under way. Many also are
set to start within the next few
weeks or in early October, some
signed with national or regional
sponsors. Others are for sale on
an open-end basis and will be syndicated for local station advertisers.
Networks Uncertain
How far the major networks
will go in the way of making filmed
programs for television is yet to be
seen. The situation, instead of becoming clearer each week, simply
becomes more muddled. Consensus is that they are not quite certain themselves. And that admission comes from some of their own
top Hollywood executives. While
the networks continue to talk up
live TV shows, the fact remains
that they are in the foreground of
film production, either present or
future.
NBC, reportedly interested in
buying a large number of motion
pictures from a major studio and in
making its own film too, has signed
many name stars to long-term contracts these past several months,
presumably for a combination of
both live and filmed or kinescoped
shows.
That network has also put its

KDB APPOINTMENT
Selph Named
Gen. Mgr
COLIN M. SELPH, formerly vie
president and director of sale
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, ha
been appointed general
KDB manager
Santa Baio
bara, according t
Lincoln Dellai
station owner. H
succeeds Do
Quinn, onwhotempc
ha)]
been
rary leave fror
KXOC C h i c c
serving as interii
manager of KD
Mr. Selph
for past thre
months.
Mi
Quinn has returned to his Chic
post as vice president and genera
manager.
Both KDB and KXOC are af]
filiated in operation as units of th
Lincoln Dellar Group of Californi
stations which also includes KXO/
Sacramento and KXOB Stockton.

long inactive TV-on-film syndica
tion plan back into operation an
is selling programs to affiliates an
others in the open market.
Packages include Public Prose
cutor and 200 Crusader Rabbi
programs ; Jackson & Jill, situatio
comedy, and Going Places Wit.,
Uncle George which were produce
when the network's film depart
ment was aligned with Jerry Fail
banks Productions. Also there ar
the Hopalong Cassidy films whic
General Foods sponsors on a ns
tional basis.
In addition several network
owned shows will be put before th
camera, the first being Dangerou
Assignment, starring Brian Dor
levy, and Texas Rangers, with Jot
McCrea in the lead. Pilot film i |
will be made in Hollywood, accorc- >
ing to John West, NBC Wester i
Division vice president. Don Sharp
is packager of the two shows.
Although production detail
were not clarified, it is believe
that these programs will b
"shopped out" for filming by inde
pendent producers.
A close look at CBS's announcerprogram schedule for fall shows z
least three filmed shows beside
its own Amos 'n' Andy.
Everyi V
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ihing else apparently will emanate
live from Hollywood and New York,
, with an abiding faith in both micro' ' wave and kinescope.
Despite denial, CBS has under
wraps a TV film syndication plan
:Ji that will be comparable to the one
^ , NBC has set in operation.
ABC, with a 23-acre TV Center
■ in Hollywood, announced last
; spring it was going to produce
_;r video films in a big way. Nothing
further has been said on the sub] ect since proposed merger with
' was
Unitedthat
Paramount
Story
half of Theatres.
ABC television
programming will emanate from
Hollywood within a year, with
about 75% of those programs to
be on film.
Addition of Henry Ginsberg, formerly Paramount Pictures production chief, as general consultant for
NBC's radio and television operations in Hollywood last spring is
regarded by many as another link
in the chain to bring the motion
picture and video industries closer
together. It is expected that he
'will
figure heavily
the network'sif
upcoming
TV filmin operations,
and
when
it
gets
under
way.
n i NBC will eventually erect
a new
$25 million West Coast radio-TV
center in Burbank, Calif., having
acquired 49 acres from both that
sity and Warner Bros. [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Aug. 20].
While much of this space will be
_;r;used for live programming, it is
expected that the network will also
"•■produce its own TV filmed programs at this spacious plant.
CBS Ready
CBS has a strong team to carry
ts ball into the film-making field
f and when it decides to get into
■-:hat type of operation. It is headed
jjppy
--_
ind Daniel
general O'Shea,
executivevice-president
who superrjriiirises business affairs for both ra, iio and TV programming. He was
^president of Vanguard Films be; |"orewasjoining
CBS.
Prior oftoDavid
that
;:a[[i|ie
executive
producer
;veO. Selznick Studio.
Second man on the team is
■j^pharles Glett, now vice president
n charge of CBS Hollywood radio-

WEVO
117-111 W. 46 SI
GREENFIELD, Mf. Director N.Y.19
ROADCASTING

TV network services. More recently administrative assistant for
KTSL (TV) Hollywood, Mr. Glett
came to CBS from Don Lee Broadcasting System where he was vicepresident in charge of TV. He
was in the motion picture industry
before coming to video. With a
background in motion pictures
which extends from financing
through production, he had been
managing director of Motion Picture Center and previously a vicepresident in charge of David 0.
Selznick production and studio
operations.
Two other former David 0. Selznick associates joined CBS recently.
They are Louis T. Stone, formerly
his assistant and previously ASCAP
counsel, and Leonard Case, formerly in charge of the Selznick
New York office. Another is William Dozier, formerly executive
story and writer head of Samuel
Goldwyn Studio who joins CBS-TV
programming executive staff on
Oct. 1.
Television City
CBS, it must be remembered,
will eventually have a $35 million
Television City of its own in Los
Angeles. Network last year bought
a 15 acre tract of land at Beverly
Blvd. and Fairfax Ave. and has
option to buy ten more acres. Hope
is to occupy at least one of the
mammoth sound-stage and office
buildings to be erected on that
property by this time next year.
Both radio and video activity eventually will be centered in Television
City, with the network disposing
of present Western Division headquarters at Columbia Square on
Sunset Blvd.
Network executives in Hollywood
by-pass any elaborate discussion
on film plans at the moment. They
are putting emphasis on live shows
in their enthusiasm over the microwave relay.
Much of the indecision on the
part of networks on their future
filming plans grows out of the uncertainties ofjurisdiction involving
the various unions and guilds. Until
jurisdictional squabbles between
IATSE, IBEW and NABET are
settled and demands are met, the
networks are stymied in going forward.
Television continues a big and
important buyer of old Hollywood
produced theatrical motion pictures.
Previously released to theatres,
these film now being shown on TV
come from several sources. Among
them have been banks and other
lending agencies which foreclosed
upon the chattel mortgage and
turned the film over to TV to help
recoup losses.
Many independent film producers
and others controlling negative
rights are releasing old motion pictures for telecasting at prices ranging from $2,500 down to $75 for a
one-time telecast. Price depends
upon if first-run or otherwise.
Taken into consideration too are
age of the movie, number of TV
(Continued on page 96)
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Film
(Continued from page 95 )
sets and stations in the market.
With TV turning out new products at an accelerated speed, and
networks reaching a sell-out in
time availability, there is a growing realization in the movie industry that the video market may soon
be at a peak which may never be
reached again for old theatrical
film. Major independent producers
who heretofore shunned the medium are now seriously mulling release of their storaged products.
Fear that Hollywood guilds and
unions will demand a share of
profit, plus the James C. Petrillo
edict of 5% royalty fee and possible theatre exhibitor reprisals are
said to be holding back an avalanche of good features from video.
Major Feature Release
Edward Small, onetime independent film producer, who tied-in with
Columbia Pictures last year, has
26 major feature motion pictures
which he is releasing to video.
Then there is Hunt Stromberg,
another name producer, who would
do likewise if the market is good.
In addition he is considering the
making of movies for video.
David 0. Selznick is having a
survey made of the TV market,
with the thought in mind of releasing about 20 of his name movies
if price is right.
A few weeks ago ABC paid
around $150,000 for dual-run rights
over a ten months period for 10

WANTED!

murder
scripts

Wanted — scripts adaptable for radio and/or
TV.
For more

information

on story requirements,
payment

rates, etc.,

write to — W. P. ROBINSON
V. P. in charge of
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W

L W
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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Pine-Thomas Productions theatrical
films. They are pre-1948 features
and available for sale in ABC's five
owned and operated TV station
markets.
Pine-Thomas acquired outright
ownership to these 10 features several months ago in a deal with
Paramount Pictures, which held
50% interest in 20 pictures with
the producers. Group was equally
split up to give each party full
ownership to 10 films each.
Distribution of old movies for TV
has been organized to the extent
where the average production, a
"B" or better, can look to a gross
of better than $90,000 from its first
run on the present 107 stations, it
was said.
There is quite a handful of releasing firms renting old movies of
various age and length to video.
One major New York releasing firm
reportedly has around 1,000 Hollywood-made movies and several
score foreign-made ones which are
being leased to stations throughout the country. Another firm has
a backlog of some 500 Hollywoodmade features and "B" products.
Large Transaction
Although major motion picture
studios are holding back, on danger
of antagonizing their, exhibitor customers, Republic Pictures broke
away from that solid front against
video and in mid-August sold a
block of 175 old movies to KTTV
(TV) Hollywood. Price was reported as $250,000 on a one-year basis
for first run rights.
Deal includes features, westerns
and serials, and is one of the largest first-run film transactions made
to TV. Hollywood Television Service Inc., subsidiary of Republic,
made the deal. Earl Collins, HTS
president, represented the studio.
Dick Moore, general manager, and
Tom Corradine, film director, respectively, handled negotiations for
KTTV.
It is estimated that the eight
major motion picture companies —
MGM, 20th Century-Fox, Paramount, Warner Bros., RKO-Radio,
Columbia, Universal-International
and Republic — have 6,307 features
and 8,750 one- and two-reel short
subjects available that could be
placed on TV, providing of course
that there were no exhibitor protest and Mr. Petrillo approved.
Would Lower Price
It was further pointed out, however, that if all the companies
simultaneously threw their backlog
of old movies on the TV market,
prices would hit the bottom. Meanwhile, though, many feature film
oldies that are available are renting
for as much as $3,000 in a few
cases and for $2,500 and $2,000 per
single telecast in some of the TV
markets.
Although major film studio top
executives refrain from discussing
television, at least in public, in
deference to theatremen, Louis B.
Mayer, while still MGM studio
chief several months ago and despite the fact that company is the
staunchest holdout against video,

ASSUMING new duties as sales manager of WCCO Minneapolis-St. Pai
is Roy Hall (r), former account executive at CBS Radio Sales. He is welcome
by Gene Wilkey (I), WCCO general manager, and Phil Lewis, assistant salt
manager. Mr. Hall replaces Carl Ward, now general manager of WCBS Ne
York [Broadcasting*Telecasting, Sept. 3].
declared during an interview that
"television and motion pictures
must
work
together."
"We'll
furnish
the entertainment
and talent, and television will distribute it," he said.
The fact that Mr. Mayer is one
of the film industry's elder statesmen, and, as such, often considered
a spokesman, drew special emphasis in the trade to his remarks.
Despite coast-to-coast microwave
relay, the West Coast will still continue to see the majority of network live shows via kinescope film
because of the time element involved.
Hollywood TV film producers are
in accord that live network cable
will not dim the rosy future they
foresee in the making of motion
pictures for video. They predict the
microwave relay will not materially
affect their future, and believe that
from 65% to 80% of TV entertainment ultimately will be on film.
COMPOSITION by George Crandall,
director of press information for CBS
Radio Network, will be included when
Organist E. Power Biggs devotes his
broadcast (CBS Radio, Sunday, Sept.
2, 9:30-10 a.m. EDT) to works by
American composers.
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CAPITOL SALES
Record Co. Profits Ri
SALES and earnings of Capit<
Records Inc. for the year endin
June 30 were substantially highe
than in the preceding 12-mont
period, according to Glenn E. Wa
lichs, president.
Net income for the 12 month a
to June 30 was $419,414. This
equal, after preferred dividend
to 24 cents a share on the commo
stock outstanding as compared wit
net income of $242,370 or 35 cem
a share on the same number <
shares in the preceding fiscal yea
Sales for 12 months ending Jur
30 were $13,034,230 against $11
847,806 for the preceding year
Hollingbery Additions
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Gestation representative, last wee
announced the addition of William
C. Brearley and Jack Peterson \,
its New York sales staff. Prior
joining the Hollingbery Co., Mj
Brearley served six years as Si
account executive with WOR Ne
York. Mr. Peterson, who has hr
11 years' experience with local r;
dio stations, last served as rad
and television director for tl
Barnes-Chase Adv. Agency, Se
Diego, Calif.

BIGGEST

YEAR

the

FAIRS

(SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER)

Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
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Fall Outlook
(Continued from page 77)
ences each month at 11:30 a.m. to
' 12 noon, we are looking for more
big advertisers to sign up morning
time periods.
"Plans for building the Sunday
daytime audience are taking shape;
we have a big children's show
scheduled for the noontime period,
followed by football films and a
series of outstanding news and entertainment shows in the late
afternoon."
DuMont's
sales director, Ted
Bergmann,
predicted that gross
billings for this TV network during the months ahead will surpass
the same period of last year by
150 % judging by the current and
pjl future time sales picture,
igi "With
renewals
from every
■A major 1950 sponsor," Mr. Bergs;e mannter said,
"the aDuMont
roshas added
numbersales
of new
— clients presently picking up program tabs or scheduled to do so
within the next few months."
i Among these new DuMont spon. sors, he listed Crawford Clothes,
General Foods and The Mennen
Co., both recently signing five-year
" Uard
contracts
DuMont;Chicle
P. LorilCo., with
American
Co.,
?Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co., Inter„x national Shoe Co., Walter H. John. . son Candy, and Larus & Brother.
A "In addition," Mr. Bergmann
"noted, "two sponsors of WABD
. New York programs — Premier
1 Food Products and Doeskin Prod! ucts — have bought the network's
eastern leg to bring their shows
and commercial
messages
to a
vastly greater audience.
"Always front-ranking in the
field of sports, DuMont this year
is scheduled to bring its viewers
the most comprehensive sports
coverage in its history. Included
are 30 National Professional Foot's ball League games, 20 of them
i sponsored by Atlantic Refining Co.
n and Brewing Corp. of America."
n r With NBC-TV completely sold
If 3ut except for one-half-hour on
alternate weeks on the Kate Smith
Show — and that expected to be sold
any minute — sales executives of
ujithis network felt that list of NBC;::TV clients speaks for itself and
comment would be unnecessary.

immediate

Warns

promotion

premiums

SCHOOL SAFETY
WIP Philadelphia, in cooperation
Philadelphia Dept. of Public Safety
and the Safety Council of the Chamber of Commerce, is launching all
out campaign on traffic safety for
returning school children and motorists. Series of taped announcements made by school children and
members of city's safety unit are
being used. Sam Serota, WIP educational director, made 20-second
recordings
out city. at playgrounds throughPLOWING COVERAGE
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., Aug. 16-17
carried twice-daily broadcasts of
Missouri and National Soil Conservation Plowing Contests. Farm
Service Director Harold J. (Smitty)
Schmitz, was on hand for the
broadcasts sponsored by Standard
Oil Co.
BROCHURE ON STAR
KTSL(TV) Los Angeles sending
trade and advertisers brochure
based on KTSL star Jeanne Gray
and her show sponsored by OwlRexall Drug Stores. Piece gives inside data on show and format. Pictures of newspaper clippings and
list of awards show has received
are included.
• — • — •SUNNY FLORIDA
WEAT Lake Worth, Fla., sending
trade and advertisers folded mail
piece headed "WEAT . . . NBC
for the Palm Beaches . . . Florida's gold coast is growing faster
because." Inside tells of state's
tropical climate and tourist trade.
Piece gives population, data on
tourists and business by cities and
counties.
BEAUTY CONTEST
KWPC Muscatine, Iowa, in cooperation with Batterson's Dept. Store

revenue

produced

with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B.
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,
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new late morning show. Program
is aired Monday-Friday, 9:15-11
a.m.
Listeners
"Trader"
Blair and
tell himcontact
what they
want
to buy or sell, Mr. Blair airs item
description and actual buyer and
directly.
seller can then contact each other

Genera/

• Telecasting

Manager

and A. A. Schneiderhahn Co., local
Zenith radio-TV distributor, sponsored local beauty contest. Winner was acclaimed "Miss Zenith of
Batterson's," received many gifts
including Zenith portable radio.
Station reports 2,500 attended contest.
•— • — •
TRAY PROMOTION
YOUNG & RUBICAM, N. Y., sending five trays marked for each day
of week with picture of either Bert
Parks or Bill Goodwin on each, as
promotion piece to radio and TV
Editors. Promotion plugs both
General Foods Bert Parks Show on
Mon., Wed. and Fri. and General
Electric's Bill Goochvin Shotv on
Tues. and Thurs. on CBS-TV. Glass
trays were packed in round leather
cigarette box.
IT TOOK ONE SPOT
WJBS DeLand, Fla., used one
spot announcement during
baseball game to inform listeners of change in arrival
time of Francis P. Whitehair,
Under Secretary of Navy
whose home is in DeLand. Arriving an hour and 15 minutes ahead of schedule, he
was greeted by several hundred people. Station recorded
greeting and rebroadcast following morning.

RURAL RADIO
RURAL Radio Foundation, owner
and policy making board for Rural
Radio Network, approved two major projects at meeting earlier this
month at Cornell U., Ithaca, N. Y.
Foundation recommended active
participation by RRN in intensive
steel scrap drive, and adopted
plan for County Food Production
Awards to top producing farmers
of listening area.
FOR BETTER RELATIONS
WDTV(TV) Pittsburgh Aug. 28
presented interview salute to visiting World Assembly of Youth
group visiting city. Youths, from
many different countries in Europe
and Asia, gave first-hand reports
on social and economic conditions
in their countries. Jean Sladden,
WDTV director of women's programs, was hostess.
Further ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

PROGRAM BROCHURE
MARCH OF TIME, N. Y., distributing promotion brochure to advertisers, agencies and stations carrying its new documentary 26-film
series Cruasde in the Pacific. Brochure contains commercial schedules, accessory pressbook, weekly
press sheet, photographs and suggested press releases.
WORDS OF WISDOM
DYING gasps of man pinned beneath his ruined car, sounds of
driver being pried from his smashed
auto, sobs and talk of families beside their relatives dead in the
road — all taped at the scene of automobile accidents in the past several months — was aired by NBC
as special events safety documentary, Aug. 31. Show titled, Are
You About to Die?
FOOTBALL PROMOTION
WCAV Norfolk, Va., sending
buyers miniature footballs
complete schedule of games
broadcast. Station plans to
45 games this fall.

timewith
to be
carry

MUSICAL BAZAAR
WOL-AM-FM Washington, Musical Bazaar, featuring Frank Blair

BEER

E!
* W»N

LANG-WORTH
KKATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
113 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
.Vrfir.vrf i* Program at Coral Station' 'fist
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Telestatus
(Continual from page 80)
network programs by the number
of stations used.
National-regional spot fell to
1,064 in June from 1,093 in May.
Local-retail spots also fell from
4,227 in May to 3,937 in June.
Among product groups (see
Table II), Foods & Food Chain
Stores led classifications, accounting for 47 network advertisers and
356 spot users. Beer & Wine was
second in spot accounts and toilet
requisites, third.
Los Angeles topped other cities
in total number of accounts, having
a total of 401. New York ranked
second with 391 and Chicago, third,
with 290.
Rate

Card

No.

4

Announced by WHAS-TV
NEIL CLINE, sales director,
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., has announced issuance of Rate Card No.
4, effective Sept. 15. The new card
has a base rate of $500 for one hour
in Class A time. Class A announcements will have a base rate of
$100, the station announced.
'Big Town# Tops
Nielsen Report
LEADING the national Nielsen
ratings percentage-wise for the top
10 television programs during the

• /E
MOLINE
'#
ROCKUA
ISLAND
DC/r
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two weeks ending Aug. 11 is the
program, Big Town. Ratings were
based on the per cent of TV homes
reached in program station areas.
The Nielsen "per cent of homes
reached" gives a "relative measurement" of the audience obtained by
each program in the particular
station areas where it was telecast. All TV homes in those areas
able to view the television being
taken as 100%. Top 10 ratings
follow :
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
HOMES
RANK PROGRAM
(%)
31.8
1 Big Town
2 Racket Squad
31.4
3 Arthur Godfrey's Friends
29.0
(Liggett
&
Myers)
4 Toast of the Town
28.0
28.6
5 Original Amateur Hour
6 Fireside Theatre
27.7
7 Kraft Television Theatre
27.1
8 Amos 'n' Andy
26.9
26.8
9 Lights Out
10 Westinghouse Theatre
26.4
(Copyright 1951 A. C. Nielsen Co.)

SET

PRODUCTION

Slightly Above '50
RADIO SET production for the
first 30 weeks of 1951 totaled 8,413,136, Radio-Television Manufacturers Assn. has reported. This
compares with 8,019,600 for the
same period last year.
Of the first seven months of 1951
radio production, 4,233,611 were
home sets, 3,264,043 were auto sets
and 915,482 were portables. This
compares with 4,192,300 home sets,
2,650,000 auto sets and 1,177,300
portables for the same months of
1950.
During July 1951, radio manufacturers produced 539,500 sets,
compared to 666,000 in the same
1950 month.
RTMA also reported that the
sale of receiving tubes dropped
50% in July from those in June
due to the same plant vacations
that brought radio and TV set production down. July tube sales
totaled 13,185,567, compared with
June sales of 27,667,099. Of the
July sales, 7,117,435 were for new
equipment, 4,625,314 for replacements, 1,222,735 for export and
220,083 for government use.
For seven months of 1951 receiving tube sales totaled 229,087,892.
Ad Workshop
WILLIAM T. WHITE, divisional
vice president of Wieboldt Stores
Inc., will be principal speaker at
the opening session of the 1951
Advertising workshop which opens
Sept. 17 in Chicago's Morrison
Hotel. The workshop is sponsored
by the Chicago Federated Advertising Club and the Women's Advertising Club of Chicago. It will offer
clinics in copywriting, art and layout, production, industrial advertising, markets and marketing,
radio, television and direct mail.
Each clinic will meet one evening
a week for eight weeks.

■9
City
NARTB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Dates Dist.
Hotel
Sept.
-12 2 Syracuse Syracuse
10-11
8 Book Cadillac Detroit
13-14
17-18
■16 9 Moraine-on- Highland Park
the-Lake 111.
-30
Radisson Minneapolis
-26 11
10 Blackstone Omaha
Wichita
24-25 12 Broadview
20-21
* * *
27-28 17
Oct. 16
Salt Lake City
6 14 Utah
Davenport
1513 Beverly
Spokane
San Francisco
Clift
Hills Hotel
Los
6 St. Charles New Angeles
Orleans
25
29
Houston
Shamrock
* *
*
Nov.
1-2
5 Soreno St. Petersburg
7 Seelbach Louisville
8-9
12-13
3 William Penn Pittsburgh
1 Somerset Boston
ls15-16
ilSept. 12: UNESCO Special TV Working
Panel sionGroup,
the New
U. S. York.
Misto UN, 2 Office
Park of
Ave.,
Sept. 14-15: Seventh
District
Meeting,
Advertising Federation
of America,
4Hotel Peabody, Memphis.
Sept. 15: Presentation of First Annual
Edward L. Bernays
Radio-Television8- Foundations
Award by American
Sociological Society.
Sept.
Me. 17: BMI Program Clinic, Augusta,
Sept. 17: Institute of Radio Engineers
Professional Group on Broadcast
Transmission Systems, Report by
Eight Ultrahigh Specialists, Franklin
Institute, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Philadelphia.
Sept.
17-21 : Premium Advertising Assn.
of America, New York Premium
Centennial Exposition, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Sept.
Mass.18: BMI Program Clinic, Boston,
Sept.
20: BMI Program Clinic, Rochester.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers, Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 26: Federal Trade Commission,
TradeIndustry,
PracticeSecond
Conference
TV
Session,for 10Radioa.m..
National Archives Bldg., Washington.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertising
Agency Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct.
2-3:
NARTB
Television Program
Standards
Committee
Meeting,
NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct. 4-5: Continental Adv. Agency
Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 5-7: Second District Meeting, Adv.
Federation of America, Sterling Hotel,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa,
Oct. 7-9: Tenth District Meeting, Adv.
Federation
of America,
Youree Hotel,
Shreveport,WashingtonLa.
Oct. 12-13: Alabama Broadcasters Assn.,
U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
Oct. 15-16: Boston Conference on Distribution, 23d Annual Forum, Hotel
Statler, Boston.

A big, growing marke
you in mid-Mississippi,
is the hub of this
WJDX ... the "Voice of Mississippi" . . can help you get
maximum value for every advertising dollar spent.

Oct. 15-19: Society of Motion Pictur
& TelevisionRoosevelt
EngineersHotel,
Conventioi
Hollywood
Hollj
wood.
Oct. 18-19: North Carolina Assn. c
Broadcasters, Fall Meeting, Batter
Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C.
Oct. 18-20: AAAA Pacific Council Ar
nual
Meeting,
Coronado,
Calif. Hotel del Coronad<
Oct. 19: NARTB TV Members Mee
ing, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 19-20: Fifth District Meeting, Ad
Federation of America, Fort Hayc
Hotel, Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 22-24: National Electronics Confe
ference and Exhibition, Edgewatt
Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-26: AIEE Fall General Meetin
Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland.
Oct.
25-26: AAAA Central Council At
cago.
nual Meeting, Blackstone Hotel, Ch
Oct. 28-Nov. 3: National Radio & Tel<
vision Week.
Oct.
28-31: Meeting,
Life Insurance
Adv. AssrV
Annual
Williamsburg,
Oct. 29-31: IRE-RTMA Annual Meetin
Papers on noise in TV receivers, su]
pression of local oscillator radiatic
and color TV. King Edward Hot«
Toronto.
Oct. 30-31: AAAA Eastern Council Ai
nual York.
Conference, Roosevelt Hotf
New
Nov. 12-13: First District Meeting, Ad
Federation of America, Boston.
Nov. 12-14: National Assn. of Rad
News
Hotel, Directors
Chicago. Convention, Shernu
Nov. 12-15: Financial Public Relatioi
Assn., Annual Convention, Hollywoc
Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Nov. 13: AAAA Michigan Council Ai
nual Meeting, Statler Hotel, Detro:
Nov. 14-15: American Public Relatioi
Assn., Seventh
Annual Meetin
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relatioi
Assn., Annual Convention, Holl;
wood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla
Nov. 28-Dec. 1: Fifth Annual NBC R
dio and Television Affiliates Convei
tion, Boca Raton (Fla.) Club ant
Hotel.
Jan, 25-26: Assn. of Railroad Ad
Managers, St. Louis.
April
26-May
2, 1952: Stevens
NARTB Hot<}
30Annual
Convention,
Chicago.
WCOP
WCOP

Aids

Police

Boston with information appeals and news has

joined
state
police inMassachusett's
an intensive search
for a killer who shot to death
a state trooper in Barre,
Mass., Aug. 31. Gene King,
program manager, promptly
placed the entire facilities of
WCOP at the disposal of the
state police and will continue
cooperation as long as necesWCOP and
reporter
Patriciasary.
Goodnow
Newscaster
Hugh McCoy were assigned
to state police headquarters
shortly
the trooper's
body
was after
discovered,
riddled
with bullets.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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TV

Network

(Continued from page 77)
Hours
Program
Week

Sponsor
Canada Dry Ginger Ale
Inc.
Celanese Corp. of America
Cliquot Club
duett, Peabody & Co.
Cory Corp.
Florsheim Shoe Co.
General Mills Inc.

Super Circus pery2
Celanese Theatre 1 EOW*
Langford-Ameche Show %,
Don Ameche's Musical
Playhouse y2 EOW*
Langford-Ameche Show y>

Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co.
Graham,
Billy, Evangelistic
Assoc. Inc.
Green Giant Co.
Gruen Watch Co.
^ Hollywood Candy Co.
Ironrite Ironers Corp.
J|

Jene Sales Corp.

Kellogg Co.
Kreisler, Jacques Mfg.
itioJa! Corp.
Mj|tLorillard, P., Co.
Maidenform Brassieres
slc M & M Ltd.
Ac: Masland, C. H., & Sons
■m Mason, Au & Magenheimer
itei McKesson & Bobbins Inc.
Murray, Arthur Dance
Studios
Nash Kelvinator Corp.
1
Packard Motors Inc.
US Peter Shoe Co.
Philco Corp.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Purina, Ralston
Ranger Joe Inc.
Schenley Industries Inc.
Seeman Bros.
Seiberling Rubber Co.
Sterling Drug Inc.
Sundial Shoe Co.
Swanson, C. A.
Voice of Prophecy Inc.

Agency

Clients for Fall

Red Grange Predicts >4
Lone Ranger
Vz
Betty Crocker y2
Stu Erwin Show
Vz
Ted Mack Family Hour %
Paul Whiteman
Goodyear Revue y2
To be announced Vz
Life With Linkletter y2 eow*
Gruen Guild Theatre Vz
Hollywood Junior
Circus y% EOW*
Hollywood Screen
Test
Vz
To be announced y2 EOW*
Tom Corbett, Space
Cadet
45 min.
Tales of Tomorrow y2 eow*
Stop The Music V2
Faith Baldwin Theatre
of Romance y2 EOW*
Super Circus y2 EOW*
Masland At Home
Show
y±
Chester The Pup
*4
A Date With Judy >/2
The Arthur Murray
Show
y2 EOW*
Paul Whiteman TV
Teen Club
1
Don Ameche's Musical
Playhouse y2 EOW*
Super Circus
l/2
Don McNeil TV Club y2
Beulah
Vz

Sponsor
Wine Corp. of America
Word of Life Fellowship
Young Peoples Church
of the Air

Agency
J. M. Mathes Inc.
Ellington & Co.
Frank Weston Adv.
Young & Rubicam
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Gordon Best Co.
Danccr-FitzgeraldSample
Dancer-FitzgeraldSample
Danccr-FitzgeraldSample
Tatham-Laird Inc.
Young & Rubicam
Walter F. Bennett & Co.
Leo Burnett & Co.
McCann-Erickson
Ruthrauff Ryan
Brooks, Smith, French
& Dorrance
Sherwin
Assoc. Robert Rigers
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Hirshon-Garfield Inc.
Lennen & Mitchell
Wm. H. Weintraub
William Esty Co.
Anderson & Cairns Inc.
Turner & Dyson
Tarcher & Co.
Ruthrauff & Ryan
Geyer, Newell & Ganger

Young & Rubicam
Henri,
DonaldHurst & McHutchins Adv.
Danccr-FitzgeraldSample
Gardner Adv.
Space Control y2 EOW* Lamb
& Keen
Ranger Joe
%
Cooks Champagne
Party
25 min. The Biow Co.
I Cover Times
Square V2 EOW* Wm. H. Weintraub Inc.
The Amazing Mr.
Malone Y2 EOW Meldrum & Fewsmith
Mystery Theatre \'z Danccr-FitzgeraldSample
Foodini The Great ^4 Hoag & Provandie
Ted
Mack Family
Hour
y2 Tatham-Laird Inc.
Faith For Today Vz Western Adv.

*EOW— Every Other Week
carries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAY^r

Market
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Week
Charlie Wild, Private
Weiss & Geller
Detective
Walter F. Bennett & Co.
Song Time
Youth On The March
y2 J. M. Camp & Co.
per

CBS-TV
Aluminum Cooking Utensil Homemakers
Exchange
Co.
Fuller & Smith & Ross
American Home Products
m Biow Co.
Love of Life
Corp.
American
Safety Razor
Partici-Vz BBDO
McCann-Erickson
The Show Goes On
pationy2 D'Arcy Adv.
American Tobacco Co.
This Is Show Business
Anheuser Bush Inc.
The Ken Murray Show Vz Earle Ludgin Inc.
Best Foods Inc.
Garry
Show y2
Amos Moore
'n' Andy
y2 William H. Weintraub
Blatz Brewing Co.
& Presbrey
Block Drug Co.
Danger
Vz Cecil
& Co.
Brown Shoe Co.
Smilin' Ed McConnell y2 Leo Burnett Co.
Burkart Mfg. Co.
Patricia Bowman
Winius-Brandon Co.
Show
>/4
Burns
& Allen
Vz Erwin,
Carnation Co.
Wasey & Co.
Crime Photographer Yz SSC&B
Carter Products Inc
Carter Products Inc.
Songs
Sale IVz
14 SSC&B
Wm. Esty Co.
Strike ItForRich
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet C o. Strike
It Rich
y2 Sherman & Marquette
Suspense
Vz Cecil & Presbrey
Electric Auto-Lite Co.
Alan Young
y2 Marschalk & Pratt
Esso Standard Oil Co.
General Electric Co.
Fred Waring Show 1 Young & Rubicam
Garry Moore Show % Young & Rubicam
It's News to Me
y2 Young & Rubicam
General Foods Corp.
Mama
Vz Benton & Bowles
Live Like a Millionaire y2 Knox Reeves Adv.
General Mills Inc.
Gardner Co.
Live Like a Millionaire
Grove Labs
General Motors Corp.
CBS News with
D.
P. Brother & Co.
Douglas Time
Edwards 1'4Vz BBDO
Celebrity
B. F. Goodrich Co.
Foote, Cone & Belding
Hall Bros.
Sarah Moore
Churchill
14 McCann-Erickson
Garry
Show }4
Chr. Hansen's Labs
Duane Jones Co.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co
Bride & Groom
14 Foote, Cone & Belding
Fashion Magic
1
International Latex Corp,
(Continued on page 100)
MEXICAN STATIONS
New Assignments Reported
NEW STATION assignments in
Mexico have been reported to FCG
under provisions of the 1941
NARBA. Changes reported by
Mexico (probable commencement
date in parentheses) are:
XEGB Coatzacoalcos, Veracruz, new
Class II station, 250 w day on 840 kc
(Jan. 1, 1952).
XEGK Papantla, Veracruz, new Class
II, 250 w fulltime on 920 kc (Jan. 1,
1952).
XEGA San Andres, Tuxtla, Veracruz,
new
Class 1,III-B,
kc (April
1952). 500 w fulltime on 1300
XEMS Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon,
deleted and reinstated at new location
of Matamoros, Tampaulipas with same
assignment of 250 w daytime on 1310
kc. Class IV (Jan. 1, 1952).
XERG Neuvo Laredo, Tampaulipas,
changed
250 w1). to 2.5 kw on 1090
kc.
Class from
II (Oct.
XEXO Nuevo Laredo. Tampaulipas.
changed from 1140 kc to 1550 kc. XEFZ
Monterrey,
Nuevofulltime
Leon, newon Class
50 kw DA-N
1550 I-B,
kc
(Sept.
1).
XENL Monterrey, Nuevo Leon, new
Class
kw-day
on 1190II,kc1 (Oct.
1). and 250 w-night
XEFY Ensenada, Baja California,
new
Class 1,IV,
100 w fulltime on 1450
kc, (Jan.
1952).
SAG

10M BM0

Program

Hours

Nominees

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD last
week released 23 nominations, made
by the group's own nominatingcommittee, for officers and directors to be voted upon in the forthcoming annual election. Lists sent
to members were headed by incumbent President Ronald Reagan
and First Vice President William
Holden.

560 kc

Snquirer

Station

An ABC Aff.Vo/e
Fin 1 on the Dial
In America : Tk'-'S Market
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TV

Network Clients for Fall
(Continued from page 99)
Hours
Agency
Program
Week
Sponsor
Brorby Louis &
S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.
Starlight Theatre Yz Needham,
Alan Young pery2 Ralph H. Jones Co.
The Kroger Co.
Lambert Pharmacal Co.
Sammy
Musical Yz Lambert & Feasley
VarietyKaye
Show
Bride & Groom
Yi McCann-Erickson
Lehn & Fink
Lux Video Theatre Vz J. Walter Thompson
Lever Bros. Co.
Big Town
Yz Ruthrauff & Ryan
Godfrey &
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Arthur
His Friends Vz Cunningham & Walsh
Co.
Perry Como
% Cunningham & Walsh
The Stork Club
Yz Cunningham & Walsh
Toast of the Town Vz Kenyon & Eckhardt
Lincoln-Mercury Dealers
Thomas J. Lipton Inc.
Arthur
Talent Godfrey's
Scouts Yt Young & Rubicam
Longines-Wittnauer Watch
Victor A. Bennett
Co.
Longines Chronoscope
The Web
P. Lorillard Co.
Geyer,
GangerNewell &
Vanity Fair
Marlene's Inc.
Larson &
Partici- O'Neil,
McMahon
pation
Jules Montenier Inc.
What's My Line
Vx Earle Ludgin & Co.
1 N. W. Ayer & Son
National Dairy Products Co. The Big Top
National Pressure Cooker
Homemakers Partici- Geo. R. Nelson nine.
Co.
Exchange pation
Week in Review Yi Benton & Bowles
Norwich Pharmacal Co.
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Pabst Sales Co.
Bouts Approx. % Warwick & Legler
Pearson Pharmacal Co.
Hollywood Opening
Night
y2 Harry B. Cohen Adv.
Faye Emerson Show V2 Biow Co.
Pepsi-Cola Co.
Lucille BaU Show Yz Biow Co.
Philip Morris & Co.
Racket Squad
V2
Arthur Godfrey &
Pillsbury Mills Die.
His Friends Yz Leo Burnett Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
First 100 Years \Ya Benton & Bowles Co.
Search for Tomorrow lYi Biow Co.
Garry Moore Show 1Y* Compton Adv.
Steve Allen
Ys Compton Adv.
EOW — Every other week

CZECH

Advertising is bought
by theRElflof
executives who plan
SMffllstrafegy
-''<•
and tactics.
Printers' Ink is
read by the whole

marketing group
of advertising, management, sales and
agency executives
who are the leading
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MS' to Spy
'HAOrders
Get

ALL Czechoslovakian "hams" have
been instructed by their government to utilize amateur radio for
political propaganda and information purposes, according to Harold
Stassen, chairman of the 1951
Crusade for Freedom Campaign.
Mr. Stassen last week asked the
American Radio Relay League, representative of some 40,000 American ham operators, to warn its
members of the orders issued by
the Czech Ministry of Information.
Amateurs were told to acquire,
through radio contacts, information about technical developments
in the western world, to ask for
"gifts" of a technical nature and
to report receipt of anything to the
central amateur office in Prague,
where findings will be evaluated by
Czech and Soviet authorities.
Czechoslovakian hams were
warned at the same time, MrStassen revealed, that their calls
are monitored and that action will
be taken for deviations from instructions. Maximum penalty for
rule violations is death.
As chairman of the Crusade for
Freedom, whose $3% million drive
will build more radio transmitters
for Radio Free Europe and Radio
Free Asia, Mr. Stassen said he
does not want to discourage person -to - person contact between
America and Iron Curtain countries, but felt American radio amateurs should be aware of the Czech
instructions.

Agency
Hours
Program
Week
Sponsor
Garry
Moore
Show
Ya Price, Robinson &
Quaker Oats Co.
Frank
Wm. Esty Co.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. Man Against Crime
Garry Moore Show
Ronson Art Metals Works Peter Lind Hayes,
Inc.
Mary Healy
Kudner
Grey Adv.Agency
Schick Inc.
Crime Syndicated
Schlitz Brewing Co.
Playhouse of Stars
Young & Rubicam
Standard Drug
Brands Inc.
Garry Moore Show per Compton Adv.
Sterling
Danccr-FitzgeraldSongs for Sale
1Yz Sample
Cecil
& Presbrey
Beat
the
Clock
Sylvania Electric Products Arthur Godfrey &
Toni Inc.
2Yz
His Friends
Yz Foote, Cone & Belding
Crime Photographer
Tatham-Laird
Studio
One
1 McCann-Erickson
Westinghouse Electric Corp. Gene Autry
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.
Yz Ruthrauff & Ryan
DuMONT
2V2
Nat.
Professional
Football
League
Vz N. W. Ayer & Son
Rocky King,
American Chicle Co.
Danccr-FitzgeraldSample
Detective
Professional
Brewing Corp. of America Nat.
Benton & Bowles
Football League
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. Bigelow-Sanford
Theatre
Vz Young & Rubicam
Crawford Clothes
1 Al Paul Lefton
They Stand Accused
Eloise
Salutes
The
Doeskin Products Co. '
Stars
Yi1 Products
Federal Adv.
of Stars
Drug Store TV Productions Cavalcade
Adv.
1 Products Adv.
Drug Store TV Productions Cavalcade of Bands
General Foods Corp.
Captain Video
2V2 Benton & Bowles
Kids & Company
International Shoe Co.
Yz Westheimer & Block
Walter H. Johnson Candy
Flying Tigers
Vz Franklin Bruck
Co. & Brother Co.
Larus
The Plainclothes Man Yz Warwick & Legler
Francis H. Leggett Co.
Rumpus Room
(Premier Foods)
ZVz
P. Lorillard & Co.
Down You Go
Yz Peck
Lennen & Mitchell
Mennen Co.
Twenty Questions
Vz Duane
Jones
Bonfigli
You Asked For It
Rosefield Packing Co.
Yz Guild, Bascom &
Tide Water Associated Oil Headline
BroadwayClues
to From
Co.
Hollywood
Yz Lennen & Mitchell
Atlantic Refining Co.

NBC-TV
Lights Out
The Big Story

Admiral Corp.
American Cigarette &
Cigar Co.
American Tobacco Co.

Vz
Robert Montgomery
Presents 1 EOW
Your Hit Parade Vz
Circle Theatre Yz
Your Show of
10 min.
Shows
American Forum of
V>
The Air
Treasury Men in
Action
1/2
Break The Bank

American Tobacco Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Benrus Watch Co. , .
Bohn Aluminum &
Brass Co.
Borden Co.
Bristol-Myers Co.
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Sponsor
Symart Inc.
ampana Sales Co.
Campbell Soup Co.
annon Mills Inc.
: heesebrough Mfg. Co.
-heesebrough Mfg. Co.
linton Foods Inc.
ii
:olgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
:olgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
"olgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
^ongoleum-Nairn Inc.
Jerby Foods Inc.
»e Soto Div. of The
Chrysler Corp.
'versharp
'irestone Tire & Rubber Co.
ord
Co. Division, Ford Motor
ieneral Electric
General Foods Corp.
ieneral Foods Corp.
ieneral Foods Corp.
lerber Products Co.
Gillette Safety Razor Co.
Iidden Co.
oodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
rulf Oil Corp.
Tazel Bishop Inc.
(unt Foods Inc.
aternational Shoe
indrew Jergens Co.
Cellogg Co.
lellogg Co.
nomark Mfg. Co.
raft Foods Co.
ehn Si Fink

Hours
Program
Week Agency
Somerset Maugham
Television
per
Theatre 1 EOW
Cecil & Presbrey
Ruth Lyons' '50 Club y4 H. W. Kastor & Sons
Aldrich Family y2 Ward-Wheelock Co.
Kate Smith Hour y4 N. W. Ayer & Son
Greatest Fights of
the Century y4 Cayton Inc.
Kate Smith Hour y4 McCann-Erickson
All Star
Revue 1 (every 3rd Wk.) Maxon Inc.
1 Sherman & Marquette
Comedy Hour
Howdy Doody
% Ted Bates & Co.
Miss Susan
William Esty Co.
Kate Smith Show Vz EOW McCann-Erickson
Brorby Louis Si
Needham,
Magic Slate
Vz EOW
BBDO
You Bet Your Life
Your Show of
Shows
yz EOW Biow Co.
Voice of Firestone
Y& Sweeney & James Co.
1 J. Walter Thompson Co.
Ford Festival
Bill Goodwin Show
1 Young & Rubicam
Young Mr. Button
Young & Rubicam
y* Young & Rubicam
Bert Parks Show
i Young & Rubicam
Hopalong Cassidy
Kate Smith Hour
Vz Federal Adv.
Cavalcade of Sports % Maxon Inc.
Kate Smith Hour Vz Meldrum & Fewsmith
Television Playhouse
(Tentative title) 1 EOW Young & Rubicam
We, The People y2 Young & Rubicam
Freddy Martin Show Vz Raymond Spector Co.
Kate Smith Hour y2 Young & Rubicam
Howdy Doody
y± Henri,
DonaldHurst & McKate Smith Hour % Robt. W. Orr & Assoc.
Howdy Doody
Vz Leo Burnett Co.
AU Star
Revue 1 (every 3rd Wk.) Kenyon Si Eckhardt
Kate Smith Hour y4 Emil Mogul
Kraft Television
Theatre
1 J. Walter Thompson Co.
Your Show of
Shows
Vz EOW Lennen & Mitchell
Hawkins Falls 1*4 N. W. Ayer & Son
Your Show of
Shows
10 min. BBDO
(ashow)
comedy-variety
Vz Cunningham & Walsh
Original Amateur
Hour
1 Lennen & Mitchell
One Man's Family y2 Duane Jones Co.
Howdy Doody
Vz Leo Burnett Co.
Geoffrey Wade Adv.
Quiz Kids
BBDO
Juvenile Jury
Kate Smith Hour
Ted Bates Inc.
Mohawk Showroom
George R. Nelson Inc.
On The Line With
Bob Considine
y4 Bozell & Jacobs
Kukla, Fran & OUie Vz McCann-Erickson
Kate Smith Hour Vz EOW McCann-Erickson

Sponsor
Penick & Ford
Pet Milk Sales Corp.
Peter Paul Inc.
Philco Corp.
Pillsbury Mills Inc.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
Quaker Oats Co.
RCA
Revere Copper & Brass
Reynolds Metals Co.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Riggio Tobacco Corp.
Simmons Co.
Simoniz Co.
Singer Sewing Machine
S. O. S. Co.
Speidel Corp.
Standard Oil Co. of
Indiana
Stokely-Van Camp Inc.

Inc.
Co.
Co.

Co.

Texas Company
Time Inc.
United States Tobacco Co.
Wander Co.
Welch Grape Juice Co.

Hours
Week Agency
Program
Vz
Ruth Lynn Show y4 BBDO
All Star
Revue 1 (every 3rd Wk.) Gardner Adv.
Gabby Hayes
y4Vz Maxon Inc.
Philco TV
Playhouse
Hutchins Adv.
Kate
Smith Hour1 EOW
pery4 Leo Burnett Co.
Fireside Theatre y%
Compton Adv.
Sample
Kate Smith Show V/4 Danccr-FitzgeraldBenton & Bowles
Kukla,
Fran
Si
Ollie
1
Red Skelton Show Vz Benton & Bowles
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.
Zoo Parade
Sherman & Marquette
Gabby Hayes Show
J. Walter Thompson
Kukla, Fran Si Ollie
St. Georges & Keyes
Meet The Press
Kate Smith Show Vz EOW Buchanan Si Co.
Camel News
William Esty Co.
Caravan
Your Show of Shows V2 William Esty Co.
Leave
It To The
Girls
y Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance
Kate Smith Hour y4 Young
& Rubicam
Kate Smith Hour V4
SSC&B
Kate Smith Hour y4 Young
& Rubicam
Your Show of
Shows
10 min McCann-Erickson
Paul Winchell-Jerry
Mahoney Show J4 SSC&B
The Wayne King
Show
McCann-Erickson
The Liittle Show
Calkins
Si Holden, &Carlock, McClinton
Kudner
1 Smith Agency
Texaco Star Theatre
Yz
Kukla, Fran & Ollie
Young & Rubicam
Martin
Eye Kane, Private Vz Kudner Agency
Howdy Doody
Grant Adv.
Howdy Doody
Doherty,
Shenfield.Clifford &

y*

ON AIR
Rosene Is Manager
WNXT, new 1-kw fulltime outlet
in Portsmouth, Ohio, staged its
dedicatory broadcast Aug. 30. Station, assigned 1260 kc and licensed
lanhattan Soap Co.
to Portsmouth Broadcasting Co.,
(ars Inc.
is an ABC affiliate.
I'les Laboratories
Minnesota Mining &
The 75-minute inaugural broadMfg. Co.
cast included addresses by Goverlinute Maid Corp.
nors Frank Lausche of Ohio,
(ohawk Carpet Mills
Lawrence
W. Wetherby of Kentutual Benefit Health
tucky and Okey L. Patteson of
& Accident Assoc. of
Omaha
West Virginia. Others appearing
ational Biscuit Co.
were Rep. James G. Polk (D.orge Div. Borg-Warner
Ohio), Portsmouth's mayor and
city manager, as well as other city
and county dignitaries.
'lOW — Every other week
WNXT president and general
manager is Marshall Rosene, who
recently resigned from the general
managership of WSAZ HuntingW
PRO FOOTBALL
ton, W. Va., to head the new outlet. WNXT personnel includes
THE MADISON OUTLET FOR
Russ Newman, chief engineer;
Dean Sturm, program director;
THE GREEN BAY PACKERS
\ Phil Phillips, production manager;
Jack Hurst, sports director; Frank
Balmert, news editor; Bill Dawson,
f GAMES THIS FALL WILL BE
special events; Carl Mitchell and
W I B A
William Pepper Sr., sales departUIIBH
ment; Lillian Sagraves, continuity
MADISON
SPONSORED BY
chief ; Thelma Henderson, traffic
manager; Bryson Prather, auditor;
MILLER BREWING CO.
WISCONSIN
and Charles Gilmer, C. Lyons and
OF MILWAUKEE
Russ Evans, engineers.
Studios are in the Masonic
NBC
Temple Bldg\ in downtown PortsAvery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
mouth with the transmitter five
miles north of the city on Route 23.
Badger Broadcasting Company
Standard Radio library service and
5000 WATTS OH 1310. ..ESTABLISHED 1925
UP news are being used.

•ever Bros. Co.
ibby, McNeill & Libby
iggett & Myers
. Lorillard Co.
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WNXT

NO. Q SOURCE

ALL

for
LEADING

BRANDS

ELECTRONIC TUBES
and BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
Complete Source of Supply
for ALL STATION
REQUIREMENTS!
Here is the answer to your purchasing
and material problems! MILO stocks
Everything for ALL radio, electronic
and
broadcasting
applications
— tubes,
condensers,
resistors,
transformers,
relays, phones,
switches, loudspeakers,
micro.
relay racks, chassis,
panels, necco-axial
cable, thoucontors — and literally
of other nationallyknown sands
component
parts and
equipment.
This is centralized purchasing
best,
for MILO
saves atyou itsTIME.
MONEY
and
EFFORT. Let
dous —showtoday!
you what we can
PURCHASING AGENTS!
CHIEF ENGINEERS!
FREE
CATALOG!
mnmm todayMILO
1053your
PAGE
Write
stationof
letterhead foron your
copy
our gigantic 1951 buying
guide — an invaluable aid in
your purchasing.
Completely
illustrated, with technical
specifications
of the
nation's
by MILO.leading
Addressbrands
Dept.ofBT.equipment — stocked
* For IMMEDIATE SERVICE *
Phone-Wrlte-Wire-or Teletype!
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NARCOTIC
WAR
Westinghouse Effort
A SPOT crusade against teen-age
narcotic peddling has been opened
by the Westinghouse Radio Stations. The campaign is using short
statements by famous government
and sports figures.
Gordon Hawkins, program and
educational director for the Westinghouse stations, said a wellrounded program and spot campaign had been planned with the
Senate Crime Committee and the
Federal Bureau of Narcotics. Mr.
Hawkins said "I am particularly
interested in the spot campaign . . .
in view of its frequent and continuing impact of concise and hardhitting messages."
All program material and announcements used in the narcotic
drive are being made available to
the National Assoc. of Educational
Broadcasters' tape network (made
up of 70 college campus stations)
at that organization's request.
Programs include interviews,
dramatic and documentary angles.
WGAR
Fair Train
MORE than a thousand persons
took advantage of a WGAR Cleveland offer of special rates for a
train excursion to "Northern Ohio
Day" at the Ohio State Fair in
Columbus. Bob Smith, station's
farm director, promoted the event
and arranged for the two-section
train which carried listeners to the
fair.
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in on© case *—
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portabift
equipment.
COWSOIE OR CON$C'
,.Opeiaijprt .<>yaitci'>i^ b>v
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fCC

actions

AUGUST

31 THROUGH

SEPTEMBER

6

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-cenditional grant
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transfers
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of new
station and transfer applications.
August 31 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
SSA Extended
WNYC New York, N. Y. — Granted
extension
of special
service
authorization to operate
on 830
kc with
1 kw
from 6 a.m. to local sunrise at New
York and from local sunset at Minneapolis to 10 p.m. EST, for a period
ending Oct. 31, pending further study
of ruling of U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals
Columbia
Circuit in for
caseDistrict
of ABCof Inc.,
v. FCC,
decided July 19. WNYC's views as
to
of court's
this
caseeffect
are invited
and decision
should bein filed
with FCC by Sept. 21.
KFAK Fairbanks, Alaska — Granted
extension of special service authorization to operate
on 660- Oct.
kc with
10 kw
unl. for
period ending
31 pending
further study of ruling of U. S. Circuit
Courtbia Circuit
of Appeals
in case forof District
ABC Inc.,of v.ColumFCC,
decided
July
19.
KFAR's
view
ascaseto
effect
of
court's
decision
in
this
are invited and should be filed with
FCC by Sept. 21, 1951.
ABC-UPT MERGER
Commission designated for hearing
seven applications relating to proposed
merger of ABC and United Paramount
Theaters Inc., into a new entity, American Broadcasting-Paramount Theaters
Inc. Hearing was consolidated with
other applications
involvingDuMont
license and
renewals etc., of Paramount,
Balaban & Katz which, on Aug. 8,
were set for future hearing. No date
has yet been
set for this now consolidated hearing.
The seven applications concerned in
contemplated ABC-Paramount merger
are:For consent to transfer control
WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit.
For consent to transfer negative
control WSMB-AM-FM New Orleans.
For assignment
of licenses KECAAM-FM-TV
Los Angeles.
For assignment
of licenses KGOAM-FM-TV
San Francisco.
For
assignment
of
AM-FM-TV Chicago. licenses WENRFor assignment of license WJZ and
construction
New
York. permits of WJZ-FM-TV
For assignment of license WBKB
(TV) Chicago, from Balaban & Katz
to CBS, which was filed contingent
upon approval of ABC-Paramount
merger.
September 4 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WGBF Evansville, Ind Mod. CP to
increase
and change
extension power
of completion
date.DA-N for
License for CP
WONW
Defiance,
Ohio —change
Licensehours
for
CP, as mod., authorizing
operation and install DA-N.
Change Trans. Location
Farrell, Pa. — CP for new AM station
on 1470 kc 500 w D AMENDED to
change trans, location to on W. Middlesex Rd., 840 ft. south of New Castle
Rd., near Farrell, Pa. and change ant.
system etc.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
of license: WPBB Jackson, Ala.; WSMB
New Orleans. La.; WAYB Waynesboro,
Va.; WOI-FM Ames, Iowa.

September 5 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WKOKcense to use
Sunbury,
GrantedmainliformerlyPa.—licensed
trans,tion ofasmain
aux. trans.
trans, at present locaScripps-Howard
land, Ohio — Granted Radio,
CP to Inc.,
changeClevetype
of stations KA-4846, KA-4849 from TV
Pickups
to
one
TV
STL
station
(KQD71). and change transmitter location.
WTRW
Rivers, of
Wis.ant.
— Granted
mod.
CP Two
for approval
trans,
location, specify main studio location
and change type trans.
WNBT New York— Granted mod. CP
for
extension of completion date to
12-15-51,
Granted following renewal of licenses
of remote pickup on a regular basis:
KA-5251 area Alliance, Ohio; KOB-281
Ogden, Utah, KA-6391 area Ogden,
Utah.
Extended
licensesbasis
of re-to
mote pickupfollowing
on temporary
Dec. 1 : KA-7154 area San Francisco,
Calif.; KA-2965. KA-6678, KA-6679 area
Miami
Fla.; KA-8036 area MadiN.
Y. son,Beach,
Wis.; KA-4039 area New York,
Granted following renewal of licenses
of remote pickups on regular basis,
subject to change in frequency which
may result from proceedings in Docket
6651: KA-3416 area Albuquerque, N. M.;
KQC-385 Alliance, Ohio.
Extended
following
on tem-to
porary basis
to Dec.licenses
1, subject
change in frequency which may result
from proceedings in Docket 6651: KA7152, KA-7153, KA-7155, KA-7156 (KPIX,
Inc.) area San Francisco, Calif.; KA3373
area Pensacola,
Fla.; KA-8653 area
Sherman,
Tex.
Extended following license of FM
STL on a temporary basis to Dec. 1.:
KAA-61 Ames, Iowa.
KOAT covering
Albuquerque,
Granted
license
changeN. inM. —frequency
(1240 kc 250w unl.).
WWHGcense covering
Hornell,
N. Y.—
lichange
in Granted
trans, and
studio locations and install of new
trans.
WABG Greenwood, Miss. — Granted
license covering change in hours of
operation and installation of DA-N
(960 kc 500 w-N 1 kw-LS DA-N; cond.).
WDOD covering
Chattanooga,
Tenn. — Granted
license
installation
of new
aux. trans.
KCNO Alturas, Calif.— Granted likw D. cense for new AM station; 570 kc 1
KFJM Grand Forks, N. D.— Granted
license covering installation of new
trans.
WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.— Granted
license for FM station Ch. 268 (101.5
mc) 45 kw ant., 1010 ft.
WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.— Granted

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

CP tovert.
change
hew
ant. trans, location and insts
KDMA Montevideo, Minn. — Grant(
mod.
CP for
approval
and main
studio
location.of ant., trar
WVOW
Logan,
W.
Granted moda I
CP for extension ofVa.—
completion
to WFRX
3-1-52. West Frankfort, 111.— Grantt
license for AM station; 1300 kc 1 kw 1
WRAK Williamsport, Pa.— Grant'
license to use old main trans, as ^
alt.
maintran.trans, at present locatic
of main
WDXE Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Gran i
ed license for AM station; 1370 kc 5'
w D.
KNED
McAlester,
Okla.— Grantt i
license covering change in frequenc
install
new
trans,
and
system (1150 kc, 1 kw, D). change ar.WSAT Salisbury, N. C— Granted I
cense covering change in hours ,
operation
1 kw DA-N andunl.;install
cond. DA-N; 1280 1
WMNE Menomonie, Wis. — Grant(
license for AM station and chanj
studio location; 1360 kc 500 w D,
WPTL Providence, R. I.— Grantt
mod. license to make changes in e
isting noncommercial educational F
station to change ERP from 2.9 k
to 3.19 kw
WTIC Hartford, Conn.— Granted Cl
to install new trans, as an aux. trar
at present location of main trans.
1080 kc 5 kw.
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.— Grant
CP to install old main trans, as
aux. trans, at present location
main trans, on 580 kc 1 kw.
WLCM Lancaster, S. C. — Grant
mod. CP for approval of ant., trar
location, specify main studio locatio
and change type trans.; 1360 kc 1 kw
KGMC
Englewood,
Col.— Grant
mod.
CP forlocation.
approval of ant., trar.
and studio
WVOW Logan, W. Va.— Granted mo ,
CP to change type trans.
KBOX Modesto, Calif.— Granted mo
CP 11-1-51;
for extension
to
cond. of completion da
WSFA Montgomery, Ala. — Grant
license covering increase in D pow
and install new trans. (1440 kc 1 kw
5 kw-LS DA-N).
WAIN Columbia, Ky.— Granted
cense for AM station; (1270 kc 1 t
D).
WPRC Lincoln, 111.— Granted licen
for AM station (1370 kc 500 w D); con
WSTR for Sturgis,
Mich.—
Granted
cense
AM stations
(1460
kc 500
D).
WMTE Maniestee, Mich.— Granted
cense for AM station, and speci
studio location; (1340 kc 250 w unl
WEKZ Monroe, Wis. — Granted licen
for AM station; (1260 kc 500 w D).
WWVA-FM
Wheeling,
W. Va
Granted mod. CP for extension
completion
date to 3-21-52.
Granted following
renewal of
censes remote pickup on regular bas
KA-5247, 5248, area Louisville, K;
KA-6919 area Independence, Mo.; K
7321, 7322 area West Plains, Mo., KA
698 WestKA-5484
Plains,KA-6026
Mo.; KA-5178-5I
KA-5481
area Cle\
P.R.
land. Ohio; KA-4917 area Rio Piedr
Granted following renewal of
censes of remote pickups on regu
basis, subject to change in frequen
which may result from proceedings
Docket 6651: KA-3820 area of Inc
pendence, Mo.; KA-5074 KA-8746 ai
Cleveland,
Ohio,Mario
KQA-697
Clevelai
Ohio;
KA-6975
Acosta,
Ai
Mayaguez,
Juan,
P.R. P.R.; KA-3625 area S
Extended following licenses of )
mote pickups on a temporary basis
Dec. 1: KA-2313, KA-4606-4608 ai
Detroit, Mich.; KQA-755 Detroit, Mic
KA-4621-4623KA-7065
area Schenectady,
N.'
KA-2775,
area Clevelai
Ohio;Tacoma,
KQA-795Wash.
Cleveland; KA-8:
area
Extended following licenses of I
mote pickup on temporary basis
Dec. 1, 1951, subject to change in fi
quency which may result from pi
ceedings in Docket 6651; KA-4552 K

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service for
over phene
18 year*"
For immediate
terviee
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mc
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CONSULTING

JANSKY * BAILEY
Executive Offices
Netienel Pratt BuRding
Offices and Labereteries
1339 Witcantin Ava., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *
Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
fverett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 131*
WASHINGTON, D. C.
| P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnos & Culvor
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT B215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Blag., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 12*5
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Rmdim
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

TELEVISION

A 43-year background
— Eatablithtd l$t6—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Mentclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Natch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STeriing 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is na substitute far experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh St Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

ENGINES;

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1405 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Weak.
4212 S. Bucknar Blvd. 4742 W. Raffnor
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE*
E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5470
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2241
Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Cotton t Fess, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3813
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
1100 W. ABRAM ST. Alt 44721
P. O. BOX 32
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century
Fff—ianml Experience
■.ae'ie-TelevisienElectrenics-Ceminunicatiens
1SS3 M St., N. W., Wash. «, D. C.
Executive I tie — Executive USl
(Nights-holidays, Loekwood 5-lSll)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

ClP"!
?iedii
"Registered Prefessienal Engineer"
of 1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

— Granted license for remote pickup
KA-9417,
Carbondale Bcstg. Co., Inc., Carbondale, Pa. — Granted license for reWSRSmote pickup
Inc., KA-9254.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio
—Granted
KA-7713. license for remote pickup
WVBT (FM) Bristol Center, New
York — Granted license covering changes
in FM stations; Ch. 236 (95.1 mc) 5.3
kw; ant. 990 ft.
WHEC Inc., Rochester, N. Y.—
: '53 area Los Angeles, Calif.; KA-8743
Granted mod. license to change KA'ea Fort Wayne, Ind.; KA-8744 area 5613 frequencies to 26.15 mc.
Trent Bcstg. Corp., Trenton, N. J. —
I oston, Mass.; KA-8745 area Spring;ld, Mass.; KA-4605 area Detroit,
Granted CP's and licenses for remote
ich., KA-4620 area Schenectady,
pickups
KEC-450Bcstg.
KA-9564
447.
Mid-Illinois
Co.,KEC
Litchfield,
. Y.; KA-3407 area Cleveland, Ohio.
111. — Granted CP and license for remote
Extended following license of FM
CL station on temporary basis to Dec. pickup KA-9567.
Evanston Bcstg. Co., Evanston, 111.
KEA-46 New York, N. Y.
— Granted CP and license for remote
Clatsop Video Bcstrs., Astoria, Ore- pickup
KA-9578.
•n — Granted licenses for new remote
Saunders Bcstg. Co., Flagstaff, Arickups KA-9239 KA-9240 KOC-477.
zona—
Granted
CP's and licenses for reSelma-Smithfield Bcstg. Co., Smithmote pickups KA-9568 KA-9577.
310 Id, N. C. — Granted licenses for reStar
Printing
Co., Miles City, Monote pickups KA-8157 KA-8156.
tana— Granted CP and license for rePAN Onedia Bcstg. Co., Rhinelander, Wis.
mote
pickup
KA-9579.
120 Granted licenses for remote pickups
Thompson K. Cassel, Sayre, Pa. —
A-8035 KSB-702.
Granted CP for remote pickup KADairylands
Bcstg.
Service Inc., 9570.
News Press Publishing Co., Santa
arshfield, Wis. — Granted license for
Barbara, Calif. — Granted CP for new
pickup KA-8478.
9Ti ,mote
LaGrange Bcstg. Co., LaGrange, 111. remote pickup KA-9569.
KOADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Atlantic Coast Bcstg. Co., Charleston, S. C. — Granted CP's for new repickups KA-9565
KA-9566.
IowamoteGreat
Lakes Bcstg.
Co., Inc.,
Spencer, Iowa — Granted CP to make
changes
remote
to
increase in
power
frompickup
20 to KA-8719
40 and to
change trans.
KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
and studio location.
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.— Granted
STA for increase in trans, output power
from vis. 4.7 kw to 5 kw and aur. from
2.35 kw to 2.5 kw.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
WINX Washington, D. C— Granted
petition for dismissal of applications
for renewal of licenses of synch, amps,
located in Washington and Montgomery
County, Md. and developmental station
KG2XCK.
Telanserphone, Inc., Washington,
D. C. — Denied petition insofar as it
requests dismissal without prejudice
of appliaction for CP in domestic public land mobile radio service in Washington, but granted insofar as it requests
Application dismissed
with dismissal.
prejudice.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 4108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 4444
Washington 7, D. C.

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
kreoacast,
Ceawienicetien
and Television
System*
One LeFevre Lane, New Rechelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle e-leJO
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WINX Washington, D. C— Granted
motion for continuance of hearing in
proceeding re application for CP to
change main trans, location of WINX
from Garden City, Arlington, Va., to
8th and Eye Streets, N.W., Washington,
and establish synch, amps, and developmental station KG2XCK as presently
operated; hearing now scheduled for
Sept. 17 was continued indefinitely.
Alabama-Gulf Radio, Foley, Ala. —
Granted petition to accept late appearance and statement of appearance in
proceeding re its application and that
of Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., Inc., St.
Petersburg Beach, Fla.
Gulf Beaches Bcstg. Co., Inc., St.
Petersburg, Florida — Granted petition
for continuance of hearing in proceeding re its application and that of
Alabama-Gulf Radio, Foley, Ala.; hearing now scheduled for Sept. 4 was
continued to date to be set by further
order.
WTAD Quincy, 111. — Granted motion
for leave to amend application to provide current information re officers,
(Continued on page 107)
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20# per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25<t per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
are sent at owner's risk. Bioadcasting expressly repudiates
box numbers
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
All
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
North midwestern 250 watt network
affiliate wants all-round manager. Solid
market and a proven station. Salary
open. Present manager receives $8,000.
Send tion
complete
and photo.
detailedBox
informatogether with
773K,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. Unusual
opportunity for advancement offered
good commercial manager or general
manager terested
ofin advancement.
small market station
inWrite Box
893K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman
Radio manstation
salesman.
salesto call on radio Topflight
stations selling
nation's number one radio programs.
$150 week draw. Exceptional opporWrite fullBROADCASTING.
details about yourself. tunity.
Box 384K.
Salesman for 1000 watt network affiliate.
Prosperous Michigan community where
retail sales are way above national
average. Guaranteed salary. Give
background and references first letter.
Box 660K, BROADCASTING.
Salesman, male or female, for one of
Connecticut's leading independents in
major market. Base salary, commission, expense account. Write to Box
814K, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening with exceptional
opportunity for experienced time
salesman as field representative for
firm supplying local radio stations
with program service. Expenses plus
commissions and bonus. Weekly earnings exceed $300.00. Applicant must be
personable, dependable, have car and
be free to travel. For New York City
interview, write Box 854K, BROADCASTING and enclose photo.
A real opportunity for a self starter to
take over established studios in a large
non-competitive market. Man needed
would sell, service accounts, do 2V2
hours air work. Established accounts
would be turned over. Guaranteed salary and commission. Box 859K, BROADCASTING^
Experienced salesman wanted by successful N. Y. independent station. We
want an aggressive salesman who can
and will fight for business in a highly
competitive field for national and local
billing. This is not a job for a contact
man or a beginner. Good starting income and bright future for the right
man. Give full account of your experience and references in strict confidence
for interview. Box 883K, BROADCASTING.
Time salesman. Salary plus commisTexas. sion. Good market. KFRO, Longview,
I have requests for good salesmen
from stations throughout the U. S. A.
If you have a good personal and sales
record and wish to advance yourself,
send complete information and photo
to
Fred A. Palmer Co., Worthington,theOhio.
Announcers
Immediate opening for combination announcer-engine r with Rocky Mountain
network affiliate. Ideal working conditions, station splendidly equipped.
Permanent position. Wonderful climate
and outdoor paradise. Small but congenial staff. Send full details to Box
755K. BROADCASTING.
Announcer — Staff man with disc-jock
background for existing vacancy at top
mid-south independent station. 3-5
years experience preferred. Must be
able to operate console. We are looking for a man who has lost the wanderlust. State all particulars in first letter
with
disc or tape. Box 815K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate opening experienced staff
announcer, must operate board, handle
news, DJ and some special events,
Louisiana station, send particulars inCASTING.cluding picture. Box 833K, BROADWanted: Announcer interested in learning all phases of radio. Start night
work. 250 Mutual outlet, small town.
Box 872K, BROADCASTING.
Opening in Minnesota
for Guarsalesman-announcer. Muststation
have car.
anteed
salary.
Box
890K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Combination man. Accent on
announcing. Florida resort town independent. All details first letter. Box
697, New Smyrna, Florida.
Immediate opening for combination announcer-engineer midwest independent.
Excellet working conditions, 41 hours
no split shift. Experience desirable but
not necessary. Good starting wage to
right man wanting a permanent job.
Contact Charles Harrison, KBOA, Kennett, Missouri.
$325 monthly.
announcer with firstNeed
classexperienced
ticket. 40 hour
6 day week. Prefer applicant from
south or southwest who will appreciate
ideal working conditions in modern
plant. Send details, Manager, KTFY,
Brownfield, Texas.
Newsman — age 21 to 25. Stress is on
reportingground willability.
be givenNewspaper
preference.backWe
will work with you on air style. Our
preference is for man with basic ability,
desire to learn, mature, cooperative.
Contact: KWKH News Bureau. (CBS 50
kw)
ana. P. O. Box 1387, Shreveport. LouisiImmediate opening for experienced announcer, man with some sports playby-play preferred. Salary is dependant
on ability. Send disc and details.
WDBL, Springfield, Tenn.
Announcer-engineer wanted at once.
Thousand watt station with CP to go
5,000. Congenial staff, excellent working conditions. Will consider inexperienced man with training and ability.
Contact Hugh Fite, General Manager,
Radio Station WERH, Hamilton, Alabama.
Combination announcer-engineer. Emshift, progressivephasis
networkannouncing,
affiliate.night
Attractive
salary.
Send disc and qualifications, WFLB,
Fayetteville, N. C.
WFTR, Front Royal, Virginia is growing. Immediate opening for announcerengineer with experience, one that
wishes to advance in programming, production and accent announcing plus
permanent position. Start sixty per
week, raise after one month. Profit
sharing after three months. Located
seventy miles west of Washington, D. C.
in Shenandoah Valley. Will also hire
inexperienced combo man desiring
training and future. Write Ken Gordon,
WFTR, Front Royal, Virginia.
Announcer-onerator wanted. Regional
ABC. WKTY, LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
Announcer-engineer, with first class
ticket, working
at least conditions,
six months'250experience.
Good
watt network station. Send disc, qualifications,
and salary requirements. WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.
Announcer wanted. South Georgia network station wants experienced announcer who can operate board and
tables. Good pay and hours. WVOP,
telephone 327, Vidalia, Georgia.
Announcer - engineer, first nhone
WWGS. Tifton, Ga.. Phone 921.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Immediate need for combination man.
Good
congenial River.
staff.
Scenic pay,
resortgood
townhours,
on Tennessee
Prefer some experience. Would consider
beginner. Contact Ed Carrell, P. O.
Box 32. Guntersville, Ala.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, mid-September
opening. perience
Must have first
phone.
Exbut background.
prefer man
with amateur orunnecessary
servicing
Box 715K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Engineer capable assuming
duties and responsibilities of chief in
long established southwestern 250 network affiliate. If interested, kindly contact Box 806K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Transmitter
ticket. Prefer
low power operator
man now1st ready
for high power experience, but will
consider applicants with no experience
if your potential is good. $58.00 for 50
hours to start. Increases based on
ability. Box 834K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first
class
some Box
announcing.
Missourilicense,
daytimer.
843K. BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer needed for 1000
watt North Carolina daytimer. Good
working conditions:
experience
necessary. Must, have nocar.
Box 849K,
BROADCASTING.
Want combination engineer-announcer,
first phone. Good voice required. State
salary required first reply. KCOG,
Centerville, Iowa.
Wanted, engineer with some announcing ability. Permanent position with
future for right man in 5 kw ABC
affiliate in Colorado. KGHF, Pueblo,
Colo.
Wanted — Chief engineer for 1000 watt
daytime station, KPBM, Carlsbad, New
Mexico.
Need first class license transmitter engineer immediately. Possible living
quarters for single man. Radio Station
KRIS. Corpus Christi, Texas.
First Class engineer. No experience
necessary. WASA, Havre de Grace, Md.
Wanted: nouncerCombination
engineer
for 250 watt Mutual
outlet,- an-40
miles north Atlanta. $55.00 for 45
hours
Georgia.to start. WBHF, Cartersville,
Wanted: First phone or combination
man, no experience required. WCFV,
Clifton Forge, Virginia.
Engineer, first class license for 1000
watt daytime station, experience desirable but not necessary. Car essential. WDBL. Springfield, Tenn.
Need first class licensed operator. No
announcing, 6 day week. Time and
half for over 40 hours, car not necessary. WDIG, Dothan, Ala.
First class engineer-operator needed immediately for fulltime station. WFAH,
Alliance, Ohio.
First phone engineer needed immediately. No experience necessary. WFOB,
Fostoria, Ohio.
Wanted: Engineer with first class
ticket, wood,
NBC
station, WGRM, GreenMississippi.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Southeastern network station wants ei
perienced first class operator with ca
capable of maintenance and recordir
as well as transmitter watch. Comput;
tion not swollen by long hours. 40 hoi
week with time-and-a-half for occ;
sional overtime. Permanent job replacing man gone to TV after five yea |
our staff. Write, wire or phone Bi
Atkinson, WGBA, Columbus, Georgi
Combo man wanted, stress on voic
Outstanding opportunity with majjfi
network property. Good starting wa% :
scale with real opportunities for iiif
creases. Write, wire or call WGT!
Worcester, Massachusetts.
Engineer, first class license. Exper
ence not necessary. Basic ABC statio
central New York state. Contact T. :
Brown, WGVA, Geneva. New York, j
There is an immediate opening for
first
class engineer is at necessary.
the below statio:
No announcing
App:|
WHFB. Benton Harbor, Michigan.
Have immediate opening for transmi
ter engineer. No experience necessar
$55.00 for 45 hours. Contact Chief Ei
gineer, WJBF, Augusta, Georgia.
Wanted, engineer for AM and FM NE
affiliate, WKPT, Kingsport, Tenn.
Engineer with first class ticket. Expc
rience unnecessary. Car essentij !
WMRI, Marion, Indiana.
ProdvLction-Programming, Other
News director, able to take full charj
of a live wire news room in a leadii
5000 watt, north-central network af
iate. Must be a topflight newscaste
thoroughly experienced in local report ij
ing,
and beReply
able
directediting
other wire
news copy
personnel.
confidence, giving detailed previoi
experience,
when availab
and attach salaries,
small photograph.
—■ ■ Be j'!
413K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced secretary - copywrite
western Pennsylvania independer,
Position opening in September. Plea
send full details, photo, copy sampl
and salary required. Box 673K, BROA1
CASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Manager — Fourteen years experien
all phases
independent
station oper
tion.
No arm
chair executive
but
go-getter who can make your static :
aingpaying
If you are seel
a hard proposition.
working, conscientious
ma,
I can do a real job for you. Be |
838K, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive manager available with
thirty
of
radiodays.
with Experienced
seven years inin all
the phas<_
bus
ness including establishment of a nec
station. Hard working salesman an
sober with the best references desirit
a location in the midwest. Box 8421
BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. 16 yea,
experience with proven record. Knoy
good
programming
salesof and
in operation.
38 years
age, econonmarrie j
This is an opportunity to get a goc
man with the radio knowledge you a
looking
for. Box 857K, BROADCAS"
ING.
Newspaper executive. After sixtet
years in all phases of radio, I trii
to reform by becoming general ma: j
ager
two daily
good of
position,
but Inewspapers.
have radio inIt'srr
blood
instead
of
printer's
ink. Comple
experience in radio management,
sale
programming, engineering, FCC proc
dures. 38, married, two children,
want to get back to running a got
radio station again. Write Box 8681
BROADCASTING.
Manager-program
director-commerci
manager. Thoroughly
capable, expei
ence all phases radio. Efficient ma:
agement, good programming, stroi
sales and public relations. Matu
judgment, youthful enthusiasm, fii
personality and good showmansh;
everything that makes a successful st
tion. Reasonable salary and percen
age. Box 888K, BROADCASTING.
Successful commercial manager desi
ous of south or southeast. 1st licens
Box 889K. BROADCASTING.
After over twenty years in radio ai 15
year
away, IIamwant
get backandinhaitl
field where
best toqualified
piest in sales or management. Pref' >
Florida, but will go anywhere. Addre
P. O. Box 615, West Palm Beac
Florida.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Salesmen
?f (Fifteen excellent
years NBCrecord,
sales, best
local,references.
spot netJfjfwork,
Currently employed. Considering leavVJ I jng
New ST
"York City.
Box G.
744K, BROADCA
IN
a jbiamond in your own backyard. Young:.':! Thinking here's
creative employer into NYC
— market,
the services of ana opportunity
sparkling talentbuyin
Ithe advertising business. Not a jackbf -all-trades, but firmly grounded in
'"-.retail sales ($55,000 gross billing), creat,»1J!
9Jphg
campaigns
that markets
hit the register copy
on the
$; analyzing
and
accounts; developing promotion, pub; . licity, original presentations. TV pro'j hi-pressured.
duction experience,
hi-powered
Anxious
to leap but
out notof
i— ' mental
rut
into
flexible
agency
or
station (no ulcer outlets) where top work
n begets top dollar. Own accounts best
.^references. Journalism BS, 27. draft
:: exempt, child. Wife cooks terrific
dinners for right boss.
Box 837K,
— BROADCASTING.
;™!Young aggressive salesman-announcer.
Emphasis on sales. Knowledge mer"— phases
chandising.
Four yearssales
experience
all
announcing,
promotion.
^-Single. Draft exempt. Personal interview preferred. Box 852K, BROAD~ CASTING.
Announcers
College grad., 25, seeks first announcJflking
job, anycopywriting,
location. Courses
in an-nouncing,
newswriting.
" Short on experience, long on talent,
iim
ideas. Disc, photo. Box 699K, BROADaSCASTING.
2Steti—
arbNetwork experienced sports man wants
:•! I employment preferably west. Board
:i? I lexperience, news, DJ. Married, draft
:v.c.:exempt. Presently employed, no drifter.
Mfeox 777K, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer wants position
77" where board work not required. Cont: scientious, draft exempt, excellent references. Box 783K, BROADCASTING.
~'"J5ports announcer, play-by-play all
!0ArBports.
Available October
Married. Advancement
more 21st.
important
than starting salary. Box 830K, BROAD"ASTING.
California here I come. Combo, exa ;mpt, married man desires California
:e!;r=tation. Asking $75.00, will consider
.■ B65.00.831K,TwoBROADCASTING.
weeks notice required.
ntinBox
r.':.
Announcer, draft exempt, single, colBiiiege graduate. Operates console and
urntable. Experience in all phases
—ithtfable
I ncluding
technical knowledge.
immediately.
Disc, photo.AvailBox
H*32K, BROADCASTING.
i tea :
5portscaster — Topflight play-by-play
b itjTian for football, basketball, baseball
3nd all other sports. Family man seek1 5ffi? ng permanent spot with sports minded
rtation. Fourteen years experience as
—Syesmnd
-Hpportscaster,
commercial
general newscaster,
manager. Box
839K,
.. • BROADCASTING.
Competent, experienced, reliable, emm cloyed announcer desires change to
I ound, progressive station, run by radio
j - en. Good DJ, 8 years experience, 3
/ears PD. State salary, hours. Box
40K, BROADCASTING.
te
t.- "fews-sports specialist, now employed,
draft Box
free. 844K,
AcceptBROADCASTstaff, desire
Si"i =\ge
ID. C.28,area.
ING.
•aiillillbilly DJ. know, like hillbillies. Seven
ears with own top western unit. Want
ight permanent spot. Please no
stuffedcommercial.
shirt" station
replies.
Also
news,
Details,
transcripion, request. Available in Sept. Box
45K, BROADCASTING.
innouncer-sportseaster. Employed, 26
ears old. Married. Will travel. Availble immediately. Strong on all play$fly-play.
Year's experience,
jftox 846K, Veteran.
BROADCASTING.
\tlented novice football broadcaster
esires prep or college play-by-play
assignment as announcer or assistant,
^nywhere in U. S. College grad. 24.
'I 'our
years BROADCASTING.
football P. A. experience.
!ox 847K.
.nnouncer moving to California. Varied
>:perience football, special events,
perate own board news, DJ and write
lopy. Married. No hot shot or char|cter. Presently employed at large
puthwest metropolitan station. Box
43K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Attention, east and southeast! Announcer-newscaster. Five years solid
experience. Veteran. Family man.
Good voice. Sober and reliable. Good
baseball. Looking for well established
station offering good pay and good
future.
Best references. Box 855K,
BROADCASTING.
Staff job with regional NBC or CBS
affliliate. Prefer combination with TV.
Five years experience all phases announcing. Two years managing program directing. Six years college. 31,
non drinker, married, one child. If sincerely Available
interested onwilltwocome
for notice.
interview.
weeks
Box 861K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Creative ability, concert
and show business background, bass
voice, trained Radio City, New York,
seeks stable position. Veteran, age 33,
married, no children, sober, good appearance, healthy, character excellent,
desires opportunity to prove talent is
worth its weight in gold. Box 862K,
BROADCASTING.
Thousands thousands yes, thousands of
families know this man! Disc jockey
with ready-made audience available.
A "household name" in New York
metropolitan area seeks change. Willsacrifice large
"take" topossibilities.
join New
Yorkingstation
with growth
Request interview. Write Box 863K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter. Two years experience with one station. Work board.
Vet,
single, sober. Box 864K, BROADCASTING.
Young, married, draft exempt, comboman; 2 fornia
yearsstationexperience.
Desires news
Caliposition. Smooth
and disc delivery. Letter, tape, photo
available on inquiry. Stable! Box 866K,
BROADCASTING.
I'm zaney. I like late hours. Musicgab my forte. Build me as your dogwatch personality. Prefer fulltime independent in midwest, east. Box 870K,
BROADC
ASTING.
Gil Mason's the name. I can handle
your announcing. Newscasting and
disc jockey programs. Just need the
opportunity to prove it. Resume and
disc
on request. Box 874K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director. Ten year
background. Prefer east. Details, transcription. Box 877K, BROADCASTING.
Moving up, versatile announcer, personable, vet, family, employed metroCASTING^
politan station. Box 884K, BROADAlabama stations: Experienced announcer, sportscaster, salesman, interested in good proposition. Send details.
Box 886K. BROADCASTING.
Platter-chatter man with one-year
proven
ability.
for opportunity to build
late Looking
nite or morning
show.
Prefer decent size city in midwest or
possibly east. Fulltime independent
best bet. Box 871K, BROADCASTING.
Persons involved: Husband and wife.
Draft exempt. College. Two years AM,
FM, TV experience. Strong in all
phases of news, editing, rewrite and
local reporting. Excellent DJ team.
Continuity and commercial writing.
Production and direction. Available
immediately. Permanent. Peter Newton, #1 Stuyvesant Oval, New York
City, New York.
Technical
Engineer, degree, license, 15 years experience chief, combo.
Box 652K,
BROADCAS
TING.
First phone, 18 months experience,
draft exempt, married, wishes to Ideate
in south, have no experience but will
combo
work.NG
Box 835K,
Cexcept
AS
TI
.BROADColored vet, first phone license. 5 years
technicalment. training.
DesiresandemployPlease state salary
hours.
Box 853K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
class ticket.
experience.1st Desire
position, AM-FM-TV
preferably
in Vermont
or
New
Hampshire.
nent location wanted.
Married,Permadraft
exempt. Box 856K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
combination
nouncer presently
employed engineer-anby fulltime
clear channel station. Notice necessary.
Southwest preferred. Minimum salary
$300.00. Have automobile. Box 875K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced combo man available.
Handle all phases. Family man with
car. Good references. Full details
first
letter, please. Box 879K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, 4 years experience, transmitter, control room and remotes. Desire change to progressive station. Draft
exempt. Minimum $65. Box 885K,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 20 years experience
maintenance and new construction.
Excellent record as chief, family, reaCASTING.sonable salary. Box 887K, BROADFirst phone, no experience, single, amateur experience, willing. Write to VinCorona,centL.Giangregorio,
I., N. Y. 108-31 48th Ave.,
Immediately, engineer, chief engineer,
experienced,
family. 58Northeast,
midwest. James
Sailly Avenue,
Plattsburg,
N. Gray,
Y.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter-male. Experience on network affiliate wants progressive station.
Hard
worker. Draft exempt. No anING^
nouncing. Box 807K, BROADCASTProgram director, 10 years experience
as announcer news man; in short all
phases of radio promotion, production,
writing shows and copy. Prefer to locate with AM-TV operation. However,
would consider sound AM position.
Presently on leave network affiliate
from position as program director.
Aim to secure future for self and family. Age 30, draft exempt. Box 836K,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced girl continuity writer also
microphone
work..
Upper midwest
ING
preferred.
Box 841K,
BROADCASTCollegeempt,graduate,
male, in
22, southwest.
draft exanxious to locate
Wants experience in copywriting. Box
860K, BROADCASTING.
Presently employed, program department, eastern net 50 kw. Desire program directorship
medium
questionable
background (9station.
years)Un-in
programming, sales, engineering. 32,
vet, draft exempt, married. Consider
any location. Excellent references.
Box 865K, BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesman
Currently TV sales manager for large
independent station with outstanding
sales record. Prior experience includes
1 yeartive,asTV direction
TV network
account credits,
execuand writing
TV department head for advertising
agency. Emphasis on sales but varied
background embraces all production in
TV. Want to exploit sales plus management experience on higher level
than present. Will also consider station rep, film distribution and/or advertising agency position. Write Box 851K,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Television cameraman and photographer; commercial, news; advertising
and publicity.
Age Box
40, married.
Excellent references.
891K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Western local station in good farm
town. selves
Owners
to devote
to other wish
business.
Low themprice
for cash. Low-cost operation ideal for
owner -manager-engineer and wife. ReCASTING.
plies confidential. Box 804K, BROAD250 watt
fulltime coast.
independent
on north-3
ern California
In operation
years. Box 876K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Rel. 10 kw FM transmitter. Includes
driver unit power supply and amplifier.
Perfect condition. Never been used.
Make best offer. This is a real bargain! Box 698K, BROADCASTING.
Like new General Electric BC-3A transmitter console. Cost $650.00, will accept
$450.00. Suitable for any transmitter or
small station speech-input. Box 850K,
BROADCASTING.
Channel two or three RCA TF3A three
bay Bat livery.
Wing
antenna
immediate deBox 869K,
BROADCASTING.
2 Ampex
model$750.00
400, twin
ers, as new.
each.track
Boxrecord878K,
BROADCASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
For sale: One composite 250 watt transmitter,and tower.
Quonset
hut, two
tables
console.
Complete
250 turnwatt
station lation
except
for
frequency
and
modu-it.
monitors. First $5,000 takes
WBSC, Bennettsville, S. C.
RCA BTF250-A 250 watt FM transmitter, Hewlett-Packard monitor, RCA
transmission line monitor, RCA isolation unit, RCA limiting amplifier, 200
feet
transmission
Best
offer, l5/s"
Chiefcoax
Engineer,
WCOH, line.
Newnan,
Georgia.
Wanted To Buy
Stations
Station wanted.
thousand
dollars. Gross
Cash between
available.50-100
No
brokers. Replies confidential. Box
873K, BROADCASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Want used 3 channel amplifier, microphones, pickups, and turntables. Send
description and lowest price to Box
858K, BROADCASTING.
Used 4 or 6 bay sidemount FM antenna,
1% inch line and brackets. Box 867K,
BROADCASTING.
Miscellaneous
Learn how to speak and write for radio. Send for practical text book with
comprehensive Home Study Course.
Introductory offer (two months only)
complete
lessons. Address Boxwith
784K,15 printed
BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted
SALESMEN
for new
SYNDICATED
RADIO IDEA
If you are now calling on radio
stations and can handle another
salable idea along with the service
you are now selling, we have a
proposition that is made to order
for you. This is a brand new idea
for one station in each market. It
was created by active radio station
men and has ample financial backing. It is a solid, sound, brand
new, legitimate plan that cannot
fail to increase billings for every
station that participates. It is fully
copyrighted and protected. Choice
territories are now open. Write
ING. to Box 882K, BROADCASTtoday
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K, BROADCASTING
Production-Programming , Others
WAAB)— 5000 watts seeks
Basic ABC (10-15-51
experienced
woman
to expertlyof handle
proposed five-weekly half-hours
community
activities,
interviews,
and household information.
Must shopping
also be willing
and
able todlingassist
ContinuityPleaseDirector
inphoto,
hanseveral
accounts.
enclose
state full background details and expected
startingW. payOlin.andJr..send
auditionWAAB.
disc to
Bruff
President.
Worcester. Mass.

Employment Service

For Sale
RADIO

SCRIPT

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

LIBRARY

(can be run by one person)
Over 100 stations have used this
service. Priced for quick sale.
BOX 892K, BROADCASTING
Equipment etc.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦:
:
♦♦Television Transmitter* ♦♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
FOR SALE
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
New — Never Used
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
In
Original
Crates
♦
♦
♦
♦
RCA
TT5A
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
5
KW--VHF
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
Channels 2 through 6
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
Available
Immediately
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
Address
Box
880K
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
BROADCASTING
*
TELECASTING
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Wanted to Buy
Stations

WANTED
A

Radio

W. Ziv Co.'s tranTHE Frederic
scribed radio series Bright Star
starring Irene Dunne and Fred
MacMurray, was sold in 183 cities
during the first three weeks it was
offered, company officials announced last week. Twenty-seven
of the 95 "major markets" — cities
of 100,000 population or morehave purchased the show.
The series has also been sold in
21 of the 63 television cities in the
United States, which Ziv executives interpret as a strong over-all
appeal, in large as well as small
cities. They anticipate stations in
more than 90% of television cities
will have bought Bright Star by
the time it goes on the air the end
of this month.
The 27 major markets, where
sales have been completed, are:
Detroit, Boston, Houston, New Orleans, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
Memphis, Columbus (Ohio), Atlanta, Birmingham, Akron, Providence, Omaha, Miami, Dayton,
Jacksonville, Norfolk, Salt Lake
City, Tulsa, Hartford, Charlotte,
Mobile, Shreveport, Knoxville,
Tampa, South Bend, and Little
Rock.
McConnell Sails
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, NBC
president, sailed Friday on the
Queen Mary to attend broadcasts
of The Big Show to originate Sept.
16 in London and Sept. 23 in Paris.
Programs will be taped for U. S.
Broadcast Sept. 30 and Oct. 7,
respectively. London show will be
broadcast on BBC; Paris one will
be for studio audience only without being broadcast in that country.

Station

WEST OR SOUTHWEST
250-5000 WATTS
All Replies Confidential
SEND DETAILS,
INCLUDING PRICE TO
BOX 881 K, BROADCASTING

EASTERN
MARKET

'BRIGHT STAR'
Series Sold in 183 Cities

DOUBLE

INDEPENDENT
$63,000.00

The only station covering TWO very attractive eastern cities having a total city population in excess of 35,000 and retail sales of
more than $40,000,000.00. This station needs owner operation
and offers two or three partners an unusual opportunity to earn
real profits. Financing arranged.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bide. Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-S Exbrook 2-5*72
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ANNUAL harvest (and the only one
by Broadcasting • Telecasting, (puhleez) of 1951 radio beauty contestants
includes Mrs. Arkansas, Mrs. Coleman Kent, who went to the Asbury
Park finals last week under the
sponsorship of KNEA Jonesboro.

MRS. PENNSYLVANIA, Mrs. Mar
cella Marder, receives the title ribboi
from Bob Nelson, manager of WARE
Johnstown during state finals in tha
city.
year's
nationalJohns
Mrs
America Last
winner
represented
town and WARD.

MISS WASHINGTON of 1951, June
Beverly Klein, receives congratulations of Vice President Alben W.
Barkley as she entrained for the Miss
America finals. WWDC Washington
again sponsored this year's contest
in the Nation's Capital.
EYEFUL at KLRA Little Rock is Lee
Power, who conducts a nightly disc
jockey show for Long-Bell Lumber Co.
By day she serves as advertising
director for the lumber chain and
urnishes proof that beauty and
t brains often go together.

MRS. RADIO Cleveland, Mrs. Jea
Carrione, won a WHK competitio
that all started with a flip remor
of Disc Jockey Bill Gordon aboi
sending in beauty pictures. The d
luge of mail that followed prompte
the contest.
WGAP Maryville-Alcoa, Tenn., wc
one of the sponsors of Miss Alcoi
Bobbie Bird. Mayor O. W. Brumfi
congratulates
Not<
That's all — nexther.
radio(Editor's
beauty layo
in our September, 1952 issue.)

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 103)
)ecisions Cont.:
directors, stockholders and financial
[land program plans.
1 By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
WHUN forHuntingdon,
:etition
continuance Pa.of— Granted
hearing
from Sept. 10 to Nov. 13 in Washington,
C. in proceeding re its application.
By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth C.
WJKO Springfield, Mass. — Granted
joetition for continuance of hearing
from Sept. 5 to Oct. 5, in Washington,
|n proceeding re its application.
September 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WFIN-FM Findlay, Ohio — License for
;P to change FM station.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal
[of license: KLX-FM Oakland, Calif.;
IWTMV-FM
East St. Ind.;
Louis,WCTW
111.; WCNBTM Connersville,
(FM)
Jew Castle, Ind.; KGLO-FM Mason
Ncity, Iowa; KMFM (FM) Monroe, La.:
|WCBS-FM
New N. York,
N. Y.;(FM)
WMGMIFM New York,
Y.; WFDR
New
lYork, N. Y.; WWNY-FM Watertown,
IN. Y.; WFMJ-FM Youngstown, Ohio;
IKMUS-FM Muskogee. Okla.; WMGWIFM Meadville, Pa.; WDXY (FM) Spar(tanburg, S. C.
September 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
AM— 960 kc
Mobile, Ala. — CP new AM station requested by Cary Lee Graham and
Edwin H. Estes AMENDED to change
from 1340 kc 250 w unl. to 960 kw 1
kw D.
AM— 900 kc
Calhoun, Ga. — CP new AM station
requested by Gordon County Bcstg.
Co. AMENDED to change from 1490 kc
1250 w unl. to 900 kc 1 kw D etc.
License for CP
WNXT
Portsmouth,
Ohio — License
Ifor CP new AM station.
Modification of License
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.— Mod. liT cense to change from DA-DN to DA-N.
iTheatre TV Lens
BETTER picture detail for theatre
TV is promised by a new giant
self-correcting lens, according to
American Optical Co., manufacturer of the precision magnifier.
It is more than 22 inches in diameter and projects "improved 15oy-20 foot television pictures on
movie screens." Several of the
have been ordered by RCA
enwrll lens
and General Precision Lab. for use
,aJJjin their theatre TV equipment,
^American Optical reported. Lens
|s used to correct distortions induced by mirror-magnifier when
he image on the 5-in. kinescope is
olown up to theatre-screen size.
THE

LITTLE

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
SUMMARY

SEPTEMBER

6

Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Pending
Appls. Hearing
In
Class
On Air Licensed
CPs
Grants
AM Stations
2,292
2,264
128
299
125
FM Stations
655
544
115
*1
11
3
TV Stations
107
87
22
438
171
* On the air.
kw visual. 100 kw aural, antenna
Docket Actions . . .
* > 200
1551 feet; estimated cost $1,350,000;
FINAL DECISIONS
operating
cost $360,000;
000.
Principals
include revenue
President $400,Roy
Clovis, N. M. — Announced final de- J. Turner (20%), oil business; Vice
cision
granting
New-Tex
Bcstg.
request
President
F.
E.
Harper
(10%),
oil
busifor new AM station on 1240 kc with
ness; Secretary Henry S. Griffing
100 w fulltime and denying application
(trustee forpendent
30%Theatres,
ownedOklahoma
by Video City);
Indeof KDDD Dumas, Tex. to change from
800 kc, 250 w, daytime to 1240 kc, Treasurer Luther T. Dulaney (30%),
250 w,tionfulltime;
dismissed
as moot petistate RCA distributor; Executive Vice
of New-Tex
for severance
and President
Edgar T. Bell (10%), general
grant of application and other related manager KTOK Oklahoma City. Filed
pleadings. Decision Aug. 29.
Sept.
5.
Wausau,
Wis. — Rib Mountain Radio
MEMORANDUM OPINIONS
Inc., Ch. 7 (174-180 mc), 48.6 kw visual,
AND ORDERS
24.3 kw mated
aural,
antenna operating
814 feet; esticost $240,445;
cost
Dallas, Tex. — By order, granted peti- $150,000; revenue
$150,000.
is
tion by chief of broadcast bureau to owned by Central Bcstg. Applicant
Co.
(60%),
reopen
record
of
proceedings
on
Lakerepresenting
the
Morgan
Murphy-Walwood Bcstg. Co. application for new
ter C. Co.
Bridges
AM station on 1480 kc with 1 kw full- Herald
(40%),interests,
publishersandof RecordWassau
time, directional. Enlarged issues and "Record-Herald."
Filed Sept. 5.
ordered further hearing to determine
Tex. — R. L. Wheelock,
whether proposed station would inter- W.SanL. Antonio,
Pickens and H. H. Coffield d/b
fere objectionably with XEAR Monas
UHF
Television
Co., Ch. 35, 187 kw
or anyunauthorized
other foreign
93.5 kw aural, antenna 425 feet;
stations terrey,
to anMexico,extent
by visual,
estimated cost $372,500; operating cost
treaty
or the
Commission's
standards.
Order
Aug. 31. rules and $140,000;
ners haverevenue
applied$300,000.
for TV Same
stationspart-in
New
Orleans,
La.
and
Corpus
Christi,
Non-Docket Actions . . .
Tex. tions
Alsobelow.see Filed
two other
Sept. UHF
6. applicaTRANSFER GRANTS
Houston, Tex. — UHF Television Co.,
KSEL qLubbock,
Tex. — Granted
ac- Ch. 23, 182.5 kw visual, 91.25 kw aural,
uisition of control Lubbock
Bcstg. Co.,
antenna
514 feet; estimated cost $382,licensee, by Walter G. Russell through
500; operating cost $140,000; revenue
purchase of 28% interest from B. C. $300,000. See San Antonio application
Garnett and Betty K. S. Garnett for above. Filed Sept. 6.
$56,000. Mr. Russell now owns 9,609.6
Tex. — UHF Television Co., Ch.
shares out of total of 18,480 shares. 23,Dallas,
180 kc visual, 90 kw aural, antenna
Granted Aug. 31.
515
feet;
estimated cost $352,500; operWRYO Rochester, Pa.— Granted asating cost $140,000; revenue $300,000.
s
i
g
n
m
e
n
t
o
f
license
from
Beaver
Valley
See
San
application above.
Radio Inc. to Michael Maker Jr. (70%)
Filed Sept. Antonio
6.
and S. W. Calkins (30%), a partnership
of the two major stockholders in
TRANSFER REQUESTS
former licensee,
Beaver
Valley. Con-of
sideration consists
of assumption
KOKO
La Junta, Col. — Assignment of
obligations and liabilities. Granted license from Southwest Bcstg. Co. to
Aug. 31.
Otero Bcstg. Co. for $250 plus mortgage-purchase agreement involving
WTNT Tallahassee, Fla.— Granted acquisition of control Tallahassee Appli- $17,750. Principals in transferee are
ance Corp., licensee, by Frank W. President William W. Shepherd (48%),
Hazelton, present ya owner, through
Tifton,
SecreHortense D.Ga.;Shepherd
purchase of another ]/3 from W. H. 10% owner WWGStary-Treasurer
Wilson, Godfrey Smith and J. T. Smith
(2%),
professor
Georgia
State
Dept.
of
Jr. for $15,000. Granted Aug. 27.
Education; Vice President Dr. Charles
E.
Zimmernan
(50%),
physician.
Filed
KGFL Roswell,
— GrantedKGFL
in- Sept. 5.
voluntary transferN.ofM. control
Inc., licensee, from W. E. Whitmore,
WCOL-AM-FM
Columbus,
deceased, to Walter E. Whitmore Jr.,
signment of license
from Ohio—
Lloyd AsA.
executor of estate. Granted Aug. 27. Pixley, Martha
P. Pixley and Grace M.
KENM Portales, N. M.— Granted in- Pixley as individuals to Air Trails Inc.
voluntary transfer of control Plains
Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee, from W. E. for $100,000 plus. (Contingent upon
Whitmore,
deceased,
Walter E.Granted
Whitmore Jr., executor ofto estate.
Aug. 27.
KXGI Ft. Madison, Iowa— Granted
assignment of license from Carson Radio Inc., to KXGI Inc. a formality following July 10 grant of transfer of all
Carson
Granted Radio
Aug. 27.stock to KXGI Inc.

New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
Liberty, Tex. — Cyril W. Reddoch and
John B. McCrary d/b as Liberty Bcstg.
Co., 1050 kc, 250 w, daytime; estimated
construction cost $16,775; first year
operating
costPartners
$25,000; also
firstownyearWATM
revenue $34,500.
Atmore, Ala. and KDLA DeRidder, La.
Filed Sept. 4.
TV APPLICATIONS
Amarillo, Tex. — Plains Radio Bcstg.
THE
Co., Ch. 4 (66-72 mc), 50 kw, visual,
25 kw aural, antenna 561 feet; estimated
cost $486,558.70; operating costs and
1 iByHalHolman.Co bigwallop!
revenuecensee unknown.
Applicant
is liof KGNC Amarillo
and KFYO
Lubbock,
Tex.
Filed
Sept.
5.
MARINETTE
JV
AAM^M
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Oklahoma
If IWI#%IVI Wisconsin
Television Corp., Ch. 9 (186-192 mc),
JROADCASTING
• Telecasting
STATION
WITH

THROUGH

simultaneous application requesting
transfer from Pixley's Inc., present
licensee, to three individuals named
who Trails
own Pixley's
Inc.) and
Principals
Air
are President
Treasurerin
Charles Sawyer (20%), U.S. Secretary
of Commerce and owner of WING
Dayton, majority stockholder in WIZE
Springfield,
Ohio; Executive
Vice President J. Pattison
Williams (20%),
executive vice president for WIZE and
WING; Vice President Adna H. Karns,
general manager WING and WIZE;
Secretary John Sawyer (12%), farmer;
Assistant-Secretary Catherine Brown,
private secretary to Secretary Sawyer
and assistant secretary for WING and
WIZE;ager forCharles
Evans,
station
manWIZE; N.Anne
Sawyer
Williams
(12%), director WING; Charles Sawyer
Jr.
(12%), director
of Coney
Island(12%),
Co.,
Cincinnati;
Jean Sawyer
Weaver
housewife; Edward Sawyer (12%),
U.S. Army. Filed Sept. 5.
WIBS Santurce, P. R.— Resubmitted
application
assignment
licenseto
from RadioforStation
WIBS of Inc.
Tomas Muniz and Ramon Pares d/b
as Muniz & Pares for $174,200. Mr.
Muniz (50%) is general manager WIAC
San Juan and Mr. Pares (50%) is vice
president of Olavannia Sugar Corp.,
San Juan. Filed Sept. 5.
KGAL from
Lebanon,
Ore. — Assignment
license
W. Gordon
Allen to Linnof
County Bcstg. Co., new corporation
owned 59.1% by Mr. Allen, president.
Other owners are Vice President Donald F. Whitman
production
director WJBK-TV(20%),
Detroit
and KOIN
Portland,
Ore.; Secretary-Treasurer
Harold C. Singleton
(9.9%), 52% owner
KWWB Walla Walla, Wash, and chief
engineer KGW Portland. Ore.; Kathryn
B.
Hayden (10%),
part-owner
"Lebanon
Express";
Madeline
R. Allen
(1%),
housewife. Total of $8,000 is paid to
Mr. Allen for interests obtained. Filed
Sept. 5.
Ariz. — Assignment
of KGPH
license Flagstaff,
from partnership
d/b as The
Flagstaff Bcstg. Co. to The Frontier
Bcstg. Co. Inc. to effect change from
partnershipership. toFiledcorporation.
Same ownSept. 5.
KXOX
Sweetwater,
Tex.
—
Assignment
of license from Sweetwater Radio Inc.
to Radio & News Inc., present 100%
owner of licensee. Filed Sept. 5.
KTER
Terrell,
— Transfer
of control Terrell
Best. Tex.
Corp.
from Frederick
I. Massengill Jr. and D. W. Massengill
to Paul A. Wnorowski through sale of
51% skiinterest
Wnorowowned 40%forof $16,500,
WIBV Mr.
Belleville,
111.
until June 14 this year. Filed Sept. 5.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 24, FM 54, TV 0. New deletions
and effective dates follow:
KJSK-FM
Wheeling,
W. Va.— permit,
George
Basil
Anderson,
construction
Aug. 28. Economic.
Morning Program
WBAL-TV Baltimore announced
last week that beginning today
(Monday) it will begin programming at 10 a.m. with a new fullhour program to be known as The
Brent Gunts Show. New show will
be aired Monday through Friday
and aimed at housewives.

by Johnstone-Montei
,r BMI -Pin Vp" Hit-Published
SUNSHINE
THE
I LOVE
SMIEE
OF YOUR
1587; Ray
On Records: Four Knights— Cap.
n^o
ffi
^hont-Cap. 1723; Merv Gri
y— Dec. 2iWo.
halter_Vic. 20-4181; Jerry Gra
Herman — Capitol;
On Transcriptions: Lew
.
dard
Stan
Victory Military Band—
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Benton's Inning
(Continued from page 23)
predominant
matter which Sen.
Benton sought to settle.
He quoted industry sources as
well as several editorials from
Broadcasting • Telecasting as
stating that broadcasters feared
the spectre of censorship in his proposal, and he denied that these
fears were valid.
Other witnesses, under questioning by Sen. Benton, contended, that
no censorship would be present in
the system. But Senate Majority
Leader Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz.), chairman of the subcommittee, got closer to the heart of
the matter when he asked Sen.
Benton:
"How much good would this
board accomplish without exercisof censorship?"
degreeanswered,
ing some
Sen.
Benton
in part:
"I have a great faith in the desire
of the industry to respond to the
kind of constructive report from
the type of men that would be on
this board. ... If such a board
had been in existence for the past
30 years of radio history . . . the
history of broadcasting would have
been changed for the better."
"If stations did not conform to
the recommendations of this board,"
continued Sen. McFarland, "would
the FCC conform to them?"
"That's hard to say," said Sen.
Benton.
"Would it be your desire that
the FCC conform to them?" asked
Sen. McFarland.
"It would and could on occasions
where you have a flagrant failure
of a licensee to live up to his promises," said Sen. Benton.
Attached to Congress?
Sen. McFarland said it seemed
to him that "unless the FCC did
follow the recommendations," the
advisory board would have no effect.
Sen. Homer E. Capehart (RInd.) questioned whether (1) there
was a need for such a board since
it might "be doing what this committee (the Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee) ought to be
doing, or (2) whether, "if we do
need such an organization," it

*****

*\™&

r

Constant service
of Highest type
will Net SPONSORS
INCREASED SaLES IN
HALIFAX
NO"A SCOTIA
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York,
(Rep.)
5000 WATTS-NOW!
I_
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ought not to be attached to Congress.
"Why should it (the board) be
attached to the executive branch?"
Sen. Capehart asked. "Only the
House and Senate have the power
to change the law (governing
broadcasting)
Sen. Benton ." said the thought of
attaching the board to Congress
had not occurred to him and that
although the notion might be worth
considering, he felt that his proposal was the better solution.
Sen. Benton continued throughout the hearings to maintain that
this procedure would not constitute
censorship.
The legislation under discussion
before the subcommittee of the
Senate Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee last Wednesday and Thursday was S J Res 76,
a joint Senate-House resolution,
and S 1579, a bill. The two, and
proposed amendments to them, together represent Sen. Benton's
proposals.
Requisite of Bill
In his testimony last week Sen.
Benton said that the bill, in its
amended form, "calls upon the
board to make 'a continuing study
of programming trends of broadcasting stations with particular
reference to' four problems."
Said the Senator: "The four
problems spelled out in the revised
bill are briefly: (1) the manner
in which broadcasters are serving
community needs; (2) the extent
to which broadcasters are carrying programs
'broaden
the
educational
andwhich
cultural
interests
of the American people;' (3) new
techniques in programming, or in
the financing of broadcast operations, as these affect programming;
and (4) study of the nature and
composition of the groups which
exercise effective control of programming, e.g. station operators,
networks, advertisers, educational
institutions, etc."
Sen. Benton confined his prepared statement to an outline of
the purposes of his legislation and
to the introduction of several
endorsements from educators.
One letter, from Dr. Robert G.
Sproul, president of the U. of California, suggested that part of the
campaign for improvement of
broadcasting should be a provision
enabling educational institutions
that acquire the reserved TV channels to sell time. As now proposed
by the FCC, the educational stations would be non-commercial.
"I am extremely doubtful,"
wrote President Sproul, "that the
quality of television programs or
radio programs over commerciallycontrolled stations can be changed
for the better or maintained at any
given level by legislation defining
more precisely the meaning of
public interest, convenience and
necessity.
"A more effective approach would
be to guarantee to the public that
commercially-operated stations will
have substantial competition from
non-commercially operated stations
controlled by non-profit organizations of public and private educa-

tional institutions and agencies,
reasonably protected from unjustified interference either by government or commercial stations."
Sen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.),
co-sponsor of the Benton legislation and a member of the subcommittee, also read a prepared statement in support of the measure.
(Sens. John W. Bricker [R-Ohio]
and Leverett Saltonstall [R-Mass.]
are other co-sponsors.)
Sen. Hunt had little good to say
casting.
for present arrangements in broad"Tap dancing, acrobats, song
and dance teams, blood and thunder murders — what value are
they?" Sen. Hunt said.
"Contrast these kinds of TV
programs with those that could be
offered," he said.
As types of programs that he
would like to see in greater abundance, Sen. Hunt suggested "sewing, cooking, nursing care" as
well as subjects of particular interest to various professions. He
thought it would be a splendid television program of interest to
lawyers if a station presented
"some legal authority on Sunday
evening discussing Supreme Court
decisions."
FCC Under 'Pressure'
Owing to pressures from the industry, said Sen. Hunt, the FCC
was "not in a position to pass on
these
important
it
needed
was thematters."
extra pushWhat
the
National Citizens Advisory Board
could give.
Other witnesses were Angus McDonald, legislative representative
of the National Farmers Union;
Stanley Ruttenberg, director of
education and research of the
CIO; Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director
of the Ohio State U. Institute for
Education by Radio and Television; Dr. Edgar Fuller, executive
secretary of the National Council
of Chief State School Officers,
speaking for the Joint Committee
on Educational Television; Wallace
J. Campbell, director, Washington
office, Cooperative League of the
U.S.A., and president of WCFM
(FM) Washington, a cooperatively
owned station; Carroll Newsom,
associate commissioner of education of the State of New York and
representative of the New York
State Board of Regents; James
Webb, acting U.S. Secretary of
State, and Alice Dunlap, director,
Washington office, American Library Assn.
Of these, perhaps the witness
most antagonistic to commercial
broadcasting was Dr. Fuller.
"Mr. Chairman," he said, "it is
unthinkable that the limited number of television channels may be
allowed to become monopolized for
selling goods . . . The history and
present status of radio has demonstrated that the rituals of the
sellers demand monotonous repetition of the trademark and the trits
cliche. Such repetition, carried to
excess, spoils programs and stulthinking."
Dr. tifies
Fuller
said it was "difficult
for us to understand why commercial broadcasters should onpose
such a National Citizens Advisory

Board as S 1579 proposes. Tht
board would be entirely unofficif
and advisory, and it would havj
no powers of censorship. It woul
be legal for both the FCC an
Congress to ignore every sugges,
tion it might make.
"Dothere
the will
broadcasters
suppos '•
that
be no organize
groups of any kind whatever t.
suggest to them what the publi
opinion is concerning their pre:
entations on television? . . .
"If they take an attitude th£
all the television channels belon
to them, to use as they please f
bombard the people in any way th£
will earn them the most dollar;
the alternatives of the general pul
lie may be limited to less desirabii
types
action asked
to protect
itself." t
Sen. ofBenton
Dr. Fuller
comment on an analysis which Sei j
Benton said he had made of ir
dustry reaction to his proposals. ;
Sen. Benton said the analysis ill
dicated that broadcasters had n,
objection to the one-year limita
tion on TV station licenses (
limitation now in effect) or to a
encouragement of subscriptiq
broadcasting, but that "their fe£
is in regard to the National Cit.j
zens Advisory Board and possibi
"They fear the board becam.
censorship."
there
would not be an opportunity
to appeal to the courts from an,
of its recommendations, as the
can now appeal from FCC dec
sions," Sen. Benton said.
Dr. Fuller ventured that
would not be a censoring body.
Mr. Newsom, of the New Yoi
Board of Regents, reported on tli
status of the boards interest i
an educational TV network.
Plans for Financing
In answer to a question by Se
McFarland as to how the Regen j
proposed to finance such a networ
Mr.
Newsom
board wou'l
include
in itssaid
nextthebudgetary
rs
quest an appropriation of $3 to $
million to build "perhaps as mar,
This was the first public a|
as 11 stations."
knowledgment that the Regen 1
may tone down their plans fro,
the 11 stations they have ai
nounced they would seek. Fro
competent sources, Broadcasts
• Telecasting has learned th::
the Regents may wind up by see;
ing no more than three stations.
Sen. McFarland asked wheth
the
Regents hoped to sell tin
commercially.
"It is not our present intention
said Mr. Newsom. "But we ha1
counsel on the job exploring the:
Dr. Tyler, of Ohio State U., sa
he
saw the advisory board as "b.
possibilities."
ing a necessary part of the who
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if

.'ptructure of broadcasting- to carry
jput provisions of the Communications Act of 1934."
Llfl As things are now, he said, the
' industry is constantly before the
^'--FCC while the public is seldom
before it."
"You would complete a triangle
--■by setting up this board to represent the public . . . The FCC would
■^'pave a broader base for its decisions than it gets now from inlustry groups alone," he said.
. j Dr. Tyler said he had read the
- -esolution passed three weeks ago
j4y District 4 of the NARTB, opposing the Benton bill on the
- rrounds that it threatened censor- ship. The resolution, Dr. Tyler
; ,aid, "didn't make much sense to
■ he."
He felt that because the board
: vould be "advisory" and would deal
- »nly with overall programming
rends it would not tend toward
- ensorship.
Acting Secretary of State Webb
— : estified to the successful operation
f three other boards, somewhat
- imilar in organization to the proposed radio-television board, which
; - . ere set up when Sen. Benton was
>sistant secretary of state.
;l These are the U.S. Advisory
'ommission on Information, the'
- I.S. Advisory Commission on Edu— ational Exchange and the U.S.
; National Commission for UNESCO.
^11 of which are composed of
: rivate citizens and are attached
o the State Dept. to give advice
: n those fields.
Other witnesses spoke favorablv
-:- f the Benton legislation, and
' minted out their special interests
a a swing toward heavier edueaional programming bv radio and
rv.
3eii Summing un, before adjourn. •' lent. Sen. Benton said that the
dvisory board's influence could
ill ct fail to benefit the television in: ustry by an improvement of pro: rams which, he felt, would in13 t ease audience.
"It cannot fail to benefit the
oardcasters and advertisers whose
--iterest is in enlarging audience,"
- ;e said.
. ; The hearings were adjourned to
r. unspecified date.
Sen. McFarland said that allough the next subcommittee seson on the Benton legislation
. light be postponed until after the
rrthcoming Senate recess, he
ould promise that all witnesses
ho wanted to be heard would be
i'en a chance before the hear' igs were closed.
Harold Fellows, NARTB presi3 ent, has requested an opportunity
) testify, and presumably other
idustry representatives will also
ppear at future hearings. Wayne
oy, FCC chairman, too is expected
be a future witness.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE

ARE THREE

NBC AFFILIATION of WGFG Kalamazoo and WJIM-AM-TV Lansing was
announced at Chicago during Drake Hotel cocktail party enjoyed, among
others, by (I to r) Carlin S. French, vice president, H-R Representatives;
L. Joe Bolles, WGFG general manager; Harold F. Gross, stations' president78)
owner; Howard Finch, WJIM-AM-TV
manager; Dwight Reed, vice president
H-R Representatives.
Allocations
(Continued from page
assigned four VHF channels, including Channel 12, to Philadelphia.
What Philadelphia applicants
want to do is exemplified in the
proposal by WIP of that city.
It suggested that in order to keep
Channel 12 in Philadelphia, WDELTV Wilmington, now operating on
Channel 7, be moved to Channel 8
instead of to Channel 12 as proposed by the FCC. It also recommended that W GAL-TV Lancaster,
now operating on Channel 4, remain
on that frequency with (a) a directional antenna or (b) limited
power, instead of moving to Channel 8 as proposed by the FCC.
In his statement on WIP's proposal, Benedict Gimbel Jr., president and general manager of the
station, alluded to these facts:
(1) Philadelphia is the third
largest city in the U. S.
(2) City has more than 900,000
sets in use, costing public some
$200 million.
(3) Without four VHF channels,
Philadelphia will not have four
competitive network stations.
(4) Two surveys conducted by
SENATE PICKUPS
Lawmakers Refuse Telecasts
A SUGGESTION that the Senate
permit its sessions to be broadcast was abruptly turned aside
last week by three Democratic
Senators who feared broadcasts
would "ruin the Senate."
The proposal was made by Wallace J. Campbell, president of the
cooperatively owned WCFM (FM)
Washington, who said the station
would like to carry daily boardcasts of the Senate.
"It would completely ruin the
Senate," Sen. William Benton (DConn.) said.
Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.), chairman of
the subcommittee before which Mr.
Campbell was testifying in support of Sen.
Benton's
to create
a citizens
board legislation
for radio
and TV, said:
"You'd be playing up the showmen in the Senate rather than the

workers."
Sen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.)
jocularly thought that regular
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
broadcasting might cause a drastic
"turnover" in Senate membership.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WIP showed an overwhelming objection on the part of TV set owners to buy UHF converters in order
to receive another station.
Interference to NBC - owned
WNBT New York and WNBW
Washington, both on Channel 4,
from the operation of WGAL-TV
on the same frequency can be minimized, Mr. Gimbel said, by the use
of a directional antenna by the
Lancaster station. If that cannot be
worked out, he said, power limitation for WGAL-TV would serve
the purpose.
In any event, he said, since both
the New York and Washington stations are owned by NBC, areas lost
through the operation of WGALTV on Channel 4 will still receive
the same network programs from
NBC through affiliates.
Common ownership is also the
theme of Mr. Gimbel's attitude
toward WGAL-TV and WDEL-TV.
This is the way Mr. Gimbel sees
it : Even if WGAL-TV were to go to
Channel 7 as FCC proposes, its interference to WDEL-TV on WIPrecommended Channel 8 would not
be serious, since both stations are
owned by the same interests — the
Steinmans.
Naturally, the Philadelphia suggestions have aroused vehement objections on the part of both WDELTV and WGAL-TV, as well as NBC,
ABC and such others who would be
affected by co-channel and adjacent
channel interference.
As an example of the significant
touch-and-go quality of the allocation hearing, take the case of
WNHC-TV
New
Haven, using

WCKY

Channel 6, which the FCC wants
to shift to Channel 8._
In the FCC's proposals, a footnote warns that stations using antennas above 500 ft. would have to
reduct a certain amount below the
200 kw maximum permitted. The
difference is related to the height
of the antenna above 500 ft.
WNHC-TV agreed to make the
change to Channel 8, although it
will cost $160,000, it said. But it
witharea
proviso
that it's Grade
Aagreed
service
be protected.
New York's WJZ-TV on Channel
7 and WOR-TV on Channel 9, both
of which are using antennas above
1,000 ft. don't want to be limited
in power. They are pushing hard
to show that they can still radiate
maximum powers and not cause
serious difficulty to WNHC-TV.
In addition to the Boston, Philadelphia and New Haven problems,
the bulk of the other filings covered
new recommendations and objections affecting such cities as Providence, Buffalo, Hartford, Worcester,
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, HolyokeSpringfield, Manchester, N. H.,
among others.
WANTS
UHF
WELI Sole Bidder Last Week
ONE AND ONLY allocation filing
last week unequivocally in favor
of UHF was from WELI New
Haven.
In its presentation, the station
related the experience and findings of its executives and engineers
with UHF receivers and converters
monitoring
RCA'sin
experimentalsignals
UHF from
station
Bridgeport.
Based on UHF receiver and converter installations installed in the
homes of 17 of its executives, and
on tests made by its engineers, it
reported that:
(1) UHFferencesignal
is free fromignition,
interfrom automobile
diathermy, X-ray, other man-made
disturbances.
(2) UHF signals bend around and
over obstacles — thus cover a much
larger area than is expected.
WELI's enthusiasm for UHF
is no sudden inspiration. Optimistic reports from the station were
published in the Feb. 6, 1950 and
April 16, 1951 issues of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page U)
Civil Defense expected to emerge as result <
European trip being made by Clem Randa
executive director of Federal Civil Defen:
Administration. Mr. Randau, on last If
of two-month tour, is former vice president i
UP and of Field Enterprises, and now owi
minority interest in WNEW New York.

WMIE TRANSFER GETS
FINAL FCC APPROVAL
TRANSFER of construction permit of WMIE
Miami from Lincoln Operating Co., trustee
for Sun Coast Broadcasting Corp. to Sun Coast
alone, was finally approved by the FCC last
week [Closed Circuit, Sept. 3].
Commission found nothing in hearing record
that disqualifies Arthur B. McBride or Daniel
st grantees. McBride's asbroadca
Sherby association
with Continental Racing Press was
feature of Kefauver Senate Crime Committee
hearings earlier this year. Complaint against
both Mr. McBride and Mr. Sherby alleged tax
monopoly in Cleveland.
Initial decision granting transfer was issued
last March, but was stayed by the FCC in May
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21, March
19].
Pending FCC approval is application from
Messrs. McBride and Sherby to sell WMIE to
E D. Rivers Sr., ex-Governor of Georgia.
$200,000 [Broadcasting *
priceJulyis 9].
Purchase
ting,
Telecas
EXPANDS
INTERMOUNTAIN
INTERMOUNTAIN NETWORK, comprising
some 28 stations in Utah, Idaho, Wyoming,
Montana and Nevada will expand into Color-n
ado and New Mexico this week. In connectio
with the expansion, Avery-Knodel Inc., national sales representative for the regional
network, will discontinue representation of
KGGM Albuquerque and KVSF Santa Fe on
Sept. 14, picking up KVER Albuquerque on
Sept. 15. Lynn L. Meyer, vice president in
charge of sales of Intermountain, will be in
New York this week to discuss plans for promoting and selling the enlarged regional group
with Avery-Knodel.
APPROVALS
FINAL FCC approval for sale of WARL-AMFM Arlington, Va., and WDAE-AM-FM
Tampa, Fla., was announced Friday. Control
of WDAE was sold to minority stockholder
David E. Smiley for $825,000 [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, July 30]. Lou Poller, owner
of WPWA Chester, Pa., bought WARL for
$78,000 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July
23]. FCC also granted transfer of WLOU
Louisville, Ky., to Robert W. Rounsaville for
$40,000 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, July
23] and approved sale of WIKC Bogalusa, La.,
to Enterprise Pub. Co. for $50,000.
STATION

SALE

JOLIIFFE, ENGSTROM GIVEN
PROMOTIONS BY RCA
DR. CHARLES B. JOLLIFFE, executive vice
president in charge of RCA Labs division,
elected to newly created position of RCA Vice
President and Technical Director at board
meeting Friday, when Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
Vice President in Charge of Research at RCA
Labs, was named Vice President in Charge of
the RCA Labs division. In his new post, Dr.
Jolliffe will be responsible for the development
and execution of long range plans for RCA, for
the coordination of the corporation's broad engineering policies and for representing RCA
in connection with technical matters before
public and governmental bodies.
RCA board also declared dividend of 87%
cents a share on $3.50 cumulative first preferred stock for July-Sept., payable Oct. 1 to
holders of record Sept. 17.
FIRST CBS COLOR SET
FIRST CBS-COLUMBIA color TV set came
off line Friday, with full production due in
about three weeks. Set is the $499.95 console
with doors, contains a 10-in. picture tube
magnified to 12V2-in. size. At the same time,
CBS-Columbia announced it had developed
"first fully compatible receiver to be introduced since the Supreme Court decision in
favor of the CBS system of color television."
Set, as described by CBS-Columbia, is regular
20-in. chassis, but contains third knob on front
of receiver, known as "compatibility switch,"
by which viewer can receive colorcasts in black
and white.
NSTP-LABOR MEETING
EXPLORATORY meeting with film labor
unions and guilds called by National Society
of Television Producers for Sept. 19 to discuss
mutual problems prior to contract negotiations. Further attempt to include in their fold
newly-organized TV producers group (see
story page 86) so far comprising top 10 TV
film producers, seen in NSTP inviting all TV
producers,
"membersandandstation
non-members"
in addition to network
representatives.
DOUGLASS TO ERWIN-WASEY
JAMES C. DOUGLASS resigned as coordinator of radio and television advertising for
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., effective Sept. 14,
to join Erwin, Wasey & Co., as vice president
and director of radio and television, succeedBeat)ing C.. H. Cottington, resigned. (See Agency
DUFFY

NEWSCASTS HIT HIGH
RADIO NEWSCASTS continue popular even
in such a heavily-TV populated city as New
York, according to survey made by research
staff of WOR New York, showing that in first
half of 1951 station's newscasts registered
higher ratings than at any time in past eight
years with average audience this year 26
percent larger than in 1946. Even at night,
WOR newscasts now boast larger audiences
than in pre-TV era, survey shows.
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HONORED

BERNARD C. (BEN) DUFFY, president of
BBDO, named honorary deputy Commissioner
of Commerce of the City of New York. He
will serve as public relations and advertising
consultant to the N. Y. City Dept. of Commerce.
SHEARER HEADS N.Y. NIELSEN
T. RODNEY SHEARER, vice president of
A. C. Nielsen Co., has been appointed head of
sales and service of Nielsen Radio and Television indexes in New York.

CARLOS MARISTANY, stormy petrel <
Cuban Communications, in addition to his r
cent appointment as Ambassador to Argentii
by President Prio, has been named head
Cuban Delegation to Geneva Telecommunic
tions Conference later this year. His presen
always has spelled trouble for U. S. Del;
gation.STANDARDS
TV
COMMITTEE NEARS

CODE

PROPOSED television program and advert,
ing standards moving rapidly toward fin
drafting stage, NARTB's TV board told Fi
day at conclusion of two-day meeting held
Cavalier Hotel, Virginia Beach, Va. (see ear
story page 77).
Board praised code committee for its wo:
after
hearing
report New
by Chairman
Swezey,
WDSU-TV
Orleans. Robert
He to '.:
board two subcommittees already had turn
in first drafts. Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-T
Milwaukee, is chairman of subcommittee
advertising practices, which has adopted te
tative standards. Similar progress made 1
subcommittee on news and public even'
religion, community responsibility and co
troversial issues. Chairman is Harold Houg
WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
DuMONT SALES CAMPAIGN
INITIAL MEETING in series of cross-cov
try regional conferences between executh
of Allen B. DuMont Labs receiver sales dr
sion and its distributors, has been schedul
for tomorrow (Tuesday) in New York Ci
Following conclaves designed to discuss f
sales merchandising, advertising and serv
plans, will be conducted by Walter Stick
national sales manager, and Fred Lynu
assistant sales manager, on Wednesday
Chicago for the midwest distributors a
Friday in Chicago for the western groi
Joseph H. Moss Jr., DuMont distributi
manager and Advertising Manager George
Hakim, are scheduled for southern meeti
in Atlanta on Wednesday and southweste
conference in Dallas on Friday.
CBS COLOR IN PARIS
CBS COLOR SYSTEM will be demonstral
in Paris from Sept. 15-18, under official spons Iship of French government, CBS-TV divis
announced Friday. Radio Industrie, larg
French manufacturers of radio-televis
equipment, will show its new models, desigi
for both black and white and color recepti
Director General of French radio and televisi
Waldimir Porche, has sent invitations :
opening to cabinet members from his q
country as well as Belgium, Italy, Switzj
land, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
PARSONS PROMOTED
WILLIS B. PARSONS, sales promotion deps
ment of ABC, has been named assistant m
ager of the advertising and promotion depr
ment of the network, it was announced 1
week.
BROADCASTING
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Back

CITY

in
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and

it's

Midwesterners

are noted

for

their wholehearted determination. And because of this determination, Greater Kansas City and
the entire recently flooded sections of Kansas and Missouri are

same determination and cooperation will see all partially completed projects to a finish and the
necessary new water control systems built without delay.

"Back in Business"!

Hats off to Kansas City and the
Midwest! Standing in the midst

Kansas

of this spirit, The KMBC-KFRM
Team can see only one ultimate
result -a BIGGER AND BETTER KANSAS CITY!

City is entitled to a

mighty salute — not only for its
quick return to normal, but for
the manner in which flood control legislation is being enacted
to prevent a recurrence of flooding in the heart of America. That

5 1twi!3
U^mmMk

Represented nationally by Free
& Peters, Inc.
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Detroit!

In Detroit, WWJ is a better-than-ever
buy at lower-than-ever cost. Here are
the facts:
Assuming that television owners never
listen to radio, bear in mind that increases
in Detroit population and trading area
have combined to give WWJ 96% coverage of the number of families it had in
1940. When you take into consideration
the shrinkage of the dollar since then,
present rates enable you to buy the WWJ
market today for substantially less per
thousand than you could in 1940.*
That's why advertisers in the Detroit
market choose WWJ and its big exclusive
radio audience.
*average WWJ families, 1940 931,922
TV families, 1950
508,000
exclusive radio families, 1950 . 896,300

FIRST IN DETROIT

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBER Y COMPANY
Aitoc/ofe Televition Station WWJ-TV

AM — 950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
FM— CHANNEL 246-97.1 MEGACYCLES
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FOODS

l'ms on Page 69

FOODS,

conducted by

Martha Crane, will be heard at a new time — 2:30
to 3:00 p.m., Monday thru Friday, 11:00 to 11:30 a.m.,
Saturday. For more than sixteen successful years
FEATURE FOODS has helped manufacturers of kitchen
used products to increase sales in the great Midwest
market. Sold on a participating basis, this program
combines radio with a unique merchandising service
which keeps manufacturers constantly advised of what
is happening in retail outlets ... to theirs and competitive
products. its highly personalized merchandising service,
Through
FEATURE FOODS offers continuous day-after-day
contact with point of sale to:

ial Victory Seei
Excess Profits

ILECASTING

TIME

-a

radio

program

and

service
merchandising
which sell

• Improve distribution
• Stimulate promotion by dealers
• Get greatest possible visibility of products
• Know how many stores are out of stock, and do something
about it.
Further, advertisers receive regular reports showing

the

midwest

market!

sfee

exactly what happens from month to month at the
retail level.

f
SEE YOUR JOHN

BLAIR MAN FOR FURTHER DETAILS
FARMER
STATION

rents weekly

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK - REPRESENTED BY \\J0HN BLAIR & COMPANY
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television
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power
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station
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CINCINNATI

COVERAGE

With the authorization to increase

COLUMBUS

its power to 50,000 watts e.r.p.,
WHAS-TV
BEDFORD

INDIANA

picture into television homes
formerly on the fringe area . . .

PRESENT
4 50 KW 100 MICROVOLT
COVERAGE

providing effective coverage of
such important markets as

LEXINGTON

Lexington, Bedford and Columbus.
Your TV dollar buys more

LOUISVILLE

EVANSVILLE

is now sending a clear

on WHAS-TV!
FORMER WHAS-TV 100 MICROVOLT t>
COVERAGE
DANVILLE

OWENSBOR*

NEW WHAS-TV MARKET
MUNFORDVILLE

KENTUCKY

Population

Retail Sales

1,276,875

$996,710,000

FORMER WHAS-TV MARKET 1,030,000

BOWLING GREEN

246,875 more

777,818,600
$21 8,891 ,400 mor

'
' t™
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**?

w
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VICTOR A. SHOLIS, D/recfor
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NEIL D. CLINE, Sa/es Director
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Circuit
Closed
ANNOUNCEMENT DUE this week on 100%
participation of networks, as networks, in
Broadcast Advertising Bureau. Owned and
operated stations of CBS and NBC and stockholder stations of MBS, with one exception,
already are members. Last week, it's learned
authoritatively, all four networks agreed to
dues structure and will participate full tilt in
new BAB program to sell radio to hilt.
IN FINAL STAGES is transaction whereby
Mutual and M-G-M would enter virtual partnership on programming (but involving no ownership change) in what is planned as "renaissance
in radio programming." Bringing to Mutual
top-flight M-G-M talent and showmanship
know-how, proposal reportedly was approved
last Thursday by Mutual board following
months of negotiations by MBS Board Chairman Thomas F. O'Neil (Yankee-Don Lee),
MBS President Frank White and M-G-M executives, including Bert Lebhar Jr., WMGM
New York operating head. It's variation of
plan espoused by Mr. O'Neil more than a year
ago.
FCC, NEVER noted for its speed in processing applications, faces even tougher days
ahead, with big workload. Cut in its appropriations, necessitating release of 110 employes (or permitting vacancies to lapse as
they occur) will result in slowing down all
scheduled activity, it's reported. While it hopes
to adhere to TV allocations time-table, it will
have to shunt aside most other broadcast work
to cope with that monumental job.
APROPOS FCC personnel dilemma, future
may necessitate reassignment of number of
"old-timers" to new work. Among these are
Attorneys David Deibler, Max Aronson, William Bauer and Tyler Berry who, in recent
years, have handled special assignments. In
FCC inside parlance, those handling such assignments have been described as being "in
Siberia." Mr. Deibler in old days handled
transfer cases, but reportedly is earmarked for
investigation work in transfer section of Broadcast Bureau.
APPARENT preoccupation of Senate Commerce Committee with antici-ime bills and possibly extended hearings bodes no good for
future of Sen. William Benton's (D-Conn.)
plan to set up Radio-TV Citizens Advisory
Board. There's little chance for continued
hearings this session and, thus, less for committee action this year.
CBS ADDS three new bonus affiliates in Idaho:
KVMV Twin Falls, KEYY Pocatello, KID
Idaho Falls, effective Oct. 1. Brings total CBS
affiliates to 203. KVMV bonus to KDSH Boise;
KEYY and KID bonus to KSL Salt Lake City.
APPOINTMENT of Senate Foreign Relations
subcommittee to hold hearings on NARBA
treaty is "imminent," but hearings may not be
held until next session of Congress when it returns after Jan. 1. Committee has received
(Continued on page 106)
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Upcoming
Sept. 17: BMI Program Clinic, Augusta, Me.
Sept. 17-18: District 9 NARTB Meeting, Moraine-on-the-Lake, Highland Park, III.
Sept. 17-21: Premium Advertising Assn. of
America, Centennial Exposition, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Sept. 18: BMI Program Clinic, Boston.
Sept. 19: Hearings begin on Crime Legislation,
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, Washington.
Sept. 20: BMI Program Clinic, Rochester.
(More Upcomings on page 94)

Bulletins
TWO MORE sales of CBS Radio's Red
Skelton Show under new one-time-or-more
plan of sponsorship reported Friday: to
Packard Motor Car Co. and Dodge Division
of Chrysler Corp., both Detroit, for at least
one program each. Agency for Packard is
Maxon Inc.; for Dodge, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
NINE sponsors renewed dozen programs for
52 weeks on CBS radio network Friday, showing "sponsors know network radio still gives
more value per dollar in mass circulation and
audiences delivered than any other medium,"
according to John J. Karol v-p in charge of
CBS radio network sales. Among renewals
are General Foods, Wendy Warren and the
News; Miles Labs, Hilltop House and Curt
Massey Time; Lever Bros., 10:15-10:30 a.m.
segment of Arthur Godfrey; R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., Bob Hawk Show and Vaughn
Monroe Show; Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.,
Bing Crosby Program; Coca-Cola Co., Charlie
McCarthy Show.
SOUTHWEST TV RELAY
$6,200,000 PROJECT
TV RELAY into Southwest scheduled for
February 1953 completion, according to AT&T
applications to FCC Friday for permission to
construct 19 microwave relay stations between
Kansas City and Dallas at cost of $6,200,000.
Two southbound circuits from Kansas City
interconnect Oklahoma City, Tulsa, Fort Worth
and Dallas. Extension to San Antonio and
Houston not mentioned, but is planned. Relays will run from Kansas City to Lenape,
Worden, Matfield Green, El Dorado, Wichita
and Dalton, Kan.; Renfrow, Enid, Crescent,
Oklahoma City, Blanchard, Wayne, Davis and
Marietta, Okla.; Gainesville, Frisco and Dallas,
Texas. Tulsa is tied into Oklahoma City
terminal via separate spur circuit.
TAFT

GETS

WBIR

INTEREST

PURCHASE of 20% interest in WBIR Knoxville, member of Nunn group, announced Friday by Hulbert Taft Jr., vice president of
WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati, and Gilmore
Nunn, president of group. WBIR has TV application. Under deal WKRC will obtain additional interest in WBIR if Tennessee station's
TV application is granted but it will be less
than 50%.

efl C
BriBrewing
ss# Miller
ne
BusiON
MILLER
MBS
Milwaukee (Miller's High Life beer), Y
bought Monday-Friday news show, 7 :55-8 p.:
on MBS, commentator yet to be select<
Agency, Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee.
KDON APPOINTS # KDON Santa Cr
Calif., names Forjoe & Co. as national rep
sentative effective today.
VIDEO SERIAL # American Home Pre
ucts, New York, to sponsor new serial, Lo
of Life, on CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri., 12:15-12:
p.m., effective Sept. 24. Agency, Biow C|
New York.
CHURCH EXPANDING # Number of m
kets being added to full MBS network i
Lutheran Hour, heard live Sun., 1:30-2 p
Agency, Gotham Adv., New York.
RADIO IN KEY ROLE
AT COMING ANA SESSION
ITS RADIO rate study, though not listed
agenda of 42nd annual meeting of Assn.
National Advertisers, is expected to becoi
one of major business topics when advertise
convene in New York Sept. 24-26.
Sessions will open with speeches by I
Cherne, of Research Institute of Americ
Philip W. Pillsbury, president of Pillsbu
Mills; Andrew Heiskell, publisher of Li
and Sam Thurm, Young & Rubicam dired
of media research.
Afternoon session of first day — closed <
cept for ANA members — calls for busint
and election of officers, but scheduled repi
on members' 1952 advertising plans may w
turn into radio rate discussion.
Second day will feature concurrent me
ings on durable and consumer goods. Filr
short talks, panel presentations, and sales si
veys will fill morning agenda, and afternc
business — open to advertisers, agencies, me*
and guests — will feature Agency-Adverti:
Marriage
that
night. Clinic. Annual dinner will be h
Sessions on final day will feature Dr. E
V. Peel, U. S. Census Bureau director, a
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCa;
Erickson. Dick Hottelet, CBS corresponde
will fly from Germany to report on Comn
nism there, and remainder of time will str
how advertisers can help win cold war. Speal
at closing luncheon will be C. D. Jackson, pi
lisher of Fortune on leave with Commit
for Free Europe.
FCC DENIES APPEAL
FROM WBAL RENEWAL
FCC denied Friday Pearson-Allen petition
reconsideration of its June 18 order grant
Hearst Radio's WBAL Baltimore license
newal and denying columnists' application
same facilities [Broadcasting • Telecasti
June 25]. Commissioners Walker, Hyde i
Sterling voted to deny the petition; Mes;
Coy and Webster dissented.
Still undetermined is whether Messrs. PeJ
son
and Allen
will appeal
Book" caseTl
District
of Columbia
Court"Blue
of Appeals.
have 20 days from Sept. 13 date of order.
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1.

A

BETTER

PICTURE

AND

AUDIO

SIGNAL:

Direct enquiry to 102 Television Sales and Service dealers
in the 100-mile radius proves conclusively that KRLD-TV
delivers the best television picture and audio signal of any
station in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.
KRLD-TV led the field with 52.65% first place with the
A and B stations trailing with 43.85% and 3.5% respectively.

2.

COVERS

DALLAS

and

FORT

WORTH:

Analysis of a three-months' report by the Telephone Answering Services in Dallas and Fort Worth proves beyond any
question of doubt that KRLD-TV gives full coverage of
Fort Worth. The reports showed that Fort Worth calls to
KRLD-TV equalled 53.9% of the number of Dallas calls.
Based on population comparisons and weighed against distribution of TV receivers highlights KRLD-TV's complete
coverage of the Southwest's largest buying market.

3.

NOW

...

. MORE

POWER:

With the authorization by the Federal Communications
Commission, KRLD-TV has been increased to 27,300 watts
vidio and 13,600 watts audio, MAKING KRLD-TV TEXAS'
HIGHEST-POWERED TELEVISION STATION.
Low Channel (4)

Six-Bay Antenna!

Channel 4
Exclusive CBS Station
Owners and Operators of
KRLD, 50,000 Watts
JOHN- W. RUNYON', President

iOADCASTING

• Telecasting

for DALLAS-FORT
WORTH
The Branham Company
Exclusive Representative
CLYDE W. BKMBERT. General Manager
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WFBR

FAMILY

PROMOTION!
THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING

PACK

LOCAL

AMUSEMENT

PARK!

'Trends' Fall Business Analysis
Starts on
'Radio Essential' is MBS Promotion Theme
ANA Report Draws Radio Fire
Coy for UHF, No VHF
Partial Tax Relief Victory for TV Industry Seen . .
Johnson Opens Gambling Data Inquiry Wednesday
ABA Offers Model Gambling Bill
In Review
Joint Drive Planned on Sports Promotion
Rate Cuts Discussed at Detroit Session
Detroit Radio Promotion in Second Phase
District 2 Hits Economic, Freedom Threats ....
TELECASTING

Families all over Baltimore listened to WFBR's
advance promotion for WFBR "Family Day" at
Gwynn Oak Park. They believed what they heard —
and then acted!
Family after family stormed the park!
WFBR

is proud of this record-breaking pro-

motion— proud, too, that it is Baltimore's
real "family station"— the station whole
families listen to, enjoy and trust implicitly.
Yes, we have the Hoopers, too— in some
cases startlingly high. But more than
that— we have the confidence and
solid loyalty of Baltimore families!
Ask any WFBR representative
or John Blair man to tell you
about it.

B'

IM°R

BALT

RAVIO
ON
STATI

ABC BASIC NETWORK • 5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE MD.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
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23
24
25
25
28
29
29
30
34
36
38
44

Starts on page 69

DEPARTMENTS
New Business
Agency
Beat
12
Aircasters
60 On All Accounts ....
Allied Arts
62 On Dotted Line
Editorial
56
Mike
FCC Actions
96 Open
Our Respects to
FCC Roundup 103 Programs, Promotions,
Premiums
Feature of Week 18
Film Report
86 Strictly Business ...
Front Office
58 Upcoming

10
12
90
16
56
92
18
94

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor: EDWIN H
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Jo Hailey, Makeup Editor; Dave
Berlyn, Assignment Editor; Lawrence Christopher,
Technical Editor. STAFF: John H. Kearney, Wilson
D.
McCarthy,
John Osbon,
Allen Riley,Kathryn
Keith Trantow.
EDITORIAL
ASSISTANTS:
Ann
Fisher, Pat Kowalczyk, Jean D. Statz; Gladys L.
Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS:
MAURY
LONG,
Business Manager;
Manager;George
Winfield R. Levi,
Assistant
Advertising
L. Dant, Adv. Production Manager; Harry Stevens,
Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi,
Doris urer;
Orme,
Taishoff,
TreasIrving Jeanine
C. Miller,Eckstein;
Auditor B.andT. Office
Manager;
Eunice Weston, Assistant Auditor.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS'
P.
COSGROVE, Manager;
Doris J. SERVICE:
Buschling,JOHN
Ruth W.
Davis, Jonah Gitlitz, Grace Schorm.
NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
PLaza 5-8355; EDITORIAL: Rufus Crater, Neic
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Gretchen Groff, William Ruchti, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
HEmpstead
8181; David Glickman, Vine,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Ann August.
TORONTO:Montagnes.
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising
and Broadcast
in 1933.* was acquired in 1932
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1951 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Subscription Price: $7.00 Per Year, 25c Per Copy
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Hear
the

about

revolution

in
Cleveland?
Rolling out of Cleveland these days is
a revolution in armored warfare.
It's the T-41 "Walker Bulldog"- the
first U.S. tank to be built around a gun
instead of an engine.
But the T-41 is involved in a production revolution, too! Though assembled
in Cleveland, its actual parts and mate-

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

rials come from tivo thousand factories
... in nearly every state!
This "production team" system is producing miracles. But it produces new timing problems, too. How do you bring in
two thousand units ... at the right time?
These production experts know the
answer. When they want parts and materials fast, they use the service that gets
there first. They use Air Express!
Whatever your business, Air Express
speed can make your deadlines, increase
your profits. Here's why!
IT'S FASTEST — Air Express gives the
fastest, most complete door-to-door pickup and delivery service in all cities and
principal towns, at no extra cost.
IT'S MORE CONVENIENT— One call to
Air Express Division of the Railway
Express Agency arranges everything.

IT'S DEPENDABLE — Air Express provides one-carrier responsibility all the way
and gets a receipt upon delivery.
IT'S PROFITABLE— Air Express expands
profit-making opportunities in distribution and merchandising.
For more facts call Air Express Division
of Railway Express Agency.

AIR
GETS

EXPMSS

THERE

FIRST
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IE TEXAS

NETWORK

STATE

AFFILIATION,

THE

ANNOUNCES

EFFECTIVE

SEPTEMBER

3 f

OF

KTRH

HOUSTON

KWFT

WICHITA

KLYN

AMARILLO

50,000

FALLS

5,000

1,000

WATTS

740

KC

CBS

AFFILIATE

WATTS

620

KC

CBS

AFFILIATE

WATTS

940

KC

CBS

AFFILIATE

tis

STATIONS

THE

COMPRISING

THE

TEXAS

STATE

NOW

NETWORK

KRBC

ABILENE

KLYN

AMARILLO

KFRO
KRIO

KNOW

AUSTIN

KCRS

McALLEN
MIDLAND

KBST

BIG

KB WD

BROWNWOOD

K^F^LT
KGKL

PARIS
SAN
ANGELO

WRR

DALLAS

KABC

SAN

FORT

KRRV

SHERMAN

KCMC
WACO

TEXARKANA
WACO

KFJZ

SPRING

WORTH

KGVL

GREENVILLE

KTRH

HOUSTON

ARE

LONGVIEW

ANTONIO

KWFT

These important additions to the Texas State Network
concentrated
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complete and

reaches 95% of the population
of Texas, in addition to bonus coverage in Oklahoma, New Mexico and Louisiana.

coverage than ever before. Now

and radio homes

give the advertiser far more

the Texas State Network

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

the
■ ■ mmm TEXAS
m mmmm mi mmm*

STATE
mm* ■ m mm
mmm

ANNOUNCES

JOHN

AS

THE

NETWORK
m m m*M m
mm
^mw m mm

APPOINTMENT

BLAIR

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES,

OF

&

COMPANY

EFFECTIVE

Go-incident with the appointment of John
Texas State Network makes announcement

m

SEPT.

1

Blair & Company, the
participations available

in "The Texas State Roundup." This is the first time in the history
of Texas broadcasting that participating announcement sponsorship
on

Sponsored

a regional

network

program

has been

offered

to advertisers.

by Chesterfield Cigarettes for the past five and a half

years, Zack Hurt's "Texas State Roundup" reaches 95.2% of the
people of Texas, a vast 7]/2 million. For 30 minutes each evening,
Zack Hurt features request musical numbers and neighborly comment. The popularity of this Southwest pioneer in the radio entertaining field has built the "Texas State Roundup" into Texas'
top-ranking platter show, judging by either number of listeners or
fan mail. During July, for example, 5000 fan letters and request
cards poured in from 158 Texas and 44 out-of-state cities and towns.
The show itself and the Texas State Network's impressive coverage indicate the kind of result you can expect from immediate
participation in the "Texas State Roundup."
man today!

Call your John Blair
Zack Hurt, whose "Texas
State Roundup"
won
literally
millions ofhasnightly
listeners.

£, COMPANY
REPRESENTING

CHICAGO

ADCASTING

. NEW

•

YORK

LEADING

RADIO

STATIONS

I"?"— ^r*^-**' ^.-v^,
. ST. LOUIS • DETROIT . SAN FRANCISCO

. LOS ANGELES

Telecasting

• DALLAS
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LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co., N. Y. (Fatima cigarettes), planning radio spot campaign in 20 markets, starting late in Sept.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
GARRETT & Co., N. Y. (Virginia Dare Wine), planning eight-week radio
spot campaign to start Oct. 8. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
CANADIAN CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS Co., Toronto (Kleenex),
starts one minute spot announcement campaign daily on 15 Canadian
stations. Agency: Spitzer & Mills Ltd., Toronto.
TIP TOP TAILORS Ltd., Toronto (chain clothing stores), starts spot
announcements on 50 Canadian stations for seven weeks. Agency:
McConnell, Eastman & Co., Toronto.
Metw&tk
NEWSPAPER

MOVING

ADVERTISING

DISPLAYS

PROMOTION

SPOTS

DEALER MAILINGS

# At WDSU, Promotion is an every day, every week, every
month job. Sponsors get extra sales assistance from our
powerful "Promotion Plus" merchandising program that
also includes streetcar cards, as well as local and national
publicity in newspapers and magazines.
NO OTHER NEW ORLEANS STATION OFFERS
SO MUCH "PROMOTION PLUS" TO SPONSORS!

• • •

GENERAL CIGAR Co., N. Y. (White Owl cigars), to sponsor Sports
Spot with sportscaster Mel Allen over CBS-TV, at about 10:45-11 p.m.
EST, beginning Oct. 3. Agency: Young & Rubicam.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co. Ltd., (Philip Morris cigarettes) sponsoring
Sandra Michaels' daytime drama, Against the Storm on ABC Radio
Mon., starting Oct. 1, 10:45-11 a.m. EST. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey
Inc., N. Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., N. Y„ to sponsor Mon., Wed. and Thurs. segments of Break the Bank 11:30 a.m. -12 noon on ABC radio, starting
Sept. 24. Agency: Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield, N. Y. PHILIP MORRIS
& Co. Ltd. is Tues. and Thurs. sponsor. Agency: Cecil & Presbrey Inc.,
N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS, Minneapolis, and GROVE Labs, St. Louis, are
sponsoring on alternate basis Live Like a Millionaire, Fri. 10-10 :3(
p.m. on CBS-TV.
PEPSODENT Div., LEVER BROTHERS, N. Y., will share Sponsorship oi
Hawkins Falls-Pop 6200 on NBC-TV, five times weekly effective Oct. 1
5 p.m. Two of Lever Brothers other products Surf through N. W. Ayei
and Spry through Ruthrauff & Ryan, co-sponsor Mon., Wed., Thurs. anc
Fri. installments. With advent of Pepsodent, through McCann-Erickson
N. Y., company will also take over Tues. installment.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., N. Y. (Post Cereals division) will sponsoi
The Roy Rogers TV program, effective Sun., Dec. 30, 6-6:30 p.m. or
NBC-TV.
Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., N. Y. (Old Gold cigarettes), renews The Original
Amateur Hour, effective Sept. 27 for 52 weeks on ABC, Thurs., 9-9:4!
p.m. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.

■fluency -(Ippointmanti • • •
HOME PRODUCTS DE MEXICO names Foote, Cone & Belding Inter
national Corp., to handle Whitehall Products, Heet Liniment, Hill's Nos I
Drops, and Embrocol Cold Rub.
TOP SECRET, S. F. (hosiery), appoints Pearl Randolph Stanton Agencjj
S. F., to handle advertising. Spot radio will be used in California I
Oregon and Washington.
SPARKES PRODUCTS Co., N. Y., names Marfree Adv. Corp., N. Y
to handle advertising of new Sparkes "66" six color mechanical penci j
Radio and TV will be used.
ALEXANDER SMITH Inc., N. Y. (manufacturer of rugs, carpets an I
hard surface floor coverings), names J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., tj
handle its advertising.
CROTON WATCH Co., N. Y., re-appoints Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp.!
N. Y., to handle advertising.
G. C. MURPHY Co., McKeesport, Pa., appoints W. Craig Chambei ji
Inc., Pittsburgh, to handle advertising. Radio and TV will be used.
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CARTER Assoc., N. Y., organizational fund raising specialist, appoint .
R. T. O'Connell Co., N. Y., to handle advertising.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

How

to

cut

a

fine

in

figure

Scran

ton

~ Wilkes-Barre

Take a station like WGBI in a market like Scranton- Wilkes-Barre
your way to plotting a very pretty sales curve.
The latest Scranton Hooper ratings reveal that WGBI

and you're well on

has 61.1% of the audience in

the morning, 53.6% in the afternoon, and a sensational 71.6% in the evening. What's more,
WGBI leads all CBS stations with a whopping 71.6% of the listening audience in the
heavily -tuned-to evenings!
All this happens in Scranton, which is in the 21st market
with money

to spend on WGBI-advertised

your John Blair man

products. Time

comprising 674,000 people

costs are surprisingly low, as

will show you. Call him today !

(Figures from Scranton Hooper Radio Audience Index: March-April 1951)

WGBI
Mrs. M. E. Megargee, President
CBS Affiliate
910 KC

BROADCASTING

•

George D. Coleman, General Manager
1000 Watts Day
500 Watts Night

JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
• NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
Telecasting
September 17, 1951
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#

»

agency

NAT WOLFF, radio director, writer and motion picture executive,
to Young & Rubicam, N. Y., as vice president in charge of radio
and TV production. He will work on both the east and west coasts,
but will have his main office in New York, at agency's radio and TV
department, which is headed by EVERARD W. MEADE.

of

"St.

CLEVE CLAREY, advertising director Rexall Drug Co., N. Y., to Grey
Adv., N. Y., in executive capacity. He will be in general charge of local
and national advertising for Owl, Liggett, Lane, and Renfro chains, and
Rexall Franchised Druggists.

the

DAVID D. POLON appointed vice president in charge of radio-TV R. T.
O'Connell Co., N. Y.
*
FREDERIC A. SCHNELLER, general merchandising manager Lever
Bros. Co., N. Y., to D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis, as vice president in charge
of merchandising, effective Oct. 1.

Loui

s

ROBERT G. BEAUMONT, account executive on Southern Pacific account Foote, Cone & Belding, S. F., elected vice president.

'Ballroom"

sold

these
on all accounts

advertisers
rTlELEVISION is so powerI ful that its future is tremendous .. . the sales force

The "St. Louis Ballroom" plus is promotion! Bigger, better than
ever! 24 sheets, exterior bus and streetcar cards, interior bus and
streetcar announcements on Transit Radio, newspaper displayads, special mail promotions and personal appearances, promotion announcements on KXOK are scoring a wide plus for
"St. Louis Ballroom" advertisers. Get details from your
John Blair man or from KXOK today.

sU°UlS A

r -1700

ON
0U
TI
63okc«50ooMARWATTS
TA37
TNSUT
TIME
CHbES
•a
C•FULL
I2ih & DEL
KB

Represented by John Blair & Co.
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it will have is limitless."
This is the opinion of Stu Heinemann, office and production manager of Allied Adv. Agencies, Los
Angeles.
This opinion would seem to reflect the overall view of the 21year-old agency he represents, 80%
of whose billings are in radio and
television. Starting 21 years ago
as a "radio" agency,
Allied has gone
along that path, including television as
it grew.
Mr. Heinemann
feels the sales potentialities for television will be tripled
with color TV, opening advertising to
new fields. One of
the most outstanding of these will be
clothing, he says.
Reluctantly
faltering in his loyalty

so much faith in the new medium
is the success that television has
accomplished for Pavo Turkey in
the three years the agency has had
the account. In the first year,
utilizing a $300 six-week campaign
from Thanksgiving to Christmas,
sales of the eviscerated, frozen,
double-breasted turkey increased
from 3,000 to 20,000 birds a year;
the second, adding radio, to 40,000;
and the third, 80,000. This year
he plans a year-round campaign
for the organization
utilizing both radio
and television,
introducing asinging
commercial. Plans

jj

are to get the campaign underway
about Nov. 1.
Albert Stuart
Heinemann was
born Dec. 23, 1912,
in Denver. He attended schools there
and in Independcompleting high
After \
ence, Kan.
school
he attended

Independence Junior
to radio, mann
Mr.believes
Heine-at
College for two
this point there is
In 1933 he re
Mr. HEINEMANN
room for both media
but feels radio will
years.
turned
to Denver,1
anxious to put
his schooling
to
become increasingly less important.
work.
For the agency, Mr. Heinemann
handles radio and television for
He joined the Denver Post as
Arden Farms, Los Angeles, for its reporter. In 1936 he was introduced to a newer medium when the
milk and ice cream ; Gold Furniture
newscasting
GarNational
paper
Turkey;
Pavo
Co.;
from theinaugurated
editorial room over KOA
bage Disposal, and California Rent
Denver. The paper tested all its
Cars.
(Continued on page 50)
One of his reasons for putting
BROADCASTING
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beat

AAA

A

HIT!

LEWIS H. HATFIELD, account executive Malcolm Ross Agency, Pasadena, to Steller, Millar & Lester Inc., L. A., in similar capacity. KENNETH McKENZIE Jr., named copy writer, Steller, Millar & Lester Inc.
BENSON M. SHERMAN, Lockwood-Shackelford, S. P., to Theodore H.
Segall Adv. Agency, S. F., as account executive.
DON WONACOTT, California Newspaper Advertising Service, to Conner, Jackson, Walker & McClure, S. F., as account executive.
BRUCE D. GRIMES, Lloyds Food Products Inc., Santa Clara, Calif., to
copy department H. Jack Wyman Adv. Agency, S. F.
FRED MacKAYE, director CBS Lux Radio Theatre for J. Walter
Thompson Co., Hollywood, resigns effective Sept. 30. No replacement
yet named.

MONDAY

THRU

FRIDAY— 3:30 to 5:30 P.M.

SATURDAYS— 11 A.M.

to 12:30 P.M.

UMLAND & Co., S. F., moves to 256 Sutter street. Telephone remains
Garfield 1-0411. H. JACK WYMAN Adv. Agency, S. F., moves to 210
Post St.
LORRAINE BATE, head of radio merchandising division Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., to Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F., as assistant account
executive.
HAROLD J. GRANGER, Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, S. F., to Biow
Co., S. F., as account executive.
LAWRENCE C. GUMBINNER Adv. Agency, N. Y., moves to new office
at 655 Madison Ave. Telephone: TEmpleton 8-1717.
DANIEL STARCH & STAFF, Chicago, moves to new offices at 101
East Ontario St. Telephone: DElaware 7-2888-9. WILLIAM HART
Jr. is Western manager of firm.
JOHN M. BALL, resident manager Walsh International Adv. Co., Detroit, appointed account executive on Air Force account Grant Adv.,
Washington.
CHARLES HARRELL, TV director and producer, to Lennen & Mitchell,
Inc., N. Y., as production supervisor in radio and TV department.

known disc jockey, Jerry Strong has
NATION
beenALLY
on WMAL just three weeks and already he
has scored A HIT! Listener response has been exceptionally large and enthusiastic. Local advertisers —
knowing that salesman Strong is a RESULTS man — have
been quick to climb aboard the sales bandwagon. But,
then, this is no surprise to Strong supporters; for Jerry
has been winning friends for himself and his sponsors
in the Washington market for 11 years!
In the music field Jerry is a noted authority. His hit
selections are featured bi-monthly in VARIETY Magazine. His personal popularity has grown into The Jerry
Strong Fan Club whose members now number in the
thousands.

LAWRENCE C. GUMBINNER Adv. Agency, N. Y., moves to new and enlarged quarters located at 655 Madison Ave.
J. NEIL REAGAN, manager Hollywood office McCann-Erickson Inc.,
speaks on "What's Ahead?" at Sept. 17 meeting of Southern California
Advertising Agencies Assn. in Los Angeles. Also participating will be
MURIEL TOLLE of The Tolle Co., San Diego, and RAY GAGE, head
C. B. Juneau Inc., L. A., who will report on recent International Advertising Convention in London which they attended.

[n addition to Jerry's musical selections, The Jerry
Strong Show includes headline news and sports.

AVAILABILITIES

THE

GOING
THE

CHECK

WMAL-TV
DISCUSSING plans for an increase in advertising by Joske's of Texas Department Store are (I to r) Charles D. Lutz, general manager of KTSA San Antonio;
Caroline Shelton, Joske's advertising manager, and Janet Martin, Joske's
radio director. The firm is sponsoring weekly over KTSA a five-minute
program, a half-hour program, and ten 15-minute programs.
BROADCASTING
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THE

KATZ

FAST

AGENCY

INC.

WMAL
EVENING

ARE

STAR

WASHINGTON,

TODAY

WMAL-FM

STATIONS
D. C.
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Mister

PLUS

shows

To have

and

what

to do

your cake

eat it too . .

simply reach more radio listeners
at half the cost . . . and do what you
please with the savings.

Simply? Yes— on Mutual.

The average Sunday afternoon program on the Mutual

Network

(up

to 7 p.m.) regularly delivers half a
million more listeners than the fournetwork-average

evening program

all week— at 52% of the four-networkaverage evening time cost.

With

an average audience of over

The

8,800,000 a week, you take the cake.

And with an average saving of over
$4,800 a week, it's yours to eat, too.
Why

Broadcasting

not help yourself to a slice of

Sunday afternoon on Mutual ?

System

Homos Reached Dala: NRI, Ocl., 'M-Apr., '51. Listeners per Sol Dolo, ARB, Feb., '$},

IN

NEWS

open
IN
IN

SPORTS
MUSIC

CDS
HERE

ARE

SOLID

A

FEW

HOOPERS

Chalked Up By WTAX

Staffers

John Begue
disc jockey 10.7

Glen Farrington
newscaster 13.3

Shelby Harbison
sports 10.5

(If we had more space we'd add Bill Nelms with 7.4 on his
scrap-book, Bill Miller's 7:30 A. M. local news — too early for
Hooper — Spizz Singer's noon show (8.1) — June Bentley. And
good local production racks up a score as high as 15.9 on a
night show).
LOOK

AT

THE

RECORD

MORNING
11 Firsls (1 lie) Out of 16 Raled Periods
AFTERNOON
19 Firsls Oul of 24 Raled Periods
EVENING
53 Firsls (1 lie) Oul of 63 Raled Periods
WTAX
MORNING

LEADS

— AFTERNOON

WTAX
CBS In Springfield
Represented by Weed and Company
•

September 17, 1951

Arithmetic Lesson
EDITOR:
[Can you] tell me whether a
statement in your "Strictly Business" column, Aug. 27 issue, is correct or a typographical error?
Fourth paragraph, page 77, says,
"BCI owns motion picture films
which have been shown on television. One film, The Magic of Coal,
has been telecast more than 6,000
times over 67 of the nation's TV
outlets, as part of the stations' pubThis
would mean that the 67 user
lic service."
stations were showing the films
something like 100 times each,
which seems improbable ... as
public service, anyway.
Betty Stuart Smith
J. Walter Thompson Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Sharp-eyed Miss
Smith's arithmetic is better than ours.
The film has been shown 6,000 times
in schools, theatres, etc. and telecast as
a one-shot on 67 stations.]
Staff of Life
EDITOR:
. . . Weyourjustmagazine.
about couldn't
live
without
Now that
we are preparing to file for TV
here in New Haven, your information is especially valuable . . .
Victor W. Knauth
President & Co-owner
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.
Lookie, No Hands
EDITOR:
I have read, with interest, your
ai'ticle on how Edmond Smith operates his WIRC with a nine-man
staff [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10]. I wish to confirm,
for the skeptics, that WIRC is not
an isolated case. Many stations in
the Southeast have been operating
effectively with small staffs for

— EVENING

with double ihe audience of any olher slalion heard in
Springfield afternoons and evenings. (C. E. Hooper FallWinler Report 1950-51 Springfield, Illinois. Daytime
Monday through Friday. Evenings Sunday through
Saturday).

Page 16

mike

years.
Our operation at WCPS also
consists of a nine-man staff. We
use three announcers
with one
doubling as program director, two
engineers, copy girl-receptionist,
bookkeeper-secretary who doubles
in traffic, commercial salesman who
spends full time selling and serving accounts over the large agricultural area that we serve, and a
general manager who does a little
bit of everything from selling to
special events announcing. . . .
J. T. Snowden Jr.
General Manager
WCPS T arbor o, N. C.
[EDITOR'S
. . . Not to mention
editor.] time NOTE:
taking
to write a letter to the

No Tubs; Just Tubes
EDITOR:
Thought you might be interested
in the enclosed clipping from the
Corpus Christi Caller. While it

doesn't speak too well for Corpus
Christi, it does speak well for the
broadcasting industry. And then,
too, I do not suppose that the slum
areas of this city are any worse or
any larger than those of any other
of comparable size.
Ben F. Blackmon Jr.
Station Manager
KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex.
Rubber
EDITOR:

Ads Snap Back

Your report [Strictly Business,
Sept. 3] that
F. Goodrich's
advertising manB.increased
the size
of the "B. F. Goodrich" signs on
Celebrity Time, because an Akron
barber did not know Celebrity Time
was a B. F. G. show, is rather
frightening.
Anyone who looks at Celebrity
Time more than once and does not
know it is sponsored by B. F. Goodrich ought to have his head examined. It's not enough that there
are at least two long commercials;
there are also various references
to B. F. Goodrich in the script and
then to.
there's that "curtain" you
refer
Don't misunderstand me, I think
its a wonderful show, but if they
are going to bring in much more
of
F. Goodrich,
there won't be
roomB. left
for the celebrities.
John W. Willis
Fischer, Willis & Panzer
Washington, D. C.
How to Make Crime Pay
EDITOR:
What started out to be a mere
investigation of the tearing up of
a Schenectady police blotter containing an entry of a traffic violation has turned out to be a grand
jury investigation of possible percity.
jury, plus a full scale inquiry into
all possible crime conditions in the
Harold M. Van de Car, WSNY
news commentator and director of
(Continued on page 68)
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JUST READ WHAT
THESE INDEPENDENT
THINKERS SAY:

y times, th
^M*n
sporbuyingforSter
e Inde.

WUNKMORM
Riry *
Ocular market."
F^»e
I"
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d-Sar,mpJe
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h Js priced right
anA

Do Some

Independent

Thinking

About

Radio

Rel
lati
resu
r Sers
tonss,."
is
so
ur
i
Sr. Louis, M.

Today

People who care about their money are doing some hard thinking about
radio today . . . some independent thinking. In fact, many national advertisers
who formerly bought network radio are finding they get better results when
they use the leading independent radio stations. Don't take our word for
it— make us prove it. Write to any AIMS station listed below for all the facts.

THESE
WCUE
WBMD
WBNY
WJMO
KMYR
KCBC
WIKY
WXLW
WJXN
KLMS
WKYW
WHHM

ARE

THE

-Akron, Ohio
—Baltimore, Maryland
-Buffalo, New York
-Cleveland, Ohio
—Denver, Colorado
— Des Moines, Iowa
— Evansville, Indiana
—Indianapolis, Indiana
—Jackson, Mississippi
—Lincoln, Nebraska
-Louisville, Kentucky
—Memphis, Tennessee

LEADING

INDEPENDENT

RADIO

WMIE —Miami, Florida
WMIL —Milwaukee, Wisconsin
WKDA —Nashville, Tennessee
WWSW— Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
KXL
—Portland, Oregon
WHIM -Providence, Rhode Island
WXGI —Richmond, Virginia
KSTL
—St. Louis, Missouri
WMIN -St. Paul, Minnesota
KNAK -Salt Lake City, Utah
KITE
—San Antonio, Texas

STATIONS:

KSON —San Diego, California
KYA —San Francisco, California
KING —Seattle, Washington
KREM —Spokane, Washington
WACE —Springfield, Massachusetts
KSTN —Stockton, California
WOLF —Syracuse, New York
KFMJ -Tulsa, Oklahoma
WNEB —Worcester, Massachusetts
WBBW— Youngstown, Ohio
WCCC —Hartford, Connecticut

They are all members of AIMS— Association of Independent Metropolitan
Stations — each the outstanding independent station in its market

Aim

for

BROADCASTING

BULL'S-EYE
• Telecasting

results. ..with

the

AIMS

GROUP
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LOOK
feature

of the meek
HERE!

■

"Richard Harkness and the
News" a fifteen minute late
evening roundup is available for sponsorship in this
news conscious market. Discerning timebuyers need
only know that it's HARKNESS, Monday through
Friday, 11:15 PM.

WAVE-TV Louisville has been
credited as the catalyst to legal
action in subduing gambling in
northern Kentucky.
In the early morning of Aug. 31,
some 50 Kentucky state policemen
raided two night clubs in Campbell County, just across the Ohio
River from Cincinnati. The raids
resulted in the arrest of 68 persons, seizure of four truckloads of
gambling equipment and confiscation of more than $19,000.
Governor Wetherby, who earlier
said he could not intervene because local officials had not requested help, told a WAVE-TV
reporter that WAVE-TV telecasts
helped change his mind.
WAVE-TVs campaign began in
June with the report of the Senate
Crime Investigating Committee on

9 n-«

J£

This availability represents
an opportunity to establish
a product name with a
name news man, long respected in national news
commentary.

strictly business
deal was the signing of Van Patrick, said to be the Great Lakes
region's most listened-to sportscaster. Mr. Patrick aired a sports
show six days weekly.
Mr. Brown began his business
career with the Corn Exchange
Bank in Philadelphia while attending evening classes of the U. of
Pennsylvania. That was in 1935. In
1937 he joined Swift & Co. and later
headed
one of Swift's Atlantic City
sales divisions.

Harkness' reputation for
hard news and hard selling demands your consideration. Call WRC — or
National Spot Sales.
Mr. BROWN
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
11:15-11:30 PM

THE NATION'S CAPITAL —
YOUR BEST BUY IS J£

imporan ess
ed succ
role in
of
playthe
RADIO tanthas
Bill Brown and the Pfeiffer
Brewing Co., Detroit, of which he
is ad manager.
At Mr. Brown's suggestion,
Pfeiffer also was one of the early
advertisers to make extensive and
highly successful use of late-hour
television.

Both media have helped acquaint
the Michigan public with the correct pronunciation of the com— "Fifer's".
Withpany name
radio
spot announcements
Mr. Brown saturated the market.
Core of the heavy campaign was
comprised of two jingles soon
echoed on lips of hundreds of listeners.
Mr. Brown believes his best radio
Page 18
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State trooper guards gambling paraphernalia seized in raid.
gambling in northern Kentucky.
During
August primaries,
(Continued on page 63 )

IF YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR POWER ... WE
HAVE
THE KIND
THAT COUNTS!
THE POWER OF
THE LARGEST LISTENING AUDIENCE
IN WILKES-BARRE
. . . WYOMING
VALLEY AREA.

A recent Conlan Audience
Survey showed WBRE
grams ranked FIRST.
in the morning . . .
in the afternoon and
in the evening. Aside

proFIRST
FIRST
FIRST
from

In 1940 he joined the H. J. Heinz
Co. His sales ideas and sense of
merchandising convinced the Heinz
Co. his talents would be of greatest value to them if he joined its
the fact that WBRE's listenership to nearly every NBC
advertising agency, Maxon Inc.
which he did in 1945.
program stood far above
With the Maxon agency, Mr.
the national average for
Brown's ability came to the attenthe same shows, it was
tion of another Maxon client,
Pfeiffer's Beer.
proven that WBRE had the
It was in 1948, that Mr. Brown
TOP THIRTEEN daytime projoined the Pfeiffer Brewing Co. as
advertising and merchandising
grams in listener popularmanager.
ity and THREE of the top
TEN were our own local
A husky six-footer, Mr. Brown
was once a pitcher for a farm
team of the Philadelphia Athletics.
shows. You just can't go
He now confines most of his athwrong on WBRE.
letics to golf and bowling.
Married, he is the father of
three children, with whom he
spends most of his leisure time.
The policy of "making friends"
sums up Mr. Brown's business
philosophy.
His standards are reflected in
one of his favorite sayings:
"Business doesn't pick itself up.
Business is very sensitive — it goes
only where it's invited and stays
only where it is well treated."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

ONE

OF

AMERICA'S

ADVERTISING

152%

MORE

RATES

LISTENERS

THAN

PRACTICALLY

In 1945, Des Moines had only 3 stations. Today, it has
6 radio stations and television service from Ames, 30
mile.s north. In the past 5 years, the increase in the use
of radio by set owners in the Des Moines area is
phenomenal! The average gain is 56.6%. And, there
are more people to listen. In Des Moines' Polk County,
for instance, 14.9% more people live in 24.6% more
homes than they did 10 years ago.
Today, an average of 152.4% more people listen to
KRNT than 5 years ago! A moment's study of the
Percent Tune-In
All Stations

TIME PERIOD

1945* 1950"
9.4% 17.8%

7:15 a.m.
8:00 a.m.

10.1

Noon

18-6

6:00 p.m.

22.3

10:00 p.m.

23.8
7.8

6:00-8:00 a.m. avg.

21.3
25.8
28.7
27.0

89.4%

38.7
28.7
13.4

12:30-1:30 p.m. avg.

17.9

26.0

45.3

3:30-4:45 p.m. avg.

15.7

21.5

36.9

YEARS

AGO;

UNCHANGED!

KRNT Ratings

KRNT
Percent
Gain

5.5
1945*
1950"
12.6

129.1%

110.9

89.7

5

chart below will convince you that KRNT offers one of
the greatest advertising bargains in America. Audiences have doubled and re-doubled, while rates remain
practically the same as in 1945. By every standard of
comparison, KRNT is one of the great stations in the
nation. We're big and growing bigger in a big market
. . . FAST! Even before joining CBS June 15th, KRNT
led the Des Moines Hooperade morning, afternoon and
evening." Now, more than ever, you're right when you
buy KRNT-CBS!

Percent
Tune-In Gain
All Stations

14.8

BARGAINS!

2.7
9.0
5.5
7.0
3.4

5.0
4.0

KRNT Program
Percent Time
Cost Increase
11.1%

12.6

366.7

12.8
14.3

11.1
None

42.2
160.0

None

121.4

11.1

15.5
7.1
12.2
9.3

108.8
205.0
86.0

None
None
None

•Fall-Winter, 1945-46; "Fall-Winter, 1950-51, C. E. Hooper Audience Index.

T

^VTHA

STATION
WITH THE
FABULOUS
PERSONALITIES AND
ASTRONOMICAL
HOOPERS
CLIP AND FILE THIS AD
UNDER "IOWA RADIO"
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1

200

Any

power

fa

10-kw UHF Transmitter Type TTU-IOA
RCA's answer to high power on channels 14 to 83- With an RC
high-gain UHF antenna, this transmitter can produce up to 200 k
ERP. One standard, easy-to-handle tube type is used in all power stags

I
i<■

1-kw UHF Transmitter Type TTU-1B
This transmitter, and a high-gain RCA UHF antenna, can produce up to 20 kw, ERP on channels 14 to 83! Type TTU-1B is all air-cooled.
RCA's new 1-kw and 10-kw UHF transmitters (and RCA's high-gain UHF antennas)
will give you power combinations up to 200
kw . . . on any TV channel !
If you are planning high power UHF,
RCA's new 10-kw transmitter is the answer.
If you are planning to start with low power
UHF, then RCA's new 1-kw transmitter will
meet your needs (increase power later simply
by adding matching amplifier units).

Be sure your station planning is correct from
the start . , . before you invest a single dollar.
Your RCA Broadcast Sales Specialist will
show you exactly what equipment you'll
need to get on the air at lowest cost.
Available only from your RCA
Broadcast Sales Specialist
A 64-page book on RCA's new line o£
TV broadcast equipment for all channels, 2to 83 ! An indispensable reference for station planning.

Call or write the RCA field office nearest you
Kansas City 8, Mo.
Dallas 1, Texas
Chicago 11,111.
221 W. 18th Street
666 North Lake Shore Drive
1907-11 McKinney Ave.
Telephone: Victor 6410
Telephone: R-1371, 1372, 1373
Telephone: Delaware 7-0700
Cleveland 1 5, Ohio
New York 20, N. Y.
Washington 6, D. C.
718 Keith Building
36 W. 49th Street
1625 K Street, N. W.
Telephone: Cherry 1-3450
Telephone: Circle 6-4030
Telephone: District 1260
Atlanta 3, 6a.
San
Francisco 3, Calif.
522-533
Forsyth
Bldg.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
1355 Market Street
Forsyth arid Luckie Sis.
1560 N. Vine Street
Telephone: Hemlock 1-8300
Telephone: Walnut 5946
Telephone: Hollywood 9-2154
New High-Gain Antenna for UHF
The most economical way known to produce high effective radiated
Excellent "close-in"
kilowatts
morePower
power
coverageforin UHF-and
all directions.
gain, 24perto dollar.
28, depending on channel
Effective Radiated Power

RADIO
ENGINEERING

CORPORATION
PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

of

AMERICA
CAM DEN. N.J.

advertising

In Richmond,

WLEE

is famous

boosts

sales

for fast, profitable results . . . like this case of a

liquid starch manufacturer:
This manufacturer

advertised exclusively over WLEE

time, the leading competitive
of the starch advertised

brand

on WLEE

for two months.

During

of starch had a sales increase of only 33%.

leaped up 88%!

More

than

that
Sales

200 stores were covered

in the test.
Action like this from
that WLEE
More
schedule

WLEE

is an old story to local folks in Richmond.

They know

gives big results at low, low cost.
and more

national advertisers are following their lead. How

in Richmond?

Mutual

in

Your

Forjoe man

about your own

will gladly give you the whole

WLEE

story.

Richmond
WLEE

TOM TINSLEY, President
Page 22
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IRVIN G. ABELOFF, General Manager

FORJOE & CO., Representatives
Telecast!
BROADCASTING
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I
WASHINGTON,

AS

LEAVES

D. C, SEPTEMBER

COME
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N
$7.00 A YEAR— 25c A COPY

DOWN
BILLINGS

BEGIN

TO

RISE

TRENDS
clining for radio stations — network
advertising.
Local billings will be up an avfor FAl
erage of 16.64% on radio stations,
up 41% on TV. National spot will
be up 13.54% on radio, up 38% on
TV. Network income will be otf
3.99% for radio, but up 35% on
BROADCAST BUSINESS vol- television.
ume this fall will be the bigThe estimates of anticipated network revenue provided by stations
gest in radio-television hisin
the
Trends survey closely partory, according to an industryallel estimates given Broadcastwide Trends survey by
ing • Telecasting by networks
Broadcasting • Telecastthemselves.
ing.
An analysis of the radio network outlook for fall published in
Among stations, station
Broadcasting • Telecasting Sept.
representatives, advertisers
3 showed that sponsored time stood
and advertising agencies the to
drop 3.3%.
predominant attitude is optimism.
An
analysis of the TV network
Only a fractional minority of those
outlook in the Sept. 10 issue showed
polled in this national survey anticipates adecline in total billings that sponsored time for fall would
be up 30.7%-.
this fall compared with last. The
In both these cases the figures
overwhelming majority expects increases ranging in some cases as represented network hours and
were not billings. Dollarwise, the
high as 100%.
radio network decrease in billings
The only soft spot in the broadcast business is network radio, and this fall may represent a bigger
even there the volume this fall is percentage than 3.3 since the 10%.
not expected to drop more than a rate cut must also be considered.
And dollarwise, the TV network
few percentage points.
increase in billings will be bigger
In all other business categories,
than 30.7% since most television
volume will increase.
rates have jumped since last fall.
Estimates Vary
run:Here's the way the predictions
As to national spot volume, esti# Total billings on radio stamates by station representatives
tions will average a 14.53% increase over last fall, according to vary from those by stations.
Radio representatives, who are
the stations polled by Broadcastoften optimistic in their forecasts,
ing • Telecasting.
guess that fall spot volume will
# Total billings on television
be up 18%, or about 4.5% more
stations will be up 39%, according
than their clients figure.
to the stations.
TV representatives think their
Substantiation of these optimistic
average billings will soar 98%.
forecasts among stations come
over last fall, more than twice as
from agencies.
big a jump as their clients antici# Eighty-three percent of the
country's agencies this fall will
The expected fall increases in
place radio volume equal to or ex- pate.
local business on radio stations will
ceeding the volume they placed
continue a trend of steady improve'last fall.
ment that has been evident for
# Eighty-three percent of the several months.
agencies will spend more money in
Last May a Broadcasting •
TV this fall than last.
Telecasting Trends survey found
that
most radio stations, in or out
Both radio and television staof
television
markets, were taking
:ions anticipate big jumps in revenue from local and national spot in bigger local revenue at that time
than they had a year before.
sponsors. And television stations
It was found that radio stations
ivill get a boost from a third
;ource of revenue that will be de- on the average were doing 14.1%.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

bigger local business in May 1951
than in May, 1950.
The expected fall spUrt in national spot billings, however, will
run somewhat counter to the situation turned up last May.
At that time national spot was,
to say the least, spotty.
Among radio stations in non-TV
markets, 61% report improvements ranging up from 1% in national spot billings over a year
before, and 21% say it is holding even with the previous May.
In TV markets, however, only 40%
of the stations reported improvement; 10% say spot is holding
its own; and 50% say it is off
from the year before.
The radio network volume estimated by stations for fall will be

assessing the future, is the impact
that the defense production proeconomy.gram will exert on the civilian
Although it is not believed that
predicted shortages in consumer
goods will lead to reductions in
total advertising expenditures,
there is a chance that they might
cause a redistribution of billings
among local, spot and network categories. Study

Auto Market
For example, many of the stations and representatives polled by
Broadcasting • Telecasting felt
that the cut-back in production of
automobiles might force a reduction in the use of national spot ad-

BROADCASTING • TELECASTING circularized the radio-television industry to bring you this report of TRENDS FOR FALL.
A PAINSTAKING POLL of a carefully selected cross-section of
radio stations, television stations, their national representatives, and their agency
and advertiser customers shows that this
fall business will be better than ever.
BALLOT
THE GENERAL RESULTS are on this page.
For specific stories about radio stations see
page 27; radio advertisers, page 26; radio
agencies, page 26; radio representatives,
page 28; television stations, page 72; television advertisers,
page 71; television agencies, page
sentatives, page71,
72. and television reprein the declining trend that has been
continuing for the past two years.
National radio network net time
sales were $128.9 million in 1949
and $121.6 in 1950. In 1951 they
have slipped to levels below 1950.
In the first seven months of this
year, total radio network billings
were 1.8% below those of the same
period last year, according to Publishers Information Bureau. But
in the month of July they dropped
4.5% below July, 1950, a circumstance attributable at least in part
to the network rate reductions that
became effective last July.
Television billings in all categories are continuing the dizzy rise
that has persisted during the comparatively brief existence of the
TV industry.
A consideration of all elements
of the broadcasting industry, in

vertising by auto makers and in
local advertising by new car
dealers.
However, many also felt that as
the new car market drew tighter,
used car dealers would increase
their advertising. The net effect of
this change, of course, would be a
decrease of auto business for national spot and perhaps an increase
for local billings.
By and large, most respondents
in the survey felt that the basic
accounts, food, clothing, drugs, tobacco, etc., would continue in more
than adequate supply and hence
would keep up the hard - selling
that needs ratype dioofand advertising
television.
All in all, it looks to most people
in broadcasting like the biggest
fall of all.
September 17, 1951
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ROY

MBS

TIAL'
O
ARA
NEWDI
campaign
to 'E
make SS
the EN
up some of radio's unique gifts
public know that radio is a bedrock
andE. services
. . ." vice president in
M. Johnson,
essential of daily living is being
charge of station relations, said
launched by Mutual this week.
"Radio — It's Wonderful!" is "only
"Radio— It's Wonderful!" a 20a suggested beginning," that addipage booklet containing 15 air antional announcements will be disnouncements stressing the basic,
tributed later, and that several
diverse contributions which radio
offers, is being distributed to all MBS affiliates already have initiated similar campaigns in their
Mutual stations as first step in the
own communities.
drive.
The booklet carries a note speciMBS officials stressed that the
fying that its contents "are expurpose is to promote all radio, not
pressly not copyrighted," that the
just Mutual alone.
"real purpose is the furtherance of
Spokesmen expressed the view
all radio, and that "permission is
that it is the first campaign of its therefore
granted for full use of
kind to be undertaken by a major
these messages — without charge —
network but said nothing could
by all broadcasters who share this
"make us happier" than to have
other networks as well as stations
Streibert Suggestion
affiliated with all networks take
The
campaign, it was underit up.
aim." stood,
was suggested by Theodore
Other announcements in the
C. Streibert of WOR New York,
same pro-radio vein will be dis- former MBS board chairman, and
tributed from time to time, officials
the announcements were prepared
reported.
under the direction of Robert A.
Schmid, MBS vice president in
The preface of "Radio — It's
charge of advertising, publicity,
Wonderful!" explains its purpose:
research, and planning.
"You know radio is wonderful,"
Examples of the announcements,
it tells the station manager. "We
know radio is wonderful. And deep
which range from 15 to 40 seconds
down, our listeners know it, too. in length:
Announcer: Remember the old
Just maybe, though, the listeners'
knowledge is too deep down. Maynursery rhyme — "she shall have music
be radio is woven so closely into
wherever she goes . . .?" There was
the fabric of everyday living that
a lady who had it pretty special — but
people are inclined to take it for
nowadays you've got it even better
. . . and without any bells on your
granted.
toes, either. All you need is what
"But radio is too vital to be taken
you've
been listening to right now —
for granted, so we have prepared
radio! Yes, radio brings that fable
some special messages for your
to life — and assures you so much
more than music alone . . . news and
use throughout, your broadcasting
drama, excitement, and relaxation —
day. Briefly and lightly, they point
it's all yours on radio, wherever you
go, because radio goes with you! Upstairs, downstairs, in your car, high
in the mountains, down at the water,
stay tuned to radio — and you shall
have whatever you please . . . wherever you go!
RADIO'S
PULL
Can Better
TV's Draw
Announcer: You know what? You
are now in tune with the one form
"BASED on cost per inquiry, using
as premium a free military map of of entertainment that really lets you
relax. Maybe you never thought of
the U. S., the Union Pacific Railroad has concluded that radio
properly used is cheaper than television in multi-station TV markets,
whereas the opposite is true in
single-station and two-station TV
markets."
This was reported to the Advertising Assn. of the West by H. B.
Northcott, advertising manager of
the railroad, which has been using
two live programs on Los Angeles
television and scenic clippings from
travel movies in other TV markets
like Seattle, Chicago, Sait Lake
City and Kansas City. Spots have
been used on radio in the same
cities.
"Radio's cost per inquiry ranged
from 20 to 50 cents," he said.
"Television, while only 34 cents in
single-station Seattle, zoomed to
50 cents in Kansas City, $5 in sevenstation Los Angeles."
"U. P. is spending all 'new money'
in TV without detracting from its
Drawn for
budget in other media," he said.
PageW
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Promotion

Theme

radio
just that
way, you,
but informs
it's true you,
...
radio alone
amuses
entertains you — and at the same time,
lets you sit back, shut your eyes,
and take it easy. So . . . stay tuned
— and enjoy yourself.
Announcer: What's your idea of
radio? A handsome piece of furniture? A kitchen fixture? A bedside
companion? Radio can be all these
things ... in millions of American
homes today, radio is all these things
— and more. In fact, radio is whatever you want it to be ... a twist
of your wrist decides whether this
magic contraption of yours shall entertain you, inform you, or just plain
relax you. In these high-tension,
speed-up times, a lot of folks think
pure relaxation is one of the best
things radio provides. Just what the
doctor orders while you work — and
just what you order when the day's
work is done . . . that's radio for you.
Announcer: How long is a piece of
string? How big is infinity? Tricky
questions, maybe, but apply the same
sort to your radio dial, and you find
no end to what this modern miracle
can bring you. And in all this endless variety of radio service, perhaps
the greatest gift of all is relaxation.
To lighten your labors throughout the
day . . . for your well-earned rest at
night — there's nothing to match raeasy! dio. So stay tuned . . . and take it

DISCOUNT URGED
By Agency Association
EFFORT to induce all media to
give a 2% cash discount for payment within 10 days was approved
by Midwestern Advertising Agency Network at its quarterly meeting, held Sept. 8-9 at the Bismarck
Hotel, Chicago.
Members of the association also
discussed possible methods of getting war contracts for manufacturers they represent. Programming of radio and TV shows was
discussed. Next meeting of the
association will be held Jan. 12-13
in St. Louis.

ROGERS
General Foods Signs
GENERAL FOODS last week
signed Roy Rogers to a three-year
contract calling for exclusive radio
and TV services of the cowboy
singer, his wife Dale Evans and
his horse, "Trigger." The pact
covers live and taped radio programs and live or filmed TV programs on NBC and guest appearances on other General Foods
shows.
The contract may be cancelled if
old Rogers films are released for
TV showing. The singer has filed
legal action against Republic Studios to prevent release of any old
films on video.
NBC will carry the Roy Rogers
radio program in the autumn. A
half-hour TV series is to start on
NBC Dec. 30, using the Sunday
6-6:30 p.m. period. Films are being produced
Roy been
Rogers
Productions.by
Four have
finished
and eight are ready for production.
Edwin Ebel, Post Cereal Division sales-advertising director,
completed negotiations for General
Foods, with W. Arthur Rush signing for the actor and Phil Cleland
for Benton & Bowles.
KGGM, KVSF To Weed
APPOINTMENT of Weed & Co.,
N. Y., as national advertising representative for KGGM Albuquerque
and KVSF Santa Fe, was announced
by A. R. Hebenstreit, president of
the stations last week. KGGM
operates with 5 kw on 610 kc, KVSF
with 1 kw on 1260 kc. Both stations are CBS affiliates.

FOR AD-MEN ONLY
PNB Promotion Is Cure-AI

AD-MAN'S PILLS, "for use by
hucksters only," are being dispensed in pharmaceutical-type bottles by "Dr. XL" (possibly without
full sanction of the Federal Trade
Commission) and mailed to advertising agency executives and timebuyers.
The the
"Genuine
Ad-Man's
Pills,"
which
label asserts
will relieve
"Copy writer's belly-cramps, dead-| j
line deliriums, inflammation of the
client and rush-job tremors" contain, among other ingrediants,
"Essence of Hadacol, 9%; alcohol,
12%; distilled alcohol, 13%; woodi
alcohol, 14%; extract of hyper -j
radioactive corn meal, 15 and 2%."
Circular, enclosed with bottle o:
pills, cautions ad-girls against us
ing the nostrum but happily add:
they can write Dr. XL, outline thei
symptoms and "our specialists wil
prescribe at once. No obligatio:

on your part, of course."
The doctor also contended "Any
XL station representative will be
happy to help administer your new
personalized prescription." The
proprietary medicine is marketed
by Pacific Northwest Broadcaster?,
Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
Spokane, Wash.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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ANA
Report Draws Fire
CHALLENGE
ing of the ANA report. A second
duced the overall basic measurePRINTED MEDIA were chalmeeting between the committee and
ment which the national and relenged last week to produce inchgional buyer needs. That is our
by-inch advertising readership fig- ANA had been planned for the first concern.
summer but had been postponed
ures which can be compared with
because of vacation schedules and
"Later we will turn our attention
radio's minute-by-minute listening
statistics.
the European trip of ANA Presinot only to the ideas which he
dent Paul B. West.
Aroused by the Radio & Televisuggests, but to program ratings
sion Committee of the Assn. of
The ANA convention, scheduled
and necessary circulation, audience
National Advertisers third report
Sept. 24-26 in New York, is ex- and impact measurements."
on the impact of TV on radio
pected to discuss the entire radio
Pellegrin Statement
listening, broadcasting circles conrate structure, including developments since the network reduction
Mr.lows inPellegrin's
statement folsidered ways and means of producfull:
HERBERT C. HOOVER (I), only living
announced in the spring.
ing more equitable comparisons.
The trade papers this week carry
ex-President
and a native lowan,
Dr.
Baker
showed
interest
in
the
Cites Four Media
two stories of especial significance.
receives one of the first half-dollars
Pellegrin
statement
and
the
proOne is the third blast by ANA
Paul W. Morency, vice president
posal that the new firm have a against radio, based on the effect minted for Iowa's 1946 centennial
and general manager of WTIC
celebration from Ralph Evans, expart in meeting competitive at- of TV on radio listening. After all
Hartford and chairman of the Affil- tacks.
ecutive vice president of Central
iates Committee, pointed out that
Broadcasting Co. (WHO Des Moines)
the good work done by the Affiliates Committee and by the radio
and Tri-City Broadcasting Co. (WOC
He said: "Mr. Pellegrin's proit is regrettable that ANA, or anyposal has a number of interesting
trade papers and others, it is dis- Davenport, Iowa). Mr. Hoover was
body else, should examine the reheartening atleast to see the ANA
in Des Moines Aug. 30 to receive
lationship of any one medium to aspects in which Standard Audit &
still persisting in measuring the
any other, when actually there are
Iowa's first Distinguished
Citizen
Measurement is definitely interAward.
(Continued on page 88)
four media.
ested— after the industry has proCritical comments on the ANA
claims were heard in research
circles although several statistical
experts felt they needed "more
time to study the report."
In a statement, Frank E. Pellemon'
grin, vice president of H-R Repre(about
Channel
22)./Le
Spokesmen
d No
Ban
h
Wayne Coy UH
came F, ers willNO
VHF
senstaties and former director of FCC CHAIRMAN
have to recognized
UHF Hig
"or said the 850-mc transmitter, a
R
FO
Y
CO
out
last
week
in
favor
of
terminattake it because they can't get anythe Broadcast Advertising Dept.
laboratory model, had been set up
ing the VHF television band and
of NAB, pointed out there is no
at Bridgeport only a week before.
housing
all
broadcast
TV
in
the
basis for comparison of printed
thingmental
else."UHFtostation
Referring
RCA-NBC's
experiUHF.
In an address following Mr.
at Bridgeport,
media figures with those furnished
where
the
seminar
was
held
on
Coy's, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice presiAddressing more than 100 broadby radio. He called attention to
dent and technical director of RCA,
cast engineers and consultants at- Wednesday, Mr. Coy said FCC's
the formation of the new Standard
said
the
RCA-NBC Bridgeport tests
problems
would
be
eased
greatly
tending an RCA-sponsored seminar
Audit & Measurement Services,
— involving UHF re-broadcasting
on
UHF
—
at
which
RCA
showed,
if
every
would-be
TV
broadcaster
with Dr. Kenneth H. Baker, for- for the first time, TV in operation
could see the Bridgeport UHF
mer research director of the
of WNBT (TV) New York's programs on a regular schedule since
at the upper end of the UHF band
operation before filing his appli■ — Mr. Coy said :
cation for a station.
Dec. 1949 — "have proved that tele*[ NARTB, as its head.
vision reception on UHF can be
'Golden Opportunity'
"I'm so sold on UHF that perHe said reception from the RCAjust
as
clear
and stable as on VHF,"
NBC UHF station, which operates
sonally I'd like to see all of tele-"r "This might be the golden opand "in some instances . . . even
/ portunity we have been awaiting
at
530
mc,
is
good
not
only
in
vision in the UHF."
But he added:
Iito supply the missing links in the
Bridgeport but is as good in the
business section of New Haven, 20
Commercial Ideal
advertising-research
field," Mr.
"That didn't happen, because I'm
miles away, as that of the local
-H" Pellegrin pointed out.
RCA
envisions a BridgeportNew Haven VHF station.
Commenting on the Pellegrin
just
Thisonewasvote."
taken to mean that the
better."
type
operation
as ideal for launchiisf statement, Mr. Morency said he
He said he did not want to mising UHF commercial stations at
: bot (will go into the proposal to put question had come before FCC and
lead his listeners into thinking he
He gave no indi"4 research data for all media on a been rejected.
relatively little cost.
cation that it will be revived, except feels UHF reception has reached
comparable basis at a meeting this
a
point
where
it
equals
VHF,
but
Dr. Jolliffe said :
>•
that he did say the non-broadcast
ei 'week.
"It's not necessary to spend milservices
which
used
to
share
VHF
added
quickly:
"But
it's
not
the
The Affiliates Committee chairlemon some of you have been led
lions of dollars to bring good teletelevision channels "got the short
man had earlier criticized the timvision into a community. Take
end of the stick" when they were
to believe it is."
given Channel 1 as a substitute
His listeners, composed of enthis experimental station of ours
gineers, lawyers, and consultants
for sharing, and that their frehere in Bridgeport, for example.
from this country, Canada and
quency needs are such that "they
"All the programs originate in
Mexico, also heard RCA President
are going to be heard from again."
New York in the studios of the
Frank M. Folsom assert opening
On past occasions, via questionNBC. They are sent to Bridgeport
up the UHF "will shortly mean
ing at hearings, Mr. Coy has im- the
addition of nearly 2,000 new
by a simple microwave transmitter.
plied that he thought television
This means that a minimum investstations to the U.S.,"
should be moved "upstairs" to the television
aside from 1,000 others which may
ment and small staff are requited
Telecast•
[Broadcasting
UHF
be accommodated in the VHF.
ing, April 10, 1950].
and yet good programs with good
"I don't think I am being overly
pictures
can be received in this
area.
'Every Megacycle of It'
optimistic when I predict that within a short time after these teleMr. Coy said he was convinced
"Any commercial station can get
vision station become realities,
there is enough UHF know-how
started in a similar way to this
there
could
be
50
million
television
to justify FCC in opening the 470experimental station. Then as the
890 mc UHF band for commercial
sets in the U. S.," Mr. Folsom
said.
station prospers it can expand its
TV — "every megacycle of it."
service — first by adding a mobile
He reiterated that the scarcity of
The new upper-end UHF transMr. Folsom (I) shows FCC
mission and reception demonstrated
unit to originate remote programs
Chairman Coy a "bow-tie" type VHF channels will not permit esby RCA was in operation at 850 or simple studio programs. And
eceiving antenna used for UHF
tablishment of a nationwide, commc — about Channel No. 70 — and then regular studios could be built
elevision. In background is mural
petitive TV service, and said that
in the future from two-thirds to picture quality compared favorably
>f the RCA-NBC experimental
with that of the 530-mc station
TV station in Bridgeport.
three-fourths of all TV broadcast(Continued on page 35) '
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RADIO

SLIGHTLY

BALLOT

PLACEMENT of radio time this
autumn by national advertisers will
not quite equal that of one year
ago, judging by returns received
in the Trends study.
While response to this questionnaire was not large enough to justify percentage calculations, the returns included many of the nation's
largest buyers of advertising.
The larger buyers, in a majority
of cases, appear to be holding their
radio buying at the 1950 level, but
there are a number of cases in
which network and spot commitments have been reduced. In some
cases the reductions in radio budgets are ascribed to higher cost of
television facilities rather than
purchase of larger schedules.
Thus a realistic look at the advertising picture, as shown by the
questionnaire returns from advertisers themselves, shows definitely that many larger advertisers
are reducing their radio budgets
in favor of television.

RADIO

ADVERTISERS

However, there are no signs of a
landslide toward television. If anything, the radio situation is considerably stronger than the organized anti-radio campaign of national advertisers would indicate.
One major national advertiser
is holding network radio commitments at the 1950 level but spending 35% additional for roughly
the same television schedule it
placed a year ago.
This contrasts with another toplevel sponsor who is obtaining the
same network radio facilities at
a reduction of around 10 % in cost
because of rate cuts. At the same
time this sponsor is paying higher
rates for roughly the same TV
network schedule used last year.
Maintains '50 Level
Another leading advertiser is
holding network radio at the 1950
level while cutting radio spot commitments 50%. In turn this company is more than doubling its
budget for national spot TV.
In only one case did the returns
show an instance of a large advertiser trying TV for the first

I ence was diminishing rapidly in
areas having television [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 10].
I
It was believed to indicate that advertising agencies aren't accepting
ANA's three radio reports as
EIGHTY-THREE percent of the the
gospel in their purchase of media
facilities for clients, perhaps feelnation's advertising agencies will
ing ANA was manipulating figures
spend as much or more for radio
in an effort to force down radio
time than they spent one year ago,
rates.
according to the TRENDS survey of
Network Outlook
autumn time-buying plans.
Poorest showing in the radio
The survey is based on Trends
forecast was made in the case of
network radio. The analysis shows
questionnaire replies from agencies
that 21%. of the responding agenof all sizes in all parts of the nacies expect to spend less money for
tion. The returns are believed
network time this autumn than a
representative of agencies in New
year ago, with 16% planning to
York City as well as inland states
increase budgets while the remainand the Far West.
ing 63% will hold the same level.
This
showing was construed as surIn analyzing the replies it was
prisingly favorable, however, in
found that 59%, of agencies plan to view of the fact that network rates
increase their radio billings this were reduced last summer. Actually the figures show that 79%
autumn in comparison with last
year. Another 24% will hold bill- of the replying agencies will spend
as much or more than they spent
ings at the same level and only
a year ago, a healthier network
17 % will reduce billings.
situation than had been anticipated
This trend appeared in the face
at the time the rate reductions
of claims by the Assn. of National
were announced last spring.
Advertisers that the radio audiNational spot radio placements
•

time at the expense of radio. In
this instance the sponsor cut the
radio network budget to try TV on
a national spot basis. The radio
network schedule presumably remains the same; in other words,
savings
from TV.
radio's rats cut were
thrown into
On the other hand, one of the
country's big advertisers is holding the line on network and spot
radio but increasing TV commitments through first use of daytime
spot on the visual medium.
Little AM Effect
Among national advertisers
budgeting less than $1 million this
year on radio-television facilities
there appeared little indication
that aural spending was affected
by video's expansion.
Actually these advertisers were
divided about 50-50 between expansion of radio budgets and spending the same amount as last year.
In a few cases these companies
in the under $1 million category
are sharply increasing their broadcast budgets for the season, re-

1950

TOTAL

flecting successful use of the med
ium over many years.

One of institutions
the nation's isbetter
known"
financial
holding
the
line on its broadcast commitments j
but
60%. cutting its television budget
In contrast, a major company
in the cosmetic-proprietary field is
cutting radio network less than
5% and national spot several times
that percentage in order to offset
sharp expansion in network television.
Brightest place in the group of
tising
advering under TRENDS
spend$1
to million
be in
a p p e ared
the $500,0million
0 0 - $1 for FALL
category. In this group there were
no instances in which radio purchases were being reduced during
the coming season. The instances
of increases and unchanged radio
budgets were about equally divided.

AGENCIES

BALLOT
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59%

WILL

BOOST

show no real signs that those who
buy radio time are seriously concerned about TV's effect. Fiftyseven percent of the responding
agencies plan to buy more radio
spot time this fall than a year ago
and the remaining 43% will hold
the same level. Not a single respondent planned to reduce spot
purchases this autumn.
In the case of local radio placements the showing was even better,
with 67% planning increased budgets and 33% the same as last year.
Billings of Respondents
Replies to the questions covering
local time were centered in the
inland states and most of the agencies were in the group with total
radio-TV billings of less than $1
million. In a number of instances
the amount of local radio billings
will
100%. be increased from 20% to
Heaviest concentration of respondents in the $5 million-$10
million bracket was in New York.
A predominant share of these
agencies will hold their total radio
billings at the 1950 level, divided
among network and national spot.

BUDGETS

The network rate reduction is not
affecting
billings by1
these largetotal
Newnetwork
York agencies
to
any serious extent. National spot
is holding up well, with no indication that TV's growth is cutting
into spot purchases.
Only in isolated instances have
small agencies indicated they plan
to reduce
their radio
billings
Since
they son.
buy
this
seaa large
TRENDS
share of
local time,
Up
their radio
for
FALL
purchases in this field are es
pecially significant.
questionnaire replies reflectTheir
the strong
appeal of local radio in the inland
with no signs that the medium il
losing its hold.
Agency comparisons of radic
billings this fall compared to fal
of 1950 (percentage of 21%
question
naire replies) :
16%
Down
Network
National Spot
43
Sam
33
Local
All Radio
17
59

BROADCASTING

• 57 Telecasting
67
24

TOTAL

LOCAL BILLINGS

BILLINGS

NATIONAL

SPOT

NETWORK
^1950

-5.8%

14.53%

15.993;

® All Stations

12.475=

16.64%

(§) Radio in non-TV markets

15.24%

18.86%

13.54%

14.05% 12.85%

4 FALL OF

©Radio in TV markets
3.99% -2-79?o

RADIO

STATIONS

BALLOT
LOCAL

TOTAL BILLINGS of all sizes of
radio stations in all kinds of mar1 kets throughout the U.S. are beginning to spurt.
They'll be up an average of
; 14.53% this fall as compared with
the fall of 1950.

AND

SPOT

TO

LEAP

an overwhelming difference (see total billings increase estimated by
chart) .
them is 7.8%.
Total fall billings for radio staThe impact of the national defense effort on the civilian economy
tions in non-TV markets are estimated at 15.99% increase over last is being carefully watched by radio
station management. Replies to
year and for those in TV areas,
12.47%. over last year. Local
Broadcasting • Telecasting questionnaires indicated that many
billings in non-TV markets will
Where's the money coming from?
be up 15.24% and in TV marmanagers expect a sag in advertisA lot of it from network sales
kets up even more — 18.86% , a ciring by those who make and sell
(although less than last year and
cumstance
goods whose production is being
the years before).
curtailed.
perhaps
A lot from national spot adverA substantial number believe
a
1
1
r
i
b
u
ttisers (more than last fall).
able to a that national spot volume by the
And a whopping share from local
local sell- manufacturers of automobiles and
advertisers, the neighborhood merTRENDS
madeing effort
b y local advertising by new car dealers
chants who are buying radio as
will fall off. But even more manthey never bought it before. Perstations as
agers believe that local campaigns
centagewise, the sponsor from
i n s u ranee by used car dealers will increase.
for Fftl
whom radio expects its biggest increase isthe businessman who lives
against a
Question on Durables
drop in national advertising interjust down the block.
est in radio under the TV gun.
The
same
attitudes are held toDollar estimates of anticipated
ward other heavy durables which
National spot business on radio
fall business are not obtainable,
in non-TV areas will be up 14,-05%.
contain quantities of critical mabut for purposes of general per- and on radio in TV markets up
terials that are being diverted to
spective, itmay be recalled that in 12.85%. Radio network affiliates national armament.
the year of 1950 total net time in TV markets are gloomier about
Among station managers there
sales were $121 million for national
their fall network income than is a widespread belief that the
networks, $120 million for national
makers of goods destined to be in
those operating outside TV areas.
spot and $205 million for local ad- Network billings in TV markets
short supply will cut back on the
vertising.
are expected to drop 5.8% but in hard-selling type of advertising
To judge by the percentage es- non-TV markets to slip only 2.79%.
characterized by heavy spot radio
timates of radio stations surveyed
expenditures and instead use a
by Broadcasting-Telecasting for
Geography Is Factor
more institutional approach inits Trends for Fall, the proportended to keep brand names before
The geographical location of
tions of network-spot-local billings radio
stations seems to account for the public without setting up an
are destined to change in 1951.
avid urge to buy.
a bigger difference in their revenue
than the influence of television.
To somewhat the same extent
Billings Breakdown
that the manufacturers of scarce
Stations situated in the MounAccording to the national avertain states (Arizona, Colorado,
durables reduce their selling camage of estimates from a cross-secpaigns, their retailers and dealers
tion of radio stations, local billings Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
this fall will exceed those of the Mexico, Utah and Wyoming) are can be expected to follow suit, a
probably will be refall of 1950 by 16.64%. National more optimistic than those in any conditionflected inthat
local radio buying.
spot billings will be up 13.54%. other region.
The anticipated reductions in
The Mountain states stations exNetwork billings will be down
pect their total billings to soar by volume from those dealing in short3.99% (see chart at top of page).
How much will television affect 18.7%. this fall as compared with supply goods will by no means
overcome the increases in spending
last (see table this page).
the revenue of radio? Not as much
At the other end of the scale are by the makers and sellers of other
as some might expect.
Separating the radio stations in the New England stations (those products, station managers believe.
television markets from those be- in Connecticut, Maine, MassachuA majority of managers expect
yond the reach of TV, the comsetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Is- rising billings from food, clothing,
parison shows some
but not
land and Vermont). The average
drugs, tobaccos and other items of
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

UPWARD

everyday use. The managers believe the makers of these products
will boost their national spot
budgets and the retailers who sell
them will buy more local radio.
Television and the dislocations
of a defense economy notwithstanding, radio stations on the whole expect a bang-up fall.
STATION PROSPECTS
VARY BY REGION
Average Anticipated
Increase in Total
Billings of Radio
Stations: Fall, 1951,
Region over
Fall, 1950
Mountain
18.7%
(Ariz., Col., Ida., Mont.,
Nev., N. M., Utah, Wyo.)
East South Central 16.8%
(Ala., Ky., Miss., Tenn.)
East North Central 16.6%
(III., Ind., Mich., Ohio,
Wis.)
West North Central 14.7%
(Iowa, Kan., Minn., Mo.,
Neb., N.D., S.D.)
South Atlantic 14.6%
(Del., D.C., Fla., Ga., Md.,
N.C., S.C., Va., W. Va.)
West South Central 11-9%
(Ark., La., Okla., Tex.)
Pacific
10.8%
(Calif., Ore., Wash.)
Middle Atlantic 10.4%
(N.J., N.Y., Pa.)
New England
7.8%
(Conn., Me., Mass., N.H.,
R.I., Vt.)
[Note: These figures do not average
out to the 14.53% national
average
quoted elsewhere, because
of rounding.]
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REPRESENTATIVES
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RADIO STATION representatives
estimate their business is up 18%
this fall over the same time last
year.
The fashion this year in national
spot advertising leans toward short
commercials that come into the
"one minute or less" category.
But there is still a good demand
among national spot buyers for
longer programs of the five minute
or over class.
These facts, and many others,
were revealed by the Trends study
of national representatives which
gathered data from both small and
lai'ge station representatives in
New York, Chicago and Los Angeles and in the smaller metropolitan areas.
Several representatives commented on the brisk pace of fall
business this year. One said fall
business signed to date by his firm
was almost double that sold at this
point last year. Another said that
in the first eight months of 1951
15 of the stations it represents
showed increases ranging from 2%
to 725% over the previous year.
firm's
four astations
Onlyshowed
list
reductionof inthebusiness
and two of those expect an increase
by the end of September.
Business has been particularly
brisk for the past six weeks after
a slow first six months. One wellknown firm said sales for the last
month have consistently been from
80 to 100% ahead of the same
weeks last year.
Several representatives commented on the interest of big advertisers in value they get for the
price in radio. The big coverage
BMI CLINIC
Next Is Rochester, N. Y.
PROGRAM clinic, held by Broadcast Music Inc., New York, is
scheduled for Thursday at Rochester, N. Y. It is one of three which
BMI is holding during this month
in Maine, Massachusetts, and New
York.
Speeches and Speakers include: "Programming Twists and Aids" by Murray Arnold, WIP Philadelphia; "Has
Radio a Future?" by William S. Hedges,
NBC "Are You Making the Most of
Your Local News?" by E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse; "Building Station Relations in Your Community"
by Earl Kelly, WWNY Watertown;
"Radio Is Your Best Companion" by
W. Robert Rich, WBEN Buffalo; "Building and Holding
RuralSchenectady;
Audience"
by Merl
Galusha, theWGY
and "It Takes Three to Make a Sale"
by Milton Slater, WCAX Burlington,
Vt.
Page 28
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18%

for little money appeals to them as
an advertising bargain. A big
plus in radio is reported by another
firm from an advertiser buying of
participations on women's programs and early morning shows
where ratings are consistently high.
While the national average increase in billings for radio representatives stood at 18%, several
well-known firms with average billings in the $5 to $10 million category reported increases of as much
as 100%.
A few, representing not more
than 5% of the total national billings handled by representatives,
reported decreases in revenue with
10% the largest decrease reported.
Increased billings were reported
in a number of categories with
soaps reported buying more radio
by the majority of representatives
although a few reported less activity from this category.

MX

RH/EF

A PARTIAL victory for the taxharassed television industry in its
fight for less burdensome excess
profits levies appeared to be firming up on Capitol Hill last week.
Agreeing in principle that telecasters should be relieved of inequities under the present Excess
Profits Tax Act, the Senate Finance Committee late Friday
was attempting to resolve certain
technicalities upon which a clear
interpretation of its proposal would
hinge.
Reliable sources indicated that
"in general the new plan gives
the industry some relief from tax
burdens," but there was hope that
the committee might hue more
closely to the industry version sponDel.). sored by Sen. J. Allen Frear (DReport Expected This Week
The committee is expected to
make its report early this week.
Pro-industry sources were confident that bi-partisan support
would sustain the fight on the
Senate floor.
The committee proposed to:
# Permit the TV industry to
use the four year period (19461949 inclusive) rate of return as a
base rather than 1946 as suggested by the NARTB-organized Television Broadcasters Tax Committee and in the Frear proposal.
# Allow radio-TV broadcasters
to use their own earnings income
or the industry rate of return for
tax computation purposes.
# Permit radio-TV operators
also engaged in non-broadcasting
enterprises (such as newspaper

INCREASE

All agreed that food products,
gasoline and oil, drug products, and
magazines were buying more radio
time. Several mentioned television sets, cigarettes and auto accessories.
Most representatives said there
was less buying from auto
manufacturers
and some
creases
noted defrom cigarette companies,
jewelry
and watch
turers, and beer bottlers.manufacWhen asked about the comparative popularity of various time
purchases there was nearly unanimous mention of the popularity of
spots of one minute or less. Over
20% increase in purchases of this

Partial

IN

BUSINESS

classification was noted. About
5% of the representatives queried
noted a decrease while about the
same number saw no change in this
type
of purchases.
Little
change was noted in the
purchase of time periods of more
than one minute and less than five
minutes.
Purchases of time in the "more
than 5 minutes" category showed
an increase of about 10% on an
average, the survey showed. About
10% of the representatives queried
saw no change in purchases of time
in this classification over that
bought last year while about 5%
saw a decrease.
Altogether the radio prospects
look bright when viewed through
the eyes of station representatives,
One member of a New York firm
that represents a large number of
substantial stations summed it up:
"It looks like a whale of a fall.'*

Victory

Looms

on

Hill

mittee involves the present index
publishing) to compute their tax for
radio-TV only.
which comprises the rate of return
The alternative formulae as for radio-TV. Because of TV, raspelled out by the committee would
dio profits were depressed. Hope
give the radio-TV broadcaster the was held out that a revised index
option of computing net income for would provide for a higher rate of
average base period earnings by return for radio after TV losses
are computed. Current industry
applying:
rate of return is now 15.08, accord(1) Either his own rate of return for 1946-49 "less TV losses
ing to the Treasury Secretary's
index.
and capital invested in television
business," or (2) the industry rate
Proposed Scale
of return for 1946-49 — to the comNew corporations organized
pany's total assets at the end of
1949, whichever is higher.
after Jan. 1, 1946, are covered under a general provision set up for
Under the current plan the average long established combination
so-called "growth" companies like
radio-TV operator who has pio- television.
neered in television probably would
Ceiling rate of 5% was set for
fare better by choosing his own
the
first $400,000 of EPT income.
rate of return.
Second, third and fourth year ceilThe advantage of one option over
ings would be 8%, 11% and 14%,
another was seen as varying in respectively, with a top of 17%
individual cases among companies
in fifth and subsequent years.
deriving part of their income each
The 17% ceiling would establish
from radio and TV.
a combined income and excess
The TV-only broadcaster would
profits tax maximum of 66.92%.
automatically fall under the secCombined tax-income for newlyond option inasmuch as he had no formed firms would range from
rate of return for radio prior to 54.92% for the first year to about
1946-49.
63.92% for the fourth. Present
A second provision adds this tax ceiling is 62%. It has been
feature:
charged that many TV broadcasters
. . . When a corporation derives are actually paying on a 100%
part of its income from some other rate on part of their income.
business such as newspaper publishRetroactive to July, 1950
ing, part from radio business and
part from television business the corporation in computing its average
These proposed amendments, if
earnings base . . . can treat its pub- finally adopted by the committee
lishing business as if it were a
approved by the Senate, would
separate business and with respect and
be effective retroactively to July 1,
to its radio and television business
1950.
would be eligible for the (same)
Heated debate was expected when
option. . . .
(Continued on page 105)
Current problem within the comBROADCASTING
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GAMBLING
SEN. Edwin C. Johnson (D- Col.)
last week set into motion machinery for renewed hearings on anticrime bills, including proposals
touching directly on broadcasting
stations.
The chairman of the Senate Interstate &Foreign Commerce Committee set hearings on four antigambling measures to begin this
Wednesday. Herzel Plaine, special
assistant to the Attorney General,
Justice Dept., and FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy will testify initially
before the full committee. Hearings
also will be held Thursday.
The decision to reopen hearings
was reached following an executive
committee meeting last Wednesday.
At the same time Sen. Johnson introduced a bill (S 2116) almost
identical to the legislative piece reported by his unit last year. A compromise of FCC and Justice Dept.
views, the legislation (S 3358) died
with the 81st Congress.
Would Continue Inquiry
The Senate Commerce Committee also took formal steps to carry
on in the broad footsteps of the
expired Senate Crime Investigating Committee. Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.), along with five committee colleagues, co-sponsored a
resolution designed to authorize
the continued study with a fund of
$150,000.
Here is a summation of the bills
on which the committee will receive
new testimony and how they affect
broadcast stations:
0 (S 2116) — "To prohibit transmission of certain gambling information in interstate commerce by communications facilities." Identical to
S 3358, reported by committee last
year [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
June 5, May 291. Would prohibit
transmission of gambling information
prior to time a horse race is held
but permit broadcasts or telecasts of
actual event. Aimed at transmission
of betting data (odds, wagers, etc.)
by stations and wire services.
% (S 1624)—" ... To prohibit
the broadcasting of gambling information .. . the transmission of bets
or wagers by means of interstate
communications; and to prohibit further the transportation of gambling
devices in interstate commerce."
Would extend the criminal law
: against broadcasting lottery information to include other "gambling enterprises," and make it unlawful to
transmit any bet or wager by radio,
telephone or telegraph by amending
the U. S. Criminal Code.
0 (1564) — "To make unlawful the

DATA

INQUIRY

transmission in interstate commerce
of gambling information concerning
a sporting event which is obtained
without consent of the person consuch a sporting event." No
effect onductingbroadcasters.
# (1563)of —certain
"To provide
the
licensing
persons for
engaged
in the dissemination of information
concerning horse or dog racing events
and betting information concerning
other sporting events by means of
interstate and foreign communications by wire and radio. . . ." Would
specifically exempt broadcasters from
licensing requirements. Seeks to
curb wire services.
The revived Johnson bill (S
2116) pi'ovides again that "no person operating any such station
shall knowingly permit the broadcasting of any gambling information," nor shall any person broadcast any gambling data by radio.
Last year it was approved by
the committee as a compromise between the Justice Dept. bill (S
3358), which sought to require an
hour's delay before broadcast of
horse race results, and the FCC
plan, which was designed to prohibit transmission of all gambling
data, before, during and after a
race.
FCC Chairman Coy has asked
Congress to adopt a flat prohibition of interstate transmission of
all information that can be used
in gambling operation. The Com-

Johnson

mission defines gambing information as "bets or wagers, or betting
odds or prices paid on any sporting
event or contest." FCC also warned
that restriction of wire services in
dissemination of such data would
enhance the value of quickly-broadcast race results and prices.
Chairman Coy already has advised Chairman Johnson that the
Commission feels "the most effective and expeditious method that
Congress can employ is that heretofore reflected" in compromise of
S 3358 reported by the committee
last year. But it wants criminal
penalties spelled out for violations
and an extension of language to
include betting odds and prices
Proposal that transmission of
bets or wagers should be made a
paid.
federal crime had been advocated
by the Senate Crime Investigating
Committee, which recently turned
over its records to the Johnson
group.
Other Witnesses
Other witnesses slated to appear
before the Commerce committee on
Thursday are Spencer Drayton, of
the Thoroughbred Racing Assn.,
and J. Bond Smith, an attorney.
Hearings may be extended indefinitely, it was indicated, in the
hope of reporting out legislation

Opens

to the floor before recess. Hearing
will be held in Room G-16 of the
siding.
Capitol, with Sen. Johnson preSen. Capehart submitted the
resolution for Sens. Owen Brewster (R-Me.), Charles Tobey (RN. H.), John Bricker (R-Ohio),
James Kem (R-Mo.) and John Williams (R-Del.).
Sen. Capehart said he felt it
would be a "mistake" to drop the
crime studies at this time and expressed hope that the Johnson unit
and Rules & Administration Committee would take favorable action
on his resolution. The committee
would report its findings and recom endations byDec. 31, 1952.
The proposed extension of the
investigation also was advocated
by the Senate Crime Committee
before it closed shop after filing its
final report. The commerce committee received its records and
data under S Res 129, which
amended the resolution originally
setting up the crime study.
Mich. Meet Rescheduled
DATE of the Michigan Assn. of
Broadcasters' state convention has
been moved forward a week. The
convention, originally set for Nov.
9-10, will be held instead Nov. 2-3
at Detroit's Fort Shelby Hotel.

ABA
RIGID

Wednesday

Offers

Model

Bill

STATUTE

FORMULATION of a model gambling statute including "rigid" prohibitions against the use of radio,
television, telephone and telegraph
facilities for dissemination of gambling information was recommended last week by the American Bar
Assn.'s Commission on Organized
Crime.
To be presented to the Bar Assn.
at its annual convention starting
in New York today (Monday), the

65-page report of the Commission's
studies, conclusions and recommendations was made public last week.
The commission will ask for authorization to prepare model laws,
incorporating its proposals for
curbing crime, for submission to
the various states.
Favor Pending Bill
The commission, headed by forHalley, Rifkind to Speak
mer Secretary of War Robert P.
RUDOLPH HALLEY, former
Patterson, went on record in the
counsel of the Senate Crime comas favoring the pending
report
mittee, and Federal Judge Samuel
H. Rifkind will participate in a congessional bill (S-1563) which
round-table discussion as part of the would set up FCC licenses for the
transmission of sports and racing
American Bar Association's
seventy-fourth annual meeting.
news over interstate commerce facilities and require FCC to refuse
Titled "The Responsibility of the
Press, Radio and Television for
or revoke such licenses where the
Fair Criminal Trials," the discusinformation is used for illegal gamsion is scheduled Sept. 19 at the
bling. Licensed radio stations as
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
well as newspapers of general cirBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

culation would be exempt from
provisions of the bill.
The Crime Commission said it
would have preferred "forthright
prohibition of the transmission of
gambling information prior to the
event," as provided in a bill introduced in the preceding congress
by Sen. Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.),
but that "it nevertheless approves
the Senate Bill 1563 and urges not
only that Congress pass the bill but
also that it provide the FCC with
such additional appropriations and
personnel as it may need properly
to adminster its provisions."
The report also said :
"If the instant bill (S-1563) became
law and the FCC received the modest
increase in appropriation and staff
necessary to administer it properly,
the federal government would have a
weapon to deal with the present
sports news monopoly which supplies
bookmakers all over the country
through strategically placed subsidiaries and dummies which it conAmong other pending bills which
the commission approved was one
(S-1564)
which would make it a
trols."
misdemeanor
to transmit by radio,
telephone or telegraph any gambling information concerning
sports events if it has been obtained surreptitiously or through

stealth and without the permission
of the persons conducting the
events.
Another bill approved was one
(S-1624) which, among other
things, would prohibit transmission
of any bet, offer of a bet, or payment for any bet by radio, telephone or telegraph.
TV Not Mentioned
Although it did not specifically
mention television, whose coverage
of sessions of the Senate Crime
Committee had such spectacular
public effect, the report said the
committee proceedings "were painstaking and fair, suffered little
from the lack of safeguards common to adversary proceedings in
court, and faithfully reflect the existing situation.
"As a result of the widespread
attention the Senate committee
hearings received," the report continued, "the American public became a vast grand jury, able to see
and hear witnesses, counsel and
committee, and impelled to judge
for itself the fairness of the questioning, the credibility of the witnesses and the truth or falsity of
the testimony.
"The crucial problem now is to
see that the work of the Senate
committee is not permitted to
September 17, 1951
die. . . ."
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To Hearing
Program: Robert Montgomery
Presents, on NBC-TV, alternate Mondays, 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Sponsor: American Tobacco Co.
Agency: BBDO
Producer: Robert Montgomery
Director: Norman Felton.
Writer: Thomas W. Phipps.
Cast: Richard
Denise Alexander, Derr,
Barthe Doyle,
Faith
Brook, Betty Sinclair, Leona
Powers, Beverly Whitney, Mimi
Strongin,
Pat O'Malley,
William
Podmore,
Gordon
Mills
and
Mr.
Montgomery
as
m.c.
Production cost: $30,000.

Q
"BUBBLES"- the production chosen
by Robert Montgomery to open the
new season of his bi-weekly presentations on NBC-TV, was a psychological drama handled with restraint and infinite grace, two
qualities that often are missing in
this rather standard type of TV
fare.
Mr. Montgomery's offerings are
blessed with a high budget and also with directorial and production
management that does not squander a dime. In "Bubbles", big
money bought big returns, a fine
script, fine staging and acting of
the highest quality.
In outline, "Bubbles" was a story
of a little girl whose mother is insane and who naturally is yearning for the motherly affection she
is missing. It was not an extraordinary theme and indeed would
have been thoroughly pedestrian
had it not been managed with skill
by all concerned.
In the hands of Mr. Montgomery
and company it was an absorbing
and at times moving drama. The
company was presented with an
unusually competent script which
not only avoided excursions into
the maudlin but also dared to close
on a note far different from the
happy ending that too many TV
dramatists seem to regard as inflexibly necessary.
The performance completely
lived up to the script. Denise Alexander, who played the little girl,
was the most skillful child actress
this reviewer has seen on TV.
Adults in the cast were uniformly
capable.
KIDS AND COMPANY is a new
show featuring picked juvenile talent and a "kid of the week" chosen
by the U. S. Junior Chamber of
Commerce for some outstanding
achievement and flown to New
York at the sponsor's expense to
receive an award and prizes on
Page 30
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the television broadcast.
The first show was exceedingly
entertaining, asking no sufferance
for its being a children's program;
the child participants were good by
any standard. Whether the show
can continue on that level is another
question, and whether it ought to
try is still a third. The producers
would probably be well advised to
find a less taxing and more selfregenerating format since it is
hardly conceivable that subsequent
acts can live up to the high standards of those on the first show. An
overall locale (perhaps a club or
a carnival) in which children could
feel a sense of participation or
identification might be the answer.
But whatever the answer, on one
score there is no question : The first
show of the series was, in general,
a charmer.
PROGRAM FACTS
Program: Kids and Co., DuMont
Network, Sats., 11-11:30 a.m.
Produced
by: Wyatt & Schuebel,
New York.
Written by: Bill Ballard.
Directed by: Pat Fay.
Production Supervisor: Ed
Downes.
Sponsored by: Red Goose Shows.
Agency:
St. Louis.Westheimer & Block,
Talent Cost: Approximately
$3,500.
Adam

Moncure

ADAM MONCURE, advertising
and acting sales manager of
George Muehlebach Brewing Co.,
Kansas City, died Sept. 10 as a result of injuries received in a headon auto collision. The accident
occurred Sept. 8 at Fort Scott,
Kan. Mr. Moncure recently had
completed plans for a campaign
extending the company's radio coverage in the Southwest.
KUNO Corpus Christi has added two
rrore hours a day of Spanish language
broadcasts, bringing its weekly total
to more than 56 hours of Spanish programming.

DOES CONSANGUINITY prevent broadcasters from owning
than
— more c™
seven AM radio
stations? OWNERSHIP
IPLE
LT
MU
Even though each of the kin vows that he goes his own way? Would
each willingly compete against any of the others?
That is the question the FCC
ing more than seven AM stations
apparently wants answered and
under common ownership was eariy
last week it set for hearing Oct.
this year when Fort Industry Co.
22 the transfer applications of E. bought
WSAI Cincinnati from
D. Rivers Sr., his son E. D. Rivers
Marshall Field.
Jr. and James Rivers (brother of
Since it already had seven AM
the elder Mr. Rivers) for control
stations— WJBK Detroit, WSPD
of WMIE Miami, Fla.; KWEM
Toledo, WAGA Atlanta, WGBS
West Memphis, Ark., and WACL
Miami, WWVA Wheeling, WMMN
Waycross, Ga., respectively.
Fairmont, W. Va., and WLOK
Hearing has to be held, the FCC
said, because the grant of any of Lima, Ohio — its purchase of WSAI
was approved by the FCC upon
the
might "result
in anof condition it rid itself of one staunduetransfers
concentration
of control
tion. It sold WLOK to the Pixleys
broadcast facilities."
early
this year
[Broadcasting
•
April
9].
That inference was drawn, it Telecasting,
was obvious, from the fact that the
The FCC set the Oct. 22 hearing
Rivers own seven AM stations and
have minority interests in two on the following issues :
others.
1. To determine whether a grant of
instant applications would vest the
WMIE is proposed to be sold to the
ownership, management and control of
ex-Gov. Rivers (of Georgia) for
ten standard broadcast stations in per$1,541 for stock, plus $218,459 for
sons under common control.
outstanding notes [Broadcasting
2. To determine, with respect to the
• Telecasting, July 9]. Transfer
seven stations presently controlled by
of the station was approved a fortE. D. Rivers Sr., E. D. Rivers Jr. and
night ago by FCC from Lincoln
James S. Rivers, and the stations involved in the instant applications, the
Operating Co., trustee, to Sun
overlap, if any, that will exist between
Coast Broadcasting Corp., conthe service areas of these ten stations,
trolled by Arthur B. McBride and
the nature and extent thereof, and
Daniel
Sherby
[Broadcasting
•
whether such overlap, if any, is in
• Telecasting, Sept. 10].
contravention of Section 3.35 of the
Gov. Rivers owns WLBS BirCommission's rules.
mingham and WOBS Jacksonville,
3. To determine in light of the evihas a minority interest in WGAAdence adduced under the above issues
AM-FM Cedertown, Ga., and plans whether a grant of the instant applicato become a TV applicant (with
tions would be in the public interest.
Elliott Roosevelt and others) for
Miamiing, [Broadcasting
• TelecastAug. 20].
DUAL
BIRTHDAY
KWEM for $73,500
NBC, Newspaper Share Fete
KWEM is due to be sold to E. D.
Rivers Jr. for $73,500. E. D. Rivers JOINT birthday celebration of NBC
Jr. owns WEAS Decatur, WJIVand the New York Herald-Tribune
AM-FM Savannah, WGOV-AMwill take place at a professional
FM Valdosta, Ga. He bought
football game Thursday at New
WGOV from his father a short York's Polo Grounds.
time ago. He is also a TV applicant
The New York Giants will meet
for Atlanta.
the Los Angeles Rams in the 13th
Control of WACL is to be gained
by James S. Rivers through acqui- annua! Fresh Air Fund game,
sition of 6fA of the outstanding
sponsored by the Herald-Tribune.
stock to give him 51% ownership.
NBC is observing its 25th anniHe owns WMJM Cordele and conversary. The Fresh Air Fund is 75
trols WTJH East Point, Ga.
years old. Between halves of the
Under a proposed amendment to games, Niles Trammell, NBC board
Sec. 3.35 of the Commission's rules, chairman, and Whitelaw Reid,
introduced last year, FCC considers
Herald-Tribune vice president, will
the ownership of more than seven
receive plaques commemorating the
AM stations against the "public
occasion.
interest, convenience and necesThe game will mark the first
As part of that amendment, the time that pro football has been
FCC lists degrees of control per- shown exclusively on theatrecasts
mitted if less than seven AM sta- in the Middle Atlantic states.
tions are owned in common.
Arrangements are being handled
sity."
If only six stations are confor the Fund by Theatre Network
trolled, the owner can have minTelevision Inc. and the game is exority interest in one or two other
pected to be shown at least in
AM stations. If less than five stations are controlled, the owner can
Chicago, St. Louis, Boston, Philahave minority interest in three or
delphia and Pittsburgh. Although
four other AM stations, etc.
coverage will be exclusive for
theatre television, it will not be
In FM, the rules specifically limit
control to six stations. In TV, five offered to movie houses in New
stations are the limit.
York, where attendance would compete with Polo Grounds receipts.
The most recent transfer involvBROADCASTING
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Ohio's

more

billion

than

dollar

xk million
rural

rural

women

market

Ohio's rural women hold the purse strings of more than
a BILLION DOLLARS of spendable income. They buy the same foods, drugs,
soaps, cosmetics, clothing and other retail items as city women.
WRFD

has deeper penetration of this market and a lower

cost per thousand than any other Ohio radio station.
In 1950 WRFD primary coverage area of 66 Ohio counties accounted for:
1,25 1.969.000 in retail sales or 57.3% of Ohio's total*
S 982.958.000 in food sales or 54.6% of Ohio's total*
$ 124.382,000 in drug sales or 56.6% of Ohio's total*
''Source — SRDS Consumers Markets 1950-51
Get your share of this rich Ohio rural market. Sell to the rural
women through OHIO'S RURAL

STATION.
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ROSE

BOWL GAMES
Gillette Buys on NBC
ROSE BOWL games for the next
three years will be sponsored by
the Gillette Safety Razor Co. over
both the radio and television facilities of NBC.
The network bought three year
coverage rights last summer
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 6] for $1% million, paying
$400,000 for the first year and increasing amounts for the next two
years to compensate for the expected annual increase in television
audiences.
Spokesmen for Gillette reported
their organization did no more
than meet the NBC expenditure.
To be telecast over the new transcontinental hookup, this year's
Rose Bowl game will be the first,
since the series was inaugurated
in 1902, to be seen east of California. Matching winners of the Big
Ten and Pacific Coast conferences,
the game will go out to some 50
NBC television affiliates into areas
with 85,000,000 of the country's
population.
Agency for Gillette is Maxon
Inc., New York.
NBC also announced last week
two special television programs,
one pre-game and one post-game,
to complement its weekly telecast
of NCAA football each Saturday
beginning Sept. 29.
Pregame Show
General Tire & Rubber Co.,
through the D'Arcy Agency, New
York, will sponsor the 15-minute
pregame show. Sportscaster Ted
Husing will interview top coaches
for discussion of the outstanding
games of the day and will show
film clips of notable football events
of the previous season.
The postgame show — also for 15
minutes — will advertise Prestone
anti-freeze, a product of the National Carbon Co., a division of the
Union Carbide & Carbon Co.
Agency is William Esty Co., New
York. Programs will present Jimmy
Powers and other sports commentators, interviews of leading grid
performers and last-minute reports
on scores of the day.
British Election
CBS Radio commentator Edward
R. Murrow was assigned last week
to head a team of CBS correspondents to cover the British elections
later this year (possibly to be held
in November). Others assigned to
the coverage job, for which a schedule of approximately 70 broadcasts
is being set up, include Howard K.
Smith, chief of the CBS Radio
European staff; Richard C. Hottelet, correspondent in Germany,
and David Schoenbrun, Paris.
Several CBS Radio Washington
correspondents also are slated to
go to London and Wells Church,
editor-in-chief of CBS Radio news,
was named to go to coordinate the
schedule.
Page 32
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PICTURED before their departure aboard the Queen Mary, bound for London
and the season's premiere broadcast of NBC's The Big Show, are (I to r)
R. S. Reynolds Jr., president of Reynolds Metals Co., one of the show's
sponsors; Mrs. Joseph H. McConnell, wife of the NBC president; Mrs.
Reynolds, and Mr. McConnell. The Big Show will originate in London over BBC.
FREEDOM

CRUSADE
Radio, TV Give Impetus to RFE Drive

RADIO'S hallowed rule not to mention other networks or stations by
name while on the air was broken
by Tex McCrary Tuesday when he,
like other broadcasters last week,
gave a plug to the Crusade for
Freedom Campaign [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Sept. 10]
Mr. McCrary took time during
his daily morning broadcast over
WNBC New York to read an ad
the station had placed in local
papers. Admitting that "it might
seem strange to you that we're
taking this ad on behalf of another
radio station," the WNBC full-page
announcement ended: "Want to be
a radio sponsor? Buy a spot on
Radio Free Europe. Join the Crusade for Freedom."
Gimmick
was that listeners were
urged to send contributions and
their "commercials" on the subject
of freedom to the campaign, which
had already allocated part of its
anticipated funds for building
more transmitters for Radio Free
Europe. The messages would be
read on continental broadcasts, to
sell democracy to people behind the
iron curtain.
After reading the ad and complimenting his outlet for its action,
Mr. McCrary said, "I think CBS
ought to Steady
do likewise."
Plugging
Regular performers on WNBC
and WNBT referred to the ad and
promoted the Crusade for Freedom
throughout the day, opening date
of the drive in New York City.
Official opening occured at noon
with a rally in Rockefeller Plaza,
followed by a luncheon at the Waldorf. Vice President Alben Barkley, speaking at the rally, said that
"democracy lives on truth while
autocracy feeds on falsehood, and
the two forces are always antagBrig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
onistic."
board
chairman and chairman of
the fund drive, said at the luncheon
he was sure the Crusade for Free-

dom could prevent a shooting war
with Russia. "We can win the cold
war as well as the hot one," he
commented. "And if we win the
cold one — or at least prevent Russia from winning it — we may not
have to fight a third World War.
An estimated 100,000 attended
Rockefeller Plaza ceremonies, which
were simulcast from 12:15-1 p.m.
over WNBC and WNBT to an additional 2,500,000.
President Truman wrote Gen.
Sarnoff ofthatmillions
the crusade,
as acitizens
"joint
action
of free
regardless of party or occupation,
race or religion," constitutes "an
inspiring and effective attack
against Red tyranny." He sent best
wishes "in your dramatic action as
free citizens to carry the message
of truth to millions of our fellowmen who are struggling against
oppression and whose news is
poisoned
by lies."
CBS-Radio
broadcast a special
Crusade for Freedom program Saturday with speeches by Gen. Omar
N. Bradley, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and C. D. Jackson,
president of the National Committee for a Free Europe. The general
discussed Crusade aims in reference to the cold war, while Mr.
Jackson told of "Winds of Freedom" balloons, flown into Czechodemocracy.slovakia with leaflet messages on
ABC Radio Network will carry
a dramatized report on how Radio
Free Europe pierces the iron curtain from 10-10:30 p.m. (EDT)
Wednesday. Purpose of the show
is to demonstrate how information
is being transmitted to blacked-out
countries and to illustrate with
documented reports the effectiveness of the program. Broadcast will
be written by Morton Wishengrad,
author of ABC's Peabody-Awardwinning Communism — U.S. Brand.
DuMont Television Network is
participating in the radio campaign
by using one-minute and 20-second
film strips during station breaks.

YANKEE PACTS
Full Grid Slate Planne
YANKEE NETWORK has contracted to give New England radic
listeners and televiewers a ful
grid schedule of both college anc
professional games.
Linus Travers, Yankee executive
vice president and general manager
said that the network is presentinj
the most extensive football scheduh
in its 29-year coverage of sport:
in the six-state New England area
Over WNAC-TV Boston, Yan
kee's video outlet, Carling's Rei
Cap Ale and the Atlantic Refining
Co. will sponsor each Sunday thi
entire 10-game series of the Cleve
land Browns, four-times world pro
fessional champions. Ad agencie
are Benton & Bowles, New Yori
and N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia.
An 11-game series of professiona
football games will be sponsore
Sundays on the AM network b;
the Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee
for Miller High Life Beer. Agenc
is Mathisson & Assoc. Inc., Mil
waukee.
New England and Ivy Leagu
games will be aired over WNA<
and the Yankee Network Friday
and Saturdays for the Atlantic R«
fining Co., Agency is N. W. Ayei
STATION
SALES
WKSR Files for Transh
TWO new transfer requests wei
on file at the FCC as of last Thur;
day. All are subject to customar
FCC approval.
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn., was sol
to W. K. Jones and Fred Fleminj
a partnership doing business i
Richland Broadcasting Co., fc
$50,000. Sellers are John I
Crowder and James P. Clark. M
Jones and Mr. Fleming are joii
owners of the Cedar Grove Lin
Co. Inc., a firm specializing in lim
stone quarrying and rock crushin;
The pair had previously filed f(
a new station in Pulaski as Ricl
land Radio, but their applicatic
was dismissed.
A realignment in ownership w;
requested
Wii
ston Salem,byN.WAIR-AM-FM
C. O. G. Hill, pre
ent partner and one-half owne
wants to retire because of poc
health. Other partner, Georj
Walker, will retain 50% intere
in the new corporation, WAI
Bcstg. Co. His wife, Susan H
Walker,
will buy Mr. Hill's inte
est
for $30,000.

Signs ABC News
M.J.B. Co., San Francisco (coffe
spices, rice), Sept. 24 starts Ch
Huntley and the Neivs on ABC P
cific network Mon., Wed., Fr
9:15-9:30 a.m. (PST). Contra
is for 52 weeks. Agency is BBPi
San Francisco.
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MICROGROOVE

transcriptions give you

15-minute programs on 10-inch recordssave space, trouble, money !
Now — full 15-minute broadcast transcriptions
only 10 inches wide— through the miracle of
MICROGROOVE! Columbia cuts the record size— cuts
the cost amazingly — as actual case histories testify!

• Cuts costs ... as much as half!
•
•
•
•

Smaller disc . . . full 15-minute program!
Big savings on packing and shipping costs!
Easier handling and storage!
Famous Columbia quality throughout!

#2*
CASE HISTORYent Saved 45%!
Cli
One
w
Ho
See
ns)
(52 Weeks-65 Statio
Transcription

Processing ■ ■ •
Pre
g
kinngs
Pacssi
Shipping

"0
16.0
d808.
$4,6
ol09
00
6.30
7,45

Microgroove
"
new2010
$34,,1
000
6..0
059.
52
28

1,041.30
3,092.70
506.82
$8,
00
7.
$15,32

COLUMBIA

$15,327.00
8,506.82
Savings per year
$ 6,820.18
TRANSCRIPTIONS

Los Angeles— 8723 Alden Drive, BRadshaw 2-5411 • New York— 799 Seventh Ave., Circle 5-7300 • Chicago— 410 North Michigan Ave., WHitehall 4-6000
Trade Marks "Columbia," "Masterworki," ©©, © Reg. U.S. Pal. Off. Marcas Regitlradas
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Joint
SPORTS

Drive

Planned

PROMOTION

ORGANIZED efforts to increase
radio and TV sports coverage next
year were started last week by
NARTB and Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn., enlarging on campaigns carried on during the current baseball season and the upcoming fall-winter period.
NARTB last Thursday named a
joint radio-TV committee to develop plans for cooperation with
major and minor baseball leagues
with the twofold goal of getting
more programming and stimulating attendance at the ball parks.
RTMA called on all set manufacturers to cooperate with sponsors and promoters of sports and
to bring dealer-distributor groups
into the promotional picture.
Heading the radio section of
NARTB's baseball committee is
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111., with James C. Hanrahan,
WEWS (TV) Cleveland as chairman of the TV section. Appointments were announced by NARTB
President Harold E. Fellows. He
named Robert K. Richards, publicaffairs director, as NARTB headquarters liaison with the joint committee.
On the radio committee with Mr.
Lindsay are R. Sanford Guyer,
WBTM Danville, Va.; William B.
McGrath, WHDH Boston; Hugh
Boice, WEMP Milwaukee; Harry
McTigue, WINN Louisville, and
Paul Jonas, MBS. TV committee
members, besides Mr. Hanrahan,
are Clair R. McCollough, WGALTV Lancaster, Pa.; Otto Brandt,
KING-TV Seattle; Lee Wailes,
Fort Industry Co., Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.,
and Carleton Smith, NBC.
To Meet Wednesday
The committee will meet Wednesday at the Drake Hotel, Chicago,
to draw up organizational plans
and decide what procedure to follow in talking to officials of organized baseball groups.
Representing professional clubs
at the meeting will be Will Harridge, American League; Ford
Frick, National League, and
George M. Trautman. National
Assn. of Professional Baseball
Leagues (minors). Attending for
NARTB headquarters will be
Messrs. Fellows and Richards; C.
E. Arney, Jr., secretary-treasurer;
Thad Brown, TV director; Vincent Wasilewski, attorney. Justin
Miller, chairman of the board, will
be unable to attend because of
participation in American Bar
Assn. meetings in New York.
NARTB and RTMA developed
promotional projects earlier in the
year to stimulate attendance at
sports events, answering the claim
of promoters that play-by-play was
hurting the gate. The minor
leagues retained Matty Brescia,
Memphis public relations specialist, to prepare promotional maPage 34 • September 17, 1951

terial for use by broadcasters during the 1951 season.
In a letter to all set manufacturers, RTMA's Sports Broadcasting Committee noted all association members will benefit by having some college grid games on
TV this year instead of none, as
originally planned by National
Collegiate Athletic Assn.
By cooperating in 1951 "we may
have
more games
TV in It1952,"
the RTMA
letter onstated.
was
signed by J. B. Elliott, RCAVictor, chairman of the committee,
and other members. The letter suggested sponsors of other sports,
such as Gillette and Pabst, deserve
recognition and cooperation.
Members Get Manual
RTMA sent its members a
manual of ideas for cooperation
with professional and collegiate
athletic officials. After reminding
that no copy should urge people
to stay at home instead of attending spectator sports, RTMA suggested national advertising copy
and promotional material should
include a message boosting attendance. Set makers were advised to
call on local distributors to organize a television or industry committee in each major market.
These committees are to work
with broadcasters and athletic officials to encourage interest of
new fans and attendance at events.
List of 22 promotional sugges-

tions shows how the broadcast-f actory-distribution industries can
work in harmony.
"If each manufacturer will urge
his distributors and every dealer
to cooperate in regard to the above,
we may have more television in
1952," the manual concludes. "If
you help, we may have more baseball with other sports available in
1952 than up to now. If present
stations have little time available,
new stations will readily schedule
sports because of the ready audience they assure."
RTMA Analysis
Analysis of the autumn sports
broadcasting picture was made by
the RTMA committee. In looking
over the general program plans of
the four TV networks it found that
"practically all desirable time has
already been sold to sponsors. Last
year production costs of network
shows and exclusive of time
charges were over a million-and-ahalf dollars per week. This year
the cost will be nearer $3 million
worth of entertainment to be seen
weekly in American homes."
Dealers, manufacturers and distributors are told how they can
cash in on such events as the World
Series, NCAA football games,
other college games, pro contests
and finally the Rose Bowl pickup
Jan. 1.
NLRB

Seeks

to Settle

DIRECTING NARTB'S FM Dept.
starting Oct. 1 will be John H. Smith
Jr., formerly advertising-promotion
manager. Bureau of National Affairs
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Sept. 10]. He will tackle problem
of getting more FM sets from factory
production lines.
FM

PROMOTION
Tuesday Meeting to Study
PROJECTED study of selected
markets to determine FM's achievements as well as the medium's potentialities will be reviewed Tuesday at a meeting of the Advertising Committee of Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. to be held at the Hotel
Roosevelt, New York.
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington,and
chairmananof NARTB
NARTB's board
FM
Committee
member for FM, will take part in
the meeting along with John H
Smith Jr., FM Dept. director-elect
Lee Pettit, General Electric Co.,
is chairman of th RTMA Advertising Committee.
The FM plan was first submitted
to broadcasters at a meeting held
Aug. 22 at Roanoke, Va., prior to the NARTB District 4 meeting. At?
that time Harold E. Fellows.
NARTB president, explained need
for a plan that would bring co-

RWG-TWG
Dispute
TV WRITERS
A FIELD examiner of the NLRB regional board in New York held his
first meeting Thursday afternoon to determine whether there are objections to settling — by election — jurisdiction over television authors east
of the Rocky mountains. Dispute is between the Radio Writers Guild
and Television Writers Group, both *
sub-units of the Authors League of
bility appeared strong last week.
America.
Settling the jurisdictional fracas
Although no official word was
is necessary before negotiations be- motion of oFM
peration of manufacturers
in pro-"
broadcasting and
set
released, it was assumed there were
tween ALA and network represensales.
tatives— broken off last summer —
enough things to discuss to warRTMA is expected to set up an
rant further conferences within the can be resumed.
next two weeks between the NLRB,
advertising subcommittee to work
Representation of TV writers
with NARTB in the project.
the RWG — which had petitioned
west of the Rockies had previously
for the election — and any objectbeen ceded to the powerful Screen
ing parties. ALA reportedly was
Writers Guild by ALA. Thus, the
TRANSCRIPTIONS
ready to challenge all bargaining
winner of jurisdiction over TV
rights of RWG in order to invaliwriters in the East still will have
New Phila. Firm Formed
date its claim as television representative. Such a stand would in to resolve national rule with SWG
in the West, a problem expected to FORMATION of Fidelity Productions, organized for the productior
effect, deny all contracts that the come into full focus with opening
and sale of transcribed radio pro
guild has made for radio writers
of
transcontinental
telecasts
Sept.
as well.
grams, was announced last weeV
28.
by Wil Roberts Adv. Agency, Phil
Meanwhile, RWG sent its own
Hearings Planned
adelphia.
letter to members last week in anUltimate result of the conferHeaded by Richard Levy, th(
swer to the recent communication
ences will be the holding of a hearnew firm will have offices at 174*
mailed
by
ALA
charging
the
guild
ing on the subject, after which an
Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust Bldg
with unilateral, illegal action in Available
immediately is a radi<
election period (poll will be conducted through the mails) can be petitioning for the election [Broadseries
of
half-hour
transcribed procasting •Telecasting, Aug. 27].
designated and the vote taken.
grams,
Court
Is
in
Session. Thir
Only possibility for cancellation of The guild answer stated the peti- teen trials covering a variety o:
tion
was
inaugurated
only
to
allow
the hearing and subsequent eleclegal subjects is offered. Publi<
tion are RWG's dropping its peti- the writers, whose work was to be service aspect of the series has beer
tion, which it can do until the day covered by contract with TV net- commended by judges, public offi
of the vote, or withdrawal of TWG
cials and school authorities, Mr
works, to choose their own bargainfrom the dispute. Neither possiLevy said.
ing representatives.
BROADCASTING
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Coy for UHF
(Continued from page 25)
and full-fledged productions scheduled.
"Thus small beginning in many
places can produce a truly nationwide television — and television will
be a tremendous influence in all
parts of our country from coast
to coast and border to border."
The color television fight came
up, but only in good-natured form,
in an exchange between FCC's
Chairman Coy and RCA's President Folsom. When Mr. Coy
chided him about RCA's disagreeing with FCC approval of the noncompatible CBS system, Mr. Folsom laughed:
"I've got a sneaking feeling right
down at the bottom of my heart
that Wayne's becoming compatible
. . . you've got to be compatible —
that's a good slogan for 1952."
More seriously, and on another
subject, Mr. Coy said he thought
FCC felt more strongly about preservation of competition than some
members of industry feel. He cited
NARTB Counsel Justin Miller as
having argued that existing stations should have a right to protest against new station grants.
'Lot of Competition'
Three thousand television stations, he continued, will provide
"a lot of competition" — not only
among themselves but with radio,
motion pictures, magazines, and
other mass communication media.
He assured his listeners the Commission will be "very vigilant"
about any efforts to monopolize
media.
The freeze on new TV stations,
he observed, has been beneficial
in at least one respect — the limitation on the number of TV markets
impelled manufacturers to build
jmore sensitive receivers in order to
| reach more potential customers.
The Bridgeport seminar, held
. Wednesday, was part of a five-day
!television clinic conducted by the
RCA Engineering Dept. Other sessions were at Camden.
W. W. Watts, vice president and
igeneral manager of the RCA Engineering Products Dept., presided
at the lunch and T. A. Smith, assistant general manager of the
department, at the technical discussions and demonstrations after-; jward. The session included a tour
of the Bridgeport UHF station,
•'conducted by Raymond F. Guy of
NBC, and technical discussions by
P. J. Herbst, J. E. Young, and C.
M. Sinnett of the RCA Victor
Division. Afterward the guests attended a demonstration of RCA
color TV in New York.
AIMS

DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR THE XL STATIONS DELIVER THE BIGGER MARKET

Markets

THE 'BIRTH OF THE SWOON'

even in the tempestuous Twenties there were 'Them WHAT
HEARD' and 'Them WHAT SAW and we suspected even then that the
listeners were in the majority . . . NOW WE KNOW THEY ARE!
In a recent, thorough investigation, Advertising Research Bureau (ARBI)
interviewed scores of persons who shopped in ADVERTISED stores, LEARNED
that 54.5% get their information exclusively by listening to the RADIO.

54.5%
12.3%

RADIO
BOTH

33.2%
f0 NEWSPAPER
LET US PROVE IT!
Clip +his coupon and
receive tne "Proof of
Putting"

Fall Meet

FALL meeting of the Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations
will be held in St. Paul, Minn., Oct.
119-21. Frank Devaney, vice president and general manager of
WMIN St. Paul, will be host.
BROADCASTING
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PROVES THIS . . . Yes.

Stations

KXL
KXLY
KXLF
KkLL
KXL J
KXLK
KXLQ
Eastern Sales Manager - Wythe Walker - New York
Western Sales Manager
Ado'e-"Tracy Moore - Los Angeles
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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Hardman to Retire
ANSON F. HARDMAN, general
advertising manager of the Ohio
Bell Telephone Co., Cleveland, for
27 years and the
guidinghindhand
beThe Ohio

OFF for "Day at the Races" at Saratoga, N. Y., track
with WPTR Albany are New York ad executives. Group
includes (I to r) Howard W. Maschmeier, Glen Walrath
and George Miller, WPTR; Joe Weed, president, Weed &
Co.; Morgan Ryan, vice president-general manager WPTR;
William Schnaudt, WPTR local sales manager; Pat Harknett, J. M. Mathes Inc.; Helen Wilber, Doherty, Clifford

& Shenfield; Frank Kemp, Compton Adv.; Dan Potter,
Benton & Bowles; Marty Hanson, Compton Adv.; W. R.
David, WPTR vice president and national sales manager;
Frank Silvernail, BBDO; Charlie Wiegert, Benton &
Bowles; Dick Bean, Pedlar & Ryan; Jim Luce, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Jerry Lyons, Weed & Co. (see early story,

City-by-City Report
Starts in October
C. E. HOOPER
Inc.I
revealed
Wednesday the format of a new TV-home
NG'
T
WERA
Hooperating
service, already subscribed for by ABC.
To be inaugurated in October, the new service will give monthly ratings in the six cities which contain approximately 50% of the nation's
total TV sets. These are New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit,
"The real contribution," Mr.
Philadelphia and Boston.
Hooper pointed out, "will be the
Multi-station cities, which ac- story — at a glance — on coverage,
count for about 71% of the naespecially important to new Sponsors with new shows who have
tion's TV sets, will be rated six
times a year. These cities are time-clearance problems in singleCleveland, Baltimore, Washington,
station communities."
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Cincinnati,
The new rating service is offered
San Francisco-Oakland, Columbus,
as a solution to the disparity beDayton, Syracuse, Atlanta, Omaha,
tween extant services, Mr. Hooper
Salt Lake City and San Antonio.
said. He cited Pulse Inc. and the
Single-station markets in HousNielsen Reports. Mr. Hooper sold
ton, Oklahoma City and Providence
his national rating service two
also will be listed, starting next years ago to the latter firm.
month, on a minimum basis of
He said legal justification for
three reports annually.
his new move in the survey field
The service costs subscribers
after his no-participation contract
$300 per month. It is based on with the Nielsen organization is
C. E. Hooper's belief "the industry based on the fact his new releases
will be tabulated on a local, not
has gone Local." It is published
on a single sheet with cities listed a national basis.
in order of their TV importance
The two-state, 12-city sei*vice reon the horizontal scale, and indicently issued by the Hooper comvidual programs in alphabetical
pany
has been postponed indefinitely.
order on the vertical scale. Ratings are listed where the columns
Sale of the new service to the
converge and are italicized when
the program was aired other than
by direct broadcast. An absence
of rating indicates the program
was not telecast in the specified
area.
RATE
CUTS
"All of us were brought up on
the idea that there is a certain uni- BROADCASTERS have been sold
formity of coverage. In television, out by the networks, whose panicky
that is not so," Mr. Hooper said, rate reductions were prompted by
explaining the local basis for his
the Assn. of National Advertiser's
new survey.
manipulation of audience data,
"The rating and coverage are delegates were told Thursday at
both shown at a single glance. the opening of the two-day NARTB
The advertiser, who can expect dif- District 8 meeting. Sessions were
ferent performances in each city held at the Book-Cadillac Hotel,
where his show is aired, can thus Detroit, with over 60 delegates
make a direct comparison between
the audience in one city and that registered.
John E. Fetzer, WKZO-AM-TV
in another."
Kalamazoo, sounded the keynote
The local basis of his index is
for
tics. the criticism of network tacmore important than a network
average, which obscures these difHe said: "Leadership in the raferences, Mr. Hooper maintained.
dio field has passed from the netInstructions will be submitted to
works to the independent owners
subscribers, however, explaining
and operators who are the real prohow they can compile their own
fessional men in the industry."
national reports if they choose.
Others maintained that the re?age. 36
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page 67).
ABC network includes subscription
by each of the ABC owned-andoperated stations in New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit and
San Francisco. Other station subscribers reported are WOW-TV
Omaha, WSYR - TV Syracuse,
WNBQ Chicago, WBAP-TV Dallas,
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, KPRCTV Houston and WJAR-TV Providence.
Reports on remaining TV markets will be inaugurated as additional advertiser-agency subscriptions— above the 30 now obtained
— are signed by the Hooper firm.
Bowles to India
NOMINATION of Chester B.
Bowles, former advertising executive and ex-Governor of Connecticut, as U. S. ambassador to India
and the Kingdom of Nepal was sent
to the Senate early last week. He
succeeds Loy W. Henderson, named
ambassador to Iran. Mr. Bowles
served as Connecticut governor
from 1948 to 1950. He started Benton & Bowles, along with Sen.
William Benton (D-Conn.) in 1929
and served from 1936 to 1941 as
chairman of the board of the advertising agency.

District

Story, the company's radio proes
his
gram,
relinquishwith theconnection
company
after Oct. 1 in
conformity with
the Bell System
retirement plan.
Mr. Hardman
The Ohio Bell
company began to use radio under
Mr. Hardman's direction and aired
several types of programs before
the nationally acclaimed Ohio
Story. The thrice-weekly program,
which has won numerous advertising awards and citations, began
in January 1947. Mr. Hardman
plans to open an office in Cleveland as a consultant in advertising and public relations field
effective Oct. 1.
MISSED

FCC
But by Own Choice

FRED

IRVIN

COX, 81, guest

panelist on ABC-TV's Sept. 25
Life Begins at Eighty, Tuesday,
9:30-10 p.m., injected a note of
ironic humor into last Tuesday's
program when the m. c. asked him
the question: "What was the bigmistakea ofretired
your life
?"
Mr.gestCox,
government
official of more than 35 years standing, replied that during Calvin
Coolidge's administration he was
asked by the President to head the
infant Federal Radio Commission,
predecessor of the FCC. Mr. Cox
refused the appointment — only to
find himself on television some 25
years later.
Up until the time of his retirement, Mr. Cox was commissioner
of the Interstate Commerce Com-

8 Voices

Opposition

HIT
cent panic among New York radio
executives had been completely contradicted byAM strength throughout the country. "They all talk
like crazy men in New York," one
delegate said, asking to be anonymous.
Meetings were opened by Richard M. Fairbanks, WIBC Indianapolis, District 8 director. He introduced NARTB President Harold Fellows, who said radio is an
ascending, not a descending industry, backing up the statements
with a comparison of the number
of stations and station income in
1941 and 1951.
"Being a station operator is a
soul-satisfying job and relatively
profitableproperly
business,"
he said.
"If
handled
it builds
stature

in a community as no other busiHe urged broadcasters to take
ness can." of the "sell radio" tranadvantage
scriptions to be made available
Jan. 1 and told how stations can
save money by taking out tower insurance through NARTB.
Other Thursday speakers included Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB
government relations director, who
described the headquarters operation, and Roy Harlow, BMI.
The Friday agenda included a
management workshop under Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employeemployer relations director, and
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau
sales clinic in charge of BAB President William B. Ryan.
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KIBE

RADIO

SILL
SECOND phase of Detroit stations'
all-out campaign to fully awaken
the public and advertisers to
radio's value opened last Saturday.
The latest part of what was described by its sponsors as "a million dollar campaign" to sell radio
involves newspaper advertisements
and streetcar placards plugging
the slogan, "Wherever You Go,
There's Radio."
Initial phase opened last month
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 13] with radio audiences being peppered with the slogan.
This program, and a similar one
in Tulsa, are taking the lead for
industry-wide promotion of radio
as a mass sales medium which William B. Ryan, president, BAB,
said that his organization was preparing, [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
Newspaper segment of the campaign just opened will continue 13
weeks. Radio phase is to run
through November.
Back of the drive are members
of the United Detroit Radio Committee, composed of officials of the
Motor City's radio stations.
The committee stated that,
"aware of the aggressive promotion efforts made by other media,
Detroit broadcasters have allocated radio time and funds for
newspaper advertising and streetcar cards from August through No-

CONSTRUCTION
NPA Sets Deadline
THE GOVERNMENT has set a
Sept. 20 deadline on applications
for advance allotments of controlled materials earmarked for
construction projects to commence
during the first quarter of 1952.
The National Production Authority also notified unsuccessful
applicants for fourth-quarter allotments they may re-apply by filing
CMP-4C applications for the first
three-month period of next year.
Thus far, NPA has approved a
goodly number of broadcasters' requests to commence construction.
"I want to make abundantly clear
that the projects not approved are
not being permanently denied,"
Manly Fleischmann, Defense Production Administrator, said in an
accompanying statement.
"What we are doing is telling
the applicants their projects must
be defex-red until a later date. We
are telling all applicants to reapply for the required steel for their
jobs. . ." [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10, 3].
The new policy applies only to
those bids for materials in excess
of the specified amounts and those
which do not require NPA authorization. Steel was drastically cut
during the fourth quarter which
begins Oct. 1.
Page 38
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DRIVE

TKSESJMVM
ENJOY IT NOW!

Detroit

0pens

TxesesRAVfOf
ENJOY IT NOW!

26 phqse

TKseSJVWOf
ENJOY IT NOW!

Several of the ads being used to stress radio's impact.
vember, that will total one million
In the slogan, "Wherever You
dollars."
Go, There's Radio," the committee
feels that Detroit has a two-edged
sales sword. The double cutting
edge not only will alert the public
to the easy accessibility and enjoyment of radio but will stress to
sponsors and ad agencies the great
potentialities of radio audiences.
Delegated to represent each station on commercials in Detroit are:
George Millar, WKMH; Hal Neal,
WXYZ; Wendell Parmelee, WWJ,
and Jim Quello, WJR.
Mr. Neal is committee chairman.
Art Gloster, CKLW Windsor, Ontario, Canada, who originated the
slogan, is serving as vice chairman
in charge of advertising. Advertising will be placed through the C. R.
Stout Adv. Agency, Detroit.
Featuring the newspaper and
streetcar segments is a series of
ads of a cartoon nature depicting a
central character enjoying radio

on picnics, in the backyard, at
home, in the automobile, etc.
Typical of the proposed spot
CAPEHART
PLAN
Revision Study Is Set
ADMINISTRATION request for
outright repeal of the Capehart
advertising-selling cost formula
was beaten down last Monday by
the Senate Banking & Currency
Committee. At the same time the
committee met in executive session and named a subcommittee to
look into the possibility of revising
the cost amendment.
The group, headed by Sen. A.
Willis Robertson (D-Va.), was
scheduled to open hearings on the
controversial formula with an eye
toward clarifying it. Chairman
Burnet Maybank (D-S. C.) of the
full committee predicted an administration-drafted substitute would
be approved eventually.
The formula, sponsored by Sen.

Mulled
OOK
OU
S
CBRADIO'S
CBS
sales TL
outlook, its headed the contingent of Columbia
executives and gave the opening
program plans, and the concentraaddress Thursday morning.
tion on radio resulting from ColumOther speakers who briefed the
bia's Radio-TV divorcement were
CAAB members on the current sitamong highlight topics last week
as the Columbia Affiliates Advisory
uation, plans and prospects includBoard held its first regularly scheded Radio Division President Howuled 1951 meeting with CBS Radio
ard S. Meighan; administrative
executives in New York.
vice presidents, Louis Hausman
and James Seward; Herbert V.
Much of the Thursday-Friday
meeting was devoted to a review of Akerberg, vice president in charge
of station relations for both the
radio's general commercial climate,
with particular attention to the ef- Radio and Television Divisions;
fects of television for the benefit
John J. Karol, vice president in
of those outside TV markets. The
charge of Radio Network Sales;
William B. Lodge, vice president
attitude, participants said, was one
of confidence coupled with plans for in charge of general engineering,
energetic radio promotion and sell- and Earl Gammons, vice president
in charge of the CBS Washington
ing along with a continuing prooffice.
gram push.
The two-day sessions also inCBS Radio's billings this year, it
cluded ademonstration of the CBS
was pointed out, are ahead of last
color television system, with a talk
year's. Wide interest was reported
by CBS Labs Division President
in the network's "Skelton Operaing.
Adrian Murphy, and a cocktail
tion" — the offering of the Red
Skelton Show for sponsorship on a party and dinner Thursday evenone-time basis [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Sept. 10],
Other speakers from the Radio
CBS President Frank Stanton
Division
included
William A.

Repeat

SECOND plane crash in a
month was covered from the
tragedy scene last week by
KIBE Palo Alto, Calif. Acme
Glass Co., Palo Alto, a KIBE
sponsor, loaned the station its
emergency radio truck to
cover wreck of a Boeing
Stratoliner in Redwood City
harbor. Four direct broadcasts were made from the
scene. Several weeks ago
KIBE made two broadcasts
from the scene of a United
Mainliner crash outside Oakland. Chief Engineer Paul
Farrelle walked seven miles
to the wreckage site and used
a telephone company truck to
feed his eyewitness account.
radio copy popularizing the slogan
is this one :
(After 10 seconds dead air) Your
radio was silent for 10 seconds! Did
you miss it? . . . that's proof again
that radio is a part in your American
way of life. Through your radio,
(station) is able to bring you the
finest
ship. in entertainment, latest news
every hour, and friendly companionRadio keeps you company at home,
while you work and even while you
drive. (Station) is proud to serve
you . . . with radio . . . your best
companion! Remember . . . 'Wherever You Go — There's Radio.'
Homer Capehart (R-Ind.) and
passed by»the Senate in extending
the Defense Production Act, would
permit manufacturers to include
advertising, selling and other costs
accrued from June 24, 1950, to July
26, 1951, in the price of their products on the basis of their highest
prices during the base period —
Jan. 1, 1950, to June 25, 1950
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 10, Aug. 6].

by Affi|igtes Boqrd
Schudt Jr., national director of
station relations; Lester Gottlieb,
director of network programs;
George Bristol, director of sales
promotion and advertising; Edmund Chester, director of news
and public affairs, and Sales Manager W. Eldon Hazard.
The Radio Division's administrative vice president, J. Kelly Smith,
and station relations representatives, Edward De Gray and Edward Scovill, also attended.
Members of the CAAB— all of
whom attended — are CAAB chairman I. R. Lounsberry, WRG Bufalo, representing District 2; Acting Secretary Arnold Schoen,
WPRO Providence, District 1; C. T.
Lucy, WRVA Richmond, District 3;
Glenn Marshall, WMBR Jacksonville, District 4 ; Howard Summerville, WWL New Orleans, District
5; Richard Borel, WBNS Columbus, Ohio, District 6; Harry Burke,
KFAB Omaha, District 7; Clyde
Rembert, KRLD Dallas, District
8; Clyde
mento, Coombs,
District 9. KROY Sacra-
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Portland

Advertisers

PROVE

KEX

With

126 locally sponsored

(according

to a recent

station. . .Portland
selecting KEX
THERE

ARE

quarter

study)... 70%

Advertisers

hours
more

prove

per week
than

on KEX

any other network

their preference

by

as the station for airing their sales messages.

REASONS...
9

POWER

— Portland Advertisers know that for coverage in the BIG Pacific

Northwest there's no substitute for 50,000 watts. The KEX signal is the only
Portland signal heard throughout all of western Oregon and Washington — plus
thousands of regular listeners all over the West Coast from Alaska to Mexico.
#

PROGRAMS

— Portland Advertisers know that KEX

is the leader in

development of outstanding local shows. 'Neath Western Skies, Kay West,
Barney Keep, The Northwesterners, The Squirrel Cage, The Merrie
Circle, Good Listening Club and Farmer Jones are only a few of the
top local programs featured by KEX. Programs that achieve sales
results are a habit at KEX.
#

PROMOTION — Portland Advertisers know that KEX is the
station that gets action. Consistent program promotion... active
cooperation with advertisers . . . special events (for example,
20,000 youngsters at 1951 Annual KEX Kiddies Day).

r
ONEY'S WORTH
WHEN YOU PAY FOR PORTLAND, GET YOUR MONEY'S
WORTH!
Get the PLUS value that Portland Advertisers know so
so well.
PLUS coverage... PLUS programming... PLUS promotion.
Contact KEX or Free and Peters now for availabilities.

KEX

Oregon's
50,000 Watt Station
ABC
AFFILIATE
IN PORTLAND
WESTINGHOUSE
WOWO.KEX.KYW.

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

KDKA.WBZ. WBZA. WBZ-TV

>©f

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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South's

Leads

'Em

Greatest

Right

to

Salesman

Your

HE

Dealers

DRAWS

WWL

THE

CROWDS

leads listeners in by

droves to CBS, 'The Stars'
Address" — attracts 'em with local shows
featuring the folks and flavor Southerners love. WWL

has New

Orleans' finest

facilities for local news and events, pubhe service programs,
scene broadcasts.

exciting on-the-

HIS DISPLAYS
THE

TRAIL

TO

BLAZE
PRODUCTS

WWL's dominant promotion
keeps selling listeners all the
time-

•through every medium — every-

where. He flags 'em down on the streets,
in the home, at the store with colorful
24-sheets, streetcar and bus dash signs,
big newspaper ads, store displays. And to
spark dealer cooperation, WWL

makes

personal calls on jobbers and key retailers.

WWL
Share

Wins
of

Biggest

Greatest

Salesman

Audience

Latest Hooper shows WWL with liberal
lead in share of audience both day and
night. WWL

Souths

leads in coverage, too, with

WWL
NEW

ORLEANS

a great multi- state audience embracing
the rich Deep-South market.

My

50,000
DEPARTMENT

WATTS
OF IOYOIA

CLEAR
CHANNEL
UNIVERSITY
• REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY

CBS
AFFILIATE
BY THE KATZ AGENCY

$735,000 Marked
For Radio-TV
MONIES for the continued use of radio, television and other advertising
media as "an essential" factor in the overall success of the military's
voluntary enlistment campaign won sweeping approval of the Senate
last week.
The Dept. of Defense will be able electronics modernization program,
to meet budget demands calling and another $30 million-plus for
purchase of radio, radar and refor a $735,000 radio-TV expenditure under an omnibus funds bill
lated equipment. Sum of $4 million was set aside for Navy elecreported by the Senate Appropriatronics procurement, bringing the
tions Committee and approved by
electronics total to roughly $450
the upper chamber. The sum covers
millions.
activities for the current fiscal
year, ending next June 30.
In taking this action, the Senate
sustained the House, which had
CBS ADDS WARK
noted the importance of advertising in spurring enlistments under
Station To Be 200th Link
the military's proposed $3.1 million
recruiting
campaign Aug.
[BroadcastWARK Hagerstown, Md., 250 w on
ing • Telecasting,
13].
1490 kc, becomes the 200th affiliate
Senate purse string-holders ap- of CBS on Oct. 1 [Closed Circuit,
parently were impressed with testi- Sept. 10].
mony which pointed out that the
The new CBS link is owned by
Defense Dept. was willing to settle United Broadcasting Co., and, ac- j
for an approximate 50% decrease
cording to the station, serves 57,in overall enlistment program
000 radio families in Maryland,
funds from the last fiscal period
Pennsylvania and West Virginia
with a combined buying power of
(June 1950-June 1951). Advertising media were not earmarked for
$225 million.
cuts, however.
A gigantic celebration is planned
Free Space and Time
on Oct. 1, featuring fedCol. W. G. Caldwell, deputy chief, by WARK
eral and state authorities, ad agenMilitary Personnel Procurement
cies and CBS representatives. Since
Service, also explained that the De- its beginning, WARK has been an
ABC affiliate.
fense Dept. is receiving "approximately 10 or 20 times" the amount
of paid time and space in the form
of public service announcements
or advertisements carried by radioCBS PUBLICITY
TV stations and printed media.
'Picture-News' Circulated
Radio and newspapers have been
particularly
"cooperative" in this SOME 50,000 copies of Pictureeffort, he observed.
News have been issued for Sept.
The $735,000 pegged for radio
to 70 member stations by CBS
and television time — "mostly radio,
Radio Division. Subscriber sta—
using it as a merchandising
television"
we use very
represents
35% little
of the
ad fund, service,tions,will
distribute it in turn
and supports the contention that
the Defense Dept. generally is to grocers and druggists handling
advertised by radio.
most generous with those media products
In a new digest-sized format,
who play along on public service Picture-News contains 16 pages
ventures, but also will alternate and many illustrations. Some 40
funds among less liberal media. radio programs are covered, with
Magazines do not make a practice
truck spreads on performof giving free space, he added, al- double
ers— such as Arthur Godfrey —
though its budget was second high- who effect increased sales of soap,
est .with 25% (or $525,000)
food, and cigarettes. A centei
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Aug.
6].
spread headlines radio as "Television's Big Brother," and states
A total of $2.1 million is allocated
for national campaigns and the that network radio "is still the
remaining $1 million for local only medium that combines all adadvertising among newspapers and
vertising essentials : nationwide
radio in the six corps areas.
coverage,
thumping
impact, anc
Then Senate was not so generous with Defense Dept. informational monies, however, adding a minimum
Magazinecost."
is produced by CBS
proviso that expenses not exceed
Radio's program promotion anc
$10,950,000. The House had taken
trade department, under the supersimilar action.
vision of Charles Oppenheim.
Nor was it as liberal with expenditures for major procurement
other than aircraft. Budget reTOTEM pole carved by Indians ot
quest for electronic and communication equipment and other maQueen Charlotte Island, brass con
terials and supplies was pared
quistador's
from Philippines
from $1.75 billion to an even $1 native spear helmet
from African Congo, an<
billion for the current year, though
an additional $800 million may be tomahawk pipe" from North Americi
expended during the next fiscal were used by WOR New York ii
window display to promote idea tha
year, June 30, 1953.
"All the News of All the World I:
Nearly $400 million of this sum
is earmarked for the Air Force's
BROADCASTING
• Telecasticj
on WOR."
RECRUITING

ONLY

ONE

STATION

COVERS

The SEVENTEENTH

STATE*

*a compact market of 54
counties in Eastern New
York and Western New
England whose population
exceeds that of 32 states.

• 22 cities
• 428 towns
• 54 counties
• 2,980,100 citizens
• 840,040 radio families
• only NBC station
• more people than 32 states

• more goods purchased than 34 states
• more spendable income than 36 states

THE CAPITAL OF THE 17TH STATE

WGY
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY NBC SPOT SALES

ADS

CONSIDER

COMPARE

THE

THE

COVERAGE

WNAX

COST

NEWSPAPERS

vs

WNAX
NEWSPAPERS
/
\
(Circulation)
(.coverage;
Publishers' figures major dailies published
WNAX weekly audience, as measured
Big Aggie Land
Paper A
#2: 405,210 families—
by BMB
with
80% Study
listening 3-7 times each week
" c
" D
" E
« F
" G
405,210
COST

Total
PER

in

83,625*
20 660
16,342
10,490
10.070
6,120

199,709

THOUSAND:

(Vi hour time change)
(full-page black & white)
One Class D half-hour on WNAX carries
The combined page rate for the 7 major
a one-time rate of $84.00
daily newspapers in Big Aggie Land is
$2,058
$10.30

$0,207
WNAX cost per thousand
. .$ 0.207
7 major dailies cost per thousand
$ 10.30
When you consider the coverage and compare the cost,
it's easy to see you just can't beat WNAX in Big Aggie
Land. So, when you buy to sell in the world's richest
agricultural area ... get the BEST BUY— WNAX!

m'

-Jap

Ov)

See your nearest Katz man today.

*Morning and Evening combined

[

f§
1

s 570 KC f 5.000 WATTS

------

YANKTON

BROADCASTING

- SIOUX

• Telecasting

iS£&§iS£/

CITY

affiliated with

the Columbia

broadcasting

system
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we are being remunerated with a
network dollar instead of a spot
dollar, and whether you are affiliated with a network or not,
every network deal to pick up a spot
dollar is going to hurt your income.
"Let's try to make one contribution to our own welfare, and that
of the industry by recognizing the
nature of our trouble and facing
the facts as they are in deciding
what we can do to help ourselves.
Let's draw on our innermost resources and commit ourselves to
condemn and to quit the bad practices and bad thinking which, unless they are stopped, will destroy
the business upon which we have
DELEGATE GROUP at NARTB Syracuse meeting greeted
Director William A. Fay, WHAM Rochester. Bottom row
(I to r): Michael R. Manna, WHCU Ithaca; Charles
Phillips, WFBL Syracuse; Mr. Fay; E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR Syracuse; Cecil Mastin, WNBF Binghamton. Top

row: Elliott Stewart, WIBX Utica; Paul Adanti, WHEN
Syracuse; Ed Codel, The Katz Agency; Frank Kelly,
WBEN Buffalo; Carl Mattison, WWSC Glens Falls; W. W.
Carter Jr., WTRY Troy. (Also see other picture, page 66.)

built
our Mastin,
lives." WNBF BinghamCecil
ton, said, "Radio must get out and
sell. We have been taking it easy
for too many years and we have
been building bigger and better
transoms. Radio must get over its
inferiority
Ed Codelcomplex."
of The Katz Agency

commented on the agency's camHits Economic, Freedom Threats
paign to encourage advertisers to
NARTB
DIST.
2
use spot television.
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca,
BROADCASTERS in NARTB
it be rate reduction, extension of
lows took part along with Richard
District 2 (N.Y., N. J.), meeting at network commercial activities in P. Doherty, Ralph W. Hardy and
described
the mechanics
Rural"
Radio Network.
Some 18ofmonths
Syracuse last week, pledged themJack Hardesty, of the NARTB
the field of national spot advertisago
when
he
took
over
RRN,
he
selves to fight efforts to destroy
staff. Representing BAB were Mr.
ing, or the encroachment by netsaid,
it
was
losing
$45,000
a
month.
Ryan
and
Lee
Hart.
the medium's programming freeupon local station
time." the
Otherworksresolutions
commended
dom along with attacks against its
Now it is close to the break-even
Upstate New York broadcasters
FM Test Markets Plan of NARTB
economic stability.
reported business is good. They
point, he stated. He said the
They protested violently, as had
heard tips on how to get business
and Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.;
philosophy of programming to raise
District 4 at Roanoke, Va., three
the tune-in and provide new radio
lauded President Harold E. Fel- from William B. Ryan, Broadcast
service rather than duplicating
lows and Chairman of the Board
Advertising Bureau president, and
weeks ago, against the censorship
Justin Miller as well as the
legislation sponsored by Sen. WilLee Hart, of the BAB Chicago of- present program is increasing the
fice. Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
liam Benton (D-Conn.).
impact of all radio.
NARTB staff for "fine work";
They were just as bitter in repraised William Fay, WHAM Roemploye-employer relations direcSmall Market Meeting
senting extension of network activchester, District 2 director, for contor,
spoke
on
"Basic
Yardsticks
for
A
small
markets meeting was
ities into the spot field.
vention arrangements; endorsed
held under the chairmanship of
Sound
Call Management."
for a code of sales ethics
Action against the Benton bill Broadcast Advertising Bureau
George Bissell, WEAV Pittsburgh.
work under President William B. was sounded during an open panel
followed that at Roanoke, with emMeans of getting more national
discussion led by Frank Kelly,
phasis on the proposed National
Ryan and called for cooperation
business for small stations were
Citizens Advisory Board on Radio
in formation of local station groups
WBEN Buffalo. "Rate cutting will discussed.
& Television, citing Constitutional
drag a radio station down into
to promote radio as an advertising
Maj. Gen. Floyd R. Parks, Army
the red and hurt not only itself
provisions against abridging free
and public service medium.
information chief, addressed the
speech and the anti-censorship
but the other stations around it,"
Scores Defense Procedures
clause of the Communications Act
he said. "A large number of sta- group during a civil defense session.
of 1934.
District 2 brought into the open
President Fellows discussed radio's
tions go in for under-the-table rate
role in the national scene. Ralph
the failure of state and federal
The anti-network resolution mencuts, package deals and kick-backs
W.
Hardy, director of government
officials "to establish a unified,
tioned "wholesale and unwarranted
disguised
as 'merchandising.'
relations, described mechanics of
"One
substantial
station
offered
attacks" designed to destroy raworkable procedure" for radio and
the NARTB organization.
a hodgepodge of merchandising
TV participation in the civil dedio's economic stability and effectF. Robert Green, WGR Buffalo,
climaxed
by
10
free
promotional
iveness. After reminding that costs
fense program and called for acgave
a capsule success story on a
announcements
a
day.
The
station
tion to clear up the confusion.
of all radio services are increasing
storm window account during the
did not get the business. It talked
and rates of competing media are
Director Fay presided at the
BAB session. Ken Leslie, WCTC
rising, the resolution pledged memMonday-Tuesday meeting, held at itself out of the job by offering so
New Brunswick, explained how the
much
for
so
little
that
the
agency
the Hotel Syracuse. President Felbers "to resist any action, whether
Sears Roebuck account was sold.
was convinced it must be a bad buy.
Charles Phillips, WFBL Syracuse,
"The buyers don't want that kind
of radio business. If they are was chairman of the BAB panel,
with Phil Cameron, WENY Elagencies they are concerned with
mira, taking part.
keeping their accounts and adding
Chairman of a TV workshop was
new ones. If they are advertisers
William V. Rothrum, WSYR-TV
they are concerned with getting
Syracuse. The panel included A. G.
raw materials, sales and taxes. And
they all have telephones that be- Zink, WRGB (TV) Schenectady;
devil them all day long. They are
Robert Reuschle, manager of radiobusy men. When they buy radio
TV buying department, McCannErickson, New York, and Michael
they want to buy it and get it over
Fusco, WKTV (TV) Utica.
with, instead of walking away with
Mr. Reuschle told District 2 delethe sick feeling that the next buyer
may get a better deal just because
gates he doesn't "believe the prophhe has a nastier disposition.
ets
say TV will
Rate whoadjustments
mustkillberadio."
made
"And there is every reason to
think that things aie going to get as time goes on, he said, and programming changes will be required.
worse before they level off. Right
"But to my knowledge," he added,
now we have the networks setting
"the advent of a new medium has
up deals to attract business which
(Continued on page 66)
has come to us through spot and
Tel e c a s t i n g
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Are

You

Interested

In

Selling

The

GREATER
MEMPHIS

0

MARKET

(

IN
MEMPHIS
RIGHT

NOW
is a better
More

buy

than

tory. The advertiser
in prestige.

ever before
gets more

in its his-

in coverage.

WREC Rate, in Cost Per Thousand Listeners,
has gone down 10.1% compared with 1946.

According to Dun & Bradstreet, Memphis is one
of the 20 fastest growing cities in the nation today.

1946

RADIO FAMILIES
RADIO HOMES COVERED
BASIC HOUR RATE
COST PER 1000 HOMES

Capitol of the rich 76 county Memphis Market,
largest market area in the South, the key to a 2 billion dollar retail buying potential, and 13th in the
nation in wholesale volume of trade. WREC is the

1949
448,890

404,560

$250.00
$250.00
ible
BMB
Measurements
.61
.55
Figures Quoted Based on Latest .-trail

No. 1 station in this area. It is the Right Medium
for Right Results.

WREC HOOPER RATINGS AVERAGE HIGHER
THAN ANY OTHER MEMPHIS STATION
SURVEYS
RADIO

REACHES

RADIO

SHOW

FURTHER

DELIVERS

MORE

. RADIO
than

COSTS

Ever

TESS

Before
Represented by

Affiliated with CBS600 K.C. 5000 WATTS.

BROADCASTING

Telecasting

ujrec memPHis

no. i statioh

THE KATZ AGENCY, INC
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and Capitol's Custom

Library offers

wonderful music ... by type (you choose it)
or fancy wrapped, pre-packaged

in

outstanding Library Program features . . ,
as many

as twelve (one dozen) ready-

to-sell musical shows in your basic
Capitol Custom

Library (lA hour to

across the board M hours) ... for a per
show per week cost as low as $1.04!
Including all music, production aids
(themes, voice tracks, theme fills, etc.),
scripts ... for simplified, top notch
production; sponsor program presentation
sheets, audition disks, promotion
material ... for your commercial success.
That's why you'll love

Custom
CLIP

AND

M

THIS

Library Service

COUPON

NOW!

Capitol Records - Broadcast Division
Sunset at Vine, Hollywood 28, California
Send full information on Capitol's Custom Library Service,
Program Features, and Bonus Extras today!
STATION

ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

Form
AUK
AFFILIATES
basis : One from each area serves
PERMANENT Mutual Affiliates
Advisory Committee, with two rep- a metropolitan center and the other
resentatives from each of seven na- represents a non-metropolitan martion-wide broadcasting districts, ket.
has been elected by MBS affiliates,
The newly organized committee
Earl M. Johnson, vice president in will hold its first meeting at the
charge of station relations, anHotel Ambassador, New York, tonounced Tuesday.
day and tomorrow (Monday and
Initial steps to form a permaTuesday). Agenda calls for the
nent MAAC were taken by Mutual
election of a chairman and discuslast June in order to develop
sion of such network-affiliate busistronger network-affiliate relations
ness as spot advertising, rate adand assure the continued growth
justments and fall programming.
of AM brodcasting. A temporary
Districts
and their representacommittee of 14 members was
tives for the Mutual Affiliates Adformed at that time to serve as a
visery Committee are :
nominating group for the permaDISTRICT I— States of New York,
nent body. Final MAAC memberNew Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
ship was elected by Mutual affili- Delaware, West Virginia and District
ates.
of Columbia: Metropolitan Markets- —
The two representatives from
James Murray, KQV Pittsburgh; Noneach district to the permanent commetropolitan Markets — Victor Diehm,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa.
mittee were elected on a market

Prosperous

Advisory

Group

DISTRICT II— States of Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia and Florida: Metropolitan
Markets— Fred Fletcher, WRAL Raleigh; Non-metropolitan Markets —
Jack Younts, WEEB Southern Pines,
N. C.
DISTRICT III— States of Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky, Michigan
(except upper peninsula) and Ohio:
Metropolitan Markets — J. Porter
Smith, WGRC Louisville; Non-metropolitan Markets — Hugh O. Potter,
WOMI Owensboro, Ky.
DISTRICT IV— States of Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and
Alabama: Metropolitan Markets —
John Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis;
Non-metropolitan Markets — Bob McRaney, WCBI Columbus, Miss.
DISTRICT V— States of North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan
(upper peninsula only) and Sidney,
Montana:
Metropolitan Markets —

Worcester comes right to the top along

with the nation's choice major markets. In the
"Cream of Your Market", a study recently
published by J. Walter Thompson Company, the
Worcester Market stands 31st in the
nation among the
162 Markets studied.

WORCESTER

Did you know that —
the Worcester Market ranks
higher than the AlbanyTroy-Schenectady Market
combined?
Higher
than the San Antonio
Market?
Higher than the Rochester
Market?
And

remember,

G has more
r Worcester

audience
stations

than

all

combinedl

Sources: Hooper Oct. 1950 -Feb. 1951
Pulse Mar. ■ April 1951
WORCESTER
GfW^l
\msK
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BASIC CBS • 580 KC
fa

Radio Booster
"PEOPLE who know — hear it
on radio" is slogan currently
used by WFRO Fremont,
Ohio. R. C. Force, manager,
in
a letter
to the station's
national
representative,
Hil
F. Best, Detroit, said, "What
do you think of an idea of
having all radio stations cooperate in the use of a slogan ? We have come up with
this slogan which we have
tried out on the air here in
Fremont and it sounds very
Fred Wagenvoord, KCRG Cedar Rapids; Non-metropolitan Markets — E.
J. McKellar, KVOX Moorehead, Minn.
DISTRICT VI— States of Kansas,
Oklahoma and Texas (except El
Paso ) : Metropolitan Markets — Gene
Cagle, good."
KFJZ Fort Worth; Non-metropolitan Markets—
Great Bend,
Kan. Grover Cobb, KVGB
DISTRICT VII— States of Montana
(except Sidney), Idaho (except Coeur
D'Alene, Wallace and Lewiston), Nevada (except Reno), Utah, Wyoming.
Colorado, New Mexico and El Paso,
Texas: Metropolitan Markets — George
Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City; NonMetropolitan Markets — tie between
Rex Howell, KFXJ Grand Junction,
Col., and Franz Robischon, KBMY
Billings, Mont.
A run-off election will be held
shortly to resolve the tie in District
VII.
DeGRAY, SCOVILL
Named by CBS Radio
EDWARD DE GRAY, executive assistant to J. Kelly Smith, administrative vice president, CBS Radio
Division, and Edward Scovill, business manager of the radio and TV
department, Kenyon & Eckhardt,
New York, have been named representatives of the station relations
department, CBS Radio Division,
effective immediately, William A.
Schudt Jr., national director, station relations, CBS Radio Division, announced.
In addition Mr. Schudt also announced that the station relations
department would assume supervision of the CBS Radio cooperative program division, effective immediately, with Mr. De Gray, in
addition to his station relations
duties taking over responsibility
for the co-op division.
Mr. De Gray joined CBS as an
accountant in 1937, transferred to
WBT Charlotte, eventually becoming assistant general manager of
the station and secretary-treasurer
of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co. In May 1948 he became
executive assistant to Mr. Smith.
Mr. Scovill, before joining Kenyon & Eckhardt in 1950 was director of special events for CBS in
Washington. He originally joined
the network in October 1936.

NEW pocket-size magazine. The Biff
Story, based on radio and TV programs of that name and featuring the
development of front page news stories
recounted
by now
reporters
original stories,
is beingcovering
published.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING
i

MR.

SPONSOR:

W1BK
IN

4 individual

evenings

out of 7!

12.1
15.1
9.4
9.1

SUNDAY
TUESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY

1st on

Sunday

afternoons

4.7
11.5
7.8
5.7

with

SUNDAY
17.5
12:00 NOON— 6:00 PM

Sunday

thru

Saturday

DETROIT

2.9
2.3

®

31.2
30.7
32.6
26.2

5.9

20.0

3.7
«
2.5

21.6
20.6
20.5

1.7

6.7

9.8

10.0
15.6
13.5
18.0

12.4
5.0
12.8
14.8

14.0

2.5

2.8

7.6
8.3
11.3

5.3
1.4
1.4
2.5

58.0!

8.1

evenings

3.1

58.0

3.1

24.1 — -

Second only to 50,000 watt net with 25.5
SUN. THRU SAT. EVE
6:00 PM— 10:30 PM

11.1

1.7
8.4

24.1

3.3

25.5

6.0

22.3

3.3

31.0

5.1

19.3

8.9

2.8

k
Total

Rated

Time

Periods

22,3

-

Exceeded only by 50 kw net!
TOTAL RATED
TIME PERIODS

11.5

6.1

2.0

16.5

11.0

2.8

The Detroit radio audience listens to WJBK, and the figures prove it. Phenomenal,
aren't they! But WJBK does it all the time.-A
More
M important to you, this tremendous
audience responds to your WJBK-delivered commercial
for the sales results you want.
FM
*Radio Hooperatings — June 1951
-TV

WJBK

DETROIT

^VlT\^/
The Station with a Million Friends
NATIONAL
SALES
HEADQUARTERS:
488
MADISON
AVENUE,
NEW
YORK
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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SO.

CALIF.

fall business prospects, most station managers or owners indicated
net profits would be lower this
year because of heavier costs of
operation. Several stations, including KCBQ San Diego and KOWL
Santa Monica, noted they have hit
the highest income figures in their
history this year. Local business
was credited with most of the rise,
with national spot second and network slightly off.
General Letdown
The past several months saw a
general letdown in business by
many stations in the Southern California area. The Korean war, production cutbacks and world unsettled conditions generally, plus TV
inroads, are being blamed. During
the last few weeks, however, station
management reported a decided
"pickup" and are most confident of
the future.
Consensus is that television will
continue to absorb more advertising dollars but radio will uncover

Business

RADIO

Reported
DESPITE competition for eight Southern California TV stations — one
in San Diego and seven in Los Angeles — and a video set population of
around 1,250,000, radio industry in the area generally is in better shape
now than ever before.
This is gleaned from a survey
KMPC Hollywood, KBUC Coromade by Robert J. McAndrews,
na, KCOK Tulare, KVOE Santa
managing director of Southern
Ana and WFXM San Bernardino
California Broadcasters Assn., Hol- reported themselves in the 10-14%
lywood. The survey covered 23 typ- brackets; KPMO Pomona and
ical member stations which reportBakersfield, 15-19%; KVEN
ed on business conditions for the KERO
Ventura, KSON and KCBQ San
first six months of 1951 as comDiego, KSMA Santa Maria, 25%;
pared to the same period the year
KSDO San Diego, 44%; KALI
before.
Pasadena, 61%; KWKW Pasadena,
Some 18 of the 23 reported reveKFAC Los Angeles and KGER
nue up. The average rise was
Long Beach, 2-10%.
35%.
Only three stations noted lower
KOWL Santa Monica, the median
income by 1%, 7% and 20%. Two
station in this group, reported an stations — KFVD Los Angeles and
18% income jump.
KRNO San Bernardino — reported
KPAS Banning, highest in the revenue as about the same level
"up" list, was 300% ahead of last as last year.
While expressing optimism over
year.

more

KwL.

Jelivers

famllies-at

more

lower

cost-

and develop much new business.
To stimulate this drive for new
business the Southern California
Broadcasters Assn. is engaged in
an all-out promotion campaign that
will extend to key eastern cities
starting Sept. 24.
Mr. McAndrews, armed with
facts and figures, will show key advertisers and agency executives in
New York, Chicago and other major cities a new presentation on
the merits of Southern California
radio as a year-round advertising
medium.
The presentation will be previewed at a mass meeting of all
Southern California radio station
account executives and others at
the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel
Thursday night.
KITE-FM

SALES

Sports Schedule Signed
KITE-FM San Antonio, on the ah
since last June 18, is proud of its
record of having met operating ex"and more".
SincepensesSept.
10, the station reports that the only time left foi
sale is after 10 p.m. three nights
a week. KITE-FM signed an exclusive contract with the San Antonio Independent School District
which controls rights to all higt
school football and basketbali
games played
in the city's biggesl
football
stadium.
Zenith and RCA-Victor sponsoi
these games on alternate nights
Richter's Bakery bought an houi
long "salute" to participating
teams following the game. Westinghouse purchased all time on nonsports nights between 8-10 p.m
New Braunfels Textile Mills bought
a half-hour of music before eact
game. The station operates commercially only at night and as
"good music" partner of daytimeonly KITE.
On All Accounts
(Continued, from page 12)

than

or

any

combination

stations

mountain
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West/

reporters for jobs as reporternewscasters and Mr. Heinemanr
was one of two chosen.
After a year's exposure to radio
Mr. Heinemann decided to give ful
time to it and in 1938 joined KFEI
Denver as newscaster, commentator and reporter.
In 1942 he joined the Marini
Corps and was in service for foui
years, two of them in the Soutl
Pacific.
Following release from service
in 1946, he joined Allied as copj
writer in the production depart
ment and account man. Early ii
1950 he was made office and pro
duction manager.
Mrs. Heinemann is the formei
Jane Hill. They reside in Malibu
The Heinemanns have one son
Michael.
His hobby, writing, is one hi;
wife cannot take exception to inas
much as she collaborates with him
Making their hobby pay, the Heine
manns turn out a syndicated week
ly television column currently ap
pearing in 16 California papers
BROADCASTING
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For your SELLING

job in this top U. S. market

WTIC's 50,000 Watts represented nationally by Weed & Co.
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•

use WTIC

. . .

Paul W. Morency, Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr., Walter Johnson, Asst. Gen. Mgr.— Sales Mgr.
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HILL

Javits Challenges
Benton View

COVERAGE

THE CONVICTION that telecasts and/or broadcasts of sessions would
"completely ruin the Senate" elicited both a challenge and a hasty clarification on Capitol Hill last week.
The challenge was issued by Rep. Jacob K. Javits (Rep.-Lib-N. Y.)
to Sen. William Benton (D.-Conn.), *■
to whom the original quotation
ruin the operations of the U. S.
was attributed. The Senator had
That is the inference, too, behind
dropped this remark during hearSenate."
ings before the Senate Interstate
the Javits proposal, now bottled up
within the lower chamber.
& Foreign Commerce sub-committee on his proposed Radio-TV Cit"I wish to emphasize the fact
izens Advisory Board [Broadcastthat
not all proceedings" would be
ing • Telecasting, Sept. 10].
carried, Rep. Javits said, citing debates on the Japanese peace treaty,
"I must respectfully differ with
this view," the House member wrote
the
foreign
aid bill and price-wage
Senator Benton.
control as likely topics for coverRep. Javits stated, "I believe that
in both the Senate and the House,
televising and broadcasting of important debates on key issues would
have an excellent effect in interesting our people in the operations
of government and improving the
level of Congressional debates."
Rep. Javits offered to debate the
Connecticut Democrat on this issue
"on radio and television which I
believe would be made available as
a public service for this purpose."
Sen. Benton replied that actually
he is in complete accord with the
Javits plan which would permit
broadcasts and telecasts on a selective basis. Furthermore, he added,
the statement was taken completely
out of context and what he said
was that "regular telecasting would

age.
Sen. Benton singled out the procedure followed by the Australian
Parliament which allows broadcast
coverage twice a week on a regular
basis. The Congress, he added,
should experiment with a similar
plan, under rules prescribed by the
Senate leadership.
In his reply to Rep. Javits, Sen.
Benton stated:
When you've read the attached
transcript from the testimony I think
you'll decide there's no real room for
debate between us. We seem to be
virtually in agreement ... Of course
the present rules of the House and
Senate are very different, and there
might be big room for argument between us, or among advocators of
televising Congress, on how the Senate rules would have to be adapted

nnouncemen

WHLM
ARE

THE NEW CALL LETTERS,
replacing WLTR, for

Bloomsburg,
The

Sports

Pa.

Station

of the Susquehanna

Valley

W H L M
will carry the Atlantic football schedule
of college games for the 1951 fall season
Affiliate of
Liberty
Broadcasting

690

RC

Harry L. Magee,
Owner
and

1000 W (d)
System
Operator
Managing Consultant: Vic Diehm (WAZL, Hazleton & WHOL, Allentown)
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and changed for the periods of public
viewing and hearing. . . .
I agree with you about the great
potential educational value inherent
in the idea of broadcasting or televising sessions of Congress. I gather,
however, that we seem to agree that
an attempt to broadcast all sessions
... is not to be commended. Just as
one example, it is often more important for a Senator to be off the floor
than it is on it (attending a committee meeting) . . . With broadcasting, he might feel pinned to his chair.
Rep. Javits is the author of a
resolution (H Res 62) under
which the more important Senate
and House debates would be televised and broadcast on a selective
basis. The proposal has been before the House Committee on Rules
& Administration, which filed a
petition for discharge after executive sessions last May. The House
did not vote on the petition. Resolution was introduced at the turn of
1951.
The Senate Executive Expenditures Committee also had hearings
on the Javits plan under the chairmanship of Sen. John L. McClellan
(D-Ark.). Members of Congress
offered their views before both
groups.
Little active interest of members
has been reported in view of lack
of pressure from their constituents,
Broadcasting • Telecasting was
told last week. Senate sessions
were in connection with legislative
reorganization proposals.
As evidence of the lack of interest, the House committee said it
plans to release shortly a survey
on members' preferences pointing
up that they do not wish to press
for action.
No Recommendations Planned
The Senate unit summed up the
question of Congressional broadcasts and telecasts with the theory
the matter is best a concern of the
Senate and House leadership. It
proposes to make no concrete recom endations in its forthcoming
report.
In his letter to Sen. Benton, Rep.
Javits noted only 40(/r of the
eligible American public vote in
Congressional elections and about
50% in Presidential campaigns,
partly because of lack of familiarity with public officials and issues.
"The arguments made that the
Senate or the House would make
a show of itself on television I believe do not recognize the dignity
and instinct for public service and
solid sense of the great majority
of the members of both bodies," he
declared.
Rep. Javits stressed that only
timely debates would be televised
and broadcast and control would
rest with the House Speaker and
President of the Senate, as well
as the respective rules committees.
"Those few members . . . who
might abuse radio and television
broadcasting would find quick
retribution from their constituents"
and a "great improvement in our
process of legislative decisions

PINS were in order for two new Radio
Pioneer Club members from Ohio who
were ushered into the organization
last month. Shown are (I to r): Dave
Baylor, vice president and general
manager WJMO Cleveland; Bob Wilson, assistant manager WADC Akron;
Carl Haverlin, BMI director, and president of the group. The initiation took
place during the BMI Program Clinic
in Akron Aug. 20. Mr. Wilson takes
full credit for bringing Mr. Baylor into
the broadcasting business, 20 years
ago last month.
would result from such coverage,"
he stated.
The Congressman also cited communications he said he had received from ABC, CBS and NBC
TV officials offering to carry the
debates as public service programs.
The views were inserted in the
Congressional Record last June
when
unit. he testified before the Senate

RADIO'S LOW COST
Stressed by NBC's Evans
"THE average person today in
the U. S. still spends more time
listening to the radio than on any
other activity except working and
sleeping," Jacob A. Evans, manager of radio advei'tising and promotion for NBC, said in an address
to the Sales Managers' Club of
Memphis, Tenn., last Monday.
"And radio is the lowest-cost advertising medium you can buy.
More people," Mr. Evans added,
"are delivered for each dollar spent
in radio than by any other means
of communicating with your cuscontri-is
butiontomers.
to the Television's
Americanmajor
economy
the creation of additional demand
for products. It does not lessen the
effectiveness of existing advertisHe pointed out that "radio ading media."
vertising did not decrease the revenues of newspapers and magazines when it first became a reality
25 years ago. Radio simply spurred
more people to buy more products
. . . television can be expected trf
do likewise."
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover broadcast special message on internal security as part
demonstrating workofof dramatization
FBI in apprehending
Communist agents on This Is Your
FBI, Sept. 14, 8:30 p.m., over ABC.
Program is sponsored by Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the U. S.
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SCRAP
TRANSFUSION

NEEDED
(you

HOT "PLASMA" FOR A STEEL MILL: This giant steel bottle is full of molten iron>
from a blast furnace. When poured into an open-hearth furnace to make
steel, it should mix with about the same weight of scrap. Iron and steel
1 making capacity in 1953 will be nearly 120 million tons (25% greater
than in 1945).

can

help)

If you own any heavy machinery
that could be junked . . . car,
tractor, washing machine, lathe
. . . now is the time to sell it to
your local scrap dealer. The iron
and steel industry is growing
faster than its scrap supply.
Consuming 53 million tons of
scrap in 1950, it will need an
additional 7 million tons of scrap
each year to serve the big expansion program now under way.

CAN YOU "READ" SPARKS? This man is testing scrap
steel for alloy content. He can identify many alloy
steels by shape and color of sparks. Identification is
important because wrong alloys can affect whole
furnace charge.

POUR ON WATER: That will be the next operation,
as this coking oven discharges its fiery product.
Coke oven capacity has been expanded about
20% since 1945.

BROADCASTING
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// you want to know more about the scrap
collection methods that should be used in
factories, shops and on the farm, write to
American Iron and Steel Institute, 3501
Fifth Avenue, New York 1, New York.
Ask for "Steel Scrap Emergency" booklet.
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editorial

Manpower Prudence
EXCEPT for the technical end, the manpower
pinch hasn't been too serious in the broadcast
media. Because of their glamour, radio and
TV are surfeited with applicants, many of
them unqualified.
There are signs, however, that a manpower
shortage is ahead. Enlargement of the armed
forces is seen, from the present 3% million to
probably four million next year. This will hit
the broadcast media harder than most of the
other pursuits because a large percentage of
the people in radio are of military age.
The broadcast services have a two-fold problem. When the TV freeze is thawed sometime
next year, there will be immediate demands
for personnel — even before any great numbers
of new stations take the air. These will be
drawn largely from the radio field. Many a
broadcaster, from management to engineering,
wants in on TV. So do many of the folks
identified with agencies and station representatives, who see in station operation a more
"essential" status than they do in the selling
fields which were virtually at the bottom of the
list before V-J Day.
Thus, it behooves ownership and management to survey their personnel. Key positions
should be backstopped in depth. New personnel should be retained with an eye toward the
future. They should be least vulnerable for
possible military call.
All this constitutes prudent management. It
doesn't take a long memory to recall what
happened in those tumultuous forties.
Trends and Changes
THE DYNAMICS of change, inherent in all
kinds of business operating in the competitive
climate of the U. S. economic system, are
nowhere more apparent than in broadcasting.
For no business has ever grown bigger faster
than broadcasting and its two main branches
— radio and television. After 30 years it is
still growing so fast in so many directions
that no one can foretell its ultimate dimensions
or indeed whether it will ever reach a state at
which it discontinues growth.
It is not easy even to measure its size and
shape at any given moment, because before
the moment has passed broadcasting has
changed some more. Ever so often, however,
this publication tries the difficult job of sizing
up broadcasting by one dimension or another.
In this issue we measure it by the money
it will earn this fall.
One element in the change between last
year and this in the influence of television.
It's an element which, as it became more and
more apparent, has caused a lot of consternation this past year. In fact, some people
have been shoved right up to the brink of
terror by television.
We think that our measurement of Broadcasting shows that television is a pretty big
element
all right,
it isn't
ogre;without
it can
live in the
same but
house
with anradio
either of them being crowded out.
By now, what with the talk on the part
of some national advertisers, one might have
expected that the decline and fall of radio
would be evident. It's difficult to attach the
words "decline and fall" to a business which
anticipates a national average increase of
14.53% in billings this fall, compared to last.
Page 56
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At the same time, television billings this
fall will be 39% bigger than they were at
the same time last year.
It's true that the several types of business
which together compose the total billings exist
today in different proportion from that which
obtained a year ago. Radio network business
is down; spot and local are up.
As we say, changes have taken place, will
continue to take place.
The wise broadcaster (and agencyman and
advertiser) will neither fear such changes nor
ignore them. Indeed he will attempt, by intelligent appraisal and application, to control
the changes so that broadcasting will continue to grow, even though its patterns and
appearance are altered.
Less

Excessive

our respects to:

Taxes

SENSIBLE TAX RELIEF for telecasters
seems to have a good chance of being written
into the new revenue-producing legislation with
which the Senate Finance Committee has been
struggling.
Essentially the telecasters would get this relief:
Any corporation which derives part of its
income from telecasting and part from radio
broadcasting would have the option of computing its average earnings base period net
income for excess profits tax purposes by applying either its own rate of return for 1946
to 1949 less TV losses and capital invested in
TV or the industry rate of return for 1946 to
1949 to the company's total assets at the end
of 1949, whichever is higher.
Also any corporation which is in some other
business, such as newspaper publishing, as
well as radio and television can treat its publishing business as if it were a separate business in computing its average earnings base
for excess profits tax figuring and be eligible
for the option described above.
What this means for many companies is a
substantial saving on excess profits taxes as
compared with the rigid provisions of the tax
legislation originally enacted by the House and
now being reworked by the Senate committee.
The telecasters who led the effort to amend
the tax laws to give an equitable shake to those
venturesome businessmen who have risked
their capital in TV deserve plaudits apenty
for their work before the Senate committee and support for the impending discussion of the question on the floor.

Why Pick on Radio?
IT'S ABOUT TIME that radio was removed
from the sitting-duck shelf in the ANA's
shooting gallery. Or else efforts should be
made to put a representative group of addraw all ditional
the targets
fire. up so that radio wouldn't
It's pretty obvious, as Frank Pellegrin says
in a statement we publish in this issue, that
television has diverted attention from all media.
The trouble is that among the media only
radio provides the pin-point measurements
of itself that enable its response to TV to be
assessed immediately and in detail.
To a large extent it's radio's fault that it
now occupies a lonely position on the sittingduck shelf, and there probably isn't much it
can do about getting out of the target area.
There is, however, much it could do in
encouraging advertisers and agencies to insist that other media provide comparable data
about themselves and about the influence TV
has exerted on them. That way radio could
collect enough company so that the hunter
could pick another bulls eye.

DON NATHANSON
IN THE SPRING of 1936, a serious, handsome youth who had spent almost all of his
22 years eulogizing motion pictures, predicted in a college essay that television would
replace movies as a mass medium and "force
them
to gosuggested
into art."that TV would be popular
He also
despite small screens, productions would be
simple and programs would have "lighter sub-ject material, less realism and heavier censorship than movies." Fifteen years later, the
young man with the perspicacious mentality
has seen his convictions confirmed. He is Don
Paul Nathanson, advertising and public relations director for the Toni Co., Chicago.
Don Nathanson has many of his early ideas
today, but elaborates on them. He sees the
same trend in movies now that took place in
the legitimate theatre. When legit was a mass
medium, it operated in a "limited sphere of
unreality and censorship." As movies took
over the mass medium character, legit became highly specialized, and its former characteristics were transferred to the movie
screen. Now, according to the Nathanson
theory of evolution, TV has replaced movies
as the most popular mass medium, and, as
a result, acquired its debits. Ai-t movies, confronted by video's all-clear signal, "are the
hope of the movie industry." The future, he
said 15 years ago also, lies in a raising of
standards and an appeal to a smaller and
more discriminating group.
The Nathanson mind has buzzed with many
an idea and project. Two years before Life
Magazine was published, Mr. Nathanson
(when he was 20) thought of putting out
Movie Pictorial, recognizing the trend to read
less and look more. It died a 'bornin' because
of no money, but the only one of its kind,
published much later, used his plan of distribution through theatres. He started Radio Showmanship, one of three industry magazines,
which was sold to 100 stations in two years
for use by their local and regional clients who
were interested in learning what similar businesses were doing in radio. He inaugurated
one of the first telephone coincidental radio
surveys in Minneapolis.
Born in Minneapolis April 16, 1914, Don
Nathanson was always interested in people
and means of communicating with them. His
initial (and single) ambition for many years
was to work in motion pictures, a family tradition. A creative thinker as well as a logical
businessman, Don nurtured this alter ego at
the U. of Minnesota in his hometown.
He ultimately took a B.A. in advertising,
journalism, political science and psychology,
and would concentrate "on much more" of the
last if he had it to do over.
An indomitable college essayist, he also
(Continued on page 59)
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SELL your product simultaneously
j|iery farm home, village and city of huge,
rich RADIO SOUTHWEST. Cut overhead ... do it
with one star salesman

WFAA!

AREA sprawls

calf. Each time we slap him on the rump a

over 116,000 square miles, swallowing 171
counties in Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

lusty bellow can be observed in 121,000

An area populated with spenders to the

BUT — there are over a million radio homes

WFAA

PRIMARY

COVERAGE

homes. A good, solid impact for a yearling.

tune of more than seven billion annually
— an area with 1,143,500 radio sets!*

in WFAA's primary coverage area with no
more TV sets than a snake has hips!

ADD

WHO

OUR

ROLLING

STOCK-the

car radios,

practically every family has one or more
cars equipped with radios.
WHAT

ABOUT

TELEVISION?

proud of WFAA-TV

We

are as

as a new Hereford

SELLS
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MILLIONS

WITH

BILLIONS TO SPEND-sight unseen?
Your star salesman WFAA reaches a million
with EVERY

SPOT!

*Sales Management, 1951

adio
Southwes
The Only Mass Medium Covering This Great Southwest Market. . .
Martin B. Campbell, Genera/ Manager
Radio Service of The Dallas Morning News
EDWARD

THESE

DALLAS
820
570
TV
50,000 Watts 5,000 Watts Channel 8

PETRY & CO., Representatives
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EFFICIENCY
about

315

FACTS
front office

the

WALTER PATTERSON, program director WKMH Dearborn, Mich.,
appointed managing director WKHM Jackson, Mich, (owned by
WKMH Inc.). GEORGE MILLAR, commercial manager WKMH,
appointed assistant general manager WKMH.

TRANSMITTER

VACUUM

JOHN THORWALD appointed assistant to NORVIN S. VEAL, director
of radio and television activities John H. Perry Stations
(WCOA Pensacola, WJHP Jacksonville, WTMC Ocala,
WDLP Panama City, and WNDG Daytona, all Fla.). Mr.
Thorwald's offices will be located at WJHP.

TYPE

JOHN

REILLY, radio and television advertising department Armour & Co., Chicago, named account executive ABC-TV Central Div. Network Sales Dept.

In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
both variable and fixed vacuum type
capacitors are used in all tuned circuits
in the power amplifier output. The
reliability of this type of capacitor
has been proven by exhaustive tests
and use in many high frequency
applications.
*

Mr. Thorwald

JOHN MacRAE, staff announcer WABI Bangor, Me.,
appointed local sales service manager.

HENRY J. BEHRE, commercial manager WKIP Poughkeepsie, N. Y., to WMTR Morristown, N. J., as assistant general manager.
PAUL E. REID, assistant manager of WKLF Clanton, Ala., appointedgeneral manager WRLD-AM-FM West Point, Ga.
LARRY DARLEY, sales manager KVOP Plainview, Texas, appointed
sales manager KVER Albuquerque, N. M.'
EUGENE PURVER, attorney and NLRB member, to CBS Hollywood
legal staff, as assistant to NED MARR, head of network legal staff.

Because of the extremely low power
factor inherent in this type capacitor
. . . the stability of tuning is not affected
by temperature or aging. Likewise,
power losses are minimized because of
this low power factor and high circuit
efficiencies are obtained.

HARLAN

G. OAKES & Assoc., radio station representatives, opens office in San Francisco at 26 O'Farrell
Street. BURT BEGGS, formerly with Weed & Co.
heads office. Telephone is Yukon 6-5936.
BETTY BRAID, promotion director CFRB Toronto,
to Toronto office of Joseph Hardy & Co., station representative firm.

jyjr purver

FORJOE & Co., N.Y., appointed national representative for KGPH
Flagstaff, Ariz.
MEL MERZ appointed to sales staff WMAY

Springfield, 111.

JOSEPH STAMLER, sales manager WNDR
York, on sales staff.

Syracuse, to WMGM

New

ED WHITTLEY, timebuyer, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.,
to John Blair & Co., same city, station representatives, as account executive.
GEORGE WETMORE, chief engineer of WXKW Albany, N. Y., named
director of operations. GENE FITZPATRICK appointed commercial manager.
JOHN BLAIR & Co., St. Louis, moves to new and larger quarters at
435-35 Paul Brown Bldg. Office is managed by CHRIS HETHERINGTON.

r
New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

MANUFACTURING

CO.

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD
•

fictional A • • •
ROBERT REYNOLDS, vice president and general manager KMPC
Hollywood, named president, Boys Club of Hollywood. . . . KEN HILDEBRANDT, sales manager KYA San Francisco, father of daughter, Jo Ann.

Ml,iy ....
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SCHEPP-REINER Co., N. Y., radio station representative, has resigned
as representative for Consolidated Television Productions, Hollywood,
effective immediately.

DALLAS 10, TEXAS
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PHONE EVergreen 1137

ART KIRKHAM, vice president KOIN Portland, Ore., named recently as
"Citizen of the Week" by Portland Traction Co. Card displaying his
picture and civic message appeared on busses throughout city. . . .
BROADCASTING
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in 1947, retaining his agency in- Nora Drake, Arthur Godfrey, Alias youngsters and occasionally plays
Respects
terests as Toni was located in the Jane Doe and The Mystery Singer
golf, "shooting only 10 strokes
(Continued from page 56)
higher than the first score I ever
Twin Cities then. The next spring on CBS-AM and Arthur Godfrey
wrote an epic on the superiority of he joined the three-year-old firm and His Friends, and Crime
I was member
14."
movies over radio, charging that as director of advertising and pub- Photographer on CBS-TV, and made
He'swhen
an active
of the
lic relations.
"anyone who sits home and listens
Stop the Music on ABC-TV, re- ANA, Chicago Federated Adverto the radio instead of seeing
cently bought.
tising Club, and a former memThat year Toni went national
movies is going blind for the price after
ber of the Minneapolis Junior
Mr. Nathanson's creativity still
vastly successful regional
Assn.
of
Commerce, which gave
of admission." (It was a quarter campaigns. It used its first radio comes to the fore, despite routine
in those days.) A Phi Beta Kap- in 1946 — Meet the Mrs. on CBS
of managing an office with 35 per- him its Silver Key award for servsons and working with many more
ice during the war. That included
pa, he worked on college publica- Pacific network — and volume in
tions, and ended his career as a
at Foote, Cone & Belding and civil defense duties as radio pubthat
area
tripled
sales
of
any
other
respected member of Mu Beta
licity chairman for the Red Cross
agencies, both Chipart of the country. Toni used an Tatham-Laird
cago.
and defense drives, for which
Chi, professional business fraterunprecedented sales approach —
Still a frustrated writer, of copy
nity, because he'd managed to hold
he arranged for and hancommercials given or a TV show or a novel, Mr. groupsdled 3,000
broadcasts in one year.
a job selling Corona-Coronas for non-professional
ad lib by women who had used the
four years. Almost four anyway.
All
the
recent Toni expansion
Nathanson
just
completed
a
20,000product. In the growth years —
He looked for a Hollywood studio
word story which was plotted two into new products takes most of
1947-49 — Toni used as much as 80%
his present days and nights, but on
writing job "during the best foot- of its budget for radio and gained
years ago on a Caribbean cruise —
his agenda for the future, when
ball season Minnesota ever had."
his
first
"legitimate"
vacation
in
After graduation in 1937, he about 90% of the home permanent
and if: writing a serious novel
11 years. His wife is his worst
settled for $15 weekly from the business. Now that there are more
using
comic strip technique pubGolden Rule department store, of national competitors (and Toni still literary critic. "She thinks I'm
licizing the Menninger mental
too
imaginary,
not
realistic."
which he was advertising manager
outsells them all combined), broadclinic in Kansas; writing the adShe is the former Evelyn Hobercast media get about 60% of the man of Minneapolis, and they live
for the economy (basement) divivertising and public relatons hission. A friend, Sam Kaufman, soon
in suburban Glencoe with Jill, 9;
advertising appropriation. From
tory of Toni in book form, and (a
renewed ambition), producing a
inveigled him into organizing their $600,000 in 1946 to $6 million in Marc, 6, and Greg, 4. Mr. Nathanown ad agency, the D. S. Manson
1951, the company buys This Is
son spends weekends
with the "realistic" motion picture.
Co., with initials taken from their
first names and a syllable from the
last. The reasoning was more
subtle than it seemed. When
creditors came to call on Mr. Manson, he was never in.
The agency prospered, despite
creditors, grossing $34,000 its first
year, and fast became the radio
station's best friend, inasmuch as
newspapers gave no agency commission on local sales and stations
did. Manson eventually handled
KOIN
the most local radio business in the
Twin Cities.
Publication of Radio Showmanship pinpointed D. S. Manson as
a radio expert, and elevated the
agency far above the local level in
national recognition and prestige.
Mr. Kaufman sold his interest to
KOIN DOMINATES THE
Mike Gold, joined as a partner in
1941, and took over the entire comPORTLAND, OREGON
pany when Mr. Nathanson joined
Toni in 1947. In the meantime, the
FOOD MARKET
agency worked strenuously on development of Rayve shampoo,
owned by the second largest beauty
shop supplier in the country. The
product had never been sold at
retail. Mr. Nathanson instigated
this, advertised locally and regionally, and helped push the account
into the national field. Affiliated
with Rayve's owner was Niesen
Harris, also a beauty shop supplier,
and brother of Irving, who had
owned a financing business which
PORTLAND'S MAJOR
GROCERS
was one of Manson's early accounts.
PREFER KOIN..*
Mr. Nathanson opened branch offices in Duluth, Seattle and Los
Angeles, and a key Los Angeles
Columbia Markets... Fred Meyer Stores
account became Guardian Service
Division of National Pressure
...Kienow's Food Stores. ..and Safeway
Cooker, of which Irving Harris was
Stores
use radio and they use KOIN
an executive.
In Los Angeles Mr. Nathanson
predominately because they know
spent many an evening talking with
KOIN gets best results with its greater
Irving about the Harris brothers'
share of audience, morning, noon and
new Toni home permanent. When
Irving went full-time with Toni,
Mr. Nathanson closed West coast
night.* For a fop job of selling
the
rtland sin fop
offices and returned to Minneapolis.
Portland market, use Portland's fop
His biggest account was Portrait
station.
home permanent, a Toni competi*Hooper station audience index,
tor.
Mr. Nathanson with a "natural"
Dec. '50 thru April '51
background for Toni — started with
the company only as a consultant
AVERY- K NOD EL, INC., National Representatives ... A MARSHALL FIELD STATION
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ATOMIC ENERGY
Iowa Seminar Slated
IOWA Radio News Assn; will hold
a seminar on atomic energy Sept.
28-29 at Ames, Iowa in cooperation
with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
Gordon Dean, AEC chairman, in
a letter to the IRNA, congratulated
the association on being the pioneer
group in staging such a seminar.
Mr. Dean wrote, "The Commission
is always interested in cooperating
with the sponsors of atomic energy
seminars, and we are particularly
interested in doing everything we
can to make yours — the first radio
seminar — an outstanding and precedent-setting success."
Heading the list of speakers is
AEC Comr. T. Keith Glennan, who
will address the seminar banquet.
W. W. Waymack, of Adel, Iowa,
former AEC commissioner and retired editor of the Des Moines
Register and Tribune, will open
formal seminar discussion with a
talk to fellow Iowa newsmen on
some of their problems in dealing
with the atomic energy field.
Sessions will take place in the
Institute for Atomic Research at
Iowa State Colleges, Ames, site of
basic research which helped lead
to achievement of the atom bomb
in World War II.
All sessions will be on the record

Your

Best

with no restrictions on news reporting.
WOI-TV Ames is planning a
half-hour telecast featuring seminar speakers.
Jack Shelley, news manager,
WHO Des Moines, is seminar program chairman.
Ken Kew, KGLO Mason City,
Iowa, IRNA president, has issued
invitations to all Iowa radio and
TV station managers to join their
news
ing. and farm news men in attendWilliam B. Quarton, manager of
WMT Cedar Rapids, will preside at
the banquet Sept. 28. Mr. Quarton
is 10th District chairman of
NARTB and newly-elected president of the Iowa Broadcasters
Assn.
Music Award
WNEW New York was the recipient
of a special motion picture industry
award conferred Sept. 8 during an
hour-long salute to Hollywood on
Art Ford's Milkman's Matinee.
Station was lauded for "pioneering
interest and efforts ... in presenting music from motion pictures to
the radio audience and thereby conspicuously advancing the interest
in
motion
pictures
Present for the through
ceremonymusic."
were
Screen Actress Judy Garland and
Howard Dietz, vice president of
Loew's Inc., and advertising director for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Award was accepted for WNEW by
Mr. Ford.

Buy

.

.

.

Is the station
Most people buy first.
In Oklahoma's No. 1 MarVet
That means KVOO.
Proof?
This year we are
Setting new highs in
Advertising volume,
Nationally and locally.
Consistent renewals by
10 and 15 year customers
Testify to their satisfaction.
You, too, need
OKLAHOMA'S GREATEST STATION.
See your nearest
~
Edward Petry & Company office today.

KVOO
Oklahoma's
Greatest Station
NBC AFFILIATE
50,000 WATTS
1170 KC
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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air-casters

WHMP Northhampt
nouncer SSEY,
anstaff on,
FENNE
JOSEPH
Mass., appointed program director.
DON COLLINS, announcing staff
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C, appointed production manager. JERRY
ELLIOTT, news announcer, appointed
chief announcer.
ALEX SHEFTELL named to head
promotion and publicity department
WTTG (TV) Washington. LYNN
KOTICK named traffic manager.
MATT WARREN, WEAM Arlington,
named staff announcer. ASTERID
KIERNAN to traffic department.
CLARE LINN appointed production
manager WKMH Dearborn, Mich.
VERNA BORSODI named program
director.
MARIAN MUCKLEY ZWALLEN, continuity editor WHBC Canton, Ohio,
named promotion manager. ELIZABETH JOAN MALICORD named continuity editor.
JACK KUNEY, production manager
WNEW New York, appointed program director WLIB New York.
SAM ELBER, promotion and publicity
director WIP Philadelphia, appointed
director promotion, publicity and
merchandising departments WPEN
Philadelphia.
WILLIAM HOLLENBECK, directorproducer of remote telecasts KGOTV San Francisco, named senior producer.
LEN ROWCLIFFE, CFNB Fredericton, to announcing staff CKFH Toronto.
BEN FEINER, Jr., writer and associate producer at MGM, to CBS-TV
Hollywood, as executive producer.
PAUL MARION, CBS Operation Underground, and Eleanor Brand, married.
JACK NARZ, announcer KLAC-AMTV Hollywood, resigns to freelance.
JAY COOK succeeds Mr. Narz.
NORMAN GEORDAN, staff announcer
WFMD Frederick, Md., to announcing
staff WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.
GLORIA JOYNER, continuity writer
WIRE Indianapolis, resigns. NORMA
GENE MURRAY replaces Miss Joyner
temporarily.
GENE BUCKMAN, WIL St. Louis, and
JERRY HENSON, WSIV Pekin, 111.,
appointed to announcing staff WMAY
Springfield, 111.
CHAD LASSITER, promotion and production staff KNEA Jonesboro, Ark.,
appointed staff announcer WIBC Indianapolis. HUGH MITCHELL, KLRA
Little Rock, Ark., succeed Mr. Mitchell
at KNEA.
JACK SCANLON appointed to announcing staff WEAV Plattsburg,
N. Y.
GENE KING, program manager
WCOP Boston, appointed radio coordinator for United Nations in Boston.
BUD COULSON, head of publicity
KFI-TV (now KHJ-TV) Los Angeles,
named director of publicity for Don
Lee Network. He replaces JIM PARSONS, who has been named to similar
post with KHJ-TV.

GERALD F. CONWAY, sales promotion department Ambassador Hotel,
L. A., to CBS-TV Hollywood in publicity. licity department handling KTSL
(TV) and network trade paper pubBEN POLIN, director of photography
CBS Hollywood, and June Harris,
married August 31.
DUDE MARTIN, San Francisco TV
personality, signed to exclusive threeyear television contract by KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.
MAL KLEIN, film director KLAC-TV
Hollywood, and Doreen North, married Sept. 7.
AL tor,
WOODBURY,
composer-conducand JEANNE RACE,
script girl,
ried.
CBS Amos 'n' Andy radio show, mar- 1
HAROLD
mu- [
:
sicologist, GLICK,
to WFDRconductor
(FM) Newand York,
as music consultant. IRVING ROBBINS, musical director, appointed
production manager and director of
music programs.
ERNEST DE LA OSSA, personnel director NBC, named member of regional Wage Stabilization Board,
New York.
JOHN CARNEY, graduate School of
Radio Technique, N. Y., appointed
announcer-salesman WCAP Lowell,
Mass. JOHN PARRISH, graduate, to
WXNJ Plainfield, N. J. ELI SHABBOTT, graduate, to WHNC Henderson, N. C. BRAD SHERMAN, graduate, to WSSV Petersburg, Va.
J. DAVID BECKETT, writer-announcer KOCO Salem, Ore., appointed
continuity writer KEX Portland.
ED GALBREATH, WSIC Statesville,
N.
C, appointed
publicity director
for
County.
Crusade
for Freedom
in Iredell

AL JOSEPH, baseball announcer
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, N. C, appointed sports director.
ERNIE HYNDS, music librarian WSB \
Atlanta, Ga., appointed sports director. He replaces THAD HORTON,
now with D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
TED SWITZER, broadcast promotion
department NBC Hollywood, to net- ■
work press department, as press representative.
JOE MICHAELS, news editor WFDR ;
(FM) New York, appointed director
of news, special events, and talk proWILLIAM F. MITTEN, news editor
grams.
Daily Mercury, Medford, Mass., apMass. pointed news editor WCCM Lawrence,

NORMAN BARRY, newscaster NBC
Chicago, and IRENE MARJORIE
BRADY, secretary to WILLIAM RAY,
news and special events manager NBC
Chicago, married Aug. 31.
RICHARD E. CHEVERTON appointed
news director WMT Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Mr. Cheverton was with KWPC
Muscatine, Iowa, and KWCR Cedar
Rapids.
BROADCASTING
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PRICE RULING
Hard ro Enforce — Mead
SUPREME COURT decision outlawing the "non-signer" clause in
fair trade laws of 45 states apparently has "seriously impaired resale price maintenance" of nationally-known trade-marked electronics products, Chairman James Mead
of the Federal Trade Commission
stated last Monday.
He addressed the annual convention of the National Electronics
Distributors Assn. in Cleveland
(also see separate story). Mr.
Mead said it may be difficult to devise a legal and practical plan "by
which a large, interstate nationwide business can police its customers to insure their abidance" of
manufacturers' suggested prices.
Certain plans already have been
proposed, he added.
The Supreme Court held that
each electronics, appliance and
other manufacturer signing a fair
trade pact with one dealer would
no longer be able to fix the uniform
price at which his product would
be sold by non-signing dealers.
Many electronics products are
"fair-traded," he noted.
Chairman Mead also termed
small business as the "very heart
beat" of America and said it must
have an equal opportunity to produce and expand, with an equitable
share in defense contracts.
Harold Leventhal, chief counsel,
Office of Price Stabilization, explained provisions of Ceiling Price
Regulation 22 which, under the
Capehart formula, will enable manufacturers to add the cost of advertising, selling and other expenses to the selling price application to OPS. OPS has not yet
officially placed it in operation.
Electronic distributors will continue to be governed on retail sales
by CPR 7, while wholesale sales fall
under CPR 29. Latter is designed
as a technique whereby the wholesaler could avoid any squeeze resulting from price increases by his
supplier.

AMONG those attending the semi-annual meeting of the West Virginia
Assn. of Broadcasters were (seated, I to r) Robert J. Burton, BMI; Joe L.
Smith Jr., WJLS Beckley, association president; Carl Haverlin, BMI president, and Glenn Dolberg, BMI; (standing, I to r) Robert Kerns, WMMN Fairmont; Frank Shaffer, WEIR Weirton; J. Patrick Beacom, WWW Fairmont,
association vice president; James T. Quirk, Philadelphia Inquirer; Lin Pattee,
BMI, and Sam Carey, WRVA Richmond, Va. Meeting was Aug. 23-24 at
Hotel Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. [Broadcasting 0 Telecasting, Aug. 27]

Lloyd A. Good
LLOYD A. GOOD, 69, retired
Philco Corp. executive and an honorary member of its board of directors, died Sept. 7 in Graduate
Hospital, Philadelphia. A native of
Springfield, Ohio, Mr. Good served
17 years with the Bell Telephone
Co. before joining Philco. As production manager of Philco, he
played an important role in the
transition of the organization from
a small producer of storage batteries to a large producer of radio
sets. In 1940 Mr. Good was presented with a trophy in recognition
of having supervised manufacture
of 10 million radio sets. Surviving
are his widow, and two sons, Lloyd
Jr., and Alan C.
RIDGEWOOD, N. J., gathers extra
$46,000 in revenue annually through
taxes on television sets. Each of 4,000
set owners in North Jersey community
has $200 assessment added to his personal property tax, and pays at rate
of $11.60 per year.

"O

ut

Lowell

Thomas

About...
SPORTSCASTER
Jordan Begins 22d Year
CHARLIE JORDAN, vice president of the Texas State Network
and KFJZ Fort Worth, will begin
his 22d year of football broadcasting Sept. 21 when he airs the Texas
A&M-UCLA game at Los Angeles.
Mr. Jordan has broadcast some
350 college and high school games
since he began in 1929 at WRR
Dallas. The first college game Mr.
Jordan ever aired was the TexasOklahoma tilt in 1929 at Dallas'
Fair Park stadium, forerunner of
the Cotton Bowl.
Figuring 2% hours' time for
each game, Mr. Jordan has described play-by-play football for
875 hours and has spent an additional 1,750 hours in preparing
factual information for the games.
He believes this is a record in the
Southwest.
BROADCASTING
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The ONLY miniature self-contained magnetic tape recorder . . . "IN THIS WORLD'
MINITAPE . . . credited by Mr. Lowell Thomas and Mr. Lowell
Thomas, Jr., as the instrument that made possible the recording
of their fabulous journey to TIBET.
MINITAPE . . . the first commercially available complete magnetic
tape recorder operating solely from self-contained batteries. The
size of a shoe box with a total weight of less than 1 5 pounds.
Write for Brochure

^fl^fck^W

ILANC
S
1016TNORTH
HIGHLANO
AVENUE

During December and January of
this"OUT
year OFtheTHIS
"BESTWORLD
SELLER" ACROSS THE HIMALAYAS TO
by LowellFORBIDDEN
Thomas, Jr., outsold everything in its field . . . TIBET"
non-fiction and
well.
novels as

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
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FOLSOM
Economy

allied

arts

Coverage

in

Pennsylvania's
Anthracite
Area

WHWL
located in the north central Anthracite area, with
1,000 watts, 730 kc.

WISL
located in the south central Anthracite area, with
1,000 watts, 1480 kc.

SRDS retail sales figures
in counties covered . . .
Lackawanna

..$209,635,000

Luzerne

312,971,000

Wyoming

....

Monroe

13,549,000
35,750,000

Carbon
38,069,000
Columbia
.... 40,072,000
Montour
Schuylkill

7,336,000

.... 139,875,000

Northumberland

87,263,000

Total ......$884,510,000
WHWL-1000
WISL-1000

Watts-730 kc
Watts-1480 kc

Radio Anthracite, Inc.

FORJOE & CO., Inc.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
For Combination Discounts
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head, Dick Lewis
DICK
Art LEWIS,
Service, named vice president in charge of midwest sales,
Telepix Corp., TV film commercial
producers with headquarters in Chicago. Offices at 155 East Ohio St.
Mr. Lewis retains his art service organization.
ROBERT MOORE Jr., vice president
Metropolitan Artists Corp., N. Y., to
George Foley & Richard Gordon Inc.,
TV producer, in executive capacity.
T. RODNEY SHEARER, vice president A. C. Nielsen
Co., Chicago, appointed director of
company's sales
and service activities in East.
UNITED TELEVISION PROGRAMS
Inc. moves its New
York offices to 444
Madison Ave. Telephone: PLaza 3Mr. Shearer
4620.
Company's
Chicago
offices
moves to 360 N. Michigan Ave. Telephone: CEntral 6-0041.
LEO MARTIN, head of Dept. of Radio,
U. of Alabama, named director of radio-TV and theatre Div., Boston U.
School of Public Relations and Communications. He succeeds SAMUEL
B. GOULD, named assistant to University president in charge of public
relations.
GEORGE FOX, president George Fox
Organization, film producers, named
film operations manager Desilu Productions, Inc., L. A. He will produce
/ Love Lucy series on CBS-TV.
PETER ROBECK, assistant sales
manager KTTV (TV) Hollywood,
named acting sales manager Consolidated Television Productions, that
city. He succeeds JOHN R. MARKEY,
who is now with David 0. Selznick,
film producer.
•
Equipment
VINCENT
P. GREGG, purchasing
agent, Purchasing Dept., General
Electric, Schenectady, appointed manager of purchasing of non-ferrous
materials. BRUCE H. BRADBEER,
buyer in Purchasing Dept., appointed
manager of purchasing of ferrous
materials. HERBERT L. SCHNELL,
purchasing agent in Purchasing Dept.,
named manager of purchasing of
factory
equipment and subcontracting.

JAMES F. SCANLAN, traffic manager
General Electric Supply Corp., named
sales manager of television, radio and
traffic appliances.
JAMES GREER appointed sales training manager Motorola Inc., Chicago.
Mr. Greer will direct all sales activities
men forand company's
for retailers.distributor salesPAUL A. HILTON, controller and
operations manager, New York
branch, Crosley Distributing Corp.,
appointed assistant manager of
branch.

EDWARD HUBER, sales staff National Unien Radio Corp., Orange,
N. J., appointed district sales manager
for New Jersey territory. He will
make his headquarters in New
Market, N. J.
COLEMAN LONDON appointed manager of electronics service Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore.
ALLIED RADIO Corp., Chicago, announces publication of its new 1952
catalog. Coverage of radio, television
and industrial electronics is carried
in 212-page catalog.
CALIFONE Corp., Hollywood, Calif.,
announces new 1952 line of transcription players, ranging from light portable to powerful single unit sound
system. Further details may be obtained by writing company.
MARK SIMPSON Mfg. Co., N. Y.,
announces formation of MASCO
ELECTRONIC SALES Corp. New
company will handle sale of equipment manufactured by parent company.
BARBER-COLMAN
Co., Rockford, 111.
(air distributors), has released pamphlet, F-4712, on air distribution in
TV studios. Pamphlet shows actual
installations and describes wide variety of air distribution equipment in
studios. Free copy of booklet may
be obtained by writing company at
Rockford.
EUGENE CARDUNER, WILLIAM
CARDUNER and WILLIAM LICHTER
have formed Carduner-Lichter Co.,
manufacturers' representative firm.
Offices are located at 164 Duane St.,
New York.
POLARAD
ELECTRONICS Corp.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces new improved wide band video amplifier,
model V-2, designed for use as oscillosope deflection amplifier for measurement and viewing of pulses of
extremely short duration and rise
time.

CHURCH

AWARDS
Maine Stations Cited

NAMED

To N.Y. Advisory Post
FRANK M. FOLSOM, RCA president, was sworn in Tuesday as
honorary Deputy Commissioner of
Commerce of the city of New York.
The oath was administered at department headquarters by Comr.
Walter T. Shirley.
Mr. Folsom, with other leaders
in commerce and industry, will
serve in an advisory capacity to
the board, whose purpose, Comr.
Shirley said, "is to make available
. . . the outstanding talents of distinguished leaders of business and
industry who will help us in our
efforts to further the trade and increase the commerce of the city."
Director of numerous corporations and foundations, Mr. Folsom
served for nearly two years during
the war as chief of the procurement branch of the Navy Dept. He
received the Medal of Merit from
President Truman and the Distinguished Civilian Service Award,
the
Navy.honor granted civilians by
highest

DIRECTIONAL

ANTENNAS
RCA Test Unit
A 100-ft. circular concrete apron, fl
resembling a huge sundial and lo- ! cated at Medford, N. J., is part of !:
the new $25,000 test facilities being ;
used to determine the vertical di- 1 li
rectivity pattern of broadcast antennas by the broadcast design

Shown above are portions of the . 7t
apron, the steel frame and several
of the dollies.
group of the RCA Engineering
Products Div.
A steel frame rotates on dollies
and permits movement of antenna
elements in horizontal position,
which is said to be the only reliable
means of checking gain characteristics of a broadcast antenna. The
center dolly revolves through a 360degree arc around a vertical shaft
in the center of the apron. The •
steel frame, which holds antennas
under test, is built in sections and
can be extended up to 140 feet in
length.
•ttl

THREE stations of the Maine
Broadcasting System were recipients of awards bestowed by the
Broadcasting and Film Commission
of the National Council of Churches
of Christ in the U. S. The Maine
Council of Churches also was cited.
CCBA Meeting
Awards were announced by Rev.
Charles Schmitz, director of the SALES IDEAS for small stations
commission's education branch.
will highlight the first annual meetThe Maine council won the speing of the Central Canada Broadcial events classification honor for
casters Assn. at the Royal York
its "Letter to Bill" on the weekly
Hotel, Toronto, Sept. 24-25. Ralph
Church School of the Air. Series
Snelgrove, CKBB Barrie, president
has been aired over WCSH Port- of CCBA, will preside. The agenda k
also will include reports from
land, WRDO Augusta and WLBZ
Bangor since November 1944. Cita- Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters
tion lauded the stations and the executives, BMI Canada Ltd. and ■
council for "presentation in a re- Canadian Advertising Research
ligious light of the significance of Foundation. Successful operation
Memorial Day, good listener appeal
ideas from small stations in Canada and the U. S. will be presented.
and high radio quality."
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I! IERMAN

Hope for Freedom
Continuing

RADIO

iOPE for the development of free radio in Germany as a bulwark
feainst the revival of Nazism apparently springs eternal in the hearts
I its democratic people as an alternative to state control.
This conviction is evidenced in an exchange of correspondence be|/een two German radio officials

os and cons were revealed to the
5 erman affairs desk of the State
ept. The principals were Rudolf
: I in Sholtz of the Bavarian Radio,
»8 nd Dr. Hans Bredow, chairman
41 >j
6 i
si J Feature of Week
0| 5
(Continued from page 18)
ity.1
AVE-AM-TV
the their
four
oij '|.ndidates
for asked
governor
jands on gambling. Two of these
J .ndidates later appeared on the
;-«. ,"st of a series of television panels
j gainst gambling.
::: f In one of these panels, chairen of citizens' committees in Kentin and Campbell Counties told
: ;;ate Police Comr. Guthrie Crowe
their belief gambling would reien as soon as the Senate heargs and the primaries were
lished.
Police Comr. Crowe and Govervt Wetherby said the situation
iTofias local and state police could not
tervene because local officials had
toft»t asked for help. The story on
§iis panel was bannered by the
I i jentucky edition of the Cincinnati
ii\ilmes-Star.
Latest of the telecasts was prented Aug. 25 and again featured
lie chairmen of the Kenton-Camp1 1-11 citizens' committees. Both asrted gambling had reopened in
e area on a limited basis but apirently with the knowledge and
nsent of local officials.
! They stated gambling casinos
4 'ere operating in county areas and
sixth class cities where the
>vernor did not need to be invited
7 local authorities in order to send
state police.
Call for Action
They publicly called on the
>vernor to investigate what they
lied the failure of local sheriffs
^ i enforce gambling laws.
After two days to organize the
Tin |oids, state troopers closed in on
e two night clubs. Other nightubs in the area promptly closed
>wn when Governor Wetherby
id Police Comr. Crowe announced
ey would send state police into
ry area where local officials peritted gambling to operate, even if
meant declaring an emergency
~;a|> order to meet legal requirements
iverning use of state police.
"i- 1 Asked what brought about his
:cision to use state troopers,
3vernor Wetherby said to WAVEm
When I heard on your television
ogram and read in the papers that
mbling had reopened, I figured the
I rae had come to act. And when
ose two civic group chairmen on
•ur telecast asked me to investigate,
regarded that as an invitation to
nd in the troopers.
ROADCASTING

of the Radio Frankfurt Administrative Council.
Last April, in an address before
the Munich Academy of Political
Science, Herr Sholtz declared that
"even at the end of the '20s, the
process of subjecting German radio
to strict control by the state had
already begun, depriving the stations of freedom and contributing
to the rise of Nazism."
Dr. Bredow branded the remarks
as "superficial" and "not in accordance with the facts."
In reply Herr Sholtz traced the
history of early German radio,
with the government owning the
majority of stock. Agents were
appointed by the Political Supervisory Committee and Cultural
Board which censored programs.
The Reichpost, he added, held the
pursestrings on money for the
stations and even owned all technical apparatus.
"Radio stations could exercise
no influence on the transmission
of their broadcasts and had to
accept in silence any and all international agreements," Herr
Sholtz asserted. He added:
We who produced the programs know
how strictly radio in those days was
held in tutelage, not to say deprived
of rights altogether. ... In radio at
that time there were no news desks, no
political editors, no critical commentaries, Aside
no discussions
publiccensored
problems.
from one of
or two
talks, which we called the "official
skimmed milk," there was no political
information.
Radio contributed nothing — absolutely
nothing — toward the political maturity
of the people, which was so necessary
if the people's resistance to totalitarian
propaganda was to be kept alive. In
its structure at that time it could do
nothing, precisely because it was under
guardianship, because it was kept in
leading strings by the state. . . . Radio
did an enormous service to the enemies of democracy. . . And if today
it is again to be placed under state
supervision or fed "the official skimmed
milk" in any other manner, perhaps
it will incur the same guilt once
again.
Purchase

KWSL

SALE of KWSL Lake Charles, La.,
by Alonso Stanford Dudley to the
owners of WBOK New Orleans
has been announced. Price is
$45,000 and transfer in subject to
FCC approval. New owners are
Jules J. Paglin, Stanley W. Ray Jr.,
both 42.5 % stockholders; Tom
Gresham, 8%; Edward J. Prendergast, 5%; Roy Rhodes, 1.6%.
Messrs. Paglin and Ray are 50%
owners of WBOK. Mr. Gresham
is commercial manager, M r .
Rhodes, program manager of
KWSL. Mr. Prendergast is assistant manager of WBOK. Mr. Ray
will be executive director of both
stations. Messrs. Gresham and
Rhodes will be co-managers of
250-w KWSL (on 1400 kc), which
is affiliated with both Mutual and
Liberty networks.

• Telecasting

Advertisement

From

where

6i/ Joe

Our

Bank

I sit

Marsh

Says

"Help Yourself"
People around here seem to need
lots of small change these days — what
with candy, gum, cigarette and soft
drink machines . . . pay phones . . .
and those penny sales taxes.
Used to put quite a strain on our
bank. Changing money took up a lot
of time. Then the Chief Teller, Happy
Wilson, read about another bank using
a "help yourself" change system. The
directors decided to see if it would
work here.
They

set out some

big shallow

bowls full of nickels, dimes and pennies
with a sign saying "make your own
change." Works fine, too. At the end
of the day the totals are never more
than a couple of cents under — or over
— the right amount.
From where I sit, folks everywhere
are pretty much alike, although they
may seem different. Farmers and city
folks, Republicans and Democrats,
those who enjoy a glass of beer occasionally and those who prefer something else— we all usually try to live
up to the trust others have in us.

Copyright, 1951, United States Brewers Foundation
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WLflV
Grand

Rapids, Mich.
PROGRAM

CHARACTER
PROVIDES

CHARACTER
ADVERTISING

Dorothy

Franke

WLAV's
Radio Neighbor

Dorothy intimately
meets with West Michigan's housewives o n
her daily program. They
know her . . . she knows
them. Her audience
knows and buys her
sponsor's product.
LET JOHN E. PEARSON
HELP SELECT YOUR
POSITIONS NOW.

UJLflV
AM

F M

ABC
for
Michigan's Second Market
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RECRUITING
Radio Shows Criticized
RADIO programming of the Defense Dept. — particularly the
Army's identification with MBS'
The Shadow — fell under the scrutiny of an economy-minded Senate
last week.
The issue arose in connection
with debate on a proposal to limit
funds for military public information activities to $10,950,000 for
the current fiscal year. The sum
was recommended by the Senate
Appropriations Committee in a
move to curtail field information
office activities of the Army, Navy
and Air Force.
Sen. George D. Aiken (R-Vt.)
inquired whether the funds covered
radio programs aired for the "entertainment ofthe armed services."
Sen. Joseph O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.)
explained certain programs are
arranged through Washington defense headquarters and would not
be affected. The cut, he added,
would apply to "radio services in
the field," but also includes $1,200,000
for Information.
the department's Office of
Public
The budget estimate for 1951-52
calls for $15,622,903. The House
allowed $12,300,000 and the Senate
committee further pared it to $10
million-plus.
"I wonder whether the armed
services are putting oh too many
radio programs. None of them
seem to have any connection with
military tactics," Sen. Aiken observed. At this point the Senator
revealed that he used to be an
avid listener of The Shadow, which
had carried recruiting announcements.
"Much to my amazement, one
day I started to listen to (it) and
1 found that the former sponsor
had given it up, and that the armed
services had taken it over," he ex"I have
not that
listenedplained,
lately adding,
to see
whether
has continued."
Sen. O'Mahoney said materials
before him listed Time for Defense, the Air Force Hour on radio
and TV, and Defense Report — but
no Shadow.
He asked : "Did I correctly understand the Senator from Vermont to say that he likes The

FROM the kitchen to the executive's
chair is the capsule story of Franklin
Tooke, general manager, WOWO Fort
Wayne. Mr. Tooke was a foil for
Jane Weston on the WOWO Modern
Home Forum in 1941, helping to
organize the program and serving as
announcer (top photo). He moved on
ta „ become program manager -of
KDKA Pittsburgh and KYW Philadelphia before returning to WOWO as
general manager. After years of
"seasoning," Mr. Tooke is interviewed
by (lower photo) Miss Weston on the
still-popular forum show.
RECORDING

SERVICE
Is Begun by KEX
NEW department known as KEX
Recording Sales began operation
at KEX Portland as of Sept. 1,
according to J. B. Conley, KEX
general manager. LaVerle Teed,
with John Keating Studios, Portland, since 1942, has been named
sales representative of the new
commercial recording service.
All station facilities, including
studios, engineers and producers,
are coordinated into the service.

EXPANDS
Adds 12 N ew Affiliate
ADDITION of 12 new affiliate:
for the regional Intermountaii
Network
plansannounced
for continuec
expansionandwere
las 1
week by President George C. Hatcl
at
Lakenetwork
City. headquarters in Sal];
The new additions bring ihi[
total of Intermountain affiliates td
39 and will enable the network t<J
cover "the huge upland area bel
tween the Rockies and the Sierra!
all the way from the Canadian tl
the Mexican borders," Mr. Hatcl i
stated. Wider regional coveragi
of news and sports, includinj
Rocky Mountain football confer
ence games, is planned.
New affiliates are:
KFEL Denver, KCSJ Pueblo, KOK(
La Junta, all Colo.; KSET El Pasc
Tex.; KRTN Raton, KFUN Las Vegas
KVER Albuquerque, KTNM Tucum
cari, KICA Clovis, KGFL Roswell
KSVPN. M.
Artesia
and KOBE
Las Crucesl1
all
Previous
27 affiliates
com j:.
prised stations in Utah, Idaho, Wyom :
ing, Montana and Nevada.
According to estimates furnishei
by Lynn L. Meyer, vice presiden
in charge of sales, the network wil
serve a population of 3,985,58
under current expansion. U. S

Bureau of the Census shows 1,017, J'-y
750 TV
radiosets
homes
50,' '■'
000
in thecompared
coverage toarea*
Total retail sales were $3,955,000,
000 in 1950, according to censu^'
data.
WGBR

POWER INCREASE
Goes From 250w to 1 k
WGBR Goldsboro, N. C, boosted it l
power from 250 w to 1 kw last Tues
day. Vassie G. Balkcum is genera
manager.
Scheduled to be added to loca.jf
salutes were tributes from WPTI
WRAL
Raleigh, WELS Kinston
WIAM Williamston, WRRF Wash
ington and WMFD Wilmington, a^ jj
in North Carolina.
WNYC New York recently announce,
preliminary plans for its Second An
nual
of Oct.Art14,Festival
when itscheduled
will carryforoverwee'5<
air time hours devoted to Americai
art and artists.

Sen. Aiken shot back: "I like
Shadow?"
The
Shadotv better when it is
not paid for by the taxpayer . . .
Some of the programs are getting
a little out of the taxpayers'
ranee . . ."
NABET Election
NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers and Technicians (CIO)
last week won the right to bargain
collectively for engineers and production employes at WNBF-AMTV Binghamton, N. Y. In an
NLRB election NABET got 20
votes out of 32 cast. A total of 34
employes is involved. On Aug. 16
NABET won an election at WKOP
Binghamton, forming a bargainingunit of engineers, announcers,
newscasters and salesmen.
BROADCASTING
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EX-DR. I. Q.
Returns to Air as Minister
iTHE EEV. James W. McClain,
radio's Dr. I. Q. from 1940-1946
who gave up a
large income as
an NBC star to
enter the ministry, returned to
the air Sept. 9.
He is to be
heard Sunday 4
p.m. for 52 weeks
over the 19-station Texas State
Network in a 15
Rev. McClain
minute program,
Philosophy in the
Mews. The program originates at
WRR Dallas, a TSN affiliate.
As an Episcopal minister, Rev.
McClain's main concern is serving
God. He thinks that radio will
help him reach that objective. In
mis present calling, Rev. McClain
"reportedly
earns each
in a year
formerly made
weekwhat
whenhe
NBC carried his Dr. I. Q. program
over 132 stations.
VOICE' CHANGE
Now Emphasizes Values
ANSWERING criticism over its
a program content, the Voice of
\merica has switched emphasis of
|ts overseas broadcasts from Amercan luxuries to the qualities which
lave made a strong nation.
This change in tune was reported
ast Monday by Thurman L. Bernard, general manager of the State
□ept.'s information and educaional exchange
program. Mr.
'Bernard cited "jealousy and anger"
;imong certain Europeans over re\ 5Dorts of American living standards. Congress also has been
sharply critical.
' The Voice, Mr. Bernard reported,
3 now stressing values of chart< ijacter, spiritual qualities, ideals and
Cultural life among U. S. citizens
■ather than possession of automobiles, refrigerators and radio-TV
sets.
B&W ADDS
Two Jones' Accounts
rHE NEWLY formed agency,
^cheideler, Beck & Werner, New
i'ork,
with an to
approximate
mil.ion billing
start, has$6 been
earned by two more accounts effective Sept. 30. These are the
Mcllhenney Co. (Tabasco) and
iVesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales
^o. (MFB Quick-blend and Tavol),
30th formerly handled by Duane
rones Co.
Other
accounts
already anounced are Manhattan Soap Co.
Sweetheart toilet soap), Bluvhite Flakes and Blue Barrel
aundry soap ; the food division
if G. F. Heublein & Bro. Inc., Hart'ord,
musard; for
the A-l
razorsauce
blade and
and A-l
firearms
iivisions of the Marlin Firearms
o., New Haven, Conn.
BROADCASTING

GRID

SCRIPTS

Standard's Weekly Service
A COMPLETE weekly football
program script is being released to
all subscriber stations of Standard
Program Library service by Standard Radio Transcription Services
Inc., starting today.
Air-mailed each Monday, the
script is for use as a 15-minute
program preceding local games
carried on the station, according to
Gerald King, president of Standard.
Roughly following the various
football conferences, Standard has
divided the country into five districts in its distribution of the
scripts, Milt Blink, Standard's vicepresident in Chicago, pointed out.
"Stations in each section of the
country will receive scripts with
particular emphasis on the football news of the locale," he said.
"In this way we plan to make these
shows of even greater interest to
the local station and its audience."
Standard Program Library includes transcribed music of over
60 colleges and universities which
will be used in this series. Standard is considering the continuation of the series into winter basketball season, it was said.
CAB BOARD
Plans Free Radio Drive
DECISIONS on a campaign by
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters for
an independent regulatory body for
Canadian broadcasting and freedom of information now denied by
unenforced regulations of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., were made at
a meeting of CAB directors at the
Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal, Sept.
12-13.
A report was given to the directors by CAB board chairman
Malcolm Neill, CFNB Fredericton,
and Jim Allard, CAB general
manager, on attitudes and viewpoints of CAB member stations and
especially of French-language stations. Under discussion also was
the request of Western Assn. of
Broadcasters at Banff on Sept. 1,
asking CAB to press for discontinuance of annual listener receiver
license [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10] and resolution of
Windsor (Ont.) Chamber of Commerce recently that no TV receiver
license should be levied where there
is no Canadian TV transmitter, as
in the case of Windsor.
CBC Board Meet
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS of Canadian stations will be heard at the
77th meeting of the board of
governors of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at Radio-Canada Bldg.,
Montreal, Sept. 27-29. Share
transfers of a number of stations,
recapitalization of CJAT Trail,
B. C, CHEX Peterborough and
CKWS Kingston, are on the agenda.
License transfers are being requested by CKFI Fort Frances,
Ont., and CFDA Victoriaville, Que.

• Telecasting
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NARTB Dist. 2
(Continued from page UU)
never in the history of advertising
killed any other medium. Certainly
TV, powerful as it is, is not going
to put radio out of business."
First problem confronting timebuyers in purchasing TV, according to Mr. Reuschle, is time clearance, whether network or spot. This
TV seller's market "is not good for
television as a medium and it raises
cain with the buyer's digestion,"
he said. "Network orders have been
cancelled and agencies have lost
valuable clients due to unsatisfactory station clearance.
"Not until several years after
the 'freeze' will a buyer be able
to really pick and choose stations
and time to suit his client's best
needs. In the meantime, competition for time is keen and not always negotiated for according to
the rules."
Second problem concerning TV
timebuyers is centered around ascending rates for both time and
talent, according to Mr. Reuschle.
He said the declining cost-perthousand for TV, from 94 cents in
fall of 1949 to 48 cents in spring
of 1951, has been reversed and
latest figure is 51 cents. 'A large
percentage of set sales, he continued, are based on trade-ins for
larger screens.
Third problem of the buyer is
lack of uniform station policies, he

Good

UP-STATE ATTENDEES at NARTB District meeting
(seated, I to r): Kolin Hager, WEAV Plattsburg; Walter
Valerius, WELM Elmira; Andrew Jarema, WKOP Binghamton; Harold Cassill, WOSC Oswego; Simon R. Goldsaid. He referred to failure of some
stations to respect network option
time; double, triple and quadruple
spotting, and clearance of time.
Mr. Reuschle cited several TV
success stories: Westinghouse sold
872 $70 fans, $60,000 worth, on a
Studio One commercial in Chicago;
American Safety Razor Corp.
bought TV in the fall of 1950
with sales in the doldrums and
in less than two months the
factory was working full speed and
unable to meet the demand;
Clark's Teaberry gum sales went
up 46.2% in TV markets after a
spot TV campaign in 13 mediumsized markets, with no sales increase in non-TV markets; HoodGoodrich promoted canvas shoes
for children on TV, with five out

Morning

... you

March, April, May, 1951
Hooper in Chattanooga
Station
Station WDEF
Monday thru Friday
B
C
2.0
11.0
7:30 to 8:00 A.M.
3.2
2.8
13.0
8:00 to 8:15
2.8
1.4
2.1
8:15 to 8:30
11.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B
C
wdef
9.3
12.2
33.5%
8:00 A.M.— 12:00 Noon

bet!

Station
E
1.0
2.8

Station
D
2.3

REPRESENTED
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of six dealers saying youngsters insisted on the TV brand ; Beverwyck
Beer and Irish Cream Ale, sponsoring wrestling, a show in Schenectady, pulled 102,775 contest entries
in a 13-week period.
Registration at the Syracuse
meeting included:
W. R. Alford Jr., WSYR Syracuse;
Addison Amor, Lang-Worth Feature
Programs,
NewMassena;
York; Robert
Anderson, WMSA
A. N.E. Bender,
WHAM Rochester; George W. Bingham,
WKIP Poughkeensie; George F. Bissell,
WEAV Plattsburg; Frances H. Brinkley,
WENE Binghamton; Robert J. Burton,
BMI, New York; Matthew E. Carney
Jr., WELM Elmira; W. W. Carter Jr.,
WTRY Troy; John Casey, SESAC, New
York; Harold W. Cassill, WOSC Oswego;
Larry Cervone, Gates Radio Co., New
York; ton;Joseph
K. Close.
KingsEdward Codel,
The WKNY
Katz Agency,
New York; Ken Cowan, Broadcasting •
Telecasting, New York; R. P. Doherty,
NARTB, Washington; Nat V. Donato,
C. P. MacGregor, New York; William
Fay, WHAM Rochester; Harold E. Fellows, NARTB, Washington; George
Field, RCA Thesaurus, New York;
Robert W. Gifford, WFCB Dunkirk;
Harry L. Goldman, WROW Albany;
Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown;
Kolin Hager, WEAV Plattsburg; Arvid
Hamrin, Standard Rate & Data Service,
New York; Michael R. Hanna, WHCU
Ithaca; Jack Hardesty, NARTB, WashRalph Hardy,
Washington; Leeington;Hart,
BAB, NARTB,
New York;
James
W. Higgins, WWNY Watertown; Karl
B. Hoffman, WGR Buffalo; F. L. Keesee,
WMBO Auburn; Earl R. Kelly, WWNY
Watertown; Frank W. Kelly, WBEN
Buffalo;
J. Kelly,
WFBL Syracuse; JanJames
King, WEAV
Plattsburg;
John
D. Langlois, Lang-Worth Feature Programs, New York; Nathaniel Marshall,
General Precision Laboratory Pleasant ville; ton;Cecil
D. Mastin,WWSC
WNBF Glens
BinghamCarl Mattison,
Falls;
Thomas R. McHugh, WMSA Massena;
W. H. Moon, BMI Canada; Robert B.
Morgan, WMBO Auburn; Win Needles,
World Broadcasting System, New York;
Sol Paul. Broadcasting • Telecasting,
New York; Robert M. Peebles. WKNY
Kingston; L. L. Rogers, WNBF Binghamton; W. V. Rothrum, WSYR SyraW. Ryder.
Endicott;cuse;
Joel Stephen
H. Scheier,
WIRY WENE
Plattsburg;
Alois A. Schmidt, WFCB Dunkirk; Alex
Sherwood, Standard Program Library,
New York: Kenneth Sparnon, BMI New
York: Elliott Stewart, WIBX Utica;
Robert Stone. SESAC, New York;
Walter Valerius. WELM Elmira: Charles
A. Wall, BMI. New York; R. W. WelWGY Schenectady;
Samuel
Wood-G.
worth,pott, WFBL
Syracuse;
Albert
Zink, WRGB Schenectady.

3.1
3.3
3.0
E
22.3

D
21.1

T370 KC
5000 WATTS
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA

man, WJTN Jamestown; Stephen Ryder, WENE Endicott;
Karl B. Hoffman, WGR Buffalo. Standing: Ralf Welpott,
WGY Schenectady; George Bissell, WEAV Plattsburg.
Meeting was held last Monday-Tuesday in Syracuse.

Carter M. Parham, President
BRAN

HAM

NY
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KOWL BUSINESS
Negro, Spanish Spots Up
NATIONAL advertisers are growing more interested in specialized
programs aimed at specific groups, ,
according to Art Croghan, owner
of KOWL Los Angeles. He attrib- ,
uted this increase in national ac
counts to a general rise in the ![il
number
of specialized stations
along with recognition of their
merit and impact on audiences and
sales figures.
KOWL emphasizes Negro and
Spanish programs, aiming at the
combined 750,000 population of
those two groups in the Los
Angeles area. Mr. Croghan said
that among advertisers buying in
Spanish on KOWL were Old Gold
Cigarettes, Carnation Milk, Speery
Flour, MJB Coffee, E a s t s i d e
Beer, Maier Brew 102, Gallo
Wine and Dr. Pepper. On Joe
Adams' Negro disc-jockey show,
advertisers include Old Golds,
White King Soap, Manischweitz
Wine, Royal Crown Hair Dressing
and others.
FCC EMPLOYES
Archibald, Johnson
FCC LOST two employes last week
through death. Roland M. ArchiChief
Engineer's
office, bald,
died52, ofof the
a heart
attack
following
his
return
from
a
month-long
vacation. Frances C. Johnson, 44,
was burned to death in a fire at
her apartment. She was employed
in the personnel division of the
FCC.
Mr. Archibald joined FCC during World War II as supervisor
of the FCC's Radio Intelligence Division at San Juan, P. R. He was
monitoring officer in the Gulf
States area, Field Engineering &}
Monitoring Service, stationed at
Kingsville, Tex., before going to
Washington headquarters in 1945.

TWO courses in international
broadcasting and television will be
conducted by Arno G. Huth at the
New School for Social Research
this fall. Specialists in radio and
television, representing the United
Nations, American networks and
principal international broadcasting services will participate as
guest speakers.
BROADCASTING

•

Bronco Ride Taped
A tape-recording of a 10-seeond bucking bronco ride was
played for listeners of KVSO
Ardmore, Okla. The recording
was made by a bronco-rider
who managed to hold a microphone in one hand while
grasping a grass-rope rein in
the other. Tape was played
back as part of a 30-minute
description of an upcoming
fair. Incidentally, the bronco's
name was "1240," which happens — just happens — to be
KVSO's frequency.
DAY AT RACES
WPTR Host to Ad Execs
FOURTH and last "mass migration" of New York ad executives
spent a "day at the races" with executives ofWPTR Albany fortnight
ago at the Saratoga Race Track.
Among those in the part from
New York were Jerry Lyons and
Joe Weed of Weed & Co.; Dan
Potter and Charlie Wiengert, of
Benton & Bowles; Frank Kemp and
Marty Hanson, of Compton Adv.;
:
1 Dick Bean, of Pedlar & Ryan;
Frank Silvernail, of BBDO; Jim
Luce, of J. Walter Thompson; Helen
Wilber, of Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, and Pat Harknett, of
J. M. Mathes.

Gr abhor n Hits
Networks
ECONOMIC
THREAT
NETWORK infiltration into the national spot field is threatening the
entire system of broadcasting and radio's basic economic structure.
This charge was leveled at the networks last Wednesday by Murray
Grabhorn, managing director, National Assn. of Radio and Television
Station Representatives. *
Mr. Grabhorn spoke before Bos- he added, for a single station or
ton Radio Executives Club at small groups to protest to their networks because they are not orBoston's Hotel Touraine. Presiding
ganized. Collectively, Mr. Grabhorn
was Edmund J. Shea, club president, and media director of James
pointed out, association members
represent 525 AM stations and 71
Thomas Chirurg Co.
Mr. Grabhorn declared that last TV stations.
year
total revenue
for timesto
sales "the
to networks
amounted
about $121 million. Of this they
paid their affiliates approximately
30% or roughly $36 million.
"National spot advertisers, on the
other hand, spent nearly as much,
about $120 million, and the stations
retained about 70% of the total or

roughly $84 million."
Trading a network's 30-cent dollars for national spot's 70-cent dollars places in serious jeopardy a
large portion of the revenue of the
network's affiliates as well as that
of a thousand other independent
stations, Mr. Grabhorn warned.
Recourse for Revenue
Independents are vitally affected,
he pointed out, because they have
but two sources to draw upon from
their 100% dollar revenue — local
and national spot, where as affiliates also have network revenue.
White to Speak
The basic pattern of American
FRANK WHITE, MBS president,
broadcasting since its inception, Mr.
has been selected to keynote the fall Grabhorn added, entitles the staconvention of the Alabama Broadtion operator to expect revenue
casters Assn. to be held at the U. from these sources, which must be
of Alabama Oct. 12-13. As prin- kept in balance if proper income is
cipal speaker, he will address ABA
to be maintained.
■ on "New Concepts of Radio ProCommenting on trade press regramming and Selling."
ports that his association is "mad"
because the station representative's
PLANS for covering the visit of Princommission is by-passed, he recess Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinmarked, "Peculiar arithmetic has
burgh to Canada and Washington from
October 2 to November 5 are now
been advanced in some cases to at■50 I nearing completion by CBC. Two
tempt to prove that the station
travelling teams of from eight to ten
actually netted just as much from
i persons are being assigned to give the tandem plan, or the pyramid
fulltime coverage of tour. Broadcasts
plan, or whatever flag it sails under,
will be made for both Trans-Canada
as
if they received the same busiand Dominion networks, as well as
ness on a national spot basis.
the CBC French network, and all major events will be covered by CBC
Doubts Networks Losing
International Service.
"If such arithmetic were uniformly accurate for all stations,"
Mr. Grabhorn observed, "the network would be doing no more than
breaking even on the whole deal at
best, and more likely, losing money.
MRC
That premise stretches my credulity
is WDRC-FM
e£ of network altruism to a very, very
fineStation
line." representatives do have
a vital interest in the problem, he
said, because "their job — for which
the stations pay them a commission— is to secure as much national
spot business for their represented
stations as possible."
Since these stations represent all
networks, the representative would
have to make individual protests to
each network and would be a single
voice crying in the wilderness, Mr.
Grabhorn declared.
It would be equally impractical,
Telecast! n g

KLX

LEADS

ALL

ABC NAMES COE
As Network News Director
WITH the promotion of John T.
Maddigan to director of news and
special events for the ABC television division [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10], Donald B. Coe,
director of special events for ABC
radio network, was named to succeed Mr. Maddigan as director of
news for the radio network of
ABC.
Mr. Coe has been with ABC since
1944 as a fulltime war correspondent. Before that he was with
United Press in Albany in 1935,
and appointed to the UP foreign
staff in 1942. Early this year, he
was appointed to the post of director of special events for ABC.
NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK AUGUST 5-11, 1951Rating
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Programs
%
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average for (4.0)
All Programs)
Dragnet (NBC)
1
7.0
Big Story (CBS)
(NBC)
2 Romance
6.6
5.9
3 Mr. District Attorney (ABC)
6.3
4
6.2
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
(CBS)
5
(ABC)
6 Walter
Pursuit Winchell
(CBS)
5.7
7
Big Town (NBC)
8
5.7
and Mrs. North (CBS)
9 Mr.
5.6
The Bickersons (NBC)
5.7
10
5.6
EVENING,
MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For
All Programs)
(2.3)
One
Man's Family (NBC)
1
4.6
DAY,2 News of the World (NBC)
4.0
Lone Ranger (ABC)
3
4.0
SUNDAY (Average For All Pro3.3
grams)
(1.7)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
2 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC)
DAY,3 Old Fashioned Revival Hour
3.7
(ABC)
2.7
6.3
SATURDAY (Average For All Pro- (3.9)
5.5
grams)
Armstrong
Theater
(CBS)
5.4
1
Central Station (CBS)
2 Grand
3 Alias Jane Doe (CBS)
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by applying the "NIELSEN-RATING" (%) to 41,903,000-the 1951 estimate of Total United
States Radio Homes.
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KLX
TRIBUNE TOWER • OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
Represented Nationally by

(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs,
Average Audience basis is used.
Copyright by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 16)
development of Union College, has
been editorializing and campaigning over WSNY for good government, a clean-up of local crime
conditions and investigation of
undue political influence for some
time. Then the lid blew off. . . .
Here's a challenge to radio. Our
hometown community radio stations can make news, make history,
and make the most fascinating radio listening of our generation by
merely "operating in the public
interest."
How? It's not difficult. No community is free from the taint and
suspicion of crime and its close
association with some politicians.
You, we in radio, should blast it
wide open and then continue to be
the guardians of clean, effective
government. . . .
You can do it with one good man
who is free of political ties and
who has the intelligence and guts
to do the job.
Winslow Leighton
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WSNY Schenectady, N. Y.
In the Army Now
EDITOR:
We are presently in the process
of setting up a radio section in
our Public Information Office, and
as we are starting from scratch we

have a limited amount of necessary
material to operate with.
Much to our delight, we discovered a copy of one of Broadcasting
• Telecasting's yearly radio station maps. However, it was a few
years old and quite dusty. Neither
do we have any kind of a current
list of AM and FM radio stations
in the U. S.
Would you be so kind as to let us
know how we can obtain a copy of
the current map and Yearbook for
our use here? . . .
Everett A. Day, SFC
Public Information Office
Fort Lewis, Wash.
[EDITOR'S
currentdrafted
map and
a YEARBOOKNOTE:
haveA been
and
should
report
for
duty
at
Fort
Lewis
within a week.]
California Pioneers
EDITOR:
I certainly join with you in your
editorial sentiments of the Aug. 27
issue, praising the initiative of the
Detroit and Tulsa broadcasters in
getting together to promote radio
cooperatively.
As you know, our Southern California Broadcasters Assn. pioneered this type of joint effort
several years ago, even to the extent of hiring a full-time managing
director. Later this mbnth, we are
expanding our local promotion of
the medium to the national spot
field by sending Bob McAndrews,
the gentlemen referred to, to carry
a basic presentation on Southern

BETTENDORF
AN O
DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCK
MOL MOLINE
AND EAST
IN ILLINOIS
more

local advertisers

bought time on Radio Station WOC,
July i, 1 950- June 30, 1951, than in
any previous 12-month

WOC

money

for time on

144%

during this period,

than in any similar 12-months
Men who buy advertising at the local level . . . the cash
register level . . . know what piles up those black -ink figures on their sales reports. Take your cue from the 215
local advertisers who use WOC. Buy at their cash register
level — you'll buy WOC and you'll find your Quint-City
sales skyrocketing.
Basic NBC

Affiliate

5000 W — 1420 Kc
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, manager
DAVENPORT,
Page 68
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Don't Throw That Shoe
EDITOR:
Have you any information on
"Be Kind to Announcers Week"?
Chicago
M.
Hawkins
money.]
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Announcers we
know don't crave kindness — just
Right Baby, Wrong Pop
EDITOR:
Read the latest edition of
BROADCASTING [and] an Open
Mike Editor's Note which credits
World Broadcasting System with
the origination of the phrase,
"Wherever
you go, there's radio."
This
is incorrect.
This phrase was originated by
Art Gloster, CKLW, of the United
Detroit Radio Committee, July,
1951 . . . was adopted by United
Detroit Radio Committee as official
slogan Aug. 13 . . . The United
Detroit Radio Committee does not
have the phrase copyrighted. It
is open to use by anyone in the radio industry who cares to take advantage of it. . . .
Leo Gutman requested permission to use the phrase in World
publicity and promotion. . . .
Hal Neal
WXYZ Detroit
Chairman
United Detroit Radio
Committee
FOOD DEALERS
WSAI Entertains Wives

period . . .

. . . local advertisers spent
more

California Radio to time buyers in
four key eastern cities.
All of us broadcasters out here
join with you and Bill Ryan of
BAB in hoping that the germ of
regional joint promotion will infect more and more additional
areas.
W. J. Beaton
General Manager
KWKW-AM-FM Pasadena

National Representatives
Free & Peters, Inc.

WHEN you want to cement public
relations with convention hosts, it's
a good idea to play up to the little
woman as well. WSAI Cincinnati
has found it pays off in good will.
The station staged a fashion
show in its studios for the wives
of food retailers attending the
Kentucky State Convention. The
program was part of an effort to
cooperate with the Northern Kentucky Independent Food Dealers
Assn., convention hosts, in planning its entertainment program.
The fashion commentary was delivered by Peg Sherwood, star of
the WSAI New Will Lenay Show.
Refreshments were served by the
station's advertisers and the studio
was turned over to the visiting
women for their own meeting.
Fashions were supplied by McAlpin's department store and models by the Patricia Stevens School
of Modeling.

WEMP

STOCK

Buys 45%
Interest'!i
IN WTCN
A CORPORATE
reorganization
49.5% interest in WEMP Mi
waukee has been sold for $148, 50C \i
to WTCN Minneapolis and Andrew «
Spheeris, Milwaukee theatre owner;]]
Control of WEMP remains in theil
hands of present owners, including ||
ex-Sen. Robert M. La Follette andji
Glenn D. Roberts.
Two classes of stock are set uu|
by the reorganization. The present i|
owners acquire all the Class Ai
holding, representing 50.5% inter-|
est. The Class B stock is acquired
by the new owners, WTCN receivn
ing a 45% interest in WEMP and
Mr. Spheeris acquiring 4.5% inter-!
est. Class A stockholders will
elect
six directors, Class B threfl
directors.
Since the reorganization involves*
no change in control, WEMP has!}
asked FCC to approve the trans-B
action without requiring the sub-T
mission of a transfer application. I
WEMP is an applicant for TYl
in Milwaukee. In the event it gets!
a TV grant, all stockholders agree!
to double their investment. If ad-f
ditional money is needed, WTCN]
has agreed to supply it— up tol
$200,000 according to unofficial re-l
Went Through Hearings
ports.
WEMP operates with 250 w on
1340 kc. It went through the Milwaukee TV hearing in July and;
August 1948 when there were four
applicants for the then three available channels. Upon the withdrawal of one applicant, the remainder petitioned FCC for immediate grants. But, before the
Commission acted on the petition,^
the TV freeze was imposed.
WTCN is owned by Mid-Continent Radio-Television Inc., which
also operates WTCN-FM and
WTCN-TV. It is owned 50% by
the St. Paul Dispatch and PioneerPress (Ridder Publications Inc.)
and 50% by the Minnesota Tribune
Co. The Ridder family owns KSDN
Aberdeen, S. D.; KILO Grand
Forks, N. D.; WDSM DuluthSuperior. The Ridders also publish the New York Journal of Commerce, New York Staats-Zeitung
and Herold, Duluth Herald and
News-Tribune, Aberdeen (S.D.)
American and News, Grand Forks
(N.D.) Herald, and have a minority interest in the Seattle Times.
Mr. Spheeris owns the Towne
Theatre in Milwaukee among other
houses and recently won a trebledamage suit under the anti-trust
laws against certain major producers.
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SPOT?

The TV Division of the Petry Company has all available
data on set saturation, mail pull, ratings, results,
and the other factors which add up to the answer:

"How hard will a certain TV show sell?"

WSB-TV

Let us put these facts to work — to help you get the
heaviest impact per SpoTV dollar in these twelve
important markets.

Baltimore
WBAL-TV
WFAA-TV
Dallas
KPRC-TV
Houston
KHJ-TV
Los Angeles

..Atlanta

WHAS-TV

Louisville

KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville

Jtest Set Count
By Markets
Page 80

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

WOAI-TV

San Antonio

KOTV
REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS

Tulsa
BY

TO

SAVE

YOUNG

To encourage safety among the young people of
Lancaster and surrounding communities
WGAL-TV presents a safety program every Saturday. The two featured programs, "Safety on the
Highways" and "Meet Your Guardians of Safety"
are scheduled on alternate Saturdays in cooperation with the Lancaster Automobile Club.
An incident that happened on the "Safety on the
Highways" show indicates the large audience these
programs enjoy. Recently, Sgt. Herman A. Reis of
the Columbia, Pennsylvania sub-station of the
Pennsylvania State Police began his program with
a story about a little girl who had been seriously
■injured when she was struck by a truck a few days
before. He mentioned that she was in a Sunbury,
Pennsylvania hospital and was very much in
need of cheering up. Within a few days, little
Elizabeth Beatty had received more than twelve
hundred cards from viewers throughout Eastern
Pennsylvania who had heard her story.

Cheered by the 1200 cards she received
as a result of this one program, Elizabeth
Beatty manages a great big smile.

WGAL-TV presents this public service program as
one of many in its constant endeavor to render
outstanding service to the people of the communities itserves.

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER,
A Steinman Station •

PENNSYLVANIA
Clair R. McCollough, President

NBC
TV. AFFILIATE

WGAL
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Represented by
ROBERT MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

Chicago . San Francisco . New York . Los Angeles
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TV ADVERTISERS

BALLOT

TIME sales of TV stations and
networks will run well ahead of
last year, according to results of
the Trends survey of national advertisers.
While many advertisers are
loath to disclose their plans, enough
returns were received to give general indications of the autumn-winter trend.
No signs of disillusionment with
TV's dual visual-aural appeal have
appeared, contrary to frequent predictions made a year ago as the
:ost of TV campaigns pointed upward. TV advertisers, obviously,
are getting results from the
medium and this is reflected in
their video budgets for the autumnsinter season.
An interesting element in the
jpward trend found in the ques-

ARE
WELL
OVER
'50
tionnaire analysis isPURCHASES
centered in budgets.
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Dec.
25, 1950].
the extent of budget increases. In
Television network and spot are
International disturbances, acute
practically every case the TV budsharing equally in the expanded
gets are increasing more than 20%,
budgets, the questionnaires show.
for
moretelevision
than a year,
haven'tto hurt
occasionally as much as 100% and
or radio
any
Largest increases appear in the either
200%. Apparently when adverproprietary - cosmetic, food and
tisers get their feet wet in the tobacco lines though these trends
considershould not be considered concluable exvisual medium, they're in television to stay — and in a big way.
vertisers
sive since the questionnaire cross
tent. Adare
going
Only a tiny proportion of TV
section may not be typical because
ahead on
sponsors plan to reduce budgets
of the relative size of the sample
a business TRENDS
during the season. Nearly half of in the case of advertisers spending
as
usual
over $1 million a year in TV and
those responding to the questionThey
radio.
naire plan to spend about the same
basis.
for FALL
Some of the new money going
amount in TV as they spent a
into television this season will be haven't been seriously affected,
year ago. A little over half plan
to enlarge their budgets.
devoted to daytime network and thus far, by shortages of materials
Largest increases naturally were
spot schedules, which have been but some signs appear that defense
found in advertisers spending more
coming into their own since the production will start cutting into
first of the year.
than $1 million in the electronic
basic products used in the manufacture of consumer goods.
media. Of this group, only two adThe questionnaire returns conDiversion of radio money into
vertisers said they planned to cut
firm Broadcasting • Telecasttheir TV expenditures compared to
ing's 1950 forecast that TV's up- television hasn't taken place to any
a year ago. Those increasing their
ward trend would continue un- important extent despite figures
budgets are drawing all or part
broken this year. The findings bear
published by
organized
national advertisers
which are designed
to
of the increase from radio, in some
out the prediction that well under
cases, but many are bringing in a majority of national advertisers
show brutal declines in radio lisnew money for added TV costs or would cut into their broadcast doltening in areas served by televilars to finance use of television
taking it from printed media
son, judging by the questionnaires.

TV AGENCIES

83%

BALLOT
.

!

•.

.

Almost as firm was national spot.
This fast-growing portion of the
TV industry will continue its
spectacular growth, judging by the
replies. Eighty-one percent of
agencies said they planned to
spend more money on national TV
spot this fall, the other 19% planning to toe the same mark. As in
the case of local TV there were
no instances in which agencies
planned to reduce spot expenditures.
This characteristic upward trend
in television also appeared, though
not to such a spectacular extent,
in network buying. Of the responding agencies, 53% said they
planned to increase TV network
expenditures, 26% said they would
maintain the 1950 pace and 21%
said they would reduce network
TV purchases. It was believed
some of the billings lost to network TV would be moved to television spot or radio time.
By far the largest share of TV

IGHTY-THREE percent of advertising agencies placing television time will increase their billings this autumn in comparison
vvith a year ago, according to the
Trends fall forecast.
Based on questionnaires from
agencies of all sizes in all parts
jf the nation, the Trends study
/shows that 6% of the agencies
tvill spend the same amount as last
rear for television schedules and
il% will reduce their billings.
Strongest showing in the TV
nedium appears in the local field,
.vith 84% of agencies reporting
:hey would increase local billings.
Sixteen percent reported they
7-ould hold the same mark. None
)f the returns showed intent to
•ut local buying this autumn.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

PLAN

INCREASED

questionnaire respondents are
located in New York City. The
analysis shows also that the bulk
of the agencies using video on a
large scale are in the $5 million$10 million bracket (total TV and
radio billings) .
Scanning of the questionnaire
replies shows the increases in TV
billings will be concentrated in the
20-100% bracket. In two instances
the increases are 150%. On the
other
hand there
cases
1 are latedisowhere TV
bud gets
will
be
s h a rply
r educed,
t hough
some of this money remained within the medium through transfer
from network to spot or vice versa.
Several heavy advances in billings appeared in the Far West,

BILLINGS

particularly among agencies billing less than $1 million in total
TV-radio time.
If any portion of the TV medium
is starting to lose its effectiveness,
the symptoms cannot be detected
in the questionnaire returns. New
York agencies continue to be
highly TV-conscious but the survey shows inland and Pacific Coast
timebuyers even more enthusiastic
about the medium.
Some of the increase in network
TV billings is traced to higher network and station card rates as
well as to expansion of schedules
with
ities. growth of AT&T's relay facilAgency
of television billingscomparisons
this fall compared
to
fall of 1950
(percentage
of
questionnaire replies) :
Network
National Spot
Local
All Television

Up Down Same
53% 21 °o 26%
81
19
84
16
83
11
6
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TV STATIONS

AVERAGE

BALLOT
^s#^;

■■■■■■

BILLINGS, for the average television station, are up 39% this fall
over those in the fall of 1950.
Business is better in every
category — network, national spot
and local.
The revenue from local business
shows surprising strength with
the typical station getting a bigger
share of income from that source
than from either of the other two.
These facts were among those
gathered by a Trends survey conducted by Broadcasting • Telecasting among television station
executives. Response to the television section of the overall Fall
Business survey was of sufficient
volume to insure an accurate
sample.
While the average station
showed an increase in overall billings this fall of 39% there were
a few stations that did not fit into
the national pattern. About 5%
reported a small drop in billings
over those last year. Most of these
stations were located in the west
and midwestern sections of the
country.
Most stations in the east and
southeast reported increases, with
some ranging as high as 200%, although such isolated cases were
not included in the Trends averages. Best business was reported

by stations in the New York area
where the average billings were
up about 55% over those a year
ago. Since New York is one of
the long established television markets these averages seem significant.
In the local business category all
television managers reported business with retail stores as brisk.
Average station reported billings
up 41% over the fall of 1950.
Generally local business followed
the same pattern as overall billings, with the east and southeast
reporting better local business than
the midwest and far west sections
of the country.
A small number of stations
(about 4%) reported decreases in
the local category ranging as much
as 5% while another 4% of stations reported local business about
the same as last year. All of the
stations reporting the same or decreased local business were in the
midwest and far west areas.
Managers reported they expected
increased business this fall from
a diversified list of local advertisers. Most often mentioned were
department stores, beer and beverage concerns, clothing stores and
automobile firms. These were followed closely by appliances, auto
accessories and food advertisers.
There were indications that furniture and drug advertising would
be better than 1950.
Some managers expected to see
a decrease in jewelry and television receiver advertising. General
feeling seemed to be, however, that

BILLINGS

all local retailers would advertise
on television as much as they did
last year with many increasing
their television appropriations.
In the national spot field the
average television station expected
increases in billings of 38%.
Again in this category a difference in sectional business was
noticeable with the east and southeast expecting better business than
those in the midwest and far west.
One New York station optimistically predicted an increase of
400% in national spot billings this
fall and, while such excessive
figures were not used in forecasting averages, other stations mancreases. agers reported substantial inThere was considerable diversification of opinion among station executives on what classifications of national spot would show
the most increase. Some managers answered this question with
the
broad
statement
that "all"
classifications
of national
spot
billings would increase.
Others indicated they felt the
biggest increases would be in food
and drugs, soaps, cosmetics and
household goods classes.
The future course of national
spot automobile advertising was
argued pro and con with the preponderance of executives feeling
that this classification might show
a decrease this fall due to higher
prices and a reduction in the number of prospective customers.
Other managers argued that
auto advertising on a national spot

UP

39%

scale would increase. In the loca '
business category, mentioned
above, the consensus seemed to b<^
that local automobile dealers woulc
use television extensively.
The network picture continuec
bright
managerwith the average statioi
expect-crease of
ing an in3 5 % in
n e two rk TRENDS
b i llings.
Here

for FALL
again
tional
difference
noted in the loca
the secand national spot divisions wa;
noticeable with the most optimistic
reports coming from the east ant
southeast.
General feeling seemed to b j
that present network advertiser in
would continue using television an<t
would increase their budgets parti; f
due to higher rates and partly 1 1
expand schedules. With coast-to it:
coast network television just com.li
ing into use no manager felt will i
ing to predict what effect it woul
have on network billings generally
Several interesting trends wer
noted in answers to a questio
asking managers to compare th
division of gross revenue receive
from local, national spot and net
work for the past six months wit
that which they expect from th
same three sources this fall.
The average manager felt tha
there would be a smaller percenl
(Continued on page 105)

TV REPRESENTATIVES

BALLOT

TV REPRESENTATIVES report
business is booming on the stations they represent with most
major market stations sold out in
spite of recent rate increases.
An average for representatives
across the nation shows billings
up 93% over those a year ago. Several firms report increases of as
much as 300% over a year ago
and not one firm reported a decrease.
Increased billings in television
spots is almost universal among
representatives.
These conclusions were reached
from study of the Trends questionnaire that was sent by Broadcasting • Telecasting
to a
Page 72
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PROBLEM:

selected sample of television representatives.
One New York representative
with substantial billings reported
four of the TV stations he represents have 187 different national
accounts on them while the average AM station has only five such
advertisers.
Nearly every executive queried
mentioned the shortage of suitable
time and several mentioned constant inquiries for television spots
that could not be satisfactorily
filled.
Only exception to the general
rule of "sold out" came from the
smaller markets where choice time
is still available in some areas.
Categories showing an increase
in television purchases included
tobacco, soap, drugs, food, jewelry
and beer with tobacco leading the
list.
Some tendency was noticed toward switching of cigarettes from

FINDING

radio to television although many
representatives (see story page 28)
had listed tobacco firms as spending more money for radio this
fall than they did last year.
Categories buying less television
time than they did at this season
last year include automobile manufacturers and wine firms.
The interest in the time classification "one minute or less" was
nearly universal. An average of
all representatives reported a 64%
increase in billings in this categorythis year as compared to last.
Some250%.
reported increases of as high
as
In the more than one minute
but less than five minute category
increases were reported by all but
a very few representatives. Ninety-five per cent of the representatives reported increased billings in
that category this fall averaging
30% ahead of last year.

ENOUGH

TIME

Interest in programs runnin
more than five minutes was goo
About 90% of the representativt
answering questionnaires reporte
an increase. The average increas
in billings for this classificatio
was 52% over billings for 195
at this time. Only 8% of the repr<
sentatives reported a decrease i
this type of billings.
crease in
billings
The in-is
due in
some
TRENDS
boosts
mure etoa rate
sbyfor FALL
television sta-during the past year and t
tions
additional time on the air. Man
stations were "sold out" at thi
time last year but were operatin
on a much shorter schedule
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WCMI
ALLOCATIONS
SECOND GROUP of city-by-city
TV allocation filing last week laid
before the FCC the vexing proposals and counter-proposals affecting such cities as Pittsburgh,
Wheeling, Erie, Louisville, Huntington, Cincinnati and Columbus.
; The number of filings in the
Commission's
"paper" allocation
proceeding from the initial Aug.
1 £7 Allen B. DuMont proposals
- -[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
Sept. 3] reached a total of more
Chan 350 — of which more than 100
:ame in last week.
Pittsburgh applicants asked the
H jCommission to assign Channels 4
3j and 9 to that city — the latter from
Wheeling.
Wheeling Opposition
TJS Strenuous objections were filed
^ipo this plan by Wheeling interests,
^particularly
Fort Industry's
WWVA. Objection to the move of
1 Channel 4 to Pittsburgh was voiced
iaiby Crosley's WLWC Columbus,
. 'hich operates on Channel 3, but
■hich the FCC proposes to move
:o Channel 4. It claimed PittsVifourgh is only 162 miles from Co: ambus, thus being less than the
lir.imum 180 miles recommended
jonl tipy the FCC for co-channel operrall; :Jation.
re i The Pittsburgh situation grows
- :>ut of the fact FCC proposes to
- assign only VHF Channels 2, 11
mm
NEW TV BIDS
KFBC Files for Cheyenne
EfONLY new TV application received
by FCC up to Thursday last week
Was filed for Cheyenne, Wyo. by
FBC there.
KFBC requested Channel 13 with
isual power of 2.56 kw, from 189t. antenna.
Estimated construc;ion cost is $171,217 and expected
_ .rst year operating cost is $96,000.
New developments on the trend
HL|;o higher power for TV stations
"Broadcasting
Telecasting,
Sept.
3] included• FCC
grant of

More

and 13 there, with Channel 13 reserved for education operation.
Since Channel 2 is reserved for
the existing DuMont station WDTV
(TV), now operating on Channel 3,
that would leave only a single VHF
channel available for the present
seven applicants.
Although FCC proposes two
UHF channels to Pittsburgh, engineering evidence was submitted
to show UHF could not serve the
area properly due to its hilly,
rough terrain.
In Erie, the suggestion of
WERC there that WICU (TV) be
assigned to a UHF channel and
its VHF Channel 12 be reserved
for education, aroused the opposition of the Erie Dispatch station.
If the WERC recommendation
is premised on the policy of not
intermixing VHF and UHF in the
same localities, the WICU brief
asserted, the FCC will have to
radically revise its allocation plan.
In 162 top U. S. markets, WICU
pointed out, 115 have VHF and
UHF channels intermixed under
the FCC proposal. That is 71% of
those top cities, it said.
Comparison of Louisville's piece
of the TV spectrum and other cities
similar in rank was used by WKLO
there is a bid for an additional
UHF assignment.
Ranking as the 25th city in U. S.
sales and population, Louisville will
only get two VHF and two UHF
channels, WKLO explained. One of
the UHF channels is reserved for
educators, it was pointed out, thus
leaving only a single UHF channel
available. The two VHF channels
are already occupied by WAVETV and WHAS-TV.
This compares, it said, with Dallas, ranking 24th, with three VHF
and two UHF; Denver, 26th, with
four VHF and two UHF; Birmingham, 27th, with three VHF and
two UHF; Indianapolis, 28th, with

'Paper'

Fl oods

FCC

three VHF and two UHF; San
Diego, 29th, with three VHF and
three UHF channels.
WKLO reported it was going to
amend its present Channel 13 application to ask for UHF Channel
41, the channel it is asking be assigned to Louisville.
Reasons for objecting to the
FCC-proposed change of its frequency from Channel 5 to Channel
8 was given by WSAZ-TV Huntington. It would rather be shifted
to Channel 3, it said.
There are more than 50,500 TV
sets in its area, the station reported. All have low-band VHF
antennas. If it must change to
Channel 8, Huntington viewers will
have to buy highband VHF antennas.
At an estimated $20 per installation, WSAZ-TV averred, that would
cost the public $1 million.
Cost of shifting existing operation from Channel 5 to Channel 8
was estimated by the station at
$38,540. It could shift to Channel
3 for $23,000, the station said—
another reason for protesting the
FCC proposal.
Community TV Effect
What the proposed shift to Channel 8 would do to the seven community-TV installations in the
area could not be determined,
WSAZ-TV reported. It listed the
following such installations: Rainelle, Williamson, Montgomery,
Logan,
W. Ky.
Va.; Prestonburg and
Paintsville,
In a community-TV setup, local
interests erect a TV antenna atop
a nearby hill or mountain, pick up
a TV signal from the nearest station or stations, feed it to paying
subscribers via coaxial cable down
the mountain side from the highly
sensitive receiving antenna.
Both WHTN
Huntington and

^jjWFMY-TV
N. output
C. request for 5 Greensboro,
kw transmitter
tatiW|power, increasing its effective radicated power tenfold from 1.6 kw
creaffo 16.27 kw.
icatk] WBEN-TV Buffalo was granted
pecial temporary authority to increase its output from 85 w to 4.8
rep*
<w,
affording
maximum ERP of
;
use 50 kw (under current
regulations).
kVTTV Bloomington, Ind. also received temporary authority to increase its output to 2 kw from 1
;w, continuing to maintain same
5RP of 6.38 kw. Station will soon
equest another temporary grant
;o allow it to radiate 12.8 kw from
CLEVELAND television applicants have joined forces to
ts present 200 ft. antenna site.
Scranton Times application for
request five new UHF channels for the Cleveland area.
i new TV station in Scranton, Pa. Four stations — WGAR WHK WJW and WERE Cleveland
vas amended last week, switching
—are cooperating. Three VHF channels (WNBK, WEWS
from VHF Channel 11 to UHF
and WXEL) now serve the area. FCC has proposed only
lhannel 16. Times also wants to two new UHF channels. One of these outlets would be
aoost its ERP from 2.61 kw visual
reserved for an educational station. Meeting of station
managers and engineers also proposed a channel for
to 200 kw from a 1,241-ft. antenna.
Telecasting
• BROADCASTING

Ashland, Ky., filed objections to the Ohio State U. proposal
to move Channel 13 from the Huntington-Ashland area to Columbus.
Major Cleveland stations banded
together and asked the FCC to
assign more UHF channels to that
city. Cincinnati stations asked
that Channel 13 be moved from
Indianapolis to the Ohio city, drew
oppositions not only from Indianapolis interests but also from other
cities affected by the plan.
ADVISORY
COUNCIL
Is Formed by KING-TV
FORMATION of a television community council was announced last
week by KING-TV Seattle. The
council was formed at the request
of KING to assist the station in its
efforts to serve the educational and
civic needs of the community.
Otto Brandt, vice president and
general manager of KING, said:
"Here is an example of voluntary action taken by a television
station, which illustrates the fact
that legislation is not needed to
have stations become an integral
part
the community."
Theof council
is headed by Mrs.
Raymond B. Allen, civic leader and
the wife of the president of the U.
of Washington. Activities of the
group have already gotten underway in connection with a weekly
series of programs to be presented
by KING-TV beginning Oct. 1. In
addition to Mrs. Allen, the group
is composed of eight educational,
civic and religious leaders.
Supports
"THE
PUBLICHill
has TV
a legitimate
interest in the activities of Congress. Therefore the televising of
open sessions of our law-making
bodies
not be legally
barred,"
David may
M. Solinger,
attorney
and
lecturer in the New York U. Division of General Education, said
last week. Mr. Solinger announced
he will include a review of such
contemporary problems in a special 15-week course at N. Y. U.

education. Seated (I to r) are engineers William Hutton,
WGAR; Ralph deLany, WHK; Carl Smith, United Broadcasting Co. stations (WHK); M. L. Snedeker, WERE;
E. K. Ackerman, WHK; Robert Fox, WGAR, and Leo
Lippert, WERE; standing (I to r) William Lemmon, station manager, WJW; John F. Patt, president, WGAR;
H. K. Carpenter, UBC (WHK) head; K. K. Hackathorn,
manager, WHK, and Bob Neal, manager, WERE.
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the privileges which should rightfullj
Held
THEATRE

TV

PROBE

A PROBE into practices which conceivably could "monopolize the transmission and showing by television of events of national importance"
loomed in the Senate last week.
In a move opposing limited telecasting of sports, entertainment and
"other events" — and particularly *
theatre telecasts of boxing matches
. . . and who are able to be present
— Sen. Robert C. Hendrickson (R- at the selected places where such
N. J.) called on FCC, Dept. of Justelecasts are available. . . ."
tice and Federal Trade CommisSen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
sion to exercise present authority
chairman
of the Interstate & Forto cease such practices.
eign Commerce Committee, was
In his proposal (S Res 208), reluctant to comment on the resoluintroduced last Wednesday and
tion pending further study. But
referred to the Senate Interstate
he
did
say "the resolution is very
& Foreign Commerce Committee,
interesting and timely and one to
the Senator did not request per se which our committee will give its
an outright investigation. But he
full consideration."
asked the three government agenSen. Johnson added that he precies to "advise" the upper chamber
sumed the exclusive theatre showon additional legislation which
ing of the Ray Robinson-Randy
would be needed to remedy the Turpin
fight Wednesday evening
situation.
"private property."
Specifically, he resolved that the wasSen.
Johnson has, from time to
government take action "to prevent
interest in the progrepetition of this practice of limit- time, ressexpressed
of the theatre TV. But he has
ing telecasting of events of nanever commented publicly on the
tional importance to those members
pros and cons which currently
of the public who can afford to pay
dominate the controversy between
telecasters on the one hand and the
International Boxing Club on the
Richfield Films
other. The issue also has been
EXCLUSIVE distribution rights posed by the Fair Television Practices Committee.
for all George Richfield film productions have been granted to the
FCC Position
Sterling Television Co., New York,
it was announced last week. AvailIf hearings should be called beable films include 13 half hours of
fore the Senate adjourns — tentatively set for Oct. 1 or a short time
Enchanted Music, a 1951 production new to television which fealater — the FCC probably would retures the 104-piece Berlin symmain non-committal at the outset,
phony orchestra and European
it was felt. FCC has set hearings
artists in classical selections. Also
on theatre telecasting for Nov. 26
listed are 10 feature Westerns star(see separate story).
ring Bob Steele and Fred Scott, 13
half-hour puppet programs for
In requesting that a "check be
children and a number of symplaced upon" alleged monopoly
phonic shorts.
practices, Sen. Hendrickson ob-

CENSORSHIP and code problems were tackled by NARTB
TV Board at Sept. 6-7 meeting, held at Cavalier Hotel,
Virginia Beach [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10].
Seated (I to r): Clair R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Paul Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; Eugene
S. Thomas, WOR-TV New York, chairman of TV board;
Page 74
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Sen. Hendrickson also quoted
be theirs."
Abe J. Green, president of the National Boxing Assn. and state commissioner for New Jersey, as feelserved that "millions of sportsing sympathetic to the problem as
it affects hospitalized veterans.
loving people in America" and
"many hundreds of wounded, sick
Rep. Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.) pro
tested denial of radio and TV cover
and hospitalized veterans" would
age of the fight. He told the Housf
be deprived of watching telecasts
of Representatives Wednesday th<
of the Robinson-Turpin world's
championship fight.
situation "must be cured" and proposed that the Interstate Commerce
He added:
The resolution is intended to set in Committee investigate the situation
"in an effort to give the America:
motion the machinery of our federal
agencies. . . . (This) is boxing — to- public the right to which they ar<
morrow it may encompass the entire
field of sports, entertainment, and all so justly entitled." He said theatre;
other events of national and interna- carrying the fight had "monotional import. ... I feel strongly that
Proposed legislation to prevent
the members of the Senate cannot afto haveandthe deprive
tentaclesourof people
monopolyof '
(Continued on -page 10U)
reach ford out
Possible

in Senate

STANDARDS

NARTB Code Work
Continuing
polies."

WRITING of standards for TV programming and advertising mover
forward last week as the NARTB resumed committee meetings covering the code of practices for the video industry.
Provisions covering advertising practices were discussed Thursday
at a Detroit meeting held by a *
subcommittee headed by Walter J. membership, slated Oct. 19 ir
Chicago.
Damm, WTMJ - TV Milwaukee.
The NARTB TV board, meet
Thad Brown, director of NARTB's
TV organization, attended the ing at Virginia Beach, Va., Sept
meeting.
6-7, praised the standards com
mittee for its rapid progress
The committee handling educa[Broadcasting • Telecasting
tion, culture, children's programs,
Sept. 10]. The committee was
acceptability and decency is scheduled to meet today (Monday) in formed in late July with Robert
New York. Chairman is DavidD. Swezey, WDSU-TV New
Orleans, as chairman.
son Taylor, NBC. Arrangements
In the final hours of the meet
were being made for a meeting toing the board approved expan
morrow of the important observance committee, headed by Paul
sion of the TV organization's servRaibourn, KTLA-TV Los Angeles.
ice to give advertising aids to mem
Work of these committees will bers, similar to functions of Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
be reviewed by the full standards
The board expressed belief thai
committee at an Oct. 2 meeting in
Washington. This group hopes to such matters as the Illinois Broad
have the standards ready for a casters Assn. opposition to reser
vation of channels for educationa
meeting of the full NARTB TV
use should be left to the discretior
of state and local broadcastei
groups. It was felt NARTB i
nationwide and not conversanl
with varying regional situation;
and policies.
It was decided all NARTB AIM
members who have applied for T\
licenses, and all other bonafide T\
applicants, may subscribe to ths
association's television services
Rate will be $25 a month, it wa;
said, with minimum six-montl
subscription.
Achievements of the Televisioi
Engineering Committee in the fiek
of standardization were praised bj
the board, with Neal McNaughten
NARTB engineering director
singled out for special praise.
Importance of association mem,
bers in the TV organization was
emphasized by the board, whicl
pointed out that film firms anc
others can't attend district meet
ings or exhibit at annual NARTI
Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman-general counsel;
conventions unless they are memRobert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president. Top row: C. E. Arney Jr., bers.
Opposition to theatre TV was
NARTB secretary-treasurer; Thad Brown, NARTB general
voiced by the board where theatrt
counsel; W. D. Rogers Jr., KEYL (TV) San Antonio;
services
interfere
with video relay '
Frank M. Russell, NBC.
and remote
facilities.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Last issue of Rorabaugh
KRON-TV

report shows

leading the other two San

Francisco TV stations in total number
of sponsors

(as during every month

this year), also leading in number
local, national and

network

of

sponsors

...which again "goes to show"

that...

. . puts more
on

SELL
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MORE

ON

CHANNEL

4

eyes

spots

Represented nationally by FREE & PETERS,
Inc. . . . New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta,
Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices
and studios in the San Francisco Chronicle
Bldg., 5th and Mission Sts., San Francisco.
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TV

ALL SEGMENTS of the motion
picture industry met for the first
time last Monday to prepare their
theatre TV case for the Nov. 26
FCC hearing.
Moviemen will ask for six channels, each 10-mc wide in the microwave frequencies, below 10,000 mc.
This will permit the transmission of
six different theatre-TV programs
simultaneously in each area, according to theatre-TV engineers.
Decision is considered to be a compromise between the recommendations of Paramount Pictures,
Twentieth Century-Fox and the
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.
Possibility of color for theatre
TV was the subject of a lengthy
discussion. Although nothing definite was decided, it was apparent
that movie people were taking a
long, hard look at color as a means
of stepping out ahead of home TV.
Major accomplishment of the
four-hour meeting was establishment of a technical and engineering
committee.
Under the chairmanship of S. H.
Fabian, Fabian Theatres, it comprises: Washington consulting engineers Frank Mcintosh and Andrew Inglis, representing Motion
Picture Assn. of America; C. M.
Jansky and Stuart L. Bailey,
Theatre Owners of America; plus
Earl Sponable, Twentieth CenturyFox; Paul Raibourn, Paramount
Pictures; Frank Cahill, Warner
Brothers; Dana W. Atchley Sr.,
United Paramount Theatres.
Many Groups Present
Some 30 representatives of movie
organizations were present at the
meeting. In addition to those mentioned above, delegates represented National Exhibitors Television Committee and Allied States
Assn. of Motion Picture Exhibitors,
among others.
Meanwhile, the possibility of
using Industrial Radio Services
frequencies for theatre TV instead
of setting up a separate service
has been broached to the FCC.
In a petition filed a fortnight
ago by Twentieth Century-Fox,

CHANNELS
the suggestion was made that the
6425-6575 mc band and the 65756875 mc band could be used for
fixed
tions. and mobile theatre-TV staBoth bands now are assigned to
the Motion Picture Radio Service
on a shared and developmental
basis
FCC's
rules.only,
Theyunder
are Part
used 11atofpresent
for movie communication "on loThese
frequencies, Twentieth
cation."
PARIS SHOWING
Of CBS Co/or Held
CBS COLOR television demonstration opened last Thursday in Paris
and will continue until Tuesday,
Sept. 18, under sponsorship of the
French government through its Director General of Radio and Television, Waldimir Porche.
Held at the Ambassadeurs Cabaret on the Champs Elysses, the
demonstration featured a variety
show of five top European acts on
opening night, to which celebrities
from theatrical, literary, and diplomatic worlds were invited
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 10].
The variety show was repeated
Friday and over the weekend designers Pierre Balmain and Jean
Desses presented fashion shows
from their fall collections.
Radio Industrie, France's leading television equipment manufacturer, concurrently is showing its
newest sets, designed to receive
either black and white or color
transmission as black and white
pictures. The organization is negotiating with CBS Labs. Div. for
license to produce CBS system
color sets in France.
Smith, Kline & French Labs.,
Philadelphia pharmaceutical firm,
has announced it has completed arrangements todirect and sponsor a
five-day program of color televised
surgical operations at the 14th Congress of the International Society
of Surgeons in Paris, Sept. 24-28.
Century-Fox said, "are adequate
in range, could be used effectively

by a theatre television system, andi
could be assigned on a shared basis I
to the theatre television industry.
"Such would effect a furthei
economy in frequency allocation;
would eliminate the problem ol
using frequencies already allocated
to the fixed and mobile services,
and others; and would in no way
prejudice the other services now
operating or proposing to operate
in the frequency bands specified."
Tourist Campaign
ADVERTISING Council of New
Mexico Inc., Albuquerque, announced last week that it is giving
"serious study" toward use of television in its spring campaign for
the New Mexico State Tourist
Bureau.
Chicago Film Course
OFFERED for workers in television or commercial films is a new
film course at the Institute of Design of Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago. Entertainment,
commercial and experimental films
will be shown and discussed from
the stand point of objective and
audience appeal. Guest speakers
from television and commercial
film fields will supplement lectures
by Boris Yakovleff, instructor, who
is motion picture director of Commercial Illustrators Inc., Chicago.
Lost & Found Dept.
JIMMY LUCAS, 7, of Toronto, got lost on his first day
of visiting Baltimore with
his mother. Police were
baffled until Jimmy suggested
that if he were put on TV,
his Maryland relatives or
their neighbors might see
him on their sets. Jimmy was
interviewed over WMAR-TV
and spotted by a neighbor of
his aunt. Shortly thereafter
the youngster and his mother
were reunited. Most of the
neighborhood had been out
looking for him, but it took
TV to complete the job.

1
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THESE broadcasters are a few of the more than 80 who
attended the RCA Engineering Products Dept.'s eighth
television clinic. Shown here before opening sessions are
(I to r) D. Winn, KARK Little Rock; J. Deaderick, WMPS
Memphis; P. Baldwin, WHDH Boston; E. T. Griffith, RCA;
John Adams. KFDX Wichita Falls, Tex.; H. Strum, WHTN

Huntington; J. H. Roe, RCA; W. H. Torrey, KGNC Amarillo, Tex.; E. P. Talbott, KROD El Paso; W. E. Dixon,
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.; H. Garba, WASK Lafayette,
Ind.; G. Zaharis, WTIP Charleston, W. Va.; D. Norborg,
RCA; R. J. Anderson, WDSU New Orleans; W. D. Wenger,
RCA; and E. Hull, WHLD Niagara Falls.
Telecasting
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Special privileges — at no extra cost! That's what
Spot program television means to national advertisers. And the privileges are many, and important.
You choose the markets you want. Only the markets you want. With Spot program television, there
are no "must" stations, no minimum station requirements. Your own sales plans dictate the size

a

of your station line-up.
// it's broad coverage you're after, Spot program
television multiplies your opportunities for station

la

clearances. You're not restricted to availabilities
offered by any single network. You can use stations
affiliated with any or no network. You can select the
best period offered by any station in any market.
carte
You receive whole-hearted cooperation from the
stations . . . find stations clear time more readily.
That's because stations net more when a time period
is sold for a Spot program than when it's taken by
a network show.

television

at

You enjoy the better picture quality of film programs which are generally superior to kinescope
recordings network shows must use for delayed
table

broadcasts, or broadcasts in non- interconnected
markets.

d'hote
All of these "a la carte" advantages — at no extra
cost. Spot rates for facilities charges are generally
lower than network rates for the same period . . .
over the same stations. The savings are substantial.
They're more than enough to pay for the extra film
prints required, their handling, and their distribution to the stations.

rices
p

You should know the full story on Spot program
advertising before you buy any TV coverage. You
can get it from any Katz representative or, if you
prefer, send to our New York office at 488 Madison
Avenue for your copy of the booklet, "Straight
Thinking On Television Costs." You'll see very
clearly that in television . . .
you can do better with Spot. Much belter.
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Thousands
RCA

View

p.m., with the first broadcast via I
RCA-NBC's experimental station
and the two others being carried
by closed circuit using a miniature
transmitter simulating actual
broadcast conditions. RCA spokesmen estimated that approximately
100 persons have been attending
each of the three daily showings.

DEMONSTRATIONS
and drill team at the U. S. Merchant
of engineering, RCA Victor DiviSHOWINGS of RCA's compatible
Marine Academy at King Point,
color television system were started
sion, explained technical points of
the demonstrations, noting that the
last Monday with some 3,000 to L. I., some dozen miles from the
showings are the beginnings of
4,000 RCA TV dealers and distrib- demonstration center at New York's
Radio City.
exhaustive tests of the system and
utors, advertisers and broadcastLike the demonstrations earlier
that it is completely compatible
ers expected to witness the demonVIDEO PATENTS
strations before this week is out.
with black-and-white.
this year, last week's impressed
observers with a greater stability
This compatibility was evident
Won by Sightmaster
The showings, part of an exTWO PATENTS for developments
of color, and truer color values,
in the demonstrations, which emtensive field-testing program prepertinent to color television have
ployed two black-and-white and one
liminary to formal requests for than were evident in the RCA
been granted Sightmaster Corp.,
demonstrations
of
last
year.
The
21-inch
and
two
16-inch
RCA-colorFCC commercialization of the sysNew Rochelle, N. Y., President
colors
were
again
stronger,
or
so
tube
sets.
The
sharpness
and
clartem, are slated to continue through
Michael L. Kaplan announced last
it seemed to at least some viewers,
ity of the black-and-white pickups
all or most of this week and then,
from the color transmissions once
week.
after a short hiatus, to resume in than those reproduced via the CBS
One patent is said to involve the
system.
There
was
an
occasional
October with demonstrations open
again
ment. drew much favorable comprocessing of cathode ray tubes to
"blooming" or colors — reflections of
to the public.
permit true and intensified translastrong hues on nearby objects —
NTSC Cooperation
tion of all colors in the spectrum,
The current three-a-day tests, which perhaps was most noticeable
but
to
do so evenly. Rights also
Mr.
Beers
also
noted
that
RCA
like those earlier this summer, conin the outdoor pickup when, at
reserved by the company cover prosist of special variety programs
times, an American flag appeared to is cooperating with the National
cesses for filtering light, which can
Television Systems Committee in be used in television sets to increase
have blue stripes.
starring Broadway's Nanette Fabits efforts to achieve a compatible,
ray. At least one added a special
contrast values in picture reception,
George Beers, assistant director
all-electronic color system. Since
outdoors pickup of a precision drum
Mr. Kaplan said. Reflections are eliminated by means of evaporating and
in the store were reflected by the the last RCA demonstrations in
depositing metal on glass, a techrounded face of the magnifier, in- Washington, he said, improvements
have been made in both the RCA
nique that can also be used for nonterfering with viewing.
glare automobile windshields and
system and its equipment.
Much of the program was
headlights.
Welcome to the demonstrations
CBS SYSTEM
SET
marked by green hues apparently
The patents granted after two
was offered by Joseph B. Elliott,
due to green walls and carpeting
years'
research by the company, apShow by Sears, Roebuck
vice president in charge of the home
in the New York studio. An elderply
to
any system of color teleinstruments
dept.,
RCA
Victor
DiCOLOR television receivers emly actor had gray-green hair. Two
vision, the announcement said.
vision, who said RCA was never
ploying the CBS system will be viewers commented that the picture
Authorization was dated Sept. 11.
surer than now that an all-elecseemed to be coming from the back
available to customers of Sears,
interest proves strong enough, the
tronic, completely compatible sysRoebuck & Co. in the near future
of the set. Others observed fretem is the answer to the color
quently that the lower half of an
at $500 for a monochrome-color
Du Matic may be provided as standard equipment for future Du Mont
actress' face turned maroon or
combination of $250 for a companquestion.
The demonstrations are being
ion color set.
black when she tilted her head
receivers, which would then be in-!
held at 10 a.m., 2:15 p.m., and 4 creased by about $20 in list price.
forward.
At a series of Washington color
Demonstrations of the Du Matic
demonstrations the retailer disverified
that the adapter, attached
closed its plans in a tape-recorded
Du Mont Announces
to a set through 19 electrical conannouncement that preceded 10:30nections, receives a bold picture
11 a.m. pickups of CBS New York
Set Adaptors
UHF
from CBS color transmission. Alnetwork programs. The $500 set COLOR,
though some detail was lost, the
ALLEN B. DU MONT Labs, public opponent of the CBS color system,
will provide both color and blackannounced
Tuesday
the
production
of
a
television
adapter
designed
to
resulting
picture seemed to oband-white, with the $250 companion
servers to be as strong as the regive black-and-white pictures from CBS-system colorcasts.
color set driven by an adjacent
Simultaneously, the company introduced a UHF converter, which will
black-and-white receiver.
ception of standard black-andwhite transmission on the neighborpermit owners of any present VHF
Sears will provide an adapter for
set to receive UHF telecasts when
our answer to two basic questions:
$20 plus installation, it was stated.
ing set.
they are adopted for commercial
How can we provide as inexpensive
The UHF converter, also introuse.
duced by Du Mont, offers continuous
an
adapter
as
possible
and
still
Note Lack of Sponsor
Called the Du Matic switch, the maintain Du Mont standards?"
tuning and covers a range of 475The audience at a Wednesday
Du Mont is providing the 890 mc, the frequencies set aside
adapter is a small device measurfor future UHF use.
demonstration at the Sears Blaadapters, which do not reduce
ing 4% x 3 x IV2 inches and can
densburg Rd. store in Washington
"The converter has been designed
picture
size,
to
meet
whatever
be installed by a serviceman in
was told color is in the same stage
about an hour's time. Placed on needs the customers may have, Mr. in advance so that it will be availas black-and-white some years ago,
able to the public well ahead of the
the rear of a television receiver, it Stickel said. They have had some
with industry and business not
requests for the device, he added,
changes
the
regular
525-line
recepfirst
sponsoring programs. Without
said. programming," Mr.
but since company plans do not Stickel UHF
tion to the 405 lir^i? jitilized in CBS
sponsors, programming is at a color.
Recent
Du Mont sets have a
call for heavy promotion, no great
minimum, it was stated.
is expected.
If public
Production of the Du Matic will demand
space left on tuning panels for the
UHF attachment. Connected thus
Store officials said the color comstart immediately. It will be listed
with the main tuning dial, the UHF
panion receiver was hand-made by for $19.95 and will be available
Tele-tone. It was described as through Du Mont dealers within the
plate will be installed circuit-wise
in either channel 5 or 6 — whichhaving a 10-inch tube magnified to next few weeks.
ever is vacant locally — so the set12. Diamatei' of the truncated picDesigned essentially for Du Mont
ture appeared to be about 10 inches.
owner suffers no loss in VHF chanequipment, the mechanism can be
nel choice.
Test pattern prior to the New
attached to the back of any DuYork program was fuzzy, marred
Although
the Du Mont organiMont television receiver manuzation has some samples on hand
by flicker and rolled off to the right
factured for about the past year,
at the top of the frame. It was
now, Mr. Stickel said it is "very
Walter Stickel, national sales manexplained that a factory man was
doubtful" the company would proager, explained. Unit is bolted to
duce converters for receiving CBS
to adjust the companion set but he
the chassis at an outlet provided
color in color. Admitting final
in recent sets at the rear of the
hadn't arrived. Lettering on the
action would be the result of public
pattern could not be read.
receiver.
converters —
The New York program was
he said— that
demand,
"With adjustments, it will work
if
manufactured
would cost from
titled Mike & Buff. Detail was poor
on some other sets," Mr. Stickel
and did not match that of many
$250-$300. "And they would readded, although he declined to
CBS studio demonstrations in name the receivers which might
duce picture size, assuming that the
Du Mont model holds Du Matic
receiver is standard size with 17Washington.
Bright ceiling lights accommodate the Du Matic. "It is
color adaptor.
inch or larger screens," he said.
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Bless
our

Advertest Studies
Summer Viewing
telestatus

busy

little
channel/

After all, it's the only one in town. So
we dispense about everything everybody
That "everybody"
and hear.viewers.
wants
is a to
vastsee 500,000
They just
sit at Channel 13 and capture the best
from all four television networks:
• CBS
NBC
• DTN
ABC

and

bless

our

faithful...

127,000

TOLEDO

TIME allocated to television viewing is two-thirds greater than the
combined average daily reading
time for newspapers and magazines, according to a "Study of
Summertime Television" by Advertest Research, New Brunswick,
N. J.
Questioning was conducted in
767 TV homes Aug. 3-11. Controls
provided a sampling of half men
and half women.
A summary of major findings
showed that in a television home
the average individual is at home
eight hours daily between 9 a.m.
and midnight; spends 2% hours
daily watching television; spends
more than an hour daily listening
to the radio; spends about an hour
daily reading newspapers; spends
%-hour reading magazines daily,
and takes a 7V2-day vacation away
from home.
In addition, the Advertest survey showed that in a TV home on
the average day, someone is at
home in 70% of the homes between
9 a.m.-l a.m.; someone is watching TV in 29% of the homes during those hours; hours of set usage
decrease 15% from winter usage
(% of an hour less per home), and
that more than 80% of the sets
are used daily.
An Advertest examination of
three programs that continued
through the summer, showed an
average audience loss of 10%. An

(Report 181)
It
examination of three replacement
programs,
shows
average
ence loss of
42%an for
that auditime
The three shows examined which
period.
continued
through the summer
were Toast of the Town, Garry
Moore, and Kraft Theatre. Replacement shows examined were
Strawhat Matinee (for Kate
Smith) ; W estinghouse Summer
Theatre (for Studio One), and
Meet the Press and Juvenile Jury
(for Texaco Star Theatre.)
27%
of Families
Owned Sets in July
SAM BARTON, president of Industrial Surveys Co., Chicago, last
week released results of a survey
which shows that 27% of American families owned TV sets in July,
3% more than owned sets in January. The survey covered 4,200
families.
In the Northeast, 45% of families owned sets as against 43% in
January, the survey showed. North
central and Pacific states followed.
Only 13% of families in the South
have sets and only 10% in the
mountain and southwestern states.
The survey showed more than
half of the families in cities over
500,000 have TV sets but among
farm families the figure reached
only 7%.
City

BREAKDOWN on the number oJ
television sets in foreign coun
tries has been compiled by th<
Foreign Service Office of the Dept
of Commerce. The figures are con
tained in the Sept. 10 issue of thi
Weekly.
department's Foreign Commerci
Topping the list in one-two orde
are Canada with 1,350,000 re
ceivers (as of February 1951) am
the United Kingdom with 885,001
(as of August 1951). Oddly enough
Canada has no television station
in operation at present. Receptioi
is obtained, however, from Detroi
and Windsor. United Kingdom ha
two outlets — in London and Mid
land.
Other countries listed by th
Foreign Service Office:
France (three stations), 25,000 (a
of November 1950).
Cuba (two— CMUR CMQ Havana;
18,000 (May 1951).
Brazil (two, in Rio De Janiero an
Sao Paulo), 7,200 (April 1951).
Mexico (two, XHTV XHWT Mexic
City), 3,500 (April 1951).
Italy and Netherlands (two eac
with Italian outlets in Turin and th
Vatican City), 1,000 each (no date
Denmark (one station), 50 (r
date).
Switzerland (one), 30 (no date)
Germany and Japan (two and on
(Continued on page 93)

TV TUNERS
City

. . . but we don't stop there. We toss
in as bonus coverage viewers in Northwestern Ohio and Southern Michigan.
Our advertisers are at foithful as our
viewers. We've got 'em by the scads,
but there's always room for "just one
more." Room for you, for instance.
Just say the word

5,000 watts

. . .

NBC

WSPD
TOLEDO,
OHIO
A FORT INDUSTRY STATION
Rep. by The Katx Agency, Inc.

WSPD-TV
CHANNEL - 13
Nat. Sale* Hq. 488 Madison Avenue,
New York 22, ELdorodo 5-2455
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■September 17, 1951 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary100,5
in Area
Sets in81,6
Ar
Outlets On Air
Outlets On Air
251,3
Louisville
Albuquerque
273,3
WAVE-TV,
WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
WTVJ
93,1
Ames
WMCT
9,450 Memphis
WOI-TV
61,544
Miami
Atlanta
115,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
37,0
Baltimore
173,0
307,615 Milwaukee
WAAM, WBAl-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV
Minn.
-St.
Paul
62,1
KSTP-TV,
WTCN-TV
Binghomton
WNBF-TV
42,025
60,000
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WTTV
WSM-TV
17,200 Nashville
Bloomington
New
Haven
753,760 New Orleans
WNHC-TV
Boston
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
2,490,0
WDSU-TVWCBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Buffalo
75,3
214,287 New York
WBEN-TV
WABD,
WOR-TV, WPIX
WBTV
Charlotte
Chicago
86,405
Newark
WATV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
949,793
300,000 Norfolk City WTAR-TV
93,4
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
883,0
Cleveland
Omaha
486,491 Oklahoma
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
84,9
WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
176,541
300,0
Dallas,
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
40,1
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Pittsburgh
Ft. Worth
129,564 Phoenix
95,0
162,0
KDHO-TV
line
Davenport
WDTV
Providence
WTVR
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 59,506 Richmond
WJAR-TV
88,1
208,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD WXYZ-TV
616,544 Rochester
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV,
WHAM-TV
59,5
Rock
Island
Erie
WICU
WHBF-TV
71,576
Quad Citiei Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline 51,5
129,564 Salt Lake
Ft.Dallas
WorthCity KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Grand Rapids- 146,181 San Antonio
Antonio
KEYL, WOAI-TV
WOAI-TV
50,7
Diego
KEYL,
K FMB-T
FMB-T VV
Kalamazoo
WLAV-TV
146,181 San
San Francisco
Diego
108,4
73,91
1
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
73,911
. KGO-TV, KPIX, KKRON-TV
210,0
RON-TV
Houston
Albany-Troy WRGB
84,129 SchenectadyHuntington-171,250
Albany-Troy
WRGB
160,
50,562
Seattle
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
50,562 Seattle
KING-TV
87,5
KING-TV
St.
Louis
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
171,250
Louis
KSD-TV
300/
38,750 Toledo
KSD-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
38,750
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
126,
103,629
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
103,629 Tulsa
Toledo
WSPD-TV
127,
KOTV
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
Kalamazoo- 146,181 Tulsa
KOTV
84,3
WKTV
Utica-Rome
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
146,181 Utica-Rome
WKTV
50,
132,784
Washington
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
132,784
Washington
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
281,1
WMAL-TV,
WTTG
Wilmington
109,112
Lancaster WGAL-TV
109,112
77,e
55,000 Wilmington WDEL-TV
WDEL-TV
Lansing WJIM-TV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
1,002,000
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
Total Markets on Air 63
Total Stations on Air 107
Estimated Sets in Use 13,364,0
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric compani
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas e
necessarily approximate.
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POTS, PANS AND PERSONALITIES

(Owe

h
Company and the Philadelphia Gas
Works, respectively.

W^es, every day, Monday through
Friday, WPTZ has a corking good
cooking show on the air.

NO-*

oking
^oVbe co

Fridays, we have another participating
show, "Pots, Pans and Personalities",
starring
Mary hints
Wilsonon with
guest"
helpers and
how "name
to make
the

Why? Because cooking is probably
more important to the average woman at
home than golf, hunting, or stock market is to you fellows at the office.
Philadelphia housewives enjoy watching
WPTZ's array of cooking specialists
display the latest in culinary capers.

most of last night's left-overs.
Yes, there's always something cooking
on WPTZ at 2 P.M.
To reach the thousands and thousands
of homemakers in this area, join the

And what an array WPTZ presents!

WPTZ cooking strip. There's still room
for a participation in "Deadline For Dinner" on Mondays, and "Pots, Pans and
Personalities" on Fridays.
For complete details give us a call here
at WPTZ, Philadelphia, or see your
nearest NBC Spot Sales representative.

Mondays, it's "Deadline For Dinner",
a participating program with artist-host
Pete Boyle and Albert Mathes, chef at
the Gulph Mills Country Club.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays,
we feature "Now You're Cooking",
"Television Kitchen" and "Television
Matinee", sponsored by the Natural Gas
Company, the Philadelphia Electric

FIRST
IN
WPTZ

PHILCO TELEVISION BROADCASTING CORPORATION
1600 Architects Bldg. • Philo. 3, Pa.
Telephone LOcust 4-2244

IN

TELEVISION

PHILADELPHIA

NBC
TV-AFFIUATE

ATVNE*

^VXSIONM

elecasting
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TV Tubes Larger
TV PICTURE tubes sold to receiver manufacturers in July were
mostly of the big screen variety.
Ninety-nine percent were 16 inches
or larger, according to an RTMA
report issued last week. July sales
dropped to 89,144 from 221,759 in
June, largely due to plant shutdowns for vacations. July sales
were valued at $1,858,930 compared with $4,664,744 in June. Picture tube purchases for first seven
months of this year totalled 2,641,179 units valued at $68,387,203.
Raytheon Price Cuts
NEW RAYTHEON TV sets are
$50 to $120 less than the previous
line and start with a 16-in. table
set at $199.95. Highest of the 15set line is a 20-in. radio-phonograph combination at $750. Company also introduced a $14.95 adapter to receiver colorcasts in black
and white. Company officials also
announced a color unit is ready.

UNION
CHECK
AFL Film Council Plan
TO PROVIDE a check on television
production firms as a protection to
members of its unions and guilds,
the AFL Film Council has set up
a clearing house. Plan calls for
all signed contracts or letter agreements held by any union or guild
with any TV producer to be made
available to all council affiliates.
The clearing house will provide
a means for a co-ordinated campaign to see that all TV companies
with contracts or letters of agreement with one affiliate of the council sign with all others affected,
it was said.
Council has been asked by Elliott
H. Kelly, labor counsel for the National Society of Television Producers, to appoint a committee to meet
Sept. 26 with NSTP to study mutual problems. Others invited include Screen Writers Guild.
AFL Film Council has asked all

07¥
4T *

NOT "178,498 RADIO HOMES"
NOT "OVER 83,000 TV HOMES"
as claimed by Tulsa's TV Station
In an independent survey by Leslie Brooks &
Associates, Research Consultants of Tulsa, Oklahoma, itwas found that the Tulsa TV area, defined
as the .1 MV area of Tulsa's single Television
Station, has 212,940 radio homes and 31,072 Television Homes and Businesses as of July, 1951. This
is in contrast to the Tulsa Television Station's
claims in literature and in advertising of "178,498
radio homes" and "over 83,000 television sets"
in the area. The survey was conducted in Tulsa
and in 40 towns in the Tulsa TV area. A 3,416
interview sample was made, statistically valid
within two percent.

m

KFMJ

TULSA

AREA
AS OF JUtY, 1951

KOME

FAMILIES WITH RADIO SETS ONLY — AVERAGE
PER DAY:
5.3 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO

KTUL

A copy of the survey may be obtained by writing "any
Tulsa radio station or from their National Representatives.
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RADIO
SET
98.8%
(HOMES
ONLY)
98.3%

FAMILIES WITH BOTH TELEVISION AND RADIO
SETS — AVERAGE PER DAY:
4.28 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO
4.45 HOURS VIEWING TELEVISION

KRM6

KV00

ACTOR

PAYMENTS

TVA, SAG Study Joint!
INFORMAL exploratory meeting
were initiated last week betwee
representatives of Screen Actor
Guild and Television Authority t
discuss methods of payment t
actors for television film commei
cials. Meetings are expected t
continue for next few weeks.
Jurisdiction of actors in TV filr
is held by SAG but it was though
TVA could offer valuable advic
and information because of experi
ence in the TV field. Latter ha
Amicable over
discussion
the T"V
tw
jurisdiction
actors by
in live
unions, recently at war over juris
diction of TV actors, came in ac
cordance with an August resolutio
made by board of Associated Actor
and Artistes of America, to whic;
both belong, requesting that bot
groups
get together
for discussion
for benefit
of all actors.
Representing
last week'ns
meetings
were TVA
Georgeat Heller,
tional executive secretary, Nei
York; Ken Carpenter, chairmar
West Coast division; Peter Prousf
West Coast executive; Claude Mc
Cue, executive secretary, AFRA
I. B. Kornblum, TVA attorney.
SAG representatives include
Ronald Reagan, president; J oh
Dales Jr., executive secretary; Ke
Thomson, TV administrator; Wr
liam Berger, attorney.
Guild negotiating committe
meets today (Sept. 17) with th
labor committee of Assn. of Mc
tion Picture Producers for openin
of negotiations for a new basi
contract for actors. The associs
tion represents eight major fill
Among SAG demands are bar
producers.
ning from television use all motio
picture films produced after Aug
1, 1948 and additional payment t
actors for re-use of theatrical film \
on television [Broadcasting
Telecasting, Aug. 20].

0 0 0

PERCENT OF MARKET SATURATION
TELEVISION SET
(HOMES21.0%
AND BUSINESSES)
IN CITY OF TULSA
11.3%
IN TULSA TV AREA
(EXCLUSIVE OF TULSA)

$1#000 REWARD!
Associated Tulsa Broadcasters have posted
$1,000. with the First National Bank and
Trust Company of Tulsa to be given to the
first person proving the Brooks survey is not
within 5 per cent of accuracy, as of date
made.

KAKC

★
#0M*S
AND Bt/StNESStS

Tl/W
f

TV

CT1 Transaction
ARRANGEMENT between Color
Television Inc. and Tomlinson I.
Mosely, San Francisco electronics
inventor [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 3], was a stock
agreement whereby a 25% interest in CTI was exchanged for $4
million worth of manufacturing
contracts, it has been made known
by the principals. Mr. Mosely received 1,000 shares of CTI stock
and "other considerations" for the
airborne radar equipment contracts
he brought to CTI. CTI was one
of the three contenders in the color
TV hearings last year, competing
along with the CBS and RCA
systems.

HOMES

^2/ZM0XAP/0

?i

TV producers to attend its Wednesday (Sept. 19) meeting. Representatives of newly-formed top
producers group have not indicated
whether they will accept [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10].

Plagiarism Suit
NOTICE of a plagiarism suit wa
given to KTTV (TV) Los Angeh
by attorneys for Morris Braui
MGM property man. Asking $150
000, Mr. Braun charges the statio
lifted a TV program idea. Als
named in the suit was Bill Welsl
m.c. of the KTLA Batter Up pr<
gram, which is alleged to be pa
terned after the Braun Play Ba
program.
Script toforKTTV
the latter
was
submitted
and she
late
rejected,
suit charges [Broai
casting the
• Telecasting,
Sept
Aug. 27].

NBC Operacasts
SERIES OF eight television oper
productions will be presented tt
first Thursday of each month h
ginning
Oct. 4, 11-12
p.m. (EST
over NBC-TV.
The operas,
pn
pared for television, will be pes
formed in English as in the pas
two seasons.
Telecasting
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THE 16MM. SOUND-ON FILM RECORDING
SYSTEM. Capable of recording either negative or direct positive variable area and
variable density sound tracks.

The Maurer 16mm. camera is at home for every
professional requirement— and little wonder since it's
the only "16" specifically designed for professional use.
The Maurer has many unique features— its simplified
operation, hair-line accuracy, and job after job
dependability, all make it the favorite choice of
those who consider time and expense important—
and a fine motion picture even more so.
For details on this and other Maurer equipment write:
J.

A.

MAUREIK.

live.

37-01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, New York
850 South Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles 35, California

Telecasting
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THE MAURER 16 M M . CAMERA. Equipped with unique
precision high-power focusing. Equipment includes:
235° dissolving shutter, automatic fade control, viewfinder, sunshade and filter holder, one 400-foot geardriven film magazine, a 60-cycle 115-volt synchronous
motor, one 8- frame handcrank, power cable and e
lightweight carrying case.

maurer
. u ^minium

CABLE ADDRESS:
JAMAURER
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DAWSON
NAMED
Heads New CBS TV Div.
CREATION of CBS Television
Spot Sales with Thomas H. Dawson
in charge as general sales manager
was announced last week by Merle
S. Jones, vice president in charge
of stations and general services for
CBS Television
Network.
The new unit
will handle Television Spot Sales
functions which
were handled by
Radio Sales prior
to the divorcement of . CBS
Radio and CBS
Television
operaMr. Dawson
tions.
Mr. Dawson, director of television for Edward Petry & Co. but
formerly with CBS for 12 years,
will assume the general sales managership of CBS Televi sion Spot
Sales next Monday. His appointment is effective immediately. For
12 years prior to 1950 he served
successively with CBS as salesman
for CBS-owned WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul, as Radio Sales account
executive and as Radio Sales eastern sales manager in New York.
To Service TV Stations

COVER THE WATERFRONT
HER ENLISTED MAN
•J|f IET
'EM HAVE ITMERRY-GO-ROUND
TRANSATLANTIC
young
THE DARK
t(W+ WOMAN
MISTAKEN IN HEIRESS
/V fRANKIE & JOHNNIE

39 TOP

SOUND

WESTERNS

C^RTU

ft Westerns,
Wn:e lor catalog
Fealutes.
Serials, ofCarfooos.
LommonujERLTH
&tlm and &e/em6ton, <&ttc.
1733 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N.Y.
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CBS Television Spot Sales will
service all TV stations formerly
represented by CBS Radio Sales,
including WCBS-TV New York,
WCAU-TV Philadelphia, KTSL
(TV) Los Angeles, WTOP-TV
Washington, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, and
WAFM-TV Birmingham. At present, spokesmen said, the new unit
will operate from existing sales
offices in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Detroit, San Francisco,
and Memphis.
George R. Dunham Jr. will continue as eastern sales manager, and
Sam Cook Digges will remain in
charge of CBS Television Spot
Sales, Chicago.

NBC GETS THEATRE
WOR-TV Releases Property
NEW Amsterdam Roof Theatre at
214 West 42nd St. has been acquired from WOR-TV, New York,
by NBC for use as a television
broadcast studio.
NBC bought television equipment previously installed in the
theatre by WOR-TV in addition
to acquiring the balance of that
station's property lease. Having
already taken possession of the
premises, NBC will start operations from there late this month.
It has been renamed the NBC
Times Square Television theatre.
WOR-TV's release of the property, spokesmen said, is in line
with the station's consolidation of
facilities, preparatory to occupying its new million-dollar building
"Television Square" in December
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 3].

NAVY

ANN HOELING, the Berlin beauty
who was chosen as "Miss Color Television of Germany" by ECA and German officials after CBS colorcasts in
West Berlin, chats with Dr. Peter C.
Goldmark, CBS Labs Div. vice president in charge of engineering research and development, in Dr. Goldmark's New York office. Miss Hoeling
v/as flown to New York for a week
of sightseeing following her CBS color
appearances.
GROSS, KELLEHER
Take UTP Sales Posts
UNITED Television Programs, national film distributor, has appointed David Gross and Tom Kelleher to its sales staff, it has been
announced by Aaron Beckwith, director of sales. Mr. Gross will
represent UTP in New York City
and the Middle Atlantic states and
Mr. Kelleher, New York City, New
York state and New England.
Mr. Gross has been with DuMont
Television Network since 1938, an
account executive since 1945.
Prior to joining UTP, Mr. Kelleher has been national sales rep-

GAMES
i
Hunt Attacks Polk

PACT
for theatre telecasts o-r
three Naval
Academy footba)
games this fall drew the attentioi
of Sen. Lester C. Hunt (D-Wyo.
last week.
Sen. Hunt, member of the no^
inactive Senate Crime Investigat
ing
"ha
seen Committee,
fit to enternoted
into Navy
a contrac
with private industry instead o
making the programs available t
the public." At the same time h
inserted into the Sept. 11 issue o
the Congressional Record copies o
the protest filed by Attorne;
Jerome W. Marks for the Fair Tele
vision Practices Committee.
FTPC asked
the Justice
Dept.'
Anti-Trust
Division
to investigat
the plan evolved by the Nationa
Collegiate Athletic Assn. fo
limited home telecasts this fall. Th.
group suggested evidence of "mo
nopoly" by NCAA and claimed
Westinghouse was being "forced1
to pay
"spectacularly"
high fee
for
telecast
rights to 10 NCAA
con
tests
[Broadcasting
•
Telecast
ing, Sept. 3].
Mr. Marks'
letter tli
theCopies
Naval ofAcademy,
chastising
for making
arrangements witl'.:
Theatre Network Television, alsi l
were reprinted in the Record b; Sen. Hunt.
resentative for Official Films sine
1949. Formerly, he was genera
manager of Harry Jacobs Radii
Productions; manager of recordinj
studios, WOR New York, and ac
count executive, World Broadcast
ing System.
To Urge

TOA

REPORT

TV

Ventures

By Theatres
NEED for theatre owners to ally themselves more closely with televi
sion — both broadcast TV and theatre TV — will be stressed before th<
Theatre Owners of America at its 1951 convention and trade show in
New York next week.
Mitchell Wolfson, TOA board
chairman and head of the associarecent months, will not actually
tion's Committee Planning TV and take "free fights" away from th<
Theatre Integration as well as co- public, Mr. Wolfson argued. Man?; ij
owner of the Wometco Theatre
events, he contended, would not b<
Chain and its WTVJ (TV) Miami,
TV-broadcast anyway, owing tc|l;
costs, limitations on intercity facil
previewed
the
committee's
report
at a news conference in New York
ities, and for. other reasons. Hi;
last Tuesday. The report, he said, committee, he said, envisions thea
will emphasize:
tre TV as a means of increasing
the amount of available fare anc
1. Theatre
TV's
importance
to
theatres. He predicted that, eventually,
"bringing to Main Street" greal
"every theatre that remains in busi- of
programs which the general public
ness" will have some form of theatre
television entertainment as an ad- would have no opportunity to set
otherwise.
junct to its regular movie fare.
2. TV's need for specially made
He felt current Congressional
films, coupled with a belief that the and public protests against theatre
two industries can live side by side television
exclusives will subside
harmoniously and be mutually help- when the public realizes theatre TV
ful.
events which ordiTheatre men's Hequalifications
as is presenting
narily would not be carried by othei
TV3. broadcasters.
reiterated his
media.
view that as many of them as possible
In the long run, Mr. Wolfson
should apply for TV broadcast staties. tions, apart from theatre TV activi- continued, the committee expects
Theatre TV exclusives, such as theatre video will "bring back the
theatre to
Main cultural
Street" revival
and "en-in :
the fights which have been carried
courage agreat
via Theatre Network Television in
(Continued on page 89)
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V SHOWS

E'
GO 'OVER THER
Kinescopes
Shown to Troops

MEMBERS of the armed forces
verseas were assured programs of
etwork caliber last week when
j; ylvester L. Weaver, NBC vice
. resident for television, presented
fl he first in a series of NBC kinecope films to the Armed Forces
1 !1ilm Recording Selection Group.
Efforts to arrange prints of TV
hows for distribution to some 50
verseas points have been in progess for the past few months. Difies Iculties
in distribution, the large
5' i umber of prints required for
^ 'jrompt showings to all troops and
he expense of extra film prints
ept ave proved major obstacles to the
^ 'ndustry-sponsored plan.
• Ji Final compromises allowed for
:i roader circulation of fewer prints,
1 I t-cost printing fees, elimination of
1 Jommercials — except for opening
mi t nd closing credit lines — and inser* *ion of credit lines for unions info olved.
i|
Let j A 16 mm. kinescope of the Aug.
OS I NBC-TV Assignment Manhunt
program, sponsored by the Amercan Tobacco Co., was presented by
}Ir. Weaver to Lt. Lowell 0. Orr,
fi JJSN, to initiate actual delivery of
at sirms to the armed forces. The
i I aetwork promised to have a total
f 50 prints of three separate
Assignment Manhunt programs
vailable for overseas distribution
y last Friday.
Other NBC programs scheduled
delivery include Milton Berle's
:: "orexaco
Star Theatre; The Mohawk
it
leas 'howroom; The Lucky Strike Hit
Parade; the 9-9:30 p.m. (EDT)
•ortion of Your Show of Shows,
Sponsored by the R. J. Reynolds
HEALTH CLINIC
AMA to Sponsor Oct. 16
Jeii I
il ONE-DAY clinic on basic problems in the use of television for
ealth education will be sponsored
y the Bureau of Health Education
-jjfcf the American Medical Assn.
\ Dr. W. W. Bauer, bureau direc)\n nor, announced the clinic will be
eld Oct. 16 in Chicago's Hotel
Biltmore.
:'aciW The clinic isnouncementsopen.
are beingSpecial
sent an-to
Itate Medical Assns., radio direcors of professional and voluntary
rganizations and to interested peronnel of broadcast media, ad agenies and educational institutions,
■'here
is no registration
fee. made
Arrangements
are being
i hrough Marshall-Hester Producl jions, 521 Fifth Ave., New York.
A special citation is to be pre\ ented by the bureau to NBC in
j 'ecognition of the network's "consistent cooperation in furthering
ealth education of the public. . . ."
iit will be presented Sept. 23 at
a he end of a documentary broadlast on employment of handicapped
ersons, 10:30-11 p.m. (EDT) by
)r. Bauer to Niles Trammell,
hairman of the board of NBC.
elecasting

Tobacco Co., and The Old Gold
Original Amateur Hour.
After kinescope films are returned to the network by stations
not on the interconnected network
they are edited to delete commercials and to insert the credit lines.
Then about 10 prints per program
are made for overseas distribution.
Selection Board
The Armed Forces Selection
Board, through which distribution
has been arranged, resei-ves the
right to accept or refuse programs
offered by the network through the
sponsor's agency.
First program to be submitted
service group was the CBS-TV version of Amos 'n' Andy — sponsored
by Blatz Beer — last June. Since
then, 10 or more prints have been
made of each program and sent
overseas in packages of 15 shows
at a time. Production of overseas
versions has been dependent upon
completion of sequences for national audiences, but the first 150
prints have already been dispatched
and now are tied up reportedly by
union difficulties at a dock in San
Francisco. Almost all the overseas
Amos 'n' Andy films have been
scheduled for distribution in Korea.
Other CBS Television programs,
for which final and complete prints
were submitted by the end of last
week, include Man Against Crime,
Faye Emerson's Wonderful Town,
and Suspense.
SERVICE MARK
Is Sought for Puppet
WHETHER a puppet in a TV show
can be registered as a service mark
by the U. S. Patent Office was
argued Sept. 13 in Washington before the Commissioner of Patents.
The case involves the use of a
puppet in the Fort Worth StarTelegram's WBAP-TV See-Saw
Zoo, a weekly children's program
that began in September 1948. It
is believed to be the first case of
its kind in the TV field.
A trade mark is a distinctive insignia affixed to a product. A service mark is a distinctive mark representing aservice (NBC's chimes
are registered as a service mark).
Request for a service mark on
a puppet character in See-Saw Zoo
was made Oct. 12, 1949. It was
denied by a Patent Office examiner
March 16 of this year on the ground
the mark was a fictitious representation of a character in the
show and therefore did not conform
to the definition of a service mark
under the Lanham Act.
The examiner appeared to fear
that service mark registration of
the puppet character might unduly
broaden the scope of the law.
Opposing the examiner's conclusions in last week's hearing was
Harry P. Warner of the Washington law firm of Segal, Smith &
Hennessey,
representing WBAPTV.
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HERE'S

MEWS!

exclusively
for

Television

The INS Television Department has expanded operations and increased personnel to provide the biggest and
best service possible for its growing number of TV clients.
An important part of this expansion is the establishment
of a new television wire service. Tied in with the INSTelenews Daily Newsreel, it provides the first complete,
basic news service for television. This is in keeping with
INS' position as the first and foremost news service for
television.
The new teletype circuit, entirely separate from the
regular INS newspaper-radio circuits, will transmit up-tothe-minute scripts for the daily newsreel— plus late news
summaries, all timed and cued into the film footage.
Together, the wire and newsreel film provide top quality
newscasts ready to go on the air without special processing, handling or other costly, time-consuming production
work by the station.
Also, INS has added several new films to its available
services, including the daily 15-minute news-feature program, "Clete Roberts' World Report."
The INS Television Department is especially equipped
to offer the ideal television news package and service to
TV stations. Whether you are an operating station, or
have an application with the FCC for a license, your
inquiry will be welcomed.
In television

news

it's INS-TELENEWS
FIRST-

And

FOREMOST

Complete basic daily news service
by film and teletype
Weekly newsreel
Weekly sports reel
INP spot news photos by wire
or package delivery
"World Report," with Clete Roberts
All Nations Musical Symphonies

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

SERVICE

TV Dept., 235 E. 45th St., New York 1 7, N. Y.
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COMMERCIALS
BY KAY MULVIH ! LL

Still the most discussed subject
in television circles is the recent
network pool telecast of the Japanese Peace Treaty Conferences.
For the history-making occasion,
which Memorial
took place Opera
in San House,
Francisco's
War
was
television's biggest moment— marking the opening of the transcontinental micro-wave.
With the appointment of CBS bv
the four networks to handle the
pool pick-up and coordinate the
program, KPIX, as the CBS affiliate
was delegated to telecast the Peace
Treaty sessions in their entirety.
Main portions were fed to stations throughout the country and
the full 30 hours of the five-day
Conference proceedings were
screened locally on KPIX.
Master Control in Box U of the
Opera House
served
as the
nerve center, where
d i rector
Dave Kees of
KPIX mast e r-m in de d
the historical
telecast, and
called the
camera shots
which were
DAVE KEES
seen by an
estimated
audience of 50 million. Working
with Kees was Sig Mickelson, CBS
TV Director of News and Public
Affairs, who acted as program coordinator for the CBS TV network.
KI'IX's George Mathiesen, headed
the engineering crew and was the
man who threw the switch that put
the first transcontinental telecast on
the air. Assisting Mathiesen was
Hal Jury of CBS, Hollywood.
Five camera positions set up in
Opera House's Golden Horse Shoe,
one stationed in the lobby and a
camera set up outside the building,
brought the largest audience in
television's history complete coverage of the eventful sessions.
KSFO, KPIX AM affiliate,
brought the Peace Treaty sessions
to radio audiences with Bob Hanson, John Duffy and Wally King
handling the announcing chores.

c"r
Repre*ented I
by The
XKatx Agency, Inc.
KP

film

report

TRADITIONAL Swedish way of
preparing for Christmas and celebrating the holiday season is the
theme of Christmas in Sweden,
available from FILMS OF THE
NATIONS Inc., New York. A
well known Swedish photographer,
Olle Comstedt, directs this simple
record of an average family's observance of the holiday, from earlymorning cooking of special dishes
to the Christmas service in an old
Swedish church.
Name talent has been signed by
EDDIE LEWIS Productions, Hollywood, for a series of 26 half-hour
film programs scheduled for openend syndication. Among those
signed are Teresa Wright, Ann
Harding, Boris Karloff, Eddie Albert and Margaret Whiting.
Results "or else" is the sales arrangement offered by LOUIS WEISS
& Co., Los Angeles, for its filmed
mystery series, Craig Kennedy,
Criminologist. If program rating
for first 3 weeks doesn't top that
of any other mystery-detective
show in same city at comparable
time,
the sponsorWEISS
gets' a Productions
second run
free. ADRIAN
is filming the series for television.
A new TV film production firm,
SCREEN TELEVIDEO Productions, is being set up in Hollywood
by Gil Ralston, who recently resigned from Procter & Gamble Productions. Production on a contemplated series of 256 half-hour
dramatic programs will get underway next month. New firm will
have Bill Kozlenko, story consultant, and Rudy Abel, production
manager.
Address is 328 South

FALCON FILM CO.
Formed by Phoenix Group
INCORPORATED at $1 million,
new TV film production firm. Falcon Film Co., has been organized in
Phoenix with John C. Mullins,
president KPHO-AM-TV, as head
of the concern. Bill Burton, executive producer-director at KPHOTV, serves in similar capacity for
new firm. Erskine Caldwell,
author, also is associated with the
enterprise.
An initial telefilm dramatic
series to start within 30 days is
Classified Section. Shooting schedule also calls for Western series
Boot Hill and dramatic series My
World, all to be 52 half hours each.

W/

CEREALS?

WILBUR STREECH PRODUCTIONS

"K

SF

O
Reoreunted by Wm. G. Rombeau Co
SAN FRANCISCO
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Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
More than $25,000 will be spent
by DESILU Productions, Hollywood, to convert Stage 2 at General Service Studios into a 300-seat
ampitheatre for its new TV film
series, / Love Lucy, starring Lucille
Ball [Film Report, Sept. 10]. It
(Continued on page 101)

SWEENEY
NAMED
KHJ-TV Sales Manage,
KEVIN SWEENEY, former gendj
eral sales manager of KFI-AM-T\j
Los
Angeles,
been named
sale '
manager
of has
KHJ-TV
Hollywoo.
the re-named KFI-TV acquired bj,
Don Lee Broadcasting System ft
fortnight
ago
from
Earle CI
Anthony Sept.
[Broadcasting
Teleir|h
casting,
10]. He had • been
the KFI post three years, resign
ing effective Sept. 15.
At KHJ-TV h<
George
will
workWhitney
unde"
who rejoined Doi I
Lee as vice presi I
dent in
charge Mr]
o: I
TV
sales.

FEINER NAMED
CBS Executive Producer
BEN FEINER Jr. has been signed
as executive television producer
with CBS Television Network, effective Oct. 1, Hubbell Robinson
Jr., vice president in charge of programs for CBS Television, announced Tuesday. Currently in
New York, Mr. Feiner will leave
for the West Coast late this month
where he will organize and supervise television production with
Harry Ackerman, CBS vice president in charge of network programs, Hollywood.
Owning and operating his own
radio station in Kingston, N. Y.,
for two years, Mr. Feiner joined
the international department of
CBS in 1942, handling Englishlanguage programs for overseas
transmission. In 1944, he became
associated with producer-director
Worthington Miner at CBS Television studios in Grand Central
Station, where he directed more
than 100 shows.
Mr. Feiner was a writer and
associate producer at MGM from
1947 until April of this year, with
ment.
INTER-CITY

J^.
^HHHb
Mm* mH
If
I|jg|
mH£"

reportedly wain
t ytn
stan
red Swe
post
theene
offeMr.
ene
y ofMr.assiSwe
William B. Ryan, BAB president;
but declined because he did no ;
want to leave southern California;
Prior to KFI, Mr. Sweeney wai;
manager of Fletcher Wiley Pro ;
ductions, packager of Housewives]
Protective
CBS MrJ
ac '
quired thatLeague.
firm and When
program,
Sweeney went to CBS as assistan
general manager of the show.
CBS Mr.to Sweeney
join KFI was
in 1948'1
At Heonelefttime
as
sistant to the ABC Western Div
vice president.

If the rating: on our completed 13 Crai; i I
Kennedy
mysteryespecially
shows starringPonal
Woods, filmed
for televisior
does not beat
the
ratingof any
mystery
detective
TV
show
at
end
of
13
(comparable time) in any city, we week
offei ;j
your
show. sponsor 2nd run at no chargre fo
iMwttnediate
Dvtivary

...

13 %-hour TV films
completed
Adrian Weiss Productions
first

RELAY

Added Birmingham-Atlanta
SECOND inter-city TV circuit between Birmingham and Atlanta
was previewed Wednesday to permit reception of a special American Red Cross program. Regular
use of the new circuit, provided
by addition of TV equipment to
an existing coaxial cable from
day).
Memphis, will begin today (MonPrevious arrangement required
stations in Birmingham and
Atlanta to share use of single circuit which reached them via Charlotte, N. C, and Jacksonville, Fla.
New hookup allows the stations to
broadcast two different network
programs at the same time.
Extension of TV service in the
South will add Miami and New
Orleans to the network late in
1952 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10]. Miami will be
reached through addition of equipment to the existing coaxial running south from Jacksonville. New
Orleans will be served by a cable
now under construction south from
Jackson, Miss.

Whitney
formerl;
TV
Was general
ager
KFI - man
AM

present
CRAIG
KENNEDY
CRIMINOLOGIST

DONALD
WOODS
CRAIG°
ng '•'
StarriKENNEDY

with
Sydney Mason and Lewis G. Wilson
Available
as ' " '
For National-Regional
or Local Sponsorship
LOUIS WEISS & COMPANY
655 N. Fairfax
Los Angeles 36, California
Phone: WEbster 5287
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IDEO'S
GROWTH
Baker's Optimism
Tempered
LIGHTLY
pessimistic view of
' ■ V's growth in the next two to
id ve years was taken by General
lectric's Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice
and general manager of
IResident
- ,&e Electronics Division, in a Sept.
P speech before 2,500 distributors
j nd jobbers attending the National
lectronic Distributors Assn. cont j .ention in Cleveland (also see story
jE age 61).
... . At the end of two years, Dr.
Dj aker foresaw 248 VHF stations
jnd 36 UHF stations on the air.
It present there are 107 TV stajj ions operating, all on VHF chanmeri «ls.
31 1 At the end of five years, Dr.
j.aker foresaw 343 VHF stations
nd 166 UHF stations on the air.
Some estimates have run as high
s 1,500 TV stations operating by
If 955.
TV set production in 1952 may be
. |nly five million, maybe even less,
Jr. Baker estimated.
In 1950, radio-TV manufacturers made 7,463,800 TV sets. For
' h-st
eight months of 1951, 3,686,S 3. i 94 sets have been made.
Pessimistic
outlook is based, Dr.
i
taker said, on the continuance of
"garrison" economy — controlled
roduction, limitations on profits,
j p rices, wages, materials, etc.
jif"The
major
on thewill
supply
critical
basedrain
materials
fall
lost heavily in 1952 and early
■953," he said.
Market Factors
■nit i List of criteria to tell whether
'I'D '.'
'%3jf•oon
city oris much
going later
to get was
a TVgiven
station
by
)r. Baker as follows:
a good
market
I "If
it aiscity
on isthe
coaxial
cablearea;
or

1}

■i

elay network, or within one microwave link of the cable; if it has
nly one applicant for permission
o construct and operate the staion, then, according to our market
esearch experts, it has a pretty
•ood chance of getting on the air
n the next two years. If any one
f those items is missing, it may be
'.ve years."
Warning against set sale optirsm following the lifting of the
reeze was sounded by Dr. Baker
n these words:
"The television industry has
•lamed many of its ills upon the
reeze to the extent that many
>ersons look upon the lifting of it
INDUSTRIAL FILMS
TV SPOTS . . .
RO GRAMS

625 Madison Ave
N.Y. 22. N.Y. • PLaza 9-3600
telecasting

High-Stepping Sales
TELEVISION has won its
letter in Minneapolis-St. Paul.
The local Arthur Murray
Dance Studio there started a
25-minute TV variety show
on WTCN-TV Minneapolis
this summer. After eight
weeks on the airwaves the
studio reports a 218% increase of value of sales, compared to a similar period
before the show. E. G. Ege,
studio manager, in a letter to
WTCN, pointed out that
years of newspaper advertising had preceded the TV expenditure but that he was
now spending approximately
the same amount in TV that
he previously has spent in
local newspaper advertising.
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m
as a palliative, if not the cure-all,
of those ills. Some of these people
are going to be disappointed."
Not all of Dr. Baker's speech
was gloomy. By the end of 1955,
he estimated, 35% million families
would be within range of a TV
station and 90% of them would
have a TV set.
Income of electronic parts and
components distributors, not including set sales, he estimated as $320
million in 1950, $475 million in
1951, $1 billion in 1955.
TV'S

A

PROBLEM

Says IBC's Gibson
FREE television, not the International Boxing Club, is the villain
in the current drama of folding
fight clubs and represents one of
the game's thorniest problems, televiewers of NBC-TV's American
Forum of the Air were told Sept. 9.
The spokesman was Truman Gibson Jr., secretary of the IBC, who
appeared on the TV panel, along
with Jersey Joe Walcott, Sen. Herbert Cain (R-Wash.) and Columnist Dick O'Brien of the Washington Times-Herald. Subject for
discussion was Sen. Cain's request
for a probe into IBC operations,
including charges that the club
wields a monopolistic weapon in
the fisticuff enterprise.
The IBC, Mr. Gibson said, welcomes competition because it needs
young talented fighters to fulfill
its television contracts. Mr. O'Brien
noted, in turn, that the District of
Columbia Boxing Commission has
no control over IBC cards which
are billed exclusively for theatre
telecasting in Washington. In such
cases, he also said, televiewers are
denied home reception or so-called
"free entertainment."
TELEFILM, INC.
COMPLETE FILM PRODUCTION
FOR
TV SPOTS-PROGRAMS
All Production Steps
In One Organization
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
HOLLYWOOD 9-720S
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TVT station
in thethe 2 only
BILLION
DOLLAR
Memphis and Mid-South Market
with an undivided audience of
over *90,000 television sets.
Beginning Oct. 1, WMCT
inaugurates the greatest NEWS
PROGRAMMING ever produced for the mighty MidSouth Market
presenting
National, Regional and
Local events live, on films and
photos. . .SIX TIMES DAILY.

I

For undiv ided attention in
the Miri -South
you
need
\\ M TV
( T'.Station.
Memphis'
ONLY

National Representatives The Branham Company
Owned and operated by
The Commercial Appeal
CHANNEL 4 • MEMPHIS
AFFILIATED
WITH NBC
Also affiliated with
CBS, ABC and DUMONT
'bnsed on latest Memphis distribution figures

Memphis ONLY
TV Station
WMCT
WMC
WMCF
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Pellegrin
(Continued from page 25)
impact of TV only on radio audiences.
Would it be naive to keep hammering away at ANA that TV affects all leisure-time activities,
especially the reading of newspapers and magazines? Perhaps I
am re-ploughing old ground, but
doesn't it line up something like
this:
1. Radio long ago unwittingly
"made its bed" by fostering and
financing the minute-by-minute
radio research services (Hooper,
Pulse, Nielsen, etc.) which pinpoint radio listening to a single
station and a specific program at
any given minute. NO OTHER
ADVERTISING MEDIUM GIVES
COMPARABLE INFORMATION.
2. Newspapers and magazines
offer
"circulation"
figures
only.
While some
efforts have
been made
to study readership (or "noting")
of specific advertisements and other
parts of the publications, nothing
resembling radio's minute reports
has been attempted by the publications. Nor has anything comparable been demanded by advertisers and agencies, the way they
have demanded minute-by-minute
radio listening data.
3. Advertisers and agencies are
at fault, by not requiring comparable studies fro all media. If
minute-by-minute data on radio
listening are essential, then inchby-inch readership data are equally

HEV!

Mr.

essential! Why has this not been
demanded by advertisers and
agencies, and why do they not
begin now to require it?
4. Radio stations are at fauit
by continuing to supply such
"restrictive" data, by continuing
to support the research services
that provide these data. Would it
be in order for stations to discontinue their use of these services,
at least until publications make
comparable services available?
5. With the advent of television, these radio-fostered and
financed services (Hooper, Pulse,
Nielsen, etc.) immediately jumped
into the arena and began also to
measure minute-by-minute television viewing. Because all their
previous studies had been in the
radio field, it was natural (and
inevitable, perhaps) that their
earliest comparisons of TV data
would be made against radio listening, alone. Thus we went
through a period of advertising
hysteria, directed solely against
radio. Publications remained
strangely quiet, offering no data at
all on whether readership was being maintained.
6. A few tentative studies disclosed that readership was affected
by TV. The BBD&O Consumer
Panel survey, the Hofstra and Rutgers studies, etc., waved a very red
flag indeed when they showed that
time spent reading is reduced considerably inTV families. But these
studies showed only that total reading time was reduced, and did not

Account

Man!

See your time buyer FAST
and Tell Him

"Red Hot and Blue" is the Mid-South's
Greatest Night Time Race Program!
Tennessee's Governor Browning says, "It's the
' Liveliest Program in the South." Patti Page
' says, "It's Terrific" . . . and 3,000 requests per
' week say, "We're buying because PHILLIPS
* SENT ME!" It's time to let Phillips send some
your way!
Get Sales on Q ... Others Do!
For Spot or Program Participation
see... WEED!

Mr. "Q"

w
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Big Schedule
EIGHT football games each
weekend will be carried by
KCNY San Marcos, Tex.,
which Tom Fleet, general
manager, believes may be the
heaviest play-by-play football schedule of any daytime
station in the country. Four
games will be local, the
others from Liberty Broadcasting System. Only playby-play portions of local
games will be recorded, cutting time of each game to
about an hour. Some games,
played as far as 400 miles
from San Marcos, will be
recorded on tape, then flown
to KCNY for broadcast. Although Mr. Fleet said there
will be myriad production
problems, the bright note is
that all games are sold.

ship" figures of radio and tel«,|
vision, which advertisers and agei
cies have not let us use in sellin

radio
for the
15 orbecause
20 year'
I admit
thatpast
merely
family buys a TV set, it does nc
cancel its subscription to its dail
newspaper, or to the magazines
has subscribed to for years. B . '
what happens to the inch-by-in&V
readership of the advertising rf
those publications, now that t\
family
of its leisure-tin :
to devotehastoless
them?
9. We know that "radio s< N
ownership" has not declined wit I'
television; in fact, it has growl
by leaps and bounds. But adveit:
tisers and agencies will not let m
sell radio because our "potenti;circulation" is greater than even:
On the contrary, despite th
"greater circulation," their fana r
icism in digging out minute-bj ;
minute listening data on radio hz forced radio to cut its rates. Wh , ;
then, the inexplicable inconsistenc ,,
in permitting publications to cour :
"circulation", to raise their rate:-i i
and still not furnish any inch-by
inch readership figures on advei
tising content?
Clearly, all of us are missing th
boat every day we let this f antasti
situation continue.
The second news story in th
trade papers this week is the ar
nouncement
Ken Baker
is t< "i
head
the newthatStandard
Audit
Measurement Services, Inc. We a
know that Ken is one of the fines
research men in the advertisin
business; he has earned the respec
of all segments of the advertisin
industry,
radio beandthenon-radio
alike
This might
golden oppoi,/

go into detail as to how much of
this time was lost to the reading
of advertising, or even more specifically, which ads suffered most.
For example consider this: a housewife who formerly devoted an average of 40 minutes per day to the
reading of the daily newspaper,
might easily have devoted 20 of
those minutes to browzing through
the ads — large ads and small. Then
comes TV and she cuts her total
newspaper-reading time to 20 minutes, a 50% reduction. But did all
of this reading time come from the
ads? If so, that's a 100% drop!
More likely perhaps, she cut her
reading time among the ads to 10
minutes, or even 5. That could
mean a reduction of 50% to 75%,
so far as the advertiser is con- tunity we have been awaiting t ;
cerned— and it seems to me to be supply the missing links in the ac j
vertising-research field.
very important to the advertiser
The news story said, howevei
to know just what it was! Further,
in her reduced reading time, does
that theradio-television
new organization
wi'
audience:
she now have time to notice only measure
somewhat
like
BMB
did,
with
rethe largest of the ads — the fullfinements. Ifwe permit this to b
page or half -page ads? Is it pos- the total effort
of the organizatior
sible that "noting" of full-page department store ads, for example, we will be digging radio's grav .
might be cut only a small percent, deeper than ever. We will be fo^.
tering and financing another o_
but that smaller ads (like most
of the "national" ads) might be those research services which hav :
cut almost entirely? These are put radio in the tight spot it is a
questions of the greatest import present, and we will be doing noth
ing to undo the harm they hav
to national advertisers and agenalready done, or to supply the ob
cies. How can they be overlooked,
when you consider the frenzied zeal vious deficiencies in comparable re
of these same advertisers and
search among all media.
Now is the time to act, befor^
agencies for minute-by-minute
the new organization gets full;
radio and TV data?
under way. Now is the time fo
7. As I said, only a few tentative
the Affiliates Committee and other
studies along these lines have been
made, but the danger signals they who are vitally concerned with thi;
show are so alarming that it is problem to organize a movement t<
difficult to understand why they persuade this new Baker organiza
have not been followed up rigor- tion to include in its set-up all th'
ously and thoroughly, first of all forms of advertising research tha
by the advertisers and agencies, national advertisers and agencie:
and secondly by the radio industry
should have, to reach intelligen
in the interests of discovering comparable data that might be our
strongest weapon in focusing the
spotlight on the true rising costs
Why buy 2 or more...
of advertising where it belongs —
do 1 big sales job
on magazines and newspapers.
8. Admittedly, "circulation" figon "RADIO BALTIMORE' ]
ures have not dropped a great deal.
Contoct
But "circulation" figures alone
EDWARD
PETRY CO.
mean nothing — certainly they mean
no more than the gross "set ownerIVBAL
BROADCASTING
• Telecastinj

4nd fair conclusions.
Perhaps, if this new organization
4 ill cooperate, this should be the
~annel for the diversion of some
? the millions of dollars now spent
r radio stations on the "limiting"
?search they are buying, to their
t jrtriment !
Although it is not necessary, let
|e state that I am not connected
it i;i any way with this new organizaof Ken toBaker's;
I have
/en tion
talked
him about
this; not
he
pes not know I am writing this;
. ~ j am not trying in any way to
gin ssooge or shill for him or this new
usiness; I have no axe to grind
nd no motive whatsoever except
enti iae good of radio. I have no idea
'■'i ; hat his reaction will be to this
•Proposal; he might even oppose it,
0 :-at knowing his research acumen
H nd his general knowledge of the
1 less we are all in, I think he will
?cognize a golden opportunity to
rl te of real service to all segments
m >jf advertising.
rat
The details and techniques can be
orked out by the experts, but now
the time to get started. While
lis new organization is tooling up
itasl t) make its proposed studies of raio and television listening, it
ould be simple for them to make
rrangements to carry the research
aat vital step further, and also
::: eport inch-by-inch readership data
Hi n the reading of advertising in
ewspapers and magazines. With•>r. l ut this, the radio-television data
re almost worthless in the present
:?4i-ate of confusion and inter media
ilS iickering. With it, we will have
omparable data that could be litrally priceless to radio and teleision in the years to come; data
iat for the first time will enable
ational advertisers and agencies
b evaluate all media on a fair and
jccurate basis. On that basis, we
now we have nothing to fear.
; i Therefore, I would urge several
Pj'teps :
1. An immediate blast by the
...-.ffiliates Committee against the
iased ANA third report on radio,
i ;s being deficient, inaccurate and
lisleading.
2. An immediate challenge to
:: Publications to produce comparable
-:
NEWS
from Binghamton, N. Y.

WENE
BINGHAMTON,

NOW

N.Y. MARKET

5000
WATTS

CALL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
ROADCASTING

TOA Report
(Continued from page 8U)

WHILE vacationing, Chester M. Matson, manager, Los Angeles office,
Petrey & Co., representing KOMO
Seattle, had chance to view first-hand
KOMO's merchandising activities for
an account placed through his office
by Raymond R. Morgan Co. of same
city. Pictured are Mr. Matson (I) and
Ray Baker, KOMO commercial manager, inspecting Folger Coffee display
in KOMO foyer tying-in with Folger's
4th consecutive Doorbell Coffee Quiz
promotion on newscast.
station's 12:15 p.m.
inch-by-inch readership figures on
advertising.
3. An immediate challenge to advertisers and agencies to DEMAND from publications (as they
have from radio and television) the
same pin-point types of readership
data on an inch-by-inch basis,
page-by-page, day-by-day, monthby-month.
4. An early conference with Dr.
Ken Baker and his associates, to
explore the ways and means of
having his new organiaztions do
what is so vitally needed, so deficient in present research, and so
obviously desirable.
5. Sponsorship of a movement
among stations to refuse to support
another run-of-the-mill "limiting"
research service, aimed at radiotelevision only, unless it does the
total job of providing comparable
data on all media.
6. Sponsorship of a movement
among all subscribers to present
"limiting" research services, to divert their support from these
grave-digging services to one that
will do a beneficial job for the entire advertising industry.
We have been suckers for 25
years. I think that's long enough.
After all this bitter and costly experience, now is the time for radio
and television to assert their independence, shake off these shackles
that we have paid for with our own
blood-money, tell the advertisers
and agencies that if they won't do
the job for themselves, we'll do it
for them, and — by these methods —
get back on top of this situation
instead of remaining where we are,
bloody and beaten at the bottom of
a heap, victims of our own misguided dollars spent in the past for
"limiting" research that has not
just "bitten the hand" but has
damn near cut our throats.

• Telecasting

theHetheatre
this country."
said hein was
discussing only
"the broad picture" as he and the
committee envision it. Details —
such as various types of theatre TV
fare, how long such shows will be
run, etc. — will be worked out as
the medium develops, he said. But
he was confident theatre TV offerings will eventually become regular
supplements to each motion picture
show, though for a long time he
expected theatre TV presentations
to He
remain
"occasional."
did not
think the theatre TV
feature would ever replace the motion picture feature.
Most current theatre TV operations are losing money, Mr. Wolfson said. But he thought this situation would improve. As more and
more theatres start carrying theatre TV programs, he said, the cost
to them — and to the public at the
box office — should come down.
For last week's theatre TV showing of the Robinson-Turpin fight,
it was understood, the fight promoters increased their charge to
the theatre group to 75 cents a
seat, compared with about 40 cents
for previous bouts.
It also was reported RCA expects to reach a production rate
of some 30 theatre TV units a
month within about 60 days, and to
attain an even faster pace thereafter. At present, Mr. Wolfson
CLEVELAND'S ^

said, orders for both theatre TV
equipmentnumber and
AT&T facilities outthe supply.
Mr. Wolfson cited the case of his
own Wometco Theatre Chain in
Florida and the Bahamas and their
WTVJ Miami as an example of
mutually
helpful
tween theatres
andcooperation
television. beIn
this case, he said, cooperation includes exchange of both personnel
and ideas.
He strongly recommended that
theatres utilize television's sales
power to advertise their movie
wares. TV advertising, he said,
contributed much to the fact that
the theatre box office has held up
better in the Florida area than in
the nation generally, and that, in
fact, five large new theatres have
been constructed in that area in
the past two years.
On the subject of motion picture
film for home television, Mr. Wolfson said his committee feels, aside
from the competitive problem, that
theatre films are "not suitable" for
broadcast television from the standpoint of photography, and at best
are "stopgaps." Home television,
he said, needs specially made films.
From the competitive standpoint,
he did not believe producers should
be required to make their films
available for home television when
to do so would cost them money.
The TOA convention, at which
Mr. Wolfson's committee will make
public its formal report, is scheduled Sept. 23-27 in New York.

STATION • wjw • CLEVELAND'S/ifcw^SieNAL- WjW • CLEVELAND'S (Hty ST4j>

Chief

Says:

"My braves know how to open door,
Make the pitch and close the sale.
Chief Station 'spots' sure offer more
'Cause they get in where others fail."
SALES
SUCCESS
No

supersalesmen?

Ask

H-R

STORY
Reps or Hal

Waddell about Hines, Clifton and Freed... your
best salesmen in the Greater Cleveland Market.
STATION
1

CLEVELAND'S

j

5 000 W. QJJ
WJW BUILDING
^*"*^
REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY
BY

BASICABC
^
CLEVELAND 15. OHIO
4|C
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TRADE-INS
Reserve Board Cracks Down

KLX-AM-FM Oakland signed largest daily bulk time contract in its 26-year
history with Grodins' of California, Oakland men's store, to sponsor minimum
of four
daily ofL.Japanese
Peace Conference.
Grodins'W.officers
are
(I tohours
r) Richard
Grodin, Arnold
Michaels, Clifford
Grodin above
with
Mark Gerstle, of KLX.

THREATENED crackdown on
dealers who offer "fictitious" tradein allowance on radio-TV receivers
and other household appliances
with "no money down" advertisements materialized Sept. 7 as the
Federal Reserve Board amended
regulation governing installments
purchases CASTING,
[BROADCASTING
• TELESept. 10].
The board issued new rules for
judging so-called trade-in allowances, and asserted that violations
will be punishable by fines not to
exceed $5,000 and imprisonment up
to one year.
The chief reservation placed on
trade-in allowances is that they
bear "a reasonable relationship to
their real value, and that the 15%
down payment on sets be computed
at the same percentage of the
article's "cash price . . . net of
anyTrade-in
rebate allowances,
or sales discount."
rebates or
discounts would be permitted by
dealers
long toasconceal
they are
"not
used as as
a cloak
evasions
of the down-payment require-

SPONSORSHIP of Touchdown Tips on
KFSD San Diego during the coming
season has been contracted for by
Carlson & Simpson, auto service firm.
At signing are Jack Peterson, radioTV dir., Barnes-Chase Co.; Victor E.
Westerlund, pres., Carlson & Simpson
Inc., and Thomas E. Sharp, KFSD pres.

VICTOR KIRSCHMAN, president,
Kirschman's Furniture Store, New
Orleans, signs for a minimum of 1,000
spots on WMRY New Orleans during
coming year. Beaming approval are
Russ Offhaus (I), WMRY asst. mgr.,
and Sam Rosenbaum, Rosenbaum Adv.
Agency.

FOLLOWING signing of "yellow oleo
bill in Pennsylvania Aug. 24., Jelke
Good Luck Oleomargarine signed for
sponsorship of 15-minute quiz show
over WCAU Philadelphia, originating
in supermarkets. (L to r) Joseph T.
Connolly, v. p. in charge of WCAU
radio; Hugh Ferguson, m.c. of program, Good Luck to You, and Harvey
Howell, ad mgr. of Jelke Good Luck.
Show is heard Mon.-Fri.

LOCAL Ford dealer, McCain-Richards,
will sponsor all football games of
Ouachita Parish High School, on
KNOE Monroe, La. Signing are
(seated, I to r) Alaine Fink, KNOE
sales rep.; Vagee Rivers, McCainRichards v. p., and Charles Nelms,
McCain-Richards sales and prom,
mgr.; (standing, I to r) Paul Goldman,
KNOE gen. mgr., and Irv Zeidman,
KNOE asst. mgr. -program dir.

Genesis of the new FRB ruling
was a number of complaints that
some dealers have been advertising
ments."
"no
money down" offers, particularly on TV sets. In many cases
involving trade-in allowances, the
board noted, dealers have rigged
prices and consumers actually have
paid as much as -they would for
outright cash purchases. The board
declared :
The provisions of the statute and
regulation prohibit certain practices
which attempt to use fictitious tradein allowances to evade the down
payment requirements. This is true,
even though the regulation does not
necessarily require that trade-in allowances counted against down payments be limited to the actual market
value of the trade-in or to the amount
for which the retailer expects to be
able to sell it.
Credit controls also would be
violated in instances where the
dealer :
© Applies against the required
down payment a trade-in allowance on items "having a value that
was nominal or negligible or that

V. H. GARABEDIAN, Western Union ad mgr., sends one of the first 15minimum word telegrams to Walter Johnson, seated at right, sales mgr.,
WTIC Hartford. Standing (I to r) are Joseph J. Weed, Weed & Co., station
rep., and Bob Day, of Albert Frank-Guenther Law, Western Union agency.

bore allowance.
no reasonable relationship" ii
the
£ Fails to keep records sholfi
ing the cash value for each trade-:
plus other data needed to prove t .
transaction was effected in go •'faith.
9 Did not receive "delivery a: !)
possession" from the purchaser
the
article was
on which
allowance
made. the trade-'!1
'RED

FRIDAY1
KMPC 'Freedom' Stu

WHAT happens when a radio st
tion is taken over by the Reds w t:
be demonstrated dramatically Fr.
day (Sept. 28) on KMPC Holltl
wood to focus public attention 1 1
the Crusade for Freedom drive, x
To be called "Red Friday," tl r
day of the Red radio dominate j
will start during the early mornir h
Ross Mulholland program whs ■
mock
troops
"invadi-f:i
KMPC communist
and take over
operations,

Throughout the rest of the broa' r.
cast day, until 8 p.m. news, tl j-:
station's entire program structu i
will be "Red dominated" wil
Soviet-slanted news and feature
"politically-approved"
musical as f!"
lections and special features,
cording to John Baird, station pulV
lie affairs director.
Chef Milani, on his morning foe'
program, is to feature an elaborai [
menu of ersatz Russian food. CI J
max of "Red Friday" will be
dramatic feature,
Probability,
which The
will Year
descrit cj2
what could happen if free speec
in America were throttled by Sovh ii ia
thought-control.
The event will be heralded by a
extensive spot announcement can
paign on KMPC on preceding day:;
KMPC advertisers, given advanc
notice of the unique Crusade Fc &
Freedom event, have been invite i8 $
to join in the spirit of the occasio|
with suitable commercials.
31
KBA

Meeting

i

KENTUCKY
Broadcasters Assi'
will hold its annual fall meetinj::
Oct. 4-5 at Hotel Beecher, Someij".:
set, Ky. Those planning to atten' I
are requested to write Mike Lay
man, WSFC Somerset, Ky.
carries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAYj&r

Mark

NIGHT

81
DJ^T,ME mm
Stoften Su
B rr. ey
• -xAI*
TOTAL B*B
LIES
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'PORTLAND, OREGON
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COURSES
VA Policy Attacked

3E POSITION of the "Veterans
Iministration in treating radio(T training courses as "avocanal or recreational" pursuits is
trade anded as "indefensible" and an
rKer ruling should be altered
conform to broadcasting's occutional status as an industry.
This is the conclusion drawn in
Sti li report being prepared by the
ouse Veterans
Select Investi>t ting subcommittee
which has
^»4°B probing into certain VA irgularities.
[Broadcasting •
)l recasting, Aug. 6]. The report
Ul be issued formally later this
mth.
Under the so-called "avocational
ijling" handed down by the agenWs Washington headquarters and
ade a part of Public Law 346,
terans are prohibited from takother than listed vocational
purses unless they can "justify"
ieir training before the Veters Administration.
Notice Served
:atIK if
j]I Last February the central ofe notified field authorities, withID pi t advance consultation with instry and other groups, that
:z fd (oadcasting courses were to be
: >::a fLjudged avocational or recreaq -»nal. Broadcasting thus was
mped with the so-called "enterinment" group, depriving vetans of tuition, subsistence and
esedlher
benefits.
: The ruling drew a storm of prosts from local stations and
ARTB which, on behalf of the
: cat i dustry, testified in a hearing
ily 19. In the report data on
of radio-TV
jrai i 0% employment
udents through regional placements is cited by the Dallas reg33 1 nal office. Other objections were
ed, pointing out that the courses
ntributed to the veteran's occuitional advancement. Importance
skilled technicians in civil dense also is stressed.
k* In all, the subcommittee received
indreds of letters from broadasters protesting the unfair dismination, some of the stations
jtJting detailed factors in the em-

WCAM Camden, N. J., on Aug. 25 began construction of its new transmitter
site at Pyne Point Park in Camden. On hand were (I to r) Herbert L. Wilson of Herbert L. Wilson Assoc. Engineers, Washington, D. C; Mayor George
E. Brunner of Camden; John Cleary, WCAM manager, and Willard C.
Schriver, station director.
ployment of combination men, according to the report.
The document also scores the
VA for taking the action without
consulting industry, regional VA
managers, state laws or educational groups.
The ruling, said the report, does
not give the veteran the full benefit of a "liberal" interpretation
with respect to courses in radio
and television.

ATAE AWARD
Honors
NARTB, RTMA
NARTB and Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn. today (Monday) will
be presented an award of merit by
the American Trade Assn. Executives at the ATAE's annual meeting at the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB
public affairs director, and James
D. Secrest, secretary-general manager of RTMA, will accept the
award from Wesley Hardenbergh,
president of American Meat Institute and ATAE past president.
The presentation will be made
in recognition of the annual Voice
of Democracy contest jointly operated by NARTB, RTMA and the
U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Richards is chairman of the
Voice of Democracy Committee.
GREENVILLE
is
Awards selection committee was
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
headed
by Charles Sawyer, Secre(METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
tary
of
Commerce. The commiti
tee annually picks award winners
In "COVERED" WAGES
from its 1,100 trade association
members.
GREENVILLE $112,827,014
Citation to NARTB-RTMA reads
as follows:
Columbia
62,217,401
For their excellent services to the
industry
and the public and especialCharleston 48,677,862
ly for the annual "Voice of Democracy" contest for high school stuS. C. Emp. Sec. Com., 1950
dents. 8This project was developed to
encourage and stimulate appreciation
MAKE IT YOURS WITH
of the youth of America for the meaning of democracy and free speech,
Vtf p B C 5000 WATTS
and a fuller appreciation of the chal1rj Nev/i-Piedmonl Station, Greenville, S. C
lenges and responsibilities of free
men. More than five million high
For the Greenville-Andersonschool students have participated in
Spartanburg Markets
the program during its brief, fourRepresented by Avery-Knodel
year period of existence.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Tom

Lathrop

THOMAS H. LATHROP, president of Lathrop Adv. & Sales
Promotion Co., Sioux City, Iowa,
died Friday, Sept. 7. The funeral
was held Sept. 8 in Delphia, Ind.,
his birthplace. He is survived by
his wife, Patricia, and three sons.
APPROXIMATELY 3,150 Kiwanis
Clubs in U. S., Canada, Hawaii and
Alaska, sponsored half-hour radio show
National Kid's Day Sat., Sept. 15 on
ABC, to focus attention on problems
of underprivileged children.

MILLER TOUR
Truman Gets Report
REPORT on United States information services in Latin American
nations was given President Truman Wednesday by Judge Justin
Miller, NARTB board chairman,
Judge Miller recently returned from
a personal inspection tour conducted
at the request of the State Dept.
He is a member of the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information.
Judge Miller saw the President
twice Wednesday, taking part also
in presentation of a cake by the
National Citizens Committee for
United Nations Day. He is chairman of the radio and TV subcommittee.
This week Judge Miller will attend meetings of the American Bar
Assn. in New York. He is a member of a committee planning a field
study of the effect of crime portrayal in mass media. In addition, he is member of a subcommittee on cooperation of laymen
with lawyers and judges.
Report of a committee dealing
with radio, TV and press responsibility for fair criminal trials will
be submitted to the ABA's Criminal
Law Section at 10 a.m. Wednesday. FCC Chairman Wayne Coy is
a member of this committee. Another ABA section will take up
pending copyright legislation.

WREN
TOPEKA

ABC
5000
WEED

& CO. NATIONAL

WATTS
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FAIR PROGRAMS
WIBW

Topeka airing two broadcasts daily from Kansas fairs.
Dinner Hour Concert, 11 :30 a.m.
daily, and Kansas Round-up, 3:15
p.m. daily, broadcast from Kansas
Free Fair in Topeka and Kansas
State Fair at Hutchinson, 200
miles away. Station's farm director, Wes Seyler, also making tape
recordings for daily broadcast
from each fair site.
-• — • — •AIDS 'CRUSADE*
WAAM (TV) Baltimore Sept. 3
and 4 carried two special programs
opening Maryland drive for Crusade for Freedom. Tee Vee Waamboree demonstrated famous "Freedom Balloons," with station using
equipment especially brought to
studios for inflation of balloons,
which carried message to finder
urging notification of WAAM
where they were found. Maryland
Governor Theodore McKeldin delivered his "Crusade for Freedom"
proclamation over station the next
night.
FOOTBALL

SCHEDULES

WMLS Sylacauga, Ala., sending
alumni of Alabama Polytechnic Institute (Auburn) letter announcing stations broadcast coverage of
school games. Attached is schedule
card of all football games being
carried on station. Cards are being
distributed to schools, drug stores,
restaurants and sports location.

ORTH
UNO-W
PH0fift»'S
FEATURE

SOFT

LANG

!
DRINKS

WORTH

FEATURE PROGRAMS, Inc.
13 W. 57th ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y.
.Xetimk Calittt /'r.yramf at J&wt SMi.vi i
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programs

promotjol1
premiums

DAILY FILM NEWS
KPRC-TV Houston, started Sept. 3,
Houston Today, Mon. through Fri.,
6-6:10 p.m., TV newsreel sponsored
by Western Auto Stores. Film
covers happenings in Houston and
vicinity including sports and spot
news, such as accidents, fires, police
calls and other incidents. Film is
processed, edited, written and
scored for music each day that it
is carried. Southwest Film Productions Inc. gathers news for production.
SELL THEMSELVES
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
staff members and management heard so many spots
and chainbreaks on their station urging people to donate
blood to Red Cross that seven
members of station decided
to give some of their own.
Station owner Lewis Tierney
said "We've been preaching
to others, so we - decided to
practice
what we preach."
Others contributing
blood
were Manager Jack Gelder,
Program Director Mort
Cohn, Chief Engineer Bill
Dixon, Auditor George Kallam, Disc Jockey Ned Skaff
and Studio Engineer Johnny
Barker.
BIG SWITCH
KCBS San Francisco following up
recent switch to 50 kw with unique
promotion. In four page layout
(full eight column newspaper pages
made up to simulate daily newspaper) station reprints news and
magazine stories and pictures publicizing pending p ower increase
prior to last Aug. 9 switch. Model
paper was sent to trade with attached note from William Cullenward, KCBS director of press
information, stating: "50,000 watts
for KCBS was news, it seems."
Clipping have continued to pour in,
making this just part of the total
coverage of KCBS's "Big Switch."
PARTICIPATION SHOW
KSFO San Francisco, Tunes at 10,
Mon. through Fri. 10-11 a.m., participating musical program inviting Northern California housewives to tell station and its listeners "what I would do if I had a
radio show of my own." Emcee
Wally King selects winners from
among program ideas submitted by
mail. Winners appear on program
to receive prize, discuss their ideas
and see ideas tried on show.
FOLK SHOW
KGO-TV San Francisco, Folksville, Thurs. 10:45 p.m,. sponsored
by Ken's Motor Sales, S. F. Program stars Barbara Dane, singer

and recent winner on KGO-TV's
Miss U.S. (Television series, explaining in song and story background of America's folk music
... "a unique heritage ... a
blend of all- the tongues of the
earth." Weekly guests on show present folk dances and lore. Agency
is Byrne & Grill, S. F.
MORE PUBLIC SERVICE
WHLI Hempstead, L. L, recently
broadcast speeches by Arthur Godfrey and Harold R. Boyer, aircraft
production chief of War Mobilization Board, at kick off dinner for
Long Island industries campaign
to raise funds for local hospitals.
Station reports emphasis will be
put on more public service this fall
with station planning to tape afterhours events for broadcast following day, before afternoon papers
reach stands.
SUCCESSFUL AUCTION
WMNB North Adams, Mass., Sept.
2 aired two-hour radio auction,
conducted by Sportscaster "Bucky"
Bullett, raising money for Children's Cancer Research through
auction of merchandise contributed
by area's businessmen.
Three-orfour-hundred
dollars had
been
goal, but radio auction brought in
more than $2,000. Many persons
drove to station to bid when they
found busy telephone circuits prevented their calling in, while other
bidders generously returned merchandise for a repeat sale.
YO-YO GIMMICK
KITE San Antonio sending out
pencils with small yo-yo attached
to one end. Message on pencil says
"Relax! Play with your yo-yo, listen to the good music on KITE."
FOLK MUSIC
KGO-TV San Francisco, Tolksville, Thurs. 10:45 p.m., sponsored

immediate

by Ken's Motor Sales, S.F. Pr<
gram stars Barbara Dane, singe
and recent winner on KGO-TV
Miss U.S. Television series, ei
plaining in song and story bad
ground of America's folk mi
sic . . . "a unique heritage . . . ;
blend of all the tongues of M
earth." Weekly guests on show pn
sent folk dances and lore. Agenc
is Byrne & Grill S.F.
FOR THE BIRDS

WOW
Omaha's
Johnny Carsoi -,
disc jockey, took up battle to savL
pigeons after Douglas Count!,
Courthouse officials decided to g<t,
rid of the birds following $50,0'
cleaning job on building. Mr. Ca
son told listeners to "drop a cai ior phone the courthouse and 1(
them know how you feel about it
was surprised when courthouse jri
ceived a thousand calls in hour fo;
lowing broadcast. Next day di;
jockey and engineer did remo?|i
from courthouse roof, then intei
viewed county employes on buil<
ing's
Climax
incident
conteststeps.
to find
best to
letter,
pro <§
con, on pigeon question with wii
ner getting squab-under-glass dii
ner at exclusive Omaha dinin
room.
BET DEBT PAID IN PAINT
WCAX Norfolk's Mark Scott mac
bet with local delicatessen sponsor
ing ball club on place Portsmout
Cubs baseball team would occup
in league standings. If Cubs lande
in first place, Mr. Scott would ha\
to re-paint sponsor's sign. The^ft
did, so sign got new paint job b
Mr. Scott.

■

'AMERICA IS SOLD
ABC Radio ran advertisement
New York Times,. Sept. 5, usir
slogan "America is sold on ABC
Ad
has memospend
with more
question
"Wh; o,
advertisers
money
ABC radio than in any other mu;dium?" Answer is given belo
with list of advertisers.
Further ideas or samples of th
promotion
items mentioned
on th'i
page are available
by writing
the individual companies.

revenue

produced

with regional promotion
campaigns

23 years
service
to theof
broadcasting industry
HOWARD

programs throughout
your coverage area

J. McCOLLISTER
MEMBER N. A. B.

66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
PAUL

experienced sales
personnel will sell community

W. McCOLLISTER,

Company

DAVENPORT 3-3061
General Manager
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 80)
spectively), 25 each (no date). Geran outlets are in Rias and Hamburg.
Most all of the outlets, with the
ception of those in France and
e United Kingdom, were re>rtedly experimental outlets. Stans also were listed for Czecho>vakia (1), Sweden (Zurich) (1),
jviet Russia (Moscow and Leninad) (2), Morocco (Casablanca
..-£ under construction) (1), and
rgentina (Buenos Aires — slated
r fall) (1), and Spain (equipHi ent
ordered for Madrid and
arcelona) (2).
In the case of Mexico, the report
so noted that a third outlet
£ELD) is scheduled to open this
onth.

ienj

PIXCard

No. 4

ists Higher Rates
|PIX San Francisco issues new
ate Card No. 4 with average incases of one-third in basic rates,
ew card also inaugurates new
equency discounts.
On the new card Class A hourly
te moves up from $450 to $600;
ass B hours increase from $340
$450 ; Class C from $225 to $300
id announcements of one minute
ujt,! less jump from $75 to $120.
,m crequency discounts up to 20 %
.„ ,r maximum frequency of 260 or
(j^jpre times will be granted.

shows in Telepulse listing for the
first week of August is Toast of
the Town. Multi-weekly winner of
of the top 10 network programs is
July
Cactus Jim. Ratings reported
Rating are:
Program
Aug. Average
Once A Week Shows
Toast of The Town (CBS)
25.5
26.7
Fireside Theatre (NBC)
30.1
24.6
26.2
24.7
Philco TV Playhouse (NBC)
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC)
23.4
22.6
21.0
21.6
Lights Out (NBC)
22.5
Godfrey and His Friends (CBS) 20.9
Somerset
(NBC) Maugham Theatre
19.4
21 .8
19.1
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 18.8
What's My Line (CBS)
July
21.1
Man Against Crime (CBS)
18.5
Rating
Program
Aug. Average
Multi-Weekly Shows
Cactus Jim (NBC)
13.4
11.4
12.1
Howdy Doody (NBC)
11.3
10.2
Camel News Caravan (NBC) 11.4
7.9
8.1
Captain Video (DuM)
8.4
8.5
The Stork Club (CBS)
8.5
7.9
8.4
TV Top Tunes (CBS)
7.8
CBS-TV News (CBS)
7.2
7.7
Ernie in Kovacsland (NBC)
6.2
6.5
6.4
Space Cadet (ABC)
5.5
Broadway Open House (NBC)

Drama and mystery shows lead
the top 10 TV program types for
the month of August. The Pulse
Inc. also reported breakdown:
Average Rating
14.5
Drama
and
Mysteries
Boxing Films
14.0
Feature
14.1
Talent
13.7
11.5
Comedy-Variety
Musical Variety
10.6
10.4
Comedy Situation
Westerns
News
Quiz-Audience Particioation
9.6
9.7
9.7
Average ratings of all leading
program types except feature films
dropped slightly from their July
levels as many leading programs
took summer vacation.
EXTENSIVE eleven-week "Training
in Industry" course at Raytheon Mfg.
Co., in Waltham, Mass., was completed
last week by five Armed Forces officers— two Air Force colonels, two
Navy Commanders and one Marine
Colonel.

FRANK J. CAMPBELL
Co-founder of Ad Agency
FRANK J. CAMPBELL, 72, cofounder and first president of the
Campbell-Ewald Co., ad agency,
was killed Sept. 9 when a huge
boulder rolled over him while he
was searching f or agates near
Madras, Ore. Mr. Campbell, a
recognized amateur mineralogist,
made his home in Waterford, Mich.
With Henry T. Ewald, Mr. Campbell established the agency 41 years
ago. He sold his interest in the
firm 34 years ago, before it reached
a top position in the advertising
field. Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Thomas P. Dunn and Mrs.
Laurence Goodspeed.
BOARD of Decca Records, Sept. 5,
declared regular quarterly dividend of
17% cents per share of capital stock,
payable Sept. 28 to holders of record
Sept. 17.

oast of Town' Tops
elepulse List
1RST among
once-a-week TV
mON
WELLES
Offered on L-W Series

I

Visualize markets with this big 25 x 35" outline map. Every
ra(Ji0 — AM • FM • TV — station in th6 United States and Canada
Key too! for productive sales planning. Use it for presentations, to
demonstrate coverage, plot network and spot campaigns. Takes
ink like your letterhead.
Prices
5 copies— $ 4.50 25 copies— $20.00
10
" — 8.50 50
" — 37.501;
100 copies— $70.00
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| National Press Building
Washington
4,;.,
D- C. maps to the undersigned.
II Send.
:
I

I enclose

Please bill □
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1
City
NARTB DISTRICT MEETINGS
Dates Bist. Hotel
Sept.
17-18 9 Moraine-on- Highland
Park
111.
the-Lake
11
Radisson
Minneapolis
20-21
Omaha
24-25 10 Blackstone
Wichita
27-28 12 Broadview
* * *
Oct.
14 Utah
Salt Lake City
4-6 17
Davenport
8-9
Spokane
San Francisco
11-12 1516 Clift
Beverly
15-16
Hills Hotel
Los Angeles
Charles New Orleans
25-26 136 St.
Houston
Shamrock
29-30
* *
*
Nov.
1-2
5 Soreno
St. Petersburg
7 Seelbach
Louisville
8-9
12-13 3 William Perm Pittsburgh
Boston
15-16 1 Somerset
Sept.
Me. 17: BMI Program Clinic, Augusta,
Sept. 17: Institute of Radio Engineers
Professional Group on Broadcast
Transmission Systems, Report by
Eight Ultrahigh Specialists, Franklin
Institute, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Philadelphia.
Sept.
: Premium
Assn.
of 17-21
America,
New Advertising
York Premium
Centennial Exposition, Hotel Astor,
New York.
Sept.
rvlsss 18: BMI Program Clinic, Boston,
Sept. 18-20: RTMA Meeting for Smaller
Radio-TV Mfrs., New York.
Sept. 19: Hearings begin on Crime Legislation (S 1563. S 1564, S 1624)
Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, 10 a.m., room G-16,
U. S. Capitol, Washington.
Sept.
20: BMI Program Clinic, Rochester.
Sept. 24-25: Annual meeting Central
Time Buyers, NOTE!
NO

TV

Stations within
60 miles of
YOUNGSTOWN,

0.

Ohio's 3rd
Largest Buy
Trade Area

WFMJ
The Only ABC
Station Serving
This Market
5000
All programs duplicated on
WFMJ-FM
50,000 Watts on 105.1 Meg.
WATTS
CALL
Headley-Reed Co.,
National Representatives
Page 94
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Canadian Broadcasters Association,
Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers, Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 26: Federal Trade Commission,
Trade Practice Conference for RadioTV Industry, Second Session, 10 a.m.,
National Archives Bldg., Washington.
Sept. 27-29: 77th meeting of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Board of Governors, Radio-Canada Bldg., Montreal.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertising
Agency Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 2-3: NARTB Television Program
Standards Committee Meeting,
NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Oct. 4-5: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
Hotel Beecher, Somerset, Ky.
Oct. 4-5: Continental Adv. Agency
Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 5-7: Second District Meeting, Adv.
Federation of America. Sterling Hotel,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Oct. 7-9: Tenth District Meeting, Adv.
Federation
of America,
Youree Hotel,
Shreveport,WashingtonLa.
Oct. 12-13: Alabama Broadcasters Assn.,
U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa.
Oct. 15-16: Boston Conference on Distribution, 23d Annual Forum, Hotel
Statler, Boston.
Oct. 15-19: Society of Motion Picture
& Television Engineers Convention,
Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel, Hollywood.
Oct. 18-19: North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters, Fall Meeting, Battery
Park Hotel, Asheville, N. C.
Oct. 18-20: AAAA Pacific Council Annual Meeting, Hotel del Coronado,
Coronado, Calif.
Oct. 19: NARTB TV Members Meeting, Stevens Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 19-20: Fifth District Meeting, Adv.
Federation of America, Fort Hayes
Hotel, Columbus. Ohio.
Oct. 22-24: National Electronics Conferference and Exhibition, Edgewater
Beach Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-26: AIEE Fall General Meeting,
Hotel Cleveland, Cleveland.
Oct. 25-26: AAAA Central Council Ancago. nual Meeting, Blackstone Hotel, ChiOct. 28-Nov. 3: National Radio & Television Week.
Oct. 28-31 : Life Insurance Adv. Assn.,
Annual Meeting, Williamsburg, Va.
Oct. 29-31: IRE-RTMA Annual Meeting,
Papers on noise in TV receivers, suppres ion of local oscillator radiation
and color TV. King Edward Hotel,
Toronto.
Oct. 30-31: AAAA Eastern Council Annual Conference, Roosevelt Hotel,
New York.
Nov. 2-3: Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort Shelby Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 12-13: First District Meeting, Adv.
Federation of America, Boston.
Nov. 12-14: National Assn. of Radio
News Directors Convention, Sherman
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 12-15: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Annual Convention, Hollywood
Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Nov. 13: AAAA Michigan Council Annual Meeting, Statler Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 14-15: American Public Relations
Assn., Seventh Annual Meeting,
Philadelphia.
Nov. 26-29: Financial Public Relations
Assn., Annual Convention, Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.
Nov. 28-Dec. 1: Fifth Annual NBC Radio and Television Affiliates ConvenHotel. tion, Boca Raton (Fla.) Club and
Jan. 24-25: Advertising Assn. of the
West, land,Midwinter
Conference, OakCalif.
Jan. 25-26: Assn. of Railroad Adv.
Managers, St. Louis.
April
26-May 2, 1952: NARTB 30th
Annual
Chicago. Convention, Stevens Hotel,
June
Adv. Convention
Federation and
of America,
48th 8-11:
Annual
Exhibit,
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York.
June 22-26: Advertising Assn. of the
West, Annual Convention, Seattle.
Date not set: National Television Film
Council
Annual New
TradeYork.
Convention andFirst
Exhibition.
Date not set: American Marketing
Assn., Winter
more,
Boston. Conference, Hotel KenSAMMY KAYE'S Sylvania Sunday
Serenade yesterday became first network radio show to emanate in its
entirety from the new $4,000,000 War
Memorial Auditorium in Syracuse.
Week-long dedication festivities will
also include appearances by Faye
Emerson and Eleanor Steber.

RECEPTION given by Crosley Broadcasting Corp. for Gilbert W. Kingsbui
new administrative assistant to the Crosley president, drew some 200 go
ernment officials, newsmen and clients of WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinna
(L to r): Mr. Kingsbury chats with Robert E. Dunville, president of Crosl
and Rep. Brent Spence (D-Ky.), chairman of the House Banking & Curren
Committee. Reception was held at the Gibson Hotel in Cincinnati Aug. 3
WBS

SALES UP
Thesmar Appointed
WORLD Broadcasting System, program and sales service firm, did
48% more business this summer
than last, Herbert Gordon, vice
president, announced last week.
Immediate result of the increase
is a new budget upping talent expenditures next year by 40%. Plans
call for signing at least two Hollywood stars, a Broadway musical
comedy
chestra. star and a big-name orAppointment of L. H. (Hack)
Thesmar, for three years general
manager of WDAR Savannah, Ga.,
as a World field representative was
announced last week. Mr. Thesmar
has been in radio since 1942, when
he joined WSAV Savannah as
salesman. He later became commercial manager of WSAV.
Serious music will receive
greater emphasis from World
Broadcasting with a 55-piece concert orchestra as well as a large
mixed choral group to record at
least 60 selections for affiliated stations. Salon music by top contemporary artists also will be released.
Expansion requires additions to
the World Broadcasting field force
it was reported.

KAUFMAN

BOOK
Lists Best Dram< r

EIGHT scripts selected from i p
network drama programs and eig ,
articles by experts in the industiL
are included in the second volurJi]
of Best Television Plays of tih
Year (1950-51), edited by Wf
liam
I. Kaufman,
casting
director. NBC
The televisiJ'
book
scheduled for October publicatii
by Merlin Press.
Dramas selected by Mr. Kaufm include: "The Rocking Horse" by Do
Halman for Armstrong Circle Theat
"Vincent Van Gogh," by Hoffman
Hays for Philco Television Playhou
"The Kathryn Steffan Story"
Kathryn Steffan for the The Big Stoi
"The Lottery" by Shirley Jackson i
Cameo Theatre, "Pharmacist's Mat
by
Budd Shulberg
for Pulitzer
Pr>
Playhouse,
"The Night
They Made
Bum Out of Helen Hayes" by Bi
Rose for The Billy Rose Show; "B<
derline
Fear" byfor
Joanna
Roos &■
Edward of Mabley
Danger,
"Rosie's Haircut" by Gertrude Be
for The Goldbergs.

RAYTHEON Mfg. Co., Waltha
Mass., recently announced regu!
quarterly dividend of 60 cents j
share on $2.40 cumulative pref eri '
stock.
Payment
will Sept.
be made
to holders
of record
15. Oct.' j
QUINCY,

GATES

THESE
TO

ILLINOIS

OFFICES

SERVE

YOU

TEL. 8202
QUINCY, ILL .
.TEL. ATWOOD 8536
.
HOUSTON, TEXAS
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . TEL METROPOLITAN 0522
. TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
MONTREAL, QUE. .
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
NEW YORK CITY . . . .
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FCCE MEMBERS
Warned of Senate Bill
OADCAST CONSULTING eneers are somewhat worried
>ut the effects of a hill introed by Sen. Guy M. Gillette (Da) which might curtail their
ht to appear before the FCC
1 advise broadcast clients,
he bill (SI 725) was introduced
Sen. Gillette last June and was
rred to the Senate Judiciary
nmittee. No hearings have been
eduled on the measure, enrd, "A Bill to Protect the Public
jth Respect to the Practice of
vv by Those Other Than Duly
ensed Attorneys and CounselstLaw Before the United States
! j i|**ernment Departments, Bureaus,
bik emissions and Agencies, and in
mil l| United States Tax Courts."
lajiin a Sept. 6 letter to all mems of the Assn. of Federal Comnications Consulting Engineers,
Frank G. Kear, secretary of
CCE, wrote:
"V'e have been advised that the bill
jld prevent consulting engineers
m participating in pre-hearing
-'inferences, discussions with the enid tjieering bureaus of the Commission,
Disappearing before the Commission
1 any manner except as a witness
\[ ]ler oath on behalf of any of our
•nts or companies. The penalty in
h appearances is $5,000 fine or
year in jail, or both,
t also appears from this bill that
would be prevented from advising
counseling clients in engineering
Iters if they have an application
: ' ations
iding before
the Federal CommuCommission,
/••ilj

iSB dvise Services
ion IS. OVETA CULP HOBBY,
vice president of the
r Pr |;cutive
Post (KPRC-AM-FMy ituston
> , was scheduled to appear with
js. Anna Rosenbui'g, Assistant
;i|i:retary of Defense, and Mrs.
den Reid, president and publer of the New York Herald
Ibune, on DuMont TV Netrk's Pentagon - Washington
;terday (Sunday). Both Mrs.
hby and Mrs. Reid are members
the new Advisory Committee on
omen in Service comprising 48
i]tI|f|imen leaders in radio-TV, journal|i, stage and other fields.

kglo
1300 KC. 5,000 Watts CBS
MASON CITY, IOWA
OADCASTING

Farr Success
BEGINNING its fourth year
in October is radio-TV dealer
Mort Farr's Wits End, children's quiz
show on
WCAU
- T V
Philadelphia,
12:30-1 p.m.
every Sunday. Show
pulls over
2,000 suggestions
for
questions to
Mr. Farr
be used each
week. Two weeks ago Mr.
Farr took over as m.c, did
both the show and the commercials, found the response
"highly gratifying." Previously he had appeared
from time to time as a guest
on the show or doing the commercials. He reports he finds
himself recognized by the
city's small fry as "Uncle
Mort."
FLETCHER RESIGNS
NARTB FM Directorship
FRANK U. FLETCHER, former
co-owner of WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va., last week submitted
his resignation as a member of the
NARTB board in parallel letters
sent to President Harold E. Fellows and Chairman of the Board
Justin Miller.
Mr. Fletcher wrote he was ineligible for the FM directorshipat-large since transfer of his half
interest in WARL-AM-FM had
been approved by the FCC. He
was serving his second term as an
FM director. The term ends next
April. Last winter he served as
special adviser to NARTB in rewriting the by-laws to provide for
admission of TV stations.
Nomination ballots for a successor will be mailed this week
by C. E. Arney Jr., NARTB secretary-treasurer, with final ballots
to be mailed about Oct. 8. Election results will be announced
about Oct. 22. Other FM directorship is held by Ben Strouse,
WWDC-FM Washington, who also
is chairman of NARTB's FM
Committee.

15th year of SERVICE to 69,740 rural-urban
homes, with farm income $535,703,000; total
retail sales $493,004,000. A Lee Station —
represented by Weed & Company.
• Telecasting

LBS GETS CHISOX
Contract Is for Three Years
ENTIRE home and out of town
schedule of the Chicago White Sox
will be broadcast exclusively by
Liberty Broadcasting System in
1952, 1953 and 1954. Contract was
negotiated in Chicago Monday, at
which time Liberty agreed to pay
$375,000 for broadcast rights.
At the filiation
same
time, went
Liberty's
afin Chicago
to the
Chicago Federation of Labor station, WCFL, from WOPA an independent in suburban Oak Park.
Effective date will be announced
later.
WCFL will use the Sox schedule
to stimulate its variation on the
news-music-sports theme, according to Commercial Manager George
Isaac. Its contract with Liberty is
for two years. The station, following its variation pattern, has
inaugurated an hourly news series
from the city room of the Chicago
Sun-Times five days weekly.
TALENT AGENTS
Cautioned on Contracts
WITH new production companies
springing up in the Los Angeles
area to make films for theatrical
and television release, talent agencies have been warned to check
financial stability of each before
doing business with them.
Caution came from Adrian McCalman,agerspresident
of Artists'
ManGuild, in a letter
to member
talent agencies.
He advised that before talent
deals were made with new production units, agencies should first
make certain the producers have
signed basic contracts with the
actors, directors and writers guilds.
Guilds concerned should be contracted first for clearance before
any talent contracts are signed, he
stressed.
PROBE REQUESTED
On MacArthur Changes
PROBE to discover whether Washington "bureaucrats" were responsible for upsetting announced time
for West Coast radio and TV rebroadcasts of Gen. Douglas MacArthur's Cleveland speech was
asked last week by Councilman Ed
J. Davenport in a resolution before the Los Angeles city council.
He charged that broadcasts were
suddenly changed, depriving thousands of persons from hearing talks
and that later announced re-telecasts also were switched.
"Could it be that pressure was
exerted by bureaucrats on radio
and television outlets to keep western listeners from hearing Gen.
MacArthur until after the San
Francisco peace conference was
over," Mr. Davenport conjectured.
His resolution was referred to a
city council committee.
AFTER transcontinental microwave
relay's
95 ofStates
every can
100 TVbe
homes completion,
in the United
served by "live" telecasts, Hugh M.
Beville Jr., NBC director of plans and
research, announced.

Mr. Aubrey Williams
Fitzgerald Advertising Agency
New Orleans, La.
Dear Aubrey :
Tliin's is boomin' in th' hometown uv
WCHS, an' they' s agonna git even
better! Yessir,
Carbo'ti already
an'
millions
here an'in
has
millions
C'vested
arbide
Charleston,
WestI Virginny
an'
heard on ,
th' news t'other
day t h e t
they're agonna
'sponsion
put on a probig
grant.
They
'nother six or
plans ter spend
seven millions
buildin' a plant
new
synthetic
uv some sort er
other, an'whut
you
knows
thet me an si
They's agonna
be lots uv
peepul with
—in thur
an' pockets
b'lieve
money
jinglin'
me, Aubrey,
thetAlgymakes fer
a durned good
market!
Fellers like you orta
whnt's
fer places
ter advertise
keep lookin
Charleston,
West
Virginny, in mind 'long withYrs.th' jack thet
WCHS has
doublefivelion's
sharein uvtown!
th'
audience
evena with
stations
WCHS
Charleston,

W.

Va.

IN MONTREAL

it's

Ask the man who knows best — the
local advertiser on CFCF.
Best proof that he gets prompt action
at the cash register is the fact that
Over a 3-year period
local advertising on CFCF
has increased 260%>National advertisers, too, can bank on
CFCF. For Canada's FIRST station has
the coverage, the listenersbip, to do a
real selling job in the rich Montreal
market area.

U-S. Representative — Weed & Co.
September 17, 1951
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CUE CHANNELS
Remote Pickups Allowed
USE OF remote pickup broadcast
stations as studio-transmitter links
(STLs) for cuing and order purposes was authorized by the FCC
last week for AM as well as TV
stations.
In a revision of Sec. 4.432(e) of
its rules, FCC approved the use of
remote pickup stations for all services— AM-FM-TV. Heretofore, the
authority was only permitted FM
stations.
FCC took the action after issuing
a proposed rule last February and
receiving comments in April. No
objections were filed.
The new rule specifies that such
use of a remote pickup station will
be permitted only if the station also
uses a program STL.
Recommendation by Federal Telecommunication Labs, Nutley, N. J.,
IT&T subsidiary, that rules governing the use of TV pickup and intercity relay stations also be changed
to permit their use as communication circuits to the transmitter was
turned down by FCC. The Commission said present rules permit
the use of these stations for "related communications" now, and
there was no need to change the
wording.
Essentially, the revision was put
into effect because FM and TV station transmitters are usually located in remote areas not served
properly with wire lines. If the
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSES
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for,
studio operation of portable
equipment.

regular STL is in use with program material there is no way for
the studio to communicate orders
to the transmitter crew.
Sec. 4.432(e) now reads:
Remote pickup broadcast base stations will be licensed for the purpose
of providing communication between
the studio and the transmitter of
broadcast stations which utilize a
broadcast STL station for program
transmission, provided that such
operation shall not be conducted on
frequencies other than those listed
in Section 4.402(a) (3). The term
"broadcast STL station" as used in
this Section includes "FM broadcast
STL," "standard broadcast STL," and
"television STL" stations.
WDAF
CENTER
Now Under Construction
CONSTRUCTION is underway
on a radio-television center for
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City. The
stations are owned by the Kansas
City Star Co.
The new center is expected to
be completed in time for radio
operations there next summer or
early spring.
A two-story structure, the center
will treble the space now available.
Foundation and basement already are completed. It is being
built by the Winn-Senter Construction Co. Architects are Peterson
& Curtis and Robert Cowling, associate.
Bill Bates, WDAF-TV manager,
described the spacious video studio
planned. It will be 60 feet long,
40 feet wide and 30 feet (two stories) high.
"We'll have enough room to set
up almost any kind of entertainment program, drama or demonMr. Bates and
said.offices will
Televisionstration,"studios
take up most of the first floor. Radio studios and offices, now in the
Kansas City Star building, will occupy the second floor.
KY. GRIDCASTS
Continue on No-Fee Basis
THROUGH efforts of a committee
of western Kentucky broadcasters,
working with the Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., the Western Kentucky High School Athletic Conference has voted to permit broadcasting of football games to continue on a no-fee basis. Chairman
of the committee was Sam Livingston, business manager and sports
director of WKYB Paducah.
Last winter the conference was
reported considering action to ban
future broadcasting without payment of a met
fee.withMr.school
Livingston's
committee
officials
at WHOP Hopkinsville, Ky. The
meeting resulted in better mutual
understanding it was reported. In
some cities, stations are helping
schools sell season tickets to the
games.
WEEKLY digest of comments of daily
press, general and trade magazines on
television is offered as service to advertisers, agencies and stations by
Critical Digest, weekly theatrical
newsletter.
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fCC

actions

SEPTEMBER

H

7 THROUGH

SEPTEMBER 13
I
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local
sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modificatio
ERP-effective radiated power
N-night
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-aural
trans.-transmitte—
unl. -unlimited ho
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
2
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transj
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of i
station and transfer applications.
September 7 Decisions ...
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
To Remain Silent
WABY Albany, N. Y.— Granted request for authority to keep silent for
tion.
90 days pending financial reorganizaDesignated for Hearing
KFST Fort Stockton, Tex. and KTXC
Big Springs, Tex. — On petition of
KFST, proceeding for revocation of CP
of that station was designated for consolidated hearing with application of
KTXC for renewal of license, at a time
and
place to be specified later, upon
14.
issues set forth in FCC orders of March
BY THE SECRETARY
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.— Granted
STA for increase in trans, output power
from vis. 85 w to 4.8 kw and aur. from
43 w to 2.4 kw.
September 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KLFY Lafayette, La.— License for CP
to change frequency, hours operation,
install
DA-N. Burlington, N. C. — License
WBBB-FM
for CP new FM station.
forWSYR-TV
CP new TVSyracuse,
station. N. Y. — License
Modification of CP
KGMO-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo.—
Mod. CP new FM station for extension
of completion date.
KRON-TV San Francisco, Calif.—
Mod. CP new TV station to change
ERP from 14.5 kw vis. 7.7 kw aur.
to 9.5 kw vis. 4.75 kw aur., ant. 1311
feet etc
WCBS-TV New York, N. Y.— Mod.
CP authorizing changes in TV station
for extension of completion date.
TV— Ch. 16
Scranton,plication Pa.
— Scranton
Times
apfor new
TV station
on Ch.
11 (198-204 mc) 2.61 kw vis. 1.31 kw
aur. AMENDED to request TJHF Ch. 16
(mc unknown)
ant.
1241 ft. etc.200 kw vis. 100 kw aur.,
APPLICATION RETURNED
KMCO
Conroe,
Tex.— RETURNED
application for assignment of license
from partnership to Montgomery
County Bcstg. Co. Inc.
KOLT Scottsbluff, Neb. — RETURNED
application for renewal of license.
September 10 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
KFOX-FM
Beach,station;
CalifCh.—
Granted licenseLongfor FM
272 (102.3 mc) 1 kw, ant. 120 ft.
WJWL
Georgetown, Del. — Granted

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

license for AM station, and spe
studio location; 900 kc 1 kw D.
WLBJ for
Bowling
Ky. — Grarr
license
changeGreen,
of facilities,
in
new trans,
and 1410
DA-2kc and
changetrans,
location;
1
kw,
5
kw
DA-2 unl.; cond.
WIMSCP Michigan
City,trans,
Ind.— locat
Grai
mod.
to change
cond.
KPOL Los Angeles, Calif. — Grai
mod. CP for approval of ant., tr
and main studio location; change 1
trans, and make changes in ant.
tern;
cond.North Platte, Neb.— Grai„
KNBR
mod. CP for extension of comple
date to 11-15-51; cond.
WOCB
West Yarmouth, Mass
Granted CP to change type trans.
Following were granted mod. (
for extension of completion dates
shown: WRRF Washington, N. C
10-23-51; cond.; KGDE Fergus F
Minn, to 3-29-52; cond.: WGBF Ev.j
ville, Ind.,NewtoHaven,
3-23-52;
conditi*
WELI-FM,
Conn.,
to 4
52.
WPAR-FM
Parkersburg, W. V
Granted mod. CP for extension of c+
pletion
3-12-52.
WTTV date
(TV)to for
Bloomington,
Granted
STA
increase in Intr
output power from vis. 1 kw to 2
ACTION ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert F. Jones
Waldo Haggberg Brazil, Grandv
Mo. — Granted petition for continu;
of hearing from Sept. 19, to Nov.
Washington, in proceeding re his
plication.
By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth

Topeka,
Kan. —granted
By memo-fdumKJAY
opinion
and order
peti
for leave to amend his applicatioi
show reduced maximum expected o
ating value in the direction of X
Chihuahua, Mex.
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. — Dismissec - El
moot
Richland Radio
order petition
to take ofdepositions,
filed '
Aug.
8.
Richland
Radio, ofPulaski.
—
missed
at request
WKSR Tenn.
its peti
for order to take depositions, filet;
Aug. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resni
Hoffman Answering Service, St. I
Minn. — Granted petition for permis
to amend application for CP in dor
tic public land noble radio servic
St. Paul, Minn, so that he may
Ch. 3 rather than Ch. 1, and for
moval of application, as amended, f
hearing docket.
September 10 Applications .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KHAD Delano, Calif.— Mod. CP

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL

RADIO

MONITORING COMPAIM
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMEr
"A reliable service for over It yean n
■
For immediate service phene
JACKSON 5392
P. O. Bex 7037
Kansas City, V

BROADCASTING

• Telecasti1

CONSULTING

JANSKY t BAILEY
{.ecuftve Offices
National Pratt Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Witcontin Ave,, N. W.
Vashingten, D. C.
ADamt 2414
Member AFCCE *

— -Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
"J ■! Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
NTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
'. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 3302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
'• i
- JCraven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE'

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

TELEVISION

A US-year background
—Eetablithed 19t6—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MOntclair 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GAUTNEY & RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— Metropolitan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Member

Member AFCCE*

ENGINEERS

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Reiner
Member AFCCE*

AFCCE *
late i
Hi
sH

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

IIto -5I
WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
IS
us
Formerly Colton & Fott, Inc.
at i
4 927 15th St., N. W. REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

'Registered Professional Engineer"
31 1 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

CREUTZ

319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profenional Experience
Radio-TelevisionE lectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive ItSO — Executive 5861
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

CP to Replace CP
WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa. — CP to
replace CP new FM station which expired 8-22-51.
September 12 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
KTRB Modesto, Calif. — Designated
for hearing at Washington on Oct. 18
application of KTRB to increase D
power
from 5 kw to 10 kw, change
A station for extension of completion
from DA-N to DA-DN and change type
te to March 26, 1952.
trans,
on 860andkc KBOX,
1 kw N (BPSBLI Blackfoot, Idaho— Mod. CP new
7947); operating
made KMOD
both
A station for extension of completion
Modesto, parties to proceeding.
te to Nov. 30.
License for CP
Night Power Decreased
WAYSCP Charlotte,
— Granted
A'GSM Huntington, N. Y. — License
mod.
to decrease N.N C.power
(on 610
- CP new AM station.
from 5 kw to 1 kw using licensed
VAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. — License for kc)
DA,
to
specify
trans,
site
now
licensed,
■ for changes in facilities is existing and modify DA-D pattern; engineer.tion.
ing cond.
SEPH Ephraim, Utah — License for
Radiations Increased
authorizing reinstatement of CP
fcv
non-commercial
educational
FM
KRES
St.
Joseph,allowable
Mo. — Granted
mod.
tion.
CP to increase
radiations
License Renewal
specified therein in certain directions;
following stations request license re- engineering cond.
•wal: KRLC Lewiston, Idaho; KVSF
Order Vacated
inta Fe, N.M. (aux.), WBLT BedDesert Radio and Telecasting Co.,
fd, Va.; WGKV Charleston, W. Va.;
Palm tion,
Springs,
— On order
its own
moOL-FM
D. C; WCEDCommissionCalif.
vacated
of Aug.
ll
DuBois,Washington,
Pa.
• Telecasting

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
System*
One LeFevre Lane, New Rochelle, N. Y.
New Rochelle 4-1420

1, designating
for AM
hearing
application
to
construct new
station
on 1230
kc 250 w unl. and redesignated same
with revised issues for hearing in
Washington on Oct. 23; made KXO El
Centro, Calif, party to proceeding.
Issues Added
WVOP Vidalia, Ga. — On petition,
amended hearing order of April 11 to
add three issues. Involves application
for change in facilities from 1450 kc
250 w unl. to 970 kc 1 kw D.
Petition Denied
WHDH Boston, Mass.; KOA Denver,
Colo., and WXKW Albany, N. Y.— By
memorandum opinion and order, denied joint petition requesting review
of hearing
examiner'sWXKW
order of
Marchto
28,
1950 granting
leave
amend application for mod. CP or, in
alternative, that program test authorityfiedforto WXKW
modi-1
provide beforcancelled
operationor with
kw N.
To Amend Comments
Granted petition of Michigan State
Collegements for
leave TVto proceedings
amend its so
com-as
in current
to urge assignment of Ch. 10 to East
Lansing, Mich., for commercial purposes instead of for use by a noncommercial educational station; interested persons may file oppositions

thereto within 10 days from date of
order. Remote Pickup Rules
Commission
its proposal
announced Marchfinalized
1 to amend
Sec. 4.432(e)
of its rules to enable AM and TV stations, which are also licensees of associated STL stations, to utilize remote
pickup tween
stations
communication
bestudio andfortrans,
as in the case
presently
with
FM
stations.
The
amendment is effective immediately.
September 12 Applications .
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1490
Vero Beach. Fla. — CP new AM station on 1450 kc 250 w unl. AMENDED
to change to 1490 kc 100 vv unl.
Modification of CP
WTOC-FM Savannah, Ga.— Mod. CP
new FM station to change trans, location, type trans., ant. height etc.
Hollywood,
Calif.— Mod.of
CPKTSL
new (TV)
TV station
for extension
completion date to 11-1-51.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WCVA Culpeper. Va.; WVEC
Hampton.
WAVU-FM
Albertville.
Ala.; KBEEVa.; (FM)
Modesto,
Calif.;
(Continued on page 103)
September 17, 1951
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk, Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Manager-commercial manager. Unusual
opportunity for advancement offered
good commercial manager or general
manager terested
ofin advancement.
small market station
inWrite Box
893K, BROADCASTING.
West Texas 1000 watt independent daytime station wants all-round manager,
must be strong on sales, promotion,
good opportunity awaits the right man.
Give full particulars about previous
experience, and salary earned and expected. KERB, Kermit, Texas.
Local sales manager for 1 kw independent, salary
commission.
Transportationplus
furnished
KFRD, Rosenberg,
Texas.
Salesman
Salesman, male or female, for one of
Connecticut's leading independents in
major market. Base salary, commission, expense account. Write to Box
814K, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening with exceptional
opportunity for experienced time
salesman as field representative for
firm supplying local radio stations
with program service. Expenses plus
commissions and bonus. Weekly earnings exceed $300.00. Applicant must be
personable, dependable, have car and
be free to travel. For New York City
interview, write Box 854K, BROADCASTING and enclose photo.
Alert, aggressive, time salesman, who
sells intelligently and ethically, wanted
by aggressive well-heeled Columbia
station in fastest growing major market. Outstanding opportunity for hard
worker who wants to participate in our
expansion here and elsewhere in radio
and TV. Wonderful living conditions.
Prefer young man with about two
years experience in direct and agency
selling, who can learn our methods of
operation. Contact Graham Moore,
Sales Manager, KCBQ, San Diego.
I have requests for good salesmen
from stations throughout the U. S. A.
If you have a good personal and sales
record and wish to advance yourself,
send complete information and photo
to
Fred A. Palmer Co., Worthington,theOhio.
Announcers
Opening in Minnesota station for salesman-announcer. Must have car. GuarCASTING.anteed salary. Box 890K, BROADDisc jockeys — two. With real voice selling ability for morning, afternoon. Top
money for outstanding men with proven
record. Also outstanding hillbilly disc
jockey. ences.
GiveBox 939K,
full information
and referBROADCASTING.
Active, progressive CBS affiliate in
northern midwest will pay well for
able, experienced announcer who is
willing to work. Send disc and list
qualifications, references and salary requirements first letter. Box 948K,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted-Announcer for W. Penna. 250
watter. Good voice, write and ad lib.
Will need disc, references. Give minimum starting salary. Address Box 958K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, experienced. Salary $65.00. Contact J. B. McNutt,
KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Hawaiian station still looking for the
right combination men for two announcing jobs. Experience secondary to
ability. Send full details, audition and
references in first letter. KMVI,
Wailuku, Maui, T. H.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Combination man. Accent on
announcing. Florida resort town independent. All details first letter. Box
697, New Smyrna, Florida.
Wanted: An announcer and a news director for 1000 watt, MBS station. Conhoma.tact Tom Belcher, KGWA, Enid, Okla-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted, engineer with eome announcing ability. Permanent position with
future for right man in 5 kw ABC
affiliate in Colorado. KGHF, Pueblo,
Colo.
Engineer-announcer; do not have to
stand transmitter watch on announcing
shift. KWHW, Altus, Okla.

Newsman — age 21 to 25. Stress is on
reporting ability. Newspaper background will be given preference. We
will work with you on air style. Our
preference is for man with basic ability,
desire to learn, mature, cooperative.
Contact: KWKH News Bureau, (CBS 50
kw)
ana. P. O. Box 1387, Shreveport, Louisi-

Immediate opening for straight engineer or announcer with first class ticket, nosary.
engineering
experience
WBUY, Lexington,
N. C. neces-

Better than average salary for better
than average announcer, forty hour
week. WBUY, Lexington, N. C.
Midwest ABC affiliate wants young experienced announcer who wishes to
augment income by selling in spare
time. Apply Stn. WIBM, Jackson,
Michigan.
Announcer-engineer, . with first class
ticket, at least six months' experience.
Good work
working
conditions,
250 watt netstation. Send
disc, qualifications,
and salary
requirements.
WMLT,
Dublin, Georgia.
First phone-announcer 44 hours, twelve
noon to seven, $65.00 plus commissions
with mornings for sales. $100.00 week
guarantee 60 days. Capable staff of
twelve. zation.
Two WRNO,
weeks
vacation, S.hospitaliOrangeburg,
C.
Virgin Island station expanding. Jobs
open tent
for announcers.
combo men.
Job Must
may be
workcompeinto
P.D. Rush disc and photo by air. WSTA,
St. Thomas, V. I.
Announcer wanted. South Georgia network nouncer
stationwho can
wantsoperate
experienced
anboard and
tables. Good pay and hours. WVOP,
telephone 327, Vidalia, Georgia.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton. Ga.. Phone 921.
Immediate need for combination man.
Good pay,
congenial River.
staff.
Scenic
resortgood
townhours,
on Tennessee
Prefer some experience. Would consider
beginner. Contact Ed Carrell, P. O.
Box 32, Guntersville, Ala.
Technical
Engineer or combination for 250 watter
near N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter operator, mid-September
opening. perience
Must unnecessary
have first
Exbut phone.
prefer man
with amateur or servicing background.
Box 715K, BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer needed for 1000
watt North Carolina daytimer. Good
working conditions;
experience
necessary. Must have no car.
Box 849K,
BROADCASTING.
Need first class transmitter operator.
No experience
Virginia network station. Boxrequired.
937K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, Colorado local. Want
worker encedtoman rebuild,
improve.
Experiwho knows
how to
save
money for employers, utilize long hours
at first, cheerfully. Permanent. $280
month
CASTING.to start. Box 952K, BROADWant combination engineer-announcer,
first phone. Good voice required. State
salary required first reply. KCOG,
Centerville, Iowa.

Wanted — Engineer with first class license, transmitter in studio, no announcing. Car or experience not required. Give minimum starting salary.
WCED, DuBois, Penna.
Wanted: First phone or combination
man, no experience required. WCFV,
Clifton Forge, Virginia.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first phone. $1.25 per hour, 40
hour week. No experience necessary.
WCRK, Morristown, Tennessee.
First class engineer-operator needed immediately for fulltime station. WFAH,
Alliance, Ohio.
Wanted — Transmitter engineer for 5 kw
station. Must have car. Advise experience and salary expected. WGAC,
Augusta, Ga.
Wanted: Engineer with first class
ticket, wood,
NBC
station, WGRM, GreenMississippi.
Wanted,
engineerT. 1stR. phone
car.
$200 a month.
Marsh,with
WHAL,
Shelbyville, Tenn.
Wanted.
Engineer-announcer at once.
tucky.
Radio Station WHLN, Harlan, KenHave immediate opening for transmitter engineer. No experience necessary.
$55.00 for 45 hours. Contact Chief Engineer, WJBF, Augusta, Georgia.
Wanted — Engineer-announcer, also announcer-copywriter. Station WKEU,
Griffin, Georgia.
Transmitter engineer. Car necessary.
Permanent for right man. 1000 watt
newspaper
affiliated
network
station. Contact
HaroldABCWhite,
WKTY,
LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
Need first phone engineer by October
1. Prefer perience
young,necessary.
singleCall
man.or Nowrite
exWKVA, Lewistown, Pa.
Engineer with first class ticket. Experience unnecessary. Car essential.
WMRI, Marion, Indiana.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer, car
necessary, because of housing, single
man preferred. FM and AM station.
Write chief
consin, tellingat all.WNAM, Neenah, WisNew Gulf Coast network affiliate needs
combination
engineer-announcer.
Emphasis on announcing.
Write or phone
83. WPMP, Pascagoula, Mississippi.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Writer-announcer for Colorado lo
Copy,
air
scheduling
tion is PD work,
with young
outfittraffic.
expand:P
Need hard, long, cheerful worker. !
month
CASTING.to start. Box 953K, BRO/
Male copywriter with ideas. Some
nouncing.
Submit samples. KF.
Longview, Texas.
Situations Wanted

Managerial
General or sales manager, excel
sales
and network
managerialaffiliate.
record.Mature,
Now sfn|'
manager
pendable, aggressive. Versed all p&Jw
radio operation. Now earning $8 r
yearly
basis. VP1M
qualifiedsalary-commission
to handle your property.
cellent references. Available Octcj
1st. Box 914K, BROADCASTING, fl

Aggressive
available
wit —IS
thirty days. manager
Experienced
in all ph;
of radio with seven years in the \>ik
ness including establishment of a in i
station. Hard working salesman
with inthethebestmidwest.
referencesBoxdesii
asober
location
8<^ -'■
BROADCASTING.

Manager-program
director-commermanager. Thoroughly
capable, exp ;
ence all phases radio. Efficient nr :
agement,
str—
sales
and good
publicprogramming,
relations. Matus
judgment, youthful enthusiasm, |i
personality and good showmanslfi
everything that makes a successful Sgl
tion.
Reasonable
salary and perce'ja|j
age. Box
888K, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager. 15 yflf
background newspaper, radio fields. IS
gressive
salesman,
know copy, ip'
gramming.
personnel,
Prefer
midwest
location. managem
Married, t—
child,
college
graduate.
Seek
tion where hard work, loyalty con:
will*
recognized. Currently sales man; |,
500 watt network affiliate. If seel u
services seasoned campaigner write [
915K, BROADCASTING.
Station- Sales manager available h
mediately! Thoroughly capable, if
change
in location.
experience
all phasesCollege
radio.graduf5
Del"
strong on efficient, economical opi 't:
tion, public relations and commu: tjhi
type
programming. Box 905K, BRO. M
CASTING.

Let me manage your radio stat
Young,
civic-minded,
perienced.aggressive,
Go anywhere;
prefer n
west
city of 30,000 or under. Box 9Ffe
BROADCASTING.
'
•
Available October First. Experien
sales manager. Now employed s
manager 500 watt independent op< I
tion. Acquainted sales, promotion, c< k
management,
subsi; jZk
tially increasedpersonnel.
billing inHave
present
sition and can deliver for my next j j
ployer. interview.
Go anywhere,
available
sonal
Can make
small l
vestment
in
right
property.
Box
9?
BROADCASTING.
Just sold my station at profit. Se |
ing managerial
or program
dire'
position.
Prefer west
coast. Exten
radio-TV
experience. Box
BROADCASTING.
i
you are a happy owner desiring a gr jj
eral manager who knows radio, w
Box 946K. BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager, twelve year
radio,
position,
cellentdesires
sales, managerial
good saleable
prog,93 : •
ideas. Available immediately. Far
man. Could give splendid results
six months. Texas.
Wire or write "Colli
Nederland,

Salesmen
Fifteen years NBC sales, local, spot
work, excellent record, best referen
Production-Programming, Others J Currently employed. Considering le
ing New York City. Box 744K, BRONews director, able to take full charge
CASTING.
of a live wire news room in a leading
5000 watt,
north-central
network
affilFully
experienced man who knows
iate. Must be a topflight newscaster,
phasesin drv
of station
wants
climate.operation
Box 908K,
BROtc
thoroughly experienced in local report- cate
ing, editing wire copy and be able to CASTING.
direct other news personnel. Reply in
confidence, giving detailed previous
Eleven years: Prefer Mississippi Va:
experience, salaries, when available Presently employed. Will cons
and attach small photograph. Box
Chicagoland. Box 949K, BROADCA
ING.
413K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
esman, excellent sales record; draft
mpt; can announce and write copy;
d narrator. Box 961K, BROADSTING.
Announcers
ented novice football broadcaster
ires prep or college play-by-play
ignment as announcer or assistant,
where in U. S. College grad. 24.
jr years football P. A. experience.
>c 847K, BROADCASTING.
.ff announcer: 3V2 years experience
phasesold,except
sports,
years
marriedplay-by-play
and draft exempt,
arantee
smooth
board
work
and
opition. Interested in better paying
> with chance for advancement with
11 established station. Details and
>e
on request. Box 900K. BROAD.STING.
•louncer. 3 years experience, all
tfiases. Single, veteran, 25. Desire
rmanent position in midwest. Tape
d references on request. Box 901K,
H ,!OADCASTING.
inouncer, 1st phone, 3 years, all
ases. University graduate, draft exipt veteran, married, present salary
5.iSTING.
2 weeks notice. Box 902K, BROADemphasis on anasm, inouncer-engineer,
uncing. One year experience. Dees position with friendly up to date
sail ition. Must be permanent. Single,
pen jaft exempt, sober, ambitious, new car
SC. ho anywhere. $75 minimum. Availle two weeks after making deal,
ease send full details. Disc, tape,
oto, request. Box 904K, BROAD^STING.
mouncer-operator, 1st phone; radio
ool graduate. Desires play-by-play
7 iiU|t consider
all offers. Experienced.
909K, BROADCASTING.
inouncer, had own western band on
dio, clear voice, sober, dependable,
arried, prefer western show. Box
- J IK, BROADCASTING.
;; nnouncer: Experienced, good voice,
'f;3gle,
twenty-four,
deee, controls.
Disc,veteran,
photo oncollege
request.
iP,0 ( ill travel. Will acknowledge all. $65.
ox 912K, BROADCASTING.
t roven
cperienced
discExcellent
jockey, announcer,
sales.
references,
mailable October 1st. Await offer. Box
3K, BROADCASTING.
eteran, draft proof. 4 years staff an:«iopDuncing. 1 year 1st phone combo. Exrienced all phases. Presently em• op^.oyed,
east coast, station
but desire
ore progressive
for change
personalto
'ason. But
Prefer
Ariz., answered.
Nev., Calif.,
regon.
all replies
Box
7K, BROADCASTING.
be the
announcer
you're
\>r.nay Nine
years
experience
— all looking
phases
: radio. Performance record proves
•ccellent selling delivery. Experienced
..J,tjiilary,
50 kw$125.00
operation.
starting
per week.Expected
Available
one
' ''•%jionth's
notice.
Audition
disc
tape
request. Prefer east. Boxor 918K,
ROADCASTING.
umbo man. Three years experience,
trong on commercials, DJ personality,
oorts. Family man want to settle,
resently employed. Minimum $75.00.
;ar?1-ox 919K, BROADCASTING.

FULL-TIME

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Competent announcer-copywriter, married veteran, 26. Strong on commercial
copy, news, DJ work, familiar with
board operation. Prefer midwest or
south location with independent. Permanency prime factor. Resume, photo,
disc
available. Box 920K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 24, 4 years experience. Versatile with show business background.
No southern stations. State salaryhours. Single. Draft exempt. Box
921K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. First phone, anywhere. Single, draft exempt. Three
months experience, short break-in desirable, pleasant, strong, mature voice.
Tape available. Box 922K, BROADCASTING.
Hooper slipping? My disc shows ripping. Crisp and terse, farce and verse.
Really super. Raise your Hooper. Box
923K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer having worked
in large metropolitan city. I can prove,
by having you listen to my audition
record, that I would be a valuable addition to your staff. Photo, disc and
references upon request. Box 928K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — general staff man available
immediately. Experienced. Permanent.
Family man. College. Box 931K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer presently employed, experienced, draft exempt, good morning
man on console. Can write copy — direct
program
schedule, trial
also play-by-play
sports. Available
period. No
split shifts. Base pay $70 forty hours.
Box 934K, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer-salesman, actor,
writer,
DJ, "Godfreyish"
style humor,
newscaster.
Deep, rich, melodious
bass
voice. Likeable, magnetic, persuasive
sales personality. Can make $$$ for
you. Box 935K, BROADCASTING.
Announcing; newscasting, disc jockey.
Trained in local radio school. Young,
ambitious, married. Seeking opportunity. Box 936K, BROADCASTING.
Attention all eastern and northwestern
stations: I would like to become associated with your announcing staff. I
am single, veteran and 27. Two years
of college, N. Y. U. I'm a graduate of
one of and
N. Y.'s
broadcasting
schools
I am leading
interested
in doing
all types of radio work. I will send
disc upon request. Will travel at monotice.Will
Salary
of no give
importancements
to me.
you isplease
me
a break? Remember, someone gave
you a start. Box 941K, BROADCASTING^
Experienced, capable young lady. DJ,
board
women's programs.
can act work,
as administrative
assistant, Also
preparation logs, etc. Box 942K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer wants permanent
position. Two years experience, morning, late night, sports, quiz, talent
shows.sonalDraft
family.
interviewexempt,
preferred.
Disc Persent
ING.
on request. Box 943K, BROADCASTAnnouncer, dual control, emphasis on
sports. Draft exempt. Willing to travel.
Box 944K, BROADCASTING.
Able announcer, dependable, experienced,and
married,personality.
good board Prefer
man, New
selling voice
England consider anything. Box 945K,
BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, experienced all sports,
staff, DJ. Top references. Family man.
Tape. Box 951K, BROADCASTING.

INDEPENDENT

LOCATED

IN MAJOR

AM
250 Watts

Engineer/announcer ten years experience seeking change to station financially sound and progressive. Presentdetails. but
I'll
do lytheemployed
work but
you too
do many
the worrying,
state full details in your reply. Box
903K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
Chief engineer's
AM,
FM,
TV. Presently
employed job,
in radar.
Have had experience in construction.
Box 924K, BROADCASTING.
Chief ence
engineer.
Sixteen operation
years experiin construction,
and
maintenance of transmitters and asequipment,
ing 50 kw.sociated
Withbroadcast
present
employerincludmore
than 15 years, but desire a change. . I
am not a drifter and must have a good
salary to justify change. Age 37. Box
925K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, two years experience. AM,
FM, TV training. Prefer southwest
location. Presently employed. Box
927K, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer — Long experience all
phases. Available soon for position in
south or southeast. Box 929K, BROADCASTING.
Good voice quality, first phone, strong
on commercials, minimum $65 weekly.
Box 303, McCook, Nebraska.
1st class operator. 4 years experience,
includingficationinstallation,
modiand constructionoperation,
of equipment.
Married,
no
children,
have
car.
west, east, south or north. CouldMiddo
some announcing. Write or wire Post
Office Box 314, Ebensburg, Penna.
First class ticket with 4 years announcing experience.
Sincere,
pendable. Married,
draftcongenial,
exempt, de31,
car. Any employer as reference. Frank
Berry, #10 Brown Apts., Hopewell, Va.
Engineer, 1st phone, employed now as
resident
WWCFFM
37kw, engineer
lOkw. W.in E.charge
trans.of Schooled
in TV. Married, family, 25, ex-GI,
perfect health, car, references. State
full particulars. Location immaterial.
R. E. Davis, WWCF-FM, Baraboo. Wis.
Present chief engineer wishes to relocate. Chief of smaller station or considering engineer of large station. 10
years
in
J. A. Ky.
Noonan, 209
Washington.radio.
Paintsville.
Mississippi, chief engineer, announcer,
copywriter. Two years experience.
Presently
one year
with reliable.
Chicago station. Married,
sincere,
Jim
Rodgers, 2645 N. Newland Avenue, Chicago 35. Illinois.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
girl continuity writer also
ING^
microphone
work. Upper midwest
preferred. Box 841K, BROADCASTCASTING.
Experienced
radio copywriter wants
job in Boston. Box 938K, BROADAmbitious
gal Currently
desires jobemployed
as produc-as
tion assistant.
secretary to executive in TV station.
Advertising and sales promotion experience. Box 940K. BROADCASTING.

wanted

SALES
MANAGER
CAPABLE OF BECOMING GENERAL MANAGER

Modern AirConditioned Studios
SOUTHERN

FM and
Mobile Unit

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Technical

$75.00 draw. 20% commissions. Can earn $700-$800.
a month. We are building a new station in Cheyenne,
Wyoming and will need additional executives.

$45,000
Balance in 5 years
Station Operating
At A Profit

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Thoroughly seasoned staff announcer
for permanent AM or TV. 23, married, impressive ability exceeded only
by ardent ambition. Radio workshop,
write successful magazine fiction. Reliable. Currently with Liberty affiliate
but available on notice. Fine record,
many references. Anywhere. All offers.
Box 950K, BROADCASTING.
Newcaster: 10 years experience at 50
kw. ismNewspaper
degree. Will experience.
go anywhere Journalat right
salary.
Now
employed.
Photo and
CASTING,
disc
available. Box 954K, BROADAnnouncer-engineer, 27. Radio school,
private.
First Airlines.
phone. 8No.years
Merchant Marine,
broadcast
CASTING^
experience. Disc. Box 955K, BROADAnnouncer-newscaster-program director. Two years experience in radio
and TV, all phases mike work. Currently announcer-program director.
Aggressive. Seek employment with
ING^
good future. Box 956K, BROADCASTSportscaster with play-by-play experience on university football and basketball. AA baseball last season. Consider stations in southwest only. Now
employed as PD in midwest. Family
man. Draft exempt. Best references
from station
manager.
Box. 957K
BRO
ADC
ASTWrite
ING
Stop. Desire full or parttime night
work doing clerical or announcing
duties with station in or around Washton, D. C. Age 27, draft deferred,
white, male, college, school trained,
some
experience. Would appreciate
ING^
newscasting.
Box 959K, BROADCASTSalesman-announcer-copywriter : radio
school and college graduate. Excellent
radio sales record and references. Box
962K, BROADCASTING.
Central Florida stations: fd like to
settle in your town. Do you need an
experienced, competent combination
man? Box 963K, BROADCASTING.
Production minded announcer, 29, seeks
permanent location near Boston. Four
years experience. Program manager
two summers. Specialize music, children'sinterview
programs.Mondays.
Available Box
for 966K,
personal
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer -copy writer.
Vet, single, 27. College degree. Work
board. Heavy news, classics. H. Alleva,
1451— 58th5-7
Street, 710
Brooklyn,
GEdney
. N. Y.,
College student, 20, seeks part-time
position as announcer anywhere United
States where continuation education
possible. College deferred, must be
able to derickpursue
H. Boes. fulltime
2006 G college.
St., N, RoW.,
Washington, D. C.
Announcer-copywriter. Ambitious. Degree in speech. Vet, draft exempt.
Board. Steven Gray, c/o Graff, 725
F.D.R. Drive. New York 9, N. Y.,
ORegon 7-8693.
Top newscaster and commercial man,
experienced. Information and education specialist U.S. Army. Just back
from Japan. Not floater. Want midwest connection. Available now. Leonard Smith. 1222-A Oak Street, Kansas
City, Mo.

MARKET

Reply Box 968K,
Broadcasting

William

T. Kemp

KVER
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Programming, production, promotion
equal listeners,
Program director sales,
seekingrevenue.
organization
stressing programming searching for
intelligent
employer
tional
programming.wanting
Write excep947K,
BROADCASTING,
PD-announcer: Five years experience,
married, 33 years of age, children.
Wants permanent position with station
offering real opportunities. Mature
voice, ambitious, sound ideas. Box
960K, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced in production, announcing and traffic. Degree in music. Presently employed.
Single. Box 964K, BROADCASTING.
Television
Salesman
TV film buyer-salesman. 10 years experience motion picture exhibition and
distribution. Box 781K. BROADCASTing • TELECASTING.
Announcers
Television calls, announcer, experienced, personable, stable, college, vet,
family. Box 965K, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Technical
Television engineer, degree, first phone
and one ence.
yearPresently
television
studio will
experiemployed,
be
available about November First. Can
furnish excellent references. A NY
location considered. Box 933K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING..
Production-Programming, Others
Television cameraman and photographer; commercial, news; advertising
and publicity. Age 40, married. Excellent references.
Box 891K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.

NEED

AN

For Sale (Cont'd)
KEL 10 kw FM transmitter. Includes
driver unit power supply and amplifier.
Perfect condition. Never been used.
Make best offer. This is a real bargain! Box 698K, BROADCASTING.
Channel two or three RCA TF3A three
bay Bat livery.
Wing
antenna
immediate deBox 869K,
BROADCASTING.
For sale or exchange for a good tape
recorder, a RVL3-910R remote control
resistor for type 910-C Dynamic noise
suppressor, in excellent condition. Box
932K, BROADCASTING.
For sale: One composite 250 watt transmitter, tower. Quonset hut, two turntables and console. Complete 250 watt
station lation
except
for frequency
modu-it.
monitors.
First $5,000andtakes
WBSC, Bennettsville, S. C.
2 Gates CB-11, 2 speed transcription
turntable chassis, ready for mounting.
Will sell with pick ups for $350; Gates
M02696 multi purpose amplifier— $140;
two reconditioned 556A Shure microphones 32-50console
ohm IMP,
$65 for
both;
1 composite
mounted
in Gates
walnut case, suitable for station with
two mount
studiosabove
— $300;turntables
console desk
to
and suitable
console
— $100. All of the above equipment
just recently taken out of service. Will
make excellent equipment for someone
going into radio at a bargain price.
Used record cabinet — 6 layers — for 1012" records, capacity 900— $35; 21A
GatesBrand
tuningnew
unit.
250 w,meters
less meter
$95.
Weston
0 to —5
amps., 0-to 3 amps.; 0 to 6 amps., $30 a
piece. Call J. Eric Williams, WGAT,
Utica, N. Y.
Collins 300G 250 watt transmitter. Excellent condition, complete. Also 185
foot
self
Blaw-Knox WILK,
tower.
Contact supporting
Thomas Shelburne,
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
Wanted To Buy
Equipment, etc.
Used 4 or 6 bay sidemount FM antenna,
1% inch line and brackets. Box 867K,
BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCER?

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Goofy to want your headaches? FM
transmitting equipment and accesories
except tower, that is. Send full details
Box 926K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: 1 kw transmitter. Ken Palmer,
KVER, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Used tape recorder, no junk wanted,
onlyC. good one considered. First phone
N.
engineer wanted. WWGP, Sanford,
Help Wanted
Excellent Opportunities
in
Exist
NORTH CAROLNIA RADIO STATIONS
for
REPUTABLE RADIO MEN & WOMEN
(Technical & Non Technical)
AM - FM - TV
Write Today for Application
NORTH CAROLINA
ASSN. OF BROADCASTERS
Box 1140
Southern Pines, N. C.
Salesmen

SALES

PROMOTION

We want a hard-hitting, resourceful man to handle sales promotion
for this dynamic radio station. Ifs
a one-man job with a good salary
to start. The right man will find
rapid advancement in both income
and executive responsibility. All
applications will be read in strictest confidence. Please do not apply
unless you have had actual experience inradio station sales promotion. Mail application to:
Ivor B. Newman
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Radio Station WVNJ
45 Central Ave.
Newark 2, New Jersey
Technical

looking for a job
equipment

for sale

need

an engineer

want

to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations wanted, 10^ per word ($1.00
minimum)
Help wanted, 20tf per word ($2.00 minimum)
All other classifications 25# per word ($4.00
minimum)
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Please address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.

ENGINEER WANTED
Have opening for engineer. $55.00
base salary,
working
ditions,plus.
average ofGood
6 hours
per conday
working time. References and snapshot of self required. Write
Ward A. Coleman, Gen. Mgr.
WENC, Whiteville, N. C.
California

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
DISC JOCKEY
WANTED
Must have proven success record as D.J., in a competitive
market. A real opportunity
awaits the man who can deliver. 5 kw network station,
metropolitan north central market. Give full particulars about
previous experience, salaries
earned and expected, and attach small photo. Confidential.
BOX 450K. BROADCASTING
Television

-

Technical

sion operation,
to supervise
appliYoung
man, experienced
in televi-*1"
cations, planning, installation, anc ]
operation of two or more televisior (j
stations. Program, sales and geny.
eral experience more important!;/
than technical experience. To
guarantee
fullest consideration
give details, including salary ex !,
pected, in first letter. Box 967K
BROADCASTING • Telecasting\
Situations Wanted
Television

Technical
experienced in trai j
mitter and TV desic ! I
seeks associati _
tion planning
with group or s"
TV
broadcasting.
Able,
establish
station
minimum cost <
may
consider cap!B : _
investment.
ENGINEER
969K,
ING •BROADCA!
TELECA
ING.
For Sale
Equipment etc.

For Sale: Complete television I
micro-wave relay system, used bv i
stations WLW-D and WLW-C ioi
transmitting TV programs betweer
Dayton and Columbus, Ohio. Foi
details Dir.
writeEngineering,
J. M. McDonald'
Asst.
Croslej
Broadcasting Corp., Croslej
Square, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.

Network.

Station

$359000.00
Fulltime network station located in a rich and beautiful
California market with a trading area in excess of fifty thousand. This property is making reasonably good profits and
business is increasing nicely. Due to favorable operating
costs one or two capable owners who will devote their fulltime
can produce a very high return on their investment.
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbroak 2-5672

For Sale (Cont'd)

UN-AMERICAN
Quiz Opens on Coast Today
WITH some 60 subpenas reportedly having been served to motion
picture, radio and television personalities for "personal appearances," House Committee on UnAmerican Activities public hearing
on alleged communist activities in
Hollywood was to start in Los Angles' Federal Bldg. this morning
(Sept. 17).
Expected to last at least two
weeks, the sessions wlil be held in
the "Kefauver room" with little or
no prospects they will be telecast.
Three stations (KECA-TV KTTV
KTLA) had made pitch to telecast
the hearings, but Rep. John Wood
(D-Ga.), chairman of House UnAmerican Activities Committee,
gave no encouragement.
Closed sessions were held early
last week at Hollywood's Roosevelt
Hotel with several witnesses interviewed by Rep. Donald L. Jackson
(R-Calif.) of that committee and
William A. Wheeler, staff investi-

wlett-Pockard
odel 325-B
DISTORTION ANALYSER
New condition. Best offer.
WOAI, Post Office Box 2641,
San Antonio, Texas.
ur 500television
foot Phillips
duty
ked
towers type
with 520RCAheavyantenna
unting plates, guy lines and all hardware
■essary
$12,500.00.
Ill
hold for
theseerection,
towers price
on a each
contingent
basis
fch
a
50%
cash
payment.
Order
your goes
TV
ver now, before the rush starts and steel
cit.ofbase
sight.
Also several
All towers
insulated.
J. J. Phillips
& Son,in
1n E.Antonio
Lachappelle
Street, Phone Fannin 4616,
4, Texas.
Wanted to Buy
Stations

WANTED
A

Radio

Station

WEST OR SOUTHWEST
250-5000 WATTS
All Replies Confidential
SEND DETAILS,
INCLUDING PRICE TO
BOX 881 K, BROADCASTING
Employment Service
Hit EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
OSt IP placing
qualified, experienced mantiapi|>ti
agers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
\.mt applicants
and employers.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
■01 uman Talk
c 1 .ESIDENT Truman will make
address on Democratic Women's
p., y, Thursday, Sept. 27, to be
•ard over the ABC radio network
3j:05 p.m. (EDT).
Subject of
kw President's talk was not anpnced.

CO
a
St.

gator.
Most talkative of witnesses after
leaving the closed session chamber
was Rouben Shipp, identified as
writer on The Life of Riley radio
show. He was accompanied to
closed hearing by two attorneys,
former California Attorney General Robert W. Kenny and Ben
Margolis.
After a five minute session with
Rep. Jackson and Mr. Wheeler,
Mr. Shipp emerged to accuse committee of having a "policy of blacklist and smear by association."
He said, "I believe I was called
to this closed session today because of the committee's policy of
publicly naming and smearing
members of the motion picture and
radio industry and to intimidate
me into co-operating with this
policy of blacklisting and smear by
association."
"I refused, and will continue to
refuse to cooperate with the committee in this respect."
Although he did not mention
names, Attorney Kenny said he
will represent "15 or 20" witnesses
subpoenaed.

TheVoice^/Kansas
WIBW

in

TOPE

jjjji
POADCASTING

• Telecasting

K A

Stokely-Van Camp Inc., Bauer &
Black (Curads), Mayrose Meats,
Tappan Gas Range, Jerseymaid
Milk, Tea Council, and KnappMonarch Appliances.
,
* * *
SPORTSVISION Inc. moves its
headquarters from Oakland to 1161
N. Highland Ave., Hollywood. Firm
produces intercollegiate football
films for TV.

HUGH B. TERRY (I), general manager, KLZ Denver, interviews Allan
Hicks, guest of the U. S. State Dept.
representing the Ministry of Educaon KLZ's
Let'sa
Talk tionItof Great
Over.Britain,
Mr. Hicks
is on
nation-wide tour of the U. S.
Film Report
(Continued from page 86)
will be known as the Desilu Playhouse. Philip Morris will sponsor
on CBS-TV starting Oct. 5. An
audience will witness the weekly
film shooting.
Some relatively new movies were
purchased by KLAC-TV Los Angeles from Motion Pictures for
Television. Most of them were
produced during or after 1947.
They include a group of Joe
Palooka and Charlie Chan films
and several Monogram features.
Contract is different in that it gives
the station exclusive rights to the
film for twelve months after date
of telecast instead of from contract
date. A 5% royalty will be paid
to the American Federation of
Musicians.
Sales & Production . . .
DEMBY

Co., New York, will syndicate afifteen-minute Hollywoodfilm-preview program, What's
Playing. Thrice weekly show features Maggi McNellis as emcee.

Buckley Test
W. K. BUCKLEY Inc., Buffalo
(Jack and Jill cough syrup for children), launching fall test campaign
in two midwest radio markets,
starting date pending. One-minute
spots and participations will be
used. Length of tests will depend
on results, with expansion contemplated if tests are- successful.
Agency:
Victor Van De Linde Co.,
N.
Y.
RCA Victor Div. has taken over Muzak
studio on 46th St. in New York and
has purchased some special recording
and studio equipment from Muzak
Corp., which has discontinued its studio and pressing operations for outside commercial customers. Move in no
way affects Associated Program Service or Muzak's wired music operation.
Muzak retains its pressing plant at
Elizabethtown, Ky. With equipment
acquired from Muzak, RCA can now
fill orders for vertical as well as lateral recordings.

most desirable
woman!
RBURY'
E
T
WA

REYNOLDS Productions announces nine stations have purchased quarter-hour football forecast film, Tomorrow's Game Today,
for 12 weeks starting Sept. 24.
* * *
CORNELL FILM Co., New York,
has issued 1951 catalog of 16 mm
motion pictures, ranging from civil
defense pictures to religious, cultural and educational films. Juvenile series, Wonderland Tales, also
is offered.
* # *
JERRY FAIRBANKS Productions
will film commercials this month
for Lysol, Simoniz, National Biscuit Co., Bigelow-Sanford Carpet
Co., and American Home Products.
S N A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS
Corp. has completed second series
of five telescriptions featuring
Gale Storm, singer-actress.
* * *
FIVE STAR Productions, Hollywood, has completed TV commercials for eight firms, including

Maybelle H. Osborne
editor of
RADIO'S

HOME

JOURNAL
daily from 9-10 a.m.
Avery-Knodel can show you
how well Maybelle sells
bread, furniture, lumber, and
insurance. She can sell your
product better in Waterbury!
WBRY
5,000 WATTS
CBS in Waterburv, Conn.
September 17, 1951 •
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SNADER

MOVES
Head Office to Coast

SEEKING to expand its sales activities and bring- about a closer
liaison between production and distribution, Snader Telescription
Sales moves its headquarters Nov.
1 from Chicago to Hollywood.
The Chicago office on that date
becomes a branch office. Reuben
Kaufman, president of the sales
organization, working out of Chicago, will divide his time between
the East and West.
Other personnel affected by the
move are Monroe Mendelsohn,
head of the sales service and production departments, who transfers to the West Coast with the
production, bookkeeping, promotion and exploitation and other
service departments which he will
continue to head; and E. Johnny
Graf, sales manager at Chicago,
who moves to New York office.
DETAILS of fall specialized regional
marketing program were presented to
regional rales managers of receiver
sales division for Allen B. DuMont
Labs at a recent quarterly sales meeting at DuMont's East Paterson, N. J.,
plant. "The new program, keyed to
significant television industry trends
and rapidly changing market conditions, has been developed specially for
selling period covering September
until Christmas," Walter L. Stickel,
national sales manager of DuMont,
reported.

Advertisers frequently
considerEflU?!

advertising in

SEVENTEENTH anniversary of the
Morris B. Sachs' Amateur Hour — and
the 884th consecutive broadcast —
was signal for a studio celebration.
Standing behind anniversary cake are
(I to r) Roy McLaughlin, sales manager for WENR-TV Chicago, on which
show is aired; Mr. Sachs, owner of
retail clothing stores, and Ed Lynch,
WENR sales manager.

COLOR IN RADIO SEMINAR
Set for Toronto Meet
COLOR TV seminar will highlight
this year's radio fall meeting at
Toronto Oct. 29-31. The gathering is sponsored by RTMA's engineering department, the Institute
of Radio Engineers and the RTMA
of Canada.
IRE's Professional Group on
Broadcast and Television Receivers
will sponsor the seminar, scheduled for the morning- of Oct. 30.
Speakers will include A. V. Loughren, Hazeltine Corp., on "The
Video Color Signal"; R. B. Dome,
General Electric, on "The Color
Synchronizing System"; F. J. Bingley, Philco Corp. on "Colorimetry
in Color Television", and H. B.
Law, RCA, on "A Three-Gun Shadow MaskcussionKinescope."
General diswill follow talks.
Bill Harris

Printers' Ink
strengthens your
"consumer franchise"
with the leading

and
so keeps them
sold on you.
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STORY
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BILL HARRIS, 24, staff announcer
at WABB Mobile, Ala., died Sept.
11 following injuries received in an
auto-train accident. Mr. Harris
was en route to WABB's studiotransmitter when his car rammed
into the side of a freight engine.
Interment was in Anniston, Ala.
He is survived by his wife and small
daughter.
WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, has been
presented the first "Television Award"
ever given in the National Board of
Fire Underwriters annual Gold Medal
competition. Edward Lamb, owner and
president WTVN, accepted the large
engraved certificate on behalf of station's prize winning program Camera
on Prevention. Program, running for
two years, presents lessons on fire
prevention, using demonstrations, interviews and official Fire Dept. pictures of fire runs the week before.

OF ADVERTISING

INTERPRETING various aspects
of the advertising business to the
public and answering listener
questions weekly, a forum program
series titled Advertising in Action
will be broadcast over the Liberty
Broadcasting System by the Hollywood Advertising Club for the next
13 weeks starting Sunday night
(Sept. 23) 7:30-8 p.m. (PDST),
originating from KMPC Hollywood. The station will release the
program locally on the following
evening at that same time.
John Baird, KMPC director of
public affairs, will be moderator,
with Benton Paschall, Liberty vice
president and an ad club director,
VIDEO'S SALES USE
Stickel Talks at Rochester
"TELEVISION will be the greatest sales tool ever devised for
American business," Walter L.
Stickel, national sales manager for
DuMont Labs., predicted at the
Rochester Ad Club. "During the
past year there has been an increasing use of television in all
phases of American industry, as an
aid to scientific observation, production procedures, and plant
security,"
10 talks. he explained on his Sept.
Citing the large number of
closed-circuit TV hookups already
used for business conferences to
conserve travel time and costs, Mr.
Stickel anticipated the "not-toodistant future" when three-dimensional TV, now used by the Atomic
Energy Commission, would have
widespread
applications in general
industry.
The DuMont executive also foresaw an upturn in the TV set market within the next few months.
"There are still virgin markets of
better than 50% in TV areas," he
said. "The replacement market —
where 40% of the sets in the public's hands are 14 inches and smaller— the second-set market, better
programming, and coast-to-coast
TV are all important factors which
will influence a fall pickup in busi-

To Be Told on LBS Ser

handling production.
Initial broadcast, titled "W
Advertising?", will have as pa|
ticipants
ad club
officers. mm
Tl-(;
include Robert
J. McAndrews,
aging director, Southern Califomj
BroadcastersJames
Assn., Morgan,
and ad 'em
president;
v
president in charge of radio-1 i
Raymond R. Morgan Co., and 1
club's first vice president; Harla A
Palmer Jr., assistant publisher m

managing editor,
zen-News
and clubHollywood
second C'J
v ?
president; J. Neil Reagan, Hoi
wood manager of McCann-ErickstJj
and President of the Advertisi
Assoc. of the West.
"How Advertising Works" \ : ,
be the title of second forum broi|.
cast on Oct. 7. Besides Mess |
Morgan and Palmer, participai
include Martha Jeff res, execut j|
secretary, Southern California .|l
vertising Agencies Assoc.,
Robert Coleson, West Coast r4resentative, The Advertising C01
cil. Miss Jeffres is ad club sec
tary and Mr. Coleson is treasure
Set for Oct. 14 broadcast are K
Burt Oliver, vice president ajw
Hollywood manager, Foote, Ccl
& Belding, and ad club past prti,
dent; John Kemp, promotion m;
ager, Hollywood Citizen-News sfc
vice president AAW.
Other p
ticipants include Miss Jeffres a
Mr. Coleson. Topic is titled "'J
vertising Protects You."
TEACHING DENTISTRY
By KGO-TV at U. of Ca
POTENTIAL of television as
educational medium was dem;
strated in a closed-circuit teleci
by KGO-TV
San Francisco
week
at the Second
Western C,1'
ference on Dental Teaching at
U. of California.
Conference members from deri
schools throughout the W
watched technique in diagnosis t
dental surgery of all types c
played on the TV screen and w
unanimously enthusiastic in th
response.
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 97)
Applications Cont.:
VQDI-FM Quincy, 111.; WSRK (FM)
ihelbyville, Ind.; WCAO-FM Baltimore,Md.: WGCM-FM Gulfport, Miss.;
VVCV (FM) Cherry Valley. N. Y.;
VGHF (FM) New York; WGNC-FM
I llastonia, N. C; WREV-FM Reidsville,
C; WIMA-FM Lima, Ohio; WCLTM I'M Newark, Ohio; KFDA-FM Amarillo,
jfj ffex.; KTRH-FM Houston, Tex.; WHTN"M Huntington,
id Jreen
Bay, Wis. W. Va.; WJPG-FM
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
iio. Hot Springs, Ark.— RETURNED apand ilication of Resort Bcstg. Co. for CP
lew AM station on 590 kc 1 kw D.
KXIT Dalhart, Tex. — RETURNED
pplication for assignment of license.
: I J KDAS Texarkana, Tex.— RETURNED
■ j-pplication
for Co.
assignment of CP to
vlalvern Bcstg.
September 13 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
WMIE Miami, Fla.; WACL Waycross,
5-T|>Ja.
and KWEM
West Memphis,
Ark.—in
;Designated
for consolidated
hearing
ItVashington on Oct. 22, applications for
transfer of control of WMIE from
■- - Arthur B. McBride and Daniel Sherby
^ Tames
o E. D.S. Rivers,
of WACL forto
Rivers Sr.,
andandapplication
issignment of license of KWEM to
CWEM Inc., of which E. D. Rivers,
" 1 ]lr., is president and principal stockholder.
BY THE SECRETARY
: rl Granted
WFMY-TV STA Greensboro,
C. —
for increase N.in trans.
111 Output
power
of
TV
station
from
vis.
>00 w to 5 kw and aur. 250 w to 2.5 kw.
ACTION ON MOTIONS
?r By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Newton Z. Wolpert, St. Paul, Minn.
—Granted petition for indefinite coninuance of hearing presently scheduled
•: H"or Sept. 10 in proceeding re his
' application.
: i By Hearing Examiner
Smith Elizabeth C.
KJAY
Topeka,
Kan. — application
Granted petilon
for leave
to amend
by
;ubstituting
revised
figure
2; and record
vas closed.
Vidalia,
Ga.— Granted
ionWVOP
for leave
to amend
applicationpetiby
substituting new engineering data and
o make changes in proposed ant. and
'round system.
KREI Farmington, Mo. — Granted petiion for indefinite continuance of hearng in proceeding re his application;
Tearing presently scheduled for Sept.
4, was continued until further order.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition for continuance of hearing in
proceeding re application of WGBA
lolumbus,
from 5. Sept. 17, in Columbus, Ga. toGa.Nov.
■■ ■ <
By Hearing Examiner James D.
id? I
Cunningham
If.; Don H. Martin, Salem, Ind. — Granted
petition to reopen record in proceeding
*e his application for purpose of re:losed. viving "Exhibit No. 10" and record
|By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Johnnie Weston Crabtree, Oklahoma
-ity, Okla. — Granted request for continuance of hearing from Sept. 11 to
|0ct.
1,
in
proceeding upon his application.
By Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham
Don H. Martin, Salem, Ind. — Granted
Soetition for corrections in various reRCA INSTITUTES, INC.
One of the leading and
oldest schools of Radio
Technology in America, offers Its
tralnect Radio and Television techdustry. nicians to the Broadcasting InAddress inquiries to
Placement Director
RCA INSTITUTES, INC.
A Seruice of Radio Corporation
of America
350 W. 4th St.,
New York 14, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

r

SUMMARY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 13
S>COte
Ho*
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Pending Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed CPs128
Grants Appls.
125
301
AM Stations
2,294
3
115
11
FM Stations
656
2,265
In
21
439
Cond'l
87
TV Stations
107
544
* On the air.
171
CALL ASSIGNMENTS: WMFC Monroeville, Ala. (Monroe Bcstg. Co., 1220 kc,
250 w, day); KJNO Juneau, Alaska (Aurora Bcstrs. Inc., 630 kc, 1 kw-day, 500
w-night); KPLN Camden, Ark. (Mid-South Bcstg. Co., 1370 kc, 1 kw, day); KGRO
Malvern, Ark. (Malvern Bcstg. Co., 1380 kc, 1 kw, day); WKEI Kewanee, 111.
(Kee Bcstg. Co., 1450 kc, 100 w. fulltime); WTIM Taylorville, 111. (Moyer Bcstg.
Co., 1410 kc, 1 kw, day, directional); WCPM Cumberland, Ky. (Blanfox Radio
Co. Inc., 1490 kc, 250 w, fulltime); WHHW New Orleans, La. (Royal Bcstg. Corp.,
1450 kc, 250 w, fulltime); WCMC Wildwood, N. J. (Francis J. Matrangola, 1230
kc, 100 w, fulltime); WELK Elkin, N. C. (Yadkin Valley Bcstg. Co., 1540 kc,
250 w, day); WOHP Bellfontaine, Ohio (Charles H. Chamberlain, 1390 kc, 500
w, day); KHJ-TV Los Angeles. Calif. (Changed from KFI-TV); WESN (FM)
Salisbury, Md. (Changed from WBOC-FM); WHLM Bloomsburg, Pa. (Changed
from WLTR); KGMC Englewood, Col. (Changed from KEGW); WPOR Portland,
Me.
WHOS-FM
Decatur, Ala. (North Alabama Bcstg.
Co., (Changed
Ch. 223, 92.5frommc, WMTW);
7 kw, antenna
30 feet).
Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISIONS
WMIE Miami, Fla. — Announced final
decision adopting initial decision grantingcense
application
for assignment
of lifrom Lincoln
Operating Co.,
as
trustee for Sun Coast Bcstg. Co., to
Sun Coast Bcstg. Corp. Decision Sept. 6.
WAVL Apollo, Pa. — Announced final
decision denying application of Cecil
F. Clinton and Andrew J. West d/b as
Tri-Borough Bcstg. Co. for permit to
increase hours of operation from daytime only on 910 kc to fulltime with
1 kw-daytime and 100 w-night and to
change vertical antenna. Also granted
petition of Chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau, to correct transcript on oral argument in this proceeding. Decision
Sept. 13.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Mayaguez, P. R. — Jose Ramon Quinspects to ceedingtranscript
of hearing in prore his application.
KYA San Francisco, Calif. — Granted
petition for continuance of further
hearing from Sept. 18 to Nov. 27 in
Washington in proceeding upon its application and that of KVSM San Mateo,
Calif.
Chief, motion
Common forCarrier
Bureau of
—
Granted
continuance
hearing from Sept. 24 to Oct. 29 in
proceeding re applications of K9 Patrol
By Kennedy Detective Agency for CP
in domestic public land mobile radio
service at Miami, Fla. and ROLFE
Armorednewal ofTruck
for Re-at
LicenseService,
in sameInc.service
Miami.
September 13 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED
FOR FILING
License for CP
WRAG Carrollton, Ala. — License for
CP new AM station.
WGBR Goldsboro, N. C. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized change
in frequency,Name
power,
install DA-DN.
Changed
Laredo, Tex. — Application for CP
new AM station AMENDED to change
name of applicant from N. B. Lassetter,
E. J. Harpole and W. J. Harpole a
partnership d/b as Laredo Bcstrs. to
E. J. Harpole and W. J. Harpole a
partnership d/b
Uvalde
AM—as 550
kc Bcstrs.
WLIN Merrill, Wis.— CP to change
power1 kw-N
from 1DA-DN
kw unl.andDA-N
to 5 type
kwLS
change
trans.
Modification of CP
WLAV-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.—
Mod. CP new FM station for extension
of completion TV—
date.Ch. 12

WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.— CP
to change from 12 kv vis. 11.7 kw aur.
to 200 kw vis. 100 kw aur., change
ant. system, add power amp. to trans,
equipment, ant. height 834 ft.
• Telecasting

ones. Granted 1190 kc, 250 w, fulltime;
engineering conditions. Estimated cost
$22,296.51. Mr. Quinones is licensee of
WAPA Puerto Rico. Granted Sept. 12.
FM GRANTS
Swainsboro, Ga. — Jack A. and Nancy
M. Thompson. Granted Ch. 269 (101.7
mc), ing
970conditions.
w, antenna
110 feet; cost
engineerEstimated
$1,000
(transmitter,
tubes,
antenna,
etc. already on hand). Applicant is licensee
of WJAT Swainsboro. Granted Sept. 7.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WDAE-AM-FM Tampa, Fla. — Granted acquisition of control Tampa Times
Co., licensee,
E. Smiley,
former owner of by49%David
through
retirement
of 50% interest held by the Nicholson
family to treasury for $825,000. Mr.
Smiley now holds 98%. Granted
Sept.
WARL6. -transfer
A M - F of
M control
Arlington,
Va.—
Granted
Northern
Virginia Bcstrs. Inc., licensee, from
Frank U. Fletcher and R. Kilbourne
Castell to Lou Poller for $78,000. Mr.
Poller owns WPWA Chester, Pa.
Granted Sept. 6.
WMMB of Melbourne,
Fla. — Granted
transfer
control Melbourne
Bcstg.
Corp., licensee, from John F. Turner
Sr. et al. to Henry Dravneek for $50,500
through issale
of 67.4%
interest.
Mr.
Dravneek
former
owner
of Henry
Dravneek Inc., advertising photography
firm in New York. Granted Sept. 6.
WIKC sBogalusa,
La. — I.Granted
asignment of license from
K. Corkern
Jr. tr/as Bogalusa Bcstg. Co. to William C. Moss and Dorothy Moss Siegelin d/bgalusa
as Enterprise
Enterprise
Co. (Boand Pub.
Bulletin)
for
$50,000. Granted Sept. 6.
WLOU Louisville,
Ky.
—
Granted
assignment of license from Louisville
Bcstg. Co. to Robert W. Rounsaville
for $40,000 plus five year lease for real
estate and building at $560 per month.
Mr. Rounsaville owns WBAC Cleveland, Tenn., WQXI Atlanta, Ga., and
51%
WBEJ6. Elizabethton, Tenn.
Grantedof Sept.
KBTA
— Granted
transfer of Batesville,
control WhiteArk.River
Bcstrs.
Inc., licensee, from J. F. Livingston
et al. to former minority stockholders
Jared E. Trevathan, W. Albert West
and J. F. Higginbottom for $21,000.
Granted Sept. 6.
WULA Eufaula, Ala. — Granted assignment of license from AlabamaGeorgia
Bcstrs.
to Edward
Fussell,
former
30% Inc.
owner,
and hisB. wife,
J. B. Fussell for $14,000. Granted
Sept. 6.
WORC Worcester,
Mass. —Alfred
GrantedFrank
assignment of license from
Leindienst to Radio Worcester Inc. for
$75,000.
Principals
in Radio
are President
George
TaylorWorcester
(25.5%),
secretary and 1214% owner WHIM
Providence; Vice President Robert T.
Engles WHIM;
(25.5%),Josiah
president
and(35.4%),
121-4%
owner
W. Gitt
publisher of York Gazette, York, Pa.;
Carson licitorL.for Chicago,
Taylor (13.6%),
general
soMilwaukee,
St. Paul
& Pacific Railroad. Granted Sept. 12.
WBAT
Marion,
Ind. —Radio
Granted
transfer of control
Marion
Corp.,
li-

censee, from John Henry Bone et al.
to John Ramp through purchase of
100% of stock for $26,001. Mr. Ramp
and his wife own John Ramp Inc.,
auto agency. Granted Sept. 12.
WKWK-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va.—
Granted transfer of control Community
Bcstg. Co., licensee, from Joe L. Smith
Jr. Inc. to John B. Reynolds for $92,272. Mr. Reynolds was owner of 49%,
now owns 100%. Granted Sept. 12.
KVKM of Monahans,
— Granted
transfer
control fromTex.Mrs.
Charles
Stuckey, executrix of estate of Charles
W.
Stuckey,
to
herself
as
individual.
Granted Sept. 12.
WDEM-AM-FM Providence, R. I.—
Granted transfer of control Narragansett Bay Bcstg. Co., licensee, from R.
E. Quinn et al. to Louis A. R. Pieri,
president of the company, through purchase of 27,780 shares for $17,000, giving him interest of 95% plus. Granted
Sept.be 12,consummated
with condition
transfer
not
until that
licensee
has
filed annual financial report for 1950
with FCC. Filed Sept. 12.
New Applications . . .
AM APPLICATIONS
Montgomery, Ala. — The Southland
Bcstg. Co.,
950 kc, 5 cost
kw, $17,371.81;
daytime; estimated construction
first
year operating cost $20,000; first year
revenue $30,000. Equal partners are
Grover Wise, owner West End Theatre,
and Ralph AUgood, announcer with
WJJJ Montgomery. Filed Sept. 10.
Bartow, N. C. — William Avera Wynne,
1460 kc, 1 kw, daytime; estimated cost
$20,350; operating cost $36,000; revenue
$45,000. Applicant is owner of WEED
Rocky Mount, N. C. Filed Sept. 10.
Mo. — Bcstg.
Leslie P.
as Washington,
Franklin County
Co.,Ware
1260 d/b
kc,
500 w, daytime; estimated cost $15,700;
operating cost $30,000; revenue $40,000.
Applicant is licensee of KXLW St.
Louis, Mo. Filed Sept. 12.
Lincolnton, N. C— J. A. Polhill tr/as
Lincoln County Bcstg. Co., 1270 kc, 500
w, daytime; estimated cost $13,275; operating cost $24,000; revenue $36,000.
Applicant is president and manager of
Polhill Chevrolet Co. Inc. Filed Sept. 12.
(Continued on page 104)
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Theatre

TV

Probe
TUBE TROUBLE
Nickel Shortage Grows
INDUSTRY authorities last week
called on the government to save
receiving tube manufacturers from
the abyss of production and employment dislocation.
The storm flag was raised by
the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
in an emergency plea to the National Production Authority. The
move followed a special meeting of
day. RTMA Tube Division on Tuesthe

(Continued from page 7%)
racial descrimination by theatres
showing TV programs for which
admission is charged was disclosed
to Broadcasting • Telecasting
late Thursday by Rep. William B.
Widnall (R-N.J.). He charged
Negros were forbidden entrance in
Washington, indicating such a
policy in the national capital makes
fine communist propaganda abroad.
His bill, to amend the Communications Act, was to be introduced in
the House on Friday. It would fine
violators treble the total admission
income at the event involved.

ROBINSON-TURPIN
Bout Brings Problems
THEATRE television's biggest moment, the Wednesday RobinsonTurpin fight, was marred slightly
by the appearance of a city tax
threat.
In Philadelphia, Councilman
James G. Clark announced he
would introduce an ordinance in
the next session of city council requiring a $1,500 license fee from
establishments showing piped-in
TV sportscasts for profit.
Councilman Clark, referring to
the theatre monopoly of the Robinson-Turpin event, said it was "an
outrage that people having television sets in their homes are deprived of an opportunity to see
such shows."
The National Boxing Assn.
voted last week to ask payment by
promoters of theatre fight telecasts
of "fair and equitable" shares of
receipts to state boxing groups.
Chairman Joe Triner of the Illinois State Athletic Commission said
any such levy would result in double
state taxation of the theatre productions.
In cities where the Wednesday
fight was telecast in theatres large
crowds tried to see the show.
Chicagoans broke through glass
doors of the State-Lake theatre. A
Balaban & Katz spokesman said
SOONER
or LATER
s o m e a ggr i c v e d listener
accuses
you of

or
L
DER
BE
N
I
A
L
L
S
and THEN you'll need our
UNIQUE INSURANCE
covering this hazard. It covers also
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism,
Piracy and Copyright. It is
ADEQUATE, SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
In use Nation-wide.
GET IT IN TIME!
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange — Kansas City, Mo.
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AS PART of its welcoming party for
Charles McCuen, who joined WTCNAM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul as news
editor, station dispatched Lyn Dclaney, "Miss WTCN," to guide the
newcomer through its studios. Mr.
McCuen formerly was news editor
at KRNT Des Moines and now is
heard and seen on WTCN radio-TV
news programs in addition to other
duties. He also is past president
of the Iowa Radio News Assn. and
Des Moines Press and Radio Club
and was publicity chairman for National Assn. of Radio News Directors. Station is expanding its
news coverage.
the theatre offered - refunds or
standing room to ticket holders
whose seats were taken by the mob.
Two other Chicago theatres reported sellouts for the fight.
Keith's theatre in Washington
sold out its 1,800-seat capacity by
noon Wednesday.
Associated Press estimated 35,000 saw the fight telecast in 14
theatres located in 11 cities. No
broadcasts, radio or TV, were permitted by the promoters. Ticket
prices were at least doubled by
most theatres.

Drop UHF Bids
TEXAS applications for UHF stations in Dallas, Houston and San
Antonio, filed two weeks ago by
oilmen H. L. Wheelock, W. L.
Pickens and H. H. Cofneld [Broad>casting • Telecasting, Sept. 10],
were withdrawn last week. Although reasons for withdrawal
were not given, it is known that a
forbearance clause in the contract
for the sale of their KEYL (TV)
San Antonio to Fort Industry Co.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Aug. 6] forbids the trio from entering TV in that city for 10 years.
Industrial TV
"CAN Industry Use Television?"
is asked and answered affirmatively in the September issue of
Fortime magazine. Six-page feature, edited and illustrated in the
usual Fortune manner, emphasizes
non-entertainment uses of the medium by government agencies and
contractors as well as in peacetime
industrial plants, hospitals, and
research centers.

"Unless relief from present
nickel allocation policies is granted
immediately . . . the industry will
be forced to start cutting production about Oct. 15 and by Dec. 1
will be operating as low as 50% of
its
rateRTMA
of production,"
Glen present
McDaniel,
president,
informed Edmund T. Morris, director of NPA's Electronics Products Division.
Between 15,000 and 18,000 may
be laid off by Dec. 1, many of
them unavailable for return, Mr.
McDaniel said. He recommended
a procedure for allocating nickel at
a rate originally suggested but
never adopted by the NPA division.
Government electronics officials
conceded the situation is very critical and indicated they would try
to meet the emergency. Mr. Morris,
who also heads the Electronics
Production Board, told Broadcasting • Telecasting:
We are doing all we can to alleviate the shortage but it takes time.
The matter is now before the NPA
Electronics Products Division.
Matter Taken Up With DPA
It was learned NPA has taken
up the matter with Manly Fleischmann, Defense Production Administrator, and the Iron & Steel Division.
There was more than a glimmer
of hope for speedy action. Delays
in meeting delivery schedules of
military tubes would result without prompt action and thus slow
down the rearmament program
which uses vast quantities of electronic tubes, authorities pointed
out. Nickel is used in tank armor,
jet engines and radar networks
and in cathode ray tube assemblies.
Mr. McDaniel noted "the conservation of nickel is remarkable,
but further substitution and conservation measures can scarcely be
expected to achieve substantial
further reductions." Already,
manufacturers have turned out 229
million tubes the first seven months
of 1951 while using only two-thirds
of the nickel utilized to produce
191 million during a similar period in 1950.
Moreover, Mr. McDaniel said,
discharge of a large number of
employes would entail unavoidable
waste of nickel and other materials
in training new working forces.
Specifically, he urged a specified
BROA1

number
of pounds be allocate oh
monthly to the industry (187,00Q(I
pounds for the fourth quarter oi
1951), with individual allotments
based on the percentage of output^
for each producer during the ;
fourth quarter of 1950. Manufacturers also should be free to order1'
secondary
nickel forms
(wire a
strip, nickel anodes) under allot- >
ments.
NPA authorities point out the .
problem of nickel is especially diffi- !
cult
requirements
set "
forthbecause
on a monthly
ratherarethar
quarterly basis and tube manufacturers do not buy directly from the
top
producer,
the International
Nickel Co. of Canada.
But, thejf
add,
tain
time
very

NPA is trying to obtain ceramounts for electronics. Leac^
between estimates and deli- P
is generally two months.
FCC

Roundup

(Continued from page 103) fa
FM APPLICATION
Cincinnati, Ohio — Buckeye Bcstg. Co.
Ch. 274 (102.7 mc), 8.2 kw; estimated
cost
$8,000;Applicant
operatingis licensee
cost $1,500;
revenue.
of WSA1nc c
Cincinnati. Present WSAI-FM equipment will be used. New station permii
is requested because applicant wants t(
build entirely new FM station at nev.
location. WSAI-FM license was can-;
celled at request of licensee. Filec
Sept. 7. TV applications

Wyo.
Bcstg. Co.
Ch.Cheyenne,
13 (210-216
mc),— Frontier
2.56 feet;
kw visual,
1.2* 1-■:_.
kw
aural,
antenna
189
estimatec
cost $171,217;
$96,000 : :il
revenue
$94,656.operating
Applicantcost
is licensee
of KFBC Cheyenne. Filed Sept. 12.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
8
KELP EI Paso, Tex. — Assignment o;
license from Paso Bcstg. Co. to Trinity
ties
exceeding
$6,000 and
lease Bcstg.notCorp.
for assumption
of liabili'agreement of $497 per month with option to purchase for $3,000 at end oi
five years. Applicant is licensee oi
KLIF Oak Cliff, Tex. Filed Sept. 10
KWSL Lake Charles, La.— Assignmeni
of license from Alonzo Stanford DudleV ;
to KWSL Inc. for $35,000. Principals;! ,
include President Jules J. Paglin (46%)
presidentStanley
and V>W.owner
New vicf
Or-- ,;r
leans;
Ray WBOK
Jr. (46%),
president and general manager, WBOK i
Vice President Edward J. Prendergastiassistant
manager stock
KWSL.are Holdin(8%),
g options
to purchase
Vice
Presidents Roy Rhodes, program director
KWSL
and
Tom
Gresham,
commercial manager KWSL. Filed Sept. 13.
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. — Assignment oi
license P.from
Crowder Bcstg,
and 1
James
ClarkJohn
d/b R.as Pulaski
Co. to W. K. Jones and Fred Fleming
d/b as Richland Bcstg. Co. for $50,000
Mr. Jones and Mr. Fleming own thej j
13.
Cedar Grove Lime Co. Inc. (limestone i
quarry and rock crushing). Filed Sept
WAIR-AM-FM Winston Salem, N. C)
— Assignment of license from O. G. Hill
and George D. Walker d/b as WAIE !
Bcstg. Co. to new corporation, WAIE:
Bcstg. Co. New owners are formei
partner,
George
Walker,
his wife
Susan Hill
Walker,
each and
owning
50%
Mrs.
Walker
buys
Mr.
Hill's
interest
foi
$30,000. Filed Sept. 13.

Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1
AM
24, FMdates
55, TVfollow:
0. New deletions anc
effective
WSAI-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Buckeye
Bcstg. Co., licensee, Sept. 5. Want tc lai
build entirely new FM station (See FIV
Applications).
.
ta
CBS-TV Hollywood production unit*; :,
have moved to new quarters in Keywest Studios, 5823 Santa Monica Blvd
Included are production control, cost ?*
accumulation, graphic arts, stage su- tg
pervisors, wardrobe, props, shop con
struction, prop storage, scenic design
CASTING
• Telecasting

11 JNDERWATER

ECLIPSE

VIDEO
Finds Lost Sub

TELEVISION
"sunk
to new
lepths" this summer and found a
pst British submarine, it was
learned last week. According to
|he Admiralty, the submarine Afrray, with 75 men on board, failed
p surface after a training dive
last April. After the Affray's disap earance, ateam of four members of the Royal Scientific Service
^Jvorked to mount a portable television camera, similar to that used
or regular broadcasting, in a
Yelded watertight container and to
esign and install various remote
ontrols.
« i!
La j Upon completion, the equipment
jgj >as tested from the salvage ship
ieclaim and the first results
roved so satisfactory an immediate search was begun. Early in
une,
in the
abin ofviewers
the Reclaim
saw captain's
various
larts of the Affray coming into
iew on the television screen. "The
[( (limax was when they read the
me fame Affray on the screen," the
M Admiralty said.
TV Stations
(Continued from page 72)
ge of the total business for his
tation from local sources a larger
:uj< ercentage from national spot and
Network classifications.
' East coast stations, where net'ork facilities are most easily
vailable, expected a much greater
percentage of network revenue
!|han midwest and far west stations. Although western managers
,xpected an increasing percentage
* ojcf their revenue to come from network sources this fall the percentge of this increase was smaller
han the percentage of increase expected by eastern stations.
g*j On the other hand, western manltgjsifeers felt that there would be only
Bold j slight reduction in the percentage
;||f their total revenue coming from
ocal business this fall. Eastern
tations predicted the position of
seal business in their overall
Revenue picture would be considerbly diminished.
w& Western managers felt that the
Sept Position of national spot as related
3 total revenue would be virtually
nchanged while managers in the
ut?ast and southeast expected a subtantial increase in national spot
• fo1' dvertising which would make it
more important part of their
utal.
Viewed as a whole, the Trends
j.'uvvey of television indicated a
.ealthy optimism on the part of
■laanagers throughout the country
Ffiat the medium will show sub■antial growth this fall and winpr. While many stations were
* ''ear saturation point on several
jypes of business even 12 months
(go, the rate increases which have
een announced during the past
iear make total billings foreseen
3r this fall higher.

ROADCASTING

Shown Via New Lens
NEW

CONTROVERSIAL Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) was interviewed via
tape recording for WSAZ Huntington
during a visit to West Virginia of the
Senator Sept. 10. (L to r) Lawrence
H. Rogers II, WSAZ general manager;
Sen. McCarthy, and Ted Eiland,
WSAZ program director. Sen. McCarthy also described his fight against
communism over WSAZ-TV.
TV

TEACHES
As Polio Delays School

TELEVISION is being used in
reaching elementary school children in the Milwaukee area who
because of the prevalence of polio
have been instructed to remain at
home.
The schools were scheduled to
open Sept. 5 but the opening was
delayed for the first six grades.
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee is cooperating with the Milwaukee public
schools by presenting a special program, Science and Every Day Living, for a half-hour each school
day. School teachers appear on TV
and give elementary science demonstrations.
Also due to polio, children were
asked to remain away from the
Labor Day parade in downtown
Milwaukee. When this restriction
was announced, WTMJ-TV telecast the parade.
Church Pickups
REGULAR schedule of religious
services to be telecast direct from
churches and temples of all faiths
in metropolitan New York was to
have started yesterday with annual
Red Mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral, carried by WPIX(TV) New
York, Sunday, 10-11 a.m. Said to
be the first such schedule to be
regularly telecast in New York, the
series has active cooperation of the
Protestant Council of the City of
New York; American Jewish Committee, and Roman Catholic Church,
New York Archdiocese.
WITH latest RCA equipment installed,
including field and film cameras, Don
Martin School of Radio-Television Arts
& Sciences, Hollywood, has opened its
new TV theatre at 6700 Sunset Blvd.
Equipment represents an investment
of $35,000. Theatre has a seating capacity of 170, with stage 40 by
35 feet. School has taken over the
theatre on a long term lease. Some
35 graduates of school are employed
on seven Los Angeles TV stations.

• Telecasting

80-inch reflector lens, developed during the latter part of
World War II for tracking projectiles, made its television debut
Sept. 1 when WOR-TV New York
cameramen brought the eclipse of
the sun to the station's TV audience
from 6:45-7:30 a.m.
The reflector lens, devised by Dr.
Frank G. Back, inventor of the
Zoomar focal lens, is based on the
same principle as an astronomical
telescope since it employs precisionground, light-weight mirrors which
bring 80 inches of focal length into
a lens tube merely 20 inches long.
Results of the eclipse telecast
were "almost too good," WOR-TV
cameramen said, reporting several
telephone calls from viewers who
called the session "a fake." The
eclipse covered three-quarters of
the TV screen, whereas without the
lens, only
in the
screen's
center
woulda speck
have been
visible.
Tax Relief
(Continued from page 28)
the $6 billion tax bill reaches the
floor. Sen. Frear has expressed
hope that the Senate will back up
the finance committee. He introduces his own bill at the request
of the industry in view of the
public service aspect of television
and because of the inequities under
which telecasters claimed they had
labored.
Supports Frear Bill
John B. Poole, of the Fort Industry Co., spokesman for the industry tax committee, had testified
before the tax committee, seeking
a more equitable base. He supported
the Frear bill which would permit
the TV broadcasters to use the
1946 industry rate of return as
the base rather than the three best
years of the period when TV losses
were sustained.
The Frear bill, he explained,
would restore the base period for
telecasters to an equality with normal-operating industries during
that base period. The 1946 rate of
return also was proposed for TV
operators
onlyAug.[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
6, July 30, 23].•
It also was learned that Sen.
Robert Kerr (D-Okla.) was instrumental in pushing the provision
through the Senate Finance Committee. Sen. Kerr is a close friend
of the Delaware Democrat.
DuMONT TV Network Aug. 23 telecast the Defense Department's official
films of the cease-fire talks in Kaesong
less than 24 hours after the breakdown of negotiations and only eight
hours after the films arrival in this
country. Contacted at noon, James L.
Caddigan, DuMont program head,
cleared time on four stations — WABD
(TV) New York, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, WGNTV Chicago- — and had program on the
air 8-8:30 p.m. that evening.

TEEN PANEL
WICU (TV) Airs Problems
TEEN-AGERS have a panel discussion program on WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., which helps them help
themselves. Design for Youth is
devoted to giving boys and girls an
opportunity to help each other
resolve problems and crises arising
"in the serious business of growM any children have made use
of the program, which returned
to the
ing up."air Aug. 27 after a summer
hiatus. The letters received by
the panel from other teen-agers
reveal that problems arise when
parents expect too much or too
little from their children.
Dorothy Laurence, originator of
Design, hopes the show will help
teen-agers and parents "bridge the
unhappy moments that come with
'growing pains' through better
understanding."
Tubes, Circuit Studies
METHODS of improving reliability of tubes and circuits will be
reviewed Oct. 29 at the annual fall
radio meeting to be held in Toronto,
Canada, Oct. 29-31, by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. and the Canadian RTMA. The symposium is
sponsored by the Institute of Radio
Engineers group dealing with
quality control. J. R. Steen, Sylvania Electric Products, is organizer of the session.
WJPG

1,000 WATTS DAYS
500 WATTS NIGHTS
In Green Bay, Radio Is More
Than "Just
SINCEEntertainment"
WJPG
gave
this
concentrated
do market 95 millionwell-toretail
sales — 39"Mor
million
e Reasfarm
on income
— 35 million industrial income
Exclusive
thener"
Emph
Listen
to and
asiz
e Otte
the
Local.
We have the mass audience in
this favorite test market
It's "PG" for news — the first
and the most.
It's "PG" for sports — in one of
America's most
areas.sports minded
It's "PG" for listenable music
THE RADIO SERVICE OF THE GREEN BAY
PRESS GAZETTE
ASK McGILLVRA
WJPG- GREEN BAY, WIS.-(1440 K)
We
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from 'page k)
lots of correspondence on NARBA, pro and con.
at

HOUSE SPORTS PROBE URGED,
INCLUDING THEATRE TV
FIRST step toward House probe of • sports
and specifically limited theatre telecasts of
boxing taken Friday by House Rules Committee under Chairman Adolph Sabath (D111.). Members sharply criticized home TV
blackout on Robinson-Turpin fight Wednesday and will vote Tuesday on course of action.
Chairman Sabath said committee sentiment
"favored" probe of all sports, particularly
boxing, to determine "whether or not the
people of the United States are being denied
the viewing of boxing matches on television
as unreasonable restraint." Group to vote on
earlier proposal (H Res 367) by Rep. L. Gary
Clemente (D-N. Y.), who scored restrictions
of theatre TV [Broadcasting a Telecasting,
Aug. 13]. Committee action joins similar
move in Senate by Sen. Robert Hendrickson
(R-N. J.). (See early story page 74.)
Closed circuit fight telecast Wednesday protested by Reps. Ray J. Madden (D-Ind.) and
John E. Lyle Jr. (D-Tex.), who termed ban
"pretty unreasonable." Conversely, Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R-Ohio) noted complaints that
free television had "killed the gate" and said
fight promoters "were entitled to get something out of it."
Complaint about home blackout of fight
made to FCC by State Senator Summer G.
Whittier, Boston Republican. In Cleveland, TV
Owners & Viewers League said members would
boycott local theatre that had shown match.
IRE MEDAL OF HONOR
AWARDED
W. R. G. BAKER
MEDAL of Honor of Institute of Radio Engineers, considered one of nation's highest
professional awards, was voted for 1952 to
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice president of General
Electric Co. and general manager of its Electronics Division at Syracuse.
Presentation of medal and accompanying
citation will be made March 5 at IRE annual
convention in New York.
TWO NEW AM GRANTS
GRANT of new AM stations in Ionia, Mich.,
and Fostoria, Ohio, made Friday in initial
decision by Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith. Ionia Broadcasting Co. got grant on
1430 kc with 500 w daytime only at Ionia and
Seneca Radio Corp. got same frequency using
directional antenna with 1 kw fulltime in
Fostoria. Examiner concluded two operations
152 miles apart would not result in prohibitive
interference.
FURTHER WSB-TV STAY
FURTHER stay to Sept. 21 of its order approving the sale of WSB-TV Atlanta to Broadcasters Inc. [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 3, Aug. 27, 20] was ordered by the FCC
Friday. This is second stay order issued by
FCC, first being to Sept. 14. Both have been
on grounds that Commission has to study
hidden ownership and other charges made by
WGST Atlanta and E. D. Rivers Jr.
Page 106
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BENTON
URGES 'FREE COSTS
TIME'
TO
EASE CAMPAIGN
LIMITED amount of free radio and TV time
proposed for responsible candidates for federal office, as means of easing campaign costs,
in testimony Friday by Sen. William Benton
(D-Conn.). He testified before Senate Special
Elections Subcommittee.
Sen. Benton cited suggestion "that (the
FCC), in allocating television licenses, give
some weight in favor of those applicants who
offer to provide the modest amount of free
time." He urged radio time formula for
primaries and nominating conventions, dispersing burden among local AM-FM-TV stations without committing substantial public
funds.
Sen. Benton said campaign costs in Connecticut had quadrupled in 25 years and are
still going up with advent of television. He
suggested minority parties be entitled to free
time if they secured or "are willing to put
up bond' that they will secure 2% of the
vote" in ensuing elections. Failing that, they
would pay full commercial rates to networks
and stations. National and state committees
would administer major party funds.
William M. Boyle Jr., chairman of Democratic National Committee, suggested time also
be made available on future authorized educational TV stations.
PRIVATE GROUPS TO SEE
CBS GRID COLORCASTS
CBS COLORCASTS of nine Saturday afternoon football games will be close-circuited to
special audiences by WTOP-TV Washington
and WMAR-TV Baltimore. Both stations to
telecast local Washington - Baltimore area
Army, Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps
service football games in black-and-white to
home audience.
WTOP-TV will beam its network feeds beginning Sept. 29 to recreation hall owned by
local Christian Heurich Brewing Co. (Old
Georgetown beer). Alumni of colleges participating, and guests, will be invited to view
games on two color monitors to be supplied
by WTOP-TV, quaff beer and munch pretzels.
In Baltimore, Baltimore Sun's WMAR-TV
plans same thing, but arrangements have not
been set.
Queried about closed circuit arrangements in
Washington and Baltimore, CBS New York
said network is telecasting in color "on
open air" its nine-game football series to
following stations: WCBS-TV New York,
WMAR-TV, WNAC-TV Boston, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, WTOP-TV, WBKB (TV) Chicago, WKRC-TV Cincinnati. WBNS-TV Columbus, WEWS (TV) Cleveland, WHIO-TV Dayton, WJBK-TV Detroit.
CBS college football colorcasts, which network hopes to have sponsored, begin at 1:30
p.m. each Saturday, except last two which begin at 1 p.m.
Schedule is as follows: Sept. 29 — California at
Pennsylvania. Oct. 6 — Princeton at Navy. Oct. 13 —
Dartmouth at Army. Oct. 20 — North Carolina at
Maryland. Oct. 27 — Columbia at Army. Nov. 3—
Notre Dame at Navy. Nov. 10 — Maryland at Navy.
Nov. 17 — Army at Pennsylvania. Nov. 24 — Cornell
at Pennsylvania.

LOOK for Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.) to set
time and date for long-delayed hearings on i
FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock's judgeship nomination. Full committee, of which he is chairman, expected to take matter up at regulai
calendar meeting today (Monday). It's speculated hearings may be held momentarily ir
view of approaching Senate recess.

CBS is experiencing some difficulty in clearance
of colorcasts by certain of its TV affiliates
Audience complaints reportedly caused one station to cancel forenoon transmissions, with suggestion that, until color receivers are available
in its market, network should adopt "test mar-!
ket" procedure in areas like New York or Los
Angeles where service would be available from
six other TV outlets and public complaint or|
adequate choice of black-and-white service
would not become factor. Some affiliates have I
suggested that CBS should supply black-and- [
white network service during local colorcast,
periods until color set distribution reaches
salable proportions.
PORTER CHIDES NARTB,
FELLOWS RESPONDS
NARTB labeling of Benton legislation a;
potential censorship and inference it was au- 1
thored by Attorney Paul A. Porter drew heatec
denial from attorney in letter to NARTE
President Harold E. Fellows. Copies of lettei
sent NARTB board members and key figure;
in Senate.
Ex-FCC Chairman Porter chides NARTI
for statements in weekly member newslettej
allegedly imputing personal financial motive:
to Sen. Benton "unrelated to fundamental is
sues involved." He contends legislation wa;j
based on Sen. Benton's "personal conclusion'
and not "mine or Mr. Plotkin's" (Harry Plot
kin, his law associate).
In replying Friday, President Fellows saic
NARTB board sees legislation as threat t(
free radio and entering wedge for censorship
Government should seek to control even bj
indirection what American people should reac
or hear, he said, adding NARTB will us<
"every legitimate means" to combat measure: j
and protect constitutional rights of members
NARTB's action in drafting own TV code h
"more wholesome" than government reviev, ;
technique, he wrote.
Mr. Porter
NARTB
"ill'
conceived
effortscalled
to smear
those comments
who are deepl)
concerned about the use of this great medi;
in our daily lives. The interest of men lik<
Senators Benton, Bricker, Saltonstall anc
Hunt in these problems is a reflection of th<
widespread concern of the people of this coun
tryHeon contended
this subject."
"serious proposals by respon ;
sible people should not be met by slick in
nuendos or vilification." If government realb
undertook censorship, he said, these four Sen
ators would resist "with all possible vigor.'
UNESCO

GROUP

URGES

TV

PERMANENT TV panel for National Com j
mission of UNESCO recommended at meetin.s
of commission members and TV executives)
Group urged UNESCO to telecast major par
of its program for next two years. Result! J
of meeting to be presented to Third Nationa
UNESCO Conference, to be held Jan. 27-3:
at Hunter College, New York.
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JOHN
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pioneer

in law

for

free

men

It was no oddity that the man who built the
framework of American jurisprudence was reared and
lived his life out in Richmond.
For John Marshal! breathed the air of freedom
in the city of Patrick Henry and Robert E. Lee.
Before he was Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
he was General Marshall in the Revolutionary War forces
under General Washington. The years have sped,
but the course of free men burns as fervently
in the Richmond of 1951 as it did then. The First Stations
HOME OF CHIEF JUSTICE MARSHALL. RICHMOND. VA.
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am

of Virginia, WMBG, WCOD(FM), and WTVR(TV) are Richmond's
chief mediums of expression. They are proud to
be numbered as guardians of this heritage.

WTVR

WCOD

Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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THOM

: first

architect

of Virginia

Thomas Jefferson was more than the architect
of freedom; this man of many great talents
designed and supervised the building of some
of Richmond's (and Virginia's) most famous
structures. Richmond's impressive capitol,
the classic University of Virginia, Monticello
all were examples of his handiwork.
Present day Richmond is the home of WTVR,
the South's first television station,
which is now forty-one months old. WfVR,
WMBG and WCOD, the First Stations of Virginia,
dedicate their services to the people of a great city and state.
JEFFERSON'S HOME - MONTICELLO

WMBG

am

WCOD

FAr\ '■H*VE«I$ 4 MAX"
Havens & Martin Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
Represented nationally by John Blair & Company
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DON'T be surprised if Assn. of National Advertisers comes out with "clarifying statement" on its controversial radio position during
this week's ANA convention. After convention,
ANA executives expected to meet again with
special Affiliates Committee subcommittee in
effort of both groups to improve radio-advertiser relationships. Meeting of entire
Affiliates Committee, formed to preserve radio
structures, tentatively slated about midrate
October.
FCC CONSIDERATION of procedure on ABCUnited Paramount merger delayed for second
week in row, because of refusal of Dept. of
Justice to permit FCC attorneys to examine
files now in famed motion picture consent
decree case resulting in separation of producing companies from exhibiting company. FCC
produced posmeeting last week was to have held
it was not
sible date for hearing, but staff
ary reprelimin
in
delays
ready because of
search. DOJ reportedly estimated 18 months
before it could complete its paper work on
consent decree sufficiently to release data to
FCC.
RECENT KANSAS-Missouri floods may have
cost stations in flood path upwards of halfmillion in washed out equipment plus rebates
to advertisers because of air-time lost. High
losses attributable largely to unavailability of
flood insurance except at prohibitive rates.
One station reported losses in facilities and
time (latter over three-day period) amounting
to nearly $50,000.
WHILE FCC won't say so publicly, it can be
reasonably deduced that it wants no part of
so-called licensing authority in field of interstate transmission of gambling (racing) information because it would reduce FCC stature
to that of federal police force. Commissioners
unquestionably have in mind that gambling
elements would seek to corrupt staff minions,
with portents of scandals eclipsing RFC mess.
(See story on licensing hearing page 27.)
PREPONDERANT top-level opinion in official
Washington on pleas to prevent blacking out of
home telecast of prize fights and other sporting events is: they constitute private property
and cannot be thwarted without Constitutional
amendment, removing sports from sphere of
free competitive enterprise.
HAZEL

BISHOP INC., N. Y. (indelible lipstick), through Raymond Spector agency, same
city, requesting availabilities for early morning and noon time for its five-minute transcribed Hollywood commentary show in selected radio markets. Contracts understood to
be for 39 and 52 weeks.

ATTENDANCE at current round of NARTB
district meetings running well ahead of 1950,
with increase near 10%. Registration shows
440 total for first five meetings against 404
year ago for same districts.
DELAY
Page 4

OF at least another fortnight on
(Continued on page 102)
•
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Upcomm^
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers, Fall
Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 26: Federal Trade Commission, Trade Practice Conference for Radio-TV Industry, Second
Session, National Archives Bldg., Washington.
Sept. 27: Hearing on New York District Court
Judgeship Nomination of FCC Comr. Frieda
Hennock, Executive Session of Senate Judiciary
Committee, Senate Office Bldg., Washington.
Oct. 2-3: NARTB Television Program Standards
Committee Meeting, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
(More Upcomings on page 30)
Bulletins
WILLIAM B. LEWIS, vice president of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, elected president of
agency late Friday succeeding Dwight Mills,
who becomes chairman of executive committee.
Edwin Cox, senior vice president, takes over
full charge of creative and professional services. Thomas D'Arcy Brophy remains as
senior executive and chairman of board. Mr.
Lewis has been with K&E since 1944. Prior
to that he was with OWI in Washington and
before that with CBS as vice president in
charge of programming.
ON HEELS of announcement that all morning programming has been sponsored (see
story, page 26), ABC beginning new afternoon
schedule 2:30-4:30 p.m. starting today (Monday). New line-up is built around Strange
Romance of Evelyn Winters, which moves
today from morning to afternoon and will be
sponsored by Philip Morris & Co., Oct. 1.
Program block will start with Walter Kiernan and Family Circle, 2-30-3:30 p.m. daily,
with John H. Dulany & Son to sponsor The
Dulany Double 3:25-3:30 p.m. daily, starting
Oct. 1. Story of Mary Marlin will fill 3:303:45 p.m. slot, followed by Strange Romance
3:45-4 p.m. Two other dramas will start Oct.
1: Valiant Lady 4-4:15 p.m., and Elaine Carrington's Marriage for Two 4:15-4:30 p.m.
MBS PLANS BIG DRIVE;
CAGLE HEADS AFFILIATES
PLANS for extensive, nationwide "Mister
Plus" promotion campaign announced Friday
by MBS, which has used trademark as promotion symbol for two years. General campaign
project approved earlier in week by 14-man
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee, which
meanwhile elected Gene Cagle, president of
KFJZ Fort Worth, as MAAC chairman.
James Murray, general manager of KQV
Pittsburgh, elected vice chairman, and Grover
Cobb, vice president and general manager of
KVGB Great Bend, Kans., named secretary.
MAAC also approved, subject to affiliates'
ratification, alliance with Metro-GoldwynMayer whereby MGM would contribute six
hours of "star entertainment" to MBS evening
schedule each week (story page 25).
New "Mister Plus" campaign, to be conducted by MBS stations at local level, slated
to get under way within six weeks. Kits
being prepared for network's 545 affiliates.

Briefly
Business
BORDEN'S EXPANDING # Borden's Star
lac, New York, understood to be planning t(
expand its radio spot announcement campaigi
in the Midwest. Agency, Young & Rubicam
New York.
WELCH'S WESTBOUND # As distributioi
of Welch's wine travels westward market b;
market, radio stations are added to its curren
spot announcement schedule. Agency, Al Pau
Lefton, New York.
BLOCK SPONSORING • Block Drug Co.
New York, sponsoring Crime With Father oi
ABC-TV Friday 9-9:30 p.m. starting Oct. 5
Products advertised will be Amm-I-Dent Tootl
Powder, Amm-I-Dent Tooth Paste, Minipoo Dr;
Shampoo, Pycope Brushes, etc. Agency, Ceci
& Presbrey, New York.
CBS LEAVES MINUTE
FOR SUSTAINER BREAKS
OPPORTUNITY for additional local sales b
CBS Radio affiliates opened up with decisioi
of network officials to provide 60-second insteai
of 30-second breaks before or after some sus
tainers. Nine nighttime and four daytiiw
sustainers involved at outset. Plan to star
first week in October.
Adopted at request of Columbia Affiliate;
Advisory Board, plan makes these new one
minute breaks available for either progran
promotion or commercial announcements, bu
stipulates that competitive accounts may no
be scheduled next to CBS Radio commercia
programs. Nor may such announcement
imply sponsorship of sustainer. It also pro
vides for reversion to 30-second breaks if sho^
involved is changed or rescheduled, but witi
stations to be given 14 days' prior notice i;
cases of reversion as well as in cases of change
in list of programs involved.
HEARST PROMOTES PROVOST
ELECTION of D. L. (Tony) Provost as vie
president and director of Hearst Radio Int
announced Friday. Formerly with WNB(
New York and Hearst-owned WBAL Baltimor
radio and TV properties, Mr. Provost has bee
acting general manager of Hearst Radio sine
shortly after death of Vice President and Gen
25]. Manager Tom A. Brooks earlier this yea
eral
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, July 16, Jun
MBS CO-OP SALES UP
SALES of Mutual's cooperative program
totaled 1,302 for first nine months of 1951
11% increase over 1,166 sales for comparabl
period last year. Total does not include 2,86
local sponsors of Mutual's Game of the Dai
Mutual also reported 851 station sales of seve
MBS news cooperatives, as compared to 60
for 1950 period.
EX-JONES OFFICERS NAMED
TWO additional former employes of Duan
Jones Co., New York, revealed plans Friday
Robert Hayes, former president, to Dohertj
Clifford & Shenfield as vice president, an
Donald Gill, account executive, to W. Eai
Bothwell, New York, in similar capacity.
BROADCASTING
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The E-52 Players, dramatic group of the University
of Delaware, presents a scene from "The Importance
of Being Earnest," one of their featured productions.
During the past season, presentations by this talented
dramatic group were only part of the University's TV
schedule. The series also included, "Visit with Esther
Alderman" and "Home and Garden Highlights," produced
in conjunction with the Agricultural Extension Service;
and "Baseball Clinic" conducted by the University Athletic Department.
For the 1951-52 season, WDEL-TV, in cooperation with
a faculty committee, has scheduled a greatly expanded
series of University telecasts.
The University of Delaware telecasts are but a few of the
many local features carried by W DEL-TV in an endeavor
to meet the public needs of the communities it serves.
WDEL
Wilmington,

• TV
Delaware

Represented by
WDEL

ROBERT

lecasting

MEEKER

ASSOCIATES

• Chicago

• Los Angeles • San Francisco • New York
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time began there have been Them WHAT HEARD' and
'Them WHAT SAW . . . The BAD MAN in the woodpile is the misinformed
impression as to the comparative sizes of these two groups. RECENT SUR-

54.5%
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Co
Lowell Thomas
«
«
Co-op
(102)
Pure Oil Co.
Headline PSG, Oxy., Lava, Fulton Lewis Jr.
News Time
Dreft— Buelah
CO-OJ
Edition
(121)Tide
R
(329)
PSG—
No Network
Dinner
Co-opDate
Service
lack
Smith
Show
Elmer Davis Campbell
Soup Personna Blades
Miles Labs
(160)
(147)
Club 15R
Mr Mercury
News of World General Mills
Gabriel Heatter
Miles Labs
Am. Oil-Hamm.
7:4i-7:55
«
Ed. R.Mars
(158) Fam
(105)Murrow Mutual Newsreel
One(155)
Man's
HR
Chance of a 'eople Are Funny
AA ofRRs
Count of
Railroad
Hour
Lifetime
(148) alt wks. Monte S Cristo
S
(171)
"
«
3-P-P "Shampoo,
Official
Black Night
Firestone
Detective
Shave Cream
Voice of Firestone
*OTS
Mr.SMrs. North
S
Co-op
«
«
(140)
Wm.(186)Wrigley
R
Bell Telephone
Life (I79i
of Luigi
John Steele
(168) RHour Town Meeting
Telephone
Adventurer
Sterling
<•
NBC
News
Bob Warren
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45

(97) N
Orchestra
Boston "Pops"

«
NBC
News from
News of
the WorldBeatty
rlorgan

Co-op
- FRIDAY
MBS
NBC
No Network
Robt
Hurleigh
News
Service
:1 5-9:26 Co-op
Barnyard
!
Your Nghbr.
Follies T ill:23-9:30
Harmony
News
S
Rangers
Co-op
Cecil Brown
Go-op
Faith OurS Time
(55)
Take a Number
10:30-10:55
Sterling Drug
Ladies
11-11:25Fair

ABC
Not in Service

Cities Service
Band of America

Co-op
MONDAY
CBS

Philco Corp.
Breakfast
Club
(290) Drug
'216)
R
Sterling
Murdock,
Toni-Reid-A
My True Story Godfrey
(170) R
Lever-Ki.nso
Arthur
Godfrey
Pillsbury,
(178) R
General Mills
R
Betty(202)Crocker
Godfrey 183 )R
NationalGodfrey
Biscuit
Philip Morris Arthur
[gainst(228)
the Storm
(185) R
Lever Bros.
Myers
Lone Journey Liggett
Arthur SGodfrey
(148)
(192) R
General Foods
When
a Girl
Marries
Bristol-Myers Contnl. Baking
Break
theMorris
Bank Grand Slam
"Philip
(MWF)
(48)
Ivory Snow
Break the Bank PSGRosemary
(TuTh)
Genera! Foods
Prudential
The Jack Berch Wendy Warren
(134)
Show S
Aunt
Jenny
Lever(140)
Serutan
(153)Bros.
Victor Lindlahr
Whitehall
Not in Service
Helen(170)Trent
Co-op
Our Whitehall
Gal Sunday

Yesterday, Today
PaulCo-opHarvey
!apehart-Fransworth— News & Tomorrow
S
Vandeventer
look Associates
*
iidney Walton
Ted Malone

DAY
MBS
Kid
RepeatStripsof

Chr
ViewsS.theMonitor
News
R
News of
Tomorrow
S
Dream SHarbor

Pursuit
(134)

Traveler
Mysterious
"

Meet Millie

FrankA.F.ofL.
Edwards
(25)
Mystery
1 Love A

«

Waxworks

«
Band
S

Robert« Q's
News

Sports SReport
Co-op
Today
ABC
No School
S

Dance
Orchestra
Co-op

Swift SCo
Red (43)
FoleySplShow
Nothing
11 Double(132)
or
Campbell
10:30-

Ralston
Space Patrol

TBA

Junior
Junction
S

Baukhage
Talking
U.N.
Hignlights

SATURDAY10am)
CBS
MBS
News
(Network Opens
Follies
Barnyard
S
Garden Gate
Lee(153)
Kelton
Orchestra
Galen Drake
Make Way

(142)
PSG,Travelers
Welcome

Dance
Co-op
Orchestra

Youth

ABC
Not in Service
Co-op
«

Pure (29)Oil Co.
News Time

PSC
Headline
Dr
F
Edition
Elmer Davis
Mr
Jac! «
Lone Ranger
General
(145)Mills

No Network
Service
Miles
News
of Labs.
World
Miles Labs
(158) Fam
One Man's
America
(155)
Cavalcade
ofR
DuPontH(155)

BobChesterfield
HopeS Myers
(169)
Liggett

«

Art
OS)
Ed

Sterling

O
D

R

Co-op

News of
S
Tomorrow
Dream SHarbor

Ri!P

Lever Bros
Big(133)
Town

Philip Morris
Broadway
(152) LawrenceS Welk
Payhouse On
«
Band
NewsNBCfrom
S
Mews ol
S
the World
Morgan
Beatty
Sports Report .'
NBC
Washington
Coffee in
S
Brown Shoe
Ed McConnell

Leslie Nichols

Pet Milk
Mary Lee Taylor
(151)
LoveStoryStory
Hollywood
S

CannonS Take
Mills
Give
S
(150)
Army Mert's
Field Band My Secret
Armour
DialParryDave
Garroway(166)
'heatre of Today
Barriault
News
Miles
Labs
No Network 101 Ranch Boys Armstrong Cork
Washington
Curt Massey
US
Man on
Time
the Farm
Service
Quaker
Pickens
(182)
Lanny Ross
Public SAffairs
S
S
Georgia
American
Farmer
Jarnation,
Stars
No
Network
Miscellaneous
Over Hollywood
Service
Marine Band
Co-op
S
Program
(102)
Crackers
Bob Poole
No Network
Show
Service
Toni
PSGS Span,
Ivory,BigSpic 1:15-1:25 g
Allis-Chalmers
Hour (168)
Hometowners
(163)
Natl Farm 8 H
GrandCenSta.
Sister (143)
Serenade
S
S
Cedric Foster
(151)
Navy Hour
PSG Oxydol
Party
PickensRpt
Jerry S Sky
Ma Perkins 1:25-1:36 News
S
(152)
H. Hardin; ' >
Soldier's
Eddie Fisher
Show

■
P

Co-op

Bi
Sf

A Day
Lorillard-Kraft
Queen for

Lo

Pet McGee
Milk
Hbber
Molly
(152) S Mr. President
Rogue's
«

(124)
Smilin'
Mind
Your
Manners

Record
Adventures

f 1;

Mystery Theatre
'urns Hollywood
.ewis-Howe
Co-opChicle
Theatre (164)Co American
The Fat Man
Gallery
■

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Helen Hall
Let's Pretend
Cream
ol Wheat
(151)

News
NBC
Bob Warren
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45
(33)
3-Star
Sun OilExtra
Co

1:30 PM
2:00
1:45
2:15

2:45

\
ioodi
Bat
incer

Thi
Aro

3:00
3:15
3:30
4:00
3:45
4:15

ir.Bil
H
Di
Wi
Sospe
2:30

4:30
4:45

onda)

5:00

i evii'3

5:15
5:30 PM
5:45

Old-F
Samr

Sreat
ylvari
Ge

DAY
Repeal of
— Kid Strips
m

■

MP.C. .
News
Bob Warren
S
No Network
Service
6:15-6:45
"

Not in Service

Sun Oil Co
3-Star Extra
Co-op
Oil Co.
Lewis Jr. Pure
News(341Time
Headline
1 3 ■ >iilton(319)
Edition
(34)
Co-op
No Network
Jiraer Date
Elmer Davis
Service
General Mills
Miles Labs
Noxzema
brief Heatter News of World Silver
S.B.I. Eagle
(162)
Miles(158)Labs
Co-op
"
7:4S-7:S5 One Man's Fan
!tV. i lual
Newsreel (155) H R
The Hidden Schlitz Brewing Newstand TheTruth
Halls of Ivy
atre Players
m
S
(169)
—\ S
"
"
"
utemational
Airport

Kraft
Gildersleeve
(155)
"

Hollywood
Star
Playhouse
"

THURSDAY
r-R<; mr<;
Metro. Life Ins.
RepeatStripsof
Allan Jackson
Kid
(22)
You and
the World
S
»
No Network
P8G— Ivory
Lowell Thomas
(102)
»8G, Oxy., Lava, Fulton Lewis Jr
Dreft— Buelah
(329)
(121) R
PSG-Tide
Jack Smith Show Dinner Date
(147) Soup
R
Campbell
VCA Labs Inc.
Club 15
GabrielCo-opHeatter
(160) R
Am.
7:45-7:55
Ed. Oil-Hamm.
R.(105)
Murrow
Mutual Newsreel
California
Wildroot
FBI In Peace 8
Caravan
War (149) R
S
«
Pal Blades
Hall Bros
Rod 8 Gun Club
HallmarkhousePlay(178) R
(135)
«
»

0 d Gold Orig.
True
ueSoto Mym'th
Falseor
)ealers,
You Bet Amateur Hour Insp. Hearthstone
Your Life (167)
(232)
"
"
«
Co-op"
f
Family
Am Cig 8 Cig
"
Roundup
ti Theatre
The Big Story
Operation
Underground
S
(174)
Foreign
Reporter's
*
•
Reporter
S
A F of L
Dangerous
FEdwards
of L
News of
The Lineup FrankA (25)
ank Edwards
Assgnment
Tomorrow
S
— L- (130)
1Mystery
Love A
Dream Harbor
1 Love A
■
S
- Mystery
Dance
RCA
Dance
Orchestra Meredith Willson Operation
Dixie
WaxworksQ's
Orchestra
Robert
S
S
(168)
«
"
«
Co-op
Co-op
Baukhage
NewsNBCfrom
Band
News
Talking
Baukhage
S
Talking
U.N.
News of
U.N.
Dance
Sports SReport
the World
Orchestra
i Highlights Margaj
Highlights
Rpattv
A

2.000 Pics

SUNDAY
Lutheran
Starlight
Hour
Melodies
f Lutheran)

U of Chicago
Roundtable

Gems For
Thought
Not in Service
Co-op

Longinesil; Wittnauer
Symphonette
(150)
. New York
•^''hlharmonic
Orchestra
(150)

L Lesceur
News
Beltane
Ed. C. Hill
It wfes. (149)
U. J. Army
Frankie Lane
(145)
" ijirthurKingan
Godfrey
1 (K>
How To

The Hour
Catholic
Report from
M. M. McBride
Pentagon
Co-op
BillCunningham
Trucking
Tunes Amer.
mer. Forum of FamilyS Circle
withTop Trendler
the Air (167)

MONDAY
P8G(148)
Crisco
Dr. Malone
P8G Duz
Guiding Light
(150)
Swan-Cal(75)
MrsGF Burton
Srady Cole (55)
P8G Tide
Perry(152)Mason
Tom Drake
Co.
Nora
(158)
PSG
BrighterIvoryDayFl.
(133)
Miles Labs.
Hilltop House
(142)
Col.-Palm.-Peet
Kings
Row
Pillsbury
(50) Party
R
House

Bandstand
U.S.A.

Hormel, Music
with the Hormel
Girls (45)

AirHour
Force

Am Dairy Assn.
David (167)
Lawrence Mary Marlin
Belmont Radio Philip Morris
(158)
John (139)
C. Swayze Romance of
Evelyn Winters
Valiant Lady Col.-Palm.-Peet
The Saint
Strike It Rich
S
S
(143) R
MarriageS for Two
Treasury
The Perfect
U S Tobacco
Co-op
Martin(167)Kane
Husband
Bandstand

Bobby
Benson
Under
Arrest
The Shadow

The Whisperer
S

Williamson
True Detective
Mysteries (487)

TBA

4:55-5 News
Tu
Big Jon 8 Music You
Know
Sparkie
M.W
The Chicagoans
St. Louis
Th-F Mat.
Kellogg
Co.
TimeTune
Mark
Trail
Top
Victor gorge
(MWF)
Miles
Labs.
Curt Massey
Fun Factory
Time (144) R
(TuTh) S

NBC
News
Lionel Ricao
S
No Network
Service
1:15-6:45
"

arc
Not in Service

Co-op
Sun (32)
OilExtra
Co
3-Star
Pure Oil Co.
«*
Headline
Co-op
News Time
Edition
(30)
No Network
Elmer Davis
Service
Miles Labs
General
Mills
(145)
Lone
R anger
News of World
Miles(159)Labs
One Man's Fam*OT
(156) HFoods
R
General
Reynolds
Richard
Father
Best Knows
(161)
Diamond
"
"
Hr. Keen Tracer
(286) RLife
Equitable
of Lost Persons This
Your FBI
"

FRIDAY MRS
f-RS
(22)
Metro. Life Ins. Kid Strips
Allan Jackson
Repeat of
You and
«
the World
S
«
No Network
P8G— Ivory
Lowell Thomas
Co-op
•8G Oxy., Lava,
(102)
Fulton Lewis Jr
Dreft— Buelah
(329)
(121)
R
PSG-Tide
Jack Smith Show
Football
Co-op
Campbell
Soup Tomorrow's
PearsonCo
(147)
Pharm
Club 15R
Gabriel Heatter
R
Am. (160)
Oil-Hamm.
Ed. R.(105)Murrow
7:45-7:55
Mutual Newsreel
Grantland
Rice
(50)
Theatre
Sylvania
Magazine
TBA

•
Dance
Orchestra

«

«
Armed
Forces
Review
"
A Song
Time For

"

L8M Fatima
Dragnet
(167) R
"
Counterspy
Gulf
Refining
(118)
"

Ozze Heinz
8 Harriet
"

«

Bristo-Myers
Mr.Attorney
District

»

"

»

Amer. Tob. Co.
(our Hit Parade
(168)
»

Gillette
Fights

Capitol
Cloakroom
-

TBA

»
American Sport
Parade
S
Band
S

Dance
Orchestra
■

«
News from
NBC
News of
the World
Morgan Beattv

Sports SReport

FRIDAY

News

Dance
Orchestra
Co-op
«
Baukhage
Talking

Dance
Orchestra

U.N.
Highlights

ABC
Luncheon
With Lopez

Dixieland
Matinee

Co-op News
George Hicks
Wesson Oil
Dr. Paul
JUL Soup
Campbell
U. S. Air Force
Double
or
Football
Nothing (130

withSayMusic
It

General Mills
Live Like A(74)
Millionaire

Luncheon
with
Lopez

Co-op
Paradise
Poole's

of L
FrankA FEdwards
(130)
1Mystery
Love A

FOR(6) OCTOBER 1 95 i
Harmony
SATURDAY
Una May
CRS
MBS
NBC
ABC
News
Morton
Salt
(35)
Rangers
Lionel Ricao
Carlisle
BobNBC
Warren
News
S
Visitin'(47)Time
S
No Network
6:00 PM
Faith
ol
the
«
Service
6:15
Dr.
Pepper
Future
6:15-6:45
NBCWashington
Symphony
Co-op
"
Harry SWismer Sports Roundup
Earl Godwin's
6:30
Orchestra
Organ
Music
♦OT
3-Star
Richfield
Oil
Sun (33)
OilExtra
Co
Co-op
«
L Leseuer
Management
Pure Oil Co. *OT S
6:45
News Time
Johnny Dollar
Management
Al Heifer
7:00
S
Labor(33)
• »«
No Network
Views of
Service
Bert Andrews
theTwin
News
Labor(174)
R
Errors of
7:15
Comedy
R. J.Reynolds
Miles(159)
TBA
News
of Labs.
World
7:30
Vaughn Monroe
Party
Wrigley
(7:30-7:50)
7:50-8 State
Miles Labs.
"
a
Farm Auto Ins
Dancing
One Man's Fam.
7:45
Gene
Autry
Co , C Brown
Screen
Directors
(156)
H
R
Playhouse
20 Questions
S
8:00
(176)
«
«
GF-Post Cereal
8:15
Hopalong Cassidy Take a Number Duffy's Tavern
8:30
(160)
«
"
«
GF-Grape-Nuts
8:45
Hawaii Calls
TBA
9:00
S
Gangbusters
Nightbeat
"
"
■
a
a
Broadway
(152)
9:15
Lombardoland GrandOle Opry
R. J. Reynolds
U.S.A.
9:30
S
Is My Beat
S
(162)
"
«
«
Dsn Called "X"
9:45
Saturday at
of theTheatre
Air
Chicago
Shamrock
10:00
Musical Album
Waxworks
S
S
Al Goodman's
"
■
TBA
10:15
Robert- Q's
Buddy
Weed
«
»
«
On the Spot
10:30
TrioS
New
Yorkers
«
«
Pro 8S Con
10:45
S
NBC
News
News from
News from
News
NBC
News
11:00
Hotel Roosevelt
News
of
Dance
Silver
Jubilee
the World
(LA)
Orchestra
Orchestra
s
Morgan Beattv
Dance
11:15PM

SATURDAYMBS
Dance
Carter
Orchestra
City(134)
Hospital

Rio Rhythms

Hormel 8 Co.
Music
Girls with
(116)H.

Discson
Dunn
Co-op

Musicana

General Electric
CBS Football
Round-Uo
(185)

Football

Slim &Bryant
His Wildcats

Amer. P8G
Tob. Co
Banghart 2:55
Life-Beautiful
P8G
Road(154)
ol Life
(154)
P8G
Pepper(158)Young

(155)
Right P8G
to nessHappiMiscellaneous Backstage Wife
Programs
(143)Drug
Sterling
Stella Dallas
Sterling(147)Drug
BSD Chuckle
Y Widder
Brown
(147)
M-FWagon
4:30-5
Manhtn. Soap
Bobby
Benson
M-W-F 5-5:30 Woman in my
House (168)
S
Whitehall
Roseland
Chall.Quaker
of Yukon Just Plain Bill
Ballroom
S
Tu-Th 5-5:30
(137)
:30-5:55 Tu. 8 Front
Whitehall
Page
Th.,
Derby
Farrell (134)
SkyKellogg
King
5:30-5:55 MWF Lorenzo(42)PSG
Jones
Clyde Beatty
Bob 8 Ray Club Aluminum
M-F 5:55-6
Club Time
Tex Fletcher
(20)

NBC

Football
Games
TBA

Bandstand
U.S.A.
Matinee At
Meadowbrook
Saturday
at the Chase

Music

explanation: Listings in order: sponIItions;
sor, name
of program,
number of West
staS sustaining;
R rebroadcast
1 Coast; TBA to be ABC
announced. Time EDT.
8:50-9 a.m. Mon.-Fri., Philip Morris,
One p.m.
Man's
Opinion,
200 stations.
7:30-8
M-W-F.
American
Bakeries
Co., Lone Ranger, 62 stations.
CBS
8:30-9:15 a.m. Sun., General Foods,
Sunday a.m.
Morning
stas.
8:30-8:45
M-F, Gatherin',
General 107Foods,
Renfro Valley Country Store, 60.
10:25-10:30 a.m. Sat., Economic Labs,
Galen Drake, 158 stations.
11-11:05 a.m. Sat., Campana Sales Co.
Bill Shadel News, 178 stations.
3:55-4 p.m. Mon.-Fri., Pillsbury, Galen
Drake, 184 stations.
9:25-9:30
Sat., General Foods, Bill
Shadel p.m.
— News.
10:25-10:30 a.m. Sat., Economic Labs.
Galen Drake, 181 stations.
MBS
7:55-8
News.p.m. Mon.-Fri., Miller Brew Co.
8:55-9 p.m. Mon.-Fri., Bill Henry &
the News. Johns-Manville, 434 stas.
8:55-9 a.m. Mon.-Fri., Les Higbie and
the News, American Tobacco Co.
10:25-10:30. 11:25-11:30 a.m. Mon.-Fri..
12:25-12:30, 2:25-2:30, 3:25-3:30, 4:254:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri., Bab-O ReB. T. BabbitTalkInc.Back With
10:55-11 a.m. porter,Mon.-Fri.,
Happy Felton, American Tobacco
11:30-12 noon Tues.,
Kraft Foods
NBCThur.,
Co.
Co., co-sponsors
Queen for a Day.

Big City
Serenade

*OT and
— RCA.
Operation Tandem, Whitehall
8-8:15 a.m., Skelly Oil Co.
Mon.-Fri., News, 28 stations.
Sat., This Farming Business.
10:45-11 a.m. Mon.-Fri., Hymn Time,
General Mills, 10 stations.

Yourselffor
Speak
Mutual Benefit
Ins",
Considine Bob(165)
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SHORT

$62

CUT

TO

BILLION

The quickest, most efficient way to reach 27 million people who

spend 62

billion dollars a vear is via radio spot sales. ..on ABC's 5 owned

stations

NEW

YORK

Radio pop: 4,559,650 families
Eff. buying income: $29,241,378,000

WJZ

Quickest way to reach America's No. 1 market

CHICAGO
Radio pop: 2,689,980 families
Eff. buying income: $14,691,918,000 WE

N R

Quickest way to reach nation's second largest market

DETROIT
Radio pop: 282,720 families
Eff. buying income: $4,856,334,000

WXYZ

Quickest way to reach America's motor market
Get your share of the multi
billion-dollar sales mad<
in these five leading market;
through ABC's five key
stations. Bought individually
or as a package, these ABC
stations offer the most flexible
most efficient buy in spot radio
Participating spots are availabli
on established, popular high
rating shows in every category
homemaking, comedy, music anc
news. Put one or more of thest
shows to work . . . selling you

Eff. buying income : Sales
Management Survey of
Buying Power, May 1951
Radio families: BMB —
Families USA — 1949

product where the traffic :
heaviest. For details write or wire

RADIO
SPOT SALE'
7 WEST 66th STREET, NEW YORK CIT^
American

Broadcasting

Company

new

business

\^
Maybe

Spot

kROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Shasta shampoo), planning
daytime spots and participations in limited number of radio markets, starting early in Oct. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.
MANISCHEWITZ WINE Co., N. Y., seeking radio availabilities for spot
campaign starting next month. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
REPORTER MAGAZINE planning 20-market radio spot campaign and
news programs plus network news show, 13 weeks. Agency: FrederickClinton Co., N. Y.
THOR Corp., Chicago, placing extensive TV spot schedule nationally to
introduce its first fully automatic washer, starting with Chicago on market-by-market basis. Fifty film spots planned for month-long campaign
in each city. Agency: Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
SQUIRE-DINGEE Co., Chicago, using TV for first time for Ma Brown
preserves, starting minute and 20-second spots in six markets in early
Oct. Schedule will be expanded later. Agency: L. W. Ramsey Co., Chicago.
THORNTON CANNING Co., Thornton, Calif, (packers of Lido Tomato
Paste), beginning Nov. 1 will inaugurate three month introductory campaign in St. Inc.,
Louis,S. Pittsburgh
and Detroit. TV will be used. Agency': Roy
S. Durstine
F.
SUPERTEST

PETROLEUM CORP., Toronto (gasoline), starts spot announcement campaign on major market Canadian stations. Agency:
Harry E. Foster Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

MECANNO Ltd., Toronto (toys), starts spot announcement campaign
for Christmas selling on number of major market Canadian stations.
Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Ltd., Toronto.
DR. A. W. CHASE MEDICINE Co. Ltd., Oakville, Ont. (proprietary),
Oct. starts thrice daily one minute spot announcement campaign on
number of Canadian stations, marking return of this company to radio
after an absence of some years. Agency: F. H. Hayhurst Ltd., Toronto.
A/*turotk

rfcet J

MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee (High Life beer), Oct. 1 starts 52
week sponsorship of Five Minute Final on full Don Lee Network (45
stations) plus four Arizona Network stations Mon.-Fri., 9:55-10 p.m.
(PDT). Agency: Mathisson & Associates Inc., Milwaukee.

MARKET
POPULATION RANK A%E^' t^Al^
DAYTON
37
#5,872,000
AMARILLO
PEORIA
SYRACUSE
TACOMA

162_
76
49
64

5,837,000
5,543,000
5,338,000
4,989,000

ALBUQUERQUE

117

3,394,000

"figures from Printers' Ink, May 25, J 95 J

- AMERICAN VITAMIN ASSN., to sponsor Frosty Frolics, ice show,
J weekly over ABC-TV starting Sept. 19, Wed., 8-9 p.m. Agency; Schwimjji ( mer & Scott, Chicago.

Where there's money, there's a market! . . . And
KGNC is the only medium that reaches and delivers
the green-backed Amarillo market!

Skip. LORILLARD CO., N. Y., (Old Golds), to sponsor Down You Go on
^^DuMont TV Network, starting Sept. 21 for 52 weeks, Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.
J Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.

P. S. The AMARILLO

i NORWICH PHARMACAL Co., Norwich, N. Y. (Teek, new cherry flavored
cough syrup), will use national TV show and Sunday supplements to introduce and promote product. TV show used is 15-minute news program
;jj \ Sunday News Special, every other week on CBS-TV. Agency: Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.

the largest non-TV
and Oklahoma.

WHOLESALE

MARKET

market in Texas, New

is

Mexico

•E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS & Co., Wilmington (curtains made from
duPont Orion acrylic fiber), sponsoring 2:15-2:30 p.m. segment of Garry
Moore Show, on CBS-TV, Tues.; and 12:45-1 p.m. portion of Frances
Langford-Don Ameche Show, on ABC-TV, Fri. Overall campaign to cover
30 markets. Length of contract indefinite. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
AMERICAN TRUCKING Assn. Inc., Washington, renews American
Forum of the Air, 2:30-3 p.m., on NBC on 165 stations. Agency: Biow
- Co., N. Y. TV segment of show sponsored by Bohn Aluminum & Brass
Co., Detroit. Agency: Zimmer-Keller, Detroit.

GREYSTONE

PRESS, N. Y. (Children's Record Guild), sponsored No
(Continued on page 16)
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wrong

a casual
Soviet

(Vols.

to A)

have

of the

Encyclopedia

If you're wondering how the hell we can segue into
our WMTsong from that, don't forget this: In Russian, Iowa comes under "A" — which is perfectly okay
with us. It's the following stuff in the new Soviet
Encyclopedia (excerpted above from the New York
Times) which makes us reach for the mono-sodium
glutamate.
"Iowa. State in the Middle West of the United
States." So far Mr. Dzugashvili is telling the pravda;
we're as middle U. S. west as you can get. "Large
capitalist farms provide the basic production."
Hmmmmm, right as far as it goes. But, of Iowa's
$4 billion annual income, half comes from industry.
We got balance, which is more than we can say for
some people.
"All farmers are in great debt to the banks, and
the farmers' debts, even in the case of full owners, are
more than 50% of the value of the farms." Why,
those j-rks! Black is white and white is Red and we'll
eat Vols. A to A in the Politburo's window if that
figure is more than 7%. Our poor banker-ridden
farmers gross $768 a month from the average 160acre farm. (Iowa land, part of the Louisiana Purchase, cost the U. S. 4c an acre. The land was
purchased, not liberated.) Furthermore, our poor
capitalist farmers have electricity (over 95%), tractors (1.1 per farm), and telephones (over 90%), all,
of course, invented by Russians.
97% of Iowans have radios, made with tuning
dials instead of the 1 -station Soviet style. They have
a constitutional right to not listen to WMT, which
few exercise.
/
5000 WATTS
600 KC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
BY THE KATZ AGENCY
BASIC
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EDITOR:
MAY WE HAVE YOUR PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE LOWER
HALF PAGE 27 YOUR SEPTEMBER
3 ISSUE BROADCASTING • TELECASTING CARRYING ARTICLE
"KROGER SPOT DRIVE." WE
WOULD LIKE TO SEND THIS REPRODUCTION TO OUR CLIENTS
AND PROSPECTS.
KATHRYN M. HARDIG
RADIO-TV DIRECTOR
THE RALPH H. JONES
AGENCY
CINCINNATI
[Editor's Note: Permission granted.]

NETWORK

Useful Yearbook
EDITOR:
... I have just returned fro
a business trip to New York <
which the [Broadcasting • Tel
casting] Yearbook accompani
me; you would be surprised at tl
amount of use I made of the bo*
while I was there.
Bernard M. Dabney
General Manager
WCBT Roanoke Rapids, I
N. C.

What's

impression

reading

Official
A

may

mike

Ulcers and Indignity
EDITOR:
Just a word to Senator Benton
and his colleagues, and to ANA.
... If you Senators think you
get ulcerated keeping your constituents happy, sit in a week or
so with a program director. If he
doesn't get listeners he gets a
horde of hungry salesmen wrapped
around his neck, and you'd be
amazed how many of these fellas
do a splendid job, giving people
what they want not what he thinks
they should have . . .
And you, ANA; we're ashamed
of you. Imagine grown-up tycoons,
teethed and reared on the cold
facts of results against investment,
turning to the crystal ball of the
academic . . . theorists . . .
If we has-been radio men can't
deliver the goods, drop us, but
please spare us the indignity of
an autopsy, and let us work for
our resurrection . . .
Bob Irwin
Milwaukee

Data on
EDITOR:

Daytona

In your column, Front Office,
[Sept. 17] you mention the appointment of John Thorwald as
director of radio of the John H.
Perry stations and you include the
call letters of WNDG, by which I
assume
Beach. you mean WNDB Daytona
For your information, WNDB is
owned and operated by the NewsJournal Corp. of Daytona Beach
and is not a John H. Perry station.
John H. Perry Jr. is a member of
the board of directors of our corporation, but this station is independently operated.
Jerry Stone
Station Manager
WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla.
[EDITOR'S
We didJohnmeanH.
WNDB,
and weNOTE:
were wrong.
Perry interests own 40% of the station,
but Mr. Thorwald will direct only
those stations wholly owned by the
Perry
— WCOA
WJHP company
Jacksonville,
WTMCPensacola,
Ocala,
WDLP Panama City.]

* ^ 5}S
The Score?

editor:
Here's a letter asking advil
from sportscasters around tl
country. . . .
Would 'casters around the h:
tion please forward us their pi
sheets and systems? This way \j
could save ourselves from gettira
gray hair every game. . . .
Truman H. Walrod
Sports Director
KWCR Cedar Rapids, la.
Alas, Alaska
EDITOR:
. . . We would like to call yoi
attention to your market figur
in your spot business section ai
spot rate-finder section [of tl
Marketbook]. These figures grea
ly underestimate the [Alaska] ma
ket. The census of the territo
missed over 25% of the popul
tion, according to the people of tl
territory. Also, such figures
retail sales, etc., are based on i
accurate information. One We
Coast margarine manufactur
sold over 500,000 lbs. of margarii
in a year, and there were mai
other brands sold . . .
We understand that you pr
sented the best information ava
able.
Roy V. Smith
Spot Sales Mgr.
Alaska Radio Sales
New York
Be Kind
EDITOR:

to FM

May I join with others who,
letters have appeared in the Ope
Mike section of your magazin
in the hope that FM radio w:
not be trampled and lost by tl
mad scramble for TV. . . .
Given a fighting chance, F.
should easily outrun all lowe
AM competition.
I thoroughly enjoy every issue <
Broadcasting • Telecasting . .
John Dearborn
Transmitter Engineer
WMAS-AM-FM
Springfield, Mass.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

• • • from

nearest

Sales

your

RCA

Representative

Xhis 64-page book is prepared
specifically for TV station management, chief engineers, architects,
consultants, and attorneys connected with station designing, planning, building, and operating. In a
single reference it contains concise
descriptions of RCA's entire line of
TV transmitter and antenna equipment—including transmitter plans
and layouts, general application
data, and cost charts.
For your copy, get in touch with
the RCA Broadcast Sales Representative nearest you:
New York 20, N. Y.
36 W. 49th Street
Telephone: Circle 6-4030
Dallas1907-11
1, Texas
McKinney Ave.
Telephone: R-1371, 1372, 1373
Cleveland
15, Ohio
718 Keith
Building
Telephone: Cherry 1-3450
Atlanta522-533
3, Ga.Forsyth BIdg.
Forsyth and Luckie Streets, N. V/»
Telephone: Walnut 5946
Kansas City 8, Mo.
221 W. 18th Street
Telephone: Victor 6410
Hollywood 28, Calif.
1560 North Vine Street
Telephone: Hollywood 9-2154
San Francisco 3, Calif.
1355 Market Street
Telephone: Hemlock 1-8300
Chicago
666 11,
NorthIII. Lake Shore Drive
Telephone: Delaware 7-0700
Washington
6, D. C.N. W.
1625 K Street,
Telephone: District 1260

RADIO
CORPORATION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

ROADCASTING
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AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.
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agency

IRVING J. PAULUS, treasurer and secretary Warwick & Legler, N.
elected member of board of directors, replacing JACK R. WARWI
who resigned effective Oct. 1. Mr. Warwick will announce his p]
at a later date.
GIL BABBITT appointed director of radio and TV Harry Feigenbt
Adv., Phila. He was with WCAU Philadelphia, and MBS.
ARBINGAST, BECHT & ASSOC., Peoria, opening new radio-TV dep i
ment Oct. 1. GEORGE W. CREMEENS, former program director
commercial manager WEEK Peoria, will head new unit.
ROLAND ISREAL, executive director E. L. Brown Adv. Agency, Ph|
to Lavenson Bureau, Phila., as director of plans board.
ALAN FISHBURN, free-lance radio-TV director-producer in ChicE |
to MacFarland-Aveyard Agency, same city, in charge of radio and a
J. BRANCH
Phila.

BRIGGS elected vice president Charles Blum Adv. Agei

JOHN DENNISON and JOSEPH STODOLA to copy staff at Needh j
Louis & Brorby, Chicago. Mr. Dennis was vice president in charge
copy
Klau-Van
Milwaukee.
copy for
director
for JimPieterson-Dunlap,
Baker Assoc., also
Milwaukee.Mr. Stodola is fori'
SYLVIA DOWLING, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to Sullivan, Stauf
Colwell & Bayles, same city, as television copy supervisor.

on all accounts

"ANY are called, but few
are chosen" runs one of
the lesser known adages
in advertising literature. John
(Jack) Chase Strouse, currently
account executive
for
& Eckhardt,Kenyon
N. Y.,
was,

You can't afford to overlook this sales-winning
pair of CBS stations when you make out that
schedule for the Great Southwest.

For availa-

bilities and rates, write, wire or phone
representatives.

National Representatives
JOHN
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&l CO.

our

however,
one of
those chosen few.
Born in Minneapolis, May 22, 1908,
and educated at the
U. of Minnesota
and Harvard, Mr.
Strouse was selected
from his Harvard
graduating class by
the Gardner Agency,
New York, to learn
the
ness.advertising busi-

brought in the following new
counts: Rumford Baking Powf
Pepperell Sheets and Venta Mi
In December
1941, immediat,
after Pearl Harbor, he joined
Navy as a lieut
ant, j.g. Six ye
later, after serv
in the Pacific
three and a h
years
recover
from and
battle
wou:
in the hospital fo
year and a half,
Comdr. Strouse
turned to civil
life to join Yov>
& Rubicam as
account executive
General Foods.
One year later
moved
to Dane
Fitzgerald - Sam]
New York, as an
count executive
General Mills.
remained
for th

The young selectee
started out as assistant to an account executive. He
Mr. STROUSE
was with the agency
for four years (during which time years and then journeyed to K
it had merged in New York with yon & Eckhardt and his pres
Blackett, Sample & Hummert and position. Mr. Strouse handles
then separated), after which timeto Kellogg account which curren
Mr. Strouse moved to Boston,
she
sponsors several network
The Strouses — she is the forn
become an account executive with
the H. B. Humphrey Co.
— have bi
Greenand
Mary Louise
married
since 1947
live in
While he was with the Boston
Manhattan
apartment.
he
e
indicat
agency the records
BROADCASTING
Telecast!

beat
AAA
X (RED M. JORDAN, vice president in charge West Coast operations W.
XV avl Bothwell Inc., Hollywood, appointed advertising and sales promotion
anager Richfield Oil Corp., L. A.
ON MacMILLAN, radio department Young & Rubicam Ltd., Toronto,
radio department Cockfield, Brown & Co., Toronto.
ELEN SMITH, secretary, Smally, Levitt & Smith Adv., L. A., apjinted space and time buyer. She succeeds BERNICE WALKER
ARSONS, resigned, to join husband in establishing John B. Parsons
dv., S. F.

If:

It's

-:: OBERT PEYSON, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Grey Adv., same city,
television production supervisor.
. ELEN BROWN BECKETT, J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., to Sullivan,
:auffer, Colwell & Bayles, same city.

etv ce
ars ol S
e
Y
5
2
n
£ O NBC . ""mI"'° „„ Ne.w
„_lh«Nalionol
. , v„i0s.rvlcemkind. Mom

■:-r ACK CRUTCHER signed as writer for Everybody's Favorite program
Jing packaged by ANDY POTTER, radio-television director, Calkins &
olden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, L. A.
S5ANNE
".^rickson,
ASCAL
.as with

DUGGAN, W. Earl Bothwell Inc., Hollywood, to McCannInc., that city.
B. OWEN appointed copy chief Hening & Co., Phila. Mr. Owen
Wheeler-Knight & Gainey Inc., Columbus, Ohio.

Ol »U» C°m

- —I, «n in 1926 *
; lad

A.Y|>JONES, advertising manager Sherman Inc., Chicago, MORRIS
EARLE, head of own Seattle art studio, and KATHERINE GORDON,
•pywriter MacWilkins, Cole & Weber, Portland, to Hal Short & Co.,
ortland, as account executive, art director and copywriter respectively.
THT' J. CERRONE, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., to
I & Mitchell in copy department.
snnen
ENRY W. BARLEY, Conde Nast publications, N. Y., to McNeill, Mcleery & Creamer Adv., L. A., as account executive.
ARWIN H. CLARK Co., L. A., opens Houston offices at 1103 S. Shep|rd Drive, with JACK RITTENHOUSE resident manager.

Sept. 15, 1951

OBERT F. DEGEN, account and merchandising executive Ted Bates &
p., N. Y., will teach a course in marketing of drugs and cosmetics at
e New York U. School of Commerce, this fall on Monday evenings.
X HIS full-page ad in

OBERT M. FERRIER, account executive Stevenson & Scott, Vancouver,
|l C, appointed account executive and assistant to manager Robert B.
oung Adv., S. F. CHARLES E. MORIN, Pacific Coast sales manager
BS, appointed account executive and director of radio and TV departents.

The Buffalo

Evening

News

re-affirms the pleasant

AROLD C. ALGYER appointed to radio-TV department N. W. Ayer &
fan, N. Y. HELEN M. GREEN named to public relations department.
OBERT D. WILLIAMS appointed to plans-merchandising department in
hiladelphia office.

association of WBEN

with NBC

IDNEY GARFIELD, head of Sidney Garfield & Assoc., S. F., awarded
ophy for most outstanding speech at recent national advertising agency
atwork convention in Chicago. Mr. Garfield, one of forty-three speakers
; convention, discussed "Do We Have To Die at 57?"

to listeners and advertisers,

DHN W. CONNER, Young & Rubicam, S. F., to copy department Wilam Esty Co., N. Y., effective Oct. 1.

too. Petry will give you

'. CAROLL STEPHENSON, Al Paul Lefton Adv. Agency, Phila., to
ralter S. Chittick Co., Phila., as copy director.

the details.

AM MORSE Jr., Morse-Gleason Travel Agency, S. F., to Dancer-FitzJiald-McDougall Inc., S.F.
iOM ABLES, director of public relations San Diego County TuberJosis & Health Assn., to Phillips-Ramsey Co.
ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

that has been highly profitable

■
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New

network stations, Tues. and Thurs. 7:30-7:45 p.m. Agency: Ronalds
Ltd., Montreal.

Business

(Continued from page 11)

• •
t* • stores),
cy ■tfjaja
■flgen
J.
C. PENNEY
Co., otntmen
N. Y., (chain
appoints Roy S. Durstine
N. Y., to handle all radio and TV activities.
BORDEN Co., N. Y., (Hemo and Borden's instant hot chocolate),
points Scheideler, Beck & Werner, N. Y., to handle advertising effe
Oct. 1. INTERNATIONAL SALT Co., N. Y., names same agency
Sterling & Red Cross, table salt, Blusalt, Lixate process, Auger-A<
Rock Salt and corporate advertising.
HEALTH FOODS Assoc. of Southern California, L. A., cooperative gjj
of 137 retail health food stores, appointed Tilds & Cantz Adv., H
wood to handle advertising. Local radio-TV spot campaign for late
or early winter considered.
DYE HOME IMPROVEMENT Co., Detroit, appoints W. B. Done
Co., same city to handle advertising.

School Today on ABC radio, Sat. 10-10:15 a.m. on Sept. 22 only. Agency:
Huber Hoge & Sons, N. Y.
P. LORILLARD Co., N. Y., (Old Gold Cigarettes), starts sponsorship of
new quiz show, Down You Go, Louis G. Gowan production, Fri., 9-9:30
p.m., on DuMont TV Network, for 52 weeks. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell,
N. Y.
MJB Co., S. F., (coffee, spices, rice), today (Sept. 24) expands three
weekly sponsorship of Chet Huntley and the News on ABC Pacific Network to five times weekly, Mon. through Fri., 9:15-9:30 a.m. (PDT).
Contract for 52 weeks. Agency: BBDO, S. F.
WILDROOT Co., Buffalo, to sponsor The Shadow on 535 MBS stations,
starting Oct. 7. Contract for 52-weeks. Agency: BBDO, New York.
Effective Oct. 13, company will sponsor Harry Wismer in five-minute
football summary on ABC following ABC's Game of the Week, Sat.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.

■Qdjaeojala • • •
G. C. POUND, executive vice president Kraft Foods Co., Chicago, ele
president. He succeeds JOHN H. KRAFT, elected board chain
JAMES L. KRAFT, company founder and former board chairman,
new post of chairman emeritus. J. C. LOFTIS, former southwest
vision manager of firm, named to posts as executive vice presii
director and member of Kraft executive committee.

DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL DEFENSE, Ottawa (Army recruiting)
Sept. 25 starts for 26 weeks Voice of the Army Show on 31 Dominion

milestone
► WNLC
New
London, Co
marked its 15th anniversary Si
13. The station claims many fir*
including the first live broad< I
from a submerged submarine sj
on the other extreme, an ae j
description from a dirigible o I
Yale-Harvard freshman race — s
to be the first sports broadc
from lighter-than-air craft.
► Russell E. Offhaus comple
his first year as assistant m
ager of WMRY New Orleans
his 21st year in radio on Sept
Mr. Offhaus began his radio car
in 1930 as an announcer
WEBR Buffalo.
► Sereno Smith, studio engin
for WGAR Cleveland, obser
his 20th anniversary with the s
tion this month.

WSBT

IS

THE

BONUS

BUY!
SOOq

You get a big coverage bonus — and a rich one — with WSBT. In
addition to the half-million people in the eight-county South BendMishawaka trading area, there are a million more people in the
primary area. This extra million spend nearly a billion dollars a
year for retail purchases — in addition to the half-billion spent in
the trading area alone. That's bonus coverage of bonus spending!
WSBT delivers bonus listenership, too. Every CBS show on
WSBT enjoys a Hooper that's higher than the network average.
For bonus coverage, bonus listenership, bonus sales, it's WSBT —
the bonus buy!
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
Page 16
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► Wisconsin School of the
came of age last Monday when
entered its 21st year of broadca
ing. Series is made up of
weekly shows tailored for in-sch
listening by WHA Madison; WL.
Auburndale and the State Ra*
council FM network. Progra
bring to thousands of Wiscon;
school children lessons in mm
art, literature, conservation,
ence, social science, news presen
tion and games.

CBS

► Special programs were air
last Tuesday by WSTC-AM-F
Stamford, Conn., on its 10th an:
versary. Bi-oadcast were Popul
Band Leaders of 10 Years Ai
Bat
Songs ofof10theYears
Popular
and
rebroadcast
first he
copter mail delivery and arrh
of carillon bells in New York Cil
two special events covered by t
station in the past decade. Oth
shows including highlight spc
events and an address by a loc
dignitary.

BROADCASTING
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Here's

aeha»ceto—

])

1st
A

PRIZE

Plymouth
Station

)ImM

National

Suburban
Wagon

Recognition

for Your Merchandising

Skill

2nd

PRIZ

E

Wwfk

VCklM

J

More

Audience
An

More

Ampex

Model-400

console

Business
tape recorder

a Valuable

Prize
Next

5

Ekotape

PRIZES

Model -111 portable

tape recorders

HERE'S

HOW

The Purina Farm Radio Promotion Contest is open to
every radio station in the United States that broadcasts
a Purina Chow program for the Ralston Purina Company
or for any of its Purina Chow dealers. All such stations,
no matter how small or how large, have an equal
chance to win.
Prizes will be awarded to the stations which, in the
opinion of the judges, have done the most consistent,
effective and original promotion campaign on a Purina
Chows program to attract farm listeners and to increase
the selling power of the program during the period
between October 1 and December 15, 1951. Full consideration will be given to the merchandising facilities
available to each entrant.
Entries should be submitted in scrapbook form and
should include samples of all newspaper ads, billboard
copy, mailing pieces and courtesy announcements . . .
photographs of window or lobby displays, dealer meetings and special stunts . . . reports on dealer and Purina
customer contacts made during the contest period.

TO

WIN

Entries should be sent to Mr. Maury Malin, Chow Advertising Manager, Ralston Purina Company, Checkerboard Square, St. Louis 2, Missouri. All entries must be
postmarked not later than midnight December 15, 1951.
All entries, and the ideas contained in them, will become
the property of the Ralston Purina Company. No entries
will be returned.
Judges will be Mr. Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher
of Broadcasting magazine; Mr. Norman R. Glenn, editor
and publisher of Sponsor magazine; Mr. Phil Alampi,
president of the National Association of Radio Farm
Directors; Mr. Gordon M. Philpott, vice president in
charge of advertising for the
Ralston Purina Company. The
decision of these judges will
be final. Contest subject to
federal, state and local regulations.
Winners will be announced
on or about February 1, 1952.

Helping Rural America Produce More . . . And Live Better . . . Since 1894

BROADCASTING
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Like

A
feature

Blanket!

WRC

covers the entire

Washington area at lowest
cost per thousand listeners.
We can prove it with up-todate figures on spots, breaks

S edof
ULOinjur
S DEM
VRO
STAOrla
ndo,
Fla.,OPO
was
playing football for Wesleyan
U. against Trinity in November
1947. The result: After four years'
hospitalization, the young athlete
remains a quadraplegic, having
some use of his fingers but little
other mobility.
A four-letter man in high school
and voted the most popular boy in
his class, young Demopoulos was
determined to become a sports announcer. WORZ Orlando, through
the Florida state rehabilitation
program, has organized his home
town to help Steve achieve that
goal. Today the young man says
he has had "wondei'ful luck."
WORZ tested Steve's voice and
delivery and announced that he
showed great promise. To help him
surmount his confinement, the station and the people of Orlando
plan to build a special, ultramodern broadcasting studio on the
property
of Steve's
parents.
Researchers
from
Street &

Smith's Living for Young Homemakers are cooperating to design
the studio, which will call for
touch-button control of everything
from Steve's wheelchair to the ventilation system. Estimated cost is
$50,000.
Starting with his own local show
of predictions, reviews, and game
results, Steve ultimately will be
assigned to cover local high school
games and the Washington Sen-

of the meek

Steve (center) tells his story on
NBC's Jack Berch Show with help
of (I to r) Sammy Roen, WORZ
promotion manager; Henry Hull
Jr., director of show for Prudential
Life Insurance Co. and Jack Berch.
ators' spring training in Orlando.
Cooperation with WORZ has
come from sources beyond Orlando.
Aid has been offered by Sportscaster Bill Stern, Steve's idol. His
college fraternity (Chi Psi), his
alma mater, and even Trinity —
opponent in the fateful game —
have held drives to help Steve.
The young man was flown to
New York by WORZ for an appearance on the Jack Berch show
Sept. 12. Facing a national radio
audience, the future sportscaster
quietly and modestly told the story
of how he is overcoming his disability— through radio.

and programs.

strictly

store studies. That's proof
of selling coverage.
To sell Washington you
need WRC's

blanket cov-

erage.

Mr. CLANCY
rings
stan for
coveMile
theNGWest salCoa
esm
A YOU
Labs in 1931 was named to
set up the Miles California Co. as
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THE

GET

RIGHT

ANSWER

BMB

FIGURES

FROM

The primary purpose of BMB
statistics is to provide a basis
for an accurate measuremei
of physical coverage
among radio stations.
When these figures are evaluated
by a method that lets the
element of program popularity
creep in, the result can be c
inaccurate and confusing as if
you were to add cats and
dogs together—
in ancats,
effort
to determine
how many
and how many dogs, you hac

WRC outpulled all newspapers infour department

AND

business

an independent operation from the
Elkhart (Ind. ) firm. He was
promptly endowed with the title
of vice president and general man-

You are very likely to come up
with figures that are unfair
to many radio stations.

ager.
"And I haven't had a promotion
since!"
older Frank G. Clancy
declares antoday.

We have developed a metho
of evaluation that prevents such
errors when dealing with

The arrangement seems to have
worked out pretty well, however,
for both elements. In the 20 years
that Mr. Clancy has been with the
company the volume of sales has
been increased 30 times.
At present, under protection of
a 41-by-38-foot neon sign extolling
benefits of the firm's Alka-Seltzer
to downtown Los Angeles atop the
Philharmonic Bldg. where he has
his offices, Mr. Clancy supervises
sales in the California area and
advertising in the 11 western
states for Alka-Seltzer and Miles'
four other products, One-A-Day
Brand Vitamins, Nervine, Tabcin
(Continued on page U)

BMB figures. It's sound,
simple, easily applied
May we tell you
more about it?

RADIO STATION REPRESEN TAT I V
22 EAST 40lh STREET. * NEW YORK 16, N. >
NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO • LOS ANGEIES • SAN FRANCISCC
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Its

...as

impossible
Bonanza

as

impossible...

covering

Beeline

Make room for the Beeline on your
schedule. That's a big, bulky market,
you know — all of inland California
plus western Nevada — with more
people than Los Angeles . . . more
buying power than Detroit . . . higher
retail sales than Philadelphia.*
But don't expect to cover it with
outside radio. You need on-the-spot
radio. Because Beeline people are
independent inlanders who seldom
listen to outside stations. They prefer their own, local stations.
So to stow awav the Beeline, use
the five BEELINE stations. With

California's
with

outside

radio

all five, you cover the whole market.
With each one, you blanket a major
Beeline trading area. For example . . .
KOH RENO
Covers the 18-county, 14 billion-dollar
BMB area surrounding Reno — whose
16-county wholesale grocery trading
area ranks 2nd in entire country in
per capita food sales, with a quality
index 53% above U. S. average. Has
a BMB home-county total weekly
audience of 86% daytime, 90% at
night.
Swvey1951 Copyrighted
'■'Sales Management's

MeClatc
hy
Broadca
sting
Company
PAUL H. RAYMER
CO., National Representative
SACRAMENTO,
CALIFORNIA
KOH
KFBK
KERN
KWG
Sacramento (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Stockton (ABC)
50,000 watts 1530 kc. 5000 watts, day ; 1000 watts, night 1000 watts 1410 kc.
250 watts
1230 kc.
630 kc.
iROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Fresno (NBC)
KMJ 580 kc.
5000 watts
September 24, 1951
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BY

SENDING

RADIO

F

Let these top national radio personalities work with you to "Sell
Radio" in your area. Use these
announcements for station breaks,
spot announcements, fill-ins, participating programs and every
possible free moment that you
have available on your schedule.
Let this slogan appear in your
newspaper ads, car cards, dash
cards, window posters, window
displays, on your letters and on
your billheads. Let your sponsors
know what you are doing to help
promote radio service and to
make their advertising more productive. Tell your advertisers
about the top name personalities
who are working with you in this
campaign. Yes, remind everyone
in your city of the value of radio
by airing this message, "Listen
— Wherever You Go . . . There's
Radio!"

youu

sea

your

swion!

WO

PERSONALIT

RADIO

WITH

Tl-

Hp

RE- EMPHASIZE

WITH YOU TO FURTHER

THE

WONDERFUL

THIS GREAT MOVEMENT.
Don Dunphy

SERVICES

World is including this vital message in every
piece of promotion and advertising material
that it produces including radio continuity,
promotion pieces, direct mail, letters and
stickers.
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r dre Baruch

Ted Husing
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Jack Paar

tuy Lombardo

Bert Parks

We at World feel that by re-emphasizing this
message nationally it will truly reawaken the
nation to the wonders and vital services that
radio performs.
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Despite

Cutback

Talk

By FLORENCE SMALL
Geyer Newell & Ganger, New York,
that of last season is being conNBC-TV, Thursdays, 9-10 p.m.
Ford will also consider additional
templated.
will
continue to co-sponsor with
DESPITE the anticipated 50%
Kelvinator the Teen Club program
advertising — possibly a heavy spot
On the other hand, Dodge dealcutback in auto production, radio
ers on a local level are using local on ABC-TV, Saturdays, 8-9 p.m. campaign — in about three or four
and television are destined for insports programs to promote the Further TV and radio advertising weeks.
creased patronage by the automocars.
In Detroit the Dodge dealers
plans will be taken up in about 30
bile manufacturers in exploiting
Lincoln Mercury cars will condays, an executive of the agency
are sponsoring the U. of Michigan
tinue to sponsor the Ed Sullivan
their 1952 models.
games
on
WWJ;
in
Chicago
the
reported.
hour-long TV show, Toast of the
This was the conclusion reached
Northwestern U. games on WIND,
Ford Program
last week after a Broadcasting • and in Philadelphia the dealers are
Town, Sundays on CBS-TV. However, the dealers usually place a
Telecasting survey of current ad- sponsoring Bill Campbell Sports,
Ford Motor Car Co., through J.
radio
spot campaign on a local
vertising planning within the autothree times weekly on WCAU.
Walter Thompson, New York, demotive industry. Moreover, both
level and are expected to do the
Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, is
spite
contrary
reports,
will
conspot and network are scheduled to the agency.
tinue sponsorship of its Ford Fes- same this season. Kenyon & Eckbenefit.
Nash cars through its agency,
tival, starring James Melton on hardt, New York, is the agency.
General Motors Corp. (Pontiac
Division), which bought sponsorship of the Red Skelton Show for
three broadcasts (Dec. 5, 12 and
,19) on CBS Radio a fortnight ago
» ^
"BC SPAC
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
YMEN
K of net- PA
OR
income from network operations
be initiated
almostTS
immediately
NETWfor
solution
Sept. 3], is meeting this week in BLUEPRINT
after the SPAC sessions.
on the whole declining, to be made
Detroit with agency executives of
work radio's problems, particularly
Some portions may be held up up out of profits from other corthose engendered by the furore
MacManus, John & Adams, to take
over television, will be bared to until the NBC convention at Boca
porate operations, it is thought new
under consideration a heavy radio
the NBC Stations Planning and
Raton Nov. 28-Dec. 1. It is conand invigorated approaches to selland television spot announcement
ceivable the entire project may be
Advisory Committee in a meeting
ing may have to be devised.
;ampaign.
in New York next week.
These views, in the opinion of
delayed until then, but NBC ofIn addition Pontiac is also unobservers, will be reflected in the
ficials regard the latter possibility
Including a number of alternate
dersto d to be interested in picking
as remote.
proposals advanced by NBC as a
formulas
for
adjustment
of
netup additional network participaresult of its basic study.
Though prime station interest
work payments to affiliates, what
tor similar to the Skelton show
When the NBC Basic Economic
is described as the first basic re- will center on the network's apoattern in television as well as
Study
Committee convenes this
ap raisal of radio in 25 years has
proach to rates and station com. -adio.
week, and the SPAC group the
pensation, the study is described
been submitted to a special economic study group of affiliates as covering "all problems of net- next, they will have the benefit of
Packard's Participation
any new views that come out of
Another motor ear manufacturer,
which will explore it further at a
'Packard Motor Car Co., which has
Otherwork radio."
subjects being explored in- the convention of the group which
meeting in New York this Thursclude radio values, sales policies spearheaded the attack on radio
day and Friday.
nought one-time participation on
and
methods,
network operations
rates in the first place — the Assn.
he Skelton program on radio, is
The reappraisal, initiated when
of National Advertisers, which
NBC cut its network radio rates and programming.
onferring in Detroit with repremeets in New York starting toRate Cuts Unpopular
entatives of the Maxon Agency
earlier this year, has been conday (see story, page 40).
o consider a television network
sidered in various forms by the
The network can find in recent
The
ANA's third study of radio
series. The agency, Broadcasting
special affiliates group at two history little encouragement that
values in TV markets, undertakhighly secret meetings. It is a downward adjustment in station
• Telecasting learned, has recoming to show the effect of TV penenended a network TV campaign
deemed a potential forerunner to compensation will win approval by
tration, set off a fresh storm of
o be launched coincidentally with
the affiliates. When NBC first controversy
"far-reaching changes in NBC's
when it was issued
he '52 model introduction barrage.
economic structure" [Closed Cir- sought to make allowance for tele- earlier this month [Broadcasting
cuit, Sept. 10].
Packard for the past two years
vision by cutting nighttime radio
• Telecasting, Sept. 10]. The
rates in some 53 TV markets early third report is expected to play
Whether the special committee —
lad sponsored Don Ameche's Holiconsisting of both network and this year, the affiliates sent up
day Hotel on ABC-TV, Thursdays,
a big role in convention discussions.
such a protest that the plan was
rat had been unhappy with the affiliates' representatives and
The NBC Basic Economic Study
called the NBC Basic Economic
shelved [Broadcasting • Tele•esults of the program and so had
Committee is composed, from affilicasting,
Jan.
8].
The
NBC
rate
Study
Committee
—
will
come
out
ates, of Jack Harris, KPRC Houston,
lropped out this season, meanwhile
of its meeting with concrete con- cut last May was made as a fait who is chairman of SPAC; C. Robert
".ransferring the account , from
clusions appeared uncertain last accompli over SPAC members'
Thompson, WBEN Buffalo; Harold
week.
i"oung & Rubicam to its present
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, and
protests casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleMay
7].
agency, Maxon, severing a 20 year
Harry Bannister, WWJ Detroit. NBC
But whether this group reaches
association with Y&R.
NBC officials are known to feel officials who are members include the
agreement or not, authorities said,
under executive vice presiThe Dodge Division of Chrysler
NBC definitely plans to unveil the that as a matter of normal busi- following,
dent Charles R. Denny; Carleton D.
ness policy networks cannot af- Smith, vice president in charge of
-orp., Detroit, has put aside its full study at the SPAC meeting,
ford— and will not allow themcalled for next Mondav. Tuesday,
olans for sponsorship of the TV
relations; Hugh M. Beville,
selves— to reach an economic level station
Wednesday
and
possibly
Thursdirector of plans and research; H.
version of the Mayor of the Town
day.
where substantial losses on netT. Sjugren, NBC Radio Network
And although it's a bit early for
work operations are incurred.
Details and developments in the
controller; Norman Cash, director of
Dodge to make a definite decision,
Networks
will
go
out
of
business
radio
station relations, and David
reappraisal project have been
t was understood that another
p-uarded closely, but officials before they allow themselves to Adams, assistant to the executive vice
reach that state, it is felt. With
leavy spot schedule similar to obviously are hopeful action may
president.
3ROADCASTING
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Y&R

CBS

APPOINTS
Four to New Posts
FOUR new appointments — three
of them in the Radio Division —
were announced last week as the
CBS Radio-TV divorcement continued.
New posts are for Kenneth L.
Yourd as director of business affairs, network programs, CBS
Radio Division; Martin N. Leeds
as director of business affairs,
Hollywood, CBS Television Division; John F. Meyers as director of
business affairs, CBS Radio Division, Hollywood; and Anne Nelson,
assistant director to Mr. Meyers.
Mr. Yourd, currently director of
business affairs, network program
departments, CBS Radio, Hollywood, is expected in New York
shortly to assume his new duties.
He joined CBS in 1941 as Washington attorney and assistant
director of the Washington office.
After wartime service as a lieutenant in the Navy, he returned to
CBS as senior attorney and assumed his Hollywood position in
1949.
Mr. Leeds joined CBS in 1947 as
business manager of the network
program department, H°llyw0°d.
He has held his present post, that
of associate director of business
affairs, since 1949. Prior to his
joining the network, he was an industrial and human relations consultant on both coasts.
Mr. Meyers joined CBS in January in his present capacity, assistant, business affairs, network
program department, Hollywood,
havingtivebeen
an artists'
with MCA
since representa1948. He
served four years as a Navy communications officer, and was educated at Cornell U. and UCLA.
Mrs. Nelson, his assistant, has
been associated with CBS since
1945. Previously, she wrote and
researched for the syndicated cartoon "Strange As It Seems" and
reported for Mademoiselle Magazine and the Pasadena Star-Netvs.

RAISES THREE
Finishes Reorganization
YOUNG & Rubicam, N. Y., has
promoted three of its executives,
thus
completingto meet
the department's
reorganization
the growing
demands of the industry.
The three are Dave Miller, vice
president and general counsel, who
was named director of operations;
David Levy, vice president, appointed executive assistant to
Evarard W. Meade, vice president
and director of the radio and television department, and Rodney W.
Erickson, supervisor, who was
named manager of contact service,
a newly created service.
Mr. Miller's new responsibility
will include business and production budget control of radio and
TV operations. Mr. Erickson will
act as liaison between radio and
TV department and the account
executive and supervisors representing the various clients of the
agency.
Other recently announced
changes in the department were
the appointment of Nat Wolff as
vice president in charge of radio
and television production; George
H. Gribbin, vice president, as head
of the TV commercial department,
and William J. Colihan Jr., as
manager of the department.
'Bright Star7 Sales
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. added 29
sales to its list of contracts for
Bright Star, new transcribed radio
series starring Irene Dunne and
Fred MacMurray, during the fifth
week of promotion, bringing total
sales to 315, company announced
last week. All contracts so far
are on a 52-week basis, including
sales in 34 of 95 major markets.
Radio stations, brewers, utilities,
food products, and automobile dealers, in that order, continue to be
heaviest buyers. First broadcast
of series is slated for the end of
September.

AN

ANNOUNCEMENT

Telecasting Yearbook — first in the field — will appear early next
year — under the imprimatur of Broadcasting • Telecasting.
It will be the companion to Broadcasting Yearbook, published
since 1935 and universally accepted as the standard reference
volume on every aspect of the business of broadcasting and allied
fields.
Telecasting Yearbook will be edited by the same staff that
produces the weekly Broadcasting • Telecasting, the Broadcasting Yearbook and the Broadcasting • Telecasting Marketbook.
All are published by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
The new Telecasting Yearbook will follow a format paralleling that of Broadcasting Yearbook. The spectacular emergence
of television broadcasting and the impending lifting of the freeze
on new construction motivated the decision to produce for the
video medium its first annual publication.
is Compilation
under way. of the extensive data for the two Yearbooks already
With the separation of the editorial content of the Broadcasting • Telecasting Yearbook, Broadcasting Yearbook will be
produced as an authoritative and complete compendium of facts
in the aural broadcast field. Where there is overlap with television,
both areas will be covered.
The Telecasting Yearbook will be an encyclopedia
tion covering the video art from its beginnings. Every
fact or figure affecting the medium and the people who
be documented. Overlaps into the aural broadcasting
will be included. Like the Broadcasting Yearbook,
tain all-inclusive data heretofore unavailable from
source.

of informanoteworthy
make it will
sphere also
it will conany single

Among features in Telecasting Yearbook will be an advertising analysis for 1951, showing time sales, sources of advertising
revenue and comparison with past years, segment business breakdowns, allocations tables, pending applications, ownership data,
basic rate structures and, in fact, everything the buyer or seller
of video time or service needs in the conduct of his affairs.
Departments will include directories of advertisers and advertising agencies placing television time; lists of TV stations by
channel assignments and call letters; complete station and network directories; national representatives; program and production services; directory of film services; list of equipment manufacturers; FCC rules and regulations affecting TV; chronology
of television; audience analyses; receiving set circulation, and all
other useful data.
All present subscribers to Broadcasting • Telecasting magazine whose subscriptions are paid through Dec. 31, 1951, and those
subscribing to the magazine before Nov. 1, 1951, will receive both
the Broadcasting and Telecasting Yearbooks at no additional
charge.
New^ subscribers after Nov. 1, 1951, will continue to receive 52
weekly issues of the magazine at the regular $7 annual subscription
price and will be entitled to either or both Yearbooks at a price
of $2 each, to be paid at the time of subscribing.
Additional copies of the Broadcasting and Telecasting Yearbooks will be available at $5 each.
Advertising rates and mechanical requirements remain unchanged for the Yearbooks and for the regular issues, despite
steadily increasing circulation, all of it on a fully-paid basis.
SOL TAISHOFF
EDITOR

AND

PUBLISHER

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Look Mike, another advertiser has just bought a piece of Red Skelton!"
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Industry Interest in Program
Research Increases

RADOX

HOOPER

RADOX system of instantaneous audience measurement by use of an
RETENTION of Matthew N. Chappel, head of the Dept. of Psychology at
electronic device has been redesigned to give stations and clients a new
Hofstra College, by C. E. Hooper Inc. to find "how and why 'method' is
responsible for . . . 'major differences between Pulse and U. S. Hooperatype of "understandable service," according to Albert E. Sindlinger,
president of Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa.
tings" drew endorsement last Wednesday
a group of San Francisco
area from
broadcasters.
The new service "will place
^
The move is C. E. Hooper's anbroadcasting competitively
cost/thousand
basis with on
othera '
swer to the question posed in 1950
ONCE
more
the
question
of
which
audience
rating
is
better,
if
any,
is
by KJBS San Francisco: Which
media, and eliminate the confusion
of two umpires shall radio adverof 'ratings' — what they mean or becoming a focal point of broadcaster attention. A fortnight ago a protisers believe, Pulse or Hooper?
jected industrywide coverage service was announced by the new Standard
how to interpret them," Mr. SindAs a result of the query, the
linger said. Gathering its in- Audit & Measurement Services Inc. [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10].
formation from a projectable
NARTB appointed a test commitNow interest is being revived in the plan to evaluate merits of different
tee, headed by Dr. Kenneth Baker,
"probability" sample, he explained,
types
of
program
measurements.
On
top
of
that,
a
new
type
of
quick
to
evaluate the two rating systems.
the new Radox service will produce
and
automatic
Radox
measurement
has
been
announced.
The committee, which disbanded
circulation (number of homes)
itself this spring, suggested a new
figures.
study of measuring techniques be
"The basic report, to be paid for
made for about $140,000.
by stations, will be issued quarterly,
tors and potential clients, monopofrom "any and all acts designed
The action was endorsed Wedneslistic practices and restraint of or intended to monopolize."
with weekly supplements," he conday by the group of broadcasters
trade.
tinued. "The report will show one
The Radox measurement sys- meeting in San Francisco with Mr.
simple figure — the number of
According
to
Mr.
Sindlinger,
the
tem,
which
operated
in
Philadelphia
Hooper. They reviewed the local
cumulative homes tuned in to each
suit asked the court to declare
coverage situation, which aroused
station, by time periods. A fifth invalid alleged contracts signed by for two years, suspended operation in September 1950 because of nationwide interest with publicaweek report, for example, would
(Continued on page 38)
a
lack
of funds.
the
defendants
and
to
enjoin
them
show the total number of cumulative homes tuned to each station
for the five weeks; a sixth report,
the total cumulative for six weeks,
etc. A new report would start
each quarter or every 13 weeks."
Advisory Board Supports
Mr. Sindlinger declared the new
ll PLAN
Gff
Vl
m/
$$
/W
The six hours will consist of 10
offered
for
sale
by
MBS
affiliates
MUTUAL was looking last week
Radox tabulator "will show an
instantaneous and simultaneous
to its new program production alli- locally and three will be available
programs — eight new half-hours
and two new full-hours — to be disance with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
for multiple sponsorship on a net'visual indication' of the size,
work
basis
comparable
to
the
[Closed
Circuit,
Sept.
17]
to
boltributed through Mutual's Mondaynumber of homes, 'share' of
ster both its evening programming
"Pyramid Plan" of ABC and the through-Saturday evening schedaudience by each station, and 'flow' and its coffers.
ules. Tentatively, the times are
"Operation Tandem" of NBC.
of audience to each program as
There appeared little doubt that 8-9 p.m., Monday through Friday,
The plan, approved unanimously
tune-ins and tune-outs occur. The
and 8:30-9:30 p.m., Saturdays.
visual indicator will be located in by the Mutual Affiliates Advisory
the number of hours to be providCommittee last week, but subject
ed by MGM would be expanded if
each broadcasting studio.
Program specifics have not been
yet to endorsement also of affili- the initial venture proves successdetermined, but it was understood
ful.
ated stations, calls for MGM RaWatch on Air
that reasonably expensive producBest of Stars
dio Attractions to provide six hours
tions are contemplated, probably
MBS
said
the
plan
means
that
"The indicator resembles old-type
of "Star Entertainment" a week
running to a total of $2.5 to $3
Western Union stock tickers," he for Mutual's evening schedule,
"the best of MGM's outstandingmillion in value. Income from new
array of Hollywood stars would be
said, adding, "Thus a Radox client starting in November and continshows
financed jointly by Mutual
station can watch his own and comuing at least through 1952.
heard on the MBS evening sched(Continued on page 38)
petitive programs as they are on
Three of the six hours will be
the air or study them from the
basket the next day.
"The tape
will show
of that
day,
number
of homes
tunedtime
in at
time, call letters of each station
and share in percent of the number
of
said.homes tuned in at that time," he
Mr. Sindlinger announced the
British Patent Office in London has
issued patent No. 659,108 to Comdr.
Harold R. Reiss, inventor of Radox,
for the Radox system as it was
operated by Sindlinger & Co. for
two years.
Preliminary call for trial in the
$1% million dollar suit brought by
Sindlinger & Co. against C. E.
Hooper Inc. and A. C. Nielsen Co.,
has been listed for October by the
U. S. Court for the Eastern District
of Pennsylvania, according to Mr.
Sindlinger.
Also a plaintiff in the long-pending suit, originally filed March
1950, is Electronic Radox Corp., instantaneous electronic audience
measurement system. Initially the
suit asked $2% million in damages
| out later was scaled down. Charges
are: Illegal use of confused patent
iituation, interference with invesBROADCASTING

ule."

AMONG

members of the MBS Affiliates Advisory Committee are (seated, I to r) Franz Robischon, KBMY Billings, Mont.; Grover Cobb, KVGB Great Bend, Kan.
(secretary); John Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis; Victor
Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; Gene Cagle, KFJZ Fort
Worth (chairman); James Murray, KQV Pittsburgh (vice
chairman); Jack Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C;

• Telecasting

Fred Wagenvoord, KCRG Cedar Rapids; Hugh O. Potter,
WOMI Owensboro, Ky. (Standing, I to r) E. J. MeKellar, KVOX Moorhead, Minn.; Rex Howell, KFXJ
Grand Junction, Col.; Fred Fletcher, WRAL Raleigh; J.
Porter Smith, WGRC Louisville. Committee members not
in photograph include Bob McRaney, WCBI Columbus,
Miss., and George Hatch, KALL Salt Lake City.
September 24, 1951
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All
NETWORKS
ADDING an approximate $172,OOO in dues for the industry's promotion of radio, all four national
radio networks as well as their
owned-and-operated stations have
now signed for membership in
Broadcast Advertising Bui-eau Inc.
[Closed Circuit, Sept. 17].
Announcement, made Tuesday
by Charles C. Caley, BAB Finance
Committee chairman and vice president of WMBD Peoria, 111., came
after a long series of meetings
among BAB President William B.
Ryan, Executive and Finance committees, and network executives.
NBC and CBS and their ownedand-operated stations have been
active members since April 1, and
all stockholder station in Mutual
but one also had signed previously.
GARGAN
SIGNED
For NBC Radio, TV
NBC has announced signing of
William Gargan for an exclusive
acting and producing contract for
both radio and television. It was
reported unofficially that the contract involved a million dollars for
five years.
New weekly radio series — with
a TV version scheduled to follow
shortly — of Barrie Crain, Confidential Investigator will star the actor
starting Wednesday, Oct. 3, from
10-10:30 p.m. EST. Video version
will probably be seen Tuesday, 1111:30 p.m. EST.
Mr. Gargans contract also calls
for four radio and four television
guest appearances. His first for
radio was on NBC's The Big Shoiv,
taped in Paris yesterday (Sunday)
for later broadcast in the U. S.
The actor did a take-off of his
"private-eye" characterizations, opposite mistress of ceremonies Tallulah Bankhead.
The network also is considering
a five weekly radio and television
series for Mr. Gargan to be aimed
at correcting juvenile delinquency.
Currently in Europe for The Big
Show performance, Mr. Gargan will
tour Italy, Spain and Portugal before returning to New York in
early October.
SCBA

Promotion

INITIAL eastern showing of the
Southern California radio promotion presentation will be made today (Monday) for newsmen at
BAB headquarters in New York.
Prepared as a cooperative venture
by Southern California radio stations to show that radio there is
livelier than ever, despite TV competition, the presentation will be
shown by Robert J. McAndrews,
managing director of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. It
will open an eastern drive which
will include showings to advertisers and agency executives in a
number of major markets.
Page 26
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BACK

Four

Belong

BAB

Network memberships will be listed
as of Aug. 1, however, and will run
for one year.
MBS president Frank White
meanwhile issued the following
statement :
"The progress which BAB has
made from its inception has been
followed closely by MBS. Concentrating as we do exclusively in the
field of AM radio; Mutual has a
very real interest in the future of

radio as an advertising medium.
We feel, therefore, that it is both a
privilege and an obligation for
Mutual to lend its tangible support
to the growing activities of BAB.
"By so doing, we believe that we
can help BAB reaffirm and make
more generally known the many
special advantages which radio offers to advertisers all over America. Thus we are performing not
only a service to ourselves, but to
Days
Signed in Two

$5 MILLION
TO NOC
NBC NETWORK signed up more than $5,000,000 in radio billings in two
days last week, John K. Herbert, vice president and general sales
manager reported.
"The rush of new business as the fall season gets under way again
points up radio's economy, effiMurray Agency, N. Y., has signed
ciency, and flexibility as the nation's No. 1 advertising medium,"
for participation
NBC's
tion Tandem thisinfall.
TheyOperawill
he said. "Radio continued to deliver the greatest audience at the sponsor the 7:30-8 p.m. portion of
The Big Show starting Sunday,
lowest cost."
Sept. 30; Mr. Keen at 8:30 p.m.
New business signed by the netThursdays starting Oct. 4; and a
work included:
new program starring Dean MarPhilip Morris Co., through Biow
tin and Jerry Lewis at 8:30 p.m.
Co., N. Y., will present Eddie
Fridays starting Oct. 5.
Cantor in a new half-hour radio
In addition to the new shows
show Sunday evenings at 9:30
which made the $5 million total,
p.m. starting Oct. 14.
NBC got renewals on 11 other netGeneral Foods Corp., through
work programs from eight adverBenton & Bowles, N. Y., will spontisers. They include:
sor a new half-hour, weekly radio
Assn.
of American Railroads,
show starring Roy Rogers, to be- through Benton
& Bowles, N. Y.,
gin Friday, Oct. 5, at 8 p.m.
The Railroad Hour.
Colgate Switches Two
Sterling Drug Inc., via DancerColgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. will Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., with
move two shows to NBC from
Stella Dallas and Young Widder
CBS Oct. 15. They are Strike It Brown.
Whitehall Pharmacal, by John
Rich from 11-11:30 a.m. and King's
Row from 11:30-11:45 a.m., both
F. Murray Agency, N. Y., Just
Mon.-Fri. William Esty Co., N. Y., Plain Bill and Front Page Farrell.
is the agency.
Gulf Oil Corp., through Young
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., & Rubicam, Counterspy.
through Cunningham & Walsh,
Pet Milk Sales Corp., through
N. Y., and Whitehall Pharmacal
Gardner Adv Co., N. Y., Fibber
McGee and Molly and The Mary
Co., a division of American Home
Products Corp., through John F. Lee Taylor Show.

our 545 affiliates in all 48 states
as well. Speaking for Mutual, I ,
feel sure that under the leadership
of Bill Ryan, BAB will increasingly promote wider recognition and
understanding of radio as a compelling, low-cost and highly productive advertising medium."

ABC SELLOUT
Morning Time All Gone
ABC Radio hung a sold-out sign
over its complete Monday-throughFriday morning schedule last week
following sale of the 11-11:15 a.m.
segment to Lever Bros, for its
Lone Journey serial, effective
Oct. 1.
"Every minute of every morn-jj
ing, Monday through Friday, is
SOLD OUT," the network proclaimed Thursday in one of its
series of "America Is Sold on ABC"
newspaper advertisements.
The solidly-sold morning segment totals 17 hours 55 minutes
per
week,
extending from 8:55 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
LeverLever
Bros,Signs
will 'Journey'
use the Lone
Journey program — formerly on
CBS — to promote its Surf and
other products. It is its first show
on ABC. The sale was handled
through N. W. Ayer & Son, New
York.
With the ABC
Surf'sis
advertising
budgetpurchase,
reportedly
being rearranged, with a portion
of its national spot budget to be
curtailed.
ABC said the sale would make
its morning schedule from 8:55 to
12:30 line up as follows, Monday
through Friday:
8:55 to 9— "Inside News From Hollywood," sponsored by Hazel Bishop, Inc
9 to 10 — "Don McNeill's Breakfast
Club," with General Foods renewing
first quarter-hour on expanded basis
effective Oct. 1; 9:15 to 9:45 sponsored
Philco
Corp.& Co., and 9:45 to 10 b>
by
Swift
10 to Drug.
10:25 — "My True Story," bj
Sterling
10:25 to 10:30 — "Edward Arnold
Story-Teller," by General Mills.
10:30 to 10:45 — "Betty Crocker Magazine of the Air," by General Mills.
10:45 to 11 — "Against the Storm," bj
Philip Morris & Co., effective Oct. 1
11 toBros.,
11:15 effective
— "LoneOct.
Journey,"
bj
Lever
1.
11:15 to 11:30— "When A Girl Mar
ries,"
by Instant
effective
Oct. 1. Maxwell House Coffee
11:30 to Noon — "Break the Bank," bj
Bristol-Myers
Co. &three
daystwo.a wee!
and Philip Morris
Co. on
to 12:15 Life
— "Jack
Berch Co.
Show'o)
America.
byNoon
Prudential
Insurance
to 12:30—
by12:15
Serutan
Co. "Victor H. Lindlahr.'

WJEJ Adds ABC
CBS introduced its new top executive entourage to Washington officialdom
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md., become:
at a Carlton Hotel cocktail party, Monday, Sept. 17. Approximately 300
an ABC affiliate effective Oct. 1
legislators, administration officials, jurists and newsmen were on hand to but will continue to share affilia
welcome CBS Television President J. L. Van Volkenburg and CBS Radio
tion with MBS. Move was mailt
President Howard S. Meighan. (I to r) Mr. Van Volkenburg; Frank Stanton,
to replace WARK Hagerstown
CBS president; William S. Pcley, CBS chairman; Joseph H. Ream, CBS executive vice president; Mr. Meighan; Earl H. Gammons, CBS vice president in former ABC affiliate, which wil
charge of Washington. In background between Messrs. Ream and Meighan is join
CBS Oct. Sept.
1 [Broadcasting
•
Telecasting,
17].
Presidential press-radio secretary, Joseph Short.
BROADCASTING
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Television
RTMA
SPORTS
PLAN
RTMA members moved last week
also saw these developments:
to explore the prospects of meeting
£ Work on a "composite," compatible color TV system by the
theatre TV's competition for sportscasts, with implications that the National Television System Comstudy should extend to the question
mittee has reached a point where
of soliciting a special fund to field-testing can be started almost
bolster the bidding on behalf of immediately, it was reported, and
home TV.
development of the system is exThis was a highlight of three
pected to be sufficiently advanced
days of RTMA committee and
by Jan. 1 to permit a request to
be filed for FCC consideration.
board sessions in New York, which
Get

Scrutiny

Of Justice
AM-TV
BLACKOUT
RADIO-TV blackout of the Robinson-Turpin boxing match and the
emergence of so-called closed circuit theatre telecasts have commanded
the attention of the Dept. of Justice, a member of Congress revealed
.
+
last week.
Rep. Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.) told
viewers to see "such major attracreporters he has asked the departtions." FCC has scheduled a hearment to explore the anti-trust iming which will touch on the scope
plications in contracts negotiated
of theatre TV for Nov. 27.
by fight and other promoters which
Rep. Sutton expressed hope that
deprive the public of home telethe House Interstate & Foreign
casts. The Justice Dept., adhering
to usual custom, had no comment.
Commerce Committee will "go into
He issued his statement while
the matter in detail." Whether
both the Senate and House were
hearings would be held by the proposed seven-man select committee
still ringing from a flurry of protests demanding a broad probe of or by the former group was not
ascertainable late Thursday.
sports, with particular emphasis on
limited boxing telecasts [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 17].
Developments were hanging fire
in:
(1) The Senate Interstate & LUKE-WARM L
IN
of G
a proMB support
GA
Foreign Commerce Committee, to
posal to ban radio, television and
other communication transmission
which was referi-ed a resolution
(S Res 208) authored by Sen. Robof certain gambling information before horse race events was
ert C. Hendrickson (R-N. J.).
Chairman Ed C. Johnson (D-Col.)
tendered, with reservations, to the
of the Senate Commerce Committee
Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week by FCC
said hearings may be held "but not
Chairman Wayne Coy.
for some time." Sen. Hendrickson
had also called on the FCC and
Mr. Coy appeared before the comFederal Trade Commission for admittee during hearings on four
vice on potential legislation to curb
anti-gambling bills, including two
limited telecasts.
bearing directly on radio broadcasting. Sessions were held Wed(2) The House Rules Committee, which bided its time on a pronesday, Thursday and Friday unposal by Rep. L. Gary Clemente
der the chairmanship of Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.).
(D-N. Y.). Under this resolution
(H Res 412) a select committee of
The
of Chairman Coy's
seven House members would be testimonybulk
was devoted to a bitter
created to probe all sports — base- attack on an alternate licensing
plan drafted by the old Senate
ball, boxing, football, racing, etc.- —
and determine, partly, "whether or Crime Investigating Committee and
not the people of the United States
supported by the Dept. of Justice.
The recommendation is contained
are being denied by unreasonable
restraint the viewing of sports in a bill (S 1563) which would
events on television or motion pic- require licensing "of certain persons engaged in the dissemination
ture."
The committee failed to act ear- of gambling information," particularly race wire services. Radiolier in the week on the possible
TV stations are expressly exinquiry. It was scheduled to meet
again last Friday in executive ses- empted.
In obvious reference to previous
sion and make its decision. Chair- Justice
Dept. testimony, Mr. Coy
man Adolph Sabath (D-Ill.) flatly said that the licensing plan would
predicted it would be approved.
be "inappropriate" and "ineffecRep. Sutton said he urged the
tual" and impossible to enforce.
He declared:
Justice Dept. to make the study on
"The implication has been that,
grounds that "anything in interstate commerce is subject to regu- because the FCC has opposed the
lation by the government." He said licensing procedure and suggested
he had conferred with representa- that interstate transmission of all
tives from the FCC and discussed gambling information be treated
ways of permitting millions of TV as a violation of the law, we are
BROADCASTING
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Fund

Projected

Whether such a request would be
filed by NTSC, by RCA, or by some
other entity was not indicated (see
color stories page 69).

terials, to act as liaison with the
National Production Authority to
secure allocations of materials for
the tube industry.

£ Recognizing that radio-TV
set production and sales are lagging and that military orders are
not yet taking up the slack, RTMA
took steps to bring military prime
and sub-contractors closer together
by providing a clearing house to
aid in finding subcontractors.
# RTMA President Glen McDaniel disclosed he has asked the
Federal Trade Commission to postpone its scheduled Sept. 26-28
Radio-TV Industry Trade Px-actices
Conference until Nov. 5, to give industry more time to study FTC's
proposals.
# The RTMA Advertising Committee named David H. Grigsby,
of Zenith Radio Corp., to head a
subcommittee to cooperate with the
NARTB FM Committee in promotion of FM. Promotion, including
both FM broadcasts and FM set
sales, will be done at the local
level, probably in about three test
areas at the outset.
9 The Tube Division set up a
special committee on critical ma-

# Plans were made for renewed
efforts to increase RTMA membership (which reached 329 after the
addition
of four companies during
the meeting).

Coy,
DATAto exercise our responsiunwilling
bilities.
"We feel very keenly about it.
But we're being pilloried as a Commission shirking its responsibilities. The usual charge is that we
strain at the law at ways and
means of hailing people before us."
In stating his views, Chairman
Coy noted that the entire Commission "with one exception" is in
"generaltion. agreement
posiThe views of with"
Comr. hisFrieda
Hennock, he explained, were outlined in her dissent last August.

Justice Dept.-FCC Compromise
The Johnson version is a revival
of a measure (S 3358) reported by
the committee last year as a compromise between Justice Dept. and
FCC views. It would make it a
crime to transmit "bets or wagers,
the scratches, jockey changes,
weights, probable winners, betting
odds or changes" prior to a horse
or dog racing event.
"No person operating any such
radio station shall knowingly permit the broadcasting of any gambling information," nor would any
person be permitted to use station
facilities.
H ow long' the hearings would
extend was not known late Thursday. Sen. Johnson thought it possible the committee may start
working on the final draft of recommended legislation sometime this
week. He declined to comment on
his own sentiments on what tack
the committee will take.
"We will want to have Mr. Coy

# President McDaniel was authorized toemploy a staff assistant
to work full-time on coordination
of industry efforts toward solution
of set servicing problems, while the
Set Division's executive committee
voted to establish a special committee to investigate current service practices and policies.
# The board accepted an invitation of the RTMA of Canada to
hold a joint meeting April 24-25
at Niagara Falls, Ont.
The move to seek ways of countering theatre TV's inroads on
sportscasts — an increasingly sore
spot with home TV set owners and
a target of loud protest also in
Congress — was requested by the
Set Division's executive committee
(Continued on page 100)

tice Dept. Heard
Jus
return and give us his own opinions
before the committee prepares the
final
draft," he Thursday.
told Broadcasting
• Telecasting
The FCC chairman had notified
the Senator Wednesday he would
be out of town (last) Friday and
Monday and Tuesday of this week.
Sen. Johnson indicated Mr. Coy
will be recalled as the last witness.
Sens. Herbert O'Conor (D-Md.)
and Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
who each served a term as chairman of the old Senate Crime Investigating Committee, were to
testify Friday. They were expected to present their views on
all pending legislation, including
licensing and lottery proposals of
which they were co-authors.
Thursday's hearing featured
testimony from W. W. Semingsen,
assistant vice president, Western
Union; John Hanselman, assistant
vice president, AT&T; Spencer L.
Drayton, Thoroughbred Racing
Assn.; two attorneys, J. Bond
Smith and Robert Stinson; and
Ray Frank, solicitor, U. S. Post
Office
sat did
in
ing.
during Dept.
most ofSen.
the O'Conor
session, but
not broach radio or TV broadcast-

"The reservations" attached by
Mr. Coy were that S 2116 (1)
would not affect "widespread gamevents
other bling
thanoperations"
horse on
and sports
dog racing,
and (2) would not restrict transmission of prices paid on the winner. Under S 2116, broadcasts or
telecasts of actual events would be
permitted. The Commission had
Continued on page 88 )
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President shall make appropriate provision for adjustment (where) ceiling
prices result in financial hardship .. . .
such adjustment (to be) made ... to
the extenthardship.
necessary to remove such
financial

ATTENDING formal opening of the new quarter-million Higgins, vice presidents, KMBC; Tom L. Evans, president,
dollar building of KCMO Kansas City, Mo., are (I to r) KCMO; Roy Roberts, president, Kansas City Star, and
E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO general manager; Dean Fitzer, Arthur Wahlstedt, first vice president and assistant genmanager, WDAF Kansas City; Karl Koerper and George
eral manager, Kansas City Star.

Substitute
COST

A NO-HOLDS-BARRED fight was
shaping up in the Senate last week
over the administration's attempt
to substitute its own blueprint for
allowing manufacturers to base
selling prices on increased advertising and other costs since the
start of the Korean conflict.
Even before the controversial
plan reached the floor of the upper
chamber — the Senate Banking &
Currency Committee approved it
last Thursday — battle lines were
being drawn that foreshadowed bitter Senate debate this week.
Crux of the wrangling behind
committee scenes that raised Senatorial blood pressures is the celebrated Capehart formula which
would allow manufacturers and
processors to apply advertising and
other costs, from the start of the
Korean war to July 26, to the price
of their finished products. The
formula was written into the Defense Production Act earlier this
year.
Aside from anti-administration
forces, industry also is certain to
take a dim view of the committee
amendment which critics charge
would give the President loose
power over advertising budgets
and, indirectly, control over media.
The National Assn. of Manufacturers sharply criticized it.
In answer to these charges, here
is what the committee's own counsel says the new version, if enacted,
will do.
6 Pave the way for a Presidential directive which would set the
amount of allowable costs for advertising, selling, labor, etc. on an
industrywide basis, rather than on
the basis of individual manufacturers.
• Restrict the number of manufacturers and processors who could
apply for price boosts on grounds
that their costs have increased
Page 28
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since June 24, 1950.
O Require applicants seeking upward adjustments to show "finanhardship."term was not defined
Theciallatter
and the bill as prepared merely
states that "such adjustment shall
be made ... to the extent necessary
to remove such financial hardship."
Committee sources reported privately their own feeling that this
is being interpreted by the Office
of Price Stabilization as meaning
those firms "which are losing
money." That was the opinion, too,
of Sen. Homer Capehart (R-Ind.),
who fathered the formula.
They added that it would be left
to the President's discretion to issue an industrywide rate of "allowable" costs for each of the cate-

gories, viz., advertising, selling,
distribution, administration, etc.
No longer would it be mandatory
for the administration to grant
price boosts to individual manufacturers, as provided under the Capehart amendment.
Here is the text of the amendment, which will be reported by the
committee early this week:
The adjustment
or decreases in costs for
. . increases
. shall include
adjustment for changes in necessary
and unavoidable costs, including all
labor, material and transportation costs
and a reasonable allowance, as determined by the President, for changes in
other necessary and unavoidable costs,
including selling, advertising, office and
other production,
and administration costs,distribution
which he finds
are
properly allocable to the production
and sale of the materials sold by the
manufacturers and processors or the
charges for industrial services. The

Both the Capehart amendment
and the new version retain the
same periods of time — the base
period between Jan. 1, 1950 and
June 24, 1950, inclusive, for which
the highest price is taken, and
costs dating from the period June
24, 1950, to July 26, 1951, which
are added to the highest price.
The amendment is contained in
a new bill (S 2092) offered by Sen.
Burnet Maybank (D-S.C), chairman of the Senate Banking Committee [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10]. The actual work was
done by a subcommittee under Sen.
A. Willis Robertson (D-W. Va.)
who claimed it would provide all
firms with "fair and reasonable
profits on any general price regulation issued after this time."
The bill, he added, "merely seeks
to give the right to reasonable
profits ... if they are making
fair unreasonable
and reasonable
profits,
it is'
not
to ask
manufacturers to make some cost absorption in certain fringe items."
Capehart Protests
Sen. Capehart had other ideas,
however. He protested that the bill
could be interpreted as repealing
his amendment as far as present
ceilings are concerned. In a committee vote of 9-4 for the substitute, Sen. Capehart aligned with
Sens. Andrew F. Schoeppel (RKans.), Everett M. Dirksen (R111.) and John W. Bricker (R-Ohio.)
to fight it. Two GOP members joined with seven Democrats to push it
through.
Senatorial tempers smarted dur-.
ing a committee session in which
the amendment was approved.Sens. Capehart and Blair Moody
(D-Mich.) clashed verbally and,
as a result, the former stalked
from the committee room. Sen.!
Moody, backing President Truman,
(Continued on page 80)
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SHOWDOWN
KC
it was assured that the move was
770
SHOWDOWN
on the 10-year-old
temporary.
ance
770 kc impasse between KOB
The with
case law."
goes back to 1940 when
Early in 1944 the FCC began
KOB was granted 50 kw on 1180
Albuquerque and WJZ New York
seems to be near.
kc as a Class I station. The fol- its clear channel case and put the
Statements filed with FCC last
KOB-WJZ case in the pending;
lowing year, this frequency was
files until that case was completed.
week by both parties indicate that deleted from U. S. assignments
the Commission staff is on the under the first NARBA convenThat was the situation until
tion, and the FCC proposed to
verge of sending its recommendations to the FCC.
assign KOB to 1030 kc as a Class II ABC appealed the FCC's extension
of KOB's
special
service
authorizaThe statements followed two station. This was opposed by WBZ
tion for 770
kc (50
kw day,
25 kw
meetings with the staff during the Boston operating on that frequency
In itsinstatement
week, KOB
night)
December last
1949.'
as a Class I-A station. The Compast eight weeks. The meetings
were held after the U. S. Court of
mission revised its proposal to proreiterated its demand for permanent authorization on 770 kc as a
vide for a directional antenna and
Appeals had reversed an FCC
in 1941 it licensed KOB on 1030 kc. Class I station. It feels that the
order
extending
KOB's
special
service authorization to continue
FCC staff favors its assignment
operating on 770 kc [Broadcasting
Move to 770 in '41
to
1030
and unfavorable
protests thatbysolu• Telecasting, July 23].
tion waskc,
found
the
However, in October 1941, the
The court also had remanded the
FCC in 1940, its statement read.
FCC
changed
KOB's
assignment
to
case to the FCC for action. In its 770 kc under a special service
ABC supoorts the 1030 kc soluauthorization on the grounds that
tion, its statement said, but if the
opinion, the court said, "we can
provide a remedy against inaction;
the station would have less inter- FCC is thinking of a 770 kc soluwe can direct the Commission to
ference then on 1030 kc. WJZ
tion, it must also consider every
exercise its discretion in accordNew York did not protest when
other Class I-A wavelength.
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PRESS

AWARDS

AWARDS for "Press Leadership"
were to be presented Saturday
night to nine of the 110 New York
state and northern Pennsylvania
weekly newspapers which cooperate
with Cornell U.'s WHCU Ithaca
and the 13-FM-station Rural Radio
Network in production of Radio
Edition of the Weekly Press.
The presentations were to be
made at the fifth annual Cornell
Press-Radio Dinner at Ithaca. Program was to be broadcast by RRN.
Speakers included Deane W.
Malott, new president of Cornell,
who was host, and the judges of
the "Press Leadership" contest:
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher
of Broadcasting • Telecasting;
James A. McConnell, general manager of GLF Exchange Inc.; Dr.
Robert E. Cushman, professor of
government at Cornell; Morgan
Beatty, NBC newscaster and analyst, and Michael R. Hanna, general manager of WHCU and RRN,
who was slated to present the
awards.
The weekly Radio Edition of the
Weekly Press returns to the air
next Sunday, 5-5:30 p.m. for its
sixth year. A Peabody award win-^
ner, it is a summary of current
editorial thinking and reporting of
community action as reflected in
the weekly press of New York and
Northern Pennsylvania.
Of the nine weeklies named for
"Press Leadership" awards this
year, six will divide $1,700 in cash
while four receive citations for
BASEBALL

POLICY

Made

"editorial leadership" and for
"stimulation of community action"
during the past year.
The awards dinner honored the
editors and publishers of the 110
cooperating newspapers, and their
wives.
Summary of awards follows:
First Prize, Community Action — Sidney Record-Enterprise for housing
project,
get-out-the-vote
campaign,
air-mail edition
for servicemen
and
close alliance with community groups.
Second Prize,
Community forAction
Gouverneur
Tribmie-Press
service—
to agriculture, church, business and inaid to school,
culturaldustry;projects;
role in hospital
settling aandstrike;
campaign for "good government" candidates.
Third Prize, Community Action —
Genesee
Country
Express sparking
for promo-of
tion of fund
campaigns;
music and recreation projects; prayersfor-peace
flood-control
campaign
and
drive plan;
to seek
new industry.
Honorable Mention, Community Action— Waverly Sun for unusual news
coverage in promoting civil defense;
drive for fire equipment and school
facilities: support of community forum;
promotion of interest in government
and calnew
events.industry, and calendar of loFirst Prize. Editorial Leadership —
Vestal News for alertness in international problems affecting community;
courage in interpreting local events
against world backdrop and protection
of free speech.
Second Prize, Editorial Leadership —
Dundee Observer for consistent leadership in national and state issues vital
to community, efforts to perpetuate the

by

WHCU,

RRN

American way and reasoned approach
in sharing its editorial opinions.
Third News
Prize, forEditorial
Corning
directingLeadership
community—
thinking to events on all levels, suggesting of foreign policy course and
provoking of thought on moral issues
long
before
national attention was
focused on them.
Honorable Mention, Editorial Leadership — Sidney
Record-Enterprise
editorials
discerning
in awareness forof
human perate
values;
Owego
Timesissues;
for temdiscussion of vital
St.
Lawrence Plain-Dealer, for scholarly
approach
and
constructive
support
of
local efforts.
CAAB
NAMES
Lounsberry and Bore/ Chosen
I. R. LOUNSBERRY, president
and general manager of WGR,
CBS Radio affiliate in Buffalo, was
re-elected chairman of the Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board, it
was announced Thursday.
Richard Borel, general manager
of WBNS Columbus, Ohio, was
named secretary of the group to
succeed Arnold Schoen, general
manager of WPRO Providence,
R. I., who had been acting secretary. Elections were held during
the two-day CAAB meeting in
New York, Sept. 13-14 [Broadcasting •Telecasting, Sept. 17].

LOTS OF LIFE IN RADIO
Coming's E.P.H. James Tells AMA
AFTER 30 years, radio still has a
lot of life in it, E. P. H. (Jimmy)
James, director of public relations for the Corning Glass Works
in Corning, N. Y., said last week.
Having been associated with the
glass company
and having lived
in upper New
York state for the
past year, the
former vice president of the Mutual Radio network returned to
Mr. James
New York to address the American Marketing
Assn. with a speech, "Radio Re-

NARTB Group Underway
NARTB's Baseball Committee,
named Sept. 14 by President
Harold E. Fellows, held its first
meeting in Chicago last Wednesday,
studying the whole baseball problem in preparation for the 1952
season [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 17].
Conferences will be held between
committee members and representative of the National and Ameriman Leagues as well as the National Assn. of Professional Basevisited."
)ale Leagues (minors).
He explained the urban qualities
of the town, population 19,000: it
Committee members who attendis in a populous section (5 million
ed the Chicago meeting were:
people live within a hundred-mile
Radio — Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
radius) and it is in an industrial
Decatur, 111., chairman; Paul Jonas,
area (the Corning Factory, WestMBS; R. Sanford Guyer, WBTM
inghouse plants, and nearby RoDanville, Va.; Hugh Boice, WEMP
chester manufacturing). It is neverMilwaukee; Harry McTigue, WINN
theless in a radio desert because
ouisville; William B. McGrath,
surrounding hills cut out all but
A'HDH Boston. TV— James C. broadcasts from distant stations
lanrahan, WEWS (TV) Cleveand reception of those varies greatand, chairman; Leslie C. Johnson,
ly. As a result, Mr. James said,
YHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; Carlethe citizens of Corning are almost
on D. Smith, NBC; Otto Brandt,
completely dependent upon two
<ING-TV Seattle; Ren Kraft, Fort
local stations— WCBA and WCLI.
ndustry Co. Attending for NARTB
vere President Fellows and C. E.
And radio is still new to the
4rney Jr., Robert K. Richards,
community. An FM permit was
granted there in 1947, and AM
;incent Wasilewski and Thad
jSrown. Mr. Richards is staff liaison
radio arrived two years later. It
was not until May 5 of this year,
'nth the joint committee.
1ROADCASTING
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however, that a permit for nighttime AM broadcasting was issued.
A community service organization,
taking advantage of the station's
(WCLI) affiliation with ABC, decided to sponsor a local broadcast
of Town Meeting of the Air, selling tickets for the hospital fund.
The plan has been delayed until
spring, however, because it was
discovered that too few citizens
were familiar with the program.
Now that the medium has arrived, Mr. James explained that
Corning makes a wonderful target
for the radio advertiser. With the
first dependable and immediately
available programming in their
lives, the people are giving major
attention to the local outlet, which
has become as popular a source of
news and information as the town
newspaper. Radio suffers little
competition because television reception of distant stations is poor,
and only about one per cent of the
population owns sets. The town
has just three movie theatres.
The people in Corning may not
represent an impressive radio market when viewed alone, Mr. James
advised the AMA, but they represent a dependency upon a single
station that is common in many
parts of the country. If advertising can be directed at these districts
collectively — as it can through AM
broadcasting — the sponsor can
reach a $10 million consumer market, he declared.

AWARD OF MERIT is presented by
Wesley Hardenbergh (I), American
Meat Institute president and past
president of American Trade Assn.
Executives, to Robert K. Richards (r),
NARTB public affairs director, who
received it on behalf of NARTB.
James D. Secrest, Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. general manager, accepted on behalf of that association.
Award based on NARTB-RTMA cosponsored Voice of Democracy contest. Presentation took place WednesChicago. Beach Hotel,
day at Edgewater

GROUP
OWNERSHIP
Hit by Ex-Sen. Tydings
EX-SEN. Millard E. Tydings declared last week that there should
be a limit to the number of newspapers and/or radio stations one
person may own.
Speaking in Baltimore, the Maryland Democrat assailed group ownership of newspapers and radio stations as a "threat to American
Mr. Tydings also said that
"There should be a limit on the
freedom."of news factors which any
amount
man may own. It is unwise," he
said, "to allow sources of information to be on coast-to-coast networks as one man's opinion.
Singling out Fulton Lewis jr.,
for criticism, Mr. Tydings stated
that the MBS commentator dealt
unjustly with the Maryland senatorial campaign which brought the
incumbent Tydings defeat.
Mr. Lewis made 15 verbal attacks on his candidacy, Mr.
Tydings charged, but gave him
only one chance to reply.
BILL STERN PACT
Is Extended by NBC
SPORTCASTER Bill Stern, associated with NBC since 1937, last
week signed a new contract with
the organization to serve as network sports editor. New pact
supersedes the previous agreement,
which had six months to run.
The announced is currently heard
each weekday evening from 6:306:45 p.m. EDT over WNBC New
York with his Sport Scoreboard
program. He will start a weekly
program on Friday nights over the
radio network, to be sponsored by
the Army and Air Force, in December.
September 24, 1951
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FCC

Committee Again
Looks at S 658

McFARLAND
BILL
THE HOUSE Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week
unearthed the time-worn McFarland bill to streamline FCC procedures
and began plodding methodically through its well-known sections.
The "spade work" was done by the full committee, meeting in executive
—
*
session since last Tuesday under
the chairmanship of Rep. Robert
Commissioners in adjudicatory proceedings. Other thorny problems
Crosser (D-Ohio).
are those on renewals (the question
There appeared to be little prosof whether the burden should rest
pect that Chairman Crosser, whose
interest lies with rail legislation,
on the licensee or the Commission)
and the so-called double jeopardy
would railroad the Senate-approved
measure (S 658) through. As of or anti-trust provision.
late Thursday, the committee had
The committee ceased its delibsatisfied itself on the issues posed
erations last Thursday after getting
in suggested changes to Sees. 2 to Sec. 4 which would provide
and 3, of the Communications Act, that a Commissioner shall not, for
a period of one year after leaving
dealing with definitions of "broadthe Commission, represent before
casting," "licenses," "broadcast
that body persons subject to the
stations," and "construction perprovisions of the Communciations
mits."
Act.
Committee spokesmen indicated
the pace would be as painstakingly
The McFarland bill, so-called beslow in sessions to come, with every
cause it was guided through the
expectation that it would consume
Senate by Sen. Ernest McFarland
at least another two weeks of the
(D-Ariz.), would realign organicommittee's time. But, they added,
zational, procedural and appellate
there's "an even chance" that the
procedures of the FCC.
bill will be reported to the floor
One of the better-informed comthis session even without an "act
mittee members, Rep. Charles A.
of God."
Wolverton (R-N.J.), felt there was
The chief roadblock, it was
little hope for action. But he noted
strongly indicated, is the time lag
that
the bill had passed the Senate
between hearings held by the comtwice during the 81st Congress
mittee last April and this month
and once during the 82d, and said
of September. Because of the techhe "would like to see it approved
nical nature of the bill, members'
memories need a little refreshing
by the House."
on vital points.
Perhaps the most vital is that
involving the proposed separation
of the Commission staff from the
SMITH & JAMESON
New Law Firm Organized

Mr. Jameson
Mr. Smith
GUILFORD S. JAMESON, veteran
broadcast attorney, has joined
William P. Smith, corporation, tax
and trade attorney, in the establishment of a new law firm, Smith
& Jameson, Suite 407, Walker
Bldg., Washington.
Mr. Jameson is former president
of the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. and has practiced before FCC for a number of years.
He formerly was Commissioner of
the U. S. Court of Claims and at
one time was chairman of the administrative law section of the
District of Columbia Bar Assn.
Mr. Smith, a native of Charlotte,
Mich., has practiced law in
Washington for more than 30
years. He is a director and general
counsel of the River Raisin Paper
Co., Monroe, Mich., and is a member of the FCBA committee on
nominations.
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NARTB DISTRICT
Dates Dist. Hotel
Sept.
24-25 10 Blackstone
27-28 12 Broadview
Oct.
4-6
11-8-912
15-16
25-26
29-30
Nov.
1-2
8-9
12- 13
15-16

City
MEETINGS
Omaha
Wichita

Salt Lake City
Utah
Davenport
Spokane
San Francisco
Beverly
Clift
Hills Hotel
Los Angeles
Orleans
St. Charles New
Houston
Shamrock
*
* *
St. Petersburg
5 Soreno
7 Seelbach
Louisville
3 William Penn Pittsburgh
Boston
1 Somerset
* * *
Sept.
24-25:
Annual
meeting
Central
Canadian Broadcasters
Association,
Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
Sept. 24-26: Assn. of National Advertisers, Fall Meeting, Waldorf-Astoria,
New York.
Sept. 26: Federal Trade Commission,
Trade Practice Conference for RadioTV Industry, Second Session, 10 a.m.,
National Archives Bldg., Washington.
Sept. 27: Hearing on New York District
Court Judgeship Nomination of FCC
Comr. Frieda Hennock, Executive
Session
of Senate
tee, 10 a.m.,
Room Judiciary
424, SenateCommitOffice
Bldg., U. S. Capitol, Washington.
Sept. 27-28: Fourth Annual Radio Institute sponsored by Rutgers U., State
U. of New Jersey and New Jersey
Broadcasters Assn., Bridgeton, N. J.
Sept. 27-29: 77th meeting of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Board of Governors, Radio-Canada Bldg., Montreal.
Sept. 28-29: Continental Advertising
Agency Network, 19th Annual Meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 2-3: NARTB Television Program
Standards Committee Meeting,
NARTB Hdqrs.. Washington.
14
17
15
16
13
6

BILL HUTTON, chief radio engineer
for Ayres & Assoc., Lincoln, Neb.,
demonstrates complete radio facilities
installed by the advertising agency.
Radio division operates under title of
Amtel Productions and is directed by
Harry Packard, veteran in midwest
radio circles.

MONITORING

\

More Funds Requested!
A STRONG plea for restoration o
funds requested by the FCC to exj|
pand its radio monitoring activitie; I
— and to buttress its emergenc; I
alert and illegal transmission de l
tection program — was made by thlj
Commission last week.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy anil
Comr. George Sterling appeared
before the Senate Appropriation!*!
Committee in executive session
Thursday. They reiterated thJI
importance of FCC monitoring!
activities in seeking a $1,340,00 I

BUYS

requested
by President Trumai']
for
the program.
The House Appropriations ComH
mittee lopped the sum to an eves!
$1 million. The House itself abolll
ished the entire sum — largely on thfl
strength of economy and anti-FC(f|
forces which prevailed during II
showdown
fl
Telecasting,vote
Aug.[Broadcasting
27].

reau's television division, is vacationing with Mrs. Braum in the
Great Smoky Mountains. He will
return to Washington Oct. 1.

WWVA, Fort Industry Co. statioi
at Wheeling, W. Va., has namei
John Blair & Co. as national repre
sentative, effective Oct. 1.

NEWSPAPERS
Hall Increases Interest
The Commission based its pleJl
WILTON E. HALL has become
sole owner of the Anderson (S. C.) for restoration on three arguments!!
(1) need for expansion of presen|J
Independent and Daily Mail with monitoring
station operations (in |
purchase of the other 50% of the
eluding
personnel
and facilities) w
stock of Independent Pub. Co. Mr.
(2) value of monitoring in tbi;
Hall, who also owns WAIM there,
250 w outlet on 1230 kc, paid $420,- detection of spurious of illegal ra j
000 for the 50% interest of John "dio transmissions, which con]
ceivably could be used for enem; I
C. Taylor in the papers.
"homing" aids, and (3) the imi
The purchase brought to an end
portance of funds in carrying ou !
litigation started in December 1950
by which Mr. Taylor sought to put the Commission's emergency broadn
cast plan, now being detailed ill]
the publishing company in receivinstructions being sent to AM, FflJl
ership and recover damages from
Mr. Hall. Mr. Taylor alleged he Telecast
stations
and TV ing,
10]. sting <|l
Sept.[Broadca
should be recognized as having an
interest in WAIM, but the suit
Would Exchange Land
was dismissed. Mr. Hall also is
president of the Palmetto BroadEarlier, Rep. Walter Norblai
casting System, a regional network
(R-Ore.)
pushed through a bill (HI
which serves stations in South
5369) which would authorize th.
Carolina and Georgia.
exchange of certain lands withii
the vicinity of the Commission'
PRAISES RADIO
primary monitoring station a
Portland. It was referred to th
Food Chain on KFJZ
House Committee on Interior anc
"ADVERTISING without radio is Insular Affairs, which in turn re
like flying without an altimeter —
quested comments from both th<
you never know where you are," FCC and the Dept. of Interior.
Clyde Strickland, sales and ad
Industry authorities, workin;
manager for Worth Food Markets,
through NARTB, have been con
Fort Worth, said last week. That's
cerned over the lack of sufficien
why, he explained, Worth Food
controls which would curb illega
Markets turned to radio.
radio transmissions. NARTB Gov
Worth Headliners, a 30-minute
ernment Relations Director Ralpl
daily show over KFJZ Fort Worth,
Hardy suggested an adequat
is the first major radio program
monitoring policy over spuriou
sponsored by Worth Food Markets,
one of the largest food chains in transmitters, lest the entire plai
for combatting navigational aid
Fort Worth. Mr. Strickland said
he plans to use each advertising
be jeopardized.
It was felt both the Senate Ap
media — radio, TV, newspapers — in
such a way that one will support
propriations Committee and uppe
the other.
chamber would be more sympathe
tic than the House to supplementa
monies for monitoring purposes
FCC Vacations
FCC COMR. ROSEL HYDE is The committee still is taking testi
mony from other government agen
vacationing in Idaho, his home
cies as part of the omnibus bill.
state, and is due to return to Washington on or before Oct. 6. He is
accompanied by his wife, two sons
and daughter. Cyril M. Braum,
WWVA
Names Blair
chief of the FCC Broadcast Bu-
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Buddy

a

strong

Deane

fixture

for

this

— Variety, Wednesday, station"
August 22, 1951
hard-hitting

Buddy Deane's a sensation! He's taken Baltimore by storm on WITH!
said: "Excellent talent ... his warm
our sales program."

There

and

friendly humor

As one of his many

has added

sponsors

a priceless ingredient to

are a few availabilities left — call your Headley-Reed

man

today.

WITH
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

station
TOM TINSLEY, President

■
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Mr.

Herndon,

"Repeated contract renewals prove
Associated Press news builds buying
audience."

RAY HERNDON, Manager

Mr.

Molina

"AP is without question our Number One
revenue HENRY
getter!"G. MOLINA, Jr., President
WEIM, Fitchburg, Mass.

KTRH, Houston, Texas
Says Mr. Herndon: "Many of our biggest
national and regional accounts tell us by
repeated contract renewals that they have
confidence in AP's ability to build a loyal
audience of people who BUY. And satisfied
listeners tell us that when KTRH newsmen
say 'News brought to you by The Associated
Press,' they are getting complete, authentic
and unbiased reporting."

emand

AP

From Mr. Molina: "WEIM has 85 AP newscasts sponsored weekly ... 16 different sponsors ... all signed for at least 26 weeks.
AP news was the only tool which succeeded
in getting three of Fitchburg's five banks for
us — a threefold blessing. We echo Sponsor
J. D. Bailey of Bachelder-Bailey Co., Goodrich
tire dealers, when he says, 'As a merchandising vehicle, AP news is second to none.'"

NEWS

undreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride "THIS

STATION

IS

A

MEMB

Associated Press . . . constantly on the job with

Ir.

• hours!
a news report of 1,000,000 words every 24

Figi

• leased news wires of 350,000 miles in the U.S.
alone!
• exclusive state-by-state news circuits!
• 100 news bureaus in the U.S.!
• offices throughout the world!
• staff of 7,200 augmented by member stations
and newspapers . . . more than 100,000 men
and women contributing daily!

When it comes to audience-impression,
you can depend on AP news. AP news rivets
attention . . . gains maximum

listenership

through competent, swift news coverage.

nces

When sales messages are linked with AP
news, they return the advertising dollarinvestment many times over.
If you are a sponsor or ad agency not
yet profiting through AP news, contact your

From Mr. Figi: "WAUX and WAUX-FM have
been literally built on our Associated Press
news and features. We now carry news every
hour on the hour and there is seldom worry
about a renewal. Our biggest sponsor of AP
news, the Waukesha State Bank, has had
excellent results . . . experiencing direct and
tangible results within one week after its AP

nearest station or network representative.
If you are a station not yet benefiting
from AP's share-of-cost plan . . . WRITE
AT ONCE FOR DETAILS.

newscasts started. Nice going, AP."

RADIO
THE

DIVISION

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

11
Iif

THE

ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

Bill Reported
SIGNAL

Out

CONTROL

By House Group
TIGHTER penalty provisions for violations of Sec. 606 of the Communications Act were approved by the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee last week as it reported out the military's signal control plan.
The "plan" is the amended version of the "electromagnetic radiations"
control bill sponsored by the Dept.
of Defense and watered down by Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee following hearboth the Senate and House comings earlier this year.
mittees. Devoid of its more controversial sections, the proposal
The new House provision, however, spells out a fine not more than
(S 537) would enable the President to control all navigational
$20,000 or a maximum of 20 years'
devices capable of radiating in ex- imprisonment, or both, for any percess of five miles — including broadson "who commits such an offense
cast stations already falling under
with intent to injure the United
States, or with intent to secure an
the Communications Act, as proposed by the military.
advantage to any foreign nation."
FCC Chairman Coy had noted,
New Subsection
during hearings before the House
The degree of penalties covering
Commerce Committee, that no proradio-TV stations and device holdvision of Sec. 606, in itself, coners who violate directives issued
tains any criminal sanction which
applies to that section as a whole,
under the President's authority
and that it is necessary to refer to
were reported earlier [BroadcastSec. 501 to find penalty provisions.
ing • Telecasting, Sept. 3, Aug.
Another amendment to the bill
27]. The sanctions are spelled out
in the form of an additional subexplains that "the authority
section (h) to Sec. 606 of the Comgranted to the President [suspendmunications Act.
ing- or amending regulations applicable to all stations] to cause
They provide that "wilful fail- the closing
of stations and devices
ure" to act in pursuance of Presidential authority would call for a and the removal thereof of apparatus and equipment, and to aufine of not to exceed $1,000 or imthorize the use or control of staprisonment of not more than one
tions and devices and/or their apyear, or both, in the case of indiviparatus and equipment, may be exduals, and a fine not to exceed $5,000 in the case of corporations.
ercised in the Panama Canal Zone."
This had been recommended by the
Apart from this and the penalty

W\

///////

sections, the only new addition to
the Communications Act centers
around the inclusion of devices
capable of emitting radiations and
suitable "for use as a navigational
aid beyond five miles."
The measure was reported to the
House Wednesday and approval
was expected with little or no opposition. The bill will go to a
conference committee after lower
chamber passage.

AM

PROPOSALS
Two Favored by FCC

TWO NEW AM stations were proposed in initial decisions reported
by FCC last week.
An initial decision by Hearing
Examiner Leo Resnick favored
Vermilion Broadcasting Co.'s application for 980 kc with 1 kw fulltime in Danville, 111.
Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham gave initial approval
to Don H. Martin's request for
1220 kc with 250 w daytime at
Salem, Ind. All initial decisions
are subject to final approval by the
commission.
NORTHERN California Industrial
Advertisers Assn. announces following
new officers elected for 1951-52: John
J. O'Rourke, president; Raymond Giles
and Harold Marquis, vice presidents;
Byron Helms, secretary-treasurer.

WWJ-AM-TV POSTS
To Hill, Pen man, Knight
THREE top personnel changes at
WWJ-AM-TV Detroit were announced last week. Jack Hill has j
been transferred
to program and
production manof WWJ-TV
from agerhis
former
post with WWJi
in the same caCharles Pen-j
pacity.
man,
former prora- i
dio-video
ducer, has been
Mr. Hill
named to succeed
Mr. Hill at WWJ. Kirk Knight,
former TV program manager, has
been promoted to operations manager for both radio and television.

Mr. Penman

Mr. Knight

CHICAGO'S Board of Education station, WBEZ (FM), returns to air for
14th consecutive year of broadcasting
Oct. 8.

BILLION-DOLLAR

BUY!

Central Ohioans Make It Annually In Retail Sales
WBNS has more listeners than any other station in
these 24 Central Ohio Counties which annually ring up
a neat retail sales figure of $1,125,057,000.* This
includes thousands of consumer products from drugs
to hardware, from clothing to cars. You're sure of
having listeners when you're on WBNS because WBNS
carries all 20 top-rated programs, day and night.

MM

Latest Hooper Report shows WBNS with the highest
number of listeners in every rated period but one! You
get more listeners per dollar than on any other local
station. For rates and time availabilities, write or
call your John Blair representative.

CENTRAL

OHIO'S

ONLY

CBS

OUTLET
PLUS
WELD-FM
Ask John Blair

POWER

34

WBNS

•

5000 - WELD 53,000 - COLUMBUS,
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In Northern
MORE

PEOPLE

California
LISTEN
than

— more

to any

often

other

radio

— to

KNBC

station

KNBC's 50,000 watt Non-Directional transmitter
reaches all the markets of Northern California . . .
KNBC has the biggest and most loyal audience in
the San Francisco-Oakland Metropolitan Market — the
seventh largest, fastest-growing major market in America.
And as a plus, KNBC penetrates all the rich, fast-growing markets
throughout Northern California, plus markets like StocktonModesto, Ukiah-Mendocino, Napa-Santa Rosa, Santa Cruz-Monterey,
Sacramento, San Jose-Santa Clara, and Eureka-Humboldt County.
ONLY KNBC can reach all these markets — in one, big
economical package. KNBC sales reps will show you how. . .
KNBC

delivers MORE PEOPLE (in one package!)—at LESS COST per thousand — than any
other advertising medium in Northern California.

PLUS-Market Case History
Ukiah-Mendocino County
• Population — 40,596, an increase of 45.7%
from 1940 to 1950
• Effective Buying lncome"-$49,178,000, an
increase of 180.9%
• Retail Sales* -$36,056,000, up 219.6%
• KNBC Audience — week after week, over
4/5 of the radio families in this market
listen regularly to KNBC
*So/es Management's 7 95? Survey of Buying Power

Northern California's NO. 1 Advertising Medium
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
San Francisco
50,000 Watts -680 K.C.
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NARBA GROUP
Named on Capitol Hill
FAINT glimmer of hope that the
Senate may yet act on ratification
of the North American Regional
Broadcast Agreement treaty arose
last week as the Foreign Relations
Committee named a three-man subcommittee to study the proposed
pact.
President Truman sent the new
treaty, signed last fall by five
signatory nations, to the Senate
last February urging "favorable
consideration" [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Feb. 5, et seq.]. The
pact had been gathering dust in
the intervening months until last
week.
Chairman Pat McCarran (D-Nev.)
of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee Friday appointed a
three-man group consisting of Sen.
Theodore Green (D-R.I.) as chairman, and Sens. Bourke Hicken-

MODEL
FILM

S5

looper (R-Iowa) and John Sparkman (D-Ala.).
Despite this move, any hope for
early action in this session of
Congress appeared extremely remote. Sens. Green and Sparkman,
contacted by Broadcasting • Telecasting, showed no disposition for
early consideration.
Hearing Necessary
Hearings are deemed a virtual
necessity in view of the controversial nature of the treaty. Both
Senators noted approaching Senate
recess, tentatively set for about
Oct. 15.
Sen. Green said he is not familiar
with the terms of the pact, which
was signed by five North American
nations after protracted negotiations antedated the fall of 1949.
Sen. Sparkman said while he was
cognizant of some of the problems
involved, there seemed to be little
hope it would be ratified this year.
He added that he has been appraised of its terms by certain

SYNCHRONOUS

RECORDER

AND

stations in his home state (Alabama). Sen. Hickenlooper could
not be reached for comment.
One of the prime movers behind
the bid for ratification — and a chief
supporter of the FCC and State
Dept. on the treaty — is E. B.
Craney of the Pacific Northwest
"XL" stations. The Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service has spearheaded the drive to defeat ratification, claiming that rural radio
areas would suffer from a breakdown of the clear channels.
Compton to State Dept.
DR. WILSON M. COMPTON, retiring president of Washington
State College, last week was appointed by the State Dept. as staff
director of the U. S. Advisory Commission on Information. Members
of this committee include Judge
Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman, and Philip D. Reed, board
chairman, General Electric Co.

MAGNETIC
REPRODUCER

The STANCIL-HOFFMAN Synchronous...
Magnetic . . . Sprocket Film Recorder insures
for 16 mm film production ... 35 mm SOUND
FIDELITY plus . . . MAGNETIC TAPE convenience
... at 16 mm PRODUCTION COSTS.
This remarkable S5 Recorder may be ordered
for either 16 mm or 17.5 mm film.
The S5 Recorder is designed for either portable
use (as illustrated) or rack mounting
for permanent placement.

STANCIL-HOFFMAN Synchronous
equipment has been field tested and
proven by extensive use throughout the world
Over 2 1 60 foot film capacity, or a full hour
of 1 6 mm recording.
Available with both a synchronous drive
motor and an interlock motor, either motor
used selectively.
The mechanical filter system uses TWO fly
wheels in a balanced tight loop, providing
flutterless operation.
Complete relay control permitting remote
operation from any number of positions.
Instead of gears, uses a unique silent chain
drive which requires NO maintenance.

STANCH
1016 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
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COMR. HENNOCK
Hearing Set Sept. 27
THE LONG-DELAYED hearing or
the nomination of Comr. Frieda
Hennock, nominated by President
Truman to a federal judgeship ii
New York's southern district, wih
be held before the Senate Judiciarv
Committee this Thursday.
The meeting will be held in executive session before the full committee and Chairman Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), instead of a subcommittee as originally planned
The hearing will be held in Room
424 of the Senate Office Bldg.
While the identity of witnesses
appearing on behalf of and in opposition to Comr. Hennock was not
revealed by the committee, it was
expected many groups would testify. High on the list offering support are numerous
women's
organizations, all of which
notified
the
committee of their endorsements.
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy and
Comr. Paul A. Walker may appear
from the Commission. Mr. Coy,
who will be out of Washington
early this week, is expected to return in time to appear.
Three Oppose
Organizations which plan to send
representatives to the hearing remained a closely-guarded committee secret last week. It was anticipated the committee will receive
testimony from at least one of the
major bar groups, three of which
have expressed opposition to the
nomination. They are the New
York City Bar Assn., American
Bar Assn. and New York County
Lawyers Assn.
On the other hand, Comr. Hennock has the unqualified support
of the New York Women's Bar
Assn., Business and Professional
Women's Clubs and the General
Federation of Women's Clubs. The
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
also tendered its endorsement.
If approved by the Senate Judiciary Committee and confirmed
by the Senate, Comr. Hennock
would succeed Judge Alfred C.
Coxe,as retired.
Comr.expires
Hennock's
term
Commissioner
June
30, 1955. The judgeship term is for
life.
Stewart

WRITE

FOR DESCRIPTIVE

BROCHURE

HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

to WMIE

APPOINTMENT of A. Jack Stewart, radio veteran, as general manager of WMIE Miami, Fla., was
announced last week by the Sun
Coast Broadcasting Corp., owner of
the station. Mr. Stewart succeeds Robert G. Venn, who resigned. Meanwhile FCC decision
is awaited as to whether majority
holdings in the station will be
sold to ex-Gov. E. D. Rivers Sr.
for $220,000 by Arthur B. McBride
and his associate, Daniel Sherby.
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 10].
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Another

for

the

service

nation's

. . and

helped

radio

build

Radio, traditional aid to distribution, can be mighty
helpful in production as well!
In times of national emergency, that's important.
Take this example. The shipbuilding industry, so
often neglected in years of peace, is pressed for maximum production when war clouds appear. Overnight,
labor recruiting for shipyards becomes a major problem.
To get quick action, one big yard recently turned
to radio. Sun Shipbuilding Company, Chester, Pa.,
placed a series of programs five nights weekly, midnight
to 1 AM, on Philadelphia's 50,000-watt KYW. Announcements sought both routine skilled workers and
hard-to-get specialists, such as marine draftsmen and
loftsmen.
Results? A letter from Sun's agency (Benjamin

WedfataAoude
SERVING
WBZ

WBZA

KYW

KDKA

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except

2ROADCASTING

Telelecastir g

her!

Eshleman Company) speaks for itself. "We have, as
expected, received many responses from KYWs regular coverage area., and also from Canada and many
cities west of the Mississippi. We are able to get Sun
Ship's story into industrial areas, and interest workers
there in the benefits that can be found at Sun. We
are enclosing signed contracts for renewal and hope
that response continues. If past performances are any
indication, it will."
This unusual program typifies the ability of radio,
a mass medium, to help industry solve specialized
problems in the nation's interest. Each Westinghouse
radio station . . in Boston, in Springfield, in Philadelphia, inPittsburgh, in Ft. Wayne, and in Portland . .
is determined to make this help just as effective as
possible.

Radio25

ship

Statumd

9 no

MILLION
WOWO
for WBZ-TV;

KEX
for WBZ-TV,

WBZ-TV
NBC

Spot Sales
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FCC as of August 31 follows:
measurements."
In this advertisement, Stanley G.
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fm
tv
Pointing out that Dr. Chappel
Breyer, commercial
manager
of
Total authorized
2397 656
108
is well.equipped for his task, Mr
KJBS, called for an evaluation of
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between
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ton Seropan, KLX.
■ iy419 'p
ings and Pulse, Mr. Hooper feels
incidental and Audimeter coincifollowing
issued
The group
statement
after
the the
meeting:
dentals and the lack of agreement
it will produce about the same
"We
endorse the action the of either with the roster recall as answer as a new study — and save
MBS-MGM
Plan
Hooper organization is taking to
(D proof of the Hooperatings ac- the industry its expenditure. (Cnvthn.eJ rW, ™n<> ?o
establish the comparative accuracy
curacy and (2) of the inaccuracy
He explained that the Hooper
.
,
and MGM will be shared by thi
telephone coincidental ratings were
of Pulse."
of two local rating services —
verified by Nielsen Audimeter co- tw0 companies.
\
a
t> a
If conHooperatings and Pulse.
The Plan was Presented to thincidentals.
firmed by the Chappell analysis Produce Same Answer
now in progress, we accept the evi- Although the proposed work of He asserted "it will then follow MAAC in a two-day meeting am
Presiden
Wednesday
announced
dence of consistent, positive cor- Dr. Chappell will analyze past rat- that when Pulse roster-recall is Frank
White.
Resultingby from
pro
tracted efforts by Mutual to wor
out a programming arrangement o
this or similar nature, the projecl
according to Mr. White, is aimed a
three targets:
"(1) To strengthen our evenin;
program schedule substantially
(2) to make Mutual competitiv
with the various types of 'spot cai
rier' plans now offered by all othe
networks, and (3) most importan
of all, to achieve both of these oh
jectives in the way which woul
best protect the interests of ou
Mr. White, who notified affiliate
of the plan in a conference cai
stations."
said
Mutual officials "are confiden
that the plan will receive the sam
enthusiastic endorsement from th
stations as it has received toda;
from their representatives on th
Advisory
He said Committee."
that "the fact that w
have been able to create such i
plan
in cooperation
wit"
its vast
knowledgewith
of MGM
entertain
ment values and top talent is es
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pecially
gratifying
Although
details toof us."
the multiple
sponsorship sales offer were no
revealed, Mr. White said he fel
they "will prove attractive to na
tional
advertisers" when they ar
made known.
Shows Will Be Recorded
All of the MGM Radio Attrac
tions programs produced for MB I
will be transcribed. Though i
first appeared that some conflic
might arise from the fact tha
Mutual and MGM Radio Attrac
tions are allied with different Nev
York stations— WOR and WMGM
respectively — authorities appeare>
confident this point would b
worked out satisfactorily. Thi
was taken to mean that, at least a
the outset, some of the program:
might be carried on both stations.
Principal negotiators in the dea
were MBS Board Chairman Thorn
as F. O'Neil, who has long en
visioned and sought a progran
arrangement of comparable nature
and President White, and, foi
MGM, Bertram Lebhar Jr., WMGM
BROADCASTING
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Radio
Radio is the top favorite in
Birmingham. For example,
quarter-hour sets-in-use figures
averaged 24.9 last Winter —
well above the major market
(Multi-Pulse) average.

still
Still far out in front in Birmingham radio, WAPI has two-anda-half times as many weekly
quarter-hour "firsts" as the next
station . . . 75% more than all
other stations combined.

favorite
Favorite not only for CBS shows
but for its local programs as
well, WAPI broadcasts all of
the top 15, and 18 out of the
top 20 quarter-hours available
for local sale, Monday-Friday.

SO
So it goes. WAPI has 8 of the
top 10 newscasts, 8 of the top 10
disc jockey quarter-hours, Monday-Friday, all of the top 10
regular locally-programmed Saturday quarter-hours.

is
Is your eye on the New South?
Then look first at highly industrialized, booming Birmingham. For the story on Birmingham's most effective sales
medium, call Radio Sales or . . .
Source:

Pulse, Sept. 1950-Apr. 1951

WAPI
"The Voice of Alabama"
Birmingham
CBS Radio Network
Represented by Radio Sales
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0pen
NS
EFFECT
of the SE
cold war
on na-IO
SS
Research
ANA
final
talk. Corp., will give the day's
tional economy and especially upon
advertising will be the keynote of
Tuesday morning will feature
the Assn. of National Advertisers
two concurrent sessions — one on
durable and the other on consumer
in its 42nd annual meeting in New
York starting today (Monday).
Advertisers will be joined by
Program for the durable goods
goods.
meeting
includes a panel, offered
agencies tomorrow afternoon, and
media will be included in the ses- by the Advertising Council and the
sions starting tomorrow evening.
ANA, to show how advertising can
Leo Cherne of the Research In- help management solve community
stitute of America will make the and employe relations problems.
Consumer goods session will
opening address: "What The Advertising Man Can Expect in the start after a slide film, used by
Business Situation in the Year
Miles Labs, showing how the comAhead." He will be followed by
pany overcomes product substituPhilip W. Pillsbury, president of
tion by retailers. Message impact
the Pillsbury Mills, who will discuss
will be analyzed by Clifford Parsells, research director for the Ted
concepts behind long-run profits
secured through advertising. AnBates Co., and Russell G. Partridge,
drew Heiskell, publisher of Life advertising manager for the United
Fruit Co., will explain how adverMagazine, will ask "Is Reading
Obsolete?" when he examines
tising can stray from the usual
techniques for greater effect. Don
competition for consumers' leisure
time, and Sam Thurm, Young & Hause of Armour & Co. will exRubicam director of Media research,
plain an ANA survey among sales
will query, "What's Ahead in forces, and Percy Whiting, vice
president of the Dale Carnegie InMonday afternoon sessions will
stitution, will speak on "Are SalesMedia?"
be
devoted to ANA business and
men
Really
Getting Your Story?"
elections as well as a report on
What the retailer expects from the
manufacturer
will be considered by
members' advertising • plans for
1952. Discussion of the ANA third
M. B. Hirsch, merchandising manradio report will probably occur
ager of John Shillito Co., Cincinduring this session [Broadcasting
nati department store, to conclude
the session.
• Telecasting, Sept. 17]. Horace
Schwerin, president of Schwerin
Tuesday afternoon will be given
over to the agency-advertiser marriage clinic. Earle Ludgin, president of Earle Ludgin & Co., and
In Public Interest
William N. Connolly of S. C. Johnson & Son Inc. will discuss agency
Milk Fund Show
and advertiser attitudes, respectively. "What The Public Thinks
GEARED to repeat success of last
of
Our
Ads" will dramatize conyear's simulcast by KPIX (TV)
sumer attitudes, with discussion by
and KSFO (AM) San Francisco
Everett Smith of the Wage Earner
was airing of Saints and Sinners
Milk Fund Revue last Friday, 9 Forum and Dr. Henry C. Link of
p.m. Program raised funds for the Psychological Corp. Afternoon
meetings will end with a report on
undernourished and needy children.
the AAAA special committee on improving advertising content, chairLost & Found Dept.
maned by George Reeves of J.
KLRA Little Rock established conWalter Thompson, and a speech on
tact and gave important news to a advertising regulations by Louis
couple motoring
"somewhere"
Arkansas.
The station
received ina
long-distance phone call from Alcorn, Iowa, asking for aid in locating Mr. and Mrs. John Larsen to tell
them of two deaths in the family.
KLRA broadcast the license number and description of the automobile at 4:55 p.m. At 5:03 p.m. Mr.
Larsen phoned the station. A service station attendant had been listening to the broadcast when the
Larsen's drove in for gas.
Reports Local Issues
WDSU Reports, featuring Bill
Monroe, veteran reporter, begun
by WDSU New Orleans to present
facts of important local issues.
First program last Friday, called
"Angola Story," gave conditions
at the State Penitentiary. Voices
of convicts, nurse, ex-inmates and
two members of the Citizen's Investigating Committee were heard.

in New York Todav
Brockway, executive vice president
of Young & Rubicam.
After the annual dinner Tuesday
night, Dr. Roy V. Peel, Director of
the U. S. Census Bureau, will interpret the 1950 Census in advertising and marketing terms Wednesday morning. Marion Harper
Jr., president of McCann-Erickson,
will analyze growing expenditures,
increasing advertising messages
directed toward the consumer, and
the need for greater reliability in
research data.
Dick Hottelet, CBS-Radio correspondent in Germany, will fly in to
report on Russian thinking, and a
Defense Dept. film will show results of communist youth festivals
in Europe. Fairfax Cone, president of Foote, Cone & Belding, will
discuss how to combat propaganda.
Closing luncheon Wednesday
noon will feature C. D. Jackson,
publisher of Fortune Magazine, on
leave with the Committee For a
Free Europe, who will outline how
U. S. communications have pierced
the Iron Curtain.
N. J. AWARDS
'Best- Shows' Honored
FIVE AWARDS were to be given
at the New Jersey State Fair yesterday (Sunday) to radio stations
in
the
for "best shows" in
several state
categories.
Carl Mark, president of the New
Jersey Broadcasters Assn., sponsor
of the awards, announced winners
last week: WNJR Newark, for best
public service broadcasts with its
reporting of the Newark explosions
last summer; WTTM Trenton, for
best women's show, Meet Mary
with Mary Wilson; WCTC New
Brunswick, for best morning show
with its daily farm bulletin pro- ^
gram and for the best sports show |
with its Little League; WJLK Asbury Park, for the best news show
with its coverage of the Woodbridge train disaster.

I RON RITE Inc., Mt. Clemens, Mich., signs to sponsor Hollywood Screen Test
over the ABC TV network a second year, with these officials on hand: (I to r)
Clarke Wilmot, account executive of Brooke, Smith French & Dorrance; Wally
Duncan, ABC TV network; W. R. Dabney, Ironrite vice president, and Hal
Biddle, Ironrite general sales manager.
BROADCASTING
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AS MANY AS 12 GUITARS are heard playing
simultaneously on Les Paul's recordings,
and Les is playing them all! Thanks to
tape recording, every note reproduces with
uniform clarity: high fidelity remains
through the long series of re-recordings
involved in creating the "New Sound."

Les

Paul

takes

to

Inventor

FLUFF-PROOF SHOWS are guaranteed with tape.
Careful editing and dubbing produce smoothlypaced programs every time. All the equipment
you need for tight, noisefree splices is scissors and
"Scotch" Splicing Tape!

ON-THE-SPOT INTERVIEWS, remote pick-ups are
simplified with tape. No more complicated arrangements and expensive line charges; tape goes
everywhere, hears everything. Portable batteryoperated units enable you to make pick-ups that
would be impossible with other recording methods.

Tape's faultless reproduction and
matchless ease of handling make it the
ideal recording medium. You can dub into
it, cut out unwanted portions, splice
recordings together, lift passages back and
forth from tape to tape while retaining

PRODUCTION PROBLEMS are easily
tape. Program changes can be made
in without re-assembling the entire
can be recorded a portion at a time;
can't ruin an expensive production.

solved with
and dubbed
cast; shows
minor flaws

sensational

"New

Sound"

combines

secret

guitar

technique

with

Les Paul's weirdly wonderful recordings are the result of a skilful mating of
inventive musicianship with the electronic
marvels of tape recording. How he does
it is a mystery even to veteran engineers,
but Les is enthusiastic in crediting tape
recording with making his unique recordings possible.

of

tape

tape

recording

amazingly high fidelity. Tape recordings
can be made anywhere ... in the studio,
on the street, in subways, elevators, moving vehicles.
Fidelity remains through thousands of
playings, and the same tape may be reused any number of times (each recording
automatically erases the preceding one).
Want more tips about the program
improvements, easy scheduling, simplified
studio operations you can enjoy with tape?
Write Dept. BT-91, Minnesota Mining &
Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn., and we'll have
a representative give you the whole story.

IMPORTANT: There's more than one brand of
sound
tape. tape
Insistthat
on the
brand, recording
the lubricated
gives"SCOTCH"
matchless
fidelity, clarity of reproduction, freedom, from
distortion. Used by all major networks and recording companies.

Made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn., also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized
Coating, "Scotchlite"
Sheeting,New"SafetySurfacing,
"3M" Mining
Abrasives,
Adhesives.
Minn. Mining & Mfg. Co.,
International
Division, Reflective
270 Park Avenue,
York Walk"
17, N. Y.Non-slip
In Canada:
Minnesota
& Mfg."3M"
of Canada,
Ltd., General
London, Export:
Canada.
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T he Fort Industry Company
announce

the appointment

& Company

Wheeling,

ginia, effective October
CBS

of John Blair

as National

tives of WWVA,

WWVA,

is pleased to

RepresentaWest

Vir-

1st, 1951.

affiliate operating on 50,000

watts, 1170 kilocycles, has long been known

to

astute advertisers for its coverage in Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia . . . and for the selling power
of its top-grade, geared-to-the-audience,

locally pro-

duced programs.
This specialized programming

presents entertain-

ment which is different from that offered by most
stations. As a result WWVA
audience

throughout

has created a mass

the eastern United

States —

an audience which enjoys WWVA's programs and
has no difficulty in hearing this 50,000 watt station.
For example, the "WWVA
Jamboree" heard on Saturday
night blankets the country from Ohio to Maine to South Carolina.
For sixteen years the mail response has proved beyond doubt that this
program

is more
Worth

national than local in its coverage.

investigating? Call your John Blair man

today.

& COMPANY
REPRESENTING

CHICAGO
• NEW
SAN FRANCISCO

LEADING

RADIO

YORK
• ST. LOUIS
.
LOS ANGELES

•
.

STATIONS

DETROIT
DALLAS

You

Can

Central

Cover
New

the

York

Rich
Market

with
| \ fRANKHN \

ST. LAWRENCE 1

Radio

19

Station*
JEFFERSON

HAMILTON \

LEWIS
54

1 38

OSWEGO

TOMPKINS
SCHUYLER
12

york-

37

28

Nighttime

WSYR
Station

) SCHOHARIE

14
DELAWARE

~! CHEMUNG TtIOGA
BMB

HERKIMER | FULTON

88
| »««!,»<
/ OTSEGO
1
>
CORTLAND |CHENANGO ' // . .

35

YATES

50

V\new

SENECA

BROOME
Audience

Families

214,960
A—

station

164,720

B

Station

148,340
C

Station

76,920
B

68,970

ACUSE
570 KC
WSYR — AM-FM-TV — The Only Complete
.
Broadcast Institution in Central New York
NBC A ffiliate • Headley-Reed, National Representatives
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
and Bactine as well.
Hand in hand with growth of the
firm, Mr. Clancy asserts, has been
its use of advertising, the major
portion of which is radio. Employing ageneral advertising policy of "truth without exaggeration," Miles used its first radio
in 1933 with a local program and
hasn't retired from the air since.
During that time the radio appropriation has been increased until now 80% of the total budget of
over $1 million goes to radio programming and spot announcements
on the West Coast. Balance goes
to other media.
Inevitably inserting itself into
the advertising picture is television, now being used by Miles on
an experimental basis. TV next
year will consume about 25% of
the radio budget.
Currently on the air for Miles
California Co. under Mr. Clancy's
supervision are, for Alka-Seltzer :
Alka-Seltzer Newspaper of the Air
on 45 Don Lee stations twice daily,
six times a week; 71 chainbreaks
weekly on 15 California and northwestern -stations; for Nervine,
about 50 chainbreaks weekly on 10
stations in the same area.
On television for Alka-Seltzer is
the Newspaper of the Air on
KNBH (TV) Los Angeles, now
three nights weekly and to go five
nights weekly Oct. 1; for One-ADay Vitamins and Bactine, five
participations weekly each on
KLAC-TV Los Angeles plus three
weekly spots on KRON-TV and
KPIX (TV) San Francisco and
KING-TV Seattle.
Geoffrey Wade Adv. handles the
firm's advertising.
Miles is now seeking television
programs
for next
year's toplacement. Although,
according
Mr.
Clancy, radio is now doing a better
job on the Pacific Coast than television, an increase in the number
of TV sets and stations in that
area will effect a great change.
For television, he asserts, is one
of the "most effective advertisingan the
example
of TV's
powerof
he Ascites
increase
in sales
23%
in the two-month period since
media."
the Alka-Seltzer Newspaper of the
Air was put on television.
Frank Gilbert Clancy was born
in Newburgh, Ontario (Canada).
His decision to go into the drug
business was made early.
After schooling in Newburgh, he
studied pharmacy at the U. of
Toronto and was graduated in 1908
with eloranof Pharmacy).
impressive PHMB (Bach-

other man, the drug importing
firm of A. W. Young & Co. In 191 ]
the development of World War
cut off imports and the firm foun<
itself out of business.
Later that year Mr. Clanc:
joined the Princess Pat (light in
fantry) division of the Canadiai
Army. After almost five year;
overseas he was out of the servic*
and back to the importing business
This time he joined the Breretoi
Importing Co., operating out o
Vancouver and Portland, Ore. Ii
1923 the firm suffered a fate sim
ilar to that of his former partner
ship as import tariffs rose too higl
for its budget.
At that point he deserted Canad;
for
the Co.,
U. S.,
the in
Brunswig
Drug.
Losjoining
Angeles,
charg< '
of city orders. Four years later
a friend who was Miles Labs' Wes
Coast salesman, was retiring fron
his job on doctor's orders and sug
gested that Mr. Clancy apply. Be |
fore he could get his applicatioi
filled out, Miles' sales manager haci
come to Los Angeles and signer
him for the job.
In that post he practically covered the West single-handed. H<
saw to it people were suppliec
with Alka-Seltzer from the Pacific
Ocean on one side to Amarillc
(Tex.) on the other, and vertically
from the Oregon to the Mexicar
border.
In 1931 he opened up the Miles
California Co.
Mrs. Clancy is the former Editli
E. File, whom he met in England
during his war service. They live
in San Marino, near Pasadena.
Calif.
Mr. Clancy's main hobby centers
on two Scotch terriers, Sandra and
Wendy.
His sole club affiliation is the
Los Angeles Athletic Club. Golf
is his pet sport — work, home, Sandra and Wendy permitting.

NEW COMIC AWARD
Auditions Slated Oct. 6
AUDITIONS for the Jimmy
Durante New Comic Award will
be held Oct. 3 by the Gagwriters
Institute Comedy Development
Center at Malin Studios, 225 W.
46th St., N. Y. Mr. Durante has
been invited to attend.
Competitions will be held
through 1951 with the award to be
presented to "The Most Deserving Young Comic" in January.
Arrowhead

Names

APPOINTMENT of George P.
Hollingbery
as sales representative of the Co.
six-station
Arrowhead
Network, effective Oct. 1, has been
announced by W. C. Bridges, general manager of the regional group.
Stations and their national network affiliation are: WISC (ABC)
His first paying job was with
the Tamblyn Drug Store, Toronto,
Madison, Wis.; WJMC (MBS)
where he turned in 16 hours of Rice Lake, Wis.; WEAU (NBC)
work a day, seven days a week for Eau Claire, Wis.; WHLB (NBC)
Virginia. Minn.; WMFG (NBC)
$87.50 per month.
Hibbing, Minn., and WEBC (NBC)
Two years later he left for VanDuluth, Minn.
couver, B. C. to form, with anTelecasting
BROADCASTING

taxes

Corporation

affect

I

you,

too

!

I

il

k
1* Most of us figure that corporation taxes are
someone else's problem. Maybe that's because we
never pay them directly. Actually, we all pay
some corporation taxes indirectly — in the price
of things we buy. But there's more involved in
corporation taxes than just paying them. Here's
an example:

3* If we added only 2 or 3 cars to our American total each year this wouldn't present any
problem. But last year we added almost 3 million. Naturally the oil companies, big and little,
are always happy to build the new facilities that
these new customers require. For it means new
business.

2* The average U. S. automobile uses 648 gallons of gasoline per year. So for each new car
that is added to the American total, some American oil company has to invest about $521 in new
facilities.* It takes approximately that much today in producing, refining and distributing
equipment to supply the additional gasoline.

* Sources: 0. 1. 1. C, "Report on Supply and Demand of Oil Products in 1951"
A. P. I., "Petroleum Facts and Figures," 1950

4» At Union Oil, for example, we plan to spend
$60 million in refinery improvements alone during
the next 4 years. For our economists estimate
that we will need 23% more capacity by 1960 to
meet our customers' needs. But here's the rub:
Traditionally, about 80% of American oil companies' expansion has been financed out of profits.

5* Today those profits are being taxed at such
a high rate, this expansion may be seriously curtailed. In fact, it might be slowing down already.
Certainly, if taxes are raised much higher, two
things
will tohappen:
There won't
be enough
profits left
finance (1)
additional
facilities;
(2) the
earnings of oil companies— and all U.S. corporations—won't be high enough to attract new
capital for the purpose.

INIOl

OIL
OF

BROADCASTING

6* Without either profits or new capital, expansion ofall U. S. corporations will simply have
to stop. If that happens the whole nation's economic growth will be stunted — and your sta ndard of living (along with everyone else's) will
steadily decline. So corporation taxes aren't just
"someone else's problem." They affect each
individual in the nation, too.

COMPMI

CALIFORNIA.

INCORPORATED
IN CALIFORNIA,
OCTOBER
17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how a nd why American business funct ions. We hope you'll feel
free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
Manufacturers of Royal Triton, the amazing purple motor oil
• Telecasting
September 24, 1951
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Y
ORAR
Some of the 150 stations still on
ment because of the study.
TEMPPROCESS
WHITTLING
has beHorse race program inquiry was
temporary license have been in that
gun on 200-odd stations that have
touched off when the Commission
uncertain state for a long time.
long been
on
FCC's
temporary
license list.
One station has not had its li- voted last year to revoke the license of WTUX Wilmington, Del.,
cense renewed for a year — alEarnest of FCC's intent to clean
though it has been getting the because its race track results alup what everyone agrees has been
legedly were being used for gamusual 90-day extensions of tema messy situation was apparent
porary licenses.
bling
purposes
•
late last month when the CommisTelecasting,
Oct.[Broadcasting
16, 1950].
What hurts broadcasters who
sion renewed on a regular basis the
WTUX appealed for reconsiderlicenses of some 50 AM stations
are tarred with the "unrespectable"
brush of temporary license status
ation of the FCC's action and the
and 17 FM stations [Broadcasting
petition still is pending.
is
a
plain
dollars
and
cents
fact:
• Telecasting, Sept. 3].
Early in 1951, the Commission
Competitors use their technically
Next batch is to be cleaned up
sent out a questionnaire to all sta"uncertain" status to sell against
Nov. 1. Major group is to be taken
them.
tions asking detailed information
"off the hook" Dec. 1, an informed
on
the
broadcasting of racing reTo a few, this stigma has acFCC source indicated last week.
sults. Replies were requested by
tually translated into loss of inFeb. 12 casting,
[Broadcasting
• TeleReasons for the long delay in come.
Jan. 15].
Of the 150-odd stations still on
clearing up the temporary license
As of this writing, no further
situation are two, according to an temporary license, some 40 are FM
move
has been made by the FCC,
stations,
only
four
are
TV
stations.
FCC staff executive: (1) Reorgannor
have
any answers to the quesization of the broadcast staff of
Reasons for the abnormal numtionnaires been made public.
ber of stations on temporary status
the Commission, which was comNext sizable number of stations
pleted only during the last six are several.
weeks; (2) lack of personnel —
The Commission's inquiry into on temporary license are those inbound to get worse, incidentally,
the broadcasting of horse race re- study. volved in the FCC's anti-trust
with a 10% reduction required by
sults is a primary reason. The
Although the Commission last
new Congressional legislation
largest number of stations on temMarch decided not to set a general
[Closed Circuit, Sept. 17].
porary license are in that predicapolicy respecting licensees or applicants who have been cited for
Advertisement
anti-trust violations but to take

HOW

DO

ON

YOU

How can an independent AM
radio station pull such a huge
audience against all major netcompetition?
That'sbuta
familiarwork
question
to WIRC,
always a good one . . . because
our 42.6%
average
audience
delivers
more share-oflisteners
per dollar than any other competing station. In fact, WIRC
delivers this multitude of loyal,
responsive, money - spending
Carolina Tar Heels at costs as
low as 24.6 cents per thousand.
Unbelievable? No . . . not
when you see our 1950 audience
survey report and accompanying
cost - per - thousand listeners
breakdown, the latest data available on our $267.5 million market .. . with 114,866 radio homes.
But, HOW do we do it? Well
it's
though not easy.
withsimple,
PROGRAMMING
— It's
the
kind of tailor-made, sparkling,
imaginative programming that
requires hard work from everyone on WIRC's smart staff.
(Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 10, Page 46). Major ingredients: on-the-spot area news
coverage thrice daily to supplement the AP; the music most
Tar Heels want to hear WHEN
they want it, and such fascinating live shows as "Swap Shop,"
"Woman's World," "Stork
Club" and "Lillie Anne," which
features a picturesque girl hillbilly disc jockey.
We do it with coverage, too.
A combination of frequency
(630) and power (1,000) gives
us the strongest station between
Page 46 " •
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EARTH

DO

IT?

Charlotte and Winston-Salem on
one side, and Asheville on the
other. After you've bought those
three markets, you still have a
hole between them. But, WIRC
can fill the gap, and fill it completely and effectively. Completely with our dominating signal strength . . . and effectively
with our commonsense programming, which results in proven
audience.
When
you're
buying youa schedule in North
Carolina,
might
not even consider Hickory as a
market in itself. Hickory, however, is just a "jumping off
place" for WIRC. Our primary
signal blankets 9 counties, a
large part of which cannot be
effectively covered by any other
station. Asheville, Winston-Salem and Charlotte are all within
our 0.1 rav/m contour, plus
healthy segments of Virginia,
Tennessee and South Carolina.
So, we suggest you buy good
stations in Chai-lotte, WinstonSalem and Asheville; then add
WIRC for a small additional
amount of money. Thus, your
coverage picture of Piedmont
and Western North Carolina is
absolutely, geographically complete, without any holes in your
primary,
intense coverage picture.
Our Representative, Joseph
Hershey McGillvra, Inc., will be
glad to tell you more about
WIRC, serving North Carolina's
Piedmont from strategicallylocated Hickory.

them up on a case-by-case basis
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
April 2], the FCC still has to clear
a number of big-name broadcasters.
These include Westinghouse and
General Electric stations.
The Paramount-DuMont stations
— which also were placed on temporary license in view of the former's involvement in the celebrated
motion picture anti-trust suit — are
now set for hearing on that question, as well as on questions of
movie and radio-TV competition,
etc. [Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 3, Aug. 20, 13].
Situation in FM
A sizable block of FM stations
are on temporary status pending
the outcome of the FCC's study of
"special services."
The functional music study was
begun early this year when the
Commission queried four FM stations, implying "planned programming" might be considered nonbroadcasting as well as a delegation of licensee responsibilities
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
March 12, Feb. 5].
Transitcasting is not an issue
in the FCC's temporary license
policies at the present time. The
question is now before the Supreme
Court on a writ of certiorari from
the U.S. Court of Appeals for D. C.
decision outlawing "announcements" [Broadcasting® Telecasting, Sept. 3, Aug. 13].
The report on functional music is
expected to be issued shortly by
FCC.
By far the largest number of
stations on temporary license are
in that position because of a host
of minor reasons. These include
such things as complaints from la-

bor unions, attacks on programs oi
program policies by citizens, engi 1
neering problems, lack of or incom
plete financial data or other required reports.
The number of stations in the
twilight zone of license status is
not the highest ever — although the
FCC staff acknowledges it is much
more than is good for the industry
or its own administrative pride.
The highest number of stations
on temporary licenses was during
Blue Book days in 1946. At that
time, between 400 and 500 stations
were on temporary license.
Even as late as the beginning of
this year, many more than the 150
remaining on temporary license
were in that state. That was due
to the FCC's anti-trust policy
study. A number were renewed
for the regular period shortly after
the Commission's decision to take
basis.
the question up on a case-by-case

SIMONS NAMED
Vice President of Blair
ELECTION of David N. Simmons
as a vice president of John Blair
& Co., New York, radio station
representative, was announced last
week
dent. by Richard D. Buckley, presiMr. Simmons,

*jj
Mr. Simmons

Francisco offices
of
agencies,
but
contact
withdirect
ma_
will have

jor advertisers as his principal assignment.
Entering radio in 1929 with KLZ
Denver, Mr. Simmons since then
has participated in all phases of
programming, production and sales
with KLZ Denver, KSOO Sioux
Falls, S. D., KDYL Salt Lake City,
KSJO San Jose, Calif., and KNBC
San Francisco.
Mr. Simmons' appointment, it
was pointed out, is in line with recent changes and expansion within
the Blair organization.
NATIONAL NIELSEN* RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town,
Farm and Urban Homes — and including
Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
Extra-Week, August 12-18, 1951
Once-a-Week HOMES %
RANK Evening,
PROGRAM
1 Romance (CBS)
6.8
2 Mr. & Mrs. North (CBS)
6.6
3 Dr. Christian (CBS)
6.S
4 FBI in Peace nnd War (CBS) 6.3
5 Big Story (NBC)
6.1
6 Dragnet (NBC)
5.8
7 Pursuit (CBS)
5.6
8 Philip Morris Playhouse (CBS) 5.6
9 The Bickersons (NBC)
5.3
10 Big Town (NBC)
5.3
NOTE: Number of homes is obtained by apthe "NIEISEN-RATING"
(%) toUnited
41,903,000
—plyingthe
1951 estimate of Total
States Radio
Homes.
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes.
Copyrigh 1951 by A. C. NIELSEN Co.
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NEWS

AUTOMATIC

AND

"PUSH-BUTTON"

PLANTS

VIEWS

PREPARE

COAL

OF

FOR

COAL

MARKET.

Modern coal-preparation plants very nearly approach the ideal of automatic push-button
factories. At the touch of a button coal flows into these plants and through complex
machinery where it is cleaned, sized, graded, and treated. In one such plant, recently
completed and costing several million dollars, a force of only 18 men can turn out 650
tons of scientifically-prepared coal per hour! Today 40% of the raw coal from America's
mines is prepared to meet industry's specifications before it goes to market.
COAL

RESEARCH

AIDS FARMERS.

In an industry-wide research program coal companies have developed a portable heater
especially designed to cure farm crops right in the bam. The heater blows streams of
warm air through newly harvested crops, enabling the farmer to dry them quickly and
avoid costly loss through moisture damage. The development of this new coal heater is
good news to farmers because it will be much safer and less expensive to operate than
similar gas or oil heaters.
MINERAL

SUFFICIENCY

GROWING

ONLY

IN SULPHUR,

SALT, AND

COAL.

Of all the important industrial metals and minerals mined in America, the nation's selfsufficiency is increasing only in three major fields— sulphur, salt, and coal. So says a recent
report by Secretary of the Interior, Chapman. This means that of all the fuels, coal is the
only one that has been able to keep pace with growing demand. And because coal is so
abundant, America will remain self-sufficient in this basic fuel for many hundreds of
years to come.
PER-CAPITA

CONSUMPTION

OF COAL

RISING.

America's standard of living is increasing year by year. There are more refrigerators, more
automobiles, more electricity— more comforts and luxuries of every type. To supply these
things in ever greater quantities takes more and more coal each year. In 1900 it took
3/2 tons of coal per person per year to maintain the standard of living. To support today's
higher standard of living requires 3/1 tons per person per year. America's growing population and expanding industry now require more than double the amount of coal mined
in 1900.
BITUMINOUS COAL INSTITUTE
A Department of National Coal Association
320 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.

If you have any questions about coal or the coal
industry, your inquiry to us will receive prompt reply.
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TOWN
HALL POST
Denny Drops Presidency
REORGANIZATION of Town
Hall Inc., eliminating the presidential office held by George V. Denny
Jr. but with Mr. Denny slated to
continue as moderator of ABC's
America's Town Meeting of the
Air, was announced last week by
The Rev. Robert I. Gannon, S.J.,
acting chairman.
The former functions of the
presidency were divided, with William R. Traum named director of
radio and television and Dr. Thurston J. Davies appointed director
of educational activities. They
will report to a chairman yet to
be named.
The reorganization was designed
to meet Town Hall's "Two problems of an almost entirely different nature," Father Gannon said.
These are "to maintain the national leadership of the town hall
type of community discussion which
has been created by America's
Town Meeting over a 16-year period," and to administer "a lively
center of the arts and social sciences . . . primarily for the resident of New York."
Father Gannon said Mr. Denny
"has made a distinguished contribution to free public discussion
of important issues," and that he
"advised Town Hall, following the
reorganization, that he is prepared
to offer his professional services in
the development of Town Hall's
use of television. . . ."

G-E
ADVERTISERS

GET AWARDS
XL Sponsors Honored With Bronze Plaques

SEVEN XL stations in the Northwest are paying tribute to longtime radio advertisers with presentations of bronze plaques.
Early this year, Ed Craney, president of KXLY Spokane, advanced
the idea that long-time advertisers
should share with radio the credit
for informing and entertaining
the public.
After discussion with other radio
veterans, a non-profit organization, American Radio, was formed.
This organization now has offices
at 347 Madison Ave., New York.
Heading American Radio is former Sen. C. C. Dill, who helped
write the 1934 Communications
Act. Other executives are Carl
Haverlin, BMI president; Otis
Rawalt, veteran station representative; Sol Taishoff, editor-publisher
of Broadcasting ® Telecasting,
and Mr. Craney.
Annually the XL stations give a
series of dinners in each of their
towns to which advertisers and
agency personnel are invited. This
year the meetings began in
Spokane, went to Portland, then
to the XL outlets" in Montana —
KXLL Missoula, KXLF Butte,
KXLQ Bozeman, KXLJ Helena and
KXLK Great Falls.
At the Spokane dinner last
Wednesday, 22 plaques were presented. On behalf KXL Portland,

LOOK

AT

SAVANNAH!

LOOK
No.1

The Most Audience
In the Most Important
Places — Savannah
and the Savannah Area.
See any Katz Man For Full 8MB Story

WTOC
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
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John Boothe, Brown- Johnston Co.,
receives a plaque from former Sen.
Dill at the KXLY dinner.
10 plaques were presented Thursday. In Montana tonight, 27
plaques are to be given out at a
dinner sponsored by KXLF. Each
plaque bears a star for every fiveyear period of uninterrupted broadcasting by the advertisers. In Missoula and Great Falls plaques will
not be distributed because XL stations there are new and five-year
accounts have not developed.
Mr. Craney, paying tribute to
sponsors, said, "If it were not for
consistent long-time advertisers,
American radio would have become
unknown or today, as in other
countries, it would be government
operated. The advertising dollars
from these and other firms makes
possible the continued operation of
this finest of all — a competitive
free system of radio broadcasting."
Discloses ARBI Findings
At each of the dinner-meetings,
the XL stations reveal results of
their ARBI surveys. The suiwey
reportedly shows that in the markets measured, 54.5 %> buy from radio, 33.2% buy from newspapers
and 12.3% buy from both. As a
gimmick, a folder is given away
with 12 cents in a tiny cloth sack
to dramatize that 12.3% of the potential buyers can be reached by
either sight or sound advertising.
This segment of the buying public,
the gimmick points out — "Was In
Hollywood-produced
TheA full-color,
Bag."
sound film, "The Magic Key," is
shown. It tells how advertising
has aided mass production and
helped build America.
Each firm that receives a plaque
also is given a letter from American Radio signed by Mr. Rawalt
which, in part, states:
The dollars you have invested in
radio advertising, we realize, have
been well invested, have paid you
dividends, or you would not have been
a consistent user of air time. . . .
Your invested dollars have done far
more, however, than bring customers
to your firm.
Radio listening is free in the
United States because the costs of
broadcasting have been borne by the

TUBE CLINICS
To Bid Customer

GENERAL ELECTRIC tube d<
partment sales and engineerin
personnel are bringing the Gtube development story directly t
company customers in a series c
tube application clinics.
Groups of G-E representative
are visiting plants of major tut
customers for half-day meeting
with customer engineering an
purchasing staffs.
G-E believes this informatio
program to be the first of its kin
in the electronics industry.
The meetings are designed t
give the customer detailed informs
tion on new tube development
tailored to each customer's neec
and interests.
John E. Nelson, sales executiv
explained that the clinics enafr
customer engineers to get firs
hand knowledge of tube progres
Mr. Nelson revealed that eventi
ally it is planned to conduct aboi
20 such meetings each year, coi
tacting all major industrial tut
customers about once annually i
keep them up to date on tube in
provements.
In addition, G-E plans to reac
smaller customers through are
meetings.
Series of clinics was planned b
Mr. Nelson in conjunction with (
A. Bradford, manager of adverti;
ing and sales promotion of the tut
department.

TEXAS STATE
Adds 3 CBS Outlet
THREE CBS stations have bee
added to the Texas State Nei
work, Gene Cagle, TSN preside!
and general manager, has ai
nounced.
The additions— KTRH Housto
(50kw), KWFT Wichita Falls (
kw) and KLYN Amarillo (1 kw)bring the membership up to 1
stations and give the networ
1,825 airline miles of permanentl
leased wires, Mr. Cagle said.
TSN started operations Sept. li
1938. Mr. Cagle, formerly manage
of KFJZ Fort Worth, the irework's key station, was made pres
dent of TSN in 1944. Charlie Jo:
dan is vice president and Da.
Drake, sales manager.
The regional group now has ou
lets from three of the four majc
national networks: 11 ABC st;
tions, five MBS stations and thre
CBS stations.
advertiser. No matter how small
radio advertising budget, a portic
of every dollar invested in radio a<
vertising helps pay for educationa
charitable,
and cultural non-spoi
sored programs.
We feel your contribution to oi
American system of free radio meril
notice and should be known by you
fellow townspeople and those yo
serve. We, therefore, are happy t
present Radio
you with
this bronze Publi
Service
Award.
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MICROGROOVEtoday's
example

Columbia

shining
of

Microgroove

adapt to many

Discs

uses — cut costs in half!

These important features explain the practical, varied uses
of Microgroove records in the 10- and 12-inch sizes:
10" Microgroove— Full 15 minutes per side. One complete
quarter-hour show. Three 5-minute shows
12" Microgroove — Full 25 minutes per side. One half-hour
open-end show. Six 3-minute musical selections or equivalent.
Both are ideal for recorded talks, sales messages, promotion
recordings, etc.
5
•
•
•
•

Ail-Around Microgroove Advantages
Cuts costs ... as much as half!
Smaller disc . . . more program time!
Big savings on packing and shipping costs!
Famous Columbia Quality throughout!

ea
over
See how one clieYnt *
#3*av
CASE HISTOR
15gle
sin
a
on
,i;»nt saved 46%
program d.str.butea
minute institutional
TV stations.
2400 AM, FM, and
Microgroove
n
Transcriptio
Processing.
Pressings
$ ne20
100"
w .0
$ 30.00
50
7.
Packing
26
1,
"
20
4.
16
30
75
d30
1.
66ol
2,45
6.
380.25
532.35
Shipping. . • •

CALL, PHONE OR WRITE:
COLUMBIA

.95
$3,680.40 $1,971
* pull details on request
TRANSCRIPTIONS

Los Angeles— 8723 Alden Drive, BRadshaw 2-5411 • New York— 799 Seventh Ave., Circle 5-7300 • Chicago— 410 North Michigan Ave., WHitehall 4-6000
Trade Marks -Columbia," " Maslerworks," ©©, ® Reg. U. S. Pal. Off. Marcos Reg/slrodos
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File Program
GOODWILL
WSAZ
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA
One of the Nation's Oldest Stations

MORE
Than

LISTENERS
All Stations

Combined
IN THE

W. Va., Ky.# and Ohio
Tri-State Area*
*by C. E. HOOPER
1951
5000 WATTS — 930 KC
ABC

PROGRAMS

Represented by
THE BRANHAM COMPANY

WSAZ-TV

OF THE

gARLESTOM

MARKET

B9

ABC — CBS — NBC— DTN
THE
Page 50
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KATZ AGENCY
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REPLY of Mrs. Frances S. Richards to FCC's request for clarification of the program policies of the
late G. A. Richards' stations was
received last week [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Sept. 10].
In her statement, Mrs. Richards,
executrix of the estate of her late
husband, said that the Goodwill
stations (KMPC Hollywood, WJR
Detroit, WGAR Cleveland) had
been abiding since June 23 when
she filed applications for the stations' transfer and would thereafter abide by a declaration of
principles and that "there will not
be in the future, any policies, or
instructions or directives to officers
or employes of [KMPC, WJR,
WGAR] or any other actions or
attempts of any kind, directly or
indirectly tending in any way:
"1. To present news broadcasts
ATOM

MEET

CITED

By Coy, Miller, Fellows
PRAISE for the first broadcasters'
atomic energy seminar scheduled
Sept. 28-29 at Ames, Iowa, has
been extended to the Iowa Radio
News Assn. by FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy and NARTB Chairman
Justin Miller and President Harold
Fellows [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 17].
Iowa radio newsmen and, by invitation, daily paper editors, are to
hear top Atomic Energy Commission officials discuss developments
and problems.
"The event you are planning is
of great significance to the broadcasting industry," FCC Chairman
Coy told IRNA.
"The presentation of information
concerning atomic energy is one of
the most important challenges confronting American broadcasters
today," Mr. Coy said.
NARTB Chairman Miller said
organization of the seminar "reflects high credit on your broadNARTB President Fellows noted,
casters."
"It is particularly fitting that
Ames should be your meeting site,
since it was at Iowa State College
where scientists first succeeded in
mass-producing uranium, a major
step toward developing the atomic
bomb of World War II."
Ben Chatfield, WMAZ Macon,
Ga., president of the National
Assn. of Radio News Directors,
wrote IRNA:
"I am not at all surprised about
you fellows in Iowa scoring such a
'beat'. You have done something
that every other state news association should do as soon as posLuther Hill, vice president of the
Cowles
sible." Broadcasting Co. (KRNT
Des Moines, WNAX Yankton, S. D.,
WCOP Boston, Mass.), and vice
president and publisher of the Des
Moines Register and Tribune, will
serve as master of ceremonies at a
banquet to be held in connection
with the seminar.

STATIONS
in a manner designed to give a
biased or a one-sided presentation
of the news.
"2. To broadcast false news concerning particular issues or persons.
"3. To broadcast editorials of
daily newspapers as news items and
without identification of such editorials as such.
"4. To discriminate in news and
other broadcasts in favor of any
political causes, groups, or candidates as against the interests of
other political causes, groups or
candidates, or
"5. In any manner to promote or
further any private political, social
or economic views and interests of
any officer, director, stockholder, or
employe of [KMPC, WJR,
The FCC asked Mrs. Richards to
WGAR]."
clarify the Goodwill stations' program policies because in her transfer application she had answered
"No" to the question whether there
would be any changes.
Since the program policies of the
Richards' stations had been in
question during a six-month-long
renewal hearing by the Commission [Broadcasting • Telecasting, June 19, 1950 et. seq.], her
answer aroused the curiosity of
the FCC.
Dismissal of the charges of bias
and news slanting in the renewal

IT
|
1
KBON
11

Policies

cases was recommended by Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham last June shortly after Mr.
Richards'
death
•
Telecasting,
June[Broadcasting
18].
FCC General Counsel Benedict P.
Cottone and Broadcast Bureau
Chief Curtis B. Plummer objected
to the examiner's report early in
July 9].
July ing,[Broadcasting
• TelecastThe Commission now has a number of choices. It can (1) accept
the examiner's recommendation to
dismiss the case; (2) refuse to acceptquirehishimrecommendation
and (3)
reto issue a finding;
accepttion that
thetheexaminer's
recommendacase be dismissed,
but
write an opinion expressing its
own sentiments on the charges.
Community Chest
WAYNE TISS, vice president in
charge of Hollywood office, BBDO,
and Nate Tufts, also of that office,
have been named co-chairmen of
the annual four network Community Chest kickoff show Sept. 30.
Program will be heard 10-10:30
p.m. (EST)
Hollywood.originating
Producer will befrom
Hilliard
Marks, producer of CBS Jack
Benny Show. Glenn Wheaton and
Sam Perrin will write script. Talent is being secured through Hollywood Coordinating Committee.

SHAMO
SELL
ISE
NDRE
RC
ME

the Advertising Research Bureau,
Inc., recently posed questions to
shoppers in a department of The
lad
*w
Aquila,
Omaha, an exclusive
ies' ready to wear store, to
determine the relative effectiveness of equally budgeted radio and
newspaper advertising.
After interviewing those people who had
purchased, or nquired for the test •Merchandise, ARBI's computed
figures showed
Radio
KBON
Both Other
Total
46.7%
13.3%
6.7% 33.3%
% Traffic
1 00.0%
News% Purchasing
42.9%
50.0%
paper
Merchandise
26.7%
25.0%
% Dollar Value 86.7%
2.4%
of Purchase
1 00.0%
10.9%
Buy KBON
KBON

. . . the Station That Gets Results!

CARRIED ADVERTISING FOR 248 LOCAL MERCHANTS IN THE FIRST SEVEN MONTHS OF 1951

KBON

INLAND BROADCASTING CO.
WORLD INSURANCE BLDG., OMAHA
Paul R. Fry, Pres. and Gen'l Sales Mgr.
John E. Pearson, National Repr.
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HILL

RECORDING

Use of Facility
Expanding

SOME 30-35 rr more members of the Senate and the House will be
using the facilities of the Joint Senate-House Recording Facility during
the coming campaign year, it was revealed last week.
Disclosure was made during Senate debate on the legislative appropriations bill (HR 4496), which the
upper chamber passed and sent to worth of $153,535.45, has cash in
joint conference.
the bank amounting to more than
$100,000, it was revealed. Mr. Coar
Estimating the increase, Robert
said the operation is self-supportJ. Coar, the facility's coordinator,
said the figures do not include any
ing and does not require taxpayers'
money.
additional activity such as film for
television.
The extra engineer, Mr. Coar
Mr. Coar asked the Senate for pointed out, would keep pace with
additional money to pay for a third an expanded operation which has
a servicing of 38 Senengineer. The facility makes plat- climbedatorsto
and about 150 House memters for Congressmen for local stabers. When the facility was set
tion use. The Senate approved the
increase. It must be agreed to in up in 1947, three engineers, a
studio director and a bookkeeper
Senate-House conference.
The facility, which has a net were engaged on the House payroll. The coordinator (Mr. Coar)
is paid by the Senate.
Weekly individual shipments of
TULSA CAMPAIGN
broadcasts amount to about 700
Johnston Appointed
platters and tapes, Mr. Coar estimated.
WILLIAM W. JOHNSTON, vetDouglas Article
eran publicist, has been named
executive secretary of the AssoIn a New York Times magazine
ciated Tulsa
Broadcasters, to article (Sept. 16), Sen. Paul H.
Douglas (D-Ill.) noted that the disc
aid in conducting
system was a direct way for the
the association's
to keep in touch with the
drive to re- lawmaker
voter in the home district. Average
awaken apprecia- cost for a recording (at the joint
tion of radio.
facility) is "approximately $3 so
Announcement
was made last that a five-station program will
jj^B week following a cost $15 and a 10-station program
$30," Sen. Douglas
meeting of Tulsa approximately
broadcasters at said.
Mr. Johnston
which details of
"The stations will play these
records in between election times
the joint promotion effort were settled. Both De- without charge as a public service
feature, so that a Congressman can,
troit and Tulsa are conducting
therefore,
get a reasonable radio
radio promotion drives [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 17, coverage inside his district for $300
a year and a Senator for perhaps
Aug. 20].
$750," the Senator said.
Mr. Johnston, a former army
Forme Sen. Arthur Capper
major, was promotion manager of
(KCKN
Kansas City), according
KVOO Tulsa, from 1946-1947, folto Sen. Douglas, probably was the
lowing his release from service.
He left Tulsa to do publicity and most effective of any Senator in
special promotion work for Bob his radio talks.
Hope. Later he was an executive
publicist for Paramount Pictures
and was associated with Steve
Glenn Miller Shows
Hannagan.
GLENN MILLER estate through
In recent years, Mr. Johnston
had been head of publicity and pub- Miller Transcriptions, 1459 North
lic relations for Brooke, Smith
Seward, Hollywood, Calif., is makFrench & Dorrance and Marschalk
ing available for sponsorship the
library reference records of all ra& Pratt. Recently he has devoted
dio broadcasts transcribed by the
his time to raising cattle on his
late Glenn Miller and his orchestra.
Oklahoma ranch.
The orchestra leader never rePresent at the Tulsa organizaturned from a World War II air
tional meeting were Lawson
Taylor, general manager of raid. There are 450 quarter-hour
programs in the collection.
KFMJ; Jim Neal, KAKC manager; Jim Meyerson, KRMG general manager; L. A. Blust, KTUL
commercial manager; Bill Way,
West Coast Pulse
the association's chairman and
SEATTLE Radio and Telepulse
KVOO general manager. Also
reports are to become a regular
representing KVOO were Gustav
Brandborg, commercial manager ; part of The Pulse Inc. services
Tom DeVore, program director, beginning this month. The Seattle
Telepulse will be issued monthly
and Bill McClarin, promotion manager. Don Watts, Benton Fer- and the Radiopulse bi-monthly.
Also announced for September was
guson and Don Mitchell were presa 25% increase in the Los Angeles
ent for the association's ad agenTelepulse.
cy, Watts-Payne Adv., Tulsa.
BROADCASTING
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It's

to

a

long

way

Tipperary

Tipperary, Manitoba, we mean. As a matter of fact it's over 2,300 miles
from the Atlantic coast and nearly 2,000 miles from the Pacific.
Because Canada is a big country, transportation is big business in Canada !
Operating revenue of railroads alone last year was close to a billion dollars. Airlines flew half a billion passenger miles. And road freight records are broken every year.
Then there's shipping! In the short open season the Welland Canal
passes more ships through its locks than the Suez, Kiel and Panama
canals combined.
But these distances create merchandising and advertising problems peculiar
to Canada. Just to reach enough people with a sales message can be
tough in many media. But not in radio.
In Canada — where as yet there is no television — radio is THE mass medium. Ninety-four out of every hundred Canadian homes have a radio
and as many success stories testify radio provides an effective open sesame
to this nine billion dollar market.

"In Canada, you sell 'em when you tell 'em!"

A message from the 103 member stations of the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters
whose voices are invited into over 3 million homes every day.

Canadian
108 Sparks St..
Ottawa.

Association

of

Broadcasters
37 Bloor St. We«t,
Toronto.
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suspense
The voice that captured the minds and hearts of millions . . . that
charmed or shocked them at will . . . has returned to American Radio
with a typical Welles production.

danger
Supported by superb dramatic cast. Orson Welles stars as Harry
Lime, The Third Man, in "The Lives of Harry Lime."

intrigue
Suspense, Intrigue, Danger and . . . Romance

. . . run high in 52

half-hour transcribed stories of the fabulous rogue made famous by
Orson in "The Third Man."

and

romance!

The great publicity value and positive audience acceptance of Orson
Welles as Harry Lime, The Third Man, is open sesame to sponsorship.
Orson

Welles

is Back!

Background zither music by Anton Karas. composer of "The
Third Man" theme, plus full orchestra directed by Sidney Torch.
produced

by

HARRY

ALAN

TOWERS

LANG-WORTH
DISTRIBUTING
113 WEST 57th STREET, NEW
YORK 19, N. Y.CORP.
Western Sales Representative
Walter B. Davison
14579 Benefit Street, Sherman Oaks, Cal.

Canadian Sales Representative
S. W. Caldwell Ltd.
80 Richmond Street West, Toronto

editorial
Radio

is Sold

on

Radio

MBS HAS ISSUED a new booklet enthusiastically entitled "Radio — It's Wonderful" containing promotional announcements which it hopes
its affiliates and any other stations that choose
will use frequently on the air.
The booklet, which Mutual describes as the
first shot of a continuing series, is another development in the growing movement to sell
radio by reaffirming its values and its place
in American life. It follows promotional action
taken by the World Broadcasting System,
which is supplying stations with material based
on the theme, "Wherever You Go, There's
Radio."
The World slogan was borrowed from the
, broadcasters of Detroit who coined it for their
own sell-radio campaign. There are other
similar city-wide efforts being made, and they
are beginning to shape up into a truly national
endeavor which we think is the nicest thing
that has happened recently to and in radio.
Now nobody for a minute believes that a
promotional campaign alone is a cure-all for
anything, but in this case there is reason to
be cheered because the campaigns are symptomatic of a rising spirit in the radio business.
In some quarters there was gloom not long
ago. There is good reason to believe that the
gloom has been largely overcome. Nobody is
more quickly sold by a hard sell than the
salesman himself. Indeed if he isn't sold on
his product, he has slight chance of selling
it to anyone else.
The invigorated promotions of radio these
days indicate that radio is sold on radio. And
that's important. The next step, selling it to
more and more advertisers, will be easier to
take.

Poor Willy Benton
COMES Sen. William Benton, the candidate to succeed himself in next year's Connecticut senatorial elections, with his hand out.
He wants stations to give him (and other "responsible" candidates for Federal office) free
time to ease campaign costs.
We should like to inquire of the former Benton & Bowles partner precisely what he thinks
the broadcasters are now doing. It has been
traditional for the networks — and most of the
stations — to allot sustaining time (even cancelling commercials) until after the political
conventions in a campaign year. Probably on
the average of 40 to 50 hours of time are so
devoted, valued in the millions.
Moreover, are members of Congress, Federal officials and others in public life campaigning when they appear on such programs as
the American Forum of the Air, Capitol Cloakroom, Meet the Press, or Reporters' Roundup?
Are the Democratic and Republican committees campaigning when they designate spokesmen on the radio and TV networks or stations?
Nowhere in the record do we detect where
Mr. Benton suggests that newspapers donate
advertising space to "responsible" candidates.
The newspaper practice for political ads is
usually double the one-time rate, cash on the
barrel head.
Who, in the judgment of Sen. Benton, would
constitute "responsible" candidates? Mr. Benton repeatedly has described Sen. McCarthy
as irresponsible, or worse. But the citizens of
Wisconsin, who elected him to office, regard
him as responsible enough to be their designated U. S. Senator. Certainly, Sen Benton's
Page 54 • September 24, 1951
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plan for a Radio-TV Censorship Board (by
whatever label he may give it) won't win any
popularity contests on responsibility among a
freedom-loving people.
It's beyond us why Sen. Benton, reputed to
be one of the wealthiest men in public life,
should plump for more free time. The story
goes that he made his first million before he
was 30. Mr. Benton might profit from a rereading of the Communications Act of 1934,
which became law when he was the Benton of
Benton & Bowles. He would find, we venture,
that stations cannot give a "limited amount"
of free time to "responsible" candidates; that
they must treat all qualified candidates equally.
And, in some states, Communists can and do
qualify as candidates.
The more we hear of Willy Benton's views on
things radio and TV, the more we become conindeed. vinced that a little knowledge is dangerous

Let the

Public

Decide

YOU CAN always depend upon Congress to
get into the act whenever the voter wails —
particularly in an election year. There are
ground-swells of legislative opposition to closed
circuit sports telecasts in theatres, depriving
the public of home reception of these events.
They want to pass a law to prevent those
Midases of the theatres from gobbling up
rights to the big prize fights. That's mostly
window-dressing and is legalistic poppycock.
The prize-fight industry is in the realm
of private enterprise. Promoters have a perfect right to sell motion picture, radio, television, peanuts, popcorn and other franchises
as they see fit and for what the traffic will bear.
This, however, isn't morally, nor necessarily
legally true in the case of amateur sports.
There we have the ingredient of institutions
supported, in one fashion or another, by public funds. The tax-payer has some rights. The
land grants were made by Congress. The Federal government, in many cases, pays part of
the bill.
But a big covey of problems is intertwined
in the large-screen theatre presentation of
sports — almost all of them in the area of prudent business. The FCC, on the regulatory side,
has yet to decide whether motion picture
theatres should be permitted to use scarce TV
frequencies for direct relay, to supply the limited requirements of a "box-office" type of business. At best they would play to audiences (at
a price) limited by the size of the theatre. The
statute says the spectrum shall be used for
"larger and more effective" service to the public. Broadcasting by the American plan
(whether it's radio or TV) does just that.
Service is provided to all within ear or eye
shot, without discrimination, and with no limitation on the size of the "house," no cashiers,
ticket-choppers or ushers.
The issue which provoked the Congressional
swashbuckling — and the public pandemonium
— the Robinson-Turpin fight, may, ironically,
provide the answer. In Cleveland — a sports
and television-happy metropolis — they have a
"TV Owners & Viewers League." The league
simply decided to boycott the local theatre that
had picked up the fight.
It's easy to fathom what that kind of approach would do if emulated in other cities.
Ultimately the question which would confront
the theatre entrepreneurs would be whether
they would convert their establishments into
arnica halls or arenas, thus risking the loss
of regular movie-going patronage.
Radio has, and TV can, live very well without the commercialized, professional sports industries. The question is: Can the sports industries live without radio and TV?

JOHN OLIVER BLICK
A forward
CHUBBYin the
moon-faced
stepped
banquet young
hall of man
the Chateau
Frontenac at Quebec last February to be
the first recipient of the John J. Gillin Jr.
Memorial Award subscribed to by members of
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
It was as president of CJOB Winnipeg that
the then 35-year-old war veteran, John Oliver
Blick,hisreceived
the award
his station'sjury
workof
for
community.
An for
independent
non-broadcasting people in Toronto had picked
his station from the entries of a large number
of
Canadian stations which had sought the
honor.
Johnny BlickWhen
is one
broadcasters.
he of
was Canada's
dischargedpostwar
from
the Royal Canadian Air Force after the war,
he felt the city of Winnipeg, with two stations,
could stand another. He applied for a 250 w
station in Canada's fourth largest city and immediately got to work to hire a staff of war
veterans
and to rent space in one of the city's
office buildings.
It was to be a hectic period in his young life.
But let Mr. Blick tell it:
"I arrived in Winnipeg in August 1945 and
had to stay at the best hotel at a hundred a
week — thanks to an understanding banker.
"I finally found a location for the proposed
station and took an option to lease when the
present tenant moved. The present tenant, the
Dominion government, decided to move earlier
than expected and I had to exercise the option
at $400 a month — thanks to an understanding
banker.
"I needed a construction permit to start
building and renovating. It arrived five
months and $2,000 worth of rent later.
"But still no license from the Dept. of Transport to broadcast.
"I started construction and employing a staff,
all from the armed services. By Feb. 27, 1946,
with 39 on the staff, the station was ready, but
still no license to broadcast.
"I flew to Ottawa, determined to stay there
until the license was granted. Fortunately,
after a few days at Ottawa, I was able to get
the license and I flew back to Winnipeg with
the valuable piece of paper in my pocket.
"On March 11, 1946, CJOB was on the air,
20 hours a day. Now we are on 24 hours a
John Blick had little experience in radio before his venture in operating CJOB. For a
short time before the war he had been a continuity writer on CFRN Edmonton. From
there he had branched out, with a $50 start from
(Continued on page 56)
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Radio
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BIG

Detroit!

WWJ today has 1,262,500 radio homes
in its primary coverage area, of which
728,500 are still (9-1-51) radio-only
homes. Radio listening in television
homes

adds 40% to this audience.

The

net result is that today WWJ's effective radio audience is actually greater
than in 1940.

Re-evaluated in terms of today's dollar
you can buy the WWJ market now for
substantially less per
than ten years ago.
That is why
choose WWJ.

FIRST IN DETROIT

1000 listeners

advertisers

in Detroit

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representatives: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
Associate Television Station WWJ-TV
AM — 950 KILOCYCLES — 5000 WATTS
IM— CHANNEL 246-9/.1 MEGACYCLES
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last-minute

decisions
by these busy buyers can put
medium on or off the list
fiv

The advertiser has outlined the sales job;
set approximate money limits.
(Late, of course. 'Fast-changing times.
Tough policy decisions. You know!)
The account executive and the "plans group'
have established the broad outlines
of the campaign.
(Late, of course. Last minute change
in client plans. You know!)

then, at last, the media

department

is asked for schedules . . . last •
Magazines. General? Women's? Romance? . . .
Newspapers. Which?
Radio needed in some spots?
How about TV? . . . Business publications. Which?
Every question raises another . . . every answer
suggests an alternate solution . . . every
conclusion demands adequate defense.

there's drama in the Media
Department when a list is being built!
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Out of this welter of activity the media men build
a tentative program. Experience, supplemented by
the calls of media representatives, helps them organize the broad outline. Facts and figures help
them fill in the details. They have the tools of their
trade close at hand; chief among them a set of
Standard Rate & Data Service and CONSUMER
MARKETS.
Note how the media men depend on and use
these SRDS Services . . .
to study populations in sales territories
to check trends against client experience
to analyze coverage figures
to figure costs
to recommend specific publications; and/or
stations
to list alternate selections
Much of this information comes from CONSUMER
MARKETS. Much comes from the media listings
in the separate SRDS books; data that has been
painstakingly assembled by the SRDS staff; data
that has to be accurate, reliable, and above all, up
to date. These are the basic facts, uniformly arranged, uniformly presented.

but what about the media information
that can't be standardized?
In the course of making their first eliminationsbuilding their trial lists — the media department
men need the fullest possible information about
the things that make each publication or station
different from its contemporaries — information
that they cannot expect to find in the SRDS listing.
What is the comparative influence of these tw©
papers in this market?
What kind of merchandising services does this
station offer?
Which of these magazines carries the most food
advertising?
What is the nature of this business paper's particular readers — not by titles but by functions?
These, and dozens of questions like them, need answering, FAST. Seldom do the buyers have ail the
time they need to call in all the representatives
they'd like to ask to dig out further information.

so, here's how Service-Ads help

Last year, 970 publications, radio and TV stations
supplemented the information in their regular listings in Standard Rate (and their markets' listings
in CONSUMER MARKETS ) with Service- Ads designed
to remind buyers of the important differences about

through their promotion and their representatives'
contacts. Thus they keep ivanted information instantly available— on the spot— to help the media
buyer when he's on the spot.

their media values that they've been registering

It helps sell space and time, to help buyers buy!

srds

STANDARD

RATE

«

DATA

SERVICE.

INC.

the national authority serving the media-buying function

SALES OFFICES

Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740-48 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
. NEW YORK
• LOSANGELES

• LONDON

publishers of consumer magazine advertising rates and data • business publication advertising rates and data • national
network advertising rates and data • radio advertising rotes and dato • television advertising rates and data • newspaper
advertising rates and data • transportation advertising rotes and data • A. B.C. weekly newspaper advertising rates and
doto • consumer markets, serving the market -medio selection (unction • CM analyst, o monthly market dato interpreter
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THOMAS
D. MITCHEL, commercial manager WRAL
pointed commercial manager WIST Charlotte, N. C.
Mr. Mitchel was with WCKY Cincinnati and WTIK
Durham.
front office

ICHARD JENSEN, local sales coordinator in sales department
Minneapolis, appointed national sales coordinaR WTCN-AM-FM-TV
tor for Ridder Stations (WTCN-AM-FM-TV, KILO Grand
Forks, N. D., WDSM Duluth, and KSDN Aberdeen,
S. D.) DONALD N. BORGEN, advertising sales staff
Rapid City Daily Journal, succeeds Mr. Jensen at
WTCN. ROBERT A. HUELSTER, manager of sales
promotion Montgomery Ward Retail Stores, St. Paul,
appointed to sales staff WTCN.
ALEX BUCHAN, promotion manager and sales director WMAY Springfield, 111., appointed general manager
WMMW Meriden, Conn. C. W. SHULTZ appointed
manager WMMW-FM.

Raleigh, ap

ROBERT McKEE, network sales manager for AM ABC
Central Div., to NBC Chicago, as network radio account executive. He will handle the Miles account. No
replacement has been named.
GEORGE COMTOIS, sales executive MBS, to radio network sales division ABC, as account executive, effective
immediately.

Mr. Mitchel

JOHN E. PEARSON, N. Y., appointed national representative for WQXI
Atlanta, WLOU Louisville, KVMA Magnolia, Ark., and KVOE Santa
Ana, Calif.
JAMES J. CARR, WSYR-TV

Syracuse, N. Y., named salesman WLWD

(TV) Dayton.

Mr. Jensen JOHN LESLIE, director of programming and production WDGY Minneapolis, appointed assistant manager. He will also
continue his present duties.

ADAM J. YOUNG Inc., N. Y., appointed national representative for
WAFB Baton Rouge, La.

MERRILL L. CARROLL, advertising staff Sunpapers, Baltimore appointed commercial representative WCAU Philadelphia. He as with
WBMD and WWIN both Baltimore.

CHUCK JOHNSON, salesman KGO San Francisco, to KVSM San Mateo,
as San Francisco sales representative with offices at 26 O'Farrell, S. F.

GENE TIBBETT, manager WLOX
WVMI Biloxi.

JOSEPH M. MILLER, account executive KCBQ San Diego, to KFSD
that city, in similar capacity. He succeeds FRED FOSTER, who resigned to enter securities business.

Biloxi, Miss., appointed manager

WALTER J. TEICH, general manager KROS Clinton, Iowa, appointed
general manager KOEL Oelwein.
RADIO & TELEVISION SALES Inc., Toronto and Montreal, appointed
exclusive representative for CJSO Sorel, CHEF Granby, and CFDA
Victoriaville, Que.

A
The
5pi

DOMINANT

mm

STATION

. . . in the RICH Western
Half
of Arkansas and East-Central Oklahoma
950

Great

Local

Buy In A

ON

THE

DIAL

Programming

J&

SPOT

+ ABC
These, too!

Package j
ONE ORDER

mm
ONE BILLING
Here are three markets of PEOPLE with
"money-to-buy" . . . Ask John E. Pearson
Co., representatives, for full particulars.

Owned and Operated by SOUTHWESTERN PUBLISHING CO.
Don W. Reynolds, President
Publishers of: Southwest Times-Record, Fort Smith, Arkansas; Examiner-Enterprise, Bartlesville, Oklahoma; and The Daily Times, Okmulgee, Oklahoma.
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JOHN F. PATT, president Goodwill Stations (WGAR Cleveland, WJR
Detroit and KMPC Los Angeles), named member of Fenn College Corp.,
to represent the field of radio and TV. ... WILLIAM S. HEDGES,
vice president of integrated services, NBC, named vice chairman of
YMCA centennial campaign's business and professional division, to
supervise entertainment section including radio, TV, motion pictures,
legitimate theatre, and sports. Proceeds from drive — to be conducted
this fall — will be used for construction of new YMCA buildings.
CALVIN J. SMITH, general manager KFAC Los Angeles, and FRANK
KING, sales manager KTTV (TV) Hollywood, named radio and TV chairman respectively for local American Heart Association 1952 campaign.
JACK WEST, president West-Marquis Inc., is chairman of Public Information Committee, on which Messrs. Smith and King serve as subcommittee heads.
ARTHUR DURAM, assistant sales manager in charge of black-and-white
television, CBS-TV, addressed Milwaukee Advertising Club on Sept. 20
on "Television— Teen-Ager of Advertising Media." . . . TOM McFADDEN,
general manager KNBH (TV) Hollywood, elected secretary-treasurer
Television Broadcasters of Southern California. He succeeds HAAN J.
TYLER, who resigned when he left KFI-TV (now KHJ-TV) Los Angeles,
to join KFI, as sales manager. Mr. Tyler had been KFI-TV manager,
prior to station's sale and take over by Don Lee Broadcasting System
[Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 3]
DON FEDDERSON, KLACAM-TV general manager is president of organization. DICK MOORE,
general manager of KTTV (TV) Los Angeles continues as vice-president
of TBSC.
CARL E. GEORGE, general manager WGAR Cleveland, re-elected vice
president of public information of Ohio State Safety Council. . . . J. R.
POPPELE, vice president in charge of engineering WOR-AM-TV New
York, named to advisory council of Upsala College, East Orange, N. J.
. . . DORWIN BAIRD, commercial manager CJOR Vancouver, will be
guest speaker at Portland, Ore., Ad & Sales Club, Sept. 26. KEN HILDEBRANDT, sales manager KYA San Francisco, father of daughter, Jo Ann.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Respects
(Continued from page 54)
Dick Rice of CFRN, into the advertising agency field.
With advent of war, he joined the
Royal Canadian Air Force in 1940.
Even with that little experience
in broadcasting, Mr. Blick realized
listeners want entertainment and
news. With that idea in mind, he
built the largest and most up-todate record library possible when
he opened CJOB. He subscribed to
five library services and two news
services.
CJOB now has two librarians
working full time merely cataloguing, selecting and filing recordings.
The station has a staff of special
editors, reporters and newscasters.
The slogan of CJOB is "Working for Winnipeg" and it backs its
slogan with deeds. It was the stapublic service
that
won thetion'sJohn
J. Gillinrecord
Memorial
Award.
From the first day of the operation, public service featured the
station's schedule.
The first full week of operation
was non-commercial. Instead of
spot announcements and sponsored
shows, tribute was paid by the staff
of war veterans to the service clubs
and to those who had worked to better the lot of the men and women
in uniform. Over $4,000 in air time
was spent on this gesture of appreciation bythe staff of war veterans.
Wide Scope of Service
Since then public service has
embraced every type of operation
from the Red River flood of 1950
to helping a little boy locate his
lost puppy. It has included raising
money for a service club through
amateur hour broadcasts, as well
as the purchase and maintenance
of two mobile X-ray units.
Every evening after 7:30 lost
dog and cat announcements are
made free on station breaks and
sustaining programs.
John Blick's persistence in staying on the air at all hours to give
service to his community also has
won for his station two annual
awards of the Canadian General
Electric Co. The first was in 1947
for having the highest percentage
of program hours on the air in his
first year of operation. The station was off the air only 69 seconds,
on a 24-hour-day operation. This
was possible because CJOB has
alternate circuits, spare lines,
spare controls, duplicate transmitters, auxiliary power supplies and
similar precautionary facilities.
The second award was for the
1950 Winnipeg flood broadcasts.
The station broadcast for three
weeks under a tent on the roof of
the transmitter building which had
been flooded to a depth of five feet.
The transmitter was hoisted to the
roof to continue to give uninterrupted service.
John Blick was born at Edmon1 ton on Aug. 9, 1915. He was graduated from the University of Al8ROADCASTING

berta as a teacher and began teaching in a rural school in 1933 at a
salary of $50 a month of which
half went for board and a janitor.
Teaching at $1 a day began to
pall on 18-year-old John and after
a year, he tried selling everything
from jewelry to insurance.
He supplemented his earnings by
playing the piano at dances. Then
he tried a government job in the
Alberta Treasury Dept., but decided there was not enough money
in the treasury to attract him for
long.
He got into broadcasting by accident when he was asked to write
continuity for CFRN Edmonton.
He recalls he did not even know
what continuity writing entailed,
but tackled his first assignment and
was accepted after writing the copy
on a borrowed typewriter. He
stayed for a year because he liked
the work.
Term in Agency Field
Attracted by the 15% commission which advertising agencies get
for selling and writing copy, he
went into that field and remained
in it until he joined the RCAF.
He wanted to be a pilot but his
teacher's certificate made him an
instructor. However, he later had
a chance to gather 2,000 hours of
flying time in his RCAF career.
During the war, in 1943, he married Mary Elizabeth Hughes of
Edmonton. They have twin sons,
Barry John and Brian Robert, born
in November 1945, and a daughter,
Barbara Elizabeth, born in May
1950.
At one time Johnny Blick had
many hobbies, but now he has only
time for golf and fishing, his growing family, CJOB and practically
every public service club in Winnipeg. These include the Boy Scouts,
St. John's Ambulance, Winnipeg
Ballet, Kiwanis, Empire Club,
Winnipeg Executive Club, Sales and
Advertising Club, Canadian Club,
National Federation of Sales Executives and a few golf and social
clubs.

CERAMIC

COIL FORMS
jpeciax
In the Continental 315 Transmitter...
all tuning inductances are wound

on

special ceramic coil forms.

These forms are unaffected by temperature or humidity ... are proof
against arc-overs ... and have an extremely low power loss characteristic.

This type of tuning inductance complemented byour vacuum type capacitors results in the highest degree of
circuit efficiency possible at the present
state of the art.

N.J. RADIO INSTITUTE
Scheduled Sept. 27-28
FOURTH Annual Radio Institute,
sponsored jointly by Rutgers U.,
State U. of New Jersey and the
New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.,
will be held in Bridgeton, N. J.,
Sept. 27-28.
"Management Problems in Today's Radio Operation" will be subject for a Rutgers Forum, one of
the institute highlights. Panel
members for the off-the-record discussion, moderated by Wally Duquet of Rutgers, will include Harry
Goodwin of WNJR Newark, Fred
Bernstein of WTTM Trenton, and
Thomas Tighe of WJLK Asbury
Park. Discussion will cover personnel problems of small stations,
what state broadcasters are doing
in the field of human relations,
short-term contracts and radio rate
"chiseling."

• Telecasting
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f
New home of
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4212 S. BUCKNER BLVD

MANUFACTURING

DALLAS 10, TEXAS

CO.
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Sawyer to Address
400 Delegates
COMMERCE Secretary Charles Sawyer will be top speaker at Ohio
State U.'s eighth annual advertising conference Oct. 19-20 at Columbus, Ohio.
Before and after the Oct. 19 luncheon session, when Secretary
Sawyer, president of WING Day*
ton and WIZE Springfield, Ohio, president,
Paul H. Raymond Co.,
and purchaser of WCOL-AM-FM
Chicago, and William B. Ryan,
Columbus (subject to FCC apBAB president. Radio clinic chairproval), will make his address,
man is to be L. A. Pixley, presiclinics on radio and television addent, WCOL Columbus, and presivertising will be held.
dent, Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters.
Some 38 speakers and clinic
Keynote speaker at the televichairmen from eastern and midsion advertising clinic will be
western cities are slated to parRobert W. Reuschle, manager,
ticipate. Oct. 20 sessions are detimebuying department, McCannvoted to advertising organization
Erickson, New York. Mr. Reuschle
affairs.
will speak on "How to Buy TeleCo-sponsors of the conference
with the school are Advertising
vision Advertising Today."
Members of the TV panel will
Federation of America's Fifth Disinclude George Bolas, radio-TV
trict, city ad clubs and Ohio trade
director, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago;
and professional associations. More
than 400 ad executives are exRobert W. Dailey, radio-TV director, McCann-Erickson, Cleveland,
pected to attend.
Radio and television advertising
and Mort Waters, general manclinics will be held Friday.
ager of WCPO-AM-TV Cincinnati. Chairman of the TV clinic
John Karol, CBS vice president
in charge of sales, will make the will be Victor A. Sholis, vice president and director, WHAS-AM-TV
keynote address at the radio advertising clinic. His topic will be Louisville.
On Saturday, Elon G. Borton,
"Adjusting Radio Advertising to
national president, Advertising
Today's
Conditions."
Panel members at the radio clinic
Federation of America, will extend
will include John Hosch, vice presi- greetings on behalf of his organdent, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
ization. That afternoon, most delegates are expected to watch the
New York; Ray Wunderlich, vice
president, Cussins & Fearn Co., Ohio State-Indiana U. football
Columbus; Fred C. Brokaw, vice
game.

in

Keep

FLANKED by two top amateur golfers is John M. Outler Jr., gsn. mgr.,
WSB-AM-TV Atlanta. Dorothy Kirby
(I) WSB-AM-TV sales staffer, just
won
National
Title; Eileen
StulbsWomen's
(r), holds Amateur
Georgia
State Women's title.

AT opening football high school gam
in Las Cruces, N. M.: (I to r) Howan
Maudlin, chief engineer KOBE La
Cruces; Bill Ambrose, mgr. of C. R
Anthony Store, game broadcast spon
sor, and Bob Bradley, KOBE sales.

toiieh

with

Are

PLEASED that Wild Bill Hickok radio western being extended to full MB
are (I to r) Guy Madison, who fills title role; David Hire, packager of show
Paul Pierce, director; Andy Devine, co-star; Larry Hays, staff producer, am
Wally Ruggles, Leo Burnett Co., L. A., agency for sponsor, Kellogg Co.

progress

YOU up-to-date on modern transmitter developments? Not unless you know

all about the new Collins 300 J 250-watt
AM transmitter. Its ultra modern engineering carries efficiency to the present horizon
of the radio art. Your nearest Collins office
will be glad to furnish complete information. Write, wire or phone today.

In engineering progress, it's . .
COLLINS
RADIO COMPANY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
11 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 18
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1937 DALLAS
Irving 2Blvd

MAL
HANSEN
dir.,Canada,
WOW Omaha,
and leader
WOW'iir
Farm Study
Tour(I),to farm
East service
Coast and
is interviewed
by Rayof Clark
special pre-departure broadcast. Nebraska Gov. Val Peterson (r) was on hanc
to bid 218 tour members farewell.
WCCC Reitemeyer,
Hartford's Leroy,
famous
talkingCourant.
duck, presents
check proceed:
to Col
John
publisher,
Hartford
Check $1,000
represents
from annual party for underprivileged children's camp. (L to r) Ivor Hugh
Leroy's originator; William Haine, Sage-Allen Dept. store, Leroy's sponsor or
Kiddie Korner program; Col. Reitemeyer; Judge Max Savitt, co-owner WCCC

Hits Sports
Delays Results
NARTB

DIST.

8

RIGHT of sports promoters to withhold release of results was condemned by NARTB District 8 as the annual two-day meeting came to
a close Sept. 14 in Detroit. The stand was taken after district broadcasters had spent two days discussing attacks on the medium by both
private and governmental sources *
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
District Director Richard M. FairSept. 17].
banks, WIBC Indianapolis. Mr.
In taking the sports action DisRyan commended Detroit broadtrict 8 delegates said widespread
casters for their cooperative camnational public interest in athletic
paign to sell the radio medium
events presents radio and TV as
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
well as newspapers with an obligaSept.
17].
tion to give the facts to the public
Registration at the District 8
when they happen "and not at the sessions
included:
whim of any porter." Press associations were urged to investigate
Allen, Hugh, Lang-Worth, New York;
the matter.
Ashbacker, Grant F.. WKBZ-AM-FM,
Muskegon, Mich.; Baughn. Edward F.,
Following the two preceding dis- WPAG Ann Abor, Mich.; Berry, GilWIBC Indianapolis; Blackburn,
trict meetings, District 8 took a J. W.,bert I.,Blackburn-Hamilton
Co., Washington; Booth. R. M. Jr., WSAL Logansfirm stand against the Benton leg- port, Ind.;
Boucheron, Pierre, WGL
islation as a threat of government
Fort Wayne; Carpenter, Bob, MBS;
censorship of radio and TV. DeleCoe, Dee
O., WHOT
WWCA South
Gary, Ind.:
siar,
Frank,
Bend; CroDe
gates condemned rate reduction and
Smit.
Don,
WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo;
extension of network commercial
Doherty, Dick, NARTB. Washington:
activity in the national spot field Enoch. Robert D., WXLW Indianapolis;
Fairbanks, R. M., WIBC; Fellows H. E.,
and urged resistance to rate-cutNARTB; Fetzer, Pohn E., WKZO-AMting tactics originating outside the TV & WJEF Grand Rpaids; Fitzgerald,
Harold.
Sesac, New York; Fritz, C. D.,
industry.
Katz Agency, Detroit.
Other resolutions commended
Giaimo. M., WJEF; Greenebaum, M.,
WSAM Saginaw. Mich.; Hardesty, Jack,
BroadcasterationAdvertising
Bureau's
opHardy, Ralph, NARTB; Harunder President William B. NARTB;
low, Roy, BMI, New York; Hart. Lee,
BAB,
New
Higgins, Jim, WTHI
Ryan, endorsed
clinics,
and Terre Haute;York;
Jayne, Dan, WELL Battle
lauded
NARTB BMI's
President
Harold
Creek. Mich.; Kempner, Paul, World
E. Fellows and Chairman of the Broadcasting System; Kennedy, C. E.,
WANE Fort Wayne; King, Hal. WTTH
Board Justin Miller for their di- Port
Huron, Mich.: Kramer. Worth,
rection of the association.
WJR Detroit; Lee, Carl E., WKZO-TV;
Lemon. Bob, WTTS-WTTV Bloomington, Ind.; Levi, Win, Broadcasting •
Friday Sales Panel
Telecasting, Washington, D. C; Lindow. Lester W., WFDF Flint.
A feature of the final day was
Myers, Bill, WABJ Adrian, Mich.;
a sales session conducted by RobMills. E. P. Jr., WELL: Moore. Sibley,
WJR; Myers. R. J., WIBC: McPhillips,
ert D. Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis.
Arthur,
WJR; Nusbaum, Roland L.,
With him on the panel were Elmer
WKBV
WKZO; Patt,Ind.:
John O'Harrow,
F., WJR;
Wayne, WJR Detroit; Gilbert I. John W., Richmond.
Rippetoe,
William
F..
WBOW Terre
Berry. WIBC Indianapolis, and
Haute, Ind.; Quello, James H., WJR;
Lester W. Lindow, WFDF Flint, Reilly. Bill, RCA Thesaurus, Chicago;
Ryan. W. B.. BAB. New York; Scherer,
Mich. Mr. Berry discussed value
J. P.. WHFB Benton Harbor. Mich.;
Siebert, William, WJR.
of proper preparation and presenSpencer, Lester, WKBV; Squire,
tation, citing a market in which a
Burt, BMI. Chicago; Swisher. Gerald,
client with an $85,000 budget
AP; Teegarden. Lewis, Standard Radio,
placed it all in radio though lie Chicago; Thorns, Edward G., WKJG
Fort Wayne; Wayne, Elmer, WJR; Weil,
had originally planned to use newsBill, WTTH: Weis, Pierre. World Broadpapers and car cards as well. He
casting System. New York: West Harsaid the client was persuaded to ley, WABJ; Wismer, John F.. WHLS
Port Huron, Mich.; Young, Bill, LangWorth.
use one instead of three stations,
leading to a 52-week instead of
26-week campaign with only one
station.
Mr. Wayne spoke of the danger
CANADIAN RATINGS
of using ratings literally, citing a
Reported for August
show with a zero rating that pulled
more requests for a sports booklet
ONLY THREE
national
in one week than a rated program
network
shows were
listed eveningin the
had produced in five months.
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, naMr. Lindow gave examples of
tional rating report for August.
These were Mario Lanza, with
radio's pulling power, urging salesmen to ask non-radio advertisers
rating of 13.9, followed by The
to give them their toughest sales Falcon 10.3, and Contented Hour
jobs. He cited a case in which
9.4. Daytime the leading five shows
WFDF sold a car of pork loin, mis- were Ma Perkins 14.5, Big Sister
takenly delivered to Flint, for
13.5, Right to Happiness 12.6,
Kroger Packing Co. Spots were
Pepper
Family 12.6, and
used two days and by the end of Life Can Youna's
Be Beautiful 11.9.
the following: day the entire car
Leading five French-language evehad been sold.
ning shows were La Pause Qui RaMembers of the resolutions comfraichit 18.1, Osivald 16, Jouez Double
mittee were John F. Patt, WJR
15.8, L'Epervier 14.2, and Aitbe IncerDetroit, chairman; Mr. Lindow;
taine 10.2. Daytime leading five
William F. Rippitoe, WBOW Terre
French-language shows were Ground
Haute; Edward G. Thorns, WKJG
Soeur 18.1, Tante Lucie 17.7, Quart
Fort Wayne.
d'Heure de Detente 17.1, Rue Principal 15.1, and Mamam Jeanne 15.
Presiding at the sessions was
BROADCASTING
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AVAILABLE

TRANSCRIBED

FOR THE FIRST TIME!

MOONLIGHT
SERENADE
featuring the original Glenn
Miller orchestra
MILLER'S
CLEM
with Marion Hutton, Ray Eberle and the Modernaires
MILLER

classics, many

never before recorded

450 different 15 minute MILLER

programs

the MILLEIi network name, yours locally
Here, indeed, is a rare availability. It comprises
the priceless library reference records of all broadcasts
transcribed by the late, great Glenn Miller and his Orchestra.
This is Glenn Miller at his finest, Glenn Miller who set a
style that is so modern it's the most widely copied band in
America today. This is the original Glenn Miller, the
same orchestra and vocalists who were such a sensation
through three years of coast-to-coasting for one of the
nation's leading advertisers .. .with Glenn's own voice
introducing many of the selections.
Here, indeed, is a greaf name plus great musical programs
that add up to a great sales vehicle. In addition, it's an
availability that has "network" written all over it except
when it comes to cost so be sure to find out how easy
it is to be first with GLENN MILLER'S MOONLIGHT SERENADE
SHOW in your locale!

WRITE, WIRE

^^^A.

OR PHONE

MILLER

Jj ^"^*^^i45g

TODAY

TRANSCRIPTIONS,
• Hollywood 9-0987

INC.

N0rth Seward, Hollywood 28, California
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AFN

For ears that pay attention
To products that you mention

Ears that listen closely as they should,
Pick a station with variety

Where selling's steady-diety . . .
In Greater Grand Rapids, it's WOODI

Why is WOOD a sensation?
Ask Katz for information.
In Greater Grand Rapids . . . the
most ears are WOODpecked
WOOD appeals to
Greater
Grand Rapids'
most diversified
audience
Covers
Michigan's
est inland
market largGives you lowest cost
per thousand
Gives you best local
programming and promotion
Is Greater Grand Rap«
ids' only 5000 watt
station
For the best earful in
Greater Grand Rapids ...

V27
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
5000 WATTS • NBC AFFILIATE
•
Also WFDF — Flint, Mich., WEOA — Evansville,
Ind. WFBM — Indianapolis, Ind.
National Representatives
Katz Agency, 488 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
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PRAISED
Wylie Completes Tour
THE ARMED Forces Network
currently is drawing approximately
30,000 pieces of mail each month
and is performing a man-size job
with a handful of personnel. Additional y, itis serving to revive the
faith and hope of down-trodden
peoples throughout Europe and to
instill a desire for the American
way of life.
These convictions were expressed
by Cole E. Wylie, owner and operator of KREM Spokane and KREW
Sunnyside, Wash., on his return
from Europe where he visited numerous radio installations.
Mr. Wylie took the month-long
trip as a guest of the Air Force in
connection with the activation of a
new National Guard unit.
The Washington state radio executive compared the operation of
AFN with that of American networks in the amount of program
fare. He felt it is being as well received as the State Dept.'s Voice
of America — and perhaps better.
AFN comprises about 20 stations, with six or seven of them
serving as origination outlets. Program ing isoperated by American
GIs. They are equipped, in some
instances, with only threadbare
equipment. Designed to entertain
American military listeners, the
network has found a ready audience among Europeans themselves,
Mr. Wylie told Broadcasting •
Telecasting. A goodly portion of
the monthly 30,000 mail pieces
come from Europeans, he said.
The advantage, he noted, is that
while U. S. State Dept. programming is apt to be labeled as "propaganda," European listeners are
naturally inclined to tune in on
fare beamed especially for American military personnel.
Thus, in the manner of the
young Communists who came to
Western Berlin to watch American
TV, their interest in programs not
earmarked for them is whetted, and
the network is indirectly accomplishing much propaganda-wise.
In comparing AFN operation
with American networks, Mr. Wylie noted programming consists of
transcriptions produced in the
states, AP and UP wire services
and other programs. Stations are
equipped with tape recordings and
adequate, if ancient, studio equipment. Some programming is done
"live." GIs ride herd on production, script-writing, announcing
and other chores.
AFN operates throughout Europe except France and perhaps
one or two other countries. Mr.
Wylie visited installations in Munich, Erding, Frankfort and Wiespaden. He reported consumer
goods are plentiful in the Western
zone of Germany.
The work of the AFN has not
gone entirely unheralded. In a poll
taken three years ago, AFN reportedly was preferred by many
listeners over the BCC in a ratio
of three and a half to one.

allied

arts

, and
DE, assistant to David
O. Selznick
H. BURNSI
WILLIAM
director of J. Arthur Rank organization on West Coast, to New
York office of Affiliated Artists Representatives, as vice president in
charge of sales, directing radio and
TV program sales activities.
ADDISON C. AMOR named to station
relations department Lang-Worth
Feature Programs
Inc., N. Y. Mr.
Amor was with
NBC in programproduc-as
tionmingand andserved
eastern representative for NBC Recording Div.
FRED BREWER
Mr. Amor
appointed
man Ithaca chairCollege
Radio Workshop, and manager WITJ
(FM), college's educational station.
WILLIAM SEIBEL, program development department William Morris
Agency, N. Y., named instructorproducer on staff.
JIM CALLAWAY, newsreel editor and
writer WBAP-TV Fort Worth, Texas,
to Brown Radio Productions, St.
Louis.
WILLIAM F. JOHNSTON, sales representative WGRC Louisville, Ky., to
Frederic W. Ziv Co., N. Y., as sales
representative for State of Kentucky,
effective immediately.
Capt. ROBERT E. HAHN, former production director Rocky Mountain Radio Council, Denver, assigned to Fifth
Army headquarters, Chicago, as chief
of radio-television branch of information section. The army area covers
13 Midwestern and western states.
G. NORRIS MacKENZIE, All-Canada
Radio Facilities, Toronto, named vice
president in charge of sales S. W.
Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, transcription
distributor. R. IAN LAIDLAW, account executive S. W. Caldwell Ltd.,
heads newly-formed special services
division dealing with radio and TV
commercials and custom-built package shows featuring Canadian talent.

• •
nt • elected
£<fiuipme
GEORGE
COURY
president
Eicor Inc., Chicago (tape recorders),
succeeding JOSEPH NADER, who is
now board chairman. Mr. Coury is
former executive vice president.
G. W. (Woody) DELZELL appointed
representative
for
company. in southwest territory

ED ALTSHULER appointed national
director of advertising and public relations Kaye-Halbert Corp., L. A.
(set makers). Mr. Altshuler was with
Admiral Corp., General Electric and
Tele-Tone.
SOL BAXT appointed purchasing
agent Hudson Radio & Television
Corp., N. Y.

JOHN
C. WEISERT
will open t\
Washington, D. C, office for Magnavoj |
Co. He was assistant director oi
OPS in Chicago and was former vice)
president of Scott Radio Labs.
HENRY J. ARBEITER, chief engi |
neer Jerrold Electronics Corp., Phila.
appointed vice president. DANIEL
J. MCCARTHY, comptroller and gen-;
eral administrator, appointed assistant secretary-treasurer.
GENERAL ELECTRIC, Schenectady
announces publication of new foui
page booklet on induction frequency
converters. GEA-5637 covers threephase equipment in ratings from %
to 100 kw. It describes fundamentals,
operation, and construction features
of high frequency power supply apparatus. S. LANAHAN, sales coordiJ
JOHN
nator, Receiver Sales Div., Allen B.
DuMont Labs, named assistant eastern states regional sales manager for
division. Mr. Lanahan will open sales
office in Washington.
RICARDO MUNIZ, general manager
of television receiver manufacturing
division, Allen B. DuMont Labs, appointed vice president in charge of
operations Trad Television Corp.,
Asbury Park, N. J.
Lt. Comdr. LESTER C. HARLOW appointed director of technical division,
Navy Electronic Supply Office, Great
Lakes, 111. Comdr. Harlow was with
several stations in Arkansas and
Oklahoma.
PAUL R. BUEHLER, vice president
and assistant general manager of
Los Angeles branch Leo J. Meyberg
Co., RCA distributors, named general
managerforniaofdivision.
company's northern CaliROBERT T. BORTH, manager of
community relations General Electric.
N. Y., appointed to newly created
position of manager of employee relations for Tube Dept. in Syracuse.
WILLIAM M. NAVE, superintendent
of metal tube production, Receiving
Tube Section, General Electric.
Ownesboro, Ky., appointed works
manager
tube plantof incompany's
Anniston,newAla.electronic
"Tecknlcai •

JOE E. COLE, chief engineer-announcer WEAB Greer, S. C, father of
daughter, Teresa Ann.
FIVE HOURS weekly will be added
to KTSL (TV) Hollywood programmaking total of 76 telecasting
hours ming
weekly.

WEOK
POUGHKEEPSIE
REPRESENTED BY DEVNEY
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IBA Sponsors Exhibit
CHICAGO Historical Society
is the first institution of its
kind to display the musical
manuscripts, pictures and instrument collection owned by
Broadcast Music Inc. and introduced at the annual
NARTB Convention in Chicago last April. The collection is sponsored in Chicago
by the Illinois Broadcasters
Assn., and will be exhibited
throughout the country. This
is the first public showing
in a major city.
IRE VEHICLE MEETING
Comr. Webster to Talk
FCC Comr. E. M. Webster will
be the main speaker at the annual
conference of the Institute of Radio
Engineers' professional group on
vehicular communications at Chicago's Sheraton Hotel Oct. 25-26.
He will address the informal
dinner meeting Oct. 25. The Friday luncheon speaker will be Brig.
Gen. James D. O'Connell of the
office of the chief signal officer of
the Army.
Meeting dates coincide with
those of the National Electronics
Conference, which meets in Chicago Oct. 22-24, and the Radio &
Television Manufacturers Assn.,
scheduled for an Oct. 27 session.
Papers at the IRE meeting will be
read by George Terrell of Workshop
Assoc.; Lloyd P. Morris, Marion E.
Bond and John F. Byrne of Motorola
Inc.; R. H. Roberts, Federal Civil Defense Administration; A. A. McDonald; H. H. Davids, General Electric;
M. R. Friedberg, Ward Products
Corp.; C. P. Williams, E. I. duPont
Co.; D. W. Bodle, Bell Telephone
Labs.; J. S. Brown, Andrew Corp.;
H. K. Lawson, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Forest Service.
GRAND OLE OPRY, one of radio's
oldest programs, will make its first
permanent change in 12 years by moving to a new time period, 9:30-10
p.m. EST starting Sat., Oct. 6, on NBC
Radio network. Show will continue to
be heard until that date at its usual
time: 10:30-11 p.m. EDT Sat. Sponsor
is R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. through
William Esty Co., New York.

WDRC
HARTFORD 4 CONNECTICUT
PRC
- F M

. Rating*,
Rates, ' ' the
WDRC U1 ch°.

V"n- tr'ovoilobUnie..
Represented
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FREEDOM

AWARDS

Radio-TV Nominations Open
OFFICIAL nomination forms for
the 1951 General Awards Program
of Freedoms Foundation were
mailed last Wednesday to radio
and television stations. Nominations close Nov. 1. Awards will
total $100,000.
Kenneth D. Wells, Foundation
president, said that there will be
special categories for radio and
video programs.
Offered in these categories will
be 26 honor medal and certificate
of merit awards for those programs adjudged to have best
"spoken up for freedom," as expressed in our American Way of
Life.
Mr. Wells pointed out that a station, sponsor, agency, producer, director or listener may nominate a
program. The broadcast or telecast
must have been aired between Nov.
30, 1950, and Nov. 1, 1951.
"We hope the nation's broadcasters and telecasters whose efforts
and facilities provide vital expression to the whole concept of our
free way of life will not only participate themselves but encourage
their vast audiences to 'nominate
their neighbors' for Freedoms
Foundation awards," said Mr.
Wells.
"The sole purpose of the program," he added, "is to encourage
all citizens, no matter what their
profession or mode of life, to speak
and act up in behalf of strengthening our common heritage of freeNon-voting chairman of the 1951
Awards Jury was announced as
dom."
Dr.
Harold Case, president of Boston U. This will be the third
annual General Awards Program
conducted by the Foundation.
Additional nomination forms
may be obtained from Foundation
headquarters, Valley Forge, Pa.
NABET NAMED
For WERC, WWOL
TECHNICAL employes of WERC
Erie, Pa., voted 5-0 Sept. 14 in
favor of a union shop provision,
NABET's Buffalo headquarters reported last week. Station is licensed
to Presque Isle Broadcasting Co.
Contract covering employes had
been signed by the company and
union June 5.
NABET also reported the National Labor Relations Board officially has certified the union to act
as collective bargaining representative for technical workers at
WWOL Buffalo. The CIO union
was certified by the board Sept. 12,
according to Timothy J. O'Sullivan, national representative for
NABET.
MBS spotlighting its "children's bloc"
of adventure broadcasts, Mon.-Fri.,
5-6 p.m., through series of four documentary programs Heroes of the West,
on
Sat.,
tember. 11:30-12 noon, during Sep-

• Telecasting

"/ have used the Permoflux Headphones
on many of my programs. This has given
me an opportunity to test them thoroughly
Permoflux High Fidelity
before reporting on their performance.
DynamicDHS-17
Headphone
Model
with Model—
I now can say that the Permoflux High
No. 1505 Ear Cushion.
Fidelity Dynamic Headphones exceed in
every way any other phones I have ever used. We, in the music profession,
who have to insist upon perfection, are perhaps more critical than other users
and the equipment we require must be the best. For those reasons, I would
recommend the Permoflux earphones to any one who demands the highest
standard of fidelity and sensitivity from such equipment."
Unsurpassed for Broadcasting, Television and Recording Uses!
New developments in the Permoflux Dynamic Headphone design
make possible the use of these units in applications heretofore not
covered in the electronic field. Flat frequency response of from 100
to 7000 is assured in the Permoflux High Fidelity Dynamic series
and up to 4500 in the standard series. Permoflux offers the finest
headphones made for broadcast, television and recording uses as well as monitoring, audio metric work and
auditory training.
Send today for the new Permoflux catalog #J203 for
the latest information on Permoflux's new "Champion"
line of Speakers and Dynamic Headphones.

4901-1 W. GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL. 236 S. VERDUGO RD., GLENDALE 5, CALIF.
Canadian Licensee — Campbell Mfg. Company, Toronto, Canada

BHHHH
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RADIO-TV CLINIC
Ralph Weil to Head
RADIO and television clinic of the
advertising and selling course to
be conducted by the Advertising
Club of New York will be headed
by Ralph N. Weil of WOV New
York. Course is scheduled Monday
and Thursday, Oct. 15-March 10.
Among those who will conduct
the various meetings are:
Sydney Roslow, research director of
The Pulse Inc.; Rodney Erickson, radio
and television department manager for
Young & Rubicam; C. E. Midgley Jr.,
director of radio and TV media for
Ted Bates & Co.; Joseph A. Moran,
vice president and associate director
of radio and TV, Young & Rubicam;
John Cowden, operating director of
sales promotion and advertising for
CBS Television network; Nicholas
Keesely, vice president of radio and
TV for Lennen & Mitchell.
WICH

Joins LBS

AFTER five years as an independent, WICH Norwich, Conn., announced last week that as of Oct.
1 it will be a fulltime Liberty
Broadcasting System affiliate. Announcement was made during a special half-hour broadcast which recounted the station's history. John
Deme, president and general manager of WICH, said that a 360-foot
half-wave radiator tower installed
last year now will enable LBS to
reach eastern Connecticut's major
markets.

air-casters

D

ONALD F. WHITMAN, producerdirector and assistant operations manager WJBK-TV Detroit, appointed
program
director
KGW Portland,
Ore.
GERALD COHEN
appointed
director
of merchandising,

promotion and
publicity WDGY
Minneapolis.
DARRELL E.
ROSS, stage superMr. Whitman
visor ABC-TV Holproduction
manager
lywood, named
KECA-TV Hollywood.
DICK WINTERS, publicity director
WINS New York, named production
manager.
MAX JACOBSON named studio supervisor in NBC-TV technical operations. HERBERT DeGROOT appointed kinescope recording supervisor. JOHN SCHALLER appointed
TV training supervisor.
HUGH
WHITLOCK
and ROBERT
SNYDER named to writing staff
CBS-TV Frank Sinatra Show.
MARY MANGAN appointed assistant
to ED STEVENS, promotion-publicity
director WERE Cleveland.

BETTENAND DORF
DAVE N PORT
IN IOWA
AND INEAST
MOLINE
ILLINOIS
more

local advertisers

bought time on Radio Station WOC,
July i, 1950-June
any previous

30, 1951, than in

12-month

period . . .

. . . local advertisers spent
more
WOC

money

for time on

during this period,

144%

than in any similar 12-months
Men who buy advertising at the local level . . . the cash
register level . . . know what piles up those black-ink figures on their sales reports. Take your cue from the 215
local advertisers who use WOC. Buy at their cash register
level — you'll buy WOC and you'll find your Quint-City
sales skyrocketing.
Basic NBC

Affiliate

5000 W — 1420 Kc
Col. B. J. Palmer, president
Ernest C. Sanders, manager
DAVENPORT,
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National Representatives
Free & Peters, Inc.

CLAUDE H. BLACKWOOD, CFRN
Edmonton, Alberta, named staff announcer KEX Portland, Ore.
JANET DRESCHER LYON, women's
program director and director of continuity KHMO Hannibal, Mo., to continuity staff KEX Portland, Ore.
BOB BACON appointed to announcing
staff WDRC Hartford.
NORMA JAMES to transcription department KWK St. Louis.
WALT McGOWAN, staff announcer
WCCC Hartford, and Dawn Cummiskey, were to be married Sept. 22.
BOB CUMMISKEY, announcing staff
WCCC Hartford, and Gay Jabs, married.

WILLIAM SHEEHAN, announce!!
WDRC Hartford, Conn., father oH
daughter, Linda. Mrs. Sheehan ill
former ROSEMARY
MANS WORTH!!
secretary at WDRC.
MARY LILLY appointed continuit;
writer WTMA Charleston, S. C.
BEN FEINER Jr., executive produce]!
CBS-TV Hollywood, and Wilhelmin;.
Fox, married Sept. 20 at Westportjl
Conn.
HOWARD S. KEEFE, promotion man!
ager WSPR Springfield, Mass., apjl
pointed to special city committee t|j
plan observance of 100th anniversary
of Springfield's incorporation.
JANETTE ROSENFELD, assistant tfl
publicity director KLAC-TV Los Anj
geles and Don S. Goldberg, marrieJ
Sept. 9. ROBERT PETKIN, producel
KLAC-TV and CELIA KATZ, producel
GAM Productions, married Sept. 131
STAN CHAMBERS, personality KTL M
(TV) Los Angeles, father of girli
Sept. 12. HUBBARD, graduate of Ohil
NANCY
Wesleyan U., appointed record libral
rian WJMO Cleveland.

PERRY C. CHILDERS Jr., announcerengineer and salesman WEAB Greer,
S. C, father of boy, Steven Harrison.
BENJAMIN DRAPER, California Academy of Sciences, named executive
producer of Academy's award-winning Science In Action on KGO-TV
San Francisco.
JAN ANDREE, announcing staff
WWSW Pittsburgh, resigns. No future plans have been announced.
DALE HARPER rejoins CBS Hollyproduction staff after year's
militarywoodleave.
JACK WILLIS, announcer KGPH
Flagstaff, Ariz., father of girl, Sarah
Elizabeth.

RUSS COGLIN, emcee KRON-T\|
San Francisco, father of daughter!
Jill.

DeALTON G. NEHER, announcing
staff WIBA Madison, Wis., appointed
radio program coordinator for Wisconsin State Radio Council's network.
DON THOMPSON, program operations supervisor KNBH (TV) Hollywood, returns to work following recuperation from surgery.
JACK KUNEY, production manager
WNEW New York, appointed program
director WLIB New York.
MARK SHEELER, morning man
WEBC Duluth, to KSJO San Jose,
Calif, in same capacity.
BILL GLASS and DOTTIE LEWIS,
stars of The Glass Showcase on KOTV
(TV) Tulsa, married.
HOWARD GARLAND, KVOE Santa
Ana, Calif., to KFMB San Diego, as
disc jockey.

Meur£ • • •
HUB TERRY appointed director of
sports WIS Columbus, S. C. He was
with WESC Greenville, S. C.
HENRY T. WILSON, editor-managei
of New Hyde Park Publicity News,
Long Island, to WOR-AM-TV Net
York, as trade news editor succeeding WALTER V. BENNETT, Jr., whe
resigned to join public relations department General Electric Co., N. Y.
BERT DUNNE, author and visual
education picture producer, to Don Lee
Television, Los Angeles, as sports
consultant. He will produce his own!
show Sports Whirligig on network's
KHJ-TV.
JOHNNY (Blood) McNALLY, former
"All-Pro" football player, broadcasting prediction and football highlights
on WJON St. Cloud, Minn.
HAL PARTLOW, assistant supervisor
advertising and promotion KNBC Sar
Francisco, to station's news department, as staff writer. He succeeds
RAYMOND V. JOHNSON, who has
joined staff of Radio Free Asia. ED?
DUNBAR, KNBC guide staff succeeds
Mr.
Partlow in advertising and promotion.

LOUIS FORD, supervisor of production WBUR (FM) Boston, appointed
program director.
ARTIE AUERBACH and MEL BLANC
re-signed by CBS for Jack Benny
Show, as "Mr. Kitzel" and French
violin teacher respectively.
JILL JACKSON, women's director and
film commentator WWL New Orleans,
signed for feature role in Paramount
film Somebody Loves Me.
SHIRLEY CLAIRE, singer KGO-TV
San Francisco, mother of boy.
WALTER WHITAKER, graduate U.
of North Carolina, appointed program
director WUOA (FM) U. of Alabama.

RENNIE McEVOY, creator of "Dixil
Dugan" comic strip, and RONNIlf
KEMPER, singer-pianist, Tues. (Septl
25) start twice weekly 15 minute!
music-comedy show Ronnie and RenniM
on KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
NORA DEE, film department WGNJ
TV Chicago, and William Murphy!
were to be married Sept. 22.
DON THOMPSON,
program opera
tions supervisor KNBH(TV) Holly
wood, recovering following recent]
emergency operation.
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33,362

MAIL-COUNT

Looking for a five-a-week daytime
*
1

^

audience TV participation show to
move your product in the booming
Los Angeles market?

Look no further. This is it! Here's a variety
program packed with action: music, entertainment, games, fun. Primary appeal is to the
housewife. But there's also a tremendous audience of children and men.
It's "Bill Stulla's Parlor Party" on KNBH
(Monday thru Friday, 2-3 EM.).

NBC HOLLYWOOD

TO

"RATING"

'age 66
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WEEKS!

Proof of popularity? Plenty! During the 10week period ending July 16, this popular daytime
variety program received 33,362 pieces of mail
from viewers!
Yes, Bill Stulla has the viewers . . . the customers you want to reach in Los Angeles with your
sales story. Spots are availahle on this "high
audience-rated" fun show. Contact KNBH, Hollywood, or your nearest NBC Spot Sales Office
for complete information regarding
"Bill Stulla's Parlor Party:'
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Praised

at 'Private'

Showing

LAWRENCE
TRI-COLOR
TUBE
HOPE for an early solution to acquired Connecticut plant in suf- science writer who won the Pulitzer
at a rate equal to the color switchconfusion over the color television
ficient quantity to be available for Prize for his reports of atomic
ing rate of the transmission. It
situation was held out last week
public demonstrations in a matter
tests, described the tube as follows : can be adapted to any system of
of weeks, officials said.
by Chromatic Television Labs,
"The tube promises to settle the color transmission, being able to
after the affiliate of Paramount
Day after the tube was demoncontroversy that has been raging
follow any color system or black
and white system.
strated, Paramount Pictures stock
between rival television manufacPictures Corp. staged a 'private'
"The electronic lens swings the
turers, as it can be adapted at no
showing- of its new tri-color pic- jumped $6 with the turnover of
ture tube.
electron beam alternately on the
63,000 shares, making it the most
great cost to receive both CBS
active stock on the New York exThe direct-view tube was said
(mechanical) and RCA (elec- different color strips on the glass
change Thursday.
to produce either black-and-white
tronic) color programs, as well as viewing screen by shifting the
Color reproduction by the tube, programs in black and white. To
or color pictures for any size
polarity of the wires in step with
which will be demonstrated for the receive CBS programs in color the color switching frequency."
screen and to work with any color
The Lawrence tube was described
system after relatively minor
press shortly, was described as havall that would be needed, in addiadaptations. It was claimed the
tion to the Lawrence color tube,
ing "a lifelike fidelity without any
as having many potential militube will lend itself easily and
tary uses. By adding color to
is an adapter, to change the scanapparent
fuzziness."
radar screens, it could provide a
quickly to mass production which
Dr. Lawrence
is a professor at
ning rates of the pictures from
third dimension to the system that
will put it in a price range only the U. of California. He won the 60 to 144 a second, and three addiwould identify enemy planes and
tional electronic tubes. It could
slightly higher than current monoNobel Prize in physics for his inchrome tubes.
installations whether camouflaged
vention of the cyclotron and also also be adjusted to other scanor not.
Paramount officials on Thursday
is considei-ed one of the world's
ning speeds.
said no one outside the official Paraoutstanding atomic scientists.
Third Tube Design
"The tube consists of the conventional metal envelope and
mount-Chromatic family had seen
Model demonstrated last week
'Ease of Manufacture'
the tube, except William L. Lausingle electron gun. Inside it, withwas
made by Chromatic Labs, at
rence, of the New York Times, a
in
half
an
inch
of
the
curved
view"The unusual thing about the
Diablo, Calif., and is the third
personal friend of the inventor.
ing screen, is a color viewing glass
Lawrence cathode ray color tube,"
On Friday, however, a Wall
Paul Raibourn, vice president of plate, lined alternately with many
design of Dr. Lawrence's idea.
"It is our belief," Barney BalaParamount Pictures Corp., said, phosphor lines in blue, green, and
Street Journal reporter wrote that
he had seen a demonstration
red. Connected to this plate is a ban, president of Paramount Pic"is its ease of manufacture due
to the fact that there is a factor
"thatexpressed
this . . by. has
wire grid consisting of multiple
Thursday morning, and after pubfulfilled tures,
thesaid,hope
the
lication ofthat report a Paramount
of safety of about 10 in the plac- electronic lenses. This grid is FCC in its report adopting the
official modified his statement to
ing of the electrons where they
electronically registered with • the
CBS system of color transmission
should go. There is no masking
phosphor color strips.
say that "some" general news peothat 'a successful tri-color directple had seen the tube in action.
so that it is highly efficient in its
"The wire grid is a simple electronic lens that serves to deflect
use of electron energy. It works
The Wall Street Journal reporter
view
be developed."
He tube'
addedcan that
Paramount is
electrons to the right color strips
wrote that the "color reproduced
(Continued
on
page
101)
beautifully."
with the Paramount tube was not
Mr. Laurence, New York Times
on the glass color viewing plate,
as good as that shown by either
CBS or RCA."
He reported that it was in showZenith to Ask Commercialization
ing commercial products that the PHONEVISION
Chromatic "color deficiencies were
ZENITH RADIO Corp. will ask element is then sent over the tele- Telecasting, Nov. 27, 1950]. It
most evident." He said flesh tints
were unnatural, that some colors
the FCC this week to commercialize
works on a coded-card principle.
phone line to
the subscriber's
set
were "washed out" and in some in- its Phonevision system of sub- and a clear
picture
results.
Paramount's system works with
stances the picture was blurred.
Subscribers would be charged for a coin-operated box attached to the
scription TV.
TV set. It was described fully
The petition asking the FCC to the service on their regular teleCBS, RCA Show Interest
phone bills. A charge of $1 for early this month when the film
approve the scrambled pictureOn the strength of much more
each program was made during the company asked for permission to
telephone line fee system will come
test it out over KTLA (TV) Los
Chicago test.
favorable reports appearing a day
almost 6 months after Zenith carThe potential of the system is
earlier in the New York Times,
ried out its 90-day, 300-family test
Sept. 3].
Angeles casting,
[Broadcasting
• Telebased on the premise that sponsored
the tube caught the interest of both
in Chicago [Broadcasting • TeleCBS and RCA.
TV, a la radio, cannot bring to the
'Confidential* Reply
casting, Jan. 22 et seq.]. The Jan- viewer
first run movies, top sports
Officials of CBS, whose comuary-March test used some 75 feaevents, hit Broadway shows, etc.
mercially approved and operating
ture movies of 1948-50 vintage,
answer to the FCC's request
costs would be exorbitant, say forIn more
information, Paramount
color system is non-compatible,
furnished by major Hollywood pro- The
Phonevision
proponents.
ducers.
expressed great hope the tube will
replied in a "confidential" letter
Other subscription TV systems
giving as yet unpatented details.
"be all that they say it is."
Zenith Technique
Spokesmen for RCA, which is
It
asked for a six-month test and,
are
Skiatron
Corp.'s
SubscriberThe Zenith system works this vision and Paramount Picture
currently field-testing its rival
declared ' that six sets, in Paracompatible system, expressed the way: A picture is sent over a reg- Corp.'s Telemeter. RCA has also
mount executives' homes would be
ular TV channel with one of its announced that it is working on a used.
view that almost any development
by Dr. Ernest 0. Lawrence, a elements missing. This results in a subscription system. All of these
Zenith first asked the FCC for
scrambled picture at the ordinary
work without telephone lines, acNobel Prize winner, who developed
permission
to test its Phonevision
cording to their announcements.
receiver. However, if the viewer
the chromatic tube, merits careful
examination.
has a Phonevision attachment, he
system in 1949
Skiatron's system was given a Telecasting,
Aug.[Broadcasting
8, 1949]. The•
Commercial production will start calls the telephone operator and technical test via WOR-TV New
(Continued on page 101)
orders the program. The missing York last year [Broadcasting •
immediately at Chromatic's newly
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HARRY DOULL, gen. sis. mgr., Stuart F. Louchheim Co., Philadelphia electrical appliance distributing firm, signs pact for 10-minure twice-weekly news
show on WCAU-TV Phila. Looking on are (I to r) Ed Shapiro, head of ad
agency bearing his name; Frank P. Louchheim, firm v. p., and Robert M.
McGredy, WCAU-TV sis. mgr.

FIRST National Bank of Nashville,
Tenn., has signed 52-week contract
for WSM-TV Nashville's Movietime
series. At signing were (I to r) Hi
Bramham, WSM-TV sis. mgr.; Charles
Wetterau, adv. v. p. for bank, and
Red Goodwin, v. p., C. P. Clark ad
agency.

IN New York to iron out details of
Westinghouse-sponsored NCAA grid
game telecasts are (I to r) John M.
McKibbin, Westinghouse v. p.; George
Ketchum, pres., Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh, and Bob Hall, Yale
athletic dir. and mem ber NCAA TV
committee.

KOPPERS Co., industrial firm, has
begyn first series of TV ad campaigns
via WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa. At
signing were (I to r) Don Menard,
WDTV acc. exec; Ralph Winslow of
Koppers; H. Jeff Forbes, radio-TV
dir., W. Craig Chambers Inc., ad
agency, and Harold Lynd, WDTV mgr.

FOR Knickerbocker Beer, Frederick
M. Linder, president, Jacob Ruppert
Brewing Co., signs for TV show.
Candid Camera, Mon.-Wed.-Fri. on
WJZ-TV New York. Larry D. Milligan,
Milton Biow Agency, congratulates
him, while Joseph Taylor (I), Ruppert
ad mgr., smiles agreement.
FORD Dealers of Baltimore sign Boston Blackie Ziv television series for a
year on WBAL-TV Baltimore. Seated (I to r) are Howard W. Cook, dist. mgr.,
Ford Motor Co.; Tony Provost, gen. mgr., Hearst Radio-TV operations,
Baltimore; Alvin Behrend, pres., Behrend Bros., Ford Dealer. Standing (I to r)
are Ted Rosenberg, acct. exec, Ziv Television Programs Inc.; William Wacek,
pres. Universal Motor Co., Ford Dealer; Lyman Avery, acct. exec, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; William Voyce, pres., Brooklyn Motor Co., Ford Dealer; Les
Peard, asst. to gen. mgr., Hearst Radio, WBAL-TV- Michael M. Sillerman,
eastern sales mgr., Ziv Television Programs.

WLAV-TV
SALE
FCC Grants; Two Bids Filed
MILLION-dollar sale of WLAVTV Grand Rapids was approved by
the FCC last week. Founder of the
station, Leonard Versluis, sold to
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis principals for $1,382,068. [Closed Circuit, May 12].
Buyers are Harry M. Bitner and
family, who also own WOOD Grand
Rapids, WEOA Evansville, Ind.
and 50% of WFDF Flint, Mich.
The TV station's call letters will
be changed to WOOD-TV. It began
commercial operation in August
1949 and is interconnected with
Chicago through a privately owned
three-hop intercity microwave relay. The station operates on Channel 7.
Mr. Versluis retains WLAV
(AM), which began in 1940.
Two requests for new TV stations were filed with the FCC last
week. WHTN-AM-FM Huntington
asked for Channel 13 there and
estimates construction cost at more
than $300,000. Effective radiated
power requested is 58.3 kw and
antenna height is 492 feet.
In Eureka, Calif., the Redwood
Broadcasting Co. filed for a station
on Channel 3 with 17.1 kw. Redwood is licensee of KIEM and
KRED (FM) Eureka. Construction
cost is estimated at $135,384. Antenna is 92 ft. above average terrain. [For further details on new
bids, see FCC Roundup, page 99].
VACATION PROVISION
Film Council Continues
TELEVISION film companies and
independent motion picture producers last week were to be notified
by the Hollywood AFL Film Council that in the future, unless otherwise agreed, they must pay the
council affiliates 4% of base wages
as vacation allowance, currently
provided for in basic contract
agreement.
In addition, continuing in its attempt to halt further NABET inroads into the entertainment industry, the council announced that
the Art Directors Guild had given
support to its "stop-NABET" resolution [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27, 20]. The council reportedly expects similar action
by independent Screen Writers
Guild and Screen Directors Guild.
Doeskin Adds Eight
DOESKIN PRODUCTS Inc., N. Y.,
will sponsor a kinescoped version
of its live Eloise Salutes the Stars,
starring Eloise McElhone, on

Big
Drawwho blame television
THOSE
for everything might go so
far as to take an experience
of WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va., as evidence that TV
is robbing radio of listeners
even in non-TV markets. The
station reports a man in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., some 200 miles
away, wrote to ask whether
WSAZ-TV will carry the
World Series. If so, he said,
he'll visit Huntington to make
sure he sees it.
ILL.

U. TV POLICY
Committee to Study

SPECIAL committee to study and
formulate an overall television
policy for the U. of Illinois was
chosen Wednesday at the regular
monthly meeting of the board of
trustees in Chicago. Park Livingston, Chicago, board president and
vice president of Dean Milk Co.,
asked to serve on the policy committee.
Illinois Broadcasters Assn. ha.s
gone on record to oppose construction of a state-owned, tax-supported video outlet at the U. of
Illinois. The school was given a
TV transmitter by General Electric
and has a 50 kw FM transmitter
and tower which it bought from
WTMJ-FM Milwaukee when that
station went off the air. WIUC-FM
is located at Allerton Park, 25
miles from Urbana, from which TV
transmissions also would emanate.
At the board meeting, Vern
Nickell, state superintendent of
public schools and ex-officio board
member, suggested an operatingagreement with a commercial station to cut down expenses. The
committee plans to work with commercial telecasters and radio-TV
men at the university and its Institute of Communications Research. The institute operates
WILL-AM Urbana, a 5 kw Daytimer on the air since 1922.

WXEL (TV) EXPANDS
Station Buys Theatre
WXEL

(TV) Cleveland has acquired a theatre formerly known
as the Esquire Theatre in downtown
Cleveland.
Franklin Snyder, WXEL manager, announced that conversion of
the theatre into a video studiotheatre would begin immediately
and that occupancy is possible by
early November. When converted,
there will be a 44x50' stage, seating capacity for 450 persons, a
studio control room and the latest
in film projection equipment, he
said.

WPIX
2:15-30(TV)
p.m.,Newon York,
the Thursday,'
following
eight stations: WABD (TV) New
York; WBKB (TV) Chicago;
WBZ-TV Boston; WXEL (TV)
Cleveland; WCPO-TV Cincinnati;
WJAC-TV Names Katz
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; WAAM
(TV) Baltimore; and KSD-TV St. WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., has
Louis. A 52-week contract was
named the Katz Agency, New York,
placed on all the stations by Fedas national representative, effective
eral Adv., New York.
Sept. 26.
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lntercity Use Shown
LAUDED
COIOR
A
RC
others, and there was not a single
RCA COLOR TV system was successfully transmitted over AT&T coaxial
and microwave links between New York and Washington Sept. 20.
thing lacking in the test I saw
today. There was no smearing and
So impressed was Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman,
that he asked that the New York color tests be extended to Washington.
no trailing, even during rapid focus
*
be done early in October, RCA
will
That
Victor release last week.
RCA stated.
E. J. Barton, president of the
Service executives saw a studio
changes."
During the tests, transmissions
Television
Service Contractors
from New York were switched be- program and a remote pickup durAssn.,
Detroit—
"The RCA field
tween coaxial cable and microwave
ing the demonstration on three
test of its color television showed
relay circuits.
tri-color tube sets — one 21-in., that this compatible system has
others 16-in. The same program
"The results in each case were
reached the point where, in my
was shown on two 16-in. black-andopinion, it should be in production,
excellent," Gen. Sarnoff said, "and
white sets.
the color program I saw in Washto make available to the public a ROBERT CLAUSON (I), Chicago sales
At
one
point
the
studio
program
ington was just as good as it was
tremendous new step in telecasting.
representative for United Television
in New York City where I have
switched to black and white solely Primary control of colors was excelCY been
Programs Inc., shakes hands with
witnessing it almost daily for and all receivers were said to have
lent and reproduction of pastel
Pete De Met, of De Met Pontiac Inc.,
shown the same quality monothe past two weeks".
shades proved outstanding."
chrome picture.
after Mr. De Met signed for an addiHe added : "This test proved
" a i that
had
the
color
program
been
tional 26 weeks of the program.
E.
C.
Cahill,
president
of
RCA
Krantz Observation
'".vit t
Service Co., told the guests:
the existing transconRoyal
Playhouse.
The program, 1 1
' "i. I sent overtinental
David Krantz, chairman of the
radio relay facilities, it
"We were never more certain
p.m. to midnight Sunday over WNBQ
Sulci could have been
Federation
of
Radio
Servicemens
seen just as well
than we are now that a compatible,
ird «f in Los Angeles and
(TV) Chicago, uses two half-hour
San Francisco,
all-electronic
color television sysAssns. of Pennsylvania — "RCA has
UTP films. Mr. De Met said that 75 %
jrinj. as it was seen in New York and
made tremendous progress since the
tem is in the public interest. . . ." last demonstration I saw in Washof his car sales are attributable to
Some of the laudatory comments
k Gl Washington."
the TV program.
ington
in
July.
I
noted
vast
imreported
by
RCA
Victor
were
as
Add New Dimension
provements in the performance of
follows:
both receiver and studio equipment
The network tests will add a new
Radio Technicians Guild of Boston
Mort Farr, president of the Nal as dimension to demonstrations of
and there was a complete absence
— "It's beyond imagination. I didn't
tional Appliance and Radio Dealbelieve color TV could be this
RCA color that have been held regers Assn. — "I have seen all the of color trailing in the picture."
ularly in New York.
Albert Saunders, president of the
color demonstrations,
RCA and
This is the first time RCA's new,
improved system was sent through
lectijt » the coaxial cable between cities. Its
mitts tl earlier version, which the FCC
turned down in its color TV deciMurphy Hits RCA, NTSC
i ttatp.
sion, also had been "networked."
C-FJ
CBS
SYSTEM
Meanwhile, the "composite" com-i, 2
patible color TV system being detold Washington advertising men
[Broadcasting
• Telecasting,
:r.TC
CBS HAS RENEWED its counter- June
25].
veloped by the National Televithat:good."
attack on the color TV front.
sion System Committee is ap® CBS has ordered seven more
Attitude
of
CBS
toward
the
Adrian
Murphy,
president
of
the
Yen |
proaching the full-scale field testcolor cameras, to add to the three
NTSC
and
RCA
claims
is
focused
it i\
it has on hand.
ing phase, it was reported last network's Laboratories Division,
took the offensive Sept. 18 by in the following statement from
boani 3 week following a Sept. 18 meeting.
castigating the color TV promises
@ Remington-Rand's
Vericolor
the network brochure, "Questions
rarinf ? The meeting was held in New
industry
color TV equipment
has
and Answers about Color Televithe National Television System
York, reviewed the progress of the of
been
ordered
by
the
medical
schools
Committee
as
well
as
RCA
in
a
various participating companies,
luncheonsion,": which was distributed at the of the U. of Kansas and the U.
coordinated future work. It luncheon talk to the Washington
of Chicago; also by Jordan Marsh
(D. C.) Ad Club.
A number of attempts have been
showed, said one participant, that
Co., Boston department store.
made
(of
which
the
latest
National
He implied that nothing would
# The French government has
"we're getting closer to full-scale
Television System Committee's proaccepted the CBS field sequential
come of NTSC's or RCA's promises
field tests." He said he thought
of a compatible color TV system.
posal for a "composite" system is the
field tests would get under way
third and most brazen) to impede the color system as the official system, according to an Associated
"before the fall is over."
"The same people made the same
field sequential system by concocting
Press story (see story page 84).
At an RTMA committee and
promises during the 1947 color paper promises for the obvious purColor demonstrations have been
board meeting in New York later
hearing and also in the 1949-50
pose of misleading the public and
held in West Berlin, Zurich and
last week, field testing of the in- hearings," he asserted, "but they the industry and keeping color television from the public.
dustry system was said to be have not yet come up with a comParis and all have won most favorable reaction, Mr. Murphy said.
almost immediately ready. It
Color
sets
by
CBS-Columbia
are
patible promised,
system."
should be sufficiently advanced by
#
CBS color system soon will
"Often
but never
due to reach "several hundred a be tested
with the Swiss Eidophore
Jan. 1 to permit a request to be shown," were his words connoting
day"
in
the
near
future,
Mr.
theatre TV system, the American
filed with the FCC for considerhis doubts that a compatible sys- Murphy said.
rights for which are held by 20th
tem would ever be developed.
ation of the compatible system,
Reason For Delay
One of the reasons why he doubts
RTMA reported. Whether NTSC,
Century-Fox.
the outcome of the current NTSC
Twenty hours per week of color
RCA or some other company would
Reason
for
the
delay
in
mass
TV have been scheduled by CBS
and RCA tests and demonstrations
man- 1 file the request was not indicated.
production of color TV sets, he this
fall, Mr. Murphy said.
is because equipment for a comsaid, was the long tooling-up
Many Take Part
Schedule follows:
patible system is too complicated,
process necessary at the plant —
he said.
Companies expected to particiMondays through Fridays — Mornthe former Air King factory in
pate in the broadcast tests include
ings, film show, 9-9:30; "Mike and
Even if such a system were de- Brooklyn, N. Y., which CBS now
Buff," 9:30-10. Evenings, Mel Torme,
RCA, Philco, DuMont, General
veloped, itwould be two years be- owns.
4:30-5;
film show, 5-5:30; Baird PupElectric, Zenith, among others.
fore some of the apparatus would
He also announced that Crescent
be ready according to proponents
Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice presipets, 5:30-6.— Mornings, natural hisInc., subsidiary of CresSaturdays
of the compatible systems, he said. Industries
dent and general manager of GE's
cent Tool & Die Co., Chicago, was
tory show, 10-10:30. Afternoons, col■ H Electronics
Actually it would be longer than
Division, presided over
lege football, 1:30 to completion.
ready for
to color
accept
manufacturers'
the meeting as chairman of NTSC.
that, he predicted.
Sundays — Mornings, zoo or museum
orders
units
(color
wheel
TV service executives like RCA
show, 10:30-11. Afternoons, undeterMr. Murphy later told reporters
motor). Up to now Webstercolor.
mined show, 2-3.
that his report of a two-year delay and
Some of the shows are already
That is apparent from the rewas based on a statement made by Chicago Corp., Chicago, was the
only major parts manufacturer
marks they made after attending a Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
being telecast; others will be gomaking these units.
color demonstration sponsored by chairman, at the first technical
ing on during the next few weeks.
the RCA Service Co. in New York
The entire program will be on the
In a roundup of present and
clinic for manufacturers on RCA's
future color activity, Mr. Murphy
tri-color
tube
held last June
a fortnight ago, as quoted in an
air by Oct. 15.
September 24, 1951
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DESPITE increased operating expenses, amajority of TV stations
will operate at a profit for the
year 1951, NARTB District 9
delegates were told Tuesday by
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director,
at their annual meeting held at
Highland Park, 111. (See story
page 93).
This compares with red-ink
operation for two-thirds of the TV

WEEU OPPOSES
WHUM Experimental Request
BEAT the TV freeze by getting
an experimental station ?
That is the implication in the
charge made last Friday by WEEU
Reading, Pa., in a petition asking
the FCC to deny the request of
WHUM of the same city for a $500,000 experimental TV grant on 716722 mc UHF frequencies [BROADCASTING • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
If the FCC will not deny the
grant, WEEU asks that the application be set for hearing and
that it be permitted to intervene.
The petition by the Reading
Eagle station is based on three
counts:
(1) That an experimental grant today is tantamount to a commercial
grant.
(2) That no useful purpose will be
served by the grant of an experimental station on the UHF since it
would be "late 1952" before operations could begin and by then the
freeze would have been lifted.
3. That WHUM is not financially
qualified to operate the UHF experimental station it plans.
"A grant of the Eastern Radio
Corp. application for an experimental station at this time would
in effect be granting it a construction permit for a station which
would in all respects be available
for UHF commercial operation immediately upon the lifting of the
freeze," the petition reads.
'Violates' Freeze Policy
"Thus, Eastern Radio Corp.
would be permitted to construct a
UHF station, under the guise of an
experimental station, in violation
of the terms of the Commission's
freeze policy.
"This would give Eastern Radio
Corp. an unfair competitive advantage over Petitioner since Petitioner cannot, under the terms of
the existing freeze policy, be
granted a construction permit for
a UHF commercial television station."
The petition goes on:
"If such conduct were to be
tolerated by the Commission it
would be an open invitation to
broadcasters throughout the country to follow the same scheme at
this time.
"If the Commission feels that
such a policy is desirable, then a
Page 70
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stations in 1950, Mr. Doherty said,
on the basis of a special study conducted by his department in collaboration with the Research Dept.
An average increase of 60% in
station revenues occurred in 1950,
compared to 1949, Mr. Doherty
said. Operating expenses in 1950
varied from 69% of total operating revenue to 329%, with a third
of the stations having expenses
50% above revenue.
Average revenue per station in
1950 was $441,000, with average
operating expense running $532,000. This means the average
operating expense for stations in
1950 was 121% of revenue cornmore direct way of establishing
such policy would be the immediate
lifting of the UHF freeze."
WHUM's application was filed
Aug. 15. It lists $365,000 construction costs and $50-60,000
yearly operating costs. It plans
to use a 12-kw UHF General Electric transmitter from a 1,000-ft.
antenna. The antenna site is the
same as that proposed pre-freeze
for WHUM's commercial VHF
station, petition alleges. Both stations went through a hearing for
single Channel 5 in Reading in May
and August of 1948, but the freeze
was inaugurated before a decision
was reached. Now the FCC proposes Channels 55 and 61 there.

Most

Stations

in '51

pared to 197% in 1949.
Principal increases in 1950 costs
were traced to higher wages, larger
staffs, higher equipment expenditures, more program hours and
transfer of some cost items to TV
operations.
Employe compensation in TV,
just as in radio, was the biggest
item of expense, Mr. Doherty said,
amounting to between 50% and
60% of the total expense. Largest
payroll class was technicians, followed by program salaries.
Among smaller TV stations
(below $200,000 income) the average weekly payroll was around
$2,100, rising to nearly $16,000
for stations in the over-$800,000
bracket. Average payroll in the
$200,000-$350,000 class was about
$3,000, rising to $5,800 for $350,000-$500,000 stations and $7,000
for $500,000-$800,000 stations.
Wide Employe Range
Number of employes ranged from
32 at small TV outlets to 160 at the
largest stations.
Depreciation accounted for onesixth of the total expense, the survey revealed. It ran higher in the
lower income stations than in the
upper brackets.
Mr. and
Doherty's
analysis program
showed
film
miscellaneous
costs accounted for about oneseventh of total expense, with film
as the principal element.

Two

Protests Bring Renewal
WHEN one of the officials of
Belks Dept. Store chain in
Charlotte, N. C, was inducted, then sent to Korea, he
forgot to set up a budget to
continue sponsorship of Gene
Autry's Flying A series.
When the 26-week contract
with WBTV (TV) Charlotte
ended, the show went off the
air. But the next two weeks
brought more than 3,700 letters of protest. An emergency fund was appropriated by
Belks and the show is back on
WBTV for another 26 weeks.
Account executive is Will S.
Johnson, of the Walter J.
Klein Adv. Agency, Charlotte.
Crosley Color Plea
PLEA for permission to telecas \
all systems of color TV during pre
gram hours was made last week t
the FCC by Crosley Broadcastin
Corp.'s WLWT (TV) Cincinnat :
It asked that authority for exper
mental TV station KQ2XBC
granted earlier this month [Broai
casting • Telecasting, Sept. 10
be modified to permit the officit
CBS field sequential system and th
NTSC and RCA systems to b]
broadcast during its 7:30-1:30 a.n
broadcast day in order to judg
public reaction. The experiments
grant specifically forbade telecast
of other than official color syster
during program hours. Same re
quest by WPTZ (TV) Philadelphi
few months ago was denied.

Ask

Oral

Heorinc

ALLOCATIONS
FIRST SIGNS of unrest have begun to appear in the filings on the
FCC's allocation plan.
In two instances oral hearings
have been requested.
They Ithaca
are and
fromthe Cornell
U.'s
WHCU
State of New
Jersey.
Under the "paper" allocations
hearing procedure, parties have the
right to ask for an oral hearing.
But the FCC retained the right to
deny those requests unless "good
and sufficient" reasons are given.
Cornell
stated
that inthethe"unique"
nature
of its
position
central
New York region could not adequately be presented through a
paper presentation. It is seeking
the assignment of Channel 3 to
Ithaca.
New Jersey cited that it is the
only one of the 48 states with no
channels reserved for educational
TV.
An interesting legal agrument
was advanced by WJR Detroit,
which went through a competitive
hearing in 1948 for Channel 6.
The FCC's plan contemplates the
removal of that channel from Detroit, leaving no VHF channel available for new applicants. The three
channels retained are all in use.
In its filing, WJR "reserves the
right to question the legality of

any order the FCC may issue which
would have the effect of depriving
Detroit of the single VHF channel

The visual medium would be i
terrific bridge between their resi
dence in this country and their lacl
of assimilation, Booth said.
Educators' continued seriousnes,
regarding TV was exemplified las
week
by the
bulkyCarbondale,
filing of U.
Southern
Illinois,
111. o:-

nowDuring
available."
last week, the FCC
received 102 more pleadings. This
brings the total to 450 since the
Aug. 27 start of the procedure. The
FCC has 15 professional staffers
FCC proposes no VHF channe
working on the documents — at- for Carbondale. The school asks foi
Channel 10 in order to cover th<
torneys, engineers and economists.
31 coal-mining counties of southen
Cities involved in last week's
cases include Chicago, Detroit, In- Illinois.
Within 50 miles of Carbondale
dianapolis, Terre Haute, South
Bend, Flint, Toledo and Grand
the university said, are 450,00(
Rapids among others.
750,000
people.
arr'
miles there
within 75 plans
people;
Requests for Changes
The university
to spene
General tenor of the filings con$287,100
station with
construction
tinued along the same lines as the
report onindicated,
anothei !
$150,000 for a building. Yearly oppreviously — changes in the FCC
erating costs are estimated al
plan or oppositions to changes recommended by others.
$189,000. School's biennial budgel
Still the most important are the is $8,232,400.
DuMont does not contemplate
comments urging the retention of
VHF channels — or their move to answering the host of opposition'
to its plan, it said last week. It
particular cities.
Booth Radio Stations Inc., li- pointed out that the DuMont plar
censee of WJLB Detroit, pointed to got "substantially less" opposition
than did the FCC plan.
the large number of foreign-born
"DuMont ... is not especially
citizens in Detroit as the reason
for retaining VHF Channel 6. They concerned with the assignment of a
do not get much from local radio Specific channel to any particular
programs or newspapers because
its statement read, "it
they have only a smattering of the community,"
is interested only in the adoption of
English language, Booth said.
an efficient, nationwide plan."
BROADCASTING
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DO

YOU

(OR

IN

AND

WANT

90,581

WESTERN

MICHIGAN

NORTHERN

There are two television stations serving the 24eountv area of Western Michigan and Northern
i Indiana; WKZO-TV, Channel 3 and Station "B".
The respective transmitters are located 25 miles
apart. There is an approximate coverage duplication of 40% in the high intensity area.
aperr When two stations serve suhstantiallv the same
area, it becomes important to determine who
covers what, and how much. Under these circumstances, the .1 MV contour method is an outmoded
It It'
device. Most people in the business agree that
1st BMB developed the only satisfactory yardstick
id! to determine circulation in radio. That method,
-2| we believe, is the only solution to audience measurement in TV.

During May and June, Jay & Graham Research,
Inc. conducted a Videodex diary study using the
BMB method covering television homes in 18
Western Michigan and 6 Northern Indiana counties. Fifty or more diaries were tabulated in every
county except one; one hundred and twenty-five
were distributed in Kent County (Grand Rapids).
The
result was smashing proof of the WKZO-TV
raj
audience area showing all counties wherein 15%
or more television families view WKZO-TV at least
6 nighttime hours a week!
The chart at the right shows the results: 90,581
TV families in the 24-county area view WKZO-TV ;
58,560 families view Station "B". Thus WKZOTV delivers 32,021, or 54.7%, more W estern Michigan and ISorthern Indiana television homes than
Station "B"/
This Videodex Survey, using the time-tested BMB
technique, is a must for anyone interested in television. Write direct or ask Avery-Knodel for your
free copy, today!

HOMES

TV

58,560)

INDIANA?

videodex
report
Percent of Viewing in TV Homes
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana
County
WKZO-TV
Nighttime Audience
Families
%

TV Families*
Barry
MICHIGAN
Allegan
6,594
3,512
8,231
2,064
15,504

Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cass
Eaton
Hillsdale
Ionia
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Kent
Montcalm
Muskegon
Newaygo

' TV set figures supplied by dealers and distributors as compiled by
Fetzer Broadcasting Company and confirmed by Jay & Graham Research, Inc., who maintains access to the warranty cards showing delivery
of television sets by major manufacturers.

5,071
2,564
3,770
1,406
12,775

68.1
82.4
75.5

2,462
3,333
1.436

3,261
5,290
1,984
5,813
8,690
16,473
36,355

72.4
63.0
36.7
17.6
77.3
37.3
41.0
48.6

2,133
12,733
1,529
13,560
1,606

12,360
3,917

Ottawa
St. Joseph
Van Buren
INDIANA
DeKalb
Elkhart
Kosciusko
LaGrange
Noble
Steuben
TOTAL

76.9
73.0
45.8

964
6,007
4,963
2,391
2,773

2,845
7,940
3,367
4,916

71.0
33.9
62.5

56.4
64.3
32.5

1,266
2,978
1,117
981

1,969
9,162
2,149
1,434
1,945

68.4
73.9
52.0

1,437
1,326
90,581

1,809
167,584

73.3

Nighttime Audience
Families
61.5
%

4,055
67.0
2,353
** Station "B"
**915
12.2
398
**
1,058
**
2,534
972
27,121
2,648
7,008
1,798
**
5,360
**
2,143
**76

**
121
58,560

FETZER
AVERY-KNODEL,

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING
INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

67.5
63.2
56.7
43.6

5.3
6.7

**Measures less than 5%. In three counties, Michigan television Station "C" showed viewing greater than 5%; however, since its degree
of penetration was of little value to the pertinence of this study, detailed figures were not included.

and GREATER
ftpA. in KALAMAZOO
WESTERN MICHIGAN
(CBS)
THREE

5.9
67.6

**

WKZO

ALL

5.9
20.0
43.6
74.6

BY

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

Treedom Rglly' First
CBS
7Y
WHILE
TV networks
released
a TR
UN
cording and tothen
for restarringY
Susan
Peters
(Colgate-PalmS-CO
CROS
telecasting
Westprocessed
Coast viewers,
olive-Peet Co.) from N. Y.
list of shows thus far scheduled for
appearing at 8:30 p.m. PST.
3:30-4 p.m. EST— NBC: "Bert Park
Show" (General Foods) from N. Y., 8:30-9 p.m. EST— CBS: "Arthur Godcoast-to-eoast transmission startMonday- Wednesday-Friday.
frey's Talent Scouts" (Thomas J.
ing late this month, the first enLipton Inc.) from N. Y.
3:30-4 p.m. EST— NBC: "Bill Goodwin
Show"
(General
Electric)
from
N.
Y.,
tertainment program to be broad10-11
p.m. EST— Electric)
CBS: "Studio
Tuesday-Thursday.
(Westinghouse
from N.One"Y.
cast on transcontinental television
According to CBS, this is the first
4-5
p.m.
EST—
NBC:
"Kate
Smith
Show"
(participating) from N. Y.
was slated yesterday (Sunday) to
hour-long
dramatic
program to by
be
broadcast live
transcontinentally
MONDAY. OCT. 1
consist of parts of CBS-Television's
any
network.
12-hour Crusade for Freedom rally
7:30-7:45 vision
p.m.News With
EST— CBS:
Tele(No Tuesday Programs Scheduled)
DouglasCBSEdwards
and to be carried on 51 stations in(General Motors, Oldsmobile Div.)
WEDNESDAY,
OCT. 3
termittently from noon until after
from N. Y.; 11-11:15 p.m. EST —
8-9
p.m.
EST—
ABC:
"Frosty
Frolics"
Brought-up-to-date
show
will
be
remidnight. The cross-country hook(American Vitamin Assn.) from
Holfor West Coast viewing (88:15 p.m.peatedPST).
Mr. Ellin (r) wins approval ft
up will not be used again until
lywood.
10-11
p.m.
EST—
ABC:
"The
Celanese
8-8:30 p.m. EST — CBS: "Lux Video
his international block party fro,
regular programming is introduced
Theatre"
(Lever
Bros.)
from
N.
Y.
Theatre"
(Celanese
Corp.
of
America) from N. Y.
Show will be relayed live to CBS
to it Sept. 29.
Lieut. Comdr. H. A. Bisonet (I
Hollywood for instantaneous TV reTHURSDAY, OCT. 4
assistant officer in charge of Nav
First use of the cable in an east8-8:30 p.m. EST— CBS: "George Burns
recruiting in Baltimore, and Go
to-west direction, the CBS program
& Gracie
Allen Show"According
(Carnationto
Theodore R. McKeldin.
was to be hosted by Ed Sullivan
Co.)
from Hollywood.
'RED' P
CBS Television spokesmen, this is
ROBE
operating from his own Toast of
the first commercial regularly-sched* * *
The Town stage as well as from a
uled show on any network to come
from Hollywood.
Hollywood Hearings on TV
BLOCK PARTY
special "mai-athon" studio — with
10:30-11 p.m. EST— CBS: "Crime Photop artists, celebrities, and dignitographer" (Carterfrom
Products
AFTER two days of persistent
Baltimore to Ital
Prom Cosmetics)
N. Y.Inc. and
taries throughout the country makpressure,
the
House
un-American
ing appearances to plead for Activities Committee reversed a
STARTING THURSDAY, NOV. 1
Crusade contributions.
INTERNATIONAL block party c
8- 9(Admiral
p.m. EST—
ABC:8-8:30;
"Stop P.theLorillard
Music"
no-TV edict and five Los Angeles
Corp.,
Additional pleas for public supgood
neighborliness
video stations (KTTV, KECA-TV,
Co., 8:30-9) from N. Y.
Baltimore,
U.S.A., on— theinvolvin
givin
port of the Crusade for Freedom
FRIDAY. OCT. 5
KTLA, KTSL, KHJ-TV) in a pool
end
and
Leghorn,
Italy,
on
the
rt
were aired, through cooperation of arrangement last Wednesday morn9- 10 p.m. EST— CBS: "Schlitz Playhouse
of
Stars"
(Jos.
Schlitz
Brewing
sponsoring advertisers, on all NBCing started telecasting the subceiving
end —Marvin
is whatEllin
WMAR-T'
Co.) from N. Y.
personality
will b
TV programs carried by the net10 'til conclusion, EST — NBC: Gillette
conducting a month hence.
committee's investigation of comBoxing Bouts (Gillette Safety Razor
munism in Hollywood at Los
work yesterday.
Because of his weekly Bloc
Co.) from N. Y.. followed by "GreatDuMont Television Network has
Angeles' Federal Bldg.
est Fights
of Co.)
the also
Century"
(CheseParty
on WMAR-TV, Mr. Elli
brough
Mfg.
from
N.
Y.
KTTV and KECA-TV have one
and his six sponsors plan to dis
no immediate plans for participacamera
each
in
the
hearing
room,
tribute food packages to some 1,50
tion in the coast-to-coast relay,
jointly releasing proceedings to the
with the exception of the East- West
poor
families in Leghorn. Thei
names have been provided by th
SYLVANIA
CASE
All- Star Football Game which will other stations.
be carried transcontinentally by
With TV banned from the hearItalian government.
Closes With FCC Grant
DuMont in December.
Mr. Ellin will make the d«
ing room on last Monday and Tuesday, KTTV the first two days used
Meanwhile, programs thus far
liveries personally, thanks to ai
FCC's grant of Sylvania Electric's
ing.
application for an experimental TV
transportation
to be provided b
scheduled for coast-to-coast tele- the audio and telecast Polaroid
Land Camera stills of witnesses. It station in Emporium, Pa. last week
the U. S. Navy in recognition o
vision after Sept. 28 were listed as
put live cameras on committee
wrote "finis" to the first case of an Block Party's promotion of recruil
follows:
members outside the hearing room
"illegal" TV station [BroadcastSATURDAY, SEPT. 29
during intermissions.
Winners of the Block Party con
ing • Telecasting, Oct. 23, 1950].
8- 9(Kellogg
p.m. EST—
Star and
Revue"
Richard A. Moore, KTTV general
tests
are permitted to name a bloc
Co.,NBC:
Snow"AllCrop
Pet
A year ago, FCC charged Syl- in Baltimore
Milk,
to which the prograv
vania with operating an illegal TV
N. Y. participating sponsors) from manager, conferred Tuesday with
sponsors distribute samples o
9- 9:30 p.m. EST— NBC: "Your Show of Chairman John Wood (D-Ga.) and station when it discovered a sta- their
wares. An Italian-born lis
receiving his consent polled
Shows"N. (eight
from
Y. participating sponsors) after
tion rebroadcasting programs from
members of the full committee,
tener picked Leghorn, however.
10:30-11 p.m. EST— NBC: "Your Hit phoning several in Washington.
WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa. The staParade" Strikes)
(American
Co.,
A year ago another listene
Lucky
from N.Tobacco
Y.
tion operated for about three weeks
His
persistence
reportedly
reSTARTING
SATURDAY, NOV. 10
picked
block
in Vienna'sauthoritie
Russia:
before signing off by order of FCC.
sector abut
communist
sulted in the committee's reversal
8-8:30 p.m. EST— ABC: "Paul White- of its previous
The
Commission
took
the
case
to
refused
to
permit
delivery.
stand against TV.
man
TV Teen
ator Corp.)
fromClub"
Phila. (Nash-Kelvincourt where Sylvania pleaded guilty
Mr. Moore, in a wire to six other
SUNDAY, SEPT. 30
to an unintentional violation of the
Los Angeles TV stations, declared
7- 7:30 p.m. EST— ABC: "Paul Whiteman
Communications Act and was fined
Goodyear
Revue"
(Goodyear
Tire
&
"inasmuch as KTTV has made posNCAA PLAN
Rubber Co.) from N. Y.
sible this reversal of the previous
7:30-8 p.m. EST— CBS: "This Is Show
Tug Wilson Discusse
Business"
(American
Co., committee policy, we feel it should
Sylvania's experimental station
$2,500.
Lucky
Strikes)
from N.Tobacco
Y.
be the station to make the pickup
will
broadcast on Channel 7 and in CONTROVERSIAL subject of col
8- 9 p.m. EST— NBC: "Colgate Comedy
lege football telecasts will be dis
Federal
He of- two bands of the UHF (520-540
Hour" Hollywood.
(Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.) from the
from
fered to feed
it toBuilding."
other channels
cussed
by Kenneth L. (Tug) Wil
me and 870-890 mc) with powers of
9- 10 p.m. EST— CBS: "Fred Waring
at no expense.
15, 25 and 100 w. Estimated cost son, athletic commissioner of th
Show"
(General
Electric)
from
N.
Y.,
alternating Sundays with NBC.
Big Ten and secretary-treasurer o
Donn Tatum, ABC Western Di- of the station is $10,500.
9- 10 p.m. EST— NBC: "Goodyear Playthe National Collegiate Athleti
vision director of television and
house"
(Goodyear
Tire
&
Rubber
Co.)
Assn., at the first fall meeting o
from N. Y., alternating Sundays with manager of KECA-TV, protested
CBS.
the KTTV stand. He maintained
the Chicago Television Council tc
SEG Warns Producers
10- 10:30 p.m. EST— CBS: "Celebrity
morrow (Tuesday). Clifton Utlej
ABC
had
as
much
a
hand
in
perTime" (B. F. Goodrich) from N. Y.
ALLEGED increase in number of NBC AM-TV local and networ
10-10:30 p.m. EST— NBC: "Red Skelton
suading the committee to change
commentator, will serve as mod
Show" (Procter & Gamble) from its mind in favor of TV and further
Hollywood.
Screen Extras Guild contract vioerator at the luncheon meeting i
demanded
KECA-TV
cameras
and
STARTING
lations by television film producers
OCT.EITHER
7 OR 14SUNDAY,
production-technical personnel be last week brought a warning to the
Hotel.Tropical Room of the Sherato
7-7:30 p.m. EST— NBC: Chesterfield included.
comedy show (no name selected),
producers by the guild that further
Arranged by Harry Dieter o
After hours of discussion on how
with a different comedian each week
contract violations "would not be Foote, Cone & Belding, the meet
— opening show probably starring the pickup should be made, it was
Bob Hope, according to NBC (Liggett
ing coincides with the start of th
Concurrently SEG
& Myers Tobacco Co.) from Holly- agreed that both have cameras in tolerated."
wood.
members were notified that they
college football season and the he
the hearing room and feed to others
DAYTIME
SCHEDULE— MONDAY
of the NCAA experimenta
in pool. Other responsibilities in- must inform the guild office of any ginning
THROUGH FRIDAY
contract violations coming to their television plan sponsored on NBC
volved in the telecasts also were
OCT. 1) (BEGINNING
attention.
TV by Westinghouse. CBS wil
3-3:15 p.m. EST— NBC: "Miss Susan," divided between the two stations.
carry colorcasts of nine games.
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(me...

everyone
or

KPIX

who

thought

nice

production

Japanese

Peace

wrote,

or

things

of

said,
about

the

Conference

KPIX, San Francisco's pioneer television station, is happily rewarded
for its work as the station selected to engineer and produce the
entire Japanese Peace Conference in San Francisco for all stations
and networks by words of praise, both direct and indirect.
To every newspaper and magazine critic, to every commentator, to
the writers of thousands of words of praise in letters from contemporaries and listeners, and very especially to the millions whose enthusiasm wecould not hear but could feel so distinctly, KPIX expresses
here its genuine and humble appreciation.
Thanks, too, to all those who made possible the wonderful reality of
transcontinental television. KPIX is proud to have been the key station
in a thrilling achievement that foretells tremendous things for the
days and years to come.
Wesley I. Dumm
President
Philip G. Lasky
Vice President & General Manager

MARK HOPKINS HOTEL San Francisco
CBS
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Lower

Set Production,

But More

Sales

telestatus
(Report 182)
=

THE

DALLAS

LARGEST

TELEVISION
MARKET

. .

PRODUCTION of television sets
will drop about 30% this year compared with 1950, but sales of new
sets and those in warehouses will
increase because of relaxed credit
controls, lowered prices, rising
consumer income and coast-tocoast programming.
This was the prediction last week
of Television Shares Management
Corp., Chicago investment advisor
of Television-Electronics Fund Inc.
Company researchers concluded
the total set production will be
5,300,000 units this year, contrasted with a 1950 volume of 7,500,000. The top 10 manufacturers
are expected to produce 71% of
the total industry output, or 3,780,000 sets. The percentage was about
the same last year, when the leading 10 set makers produced 5,337,000 units.
RCA Will Lead
Of the top 10, RCA again will
lead the field, TVA Shares Management predicts, with 700,000
units this year. It produced 950,000 writs last year ; both years producing about 13% of the industry
total.
Admiral and Philco are tied for
second again this year, the report
estimates, with 625,000 sets each
contrasted with 875,000 each in
1950. Third place is shared by
Emerson, General Electric and
Motorola, with 400,000 units' in

1951 compared with last year's
totals of 550,000, 425,000 and 660,000, respectively.
The investment concern envisions ashortage of sets for dealers
early next year because of the
shortage of essential materials
such as copper, nickel, aluminum
and cobalt, which will result in
curtailed production. Military
equipment orders, however, will
pick up the civilian business slack,
the company predicts.

Emerson President Benjamin
Abrams told distributors at New
York meeting that company's twoyear color guarantee would hold
for limited time. Some months ago
Emerson promised full allowance
of the price of its black and white
TV sets toward the purchase of any
make color TV receiver if within
two years.
Emerson also showed 23 radio
receivers, ranging in price from
$16.95 to $199.95.
Zenith's 21-model TV line starts
with a 17-in. table model with
"pyroxylin" top and sides for
$249.95, with a 20-in. table model
at $299.95. All sets contain materials-savings electro-static focus-

Peak of Supplies
military inproduction
will
'52
have passed by late 1952, the management company believes, and
critical materials will then be in
good supply.
Complete 1950 totals and 1951
pictureimproved
tubes, "fringe-lock"
fringe area
estimates for the top
DALLAS
1951 10 follow: 1950 circuiting for
RCA
All have Zenith's tur700,000
950,000 reception.
ret tuner which permits UHF re*Admiral
875,000
625,000
875,000 ception through the replacement
Philco
625,000
of one of the strips, and a jack
400,000
Emerson
FT- WORTH
550,000
425,000 for a color unit when available.
General Electric
400,000
660,000
Motorola
400,000
Combined Population
Zenith also showed six new radio450,000
Zenith
300,000
Crosley
240,000
DALLAS and TARRANT
phonograph combinations, ranging
1
30,000
DuMont
100,000
140,000 in price from $259.95 to $349.95. All
COUNTIES . . .
100,000
Hallicrafters
172,000
have AM and FM radio.
TOTALS
3,780,000
List prices remain unchanged,
5,337,000
Balance of Industry 1,520,000
920,500
2,163,000
TOTAL INDUSTRY
7,500,000 but DuMont prices to distributors
5,300,000
were reduced 10 to 15% last week.
Meanwhile, Emerson and Zenith
Price cut is effective until Nov. 3,
have announced new 1952 set lines.
Emerson line leads off with a DuMont sales executives said.
NOW
tk ere are
After that date, it is quite possible
17-in. table model at $199.95, has
(Continued on page 76)
a 20-in. console ensemble
at
$279.95.
City
^-September
I
I 129,564
24, 1951 — Telecasting Survey
City
Weekly Television Summary — sePtembe
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Sets in Area
Outlets On Air
Albuquerque
103,799
KOB-TV
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Ames
WTVJ
WMCT
9,450
115,000
61
,544
WOI-TV
Atlanta
Memphis
93,160
Miami
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV
81 ,600
313,889 Milwaukee
Baltimore
273,300
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
257,607
WTMJ-TV
42,025
V's
D-T
Binghamton
KRL
Minn. -St. Paul KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WNBF-TV
in
60,000
Birmingham
Nashville
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
WSM-TV
17,200 New
WTTV
173,000
Bloomington
WNHC-TV
Haven
766,492
Boston
37,024
New Orleans
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
WDSU-TV
Buffalo
Effective
214,287
WBEN-TV
WABD,
WCBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
New York
62,150
WOR-TV,
WPIX
Charlotte
WBTV
86,405
Chicago
WATV
949,793
Newark
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
300,000
2,500,000
Norfolk
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
494,238
Oklahoma
City
WTAR-TV
Cleveland
75,312
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
WKY-TV
229,000
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
Omaha
Coverage Area
KMTV, WOW-TV
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
129,564 Phoenix
Ft. Worth
DeliasPittsburgh
95,811
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KDHO-TV
86,622
WDTV
Davenport
883,000
62,263 Providence
WOC-TV
WTVR
E.
Moline
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
Quad
Cities
40,100
300,000
210,000
TJlie CBS
Station
WHIO-TV, WLWD
WJAR-TV
Richmond
162,000
Dayton
Rochester
Detroit
616,544
WHAM-TV
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
71
,576
Erie
WICU
jor
DALLAS
and
WHBF-TV
Rock Island
129,564 Salt
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise.,
88,135
Ft.Dallas
WorthQuad
Cities
Lake
City
FORT WORTH
E. Moline95,071
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
62,263
Antonio
Grand
RapidsSan
Diego
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
Kalamazoo
146,181
WLAV-TV
KFMB-TV
Greensboro
San Francisco
WFMY-TV
KPIX, KRON-TV
51,196
51 ,500
Houston
73,91
108,460
tli id id wliy.
Albany-Troy KGO-TV,
KPRC-TV
210,000
84,1291 SchenectadyWRGB
HuntingtonCharleston
WSAZ-TV
Seattle
KING-TV
171,250
50,562
WFBM-TV
160,900
Indianapolis
St. Louis
KSD-TV
WMBR-TV
92,600
Jacksonville
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
1
06,796
306,000
Toledo
Johnstown
38,750
Syracuse
WJAC-TV
WSPD-TV
KOTV
Tulsa
129,276
Kalamazoo127,000
Utica-Rome
WKTV
AM-FM-TV
146,181
Grand Rapids WKZO-TV
1 32,784 Washington
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
84,275
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
109,112
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Lansing
WD
EL-TV
281,125
50,000
(Channel 4
WKECA-TV,
JIM-TV KFI-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
55,000
Los Angeles
77,671
KTLA, KTSL, KTTV
1 ,01 3,000
Estimated Sets in
Total Markets on Air 63
Total Station on Air 107
is ijour Lest Lay
I he
TIMES HERALD Station
Use 13,482,000
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimated sets within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts
may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
National Representatives
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
are
necessarily approximate.
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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CITIZEN

The "Children's Workshop" is
something unusual in public service
programs. Designed on the theory
that busy minds and hands at 6 prevent delinquency at 16, this show
has not only won a distinct place
in the heart of our community for
itself — but also for the Borden
Company, its sponsor. Yes, its
sponsor! Here's proof that public
service shows, conceived to fit the
aspirations of- a community, can
be sponsored and still be in the
public service. •
Conceived by Mrs. Winifred
Naas, the "Workshop Lady," this
program is built to develop character in the young television viewers
in this community. It consists of a
period called "Manners — or Living
With Others" — a period of creative
arts and crafts — a question period,

"We feel this is an excellent program for children,"
writes Michael
Solomon,
Assistant Superintendent,
Division of Recreation, City of
Dayton, "and are especially grateful to Mrs. Naas for the opportunity
she has given us this summer to
publicize events on playgrounds
of special

with telephone answers — and a
play and acting project. No children appear in the commercials.
The Workshop Lady regularly answers hundreds of weekly requests
for creative crafts direction sheets,
and answers over 150 personal
letters a week — half of them from
adults! And the Borden Company,
expanding a trial period of 4 weeks
indefinitely, reports increased sales
and widened markets through
their host of new friends.
Telecasting

• BROADCASTING

It's a privilege to be associated
with another good citizen in this
program dedicated to better youthful citizenship. As a locally-owned,
locally-operated station, we take
special interest in programs designed to make our community a
better place to live. Judging by both
mail response and surveys*, Dayton reciprocates those efforts in its
viewing preferences . . . WHIO-TV
is represented nationally by the
George P. Hollingbery Company.

interest

to children."

*EXAMPLE-Pulse August survey
shows that 8 out of top 10 televised
shows were aired via WHIO-TV.
September 24, 1951
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 74)
that prices may be boosted, they
said.
Small in size but fast-moving in
sales is Muntz TV Inc., according
to a Sept. 15 announcement by
President Earl Muntz. He said
company had sold 12,000 sets in
August, compared with 7,000 same
1950 month. More than 2,000 sets
were sold the weekend of Sept.
8-9, he said.
Muntz Schedule
In view of indications of a sustained demand, Muntz will continue to produce 11-12,000 sets a
month, Mr. Muntz said.
New Muntz 24-in. set at $349.95
is scheduled to go into regular
production Oct. 1, he announced,
with schedule of 500 sets for the
first month.
Another small TV manufacturer

reported that the first nine months
of its 1951 fiscal year were the
largest in its history. Net worth
as of July 31, according to an unaudited figure, was $383,606, reported Harry Kaye, president of
Kaye-Halbert Corp., Los Angeles.
This compares with May 31, 1950
net worth of $212,753, and Sept. 30,
1949 net worth for that full fiscal
year of $69,454.
WCAU-TV
Rate Card

Issues
No. 7

WCAU-TV Philadelphia has announced Rate Card No. 7, effective
Sept. 16.
Robert M. McGredy, sales manager, disclosed a new basic, Class
A hour rate of $1,500, with oneminute announcements at $300.
Current advertisers will continue
under Rate Card No. 6 until March
16, 1952, Mr. McGredy added.

Godfrey Leads
Nielsen August Report
ARTHUR GODFREY won both
first and last places in Nielsen national ratings for the top 10 TV
shows during two weeks ending
Aug. 25. The Nielsen report, released last week, follows :
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS* HOMES
PROGRAM
(%)
Arthur
Godfrey's
Friends
(Liggett & Myers)
32.1
Big
Town Ribbon Bouts
31.2
Pabst
31.4
Amos Blue
'n' Andy
31.2
31.2
Toast of the Town
30.9
Westinghouse
29.2
Kraft
TelevisionTheatre
Theatre
Racket Squad
28.5
27.9
26.8
Philco TV Playhouse
Arthur Godfrey's Scouts
*The aNielsen
of homes
gives
relative "percent
measurement
of the reached"
audience
obtained by each program in the particular
station
areas
where
it
was
telecast
TV
homes in those station areas able —toallview
the telecast being taken as 100%.
Copyright 1951 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

SHERIFFCounty
John congratulates
Babb (I) of Chicago'
Cook
Spence
Allen, WGN-TV Chicago newsreel di
rector, which
for the
station's
telecast
films
helped
identify
a cono
victed killer who escaped from th
county jail. Station shot the film las
December when the killer was con
victed and then presented them agaii
after he escaped.
Truman

HSs

MP/0

&2.M0
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NOT "178,498 RADIO HOMES"
NOT "OVER 83,000 TV HOMES"
as claimed by Tulsa's TV Station
In an independent survey by Leslie Brooks &
Associates, Research Consultants of Tulsa, Oklahoma, itwas found that the Tulsa TV area, defined
as the .1 MV area of Tuba's single Television
Station, has 212,940 radio homes and 31,072 Television Homes and Businesses as of July, 1951. This
is in contrast to the Tulsa Television Station's
claims in literature and in advertising of "178,498
radio homes" and "over 83,000 television sets"
in the area. The survey was conducted in Tulsa
and in 40 towns in the Tulsa TV area. A 3,416
interview sample was made, statistically valid
within two percent.

M

TV

KFMJ

MES
H0
AND
BUS/MESS

September 24, 1951
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rt/lSA

AREA
AS OF JUIV, 1951

IN CITY OF TULSA
IN TULSA TV AREA
(EXCLUSIVE OF TULSA)

KOME

TELEVISION SET
(HOMES21.0%
AND BUSINESSES)
11.3%

# # #

RADIO
98.8%SET
(HOMES ONLY)
98.3%

FAMILIES WITH BOTH TELEVISION AND RADIO
SETS — AVERAGE PER DAY:
4.28 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO
4.45 HOURS VIEWING TELEVISION
FAMILIES WITH RADIO SETS ONLY — AVERAGE
PER DAY:
5.3 HOURS LISTENING TO RADIO

KRMG

KTUL

A copy of the survey may be obtained by writing any
Tulsa radio station or from their National Representatives.
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Sept. Trendex
CBS's Man Against Crime led tht
top 10 Trendex Ratings for spon
sored television shows for the weel
of Sept. 1-7, but President Truman's address to the Japanese
treaty conference won the highesl
single rating (50.1), according to a
list released last week covering 2C
cities. The top 10:
Program Rating
1 Man Against Crime (CBS) 32.6
23 Godfrey's
Talent (NBC)
Scouts (CBS) 31.8
Fireside Theatre
31.4
4 Video Theatre (CBS)
31.1
56 Danger
Arthur Godfrey's
Friends
(CBS)
30.9
(CBS)
28.8
Big Theatre
Story (NBC)
87 TV
(Kraft) (NBC) 26.2
26.0
9 The Web (CBS)
25.5
10 Suspense (CBS)
25.3
Special event: President Truman, Sept. 4
Japanese Treaty Conf.
50.1
(Above figures are based on one live broad
cast during week of Sept. 1-7.)

PERCENT OF MARKET SATURATION

$1,000 REWARD!
Associated Tulsa Broadcasters have posted
$1,000. with the First National Bank and
Trust Company of Tulsa to be given to the
first person proving the Brooks survey is not
within 5 per cent of accuracy, as of date
made.

KAKC

/
TlW
f

HOMES

Tops

VIDEO

THREAT

Making Movies Better
MOVIE
industry
isn't worried
about
"inroads" of television,
according
to Dore Schary, MGM vice president in charge of production.
He told Los Angeles ad club members Tuesday that the film industry
hasn't adopted
"ostrich-like"
attitude
toward anvideo,
but has
viewed it sensible.
"If TV is our rival," he said,
"then we are meeting the challenge
in the only sensible way by making
a better product that is beginning
to do better business than ever be-

A challenge set up by television
was attributed by Adolph Zukor,
board chairman, Paramount Pictures Corp., for the vast number
of upcoming quality movies.
In
Hollywood in mid-September
fore."
to screen Paramount's new product,
KV00
Mr. Zukor at a press conference
gave the competition of video as
responsible for "making us better
than in the past."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FILLING

THE

GAP...

(As seen in Look
APPEARING ALSO ON OUR Magazine's
FIRST PROGRAM Sept. 25th issue]

A

SMART

NEW

WOMAN'S

ton yxwi&wC

SHOW

influence a woman's audience . . . Appliance
Dealers, Jewelers, Furniture Dealers, Super

H ere is the only comprehensive spot

Markets, Shoe Stores, Cosmetics, etc.

news fashion program available on television film.
Fashion Previews is a weekly 12 minute spot-news

The commentary and interviews are handled hy

fashion program, filmed in cooperation with leading

Frances McGuire . . . well known fashion expert, and

women's magazines and starring America's top fashion
designers. A program of immediate and compelling
interest . . . informative, authoritative and entertain-

features each week such personalities as PAULINE
TRIGERE, LILLY DACHE, CEIL CHAPMAN,

ing ... a natural for any advertiser who wishes to
Among

JACQUES FATH, NORMAN NORELL,
VICTOR, TINA LESER and many others.

SALLY

JJTP important recent releases are:

Old American Barn Dance • Royal Playhouse
Rebound • Chimps • Sleepy Joe • and others
Exclusive distributors for
Bing Crosby Enterprises
tiling Studios

Write, wire or phone for
availabilities for your
market. Immediate starting date
inc.

UNITED

TELEVISION

360 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
CE 6-0041
BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

PROGRAMS,

444 Madison Ave.

140 No. LaBrea

New York, N. Y.
PL 3-4620

Hollywood, Calif
WE 8-9181
September 24, 1951
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ABA
TV

WOW-TV
Gets

the

Call

for

TV

FOOTBALL
in the

Omaha-Plus

Area!

42
great games scheduled
on

WOW-TV

Sunday Afternoon
12 Professional Games
(from Dumont)
College Games
7 (NCAA) on Saturday afternoons
for Westinghouse
(NBC)
" Big -Seven -Game11 of-the-Week"
Games on Tuesday
nights by Film for
Phillips 66
Nebraska
10 games

U.

by film

Plus the Rose Bowl Game

IN

Panel

SELF-IMPOSED restraint was
called for, whether television is
allowed in or out of court, by a
panel discussing "the responsibility
of the press, radio and television
for fair criminal trials" at the
American
New York Bar
last Assn.'s
week. meeting in
Panel members included Newsman Marquis Childs; Jack Gould,
radio-TV editor of the New York
Times; Rudolph Halley, former
counsel to the Kefauver Committee, and Simon H. Rifkind, former
U. S. District Judge.
They centered their talks upon
television and showed marked disagreement.
Childs Shows Concern
Mr. Childs showed concern over
admitting the medium into the
courts. Admitting that the Kefauver hearings had brought a "great
moral issue" before the public, he
decried the "sensationalism" involved.
Mr. Childs contended that TV
provided an incentive for the prosecutor to "go all out," which he
termed a deplorable result "in view
of a recent tendency to select or
promote judges on the basis of
prominence they have received in
some particular prosecution or
Questioning the propriety of TV
lights
trial." and noise in the courtroom,
Mr. Childs wondered about the selectivity of TV coverage and how
it would be possible to obtain a
fair, free, and full presentation of
proceedings with the medium limited by strict time schedules.
Arguing that television "is an
extension
of journalism"
that
should
be allowed
access at all trials
— not just criminal proceedings —
Mr. Gould said the primary problem to achieve balance between two
sets of rights: The right of fair
trial and the right of free coverage
by information media.
He explained television can be an
unobtrusive member to the court,
not requiring the Kleig lights neces-

sary for newsreels nor making the
noise that film cameras do.
Television, he said, is not the
"mass jury" that President Truman
has labelled it, but the opposite,
since TV audiences, rather than
collected in a group, are dispersed
among their own homes.
The status of television and
economy of its programming require extensive commercial scheduling. This will make four-to-five
day coverage of any court proceeding an expensive and therefore unusual event, he said.
Telecasting trials, hearings and
investigations thus will have to be
accomplished for the greater part
through kinescopes, which will
allow for the same editorial discretion now used by newsreel producers in selecting the parts representee of the whole.
"Are the problems of television,"
Mr. Gould queried, "really new
ones or recurrences of old ones ?
If there are faults in publicizing
judicial procedures, it may be the
faults of man — not of a mechanical
Mr. Halley felt the question of
invention."
television
really reverts to the one
of public education. Reminding the
group that technical civilization has
progressed far beyond individual
thinking, Mr. Halley said that if
TV is not the answer to the problem of mass information, it is at
least the hope.
"Don't be frightened of the main
subject [TV]," he warned, "but
learn how to use it."
Medium Commended
Commending television for its
excellent development to date in
offering program choices that radio
has not provided, the lawyer cited
TV as a "merciless eye" for reporting to the public. Rather than allowing sensationalism and deprivation of individual witness' rights,
television at the Kefauver hearings
acted as a deterrent on the committee, he said.
"Browbeating can't occur in a

court when the public can see aw
decide for itself," he observed.
The same is true for covera I
of legislative activity, he urgJ]
Rather than encouraging sensation
alism before the camera, televisia
discourages it by exposing it.
Judge Rifkind seized upon t|
responsibility of the media, sayii
that if the radio, television a!'
press are larger citizens wil
louder voices and greater reachi]
they might also have greater J
sponsibility. Thus, he consider!
what the media should not do lej
it interfere with the due process!
of law.
Truth Can Hurt
Pointing out there are timl
when truth can be an impedimej
to justice if that truth is irrelevail
immaterial, or inflammatory, 1
said such a case becomes so cell
brated that the jury is exposed I
information, influence and opinid
of a non-legal kind.
"If you have a right to publi.sj
you also have a right to refra]
from publishing," he advised.
The bar and public informatic
media should try to find a comma
ground, Judge Rifkind said, a
that the rights of free informatic
and free trial can coexist.
He reminded the lawyers thj
whereas litigants have the rigl
to a non-secret trial, the public a
and its representatives — has ri
right to enter the trial.
"The court is not an education!
institution, but a place of businesl
The question is, 'Will televisicj
bring a fairer trial?' I'd not gi\I
a minute's thought to the rights tl
cover
The that
paneltrial."
discussion was tapes
by WFDR New York for broadea|j
Friday, 9-11:15 p.m. (EDT.).
CONNIE DESMOND was assigned
CBS-TV last week to work as pri
cipal colorcasts
broadcasterthisforfall.network's
ball
At leastfoo
stations have been lined up to car
the colorcasts, though some plan
use
them only on• closed-circuit
[Broadcasting
Telecasting, bas
Sep
17]. .

Wise National Spot Buyers
know that a schedule like
this means WOW-TV is the
Station to buy, in this
rich Market

SRT-TV
INTENSIVE
PROFESSIONAL
COURSES

WOW-TV
Insurance Bldg., Omaha
Telephone WEbster 3400
Frank P. Fogarty, Gen'l Mgr.
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Righ{

COURT

and Pro Playoff Games

ANY JOHN BLAIR-TV OFFICE

Argues

CAPITAL CITY kickoff was given Kieran's Kaleidoscope TV film series on
opening day by WMAL-TV Washington. At Statler luncheon were (I to r):
William Green, radio-TV director, and William Doors, account executive,
Lewis Edwin Ryan agency; Paul Moss, president, International Telefilm Productions; John Kieran; Arthur Lee Thompson, president of sponsoring Thompson's
Dairy, and Ben Baylor, WMAL-TV assistant manager. Educational films
will be made available to schools after each episode has been telecast.

in TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
Instruction
by top-ranking
als under actual
broadcast professionconditions
Complete TV Station Equipment
Co-Educational • Day or Evening
for prospectus
Veterans
SendApproved
for free
"Careers in Television"
SRT/ (School of
Radio Technique)
TELEVISION STUDIOS
America's Oldest Broadcasting School
316 West 57 St., New York 19, N. Y.
Plozo 7-3212

BROADCASTING
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• Simple, convenient control system includes remote control,
gives maximum over-all operating efficiency . . .
• Advanced optical and electronic engineering makes possible unparalleled sound reproduction . . .
• Improved tungsten illumination — plus "Lumenized" Kodak
Projection Ektar Lenses — provide unusual mosaic screen
image brilliance.
Write today for detailed information on specifications, prices, and
delivery.

Cost Formula
(Continued from page 28)

EXCESS

PROFITS

Hill Committee Urge\
'Special Relief

termed the Capehart formula "unworkable." Sen. Capehart, in turn,
said nobody except persons "who
are losing money" could apply for
readjustment.
The National Assn. of Manufacturers got into the act Wednesday.
It warned Congress that the administration substitute not only would
endanger the national defense but
also would contribute nothing constructive to the anti-inflation fight.
"The Capehart amendment, if
fairly interpreted and put into regulatory form, would have a stabilizing effect in that it would end
some of the uncertainty which has
plagued manufacturers in regard
to their price ceilings," NAM held.
It "spells out definitely what are
allowable costs and gives industry
a reasonable assurance that the
rules of the game will not be
changed by a government agency."
Additionally, it charged, the administration
would "likely
be administered
in proposal
a manner
which
If Juliet lives within TV
range of Tulsa — and if
Romeo is making his. pitch
in the afternoon — chances
are she's watching KOTV's
top-rated afternoon shows
— Lookin' at Cookin' and
Matinee Showcase. Wide
awake time buyers are
using afternoon time on
KOTV to reach more than
80,000 homes with spot
participation. KOTV is
Tulsa's
TV station
and has only
the finest
shows
available from four networks, NBC, CBS, ABC,
and DUMONT.
GUeuutel

6

First in Tulsa

KOTV
Cameron Television, Inc.
302 South Frankfort
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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"SPECIAL RELIEF" from excess profits tax burdens should be grantt
the
industry
which hasof been
"doubly penalized"
largeradio-TV
losses during
development
the television
medium. in sustainin'
This conviction was spelled out in the $5% billion tax revenue bi'
reported by the Senate Finance
Committee last Tuesday and sent
ing base period earnings," the con
mittee explained, "represents in e:
to the floor for prolonged debate.
feet what the company would ha-\
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
earned had it remained in the radi
Sept. 17].
Despite the victory looming on broadcasting business alone durin
the base period but had had the us
the horizon for radio broadcasters
of the assets held as of 1949 durin
engaged in TV, there were storm
warnings that the committee pro- the base period."
The committee added "it is nc
posal was headed for strong oppossible to offer a similar alterm
position from administration stal- tive
for those using the industr
warts late Thursday.
rate of return" (TV-only opei
Joining in the fight was President Truman, who complained that ators) because of the "lack of dat
tax returns" for the base perio
the proposed measure would im- on
years as to TV losses and asset
pair the effectiveness of the income
devoted to TV.
and profits structure and "give cerThe proposal also would permi
tain corporations unwarranted re- radio-TV
operators also engage
in non-broadcasting enterprise
lief from excess profits taxes."
A less substantial victory ap(such as newspaper publishing) t
peared in the offing for televisioncompute
their tax for radio-T^
only operators who would be re- only. Thus,
radio-TV and news
quired to use the radio-TV rate of papers or other
businesses woul
would not permit industry to re- return for the period 1946-1949.
be treated as separate corpora
Combined radio-TV broadcasters
tions, each eligible for relief.
coup all legitimate costs increases,"
would be able to use their own
and give "broad discretionary
TV-Only Broadcasters
earnings income or the industry
powers" to OPS.
With respect to TV-only broad
rate for tax computation pur- casters
Draws Sharp Protests
in business before Jan. 1
poses, with an advantage accruing
the amount is computed by multi
The original OPS Ceiling Price • through utilization of the former
plying total assets on the last da;
Regulation 22, to which the Cape- in the case of longer established
of its base period by the bas
hart formula was to be applied, broadcasters.
had drawn sharp protests from the
The committee explained the period return for the industry as :
industry which feared that ad working of the new formulas in whole.
Credit for guiding the industr;
budgets might be pared in many
this fashion :
instances because of early price
The bill grants corporations which, through the rough shoals of exces;
during the base period, derived part profits in committee belongs to Sen
ceilings. The Capehart plan had
of their gross income each from TV A. Allen Frear (D-Del.), whos>
allayed those fears on the basis
and radio broadcasting an alternative
that not only would advertising be method of figuring their average earn- model bill (S 1861) served as th.
period net income for excess
considered an allowable cost in profitsings base
for committee action [Broad
purposes. They are given two basis
casting • Telecasting, Aug. 6
new alternative methods of computing
figuring new prices but also that
a rate of return for the base period July 30, 23].
a serious threat to all media had
(1946-49)
and assets
are permitted
been thwarted.
As it went to the Senate the bil
to
their total
at the endto ofapply
the
base period "whichever rate of return called for a top income tax rate oi
James D. Shouse, vice president
results
in the
lower rate
tax." is computed
The first
alternate
corporations of 52</f with a maxi
of Avco Mfg. Corp. and board
mum effective rate, including ex
by
eliminating
from
the
chairman of Crosley Broadcasting
own income during 1946-49 corporation's
its TV losses
assets cess profit levies, of roughly 69f/<
Corp. had been a primemover in and
those by
usedeliminating
in TV. Thefrom
rate its
of return
on
the
radio
business
is
reached
by — or a ceiling of 17% on excess
the early fight [Broadcasting •
Telecasting,
Aug.
6,
June
11,
May
dividing
its
income
(excluding
TV
in28].
profits taxes.
administration forces wer(
come than
and losses)
wise
in TV. by assets used other- ledThe
by Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D
The
second
optional
method
permitThe exemption set aside for adted to radio-TV broadcasting in comMinn.). They sought to boost th<
vertising agencies contained a
puting the rate of return is to use the overall
tax levy from the presen
industry
rate of return from 1946 to
list of 22 different services which,
1949.
$5V2 billion to a figure closer t(
according to OPS "have little ef(Continued on page 82)
"The above method of determinfect on the cost of living or which
cannot practicably be controlled."
Also included were managers of
actors, actresses and athletes, clubs
or associations organized and
I SE
operated "exclusively" for social,
recreation and other non-profit purposes, and "labor relations counIn exempting them from price
sellors."
control,
OPS explained :
Advertising agency services and services rendered by managers for actors,
actresses and athletes and by labor
counsellors involve the interaction of
many
factors,
as varying
market
conditions
and such
demands,
time element,
individual fee negotiations and with
respect to advertising agencies special
talent and subject matter incident
thereto, which render such services not
practicably amenable to regulation.
In another move OPS amended
Ceiling Price Regulation 22 governing methods for calculating the
increased cost of materials.

withAUDK
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STUDIOS
S. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO jj

BROADCASTING

film messages have given us
the know-how to put sellingpunch into TV film spots and
yet keep costs down.
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a magic
formula
for c
higherv
turnover?
Zenith
it ! No
mystic words.
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No Aladdin's Lamp. Just a big, strong, sales-winning combination of more
demons
features and better features .... a combination prospects can't seem to resist !
Featured here — two of the hottest models in television today. Packed
with Zenith features, Zenith quality ... yet priced so low they spell top
value to customers . . . top turnover for you. Cash in now on Zenith . . .
America's most demonstrable television!
oSfcU.
t
e
t
o
s
e
r
o
...andgo
The Burke
18th Century cabinetry at its tasteful
best, interpreted in rich Mahogany
veneers and selected hardwoods.With
Zenith 17-inch rectangular tube.
Model H2052R.
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The Marlowe
Get ready for sales . . . when you
feature the Marlowe! A commodern table model
coveredpactly
with functional
Mahogany
Pyroxylin. 17-inch rectangular
Blaxide* "Black" picture tube.
Model H2029R.
The quality built into every Zenith
is positive assurance that Zenith
profits are profits you con keep.
No extra service, rebates,and other
costly attempts to pacify customers.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION, CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS
nen^pco*.
Afso Makers cf Fme Hearing Aids
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UHF

SUCCESS
Told at IRE Meet
PROBLEMS and successes of UHF
occupied the attention of more than
100 members of the Institute of
Radio Engineers' Professional
Group on Broadcast Transmission
Systems at the Franklin Institute
in Philadelphia Sept. 17.
Of prime interest was the discussion by RCA Labs', Dr. George H.
Brown and NBC's Raymond F.
Guy on increased power gained by
tilting the Bridgepoi*t UHF antenna. Tilting of the antenna downward increases the signal strength
10 db to a distance of five miles
from the transmitter, Dr. Brown
reported. At greater than five
miles, the signal decreases in
strength.
With an effective radiated power
of 40 kw, he said, a median field
intensity of at least 10,000 microvolts per meter is obtained out to
a distance of five miles.
The tropospheric field 100 miles
from the transmitter is reduced
12 db when the beam is tilted, he
said.
Tilting increases the power of
the antenna by three times over
that radiated at normal position.
Mr. Guy told the story of the
Bridgeport UHF station, which has
began operating on 850 mc — the
top of the UHF television band.
Transmission line problems were
discussed by John M. DeBell Jr.
If the rating on our completed 13 Craiff
Kennedy mystery shows starring Donald
Woods, filmed especially for television,
does not beat
of any
detective
TV the
showrating:
at end
of 13mysteryweeks
(comparable time) in any city, we offer
your sponsor 2nd run at no charge for
show.
Immediate
Delivery ...
first
13 '4-hour TV films
completed
Adrian Weiss Productions
present
CRAIG
KENNEDY
CRIMINOLOGIST

of DuMont. Line losses increase
drastically with the higher frequencies, he said, and reach a
point where larger cables or wave
guides are necessary. Each have
their problems in cost and bulkiness, which Mr. DeBell described.
Problems of receiver design for
UHF reception were described by
W. B. Whalley of Sylvania Electric
Products. Primary problem is the
type of tuner — continuous, semicontinuous or "band-spread," or
selector switching. TV set owners
prefer the latter, he said. He also
detailed what parts of the present
TV chassis had to be changed,
what parts could be used in UHF
unchanged.
Bailey Is Moderator
Also of great interest to consulting engineers was a field
strength analyser described by
NBC's Frederick W. Smith.
The meeting was moderated by
Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky and Bailey,
Washington consulting engineers,
and Dorman D. Israel, Emerson
Radio and Phonograph Co., New
York.
Among others who spoke were:
Lewis Winner, chairman, IRE ProfessionalSystems:
Group onWilliam
Broadcast
Transmission
Sayer
Jr.
and Elliot Mehrbach, Allen B. DuMont
Labs; R. A. Soderman and F. D. Lewis,
General
Radio Co.Co.: L. O. Krause, General Electric
Excess Profits
(Continued from page 80)
the $10 billion asked by the Chief
Executive.
The Finance Committee expressed "serious doubts," however, as to
"feasibility of raising any substantial additional revenue from
income tax sources."
President Truman had complained that "corporate profits are
at The
record
levels." went along with
committee
the House version to raise the top
corporate tax from the present
47% to 52%. The Senate committee would make tax boosts retroactive to April 1, rather than Jan. 1
as recommended by the administration.
No provisions were made for
raising excise taxes on radio-TV
receivers, also asked by Mr. Truman. Present rate at manufacturers' level is 10%. The administration had sought a boost to
25%.

Starring
DONALD
WOODS
CRAIG KENNEDY
with
Sydney Mason and Lewis G. Wilson
Available
For National-Regional
or Local Sponsorship
10UIS WEISS & COMPANY
655 N. Fairfax
Los Angeles 36, California
Phone: WEbster 5287
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KTTV Suit
A 30-DAY extension has been
given KTTV (TV) Los Angeles to
answer charges of a plagiarism
suit filed two weeks ago by attorneys for Morris Braun, MGM
property
manSept.
[Broadcasting
Telecasting,
17, 3; Aug. 27].•
Mr. Braun is asking $150,000.

FILM

AGREEMENT
Shane and IATSE Sign

FILMING fate of ABC's Life with
Linkletter television program was
temporarily settled last week when
Maxwell Shane Inc. and IATSE
signed a basic agreement for filming that show at any given place.
The contract covers all classifications employed in show's filming.
Original plans to film the program at the ABC Television Center were stymied when NABET
prevented John Guedel Productions, show packager, from bringing the IATSE camera crew into
ABC. NABET, holding a contract
with ABC, claimed the presence
of members of IATSE, with whom
NABET is feuding, would create
"unsafe" conditions for NABET
members. A national NABET
strike was threatened if attempts
to use IATSE men persisted.
As a temporary solution, Mr.
Guedel had the first two Linkletter
programs Vitapix recorded at ABC
using NABET crews. Two additional shows were filmed by IAP
crews at outside studios.
Each show this year is costing

film

the

TELEVISION

previous
stillis had
weeks to contract
run. Thethat
latter
filmt'
by the same firm at outside studio!
Indications that the Scree
Actors Guild negotiations wi1
major motion picture producers f<
a new basic contract for actoi
would be a drawn-out process wj
given as the guild negotiation con
mittee last week opened talks wit
the labor committee of Assn. (
Motion Picture Producers [Broai
casting • Telecasting, Sept. 17
AMPP represents eight major fil
Guild demands include bannin
producers.
from TV the use all theatrical filn
made after Aug. 1, 1948.

report

MAGAZINE covers will come to
life on TV in Fashion Previews,
placed on the market last week by
UNITED TELEVISION Programs,
New York. The weekly 12-minute
film will feature covers and contents of nationally famous fashion
magazines.
In addition,
each week's
show
will include
an interview
with
one of the top-ranking designers
who shape national styles. Magazines participating are Brides,
Charm, Living for Young Homemakers, Look, Mademoiselle, McCall's, Parents, Quick, Seventeen,
Today's
Woman Designers
and Woman's
Home
Companion.
signed
for first 13 weeks include Cecil
Chapman, Jacques Fath, Tina
Leser, Lilly Dache and Sally Victor.
Interviews and descriptions will be
handled by Frances McGuire, fashion expert and radio-TV commentator.
Washington Irving's legend of
for

its sponsor, Green Giant Co., a]
proximately $11,500, triple tlj
amount of last year when the prl
gram was live from Hollywood ar,
Vitapix recorded for other ABE
stations.
A similar union snag was hj
at NBC with filming of Groucl
Marx You Bet Your Life sho
and
You pilot
Want ofTotheBe?O'Keefe Who L
Marx show being filmed by Filr
craft was later allowed to be pr
duced at NBC according to

.

.

.

Rip Van Winkle has been revive
for educational film purposes b
the National Assn. of Manufac
turers.
Their soundly
hero, "Kip"
Va*
Winkle, sleeps
from 193
to 1951. He awakes with a stai
to discover that his modest inheril
ance, which he had dreamed abov,
for
12 longdiminished
years, has in
beenvalue.
"cor
siderably
Narrator Don Ameche is on han
to make appropriate observation
and encourage viewers to fight fo
restricted borrowing and a bal
anced budget and other NAM oh
jectives. Film is free to TV sta
tions and community groups fror
NAM St.,
Motion
49th
New Picture
York 20.Dept., 14 "W
Range Rider will continue to jo;j
along before FLYING A Produc
tions' cameras in Hollywood. CBS
TV has exercised its option for 2
(Continued on page 98)
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FOREIGN

Dept.

Data

TV

PROGRESS report on foreign television, comprising line and frame
statistics, transmitter power and
number of receivers for each country, has been completed by the
Dept. of Commerce.
The survey covers existing and
potential stations in the Western
Hemisphere, Europe and Africa.
It appeared in the Sept. 17 issue
of Foreign Commerce Weekly and
is a followup to the department's
ROGERS SUIT
May Set Precedent in TV
FAR-REACHING precedent in
which a film star could prohibit
unauthorized use of his old motion
pictures on television may result
from Actor Roy Rogers' suit
against Republic Pictures underway in U. S. District Court, Los
Angeles.
The cowboy star is seeking to
prevent the studio from selling or
leasing his old theatrical pictures
to TV stations. He received a temporary injunction against Republic
last July pending court determination of the case.
Mr. Rogers argues, through his
attorney, Frederick Sturdy, that
he holds commercial rights to his
name and his horse, Trigger, which
cannot be used without prior consent. He contends that his name
on a Republic picture, when offered
to TV sponsors, would automatically lend its use for advertising
purposes. Mr. Sturdy is a member
of the legal firm of Gibson, Dunn
and Crutcher.
The studio, represented by Herman Selvin of Loeb & Loeb, maintains that it controls all rights to
Mr. Rogers' pictures and can use
them in any manner, including distribution for exhibition on TV and
other mediums.
The king of the horse operas has
concluded a contract with General
Foods Corp., which bought his radio-TV services for live and taped
presentation on NBC and other GF
programs. Pact is subject to cancellation, however, if his old films
are released for TV showing
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Sept. 17].
Mr. Rogers was under contract
to Republic for 13 years and reportedly severed his association
when the studio opposed his wish
to enter TV, a desire which led to
the General Foods contract.
The case is being heard by Judge
Pierson M. Hall. Presentation of
arguments is expected to extend
over a number of days with TV
and motion picture industries
watching with keen interest. Trial
started within the past fortnight.
Authorities point out that the
case involves a legal issue not
heretofore broached by the courts
and one upon which the whole future of motion pictures on TV will
hinge.
BROADCASTING

Commerce

another station (XELD Matamoras) starting operations Sept.
1. The Mexican government, it
was noted here, requires all TV
receivers entering Mexico to be
"non - synchronous." Construction
permits have been granted for 11
additional stations.
In Peru, a Lima radio company
reportedly is interested in establishing TV but has taken no action.
A video outlet is planned for Montevideo, Uruguay. In this instance,
purchase of TV equipment from
U. S., British and other sources
will hinge, it was said, on technical
studies compiled by engineers of
the Servicio Oficial de Difusion
Radio Electrica. Operation is expected by the end of next year.
A private company formed in
1949, with the view of building a
TV station, is temporarily withholding action while it observes the
installation of equipment.

breakdown of TV receivers
throughout the world [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 17].
Argentina's first video outlet is
expected to go on the air in Buenos
Aires sometime this fall, utilizing
the 625-line system with 5 kw.
Effective radiated power actually
may be close to 40 kw through use
of an 8-bay triangular loop antenna, according to the survey.
Brazil currently has two stations
(PRF3 Sao Paulo and TUPI Rio
de Janeiro, with 525 and 625-line
systems, respectively, and plans
two other outlets, at Belo Horizonto and Porto Alegro. Cuba also
has two (CMUR and CMQ Havana) operating with 525 lines.
A network is under construction
for completion by the end of 1951.
Elsewhere in South America, it
was reported that Bogota will have

• Telecastin

a TV station. A contract for equipment has been awarded to two
British firms by the municipality
of Bogota. The Marconi Co. will
supply a transmitter and complete
studio center, while E. K. Cole will
furnish receivers, to be rented at
the outset to the public.
Others Without Plans
TV transmission is not contemplated at present for Bolivia, Chile
and Haiti. Guatemala's plans are
merely "in the talking stage." The
Chilean government recently refused foreign exchange to import
equipment. "No plans" pend for
Panama, Paraguay, and Surinam,
and "no development is expected
for two years" in Venezuela.
In Mexico, two outlets— XHTV
and XHWT Mexico City — are now
in operation using 525 lines, with
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SAG

CONTRACTS

Signs With Film Producers
SCREEN Actors Guild has signed
interim collective bargaining eontracts with eight television film
producers. The Guild, which has
been negotiating with motion picture producers for a new basic contract for actors [Broadcasting •
Telecasting, Sept. 17], signed at
the same time with eight of them.
TV film contracts signed include: Revenue Productions, Procter & Gamble Productions, DancerFitzgerald-Sample Inc. (advertising agency that produces TV films
for clients), Wes Beeman Productions, Eisenbach Productions, Don
W. Sharpe Enterprises, Teevee Co.,
all Los Angeles, and Seaboard Studios, N. Y.
Frank

J. Eisner

FRANK J. ELSNER, 76-year-old
chief electrician at NBC's Center
Theatre, New York, died of a heart
attack at his work Sunday, Sept.
16, during the telecast of The
Colgate Comedy Hour, 8-9 p.m.
(EDT). The four electricians who
had been working with Mr. Eisner
continued their operation of the
show's lighting without missing a
cue. Chief electrician at the
theatre since 1932, Mr. Eisner lived
in New York and is survived by
a daughter and a niece.

BETTER
PROGRAMS
ON
*

FILM

<
A SUCCESSFUL
ADVERTISING MEDIA
WHICH HAS PROVEN ITS
WORTH IN MANY CITIES.
FEATURES:
Historical
Mystery
Drama
Crime
WESTERNS:
Tim McCoy
Tom Tyler
Hoot Gibson
Big Boy Williams
Write Now For Full Details
to

TELECAST

FILMS, INC.

112 West 48th St.,
New York 19, N. Y.
Att: G. W. Hedwig
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CBS

COLOR

'HIT'
IN FRANCE
Government
Reported Adopting System

RADIO OFFICIALS of France
were quoted last week as saying
that country will adopt the CBStype system of color television.
CBS-TV quoted an AP news
story, reporting on CBS color demonstrations in Paris [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 17], as
saying:
"France found its first taste of
American color television tasty and
decided to adopt it for its very own.
"French radio officials announced
at CBS color television demonstration that French television will be
developed according to 'field sequential system' devised by Dr.
Peter C. Goldmark, Columbia engineer. Since French black-andwhite television has not yet been
greatly developed, the announcement indicates that the first mass
television audience France has
would be introduced to color instead of graduating to it from
black-and-white as in the U.S."
The Paris demonstrations, presented Sept. 13-18 under French
government sponsorship, drew
"high, unanimous praise from all
quarters of French public opinion,"
CBS-TV reported. They were handled by a team of technicians and
producers under Dr. Goldmark,
CBS Labs Division vice president
in charge of engineering research
and development.
CBS-TV said France Soir, the
country's largest newspaper, devoted full-column reports to the
showings and called them "brilliant," and that Paris Presse called
the demonstration "fully convincing" and quoted France's television
ESTY PROMOTION
Boosts TV Business
IN THE FIRST of a series of
newspaper ads entitled "How to
select an advertising agency in
these days of TV," William Esty
& Co., New York, asserted last
week that ". . . among all agencies,
William Esty Co. is currently placing more network television programs— and has had more experience . . . than any other agency
in the business."
William Esty & Co. is currently
telecasting 38 programs weekly for
its clients. The series of full-page
newspaper ads will run in the
Herald Tribune, New York Times
and Wall Street Journal. The first
ad concluded with an invitation to
advertisers to write in or phone
for the special TV presentation.
To Study Programs
SEATTLE Council of ParentTeachers Assns. has ordered the
organization of a city-wide PTA
committee to study television and
radio programs for children. Findings and recommendations of the
committee would be offered to the
local stations.

director-general, Waldimir Porche,
as saying the CBS system is "perfectly adaptable to French blackand-white." he Parisien Libere
was quoted as saying the "pictures
were definitely superior to movie

NBC
color."

LAND

PACTS

Option Is Extended
NBC early last week asked for and
received a third extension of time
on option to purchase nine acres
of Burbank (Calif.) city-owned
property for part of proposed $25
million radio-TV center. Extension
was granted by Burbank City
Council until Oct. 17.
Network has purchased 30 acres
of land in Burbank from Warner
Bros, adjacent to the film studio
and has completed terms for purchase of 10 acres from the city.
Archie Walter, Burbank city attorney, said NBC asked for a 30
day extension because of its indecision on the smaller parcel.
Originally, the transaction was
to have been concluded Aug. 8. A
continuance to Aug. 31 was granted
and another to Sept. 17 [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 20].
Although denied several times,
NBC reportedly plans to sell its
present Western Division headquarters site at Sunset Blvd. and
Vine St. and center future radio
and television activities in Burbank. Construction of the contemplated radio-television center will
not get under way until 1953, it was
understood.
Purchase of 30 acres from Warner Bros, reportedly cost NBC
$750,000, with a working agreement for sound stages and other
studio facilities included. Price
for the 10 and 9 acre parcels of
Burbank-owned land were reported
as $142,000 and $120,487, according to Mr. Walters. Escrow on the
10 acre parcel, however, will not be
closed until final decision has been
made on the 9 acre tract, it was
explained.
Television Film Distributors
and
Sales Agents
Servicing: the South-Eastern Market
Would like to represent producers
of Package Shows, Open End
Films, Shorts, Soundies, and etc.
Send complete information of your
product and your catalog to:
the most progressive sales agency
in this area calling- on Agencies,
Advertisers, and Stations.
Contact:
ENTERPRISE CORPORATION
1612 S. W. 13th Street
MIAMI, FLORIDA

U. OFC. BASKETBALL
Scheduled on KHJ-TV
KHJ-TV Los Angeles paid $33,0001
for exclusive television rights tol
21 home basketball games of theB
U. of Southern California Trojans'
and the U. of California at Los 1
Angeles Bruins for the 1951-1952!
season. Both Pacific Coast Con- 1
ference and non-conference schedules will be telecast.
In the event either team reaches
the playoffs, these games will be
televised also either from Los
Angeles or via microwave relay
from San Francisco.
First game gets underway Dec.
7 with the schedule continuing
through March 1.
George Whitney, vice president,
in charge of sales, Don Lee Television, and Bill Parry, president
of Sportsvision Inc., packager of
the games, consummated the agreement.
In addition to telecasting the
USC-UCLA games, KHJ-TV also
will carry telecasts of the World
Series and last week started televising football games of the All
America League and junior college football games. Latter series
is sponsored by Hoffman Radio it
Corp., Los Angeles.
KNBH (TV) Los Angeles also
will carry the World Series tele- ii
casts locally for NBC, which repurchased
the rights from
Gillette cently
Razor
Corp.
KHJ-TV coverage of the Series
was arranged in accordance with
a residual clause in the MutualGillette radio contract providing
telecast rights to Mutual stock- : ::
holders in four major cities should
the Series be telecast. Other cities a
besides Los Angeles include New
York, Chicago and Boston.

ii Rit
SMPTE MEET

•:
Set Oct. 15-19 on Coast
ENGINEERING and technical developments in TV production,
theatre-television and color will
be among subjects discussed and
demonstrated at the 70th semi- a
annual convention of the Society :
of Motion Picture and Television 5 -;
Engineers to be held at the Holly- i
wood (Calif.) Roosevelt Hotel
Oct. 15-19.
A demonstration of color tele- e
vision at one of the local studios
is on the schedule for Oct. 16.
Awards for outstanding scientific
and engineering achievements are
to be made at the convention ban- 1
Oct. 17.willA be
total
11 technicalquetsessions
heldof during
the
five-day conclave.
TELESCRIPTIONS
ANIMATED AND
LIVE ACTION TV FILM SPOTS
20-Second ond 1 Minute
823 VICTOR
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Movie-TV
CIVIL

Test

DEFENSE

'Successful1
FIRST USE of theatre TV for the training of civilian defense workers
has
been Administration.
termed "highly encouraging" by officials of the Federal Civil
Defense

Mr. Clipp (I) and Mr. Goldenson
[exchange good wishes at telethon
outset.
*
WFIL

*

*

TELETHON
Aids Cerebral Palsy

: 3 CASH and pledges topped $85,000
In the WFIL-TV Philadelphia television marathon for the benefit of
cerebral palsy victims Sept. 8-9.
Proceeds from the 15%-hour
:r
telethon will aid the United Cereibral Palsy Assns. of Pennsylvania
and southern New Jersey.
Comedian Henny Youngman took
the stage to serve as m.c. at Philadelphia's town hall following brief
talks by Leonard Goldenson, national president of UCPA, and
Roger W. Clipp, general manager
of WFIL-AM-FM-TV.
Philadelphia's Town Hall served
as main originating point for
- the telecast, with the program
switched to Atlantic City. Portions of it were televised in the
first TV presentation ever to be
transmitted to the public from
Atlantic City. Personnel and equipment for the microwave relay system between Atlantic City and the
WFIL-TV transmitter were furnished by RCA. Technical engineering assistance for the Atlantic City pick-up was provided by
ABC.
Al Owens of WMID Atlantic
^ City served as m.c. for the marathon originating from Atlantic
' City. Program was under the supervision of Jack Steck, manager
of programs and production for
WFIL-TV.
Gifts of merchandise valued at
more than $10,000 were offered to
persons who gave to the cerebral
palsy cause.
Ezio Pinza Signed
EZIO PINZA, basso, and NBC
came to terms on their reported
contract when the singing star
signed last week after his hit performance in All Star Revue. Although the network remained silent
on money involved, it was understood that the singer would get
about $5,000 for every TV appearance and $2,500 for every radio
assignment, under an exclusive
agreement covering the next three
years [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Sept. 10]. Mr. Pinza's next
appearance will be on television's
Colgate Comedy Hour, Sunday,
Sept. 23.
BROADCASTING

The initial closed circuit demonstration took place Sept. 15 and
covered 11,000 volunteers in Wash- *
ington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and
commentator, was chairman of the
New York [Broadcasting • Teleexperiment.
The program was procasting, Sept. 10].
duced by Harold Azine and Alvin
Exactly what form the regular
Lapin, chief and assistant chief,
use of a theatre-TV FCDA netrespectively, of the FCDA TV
work will take has not been deter- Branch. WMAL-TV Washington
mined. Correlation of answers to originated the program.
a questionnaire distributed to all
The program was fed via AT&T
civilian defense workers in thealines to RKO Keith Theatre, Washtres during the test has to be done
ington; Loew's Century, Baltimore;
before the next step is planned.
Warner's Stanley, Philadelphia;
The program consisted of live Paramount Theatre, New York.
and film demonstrations.
Theatres were donated.
Abbreviated version of the show
Highlight of the test was a question and answer session between
was repeated for New York when
members of the audiences in the lack of film stock kept the Paramount Theatre screen dark during
four cities and a panel of FCDA
officials in Washington.
the original run. Paramount
Gunnar Back, ABC Washington
Theatre uses an intermediate sys-

tem of theatre TV — pictures on
kinescope are recorded on film, then
run through a regular movie projector less than 30 seconds after
they appear on the TV tube.
Points in favor of this "20th
century classroom" medium, as
cited by FCDA officials, are these:
(1) It gives everyone participating,
either as spectators or performers,
a feeling of immediacy and a psychological lift at being part of large
group. (2) It has great possibilities
for emergency use. (3) It permits
the showing of latest defense measures and policies. (4) It gives participants sense of intimacy with top
people in their own community and
in other communities — as well as nationally. (5) It permits questions
from "grass roots" workers and instantaneous answers from top level
policy makers. (6) It is ideal for the
dissemination of semi-confidential information.
During World War II, TV was
used on an intermittent basis. But
it only reached small groups viewing small screen sets.

■ut>

Jloatlna

Action!

BALANCED

for all TV
TV

Cameras

TRIPOD

This tripod was engineered and designed expressly to meet all video
camera requirements.
Previous concepts of gyro and friction
type design have been discarded to
achieve absolute balance, effortless
operation, super-smooth tilt and pan
action,
dependability, ruggedness and
efficiency.
Below :
3 wheel portable dolly
with balanced TV Tripod mounted.

Complete 360° pan without ragged or
jerky movement is accomplished with effortless control. It is impossible to get
anything but perfectly smooth pan and
tilt action with the "BALANCED" TV Tripod.
Quick-release pan handle adjustment locks
into position desired by operator with no
"play" between pan handle and tripod
head. Tripod head mechanism is rustproof, completely enclosed, never requires
adjustments, cleaning or lubrication. Builtin spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle.
Write for further particulars ,
FRANK C. ZUCKER
(7flni€Rfl €quipm€iiT
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'VOICES'
NEW
Planned by State Dept.
PLANS for construction of a $5
million Voice of America station
on the West Coast, earmarked as
one of the two largest and most
powerful in the world, were revealed afortnight ago by the Dept.
of State.
The project will be built near
Aberdeen, Wash., to beam programs to Asia. Electronics engineers have been testing various
sites on the Coast since last June.
A similar station is to be constructed in North Carolina where
engineers have been canvassing
land tracts. This outlet will transmit programs to Europe, with the
prime objective of piercing Soviet
Russia and Iron Curtain countries.
Plans for the stations were announced by Thurman L. Bernard,
chief of the State Dept.'s information and educational exchange office. He said the department is negotiating for land.
According to early estimates, 25
men will be required to operate the
new West Coast outlet. Perhaps as
many as 100 will eventually staff
the facility, to include a two-story
transmitter building.

MODEL

CD SYSTEM
Demonstrated by C
DEMONSTRATION of a mobi
communications system tailor
especially for Onondaga Count
N. Y., and explanation of civil d
fense procedures during a mo<
attack highlighted a two-day co
ference under the auspices of Ge

BIG

FIRST Bernard Shaw property said
to be cleared for TV will be "Cashel
Byron's Profession" to be presented
on your Lucky Strike Theatre on NBC
TV, Mon., Nov. 19.

Gov. Langlie (seated), signs the Uniform Narcotics Drug Act. Standing
(I to r) are Mr. Foster, Carl Downing, executive secretary, WSAB, and
Mr. Olsen.
*
NARCOTICS

LAW

5000—

580u

the key station
of the keystone
state . . .
Harrisburg, Pa.
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IMPLEMENTED
KIRO Drive Leads to Legislation

AT A SESSION of the Washington
state legislature summoned to deal
with budgetary problems only, a
drive spearheaded by. KIRO Seattle
resulted
of Washington's
version in
of passage
the Uniform
Narcotic
Drug Act.
Carrying an emergency clause,
the measure becomes effective Oct.
1. Washington is the 45th state to
adopt the model law recommended
by Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.)
when chairman of the Senate
Crime Investigating Committee.
Carroll Foster, KIRO public affairs director, traced developments
of the station's drive thus :
Last January, before the narcotics problem became a nationwide
discussion, KIRO began a quiet investigation of addiction among
juveniles.
KIRO's
Seattle is vulnerable.first conclusion:
Ryan Series Causes Reaction

National Rep.
The Boiling Co.

*

When the Kefauver Committee's
findings reached public attention,
KIRO had accumulated an impressive array of facts, thanks largely
to Milo Ryan, U. of Washington
radio journalism professor, who
served during the summer in
KIRO's department of public affairs. Prof. Ryan wrote and
produced the radio series which
ultimately stirred public action.
KIRO's public presentations were
three half-hour documentary programs, plus a series of special interviews with authorities. There
was immediate public response to
the station's first issue of the
series, aired July 30.
Although the legislature was not
scheduled to reconvene until January 1953, it was called into special
session to cope with revenue problems, i
As response to the KIRO broadcasts swelled, parallel measures
were introduced into both house and
senate. The bill went through the
house with small opposition and

passed the senate unanimously. On
Sept. 10, Gov. Arthur B. Langlie
affixed his signature.
A wrap-up program, File Number Five — Report 9, was slated
Sept. 17, on which local and state
law enforcement officers were to
evaluate the law and take stock
of next steps.
The police chief, for example,
wants better-paid, better-trained
men. KIRO will back his efforts.
In a special state-wide report
Sept. 5, Tom Olsen, chairman of the
legislative committee for the Washington State Assn. of Broadcasters,
told WSAB members:
Experienced legislators were all in
sympathyplained to awith
cause, hut that
exKIROtherepresentative
this special session was to take up only
appropriation and taxation problems.
They indicated it was all but useless
to introduce a bill.
But a bill was introduced, the station
beating the drums, and never have
representatives and senators been
swamped under such a deluge of mail,
telegrams and phone calls. We think
KIRO's splendid handling of this, with
the results obtained, added a lot to the
prestige of our industry.

eral
Co., Syracuse, N. "\
TheElectric
joint demonstration-dispk
meet was held Sept. 13-14 at GE!
Electronics Park and drew reprt
sentatives of industry and feder
and state agencies, including tl
FCC and the Federal Civil Defend
Administration. Civil defense d|
rectors from 32 states and Canac
also attended.
Broadcasters were in the mino
ity at the conference, which dea
mainly with mobile systems (polic
fire) tying in with a key CD fr
quency already approved by tl
FCC. Broadcasters' role in aidin
the public to avert panic in tl
event of an attack was stresse
throughout the meet, however, i
talks by key officials.
Col. William Talbot, director c
FCDA's Warning & Communict
tions Division, addressed the cor
ference. Heading up the FCC cor
tingent was Ralph Renton, Office c '
the Chief Engineer, and Georg
McLain, Office of the Generff
Counsel.
New Boston FM Outlet
NEW FM station in Boston goc
on the air Oct. 6 at 8:30 p.m. wit
the first Saturday evening pei
formance of the Boston Symphon
Orchestra's 71st season, Ralp
Lowell, trustee of the Lowell Ir
stitute, announced last Wednesdajf'
With call letters of WGBH, th
station has studios in Symphon j Hall and transmitter on Grea
Blue Hill, Milton, Mass., operat
ing kw
at 89.7
mc (Channel
wit"&( ,
20
effective
radiated209)powei;
Daily broadcasts will be from 3<p
10:30 p.m. Together in the enter;
prise are the Institute, Boston Col
lege, Boston U., Tufts College, Har,
vard, Massachusetts Institute o
Technology, and Northeastern U
all members of the Lowell Institute
Cooperative Broadcasting Counci
to promote adult education by radi<
and television.
QUINCY,

GATES

ILLINOIS

s"^
Broaden
.11 THESE
OFFICES
E
TO SERVE
E SOURCYOU
^ur ON
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
....... TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. . . .. TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE. .......
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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Atlantic Schedule
Others

FOOTBALL

Up;

Reported

\TLANTIC Refining- Co.'s most extensive football coverage in 16 years
Ikvas announced last week by Richard Borden, firm advertising manager.
At the same time further reports of football negotiations indicated
Ithe 1951 season will chalk up a new high in sponsorship.
J Mr. Borden also said Atlantic
vould not telecast college football
ind had previously released schools
1 "rom TV options in order to corepii iperate with the NCAA experii'afei i nental plan [Broadcasting •
- • -Telecasting, Sept. 10]. Atlantic,
Defetji lowever, will telecast 10 league
dgames of the professional Cleve:adi and Browns and five road games
di both of Philadelphia Eagles and
m Pittsburgh Steelers,
A system of regional networks
has been set up to cover 119 colleges, 39 high schools and the 31
professional games, using a total
pf 101 stations.
Schedule runs Sept. 21 through
Map
of Atlantic
s 1951by
football
coverage Refining'
is studied
bee. 7 and requires approximately
Norman
Cotterill
(I),
executive
of
0 announcers.
Entire radio and
N. W. Ayer & Son, and Mr. Borden.
V program is directed by N. W.
*
* *
Ayer & Son, New York.
Tide Water Associated Oil Co., should be emphasized, however,
that the game is not a part of the
San Francisco, has completed negoNCAA-controlled program which
- . j tiations for live and delayed tele;asts of U. of California and Stanends Nov. 24," he added.
.-^ford games during the 1951 season,
Westinghouse's 19-game NCAA
according to P. E. Allen, vice presschedule starts Sept. 29 over NBCTV.
ident of Tide Water. KGO-TV
Other football negotiations last
will carry the tele,\U
r !jSan
basts. Francisco
week included:
CBS-TV over WMAR-TV Baltimore
At a special gridiron gathering
f the San Francisco Advertising
and WTOP-TV Washington will carry
I lub last Wednesday, Harold R. live telecasts of armed forces football games on 10 Saturdays through
; ;.j.Deal, manager of advertising and
Nov. 24. Teams will be seen from
; promotion for Tide Water, out- the
navy. army, marines, air force and
lined the company's radio schedule
: f more than 80 games on over 125
In addition, CBS will telecast films
. - .^stations in the Pacific region. Tide
of top college and U. S. military
Water agency is Buchanan & Co.
academies Saturday games on the
Westinghouse Electric Corp. last day after the game on nine Sundays
week announced it will sponsor a starting Sept. 30. These games will
go out over the network.
< oast-to-coast telecast of the Notre
])ame-U. of Southern California
DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers of Greater Cleveland has arranged with
uame, Dec. 1, over NBC.
WTAM Cleveland to sponsor the full
roWM "Live television of this annual
schedule of Ohio State U., according
to John McCormick, NBC general
- ra:jjfootball classic marks the first time
manager in Cleveland.
1 in
history
that midwestern television
and eastern
audiences
will see
Ohio State football has been bought
a west coast game as it is being
by General Electric Supply Corp. of
Cincinnati on WSAI Cincinnati. Spon^Pplayed," J. M. McKibbin, West:iifinghouse vice president in charge
sor also has purchased MBS' Game
jiof consumer products, said. "It of the Week on WONE Dayton. Robcarries

the weight

in the Oregon
DAYjor

Market
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KGW O. ■ • woS»
PORTLAND, OREGON Station
Mown B . • • jQi grK)
on the efficient 620 frequency
,MEE
AFF9LBATED WBTH NBC \NIGH
^TIM
DJTT
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD
RETRY
& CO.
Station O ■ ■ ■ °™
• Telecasting

KWIK Pocatello, Ida., will carry the
full schedule of Idaho State College
under sponsorship of Sinclair Refining Co. and local dealers. Sinclair
also bought eight local high school

SOUTH CAROLINA'S SUPERMARKET!

SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN
AREA
(U. S. Census, 1950)

LEADS

BY

FAR

IN

games.
WCOP Boston has arranged to
carry all
Boston
U. home-and-away games of
WWSW Pittsburgh, in addition to
broadcasts of the Steelers' pro games,
has joined the Irish Network to air
seven Notre Dame contests plus one
other game on Notre Dame's Oct. 6
open date. Broadcasts will be sponsored by The Television Corp. of
Pittsburgh (for Philco TV), and the
Union Fruit Auction Co.
CBS

BIRTHDAY
Has 24th Sept. 18

RETAIL

SALES

GREENVILLE
Columbia

$151,050,000
136,965,000

Charleston

125,097,000

Sales Management 7 95 7
CBS was 24 years old Tuesday.
When the network was started by
the Columbia Phonograph Co. Sept.
18, 1927, it scheduled 10 broadcast
hours a week over 16 affiliated
stations. Marking the anniversary,
CBS spokesmen noted last week
that CBS today is on the air 15
hours a day and its affiliates will
number 200 by the end of the
month. The 11 weekly programs of
24 years ago have been increased
to some 200 shows now.
First CBS program was The
King's Henchman, an American
opera by Deems Taylor and Edna
St. Vincent Millay, with Metropolitan Opera stars singing the
lead roles. In addition to CBS
stations, an additional 58 outlets
carried the first show as a special
event. Broadcast from the New
York studio of WOR, the opera was
to begin at 9 p.m., but was delayed
10 minutes until storm damage
to wires in the West was repaired.

Greenville leads also in Population, Employment, Wages,
and Automotive Registration.
South Carolina's First Metropolitan Area is your first market in S. C.

NBC

THREE

NIGHT

TOTAtBHB
Survey
MILIES
*a*FA■_
»* »m
Slow
«w
StoHonCB .. •
• • m_6j©

KGW

ert Acomb Inc., Cincinnati is agency.
WORD and WDXY (FM) Spartanburg, S. C, will carry 40 college and
professional games throughout the
season, Walter Brown, station's president, said last week. The Atlantic
Refining schedule will be broadcast,
along with Washington Redskins professional contests. Supplemental
games of Wofford College and other
top regional tilts will be sponsored
by the local Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,
Aug. W. Smith Co. and Cudd & Coan
Insurance Co.
The Philadelphia Inquirer will
sponsor all nine games of the U. of
Pennsylavnia on WFIL Philadelphia
to
promote the paper's Sunday features.

Leslie White
LESLIE W. WHITE, 35, account
executive with Western Adv. Agency, Chicago, died Sept. 4 at Billings Hospital, Chicago. A graduate
of the U. of Illinois, Mr. White
was with Western 12 years. Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Elaine
White; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward White, and a sister, Mrs.
Lois Mendleson. Burial was in
Arlington National Cemetery.

5000 Watts 19 Hours Daily
WFBC-FM
93.7 and
Chonncl
• 60,000 Wotts
GREENVILLE, S.C.
THE NEWS-PIEDMONT STATION
REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL, INC.
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Gambling Data
(Continued from page 27)
favored a ban on transmission of
data before, during and after the
event.
"Unless the transmission of that
information is banned," Mr. Coy
told the committee, "we have doubts
that any legislation of this sort
will effectively accomplish its purpose." He: suggested this model
amendment
(b) "Gambling
information"
information (a) pertaining
to any ishorse
or dog racing event or contest and (1)
means the scratches, jockey changes,
weights, or probable winners, in such
event or contest, and (2) is transmitted
prior to the transmission of a truthful
announcement that such event or contest has actually started, or (b) perto any sporting
contest,tainingincluding
horse orevent
dog orracing
events or contests, and means bets or
wagers, betting odds, changes in the
betting
or prices paid in such
event orodds,
contest.
Chairman Coy said he could not
conceive that measures other than
those approved by Justice Dept. —
the FCC plan and Johnson proposal— invade the jurisdiction of
the states. The department, he
noted, had opposed the new Johnson bill but had no objections to
another measure (S 1624) which
would extend the criminal law
against broadcasting of lottery information toinclude "gambling enwould bets
make orit
unlawful toterprises." Italso
transmit
wagers by radio, telegraph, telephone, etc. The prohibition against
transmission of gambling information in interstate commerce runs

Joming
(Zooc
• /
• •Av°u ket •
W//

HOOPER IN CHATTANOOGA
March, April, May 1951
Mon. thru Fri. Sta. Sta. WDEF Sta. Sta.
B C
D E
7:30 to
8:00 a.m. 3.2 2.0 11.0 2.3 1.0
8:00 to 8:15 2.8 2.8 13.0 3.1 2.8
8:15 to 8:30
2.1 1.4 11.0 3.3 3.0
SHARE OF RADIO AUDIENCE
B C WDEF D E
8:00 a.m.12:00 noon 9.3 12.2 33.5% 21.1 22.3
1 370 KC • 5000

WATTS

Carter M. Parham, President
Represented by BRANHAM
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through all the bills, he observed.
Raymond Whearty, of the Justice Dept.'s Criminal Division,
testified that his agency supports
the object of S 1624 "but again
questions the role of the federal
government in something that is
largely a local matter." Like the
licensing bill, it was introduced by
members of the Senate Crime Investigating Committee.
Coy Explains FCC Stand
"The FCC believes that it is necessary to stamp out the interstate
transmission of all information
that can be used for gambling before and after events, and while we
support [S 2116], any legislation
should include all betting data to
stamp out gambling," Mr. Coy insisted.
Mr. Coy also pointed out that
the issuance of licenses would give
an "aura of respectability" to holders, and that the whole history of

legislation has been to bulwark
that conviction.
Earlier, in his written comments
to Sen. Johnson on anti-gambling
legislation, the FCC Chairman also
had warned that this bill, if
enacted, could be interpreted as
meaning that the Commission does
not have the authority at present
to prevent stations from broadcasting such information [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27].
Chairman Coy was questioned
only briefly on the anti-crime bills
and the committee indicated it may
recall him before the end of the
hearing. But his complete statement, inserted in the record of the
hearing,
outlined
the Commission's
position more
fully.
Mr. Coy was
accompanied by Ben Cottone, FCC
general counsel.
In his prepared statement, the
FCC Chairman noted the licensing
bill provides that the Commission
shall issue the license "if the ap-

WLBH's
BENTON

PLAN

Livesay
Attacks

plicant proves that information
be disseminated will not be uj
primarily to facilitate violations I
state laws," unless it finds that 1 1
public "will not be served by I
grant or unless [it] finds that t I
applicants or its officers, directr I
of principal stockholders are ri
of On
goodthemoral
other character."
hand, he noted, 1 I
Commission proposal (which wot j|
make it on federal crime to trai
mit all gambling data, includi
prices paid, by radio, TV and oth
facilities) "would strike at the ve
heart of interstate gambling acti1
ties" by banning only informati
essential to those operations.
The argument that a comple
ban on transmission of betting od
and prices paid
"would
be an of
undt
restriction
on the
freedom
press and radio" (particularly
states which allow parimutuel be
ting) is "entirely specious," Chai
man Coy asserted.
Doesn't Restrict Freedom
"We are not aware of any situ
tion in which this type of inform
tion can be used for any purpo

gambling," he added.
THE BENTON plan to establish a National Citizens Advisory Board to except
He continued:
oversee radio and television programming drew a fiery rebuke from J. R.
It should also be pointed out th
Livesay, president and general manager WLBH-AM-FM Mattoon, 111., the publication in newspapers ai
Broadcasting • Telecasting learned last week.
transmission over the radio statio
of betting odds and prices paid c;
Mr. Livesay, writing to Sens. *
be of direct use in illegal gamblii
William Benton (D-Conn.), Lester
What
makes
you
think
you
or
any
activities. In the course of form
Hunt (D-Wyo.), John Bricker
grams?
advisory board you could appoint,
would be more qualified than the TV hearings held before the Commissii
(R-Ohio) and Leverett Saltonbroadcasters, most of whom are sincere it has been clearly shown that
stall (R-Mass.), questioned the Americans
with the community interright of the four lawmakers to
est foremost in their operations?
some instances illegal gamblers ha'
You only have to cross the Atlantic used horse racing information broa
present legislation designed to
cast by certain radio stations
Ocean
to
see
what
government
congovern broadcast programs.
trolled radio programs are accomplishcarrying
out their activities, and
The proposed legislation, SJ
ing. not
We don't
wantbroadcaster
that in America.
other sources of such informatk
I
am
a
TV
at
this
Res 76 and S 1579, a bill, are
time, but I have been a standard radio were cut off it is certain that tl
broadcaster since 1936. When I do go
under discussion by the Senate
into TV, it will be to serve the public broadcasting of this informatu
are under discussion by the Senate
as I well know it is not a way to get would be extremely valuable to tl
rich quick.
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
In an Associated Press news release, gamblers.
In the case of sporting events oth
Committee [Broadcasting • Teleit wasradio
stated,
contend
than horse and dog racing it is cle;
casting, Sept. 10].
that
fell "The
shortSenators
of contributing
that large scale gambling activitii
much to the public educational im- can
Mr. Livesay's Sept. 4 letter asked
be carried on if the gamble:
provements." Perhaps you are not
the advocates of the proposed legis- aware of the many
educational pro- can receive the betting odds and tl
grams
now
being
broadcast
throughout
lation, ". . . What makes you the US as a public service by commerprices paid by means of the newt
think you or any advisory board
cial stations.
papers and radio stations. For wit
Citizens of the U.S.A. own more than respect to these other sporting event
you could appoint, would be more
50%
of
all
radio
sets
in
the
entire
qualified than the TV broadcasters,
world. The average family listens five the time element, which is of sue
most of them sincere Americans
hours a day. We have only 7% of the crucial importance in horse and dd
is a negligible factor.
world's
with the community interest fore- has
not population.
done so bad.Commercial
Show me radio
one racing,
In view of these facts the Commi:
single
educational
radio
station
(not
most in their operations?"
sion believes that it is importai
operating commercially) that can show
Quoting an Associated Press re- the
high percentage of audience held
lease that "the Senators contended
by commercial broadcasters.
that radio fell short of contributRemember, radio must serve all
classes and before you make a deciing much to the public educational
sion in this important matter, based
your small circle of friends, in the
improvements," Mr. Livesay re- on
be sure you consider
torted : "Perhaps you are not upper-bracket,
the other classes which represent the
aware of the many educational pro- vast majority of radio and TV listeners.
Many
our midwest
broadcasters
grams now being broadcast
I areofinterested
in S 1579
and the
throughout the U. S. as a public and
work this week in the subcommittee of
the Interstate and Foreign Commerce
CHNS
Committee in its revision of Senator
Mr. Livesay, also president of Benton's
SJ Res 76.
service."
The Shortest Route
the Illinois Broadcasters Assn.,
Let radio and TV continue to operate
in the public interest, conveniency,
reminded the lawmakers they must
necessity as one Cogress some two
To Results in
consider what the majority of radio and
decades ago challenged radio to do.
Let radio and TV continue to live up
This
Area Is Via
and TV listeners want before makto
itsAmerican
full responsibility
to the great
free
public.
ing such an "important decision."
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
It is the American Way!
Mr. Livesay wrote the Senators
as follows :
Maritimos
lu«iott
Station
Mr. Livesay related to BroadThe Constitution of the United States
casting • Telecasting that
guaranteed the citizens of this country
Contact
through an error the same letter
freedomvision of
Radio and
is a the
new press.
and modern
formtele-of was sent to Sen. Ernest McFarland
JOS. WEED * CO.
media of mass communication. You
950 Modi ion Ayo., Now York
(D-Ariz.), chairman of the subgrew up terprise
under
system. the American free encom it e towhich the Benton proHave the American people asked you
5000 WATTS
posal was referred. The letter
to set up an advisory group to tell
them the type of TV programs they was later withdrawn and subNOW!
should see? Have the TV broadcasters
mitted as a copy of the ones sent
asked you to set up a governmental
to
the
other
legislators.
advisory board to improve TV proBROADCASTING
• Telecastin

that any restrictions which Congress
imposes upon the interstate transmission of gambling information
should be an absolute one. And for
the same reasons we believe that the
licensing procedure set forth in S.
1563, which purports to exempt from
its provisions information transmitted for publication in newspapers
of general circulation and over radio
stations, would be completely ineffective in curbing the very widespread
gambling that exists in connection
with sports other than horse and dog
racing.
". . . Even if Congress determines that an exemption for newspapers and radio stations must be
retained in the legislation," Chairman Coy stated, "such exemption
should be included within the
framework of an outright prohibition that includes criminal sanctions."
Other Objections Raised
Mr. Coy also raised other objections to the licensing bill: (1) It
does not attempt to define the
"newspapers of general circulation"
for which the publication of gambling data is intended; (2) the
Commission would be required to
investigate every case involving a
proposed licensed disseminator of
information; (3) long periods of
time would be consumed in administrative process, hearings and
it; court litigation, during which gambling services would continue to
operate.
Additionally, Mr. Coy quoted excerpts from the Senate Commerce
Committee's own report last year,
holding that any prohibition should
"extend equallywould
to all"
and that
discrimination
be involved
in
banning transmission by the racing
wire services and permitting it by
press associations and publications.
Chief witness Wednesday before
the Senate Commerce Committee,
before Sens. Owen Brewster (RMe.) and Johnson, was Hertzel
Plaine, special assistant to the attorney General.
The licensing bill (S 1563) "goes
a step further" than the original
plan evolved by the Justice Dept.
last year and modified by the committee within the framework of
S 3358, Mr. Plaine said. The agency
had advocated an hour's delay in
TRANSMITTERS
WANTED
used, in good operating
condition and appearance
TV TRANSMITTERS
Studio equipment, cameras
AM BROADCAST
TRANSMITTERS
and studio equipment
SHORT WAVE
TRANSMITTERS
For immediate or future delivery.
Substantial cash binder available.
Negotiations strictly confidential.
Write Box 170
Cromwell Advertising Agency, Inc.
175 Fifth Ave., New York 10
BROADCASTING

the broadcast of horse race results.
As a consequence, he observed,
known "wire service" distributors
of gambling data would be "forced
out of business by their inability
to satisfy" the FCC on the legitimacy of their activities.
While this would create a heavier burden for the Commission than
originally contemplated in S 3358,
more strict enforcement would result provided FCC "is enabled to
employ the necessary additional
personnel for this work," he stated.
Mr. Plaine also acknowledged
"some difficulty" may arise out of
the broadcasting exemption under
the licensing proposal, and urged
"careful reexamination" of radio
and press exemptions.
He noted:
Radio broadcasting of gambling information could more easily become
a substitute for the direct wire service to bookmakers than dissemination
by newspapers, which encounters
some inherent difficulties in time lag
and distribution. Of course, this
possibility can be curtailed by stringent control of the existing licensing
system for radio broadcasting by the
FCC.
Cites WTUX

Case

That this can be done is demonstrated in the Wilmington, Del.
WTUX case, where the FCC has refused to renew a broadcasting license
to persons devoting large portions
of their time to the broadcasting of
horse racing information. Unfortunately, it does not seem that the
difficulties attendant upon such cases
as that of WTUX, in getting at the
broadcasting of horse racing information by indirection as it were, are
facilitated by the blanket exemption
for broadcasting such information
given in this bill.
Without some savings clause recognizing the present FCC exercise of
its licensing powers to curtail (such)
broadcasting, the presently phrased
exception could easily be construed
to wash out the Commission's existing efforts and constitute an expression of policy which would save radio
stations harmless from any attempt
to eliminate licensees who, or programs that, aid commercial gambling
operations.
"Somehow we should not jeopardize what the FCC is doing at
present in keeping the radio broadcasting clean," Mr. Plaine remarked, departing from his statement.

ernment would have "to police
everybody" and prohibit the transmission and reception of gambling
data. The bill seems to be "an impractical approach" and the government should "stick to control by
civil, not criminal means," he said.
Congress should enact the licensing
plan,
subject to Justice Dept. recommendations.
Mr. Plaine turned to another
measure (S 1624), which seeks to
prohibit the broadcasting of gambling information and extend lottery provisions by amending the
U. S. Criminal Code. He cited the
inclusion of a new term, "gambling
enterprises," which he said would
enable the courts to give "a broader
construction" to the U. S. Code.
With minor revisions, Mr. Plaine
said, the Justice Dept. would have
no objections to its enactment.
The agency opposed another proposal mediate
(S 1564),
has no imeffect onwhich
broadcasters,
on
the grounds that it would involve
the federal government "unnecessarily in the prosecution of local
Western Union was sharply
scored by Sen. Johnson during
crime."
Thursday's
session for its "holy,
holy attitude." He told Mr. Semingsen that WU apparently had
placed business upon its desire for
aiding in the formulation of antigambling legislation. The WU official retorted that "we are not poRepresentatives of both WU and
licemen."
SALES WORKSHOPS
Set for Ohio, N. C.
WORKSHOP sessions in radio
sales, giving details of "sales
pitches
made good,"
featured that
at meetings
of the will
Northbe
Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters at
Asheville, Oct. 18-19, and the Ohio
Assn. of Broadcasters at Cleveland,
Oct. 25-26.
Maurice B. Mitchell, vice president and general manager of Associated Program Service, will conduct both sessions and explain his
step-by-step formula for local selling. Earle Gluck of WSOC Charlotte is program chairman for the
North Carolinians. Bob Ferguson,
WTRF Bellaire, Ohio, is in charge
of the OAB arrangements.

AT&T

suggested amendments designed to relieve the companies of
questioning the legality of the activities of their clients. Pending
bills, they added, would require
them to "tap" private telephone
conversations. If passed, inclusion
of one section "may be the opening
wedge in the ultimate destruction
of the secrecy of the telephone
service," they held.
RADIO

FELLOWSHIP

Buy Competitor's Time
and WCOD (FM) Richmond, Va., Havens & Martin Inc.
stations, are buying time from
competitor stations.
This unique policy was made
known last week by Wilbur M.
Havens, stations' manager.
Each year, Mr. Havens explained,
he has spent advertising funds on
newspaper, magazines, etc. This
year, however, Mr. Havens said he
decided to take a large portion of
his ad budget and spend it with
Richmond area broadcasters.
"I have been in the broadcasting
business a long time and have always been convinced that radio
can sell most everything better and
cheaper
thansaid.
any other medium,"
Mr. Havens
"If I were not convinced of this
I should not have gotten into this
business. Yet I have always depended upon my real competitors —
newspapers, magazines, etc., to sell
my stations. This year I am including radio advertising because
it can offer me more coverage per
dollar spent. Buying radio is good
business.
"My second reason for buying
radio," asserted Mr. Havens, "is a
fundamental form of team work.
Every station must depend upon
every other station to promote
radio broadcasting. Regardless of
how
we together
can't do forit
alone.bigWeweareare,
bound
our mutual interest in the promotion of radio. This is one way of
strengthening our inter-dependent
WMBG

Mr. Havens concluded, "It is good
business to get the most for your
money and it is common sense to
support and promote the medium in
chain."we have put our faith and
which
our efforts."

Under the revived Johnson bill,
Mr. Plaine added, the federal govN. Y. AWRT Meeting
NEW YORK chapter of American
Women in Radio and Television
will hold its first meeting of the
season today (Monday) at a dinner in New York. Mrs. Mildred
McAfee Horton, wartime commander of the WAVES, will be principal speaker. She will discuss
"The Challenge of the Future to
Women in Radio and Television."
Barbara Welles, WOR New York
commentator and second vice president of AWRT, will speak on her
recent Scandinavian trip.
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IT'S CHRISTMAS

FOR

RING out the bells. Dust off the
holly. Christmas time is here again
— in the per inquiry business, at
least.
Flying Toys, Box 1176, Cincinnati, over the signature of Thurston Moore, is circulating stations
with a PI gimmick having an inspired background.
"As former secretary for Scrapbook Publishers and editor of the
Hillbilly Scrapbooks," he writes, "I
gained experience in the mail-order
business and after resigning that
position I set out to design a toy
for the Christmas season that would
outsell everything else near its
price . . . and that toy is the Flying Jet Squadron . . . the toy sensation of '51 for radio and TV. . . .
"We promise you, even if you
are one of the very few to not sell
it after you see it, you'll have lots
of fun watching the colorful, whirling Flying Jet Squadron."
Mr. Moore writes that the squadron sells for $1.25, with 60 cents
going to the station for every order.
A colored circular depicts the toy.
Then there's Glo-Kitty. This
"sensational
new weeks
toy" has
been
radio tested four
in three
markets "with amazing results,"
according to a letter sent stations
by Arnold Kaufman, manager of

KCMO leads the field of all stations heard
in Mid-America's 1,691,410 radio homes.
With KCMO you get a bonus of more
radio homes than any other Kansas City
station. Get proof— get the facts on MidAmerica radio coverage from the Conlan
"Study of Listening Habits" in the MidAmerica area. Parts 1 and 2 of the 3part continuing study are ready now.
Write on your letterhead to

KCMO
50,000
WATTS
125 E. 31st
• Kansas City, Mo.
or THE
Page 90
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Pi's
Deals Start Hitting Stations
Algonquin Service Co., 10 Kenmore
St., Boston.
Glo-Kitty glows because of its
"harmless inside stuffing," according to the commercial copy. What's
more, "it even glows under water"
and will help the child "to overcome fear of the dark." Glo-Kitty
pays the station 35 cents on the
dollar. "We and the manufacturer
make a dime," it is explained.
Carr Liggett Adv. Inc., NBC
Bldg., Cleveland, has written stations it wants to expand its list of
stations with which it does per inquiry business. James G. Smith
writes that the 30-year-old agency
is a member of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies.
A client of Carr Liggett, it is
explained, "is anxious to establish
a good solid reputation in this field
and we hope to help them." The
agency says it must approve every
P. I. item and be satisfied with
stock availability and delivery service. Most of the items pay the station 40%, less agency commission,
according to the letter.
Kraft Letter
Edwin A. Kraft, manager of National Radio Adv. Co., Seattle
agency, has circularized a letter
explaining that about 250 stations
have been running Gardner Nursery discs.
"As you probably know, returns
on this account throughout the
country are very good," according
to the letter. Predicting fall business will be the heaviest since 1942,
he added, "So, if you will work
with us, I believe we can dig up
some very substantial billings."
Many stations carrying business
for the agency have written Broadcasting •Telecasting from time
to time protesting, for example, its
use of four five-minute periods
daily (24 per week) at the twohour rate. Upcoming in its fall
line are Mt. Baker Bulb Co. tulips,
a rat killer, a cosmetic, a toy and a
story book.
Thread Winders Division of Assembled Units Inc., Bridgeport,
Conn., is offering stations 50 cents
per
for a "Magic
Match"is
threadorder
assortment.
The listener
asked to send the station $1.50,
with the station sending $1 for each
order.
FCC Composite Week
COMPOSITE WEEK of 1951 for
AM, FM and TV stations' program log reporting was announced
by the FCC last week. The dates
are used in conjunction with 1952
license renewal applications. Dates
are: Dec. 17, 1950; Jan. 15, March
6, April 25, June 14, July 27, Sept.
15, all 1951. Last May the FCC
set up a geographic basis for
license expiration dates [Broadcasting • Telecasting, May 21].
In television, 78 of the 87 licenses
expire in February 1952.

FRED LYNDS, CKCW Moncton, New Brunswick, gave his first New Yort
lobster party Sept. 12 for timebuyers who handle Canadian business. Amonc
those who enjoyed the Canadian lobster and Canadian beer were (I to r) Heler
Thomas, Street & Finney; Mr. Lynds; Ben Poller, William von Zehle Co.
Adam J. Young Jr., of agency bearing his name.
RWG

PROBES

SKOURAS

Charge Against Ayer
RADIO Writers Guild will continue to investigate an alleged case
of blacklisting by the N. W. Ayer
& Son agency, the union announced
last week. The Guild had charged
the Ayer organization with blacklisting awriter for the Bell Telephone Hour when his contract was
not renewed in April 1950.
James Hanna, vice president of
radio and television for the agency,
had stated that the writer concerned was not rehired because
they had wanted to change the style
of scripts used in the show. He
said the organization had never
seen Red Channels nor subscribed
to the weekly Counterattack. It
was the latter publication that
had questioned
tical affiliation. the writer's poliRWG's announcement — issued
after west coast unit had enforced
the local decision — said they were
pleased with the principle involved
in the Ayer statement, but they
would nevertheless continue to
study the case — presumably by appealing directly to the sponsor.

VIEW
Theatre TV Succes
SUCCESS of the theatre-televisioi
demonstration in boxing match be
tween Sugar Ray Robinson anc
Randy Turpin "confirms our belie:
in our plans for large screen tele
vision," Charles P. Skouras, presi
dent of National Theatres and Fo>
West Coast Theatres, declared fol
lowing the title fight, Sept. 12.
"We are now working on the in
stallation of the new Swiss Eidophore television equipment which
will be shown for the first time ir
Switzerland late this month," he
said. "This is the system which
we hope to have carrying programs
to a network of our theatres someHe said company officials will fly
time soon."
to Switzerland
to view the demonstration.
LOS ANGELES advertising agency
men received their orchids in literal
fashion from KALI Pasadena early
this month in tieup between station
and Biltmore Florists. Hawaiian orchids were hand-delivered to promotion
list with short note from Aubrey
Ison, station manager.

TheVoicetf/Kansas
WIBW
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MAIL MAP
WBBM Chicago sending advertisers
four-page brochure with front
cover showing dozens of postmarks
from various cities, with station
[
mike and "Paul Gibson" superimposed on postmarks. Inside describes Paid Gibson Programs,
cites statistics indicating large, responsive audience and shows map
indicating mail summary, outline
of which is profile view of Mr.
indicating mail summary outline
Gibson, on black background. Back
cover gives table of coverage density by state and county as well as
explanation of how mail map study
was made.
TRAVEL

THEME

WSB Atlanta, Platter Party, mc'd
by Bob Watson, disc jockey, twice
weekly airing quarter-hour tapes
recorded by disc jockeys throughout the country incorporating record introductions, resumes of music
interest in their territories and information on their cities.

Ski

TOP DISC JOCKEY
WHK Cleveland, sending trade and
advertisers brochure based on disc
jockey Bill Gordon. Piece gives
history and present doings of station's top disc jockey. It also has
pictures and reprints that have appeared in many newspapers and
publications. Along with list of
awards he has received and reports
on his sales results.

; vhi
rjje ink?
th." fc>ij EDUCATORS LEARN
WRVA Richmond, Va., in cooperation with local Chamber of Commerce, business concerns and industries, entertained nearly 1,000
Richmond public school teachers
:en.onon "Business - Education Day."
Group of 10 teachers visited station
to learn first hand how to operate
radio station. C. T. Lucy, station
general manager, and five department heads addressed group. Educators later observed broadcasts.
They toured news room, recording,
laboratory, music, traffic and continuity departments.

programs

promotion

FOOTBALL PROGRAMS
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp.,
on behalf of its sponsorship of 19
NCAA college football games to
be televised this fall on NBC TV
outlets, distributing two-million
52-page handbooks on football.
Booklet contains variety of facts
about teams, records, and football
in general.
★— * — *
FAIR COVERAGE
WSYR - AM - TV Syracuse,
WHBC Canton, Ohio, and
WMRN Marion, Ohio, reported last week on their local fair coverages. WSYR
produced popular radio show
The Jim Deline Gang on radio and TV direct from New
York State Fair so crowd
could see how show looked on
TV. Station used three TV
sets at WSYR-Esso exhibit.
WSYR reports that crowd
jammed to exhibit to see
show. WHBC
contructed
perma-stone studio in heart
of midway at Stark County
Fair for handling broadcasts
direct from fair. Station carried audience participation
and quiz shows from studio.
Extra feature was score
board giving up-to-date baseball scores. Station also gave
running description of fair
harness race. WMRN carried
coverage of Marion County
Fair for Madge
11th year.
Women's
editor,
Cooper,
did
narrations of fashion parade
and talent show direct from
fair tent-studio. Station reports 300 fair-goers attended
each show.
AIDS SALVATION ARMY
WCOP Boston turned over its
broadcasting facilities Sept. 11 to
annual fund-raising kick-off of
Salvation Army. All station personalities participated.

immediate revenue produced
with regional promotion
campaigns
23 years of
service to the
broadcasting industry

experienced sales
personnel will sell community
programs throughout
your coverage area

HOWARD

J. McCOLLISTER Company
MEMBER N. A. B
66 ACACIA DRIVE
ATHERTON, CALIFORNIA
DAVENPORT 3-3061
PAUL

W. McCOLLISTER,
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FOREST FESTIVAL
KTRE Lufkin, Tex., today (Monday) begins week of special programs celebrating Forest Festival
Week, including broadcast of parade. Station has built studios on
Forest Festival grounds and plans
to air numerous broadcasts from
site.
-• — • — •KHJ-TV Los Angeles, Teen-Age
Trials, Weds., 9:30-10 p.m. (PST).
Guest jurist representing member
of legal profession and panel of
four teen-agers hear problems of
two other selected teen - agers
weekly. Jurist will summarize
each problem and offer advice on
it. Joseph Mansfield, director,
Mutual-Don Lee Family Theater is
program moderator.
SALUTE NEWSPAPERS
CROSLEY Broadcasting Corp.'s
stations, both AM and TV, in
Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus,
are joining in observance of National Newspaper Week, Oct. 1 to
8. Ten programs will pay tribute
to both industry and outstanding
newspaper individuals.
•— e — •
TELEPHONE QUIZ
WBKB (TV) Chicago, thrice weekly from 4 telephone
to 4:15 p.m.,
air Who's
Talking,
quiztoshow,
with
debut today (Monday). Viewers
will see masked photos of celebrities and hear personalities give
series of transcribed poetic clues
about themselves; first viewer to
correctly identify celebrity wins
prizes each day. Program produced by Hal Tate, Chicago program package firm.
SUPERMARKET
KYA San Francisco, KYA King's
Club, Mon. through Fri. 6-9 a.m.,
King's Super Market. Jay Snyder
presides as king over three-hour
pot luck of variety entertainment
broadcast direct from sponsoring
super market. Program includes, in
addition to recorded music, chatter,
weather and news spots: bell-ringing food specials, free breakfasts,
giveaways, food sampling, community singing- and, from 8 to 9
a.m. audience participation contests and entertainment. Program
is produced by agency, Elliott, Daly
& Sherman, S.F.
•— • — •
TAXICAB SIGNS
WITH Baltimore arranged with
four taxicab companies, totaling
more than 1,100 cabs, to have
bumper signs with the station's call
letters and time of Red Cross Shpw,
promoting program for Red Cross
which solicits voluntary blood donors on air. Station claims it is
first time in city that taxicabs all
promoted one program on one station.

NATIONAL NIGHTMARE
CBS Radio last Thursday began
first of a weekly series of three
programs, 9:30 EDST, titled The
Nation's Nightmare. Network
bought full page advertisements in
various newspapers headlined "Living off the main line" and showing
drawing of boy injecting dope into
his veins. Copy describes programs, says network recorded
voices "so that you could hear
them. On the theory that if you
heard them, you just might remember them the next time you voted
for a mayor or an assemblyman,
a judge or a district attorney.
. . . That's the wonderful thing
about radio — it brings you voices
you could never hear otherwise."
RELIGIOUS SHOW
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, In God
We Trust, Sunday. Hour weekly
public service program, representing three major religious groups.
Programs will emanate each week
from different representative
churches of Catholic and Protestant
groups, with Jewish services originating from KTLA studios. Station working with steering committee representing leaders of various
faiths for presentation of programs.
Farther ideas or samples of the
promotion items mentioned on this
page are available by writing to
the individual companies.

helps business
manufacture more
customers at low cost.
Your advertising in
Printers' Ink tells
the leadinglJKlof
advertising how
i'Mii*v.n['iii can

help them manufacture more customers
your market
at low cost.
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Foreign TV
(Continued from page 83)
merce Dept. notes that Canada
plans completion of two TV stations— one in Montreal by July
1952 and another in Toronto by
March 1952. They would operate
with the 525-line system in an area
that now boasts some 1,350,000 receivers. One-way daily microwave
service will be provided between
Buffalo, N. Y., and the two Canadian cities on an eight consecutivehour basis, it was explained.
Construction on a "national station" for Sydney, Australia is
slated to get underway next year.
Bids were originally submitted last
year on equipment designed to
utilize 625 lines. Australia is expected to manufacture its own receivers.
The USSR, which claims to have
invented TV, reportedly has two
experimental stations in operation,
understood to be located at Moscow
and Leningrad.
Whereas earlier

reports indicated the Russians
were experimenting with 819 lines,
the latest guess is that these outlets are utilizing 625 lines. Other
facilities are said to be in preparation at Stalingrad, Kiev, and Sverdlovsk.
The Commerce Dept. added this
comment :
". . . At the Leipzig Fair (this
past spring), the Communists displayed only unstyled TV sets with
miniature screens and reportedly
admitted they did not have a transmitter for broadcasting TV signals,
did not broadcast sound with images, did not televise motion and
claimed, without demonstration,
that they could project still pictures." UK Wants 405 Lines
Still holding out for 405 lines
(30 frames) is the United Kingdom, which has TV facilities in
London (Alexandra Palace) and
Midland (Sutton Coldfield). Another, in Holme Moss, is to be com-

pleted by next month. Work also
is proceeding on outlets in Scotland
(Kirk landO'Shotts)
for West Engand Wales and(Wenvoe).
France has two in Paris (819
and 441 lines) and one in Lille
(819) and plans additional outlets
for Lyon and Strasbourg by year's
end. Long range objective is a
network of eight transmitters, all
utilizing 819 lines.
In Germany, two experimental
stations are operating — the Allied
High Command (RIAS) and Hamburg (NWDR) — with six more
planned.
Facilities
in other countries follow :
Belgium — Plans stymied because of
controversy over adoption of 625 or
819 line system.
Czechoslovakia — Experimental station (625 lines).
Denmark — Experimental station
(625 lines). Six more planned.
Finland — Closely following developments elsewhere.
Italy — Two experimental stations

( Turin and Vatican City, 525 and 8^
lines, respectively).
Monaco — Plans to build one statioi
Netherlands — Has two experiment
outlets (625 lines) and plans addir
one or two.
Spain — Complete systems orderc
for Madrid and Barcelona (625 lines
Switzerland — One experimental st;
tion in Zurich (625 lines). FoV
Swiss radio manufacturers formed S\
organization in 1951 to make TV r
ceivers and suppress TV set impor
of foreign groups.
Japan — One experimental static
(525 lines). Has two TV license
pending as of June 1951.
New Zealand — Investigating tecl.
nical aspects to determine standard •di
Morocco — One station in Cas;
blanca (819 lines), earmarked fc
completion next year; will include
relay to Rabat, Meknes and Fes, a
in Africa.
Tunisia — One station planned.
Union of South Africa — Under cor
sideration but no action taken as ye jj
Among
those countries whic
have
no definite
plans
for Noi5
T1
transmission
are Eire,
Greece,
way, India, Iran and Egypt, ac, ft
cording to the Commerce Dept.
X

Pacific 4A Sets Date
PACIFIC Council of America!
Assn of Advertising Agencies wil
hold its fall convention Oct. 18-2'
at Coronado, Calif. L. C. Cok ie
head of the San Francisco agenc;
bearing his name and chairman o
Pacific Council Board of Governors
is in charge of the program details

reviews

AMERICAN STANDARD ACOUSTI
CAL TERMINOLOGY (Z24.1-1951)
Published by American Standard
Assn., 70 E. 45th St., New York 1 tri
TERMS used in connection witl f :
$1.50.
magnetic
recording were, until
short time ago, identified more oi
less with slang but engineers ii
the recording and reproducing in
dustry now can turn to an authori
tative dictionary for their commor :
interpretations — thanks to this lat.
est document on terminology.
For the first time, according t(
the ASA, which approved and pub
lished the work, over 150 terms art
printed and defined in one compilation. The terms are correlatec
and presented with standard definitions agreed upon by members
of the industry.
Visualize markets with this big 25" x 35" outline map. Every
radio — AM • FM • TV — station in the United States and Canada
Key tool for productive sales planning. Use it for presentations, to
demonstrate coverage, plot network and spot campaigns. Takes
ink like your letterhead.
Prices
5 copies — $ 4.50
25 copies— $20.00
37.50
10
" — 8.50 50
100 copies— $70.00
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| National Press Building
I Washington 4, D- C.
J Send
__
maps to the undersigned.
I enclose
Please bill (H
I
!

Contained in the book are uniform definitions of sound recording k
and reproducing systems, instanta neous recording, frequency response equalization, magnetic recording, noise reduction, mechanical phonograph recorder and a
variety of other subjects. Edition
also includes a table showing conversion rate of present acoustical
units into meter-kilogram-second
system currently gaining favor.
The standard was developed under sponsorship by the Acoustical
Society of America, working in
conjunction with the Institute of
Radio Engineers under ASA procedures.
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ARTB must fight with all its
bility to meet efforts of educaional radio and TV interests to
liter the domain of commercial
■=ed iroadcasters
and telecasters,
IT, J ARTB District 9 delegates deided unanimously at their annual
onvention.
;'rftt: Meeting Monday-Tuesday at Moaine-on-the-Lake Hotel, Highland
ark, 111., the delegates adopted
esolutions condemning the Benton
-legislation and efforts of the Joint
Committee on Educational Teleision to curtail commercial radio
, md TV (see BAB story this issue).
The Benton bills, broadcasters
declared, "lead inevitably to deep■ned" government control and program censorship, and strike at the
'undamental of American free enterprise and free speech." They
arged "devotion of all possible ef~'- 3|'!ort by NARTB and its membership to opposing
passage."
NARTB
President
Harold E.
Fellows, who reported to Wisconsin and Illinois members for the
first time since his assumption of
' jffice
in April,
termed
the proposed
egislation
by Sen.
William
Benton
'^(D-Conn.), "the most severe chalI enge we've had in the history of
" Hardy, NARTB director
T[radio.
Ralph
of government relations, described
the bill and its resolution as "the
nost serious piece of legislation
out on the Hill since radio's incep10i) jlion."
The bill and resolution provide
„,„for a lengthy investigation of the
j- ndustry, more consideration for
:he educational aspect of broadcasting, investigation into subscription broadcasting and finding
:"neans to finance a National Admi
visory Board on Radio and Televi.
on
si
o^
He
They were discussed from the
irioor by station executives during
riot ia panel session on TV Monday
Jafternoon.
The panel was con- ; x iducted by Mr. Fellows; Richard P.
Doherty, director of employe-em-7t -ployer relations for NARTB; Lesjie Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock
■m it jlsland, 111., and Merrill Lindsay
ilof WSOY Decatur, director of
NARTB's ninth district.
Reverting to the question of educational TV, Charles Caley, WMBD
Peoria, 111., said the main problem
ijjfor telecasters "is to find out where
i|;tducators are going, inasmuch as
tantt
5 iM
tic *
MANAGERIAL
set*
and
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MtETS
they're talking out of both sides
of their mouths."
He charged educators "are tending toward half-commercial and
half-educational viewpoints." He
reported one state school reclassified its status in a petition to
change a TV allocation from noncommercial to non-profit. This
would enable the station to sell
time and turn profits back into
the operation, thus putting it into
direct competition with commercial
telecasters, he noted.
'Greatest Threat'
"This is the greatest threat the
industry ever had," Mr. Caley asserted. He envisions the situation
as one of national concern because
stations operated by educational
institutions plan extensive exchange of programs to cut down
on costs and therefore would have
large coverage areas.
Referring to precedents reportedly set by FCC, Mr. Hardy said a
TV station licensed as a non-commercial operation could "probably
just send a letter to FCC saying it
was going from non-commercial to
commercial" and continue broadcasting on that basis. He said the
precedent was set in one case involving an FM station which he
knew about.
Mr. Hardy, in his outline of the
Benton proposals as one of 54
pieces of legislation affecting the
industry to be introduced on Capitol Hill since January, said investigations of the advisory board as
outlined would call for examination
of every license and performance
on the local level and would cost
an "astronomical" figure.
"It would make the FCC look
like a sick pup when it came to
size," he predicted.
Mr. Hardy further charged that
if
the
Bentonbebills
weredoor
passed
foot would
in the
and "the
the
body would follow" when it came
to recommendations before Congress. He said this would amount
ultimately to censorship of programming.
Mr. Fellows termed the move
"an absolute threat to the present
system of broadcasting, and if it
comes to a showdown we will solicit
unanimous protest from the mem-

the meeting" in recommending
NARTB opposition to the Benton
legislative suggestions, leveled a
blast at the Joint Committee on
Educational Television, which has
been subsidized by the Ford Foundation with a 190,000 grant.
"Viewing with grave concern"
JCET's effort to reserve channels
for TV use by "tax-supported institutions," committee pointed out
that radio and TV "have made an
enviable record in the fields of
public service and education and
advertising, and remain willing
and prepared to continue to render
such service." The resolutions group
urged NARTB "to take all possible
steps
to members
oppose theto group"
and
solicited
give their
"full support and cooperation."
Television preoccupied most of
the 64 station men in attendance,
although few are activity engaged
in the medium now.
One who is, Les Johnson, WHBFAM-TV Rock Island, queried the
TV panel during the question and
answer period about ASCAP-television negotiations and the Per
Program All-Industry Committee,
charging the final decision will
affect AM as well as TV. He
asked the trade association to take
a position in the matter. President Fellows replied, "we realize
how serious the situation is and
will take a definite stand."
Negotiations were broken off and
ASCAP filed an appeal in New
York petitioning that the earlier
ASCAP consent decree be set aside.
The resolutions Committee,
again following the lead from the
floor, petitioned NARTB "to take
Mitchell

Talk

MAURICE B. MITCHELL, vice
president and general manager of
Associated Program Service, N. Y.,
is to address Milwaukee Women's
Advertising Club dinner Thursday
on retail selling via radio. The
dinner meeting will be preceded by
a cocktail party sponsored by
WE MP Milwaukee and Hugh Boice,
station's
manager. general and commercial

UIIBH
MADISON
WISCONSIN

paper owned.
WHBS,
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Huntsville, Alabama
Please contact Henry P.
Johnston, WSGJS, Birmingham, Alabama for
further details.
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Cuts

cognizance of the serious problem
present and use its every effort to
press the matter to a satisfactory
industry conclusion." The group
said the music problem "constitutes
a serious threat to radio and television and would nullify results of
the long and costly industry fight
The membership passed the motion, suggested by John Walter,
in
1940."
WJPG
Green Bay, chairman, who
worked with Howard Dahl, WKBH
La Crosse, Wis.; Walter Keller,
WTAX Springfield, Wis., and Mr.
Johnson.
Television was also the featured
subject on Tuesday when Mr.
Doherty reported that two-thirds
of the video stations in 1951 are
operating
this issue).in the black (see story
In discussing the industry as a
whole, he warned broadcasters the
American business economy "is
geared to an inflationary trend."
"I see no end to it, as it is not
merely a one, two or three-year
trend," he said.
District Director Lindsay presented President Fellows after the
luncheon period Tuesday.
Mr. Fellows concentrated his
comments on two basic themes —
"Far from fading away, radio is
getting asbigger
everyit day,"
"Radio
we know
is one and
of
the greatest, best and most satisfying businesses in the world.
"The guts of the business and
the backbone of radio is that only
with radio can you hold a thousand people in the palm of your
hand lows
forasserted.
a few pennies," Mr. Fel"It makes thousands of people
into one big family and no other
medium can do this.
"Put a fair price on your time
and stick to it," he advised.
The membership passed a rate
resolution which termed the "recent and rumored further general
reduction in rates by stations and
networks counter to the current
trends of continued rising operating costs." It charged general rate
reductions "uncalled for and un(Continued on page 100)
MADISON

The Resolutions Committee, in
addition
bers." to adopting the "sense of
position open
250 watt, fulltime, AMFM, ABC affiliate, news-

Benton

According to Official Census
Figures Had a Population
of 96,056 on April 1, 1950.
But since that time more than
r 3000 Brand New, Resident Babies
have Arrived, Boosting the City
Population to over 100,000.
The Metropolitan Population
is Estimated at Over
116,000

NBC
Avery -Knodel, Inc., Representatives
Badger

Broadcasting

Company
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NPA
CONSTRUCTION

Announces

New

Authorizations

RADIO-TV building projects totaling nearly $2 million have been approved by the government, looking toward commencement of construction
for the fourth quarter beginning Oct. 1.
Included in the grants by the National Production Authority were
approval of requests from NBC-TV
*
fNew York for additional TV
embracing a sum of $229,000 for a
studios and remodeling and from
"television studio."
ABC for new radio-TV studios in
ABC San Francisco was allowed
San Francisco.
to commence construction totaling
The two networks and individual
$600,000 for an "additional radio
stations were notified last month
and television studio."
Construction involving less than
that they may proceed with conthe specified amount of materials —
struction or alteration projects
two tons of steel, 200 pounds of
with full NPA authorization. The
list was released last Monday by copper and no alloy steel, stainless
steel or aluminum — did not require
the government, covering applicagovernment sanction. The NPA,
tions for outright authorization of however, notified the following opconstruction or adjustment of bids
erators they could proceed:
for materials which required no
Central New York Broadcasting
formal government approval.
Corp. (WSYR-TV Syracuse, N. Y.)—
Latter fell under that category for $26,700 for a "television studio."
Notification sent Aug. 14.
which less than specified amounts
of copper, steel and aluminum were
WFYC Inc. (WFYC Alma, Mich.)—
to be used.
"no value shown." Notification sent
NBC-TV New York was given Aug. 20.
Conant Broadcasting Co., Inc.
the go-ahead to proceed on new and
(WIBL Medford, Mass.)— $15,000 for
remodeled TV studios for the
radio station." Notification was
amounts of $275,000 and $40,000, "a
sent Aug. 20. Station will operate
respectively. Another project call- on 1540 kc with 250 w daytime.
ing for an expenditure of $108,900
Others Approved
was allowed to the network's New
York headquarters for "film proOther received approval for more
identified.jection studios." The site was not than specified amounts.
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia
A similar NBC-TV construction
(Triangle Publications Inc.) got
grant was approved for Chicago,
permission to go ahead with construction on "radio and TV faFOR FINEST
cilities" with evaluation placed at
$305,600.
WKOK Sunbury, Pa. (Sunbury
Broadcasting Corp.) will start
work on a "steel radio tower," at
an amount placed at $10,450. Elsewhere in Pennsylvania, Eastern
Radio Corp. (WHUM Reading)
asked and received authority to
begin construction on a "television
tower" near Summit, Pa. at an
estimated cost of $125,000.
WMPA Aberdeen, Miss., which
already has an FCC construction
permit, will build "broadcasting
station facilities." Cost was estimated at $17,784. Station will
operate on 1240 kc with 250 w.
Air Mart Corp. (WOKE Oak
Ridge, Tenn.) will spend approximately $3,300 for a new "radio
station" licensed on 1430 kc with
Only Magnecorder offers all the flex1 kw daytime. Approval was
ibility, higK fidelity and features you
granted Aug. 9.
require'— at a price you want to pay!
John T. Griffin, president of
NTS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
KOMA-AM-FM Oklahoma City
and applicant for a TV station
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
there, was notified he could conAmplifier in the other. Easy
struct "radio and television studios"
handling — compact!
valued at $216,000. Bid was apQUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
proved Aug. 13.
Units can be combined for
John H. Poole, licensee of
studio operation of portabl«
equipment.
KM2XAZ, an experimental UHF
TV station, was given government
authorization to launch construction attendant to transfer of transmitter studios from Long Beach
to Mount Wilson, Calif. A sum of
$24,879 for a "UHF television station" was noted in an approval
dated Aug. 20. Station is licensed
to Pacific Video Pioneers.
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fCC

actions

SEPTEMBER

14 THROUGH

SEPTEMBER 20
cond.
-conditional
LS-local
sunset
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modificatio
ERP-effectire radiated power
N-night
trans.-transmitt
STL-studio-transmitter link
aur.-anral
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
unl.-unlimited hcf"
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant ,j •#
Grants authorizing new stations, changes in facilities, and transd
appear at the end of this department, accompanied by a roundup of i$i
station and transfer applications.
September 17 Decisions . . .
BY THE SECRETARY
WACLcense for AM
Waycross,
Granted
listation Ga.
(570— kc
1 kw D).
KTBB Tyler, Tex. — Granted license
covering change of facilities, trans,
location and installation of new trans,
and DA-N; cond.
WBEV forBeaver
Dam, (1430
Wis. — kcGranted
license
AM station
1 kw
D)
.
KCBS San Francisco, Calif. — Granted
license covering change of facilities,
installation of new trans., changes in
DA and ground systems, and change
of trans, and main studio locations;
cond. (740 kc, 50 kw unl. DA-2).
WDAS Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted
CP to change aux. trans, location.
WLOW Portsmouth, Va. — Granted
CP to install aux. trans, on 1400 kc
250 w, employing non-directional ant.
KSGMCP Ste.
— Granted
mod.
to Genevieve,
change typeMo.trans,
and
DA
system
and
omit
FM
ant.
from
North tower; cond.
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown: WIMS Michigan City, Ind, from
9-17-51 to 180 days after Sept. 7; cond.;
KBLI Blackfoot, Ida. to 11-30-51:
KHAD Delano, Calif, to 3-26-52; WHO
Des Moines, Iowa to 1-1-52; cond.
KRCC Colorado Springs, Col. —
Granted license for noncommercial
educational FM station; Ch. 217 (91.3
mc) 10 w.
WSPD-FM Toledo, Ohio — Granted license for FM station; Ch. 268 (101.5
mcs) 20 kw, ant. 470 ft.
WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga. — Granted licovering changes in facilities of
existingcensestation.
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown:
KTSL Hollywood,
1-51; WCBS-TV
New York,Calif,
N. toY. 11to
4-10-52; KGMO-FM Cape Girardeau.
Mo. to 12-14-51; WLAV-FM Grand
Rapids, Mich, to 11-16-51.
WPRA censeMayaguez,
P. R. —ofGranted
covering change
facilities,litrans, location and trans, equipment
(990 kc 10 kw unl. DA-1).
WSCR Scranton, Pa. — Granted license
covering change of facilities and inDA-N).
stall DA-N (1320 kc 500 w-N 1 kw-LS
WCTT Corbin, Ky.— Granted license
covering change of facilities, install
new trans,
and DA-N
and (680
change
trans,
and studio
locations
kc
1 kw unl. DA-N); cond.
WKWF Key West, Fla.— Granted license covering changes in trans, equipment.
KFBC Cheyenne. Wy.— Granted mod.
CP to change trans, location; cond.
WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted license forft.).
FM station; (94.1 mc 68 kw
ant. 1750

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Varment Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Sterling 3626

KREL-FM
Gta il|"
license
for FMBaytown,
station; Tex.—
Ch. 221
mc) 870 w, .ant. 190 ft.
WIBL Medford, Mass.— Granted r
CP to change trans, and studio li
tion, and change type trans.; cone I
KLX Oakland, Calif.— Granted n i|
CP for change in trans, location; cc|W
KG2XAZ Near Easton, Pa.— Grai j
mod. CP to extension of comple
KORK
Near Las Vegas, Ne
date
to 4-2-52.
Grantedcond.
mod. CP to change t
trans.;
WSYD Mt. Airy, N. C— Granted .n
CP to change type trans.

September 17 Applications Jj
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1150 kc
A
Kaneohe,
Hawaii
new i
station
1250 Oahu,
kc 1 kw
unl.— CPAMENE
to change to 1150 kc 1 kw unl. DA-I
License for CP
WPMP Pascagoula, Miss. — License i
CP, as mod., new AM station.
WKZOfor CP
(TV)newKalamazoo,
cense
TV station Mich.—
etc. I
Modification of CP
WBOW-FM Terre Haute, Ind.— M |
CP new FM station for extension I
completion date.
WLCS-FM Baton Rouge, La.— Sai i
FM Change
WCBS-FM New York— CP to chad
trans, location, ERP from 2.8 kw to
kw,
ant.ant.
fromsystem.
870 ft. to 1271.1 ft. a- 1!!
change
License Renewal
Following stations request licei
renewal: WELR Roanoke. Ala.; KW1
Clinton, Okla.; WXYZ-FM Detr<
Mich.
September 18 Decisions .
ACTION ON MOTIONS
Richland
Radio,Robert
Pulaski,
Tenn. a "t""
By Comr.
F. Jones
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. — Granted pe
tion of Richland Radio for dismis:
without prejudice of application. (
Commission's own motion, applicati
of
WKSR was removed from heari
docket.
Waldo Haggberg Brazil, Grandvie
Mo. — Granted petition for dismis;
without prejudice of application.
Fred Corp.
Birch (Transferee)
(Transferor), and
The KFI
Fa mont
Great Falls, Mont. — Granted petiti :
for indefinite continuance of heari
presently
for Sept.
24 1
Great Falls scheduled
in re proceeding
for trar

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT
"A reliable
service f*r
over atone
IS yean"
For immediate
service
JACKSON 5302
». O. Bex 7937
(Canto* City, Mo

BROADCASTING

• Telecastin

CONSULTING

JANSKY & BAILEY
e arrive Offices
National Press Buidinf
and Laberateria*
1339 Wisconsin Ava., N. W.
_ asMngra*, D. C.
ADams 2414
Urmbtr AFCCE *
•* h<>
ri;; Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
-.„., Ererett L. Dillmrd, Gen. Mgr.
■•• INTERNATIONAL BLOC
Dl. 1319
WASHINOTON, D. C.
7B37
JACKSON 53M
4 f. O. BOXKANSAS
CITY, MO.

Craven, Lohnos 4> Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT B215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Mtmbtr AFCCE*

RADIO

&

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
Natianal Pratt Bldg., Wath. 4, D. C.
Telephone Dittriet 1X05
Mtmbtr AFCCE*
A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Mtmbtr AFCCE'

TELEVISION

A IS -year background
—Established lft$ —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upaar Mantdair, N. J.
MOalclair 3-3000
laboratories Graat Natch, N. J.
Thara it na tubtritvta far axaarianca
GLENN D. GILLETT
AND ASSOCIATES
9BX NATL PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Mtmbtr AFCCE*

Mcintosh & Inglis

RUSSELL

710 14th St., N.W.— MatraaaDtan 4477
WASHINGTON, D. C.

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Mtmbtr

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

P. MAY
Kallagg Bldg.
REaublie 39B4

AFCCE*
lions .1

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Mtmbtr AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Cannactieut Avanua
WASHINGTON ft, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

1302 1BTH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Farmer!/ Coltan & Fatt, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. REaublie 3SS3
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

J. J

C. SMEBY

"Registered Profetsional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

Mtmbtr AFCCE*

KEAR

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profetiional Srptritnt*
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1833 M St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1IS0 — Executive itfl
(Nifhts- holidays, Lock wood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC A FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Rivertida Riverside,
Raad — Riverside
7-2153
ill.

September 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 990 kc
KSVP Artesia, N. M.— CP to change
from 1450 kc 250 w unl. to 990 kc 1 kwLS 250 w-N, change ant. system and
type trans.
Modification of CP
KCBC-FM Des Moines, Iowa — Mod.
CP new FM station for extension of
completion date.
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y. — Same.
WBZ-TV Boston, Mass.— Mod. CP
new TV station to change EEP from
14.3 kw vis. 7.13 kw aur. to 15.6 kw
vis. 7.5 kw aur., change ant. system etc.
(TV)station
Newark,
N. J. — Mod.of
CPWATV
new TV
for extension
completion date to 4-9-52.
License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: KROP Brawley, Calif.; KCSB
San Bernardino. Calif.; KYA San Francisco; KJEF Jennings. La.; KVMC
Colorado City, Tex.; WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn.; KBTM-FM Jonesboro,
Ark.- WLET-FM Toccoa, Ga.; WMOR
(FM) Chicago,
111.; WFMF
(FM) Iowa:
Chicago; KFMY (FM)
Ft. Dodge,
WEOL-FM Elyria, Ohio; WTJS-FM
Jackson, Tenn.; WROV-FM Roanoke,
Va.

APPLICATION RETURNED
WCAZ Carthage, HI. — RETURNED
application for transfer of control.
Dallas, Houston and San Antonio,
Tex. — RETURNED applications for
three UHF TV stations filed by UHF
Television Co., at request of attorney.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
WIHL Hammond, Ind.— DISMISSED
application
CP to change from 730
kc to 1490 kcfor etc.
Minden, La.— DISMISSED application
for CP new AM station filed by Thomas
H. Todd on 1240 kc 100 w unl.
WAPF McComb, Miss.— DISMISSED
application
for kcCPetc.to change from
1010 kc to 1490

ST of control oi KFBB.
Newton Z. Wolpert, St. Paul, Minn. —
Iranted petition insofar as it requests
^ emoval
application
from prejudice
hearing
:>cket andof dismissed
without
■-isofar as it requests grant of the ap"ication
without
hearing.Granted petiKOPR
Butte, Mont.—
ion
for extension
of time from Sept.
3 to Oct. 15, in which to file exceptions
originitial
decision
released
re its application andin proceedthat of
:FXD Nampa, Ida.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
City Bcstg. Corp., Nashua, N. H. and
•AM ''HOB Gardner, Mass. and Chief
Bureau
Grantedrespects
requeststo
I '.roadcast
or corrections
in —various
i ranscript in proceeding re City Bcstg.
t
t
*> :orp. for CP new AM station, and
'■'HOB
for CP to change frequency
bf
WHOB.
Bf»
IROADCASTING
• Telecasting
:

(A Chicago suburb)

September 19 Decisions . . .
BY THE COMMISSION EN BANC
Designated for Hearing
Lawrence County Bcstg. Co., Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Designated for hearingtionin forWashington
new stationononOct.
123031 kcapplica100 w
unl.; made WBHP Huntsville, Ala., a
party to proceeding.
WIVY Jacksonville, Fla. — Designated
for hearing in Washington on Nov. 2
application to change facilities from

ENGINEERS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Muntay Bldf.— STarlina Bill
Waihingtan 4, D. C.
Mtmbtr AFCCE*
GAUTNEY ft RAY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warnar Bldf.
Waihingtan A, D. C.
Natianal 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 CannacticMt Ava.
Dallas, Taxat
SaattU, Waak
4212 S. Bucknar Blvd. 4742 W. Raffaar
Mtmbtr AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 61 OS

ROBERT

M. 5 ILL! MAN

1011 New Hampshire Ava., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

ADLER
COMMUNICATIONS
LABORATORIES
Broadcast,
Communication
and Television
Systems
One LeFevre Lane, New Recholle, N. T.
New Roche lie 6-1620
1050 kcationtofrom1080
hoursD 250
oper-w
D tokc,U, increase
using 1 kw
N, and install
DA-N.Extended
Silence
WLOU tensionLouisville,
Ky. — Granted
exof silence period
for WLOU
for 60 days from Sept. 14.
Issues Enlarged
KXO El Centro, Calif, and Desert
Radio & Telecasting Co.. Palm Springs.
Calif.— Granted petition of KXO to
enlarge issues
order ofapplication
Sept. 12, de-of
signated for inhearing
Desert Radio and issue 2 was amended
to
following:
. . and
the include
type andthecharacter
of the". program
service which would be lost to such
areas tion,
andFCC populations."
own issue
mofurther orderedOn that
4 be amended to include the following:
"4. To determine the type and character of program service proposed to
be rendered and whether it would meet
the requirements of the populations
and areas proposed to be served."
September 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WTOC-FM Savannah, Ga.— Mod. CP
(Continued on page 99)
September 24, 1951

•
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Situations Wanted, 10^ per word — $1.00 minimum • Help Wanted, 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 25^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $12.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
All
photos, etc.,forsenttheirto custody
box numbers
are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates
any transcriptions,
liability or responsibility
or return.
Help Wanted
Pacific northwest station increasing
power need additional staff: Experienced combination announcer-operator
with accent on announcing, $300.00 per
month, 40 hours; experienced news
reporter-news announcer, $300.00 per
month; program director-announcer,
$350.00 per month; announcer-salesman,
$300.00 per month and commission.
State all particulars in first letter along
with tape or disc and picture. Box 3L,
BROADCASTING.
Managerial
North midwestern 250 watt network
affiliate wants all-round manager. Solid
market and a proven station. Salary
open. Present manager receives $8,000.
Send tion
complete
and photo.
detailedBox
informatogether with
773K,
BROADCASTING.
Manager wanted, 250 watt network station in rapidly growing one station
market. Location Moses Lake, Washington. We want man on permanent
basis. Write Box Eleven, Zillah, Washington.
West Texas 1000 watt independent daytime station wants all-round manager,
must be strong on sales, promotion,
good opportunity awaits the right man.
Give full particulars about previous
experience, and salary earned and expected. KERB, Kermit, Texas.
Salesman
Immediate opening with exceptional
opportunity for experienced time
salesman as field representative for
firm supplying local radio stations
with program service. Expenses plus
commissions and bonus. Weekly earnings exceed $390.00. Applicant must be
personable, dependable, have car and
be free to travel. For New York City
interview, write Box 854K, BROADCASTING and enclose photo.
Salesman or announcer-salesman. 250
watt east central network affiliate. Rush
references, full information. Box 999K,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman with car. Southwest city of
more than 200,000. A real opportunity
for an ambitious, sober man who wishes
to establish himself permanently in the
fastest growing market in U. S. Salary
and commission commensurate with
ability. Mail experience and references
for interview. Box 5L, BROADCASTING.
Salesman — Prefer man experienced in
small market station now ready for
major market Ohio. Send full details.
Box 7L, BROADCASTING.
Man with broad radio background for
position as account executive in small
market station. Salary and commissions on current accounts now more
than $100 weekly. Box 10L, BROADCASTING^
Unusual opportunity for top salesman
at well established ABC station. All
information kept in strict confidence.
Address Manager, WAIR, WinstonSalem, North Carolina.
Salesman — male or female, independent
Berkshire station. 15% commission,
$75.00 a week guarantee. Contact
Nicoll. WNAW, North Adams, Mass.
We want an experienced salesman (not
high-pressure) for a very profitable
non-competitive
market.
$80 weekly
guarantee plus liberal
commission
for
the right man. Send complete details
immediately to WRCO, Richland Center, Wisconsin.
Announcers
Disc jockeys— two. With real voice selling ability for morning, afternoon. Top
money for outstanding men with proven
record. Also outstanding hillbilly disc
jockey. Give full information and references. Box 939K, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Active, progressive CBS affiliate in
northern midwest will pay well for
able, experienced announcer who is
willing to work. Send disc and list
qualifications, quirements
references
salary948K,
refirst letter.andBox
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile announcers,
strong on commercial, no board work,
NBC regional, south-southwest. Send
tape demonstrating versatility, detailed
letter. Photo and reference. Box 982K,
BROADCASTING.
Northern New England 5 kw station
needs seasoned newsman. Assist news
editor. Capable gather, edit, broadcast
local news. Good future permanent
man. Experience, qualifications first
letter. No discs. Box 1L, BROADCASTING.
2 combo men needed immediately for
250 watt southwestern Virginia station.
No loafers. $60.00 to start. Box 16L,
BROADCASTING.
News director - announcer. Central
Pennsylvania CBS. Good starting
salary, advancement, excellent working
conditions. Please state experience,
salary expected, full details first letter.
Box 17L, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. $60.00. 35V2 hours,
5 day week. Mornings. Experienced.
Small northwest town. Box 27L,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Announcer with
first class license. Experience not
necessary. Good salary with raises.
Excellent working conditions. Established independent station. KGOS,
Torrington, Wyoming.
Announcer-engineer, experienced. Salary $65.00. Contact J. B. McNutt,
KBUD, Athens, Texas.
Hawaiian station still looking for the
right combination men for two announcing jobs. Experience secondary to
ability. Send full details, audition and
references in first letter. KMVI,
Wailuku, Maui, T. H.
Immediate opening for staff man with
emphasis on news. State all particulars
in first letter with disc and photo.
KVAL, Brownsville, Texas.
Newsman — age 21 to 25. Stress is on
reporting ability. Newspaper background will be given preference. We
will work with you on air style. Our
preference is for man with basic ability,
desire to learn, mature, cooperative.
Contact: KWKH News Bureau, (CBS 50
kw)
ana. P. O. Box 1387, Shreveport, LouisiCombination announcer-engineer. Emphasis on mensurate
announcing.
Salary
comwith ability. Call
Manager,
at
telephone
780
collect.
WBSC,
Bennettsville, S. C.
Wanted: One announcer with good
voice.tactExperience
necessary.N. ConWKBC, North not
Wilkesboro,
C.
Announcer-engineer, with first class
ticket,
at least conditions,
six months'250experience.
Good working
watt network station. Send disc, qualifications,
and salary requirements. WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.
Announcer - engineer, first phone.
WWGS, Tifton, Ga., Phone 921.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combination for 250 waiter
near
ING. N. Y. Box 585K, BROADCASTNeed first class transmitter operator.
No experience required. Virginia netING. work station. Box 937K, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief engineer, Colorado local. Want
worker encedtoman rebuild,
improve.
Experiwho knows
how to
save
money for emrjloyers, utilize long hours
at first, cheerfully. Permanent. $280
month to start. Box 952K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
watt east
essential.

Engineer-announcer at 250
central network affiliate. Announcing experience desirable but not
Box 998K, BROADCASTING.

Engineer-announcer, established station
and one new station in Arizona. First
phone required. Call, wire immediately.
Russ Wonnacott, KCLF, Clifton, Arizona.
Engineer, some announcing, $65.00 for
45 hours, KWAD, Wadena, Minn.
Engineer-announcer; do not have to
stand transmitter watch on announcing
shift. KWHW, Altus, Okla.
Transmitter operator, $60 for 40 hours.
$65 after 6 weeks. Opportunity for
better position. Call collect, Ed McLeod Portsmouth 9-6403, or write
WCAV, Norfolk, Virginia.
Needed immediately, a man with first
class phone ticket to handle combo job.
Excellent earnings. Permanent position. Car needed. Write or wire WCDL,
Carbondale, Penna.
Have immediate opening for engineer
with first phone. $1.25 per hour, 40
hour week. No experience necessary.
WCRK, Morristown, Tennessee.
Transmitter engineer for new 5000 watt
5 tower directional installation. First
phone and car necessary. Excellent
working conditions. Opportunity for
ambitious
person
gain desired
experience. Contact
immediately
S. Weyland,
WENE, Endicott-Binghamton, N. Y.
Wanted — Transmitter engineer for 5 kw
station. Must have car: Advise experience and salary expected. WGAC,
Augusta, Ga.
Immediate opening for experienced engineer with first class ticket. Contact
Allen B. Jones, Radio Station WGNI,
Wilmington, N. C.
Engineer,
first class Basic
license.
ence not necessary.
ABC Experistation,
central New York state. Contact T. L.
Brown, WGVA, Geneva, New York.
Immediate opening for engineer with
announcing experience. 45 hour week,
$70.00. Contact Chief Engineer, WIBM,
Inc., Jackson, Michigan.
Wanted — Engineer-announcer, also announcer-copywriter. Station WKEU,
Griffin, Georgia.
Transmitter engineer. Car necessary.
Permanent for right man. 1000 watt
newspaper
affiliated
network
station. Contact
HaroldABCWhite,
WKTY,
LaCrosse, Wisconsin.
First class engineer. Write Bernard
H.
Bopp,
Radio Station WMRF, Lewistown,
Penna.
Wanted: Transmitter engineer, car
necessary, because of housing, single
man preferred. FM and AM station.
Write chief
at all.WNAM, Neenah, Wisconsin, telling
New Gulf Coast network affiliate needs
combination
engineer-announcer.
Emphasis on announcing.
Write or phone
83. WPMP, Pascagoula, Mississippi.
Transmitter operator, first phone, at
once. Downstate Illinois daytimer.
WVLN, Olney,

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , Oth
News director, able to take full cl
of a live wire news room in a lee
5000
iate. watt,
Must north-central
be a topflightnetwork
newsce
thoroughly experienced in local re,
ing,
editing
wire
copy
and
ab
direct other news personnel.be Rep
confidence, giving detailed pre^
experience,
when avai
and attach salaries,
small photograph.
413K, BROADCASTING.
Writer-announcer for Colorado 1
Copy,is air
scheduling
tion
PD work,
with young
outfit traffic.
expant 1
Need
hard,
long,
cheerful
worker,
month to start. Box 953K, BRO
CASTING.
Excellent opportunity at 1 kw mid
NBC affiliate for experienced c<
writer. Send samples, personal c
references to Box 15L, BROADC/
ING.
Male copywriter with ideas. Some
nouncing. Submit samples. KI
Longview, Texas.
Experienced copywriter (female)
Florida. Must have car to be abl
serve accounts in person and write g-f\:
selling copy for all types of accotij
Send
particulars
experie:'^
samples,fullpicture,
etc. toofWSPB,
S,
sota. Fla.
Situations Wanted

Managerial
Station-Sales manager available
mediately! Thoroughly capable, itexperience
all phasesCollege
radio.gradu
De »■i
change in location.
strong on efficient, economical opf F
tion, public relations and commuiUi
CASTING.
type
programming. Box 905K, BRO/'r
Fully experienced man who knows
phasesin dry
of station
wants
cate
climate.operation
Box 908K,
BRO^to
CASTING.
Solve two problems (and many mo
with one man. Combination manag
chief engineer with twenty years
the game will make your investmen
paying polisher,
one. Not but
a genius
or a wort
swiv . chair
a hard
Available in about thirty days and di
exempt. Box 4L, BROADCASTING E
General manager available. 18 ye
experience, sober, reliable. Financia
sound family man. Top referenc
South only. Can invest. Box 2
BROADCASTING.
Salesmen
Available! Seasoned sales genius w
plenty bounce to the ounce! Box 976
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, presently promoting rac
and TV service to ad agencies. Tec
nical background, suitable for a
round station work. Any area. B
992K. BROADCASTING.
Seasoned sales genius, college degr
desires position, commercial manag
Salesman. Box 18L, BROADCASTIN
Announcers
Experienced disc jockey, announo
Proven sales. Any operation. Ava
able October 1st. Await offer. B<
913K, BROADCASTING.
Hooper slipping? My disc shows r;
ping. Crisp
terse,your
farceHooper.
and ver:B
Really
super.andRaise
923K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer presently employed, expei
enced, draft exempt, good morni:
man on console. Can write copy — dire
program
schedule, trial
also play-by-p!
sports. Available
period. I
split shifts. Base pay $70 forty houi
Box 934K, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, experienced all spor
staff, DJ. Top references. Family ma
Tape. Box 951K, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 27. Radio schoc
private.
First Airlines.
phone. 8Noyears
Me
chant
Marine,
broadca
experience. Disc. Box 955K, BROAI
CASTING.
Experienced sports, staff man. Pla:
by-play
all sports,
console, plus
regular sportscast,
staff duties.opera
Tapk j
photo, references on request. Be
980K, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Excellent staff man available news and
'|p J. Handle any board. Disc. Box
~ 3 S3K. BROADCASTING.
- i± i Announcer.
Good staff man. Top
ilhewscaster. Three and one-half years
experience.
Radio is my profession.
^Bjpox 985K, BROADCASTING.
:MjAnnouncer-sports director. 4 years ex.rjperience
play-by-play
all sports. Ex: , pellent record
show, newscaster,
MC
1 personally
College grad.within
Will150travel.
Auditionof
mile radius
[NYC. Available immediately. Box
S86K. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, Radio City trained. Study; ing for ticket. 25, married, child, vet.
;- Drive anywhere east for interview,
ox 990K, BROADCASTING.
Help! Young announcer desires posi■ tion with topflight station. Proficient
'in DJ work, newscasting and straight
announcing. Can also handle control
board. Good education. Single, draft
exempt. State salary. Box 993K,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
experienced, ambitious,
£f AM-TV.
Strong commercials, MC,
news, etc. Presently employed 50 kw
NBC AM-TV. Desire change. Excellent references.
partic1i ulars
on request. Disc,
Offer? photo,
Thanks
for
reading! Box 995K, BROADCASTING.
i Sports man. Desires position with
L sports minded station. Presently employed. Experienced with basketball,
boxing, baseball from high school to
pro. Married. Draft exempt. Age 26.
Salary S75 week, plus talent. Box 996K,
BROADCASTING.
Available October 1st. Announcer, disc
jockey, news, ad lib, actor, production
director, operates console. 6 years experience. 27,
Master'ssingle,
Degreeveteran,
— Radio draft
Pro3$ duction. Age
exempt. Desire steady position with
. future. Prefer southwest, will accept
• good proposition
elsewhere. Tape,
55n.il photo, references, details available on
' request. Box 997K, BROADCASTING.
.... , Announcer, SV2 years experience. Now
employed in major New York market.
vj New
makes change
essary.station
Draftpolicy
exempt.
Answer necall
I replies. Box 6L, BROADCASTING.
1 success
Major disc
program,
3V2 yearsto
in jockey
New York.
Available
' station representing thriving, progres~sto sive metropolis. Alert sales staff necr~i potential.
essary to handle
great participation
Arrangement
must offer
:. minimum
annual
earnings $10,000.
Capsule audition tape, disc available.
— r Box 8L. BROADCASTING.
' Announcer — Nine years experience, lorn' cal and network. Sports, news, editing
-J' and copywriter. Also, sales, direction,
• production.
Married,38 veteran,
serious,
sober and settled.
years age,
university grad. Prefer Michigan, but
will consider elsewhere if given opportunity to produce. Excellent references.
an Ml Box 9L, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer with good friendly
selling voice and authoritative news
delivery. Experienced, responsible, can
write, creator of original disc shows.
Audition disc available. Box 14L,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcing, newscasts. Capable,
experienced, reliable. No draft. $75.
Midwest.
338 S. 21st, La Crosse, Wisconsin.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief ence
engineer.
Sixteen operation
years experiin construction,
and
maintenance of transmitters and associated broadcast equipment, including 50 kw. With present employer more
than 15 years, but desire a change. I
am not a drifter and must have a good
salary to justify change. Age 37. Box
925K, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Station with engineering problems for ambitious chief engineer. 6
years experience;
directionals,Strong
construction, tuning, maintenance.
on audio. Desire permanent, congenial
change. Now supervisor. Midwest.
Salary
ING. $90.00. Box 975K, BROADCASTChief engineer-an-announcer 20 months
experience, can handle all phases.
Single,
28, automobile.
draft exempt.
Good
voice andagehave
Minimum
salarv $300, month. Prefers midwest.
Box 981K, BROADCASTING.
Experienced broadcast engineer desires
responsible position in deep south. Box
991K, BROADCASTING.
Engineer or combo, 3 years experience,
1 year 8 months chief engineer. Family.
Reply to Box 994K, BROADCASTING.
Attention eastern Oklahoma or northeast Texas stations. Home is where
the heart is and I have been away too
long. If you expect an opening soon
for an experienced engineer, write for
my record. Am now employed in kw
station on west coast so will need time
for notice. Minimum wage of 60 dollars
per
40 hour week considered. Box 19L,
BROADCASTING.
RCA Institutes graduate general course.
Single, first phone license, three years
broadcast experience. One year devoted
to television technical operations WOR
and WCBS. Prefer location in midwest, television operation desired. Box
22L, BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
phone. control,
4>2 years remotes.
experience 1st
transmitter
Single vet.mediately.Have
car.
Available
imBox 23L, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer - copywriter.
Vet, single, 27. College degree. Work
board. Heavy news, classics, H. Alleva,
1451 58th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Gedney 5-7710.
College graduate, 27, desires position
sportscaster and staff announcer, midwestern or eastern station carrying
play-by-play
sports,graduate
baseball Pathfinder
specialty;
some
experience;
School of Radio; Edgar Clarke, 1222A
Oak St., Kansas City, Mo.
Top newscaster and commercial man,
experienced. Information and education specialist U.S. Army. Just back
from Japan. Not floater. Want midwest connection. Available now. Leonard Smith, 1222-A Oak Street, Kansas
City, Mo.
Announcer: Wants position, prefer
southwest. Experienced all phases announcing, selling. Also 1V2 years program director for MBS outlet. Excellent ad lib, MC time shows. Available
immediately. Glen Stutzman. North
Platte, Nebraska, Phone 2682W.
Technical

Wanted, first fone operating position.
Qualifications on request. Box 370,
Moorhead, Minnesota.
Engineer: Radio telephone. 1st class
license. Inexperienced, draft exempt,
married.
RadioFlorida
and TVpreferred.
training. Daniel
Willing to travel.
G. Heald, 103-12 123rd Street, Richmond Hill, Long Island, New York,
Engineer-announcer
available
October
1st. Southern California
and Arizona.
Also $10,000.00 to invest in 250 watter
in same area. Walter Hoffman, Box
906, Martinez. California.
Transmitter
operator
availablereliable.
immediately. Licensed,
experienced,
Please state requirements. Lewis Sherlock, General Delivery, Denver, Colorado.
Draft exempt, 1st phone. Broadcast
and military experience. Excellent references. Want permanent transmitter job. Prefer southern or southeastern location, but will consider all replies. William Waddell, 300 W. Center
Street, Searcy, Arkansas.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director, experienced in proannouncing
and traffic.
Degree in duction,
music.
Presently
employed.
Single. Box 964K, BROADCASTING.
Yankee network producer, TV writer,
also 7 years announcing plus traffic.
ABC station. $65 minimum. Prefer
New
England. Box 977K, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer (4'/2 years) wishes
position as PD or producer. Experienced allemployed,
types available
programming.
Presently
immediately.
Married. Box 978K, BROADCASTING.
Continuity girl: Presently employed,
desires change of climate. Also doing
air work,
traffic,
general
ager knows
of this
ad.office.
Box Man988K,
BROADCASTING.
Program director 27. 7 years. Experienced as salesman-announcer-news director-sports director. Let me add the
personal touch to your programs that
gets listeners
sells notice.
sponsors.Personal
Available with 2 and
weeks
CASTING^
interview
desired. Box 989K, BROAD-

Wanted:
Chief engineer's
AM,
FM, TV. Presently
employed job,
in radar.
Have had experience in construction.
Box 924K, BROADCASTING.

Programming-production, woman script
writer, jingles copy unusually talented.
Prefers south-southwest. Box 11L,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Continuity writer-solid selling copy,
experience radio and allied fields. Draft
exempt male. No announcing. Box
12L, BROADCASTING.
Writer,
years TVWants
and position
radio sta-in
tion staffeight
experience:
New York station or agency. Box 13L,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director largest sports station in
country. ketball,
Madison
Square Garden
bastrack and hockey,
Forest Hills
and Davis Cup Tennis. Radio and TV.
College and pro football. Harness racing from New York. Box 21L. BROADCASTING.
Top radio news writer now with wire
service wants job on midwest station.
24, married, veteran, references. Box
24L. BROADCASTING.
Retired station manager open for program director position. 10 years experience, net and indie. Sober, reliable, family man. Handle sports playby-play.
MC
work, announcing,
and farm programs.
South only. news
Top
references, can invest. Box 26L,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted
Excellent Opportunities
Exist
in
NORTH CAROLINA RADIO STATIONS
for
REPUTABLE RADIO MEN & WOMEN
(Technical & Non Technical)
AM - FM - TV
Write Today for Application
NORTH CAROLINA
ASSN. OF BROADCASTERS
Box 1140
Southern Pines, N. C.
Announcers

Television

COMBO

Announcers

KLMR,

Production-Programming, Others
Television cameraman and photographer; commercial, news; advertising
and publicity. Age 40, married. Excellent references.
Box 891K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Who wants to work?
Midwest small market station
needs chief. You can be virtually your own boss if you
can take over technical deIdon't experience
care how
much or howpartment.little
you've
had;
if
you
knowof
about the care and feeding
transmitters and such, can get
along
boy. with
Some others,
board you're
work. our
50
or more hours some weeks.
Write or wire
once. ifDon't
overstate
your at case;
you
can't handle don't bother us.
Also can use one operator.
Give complete details with
pay
minimum. Box 979K,
BROADCASTING.

Stations
Excellent 250 watt fulltime station in
growing east coast city of 15,000. Good
potential. Fine studio transmitter
building with five acres of land right
in city. Owners have other interests.
$49,500 with $20-25,000 cash. Box 2L,
BROADCASTING.

Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley
Western Electric, RCA holders, etc.,
fastest service. Also monitor and frequency measuring service. Eidson
3-3901.
Electronic
Co., Temple, Texas, phone

Lamar, Colo.

Technical

For Sale

Equipment etc.
Wanted: One used studio console, send
full details and price to WNAE, Warren, Pennsylvania.
Two RCA 70C or 70D turntables, good
condition. Contact Ross Beville, Radio
Station WWDC, Washington, D. C,
Miscellaneous

wanted

Must be strong
on an-or
nouncing. Send tape
expected.
Orth
Bell,
platter
and
state
General Manager, salary-

One of the now
nation's
top television
sportscasters
available.
Can offer
over a decade of experience in all
sports
more "onCancamera"
time
than a and
test pattern.
handle your
football, basketball, hockey, et al. Box
987K, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Equipment, etc.
GE 3 kw FM transmitter and monitor.
Box 107J, BROADCASTING.
Channel two or three RCA TF3A three
bay Bat livery.
Wing
antenna
immediate deBox 869K,
BROADCASTING.
Brand new Magnecord PT-63 recorder
with amplifier and mixer. Slightly
used Presto PT-900. Magnecord PT-63
with
93x5 amplifier $400.00. Box 984K,
BROADCASTING.
For sale — Western Electric type 405-B2
five kilowatt standard broadcast transmitter used less than three years. Excellent condition. Supervisory console
and FCC set of spare tubes included.
Price
$19,950.00.
Box 28L, BROADCASTING.
Used RCA 76B2 Consolette and power
supply, in good condition. $500. Chief
Engineer. KGLO, Mason City, Iowa.
Collins 300G 250 watt transmitter. Excellent condition, complete. Also 185
foot
self supporting
Blaw-Knox WILK,
tower.
Contact
Thomas Shelburne,
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.
Wanted to Buy

MAN

For Sale
Equipment, etc.

^Television Transmitter?
♦
♦
♦
♦

New — Never Used

♦
♦
♦
♦

In Original Crates
RCA TT5A

♦

5 KW-VHF
Channels 2 through 6

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Available Immediately

FOR SALE

Address Box 880K
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
(Continued on next page)

For Sale (Cont'd)

FOR

SALE

For Sale (Cont'd)
For Sale: Complete television
micro-wave relay system, used by
stations WLW-D and WLW-C for
transmitting TV programs between
Dayton and Columbus, Ohio. For
details write J. M. McDonald,
Asst. Dir. Engineering, Crosley
Broadcasting Corp., Crosley
Square, Cincinnati 2, Ohio.
Wanted to Buy
Stations

One 250 watt Gates FM
transmitter with modulation and frequency monitors, two bay Gates FM
antenna. Transmitter guaranteed to be in perfect
condition.
Write or call

KVLC

Little Rock.
Arkansas

Hewlett-Packard
Model 325-B
DISTORTION ANALYSER
New condition. Best offer.
WOAI, Post Office Box 2641,
San Antonio, Texas.

NEED

AN

WANTED
A

Radio

Station

WEST OR SOUTHWEST
250-5000 WATTS
All Replies Confidential
SEND DETAILS,
INCLUDING PRICE TO
BOX 881 K, BROADCASTING
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
Confidential nation - wide service
placing qualified, experienced managers, commercial managers, program directors, chief engineers and
disc jockeys. Inquiries invited from
applicants and employers.
Howard S. Frazieb
TV & Radio Management Contultanti
726 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

ENGINEER?

Film

Report

(Continued from page 82)
additional installments and production started last week. Wally Fox
and George Archainbaud have been
signed to co-direct. Production
firm is owned by Gene Autry. Louis
Gray is producing this series.
An agreement with James C.
Petrillo, AFM president, has been
announced by FILMCRAFT Productions. It will allow the firm to
arrange an original musical score
for the film version of NBC's You
Bet Your Life. For a while, it
seemed the TV show might have
to
apply music from the AM production.
The Lady and the Rocket is the
title of half-hour film commercial
nearing completion at JERRY
FAIRBANKS Productions, Hollywood. The long plug will introduce
the new 1952 Oldsmobile and costars Jean Ruth and Bill Lechner.
. . . Fairbanks has purchased an
original TV play by Robert Blees,
The Cheyney Vase, for its Hollywood Theatre. . . . The same firm's
Front Page Detective has started
shooting its third series of 13hour films.
Sales & Production . . .
S N A D E R TELESCRIPTIONS,
Beverly Hills, has completed 10
Telescriptions, five featuring Tennessee Ernie and five starring Bob
Wills and Texas Playboys. . . .
Snader has sold its Telescriptions
library to WABD-TV New York
for five half-hour shows weekly
titled Date With Rex.
BING CROSBY Enterprises starts
filming second group of Rebound
films this week at RKO Pathe
studios.

need

an engineer

looking for a job
equipment
want

for sale

to buy a station

The best way to get results from any of the above classifications
is to place an ad in Broadcasting • Telecasting . . . where all
the men who make the decisions meet every Monday morning.
Situations wanted, 101 per word ($1.00
minimum )
Help wanted, 20/ per word ($2.00 minimum)
All other classifications 25/ per word ($4.00
minimum)
Display ads, $12.00 per inch
Mease address all correspondence to Classified Advertising Dept.,
BROADCASTING, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
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UNITED Productions of America
is holding its seventh annual five
day animation art festival at Burbank, Calif, studios. Festival, ending Sept. 25, includes screening of
its various cartoons.
Midwest
MX.I.OOO.OO

si

GOLFING family are (I to r) Le,
Clawson
Jr., champion
of the Martin'
Ferry Ohio
Golf Tournament;
Le
Clawson Sr., winner of the U. S. En
amelware Co. trophy as "West Vii
ginia's State Sportscaster's Gol
Champion," and Jim Clawson, th<
younger son, and runner-up in th
Ohio Golf match won by his brother
Lew Clawson Sr. is sports and con
tinuity director at WWVA Wheeling I
CAB

DIRECTORS
Plan Cultural Show
PLANS ARE under way for ex-,
periments in new programming
techniques, it was announced by
the board of directors of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at
Montreal Sept. 12-13.
Plans include programs to stimulate book reading, especially
among younger people, and to reacquaint them with the classic
literature in the English and u
French languages. Increased use
of concert music in Canadian
broadcasting and scholarship
awards for young Canadian composers also are planned.
The program experiments stem
from the Massey Commission re- ■
port in which independent Canadian broadcasting stations were re- ■ :•
ported as not doing enough to raise
the cultural level of the country.
CAB directors announced appointment of Guy Roberge of Quebec City, as associate counsel for
the association. CKLN Nelson,
B.C., became the 103d member of
the CAB. CAB directors reaffirmed
their willingness to assist government authorities in formation of a
definite plan for effective use of
radio services in case of emergency.

New York Slate
SH.'t.OOO.OO

A profitable independent located in an ideal
single station market in a
rich agricultural area. Financing; arranged.

The only station in a
very substantial market
with a population in excess of 25,000 and retail
sales of more than $35,000,000.00.
Financing arranged.

Appraisals e Negotiations o Financing
BLACKBURN- HAMILTON COMPANY
KADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Harold R. Murphy Ray V. Hamilton
Washington Bide- Tribune Tower
23S Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-C Exbrook 2-5S72
BROADCASTING
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locket Actions
INITIAL DECISIONS
Danville, 111. — Hearing Examiner Leo
esnick issued initial decision favorqg grant of application of Vermilion
Scstg. Corp. for new AM station on
go kc, 1 kw, fulltime, directional day
aid night; conditions. Decision Sept. 18.
Ionia, Mich. — Hearing Examiner
lizabeth C. Smith issued initial deision favoring grant of Ionia Bcstg.
jlo.'s
new AM
station
n 1430application
kc, 500 w, for
daytime,
and Seneca
ladio Corp.'s
request
for
same
frequency with 1 kw fulltime at Fostoria,
*hio; both applications are subject to
sngineering conditions. Decision Sept.
i.
Salem, Ind. — Hearing Examiner James
». Cunningham issued initial decision
. oring grant
of Don
Martin's
apication
for a new
AM H.station
on 1220
c, 250 w, daytime; conditions. Decion Sept. 20.
MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER
Baltimore, Md. — Commission issued
aemorandum opinion and order denyng
Public
Radio and
Corp.'sgranting
appliation
for Service
new station
KBAL,
Baltimore's
request
for
license
lenewal. Order Sept. 13.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 95)

fCC

roundup

New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

SUMMARY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 20
^COtQ
HoX.
Summary of Authorizations, Stations on the Air, Applications
Cond'l Appls. In
CPs
Grants Pending Hearing
Class
On Air Licensed
AM
FM
TV
2,278
121
278
112
AM Stations
2,295
FM Stations
650
56087
10221*1 516
9
1712
TV Stations
107
* On the air.
pals in transferee are associated with
the King
Ranch.
They include
dent James
H. Clement
(19%); PresiVice
President Ben A. Glusing (24%), attorney; Secretary A. L. Kleberg (19%);
Richard M. Kleberg Jr. (19%); and
Robert
C. Wells (19%). Granted Sept.
19.
WCTW (FM) New Castle, Ind.—
Granted transfer of control CourierTimes Inc., licensee, from Adaline B.
Chambers to Adaline B. Chambers, individually, and Adaline B. Chambers
and Ernest G. Scotten as trustees. Mr.
Scotten replaces Walter S. Chambers,
deceased. No monetary consideration
involved. Granted Sept. 19.
KOLT Scottsbluff,
assignment of license toNeb.—
new Granted
partnership
of L. L. Hilliard and Ruth Hilliard d/b
as Hilliard Co. through purchase of
former
A. Hand's
interest partner
for $2,500.Russell
Granted
Sept. 19.1%
WIRO Ironton,
— Granted
signment of licenseOhiofrom
Glacus asG.
Merrill to Iron City Bcstg. Co., a corporation in which he owns more than
99%. Granted Sept. 14.

on-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Salem,
Ore.
Gordon
Allen,
John
Truhan and— W.
Justine
Clark.
Granted
430 kc, 1 kw, daytime. Estimated cost
9,500. Mr. Allen has been owner of
Lebanon, Ore. Mr. Truhan is
for a [GAL
CAA engineer. Granted Sept. 19.
TV GRANTS
-. 7
Emporium, Pa. — Sylvania Electric
'roduets
requencies Inc.on Granted
Ch. 7 andexperimental
two UHF
ands, 509-529 and 870-890 mc. Estiriated cost $10,500. Transmission is
mited to test patterns and/or mono! fcopes and attended remote control
jperation. Granted Sept. 19.
TRANSFER GRANTS
New Applications
WLAV-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.—
ranted assignment of construction
: ml ermit
AM APPLICATIONS
from Leonard A. Versluis to
Waxahachie, Tex. — Pierce P. Brooks
■ ferandwood Bcstg. Co. for $1,382,068.
d/b as Cen-Tex Bcstg. Co., 1390 kc,
-,- jVew owner is licensee, of WOOD Grand
500 w, day; estimated cost $17,070; oper' Rapids. Granted Sept. 19.
ating cost $24,000; revenue $46,000. Apj WWPG-AM-FM
plicant is Vi owner Lone Star Bcstg.
cod'!..granted
acquisitionPalmof Beach,
control Fla.—
Palm
Co.,
applicant
for AM station in Lone
each Bcstg. Corp., licensee, by Charles
Star, Tex. Filed Sept. 19.
Davis, former Y> owner, through
Hot Springs, Ark. — Resort Bcstg. Co.
•-r |or
purchase
50% from
$75,000.of other
Granted
Sept. Ajax
19. Corp.
Inc., 590 kc, 1 kw, day; estimated cost
KJCK Junction City, Kan. — Granted
$16,474; operating cost $35,000; revenue
Principals include I. A. Cain
.'i- Requisition
of controlformer
Junction
City $60,000.
(20%), owner Cain Drug Store; O. L.
cstg. Co., licensee,
50% parter by R. L. Weir Jr. through purchase
Bayless
(20%),
pastor; H. E. Williams
6f other half interest from R. P. Mack
(10%), president of Southern Baptist
for $22,000. Granted Sept. 19.
College, Walnut Ridge, Ark. (licensee
KRLW); Earl Hodges (10%), chief enKWCB Searcy, Ark.— Granted transgineer KRLW and four other Arkansas
er of control White County Bcstg. Co.
nc. from William R. Smith to C. N. residents. Filed Sept. 17.
:)odd through retirement of 60% inEmporium, Pa. — Bucktail Bcstg.
erest for $10,500. Granted Sept. 19.
Corp., 980 kc, 500 w, day; estimated
KINE Kingsville, Tex. — Granted ascost
$13,275; operating cost $24,000; revignment of license from Josephine
enue $36,000. One-fifth owners are
3ate Kidd. executrix of estate of Jack
President L. J. Grimone, % owner Gri5hm|I lenry Kidd Jr., deceased, to Radio
mone's
retailPresident
furnitureFrank
and appliance
store; Vice
Grimone,
-v-m- Station KINE Inc. for $3,500. Princi: if)
&i
«0Cj.
Iflfl
WBZ'S 30th ANNIBoston
VERSARY
Outlet Recalls Active History
WBZ Boston, 30 years old last
veek, observed the historic event
quietly by reminding that on Sept.
19, 1921 it "became the second station in the world to offer a regular
scheduled program service, and the
first station in New England." Its
sister station, KDKA Pittsburgh,
started regular service Nov. 2,
1920.
Claims Many Firsts
WBZ boasts of many firsts in the
history of broadcasting, particularly in the public service field. WBZA
joined WBZ Nov. 12, 1924, as a
Boston outlet and the two stations
were synchronized on the same
BROADCASTING

f

wavelength in 1927. This synchronization remains in effect
though the stations switched locale
in 1929, WBZ's studios and transmitting facilities moving to Boston
and WBZA to Springfield.
WBZ, now a 50 kw NBC outlet,
teamed with WJZ New York in
1925 and formally joined NBC's
Blue Network Jan. 1, 1927. It
joined the former Red Network in
1942. The station moved June 20,
1948, into the modern Radio & Television Center, a 10-acre tract three
miles from the center of Boston.
This plant houses all studios and
offices of WBZ, WBZ-FM, WBZTV and WBOS, shortwave outlet.

• Telecasting

same; Secretary-Treasurer Anthony
Grimone,gineer forsame;
Robert
Bergdahl,
enSylvania
Electric
Products
Inc.;
Frank
Bergman,
manager
Sylvia's
retail store. Filed Sept. 17.
FM APPLICATIONS
Des Moines, Iowa — Independent
School tional
District,
FM on Ch.non-commercial
201 (88.1 mc), educa1 kw;
estimated construction cost $5,150.
Plans to cooperate with WOI-AM-FM
Ames, Iowa (Iowa U.) in exchange of
broadcasting service. Station will be
used as tional
radio
and educaservicetraining
for Des unit
Moines
school
system. Filed Sept. 19.
TV APPLICATIONS
Eureka, Calif. — Redwood Bcstg. Co.
Inc., Ch. 3, 17.1 kw visual, 8.55 kw
aural, antenna 92 ft. Estimated cost
$135,384; operating cost $80,000; revenue
$50,000. Applicant is licensee of KIEM
and KRED (FM) Eureka. Filed Sept. 19.
Huntington,
W. Va. —Ch.Greater
ington Radio Corp.,
13, 58.3Huntkw
visual, 29.2 kw aural, antenna 492 ft.
Estimated cost $301,028.86; operating
cost and revenue to be determined.
Applicant
of WHTN-AM-FM
Huntington. is licensee
Filed Sept.
17.
Quincy, 111. — Quincy Bcstg. Co., Ch.
10 (192-198 mc), 200 kw visual, antenna
500 ft. Estimated cost $394,750; operating costpli$93,000;
revenue
$110,000.
Apcant is licensee
of WGEM
Quincy.
Filed Sept. 20.
TRANSFER REQUESTS
KXIT
Dalhart,Baird
Tex. —Bishop
Assignment
license from
and Edof
Bishop
d/b
as
Dal
Bad
Assoc.
to
Bairdas
Bishop and Kenneth B. Bishop d/b
Dal Bad Assoc. K. B. Bishop pays
$30,000
for Edhas Bishop's
50% manager
interest.
K. B. Bishop
been general
of station since grant. Filed Sept. 18.
KOME
Tulsa, Okla.
of control Oil Capital
Sales— Transfer
Corp., licensee,
through sale of 100% interest to John
Brown U. of Siloam Springs, Ark. for
$200,000. School has been majority
owner of KUOA Siloam Springs since
1935. Filed Sept. 19.
KDEC Decorah, Iowa — Assignment of
license from Telegraph Herald to
Scenic Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $15,000.
Principals in transferee are President
Verne Koenig (45.83%), now KDEC
program
director;
Vice KDEC
President
neth Bjerke
(45.83%),
news Kenand

Applications Cont.:
new FM station for extension of completion date. Lima, Ohio— Same.
WLOK-FM
License Renewal
Following stations request license
renewal: KTRB-FM Modesto, Calif.;
WLDS-FM Jacksonville, 111.
APPLICATION RETURNED
WISR Butler, Pa.— RETURNED application for involuntary transfer of
control Butler Bcstg. Co. Inc., licensee.
September 20 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KBIG Avalon, Calif.— Mod. CP new
AM station to change name from John
H. Poole tr/as El Dia Bcstg. Co. to
John H. Poole tr/as John Poole Bcstg.
Co.WLAN-FM Lancaster. Pa.— Mod, CP
new FM station for extension of completion date.License Renewal
Following stations request renewal of
license: WEIM Fitehburg, Mass.;
WYVE Wytheville,
KXOA-FM York,
Sacramento, Calif.;Va.;
WNOW-FM
Pa.; WPLH-FM Huntington, W. Va.
sports director; and Frank R. Miller
(8.33%), attorney. Filed Sept. 19.
WKAI
of control the Macomb,
Macomb 111.—
Bcstg.Transfer
Co., licensee,
from James C. Bailey, Dorothy C.
Bailey and Lyle B. Landis through sale
of 100% interest for $35,000. Owners
of 25% each are President W. E.
Schons, sales department of Brede Inc.,
Minneapolis outdoor advertising and
display;cian; Vice
Secretary
PresidentDr.T.E.L.Schons,
Cook, physiowner
several retail stores; and Treasurer
C. S. Harris, part-owner B. W. Harris
Co., clothing manufacturers. Filed
Sept. 17.
WSKB McComb, Miss.— Involuntary
assignment of license from McComb
Bcstg.
Corp. to H.Filed
Bee Sept.
Wood,18. trustee
in bankruptcy.
Deletions . . .
TOTAL deletions to date since Jan. 1:
AM 25, FM 57, TV 1. New deletions,
effective dates and reasons follow:
KMPH Memphis, Tenn. — Blake Bcstg.
Co., permit, Sept. 10. No reason given.
KVLC-FM
Little
Ark.—Sept.
South-11.
western Bcstg.
Co.,Rock,
license,
Survey showed only 12 listeners.
WABX (FM) Harrisburg, Pa. — WABX
Inc., license. Sept. 13. Economic.
FOOTBALL GUIDE for 1951, giving
this fall's college and pro football
schedules and other data, has been
published by B. F. Goodrich, sponsor
of Celebrity Time on CBS-TV. It was
edited by Herman Hickman, coach at
Yale U. and a permanent panel member on Celebrity Time.

d by Wemar
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Publishe

ROCK
CASTLE
Mer. 8944;
On Records: Johnny Hodges—
our-Cap.
. 5658; Dave Barb
Ralph Marterie-Mer
39o27 ,
Col.
es—
Jam
y
Harr
traSina
k
1716; Fran
Tones
Deep
Four
;
213*
20-4
Folne Sisters-Vic Oliv
.
8
2771
Dec.
er—
-Coral 65061*; Sy
*Non-exclusive BMI vocally.
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RTMA Sports Plan
(Continued from page 27)
and was officially described only as
a request that "the whole question
of how to increase the telecasting
of major sports events" be studied.
But meaning and motivation appeared clear to observers. Set
makers are sensitive to the rising
wave of complaints from set owners who feel they have been deprived of coverage to which they
are entitled whenever theatre-TV
acquired exclusive rights to serve
its own, paying audiences. On one
occasion a group of manufacturers
banded together to acquire fightcast rights.
The request for a study of the
sportscasting question was directed
to the Sports Broadcasting Committee under J. B. Elliott, of RCA,
which in addition to manufacturing
home sets and owning a TV network also makes theatre TV equipment. Other members are A. A.
Brandt of General Electric; H. L.
Hoffman of Hoffman Radio Corp.;
John F. Gilligan of Philco Corp.;
William H. Kelley of Motorola;
Walter L. Stickel of Allen B. DuMont Labs., and L. C. Truesdale
of Zenith Radio Corp.
Sees No Panacea
In the small business conference
Tuesday, A. D. Plamondon Jr.,
president of Indiana Steel Products
Co. and chairman of the Small
Business Survey Committee, emphasized that the clearing house
to help bring together prime and
sub-contractors on handling of government contracts will augment
present activities in that direction
but will be no panacea.
It was stressed that civilian production will be curtailed even
further.
President McDaniel reported that
the defense department is currently at work on a regulation to serve
as a guide as to what cost items
are permissible in federal contracts,
including fees or costs of selling
to the government. Manufacturers,
it was reported, would be permitted
to engage legitimate representa-
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WEVD
117-119 W. 48 St
t.Mf. Director H.Y.19
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District 9
(Continued from page 93)
sound when radio's greater v.]
as an advertising medium is !
proportionately reflected by gen
rate increases during the past i j
Declaring general rate re(
tions "unwise, unnecessary and
just," the ninth district meml
ship urged NARTB and the inc
try "to resist and oppose such
ductions wherever and whent

LOBBY
WIND
Caley,
Robert

GROUP at NARTB District 9 meeting (seated, I to r): John Carey,
Chicago; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island; Charles C.
WMBD Peoria; Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president. Standing,
J. Burow, WDAN Danville; Ray Hamilton, Blackburn-Hamilton;
Gus Hagenah, Standard Radio Transcription Services.

tives on a commission basis for
government sales, but that influence-ped lers orso-called fivepercenters would be excluded.
The committee agreed to the following definition of "small business" in the electronic industry: "A
business independently owned and
operated, employing not more than
750 persons and not a subsidiary
of a company employing more than
750 persons." A recent survey, it
was reported, showed that 72%
of RTMA's member companies
qualify as "small business."
Named to the Tube Division's
Committee on Critical Materials,
to serve as liaison with NPA, were:
E. P. Garretson, of Tung-Sol Lamp
Works; Berkley Davis, GE; E. R.
Carroll, Hytron Radio & Electronic
Co.; W. E. Bahls, RCA Victor Division, and R. F. Marlin, Sylvania
Electric Products. Appointments
were made by R. E. Carlson, chairman of the Tube Division.
Among membership solicitation
activities scheduled were:
The RTMA Transmitter Division

has scheduled a general membership meeting, to be held Nov. 1
at the Wardman Park Hotel in
Washington, at which government
and industry officials will discuss
mutual problems. In addition it
was pointed out that the Promotion
Committee, under J. J. Kahn, of
Standard Transformer Corp., is developing plans to get across more
clearly to RTMA members and the
industry generally the story of the
organization's objectives and activities.
With set servicing problems expected to mount appreciably with
the opening of UHF broadcasting
and more extensive colorcasting,
the Service Committee reported it
is completing work on a suggested
course for the training of technicians in trade and vocational
schools.
The recently established RTMA
Amateur Radio Activities Section,
holding its initial meeting on Tuesday, worked on plans for more intensive promotion on behalf of
amateur operators and their activities.
Six Will Seek

STATION

SALES

FCC

Approval

FIVE AM stations and one FM outlet were reported sold last week, subject to FCC approval.
Lee Hats' President James B. Lee has bought a 75% interest in WLAD
Danbury, Conn. He is paying $30,000 for the interests of Robert J. and
John C. Doran and John P. Previdi.
is not feasible or practiMr. Lee also owns a majority in- Angeles
cal from a financial standpoint at
terest in Fairfield Broadcasting
Co., one of three companies which
Applications
for transfer had
combined to apply for a TV outlet this
time."
in Waterbury, Conn. (The other been filed with FCC for four of the
two are WBRY and WATR, both AM sales reported as of last Thursday. These included sale of ROME
Waterbury) .
Tulsa, Okla., to John Brown U. of
The FM sale took place in HollySiloam Springs, Ark., licensee of
wood where Harry Maizlish, presi- KUOA-AM-FM there, for $200,000.
dent and general manager of KFWB
[At Deadline, Aug. 27].
there, purchased KFMV (FM)
Would Buy WKAI
from Union Broadcasting Corp. for
$70,000. Union Broadcasting is a
Four individuals filed for permission to buy WKAI Macomb, 111.
subsidiary
of International
Garment Workers
(AFL) Ladies'
which
for $35,000 from James C. and
also owns WFDR (FM) New York.
Dorothy Bailey, and Lyle B. Landis.
Frederick F. Umhey, executive
Prospective owners are W. E.
secretary of the union, said the sta- Schons, outdoor advertising sales
executive; Dr. E. SchonS, physition was sold because "operation
of an FM-only radio station in Los
cian; T. L. Cook, retailer, and C. S.

ade."
Ray Livesay,
Mattoon,
president WLBH-AMof the Illii
Broadcasters Assn., stressed
need
for a closer personal ri
proposed."
tionship between the broadca^
and his state representatives.
"Legislation is important, ;
it's a must for broadcasters I
know the senator and represen I
tives from their district," he stai I
The IBA, he said, plans to i|
tain
an attorney
to toscreen
legislation
of interest
the grost:
Mr. Dahl, substituting for E
Laird, WDUZ Green Bay, pre
dent of the Wisconsin Broadcast
Assn., told of plans by the stjj
to get legislative approval for t!
more FM stations. This wo>
bring
state's
eight VF
stationsthe and
one total
AM tooutlet.
Dahl networked
charged the
stations,
wh'
are
to cover
the ent
state, would "compete with us 1
listeners although not for mone;
The Wisconsin group retains
attorney
on a permanent basis,
said.
The membership also vot
resolutions commending Mr. F
lows for the work he has do
thus far and pledging him "si
tained and sincere support." T
meeting commended Broadcs
Music Inc. for its program clini<
BMI vice president Roy Hark
outlined the growth of BMI sin •
its organization, upcoming pi

gram
clinics for
and composers.
progress of tc ^!
competition

Harris, part-owner of B. W. Han
Co., clothing manufacturer.
One-half interest in KXIT D;
hart, Tex., was bought by Kenne
B. Bishop from Ed Bishop for $3(- js
000. Kenneth Bishop has been ge
eral manager of the station sin
its grant. Other partner, Bai
Bishop, retains his 50%.

Two station
employes
and KDE
an a. ;f
torney
have applied
to buy
Decorah, Iowa, from the Dubuqii;
Telegraph Herald for $15,000. Pr
gram
Director Kenneth
Verne Koenig
ari 11
News Director
Bjerke wi
each own 45.83%. Attorney Frar
Miller holds 8.33%..
Seven station sales were a]
proved by the FCC last week. The
were WWPG-AM-FM Palm Beac
Fla.; KJCK Junction City, Kan
KWCB Searcy, Ark.; KINE King
ville, Tex.; WCTW (FM) Ne
Castle, Ind.; KOLT Scottsblufi
Ironton, Ohi( '
Neb.,
[Detailsandin WIRO
FCC Roundup, pag
99].
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Lawrence Tri-Color Tube
(Continued from page 67)

Registration
of NARTB
District 9 Meet

Charles R. Cook, WJPF Rock Island,
1 II.; Harold A. Safford, WLS Chicago;
• : farold L. Dewing, WCVS Springfield;
rank E. Schooley, WILL Urbana; Ed
kheeler, WEAW
(FM) Evanston;
Sliver J. Keller, WTAX Springfield;
[ugh Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee;
Toward Dahl, WKBH La Crosse; Lese C. Johnson, WHBF AM-TV Rock
"-•-li ;land, 111.; Howard Lane, WJJD Chi:o; Joe Bonansinga, WGEM Quincy
lay Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111.
nomas S. Land, WROY Carmi, 111.
m nomas R. Kelley, WRCO Richland
enter, Wis.; William Holm, WLPO
111.; Sid Bliss, WCLO JanesLaSalle,
Tille.
' Robert J. Burow, WDAN Danville;
toward G. Bill, WDZ Decatur; George
V Frechette, WFHR Wisconsin Raiids; Harry R. LePoidevin, WRJN
[aci'ne; Mary
M. Walter, WJPG Green
lay; W. Kenneth Patterson, WSIV
ekin; John Carey, WIND Chicago;
rank C. Schroeder Jr., WDZ; John
Walter, WJPG; Harold J. Newcomb,
I'RJN; Bruce Beichl, WFHR; Dan
[ynaston, WMBD.
•; it' Milburn H. Stuckwish, WSOY Dem atur; Jerry Staten, WFRX West
rankfort, ill.; Charles F. Bruce,
'■'SOY; L. W. Fitchett, WJPG;
harles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria;
ieorge C. Udry, WSIV Pekin; Warer C. Tidemann, WJBC Bloomingon; Joe Mackin, WMAM Marinette,
1 Vis.;
Merrill Lindsay, WSOY; Maury
rong, Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Vashington; Jane Pinkerton and Bill
thaw, Broadcasting • Telecasting,
thicago.
nding part of the
IStation men atte
assions were William McGuineas,
TON Chicago; Glenn Snyder, Warren
lliddleton, Chick Freeman, WLS Chi1 Associate members in attendance
Ire re Roy Harlow and Burt Squire,
EMI; Neal Weed, Weed and Co.; Bill
I'oung and Hugo Allen, Lang-Worth;
llims Thomason, United Press; Ray
J . Hamilton, Blackburn-Hamilton;
ifcus Hagenah, Standard Radio Transcription Services; Thomas W. Willon, Washington attorney; Jerry Gill
fend Gerald Swisher, Associated Press;
Bill Reilly, RCA Thesaurus; J. L.
ts'ickels, RCA Broadcast Sales; E. L.
rant and Bert Masterson, UP; Harld Fitzgerald, SESAC; Seymour
apian, World Broadcasting System.
Representatives from NARTB included President Harold Fellows;
Ralph W. Hardy, director of government relations; John F. Hardesty,
pirector of station relations, and Bill
ITreynor of his department, and R. P.
poherty, director of labor relations;
J3AB representatives included President Bill Ryan of New York and Lee
iHart of Chicago.
:KTSL (TV) Hollywood has tripled
jits telecine space and added one 35 mm
(and one 16 mm projector plus Teleop.
KTSL projection equipment has been
[moved to 1313 N. Vine St. studios.
A CHAS. WKHELSON HIT!

MAGIC DBUCTIVB"
15 MIN. TRANSCRIBED
MYSTERY SHOWS
for particulars
Charles Michelson, Inc.
15 WEST 47th ST., NEW YORK 19
BROADCASTING

proud to have been associated in
the development of the tube with
such scientists as Dr. Lawrence;
Dr. Louis Alvarez, nuclear physicist and inventor of the groundcontrol approach aircraft navigation system; Dr. Edward McMillan, nuclear
physicist andandco-discoverer of plutonium;
Dr.

. mm

Andrew Longacre, who was responsible for much of the early development work in radar.
"We have reason to believe,"
Mr.
Balaban continued,tube
"that
Lawrence-Paramount
is the
the

DELEGATES AT NARTB District 9 meeting included (I to r): Oliver Keller,
WTAX Springfield; Hugh Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee; Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY
Decatur, District 9 director, and Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon,
president, Illinois Bcstrs. Assn.
Phonevision
(Continued from page 67)
FCC set the request for hearing
[Broadcasting • Telecasting,
Dec. 12, 1949]. The issues indicated that the Commission had
doubts about the legality of subscription TV as a broadcast service; whether it should not be considered a common carrier service,
etc.
Early in 1950, Zenith in a plea
for reconsideration asked that it be
allowed to run the tests before
having to justify the system. The
Commission gave Zenith that permission and the tests commenced
in January 1951.
Results of a study of the reactions of the 300 families that
participated in the Chicago tests,
by the National Opinion Research
Council of the U. of Chicago, will
not accompany the petition for
commercialization. It is expected
that that study will be available in
30 days or so.
Although the issues propounded
by the FCC in 1949 allude to the
then proposed demonstration, they
give some idea of the Commission's
thinking on the subject of subscription TV. The 1949 issues were
as follows:
1. Full information concerning the
technical aspects and operations of
petitioner's system of Phonevision.
2. Full information concerning the
nature of the proposed exeprimental
operations, including:
The objectives of and neces(a)tions;
sity for such experimental opera(b) Transmitting and receiving facilities and services to be employed;
(c) Telephone company facilities
and services to be employed;
(d) Maximum, minimum and
weighted average airline distances of test subscribers from
the central Phonevision control
switchboard;
(e) Charges to be collected from
test subscribers and the basis
upon which such charges were
determined;

• Telecasting

(f ) Contractual or other arrangements between petitioner and
TECO,* on the one hand, and
test subscribers, persons supplying program material, and the
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. on
the other hand.
3. Full information concerning the
contemplated non-technical aspects of
Phonevision operations, if authorized
on a regular basis, including the rela~
tionship of petitioner and TECO* to
each other and to stations transmitting Phonevision, subscribers, persons supplying program material, and
telephone companies.
4. Whether under the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, Phonevision, if authorized by the Commission, should be classified as a
"broadcast" service, a "common carrier" service, or some other service
classification.
5. Whether the conduct of the proposed experiment on the requested
frequency band (54 to 60 mc) would
be consistent with the Commission's
Rules and Regulations, the Communications Act of 1934, as amended,
and existing treaties; and whether
the experiment could not be conducted effectively on frequencies
available under the Commission's
Rules and Regulations for experimental operations looking toward the
development of a new service.
6. In the light of the evidence adduced on the foregoing issues, to
determine whether a grant of the
petition would serve the public interest, convenience and necessity.
* Television Entertainment Co. Inc.,
organized holders,
by which
Zenith
stockwouldofficers
have and
exclusive
licensing rights and arrange programs
and fees for the service.

WEAM
Adds to Staff
HOWARD STANLEY, manager
of WEAM Arlington, Va., last
week appointed Wayne Farrell as
program director; Buddy Kling,
public relations director; Johnny
Cooley, music director, and Tom
Frawley, news editor.

simple answer to the color television problem about which there
has been so much public discussion
and confusion.
"A unique feature of the tube
is its ready adaptability for mass
production on an economical basis
that will bring color television
within the means of the millions,
rather than a few. In hastening
the achievement of color television
as a technical and economic reality,
we are gratified that Paramount
can perform a constructive public
"With the broad acceptance of
color, new horizons are open for
enhanced
service." entertainment and the
broadcasting of better quality programs of educational and cultural
value. Color represents a new and
glamorous 'third' dimension for
After seeing the tube in operation, Adolph Zukor, pioneer in the
television."
development of motion pictures,
was quoted as saying:
"I am just as excited about the
possibilities of color television as
I was in the early days of motion
MINNESOTA Mining & Mfg. Co.
(Scotch Brand cellophone tape) moved
itspictures."
Juvenile Jury TV show from 8:30-9
p.m. Tues. on NBC-TV to Sun. afternoon, 3:30-4 p.m. on same network.

You Get
MORE for Your Paycheck
BECAUSE OF ADVERTISING
Because Advertising
. . . brings you news about better products you need
, . . tells you where to get what you want when you
want it
. . . makesductionlower
and mass prices
sellingpossible through mass proYet Picture How Little
All This Costs
For instance, it coets less than
%* afamous
gallon brands
to advertise
most
of gasoline.the
would
cost themethodmanufacturer
Any andother
of selling
more
therefore
use advertising. raise the
price. Otherwise he wouldn't
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Closed
Circuit
(Ccmtinned from page U)
FCC's disposition of controverted FM issue
validity of such specialized services as Tram
casting, Functional Music and Storecasti
indicated last week. Reason: Staff not reai
■^SR

... at

SCHOOL BOARD
WATERBURY
OPPOSES TV PROJECT
HIGH construction and operating costs preclude erection of educational TV station in
Waterbury, Conn., local school board ruled in
response to request of Connecticut State Board
of Education for educational TV channel in
city. State group also has asked earmarking
of channels in three other cities (Bridgeport,
Hartford, Norwich) and at U. of Connecticut,
Storrs.
Waterbury board said TV station would impose "burdensome financial obligation" on department, "already pressed to meet financial
requirements of an expanding school population." Board added that existing radio stations in Waterbury "have been generous in
making their facilities available" to board and
students. It believes "a commercial TV station would make available its facilities without cost." Board has no intention to start
station, has no funds, and doesn't want channel set aside for its use, it said, estimating it
would take investment of about $500,000 jilus
operating costs.
HEDGES WARNS
MUST BE MORE

RADIO
FLEXIBLE

RADIO is "more all-inclusive than any other
advertising medium" but faces "revolution" in
which it "must learn to roll with punches and
to become flexible and adaptable if it is to have
a prosperous future," William S. Hedges, NBC
vice president in charge of integrated services,
told BMI program clinic at Rochester. He
said spot radio business is increasing, with
network radio as strong as in 1940s and above
last half of 1950, with slight variation.
Replying to Assn. of National Advertisers'
third study of radio time values [Broadcasting
• Telecasting, Sept. 10], he said:
Significant changes in the economic conditions
affecting radio are taking place. The one medium
which has been ultra conservative in rate adjustments was selected as the target of ANA.
I am still waiting for the publication of an ANA
book entitled, "Newspaper Rates Must Be Reduced." The plain cold fact is that the advertisers know very well that these older media have
been forced to increase their rates in order that
they may survive.
BOUT

IN

13 CITIES

SADDLER-PEP featherweight championship
bout [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug. 27]
at New York's Polo Grounds Wednesday will
be carried exclusively by 17 theatres in 13
cities, Theatre Network Television Inc. announced yesterday (Sunday). Limited to areas
outside New York, bout represents largest
theatre TV coverage to date. New cities added
to hookup are Minneapolis, Detroit, and Binghamton, N. Y., and new theatre has been
equipped in Pittsburgh.
WHITLEY JOINS BLAIR
EDWARD WHITLEY named account executive for John Blair & Co., New York station
representative. Mr. Whitley joined Blair after
serving with Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles as timebuyer.
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FCC APPROVES SALE
OF WSB-TV ATLANTA
FINAL APPROVAL of Sale of WSB-TV Atlanta Channel 8 facilities from Atlanta Newspapers Inc. to Broadcasting Inc. issued by
FCC late Friday. Initial authorization last
month had been stayed twice after U. of
Georgia's WGST and E. D. Rivers Jr., both
TV applicants for Atlanta, filed petitions for
reconsideration of Commission's action alleging hidden stock ownership, other legal irregularities [Broadcasting • Telecasting, Aug.
13, et seq.].
Both WGST and Mr. Rivers alleged Joseph
L. Morris was stockholder in Broadcasting
Inc. and Atlanta Newspapers Inc., had not reported it. FCC in order last week found Mr.
Morris had owned 0.1% non-voting stock in Atlanta Newspapers, had sold it when informed
it might be considered violation by FCC. ". . .
We do not find that the delinquencies warrant
the action sought by petitioners in view of the
fact that the failure to report was based on
an
and a lack of understanding,"
the inadvertence
FCC order read.
Allegations that there was "community of
interest" between Atlanta Newspapers and
Broadcasting Inc. because some RobinsonHumphrey Inc. stockholders owned stock In
Atlanta Newspapers and others in Broadcasting Inc. were dismissed by FCC as being
"particularly vague and indefinite." RobinsonHumphrey Inc. is investment banking firm
which handled some financial arrangements of
purchase. Other points dismissed by Commission on legal grounds, including assumption
on part of WGST and Mr. Rivers that they
had right as TV applicants to hearing for
Channel 8. Comrs. Coy, Hyde and Hennock
did not participate. Comr. Hyde is on vacation.
HIGGINS, DIGNAM RESIGN
RESIGNATIONS of Hugh M. P. Higgins, director of BAB, and William Dignam, director
of information and assistant to President William B. Ryan, announced Friday by BAB, effective Oct. 15. Mr. Higgins, former vice
president and general manager of WMOA
Marietta, Ohio, and before that with NAB,
became interim director of BAB last August.
Mr. Dignam joined BAB in March after serving
as administrative assistant to president of
Alfred Politz Research Inc., New York.
THREE JOIN INTERMOUNTAIN
AFFILIATION of KIFI Idaho Falls, KWLK
Pocatello and KLIX Twin Falls, all in Idaho,
with Intermountain Network, effective Oct. 1,
announced Friday by George C. Hatch, network president. Group represented nationally
by Avery-Knodel Inc. Thirty-nine Intermountain stations also available with Coast Don
Lee
Network.
New affiliates retain ABC affiliation.
WOR-TV NAMES MARLOWE
HARVEY MARLOWE named program manager WOR-TV New York, effective today
(Monday). Producer-director at WOR-TV
since 1949, he was formerly program manager
for WPIX (TV) New York and before that executive producer for ABC Television Network.

CBS RADIO negotiating with KERG Euge
Ore., which would become its 204th affilia
Understood basic hourly rate would be $60
HUDSON PULP & PAPER Co. and Menr
Products, radio and television advertisers a
both formerly with Duane Jones Co., expect
to name Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., as agenc
JOHN
with Maxon
N. "
expectedMcCORKLE,
to join Sullivan,
Stauffer,Adv.,
Colwell
Bayles, N. Y., as timebuyer effective middle
October.
BAM COVERAGE STUDY
URGED BY DISTRICT 11
CALL for thorough inquiry into audien
measurement situation sounded Friday 1
NARTB District 11, meeting at Radissi
Hotel, Minneapolis.
Noting increased interest in coverage-ratii
mixup, District 11 adopted resolution endoi
ing Broadcast Audience Measurement Inc. f
its efforts to arrive at satisfactory unifor
measurement
system and urged it to contini
25).
efforts (see research-measurement stories paj
District joined four previous NARTB are;
in opposing Benton legislation. Proposal
analyze impact of FM and demand for sets 1
means of test market studies received endors
ment. Rate reductions and other developmen
tending to undermine industry's economic st
bility condemned by delegates. Other resol
tions endorsed NARTB President Harold J
Fellows, who addressed meeting, and oth<
officers; approved BMI clinics; lauded Broa
cast Advertising Bureau and pledged suppo
to civil defense activities.
Harry W. Linder, KWLM Willmar, Mini
district director, presided at two-day sessio
attended by 90 delegates. He named resol
tions committee consisting of John F. Meaghe
KYSM Mankato, chairman; Lee Whitin
KEYD Minneapolis; Orville Burda, KDI
Dickinson, N. D.; Ray Eppell, KORN Mitche
S. D.
Speakers included Roy Harlow, BMI; Ralj
W. Hardy, Mr. Fellows and Richard ]
Doherty, NARTB; William B. Ryan and L<
Hart, BAB; Col. Tom Joyce, 5th Army Con
mand; Oliver Gramling, AP.
TV panel discussion, led by Messrs. Fellov
and Doherty, included Francis Van Konynei
burg, WTCN Minneapolis; Robert R. Tinche
WNAX Yankton; Jack Dunn, WD AY Fargc
S. S. Fantle, KWLO Sioux Falls; Harry !
Hyett, WEAU Eau Claire; Odin S. Ramslam
KDAL Duluth; F. E. Fitzsimonds, KFY
Bismarck and Harry Peck, WDGY Mil
neapolis.
BAB panel included Tom Barnes, WDA1
chairman; Don Sullivan, WNAX; Robei
Ekstrum, WTCN; Manny Marget, KVO
Moorhead, Minn.; Jack Lynch, KWLM; Pai
Gussner, KGCU Mandan, N. D.
BASEBALL GROUP NAMED
SUBCOMMITTEE of NARTB Baseball Con
mittee named Friday to conduct study of in
pact of broadcasting and TV on baseball gat
along with other aspects of situation. Name
to subcommittee by NARTB President Harol
E. Fellows were Harry McTigue, WINN Loui;
R. McCollough,
Clair Pa.,
ville;
B. McGratl
and William WGAL-AM-T'
Lancaster,
WHDH Boston.
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That's what you want, isn't it? In advertising that means more sales impressions
per dollar spent.
No other medium can approach radio in reaching a lot of people at low cost.
In a market that is nearly 1/1 Oth of America, one station — WLW' — reaches
more people more frequently and at lower cost than any
other medium available.
If you're really serious about wanting more for your advertising dollar,
if you're concerned about the cost of reaching people, you should see the new
presentation, "What Price People?" We'll be glad to show you
this factual story about —

WLW

THE NATION'S MOST MERCHANDISE- ABLE STATION

responsive

listeners

make
responsive

buyers

Four

WJR
\

response

tests

averaged

543

answers

the
GREAT

per

single

VOICE
announcement!

1
i

GREAT IAKES
of the

Recently, WJR tested listener response
on four shows — a record show, a folksong show, a news and a sports show.
Over 25,000 listeners responded to
only 46 announcements. That's 543
responses for every announcement!
Here's real proof of WJR's ability to

work for more sales in a major market
area. It's evidence also of WJR's
pulling power and influence on a great
audience. Translate these factors into
high-geared sales. In the MichiganGreat Lakes area, always buy WJR,
the Great Voice of the Great Lakes.

WJR — now celebrating its 25th year of service to home and nation

-**
REMEMBER...
FIRST THEY LISTEN..
THEN THEY BUY!

Radio
— America's
Greatest
Advertising
Medium
FREE
MIKE
SPEECH

Represented nationally by
fc/warc/ Petry & Company

